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PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND QOV. BONDS.
San »a»d.po July 14. 1882.
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— State Investment

Horn. II. >me Mutual
Nom. Commercial
45 Western

RAILROADS.
10. P. R. R. Stock
C. P. R. h. Bonds ....
City Railroad
Omnibus R. R.
N. B. and MiaBion R. R.

.

Sutter Street It. R
Geary Street R. R
Centra! R. R. Co
Market Street R. R
Clav Street Hill R. R ...

S. F. Gaslight Co
Oakland Gaslight Co .

.

Sac'to Gaslight Co
Califor"a Powder Co
Giant Powder Co (new atck)
Atlantic Giant Powder ....

Gold and Stock Teleg'h Co
;S. V. W. W. Co. 's Stock...
S. V. W. W. Co 1 Bonds

j

Pacific Coast S- S. Co's Stock
California Street R R.

Bid.

52}

100
100
107
110

103
103
126
106
107
119

128

108

122 125

ISO —
126 128
106 112

90 95
117 118
96 96
46 —
96 96
76 —
97 99
60 55
Nom. Nom.
Norn. Nom.
65} 65}

31}31
52} 65

115 —
103 105
66 05}
64} 65}

112 116
118} 120

112

46, 45}.

Dupont Street Bonds
Sacramento.City Bonds. . .

.

Stockton City Bonds
Yuba County Bonds
Mwvs.iUe Citv Bonds
Santa Clan Co. Bonds
Los Angeles County Bonds.
Los Angeles Citv Bonds . .

.

Virv'a & Truck t-e R. R. Bds.
Nevada Co. N. O. R. R. Bds
Oakland City Bonds
Oregon BA N" Bonds, 6s..

S- P.R. R. Bonds
U S.4s.

BANKS.
Bank vt California

Pacific Bank
First National

INS("RANCH COMPANIES.
Union
Fireman's Fund
California

Pacific Rolling Mills, 115, 122J. Cala. Dry Dock, 65, 60. Sale Deposit Co.
Vulcan Powder, 66J, 674-

There will be a large amount paid in dividends to-morrow, which will.

no doubt, strengthen the price of standard securities, even at their pres-
ent high price. There has been a large business done in the various Pow-
der stocks during the week. Andrew Baird, 312 California st.

Two New Steams-hips.—The Oceanic Steamship Company, through
its agents, Messrs. J. D. SpreckleB & Co., have contracted with William
Cramp & Sons, of Philadelphia, for two elegant new steamships, to be put
on the line between here and Honolulu. The new ships will be models of

naval architecture. They will be each 320 feet long, 41 feet beam and
28 faet depth of bold. Each has capacity of 104 first-class passengers, and
a carrying capacity of 2,300 tons dead weight on a draft not to exceed 20
feet. The engines will indicate 2,000 horse-power, and a speed of 14
knots is guaranteed. The steamers will be magnificently fitted, and will

no doubt be a credit to their builders, as they will to the service in which
they are to be engaged.

A New Enterprise.—It is reported that J. M. Scott and Leland
Stanford are at the head of a movement which designs establishing
cast-steel works in Oakland, with a mill at Sacramento. The enterprise
will be in the hands of a company the capital stock of which will amount
to $2,675,000. The iron will come from the Clipper Gap iron mills, which
are said to have been purchased for $432,115.45. The number of shares
is 26,750, and 15,900 have been sold, leaving 10,760 yet on the market.
It is said 6,000 shares will be purchased by Sacramento capitalists, if the
works be located in that city, but there is a preference on the part of the
owners to locate in Oakland.

Last week, in discussing the Shipping Commissioner's office, we men-
tioned the fact that "Dick " Chute s wife received a valuable present of
jewelry from the boarding masters (otherwise the sailor plunderers) of
this port. Mr. Chute, on behalf of his wife, denies this statement. He
says that he has received valuable diamonds from the admiring board-
ing masters, but that his wife has not.

Grain Charters.—Ship Edward O'Brien, 1,803 tons, Liverpool, £2 7s.

6d. ; if to Cork for orders, TJ. K. or Continent, £2 10s. Ship Charmer, to
Liverpool direct, £2 12s. British ship Carnarvonshire, 1,303 tons, wheat,
to Cork, £2 lis. 3d. British bark Scottish Wizard, 1,209 tons, wheat, to
Cork, £2 18s. 9d. Ship H. S. Gregory, now at Tacoma, wheat from
Portland to Cork, £2 7s. 6d. Ship Matilda, now at Victoria, loads lum-
ber on Puget Sound for Valparaiso.

From Celebes Island, East Indies.—The schooner Pearl* 110 days
from above Island via Calvert Islands 53 days, has arrived, consigned to
A. P. Lorentzen, with cassia and cocoanuts.

Entered at the Post-Offi.ee at San Francisco, Cal., as Seeond-Claea
Matter.

MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For NavlipMlnt <•<- Air.

Office of the Aoniplane I'.unpany for Navigation the Air,

chant street. Office Uoiini from 1 to 2 e.u.

Mer-

Ordero for i:n.'r».ln, iii the t'lioto-KiitrrnvluK Proeetw mn
now be exeenled »i (he "S»»n Letter" Ofllee lor leu than
half the eoat or Wood tusmvlns. and In one-hall the time.
Remember, we fnrulah a hard metal Electrotype ready for
the Preaa.

taf- With thit number of the " .Veto, Letter," me ietue an Illnt-
trated Bight-Page Poefcript, entitled THE BOUDOIB, without
which the paper ie not complete. See that you get it.
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Meteorological Summary, week ending 7:58 P. k., Thursday, July
13th:—Highest barometer, 30.068—12th ; lowest, 29.850—6th ; average
during the week, 29.976 ; maximum temperature, 73—9th ; minimum,
52.5—10th ; average during the week, 58.8 ; highest relative humidity, 96
per cent.—10th and 11th : lowest relative humidity, 43 per cent.—8th ;

average during the week, 77.3 : prevailing direction of wind, west ; max-
imum hourly velocity of wind, 34 miles, west—12th ; average weather
during the week, fair ; rainfall during the week, .00 ; total rainfall, sea-
son of 1882-83, 0.00 inches.

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.— New York, July 14,
1882. United States Bonders, 118£ ; 4Js, 114 ; ex-5s, 101£; ex-6s, 1005.
Sterling Exchange, 4 86@4 89. Pacific Mail,—. Wheat, 132@136; West-
ern Union, 84$. Hides, 23A@24. Wool — Spring, fine, 20@ 32; Burry,
15@20 ; Pulled, 20@45 ; Pall Clips, 15@18 ; Burry, 12@14. Lon-
don, July 14.—Liverpool Wheat Market, 10s. 3d.@10a.6d., Cal.; 10s. 4d.@
10s. lid. Red Am. Spring. Bonds, 4s, 122; 4£s, 116£; ex-6B, 103. Consols,

Money, 99 7-16 ; acct., 99£. Silver, 51g.

Justice 5. J. Field.—One of the noted features on the street just
now is that of the Hon. S. J. Field, Associate Justice of the Supreme
Court of the United States. Judge Field was in years gone by the lead-
ing lawyer at Marysville, and his long legal contest with Judge Turner,
a brother of Vi Turner, and, like him, somewhat beligerent, is well re-

membered by the older members of the bar of this city.

The many friends of Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Gonzales, of 510 Franklin
street, will learn with pain that they have just lost by death their infant
daughter, an interesting child of 11 months. The funeral will take place
to-day from the residence of the bereaved parents, who have the heartfelt
sympathy of the community.

Owing to the great pressure on our space, we are obliged to hold over
an interesting article on " Assessment Mines," and another relating to
the "Society of California Pioneers."

£3 to Cork for Orders.—This is the rate paid at the close for wheat
to Cork, U. K. Br. ship Loch Ken (iron), £3. Br. iron ship Seriol Win,
1115, wheat, Cork, U. K. , £3. This advance is rather unexpected at this
early date, but is the natural result of European strife and wet and cloudy
weather in Great Britain.

Mr. Robert Ballard, Chief Engineer of the Central and Northern
Railway Division of the colony of Queensland, Australia, arrived by the
last Australian steamer. Mr. Ballard is a very distinguished member of
his profession. He is now on his way to England.

From Liverpool.—The ship A. McCallum has arrived, 189 days from
Liverpool, with coal, 1660 tons, and 200 tons salt, to J. W. Grace & Co.

From Hamburg.—The Geo. Barb Alster, 200 days, has arrived after

a long passage, bringing a full cargo of iron, etc , to Wolff & ReinhokL.

London, July 14.—Latest Price of Consols. 09 7-16309 1-2.

Printed and Pnbllahed by the Proprietor. Frederick Harriott, 607 to 615 Merchant Street, San Francisco, California.
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THE SPHYNZ SPEAKS.
Whew! What a whiff comes from the pyramids!

The bandaged mummies have escaped their cover;
The Fharoahs have kicked off their coffin-lids,

And in their graves are gravely turning over.

Whist! What's the matter with the Sphynx?
Her stony face, methinks, findB relaxation

;

Behold! the time-bruised Virgin surely winks

—

As if she rather liked the situation.

Hush ! Let her speak who ne'er before has spoken.
She whispers: "Egypt, cast thy scepter down;

Thy shield is stained, thy given word is broken,
And Isaac Levy has in pledge thy crown.

*' The KothschildB, Solomons and Abrams own you

—

All Israel for your ancient carcass frets

—

You have to take whatever bone is thrown you,
Or starve upon the interest of your debts.

" When from your Bhores the Jews fled, under Moses,
Your hosts pursued, in hopes to bring them back

;

Now, uninvited, all the ponderous noses
Of Israel's children sniff upon your track.

"Bankrupt, dishonored—Egypt, what is left you?
Not e'en a god whom you can well invoke.

Of even old Osiris they've bereft you

—

Your sacred Bull now wears the John Bull yoke.
" But think not," saith the Sphynx, " that I'm demented

—

I'm simply weary, Egypt, of your ways,
And, being old and feeble, am contented

Under the British flag to end my days."

THE BULLETIN AND THE SUPREME COURT.

The Evening Bulletin is the Don Quixotte of the San Francisco
press. Having, during the life of Ralston, declared war against the
Spring Valley Water Works because he was one of its principal share-

holders, it has since his death followed his successors in interest with
crazy vindictiveness. It has thrown away the scabbard, and with its

metaphorical but edgeless sword it has sawed the air in every conceiva-

ble direction. Its gyrations have afforded a vast deal of amusement to

those readers who have had the patience to waste time over its bombastic
thunderings.
When the Constitutional Convention adopted the article requiring local

authorities to fix the water rates to be paid by the city and its in-

habitants, Den Quixotte blew a bugle blast, and told the people that if

they adopted it, free water, /or the protection of property from fire, at the
cost of water consumers, would be abolished. The people took the same
view, and manifested their approval of the Constitution by giving it an
enormous majority vote. Thereupon the valiant knicrht flashed his sword
in the opposite direction, and presented the other side of his shield, upon
which was inscribed: "Free water is not abolished. The statute of 1858
was a solemn, irrevocable contract, which no New Constitution can im-
pair."
The Courts held that the Supervisors must fix the water rates, where-

upon this self-constituted champion declared that they might fix rates for

the people but not for property, and that no man should be elected to the
office of Supervisor who did not pledge himself to construe the Constitu-
tion to mean that property should have water free. Some candidates
were frightened into submission, gave the pledge and were defeated,
while every one who refused was elected. And now the Supreme Court
has decided that the Supervisors must fix the rateB for the city and for

the people, and that free water for any purpose has been abolished.

But our warrior still fights the air, and says: " It will not do to permit
the decision to stand." He insults the members of the Court by falsely

charging them with having changed their opinions expressed in previous
cases, and is then guilty of illogical inconsistency by demanding a rehear-
ing and a reversal of their own judgment, so that they might verify his

charge of vacillation. One of the dissenting Justices is patted on the
back as a Judge of most " convincing reasons." Seizing upon this dis-

senting opinion as a welcome support, the discomfited hero kicks up a
tremendous dust, as though the contest were not ended, and bellows
loudly for a renewal of the battle.

It is time that thisstupidity should be no longer allowed to affect the
public interest, and should cease to interest or amuse. Every question
relating to the rights of the people and the obligations of the water com-
pany, which could arise under the new Constitution, has now received a
judicial interpretation by the Supreme Court and should be no longer agi-

tated. The city must pay for water for all purposes, and the Supervisors
must fix the rates to be paid by those who use water for domestic pur-
poses. If the decision of the Supreme Court be carried to practical re-

sults, water rates should be lessened thirty per cent, below the rates now
paid.
That is the substantial benefit which the people expected to derive from

the constitutional abolishment of the delusion of free water. But a re-

duction of the cost of water is not what the Bulletin desires. It would
greatly prefer that the situation should be oppressive to rate-payers, cre-

ating disaffection toward the Water Company. It would hope thus to
gain some moral support of its personal antagonism. It is a vain hope.
The Bulletin has lost what influence it may once have had, when it almost
monopolized the local field of journalism. It has always been a malicious
libeler and a vindictive enemy. Falsehood has been its favorite weapon,
shaped as abuse or flattery, according to circumstances. Like a coward,
it has no fixed policy of action, but may cajole to-morrow whom it stab-
bed to-day. Its opinions are mere expressions of motives and tactics of

the hour. Only the weak yield to its flattery, only the vulnerable to its

threats. Its attempt now to influence the members of the Supreme Court
by its false criticism of their opinions is an impotent act, inspired by
chagrin, and proof how devilish a wicked and discomfited newspaper
can be.

If you want to learn how to dance, read J. William Frazer's adver-
tisement in this paper to-day. The terms are very low—no one can grum-
ble at such rates, if your means are limited.

CAMPAIGN ECHOES.
The Democracy of this city indulged in a grand rally at Union Hall

on Saturday evening last, for the purpose of ratifying " the ticket," that
is to say, the meeting was designated a " grand rally," but why thiB was
so it is difficult to understand. Using words in their ordinary sense, it

was not a grand rally; it was an ordinary campaign meeting, attended by
a not over numerous or over enthusiastic audience.

o
And right here is a good place to suggest to the managers of the

" grand old party " that if a little more talent were exhibited in " getting
up " their meetings, they would not merely be more successful as meet-
ings, but would accomplish greater results. The object in holding public
meetings for the discussion of public affairs is to convince opponents and
waverers—particularly the latter. The balance of political power is al-

ways in the hands of those intelligent people who are not slaves to a polit-

ical name or battle-cry, and that class would attend public meetings if

proper provision were made for their accommodation and entertainment.
They will crowd a building like the Grand Opera House to listen to able
men discussing affairs of state, but they won't go to a hall and stand
among unwashed, uncombed individuals (who make the air redolent with
the fumes of short, black pipes, and whose brogan-clad feet keep up a
continuous clatter), and to listen to prancing war-horses talking nonsense.

o
The first partof Saturday's meeting was the reading of a series of letters

from gentlemen who were present in the spirit but absent in body.
With one exception, all of these letters tended to establish the fact
that the Democrats are much better writers than speakers. The one
exception was that of Mr. Clay W. Taylor. Whether the young gentle-
man who undertook to read the communication omitted to learn that
useful accomplishment, or whether Mr. Taylor writes an atrociously
bad hand, deponent sayeth not, but the ground and lofty tumbling over
words and sentences which resulted from one or other—or both—of

these causes was so interesting that the admirable sentiments which Mr.
Taylor may have been expressing were utterly lost.

G-eneral Stoneman " offered," to use his own phrase, " a few common-
place remarks," which he read from paper. Why he should have gone to

the trouble of writing down remarks which were few and commonplace
passes comprehension, but there is no doubt but that they were few and
commonplace, and that he did write them down. The only thing he said
that was of any interest was to intimate that he intended to shape his
course so as not to "necessitate excuses, apologies or explanations." In
other words, he gave notice that, although he was a somewhat garrulous
old gentleman, he would in this campaign, no matter how much he might
talk, say nothing. If it be admitted that the highest object in politics

and statescraft is to win elections, then the General's decision is admirable;
but, all the same, he pays himself a very left-handed compliment when
he admits that, in order to avoid contributing to his own defeat, it is

necessary for him to put a padlock on his mouth.
o

John Daggett, the candidate for Lieutenant-Governor, is said to be one
of the ablest debaters in the State.' His specialty is an incisive five or
ten-minute speech. While he is capable of more elaborate efforts, they
are not exactly in his line. On Saturday last he was nervous and over-

powered. He was nervous from the fact that he was making his first

appearance before a metropolitan audience, and he was overpowered with
the regulation suit of broadcloth which he wore. The consequence was,
he said nothing that was worth listening to. When Mr. Daggett be-

comes better acquainted with the city Democracy, he will not be nervous
before it, he will not overpower himself in the respectability of broad-
cloth when he purposes meeting with it, and then he will say something
worthy of his reputation.

Candidates for public office from time to time advance curious argu-
ments in favor of themselves. In this respect, Charles Sumner, one of
the candidates for Congress, distinguished himself last Saturday evening.

He based his claim for a seat in Congress on the fact that he had never
wet his mustache in Nob Hill soup or champagne. Mr. Sumner might
have strengthened this remarkable reason by stating that he had often
been invited by the Nob Hillites to bathe in their Boup and champagne,
and had virtuously declined; but, perhaps, that would not have been
true. Bye and bye some demagogue will come forward and claim that he
should he elected President because he has deluged his interior arrange-
ments in Tar Flat beer and clam chowder. If the fact that a man has not
been invited to enjoy social intercourse with ladies and gentlemen forms
a good reason for his elevation to public preferment, then the fact that he
has been invited to eat, drink and be merry with the rude and the
vulgar, should form a doubly good reason.

o
Although it is early in the campaign—in fact, it will be six

weeks before it really opens—the Democratic John-Donkey has al-

ready commenced making mistakes. Amongst the names of those
appointed as Vice-Presidents of Saturday evening's meeting that of I.

S. Kalloch may be observed. The Democratic managers would do well to

bear in mind that that disreputable person has long since lost any political

influence he possessed, and that the public regards him with those feelings

which a moral leper inspires; they would do well to take a mental run
back over the incidents of last fall and then ask themselves if they are
courting another defeat. A party which consorts with a political, social

blackguard cannot expect to inspire confidence.

And now the cat is out of the bag. Every one used to wonder what
the Irish patriot, Denis J. Toohy, was after. Every one knew that Irish

patriots, in this land of the free and home of the brave, were always after

Borne personal aggrandizement or political preferment, but Denis kept so

quiet, and his movements were so mysterious, that it was somewhat diffi-

cult to locate his objective point. Now we know it. As a proper reward
for all these years of labor, as President of the Land League, he wants
to be made a Superior Judge. He was once a Justice of the Peace in a
mining camp, he holds a Supreme Court certificate, and he has labored in
the cause of the Land League. What greater qualifications could Su-
perior Judge require?

Ichi Ban enlarged ; largest in the world.
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SOCIETY.

July 13. 1882. What plaaaant w**tb*r w« bav* b*«n bavin-- >turine

th« pM* w**k—almoat tbr fir*t, I mar **y. of what bM b»en an ununuallr
cold Summer. Bat to n» Ut« SornuMr alwar* totmi ov«r when the 4th
of July fa pact, aad m evidently think many who an returning to town
from ftaddt and other Summer reeorta. The Donahue* hare o>me l>ack

from Um GeyMra ; the Donahoea from the Yoaemite ; the Smedberfr* are
bark from Santa Vnxt, and the Fain from N'apa. Mr*. Wttfcfawtoa haa
returned from San Mateo, and I*ane WiUm and wife are r*pnrt*d an rn

roHte from New York, while, <iu eantrnirt, the Wwinn and Eyres are ju»t

d*| *rtin
fc
- far M tit**rey, where, the riff raff of the earlier weeks of the

•eaaun baring left for home, there will, they think, be fewer di«a*;reeablca

for them to be obliged to nib thotf patrician elbow* again*t.

By the by. a friend told me that at Monterey, the other night, it waa
amusing to aee how Nob Hill waa endeavoring to ostracise the Jewish ele-

ment of the I>el Hontl ffaitora, hoping to render the house so disagreeable

to them that they would gire it a wide berth in future. I doubt tfaoir

anceea* in trying to make a Saratoga of the place. I hear that the most
popular pastime at Monterey this season is the german, there being little

•be thought of there of an evening. Mr. Collins* has proved a most
efficiet leader; and I am told that, his engagement with Mis* MeMnllin
having terminated by mutual consent, all the young women there assem-
bled, both single and divorced, are throwing themselves at his head whole-

sale,

Mrs. and Miss Selby returned from Europe this morning, which is good
news for all who know and like them, which is legion.

The Fourth seems to have been very generally celebrated at all the resorts

this year, but I should say, from all I hear, that at none of them was it

more thoroughly enjoyea than at the Geysers, where, the Saturday pre-

ceding, the Bohemians there abiding gave a sort of " High Jinks " party,

which, judging by the well known wit and humor of many of the partici-

pants, must indeed have been a delightful affair, the fair Sire coming in

for uo end of compliments for the dignified and charming manner in which
she tilled the Chair. Mirth and jollity prevailed till a late hour, and all

regretted when the meeting came to an end.

Another of the pleasant parties of the Fourth was the one given by Mr.
and Mis. Towne, and called a " Forest " party, at a lovely place near
Oakland, where a delightful day was spent and enjoyed by all who had
the good luck to be included among the guests.

Speaking of the Fourth, I hear that among the invited guests of the

f
recession Dr. Beverley Cole made his first appearance in public since

is return, his friends being delighted to bear that be has announced his

intention to stay now that he has come back again.

Great preparations are being made by our French residents for a grand
celebration to-morrow nieht at Woodward's Gardens of their annual fete

on the Fall of the Bastile, when, I venture to say, the display of fire-

works will be something of which, unlike our Fourth of July fiasco, they
will have no cause to be ashamed. But anything that Raphael Weil un-
dertakes is sure to be done in a finished manner, and that this celebration

will be a success is a foregone conclusion.

Among the strangers within our gates is the young Scotch Lord, the

Earl of Hopetown, who arrived a few days ago, but I have not heard
that he has been bored here with unwished-for attentions, of which he
complained so in the EaBt. But then, perhaps, unlike his noble prede-

cessor in these parts, he has not come heiress hunting.

Sir William Eden, who is a prisoner on board the Belgic, and who waB
reported as willing to buy the whole fleet of the Occidental and Oriental

Steamship Company's steamers rather than be kept in durance vile on a
hulk, can almost lay claim to be considered an American, as be is noted
in the Baronetage "as of Maryland." One of his ancestors settled in

Maryland, and was killed before New Orleans in 1814. Some of our
American belles should capture him, and make an American of him out
and out.

Of society events in the city there is nothing yet taking place worthy
of record, and until more people get settled down at home again I do not
think there will be.

By the way, I did hope that the De Tocqueville party, having run and
re-run the rounds of the papers, first as going to Yosemite, and then as

returning from it, that we had heard the last of them for the present at

least; but I see they are cropping up again as being met by parties of

tourists at various points along the road. Can't they be induced to give

us a rent for awhile ? Felix.

AROUND SAN JOSE.
July 10, 1882:—I promised in my last to tell you of some of the

lovely placeB I visited around San Jose during my recent brief visit there;

so take up the thread of the narrative where I was compelled, by want of

space, to drop it—the drive to Alum Rock. Going out by Santa Clara
street, on which the Auzerais House stands, the first object of interest is

the State Normal School, a large building to the left of the road, and
which is considered the finest of its kind in the State. Further on, and
this time to the right of the road, is General Naglee's charming home.
We could not resist the temptation to diverge from our path and drive

round the grounds, which we did. The avenue leading up to the house
passes rows upon rows of vines. The house itself is a modest Elizabethan
cottage, covered with roses and honeysuckles, with a vine-clad porch.
Beneath the overhanging branches stood the genial General himself, who
hospitably invited us to enter and try a glass of his famous Naglee
brandy, and, pointing to the distillery and works in the distance, offered

to show us all over the works if we had time to see them. Unfortunately,
time we had not; so, postponing that pleasure for another visit, we con-

tented ourselves with doing the grounds, and then sped onwards to Alum
Rock. Half way up the road, which winds around the foothills, we
stopped for a view—and such a glorious one as it was ! A perfect

panorama of delight. The town of San Jose, with the dome of its Court-
bouse glittering in the sunlight, lay at our feet; the trees of the Alameda
forming a thread of green stretching to Santa Clara; the purplish blue
haze of the atmosphere, so peculiar to California, making everything ap-

pear mellow, as it were, and the air so soft, like velvet, made us feel as

though bathed in bliss, and thank God for the privilege of being alive.

On arriving at Alum Rock we found a gay crowd of pleasure-seekers

—

some, like ourselves, having come for the beauty of the drive alone, others

to drink the water at the spring, and one or two picnic parties were enjoy-

ing the .hade of the tree* below. Alum IWk i< to San Jos* what the
Cliff l!..use use.) to , n lv in place of tbs seals and surf sub-
tjtnt. rum] iMinty and mineral water. Several of the First Regiment
had exchanged martial duty for service In the rankl of btemty, and were
to be seen strolling about with some very pretty girls. By the by, I

never saw a place so full of pretty women as San Jose. I saw but one
uK'lv one the whole time 1 was there, and she was a Mexican.
On the .lm.- hack into town we branched off to the right ami came in

through the Busby plare. which Daed to lw the show place of the valley.
But, alas! relentless time in \t* changes has not spared this old stand by,
and tfas little oottaga whan the Major's widow has made her home is all
that remains of former greatness. Tho original house waa burned down
many years ago, and the grounds bear a semblance only to their pristine
beauty.
On the opposite side of the road, Ryland, the banker, lives; a two-

storied house, with a pretty garden—nothing pretentious, but very home-
like. The Murphy*- that is, Barney, Jimmy and Dan—live in the
town, the house of the latter being the finest of the three. The residences
of mott note in the town limits are those of Mrs. Davis, Senator Sharon's

\.ton, the dry goods merchant; Rich, who owns the car lino be-
tween San Jose and Santa Clara; Mrs. SIngUtarv; who has a beautiful
place on the Alameda; Mr. Carter, the LeoUaa, Dr. Thome, and many
others "too numerous to mention." Little Delmas, who is one of the
leading lawyers of San Jose (and, by the way, son-in-law of Joe Hoge,
who holds a like position at the San Francisco bar), has a fine home in
Santa Clara, which he has leased during his absence in Europe to Joe
Eastland and family. Pierce's place ib also at Santa Clara—the red brick
bouse formerly the home of Bill Lent. It is principally noted for its
fruit orchard, as beyond fruit the grounds amount to nothing.
The most romantic drive is that to the Congress Springs, and one of the

most enjoyable that to the Almaden Quicksilver Mines, where a decade
or more ago Sam Butterworth "ruled the roast." His nephew, Randol,
now lives at the Hacienda, and is, I believe, manager of the mine. Crowds
of touriBts visit this place, and it is well worth a visit, although the trip
up the mountain to the mine is a very tedious one, especially of a hot day,
and, except in Winter, all the days are hot as hot can be.
A friend who accompanied me out there told me that the merriest days

of Almaden were those of the Pioche regime, when he leased the Hacienda
from Butterworth as a Summer residence for himself, bringing thither at
that season gay crowds from the city. Combining business with pleasure,
he utilized the mineral spring that runs near the houBe, and calling it
" Vichy Water" sold it in daintily put up cases, but the Bcheme did not
pay.

I found the great resort for the beauty and fashion of San Jose to be
Waldteuffel's music store, where, dropping in for half an hour's lounge,
one was sure to Bee all the belles in full force. To my taste, however, the
nicest time of the day was the post-prandial hour, when, the inner man,
refreshed with the good cheer of the Auzerais or La Molle, one enjoyed a
good cigar in delicious ease on the balcony of either of the aforesaid
houses, and watched the pretty girls as they drove by in endless stream
and merriment. Every girl seems to own a vehicle of some Bort, from a
jaunty phaeton in all its styles and build, to a sober-sided buggy. With
the head thrown back and the cool of the coming evening tempering the
lingering sunlight, makes it a delightful time for a ride. So evidently
think the inhabitants, and so unquestionably does " Occasional."

THE RESULTS OP AN ACCIDENT.
To meet with an accident is in itself bad enough. To have it in-

terfere for several months with one's occupation and amusement is worse
still.

_
But when one has succeded in recovering from the miBhap, to have

it_ said that the injured limb has been amputated, and to be condoled
with not only privately, but in the public press, is indeed going from bad
to worse. Such, however, have been the experiences of a young English
lady, named Miss Fannie Joseph. She certainly met with an accident
on the stage, which injured one of her legs, but she haa now happily re-
covered. Some ill-natured friends, however, have recently circulated a
report that she has had to have her leg amputated, and before she had
even seen the statement she waa inundated with—not letters of condo-
lence—but letters from manufactures of artificial limbs, begging that they
might have the "pleaaure" of supplying her with a false leg. One
" Professor " says that until he knowB for what purposes the leg is to be
used he cannot estimate, but he will be glad of an interview ; another
tells her that legs have been the study of his life, and that he is certain
he could please her ; and another comforts her with the assurance that
the legs he makes are better than those supplied by nature. Now,
all thia may be highly interesting from a scientific point of view, but as
Miss Josephs has fully, recovered from her accident, which never sug-
gested even the thought of amputation, it is rather hard to be favored
with all these details.

If you want to learn bow to dance, read J. William Frazer's adver-
tisement in this paper to-day. The terms are very low—no one can grum-
ble at such rates, if your means are limited.

THE (BEAT I
MAMMOTH DISPLAY OF

THREE HUNDRED CA8ES OF

Men's and Boys' Straw Hats
TO SELECT FROM.

Amongst this Spring's Importations are some of the Nobbiest Styles

of STRAW HATS FOR, YOUNG MEN that have ever been offered

in San Francisco. Strictly One Price.

FLAVIN'S
GREAT i ix: l

Corner of Kearny and Commercial Streets, S. P.
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WHITHER ON
With a glory of winter sunshine
Over hia locks of gray,

In the old historic mansion,
He sat on his last birthday

Withhisbooks—hispleasantpictures

And his household and bis kin,

While a sound as of myriads singing

From far and near stole in.

It came from his own fair city,

From the prairies' boundless plain,

From the Golden G-ate of sunset,

And the cedar woods of Maine.

And his heart grew warm within him,

And his moistening eyes grew dim,

He knew that his country's children

Were singmg the songs of him ;

The lays of his life's glad morning,

The psalms of his evening time,

Whose echoes shall float forever

On the winds of every clime.

LONGFELLOW.
All their beautiful consolations,

Sent forth like birds of cheer.

Came flocking back to Mb windows,
And sang in the poet'B ear.

Grateful, but solemn and tender,

The music rose and fell,

With a joy akin to sadness
And a greeting-like farewell.

With a sense of awe he listened

To the voices sweet and young ;

The last of earth—the first of heaven
Seemed in the songs they sung

;

And waiting a little longer
For the wonderful change to come,
He heard the summoning angel
Who calls God's children home.

And to him a holier welcome
Was the mistic meaning given
Of the words of the bleBsed Master:
"Of such is the kingdom of heaven."—J. G. Whittier in Wide Awake.

AN ELEPHANT'S PORTRAIT.
Dining out, recently, at a bachelor's party given by Colonel

,

I was asked by my host if I would make a sketch of an elephant's head
for him. Of course there was but one answer, "Yes," though I added,

feeling uncertain as to the result, " It may be a failure—but I will do my
best." So on the first morning that I had time to spare, I set off to the

great temple, with the intention of sketching one of the elephants. You
know that at all important temples there are elephants; they are much
prized as possessions, and take part in most of the religious ceremonies

and processions. Some of them are employed to carry the water and flow-

ers which are brought in daily for the gods and godesses, for which purpose

they start off early in the morning accompanied by a few of the temple
dignitaries, and to music too, if a fearful noise like some half-dozen tin-

kettles beaten out of time can be so called. Ou arriving at the temple I

looked to see which would make the best sketch, and decided that the lar-

gest, a huge brute (whose tusks had been sawn off because he had once
killed a keeper), chained up in a separate court of the temple, would de-

cidely be the one. Seating myself on a stone which was lying in the
shade of the outer wall of the temple, and being further protected from
the sun by a cocoa-nut tree and an umbrella, the last held by one of my
servants, and, further, being armed with paper and pencil, I set to work
to make my sketch. It always takes me some time to decide upon which
view to take, and when that iB settled which part of the view shall be com-
menced first. In this instance I was prepared to begin with a side view
of the great brute chained up before me ; but in this I reckond without
my host, for, objecting to being looked at, he turned himself round so as

to bring one of his little twinkling eyes to bear upon me. I commenced
my sketch, taking a good look first, and then trying to produce the result

on paper. As I progressed I observed that the eye next me twinkled
more and more, and that the elephant was slowly swaying his trunk from
side to side. I tried to make the beat of it, and went on with my sketch.

When looking up to take fresh observations, I was just in time to stoop
down and so avoid a brick which flew over my head and was smashed a-

gainst the wall at the back. The whole thing was so ludicrous that I
and my servants laughed . heartily. The determined opposition to my
presence you can understand, but I cannot describe the merry twinkle in

the eye, nor the wonderful accuracy of the aims. From that moment,
sticks, stones, and pieces of brick were thrown at me, and would have in-

evitably made acquaintance with my head had not my servants caught
them as they arrived. I could not, however, get on with the sketch. So
as the elephant yawned, I did the same ; and then I left, much amused
by the morning's entertainment. The colonel was disappointed at not
having the promised drawing ; but then, as I told him, " You see the el.

ephant did not understand the matter, and decidedly objected to my pre-

sence."

—

Incisure Hour.

COAL DEPOSIT OF PUGET SOUND.
The great coal-fields of King County are practically inexhaustible.

For generations yet to come the coal mines in the Puget Sound basin will

continue to be a source of revenue. The mining of coal is yet in its in-

fancy compared to the mining operations that will be carried on here
within a few years more. The time is not far distant when there will be as
many men employed in coal mining in Washington Territory as there are
now at work in the mines of Pennsylvania. While King County has sev-
eral mines that are rapidly being developed, yet the coal deposits of Pu-
get Sound are not confined alone to this county. The Northwest Enterprise
calls attention to the fact that there is plenty of coal on the Snohomish,
Stilaguamish, Samish and upper Nootsack Rivers, in many places posi-
tively known to exist, and in others only hinted at and designedly kept
quiet. In only a few instances has the quantity orvalue been investigated
by making an opening. Northwest of the Sumas road, running from Bel-
lingham Bay to Sumas Lake in British Columbia, there are no indications
of it on the 'surface, while east of that line coal has been found in many
places.

The Nootsack plain is composed of drift and sediment, supposed to
have come from Fraser River ; yet lying deeper there may be coal, in the
Nootsack as well as in the Stilaguamish and Skagit River valleys, as it is

known to extend under Bellingham Bay, where it has been mined. The
valley containing this coal extends across the Sound, and shows coal again
in the Olympic Mountains and Vancouver Islands sides. Coal has been
reparted at Langley, Burrard Inlet, Pit River and other places in the
plains on the Fraser, underneath a sediment like that of Bellingham Bay.
Chunks of coal are also found in the drift ot Guemas, Samish and Fi-
dalgo Islands, adjacent to older rocks, the situation of which clearly im-
plies that it is in place somewhere not very far away. The truth is that
we are in a coal country from Waldron Island to Sauk River, but neither
the rocks containing it, commonly known as the coal measures, nor the
country itself, nor even the scores of croppings actually discovered and
more or less known, have received the attention they should.

—

Seattle

Chronicle.

BANKS.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital $3,000,000.
WM. ALTOBD President.THOMAS BROWN, Cashier

|
B MURRAY, Jr., Ass't Cashier

Agents :

New York, Agency of the Bank of Calfornia ; Boston, Tremont National Bank ,
Chicago, Union National Bank ; St. Louie, Boatman's Saving Bank ; New Zealand,
the Bank of New Zealand. Correspondent in London, Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons. Correspondents in India, China, Japan and Australia, the Oriental Bank Cor-
poration.
The Bank has Agencies at "Virginia City, and Correspondents in all the princi-

pal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.

Letters of Credit issued, available in all parts of the world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dublin, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Antwerp,
Amsterdam, St. Petersburg*!, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai. Yokohama. Nov. 4.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA"
Incorporated by Royal Charter.— Capital paid up, $1,800,-

000, with power to increase to $10,000,000. Southeast corner California and San-
some streets. Head Office—28 Comhill, London. Branches—Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria, New Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.

This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check
and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available in al parts of
the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents
as follows :

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank ; Scotland—British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 18. FREDERICK TOWNSEND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Paid up Capital $1,500,000. Gold. President, R. C. Wool-

worth Vice-President, D. Callaghan ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
Directoes :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahuey4saac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
Correspondents—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse,
Neuman&Co. Paris: Hottinguer& Co. New York: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-
pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal
cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Commercia
Credits issued available iu Europe, ChiLa and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital, $2,100,000.

San Francisco Office, 424 California slreet; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid Up $3,000,000.
Reserve, TJ. S. Bonds 4,000,000.

Agency at New York, 6S Wall street.
Agency at Vi/rgi/nA,a, Nev.

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-
elers' Credits. This Bank has special facilities for dealing in Bullion. Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
422 California St., San Francisco.

London Office, 3 Angel Court ; New York Agents, J. W. Sel-
igman & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, 80,000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,
loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.

FRED. F. LOW, 1GN. STEINHAKT, Managers.
P. N. LrLiBNTHAL, Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITA!,, 8*00,000.
Officers: Vice-President, Jerome Lincoln; Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other
Approved Securities. Office : No. 215 Sansome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Spar and Leih ban k. Bio 536 California street, San

Francisco. Officers : President, L. GOTTIG. Board of Directors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Eggers, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE ; Attorney, JOHN R.
JARBOE. May 18.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Refinery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in their
various forms.
June 18. PBENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

TO" LEASE,
For a long1 term— Lot on north side of Townsend street,

between Fourth and Fifth, 183 4-12 feet easterly from Fifth. Size 91 8-12 feet
by 120 feet. Apply to JOHN ROACH,

April 1. 219 Montgomery street.

$66 a week in your own town

.

Terms and $5 outfit free.
Address H. Hallett <fc Co., Portland, Maine.
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DB LAM- A STRATTN
[ Tb* following •iborUtJon wu tfrwi at a colored camp m«*ctink-. Th#

dUl«ct U that of a Mia»i*»it>pi planUtioo:}

Look oat, baclnlider, whar yon walkiri'.

Make a rnU*t*(>, *hu' you ho'n,
I tell yon what it's no dm talkin',

Kf von aUn tip, chile, yon none.
D» road U full er Ktumn* an>I stubblo,

RuU an' rink hole* i-berywhar'.
I apec* dey'H ffil *oa heap cr trouble.

If v y' muW dar.
It'a dark ei pitch an' aUgtrtry < 1-mi.1v,

Spec' de debbil'd walkin' mini",

Fn»' thin ic you know he'll tell you "howdy"
I. if hu hoof an' atomp de gronn'.

Man. can't you t*e* a ato'm a brewin'

!

Hear de awful thunder peal

!

Look ! Blaren' liglitnin' threat'nin' ruin

—

0, backslider, how you feel?
Drap on yo' kneee an' go to prayin*.

Ax the Lawd to help you out.
Chile, tell him yoil's a lam' a strayin*

—

I »one got los' an' stum'lin' 'bout.

An' den you'll see de stars a gleamin'

—

'Lummatin" all de way.
Yea, 'bout ten thousan' twinklin' beamin'—

Smack untwell de break er day,
But ef you fail, dehbil get you.

Fetch you slap ! right in yo' eye,
You'll feel mos' like er grape shot hit you,

Drapp'd from haf way to de sky!
—Robert McOee.

ELECTRICITY, ETC.
Gas is far preferable to coal for iron puddling. Dr. Siemens has done

a great deal in the production of steel by his gas furnaces, which can pro-
duce as much as 5 tons at a charge. The electric light may not only ex-
tinguish the gas lamps, but electricity, it is evident, will be in increasing
request for many other purposes connected with our leading industries,
especially in the making of iron and steel. The ultimate result of the
suuetitution of gas for coal will be the saving of millions of tons of coal
per annum. But electricity still will be the enemy of gas in metallurgical
operations owing to its intense heat. Electricity can fuse metal with the
greatest ease and rapidity. In experiments made by Dr. Siemens a cru-
cible was charged with a pound weignt of old iron broken up, and the
dynamo electric current being sent through it, the mass was completely
melted in about twelve minutes, being poured out in a highly fluid state,
whilst a second charge was reduced in about eight minutes. According
to this eminent electrician, 1 lb of coal will melt a similar weight of mild
steel, the coal being burnt in the engine driving the dynamo-electric ma-
chine. By the ordinary system carried out in Sheffield and elsewhere, a
ton of steel in crucibles requires to melt it from 2£ to 3 tons of coke, the
same work being done with 1 ton of coal when the crucibles are heated
in the regenerative gas furnace ; but in the furnace to which the dynamo-
electric current is applied, a ton of steel can be made with 12 cwt. of coal.

The temperature obtained by electricity is something enormous ; one
scientist has estimated it at 3,500 deg. Centigrade, whilst Dr. Siemens
considers it practically unlimited.

Mr. Willoughby Smith has been experimenting in a direction full

of promise of valuable results. Using a tuning-fork as a make and break
in circuit with a large flat disc of insulated wire, he finds that a telephone
(or a Bell telephone without the coil, or a magnet, or a piece of iron} al-

together unconnected with the circuit will reproduce the musical sound
of the tuning-fork. By means of a diaphragm, he has investigated the
lines of force from the coil, and has obtained some interesting results.
The sounds are reproduced if the receiving diaphragm is in another room,
or if there are two rooms with their walls and air between. In fact, the
lines of force seem to extend a long way. If the diaphragm is placed
parallel to the lines of force, no result is obtained ; but of course this
may be obviated by using a hollow cylindrical or polyhedral diaphragm
with a suitable magnet.

The announcement that this light ia no longer being used in the
Avenue de 1' Opera has received the explanation that it is merely a tem-
?orary suspension, the contract having been renewed for three years.
'he previous lighting has been somewhat costly to the Campagnie

(ire*nerale de 1' Electricite owing to exceptional circumstances, tinder
the new arrangments the Company will be able to carry their main wires
through the sewers, and the whole of the lights from the Opera House to
the Theatre Francais will be supplied from one central Btation. This
centralization, coupled with the fact that the new contract will gi\e the
Company power to introduce the light into the houses of the district served
by their mains will, it is believed, change the former loss into a future
good profit.

If two metallic surfaces be placed for a few moments opposite each
other, at a short distance (a small fraction of an inch) it is found that
each metal has undergone a slight superficial alteration. The change
increases with time, then tends to a limit. When the influencing metal
ia withdrawn, the metal affected reverts gradually to its previous state.
These observations have been made by M. Pellat, who detected and esti-

mated the alteration by measuring the difference of potential. He ahowa
reason for believing that the action ia not electrical, but purely material.
It depends essentially on the nature of the influencing metal, being great
with lead, leas with copper, and nil with zinc.

When Faure's discovery of the storage of electricity was made known,
many novel uses were claimed for the new discovery, but no one ventured
to think it would be likely to increase our fish supply. Yet this it may
do. The French Government have juat aanctioned the experiment of fish-

ing by electricity. It is well known that light at night exercises an irre-

aiatible influence over fish.

The new food, which has cured the chronic dyspeptics of Japan, is

Midzu Ami {Japanese Malt), at Ichi Ban.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,
Sawing. Flanlnic and Manufncturlnir—Doon, Bashes, Blind, and

Xouldlnira-Turntnff, Scroll and Ji« Sawinir—Counter*.
Bar and Store Fixture*.

Fl»"- Hand and Made to Order.

H17 «o S3J* Hprnr SI., and J1H to 32e Stewart St., S. F.
The lanrcat and old** Mtabllahrd mill an the Pacific Coast.

D. A. MACDoxAtn, Pwst. It, s I < w. N. IflLLIB, Supt

m [Marcto 16.]

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
An.lt -h Silver Milling « oin pi. f .... Location ut principal

;f.-rni«. Locaii-m of works, Vtmnla
Mining Pirtrict, _ 1W . M t ) ia( .„ ,, „
.•( Ida Board « Directors, held on thafoortwnUi d»\ ( .tune, ixs2, an mbm

10)ol Twcntj harowai levied uix.n the capital stock
Am gold n.in, tothr Socman

M tlw offl i , Block. No. 809 Uonl
San rYam-isco, California.
Any atOOh upon which thll assessment shall remain unpaid 00 the TWKNTY

. list) day of July, 1882, will be delinquent and advertised for tale at public
taction ; and union paymenl is made i.-t-i.. win w sold on Thursday the.
TENTH (10th) day ..f August, 1888, to pa] the delinquent assessment, toother with
costs of advertising and expenses of Bale. Bj order ol the Boarded Director*.

BUTLER BURRIS, Secretary.
Office—Room 2, Nevada Mode, No. 300 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal.

(June 17.)

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
New York Mining Company."Location or principal place

a! business. Sen Francisco, California; location of works. Gold mil, Storey
County, Nevada. Notice is hereby Riven that at a meeting ol the Board of Direct-
ors, held on the twenty-eighth day of June, 1882, an assessment (No. 2s) of Ten
Cents per share was levied upon the capital stuck of the corporation, payable imme-
diately, in United States gold coin, to the Secretary, at the office of the Company,
Room 8, No. 327 Pine street (San Francisco Stock Exchange Building-), San Fran-
cisco, California.

Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the thirty-firstday of
July, 1882, will be delinquent, and advertised for sale at public auction ; and un-
less payment is made betore, will be sold on MONDAY, the twenty-first day of August,
1882, to pay the delinquent assessment, together with costs of advertising and ex-
penses of sale. By order of the Board of Directors.

F. E. DIETZ, Secretary.
Office—Room 8, No. 327 Pine street (Stock Exchange Building), San Francisco,

California. July 8.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
CALIFORNIA MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 4
Amount per Share in Cents
Levied June 10th
Delinquent in Office July 18th
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock August 16th

C. P. GORDON, Secretary.
Office -Room 23, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal-

ifornia. June 24.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Tbe German Savings awl Loan Society. For the half-year

ending this date, the Board of Directors of THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND
LOAN SOCIETY has declared a Dividend on Term Deposits at the rate of Four and
Thirty-two One Hundredths (4 32-100) per cent, per annum, and on Ordinary De-
posits at the rate of Three and Six Tenths [3 6-10) per cent, per annum, free from
Federal Taxes, and payable on and after the 10th day of July, 1882. By order.
San Francisco, June 30, 1882. (July 1.) GEO. LETTE, Secretary.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Tbe California Savings and Loan Society, northwest cor-

ner Powell and Eddy streets. The Board of Directors have declared a divi-

dend to Depositors at the rate of four and thirty-two one-hundredths (4 32-100) per
cent, per annum on Term Deposits, and three and sixty one-hundredths (3 60-100)

per cent per annum on Ordinary Deposits, free from Federal Tax, for the half-year
ending June 30, 1882, payable on and after July 10, 18S2.

July 8. VERNON CAMPBELL, Secretary.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Silver King Mining: Company, San Francisco,

July 4, 1382.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the above
named Company, held this day, a Dividend (No. 31) of Twenty-five Cents (25c.) per
share was declared, payable on SATURDAY, July 15, 1882, at the office of the
Company, Room 19, 328 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal. Transfer Books
will close July 10, 1882, at 12 M.
July 8.

__
JOSEPH NASH, Secretary.

STOCKHOLDERS 1 MEETING.
Office of the Spring- Valley Water Works, 516 California

street, San Francisco, July 6th, 1SS2.—The annual meeting of the stockhold-
ers of the Spring Valley Water Works will be held at the office of the Company, 516
California street, on WEDNESDAY, July 19th, 1882, at 12 o'clock M., for the election

of Trustees for the ensuing year. [July 8.1 WM. NORRIS, Secretary.

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.
Attendance, daily, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by the under-

signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, and to furnish all information
relating to the Society. J. P. McCURRIE, Secretary,

Oct. 23. Room i, No. 531 California St.

PROFT JOS. JOSSET,
Graduate of the University of Paris; Ex. Professor of De

la Mennais' Normal, France; late of Point Loma Seminary, San Diego. Pri-

vate Lessons in the French Language. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 p.m. Private Lessons given at the res-

idence of the pupil. Dec. 6.

WM. H. V. CRONISE,
Mining:* N.E. corner ofMontgomery and California streets.

No. 29. Office Hours: 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. June 10.

REMOVAL.
LWadham has removed to Room 2, No. 528 California St.,

• Bank Commissioners' Office. June 10.

A 1*^1?XTHPQ Can now grasp a fortune. Outfit worth $10 free. „ ,

J\ <jr_Ej±N lO RIDEOUT & CO., 10 Barclay Street, New York
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" PLEASURE'S WAND."
''We Obey no Wand bnt Pleasnre's."--To»* Moore.

"American Born" is a play that will not stand the slightest analysis.

It is exaggerated, extravagant, unnatural and improbable in plot; vulgar,

common-place, cheap, trashy and inartistic in development of action and
speech. The actors and actresses act and speak as if ashamed of them-

selves; ashamed of being part and parcel of such a glaring example of the

present degraded condition of true dramatic art. I was going to com-

mence by saying that, if any one thought a dramatic critic'B task was an

easy one, he should sit through this play and then attempt to criticise it.

You may say that it was easy enough to write the above lines of con-

demnation, if one thought so. Per se, it was. But, having done so, I find

myself all by myself in my opinions. My confreres write in praise, and

an admiring and applauding public fills the theatre, and so it would seem
asif I were wrong. For the life of me, I can't see what there is to praise or

applaud in American Born. I cannot imagine what possible pleasure and
amuse ment intelligent, well-educated and refined people can derive from

seeing a play that in action and language is an insult to their intelligence,

and a shock to their refinement. And that is what all these melodramas
of the Merritt, Pettit and Sims school are. I can understand their popu-

larity in England. There they are played at so-called popular theatres ;

theatres that draw their audiences from the middle and lower classes.

Subtleties of plot, intricacies of intrigue and delicacies of dialogue would
be thrown away upon such amusement-seekers. Their own lives are full

of vulgarity and coarseness; their heads and hearts lack sensitiveness, and
they can only be emotioned by rough and violent methods ; their lan-

guage is limited in words and expression, and grandiloquent forms of

speech and the use of high-sounding words are to them matters of ad-

miration and awe. That melodramas of the kind mentioned, set in the

modern perfection of scenic art, should hold and interest these audiences,

is almost self-evident. But in this country things are different. These
plays are produced at our best theatres; witness The World and Youth at

Wallack's and The Lights o' London at the Union Square. And our beau

monde is expected to be attracted and amused by such rot, and horresco

referens, it is ! You may tell me that the beautiful and realistic scenery

is the magnet in these plays, but I cannot believe that that

is a sufficiently powerful attraction. I should think few would
care to sit through three hours of idiotic twaddle, neither emo-
tional nor humorous ; disconnected episodes, so stupidly brutal

that tbey nullify all workings of the imagination, for the sake

of seeing two or three pretty and effective stage pictures. And
what is more, those scenes are more puffed up than their beauty or novelty

deserve. Take the so-called "magnificent volcano effect" in American
Born. It is produced by methods that date back to the infancy of stage

machinery, by artifices crude and simple in the extreme. Reverse the

machinery, use a pot of white lead and one of blue paint, and you have
the common stage waterfall! I thought it was a very commonplace dis-

play. I remember as a youth witnessing a performance of Petrella's

opera of lone, at the New York Academy of Music. This was over

twenty years ago, and Italian opera is even now noted for its lack of

accompanying scenic effects. In the last act of lone there occurs the

eruption of Vesuvius and the destruction of Pompeii. It was an ad-

mirably arranged affair, and something alongside of which Belasco's erup-

tion fadeB into insignificance. And it was not advertised in capitals on the

posters, either. I simply cannot explain to my own satisfaction this degraded
taste of our theatre-goers ; I give it up! The end of this melodramatic
excitement is, unfortunately, not yet at hand. Next season there will

be five or six of these things on the boards. Romany Bye, the newest of

them, is, I am told, the worst of the lot, and it may prove to be the straw,

etc. I hope so! The company that has been playing American Born is a
capital one. That their efforts should be so successful, considering the
terrible handicap the play puts upon them, is all the more to their credit.

Ada Ward ia essentially a society actress, and is out of place in an exag-

gerated character full of cheap heroics. But she managed by the charm
of her manner and by her thorough womanliness to elevate the character
and make it sympathetic. Ada Gilman is a delicious little soubrette, full

of vivacity. The comedy scenes of the play, as acted by her and John
Dillon, were its redeeming features. I can well understand that Dillon
is a great favorite in his part of the country. He is a most accomplished
comedian, with a remarkable neat way of making his points. There is a
finish to his impersonation that is most satisfactory. Grismer and Brad-
ley succeeded in making their rather unthankful parts acceptable, and
Osborne gave a tone and dignity to a decidedly ridiculous character.

Jennings, for the first time since he gave us his quaint impersonation of

"Joskins Tubbs," attempted a finished piece of acting. He was fairly

successful, nothing more. His hesitancy in the delivery of his lines, due
to indifferent study, will always mar any of his efforts. Kennedy, I

think, was very bad.
i* * * * *

The Hanlons open on Monday! This will be a treat, indeed. I tell

you all, this is a show that is worth seeing, not once, but several times.*****
Pinafore was to be produced last evening at the Standard. My Brudder-

in~Laio has been playing to small audiences.
* * * * * * *

The minstrels are doing their usual big business. This is the third or
fourth trip of this troupe to San Francisco, and they always create quite
an excitement. Some time ago I expressed my opinion' on minstrelsy,
and have nothing new to add. Whatever merit there is in this class of
performances, this troupe possesses to a high degree. The end men are ex-
cessively clever—clever enough to neatly but forcibly force down the usual
and habitual jokes. Jokes that were jokes long before negro minstrelsy was
thought of, and that will be jokes until the institution will, thank God,
have disappeared. There are six end men, Cushman, Spencer, Dockstader,
Sadler, Rice and Thatcher. Their respective styles are very dissimilar,
and therefore all the more amusing. The vocalists have tuneful voices,

and the choruses are well rendered, with the usual pianissimo effects.

Leon is as clever and graceful as ever, and his act one of the best things
on the bill. The military clog is a pretty conceit, and, with its bright
costumes, striking tableaux and remarkable precision of movement, forms
quite an agreeable spectacle. The Picnic is one of those roaring absurd-
ities that serve to send every one home in a delightful humor.

jEolia is drawing well. It is a very pleasant entertainment, and Lyn-
ton, Bornemann, and particularly Stuart Harold, are great favorites with
the audiences.**»**
The Tivoli has, bo to speak, spread itself on Der Freischutz. The or-

chestra has been augmented, the chorus nearly doubled, and the scenic
effects very carefully attended to. The incantation scene is admirably
managed, and the necessary weird, fantastical, diabolical, etc., im-
pression, is very effectively produced. The sputtering of firework fuses,
the fire, the powder and smoke, the red lights, and many other kindred
devices, are enough to give a weak-nerved person fits. The chorus do
their work very well, the principals but indifferently. The muBic is very
difficult, and should be left to the most finished of finished operatic
artists. The place is nightly jammed, and the Krelings are becoming
millionaires.

* * * * * *

Charles Norris is an actor who has been prominently before the public
of this city for some two years. Most people consider him of but very
moderate ability, and I have in these columns repeatedly criticised his
work very severely, but always within the bounds of what is legitimate
criticism. But the man has never done anything to warrant the attack
made upon him last Sunday night, at the California Theatre, by the
hoodlums in the gallery. It was a benefit performance, and Mr. Norris
had kindly and generously volunteered, and that in itself ought to have
guaranteed him a kind reception. I am very glad there was a sufficient

number of respectable people in the theatre to drown the gallery tumult
in applause.******
Roland Reed, in Clieek, is a success.—Patti, Nilsson, Salvini, Wynd-

ham, Modjeska, Aimee, and, possibly, Ristori, form a goodly array of
foreign names for America the coming season, without mentioning Lang-
try.—The receipts of the Madison Square management for the past
season for its home and traveling companies amounted to more than
$800,000. Not one of its traveling companies had a losing week during
the entire season.—Lawrence Barrett has had his father placed in a
private asylum, not because he was crazy or dangerous, but because his
extreme old age has so weakened his mind that unless the best of care is

taken of him he may do himself an injury.^—Dora Wiley, the prima of
the Norcross Opera Comique Company, now doing The Merry War in New
York, is said to be physically the broadest woman ever seen there in
tights.—-Benj. Owen, who was here for awhile some time ago, is now
organist of Trinity Church, Chicago.—Buffalo Bill has been surprising
his old acquaintances everywhere by refusing to drink anything stronger
than cider.——JacqueB Kruger is going to atar.^—Nelson Decker is bet-
ter.——Ethel Arden has appeared in England in La Belle Busse. A suc-
cess!——Lotta is going to play in England.^—Digby Bell is engaged by
McCaull for next season, Charley Dungan taking his place with Daly.
—Mario is 74, Sims Reeves 61, and Brignoli—don't know. Mario is

nearly dead with acute bronchitis.—Ristori is going to play in English
in London.—Planquette is writing a new opera boutfe.^—Stephen
Massett is in New York.^—The Union Square Theatre Company is the
next attraction at the California.*****
Au revoirf Here's hoping to see you all on Monday evening at the

HanlonB. Beauclerc.

If you want to learn how to dance, read J. William Frazer's adver-
tisement in this paper to-day. The terms are very low—no one can grum-
ble at such rates, if your means are limited.

BALDWIN'S THEATRE.
MONDAY JUL.T 17thTHE HANLONS,

In Their Laughable Parisian Absurdity,

Le Voyage En Suisse-
Six Evenings and Saturday Matinee.

No Sunday Night Performance or Wednesday Matinee.
[July 15.]

TIVOLI GARDEN,
Eddy street, near Market.—Hreling Bros., Proprietors.

W.C. Lloyd, Stage Manager. To-night and until further notice, C. M. von
Weber's Grand Romantic Opera, in 4 Acts,

Der Freischutz !

or, THE SEVEN CHARMED BULLETS. With the following artists in the cast:
MISS LOUISE LESTER and MISS LOUISE LEIGHTON alternating as "Agathe ;"

MR. T. W. ECKERT and MR. F. URBAN alternating as " Max." Mies Carrie God-
frey, as "Ann;" Mr. M. Cornell, as "Caspar." E. N. Knight, H. Niemann, Chas.
Evans, Mr. Vidal. Largely Increased Orchestra and Chorus. Conductor, Mr. Geo.
Loesch. To-night, Miss Louise Leightou as "Agathe ;" Mr. T. W. Eckert as "Max."

WINTER GARDEN,
Stockton street, between Post and Sntter streets.--stahl <£

Maack, Proprietors. Continued Success Nightly of the WINTER GARDEN
OPERA COMPANY, in John Burnett's Romantic Spectacular Opera of

£OUA!
or, THE MOUNTAIN SYLPH. Until further notice will be continued with its Mys-
terious Illusions, Startling Mechanical Effects and Gorgeous Scenic and Transforma-
tion Achievement. MISS ETHEL LYNTON and MR. FRED. BORNEMANN in the
title roleB. Grand Incantation Scene and Rendezvous of the Wizard of the Glen.
Salamanders, Caverns, Sylph Laud on Silver Lake, Palace of the Queen and Home of
the Sylphs.

;

July IS.

SEASIDE GARDEN

!

Presidio. Terminus of Union-street Cable Road. EVERY
WEDNESDAY, SATURDAY and SUNDAY, GRAND GALA CONCERT by

the Full United States Presidio Band, of 24 Pieces. Commencing at 12 m. Carl
Kreyer, Director. Admission, FREE. [July 15.] P. H. HINK, Proprietor.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

360 fourth: sxmemt, saut trajtoisco.
[July 16.]
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SPORTING ITEMS.
_ erf the n*alU at Lot* Bridn Urt w—k, I wm led int.. w

•m* in reference to the tWi*i..D referee in thr f..i ir -

nared abell nc*. UninUnUonilly I dii * ad injunticv; they
were in no way to blame for wh»t occurre*! *fter the raon, and, from the
•UWflMBt of the cue made by Mr. I iale hlm-elf. it appear* that, if any
•nor wm made, he alone wa* to blame. The »tart wm very unrvm, the
Pioneers prtUtiK- the wont of it. Some diaUnee down the cmir*e, a yacht,
which ha.) moored right in the track of the boata, furred the 1'wneon to
pall oat of their line. In returning to their water, they ran acron the
South End boat, and a foul occurred, which, however, in no way Impeded
the South Ends. The Pioneer crew turned the wrong (.take l*»at, m they
bad a |«erfect right to do at their own peril, and bjf hard wonl Wat the
Ariel boat about half a length, the South End* bang hopelessly l>eaten.
The Ariel crew claimed a foul, on the ground that the Pioneers had
turned the wrong stake boat. This the referee very properly disallowed,
but reserved his decision on the race. Very much to the surprise of all,
he declared the Pioneer* disqualified for fooling the Booth Rods, and >r

dered the Ariel* and South Ends to row over for the money. 1

1

tainly had no right to do this, for the South Ends waived all claim to a
foul, and the Ariels made do complaint. The judges in the race agreed
that the Pioneers had won the race, and were entitled to the prize; and.
as no appeal or complaint was made from their derision, the referee had
oo right to make any ruling at all. With all due respect for Mr. Gale's
knowledge of rowing-rules, and with the positive assurance that he in-
tended to do exactly what was right, I must say that he committed an
egregious error. It is a well-understood rule, in all athletic events,
that the functions of a referee, when there are judges, do not commence
until the judges disagree, or until an appeal is taken from their decision.
In this race the judges did not disagree, and no appeal was made to the
referee by any interested party. No protest or claim of foul was made by
the Ariel* or South Ends before they left their boats, and Mr. Gale had
no more right to volunteer a decision than any other outsider. The rule in
reference to fouls distinctly says: "The referee, when appealed to, shall
decide," etc., etc It is plain that the rule, by defining the time when
the referee shall decide to be when appealed to, limits his power to make
a decision to that specific time, and as plainly as the English language
can convey an idea, prohibits him from taking any action on a foul until
he is appealed to. The method of making an appeal is too well under-
stood to need defining here. By the accepted definition of the rules, Mr.
Gale had no right to disqualify the Pioneers for a foul, because, so far as
he was concerned, no foul had been committed. The rule in rowing law
is the same as in commercial law, and I wonder what Mr. Gale would
think of Judge Rix should that worthy gentleman sentence a man to
prison for a crime before the case had been formally brought before him
for trial. Looking at the decision from the common-sense equities of the
case, Mr. Gale had even less foundation for his decision than from a
legal view. The boat impeded, if the foul caused any impediment at all,

was the South Ends. They were hopelessly beaten, and distinctly waived
all claim to a foul. The Ariels were in no way interfered with, and were
beaten by the Pioneers on their merits. The regatta was in the nature of
a friendly contest, and the rulings of the referee especially, as no agree-
ment was made to adopt any specific code of rules should all have
been made with a view to give the prizes to the best crews.
The effect of Mr. Gale's decision in this case is to bar
out the best crew and allow the beaten crews to row over for the prizes.

He should have borne in mind that money was bet on the race, and that
the bets will have to go with the race, and that the effect of his needless
interference in a matter that was not properly before him for considera-
tion will be to cause a great deal of trouble and annoyance to the betters
and stakeholders. Those who bet on the Pioneers will naturally protest
against the paying over of their money, and the possible outcome of the
affair will be to bring the rules of rowing to the attention of Borne of the
Justice Courts.—Fred. Smith and Sam 1

! Watkins, of the Ariel Club,
easily defeated Peter Burns and John Desmond a double-scull Whitehall
boat race last Sunday. The course was from Vallejo street wharf around
Goat Island and return, and the time made 49 miuutes.^^The match
between Thomas Flynn, of the Pioneers, and Leander Stevenson, of the
Ariels, will come off next Sunday morning over the Long Bridge course.
Both men are confident of winning, and the contest is expected to be a
close and exciting one, but if Flynn can only manage to steer a decent
course, and abstain from running into wharves and ships at anchor, he
ought to win easily. He has far the better boat of the two and has also
more stamina than Stevenson.—"Watkins, of the Ariels, and Griffin,

of the Pioneers, are matched for a three-mile race over the Long Bridge
course. If Watkins allows Griffin to beat him he ought never to get in
a shell again. He has all the advantages of size, strength and experience,
Griffin being a comparatively new acquisition to the ranks of local oars-
men.-^Hanlan has recovered from his late sickness, and is out with a
challenge to row any five men in the world at intervals of two days. If
he can get this match on he will give up his proposed trip to Australia.*****

I am not much given to enthusing over glove-fights, as I believe them
to be, in a general way, nothing but scaly subterfuges to tap the public
purse for admission to a second-rate sparring exhibition, under the pre-
tense that it is going to be a real mill. The regular programme in such
cases is to sign articles for about $1,000 a side, select a decent, responsible
man as stakeholder, for a blind, whisper all around town that the gloves
will be very thin—simply common driving gloves—hire a large halt, rake
in the dollars, and then all hands go home after a light set-to, and divide
the gate money. The glove-fight arranged to take place shortly between
Owen Judge and Dan O'Connell—not O'Connell, the poet—will, I ex-

pect, be a departure from the stereotyped plau. In the first place, the
promoter, Patsey Hogan, distinctly announces that, so far as he is con-
cerned, he has gotten it up for the sake of making money, but he has not
taken in as partners the two men who are to fight. For them he has put
up $250, which the winner will get whether the gate is $5 or S500. Ho-
gan is not the cleverest boxer in the world, but he possesses a heap of
manly courage, and is one of the very few pugilists whom I have known
that could tell the truth. He has always kept his word to his backers
and to the public, and to my knowledge has declined, on two occasions,
to make money by shady schemess. Consequently, though I care nothing
for the financial success of this glove-fight, I go out of my way to speak of

the honesty of iu , .,,„, [ ^nd (m(fUi«tic honor M rare in
San rranoaco that the article U liable to die out altogether unless it is
oarefiilli hi for n long
time. He is a natural tighter, mid rot]
He has the appearance and rni«nner< <,r hum man, an. I ou take pan
ifthini'nt well, but helu'luctolnmuiand judgment in the ring, and I be-
lieve that the namesake of tbf lllnatrioui Irishman will whip him hand
OONly in lewi than forty D on. bOwOVfJr,
about thin, fa k ithonahol rally," and i« Unbls to i

plan down or knock him oat early in tht n.dit. II.- i» "rtidi-r" tikr Sul-
livan on a small scale, but he does not know ai much ibont the trick* of
the ring as the Boston man. B* i< buy ud doM not take his training-
work well, and, as the fight is at catch weights, i* run to liar his
preparation, e«|«cially as he puts op no money and DM DO booker bo faro*
him to take his proper amount of work, Thote who attend the mill to
see "slogging" will not be disappointed, and should the flght only last
three or four rounds (Queensbury rules), it will be warm enough to please»H— I fancy that Sullivan has a bigger contract than he imagines in
attempting to knock "Tug" Wilson out in four rounds. WtllOD has not
as yet shown himself to be as good ft man as Ton Savers, but he is one
of the kind that are hard to beat. He is :i glutton for blows, and does
not know when he is really beaten. Should Sullivan dispose of him as
easily as he did of Elliott and Ryan, Fox had bettor give up his attempt
to get even for Ryan's defeat. To those who imagine that the disparity
in size is all in favor of Sullivan, I will say that Wilson is just half an
inch shorter than was Tom Sayers, but, with that exception, is a bigger
man all around.

* * • * •

At the Gun Club shoot, last Saturday, J. K. Orr carried off the honors
of the day by killing 29 out of 31, Hurlinghara rules. He was beaten for
the medal, but made his record Bhooting off the tie for Mr. Babcock.^—
The Prince of Wales and Duke of Cambridge will subscribe toward the
fund for sending the rifle team to America. The total subscriptions now
amount to £542. There will be a Hi.al and exhaustive test for the selec-
tion of teams shortly after the shooting at Wimbledon.^—Deer Bhooting
is above the average this season. Harry Hook killed four bucks in two
days on De Long's ranch last week without dogs.——A clay pigeon tour-
nament was held at the grounds of the Alameda County Sportsman's
Club last Saturday. There were fourteen entries, fifteen birds each, fif-

teen yards rise. Mr. Crellin won first money, Messrs. Tuttle and Schna-
ble, tying on thirteen birds each, divided second and third, and Mr.
Adams broke twelve birds and secured fourth money.^—Dove shooting
is excellent on the southern part of this peninsula. Between Redwood
and Honda bags of five and «ix dozen have been made by several sports-
men.

* * * * * *

^
Hyde Bowie is still at Santa Cruz with his yacht Nellie.—The new

Club is to be called the " Bohemian Yacht Club," and its membership is

to be limited to five yacht-owners, the roll being already filled. To Mr.
Gutte has been delegated the task of arranging the house, and as soon as
it is all in order a formal opening-day will be announced.—Commodore
McDonough brought the Aggie up from Monterey in a trifle under 24
hours.

If you want to learn how to dance, read J. William Frazer's adver-
tisement in this paper to-day. The terms are very low—no one can grum-
ble at such rates, if your means are limited.

B.£!MOVAIj.
THE OFFICE OF THE

NAPA SODA AGENCY
MAS REMOVED TO

159 New Montgomery Street.

DO YOU WANT TO

LEARN MOW TO DANCE *?

If so, Join one of my Special Classes for 10 Lessons, Day or Evening.

Ladies $6 Each.
Gentlemen $8 "

Saratoga Hall Socials Free to Pupils.

These low terms will only be in force until August 15th. Improve the opportu-

nity and learn for less than ONE-HALF the regular price.

Apply in person. Office hours, 10 to 11, 1 to 3 and 7 to 9. Strictly privat

tuition a specialty

.

J. WILLIAM FRAZER,
July 15. Pbelau Building.

F. N. JTeuval. W. S. Somervell.
PACIFIC ASPHALTUM COMPANY.

Established 1S65-
Proprietors of the Celebrated Corral de Fiedra ,Asphaltum Mine,

(San Louis Obispo County).
Dealers in Crude and Refined

ASPHALTUM, FELT AND ROOFING MATERIAL.
Prepared Asphaltum for Country Ordere always on hand. Contractors for Side-

walks, UoofB, Floors and General Asphaltum Work. All Work Guaranteed.

Officeand Depot,-±2Q Jackson. | Branch Office, 422 Montgomery,8. F.

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN
Steam Baths; Electric and Chemical fifths; gnlpnar and

and other medicated vapor baths, with Swedish movements and massage.
Special apartments for ladies and families. DR. JUSTIN GATES,
July 1. 722 Montgomery street, near Washington.
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"The World," the Flesh, and the Devil.
[Br a Truthful Penman.]

A touching story of a dog's affection ig related by the Paris Figaro.

The young equestrienne, M'lle. Loisset, whose early death, owing to a

fall from her horse lately excited so much sympathy, had a favorite dog,

a huge creature called Turk, which was her inseparable companion, es-

corting her to and from the cirque, and guarding her dressing-room while

she was engaged in the performance. The day after her death Turk ar-

rived at the cirque at the usual hour, waited till the representation was
over, and then went away with his tail between his legs. For several

days he came back at the. same time, refusing to eat or drink, or

to go home with any of his former friends, and occasionally uttering a

plaintive howl. At last the dog disappeared, and, from all appearances,

has crept awayinto some corner to die.——The United States Govern-
ment is going to increase its revenue returns by stamping each cigar that

is made or imported. Formerly it was sufficient to stamp the box that

contained the cigars; but, singularly enough, the idea occurred to some
innocent minds of refilling the empty but still stamped cigar-boxes.-^—

To commemorate the centennial of the city of Bangkok, and of the

present dynasty, H. M. the King recently entrusted Mr. J. W. Benson,

of Old Bond street, with an order for medals to he worn on the occasion.

Some of these are in pure gold, and others in silver gilt with red or yel-

low gold, silvered bronze and pure bronze. On the face are the busts of

the five sovereigns of Siam of this line, with the full state robes of their

times. Around the bust are inscribed, in Siamese, the names and titles

under which they were respectively known. Surrounding the medal,

spreading outward, are one hundred rays, typical of the centenary, which
form a very effective bordering. On the reverse is an inscription in Siam-

ese.——New York jewelers say the rage for wearing jeweled garters is

spreading. They are designed to match the tint of the dress worn with
them. One of the moBt expensive cost $1,400. In this the lace and pearl-

colored silk band was joined by an elaborate clasp. On one side was the

lady's monogram in pearls; on the other, the coat of arms, with frosted

stork's head, a crest of delicately carved gold, and a motto set in chip dia-

monds. It was a present from a mother to her daughter, who is to be
married soon. Her husband will be a Knight of the Garter.^—Mr.
Robert Liddle has lately completed the first breech-loading whale-gun
ever manufactured. It bears a close resemblance to the ordinary breech-
loading rifle. The gun has a rebounding lock, the length of barrel is 3 ft.,

calibre 1 5-16 in. , and weight 105 lbs. At a distance of 30 or 40 yards it

will project a harpoon or bomb lance with great accuracy and force.——
In pulling down an architect's house in the Rue Vieille du Temple,
Paris, some workmen have discovered, hidden in an old wall, a copper
vessel said to contain forty kilogrammes of gold coins in the reigns of

Jean le Bon and Charles V. Supposing the quantity of gold to be really

as large as represented, it would be worth as metal alone over £5,000.——
It is stated that General Ignatieff's dismissal took place under the fol-

lowing circumstances: The General went to Peterhoff and had an inter-

view with the Czar. After some time the Count requested His Majesty
to affix his signature to several documents which he brought with him,
and with reference to one of them he remarked that he need not trouble
himself to read it. This threw His Majesty into a violent passion, dur-
ing which it is reported that he used the most severe terms. General Ig-

natieff was ordered to resign immediately and quit the room without delay.
-^There is a rose craze in New York, and the mania has gone so far
that it is stated that millionaires are investing in their culture, as there is

large profit in it at present prices. There are four millionaires in Madi-
son, New Jersey, one in Summit, and two in Orange who have capital in
the business. On Long Island there are vast stretches of greenhouses,
and about Boston there is noticeable the same growth in the business.—
A mysterious story of suicide comes from Linz, near Vienna. The
bodies of two young French ladies were found in the Park. The circum-
stances attending the discovery leave no doubt as to suicide in both cases.

Two small five-chambered revolvers were found next to them, and bullet
wounds on both.^—An entire family, consisting of six persons, have
been poisoned at Mureaux, in the department of the Seine-et-Oise,
through eating poisonous fungi. Medical aid was summoned but all died
in fearful agony. The victims are a mother, her three daughters {aged 29,
19 and 15 years respectively), her son (aged 14) and her son-in-law.—
Many of the navvies who are employed in the St. Gothard Tunnel are
still suffering from aneemia and other ailments arising from the bad air
and high temperature in which they were compelled to work. The Ital-
ian Government are organizing for their reception a sanitarium high up
on the St. Gothard ; pure mountain air being the most efficient remedy
for diseases of this class.——Prince Bismarck has just presented to
the botanical garden at DusBeldorf a large tame wolf, which was given to
him some time ago by a Russian Prince.——A curious chapter might
be written on what suggested celebrated books, and an item in it should
be, " What led to Moore's Irish Melodies coming into being." The well-
to-do parents of James Power, of the ancient borough of Galway, ap-
prenticed the boy to a pewterer there. The bugler of a regiment needed
repairs to his bugle.

_
Power cleverly made them. This gained him a gar-

rison reputation, which ultimately led to his starting as a musical instru-
ment maker in Dublin, where he became acquainted with Moore, and
after publishing a few songs for him, contracted for a set of twelve,
adapted to Irish melodies by Sir John Stevenson.——A commence-
ment has been made with new dock works at Boston, England, the day
being observed as a general holiday in the borough. Mrs. Simonds, the
wife of the Mayor, turned the first sod at the site of the works, and a
banquet in celebration of the occasion took place. The dock will com-
prise a water area of seven acres, and is estimated to cost $600,000.

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
INSURANCE AGENCY,

No. 322 Jt 324 California Street, San Francisco,

Fire Insurance.
GIKAED of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. OO of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN of New York.
ST. PAUL of St. Paul.

TEUTONIA of New Orleans.

LACONFIANCB of Paris.

DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS
ofNewYork.

THE FIRE INS. ASSOCIATION (Limited)

of London, England.

marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONCIERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented $27,000,000.
All Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid.

W. L. CHALMERS,
Special Agent and Adjuster.

AGGREGATE ASSETS,
$40,647,948 .

Imperial Fire Insurance Co., of London Instituted 1803.
London Assurance Corporation, of London

Established by Royal Charter 1720.
Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool. ..

'. Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.
XOBERT DICKSON, Manager.

W. XiAlTJE BOOKER, Agent and Attorney.

S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts. , Safe Deposit Building.
[October 11. J

PHOIIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., EstaVd V782 Cash Assets, 85,266,312.35.

BRITISH AMERICA 'ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., EstaVd 1833.--Cash Assets, $1,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., EstaVd 1851—Cash Assets, 81,35X326.39.

BUTLER & HALDAH,
General Agents for Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864.

Principal Office 406 California Street, S. F.

FIRE INSURANCE.
Capital (Paid Up in XT. S. Gold Coin) $300,000.00
Re-Insurance Reserve $171,412 76

Assets January 1, 1882 3 684,577.88
|
Premiums, since organization.S3,841,412.07

Surplus for policy holders.. 674,577.83 [ Losses, since organization... 1,756,278.00

OFFICERS:
J. F. HOUGHTON President. I CHAS. R. STORY Secretary.

J. L. N. SHEPHARD .... Vice-President. | R. H. MAGILL General Agent.

Directors of the Homb Mutual Insurance Co. :—L. L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J. L.

N. Shepard, John Currey, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, C C Burr, J. S. Carter,

Charles Belding, D. W. Earl. April 8.

COMMERCIAL UNION ASSURANCE COMPANY,
(OF LONDON).

Pacific Coast Brancb 210 Sansome Street. S. F.

Capital Subscribed $12,500,000

Capital Paid In 1,250,000

Total Cash Assets 9,698,571

6g= This first-class Company will transact a General Marine Insurance
Business. JTOBTITSAE MAMIT.TOH, Manager.

J. L. WOODS, Secretary. Sept. 10.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,600,000
Cash Assets 1,709,976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR, Gl'THRIE * CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.--UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

The California Lloyds.—Established in 1861.—PTos. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, $750,000 in Gold Coin. Fair Kates

!

Prompt Sebtlement of Loses!! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS.—J. Mora Moss,
Moses Heller, J. O. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles TCohler, E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. E. Stone, Wallace Everson, A. B. Phipps, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Brandenstein, W. M. Hoag, Nicholas
Luning, James Moffitt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Touchard,
George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Scholle, Charles
Baum, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa,

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, "Vice-President.

Jambs D. Bailey, Secretary. Gbo. T. Bohbn, Surveyor. Not. 6.
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TO A DOLL
Yon mar hit mnrv by luck lh*n br merit

Tb* Ia*U» of «»nie nice little girl,

Who h»« La!-

The i>.in an-I eatatm of An Karl.

Sh« will Wv iu«a in ft psminn.
Anil pull ml poor h*ir in a ptl;

But you'll fev a lot uiore ..f "tlie frabjoo"
Than rwr jog looked ti|*nn yet.

After all, there are many poor doUtl
Aa antion* aa you to be nnld ;

Not the lra»t of the world'* little follies

fata in the worship of RoH.
It is ever the name hitter i»tory

Of riobw of b—ty ol trade;
And May fair at the hiyht of its glory

Is much like the bvwtbflr Arcade. -#. S. Leigh.

THE LATE JOHN SCOTT RUSSELL
Mr. Scott Russell, the eminent angiDSer, dhd on the Sth of June at

Vttttoor, !«!'• of Wight, in the 75th year of his age. John Scott Russell,
according i" Baoiaecrina, was the elaest son of the Rev. David Russell, a

man. He waa iw»rn in 1808, and was originally destined for

the Church. Hi* ^reat predilection for mechanics and other natural sci-

ences induced his father to allow him to enter a workshop to learn the
handicraft of the profession of an engineer. He subsequently studied at
the l*niv.-r-iti.- oJ Edinburgh, St. Andrews and Q-laagow, and graduated
at the latter at the early SgS ->f sixteen. About the year 1832 he com-
menced his famous researches into the nature of waves, with the view of

improving the forms of vessels. He discovered during these researches
the existence of the mveol translation, and developed the wave-line
system of construction of ships in connection with which Ids name is now
so widely known. The first vessel on the wave system was called the
fFore, and was built in 1835 ; it was followed in 1836 by the Scott Ruaset/,

and in 1830 by the Flambeau and Fire Kino. Mr. Scott Russell was em-
ployed at this time as manager of the large shipbuilding establishment at
Greenock, now owned by Messrs. Caird & COi In this capacity he suc-

ceeded in having his system employed in the construction of the new fleet

of the West India Royal Mail Company, and four of the largest and fast-

est <>f these vessels—viz, the Teviot, the Tay, the Clyde and the Tweed—
were built and designed by himself. He waa joint secretary with Sir
Stafford Xorthcote of the Great Exhibition of 1851. He was, in fact, one
of the three original promoters of the Exhibition, and under the direction

of the late Prince Consort took a leading part in organizing it. Mr.
Boott Russell was for many years known as a shipbuilder on the Thames.
The most important work he ever constructed was the Great Eastern
steamship, which he contracted to build for a company of which the late

Mr. Brunei was the engineer. The Great Eastern, whatever may have
been her commercial failings, was undoubtedly a triumph of technical
skill. She was built on the wave-line system of shape, and was con-
structed on the longitudinal double skin principle, which also was in-

vented by Mr. Scott Russell. Mr. Scott Russell was one of the earliest

and most active advocates of ironclad men-of-war. and he has the merit
of having been the joint designer of our first sea-going armor frigate, the
Warrior. His greatest engineering work was, without doubt, the vast
dome of the Vienna Exhibition of 1873.

FROTJDE ON THE SOUTH AFRICAN QUESTION.
Mr. Froude has written a long and most interesting letter to the Abo-

rigines' Protection Society, regretting that he cannot attend their annual
meeting, and expressing his views on the South African question. He is

known to have very strongly disapproved of recent colonial policy. He
wished the whole of South Africa to be declared a Crown colony, in

which the Imperial Government might act as just arbiter between the
colooists. Englishmen and Boers, and the native races. With a deep
pang of sorrow he confesses that this policy is no longer possible. The
Colonial Office cannot rule South Africa, and says that it cannot rule.

There is only one other alternative—the colonists must be taught to re-

spect the natives ; and Mr. Froude rejoices at the recent successes of the
Basutos as tending to have the effect of destroying the contempt for the
blacks which he deplored when he was Lord Carnarvon's agent in South
Africa. He would now replace Cetewayo on his throne, allow the natives
to have their own arms, and leave them to deal with Englishmen and
with their ancient enemies, the Boers. The latter, he adds, would proba-
bly have been their enemies had not Great Britain rashly meddled with
their affairs. Mr. Froude's tardy conversion to this view is very significant.

Some interesting experiments have been made at the site of the pro-
posed harbor of refuge, Dungeness Point, by Captain the Hon. H. W.
Chetwynd, R.N., District Inspector of Lifeboats, in the direction of test-

ing the value of oil in calming rough water. There was a sufficiently
heavy sea at the time of the experiment to endanger a small open boat,

and the Dungeness lifeboat, the David Halett, was launched, and anchored
in five fathoms of water. A small canvas bag, containing about half a
gallon of oil, and pierced with several holes with a large needle, was at-

tached to the anchor as a buoy. This bad the effect ot producing a space
of still water spreading from the buoy to a distance of about twenty yards
wide, and of considerable length. These trials are considered satisfac-

tory, but not conclusive, and it is stated that they will be continued.

Noise is the music of industry. That will do on general principles,

but when the sweet little cherub of the household is trying to work the
tight fitting cover off a glass jar full of jam without his mother's knowing
it, there isn't much noise in the operation, yet where can be found a bet-

ter exrmple of industry.

Mothers, Take Notice.—Taber, photographer, has just received from
the East a supply of extremely sensitive gelatine dry plates, by the use
of which he skillfully and quickly secures the most pleasing results in
making instantaneous pictures of young children. Mothers who have not
heretofore been able to secure satisfactory pictures of the little ones,
would do well to make appointment for sittings.

INSURANCE.
The Only Company on the Pacific Coaat Governed by the

ohasetts Non-Forfeiture Law.

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF BOSTON.

[iNCORI'ORATKIt IH.1S.)
Aaaata S16.000.000-

TUsOoSApaaj il Pant] Mutual, and ha* tranaacted the business »f Life Insurance
for nearly forty years. All 11* policies arc iasu.il under anil gnvcniwl by the laws
of MassachuieU*. which prm-ldo that:

Flrat No potior shall besoms forfeited or roW f.-r mm-paj nunt <>f I'r.niium, after
the payment of TWO Annual Premiums
Bseobd in default ol parmanl 4 mbssqasnt PrsadanavH i« bfadtng on the

Company SO issuo | paid up PoIIqy. as provided for according to the publUhed Ulrica.
The above oonditlons ara available to all l'"lii-v-holdor§, who besoms luofa after

Jan. l. 1881, vrltlioul further negotiation or stipulation or ftotlfloatlon on Ihsh* pan.
Whsnevsr, alter ths payment "f TWO Annoal Premiums, u aforesaid, the insura-

bte Interest In the [He of the Insured has terminated, the net value of the policy, sub-
certam conditions named In said Non-forfeiture Law, is made a surrender

value payable In Cash. EHstribul i ol Surplus are mado annually on the Contri-
bution aystsm and are progressiva Liberality and Equity In its relations with Pol-
ios -holders have always been the governing principles "f thin Company, and the con-
dltloDJ of Its Policies in regard to limits c! Residence and Travel arc of tho most
liberal description.

f^T" Before Insuring in any Company, carefully read the Application and Form of
Policy used by the NEW ENGLAND LIFE.

HENRY K. FIELD, General Agent.
Office: 328 Montgomery Street (Safe Deposit Building), San Francisco.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, ol Zurich, Capital 5,000,000 francs; Helvetia,

of St. Gall, Capital 10,000,000 francs ; Baloise, of Basle, Capital 6,000,000 francs.
These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that may be aus-
aihed. Losses made payablo in all the principal seaports of tho world. In tho set-
tlement of all claims under an English polky, these Companies willstrictly adhere to
the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, and submit to English jurisdiction,
June 9. HARRY W. SYZ, Agent, 225 Sansomc St., S. F.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.

D

(Capital 35,000,000.---Agents: Balfonr, Gntbrle & Co., No.
/ 316 California street, San Francisco. Nov. 18.

JOHN WIGMORE,

HARDWOOD LUMBER,
SHIP TIMBER, LOCUST TREENAILS,

Veneers and Fancy Woods,
129 to 147 Spear St. and 26 and 28 Howard St., San Francisco.

[April 8.]

THOMAS PRICE'S
ASSAY OFFICE AND CHEMICAL LABORATORY,

524 Sacramento Street San Francisco.
eposIts of Bullion received, melted into bars, and retnrns
made in from twenty-four to forty-eight hours.

Bullion can be forwarded to this office from any part of the interior by express,
and returns made in the same manner.

Careful Analysis made of Ores, Metal, Soils, Waters, Industrial Products, etcr
Mines examined and reported upon. Consultations on Chemical and Metallurgical

questions. March 30.

LEE CRAIG,
SEARCHER OF RECORDS,

Notary Public and Commissioner of Deeds,
316 Montgomery Street Bet. California and Fine.

Commissioner for New York, Arizona, Nevada, Pennsylvania, Utah, Oregon, Idaho
Washington Territory, Ohio, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Illinois, New Jersey,
and other States and Territories. DEPOSITIONS A SPECIALTY. Acknowledg-
ments taken and oaths administered at any hour of the day or night.

May 13. LEE D. CRAIG.

SANTA CRUZ FURNISHEO HOUSES,
From $25 Per Month, in the Best Looations-

EXCHANGE AND MART Santa Cruz, Cal.

No. 2 of the new Land Journal, of Santa Cruz county, containing full details of

Real Estate for sale, soil, climate, productions, etc., FREE BY MAIL. May 27.

WILLIAM A. SCOn, JR.
Money wanted on improved city property in Tucson, A.T.,

and on paying property in the vicinity, in eums to suit the lender, at from 1

to li per cent. Mining property handled. Address,
WILLIAM A. SCOTT, JR.,

Stock, Commission, Insurance Broker and General Agent,
April 22. 7 Camp street, Tucson, Arizona Territory.

AUGUSTUS LAYER,
Architect,

Furnishes Plans, Specifications and Superintendence for
the Construction or Renovation of Dwelling Houses, and every describtion of

Building. Office: 19 S. F. STOCK EXCHANGE, Pine street, S. F.

8S" Take the Elevator. Dec 10.

F
NOTICE.

or the very best photographs tfo to Bradley A Bulofson's,
in an Elevator, 429 Montgomery street. Oct. 29

$5 to $20 per day at me. Samples worth $5 free.
Address StiksonA Co.,PortIand, Maine
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EGYPT.
In 'writing of the Egyptian question it is unnecessary to enter minutely

into retrospective details. The story of the trouble is already an old one.
The indebtedness of Egypt, brought on mainly by the reckless extrava-
gance of the late Khedive, Ismael I., and added to by the extortionate
demands for tribute made by Ismael's suzerain, the Sultan of Turkey; the
consequent clamoring of European creditors ; the weak government and
poor management of the well-meaning Tewfik ; the rising of the soldiery,
instigated and led by Arabi—all these are matters of history with which
every intelligent person is familiar. It remains for us, therefore, to con-
sider the present situation and speculate upon its future results.
At the present time of writing John Bull is having everything his own

way, notonly by virtue of his own deeds, but also with the consent and
approbation of all the great European Powers. There is, of course,
nothing surprising about the fact that the British fleet has silenced the
Alexandrian forts. That was a foregone conclusion, and Englishmen will
only pride themselves upon the achievement in so far as it abundantly
proves that their ships of war, instead of being the " expensive toys

"

that foreign critics have derisively called them, are, in real earnest, more
than a match for the strongest land fortifications erected upon any coast
in the world.^ For though it may be truly asserted that Egypt is a weak
power, still it is a fact that the Alexandrian forts were so well manned
and so heavily armed that their fire put the big iron-clads to as severe a
test as could be desired. This is the first time that these floating monsters
have been tried in actual warfare, and the result must be very gratifying
to the nation that expended so much ingenuity, labor and money on their
construction.
But though the victory of the British is easily understood, the attitude

of the other Powers affords abundant scope for conjecture. The question
on everybody's lips seems to be :

" Won't this Egyptian row lead to a
general European war?" Nothing could be more absurd than for an out-
sider to attempt prophecy in such a case. One might as well predict the
day and hour when Gabriel will blow his trumpet as forecast the action
of the Powers at the present moment. But it is not a difficult matter to
review the situation as it stands. It is about as follows : Prance hasn't
shown the white feather, but her rulers {and they are too many) have cer-
tainly been over cautious. The Gallic Cock entered the present trouble
in professed concert with the British Lion. It was understood that they
were to stand or fall (which latter wasn't likely) by one another. Chan-
ticleer crowed so loudly at first that his voice almost smothered the deep
growl of the King of Beasts. But it has since appeared that the French
Cock wasn't of the game kind—the egg which contained him having
unfortunately been laid too close to a barn-door. To drop metaphor-
France has not done what we in America call "the square thing. She
stole a march in Tunis because she knew that England would not object

;

it being understood, as we said some weeks ago, that Egypt should be
England's prey. The time has come for the fulfillment of the bargain,
and now France is wonderfully neutral. The moment a bombardment is
promised by the English Admiral the French fleet gets out of reach of the
Egyptian guns and proceeds to "take possession " of Port Said, at the
mouth of the Suez CanaL It will be interesting to note how long this
possession " lasts.

Germany—or, rather, Bismarck—seems to look on quietly; but no one
doubts that old "Blood and Iron" will show his hand when the time
comes. Bismarck doesn't sympathize with England because he loves her,
but he shudders at the dream of an Anglo-French alliance, and is only too
glad to dispel it by pretentiously acknowledging that England is justified
in doing what she likes. The German Chancellor knows that England
would do that anyhow, but it suits his present purpose to be particu-
larly complacent toward John Bull.

Austria has little to say in the matter. She is under Bismarck's thumb,
and fears above all things that he might turn loose the Russian Bear upon
the eastern portion of her motley domain, in which case the western
portion thereof would be speedily merged into the German Empire.

Italy, like the traditional parrot, " doesn't talk much, but keeps up a
devil of a thinking." There is no such thing as international justice, but
if there were, the voice of Italy would be entitled to much respect. No
country has greater interests in the Mediterranean than Italy. She lies,

as it were, in the midst of its waters. Her eastern, western and southern
coasts are washed by its waves, and it is her misfortune that on the north
she has to constantly watch for a land invasion by her ancient enemy,
Austria.
Russia is out of the count. She has no fleet, and can take no part in

the squabble, so far as Egypt is concerned. At the same time, she must
naturally look most eagerly to the result. The question of England gain-
ing Egypt is of vital importance to Russia, implying, as it doeB, the pos-
session of the water highway to India. Not that Russia ever expects to

get Egypt herself—that she knows is impossible; but the sovereignty of
the Suez Canal by England is an awful bugbear to the Muscovite. Rus-
sia is doing her best to get to India by the overland route through Asia

—

and she will probably meet her match when the Lion grapples the Bear
on the summit of the Himalayas—or thereabouts. But at the same time
it must be very annoying to the Czar and his subjects to see England
gaining such ready accession to her Oriental dominions, as she must when
once absolute mistress of the Canal.
Turkey is a tool, to be used by any power that can lend her the most

money and scare her by the biggest guns. England is able to do this just
now—more particularly so far as the latter part of the bargain is

concerned.

THE AMERICAN PASHA.
General Charles P. Stone, formerly of the United States Army, a

graduate of "West Point, and a resident some years since of this city, is

probably the only American in the Egyptian service. Soon after the
close of the civil war a number of Confederate officers enlisted in the
service of the Khedive, among others General Thad. Mott, a son of the
distinguished surgeon, Valentine Mott, of New York. Blaque Bey, a
former Turkish Minister at Washington, married a sister of the General,
and through his influence Mott was at one time a great power at the
court of the Khedive, but, after a visit to this country, he made his home
at Constantinople. The disgraceful row of Consul General George H.
Butler, the nephew of his " IJncle Ben," created a strong feeling in Cairo
against the Americans, and by degrees the so-called American colony be-
came decimated, most of the Confederate officers returning home, leaving
Stone as the only American representative in the Khedive's army, where
he has been for many years the Chief of Staff. Years ago Stone resigned
from the IT. S. Army and established a bank in this city, its place of
business being nearly opposite that of Lucas Turner & Co., where General
Sherman was the manager. A theft by one of his clerks of some sixty
thousand dollars forced him to close his doors. During the civil war he
was in command at the battle of Ball's Bluff, where Senator Ned Baker
was killed. For some reason Secretary Stanton conceived that Stone's
sympathies were with the Confederates, and he was arrested, placed in

prison, and subsequently went through the form of a trial. After his

discharge he left this country with his family for Egypt.

THE NEW BANK. COMMISSIONER.
The appointment of. Colonel J. M. Litchfield to the position of Bank

Commissioner is in every respect an admirable one, and reflects the high-
est credit on the selective talent of the Governor. A better choice could
not have been made. Colonel Litchfield is in every way exceptionally
well qualified for this most important position. He is an honorable gen-
tleman of unquestionable integrity, who can safely be entrusted with
grave responsibilities, such as necessarily attach to the post of Bank
Commissioner. As a business man, he is known to be one of the shrewd-
est and most enterprising in our midst. He has conducted extensive busi-
ness operations in this city for some decades, and, in his commercial pur-
suits, has necessarily acquired a large experience in those financial mat-
ters which this position will make it his business to investigate. He is a
man of strong independence of character, and bank managers will not be
able either to flatter or frighten him into making favorable reports when
the facts do not warrant them, or glossing over circumstances that indi-

cate, if they do not demonstrate, crookedness.
In politics, Col. Litchfield is an avowed believer in Republican princi-

ples, but he is not a bigoted enthusiast. He has the ability to think for

himself, and the courage of his convictions; consequently he will not lend
himself to the perpetration of wrong, even thougli it be perpetrated in
the name of the Republican party. Colonel Litchfield served this muni-
cipality in the capacity of Supervisor for two years, and during his term
he made a record which is honorable to himself and satisfactory to those
whom he served.

ROBESON'S DEFENSE.
The recent attack by ex-Secretary of the Navy Robeson upon the

private character of the Member of Congress who was instrumental in

unearthing the frauds which marked the administration of the Navy De-
partment during the Robeson regime, was blackguardly in the abstract,

and more than blackguardly when viewed in connection with the history
of the case. It is like an attempt on the part of a thief to escape con-
demnation on the ground that the person who caught him running away
with the stolen property had, at one period of his life, been seen entering
a house of ill-fame. It matters not what the character of the Chairman
of the Committee which investigated and brought to light Robeson's mal-
feasance may be. As a matter of fact, there are strong grounds for be-

lieving that Robeson's inuendoes were lies cut out of whole cloth; but
even assuming them to be perfectly true, they are not of any particular
public interest, and they do not alter or explain the fact that, under
Robeson's administration of the Navy Department, millions of dollars of

the public money were wasted in a way that can only be designated
stealing, and our navy was allowed to go to the dogs. If Robeson wants
to defend himself, let him explain what became of the navy during his

incumbency of the Secretary's office; also, what became of the large sums
of money which were appropriated for its maintenance.
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THE TOWN CRIER.
Hmt lft« »t lh» d«vil «ri i ho* T"

*0»« tfa*t will pl&y tb« d»Ti). *ir with roo "

' 11aM * Mil « tihn toll M lottc »• * A*il.
Whu-h M*d* hia grow bolder uJ bolder."

During a lengthy social intercourse with the fair nx of ft tender age,
in oar youthful d»r«, it ww our lot on m*ny occasions to have thrust he-

for* a* » certain in-tniroent of brain torturv whieh tasttieetusJ young
ladi— d*ti#ht in wielding, i" the disounfiture ol shell Djmspeeting male
friend*— to-wit, ft mental phot*vraph ft)hum —coupled with the request
that we forthwith t*ke pen in hand an. I till up one of the pages thereof
with our preference* and opinion*, in the shape of answer? to nbout the
sHlieet eat of print*'! questions the mini) of man ever concocted. It ha*
rer been ft distasteful matter t*> us to give ourselves away in any manner,
but gallantry, our distinguishing characteristic, always on theae occasions
gut the better of our discretion, and we proceeded to tell our pet authors, I

painters, poetesses, and characters in history, with a dash that showed we
new all about it, and hail in fact been lying awnke the night before

making up our mind. There was one question, however, which always
got as, and that was: "What do you consider the bight of human hap-
piness?" We never could till up that blank. We wish one of those
young ladies would put their book before us now, for now we can. One
day Last week we were standing in the Post Office, waiting for our over
land mail to be distributed, when a lady of quiet demeanor and uncertain
age dashed through the line at the stamp window, and, with a swoop,
stooped and grabbed something from the floor. As she rose and departed,
clutching her treasure to her breast, we shall never forget the calm
look of intensified delight depicted on her countenance. We inquired
the cause, A friend near by informed us. She was a stamp collector,

and had found an envelope with a three-cornered Cape of Good Hope
stamp.
Being naturally of an engineering turn of mind, our mental stamina

has been sorely exercised of late over a problem, the unraveling of which
might well have taxed the powers of greater craniums than ours, should
such exist, which we doubt. We have been trying to find out the exact
number of ladies' sealskin coats there are iu the city. How many days
and nights of ceaseless labor our investigations entailed we will not state,

fearing that people might deem us prone to exaggerate. Nor need we
dwell on intermediate statistics, culled from averaging Kearny street and the
matinees every Saturday for four consecutive weeks. We will simply an-
nounce the result, and confess at the same time to a deep regret that we
ever tried to find the thing out at all, for we have been left with a heart
oppressed with pain and a mind convinced of the axiom: "Where ignor-
ance is bliss," etc. According to the last Census, there were in this city
and county just 64,483 females, while our investigations show that there
are but 37,291 seal-skin coats. Can it be believed? Reflect—calmly re-

flect for one single moment: Nearly one-half of our female population are
without sealskin coats. Could anything be more dreadful ? Frequenters
of our streets and places of public resort will scarce credit it, but 'tis

even so. Cannot something be done to alleviate this deplorable state of
things? Can fathers, husbands, sons and brothers stand idly by and let

this slur rest on our city? Must nearly one-half of our women be debar-
red from the sunlight of Kearny street, the excitement of shopping, the
amusement of the theatre ? Will not some noble-hearted philanthropist
start a fund to supply the want? Refuse women a vote, if you will, but
let her have her sealskin coat.

It is our harmless habit, when walking about among the residential
quarters of the city, to cast our eyes upwards into second story windows.
Of course we have no other object than to discover the size of the win-
dow-panes, and ascertain the quality of the lace curtains draping the
same. Why, the idea ! What elBe should we want to see ? Our fifty

odd years of bachelorhood are proof against all that Bort of thing, my
friend. The time was, perhaps—but there. Well, for some months
past we have been struck by the number of young women with band-
aged^ heads which those windows contained. Was there a sudden epi-
demic of pronounced sick headache among the female persuasion, or had
their beaux taken them all out buggy riding to the Park at once,
and ended their happiness by a runaway and smash-up, or what was
it? We couldn't make it out at all. At last, and only yesterday, it

was we found out. We met a young lady friend on Market street,

whom the day before we had seen bandaged at her window. " Hope
you're better." we remarked. "Better!" she exclaimed. "Better o'

what?" " Why," we stammered, "I saw your head tied up yesterday
when I passed, and—" " Oh, you thought I was sick, did you ? Why,
no ; that's the, way we girls keep our Montagues down till they stick.

I aint sick."

An Associated Press telegram apprises the American People of the
important fact that Madame Exilda La Chapelle's "Championship Ladies'
Pedeatrienne Belt " is displayed for sale in tne window of a Chicago pawn-
shop.

_
Such is the value set upon glory in these degenerate days, and

such is the result of awarding prizes which have any marketable value.
The ancient Romans had an eye to this sort of thing when they gave
the military or athlete or artistic victor merely a wreath of laurel. He
couldn't very well put that up the spout, but hung it up on a nail in
the best parlor. It probably had as much of the sanctity of well-won
honor about it as the gold-headed canes and plated cup and bullion-laden
belts which form the prizes of modern dayB. Give a hero a gold medal
and he is likely to be minus his decoration the first time he is hard up,
but pin upon his breast the bronze medal of the Victoria Cross, made
from the metal of guns captured from the enemy, and he will treasure
the emblem—because the pawnbroker doesn't want it.

People who have been for a trip to Paris, and who consequently never
after seem to be able to control their desire to wedge French into their
remarks, don't one quarter of them know the meaning of half the expres-
sions they have picked up and interminably use. We should like, for in-

stance, one of them to explain what they mean when they say that a lady
is " Comme il faut aufond."
As a reference, Punch's advice to those about to marry, viz.: "Don't,"

has grown painfully stale. Can't somebody give us something fresh to
refer to ? A pamphlet from Dr. Czapkay, for instance, wouldn't be in-

appropriate.

The wise young man marrir* hli board!ng-mUana. In her dwells*!)
perennial shelter an.t a security of meals. Though she m»y Ik* forty, and
not at all fair, so long as she posse***-t : orders
he is » jewel of great price. The*.- reflection! ar« suggest*
by Mm not thai, of all women who irant boa city of
ours, there an- none who i . from as the
boarding mis* us. And, heaven bleat them! they don't mind If th<

up a score on this line, and wed fourth or it fifth with the
nonchalance with which the tirnt was brought down. And if the wi.-e

youth fails in getting a paying ftotroM end knew ere not many In Mm
market now. though Lotts ana nfarj Anderson are yet unmarried ha
should fly at the boarding -missus : though, indeed, the experienced bead
of a milliner's shop in a good locality in not to be despised by the phihwo-
pher who believes in the equality of the • \. < to the extent of allowing
his wife to furnish the fuel for the domestic pot.

There was nearly a row a day or two ago in the Mercantile Library
reading-rooms, the participants being tho phlegniy rough fiend and the
little rosy-cheeked man with the wig. The question at issue was one of
prior possession, and the subject Frank Lrxfi,\t Budfftt of Fun. Both
parties claimed to have exclusive and uninterrupted possession of it since
a week ago last Monday, and things began to look as if a bombardment
was in order. But just as the cough fiend had cleared his throat pre-
paratory to opening fire, the moustache-stroking young fellow with the
arched eyebrows and somnolent stare crawled from under the desk and
filed an intervention. He said he had had the periodical without inter-
mission since Washington's Birthday, and had only absented himself for
five minutes to take his mid-day dose of soothing syrup: in proof of which
he abstracted from between the leaves the cork of the bottle, which bore
the date of February 22, 1882.

The unfortunate Baronet who is quarantined on board the Belgic
is visited daily by some one or other of the reporters of the city press,

who hand him a copy of their journal with a request to read it through.
And this because some idle fellow started a rumor that Sir William Eden
had conceived the idea of publishing a newspaper in San Francisco, by
way of getting rid of his spare cash. Therefore those young men are
anxious at the same time to direct him to the best models, and recom-
mend themselves for the editorial stool. But the Baronet has sworn that
the next reporter-laden boat that comes alongside the Belgic will be
swamped by receiving one of his shoes just amidships. And the British

tourist shoe, dropped with good aim, would go plum through an iron-

bottomed barge.

Those "airy, fairy Lillians," who go skimming along Kearny street

Saturday afternoons, with heads erect and dark eyes beautifully rolling,

Bhould remember that a very bad case of scamp may often be enclosed in

a very good suit of clothes. For, by the Charlie "Dean's, the T. G. saw,
not long ago, the daughter of a respectable house nod and smile at a ruf-

fian, whose credentials for the State Prison are now almost completed by
the Chief of Police. She did not mean to do wrong—it was only a trifle

of coquetry, but, if those girls must flirt, let them smirk on the shop-

man, who is legitimate game, and not shoot their arrows at the mixed
riff-raff of the streets. Because it is horribly dangerous, and scares off

eligible parties, as the bark of the bulldog speeds the timorous tabby.

It is really wonderful how much the editors of our dailies know
about Egypt. All through this difficulty they have been lavish and im-

partial with their counsel to Arabi Pasha, Admiral Seymour, Gladstone
and the Porte. But it was not until the bombardment took place that

they came out with all their strength. They knew the whole business

then, and grew particularly severe upon the practices of some of the Brit-

ish ships. Bartlett Pasha, of the Bulletin, was the most implacable critic

of the lot, and, had he been in Fort Mex, things would have, gone hard
with the squadron. However, as he did not find time to leave the Bulletin

editorial rooms for the Mediterranean, the fleet is yet safe, and Admiral
Seymour has met the approval of his Government.

May the devil fly away with the fog! Night and morning it is with

us on this btaak and villainous peninsula. It creeps in the windows, sta-

tions itself at the back-door, dodges through at every chance, and lays it-

self to rest in the marrow of our bones. It has one great extenuating

trait, and that is, it gives the lie to those mouthing eulogists who would
have us pray every hour a thankful prayer for possessing such a delight-

ful climate. And when the guileless tourist, who has beard about our
blue Italian skies, comes this way, the fog leavens his soul. After he has

swallowed a few gallons of its murkiness, the light of reason dawns npon
him, and he goes away confessing that among the liars of this world we
have no peers.

It appears that Guite'au's skeleton, having been picked clean by the

doctors, is to grin and chatter above the injured section of Garfield's

vertebrae in the United States Medical Museum at Washington. Can a

morbid lust for the horrible be carried to a more disgusting extremity
than this? We are told that in the same case which contains these un-

savory relics are also the skull of Lincoln, several bones from the body
of Wilkes Booth, and the skull of Wirtz, the Andersonville prison-

keeper. Surely it is a weird and ghastly idea, this mixing up of the re-

mains of murderers and their victims. Such an abominable and unnatural
custom could obtain in no country that was not peopled by a nation of

Barnums.

The lop-sided gait of fashionable young men nowadays is due to the

immense size and weight of their fob-chains. Among our yachting men (?)

it is known as "a list to port," and is called the Escambia.

With more truth than poetry one of our local medical cure-alls be-

gins his advertisement :
" I offer my valuable services to all who are so

unfortunate as to require them."

There are some people so ignorant of English ways and customs

that they think that Knights of the Bath and Privy Councillors are a
high-toned order of plumbers.

Since the scientific maceration of the body of the defunct Guiteau no

patron of a Washington City " three-for-two" restaurant has had the

temerity to order soup.

Since the "Chronicle" people got "Gath" to contribute, they have

had such a run on the capital I's as never was known in the history of

the paper. ^^^^
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SUNBEAMS.

My country 'tis from thee

I long to set a fee,

Of that I Bing.

Place me where Congress meets,

Where I can find the sweets,

Or in some ring.

A smart peddler called a few days since at a

roadside dwelling and asked if he could see the

lady of the house. "Well, yes you can, if you

ain't blind," snapped the woman who had an-

swed Mb knock. "Oh, beg pardon, madam!
You, then, are the lady of the houBe? "Yes, I

am. What else should I be? Did you think I

was the gentleman or the cat or turf-bin V " I

d'd not kDOW, madam, but yon might be the

youngest daughter." " Oh, well, that was nat-

ural," replied the lady ; "what have you got to

mow, sir?" The shrewd peddler displayed his

wares, aud when he left the door step half an

hour later, the lady had fourteen yards of ribbon,

a score or so of artificial flowers and a new shawl

;

and in the peddler's pocket was twice the value

of the articles just named.
" Why, Milly, darling, are yon cold ?" *' No,"

she said, with a light laugh ;
" I think a goose

must have been walkingovermy grave. "
'

' Happy
goose !" he replied, with some vague idea that he

was not only paying a compliment, but making
an epigram.

When Mrs. Homespun heard of the recent

assassination in Ireland, and that it was attrib-

uted to the Irish, she exclaimed: " Massy sakes!

You don't tell me the Irish have got into Ireland?

Well, well. I believe they're everywhere !"

"Don had many advantages," said old Simon
Cameron, talking of his son the other day, " but

I had oie that is worth more to any man start-

ing in life than all he ever had." *' What is

that, G-eneral !" " The advantage of starting poor.

A New Orleans man has had his wife arrest

ed for spanking him. He says he doesn't wish

to remain a boy all his life, and be treated as if

he had been in swimming against orders.

:OUTHERNMCtFt
^RAIL.ROAD.-P ]j

BROAD OAl'GE.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Monday. April 10, 1S82»

And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave

from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend st., between ad and Ithstreets,) as follows:

LKAVB I

8. F. (

DESTINATION.
\

ARRIVE
S. F.

8:30 A.M.

t 9:30 A M.

10:40 a.m.
* 3:30 P.M.

4:25 P.M.
« 5:15 P.M.

6:30 P.M.

( \ |

C: 40 A.M.

| P 8:10 a.m.
9.03 A.M.

...San Mateo, Redwood,... !
1*10:02 A- M.

' and Menlo Park .. []» 3:36 p.m.

it 4:59 P.M.

1
6:00 p.m.

/ t 8:15 p.m.

8:30 A.M
10:40 a.m.

* 3:30 P.M.

4:25 P.M.

f \

! ..Santa Clara, San Jose and.. !

~j ..Principal Way Stations...
[

^ )

9:03 A.M

.

*10:02 A.M.
* 3:36 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

t 8:15 p.m.

10:40 A.M.
* 3:30 P.M

j .Gilroy, Pap.ro, Castroville M-'IO:

\ and Salinas... fl 6:

02 A M.

00 P.M.

10:40 a.m.i

3:30 P.M.
I

. Hollister and Tres Pinos. If
1

.

1:02am.
:00 p.m.

10:40 a.m.
* 3.30 p.m. I

'
. . .Monterey, Watsonville . "i

- Camp Goodall, Aptos, Camp V

,
San Jose, Soquel, Santa Cruz. J

0:02 a.m.
6:00 pm.

10:40 a.m. ...Soledad and Way Stations ...1 6:00p.m.

Sundays excepted. tSundays only.

^ST Special Notice. ia
Sunday Excursion Trains to Monterby and Santa

Cruz.—First-class Excursion Train to Monterey and
Santa Cruz will leave San Francisco every Sunday at
7:30 A.M. Returning, leave Monterey at 4:35 p.m.; San-
ta Cruz at 4:15 p.m., arriving San Francisco at 8:40 p.m.

Fare for the Round Trip to either point, $3-

Stage connections are made with the 10:40 a.m.

Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo, which
connect with 8:30 a.m. Train.

Ticket Officrs—Passenger Depot, Townsend street,

and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.

A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,
Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

pg" S. P. Atlantic Express Train via Los Angeles,
Yuma, etc., leaves San Francisco daily via Oakland
Ferry, foot of Market street, at 9:30 A.M.

C P« R. R.

Time Schedule, Monday, May 15, 1882.
Trains leave, and are due to arrive at,

SanFrancisco as follows:

leave
(for)

DESTINATION. ARRIVE
(from)

9:30 a.m.
*4:00 p.m.
4:30 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
3:30 P.M.

'•'4:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m.
4:00 P.M.

9:30 a.m.
4:30 P.M.

8:00 A.M
*4:00 P.M.
8:00 A.M.
*4:30P.M.
18:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
5:00 p.m.
9:30 a.m
4:00 p.m.

8:00 A.M.
8:0i> a.m.

10:00 A.M.
3:00 p.m.

5:00p.M.
3:30 r.M
5:30 p.m.

8:00 A.M.
8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
3:30 p.m.

#4:30 P.M.

4:00 P.M.

8:00 a.M
3:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
3:30 p.m.

•4:00 p.m.
*4:30 p.m.

3:30 P.M.
8:00 a.m.
4:30 P.M.
*S:00 a.m.

. Antioch and Martinez..

. . Calistoga and Napa.,

. t Deming, El Paso > Express

. \ and East f Emigrant..

. ( Gait and \ via Livermore

.
"( Stockton i via Martinez

...lone

. . . Knhrht's Landing

.;. " " (JSundays only)

, . . Los Angeles and South. ....

. . Livermore and Pleasanton

. . . Madera and Fresno

. . . Marysville and Chico. .

.

...Nilesand Haywards...

. i Ogdeu and I Express

. \ East f Emigrant........
. . Redding and Red Bluff

. /"Sacramento, 1 via Livermore,

.

-J

Colfax and > via Beuicia. . .

.

, ( Alta j via Benicia
...Sacramento, via Benicia....

. . . Sacramento River Steamers.

.

...San Jose

.Vallejo.,

( {Sundays only)

..Virginia City..

..Woodland....

. . Willows and Williams.

.

2:40 p.m.
12:40 p.m.
10:10 a.m.

7:40 p.m.

11:40 a.m.
10:10 a.m.
#10:10 a.m.

7:40 p.m.
2:40 P.M.
7:10 a.m.
5:40 P.M.

12:40 P.M.
5:40 p.m.

#10.10 a. m.

111:40 A.M.
2:40 P.M.

5:40 P.M.
8:40 a.m.
2:40 p.m.

12:40 p.m.
5:40 p.m.
5:40 p.m.
4:10 P.m.
9:40 A.M.
8:40 A.M
11:40 a.m.
6:10 A.M.
5:40 p.m.
5:40 P.M.
7:40 P.m.
11:40a.M.
10:10 A.M.
6:00 a.m.
4:10 p.m.

9:40 a.m.
7:40 P.M
2:40 P.M.

:11:40 a.m.
12,40 P.M.
10:10 a.m.
11:40 a.m.
7:40 P.M.

10:10 A.M.
7:40 p.m.

Train leaving San Francisco at f:30 a.m. should meet
Pacific Express from "* Ogden " at San Pablo ; also Pacific
Express from "El Paso" at Antioch.

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland JPier.

From "SAX FRANCISCO." Pally.

To EAST OAKLAND-«6.00, «6:30, 7:30, 8:30, 9:30
10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30, 6:30, 6:30.

7:00, 8:00, 9:30, 11:00, «12:00.

To ALAMEDA—*6:00, -t6:30, 7:00, »t7:30, 8:00, *t8:30,
9:00, "t9:30, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 1:00, 2:00, 3:00, «'t8:30,

4:00, "14:30, 5:00, <Hb:30, 6:00, »t6:30, 7:00, *8:00, 9:30.

11:00, «12:00.

To BERKELEY — ~'6:00, »6:30, 7:00, "7:30, 8:00, <"8:30.

9:00, J9:30, 10:00, {10:30, 11:00, Jll:30, 12:00, l:00i

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,

9:30, '12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—•6:00, »6:30, 7:00, "7:30, S8:00>
8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, "4:30, 5:00>

*5:30, 6:00. "6:30, 7:00.

To "SAN FRANCISCO," Dally.

From BROADWAY. Oakland -«5:32, *6:02, 6:32, 7:02,

7:32, 8:02, 8:32, 9:02, 9:32, 10:02, 10:32, 11:02, 11:32, 12:02,

12:32, 1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32, 5:02,

5:32, 6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 0:32, 11:02.

From EAST OAKLAND —•5:21, »5:51, 6:21,6:51,7:51,
8:5l, 9:51, 10:51, 11:51, 12:51, 1:51, 2:51, 3:51, 4:51,

5:51, 6:51, 7:51, 9:21, 10:51

From ALAMEDA—*5:15, '5:45, 6:15, 7:10, "t7:35, 8:10,
"+8:35, 9:10, "t9:35, 10:10, "+10:35, 11:10, 12:10, 1.10,

2:10, 3:10, 4:10, "+4:35, 5:10, "+5:35, 6:10, "t6:35, 7:15,

"+7:35, 9:15, 10:45.

From BERKELEY— »5:45, »6:15, 6:45, "7:15, 7:45, »8:15,

8:46, !9:15, 9:45, 110:15, 10:45, {11:15, 11:45, 12:45,

1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:15, 4:45,5:15,5:45,6:15,6:45, 7:45,

9:15, *10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY — «5:45, *6:15, 6:45, *7:15,

7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, *5:15, 5:45,

«6:15, 6:45, «7:15,

Creek Route.
From SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:15, 3:15.

5:15.

From OAKLAND—"6:15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

AH trains ran daily, except when star (•) denotes Sun-
days excepted.

tTrains marked thus (+) ran via East Oakland.
(t)Sundays only.

" Standard Time" furnished byRASDOLPU & Co., Jew
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. GOOD5IAN, Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agt.
A. N. Towne, General Manager.

L.H. Newton, M.Newton
NEWTON BROTHERS & CO.,

Importers and Wholesale Dealers in
Teas, Foreign Goods and Groceries, 204 and 2(

California street, San Francisco, Cal May 26.

On and after Monday, April 3d, 1883,
Boats and Trains will leave San Francisco as

follows:

7 "1 r\ a.m. daily (Sundays excepted), via San Rafael,
• • A V^ from Market-street wharf, for Petaluma, San-
ta Rosa, Healdsburg, Cloverdale, Guerneville and way
stations. Stages connect at Geyserville for Skaggs'
Springs; and at Cloverdale for Highland Springs, Kel-
seyville, Soda Bay, Lakeport, TJldah and Geysers.

Daily, Except Sundays.
*) OA p.m., via Donahue, from Washington-street

4- ^0 PM "' via ^an ^^i from Market-street wharf,
^.t^v/ for Petaluma, Cloverdale and way stations.

Stages for Navarro Ridge and Mendocino City leave
Cloverdale daily at 6 a,m.

Sunday Excursions.

8 Of) A.M., Sundays only, via Donahue, from Wash-
. wl/ ingtou-street wharf, for Cloverdale and way

stations. Round Trip Tickets on Sundays to Petaluma,
§1.50; Santa Rosa, $Z; Healdsburg, $3; Cloverdale,
$4.50; Guerneville, S3. Returning, will arrive in San
Francisco at 6:45 p.m.

SI Pi a.m., Sundays only, via San Rafael, from Mar-
• J-*-* ket-street wharf, for Miller's, Pacheco, Novato

and Burdell's. Returning, will arrive in San Francisco
at 7:45 P.M.

GEYSERS! GEYSERS!
The Greatest Natural Wonder of the

World

!

Immense Reduction in Bates.
Round Trip Tickets, via Cloverdale $8 50
Round Trip Tickets, via Cloverdale and Calistoffa.$12 50

Passengers will leave San Francisco at 7:10 A.M.
week days, from San Quentin Ferry, and arrive at the
Geysers at 2:30 P.M. On Sundays, leave Wasbington-
street Wharf, by Steamer JAMES M. DONAHUE, at
8:20 a.m. Returning, arrive in San Francisco by either
route the following evening.

ARTHUR HUGHES,
Gen. Manager.

PETER J. McGLYNN,
Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

SONOMA VALLEY RAILROAD.

On aud after Monday, April 3d, 1882.
Boats and Trains will leave San Francisco as

follows:

O Q()p M. daily (Sundays excepted), from Washing--j.ou ton-street Wharf, for the town of Sonoma.
Fare, SI. Round Trip Tickets, from Saturday till Mon-
day, SI 50.

SUNDAY EXCURSIONS.
8 0A a.m. (Sundays only), from Washington-street
•*'" Wharf, for the town of Sonoma. Round Trip

Tickets, SI.

ARTHUR HUGHES,
Gen. Manager.

PETER J. McGLYNN,
Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

H, S . Williams. A. OLesebrough,

W.H.Dimoiid.

WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO.,

Shipping and Commission Merchants,
UNION BUILDING,

Junction Market and Fine Streets.

AGENTS FOR

Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific

Steam Navigation Company, The Ca-

nard Royal Mail SteamshipCompany,
*

' The California Line ofClippers »

'

from New York and Boston,

and * * The Hawaiian Line . '

'

San Francisco, January 31, 1880. [Jan. 31.

"What lunatic asylum is that?" asked a
stranger in Philadelphia, pointing to a building
from which the most horrible sounds were issu-

ing. " Why, my dearsir," was the reply, " that
is not a lunatic asylum. That is a female semi-
nary ; this is the music practice hour."

"Lost, a blue sapphire gentleman's scarf-pin,

etc." School ma'am, meditatively—"What a
jewel of a man he must be

!"
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LOVE OF THE PAST.
As mu1«t» watch from thair i>H*od

K«r Um long gray Uim of the iwssti,

I look to Um past IT MWD,
th doom mr in boats

Ukc Um wbiu »c* bin.- from their roost*.

I low n»t the indelicate present,
Thr future • unknown to oar quest.

To «Ut w Um life «f the pejwuit.
But the pwt is s haven of rest

—

The joy of the past is the bast.

The rose of the past is better
Than the rose we raruh to-day

;

Tts holier, purer and fitter

T" place on the shrine where we pray

—

K<>r the secret thoughts we obey.

There, are no deceptions nor changes.
There, alt is placid and still

;

No grief, nor fate that estranges,

Nor hope that no life can fulfill,

But ethereal shelter from ill.

The coarser delights of the hour
Tempt, and debauch and deprave

;

And we joy in a poisonous flower,
Knowing that nothing can save
Our flesh from the fate of the grave.

But surely we leave them, returning.
In grief to the well-loved nest,

Killed with an infinite yearning,
Knowing the past to be rest

—

That the things of the past are the best.

-Spectators.

L AMI DE LA MAISON.
Of all the blots, among the many that bedim and tarnish the purity

of married life in society, none is so disgusting in all its ingredients as
the man who occupies in a family the position named above. The noi-

some creature makes his appearance generally from two to four years
after marriage. He may be either a new "mash," or an old and long-
secreted flame of the wife. He is either a bachelor, a widower or a
divorcee. Though he possesses no wife of his own, he affects happiness
in the society of another man's. He is usually middle-aged. There is no
gradual acquisition of his position. His appearance made, his status is

assured, and he at once becomes, and seems likely forever to continue, as
much an article of household furniture as the kitchen table or the front-

door mat. Call when you will, he is there. Let you dine at the house,
he is an inevitable guest. Be the husband delayed at his office, in the
country on business, gone to the lodge or attending a meeting of the
club, he never absents himself; his face will you see at the window
should you pass. At theatre, concert, opera or ball, he is the wife's con-
stant attendant and obedient poodle-dog. His arm is always on hand to
release her partners when her dances are over; he takes her to supper and
puts her into her carriage. He is ostensibly a warm personal friend of
the husband's. They call each other Fred, Harry, George or Frank, and
mutually appear devoted.
When the husband takes bis wife anywhere, he accompanies or meets

them. He brings the children bonbons and hobby horses on New Year's,
and sends them fire-crackers on the Fourth of July. Nothing occurs in
the home that he is not cognizant of, is not consulted about, from the

fainting of the kitchen floor to the engagement of a family physician,
n short, as the friend of the wife, he combines the qualities of brother

and husband. But, to this extent and qualification, he is more than a
brother and less than a husband—more than a brother, in that he is her
devoted slave ; less than her husband, in that he sleeps out of the house.
In the eyes of all but bis whose happiness is most at stake, the presence
in the house of this creature, and his intimacy with the wife, is -fraught

with untold danger; the innocence of the domestic fireside threatened, the
sacredness of the marital relation invaded. His existence is a slur upon
the wife, a reproach to the husband. If married men, who either indif-

ferently permit or carelessly encourage these parasites at their hearth-
stones, could but hear the things that are more than whispered about
them and their wives, and be brought to realize the unspoken estimation
in which they are held by all proper-minded and decently conducted men
and women, they would awake to a consciousness of the despicableness of

the position they occupy in the minds of the community. Let them be
men, and as men, determining that a wife needs no "friend" but her hus-
band, act accordingly.

American Metallurgy.— Mr. Swank estimates the production of pig
iron in the whole of the United States for 1881 at 5,000,000 net tons, or
4,500,000 gross tons. In 1880 the production amounted to 4,295,414 net
tons, or 3,831,191 gross tons. The production of iron and steel rails is

never so much a matter of speculation as that of pig iron. The produc-
tion of both kinds of rails in 1881 was probably 1,900,000 net tons, or 1,

700,000 gross tons. The production of 1880 was 1,441,837 net tons, or
1,305,212 gross tons, of which 440,960 gross tons were iron rails, and 864,-

252 gross tons were steel rails. The estimated production of 1,700,000
gross tons in 1881 may be divided into 1,200,000 gross tons of steel rails

and 500,000 gross tons of iron rails.

Railway Over the Channel.—M. Grevy, the President of the French
Republic, has been interviewed by M. Verard de i' Anne, the promoter
of the bridge over the Channel. He acknowledged that a bridge was the
only possible means to develop the French commerce, by joining directly
the French and English railways. Several Ministers have promised M.
de 1* Anne that they would profit by the Parliamentary holidays to push
on the examination of that question.

Take the Autophone to the country,
the latest airs.

Ichi Ban, sole agent, has all

COAL AND WOOD,
Wholesale and Retail,

At the Old Number 209 Sansome Street.

QEORQE H. HUNT & CO.

tr Any Artie's In the Line Supplied, fa
*»"*'• Trlrphon* No. 331.

ROEDERER CHAMPACNE!
NOTICE.

The Truth- and the Public are Informed Hint we Receive the

GENUINE
LOUIS ROEDERER CARTE BLANCHE CHAMPAGNE,

Direct from Mr. Louis Roederer, Reims,
Over his Signature and Consular Invoice.

$&" Each case is marked upon the side, ''Macondray & Co., San .Fran-
cisco." and each bottle bears the label," Macondray & Co., Sole Agents
for the Pacific Coast/^

MACONDRAY & CO.,
Sole Agents for the Paciflo Coast.

[September 24.]

M. A. GUNST A CO.,
203 Koarny Street San Franoisoo.

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN
HAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS,

Also, Agents for Kimball, Gaulliener & Co 's Guatemala Cigars.
\M~ Inform, the Public that they receive large invoices of Choice

Havana Rrands twice a month. [Feb. 10.

c. )AD0LPHE LOW & CO.
Commission Merchants.

SAN FRANCISCO and NEW YORE.
6^" Agents of American Sugar Refinery, corner of Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. Jan. 17.

Olaus Spreckels. Wm. G-. Irwin,
WM. G. IRWIN & CO.,

Sugar Factors and Commission Agents,
Honolulu, H. I. rMarch 25.

J. D. SPRECKELS & BROS.,
Shippin and Commission Merchants-

Hawaiian Idne of rackets.
325 Market Street San Francisco.

May 28 .

CALIFORNIA. SUGAR REFINERY,
Manufacturers of tbe Standard Syrup, a superior article

put up in barrels expressly for home consumption. Also, Extra Heavy Syrup

in barrels for Export. Refined Sugars at lowest market rates. Office 325 Market

street, up stairs. Dec. 21.

3.W. Sheehy, J. 0. O'Connor.
' O'CONNOR & SHEEHY,

Undertakers,
Removed to 767 Mission street, between Third aud Fourth.

Every requisite for Funerals furnished at the Lowest Rates and in the Best
Manner. April 29.

GEORQE C. HICKOX & CO.,

STOCK BROKERS,
No. 314 Pine Street San Francisco.

[May 20.]

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY,
No. 310 Sansome Street,

San Francisco,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN ETTRS.
(September 21.1

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Gold Medal, Paris, 1S7S.

Sold by all Stationers. Sole Agent for the United States:
MB. HRNRY HOE, 91 John street, N. Y. Jan. 6.

C. W. M. SMITH,
The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor,

Established in 1S62,
Removed to 224 Sansome Street.

^B~ MR. C. W. M. SMITH is the patent attorney for Marriott's Aeroplakb Com-

pany for Navigatinir the Air. Oct. 22.

TABER, HARKER & CO.,

IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE OROCERS,
108 and 110 California St., S. F.

[April 19.]
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LOCAL NOTES.
The League of Deliverance places a man in front of a Market-street

shoe store to warn people that that store sold Chinese-toade shoes. As
the Leaguers all wear that brand of foot-covering, they should know
where it is sold.—Steamship Carnsmuir whitewashed, fumigated and

allowed to dock. The builders of the dock were whitewashed long ago.

—•Man from Solano jumps from a third-story window to the sidewalk.

Man badly hurt—sidewalk all right. The Chinese Order of Free Mason
applies to the Courts for protection from some other Chinamen who are

making too free with the name of their society.—Female person named
Ida. Smith makes an eighth attempt, with the aid of poison, to visit

heaven without a properly authenticated invitation card. Admission re-

fused.—The Mayor vetoes a street-railroad franchise. Level-headed

old horse.—School Director Dunn goes for School Superintendent Tay-

lor's scalp. He didn't get it, but he says he isn't half done yet.-^—Wil-

liam Bell robs his frail paramour and marries another female of the same

class. This Bell is morally unsound, and San Quentin yawns for him.

^—The Altonower sails for China, and it will take a big consideration to

bring her captain back here. ^—Illicit distillery, connected with saloon at

corner of Shotwell and Eighteenth streets, seized. Man who "gave the

business away " will also be seized with the possession of sundry sums of

money as a reward.^—H. B. M. steamship of war Kinqfisiier comes into

port, and an escaped lunatic from Napa is captured. No connection be-

tween the two incidents.—Man hangs himself. " Kase why ?" Whisky.
—First Regiment comes back from San Jose, hair oil, tooth-brushes and

all.-^—Corn-doctor stabs a saloon-keeper. Says the saloon-keeper poisoned

him with whisky, which is possible if not probable.—Street-car con-

ductor blows out his brains. Hitherto people have presumed that street-

car conductors had no brains.—Steamship ZzaXandia, arrives from Aus-

tralia with the usual supply of bearded, hob-shoed and short-coated tour-

ists.-^City and County Attorney petitions for a re-hearing of the Spring

Valley suits just decided. What is the sense of asking ^a Court to make
a decision one day and reverse it the next?—Dennis Toohy's Land
League meets, and rubs its hands gleefully at the prospect of " England "

getting licked in the Egyptian trouble.——Seven of the twelve jurymen
in the Moroney case say that to put a pistol behind a man's ear and try

to blow his brains out is not an attempt to commit murder.^—Another
suicide. Too little of this world's goods and a prospect of a more equal

division in the Beyond.-^—Board of Election Commissioners refuse to or-

der a municipal election. If the Court should agree in that decision, the

"boys " will weep loud enough to be heard on the top of Mount Shasta,

—Ship launched. Moved "gracefully down the ways," of course.

^—The legal existence of Police Court No. 2 challenged by a trio of

swindlers. Far cheaper to put up straw bail and jump the ranch.—One
of the Escambia crew drifts ashore. Too late for the Consular Court to

examine him. Besides, he was dead and various portions of him missing,

which would impair his utility as a witness.—Public schools reopen,

and large numbers are turned away for want of accommodation. Brit-
ish steamship Serapis libeled for coming to this port with improperly con-

structed bunks.——The alleged cases of smallpox on the JBetgic are said

not to be the simon-pure article, and the passengers threaten to sue the

city for improper detention. Big job for the lawyers.^^Captain of the

Anjet Head invites a saucy Custom House employee to eat on shore. The
wages of cheek are " pay for your own grub."^—The Republican clubs

organized all over the city. Purpose, beating the brains out of the De-
mocracy.^—P. M. and O. & O. steamship companies propose carrying

tea instead of Coolies in future. Bridget will make the tea
;
-^—U. S.

authorities looking round the bay for a suitable quarantine station. Some
of the TJ. S. authorities need quarantining.——Man from Eureka says

George Ross, the man who says he is a descendant of Elizabeth Ross, is a
humbug.

PACIFIC COAST AND EASTERN NOTES.
Member of Congress utters language unfit for publication. Common

occurrence for Congressmen to utter language bo destitute of common
sense as to be unfit for publication.—Republican Senators hold a cau-

cus—to cuss the Democrats, perhaps.^—A woman and three children

starve to death in Kansas. Hunger in the midst of plenty.^Two men
shot by desperadoes at Flagstaff, N. M. The whole town is said to be in

pursuit of the murderers. New Mexican towns must run on wheels.^—
More Billinsgate in Congress.^—Two steamers collide in New York har-

bor. Nobody hurt—except the underwriters.-^—Report of the experts

says that the Doyle bond plates were forgeries, but that they were not
made at a blacksmith's for^e.^—Antioch saloon-keeper shoots his wife
and a young man. Green-eyed monster.-^—Captain of the steamer lost

on the Ohio last week goes crazy. Loses both ship and reason ; big loss.

—Patent issued for the Rancho Los Nosagles, Los Angeles. Garden
patch of 1,037 acres.—Rumor that Senator Kellogg will be indicted in

connection with the Star Route frauds. Better get one conviction before

any other indictments are found. Postal officials still after fast trans-

continental mails. Unofficially, some of them are after fast females.^—
Three residents of San Bernardino try to enter in through the "pearly
gates" by means of poison. Two fail, which is regretable.—President
of Guatemala visits New Orleans. The Mayor and other functionaries

meet the visitor and offer to show him a Returning Board, a stuffed

ballot-box, a primary, and one or two other implements connected with
our system of self-government. " -Chicago broker shot dead by his

mistress. Should not have had such an appendage.—Baptist parson in

Troy writes love letters to one of the young lady members of his flock,

and gets yanked before the deacons in consequence. They all do it!^—
State of Kansas said to be harvesting the largest wheat crop ever pro-
duced in that commonwealth.-^—Renegade Apaches attack an Arizona
town. Work off a little of their exuberance of animal spirits.—Strikes
continue in the East. Strikers seem to be striking at the air—and hitting
it.^^Roscoe Conkling is serenaded, and he talks to his neighbors of
TJtiea, but he doesn't tell them anything about the three happy homes he
invaded, in the guise of friendship, and broke up.^—O'Donovan Rossa
prepares to blow up " England. " " Send round the hat " is generally the
first move.^—Lightning knocks a building over on a saloon in Little
Rock, Kansas. Twenty or thirty people killed in the saloon. Big sub-
ject for a temperance lecture.-^—Iron strike in Chicago ended. Strikers
strike higher wages.^—Pennsylvania Republicans make desperate efforts

to harmonize. Anything for victory and spoils. A locomotive fired by
hydrogen gas runs from Patterson to Jersey City. If the superfluity of

Congressional gas could only be utilized in that way!—Apacbc Indians
run off the horses of a force of Rangera who were pursuing them. Next
time the Rangers bad better do their pursuing on foot, and then they
won't catch up with the pursued and be robbed.—Red Bluff woman
takes laudanum because she loves another man better than her husband.
The usual method with ladies affected in this way is to give the laudanum
to the husband, and take "the other man."—^Fresno man falls out of a
wagon on bis head and breaks his neck; head too hard to break.^—

A

Shasta thermometer is reported as " standing at 106 in the shade." When
it gets two degrees higher it will take a seat.—-One of the accidental
tribe of guns goes off and kills a man at Calistoga. Better hang the gun.
—Powder throws rocks at six people on a New York railroad, and kills

them. Wouldn't have, only it exploded.-^—Stage robber stops coach ;

W., F. Co.'s messenger stops stage robber with a leaden messenger.^^
School war in San Jose ; not so much in the cause of education as in the
cause of spoils.^—Doctors submit a report on Guiteau's brain. Will
some person now report on the report so that we may all know what it

means?—New York Produce Exchange wants wheat to be uniformly
graded, but not with a pick and shovel.^—Three New Yorkers die from
the effect of heat. There is a San Francisco journalist who dyes, but
not from the effect of heat.-^—General O. O. Howard, retired from West
Point, sent off to the Southwest, where he will have a chance to pray
while he is keeping out of the way of the Indians.^^General Swaim
and Secretary Lincoln fall out—what of or where to no one knows.

FOREIGN NOTES.
Anamendment to the Repression Bill proposed by the Government and

rejected by an overwhelming majority. Commons make an overwhelm-
ing mistake.^^British war preparations continue. The Lion is on his

hauncnes getting ready for a spring.—Revolutionary proclamations,
signed by a cousin of the Emperor, found in Russia. The Emperor's rel-

ative proclaims himself a traitor, as it were. ^—General Skobeleff dieB

suddenly. Mystery darker than the Siberian mines. Murder, suicide or
natural causes?—Sultan of Turkey changes his Ministry and also his

underclothing.——Sultan of Turkey confers with U. S. Minister Wal-
lace ; wants to know how a primary election is manipulated in thiB conn-
try.—Letters from Lord Byron's wife to his sister said to be in existence
which disprove the horrible slander published by Mrs. Stowe in 1869.

Stow Mrs. Stowe's story away with all other falsehoods.-^—Crop pros-

pects in England gloomy, but not half so gloomy as the prospectors.—
Coronation of the Czar fixed for 1st September—unless the Nihilists ob-

ject.^—Forty Mexican soldiers attack 18 smuirglers. Battle rages furi-

ously for 12 hours. One smuggler killed. Had the battle continued to

rage furiously for 216 hours all the smugglers would have been killed.

^—British Commissioners go to Madrid to purchase mules. Had to; the
mules wouldn't go to them.^— " Phiz," otherwise H. K. Browne, who
illustrated many of Dickens' works, dies. A dead phiz.—Admiral Sey-
mour threatens to bombard Alexandria if the fortifications are not sur-

rendered ' within 24 hours.—American Admiral sends word to the
Egyptains that if his vessels are hit he will return the fire, either with his

64-pound smooth-bore guns, his pistol, or his mouth.—-Bang ! bang!
The guns of the British fleet open fire. " Victory or Westminster Ab-
bey " once more.^^The Repression Bill is signed. Murder in Ireland
won't be half as much fun as it used to be.^—Two Mexican army officers

fight a duel. Both killed. That's business.-^—Flag of truce hoisted over
Alexandria. Turns out to be a flag of humbug. City on fire in several

places. Very sultry neighborhood. ^—Explosion of gas in Paris. French-
men very gassy and explosive.—^Train runs off the track in Russia; 175
people killed; 170 Nihilists and the balance royalists.—Two Flahertys,
from America, have been arrested in Ireland. They bail from the State
of California.—James Gordon Bennett's yacht arrives at Constantinople.
The forts fired a royal salute as it was passing up to the city.

ENGLISH COKE.
Best Old Company's Sugar Loaf

Lump Lehigh Coal.

Anthracite Egg Coal.

Cumberland Coal,

Pig Iron and all

Steetxxi and. X3Cou.se> Coals.
For Sale in Lots to Suit, at *S- LOWEST MAEKBT RATES.

BLACK DIAMOND COAL
M'G CO.,

Corner Spear and Foleoni Streets.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Albion Consolidated Mining; Coin pan.v. --Location of prin-

cipal place of business, Sau Francisco, California. Location of works, Eureka
Mining District, Eureka, Nevada.—Notice is hereby given, that at a meeting of the
Board of Directors, held on the 26th day of Jane, 1S82, an assessment (No. 11)

of Twenty-five Cents per share was levied upon the capital stock of the corpora-
tion, payable immediately in United States gold coin, to the Secretary, at the of-

fice of the Company, Room 9, No. 327 Pine street, San Francisco, Cal.

Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the THIRTY-FIRST
(31st)day of JULY, 1882, will be delinquent, and advertised for sale at public auction,
and, unless payment ia made before, will be sold on MONDAY, the TWENTY-FIRST
day of AUGUST, 1882, to pay the delinquent assessment, together with cost of

advertising and expenses of sale. By order of the Board of Directors.
D. B. CH1SH0LM, Secretary.

Office -Room 9, No. 327 Pine street, San Francisco, Cal. July 15.

PAINTING, TINTING, WHITENING AND PAPER-HANGING.
Gentlemen about to nave work In tbis line done will ben-

efit themselves bj' calling at my establishment, examine samples of workman-
ship, and getting estimat es of Cost. Orders sent by telephone (No. 433) from any
part of the city promptly attended to. E M. GALLAGHER,

July 8. 611 Sacramento Street, bet. Montgomery and Kearny.
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CRADLE. ALTAR. AND TOMB.

CRADLE.
eiusaaa IntUacH
Baaaamm — In tht* al» . JuU 0, to 'he vtf« <4 J —rt* Currlnctoo, a dautfhu-r.

to U* wife of S B PsiisJ t , a son
FftmaCKW—Id Ih uUm »tf* of M K Farftaann. * boo.
Ouuio lnihu.-iu.JoJf io. w. ihr

OVJMD-In ihi* v immrt. » daufbur.
HrmsT-In tftu fit? . Jul; 10. to lb* wife ofM H. Humt, a too.
Hmm*mT-ln thia city. July 10, Id th» vtfa of Prvd W. Hlklvbrandt, MB

la iM*<it>. J>i .hlrr.
am, Jan* 0, to the wil« of C*|**tn J. S Hul.-hin..n. twins

JaooB»oa In thto atv. Jult 9. In the wife of S. Jto>Wn, » too
K (hilbkmo In thl* city. July 10. to the wife uf Uiu. Kohlbcry, b daughter.

ily 0. to the wif* of Joarph L Konrad, a daughuv
» daughter.

Jul> 7. to thr www >>f M McManua, b *on.
Mmioi Ii< thLB city. July 7, to the arift ( \\

. % ton.

,
July 7, t.. the By, mod,

D'Hmi.i -In thlB city, July i, t«> the wH» .<f John O'Brien, b daughter.
I'liaiB -lu thi« ' thr wife ( >( I, Patssr, a son.
Purr 4a tht* aKj . June SO, to the wife of S. Piatt, a ton.
I'u" la thii Jtv, Jul* ft. to the wife <-t l>»vid Perry, a daughter.
Silvia* i- o| John II Sic vera, a ton.
Sstata In th:» city. July 8. bo tin- arlfa at Kudolph Shirek. a daughter.

v *meaa, Julyti, to the wife ol W. P. Thomas, a daughter.
Witoii — In this city. July 7. t<» the wife of Chaa. Wilgus, a daughter.
WoODKi'PT— In thi.« city, July *. !• ttM if.' •! E. Woodruff, a daughter.
WftXLSJt - In thia city, July <">. to the wife of Thomas Weller, a daughter.
WnrrsHSAD— In thia city, July 7, to the wife of W. C. Whitehead, a daughter.

ALTAR.
UriHLRK-IIoMKUK - July B| Frederick Buohler to Katie HOUMta
ItiiLHTf in-Nkkbl- • July 8, Lconlunl BsUsteio to Hcrniine Nickel.

l>* iJiiBTALPi-CraaKLMASS—July it. Kniilio de Ghctaldi to Emma Cussehuann.
Ds 8t. Gmhais-Sorsix— July ti. Ferdinand de St. Germain to Angele Sornin.
Ford-Mcork- At the Registry Otfi.-e. Newton Abbott, Devonshire, England, on Sun-

day, June 18. 1832. Thomas Ford, Esq., to Mary Moore, of Ferndale, Torquay,
Filmland, stepsister of Thomas Edwards, Esq., of Bninowick House, Victoria
Parade, Torquay.

Foluir-Homodbkro—S. B. Folger to Mollie L S. Honigsbarg.
Hirbsrt-Vbrdvas—Julv II, Richard H. Iicrbert to Catherine Theresa Verdyan.
Jamibson-Marrhcual—July 10, James Jamlswn to Mathilda Mareschal.
Libbt-Mbxai.hu — July u", Daniel Barnes Libby to Louisa Melsing.
Lao-Treos— July 2, John II. Leo to Jennie Tyson.
McCcrrib-Mkbtkbr—June *3t, Charles H. McCurrie to Mamie Meeteer.
Nick blbbtro-Cauk—July 2, Siegfried Nickelsburg to Palmyra Cahn.
Prr«Rs-Sciiui.B\BtRo—July 9. George Peters to Henrietta Chr. Schulenburg.
Vemtira-Dkuameh—July 11, Anton Ventura to Polly Delcamer.
Wilkins-Colkmas—July 9, William P. Wilkins to Elizabeth J. Coleman.
Willcox-Haybi-rn—July 10, E. B. Willcox to Tillie E. Hayburn.

TOMB.
BtecHorr—lu N. V. City, June 7, Dr. Earnest W. , son of Henry and A. Bischoff.
Fbrral—July 9, John Ferral, a native of Ireland, aged 82 years.
Grrkx—Julv 8, Henn* Green, a native of Pennsylvania, aged 60 years.
Gilchrist — July S. Mary Gilchrist, a native of Ireland, aged 28 years
Hclbrkt—At Derwent Lodge, Thorotonheath, Surrey, England, June 13, William

Henry Hulbert, aged 74 years, 3 months and 4 days.
Hotchkiss —July 9, Captain Henry W. Hotchkiss, a native of New Haven, Conn.
Hoffmann—July 9, John Hoffman, a native of Germany, aged 46 years.
Lucas—July 8, John, eldest son of John and Bridget Lusas.
Mi'rfiit—July 7, Margaret Murphy, a native of Ireland, aged 40 years.

Meybr—July 7, Louis C. Meyer, a native of San Francisco, aged 31 years.
Pkiqiet—July 9, Peter F. Priquet, a native of France, aged 67 years.
Reynolds—July 8, James H. Reynolds, a native of Ireland, aged 50 years.
Kodobbs—July 10, Sara Rodgers, a native of Ireland.

Rbicu—July 8, Rosa Reich, aged 29 years.

Stcmpf—July 8, Flora Stumpf, aged 33 years.

Sheeiiy—July 7, Robert Sheeny, a native of Ireland, aged 61 years.
Sweetkn—July 10, John Sweeten, aged 36 years.

Sloan—July 7, James Sloan, aged 2 years,

MINING EXPERT& MINING DIRECTORS.

In a recent issue of the Evening Bulletin, under the head of " Ex-
ploiting Mines," appeared a very uncalled-for and, in some respects, un-
truthful article, or attack, upon Professor Silliman, not only as a mining
expert, but also as a scientist ; and under cover of this article there was
an attempt to puff up Messrs. Price, Hogue and Ashburner, the old
proverb, that " people who live in glass houses should not throw Btonea,"
being apparently forgotten. Did the editor of the Bulletin ever hear of
such a mine aa " The Little Amador" or the " London and California,

Mining CoJ " If not, we refer him to the London Times of December 2,

1872, and the London Standard, November 23, 1872, also the London
Mining Journal of the same date. The Little Amador was floated on the
London market like the Little Emma, but, if anything, the reports had
less truthfulness in them, particularly as to reserves, than those written
to place the Little Emma. What about the "Robinson mine?" see

late New York papers respecting it; the " Sulphur Bank," with millions
of reserves; the Tuolumne mines, with their valuable dumps; the El Do-
rado county gold mines, and a hoBt of others, the reports relative to which
would double discount Professor Silliman's. No doubt all of these ex-

perts have been thoroughly imposed upon, though there can be no pos-
sible excuse for the mistakes made in the published geology of the Corn-
stock, misleading many by their want of knowledge of the commonest
rocks. Mining experts, Bo-called, are one of the evils incident to the
growth of a new mining community. Thay know little or nothing of
practical mining or milling, underground they are out of place, having
spent fewer hours there than the practical miner has years ; they are a
kind of mining lawyer, and generally report upon information derived
from others, and in mining Buits are like the " men of straw" in the Dub-
lin Courts, ready to testify and give scientific evidence on either side for

a consideration. They consist of two classes—the first, the wise men from
the EaBt—geologists, surveyors, schoolmasters, assayerB, etc. The second
grade are of a much lower order, persons whose former occupations were
such as dealers in card-board and ivory, liverymen, mechanical assayers,
and even draymen—their knowledge of miuing consisting principally of

some scientific expressions committed to memory, and loud, coarse, hood-
lum vulgarity, said to be attractive in New York, where they regard it

aa common mining term*. TWi claa* ar* fmiticntlv m|to»d here by
o*rt*in eapiUliaU t-» make lonaw and faat bargain-, to that if "the purchaae
of a mine turn* out well it bwlonga t.. the i tpiuUst, othwwlM t<> ontaldm
iin|«»*sl opoB I'V the re)H>rt- of th«M rnlnr 6ip«rta. In Ifati country it

mily awetDB n««Marv lo cbooM ;»
i ratonon ud, lik- the Irishman DpOO

hia Arrival in K«w York, t" 1m- it.

Hi* polucial baa only to Bnd rn should it W too railoi
iramtfai dim hi h t.. raporl npoa,and it ii quits xifflaivnt to enable
him to know all aboal it. Othvn have only t.i look at amine through a

uriveal the uma i turvsyor hat only to point
bk instruuiont, wbethw it !«• in idJosfanftDt <>r not, at the mine, bo the
works ever no far dUUnt, and he at once booomoi a mloJnf npSft, and
will most likely awear that he baa been a miner for twenty live yearn.

H« will report upon a raid fW OOppn mine, and -take bin reputation upon
iu being" no wildcat, ' or againat i quiokailvar mine by saying the " vol-
canic action was too strong.' The assayor knows all about tha mine from
assays made from the ora. ami he, also, baoomsa a raining expert from the
data of bll (ir-*t ban, whether it he rorr«.i <>i not, The ideological survey
of the Stat© cost hundreds of thousands of dollars. It* object WaatO train
a numbar of men as mining experts at the publEo expense. The result
was very different from that hoped for. We understand that a num-
ber nf most valuable gold peoimena, eta, were given them for the use of
this mining community. What has beonme 01 them? Are they at tho
Bulletin office ? Do fie Regents of the University know anything about
them ? Or have they been taken away by the " wise men from the East "

for safe keeping? Fortunately, California possesses a few gentlemen of
learning, experience, sagacity and unblemished reputation, and parties
wishing to invest in our mining enterprises need make no mistakes. Un-
der the recent decision of the Supreme Court, in the case of the Santa
Cruz Company vs. Claus Spreckels, it appears that assessments cannot be
collected upon stock issued as fully paid up. Mining Directors naturally
feel somewhat alarmed, and, should they possess any financial responsi-
bility, will be more careful in the future in lending their names to give
respectability to and assist in floating worthless enterprises.

PURE BAKING POWDER
Bread is an article of food which, in some shape or form, enters into

every meal one eats. It is, therefore, of the first importance to have it

made in a wholesome way, and with pure ingredients. In order to secure
this result it is necessary to use a reliable, wholesome baking powder. As
the market is perfectly overrun with all descriptions and kinds of vile
compounds, sold under the name of baking powder, the housekeeper may,
in fact must, naturally inquire which particular brand, if any, of those
which are offered for sale can be regarded as pure, wholesome and reliable.

This is but a reasonable query, and, in order to answer it, one must, in
the first place, define what constitutes a pure, wholesome, reliable baking
powder. A pure and reliable leavening agent, or baking powder, can
only be made out of two ingredients—bicarbonate of soda and cream of
tartar properly dried and well mixed together in proportionate quantities.
That which is compounded out of other ingredients—phosphates, alum,
ammonia, starch, flour, etc.— or in which other ingredients in large or
amall qualities are used, is not and cannot be pure and reliable. That is

the standard test of purity by which all reliable chemists try baking
powders. This being so, the next query is, what brand comes up to its

requirements ? The answer is simple. Chemical analysis shows that the
New England Baking Powder is up to the standard, and is absolutely
pure ; chemical analysis also shows that almost every other brand offered
for sale ia adulterated with Borne ingredient that is foreign to its nature
and purposes, and which impairs its strength or renders it absolutely
dangerous.
This being so, it naturally follows that careful housewives should use

the New England. With the fact before her that it is pure, wholesome
and reliable, while almost all other brands are impure and unwholesome

—

some being absolutely poisonous—the housewife who uses any powder
other than the New England is little less than a murderess, for she is

needlessly risking the health and lives of those for whom she is catering.

BOYCOTTING THE AMERICAN SHOE STORE!
To the Law-abiding Citizens of San Francisco: Having been,

as I believe, unjustly slandered and persecuted in the past week by an Order

calling themselves "League of Deliverance," and wishing to be judged aright among
my friends and customers who are not acquainted with the facts of the case, I take

this method of defending myself. On Wedneaday morning, July 5th, a man appear-

ed in front of my store, placarded: "ENEMY TO WHITE LABOR—BUTTER-
FIELD'S SHOE STORE, 777 AND 779 MARKET STREET." Another began dis-

tributing bills: "CHINESE SHOES SOLD AT BUTTERFI ELD'S. LEAGUE OF
DELIVERANCE RESPECTFULLY REQUEST YOU TO KEEP AWAY FROM HIS
STORE." Later in the day a man named Frank Roney, with a number of men (sup-

posed to be members of the League), waited upon me at my store, and told me that

unless I joined their League they would break up mv business. Never having been

called upon by any of their Committees, and being very indignant at their proceed

ings and threats, I flatly refused to do so, ai.d told them, as a free American citi-

zen, in free America, I would buy and sell when and where I pleased ; that I would

not be forced to join any Order because I feared to make an honest livelihood.

Will you, my fellow-citizens, countenance this outrage? Must I fight thia battle

single-handed ? or will you stand by me, as all should stand by one another, in the

cause of freedom and right? I HAVE PATitONIZED WHITE LABOR by having a

large stock of their goods on hand at all times, aud shall continue doing so in the fu-

ture ; at the same time, it is true I have bought and sold Chinese made shoes. Was it

acrime, when others are doing the same thing? In no other way have I ever encour-

aged Chinese labur. My help has been White in every capacity, and, had the

League informed themselves, they would have found that I am as much opposed to

Chinese labor as any of its members, and much more so than many of them. I will

neither be threatened nor driven from the right, but will stand firm in my own in-

tegrity; aud I am sure my friends and the friends of freedom will sustain me in my
cause. Respectfully, K. O. BUTTERF1ELD.

[ Julv 15.1 _____
Excellent Shirts made to order. Balbriggan and other fine under-

wear at Carmany's, 25 Kearny.
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REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.

Recorded in the City and County of San Francisco. California, for

the Week ending: July 11, 1882.

Compiled fromthe Heavrd&ofthe CommercialAgency,401 California St. ,H.F.

Wednesday, July 5th.

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE. DESCRIPTION. PRICE

Lots 13 to 20, blk 46, City Land Associ-
$ 1

G G Hurlbut to C McCormick ....

T L Commrs to Maurice Long ....

E Cook, 464:7 n Pt Lobos avenue, n 25x
120, being in Western Addition 641. .

.

Sw Garden, 75 nw Bryant, nw 25x75,be-
337

7

Lily H White to Silas A White. . .

.

Geo Strasser to LisetteK Strasser.

W Larkin, 117:6 b Union, e 20x80, being
in Weatern Addition 88 ; e Mission,

Nw J at and 13th ave, w 240, n 60^ e 120,

n 341, e 120, a 401 to beg. being in
Outside Land 685; n J st, 127:6 w 14th

avenue, n 357, w 98, s 357, e 64 to

S Waller, 106:3 e Steiner, e 25x120, being

1

5

Gift

J Westheimer to Adelia McEntire.

Undivided H nw 26th ave and A street,

n 125x165, being in Outside Land 258.

Nw Chenery, 238 aw Roanoke, sw 50 s.

5

Gift

Patk R Walsh to Ely W Playter. .

.

J M ComerfordHib Sav & L Sac.

.

1,000

5

5,800

S O'Farrell, 39:6 w Webster, w 22:6x120
being in Western Addition 307 ; lots

2, 6, 3, 17, blk 364, and lots 10, 15, blk

364, and lots 10, 15, blk 365, Great

Sw Dolores and Duncan, s 51:6x100, be-

ing in Harpers Addition 56 ; sw Guer-
rero and Duncan, s 114x110, being in

Property recorded in liber 994 Deeds
5

Geo F Thornton to Robt Perrin . .

.

Lots 42 to 48, blk 170, O'Neil and Haley
286

Robt Perrin to F S Wensinger
E C Masten to I G Wickeraham. .

.

300
Ne 3d, 237:6 se Bryant, nw 137:6 x ne 28,

8,000

Thursday, July 6th.

Hib Sav & L Soc to B Pfeiffer

Jno R Springer to Adolph Grimm.

M A Eldemann to J N Straub

Mary J Blair to Geo H Dana et al.

D Porter to JW Blake

M A Smith to Jennie Smith

T L Commre to Ann Morrissey

I Glazier et al to Danl Speyer

Nw Jessie, 306 sw 3d,m 24x80, being
inlOO-vara 15
W Stockton, 28 s Cbestnnt, s 27x74, be.

ingin 5O-vara680
Ne Gnerrero and Ridley, e 30x75, being

in Mission Block 22
Nw Howard, 91:8 ne Beale, ne 45:10 x

137:6, being in Beach and Water 382,

Ne Geary ana Steiner, n 75x67:6, being
in Western Addition 358

N Vallejo, 135 w JoneB, w 25x137:6, be.

ing in 50-varas 866 and 873
Se Harrison, 225 sw 6th, bw 25x75, being

in 100-vara 232
N Sutter, 137:6 w Franklin, w 55x120,
being in Western Addition 128.. .

.

$2,500

1,000

1,800

10,500

4,000

Gift

7

Friday, July 7th.

H SchniederB to H L Eoeford.

.

TboB Magee to Bertha Lanzendorf

H Hinkel to C L Hinkel

Fannie M Samson to W J Sinon.

Eli Hochstadter to S W Glazier.

.

S W Glazier to F Blake. . .

.

S L Theller to H A Crane.

.

L HnBBey to Bridget Hnssey .

Same to Same
Caroline Koster to Alfred Koater.

Same et al to Christian Hess..

E Guerrero, 111:6 s 27th, s 30, e 75:2, n
30:55£, w 80:7 to beg, being in Harpers
Addition 3

N Vallejo, 109:6 w Polk, w 25x122:6, be-
ing in Western Addition 47

S Bast, 00 e Bachanan, e 47:6, s 71:6, w
35:6, n 23, w 12, n 68:6 to beg, being
in Western Addition 233

S Union, 68:6 e Hyde, e 23x67:6, being in

50-varal294
N Sacramento, 142:2 w Sansome, e 25:6x

59:9, being in Beach and Water lots

182,183,184
Same
W Valencia, 80 n 18th, n 25x100, being
in Mission Block 70

Nw Perry st, 500 bw 4th, sw 25x75,being
in 100-vara 178

Lots 142 and 148, Spring Valley Hd
Undivided % nw Clementina, 275 bw 4th
bw 68:9x80, being in 100-vara 142 ..

Same

$ 450

1,700

5

150

5
13,200

1,650

5

Gift

Saturday, July 8th,

N Atkinson to J J Lane..

Silas Selleck to C H Wakelee.

.

C H Wakelee to A Crawford. .

.

Edw Dnnscomb to F H Burke. .

.

TH Porter by Bhffto Same
Geo W Haight to E S McLaren..

P Craig to O D Baldwin

Milton A Wheaton to J Duffy.

.

S L Theller et al to Same
ABa FiBk to Chas F Merrifield

W Murphy to Mary E Pleasant

Same to Same

Same to Richd Carroll

.

David Stewart toB McManns
Jus Nolan to Hannah Wortsmith.

Catharine Christ to K Wahler .

S Sacramento, 165 e Baker, e 27:6x132:6,
being in Western Addition 341 $ 900

Same 500
Sundry lots in Ontside Land blocks 755
and 782 5
W Columbia, 234 n 23d, n 26x100 90
N 23d, 25 e Columbia, e 50x104 98
E Scott, 125 s ElliB, s 25x90, being in
Western Addition 431 3,500

Nw Jessie, 275 sw 5th, sw 22:6x80,being
in 100-vara 201 12,000

E Valencia, 160 n 17th, n 25x87:6, being
in Mission Block 40 5

Same 1,800
Lot 195, Mission and 30th Street Home-
stead Union 5

N Broad Avenue, 420 e Marengo street.e

220x125: lot 9 and part 8, blk K, Rail-
road Hd Assn 800

S Clementina, 525 sw 5th, sw 25x75, be-
ins: in 100-vara 205 7

Sw Harrison and Garden, sw 25x75, be-
ing in 100-vara 232 7

Se Natoma, 75 sw Russ, sw 25x76 1,500
8 Glover, 252:6 w Jones, w 22:6x60, be-
ing in 50-vara 875 600W Nebraska, 450 s Yolo, s 25x100, being
in Potrero Block 84 j 300

Monday, July 10th.

GBANTOK AND ORANTEB.

Frances H Lowndes to J Whelan.

Saml J Bridge to Theo Dehon

Louisa Welti to Chae Welti

Jno Reynolds to Geo Werner

Henry Caseholt to Same
Jno Sephton to Adam Ritchie.

.

Jno Graham to Saml Crim
Francis Donobue to Rate Donohue
Geo W Frtnk to Patk Duffy & wf

.

Same to Margt Fiely et al

Lucy A Briggs to Jos Nichols..

Enos Nichols et al to Same
Thos Gallagher to Frank Locoste.

DESCRIPTION.

E Hoff avenue, 123 n 17th, n 60x102, be-
ing in Mission Block 40

Ratifies deeds recorded in liber 81 deeds
page 287

Lot 4, blk 515, Bay View Homestead
Association

N Union, 122:1 w Octavia, w 30x137:6,
being in Western Addition 189

Same
Se Howard, 405 sw 1st, sw 25x85, being

in 100-vara 47
Lot 3, blk 24, West End Map No 2
N Duncan, 125 w Gnerrero, w 59x114 .

.

Ne Chesley, 250 nw Bryant, nw 25x80
being in 100-vara 273

Ne Cbesley, 225 nw Bryant, nw 25x80,
being in 100-vara 273

E Stockton, 81:6 B Clay, s 55:8, e 68:9, n
45:10, w 68:9; »e Stockton and Clay, e
68:9x59:8

Same, life interest
W Dupont, 20 n Pine, w 57:6 x n 40, be-

ing in 50-vara 288

1

600

1
2,000

3,345
5

Gift

275

275

Gift

11,000

Tuesday. July 11th.

Henry C Campbell to W D St Clair

W F Lapidge to Thos Ridlington

C E Nougnes to Robt C Johnson.

.

Thos Bartnett to E Crummy

Mary Joyce to Thos Cunningham.
Francis B Wilde to G W Frink...
H F Williams to Jas D Connel

H M Cox to A J Morrell
E H Miller, Jr, to Mary E Logan.

.

M H Tnrrill to Robt Sherwood. . .

.

Peter Craig to Alex W Wilson

Vincenzo Gnscetti to T Gianuinni

J E Davis et al to J B Lewis. .

.

Mason & Bensley to Same .

Margt Menar to Jno Tanner

Jno Tanner to Robt Vantright

Sw Market and 16tb, sw 154:9!4, n
100:7J4, e 117:8* to beg, being in Mis-
sion Block 126

E Lapidge, 300 n 19th, n 25x80, being in
Mission Block 71

Potrero Nnevo block 107, etc
Lot 29, block 210, Gardenville Home-
stead Assn

Lot 32, block 39, City Land Assn
Lots 10 and 11, blk 1, Johnson Tract..

.

Lots 18 to 24, 37 to 42, blk 94, O'Neil &
Haley Tract

Part lot in Laurel Hill Cemeterv
N California, 70 e Webster, e 35x132:6,
being in Western Addition 271

N Vallejo, 137:6 w Bachanan, n 137:6, w
4, e 7:6 to beg, being in Western Addi-
tion 264

S Eddy, 25 e Mason, c 60x70, being in
50-vara 962

Undivided % lots 27, 28, blk 13, Univer-
sity Mound Survey

E Church, 171:10 e Reservoir, n 28:2, e
67:6, se 100, se 75, w 172:2X, nw 101:3
to beginning

Se Center and Connecticut, e 200, b

257:1«, sw 181:10, sw22:8,n263:5J« to
beginning

N Host, 125 w Baker, w 25x137:6, being
in Western Addition 584

Same

$4,000

550
13,000

1,050
25
5

1,800
6

13,500

1

29,400

1,000

12

1

1,500

fiJiO. 8TSBHT, Agent News Letter, 30 Cornhill, _E. C, London.

JOYCE'S SPORTING AMMUNITION.
[ESTABLISHED 1820.]

riThe attention of Sportsmen is invited to tbe following
J_ Ammunition, of the beat quality, now in general use throughout England,
India and the Colonies : Joyce's Treble Waterproof and F 3 Quality Percussion
Caps ; Chemically-prepared Cloth and Pelt Gun Wadding- ; Joyce's Gas-Tight Car-
tridges, for Pin-fire and Central-fire Breech-loading Guns ; Wire Cartridges, for killing

game at long distances, and every description of Sporting Ammunition. Sold by
all gun-makers and dealers in gunpowder.

FREDERICK JOYCE & CO., Patentees and Manufacturers,
Oct. 29. 67 Upper Thames street, London.

LIEBIQ COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
inestand Cheapest Meat-flavoring Slock for Soaps, Made
Dishes and Sauces.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT,
An In valuable and Palatable Tonic in all Cases of Weak

Digestion and Debility. " Is a success and boon for which Nations should feel

grateful." See "Medical Press," "Lancet," "British Medical Journal," etc.

F

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
Caution—Genuine only with fae-simile of Baron Lleblgr's

Signature, in blue ink, across Label.

This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substitutes being in
the market.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
To be had of all Store-keepers, Grocers and Chemists. Sole

Agents for the United StateB (wholesale only), C. David & Co. , 9, Fenchurch
Avenue, London, England. Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, San
Francisco. June 10.

he Summer San and Dost. Ladies and all exposed to the scorching
rays of the sun and heated particles of dust, will find that the most
cooling and refreshing preparation for the face, hands and arms, is

Rowlands' Kalydor, which eradicates all prickly Heat, Sunburn, Tan,
Freckles, Stings of Insects, etc., and produces a beautiful and delicate

complexion.

owlands' Macassar Oil prevents the hair falling off or becoming dry
during the hot weather, and eradicates scurf and dandruff.

Rowlands' Odonto ia the purest and most fragrant Tooth Powder ever used,
and contains no acid or mineral ingredients, which are so detrimental
to the teeth and gums. Its purity especially adapts it for the teeth of

young children. Ask any dealer m perfumery for Rowlands' articles,

of 20, Hatton Garden, London.

T

R

S
MILLARD F. BRADLEY,

earcher of Records, Boom 37, US Post St., San Francisco.
Onice Hours: 5 to 9 p.m. Jan. 28.
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NOTABILIA.

THE PEDDLER a BONO.
Un %* hiU m rtri»ro mow ;

Cpcw black m *'«
(Mot** m iwwt as da

U.-l 1 -(11 -i|- kit.) •

Far tar tack to f.w xhtir dnn;
l*iiwaftndi»kt»«-tf kt •<( «t«-l.

Dojr, t*d», or «kw roar I— ii err.
Willi

buy.

V 11 i i •.* sn*Ksnun«.

'Anything Uken pUc* to-day?" a*ked Mr. Frelinnhuyweii, m he

walked in ami elevated hi* boot* to the top of the Cabinet table.
*' Nothing," replied Mr. Arthur, without looking up from the tantalizing

p*Kea of the Patent Office Report. *' There were lots of follow* here

who wanted to take one, however." Thus doe* the oasis of toDOOtnt

mirth lighten the barren waste of official life, and every panoa who
end* fJ.50 and a photograph to the News Letter MKDALLIOM COMPACT,
receive* in return 100 phi>tognph medalliona, already gummed and per-

forated, and just the sue of a postage-stamp.

Mary had a little lamb,
The lamb was very thin ;

And ao the batcher blew his breath
The lamby'a Best, within.

The butcher's breath waa very bad ;

His teeth were much decayed ;

" Twill make the lamb look fat," he aaid,

"And lucre will be made."

A preacher, raising his eyes from his desk in the midst of his sermon,
waa paralyzed with amazement to see his rude boy in the gallery pelting

the hearers in the pews below with horse -chestnut*. But while the good
man was preparing a frown of reproof, the young hopeful cried out:
" You tend to your preaching, daddy, and I'll keep em awake; and don't

forget to tell them that James K. Kelly & Co., Market street, below
Beale, have always on hand the Imperishable paint, which comes already

mixed, covers three times the space that ordinary paint does, and is im-
pervious to sun or rain."

She slipped upon a banana peel

;

This was sad,

She felt older than she used to feel,

This made her mad

;

Madder yet was she at the man
Who threw it there ;

But maddest was she, because like a man
She couldn't swear. —Ex.

A Royal Hunt for Food.—Last week the Court Circular informed us
that " Her Majesty left Bagshot after luncheon." Aunt Towzer thinks
it " scandalous " that the Queen of England couldn't have luncheon pro-

vided for her, but bad to leave Bagshot and go "after" it. This re-

minds us that if Her Majesty wants to enjoy a real nice lunch, she should
go to the Original Swain's Bakery, 213 Sutter street, San Francisco,
where she could obtain delicious ice-creams, mince pies, confections, etc.,

and meet the very nicest class of people.

Tbe palm-leaf fan begins to flutter

Along Broadway,
Where lemonade 's sold at the gutter

Throughout the day.
The dog has donned his airy muzzle

;

The thing that now his mind doth puzzle,

Is how to grab the fly that flits

Around and on the muzzle sits,

With feelings of serene repose,

About two inches from his nose. —Puck.

Senator Sawyer, we are told, was so well pleased with a dinner pre-

pared entirely by his two daughters, that he gave each of them a check
for $25,000. The story, of course, is true. At least, it has an air of

truthfulness about it that is convincing. It teaches that after a man
has boarded some time at a Washington hotel, he is perfectly willing to

pay 550,000 for one appetizing dinner cooked on one of those Arlington
Kangea, which can be obtained from De La Montanya, Jackson street,

below Battery, San Francisco.

There was a young girl had two beaux ;

The best-looking one was named "Meaux
But toward the cleaux
Of his call he would deaux

And make a great noise with his neaux.—Louisville Courier-Journal.

An utterly too young married lady with a still tooer husband,
living in one of tbe fashionable homes (?) of the day, worked a motto with
the inscription, " God Bless Our Flat." And a neighbor, to whom it was
shown, had the hardihood to ask her whether she referred to her resi-

dence or her husband. The insinuation was impertinent and uncalled-for,

because the young lady's husband is not a flat. He wears stylish, well-

made hatB, which he buys from White, 614 Commercial street, thus show-
ing that he is a shrewd, clear-headed man.

Miss Lemon was a maiden sour-
As any acid know

—

But tartar she had married Crab
More crabbed she did grow ;

And when her sisters came to call,

Such shrieks she did begin
Her husband said the Lemon's peal
Did fright the Lemon's kin.—Home Sentinel.

"Do boldly what you do at all." Boldly do we affirm that Kidney-
Wort is the great remedy for liver, bowels and kidney diseases ; rheuma-
tism and pileB vanish before it. The tonic effect of Kidney-Wort is pro-

duced by its cleansing and purifying action on the blood. Where there is

a gravelly deposit in the urine, or milky, ropy urine from disordered kid-

neys, it always cures.

J. F. Cutter's Old Bourbon.
all first-class druggists and grocers.

This celebrated whisky is for sale by
Trade mark—star within a shield.

Tbey were out risflgUnf. "Ovals, dear," uid she. as she leaned a
tender cheek oo his manly okecked alitor. " why are thme snowflakea like
your miMUrhr!" IUi ptssssd bin, sv«n to haw it noticed. " I don't
know. pot, " he murmured innocently. "Why are they?" " Because
they areidow oumjnjl down.'

1

Ifo drove with both hands for the remain-
der of the trip, and since then he has married a millionaire's daughter,
whose grandfather says that Noble Bros., 042 Clay steet, are the best
house and sign painters in the city.

Cries Sylvia to a reverend 1 leu
" What reasons can be given,
Since marriage in a holv thing.

That there in HODS in Heaven?"

" There are no women," he replied ;

She quick returns the jest:
" Women there are, but I'm afraid

They cannot find a priest."—Dodttey.

An old lady who had no relish for modern ehiiroh munie., was express-
ing her dislike of the singing of an anthem in a certain church, when a
neigh I Kir said: " Why, that b :i very old anthem. David sang it to Saul."
To this the old lady replied: " Weel, weel, I doo forthefir.it time un-
derstan' why Saul threw his laveKn at David." And then the old lady
wandered off to Bradley & Hulofsnn's celebrated photographic studio,
corner of Montgomery and Sacramento Htreets, and had her picture
taken.

Some men of might
Go out at night
And get so tight

They want to fight

Which isn't right

By a sight.

-Frankford, Pa., Herald.

It is related of the late Earl of Derby, who was a martyr to gout,
that on one occasion a merchant sent him a supply of sherry, informing
him that as long as he confined himself to it he would continue free from
his enemy; to which the statesman laconically replied that he had " found
out that the way to avoid gout was to buy pure and unadulterated liquors
from P. J. Cassin & Co., corner of Washington and Battery streets, San
Francisco." Families supplied in retail quantities at wholesale rateB.

Did you ever have your wife tie a string on your finger to remember
something by, and then find yourself an hour afterward trying to remem-
ber what it was you was to remember ? Not you, you old bald-headed,
knobby-toed bachelor.

—

Hello.

The term hydra may be used to represent any manifold evil. If you
would battle successfully with this many-headed monster of disease you
will find it expedient to keep Mrs. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound al-

ways at hand.

—

Dr. Banning.

Between the river Styx
And William Watkins Hyx
I'm in a fatal fix. -Quiteau.

More than half the newspapers in the world are printed in the Eng-
lish language—that is to say, in such English as the writers happen to
have on hand. And every well-dressed lady goes to J. J. O'Brien & Co.,
Arcade House, near the Baldwin, and buys the Foster Kid Glove.

This seasonable hint is from a New York paper: " To be ' thirsty
'

is not the right way to say it, now that technical terms are fashionable.
To "suffer for the want of a draught of Napa Soda 'is the correct ex-
pression.

"

"The parting gives me pain," as the man Baid when he had a trouble-
some tooth extracted.

Best pictures taken at the Imperial Gallery, 724 A Market street.

POISON OAK STING
Can be Cored by

Calvert's Medical Soap,
(SO Per Cent. Carbolic, Acid).

m~ To be bad at all Druggists. April 8.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,
Agents for RICORD'S RESTORATIVE FILLS,

635 Market Street San Francisco, Cal.

PALACE HOTEL. June 24.

R. CUTLAR, D.D.S.,

Has Removed His Dental Office

From 715 Clay Street to No 23 Post Street.

Office Hours—Pram 10 A.M. to S P.M.
[May 6.]

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,

OCULIST.
Formerly at No. 313 Bnsli street, has removed to Fbelan's

Bnllfling, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 M. to 8 P.M.

Take the Elevator. May 27.

DR. JAMES W. KEENEY,
OFFICE AND RESIDENCE: 23 MONTGOMERY STREET.

HOURS: 2 to 4. 7 to 7:30 p.m.
SUNDAYS: 3 to 4 p.m. April 9.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 215 GEARY ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.

Feb. 5.] OFPICE HOURS: 1 to 4 P.M.

912 a day at Dome easily made. Costly Outfit. Free.
Address TRUE A Co.. Augusta. Mime.$72'
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BIZ.'

The intelligence received from Europe, the past few days, has been of

a startling character. First, the bombardment of the port of Alexandria

by the English Admiral, and the threatened closing of the Suez Canal by

the Egyptians. ThiB has been followed by wet and stormy weather

throughout Great Britain, threatening serious injury to the ripening crops

of Cereals, causing a sharp advance in Wheat and Flour in the English

marts and a corresponding rise in this city. As one of the results of this

European intelligence, shipowners here have advanced their ideas

respecting Grain freights to the United Kingdom—rates now being 50s.@

55s., for wood and iron respectively. The disengaged fleets here, and

near-by ports, is about 40,000 tons register, while the tonnage now on the

way, to arrive, is about 290,000 tons, against 350,000 tons same date last

year, and 150,000 tons (register) in 1880.

Wheat exports thus far in July have not come up to general expec-

tations, although there is a good supply of tonnage on the berth for U.K.
C msiderable old Wheat has been sold during the week in the regular way
at $1 67£@1 72* per ctl., but the closing rate for No. 1, on Call, Spot and

Futures (3 months) rules irom?$l 75 down. A Spot sale of Amber was

made this week at SI 67i for export. Speculation is now quite rife, with

large sales at both Call boardB, and at rising prices. The ship Samuel
Watts has cleared for Antwerp with 62,925 ctls., value, $103,940.

The "Wheat trade has suffered a great loss during the week by the

death of Robert Sheehy, who for two years past has been our largest grain

exporter. He waB the owner of a large tract of land in Napa county, had

also a 40,000-ton warehouse and wharf at South Vallejo, from which point

he has loaded hundreds of ships since the death of our old friend Isaac

Friedlander, July 11, 1878. Mr. Sheehy was a personal friend of Fried-

lander, and has ever since the death of the "Grain King" (Friedlander)

very worthily kept up to the top of the list of wheat exporters on the

Pacific Slope.

Barley has, within the past few days, recovered somewhat from the

depression noted last week, with large speculative sales at the Call

Boards, notably in No. 2 Feed, which may at this writing be quoted at

SI 20@S1 24 per cental for Spot, and near by Futures. Old Brewing
Barley is yet scarce, and very readily commands §2 per cental.

Com, Oats and Rye have each come to the front during the week
with considerable transactions at the Call Boards at hardening prices.

Wool continues in very large stock, with some slight increase in the

demand, but no sales are reported that will justify us in giving quo-

tations.

Our import trade with China the first six months of the current year

falls short $1,000,000, as compared with a corresponding period of last

year, while our import trade with the Hawaiian Islands in same time has

increased S1,000,000.

Rice imports by sea from January 1st to July 1st are as follows:

From China, 8,657,387 lbs.; British East Indies, 9,860.556 lbs.; Hawaiian,
4,986,238 tbs. The Zealandia, from Honolulu this week, brought 773 bags,

and the Gaelic, from Hongkong, 6,168 bags. The price of Hawaiian is

now5^@5ic; China, 5@6c.

Teas.—Imports from January 1st to July 1st: China, 760,876 lbs.;

Japan, 4,736,452 tbs.; British East Indies, 12,000 lbs. The O. and O.

steamship Gaelic, from China and Japan on the 10th inst., brought us

1,107 pkgs., and in transit for Eastern cities by rail 17,720 pkgs.

Sugar.—The Consuelo, from Honolulu, brought us 7,447 bags, and the
Zealandia, from same, 11,081 bags. Refined is now 10&@12£c.

Coffee.—The market is overstocked, causing very low prices to rule-
say 10@12^c. for good to choice Central American grades.

Bags.—The Gaelic, from Hongkong, brought 865 bales Calcutta Gun-
nies. There has been an increased demand for Grain Sacks during the
week. Present Spot price, 8f@9£c.

Coal and Iron.—Advices from Australia lead us to expect very large

supplies from that quarter, and this has caused no little depression here.

Pig Iron is out of first hands, but Pacific Coast supplies will soon be
coming on to the market, now that the Clipper Gap mines at Hotaling
have resumed operations. Sydney Pig Tin is the turn dearer, and the
price 23@23£c.

Quicksilver.—There is no life in the market. Sales from the wharf
continue to be made at 37c; the same holders ask 37£c. The output is

less than last year, and the Spot stock is light.

Grain Charters.—The latest Wheat charters reported are the British

ship Carnarvonshire, 1,336 tons, Liverpool direct, £2 10s, and ship Hence,
1,924 tons, Liverpool direct, £2 lis 3d.

The Pacific Mail steamship Zealandia has arrived from the
Colonies since our last, bringing her full compliment of passengerB, Gov-
ernment mails, and for cargo Sydney Pig Tin 1,376 ingots; also, from
Honolulu, Sugar 11,081 bags, Rice 773 bags, Opium 113 cs.

From the Orient.—The O. and O. steamship Gaelic arrived here on
the 11th inst., bringing 600 Chinese ; also, for cargo, Rice, Sugar, Coffee,
Teas, GunnieB, etc. ; also, in transit for Eastern cities, to go overland by
Pacific Railroad, Teas 17,220 pkgs., Silk 349 pkgs., Mdse. 187 pkgs.

Flour.—Prices have advanced some this week—Superfine, S5@5 25
;

Extra S. F., $5 50@4 75 ; Baker and Family Extras, S5 25@5 75 per 196
lbs., all in cloth. The steamer Rio de Janeiro for Panama carried en
route to Central America 3,190 bbls.

Tallow.—The export demand is good. The steamer for Central Amer-
ica had 31,152 lbs., and the Mexico, for Mexican ports, 14,000 lbs.;

price, 10c.

St. John's Presbyterian Church, Post Street.—The Rev. Dr.
Scott, pastor, will preach Sunday at the usual hours. The public cor-
dially invited to attend.

Krug Champagne, from Reims, France.—Private Cuveo in quarts
and pints. Shield—Krug—in quarts and pints ; Premiere Qualite, in
quarts and pints. For sale by Hallmann Bros. & Co., corner Front and
Jackson streets.

IIEI3VEOA7--A.31.

A. F. NYE & CO.
609 and. 611 lVT£irls.©t Street,

GRAND HOTEL,
WHEBE THEY HAVE JTTST OPENED

A. IVe-w Stock of"

GAS FIXTURES

!

Of the Latest Patterns and Designs.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
The Company's steamers will sail for Yokohama and

Hongjkong: CITY OF PEKING, on or about August 1, at 2 p.m. Excur-
sion Tickets to Yokohama and return at special rates.

For NEW YORK via PANAMA: GRANADA, July 19th, at 12 o'clock M., taking
Freight and Passengers to MAZATLAN, SAN BLAS, MANZANILLO and ACAPUL-
CO, and via Acapulco for Lower Mexican and Central American ports, calling at SAN
JOSE DE GUATEMALA and LA LIBERTAD to land Passengers and Mails.

Fare to New York—Cabin, $139; Steerage, $66.
Tickets to and from Europe by any line for sale at the lowest rates ; also fur Ha-

vana and all West India ports.

For HONOLULU, AUCKLAND and SYDNEY: ZEALANDIA, July 29th, at 2

p.m., or on arrival of the English mails.

810 additional is charged for passage in Upper Cabin. Round the World Trip
Tickets, via New Zealand and Australia, $650.

Tickets must be purchased at least one hour before time of sailing.

For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and Brannan streets.

_July_15. WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., General Agents.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,

For Japan and China, leave wharf, corner First and Bran.
nan streets, at 2 p.M„ for YOKOHAMA AND HONGKONG, connecting »t

Yokohama with Steamers for Shanghai.

ARABIC Saturday, Aug. 12th
OCEANIC Thursday, Aug. 24th
COPTIC Tuesday, Sept. 6th
BELGIC Thursday, Sept. 28th

ARABIC Tuesday, May 23d
OCEANIC Tuesday, June 6th
COPTIC Saturday, June 17th
BELGIC
GAELIC Saturday, July 15th

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates.
Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on Bale at C. P. R. R. Co.'s General

Offices, Room 74, corner Fourth and Townsend Btreets.

For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific Mail Steam-
ship Company's Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN, General Passenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD, President. July 16.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamers of this Company will sail from Broadway Wharf

as follows

:

For Victoria, B.C., and Puget Sound Ports: On the 10th, 20th and 30th of each
month (except when Buch days fall on a holiday, then on the day previous). Steamer
of the 30th connects at Port Townsend with steamer " City of Chester " for Alasica.

For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the O. R. & N. Co.: Every* days.

For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 5th, 10th, 15th,
20th, 25th and 30th of each month.

For Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and
Ventura: Every Wednesday at 8 a.m.

For Eureka, Areata, and Hookton, Humboldt Bay: Every Wednesday, 9 o'clock.

For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc.: Every Monday.

Ticket Office, No. 214 Montgomery Street, near Pine.
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., AgentB,

Nov. 26. No. 10 Market street.

FOR PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, 0REQ0N.
The Oregon Railway and Navigation Company and Pacific

Coast Steamship Company will dispatch every four days, from Spear-street
Wharf, for the above ports, one of their new Al Iron Steamships, viz. : COLUMBIA,
OREGON and STATE OF CALIFORNIA.

Sailing Days
July 1.6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 30.

I
Aug 3, 7, 11, 15, 19, 23, 27, 31.

At 10 o'clock A, M.
Connecting at Portland, Oregon, with Steamers and Railroads and their connecting
Stage Lines for all points in Oregon, Washington and Idaho Territories, British
Columbia and Alaska.

Ticket Office 214 Montgomery Street
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

June 24. No. 10 Market street, San Francieco.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

No. 320 Post Street Opposite Union Square.

PROF. O. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 320 Post
street, is now open for Juvenile and Evening Classes. Office Hours, for Terms, etc.,

10 a:m. to 12 M., and 1 to 6 p.m. Oct. 22.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,
NO. 922 POST STREET.

Day and Boarding; School for Young: Ladies and Children.
KINDERGARTEN. Next Term will commence July 24th. To secure admis-

sion for boarding; pupils, applications should be made as early as possible.

Mar 13. MADAME B. ZEITSKA, A.M., Principal.

MRS. JULIA MELVILLE-SNYDER,
613 Mason Street, between Bush and Sutter.

ocal Music for Opera, Concert or Parlor. Piano and
Elocution. Dramatic Elocution and Voice Culture Specialties. [April 29.V
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THB FOURTEENTH OP JXJLT.
To blo« err.) Fran.-* acrom the set

Columbia nx

t

ing mn<U,
And tn Um mmt ot LiUrty

A sister'* haml citen-U

Tb*» fe»tii*l« .>f Kr**d.<m make
AU b«*rU m kindred .«!.

Tbu* 'tis we, al*>, celebrate
The fall of the lUatil*.

It b but ten ihi>rt days ago
Since we revive* I our past.

And, France, we well remember how
Thy lot with ours waa cut.

When bravely, in those old-time war*.
Like brethren, aide by side.

The Lilies with the Stripe* and Stars
K<t freedom fought and died.

Fair France, we never shall forget

Thy aid in those dark days;
Oar Washington, thy Lafayette,

We crown with equal bays.

Our hearts shsll throb to suit thy mood

—

We'll lautrh when thou art glad.

And, as a loving sister should,
We'll weep when thou art sad.

San Francisco, July 14. 1882.

FASHIONS VOICE.
What ahail my theme be to-day? Let me see: I think I will deal in

generalities, rather than tie myself down to any particular department

;

and, so th.it it be dress in some form, my lady friends will not make one
little murmur of discontent.

Among the Summer fabrics which just now claim our particular atten-

tion are some novelties in the shape of striped velvet. The stripe is of

the narrowest, and the material is light. A dress made of this, as a whole,

is very lovely, though it is more generally combined with other materials,

and is more especially adapted for young ladies' wear. Another inno-

vation is cashmere trimmings, with glints of gold thread sparkling
throughout. Those ladies who have old cashmere shawls too blase

1

for

use may cut them up to advantage, and lay them on the skirts of their

dresses. For example, a black silk skirt, or any dark color chosen, may
be made with box pleats reaching from the waist ; bands of the cashmere
may be placed on each pleat, and sewed on with the finest gold thread, or
even with gold beads, very small, at short intervals from each other. The
basque should have bretelles to match—that is, bands placed round the
neck and continued to the edge, about two inches on either side of the
buttons, and then, of course, the cuffs match the whole. The effect 1b

very rich and od>l lookiux for those who do not wish to dress like the
whole city; for, unfortunately, when a novel caprice is introduced every
woman has it, and by and by the entire female community come out like

a band of sisters who have bought certain goods wholesale. For instance,

last month almost everybody had a ruby velvet suit, and now it is navy
or cadet blue. Cliacunea son ijout. The hair-striped velvet, by the way,
makes an admirable bodice with long points, to wear over a light silk

skirt, or white, for evening indoor wear. Vests and chemisettes are very
much used at present. Thus an embroidered chemisette lined with light

silk us most effective with a dark dress, which must be cut low, and the
chemisette removed. Should the wearer wish to appear in demi toilette,

lace may be substituted for embroidery with effect.

Flounces being so fashionable, it is a pretty idea to have the edges
pinked instead of hemmed. A skirt having four or five flounces coming
up to the waist, simply pinked out, with a basque falliog over the last

flounce, also pinked, is a simple and charming mode of making a young
lady's dress, but the material must be silk or cloth. Young girls look
much better in simple attire, divested of a heavy mass of trimming, which
should be more wisely left to their mothers. As it is, the girl of the pe-

riod seems to aim at loading down her garments with passmenterie, etc.,

while her mother apes the simplicity that should be seen in her daughter's
toilette, both forgetting that they are doing the greatest detriment to their

respective ages. When I see mother and daughter exchanging styles in

this way I always wish to present tbem with the little couplet :

" Oh, wad Bome Power the giftie gie us
To see oursel's as ithera Bee us !"

For demi toilette, bonnets are mure in favor than hats. They are small,
and Bhow off the chignon, which should be exquisitely dressed, and the
ornamentation of these iB simply a tuft of feather tips, or a spray of flow-

ers. A capote of finely beaded lace thus ornamented is elegant, and re-

member that the strings must be very wide, well tied close to the left ear
in a large bow, and fastened by a pretty pin or fancy clasp, or a flower
may be pinned in the center ol the bow. Black lace capotes are another
variety.

Fancy braid hats seem popular in Paris and London. The trimming
for such iB altogether feather—long, drooping plumes, which commence
in front and are carried round the crown, falling over the back hair. I
saw a bat of fancy braid, with an immense feather drooping over the side,

while sitting on the front, with her head nestled down upon her neck,
was an entire bird, large enough to extend tail and pinions over to the
back. She looked mighty cosy, and appeared to be hatching, but the eggs
were not revealed to view. Another hat had a young rooster covering up
the crown, which was low. I have no doubt that a nest of eggs will be
the next departure, which I will faithfully chronicle when I see it.

Jewelry is very elegant nowadays, slim and refined looking. The pon-
derous bracelets heretofore worn have given way to thin, round circleB of

reddish-colored gold, which are fastened by a padlock, locked with a fancy
key. Some have hearts, with a key, in lieu, and it is well to lock up the
heart in this depraved age, ladies fair, take notice. Rings, with small
charms attached, are in high favor. For those who lack natural charms,
it is not a bad idea to place golden ones upon some fingers, and, as a rule,

these have more effect in the market of Hymen, where fashion is as con-
servative as in dress. With which remarks I will say au revoir.

Silver Pen.

A prominent payslcUn, who ha* the habit of looking below the sur-
face when he in called in cases of illness, and who doe* not prescribe until.
by the moat careful diagnotiu, he has made himself acquainted with ail

the iTuptoms of an ailment, said, in conversation the other day, that
when the trouble is with the stomach he generally asks what brand of
baking powder b in um by the tamily. If he is not satisfied with It, he
does not hesitate to say: " You had better throw this sort out of doors
and take the New England" Physicians have not much occasion to visit

families professionally whore the New Kngland Baking Powder is used.

The Twenty-ninth Annual Pair of the State Agricultural Society
of California will open at Sacramento on the 11th of next September,
and close on the loth. The exhibition will, a* usual, include live stock,
machinery and mechanical inventions, textile fabrics, agricultural pro-
ducts, horticultural products, fine arts, and a variety of other attractions.
Over $*-*0,000 has been appropriated for premiums, and an endeavor will
be made to make this year's fair an unusually successful one.

Meeara Jamas M. Litchfield & Co., merchant tailors, of 415 Mont-
gomery street, are now prepared to apparel their customers in well-made
garments cut out of the very best quality of cloths. Messrs. Litchfield

A Co. have on hand a large and well-selected stock of all the latest and
most unique novelties in gents' furnishing goods, and there is no article in

a gentleman's wardrobe which they cannot supply the best quality of.

"The Great Burlington Route," via the Chicago, Burlington and
Quincy Kailroad, continues to hold its position in popular favor as the
most comfortable transcontinental line of travel. Tourists from Australia
almost invariably travel by this route, and all speak of it in terms of the
highest praise. Mr. McKay, the genial Agent, is a perfect encyclopedia
of useful knowledge, and is as courteous as he ia well informed.

The Neptune and Mermaid Swimming Baths, foot of Hyde and
Larkin streets, North Beach, are always kept in a state, of delightful
cleanliness, and are so handy to reach that every one should patronize
them.

The Diamond Dyes always do more than they claim to do. Color
over that old dress. It will look like new. Only 10 cents.

Ladies by using German Corn Remover, can wear "glove-fitting " boots
with ease and comfort.

STATEMENT
.... OF ...

.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO,
On the Morning: of July 1, 1882. In compliance with the

laws of the State of California:

ASSETS.
Bank premises $500,000 00
Otherreal estate 48,668 20
United States bonds $3,000,000 00
Miscellaneous bondB 108,406 20

3,108,406 20
Loans on real estate 142,640 39
Loans on stocks and bonds 390,534 66
Loans on warrants 32,593 46
Loans on other security (grain, etc. ) 1,165,697 01
Loans on personal security 1,045,465 82

2,766,981 34
Due from banks and bankers 5,634,884 95
Cash on hand 916,415 06
Bullion and other caBh items 1,044,507 49

1,959,922 55
46.167 47

$13,965,029 81

LIABILITIES.
Capital paid in coin $3,000,000 00
Reserve fund 4,000,000 00

7,000,000 00
Due depositors and payable on demand 4,474,046 10
Due banks and bankers 1,794,048 43

6.268,094 53
Undivided profits 596,187 17
Apportioned for taxes 76,858 26
Other liabilities 23,889 85

$13,965,029 81

Statb of California, Comity of San Francisco, ss.—George L. Brander, Vice-
President, and J. S. Angus, Cashier, of the Nevada Bank of Sau Francisco, being
each and severally duly sworn, each for himself, deposes and says that the foregoing
statement is true to the best of his knowledge and belief.

(Signed) G. L. BRANDER, Vice-President.

J. S. Angus, Cashier.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 11th day of July, 1882.

(Signed) J. H. BLOOD, Notary Public.

State of California, County of Sau Francisco, ss.—George L. Brander, Vice-

President, and J. S. Angus, Cashier, of the Nevada Bank of San Francisco, being
each and severally duly sworn, each for himself, deposes and says that the amount
of Capital actually paid into such corporation is Three Million Dollars ($3,000,000) in

United States Gold Coin.
(Signed) GEO. L. BRANDER, Vice-President.

J. S. ANGUS, Cashier.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this lltb day of July, 1882.

(July 15) (Signed) J. H. BLOOD, Notary Public.

COOS BAY COAL.

The Cleanest and Cheapest

No Soot! No Dirt!

The Best Coal for Domestic Cse

!

All Coal Dealers Keep It!

[May 27.]
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
We present above a map showing location of the principal fortifi-

cations of Alexandria, and the positions of the British men-of-war during

the most important period of the bombardment.

A Herald telegram, dated on board the United States steamship Quen-

nebaug, says: "Everybody on the American ships were much disap-

pointed at the inaction of the English ships yesterday. They say that

Americans would have done the work in half the time." With much
pride we reprint this dispatch from yesterday's papers. Comment upon
it would be superflous. It tells its own story. It is too bad that the
"American Admiral," with his brace of canal boats, wasn't given an op-

portunity to exhibit hiB might and valor to the Egyptian gunners. He
said the other day that if he was hit he would return the fire. The reason

he wasn't hit was that hiB engines were accidentally reversed just before

the firing began, and the Egyptian guns haven't a range of fifteen miles.

To make up for this, however, we are told, in rather singular language,
that "the American Admiral performed an act on Tuesday. He steamed
around, and his men cheered each ship in succession." Bully for the
"American Admiral !" But the forts had just been silenced.

There is much hostile comment upon the instructions sent by Glad-
stone's Government to Admiral Seymour—and very properly, too. Such
feeble and almost servile orders were never before issued to an English
commander. There is consolation in the fact, however, that Seymour
paid very little attention to them. He was told to be careful not to dis-

mantle the forts or injure the guns ; but he has knocked the former to

smithereens, and has blown up the latter with dynamite. He was told to

pat the Khedive on the back, or, if that functionary couldn't be found,
to " act in concert with any native authority in Alexandria." He let the
Khedive take care of himself, and blew Arabi Pasha—who was the only
other native authority—into the interior. He was told to invite the co-

operation of other European men-of-war. He invited them to get out of

harm's way, and they promptly did so. Gladstone ought to bury himself,

and plant John Bright as a headstone for his grave.

The fleet has done its work, and the fight henceforth will be left to the
military. There can be no doubt about the result, but the struggle will

be an interesting one from several points of view. The employment of the
British Indian troops will be a novel feature of European warfare, and
the experiment will be anxiously watched by military men the whole world
over. Should it prove a success, it will cause (England to be recognized
as formidable a military Power as Germany, Russia, or France. With
India's uncounted millions to draw upon, England can overrun the world
with bayonets. A still more important feature of the war involves the
ultimate fate of Egypt. On this head there is only one thing certain so
far, and that is that England will insist upon having complete control of

the Suez Canal. Whether she will temporarily occupy the country, es-

tablish a permanent protectorate over it, or absolutely annex it to her
Empire, are questions which cannot yet be answered.

The action of Arabi in throwing open the jails, letting loose the crimi-
nals and encouraging the Bedouins to aid in the sack and pillage of Alex-
andria, is abundant proof of the sort of "patriot" he is, and will alienate
from him the modicum of sympathy which he might otherwise have en-
joyed. He can no longer claim to be a civilized soldier, or a man possess-
ing feelings of humanity. It is a pretty patriot who will wantonly and
vengefully destroy and plunder the finest and most historical city of his
country. Even the enemy respected the grand old town. Admiral Sey-
mour could have blown it to fragments, but when his ironclads were roll-

ing in a heavy sea he went bo far as to cease firing at the forts, lest his
shot might fly high and injure the city. More than this. By last ad-
viceB, he is dropping shells among the flaming ruins in order to drive out
Arabi's pillagers and incendiaries.

The Repression Act having become at last a law, it is intended that it

shall be "proclaimed" in no fewer than thirteen Irish counties. Its
provisions are severe, but they are necessary to meet the emergency. The
Bill will doubtless make things hot for the United Order of Hedgerow
Assassins, but then they don't exactly deserve to be left out in the cold,

as it were. By the way, we notice that Mr. Crowe, of Peoria, iB organiz-
ing a Society of Irish Americans for the avowed purpose of " blowing up
the British." Mr. Crowe has acquired fame as a clever concoctor of
infernal machines. Most Americans would like to see him sample one
of his own manufacture.

Bismarck's spasmodic appearances in public are always marked by an
increased circulation of the pithy sayings for which he is celebrated. The
latest of these dicta is as follows. His description <5f Mr. Gladstone as
"his colleague" having been called in question, Bismarck replied: "We
really are colleagues. I grow trees and he fells them." Of a different
quality ib an older saying of the Prince's, which is revived by the Cologne
Gazette in an article on the Egyptian question. "The Eastern question,"
so runs this apophthegm, "must be settled not on the salt-sea flood, but
on the broad earth." This view of the case is not confined to Bismarck,
but has been gaining adherents for some time past both in Germany and
Austria. It has been preached with great ability and persistency by the
well-known Austrian publicist, Lorenz von Stein. According to him, the
lordship of the Mediterranean always ultimately belongs, not to the
Powers which can command the sea, but to those who can command the
land. The dominion over its waters appertains to the master of its

shores. There is something very attractive to the ambition of the two
allied Empires in a theory which promises them, by the pressure they can
bring to bear upon Turkey, the control of half the Mediterranean.

" ALBION.

'

So much has been said up to the present time regarding the " Albion
mine," its management and its prospects, and as there seems to be so
many conflicting statements regarding the same as an unproducing prop-
erty, we some days ago concluded to obtain such facts in the premises that
our readers could depend upon. To that end we have Belected a compe-
tent correspondent in Eureka, who is instructed to examine into the sub-
ject and advise us weekly of all matters pertaining to the mines of that
district, in which our mining community are interested. The first will be
the Albion, its past history, its present condition and future prospects,
with fair comments upon its management. The " Richmond," " Eureka
Con." and other, leading mines of Eureka, will also receive our attention
in due time. In our reviews of each and all of them we shall not hesitate
to praise where it may be deserved and denounce where we can see reasons
for doing so. The Albion mining property joins the Richmond mine on
the west, and the Eureka Con. joins the Richmond on the east. The
Albion property has a known width between " quartzite and shale"
(banging and footwalls) of about 800 feet and a length on the ledge of
4,500 feet. The ground that has been in dispute, and over which litiga-

tion has been going on for the last three years, is about 650 feet along the
ledge by its entire width {between hanging and footwalls). This piece of
ground joins the Richmond's west end line, and it is along this line that
so many thousands of tons of rick ore have been taken by the Richmond
company in tbe past two or three years. These rich ore bodies have been
worked up to and over the Albion east end line 30 feet or more before the
Richmond was enjoined from going further (pending litigation), and it is

this latter ore body that the Albion company are about to extract (the
ground being theirs by the late decision of the Courts), and which has
occasioned so much discussion as to its extent and value.

Our correspondent says: " The statements made by the Albion manage-
ment at Eureka as to the extent of this particular ore body (known as
ore body B) has not been exaggerated in the least ; if anything, the amount
of ore in sight to-day (July 3d) exceeds the amount that was claimed to
be in sight June 21st. The ore body in sight, it iB safe to say, now measures
120 feet long, 40 feet wide and 50 feet high—say 18,000 tons. This is

fairly in sight. Its value I arrive at by the following facts: 297 car-loads

were taken from the same while cutting away for timber sets, and the
openings carefully sampled in forty different places. The average value
of this ore was: silver, $45.50; gold, $14, and lead, 34£%. The cost of
extracting this ore cannot exceed $4 per ton ; hauling, $2.50 ; reduction,
$11 ; total, $17.50. Making the proper deductions for loss, etc., this ore

body should net at least $35 per ton, and it iB claimed by many experts
who have of late visited the property that it will net the company, when
they work their own ores (which will be done as soon as they can procure
a furnace), at least $45 per ton.

The last ore taken from this ore body by the Richmond Company (one of

late date) paid $85 per ton, by their own statements before Judge Reves in a
late contempt case. Independent of the ore body B just mentioned, a
very extensive and valuable body of ore exists in the Albion mine, about
100 feet below ore body B and 80 feet south of same. This is known as
the "Cave," and-it is daily increasing in size and value as it is being ex-
plored. Again, the Albion has opened up and is now exploring an ore
body 40 feet above ore body B and 150 feet south of same. This is a very
promising development, and tbe ore of high grade. A number of assays
taken from this part of the mine shows a value of about $60 gold and
silver, and over 50 per cent lead. All these ore bodies are so connected
by shutes and outlets that after the ore is mined it iB not handled again
until it reaches the ore bins at tbe surface. So far as the ore bodies in

the Albion mine are concerned, they are certainly extensive and rich at
the present writing, and every department in and around the mine de-
notes careful attention, with convenient and economical methods for

mining and handling ore." Our next will be devoted to the past compli-
cations with the Richmond Mining Company, and the reasons therefor.

It Is well known that tbe News Letter is no admirer of the com-
munistic principles which the Chronicle is so fond of supporting, but at
the same time we can fairly compliment that sheet upon its account of

the bombardment of Alexandria, contained in ita columns last Wednes-
day. It was complete, accurate, interesting and instructive, and was
derived from reliable sources, which our other dailies could not command.
The expense muBt have been enormous, but this feature was evidently
disregarded by the publishers. Journalism of this sort merits praise and
disarms prejudice. *

Cholera Morbus.—That awful scourge, which is almost epidemic, has
been traced in many instances by prominent physicians to the use of
baking powders compounded with ammonia, starch and alum. Be warned
in time, and insist upon your grocer furnishing you with New England
Unking Powder.

Implacable : "If I have ever used any unkind words, Hannah," said
Mr. Smiley, reflectively, " I take them all back." " Yes, I suppose you
want to use them over again," was the not very soothing reply.

The Bodie Tunnel Company shipped $2,100, the result of five days
run of their mill. Then the price of the stock dropped 20c. a share.
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PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
San Franrisco July gl, 1889.

Bid. AsktdStock* and Bonds.
aoSDe.

Cat. SUIe Bonds, 6>.'57 .... IDS
|

—
S. F. Citv A Co. B'ds,6a,'5S Norn Nom.

Ls'iL«, 7s ... Horn. Norn.

Montg'v AT. Bends 37 46

Dnpont Street Bonds 40 60
Sacramento City Bonds 50 52}

Stockton Citv Bonds 10^ —
Yuba County B.>n.ls TO 100
Muysville C51 *' Bonds 90 100

Santa Clara Co. Bonds 105 107

Los Angeles County Bonds. 106 110

Los Angeles Citv Bonds 110 —
Tire's & Trackee R. R. Bds. 101 103

Nevada Co. N. G. R. R. Bds 110 114

Oakland CitvBonds — 125

Oregon B& Jf. Bonds, 6s.. 107 109

S. P. R. R. Bonds 105 107

U. S.4S. 120J 121

BAXKB.
Bank of California (ex-div).. 168 —
Pacific Bank(ex-div) 125 128
First National (ex-div) 128 —

ISSl'BANCB COMPANIE8.
Union (ex-div) j

123 125

Fireman's Fund (ex-div).... 128 132
California (ex-div) 125 126
PaeUc Rolling Mills, 115, 122$. Cala. Dry Dock, 56, 60. Safe Deposit Co., 45, 46J.
Vulcan Powder, 66$, 67$.

The activity in the various leading Powder stocks continues, and during
the week quite an active business has been done in the California Electric
Light Co., showing a growing interest in that enterprise. In other things
there is but little doing, as the firmness of holders retards operations.

Money is almost useless, as there is no employment for it, even at nom-
nal rates of interest. At the same time, collaterals are investigated with
as much care as formerly. Andrew Baikd, 312 California st.

Meteorological Summary, week ending 7:58 p. m., Thursday. July
20th:—Highest barometer, 30.120—17th ; lowest, 29.902—14th ; average
during the week, 30.035 ; maximum temperature, 66—16th ; minimum,
54—14th, 15th and 20th ; average during the week, 58.4 ; highest relative

humidity, 93 per cent.—14th and 20th : lowest relative humidity, 60 per
cent.—16th ; average during the week, 81.7; prevailing direction of wind,
west ; maximum hourly velocity of wind, 28 miles per hour, 20th ; aver-

age weather during the week, fair ; rainfall during tke week, .00 ; total

rainfall, season of 1882-83, 0.00 inches.

Stock* and Bonds.
mSVKAXCB COMPANIES.

State Investment
Bonu Mutual . . .

Commercial
Western

RAILROADS.
C. P. R. R. Stock
C. P. R. h. Bonds.. . .

City Railroad
Omnibus R. R
N. B. and Mission R. R.

.

Sutter Street R. R
Geary Street R. R
Central R. R. Co
Market Street R. R
Clav Street Hill R. R . .

.

S. F. Gaslight Co
Oakland Gaslight Co . .

.

Sac'to Gaslight Co
Califor'a Powder Co ...

.

Giant Powder Co (newstck)
Atlantic Giant Powder ....
[Gold and Stock Teleg'h Co
IS. V. W. w. Co.'s Stock. .

.

{S. V. W. W. Co' Bonds. ..

:
Pacific Coast S.S. Co's Stock
California Street R. R.

Bid. Ashed

12S

180

106

117

50
Nom.
Nom.
63
31
52}

115
105

66}
64}

113}
119

107

W
tog

m
us

100
66
Nom.
Nom.
63}
31*
65

110
67}
65}

114
120

110

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.— New York, July 21,

1882. United States Bondage, 120J; 4Js, 1148 ; ex-5s, 102|; ex-6s, 102|.
Sterling Exchange, 4 86@4 89. Pacific Mail, 47$. Wheat, 120@125; West-
ern Union, 90i. Hides, 24@24J. Wool— Spring, fine, 20 @ 32; Burry,
15@20 ; Pulled, 20@45 ; Fall Clips, 15@18 ; Burry, 12@14. Lon-
don, Julv 21.—Liverpool Wheat Market, 10s. ld.@10s.4d., Cal.; 10s. ld.@
10s. 9d. Red Am. Spring. Bonds, 4s, 122; 4is, 116J; ex-6s, 103. Consols,
99 7-16@98J. Money, 99 7-16 ; acct., 99|. Silver, 51J.

Californians Abroad, July 1st, 1882.— Paris: Mrs. Dussol, Hotel
Dominici. London: R. H. Brown, Judge French, W. R. Hall, Miss
Klumpke. Geneva: Miss Houston, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Maynard, Mrs.
Elisha Cook and family, N. M. Smith. Heidelberg: Mrs. C. L. Simon.—Continental Gazette, Paris, France. •

Coolie Exit.—The British steamship Serapis returned to Hongkong
on Wednesday last, cleared by Macondray & Co. She carried homeward
upwards of 500 Chinese—a poverty-stricken lot and a good riddance.

For New York via Panama.—The Bteamship Granada-, for the Isth-

mus, carried en route for New York : Barley, 2,334 ctls., new crop Chev-
alier; Balmon, 300 cs. ; wine, 38,000 galB., native grape, etc.

From Cardiff.—The British ship Grassendale has arrived, 138 days
from Cardiff, with Coke, 1,533 tons ; Fire Brick, Steel Blooms, Old Iron,

etc.

London. July SI.—Latest Price of Consols. 99 7-16@99 1-2.

MARRIOTTS AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For NnviirntlnK tbe Air.

Office of the Aeroplane Company fur Navigating the Air, 609 Mer-
chant street. Office hours from 1 to 2 p.m.

Order* for Engraving In the Pholo-Eufrrnvlng ProcefM can
now be execnteil at tbe " Jfewa i.pi lor " Office for leas than
half the coat of Wood Engraving, and In one-hall the time.
Remember, we 1 nmlsh a hard metal Electrotype ready for
the Preaa.
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AIiBION.
The market continues sadly demoralized, prices having fallen as low

as $1 65 during the current week, a decline of some $200,000 since start-
ing the furnaces on the 13th ultimo. The receipts have been some $10,-
000, and an additional shipment is promised presently. Dealers appear
unwilling to touch the stock, and an attempt to unload any considerable
amount of shares would still further depreciate prices. The assessment
now due, the present heavy indebtedness, and large suiub required for
current and contingent expenses, combined with the inability of owners
to learn anything reliable or definite relative to thoBe claims, about the
enormous value of which they have heard so much for the past two to
four years, thoroughly disgusts holders. Even creditors are becoming
somewhat alarmed, and, unless better results are produced within the
next three months, it is safe to predict that these claims will be in the
bands of the Sheriff, instead of being manipulated by the insiders at an
expense of $25,000 per month to shareholders. Superintendent Robinson
remains in the city. We are not advised when he will return to his field

of labor.

Mr. James G. Bennett's yacht Namouna, having on board her dis-

tinguished owner, a few male companions and a fair trinity of young la-

dies, has arrived at Constantinople, and is to sail at once for Alexandria.
It is said that Mr. Bennett wishes to test the strength of the Egyptian
guns, and, with this object in view, proposes to offer his own cheek for a
target. If the gunB penetrate that, they ought to have riddled the 24-

inch plates of the Inflexible.

French Goods.—The French bark Gers, 177 days from Bordeaux, has
arrived, bringing a valuable cargo of assorted French Goods.

Grain Bags.—We note sales of 200,000 Calcutta Standards at 9.70,
9.72£@9.75 July delivery; 20,000 Oakland Jute, July, 9.20.

For Liverpool—The ship Siren has 36,000 quarter-sacks Flour on
board, for account of the Co-operative Millers' Association.

September Wheat—At the Produce Exchange Call 1,000 tons No. 1
White sold for September delivery at $1 73 per cental.

Flour for China.—The British steamer-Cairnsmuir, for Hongkong via
Honolulu, carried 5,000 bbls. flour, all in cloth.

Charter for Wheat.—The latest grain charter, British ship Rock Ter-
race, Cork, U. K., Havre or Antwerp, £2 19s. .

Ho for China!—The British steamer Cairnsmuir sailed on Thursday
for Hongkong with 502 Chinese.

For Sydney.—The German bark Astrea carries to Sydney 4,348 bbls.
and 455 sks. wheat bran.

Entered at ih* Post- Office at San Francisco, Cal., as Second- Class
JtTatter.

Printed and Published by the Proprietor, Frederick Marriott, 607 to 616 Merchant Street, San Francisco, California.
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A KISS FOR SISTER.
The artless innocence of childhood is delightful. The havoc that a

very little girl created may be found in the simple verses that follow:

She was a very little girl, The little girl came romping in,

And as I bent and kissed her, And unto me she said,
" There, that is for yourself," I Baid, " I div that tiss to sisser Bell,

"And this is for your sister." 'Ou left for her wiz me.

Last night I called in a friendly way, " She tissed me lots o' times, an' said

:

Some gay girl friends were there, When folkses 'ouldn't see,

And laugh and jest went gaily round, I might div 'em to 'ou—dns' wait

To banish weary care. 'Til 'ou's alone wiz me!"

I blushed and so did sister Bell,

The gay girl friends, ah me!
I wished the horrid things
A thousand miles at sea. —St. Louis Criterion.

THE EUPHRATES ROUTE TO INDIA.
Under the auspices of the National Club, Sir William Andrew, 0. I.

E., delivered a lecture on June 16th, on " The Euphrates Route to India,"

in connection with the Central Asian question. Sir William Andrew, in

the course of his remarks, said the present position of affairs in Egypt
forced once more to the front the necessity of having an alternative route

to our Eastern possessions, even were the alternative an inferior one in

every respect to that of the Suez Canal. Anything would be better than
to leave our communications with the East at the mercy of such men as

Arabi Pasha and his ignorant soldiers. He had but to sink a single ves-

sel to obstruct the Canal, or to take a few spadesful of earth at certain

portions of the embankment to reduce the magnificent water-way to the
condition of a dry ditch. Sir Bartle Frere, referring to the lecture, said

they had lately heard from the very highest authority in Parliament that
engineers had represented to the Government that it would be very diffi-

cult to make the Suez Canal impassable. But their statement probably
had reference to the idea of draining the water out of che Canal, which,
of course, would be a very difficult matter, as the Canal was on the same
level as the Red Sea and the Mediterranean.

It was a fact, however, that any large vessel by running aground could
block the canal, and any small vessel placed in an advantageous position

would be equally efficacious. He would ask people who had read papers
of all shades of opinion, during the last fortnight, whether, in their opin-

ion, the Suez Canal might not be closed to England any day in the week,
and the danger had even advanced since Sir William had compiled his

paper. Questions had been asked as to whether the projected railway
through the Euphrates valley was likely to pay, but the Bame question
was asked when the local steamboat companies were started, and were
they not paying now? The suggestion was quite practical. The Turkish
Government would one day have given 6 per cent, toward the expense of

construction, and Lord Stratford de Redcliffe, than whom no man of the
earlier part of this generation knew more about Turkey, was willing to

take it up, but these times were past now. This was one of the undertak-
ings which should commend itself to every one who wished for the con-
tinuance of the Turkish Empire, and he (the speaker) thought the con-
tinuance of the Turkish Empire was essential to the interests ofEngland.

A MAGNIFICENT DISPLAY.
Just at the entrance, inside the elegant new depot building which

the C. P. R. R. has erected on the Oakland wharf, Mr. I. W. Taber, the
photographer of No. 8 Montgomery street, has fitted in some twelve large
panels of photographs. These photographs embrace views of the Yosem-
ite Valley, of the Cascades, of Mount Shasta, of San Francisco—in-

cluding some of our hotels, buildings and prominent men—and some mis-
cellaneous views of choice bits of Californian scenery. The whole forms
the most magnificent display of photographic results that has ever been
seen outside of a photographic gallery or an Industrial Fair. The photo-
graphs themselves are perfect specimens of the highest possibilities of the
art by which they were produced, and reflect the greatest credit on the
capacity of the artists who executed the work. To travelers, this collec-

tion of gems—which it is hardly incorrect to designate an art gallery—is

so interesting and instructive that it is no unusual thing for them to stop
over one, and even two, boats, in order to properly examine the display
and appreciate its merits. The new depot building is admittedly an ele-

gant and completely arranged structure, and this collection is about the
most appropriate ornament it possesses, presenting, as it does, to each visi-

tor to our State, on the moment of landing from the overland train, a
panorama of some of the most interesting of our attractions.

ROYALTY'S GENEROUS IMPULSE.
The Prince of "Wales forwarded a telegram to the Mayor of Leicester

respecting Charles Walkerdine, the man who attempted to shake hands
with the Princess of Wales on the occasion of the Royal visit to Leicester
on Whit-Monday, and who was sentenced to seven days' hard labor for
being " drunk and disorderly." The telegram was as follows: '* From the
Prince of Wales, Great Yarmouth, to the Worshipful the Mayor of Lei-
cester—Having seen in the newspapers that the man who ran up to our
carriage has been imprisoned with hard labor, I sincerely hope that you
will remit the remainder of the sentence at my especial wish, in which
the Princess fully concurs." On receipt of this message the Mayor pro-
ceeded to Her Majesty's prison, and in the absence of the governor saw
the chief warden, to whom he showed the telegram, and the man was set
free.

_
The governor, on his return a few minutes afterward, was greatly

surprised to find the prisoner gone, the release, of course, being wholly
irregular. He at once took steps to inform the Home Secretary of what
had occurred, and later in the day the necessary order for the prisoner's
pardon was forwarded from the Home Office, thus giving legal force to
the generous desire of the Prince and Princess.

No Government was probably ever beset with so many difficulties

—

Parliamentary, domestic and foreign—and it is only the gigantic reputa-
tion of Mr. Gladstone that keeps it together. If he were withdrawn, it

would tumble to pieces in a week.

NEW OFFICERS.
At the annual meeting of the Central Railroad Company, the fol-

lowing Board of Directors were elected for the ensuing year : S. C. Bige-
low, A. W. Bowman, A. J. Gunnison, T. R. Hayes, Charles Main, C. P.
Le Breton, G. W. Prescott, Joseph Rosenberg, E. H. Winchester. Sub-
sequently the Board organized by electing S. C. Bigelow, President

;

Charles Main, Vice-President ; A. J. Gunnison, Treasurer; C. P. Le
Breton, Secretary.
The Directors of the California Central Railway, San Joaquin Division,

elected at the annual meeting of stockholders, have organized as follows :

W. W. Walker, President ; Lyman Bridges First Vice-President, Chief
Engineer and General Superintendent ; A. H. Washburn, Second Vice-
President ; P. W. Johnson, Secretary and Treasurer; Robert Turner,
Samuel Miller, J. H. Kinkead, R. P. Layton, W. L. French, Directors.
The Directors of the Yosemite Division of the same road have orga-

nized as follows: W. W. Walker, President ; Lyman Bridges, First Vice-
President, Chief Engineer and General Superintendent ; A. H. Wash-
burn, Second Vice-President ; P. W. Johnson, Secretary and Treasurer;
H. P. Stanwood, Samuel Miller and J. H. Kinkead, Directors.
The Directors of the Mountain Division of the same road are the same

as the San Joaquin Division. Francis Bridges was elected Assistant
Chief Engineer and Assistant General Superintendent for each division.

REGARDING CIVIL SERVICE REFORM.
How debauching and demoralizing the spoils system, under which

our Civil Service is at present worked, is, may be judged from the follow-

ing two advertisements which we take from the columns of the Washing-
ton Republican, the organ of the spoilsman's administration:

dl* "I ()(~i—A lady with good indorsements will give $100 for a good, permanent
tJDJ.\JV-J position in one of the departments. AddressG.G., Republican Office.

WILL give §60 cash and 25 per cent, of 8 Uary as long as retained to any person
procuring me a position under the Government. Address "Money," Re-

publican Office.

The offices of the Government have become a matter of commerce all

around. The friendless must pay the hangers-on to get appointments,
then they must be robbed by assessments, and then they must obey the
orders of boss leaders or be dismissed. It is not surprising that the whole
country, including the better elements of the Republican party, is in re-

volt against the system which not merely tolerates but encourages this

iniquity.

Mme. Rive-King, the distinguished pianist, will give a farewell
matinee recital at Piatt's Hall to-day, at 2 p. m. Mme. Rive-King came
among us as a stranger, heralded by a great reputation, and she had to

maintain that reputation. This is as trying an ordeal as an artiste can
be called upon to paBS through. This lady did pass through it with honor
and credit. Our musical people expected great things, and they were not
disappointed. Mme. Riv^-King will, we have no doubt, be greeted
with a full and appreciative house this afternoon.

There is now on exhibition at Eugene F. Badgley's store, 205 Mont-
gomery street, a magnificent piece of California handicraft in the shape
of a punch bowl worked out of gold and silver and other minerals found
in California, Nevada and Oregon. The design is unique, tasteful, rich

and massive. Two side pieces to hold goblets, and also a ladle are now in
process of manufacture. The whole will form a present from Mr. D.
Humbert, Jr., General Manager of Las Nueve Minas de Santa Maria
Gold and Silver Mining Company, New York, to Governor Carlos R.
Ortiz, of the State of Sonora, Mexico.

The yearly report of the Boys' and Girls' Aid Society, an institution

designed "to better the condition and elevate the tastes of the friendless

and neglected boys and girls of this city," has just been published. It
shows that this admirable institution is accomplishing a great deal of
good, and that, if it had larger financial resources, it could accomplish
still more good. We commend this institution to the attention of the
philanthropic.

Spring Valley Election.—At the annual meeting of the stockholders
of the Spring Valley Water Company, held on Wednesday, the following
officers and Trustees were elected to serve for the ensuing year: Charles
Webb Howard, President ; Oliver Eldridge, Vice-President ; William
Norris, Secretary, and Will Brooks, Assistant Secretary ; Trustees

—

Charles Webb Howard, Charles Mayne, Oliver Eldridge, George W. Gran-
niss, A. B. Forbes, J. D. Fry, J. H. Dobinson.

She Knew Better.—Last week a lady came rushing into a store in
Oakland with a can of baking powder, partially empty, in her hand.
"Look here!" she exclaimed to the store-keeper, "I want you to take
this back and give me something I can depend on—the New England
Baking Powder. This stuff of yours has made my children sick." The
can returned was one of the kind sold with a gift as an inducement. The
lady left that store with a can of New England Baking Powder in her
hand, perfectly contented. Yet, the proprietors of the New England
Baking Powder do not claim to be indorsed by the United States Gov-
ernment, either by act of Congress or otherwise.

PAINE'S HOUSEHOLD ART
.... AND ....

BRIC-A-BRAC ROOMS,
35 GEARY STREET, H. E.

I have purchased the stock and store lately owned by Mr. C. E.

Locke, and am enabled to offer the choice collection of Floor and Wall
Cabinets, Music Stands, Writing Desks, Tables, EaBels, Pedestals, Fine

Potteries, Porcelains, Bric-a-Brac, etc., in all of the NEWEST wareB

and of the CHOICEST designs, at EXCEEDINGLY LOW PRICES.
63T" Visitors are cordially invited to inspect the Show-rooms, and will be politely

received, whether intending buyers or not.

E. PAINE, - - - - - SS Geary Street
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SOCIETY.
lly 20 1882 Plot tboee wbo admire variety in climate. Kruoo

t be * rfcarmiiic place to »Uit» for in the hut week no two
i h»»e been oaiu alike. People say that the earthquakea which have;
ntlv r»it*d it in to blame. and that we are to have more and plenty

of them. If ao, ! ripe, t we nhall have a lively ahakint; up >n '
'

a* that tv I believe, rewarded an the earthquake month of the y. .

it i« time enough to bother about them when that time cornea, and mean-
while I to be thankful we are spared th^
and toenadnea of the other side «<t the continent, and rent content*'.] with
the ancnJ taMpaata that now and then visit this place, of which one i«, I

hear, homing in the distance. Hat a*;ain t aay, "sufficient to tho day is

the evil then
Ye«terdav morning', the nog little Vrench Church on Bush street was

well filled by the friend* <>f Madame Retrnier, among whom I noticed
quite a number <>f our eliU{

, who assembled there to witness the nuptial
ceremonie* between her and Mr. H. R. Hudson, of the Chr.micU.
Promptly at half-past eleven the bridal party entered the ndifl

bridesmaid. Mis* Lyons, and her groomsman, leading the procession.
Then followed the bride and groom, arm-inarm, and after them came
the intimate friends of the bride, her sister. Mad'lle Truffert. and the
bride's two witnesses, Mr. B. <J. I.yon-* and l>r. De Vecchi. The cere-
mony was performed by Father Robert, after which the usual signing
took place in tbe sacristy, and then all was done. A decided improve-
ment, I thought, on the tedious ud wearisome marriage rites I have re-

cently witnessed, at both St. Mary's and St Ignatius. The bride was
most becomingly and very appropriately attired in a mauve silk made en
rrainr, a white lace scarf round her shoulders, and a pink bonnet of deli-

cate shsde. Miss Lyons was dressed in a greenish yellow {I do not know
how else to describe it) gauze, made short; a hat, with feathers to match,
completing her costume; and looked remarkably well. The happy pair
were tbe recipient of some very handsome presents, and no end of good
wishes for their health and happiness. They will spend their honeymoon
at San Jose, and then settle down in a home of their own in this city.

Excursionists in stage-coaches seem to be having a hard time of it, as
news has just been received of another upsetting, on a mountain -side, of a
coach containing a party composed of Messrs. Redding, Cole, Durhrow,
Wilson and Smith, on pleasure thoughts intent. This time, happily, un-
like the late accident near Santa Cruz, the vehicle remained on the grade,
and nothing more serious occurred than the dislocating of shoulders to a
couple of the young gentlemen, Harry Durbrow and Charles Cole, and a
sprained ancle to young Redding. I say happily, as they had a miracu-
lous escape from an awful death. Ben Burling, who came so near being
a victim of the other disaster, has nearly recovered from his injuries, and
has made his appearance again on Montgomery street. By the way, apro-
pos of accidents, I hear that the display of flowers at Mr. Garrison's fu-
neral, who lost his life by the railroad disaster near Long Branch, waB
something wonderful even for New York, there being no less than forty
exquisite set pieces, besides other beautiful floral offerings.

Mrs, Savage departed for Europe last week, intending to make a round
of visits among relatives and friends there before returning again to
America. She was the recipient of an elaborate dinner given in her honor
by Mrs. Lemmen-Meyer, at her South Park residence, the Wednesday
previous, when Mrs. Savage's health and bon voyage was drank with all

honors. Mrs. Lemmen-Meyer herself anticipates a trip to Europe in the
near future, going on a visit to her daughter, the recently wedded Mrs.
Bartning, who is most pleasantly domiciled in the city of Hamburg.
Another departure, which will be a real loss to society, is that of Mrs.

J. C. Fall, who goes to Bee for herself what the new home and surround-
ings of her daughter, Mrs. Steuart Taylor's, are like, in the far off Territory
of Wyoming, and where, she says, she hopes to make the acquaintance of
the noble red man, whether his visit be made in a peaceful guise or other-
wise. Courageous woman ! Let us hope she will return with her scalp
entire and her curiosity satisfied.

The Heads have returned from Monterey, and the D. J. Staples from
Etna Springs; and the Irving Scotts, Mrs. L. A. Boothe and Mrs. Requa
are back from Southern California. Mr. and Mrs. Sam'l Wilson and their
son Moutford arrived home from the East yesterday, and to-day's train
brings Gen. Beale, on a brief visit to look after his sheep and wool in-

terests before plunging into the Congressional campaign that he is anti-
cipating in the East.
The report that we were soon to have back with us again Captain

Coetar and his beautiful wife is, I am sorry to say, quite set at rest by
the announcement that he has been placed on the retired list, so his ser-

vices, in a military light, at least, are of no further possibility on this
coast. Lieutenant Milton, of the Navy, and Mb wife, nee Miss Steele, a
niece of Willie Cunningham, left for the East yesterday. Lieutenant
Milton has been attached to the Ranger for some time back. The usual
run of Saturday and Sunday visitors continues at Monterey, and, in
fact, at nearly all the Summer resorts. Among those at the Tamalpais
last week were the Misses Lake and Mrs. Lebreton, the two young la-

dies having recently returned from Del Monte, which, I am told, they
voted most awfully slow and stupid, but I don't see that San Rafael can
be much of an improvement on it, if all that I hear be true.

Amusements in town seem to be looking up a bit, as it is generally
understood that the Olympic Club gathering to-morrow night will be
gayer and better attended than usual of late. For to-morrow night, also,

invitations are out for a "full-dress surprise" (!) party, to be given by
Mrs. Gladwin at the Galindo Hotel, in Oakland, which the committee in
charge are doing all they can to make a success. I include this in the
gay items for town, as I have always regarded Oakland as a suburb of
'Frisco, for which confession I expect to have my wool pulled the next
time I visit that city of the oaks.

I fear I was premature in congratulating our citizens not long since in
so soon possessing a new place to visit within its limits. The Observatory
on Telegraph Hill has been finished and opened to the public, but the
projected railroad thither is, I hear, abandoned, as the promoters feared
there was no money in it, and wisely gave it up in time. So the Observa-
tory remains for those who dwell on the hill and thereabouts, or for others
who are fonder of climbing steep grades on foot in gales of wind than
the majority of 'Frisco's dwellers, among whom let me include Felix.

Take the Autopbone to the country. Ichi Ban, sole agent, has all

the latest airs.

FASHIONS VOICE.
Taday being one ..f gloom, with which my thought* neceeaarily corre-

spond, and at such time* feeling averne to diarounic aweet fancies
in blue and red, I propose to treat my lady friend* to .» svmphnnv in
black, whi. h, as a dram requisition. I think the moat perfect of all toi-
lette* under the sun; for you can never go astray in choosing a black gar-
ment, which i» as becoming to the dainty, protty-oomplexioned girl oh it

U to the staid beauty of maturer yean—and if you are not a beauty,
black is the most effective color for concealing your plainness. Black is
not only beautiful at all times, either in it* own sombre perfectnem or re-
lieved by blots of color, but it il :i positive god -send to people wbo OUinat
afford a change of robes. One handsome black dress answers admirably
for all occasions. You may wear it in the early morning, walk out in it,

and when evening oomM place carelessly a few bouquets here and there,
or some suspicion of brilliant color in satin bows, or even a profusion of
white lace, discriminate!}* applied, and you have at once a perfect lady's
dress. Some people invest in one gorgeous dress of brown, green, or even
ruby, and, lacking a change, those individuals are always known by that
one unfortunate garment; but black relieves us of the necessity of constant
change, and frees us from the invidious remarks of those who cannot
count their dresses on their fingers. The black grenadines now so exquis-
itely effected by satin and velvet reliefs are made positively nude of orna-
mentation, their own intrinsic beauty being deemed sufficient without
adjuncts. The modes of making such are various; plain skirts over silken
petticoats, with a richly draped overakirt, caught together with handsome
bows, is the most distanouec, though another mode may be mentioned as
charming—a skirt lined with very thin silk, and box-pleated in double
pleats from the waist, with full paniers taken back and looped in two long
ends reaching to the hem of the skirt, is an elegant conceit; and be it ob-
served that when the material is rich in itself a preponderance of trim-
ming is simply ridiculous, and in bad taste. Black net dresses for young
ladies are made with three skirts, which may be picked up with roBes,
gold ferns, or ribbon bows. For evening wear black silk dresses have the
skirts very finely pleated, with rows of shirring at intervals throughout
the entire skirt, over which a black velvet basque looks effective, and may
be enlivened by steel buttons or frogs.

For mourning, crape dresses shirred across the entire front breadth, and
draped at the back with a plain basque, having a plastron of shirring let
in square, back and front of the corsage, is de riguer. Another mode of
making an elegant mourning robe is to have the black silk underskirt ef-

fected by alternate knife pleatings of crape and heavy lace, while a crape
overskirt, cut in points, falls plain over the top frill. The corsage must
be pointed, having a corresponding garniture round the edge.
The great and only Worth is particularly partial to black, therein

showing bis perfect taste. His dresses in black are generally formed in
combinations of two or three fabrics, and have often a color introduced.
One special novelty .is a black grenadine made over white moire", and
trimmed with Spanish lace and moire" ribbon. Another original dress has
a black satin skirt without flounces, with many festoons of thread lace,
while the basque and drapery are of the black brocaded China crape.
The festoons are made of two rows of gathered lace that is three inches
wide. These are near the foot on the front and side breadths, while the
back has three breadths of satin nearly a yard deep, falling in box plaits
to the foot. The brocaded crape is draped as paniers, and edged with
lace. There are also many rows of jet passementerie down the front.
Plain sewing silk grenadine forms the deep plaits of another black dress,
and this has bands of Spanish lace or open embroidery laid on before the
plaits are pressed in. Above this is a black watered silk overakirt deeply
pointed in front and forming a Watteau plait behind. Spanish lace
grenadine and all-silk Spanish laces are made up over terra cotta, bronze
and orange-colored satins.

If women considered and studied the science of dress, or rather of look-
ing well in their dresse?, they would, as a rule, wear black. Certainly, for
those of a certain age, it is the most rejuvenizing color that can be se-

lected. Also in hats, while only one woman in twenty looks well in the
violent shades that are so common, almost everyone appears to advantage
in sombre black. It is true the wide hats surmounted by plumes of black
feathers are rather suggestive of a funeral, but then think of the effect

when a pair of brilliant eyeB glance up from beneath the overshadowed
brim.
Black lace scarfs are most fashionable pinned into form with jet or gold-

headed pins, and black silk hose are now an indisputable addition to a
lady's toilet. On the whole, my word may be taken, ladies, that for per-
fection of effect, there is nothing like black, and so I conclude my sym-
phony. Sxlver Pen.

The pretty cotton dresses have quite lost their charm of simplicity
this year. They are like Lady Teazle when she became a woman of fash-
ion—frilled, flounced, furbelowed, fluted and flooded with flowing lace.

Many are not even recognizable as cottons.

THE"IffiEAT" I XL
MAMMOTH DISPLAY OF

STRA'vV HATS!
THREE HUNDRED CASES OF

Men's and Boys' Straw Hats
TO SELECT FROM.

Amongst this Spring's Importations are some of the Nobbiest Styles
of STRAW HATS FOE YOUNG MEN that have ever been offered

in San Francisco. Strictly One Price.

FLAVIN'S
GREAT

Corner of Kearny and Commercial Streets, S. F.
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HOW LORD LDYBROOK CAME TO THE RESCUE.
Among other letters which Lord Ldybrook found at the Club on

bis return from a six months' yachting cruise, was one from bis sister,

Lady Julia Marchmont, containing the startling news that her daughter

Eva had actually engaged herself to the second coachman. Lord Ldy-

brook very rarely allowed anything to disturb his equanimity, but bis

sister's letter caused him genuine uneasiness. He knew that his niece

was a willful, headstrong girl, with romantic notions, and a strong-minded

contempt for conventionalities. Considerable Bensation had been caused

last season by a young lady of good family eloping with her father's groom,

and Lord Ldybrook did not wish a niece of his to disgrace herself by

a similar escapade. He considered his sister the silliest woman of his ac-

quaintance, and as utterly devoid of tact and discretion as she was amia-

ble, weak and indolent. He trembled to think of the risk of leaving his

niece under the sole control of her mother in such an emergency, and
mindful of the promise he made to his bosom friend, John Marchmont,
on his death-bed, to befriend his children when he was gone, Lord Lyd-
brook summoned sufficient energy to take the next train to Highnam
Hall.
Highnam Hall is in Hertfordshire, within two hours of London. By

the time he arrived there, Lord Lydbrook bad decided on his course of

action, and had resumed his usual placid, imperturbable frame of mind.

He had a long conversation with Lady Julia, whose complete helplessness

convinced him of the necessity for his interference. It appeared that

when Lady Julia and her family were in London last season, Miss Eva
used to ride in the Park every morning, attended by the second coach-

man as groom. The man was a good-looking young fellow, superior to

hiB class both in manners and appearance, with some little education.

His civility attracted the notice of his young mistress, who got in the

habit of exchanging a few words with him during their rides. Some good-

natured friend warned Lady Julia of the danger, real or imaginary, to

which her daughter was exposed, and the anxious mother, by her injudi-

cious remonstrances aud reproaches, succeeded in rousing Miss Eva's defi-

ant temper. The groom was immediately dismissed with ignominy, and
Miss Eva Marchmont, who probably had not thought much about bim
before, began to fancy she had a regard for him. The young man worked
upon the girl's feelings, and at length persuaded her to listen to his ardent

protestations of love and devotion, until she one day horrified her mother
by announcing that she was engased to him. Lady Julia left London in

the middle of the season, in the hope of removing her daughter out of the

man's reach, but the young fellow followed his lady love into the country,

and waB at present staying in the village. The girl seemed so determined
to have her own way, and so indifferent to her mother's remonstrances,

that Lady Julia had almost abandoned herself to despair, and talked in

the most foolish manner of the possibility of a mrrriage actually taking

place.

Having learned all the details of the unfortunate affair, Lord Lyd-
brook joined his young nephews and nieces at luncheon. Lady Julia had
several children, all plain and uninteresting excepting Eva, whose face

was decidedly intellectual, if not handsome. She was her uncle's favorite,

perhaps because he was the only person who could manage her. But
Lord Lydbrook owed this ascendancy rather to his tact and coolness

than to the respect due to his age and relationship. Miss Eva's rebellious

spirit and passionate temper made her resent the authority of her elders,

and her uncle was perfectly alive to the delicate nature of the task which
lay before him.
Lord Lydbrook's manner was charming when his favorite niece made

her appearance. The young lady had heard of her uncle's arrival, and
was prepared to defy him, as she had done her mother and sisters. She
entered the room with flushed cheeks and glistening eyes, ready to hold
her own against all the uncles in the world. To her surprise, however,
Lord Lydbrook greeted her affectionately, and paid her a flattering com-
pliment. He even inquired after "Mr. Charles," and hoped to have the
pleasure of making his acquaintance. There was no suspicion of sarcasm
in her uncle's tone, so the girl was forced to believe his sincerity. The
"Mr. Charles" sounded contemptuous, but when she reflected that she
herself did not know the surname of her lowly admirer, she could not ac-

cuse her uncle of disrespect. Lord Lydbrook did not embarrass hiB

niece by asking further questions, but proceeded to give an interesting
account of his recent expedition, describing the places he had visited and
the people he had seen in that inimitable vein of dry humor for which he
was famous among bis friends.

After lunch, Lord Lydbrook lit a cigar and strolled leisurely across
the park to the village. He called at the " Three Cups " inn and asked
for "Mr. Charles." The young man looked very ill at ease when he saw
the Peer. But when his Lordship politely said be had called on purpose
to make his acquaintance, and offered him a cigar, " Mr. Charles " recov-
ered himself a little. Lord Lydbrook ordered a bottle of wine to be
brought into the coffee-room, and while waiting for this refreshment, he
had time to take stock of the young man's appearance. Mr. Charles was
quite good-looking enough to turn the head of a young and impressionable
girl, but there was an expression of low cunning on his face which con-
vinced Lord Lydbrook that he was shrewd and unscrupulous—in short,
a dangerous man to deal with.
"Mr. Charles " showed his wisdom by leaving his Lordship to explain

the object of his visit. Most men in Lord Lydbrook's situation would
have felt embarrassed, but the cool-headed Peer was quite unperturbed.
He said, with charming frankness, that bis niece's family could not pre-
tend to be gratified at the choice she had made. On the other hand, it

was impossible to ignore the fact that she waB old enough to know her
own mind. Her family objected very much to the young lady carrying
on a clandestine love affair, and yet they were not prepared to recognize
the engagement. Under these circumstances, Lord Lydbrook suggested
that the best course would be for " Mr. Charles" to visit at the house as
a friend of the family, and perhaps in time the engagement might be de-
clared. Lord Lydbrook concluded by saying that Lady Julia would be
delighted if " Mr. Charles" would dine at the Hall that evening.
When Lord Lydbrook told his sister what he had done, her Ladyship

nearly had a fit. The Peer was obliged to use all his influence to reconcile
her to his project. Any other evening, protested poor Lady Julia, in a
flood of tears, would not have mattered so much ; but to night, when Mr.
and Mrs.

t

Travers were dining at the house, and young Mr. Mapleton,
who admired Eva so, and would be such an excellent match! But Lord
Lydbrook prevailed, as usual. Mr. and Mrs. Travels, he replied, were

old and intimate friends, to whom everything could be explained, and he
would make the necessary apologies to young Mapleton, if any should be
needed. Lady Julia calmed down after awhile, and just before dinner
was announced, when all the other guestB had arrived, the astonished but-
ler ushered in " Mr. Charles."
Lord Lydbrook advanced to meet his guest with perfect affability. The

poor young man looked so sheepish and awkward that his appearance was
quite pitiable. All his good looks seemed to have vanished ; his face
shone with soap, his hair glistened with pomatum, his clothes did not fit

him, and hishands looked painfully large and red. Poor Lady Julia shud-
dered as she gave him the tips of her fingers, and her daughters bowed
and were fairly horror-stricken. "Mr. Charles'" arrival was a surprise
to every one but Lord Lydbrook and Lady Julia, and especially to Eva.
The poor girl was covered with confusion, and though she gallantly ral-
lied and went and sat by her lover, it was evident to her uncle's keen eyes
that she was as much shocked as any one.
The dinner was like a dreadful nightmare to the hostess and her daugh-

ters, whose worst anticipations were realized by " Mr. Charles " behavior.
If he had only had the sense to keep silence, his awkward habit of putting
his knife in his mouth, and the innumerable social solecisms he committed,
might have escaped notice ; but whether from extreme nervousness, or
from the idea that he ought to assert himself, he persisted in talking loud-
ly to every one, and every word he uttered was a flagrant offense against
good taste and the Queen's English. Lord Lydbrook was in his wicked-
est mood, and, to his sister's horror, amused himself by drawing out the
unsophisticated guest. Affecting a deep interest in the young man's
opinions on all subjects, his Lordship mercilessly caused him to betray
his ignorance, his innate vulgarity, and hiB coarseneBs of mind with hid-
eous distinctness. Flattered by the notice he received, " Mr. Charles "

soon became offensively familiar, and as dinner proceeded showed symp-
toms of intoxication. He grew quarrelsome and noisy, contradicted Lady
Julia, let fall an oath (for which he had sense enough to apologize), and
even snubbed Eva herself when she attempted to restrain him. The un-
fortunate girl sat upon thorns the whole evening, and never felt so bit-

terly humiliated in her life. But she was too proud and too loyal to de-
sert her lover, and though inexpressibly shocked by the exhibition he was
making of himself, she addressed her conversation to him and did her
best to smooth matters over. Her uncle was so touched by her ardent
distress, that he signaled to Lady Julia to lead the way to the drawing-
room immediately after dinner.
Lord Lydbrook did not allow " Mr. Charles " to join the ladies in the

drawing-room ; in fact, the young man was not in a fit state for ladies' so-
ciety.

_
With some difficulty he persuaded him to leave the house, and

sent him back to the Three Cups under the escort of one of the stable
boys. The look of intense relief upon his niece's face when the other
gentlemen entered the drawing-room alone, gave him strong hopes as to
the success of his experiment.
But Lord Lydbrook waB by no means easy in his mind next morning,

when he awoke and reflected on what had passed. However upset his
niece might have been at the conduct of her lover, ahe was the sort of girl
who would revenge herself on her relatives, for the humiliation Bhe had
suffered, by marrying the man in spite of everything. His lordship was
therefore more disgusted than surprised when his valet brought him the
news that the house was in a commotion, because Miss Eva had disap-
peared, and was supposed to have run away in the night.
Without losing a moment, Lord Lydbrook dressed himself, and rode

down to the "Three Cups." He was very much relieved to find that
"Mr. Charles "was still in bed and asleep, but his uneasiness revived
when he recognized his niece's handwriting on a note addressed to the
young man, which had been brought by one of the railway porters. If
ever Lord Lydbrook felt inclined to violate the sanctity of a letter it was
on that occasion. He restrained his first impulse, however, and carried
the letter to " Mr. Charles " in person. The young man was sleeping
heavily when Lord Lydbrook woke him, and put the missive in his hand.
"Mr. Charles "was evidently dull of comprehension after the previous
night's dissipation, for he read the letter once or twice with a very blank
expression, and then handed it to Lord Lydbrook, and asked him, peevish-
ly what the deuce it meant. The note ran thus :

—

"Miss Marchmont presents her compliments to 'Charles' and regrets she has mis-
taken her feelings towards him. Miss Marchmont is sure ' Charles ' will agree with
her that they had better not meet again. Miss Marchmont is leaving home for a long
time, to stay with her sister, and trusts Charles will forget her, and encloses a bank-
note for ten pounds."
"What the does it mean ? repeated the young man, using a very

strong expletive, and eyeing Lord Lydbrook savagely." "It means, said
my Lord quietly tearing the letter into shreds, and laying the bank-note
on the bed, " that you have made a most confounded fool of yourself, and
deserve to be thrashed for your impertinence. My niece has been obliged
to leave home on purpose to avoid you, and if you ever attempt to annoy
her again, or any of her family, I'll horsewhip you."

—

Truth,

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,

Sawing1

, Planing: and Manufacturing—Boors, Sashes, Blinds and
Mouldings--Turning:, Scroll and Jig Sawing:—Counters,

Bar and Store Fixtures.
Finishing Work for Buildings on Hand and Made to Order.

217 to 225 Spear SI., aud 218 to 226 Stewart St., S. F.
The largest and oldest established mill on the Pacific Coast.

D. A. Macdonald, Pres't. R. S. Falconer, Sec'y. W. N. Miller, Supt
[March 25.]

P. N. Neuvai. "W. S. Somervell.

PACIFIC ASPHALTUM COMPANY.
Established 1865-

Proprietors of the Celebrated Corral de Fiedra Asphaltum Mine,
(San Louis Obispo County).

Dealers in Crude and Meftned

ASPHALTUM, FELT AND ROOFING MATERIAL.
Prepared Asphaltum for Country Orders always on hand. Contractors for Side-

walks, Roofs, Floors and General Asphaltum Work. All Work Guaranteed.

Officeand Depotf 420 Jachson. \
Branch ffice, 422 Montgomery,8.F.
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OF PITTSBURG
father wm a tbu-liiy Vulcan

;

1 am Smith of the l»n-l *n.l ma;
The canning -writ of TiiUh'wn

Cam* with my marrow to mi
1 think (rrwU thonghU, stroojr-wiaKwl with swl,

act*.

And orb thr impalpable dreamt ef Men
Ioto comely, lyric facta.

I am Monarch of all the Forget,
I hare tolved the riddle of tire.

The Amen of Nature to cry of Man.
Aoawtra at my detire,

I aearch with the subtle toul of flame
The heart ol the rocky Earth,

And hi>t from my anvil* the propbeciea
Of the miracle- year* leap forth.

t am awart with the aoota of my furnace,

I drip with the sweata of toil ;

My finger* throttle the savage waste*,

I tear the curee from the aoil.

I fling the bridges acrota the milfs

That hold us from the Tu-Be,
And build the road* for *.he bannered march

Of crowned humanity. —Richard Healf.

LITERARY NOTES.
^— The Prussian Government, always liberal in granting historians

aoceat to its archives, has now permitted the publication of the moat au
thentii- materials for a very modern chapter of history. This is a volume,
edited by Von Poachiuger and published by Hinsel, of Leipzig, contain-

ing the con6dential correspondence between Prince Bismarck and Count
Manteuffel during the years 1851 and 1854, when the former was the
Prussian representative at the German Diet at Frankfort, and the latter

Minister of Fonjgn Affairs at Berlin. A second volume will carry the
correspondence down to 1859.— The Publishers* Circular states: Mr. George H. Ellis, of Boston,
U. S., will issue at once "Gems of the Orient," a volume of aphorisms
and selections from the Hindoo, Chinese, Persian and Arabic literatures,

edited by Rev. C. D. B. Mills, of Syracuse. New York, one of the few
Americans who have achieved distinction in Oriental studies. The work
will contain nearly eight hundred very carefully selected extracts in prose
and verse, including many passages which have never before been put into

English.

^— A new volume ol poems from Mr. Longfellow, including all the
lyrics that he wrote after the publication of " Ultima Thnle," is pub-
lished by Houghton. Mifflin & Co., and is called "In the Harbor: Ul-
tima Thule, Part II.," a title chosen by Mr. Longfellow himself. The
same publishers announce that Mrs. Ole Bull is writing a life of her hus-

band, which they will issue in the autumn.— A literary treasure of singular appositeness, says the London Ath-
etueum, has just turned up in the form of a preface, written by Thackeray
for the second edition of his " Irish Sketch Book," but suppressed by the
publishers as being too outspoken. The paper is said to be written in
Thackeray's most vivacious and most characteristic style, and will soon
be published in the Century magazine.

•^— The first two numbers of the Breeder and Sportsman have made
their appearance, and the paper is fairly launched upon the troubled sea
of journalism. The style and appearance of the paper is good, and it

contains a large quantity of well written matter relating to sporting and
breeding affairs. The tone of the new journal is dignified, and its literary

quality unquestionable. It is beyond question far ahead of any paper of
its class ever published on this coast, and it deserves to succeed.— Uncle Sam's Weekly, a new publication, founded, its salutatory
says, on the ruins of the Herald, has just made its appearance. What mis-
sion it came to this world of sin upon, we do not know. Its editor exhib-
its a good deal of selective talent.

-^— Wilkie Collins is engaged in writing a new serial story, the publi-
cation of which will begin at once. In this work the question of vivisec-

tion is placed in a new point of view, by tracing the effect of the ha-
bitual practice of cruelty on human character.

^— Mr. Thomas Hughes is engaged upon a memoir of the late Daniel
Macmillan, who, with his younger brother, the present much respected
head of the house, founded the firm of Macmillan & Co.— A complete edition of the prose works of the Italian poet, Giosue
Carducci, is announced.

A CURIOUS CLUB.
Some members of Parliament who have been to America talk of

establishing a counterpart of the "State in Schuylkill " Club of Phila-
delphia. This is an eccentric institution 150 years old. Among its pecu-
liarities one is that when the members and guests dine together the at-

tendance of servants is absolutely dispensed with. A caterer is selected
from among the members, and under his direction the dinner is prepared
by the members and guests. They also lay the cloth, wait on themselves
at dinner, and wash up the dishes afterward. The Club is held in high
repute, chiefly on account of its age. It is among its records that George
Washington in America once dined there. It is certain that only the
other day President Arthur was a guest, and with sleeves rolled up took
his part in peeling the potatoes, and subsequently helped to wipe the
dishes, which the Attorney-General and two Chief Justices had washed,
This, of course, casts a halo of respectability over the Club. To the Bnob-
bish mind, however, there is an element of vulgarity in the idea, and
neither the eccentricity nor the fun that may arise out of it will make it

popular with that class who think it degradation to black one's own boots
or brua h one's coat.

Just opened, choice Scarfs, Cravats and Hosiery, at Carmany's Shirt
Store, 25 Kearny street.

BANKS.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital w.ooo.ooo.
WM.AI.VURD PmMrai.
I HO n AN HHOWN, *'Hhl.r ll I'BBAY, Jr., A.'11'Mbl.r

Afllm:
N.W York, Agency ol the li.uk o( Call.imla ; BoMon, Trwnont National Bank ,Chicago Union National Bank ; .St Lonta, lk»Unan. Saving Bank ; Now Zealand,

the Bank of Now Zealand. Correspondent In London. Meamra. N. M. Rothachlld *
Sona CorroapondenU in India, China, Jaistn and Australia, tho Orlontal Bank Cor-
I>oratlon.

Thy Bank ha. AgonclM at Virginia city, and Correspondent. In all tho princi-
pal Mining District* and Interior Town, of tho Pacific Coast.

Letter, ol Credit laaucd, available In all paru of tho world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dublin, Paris, Borlln, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-..ntho-alaln, Antwerp,
Ameterdam. St. Petoreburgh, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama. Sor. 4.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Kuynl fliartrr « nplinl paM up, Hl.mil>..

000, with power to increase to $10,000, 000. Southeast corner California and San-
some streets. Head Ottice— 28 Cornhil], London. Branchea—Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria, Now Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.

riiis Bank transact* a Oencral Banting Business. Accounts opened subject to Check
and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available in al parts of
the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon it* Agents
a* follows :

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank

; Scotland -British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 18. FREDERICK TOWNSEND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Paid up Capital 91,500,000, Gold. President, R. C. Wool-

worth Vice-President, D. Callaghan ; CaBhier, E. D. Morgan.
Directors :—R. C. Wool worth, D. Callaghan, C. O. Huyker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue,>4saac Wormser, James Phelan, James Motfltt, N. Van Bergen.
Corrkspondbnts—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse,
Neuman&Co. Paris: HottinguerA Co. NewYork: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-
pared to transact a general Banking busineaa. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal
cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Coinraercia
Credits issued available in Europe, Chh.a and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rateB of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital. $2,100,000.

San Francisco Office, 434 California street; Loudon Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co. ; Boston. Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between Baid cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid Up $3,000,000
Beserve.TJ. S. Bonds 4,000,000.

Aftrency at New York, 62 Wall street.
A.gency at Virginia, Nev.

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-
elers' Credits. This Bank has special facilities for dealing in Bullion. Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
422 California St., San Francisco.

London Office, 3 Angel Court ; New York Ag-ents, J. W. Sel-
igman & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, $6,000,000. Will re-

ceive DepoBits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,
loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.

FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.
P. N. Lilibnthal, Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITAL. £300,000.
Officers: Vice-President, Jerome Lincoln ; Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other
Approved Securities. Office : No. 216 Sansome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Spar and JLelhbank, No 526 Californlastreet, San

Francisco. Officers : President, L. GOTTIG. Boar© of Directors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Eggers, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE ; Attorney, JOHN R.
JARBOE. May 18.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Refinery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot. etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in their

various forms.
June 18. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

TO LEASE,

For a lone term—Lot on north side of Townsend street,
between Fourth and Fifth, 183 4-12 feet easterly from Fifth. Sire 91 8-12 feet

by 120 feet. Apply to JOHN ROACH,
April 1. 219 Montgomery street.

\£*£*ii a we*k in your own town. Terms and $5 outfit free.
(pOO Addre«s H. Hat.t.ett it Co.. Portland, Maine.
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"PLEASURE'S WAND."
fcl We Obey no Wand hut Pleasure's."—Tom Moore.

The merest thread of a story drawn through three acta of grotesque

pantomime, of wonderful stage mechanism and of marvelous antics, acro-

batic and otherwise, is the entertainment given by the Hanlon troupe. It

has not a plot of any dramatic merit, its characters have no particular

individuality, and its dialogue is neither striking nor witty
;
quite the

reverse. But it serves its purpose admirably. It is simply a ration d'etre

for all the fun, the cleverness and the capers of the remarkable fellows

who constitute the troupe. Associated with the performers of the name
of Hanlon—of which there are five—there are two or three others, who
have been identihed with the troupe since the commencement of its career

in this style of entertainment. All of these are remarkable for their in-

dividual agility. The outsiders, so to apeak, who bear the burden of the

dramatic part of the story are not only fully satisfactory in that respect,

but are themselves quite expert in the physical tours de force that form

the striking episodes of the show. In the French original there was a

little more development of the dramatic part of the farce (to call it by
some name), wholly in a spicy, naughty direction, for which the sleeping

car scene afforded manifold opportunity. The English adaptor has seen

fit to modify this, to the detriment of his work, I think. The charm of

the performance lies in the rapidity and neatness of execution of the

different tricks. The fun is produced by the suddenness of these capers

and antics, and their invariably humorous form. The perfection of

ensemble action is attained by the clever performers. Everything runs

along smoothly, without a hitch of even the minutest kind. The brothers

William and Frederick, who assume the roles of the two footmen, are the

only ones whose performances are of the legitimate pantomimic order.

They possess sufficient mobility of features, expression of countenance

and significance and appropriateness of gesture to make their work most
highly amusing and entertaining. The other brothers, and besides them
Francis C. Wyatt and R. Jones, have to combine dialogue and acrobatics

to carry out the requirements of their respective parts, and that they do

so most satisfactorily is a compliment to both their mental qualifications

and their physical agility. Richard M. Carroll, Charles Arnold and E.

V. Sinclair, who play the still more legitimate dramatic characters, are

also more or less involved in the physical difficulties with which the enter-

tainment abounds, but less so aggressively and decidedly more so objective-

ly. On the female side of the cast, there is nothing of enough importance to

deserve particular mention. Miss Kate Foley's character is the only one

that rises above the ranks of the chorus girls, and as the author has, with

due gallantry isolated the heroine from the breakneck situations, she has

nothing to do but to sing a song and look pretty. The former require-

ment she fillB very badly, the latter she possesses most undeniably. As
a whole, this is a performance that, from its unique and novel character,

presents a bountiful repast of food for amusement and laughter—laughter

of that healthy kind that ripples forth naturally and heartily, and amuse-
ment of that sort that refreshes the brain, tired of its routine workings.

I have alwayB thought that a Christmas pantomime, as given at the Lon-
don theatres, would be a big draw here, and the success of this entertain-

ment substantiates my opinion, for, in its mechanical devices, Le Voyage
en Suisse bears a strong resemblance to a Boxing Night show. A word of

credit is due to Robert Cutlar, on whom, as machinist, falls the responsi-

bility of a successful manipulation of the stage machinery, and one of re-

proach for the man who arranged the programme. The c st, as printed,

must be full of errors, for it does not contain the name of Alfred Hanlon,
to whom reference is made in an appended note, and there are only two
of the Captain'B nephews on the stage, instead of the three on the pro-

gramme. One of the two is young Carroll, the other must be either

George or Edward Hanlon. What, then, becomes of the missing one ?

It seems strange, too, that such a clever fellow as the one who plays the
waiter should be at the foot of the list, under the humble name of R.
Jones. The orchestra are playing in a most agreeable way under
Schmidt's leadership; but the cornet-player seems to be a weak and in-

different instrumentalist. The theatre is crowded nightly, and the audi-

ence fairly beams with jollity.

* * # * *

No change to report at the California. Billy Rice is as fat and jocund
as ever. There is a wealth of humor in his very appearance, and with
his unction and decided aggressiveness of manner, is naturally in the fore-

most ranks of end men. Thatcher's forte is a peculiarly mild way of speak-
ing, that makes his jokes very effective. I would suggest, though en

passant, that we have heard " Willie's Wishes" before, and a great maoy
timeB, too, and that we all regret that we can't grant them, so they
need not be expressed any more. This to Rice. To Thatcher I would
apprehensively remark, that that whistle story was currently told long
before well, long before whistles were invented. I say " apprehensively
remark," for I understand that it iB sacrilege to make any unpleasant re-

marks about minstrel jokes, and I don't know but I may be struck by
lightning. The septette sing their selections with very good taste. The
programme is a good one, but here and there it is decidedly hackneyed
and worn.

I did not see Pinafore, as played by the Mitchell Pleasure Party. I
put off going until this week, and they put off this week themselves

—

to the East. I am told that as far as Emma Carson, Calice and Bishop
were concerned it was a very meritorious performance. As to the others,
charity suggests silence. The theatre is now closed.*****
Nothing new about the Bush street Theatre. Locke has recovered

from his illness and is about. The amount of his indebtedness is larger
than at first supposed.

At the Tivoli and at the Winter Garden spectacular opera is in full

sway. Both pieces are doing a tremendous business, and their respective
bills are up for an indefinite period.***** k-

By my Eastern exchanges I see that there is a dearth of good leading
men for Btock companies. Why don't some one go to England and en-
gage Charles Coghlan! He is an actor of the highest talent and ability,

but did not Beem to catch the public while in this country. I remember
biB unsuccessful engagement at the Baldwin some few years ago. He

gained the appreciation of the cultured few, if not that of the ignorant
many.*****
Louise Paullin, one of San Francisco's girls, has "caught on" inNewYork.

She was well known here in the past as a child actress, and latterly ap-
peared with Emilie Melville. Her voice is said to have greatly improved.******
Sardou has declared his intention of ceasing to write for the stage as

I
soon as he has finished some five or six plays now projected. He says his

|

intention is based upon two things, the perversion of public taste and the
;
want of actors. He Bays there are no longer any comedians ; there are
only tenorini of operetta. He is right about this, and also when he refers

to the perversion of public taste. Audiences now-a-days are so stupid
and lacking of intelligence that they suffer exaggeration and convention-
ality in place of demanding nature and art.

* * *****
Sidney Cowell, a delightful soubrette, who recently finished a tour

with one of the Hazel Kirke companies, objects to any more traveling.
She aptly remarks : "Time spent on the wing is wasted time, profiting
nothing to mind or body, further than the consciousness of working
harder than is necessary for one's daily bread. And there is the melan-
choly fact that the actor is obliged to degrade rather than to elevate his
art. He cannot act up, but must act down to the level of the average
country audience's appreciation." The little lady is quite right. The
combination system has worked, and is still working, deadly injury to
dramatic art. It is a system that is all for the manager, and leaves noth-
ing for the actor.*****

Gilbert and Sullivan's new opera will be produced in London, Boston,
New York, Chicago, Philadelphia and San Francisco simultaneously. For
the next five years they cannot write anything for anybody but Michael
Gunn and D'Oyley Carte, as per contract.——-Russell Bassett is going to
star! Do you remember him ? A weak, commonplace, alleged actor at
the California some years ago.——An " author," with a roll of manuscript
under his arm, approached McConnell in front of the California yester-
day. " Understand you want a new play, sir. I've got one here, sir, with a
lighthouse in it." " Thank you," interrupted Mac, " but I am not play-
ing lighthouses just now."——Sothern's amusing book, Birds of a Feather
Flock Together, is having a large sale.—Manbury, who married Emma
Cliefden, owns a yacht and is enjoying it.—Ella Wesner is to the sur-
face again. Some friends have been presenting her with jewelry. For
what ?——Parsloe has a neat Summer-place at Long Branch.*-—Joseffy
is at Newport.——Wilhelmj's tour of Australia was a financial failure,

and he is on his way back to Europe. '"Euryanthe was sung in London
recently for the first time in forty-three years.—John Gilbert says that
the stage never was lower than it is now, and that he sees no art and no
promise in it. Catherine Lewis and hubby sailed for England under
the name of Mr. and Mrs. Smith.—Heme is still making money with
Hearts of Oak, that watery drama—one-half sea and one-half tears.——"
Elsie Moore— pretty little Elsie— will play in one of Campbell's
White Slave combinations next season.-*—Since my last, no more
variety performers have joined the ranks of the legitimate.—
A hotel-keeper, who engaged a concertist to play dance music at his house,
boasted recently that he had a " private tooter "in his family.—Whit-
tier thinks we shall have trouble and annoyances in heaven. We may
have to criticise the harp playing !-—«-A Boston paper, in a poem on the
late Emerson, makes a had typographical Blip, and says, " We brayed and
sang together." Must have been thinking of Billy.*—It costs a good
deal to go from New York to England and back, then to San Francisco
and back, and about the same time, so managers all over the East are
going to substitute an English tour to a Pacific Coast one for their compa-
nies.—The Philadelphians have issued a ukase abolishing the trustful
monkey on top of the tuneful hand-organ.——The Frohmann Company
takes away nearly all the familiar local theatrical people. Bradley, Jen-
nings, Grismer, and Phcebe Davis are about the only ones left. Hold on !

there is also our old stand-by, Miss Clara Walters, alias " Shamus
O'Brien." I have heard her recite that over seventeen times. —There
will he fourteen eccentric comedians on the road next season, Raymond,
Joe Jefferson, Billy Florence, Nat Goodwin, Neil Burgess, Sol Smith
Russell, C. B. Bishop, Curtis, Willie Edouiu, John Howson, Mestayer,
Roland Reed, Harry G. Richmond and Bob Graham. There is fun
enough for all tastes. Besides these, J. J. Mackay and Jacques Kruger
have stellar aspirations.—One scene in Romany Rye will cost $3,000 to
get up. It is the foundering of the steamship, and is said to be the most
intricate setting ever seen on the Btage. In the third act of this same
there will be an aviary containing five hundred live birds. In the cast
there will be forty-two people ; and all this for a play that is nothing
but rot, rot, rot.——The hegira of local dramatic talent has not yet
taken place, but is sufficiently near at hand to fill the " can't get-away

(

crowd with envy and despair. Beauclerc.

BALDWIN'S THEATRE.
Great Success ofTHE HANLONS,

In Their Laughable Parisian Absurdity,

Le Voyage En Suisse.

Brine the Chi'dren to the Matinee on Saturday Afternoon,
And let them Enjoy Themselves for Two Hours and a Half, and be

Kept Screaming with Laughter.
[July 22.|

WINTER GARDEN,
Stockton street, between Post and Sutter streets.—Statu A

Maack, Proprietors. Continued Success Nightly of the WINTER GARDEN
OPERA COMPANY, in John Burnett's Romantic Spectacular Opera of

^EOLIA !

or, THE MOUNTAIN SYLPH- This evening and until further notice will be con-

tinued with its Mysterious Illusions, Startling Mechanical Effects and Gorgeous Scenic
! and Transformation Achievement. MISS LTHEL LYNTON and MR. FRED. BOR-
)
NEMANN in the title roles. Grand Incantation Scene and Rendezvous of the

I Wizard of the Glen. Salamanders, Caverns, Sylph Laud on silver Lake, Palace of

the Queen and Home of the Sylphs. July 22.
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SPORTING ITEMS.

• nk topic of oofiTOTwtioo in «|mrtinc circle- ilu.rit.jr the
pM w»»k «• th* g\»r* exhibition kiw^n StiUUaa, of Boutin, *nd
''To*" WU«n«, of EojrUod, in Madison Square liaruena, on tut M n.Uv
night. Th* mult of th* mill »nl h»w Sullivan failed to " kno.

hi* *ro*ll*r opponent w*re known to »11 the world long KRO. bat the fi^ht.

f«»r fitfht it may well be called, •*• :<*ach a loaaon well u rthy
of more than paMin? chudcdL \Vh*n the result of the match came to
han-1 the people in th- clubs, in nlDOaa, in *t.<ree, barber-ahopa, on
'Cbanjre, and all plat** where men conere^ato, appeared to be lost in

r and admiration at the rast strength and skill of Sullivan, who
had managed to knock d*>*n " Tog " Wlttoa twenty seven times in half as

many mi miU'-. When it became known that "' 'lW " Wilson had chal-

lenged Sullivan to ficht a fist fight, the Indignation of the people here, at
the presumption of Wibmo knew uobounda The idea of anv man daring
to challenge Sullivan seemed to be absurd in the extreme. That Sullivan
failed to knock his opponent out was to them only a proof that Wilson
doss***-* a tremendous capacity to receive punishment ; that he knocked
Wilson down twenty-seven times was accepted as proof that do man in

the world has any show with Sullivan at all in a fight whose length la only
limited by the defeat of une of the contestants. To me the tight tells an
utterly different tale, I am no great believer in the prowess of "Tug"
Wilson ; I do not believe that he is as good a man as was Tom Savers in

bis best days, but I have a still poorer opinion of SnUivan'i merit ss a
fighter, and fancy that this fight proves him to be nothing but a hot-

beaded " raaner," without even the brute power to hit that has generally
been accorded to him. Wilson i* an old ring fighter, and is well versed
in all the art* and tricks of professional pugilists. He was seconded by
Edwards and Chambers, the two most cunning pugilists who ever fought
in a ring. Their only object was to save Wilson from being knocked
out, and thereby win a stated sum of money and certain fame that
possesses a tangible value. Clearly Wilson's plan was to spar against

time to avoid punishment. Sullivan had nothing to fear from him in the
shape of return blows, and could therefore concentrate all his strength
and energy on knocking him down. Wilson soon found that the best plan
to avoid punishment was to go down, and it may fairly be presumed that
he fell as • iften and as quickly as possible. Bach fall meant for him a rest

of ten seconds, and a fall without a severe blow had also the effect of mad-
dening Sullivan and causing him to waste his strength and hit wildly.

The telegraph says that Wilson cleverly avoided several blows that would
have knocked over a horse. This shows that Sullivan's distances were
bad, as no man should deliver a blow with all his strength unless he is

sure his opponent's body is in a place to meet its force. Sullivan's ill-

judged blows only had the effect of exhausting his strength, and did Wil-
son no harm. In the first round, when Sullivan was fresh and strong, he
km>cked Wilson down nine times, In the next round he managed to floor

him eight times. The six minutes hard hitting then commenced to tell,

and in the third round he could only floor Wilson five times. In the last

round he knocked Wilson off bis feet twice and three times Wilson went
down from light blows. He was then played out, and had the tight been
continued, Wilson, who was fresh and unexhausted, could have punished
Sullivan severely, and perhaps done a little knocking down himself. This
will be Sullivan's fate the first time he meets a good man in the ring. He
will wear himself out with his passionate, ungovernable rushes, and then
fall an easy prey to the man who had sense enough to husband his

strength. Such a man as Jem Mace was ten years ago would find it an
easy task to make Sullivan whip himself. He is nothing without tiis

rushes, and he cannot keep them up long, as the late mill shows. Had
the " mill " been under the rules of the London Ring it would have* con-
sisted of 27 rouudB and would have lasted 25 minutes. Many of the hard-
est fights for the championship in the days of Cribb, Spring, Brettle,

Mike Madden and Sayers did not last as long as that, and it does
not show Sullivan to be much of a wonder when he is unable to beat

a small middle weight, with more work and time than it took Cribb to

win the championship of England agaiust one of the best men that ever
lived. Wilson is nearly ten yearB older than Sullivan, and for eleven
years from the time he was twenty-two years of age he left the ring, and
lived the life of an ordinary English mechanic. He made a hard tight

with Alf Greenfield, but was not successful in whipping him, aud is not
considered in England to be up to championship form. Sullivan's entire
reputation rests upon his having beat Paddy Ryan, a man who was
" stood off" by old Joe Goss for 47 rounds, and then only won "because
Goss was worn out. If a fist fight, under London rules, ever comes about
between the two heroes of last Monday, I rather fancy that Sullivan's

fame will receive no added lustre. The match, however, is very much in

doubt. When $16,000 in gate money rewards a couple of " pugs " for fif-

teen minutes' work with the gloves—and which, according to all accounts,
hurt neither of them—it is hardly likely that they will care to risk fame,
and perhaps liberty, in a fist fight, that at most will only net the winner
a paltry couple of thousands.—Owen Judge took my remarks of last

week so much to heart that he has been hard at work ever since, training
for his mill with Dan O'Connell on Monday night next. I have again
been requested by many ladies and gentleman to point out the fact that
the Dan O'Connell who is to fight Judge je a recent importation, and uot
the O'Connell whose beautiful little book of poems and frequent appear-
ance as Poet of the Day, at Blue and Gray celebrations, have endeared
him to the hearts of all lovers of genius. I am pleased to make the an-
nouncement, and am also free to state that Dan, the poet, possesses such
magnificent proportions that he would prove as great a hero in the field of
muscle as in the field of literature.

The result of the boat race at Long Bridge last Sunday was a great sur-

prise to many, and especially to Tom Flynn, who had so little respect for

his adversary, Leander Stevenson, that he paid little or no attention to

training. Flynn had all the worst of the r.ice by drawing the outside po-
sition and having to row against a five-knot current while his opponent
was blessed with slack water. Had the positions beeu reversed the result

might have been reversed also, but Flynn was not in condition to beat
Stevenson on even terms after the first mile. Flynn is the better oars-
man and possesses the greater strength, but his judgment is uot good, and
the mistake, in policy, he made, of turning the stake boat from south to
north, was of itself sufficient to lose him the race.

The yacht Kleur da LU, which w*« mippoeed to have been a trifle over
sparred when defeated by tin* Nellie, has been cut down a trifle in that

lent that she can beat the N'-llto

that they propom another raoa for 92,500 » sidr, or as much more as the
Nellie folks will put up. Beds Bowie ha* been al>wcnt at Santa Oral and
Monterey with the Nellie, daring the peal month, and it cannot yet be
told whether or not he will i raoa b made,
is probable that the Flew d* Lb will !« sailed by one oJ the pilots, and
not by Captain White.

• * • • •

At San Bruno, tael Sunday, thlrta in un-mber* of the Cosmopolitan
Clnb competed for the Club i ial. Maekey oarrStd <>tT the prln with 11

kill*, being the only on*, who did not make two ntaMi Of more. Later in

the day, shooting tit three pair, Uaelcey won more honors with a clean

mora, the only one made, aj uaekey ban won the medal three times in

Ion, it now beonmee his personal property, and the Club will have
to procure another badge of honor for future competitions.*****

Reports from all the Bay counties show that quail are very forward
thin season, and are also plentiful. Many large bevies have been seen,
and all the young turds are able to fly well—in fact, they are almost
ready to shoot. Doves are about as plentiful as usual, and bags are
easily made in the southern part of this peninsnfo. Deer are plentiful in

the coast counties, and venison is about as cheap as any meat in the
market.

* # * • #

Today the second athletic meeting given by the Olympic Club on their

new grounds at Oakland will take place. T/he principal events are 440
and 100 yard Club handicaps, and a series of bicycle races. The track is

in the best possible order, and the day's racing is expected to be first-class.

^—Mvers has expressed a willingness to come to California to wipe out
the stain of his defeat by Brooks.

PLATT'S HALL.
Positively Last Appearance of

Hme, Rive-King;*
This Aiternoou, Fnrewell Matinee at 2 p.m.

Admission to All Farts of the House One Dollar
K^P JVo JFxtra Charge for Reserved Seats.

Decker Brothers' Celebrated Concert Grand Piano used.

[July 22.]

BOXING! BOXING! BOXING!
OLD TURN 1EREIN HALL No. 620 Bush Street.

A Grand Athletic Entertainment will be griven on Mon-
day evening, July 24th, consisting of Boxing, Wrestling and Club Swinging

by the Champions of the Pacific Coast. The entertainment will close with a

BONA FIDE GLOVE CONTEST
For $251) and the Championship of the Pacific Cnast, between OWEN JUDGE, the
present Champion, and DAN O'CONNELL.

NOTICE.—The match will be decided according to the Marquis of Queensbury
rules, and will be decided without fear or favor, as this is roallv a bona fide match,

Mr. Patsey Hogan having; deposited the sum of §250 in the hands of the Editor of

the Pacific Life, who is final stakeholder, and who shall pay the money according to

the decision of the Referee. BILLY JOURDAN,
Master of Ceremonies.

Admission ...$1 00 I Reserved Seats $1 B0
(July 22)

TIVOLI GARDEN,
Ertily street, near Market.--Kreling Bros., Proprietors.

Great Success Every evening until further notice, Weber's Grand Romantb
Opera,

Der Freischutz !

0B, THE SEVEN CHARMED BULLETS. With the following artists in the cast:

MISS LOUISE LESTER, MISS LuUISE LHIGHTON, Miss Carrie Godfrey. MR. T.

W. ECKERT.MR. F. URBAN. Mr.M. Cornell, Mr. Knight, Mr. Niemann, Mr. Evans,

Mr. Vidal This Evening: Mr. T. W. Eckert as "Max," Miss Louise Leighton as

"Agathe." July 22.

SEASIDE GARDEN!
Presidio. Tormiuns of Union-street Cable Komi. EVERY

WEDNESDAY, SATURDAY and SUNDAY, GRAND GALA CONCERT by
the Full United States Presidio Band, of 24 Pieces. Commencing at 12 m. Carl

Kreyer, Director. Admission, FREE. July 22.

SST. JAM USsi HOTEL,
SAN JOSE, CAL.

TYLER BEACH Proprietor
This Hotel is elegantly furnished, with all the modern improvements. The rooms

are large, airy and beautifully situated in from of St. James Park, next door to the

Court House. No expense lias been spared in making this a First-class Hotel in

every respect.

American Plan Rates, $1.50 to 82,50 per Day.
Special J*rices by the Week or Month.

Coach and Carriage at Depot on Arrival of all Trains.

WANTED,
The present mlrfress of Peter MaeKenzie. son ofAlexander

MaeKenzie, late of faster Lays, hy Inverness, Scotland, who was employed

about the mines in Placer County about four years ago. If any person knows where

he is, plejse communicate with Alexander MaeKenzie, 60 Academy street, Inverness,

Scotland. Other papers please copy. July 28.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

Mo. 32(> Post Street Opposite Union Sqnure.

PROF. O. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 340 Post

street, is now open for Juvenile aud Evening Classes. Office Hours, for Terms, etc.,

10 A.M. to 12 a , and 1 to 5 p.m. 0ct 2
'2-

No woman really practices economy unless she uses the_ Diamond

Dyes. Many dollars can be saved every year. Ask the druggist.
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HAPPY LOVE.
While they sat before the fire, Then he ventured to inquire

Nothing more did he desire, If her sister, Jane Mariar,

Than to get a little nigher, And her mother and her sire,

If he could ;
Were quite well ?

And his heart beat high and higher, And from time to time he'd eye her,

And her look grew shy and shyer, As though he would like to buy her,

When he sidled up close by her, And hia bashfulness was dire,

As he should. For a spell.

Then his husky throat grew dryer
When he told her that 'Squire

To himself would gladly tie her
If she would;

Might he now go ask her sire?

When she said to his desire,

That he conld! —Burlington Hawkeyc.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
London, June 29, 1882 : The grand military tournament at Agricul-

tural Hall has been a great success. On the eve of the anniversary of the

battle of Waterloo the Life Guards wore sprigs of laurel in their caps,

and their horses were also adorned with laurel, while an interesting fea-

ture of their drill was the sounding of their final charge on the identical

bugle blown at Waterloo by Trumpeter Edwards, who bequeathed it to

the regiment some twelve years since. The Life Guards are one of the

three regiments of Household Cavalry who have not been in battle, or

indeed on active service, Bince Waterloo; so it is but natural they should

make as much as possible of their last appearance. The "holiday parade"

character of the corps has of late drawn so much talk down upon them
that their officers, smarting under these criticisms, have persuaded the

authorities who rule the War Office and Horse Guards to place them
upon the roster to take their regular turn on fnreign service; so that,

Bhould Arabi Bey need attending to on land, as well as from the fleet, it

is probable the Household Cavalry will be among the firBt to be sent to

the seat of war.
The Duke of Hamilton's sale still attracts wonderful interest, and enor-

mously high prices have, so far, been realized. It proves pretty clearly

that people who have pictures, antique furniture and bric-a-brac to dis-

pose of ought never to be below the rank of a Duke. It is astonishing, as

the social scale ascends, how one figure after another is added to the re-

sults—from tens to hundreds, from hundreds to thousands, and from
thousands to tens of thousands. Unquestionably, some of the Duke of

Hamilton's pictures and bric-a-brac are choice, many rare, and all of un-

doubted origin and pedigree; but, as works of art, the prices given have
been enormous.

" Society," and that means the upper stratum thereof, has been greatly

exercised over, and sadly scandalized by, the defiant manner in which
Lord Shrewsbury brought home his second-hand Countess—Mr. Mundy's
divorced wife. On the arrival of the pair at Ingestre, from London, they
were met at the station by a large number of the tenantry of the estates,

and escorted to Ingestre Hall. The route from the station to the Hall
was decorated with flags and triumphal arches, and the Earl and
Countess loudly cheered. The wedding festivities are to be on a prodigal

scale, and the rejoicings of a character rarely equaled—all of which shows
not alone what Bociety is coming to, but how little regard and respect the
British farmer has for female purity and virtue, when the question of

high or low rent is an issue.

The musical Bensation of the hour, aside from Wagner's Tristan und
Isolde, which was produced for the first time in England on Tuesday
night, at Drury Lane, and pronounced to be the greatest of all Mb works,
is the concert to be given to-morrow night, at Stafford House, by aristo-

cratic amateurs in aid of the funds of the Royal College of Music. Among
the solo singers and instrumental performers are the Countesses of North-
esk and Komney, Viscountess Folkestone (who organized the affair) and
Lord William Compton, while the chorus will consist of such ladies as
the Marchioness of Waterford, the Countesses of Westmoreland, ItcheBter,
Clarendon and Antrim, Lady Agusta Montague, Lady Florence Dun-
combe, and others too numerous to mention. One of the chief attractions
is to be a string band composed exclusively of ladies. The Princess of
Wales, as well as the Prince, takes a great interest in the success of the
College of Music, and exerts her influence to get subscribers to it.

The coaching season is now on, and numbers of people take advantage
daily of this attractive mode of seeing the country. The coaches start
from Hatchett's, in Piccadilly, in the morning, and drive to Sarbiton,
thus passing through Fulham, Putney, Wimbledon and Kingston, and
consequently amid picturesque scenery such as only England can furnish,
and to see which properly one needs a more extensive means of view than
that afforded by the narrow limits of a railway carriage window.
Sarah Bernhardt was paid rather an unusual compliment the other

night, and one by no means calculated to decrease the quality of Belf-

esteem which the thin lady possesses in no infinitessimal degree, as every-
body knows. Between two of the acts of the Sphinx the Prince and
Princess left their box, and kept the rest of the audience waiting for
twenty minutes whUe they congratulated Sarah, and the Princess pre-
sented her with a bouquet.
The last information in regard to Mrs. Langtry is that she and her

party will sail for America in a White Star steamer about the end of Sep-
tember, and the tour will last five months in the Northern and Western
cities, such as Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, St. Louis and
possibly New Orleans. It is exceedingly doubtful if she will visit the
Pacific Coast ; so Californians who have a hankering to see the Jersey
Lily and her bewitching ankles (which English people think American
journalists have been over fond of raving about) they will have to take a
railway journey to do it. Perhaps if results don't pan out as Abbey ex-
pects in the Eastern States he may be induced to take the famous beauty
to 'Frisco.

At the third annual dinner of ttie Birmingham Press Club, given at the
Grand Hotel on Saturday evening, Mr. George Augustus Sa!a was the
chief guest. He made a most interesting speech, and told the story, in
his peculiarly happy manner, of how he gave up the brush for the pen in
1851.

The Mulberry Bush, a comedy by James Abbey, is one of the latest
theatrical successes. Yours, Dido.

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,

Xo. 382 A 324
INSURANCE AGENCY,
California Street, San

Fire Insurance.

Francisco, Cal.

TEUTONIA of New Orleans.

LACONFIANCE of Paris.

DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS
of New York.

THE FIRE INS. ASSOCIATION (Limited)

of London, England.

G1RARD of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN of New York.
ST. PAUL of St. Paul.

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONCIERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented $27,000,000.
All Zossrs Equitably Adjusted and Promptly JPaid..

W. L. CHALMERS,
Special Agent and Adjuster.

AGGREGATE ASSETS,
840,647,942 .

Imperial Fire Insurance Co. , of London Instituted 1803
London Assurance Corporation, of London

Established by Royal Charter 1720.
Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1886.
Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.
ROBERT &ICKSO&, Manager.

W. JJANEBOOKER, Agent and Attorney.
S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building.

[October 11. J

PHCENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., EstaVd 1182 Cash Assets, $5,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., EstaVd 1833.—Cash Assets, 81,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., EstaVd 1851 Cash Assets, $1,357,326.39.

BCTLER «S HILDAS,
General Agents for Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864.

Principal Office 406 California Street. S.F.

FIRE HrSURAjrCE.
Capital (Paid Up in TJ. S. Gold Coin) $300,000.00
Re-Insurance Reserve $171,412 75

Assets January 1, 1882 8 684,577.83 I Premiums, since organization.83,841,412.07
Surplus for policy holders . . 674,577.83

|
LoBSes, since ortranization... 1,756,278.00

OFFICERS:
J. F. HOUGHTON President. I CHAS. K. STOKY Secretary.
J. L. N. SHEPHARU .... Vice-President. | R. H. MAGILL General Agent.

Directors of the Home Motual Insurance Co.:—L. L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J. L.

N. Shepard, John Currey, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, C. C. Burr, J. S. Carter,
Charles Belding, D. W. Earl. April 8.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,600,000
Cash. Assets 1,709,076
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE * CO., General Agents.
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.--UN10N INS. CO. OF S. F.

The California Lloyds.—Estahllsbed in 1861.—Hos. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, §750,000 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates

!

Prompt Settlement of Loses ! ! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS. —J. Mora Moss,
Moses Heller, J. 0. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Everson, A. B. Phipps, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Brandenetein, W. M. Hoag, Nicholas
Luning, James Moffitt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Touchard,
George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Scholle, Charles
Baum, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President.
James D. Bailey, Secretary. Geo. T. Bohrn, Surveyor. Nov. 6.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, or Zurich. Capital 5,000,000 francs; Helvetia,

of St. Gall, Capital 10,000,000 francs ; Baloise, of Basle, Capital 5,000,000 francs.

These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that may be sua-
ained. Losses made payable in all the principal seaports of the world. In the set-
tlement of all claims under an English policy, these Companies will strictly adhere to
the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, and submit to English jurisdiction.

June 9. HARRY W. SYZ, Agent, 225 Sausome st., S. F.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.

(Capital 95,000,000 Agents: Balfour, Guthrie <fc Co., Ho.
/ 316 California street, San Francisco. Not. 18.
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lark of •rarM bujft b* *ur*
vt-flim. .ir»«on flics and moth*.

Sir lion anU that Imp ami lure.
With tirer beetle* fierce a* Ootlu

And terrible aa Vantlala.
'irwn i[mn wnnai, clambering like aluths,

(ira.1..- wbetting horny Wak»,
Irold apiast* wea-hDc lilverr cloths.

And 1-er* that rob like very Wreck*
To feed their <(ue*n commander*.

Ited mitea that lore the noonday heat*.

Wood nymph* and peacock butterflies.

Small aphiilac exuding nwoeUi,
Ichneumon* dipped in Tyrian dyes

Like mimic Alexanders,
Ah, then all ont of perfect skies

Hushed in the lover bobolink*!
Like Fatranini, music wise

Each bird will tell you what he thinks
Oil just that one stringed ridL

Should Handel, Mosali, Mendelssohn,
Let awful challenees afloat,

Thi* little master all alone
Half way in Heaven, would tune his throat

Am) dare them to the trial.

Even *o ; the sun is for the mote,
And for the nautilus the sea;

.Krial Apace for one *weet note,

Tha 1'niverne for you and roe;
God's own accords and closes.

lot rhapel-musties great and small
sealed stone lips of desert Sphynx

Keep silence ! These will answer all,

Meantime my singing bobolinks
Brought down the heavens in roses.—From "A Prorie Idyl and Other Poem*.

ELECTRICITY, ETC.
i^— Once having passed from the transmission of one message to two

messages upon a single wire between distant cities, and again from two to
four and from four to five, it might appear easy steps to progress farther
in this direction. But the difficulties increase vastly as the greater num-
ber is attempted. By the ingenious method recently patented by a Mr.
Jones, three telegraphic messages can be sent simultaneously in each di-

rection over one conducting wire. In order to raise the value of a quad-
ruplex to a sextuplex it was necessary to invent an entirely new quadru-
ple!, to be operated upon by straight or unreversing currents, and in this
system the addition of the Siemens' polarized relay and ordinary pole-
changtng keys would render possible the six-message transmissions. No
such system has been produced except one by Mr. Jones. He has now
added a remarkable advance upon his former invention, and the new sys-
tem has been worked with success upon spme short lines. It was tried

on the Western Union line, between New York and Philadelphia, in Jan-
uary last year, with very satisfactory results, but the high potential cur-
rent used with the experimental apparatus at that time could not be then
trusted upon the defective cables across the Hudson River.— The Birmingham correspondent of the Ironmonger says :

—"In no
branch of our local industry have greater advances been made during the
past few years than in that devoted to electro-plating. Since the intro-

duction, indeed, of dynamo machines in substitution for batteries quite a
revolution has been effected in the trade ; and whether for silver, nickel,

brass, or copper-plating, the advantages of these machines in regard both
to economy and efficiency are so great that they have become practically
indispensable to every one who aspires to make plating on a large scale a
commercial success." The same authority also states that there are now
some 6,000 to 7,000 Bunsen cells in use in the nickel-plating business.

—^ The steamship, " Austral," the latest addition to the Orient fleet

of steamers, has been fitted with electric lights by Messrs. Siemens Bros.
The whole of the public rooms, engine room, pantries, and passage ways
are lighted by this means. Five Siemens arc lights are used in the engine
room and four on deck whilst 170 Swan lamps do duty elsewhere. The
current is supplied by two Siemens alternate current dynamos, each
driven by a separate engine strong enough to drive them both. The total
candle-power of the arc lights is reckoned at 3,600, and that of the Swan
lamps at 3,400, being a total of 7,000 candles.

—According to recent statistics there are, on an average, four miles
and a half of wire to every mile of telegraph line in England.

^— A narrow-gauge electric railway in Fairmount Park, Philadelphia,
is proposed.

—

Electrician,

OPIUM AND ALCOHOL.
In the annual medical report of the Straits Settlements, under the

head of general diseases, Class IV., I find the following results: Poison-
ing by alcohol, Europeans, 18; Chinese, 3, and Indians, 1 fur Singapore.
For Penang and Province Wellesley the figures are 8 Europeans, 1
Malay, and 7 Indians ; and for Malacca 1 Indian, making in all a total
for the whole settlements of 26 Europeans, 3 Chinese, 1 Malay and 9 In-
dians. The next item is poisoning by opium. I find in Singapore 2 Chi-
nese ; in Penang and Province of Wellesley, 3 Chinese ; and Malacca
none, making a total of 5 in all. These figures are surely significant of
something, and are worthy of some notice. They show even further re-

sults when it is considered that the number of Chinese in the above men-
tioned places is over 300,000, and that the number of Europeans of all na-
tionalities, including the military, is only about 4,000. It points out one
of two things, either that the abuse of alcohol is very great, and that the
Chinese are more temperate in their desires, or that opium is not so
deadly in its results as it is generally made out to be. Further comment
is unnecessary.— "Straits" in London and China Express.

The new food, which has cured the chronic dyspeptics of Japan, is

Midzu Ami (Japanese Malt), at Ichi Ban.

INSURANCE.
Th« Only Company on the Pacific Coast Governed by the Maaaa-

ohueetta Non-Forfeiture Law.

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF BOSTON.

[INCORI'ORATXIt 183S.]
Awti S16.0O0.O00.

This Company in I'utvh Mutual, and huUmna* tad tin MnllleSJ "t Ufa Insurance
for nearly forty years. All ft* policies an- lamed under ami governed bv the liwi
of Massachusetts, which provide that:

First— No policy shall btoome forfeited or toW for non-payment Of Premium, after
the payment of TWO Annual Premiums.
Second— In default of payment of lubfeqnenl I'mimim*. it is Hndtng 00 the

Company to issue a Paid-up Policy, aj provided for according to the published table*.
He above DondiUons are available to all Policy•hotdtn, who beootne Booh after

Jan. 1. 1881, without further negotiation or BttpuUtJ r notification "ii their part.
Whenever, aft*r the payment of TWO Annual Premiums, as aforesaid, the insura-

ble interest in the life of tho insured has terminated, the net value of the jtolicy, sub-
ject to certain condition* named in said Nonforfeiture Law, Is made a BOlTttDdW
value payable in Cash. DiitribUttona ol Surplus are made annually on the Contri-
bution system and are progressive. Liberality and Equity in its relations with Pol-
icy-holders have always been the governing principle! of this Company, ami the 000-
dmonBOf It* Policies In re^rard to limits Cf Residence and Travel are of the most
liberal description.

IST" Before Insuring in any Company, carefully read the Application and Form of
Policy used by the NEW ENGLAND LIFE.

HENRY K. FIELD. General Agent.
Office: 328 Montgomery Street (Safe Deposit Building), San Francisco.

ENGLISH COKE.
Best Old Company's Sugar Loaf

Lump Lehigh Coal.

Anthracite Egg Coal.

Cumberland Coal,

Pig Iron and all

SStGetxxx and House Coals.
For Sale in Lots to Suit, at *sr LOWEST MARKET RATES.

BLACK DIAMOND COAL
M'G CO.,

Corner Spear and Folsom Streets.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,
Agents for BICOED'S RESTORATIVE PILLS,

635 Market street Sail Francisco, Cal.

PALACE HOTEL. June 24.

R. CUTLAR, D.D.S.,

Has Removed His Dental Office

From 715 Clay Street to No. 23 Post Street.

Office Boum—From 10 A..31. to B T.M.
[May 6.]

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,

OCULIST.
ITtormerly at No. 313 Ba-.li street, has removed to Phelnu's

* Untitling, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 m. to 3 p.m.

Take the Elevator May 27.

DR. JAMES W. KEENEY,
OFFICE AMI RESIDENCE: 22 MONTGOMERY STREET.

HOURS: 2 to 4, 7 to 7:30 p.m.
SUNDAYS: 3 to 4 p.m. April 9.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 215 GEARY ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.

5.] OFFICE HOURS: 1 to 4 P.M.

PAINTING, TINTING, WHITENING AND PAPER-HANGING.
Gentlemen niton t to nave work in this line done will ben-

efit themselves by calling at my establishment, examine samples of workman-
ship, and gettimr estimates of Cost. Orders sent by telephone (No. 433) from any
pait of the city promptly attended to. EM. GALLAGHER,
July 8. 611 Sacramento Street, bet. Montgomery and Kearny.

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN
Steam Baths: Electric anil Chemical Ruth*: Sulphnrand

and other medicated vapor baths, with Swedish movements and massage.
Special apartments for ladies and families. DR. JUSTIN GATES,
July 1. 722 Montgomery street, near Washington.

MILLARD F. BRADLEY,
Searcher or Records, Boom 37, 118 Post St., San Francisco.

Office Hours: 5 to 9 P.M. Jan. 28.

4fc7 A week. $12 a day at home easily made. Costly Outfit Free.
%p I Li AddressTBURACo.. Augusts. Maine.
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OURSELVES.
The News Letter was established on the twentieth day of July, 1856,

consequently with this issue it will enter upon the twenty-seventh year oj

its existence. Standing, therefore, as we do, upon the threshold of thiB

new period in our journalistic career, it is meet and proper that we throw

a retrospective glance back over the past, survey our present BurroundingB

and peer into the mysteries of the future.

The career of the News Letter has been an eventful one. Twenty-

seven years ago it started as a two-page weekly, one side being blank for

letter-writing purposes. From that small beginning it advanced gradu-

ally, until it reached its present size of twenty well-filled pages and a

four-page cover. Throughout its long career the News Letter has ever

been consistent and manly. We started out with the avowed intention of

promoting the substantial interests of the State and Coast, and we have

never failed to do so. It is our proud boast that we have never sought to

catch the fitful breeze of popular favor, and never bowed to popular

prejudice, which is little better than the howling of the mob. We have

sought to lead public opinion and'to mold public sentiment, not to fol-

low public opinion or be fashioned by public sentiment. We have la-

bored to educate the masses out of their prejudices, rather than get down
and wallow with them in the mire of ignorance and passion. In doing

this, we have necessarily, at times, prejudiced our own popularity and

success, but in the long run our sturdy independence has been appre-

ciated, and to-day the News Letter is prosperous, respected and^ influen-

tial. We have made, it is true, active, bitter enemies. There is not a

rogue or a humbug in the community who dues not hate the News Letter

as the devil hates holy water ; but then, it would be strange, indeed, if

this were not so, for we have been the bane of the existence of that class.

We have struggled, and struggled hard, too, to purify this community.

We have never hesitated to attack and expose wrong in high places ; we
have never hesitated to denounce the defiantly vicious, or to tear the

mask from the plausible hypocrite. We attacked and exposed the igno-

rant crowd of unlicensed quacks, who had dubbed themselves doctors,

and if to-day the citizens of San Francisco can rely upon getting the ser-

vices of a trained medical man—and not those of a stable-boy or a cook

—

when they call in a doctor, they may thank the News Letter for it. We
attacked and exposed the swindlers who infested the stock market, and
succeeded in purifying it to an extent. We attacked and exposed the

trade frauds so generally practiced, and demonstrated in this connection

that even at the bar of one of the leading hotelB the liquors sold were

badly adulterated, if not absolutely poisonous. We attacked and exposed

the shamefully extortionate methods of that powerful corporation, the

telephone monopoly. We attacked and exposed the rottenness of the

Police force and a variety of other institutions, and we attacked and ex-

posed a thousand and one individual sores on the body of our soci-

ety. This course has, aB we Baid before, made ua many bitter, vindictive

enemies, but it also won for us the approbation and respect of the better

classes, whose support is abiding and worth having, and, consequently,

the News Letter is a power in the land. As a business property, the

paper is now valuable. Its circulation is large and extends all over the

globe, and it is daily increasing, while its advertising patronage exceeds

that of any other weekly on the Pacific Coast, and probably that of any
in the country.
Within the past year the publishers of the News Letter found it

necessary, in order to accommodate their largely increasing business, to

obtain a new press. An order was, therefore, given to the Campbell
Printing Press Manufacturing Company, of New York, to construct

specially for our use one of their presses, of sufficient capacity to print

and cut sixteen pages of the News Letter at one impression, and to run
off 5,000 copies an hour. This implement for molding public thought

arrived about six weeks ago, and is now in perfect running order. It is

of the Bame pattern and make as the presses upon which Picturesque

Europe, Picturesque America, The Art Journal, and a great many other

high-class illustrated publications are printed upon. It was recommended
to ub as being the best press made to-day for the execution of very Hue
printing, and its performauce has shown that the recommendation was
deserved. Its ease of motion is astonishing, and its thorough and even
distribution of ink amazing. It can accomplish more and better work,
with a lesser expenditure of ink and fewer spoiled sheets than any other
press made. In fact, to mention all the good qualities of this remarkable
piece of machinery would consume more space than can be spared. In
short, the new press has given every satisfaction, and demonstrated that
every promise its friends make for it, it is capable of redeeming.
In connection with the press, we have also had built and fitted for us,

by Messrs. Joshua Hendy & Co., a superior ten-horse power vertical en-
gine, which implement of motion gives the greatest satisfaction.

In order to make room for the press, and to give further facilities for

conducting the ever-increasing volume of business, we have found it

necessary to effect considerable alterations in the business premises. In
making these alterations we have not been unmindful of comfort. We
have aimed to make our surroundings as beautiful as possible. In point
of style and elegance our pressroom has no equal in the universe, our busi-
ness office is comfortable, convenient and neat, and our private offices are
artistic elegance itself. The decorating of these rooms we entrusted to
Mr. Bobert Blum, of 120 Kearny street. In carrying out the task en-
trusted to him Mr. Blum has displayed an artistic conception and his men
a capacity for execution of which he and they may well be proud. The
frescoing in the offices to which we are alluding attracts the attention and
challenges the admiration of all who behold it, and we venture to think
that no business establishment in this city can boast of rooms as elegantly
decorated.
And now one word for the future. After an existence of over a quarter

of a century, the News Letter will continue to be what it has been—

a

fearless opponent of wrong, and a bright exponent of intelligent public
opinion. We will endeavor, as we have in the past, to protect, conserve
and promote the best interests of the community without fear and with-
out malice. We shall never indorse a wrong because it is popular, or fear
to indorse a right because it is unpopular. As iu the past, so in the
future, we shall continue to employ the brightest pens to make our pageB
a reflex and mirror of the times, and be at once instructive, amusing,
piquant, pungent, witty, wise, grave, gay, lively and severe—a brochure
designed for intellectual men and women.

Quicksilver.—The Granada carried 1,157 lbs. to Mexican ports.

REMEMBER
I sat beside the streamlet,

I watched the water flow,

As we together watched it

One little year ago

;

The soft rain pattered on the leaves,

The April grass was wet,
Ah ! folly to remember;

'Tis wiser to forget.

The nightingale made vocal
June's palace paved with gold ;

I watched the rose you gave me
Its warm red heart unfold ;

But breath of rose and bird's song
Were fraught with wild regret.

'Tis madness to remember

;

'Twere wisdom to forget.

OR FORGET.
I stood among the gold corn,

Alas! no more I knew,
To gather gleaner's measure

Of the love that fell from you.

For me no gracious harvest

—

Would God we ne'er had met!
'TiB hard, sure, to remember, but

'TiB harder to forget.

The streamlet now is froeen,

The nightingales are fled,

The cornfields are deserted,

And every rose is dead.

I sit beside my lonely tire,

And pray for wisdom yet—
For calmness to remember,

Or courage to forget.
—Hamilton Aide.

THE ".BULLETIN" IN MASK.
J. F. Cowdery, now City and County Attorney, was formerly a mem-

ber of the law firm of Preston & Cowdery. Preston has for a long time
been the private attorney of the Evening Bulletin. When Sand-lot Dunn
was Auditor, and the Supervisors had fixed the water rates to be paid by
the city and by private consumers—as the Supreme Court has recently
decided it was their legal duty to do—that journal advised, and even com-
manded, the Auditor to refuse to obey the law, or to allow the water bills

sanctioned by the ordinance. Its purpose was to keep the water question
unsettled and in agitation, so that rate-payers might not get the relief to

which they were bylaw entitled, and that property might continue to

evade payment of its just portion of the cost of the water supply. In
furtherance of its influence with the Auditor, that paper directed its pri-

vate attorney, Preston, to defend the official in his refusal to obey the
law. The attorney did so, and without charge to thfi Auditor. Last
Fall, when an election for city officers took place, Cowdery managed, by
some hocus-pocus, to get himself nominated for City Attorney on the
Republican ticket. The Republican party and all its nominees, excepting
Cowdery, had declared in favor of the people's right to a reduction of
water rates by the enforcement of the constitutional provision abolishing

the free water fraud. Cowdery had been somewhat conspicuous as a Re-
publican, and was smuggled into a nomination among a score or two of

nominees for various offices. The Bulletin offered Cowdery its active sup-
port if he would pledge himself to stand by the water policy it had dic-

tated. He did so, and, though borne along by the wave of the Republican
party's success, was elected by a bare majority, the smallest on the ticket.

He at once set to work to fight the Bulletin's battle on the water question.

He took issue with the Supervisors and the Auditor, and threw ever y
obstacle in the way of their obedience to the Constitution.

At last the Water Company made a direct application to the Supreme
Court for a mandamus to compel the authorities to obey the law. The
Bulletin, behind the mask of its ally, City Attorney Cowdery, did its best
to retard the proceeding, at the same time using its columns liberally and
disgustingly to intimidate the Court. After full and exhaustive argu-
ments and briefs, the Court decided againBt the Bulletin and Cowdery,
and in favor of the people, and the abolishment of free water. For so do-
ing the Bulletin opened on the Judges with insult and threats. It ridi-

culed their opinions, and falsely charged them with change of front.

After it had worked off in open assault some of its superabundant bile,

it went behind itB mask and made a cunning but desperate effort to
prevent obedience by the authorities to the judgment of the Court, by
causing its obedient City and County Attorney to file a petition for a
re-argument of the case. It was a high-handed movement, unauthor-
ized by the Board, who were ready to obey the mandate of the Court,
and was evidently made at the suggestion of the Bulletin to forestall the
Supervisors' official action. Hence on Monday last, by a vote of eleven
out of the twelve, they directed Mr. Cowdery to withdraw his, but in
reality the Bulletins, petition, on the ground that the decisiou was ac-

ceptable to the public and satisfactory to the defendant, to wit, the
Board of Supervisors. At this a volley of editorial abuse besmeared the
pages of the maddened journal, and the Supervisors were bespattered
with Bulletin mud and slime. At the same time its voice issues from the
mask to the effect that, having filed the petition, the application has got
beyond reach of the people or the Supervisors. It is to be hoped that
the Court will rebuke this crafty maneuver of a scheming newspaper,
and, by a summary dismissal of the petition, leave the Bulletin and its

mask without further power for such dissimulation.

VERY HEAVY VILLAINS.
They have some mighty smart journalists at the Antipodes, when it

comes to working up a live sensation. Among our exchanges is the Eve-
ning Star, published in Dunedin, New Zealand. ItB issue of May 16th
contains a long account of the Gatherer atrocities, evidently compiled
from San Francisco papers. The concluding paragraph reads as follows :

41 The Grand Jury found the following indictments against the prisoners : Twenty-
seven for offenses committed on the high seas, fourteen under the Revenue Laws,
four for forgery, three for offenses under the postal laws, three for selling liquor to
Indians, two for cutting timber on Government lands, and one each for counterfeit-
ing coin, for attempting to bribe a Custom House official, for smuggling and for
perjury."

G-eewhillikins ! We don't believe that anything- could be too bad for

the mates of the Gatherer, but when it comes to piling all the indictmentB
on the Grand Jury's calendar upon two men there is some danger of a
libel suit.

Naat, of Harper's Weekly, is a clever caricaturist, but as a prophet he
does not pan out worth a cent. In the last number of his journal he had
an illustration representing -John Bull as a lion very poorly disguised in
a donkey's skin, while Arabi Pasha has him by the nose with one hand,
and belabors him with a club held in the other. "Remember," says
J. B., "that I am a real lion." " That may be," answers Arabi, "but
since you act like an ass I shall treat you as one." Nast must feel like

kicking himself for not making his picture vice versa, so to speak.
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' lltM * «ti»f aia i*il »• mm •» « flftil.

Whkk Baad* htm crow bold*r »nJ bolder.

"

Itwm a o*M of " drunk and incapable.**
awake youth, of the genua homllum, wM bn
el a stalwart offloar, evidently a reoai
" Stat* the caae," said th'

el«»an m-nw tho lit'

For a beinsj lifted ahnre all other men with a anpanatnrmUy keen
ssnas of humor and * opirit of ttuhlime fawli mend u- to the
aT*r*a* waUr cart driver ->f San Krauci*co. With initialed awe and ad
miration w« watched the ca|wr* of a good sample of the genu* on Mont-
ajopury street the other day. The street in a narrow one, ami was denaely
crowded. The water « art was a monatnma machine whfoh seamed to (jet

iU preaaure from the summit of Tale^mph Hill, and which, if driven up
the midtlle of Van Nan Avenue, wooM w.vh the front windows of the
bonaee on both aide* of thai broad thoroughfare. Row bis lofty etui-

r.'n"'-, »!! a lerel with the rool <<f the Nevada Hank, the Band on the box-
aaat oommanded a splendid view of the .situation, and if he didn't have a
boily time of it hu grinning face belied him. At first he amused
him*elf by deluging the street from side to side as he caught a good
many victim* that way; hut what with akurrying up side streets and into
doorways, some few escaped, so the demon changed his tactics. On reach-
ing a corner he would shut off his hydraulic machine and pull up. Of
course, an unsuspecting crowd would soon collect at the obstructed cross*

ing. and when this included a sufficient number of silk dresses and pol-

ished boots, the innocent-looking old tank was suddenly transformed into

a portable Niagara. Then from the nights above would peal forth a wild,

weird langh, and the convulsed waterman would proceed upon his way
rejoicing. But he had all the fun to himself.

Tbe penny a liners and facetious editorial writers of the " enterpris-
ing dailies * have a gloomy prospect before them. The " ocean tramps,"
which have afforded them such splendid opportunities for airing their

Billingsgate at the expense of absent owners and law-befettered com-
manders, are gradually leaving our hospitable shores, with the fervently-
expressed hope on the part of the latter that it may never be their luck to

return—and the " energetic reporter " will shortly be on his beam ends,

and utterly at a loss for somebody to abuse. The T. C. has nothing to
say in extenuation of the crimes and misdemeanors laid to the charge of
the " blarst«d " Britisher—by the way, did anyone ever hear an English-
man use this euphonious word "blarsted"?—but he cannot help record-

ing his disgust at the currish way in which tbe commanders of the so-called

"tramp steamers," one and all, have been baited by the miserable ink-

slingers referred to. Nothing would have afforded him greater delight
than to assist at the castigation of the whole tribe of them, and he is still

in hope that before the last of the steamers shall have left, some one at
least of these " funny men" will receive the licking each and every one of
them merits.

What will the editors do when " Tug " Wilson, Arabi Pasha and the
Arctic expedition have grown too stale to write about ? Indeed, the lat-

ter, though a cold topic, has already begun to show signs of decay. By
the way, they tell a good story of a brace of editors on an evening pa-
per, whose proprietors demand their yard of matter daily, or no salary
will be the penalty. Both these hard-worked scribes found in an Eastern
paper a long editorial which they thought would make a safe and excellent
" crib." So one copied it in the office, while the other took it home, and
had it all ready for the next morning. Both handed in their articles

;

they were both set up, both proofs were sent in to the observant proprie-

tor, and then there was the deuce to pay. It was Box and Cox in an edi-

torial room—a singular unanimity of thought and expression that could
not be explained, for both editors swore the article was original with
them, and to save his soul the proprietor could not tell which was lying.

And now he goes about with an abstracted air and his hair has begun to

fall off from the constant mental effort to unravel the mystery.

A worthy couple killed their landlord, on Monday, by fracturing his

skull. This is a rude and clumsy manner of getting rid of that intolerable

nuisance, a landlord. A much better way is to positively refuse to pay
him the rent, hire a paralytic old party to stop in the house, proclaim
that she is a good and virtuous mother, and then seduce the landlord into

ejecting her. The ejectment accomplished, call upon the reporters of the
daily press, and inform them of the outrage. Have the scandalous cruelty
well written up, and the landlord exposed as a monster of iniquity. Then
everything is all right. He will wear his legs out trotting up and down
stairs to the newspaper offices, endeavoring to have the item refuted, will

ruin himself hiring Bohemians to write communications to those journals,

and finally, beart-broken and disgusted with life, will take to hard drink-

ing, and wind up in the Insane Asylum or the Morgue. This recipe for

getting rid of a landlord the T. C. offers freely to the community. He
has tried it himself, and is now living rent free.

A certain Person, who shall be otherwise namelesB, wants a solicitor

"full of nervous vital force," which the T. C, takes to be "cheek," a
quality absolutely indispensable to a canvasser. Candidates with the re-

quisite quantity of this highly desirable commodity appear to be scarce,

however, as tbe Person in question has had an advertisement standing in

the columns of one of the dailies for months past, offering a hundred dol-

lars a month and pickings to ".the right man." This same Person also

wants a youth " who haB not got one lazy bone in the whole of his an-

atomical system." Nothing is said about " funny-bones," but the yearned-
for youth, one would think, would be in hourly danger of having that

Particular portion of his osteological system compounded ly fractured, and
is risible faculties titillated to the verge of the frantic, should it be his

fate to be engaged near the person of this eminently funny personage.

A book has just been published in London telling people "How to

Manage CatB." The T. C. hails the author as a hero. How to manage a
thriving colony of cats which nightly congregate beneath hia window, be-

tween the hours of 1 and 4 a. m., and then and there indulge in a dress
rehearsal of some of Wagners latest gems, has taxed the T. C.'s mental
powers to the utmost for some time back. Had the publication of the
valuable work been but a little earlier he might not now be without a
hair-brush or a boot-jack to his name, or the domicile wherein he resides

mourn the destruction of its stock of empty bottles, and the marvelous
consumption on warm Summer nights of the contents of the coal-scuttle.

It is not generally known that the father of Arabi Bey is an Irishman.
He is called "Arrah-bedad."

The offender, a slim, wide
lio < Jourt in custody

from Pratie land.

"juice
Wundiip," Mid the locust

wVldar, with a miliUry aalute. '-Lest avaafav, about tin o'clock, I

hand the pris'ner at the ba-ar radioing in the gutter, wid his head agin a
lanip-|Niat, t surrounded him. \'.*r Auner, an' tuk bin in charge."
"What have you not M say in dsfsnoe, vung man," demanded His
Honor, "WOW you drunk, an charged?" " Yer Aimer," returned the
youth, with a ludicrously exact imitation ml his accuwr *t HOtS, "

I pleud
k'uilty to surrounding a quantity of bad whisky, and throw myself on the
iiiercy of the Court," " H'm," ui6 His Honor, discharging a mouthful
of waU-masUoatad "chewing" into a convenient receptacle bv hi* side,
" you surrounded the wbidcyand the officer surrounded you ; is that it 7
Seems to me he's the worse offender of the two. The charge is dismissed
< HBcsr, ba oarefnl how you surround intoxicated persons in future, or you
will render yourself liable to dismissal from the force tor being drunk
while on duty." " Mother O1 Moses !" ejaculated the bewildered Mile-
sian, as he slowly passed out of Court, " is that the logic of it? Be me
sow], this is a great counthry for law!

"

The "drunk and inoapable" episode chronicled above reminds the
T.C. of an incident that occurred some years ago, in a land where the
children of the Emerald Isle exercise a sway almost as despotic as that
they wield over this "God-forsaken counthry." Sergeant O'Flannagan
was seated at the desk of Station N., busily engaged in booking charges
against a number of drunks who had been run in on the closing of the
saloons. One of the inebriates was particularly noisy, and persisted in
explaining to the representative of law and order how it was that matters
stood with him as they did. Wheeling round his chair, the Sergeant cast
a withering glance on the culprit, and in tones of thunder exclaimed :

" I
want nothing but silence, sorr, out of your mouth, and dam'd little of
that

!

"

That extreme modesty and unswerving veracity form the leading
traits of the reporters on our local dailies was amply shown by their

Thursday accounts of the murder of the poor old cobbler, Riley. Each
one of these "gentlemen of the Press " diffidently intimated to his readers
that, " though all the other reporters, as well as the police, had failed to
discover anything more than the bare facts of the murder, yet he (the

writer), by dint of hia superior sagacity and ability in the art of rooting

up nastiness, was enabled to lay before the readers of the Daily Buzzard
(or the Hyena, or Swill-Tub, as the case might be) all the revolting details

of this dark deed of blood, together with the true causes that led to the
tragedy," etc., etc. It is said that when the scribes met at the Press Club
that evening they greeted each other with an air of cold hauteur that
would have done credit to a first-class dime-novel hero.

Certain of the San Jose papers, speaking of the recent visit of the

First Regiment to that town, are extremely bitter against the young la-

dies of the Garden City, who made themaelveB agreeable to their military

guests, accusing them not only of flirting over-boldly, but of very much
farther exceeding the limits of propriety and decorum. The truth of the
matter is that the native mashers and lady-killers found themselves com-
pletely cut out by the gallant soldier boys from 'Frisco, and have taken
this means of "getting even." Of course, it wasn't pleasant for the local

irresistibles to be thus frozen out, as it were, by the invading Apollos,

and had they simply maligned the latter there would be nothing worth
talking about. But thus to lie—for they do lie—for the purpose of be-

smirching the good name of their own townswomen, is a revenge that
could only be devised by spiteful cowards.

The world is not altogether bad. Even Chinese and toughs have
their good traits, though they are precious few. Yesterday morning the

T, C., in passing down Washington street, witnessed a little incident

which almost made him believe that the mileunium must be at hand.

One of two hoodlums, who were seated on an express wagon drawn up in

front of a fruit-store, dropped his whip. Just at the moment a China-

man was passing. He stooped, and, unsolicited, picked it up and handed
it to its owner, who, mirabik dicta! actually thanked him for his cour-

tesy. What next ? Are the lion and the lamb about to lie down to-

gether ?

" Was ye at the ba-all last night, Pat?" "I was, begad." "And
was the Magruders there ?" " They was, begad ?" " And the Moloneys?"
" They was, begad." "And the Brannigans, and the O'Malleys, and
the Flynna?" "They was, begad." "And is it thrue that the Ma-
gruders was kicked out?" "They was, begad." "And'tbe O'Malleys

and the Brannigans ?" " They was, begad." " And tbe Flynns and the

Moloneys?" "They was, begad." "And was you kicked out, Pat?"
"I was, bega-ad." " It must hev been a divartin' intertainment ?" " It

was, begad." "Will yez drink, Pat?" "I will, bega-a-d!"

The Climate of New Mexico is knocking spots out of theoretical

physiology and anatomy. A telegram from Santa FC*, in Wednesday's
Chronicle, informs us that in a row there between two Swedes, named
Jansen and Bornstein, and another mau named Swartore, "the Swedes
cut Swartore nearly to pieces." One would naturally suppose that was
the last of Swartore. But in the salubrious atmosphere thereabouts the

vitality of man seems to be totally independent of his corporeal cohesive-

ness, for the telegram goes on to state that Swartore in turn killed Jansen
and mortally wounded BornBtein.

"God is good and the Devil aint bad," piously ejaculated an un-

wealthy individual of our acquaintance, as he stopped to pick up a dime
which bad strayed from its owner's pocket. " The ways of Providence

are inscrutable. I've been praying for a drink the worst kind for tbe

last fifteen minutes, and along comes the wherewithal, just as if one was
an Elijah. This comes of attending the noon-day prayer- meetings of the

Y. M. C. A." Go thou and do likewise.

We are told that Abbey, having leased the Lyceum Theatre from

Irving, will introduce to London play-goers a succession of American
stars, and among them Willie Edouin. Well, well ! Since when was

Willie naturalized? What a revelation his "Yankee twang" will be to

the London critics, to be sure.

Sister Stowe indignantly denies that she is looking for a position as

governess ; she wants to be Governor or nothing—and if nature is capable

and willing to make the change, the T. C. is quite satisfied that it be made.
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SUNBEAMS.

Dr. SchliemauLi lives in princely style in

Athens, in an imposing marble palace. It is said

that his servants have classic names, and at the

family table classic Greek alone is spoken. And
this language ib also used by the classical servants

when they get into a row. One day one of them
was heard to threaten another with, **Dhry up,

ye dhirty spalpeen, or I'll knock yer two eyes

into wan!" Classical Greek iB a very picturesque

A beautiful girl looked out of her window
one day, and saw her rude brother on the pave-

ment, walking about on his hands, with his feet

up in the air. "Tom," she said, reprovingly,

"don't, Tom ; I wouldn't do that, Tom—indeed
I wouldn't." "Wouldn't?" replied the rude
boy, looking up and speaking with marked and
malicious emphasis, "Wouldn't? By Jocks, you
couldn't !

"

Law and Gospel.—Lawyer Brown is a Sab-
bath School teacher. He was endeavoring to in-

cultate into his pupils' minds the necessity of a
firm belief in things spiritual, when one of the

class, with open-eyed astonishment, exclaimed:
"Why, Mr. Brown, I heard you tell a witness

in court the other day that you didn't care what
he believed. All you cared about was what he
knew."

Hen's Eggs 1200 years old have been found
at St. Elio, France. Their usefulness for all pur-
poses must be considerably impaired. Even as

"tokens of regard" for presentation to crank
"Hamlets" they are utter failures.

Officer of the Prussian Guards, looking at the

ocean, to his wife: "Isn't this a glorious sight,

Minnie? But the sea seems greatly agitated

—

probably has never before seen an officer of the
Prussian Guards."

The fact that a book agent is down with the
small-pox at Fort Worth will cause the organiza-

tion of anti-vaccination societies all over Texas.
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BROAD GAUGE.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Monday. April 10. 1882,

And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave
from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend St., between 3d and 4thstreetsJ as follows:

LEAVE
8. F.

DESTINATION. ]
ARRIVE
S. P.

8:30 A.M.

t 9:30 A M.

10:40 a.m.
* 3:30 p.m.

4:25 P.M.
« 5:15 P.M.

6:30 P.M.

( ^
|

6:40 A.M.
! |

:* 8:10 A.M.

|
9.03 A.M.

! ...San Mateo. Redwood,... ! "10:02a.m.
"] and Menlo Park . . (;» 3:36p.m.

t 4:59 P.M.

1 l 6:00 p.m.

^ J It 8:15 p.m.

8:30 A.M
10:40 a.m.

* 3:30 P.M.
4:25 P.M.

( \

J ..Santa Clara, San Joseand..
'

' ..Principal Way Stations...
[

v )

9:03 A.M
».0:02a.m.
* 3:36 P.M.

6:00 P.M.

t 8:15 p.m.

10:40 a.m.
* 3:30 p.m.

J .Gilroy, Pajii.ru, Castroville

| and Salinas

-'10:02 A M.
6:00 P.M.

10:40 a.m. I

3:30 p.m.
..Hollister and Tres Pinos..

1*10:02 am.
I 6:00 p.m.

10:10 a.m.
* 3.30 P.

M

I ...Monterey, Watsonvilie . \

< Camp Goodall, Aptos, Camp -

(San Jose, Soquel, Santa Cruz, j

!10:02 a.m.
6:00 p m.

10:40 a.m.' . . .Soledad and Way Stations . . .1 6:00 p.m.

Sundays excepted. tSundays only.

m~ Special Notice. Ttfi

Sunday Excursion Trains to Moxterhv and Santa
Cruz.—First-class Excursion Train to Monterey and
Santa Cruz mil leave San Francisco every Sunday at
7:30 A.M. Returning-, leave Monterey at 4:35 p.m. ; Sin-
ta Cruz at 4:15 p.m., arriving San Francisco at 8:40 p.m.
Fare for the Round Trip to either point, $3.

Stage connections are made with the 10:40 a.m.
Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo, which
connect with 8:30 a.m. Train.

Ticket Officks—Passenger Depot, Townsend street,
and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.

A. C BASSETT, H. R. JTJDAH,
Superintendent Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

IE
-

" S. P. Atlantic Express Train via Los Angeles,
Yuma, etc., leaves San Francisco daily via Oakland
Ferry, foot of Market street, at 9:30 a.m.

C. P. R - R.

Time Schedule, Monday, May 15, 1882.
Trains leave, and are due to arrive at,

San Franciscoas follows:

LEAVE
(for)

DESTINATION. ARRIVE
(from)

9:30 a.m.
•4:00 p.m.
4:30 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
3:30 p.m.

*4:30 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
*4:00 p.m.

9:30 a.m
4:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m
*4:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m.

*4:30 p.m

J8:00 A. M
9:30 a.m.

8:00 a.m
5:00 p.m
9:30 a.m

*4:00 p.m.

8:00 A.M
8:00 A.M.

10:00 a.m
3:00 P.M
5:00 P.M
3:30 p.m
5:30 p.m.

8:00 A.M
8:00 a.m
8:00 A.M.

3:30 P.M.
*4:30 p.m.

*4:00 p.m.

8:00 a.m
3:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
3:30 P.M.
4:00 p.m.
H:30 p.m.

3:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m.
H :30 p.m.
*&:00 a.m.

.Antioch and Martinez...

. Calistoga and Napa

j
Deming, El Paso ) Express . .

.

(and East (Emigrant,

j Gait and }_
via Livermore....

J Stockton j via Martinez
.lone
. Knight's Landing

" " ({Sundays only)
- Los Angeles and South
.Livermore and Pleasanton.

.

. Madera and Fresno

. Marysville and Chico

.Nilesand Haywards

Ogden and I Express
East ("Emigrant........
Redding and Red Bluff

Sacramento,
|
via Livermore.

Colfax and > via Benicia. . .

.

Alta J via Benicia
Sacramento, via Benicia. . .

.

Sacramento River Steamers.

.

San Jose

.Vallejo.

(JSundays only)..

. Virginia City

.Woodland

. Willows and Williams.

,

u:4Up.M.
*12:40 p.m.
*10:10 A.M.

7:40 P.M.

11:40 a.m.
*10:10 A.M.
*10:10 A.M.

7:40 P.M.

2:40 P.M.

7:10 a.m.
5:40 P.M.

12:40 p.m.
5:40 P.M.

*10.10 A. M.

1 11:40 A.M.
2:40 p.m.

5:40 p.m.
K;40 a.m.
2:40 p.m.

12:40 p.m.

5:40 p.m.
5:40 p.m.
4:10 P.M.
9:40 A.M.
8:40 A.M

11:40 A.M.
6:10 A.M.
5:40 p.m.

5:40 P.M.
7:40p.M.

11:40 a.m.
*10:10 a.m.
6:00 a.m.
4:10 p.m.

9:40 a.m.
7:40 P.M
2:40 P.M.

£11:40 A. M.

12.40 P.M.

10:10 a.m.
11:40 a.m.
7:40 p.m.

*10:10 a.m.
7:40 P.M.

Train leaving San Franoiaco at 9:30 a.m. should meet
Pacific Express from ' Ogden" at San Pablo; also Pacific
Express from "El Paso" at Antioch.

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland Bier.

From "SAN FRANXISCO," Daily.

To EAST OAKLAND-«0.00. *6:30, 7:30, 8:30, 9:30
10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30, 6:30, 6:30,

7:00, 8:00, 9:30, 11:00, *12:00.

To ALAMEDA—»6:00, -t6:30, 7:00, *+7:30, 8:00, -f8:30,
9:00, «t9:30, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 1:00, 2:00, 3:00. *tS:30,
4:00, *H:S0, 5:00, *t5:30, 6:00, *t6:30, 7:00, »8:00, 9:30,
11:00, »12:00.

To BERKELEY — ••'6:00, *6:30, 7:00, *7:30, 8:00, *8:30,

9:00, J9:30, 10:00, )10:30, 11:00, tll:30, 12:00, 1:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4-30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,

9:30, *12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—»6:00, *8:30, 7:00, "7:30, j8:00>
"8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, '-'4:30, 5:00,

*5:30, 6:00. *6:30, 7:00.

To "SAN FRANCISCO." Daily.

From BROADWAY. Oakland -*5:32, »6:02, 6:32,7:02,
7:32, 8:02, 8:32, 9:02, 9:32, 10:02, 10:32, 11:02, 11:32, 12:02,
12:32, 1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32, 5:02,

5:32, 6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

From EAST OAKLAND -«5:21, »5:51, 6:21,6:51,7:51,
8:51, 9:51, 10:51, 11:51, 12:51, 1:51, 2:51, 3:51, 4:51,
5:51, 6:51, 7:51, 9:21, 10:51.

From ALAMEDA—*5:15, '5:45, 6:J6, 7:10, '•'t7:35, 8:10,
«'+8:35, 9:10, »t9:35, 10:10, "+10:35, 11:10, 12:10, 1.10,
2:10, 3:10, 4:10, *+4:35, 5:10, *t5:35, 6:10, ''t6:35, 7:15,
"+7:35, 9:15, 10:45.

From BERKELEY— *5:45, *6:15, 6:45, "7:15,7:45, *8:15,
8:45, $9:15, 9:45, 110:15, 10:45, {11:16, 11:45, 12:45,
1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:15, 4:45, 5:15, 5:45,6:15, 6:45, 7:45,
9:16, *10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY — *6:45, *6:15, 6:45, *7:15,
7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, *5:15, 5:45,
6:15, 6:45, «7:15.

Creek Route.
From SAN FRANCISCO—»7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:15, 3:15

6:15.

From OAKLAND—*6:15. 8:15. 10:15. 12:15. 2:15. 4:15.

All trams run daily, except when atar (*) denotes San-
days excepted.

tTrains marked thus (!) run via East Oakland.
<j)Sundny8 only.

" Standard Time " furnished by Randolph & Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. GOODMAN, Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agt.
A. N. Towkb, General Manager.

L. H. Newton, M, Newton.
NEWTON BROTHERS & CO.,m porters and Wholesale Dealers InA Teas, Foreign Goods and Groceries, 204 and 206

California street, San Francisco, Cal May 25.

On and after Monday. April 3d, 1882,
Boats and Trains will leave San Francisco as

follows:

71 /~\ a.m. daily (Sundays excepted), via San Rafael,
• -* ^ from Market-street wharf, for Petaluma, San-

ta Rosa, Healdsburg, Clovcrdale, Guerneville and way
stations. Stages connect at Geyserville for Skaggs'
Springs; and at Cloverdale for Highland Springs, Kel-
seyville, Soda Bay, Lakeport, Ukiah and Geysers.

Daily, Except Sundays.
*) Qft p.m., via Donahue, from Washington-street

4CA p.m., via San Rafael, from Market-street wharf,
**jyj for Petaluma, Cloverdale and way stations.

Stages for Navarro Ridge and Mendocino City leave
Cloverdale daily at 6 A.M.

Sunday Excursions.

8 0A a.m., Sundays only, via Donahue, from Wash-
•^" ington-street wharf, for Cloverdale and way

stations. Round Trip Tickets on Sondays to Petaluma,
S1.50 ; Santa Rosa, S2 ; Healdsburg, S3 ; Cloverdale,
54.50; Guerneville, S3. Returning, will arrive in San
Francisco at 6:45 p.m.

8.151a.m., Sundays only, via San Rafael, from Mar-
ket-street wharf, for Miller's, Pacheco, Novato

and Burdell's. Returning, will arrive in San Francisco
at 7:45 P.M.

GEYSERS! GEYSERS!
The Greatest Natural Wonder or the

World !

Immense Reduction in Rates.
Round Trip Tickets, via Cloverdale S3 60
Round Trip Tickets, via Cloverdale and Calistoga.Sl'i 50

Passengers will leave San Francisco at 7:10 a.m.
week days, from San Quentin Ferry, and arrive at the
Geysers at 2:30 p.m. On Sundays, leave Washington-
street Wharf, hy Steamer JAMUS M. DONAHUE, at
8:20 a.m. Returning, arrive in San Francisco by either
route the following evening.

ARTHUR HUGHES,
Gen. Manager.

PETER J. McGLYNN,
Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

SONOMA VALLEY RAILROAD.

On and after Monday, April 3d, 1882,
Boats and Trains will leave San Francisco as

follows:

O O f\ P. M. daily (Sundays excepted), from Washing-
^•*Jv/ ton-street Wharf, for the town of Sonoma.
Fare, SI. Round Trip Tickets,- from Saturday till Mon-
day, Si 50.

SUNDAY EXCURSIONS.
8 OH a.m. (Sundays only), from Washington-street

.— \J Wharf, for the town of Sonoma. Round Trip
Tickets, SI.

ARTHUR HUGHES,
Gen. Manager.

PETER J. McGLYNN,
Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

H. B. Williams. A. Ohesebrougli.

"W.H.Di-ond.

WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO.,

Shipping and Commission Merchants,
UNION BTnXD3_TG t

Junction Market and Fine Streets.

AGENTS FOR

Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific

Steam. Navigation Company, The Ca-

nard Royal Mail Steamship Company ,

' * The California lane ofClippers ' *

from New York and Boston,

and '

' The Hawaiian Line . '

»

San Francisco, January 31, 1880. [Jan. 31.

A periodical says that a tall eastern girl

named short long loved a big Mr. Little, while
Mr. Little, thinking little of short, loved a little

lass named Long. To make a long story short,

Little proposed to Long and Short longed to be
even with Little's shortcomings, so Short meet-
ing Long, threatened to marry Little before Long
which caused Little in a very short time to marry
Long. Query—Did tall Short love big Little
less because Little loved Long?
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"The World." the Flesh, and the Devil.
(By a Truthful Pnmti.l

An extraordinary case of suicide hw> i>ocurred at Vincenne*. M.
gave a dinner *t which hi* wife nml -<vr>ral

rhil.irvn. his f»the r-in-law and brother-in-litw were present. Toward the
end of the meal a diacimtnn on family affairs took i»lao-. followed by a
good deal of quarreling. Suddenly M. Beuglet left the room for ;» few
momenU, returned with a loaded revolver, and in the very midst of his

family shot himaelf twice in the breast. Death was instantaneous.—

—

Under the treaty of commerce which has just been negotiated by Com
modore Shufeldt with Corea, our Government will have a, minister, con-
sul-general and several consuls in that country. Cores, is rich in metals,
produces silk and other articles common to Mongolian countries, and the
trade is likely to be quite important. The people resemble both Chinese
and Japanese, number between 10,000,000 and 20.000,000, and have here-
tofore rigidly excluded visitors and even killed those cast upon their shores
by accident.^^A lady and gentleman named Rogers, of Hereford,
England, who were married recently, went to Weymouth to spend their
honeymoon. They took a trip in a sailing-boat with a waterman. The
boat bad not left the beach more than fifteen minutes before she was seen
to capsize and the three were drowned.—Wow Mississippi River news-
papers want the general government to build levees with the money real-

ized from the tax imposed on raw cotton after the war, on the ground
that the tax was illegal, and a bill- has been introduced into Congress to

carry the idea into effect. But, allowing that the money was unjustly
taken, and that Uncle Sam has partitions in bis pockets, why not say that
it was paid out long ago on some unjust demand—the Halifax business or
some Southern claims, for instance ?—Springjield Republican. -< A Lou-
don letter to the Liverpool Mercury saya that Mr. Parnell is hard up for

money, and that his estate of " Avondale "
is now attached for £30, the

interest on a £10,000 mortgage. " Avondale " is in County Wicklow,
among the Wicklow mountains, and from the mansion-house are seen
charming reaches of forest, river and valley. In whatever mysterious di-

rection a great part of the Land League funds may have blown, it is cer-

tain that they did not Bettle in Parnell's pockets, - Robert Bonner has
put £382,000 into horse-aesh since 1859. In that year he paid $9,000 for

the famous team, " Lantern " and *' Light." In 1864 " Pocahontas," who
had a record of 2:265, was sold to him for $40,000, "Dexter" cost him
$35,000, "Edward Everett" $20,000, "Startle" the same sum," " Ranis"
represents $36,000, and bis latest purchase is that of " Keene Jim " for
$4,000.^—Tbe last rail of the Canadian Pacific Railroad between Prince
Arthur's Landing and Winnipeg, Man., was laid three weeks ago, and
the eastern territory now has communication with the Prairie province,
practically independent of United States railroads.—Chang Tsung
Liang, attache of the Chinese Legation, says that China will return fifty

students to American colleges, having discovered that their removal was
a mi>t_ke.——A negro minister of Alexandria, Va., was lately fined $4
for whipping his wife, and he raised the money by passing the plate after

preaching a sermon from the text, " Whom the Lord loveth he chasten-
eth." The preacher had to pass the plate six times before enough wealth
flowed in, but his fervent appeal did the business.——The alumni of
Cornell University, who last year failed in an attempt to secure what
they consider their rightful authority in the management of college affairs,

have just won a practical victory in the election of John De Witt War-
ner as alumni trustee.^—The Grecian Theatre and the adjoining tav-

ern, well known as the "Eagle," City-road, London, whicb was put up to
auction a short time ago, and bought in at a reserve price of $105,000,
has, it is said, been purchased by the Salvation Army for $115,000, for

use as a public meeting-place and congress hall.—President Arthur
has made up a board of Government directors of the Union Pacific Rail-

road on the broadest bouffe basis. It consists of ex-Senator Spencer, of

Alabama, carpet-bag Stalwart, Ike Bromley, journalist, R. H. Baker, of
Wisconsin, G. H. Haven, of New York, and Watson Parrish, of Ne-
braska.—-Florida people have found that sponges grow at the rate of

an inch a month, and sponge beds are being established at Pine Key, on a
plan similar to that of the oyster-beds.^—Ever since 1857 the produc-
tion of gold in Australia has been decreasing. The production in the five

years ending 1861 was £62,162,000; in the next five, ending 1866, £61,894,-

000; in the next, ending 1871, £51,858,000; in the five years ending 1881,
£32,016,000. The population of the Australian Colonies has increased
three-fold since 1857.^^Thackeray's picture of the abject servility of the
British public is as absolutely true now as it was forty years ago: Suppose
he is a nobleman of a jovial turn, the public will sympathize good-na-
turedly with his amusements, and say he is a hearty, honest fellow. Sup-
pose he is fond of play and the turf, and has a fancy to be a blackleg, the
public will fawn on him, and many honest people will court him, as they
would court a housebreaker if he happened to be a Lord. Suppose he is

an idiot, yet, by the glorious constitution, he is good enough to govern
us ; he may be an ass, and yet respected ; or a ruffian, and yet be exceed-
ingly popular ; or a rogue, and yet excuses will be found for him. Snobs
will still worship him.——The Queens present to her great-grandson,
the Prince Frederick William Victor, was a massive Queen Anne loving-
cup, and Princess Christian sent a gold horse-shoe, set in pearls, and
bearing the words " Good Luck " in diamonds.—Irish folk in London
give very^ gloomy accounts of their country. Emigration is going on with
extraordinary rapidity, in small towns especially. The worst of it is that
the people who are leaving are the bone and sinew and intelligence of the
land. It is not the farmers without farms, or the shop-keepers without
shops ; but it is, in a large majority, the well-to-do intelligent people
with a little money, who see no happy future for themselves in their own
country.

COAL AND WOOD,
Wholesale and Retail,

At the Old Number 809San.omBStr.et.
GEORGE H. HUNT A CO.

_r Any Artlo'e In the Line Supplied. _
"»"*«• Telephone Xo. S3 I.

ROEDERER CHAMPACNE!
NOTICE.

The Trade ami the Publlr are I n formed that we Rerelve the

GENUINE
LOUIS ROEDERER CARTE BLANCHE CHAMPAGNE,

Direct from Br. Louis Roederer. Reims.
Over Ma Signature and Consular Invoice.

6_- Eavh ease is market! upon the aide, "Maoondray dt Co , San Jfran-
ciaco." ami each bottle hears the label, " Macondray & Co. . Sole Agents
for the Pacific OoaBt.'J

MACONDRAY & CO.,
Sole Agents for the Paciflo Coast.

[September 24.]

M. A. GUNST & CO.,
203 Kearny Street San Francisco.

IMPORTERS JJfD DEALERS INHAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS,
Also, Agents for Kimball, Gaulliener _ Co.'s Guatemala Cigars.
_T" Inform the Publie that they receive large invoices of Choice

Havana Brands twice a month. [Feb. 19.

C. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

SAN FRANCISCO and NEW TORE.
6_f* Agenta of American Sugar Refinery, corner of Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. jan , 17,

' Olaus Spreckels. fm, Q-. Irwin.
WM. G. IRWIN & CO.,

Sugar Factors and Commission Agents.
Honolulu, H. I. TMarch 26.

~1Td. spreckels & BROS.,
Shippin and Commission Merchants-

Hawaiian Line of Packets.
326 Market Street San Francisco.

__________________ May 28 .

CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY,
Manufacturers of the Standard Syrup, a superior article

put up in barrels expressly for home consumption. Also, Extra Heavy Syrup
in barrels for Export. Refined Sugars at lowest market rates. Office 325 Market
street, up stairs Dec.21.

J. "W. Sheeny. J. 0. O'Connor.
O'CONNOR & SHEEHY,

Undertakers,
Removed to 767 Mission street, between Third and Fourth.

Kvery requisite for Funerals furnished at the Lowest Rates and in the Best
Manner. April 29.

GEORGE C. HICK0X & CO.,
STOCK BROKERS,

No. 314 Pine Street San Francisco.
[May 20.]

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY,
No. 310 Sansome Street,

San Francisco,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN FURS.
[September 21.1

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Sold Medal, Paris, 1S7S.

Sold by all Stationers. Sole Agent for the United States!
MR. HENRY HOE, 91John street, N. Y. Jan. 6.

C. W. M. SMITH,
The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor, /fijtiiuif_\

Established in 1862, InffSUu)
Removed to 22_ Sansome Street.

8_}~ MR. C. W. M. SMITH is the patent attorney for Marriott's Aeroplane Com-
pany for Navigating the Air. Oct. 22.

TABER, HARKER & CO.,

IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE GROCERS,
108 and 110 California St., S. F.

[ApriJ 19.)
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LOCAL NOTES.
Burglar captured in a hotel on Brannan street. A number of blood-

thirsty bed-bugs, who live in the same house, are still at large.^^TJ. S.

ship-of-war Iroquois sails on an extended cruise to Vallejo. Goes ashore

twice on the way up, and tears up the gas-pipe between Mare Island^ and
Vallejo. Very dangerous vessel—to herself.^—French fellow-citizens

take theBastile; also various liquid and other refreshments.^—Corn-
doctor Wetherbee, who tried to kill a retailer of cocktails, attempts to

climb the golden stairway in the City Prison.^^Man rents a store at the

corner of Montgomery and Pacific streets, borrows money from all the

neighbors, and then vanishes. Fair day's business.^—Attorney Coffey

says his client, Mrs. Parker, deceived him, and he charges her with perjury.

The fair deceiver and the susceptible lawyer !^—Canavan, a shoulder-

hitter and pot-house politician, strikes Capt. Roper, of the AnjerHead, with

a cane, which piece of blackguardism seems to give the Chronicle joy.^—
Fire on Spear street. "The flames raged furiously," of course. They
always "rage" at picnics of this kind.—Policeman fires five shots at a

hack-driver because the latter didn't have his lamps lit. Fair sample of

the Force.^—Another member of the Escambia's crew floats ashore. Too
late for the investigation.—-At a meeting of Dennis Tonhy's Land
League, a man named Tobin avers his belief in physical force. In other

words, he believes in behind-the-hedge assassination—provided he is not

the victim.^—Louis McLane wins his Placerville Railroad case. Thatis,

he wins an opportunity for the other Bide to appeal.^^Academy of Sci-

ences meets and talks bugology, etc.——Supervisors direct the City and
County Attorney to withdraw his petition for the reopening of the Water
suits. Call and Bulletin howl. Pity they were not the Supreme Court,

Board of Supervisors and everything else.—-Mint changes coiners. B.
F. White steps out, C. M. Gorham in, and Frank Page smiles audibly.

'Nother echo from Guiteau's pistol.—-Man strangles himself to death in

the Lindell House. Nobody knows why, and he can't enlighten the curi-

ous.-^Barnard, formerly of the Russ House, who disappeared mysteri-

ously in Philadelphia, turns up again. Too much booze.——Carpenter,
named Kelly, falls off the roof of a house eighty feet high. Widow and
four children regret that the house was so high.-^British steamer Mala-
bar arrives from China with 795 disciples ol Confucius, who want to be
Christianized.—Still another of the Escambia's crew floats iishore. The
shrimps must be on a strike.^—A Frenchman and an American woman
solve the great mystery with the aid of poison.—Chinese empluyees of

a cigar manufactory raise a riot, which the blue-coated guardians of the

peace quell.—Board of Directors of the Immigration Association meet.

Secretary reports the receipt of money letters. Better call it the Letter
Association.^—*J. C. Duncan's trial begins in Department 12, Superior
Court—The purchasers of the wrecked Escambia undertake to raise

her. Heaps of money in it if they succeed.——Produce Exchange holds

its annual meeting and elects officers.——Man murdered by his sister and
her husband; but let us not judge the murderers too harshly. The poor
things should be pitied, not punished.^—President of the Board of

Trade telegraphs to Congressman Page, and expresses the hope that he
and the balance of the national law-makers heard the echo from the
British guns at Alexandria, and that they will consider said echo to be
a good and sufficient reason for helping through the Nicaragua steal.—
Lick Trustees commence suit against the Pioneers. This is the result of

the Pioneers expressing dissatisfaction with management of Lick Trust.

—Judge Halsey gets foul of the TJ. S. District Court.—•—W. W.
Hoover, of this city, nominated by President Arthur for Associate
Justice Supreme Court of Arizona.^—Lots of new evidence taken in the
opium case. Chinese evidence, though.—Ocean Shore Railroad Com-
pany elects officers. Where is the road, though ?

PACIFIC COAST AND EASTERN NOTES.
A pair of horses with a wagon behind them trot a mile in 2:16£

minutes, in New York. A defaulting bank cashier can make better time
than that.—A dog and three men shot in Texas. The dog will be
missed.^—Five fires at the same time in one section of New York, and
not one Irish patriot burned up.—Two Texan farmers fight with knives ;

both killed. Darwin's law of the survival of the fittest being in force
there, neither survived.—The Independent Republicans of Pennsylvania
won't entertain Don Cameron's overtures. The tragedy follows the over-
ture—Prohibition fight in Nebraska. The goody-goodies of that State
want to be prohibited lest they drink too much. —Politicians say that
the shooting of Colonel Blair in South Carolina was murder. If politics

were out of the ease they would say it was a joke.—Jim Keene pur-
chases an "apartment" house in New York; also a dozen of cambric
handkerchiefs. Man banged in Dakota for murdering his wife three
years ago. In California we would wait thirty-three years before com-
mitting such an outrage.—Congress votes Mrs. Garfield $50,000, and
leaves her to fight off the medical sharps who attended the late President.
—Congress went into Committee of the Whole on River and Harbor
Bill. Drew the hole in after it. Rivers and harbors may drown the
whole lot.——Stockton boy shoots himself with a "toy pistol." That's
what "toy pistols" are made for.^—A mule kicks a Roberts Island
farmer in the face. If it had only kicked him somewhere else it might
have knocked sense into him!—Truckee policeman smashes a man's skull
with a rock. King David, of Biblical fame, did the same thing.—Peta-
luma Woolen Mill starts working again.^—Democratic primary held in
Fresno. District Attorney and Sheriff have a fight. Sheriff" draws a
pistol to shoot District Attorney. Model pair of law officers.^—Irish-
man drowns himself in Sutter County. If the coming election should be
very close that one vote may lose the Democracy the State.^—Mike
Davitt sails for Europe. Same ship holds the whole of him.——James
Haynes. of Laredo, Texas, shoots the seducer of his thirteen-year-old
Bister, District Attorney Cummins. Who blames him ?^—Two thousand
acres of growing grain destroyed by a storm in Dakota. Big batch of
bread lost.—-Mayor and members of the City Council of Leadville fined
§250 each and Bent to jail for ten days for contempt of Court. That'B the
kind of gruel which makes public officials recollect that they don't own
the country.—Steam yacht runs through a steamboat on the Hudson.
Who will pay for that race?—The whole Pacific Coast delegation unites
in recommending the President to appoint General G. M. Sabin IT. S.

District Judge of Nevada. When they do agree their unanimity is de-
lightful.-^—Duel in the Old Dominion. Woman in the fence, of course.
—President Lincoln's widow dieB. Presidents' widows always do

die.— The New York money market is easy; so are the last
pair of slippers sent to President Arthur by the matrimonially in-
clined females who gaze languidly at the White House.——A Water
Company formed in New York, for the purpose of supplying Sac-
ramento and other Californian cities with that useful liquid. Game of
bluff.^—Band of armed ti-amps try to capture locomotive in Nevada.
Railroad men draw guns and the tramps utilize what locomotive power
their legs possess.—The urincipals at a prize fight near Philadelphia and
two reporters arrested. The publishers who print full reports of these
disgusting exhibitions should also be arrested.——Wolf, American Con-
sul-General to Egypt, gives Arabi Pasha a good character, but who will
vouch for Wolf's ?^—Six Cincinnati boys, who fooled with the Fourth-
of-July pistol, die from the effects of lock-jaw. There are no pistols in
the country to which they have emigrated.—The crop prospects in
Kansas, Illinois, Indiana and Minnesota are said to be excellent. ^^—Chi-
cago grain operator fails and the event operates on the market like physic.
—^Robeson is called a thief, a liar and a perjurer on the floor of the
House of Congress. Senator Kellogg says he didn't steal any of the
Star Route funds. All the accused persons have, so far, denied the ac-
cusation with unanimity. But the money is gone.^—Ocean Shore Rail-
road bill to be favorably reported to the Senate. The devil looks after
bis own.—Arizona cowboy commits suicide. Got Inst in the brush and
preferred that to starving to death.—A brutal prize fight in New York
City, between " Tug " Wilson and Sullivan. Sixteen thousand people,
including C. A. Dana, of the Sun, present.—Frank Pixley, a drunken
tramp, run over by the cars near Chico. The other Pixley is still alive.—A two-hundred pound Eureka miner falls sixty feet. Place he fell

badly hurt; miner all right.—Merchants of New York mandamus the
N. Y. C. R. R. and the Erie R. R., to compel those corporations to em-
ploy men to handle and forward freight. The movement of freight is

man-damned by a strike.—A New York firm of importers caught de-
frauding the Government. Stealing from the Government is accounted
honorable enterprise.—Three men in New Mexico fight for a blanket.
One killed and the other two carved up. Was the blanket worth it?—
Line of Bteamers about to be laid on between the Atlantic terminus of
the Southern Pacific Railroad and England.——The salmon catch on the
Pacific Coast is a failure this year.——Somebody suggests Grant for Gov-
ernor of New York. Grant us a rest from Grant.——New Orleans and
Texas R. R. completed.—Remains of Mrs. Lincoln laid away at rest.

-—Brave Bear, who was to have been made a good Indian, by hanging,
is respited.—The Bister of the late Cornelius Vanderbilt withdraws her
objections to his will. This makes the day frigid for the lawyers.——An-
other Apache picnic in Arizona.——BiK thunder and hail storms in Siski-
you and Mendocino counties. Kind of Hail Columbia.——Another fire

in Tombstone. Keeps firing away.—•Man dies of old age on the steamer
between San Francisco and Oregon. Steamer better get fresh engines.
—Clergyman's barn struck by lightning and his cow killed. If it had
been Bob Ingersoll's property ?——Senator Ben Hill packing his trunk
for heaven.^—The Ohio Democracy nominates a State ticket and adopts
a platform which speaks well of the Democratic party.—The living
shadow named A H. Stevens nominated for the Governorship of Geor-
gia.—Miss Fannie Parnell dies suddenly, at Bordentown, N. J.

FOREIGN NOTES.
Sixteen Irish counties and parts of two others ;

* proclaimed," under
the Repression Bill—and the villain still pursued her.—Mexican paper
attacks American railroad projects. So long as it does not attack Gen.
Grant and the other projectors, the country is safe.——John Bright resigns.
Believes that the British Government should have sent Quaker mission-
aries, instead of heavy bombs, to convert Arabi Pasha.^—A woman
murdered in Ireland. The murderers don't like the Repression Bill.—
American marines land in Alexandria in order to help the British in es-

tablishing law and order, and Dennis Toohey, Bob Ferral.and every other
"chaw " in America stand aghast. A declaration of war from the Irish
Republic may be expected every day.——Walsh, the man who was arrest-

ed in connection with the arms seized in Clerkenwell, has been committed
for trial on a charge of treason-felony. Poor pat riot ! Distinguished
martyr !——Treasurer Egan states that hatred of England is the strength
of the Land League. Curious kind land law reform it must be after if

this is so.^—French Ministry resigns. Want a little coaxing.—A R. R.
car in Ireland broken into and a large number of Government rifles and
amunition stolen. When such property is left unguarded it ought to be
stolen.—Big fire in Smyrna. Six thousand people burned out, not one
burned in.^—Earthquake in Mexico. People quake, too ; you bet.*—

—

Arabi Pasha cuts the fresh water canal at Alexandria. Don't like clean
water.—CropB in the northwest of Ireland in a bad condition. Bog
oranges blighted.—French ministerial crisis over. Ministry got the
tickling they wanted.——Russian Colonel degraded and sent to Siberia.
Not brutal enough with Nihttist prisoners.-*—Turkey offers to join a fresh
international conference on European affairs. Considerate.

THE "RURAL HOME."
One of the most pleasant resorts in the immediate neighborhood

of San Francisco is the "Rural Home," which is presided over by Mrs.
Briggs. The " Rural Home " is located on the line of the South Pacific
Coast Railroad (narrow gauge), between Schuetzen Park and the Long
Branch Baths. The grounds surrounding the establishment are spacious,
tastefully laid-out and well kept. The house itself stands one hundred
yards back in the ground from the line of the railroad, consequently there
is no disturbance or unpleasant noise from the sound of passing trains.
The social atmosphere surrounding this establishment is select, and the
guests are people of respectability and standing. . The table is supplied
with all the delicacies which the market affords, cooked and served in a
perfect style. The house is furnished throughout in a comfortable man-
ner, and everything is kept in a state of scrupulous cleanlinese. Mrs.
Briggs, the proprietress, is a most amiable, pleasant lady, who studies
how to promote the comfort and happiness of her guests, and it is hardly
necessary to say that her genial, accommodating disposition has made her
a universal favorite. GuestB at the " Rural Home," it seems superfluous
to add, can, if they feel so disposed, enjoy Burf-bathing in the rear of the
house, or indulge in a swim in one of the numerous tank-baths in the
neighborhood. By boat and rail the "Rural Home " is only a thirty-five
minutes' journey from the city, and the cars stop within a block of the
gate.
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CRADLE, ALTAR AND TOMB.
CRADLE.

Iba • ,l> <* K Autd. m too.

Cimi' Jiur 11. U> tb* ntr «f WkllUcn J rrowlvy a*on.
L'tirwu In lh.«dli. Juij II. loth* wtftof Coxyr *" OunpMl. a daughur.
Ciuv In thtadu. Julj U. to Uw -il* uf Thaaaa Canton, * • i>

Milium lii I lib ail j
- •t.-t-tir, « «mi

* *\tt «t WdorQuML » duvhur
IhlMftlll Til thbcttj, JuU It. t. tiir «ifc of A. Iloclihrlliker, ft «n
IUmit Intt.u ' o< Gforre W. Ilaight, a *>n

the vi(« of J. Jacob*, ft ton.

Knau -In U iipler, ft »on.
II. Kirvhner, ft ion.

L**M>«ns— Id UiU dtr. Julv IS Is tho wlfo of Adolph W. Landgrebe, ft mn,
LaVIM - hi thi» dl*. Jul) 17, to the «if« of J. J. Law ton. a pon.

wife -if J. Levy. & daughter.
lUft— la thtft I

.'
if wife <>( John McLaughlin,

* au. Julv 16. to the » ifc of I. T. McKen lie. a son.

1 .ilv 14, to the wife of John Slftttaon, ft son.
f .). F Nonlhausen, a mm.

Oun- In this city. Julr 10. U> the wife of Captain Olson, a daughter.
Hon* 'lines Rorke, ft son.

RAftHiaftft* -la this dtv, July 15, to the wife of George J. Rasmuftftcn.

Rxuutt—In this city, Julr 17, to the wife of Kdwarti Koilley, a *>.
Shaxai: • - . Jul) 14, to the wife of Edmund Shnnahftii, a daughter.
SonriDift-ln thia city, July 1>. to the wife of Fred. Sehmider, a son.

Sum,—In this city, July 15, to the wife of John H Smith. a -on.

Stunr-ln this citv. July 17. to the « if, of J. W. Sharp, ft daughter.
WiLft05— In this city, July IS. to the wife of 0. W. Wilson, a ton,

ALTAR.
BacKU-RtT.vou»—July 15, Henr. J Becker to Klttlt V. Reynolds.
(i' rt ^-Hillman- July 18. Chsrlcs Edgar Burton to Jennie Hillroan

Btftftp-KriLLT—July It, John Beard to Nellie Reilly.

BERJisoN-WiTugT—July 16, Edward Berjlsoo to Christina Withev.
Bkow*-S*ook— Julv 18. Richsrd A. Brown to E\ a Jane Snook.
BllDSALL-Lv.\cn-j'uly If. Samuel T. Birdsall to Margaret Lynch.
CowrftftTllw*lTR-STKft art—Julv 19, John J Oowperthwmtte to Jessie Stewart,
Dick*o5-Ros—By the Right Rev. Win. I Kip, D. W. Dickson to Bella T. Roe.
DtsftXLsriRL-LiHRBERoEii—July 1ft, A. Dinkelspiel to Bella Lehrberger.
DAViKs-SomiERLA.fP—July 11, Frank P. Davies to Mary A. ^outherland.
FftlBs-NicOLftisoN—July 10, Mathias O. Fries to Johanna S. F. Nicolaison.
Fltnn-Scdrodrr—June 17, William Flynn to Sophie C. Sehroder.
Glanville-Kellit—July 12, W". W. Glanville to Laura Kelley.
Orakt-Hiltox—July IS, Carl T Graef to Adele M. Hilton.
Hakonson-Nzlsox—July 15, Olof Hakouson to Haunah G. Nelson.
Hatward-Kreidir—July IS, Lewis Augustus Hayward to Maggie S. Kreider.
Haoostt-Exorliiardt—July 13, Forest F. Haggett to Louise D. Engelhardt.
Mktir-Hoxbcb—July IS, Joseph Meyer to Josephine Hoesh.
Morris-Barks—July 17, James Morris to Mary E. Barks
McColoan-Nevis—July 9, John McColgan to Annie Nevin.
Mallot-Douohertt—July 18, Edward J. Malluy to Mary J. Dougherty.
McLaxe-Camphai'ses—July 18, George M. McLaue to Mrs. Ina B. Camphausen.
MiXNEUA.v-PoRTis-July 19, Edward T. Minnehan to Annie L. Portis
Paos-Callahas—July 10, by Rev. Dr. Scott, Harry J. Page to Eliza Callahan.
Pattbrsos-Strachas—July 1, George A. Patterson to Margaret Strachan.
Robinson-Grit—June 30, R. S. Robinson to Adeline Grey.
Smith-Aptrkiki—July 14, Benjamin Smith to Jessie Astredo.
Stbkple-Josbs—July 13, John Steeple to Mrs. Sarah S. Jones.
ScoTciiBi rn-O'Donnkll -June 29, Henry J. Scotchburo to Alice A. O'Donnell.
Swkktland-Howe—July 16, William P. Sweetland, M.D., to Angeline Howe. '

Schab-McFarland—W. H. Schad to A. G. McFarland.
SKiTii-ScHWARZ^July 12, George F. Smith to Augusta W. Schwarz.

TOMB.
Andornktti—July 17, John Baptists Andometti, a native of Italy, aged 57 years.
CoitKLi.v—July IS, William G. Conklin, a native of Miss., asred 57 years.
Callaqhan—July 17, Jeremiah, a native of Ireland, aired 72 years.
Carolan—July 18, Charles A. Carolan, a native of England, aged 52 years.
Dinnibon—July 17, Lydia Dennison, a native of Maine, aged 58 years.
Dillingham — July 15, Mary E. Dillingham, a native of Ireland, aged 46 years.
Douoherty—July 19, Sister Mary Patrick Dougherty, aged 30 years.
Dkert—July 19, Lucinda Mary Deery, a native of Ireland, aged 33 years.
FiTZQiBBOSS—July 17, Julia Fitzgibbons, a native of Ireland, aged 32 years.
Federspiel—July 19, Hannah E. Federspiel, a native of Sweden.
Gross—July 14, Elkan Gross, a native of Russia, aged 45 years.
Gords—July 16, Emma Gords, a native of New York, aged 23 years.
Herding—July 17, Conrad Herding, a native of Bavaria, aged 54 years.
Kelly- July 17, Charles Kelly, a native of New York, aged 52 years.
Kohlbero—July 15, Selig Kohlberg, a native of Westphalia, aged 64 years.
Kennedy—July 14, Patrick Kennedy, a native of Ireland, aged 52 years.
Kieckens—July 15, Henry Kieckens, a native of Germany, aged 48 years.
Kino—Julv 19, Maria King, a native of North Slesvig, aged 44 years.
Lavbdan—July 13, Victor Lavedan, a native of France, aged 50 years.
Mills -July 14, Frances H. Mills, a native of New York, aged 52 years.
Mauonby—July 16, Mary Mahoney, a native of Ireland, aged 45 years.
McDonald—July 19, Donald McDonald, a native of Scotland, aged 63 years.
Nelson—July 18, Sarah Elizabeth Nelson, a native of San Francisco, aged 20 years
Pollack—July — , Mrs. Louise Pollack, a native of England, aged 47 years.
Powers—July 15, Patrick Powers, a native of Ireland, aged 37 years.
Rohl—July 18, Adolphus Ruhl, a native of Germany, aged 39 years.
Small—July 14, Isabella Small, a native of Nova Scotia, aged 56 years.
Shipley—July 19, Mrs. H. V. Shipley, a native of North Carolina.
Trbnklb—July 15, Mrs. JoBefa Trenkle, a native of Baden, aged 78 years.
Townbbnd—July 17, James B Townsend, a native of New York, aged 64 years.
Van Blarcom—July 16, Elizabeth Van Blarcom, aged 30 years and 10 days.
Vasquez—July 19, Benito Vasquez, a native of Mazatlan, aged 23 years.
Welsh—July 16, Kate Welsh, aged 34 years.
Way—Julv 18, Frank T. Way, a native of San FranciBco, aged 19 years.

ANOTHER TRIAL.
The hounding of J. C. Duncan still continues. Although the evidence

of three former trials fully proved that there was no embezzlement of

bank funds, and that the son. W. T. Duncan, lost $120,000 in striving to
sustain the institution of which his father was manager, still Stratman,
Sumner and Clark keep up the yelpinpr. The Safe Deposit officers long
since paid the disputed certificates, showing that they were an over-issue,

and not forgeries, and the business community yeare ago decided that no
criminal act had been committed by either Duncan, Le Warne or Kofohl

;

still the petty persecution continues undiminished. We note with plea
aure the admirable ruling of Judge Ferral in the selection of jurors.

Judge Delos Lake haB volunteered, without fee, to assist David McClure
in the defense.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
The 4'oni|mny'» NMMMll will mkII for Yukon* in» and

lloiiKkuiiir: t |T\ OF I'l KINll Miguel I, at S r.M Bxi ill

•ionTMu' t ami rettm at pedal raU*
Per KB* rORK rte PAMAUA GRAMA took IL.ttJctBg

Freight and l'A«,i 1(.-.r. t.. M \7.\l |.\* MANZAN1LLO and ACAP1 I.

•«•. *"i i U>wor Moxlcan and < .. >n porta, calling at NAN
JOSE Dl 01 iTlUfALAa JUJBXRTAD to bod I'a-wngem and Mails.

Far© to New York-Cabin, $139; Stetrftjre. *66.
TwkeU toMd (Rim Boropa l.y any line for talo at the lowest rmUM ; also f».r IU-

rana and all WmI India porta

Plot BOHOUTLU, AUCKLAND and BYDNEY; ZKALANDIA. Jul* *Mi, at t
: arrlMil of the Hngllah maila.

910 ad.litinnnl is .hurgedfor (mmuitc In Upper Cabin. B^.und thv *" rlii Trip
Ticket*. vi.\ New Z*saland and Auntralia, #050.

TlekeU must he purchased at lout one hour before time of sailing.
For freight or i*as*ago apply ul tils Offioe, OOr Kir-l ud Uratinan r

J'ii> i- WILLIAMS, DIMOND 4 CO , Qonoral Acmtm,

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,

For Japan anil China, leave wharr, corner First and Bran-
nan streoU, at !f.»„ for YOKOHAMA AND HONGKONG, connecting >l

Yokohama with Steamers for Shanghai.

BELOIC Saturday, July Sid I COPTIC Tuc» Sept. 6th
AKAI1IC Saturday, Avur. 12th CKLCIC Thltrndav, Sept. 28th
OCEANIC Thursday, Aug. 24th

|

Excursion Tickets to Y'okohama and Return at Reduced Rates,
Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.'s General

Offices, Room 74, corner Fourth and TownBend streets.

For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific Mail Steam-
ship Company's \Vharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN, General Passenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD. President. July 22.

FOB PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, OREGON.
The Oregon Railway and Navigation Company and Paclflc

Coast Steamship Company will dispatch every four dayB, from Spear-street
Wharf, for the above ports, one of their new Al Iron Steamships, viz. : COLUMBIA,
OREQON and STATE OF CALIFORNIA.

Salllus Days
July 1. 6, 10, 14. 18. 28, 26, 30.

I
Aug 3. 7. 11, 16, 19, 23, 27, 31.

Al 10 o'cloch A. M.
Connecting at Portland, Oregon, with Steamers and Railroads and their connecting
Stage Lines for all pointB in Oregon, Washington and Idaho Territories, British
Columbia and Alaska.

Ticket Office 214 Montgomery Street
GOODALL, PERKINS 4 CO., Agents,

June 24. No. 10 Market street. San Francisco.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
New York Mining Company, --Location of principal place

of business, San Francisco, California; location of works. Gold Hill, Storey
County, Nevada. Notice is hereby given that at a meeting of the Board of Direct-
ors, held on the twenty-eighth day of June, 1882, an assessment (No. 28} of Ten
Cents per share was levied upon the capital stock of the corporation, payable imme-
diately, in United States gold coin, to the Secretary, at the office of the Company,
Room 8, No. 327 Pine street (San Francisco Stock Exchange Building), San Fran-
cisco, California.

Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the thirty-first day of

July, 1882, will be delinquent, and advertised for sale at public auction ; and un-
less payment is made betore, will besoldon MONDAY, the twenty-firBtday of August,
1882, to pay the delinquent assessment, together with costs of advertising and ex-
penses of Bale. Bv order of the Board of Directors.

F. E. DIETZ, Secretary.
Office—Room 8, No. 327 Pine street (Stock Exchange Building), San Francisco,

California. July 8.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Albion Consolidated Mining Company.—Location of prin-

cipal place of business, San Francisco, California. Location of works, Eureka
Mining District, Rureka, Nevada.—Notice is hereby given, that at a meeting of the
Board of Directors, held on the 26th day of Jane, 1882, an assessment (No. 11)
of Twenty-five Cents per share was levied upon the capital stock of the corpora-
tion, payable immediately in United States gold coin, to the Secretary, at the of-

fice of the Company, Room 9, No. 327 Pine street, San Francisco, Cal.

Any stock upon which this assessment shall remaiu unpaid on the THIRTY-FIRST
(31st)day of JULY, 1882, will be delinquent, and advertised for sale at public auction,
and, unless payment is made before, will be sold on MONDAY, the TWENTY-FIRST
day of AUGUST. 18S2, to pay the delinquent assessment, together with cost of

advertising and expenses of sale. By order of the Board of Directors.
D. B. CHISHOLM, Secretary.

Office—Room 9, No. 327 Pine street, San Francisco. Cal. July 15.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
CHOLLAR MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 9
Amount per Share 26 Cents
Levied July 17th
Delinquent in Office August 22d
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock Sept. 12th

W. E. DEAN. Secretary.
Office—Room 79, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal-

fornia July 22.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Enreka Consolidated Mining Company, Ne-

vada Block, Room 37, San Francisco, July 15th, 1S89.—At a meeting of the
Board of Directors of the above-named Company, held at their office this day, a div-

idend (No. 75) of Twenty-five (25c. ) Cents per share, was declared, payable on the
TWENTY-SEVENTH day of July, 1882. Transfer books cIobo with the 28th inst.

July 22. P. JACOBUS, Secretary pro tern.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Tbe German Savings and Loan Society. For the half-year

ending this date, the Board of Directors of THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND
LOAN SOCIETY has declared a Dividend on Term Deposits at the rate of Four and
Thirty-two One Hundredths (4 32-100) per cent, per annum, and on Ordinary De-
posits at the rate of Three and Six Tenths (3 0-10) per cent, per annum, free from
Federal Taxes, and payable on and after the 10th day of July, 1882. By order.

San Fraucisco, June 80, 1882. (July 1.) GEO. LETTE, Secretary.
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REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.

Recorded in the City and County of San Francisco. California, for

the Week ending- July 18, 1888.
Compiled fromthe Records of tlie Commercial Agency, 101 Ucdif'omiaSt.,?S.F.

Wednesday, July 12th.

GRANTOBAND ORANTEE.

Pfttk Donohae to Genet Middlehoff

Jno A Mclnnis to Bly W Pteyter.

.

S Meyerbach to Marg Reddington.

.TosLeConnt lojnlea Lambla

DESCRIPTION.

Mrs L D Bancroft to H H Bancroft
A A Bancroft to Same
Emily M Palmer to Same
H H Bancroft to Jos Macdonongh.
D Cahn to Pan! T de Tonrniel. . .

.

Patrick Foley to Marg O'Parrell

.

Geo W Prlok to D Legallett

N Hayes, 162:6 e Octavia, e 26:9x120, be-
ing in Western Addition 149

S O'Farrcll, 39:6 w WebBter, w 22:6x120,
being in Western Addition 307; lotB 2
to 8, 17, blk 364 ; lots 10, 15, blk 365,

Great Park Homestead
S Green, 62:6 e Mason , e 76:6, e 22, s 12:6

w 22, n 12:6 to beginning, being in 50-

vara231
S Busb, 68 e Mason, e 22:6x80, and right

of alley-way, snbj to a mortgage
Nw Stevenson, 235 ne4tb,ne 20x70 to bg

ll ggg it ii ii ll

" 196 " " 40x70
" 195 " " 80x70

E Dupont, 87:3 n Pacific, n 50:3x58 ; s

Adler, 72 e Dnpont, e 22:6x40: n Paci-
fic, 58 e Dnpont, e 61:10x127:6 ; s

Washington, 89:9 e Stockton, e 20:5 x
61:6

Nw Natoma, 500 bw 7th, sw 25x75, being
in 100-vara 207

Lots 41 and 42, block 94, 0'Neil & Haley
Tract

*7,000

6,000
1
1

15,000
21,500

1

1,506

300

Thursday, July 13th.

Paul Bonaset to John A KuBBell .

.

W F Cashman to John Broyer

M B Levy to S M Levy

H Schroeder to Kate Schroder
W J Gnnn to Maggie J Gallagher.

Leopold Lonpe to Cath Frutinger,

T M J Dehon to F Hornnng

Jno Cecil to Benj P G Smith
Benj P G Smith to Jno M Smith..
Same to Jessie Smith
Same to Jno Cecil

|E 39th avenue, 60 s M st, s 50x120, being
in Outside Land block 898

N McAllister, 252:6 e Willard, e 100, n
102:11)$, w 164:2)$, e 89:111; to beg;
lots 12 to 17, Cashman Tract

Lots 23, 24, blk 19, City Land Associa-
tion; and all interest in 50-vara lot 165

LotB 11, 12, blk 307, Case Tract
E 9th ave, 400 n PI Lobos ave, n 25x120,

being in Outside Land block 189

W Fillmore, 102:8Si s Washington, s 26

xl06:3, being in Western Addition 351
Sw 16th and Dehon, w 30x90, being in

Mission Block 95, subject to mortgage
for $500 .'

Lots 14, 15, blk 8, College Hd Assn
S Navy, 107 e Sanchez, e 27x114

C F B Folsom to Susannah Brunn.

Geo Wood to Patk Sullivan

Cyrus Walker to W C Talbot

Mary Lyons to Jno Dielmann

Jno Dielmann to Jno Kane
Geo T Marye to Chas B Elliott. . .

,

Robt M Dillard to D W C Gaskill

Jas T Watson to Geo W Tindal.

.

N Marshall, 200 w Congdon, n 110x56 ;

lot 17, blk 8, College Hd Assn
W Polk, 77:2M s Washington, s 50:1X x

103, being in "Western Addition 52
Sw 18th and Sanchez, s 26:6x105, being
in Mission Block 106, snbj to a mortg.

Ne Pacific av and Franklin, e40xl27:8^
being in Western Addition 93

Sw Garden, 200 nw Bryant, nw 25x75,
being in- 100-vara 233

Same
Sw Pacific ave and Fillmore, s 130x126,
being in Western Addition 349

Lute 10, 11, blk 3S9, lots 5, 12, 15, 16,blk

195, SSFHd& BR Assn
N Jackson, 162:6 e Jones, e 50x137:6, be-

ing in 50-vara 836

Friday, July 14th-

R J Tiffany to F S Wensinger..

La Societe Francaise to Same.

.

C S Hinkel to Cath Halloran. .

.

J Hanlon to Michl McWilliams . .

.

Alfred Borel to P G Partridge

S T Meyer to I Steinhart

S T Meyer and wf to Same
I Steinhart to L Seligman
Michl Cooney to P Maguire & wf

.

Jno Burr to W A der Nienberg

Katrina ATantan toGFTantan.
Same to Flora A Tantan
Same to Mary C Silent

Same to Emma D Blauer
L H Newton to Wm H Peckman..
M B Blake et al to Same

Nw Mission, 675:8K ne Dale, nw 22:9%,
e 11:11 X, s 22 to com

Nw Mission, 698:6 ne Dale, ne 120, nw
85:6%, s 140:9X, se 11:11^ to beg; lots

15 to 18, Garden Ld Hd Assn
S Bush, 113:9 e Buchanan, e 23:9x91:6,
being in WeBtern Addition 233

N 12th ave, 175 e M st, e 25x100; portion
blk229,SSF

Partot blockB 370, 371,376, 377, West-
ern Addition

Block 682, portion 681, 692, Western Ad-
dition

Same

Nw Bryant and Langton, w 30x80, bein

in 100-vara 254
N 20th. 174 w Valencia, w 31x114, being

in Mission Block 72
S McAllister, 137:6 w Gough, w 25x137:6

162:6
187:6

" "
" 212:6 " "

W Hartford, 78 B 18th, e 24:8x126
Same

Gift
Gift

300

1,625

20

12,600

750

6,000

5

2,400

1

2,250

5

f 300

2,500

3,250

250

5

160
1

1

3,000

2,600
5
5

5
5

400
100

Saturday, July 15th.

C H Killey to Chas Fricke

J C Gouldin to Sherwood W Fuller

JnoF Wood to F G Bianchi

Henry C Swain to Geo Beattie . .

.

Same et al to W J Gunn

Robt Sherwood to Same

H C Moore to Louisa T Johnson.

Merch Ex Bank to H Matthews ..

Leopold Loupe to W J Gunn

S Union, 192:6 w Webster, w 25x137:6,
being in Western Addition 322

S Hill, 246 w Valencia, w 82x114, being
in Mission Block 74

N Fell, 30 e Franklin, e 25x75, being in
Western Additiou 73; subject to mort-
gage for $2,300

S Sutter, 137:6 e Lyon, e 25x137:6
N Sutter, 84:6 w Baker, w 28x87:6, being

in Western Addition 583
Se Clay and Lyon.e 137:6x127:8!*, being

in Western Addition 589
W Howard, 205 e 17th, s 30x122:6, being

in MiBsion Block 60
N Ellis, 171:1034 w Powell, w 34:4)a x

137:6, being in 50-vara 956
Sw Washington and Fillmore, w 106:3 x

27:8, being in Western Addition 351 .

$1,625

2,750

4,100
1

100

5,000

50

14,500

2,216

Monday, July 17th.

OBANTOR AND GRANTEE.

JasW Hill to -Thos A C Dorland.

.

Chas P Dnane to W S Thompson.

W S Thompson to P Fitzgerald. .

.

Louis Taussig to F McAleer

DESCRIPTION.

F S Ellmaker to C J Carroll..

A Barney to Chas S Barney..

G W Frink to F B Wilde
ChaB Roos & wf to H Thompson.
Mary Polack to M A Edelmann...

Felix Cosgrove to Elizth Perry. .

.

W H Peckham to Levi A Morgan

Jno Willow to M Fltzpatrick ....

Se Ohnrcb Lane and Alemany street, s

2x6, e 92, n 35:10. w 91:1?; to beg, be-
ing in Mission Block 34W cor Shipley and Willow, n 75x50, be-
ing in 100-vara 206

Same
Nw Serpentine avenue, 77:10 ne Hump-

shire, ne 57:10, ne 107:10, w 80, s 74, w
35, s 65 to beginning, being in Mission
Block 177

S 28th, 159:3Ji e Guerrero, e 25x100, be-
ing iu Mission Block 71

Sw cor of Precita Valley lot 78, n 102, e
55, a 95, w 50 to beginning

Lots 14, 15, 16, blk 2, Johnson Tract . .

.

Lots 37, 38, blk 51, City Land Assn
S Waller, 172:6 e Webster, e 26x137:6,
being in Western Addition 289

Lot 47 in blk 326, Outside Land, begin-
ning 380 s A st, and 172:9 w 4M, e

172:9, n 60, w 167:8, s to beginning
Com 75 s 18th st, and 125 w Hartford, s

24:8 xe 25
W Prospect av, 105 n Virginia av, n 25x
75; lot 220, Gift Map No 8

300
4,900

500

700

600
5

600

Gift

100

100

Tuesday, July 18th.

Hoa Jah to Tong Chuck et al

.

Jos Thorp to Geo H Moore et al. .

.

Jno O'Leary to G Batrada

W J Gunn to Lucy E Krause

Grace Pedler to Ann Olbrecht

University College to Robt Gunn..

Nellie P Pierce to Annie M Jewell

Lewis Pierce by exra to Same
Same to Same

T E Lindenberger to Chas Rickoff.

E Washington Place, 81 n Washington
st, n 50, e 63, b 31, w 33, b 19, w 30 to
beg, being in 50-vara 89

N Kate, 181:3 w Webster, w 25x120, be-

ing in Western Addition 294
Ne 19th ave, 150 se J st, se 25x100 ;

por
lot 11, blk 364, S S FW 8th ave, 200 s Clement, s 26x120, be-
ing in Outside Land 189

E Kearny, 135:6 n Vallejo, n 86:4^, e
88:6. s 34:4^3, w 11. s 2, w 77:6 to beg

;

se Kearny and Green, s 34:43$x61, and
alley way

S Haight, 137:6 w Octavia, e 117:6x137:6
being in Western Addition 213

Ne Capp and 21st, n 94:10x25, being in
Mission Block 63

Same
Sw cor of Mission Block 63, n 94:10 x e
25

Nw Market, 190 sw 15tb, sw 75x115, be-
ing in Mission Block 102

$ 5

3,000

400

335

5

1.600

1,600

3,570

OEO. STREET, Agent News Letter, 30 ComhlU, E. C, London.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
Hand Cheap

DisbeB and Sauces.
Fluent and Cheapest Mea t'flavorlug- Stock for Soups, Made

DisbeB and Sauces.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT,
Aii Invaluable and Palatable Tonic in all Cases or Weak

Digestion and Debility. "Is a success and boon for which Nations should feel
grateful. See " Medical Press," " Lancet," " British Medical Journal," etc.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
(Caution—Genuine only with fac-simlle of Baron Lieblg-'t*
j Signature, in blue ink, across Label.
This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substitutes being in

the market.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
To be had of all 8tore-keepers, Grocers and Chemists. Sole

Agents for the United States (wholesale only), C. David & Co. , 9, Fenehurch
Avenue, London, England. Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, San
Francisco. June 10.

he Summer Sun and Dust. Ladies and all exposed to the scorching
rays of the sun and heated particles of dust, will find that the most
cooling and refreshing preparation for the face, hands and arsis, is

owlands' Kalydor, which eradicates all prickly Heat, Sunburn, Tan,
Freckles, Stings Of Insects, etc., and produces a beautiful and delicate
complexiou.

Rowlands' Macassar Oil prevents the hair falling off or becoming dry
during the hot weather, and eradicates scurf and dandruff.

Rowlands* Odonto is the purest and most fragrant Tooth Powder ever used,
and contains no acid or mineral ingredients, which are so detrimental
to the teeth and gums. Its purity especially adapts it for the teeth of
young children. Ask any dealer in perfumery for Rowlands' articles,

of 20, Hatton Garden, London.

COOS BAY COAL.
The Cleanest and Cheapest.

No Soot! No Dirt!

The Best Coal for Domestic Use !

T
R

[May 27.]

All Coal Dealers Keen It!

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.
ip.i

, and tt

Attendance, daily, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by the under-
signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, and to furnish all information

relating to the Society. J. P. McCURRIE, Secretary,
Oct. 23. Room 4, No. 531 California st.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

360 FOVMTH STREET, SAN EXANCISCO.
[July 15.]
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NOTABILIA.

PEDDLERS BONO.

f T*U.1V..hAH.^r.

*n m mhtu %» drlraa waam ; OoM quoip* uid
itj but* to girm their datra;

Pitt- »...! i-A ! „• «ti. k. ( .1. •
,

What uftkb feck tront b«d to h«tl t

CosMbarof sm.ooum; ocwm buy jtama buy.
Buy • l*d*. or «*•• ? *',ir t*J,r

William BUttVIAU.

A dispatch fr-m <'.«nin«, Spain, **y» the DdImoI Bdtnbttrgh, while
Ashing rwmtljr oaw liarona, wu dra^K^i into w»u>r dxtavn fail «l..-j>,

and c*rrir-l un.hr f.-iir bum. ny * Ian;? flah which t»--k his* hook. For a
Duke that U a pretty good ti-h story, and if Aimm*i« was still living his

laurvN voal i u ;
..: ;

i.'-.t. \W sanlri aahibaivh^ pladk in banginc
- pall until ha arms carried under the water four time*. BqI if

we hatl been in his place, after the fir»t pull undaT we would have let go
anil then fOM ru'in»\ put on dry cloths*, and invited our beat girl to ac-

c».mp.»' »l Swain's Bakery. 213 Sutter street, to have
:' thr delicious mince pies, Um HMMIIH and oonfeotfona that can be

obtained ti-

lt la stated by a Princeton man that the reason his college is not win-

nine as many athletic prizes as formerly, is that the students have
adopted white flannel suits, fiiiL'l- 1 bornlsa eve-glasses and icecream.

—

Pudt.

"Now, my son." said a Wast Side cabinet-maker to his little ln>y,

" von must remember that sins are like nails driven into a post. Repeat-
manly pulling the nails out, but the scars—the holes remain."

" But, I say, ' interrupted the youth, "can't we kinder putty 'em up, aa

the worm holes in the rotten basswood that you use to make real

Kngli*b oak bedroom sets ?" The West Side cabinet-maker softly scratched

the wart on his nose for a few- minutes, and then he remarked th.it every
one who wanted to enjoy well-cooked meals should buy an Arlington
Range from I>e La Montanya, Jackson street, below Battery. The Ar-
!iru't->n Range is admittedly the most complete cooking apparatus in the

world,

"I have beard every sermon preached in this church for the last fifty

years," aaid a man of quiet satire ;
" and," he added slily, " I'm a Chris-

tian still."—B, O. Picayune.

An exchange speaks of " a striking window ornament." And queerly

eu-'Ukdi it doesn't refer to a pot of plants which sometimes falls from the

second-story window ledge and strikes a man on the head, demolishing

his hat, emptying a pint of earth down his neck, and converting him, for

about ten minutes, into the profanest kind of a pirate that ever went to

J. R. Kellv & C'o.'s, Market street, below Beale, to buy the Imperishable

Paint, which comes already mixed, covers three times the space that or-

dinary paint does, and is impervious to sun or rain.

"I'm saddest when I sing," warbled a young lady at an evening
party, and the other guests said: " So are we! So are we! "

A Democratic organ says: " The true Democrat will die in the last

ditch before he will surrender to the enemies both of the people and their

liberties." Yes ; that sounds very nice, but it is plagiarized from that

true Democrat, Jeff Davis. He, too, was in favor of dying in the last

ditch rather than surrendering to the enemy—but he didn't die. He still

lives, and he says that every one who sends $2.50 and a photograph to the

News Letter Medallion COMPANY, will receive in return 100 photo-

graph medallions, already gummed and perforated, and just the size of

a postage-stamp.

Let the man of the house lose his head and see how quickly the wife

of his bosom will find her tongue.—Boston Star.

" Gentlemen.*** the jury," said an Irish hamster, " it will be for you
to say whether this defendant shall be allowed to come into court with
unblushing footsteps, with the cloak of hypocrisy in his mouth, and draw
three bullocks out of my client's pocket with impunity." The gentlemen
of the jury took the matter under consideration, and the Judge said that

everybody who wanted pure and unadulterated liquors should go to P. J.

Caesin & Co.'s, corner of Washington and Battery streets. Families sup-

plied in retail quantities at wholesale rates.

A young married man, whose house-rent is paid by his mother-in-

law, calls her " darling pay-rent."

A little girl who ran home from school, all out of breath, said: " Oh,
please, ma, may I get married and have a husband ?" " My child," ex-

claimed the astonished mother, " don't let me hear such words from you
again! " " Well, then, may I have a piece of bread and butter and go to

Bradley & Rulofson's celebrated photographic studio, corner of Mont-
gomery and Sacramento streets, and have my picture taken. They say
that B. & R.'s pictures are always accurate and well-finished."

There ifl a tied in the affairs of murderers which, taken at the scaffold,

leads on to suffocation.

—

N. Y. News.

" Papa, am I a little sinner?" " Yes, my son, we are all sinners."
" And, papa, the Bible says the devil is the father of sinners, doesn't it ?"

" Yes, dear, I believe it doeB." " Then, papa, are you the devil ?" His
offspring's logic was too much for him, and he slipped out of the room
without answering. But he is a very sensible man, nevertheless. When
he wants to get a stylish, well-made hat, he goes to White, 614 Commer-
cial street.

A good sailor takes his sail on a schooner at sea, and a bad sailor

takes his ale in a " schooner " on shore, and all epicures drink Napa Soda.

"Many silly people despise the precious, not understanding it." But
no one despises Kidney-Wort after giving it a trial. Those that have used
it agree that it is by far the best medicine known. Its action is prompt,
thorough and lasting. Don't take pills, and other mercurials that poison
the system, but by using Kidney-Wort restore the natural action of all

the organs.

When mom oam up the walk.
Your oh—fa Lttk. nuo j

And though do other been hi* knock,
You hear it w.H you kno« fOfJ del

And when hi* arm ft. ,\l- round TOOI chair,
^'"»

i-

'

ream or two,
As if you didn't mat It tbsre|

But, ohl yon do you know you do!
You M him ki*w your blushlnfl cheek;

Somehow your lips inert his lips, too;
You tempt him, pretty thing to apeak,

You wicked flirt you know you do!

And when he timidly doth pros*
His whfa to make a wife of you.

With happy heart you answer yes.
You darling girl you know you do!

She had ordered nothing but vegetables, and was eating them vigor-
ously, when a little old lady seated next to her—one of thOM bnsy-bodlw
ever anxious to Im pleasant -smiled and interrogatively said: "V

.No," said the other in quick response, " Unitarian ; I'm from
Boston—are yon ?" One of those grand old Beethoven laughs went round
the table, and tho bald-headM philosopher remarked that Noble Bros.,
042 Clay street, San Francisco, are the boss house and sign painters.

The old man of the sea was an ocean buoy once.— TV*. O. Picayune.

Thoueande of ladies cherish grateful remembrances of the help de-
rived from the use of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

J. F. Cutter's Old Bourbon.—This celebrated whisky is for Bale by
all first-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

Best pictures taken at the Imperial Gallery, T24£ Market street.

JOHN WIGMORE,

HARDWOOD LUMBER,
SHIP TIMBER, LOCUST TREENAILS,

Veneers and Fanoy Woods.
189 to 147 Spear St. and 26 and 28 Howard St., San Francisco.

[April 8.]

THOMAS PRICE'S
ASSAY OFFICE AND CHEMICAL LABORATORY,

524 Sacramento Street San Francisco.
eposltsof Bullion received, melted luto bars, and returns
made in from twenty-four to forty-eiglit hours.

Bullion can be forwarded to this office from any part of the interior by express,
and returns mode in the same manner.

Careful Analysis made of Ores, Metal, Soils, Waters, Industrial Products, etc.

Mines examined and reported upon. Consultations on Chemical and Metallurgical
questions. March 20.

LEE CRAIG,
SEARCHER OF RECORDS,

Notary Public and Commissioner of Deeds,
316 Montgomery Street Bet. California and Fine.

Commissioner for New York, Arizona, Nevada, Pennsylvania, Utah, Oregon, Idaho
Washington Territory, Ohio, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Illinois, New Jersey,
and other States and Territories. DEPOSITIONS A SPECIALTY. Acknowledg-
ments taken and oaths administered at any hour of the day or night.
May 13. LEE D. CRAIG.

SANTA CRUZ FURNISHED HOUSES,
From $25 Per Month, in the Best Locations.

EXCHANGE AND MART Santa Cruz, Cal.

No. 2 of the new Land Journal, of Santa Cruz county, containing full details of
Real Estate for sale, soil, climate, productions, etc., FREE BY MAIL. May 27.

D

WILLIAM A. SCOTT, JR.

Money wanted on Improved city property in Tucson, A.T.,
and on paying property in the vicinity, in sums to suit the lender, at from 1

to 1£ per cent. Mining property handled. Address,
WILLIAM A. SCOTT, JR.,

Stock, Commission, Insurance Broker and General Agent,
April 22. 7 Camp street, Tucson, Arizona Territory.

PROF. JOS. JOSSET,
Graduate of the University of Paris; Ex. Professor or De

la Meunais' Normal, France; late of Point Loma Seminary, San Diego. Pri-
vate Lessons in the French Language. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 f.u. Private LeBsons given at the res-
idence of the pupil. Dec. 6.

AUGUSTUS LAVER, .

Architect,
Furnishes Plans, Specification* and Superintendence for

the Construction or Renovation of Dwelling HouseB, and every describtion of
Building. Office: 19 S. F. STOCK EXCHANGE, Pine street, S. F.

gS" Take the Elevator. Dec. 10.

F
NOTICE.

or the very best photographs gro to Bradley & Rnlofson's
in an Elevator, 429 Montgomery street. Oct. 29

$5to$20 perd*i" me. Samples worth $•*> free.
Address Stinsos £ Co., Portland. Maine

Icbi Ban enlarged ; largest in the world.
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BIZ.

The Produce Exchange have presented their semi-annual statement
of the stock of Grain in the State at the end of the cereal year, June
30th. From the exhibit before us we find that the stock of Wheat, July
1st, was 2,822,903 ctle.; ditto July 1, 1881, 12,444,278 ctls.; ditto in July
1, 1880, 323,821 ctls.; ditto in July 1, 1879, 593,251 ctls.; ditto in July 1,

1878, 284,424 ctls. The present Spot price of Wheat is SI 70@$1 75 #
ctl. New Wheat arrives sparingly, although the ship G. C. Trufant is

said to be loaded with new Wheat, and will soon Bail for Cork.

The Barley market is poorly stocked with the old crops, Brewing being
held at 2c, and hard to obtain. The stock of old crop (all grades) on
hand July 1, 162,416 ctls., against 595,028 ctls. at a corresponding date of

last year. New crop Feed is arriving freely, selling at 81 30@S1 35 $
ctl. New Brewing is held at SI 40@$1 45 # ctl.

Oats are in light supply. The stock on hand July 1st, 21,305 ctls.;

same time last year, 15,744 ctls.; Spot price, SI 80 ^ ctl.

Corn.—The stock in the State, July 1st, 61,507 ctls.; one year ago,

July 1st, 95,250 ctls.; Spot price, SI 75.

Grain Bags have undergone a material advance during the week,
caused by an increased demand from the interior as the cropB upon harv-
esting are turning out better than was expected. Considerable sales of
Calcutta Standard have been made the past few days at 9J@9|c, closing

at 9fc All other kinds rule from 9£@9£c., the market closing firm at the
advance.

WooL—We remark an increased demand during the week, with sales

of some 7,500 bales Fleece upon private terms, yet within the range of
25@27c. for good to choice and 18@20c. for off parcels.

Quicksilver.—We note free shipments to Mexico by the outgoing
Bteamer. Stock is, however, light. Holders generally ask 37£e., but sales

from the wharf are made at 37c.

Syrup.—The local refiners have reduced the price 10c. per gal. for all

grades—now, bbls. . 62£e. ; in hf. bbls. , 65c. ; 5 gal. kegs, 70c. ; 1 gal tins, 80c.

This decline is doubtless owing to the lar^e quantity of Eastern that is

arriving here, and as more or less of it is adulterated with Sorghum, sells

at a reduced price.

Sugar.—We had several arrivals from the Sandwich Islands during the
week—the Klikitat from Honolulu, with 15,878 pkgs., and the Cyane
from Kalului, with 6,720 bags. We quote White Refined at 12ia, Yel-
low and Golden at 10i@llc
From the Orient we have the British steamship Malabar, to W. T.

Coleman & Co., with 795 Chinese. This makes some 25,000 coolies that
have arrived at this port since the 1st of January. This steamer brought
for cargo: Rice, 11,695 mats; Coffee, 417 bags; Pepper, 265 bags; Oil,

602 cases, and of Chow Chow, 2,239 cases.

The ship Grisedale, from Liverpool, has arrived with a valuable cargo
of Chemicals, Iron, etc.

From Hamburg we have the German bark Alster, 200 days, with a
well assorted cargo of German goods, also a large quantity of Iron in

bars, bundleB and wire.

Cottons for China.—The steamship Granada brought up from the
Isthmus, en route from New York to China, 3,900 hales Cotton Sheetings.
This trade is growing rapidly in importance.

For the Orient.—The O. and 0. steamship Gaelic sailed for Hong"
kong on Saturday last, with a valuable cargo, consisting in part of Flour>
7,328 bbls.; Ginseng, 7,229 lbs.; Quicksilver, 400 flasks, and other goods '>

value, S83,437; also, in treasure to Hongkong, 547,109. To Japan she
carried 455 bbls. Flour, and other merchandise; value, S10.888; and in
treasure, S105,644. The steamship Belgic, of the same line, having been
released from quarantine, will sail this day for China and Japan, carry-
ing a cargo somewhat similar to the foregoing.

Coal and Iron.—We have nothing of encouragement to report con-
cerning these two staple articles of import. The low prices of the former
ruling for Australian have enabled the Gas Company to make liberal con-
tract purchases, to arrive at very low prices ; and as for Pig Iron, the
large expected output of Pacific Slope foundries during the year keeps
out buyers from the market.

Salmon.—Oregon is sending us free supplies of Columbia River fish,

the steamship Columbia bringing 3,177 cs. and the City of Chester 4,700
cases. The reports concerning the Salmon catch in Oregon are conflicting,

while the latest advices from Fraser River, B. C, lead us to expect an
increased pack in that region. The Commercial Reporter, dated Portland,
Oregon, July 14th, has this item concerning the Salmon pack for 1882

:

Many fears have been expressed that the Salmon pack of this season
would fall far short of that of last year. A gentleman who is thoroughly
posted in regard to the matter furnishes the following information: Salmon
pack up to July 1, 1882, 292,912 cases. Salmon pack up to July 1, 1881,
325,000 cases. Shortage to the 1st of July, 32,088 cases. It is thought by
the most competent judges that this shortage will be overcome by the
Bplendid run of fish now pouring in. Fish are large and the average take
iB good—we may, therefore, unless something unforeseen occurs, look for
a pack of over 500,000 cases, or, say, one equal to last season, 545,000 cases.

On the lBt of June there was a shortage of 57,000 cases as against last sea-
son's pack of that date; there has, however, been a steady increase, and,
although up-river canneries have fallen back, Astoria, with the old can-
neries and increased facilities, and new ones added, has pulled the score
up rapidly under the fine July run. It is said that fish will be taken after
July 31st, as the law is considered unsound. If this is so, the pack may
reach larger proportions than ever before known.
Tonnage and Freights.—At this writing the disengaged fleet in port

and in ports adjacent aggregate about 35,000 registered tons ; on the berth,
36.000 tons. The fleet to arrive in all this year, 293,000 tons ; same time
1881, 360,000 tons ; same time 1880, 150,000 tons. The present quotable
rates for Wheat charters to Europe are 50@.55s., to a direct port. The
ship Oneida has been laid on for New York in the Dispatch Line.

The Produce Exchange election resulted as follows: Directors-
President, Charles Clayton; Vice-President, William Babcock; Treasurer,
W. A. Bray; H. Waterman, William Dresbach, John Wightman, Jr.,

Jackson Hart, H. V. Deming, E. D. Kalisher. Committee of Appeals—

SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA PIONEERS.
This eminently respectable corporation was organized August,

1850, and designed to be a moral, beneficial, literary and scientific associ-
ation, formed to cultivate Bocial intercourse and more perfect union be-
tween its members, and to create a fund for charitable purposes in their
behalf ; to form cabinets, libraries, etc.; to collect and preserve informa-
tion connected with the early settlement and conquest of this common-
wealth, and to perpetuate the memory of those whose sagacity, energy
and enterprise induced them to settle in the wilderness and become found-
ers of a new State. Admission to the society is limited to gentlemen
who arrived here prior to January 1, 1850, and their male descendants.
The whole number of members to-day it. 1,091, divided as follows: Honor-
ary 25, Life 545, Contributing 517. Deceased members number 613. The
financial status of the society is highly satisfactory. The money in bank,
together with the hall on Montgomery street, libraries, cabinets, and
property on Fourth street, have a value of $250,000. In addition, the so-

ciety will receive some §250,000 or $300,000 from the Lick estate. The
annual election of this society took place on the 7th inst., when the fol-

lowing officers were elected : President, Washington Bartlett ; Vice-
Presidents—Geo. W. Gibbs, D. A C. Daisenberg, Wm. McPherson Hill,
Niles Searles ; Treasurer, Howard Havens ; Secretary, Ferdinand Vas-
sant; Marshal, Isaac Bluxome; Directors—Charles Clayton, R. P. John-
son, Justin Gates, Theo. F. Payne, Henry Schmieden, John Kelly, Jr.,
George T. Marye, Jr., John P. Bourne. Two tickets were in the field,

the Regular and Members', and great interest was felt in the result. The
greatest harmony and good feeling was exhibited by all who participated
in the contest. The whole Members1

ticket was elected by a handsome
majority, having been ably worked by Messrs. James Phelan, Wm. F.
Swasey, Wm. H. V. Cronise, Benj. D. Coit, Franklin Lawton, John F.
Lohse, Charles R. Story, Milo Hoadly, J. G. Eastland and many others.
The result was announced at 9 P. M., and cordially indorsed by all mem-
bers, with the exception of Wm. Huefner, candidate for Marshal on the
Regular ticket. This gentleman has held the office named for the past
thirteen years, and evidently was much disgusted at the loss of his official

Eosition and perquisites. At 9:30 P. M., at the invitation of Washington
iartlett, Esq., President elect, those present (some seventy-five in num-

ber) adjourned to the elegant saloons of Francisco Garcia, in the block
adjoining the Hall, and indulged in a most delightful reunion. " It was,
indeed, good to be there." Good wines, cigars and elegant language
flowed without limit. Addresses were made by Messrs. Bartlett, Hol-
land, Eastland, Bradford, Tiffany, Perkins, and several others.

The Sheltered Cove Baths and bathers are to be photographed Sun-
day morning. No extra charge from price of baths to have your picture
taken.

E. Ransom, R. P. Tenney, Frank Dalton, H. A. Mayhew, Thomas New-
ell. Mr. Tenney received 121 votes, or every vote cast.

Fruit—The market is surfeited with Apricots, Apples, Berries, Figs,
Cherries, Pears, Peaches, Plums, etc. Our canners are having a fine sea-
son of it, buying the very choicest fruits at low prices.

Coffee.—Thus far during July 758 bags good Guatemala were sold for
shipment to St. Louis, and for local consumption the sales were: 200 bags
good to choice Costa Rica, ll@12c. per pound ; 2,250 bags fair to good
Costa Rica, mixed with black beans, S£@10c.; 200 bags inferior Costa
Rica, 6@8c; 1,500 bags good unwashed Salvador, 10(5jl0£c; 55 bags Gua-
temala, peaberry, 13Jc; 104 bags choice Guatemala, 12c; 350 bags good
Guatemala, 10@llc; 550 bags middling Guatemala, 8£@9c.; 550 bags in-
ferior to ordinary Guatemala, 6@8c. The imports during the first half
of the present year were much larger than those of the corresponding
period of 1881,

_
To this fact partly, but mainly to the unfavorable posi-

tion of this article in the other markets of the world, is due the steady
decline of prices since the beginning of the year. The total of sales du-
ring the six months ending July 1st is about 10,000 bags less than last
year. This is to be ascribed to the large speculative purchases made by
dealers in June of last year, owing to the then favorable statistical posi-
tion of the article, whereas this year, on the contrary, they have been de-
terred from carrying large stocks by the steadily declining prices and the
uncertainty of the future. There is no reason to suppose that this year's
consumption will be smaller than that of last. The overland shipments
have been also less than in 1881, owing partly to the scarcity of the best
grades of Guatemala Coffee, but mainly to the low prices ruling in the
Atlantic ports. Good unwashed Salvador Coffee has sold readily at 1@
lie. per pound below the price of good Guatemala. Costa Rica, mixed
with black beans, has been very much neglected, and prices have ranged
lower than in former years, compared with other qualities. Triage Cof-
fees sold at good prices early in the season, owing to their then scarcity,
but are now much lower. The market closes very weak, and there is
very little disposition on the part of dealers to do any business even at
the reduced prices to which importers heve lately submitted. Quotations
are: ll£@12c. for choice Costa Rica; 9@10c. for fair Costa Rica, mixed
with black beans ; ll$@12e. for superior Guatemala, very scarce ; 10c.
for good unwashed Salvador ; 10£@llc. for good Costa Rica ; 6@8£c. for
inferior Costa Rica ; 10(5}llc. for fair to good Guatemala.
Sugar.—Imports for Bix months, 1882, 66,864,803 lbs.; same time 1881,

68,412,241 lbs.; same time 1880, 55,359,769 lbs.; same time 1879, 32,137,636
lbs. From New York the imports of Refined Sugar have amounted to
about 1,086,515 lbs. in the firBt Bix months of this year, against 3,500,000,
2,586,645 and 2,007,600 lbs. during the same period of the years 1881, 1880
and 1879, respectively. The large increase of production in the Hawaiian
Islands has stopped almost entirely the importation into this market of
Raw Sugars from other countries. A limited quantity of duty-paying
Raws are, however, still required both for shipment in bond, in their
natural state, and to enable refiners to fill the increasing demand for ex-
port to foreign countries of their refined product. The Muscovadoes re-
ceived from Central America, suitable for refining, have been sold readily
to refiners at prices corresponding to the cost of their own importations.
The present stock of Raw Sugars is very large, but is held almost entirely
by refiners. The prices of Refined fluctuated in the last six months be-
tween ll£c. and 12|c. $ lb. for Crushed, and 9£c. and ll£c. for best Yel-
low, refiners being guided by the cost of Eastern Sugars laid down in this
market. Concessions are made by them on sales for shipments to foreign
countries and to the Central States.
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trouble and expense of getting Profenor Summers, of the University of
California, and also the celebrated Dr. John .1. llleasdale, ti> obtain pm-k-
agea of the various brands of (wm-der offered for *:ile on this market, and

ect them to a careful analysis. These distinguished chemists have
respectively r*i>orted that every powder they could rind on the market,
with the exception of the New England, was adulterated to a greater or
leaver extent, and many of them were ascertained to contain alum and
other prdsonon* in-'redient* to such an extent as to render them positively

unsafe for tine in human food. And the strangest thing of all was the
fact that a powder which has fur years been advertised as a pure cream of

tartar and biearlxmate of soda baking powder, the manufacturers of

which have been attacking and maligning all other brands of powder
—probably nnder the impression that by shouting " stop thief " their own
larceny would not be suspected—was found to contain extensive quanti-
ties of carbonate of ammonia, tartaric acid and starch. These analyses
have been published, and, consequently, owing to the public spirit of

Messrs. Newton Brothers, every housekeeper can tell what brands of

baking powder are chemically pure, and, owing to the honesty of the
same gentlemen, there is one brand, the New England, which is pure.

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS.
It has been found, and satisfactorily established, that intellect and

brain power are not dependent upon tbe size of the head, but rather upon
the texture and quality of the brain. The London Lancet gives the head
measurement, as inferred from the size of the hats worn, of several promi-
nent men, as follows: Lord Chelmsford, 6$, full ; Dean Stanley, 6^, full

;

Lord Beaconsfield, 7 ; the Prince of Wales, 7, full ; Charles Dickens, 7i ;

Lord Selborne, 7£; John Bright, 7A; Earl Russell, 7&; Lord Macauley, 73;
Mr. Gladstone, 7ii Archbishop of York, 8. The late Dr. Pritchard finally

disposed of the notion that cranial measurements could be accepted as
brain measurements. Since his day the student of cerebral development
has ceased to rely on what used to be called "phrenology." Hereafter,
probably, light may be thrown on the subject of special or regional devel-
opment, both in regard to their personal growth and transmission by
heredity, but at present neither the hat nor the head furnishes trustworthy
indications of mental power and capacity, and that the only feature of in-

terest as yet noticed is the curious fact of unequal development and con-
sequent want of sympathy.

A Remarkable Flower.—The nnusally fine plant of the night-flow-
ering Cereus, Cactus Grandiflorus of Linnaeus, which has for some years
been one of the floral wonders of North Wales, is now in splendid perfec-
tion in the conservatory attached to the mansion called Pendyffryn, at
Penmaenmawr. One end of the conservatory is entirely covered with the
thick succulent leafless stems of the plant, and upon these stems are borne
in rich profusion the magnificent blossoms, each of which is from four to
six inches in diameter, and of a rich golden color, the effect of the whole
being beautiful beyond description. The porprietor of Pendyffryn, Mr.
\V. Smith, will be glad for all interested iu plant life or flowers to see the
plant. The name "Night-flowering Cereus" is given from its singular
habit of expanding its blossoms iu the evening, remaining open all night,
and closing early next day. By this means it attracts the night-flying
moths, which aid its fertilization.

Prince Bismarck entertained the Ambassadors of the various Powers
the other day at a farewell dinner prior to leaving Berlin for the season.
In the course of the conversation one of the guests is reported to have
expressed his surprise at the Chancellor in a recent speech in the Imperial
Parliament having spoken of Mr. Gladstone as a "colleague." "Nay,
but we are really colleagues," replied the Prince ;

" I grow timber and he
fells it." The reply is interpreted as hinting at a contrast between con-
structive and destructive statesmanship, a point on which the reader may
be left to judge for himself.

A Bushel of Misfortunes.—A farmer at Plouguenal, near St. Briens,
France, threw what he supposed to be a lump of soft clay at his son.
A stone imbedded in the soft mass struck the boy on the temple and
killed him instantaneously. The father, wild with grief, went and
hanged himself on the nearest tree. The mother ran out to the scene,
leaving an infant she was nursing on a heap of manure. When she re-

turned the child was torn to pieces by pigs. The mother has since gone
mad. —Sydney Bulletin.

The Chronicle's " Footlight Flasher " says: " California has sent New
York actors, stars, minstrels, plays and musicians. The next thing Cali-
fornia will have to do will be to send it a good, healthy dramatic critic
for its daily press." If that's so, my dear boy, you never had a surer
thing—to stay here.

"We hear that a Berkshire, England, clergyman has substituted Zoe-
done for the Sacramental wine.
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Messrs. Goodwin & Co., the well-known New York tobaooonista
who manufacture the celebrated Old Jud with a

oi raooesB which i- marvelous The <>M Judge bee from the first

been » favorite with all imokere. Here in California the white paper in
which this favorite cigarette is rolled, in consequence of atmospheric ac-
tion, was in the habit of becoming spotted. This did not injure the ci-

garette, but it damaged its appearance, Messrs. ti Uvin .V Go. set them-
selves to overcome this difficulty, and they are now rolling in special pa-
per the Old Judge cigarettes for this coast. Messrs. Goodwin & Oo. have
also, in order to meet and accommodate a varied public taste, designed a

.iret.te expressly for the Pacific Coast. Tim new cigarette is called
the Chancellor. It is milder than the Old Judge, and possesses an ex-
quisite flavor. With ladies who indulge in a quiet whiff, this cigarette
will undoubtedly become a great favorite, as it will with gentlemen of re-

fined esthetic tastes.

It affords us great pleasure to call attention to the Solar Printing es-

tablishment of Messrs. Craig & Mosher. These gentlemen can enlarge
photographs from the smallest size up to life-size, and a life-size photo-
graph, after being touched up by an artist, makes a finer picture than
the average run of paintings, and is produced at a comparatively speaking
insignificant cost. Messrs. Craig & Mosher is the only firm in this city
engaged in the Solar Printing business, and its work gives universal sat-

isfaction. Unless business increases beyond its capacity for performance,
it is not likely to have opposition.

The mastodon picnic of the season will be given by the Damfiana
at Shuetzen Park, Alameda, on Suuday, July 30th. Elaborate prepara-
tions have been made to promote the comfort and enjoyment of those who
attend this social reunion, and a glorious time is anticipated. A first-class

band will furnish music, and the dancing floor will be under the charge of
thoroughly qualified managers. In addition to the regular sports there
will be many special features.

Messrs. J. M. Litchfield & Co., merchant tailors, 415 Montgomery
street, have been established in this community for several decades, and
they have established their reputation as first-class tailors beyond dis-

putation. Their stock of goods embraces every pattern and material
known, and their workmen and cutters cannot be surpassed in point of
ability. We advise those of our readers who require new garments to
give this firm a trial.

If you want to be healthy, jump up in the morning and go to the
Neptune and Mermaid Swimming Baths, foot of Hyde and Larkin
streets, and take a plunge in the sea. These baths are handy to reach
and are kept in a delightful state of cleanliness.

Krug Champagne, from Reims, Prance.—Private Cuvee in quarts
and pints. Shield—Krug—in quarts and pints ; Premiere Qualite, in
quarts and pints. For sale by Hellmann Bros. & Co., corner Front and
Jackson streets.

St. John's Presbyterian Church, Post Street—The Rev. Dr.
Scott, pastor, will preach Sunday at the usual hours. The public cor-
dially invited to attend.

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
For Honolulu, II. I.—The Steamship "Suez," DocM, Mas-

ter, will leave for above port WEDNESDAY, August 9th, at 12 o'clock m, , from
Main-street Wharf. Freight will be taken at $4 per ton. Freight will be received on
Wednesday, July 5th.

For freight or passage apply to J. D. SPRECKELS & BROS., Agents,
July 22. 327 Market, corner Fremont.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
The California Saving-* ana Loan Society, northwest cor-

ner Powell and Eddy streets. The Board of Directors have declared a divi-

dend to Depositors at the rate of four and thirty-two on j-hundredths (4 32-100) per
cent, per annum on Term Deposits, and three and sixty one-huiidredths (3 tIU-100)

per cent per annum on Ordinary Deposits, free from Federal Tax, for the half-year

ending June 30, 1S82, payable on and after July 10, 1882.

July 8. VERNON" CAMPBELL, Secretary.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,
NO. 922 POST STREET.

Day and Boarding- School for Young- Ladles and Children.
KINDERGARTEN. Next Term will commence July 24th. To secure admis-

sion for boarding pupils, applications should be made as early as possible.

May 13. MADAME B. ZEITSKA, A.M., Principal.

M
WM. H. V. CRONISE,

ining-, N.E. corner of Moutg-omery and California streets.
No. 29. Office Hours: 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. June 10.

REMOVAL.
rWadham has removed to Boom 3, No. 528 California St.
_A% Bank Commission era' Office. June 10.

Repairlng; Watches aud Jewelry, No. 39 Third Street.
[July 22.1 D- L - Lt:VY.
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
For a first-class article of unadulterated "cheek," commend uB_to

the Sublime Porte—which iB the same thing as saying the Sultan. With

a characteristic commingling of apathy and cunning, that worthy, doubt-

less by advice of his entourage, has calmly sat by in dignified silence till

Alexandria is in ruins and England has done all the work, and now at last

lazily consents to have something to say in settling the difficulty. The

text of Said Pasha's reply to the identical note of the Powers is to the

effect that if the Porte has not hitherto decided on its own initiative to

send troops to Egypt, it is because it was convinced that vigorous meas-

ures were avoidable. Observing, with satisfaction, that the Powers have

formally and repeatedly recorded their deference to the incontestable and

unquestioned rights and sovereignty of the Sultan, he, Said Pasha, by the

Sultan's order, informs the Embassadors that the Porte consents to par-

ticipate in a new Conference. This is a very easy way of getting out of

the difficulty—if it only works. We think it -will work, because it is our

private opinion that the unspeakable Turk is acting throughout in accord-

ance with England's wishes. The Sultan knows full well that John Bull

is his best friend—not because be loves him best, but because his interests

demand that Turkey shall not fall into the hands of the other European

Powers. But at the same time there is a frozen impudence about the

Porte's diplomacy which must command admiration, even though it calls

for little respect.

We by no means agree with our contemporaries in their belief that the

struggle with Arabi Pasha is going to be one of long duration. It is true

that it haB been already prolonged by the halting policy of Gladstone's

Government—first, by not using force upon less serious provocation; and

secondly, by not backing up the naval victory with a land force, which

would not only have prevented much destruction of property, but would

have done for Arabi's army what the ships did for the forts. But, for all

that, there is no reason to believe that the Rebellion (for it is nothing

else)' will have a long life. Arabi may intrench himself as strongly as he

can, he may cut off water supplies from the British, and persuade the

BedouinB to join his standard; he may even succeed in bringing about a

holy war—and that is the event most to be dreaded—but nevertheless he

must succumb, and that in quick order, to the superior military skill and

armament, to say nothing of numbers, which will surely be opposed to

him. Of course, he may retire into the interior so far that it would not

be worth while to follow him, but in Egypt proper he will never make a

stand of any consequence.

The result of it all iB still difficult to foretell, but there can be little

doubt that England will repay herself for her trouble and expense by lay-

ing hands on the Suez Canal. Port Said and Suez, at either end of the

channel, will henceforth virtually, if not actually, be British possessions.

Certainly small fault can be found with England in thus asserting her

right to protect the highway to her Eastern Empire, especially in the

light of recent events, which show that the first act of hostility on the

part of Arabi Pasha would have been the destruction of the canal, had

he only been able to accomplish it. Such a barbarous act of vandalism

would be deplored by all Christendom, and if England undertakes to

henceforth secure the canal against destruction she will find few to dis-

pute the privilege with her.

By the way. what iB De Lesseps making so much noise about the Suez

Canal for? He helped to make it, it is true, but to hear him dictating to

the Powers one would think he owned it.

The French ministerial crisis is thought to be at an end, since in

the Chamber, on Thursday last, several Deputies declared that their

votes were in no way aimed at the Cabinet. Jules Ferry stated that

President Grevy had refused to accept the resignation of Ministers. Some
Radical members endeavored to reopen the discussion on the question of

Central Maire. but the Chamber finally passed—276 to 105—to the order

of the day, implying confidence in the Government and leaving aside the

question of the Maire.

The destruction of centuries is to be repaired. Eor nearly Bix hundred

years the waters of the Zuyder Zee have rolled over what was once dry

land, and ships have sailed where carriages may have traveled. Several

of the wealthiest financiers of Holland have now determined upon con-

centrating their energies in an attempt to reclaim the tract of land which

has so long been lost to their country, and they are already engaged in

the surveys for a new set of those "gigantic piles" which are commemo-
rated in the verses of Andrew Marvell. Dykes which will far outstrip the

stupendous works on the Island of Walcheren are in contemplation, and

they will be built to such a bight and of such a thickness as to stand the

shock of the fiercest seas that may dash against them. Many yearB must
necessarily pass away before works of this character can be completed, but

if they should happilybe brought to a successful issue arjother engineering

wonder will have been added to the triumphs of Dutch enterprise.

Americans generally are disgusted with the open boasting of the

O'Donnovan Rossa gang, that they are organizing for the purpose of em-

ploying explosives to destroy English lives and property. Nobody be-

lieves that these infamous schemes will ever amount to anything further

than " cheap talk," but it is not agreeable to real Americans to contem-

plate a Constitution which makes it possible for foreign renegades and

murderers to call themselveB our "fellow-citizenB."

In reply to a question put in the House of Commons recently, Mr.
Childers Baid that he did not know what became of the 100,000 to 200,000

rifles sold in 1878 by the War Department. Now comes the singular

statement that the Mayor of a town possessing a large number of Irish

residents bought some thousands of them, at about half a crown, or three

and sixpence apiece. He then advertised throughout the district that any

one who cared to buy goods at his shop to the value of ten or twenty

shillings should be presented with one of the discarded War Office fire-

arms. The bait took. In a very short time the whole parcel was dis-

posed of, and some thousand rifles were, by the agency of this enterpris-

ing Mayor placed in the bands of private individuals—to be used, no

doubt, for purposes of their own.

ASSESSMENT MINES.
The recent decision of the Supreme Court in the case of the Santa

Cruz Railroad Company vs. Claus Spreckels, which says that corporations
have no power to levy assessments upon stock issued as fully paid up,
naturally attracts much attention amongst mining Directors, who, per-
chance, possess some financial responsibility. The question arises whether,
the collection of assessments being illegal, shareholders may not recover
the amount already paid in. California, recognizing the unlimited wealth
of her mines, and knowing their development would necessarily be
through incorporations, wisely in its Constitution and equitable laws pro
vided for the protection of shareholders, and made Directors and Trustees
responsible under heavy penalties for irregularities occurring during their of-

ficial administration. For illustration, the Albion Consolidated Mining
Company has so far collected $445,000 in coin, present assessment, delin-

quent 31st inst. , $37,500, which if paid would still leave the Company some
560,000 in debt, all of which, and most likely a hundred thousand in ad-
dition, present manipulators hope to collect from owners. Unquestion-
ably those in command hold a very large amount of stock, that they an-
ticipated floating upon the market with the same facility they did in May,
1881, when they unloaded some seventy-five to one hundred thousand
shares within a few days, at prices ranging from $5 50 down to S3 50 per
share, since which time the assessments actually paid in exceed the pres-
ent value of the stock. Outsiders having learned by experience that their
telegrams and representations had better be taken in small quantities, fail

to respond to the many inducements offered by those gentlemen to give
away at nominal figures such an enormously valuable prospect. Evidently
large holders don't care to work the many claims belonging to the corpo-
ration, and are willing that dealers generally should contribute the nec-
essary fundB, say $25,000 per month. By the way, what has become of

the 5,000 tons of ore in sight, average value §73 per ton, exclusive of lead,

referred to by Judge Leonard in his decision May 16th, 1882, in the Rose
vs. Albion case, requiring the Richmond Company to give bonds for

$425,000, subsequently reduced by the United States Supreme Court to
$20,000 ? What has become of the many thousand tons high-grade ores
which have been accumulating for the past two years awaiting the de-

cision of the case referred to ? As near as we can learn the net product
so far does not exceed 810,000, notwithstanding they commenced hauling
ores to the Eureka furnaces June 13th. The last letter on file in the
office was dated June 29th, and now it appears the letter-book is not visi-

ble at all, according to the imperative requirements of the law. We sus-

pect it has been removed for revision before being again submitted to

shareholders. We learn that several shareholders intend to protest against
the collection of the present assessment, and propose to select a compe-
tent person to make inquiries relative to the several hundred thousands
of dollars already paid in.

CUM GRANO SALIS.
The St. Petersburg correspondent of the Voltaire guarantees the

authenticity of the following statement: Shortly after the opening of the
Moscow Exhibition, which was recently inaugurated by the Grand Duke
Vladimir, a young man demanded an audience of the Chief of the Police
of St. Petersburg. He refused to state his errand to any of the subordi-

nate officials, so after being carefully searched he was admitted to the
presence of the General. Here he stated at once that he was sent by the
Revolutionary Party, and explained his mission in the following terms:

—

" The Emperor is prevented from going to Moscow by his fear of our
schemes. His dread will cease to be justified whenever he grants a Con-
stitution. Then he need fear no conspiracy, and can go in safety where-
ever he pleases. It has fallen to my lot to inform you that if the Em-
peror persists in his reactionary policy nothing can save him. Neither
my friends nor myself wish to murder him treacherously. Alexander
III. is warned, as was Alexander II. We do not assassinate, but we
render justice." At this point of the interview the police officer seemed
anxious to call in assistance, but the young Nihilist stopped him and
added :

" I do not wish to be subjected to the indignity of torture. In
coming here I have sacrificed my life. I could have killed you, but we
do not commit murders uselessly." With these words the youth stepped
back a few paces and knocked two large buttons, with which hiB cuffs

were fastened, against his forehead. The buttons, being full of an explo-
sive substance, burst, and inflicted such wounds on the young man that he
expired in a few moments, leaving no trace as to his identity. This sen-

sational incident has reminded the public that the murder of Alexander
II. was preceded by similar warnings.

A curious cargo, consisting of a large collection of elephants, giraffes,

ostriches, lions, hippopotami, apes, baboons, has just arrived at New
York from Nubia. Mr. Reiche, the owner, must be a proud man, for he
iB said to have only one competitor in the world in this adventurous bu-
siness. Every year, it seems, he sends four men to Hanrahan, a settle-

ment on the borders of Abyssinia and Nubia, where he owns a large tract

of land and a hunting Btation. The nearest town is Cassala, an Arabian
settlement in the middle of Nubia, and that is a twenty-seven days'

journey, across the Nubian deseit, to the nearest seaport, Soukin, on the

Red Sea. According to the account of one of the party, after leaving
New York last year, he, with his assistants, went to Soukin, going across

the desert to Cassala, where sixty horses were purchased, and the services

of as many natives obtained from the Arab sheiks, who in return receive

skins and elephant tusks. Upon arriving at the hunting station, where
over 1,000 goats are kept to allure the wild beasts and supply milk for

young animals and huntsmen, the Europeans go out with a score of

natives, and in the country around plenty of animals are killed, while
the young ones are captured. Goats are taken on the hunting expeditions

to supply milk for cubs. When enough game is captured the party re-

turns to the camp. The smaller animals are carried in cages on the backs
of camels and the larger ones walk. The horses are sold at Cassala, and
from there across the desert to Soukin camels alone are used, in the late

caravan numbering eighty-seven.

Some one once said to an Italian sculptor, " I cannot understand how
it is that the legs of your nymphs and Venuses are so abnormally thin."
" I have," he replied, " a wife, as you know. She is jealous, and she re-

gards her own legs as perfection. Were I to give my female statues proper
legs, my domestic bliss would cease."
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PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
San Franrlteo July 98. 1882.

Stocki and Bondr. Bid. Aiked
MOB,

Cal. SUU B».uda, «'s,
-
67 .... 106 '

S. F. Cilv * Oft. ltd!.'-.
i;'Js, 7s ... Nona

»v. Uiiiids S7
B mis 4u

Sacruiicnu, City Bonds. ... 60
Stockton City Bonds 105

Yuba County Bonds 90

Mary8 *' 111 " C^i* Bonds 90

Santa Clara Co. Bonds IO.t

Los Angeles Countr Bonds. 108

Los Angeles Citr Bonds 111)

VlrVs * Truckee K. R I-

JJarmdaCo. N.U. R. R. Ma 110

Oakland Citv Bonds —
Oregon B ii N Bonds. 8s.

.

107

s R EL R. Bonds 105

U 8.4a 120J
BANKS.

Bank of California (ex-div).. 168

Pacific Bank(ex-div) 125

Kirsl National (ex-div). .... 128

l.\S( RANCK COMPAJilia.

Union (ex-div) 128

Fireman's Fund (ex-div) 128

Nom.
Nom.

100
100

107
110

1S8

126
182
128

Stock* and Bonds.
ODRallQl COMTASIKS.

State Investment
Home Mutual
Commercial
Western

RAILROAOS.
O. P. R. R. Stock
iC. P. R. Iv. Bonds ....
[City Railroad
Omnibus R. R
N. B. and Mission R. R.
Sutter Street R. R
Geary Street R. R
Central R. R. Co
Market Street R. R
Clav Street Hill R. R ...

S. F. Gaslight Co
Oakland Gaslight Co ..

.

Sae'ti i Gaslight Co
Califor'a Powder Co ...

Giant Powder Co (new stck)
Atlantic Giant Powder
Gold and Stock Teleg'h Co.
S. V. W. W. Co. 's Stock
S. V. W. W. Co' Bonds.
Pacific Coast S.S. Co's Stock
California Street. R R.

Bid. Asked

m
130
1-2:.

10r>

96

116J
96
45

55
Nom.
Nom.
61J
30*
52}
115
115
76

04J
114J
119

107

135

127

109

97

117J
98

100

100

60
Nom.
Nom.
621
31

65

120

77
65*

114J
120

110California (ex-div)

Pacific Rolling Mills, 120, 125. Cala. Dry Dock, 55, 60. Safe Deposit Co., 45, 45}.

Vulcan Powder, 60}, 67}.

Outside of the leading Powder stocks there is but little doing, and our
quotations are virtually unchanged.

Andrew Baied, 312 California st.

Railroad Combinations.—C. P. Huntington, Vice-President of the
Centra! Pacific Railroad aud President of the Chesapeake and Ohio, ar-

rived here Sunday from New York, and is staying at the Palace. Mr.
Huntington has not been in the city for over two years. He is accom-
panied by his wife and children, and pleasure is the motive of his visit.

When President Leland Stanford was in the East, he, in conjunction

with Mr. Huntington, perfected arrangements with the Louisiana and
Great Western and the Texas and New Orleans lines, the combined dis-

tance of which is 1,500 miles of railroad, known as the Morgan system,
and thus secured to the Southern Pacific aud_ the Chesapeake and Ohio
lines, whose interests are of conrse identical, a complete connection Bast
and South.

Meteorological Summary, week ending 7:58 p. m., Thursday, July
27th:—Highest barometer, 30.180—23d ; lowest, 29.883—25th ; average
during the week, 30.019 ; maximum temperature, 71—24th ; minimum.
52.5—25th ; average during the week, 58.4 ; highest relative humidity,
93 per cent.—21st and 22d ; lowest relative humidity, 57 per cent.—24th

;

average during the week, — ; prevailing direction of wind, west ; maxi-
mum hourly velocity of wind, 31 miles per hour, 23d ; average weather
during the week, fair ; rainfall during the week, .00 ; total rainfall, sea-

son of 1882-83, 0.00 inches.

Latest from the Merchants Exchange.— New York, July 28,

1882. United States Bonds^is, 120|; 4*3, 114f ; ex-5s, 101|; ex -6s, 101$.

Sterling Exchange, 4 86@4 89. Pacific Mail, 47. Wheat, 120@124; West-
ern Union, 89£. Hides, 24@24£. Wool — Spring, fine, 20@ 32; Burry,
15@20 ; Pulled, 20@45 ; Fall Clips, 15@18 ; Burry, 12@14. Lon-
don, July 28.—Liverpool Wheat Market, 9s. lld.@10s.2d., Cal.; 9s. 10d.@
10s. 6d. Red Am. Spring. Bonds, 4s, 121 ; 4^8, — ; ex-6s, — . Consols,

99 13-16. Money, 99g acct. ; Silver, 52.

The building of the Harmon Seminary, for young ladies, has juBt

been completed at Berkeley. The building is three stories high and is in

the villa style of architecture. It will accommodate fifty regular board-
ing scholars, and will be conducted by the Rev. S. S. Harmon and Mrs.
F. W. Harmon.

Californians Abroad, July 8th, 1882.
Mrs. Jackson McKenty, San Francisco.

Baden-Baden ; Mr. and

London, July 28.—Latest Price of Consols. 99 13-16.

MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For Nnvlirntlnic I In- Air.

Office of the Aeroplane Company for Navigating the Air, 609 Mer-
chant street Office hours from 1 to 2 P.M.

Or.hrs for Engraving In Hip Plioto-Eugravlng Procemi inn
now be execnteil nt (lie "New* Letter" OfllM lor lew than
hnir the com or Wood Engraving, nml In one-hall the lime.
Remember, we i nrnlsli a hnril metal Electrotype reaily for
the PrpHs.
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News from Guatemala.—Guatemala, notwithstanding the absence
of her President, "Barrios, who is being feted at Washington, seems de-
termined not to be behind in the race of progress. Last year the Govern-
ment imported an opera company for the amusement of its citizens, at an
expense of $50,000. The company were successful there, but afterwards
performed in this city under the management of the old veteran, Bianchi,
and, owing to discord among themselves, made a most lamentable failure.
Now, a company organized under the laws of this State, having received a
valuable concession for the Government of Guatemala, are building a
railroad from Retahulen to the port of Champericu. The contract pro-
vides for a subsidy of §700,000, secured by a percentage on the duties re-
ceived at that port, and also a grant of alternate sections of land of
1,000 caballerias each, a caballeria being equal to about 33£ acres. The
concession is considered to be an extremely valuable one.

The Grand Jury.—The following gentlemen have been sworn as
Grand Jurors: F. A. Waterhouse, J. B. Stetson, D. D. Shattuck, Chas.
W. Whitney, C. F. Bassett, H. S. Bunker, J. A. Taggart, J. C. Johnson,
Herman Kollman, Fv. Rosenthal, B. Dore, W. S. Dodge, C. Adams, E.
M. Root, Ira P. Rankin, George L. Darling, Solomon Gump, M. P.
Jones, Piatt Conklin. J. B. Stetson was appointed foreman.

'' David Crocket."—This favorite old ship has at length arrived from
New York, in a passage of 157 days, and is consigned to John Rosenfeld.
She brings a valuable cargo of merchandise. She encountered a fearful
gale on May 30th, in latitude 45 South, longitude 89 West, in the course
of which her main bulwarks and nearly all her monkey rail were stove in,

and other damage was sustained.

A rich tobacconist at New Orleans, a native of Spain and Carlist
exile, lately died, leaving the bulk of his estate to ex-Secretary Hunt,
now Minister to Russia. Of late years Mr. Hunt has been in somewhat
embarrassed circumstances, but this unexpected gift of his old friend and
admirer will render him one of the wealthiest men in the Diplomatic
Service.

*

General James Grant Wilson, now in England, has been spending
several days at Strathfieldsaye, with the the Duke of Wellington, who baa
presented him with the "Iron Duke's" dispatches, etc., in 31 octavo vol-

umes. A noble gift and a noble monument to his distinguished father.

The " Escambia."—This British iron steamer, wrecked on the bar out-
ward bound some weeks ago, and of which hopes of raising her were en-
tertained, is now said to have gone to pieces—broken up—andthe vessel
and wheat cargo gone to " Davy Jones' Locker."

The Members of the Zion Church, on Stockton street, held a very in-

teresting memorial service, on Sunday last, in commemoration of the
Rev. H. H. Garnet, IT. S. Minister to Liberia. An eloquent eulogy of
the deceased was delivered by Rev. H. J. Davis.

The directors of the Colorado Mortgage and Investment Company of
London (Limited) recommended for the past year a dividend of 10 pei
cent, (of which 5 per cent, was paid in January last) and a bonus of 5 per
cent.

Entered at the Post-Office at San Francisco, Cal., as Second-Class
Matter.

Printed and Published by the Proprietor, Frederick Marriott, 607 to 616 Merchant Street, Ban Francisco, Oaliforali.
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ALBION CON. MINING COMPANY.
Superintendent Robinson, having completed his " explanatory

visit " to San Francisco, extending through a period of several weeks, has
returned to his field of labor and assessments. He appears as sanguine
as to the future of these several claims as at any time during the past four

years, and talks so earnestly about the Albion that one is almoBt tempted
to think that he really believes what he is talking about. Many opera-
tors, however, having painful financial recollection of recent assurances

and estimates, while willing to concede his sincerity, lack confidence in

his judgment—remembering his statements, indorsed by the foreman of

the mine, Mr. Williams, " with a reputation of being prudent in estimat-

ing ore prospects," who was " willing to guarantee, from ore in sight,

enough high grade to run the Eureka furnaces to their full capacity of 200

tons daily for six months—say 200 tons for 182^ days, 36,500 tons, average

value S75, 82,737, 1500. The fact appears to be that, after months of pre-

paration, and the selection of the best ores available, the shipments ag-

gregate about $15,000, or say 10 cents per share on the capital stock,

vhile the assessments since the consolidation amount to §>2.65 cents per

share. Comment is unnecessary.

We are crowded with inquiries relative to the Albion and its manage-
ment, and are daily in receipt of congratulations from readers who,
through information in the News Letter, ably seconded by the Daily
Report, have been put in inquiry, and thus saved hundreds of thousands
of dollars. We have secured the services of a thoroughly competent cor-

respondent at Eureka, and shall be able in future to give reliable advices

about this property, which, owing to its proximity to, and recent litiga-

tion with, the Richmond has acquired undue notoriety. Fortunately,
many of our leading operators have a keen remembrance of the manner
in which this same Board of manipulators have absorbed several millions

of dollars, leaving shareholders with the consolation that, as money is in-

destructible, some one has received the benefit of their disbursements.

The recent decline in value of shares, and the indisposition of operators

to deal in them, except in a limited way, clearly indicates that they are

willing that those who control, and will control its destinies for the next
six months, may have the whole of it, feeling assured that, should future
developments prove it to be of any value, they will own it all; otherwise,

none of it.

We are confidentially advised that President Robinson, having reduced
his interest to a nominal figure, has quietly subsided; no more telegrams,

no more assurances of "large quantities of high grade ores, aDd the abili-

ty to keep it up for an indefinite period." He contents himself with the
reduction of indebtedness, the collection of assessments, the payment of

his salary of §6,000 per annum, together with contingent expenses; the
manipulation of S300,000 per annum, which some shareholders have
cheerfully contributed since the consolidation.

Since writing the above we are in receipt of the following confirmatory
information from our own correspondent at Eureka, which unquestionably
will greatly interest our readers: " The St. Lawrence Company is a Cal-
ifornia corporation. This Company owns several claims covering the
mining ground out of which the Albion Company is now taking ore. In
fact, the claims owned by the St. Lawrence Company cover all of the
claims owned by the Albion Company that are of any value. Several of

the claims of the St. Lawrence Company are older than the Uncle Sam,
or any other claim owned by the Albion. Nearly all of the St. Lawrence
Btock is owned by the Richmond, and the Trustees are prepared at any
time to take such action as the Richmond Company may deem advisable.

The managers of the Richmond are of opinion that the recent suits

brought by the Richmond against the Albion have given the Albion a fic-

titious importance in public estimation ; that as long as the Albion was
enjoined from taking out ore the Albion manipulators, by subsidizing two
or three newspapers and by dint of lying, were able to deceive the public
in relation to the size of the ore bodies found in ground claimed by the Al-
bion, and in the assay value of the ore per ton, and in this way keep stock
really worthless at a figure that would enable the manipulators to make
money out of the stock, and that the best way to burst the Albion bub-
ble and expose the swindle was to permit the Company to take out the
ore and sell or work it. The stock has declined steadily since they com-
menced taking out ore. I am informed that they have gouged out most
of the ore of any value, and have little except low-grade stuff left, that
will scarcely pay them to take out, and even that will soon be exhausted.
If my information be correct, and I believe it is, only a few weeks more
will be required to uncover one of the most infamous swindles ever prac-
ticed on the people of this country. No returns of ore sold by the Albion
have been made to the Assessor, as the law requires. The excuse for not
making the returns given by the Eureka Company for the purchase is,

that they have not compared assays as yet with the Albion, and made a
settlement, and that they will make a sworn statement as soon as they
have done so, as required by law. When they do, the Albion stockholders
will obtain information that will Bhow them how abominably false were
the telegrams sent immediately after they commenced taking out ores."

Last Saturday evening a most enjoyable hop was given at the
"Rural Home," Alameda, by the ladies of that establishment, with the
kind co-operation and assistance of the hostess, Mrs. Briggs. The spa-
cious dining-hall was beautifully decorated with choice evergreens, inter-

spersed with elegant floral designs, wreaths, etc. The floor had been
prepared for dancing, and was in splendid condition. Exquisite music
was on hand, to the strains of which dancing was indulged in up to mid-
night, at which time a delicious supper was partaken of. Afterwards
those present indulged in various parlor games and other social amuse-
ments, and such an enjoyable time was spent that the party did not break
up until quite a late— or, rather, an early—hour. The ladies of the
" Rural Home," who designed and carried out this little entertainment,
are social geniuses in their way, and the manner in which they managed
the little affair of Saturday is something they have a right to be proud of.

Those of our readers who desire to obtain well fitting, well made,
durable clothes, we advise to go to Messrs. J. M. Litchfield & Co.,
merchant tailors, 415 Montgomery street. Messrs. Litchfield & Co. have
on hand a large stock of the best material and the latest patterns. Their
cutters are men of experience and artistic skill, and they employ none
but reliable workmen. This firm has also on hand a large supply of all

the latest novelties in gents' furnishing goods.

THAT VAN NESS TRAGEDY.
The tragic event which occurred on Van Ness Avenue last Wednes-

day forenoon points a moral and adorns a tale. The action of the unfor-
tunate young man who, in the frenzy of his love, attempted to take the
life of the object of hie great affection, cannot be defended or justified ;

but the circumstances which surround the unfortunate occurrence are
such as to show that he is a proper object for charitable pity rather than
for harsh criticism. The deep sentiment of love which he entertained for
his wife cannot be doubted. The fact that in marrying her he deliberately
placed himself in a position where he was liable to lose a fortune of some
millions, and was obliged for some time to earn his living as an ordinary
clerk, is sufficient evidence of the depth of his love to convince any un-
prejudiced mind. The desperate act of which he was guilty on Wednes-
day last, and for which he is now on trial at the bar of public opinion, is

in itself irrefutable evidence of the maddening, passionate attachment
which he cherished for his wife. It is utterly unreasonable to suppose
that he would have attempted to perpetrate any such terrible act, had his
mind not been unhinged by the deep-seated and abiding love which he
bore for this woman, and which, rightly or wrongly, he conceived was
treated with scorn and trampled in dishonor.
Whether there was any real, substantial foundation for the suspicions

which young Mr. Sachs entertained regarding his wife's fidelity, is a ques-
tion which, at this time, we have no information which justifies us in

forming or expressing an opinion ; but, even assuming, as we are all bound
to do when we have no positive information to the contrary, that this sus-

picion was not justified by facts, we cannot but regard the unfortunate
lady as being largely responsible for the occurence of Wednesday. That
jealousy which seems to have been making this young man's life a hell

upon earth, for some time past, could easily have been allayed. There
was no necessity to feed it. We are told that Mrs. Sachs is an unusually
prepossessing lady, and that she attracted a great deal of attention. She
could, and she Bhould, have repelled, rather than encouraged, this atten-

tion when she found that her receiving it gave great pain to the man who
loved her bo madly. Had she done so, the violent incident of which we
are writing would not have occurred. She should have been satisfied with
the love and admiration and society of her husband and children. It is

all nonsense to talk about her being of " a lively disposition." She should
have curbed that liveliness. She should have been proud of the fact that
she had inspired her husband with such an overmastering regard for her,

and she Bhould have shown, by her devotion to hipa, that she was worthy
of it. That is what a good woman would have done, and it would have
disarmed jealousy in a very short time. Had Mrs. Sachs done so she
would not have been assailed with a pistol in the hands of an infuriated
husband. There are many other ladies to whom we commend these re-

marks. Married women should be satisfied with the attention and ad-
miration of their husbands, and they should discourage the attentions of

other men, no matter how innocent they may be. This is the moral which
adorns the tale.

Miss Helen Barry, one of the most prominent English actresses of

the day, and up to recently manageress of the Royal Court Theatre, Lon-
don, is at present stopping at the Palace Hotel. Miss Barry is making a
tour of the world, in search of health and pleasure. It wass Miss
Barry's intention, upon her recent marriage, to altogether abandon the
stage; but, owing to the pressure which has been brought to bear upon her
by those anxious to see her display her great histrionic powers, she has
consented to temporarily return to her profession. Miss Barry possesses

great advantages of person, her carriage is imposing, and her art culti-

vated. Her great personation is "Armande," in Led Astray. It is within
the bounds of possibility that we may see Miss Barry behind the foot-

lights in Sau Francisco.

Mr. James Hagan, who died at San Jose", on Wednesday last, was a
gentleman well and favorably known in this community. Thirty years
ago he built the gas works at the back of the old Metropolitan Theatre in

this city. Subsequently he associated himself with J. K. Prior, of this

city, and, together, they organized a Company, built the San Jose"

G-as Works, Mr. Hagan and Mr. Prior alternating as President of the
Company, which position was held by Mr. Hagan at the time of his

death. Mr. Hagan had been suffering from paralysis for about a year
past, and on Tuesday afternoon he received another stroke, which proved
fatal. He was 52 years of age.

BALDWIN'S THEATRE.MONDAY July 31st,

Will Commence the

THIRD AND LAST WEEK
OFTHE H A. N JL, O IS" (5 ,

IN

Le Voyage en Suisse.

Extra Performance SUNDAY NIGHT, July 30th.

FAREWELL TO CALIFORNIA!
Piatt's Hall, Monday Evening, .Inly 31st, Thursday and

Friday Evenings, August 3d and 4th. The

Mendelssohn Quintette Club !

Of Boston, assisted by MISS CORA R. MILLER. Among- the special attractions to

be presented at these Concerts will be Three Entire Quartettes by Beethoven, in-

cluding Two of the Celebrated Rassoumofsky Set, and the Famous Harp Quartette.

ADMISSION, SI. No Extra Charge for Reserved Seats.
.
Boxes, $5 and 87. Box

Sheet open at Gray's Music Store. July 29.

MECHANICS' INSTITUTE FAIR,

AT THE PAVILION,

L.4RKIS STREET NEAR MARKET,

. OPENS .

TUESDAY, AtraVST 1STH.

[July 29.]
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July 27. 1883. I h*H little i.b*a when I allwW Iwl week t.. a -oUI
ftNDpea* M Ilk- vi»t it woiili) n -«'ii rr«nlt in what
have bcrn i oboddnir tnnreJir. Hut all prove
that "ii- 'in iMTtr ju<k*v by appearance*. WnJth don nol ilwajm
conduce to h*ppinr», anil the apparently moat han
h»ve tbelr akpletooa in the cloeet*. Tboae who are mppoaed to hav.- the
but care* to trouble them, i>ften have the weightiest, and there being *»
little *\M|wvtr<l make them the hanler t*> bear anil Uom Thi» in do! the
ooly one that haa been prophesied of late, but tnmt truly do I hoj>o the
other* will not eventuate in like attempt* at mm-l.-r.

The preaenre in toe city of JndM ami Mr*. FieKl, ami ol Mm* Bon)-
ttein. who ia a visitor at Mr*. l>ao OookV have been the moo/ for a
variety of entertainment* in their house, oonakttng ol lanchea, dinoen and
dance*, th<* t,iver* hein>; Mr*. Pan t'«>ok. Mr*. J. 1$. Hag^in, Genanl
and M: , Mr*. JmU?e Lake and other*. The Ha^an dinner
waa a large and very elaborate affair, the family connection making unite
a crowd in themselves. The house has been greatly enlivened and (Tight-

ened by the presence in it of charming little Mrv. Withington, who will

remain as Mr*. IIaggii>'- gQMt -hiring her h unhand" ts alwenee at the SandS
tini* whlrh will be of some weekn ilur.-ttion. The Field's have

but recently returned from a long and pleasant visit to the Sharon's at
Belmont, and in fact have been very extensively entertained during their

present visit to the city.

The dance given by "Mrs. Masten last week for her daughters, previous
fc. their return to school, was of the small and early description, ^ames
l*-iii h tntanpaned with the dancing, and was one of the liveliest parties

ever civ en by that hostess. I am told by one who was there that it was
far more enjoyable than any big ball he ever was at in his life, ami he
wishes they were of more frequent occurrence.

The " hop " at the Presidio on Tuesday evening partook largely of an
informal character, and though the attendance was not large, it was a
vary pleasant gathering. The prettiest girl there was considered to be
nfin llattie Myrick, who, I understand, we are soon to lose from our
society, as in September next she will become the wife of Major Whitney,
U. S. A., and in future—or as much of the future as the changes of army
life permit— tbey will reside at San Diego. Her pretty face and lively

disposition, which renders her so pleasant a companion, will be much
missed by her many friends and admirers in 'Frisco.

Another engagement lately announced ia that of Mr. Ash ton and Miss
Bessie Raymond, daughter of J. W. Raymond, the whilome steamship
agent. The young lady is noted fur her attractive manner and startling

beauty, and it is, therefore, a matter of wonder that she has not sooner
been secured by some lucky fellow to brighten his life and home.
Ned Xewhall has just become a Benedict, having been married in New

York last Thursday to Miss Jennie Whiting, a young lady of much beauty
and talent, being rather of the blue-stocking order. I dare say we shall

see them in this direction ere long.

This is the wedding day of Miss Lilly Buckbee, the clergyman's
daughter, and Mr. Robert Curry, Judge Curry's son. The ceremony will

be a very private one, confined to the most intimate friends of the parties

concerned.
The watering places are rapidly thinning out, which is generally the

case after the Fourth of July, and those of their visitors who have country
homes of their own are now entertaining a succession of guests either for

the day or for a week at a time. Among those who have lately returned
to town can be mentioned the Tallants, Colliers, Harry Mays (who, by
the by, are at Menlo Park), Judge Hoffman, Mrs. McLaughlin, etc. The
Schmiedells are expected in town some time next month. The Hagers
have gone to Santa Cruz. Mr. Robert Sherwood and his family have
gone East, expecting to proceed shortly to Europe, one motive being to
visit his recently married daughter, Mrs. Greyrigge, at her home in York-
shire.

Mrs. M. S. Latham, accompanied by her son, young *' Milt.," and her
brother, Thurlow McMullin, arrived from New York on Monday last.

They brought with them the remains of her late husband, and on Tues-
day he was laid away in his beautiful tomb, " Eternal Rest," at Laurel
Hill Cemetery. The ceremony was of the moBt private character, being
attended by only a few of the most intimate personal friends of the de-

ceased ex-banker. Mrs. Latham is at present visiting her stepfather and
his wife, on Post street.

There are always plenty of rumors aBoat, some true and others the re-

verse. One that I heard lately, and which I give for what it is worth, as

I cannot vouch for its authenticity, is to the effect that we are not likely

to lose the McDowells on the General's retirement from the Army, as,

having become attached to the Pacific Coast, they will make 'Frisco their

future home, and to that end the General has bought a lot on California
street, whereon he will soon erect a handsome edifice. This, if true, will

be pleasant and welcome news to all lovers of gaiety, as the McDowells
are never ending in their hospitalities, and both General and Mrs. Mc-
Dowell are never better pleased than when they are surrounded by a
crowd of happy young people.

I believe that, after all, it is not yet a fixed fact that there is to be an
Author's Carnival this Autumn, although strenuous exertions are being
made to have it accomplished. Should it take place, Consul Olavonsky,
with his well-known willingness to help thoBe who need it, has volun-
teered to drill the Fabbri Singing School, in which he takes so much in-

terest, in one of his national dances, and, to make the whole thing per-

fect, will himself provide the requisite costumes and present them
to their respective wearers. This, of course, will make the dance one of

the features of the Fair, rivaling in interest the famous Carnival Guard,
drilled by Captain Mix for the last one, and which attracted so much ad-

miration and applause.
The question at present being much discussed is whether or not we are

to have a visit next month from President Arthur? Should he come, he
will no doubt be well received, and as handsomely entertained as his pre-

ceding Presidential visitors. But, should he elect not to come, I dare say
California will Burvive, and look forward with doubled interest to the
coming of Princess Louise, whose visit promises to be one of the events

of the year. Felix.

Dr. R. Beverly Cole has returned from Europe, and resumed practice
at his new offices, 218 Post street, above Dupont.

A TAMALPAIS HOP.
July 25. 1882 The other nwtag, while at a charming dinner party

f the mod delightful hotttM in t-iwn, I made an engagement with
i.t hand neighbor at table | ,,. 8Uur

day night hop at the laniali m A Vrry pleasant affair ami lots
Of pretty girN there, ami last, though not least, as said girls all lik.

in your rosy covers, 1 pr..]**e to drop you a line
just a line to tell you who were there, or a portion of them at leant.
The day had been gloomy and oold In town, ami on lesving the dock it

WMonrtOOJ bom the mofflld figures seeking shelter from the chilling
wind in the «\*l. in. I MJ OQrtoOB, DOOsOM || Kavored more of DfJOMnbor
than July. However, by the time we reached San Quentin, although ( >ld
Sol was hidden behind the fog-lmnk looming OpOVW BaJQOtUto, the air
was soft and warm compared with the atmosphere of the Bay. and by the
time we arrived at San Rafael overooaai were discarded, ana ladies to be
seen in Summery costumes on the hotel verandah, awaiting the arrivals ol
husbands, hrothers, fathers and lovers. The first thing thought of afterex-
< hanging salutations was, of course, to get the dust ol travel off, for even
the short railway trip covers one with that article so proUfia in California,
and after a good wash and carefully mode toilet how charming it is to
descend to the drawing-room and find the dear creatures we adore all
smiles to greet us. The dinner was excellent. You see I place it apres
Us dames, but who does not agree with Owen Meredith in his lines in
" Lucille," on the subject of dining? and the civilized man finds a chef
dt cuisine at the Tamalpais, and, what is equally important, a well-«ri>«*
repast. A very agreeable set of guests were there, for the month, and
all seemingly pulling well together, as they were chatty and sociable

;

no cold looks and aristocratic (?) indifference, so noticeable from the snobs
at some resorts toward a stranger or new arrival.
But I am forgetting you are waiting to hear of the Hop. Well, after a

stroll on the balcony, or through the grounds, shy confabs in the corners,
and the usual preliminary touches to crimps and curls, the crowd of
pleasure seekers gradually turned to the place where the sound of music
gave warning of the approaching dance, and what a merry scene it was to
be sure. Old and young alike seemed to enjoy it. The girls all looked
" too lovely for anything," though there were one or two pre-eminent of
course. Still, even the copy-book of our childhood tells us that "com-
parisons are odious," so I won't say more of one than another, but let each
choose for themselves. Among the company were Mr. and Mrs. Schmiedel
and Miss Mattie, Miss Murphy, Mr. and Mrs. and the Misses Kittle,
MIbs Maynard, Miss Bliss, Mrs. and Miss Findley, Mrs. and Miss Peters,
the Misses Cutler, and the stationary guests at the Hotel. I don't sup-
pose you care to hear of the men. I heard by the bye that Ric Pinto's
engagement with Miss Mattie has been broken off. The " wee ema'
hours " were beginning when we broke up, every one agreeing they had
spent a most delightful evening. Before I close let me tell you and your
legionof friends that the ladies of San Rafael intend giving a calico party
sometime early next month, so get ready your most bewitching cos-

tumes, girls,
t

for there is no fabric more susceptible of making a pretty girl

utterly irresistible than the same calico in all its various forms and modes.
I hope I haven't made my "line" too long. If not, perhaps you may
hear again from Jones.

" Gentlemen, I want to announce right here," he aaid, as he stood up
and laid his hand on the shoulder of the sleeping-car porter," that this
man is an honeat fellow. In my absent-mindedness, a few minutes ago,
I gave him half a dollar for a quarter. He has returned it to me."
"Yes, sah—yes, Bah," replied the porter, as he ducked his head and
scraped his foot, " yes, sah, kase it's got a hole in it, sah, an' I reckoned
you was tryin' to beat me outer ten cents.

Dr. C. C. O'Donnell and Mr. P. J. Kelly are not authorized to re-

ceive money or transact any other political business for Denis Kearney.

THE GREAT IXL
MAMMOTH DISPLAY OF

STH -A. -XTST HATS!

i :x l

THREE HUNDRED CASES OF

Men's and Boys' Straw Hats
TO SELECT FROM.

Amongst this Spring's importations are some of the NobbieBt Styles

of STRAW HATS FOR YOUNG MEN that have ever been offered

in San Francisco. Strictly One Price.

flavin's"
GREAT

Corner of Kearny and Commercial Streets, S. P.

PAINE'S HOUSEHOLD ART
.... AND ...

BRIC-A-BRAC RCOMS,
35 GEA.RY STREET, S. E.

I have purchased the stock and store lately owned by Mr. C. E.

Locke, and am enabled to offer the choice collection of Floor and Wall

Cabinets, Music Stands, Writing Desks, Tables, Easels, Pedestals, Fine

Potteries, Porcelains, Bric-a-Brac, etc., in all of the NEWEST wares

and of the CHOICEST designs, at EXCEEDINGLY LOW PRICES.
6^* Visitors are cordially invited to inspect the Show-rooms, and will be politely

received, whether intending buyers or not.

E. PAINE, - - - - - S5 Geary Street
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THE OLD MANS FUNERAL.
I saw an aged man upon bis bier,

His hair was thin and white, and on his brow
A record of the cares of many a year-

Cares that were ended and forgotten now.
And there was sadness round, and faces bowed,

Then rose another hoary man, and said,

In faltering accents, to that weeping train,
g Why mourn ye that our ancient friend is dead ?

Ye are not sad to see the gathered grain,

Nor when their mellow fruit the orchards cast,

Nor when the yellow woods shake down the ripened mast.

' Ye sigh not when the sun, his course fulfilled,

HiB glorious courRe, rejoicing earth and sky,

In the soft evening, when the woods are stilled,

Sinks where his islands of refreshment lie,

And leaves the smile of his departure, spread

O'er the warm colored heaven and ruddy mountain head.

1 Why weep ye then for him, who, having won
The bound of men's appointed years, at last,

Life'B blessings all enjoyed, life's labors done,

Serenely to his final rest has passed

;

While the soft memory of his virtues yet

Linger like twilight hues, when the bright sua is set ?

' His youth was innocent ; his riper age
Marked with some act of goodness every day

;

And watched by eyes that loved him, calm and sage

;

Faded his late declining years away.
Cheerful he gave his being up, and went
To share the holy rest that waits a life well spent.

' And I am glad that he has lived thus long,

And glad that he has gone to bis reward

;

Nor can I deem that nature did him wrong,
Softly to disengage the vital cord.

When his weak hand grew palsied, and his eye
Dark with the mists of age, it was his time tn die.'

— W. C. Bryant

A NOVEL IN A NUTSHELL.

[ We have lately given space in these columns to sundry " ower true

tales," constructed from local fact instead of foreign fiction. The idea

seems to interest our readers, so here is still another of the series:]

Chap. I.—The Sad "Accident."

Between five and six months ago there appeared in the daily papers a par-

agraph to the effect that the wife of a certain prominent citizen had fallen

accidentally from her bedroom window and broken her neck. Consider-

ing the avidity with which such items are usually grabbed by the report-

ers for the dailies, the lethargy of those gentlemen on this occasion was
difficult to account for. Here was a first-class tragedy, affording abundant
suggestions for alliterative head-lines and absolutely running over with
chances for penny-a-line pathos. Yet this golden opportunity was ig-

nored. In each of the papers a brief paragraph sufficed to chronicle the

fatal accident, and even this was, in most instances, stowed away in some
obscure corner of the paper, where only here and there a stray dawdler
over his morning coffee might chance to light upon it. But the bereaved
widower was a solid man, and consequently his friends and acquaintances
were legion, so that since these, of course, were cognizant of the dread-
ful catastrophe, there was, perhaps, after all no great need of the news-
papers making an unseemly noise about the \infortunate lady's death. At
all events this was the philosophical view taken by the afflicted widower.
His place of business, on Market street, was closed for a day or so, and
his Stockton street residence was supposed to hide his tears and desola-

tion for about the same period. Then came five months of renewed bach-
elorhood, and then final consolation in the shape of a second wife, far
younger and prettier than her unfortunate predecessor. Such is the out-
line of this romance of real life so far as the general public have hitherto
known or cared to know. But, as is indispensable to all first-class trage-
dies, there was a mysterious secret in the background, as will be revealed
in the following chapter:

Chap. II.

—

The Wronged Wife.

In chronicling this all too truthful history, we have purposely put the
cart before the horse so far as dates are concerned. We will now go back
to a period some months previous to the poor lady's violent death. Among
other valuable parcels of real estate owned by her solid husband was a
handsome house adjoining that in which he himself resided. This he let

to a lady—a widow, if we are not mistaken—who had a very pretty
daughter. It was only natural that when landlord and tenant were each such
close neighbors they should interchange social courtesies. But somehow
or other the " courtsies " seemed to be rather one-sided in this case. The
landlord did nearly all the calling, and in some inexplicable way it always
happened that his wife was "indisposed" when he paid his visits. It
likewise so chanced that the fair daughter of his tenant generally had to
receive him alone, with profuse apologies for the unavoidable absence of
her devoted mother. But some men are possessed of great patience, and
recognize, in an extraordinary degree the merit of self-denial. Such a
man was our solid man of Market street fame. Nobody ever heard him
complain that his wife could not accompany him on his evening visits,

though probably, in secret, he wept tears of blood over the deprivation of
her society; nor was his face overshadowed whh grief when the innocent
young girl apologized for her mother's absence from the parlor. Doubt-
less he felt very bad about theBe things, but never showed it.

Matters went on smoothly enough in this groove for some time until
suddenly the solid man's foolish wife got a whim into her pate that her
liege lord seemed to have rather too much business to transact with his
tanant through the medium of her youthful daughter. She therefore
mildly suggested that, rather than be left alone every evening, she would
accompany her husband on his visits next door. But, "he wouldn't
trouble her." "No trouble at all." "She'd only be bored to death by

dry business details." "O, no; she rather liked that sort of thing.'

"Well, she'd only be in his way anyhow." Sarcastically, "she had no
doubt of that." And so the wordy conflict went on and increased in bit-

terness till Madame found herself locked in her bedrood, listening, with
face alternately flushed and pallid, to the descending footsteps of him who
had sworn at the altar to love her and her only, but who, as she now
well knew, waB going straightway to the embrace of another. In that
moment of supreme mental anguish ; this outraged wife made the dread
resolve which she afterwards carried out. When her husband returned
as coolly as if nothing had happened to mar his domestic bliss, she is said
to have plainly told him that he might send her away, even though it

were to a lunatic asylum, to a jail, or to her death, but that she would
surely take her own life rather than thus see her honor soiled beneath her
very eyes. He replied with a sneer that she might please herself about
taking her own life, but until she became more reasonable he should re-

peat the discipline he had just inflicted. He kept his word. A tew nights
later he again locked the unhappy woman in her room, after declaring his

intention to "drop in next door." She kept her word, too—before he
reached the side-walk she had plunged headlong from the window—and
lay dead with a broken neck, as the Coroner's Jury said, but with a bro-
ken heart we rather think.

Chap. III.—A Vert Short One.

Just five months from that date our solid manufacturer of Market
street was married to the pure and lovely daughter of his tenant. That
was only two or three weeks ago, but may we not wonder whether the
spectre of a slain and outraged woman does not sometimes flit darkly
across the bright face of their honeymoon ? If bo, what will be the in-

tolerable blackness of the shadow that will enfold their lives in futuie
years, when the bloom of illicit love has vanished, and the naked horror
of remorse alone remains!

ITEMS FROM THE BRITISH TRADE JOURNAL.— By the discovery of a flaw in the tariff laws of the United States,
a lawyer named Begly, of New York, will, it is stated, reap a profit of
several millions of dollars. Woolen materials have for many years paid a
duty of 50c. per lb., as well as an ad valorem duty of 35 per cent. Mr.
Begly, however, discovered that the word " wool " in an important para-
graph in the tariff laws had been omitted, apparently through a clerical

error. He therefore undertook to bring a test action in the law courts on
condition of receiving half the sums to be reimbursed to the leading
American firms in the case of his lawsuit being successful. The Supreme
Court has at length decided in his favor, and the cute lawyer will share
a sum variously estimated at from S5.000.000 to $11,000,000.

—— Besides the loss of life and property, which is serious enough, the
Egyptian muddle has, for the present, brought trade with that country to
a standstill. The British gross commercial imports from Egypt are, on
the average, £10,000,000 per annum, and exports thither £3,000,000 to
£4,000,000. Nearly half this trade is in cotton and cotton goods, and it

is therefore Lancashire which most keenly feels the stoppage of business.

Time will have to be granted to merchants with large lock-ups of goods
in the interior ; but the exact limits of the risk and actual loss incurred
are, of course, quite undefined at present.

-^— According to a return issued by the Norwegian Government, the
mercantile marine of that nation numbers 8,147 vessels, with a tonnage of

1,510,700 tons, and employs 59,137 sailors. About 66 per cent, of the ton-
nage employed in the foreign trade was engaged in carrying the mer-
chandise of foreign nationB, and at only 10s. per ton would earn £2,500,000
a year for Norwegian seamen, owners and builders. The excess of im-
ports which Norway has to meet annually has to be paid out of the profits

of this foreign trade. Americans, after perusing Norway's marine statis-

tics, may possibly admit that a merchant navy is, after all, of some ad-
vantage to a nation.— The next canal to be taken in hand after the Panama seems likely

to be the Malacca canal. The total annual tonnage of the vessels now
making the de'tour of Malacca is estimated at something near 1,000,000
tons. The Peninsular and Oriental steamships and the Messageries Mari-
times make 104 trips a year, and it is estimated that the saving to them
in coal alone would be £35,000, The saving in insurance, in freight, in

seamen's wages, and the lessening of risk, would also amount to a large

sum.
^— Commercial activity in Russia has not been increased by the anti-

Jewish riots, and business-men are complaining loudly, especially those
whose trade depends upon the confidence and credit given by commercial
houses abroad. Even the Moscow Exhibition bids fair to become a fail-

ure. The number of exhibitors from an empire of 90,000,000 of subjects

is only counted at about 2,000, and many of these have not yet been able

to send their goods.— From a return which has been presented to the House of Com-
mons, it appears that the total quantity of cheese imported into the
United Kingdom in 1881 was 3.840.090 cwt., valued at £5.245,115. Of
thiB, 264,626 cwt., valued at £747,052, came from Holland ; 299,469 cwt.,

valued at £844,646, came from Canada ; 1,244,419 cwt., valued at £3,555,-

702, from the United StateB, and the remainder from other countries.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,

Sawing, Planing- and Manufacturing—Doors, Sashes, Blinds and
Mouldings—Turning, Scroll and Jig Sawing—Counters,

Bar and Store Fixtures.
Finishing Work for Buildings on Hand and Made to Order.

217 to 225 Spear SI., anil 218 (o 226 Stewart St., S. F.

The largest and oldeBt established mill on the Pacific Coast.

D. A. Macdonald, Pres't. R. S. Falconer, Sec'y- W. N. Miller, Supt

[March 25.]

WM. H. V. CRONISE,
iulngr, N.E. corner oi Montgomery nuil California street*.

No. 29. Office Hours: 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. June 10.M
Take the Autopuone to the country,

the latest airs.

Ichi BaD, sole agent, has all
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TU1RU!
This* for mr] tWling ooe;

Thin«! through th« ttrkkrn •trugvHng yc*n ;

Thin*! though the dftrluMaa «nkt mv
Lott, Imt in taut.

Thine! in thu toil*. me, thorn *trewn way

;

Thiii'-! in the transient gleams of light
Thought* of * lonrf p»t happier "lay.

Ere all wu night.

Thine for ti mine ;

Thine! though the wnrMlinga curve and ra%
My heart and tout and body thine

Until the grave!

Thine! in a fax-off, fairer place;
Thine! on a bright and tearleoe shore.

Lit with the sunlight of thy face

Wot evermore! _ —World, London.

ELECTRICITY, ETC
^— The ihip Qtrtie May, when 174 mile* from Matirjicus, was struck

by lightning, which fir*t taught the foretopmast, breaking some three
feet off it, then ran to the bow, smashing a portion of the stem ; thence
to the forecastle, where were ten of the crew in different attitudes, some
sitting and some standing. All alike were rendered instantly insensible,

but recovered a short time afterwards. The lightning traversed the whole
of the vessel, eventually returning to the fore part, where it knocked out
twoof the vessel's planks in the stem. Fortunately the damage was above
the water line. The vessel had a quantity of salt on board, and this was
removed to right her and prevent her sinking. The flag, which was flying
on the mainmast, was completely consumed.

^— Purine a thunder-storm at Liversedge, Yorks., England, Christ-
church, in that town, was struck by lightning whilst the congregation
were singing the "To Denm." A large stone from the tower was remov-
ed and the spouting demolished. The building was suddenly filled with
flame, and the yas, which during the darkness had been lit, was blown
out. A panic ensued, and the congregation (many being children) rushed
to the doors to escape. Fortunately no one was hurt.

^— Messrs. Walker's mill at King's Lynn, England, has been lighted
by the British Electric Light Company with a Gramme machine, and
sixty-two of their incandescent lights. The same Company has also sup-
plied a Brockie lamp of 6,000 candle-power in the market-place, which is

suspended from a davit 47 feet above the street level, throwing a fine light
over the place and adjoining thoroughfares.

^^ Professor Houston, of Philadelphia, has been investigating the
Bubject of underground wires for electric lighting, and he expresses the
opinion that they are perfectly feasible and safer than over head wires.
This system is now in use in ban Francisco.

——• A telegraph train is being got ready at Woolwich, for use during
the hostilities in Egypt. It consists of four telegraph offices, ten wire
wagons, carrying thirty miles of wire, four air line wagons, and four
Royal Engineer general service wagons.— The first electric railway constructed in Holland was opened a few
days ago. It is one and a half kilometre long, and runs from the bath at
Zandvoort near Amsterdam to Kestnerloren, a small park in the neigh-
borhood. It is on the Siemens and Halske system, and is worked by a 15
horse-power engine. The gauge is one meter.

A SUCCESSFUL OPENING.
The conversazione with which the new offices of the London Daily

Telegraph were opened was a grand social success. The floral decorations
and the Bplendid band of the Royal Artillery were of immense assist-

ance, and the machinery and music did not interfere with one another.
The former worked Bplendidly. There were close upon nine hundred peo-
ple, and they nearly all went into the machine-room. Plenty of foreign-

ers of distinction, heaps of society people, including the Duke of Suther-
land, the Stanhopes, the Rothschilds, Government and Opposition people.
Lord Otho Fitzgerald, Sir H. Hawkins and some other judges, all mixed
up with Mr. Christopher Sykes, Captain Oliver Montagu, Lords Henry
Lennox, Dorchester, Barrington, Suffieldand Wrottesley; Abraham Hay-
ward, Irving, Toole, the Bancrofts, Fairses, the Hon. Harry Tyrwhitt,
Mr. Henry Calcraft, the Marchese del Grillo (formerly Ristori), Madame
Christine Nilsson ; moat of the editors of the morning papers, including
Mr. Chenery, Sir A. Borthwick, and others ; Sir John Cowell, Controller
of the Queen's Household ; Lord Cork, Dr. W. H. Russell, Mr. Sala

;

Whips and ex-Whips of both sides, Colonel Taylor, Sir William Hart-
Dyke, and Rowland Winn ; and military, musical and painting people
without end. The Prince of Wales took Mrs. Lawson, and the Duke of
Albany the Lady Mayoress, after supper, and, followed by a big party,
went through all the mechanical departments—printing-room, foundry
and engine-house ; and the Royalties did not leave until a late hour

—

bo
late that they were able to take away with them copies of the morning
papers. There was a biggish crowd in Fleet-street all night ; and at an
early hour in the morning, when the Prince left, he was lustily cheered.—London World.

London " Truth" says: Politically the Egyptians may be divided in-

to four classes: 1. Arabi and the officers. They are ready to use the
name of the Sultan or of liberty in order to attain their own ends, which
are to acquire place and wealth. 2. The edcated youths of Egypt. These
young men, with some reason, complain that the officials connected with
the control were poorly paid, and that in all cases Europeans were pre-
ferred to Egyptians, and their protests ought to meet with due considera-
tion. 3. The Bedouins. These Arabs hate the Turks and entirely ignore
the Sultan. They care very little whether the finances are under Euro-
pean or Egyptian control, and they are pefectly satisfied with the Khe-
dive. 4. The Fellahs. These constitute the agricultural inhabitants of
the Delta and the Nile Valley. Their object is to be allowed to live and
thrive. They are hard working and patient, and their strongest passion
is to acquire money.

Ichi Ban enlarged ; largest in the world.

BANKS. _____
THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.

Capital »3.000.000.WM. AI.VORD rrrxlihniniOH as BKowN. ouhlii H ITOMAY, lr,;AM>tOHhTu
Adist*:

Ntw York, Agency of the lUnk of Qatfcrate: Botton, Tremont National Hank,
Chicago Union National Hank ; St Louis, |toa*nan'i Saving (tank ; Now Zealand,
the Hank of New Zealand. Comspondenl In London, Mcun. N. M. Rothschild A

rrwnondonU In India, China, Japan and Australia, the Oriental Hank Cor
|h>ration

The Hank ha* afondflt at Virginia City, and Correspondent* In all the prtncl-
uaJ Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.

Letters of Credit issued, available in all parte of the world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dublin, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Antwerp,
Amsterdam St. Pcturehunrh. I ttkhotm. Christiana, Locarno. Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama . Hot, 4.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal < barter.— < upin.l paid up, 91,800,-

000, mth power to increase to $10,000,000. Boutboul ooraerOsJiforantnd. Ban-
raneatrseu. Mend Office -&$ Oornhlfj, London, Bnaohu Portland. Oregon: Vic-
toria, N<» Wests iter and Cariboo, British Columbia,

iim Kink transacts a General Banking Business. Aooounts opened subjectto Obeok
and Special DejK.sit.s reeem-d. Commercial CreditigmnUd mailable in »l parts of
the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents
as follows :

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank

; Scotland—British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 18. FRKDKKICK. TOWNSEND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
Paid op Capital 91,500,000, Gold. President, K. C. Wool-

worth Vice-President, D. Callaghan ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue,-Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
C0RRE8P0NDKBT8—London : Baring- Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse,
Neuman&Co. Paris: Hottinguerfc Co. New York: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-
pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal
cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Couimercia
Credits issued available in Europe, Chii.a and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital, $2,100,000.

San Francisco Office, 424 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid TJp $3,000,000.
Keserve,TJ. S. Bonds 4,000,000.

Agency at New York, 63 Wall street.
Agency at Virginia, Nev.

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-
elers' Credits. This Bank haB special facilities for dealing in Bullion. Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E. Cor. Sansomo and Pine Streets.

London Office, 3 Angel Court ; New York Agents, J. W. Sel-
igman & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, $6,000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,
loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.

FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.
P. N. Lilibntual, Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITA!,, $300,000.
Officers: Vice-President, Jerome Lincoln; Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other
Approved Securities. Office : No. 215 Sansome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Spar nnd Lelbbank, No 526 California street, San

Francisco. Officers: President, L. GOTTIG. Board of Directors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Eggerp, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE ; Attorney, JOHN R.
JARBOE. May 18.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Refinery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in their
various forms.
June 18. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

TO LEASE,
For a long term-Lot on uortb side of Townsend street,

between Fourth and Fifth, 1S3 4-12 feet easterly from Fifth. Size 91 S-12 feet

by 120 feet. Apply to JOHN ROACH,
April 1, 218 Montgomery street.

$£.Ci(\ a week in your own town. Terms and $5 outfit free.

tjPOO Address H. Hallett & Co., Portland, Maine.
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"PLEASURE'S WAND."
•' We Obey no Wand put Pleasure's."—Tom Moore.

Events behind and before the footlights have been very tame and un-

interesting during the past week, and there is but little to record or com-

ment upon. Haverley's Mastodons have been playing their third week
at the California, to fair bouBes. Their bill has been changed pretty much
all the way through, but burnt cork minstrelsy is a field which has been

so thoroughly worked up that little that is new can be looked for in con-

nection with it. A change of programme, therefore, means nothing more
than one or two fresh and sometimes pointless witticisms, among an ava-

lanche of stale ones, a song in which the old words have been shaken into

new places and a stray bar of fresh music mingled with the old melody,

and a dance in which the old measure is freshly measured out.
_
With

these very manifest disadvantages to labor under, the Mastodons did well

with their new programme, interested and amused their audience and
sustained their reputation as a very clever troupe. Billy Rice introduced

a stump speech, which created merriment, and which bore a family re-

semblance to other burnt cork stump speeches. Leon sang songs which
he has not sung during this engagement. Hall did some freBh banjo stri'm-

ming, and Carpenter gave a concertina concert. Then the same old clog

dance that the minstrels which were with Noah, in the ark, danced was
produced, but it was freshly arranged, powdered and toned up with cos-

metics until its age was pretty effectually disguised. Pete Mack took one

of the ends, and he and Billy Bice infused a good deal of life into The
Broker's Daughter , with which the performance winds up.*****
At the Baldwin those eccentric performers, the Hanlons, have run

through their second week with Le Voyage en Suisse. As was stated in

this column last week, there is little in the piece, but there is a great deal

in the performers and the manner of its presentation. It is not an intel-

lectual enjoyment. The events which make one's side ache with hearty,

boisterous laughter are, per se, silly rather than humorous, but the man-
ner in which they fall out gives to them a funniness that is as broad and
undeniable as the American continent.*****
On Wednesday night last Charles Wheatteigh took a benefit at the

Grand Opera House, which was in the nature of a farewell, kiss and good-

by performance prior to the departure of the beneficiary for the EaBt.

Considering that the affair was gotten up so hastily and was so poorly

advertised, it was perfectly marvelous to see Buch a large and fashionable

audience. Arrah-na-Pogue, with Mr. Wheatleisrh as "Shaun the Po3t,"

was presented. Historians are somewhat divided in opinion as to whether
the fathers of the first Spanish mission that ever struck this coast did not

find Mr. Wheatleigh presenting Boucicault's Irish pieces to the Indians.

However that may be, there is no doubt but that the venerable Charles
has rendered Dion's productions a great many times here, and that the

first rendition took place many years ago. As an actor Mr. Wheatleigh
is not, perhaps, up to the standard of a star of those good old times when
every actor was not a star, but he is a thorough and well-scbooled aetor.

There is nothing startling or original about him, but there is a quietness

and finish in his delineations which is peculiarly attractive. His quietness

is not intensity, nor is his finish a shining gloss. His methods are the

methods of the stage, but he knows how to use them. In his bands they
are not "stagy." His " Shaun the Post," on Wednesday night last, was
such a performance as could be expected from a well-trained actor who
had played the part so often that he could spell the lines backward. The
principal point of attraction about it was to see such an old man success-

fully represent such a young man. Mr. Wheatleigh was acceptably sup-

ported by the Frohman company. Miss Ada Ward, as " Arrah Meelish,"
did fairly well, and Mr. Charles Norris, as " Michael Feeny," accomplished
a good deal with a part for which he is not at all suited. None of the
others call for particular mention.

* * * * * *

Locke's Bush-Street Theatre still remains locked, and the chances are

that the theatrical business will have to brighten very much before any
one jeopardizes enough coin to unlock it.*******
At the Tivoli Opera House Der Freischutz is still running to first-class

business. At the Winter G-arden JEolia was replaced with Simona, a
four-act comic opera, on Thursday evening, which was too late to permit
of a proper review in this column this week.*****
Madame Rive-King's farewell matinee piano recital at Piatt's Hall,

last Saturday, was a pronounced success, artistically and otherwise, not-

withstanding the fact that a large proportion of our best people are still

away from the city. Madame Eive*-King's brilliant execution has won
the admiration of our musical population, and if, when Bhe returnB to us
again, she comes at a more seasonable period of the year, she will un-
questionably achieve great results financially.

* * * * * *

Fred. W. Bert, the new manager of the California Theatre, left New
York on the 25th inst., to enter upon the duties of his office. He brings
with him the Union Square Company. Mr. Bert is the originator and
assisted in building the Grand Opera House, and being an old resident is

fully alive to the wants of our people in the amusement line. Mr. Mc-
Connell has made a wise selection in Mr. Bert, and under his manage-
ment the California will float upon the stream of popularity.*****
Young Lytton Sothern is to make a tour of this country next year.

His notoriety was made a few years ago, when he eloped with his father's

mistress.— Bobby Newcomb is now a very badly damaged and
shattered reminiscence of Bobby Newcomb of ten years ago.—Geo. H.
Wood is now as indigestible as an overdose of rich pork pie.—Fred.
Burgess has been re-engaged by the Widow Bedott Company.-^—Julian
Mitchell, Maggie's brother, will be a member of Willie Edouin's Sparks
next season.^—Aime*e sails for America next month.—Comley, Barton
and Collier are now in London.^—They say H. A. D'Arcy ia to marry
Bertha Welby.—J. T. Maguire has sold his interest in La Belle Russe.
—Primrose and We3t have consolidated their Minstrel Troupe with
that of Geo. Thatcher, under the title of Thatcher, Primrose & West's
Consolidated Mammoth Minstrels. They will shortly visit this city.—

Boucicault has canceled all his Fall engagements, and will make his
first appearance in this country in Boston on New Year's day.—Leigh
Lynch and his musical wife, Anna Berger, are in Cincinnati.*-*—Jacques
Kruger has decided to remain with Tony Pastor next season.—Louis
Aldrich has engaged Sedley Brown for hiB company next season.—"—Wil-
liam T. Carleton is engaged by the Germania people until September 1st;

Miss Willey isn't.—J. W. Mack, late of Sheridan and Mack, will star
next season under Prof. Hermann's management, in An Irish-
American.^—'Raymond will not abandon the stage, although he an-
nounces himself as " For Congress."—Mary Anderson will visit Lon-
don in a few weeks. She will not go professionally, but to study Ristori.
-"^—James O'Neil is quite ill in Chicago.—Frank W. Paul has entered
into partnership with C. B. Bishop. He will take the management of
the latter's tour in Strictly Business.—J. J. Mackay made an ex-
cellent impression as the Photographer in Willie Edouin's play of Dreams.
-""—The Germania Opera Company, having had too much management,
is now without any at all—Mr. and Mrs. Lingard will probably spend
the balance of the summer at Lake George.-""""—Ada Boshell, a good
soubrette, who played Rebecca with M. B. Curtis last season, has been
engaged to Bupport J. W. Mack in The Irish-American, R. G. Morris'
new play.—John Howson has abandoned his idea of starring next
season.—"—Willie Seymour has the unenviable duty of deciding on the
application for positions at the Madison Square Theatre.-""—More stars

than theatres next season.-"""—Laura Don has completed all engage-
ments for her company. The list includes Harry Lee, G. M. Holland,
Lin Harris, Sol Smith, Edwin Cleary, Helen Tracy, Helen Bancroft,
Henrie Bascom, Mrs. Sol Smith and Ray Alexander. This is a strong
array of names.——" Bob " Eberle, as he is familiarly known in the pro-
fession, for the last eight or ten years stage manager of the California and
Baldwin's theatres, will act in the same capacity for Lawrence Barrett
this season.-"""—George Learock will be Thos. Keene's leading man next
season.—""—Sam Rickey and Gus Bruno will have charge of Oscar Wilde's
business the coming season—three of a kind.—Mme. Gerster presented
her old teacher, Mme. Marchesi, with a massive silver cup during her
stay in Paris on her way home to Bologne. ' <M. Leavitt left London,
July 19, for Spain, to engage a Spanish ballet troupe. A pair of
jeweled garters sold in New York the other day for $2,000. That's pret-
ty high. It will take a pretty tall girl to wear garters that come so
high.—Harry G. Meade, who was killed by falling from a tight
rope at Omaha, was professionally known as one of the Foster Brothers.
-"""—Ben Stern goes ahead of Old Shipmates this season. Ben is indefati-

gable, if he isn't handsome.-""""—E. E. Rice has completed arrangements
to take the principal people of an Evangeline Company to Australia next
season.-""""—The much be-photographed Maude Branscomb is exposing her
talents to the noisy habitues of a small London theatre, called the Ave-
nue.""—Genial John Webster and wife (Nellie McHenry) are luxuriating
at their new and comfortable little cottage, at the Highlands, with Will
E. Hayden as guest.—Laura Don will not begin the season of Alexan-
dria, Egypt, with her Daughter of the Nile, John Ince to the contrary
notwithstanding.-^—A bust of John McCullough will adorn the front of
the New Olympic Theatre, St. Louis. He sat for the model last week.
'Twas at the old Olympic that he made bis first substantial success.^—
M. B. Leavitt has signed a contract with M. B. Curtis to play him in
London with Sam'l of Posen next Summer.-^—Emily Rigl is to play
Sarah, a Jewess, in Siberia.—Katharine Rogers is at Lake Konkon-
koma, L. L

Since the Union-street cable line first commenced running it has
been pressed to its uttermost capacity, on Sundays and other holidays, to
accommodate the multitude which throngs out toward the Presidio, in

order to enjoy the fresh sea breezes that are wafted in through the Golden
Gate. Another attraction is the Seaside Gardens, at which every Wednes-
day, Saturday and Sunday afternoons the U. S. Presidio Band of twenty-
four pieces gives a splendid free concert. This popular resort is fitted up
with everything that can add to the comfort and convenience of the
guests. Hoodlums are not admitted, and refreshments of the very best
description can be obtained at reasonable prices.

The thirteenth masquerade of the Revels Social Club will take place
at Union Hall, Saturday evening, August 12th. Numerous prizes will

be offered.

TIVOLI OPERA HOUSE,
Eddy street, near Market.--Kreling' Bros., Proprietors.

Great Success. Every evening until further notice, Weber's Grand Romantic
Opera,

Der Freischutz I

or, THE SEVEN CHARMED BULLETS. With the following artists in the cast:

MISS LOUISE LESTER, MISS LOUISE LEIGHTON, Mies Carrie Godfrey, MR. T.

W. ECKERT, MR. F. URBAN, Mr.M. Cornell, Mr. Knight, Mr. Niemann, Mr. Evans,
Mr, Vidal This Evening: Mr. T. W. Eckert as "Max," MiB9 Louise Leightou as
"Agathe." July 89.

WINTER GARDEN,
Stockton street, between Post and Sutter streets.--Stnhl A

At it fiek. Proprietors. Every eveniug until further notice will he presented
by the Winter Garden Opera Company, the Comic Romantic Opera in Four Acts,

Simona!
or, THE INN-KEEPER'S DAUGHTER. MISS ETHEL LYNTON as " Simona."
The cast of characters will include the following Artists: Miss Annie Ainsworth,
Miss Annie Lorenzo, Miss Helen Harrington, Mr. Stuart Harold, Mr. Arthur Mess-

nier, Mr. Harry Rattenberry and Mr. Fred. Bornemann. M'LLE BERTHA will ap-

pear every evening in conjunction with the Opera-
|

July 29.

SEASIDE GARDEN!
Presidio. Terminus of Union-street Cable Road. EVERY

WEDNESDAY, SATURDAY and SUNDAY, GRAND GALA CONCERT by
the Full United States Presidio Band, of 24 Pieces. Commencing at 12 m. Carl

Kreyer, Director. Admission, FREE. July 29.

ROBERT WALKINSHAW,
REAL ESTATE AGENT 407 Montgomery Street.

Farming, Mining and City Property.
[July 29.]
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SPORTING ITEMS.

The attendance *t the Olympic Club'* athletic sports at the Oakland
QfOoeoa, Last Satunlay, «ru fairly good. That nhl relic of a luu'lwmtu
afro—free a<tmia«aon for ladies wm adopted, and, a* a consequence, there
were hardly any women Mk> present The reason for this appear* to me
to be that no (raoUaman carea to aak a woman other than hi* wife or aiater
to go to a free ahow, for fear of giving offense, and a woman of spirit li

apt to remark, if *> asked, "Thank rod ; but, really, I have another
engagement." I judge of thin matter by what happened to myself on a
former occasion, when I asked a young woman of my acquaintance to ac-
company me to an athletic meeting. " Ladies are admitted free, are they
not: she asked. I admitted the fact. " No, air," she replied, " I will
n.'t go with y-u. I vooH like to see the races, and I am not, a* yet, ut-

terly weary of your company; but while I freely absolve you of any sus-
picion of an attempt to practice economy in your invitations, I do not
care to be seen at a free show." " But," I argued, " you utterly miscon-
ceive the character of this meeting. It is about the* most ultra aristo-

cratic out do»r affair ever given here. I know that many society ladies

and female notables will be there, and why can't you go?" H.-r reply
was: " It may be called false pride, or any of that kind of nonsense, but
it is nevertheless true that, while the very rich, who are known to be very
rich, can go where they like and do as they please without exciting com-
ment, one in an humble rank of life has to be more particular, and I '

chouse to draw the line at places where la. lie* are admitted free." That
settled it, and ever since thou I have looked upon free admission to ladies

'

as a mistake that no Club that values popularity can afford to make. .

Some of the racing last Saturday was very good, notably the half-mile
bicycle race and the final heat in the 100-yards handicap. Some of it was
very poor, especially the two-mile bicycle race, in which the scratch man
appeared to give up trying l>efore he bad gone half the distance. The of-

ficers of the day were: Referee, A. S. Barney ; Judges, C. S. Neal, Wil-
liam GL Gibbs; Starter. Louis McLane, Jr.; Timekeepers, \V. R. Melville,
P. Mclutyre, Dwight Germain ; Clerk of Course, R. T. Stombs. These
gentlemen performed their duties well, and I am pleased to say that the
high opinion I formed on a previous occasion of the ability of Louis Mc-
Lane as a starter was strengthened by the manner in which he handled
the pistol last Saturday. I was told that in the heat won by R, Haley
two of the timers made it 10 seconds, and that such a record would have
been announced but for the third, who caught it as 10}, and insisted that
even that appeared a trifle fast. In the final heat Haley was beaten in 10
seconds by less than two vards, which makes his time 10 1-5, and shows
that his speed at 100 yards has been somewhat underrated, if the time of
both heats was taken correctly. I can vouch for it that he did not beat
the pistol an inch, and that the course measures 100 yards full. In the
first heat he swerved, lost his stride and had to run from inside to outside
to pass bis men, which certainly makes his performance better than the
time actually recorded. In the last heat, which he covered, according to

the time announced, in 10 1-5, he was slow off the mark, I have no right
to throw doubt on the time, as I did not hold a watch, and could not find

any reliable timer, except the officials, who did. If the time was correct,

and there is no reason to doubt the honesty of the timers, and certainly
they have bad plenty of practice, Haley is the equal oi any amateur on
the American continent. Whenever Meyers runs the timers appear to
have 10 seconds glued on their watches, no matter what condition he is in,

yet there is not a 10 1-5-second professional in America who could not
give Meyers one yard and a beating, and I believe that Haley on
Saturday's form could breast the tape at least 6 inches ahead of the
Manhattan Club Bprinter, any time they were both in good
working trim. The following is a summary of the day's racing:

Mile bicycle handicap: J. C, Quinn, scratch; J. H. Spring, 40 yards; C.
Burkhalter, 70 yards; W. H. Lowden, 82 yards. Lowden cut out the
pace and won after a hard race, beating Burkhalter by a few feet, with
Spring a good third. Time—3:17^. 100 yards handicap race. First trial

heat: R. S. Haley, scratch; D. Eiseman, 10 yards; and Arthur Harris, 11
yards. Haley was rather slow at starting, and had some trouble to get
through the other men, but he managed to win by a few feet; Harris
second. Time—10J seconds. Second trial heat: E. S. Emmons, 6 yards;

Wm. C. Brown, 7 yards; and J. H. Anderson, 11 yards. Emmons broke
his shoe at the start, and Brown won, after a hard race, with Anderson
about two feet behind. Tiine—10.J seconds. 880-yard bicycle handicap.

C. L. Leonard, scratch; J. H. Spring, scratch; R. F. Verrinder, 40 yards.

Spring won by several yards; Leonard second. Time—1:37. Final heat
100 yards handicap. W. C. Brown, 7 yards; J. H. Anderson, 11 yards;

R. Haley, scratch, Arthur Harris, 11 yards. The pace was very hot, and
Haley, who ran with good judgment, was unable to pass the leaders.

Harris won, beating Anderson by a yard, with Haley about six inches

behind Anderson. Time—10 seconds. Two-mile handicap bicycle race.

H. C. Finkler, Bcratch; G. L. King, 180 yards; C. Burkhalter and W. H.
Lowden, 310 yards. Burkhalter won easily by several yards, with King
and Lowden a dead heat for second place. Time— 6:42. 440 yards handi-
cap race. R. S. Haley, scratch; Wm. C. Brown, 22 yards; D. Eiseman,
37 yards; Arthur Harris, 40 yards; Harry Germain, 45 yards; and J. H.
Anderson, 55 yards. All the men except Harry Germain were put bank
a yard for going off their marks before the pistol was tired. Haley stopped
on the second lap, and Eiseman was also too tired to finish. Anderson
won by a few inches, Arthur Harris second. Time—50 seconds.

* # * * *

The glove fight on last Monday night, between Owen Judge and Dan
O'Connell, was won by Judge, in what were popularly supposed to be
three rounds, but really more were fought, though, owing to the presence
of seconds in the ring at improper times, illegal handling and seating of

the men before rounds were finished, and other confusing tactics, it is

hard to determine the exact number of rounds fought. The referee was
Charles Rooney. He did well in that he made the men fight, as they were
willing enough to do, and did not allow small technicalities to interfere

with the proper conclusion of the match. There was so much noise and
confusion on the stage that the timing of rounds was inaccurate all

through, and neither W. Riley or T. Nolan, the judges, held watches.
The hall was well filled, and Hogan, who got up the affair, was well re-

warded for hiB enterprise, in a pecuniary sense. I went out of my way
several weeks ago to say that I felt sure the match was honest in every
respect, and that the tight would be a good one. For five years past I

have at different times exposed frauds in the puDktfo line, and limply
because I have Uken the troubli to hud out, and have not hesitated, as is

the wish of the proprietor* of this paper, to tell the truth fully.
watches have all turned out an predi. tod, < >f Mondays fight then >« but
little to be said. The daily papers bar* daaorlbed the rounds with more
or less correctness, and as a matter ol record the flght was m oondaotod
that details are worthier. O'Ooooell Forosd the righting from the start,
and bad Judge fought to a itaod-still in the Ant round. Judge wont down
without a blow, to save punishment, and the round actually lasted Dearer
five minutes than three. The balance • • the mill was all in favor of Judge,
who got stronger and in better win. I. while hi* opponent got weaker at
every blow. A heavy knock-down against th« iron *take of the ring and
a Hwinging right-hander (it the back of the ear finished OVonncll, and
knocked him out of time. Hi-* neonndl threw up a towel, and the fight
and $250 was won by Owen Judge. He did nor long enjoy his champion
Mp honors, for immediately at the close of the fight Tom McCormack
challenged bim to fight for ?'250 or $500 a side and any unclaimed cham-
pionship that may be around loose. The challenge has not yet been ac-
cepted. Next week Judge will give exhibitions with Tom Nolan.^—
" Tug '* Wilson and John Sullivan are matched to fight a ring fight. The
telegraphed reports of the affair leave the terms very much in doubt.

« • • • # # *

Last Sunday, at San Bruno, Crittenden Robinson won the California
Club Medal, with 11 kills, followed by a clean score in the shoot-off.—
To-morrow teams from the California and Cosmopolitan Clubs will shoot
for the diamond challenge medal, at San Bruno.

• * • * *

The limit of trotting speed is being rapidly reached. On July 13th, at
the Gentleman's Driving Association, Morrisania, near New York city.
Edward and Dick Swiveller trotted double to wagon in the unprecedented
time of 2:16£. Dick Swiveller is by Walkill Chief, dam by Sayre's Henry
Clay ; record 2:18. Edward is by Fisk's Hambletonian (Masterlode), dam
by Ohio Backus ; record, 2:19. They are owned by Frank Work, of New
York, who paid $12,000 for Edward and $15,000 for his mate. The match
was to rule and for a wager of Si,000, made with Shepherd Knapp. They
made the quarter in 33£, or a 2:13 gait, the second quarter in 31J, or a
2:07 gait ; went to the three-quarter pole in 1:40, ana finished the mile
strongly in 2:16£. John Murphy, who drove them, offers to het either of
them can trot a half-mile in one minute, and a mile in 2:08. Their owner
is willing to make a heavy bet on a half in 1:01.

* # * * *

The publishers of the new gentleman's paper, the Breeder and Sports-
man, have offered a handsome silver cup, typical of the local rowing
championship, on condition that three or more crews can be found to
start for the race on Thanksgiving Day next. The terms of the race are
best and best boats, the cup to be won twice before it becomes the prop-
erty of any club. The Pioneer Club have already got possession of the
McKinlay cup, and propose to capture the new trophy if they can. The
Golden Gates, Ariels and South Ends will doubtless have something to
say in the matter.^—The action of the London Rowing Association to-
ward the Hillsdale crew stamps its members as a lot of impudent, vulgar
snobs, who go- around loudly protesting that they are amateurs and gen-
tlemen, well knowing that, like the schoolboy's picture, they need a label
to show what they wish themselves to be considered. Their label reads
gentlemen, but their actions proclaim them blackguards, and cowardly
ones at that. Criticism at a distance of 6,000 miles may be a waste of
time, but the News Letter is extensively read in London, and it is just
as well to let these autocrats of sport and debasers of British honor know
the contempt in which they are held in this part of the world. It were
better for every amateur in England to forfeit his amateur standing than
for this club to lay English athletes open to the deserved imputation of
cowardice.

BALDWIN'S THEATRE.
SECOND WEEK OF THE HANLONS.

Bring- the Chlldreu to tbe .Matinee. Saturday Afternoon,
Julv 2Wth, and let them enjoy themselves for t»vo hours and a half and be

KEPT SCREAMING WITH LAUGHTER ! For it is claimed to he the most excruci-
atingly funny entertainment ever witnessed. Prices for the Matinee will be the same
as in the evening, EXCEPT FOR CHILDREN. Every night the past week the The-
atre has been so crowded that

The Treasurer Stopped Selling Tickets by 8 o'clock.
fJuly 20.]

PROPOSALS
Will be received Tor the purchase of tbe followlug arti-

cles at the STATK -TOTE MILL, San Quentin:

GBAIN SACKS-22x36. 20x36, 24x40. Lots In from 1,000 to
5,000

BEAN BAGS-15x30.
WOOL BAGS--Standard Weight.

FLEECE TWINE.
HOP CLOTH—From 1,000 to 5,000 yards.

Samples of which will be sent when desired, and be on exhibition at the Produc c

Exchange, San Francisco.
Proposals will be opened weekly, and the award given to the highest bidder.

Goods to be delivered on the wharf at San Francisco.

also ....

For BRICK Delivered at Wharf, San Quentin.
Address proposals: J. P. AMES, Warden San Quentin Prison.

By order of Board State Prison Directors,

J. V. ELLIS, Clerk. Lluty 29-] «• W. SCHELL, President.

DR. R. BEVERLY COLE
Mas Returned from Europe,

And Resumed Practice at kis New Offices,

318 POST STREET, above J>upont. [July 29.

REMOVAL^
. E. 11 . Pardee has removed from 621 Clay street to 526

D' Montgomery, corner Clay. Hours, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

WILLIAM T. COLEMAN & CO.,
MEMBEBS OF THE FBODTJCE EXCHANGE

123 and 125 Market Street, 8. F.

July 29.
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"CLINGIN© TO THE MAST.'
[BY CHARLES WEBB.]

Clinging with their soul's devotion,
And their eyes declare a dream,

That the present raging ocean
Bears them to a gentler stream.

Ah! devotion and delusion,

Each so sweet, and yet so sad

;

Had they better loved seclusion

Would the end have been as bad?

O the pathos and the beauty
Of obedience nobly borne!

O how like a tidal motion
Plows the ceaseless throb of care!

Oft as boist'rous as an ocean,

Seldom still as evening air.

And how often things remind us,

As they flutter on the shore,

There are sadder hearts behind us,

Doomed to hear life's ocean roar.

As we view old Time's divisions

—

Future, present, and the past

—

Straightway flutter o'er us visions, Clinging to the mast of duty,

Children clinging to the mast. Dead—but not in heart forlorn.—Public Opinion.

TRICKS OF TRADE.
It is a painfully notorious fact that we must all devour a peck of dirt

before we die, but there is no reason that we know of why the task should
be performed all at once. This has, we fear, been well nigh, if not alto-

gether, performed by many of us who are afflicted with too guileless and
confiding minds—incapable, for instance, of recognizing in "American
cheddar " a compound of skim-milk, enriched with oleomargarine, in

which, probably enough, the oleomargarine itself has been adulterated by
melting down hogs and other animals whose exit from life was not suffi-

ciently sudden and violent to entitle them to the honor of being sold in the
market. They perform a different kind of function in the hands and in
the melting-pots of ingenious Americans, making their appearance in next
to no time as cheese of prime quality. This "imitation factory cheese"
is a bad imitation of a bad original. Factory cheese is not very nice.

American cheddar, to our taste, is not very pleasant even when it is the
exclusive product of the milk of animals, but when it is the product of
skim-milk, thickened by the fat of animals, and that fat derived, in many
cases, from sources which would certainly not pass muster in Smithfield,
then we begin to fear that "imitation factory cheese" cannot be very
good, and that the Astute Americans prepare it exclusively for exporta-
tion. It is, we should say, frequently strong—decidedly strong. In Swe-
den cheese of the sine, shape and consistency of a brick is often put before
the traveler. These masses are strong because they have been buried for

two years underground, but the "imitation factory cheese " is, we fear,

objectionable either because it is altogether tasteless, or because it is

Btrong by reason of its chief constituents not having been buried in the
ground. Cheese, when good, is very good, but when bad it is atrocious,

and of late years the enormous demand for it has led to the manufacture
of "prime Dutch" and other varieties, which are bo many libels on a
once-honored name. It is much the same with butter. There is an im-
possible amount of "fine Cork," of "fresh Aylesbury" and "Normandy"
in the market. A vast quantity of it is said to consist of nothing but
oleomargarine, which in its turn is so much lard or dripping. We have
grown accustomed to sprats for sardines, to a certain quantity of flour in
our mustard ; we can even regard with philosophical calm " coffee " made
of stones of dates and pips of figs, and we have long since ceased to strug-

gle against being poisoned by wine merchants ; but to discover that
America and the Continent alike are manufacturing "butter" and
"cheeje" without the cumbrous assistance of cows and churns, this is a
development of civilization which is a little uncomfortable.
Speaking of wine, the spirit merchant is still more to blame than the

wine vendor. Alcohol, as most people know, can be distilled from a great
number of products ; among others from grapes. In this form it is known,
or rather it used to be known, as brandy. A very good kind of Cognac
used to be produced in France, but the ravages of the phylloxera have
done away with much of the genuine manufacture. In 1881 only 1,000,000
gallons was forthcoming, but singularly enough 6,000,000 were exported.
A well-known firm declared the other day that "£500,000 per annum is

now being abstracted from British consumers by the French fabricatcurs
in the Cognac and surrounding district, who foist their concoctions on our
market filtered through the recognized Cognac port." There is, it would
Beem, an approaching "famine in genuine brandy," which can only be
obtained "through English holders of old stocks." In Paris a bottle of
really first-rate Cognac costB to the consumer -anything between lOf. and
25f., and these facts have stimulated the genius, or rather the industry, of
the adulterators. Potatoes supply the alcohol instead of grapes, just as
the " clarets " of France are nearly all Italian wines—such as Fviccas oli

—

diluted largely in the first place, and then fortified with spirit produced
from German potato-fields at Hamburg. All this is not a little unpleaB-
ant. "The good Rhine wine" of to-day is a chemical preparation of
which no sober man desires to have "a deep, deep draught." There is

scarcely anything left unadulterated in the shape of beverages—not even
beer, cheap as it is. The mania is gradually extending itself over the
whole of the provision trade, and there really seems no practical way of
grappling with a great public evil.

—

From the British Trade Journal.

Everybody recollects the romantic story of Mdlle. Blanche d'lme'-
court, who ran away with Musurus Bey, and after going through a mar-
riage ceremony- with him, and residing for some time under the same roof
in England with her youthful husband, was enticed away to Paris by the
Countess, her mother, and immured in a convent. Poor Musurus Bey in
vain endeavored to gain possession of his bride again. The marriage was
pronounced illegal, as it had taken place without the consent of the
young lady's parents ; and Mdlle. Blanche, notwithstanding all her sup-
plications, could not manage to make her mother relent. At last the lady
seems to have forgotten all her love-passages with Musurus Bey, as she is

about to be married to Couot de Solms, Madame Patazzi's son.

—

Truth.

English officials are injuring their intellects in the effort to find out
why Chinese Gordon should reduce his own salary. The conception of a
perfectly just man, who considers his own interests as impartially as he
considers the interests of other people, is not possible to the official mind.
Here is a man who has no desire to grab money, no desire to be puffed, no
desire for anything in the world except to live a noble and gracious life.

What can the British Official make of such a phenomenon? The British
Official simply gasps and makes plaintive inquiries.

—

"The Chiel," in
Tanity Fair.

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
nsrstntANOB aobnoy,

A 324 California Street, San Francisco,

Fire Insurance.
GIRARD of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO ol N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN of New York.
ST. PAUL ofSt.Paul.

TEUTONIA of New Orleans.
LACONFIANCE of Paris.

DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS
of New York.

THE FIRE INS. ASSOCIATION (Limited)
of London, England.

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONCIERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented $27,000,000.
All Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid.

W. L. CHALMEBS,
Special Agent and Adjuster.

AGGREGATE ASSETS,
840,64X942 .

Imperial Fire Insurance Co. , of London Instituted 1803.
London Assurance Corporation, of London

Established by Royal Charter 1780.
Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.
ROBERT DICKSON, Manager.

W. LANE BOOKER, Agent and Attorney.
S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building.

[October 11.
|

PHffNIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Or London, Zng., Estab'd 1782—Cash Assets, $5,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1833.—Cash Assets, $1,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1851—Cash Assets, 81,357,326.39.

BUTLER A IIAL.DAN,
General Agents for Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864.

Principal Office 406 California Street, S.F.

FIBE IJ'SIKAXE.
Capital (Paid TJp in TJ. S. (Sold Coin) $300,000.00
Re-Insurance Reserve $171,412 75

Assets January 1, 1882 S 684,677.83 I Premiums, since organization.$3,841,412.07
Surplus for policy holders.. 074,577.83 | Losses, since oriranization.. . 1,756,278.00

OFFICERS:
J. F. HOUGHTON President. I CHAS. R. STORY Secretary.
J. L. N. SHEPHARD.... Vice-President.

| R. H. MAGILL General Agent.

Directors of the Home Mutual Insurance Co.:—L. L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J. L.
N. Shepard, John Currey, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, C. C. Burr, J. S. Carter,
Charles Belding, D. W. Earl. April 8.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,600,000
Cash Assets 1,709,976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE * CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.-UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

Tbe California Lloyds.---Established in 1861.-—Nob. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, §750,000 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates

!

Prompt Settlement of Loses ! ! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS. —J. Mora Moss,
Moses Heller, J. O. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Everson, A. B. Phipps, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Brandenstein, W. M. Hoag, Nicholas
Liming, James Moffltt, John Pairott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Touchard,
George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Scholle, Charles
Baum, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President.
James D. Bailey, Secretary. Geo. T. Bohbn, Surveyor. Nov. 6.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, ofZurich, Capital 5,000,000 francs; Helvetia,

of St. Gall, Capital 10,000,000 francs ; Baloise, of Basle, Capital 5,000,000 francs.
These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that may be sus-
ained. Losses made payable in all the principal seaports of the world. In the set-
tlement of all claims under an English policy, these Companies willstrictly adhere to
the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, and submit to English jurisdiction.
June 9. HARRY W. SYZ, Agent, 225Sansome st., S. F.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.
("lanital 95,000,000.—Agents: Balfonr, Guthrie A Co., No.

/ 316 California street, San Francisco. Nov. 18.
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B NO DEATH.
THtra b do .lr*th' The »Ura go -Inwn

T.i *hin« apon soum tminr abore.
Aim) bright tn h«*v«n's jeweled crown

Th*y thine (or •*enn»»re.

Then u oo death! The duet we tread
Shall cbanffe Iwoeath the nummer •howera

To golden grain, or mellow fruit,

nflabov tinted flowers.

There ie nn death! The lcarm may fall.

The (lowers mar fade and pan away—
They onlv wait through wintry hours

The coming of the May.

There in no death! An angel form
Walks o'er the earth with silent tread,

He liean our best belnv'd away,
And then we call them dead.*'

He leaven our hearts all desolate.

Hi plucks oar fairest, sweetest Bowers.
Transplanted into Miss, they now

Adorn immortal DOWrM
The bin! like voice, whose joyous tones

Make glad this scene of sin and strife,

tiow in everlasting song
Amid the tree of life.

And where he sees a smile too bright,
i >r hearts too pure for taint and vice,

He bears them to that world of light,

To dwell in Paradise.

Born in that undying life,

They leave us but to come again ;

With joy we welcome them—the same
Except in sin and pain.

And ever near us though unseen,
The dear immortal spirits tread,

For all the boundless universe
Is life—there are no dead. —Lord Lytton.

LITERARY NOTES.— Messrs. A. Williams & Co., of Boston, have just published an
eighty-two page brochure on "How the Great Prevailing Winds and
Ocean Currents are Produced." The little work is produced by Mr. C.
A. M. Taher, of Wakefield, Mass., a brother of Mr. I. W. Taber, the
well-known photographer of this city. Mr. Taber's book, although small
in size, contains a great deal that is valuable. Mr. Taber discusses these
phenomena in nature in a thorough manner, and expresses and supports
theories that are materially different from those of other writers on the
same subject. The little work is apparently the result of a thorough
study of the subject by a bold, original thinker* who is not afraid to
leave beaten tracks.

-*- The Chinese ha*e long been in the habit of printing " sleeve edi-

tions "of the classics, to assist candidates at competitive examinations,
whose memories are not sufficiently retentive. A similar benevolent idea
has lately induced a native merchant at Shanghai to print a diamond
edition of the "P'ei wan yun foo," one of the largest lexicons in the lan-
guage, consisting of 106 books. That it might be small enough to be
easily hidden in the candidates' sleeves, or plaited in their queues, it was
necessary to print it in so small a type that the editor announces in his
advertisement that he will supply a magnifying glass to each purchaser
to enable him to read it.

•^— An historic document, long believed to have been lost, has just
been discovered in the Chateau de Chantereine, Sarthe, in an old clothes-

press. It consists of a MS. history of some of the Kings of France, with
frequent marginal notes written by the Dauphin when a prisoner in the
Temple. The history of the document is curious. It was given to the
family of Chantereine by the Duchess d'Angouleme, stolen from them in

a robbery, returned years after as the result of a death-bed confession,
and then secreted by the late head of the family, so that its very exist-

ence was forgotten. It has now been placed in the Museum at Mans.— Robert Browning has not always been disposed to sit down quietly
under the charge of obscurity. He wrote thus to a friend in 1868: "I
can have little doubt that my writing has been in the main too hard for

many I should have been pleased to communicate with ; but I never de-
signedly tried to puzzle people, as some of my critics have supposed. On
the other hand, I never pretended to offer such literature as should be a
substitute for a cigar or a game of dominoes to an idle man. So, per-

haps, on the whole, I get my deserts and something over—not a crowd,
but a few I value more.— The promised appearance of Thackeray's suppressed preface to his
" Irish Sketch Book " is indefinitely postponed, the firm of Smith & El-

der (London) having claimed to possess exclusive copyright over what-
ever work, whether printed or in manuscript, was left by that distin-

guished writer.— Inscribed tablets are to be placed in Paris on the houses where
Voltaire, Benjamin Constant and Alfred de Musset died, where Madame
de Sevigne lived, and on the house occupying the site of that in which
Jean de Meung wrote his share of the "Roman de la Rose."

—— " The Register of the University of California," for 1881-82, has
just been issued. It is a concise compilation of information regarding
the University and the various colleges attached thereto.

Krag Champagne, from Reims, France.—Private Cuvee in quarts
and pints. Shield—Krug—in quarts and pints; Premiere Qualite, in

quarts and pints. For sale by Hellmann Bros. & Co., corner Front and
Jackson streets.

Excellent Shirts made to order. Balbriggan and other fine under-
wear at Carmany's, 25 Kearny.

INSURANCE.
Th« Only Company on the Pacific Cout Governed by the Muu-

chueetu Non-Forfeiture Law.

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF BOSTON.

[UrCOMPOM i rn> txss.)
• 16.000.000-

This Company is Purely Mutual, ami hu tnthucUx) Uu bwtnMi of Life Innunuico
for nearly forty years. All its policies an- lamied under Mid gOTWHad DJ the laws
of Mamu'hHM'its, which pm\ Ido that;

Pint- rfo polk? Bh»H Iteconic forfeited >>r roW f.»r non-payment ( Premium, after
the payment ..[ TWO Annual Premium-
Second—In default of payment of lubsequent Premium", it in binding on the

Company to issue a Paid-up Policy, as ptw Idodfot i000fdln| to the published tables.

The above conditions are available t>> nil Pollcv-boldtJs, who beoOOM nich after
Jan. l, 1681, without further negotiation or stipulation or DotifloaUoD OD Ilieir part.
Whonevor, after the payment of TWO Annual Pramtums, H aforesaid, the Insura-

ble interest In the iifoof the insured hai terminated, the. net ralusol the policy, sub-
ject to certain conditions named In said Non-forfeiture Law, temede a surrender
value payable in Cash. Distributions r.f Surplus an made annually on bhe Contri-
bution system and are progressive. Liberality and Equity in Its reuttoiu with Pol-

Icy-holden have always been the governing prineiple.H of this Company, and the con-
ditions t>f its Policies in regard to limits i ( Residence and Travel are of the most
liberal description,

fca? Before insuring in any Company, carefully road the Application and Form ••(

Poliey used by the NEW ENGLAND LIFE.

HENRY K. FIELD. General Asrent.
Office: 328 Montgomery Street (Safe Deposit Building), San Francisco.

ENGLISH COKE.
Best Old Company's Sugar Loaf

Lump Lehigh Coal.

Anthracite Egg Coal.

Cumberland Coal,

Pig Iron and all

Steam txx\c3. House Coals.
For Sale in Lots to Suit, at S3- LOWEST MARKET KATES.

BLACK DIAMOND COAL
M'Gt CO.,

Corner Spear and Folsom Streets.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS.
Agents for BICOBD'S KESTOBATIVE PILLS

,

63S Market Street San Francisco, Cal.

PALACE HOTEL,. June 24.

R. CUTLAR, D.D.S.,

Has Removed His Dental Office

From 716 Clay Street to No. 23 Post Street.

Office Hours—From 10 A.M. to B P.M.
[May 6.]

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,

OCULIST.

1formerly at So. 314 Bash street, has removed to Pbelnu's
* Building, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours £or Consultation: 12 m. to 3 P.M.

Take the Elevator. May 27.

DR. JAMES W. KEENEY,
OFFICE AND RESIDENCE: 22 MONTGOMERY STREET.

HOURS: 2 to 4, 7 to 7:30 p.m.
SUNDAYS: 3 to 4 p.m. April 9.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 215 GEARY ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.

Feb. 6.) OFFICE HOURS: 1 to 4 P.M.

PAINTING, TINTING, WHITENING AND PAPER-HANGING.
Gentlemen about to bnve work in this line done will ben-

efit themselves by calling at my establishment, examine samples of workman-
ship, and getting estimates of Cost. Orders sent by telfphone (No. 433) from any
part of the city promptly attended to. E M. GALLAGHER,
July 8. 611 Sacramento Street, bet. Montgomery and Kearny.

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN
Steam Baths: Electric and Chemical Bttths; Snlphnr anil

and other medicated vapor baths, with Swedish movements and massage.
Special apartments for ladies and families. DR. JUSTIN GATES,
July 1. 722 Montgomery street, near Washington.

MILLARD F. BRADLEY,
Searcher of Records, Room 37, 118 **ost St., San Francisco.

Office Hours: 5 to 9 p.m. Jau. 28.

1&79a week. $12 a day at home easily made. Costly Outfit Free.
%p * A Address True A Co., Augusta. Maine.
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AN EPISODE OF THE CONKUNG-SPRAGUE SCANDAL--
EX-SENATOR CONKLING IN A JUSTICE'S COURT.

Conkling's great fame as a politician, statesman and oratorical de-
bater has almost wholly eclipsed his reputation as a lawyer, and even
now, when he is said to have resolved to devote himself wholly to his pro
feesion, the class of business which is likely to fall into his hands is one
in which bis experience in the former will probably be more often called
into requisition than the latter. There is much and important legislation,

as well as litigation, growing out of the vast interests of the great rail-

road, manufacturing and other corporations, and those of the magnates of

the moneyed world, and this of a character requiring not only the peculiar
abilities of one learned in the law, but a special knowledge of men and
things, and the customs and practices of legislative bodies. In this re-

spect Senator Conkling is at a great advantage. Early in his career, and
before he bad made his mark as a public man, his reputation at the bar
was already established, and he stood in the first ranlc, both as a special
pleader and advocate. This, united to his vast experience as a Congres-
sional legislator, must necessarily bring to him a large portion of the
class of business referred to. Before, through the generosity of Lord
Roseberry and Jim Keene, the King of the Lobby, Sam Ward, had been
enabled to acquire a fortune, he was an avowed and professional lobbyist,
and, as such, great and varied interests were often committed to his

charge ; but Sam's abilities were wholly confined to social practices, and,
these exhausted, he was helpless, finding himself always at a loss for the
want of that special knowledge of the law so often required by those seek-
ing Congressional aid in the shape of special legislation. Evarts at one
time advised him to devote sufficient time to the study of the law to en-
able him to get admitted to the bar—not a difficult thing in some States
—and then establish himself permanently at Washington as a Con-
gressional lawyer; but this suggestion savored too much of hard
and dry study to suit the epicurean tastes of Uncle Sam,
and, happily for him, his bettered fortunes made it unnecessary.
At the incipiency of the Conkling-Sprague scandal, Mrs. Sprague had,
soon after the death of the Chief Justice, established herself at "Edge-
wood," his beautiful residence near Washington, and while there had
rented a portion of the premises to one White, who cultivated it as a farm,
devoted principally to dairy purposes and supplying many of the residents

of Washington with milk, butter, etc. He was a shrewd, observant fel-

low, and for that or some other reason soon made himself obnoxious to
Mrs. Sprague, the more so that his farm-house, one of the outbuildings,
closely adjoined the mansion itself. Stories were soon in circulation about
Washington hinting at the gay festivities held at Edgewood, and in this

connection the name of Senator C. was always prominent. Among
others, it was said that the master of the mansion, ex-Senator Sprague,
had arrived unexpectedly one evening by a late train, and on reaching
Edgewood found the amusements and company of a character so little to
his taste that, after a stormy interview with the mistress of the mansion,
he returned at once to Washington, and left by the next train for the
North. These stories, it was claimed, were traced to White, who, at this

time, was in arrears for his rent, and on that ground notice was served on
him to surrender his lease and abandon the premises. This he refused to
do, claiming that Mrs. S. was indebted to him for supplies, services, etc.,

to an amount exceeding his indebtedness to her. A suit was then brought
in a Justice's Court to dispossess him, and White, somewhat alarmed,
offered to surrender if paid the value of his growing crops, but this was
refused, and the case was brought to trial.

Up to this time no one had appeared on behalf of the fair plaintiff but
an agent, and the able attorney of Welsh looked forward to an easy vic-

tory for his client, but, to the great surprise of all present, when the case
was called Senator Conkling came into the Court-room and answered
" ready " on the part of the plaintiff. A jury was summoned and a brief
statement was made by the Senator. The Court-room was near the City
Hall, and the news that Senator Conkling had left his seat in the Senate
to try a case before a Justice of the Peace soon got abroad, and the room
was filled with a crowd largely composed of lawyers, among whom were
not a few JudgeB. The attorney for the defendant, a by no means des-

fiicable opponent for the great Senator, feeling that the equities were
argely on the side of his client, made a strenuous effort in his behalf, but
the Senator was on his mettle, and soon satisfied those present that the
great ability which had years before characterized him at the Bar had
not deserted him, and making a brief but most plausible and eloquent
argument, succeeded in winning his case. That evening the Senator
dined at Edgewood. It need hardly be said that the subject was a
matter of a good deal of gossip among the Quidnuncs of the Capitol
City, and a source of still more amusement among the august members of
the Senate.

GENERAL FREMONT.
General Fremont lately passed through Arizona on his way to Mexico

ia the interests of some New York capitalists, who possess large mining
interests there that are only waiting the enlargement of the new railroad
system of that country for their development. Fremont has been Captain,
Pathfinder, Provisional Governor, first Republican candidate for the
highest office in the gift of the American people, Major-General of an
immense army, and Governor of a Territory which he was almost the first

to explore. His has been a strange, eventful history, and through it all

his devoted wife, JesBie—by Lord Northcote pronounced to be the cleverest
woman he met in America.—has been by his side. At one time Fremont
was worth, according to a statement made by Commodore Garrison to the
writer, over three-quarters of a million. All this was lost, and subse-
quently he was compelled to dispose of his beautiful mansion on the Hud-
son, with its furniture, his pictures, and even his library, which was
largely composed of choice volumes presented by their different authors.
One of the General's sons is in the army, and the other in the navy. We
are glad to learn from a friend, who has long had intimate relations with
him, that bis fortunes are now assured, and that in his old age he will be
free from all anxiety as far as moneyed resources are concerned.

The Secretary of War goes with General Sheridan on his trip to the
Yellowstone Park, and a hunting party is being organized by Senator
Bayard and Mr. Perry Belmont, to leave as soon as Congress adjourns, to
join Lieut. Commander Gorringe, U. S. N., who is already there for a six
weeks' airing in that magnificent region.

OUR VIEWS OF FOUR YEARS AGO SUSTAINED BY
THE RESULT.

The chivalrous and very able defense of J. C. Duncan by David Mc-
Clure, going through four trials by jury and a term of nearly five years,
came to a fair and just conclusion on Wednesday. There was a 6nal ac-
quittal rendered under the instructions of Judge Ferral. For two days
the prosecution, conducted with ability by the Assistant District Attor-
ney, Mr. McJunkin, had striven to collect and produce evidence, but
with no practical result. Mr. Casserly was then placed on the witness
stand, but bis mental condition was such that he was excused, and so the
prosecution ended, to the general satisfaction of all right-minded citizens,

who have watched this protracted litigation.

Judge Delos Lake volunteered for the defense, and gave his important
assistance. No greater compliment could^be accorded to Mr. Duncan.
Judge Lake addressed the Court at the close, and stated that, after a full

and exhaustive examination of the evidence, he had proffered his services
with a firm belief that no criminal act had been committed by the defend-
ant, and that he was deserving of his best services to protect bim from
the prejudice and calumny that had pursued him since the unfortunate
failure of his bank.
Mr. McClure has won new honors by his unceasing devotion and legal

research. In every phase of this lengthened strife he has been equal to
the occasion, and the law firm of McClure & Dwinelle stand forward with
a prominence that must have a golden reward in the future, though their
client in this case was a hounded and impoverished man. It is most cred-
itable to the San Francisco Bar that lawyers of the high standing of
Dayid McClure, A. A. Cohen and Judge Lake have, without fee, given
their valuable time for a long period to aid one who had not a penny in
his purse. Another feature most deserving of notice is the bail-bond of

Mr. Duncan, given for $120,000, and having attached to it such well-
known names as James Phelan, L. L. Robinson, Frank Pixley, A. A.
Cohen, A. G. Abell, J. G. Eastland, Judge Lake and others. The cynic
may sneer at the heartlessness of wealth, but the warm feelings of these
gentlemen tell a different story, and no better evidence could be adduced
of their belief in the entire innocence of the defendant.

THE SANDWICH ISLANDS.
Papers from the Islands report the passage by the Legislature of the

bill introduced by Hon. Lillikalani for a loan of $10,000,000, by a large
majority. Looking at the prosperous condition of the Islands, and the
personnel of the present able administration, we see no difficulty in the
Government meeting the interest of this loan, or even a larger one.
We observe that an act has been passed "' to regulate the receipts,

custody and issue of public moneys, and to provide for the audit of public
accounts." In our issue of the 24th ultimo we suggested that a quali-

fied accountant should be selected from one of our banks or insurance
offices as "Auditor," and we hope the suggestion will be carried out. It
is of vital consequence to the Government that the gentleman appointed
to fill this important post should be free from any party or clique on the
Islands, and certainly unconnected in every way with the "missionary
element."
The prospectus for a new bank, to be styled the "Bank of Hawaii,"

has been received at Honolulu—the proposed capital $6,000,000—inaugu-
rated by well-known British capitalists. The local directory is well
chosen, consisting of Hons. W. M. Gibson, A. S. Cleyhorn, I. S. Walker
and Godfrey Rhodes, with Messrs. Preston and Brown as Solicitors. The
want of a second bank has been long felt, and we predict for the new insti-

tution a financial success.

The crude and laborious articles in the missionary organs leveled at the
Premier fall flat upon the ears of the public on the coast, and we suppose
are regarded by Mr. Gibson as less hurtful than the Hawaiian mosquito!
Even should the treaty be abrogated—which we sincerely hope not—the
Islands now have a grand future before them, purged of the " missiouary
element," which has hitherto been the bane and curse to their prosperity.

The recent death at the East of two men—Jonathan Edwards and
Wm. R. Garrison, both of whom were counted among the New York
millionaires, and who were in early days conspicuous among the old tim-
ers here—brings forcibly home to us how rapidly the new generation are
taking the places of those who were identified with the early history of

this city. Jonathan Edwards was one of the old firm of Chetwood, Ed-
wards and Turk, attorneys-at-law. In common with the others, he rap-

idly acquired a fortune, and, returning to New York, by judicious invest-

ments it was largely increased. He married a daughter of the famous
John Jay, and was subsequently, at the suggestion of the Astors, made
President of the Mutual Security Loan Company, which office he held
at the time of his death. Wm. R. Garrison was a son of Commodore C.
K. Garrison, at one time Mayor of this city. "Billy," as he was fa-

miliarly called by his friends, was in business here until, with the Com-
modore, he removed to New York. Though of large and commanding
stature, and robust health, he was of a singularly affectionate and gentle
nature, which greatly endeared him to his friends. He married a daugh-
ter of the once-famons politician and State Prison lessee, General Estell,

and leaves, besides his widow, several children. He resided at his beauti-

ful villa near Long Branch, and it was by the recent railroad accident
near that place that he lost his life.

At a recent meeting of the " Executive Committee of the Working-
men's Party," presided over by Kalloch, the members resolved that " un-

less either the Democrats or Republicans present us with a platform on
which we can stand, we shall give the W. P. C. a separate ticket," etc.

We had fondly believed that the W. P. C. was an abomination of the

dead and buried past, but if it still squirms, rather than see its members
slighted we would ourselves present them with " a platform on which
they could stand "—till the trap fell. Both Kalloch and Kearney have
already come near being presented with such an one.

Wells, Fargo & Co.—We notice the semi-annual statement of the

officers of Wells, Fargo & Co.'s Bank to the Bank Commissioners, show-
ing a desirable condition of its affairs. Deposits held, 81,919,595.18;

total resources, $4,536,549.11. This bank is among the leading banks of

California, and entitled to the confidence of the community.
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THE TOWN CRIER.
"N«r lb« Crt«r "' " Wbtl th» 4»vil an tboa ?**

* <>••> that wtll pUr tb« devil, nr «llb roo
"

' H»'rt * time id hi* Mil *• iook M a Ha.il.

Which mad* him crow bolder and bolder."

He woa Dear sixty and rich. She til just twenty mntl poor.

were where the city i* s'
r,,w"in£. Time went on, and she was as patient as

•he c*mid He. Yet she longed for some spoken word to which ihe could
catch '

-
i
of rvvand as an earnest of more tit follow. At last,

when her patience was at its last ebb, and she was pining for a sight of
r a smell of Will's cigarettes, he spoke: "To-morrow

quoth the old man, aa well as his celluloid gums would let him.
" I shall bring you the first gage of my affections. Promise me you will
care for it." " You're too real sweet," was all she could murmur, as he
hobbled down the steps. But dreams of diamond solitaire ear rings, gold
bangles, ruby lockets and pearl necklaces danced through her brain all

night, and kept her heart beating with expectant happiness all next -lay.

Would night nam come? Yes, at last it came. But it brought not the
old man. Instead came a District Telegraph messenger with a note and
a parcel—a long, wide and flat parcel, tied up in white paper. A jewel
case, of curse. Nothing short of a bracelet set or a chain and locket.

Controlling her impatience, she opened the note first. "I am too diffi-

dent," it ran, "to be present when you open the offering I send, but shall
call to-morrow to hear what you think of it." "Old darling," she said,
running over to the glass to be ready to see how she would look with the
things on. Then with trembling fingers she tore the paper from the par-
cel^ But what was this ? Ah! With a stifled scream she sinks into a
chair, while from her hands on to the floor falls a cloth-bound book with
title, " Lo\e is Enough." At last accounts she was seated in the parlor,
all traces of her emotion banished, calmly awaiting the old man's ring.

But Fred and Gus and Charley and Will and Ed were with her, and they
were all chuckling together, to think of the " firing out " they were going
to give the old man when he arrived.

The mater-familiases of our society have been sadly discouraged at
the retrospect of the field matrimonial of the past season. Still the
daughters remain to grace the home circle. Sweet creatures ! they are so
lovely and so dear. Strange that, although bo eagerly sought for as part-
ners in the german, there is a decided backwardness visible in being asked
as partners for life. Now, why is this thus? Good, anxious matrons, we
will tell you. Coin is at the bottom of it all. The young men of society
who haunt ball-rooms, make party calls, walk home from church, the
theatre, etc., are mostly an impecunious lot, who hang on from day to
day, eking out their salary—going beyond it, often—hoping to catch an
heiress. No girl without a dot need hope for "keeps." Look at the ar-
ray of fashionable weddings that have taken place of late. In any one
instance has the girl been of " poor but honest parents ? " There is where
the trouble lies. Now, just one word of advice—good, sound counsel you
will find it—from T.C. Let the girls seek to shine at home, as well as in
the whirl of fashionable life. Let them seek for the approbation and ad-
miration of the solid men, or the rising, industrious young man—who, al-

though not able to provide toilets from the White House, may be more
likely to prove kind care-takers of their future lives than the careless
man of fashion. What wonder that men hesitate to embark on the sea of
matrimony when they mark the almost boundless extravagance of the
present-day young ladies, who every one knows are not wealthy, vie with
those who are possessed of millions ? Some one must suffer. Either the
poor mothers and younger children are forced to pinch, and turn and
twist—often, indeed, go without a new dress for a whole year, that the
eldest girl may have one for each entertainment; or else dressmakers' bills

stare the poor, overworked father in the face. In case there is no father,
the widowed mother is loaded with debt. This is no overdrawn picture.
Society in our midst has many and many such a case, and yet the cry is:
" Why don't the men propose ?

"

Sbe had just returned from Paris, and was in a Market-street furni-

ture store, getting some furniture for the new house her husband had
built for her on the other side of Nob Hill during her absence. She had
ordered four buffets, two etageres, half a dozen fauteuiks and one lit. She
had seen these names in a Parisian auctioneer's catalogue, but didn't, of
course, know what they meant. But that didn't matter. She thought
they must be something nice if they had them in Paris. The orders
rather cumflusticatedthe furniture man, who knew about as much French
as an Omnibus Railroad hill-horse. But, as the lady didn't ask to look
at the things (as had been her custom when shopping in " Yarrup"), and
said she would trust to his taste, he wrote the names down with a know-
ing flourish that made up for the originality of the spelling. "Anything
else, Madam ?" he asked, as his customer seemed about to depart. "0
yes, let me see," she replied, consulting her gold-bound ivory tablets: " I
want a bidet." The man looked surprised, then amused. "Naturally,
madam," he said, grinning, " but do you think one will be enough in such
a large house aB yours?" The lady looked alarmed. Had she made a
mistake? thought she. If so, it would never do to show her ignorance.
" Well, then, just as you like," she said, "suppose you send up a dozen;
I guess that will do." " No doubt it will, madam," said the man, enjoy-
ing the supposed joke hugely, but I'm sorry we can't supply you. You
will find all the Biddies you may need at the Intelligence Office over the
way," and he laughed loudly as the'lady turned and flounced out of the
store without a word. By next morning's post, however, came a note
countermanding the orders, and the furniture dealer has made up his
mind either to learn French or quit joking with his customers.

We notice with peculiar satisfaction that Dr. M. A. A. Wolff, a
quack whom it has been the News Letter's duty to expose on several
occasions, was tried in Department No. 11 of the Superior Court, on
Wednesday last, for having produced an abortion on the body of Mrs.
Benedicta Sweuson, whereby she lost her life. The jury found the
accused guilty of manslaughter, and it is encouraging to think that at
least one of the charlatans who prey upon society in the guise of doctors
will find his way behind the prison Bars, where he belongs.

His
were

•-hake, H.* called oftoner and stayed later. Be was gi

had stiff joints, and bis breath was not sweet. But his collator*
bulky. He had a I fan. one of the banks, and his corner lota

Out at Woodward Garden, they have a habit of transferring the
animals from one cage U> another without removing their door-plates.

complications, and b in do wise conducive to an ac-
curate knowledge of natural history. -What is it, mamma?" In
the small boy as ho gazes on a mangy laughing hyena. " Why, dont
roo kn,.w, Johnny, that its n grizzly bear?*' replies the fond parent, rend-
ing toe placard in front of the cage. " So that's a roval Bengal tiger, is
it? says Mis. Hmothstui Subsoil to ber husband, WOO has brought hermm tin run! districts for the honeymoon. "Well, so the oara
he answers, doubtfully, "but it looks mighty like one o'them cussed <

about our ranch, Elisa Jane." " For the mud's Bake!" exclaim*, another,
gazing in rapture at an impi ea pig,

•• pVe often heern tell of
prairie-dogs, but that's the first 1 ever seen,

11 and so on ad infinitum. It
may be fun for the listeners, but there isn't anything very Instructive for
the crowd when a dog-faced baboon is labeled as a boa-constrictor; an
alligator u bin! of paradise; a domestic hog as a " happy family "; a
solitary kangaroo Be a " cinnamon boar, peccary, green monkey, sloth,
and esquimaux dog." Then there are ruck-cod called sharks, crabs called
sea anemones, etc. The birds, beasts and fishes ought to enter a joint
suit for libel. If justice were done them the damages would be some-
thing fearful to contemplate.

Whoever has made the trip overland from the Kast in the same Pull-
man car with a fresh specimen of the British tourist, will appreciate the
following incident that occurred a short time since: It was the luck of a
Forty-niner who bad been to Vermont to see the old folks, and who was
starting upon his return to 'Frisco by the New York Central, to have as
possessor of the other half of his section a young man whose cuffless
wrists, the redness of whose neck, the shimmer of whose polished fore-
bead and the length of whose feet left no doubt as to his nationality.
About an hour out from New York the train made ibs first stop. " Aw,
what place is this?" anxiously inquired the young man. The Forty-niner
consulted his guide and told him it was Tarrytown. "Aw, thanks."
Twenty minutes later the train stopped again. " Aw, what place is this ?"

"Peekskill," the Forty-niner told him, none too sweetly, as he roused
from a half doze. Thus it went on at every station the train stopped at,
till the Forty-niner thought he'd had about enough of it, and called the
porter to make up his bed. "Now, my friend," said he to the young
man, as he prepared to draw off his boots, " you just tell the porter where
you want to get off, and he'll tell you when we get to it." " Aw, thanks,
thanks," was the reply. "I want to get out at Cheyenne, and go on to
Denver, don't you know."

When the last night-car on the Sutter street cable-road is bowling
down hill with its grips loose, it is by no means an easy matter for the
would-be passenger to bring it to a halt. The driver and conductor are
both anxious to get home, and this fact somehow renders both of them
absolutely deaf to all ordinary entreaties for a ride. But we saw a lady
capture them the other night after an original fashion of her own. She
loomed up out of the fog in a light-colored dolman, deliberately walked
into the centre of the track, and there in pensive attitude awaited the
down-rushing car. The driver's hair fairly lifted his hat off his head,
and his sudden application of the brake made his passengers think they
had collided with an earthquake. Then the fair fog-gbost stretched out
a daintily gloved hand to the forward rail, stepped languidly on to the
front of the dummy, and away we went again. Verb. Sap.

The much peraecuted Captain Roper, of the Anjer Bead, has found
a trifle of balm in Gilead after all. A California jury has received his
grateful thanks (tendered in open court) for justifying him in kicking the
Mongolian interpreter of the Custom House off the deck of his ship. It
appears that the wily Mongol sought to bribe the Captain in the matter
of releasing certain Celestial houris, who were detained on board the
steamer. Possibly the Captain was, as he claims, incorruptible; or it may
he that the price offered was deemed inadequate for the ransom of a float-
ing harem. At all events the skipper somewhat abruptly introduced his
bootmaker to the Chinaman's tailor—et hinc illce lachrytnee. Since the
verdict plainly accuses the interpreter of perjury and attempted bribery,
it will be interesting to note how that official fares with the Federal
authorities.

Arizona teamsters are not, as a rule, regular readers of the Bible, so
we must suppose that it was a natural instinct for retributive justice, and
not a knowledge of the law respecting an eye for an eye, etc., which re-
cently induced several of these gentlemen to first disable an Apache with
a bullet, then carefully scalp him, and finally roast him alive over a slow
fire. Such methods of treating prisoners are not to be commended, but
it must be remembered that the culinary feat aforesaid was performed
after the baked Indian and his friends had slipped up in an attempt to
surprise the teamsters. The surprise party, however, was all on the other
side ; and as for the Apache practical joker, it only remains to be said
that the slang phrase " done brown " exactly fits his case, both metaphori-
cally and literally.

Surely, there never was a community where so many madames abound,
whose husbands are invisible, as San Francisco. Are they widows, di-
vorced, separated or uncongenial? asks the inquiring visitor. Each and
all, responds the "oldest inhabitant." Arizona has become the recepta-
cle for these embodied spirits, who, though lost to sight, are, alas! but
too earthy, for some there are who yet retain enough following of Bible
doctrines to believe in St. Paul's plain teaching on the divorce question,
and, therefore, wear their bonds, however galling, although the husband is

invisible.

Mr. Pickering is about to publish a companion volume to that most
interesting book of his, "California as It Was, or, a Quarter of a Century
Ago." The new work will be a collection of orations, now published for
the first time in his own name. Though originally delivered on the Sand-
lot by Mr. Denis Kearney, or, as Mr. Pickering jocosely calls him, "my
alter ego, or my other eye." The master mind of Loring can be discovered
in every line.

Our ingenious friend, High Tie Jollygopher, has just completed a
condensing machine for making the feet small. In order to experiment-
ally demonstrate the efficacy of the machine, as there are very few people
with large feet in California, he at once departs for Chicago.

Future givers of "Commerce" parties should either change the name
of their entertainments or have the sale of Webster's Dictionary enjoined.
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SUNBEAMS.

Mrs. Mc Coble, an Austin lady, rebuked her
colored cook, Matilda Snowball, in the following
words: " When I hired you you said you didn't

have any male friends, and now I find a man in

the kitchen half the time." "Lor bress your
soul, he ain't no male friend of mine." "Who
is he, then ?" " He am only my husband."

In a speech at the Birmingham Press Club
dinner, Mr. G. A. Sala is reported as saying that
he did not see why journalists should not meet
in Congress to discuss what he believed to be an
imperial point. Probably imperial pint is what
he really said.

" I don't know how it is," said Jack Dumb-
thump, " everybody is forever quoting that
'ignorance is bliss,' and yet I am not happy."
" That's because you've just got enough sense to

know what a fool you are," commiseratingly re-

plied a sarcastic neighbor.

" How to treat babies during the summer," is

the subject of a long article in a Western paper.
To ask them up to take a drink is absurd, and
other treatment is recommended.

At Alton, HI., a preacher asked all Sunday
school children to stand up who intend to visit

the wicked, soul-destroying circus. All but a
lame girl stood up.

There is a hog in Georgia that drinks beer.

Long hair and a suit of shiny clothes is all it

wants to become a socialist, and claim to be a
working man.

A fuddled New Yorker skinned his nose on
a barber pole and said: "'Scuseme!" He thought
that he had fallen against a pair of striped stock-

ings.

Sunday School Teacher: "When father and
mother abandon you who then will take you in?"

Bright Pupil: "The perleece, sir."

Some traits run in families. Shakespeare's fa-

ther, being illiterate, made his remark. So did
Shakespeare.

BROAD GAUGE.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Monday. April 10, 1882,

And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave
from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townaend st., between 3d and 4th streets,) as follows:

LKAVE
8. F.

DESTINATION.
j

ARRIVE
S. F.

8:30 A.M.
(

"\ 6:40 am.
t 9:30 A SI.

i * 8:10 a.m.
10:40 A.M. 1

|

9.03 a.m.
* 3:30 p.m. 1. .San Mateo, Redwood,... . *10:02 a.m.

4:25 p.m. and Menlo Park . .

f
* 3:36 p.m.

* 5:15 r.M.
1 it 4:59 pm.

9:30 P.M.

(
j

: 6:00 p.m.

/ If 8:15 p.m.

«:30 a.m ( > 1 9:03 a.m
10:40 a.m.

i • Santa Clara, San Joseand..
' *i0:02 a.m.
* 3:36 p.m.

6:00 p.m.4:25 P.M.

I

.Principal Way Stations... f

) t 8:16 P.M.

.40 A.M.

|

30 p.m
I

.Giiroy, Pajaro, Castrovjlle lj ;
l

and Salinas
J \

i:02 a m.

1:00 P.M.

40 a.m. I

:30 p.m.
|

.Hollister and Tres Pinoa.
0:02 a m.
(:00 p.m.

40 A.M.

30 p.m

'...Monterey, Watsonville .

JCamp Goodall, Aptos, Camp >

,San Jose, Soquel, Santa Cruz. J

1:02 a.m.
J:00 p.m.

10:40 A.M.. . . .Soledad and Way Stations . . . i
6:00 p.m.

Sundays excepted. tSunda.ya only.

£cT Special Notice. \>'&

Sunday Excursion Trains to Monterey and Santa
Cruz.—First-class Excursion Train to Monterey and
Santa Cruz will leave San Francisco every Sunday at
7:30 A.M. Returning, leave Monterey at 4:35 p.m.; San-
ta Cruz at 4:15 p.m., arriving San Francisco at 8:40 p.m.
Fare for the Round Trip Neither point, $3.

Stage connections are made with the 10:40 a.m.
Train, except Peaeadero Stages via San Mateo, which
connect with S:30 a.m Train.

Ticket Offices—Passenger Depot, Townsend street,
and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.

A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,
Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

j^~ S. P. Atlantic Exprsss Train via Los Angeles,
Yuma, etc., leaves San Franeiaco daily via Oakland
Ferry, foot of Market street, at 9:30 A.M.

C. P. R. R.

Time Schedule, Monday, May 15, 1882.
Trains leave, and are due to arrive at,

SanFrancisco as follows:

LEAVE
(for)

DESTINATION . { ^^
9:30 a.m.
*4:00 p.m.
+4:30 p.m.
8:00 am.
3:30 p.m

*4:30 p m.

8:00 a.m.
*4:00 p.m.
9:30 a.m.
4:30 P. m.

8:00 a.m
*4 :00 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
*4 :30 p.m.

tS:0O a.m,
9:30 a.M.
8:00 A m.

5:00 p.m.
9:30 a.m.
*4;O0 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
8:00 A.M.

10:00 a.m.
3:00 p.m.
5:00 P.M.
3:30 p.m
5:30 p.m.
8:00 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
3:30 p.m.

-'4:30 p..m.

*4:00 p.m.
8:00 a.M
3:00 p.m.
8:00 A.M.
9:30 a.m.
3:30 p.m.

*4:00 p.m.
*4:30 p.m.

3:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m.

*4:30 P.M.

*js:00 a.m.

. . . Antioch and Martinez

.Calistoga and Napa.,

. j Deuring, El Paso \ Express.,.

. \ and East ) Emigrant ..

. ) Gait and \ via Livermore

. 1 Stockton ) via Martinez

...lone

. . . Knight's Landing
" " ({Sundays only)

. . . Los Angeles and South
. . Livermore and Pleasanton

. . . Madera and Fresno

. . Maryaville and Chico

..Nilesand Haywards....

( Ogden and I Express
\ tiast f Emigrant .....

..Redding and Red Bluff
t Sacramento, ) via Livermore,
I Colfax and

'. } via

J- via
. J via

. ; uouax ana > via Benicia..

.

. I, Alta J via Benicia...
. Sacramento, via Benicia...
.Sacramento River Steamers.
.San Jose

. Vallejo.

(tSundaysonly)..

..Virginia City.

..Woodland

. Willows and Williams

2:40 p.m.
*12:40 p.m.
*10:10 a.m.
7:40 p.m.
11:40 a.m.

*10:10 a.m.
*10:10 a.m.

7:40 P.M.
2:40 p.m.

7:10 a.m.
5:40 P.M.

*12:40 P.M.
5:40 P.M.

- l10.10 A.M.

U1:40a.m.
2:40 P.M.

5:40 p.m.
8:40 A.M.
2:40 P.M.

*12:40 p.m.
5:40 p.m.
5:40 p.m.
4:10 P.M.
9:40 A,M.
8:40 A.M.
11:40 A.M.
6:10 A.M.
5:40 P.M.
6:40 P.M.
7:40 P.M.
11:40 a.m.

*10:10 A.M.

*6:00a.m,
4:10 p.m.

9:40a.M.
7:40 P.M
2:40 P.M.
11:40 A.M.

*12.40 p.m.
*10:10 a.m.
11:40 a.m.
*7:40 p.m.

10:10 A.M.
*7:40 P.M.

Train leaving San Francisco at 9:30 A.M. should meet
Pacific Express from "' Ogden " at San Pablo ; also Pacific
Express from "El Paso" at Antioch.

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland Pier.

From "SAN FKAJfCIBCO." Pally.

To EAST OAKLAND-»6.00, *6:30, 7:30, 8:30, 9:30,
10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30,
7:00, S:00, 9:30, 11:00, »12:00.

To ALAMEDA—*6:00, '16:30, 7:00, »t7:30, 8:00, "t8:30,
9:00, «t9:30, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 1:00, 2:00, 3:00, "t3:30,
4:00, "t4:30, 5:00, *t5:30, 6:00, »+6:30, 7:00, »8:00, 9:30,
11:00, «12:00.

To BERKELEY — "6:00, »6:30, 7:00, "7:30, 8:00, "8:30,
9:00, J9:30, 10:00, 110:30, 11:00, Jll:30, 12:00, 1:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,
9:30, *12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—»6:00, «6:30, 7:00, "7:30, J8:00.
•8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, "4:30, 5:00>
»5:30, 6:00. "6:30, 7:00.

To " SAN FRANCISCO," Daily.

From BROADWAY, Oakland -*5:32, »6:02, 6:32, 7:02,
7:32, 8:02, 8:32, 9:02, 9:32, 10:02, 10:32, 11:02, 11:32, 12:02,
12:32, 1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32, 6:02,
5:32, 6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

From EAST OAKLAND -*5:21, *5:61, 6:21,6:61,7:51.
8:51,9:51, 10:51, 11:51, 12:51, 1:51, 2:51,3:61, 4:51,
5:51, 6:51, 7:51, 9:21, 10:51

From ALAMEDA—*5:15, '5:45, 6:J5, 7:10, *t7:35, 8:10,
«t8:35, 9:10, "t9:35, 10:10, "tl0:35, 11:10, 12:10, 1.10,
2:10, 3:10, 4:10, "+4:35, 6:10, "+5:36, 6:10, "t6:35, 7:15,
"+7:35, 9:15, 10:45.

From BERKELEY— »5:45, »6:15, 6:45, "7:15,7:45, »8:15,
8:45, {9:15, 9:45, 119:15, 10:45, tll:15, 11:45, 12:45,
1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:16, 4:45, 5:15, 5:45,6:16, 6:45, 7:45,
9:16, «10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY — *5:45, *6:15, 6:45, *7:15,
7:45, 8:45, 9:46, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, *5:15, 5:45,
•6:15, 6:45, »7:16.

Creek Route.
From SAN

5:15.

FRANCISCO -»7:15, 9:15 11:15, 1:15, 3:15,

From OAKLAND -*6:15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2 15 4:15.

All trains run daily, except when Bfcar (*) denotes Sun-
days excepted.

tTrains marked thus (+) run via East Oakland.
(t)Sundays only.

" Standard Time" furnished by Randolph & Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. GOODMAN, Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agt.
A. N. Towne, General Manager.

L. H. Newton. M, Newton.
NEWTON BROTHERS & CO.,

Importers and Wholesale Sealers In
Teas, Foreign Goods and Groceries, 204 and 306

California street, San Francisco, Cal May 25.

Ou and after Monday, April 3d, 1882,
Boats and Trains will leave San FranciBCO as

follows:

7 1 (~\ a.m. daily (Sundays excepted), via San Rafael,
' " -* ^-^ from Market-street wharf, for Petaluma, San-
ta Rosa, Healdsburg, Cloverdale, Guerneville and way
stations. Stages connect at Geyserville for Skaggs'
Springs; and at Cloverdale for Highland Springs, Kel-
seyville, Soda Bay, Lakeport, Ukiah and Geysers.

Daily, Except Sundays.
2QA p.m., via Donahue, from Washington-street.OU wharf

4K f\ p.m., via San Rafael, from Market- street wharf,
• tJ\J for Petaluma, Cloverdale and way stations.

Stages for Navarro Ridge and Mendocino City leave
Cloverdale daily at 6 a.m.

Sunday Excursions.

8 0A am., Sundays only, via Donahue, from Waah-
• ^VF ington-street wharf, for Cloverdale and way

stations. Round Trip Tickets on Sundays to Petaluma,
§1.50; Santa Rosa, §2; Healdsburg, $3; Cloverdale,

$4.50; Guerneville, S3. Returning, will arrive in Sail

Francisco at 6:45 p.m.

8"| IX a.m., Sundays only, via San Rafael, from Mar-
•J-*-' ket-street wharf , for Miller's, Pacheco, Novato

and BurdeH's. Returning, will arrive in San Francisco -

at 7:45 p.m.

GEYSERS! GEYSERS!
The Greatest Natural Wonder of the

World I

Immense Redaction in Rates.
Round Trip Tickets, via Cloverdale §8 50
Round Trip Tickets, via Cloverdale and Calistoga.$12 50

Passengers will leave San Francisco at 7:10 a.m.
week days, from San Quentin Ferry, and arrive at the
Geysers at 2:30 p.m. On Sundays, leave Washington-
street Wharf, by Steamer JAMh-S M. DONAHUE, at

8:20 a.m. Returning, arrive in San Francisco by either
route the following evening.

ARTHUR HUGHES,
Gen. Manager.

PETER J. McGLYNN,
Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

o-

SONOMA VALLEY RAILROAD.

and after Monday, April 3d, 1882,
Boats and Traius will leave San Francisco .as

O Qf) p- m. daily (Sundays excepted), from Washing-
^•<JV ton-street Wharf, for the town of Sonoma.
Fare, §1. Round Trip Tickets, from Saturday till Mon-
day, SI 50.

SUNDAY EXCURSIONS.
8 0H a.m. (Sundays only), from Washington-street
'A\J Wharf, for the town of Sonoma. Round Trin

Tickets, SI.

Wharf, for the town of Sonoma. Round Trip

ARTHUR HUGHES,
Gen. Manager.

PETER J. McGLYNN,
Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

H. S. Williams. A. Ohesebrough.

W. H.Dimond.

WILLIAMS, DIM0ND & CO.,

Shipping and Commission Merchants,
UNION BUILDING,

Junction Market and Fine Streets.

AGENTS FOR

Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific

Steam Navigation Company, The Cu-

nard Royal Mail Steamship Company,
*

' The California Line ofClippers '

'

from New York and Boston,

and *
' The Hawaiian Line . '

'

San Francisco, January 31, 1880. [Jan. 31.

There is some talk: of building a new jail at

Belton to prevent leading citizens from lynching
prisoners. Perhaps the safest plan would be to

put the leading citizens into the new jail.

Don Cameron: " My dear Hubbell, what is

the trouble?" Jay A. Hubbeil: "Reform's got
the grain and left us the stubble." Both :-" Alas!
for the fate of our bright Stalwart bubble."
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'The World.
[By

'the Flesh, and the Devil.
Truthful Pouman. 1

One hundred thousand people tn going t<» moat :tt the

I'jtUce to celebrate Mr. Gladstone s Parlfamantary Jubilee. Mr. Brock
will have » vple&did ohance of displaying genius. Mr. Gutdatone^i
achievement- can hardly be put on canvas. They cannot be recorded in

immortal marble, and br»>nze is equally out of the question. But Mr.
Urock can make a picture in fireworks of the great men's life, ami no
artistic medium can possibly be better. The fifty yean that an
celebrated resemble nothing so much as an interminable squib. A suo>

cession of bangs and Gules, then silence and an unple&siug smell that
is a fair simile for the fifty beneficent sessions thtt out UenoueJ idol tiM
livett through.— Vanity Fair."—The rice millers of Valencia are

alarmed at a recent shipment of 100 bags of cleaned rice, from Hamburg
to Madrid, via Valencia. The rice ha* to pay a duty of 84 cents per cwt.,

besides the freight and heavy railway charges, and yet it is cheaper than
the Spanish mills could sell it. The North China Herald mentions a
novelty in the way of applied science, which is said to exist among thieves
in China, They prepare a composition of some medicated ingredient

—

supposed to be aconite—and, lighting it, blow it into the room to be rob-

bed, by means of a tube through a hole previously made—not a difficult

thin^ in ( 'hinese houses with paper windows and doors. The inmates are
thus anestheticized, or at least deprived of the power of speech and loco-

motion, and the thieves enter and do their work. In vain does the pro-

prietor being robbed see the burglars. He cannot move limb or tongue.

It is said that water absorbs this poison, and so for this purpose it is not
uncommon for wealthy people to sleep with a basin of water at their

heads. It is called men hsiang, or hsivn halting, to suffocate or asphyxiate
with incense.^—Six thousand soldiers were to be discharged from tbe
Indian army on the 1st of July, according to the new regulations. The
men seem pleased at the idea of regaining their liberty, while, on the
other hand, young recruits are plentiful who are anxious to lose it.—
Court Journal.-^—New York steamship agents report that the demand
continues unabated for cabin passages to Europe. They expect that 30,-

000 tourists will sail this season, against 22,000 last season.——A corre-
spondent of Nature, writing in reference to Professor Riley's question as

to the utilization of ants in horticulture by the Chinese, states that an at-

tempt was made to introduce them into Ceylon to check the ravages of

the coffee bug, but the red ants sometimes attacked the naked limbs of

the Malay coolies so fiercely that the experiment was given up.—
Beer-brewing has (a Japanese,paper says) become an important branch
of industry in that country. The two largest establishments are the
Shimidzuya Shokwai and Hakkosha breweries. The beer brewed there

is excellent in taste, and far more wholesome than imported beer. Its

sale is increasing, and it will probably vie with the imported article.^—
A movement, supported by several eminent scientific and distinguished

persons, including the Archbishops of Canterbury and York, the German,
Italian and French Ambassadors, Mr. Tennyson, and many others, has
been set on foot in England for the purpose of providing some suitable

and enduring monument to Charles Darwin. The proposal is to erect a
statue in some public place, and to provide an endowment to be applied

in furtherance of biological science.— Forty American army cadets
are going to Germany under the escort of General Sherman. They in-

tend to study the system of the Imperial army, and find out how battles

are won.

—

Court Journal.^—The greatest smoker in Germany must
certainly be Prince Charles, the Emperor William's brother, who con-

sumes daily from 18 to 24 strong Havanas. A cigar-holder has just been
made for the Prince, the American Register tells us, by which he can
smoke three cigars at a time. Enemies of the fragrant weed, however,
cannot allege that this inveterate habit has injured the Prince's health,

for, in spite of his 81 years, Prince Charles is strong and active, is de-

voted to hunting, works hard at his military duties, and wears no specta-

cles.—The Bishop of Peterborough cannot help saying good things

both in and out of the pulpit—especially out of it. The other night a
rich, benevolent, but somewhat brainless millionaire was boasting after

dinner that he gave away £2,000 to the poor regularly every year. He
said :

" I think it is right, you know ; a sort of duty in ray position. I

can't say what becomes of it, but it's given away in charity ; that's all I

know and that's all I care about. £2,000 every year." " What," said

the Bishop, " do you really mean to say you pay away £2,000 to the poor
every year as a religiouB duty ? " " I assure you, my lord, that is so, ' re-

plied the wealthy man, with complacency. " Well," said the witty Bishop,
"that's the largest insurance against fire I ever heard of."-^—Wooden
shoes are worn in the Western States of America, and enough of them
are sold to keep a large manufactory going. They are cut out of green
basswood, Bmoked and dried like hams and sold at 35 cents a pair.^—
The wealth still within reach in the Chihuahua mines, Mexico, is stated

to be practically fabulous, and only requires capital and competent assist-

ance to get the precious metal out. The companies already at work are

controlled by Americans or Englishmen, though in most instances Mexi-
cans are associated with them.-—-It is stated that in the season of

1881-82 more than 3,000,000 trees were planted in the United Kingdom,
out of which number Scotland claims about 2,000,000, England 600,000,
Ireland 300,000 and Wales 40,000.—Court Journal—An entirely new
experiment in diplomatic politics is about to be made. The Republic of

Costa Rica has determined to accredit a woman, instead of a man, as its

Ambassador—or rather, Ambassadress—to the United States Govern-
ment. The arrival of Madame Beatrice, the lady selected for this influ-

ential office, is expected with no little curiosity in Washington.——Judge
Tourgee says the live man is always to be found in front. In funeral

processions, down here in Texas, we have noticed that the remains were
in front, and the live men came straggling along behind.

—

Texas Sifting*.,

COAL AND WOOD,
Wholesale and Retail,

At the Old Number 208 Sansomo Street.

GEORGE H. HUNT & CO.

tr Any Artio'o in the Line Supplied. «
»** '• Trlrphotlr Wo. Jf.1 1

.

ROEDERER CHAMPAGNE!
NOTICE.

The Trnde nml the Public ore Informed iln.t we Receive the

GENUINE
LOUIS ROEDERER CARTE BLANCHE CHAMPAGNE,

Direct from Mr. Louis Roederer, Reims,
Over his Signature ami ('.insular Invoice.

gg- Each com is marked upon the Bide, "Maoondray & Co., San .Fran-
cisco," and each bottle bears the label, '* Macondray & Co. , Sole Agents
for the Paciflo Coast."

MACONDRAY & CO.,
Sole Agents for the Paciflo Const.

[September 24.]

M. A. GUNST & CO.,
203 Kearny Street San Francisco.

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN
HAVANA AND KEY -WEST CIGARS,

Also, Agents for Kimball, Gaulliener & Co.'s Guatemala Cigars.
fW Inform the Public that they receive large invoices of Choice

Havana Brands twice a month. [Feb. 19.

C. AD0LPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

SAN FRANCISCO and '....NEW YORK.
gjg~ Agents of American Sugar Refinery, corner of Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. Jan. 17.

Olaus Spreckels. ?m, G. Irwin,
WM. G. IRWIN & CO.,

Sugar Factors and Commission Agents,
Honolulu, H. I. rMarch 25.

~XD. SPRECKELS & BROS.,
Shippin and Commission Merchants*

Hawaiian line of Packets,
326 Market Street San Francisco.

May 28 .

CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY,
Manufacturers of the Standard Syrup, a superior article

put up in barrels expressly for home consumption. Also, Extra Heavy Syrup

in barrels for Export. Refined Sugars at loweBt market rates. Office 325 Market

street, up Btairs Dec. 21.

J. W. Sheehy.
O'CONNOR & SHEEHY,

Undertakers,

J. 0. O'Connor.

Removed to 767 Mission street, between Third ami Fourth.
Every requisite for Funerals furnished at the Lowest Rates and in the Best

Manner. April '29.

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,

STOCK BROKERS.
No. 314 Pine Street San Francisco.

[May 20. ]

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY,
No. 310 Sansome Street,

San Francisco,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN FURS,
[September 21.1

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Gold Medal, Paris, 1S78.

^iol<l l»y all Stationers. Sole Agent for tbe United States:
MR. HENRY HOE, 91 John street. N. Y. Jan. 5.

C. W. M. SMITH, /SS^\
The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor, (t\?=-;:*q\

Established in 1802, UpTENIq)
Removed to 224 SHitsome Street.^c^v'
^f MR. C. W. 31. SMITH is the patent attorney for Marriott's AbboplahS Com-

pany for Navigating the Air. Oct. 22.

~TABER, HARKER & CO.,
importers Ann whozesaae grocers,

108 anil 110 California St., S. F.
[April 19.]
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LOCAL NOTES.
Board of Education "fires" a female teacher for getting married.

Board believes in the Oneida doctrine.- —Superior Court decides that it

will not allow outsiders to resuscitate Burke's blackmail bonanza suits.

—Sharon and H. M. Levy organize a temporary debating society at the

Palace. Subject: "The recent meeting of stockholders in the Savage
mine." Discussion very savage ; policeman shows Mr. Levy the place of

egress.—-Mrs. Connolly says Lawyer Crittenden swindled her; but no
one will believe that of a lawyer.^—Park Commissioner Alvord resigns,

and Leland Stanford is appointed in his place. Good man goes out and
a good man goes in.—British S. S. Malabar libeled for carrying too

many Celestial seekers for the Golden Fleece to this port.—Schetzel,

the original Sunday law enforcer, breaks a saloon-keeper's window. Police

Judge will have a chance to break Mr. Schetzel's heart with a fine.—
H. Windel and Fannie C. Kedon wash their dirty linen in Justice Clough's

Court. Whew!^—Judge Freelon gives Thomas Foy, a hoodlum, ten

years in the Penitentiary for helping bis sister and wife (?) to rob a sailor.

Bully for you, Judge!-^—Mrs. Floyd, mother of Maggie Floyd, a pupil in

the JEtincon Grammar School, couldn't understand why her daughter
Bhould have her card marked "excellent" and "good," and yet be denied

credit for thoBe marks. The educational authorities help the mother's
understanding by suspending the pupiL—Golden Gate Woolen Mills

try to burn up and fail.^^Hoodlum pays a Market-street bar-tender for

two glasses of beer with one bullet. Settlement unsatisfactory.—Man
dies from a rupture of the spleen. If some of our prominent citizens

were to rupture their spleen the peninsula would be inundated. —
Nephew of Pocahontas discovered on Minna street by a Chronicle reporter.

Strange to say, he is only 93 years of age instead of 250.^—Seaman's
Protective Association depose the notorious Rooney from the Presidency,

and ask him to turn over the books and the money. Rooney says he will

do so as soon as he can find the S. P. A.—Deidrick Hoffman sues the

City R. R. Co. for 850,000, value of a right leg. At that rate Mr. Hoff-

man must be worth several hundred thousand dollars.—Republican
clubs effect permanent organization all over the city—with one exception.

That one indulged in a free fight.^—Denis Toohey alludes to " our friend,

Arabi Bey," at a meeting of the Land League. The bond of friendship

lies in the fact that both talk " big," keep out of danger, and encourage
assassination and outrage.— The Immigration Association induces
twenty-six persons who have wandered into the State to settle down.
Big showing for eight months' work.—Boxing match. Leading citizens

all present at this intellectual entertainment.——Chinamen have a good
time with a wooden idoL The Irishman's idol is contained in a bottle.

—Stockholders in the defunct Merchants' Exchange Bank meet and
call each other liars for five consecutive hours.^—Mr. Burton, the new
Superintendent of the Mint, gives John Brown's daughter a position.

"And his soul goes marching on."^—Court-martial on an N. G. C.

Very martial. N. G. C. got drunk at Santa Cruz. Police Court matter.

^^Jury says Roper did right in kicking Pac Kwai's sitting-down place.

—Female grabs Chinaman burglar. Chinaman don't like it. Female
undressed. Escambia proves to be broken up. Thousands go out of

sight. Wrecking company not yet millionaires, but willing to be.^^— D.
J. Toohey, an alleged lawyer, forces ex-Senator Eugene Casserly, by pro-

cess of Court, upon the stand when he is ill and incapable of testifying.

PACIFIC COAST AND EASTERN NOTES.
The Nicaragua Canal Swindle bill favorably reported . Of course.

Lots of money in it.-^—Man named Newell charges that the passage of

the Texas-Pacific Land Grant bill was facilitated with coin—but he got
none of it. The last clause in the complaint is the most important.^—
Big explosion of petroleum in New Jersey. State blown into New York,
but the rebound brought it back.—Murderer hung in Brooklyn. Make
a mark on the wall. The event won't be repeated this century.—Firm
of New York lard refiners fail. Lard deliver us!—Woman horsewhips
a San Jose man, who possesses two names and a slanderous tongue.—
Salt Lake man thrown out of bis waggon and killed. Fourteen discon-

solate widows. What anguish !—-San Bernardino boy, while "doing
something " with a Winchester rifle (of the accidental pattern) makes an
angel out of his grandfather. Grand son, that !^—Corner stone of the
Old Ladies' home at Temescal, laid by David McClure, for Perkins, C.
N. Fox and many other ladies.—^Big meeting of miners in Nevada
City. "Resolved," about aquarter of a mile long, adopted, but that don't
stop the debris.——Big fire breaks out in Merced, but it didn't burn.
Cool, courageous man spat upon it and saved §30,000 worth of property.
^—Stockton pioneer dies. Those Stockton pioneers will do that kind of
thing every once in a while, but they never do it more than once.—
Woodland boy goes out shooting. Good day's sport. Comes home with
one arm.-^—Somebody says President Barrios, of Guatemala, is a ques-
tionable character, and Arthur immediately invites him to dinner.-^—
Attorney-General Brewster decides that a Congressman is not an officer

of the United States. He is merely a private, and therefore entitled to
blackmail the Civil servants. But why call his position an " office?"—

•

Congress removes the tax from playing cards. Lika the poka.—Fanny
Louisa Buckingham bucks against completing a New York engagement,
unless the coin is placed insight. Instead of exclaiming "Bring forth
the fiery, untamed steed," she softly whispers, " Produce the spgradulix."
—Two Texans tight a "jewel," and the Coroner rakes in one fee. The
young lady is looking for another beau to ber string.—Big wheat crop
in Minnesota.——Lightning express on the Boston and Providence road
upsets. Nobody hurt, everybody scared. Curious accident.-^—Shippard
says he isn't that kind of a girl, in a pamphlet of 184 pages; but then
Shippard is such a monumental liar it doesn't matter much what he says.
^—Dr. Baxter refuses to allow Dr. Crane, appointed Surgeon-General of
the Army, to be confirmed. That's the kind of a Baxter he is.——Big
fire in Fresno. Fifty houses roll heavenward in smoke.^^Man shoots
his neighbor, near Mariposa. Neighborly trouble over the boundary
bine. Bullet establishes the true line, if the pistol shoots straight.
—Young man tries to blow his brains out in Truckee. No
brains to blow, but he kills himself all the same.^^Riot in a
Santa Cruz dive. The policeman, the Mayor, the horse and several other
officials unable to quell the disturbance. ^—Salinas man lies down to take
a nap on the railroad track. Railroad train distributes one of his feet.

^^Big harvest of wheat and fruit in Sonoma.-^The "fire fiend"
reaches Healdsburg and cremates a small wooden building.—United
States Attorney-General decideB that Chinamen cannot land in Eastern

ports for the purpose of crossing the continent en route home. ' Chinese
Embassador returns to Washington. Rats and chickens will be in de-
mand.»^—Vigilance Committee in Seattle give some twenty bad charac-
ters notice to leave. Bad characters leave.—Farm-hand accidentally
killed near Petaluma.—«Two more of the Escambia's crew turn up near
Point San Pedro. The fishes don't seem to be hungry.-^—One of the ac-
cidental pistols goes off at Tombstone. Another tombstone.— Murdered
man's heart, pickled in alcohol, produced in a Stockton Court. A dis-

gusting and uncalled-for exhibition.—The loss of the Jeannette is to be
inquired into by a Naval Board. Will this bring back the dead?—The
President will put none but "Stalwarts" on guard.>^—Four thousand
applications for 800 places in the Pension Office. Everybody wants a
place under Uncle Sam. The ladies sigh for 'em and the babies cry for
'em.—Nebraska man shoots his wife. Startling resemblance between
Nebraska man and other blackguards.—Deadwood man fights with an-
other Deadwood man. One Deadwood man shot, the other disemboweled.
Two Deadwood dead men.^—Two F. F. V.s fight a duel for " honah."
Nobody hurt—"honah" happy.—An Illinois banker levants. Leaves
the bank behind, but there is nothing in it.-^The editor of a Kansas
paper falls into a river, and the river swallows up that sweet morsel. You
bet.^—The hoarse cry of " fire! " is heard in Nevada City. It always is

when there is a blaze. Two children burned up.-^—Red Bluff also in-
dulges in a red fire.—A boy tries to steal a ride on a freight car bumper
from Stockton to San Francisco. There isn't so much of him as there
was when he started. Valuing his anatomy on the Hoffman scale, he
paid S150,000 for the ride, and will probably lose his life into the bargain.
-^—Skeleton found near Grass Valley. Unknown, but, if perfect, the
doctors will buy it all the same.-^—Epizootic in Stockton, and still the
people ain't happy—especially those of them that own horses.—Block
of buildings burned |in Portland ; at the same time they were burned
down.^—Stockton jury tries a murderer. Four of them are hard-
hearted, blood-thirsty idiots, who want to convict the poor fellow.—

^

President buys a four-in-hand, and pays for it—which is more than the
last stalwart President used to do.^—Man lynched in Indiana. Served
him right. Helped a murderer to get away.—Arizona teamsters cap-
ture an Apache and roast him. Fizz! Smells bad.—Mysterious bur-
glars at work in Stockton. Vigilance Committee would notify suspicious
characters to leave, only the town would be depopulated.—The Board
of Equalization reduces assessments on hydraulic mines at Nevada City.
That's more than the Boards of Directors will ever do.^—Bakersfield
family poisoned by eating brawn. Served them right— ought to have
eaten bran.«—Big explosion of giant powder in Chicago. Felt all over
the city. Even the ladies felt it in their feet.-^Rivers and Harbors bill

in danger of a veto. Veto will hurt the bill, but not the people.

FOREIGN NOTES.
A Deluge of Rain falls in Bohemia and destroys great portion of the

crop. S. F. Bohemian Club (of dry goods clerks) all right.—Bradlaugh
and others arrested in England for publishing " blasphemous libels." In
other words, for offending the dogmas of religious fanaticism.^—Egyptian
notables depose the Khedive and call him a traitor. Khedive will prob-
ably cut their heads off when it comes his "Sunday out. "-^—Massacres
reported all over Egypt.-^—Sir Garnet Woolsey appointed to command
the Egyptian expedition.^—•British Government begins to take more
vigorous war measures, iWhen his tail is pulled there is lots of vigor in the
old lion yet.-^—" Arrangements for the coronation of the Czar are being
pushed forward"—by the Nihilists as well as the loyal party.^—The
arrears bill passed to a third reading in the House of Commons. Peers get

ready to mutilate it.^—Municipal government of Marseilles ask the ex-

empress Eugenia to give back a chateau which they presented her with
when she exercised more influence than she does now. The dog returns
to its vomit and yet it is a cleaner animal than this municipal govern-

inent.^^Arabi*s forces skirmish with the British and then run away.
" He who fights and runs away," etc.—Frightful accounts of Egyptian
atrocities. Oh that Dennis Toohey was amongst his "friends." Would'nt
they stop his supply of oxygen immediately if not sooner?—Parnell's
brother asks the Orangemen to reap his crop. Kind of " Happy Family "

ain't it?^—-American minister to Italy {who held office for 21 years) lets

go.—The silent reaper came after him and being a tenant for life he
couldn't hold over.—El Jawap, a Constantinople journal, states that
the Porte hopes that the Egyptian question will be settled without re-

course to force. That is, jaw away, if you like.-^—France determines to

assist the British in protecting the Suez Canal.^—One of the Phoenix
Park murderers arrests himself at Puerto Cabello, Ven. Wants a free pas-

sage back to Ireland.^—Deverish Pasha states that after the bombard-
ment of Alexandria the British pillaged and burned the town. For a
Turk, Deverish makes a very good fibber.-^—Weather improves in Ire-

land, and the potatoes commence growing right out of the ground.^—
Catholic Archbishop denounces a French paper published in New York.
Paper's turn next.—Local election in British Columbia. Vetoof the
Chinese Bill cuts no figure in it.^^Arabi Pasha still fighting with his

mouth.——De Lesseps gets mad ; tells the French Consul that Port Said

is his property, and that he {the Consul) is a fool.—The Sultan proposes
to denounce Arabi Pasha as a traitor—next Spring, when the strawberries

come into market.—A non-suited litigant shoots at a Dublin Judge.
Bad shot.

COOS BAY COAL.
The Cleanest and Cheapest-

No Soot! No Dirt!
The Best Coal for Domestic Use

!

. All Coal Dealers Keep It!
[May 27.]

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

No. 320 Post Street Opposite Union Square.

PROF. O. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 320 Post

street, is now open for Juvenile and Evening Classes. Office Hours, for Terms, etc.,

10 a:m. to 12 m., and 1 to 6 p.H. Oct. 22.
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CRADLE. ALTAR. AND TOMB.

CRADLR
• ity, July *l. v lMilta|M

bomb- In lhi» ettj, Jul) it, to lb« «i(

•h« vtf* »4 Juliu» Datum. • ifcBgfetar.

Otto - In t hi* the wife of Bdvwl B. Cutler. « km
Cartu -In ihi- the witt o* J K. Outer, * .1

1

l«. * la th'- - na
Dc«*A*— In thl*.-lt>. Julj IS. U> the mitr ..f Kd»v*rd P Lhinran, a »tl.
Duaivr It, tht* i-iU. July n. to lh« wife «# J. J. IVrcey, a daughter.
KiXAi«T L> the wife of llcnr) Kaucort, » »on.
Fust— In thu dty, July Ml t*> the wifc ol S. 11 Frank, a riaughtor.
UoLDumt In this city. July 22. to the wife ->f Gt^iy OaUnnTth, a ton.
Hrt>w.«rrot Id this city. July IS, to the wife of It. J. Huddleston, a bod.
Jmi -In thi» i it*. July 28. to the wife of Chftrlea L. Joule*, ft sun.

JriPtMos - In thii city, July 23. to the wife of CftpUfn J. W Jespcrson, a daughter.
LlVMlUr— In this dty, July 19, to the wife of Captain J. Llnskill, a daughter.
Lawu - In this city. July «4. to the wife of William Lewis, a son.
Lawu In this citv. July 22. to the wife of M Uvwls, a daughter.
Lambsrt In this alt?, July 21, to tin- wife of William Lambert, a daughter.
McDosald In this city, Juh 10, to the wife of C. H HeDonald, a daughter.
hUiiosKY-ln this iitv* July 21, to the wife of J. A. Mahonev. a son
Mitvhux—In this dty, July 21. to the wife of John 3. Mitchell a daughter.
McVicEZft-In this city, July 17. to the wife of Janies McVicker, a daughter.
McGraw In this city. July 20. to the wife of E. W. McGraw, a daughter.
PixKHAkt -In this city, July 21, U) the wife Of C. E. 1'inkham, a son.
PoHLi-r— In this city,' July 18, to the wife <t Frederick Footer, a daughter.
Si LLiVAN—In this city, July 24, to the wife of Patrick J. Sullivan, a son.
ScmuiKJt — In this city, July 22, to the wife of Joseph Scheerer, a son.
Sqrkxhis — In this dty, July 22, to the wife of A. Sorensen, a daughter.
Simmons -In this city, July IS, to the wife of W. J. Simmons, a son.
TrsTixi— In this city, July 19. to the wife of P. Tusttni, a son.
Vasdbb.— In this city, July 19, to the wife of Ben. Vandor, a daughter.
Whiti— In this city, July 19, to the wife of George A. White, a son.

ALTAR
B&at-Warrkn—Juite S, by Rev. Dr. Jewell, Charles E. Bray to Emma Warren.
Bat-Joy -July 23, by Rev. E. R, Dille, Harry Bay to Luetta Joy.
Barry-Smith—July 18, J. H. Barry to Susie SI. Smith.
BarI'li-HocwiRiMRR—July 20, Mose Baruh to Miriam Hochheimer.
Dean-Hoseas—July 24, James Dean to Sirs. Lizzie Hoseas.
Raoortt-E.nobluardt—July 19, Forest F. Haggett to Louise D. Engelhardt.
Halkt-Thormton—July 19, M. C. Haley to Lizzie J. Thornton
Jbsssb.n-Ni'ssbai'm— July 26, Charles Jenssen to Annie Nussbaum.
Jones-Hood—July 19, by Rev. J. C. Simmons, Edgar G. Jones to Ellis B. Hood.
Kbexan-Walsh -July 6, P. J. Keenau to Anna M. Walsh.
Mabron-Donobuk—July 18, by Father Breslin, M. A. Marron to Katie Donohue.
MoAR-ABBorr—July 19, Thomas A. Moar to Clara Abbott.
Oliybr-Koun—July 18, by Rev. J. M. Buehler, Alton V. Oliver to Lena Kohn.
Rcas-Rcss—July 24, Ludwig D. Russ to Sophie Russ.
ScHAEfTKR-RATn—July 23, Charles Schaeffer to Minnie Rath.
Smullbn-Fooartt—July 25, James Smullen to Bridget Fogarty.
Setiimanx-Tuerkorn—July 20, Henry Setbmann to Treena M. Therkorn.
Wrlls-Fairman—July 23, William F. Wells to Louisa A. Fairman.
Watersrrt-Wisk—July 18, Charles S. Waterbury to Ada A. Wise.
WoODBRiDOB-CiRTis—July 18, Alfred F. Woodbridge to Marie L. Curtia.

TOMB.
Alexander—July 26, Elizabeth Alexander, a native of Ireland, aged 48 years.
Bbalbr—July 35, Jacob Bealer. a native of Germany, aged 47 years.
BLASBR—July 21, Henriette Blaser, a native of France, aged 23 years.
Donoghue—July 21, Patrick J. Donoghue, aged 50 years and 3 months.
HlNCKLRT—July 22, Dr. George E. Hincklev, a native of Mass., aged 56 years.
Jackson—July 19, Amelia, wife of Byron Jackson.
Kohler—July 22, Caroline Kohler, aged 55 years and 9 months.
Lynch—July 26, Celia Lynch, a native of Ireland, aged 36 years.
McElwbk—July 24, D. B. McElwee, a native of New York, aged 55 years.
Morrin—July 19, Louis Morrin, a native of France, aged 79 years.
Schenck— July 21, Charlotte A. Schenck, aged 48 years.

AN INTERESTING ARTGALLERY.

The well known art-gallery of Messrs. Morris & Kennedy, Post
street, is at present supplied with an unusually attractive collection of
fine paintings. Among others, there is an exquisite piece of marine
painting by the celebrated De Haas, entitled "On a Lee Shore," to

which we called attention four weeks ago. To appreciate this picture,

one must examine it carefully. A painting of a lady's head, by Oscar
Kunath, is something worth more than a passing notice. The head-dress
and the metal thereon are brought out with remarkable clearness and re-

alism. There are two painted mirrors, by MisB Alice Chittenden and
Miss S. Bender, respectively, that are especially interesting. The paint-

ing is remarkably well done, the design being floral, yet differing from the
ordinary run of floral work. A series of sketches by Miss Marie Key, repre-

senting scenes in the vicinity of Cloverdale and Monterey, are placed in

the front part of the establishment, and seem to attract a great deal of
attention and favorable comment. They are very vigorous, and show a
thorough knowledge of out-door work. There is, also, a fine marine
painting by the celebrated W. T. Richards, entitled '* High Tide," the
scene being located on Jersey beach. Mr. Richards is regarded as one of

the closest students of Nature, and stands in the front rank of American
artists. This painting is characteristic of his best work. A " Dog
Head," by Lizzie Strong, is a very realistic piece of work. By the way,
this young ladjr is now studying in Paris, where Bhe is progressing very
favorably, and is receiving much encouragement from Van Marcke and
other celebrated masters. A picture of Miss Matilda Lotz, at work in

her studio, by Henry Bacon, of Boston, is technically very good, but the
likeness of Miss Lotz is poor. There are also two small panel pictures

—

one of pink roses, and the other a bunch of Cherokee roses—by Miss
Alice Vincent, a very promising young local artist. In a short time, a
picture which Miss Marie Jones is finishing, and which promises to be a
very fine painting, will be on exhibition at this gallery. Of course, the
pictures which we have mentioned are but a few, out of the large collec-

tion, which happened more particularly to attract the writer's attention.
In addition to the oil paintings, there is also a large collection of artists'

proof engravings, etchings, etc., which are interesting and worthy of

study. In connection with their gallery, Messrs. Morris & Kennedy, of
course, keep on hand a full supply of artists' materials, frames, etc., and
their stock seems to be fresher than any we know of in the city. Alto-
gether, a visit to this establishment must be instructive and interesting to
those who admire the beautiful.

jFtEivra~*rat.

A. F. NYE & CO.
. a

600 and 611 !VIo,i«ls.ot Street,
GRAND HOTEL,

WHERE THEY HAVE JUST OPENED
A. New- tStook oT

GAS FIXTURES

!

Of the Latest Patterns and Designs.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Tb« HompKiiy's «i r» will anil ror Tokolinmn anil

Hongkoua;: CITY OP PEKING, August I, at » p.m. Excursion Tickets
t.i Yokohama and return at special rates.

For NKW YORK via PAVAMA: COLIMA, August 4th, at 12 o'clock M., taking
Freight and Passengers to MAZATLAN, ACAPl'LUO, SAN JOSE DE GUATEMALA.
LA LIBEKTAD and PUNTA AKENAS.

Fare to New York—Cabin, $139 ; Steerage, $65.
Tickets to and (rora Europe by any line for sale at the lowest rates ; also f.,r Ha-

vana and all West India ports.

For HONOLULU, AUCKLAND and SYDNEY: ZEALANDIA, July 30th, at 2
P.M., or on arrival of the English mails.

$10 additional is charged for passage in Upper Cabin. Round the World Trip
Tickets, via Now Zealand and Australia, $050.

Tickets must be purchased at least one hour before time of sailing.
For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and Brannan streets.
July 29. WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO ., General Agents.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,

ITIor Japan and China, leave wharf, corner First and Brau-
" nan Btreets, at 2 p.m„ for YOKOHAMA AND HONGKONG, connecting at

Yokohama with Steamers for Shanghai.

BELG1C Saturday, July 22d I COPTIC Tues Sept. 5th
ARABIC Saturday, Aug. 12th BELGIC Thursday, Sept. 28th
OCEANIC Thursday, Aug. 24th

|

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates.
Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.'s General

Offices, Room 74, corner Fourth and Townseud streets.

For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific MailSteam-
ship Company's Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN, General Passenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD, President. July 22.

FOR PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, OREGON.
The Oregon Railway and Navigation Company and Pacific

Coast Steamship Company will dispatch every four days, from Spear-street
Wharf, for the above ports, one of their new Al Iron Steamships, viz. : COLUMBIA,
OREGON and STATE OF CALIFORNIA.

(Sailing- Bays
July 1, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 30.

|
Aug 3, 7, 11, 16, 19, 23, 27, 31.

At 10 o'cloch A. M.
Connecting at Portland, Oregon, with Steamers and Railroads and their connecting
Stage Lines for all points in Oregon, Washington and Idaho Territories, British
Columbia and Alaska.

Ticket Office 214 Montgomery Street
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

June 24. No. 10 Market street, San Francisco.

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
FOB HONOLXTLTJ, H. I.

The Steamship SUEZ Dodd, Blaster
Will Leave for the Above Port

WMDNMSDA.T, August 9th, at 12 O'clock M.,

From Main-Street Wharf.
Freight will be taken at $4 per ton. Freight will be received on Wednesday, July 5th.

For freight or passage apply to

J. D. 8PRECKELS * BROS., Agents,
July 22. 337 Market, corner Fremont.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamers of this Company will sail from Broadway Wharf

as follows

:

For Victoria, B.C., and Puget Sound Ports: On the 10th, 20th and 30th of each
month (except when such days fall on aholiday, then on the day previous). Steamer
of the 30th connects at Port Townsend with steamer '

' City of Chester " for Alastta.

For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the O. R. & N. Co.: Every 4 days.

For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 5th, 10th, 15th,
20th, 25th and 30th of each month.

For Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and
Ventura: Every Wednesday at 8 a.m.

For Eureka, Areata, and Hookton, Humboldt Bay: Every Wednesday, 9 o'clock.

For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc.: Every Monday.

Ticket Office, No. 214 Montgomery Street, near Pine.

Nov, 20.

GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,
No. 10 Market street.

FOR HONGKONG, VIA HONOLULU.
The British Steamship " Anjer Read," Roper, Master,

will have quick dispatch for above ports. For freight and passage apply to

July 29. WM. T. COLEMAN & CO., Agents.

The new food, which has cured the chronic dyspeptics of Japan, is

Midzu Ami (Japanese Malt), at Ichi Ban.
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REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.

Recorded in the City and County of San Francisco, California, for

the Week ending July 24, 1882-

Compiled from the Records ofthe Commercial Agency, 401 California St. , 8. F.

Wednesday, July 19th.

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE.

C H Hindraan to Geo W Ellis.,

Hngb Ward to Lewis P Sage. .

.

Michl A Smith to Jennie A Smith

Matthew A Gillick'to Jas Gillick.

Caroline Clark to Hib S & Ld Soc

Augnatns P Rasa to Adolphus Rdbb

Same to F O Wegener

Chas Le9ter to Fredk Klopper.

,

DESCRIPTION.

Undivided % sw 4th and Welsh
N California, 110 e Brederick, e 82:6 x

132:7, being in Western Addition 500;
subj to a mortgage

N Vallcjo, 75 e Leavenworth, e 25x100,
being in 50-vara 885

Commencing 300 s Napa, and 42 e Illi-

nois, s 130 x e 25, being in Potrero
Block 427

N Vallejo, 183:100 e Polk, e 2*8:8, n 120,

w 189, sw 126 to beg, being in West-
ern Addition 23

SeFolsom.40 ne Columbia, ne 20x100,
being in 100-vara 230

Ne Colombia, 187:6 nw Harrison, nw 25
xl20, being in 100-vara 231

S Tyler, 247:6 w Polk, w 36:6x120, being
in Western Addition 65, Bnbject to

mortgage for $7,746

5

Gift

1,500

110,500

5

5

19,000

Thursday, July 20th

Catherine Fowler to Asa Fisk ...

Hib S & L Soc to Roger O'Donnel

Olivia McGill to Alice C Mordecai.

L Gottig to Annie Varness

Reese Llewellyn to P J Donahue..

Theo LeRoy to R Steinbach

I N Thome to Jas D Galbraith ....

Joe Haine & wf to Fred Bazan

—

Geo T Marye to Harriet Brown....

GeoF Sharp to Jno L Haskell

Henry Hinkel to Annie B Voorhics

Thos McNulty to Sarah McNulty..

Snba 42 to 47, Precita Valley lots 182 to

S Vaiiej*oVib7:6"e'PoweVl,'V 20, b*6s| w
"3:4, n 3, e 13:4, n 60 to beginning, be-

]g in 50-vara 111
Se Perry, 180 sw 4th, sw 25x80, being in

100-vara 173
W Guerrero, 110 s 17th, b 50x80, being

in Mission Block 79
Nw Howard, 137:6 bw Main, ne 45:10 x

137:6, being in B & W 704
Blocks 74, 75, 76, 152, 153, 154, Outside
Lands

Re-record, undivided 1-6 cor Folsom and
17th, w 2 miles, s 160 chains, e to
Ships channel, n to a point, etc

S Sutter, 167:6 w Stockton, w 30x137:6.
being in 50-vara 564

S Pacific ave, 125 w Fillmore, w 25 x
127:8%. being in Western Addition 349

S Turk, 160:5 w Market, w 22:11, s 78:4&
Be 42:7M, ne 42:6^, ne 25:6&, nw
38:11#, n 66:5^ to beg, being in 50-

va 983; w Stockton, 40 a Broadway, w
SOx 8 50, being in 50-vara 83

N Clay, 137:6 w Buchanan, w 34:4 x
127:8%

E Cook, 514:10 n Pt Lobos ave, n 25x100
being in Western Addition 641

Friday, July 21st-

Jno H Murphy to Kate Murphy.
Gustavo Mahe to W S Keyes
Jos Moffil to Luke Donnelly
Henry G T Engel to I Levy
L Metassion to H G T Engel ....

Chfts Quinn to J Biggins.,

David Goggln to Cornelius King.
W S Pelouze to H Lustenberger,
Thos Ridlington to A Biecatti....

Cong Sberith Israel to Lena Morris
Mary Bray to Lawrence Breslin...

Geo Mearns to WmH Brown....

N Landry by exrs to Nelson Koon
Tomaeo Cresta toGBFacco..

S L Theller et al to F L Such.

Michl Short to Robt J Tiffany .

.

N 33d, 25:6 e Noe, e 25x114
Nw Davis and Broadway, n 137:6x137:6.
S18tb, 75 e Hartford, e 25x75
N Post, 45 w Dupont, w 25x72:6

" 75 " " being in 50-

vara 580
N 22d. 305 w Valencia, w 25x114, being

in Mission Block 74
Lots 1355, 1356, 1357, Gift Map 3
Lot 221, Same
E Lapidge, 200 n 19th, n 25x80, being in

Mission Block 71
Lot 16x16, on Eucalyptus avenue
N 30tb, 280 w Church, w 25x114, beins

in Harpers Addition 99
Tax Titles 1878, 1879, Certs No 1371 to

1876, for 1879, 1880, CertB 1747, 1748,
1751 to 1756 lor 1880, 1881, Certs 1616,
1617,1619 to 1624

Lots 4, 9 in blk U, Railroad Homestead
Lots 1 to 4, 8 to 10, block 17, West End
Map 1 .

Lots 16 and 17, block 24 and lote 14 and
15, block 23, Pioche and Robinsons
subdivisions of San Miguel Ranch.

Ne Broadway and Laguna, e 25x137:6
Western Addition 192

$ 764

3,331

Gift

5,500

5

1,000

11,500

1,300

7,S40

Gilt

f 350
31,950

25,000

1

225
225

200

Grant

1

120

3,000

Saturday, July 22d.

W Leviston to Geo Leviston
Louisa Gaulhier to L Greenbaum

John Morrissey to C McCullough.

Sam] L Theller to Louis Mel

Louisa Mel to Theo Wetzel. . .

.

City & County S F to Same
Theo Wetzel to J D Walker. . .

.

Park Ld Assn to A E Juillenit..

B J Shay to John O'Connor

Conrad Herold lo Michl Maloney.

Same to Godocue Schrader

GuBtavus W Beckh to E T Allen.

IW East, 137:6 b Pacific, b 20x76:6
IS Valley, 203 e Sanchez, e 51:4x114, be-
I ing in Harpers Additiou-97
Se Tehama, 462:6 sw 5th, sw 37:6x80,
being in 100-vara 204
W Valencia, 30 n 18th, n 25x100, being

in Mission Block 70
Same
Same
Same
N McAllister, 233:2# e 1st ave, e 26:5%,
n 137:7Xi w 25, s 137:8% to beginning;
lot 17, block 787, Western Addition ..

E San Jose avenue, 80:8 n 24th, n 248, e

162:6, s 221:9, sw 196:8 to beg, being in

Mission B'ockl56
N Welsh, 85 w Zoe, e 85 x n 24, being in

100-vara 163 : sub 23, Harris Map 2,

and lot I, block 514, Bay View Home-
stead Association
W Gilbert, 225 s Braunan, se 24x80, be-
ing in 100-vara 319

N Jackson, 63:9 w Buchanan, w MAHx
90, being in Western Addition 267....

$ 5

400

3,000

1,800
1

1,800

600

50

300

4,000

Monday, July 24th.

R F Knox to W D St Clair.

.

NMde Rothschild to I Steinhart.

Peter J Donahue to LPDrexler..

Geo T Marye Jr to Annie Letcher.

Harry Lachman to Ann Molloy . .

.

L Altshuler to Chas Payler

Ellen Cahillto Annie Nolan ,

Ferdinand Reis to Seth B Blake. .

.

Hib S & L Soc to Bernard Dowd.

,

Thos Kendnck to Deeea Pico
Walter Young to L Englander . .

.

Hib S and L Soc to M Schwamm.

J C Bockmann to WJ Shaw

Ne D st and 14th ave, n 350, e 94:10, aw
356:10k. w to beg ; lots 1, 2, 3, 4, blk
393, Great Park Hd

Nw Montgomery and Commercial, w 60
x25; una ¥a n Commercial, 50 w Mont-
gomery, w 7:6x50

E corner Beale and Beach & Water lot

372, ne 137:6, se 11 % inches, bw 137:6,
nw 5?a inches to beginning, being in
B& W381
W Fillmore, 130 s Pacific, s 27x100, be-
ing in Western Addition 349

N 13th. 25 e Berenice, e 25, n 75:5, w
.

e T7:8& to beg, being in Mission Blk
17

S 16tb, 220:9 e Valencia, w 25x115, being
in Mission Block 40

S Pine, 82:6 e Larkin, e 20x137:6, being
in 50-vara 1144

S Sacramento, 206:3 w Lagnna, w 40 x
127:8%

Ne Lafayette, 55 nw Natoma, nw 29:3,ne
86:6%, Be 29:1%, sw 82:27-100 to beg..

Und lot 100x137:6 Pettit claim
E Valencia, 192:2^ n Mission, n 77:11%

se 40:95£. 8w 66:5^ to beginning
S Tyler, 137:6 e Gough, e 25x120, being

in Western Addition 136
Sw HarriBon and 12th, s 61:0%", w 80, n
67:9%, e 80 to beg, being in Mission
Block 17

5

1,700

900

5,000

Gift

4,000

2,435
1,000

250

3,750

GEO. STREET, A\gent News Letter, 30 Cornhill, E. C, London.

JOYCE'S SPORTING AMMUNITION.
[ESTABLISHED 1820.]

The attention of Sportsmen is invited to tbe following
Ammunition, of the best quality, now in general UBe throughout England,

India and the Colonies : Joyce's Treble Waterproof and F 3 Quality Percussion
Caps ; Chemically-prepared Cloth and Felt Gun Wadding ; Joyce's Gas-Tight Car-
tridges, for Pin-fire and Central-fire Breech-loading Guns ; Wire Cartridges, for killing
game at long distances, and every description of Sporting Ammunition. Sold by
all gun-makers and dealers in gunpowder.

FREDERICK JOYCE & CO., Patentees and Manufacturers,
Oct, 29. 57 Upper Thames street, London.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
inestand Cbeapest Meat-flavoring1 Stock lor Soaps, Made
Dishes and Sauces. ^_ ___^^___

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT,
An Invaluable and Palatable Tonic in all Cases or Weak

Digestion and Debility. " Is a success and boon for which Nations should feel

grateful. See "Medical Press," "Lancet," "British Medical Journal," etc.

P

T
R
R
R

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
fCaution—Gennine only with lac-simile of Baron fdebig'N
\_j Signature, in blue ink, acros:rt.,abel.

This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substitutes being in
the market.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
To be had of all Store-keepers, Grocers and Chemists. Sole

Agents for the United States (wholesale only), C. David He Co., 9, Fenchurch
Avenue, London, England. Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, San
Francisco. June 10.

he Summer Sou and Dust. Ladies and all exposed to the scorching
rays of the sun and heated particles of dust, will find that the moat
cooling and refreshing preparation for the face, hands and arma, is

owlands' Kalydor. which eradicates all prickly Heat, Sunburn, Tan,
Freckles, Stings of Insects, etc., and produces a beautiful and delicate
complexion.

OWlands' Macassar Oil prevents tbe hair falling off or becoming dry
during the hot weather, and eradicates scurf and dandruff.

owlamis' Odonto is the purest aud most fragrant Tooth Powder ever used,
and contains no acid or mineral ingredients, which are so detrimental
to tbe teeth and gums. Its purity especially adapts it for the teeth of

young children. Ask any dealer in perfumery for Rowlands' articles,

of 20, Hatton Garden, London.

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.
Attendance, daily, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by the under*

signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, and to furniBh all information
relating to the Society. J. P. McCURRIE, Secretary,

Oct. 23. Room 4, No. 531 California Bt.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

360 FOTTRTB STREET, SAJf FXAJfCISCO.
[July 15,]

AUGUSTUS LAYER,
Architect,

Furnishes Plans, Specifications and Superintendence for
the Construction or Renovation of Dwelling Houses, and every describtion of

Building. Office: 19 S. F. STOCK EXCHANGE, Pine street, S. F.

83T Take the Elevator. Dec. 10.

NOTICE.
or the very best photographs go to Bradley * Rulofson's,
in an Elevator, 429 Montgomery street. Oct 29.P

REMOVAL.
T Wadham has removed to Room 2, No. 528 California St.,
Lj# Bank Commissioners' Office, June 10.

dfeK +* d£On perdayat me. Samples worth $5 free.

tjpt) TO tjPZi \J Address Stlnson & Co., Portland, Maine
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NOTABILIA.

THE PEDDLERS SONG.
Law m » Mi* u .trim nra

;

Cryci— btack u w'tt mi* crow ;

miwm wwwt udu
«U*1«-lT».*.*t. MCfck

For mj mm to ih»r their .lr»r»,

PltM and r**li* rft,k» of ««!.
* h»t amid* fed from b«d toW:
iVmrl'urof inc....ui<\^>iiu-t.ti> ....tncbay,
Bti) , tad*, or wim roar luw

William buurmAU,

A bibaJotM person »*.« ihtr<-l*i.'-.l to » U<ly who biuf I-

m quite ulnitr-l *rti-* log: "
I under-

maim. th»t yaa paint?" 9m »t*rt«*l, 1>1h-i nl, re-

g h«r«*lf after m few Monde, said with a.-* much acidity of tone
• .».- |ht iimid command: " WVll, if I do i»»iiit. I dnn't make any

Bsiatakr and put it «>n my DO0S." The bihukm* parson (htMi li.-l hi* car
thmnjhtfully f<>r a nn>ment, and then he obeerred that the IiniHTithnhle
Taint, which i* «.dd by J. K. Kelly A Oo», MarUet street, below Htale,

eomw aln-a.1v mixed, ooven tiiree times the space that ordinary paint
doe*, and i* impervious t.> sun or rain.

There wan In the State <-f ohiah
A maiden named Helen Maria.

Who ev.-r Would »*il

Down a hanniater rail

When she thought there was nobody nigh her.

Nov her brother, whom? name was .1

Kiied the rail with a piece of barbed wiar ;

But it wouldn't be best
To tell you the rest,

For we're blushing already like fiar. — Boston Star.

"I baa mashed my finger." howled a boy, running into the room
where hi- mother was Bitting. " Which ringer?" asked the mother. " I

have forgot,
M

arid the child, as he stopped crying. " Wait till I go back
and find out." When he "fonnd OQt he went back into the house and
yelled for half an hour, and the pom- mother didn't have sense enough to

thrash him. But still, if she sends 9*2 50 and her photograph to the
News I,liter Medallion Company, she will receive in return 100 photo-
graph medallion*, already gummed and perforated, and just the size of

a postage-stamp.
** What is home without an oil can ?

What is home without a poker?
What is home without a woman '!

And a man to hug and choke her?
What is home without a garden,

And a faithful wife to make it,

And a darling whom the parents
Both can often take and shake it ?"

Little Miss Innocent (seated at dinner, to pompous old cove) " Mr.
S., won't you drink?" S.

—" Yes, my dear, certainly, but why?" Miss
I.
—"Because mamma says you drink like a fish, and I want to see how

fishes drink." A painful silence, lasting over fourteen minutes and thirty-

seven seconds, followed, and then the pompous old cove remarked that

every one who wanted to*«et pure and unadulterated liquors should go to

P. J. Cassin & Co.'s, corner of Washington and Battery streets. Families
supplietl in retail quantities at wholesale rates.

" How are you, John?" remarked a friend,

As he met John on the street

;

" Come in, my boy, and take a drink,
For it's rarely that we meet."

" A fact," said John ;
" I'll go with you ;

For, as I happen to think,
We rarely meet, but when we do,

It is always meet and drink."

11 Presumption begins in ignorance and ends in ruin." On the other
hand, the production of Kidney- Wort began with wise cautions and sci-

entific research, and its use end« in restoring shattered constitutions and
endowing men and women with health and happiness. " My tormented
back " is the exclamation of more than one poor bard-working man and
woman ; do you know why it aches? It is because your kidneys are
overtasked and need strengthening, and your system needs to be cleansed
of bad humors. You need Kidney-Wort.

Now the bulldog, like a fox,

Shoots around, and in the box
Fondly roots.

While he searches for a bone
Doth the urchin throw a stone,

And he scoots. —Puck.

Parson: "I wish to complain, Mrs. Diggins, of the conduct of your
daughter at the Sunday-school to-day; it was rude to the extreme." Mrs.
D. :

" Ah, it's what they tachen her at that theer board-school as duu it

;

yesterday she come home and she says, ' Mother, they area-taching of me
vulgar fraxshuns.' What can you expex after that, sir?" The parson
replied that he expected nothing but that Bradley & Rulofson, the pho-
tographers, corner of Montgomery and Sacramento streets, take accurate
pictures and finish them exquisitely.

I am going to the Lordy, Lordy dah,
I am going to the Lordy, Lordy dah

;

If you get there before I do,

Tell 'em I am coming, too,

Lordy dah, Lordy dah, Lordy dah.
— OH City Blizzard.

A West Point cadet has already won a certain amount of fame by
being the owner of one hundred anu twenty pairs of white duck trowsers.
Sitting here in our luxurious homes, we little dream of the cruel hard-
ships our West Point heroes are forced to endure—especially when the
washerwoman puts too much starch in a superfluous place, or sends in her
bill. But we all know that the Arlington Range, which can be obtained
from De La Montanya, Jackson street, below Battery, is the most perfect
cooking apparatus ever constructed.

:r*at Arahj I'm lUpplnfl
:
f«*t ; , ,,1,1. bad old 1

9) iiik-,

i pay.

I am it King,
mule?

I am goiiu- t-< Johnny Bull!

ii nl.

A new Item says that the beat female circuit rider in Roane fa Don
[ky, who "turns a double somersault through a hoop, and

bi -r name, which i> painted in the center, along with her." To turn a
doubla somereault through l p may not be Heritable feat,
but to get her nam. through, without Itnockii i its corners,

July an astonishing performance, although it dura not alter the fact
that Noble Bros., 542 Clay street, are the best house ami sign painters in
this city.

He is n mastodon. A jackass or a flunkey,
For all the world baa said it ; Or mayhaps a unieo'n!
And It's greatly to his credit l'.ut in spite of all temptations,

That he is a mastodon! He preferred Mb grog and ration
For he might have been a monkey, And remains a mastodon!

A husband having, in answer to his wife's repeated requests, cut off
his whiskers and gone home to surprise her, was met by h.-r in the hall

fld overwhelmed with hugs and kisses. After letting him go. she took a
long look at him and exclaimed: "O, horror) is it you?" " She mistook
him tor the good-looking stock broker who was in the habit of taking her
to the Original Swain's Bakery, and treating her to the delicious ice-

creams, confections, mince pies, etc., etc., that can be obtained there.

This is the season of the year When cucumbers, in spiny coats,
When groceries are replete Look meek and apostolic,
With lots of new grown garden truck Yet loaded to the brim they are
For village folks to eat. Of the meanest kind of colic.

" I was with Grant," said the bare-headed stranger at Long Branch.
" Ah," interrupted a kind man, " you are a veteran of the late war, and
need money to buy a loaf of bread." " No, no," continued the stranger,
" I was with Grant. He was pulled out of the wrecked car first, and,
confound him, he walked off with my hat! However, I'll send to White's,
014 Commercial street, and get one of his stylish, well-made tiles. Every
one speaks well of them."

Explanatory note :
" Jay Gould can't find time to shave." It should

be said, out of justice to Jay, that 'his paargraph refers solely to his face
and not to speculators.

Why is Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound like the Mis-
sissippi River in a spring freshet? Because the immense volume of this

healing river moves with such momentum that it sweeps away all obsta-
cles, and is literally flooding the country.

J. F. Cutter's Old Bourbon.—This celebrated whisky is for sale by
all first-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

Best pictures taken at the Imperial Gallery, 724£ Market street.

JOHN WIGMORE,

HARDWOOD LUMBER,
SHIP TIMBER, LOCUST TREENAILS,

Veneers and Fancy 'Woods,

129 to 147 Spear St. and 26 and 28 Howard St., San Francisco.

[April 8.]

THOMAS PRICE'S
ASSAY OFFICE AND CHEMICAL LABORATORY,

524 Sacramento Street San Francisco.

Deposits of Bullion receive*!, melted into bars, and retnrns
made in from twenty-four to forty-eight hours.

Bullion can be forwarded to this office from any part of the interior by express,
and returns made in the same manner.

Careful Analysis made of Ores, Metal, Soils, Waters, Industrial Products, etc.

Mines examined and reported upon. Consultations on Chemical and Metallurgical

questions. March 20.

LEE CRAIG,
SEARCHER OF RECORDS,

Notary Puulio and Commissioner of Deeds,
316 Montgomery Street Bet. California and Fine.

Commissioner for New York, Arizona, Nevada, Pennsylvania, Utah, Oregon, Idaho
Washington Territory, Ohio, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Illinois, New Jersey,

and other States and Territories. DEPOSITIONS A SPECIALTY. Acknowledg-
ments taken and oaths administered at any hour of the day or night.

May 13. LEE D. CRA1Q.

SANTA CRUZ FURNISHED HOUSES,
From. $25 Per Month, in the Best Locations-

EXCHANGE AND MART Santa Cruz, Cat

No. 2 of the new Land Journal, of Santa Cruz county, containing full details of

Real Estate for sale, soil, climate, productions, etc., FREE BY MAIL. May 27.

PROF. JOS. J0SSET,
Graduate of tbe I'ni versilj of Paris; Ex. Professor of De

la Mennais' Normal, France; late of Point Loma Seminary, San Diego. Pri-

vate Lessons in the French Language. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 f.m. Private Lessons given at the res-

idence of the pupil. Dec - 6 -

Repairlugr Watches aiifl Jewelry,
[July 22.1

No 39 Third Street.
D. L. LEVY.
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The overland carrying trade, which includes the Central and Pa-

cific Railroads, is an important and growing factor in the business of the

Pacific Slope. During the month of June 26,000,000 pounds of General

Merchandise was conveyed Eastward by these two railroads. Among
the leading items thus carried across the continent we mention the fol-

lowing all in pounds: Barley, 318,820; Borax, 274,900; Beans, 251,900;

Brandy 150,180; Canned Goods, 1,042,700; Coffee, 442,760; Dried Fruits,

101 640; Flour, 7,161,780; Hops, 80,050; Case Salmon, 2,985,910; Tea,

4,017,020; Sugar, 2,706,830; Rice, 400,680; Wool, 2,291,370; Wheat,
1*486070 For the first six months of 1882 the leading items are: Bar-

ley 3 554,380 lbs.; Borax, 1,213,770; Canned Goods, 3,734,250; Coffee,

1 357 630; Flour, 12,069,200; Leather, 1,229,750; Rice, 2,563,140; Quick-

silver, 266,660; Silks, 1,193,910; Salmon. 7,731,150; Sugar, 15,111,730;

Teas, 5,345,490; Wool, 14,734,530; Wheat, 30,689,730; Wine, 7,442,180.

The total gross weight of the freight carried Eastward during the half

year ending June 30, 1882, from California, was 139,901,100 pounds, as

follows: „ „„„
Bv the Central Pacific, lbs 48,948,500

By the Southern Pacific, do 90,952,600

Total 139,901,160

The Southern Pacific absorbed over 60 per cent, of the total. A large

proportion of the freight by that route has consisted of Flour, Wheat,
Fruit and Vegetables. The Southern Pacific was opened through in March,

1881, by a connection at Deming with the Atchison, Topeka and Santa

Fe" Railroad. For the first few months little freight was forwarded over

the road from California, and no reports of such forwardings were made
public until September, 1881. The record of East-bound freight by both

routes since then is as follows:

Centr'l. Pae. South. Pac.

September, 1881, lbs 19,284,500 5,863,600

October 28,877,400 4,471,300

November 16,503,600 4,171,500

December. 10,746,000 2,587,500

January, 1882 : 6,124,700 5,788,700

February 4,650,100 15,337,500

March. 5,574,900 17,190,700

April 8,188,400 17,358,900

May ' 15,066,900 24,391,800

June". 15,343,500 10,885,000

The above table shows the varying character of the business. The
total for the ten months is as follows:

By the Central Pacific, lbs 124,360,000

By the Southern Pacific 108,046.500

Total 232,406,500

We have no meanB of ascertaining the extent or value of the overland

carrying trade Westward. Nevertheless it must be large, as it embraces
all kinds of Goods, Wares and Merchandise.

The Call Boards now control to a very great extent the Grain business

of the Pacific slope—thus doing away with the old fashioned mode of

selling by sample. On the Produce Exchange at first, but little traffic

was done, but of late the business in Futures has expanded rapidly. First,

Wheat Bran was the favorite article of speculation; that however was
soon dropped, and now Futures in Feed Barley the hobby with large daily

transactions, confined, however, to some half-dozen or less grain dealers. If

they keep on as they have been doing this week they will soon have
bought and sold the entire Barley crop of the State. There is less dis-

Eosition shown, however, to speculate in Wheat Futures at the moment,
till there is quite time enough for that. As for Futures in Corn, Rye,

Oats, etc., there is little dispositition shown by operators.

Grain Bags come in for a good share of attention at the Call hoards,

and at prices indicating a strong market. Calcutta Standards have been
sold at 9|c and upwards, now held at 10c. Jute and other local makes
rule from 9£c upwards. Indications point to a still higher range of prices.

Flour.—The ship Siren has sailed for Liverpool with 25,770 bbls., all

in cloth. We quote Superfine at §>4@4 25 ; Extra Superfine, S4 50@5
;

Family and Baker's Extra, §5 25@5 75 $ bbl., all in cloth.

Wheat is in light stock, the old crop well nigh exhausted, and as yet

but little of the new has been brought to market. For Spot lots of No.
1 shippers offer SI 70 $ ctl., while millers pay SI 72£@1 75 for Extra
Choice parcels. Futures command §1 65@1 70 $? ctl. for three months
to come.

Barley.—There is a very light stock of old yet remaining. New crop

Feed sells readily on the Spot at $1 30 $ ctl. New crop Chevalier may
he quoted at SI 40@1 45 ; new crop Brewing, same range ; old crop do.,

S2@2 10.

Corn.—No stock'and butjlittle traffic. We quote Yellow Spot at S 1 70;

White do., $1 75.

Oats.—The demand is light ; Spot sales at SI 75@1 85 $ ctl.

Rye.—Nominal at S2 # ctL

Hops.—Stock light and the market strong, with a rising tendency;
quotable at 25 to 35c. for the different grades ; for Extra Choice 40c. is

asked.

Wool.—The stock is large, with no great demand, except it be for

Choice Northern Fleece, which commands 25 to 27c; Inferior to Fair
rules from 18 to 20e.

Tallow is scarce and wanted, and rules high at 7£@8c. for Rendered

;

Refined, ll@ll£c.

Hides.—Dry still command 19@19£c.; Wet Salted, 9@10c.

Fruits.—The market is daily copiously supplied with Melons of all

kinds, Apricots, Peaches, Plums, Pears, etc. Apples are not very plenti-

ful, but all other kinds- of seasonable fruits are abundant and cheap, giv-

ing our canners a fine show for a large pack of the very choicest fruits,

and at low prices. Grapes are now arriving; also Crab Apples, of im-
mense size and beautiful in appearance. Tropical Fruits are now scarce

and high. The Grape crop is very promising, and we will have a large
Raisin crop this Fall and a plentiful supply of Grape Wine, and we hope
it will be pure and unadulterated.

The Pacific Mail steamship City of Peking has arrived during the
week from the Orient, twenty-six days from Hongkong, via Yokohama
seventeen days, with Government mails and 1,070 Chinese passengers;
and for cargo Rice 27,900 mats, Mdse. 3,556 pkgs., Tea 2,065 pkgs.; also,

in transit to go overland. Silk 269 pkgs.; Tea 10,479 pkgs.
The British iron steamship Triumph, thirty-nine days from Hong-

kong, via Honolulu, to Wm. T. Coleman & Co., has arrived with Island
mails, 795 coolies, and for cargo 1,020 bales of Calcutta Grain Sacks.

Coffee.—The Spot market is very dull, with heavy stocks during the
week. About 700 bags of prime Green have been shipped Eastward by
rail. We quote C. A. Greens at 10@12c.

Sugar.—We are in receipt of several cargoes of Raws from Hawaii.
The Kosario and Hazard, both from Kahului, bring 10,962 bags for the
California Refinery. The Forest Queen, from Honolulu, had for cargo
14,861 pkgs. Sugar, Rice 1,280 bags, Molasses 194 bbls. The price of Re-
fined Sugar is now 10i@12$c. $ K>.

Metals.—The British ship City of AthenB and the bark Newark, both
from Liverpool, add largely to our stocks of Iron, also of Tin Plate, etc.

The price of Sydney Pig Tin has been advanced to 25@-25^c, with saleB.

The stock is light. Attention is called to the large shipments of Pig
Lead eastward by rail. In six months of this year 10,090,070 lbs. have
thus been forwarded.

Cpal and Salt.—We have nothing of an encouraging nature to remark
concerning these two articles of import. Low prices continue to rule.

Ho for Sydney.— The steamer Zealandia, sailing to-morrow for the
Colonies, will carry 2,078 barrels Flour ; Canned Fruits, 2,696 cases

;

SalmoD, 3,750 cases, and 25 kits Codfish ; 165 cases and 6 half-barrels
Hops, 2,100 lbs.; Broom Corn, 5,498 lbs.; Quicksilver, 50 flasks. Also
for New Zealand, Hops, 3,715 lbs.; Salmon, 350 cases ; Sugar, 10,000 lbs.

Teas Eastward by Rail—The City of Pekin from China and Japan
brought 10,479 pkgs. in transit for Eastern cities. The regular freight
charge on Tea from China to this port is 4c. $ lb. But this through Tea
freight is billed from China to New York for 2c. # Rj. This reduction
being made for the purpose of attracting Teas this route rather than via
Suez CanaL The stoppage of crowds of Chinese coming to America,
draws off a large source of income from the steamers, and they are forced
to do something to make good this loss.

Grain Fleet.—Since July 1st 18 vessels have been cleared for Europe,
carrying 695,503 ctls. Wheat ; value, §1,194,314 ; same time 1881, 1,057,-
814 ctls.; value, $1,497,362 ; besides 30,000 bbls. Flour.

Grain Sacks.—At the Grain Exchange Call, Wednesday, 45,000 Dun-
dee Grain Sacks sold, July delivery, at §9 50. The same lot brought at
auction last week S8 62&.

Wheat and Flour.—The receipts for the past two seasons were: New
crop, July 1st, 1882, Flour, 70,425 bbls.; Wheat, 701,880 ctls.; July 1st,

1881, Flour, 61,035 bbls.; Wheat, 1,114,354 ctls.

Ounalaska.—The steamer Dora, twelve days from Ounalaska, to the
Alaska Commercial Company, brings a valuable cargo, consisting of Furs
115 pkgs., 1,528 Fur Seal Skins, 16 pkgs. ditto.Furs, 8 pkgs. Specimens,
and 857 Walrus Tusks (Ivory).

Oregon Salmon.—The steamship Columbia, from Astoria, brings
3,558 cs.

The London price of Quicksilver is £5 18s. 9d. per bottle.

F urnitur e.

F. S. CHADBOURNE & CO.,
738 MARKET STREET,

Desire to inform the Public that their stock of FURNITURE, UP-

HOLSTERY and BEDDING was never more complete than at present.

Our Warerooms are filled with a most complete assortment of FINE,

MEDIUM and LOW-PRICED FURNITURE, which is both BEAU-
TIFUL and ARTISTIC. Our DESIGNS are new, and none but the

BEST WORKMANSHIP is allowed to leave our SALESROOM.
HOTELS and PRIVATE RESIDENCES furnished. Designs submit-

ted and Estimates given. Proprietors of INTERIOR and SEASHORE
resorts will find a very extensive assortment at special prices. Intend-

ing purchasers will consult their own interests by thoroughly inspecting

our Stock before purchasing.
__

F. S. CHADBOURNE & CO.,
NO. 735 MARKET STREET.

ST- JAMKS HOTEL,
SAN JOSE, CAIi.

TTIiER BEACH Proprietor
This Hotel is elegantly furnished, with all the modern improvements. The rooms

are large, airy and beautifully situated in front of St. James Park, next door to the

Court House. No expense has been spared in making this a First-class Hotel in

every respect.

American Flan Rates, $1.50 to $2,50 per Day.
Special Prices by the WeeJe or Month.

Coach and Carriage at Depot on Arrival of all Trains.
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Tb- 1 Great Builington Route h -Hmittol on all aid** to U Uw
seat eoaifoftahU aod perfectly appoint- kval icma lb»

aaaL Tba mad-badi orcr which ihi* roata run* *r* well-made, ami «aav

lidiatf la, oooaaqoaaUr, aaauracL Tb« can are palacaa in alagaa
writable bocaca In orofart. In fact, the manager* of thi» pool

the OMnfort and oaovanJanca of th« pa-aeaffers in all matters, ureal and
anil Tha oooaaqoanca L«. the " Great DorUncauB " aaciiraa the gr*atmt
portion of the neecUnd traffic. With traveler* from the Orient Ami the

m it ia in particular favor. Australian* ami New ZaaJandara, in

fact, are perfectly enchanted with it. To a large extent thi-> i« dna lo the

active UertiofM of Mr. M< K »v the genial and aroompliahed Agent ol the

roata. Tbie gentleman i* a perf. information, such a*

paaaacutara require, and ia ai L He attend!
to all detail*, MCtiring ticket*. Mafiift t<> the ohaohtag of baggage,

all paaaengers by h« line -witAomt •••at to the p-iucnorr.

It has been a matter ol ataaUuMOt for a long time past thAt while

manv >>ther jewelry ttorea remained empty and, so far as the public is

concerned, deserted, Ootonel Andrews' Diamond Palace is alway crowded
iget purchasers, desirous of taking advantage of the low prices

which he, carrying, as he does—and selling them, too—the largest took
of diamond* on the coast, is in a ]<o*itinn to sell at. On a recent visit to

tmond Palace we observed" that many farmers were investing con-

siderable quantities of money in diamonds. Considering the limitfd op-

portunities which the ordinary grangvr _M to display ornaments of that

kind, this astonished us, and we asked the genial Colonel for an explana-
tion. He told us that farmers hud found that diamonds were the safest

and beat investment they could make with their money, as gems of this

kind were always increasing in value, carrying their cost and a good sub-

stantial interest besides.

From the report of the American Iron and Steel Association it

appears that the t'nited States last year produced 4,1>41,5G4 tons of pig

boo, 2,125,346 torn of rolled iron, 1,390,302 tons of Bessemer rails, 4X8,581

I other rails, and 1.778,912 tons of steel. Imported iron and steel

was valued at $61,555,078, and exported at $15,782,282 ; 782,887 tons of

iron ore were imported, and 9,950 miles of railway and 42 irou vessels

were built. This is an increase over the product of the previous year of

146,150 tons of pig iron, 316,440 tons of rolled iron, 382.263 tons of rails,

381,897 tons of steel, 288,479 tons of imported irou ore, 2,776 miles of

railway and 11 iron vessels built. The imports of iron and steel decreased

$1,892,828 ; the exports increased §2,821,287.

The next term of the Hastings Law College will begin on Thursday,
August 10th, at Pioneer Hall, Montgomery street. The examination of

applicants for admission to the Middle Class, and all re-examinations,
will be held at the place mentioned on Tuesday, August 8th, at 9 a.m.

Examination of applicants for admission to the Junior Class will be held

on August 9th and 10th at 9 A.M. Those who desire to become students

in this school should call upon the Registrar, C. P. Hastings, 636 Clay
street, before the dates mentioned, and register their names. This Col-

lege, we are pleased to notice, is already taking a prominent position

among the law-schools of the country.

Housekeepers in this city cannot be too careful in their selection of

hams. Most of our grocers have their stores adorned with spurious hams,
put up in yellow canvas, and branded "Chicago," the intention being to

deceive the public into the belief that the meat inside is Eastern cured
ham, whereas, in fact, it is California ham, and is the production of

the Chinese butchers, who monopolise the pork market of San
Francisco. In order to avoid being imposed upon purchasers should in-

sist upon getting the " Whittaker Star Hams," which are juicy, well

cured, and delightfully flavored. The " Dupees" is, also, a reliable brand
of Eastern cured ham, and makes an excellent article of food.

The Mendelssohn Quintette Club, of Boston, assisted by Miss
Cora B, Miller, will give a farewell series of three concerts, at Piatt's

Hall, on Monday evening, July 31st, Thursday, August 3d, and Friday,
August 4th. The concerts already given by this Club have delighted all

who heard them. It is an admitted fact that the quintette play with an
ensemble and musical feeling which cannot be improved upon. All lovers

of good music should attend these farewell performances, not only in order

to encourage true art but because they are rich treats and cannot be en-

joyed every day.

The report of the Hu 1 ton's Bay Company for the year ending May
last shows a net profit of 73,507/. After providing for the dividend of 145.

per share there remains) 27,172/. to be carried forward. The sale of lands
for the seven months ending April last realized 1,008,098/., of which 261,-

124J. has been paid in cash, and the balance, bearing interest at the rate

of 7 per cent, per annum, will be placed to the credit of the land account
as collected. A return of capital of 21. per share has already been announ-
ced.

In reference to the article on Baking Powders that appeared in our
columns several weeks ago over the signature of Dr. Bleasdale, we beg to

state that the same was not an editorial exposition of our opinion, as

many seem to believe, but merely appeared as all other paid matter that

is handed in for publication.

The Neptune and Mermaid Swimming Baths, which are situated

at the foot of Hyde and Larkin streets, are convenient of access, and as

comfortable and cleanly as it is possible for baths to be. Every one should

patronize them.

St. John's Presbyterian Church, Post Street.—The Rev. Dr.
Scott, pastor, will preach Sunday at the usual hours. The public cor-

dially invited to attend.

State Fair.—The 29th California Exhibition at Sacramento commences
September 11th and ends the 16th. Just five days devoted to sight-seeing

and horse-racing.

No family Dyes were ever so popular as the Diamond Dyes. They
never fail. The Black is far superior to logwood. The other colors are

brilliant.

VERT BEST PIANO
MAIIK IN UOCBII1HV OiNV. ATM) BE CONVINCKD.

CHA8. 8. BATON. Agent... . 647 Markot «t,. opp Kwmy, S F.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
New York Mining 4oiit|mii> .-• I^K-nllon of prlm-lprel plnro

rtoaa, San Francisco, California; location nt works. Gold Hill, Btoray
,

I

on, bald m MMoasmont (N > 18] of Ian
r ihi.ro wwt levied upon the capll .1 •.!•> k .>f the ror)K>r_tion, payable

diatcly, in United State* gold coi nip-ny,
sin Francisco 8 |fl Building), San Fran*

clscn, California.

Any atook anon which this assessment nbal! remain unpaid on the- thirty (lrnldav of

July, 1888, will bt daUnqosnt, and id pnbUe auction j and an-
low payment La made baton, will be soldon MONDAY, the twaoty-flratdai ol \ i

1888, to pay the delinquent rogment, together tfftn oofti ol advertising and ex-
penses of sale. llv order of the Hoard of Directors.

K. B. DIETZ, Secretary.
Office—Room s, So. 827 Pine street (Stock Exchange Building), Ban Francisco,

California. July 8.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Albion Consolidated Mining Company.--Ijocailon or prlii -

ojpal place of business, Bra Francisco, California. Location of works, Bunk i
Mining District, Eureka, Nevada.—Notice is hereby given, that at a meeting of the
Board of Directors, held on tin; -Mb day "t June, "

1SS2. an assessment (No. 11)
of Twenty-live Oenta per share was levied upon the capital stock of the corpora-
tion, payable immediately in United States gold Coin, to the Secretary, at the of-

fice of the Company, Room 9, No. 887 Pine street, San Francisco, Cal.
Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the THIRTY"-FIRST

(31st) day of JULY, 188*2, will be delinquent, and advertised for sale at public auction,
and, unless payment is made before, will be sold on MONDAY, the TWENTY-FIRST
day of AUGUST, 18S2, to pay the delinquent assessment, together with cost of

advertising and expenses of sale. By order of the Board of Directors.
D. B. CH1SH0LM, Secretary.

Office -Room ft, No. 327 Fine street, San Francisco. Cal. July 15.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
CHOLLAR MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 9
Amount per Share 25 Cents
Levied July 17th
Delinquent in Office

,
August 22d

Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock Sept. 12th
W. E. DEAN, Secretary.

Office—Room 79, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal-
fornia. July 22.

ASSESSMENT RDTICE.
SYNDICATE MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 4
Amount per Share 15 Cents
Levied July 19th
Delinquent in Office I August 24th
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock September 13th

J. STADTFELD, JR., Secretary.
Office—Room 26, No. 419 California street, San Francisco, Cal. [July 29.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Bulwer Consolidated mining' Company, San

Francisco, July 25, 1S82.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the
above-named Company, held this day, Dividend No. 9, of Ten Cents (10c.) per share,
was declared, payable on SATURDAY, August 12th, 1882. Transfer Books closed
on Wednesday, August 2d, 1382, at 3 o'clock P.M. This dividend is payable at the
Farmers' Loan and Trust Company, in New York, on all stock issued there, and at
the office in this city on all stock issued here. WM. WILLIS, Secretary.

Office—Room No. 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,
California. July 29.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Bodie Con. Alinin*? Co., Room 62, .Nevada

Block, San Francisco, July 27th, 1882.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors
of the above-named Company, held this day, a dividend (No. 9) of twenty-five (25c.)

cents per share was declared on the capital stock of the Company, payable TUES-
DAY, August fifteenth (15th), 18S2, at the office of Messrs. Laidlaw & Co. , New York,
only on stock issued from the Transfer Agency in that city and at the San Francisco
office only on stock issued here. Transfer Books will close on Wednesday, August
9th, 1882, at 3 o'clock p. m. (July 29.) W. H. LENT, Secretary.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
The German Savings and Loan Society. For the half-year

ending this date, the Board of Directors of THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND
LOAN SOCIE I Y has declareJ a Dividend on Term Deposits at the rate of Four and
Thirty-two One Hundredths (4 32-100) per cent, per annum, and on Ordinary De-
posits at the rate of Three aud Six Tenths (3 6-10) per cent, per annum, free from
Federal Taxes, and payable on and after the 10th day of July, 1882. By order.
San Francisco, June 30, 1882. (July 1.) GEO. LETTE, Secretary.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
The California Saving's and Loan Society, northwest cor-

ner Powell and Eddy streets. The Board of Directors have declared _ divi-

dend to Depositors at the rate of four and thirty-two on .'-hundredths (4 32-100) per
cent, per annum on Term Deposits, and three and sixty one-hundredths (3 60-100)

per cent per annum on Ordinary Deposits, free from Federal Tax, for toe half-year
ending June 30, 1.82, payable on and after Julv 10, 1S82.

July 8. VERNO.V CAMPBELL, Secretary.

ANNUAL MEETING.
Office of the Rladou Iron and Locomotive Works.—The an-

nual meeting of the stockholders of the Risdon Iron and Locomotive Works
will be held on MONDAY, August 7th, 1882, at 11 a.m., at the office of the Com-
pany, southeast corner of Beale and Howard streets, San Francisco, for the election
of Trustees for the ensuing year, and the transaction of ouch other business as may
come before the meeting. [July 20.] L. R. MEAD, Secretary.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,
NO. 922 POST STREET.

Day and Hoarding School for Voun; Ladies and Children.
KINDERGARTEN. Next Term will commence July 24th. To secure admis-

sion for hoarding pupils, applications should be made as early as possible.

May 13. MADAME B. ZEITSKA. AM., Principal.
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
The situation in Egypt has not changed materially during the past

week. Arabi Pasha is still busily intrenching and recruiting near Cairo,

while the British necessarily remain inactive, pending the arrival of their

military force. There is no longer any doubt that this will practically

amount to an army of occupation, not for the moment only, but for all

time. When the pride of England is aroused and her honor and interests

are involved in any warlike issue, all local and political prejudices and as-

cerbities immediately disappear, and the existing Government at once

finds ready and hearty support from those who have been its bitterest en-

emies in the piping times of peace. If Gladstone had asked of Parlia-

ment four times as many men and as much money as he has thought neces-

sary for the occasion, his demands would have been acceded to without

a murmur. Indeed, the only fault that the people now find with him is

that he has not drawn more liberally upon the muscle and treasure of the

country. However, the force to be sent to Egypt—some 25,000 troops of

all arms—will probably be amply sufficient, and if not, there are plenty

more where they come from. The task of whipping Arabi will, therefore,

not be a very difficult one, nor is its accomplishment likely to occupy

much time when once the campaign has fairly opened. But after that,

what then? There's the rub, and therein lies the danger.
_
Judging by

the action, or, rather, inaction of the Continental Powers, it seems that

they are fondly cherishing the belief that they can use England as the

monkey used the cat, to pull the chestnuts out of the fire. They
flatter themselves that they can sit by and let John Bull do

all the fighting and then jump in for a share of the spoils.

But here is just where the Powers are likely to find them-

selves grievously in error. England has invited them separately and
collectively to co-operate with her in restoring order in Egypt, and on

various grounds they have all begged to be excused from losing a man or

spending a dollar in the cause. England, therefore, has pitched in single-

handed, and it is very safe to predict that she will stick to the spolia

c-pima. She no langer asks co-operation—in fact it is doudtful if she

would, now accept it, no matter from what quarter it came. At the

eleventh hour the Sultan reluctantly consents to send Turkish troops to

Egypt, but though he will be allowed to do so, his action will in no way
affect the movements or ultimate purposes of the British. So, also, with

the French. Their half-hearted support has brought them less credit than

if they had taken the course of Germany, Italy and Austria, and had
kept out of the trouble altogether. When it comes to a division of the

spoils it is our belief that France will get "badly left," as the slang

phrase hath it. It is not easy to say what will be England's course of

action after she has conquered Egypt. Some of our contemporaries have

it that the Land of the Pharoahs will be formally annexed to the British

Empire, but such an idea is not to be entertained for a moment. The
country will doubtless practically become a British possession, but nomi-

nally the Khedive will still be its ruler, and it is quite possible that he

will be released from all allegiance to his present Suzerain, the Sultan.

An English protectorate of the strongest and moBt pronounced sort will

probably be proclaimed, and it is more than likely that England will go

so far as to seize Port Said and Suez, if not the Canal itself, as part pay-

ment of the war indemnity which she is certain to claim.
_
Whether the

Continental Powers will calmly accept the situation remains to be seen,

but those who object to it will assuredly have trouble on their hands.

It appears that the conduct of both the Sultan and of Arabi depends,

to a great extent, upon the attitude of the ulemas of Cairo and Constan-

tinople. These ulemas, in a general sense, are the learned men of the

country, and in Constantinople they form a distinct body, whose office'it

is to watch over the correct interpretation of the Koran, and the right

application of its teachings to law and polity. Of course, their influence

is very great with all classes, and more especially in matters where the

faith of Islam is concerned. They are supposed to regard with disfavor

the dispatch of Turkish troops to Egypt for the purpose of suppressing

the rebellion, on the ground that such a measure aids the Christian,

whose hand is against the Moslem. They are slow to recognize the Sul-

tan's troops as "protectors" of Islam when they go to the assistance of

the English, and hence the Sultan's dilemma. Arabi, on the other hand,

has his only hope of even temporary success in the possibility of foment-

ing a holy war, which means nothing less than pitting all Islam against

all Christendom the world over. Without the support of the ulemas, he

can of course do nothing in this direction, and his cause would at once

be hopelessly lost. We are told that, if he is abandoned by them, he
will endeavor to effect some sort of a compromise. It strikes us very
forcibly, however, that Arabi's opportunity for compromising was passed

some time ago.

And supposing that the ulemas were to side with Arabi, and use their

influence in favor of a " Holy War," what would it amount to, after all ?

There are as many factions in Islam as there are in Christendom. The
spiritual sovereignty of the Sultan is disputed by nearly all Mahamme-
dans who are not under bis temporal rule. In Bpite of Arabi's threat to

Btir up the Moslems of India against the British Government, he would
probably find, if he attempted it, that the Asiatic Mohammedans cared

about as much for their African and European co-religionists as a Meth-
odist cares for an Episcopalian.

The statement that English soldiers had been guilty of looting the
Khedive's Palace is proved to be a wanton and wicked lie. If the corre-

spondent of the New York Herald finds it necessary to draw upon his im-
agination in order to furnish his paper with " news," he might, at least,

invent lies that do not slander the honor of his hosts and protectors.

The report that one of the Phoenix Park murderers has been captured
and has betrayed his accomplices, iB a very welcome piece of news, but
we fear that it is to good to be true. Sir William Vernon Harcourt, the
Home Secretary, apparently attaches some importance to the arrest, how-
ever, since he declines to discuss it in Parliament, on the ground that it

would be inconsistent with public interests, and we are further told that
the belief increases that the prisoner's story has some foundation.
Heaven grant that it has. For our own part we should dearly like to

have a pull at the rope, which in that case is noosing itself to fit the
throttles of Mr. O'Brien and his "pals."

SKETCHES FROM NATURE.
In the show-window of Messrs. Morris & Kennedy, on Post street,

are exhibited twelve sketches, landscapes and wood interiors. They are
the work of Miss Rey, a former pupil of the San Francisco School of
Design, taken during this season's trip to the country. As indicating the
great ability of Miss Rey as a landscapist, their exhibition is of interest,
just at this time when San Francisco is crowded with studioB, presided
over by teachers whose only merit lies in being able to copy chromos and
teach others the vile process. The foundation of Miss Rey's art educa-
tion was laid broad and deep in the School of Design. She was early
taught that this copying of a picture bore the same relation to art that
copying an author's manuscript did to literature. Her native talent has
been trained in the right channel, and the result we see in these Bketches,
produced under the inspiration of every true artist's master—nature.
They should be seen of all—those who paint and those who do not—but
above all, and before all, are several professional artists, who have been
for years painting pictures and disposing of them at large values. They
ought to take a hint from these, and do—or try to do—likewise. And to
the army of women—who are wasting their time and money for that
which is but a passing fancy producing work, of which, in all probability,
they will one day be ashamed—let them go before these studies, and see

if they cannot discover the difference between such work and the manu-
factured stuff with which they are more familiar. Not that it is claimed
that the ability to paint in the manner of these sketches is inherent in
every one—of course it is not—but many a talent to do so is doubtless
hidden in the napkin known as the studio factory. And it seems more
than strange that so many sensible people persist in ignoring the great
advantages of the School of Design. It has now been established many
years, and, as against the long list of its former pupils, who have distin-

guished themselves in art, how many who have taken inspiration from
private studios have been heard of—yes, how many, and who are they ?

SNEATH'S BOUNCE.
The action of Mr. R. S. Sneath in reflecting on the honor, ability and

truthfulness of several of our best known and most respected businesB
men, at the meeting of the stockholders of the Merchants' Exchange
Bank, on Tuesday last, shows him to be a man utterly unfit to hold the
important position he doe3. Mr. Sneath's action in connection with the
Merchants' Exchange Bank and the Merchants' Exchange shows that he
possesses in a large degree a trait of character which is very much akin
to the instinct of the slave-driver. Of course gentlemen with large

financial interests at stake could not be expected to tolerate Mr. Sneath's
insolent, overbearing manner, more especially when his pig-headed obsti-

nacy was involving them in law suits without end, and preventing them
from receiving dividends. Mr. Sneath seems to think that no person has
any right to have a voice in the management of business affairs in which
he has the slightest interest. Hib ambition is to be a financial Czar, with
power to deport his subjects to Siberia, or cut off their heads, at will.

Unfortunately—or fortunately—his ambition is much above his capacity.

He should try and file off the angularities of his unfortunate infirmity of

disposition.

It is curious to what an extent English officials can economise the truth
when anything out of the common takes place. This has been the case

respecting the arms and ammunition lately discovered at Clerkenwell. It

has been given out that the rifles were purchased at a sale of old Govern-
ment stores; that different marks had been substituted for those they pre-

viously bore—in short, that they had arrived at the place where they
were found without anybody being to blame. All these statements are
simply at variance with fact. The muskets, the Colt revolvers, and the
100,000 cartridges were, one and all, fabricated in America, and imported
into England for the purpose of being taken to Ireland. It need hardly
be said that the Custom House people must have been most culpably
negligent to allow such goods to be landed ; but this is exactly what the
fables that have been promulgated about the business were intended to

conceal. _^^____^_^
It is with profound regret we announce the death of Mr. Edward

H. Bryant, son of ex-Mayor Bryant, of this city. The deceased gentle-

man, who was only twenty-Beven years of age, left this city for Mtna,
Springs, for the benefit of his health, some three months ago, he being
suffering from a previous attack of paralysis. On Sunday, the 16th inst.,

in company with several other gentlemen, he took a ride among the hills

back of the Springs. While thus engaged his horse threw him violently,

and he received, several severe contusions on the head, which rendered
him unconscious, in which condition he remained until death enBued on
last Saturday. The deceased was raised and educated in this city, and
enjoyed the respect and confidence of a large circle of friends. The tragic

ending of his young life was unutterably sad, and his family have the

heartfelt sympathy of the entire community.

Mr. Adolphus Ruhl, senior partner of the firm of Ruhl Bros., has
passed, over to the silent majority. The deceased gentleman was born in

Hanan, Prussia, in 1843, and consequently at the time of his death was
only thirty-nine vears of age. He accompanied his parents to America
when he was sixteen years of age, and in 1868 he arrived in San Francis-

co. Since that time Mr. Ruhl has resided and engaged in business here.

As a business man, he obtained and retained the respect and confidence of

the commercial community. Socially, his many superior qualities of

mind and heart made him a general favorite with all with whom he came
in contact. His death, before he had reached the prime of promising

life, is indeed a lamentable occurrence.

Arabi Pasha, whose name is now on every lip, was, until a few years

ago, a noted and successful speculator on the Bourse and Stock Exchange.
He made a fortune in the Suez Canal shares alone, and prior to that was
for a period a clerk in a business office in Cairo. He studied, but did not

graduate, at the great Moslem University, El Azhar, and afterwards

passed the military school at Cairo. His ambition developed with his

fortune, and is quite as much an unknown quantity. He is an Egyptian

of the purest blood, and bears the distinctive marks of the race on his

countenance. __
"Robert Sheehy" is the firm name chosen by the surviving wife and

sons, for the purpose of carrying on and conducting the large and exten-

sive grain export trade recently transacted by the late Robert Sheehy.
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" Exchange on I •- t' $100 premium ; On London Bank-
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dollar. Eastern Telegrams, 10c
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Latest price of Sterling in New York, 486@489.

PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
Sam Francisco Aug. 4, 1H8S.

Stocks and Bcmdi.
BOSM.

Cal . Stal« Bonds, 4V&7

.

4 Co. B'dj, 0»,"68

*Co,B'd».7« ...

lfont#'y Av. Hands
Dapont Street Bonds
Sacmnento City Bonds. . .

.

Stockton City Bonds
Tabs. County Bonds
MarjrsTille City Bonds
Santa Clara Co. Bonds
Los Angeles County Bonds.

Los Angeles City Bonds
VuV» A Truckee R It Bds.

Nevada Co. N.G.R. R. Bds
Oakland City Bonds
Oregon Bar N. Bonds, 6s..

S. P. R. R. Bonds
O. &4s.

BANKS.

Bank of California (ex-div)..

Pacific Bank(ex-div)

First National (ex-div)

Bid.

106
Nom.
Nom
37
40
60
105
SO
90
106
106
110
101
110

107
105

120$

Nam.
Nom.

621

100
100
107
110

103
114
125
109
107
121

128

Stocks and Bond*.
I *NCH COMFANIIIS,

[.!

Homo Mutual
Commercial
Western

RAILROADS.
C. P. R. R. Stock
C. P. R. K. Bonds . . .

City Railroad
Omnibus R. R
N. B. and Mission R. R.
Suiter Street R. R
Geary Street R. R.

Central R. R. Co
Market Street R. R....

j Clay Street Hill R. R..
;S. F. Gaslight Co
Oakland Gaslight Co ...

Sac'to Gaslight Co
Califor'a Powder Co ...

.

Giant Powder Co (new stck)
Atlantic Giant Powder
Gold and Stock Teleg'h Co
S. V. W. W. Co. 's Stock...
S. V. W. W. Co' Bonds....
Pacific Coast S.S. Co's Stock
California Street R R.

Bid.

122

ISO

LS6

106

iiej

B6

65
Nom.
Nom.
59

30J
621

115
118

821
041
116(

119J

Asktd

125

127

109

97
1171
93

100

100
60
Nom.
Nom.
00
31

120
85
051
1161
120

1KSCRASCE COMPANII

Onion (ex-dir) 120 123

Fireman's Fund (ex-div).... 128 132

California (ex-div) I 125 I 126 ' California Street R R 107 110

Pacific Rolling Mills, 120, 125. Cala. Dry Dock, 55, 60. Safe Deposit Co., 45, 451.

Vulcan Powder, 661, 671.

The activity in the Powder stocks continues, but in other securities

there iB but little doing. Andrew Baied, 312 California at.

STOCKS.
Toe mining stock market has not received much attention from ua

for some weeks pa8t, because there has seemed to be nothing new or inter-

esting to mention. A gradual continuing decline in prices and volume of

transactions haa reduced it to a small factor of current business. Tbe
main prop of hope and confidence in the outcome of the Comatock ap-

peared to be weakening, ao that between heavy assessments and delayed
developments the meana and patience of the stock gambling public were
becoming exhausted. The traffic, however, from its very uncertainty ia

mercurial, and it ia 8urprising how quick, upon any fair encouragement,
hope and activity are revived, and men yesterday cast down with disap-

pointment and losses may to-morrow be buoyant with new expectations.

The business ia subject to sudden and unforseen changes, often pleasant

and profitable as otherwise, and although the burden and strain have been
depresaing, we think the conditions now justify faith in a material im-
provement. The recent return to personal supervision of work at the

front by Mr. Mackay indicates that important interests require the pres-

ence of experienced, capable direction, and it may not be an assumption
to predict that under his judgment and co-operation a new lease of bo-

nanza fame may be recorded.

Meteorological Summary, week ending 7:58 p. M., Thursday, Aug.
3d:—Highest barometer, 30.147—2d; loweat, 29.943—July 28th ; average
during the week, 30.022 ; maximum temperature, 67—1st and 2d; mini-

mum, 53.5—30th ; average during the week, 59.1 ; highest relative humid-
ity, 96 per cent.—31at ; lowest relative humidity, 65 per cent.—28th;
average during the week, 82.7 ; prevailing direction of wind, west; maxi-
mum hourly velocity of wind, 32 miles pet hour, 3d ; average weather
during the week, fair ; rainfall during the week, .00 ; total rainfall, sea-

son of 1882-83, 0.00 inches.

The coinage at the Mint in thia city for July aggregates $1,640,000, of

which sum $700,000 was in standard dollars and the balance in double
eagles.

For Dublin.—The British ship City of Florence carries to Ireland :

Flour, 19,050 bbla., Starr Milla, Vallejo; value, $92,250; ahipped by
Starr k Co.

Latest Grain Charter.—The Britiah ahip British Princess, 1,554 tons,

has been chartered to load Wheat for Cork, IT. K., at £2 17a. 6d.

For Hongkong, Direct.—The British iron steamer Malabar is adver-

tised to aail Tuesday, August 8th, at 2 P. H.

MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For JfKVlKHtlnK l ho Air.

Office of the Aeroplane Company for Navigating the Air, 609 Mer-
chant street. Office hours from 1 to 2 p.u.

Orders for Ewcrnvliiic In the PhoCo-EnirmvliiK Process ciiii

now b<> rxooiiKul at the "Jfews Letter" Offlce lor leu tbmi
hair the cost or Wooil Rngravlnir, and In one-hair the time.
Remember, we furnish a hanl inetal Electrotype ready! for
the Press.
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Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.— New York, Aug. 4,
1882. United States Bonds—4s, 120J; 44s, 114§ ; ex-5s, 101J; ex-6s, 101J.
Sterling Exchange, 4 86@4 89. Pacific Mail, 461. Wheat, 118@120; West-
ern Union, 89£. Hides, 24@24£. Wool— Spring, fine, 20@ 32: Burry,
15@20 ; Pulled, 20@45 ; Fall Clips, 15@18 ; Burry, 12@14. Lon-
don, Aug. 4.—Liverpool Wheat Market, 9s. lld.@10s.2d., Cal.; 9s. 10d.@
10s. 6d. Red Am. Spring. Bonds, 4s, 122§ ; 4£s, — ; ex-6s, — . Consols.
99 11-16. Money, 99| acct.; Silver, 51 15-16.

Our readers will do well to note that all claims of merchants under
the new act for the distribution of the balance of the Geneva award money
must be presented to the Court of Commissioners of Alabama Claims,
which is now organized, on or before January 14th, 1883, and be ad-
dressed to D. W. Fessenden, Esq., Clerk of the Court of Commissioners of

Alabama Claims, Washington, I). C. The Judges are H. G. Wells,
President ; James Hanlan and Asa French.

Japanese Ship-building.—At the Government works at Shinden,
three wooden screw steamers were built during the year ending June,
1881, and at Messrs. Kirby & Co.'s works four wooden steamers were
launched during tbe year 1881, and engines and boilers provided for two
others. Two iron steamers are now on the stocks. At other ship-build-

ing yardB in Osaka five or six vessels of European form were launched du-
ring the year.

A' French engineer has originated a plan by means of which passing
ships could send messages by the submarine cables ; he would float buoys
with the necessary connecting wires and apparatus at intervals of a day's
journey along the line of the cable, each numbered and properly lighted

at night.

The Clearing House returns show a constant increase, the exchanges
for the month of July during the past three years footing up $50,726,310
in 1882, $45,878,211 in 1881, and $37,810,616 in 1880. Since January of
this year to the close of July the exchanges amounted to $349,513,485.

Californians Abroad, July 8th, 1882:—Paris: A. Weil and fam-
ily. London: J. C. Haselton, J. Findla, Sarah Hamlin, Victoria E.
Harrell, Mr. M. H. and Mrs. De Young, San Francisco ; Alice E. Owen,
Oakland.

—

Continental Gazette, July 8, 1882.

The steamer City of Peking for Hongkong, hence 1st inst., carried

the following shipments: Hongkong and Shanghai Bank (49 bars) silver

bullion, $68,800; Chinese-Mexican dollars, $45,976 95 ; gold coin, $15,220;
total, $129,996 95.

London—Liverpool.—The British ship Abbie S. Hart, 165 days from
London, has arrived, with iron, cement, etc., to Rogers, Meyer & Co.
Bark Colusa, 145 days from Liverpool, brings 1,500 tons coal to Stevens,

Baker & Co.

The Bank of British North America announce an interim dividend in
respect of the half-year ending June 30 at the rate of 6 per cent, per an-
num, amounting to 30s. per share, payable on July 5.

Entered at the Post-Office at San Francisco, Cat*, as Second- Class
Matter,

London, Aug. 4.—Latest Price of Consols, 00 1 1-18.

Printed and Pnbllihed by the Proprietor, Frederick Harriott, 607 to 616 Merchant Street, 3an Franclico, California.
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WELCOME, WATTS!
Mr. Watts, of Gatherer fame,
Returns to clear his clouded name

;

Not because it suits him beBt,

But because the Law's behest,
Reinforced by bands of steel

Round the wrist and near the heel,

Make it rather awkward for

Mr. Watts to snub the Law.
Mr. Watts, while in the East,
Tried to prove he was no beast

—

Sought to show, in fact, that he
Ought a cherubim to be

—

That a despot can't be wrong,
That God only loves the strong
When they beat and bruise the weak

—

Thus Watts in his defense doth speak.

Mr. Watts, you're welcome back,
With the ghosts upon your track.

" Ghosts?" you ask in feigned surprise.
Aye, within those hollow eyes
Phantoms of the dead we see,

That are ever haunting thee.

From the deep they rise in crowds,
Ghastly in their seaweed shrouds

;

Ghosts that whisper 'neath their breath :

" Thou hast driven us to death

—

Henceforth, till thy dying day,
Close beBide thee we shall stay."
Ghosts that on their faces bear
Marks which thou hast planted there

—

Bread sign-manual, sealed with blood,
Stamped with the "knuckle-duster's thud.

Mr. Watts, are e'er your dreams
Disturbed by faint and fainter screams,
Echoing from the distant wave
That kindly lends your crime a grave ?

Among your ghosts is there a boy
Who was his widowed mother's joy,

Whose voice among your dead still speaks
And for scant mercylvainly shrieks ?

Saintly, injured, outraged, mate,
Much we sorrow for thy fate !

Brutal, beastly and unclean,
Heartless, callous and obscene,
Thy traducers say thou art.

How they wrong thee! For our part,

All our hopes would sated be
Could we build a gallows-tree
High enough to honor thee.

San Francisco, August 4, 1882.

THE MINING BUREAU" AND ITS COLLECTION.
An effort is now being made to induce Governor Perkins to permit the

collection of minerals, at present in charge of the State Mining Bureau,
to be removed to Denver, to be used as an exhibit from this State at the
Mineral Exposition which is to open at that place next month. We
question if the Governor has any authority to authorize such a proceed-
ing; but even if he had, he should decline to countenance such a propo-
sal. It is a notorious fact that the Denver Exposition was not projected
with a view to promoting mining industries, and it is an equally well-

known fact that it is not expected to accomplish that purpose. Besides,

our own Mechanics' Fair will open about the same time, and will be
visited by an infinitely greater throng, both in point of numbers and
wealth, than will visit the Denver Exposition. Why send this collection

of mineral specimens to Denver, when we can make better use of it at

home ? Denver is a country town ; San Francisco is the commercial cen-

tre of the Pacific slope of this great country, and a place where capital

and capitalists congregate. These facts speak for themselves. There is

another circumstance connected with this matter, which should not be
lost sight of, because it is peculiar. We refer to the fact that the manag-
ers of the Mechanics' Fair jhave in previous years asked that this self-

same collection be exposed at their exhibition, and, strange to say, their

proposal received the most strenuous opposition from those persons who
are now actively engaged promoting the movement to take specimens to

Denver. There is something strange about this; something peculiar

;

something which would stand an explanation and a good deal of it. Ap-
parently, somebody yearns for a junketing tour at the expense of some-
body else.

In Memoriam.—It is with sincere sorrow that we record the death of
the Rev. William Vaux, sometime Rector of the Episcopal Church at
Santa Cruz, and Senior Chaplain of the United States Army. During
his lifetime the deceased gentleman, though suffering from age and in-

firmity, never failed to exert a powerful moral influence, by precept and
example, over the community in which he dwelt. " His venerable fea-

tures," says a local paper, " fine physique and military bearing made his
figure a conspicuous one, while his unvarying courtesy and genial man-
ners endeared him to all." He was, from our personal knowledge, in
every respect the type of a Christian, and, therefore, of a gentleman.
The funeral services were conducted by the Right. Rev. Bishop Kip, as-

sisted by Chaplain Wourt, U. S. A., and by several other clergymen. We
wish to extend our heartfelt sympathy for the loss they have sustained to
the widow and children of the deceased.

The British Government has arranged that the outward and home-
ward India and China mails will be conveyed through tne Suez Canal,
instead of by rail between Alexandria and Suez. We may add that all

the English engine drivers and conductors on the railways have left, by
order of the British Consul. The P. and O. steamers will merely call off

Alexandria and land and embark dispatches for the fleet and local mails.

A WEDDING PORTION.
In Germany and Prance associations for the purpose of providing

marriage portions for their members have been in existence for years past.
In the Bocial economy of modern civilization they occupy a position similar
to that occupied by life insurance companies. The one enables a man or
a woman who is working for an ordinary wage to provide himself or her-
self with a marriage portion far beyond what they could save out of their
earnings ; the other enables the propertyless man to leave behind him an
estate for the support of those who have been dependent on him. In this

country the marriage assurance idea is comparatively new, and, like all

new ideas, it has been abused by men lacking in business qualifications,

who have undertaken to put it in operation. The result has been that
many failures have taken place. Right here in this community within
the past two months no less than three alleged " marriage insurance as-

sociations " have collapsed. They collapsed because they were conducted
by incapable men and upon erroneous principles. On the other hand, the
" Universal Benevolent Association of California for Unmarried Per-
sons," has, from its start, been a pronounced success, because it is founded
upon sound principles, which experience and mathematics alike have
demonstrated to be correct, and carried on by gentlemen who possess
great business sagacity and who have reputations to lose. Its systems
and its tables have been examined by several of our more prominent and
successful business men (who have allowed their names to be used as in-

dorsing the scheme) and pronounced liberal and safe. This Association,
with one assessment, has paid twenty-eight marriage portions, and now
has a membership of 2,600 persons. It is firmly established and can be
relied upon.

In connection with the semi-annual encampment of the California

Department of the Grand Army of the Republic, which will be held at

Santa Cruz, on Saturday, Sunday and Monday, the 12th, 13th and 14th,

it has been determined to organize a grand excursion, which will be open
to the public. The excursion will travel by the S. P. O. R. R. , and a re-

turn ticket, good for three days, will only cost $3. The members of the
G. A. R. residing in Santa Cruz have organized themselves into a com-
mittee, and have canvassed the hotels, boarding-houses and private dwell-

ings with a view to providing board and lodging for the excursionists at
very low rates. This committee will meet the excursionists, and will give
each one his choice of accommodation, at the low rates which have been
arranged for, without putting the excursionists to any trouble. The cost

of board and lodging per day will range from SI to $2 50, so that the total

expense of the trip will only amount to from §5 to S8 for each adult
person.

An interesting case, illustrating commercial depravity, was on trial

before Judge Sullivan, of the Superior Court, this week. Some time
back Mr. Stanford, President of the C. P. R. R. , became dissatisfied with
his gardener, and intimated his intention of dispensing with that func-
tionary's services. The gardener, believing in the old saw about mak-
ing hay while the sun shines, went off to J. P. Sweeney & Co, and
purchased $1,231 worth of the most valueless seeds in that firm's

store, being allowed a commission, we believe, of 25 per cent, on the
transaction—which, in itself, indicates crookedness. Mr. Stanford very
properly refused to pay the bill, and has contested the matter in the
Courts, although in so doing he has lost time that to him was worth
five or six times the amount at issue. The conduct of the firm in

question has not, in this matter, been that of honorable business men.

To-morrow afternoon Haverly's Mastodon Minstrels will appear at
Woodward'B Gardens. This is the same troupe which has been playing
during the past week at the California Theatre, and its reputation is so

pronounced that there is no necessity to say anything in its favor. A
splendid bill has been prepared, and as Sunday is the last day of the Mas-
todons in San Francisco, the Gardens will, no doubt, be well filled.

EXCURSION TO SANTA CRUZ !

BENEFIT
OF THE

RELIEF FUND,
GRAND ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC,

Saturday, Aug. 12, 1382.

....VIA

S. P- O. RAILROAD, Narrow Gauge.

REIHJCED BATES OF FAME!

TICKETS, good for Return on Sunday or Mon-

day, $3.00.

Children, half-price. Tickets for sale at 223

MONTGOMERY STREET, at the principal stores,

and by Members of the Order.

fc^~ Trains leave foot of Market street (Ala-

meda Ferry) at 8:30 A.M. and 2:30 p.m.

(August 5.)

BAY DISTRICT ASSOCIATION.
Opening of the Fall Season—1882-

Races! Saturday, August 5th, at 2 p.m.—An Extraordi-
nary Field—2:40 and 2:25 Classes same day. The wonders in these classes in

a fierce struggle for the supremacy to lead the season. AT 2 P.M. SHARP. 2:40

Class, Purse 3400, and on the Bame day 2:26 Clasa, Purse $500. For Entries and Di-

vision of Purses see Programmes. National Rules to govern. Club House Balcony
reserved for Ladies and their Escorts. Second Day, Saturday, August 12th. Admis-
sion to Grounds and Grand Stands, $1.

T. W. Hinchman, Secretary. (Am*. 5.) N. T. SMITH. President.
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SOCIETY.
Au«n»t 3 1882: Affair* in ioda] drcUa ar* a)mo*t u dull uth«

•kM« h*w bMO a grmUr part .f lb« wrrk jost goo*.
Ton* iurr, I have twtn at a conpl* <>f charming dinner t*rt

hirinn bm reqiMtUd not to mention tbetn, I f. -1 in bonor W>und to re-

frain, tbnqffb •orely urn j-toi. Therefore wedding alone appear t

only itemi worthy
The MHtj Kotrreoo on* came off. According to HlHfU—mil, oa the

re the bride hw been *pendin# m«m in..nth*
with her wwr, Mr* \. r r*»-H being a reddest ff New V>. r k.

She wm married in her trmwHag .ire**, and the hippy couple loft the
•nine day for a wedding tour through the State, afur which tl.

take up their residence in San Krai
On Thur-Uy evening bet, t rvtty Lilly Huckbee became Mn*. Robert

Um oaranoaj which m« transformed her taking place at her own
OQ Turk itreet, her father, the Rev. Mr. Buckboo, performing it.

I will venture to aay that fcbe never looked lovelier than on tlmt occasion
(a* all bride* should, but do not always succeed), her dress of white aatin,
with iu long tulie vail, being particularly becoming to her style of
beauty.

Flowers in gre»t profusion wen? used in decorating the house, and the
huge horseshoe of white blossoms depending from a floral arch in one
corner of the back parlor, underneath which the bridal party stood, was
eery much and deservedly admired.
Another pretty girl, Miss lieorgie Hammond, officiated with the bride's

sister as bridesmaid, and the groom was attended by the bride's two broth-
ere as groomsmen. The wedding was of quite a private character, and
witnessed only by a few of the roost intimate friends of both families, but
greatly enjoyed by those who were there, while the presents were numer-
ous and handsome.
To night another Lilly, Miss < It-rke, and Lieut. Townley, of the Navy,

were married at u»e bride's residence on California street. I intended
going till the last moment, and was then unavoidably prevented, and can-
not find out anything about it in time for this letter, but that it will be a
pleasant affair is a foregone conclusion.

The fair bride is a daughter of the late Henry Gerke, of Gerke Wine
celebrity, and former owner of a big ranch in Tehama County, now in
the hand*, if I mistake not, of Leland Stanford.
Mr. Gerke died only a few months ago, leaving several very pretty

daughters, all of whom are now married. They had one brother, who
left for parts unknown several years ago, and whether now living or dead
I am not aware.

To-night, also, another hop takes place at the Presidio, the recent
establishing of the new line of cars thereto proving a great convenience
for visitors from the city, and of which they do not fail to take advantage
whenever occasion offers. The hops at the Presidio are always delightful
gatherings, and most thoroughly enjoyed by all who are lucky enough to
be invited.

Army hosts and hostesses seem to understand to perfection the art of
making one feel instantly at home, which, perhaps, is the secret that the
McDowell parties are always so pleasant, and great delight is expressed
at the prospect of their remaining en permenance in 'Frisco.

Still another fair blossom of our society, and another Lilly, too, is about
to be lost to us in the person of Miss Lilly Hastings, whose engagement
to Dr. Costello, of the navy, is one of the last things out. We believe
the wedding will take place immediately upon the return of the Doctor
from his present visit East, I am informed, and is likely to be quite an
event in society circles, the young lady and her sisters, Mrs. E. C. Oath-
erwood and Mrs. Scott-Keyes, being very popular members of it.

"Gather ye rosebuds while ye may," sings the poet, but if he refers to
young men and young women, I most devoutly wish he said young
men should not pick out all the choicest blossoms, but leave a few for a
while, at least.

Mrs. Min. Tompkins has been entertaining some young people at her
pretty home at San Rafael, the first party she has given in quite a long
time. Her daughter Emily recently married young Malliard, of that
place, and they are now, therefore, quite close connections of the Mc-
Allisters.

Mrs. Tompkins' sister, Mrs. Boardman, and family, who have been
absent in Europe for some months, will arrive here on Monday next on
their return from abroad.
The Mays left last week for the East, Dr. Fred and his wife expecting

to sail for Europe some time this month.
The former pupils of Madame Zeiss-Dennis will, no doubt, be pleased

to learn that she is now en route for this city, having come to the conclu-
sion that, after all, 'Frisco is not such a bad place to live in, and that she
actually prefers it to M dear, delightful Paris," which can be looked upon
as a most extraordinary compliment from one who regards herself as a
Frenchwoman, though in reality a Belgian. However that may be she
will be welcome, as her beautiful voice has been sadly missed from our
too Bcantily supplied concert stage.

From Monterey I hear that the dearth of men is still being sorely felt,

which reminds me of a remark I heard made a couple of weeks ago, by a
trio of pretty young girls just returned from Del Monte, where they have
been for several weekB.

It was at a little dance given by Miss B , and on entering the room
and seeing it tolerably full of the male sex, one of the young ladies above
mentioned said to the others: " I say, girls, isn't it good to once more see

men enough to go round ? No more dancing with each other for lack of
better partners to-night." And a murmur of satisfaction arose from the
otherB that was positively refreshing to hear.

I heard the same girls a little later pitying another of their friends, who
was still at Monterey, at having nothing better to do than to " buz " old
Goddefroy on the beach.
But said Goddefroy needn't mind being called old, as he was young

once, to which fact he can call any of our " oldest inhabitants " to bear
witness.
There are rumors in the air of several very delightful reunions to take

place in the near future.

Those who have been at the several watering places long to meet and
talk it all over, so why not include other friends and let ihem hear what
a good time they had, and the others missed ? So long as these reunions
do not take the form of those abominations, ladies' lunches, I say the

more the merrier, and whenever I am happy enough to be In.
among the iruetU. even if it be but to be gregged, be eure you nhall hear
all about it Krnx.

A MAGNIFICENT PLACE.
Tab«r» well known nhnt-vrmphic e-UbUahment, Bfo B Montgomery

•treet, ha* Joel ond«rgone « thoroofti oTtrawriing w,d decorating, and b
now one of the nnwt \« rf.-ctly equipped and elegant galleries that could
poeeiblv bo constructed. [\ km ,,^.rating rooms, a recep-
Uon parlor, a view room whan choice photogrmphi of Pacfflo Coast
scenery, men, buddings, etc., are on exhibition and there are eight wait-
ing and dreaming noma All of these rooms have just been decorated
throughout by Geo, \V. Clarke * Co., and the revolt fa highly creditable
to the artistic taste and mechanical skill of those who produced it. The

i have been frescoed with the most elegant designs, and the walls
hung with tasteful patterns of piper. Kven in the operating rooms this
has been done, and the consequence of incurring this unusual expense is
that those apartments not only present an uncommonly recherchtS appear-
ance, but also that ladies can enter and use them without fear of soiling
the most expensive and easily injured dram. In fact, the general appear-
ance of these operating rooms is similar to that of a drawing-room in a
well-appoiuted house, and ladies and gentlemen who are having their
pfotorw taken, being thus surrounded, feel and look easy and natural, and
give the operators a chance to produce accurate photographs. In addition
Taber's operating rooms are supplied with the most improved cameras and"
a complete outfit of photographic instruments and appliances, and are
fitted up with beautiful backgrounds, painted to order by Eastern artists
who are famous in that line of work. Take it all in all, Taber's gallery
is probably the most complete and elegantly fitted-up of any in the world,
and it seems little wonder that, with such perfect appliances and delight-
ful surroundings, he produces such magnificent photographs.

THE WESTERN LANCET FOR JULY.
This journal has greatly improved under the editorship of Dr. W. S.

Whitwell. It is no longer the exclusive organ of a clique, and we hope
that it will obtain the patronage of the medical profession throughout the
State, and become the instructor of the public on all matters in which
they have a common interest. Dr. 0. Max Richter deserves credit for
his bold attempt to follow in the footsteps of the celebrated Billroth, of
Vienna, in excising cancer of the stomach. The condition of the patient
was not hopeful, and the disease wa3 too far advanced. But the experi-
ence gained affords hope of better success next time. We are glad to call
attention to an excellent article on sewer gas and its dangers, which
should be read by all intelligent people. We cannot forbear quoting the
five cardinal principles of house drainage:

1. Complete disconnection of house drain and street Bewer.
2. Ventilating pipe at foot of houBe drain.

3. Soil-pipe to be carried above the roof, and not to be uBed as a con-
ductor of rain water.

4. Every fixture to be provided with a trap suitably ventilated.
5. The whole Bystem of piping inside to be water-tight and gas-tight.

"The Ralston Pharmacy" is the title of an elegant new drug-
store just opened on the northwest corner of Post and Powell streets.
This new establishment is fitted up with everything requisite in a
perfectly appointed drug-Btore, and in a style of elegance that is unsur-
passable. The location of the store—a most important point for those
who are seeking reliable medicines wherewith to minister to disease—is
central and easy of access, and it certainly should succeed.

St. John's Presbyterian Church, Post Street—The Rev. Dr.
Scott, pastor, will preach Sunday at the usual hours. The public cor-
dially invited to attend.

THE GEEAT I
MAMMOTH DISPLAY OFSTRA'W HATS!

THREE EUNOBED CASES OF

Men's and Boys' Straw Hats
TO SELECT FROM.

Amongst this Spring's Importations are some of the Nobbiest Styles
of STRAW HATS FOE YOUNG MEN that have ever been offered
in San Francisco. Strictly One Price.

FLAVIN'S"
GREAT

Corner of Kearny
I 2£ Xj

and Commercial Streets, S. P.

PAINE'S HOUSEHOLD ART
.... AND....

BRIC-A-BRAC ROOMS,
35 GEARY STREET, S. F.

I have purchased the stock and store lately owned by Mr. C. E.

Locke, and am enabled to offer the choice collection of Floor and Wall

Cabinets, Music Stands, Writing Desks, Tables, Easels, Pedestals, Fine

Potteries, Porcelains, Bric-a-Brac, etc., in all of the NEWEST wares

and of the CHOICEST designs, at EXCEEDINGLY LOW PRICES.
$&T Visitors are cordially invited to inspect the Show-rooius, and will be politely

received, whether intending buyers or not.

E. PAINE, - - - - - 35 Geary Street
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THE FOUNTAIN MAIDEN.

A Legend of that pacific land where garments are worn by none
save the dead—where the beauty of youth is as the beauty of

statues of Amber—where through eternal summer even the

mountains refuse to don a girdle of cloud.

" Weird Omataianuku! DarkAvaavatheTall! TallOutuutu! Shanow
the way for us! Tower as the cocoa-palms before us! Bend ye as dreams
above the slumberers! Make deeper the sleep of the sleepers. Sleep, ye

crickets of the threshold!—sleep ye never-reposing ants!—sleep, gold-ves-

ted beetles of the night! Winds, cease ye from whispering!—long grass,

still your feeble rustling!—leaves of the palms, be still!—reedsjif the

waterways, sway not!—blue water cease thy amorous lipping of the banks!

Slumber, ye beams of the house,—ye posts great and small,—ye rafters

and ridge-poles,—thatchings of grass,—woven work of reeds,—windows
bamboo-latticed,—doors that squeak like ghosts,—low-glimmering firesof

sandal-wood,—slumber ye all! O Omataianuku! Tall Outuutu? Weird
Avaava! Make shadowy the way for us! Tower as the cocoa-palms be-

fore us! Bend ye as dreams above the slumberers! Make deeper the

sleep of the sleepers,—Deeper the sleep of the winds,—Deeper the sleep

of the waters,—Dimmer the dimness of night! Veil ye the moon with

your breathings! Make fainter the fires of the stars! In the name of

the weird ones:—Omataianuku! Outuuturoraa! Ovaavaroroa! Sleep!

Sleep! Sleep!

So with the rising of each new moon, was heard the magical song of

the thieves,—the first night, low as the humming of the wind among the

cocoa-palms ;—louder and louder each succeeding night, and clearer and
sweeter, until the great white face of the full moon flooded the woods with

light, and made Bilver pools about the columns of the palms. For the

magic of the full moon was mightier than the witch-craft of the song ;

—

and the people of Rarotonga slept not. But of other nights the invisible

thieves did carry away many cocoa-nuts and taros, and plantains and ba-

nanas,—despite the snares set for them by the people of Rarotonga. And
it was observed with terror that cocoa-nuts were removed from the crests

of trees so lofty that no human hand might have reached them.

But the chief Aki,—being one night by the fountain Vaipiki, which
gushes out from the place of waters that flow below the world,—beheld

rising up from the water, just as the thin moon looked into it, a youth
and a girl whiter than the moon herself, naked as fishes, beautiful as

dreams. And they began to sing a song at whose sound, Aki, hidden
among the pandanus leaves, stopped his ears,—the wizard-song

—

E lira

Omatuianuku, B tira Outuuturoroa! And the winds were stifled ; and
the waves sank to sleep ; and the palm-leaveB ceased to wave ; and. the

song of the crickets ceased.

Then Aki, devising to capture them, set a great fish net deep within
the fountain and waited for their return. The vast silence of the night
deepened, the smoke of the mountain of fire, blood-tinted from below,
hung motionless in the sky like a giant's plume of feathers. At last the
winds of the sea began their ghost whisperings among the palm groves ;

a cricket chirped and a million insect chants responded ; the new moon
plunged one of her pale horns into the ocean ; the east whitened and
changed hue like the belly of a shark—the spell was broken, the day was
breaking.

And Aki beheld the White ones returning, bearing with them fruits

and nuts and fragrant herbs. Rising suddenly from his hiding place a-

mong the leaves, he rushed upon them ; and they leaped into the fountain
like fishes, leaving their fruits scattered upon the brink. But lo! they
were caught in the net!

Then Aki strove to pull the net on shore ; and, being a strong man, he
easily moved it. But in turning, the male leaped through the opening in

the net, and flashed like a salmon through the deeps down to the un-
known abyss of waters below. So that Aki caught the girl only. Vain-
ly she struggled in the net ; and her moon-white body took opalescent
gleams, like the body of a beautiful fish in the hands of the captor. Vain-
ly she wept and pleaded ; and Aki blocked up the bottom of the fountain
with huge blocks of coral, lest, slipping away from him, she might disap-

pear again. But looking upon the strangeness of her beauty he kissed
her and comforted her ; and she ceased at last to weep. Her eyes were
large and dark—like a tropical heaven flashed with stars.

So it came to pass that Aki loved her ; more than his own life he loved
her ; and the people wondered at her beauty, for light came from her as
she moved ; and when she swam in the river, her passage was like the
path of the moon on waters—a quivering column of brightness. Only

—

it was noticed that this luminous beauty waxed and waned contrariwise
to the waxing and waning of the moon ; her whiteness was whitest at the
time of the new moon ; it almost ceased to glow when the face of the
moon was full. And whensoever the new moon rose she wept silently, so
that Aki could not comfort her—even after having taught her the words
of love in the tongue of his own people—the tongue, many voweled, that
woos the listener like the mockery of a night-bird's song.

Thus many years passed away ; and Aki became old. But she seemed
ever the same ; for the strange race to which she belonged never grow old.
Then it was noticed that her eyes became deeper and sweeter—wildly,
weirdly sweet ; and Aki knew that he would become a father in his age.
Yet she wept and pleaded with him, saying:

—

** Lo! I am not of thy race ; and at last I must leave thee. If thou Iov-
est me sever this white body of mine, and save our child ; for if it suckle
me, I must dwell ten years longer in this world to which I do not belong,
Thou canBt not hurt me thus,—for though I seem to die, yet my body
will live on ;—thou mayst not wound me more than water is wounded by
axe or spear! For I am of the water and the light, of moonshine and
wind! And I may not suckle thy child."

But Aki, fearing that he might lose both her and the child, plead with
her successfully. And the child was beautiful as a white star ; and she
nursed it for ten happy years.

But the ten years having passed, she kissed Aki, and said to him,
"Alas! I must now leave thee, lest I die utterly; take thou away, there-
fore, the coral rocks from the fountain." And kissing him once more, she
vowed to come back again,—so that he complied with her request. She
would have had him go with her but he could not, being only mortal man.
Then she passed away in the fountain-deeps, like a flash of light.

The child grew up very tall and beautiful, but not like his mother,

—

white only like strangers from beyond the sea. In his eyes there was
nevertheless a strange light, brightest at the time of the new moon, wan-
ing with its waxing. One night there uame a great storm ; the cocoa-
palms bent like reeds, and a strange voice came with the wind, crying,
calling! At dawn the white child was gone,—nor did human eyes ever
behold him again.

But Aki lived beyond a hundred years—waiting for the return by the
Vaipiki fountain, until his hair was whiter than the summer clouds. At
last the people carried him away, and laid him in his house on a bed of
pandanus leaves ; and all the people watched over him, lest he should
die.

It was the night of a new month, and the rising of the new moon.
Suddenly a low sweet voice was heard, singing the old song that some re-

membered after the passing of half-a-hundred years. Sweeter and sweet-
er it grew ; higher rose the moon! The crickets ceased to sing ; the cocoa
palms refused obeisance to the wind. And a heaviness fell upon the
watchers,—who, with open eyes, could move no limb, utter no voice.
Then all were aware of a White Woman,—whiter than moonlight,

—

lithe-fashioned as a lake-fish,—gliding between the ranks of the watchers.
And taking Aki's grey head upon her bright breast, she sang to him and
kissed him, and stroked his aged face.

The sun arose ; the watchers awakened. They bent over Aid ; and it

seemed that Aki slept lightly. But when they called him he answered
not ;—when they touched him he stirred not. He slept forever!—New Orleans Times-Democrat.

LITERARY NOTES.
—^ The progress of Japanese literature, at least in the increasing num-

ber of works published, is noticeable. For last year the number was 4,-

910, as against 3,992 in the previous year. Of these works 545 were po-
litical ones published by the Government, 255 pertained to jurisprudence,
25 to political economy, 164 to geography, 267 to medicine, 116 to mathe-
matics, 17 to chemistry, and 20 to natural history. It was in works of
history, poetry and drawing that the chief increase took place, but in light
literature, like novels and fairy tales, the works published numbered only
193. Newspapers did not get on at all during the year. Out of 167 pub-
lished in 1880, over 100 had ceased to exist by the end of 1881. Only one
of them died at the hands of Governmental violence. Many translations
and adaptions of European and American works were among the total of
4,910 published in the year.

^— The Modern Argo, a bright, interesting weekly hitherto published
in Quincy, Illinois, has been moved by its publishers to Kansas City,
Mo. Kansas City is a railroad centre, enjoying such geographical advan-
tages, as must result in its becoming one of the most important cities in
the Union, and the literary excellence of the Modern Argo will, conse-
quently, in its new location, have a larger field in which to conquer fame
and fortune.— Walt Whitman tells, in the Critic of July 15, how he still " Gets
Around and Takes Notes. " His notes this time are mainly astronomical.
A new volume of prose, which will include a number of his papers first

printed in the Critic, is to be published soon.

-^— Active opposition, has done wonders for Boruck's, Spirit of the

Times. It is now issued as a sixteen-page weekly, and is much improved
in typographical appearance, and in the class of matter it contains.— Mr. T. H. S. Escott, the new editor of the Fortnightly Review, was
a scholar of Queen's College, Oxford. He is an excellent classical Bcholar,
and has contributed much to the principal reviews.

^^ A new peasant poet has appeared in Russia. His name is N. A.
Panot, and the Novoe Vremya speaks of his poems in high terms of praise.

—— The August number of Our Little Ones has juBt been issued. It
is foil of entertaining matter for the children, and is creditably illus-

trated.

Messrs. Lightburne & Bros., of 320 Sansome street, San Francisco,
have just patented a water-filter-nozzle for use in kitchen and other fau-
cets. The new invention is neat in appearance, and, being heavily plated
with nickel, cannot corrode or rust. These filtering nozzles are made to
fit all styles of faucets ; they are simple in construction, easily cleansed
and very effective. It requires no particular faculty for reading the fu-

ture to enable one to see that this little invention only requires to be
known in order to drive the old-time flannel or cloth bajj (that has served
the same purpose) into disuse, just as the breech-loading gun has driven
the old firelock from the field.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,

Sawing, Planing: and Manufacturing:—Boors, Sashes, Blinds and
Mouldings—Turning", Scroll and Jig Sawing:—Counters,

Bar and Store Fixtures.
Finishing Work for .Buildings on Hand and Made to Order.

217 to 225 Spear SI., ami 218 to 226 Stewart St., S. F.

The largest and oldest established mill on the Pacific Coast.

D. A. Macdonald, Pres't. R. S. Falconer, Sec'y. W. N. Miller, Supt

[March 25.]
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MRa BEECHER STOWES BIRTHDAY
At th* •eveotteth anniversary of Mm. iW<-brr Btowafr birthday,

which wu e*l«brmt*d In * very rothosuwoc manner at RawtonvUk the

other lUjr, in ti» jrardaoa of the •x-Gorernor of MuMchuMtU, Dr. O.

•:«• read an almost too enthiutactic poem, from which we
titract th« following lUnxu:

If every tongue that speaks her praise

I whom I ohai* inv tinkling nhrase
•.alile,

that would meet
Stirling accent*, harsh or sweet,
ererr land and tribe, would beat
The polyglot*] ..f BabeL

Briton and Frenchman, Swede and Dane,
Turk, Spaniard. Tartar of Ukraine.

Hidalgo, H—uV Cadi.

Huh Dutchman, and Low Dutchman, too.

The Russian serf, the Polish Jew,
Arab, Armenian, and Mantchoo,

Would shout: " We know the lady."

All through the conflict, up and down,
Marched Uncle Tom and old John Brown,

One ghost, one form ideal.

And which was false and which was true.

And which was mightier of the two.
The wisest sybil never knew.

For both alike were real.

When Archimedes, long ago,

Spake out so grandly, "Dos pint sto,

Give me a place to stand on,

I'll move your planet for you, now"

—

He little dreamed or fancied how
The sto at last should find its pou

For woman's faith to land on.

FASHIONS VOICE.
Between the seasons it is not always easy to find fresh styles and

novel ideas, when Fashion rests in statue quo, and every woman's mind is

filled with one thought, which resolves itself into, " What will the Fall

fashions be?" Therefore, I shall take a little departure, and introduce

my lady friends to the consideration of the work-table and its endless

and beautiful novelties. In the matter of curtains a little lecture (though

not one a la Caudle) may not be amiss. There is a great tendency to

ecru in the color of window draperies, pure and snowy white being in a
measure obsolete. Bunting, plain, and what is called lace bunting is the

most common material in use. These Bhould be bordered by wide torchou

lace, or what is termed pillow-slip lace answers as well. Coarse grenadine

is also much used, with strips of insertion let in between a deep hem and
the border of lace. Plain Swiss curtains, made very full with simply a
wide hem, is a very pretty fashion for bed-room windows. They are

placed close against the window and may be headed by a deep fringe or

narrow lambrequin of cretonne. Some very rich looking and yet inex-

pensive lambrequins are made of squares of different cretonnes, well

chosen, each square being separated from the other by a broad band of

black velvet, the same running along the base, which is finished by ball

fringe. The velvet must be sewn on by a row of herriog-bone stitch, in

different colors, the more colors the better, and for a room thus decorated

the mantle lambrequin must match, as should the tidies. The effect is

beautiful, and the cost a mere bagatelle. Momie cloth supersedes cre-

tonne for long curtains, and a fanciful device is to cut handsome flowers

from a good cretonne pattern, gum them on for a border and work over

with silk. For bed-rooms scrim may be beautified by turkey red, cut out

in a pattern forming a border—leaves, for instance. These must be sewed
on in button-hole Btitch, with soft white cotton, or braided on, as to

choice.

Tidies and small table-cloths are often seen made of Turkish toweling,

very dark in color, which are ornated with flowery patterns worked in

arrasene; they are also decorated with esthetic figures, Japanes caprices,

and comical devices of all sorts. Another effective tidy is made of altern-

ate slips of toweling and plush, or satin. On the toweling is worked a
pattern in crewels or floss (the former is the most adaptable). The velvet

or satin strips may or may not be embroidered; the effect is better plain,

and when the strips are joined, a rich feather stich, in wool or coarse silk,

should be worked over to hide the seam. For dinner-tables some novel

conceits appear. Some are made of Bolton sheeting, patterns in etching,

being worked before each plate, and the corners finished by heavy scrolls.

The cloth requires to be fringed with a heavy fringe. The effect is re-

markably telling.

Mosaic embroidery is becoming universal: thus cloth is taken for a
ground work and patterns cutof shaded plush are sewed on with any stitch

approved of. The more colors used the more beautiful the work will be,

and for piano covers, mantel lambrequins and screens, nothing can be
more effective. The materials most in v^gue for the present fancy work,
are roomie-cloth linen, crash ulda canvas and pongee silk; the latter is

light and elegant for silk embroidered work and washes beautifully. A
beautiful imitation of Indian work can be produced by obtaining a piece

of ecru alpaca, say for a small table cloth. Cut nondescript figures

from velvet, silk, cloth, or any scraps you have, place them on at even dis-

tances to form a border and sew them lightly over with silk; the result is a
mosaic pattern rich and rare; gold thread to sew on with improves the

caprice. Many ladies are now painting borders on silk and satin table

covers. It is a good plan to make the centre of your cover of cloth, and
paint the border on a wide satin ribbon, which you can lay on and stitch

down with the machine.
Doyleys are very pretty, made of thick white jean or coutille, and on

the center of each an etching in indelible ink, or a group of black figures

in the same, or Indian silk. I recommend the former, as it washes.
There is another form of doyley, made on white pique* with figures in

etching stitch worked in indelible red cotton.

I think I have discoursed all I can for this day ; therefore, ladieB, until

next week, adieu. Silver Pen.

BANKS.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.0»P™ •3.0O0.000.W«. AI.VORD .,,THOMANBKOWM.Cblrr
| M I MAY. Jr., A«K a-hlrr

.. v _. Aoun»:
l»a» York. A(Mirr of iho >i*.,k „f r.K.rnl. ; Ik»u>n, Tratnonl National Bank,

Chicago Inlmi National Bank; St Loala, li...im.„-. .Savlni Bank; N.w Zealand.U» Bank of N.w Zmlai...
„. Mearn. N. M. Rothachlld *

Sona I omapondenu In India, China, J«|«n and Auitralia, Iho Oriental Bank Cor-
juration

VS.
B*nk

. }"t
A»"" c ' " •' Virginia cit>

. ud ( "rraipondenta in all tho princi-
pal Mining Di.tn.-ta and Interior Town, of tho Pacific Coaat.

lotion
i

of Credit lamed, available In all parta of tho world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dublin, Parla, Berlin. Bremen. Hamburg, Prankfort-ontho-Maln, Antwerp,
Amaterdam St. ctcrahunrh, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, li..,

:A j Yokohama. Nor. 4.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Boy ft I < l.uri. r ---< npl ful paid up, 91,900,-

000, with power to increase to *10,000,000, Southeast comer California and San-
.-in ii.-n,! office 'Jx(\,n..ii.l, London. I(ninehen— Portland, Oregon: Vic-

toria, New Westminster and Cariboo, Brittarj Oohnnl
Bank transacts b Genera] Banking Btuhiem Accounts opened subject to Check

and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credit/, irranted available in at parte of
the world, Approved Bills discounted and advances mado on good collateral security.
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its AgentB
as follows

:

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal; Livorpool—North and South
Wales Bank

;
Scotland -British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-

ico and South America—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan— Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 18. FREDERICK TOWNSEND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Paid np Capital 81,500,000, Gold. President, B. C. Wool-

worth Vice-President, D. Callaghan ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue, Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
Correspondents—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse,
Neuman&Co. Paris: Hottinguer&Co. NewYork: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blockstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-
pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal
cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Commercia
Credits issued available in Europe, Chit.a and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital. 82.100.000.

San Francisco Office, 424 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid TJp $3,000,000.
Reserve, TJ. S. Bonds 4,000,000.

Agency at New York, 63 Wall street.
Agency at Virginia, JVew.

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-
elers' Credits. This Bank haB special facilities for dealing in Bullion. Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CAtlFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E. Cor. Sansoine and Pixie Streets.

London Office, 3 Angrel Court ; New York Agents, J. XV . Sel-
igman & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, S9,000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, huy and sell Exchange and Bullion,
loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.

FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.
P. N. Lilibnthal, Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITAL, 0300,000.
Officers: Vice-President, Jerome Lincoln; Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other
Approved Securities. Office : No. 215 Sansome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Dentscne Spar nnd Le inbank. No 526 California street, San

Francisco. Officers : President, L. GOTTIG. Board of Directors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Eggers, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE; Attorney, JOHN R.
JARBOE. May 18.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Refinery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in their

various forms.
June 18. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

TO LEASE,
For a longr terra—Lot on north side of Townsend street,

between Fourth and Fifth, 183 4-12 feet easterly from Fifth. Size 91 8-12 feet

by 120 feet. Apply to JOHN ROACH,
April 1. 219 Montgomery street.

4fi/?/^ a week in yonr own town. Terms and $5 outfit free.yUU Address H. Hallett A Co., Portland, Maine.
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"PLEASURE'S WAND."
" Wo Obey no 'Wand but Pleasure's."—Tom Moore.

Theatrically this town has been very dull of late, and lobby-loungers

and men-about-town generally have been at a loss to know what to do

with the early part of their evenings. There are only two legitimate

theatres open, and they are both given over to special entertainments

that are everything but legitimate. Burnt cork holds sway at the Oali-

fornia, and at the Baldwin acrobatics and grotesque antics reign supreme.

At the Tivoli Der Freischutz is still on the bills and will run the week out.

On Monday, Coquelicot, an operetta by Varney, will be produced, with

Urban in the title role. At the Winter Garden there is a novelty, and

this hasbeen a redeeming feature of the week's dullness. Simona,_ or the Inn-

keeper's Daughter, is bright and lively in music and action, and is rendered

in the usual effective style of this place of amusement. I have witnessed

the Hanlons' performance Beveral times, and have enjoyed myself every

time. I have laughed heartily, principally at the droll actions and ex-

cessively funny manner of humble Mr. B. Jones. This performer, who

to me is the most amusing one of them all, turns out to be the prop-

erty-man of the troupe. One of the Hanlons (Alfred) has been sick

since the troupe arrived here, and this accounts to some extent for the

confusion among the names on the programme. Kate Foley is a re-

markably pretty little body, who is to be sincerely pitied for the un-

grateful part she has to play. Sinclair, who plays " Dwindledown, is a

fair comedian. The audienceB have fallen off considerably, a fact mostly

due, I think, to the bad, very bad, management " in front." The manage-

ment of the seats, and the peculiar schedule of prices established, are nov-

elties that are not to the taste of our public. I have seen the livoli

Freischutz several times, and have got enough of that. The performance

has pleased the patrons of this popular resort immensely. When one has the

substantial comforts of food, drink and tobacco, one is apt to be but very

slightly critical. The " Wolf's Glen " act was a big success—not as an op-

eratic scene, with spectacular adjuncts, but as a pyrotechnical dsiplay, with

musical accompaniment. The minstrels are a good show to see once a

year ! There is lots of talent in the company, but it is not developed in

new or novel wayB. Everything on the programme is old and hack-

neyed, and, besides, the repertoire of this large company seems to be very

limited. Leon is undeniably the star of the troupe. He is simply inim-

itable in his specialty.
# ^

Next week things will be brighter, for a first-class company from the

"Union Square Theatre will appear. They have studied a list of plays

that ought to draw the better class of our amusement seekers. The

Banker's Daughter has never been given here in its proper shape. A man-

gled version was produced at the Baldwin some years ago, but it simply

served to make us regret that we were deprived of the pleasure of Beeing

the play as it ought to be played. Daniel Bochat was also produced at the

same theatre last year, 1 believe, but, barring a very able rendition of the

hero's part by Joe Grismer, was noticeable only for the very bad way in

which it was acted. Odette is entirely new to us. And there are other

plays to be produced. Last, and most decidedly least, The Light's o' Lon-

don—one of the modern idiotic melodramas. The company is a strong

one. There is Sara Jewett, known to all theatre-goers by name; dear,

cunning little Maud Harrison, whom we all like and admire; pretty

Eleanor Carey, a great favorite here, and four or five other actresses.

Then there is De Belleville, who commenced his American stage career

in this city some time ago, and who has fully substantiated the good opin-

ion we then formed of his talent and ability ; J. E. Whiting, a well-

known actor; J. H. Stoddart, who made a hit on his former visit; Wal-

den Ramsey, who was such an effective Fierre in a Two Orphans revival

at the Baldwin at that time; and Owen Fawcett and John Farselle, who
are two of the most prominent members of this standard company, and

have been so Bince its organization, and besides all this talent three or four

more clever fellows for minor parts. Surely such a collection should do

well, and it will. .
* * * * *

The trip of this company has a decidedly family look to it. A regular

Summer jaunt. Several of the gentlemen have their wives with them,

and there is quite a little assemblage of maids and valets.
* ^ * * * * *

Musical matters have profited by the dullness in dramatic matters, and

the concerts of the Mendelssohn Quintette Club have been well attended.

The love for music is almost universal, but, unfortunately for the expo-

nents of its highest forms, the masses are not educated up to an apprecia-

tion of purely classical compositions. There are many who can only find

enjoyment in the simple church hymns and the trashy ballads of the day.

How few there are who can relish anything above a Strauss waltz or an

Offenbach chorus. If there is any way to educate all these people up to

an enjoyment of the works of Bach, Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven,

Schubert, etc., etc., it iB hy their rendition by thorough musicians, with

all the skill that study will bring, and with the con amore of true genius.

And I think that the Mendelssohn Club possess these requirements. Next
season they will travel with Miss Christine Nilsson, and it is to be hoped

that they will again visit us.
* * # * *

Talking of music reminds me of an interesting article I read some time

ago in an Eastern exchange, which contrasted the Italian school, of which

Patti is the supreme exponent, and the German school, of which Materna

iB probably the high priestess. The writer argues that lyric music is as

much out of place on the operatic stage as lyric poetry on the dramatic

stage. It has kept its place so long because it is easier to appreciate and
to follow than harmony, and it has been cultivated by the Italians on

account of their mental indolence. I agree with the writer. But we have

outlived this phase of art development. The decline of Italian opera

everywhere is a proof of this. In Berlin and Vienna Italian opera was a

failure last year. In Paris French composers occupy the operatic stage.

In Italy itself lyric operas fail, while the German operas are successfully

produced, and the native musicians give to their musical thoughts a Ger-

man form. A full and definite expression can only be given to our emo-

tions by harmony with its alternation of moods, of concords and discords,

of gay or sombre instrumental color. Different Btyles of singing are

necessarily required by the two schools. Modern dramatic and declama-

tory music demands a totally different vocal method, which in itself is

quite as natural as the Italian style, being simply an artistic elaboration

of the natural emotional cadenceB of the human voice in speech. The
difference between lyric and dramatic opera is the difference between mere
virtuosity and real art. Italian arias written to enable a singer to display

vocal technique are mere unhealthy hot-house flowers, while the melodies

of the modern school have their roots in the healthy soil in which the

song and dance rythms of the people grow.
* # * * *

Wagner'B Parsifal has at last been produced, and, by all accounts, is a
wonderful composition. It is rather aggravating to be away from all

these musical feasts.*****
Next week there will be quite a change in the executive force of the

California. Fred W. Bert takes McConnell's place, McC. going to Brook-
lyn. Shattuck, the Treasurer, goes alBO in the same direction, and will

be succeeded by Robert Fitzgerald, an old acquaintance. Young Eddie
Kilday remains as assistant Treasurer. This young man has always been
popular. Years ago, as the editor of the Peanut, an amateur journal,

then as the newsboy in the Streets of New York, and now as a polite and
obliging occupant of the box office of the California Theatre.^^
Advance agents are natives of Gaul !^—Eben Plympton has been

catching it in London. The Morning Post remarks of him :
" The gen-

tleman who tried to play ' De Mauprat ' has mistaken his vocation."—^
Rumor says that Comley and Barton will not be known again as opera
managers.-^—Song-and-dance men are easily recognized by their paren-

thetical legs.^—In New York they say that Sam Wetherill is disconso-

late over the loss of his wife, who is out here with the Union Square Co.

Ha! ha!—The coming comediennes—Minnie Maddern, Marion Elmore,
Jennie Yeamans, Lizzie May Ulmer; waning ones— Maggie Mitchell and
Lotta; likely to coruscate for some time—Annie Pixley.——Fred Warde
has been quite successful as a star. Glad of it!^—Remenyi is in New
York, eDJoying himself.——In Ristori's support, in her performances of
" Lady Macbeth," in London, are two well-known actors—George Rig-

nold and Jack Barnes, who appear respectively as "Macbeth" and "Mac-
duff." The other day, they carried the realism of the deadly struggle to

such an extent that Rignold received a Btab between the ribs, and is now
laid up.—Billy Rice, whose real name is Pearl, recently lost his mother,
Mrs. Elizabeth Pearl Baur, who died in New York at the age of fifty-

seven. Billy's father, William Pearl, was a well-known Deputy
Sheriff of Albany, and he died when the present successful

negro minstrel was eight years of age. His mother then married Mr.
Joseph Baur, a merchant.^—The managers of Prussian theatres are

compelled by law to use sheet tin for scenery. This material is fire-proof,

and is at once cheaper and more durable than canvas.—Did it ever

strike you how few singers possess the faculty of singing a Bimple ballad

with touching expression ?^^The remains of George Conly, the basso,

were buried in Philadelphia with Masonic honors.—At the German
Singers' Festival, to be held in Hamburg this month, there will be over

ten thousand singers from all parts of Germany present.—Zola is

dramatizing his " Le Cure"."^—Maud Granger has been occupying the

attention of the Eastern dramatic press lately to a great extent. It was
first announced that Bhe was very ill, destitute, forlorn and helpless. It

now turns out that all this was false. These contradictory stories have
given rise to a good deal of comment, most of which has been decidedly

uncharitable and uncomplimentary to the actress in question. She is a
handsome and attractive woman, and her advent on the stage was but a
promotion from the ranks of the army of Queen Anonyma. But it strikes

me that this is no one's buBines3 but her own.^—In an article pitching

into the Hanlons, a contemporary remarks that, unfortunately for the

success of the entertainment, there is in the American public a Btrong

vein of common-sense, which demands plausibility and probability,

etc., in its theatricals. How about the London melodramas, which have
captured the same public ? Beaoclerc.

BALDWIN THEATRE.
MONDAY Augnst7tll,

POSITIVELY LAST WEEK
OPTHE HANLOIVS,

Entire Change of Programme I Everything New 1

The Grand Comic Pantomime, Entitled,

THE MISCHIEVOUS PIERROTS!
The Evening's Entertainment will Commence with the Comedy of

Micky -White!

WINTER GARDEN,
Stockton street, between Post and Sutter streets.—Stahl A

Bfaack, Proprietors. Great BUccess of the Winter Garden Opera Company
in the new Comic Romantic Opera,

Simona !

This (Saturday) evening, August 5th, and every evening until further notice. All

the Solos, Duets and Concerted Pieces received with double and treble encores.

Don't fail to see the Shadow Dance by M'lle Bertha fc^- Notjck.—The Curtain

will rise Sunday evening at 7:30 o'clock. Auguat 5.

TIVOLI OPERA HOUSE,
ddy street, neur Mnrket.—Urelinsr Bros., Proprietors.
Last Week of the Great Success, C. M Von Weber's Grand Romantic Opera,

Der Freischutz !

OR THE SEVEN CHARMED BULLETS. This Evening: MISS LOUISE LESTER
aB "Agathe;" MR. F. URBAN as "Max." Next Week, COQUELICOT, an Entirely

New Comic Opera, for the first time in America. . August 5.

SEASIDE GARDEN

!

Presidio, Terminus of Union-street Cable Road. EVERT
WEDNESDAY, SATURDAY and SUNDAY, GRAND GALA CONCERT by

the Full United States Presidio Band, of 24 Pieces. Commencing at 12 M. Carl

Kreyer, Director. Admission, FREE. July 29.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

No. 320 Post Street Opposite Union Square.

PROF. 0. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 320 Post

street, is now open for Juvenile and Evening Classes. Office Hours, for Terms, etc.,

10 a.m. to 12 M., and 1 to 5 p.m. Oct. 22.

B
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SPORTING ITEMS
Th to afternoon, mi the lUv DUtrict Kat* Tnck. the Ray IU.trict At

•ociatioo will bold Uw tint of th« Fall ln>ttioff nces. Tb« programme
of th« t!*y ioclutlM the 2rW »n«l 2:2s cUmm, and. from the appearance of
the entry list which follow*, should produce aome excellmt •porl
rlaaa tiura* 1400. aiiurla h»*ta X in \ in htrti,«< ""rim , purw MOO. ain«le heata, 3 in .V in harnean; fJ.V) to tint, $100 to
aacuod, and $50 to third h.-r»e. P. Famll name* h, h. VannVrlvnn. M.
RolUne namas b. g. Freest .per nam.-* ft, h. Frank Uoaoow.
2:25 claaa, pan* 9500, mile heaU. 3 in 5, in harness; J3M to fir*l, 9100 to
aacond and 950 to third bona. L. .!. K<<ee name* b. a. Del Snr. I,. H.
Titui name* or.m. Kchom, t'haa. \V, Welhy names ch. tt. Starr lung. J.

Umith name* a. m. Sweetnet»t John Hughes nam*
Jackson Cochran names ch. %. Ashley. It does not always happen that
the beat horse wins a trotting race, and I know that at least ono horse in
the above waa engaged in questionable practices last season, but this As-
sociation is raw strict, and as the crooked work is generally kept for the
latter part of trie circuit, when the horses have all been tired out, it is

only fair to suppose that the beet horses will win this afternoon. I
1

. Fur
rell s entry in the 2:40 class is a green horse, said to belong to Kd. Stokes,
of Fisk fame. It has shown low down in the thirties in private trials,

and, barring accidents, should be able to win with ease. I think the 2:25
class will prove a surprise party to a good many people. Welhy's entry,
Starr King, has been tried and tried in practice, until he has shown bet-

ter than u« Many people know of that trial, and to-day (Friday) it

looks to me as if he would be a red-hot favorite. He has a soft spot in
bis heart, and if hard pushed is liable to " duff " after a second heat, or
perhaps sooner. Goldsmith's entry, Sweetness, can make him trot hia
very best, and is as likely as not to break his heart. I do uot think that
Kinc will win, in spite of his fast trial. Welby is not a first-class driver,
and though be may be able to speed his horse in private, in a tight race
he has no show with Goldsmith, even if his horse is tive seconds the faster
of the two. Either Ashley or Echora are liable to get in if the heats
happen to be much split up. I know the risk of hazarding conjectures at
the start of the season, and also know how easily one can be deceived,
but for all that advise the readers of the News Letter to be careful, and
not invest more money in Starr King than they can well afford to lose. I
suppose that old, old two-bit bar swindle will prevail to-day, and the only
way to beat it appears for visitors to the track to provide themselves with
pocket flasks and well-filled cigar cases before they start.*****
Owen Judge has definitely announced his retirement from the prize

ring. This announcement has elevated his good sense about 75 per cent.
in my estimation, but I wish, for the sake of the accuracy of history.
Judge would also announce at what time he ever appeared as a principal
in a prize fight. My impression is that, with the exception of a few glove
matches, Judge is positively unknown as a pugilist.*****
Last Sunday, at San Bruno, the Cosmopolitan Club team defeated the

California Club team in the match for the championship and a diamond
medal, with the handsome score of 145 kills against 136, out of 180 birds
shot at by each team. The rules were 15 men on each side, 12 birds each,
21 yards rise, 80 yards boundary, plunge traps. The match was very
closely contested up to the tenth round, when the California team went
all to pieces. Crittenden Robinson made a bad miss, and eight more of

the team followed his example. Of all the thirty contestants, every one
of whom were picked shots, Robert Tallant was the only one who made
a clean score; and it is only fair to say that he made it under as great dif-

ficulties as fell to the lot of any of the shooters. He shot very steadily,

held on to all his birds and did not depend upon the skill of a retriever to

secure his birds. At the conclusion of the match, his Club properly
awarded to him the honor of carrying the medal, which, having thrice

been won by the Cosmopolitan Club, is now its personal property. A
feature of the match was the number of birds that died just out of bounds.
The Cosmopolitans lost 5 in this way, and the Californiana 11. Follow-
ing is the score of both teams : Cosmopolitan team—F. Maskey 11, J.

Kelly 10, J. Ferguson 9, Wm. Rover 9, C. H. Graham 10, G. Golcher 9,

A. Higgins 9, F. Johnson 11, F. H. Putzman 10, P. Funcke 9, R. Liddle
9, R. Tallant 12, J. Browell 9, W. H. Card 8, M. Ault 10—total, 145.

California team—C. Robinson 11, G. W. Roche 9, C. W. Downey 10,

A. E. Burbank 7, H. Spencer 11, H. Parker 7, P. E. Walsh 10, W. Bo-
gart 7, E. W. Hays 9, J. Kerrigan 11, D. Berwick 9, R. Ellon 9, S. E.
Knowles 8, T. A. Pearson 8, J. H. Jellett 10—total 136.******
The prospects for a first-class rowiug regatta on Thanksgiving Day are

first-class, the offer of a silver cup for a four-oared Bhell race having given

quite a fresh impetus to rowing.—Petersen and Stevenson are still doing
a good deal of dry-land rowing, but no match has been made as yet.^—
Murphy wants a wherry race with Tom Flynn, and is very likely to be
accommodated.^—Griffin and Watkins will not race. Reason—Griffin

thinks Watkins too good a man for him at Long Bridge, and Watkins
feels that he is not the equal of Griffin at Saucelito.^—London Bport-

ing papers all claim that the Hillsdale crew are duffers, but London
oarsmen have so little confidence in the aforesaid journals that they are

all afraid to let the Hillsdales row in their regattas. Practice is stronger

than precept, therefore one may safely conclude that if the Hillsdales

are duffers the London crews are also duffers, only more so.—About the

only difference nowadays between amateur and professional oarsmen ap-

pears to be that the former are afraid to row but are not afraid to bet,

while the latter are afraid to bet but are not afraid to row.******
This afternoon, at 3:15 p.m., Robt. Haley will attempt to equal or break

the 100-yard amateur record —10 seconds. The Olympic Athletic Club offer a

gold medal if the feat ia performed, so the attempt will be made to rule. The
TaBt time Haley ran he was in poor fix, yet his time was 10J, and a trifle

better than 10i. in the final heat. In view of the importance of the event,

I would suggest to the Olympic Club that they secure the services of a

couple of independent dockers in addition to their own selections. This
suggestion carries no insinuation, and I hope it will be so understood.

Krug Champagne, from Reims, France.—Private Cuvee in quarts

and pints. Shield—Krug—in quarts and pints ; Premiere Qualite, in

Suarts and pints. For sale by Hellmann Bros. & Co., corner Front and
ackson streets.

PROMPT PAYMENT.

Sam 1 iilv ST, 1882.
To Afrnl Bat , „„<.

i Sik V. .urn of tl„. 2Tth, "ill, - 111. in payment "f
Mr. T. A. Sanobn' policy, No, 210.447, tor 18,000, rwaiTtd. St being

Insured, unci tbe
i I t,, n«, it speak, well f..r

Dm pramptaaM willi which tho 1'nmrwny <l«ra huninwu it hcinK liul (if

handed you the proofa oi death. It given im great
plraaure ti> recommend tha BqoiUbla, abora all other Companies, to
those who contemplate iniarins their Uvea,

A.ug. 6.

We remain, respectfully your.,

1H--.I.1,-MAN, HASH * CO.

SEVENTEENTH INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION
OK TIIK

m:e<jh:a.]nic!!s' institute
WILL OPEN TO THK PUBLIC ON

TI'KSDAT Align*!. 15, 1882.
At the NEW PAVILION,

LAEKIN, HAYES, POLK AND GROVE STBEETS,
Awl Continue until Beptmnbtr tilth.

rUKMU'MS ,,f Gold, Silver ami Bronze KedaUl, Dlplomu ami Cash will be award-
ed to meritorious exhibits in Art, Manufacture* am] Natural Products. Full infor-
mation will bo given or sent by applying at the Ottico, 27 Post stroet.

P. H. CORNWALL, President.
J. H. CULVER, Secretary.

Aug. 5. J. H. Q1LMOBS, Superintendent.

HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW.
The Next Term will Open on

THURSDAY Aug 11*1 10th,
.... AT TUB ....

PIONEER HALL, SAN FRANCISCO.
Examination of applicants to the Middle Class, and all re-examinations,

will take place on

TUESDAY, August 8th, at 9 O'ClocH A.M.
Examination of applicants for admission to the Junior Class will be held on

August 9th and 10th, at 9 O'Cloch A.M.
All new applicants should {jive their names to the

Registrar Office No. 636 Clay Street-
Aug. 5. C. P. HASTINGS, Registrar.

COLLEGE OF NOTRE DAME
FOR YOUNG LADIES.

Conducted by the Sisters of Notre Dame, San Jose.
This Institution will Resume Studies on

TUESDAY August l t 1882.
The course of instruction embraces all the branches necessary to the acquisition

of a solid and refined education. TERMS: Tuition, board, washing- and bedding per
quarter, $75. Music (vocal and instrumental), drawing, painting and private elo-

cution lessons form extra charges. For further particulars apply to the
Aug. 5. SISTER SUPERIOR.

TRANSATLANTIC FIRE INSURANCE CO.,
OF HAMBURG.

Clapltal, 81,500,000, U. S. Gold Coin. Losses paid iu Gold
J Coin immediately after Adjustment. This Corporation holds contracts of six-

teen other European Insurance Companies, re-insuring by far the greater part of

every risk, as soon as accepted in our office. The combined subscribed Capital which
our policies therefore offer to the public amounts to $26,900,000. U. S. Gold
Coin, of which $7,650,000 is paid up, besides the always available Reserve Funds.

GEO. MARCUS & CO., 304 California street. S. F.,

Aug. 5. General Agents for Pacific Coast.

PROPOSALS
Will be received for the pnrcbase of the following arti-

cles at the STATE JUTE MILL, San Quentin:

GBAIN SACKS-22x36, 20x36, 24x40, Lots in from 1,000 to
5,000.

BEAN BAGS--15x30.
WOOL BAGS-Standaxd Weight.

FLEECE TWINE.
HOP CLOTH-From 1,000 to 5,000 yards.

Samples of which will be sent when desired, and be on exhibition at the Produc
Exchange, San Francisco.
Proposals will be opened weekly, and the award given to the highest bidder.

Goods to be delivered on the wharf at San Francisco.

also ....

For BRICK Delivered at Wharf, San Quentin.
Address proposals: J. P. AMES, Warden San Quentin Prison.

By order of Board State Prison Directors,

J. V. Elus, Clerk. ["July 29.] 0. W. SCHELL, President.

WILLIAM T. COLEMAN & CO.,

MEMBERS OF THE

PRODUCE EXCHANGE,
123 ami 125 Market Street. Sail Francisco.

[July 29.]

SANTA CRUZ FURNISHED HOUSES,
From $25 Per Month, in the Best Locations*

EXCHANGE AND MART Santa Crnz, Cal.

No. 2 of the new Land Journal, of Santa Cruz county, containing full details of

Real Estate for sale, soil, climate, productions, etc., FREE BY MAIL. May 27.
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"The World," the Flesh, and the Devil.
[By a Truthful Penman.]

The Land Corporation of Ireland, of which the object is to ad-

vai ce money to Irish landlords to enable them to maintain themselves

againBt the Land League, and in certain cases to take over on lease and

manage the properties, and collect the rents, promises to be a very con-

siderable success. Of the £150,000 subscriptions proposed to be raised in

the first instance, £146,000 are already subscribed. Lord FitzWilliam has

promised £3,000 ; the Duke of Devonshire, £2,000 ; the Duke of Aber-

corn, £1,000 ; Lord Bath, £1,500 ; Mr. Kavanagh, £1,500 ; Lord London-
derry, £1,000 ; Lord Waterford, £2,000 ; and numbers of others, sums
varying from £100 to £500 each. This looks like business.— Vanity Fair.

—Her Majesty appreciated the inconsistency of military medical officers

saluting with drawn swords at reviews, and her opinions frankly ex-

pressed to the Duke of Cambridge led to the order that they should only

salute with the hand. The Queen also thinks that their uniforms should

not at all resemble those of combatant officers, and to secure for the med-
ical profession greater freedom from danger in the discharge of their

humane duties on a battle-field, proposals are under consideration to in-

vite the European Powers to adopt a distinct international uniform. If

all army doctors, whatever their nationality, were attired alike, an enemy
would see at a glance that they were non-combatant, but with a view to

making the uniform inviolable, a rule must, it is admitted, be made that

any one who endangers the life or maltreats a doctor or any of his staff

Bhall be punished by death. These proposals are steps in the right di-

rection.-^Colonel Chambers, immediately on learning through the

press of the desire of the Roman civic authorities to obtain Garibaldi's

sword, addressed a letter to the Ambassador, General Menabrea, placing

at the disposal of the Italian nation, not only the sword worn by the

great Italian patriot throughout all his campaigns, and presented to Colo-

nel Chambers on the breaking up of the staff after the campaign of 1866,

at the close of that war, but also the standard presented to Garibaldi

when Dictator at Monte Video, and the blood-stained blanket in which
the General was carried off the battle-field after Aspromonte.——A
young nobleman in a frightful railway accident missed his valet.

One of the guards came up to him and said ;
" My Lord, we have found

your servant, but he is cut in two." "Aw, is he?" Baid the young man,
with a Dundreary drawl, but with a trace of anxiety depicted on his

countenance, "will you be kind enough to see in which half he has got

the key of roy carpet bag ?"^—M. Falguiere, a sculptor, has been author-

ized to temporarily erect a rough model of a composition of allegorical

figures representing the triumph of Liberal and progressive France, upon
the summit of the Arc de Triomphe, in Paris. The figures, which are

three or four times as large as life, are now being erected. Should the

design be accepted by the Minister of Fine Arts it will be cast in bronze,

and definitely crown the monument.^^It seem a raid has been made
upon the Kia Tsu JEn, a Buddhist nunnery inside the West Gate of the
native City of Shanghai. Two of the ladies who had shaved their heads
and taken the vows of celibacy, have married ; one has lately presented
her husband with a fine boy, and the other with twins.——There are
said to be some 4,500 theatres in the United States.. Taking the
average receipts of one night's performance at $150, $675,000 are paid by
the public for amusements every night during the season. The Western
arithmetical fiend, who is responsible for these figures, further shows that

if there are 4,500 theatres, and if $150 is a fair average, and if the sea-

son runs forty weeks, the people of this country pay, exclusive of the
matinee performances, about $162,000,000 for their theatrical amuse-
ments.^—The Tea industry in Assam has created a trade of nearly five

and a half crores of rupees, more than half of which is in tea, and the
rest is the result of money which the tea industry has poured into the
province.^—In London most of the big brewers control a large number
of the public houses, as is likewise the case in New York city. When a
prominent brewing firm of London failed, some years since, they return-

ed in their schedule 359 public houses of which they held the leases.^—
Messrs. Seligman Brothers notify that the half-yearly coupons of

the City of Washington (District of Columbia) Six per cent. Loan was
paid at their offices, 3 Angel Court, Tbrogmorton Street, London, July
1st.—The works in connection with the Canal are, says the British

Consul at Panama, undoubtedly opening up a good market for British
machinery. America, however, at present appears to be obtaining the
largest share of the contracts and orders. Excavators' pickB, shovels,

lumber, and powder are American. A few French excavators of le3s

power are on the Isthmus. The steel rails are Belgian. The locomotives
and launches are French, but two English steam-tugs are on the way.-^—
Ireland claims a new grievance. The Fishery Commissioners give the
most doleful accounts of the produce of her seas. Once Dublin Bay was
famous for its herrings. In the Autumn that little harbor of Dunleary,
a well-known haunt of fishermen and smugglers, would be filled with the
brown sails of the Cornish luggers. They will scarcely come over this

year—at least not if they read the reports of the Commissioners and be-

lieve in them. It seems that in 1878 there were nearly 150,000 mease of

herrings captured, while last year the takeB did not amount to a third of

that figure. And what is more distressing is that this deficiency is gradual.

From 1877 to 1882 year after year the falling off has progressed. If there
was a sudden failure it might be accounted for by a disease of the fish,

but a gradual and continuous dwindling looks as if the herringii were fol-

lowing the example of the peasantry, and leaving the shores of the island.—Herr von Krupp, of Essen, the well-known iron and steel manu-
facturer, is about to establish extensive iron shipbuilding yards on the
Baltic.^—So severe has been the drought in South Australia that water
has been selling for two shillings per bucket.

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
nratnRAncE a»enct.

321 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.No. 322 *
Fire Insurance.

GIRARD of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN of New York.
ST. PAUL of Sb Paul.

TEUTONIA of New Orleans.
LACONFIANCE of Paris.

DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS
of New York.

THE FIRE INS. ASSOCIATION (Limited)
of London, England.

Harine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONCIERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented $27,000,000.
All Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid.

W. L. CHALMERS,
Special Agent and Adjuster.

AGGREGATE ASSETS,
840,647,942 .

Imperial Fire Insurance Co., of London Instituted 1803.
London Assurance Corporation, of London

Established by Royal Charter 1720.
Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.
BOBMBXIUCKSON, Manager.

W. XiANM BOOKER, Agent and Attorney,
S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building.

[October 11.
|

PHCENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., Estab'd 1782 Cash Assets, $5,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA "ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1833.—Cash Assets, 81,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1851.—Cash Assets, $1,357,326.39.

BUTLER A HiLDM,
General Agents for Pacific ' Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864.

Principal Office 406 California Street, S.F.

FIRE INSURANCE.
Capital (Paid Up in TJ. S. Gold Coin) $300,000.00
Re-Insurance Reserve $171,412 75

Assets January 1, 1882 3 684,577.83 I Premiums, since organization.$3,841,412.07
Surplus for policy holders.. 674,577.83 [ Losses, since onranization... 1,756,278.00

OFFICERS:
J. F. HOUGHTON President. I CHAS. R. STORY Secretary.
J. L. N. SHEPHARD .... Vice-President. | R. H. MAGILL General Agent.

Directorb of thb Home Mutual Imsurakcb Co.:—L. L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J. L.

N. Shepard, John Currey, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, C. C. Burr, J. S. Carter,

Charles Belding, D. W. Earl. April 8.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,500,000
Cash Assets 1,709,976
Cash Assets in United States . 775,003

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE & CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.--UNION INS. GO. OF S. F.

The California Lloyds.—Established in 1*61.—Noh. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, S750,000 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates

!

Prompt Settlement of Loses ! ! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS. —J. Mora Moss,
Moses Heller, J. O. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Everson, A. B. Phipps, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Brandensteiu, W. M. Hoag, Nicholas
Luning, James Moffitt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Touchard,
George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Scholle, Charles
Baum, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President.
Jambs D. Bailey, Secretary. Geo. T. Bohbn, Surveyor. Nov. 6.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, ofZurich, Capital 5,000,000 francs; Helvetia,

Of St. Gall, Capital 10,000,000 francs ; Baloise, of Basle, Capital 5,000,000 francs.

These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that may he sus-
ained. Losses made payable in all the principal seaports of the world. In the set-

tlement of all claims under an English policy, these Companies will strictly adhere to

the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, and submit to English jurisdiction.

June 9. HARRY W. SYZ, Agent, 225 Sansome at., S. F.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.

(Capital 85,OOO,OOO.—Agents: Balfour, Guthrie A- Co., No.
/ 316 California street, San Francisco. Nov. 18.
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LETTER FROM PARIS.
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KtttoM. was suppoaad by
the populace to be LoadotTa Mayor, it is probable the real gentleman
may have some delicacy in exhibiting hlmsalf t«< fon'icnerm. He will
miss it, however, for the banquet on the occasion is to be quite Ufanih
tuan. I'hevet, «>f the Palais Koyale, having been selected as the presiding
Vatel. He will be assist**! by 6fty cooks and one hundred and fifty scul-
lions. The President of the Republic has consented to take the chair
only on condition that no politics shall be spoken.
The suburban fete season, too, is in full swing, ('harming little Xeuilly,

just outside the ramparts, is now gmy and noisy with the fuu of the fair.
This i* one of the best round Paris, and should be visited by the tourist.

He will be struck by the way they do these things in France. There is

no crushing or roughing, no fighting or drunkenness—all classes meet
there and amuse themselves peaceably and respectably.
An interesting anecdote of late is that told at the expense of Benedict

Kevoil, a porting journalist, who died a few days ago. He prided him
self on his superior knowledge of English, and was very fond of translat-
ing English into French. One day, it appears, he came to Dentu, the
publisher, in a highly excited state. He had found a remarkable story in
an American periodical, by an anonymous writer. He had translated it,

he told Dentu, and breathlessly urged him to publish it without delay,
lest others should be in the field before them. Dentu, carried away by
Revoil's enthusiasm, consented to print it at once. Fortunately, one of
Dentu's readers, while looking over the proofs, made a startling discovery.
The American story was nothing more than Paul Fevat's Les Ciseaux
eTtfr, which had been translated into English by the enterprising Ameri-
can, and tie- translated into French by Revoil.
The news comes to us that Sarah Bernhardt has been adding to her

other accomplishments, while in London, that of fencing. She is said to
make such progress that her teacher is enchanted, and that she possesses
those natural advantages so requisite to a good swordsman, nimbleness of
leg as well as great length of arm. Her motive in imposing the exercise
upon herself is not thought to be to correct a tendency to obesity.

Miss Griswold, the young American lady whose debut on the lyric
stage is still a fresh recollection, is about to sever her connection with the
Paris opera. Her place, however, is to be filled by another American
singer, Mad'lle Norica, who has discovered that her voice is better suited
to French than Italian opera.
The great social event of late has been the ball given by the Duke and

Duchess de Fernan-Nunez at the Spanish Embassy. A striking feature
of the occasion was the appearance of ex-Queen Isabella in sky-blue silk,

a display of bad taste which has been criticised by the ladies. Among the
other ladies present {as the Jenkinses say) was the ComteBse de Pourtale's, in
a costume of mingled white and pink. How this name calls to my mind
poor Jennie Holladay, and the days of 1869, wheu she and her sister
Polly (since Baroness de Baussiere} with their mother were brightest
among the shining lights of the then American colony.

Bancroche.

THE ORIGINAL HOME OF THE HORSE.
There ifl no doubt that the original home of the horse is not Europe,

but Central Asia; for since the horse in its natural state depends upon
grass for its nourishment and fleetness tor its weapon, it could not in the
beginning have thriven and multiplied in the thick foreBt-grown territory
of Europe. Much rather should its place of propagation be sought in
those steppes where it still roamB about in a wild state. Here, too, arose
the first nations of riders of which we have historic knpwledge, the Mon-
golians and the Turks, whose existence at this day is, as it were, combined
with that of the horse. From those regions the horse spread in all direc-
tions, especially into the steppes of southern and southeastern Russia and
into Thrace, until it finally found entrance into the other parts of Europe,
but not until the immigration of the people. This assumption is, at least,

strongly favored by the fact that the farther a district of Europe is from
those Asiatic Bteppes—that is, from the original home of the horse—the
later does the tamed horse seem to have made its historic appearance in it.

The supposition is further confirmed by the fact that horse-raising
among almost every tribe appears as an art derived from neighboring
tribes in the east and northeast. Even in Homer the ox appears ex-
clusively as the draft animal in land operations at home and in the field,

while the horse was used for purposes of war only. Its employment
in military operations was determined by swiftness alone. That the
value of the horse must originally have depended upon its fleetness can
easily be inferred from the name, which is repeated in all the branches
of the Indo-European language, and signifies nearly "hastening," "quick."
The same fact is exemplified by the descriptions of the oldest poets, who,
next to itB courage, speak most of its swiftness.—Popular Science Monthly.

Section Eight of the Art Treasures of America has just been issued.
This section contains twelve full page India proofs, and a considerable
quantity of interesting letter-press matter and smaller illustrations.
Amongst the India proofs are " The Women and the Secret," from the
collection of Mr. H. Probasco, of Cincinnati, by Hugues Merle; "The
Children's Favorite," from the collection of Mr. J. A. Brown, Providence
R. I., by J. S. Myer; "The Temptation of St. Anthony," from the col-

lection of Mr. H. R. Dousman, St. Louis, by L. A. Leloir; "Before the
Alcalde," from the collection of Mr. D. W. Powers, Rochester, N. Y., by
Jules Worna; "The Heroes of the Fe'te," from the collection of Mr. V,
Newcomb, Louisville, Ky., by Antonio Casanova; "The convent in
Arms," from the collection of Mr. Charles Crocker, San Francis-
co, by Jehan S. Vibert; "The Love Feast," from the collection of Mr.
C. Parsons, St. Louis, by A. J. Mazerolle. There is also an interesting
catalogue of various collections of valuable works uow in San Francisco.

Ichi Ban enlarged ; largest in the world.

INSURANCE.
Tha Only Company on tha Pacific Coaat Qovrmod by the Muu-

chueetta Non-Forfeiture Law.

NEW ENQLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF BOSTON.

[ISCOHroitATKD is.tr,.}

tl6.0O0.0OO.Aaasta

Tola Compary li i'ur.-h Mutual. »ml hn trmmu-utd tho luMlnoM ot Lift In
fur nearly !"ru yam All lia polldai ..r. lanied under »«! irovornwl by tho !»«
of Mwu, iui!«i'Us. wiii.h provide that:

nm Wo polierahall beoome forfeited or rofcl for -payment of Premium, »fl*r
the payment "f TWO Annual Premium!
Bawod In default ..( perm

. ,i Premium*, H i» Mndhuj m Hie
Company to issuo a Paul. up Policy. «.» provided (or according to the published tables.
Thcalxivc eondltlonaan available to all Polio) bolder*, who become luob alter

Jan 1, UB1, Without further negotiation or Htipulallon or notification on their pan.
\\ Innever, alter the payment of TWO Annual l'reiniuma, aa atorosiii'l, the iiiHura-

ble interest in the life of the insured has terminal.., I, the n,t value of the policy, sub-
ject to certain conditions named In said Non-forfeiture Law.lamade a surrender
value payable in Cash. Distributions of Surplus are made annually on the Contri-

i, im and are proirreasive. Liberality and Equity In its relations with Pol-
ley-ImMers have always been the governing pr Iplu -if this Company, and the con-
ditions of its Policies in rob'aril to limits if Itesidenee and Travel are of the most
liberal description.

tatf- Before insuring in any Company, carefully read the Application and Form of
Policy used by the NEW ENGLAND LIFE.

HENRY K. FIELD, General Agent.
Office: 328 Montgomery Street (Safe Deposit Building) , San Francisco.

COOS BAY COAL.
The Cleanest and Cheapest-

No Soot! No Dirt!
The Best Coal for Domestic Use!

All Coal Dealers Keep It!
[May 27.]

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,
Agents for BICOBD'S BESTOBATIVE PELLS,

635 Market Street San Francisco, Cal.

PALACE HOTEL. June 24.

R. CUTLAR, D.D.S.,

Has Removed His Dental Office

From 715 Clay Street to No. S3 Post Street.

Office Houra—From 10 A.M. to 5 P.JhT.

[May 6.]

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,

OCULIST.

1formerly
at No. 3l:i Bash street , has removed to Phelan's

* Unlading, Booms 300 to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 m. to 3 p.m.

Take the Elevator. May 27.

DR. JAMES W. KEENEY,
OFFICE AJVD RESIDENCE: 33 MONTGOMERY STREET.

HOTJBS: 2 to 4, 7 to 7:30 p.m.
April 9.SUNDAYS: 3 to 4 p.m.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 315 GEART ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.

Feb. S.) OFFICE HOTJBS: 1 to 4 P.M.

PAINTING, TINTING, WHITENING AND PAPER-HANGING.
Gentlemen about to have 'work in this line clone will ben-

efit themselves by calling at my establishment, examine samples of workman-
ship, and getting estimates of (Jost. Orders sent by telephone (No. 433) from any
part of the city promptly attended to. E M. GALLAGHER,
July 8. 611 Sacramento Street, bet. Montgomery and Kearny.

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN

S ten 111 Baths; Electric and Chemical Baths: Sulphur ami
and other medicated vapor baths, with Swedish movements and massage.

Special apartments for ladies and families. DR. JUSTIN GATES,
July 1. 722 Montgomery street, near Washington.

AUGUSTUS LAVER,
Arohiteot.

Furnishes Plans, Specifications and Superintendence for
the Construction or Renovation of Dwelling Houses, and every describtion of

Building. Office: 19 S. F. STOCK EXCHANGE, Pine street, S. F.

•tST Take the Elevator. Dec, 10.

F
NOTICE.

lor the very best photographs go to Bradley * Rnlofson's,
in an Elevator, 429 Montgomery street. Oct. 29

MILLARD F. BRADLEY,
earcber of Records, Room 37, 118 Post St., San Francisco.

Office Hours: 5 to 9 P.M. Jan. 28.

a week. $12 a day at home easily made. Costly Outfit Free.
Address True ± Co., Aoguata. Maine.

S'

$72
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THE PUBLIC HEALTH.
It is greatly to be lamented that there is no steady appreciation of

the question of public health. From time to time there is a spasmodic
and temporary excitement. The mortality rises to an alarming point,

the deaths from diarrhea, diphtheria and typhoid fever increase, and we
are threatened with an epidemic. The Health Officer reports to the Su-
pervisors. The Board of Health consults, and turns for a brief space

from its persecution of the British sea tramp. The sewers are inspected

and reported to be in their normal state of foulness. No money has been
provided for their cleansing, much less for their repair or reconstruction.

The streets are neglected, and the sweepers are turned in. A few hun-
dred tons of filth are removed, a few of the worst obstructions are re-

lieved, a little more sewage reaches the outlet. For a week or two there

is a sensible diminution of the death rate. Every one is satisfied. The
streets are again swept, and the sewers are neglected. The Supervisors

resume their former apathy.

The Board of Health revert to the subject of Quarantine, and Death
again assumes the mastery. The Annual Report of the Medical Officer

of Health has not yet been presented to the Supervisors, It may be ex-

pected in a day or two, but its contents may safely be anticipated.

There will be an excess of 800 deaths over the Report of last year, nearly

the whole of which has occurred since the commencement of the present

year. Besides the array of statistics, which few read and fewer under-
stand, there will be £he usual comments on the causes for the increased

mortality. Attention will again be directed to the foul condition of the

sewers, to the total neglect of sewer ventilation—to the urgency of an ex-

tensive reconstruction of the entire system. Recommendations will be re-

peated for the tenth time, and as before, ignored. The Report will be
consigned to the oblivion of the waste basket, and nothing will be done.

Public opinion will be fully occupied with the coming political contest,

and perhaps when a few years more have passed, and a few more thous-

ands have been murdered by sanitary ignorance and neglect, we may be-

gin to inquire what system of sewerage will be best and most economical,
and what legislation may be necessary. But as yet the first condition of

democratic action is absent, for the Public are not educated to under-
stand the extent and nature of the evil, nor the urgent necessity of a

radical sanitary reform.

But it may be remarked that it is the Caucasians who suffer most from
the condition of the sewerage. The total increase of the Mongolian mor-
tality during the first six months of the present year, as compared with
the same months last, is only 73—an increase fully accounted for by the
large immigration. The white mortality has increased from 1,812 in 1881
to 2,534 during the first six months of this year—an increase of 722, or

38.5 per cent.; an increase which is clearly not due to any great increase
of population. It is the whites mainly who suffer from diphtheria, in-

fantile cholera, typhoid and malarial fever, and general zymotic disease.

During the first six months of last year, which were by no means excep-
tionally healthy, there were 251 deaths, thus classified. This year there
have been 460, or an increase of 83 per cent. The mortality from diseases

caused by foul air has been frightful ; and the only source of foul air is

the sewer. The area of deposit is so extensive, and re-accumulatidn of

filth is so rapid, that all attempts to ameliorate the evil are futile. A few
days after cleansing a sewer it becomes as bad as ever. Nor is the evil confined
to the public system. The drains of private houses are very generally
constructed on false principles, and result in the general introduction of

Eoisoned air. The nigh death rate is sufficient proof of this ; for, as we
ave repeatedly demonstrated, it is within the power of every householder

to protect himself against the dangers of the public sewers. We have
seen houses of the first-class erected without any provision for perfect iso-

lation from the public Bewer, and. without effective local ventilation of the
drains. It is deemed sufficient if there is an opening to let out foul air,

and altogether superfluous to have one for the admission of a pure supply.
Now, the only remedy for these evils is the diffusion of sanitary in-

formation. We want sanitary instructors—sanitary clubs. We want to
have the people educated in the conditions of health. We desire that the
lady or mistress of the house will not be satisfied until the drains are as
clean as the floors and windows, the food as wholesome as it is palatable,
and the air within as pure as the air without. The death rate of San
Francisco ought to be as low as any maritime city in the world. With
good sanitary administration and the diffusion of sanitary knowledge, it

is not too much to say that the mortality might be reduced one-half, that
is to the annual rate of 1.2 or 1.3 per cent. The economic gain to the
community would pay the cost ten times over, and no one is able to count
the saving in pain and sickness, misery and bereavement, nor the gain in
prosperity and happiness resulting from so great a change.
Once more, then, we venture respectfully to invite the members of our

University, and especially of our Academy of Sciences, to inaugurate
such teaching of the people. The public have frequently been invited to
discussions on cometB, cosmogenies and other unearthly subjects. Bugs
and beetles are not considered as beneath their notice. And now we pro-
pose a subject of the very deepest scientific interest, and, at the same
time, of the closest practical application to the needs of daily life. We
pray them to teach that which is not to be found in public schools, and
scarcely, as yet, in public universities. We pray them to assist in dimin-
ishing the death-rate by teaching people how to live and how to avoid
disease, because this cannot be effected by acts of legislation, by Boards
of Health, or by the regulations of infecters and police.

Ez-Govemor Stanford as Park Commissioner.—The appoint-
ment of ex-Governor Stanford as Park Commissioner, and his acceptance
of this rather thankless and certainly not profitable task, is worthy of
comment. That, in addition to the many demands made on his time and
energies, he should be willing to accept the onerous obligations devolving
upon him in this new position, is greatly to his credit. His vast wealth
and untiring energy will soon be exhibited in new and material improve-
ments, which he has long had in contemplation for the Park, aud of
which the public will reap the benefit. The well-grounded fears that, in
the absence of any interest on the part of the Supervisors, and of sufficient
appropriations, the Park was to be neglected and all improvements stayed,
is now happily dissipated, and this charming resort bids fair to become
ere long what its originators designed it should be—one of the most at-
tractive features of the city.

The reportorial staff of the Chronicle seem rather hard up for some-
thing to do when they have to resort to interviewing the canneries.

THE SUNDAY LAW ISSUE.
_
There is a pronounced disposition on the part of sundry of the Repub-

lican " organs " to force their party to take issue with that plank in the
Democratic platform which deals with the Sunday Law question. If the
Republican party wishes to destroy any chance of success it has, it will
do this thing. If it wishes to hurt its prospects more than a veto of an
anti

;
Chinese bill by the President on the day before the election would,

it will declare that it is in favor of allowing a noisy, active crowd of nar-
row-minded bigots to dictate to their fellow-men what and when they
(the bigots' fellow-men) shall eat and drink. If the Republican party
wishes to array against it every intelligent, liberal-minded man in the
State, it will declare that it proposes to be the tool of those who would,
if they could, take us back to the days when to look pleasant and feel
happy on the Sabbath day was accounted an act of sacrilege and im-
morality.

" Sunday laws," as they are called, must, if they exist, invade upon the
liberties of the people. Society in its corporate capacity has a right to
tell its individual members—and for very obvious reasons—that they
must cover their nakedness. Beyond that it cannot go without invading
the proper limits in which the individual is entitled to exercise his own
judgment.. If the Legislature were to attempt to dictate to the people as
to what kind of clothes they should wear, even the staunchest Sunday-
law advocate would cry out against the unjustifiable interference. Yet, if

the Legislature—which is simply society in its corporate capacity—has a
right to dictate to the individual as to what kind of food and drink he
shall partake of, it has, logically, an equal right to dictate to him as to
what kind of cloth he shall have his coat made out of. Deny this right,
and you deny the principle which underlies the Sunday law, as it exists
in this State now, because that section of the Political Code which is

designated the Sunday law is simply a half-hearted effort to prevent the
drinking of intoxicating liquors on Sunday.
Nor can any law, aiming to compel the observance of the first day of

the week in any particular manner, be enacted which will not be repug-
nant to the spirit of the age, the Bentiment of the American people and
.the traditions of the American Government. If one man has a right to
spend Sunday reading the Bible, his neighbor has an equal right to Bpend
the same dayreading Shakespeare. If one man has aright to play the organ
in a church on Sunday, for a hire, his neighbor has an equal right to play the

Eiano in a cnncert-hall on the same day, for hire. If a reataurant-keeper
as a right to sell whisky, wine, beer, coffee, milk, or even water, on

Sunday, his neighbor—whose place of business may be designated a
saloon—has an equal right to sell the same articles, or any one of them.
The News Letter knows full well that the world would be happier if

there were less drunkenness in it. We know, also, equally well that this
community would be better aud happier if Sunday were Bpent in a way
less calculated to promote debauchery and vice. But debauchery, drunk-
enness, vice, etc., are moral offenses, and the remedy for them must be
found in the moral sentiment of the people. In other words, people can't
be made "good" by Act of Legislature. Persuade people that it is wrong
to drink and go to picnics, etc., on Sundays, and they won't do it.

THE JAPANESE ON THE INDEMNITY BILL.
The Japanese papers are poking a little fun at us apropos of the

Indemnity Fund Bill recently pending in Congress. Speaking of one of
the amendments offered to the bill, the Mail says it included "an ex-
quisitely ludicrous proposal that a sum of §15,000 Bhould be paid to
George S. Fisher, sometime Consul at Kanagawa, for losses in conse-
quence of 'forcible ejection from his residence and the destruction of his
property.' When Mr. Fisher moved to Yokohama it is very possible
that his servants may have broken a glass or dislocated a chair, but the
notion of converting this into a claim of $15,000, to be paid out of the in-

demnity, is the most monstrously barefaced piece of jobbery ever
placed on record." It suggests, " that the amount be paid the Japanese
Government in lieu of certain funds which are supposed to have lost their
way in transit through the hands of this ' forcibly ejected' claiment, and
has never yet been accounted for." Referring to "the sum of $140,000
which America hag elected to keep on a claim by her for damage done to
her shipping in the Straits of Shimonoseki before the naval operations were
undertaken," it says : "Now the whole amount of this damage was the
cutting away of a topmast-backstay of the little merchant steamer Pem-
broke." America has, however, decided to divide this sum as prize-money
between the crews of the Wyoming and Takiang. On what military
principle prize-money is awarded to ships which took no prizes, but merely
engaged in the ordinary operations of war, we are rather at a loss to con-
ceive.

ANOTHER PIONEER GONE.
Mr. John Sullivan, who passed over the silent river last Friday, was

one of the best known, and most successful amongst our pioneers. In-
deed, he has been fittingly described as a pioneer, amongst the pioneers.

The deceased gentleman was born in Ireland in 1824, but when only six

years of age, he accompanied his parents to Canada, and settled near Que-
bec, where he was brought up. When a young man, he went to reside at
St. Joseph, Missouri. In 1844, in company with the Murphy's, of San
Jose, he Btarted for California ; he and his comrades, by the way, entered
through the Truckee pass, via Donner lake, and were the first white men
to come that way. In 1846, Mr. Sullivan Bettled in this city, and enter-
ed into the commission business, with Zachary Leidesdorff. He invested
heavily in real estate, and the rapid growth of the city, necessarily made
him immensely wealthy. Mr. Sullivan was one of the founders of the
Hibernia Bank, and was its first President. The deceased was recognized
as a large-hearted, generous gentleman, and was much respected by all

who knew him, as the immense concourse of people who attended his re-

mains to their sepulchre on last Monday demonstrated.

Vancouver Island Railway.—A syndicate formed to construct a rail-

way on Vancouver Island is composed of English, San Francisco and
Victoria capitalists. They made preliminary engagements with the Gov-
ernment, and a Bill for their incorporation is now before the British
Columbia Legislature. The syndicate will have an authorized capital of

55,000,000. They undertake to build a line from Nanaimo to Esqui-
malt and Comox within four years, and they are to receive the land orig-

inally reserved for the Island Railway, 1,900,000 acres, including very
valuable coal lands.
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THE TOWN CRIER.
' !U»r tb« Cr1«r '" " Whil lb* iWtiI art t hon • "

'On* thftt will pUy th» dvrll.tir with ron "

' H»'d t •tin* in hi* Mil »• lone »» • (Ull,
Which tn«d* him (row bolder and bolder."

The charming regularity with which the police make tri-nmnthly
raid* no gambling hotiae* for the city's percentage of the profit* is thor-
oughly in keeping with the Uctics of the force, hut very nauseating to

the ordinary thinker. The activity of the police is commended by the
dfcilie*, and the green reporter shows how they enrich the city treasury
hv $1,1*00 or $2,000, calling u|>on the community to admire these active
officers as paragons of energy and rectitude. To hurst this bubble the
reader has only to note that the fines come from the visitors' pockets in

the main, and not from the dealers. For instance, this week two dealers
forfeited bail in the sum of 9200 each, making a total of $400, and 38

- forfeited $40 each, or $1,520. The $200 is nothing to the dealer.

He often loses and makes that in a quarter of an hour. Hut the worst of
the system is that, under the pretense that there is no section applying to

the retention of the lay-out, the police actually return the dealers all the
tools which they have seized, so that they can immediately open the game
which was interrupted for a few hours. Out on such humbug as this!

It is like putting poor, dear Sir Thomas back in the pond where ha VM
drowned "to catch us some more eels." The whole system of raiding
faro games is a farce, and it would be pertinent to inquire how much the
officers on the inside of the police ring get for not raiding these games for

months at a time? They know where they exist, and the fact that they
allow them to run all the time in corner groceries even savors strongly of

a lot uf dirty linen in the police force, which it would be well to wash.

It Is rumored that the Board of Education will shortly increase the
salaries of teachers. There is nothing strange about that, because most
of the fair instructors of our youth have to pay a heavy percentage of
their salary to the political leeches who were instrumental in getting them
appointed, and it is only natural their "protectors" and "patrons"
should wish to lighten the burdens of their protege's. But what puzzles
us is, why should the augmentation of salary be made greater in the case
of those who teach boj-s than in the case of those who teach girls ? For
instance, if a " special teacher " of mathematics in a boys' high school is

to get §170 a month, why should a " special teacher " of languages and
mathematics in a girls' high school be remunerated with only $160 a
month ? It is true that the proposed arrangement could be construed as

a compliment to the girls, inasmuch as it implies that there is less labor
in teaching them than in instructing the inferior sex ; but, on the other
hand, it might be urged that a poorer quality of teacher, and, conse-
quently, a poorer quality of instruction is needed for the maidens than
for the males. The girls ought to consider this question in all its bear-
ings. It would make a good theme for the next graduating exercises, if

some indignant virgin would only catch on and grapple with it.

A groceryman got hammered up, last Wednesday, by an athletic

young deputy license collector in a manner which should serve as a warn-
ing to all grocerymen who have the impertinence to try and collect their

bills. The man of soap and candles, and bad lager at 5 cents a bucket,
was named John Weber. He of the dog-tag and wagon-numbering pro-

fession gloried in the name of Hinds. The amount in dispute was $5,

but the fair gold-piece which the mop-and-broom man fain would handle
was denied him. Words succeeded to blowB, the Teutonic coal-oil-seller

leading off with his left and impinging on the cranium of the dispenser of

permits to retail cigars. Then the scene changed, and in a few miuutes
the dealer in eggs looked as if he had been baptized with a two-pound can
of strawberry jam and his shirt bosom decorated with cranberry sauce.

He was hauled round the room like a sack of flour, and his eyes closed for

repairs, and now, as soon as he is able to to get round on crutches, he propos-
es to hang out a sign, "Credit to New City Hall clerks positively declined.

Beware of the dog." The heroic treatment is becoming very fashionable
in the curing of duns, and, generously administered, as in this case, se-

cures a modicum of tranquility for oppressed debtors during office hours
as well as on Sundays. This is a universal boon.

"Heard the news, Jim?" "No; what news?" "Doc. Latham's
joined the church—'s goin' to be a saint !" " No-o ;

yubadam." " Fact

;

true's death." "You don't sayl How did it happen?" " Well, yer see,

he was a trifle early for lunch last Sunday, and a trifle late for breakfast,
so he dropped into that gospel-shop end o' New Montgomery. They was
reading the Litany, I believe they call it, and 'd just got to the part that
did old Lath's biz." " What does it say? It must have drawn worse than
a blister." "Well, yer see, it was that part of the circus where the
gospel-grinder chins on his own hook, praying for Self & Co., and the
audience chips iu, 'Good Lord, let up on us,' or words to that effect.

Just as Doc. stepped in the parson snuffles out, * From all blindness of

heart, from pride, vain-glory, and democracy ;' and then the hull crowd
pipes up, 'Good Lord, let up on usl' The democracy clause did the
biz'ness. Doc. sayB he don't want any better religion nor that, and I ain't

sure he ain't right. He says he'll hev every member of No. 6 Republican
Club join that church, and ante up the assessment, too ; and when he
says a thing bet'eher he means it. * Pride, vain-glory and democracy ' is

good, and don't you forget it."

A man died this week of calcification of the heart, and, on being
opened up, it was found that his organ of tenderness was as bony, stony
and as generally ossified as that of a medieval miser or a Kearny-street
pawn-broker. Since then all the rich men who put dimes in the plate on
Sunday, and won't eat watermelons until they are ten cents apiece, are
on the anxious seat, and want to know what this blamed calcification of

the heart is. For their information the T. C. is glad to be able to explain
that this Is an insidious disease, accompanied by no pain. It is often gen-
erated by overworking other people and paying small wages, grinding and
converting souls into labor machines, ruining them in stocks and breaking
up homes and families. The disease is getting very common now in Cali-

fornia, and generally proves fatal just at the time when the sufferer has
got a plethoric bank account and would like to enjoy it. People who
build homes for academies of science, who purchase museums and libra-

ries for the public, who help distress wherever they find it, and use the
wealth entrusted to them to dispense in alleviating sorrow and want,
never have it. That's the kind of a hairpin we are.

AnbiFaiha is playing havoc with the flag of truce. It appear* that
when he Doiata it the llntish understand that he i, making new intrench-
marts, sending out a raoooooiterioff party, or plotting mischief of some
other kind. 1 he day is hk.dy to come when Arahi will need to o
white flag in real earnest, but if he doesn't change his tactics he will find
that it would be safer for him to advance for a parley at full charge,
brandishing a gory ciraetnr end whooping imprecations like a cigar store
Apache, than to advance alone and unarmed, with his pooket-bandker.
chief waving from his walking cane. We may add that Mr. taring Pick-
ering shares our opinion in this particular. In a Call editorial the other
day he (or his young man) after roundly abating Arahi for disregarding
the flag of truce, declared that "with him (Arab!) it no longer answers
the deceptive purpose for which it was intended." " Deceptive " is a good
word, but really, Pickky, dear, you ought not to knock your own ar-
guments down with it.

Slater Jerustaa Mehitabel Stow, President of the Social Science
Sisterhood, Founder of the Woman's Republic of San Francisco, Editor,
Printer and Publisher of the Woman's Herald of Induttry and Receptacle
of Balderdash, Professor of Physical Culture, and II envy-Weight Cham-
pion of Woman's Rights for the Pacific Slope, Advocate of the Wearing
of Bifurcated Leg-Clothing - not the sort you mean—by members of the
superior sex—the ladies, God love era!—Author of a Book of Chaff about
Probate, etc., etc., el cetera, has issued a " Grand Proclamation," an-
nouncing herself an independent candidate for the lunatic asylum. Let's
see ; now does that read: Candidate for—it ought to be " Governor of the
State." Well, let it go ; daresay, it wasn't much of a lapsus, after all.

Sister Stow has not always been Sister Stow. There was once a Brother
Stow, but the Lord saw how rough the thing was on him, and trans-
planted him.

" Well, I'm !
" He was evidently up from the Cow Counties, and

unused to the ways of the city. "How?" inquired a nervous-looking
person who happened to be passing, and fancied himself addressed.
" That let's me out, Mister; I guess I'll get back home. This 'yer city's
jest a little too civilized forme." " What's troubling you?" said the ner-
vous-looking person, eyeing him suspiciously; "seem to have got 'em
pretty bad." "Can't yer read plain American?" demanded the man
from the interior—pointing to a zinc slate on the door of a boot-blacking
establishment: Boots polished inside. "Jee-roo-sul-Jam / Boots polished
inside ! This is tuo much. Here's civilization ef you want it. Fancy
polishing yer boots inside! It all comes o' too much assthatics. Well,
I'm d—-d." And he turned along Fourth street, and was heard to in-
quire how far it was to Townsend.

It must be very annoying to our national curled darling, President
Arthur, to have to go among the ladies with such a terrible black eye as
the Senate and Congress gave him over that River and Harbor Bill. It
isn't pleasant to the roughest-grained sort of a man to receive a direct
snub, but to a scented and sensitive beauty of the haughty Arthur brand
of humanity a snub amounts to nothing less than a slap in the face.
Arthur ought to be content to sit on his gingerbread throne, without dis-
playing his ambitious appetite by trying to eat it, and thereby bring his
immaculate imperial robes too abruptly into contact with the ground.
However, experience teaches, and the American Antinous will probably
be more careful with his next veto.

It is said that forty Chinamen have been killed up in Victoria by a
land-slide on the railroad, near Yale. If they all belong to the 3ame com-
pany the event will be worse than a twenty thousand-dollar blaze to an
insurance company, and knock the bottom out of Coolie dividends for the
next six months. We suggest to Consul Bee that he could unite to his
other duties a Coolie life insurance company and take risks on their liveB,
so that when a mine caves, or forty or fifty are blown up in the San Pablo
powder works, the company could realize on their defunct property, and
rebuild, so to speak, with more slaves.

A barber at the Mission got badly worsted in a fight this week. His
name was John Levitt. There is a moral hanging round this episode
somewhere, for John evidently had a close shave and got into a scrape,
after being pretty well lathered by his foe. A barber should never razor
row or attempt to beard an antagonist. However, he has had a good lesson,
and in future if he is round anywhere where there's a muss, he will prob-
ably Levitt alone. They say that he felt moustacheshamed of himself
next day. Let soap so.

" What's the name of the new man ? " asked the boss, taking out of
his breast-pocket a precious MS. on the early settlement of Guatemala.
"Appleton, Rev. James Appleton," replied his factotum, with a little

nervousness. "Reverend, did you say? I thought you knew my opinions
about parsons. You'll have to get rid of him—I don't want any birds of
prey round this rookery," exclaimed the boss, with some asperity. " O,
it's all right, sir, so far as that goes ; he^s been kicked out of the church."
"Ah! that's another matter. He looks a smart fellow—just the kind of
man we want, I should say."

What "with the Egyptian muddle, the Irish question, the Radical
Press and the Home Rule Obstructionists we should naturally feel sympa-
thy for the worries of poor Gladstone, did we not reflect that he is daily
spared a perusal of the editorials of the Bulletin, Call and Chronicle, about
him and his policy. Whatever troubles surround or difficulties beset him,
he is yet free from that misfortune, and is so far a happy man.
An individual who refreshingly describes himself as " an honest, en-

ergetic gentleman of fine manners and education," advertises in a morn-
ing paper this week for a position as "clerk in a hotel." It is but too
painfully evident the advertiser is a stranger in America—his ideas of the
requisite qualifications are so delightfully fresh.

"Hon. P. T. Barnum, of Bridgeport, Conn., present owner of Jumbo,
and Mrs. Barnum," is how the Continental Times mentions the presence
of the great showman and his wife at a London party. Wonder how
Mrs. B. likes that kind of mentioning, though?

People have been wondering what has made England apparently so
dilatory in moving on Arabi Bey's works. The fact is, Gladstone has
been waiting to receive by mail a complete file of the recent issues of the
Bulletin, so as to know what to do.

Itinerant junk dealers are not allowed to frequent Van Ness Avenue
now. They send ladies into hysterica when they call oat, " Rags, bottles,

sacks !"
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SUNBEAMS.

"Uncle Simon," exclaimed a boy in breath-
less haste, rushing into a shop, " did yer heah
dat yer wife has dun run away wid a barber ?"

"No, chile; am it a fack?" "Yes, sah. She
run away. Da was in such a hurry dat de bar-
ber lef his hat in de house. " Wall, I'se glad he
lef ' his hat, fur it makes me de gainer in de tran-
saction." "But he come back an1

tuck de hat,
den run away an' lef yer wife in de house." "Oh,
Lord," exclaimed the old man, "den I'se de
loser in de transaction.

A son of the Emerald Isle had the misfortune
one day to fall into his well. His wife hearing
the commotion, rushed out in great consterna-
tion, and going to the side of the well, called
down, "Barney! Barney! are you there ?" "Faith
an' I am," came back faintly from the bottom of

the well. " Barney, Barney, are you dead?"
"No, but I'm spachless."

The first triplets born in Colorado befell a
Leadville woman. They thrived and waxed fat,

but their mother naturally feared a further stay
in the glorious climate of Colorado, and yester-
day she passed through Pueblo en route to her
old home in Ohio, accompanied by the bobtail
flush—the old man and the three babies.

A St. Louis man visited Milwaukee, and
while there indulged in the luxury of a Turkish
bath. He died one hour hence. Verdict of cor-

oner's jury: " He should not have got so much
mud off from him at one time.

"

A woman in Philadelphia was badly burned
by the explosion of a doughnut in a frying-pan.
It issupposed the mayor will include doughnuts
in his next proclamation against the sale of ex-
plosives.

Between the young man scented with cigar-

ettes and the young woman scented with musk
and patchouly, the railway passenger gets a good
deal for- his six cents these days.

BROAD GAUGE.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Monday, April 10, 1882,

And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave
from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend sfc., between 3d and 4thstreets,) as follows:

s. F.
DESTINATION. ARRIVE

S. F.

10:

*3:
4:

* 5:

30 A.M.

30 A M.

40 a.m.

30 p.m.
25 P.M.
15 P.M.

30 p.m.

.San Mateo, Redwood,.
and Menlo Park ..

40 a.m.
:10 a.m.
03 A.M.

02 A.M.

:36 P.M.
:59 P.M.

00 P.M.
15 P.M.

30 A.M
40 A.

M

30 P.M
25 P.M

1 ..Santa Clara, San Jose and.. ,

j ..Principal Way Stations...
f

I )

):03 i.M
):02 A.M.

5:36 P.M.

i:00p.M.
i:U P.M.

10:

10:

» 3

40 i.M.
30 P.M.

j .Gilroy, Pajaru, Castroville I I''.

1 and Salinas fl

40 a.m.

:30 P.M. II-
Hollisterand Tres Piuos.w 0:02A. M.

5:00 P.M.

40 A.M.

30 P.M

{...Monterey, Watsonville . *)

Camp Goodall, Aptos, Camp
f

San Jose, Soquel, Santa Cruz. J

):02 a.m.
3:00 pm.

10:40 a.m.} . . .Soledad and Way Stations .

Sundays excepted. tSundays only.

£2T Special Notice. T£fi

Sunday Excursion Trains to Monterey and Santa
Cruz.—First-class Excursion Train to Monterey and
Santa Cruz will leave San Francisco every Sunday at
7:30 a.m. Returning, leave Monterey at 4:35 p.m. ; San-
ta Cruz at 4:15 p.m., arriving San Francisco at 8:40 p.m.

Fare for the Round Trip to either point, $3

.

Stage connections are made with the 10:40 a.m.
Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo, which
connect with 8:30 a.m. Train.

Ticket Offices—Passenger Depot, Townsend street,

and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.

A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,
Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

83^" S. P. Atlantic Exprsss Train via Los Angeles,
Yuma, etc., leaves San Francisco daily via Oakland
Ferry, foot of Market street, at 9:30 A.M.

C> P- R. R.

Time Schedule, Monday, May 15, 1882.
Trains leave, and are due to arrive at,

San Franciscoas follows:

LEAVE
(for)

DESTINATION. ARRIVE
(from)

9:30 A.M. ....Antioch and Martinez 2:40 p.m.
*4:0Op.M. .... " '* " *12:40 P.M.
*4:30 p.m. .... " '* " *10:10 a.m.
8:00 a.m. 7:40 p.m.

*4:30 p.m.
» *10:10 a.m.

8:00 a.m. *10:10 a.m.
*4:00 p.m. " " "... 7:40 p.m.
9:30 A. M. . . 1 Deming, El Paso > Express

. . \ and East j Emigrant ..

2:40 p.m.
4:30 p.m. 7:10 a.m.
8:00 A.M . . | Gait and \ via Livermore 5:40 P.M.
*4:00p.M. . . J Stockton ) via Martinez 12:40 p.m.
8:00 A. M. lone 5:40 p.m.
*4:30p.m. .... Knight's Landing -HO. 10 a.m.

J8:00 A.M. .... " " (tSundays only) J 11:40 a.m.
9:30 a.m. .... Los Angeles and South 2:40 p.m.
8:00 a.m. . . . Livermore and Pleasanton. .

.

5:40 p.m.
5:00 p.m. . " " " 8:40 A.M.
9:30 a.m Madera and Fresno 2:40 P.M.
*4:00 p.m. *' " " .. *12:40 p.m.
8:00 a.m. .... Marysville aud Chico 5:40 p.m.
8:00 a.m. ....Nilesand Haywards. 5:40 p.m.

10:00 a.m. ..." " " 4:10 p.m.

5:00 p.m. .. " " " 8:40 a.m
3:30 p.M . . f Ogden and I Express 11:40 A.M.
5:30 P.M. 6:10 A.M.
8:00 A.M. 5:40 p.m.
8:00 A.M. .. ( Sacramento, ) via Livermore. 6:40 P.M,
8:00 a.m. . . < Colfax and > via Benicia. . .

.

7:40 p.m.
3:30 P.M. .. (Alta ) via Benicia ...

.

11:40 a.m.
*4:30 p.m. Sacramento, via Benicia. . .

.

*10:10 a.m.
*6:00 A.M.

3:30 p.m. " ({Sundays only) tll:40A.M.
*4:00 P.M. 12.40 p.m.

3:30 P.M.
8:00 a.m. *7:40 P.M.
*4:30P.M.
*a:00 a.m. Willows and Williams *7:40 p.m.

Train leaving San Francisco at 9:30 A.M. should meet
Pacific Express from " Ogden " at San Pablo ; also Pacific
Express from "El Paso" at Antioch.

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland Pier.

From "SAN IKANdSdll." Daily.

To EAST OAKLAND-»6.00, »6:30, 7:30, 8:30, 9:30,

10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30,
7:00, 3:00, 9:30, 11:00, '12:00.

To ALAMEDA—*6:00, M6:30, 7:00, »+7:30, 8:00, *t8:30,
9:00, *t9:30, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 1:00, 2:00, 3:00, "t3:30,
4:00, <'t4:30, 5:00, "t5:30, 6:00, *t6:30, 7:00, *8:00, 9:30,
11:00, *12:00.

To BERKELEY — "6:00, *6:30, 7:00, "7:30, 8:00, "8:30,
9:00, J9:30, 10:00, J10:30, 11:00, (11:30, 12:00, 1:00,
2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,
9:30, *1!:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—»6:00, »6:30, 7:00, <7:30, (8:00.
"8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, H:30, 5:00>
•5:30, 6:00. "6:30, 7:00.

To " SAW FRANCISCO," Dally.

From BROADWAY, Oaklind -»5:32, *6:02, 6:32,7:02,
7:32, 8:02, 8:32, 9:02, 9:32, 10:02, 10:32, 11:02, 11:32, 12:02,
12:32, 1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32. 5:02,
5:32, 6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

Fkom EAST OAKLAND—*5:21, »5:51, 6:21, 6:51, 7:51,
8:51, 9:51, 10:51, 11:51, 12:51, 1:51, 2:51, 3:61, 4:51,
5:51, 6:51, 7:51, 9:21, 10:51

From ALAMEDA—*5:15, '5:45, 6:15, 7:10, *t7:35, 8:10,
•H8:35, 9:10, n9:35, 10:10, «tl0:35, 11:10, 12:10, 1.10,
2:10, 3:10, 4:10, 't4:35, 5:10, *t5:35, 6:10, "+6:35, 7:15,
"+7:35, 9:15, 10:45.

From BERKELEY— *5:45, *6:15, 6:45, "7:16,7:45, *8:15,
8:45, (9:15, 9:45, (10:15, 10:45, (11:15, 11:45, 12:45,
1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:16, 4:45, 5:15, 5:45, 6:15, 6:45, 7:45,
9:15, «10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY — *5:45, »6:15, 6:45, «7:15,
7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, *5:15, 5:45,
•6:16, 6:45, »7:15.

Creek Route.
From SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:15, 3:15,

5:15.

From OAKLAND—*6:15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

All trains run daily, except when star (") denoteB Sun-
days excepted.

TTrains marked thus (+) run via East Oakland.
(^Sundays only.

"Standard Time" furnished byRandolph & Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. GOODMAN, Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agt.
A. N. Townb, General Manager.

L. H, Newton, M. Newton,
NEWTON BROTHERS & CO.,

Importers aud Wholesale Dealers In
Teas, Foreign Goods and Groceries, 204 and 206

California street, San Francisco, Cal May 25.

On aud after Monday, April 3d, 1882,
Boats and Trains will leave San Francisco as

follows:

71 f\ a.m. daily (Sundays excepted), via San Rafael,
• A " from Market-street wharf, for Petaluma, San-

ta Rosa, Healdsburg, Clovcrdale, Guerneville and way
stations. Stages connect at Geyserville for Skaggs'
Springs; and at Cloverdale for Highland Springs, Kel-
seyville, Soda Bay, Lakeport, Ukiah and Geysers.

Dally, Except Sundays.
2QA p.m., via Donahue, from Washington-street•"V wharf

A £TA p.m., via San Rafael, from Market-street wharf,
^•*-*\J for Petaluma, Cloverdale and way stations.
Stages for Navarro Ridge and Mendocino City leave
Cloverdale daily at 6 a.m.

Sunday Excursions.

8 0(\ A-M., Sundays only, via Donahue, from Wash-
,aj\J ington -street wharf, for Cloverdale and way

stations. Round Trip Tickets on Sundays to Petaluma,
$1.50 ; Santa Rosa, $2 ; Healdsburg, S3 ; Cloverdale,
§4.50; Guerneville, $3. Returning, will arrive in San
Francisco at 6:45 p.m.

81 PL a.m., Sundays only, via San Rafael, from Mar-
• -LtJ ket-street wharf, for Miller's, Pacheco, Novato

and Eurdell's. Returning, will arrive in San Francisco
at 7:45 P.M.

GEYSERS! GEYSERS!
Tbe Greatest Natural Wonder of the

World 1

Immense Reduction in Kates.
Round Trip Tickets, via Cloverdale $8 50
Round Trip Tickets, via Cloverdale and Calistoga.$12 50

Passengers will leave San Francisco at 7:10 a.m.
week days, from San Quentin Ferry, and arrive at the
Geysers at 2:30 p.m. On Sundays, leave Washington-
street Wharf, by Steamer JAMES M. DONAHUE,' at
8:20 A.M. Returning, arrive in San Francisco by either
route the following evening.

ARTHUR HUGHES,
Gen. Manager.

PETER J. McGLYNN,
Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

SONOMA VALLEY RAILROAD.

On and after Monday, April 3d, 1882,
Boats and Trains will leave San Francisco as

follows:

O QQ p - M * daily (Sundays excepted), from Washing-
^•*J\J ton-street Wharf, for the town of Sonoma.
Fare, $1. Round Trip Tickets, from Saturday till Mon-
day, $1 50.

SUNDAY EXCURSIONS.
8 0A a.m. (Sundays only), from Washington-street

. wV7 Wnarf, for the town of Sonoma. Round Trip

ARTHUR HUGHES,
Gen. Manager.

PETER J. McGLYNN,
Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

H. S. Williams. A. Ohesebrough.

W.H.Dimoud.

WILLIAMS, DIM0ND & CO.,

Shipping and Commission Merchants,
UNION BUILDING,

Junction Market and Fine Streets.

AGENTS FOR

Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific

Steam Navigation Company, The Cu-

rtard Royal Mail SteamshipCompany,
1
* The California Line ofClippers '

'

from New York and Boston,

and * * TheHawaiian Line . '

'

San Francisco, January 31, 1880. [Jan. 31.

"Look heah, boss, I wants de law on Miss
Matilda Snowball," Baid Jim Webster, as he en-

tered the office of Justice Gregg, and with his

hooked finger dashed beads of perspiration as

large as pecans from his brow. "What did she
do?" "She am de lady who bust two holes iu my
banjo." "On purpose?" "Ob course she did.

Ef she didn't mean to bust dem ar two holes in

de banjo, what for did she hold up her two sharp
pinted elbows when I tried to bang her ober her
black cocoanut wid de banjo, fur gibben me sass?"
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Or. »i.im»t«l at. .ma braw—
An<l fill y-mr artcrit*, heart*, ami \c\u*

With $\co— anil infutmnal clue!

Vino! That (lid DOl in

What fool would have it back? And how?
The "cup that tn/t inebriate

An>l Mm ohwr,' they m)I im now.
"The conaciotu water aaw iU Qod

And btubod." What of it? Don't you feel

That wat4T know* the Druggfir'i rod,

l'lu»h« now with T.Khineal?

Ah h! fragrant fume of Kreosote!
Bewitching bowl of Prussian Blue!

Who would not soothe his parching throat
With your mild offspring, "Mountain Dew'*?

Stronger than aught that racked the frame
And shook the mighty brain of Burns,

Surely yell set our beads aBaine
Whene'er bis festal day returns.

Bring on the Beer—fresh Copperas foam,
with Alum mixed, in powder fine:

How could my foolish fancy mam
In search of whiter froth than thine ?

Thy Indian Berry's Essence spread
Though amber wavelets, sparkling clear,

Benumbs dull Care—strikes feeling dead,
And narcotizes Shame and Fear!

Far down thy bubbling depths, Champagne!
Drowned honor, Love, and Beauty lie

—

They fought th' unequal fight in vain

—

Shall we, too, merely drink—and die?
Sweet Acetate of Lead, forbid!

Fill every drink with pangs, and tell

What tortures could—and always did

—

Anticipate the stings of Hell!

Then drink, boys! drink! We never can
Drink younger! And we never will

Be men—or aught resembling man,
While poisoners have the power to kill!

Amen! From Frenzy's screech of mirth
To maudlin Sorrow's driveling flow,

We'll rave, through Bcenes unmatched on earth,
And not to be surpassed below!

—Boston Post,

THUNDER STORMS.
Heavy thunder storms are reported as having taken place in various

parte of Great Britain recently, accompanied in some instances by dam-
age to property and loss of life. At the village of Llandyssil, in Carmar-
thenshire, a number of cowb were killed by lightning. At Durham, on
the preceding Friday, during a heavy thunder storm, the lightning struck
a trap let into the cavity of the trench by which the telegraphic wires
are carried up Silver-street. The trap consisted of a block of stone with
an iron frame, the latter half an inch thick. The stone, a foot and a-half
long and weighing about a half hundredweight, was thrown several feet
into the air and smashed, while the iron framework was torn off and
twisted out of all shape. At a church in Ormskirk, near Liverpool, du-
ring evening service, the congregation were terrified by a sudden report
and flash, and what appeared like a ball of fire passed through the church
from the north-east. A panic ensued for a short time, but it was al-

layed by the vicar and curate, when it was found that no one was hurt.
Subsequent examination proved that the lightning had struck the steeple,
shattering some of the stonework inside, but leaving very little trace out-
side.

At Runcorn, also, near Liverpool, a house was struck, the lightning
making a large hole in the outer wall, passing into the room, and dam-
aging the window casing, but otherwise doing no damage. At Dal-
keith, in Scotland, the roof of the High School was struck and consid-
erably damaged, as also was one of the chimney stacks. At Dysart
the lightning struck the chimney of the Victoria Linen Works, Sin-
clairtown. At Sirenhill, in the Stonehouse District, Scotland, the light-

ning prssed down the chimney of a house, knocking over a woman and
child sitting by the fire-place, but not seriously hurting them; a man
walking on the road at the same place was also knocked down, but
though shaken, not otherwise hurt. The same storm seems to have
visited Keith, where a valuable horse belonging to Mr. Mitchell, of

Cairnie, was killed; the animal had been standing by a wire fence, and
it is supposed that the lightning traveled along the fence. At Selkirk
the telegraph instruments were put out of gear by having their coils

fused, and, consequently, telegraphic communication was interrupted for

Bix houra.— Electrician.

Dust and Dusting.—Do not dust, but wipe! The duster, that peace-
ful emblem of domestic labor, may, under certain circumstances, become
a dangerous weapon to handle. We are in earnest. An Eminent scien-

tist declares it to be a fact. Do you know what you are doing when you
brush away dust? You disseminate in the air, and consequently introduce
into your own interior, into your tissues and respiratory organs, all sorts

of eggs, spores, epidemic germs and murderous vibiones which dust con-
tains. One movement with a feather duster may be enough to poison
both you and your neighbors—to inoculate you all with typhus, varioloid,

or cholera—strange as it may appear. Instead of a feather duster take a
damp cloth ; wipe away the dust instead of stirring it up. In short, wipe
—never dust.

The new food, which has cured the chronic dyspeptics of Japan, is

Midzu Ami (Japanese Malt), at Icbi Ban.

COAL AND WOOD,
Wholesale and Retail,

At the Old Number 209 Sansome Street.

GEORGE H. HUNT 4 CO.

tr Any Artio'e In the Line Supplied. *»
M*reh4 - Telephone We. Ml.

ROEDERER CHAMPACNE!
NOTICE.

The Trade and the Public are Informed that we Receive the

GENUINE
LOUIS ROEDERER CARTE BLANCHE CHAMPAONE,

Direct from Mr. Louis Roederer, Reims,
Over his Signature and Consular Invoice.

&£T Each case is marked upon the Bide. "Macondray & Co., San -Fran-
cisco," and each bottle bears the label, " Macondray & Co., Sole A (rents
for the Pacific Coast^

MACONDRAY & CO.,
Sole Agents for the Pacific Coast.

[September 24.]

M. A. OUNST & CO.,
203 Kearny Street San Francisco.

IMPORTERS AJfS DEAXERS IlfHAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS,
Also, Agents for Kimball, Gaullieuer & Co 'a Guatemala Cigars.
ty Inform the Public that they receive large invoices of Choice

Havana Brands twice a month. [Feb. 19.

C. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

SAN FRANCISCO and NEW YORK*
6S~ Agents of American Sugar Refinery, corner of Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. Jan. 17.

Olaus Spreckels. Wm, G-. Irwin.
WM. G. IRWIN & CO.,

Sugar Factors and Commission Agents,
Honolulu, H. I. TMarch 26.

J. D. SPRECKELS & BROS.,
Shippin and Commission Merchants-

Hawaiian JOine of Packets.
325 Market Street San Francisco.

May 28 .

CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY,
Manufacturers of the Standard Syrup, a superior article

put up in barrels expressly for home consumption. Also, Extra Heavy Syrup
in barrels for Export. Refined Sugars at lowest market rates. Office 325 Market
street, up stairs Dec. 21.

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,

STOCK BROKERS.
No. 314 Pine Street San 'Francisco.

[May 20.]

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY,
No* 310 Sansome Street,

San Francisco,

WR OLE 8ALE DEALERS IN FURS.
[September 21.1

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Ovid Medal, Paris, 1878.

Sold by all Stationers. Sole Agent for the United States:
MR. HENRY HOE, 91 John street, N. Y. Jan. 6.

C. W. M. SMITH, /^\
The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor, /Kri-^rrOl

Established in 1862, IpATEH
I
Q

i

Removed to 224 Sansome Street.VS^ttS/

63^" MR. C. W. M. SMITH ia the patent attorney for Marriott's Aeroplane Com-
pany for Navijratine the Air. Oct. 22.

TABER, HARKER & CO.,

IMPORTERS A2fD WHOLESALE GROCERS,
108 and 110 California St., S. F.

rApril i9.]

REMOVAL.
IWadbam bas removed to Room 3, No. 528 California St.,

_i« Bank Commissioners' Office. June 10.

. Samp es worth $& free.
Address Stikson 6 Co., Portland, Maine.$5to$20 petd*r "
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CRADLE, ALTAR, AND TOMB.
CRADLE.

Anderson—In this city, August 1, to the wife of Alfred Anderson, a daughter.
Bbrtrand—In this city, July 31, to the wife of Emile Bertrand, a daughter.
Berqer—In thJB city, July 29, to the wife of L. Berger, a daughter.
Bdrmeister—In this city, July 28, to the wife of Alrich Burmeister, a daughter.
Brat—In this city, July 27, to the wife of Henry T. Bray, a son.

Balz—In this city, July 28, to the wife of Adolph Balz, a son.

Campbbll—In this city, July 27, to the wife of W. Henderson Campbell, a daughter.

Cotne—In this city, July 31, to the wife of D. Coyne, a daughter.
Carr—In this city, July 8, to the wife of Joseph J. Carr, a son.
Crowley—In this city, July 24, to the wife of Cornelius Crowley, a daughter.
Emerton—In this city, July 24, to the wife of J. W. Emerton, a son.

Edwards—In this city, July 26, to the wife of William Edwards, a daughter.
GErz—In this city, July 30, to the wife of R. J. Getz, a daughter.
Gaspbr—In this city, July 26, to the wife of G F. Gasper, a daughter.
Harris—In this city, July 30, to the wife of Adolph Harris, a daughter.
Kenket—In this city, July 28, to the wife of John Kenney, a daughter.
Knapp—In this city, July 30, to the wife of J. R. Knapp, a daughter.
Lindblad—In this city, July 25, to the wife of Herman Liudblad, a son.

Mann—In this city, July 27, to the wife of Simon Mann, a son.
Mingham—In this city, July 26, to the wife of Robert Mingham, a daughter.
Mblhado—In th\B city, July 26, to the wife of Charles Melhado, a son.

Pkrry—In this city, August 1, to the wife of William Perry, a son.

Qoinn In this city, to the wife of George Quinn, a daughter.
Richards—In this city, July 23, to the wife of P. Richards, a son.

Roberts—In this city, July 24, to the wife of John Roberts, a daughter.
Richmiller—In this city, July 27, to the wife of George Richmiller, a daughter.

Roche—In this city, July 27, to the wife of E. P. Roche, a Bon.
Rbbs—In this city, July 27 to the wife of W. H. Rees, twin daughters.
Ryan—In this city, July 27, to the wife of M. S. Ryan, a son.

Smith—In this city, July 25, to the wife of J. F. Smith, a son.
Sinclair—In this city, July 28, to the wife of Frederic Sinclair, a son.
Thain—In this city, July 27, to the wife of Robert A. Thain, a daughter.
Whitney—In this city, July 29, to the wife of F. L. Whitney, a daughter.
Wise—In this city, July 29, to the wife of J. H. Wise, a daughter.
Wibnholz—In this city, July 27, to the wife of N. C. Wienholz, a son.

Wisb—In this city, July 29, to the wife of Isadore H. Wise, a daughter.
Wolff- In this city, July 26, to the wife of Rev. M. Wolff, a daughter.
Wulzen—In this city, July 25, to the wife of F. H. Wulzen, a daughter.

AIj?AR.
Asdbrbon-Frankel—July 29, August Anderson to Caroline Frankel.
Bubs-Wegener—By Rev. C. F. Waldeeker, Henry Buss to Margaretha Wegener,
Bacon-Swift—July 30, by Rev. Dr. Scott, Charles E. Bacon to Hattie E. Swift.

CuTLBR-WArrT—July 31, Charles H. Cutler to Hulda R. Waitt.
Currey-Bucrbee—July 29, Robert J. Currey to Lillie May Buckbee.
Embrbon-Hbnry—July 27, John A. Emerson to Annie E. A. Henry.
Goodmann-Brill—July 30, Rev. Simon Goodman to Hani Jette Brill.

Grebnb-Knapp—July 26, George D. Greene to Cynthia E. Knapp.
Halsey-Porter—July 19, F. A. Halsey to Amy F. Porter.
Hoffman-Levey—July 30, Bernard Hoffman to Annie Levey.
Hobtz-Ayers—July 26, by Rev. Father Duffy, Theo. Hoetz to Maggie Ayers.
Hitcbcock-Lawson—July 30, George W. Hitchcock to Louise Lawson.
Kobnigsbbrger-Tomsky—July 30, Adolph Koenigsberger to Fannie Tomsky.
Lefavor-Collins—In this city, August 2d, by Rev. Dr. Scott, in St, John's Presby-

terian Church, Frederick H. Lefavor, U. S. N-, to Miss Lizzie S. Collias, of San
Francisco.

Reynolds- Engelkbn—July 19, B. A. Reynolds to Hattie E. Engelken.
Saunders-Cuap.man—July 27, Elias Saunders to Lois H. Chapman.
Smith-Regan—July 26, Alonzo C. Smith to Susie E. Regan.
Tdrnbr-Klattka—July 27, Harry Turner to Emelie Klattka.
Womble-Hand— July 20, James W. Womble to Lowrena Hand.

TOMB.
Arnold—July 27, Hiram H. Arnold, a native of Virginia, aged 93 years.

Coffrein—July 31, Elizabeth Coffrein, a native of Ireland, aged 66 years.

Ccjrley—July 30, John M. Curley, a native of Ireland, aged 60 years.

Courtney—July 30, Lawrence Courtney, aged 18 years and 3 months.
Connolly—July 28, James Connolly, a native of Ireland, aged 38 years.

Dougherty—July 29, Ann Dougherty, aged 50 years.

De Graw—July 26, Chas. S. De Graw, a native of New Jersey, aged 45 years.

Galvis—Julv 29, John Galvin, a native of Ireland, aged 39 years.

Gilroy—August 1, Bridget Gilroy, aged 48 years.

Hanrahan— July 30. Lot Haurahan, a native of Ireland, aged 60 yeare.

Healey—July 31, Hugh Healey, a native of Ireland, aged 69 years.

Hunter—July 27, Mathilde Hunter, a native of France, aged 20 years.

Henry—August 1, Edward Henry, aged 50 years.
Irish—July 29, Mrs Sarah Irish, formerly of Brooklyn, N Y., aged 55 years.

Jost- July 30, W. H. Jost, a native of England, aged 54 years.

Lacy—July 27, Mrs. Mary Lacy, a native of Ireland, aged 40 years.

Lynch—July 26, Celia Lynch, a native of Ireland, aged 36 years.

Malech—July 30, Emma C. Malech, a native of Philadelphia, aged 56 years.

Marchini—July 27, Mariano Marchini, a native of Austria, aged 50 years.

Maritzen—July 31, Henry Maritzen, a native of Germany, aged 32 years.
Petersen—July 28, Nicholas Petersen, a native of Denmark, aged 37 years.
Sheffer—July 30. Nellie E. Sheffer, a native of New York State.

Sweeney—July 30, Michael Sweeney, a native of Ireland, aged 32 years.
Sinclair—July 30, Fannie W. Sinclair, aged 22 years
Sullivan—July 29, John Sullivan, a native of Ireland, aged 58 years.

Sproul—July 26, Margaret E. Sproul, aged 30 years and 5 months.

A CHANGE OF LOCATION.
Messrs. Bradley & Rulofson, the pioneer photographers, are about to

remove their gallery from the location which it has occupied, at the corner
of Sacramento and Montgomery streets for almost thirty yeara past, to

one closer to the present center of the city. This change has become an
absolute necessity. The already large volume of business done by this

celebrated establishment is daily increasing, and enlarged accommodation
and improved facilities are necessary in order to transact it. Besides, as
we all know, the march of improvement and the growth of the city have,

within the past ten years, changed the direction of travel and the location

of those thoroughfares which are most used, and Messrs. Bradley & Rulof-
son, recognizing this fact, feel that it is their duty to accommodate the
throng of patrons which the world-wide celebrity of their work attracts

to their establishment, by securing a location which cannot be excelled for

easiness of accesB from the popular thoroughfares. The firm have, there-

fore, determined to remove to the upper floor of Blythe's new building,

which is situated on the southeast corner of Geary and Dupont streets,

and, judging from the plans already drawn, the establishment they pro-

pose fitting up promises to excel in elegance and comfort any similar

establishment on this coast. Messrs. Bradley & Rulofson, in consequence
of this removal, find it necessary to announce that they will be compelled
to destroy some of the negatives taken prior to July 1, 1877- Those per-

sons, therefore, who wish their negatives preserved are requested to send
a notification to that effect.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
The Company's steamers will sail for Tokohama and

Hongkong: CITY OF TOKIO, Sept. 16, at 2 p.m. Excursion Tickets
to Yokohama and return at special rates.

For NEW YORK via PANTAMA: COLIMA, August 4th, at 10 o'elo k a.m., taking
Freight and Passengers to MAZATLAN, ACAPULCO, SAN JOSE DE GUATEMALA,
LA LIBERTAD and PUNTA ARENAS.

Pare to New York—Cabin, $139; Steerage, $65.
Tickets to and from Europe hy any line for sale at the lowest rates ; also f . r Ha-

vana and all West India ports.

For HONOLULU, AUCKLAND and SYDNEY: CITY OF SYDNEY, August
26th, at 2 p.m., on arrival of the English mails.

810 additional is charged for passage in Upper Cabin. Round the World Trip
Tickets, via New Zealand and Australia, $650.

Tickets must he purchased at least one hour before time of sailing.
For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and Brannan streets.

Aug. 5. WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., General Agents.

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
FOB HONOLULU, H. I.

The Steamship SUEZ Dodd, Master
Will Leave for the Above Port

WEDNESDAY, August 9th, at 12 O'Cloch M.,

From Main-Street Wharf.
Freight will be taken at $4 per ton. Freight will be received on V ednesday, July 5th.

For freight or passage apply to

J. D. SPRECHELS A BROS., Agents,
July 22. 327 Marhet, corner Fremont.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,

For Japan and China, leave wharf, corner First and Bran-
nan streets, at 2 p.M„ for TOKOHAMA AND HONGKONG, connecting at

Yokohama with Steamers for Shanghai.

BELGIC Saturday, July 22d I COPTIC Tues Sept. 5th
ARABIC Saturday, Aug. 12th BELGIC Thursday, Sent. 28th
OCEANIC Thursday, Aug. -21th

|

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates.
Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.'s General

Offices, Room 74, corner Fourth and Townsend streets.

For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific MailSteam-
ship Company's Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN, General Passenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD, President. July 22.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamers of this Company will sail from Broadway Wharf

as follows :

For Victoria, B.C., and Puget Sound Ports: On the 10th, 20th and 30th of each
month (except when such days fall on aholiday, then on the day previous). Steamer
of the 30th connects at Port Townsend with steamer " City of Chester " for Alasita.

For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the O. R. & N. Co.: Every4 days.

For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 5th, 10th, loth,
20th, 25th and 30th of each month.

For Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and
Ventura: Every Wednesday at 8 a.m.

For Eureka, Areata, aud Hookton, Humboldt Bay: Every Wednesday, 9 o'clock.

For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc.: Every Monday.

Ticket Office, No. 314 Montgomery Street, near Pine.
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., AgentB,

Nov. 26. No. 10 Market street.

FOR PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, OREGON.
The Ore<on Railway and Navigation Company and Pacific

Coast Steamship Company will dispatch every four days, from Spear-street
Wharf, for the above ports, one of their new Al Iron Steamships, viz. : COLUMBIA,
OREGON and STATE OF CALIFORNIA.

Sailing I>ays

Aug 3, 7, 11. 15, 19, 23, 27, 31. | Sept. 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28.
At 10 o'clock, A. M.

Connecting at Portland, Oregon, with Steamers and Railroads and their connecting
Stage Lines for all points in Oregon, Washington and Idaho Territories, British
Columbia and Alaska.

Ticket Office 214 Montgomery Street
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

Aug. 5. No. 10 Market street, San Francisco.

CALIFORNIA AND MEXICAN S. S. LINE.

For Enseuada, SKagdalena Bay, Cape St. Lucas, Sfazatlan,
La Paz and Guaymas. -The S. S. MEXICO (Thos. Huntington, Master)will leave

for the above ports on SATURDAY, Aug. 5th, 1882, at 12 o'clock m., from Washing-
ton-street Wharf. Through Bills of LadiDg will be furnished and none others signed.

Freight will be received on Friday, July 28th. No Freight received after Fri-

day, August 4th, at 12 o'clock M., and Bills of Lading must be accompanied by
Custom House and Consular Clearances. For freight or passage, apply to

J. BERMINGHAM, Agent,
Aug. 5. No. 10 Market street.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP CO., PANAMA LINE.
SPECIAL NOTICE.

From and after this date, and commencing with the
Steamer COLIMA, August 4th, 1882, steamers for. Panama will sail at 10

o'clock a.m., instead of 12 m., as heretofore. Positively no Bills of Lading signed on
the day of sailiug. WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO.,
San Francisco, August 1, 1882. [Aug. 5. | General Agents.

"PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP CO.

For Nanaimo and New Westminster, via Astoria aud Port-
laud, Oregon. The Steamer

Victoria,
Carrying Freight and Combustibles, will sail from Beale-street Wharf AUGUST 10th,

at 2 p.m. GOODALL, PERKINS & CO.,
Aug. 5 ^ General Agents.

Just opened, choice Scarfs, Cravats and Hosiery, at Carmany's Shirt
Store, 25 Kearny street.
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PACIFIC COAST AND EASTERN NOTES.
New Tork pool-eeller charge* a tow »»im with bribing hu

tockeri to win r»««. Hardly likely be would hril>* them to ].**.—
-ai-i I" have ]i»t nil In- i! .ti itill full ImcIc od

Hrll."— lViaulting bank-teller. IV 1 era. Ready to

be whitewa*hrd.^^Mortnon Bishop rotam from Rorope with nine fe-

male con vcrU. IVoce of a niwhtT. that!—— Mexican «hnuta a Deputy
Sheriff in Teiaa. Judge Lynch hang* d up to dry.— Pin-

eyed bookkeeper rum away with 93.000 from a OMengo firm, Being de-

ficient of eye«ight, he couldn't dbtfaguMi t»etween what waa his and
what wm his employer a.«^— Forest fam in Mulligan are "burning
fiercely." Thoae Michigan foreet tins always do burn. It's a habit they
bave.—The Tariff < 'mini- in commences its labors at Long Branch.
The hotel tariff at Long Branch is pretty stiff, and need* revision,.^—
Secretary Chandler orders a Naval Retiring Hoard to convene. M Man
Island. The necessity of this is not apparent. There is no American
Navy at Mare Island, or anywhere, to be retired.—Two shooting
affrays at Portland. Ammunition wasted and nobody hurt. Coroner
don't approve of such bad marksmanship.^—Governor of Oregon com-
mute* the sentence of a murderer who had the misfortune to be con-
victed. The Governor ought to h*ve pardoned the poor fellow, and di-

rected the jury to apologize to hira.-^Rlind man cute his thro.it in Co
lusa County. Goes it blind into the next world, as it were.^—House in

Virginia City burns up. The one occupant saved herself, but couldn't
save the fire because it was too hot.——Sheep raiser murdered aud robbed
in San Luis Obispo County. Murderers unknown, which saves the
country the expense of going through the farce of a trial.^—Los An-
nies getting ready to hold a District Fair. Lots of people would rather
hold a Mechanic's Fair—daughter.^—The St. Louis twelve-year-old
murderer of his father found guilty. Poor boy !^—-Yellow Jack makes
his appearance in Mexico and in Texas.——Twelve hundred aud sixteen
New Yorkers turn up their toes in seven days. The undertakers smile a
solemn grin, you bet.^—Deadwood rain-storm washts away 515,000
worth of dust out of the sluice-boxes of a mine.^—Chicago produce
market breaks badly and the dealers lose their wits.-^—The Honorable
Mr. Prize-6ghter Sullivan gets drunk in " Boating " and uses bad lan-

guage.-^—Senator Hill worse. Mind wanders, while his body stays at
home.^^Senate refuses to provide money for the completion of the
monitors. Cold day for Robeson and his crowd of contractors. -^—Port-
land young lady tries to drown herself because her father won't allow her
to marry the object of her adoration. Cruel parent relents. Marriage
instead of a funeral.^—Mormon Bishop dies. Number of disconsolate be-

reft widows not mentioned.^—Tom Gardner threatens to start a first-

class paper in Los Angeles.—Fresno man kicks another to death.
Whisky.^—Fire in a Sacramento furniture store. Stock damaged 52,000
worth. The stove is the only piece of furniture with which fire agrees.

Washington correspondent concocts an untruthful yarn about Cap-
tain Hooper, of the Corwin. This is what is called newspaper enterprise.

^—Panama Canal Company said to be going ahead with great energy.
^^Watt's, the brutal mate of the Gatherer, for whom San Quentin
yawns, says he has been slandered. He isn't that kind of a girl at all.—
Nigger lynched in Missouri. Tried to outrage an old lady.^—Dr. Wil-
son, of Providence, R. I., seduces a young lady, and now the Court com-
mands him to show cause why he should not pay the young lady §50,000,
and her stern parent another §50,000.——Season's crop in California phe-
nomenally large.——Flour mill burns up in New York. Million
dollars-worth of property and a number of people cremated.——Promi-
nent citizen of Boston dies of paralysis. Bullet wound in the back of the
head explains what produced the paralysis. Explanations as to who pro-

duced the bullet wound are not forthcoming.^^One hundred and thirty-

eight people die from heat in New York. In the bottomless pit they are
said to live for ever and ever, although the thermometor registers more
than it does in New York.—Mr. J. W. Mac-key returns to the Corn-
stock and announces bis intention of superintending the North End
mines for a month or so. The curb-stone operators would like to be able

to tell his intentions.^^Telegraph operator at San Bernardino clears out
with $72. If he had stolen a bank or a telegraph company it would be
all right, but such a miserable petty thief should be sent to the peniten-

tiary for life.—Robeson is seen in the House of Representatives with
his armB around Rosecran's neck. Yum ! Yum ! What a sweet old

hair-pin to hug.-^—Idaho stage robbers scoop in $2,000 and the treasure

box. Fair day's work.^— Guild, the amiable old gentleman who eloped
with a sixteen-year-old child some years ago and then deserted her, passes

over to that land where there is neither marrying nor giving in marriage.
^^The Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad contemplates building
a line westward from Denver, which will reduce the time from ocean to

ocean thirty-six hours.—President vetoes the River and Harbor bill.

Bully for the President !-^—Chicago grain speculators all tangled up.^—
Rivers and Harbors Bill passed over the President's veto. Too much
solid stealing in it.——Civil Service Reformers meet and talk. Mean-
while My-dear-Hubbell scoops in the assessment-contributions.——Luna-
tic leaves $100,000 to a college in which none of the students smoke.
IT. S. Government is organizing a search party to discover the institution.

Some say they will find it in heaven, where the lunatic has just gone.

—Illinois Greenbackers sympathize with Arabi. So does little Mabone,
of Virginia, Judge (!) Toohy and all other scrubs of that stripe.——A
Chicago packing company stops killing hogs. Many residents of that city

no doubt breathe easier,— Lightning strikes Milwaukee in several places.

Lightning badly hurt, town all right.^—Four elephants break out of a
circus at Troy, and scare the valor out of the Troyjans.—Three cow-
boys raise Cain in an Arizona town. 3Now there is another cowboy in

heaven.

LOCAL NOTES.
Fruit packers complain that they can't get enough female workers*

Female workers complain that they can't get all the employment they
want. Somebody's fibbing.——State Horticultural Society discusses

fig culture and the science of " budding." The tigs and the buds have no
chance to reply. If they had, God only knows what they would say
about the Society.—David Nye objects to the Mayor's veto of his R. R.
franchise ordinance. Nobody expected that he would have approved of

it.—Supreme Court upsets a criminal conviction on the grouud that the
Judge who presided at the original trial didn't define the exact meaning of

"a reasonable doubt." Should have told the jury that it meant "If possible,

let the criminal eecape. Forty .W ( 'hinamen demand jury trial in the
Tolioe Court, Court compromise*, by Imposing *mall tine* on one half
and letting the rert go rather than and ibis of trial*.

Saloon l. bullet through his beed
Wouldn't have blown hi* brainj out only he hadn't unv.——Man takes
hii money out ol the bank and hidei it in a grav< yard Bvfl spirits draw
tho gravedIggert attention to tin- " plant "

in order that he may steal the
Bnpreme Oourt gives Clarence Qrny, the Santa Barbara mur-

derer, a new trial Of course 1—Robert HerliU asks the Superior
Court to dleaolre the matrii tal bond which binds him to his wife, on
the groand that he was Impelled into the matrimonial yoke through fear
of the young lady's father and brother, and not because of bis admiration
for bereelf. whenee tins fear, Hob?—Another nuisance created by the
dumping of garbage at North Beach. The city authorities should be
dumped into this pond of filth. Sneath says "Xo. thank you," to the
Stockholders' < kunmittee ol the defunct Merchants' Exchange Bank who
attend to examine the books. ^—Frisky widow swallows an ounce of ox-
alic acid. Had heavenly aspirations. Doctor postpones the soul's flight.

—Republican County Committee discusses the harmoniousness with
whtofa the Seventh Ward is inharmonious.——Truesdell House on fire

once more. Badly frightened lodgers float around the corridors in very
airy costumes at an early hour in the morning.^— Western Addition
burglar sends a stolen suit of clothes back to the owner. Any respectable
burglar would be ashamed to wear the garb of a resident of the Western
Addition.—La Solidarite Society turns out to be anything else hue
right solid—so it disincorporates.—R. S. Bird charges Mrs. E. E.
Savage with grand larceny. This kind of a bird would make
any one Savage.——A fifth-rate coaBt steamer strikes the Mexican gun-
boat Democrata, and cuts her down to the water's edge. The Democrata
is evidently a daDgerous vessel of war—to those who are aboard of her.—Two purse-snatchers snatched by the minions of the law.^—Naughty
chambermaid caught in a man's room. Gets out through the window, and
falls ninety feet. Eve didn't fall as far as that when she tumbled out of
the tree of the knowledge of good and evil.—Dr. Noble talks about the
Bible and politics. The average politician's Bible contains but one word:
" Spoils."—IT. S. soldier tries to burglarize Judge Allen's house. Judge
shoots his little pistol off at burglar, who runs into a policeman's arms for
protection. City Prison protects him now.—Secretary of War sends
word to Colonel Mendell to blow up the Escambia. Wrecking Company
had better hurry up or their money will go so high it will never come
down any more.^—Supreme Court declines to re-open the Spring Valley
water case. Call and Bulletin, as usual, file dissenting opinions, and say
the Supreme Court is a horse thief.——U. S. Circuit Court declines to re-

mand the R. R. tax cases back to the State Courts, where the JudgeB
would be coerced by demagogism.—Benicia Flour Mill Company in-

corporates.—Colonel (?) J. J. Tobin declares, at a meeting of the Land
League, that the Repression Bill was concocted in hell. His knowledge
of what goeB on in that country is doubtless accurate. Some other flannel
mouth should now get up and allege that the diabolical crimes which this
bill is intended to repress were concocted in heaven.-^Judge Field inti-

mates that the McKew Laundry Ordinance is perfectly valid. Stock-
holders in the Merchants' Exchange Bank fire Sneath out.— Police force
raid the gamblers. Have to do it once in a while to save appearances.—Personnel of the employe's in the Branch Mint shaken up. Frank
Page hasn't left the country.—The mates of two different ships arrested
for cruelty—that is to say, for maintaining discipline with the persuasive
assistance of iron belaying pins, etc.—Anjer Bead sails away and there
is weeping and wailing in every local room attached to the city Press. Re-
porter weepeth for his item and refuseth to be comforted.^^New Com-
missioners determine to spend $50,000 in planting a forest, and making
tracks and drives for speeding fast horses, in the Golden Gate Park.—

•

Groceryman asks a clerk in the License Collectors office to pay a bill of
$5. Clerk thumps the groceryman. Easy way to pay bills.^—Man dies
in the What Cheer House of calcification of the heart, and every hard-
hearted man in the town feels a cold shiver run down his back.—Bing

!

Bang ! A domesticated lawyer, who makes beds for a living, shoots a
gambler. Frisky old landlady at the bottom of the matter.—•—Sneath
yields up the Bank's property, but doing it necessitates a terrible effort.

He had got to look upon the property as his own.

FOREIGN NOTES.
Arab] Pasha proposes terms of peace. The day of reckoning is com-

ing, and he feels that his assets are not equivalent to a settlement.—Do
Lesseps does his best to thwart the British Government in its efforts to
protect the Suez Canal. Erench residents in Egypt disgusted with him.
^—Spanish Government expresses the hope that the time has arrived
when the Powers will recognize the claim of Spain to be consulted in re-
gard to the Suez Canal. So it has, Sefior Don, but it seems to be a cold
day for anything further than the formality of a consultation on that
subject.-^—Miss Anna Parnell falls ill of a brain fever upon hearing of
the sudden death of her sister. Chickens will come home to roost. She
had scant sympathy for the sister of Burke and the relatives of the other
victims of Irish murderers.—London Lloyds gives up the ship Hermes,
235 days out from Glasgow to San Francisco, as lost. Underwriters wiU
give up about $150,000 on that proposition.—The Sultan of Turkey or-
ders 15,000 troops, and several ironclads, to proceed to Egypt. Gladstone
says that if the Porte doesn't undertake to place them under the British
command, Admiral Seymour will escort them home again. That sounds
like business.^—French Chamber of Deputies refuses to vote money to
send troops to Egypt. The French Eagle turns out to be a disguised
buzzard.—Arabi Pasha dons the green turban of a descendant of the
Prophet. In time he will develop and become the Prophet.^—De Les-
seps says he will resist the landing of British troops along the Suez Canal.
He will throw his tongue at them.^—Germany likes the action of the
French Chamber of Deputies. The French Ministry doesn't ; it resigns.
—Italy declines to take any of the Egyptian pie. Afraid.—American
R.R. securities booming in Europe. Metaphorically speaking, the ladies
want them and the babies cry fur them.^—The Khedive tells the British
to occupy as much of the Canal as they feel like. At the present time
they are not likely to ask anybody's permission to do what they think
necessary.——Arabi's army gains its first victory. It captures a middy.
—Lord Salisbury says the British House of Lords is "an unrepresenta-
tive body." The noble lord must surely have found that out years ago.

[Continued on Nineteenth Paae,]
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REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.

Recorded in the City and County of San Francisco, California, for

the Week ending: July 31, 1882.

Compiled from the Jtearrdsofthe Commercial Agertcy, 401 CaHjbmiaSt.^S.F.

Tuesday. July 25th.

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE.
J_

DESCRIPTION.

A J McCabe to Mary Ann McCabe

Same to Agnes J McCabe

Land Inv Co to Chas L Hinkel

ChasLHinkel to W Tonjes

Land Inv Co to CL Hinkel

City and Co S F to L Altechnl ....

Chas L Hinkel to Marg Kelly

Unknown Owners toW S Hobb8.

.

W S Hobbs to Chas Kleinclans..
M C Oorham to J A Barham

Portion of Outside Blocks 362, 364, 165,

198, 199, 302, 305, 262. 263, 264, 267, 265
Portion of Outside Blocks 363, 300, 303,

304,200,266, 265
Ne Chesley, 225 nw Bryant, ne 80 x se

30, being in 100-vara 273
Sw Chesley, 90 nw Bryant, nw 50x80,
being in 100-vara 273 I

Sw Chesley, 90 nw Bryant, nw 80x120.
being in 100-vara 273

N Pacific, 100 w Baker, w 166:10, n 137:6

e 25, s 4:10%, e 6, n 3, e 44, s 132:4 to

beg; n Pacific, 346:10 w Baker, n 79:6 J$

w 17:11, n 188:7, e 24:5, s 127:8&, e 8:2,

e 137:6, w 30 to beg, being in Western
Addition 575

Ne Chesley, 225 nw Bryant, ne 80 x se
40, being in 100-vara 273

E Valencia, 235 n 19th, n 25x80, being in

Mission Block 68
Same
N Beaver,il00 e Castro, e 25, n 25, s 114

to beg, being in MisBion Block 117 ...

$ 1

10
125

Wednesday, July 26th.

O F Von Ehein to Harry G Trull.
Jas A Church to Sarah L Church

.

A R Totheroh to Joel Johanson .

Jean B Pon to Jean P Pon

Mary J Blair et alto N K Masten.

Wm Winter to Peter Quinn
,

M J McCarthy to Mary J Lovell . .

.

Geo Martin to Chas W Zahn

E N Torrey to Julius C RciB

Micbl M Buckley to D P Marshall.

Hib Savs and Ln Soc to H Pottet.

.

Gustave Reis to R Rasmnssen....

J Laidley et al to Henry A Leake.

S 24th, 58 e Guerrero; e 25x85 $2,500
Undivided # a Oak, 55 w Laguna, w

27:6x120, being in Western Addition
219 800

E Reid, 97:6 s Washington, a 40x50, be-
ing in 50-vara 830 1,600

S Pacific, 114 e Taylor, e 21x80, being in
50-vara 658 2.800

N corner Silver and Third, nw 70x50,
being in 100-vara 85 10

S Army. 215 e Sanchez, e 25x114 1

E Castro, 118:41-100 n Market, n 55:67-

100, b 65:125-1000, bw 83 to commence-
ment 1

E Pennsylvania Avenue, 87:8 s Sierra, b

27:3x108:11 -Potrero Block 321 250W Sacramento and Laguna, w 34:4x127:
8—Western Addition 236 500

Geary, 150:6 w of Scott, w 81x137:6-
60-vara 455 4,250

Freemont.se 137:6 x 137:6-50-vara 735i 3,250
Nw Cortland ave and Idahoe avenue, wi
200x296, portion blk 3, Barman Tract) 1,400

E Loui'a, 100 n Sierra, n 25x100—Potre-I
roNueva479 1,001

Portion sundry Outside Lands I 3,100

Thursday, July 27th.

Austin D-Moore to Robt Balfour.

.

Nicola Arata to G Demartini

Sav and Ln Soc to Mary Parsons.

.

A J Donnell to T A C Dorland. . .

.

La Soc Francaise to Chas Brogan.

HF Williams to Lucy B Page

H H Noble to Grace Noble.

,

Abraham Magnea to Moses Magnes

C C Cook to John Fennessy

Ne Jackson and Laguna, e 80x127:8%,
being in Western Addition 194

Undivided % w Union place, 95:2 s

Union, s 21:2x58:9, being in 50-vara

N Jackson, 47:6 e Polk, e 45x127:8%,be-
ing in Western Addition 20

E Sanchez. 110 n 17th, n 25x93, being in
Mission Block 95

Sw Hampton place, 125 se Folsom, se
150x55, being in 150-vara42

Lots and blocks in O'Neil and Haley
Tract; Haley Purchase; Garden Tract
Homestead ; Pleasant Valley Home-
stead ; Butchers' Tract and South
Beach blocks 12, 17

N Washington, 137:6 w Octavia, w 137:6J
x255:4j£, being in Western Addition
195

N 16th, 60 w Mission, w 32x160, being
in Mission Block 35

N Sacramento, 134:9 e Pierce, e 28x128,
being in Western Addition 391

1,100

11,000

650

17,000

25,862

18,000

Gift

1

Friday, July 28th.

Chas H Coggins to Geo Edwards..
Wm Haley to Michl C Haley

Sarah J O'Connor to M E Donelly.

Same by Trustee to Same
Thos Mclnerney to G W Burnett.

Geo Hearst to Elizabeth Hawes..

L Gottig to Chas Matthews

N K Masten to Jno C Wilson ...

L Atschul to City and Co S F..
City and Co S F to J E Mason .

E W Burr et al to Geo W Dean...
A M Davis to Sophie Davis

Alex Riddock to H Pichoir
Ricbd F Harrison to Jno A Bnck.

Land Inv Co to Geo B Bradford.

S Jersey, 75 e Sanchez, e 25x124
S Broadway, 77:6 w Leavenworth, w 20
x60, being in 50-vara 1196

Se Dupont and Adler. s 40x72; sw Mont-
gomery Ave and Adler, w 46:0%, b 40,
e79:8^, nw 52:0% to beginning, be-
ing in 50-vara 67

Same
E Sansome, 102:6 s Broadway, 8 35x77:6
being in 50-vara 318.

Nw Napa and Connecticut, w 100x75,be-
ine in Potrero Block 231

S Ridley, 167 w Guerrero, w 25x90, be-

ing in Mission Block 25.

N corner Silver and 3d, nw 70x90, being
in 100-vara 85

Streets, etc

Sw Mariposa and Connecticut, b 163:9 x
100; nw Solano and Connecticut, w
20Gx72:6, being in Potrero Block 233..

LotB 29, 30, 6, 5, Tiffany and Dean Tct.

.

E StevenBon, 110 s 19th, s 25x80, being
in Mission Block 67

Lots ti, 18, College Homestead Assn
W Potrero Ave, 100 8 Solano, s 25x100

;

e Jersey, 100 s Solano, s 25x100, being
in Potrero Block 62

Ne Chesley, 115 nw Bryant, nw 55x80,
being in 100-vara 273

5

Gift

1

18,200

7,500

1,000

5

10,000

1

Gift
200

1,100

555

Saturday, July 29th.

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE. DESCRIPTION.

Edward Sayerto Cath Spencer...

Mary E Donnelly to J G Ziegler .

Same to Henry Wagner

W Winter to Pierre Prietand wf.

Abner Doble to Almon D Hodges

Jos F Clark to Abner Doble .

A J Gunnison to Same

M M Estee to Same

Jno Center to Mary Beicke

Benjamin Scbloss to David Cahn.

W Beale, 27:6 n Folsom, n 22:6x75, be-
ing in Beach and Water 442 and 442.

.

Sw Montgomery Ave, 25:10% se Adler,
Be 25:10%, w 79:4% , n 20, e to beg. . .

.

Sw Montgomery Ave, 25:10% se Adler,
nw 25:10%, w 46:4%, b 20, e 62:10 to
beginning

N O'Farrell, 137:6 w Powell, w 63x137:6
being in 50-vara 953

Se Union and Scott, e 126:6, s 148, e 11,

a 127, w 137:6, n 275 to beg, being in

Western Addition 419, budj to mort-
gage for $6,500

Ne Scott and Green, e 137:6x127, being
in Western Addition 419

Ne Scott and Green, n 137:6x137:6, be-
ing in WeBtern Addition 419

Se Union and Scott, s 148x127:6, being
in Western Addition 419, subject to

mortgage for $3,500
E Shotwell, 107:6 n 23d, n 5x97:6, being

in Mission Block 138
S McAllister, 150 e Broderick, e 25 x

137:6, being in Western Addition 512.

3,600

5,000

6,000

25,500

10,445

5

1

5,000

200

1

Monday, July 31st.

Louis Centhure to A Piepenburg.

.

J B Reinstein to Cath Himmelman

Cath Himmelmann to Geo Waas..
Jno P Leysett to And J Morrison.

W Hale to C N Cousens

Caroline Lauenstein. to A Anstett.

A Himmelmann to J B Reinstein .

Morris P P Wolf to Same

Chas M Greene to Connell Cahill.

.

J Center to ChaB H Knownburg. .

.

Edwd C Lovell to Herman Boese.

.

City and Co S F to C Knownbnrg.

C Knownburg to Oity and Co S F.
A Piepenburg to T Bacigalupi

W J Gunn to Jno J Stephens

Geo W Prescott to Geo L Bradley.

Arnold Stahl to Matthew Kavanagb

L Schen to Market St Cable R R C

Chas Patterson to Theo Knoll

E Kearny, 52:6% s Union, b 18:2%x60,
being in 50-vara 383

Ne Kate and Steiner,n 72x81:3, being in
Western Addition 373

Same
S Sacramento, 157:1 w Jones, w 19:7 x

77:6, being in 50-vara 1129
Sw Sutter and Webster, s 27:6x93, being
in Western Addition 310

N Green, 160 e Mason, e 21:6x60, being
in 50-vara 367

Ne Kate and Steiner, n 72x81:3 ; w Ma.
son, 30 n O'Farrell, n 85xK0

S McAllister, 114:6 w Buchanan, w 23 x
137:6; ne Sterner and Kate, n 72x81:3;
w Mason, 30 n O'Farrell, n 85x80
W Dame, 375 s 30th, » 25x125 ; lot 37,
blk 27, Fairmonnt Hd Absd

E Folsom, 215 s 22d, s 55x122:6, being
in Mission Block 139 ,

Lot 11, blk 312, S S F Hd and R R Aen.
E Folsom, 215 s 22d, b 20x122:6, being

in Mission Block 139
Streets, etc
E Kearny, 53:6% s Union, s 18:2^x60,
being in 50-vara 483W 8th ave, 100 b Clement, s 25x120, be-
ing in Outside Land blk 189

N Bosh, 68:9 e Leavenworth, e 45:10 x
137:6, being in 50-vara 1139

N Ellis, 150 w Lasuna, w 25x120, being
in Western Addition 229

N Fulton, 137:6 w Lott w 137:6x137:6,
being in Western Addition 650

Lots 37 and 4, blk 157, New S S F Hd .

.

5
2,400

1,200

1

3,000

1,515

6

750

2
270

....

1,700

300

12,100

5

6,500
425

D

JOHN WIGM0RE,

HARDWOOD LUMBER,
SHIP TIMBER, LOCUST TREENAILS,

Veneers and Fancy Woods,
129 to 147 Spear St. and 36 and 28 Howard St., San Francisco.

[April 8.)

THOMAS PRICE'S
ASSAY OFFICE AND CHEMICAL LABORATORY,

524 Sacramento Street San Francisco.
eposl ts of Bullion received , melted into bars, and retnrna
made iu from twenty-four to forty-eight hours.

Bullion can be forwarded to this office from any part of the interior by expresa,
and returns made in the same manner.

Careful Analysis made of Ores, Metal, Soils, Waters, Industrial Products, etc.

Mines examined and reported upon. Consultations on Chemical and Metallurgical
questions. March 20.

LEE CRAIG,

SEARCHER OF RECORDS.
Notary Public and Commissioner of Deeds,

316 Montgomery Street -. Bet. California and Fine.

Commissioner for New York, Arizona, Nevada, Pennsylvania, Utah, Oregon, Idaho
Washington Territory, Ohio, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Illinois, New Jersey,
and other States and Territories. DEPOSITIONS A SPECIALTY. Acknowledg-
ments taken and oaths administered at any hour of the day or night.

May 13. LEE D. CRAIG

ROBERT WALKINSHAW,
REAL ESTATE AGENT 407 Montgomery Street.

Farming;, mining: and City Property.
[July 29.]

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.
Attendance, dally, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by the under*

signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, and to furniBh all information
relating to the Society. J. P. McCURRIE, Secretary,
Oct. 23. Room 4, No. 531 California at.

Repairing Watches and Jewelry, No. 39 Third Street.
[July 22.1 D. L. LEVY.
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NOTABILIA.

THE PEDDLERS SONG
L»« n ma whit* u drirwi
Crprw Mm* m •*
OlOTW M r* I U J

Masks (or hew »r»l (or c

BorW-bracetct, iwctlar*.
P*rfum« (or * lady's chamber ;

Ooldqtioip* am- I <

Por inT lads to glra their dears;
l-ms and poklM-Mkfcs of steal.

What maids sack from bsad to b«al

:

Oobmsvi i*(

Boy, Mi, ortMi
Will

ebuj.c
cry

• hay.

E

ILLIAH8llAKSr1US.il.

It wa» a mighty Nimrod who **id: " I never fail t<> bring down my
Lint" T<< thf qontiao: " }\>w i« it when mi job misses fir* I" he re-

plied: " I fetch it with th** other barrel," Hut ttpposi your other Inu-

re! misses ?" queried his persistent questioner. "In that tase why,
damn it, sir, I should whale the dag, tad send $2.*>0 and my photograph
to the News Lott.r ICnXsXUOV OOMPaJrr. In return I would receive
100 nho^vriph medallion*, already ftummed and i>erforated, and just
the size n( » poetage-etamp.

" You I"K>k cheerful, Mr. Spiaer," Mid a friend who met the old gen-
tleman ftmbliug down the avenue. " Ye*," said the interrogated

j

" I

have just had ft troublesome grinder pulled," and when the sympathizing
:entleman asked if it hurt him much, Seth cheerfully responded, " Not a
it ; it was an organ-grinder, and a policeman pulled him. No cranks
but myself about my premises.

"Vy, Adolpb," say* Mrs. Felderntelderberger, at the Hotel del Cram,
"you hef been helped tree dimes to dot sherry pies, und you will be
sicks!" " Neffer mind," says Mr. Kelderstelderberger, " I bay four dol-

lar mit a day, und Adolph is entitled to a whole pie. anyhow." Then
the waiter snickered, and the old maid with the corkscrew curls, who sat
in the far corner, remarked that every one who desired to obtain pure
and unadulterated liquors should go to P. J. Cassin & Co.'s, corner of
Washington and Battery streets. Families supplied in retail quantities
at wholesale rates,

A man who invested ten dollars in a lottery is mad because be didn't
draw- $10,000, and denounces the concern as a glaring fraud. If every
man who invests $10 in a lottery was to receive ten thousand in return,
we should never hear a word about such concerns being swindles. It is

a wonder the managers never thought of this.

An advertisement in a woman's paper reads: " An intelligent, neat,
orderly woman, who bas partly lost her voice and speaks in a whisper, de-
sires a situation to take care of china and do the light work of a family."
It is rumored that she has had forty-seven marriage proposals since the
advertisement appeared, and that she is getting her photograph taken at
the celebrated Bradley & Rulofson's gallery, corner of Montgomery and
Sacramento streets. Messrs. B. & R., it is admitted, take accurate pic-
tures and finish them in exquisite style.

The following advertisement appears in a theatrical paper

:

"Wanted, grotesque dancers; gentlemen not less than eight feet nine
inches in night." "A long engagement," says the advertiser, "to suitable

parties." This is tall enough for America.—Court Journal.

We have heard of a country girl who couldn't corner a pig, but an
exchange notes that a beautiful young lady in Atchinson, Kansas, has
limbs so crooked that her blood cau't circulate, and another tells of a man
with legs so crooked he was obliged to have his pantaloons cut with a
circular saw. The story about the Atchinson girl may be true. We
don't like to call an unknown man a liar, therefore we will merely remark
that Noble Bros., 642 Clay street, are the best house and sign painters in
San Francisco.

The flat hat that is so prevalent at this time is liked by the young
men who wear it because they can reach over the edges and hold it on
with their ears when the wind blows.

"By jingo!" exclaimed Brown, "did you read this heroic act of a
gunner on the Invincible, who picked up a lighted shell and put out the
burning fuse ?" " Pooh! " replied Jones, " I saw that feat at the Califor-
nia Theatre last Winter ; give us something fresh, or else go off to De La
Montanya's, Jackson street, below Battery, and buy your wife one of
those delightful Arlington Ranges. Every one Bays the Arlington is the
most perfect cooking apparatus ever constructed."

" Is it injurious to eat before going to sleep?" asks a correspondent.
Why, no, not fatally injurious; but you just try eating after you go to
Bleep if you want to see a circus.

—

Burlington Hawkeye.

" We are living in a grand and wondrous age," remarked a railroad
passenger to the stranger who occupied the Beat beside him. " Invention
is rampant everywhere." "Yes," said his companion, "that's about
what I observed to a witness in a divorce suit against me recently ; there
are more liars to the square yard now than there used to be to the acre ;

but White, the celebrated hatter, of 614 Commercial street, still continues
to make and sell the most stylish and durable hats ever produced-in this

country.

"

The lens takes its name from a bean of peculiar shape. Is this the
reason so many Boston people wear glasses ?—N. Y. Commercial Adv.

"Magnificent promises sometimes end in paltry performances." A
magnificent exception to this is found in Kidney-Wort, which invariably
performs even more cures than it promises. " Mother has recovered,"
wrote an Illinois girl to her Eastern relatives. " She took bitters for a
long time, but without any good. So, when she heard of the virtues of

Kidney-Wort, she got a box, and it has completely cured her liver com-
plaint.

"

Parents should teach their children to imitate the example of lawyers
in making their suits last as long as possible.

—

Oil City Blizzard.

J. F. Cutter's Old Bourbon.—This celebrated whisky is for sale by
all first-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

The hot weather has had the effect of crowding all the watering-
places, with the exception of Wall-street.

—

Puck,

Best pictures taken at the Imperial Gallery, 724J Market street.

There was a yonu girl and her nume was Maud,
And du « u o the stage ;

She had just come back from a trip abroad.
And *he thought sWd be all the rage.

She bad a new play that she studied every d»y
From the hre.ik oj early dawn

;

Her nerve was great, but I m sorry to relate
The i*n>r girl t-ouldn't "

She struggled n hard with her great new pl»y
She soon became worried and worn

;

She went on the "road," far, far away.
And at last she was left forlorn.

The manager lUpped, and the ca*h he nipped.
And no one knew where he had gone ;

She saw his coat-tail as he flew over the rail,
But the poor girl couldn't "catch on."

She captured tho heart of a rich old gent,
For she had most bewitching ways ;

He followed her round wherever she went
;

O! those were her golden days.
But the old-man died, and his would-be bride,

With her diamond ring in pawn.
Sank under the blow, and gave up the show,

For the poor girl couldn't "catch on."

The " Congregationalist " tells of a school committeeman who told a
class in irrammar, " You should never use a preposition to end a sentence
with." This reminds us of the other Bchool committeeman who said that
the auxiliary " had " hadn't ought to be used before " ought," but that the
Imperishable Paint, which is sold by J. R. Kelly & Co., Market street,
below Beale, comes already mixed, covers three times the space that
ordinary paint does, and is impervious to sun or rain.

"Where is your father, my child?" "Oh, mamma, I suppose he's
gone to take a drawing lesson from Mr. Gaiboy, for I heard him tell papa
that if he would come to bis room for a little draw he would show him
how to catch any card in the deck."

" So, that's Congress water, is it ?" exclaimed Deacon Brown with in-

effable disgust, as he ejected the water from his mouth. " Well, p'raps
'tis ; but you can't make me b'lieve Squire Smith ever drinks any o' that
stuff, unless he disguises it in old rye purty thurrerly." Then the Deacon
scratched his ear thoughtfully, and remarked that ladies and gentlemen
who desire to get delicious pies, ice-creams, confections, etc., should go to
the Original Swain's Bakery, 213 Suiter street.

The British having failed to dam the Mahmoudieh canal in time, are
now attempting to d—mn Arabi instead.

Lynn, Mass., always was a good place for health, but it has become a
modern Bethesda since Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham, of 233 Western Avenue,
made her great disdovery of the Vegetable Compound, or panacea for the
principal ills that afflict the fair creation. This differs, however, from
the ancient scene of marvelous cures in this important particular: The
healing agent, with all its virtues, can be sent to order by express or mail
all over the world.

In addressing an assembly of ladies and gentlemen it is only neces-
sary to say gents, as they embrace the ladies, and both the ladies and the
gents drink Napa Soda.

ENGLISH COKE.
Best Old Company's Sugar Loaf

Lump Lehigh Coal.

Anthracite Egg Coal.

Cumberland Coal,

Pig Iron and all

Steam axica. House Coals.
For Sale in Lots to Suit, at 43" LOWEST MARKET KATES.

BLACK DIAMOND COAL
M'O CO.,

Corner Spear and Folsom Streets.

F. N. Neuval. W.S.Somervell,
PACIFIC ASPHALTUM COMPANY.

Established 1S65-

Proprietors of the Celebrated. Corral de Piedra Aephaltum Mine,
(San Louis Obispo County).

Dealers in Crude and. lit*fined

ASPHALTUM, FELT AND ROOFING MATERIAL.
Prepared Asphaltum for Country Orders always on hand. Contractors for Side-

walks, Roofs, Floors and General Asphaltum Work. All Work Guaranteed.

Office and Depot, 420 JacUson.
|
UrancH Office, 422 Montgomery,8.F.

PROF. JOS. JOSSET,
Graduate of tbe University of Paris; Ex. Professor of Be

la Mennais' Normal, France; late of Point Loma Seminary, San Diego. Pri-
vate Lessons in the French Language. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 p.m. Private Lessons given at the res-
idence of the pupil. Dec. 6.

WANTED,
The present address of Peter MacKenile, son ofAlexander

MacKenzie, late of Easter Lays, by Inverness, Scotland, who was employed
about the mines in Placer County about four years ago. If any person knows where
he is, please communicate with Alexander MacKenzie, 60 Academy street, Inverness,
Scotland. Other papers please copy. July 22.
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When the Produce Exchange Call Board was first established, Febru-
ary 27th last, much interest was expressed by merchants in general, and
various were the opinions given as to its ultimate success and its

influence respecting the Grain markets of the Pacific Slope, and even
before the business was fairly inaugurated opposition to it sprung up from
a new and unexpected quarter—the Stock Exchange Board inoculating
the Grain Call theieto and adopting the title of the Grain Exchange.
Both Boards have now been in existence 60 days, more or less. The latter

is looked upon more as a speculative field for operations in "Futures,"
with very little Grain actually delivered, but differences or market varia-

tions settled with coin, unless actual delivery is declared and so registered
at the time of purchase. Not so with the Produce Exchange Call Board
—here parties operating expect to handle the Grain. A statement has
been furnished by the Secretary of the Produce Exchange as to the aggre-
gate of sales made on Call from February 27, 1882, to July 31st—say 163,-

783 tons Grain; value, 34,532,231 07. The Call sales for the month of
July aggregated 45,570 tons of Produce sold—also 865,000 Grain Sacks.
This we think a pretty good exhibit, and gives assurance of a growing
traffic in the future. The result is plain to the close observer that at no
distant day the Belling of Grain in thiB city by sample, as heretofore, will

be entirely done away with and the Grain business of the Slope transacted
on Call. Already it is seen that the reporters of the daily Press confine
their everyday reports to those of the Call, although samples are freely
exhibited at the Produce Exchange, and the daily Bales thereof aggregate
considerable. It is, however, to be remarked that, judging from the ex-
ports to Europe and elsewhere, some of the largest shippers of Grain still

find it to their interest to go into the interior—to Stockton or elsewhere

—

and buy from farmers or their agents direct, and then order the Wheat
sent by Rail direct to Benicia, Port Costa or South Vallejo, where their
ships have preceded them.

Wheat and Flour.—Exports of both are free and liberal. The Spot
price of good Shipping Wheat, $1 65@S1 75 # ctl., and of Flour S4@
§4 50 for superfine grades, and Extras $5@5 50 $ bbL
Barley.—The receipts are free and liberal The Spot price of Feed,

$1 25@$1 35 $ ctl. There is very little doing in Brewing or Chevalier.

Oats are in moderate Bupply. Spot lots sell from $1 75@$1 85 $ ctl.;

latter rate for choice old.

Com.—There is very little business; 50 tons of Nebraska Spot sold in
lots at SI 47£@$1 50 tf ctl.

Rye.—The nominal price for Spot lots, 2c.

Hops.—The stock is well nigh exhausted. The new will soon be in
market. A Sacramento grower has sold and contracted for his crop at
40c; others here and at the North have sold at 30@35c.

Wool—The activity previously noticed has departed, and we are left

with heavy stocks. The range of price, 15@25c. for common to good
Fleece, 26@28c. for choice Northern.

Hides continue in good request at 19@19£c.

Tallow is wanted for export—a refined article quotable at 10@10Jc.
Fruits.— Grapes in variety are now coming in freely; also, Peaches,

Plums, Pears, Melons, etc. There is no end to the Bupply; quality good,
and prices low. Canners are having all the choice fruit they can possibly
handle, including Blackberries, etc.

Exports during the week have been liberal, embracing several car-
goes of Wheat to Europe, Flour to the Orient and elsewhere. We enu-
merate some of the leading features: Pacific Mail steamship City of
Peking, to Hongkong, carried 200 Chinese passengers, and for cargo
Flour, 11,263 bbls.; Quicksilver, 600 flasks; Sheetings, 1,182,000 yards,
and other goods, value $185,370, besides treasure, $130,000. To Japan
she carried assorted Merchandise, value $17,500. The bark Woollhara,
for Sydney, carried August 1st., Flour 1,500 bbls., Wheat 2,000 centals,
Lumber, etc., value §29,773. The British steamer Anger Head sailed
AuguBt 2d for Hongkong, via Honolulu, carrying 402 Chinese passengers
and little cargo, other than that in transit from Hongkong to Honolulu.
The British ship Wosdale, hence for Liverpool August 1st, carried
Flour, 1,561 bbls.; Wheat, 59,777 Centals; value $109,624. The ship
Portland Lloyd, for Havre, carried Wheat, 37,109 centals, vah'e $64,103.
The British bark Compta, for Liverpool via Magdalena Bay for Orchilla,
carried Wheat 11,315 centals, value $19,235. The British ship Carnar-
vonshire, hence for Liverpool, carried Wheat, 43,599 centals, value $,74-
600. The brig Paloma, for Papeete, carried an exported cargo, value
$19,454; also to Marquesas Islands General Merchandise, value $4,254.
The British ship British Yeoman, hence for Liverpool, carried Wheat,
64,234 centals, value $112,146. For the port of Guaymas the Holland
brig Helena carried a full cargo of Lumber and Shingles, value $3,740.
The steamer Dakota, for Victoria, B. C, carried general cargo, value
$35,945; also, in transit the same, value $12,339. The P. M. S. S.
Zealandia, hence for Sydney July 29fch, carried Salmon, 4,650 cases ; case
goods, 2,988 pkgs., etc.; value, $82,273; also, to New Zealand, Hops and
Salmon; value, $4,578; and for Honolulu, Bread, Tobacco, etc.; value,
$10,727 ; also, for Auckland, Salmon, 1,100 cases, etc.; value, $15,714 ; to
Melbourne, Salmon, 500 cases; canned goods, 500 cases; Cigars, etc.;
value, $11,184. The schooner Staghound, for Bonham Island, carried
general merchandise, value $6,510 ; also, for Papeete, Bread, Flour, Lum-
ber, Kice, etc.; value, $12,000; also, in transit same, value, $8,180.

Imports during the week embrace the following: Steamer Dora, from
Ounalaska to Alaska Commercial Company, Ivory, 857 Walrus Tusks
Furs, 115 pkgs.; Fur Seal Skins, 1,528; Fur Seal, 16 pkgs., etc. The
Lady Lampson, from Honolulu to Welch & Co., brought 9,074 pkgs. Sugar,
240 bags Rice, and 1,575 Hides. The German bark Stella, from Bame, to
Williams, Dimond & Co., had Sugar, 14,957 bags and 634 kegB. The
Arabic, from Hongkong, brought 1,182 Chinese, and, for cargo, Rice,
18,519 mats ; Tea, 1,084 pkgs.; merchandize, 718 pkgs.; also, in transit to
go overland, Teas, 26,488 pkgs.; Silk, 162 pkgs., and 87 pkgs. merchandise.
From New York we have ships David Crockett, 157 days ; Hecla, 139
dayB, and St. Stephen, with general merchandise ; also, ship Yorktown,
from same, with 2,760 tons Coal. The schooner Wild Gazelle, from
Chomuagin Islands, brought 82,000 Codfish. British ship James Bolt, 135
days from Cardiff, brought Coal and Iron. The British ship Centaur,

from Liverpool, had general cargo. The British steamer Suez, from Hono-
lulu 9 days, had Sugar, 20,055 pkgs.; Rice, 8,337 pkgs.; Banannas, 478
bchs.; Wool, 118 bales. The British steamer Sardoux, 79 hours from Vic-
toria, brought in transit for Montreal 900 cases Salmon. British ship
Nevens, 155 days from Hull, Eng., brought 6,807 Steel Rails. British
ship M. & S. Cox, 172 days from Shields, Eng., brought Coal, Coke, Iron,
Chemicals, etc. Ship Sterling, 153 days from Liverpool, had 2,200 tons
Coal.
Freights and Charters.—But few charters for grain have been written

during the week. Ship owners for the most part demand 60 shillings and
upwards to Cork, U. K., but exporters' views are not disposed to give
these figures at present, consequently, but few new engagements have
been entered upon this month. During the past few weeks several British
steamers have loaded Wheat here for Europe and elsewhere, and it looks
now as though British iron steamers were in the near future to become an
important factor in this grain carrying business. At this writing we
have on the berth 25,000 tons register, against 58,000 tons one year ago.
Disengaged, 48,000 tons here, and at neighboring ports, to arrive during
the year, 285,000 tons ; same time in 1881, 367,000 tons and in 1880,
174,000 tons.

Bags.—There is a fair demand for Calcutta Grain Sacks, with sales at
9£c.j other kinds, 9@9£c. The stock here is well concentrated and in
strong hands.

Cement and Piaster are both higher. We quote Rosendale Cement,
$2 75@$3 ; Portland do., $4@4 25 ; Golden Gate Plaster, $2 75@$3

;

Lime, $1 50 per bbl.

Lumber.—There is a good local and export demand. We quote cargo
rates, per 1,000 feet: Rough Pine, $18; No. 1 Flooring and Stepping,
$27 50 ; Rough Clear Pine, $24 ; Rough Redwood, $18 ; Surfaced Red-
wood, $28.

Coal, Salt and Iron.—Stocks of each are excessive, causing low prices
to rule.

Provisions.—Butter, Bacon, Hams, Pork and Beef, as well as Lard,
all rule high. The demand good, but stocks are light.

Salmon.—The Oregon, from Portland, brought 4,230 cases, and the
Columbia, from same, 3,555 cases. The British steamer Sardonyx, from
Victoria, B. C, brought in transit for Montreal 900 cases. In the absence
of reported sales, prices are more or less nominal, viz. : From $1 42£ to
$1 47^ tf doz. for Columbia, and $1 32£ to $1 35 # doz. for Sacramento
Fish, f. o. b. Oregon shipments include 39,000 cs. to Liverpool per Edwin
Reed, and the Wallacetown to follow will carry several thousand caseB
more. The ship Wm. H. Lincoln, hence for Liverpool, will carry 5,000
cs., valued at $26,250. The steamer Zealandia, hence July 29th, carried
6,640 cs., valued at $35,372.

Sugar.—Imports heavy and stocks liberal—prices steady. We quote
refiners' prices as follows: Extra Fine Cnbe, in bbls., 12£c; (A) Crushed,
in bbls, 12ic; (A) Loaves, in bbls, 124c; Fine Crushed, in bbls, 12Jc; Pow-
dered, in bbls., 12fc; Fancy Extra Powdered, in bbls., 13£c.; Dry Gran-
ulated, in bbls., 12c; Confectioners' Circle A, in bbls., ll|c; Extra
Golden C, in bbls., lie; El Dorado C, in bbls., 10fc; Mariposa C, in
bbls., lOJc: Golden C, in bbls., 10|c. For half-barrels, £c. additional on
all kinds; 100-lb. boxes, £c. do.; for all other boxes £c. do. Terms, net
cash on delivery. Prices subject to change without notice. No order
taken for less than 25 barrels, or its equivalent.

Rice.—Heavy shipments have lately been made by Chinese to Oregon,
some 20,000 mats. We quote China, 5@6c. for all grades; Hawaiian, 4§
@5c.

"Wines.—We have lately received large shipments from France. This
is surprising, considering the large and increasing local product.

The overland shipments of treasure through Wells, Fargo & Co.'s
express from July 1st to 15th, inclusive, and from July 16th to 30th in-
clusive were as follows:

July 1st to 15tb, inc.

Gold Coin $ 82,600 00
Silver bars 27,500 00
Silver coin 2,700 00
Currency 20,000 00

July 16th to 30th inc.

$ 42,200 00
48,000 00
4,400 00

35,000 00

Totals $133,000 00 $129 600 00
Same time in 1881 136,315 00 169,800 00

Quicksilver.—Spot sales from the wharf continue to be made upon ar-
rival at 37c. The exports for the week, by sea, were as follows :

To Sydney per Zelandia, hence July 29th : Flasks. Value.
J. B. Randol 100 $3,000

To Melbourne per same :

Redington & Co 50 1,425
To Hongkong per City of Peking, 1st inst.

:

Wing Chong Wo & Co 600 17,340

Totals 750
Previously since January 1, 1882. 21,648

$21,765
639,265

Totals since January 1, 1882 22,398 $661,030
Totals same period 1881 24,025 695,887

Receipts since January 1, 1882, 26,724 flasks.

Exports by rail during the month of June aggregate 490 flasks, of which
224 flasks were shipped from this city. The total exports by rail for the
first six months of 1882 were 2,963 flasks, of which 1,098 flasks were ship-
ped from San Francisco.

ST. JAMES HOTEL,
SAN JOSE, CAL.

TYLER BEACH Proprietor
This Hotel is elegantly furnished, with all the modern improvements. The rooms

are large, airy and beautifully situated in front of St. James Park, next door to the
Court House. No expense has been spared in making this a First-class Hotel in
every respect.

American Flan Rates, 81.50 to 32,50 per Day.
special Prices by the Weelc or Month.

Coach and Carriage at Depot on Arrival of all Trains.
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FOREIGN
hit* Qitlerl, with » large number of passtngsri on board,

catch— fir* whilo crossta*, the Atlantic pMHtntrrn prr-lty badly dam-
f«d in feeling*, thip hart to the eitent of $10,000.^— PftrocU oonde-
•esndi to help GUdston* through with the Arrears bj

isn't hf*— I'itket of fix men driven by E^ypUin«.
correspondents telagimpb that ft company ran away and left its arm* be-
hind iL^— <;i*<lst'>no'§ Government divert the I.rord* ft day or two to
think their Amendment* to the Arrears Bill over and back down grace-
fully.— Iri.«h editor charged with publishing one of the blackguardly
effusions of Redpath, encouraging the murder of landlords. A few
months in jail will, perhaps, teach him the propriety of refraining from
•Doooraging others to commit brutal crime*,—•Engineer Melville starts

on his way home. He will be back in time to be investigated.—
Indiana State Democratic Convention "arraign!*" the Republican party
and admires itself.^—•Georgia Republicans split. Spoils wouldn't go
around. Floods in Ohio and Kentucky. Several people drowned aud
crops destroyed. California Floods don't do anything of that kind.^—
Salinas bad man knocks a policeman down and takes his pistol from
him. Salinas good men turn out and capture the bad man.-^—Young
lady takes strychnine at Auburn. The inquisitive cau inquire the rea-

son when they reach the other side of J onlnn. -^British Admiral lands
marines at Suez. De Lesseps, therefore, announces himself at war with
H. B. M. Now look out-^^British War Office contemplates excluding
from the lines the correspondent of the Daily Tefcjraph, who started the
report that the Sixtieth Rifles had run from the enemy.——An impris-

oned Nihilist turns informer. Spins a terrible yarn. Russian officials

can't see that this continuous turning "informer" by imprisoned Ni-
hilists, with its attendant disclosure of dreadful and wide-spread plots,

is simply a well-laid scheme to scare the hidden Czar to death.

ELECTRICITY, ETC.— In connection with the six aeronautical ascents made on July 14th;
under the auspices of the Municipal Council of PariB, Nature says: " Two
of these balloons were connected by a telephone wire in order to keep up
constant verbal communications. It is hoped that by sending up bal-

loons so connected many interesting observations have been made for the
velocity of sounds at different altitudes, the difference of temperature, of
velocity, of wind and of direction, etc., as well as difference of electrical

condition."— Several private gentlemen have resolved to work the electric light

for themselves in the London suburb in which they reside. They have
subscribed the money necessary to provide the requisite plant, and are
about to lay on electricity to the houses of such of their neighbors as de-

sire it, guaranteeing that they shall not be asked to pay more than the
average amount of their gas bills.

^^ The cost of supplying electricity for lighting and other purposes to
one square mile has been stated by Dr. Siemens at $2,000,000, by Dr

.

Hopkinson at 31,000,000, and by Mr. Spottiswoode at $500,000.

Savings Banks.—From the semi-annual reports of our savings institu-

tions we gather the following statement. The seventeen savings banks
of California on July 1st., held $53,208,790 on deposit against $49,954,323
same time last year, showing an increase of $3,254,467. The eight San
Francisco savings banks have S46,369,692 on deposit against $43,476,335
same time in 1881, an increase of nearly $3,000,000, thus showing that the
gain has been principally in this city. Another evidence of a better state

of affairs is a better employment of the available funds in the possession of

these institutions, there being less money on hand at the present time
than a year ago. The total resources of the incorporated banks located
in San Francisco, aggregate more thau $100,000,000, of which the depos-
its reach S70,734,786. The reserve funds are given at over $9,500,000, and
the paid up capital stock amounts to $15,847,626.

The new Exhibition building which has just been erected by the
managers of the Mechanics' Institute is now completed, and was thrown
open for inspection on Thursday evening last. It is an imposing structure,

400 feet long by 200 feet wide, and admirably adapted for the purposes
which it is designed to serve. Outside of the building, on the south side,

there is a delightful lawn, which has been planted with trees, flowers, etc.,

the whole presenting a fairy-land like appearance. The next Exhibition
opens on the 15th, and is expected to be an unusually attractive one, both
to those who are looking for useful information and those who are billing

and cooing.

Messrs. J. M. Litchfield & Co., the merchant tailors, 415 Mont-
gomery street, are just in receipt of a large stock of Fall goods, carefully

selected in the best markets by experienced buyers. They employ none
but the most experienced cutters and the most reliable workmen. Gentle-
men who desire to obtain stylish, well-made durable clothes should give
them a call. Messrs. Litchfield & Co. have also on hand a large stock of

all the latest novelties in gents' furnishing goods.

Every one who wants to enjoy a good health-giving dip in the Bay
should go to the Neptune and Mermaid swimming baths, which are situ-

ated at the foot of Larkin and Hyde streets. They are comfortable,
cleanly and convenient of access.

To Art Patrons.—It having come to our knowledge that bogus paint-

ings are being circulated among the public bearing the name '* Tojetti,"

on behalf of our patrons we Bhall in future sign our pictures D. & E.
Tojetti.

The directors of the Canada Company, with the view of equalizing the
the semi- annual dividends, recommended, at the meeting held on June
22d. a dividend of 21, per share for the half-year ending July 18.

State Fair.—The 29th California Exhibition at Sacramento commences
September 11th and ends the 16th. Just five days devoted to sight-seeing

and horse-racing.

Herr Bandmann, the well-known actor, en route to Singapore with
his company, has stopped at Hongkong to sue the editor of the Hongkong
Telegraph for libel.

ANNUAL MEETING.
The Bfcnlsr Aananl *!«>« Itn* „1 die Hlork holder* of (tic

! f,e afflraaf Iho Oxiiimnr
R.wiW.Nn.^li;,..

. -mcry rtrrot K»o PraocUto, Callfnmi* uii

y ] tor
the

i
-in-.*.- of electing ,t Board of Directors i . rv. r>rtii vneulnrraw, and'tho

trutawiUon of tuch 0U« bntlneas m m rramfcr lx>okj
will clow on Monday, August lUh, at t o'clock r.u.

,« « ' *>Ml,I.E, Secretary.
fnrnia Aug. 6.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
CHOLLAS MINING COMPANY.Aueumant No. 9

Aini'unt |Hjr 8harc
•

."."'."*. '„'..'.'.".'".! '..;;"
-

."jiii
IHhiiquent in OflMQ

t ..August 2fci
I>ay of Sale of Delinquent Stock .."...., ' 7. . Sept. 12th" W . K. DEAN. Secretory.
Office—Room 7ll, Nevada Block, No. 809 Montgomery street, S»n Francisco, C»l-

fornU. __^ ju|y 22.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
SYNDICATE MININQ COMPANY.

Assessment No. 4
Aiiininii per Share

, , ..... . 16 Cents

••I" 'i
.'.'.'...'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'!.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.".'..'. July 19th

Delinquent in Office Auffual 2 1th
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock Sep.ombor 13th

„_ _ „ J. STADTFELD, JR., Secretary.
oihi-e- Konni '.!>;, No. 4111 California Btreet, San PnnoilOO, Oftl, [July 29.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Bnlwer Consolidated Mining Company, San

Francisco, July 25, 1882.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the
above-named Company, held this day, Dividend No. 9, of Ten Cents (10c.) per share,
was declared, payable on SATURDAY, August 12th, 1S82. Transfer Books closed
on Wednesday, August 2d, 1882, at 3 o'clock p.m. This dividend is payablo at tho
Farmers' Loan and Trust Company, in New York, on all stock issued there, and at
the office in this city on all stock issued here. WM. WILLIS, Secretary.

Office—Room No. 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,
California, juiy 29.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Bodle Con. Mining Co., Room 62, Nevada

Block, San Francisco, July 27th, 1882.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors
of the above-named Company, held this day, a dividend (No. 9) of twenty-five (25c.)
cents per share was declared on the capital stock of the Company, payable TUES-
DAY, August fifteenth (15th), 1382, at the office of Messrs. Laidlaw & Co. , New York,
only on stock issued from the Transfer Agency in that city and at the San Francisco
office only on stock issued here. Transfer Books will close ou Wednesday, August
9th, 1882, at 3 o'clock P. M. (July 29 ) W. H. LENT, Secretary.

ANNUAL MEETING.
Office of the Rlsdon Iron aud Locomotive Works.---The an-

nual meeting of the stockholders of the Risdon Iron and Locomotive Works
will be held on MONDAY, August 7th, 1882, at 11a.m., at the office of the Com-
pany, southeast comer of Beale and Howard streets, Sau Francisco, for the election
of Trustees for the ensuing year, and the transaction of auch other business as may
come before the meeting. [July 29.] L. R. MEAD, Secretary.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Sliver King Mining Company, San Francisco,

August 2, 1882.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the above
named Company, held this day, a Dividend (No. 32) of Twenty-five Cents (26c.) per
share was declared, payable on TUESDAY, August 15, 1882, at the office of the
Company, Room 19, 328 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal. Transfer Books
will close August 9, 1882, at 3 P. M.
August 5. JOSEPH NASH, Secretary.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Standard Consolidated Mining Company,

San Francisco, Aug. 2, 1882.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the
above-named Company, held this day, Dividend No. 44, of Seveuty-flve Cents (75c.)
per share, was declared, payable on SATURDAY, August 12, 1882, at the office in
this city, or at the Fanners' Loan and Trust Company in New York.

WM. WILLIS, Secretary.
Office—Room 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia. August 5.

WM. H. V. CR0NISE,
Mining, N.E. corner ofMontgomery and Callfornlastreets,

No. 29. Office Hours: 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. June 10.

COKE CHEAPEST FUEL.
Redaction in Price : Wholesale Price, 50 cents per barrel

;

Retail Price, 60 cents per barrel, at the works of the SAN FRANCISCO GAS-
LIGHT COMPANY, Howard and First streets, and foot of Second st. Jan. 12.

Take the Autopbone to the country.
the latest airs.

Ichi Ban, sole agent, has all

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,
NO. 922 POST STREET.

Day and Boarding: School for Tonus Ladles and Children.
KINDERGARTEN. Next Term will commence July 2Mb.. To secure admis-

sion for boarding pupils, applications should be made as early as possible.
May 13. MADAMK B. ZEITSKA. A.M., Principal.

DR. R. BEVERLY COLE
Mas Returned from Europe.

And Resumed Practice at his New Offices,

218 POST STREET, above JOupant. [July 20.

D
REMOVAL.

r. E. II. Pardee baa removed from 631 Clay street to 526
Montgomery, corner Clay. Hours, 10 A.M. to 3 P.M. July 29.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

360 rOVXXM STMEET, SAJf FRAJiClSCO.
[July 15.]

,
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
Europe is still in suspense regarding the aspect of the Egyptian im-

broglio. The English are sending troops to the front in formidable num-
bers, but it must yet be some time before the opposing forces meet in

actual battle. It becomes more and more apparent that England is de-

termined to permit no interference, even from Turkey. The other Con-
tinental Powers have left her to do all the hard work, and from them she
now neither asks nor desires aid. From the Sultan she will not accept
assistance, unless it is made entirely subordinate to her own purposes and
instructions. England has taken the task and the responsibility into her
own hands, and we may rely upon it that she will perform the former and
accept the latter to her own satisfaction and emolument.

Bismarck is playing a deep game, and he has need to. He has no real

friends among the European Powers—nothing but enemies on front, flank

and rear. Russia, France and Austria all watch and wait for the dismem-
berment of the Empire he has carved out with the sword and cemented
together with blood. In this dilemma Bismarck recognizes the import-
ance of not adding England to the list of his foes, and for this reason it

is safe to predict that he will stand by John Bull when the question of
" partition " comes up after the Egyptian war is over. We do not be-

lieve that there will be serious trouble between England and Turkey.
The Sultan ^cannot afford to quarrel with England so long as the Rus-
sian Bear crouches open-mouthed at the gates of Stamboul. The Sul-
tan's dignity may be hurt, but he must and will swallow any affront

rather than risk the loss of John Bull's guns and money.

According to yesterday's telegrams, Childers, War Secretary, has in-

formed the Commons that the question whether the correspondent of the
Daily Telegraph should be excluded from the British lines was under con-
sideration. It was the Daily Telegraph that, in its second edition yester-

day, told of the stampede of the Sixtieth Rifles during the night attack
by the troops of Arabi Pasha. Such a despicable liar ought to be ex-

cluded not only from the British lines, but from all decent society. It

appears that, instead of a regiment stampeding, a corporal's guard drove
back several hundred of the enemy. The most surprising feature of the
hoax is that the Telegraph should be the vehicle of such " news." The
Telegraph has hitherto been a consistent supporter of English interests, but
it can no longer claim to be so if it prints wanton falsehoods, that are evi-

dently fabricated to cast dishonor on the old flag. Perhaps the Telegraph
has a Eenian on its staff of correspondents.

THE PRISON MANAGEMENT.
An evening paper published in this city, which is so rabidly Repub-

lican in its sentiments that it frequently violates common-sense and
common decency in its advocacy of them, has recently been giving the
present administration of the State Prison a big " send-off "—and for

the simple reason that the present is a Republican one. The fact that

the present Prison administration is a Republican one doeB not, in the
estimation of the News Letter, make it a particle better or a particle

worse than it would be if it were of a different political complexion. The
simple facts, however, show that the present Prison administration is, be-

yond doubt, the most venal
_
and unscrupulous one that has ever held

office. The fact that the Prison Directors have, in defiance of common
honesty, sold the product of the Prison labor they control to their friends

for one-third, and even less, of what it is worth, has been alleged over and
over again in these columns and never denied. The disreputable transac-

tions and gross mismanagement which was disclosed by the last investi-

gation do not need to be repeated. The fact is, the present Prison
administration is as bad and as corrupt as it well could be, and has been
proven so.

The RepubUcan "organ "may howl that the Prison Directors have not
expended all the appropriation which the Legislature provided them with.

There is nothing very creditable in this. The Legislature provided too

much money, and the Directors kindly returned to the State $25,000.

They refused to Bteal that sum ; it was too small! Compared with what
has been dishonestly made out of the manipulation of convict labor, it

was a mere bagatelle. Besides, the gorged boa-constrictor will refuse to

touch the most delicate morsel. And then returning that $25,000 enables
them to posture as honest men, and gives the "organ " a chance to whoop
up " the Republican administration of the prisons."

ALBION CONSOLIDATED MINING CO.
The sworn statement, filed by the Eureka Co., required bylaw,

shows the amount of ore worked for the Albion Co. for the quarter ending
June 30, 1882. to have been 131 tons; gross yield, $3,511 72. The Eureka
pays the Co. 67 per cent, of the yield, and charges $12 per ton for reducing.

The net product was therefore 67 per cent, of assay value, $2,352 45, less

working, $1,572—profit, $780 45, or a fraction less than $6 per ton to

cover cost of extraction, hauling, etc., and this from ore that the Super-
intendent advises the company "yielded for assay about $51 25 per ton."

Earnest persistent inquiries made of the courteous and accomplished Sec-

retary have failed to elicit any information relative to the present finan-

cial status of the company—its present indebtedness and overdraft in
bank—the manner of making shipments, whether the gross amount, draw-
ing drafts from Eureka Co. for reducing, and other charges— nothing
whatever as to the "salaries," "legal expense," "contingent," "tele-
graphic," "traveling expense," "working," "incidental" and "extraordi-

nary expense" accounts, etc., etc. We shall be in a position shortly

to give our readers full and authentic details as to the whole of these
accounts.
The antecedents of the parties controlling the destinies of the

Albion are of such a character as to make dealers anxious to learn

the whole truth, but the officers, knowing they will have the absolute
management until June, 1883, appear to care but little for the wishes of
shareholders or the Press, and are indifferent as to their reputation as

honest and competent directors. We commend to their serious consid-

eration the advice of that great American humorist, Josh Billings—" A
reputation once broken may possibly be repaired, but the world will alius

keep their eyes on the spot where the krack is," and, unlike Pioche's

ghost, it may not rise again.

" Mr. D., if you'D get my coat done by Saturday I shall be forever in-

debted to you." " If that's your game, it won't be done," said the tailor.

AMMONIA m FOOD.
Laboratory of Organic Chemistry >

613 Merchant street, San Francisco, AuguBt 3, 1882. j

Editor News Letter—Dear Sir: In reply to your request that I
would " write an article showing the nature of preparations containing
ammonia in relation to food—especially as to the wholesomenesa, or oth-
erwise, of that ingredient when used in the compounding of baking pow-
ders," I would at the outset mention that, besides the liquid ammonia of
the shops, there are three carbonates of it, of which both the single car-
bonate, and, better still, the bicarbonate—because it yields twice as much
carbonic acid as the single carbonate—are available in the preparation of
light, unfermented bread. Either of them, or both together, alone or
mixed with bicarbonate of soda, may be used without detriment either to
the bread or the health of the consumer.
On this subject there is no higher or more reliable authority than Dr.

Arthur Hill Hassall, of London, whose works on " Food and its Adulter-
ations " have for years enjoyed a world-wide reputation.
The following is from the work just mentioned:

"Unleavened and Unfermented Bread.
There are two kinds of unfermented bread. 1. Common biscuit, made

with flour, water, and, perhapB, a little salt only. 2. One in which
Bubstances are used to imitate yeast, with the latter of which only have
we to deal at present.
The substances used in the preparation of this kind of bread are bicar-

bonate of ammonia, carbonate of soda and hydrochloric acid, or carbonate
of soda and tartaric acid.

Of these, by far the best is bicarbonate of ammonia. This is a volatile
salt, and its great advantage iB that it is entirely, or almost entirely, dis-
sipated by the heat employed in the making of the bread ; and thus the
necessary effect is produced without risk of injurious results ensuing.
When hydrochloric acid and carbonate of soda are used, common salt is

formed, with evolution of carbonic acid.

The preparations known as baking, egg and custard powders are combi-
nations of carbonate of soda and tartaric acid, mixed with wheat flour or
other kinds of starch, and the egg powders are often colored with tur-
meric.
Of these preparations the most objectionable would appear to be that

made with carbonate of soda and tartaric acid, since the resulting tartar-
ate of soda possesses aparient properties. For our own part, we see much
less objection to the employment, in the generality of cases, of a substance
like yeast, which contains but little saline matter, and the vitality of
which iB for the most part destroyed by the heat of the oven, than in the
use of acids and alkalies, for egg and baking powders.
"Samples of 'baking powders' examined by us we found composed

of tartaric acid and carbonate of soda, together frequently with ground
rice or wheat flour."

—

p. 34-5 (London edition, 1876).
I do not think it needful to adduce any other authorities for the uses

and effects of ammonia in the form of carbonate, or bicarbonate, in rela-

tion to food at present. I would merely add, that as Dr. Hassall men-
tions carbonate of soda, and not fri-carbonate—tartaric acid, and not cream
of tartar—he is only using common terms. It is the tartaric acid which
sets the carbonic acid free, and produces the effect of lightness of the
bread.
In conclusion, I believe in the perfect wholesoraenesB of bread prepared

with baking powder properly compounded with cream of tartar and bi-

carbonate of soda ; whilst I indorse all Dr. Hassall says concerning the
substitution of bicarbonate of ammonia for that of soda. Why it baa
not been generally used is, I presume, a question of cost of material.

Yours respectfully, John J. Bleasdaxe, D.D.
Late Chemist to Melbourne Hospital, and Chemistry member of the

Central Board of Health, Victoria, Australia.

Action ofAlum on the Human System.—With reference to the use
of alum, Dr. Dauglish has written: " ItB effect on the system is that of a
topical (local) astringent on the surface of the alimentary canal, producing
constipation and deranging the process of absorption. But its action in
neutralizing the efficacy of the digestive solvents is by far the most im-
portant and unquestionable. The very purpose for which it is uBed by
the baker is the prevention of these early stages of solution which spoil
the color and lightness of the bread while it is being prepared, and which
it does mOBt effectually; but it does more than needed, for whilst it pre-
vents solution at a time that is not desirable, it also continues its effects

when taken into the stomach, and the consequence is that a large portion
of the gluten and other valuable constituents of the flour are never prop-
erly dissolved, but pass through the alimentary canal without affording
any nourishment whatever."

STEAM AND STREET RAILROADS.
An election of officers of several of the steam and street railroad

companies controlled and owned by the Stanford, Huntington and Hop-
kins combination, was held recently, with the following result

:

Southern Pacific Railroad Company—Directors : Charles Crocker,
President; C. F. Crocker, Vice-President ; Charles Mayne, W. V. Hunt-
ington, N. T. Smith, Treasurer ; J. L. Willcutt, Secretary ; Moses Hop-
kina.

Los Angeles and San Diego Railroad Company—Directors : Leland
Stanford, Charles F. Crocker, N. T. Smith, Treasurer ; J. L. Willcutt,
Secretary ; E. H. Miller, Jr.

Monterey Railroad Company—Directors : Charles Crocker, President;
Charles F. Crocker, Vice-President ; W. V. Huntington, N. T. Smith,
Treasurer ; J. L. Willcutt, Secretary.
Market Btreet Railway Company, of San Francisco—Directors: Le-

land Stanford, C. P. Huntington, Charles Crocker, N. T. Smith, J. L.
Willcutt. Leland Stanford, President ; Charles Crocker, Vice-President;
N. T. Smith, Treasurer ; J. L. Willcutt, Secretary.
Potrero and Bay View Railroad Company—Directors: Leland Stan-

ford, President ; Charles Crocker, W. V. Huntington, Vice-Presidents

;

N. T. Smith, Treasurer ; J. L. Willcutt, Secretary.
Mission Bay Bridge Company—Directors: Leland Stanford, Charles

Crocker, C. P. Huntington, N. T. Smith, J. L. Willcutt. Leland Stan-
ford, President ; Charles Crocker, Vice-President ; N. T. Smith, Treas-
urer ; J. L. Willcutt, Secretary.

City Railroad Company—Directors: George Crocker, President; Wm.
E. Brown, A C. Bassett, F. S. Doaty, E. C. Wright, Vice-Presidents

;

N. T. Smith, Treasurer ; J. L. Willcutt, Secretary.
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GOLD BAK3—890@910-KErtNEi> Silver—11$@11J tf cent, discount.
Mexican Dollar*, 8&@9 per cent. disc. nom.

fsT Exchange on New York, 5c. fc*$100 premium ; On London Bank-
er*, ttjd : Commercial, 49*!@49]fd. Paris, eight, 5-12£ baaa pa
dollar. Eastern Telegrams, 10c.

-bank rate. In the
On Bond Security,

'Price of Money here, 0(5110 per cent, per year-
open market, 1@1$ per month. Demand light.

• r cent, per year on Call.

Latest price of Sterling in New York, 486@489.

PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
San FraneUco Aug. 4. 1882.

Bid.

105
Vim

110

108
105

120)

168
186

128

120
128

A*ked Slock* and Bond*.
BMIUXtK 0OHVAHU8,

— State Investment
Nom. Home Mutual
Num. Commercial

Western
RAILROADS.

C. P. R. R. Stock
C. P. R. k. Bonds . . .

'City Railroad
Omnibus R. R
K. B. and Mission R. R.

,
Sutter Street R. R

! Geary Street R. R
Central R. R. Co
Market Street R. R
'Clav Street Hill R. R..
S. F. Gaslight Co

|

Oakland Gaslight Co . .

.

:Sac'to Gaslight Co
Califor'a Powder Co
Giant Powder Co (new stck)

Atlantic Giant Powder
Gold and Stock Teleg'h Co.
S. V. W. W. Co. 's Stock....
S. T. W. W.Co' Bonds
PaciBc Coast S.S. Co's Stock
California Street R R.

45
00
52)

100
100
107
110

103
114
125
110
100
121

128

123

132
126

12!

130
125
105

95
116

96
55
98
80

Nom.
Nom.

52*

115
120

65
119:

180

127

109

96
118

100

100
60
Nom.
Nom.
57
29
55

125
85
70

120
121

112

Stock* and Bond*.
BONDS.

Cal. Stale BondjJ
S. F. C "3, '58

S. F. City & Co. B'ds, 7s . . .
|
Nom.

Montg'y AT. Bonds
Duponl Street Bonds . .

.

Sacramento City Bonds.
Stockton City Bonds . .

.

Yuba County Bonds—
afarysville City Bonds
Santa Clara Co. Bonds 105

Los Angeles County Bonds. 106

Los Angeles Citv Bonds 110

Vug's 4 Truckee R. R. Bds. 101

Nevada Co. N. G. R. R. Bds
Oakland Citv Bonds
Oregon B& N. Bonds, 6s.

S. P. R. R. Bonds
TJ S.4S.

BASKS.

Bank of California (ex-div)..

Pacific Bank(ex-div)
First National (ex-div)

INSURANCE COMPANIES.
Union (ex-div)

Fireman's Fund (ex-div)....

California (ex-div) 125

Pacific Rolling Mills, 120, 126. Cala. Dry Dock, 55, 60. Safe Deposit Co., 47, 48.

Vulcan Powder, 66), 67). Presidio Railroad, 72, 73. Safety-Nitro Powder, 10),

log. Central Gas Stock, 60), 62. Hawaiian Commercial Co., 52, 63.

The demand for all really first-class securities is greater than can be
supplied at our quotations. The G-as stocks are, however, exceptions,

while all the Powder stocks continue favorites, and are easily marketed.
Amdrew Baird, 312 California st.

STOCKS.
The natural and inspiring power in mining share traffic is hope and

prospect for ore developments, but latterly the fear of frequent and large

assessments seems to have become the grinding impulse. If the where-

with to pursue work does not come from under ground, it must come from

stockholders' pockets. The uncertainty and severity of these demands
has recently had two most notable examples. The call of one dollar per

share upon the holders of Ophir a short time ago nearly broke the back

of the market, and yesterday the unexpected levying of thirty cents per

share, aggregating $162,000, as " ante " from Consolidated Virginia own-

ers is a veritable cinch, which will nearly squeeze the life out of the

stock, and also the market.

Meteorological Summary, week ending 7:58 P. M., Thursday, Aug.
10th:—Highest barometer, 30.067—9th ; lowest, 29.854—5th ; average

during the week, 29.980; maximum temperature, 69—10th ; minimum
50—9th ; average during the week, 57.7 ; highest relative humidity,

93 per cent.—6th and 7th ; lowest relative humidity, 58 per cent.—10th ;

average during the week, 78.1 ;
prevailing direction of wind, southwest;

maximum hourly velocity of wind, 28 miles per hour, 6th, 7th, 8th and
9th ; average weather during the week, clear ; rainfall during the week,

.00 ; total rainfall, season of 1882-83, 0.00 inches.

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.— New York, Aug. 11,

1882. United States Bonds—4s, U9f ; 4Js, 114J ; ex-5s, 101 ; ex-6s, 101J.

Sterling Exchange, 4 86@4 89. Pacific Mail, 46$ Wheat, 118@120; West-
ern Union, 89£. Hides, 24@24J. Wool— Spring, fine, 20@ 32; Burry,

15@20 ; Pulled, 20@45 ; Fall Clips, 15@18 ; Burry, 12@14. Lon-
don, Aug. 11.—Liverpool Wheat Market, 9s. 8d.@9s.lld.,Cal.; 9s. 8d.@
10s. 4d. Red Am. Spring. Bonds, 4s, 122J; 4Js, 116J; ex-6s, 102J. Consols,

99 13-16. Money, — acct.; Silver, —
Our old friend, Henry George, has been arrested as an Irish suspect,

and is cabling the fact all over the world. We have a great deal of sym-

Eathy for Henry. He ought to have been given quarters in the Napa
lunatic Asylum, at the State's expense, instead of being turned loose to

find free board and lodging in an English jail. He ought to sue the San
Francisco authorities for damages, on the ground that they failed to re-

press his patriotic ardor with a strait-jacket.

London, Aug. 11.—Latest Price of Consols. 99 13-16.

MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For Nnvlirntlnir the Air.

Office of the Aeroplane Company for Navigating the Air,

chant street. Office hours from 1 to 2 P.M.

Mer-

Ordem for Engraving; In the Photo-Knirrnvlng; Process can
now be execntecl nt the "News Letter" Office tor less than
hair the cost of Wooil Engraving, and In one-halt the time.
Remember, we furnish a harrt metal Electrotype ready for
the Press.
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Californians Abroad, July 15th, 1882:—Paris: C. M. Cottrell,
Hotel Violet ; Mrs. DusboI, Hotel Dominici. London: Mr. and Mrs.
R. H. Brown, Mrs. L. A. Brown, C. E. Bancroft, Miss Birton, E. M.
Elliott. Geneva: Miss Houston, W. Melvin Smith. Rome: Mr. and
Mrs. A. Tourney. Heidelberg: Mr. Dewing.

—

Continental Gazette, Paris.

Hawaii—Two more arrivals from the Islands. Bark Discovery, 22
days, to Williams, Dimond & Co., with 13,250 packages Sugar, 918 bags
Rice and 200 tierces Molasses. Brig John J). Spreckels, 20 days from
Kahului, has 7,100 bags Sugar for the California Refinery.

From the Orient—The O. and O. steamship Oceanic, 26 days from
Hongkong, arrived on the 9th inst., bringing for cargo: Tea, 4,649 pkgs.;
Rice, 6,082 pkgs. ; Grain Sacks, 1,962 bales ; also, in transit for Eastern
cities: Tea, 30,113 pkgs.; Silk, 443 pkgs., etc.

For Honolulu.—The British steamer Suez sailed for the Islands on the
9th inat., carrying passengers and Government mails, and for cargo a large

line of general merchandise, including sugar, 4,500 lbs. refined ; coffee,

5,940 lbs.; potatoes, 866 pkgs.; bread, barley, canned fruits, etc.

From Hawaii—Two vessels arrived on the 9th inst., bark Helen W.
Almy and Kalakaua. The former had for cargo: Rice, 1,907 bags; Sugar.
3,306 pkgs., etc. The latter brought 333 casks Molasses and 5,093 pkgs.
of Sugar.

Messrs. Farnum and Litchfield, Bank Commissioners, examined
into the condition of the Bank of Fresno, and also the Fresno County
Bank, on the 5th inst. Both institutions were found to be in a healthy
condition.

Messrs. Litchfield and White, Bank Commissioners, on the 9th of
August examined the Security Savings Bank of this city. The examina-
tion showed that the affairs of the concern were in a flourishing condition.

Wine and Brandy for New York.™The Pacific Mail steamship
Colima, hence for Panama, carried en route to New York native grape
brandy, 3,506 gallons ; native wine, 47,592 gallons.

Dundee.—The British ship Maulsden, 114 days from Dundee, has ar-
rived to Balfour, Guthrie & Co., bringing for cargo 1,450 tons Coal and
500 tons Pig Iron.

Portable engines of eight horse-power can be obtained in New South
Wales for $1,300, but in Victoria, owing to the duty, they cost $1,550
each.

Liverpool—The British ship Dawpool, 125 days from Liverpool, is at
hand with a full cargo of General Merchandise, to Balfour, Guthrie &Oo.

For Kahului.—The brig Hazard carried for this island port a general
cargo of merchandise, valued at $21,480.

Tahiti—Schooner W. H. Stevens, to A. Crawford & Co., 40 days, has
650,000 Oranges, etc.

Entered at th4 Post-Office at San JFranelsco, Col., as Second-Class
Matter.

Printed and Published by the Proprietor, Frederick Marriott, 607 to 616 Merchant Street, Ban PruelKO, California,
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THE DEATH OF JUDGE LAKE.
" Judge Lake is dead." The announcement was as startling as un-

expected.! At first it seemed hard to realize that one who filled so large

a space in our community, whose presence on our streets was but of yes-

terday, and whose voice had been heard in our courts but a few hours
previous, should have been so suddenly stricken down. Deloa Lake was
from the interior of the State of New York, a district well known as the
nursery of able lawyers, of whom he was one. He was born in 1820, ad-

mitted to the Bar in 1842, arrived in San Francisco in 1850, where he has
always made his residence. He was made United StateB District Attor-
ney for California by President Lincoln, having served a term as Judge
of the Fourth District Court ; was County Judge of San Francisco, and
was subsequently transferred to the Municipal Criminal Court. In all

these positions lie reflected honor upon the office. As a lawyer, Judge
Lake had been thoroughly trained and disciplined before he came to this

coast, and in that respect had a great advantage over many members of

the Bar. He stood in the first rank of the profession, and though it is

doubtful if his feeB ever approached those of McAllister, Wilson and
Hbge in magnitude, still he was highly successful, and, it is said, has left

a handsome fortune to hiB family. In his social relations Judge Lake
i was noted for his good-breeding and kindly nature, the latter, however,
sometimes clouded by the wit and humor that characterized him, and,

unfortunately perhaps, too often took the form of satire, which, to those
who did not know him intimately, gave offense. In the death of Judge
Lake the community loses a good citizen, his profession a shining light,

and his family, consisting of a wife, three daughters and a son, a loving
' guardian, protector and friend.

The funeral of the deceased gentleman was held at Trinity Church on
Thursday afternoon. The services were most impreBsive, and a large

concourse of our leading citizens were present, including the entire Bar
and Bench of the city. The following gentlemen acted as pall-bearers:

Lorenzo Sawyer, John Garber, Hall McAllister, A. L. Ehoads, W. H.
L. Barnes, Harry I. Thornton, Ogden Hoffmann, W. W. Cope, William

, T. Wallace, Leland Stanford, William Alvord, William M. Gwin, J. P.
' Hoge* O.-.P. EvanB, H. P. Williams, S. M. Wilson and S. J. Field.

THE BOMBARDMENT OF ALEXANDRIA.
The recent bombardment of the defenses surrounding Alexandria

served for the British Government a great purpose outside of its results,

i as an act of war* in the present conflict with Arabi Pasha and his rebel
followers. The implements of naval warfare have, within the past twenty

i years been entirely revolutionized," and the utility, power and safety of
all theBe new appliances have never been tested in an actual conflict of
sufficient seriousness to practically demonstrate their capacity and useful-

ness. Of course these great ironclads and guns—these huge marine mon-
sters—which the British Government has spent hundreds of millions of
pounds in constructing, have been built upon the most approved scentific

g-inciples, and have been tested by every test that science could suggeat.
ut still science is but theory, and the only thorough, test for implements

of war, whether they are designed for use on land or sea, is—war ; actual
conflict. Until that test was applied the croakers could point to the Ger-
man ironclad which run her sister ship down in the channel, to the Cap-
tain, which went to the bottom in a very insignificant gale of wind, to the
burst gun of the Thunderer, to the Doterel, and to a host of minor mis-
haps, and shake their heads with that mysterious solemnity which says
nothing, but which insinuates a great deal.

Then again it was alleged—and until the practical test was applied no
one could tell how much of truth the allegation contained—that the
modern appliances of naval warfare had reduced such conflicts down to a
scientific basis, on which valor and persistence, two of the principal factors
in producing' British supremacy on the ocean, would be of little, if any,
use.

All these doubts and fears are now swept away. The bombardment of
the defenses around Alexandria, although not as perfect a teBt of these
moot points as might be desired, was sufficiently searching to enable the
most commonplace judgment, to see that British naval power is greater
to-day than ever ; that these great floating monsters are not vulnerable

!
t^ysy-a^-that-thwfighting-grit-w^ieh-defeated the-Spanish-Armadav and

i which prevailed over the enemy at the battle of the Nile, haB not dete-

riorated, and is still a potent factor in utilizing modern naval appliances
and in maintaining for

"The. flag that braved a thousand years the battle and the breeze"
that supremacy whicb it won so long ago. The artillery power at the
command of the Egyptians and British respectively waa, it is true, very
unequal. The British Admiral had at his command eight armor clads en-
gaged, the Inflexible, Alexandra, Sultan, Superb, Temeraire, Invincible,
Monarch, and Penelope. These ships mounted four 81-ton guns, fourteen
25-ton, thirty 18-ton and twenty-four 12-ton guns, besides smaller pieces
and Gatling and Nordenfelt machine guns. They were protected by
armor-plating, which varied in thickness from 24 inches to 6 inches. He
had also a number of smaller vessels which, like the Condor, rendered
very effective service. The actual artillery Btrength of the Egyptian
fortifications is a matter of some doubt to us, because the published re-
ports have varied widely. We know, however, that they mounted quite
an array of 18-ton guns and a large number-of smaller pieces, and that,

*

taken altogether, the number of harbors in the universe that are better
fortified than Alexandria was before the bombardment is but small. To
illustrate this we may mention the fact that there is not a single Ameri-
can port so well armored. Therefore, although the power of the British
fleet to stand a very heavy fire from the largest guns was not demon-
strated, the fact was established that it is capable of battering down and
rendering useless a very formidable Beries of work^, and that, too, in the
short space of about eight hours.
When the full details of this bombardment are critically examined it

.

will be found that three points which have an important bearing on naval
warfare have been brought out strongly. These are : The great protective
value of armor-plating to life and to the machinery and fighting power of
a ship ; the necessity of making the heaviest guns the primary offensive
weapons, and the difficulty of fighting with precision (and maintaining a
watchful defense against small craft) through the dense smoke of a modern
action.

There is no question now but that the thinnest armored shipa are of great
value, notwithstanding the fact that they may occasionally meet with
guns which would render their armor useless. This plating is still able to
resist the fire of the great majority of guns that can be brought to bear
upon it; and it can deflect and keep out the projectiles of light guns which
might be brought against it in great numbers. The thin armor of the
Penelope and Invincible seems to have been able to protect those shipa
quite as effectively as the Inflexible^ did her. Had they been unarmored,
or "freely penetrable" ships, as Sir W. Armstrong advocated in his
presidential address before the Institution of Civil Engineers, there would
probably have been a great loss of life, considering the fire these ships
were under, and a disablement of some or all of the guns. The Invincible,
which cost a quarter of a million, has been practically of as great defens-
ive value in this action as the Inflexible, which cost over three-quarters.
This does not prove that she is as good a ship for all purposes, but it

shows thatfor many operations, including the present, this thinly armored
ship is as useful as any other, and is very much superior to an unarmored
vessel.

With regard to the position of guns in the class of offensive weapons, it

is clear that they must continue to hold the highest place. The ram and
torpedoes, which are rightly advocated very strongly, are often of great
value; but they are of no use in actions of this kind. It would be a mis-
take to build many ships in which guns are done away with, or reduced
in power, in order to develop more completely the full efficiency of* the
ram and torpedo. Ships in which this is done can never be more than
mere auxiliaries to a fleet. The present operation could not have been
carried out, neither could that of Beveral years ago when Sir Hastings

-

Yelverton went in under the guns of Carthagena to bring out two Span-
ish frigates, in defiance of the Junta of that town, with a fleet of torpe-
does and rams only without guns.
The difficulty of fighting the guns with precision, and of defending a

ship against torpedoes and torpedo boats, will be very great after an ac-
tion has once commenced, by reason of-the accumulation of smoke, and the
time it takes to clear away. As soon as the ships began firing at Alex-
andria a bank of smoke is stated by the correspondents on board to have
risen like a wall, and prevented the results of the fire from being watched.
From the very commencement it was so dense that nothing could be seen
by those on the ships of what the enemy were doing, and it was only the
sharp scream of projectiles overhead, and the upleaping of columns of
spray as the shot struck the water that made it clear the fire was being
returned. Order had to be given to cease firing, until the smoke cleared
away. The wind and sun were both in favor of the Egyptians, and it

was some time before the veil of smoke lifted sufficiently for even a
glimpse of the shore to be obtained. This glimpse was lost the instant
the guns again opened fire, and before it was possible to see where the
Bhots struck. The only way to get a chance of seeing what was being
done was by look-outs in the tops, but these are very frail refugees in a
general action, and may easily be destroyed, and the look-out limited to.

the deck. This smoke difficulty will give the opportunity for torpedoes,
torpedo-boats, and any fast auxiliaries, in a general action. When the
smoke has once accumulated, these craft will run in and endeavor to close,

with the large ships before they can be seen. Under some circumstances,
if a favorable state of the wind is taken advantage of by a torpedo-boat,
a vessel may have no chance of protecting herself. For this purpose ves-

sels are required larger than our present torpedo-boats, which could sup-
port themselves at sea for a time, and would be able to accompany a fleet

and act as auxiliaries.

The Industries of New South Wales,—This work, by. Mr. Charles

.

Lyne, appeared originally in a series of articles under the title of '* The
Industries of the Colony," published in the Sydney Morning Herald. It
is now reproduced in an attractive form, with seventeen illustrations, in-

cluding a view of the City of Sydney from Circular Quay, and I a colored
map of New South Wales, showing the nature of the country in its pres-

ent state of development, in gold-yielding and agricultural areas, pastoral'

lands and mineral districts other than gold, such as coal, copper, iron,

tin, etc. The aim is to attract population and capital to that extensive

and wealthy State. Issued from the Government press of New South.
Wales, 1882.

_

Thw new -food; wiricbr has-cttred- tfae-cferonie- dyspeptics- of- Japan; is-

Midzu Ami (Japanese Malt), at Ichi Ban.
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SOCIETY.

August lOtb, 1882: Kverythinir still remain* very quiet in socia
circle*. apparently, •haken into their pUoss at
boms again after their Summer wanderings.

I week the Mechanics' Fair n|j«na its d«»ur» in its new building Car

the first time, an event which i< 1 k<-d forward to with no little inter-

est, ami it will serve, no doubt, t-> draw together not only those who are
already in the city, but country visitors and those who still linger away
from town.
Io the meantime I do not hear much talked of except the weather,!

which for the past day or two has been simply perfection, and the Park
is crowded every afternoon with carriage*, equestrians, pedestrians and
picnickers, all bent on enjoying it to the full.

Another old pioneer, Judge Lake, has taken his departure from this

weary world of care, and left behind him troops of friends, in whose
memories he will dwell as a valuable member of his profession, a brilliant

conversationalist, an enthusiastic admirer of the beautiful, an accom-
plished host and a firm friend—in other word.*, a scholar and a gentleman.
His funeral took place to-day from Trinity Church, which was filled

with sorrowing friends of the deceased and his family, conspicuous among
them being the Bar Association, which attended in a body.
His pall bearers were Gov. Stanford, Col. Hoge, Judge Evans, \V. \V.

Cope, Dr. Gwin, Wm. Alvord, Hall SfcAJlister, Judge Sawyer, Judge
Field, Col. Harry Thornton, H H. Williams, Judge Wallace, General
Barnes, and, of course. Judge Hoffman, ca va tan* dire, for when did a
funeral of note ever take place in 'Frisco at which that kind-hearted and
eminent jurist did not officiate?

Id the death of Judge Lake society has also sustained a loss, in clos-

ing the doors of a pleasant house where hospitality was free and un-
bounded, and in depriving it of the company of his agreeable wife and
chatty daughters, one of whom, while inheriting in a degree her father's
wit and powers of satire, has by no means relinquished her ambition
of becoming in time a full-fledged authoress. Perhaps, during the period
of her enforced retirement, she will produce something from her pen
whereby wo may regard what is now a deprivation (the loss of her so-

ciety) to be iu the end a real gain.
Society will regret to hear of the business reverses of Mr. Brummagem,

which thereby denies them of another most agreeable house whereat to
visit. Old-timers will remember when the announcement of a party
as about to be given by his accomplished wife was hailed with pleasure,
as a " real good time " was always anticipated and had ; and this house
closing is a double hardship, owing to the fact that his young daughters
are just about entering society, and to them, at least, it must seem a
terrible trial, which all hope will be but a temporary one.

And still another pleasant little circle has been broken up—and this

time a musical one—by the defection of Consul Olavonsky, who has
betaken himself to the country to live, and will for the future content
himself by only holding official residence in the city.

Music-lovers will miss him, as his musical re-unions last Winter were
some of the pleasantest features of the season.
One of his chief assistants, too, has departed in the person of Dr. Axel-

rood, who, having accepted an appointment as surgeon on one of the Chi-
nese steamers, thuB in a measure becomes lost to 'Frisco's musical circles.

But it is some time yet till the Winter season begins again, and who
knows what may turn up in the mean time ?

Theatricals at Mare Island are again looking up, and the late perform-
ances given there are spoken of in terms of highest praise.

Reversing the old saying, and going from "gay to grave," the Island
was the scene of a sad service yesterday, when all that was mortal of
Admiral McDougall was laid away to rest where, during his lifetime, he
so long commanded, he having for many years been stationed there at the
Navy Yard.
Among the dinners given last week was one that I have heard spoken

of in terms of both praise and censure. It was given by one of a party
of very young men, who pride themselves on their gastronymic knowl-
edge, some ot them going so far as to claim to be first-class cooks.
To me it is pitiable to Bee young men give themselves to the pleasures

of the table, and doubly bo when they thus publicly acknowledge and
seemingly glory in it—as the gourmet is, in my mind, always associated
with the time when gout, rotundity and old age are three inseparables.

I am glad to see that young Breckenridge, whose many friends in
'Frisco will doubtless be pleased to hear it, is again coming to the front,
having entered the arena of political life in Stanislaus County, where he
has of late been practicing law, and where he has sought and obtained
the nomination of District Attorney.
His has been a most checkered life, first, till he met and married Lloyd

Tevis' youngest daughter, when he seemed to have reached a haven at
last. But something was wrong, and when the young people, after a
time, "agreed to disagree," and separated, he, evidently disgusted with
fashionable life, sought the plains and became an humble sheep herder.
He is a man who is well fitted to shine in any circle, and now that he

has once more emerged from his seclusion, I hope he will not be driven
into it again.

A. B. Spreckels, who recently completed a trip around the world, has
just returned from a brief visit to the Sandwich Islands.
William Matthews, the well-known and popular attorney, returned

from a business visit to tbe East last week.
The Schmiedells are back in town again, and to-day Ed, Newhall and

his bride arrived from New York. Colonel Withington has also returned
from tbe Sandwich Islands, coming by the last Australian steamer.
Dr. and Mrs. McNulty are already tired of housekeeping, and can be

found again at their old quarters in the Palace Hotel.
I am glad to hear that Mrs. Ward has quite regained her health during

her stay in Europe, and will Boon now be returning to her friends in
'Frisco. Felix.

The Seventeenth Industrial Exhibition of the Mechanics' Institute
opens in the new Pavilion, on the 16th instant, and promises to be more
interesting than any of its predecessors. In promoting trade and leading
to tbe development of the resources of this coast, these exhibitions have
exercised in the past a powerful influence, and there is every reason to ex-

pect that in tbe future they will be still more influential.

faahi*

FASHIONS VOICE.
Tbe Porta wnrbler. who oftaBttmoi tiu on my shoulder and pours his
ahiona .r, j* n„ n tit with my head

n my hand I pull all the crimps out of mv hair en-
deavorv idea that Khali bo novel and strange. A handsome
gentleman editor Mid to m« the other day: " Silver Poo, <*an you givo me
*n Idea! 1 am lead broke." " No, I cannot," I replied. "I also am
sailing in muddy water." "Well. I'm hanged if I don't get full, then

;

that will fetch it." When that paper oomoi out fcMBOiTOW, nous verran*.
Rut apropos of the voice that proclaim* the reigning styles, I bavo seen
some curiosities in hats which rindi up into the air so straight that they
appear ready to fly heavenward at a moment's tmtic«\ while little flower
capotes cover the skull like a cap These made in small flowers or leaves
1M very pretty for fresh young faces, but woe to the old lady who, for
fashion's sake, makes herself ridiculous by appropriating such for her own
wear. Tnero is another hat in chip, which comes in every color under th«
sun—a kind of brigand's: chapoao. The rim is wide and perfectly straight,
while the crown is high and tapering, like a flower pot. The idea as to
trimming is to weave a feather wreath round this crown, allowing one
long plume to droop gracefully on the shoulder. The newest of all bon-
nets is one named after the beautiful French woman, Madame Recamier.
It i* too sweet for anything—made of coarse ecru satin straw, which you
may line with any colored velvet you please, myrtle-green being favored.
Falling over, but not below, the brim is a frill of 4cru lace, and this is

surmounted by a band of velvet, which is placed round the crown and
fastened in front by a huge Bteel buckle. From one side a cascade of
flowers fallfl—the Oscar Wilde mementoes of sunflower and lily, with an
addenda in the form of some softly trailing vine, which droops over the
back and rests on the shoulder. The brim of the hat is dented in front,
and comes low over the ears. Here in piquant beauty you have the
" Re"camier" bonnet. By the way, velvet Btrings tie it down, with a bow
below the left ear. This is an important finish.

Ah! I hear the flutter of a wing, and so in softest melody the bird at
my ear tells me that French costumes are daily growing morebouffant, and
foretell a gradual return to tbe basket draperieB of Marie Antoinette

;

also, that dresses in China-figured satin surah are among the latest novel-
ties. The grounds are dark green or maroon, strewn with tea roses or
carnations, and the trimming is ficelle lace. The extremely pointed waists
are now only used for evening wear, and the severity of the points are
toned down by little puffings ot satin, narrower at the back than in front.

Moire grenadine of two stripes of contrasting color are made up with
repped Victoria silk, or with glace surahs, which are Bhot in several col-

ors and called chameleon silkB.

Fashionable women now dispense with jewelry for out-door wear, ex-
cept two slim rings of gold, which are worn outside long gloves. Ear-
rings for the street are quite obsolete, but still worn for full dreBB. A
jeweled collar-button and cravat bow are worn at the throat, and if a
breast-pin appears in lieu thereof it must simply be a slender gold bar.

For foot-wear, Pompeiian red and black silk stockings are worn with
the simplest and also with the most elaborate toiletB, whether dark or
light. Again, navy blue and porcelain blue, in a light shade, are among
preferred colorB.

The cotton satines, now so much used for house or seaside dresses, are
quite the prettiest things to be seen. The colors are so rich and effective,

and when trimmed with velvet collar and cuffs, or tinted lace, nothing
more charming can be imagined. The lighter shades may be trimmed
with cream white embroidery, and tastefully effected by dark velvet bows
here and there. Thus says the bird. What a relief it is to me that the
charming songster came in answer to my half breathed desire for its pres-
ence in the midst of my complications. And now, smoothing down my
disarranged hair, and thanking birdie for ideas, I take leave with a Bmile,

and bow until next week. Silver Pen.

ANOTHER DISTINGUISHED MAN GONE.
Rear-Admiral David Stockton McDougal, of the United States

Navy, died in this city on Monday last, at the advanced age of seventy-

three. The deceased gentleman was born in Cbillicothe, Ohio, on 17th of

September, 1809, being a descendant of one of the Bigners of the Declara-
tion of Independence, and a brother of the second Governor of this State

under the Federal Government. At the age of eighteen he entered the

Naval Academy at Annapolis, and made his first cruise as midsHipman on
the Natchez. From that time until 1855 he was sailing about the world,

doing duty at different naval stations. In 1855 he came to this coast, in

command of the Warren, and in 1857 he was placed in command of tbe
new Navy Yard at Mare Island. In 1861 he took command of the

Wyoming, of the Asiatic Squadron. In 1863, while in command of this

vessel, he distinguished himself by vanquishing six batteries and three

Japanese men-of-war, under command of the Prince of Negato, in the

StraitB of Simonoslci. In 1865, he again took charge of Mare Island. In
1868, he assumed command of the South Pacific Squadron, and in 1871
he was made a Rear-Admiral and retired, having attained the age of six-

ty-two. Since then Admiral McDougal has made his home in this city.

He has left a wife and two daughters behind him. His remains were in-

terred at Mare Island, with appropriate naval honors, on Wednesday last.

PAINES HOUSEHOLD ART
.... AN1> ...

BRIC-A-BRAC ROOMS,
35 G-EAKY STREET, fiS. E.

I have purchased the stock and store lately owned by Mr. C. E.

Locke, and am enabled to offer the choice collection of Floor and Wall

Cabinets, MuBic Stands, Writing Desks, Tables, Easels, Pedestals, Fine

Potteries, Porcelains, Bric-a-Brac, etc., in all of the NEWEST wares

and of the CHOICEST designs, at EXCEEDINGLY LOW PRICES.

6S~ Visitors are cordially invited to inspect the Show-rooms, and will be politely

received, whether intending buyers or not.

E. IVA.IIVE, ----- S5 Geary Street
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THE NOBLE MAGICIAN.
[ BY COUNT ST. GEEMAINE. ]

Madame d'Esnermeoil was the most beautiEul woman of Paria She
was a widow, and very fond of me—at least it appeared ao. More than

one pleasant note I received from her, and more than one pleasant even-

ing I passed in her charming villa at Versailles. One day I received an

amiable note—my fine widow invited me for the evening to a ball, and re-

quested me to appear in my most elegant costume, in order to enhance

the eclat of her fete. I felt somewhat nattered at her request. I tried

my best to comply with it. You may believe that I looked somewhat
younger at that time.

My apple-green dress-coat, each button of which was a diamond worth

one thousand louis, was not unbecoming. The pearlB and jewels of my
hat- braids could not be bought for twenty-thousand louis. I may have

represented a million in jewels. In the evening I mounted my state car-

riage. Five lackeys followed me, two leading the way with torches. We
arrived at the villa of my lady friend at Versailles. I was surprised to

find nearly all the windows dark, and no appearance of a balL I demand-
ed of the Swiss if Madame d'Esnermeuil was at home. He asked me in.

I found the lady alone. She appeared as surprised to see me as I waB not

to find company.
"Count, to what do I owe the pleasure of this visit?"

" You commanded—I come to your ball."
" Impossible—you mistook the day."
" I never mistake." And I took out the invitation and showed it to

the lady.

"True," she said at last; " I made a slip of the pen. Pardon me,
count, for my error, and do me the honor to sup with me!"
"But you know, madame, that I never eat anything."
" But you drink. I have delicious currant wine—you must taste it."

My beautiful widow herself handed me a glass. It was not suspicion

—

people are not suspicious when in love—but an old habit, which made me
take the glass with my left hand, on the middle finger of which I wore a
mysterious ring, a souvenir which once King Solomon presented to me.
On the lower side of the ring was a wonderful stone, and hardly had it

touched the glass when it was shattered into a thousand pieces—the prec-

iooB currant wine of my lady friend was poisoned! At once I saw every-

thing clearly ; but the more embarrassed the lady became the more unre-

strainedly I continued to talk. I heard a carriage rolling away. Was it

mine, which I had ordered away? Madame d'Esnermeuil perceived that

I listened.
" My old uncle returns to Paris," Bhe Baid in confusion.

It was my carriage. A lady's maid had sent my servants away—the

carriage was to come for me at ten o'clock next morning.

The confusion of the fair widow increased so much that she could hard-

ly speak. A noiBe was heard in the corridor, then the steps of men.
Madame became pale, and rose quickly to leave the room.
" You will leave me, dearest ?" I said.

"Excuse me, count," she replied, "I am wanted. I will return in-

stantly."

And I looked fixedly at Madame with my magnetic eyes, in which at

that time my whole powerful will was concentrated. Madame d'Esner-

meuil Btood immovable. I touched her forehead with my magnetic hand,

and she sank drowsily into her arm-chair. In thiB Btate of somnambu-
lism she was forced to reply to all my questions—her most secret thoughts

I conld draw from her heart.

"Madame," I said, "you intended to poison me with your currant

wine?"
" Yes ; it contained prussic acid." " And, since you failed ?"

" I will have you murdered." " By whom ?" " By my servants."
" Are your servants prepared for it?"

"Yes; they are armed in the corridor, awaiting the ringing of my
belL"

" How many are there?' "Five." " And when I have been killed ?"

" Your magnificient diamonds will be mine."
"It is welL Awake!"
My amiable somnambulist revived, without knowing what secrets she

had betrayed.
" I believe I have been asleep, count," she said, smiling.

"Yes," I answered, "fully two minutes."
" I see you desire to retire. I will ring."
" You are very kind."
Madame d'Esnermeuil rang violently. Immediately five men, armed

with swordB, burst into the room ; but already I had a magic pistol in my
band, and fired it at the bandits. Like pillars of salt the nice little party
stood rooted there, and my charming widow, like the late Mrs. Lot, in

the middle of them. I offered her a few more compliments, wrapped my-
self in a dense cloud of ottar of roses, and flew away.
The police next morning found her surrounded by her bravos, still root-

ed in the same position. Cardinal Mazarin, to whom I was known
through Maria Mancini, offered to the good city of Paris the pleasant
Bpectacle of seeing the beautiful d'Esnermeuil and her band hanged. The
Queen Mother Anna and the whole court were present.

I possess, in addition to other magical preparations, a rejuvenating po-
tion which may, under certain circumstances, become more dangerous
than Maria Mancini. By careless use it once caused a dreadful breach
between two loving hearts. I was some time Bince at the court of Ibrahim
Lodi at Delhi. Soon I perceived that the Emperor was suffering under a
great sorrow. I begged him to confide in me. He then told me that his

favorite Empress, Ruizia, was growing old—that he still loved her beyond
expression, and could not find it in his heart to depose her. This touch-

ing love, this magnanimity, gained my sympathy. I told good Ibrahim
that I would help Him. He conducted me to the fair Ruizia. She wore
purple-colored silk pantaloons, was seated on a carpet, and chewed carda-

mom and behtel. Her complexion was rather of an olive-green tint, the
inside of her hands and feet she had nearly died red, her eyes were sur-

rounded by heavy black rings, and her chin daintily tattoed ; she smelled
considerably of camphor—but these things are matters of taste. Kuizia
no doubt was a great beauty, for my friend Ibrahim Lodi told me so

—

barring a slight defect, which could not be denied, and which is judged
the Bame by almost any taste—poor Ruizia really looked rather antique.

This I must and could help. I handed to dear Kuizia a vial of my reju-

venating elixir, "Aqua Bendetta," with the strictest directions to take

only two drops daily. The next morning Ibrahim Lodi was awakened by
a plaintive whining—he rubbed his eyes in astonishment—really it was a
child crying, and quite close to him. He sat up in a passion, for, like

many other men of family, he did not like children's crying. He called

out, " Kuizia! Ruizia?"
No Kuizia replied, and the child cried piteously.

It was actually in his very bedroom.
Highly incensed, the Emperor hastily put on his wrapper and slippers,

snatched his sword and pistols, and searched for the crying child. The
voice came from Buizia's bed, and no Kuizia was to be seen.

Horrified, Ibrahim threw back the blanket—there lay a little girl, as

small and olive-green-pinky as if it had just been born.
The Emperor started as if thunder-struck!
Where was Kuizia ?

Ibrahim in his fear and excitement pulled down all the bell cords.

The entire palace, the whole of Delhi, was in uproar, and searched for

Kuizia—in vain.

I hurried to the palace to offer to the good Emperor consolation and if

possible assistance. He was almost raving with pain at the inexplicable
disappearance of his Kuizia, and with rage at the more inexplicable cry-

ing child! I was lead by him to the little maiden. He at first stuffed his

ears with cotton—but for other reasons than the famous Odysseus did af-

ter listening to the songs of the sirens. The poor infant continued to cry
—probably it was starving with hunger.
To Ibrahim's horror I took it in my arms—it smelled dreadfully of cam-

Eh
or. For closer inspection I took it to the window. The little creature

ad both of her fists closed as if in a cramp. Carefully I opened the little

fingers—in her right hand the child held a small ball of behtel and a few
grains of cardamom—and in the left—how can you conceive my horror

—

the tiny vial, filled with Aqua Bendetta, I had given to poor Kuizia yes-

terday. And the vial was entirely empty.
A shocking thought arose—but to be certain, I took my lens and close-

ly examined the face of the baby. Around the eyes were black beauty-
rings, and the chin was daintily tattoed.
Further doubt was impossible!
I held poor Kuizia as a suckling in my arms!
In her raging anxiety to become young again, and without loss of time,

on returning at night, she drained the vial.

Consider my awkard position!

Had I said to the Hon. Ibrahim Lodi: "Behold this baby is thy belov-
ed Ruizia!"
The barbarian in his Asiatic passion would have ordered me to be bas-

tinadoed, and laid open my bowels with his own imperial band after-

ward.
I therefore, with great coolness, restored Ruizia to her immense bed,

and told my unhappy friend that the matter was really marvelous—that
in the whole experience of my life I had Been nothing like it.

In the same hour I left Delhi on board a flying machine which I had
recently invented, and dropped from on high a letter of condolence to the
poor Emperor, in which I explained the whole riddle, and advised* him to

get without delay a wet-nurse for little Kuizia, because early and immod-
erate indulgence in behtel, cardamom and camphor would certainly im-
pair her future beauty.
I never received a reply to my polite note, nor did I ever meet again

my poor friend Ibrahim Lodi. The unhappy man became a victim to the
darkest melancholy. If formerly he was not fond of his children, he now
cordially hated them. Little Kuizia was not permitted to come near
him. In pure weariness of life he went to war against King Babour of

Kabul, and was killed in the battle of Panigut, on the 20th of April,

1526.

His body was with great ceremony burned on a mighty stake—with all

his wives. Of course little Kuizia also shared this honor (because every-
body knew that Bhe had been Ibrahim's favorite Empress) although she
was no bigger than a child of one year. Upon this disastrous event I
pledged myself to confine the use of my rejuvenating panacea strictly to
myself. I take a single drop of Aqua Bendetta on every change of the
moon, and it agrees well with me, as I am now 986 years old.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,

Sawing, Planing' and Manufacturing—Doors, Sashes, Blinds and
Mouldings—Turning. Scroll and Jig Sawing—Counters.

Bar and Store Fixtures.
Finishing Work for Buildings on Hand and Made to Order.

217 to 225 Spear St., and 218 to 226 Stewart St., S. F.

The largest and oldest established mill on the Pacific Coast.

D. A. Macdonald, Pres*t. R. S. Falconer, Sec'y. W. N. Miilkr, Supt

[March 25.]

WILLIAM T. COLEMAN & CO.,

•MTJTVTBKRS OF THE

PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
123 and 125 Market Street, San Francisco.

[July 29. J

COLLEGE OF NOTRE DAME
FOB YOtTNG LADLES.

Conducted by the Sisters of Notre Dame, San Jose.
This Institution will Resume Studies on

TUESDAY Aug "si 1, 1882.
The course of instruction embraces all the branches necessary to the acquisition

of a solid and refined education. TERMS: Tuition, board, washing and bedding per
quarter, $75. Music (vocal and instrumental), drawing, painting and private elo-

cution lessonB form extra charges. For further particulars apply to the
Aug. 6. SISTER SUPERIOR.

Repairing Watches and Jewelry.
[July 22.1

No. 39 Third Street.
D. L. LEVY.
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Is it ooom ! U»r M)'<mUM banks ol the Nile,

looked (>jr the world"* lomt promised day.

An.! mw but the strife of K§7pt't toil

With the desert'* sand* and the granite gray.

From pyramid, temtde, *ud lrra*urva dead
\S e vainly aak fur her wisdom's plan ;

The r tell of the slave and tyrant's dread—
•-here wm hope when that day began.

The Chaldee oaroe with his starry lore.

That built up Babylon'* crown and creed ;

And Meal were stamped on the Tifrria' store

With signs which our mgea aaaroe can read.

From Ninus' temple and Nimrod'a tower

The rale of the old East's empire spread—
Unreasoning faith and unquestioned power.

But still, Is it come? the watcher said.

The light of the Persian's worshipped flame

On ancient bondage ita splendor threw ;

And once on the West a sunrise came.
When Greece to her freedom's trust was true.

With dreams to the utmost ages dear,

With human gods and with godlike men,
No marvel the far-off day seemed near

To eyes that looked through her laurels then.

The Roman conquered and reveled, too.

Till honor, and faith, and power was gone

;

And deeper old Europe's darkness grew
As wave after wave the Goth came on.

The gown was learning, the sword was law,

The people served in the oxen's stead ;

But ever some gleam the watcher saw,

And overcome. Is it come ? they said.

Poet and Seer that question caught
Above the din of life's fear and frets ;

It marched with letters—it toiled with thought,

Through schools and creeds which the earth forgets ;

And statesmen trifle, and priests deceive,

And traders barter our world away ;

Yet hearts to that golden promise cleave.

And still, at times, Is it come ? they say.

The days of the nations bear no trace

Of all the sunshine so far foretold ;

The cannon speaks in the teacher's place

—

The age is weary with work and gold:

—

And high hopes wither, and memories wane

—

On hearths and altars the tires are dead ;

But that brave faith hath not lived in vain:—
And this is all our watcher said.

Frances Broionin tfie London Athen&um.

ELECTRICITY, ETC.— An accident of a peculiar character is reported as having occurred

recently at Brighton, England. While the members of the local volun-

teer fire brigade were proceeding to a fire with their escape, it came in

contact with the electric light wire overhead, and the current descending

the wirework of the escape caused those volunteers who had control to

loose their hold. Another member, thinking the machine was falling,

grasped the steering rod, and received the full force of the shock, which
was so powerful as to bend him double, and disable him for upwards of an
hour.— In a recent communication to the Socie'te' des Ecoles d'Arte et

Metiers, M. J. Chretien states that the first attempt to transmit motive
power by electricity was made at the Vienna Exhibition in 1873 by M.
H. Fontaine. M. Chretien thinks that it is safe to calculate upon the

transmission of 50 per cent, of the whole power. Solar heat, he thinks,

when transformed into electricity, seems to offer a more desirable solution

of the problem than its direct application to the production of eteam.— During the festivities at Henley-on-Thames, England, consequent

on the recent regatta, amongst other things there was to be seen a "round-

about " lighted up, not by the ordinary naphtha lamps, but by two elec-

tric arc lamps. This is speculating in electric light with some prospect of

a speedy and remunerative return.— Tbe Electrician states that the reports that have appeared in the

daily press stating that the bombardment at Alexandria recently, was
heard at Malta by means of a telephone connected with the Malta-Alex-
andria cable are inaccurate.

! » The title under which the entire telegraph system of the Domin-
ion of Canada has been amalgamated is that of the Great North Western
Telegraph Company.

BRITISH POWER
Tbe Economist thinks the Alexandria victory shows that a great in-

crease has recently occtired in British readiness for war, and that since 1815
Great Britain has never been so well equipped, with so little strain upon
her resources, as she is now. The fleet which has destroyed fortresses de-

fended by 1,000 well-served heavy guns was less than a month fitting out,

while no draft was made nn the Asiatic or other remote squadrons. More-
over, a reserve squadron is quite ready as a reinforcement if necessary,

while many large ships of great strength are ready for commissioning.

For the army, a garrison of 35,000 men has to be kept in Ireland, but a
complete corps cCarmee of 25,000 men was ready on July 15 to be shipped

to Egypt. Another of the same strength would be ready in four days,

and in two weeks a third could be prepared. On an emergency a fourth

corps could be got ready also ; but, omitting this, there is a force of 75,000

men ready if required, and not counting an Indian army corps which
holds itself in readiness.

Excellent Shirts made to order. Balbriggan and other fine under-

wear at Carmany's, 25 Kearny.

BANKS.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
°»«>ltal »3.000,000.WM. ALTORD i"r»,i.i»m «THOMAN BKO WW. Chirr B t MAT."iri; A»?VciltSii

Aotnra

:

N.w York A«j..cv of th. Bank of Calf..n,l» . H^on, Trmonl National Bank .Chloajo Union National Bank : 81. Loul.. Boatman-. s.vln4t Bmak . N.w ZealandUm Bank ol No« Zealand. Corrt.pondcnt In Undon, IliJn N M KotmicnlM *Son* Corrcxmdonu in India, chin., J.,.,, ,„d Aiutndla, the Ori.ntal Bank Cor-
{)» ration.
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*!1,m° "> »" rar* ol th. world. Draw direct on Lon-don Dublin Pari* Berlin, Uromon Hamburg. Franklort-ojithe-ktalii, Antwerp,

Amsterdam. St. Pctcrsburirli. Copenhagen, Stockholm, ChrUtiana, Locarno. Hal-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama. Not. 4

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter.—Capital paid up, 81 sou -

000, with power U> increase to $10,000,000. Southeast comer California and San-
somc streets. Head Office-28 Cornhill, London. Branches—Portland Oreiroir Vic
toria. New Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.

This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check
and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available hi al parts of
the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head OtHco and Branches, and upon its Airenta
as follows

:

*^ ^*

New York, Chicago and Canada-Bank of Montreal; Liverpool-North and South
Wales Bank

;
Scotland -British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland : Mex-

ico and South America—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China andJapan—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Svdnev
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank PanamaW 18 - FREDERICK TOWN3END, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Paid op Capital 91,500,000, Gold. President, B. C. Wool-

worth Vice-President, D. Callaghan ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue, Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
C0RRB8P0NDBNTB—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse,
Neuman&Co. Paris: Hottinguer&Co. New York: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-
pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal
cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Commercia
Credits issued available in Europe, Chiu. and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital. S2.100.000.

San Francisco Office, 424 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid TJp $3,000,000.
Reserve, TJ. S. Bonds 4,000,000.

Agency at New York, 62 Wall street.
Agency at Virginia, Nev.

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-
elers' Credits. This Bank has special facilities for dealing in Bullion. Nov. 8.

THE ANQLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E. Cor. Sansome and Pine Streets,

London Office, 3 Angel Court ; New York Agents, J. W. Sel-
igman & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, $6,000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,
loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.

FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHAJRT, Managers.
P, N. Lilibnthal, Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITAL. 9300,000.
Officers: Vice-President, Jerome Lincoln; Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other
Approved Securities. Office : No. 216 Sansome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Spar and Leihbank, No 526 California street, San

Francisco. Officers : President, L. GOTTIG. Board of Directors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Eggers, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE ; Attorney, JOHN R.
JARBOE. May 18.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisoo,

Gold and Silver Refinery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid fur Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in their

various forms.
June 18. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

TO LEASE,
For a long term—Lot on north side of Townsend street,

between Fourth and Fifth, 183 4-12 feet easterly from Fifth. Size 91 8-12 feet

by 120 feet. Apply to JoHN ROACH,
April 1, 219 Montgomery street.

a week in your own town

,

Terms and $5 outfit free.

Address H. Hallstt A Co., Portland, Maine.
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"PLEASURE'S WAND."
1 We Obey no "Wand but Pleasure's."—Tom Moore.

The "Banker's Daughter" is not a great play. It is not a great

play in any sense, but it is decidedly a pleasing and consistent one. It

has a motive—not a very strong one, but still a motive—and it alBO has a

moral purpose. It is not excessively brilliant in ideas or strikingly new
in action, but it is bright in dialogue and possesses plausibility, fidelity,

clear elaboration and nice detail. The story is a rational one, worked into

a comedy with tact and intelligence, and a thorough knowledge of stage

requirements. It is a very interesting play. Its tone is healthy. Its

elaboration iB delicate, and, although touching upon relations which might

easily suggest coarseness, there is not a coarse line or phrase in the dia-

logue. It is not a distinctively American play, for it portrays a phase of

social life that exists everywhere, but still it abounds with bits of na-

tional peculiarities that give it a local color. It is written and con-

structed on the legitimate model of French contemporaneous comedy.

The plot makes the heroine love one man, naturally, makes her marry
another one for money, and endeavors to make her love her husband—

a

rather risky experiment, I Bhould say. But it is presented in a bright

and reasonable way. To save her father from financial ruin, the heroine

sacrifices her love and marries a rich man—a man much older than her-

self. Being a nice, refined girl, she does as is to be expected, settles down
to duty, and learns to appreciate her husband's qualities of head and

heart, learns to respect his goodness and nobility, learns to esteem him
for what he is. She becomeB a motherland this new tie between hus-

band and wife binds them closer than did the words of the minister.

Then, as is usual, the lover reappears to show that, in spite of all this,

the woman's heart is still his ; to prove that the old love is still there,

and that duty, respect, esteem and baby have not been able to destroy

it completely. Then comes the usual feminine Btruggle between love and

lover, between Bentiment and duty, between pity and pride-^a struggle

that is familiar to most every woman's heart. The lover is killed while

the struggle is in its incipiency. The husband's eyes are opened to the

fact that his love and devotion, though appreciated, have never been re-

ciprocated, and that the safety of his honor lies in his wife's sense of

duty, and not in the dictates of her heart. Being a man of strong aelf-

reBpect, such a union can no longer exist, and being a man cool-headed

and sensible, he separates himself from wife and child and calmly awaits

the call from her, which, now that the disturbing element n.o longer exists,

is Bure to come. And it does, through the pretty mediation of the child.

ThiB is a story that deals more with custom than with nature, a story that

portrays more the sentiment of society than the passion of life. It showB
what we wish the world to think we are, not what we really are.

The play covers quite a long period, which unavoidably gives it a degree

of sketchiness that is perhaps an objection,, but still the action is sufficiently

quick and continued. The under-plot i3 very skillfully lead up to, and
very dexterously woven into the Btory proper. It 1b embodied in the per-

sonality of the French Count's, and his interference in the family affairs of the
" Stribelows " is perfectly reasonable and natural. The feud between
"Carojac" and "Routledge "is one of long standing, and the renewal of the

latter's acquaintance with "Lilian" is, although^ the lady is above all

possible reproach,sufficient for the Count's imagination to conceive a danger-

oub rivalry to his pretensions. A French man of the world, more than one
of any other nationality, ne doutes de Hen, and the Count doubtless be-

lieved in the to him inevitable le plus heureux des trois. The characters

are all natural, every day ones. Familiar types that any one of us can
recognize among our friends and acquaintances. It is difficult to invest with
strong interest people we continually meet. To take them from their

sphere of common-placeness, and place them upon the stage, without los-

ing their fidelity, is a very difficult task, a task which I think Bronson
Howard has cleverly succeeded in doing. In a strong dramatic senBe, the

characters of the husband and wife lack strong individuality. There is

no chance for strong action, it being necessary for them to cover up their

paBBions and shape themselves to the circumstances. The wife, who evi-

dently still loves the artist, must crush the feeling. This is highly lauda-

ble, from a moral point of view, but gives little opportunity for dramatic
effect. In this character, Miss Sara Jewett makes her debut before our
public. She plays it admirably. She gives to it a sad form; makes of it

a picture of mental misery. In her face and manner one can see the

broken heart and the worried brain. Even when gaiety 1b assumed, it is

but a transparent vail, beneath which her anguish can be plainly seen.

She is womanly in the extreme, sympathetic to, a high degree. The color-

ing of melancholy Bhe gives to the character making it all the more inter-

esting. She is a true picture of the delicately reared American girl. Jo-

seph E. Whiting, as the husband, plays well, and with thorough consci-

entiousness. There is little show for dramatic effect in the part. It re-

quires dignity, ease and Belf-control—nothing more. How glad we all are

to see dear, delicious Maud Harrison again ! The applause that greeted

her entre'e on Monday eve was of the sincerest and most heartfelt kind.

She has a bright comedy role to play—a regular girl of the period—apd
she plays it in a very bright, sprightly way. It is a thank-
ful part, for every line, every word iB to the point. F. de
Belleville is the "Count de Carojac." Taken all in all, it is

the best played part in the play. In manner and bearing the
French nobleman of the new regime is represented by him to the letter.

In colloquial passages he is natural and easy, and in the strong scenes he
is full of force and spirit. In gesture and play of feature he fulfills all

requirements. Walden Ramsey's performance of " Routledge " deserves

praise. It is a most admirable bit of acting, of the modern comedy
school. It is a thoroughly gentlemanly impersonation. As the two bank-
ers (partners), Stoddart and Parselle are perfectly satisfactory. Then-
characters, wrought with perfect truth, represent two different types of

old men. One a sour, crabbed, methodical, cranky, old-fashioned indi-

vidual ; the other a gay, debonair old gentleman of the day, a regular

bon vivant and club man. Mrs. E. J. Phillips does her share well, and
the same may be said of Clinton Stuart. Julian Magnus, as the decrepit

Brown, has a clever make-up, but is entirely too loud and full-lunged,

considering his age and infirmities. Little Eva French, as the child, is

natural and easy, and without the parrot-like manner of most child ac-

tresses. The comedy element centres on the character of " George Wash-
ington Phipps." This character is, to me, the blot of the piece. It jars

with the rest. It is out of tune. It spoils a play which is full of great

merit. It is simply a concession to that idiotic demand for low comedy
in every play that the public demands. It is called giving the proper
contrast, putting in the proper light and shade, etc., but, to me it spoils

the unities. It is to me the blemish of the play, although others think
differently. Witness a clever fellow with literary inBtinctB, a friend of

mine, who gravely asserts that this comedy element is the whole play,

and that but for its introduction the play would be a failure.
_
Its clear

dialogue, its situations, its tone, its picture of . social life, its refined

flavor—all this would go for naught if it was not accompanied by
the vulgarity and the boorishness and the ignorance and the lack
of savoir vivre of G. Washington Phipps ? I don't believe it would.
And what does this comedy element amount to ? It is simply applying
business methods and business slang to the emotions and sentiments of

life. It may be funny, it is surely not artistic. The character is not so

broadly caricatured as to be outside of the limits of truth, but it does not
belong in the surroundings it has been placed into. In the hands of an
actor like Joe Polk, the original in New York, it is amusing. Polk is lively

and free—his manner betokens bustle and activity. He fitted the part
and the part him, and in the sprightlineBs of the acting the incongruity of

the character was forgotten. As played by Owen Fawcett, the character

is Bimply prominent in its objectionable features. Fawcett, who is &
clever comedian, and who, in certain roles has achieved great aucceaB, is

not suited to the part. He lacks spontaniety and unction. His activity ia

too apparently feigned, his vivacity too plainly superficial and assumed,
and his glib talk too forced and strained. There is a general air of refine-

ment about the members of the company that is positively refreshing.

To see gentlemen that look, dress, and act like gentlemen, is a novelty on
our stage. With a few exceptions, most of the actors we have lately Been

lack all three of these requirements. On the first night the playing time
was slow, but this has since been improved upon. This play has been a
success ever since first produced, some years ago. I am glad of it. Amer-
ican playwrights need encouragement, and popularity is a great stimulant.

I am surprised to see Homeier let his orchestra go to pieces. It ib very
small in number now, and some of the best soloists have left. The music
on Monday evening was most wretchedly given. The crowded houses
during the week seem to indicate a revival of good dramatic taste in the
city. It is needed. For this let A. M. Palmer be praised.*****
The Hanlon entertainment this week is a peculiar one. There is a one-

act pantomime that is one of the most amusing things ever seen on the
local stage, it iB well mounted and well performed. The tricks, trans-

formations, etc. are not only faultless in execution, but are also new and
novel in form—a rare virtue, indeed. The fun never lags, one trick fol-

lowing another in quick succession. The brothers, William and Freder-
ick are two clever Pierrots. They give ample evidence of their ability as

pantomimists. Jones, plain, simple Jones is to the fore, with his peculiar

cachination and his ludicrous martyrdom of pummeling and mauling.
The pantomime is too short to fill out the programme, and it is preceded
by something called on the bills a domestic drama. In my varied experi-

ence as a theatre-goer I have sat through performances and witnessed
shows that were bad, very bad, demnition bad, but this is emphatically
the worst I ever saw. It is a concoction in two acts—two, unfortunately
for the audience—that starts out as a farce, tries to become a drama and
ends as a comedy. It is rubbish, rot, etc. I could call it by all bhe de-

rogatory adjectives in the language, and yet fail to do it justice. It ia

stupid, idiotic, insensate, puerile, vapid, inane, absurd, vacant, Benseless,

imbecile, with more counties to hear from.*******
Simona, or The Inkeeper's Daughter, is a translation of Les Mousquetavre*

au Convent. This operetta had a long run in Paris. It was played at the
Bouffes Parisiennes, and was the production that immediately preceded
that of La Mascotte. Its success depended principally upon its admirable
interpretation. It is bright in music and funny in plot, but does not pos-

sess either of these qualities to a remarkable degree. The character of

the "Abbe Bridaine" was its Btar part, and was played by Hittemanns,
one of the most amusing comedians on the Parisian stage. I saw the
performance Winter before last, and it was a highly enjoyable one. To
my surprise, Rattenberry, a very clever fellow, fails to give the humorous
touch to this character in the Winter Garden version. It is brimful of

opportunities for comic business, but as played by the actor mentioned it

is a doleful characterization indeed. Stuart Harold, as one of the gay
musketeers, is excessively amusing, and deserves a good word. All the
others, the women particularly, till their respective parts in a very effective

way, and the performance, as a whole, is a most creditable one. It has,

to use the phrase, "caught on."*****
At the Tivoli Coquelicot has been produced. This is also a Parisian

success. Its music is tuneful, although far from original. The Retreat
is a neat, spirited number, and " Coquelicot's " song, with its syncopated
refrain, and " Teresita's " opening song, with its "dancing" chorus, are

both pretty bits of harmony. The burden of the operetta falls upon Ur-
ban's shoulders. He acquits himself admirably of the task. Urban ia,

on the German stage, a comedian of rare ability, and when usage and
habit have somewhat loosened his tongue, as yet unused to the English
language, he will shine brightly on our boards.

* * * * *

Both of the above-mentioned places of amusement are now playing op-
erettas that are particularly in their province and ability to play. Let
them stick to this variety of entertainment.

* * * . * * »

News from abroad ! Ugo Talbo recently made quite a hero of himself
by stopping a runaway horse in Stockton, thereby saving a lady's life.^—

•

Mias Carrie Pringle, a young American girl, is one of the " Blumenmad-
chen" in Parsifal.—Boucicault's youngest daughter, Nina, is training

for the stage, under his direction.^^The number of "patrons" of the
Wagner Theatre at Bayreuth is 1,368, of whom 987 are German, 178
Austrians, 54 Russians, 31 English, 31 French, 28 Swiss, 27 Americana,
15 Dutch, 10 Spaniards and 7 Italians.——The latest Harris & Pettit

boah is called Luck, and has for its sensational incident the collision of

two railroad trains, for which very elaborate mechanical contrivances are

being manufactured.^^Jame's Taylor, a most admirable comedian, who
was out here some years ago with Oates, and who is " the " " Sir Joseph
Porter," will be in Mrs. Langtry's company.—Good crops in the South

[Continued on Nineteenth Page.]
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SPORTINC ITEMS.
»t tt>* Bay IHstrict lUco Track U*t Saturday afternoon

tnrnfl «>ut precisely m I predicted they wouM, and those who t

my advice, which wm W* 1 uiw»n an accurate knowledge of the til

came out handsomely ahead. I stated that P. Karrells entr>-, Vanderlynn.
ought to win the *".*?f0" with ease, bar accident*, and would show f.vt

time. He did j net what I predicted by winning the first heat li

Moacow second. Freestone third. He won the second heat in 8:38, with
the second and thin! reversed from their position* in Um Brat heat. ^The
third heat Vanderlynn broke, and Fra-sstooa won in 'J:-*'.*, Moacow only a
neck behind. The fourth ami final heat was won by Vanderlynn In 8a7,
Freestone aecond. For the 8£S class all the entries started except Honors,
Reader* will remember that I predicted Starr Kini would be tho favor-
ite, but adviaed them not to back him, as he was liable to "quit," and
becauae Welby, hi* driver, was a mighty poor hand in a sulky. The re-
sult proved the correctness of my opinions. Starr King was pushed by
Sweetness in the 6rst heat, and was so badly bandied in the second that
he barely saved his distance. Welby has the reputation of being an ex-
cellent butcher, but he is the poorest driver I ever saw on an American
race track. He caused 14 false starts before the first heat, and half as
many more before the second, simply because he could not or would not
bring his horse up. The public lost their patience, aud the judges appar-
ently lost their heads, for instead of fining Welby about $100 for his contu-
macy, or taking him out of the sulky, thev allowed him to run tho whole
•how as he pleased. After the third heat Welby s conduct becamo a trifle

more than the judges, lenient as they were, could stand, and they ordered
Peter Brandon into the sulky. Peter did not care to take hold of a flus-

tered and faint hearted horse, and begged off. Chauncey Kane, one of the
beat drivers in America, was pot up in Welby s place. He did the best
any man could have done, but Stiirr King was done, and the horse that
10 days ago trotted a trial in 2:21$ could not live in a heat won in 2:27.
The first beat was won by Sweetness in 2:25, Ashley second, Starr King
third. The second heat was won by Crown Point in 2:24, Sweetness sec-
ond, Cairo third. The third heat was won by Crown Point, in spite of
a bad send-off, in 257. Sweetness second, Starr King third. The
fourth heat was also won by Crown Point in 2:27, Starr King
second. Sweetness third. Sweetness got second money, and Starr King
third. This afternoon, at the Bay District Track, the same association
will give another half-day's sport. The programme is as follows: Purse,
$400, mile beats, 3 in five, in harness; $250 to the first, $100 to the second,
$50 to the third horse. C. W. Welby names ch. g. Starr King, P. Far-
rell names b. g. Cairo, G. Valensin names s. s. Crown Point, J. Cochran
names ch. g. Ashley. 2:30 Clans—Purse $500, mile heats, 3 in 5, in har-
ness; $350 to first horse, $100 to second and $50 to third horse. J. A.
Goldsmith names s. m. Sweetness, Hy. McConn names g. g. Blackmnre,
A. Waldstein names b. s. Albert W., W. D. Hammond names g. h. Pos-
cora Hayward. I rather think that to-day's sport will reverse the form
showo last Saturday. If Starr King sells low down in the pools, and is

driven by Chauncey Kane, he is liable to win in three straight heats. If
the heats are split, the race is between Ashley and Crown Point. One
thing the public may depend upon, and that is, if Kane drives Starr
King, he will drive to win, as reputation is more to him just now than all

the money there will be in the pool-box. In the 2:30 clasB, I fancy, that
Blackmore will prove a dangerous candidate. Sweetness has a weak leg,

and showed much distress after her first heat last Saturday. Goldsmith
himself, who is one of the best as well as one of the most honest drivers
in America, has but little confidence in her the instant she shows the
slightest signs of letting up. The mare iB game enough, but her limbs
are a trifle weak, and Bbe does not seem to have the very best of lungs.

Governor Stanford did not make any entries for the "Embryo stake,"
which closed last week. He stated to a gentleman last Tuesday that he
was not much in favor of putting extremely young horses in races, and
that, in bis opinion, the man who took the most pains with his colts was
the one who would have the fastest yearling. The entries for the races
at the State Fair came to hand last Saturday. They are unusually full,

and show a greatly increased interest in the work of the State Agricul-
tural Society, much of which is due to the able management of the Presi-

dent and Secretary of the Society. The entries in the various events are
as follows:

No. 1.—Introduction Stake, three-quarters of a mile, eleven entries:

Ella Doane, Forest King, Kate Karson, Bob, Joe Daniels, Jr., (Greene's)
May B., Atlanta, Jim Douglas, Duke of Monday, Jim Renwick,
Premium.
No. 2.—Breeders' Stake, one and a half miles, nineteen entries: Capt.

Kidd, Lizzie P., Cy Mulkey, Hattie Ball, Bell S., Maria F., Duke of
Monday, Judge McKinstry, Roderick Dhu, Annie Laurie, Evangeline,
Cornucopia, Conquest, Precious, Duchess of Norfolk, Del Norte, Mattie
A., filly, Idler.

_
No 3.—Selling Race, mile and repeat, nine entries: Patrol, Inaugura-

tion, Shiner, Jack Douglass, sister to Lottery, Haddington, Vila Rand-
lett, Euchre, Joe Howell.
No. 4.—2:40 class, three in five, eleven nominations: Vanderlynn,

Freestone, Allen Roy, Frank Mosco, Marion, Marie, Slim Jim, Louis
D., Rowdy Boy, Big Lize, Edwin Forrest.
No. 5.—2:25 class, nine entries: Starr Kin?, Ashley. Del Sur, Captain

Smith, Crown Point, Honesty, Reliance, Director, Cairo.
No. 6.—Three-year-olds: Bertha, Bonita.
No. 7.—Two-year olds, mile heats, five entries: Neluska, Ruby, Flower

Girl, Sallie Benton, Pride.
No. 8.—Filly Stake, five-eighths of a mile, eight entries: Flou Flou,

Satanella, Satinet, Lou Spencer, RosaB., Augusta E., Nubia, Irene.
No. 9.—California Derby, one and a half miles, six entries: Precious,

Judge McKinstry, Captain Kidd, Hattie Ball, Maria F., Duke of

Monday.
No. 10.—Jennie B. Stake, dash of a mile, thirteen entries: May D.,

Forest King, Bob, Foatress, Nighthawk, Duke of Norfolk, Atlanta,
Lizzie P., Frank Rhoads, Jim Douglas, Duke of Monday, Red Boy,
Fred Collier.

No. 11.—Selling Race, one and an eighth miles, nine entries: Belshaw,
Joe Daniels, Jr. (Randall), Lady Partisan, Jubilee (sister to Lottery),
Vila Randlett, Cy Mulkey, Euchre, Joe Howell.
No. 12—2:30 class, Beven entries —Blanche, Poscora Hayward, Manon,

Sweetness, Albert W., Nellie R., Tump Winston (formerly Kent).

law. three entries BrfcndW, 1MU Kcho, Romero.
25 class, foui

| feklaad Boy, Lady
Hay*. Onlda.

Two mile and nptti 2:40 claw, B{x entrie- Belle,
Naoderlvnn, rreesUme. Slim Jin rrest.
No. If. Colt ud filly Stake foi , mils, t-n en-

Panama, Flou Flou, Satanella, Mav B., Una SjHjncor,
Augusta K.. Nubia, Irene, Young Flush.

No. 17 Selling Kaon, one ana ., rmarter mUaa, twain tntarfs
l>o»ne, Iielshaw. Idler, Ceo. Bender, Shiner, Jubilee, Sint,-r to Lottery,
Haddington, Villa Randlett. Cy Mulkey. Hnohre, JW Howell.
No. IS Poet stake, thrco miles, ni\ nominator*' -Means, Boota,

Prito hard, Hearst, Gilmer, Stemler ft Ayera, and Palo Alto Stook Farm.
No. 20—2:19 class, three entries Brigadier, Director, Gibraltar. Toll

race was declared off, and a free for all purse of $1,000 given in its pUoa.
Entries to nan).* will close August 19th, with Edwin F. Smith, Secretary,
Same conditions as other trotting races.

No, 21—Double-team Trot, three entries Carlisle and mate, Don Elipha
and mate, Inca and Sweetness. This race wai allowed to stand.••••••
Last Saturday afternoon, at the Olympic CIob*i Oakland Grounds,

Robert Haley attempted the feat of beating the 100-yard amateur record
for a gold medal offered by the Club. He was only allowed one attempt,
and that was conducted under the strictest conditions. He failed to secure
the coveted record, but made the distance in the remarkably fast time of
10 1-0 seconds, which is tho best authentic record ever made on this coaBfc.

Haley will renew his attempt at some future time, and is liable yet to
mark even time.

* * » * »

A clove 6ght is announced to take place in a few days between McAul-
liffe and G. Thatcher. The affair i3 most certainly ot a shady character,
and is managed by parties whose nameB do not inspire confidence. The
men are a pair of raw, awkward tyros, without even the recommenda-
tion of proven courage.

* * * * •

Last Saturday Dr. Riehl performed the remarkable feat of swimming
from Joe Bamber's bath-house to the Oakland Wharf. He had the tide
in his favor, but was nearly six hours in the water.—J. P. Fleming left

last week for the East, to arrange a match, if possible, with some East-
ern men.^—Last week, at Sauta Cruz, William H. Daily saved the life

of T. Moore, who, but for bis help, would have drowned. Moore walked
away as soon as resuscitated, without thanking his preserver. He is a
very rich man, worth over a million, and the least he would have done if

he had a spark of gratitude in his nature would have been to have placed
a thousand or so to Daily's credit, for though Daily has saved many lives

he is still a poor man. All he got by saving Moore was the deadly en-
mity of that animal's heirs. Were I Daily, the next man who got into
trouble at Santa Cruz might die and be blessed for all I would do to
yank him ashore, but Daily is so soft-hearted that he would spoil the
best suit of clothes he ever owned to save a drowning person. The
amount of unrequited work he has done in that way would entitle him to
a decoration if he lived anywhere but in a Republic.*****
The Occident and Merrion clubs will play a match game of cricket at

the Recreation Grounds this afternoon.

WINTER GARDEN,
Stockton street, between Post ami Sutter streets.--St^lil *

Maaok, Proprietors. Grand success of the Winter Garden Opera Company
in the new Comic Romantic Opera,

Simona

!

This (Saturday) evening, August 12th, and every evening until further notice. All
the Solos, Duets and Concerted Pieces received with double and treble encores.
Don't fail to see the Shadow Dance by M'lle Bertha. 6£~ Notice.—The Curtain
will rise Sunday evening at 7:30 o'clock . August 12.

TIVOLI OPERA HOUSE,
Eddy street, n* nr Market.—Hireling Bros., Proprietors.

This (Saturday) evening and until further notice, the Comic Opera in 3 Acts,
by L. Varney,

Coquelicot

!

First time in America! Specially Arranged and Adapted for this Production. MR.
F. URBAN (the talented comedian) as Coquelicot ; MISS LOUISE LESTER as Tere-

sita ; MISS FLORENCE KEMBLE (first appearance here) as Croquignole. Miss Kate
Marchi, Miss Carol Crouse, Mr. Richard Valeria, Mr. M. Cornell, Mr. C. M. Knight,
etc., in the cast. Au g. 12.

SEASIDE GARDEN!
Presidio, Terminus of Union-street Cable Road. EVERY

WEDNESDAY, SATURDAY and SUNDAY, GRAND GALA CONCERT by
the Full United States Presidio Band, of 24 Pieces. Carl Kreyer, Director. Ad-
mission—Week days, free ; Sundays, 10c. for adults, children free.

Aug. 12. P. H. H1NK, Proprietor.

DIVIDEND NO. EIGHTY-THREE.
The Home Mutual Insurance Company will pay Its regu-

lar monthly dividend of One Dollar ($1) per share upon its Capital Stock on
August 10, 1S82. |Aug. 12.] CHAS. R. STORY, Secretary.

MRS. JULIA MELVILLE-SNYDER,
613 Mason Street, between Bush and Sutter.

Vocal Music for Opera, Concert or Parlor. Piano and
Elocution. Dramatic Elocution and Voice Culture Specialties. [April 29.

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.
Attendance, daily, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by the under-

signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, and to furnish all information
relating to the Society. J. P. McCURRIE, Secretary,

Oct. 23. Room 4, No. 531 California st.

I. D. BARNARD,
Real Estate, House and Bnainess Broker. Office, 313 Mont-

gomery street, Nevada Block. Rents collected ; full charge taken of property
at lowest rates; residence and business property wanted for cash buyers ; money to

loan ; business interests of every description sold promptly for cash. fAug. 12.

Ichi Ban enlarged ; largest iu the world.
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'The World." the Flesh, and the Devil.
[Br a Truthful Penman.]

A deputation of members of the Ladies' National Association for the

Abolition of the State Regulation of Vice, including Mrs. Butler (who
introduced the deputation), Mrs. William Fowler, Mrs. John Thomosaon,
Mrs. Tom Taylor, Mrs. Garston, Mrs. Charles Daniell, Miss Tod, Miss
Caroline Biggs and Mise Alicia Bewicke, waited upon Sir John Pope
Hennessy, C. M. G-., to express, on behalf of the women of the United
Kingdom, their deep gratitude for his efforts on behalf of womanhood in

Hongkong. Sir John Pope Hennessy, in reply, said that probably in no
country in the world were women more modest and retiring than in China.

They could imagine, therefore, with what horror State regulation of vice

was looked upon in that country, and to what agony of mind it reduced
its victims. Owing to England's treaties forcing upon the Chinese opium
and vice, Christianity was greatly diminishing among them. If England
wished to maintain friendly relations with China she must maintain the

purity of the races, which is regarded as one of the first duties by the
Chinese.—Only a few days ago two large farms in Lowland County,
Scotland, were re-let, the one at a reduction of 33 per cent., and the oth-

er of 20 per cent., and in the latter case the landlord has promised to ex-

pend a large sum on drainage and farm buildings. If these cases had
been reported from Ireland, a loud screech of indignation would have
been heard against such scandalous "confiscation."——A statue in clay

of Oliver Cromwell has been placed in the private corridor behind the

House of Lords, with what object no one seems to know. It is all the

more surprising that we have no statue of the Protector in London, as

his features might be exactly reproduced. At Mr. Wilkinson's, near Sev-
enoaks, is Oliver's head. It is supposed to have been blown down from
the top of Westminster Hall, where it had been placed, picked up, and
sold to an ancestor of Mr. Wilkinson. The head has been embalmed,
and the hair and the features are in excellent preservation. There is the

hole in the skull made by the pike on which it was impaled, also a hole

where a large wart has been cut out.

—

Truth.—James Gordon Ben-
nett has ordered a monster yacht to be built for him in Liverpool. It

will be 250 feet long, and 1,100 tons burthen. The " Namouna" has evi-

dently proved too limited in accommodation. If the present one proves
too much the other way, Mr. Bennett may be able to sell her to one of the
ocean steamship lines.^— It is currently reported that Mrs. Labouchere,
the wife of the editor of London Truth, will accompany Mrs. Langtry
on her visit to this country. Mr. Abbey refuses either to confirm or deny
the rumor, but it is very probable that the surmise will prove to be cor-

rect. Mrs. Labouchere, who was known in theatrical life as Harriet
Hodson, is credited with having given Mrs. Langtry lessons in dramatic
art, previous to her first appearance on the stage. «At a great Lon-
don jeweler's is exhibited a head ornament representing a bat almost the
size of life, with outspread wings, and fiery eyeB composed of a cluster of

rubies. This extraordinary object is to be worn in front of a superb tiara

of brilliants by the Duchess of Fernand Nunez at the royal gala fetes at
Madrid. The bat is regarded with great reverence among the tenants
and servitors of the house of Fernand Nunez as the emblem of that an-
cient ducal family. The ladies of the family wear, on such occasions, this

lugubrious image as a sign of their rank, and the last Duchess is said to
have appeared at court with a black velvet train richly embroidered with
figures of the bat in gold and precious stones.^—At Brentford, Eng,

,

a policeman was conveying to the lock-up a man charged with assault and
battery, when he saw a man steal a side of bacon from a shop. The po-
liceman, accompanied by the prisoner, started off in pursuit, but the thief

was outrunning them both, when the policeman asked the prisoner to
wait at a certain spot while he continued in persuit. The constable cap-
tured the thief and the bacon, and on his return found his prisoner true
to his word. The bacon thief was convicted, and the other man when
brought before the magistrate was discharged, in consideration of his aid
to the police and his honorable adherence to his promise.—A Conserv-
ative member of the house of Commons, who talks much on foreign af-

fairs, but not wisely, was passing last week through Palace-yard, when a
man ran against him. " Do you know, sir, who I am ? " said the mem-
ber, " I am Mr. , M. P. " What," irreverently answered the man,
" are you Mr. , the greatest fool in the House of Commons? " "You
are drunk," exclaimed the M.P. ** Even if I am," replied the man, '* I
shall be Bober to-morrow, whereas you will remain the fool you are to-

day."

—

Truth.—The engagement of Mr. William Henry Hurlbut,
the brilliant editor of the New York World, to Mrs. Mary Neal Sher-
wood, of Portland, Me., is announced. Mr. Hurlbut is one of the most
accomplished and versatile journalists now living. He is about fifty-five

years of age, and a bachelor. The announcement of his engagement was
received by his friends almost with incredulity.-^The guests at Baron-
ess Burdett-Coutts' first garden-party were treated to a sight of the
smallest pony in the world—Lady Jumbo. The tiny creature, who looks
like a thorough race-horse seen through the wrong end of an opera-glass,

stands thirteen inches high and is five years old.*—It is said that when
the Princess of Wales was asked to patronize Lady Habberton's inven-
tion, the "divided skirt," her Royal Highness declined doing so in a very
gracious and but positive manner. Lady Habberton is not so successful
a dress reformer as Lady Bective.——The great difficulties of the
ascent of the Matterhorn from Zermatt are, we are assured, very
much overrated. Ropes and chains have been hung in places where the
rocks are all 'troublesome. ' But although these are a considerable assist-

ance to the climber, they are a source of great danger. Many of the ropes
are in a half rotten condition, having been exposed to the weather for

several years. What is every one's business is no one's business, and un-
less they are renewed there is every chance of another accident still more
frightful than that of 1865, when Lord F. Douglas was killed.

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
mSTTRANCE ACJENCY.

Wo. 332 * 324 California Street. San Francisco, «'»!.

Fire Insurance.
TEUTOKIA of New Orleans.
LACONTIANCB of Paris.

DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS
ofNewTork.

THE FIRE INS. ASSOCIATION (Limited)
of London, England.

G1RARD of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN of New York.
ST. PAUL of St. Paul.

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONCIERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented $27,000,000.
All Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid.

W. Ii. CHALMIES,
Special Agent and Adjuster.

AGGREGATE ASSETS,
«40,6«,942.

Imperial Fire Insurance Co.. of London Instituted 1803.
London Assurance Corporation, of London

Established by Royal Charter 1720.
Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company , of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.
ROBERT DICKSON, Manager.

W. LAlfE BOOKER, Agent and Attorney.
S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building:.

[October 11.1

PHENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., Estah'd 1182—Cash Assets, 85,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1833.—Cash Assets, $1,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estah'd 1851.—Cash Assets, 81,357,326.39.

BCTLEB & IIAI.BAS,
General Agents for Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864.

Principal Office 406 California Street, S.F.

FIRE INSURANCE.
Capital (Paid Up in XT. S. Gold Coin) $300,000.00
Re-Insurance Reserve $171,412 75

Assets January 1, 1882 $ 684,577.83 I Premiums, since organization.83,841,412.07
Surplus for policy holders.. 674,577.83 | Losses, since orapmimtion... 1,756,278.00

OFFICERS:
J. F. HOUGHTON President.

| CHAS. R. STORY Secretary.
J. L. N. SHEPHARD.... Vice-President.

| R. H. MAQILL General Agent.

Directors op the Home Mdtpal Insurance Co.:—L. L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J. L.
N. Shepard, John Currey, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, C. C. Burr, J. S. Carter,
Charles fielding, D. W. Earl. April 8.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,600,000
Cash Assets 1,709,076
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE A CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE-UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

The California Lloyds.—Established in 1861.—Nos. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, $750,000 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates

!

Prompt Settlement of Loses ! ! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS. —J. Mora Moss,
Moses Heller, J. O. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Everson, A. B. Phipps, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Brandonstein, W. M. Hoag, Nicholas
T .lining, James Moffitt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Touchard,
George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Scholle, Charles
Baum, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President.
Jambs D. Bailey, Secretary. Geo. T. Bohbn, Surveyor. Nov. 6.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, ofZurich, Capital 5,000,000 francs; Helvetia,

Of St. Gall, Capital 10,000,000 francs ; Baloise, of Basle, Capital 6,000,000 francs.
These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that may be sus-
ained. Losses made payable in all the principal seaports of the world. In the set-
tlement of all claims under an English policy, these Companies will strictly adhere to
the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, and submit to English jurisdiction.

June 9. HARRY W. SYZ, Agent, 225 Sansome st. , S. F.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.

(Capital 85,000,000.—Agents:
/ 316 California street, San Francisco.

Balfour. Guthrie A Co., No.
Nov. 18.
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LITERARY NOTES— The Aumi Kmp%rr. br S. R Koaltnn. hu jiwt Wn itihluhtd by
Cat-wll, IViUr. W.I (ho A (V m arw of thoir roaap " ParwUr Ubcvy*
nth*. This work U u> inUrwtinf bbtnrr of Um aVreWmtnt of tb«
Koatuui Km (4r» (mm its oriria down to Um prswnt yw. It will be p».
ramm\ with pUorar* sad pmfit by all who an tnUrwWd Id tb« grrot g..v.

•raneoUl and social problem, of the world Mews. Bancroft ft Co. are
U>« acenU no tab coa*t for the imblUhem.— Tar Beventh Oommmndment. trannlat«d from th« ItaUan by Mia.
CUra R*.L, hu l»wa ktro«l by W. S. Gottabarg^r—Bancroft k Co.,

Eta. It b an attractive, mmuaing romance, descriptive of a cerUio
> of official Itfe and in.ri.rue among the aubordinale eervitoro of the
in.tr.ent In the rural district* of Italy. The picture is overdrawn,

however, almost to the limits of burlesque,— A Comic Bitter* of the United States, copiously illustrated bv I.iv-

tngaton Hopkins, the author, has been issued by Caaaell, Tetter, Gal pin A
Co. It is a work which will, no doubt, suit the taste of quite a large
class of readers. In this connection it is proper to remark that the exact
boundary line between what is designated " broad American humor" and
positive silliness cannot be defined, because the mental calibre of readers
varies great I v. Bancroft ft Co. are the publishers' agents.

^— The Bohemian is the title of a new literary weekly published in
Columbus, Ohio, and which has reached its twenty-third number. It is

carefully edited, presents a neat typographical appearance, and contains
a great deal of graceful original writing.

ST. LOUIS CHAT.
The Germans of this place, mainly Republicans, are endeavoring to

induce the Democrats to introduce an anti-prohibition plank in their
platform. Tho Germans have 910,000,000 invested in the beer business,
and. being moved thereto by pocket patriotism, are prepared to transfer
their party allegiance to those who will protect them.
Gov. Crittenden, who pardons gamblers, refused to pardon a Mrs.

Cody, imprisoned in Scotland County for selling liquor without a license,
and she is en ciente. Her friends obtained for her a discharge for $400.
We have an ingenuous young father here who, in order to raise $10,000

from his mother, abducted his own child, hoping to receive the sum as a
ransom from the grandmother, who idolized the child. Shame to say, he
succeeded. The parties stand high socially.
We are in receipt of sample glass shingles—a patent new from Pittsburg.
One of our enterprising undertakers has discovered a new embalming

process, speedy and sure, to avoid bulky handling of ice, and has bor-
rowed a corpse, of which he now makes a most cheerful exhibit.

Nutmeg.

the crayopaqtje.
Mr. Arthur Nahl, the well-known artist, who returned from Europe

some months ago, has invented a system of portait painting which is called
the Crayopaque. Pictures produced by this system are as durable as oil
paintings. 1 here is a softness and brilliancy about the result obtained
which cannot be produced in equal degree by any other method. At the
present time there is hanging in the street doorway entrance to Mr. Nahl's
studio, 320 Kearny street, a portrait of a little girl, drawn by this system.
It is lifelike in its expression, as everyone who examines it must admit, and
those who were acquainted with the child say that it is a perfect
picture. When Mr. Nahl was in Germany he produced this system, and
it has been spoken ot very highly by the German press. That it is destined,
in time, to come into general use, no one who takes the trouble to examine
the specimen to which we have alluded can doubt. We congratulate
Mr. Nahl, whose artistic skill we have long known, and whose inventive
skill we are now called upon to admire.

The Salvation Array has been fortunate in its communications from
eminent personages. The other day " General " Booth managed to ex-
tract a letter and a cheque for five pounds from the Archbishop of Can-
terbury, but Mrs. Booth has flown at higher game, and has been lucky
enough to receive a letter from the Queen. Her Majesty has not follow-
ed the example of the Primate in the matter of the cheque, but as she ex-
presses her satisfaction at learning that the Army has been successful in
its efforts " to win many thousands to the ways of temperance, virtue,

and religion," it is not surprising that the letter was received with tu-
multuous cheering by the Salvationists assembled the other day at the
Alexandra Palace. That the "Army" has done a great reformatory
work among the lowest and most neglected classes is not denied by any
candid person, but surely there are many less sensational but nut less use-
ful agencies which are quite as deserving of arch-episcopal and royal re-
cognition.

The Treaty with Korea.—The King of Korea, in a letter to the
President, says that knowing that the Government and policy of our
honorable country are just and equitable, he has long desired to enter into
friendly relations with us, but that hitherto, however, fate has been
against him and he has not succeeded in his object. He acknowledges
that Korea is tributary to China, but in regard to both foreign policy and
domestic legislation it enjoys full independence, hence with a wish to es-

tablish treaty relations, he had appointed his Excellency, Shen, assisted
by Chin, to confer with Commodore Subufeldt, the result of which is now
the pending treaty between the two Governments.

A way to convert valueless refuse of silk into splendid new silk has
been found by a German inventor. He dissolves the worthless material,
and then places cotton or linen fabrics in a bath of this liquid in which
they are said to become rapidly coated with silk. The precipitated silk

is warrented to adhere firmly. The cost of silk will by this means be
greatly reduced, BayB our German authority.

We hear that although the British Government have entertained and
investigated the idea of communication through British Burmah and
Siam to Western China, still nothing of a definite nature has been under-
taken.

Make your old things look like new by using the Diamond Dyes, and
you will be happy. Any of the fashionable colors for 10 cents.

INSURANCE.
Th. Only Company on the Pacific Coul QoTaraad by th.

ohaMtta Non-Forfoltur. Law.

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF BOSTON.

[ItfCOBl'ORATBD IH.IIf.]

ai8.ooo.ooo.Aaa.t.

Thli Company it Purely Mutual, .nd hu iranwltd ih. huainm of Lite Inauranca
lor nearly lorn yan All II. policloa .re la.uc.1 under and govornod by the lam
of Maamchuaetlfl, whl.li provlfu that:

Flrat—No |ioIIcy .h.ll become forfeited or void for non-payment of Premium, after
the payment of TWO Annual tomlm
Second In default «f Pajrmnl tn nubaeuuent Premium.. It la binding on the

lompany to laiua a Paid Dp P f u provided for according tothe publlnhod table.
The above conditions are available to all Policyholder., who become auch after

Jan I. 1881, without further negotiation or UlpuIaUoo or notification on their part.
Whenever, after the payment of TWO Annual Premium., aa aforesaid, tho Irarura-

bio Interest in the life of l he In 911 red Inis terminated, the net value of tho police. miIi-
Ject to certain conditions named in said Non forfeiture Law, Is made a nurrendor
value payable in Cash. Distribution, of Surplus are made annually on the Contri-
bution system and are protrromlve. Liberality ami Equity In it. relations with Pol-
icy-holder, have always bcon tho governing principle, of this Company, and tho con-
ditions of it. Policies 111 re„n»rd to limits r.r Residence and Travol are of tho most
liberal description.

W-
Before Insuring in any Company, carefully read tho Application and Form of

Policy used by tho NKW ENGLAND LIKE.

HENRY K. FIELD. General Agent.
Office: 328 Montgomery Street (Safe Deposit Building), Ban Franoiaoo .

TRANSATLANTIC FIRE INSURANCE CO..
OF HAMBURG.

CCapital, 81,500,000, r. S. Gold Colli. Looses paid la Gold
j Coin immediately after Adjustment. This Corporation holds contracts of six-

teen other European Insurance Companies, re-insuring by far the greater part of
every risk, as soon as accepted in our office. The combined subscribed Capital which
our policies therefore offer to the public amounts to $26,900,000, U. S. Gold
Coin, of which $7,650,000 is paid up, besides the always available Reserve Funds.

GEO. MARCUS & CO., 304 California street, S. F.,
Aug. 5. ^ General Agents for Pacific Coast.

COOS BAY COAL.
The Cleanest and Cheapest

Ma Soot! No Dirt!
The Best Coal for Domestic Use I

All Coal Dealers Keen Itl
[May 27.]

JAMES 0. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,
Agents for KICOKD'S KESTOBATIVE PILLS,

635 Market Street San Francisco, Cal.

PALACE HOTEL. June 94.

R. CUTLAR, D.D.S.,

Has Removed His Dental Office

From 716 Clay Street to No. 23 Post Street.

Office Hours—From 10 A.M. to B JP.M.
[May 6.]

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,

OCULIST.

1formerly at No. 313 Bush street, has removed to Phelan's
' Bnlluins;, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 M. to 3 P.M.

Take the blevator May 27.

DR. JAMES W. KEENEY,
OFFICE AND RESIDENCE: 22 MONTGOMERY STREET.

HOURS: 2 to 4, 7 to 7:30 p.m.
SUNDAYS: 3 to 4 p.m. April 9.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 21S GEARY ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.

Feb. 6.) OFFICE HOURS 1 to 4 P.M.

PAINTING, TINTING, WHITENING AND PAPER-HANGING.
Gentlemen about to bare work in this Hue done will ben*

efit themselves by calling at my establishment, examine samples of workman-
ship, and getting estimates of Cost. Orders sent by telephone (No. 433) from any
pait of the city promptly attended to. E M. GALLAGHER,
July 8. 611 Sacramento Street, bet. Montgomery and Kearny.

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN
Steam Baths: Electric and Cbemlcal Bi.ths; Sulphur and

and other medicated vapor baths, with Swedish movements and massage.
Special apartments for ladies and families. DR. JUSTIN GATES,
July 1. 722 Montgomery street, near Washington.

AUGUSTUS LAVER,
Architect,

Furnishes Plans, Specifications and Snperlnteudence for
the Construction or Renovation of Dwelling Houses, and every description of

Building. Office: 19 S. F. STOCK EXCHANGE, Pine street, S. F.

**y Take the Elevator. Dec 10.
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OBSTRUCTING THE SIDEWALKS.
The manner in which those who are charged with the duty of enforc-

ing obedience to the laws perform their duty has from time to time been

commented upon in these columns, and generally in an unfavorable man-

ner That the comment has been unfavorable ib notour fault. There is

so much of venality and favoritism and neglect in the way these duties

are discharged, that the comment could not be favorable and at the same

time truthful. As a fair illustration of what is meant, we will point to

the arrest this week of Mr. Flavin, of the IXL store, on a charge of ob-

structing the Bidewalk in front of his establishment with goods. Wow,

there is a City Ordinance extant which makes it illegal to obstruct the

sidewalks with goods, or anything else, and it is a very good ordinance,

too. But why has Mr. Flavin been singled out for prosecution under it .'

This ordinance is almost as old as our municipal Government, and yet

within the past ten years scarcely a Bingle person has been prosecuted

under its provisions. This has not been for want of opportunity. It has

not been because the ordinance has not been violated every hour for all

these years. As a matter of fact, within the period mentioned and at

the present time there is hardly a street in the business portion of the

city that is not illegally obstructed. On Washington street it is with dif-

6culty that one can get a passageway through the fruit and produce

standing on the sidewalk. On Drumm, Davis, Front, Battery, Clay, bac-

ramento, Jackson and other streets the sidewalks are lumbered up with

goods the live-long day, and we know of some places on them where

heavy, valueless goods have been stored from year to year. Around

where the foundries, boiler-making shops, etc., are located the sidewalks

are occupied as work-shops. In the region where the lumber trade is

carried on the sidewalks, and even the streets, are used as lumber yards.

And yet, with all these facts Btaring them in the face, the authorities un-

dertake to prosecute Mr. Flavin, and him only. Why is this ?

The Police Force and the Superintendent of Streets—the one being re-

sponsible for the enforcement of all laws, and the other being responsible

for the condition of the streets and sidewalks—are the culpable parties in

this matter. In extenuation of their conduct they may say that the side-

walks of the streets we have named are not bo extensively used by pedes-

trians as those of Kearny street. We shall not debate that point with

them. They have nothing to do with it. The ordinance refers.to all

streets, whether the pedestrian traffic thereon be great or small, and their

duty is simply to enforce the ordinance. Another thing: we only men-

tioned a few streets that we knew to be obstructed, by way of illustra-

tion. Those mentioned are but a few out of a great number.
i

The side-

walks on California, on which the volume of pedestrian traffic is as great

if not greater than that which passes over any other thoroughfare in the

city, is, from sunrise to sundown, so lumbered up with goods that it is

not an unusual thing for ladies and gentlemen who walk down it, from

Montgomery to Market, to have to pass out into the Btreettwo or

three times on the trip. Why may these merchants use the sidewalk

in facilitating the transaction of their business, and Mr. Flavin not?

Echo answers, why?

THE PRESENT CONDITION OP AFFAIRS.
In the speech made by Roscoe Conkling, on the occasion of his recent

serenade by his fellow-citizens and neighbors of TJtica, he expressed a

number of sentiments that may well be pondered over by those who take

a thoughtful interest in the well-being of the country. Among other

things, he said :
" There is much in the present condition of the country

to make men think together, act together, feel together, as to general and
public matters, to bring men toward each other who have thought apart

in the years and the days that are gone. The old party issues have largely

passed away—passed away, at least, as dividing party lines. We are in

a period of peace and great prosperity ; but let us not forget that pros-

perity often tests and tries the wisdom of nations and of men more than
even adversity. The tendency is to spend largely ; the tendency in

government is to propose, perhaps lavish, appropriations of the public

money. In the affairB of government and in the affairs of business, un-

less I greatly mistake, the lesson, the need and the admonition of the

hour is frugality, foresight and care. We have more need of the brake
than of steam in a good many ways just now."
The true inwardness of the present condition of the country, from an

economic and political standpoint, is expressed in these brief sentences.

Old party issues have almost passed out of eight, but the parties remain.
They are not divided upon the issues of the day—the questions which af-

fect the people. In fact, they prevent, and for some years past they
have prevented, the real issues of the day assuming their proper place be-

fore the country. The existing political parties are held together simply
by the hope of plunder. The only policy they possess is in regard to is-

BueB that have long since passed away. When they take a position on
any living subject, it is not a matter of principle with them; they are

merely figuring for popularity. Not a current issue has for years past
been mentioned in a State or National platform for many years, upon
which the party has not been divided within itself. At the same time,
by existing, they prevent popular sentiment from gathering round new
questions and the resultant formation of new parties with distinct policies

in regard to the present condition of the country and its needs.
Mr. Conklings words in regard to governmental and social extravagance

are also incisive and to the point. In the session of Congress just closed
the Pension lobby walked off with a hundred million ; the biggest Harbor
and River bill ever pasBed was promptly carried over the President's veto

;

a group of naval contractors came within an inch of walking off with
millions, and a hundred different rings and lobbies were engaged through-
out the session in stealing something.
As for social extravagance, leading, as it does, to individual dishonesty,

we see it all around us, It is in every street, in every block. In short,
the present condition of this country 1b such as to fill thoughtful men with
alarm. It is a well-known fact that a similar condition of affairs led to
the ruin of another Republic.

According to the report of the Panama Canal Company the telegraph
is being largely made use of in connection with the works, etc. Houses
for the engineers, foremen, and workmen have been built on the hills, and
each station is to have its hospital, telegraph-office, storehouse and work-
shop. A direct line of telegraph has been established between Colon and
Panama, and branch lines place all the above Btations in communication
with each other and the two extremities of the works.

EACH MOTHER'S LOVE IS THE BEST.

As I walked over the hills one day
I listened and heard a mother-sheep say,

"In all the green world there is nothing so sweet,
As my little lammie with his nimble feet,

With his eyeB so bright,

And his wool so white

;

O, he is my darling, my heart's delight.
The robin, he,
That eingB on the tree,

Dearly may dote on his darlings four:
But I love my one little lambkin more."
So the mother-sheep, and the little one,
Side by Bide, lay down in the sun.
And they went to sleep on the hillside warm,
While my little lammie lies here on my arm.

I went to the kitchen and what did I see
But the old gray cat, with her kittenB three

;

I heard her whispering soft. Said she,
" My kittens, with tails all bo cunningly curled,
Are the prettiest things there can be in the world.

The bird in the tree.

And the old ewe, she,
May love their babies exceedingly

;

But I love my kittens from morn to night

;

Which is the prettiest, I cannot tell,

Which of the three, for the life of me,
I love them all so well.

So I'll take up the kittens, the kittens I love,
And we'll lie down together beneath the warm stove."
So the kittens lie under the stove so warm.
While my little darling lies here on my arm.

I went to the yard, and I saw the old hen
Go clucking about with her chickens ten

;

And she clucked and she scratched, and she bristled away,
And what do you think I heard the hen Bay?
I heard her say, "The sun never did shine
On anything like to these chicken3 of mine

;

You may hunt the full moon, and the stars, if you pleaae,
But you never will find ten such chickens as these.
The cat loves her kittens, the ewe loves her lamb,
But they do not know what a proud mother I am ;

For lambs nor for kittenB I won't part with these,
Though the sheep and the cat should go down on their knees.
My dear downy darlings, my Bweet little things,
Come, nestle now coBily under my wings."

So the hen' said,

And the chickens sped
As fast as they could to their warm feather-bed ;

And there let them lie, on their feathers bo warm,
While my little chick lies here on my arm.

AN UNWARRANTED HO Wit,
Certain daily papers are snorting their headsoff because Leland Stan-

ford and his fellow Park Commissioners propose to make a mile "speed
track " in Golden Gate Park. It makes no difference that they, with
other gentlemen, want to pay for the track out of their own pockets. On
the contrary, this fact has been carefully hidden, and the howl goes up
that the Park is to be devoted to the pleasure of bloated capitalists, who
can afford fast teams, iustead of being a place of recreation for the people.
We fail to see why those who have no horses of their own should object to
Beeing their neighbors enjoy a rapid spin; but Bince it seems that this is

the caBe, we suggest that the "speed track" project be at once abandoned
and that steps be taken to " improve " the Park for the benefit of the
" People." As there is at present no money for the purpose, how would
it do to remove the Park police, so that the festive hoodlum could insult
decent people to his heart's content without fear of punishment ? Then
the conservatorymight be surrendered to the tender mercies of the flower-
pickers for just one Sunday. It would cost nothing to keep it up there-
after—because there would be nothing left of its contents. Again, it

might be agreeable to the "People" if picnic parties were encouraged
to camp on the lawns and ornament them with empty oyster cans, sardine
boxes, orange peel, paper bags and remnants of sandwiches. By all

means let us please the " People," even if we have to discharge the Com-
missioners. It would be rather rough to put Mr. Stanford out of a job;
but it is just possible that he might find some other field for his energy
and capital, even if we did refuse to let him spend time and money in
beautifying our vaunted Park.

TOO MUCH ZEAL
It is very amusing to observe the zealous way in which the " Chinese

bill" is being enforced by the petty authorities. Of course, the original

spirit and intention of the law was to prevent the immigration of Chinese
by the shipload. It was never meant to exclude an occasional ship's cook
or gentleman's body servant of the Celestial brand. Still, under its pro-

visions, these can be kept from landing, and "the law must be obeyed "

—

that is, when it suits the convenience or interest of the authorities to
obey it. In thiB connection, what a splendid field for investigation there
is for any careful inquirer who would take the trouble to find out how
many of our existing laws are of the "dead letter" variety. It is certainly
contrary to law that liquor-saloons should be open on Sunday, yet not one
of them is closed. A police raid was made on the faro dens, the other
day, but for months they had been in full blast without any attempt be-

ing made to spoil the fun. Bunko sharpB rob their victims with impuni-
ty; abortionists ply their infamous trade without getting into trouble,

save in very rare instances; quacks practice medicine without diplomas;
peddlers require no license if they can fee the festive police officer; and in
a score of other ways existing laws are as dead as Judas Iscariot. But
when it comes to the Chinese bill, no vigilance is too acute for the occa-

sion. The zeal displayed may be very commendable, but we should like

to Bee a little less discrimination about it.
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The Chinese In San Francisco bava Ken having regular St. Pat-
rick'* I*»y. exept that they did n--t «t drunk. The oceasiun was the
birthil v r naoogh to do bin
honi>r. KrTi- d floated tin- regulation triangular
smallpox -colored, flair, with an lohtfayoaaann painted on it, or snme inch
combination between a ma serpent and a rattlesnake. Tin- display >-f

thtsa flags ought to be abolished, as thin yasff they wars the oaoaaof sieves.

good Democrat* being anrted to the Borne al the Inebriates and the death
of Mr. Thi-lim Mr*J»rrahan O'Kaffertv Bradv, the well -known
deputy a«u<*t*nt of Odorless Excavator No, % It appears that Mr. Pbelim

1 l;. !'. mi going home, more odorless full about daylight, after
finishing hi* official duties. The Kxcavator barrel had duchai
load, and Mr. B. had hlled up his own keg. As soon as the happy deputy,
however, struck Clay and Dupnnt streets he wilted. " Is it yourself,
Phalim," he cried in agony, "that has 'em agen ? Steady, mi boy, and
be after taking a hair of the monghrel that bit ye." And with a shudder
at a huge green snake floating on a yellow background over a Chinese
restaurant. Mr. Alphabet Brady sinuously irlode into a barroom and set

'em up. Twenty-seven times did he make the effort to emerge from that
refuge of consolation to a man who sees snakes, and on every occasion

be gazed on more lizards towering over Chinatown. It was late in the
afternoon when he died, and his end was hastened by the hoisting of a
winged megatherium over the Chinese Theatre. It was this last straw that
broke the barkeeper's heart, who kicked Phelim's corpse out after reliev-

ing it of three bits and a pawn ticket. The doctor's certificate says that
he was found dead from the effects of adipocere of the humerus occasined
by meningitis of the duodenum—that is, there or thereabouts.

Before the first blatherskite in black cloth opens his unholy mouth
during the present political campaign, the T. C. proposes to commence
operations on the whole crowd of wolves, who, with unfailing regularity

besmirch their profession by addressing political meetings and making
stump speeches. Neither do we care one cent whom we hit. All minis-

ters are supposed to preach of mercy and peace and to be messengers of
love, and wherever we see them fanning popular passions, creating dis-

cord and descending to the level of ward-strikers, they shall have, in as
forcible language as we know how to use, the benefit of our castigation,

on paper first, and in any other way that they may elect afterward. Men
who delight in stirring up the worst political passions of others must, pre-

sumably, have some loose bile lying around in their own carcasses, and
whether these remarks hit Democratic Baptist ministers, like Kalloch,
Republican agitators, like Dr. Cox, or Reverend Land League stump
speakers is a matter of pure indifference. We heard one minister seven
years ago, and if he reads this paragraph he will recall the circumstance,
compare his deceased wife to his Savior in point of purity. But this did not
prevent the old cushion-smiter from marrying a second wife, and further,

if these men have any spiritual superiors over them who can regulate

their conduct aB ministers, we call on them in all sincerity to prevent
these preachers from disgracing the title of " Reverend " further than
they have done already, by lobbying, connubiating and wire-pulling in

politics, to the disgrace of their calling and of their congregations. Let
them make their own calling and election sure, and leave the election of

Governors, Senators and Congressmen to the laity. Once more we assert

that one of the great curses of America is the mixing of clergymen in

Eolitics, and, so believing, we propose to fight it as earnestly as we know
ow. Ne sutor ultra crepzdam.

The reason of the frightful mortality among the fish in Conner
Lake has just been explained, and the cause of the death of millions of

trout and chub accounted for. It appears that Doc. Jessup, Scott Tid-

ball and the funny man of the Post, all went fishing there recently, and
commenced to swap lies on the bank while they were waiting for bites.

The fish stood it as long as the Doc. and Tidball went slow on catches of

400 trout to the tune of " Dandy Jim from South Carolina," and merely
guffawed and gurgled in the cool depths, regardless of about fourteen

badly baited hooks which were dangling around their noses. They were
just going to sleep over a yarn by the artist- fisherman, about his acci-

dentally hooking a sturgeon seven feet long, which he had played for, for

forty-seven hours and thirty-nine minutes, on a hair line, when the f. m.
of the P. thought it time to address the Court. On his incidentally re-

marking that he used to own two or three yachts in the East, several

four and five-pound fish gave up the ghost and came to the surface belly

upward, or back wrong Bide downwards, whichever is the correct phrase.

After these had been carefully placed in a wicker sepulcher, he con-

tinued: *'Iwas once down at Alviso, when a large seal took my hook,

which was baited with some very dirty, but highly explosive, celluloid

cuffs "— That is as far as the story got, but it killed nearly all the fish

in the lake, and the Sportsman's Club swear that none of these three

gentlemen shall ever go fishing again without being previously gagged
and hermetically sealed, so to speak, while they in their turn are talking

about hiring out this season with a new patent for killing whales in the

Arctic with original fish lies.

After an interview which occupied three quarters of a column in

the Alta, on Wednesday last, the unhappy reporter makeB Mr. Watts,

the mate of the Gatherer, positively decline to say anything for the pres-

ent, " being tired after his trip and the excitement caused by the charges."

The boy whose eyesight Watts partially destroyed, he claims to love as

his own son, and he adores everybody else, also, whom he has abused and
kicked and caused to jump overboard. In fact, they were as dear to him
as his father or his brother. Mr. Watts is very reduced by being robbed
of his beer and the results of confinement, so that his weight is placed at

130 pounds only. But give Watts his regulation bitters and |a belaying

pin and he would be himself again in a month. The gentle tar pleads, as

a proof that he is as mild as a lamb, the fact that he lived on Steuart

street and Bryant street between 1868 and 1878. This is certainly an ex-

cellent certificate of character. A great many burglars and cut-throats

now in San Quentin claim the Bame portion of the city as their former

residence.

The ways of the Small Boy art .

birch of our forefath. i Ul B<
dera above hi. v , ^„ tnat tho mi„.

tress of
. banquet, and

the navory aoup steamed on the kl and Ihs dsUotona chicken
stew went forth a moot apt And the landlady* Small Boy
saw U all, and pronounced it good But when, mme minute* after the
rendition of thu verdict, he wait trounced sod aent to bed, into the Small
Boy a son] crept thought* of .lire and sudden t . » brief s|*ce
the kitchen was deserted, with the exception of a am all whito-mhed figure
that sneaked in the hack door. But lol whoa the gnestl were seated and
the banquet inroad, that hospitable dining-room smelt like a Ohinese
laundry, For there was soap in the soup, snap in the chicken stew, soap
in the vegetables and soap in the rice pnddln . And tb< Small Hoy, when
he heard in his attic bed-room the loud exclamations of dismay and difl
?:ust that arose from below, bugged himself In glee, and turned so the
ourth chapter of William of Windy dutch. And as the T. 0. was among
the disappointed guests, he cursed the Small Boy from the depths of an
empty stomach.

On the Autumn breezes comes the perfume of a faint, swoet scandal
from • t.ikland. It is said that a matron whose eyes are ot a cerulean hue,
and whose hand 1

" are as white as Parian marble, found on the coat-collar
of her upright and manly husband, the other day. a tiny piece of ribbon.
A simple thing, it is true, but pregnant with suspicion, from the fact that
in her sewing-room a sweet young dressmaker was at that precise moment
trimming the matron's dress with a ribbon of precisely the same hue.
And then this calm Lucretia told her husband she was going out for a
drive, and departed. Not to the Oakland boulevards, however, but to a
summer-house in the shrubbery, from which, with a, powerful opera glass,
she commanded a view of the work-room. Over the next scene we draw
the mantle of charity. We cannot tell how those cerulean eyes flashed,
and how that dressmaker went flying out the front door, and how the
husband protested, and swore there was nothing in it. We cannot tell

this, but we would bet a cool hundred that there are at least forty Oak-
land gossips discussing the affair at this precious moment.
The other day a man was chased into a hay-loft by his housekeeper,

and that amiable female, in her efforts to brain him with a meat-axe, fell

and dislocated her spine. When the T. C. read this item in the dailies a
cold shudder shook him from head to foot. For we, too, have a house-
keeper, and when we neglect to lock up our brandy we notice a fiery and
unwholesome light in that gocd woman's eye. For she is old, and age
loves the stimulating fluid and the warmth that follows a deep draught
of Hennessy. What a deuce of a world it is which forbids a man to keep
a good looking dame to look after his comfort, but condemns him to the
care of an antiquated harridar, to silence the tongue of scandal. There
is nothing for a poor bachelor but cold feet and misery, unless he can run
across a susceptible female curiosity, with two heads or a beard, and be-
come an independent partner in a profitable side show.

From a literary point of view, the Chronicle's fashionable garbage
accumulator is a curiosity. It is unquestionably true that the people who
take an interest in the Monday morning columns of the weekly doings of
our Tar Flat and Harbor View aristocracy are not people to require a
very Btrict observance of the rules of syntax and prosody in whatever
they may read ; but it does not follow that they should be treated to -such
brain-confnsing bits of fashionable intelligence as this: "On Thursday
afternoon Mr. and Mrs. S. Nippe Uppstartte left for Lake Tahoe Yester-
day morning ;" or, " To-morrow evening will our respected foreign fellow-
citizen Mons. and Mad. Blanchexcuse gave a dinner party to a few inti-

mate friends last night.'"

And now it is definitely settled that the Princess Louise and the Mar-
quis of Lome are to come this way, en route to British Columbia. On
your knees, O Shoddydom, for the honor of entertaining these royal
guests, shaking hands with the Princess and treating the Marquis to a
whisky toddy. For, much as the true American may howl at royalty
and its usages, when those of high station come along the worship of the
independent Republican exceeds the homage of the monarchial subject a
thousand fold. It will be a great day for Nob Hill when the Queen's
daughter puts her kid boots under the mahogany of the moDeyed princes,

and the Duke's son asks about the climate of the far West.

There is to be a new flag in future specially designed for all vessels,

which the President of the United States may use, and it is to be known
as the President's flag. It consists of a bottle of dry Mumm rampant,
flanged by a pair of side-whiskers and three cans of larks, put up in

truffles, with a base of pate de foie gras. Hayes tried to get one up with
a water-pitcher in blue on a white ground, and the motto, " Wes ryourp
rayers" but it will be remembered that the vote of the Senate on the sub-
ject did not contain a single aye but red nose. Consequently the nose
had it, and it was so ordered from the adjoining bar-room.

Great news from Canada—great and glorious news ! The O'Flaherty's
have been released from a British Bastile. The papers were full of these
joyful tidings, but as yet we have bad nothing but prose to commemorate
this magnificent triumph over the British Lion. Where is the new Ho-
mer who will sing in sounding measure the exceeding glory of the O'Fla-
herty's victory over the Government ? Possibly he may be communing
with the gifted author of " Lanigan's Wake,'' to find the right key in

which to begin his heroic lay.

It is rumored in fashionable circles that Mr. Fitch, who left ostensibly
to visit New York, will really continue as far as Egypt, with the view of

calling upon theKedhive and having Mr. Bartlett, of the Bulletin, made
a Pasha on the spot. That esteemed journalist will then be known as the
Pasha of Many Tales, and from his mosque in the Oakland foothills will

summon the faithful to the contemplation of the great profits that accrue
to the " well fixed " from liberal investments in Alameda county real

estate.

Bret Harte and Mark Twain are called lucky. Perhaps their greatest
piece of luck was leaving here and gaining distinction abroad as Califor-
nian writers before the Chronicle's "Flasher" began to publish those half-

column footlight stories.

Since his stay in the Fast, the famous exponent of esthetics seems to

have taken a new departure. A telegram from Coney Island informs us
that "the steeple-chase race, short course, was won by Oscar Wilde, in
2:46."
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SUNBEAMS.

"Yea," said the gentleman who wanted to

join the crack volunteer regiment, "I went all

through the war, and have the documents to

show a first-class record. I'm Bix feet and one
inch high, sound as a nut, know the manual of

arms, and am well posted on military tactics."

"Yes," said the commandant, " those quailifica-

tions are no objection, but what waltz Btep do
you dance ?

"

"We have plenty of fresh salt air here ; even
our lady boarders wear sol'taires in their ears,"

Raid an enthusiastic seaside landlord. "Don't
say so!" said the press guest. "Have you a
salt rheum in the house? "Yes, sir," said the

landlord quickly ; "a humorous correspondent

has it just now."

A young man in a train was making fun of

a lady's hat to an elderly gentleman in the seat

with him. " Yes, said his seat-mate, " that's my
wife, and I told her if she wore that bonnet that
some fool would be snre to make fun of it."

The young man slid out.

Physician—"And is that all you are going
to give me- twenty marks for over forty visits!

'

Miser—" I should think that was enough. You
must consider that if I hadn't been sick you
wouldn't have had any thing.".

A young girl, being asked recently as she re-

turned from the circulating library with the
latest new novel if she had ever read Shake-
speare, tossed her pretty head and answered:
"Shakespeare? Of course I have ; I read that
when it first came out."

"When I have a cold in my head," said a
gentleman apologetically, " I am always stupid."
" I have never seen him when he didn't have just

such a cold," whispered a third party in an aside.

"You can't tell me that I descended from a
monkey," said Brown. "And you wouldn't want
to wound his feelings by telling it to the monk-
ey," added Fogg.

BROAD GAUGE.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Monday. April 10, 1882,

And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave
from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend st., between ad -and 4th streets,) as follows:

I*BAVB

8. r.
DESTINATION.

\

ARRIVE
S. P.

8:30 a.m.
( \ \ 6:40 a.m.

t 9:30 A H. i • 8:10 A.M.
10:10 a.m.

\
9.03 A.M.

* 3:30 P.M. 1. .San Mateo, Redwood,. "10:02 A.M.
4:25 P.M. . . . .and Menlo Park r • 3:36 P.M.

• 5:15 P.M.
1 t 4:59 p.m.

6:30 P.M.

i
1

J

6:00 p.m.

t 8:16 P.M.

8:30 A.M. { ^ 9:03 A.M
10:40 A.M.

1 Santa Clara, San Jose and i
*10:02 A.M.
* 3:36 P.M.

6:00 p.m.4:25 P.M.
1

.Principal Way Stations.

'JI t 8:16 p.m.

A.M.H Gilroy, Paj;

P-M-H and
aro, Castroville
Salinas

-10:02 a m.

6:00 p.m.

10:40 A.M.1

3:30 r.M
|

. Hollister and Tres Pinos..
1*10:02 a m.
I 6:00 p.m.

10-40 A M I f
* • -Monterey, Watsonville . )

* i\n p'm'M Carop Goodall, Aptos, Camp
J-

I (.San Joae. Soquel, Santa Cruz, j

10:40 a.m.1... Soledad and Way Stations ...

•SundayB excepted. tSundays only.

*10:02 a.m.
6:00 p m.

Sgr Special Notice. *€&
Sunday Excursion Trains to Monterey and Santa

Cruz.—First-class Excursion Train to Monterey and
Santa Cruz will leave San Francisco every Sunday at
7:30 A.M. Returning, leave Monterey at 4:35 p.m.; San-
ta Cruz at 4:15 p.m., arriving San Francisco at 8:40 P m
Fare for the Round Trip to either point, $3.

Stage connections are made with the 10-40 a m
Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo, which
connect with 8:30 a.m. Train.

Ticrbt OFFiCBs-Passenger Depot, Townsend street
and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel
A. C BASSETT, H. R. JTJDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

^P~ S. P. Atlantic Exprsss Train via Los Angeles
Yuma, etc., leaves San Francisco daily via Oakland
Ferry, foot of Market street, at 9:30 a m.

C. tm K. R.

Time Schedule, Monday, May 15, 1882.
Trains leave, and are due to arrive at,

San Franciscoas follows:

LEAVE
(for)

DESTINATION. ARRIVE
(from)

9:30 a.m.
4:00 p.m.
*4:30p.m.
8:00 a.m.
3:30 p.m.

*4:30 P.M.

8:00 a.m.
4:00 p.m.
9:30 a.m.
4:30 p.m.
8:00 A.M
•4:00 P.M.
8:00 A.M.
4:30 p.m.

J8;00 A.M.
9:30 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
5:00 p.m.
9:30 a.m
4:00 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
8:00 A.M.

10:00 A.M.
3:00 p.m.
5:00 P.M.
3:30 p.M
5:30 p.m.

8:00 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
8:00 a.m.
3:30 p.m.

*4:30 p.m.

*4:00 p.m.

8:00 a.m
3:00 p.m.
8:00 A.M.
9:30 a.m.
3:30 p.m.

*4:00 p.m.
*4:30 p.m.

3:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m.
4:30 P.M.
*8:00 a.m.

...Antioch and Martinez.,

. . Calistoga and Napa

. J Deming-, ElPaso ) Express....

\ and East J Emigrant ..

j Gait and \ via Livermore. .

.

) Stockton > via Martinez ....

. . Knight's Landing
" " ({Sundays only)

. . Los Angeles and South, ....

. . Livermore and Pleasanton.

..Madera and Fresno

. Marysville and Chico

.Nilesand Haywards....

Ogden and | Express
East ) Emigrant ,

Redding and Red Bluff

Sacramento, ) via Livermore.
Colfax and > via Benicia. . .

.

Alta j via Benicia ...

.

Sacramento, via Benicia. . .

.

Sacramento River Steamers.

.

San Jose

.Vallejo..

(JSundays only)

. Virginia City

.Woodland

. Willows and Williams

2:40 p.m.
•12:40 p.m.
10:10 A.M.

7:40 p.m.
11:40 A.M.
10:10 a.m.
*10:10 A.M.

7:40 p.m.
2:40 p.m.
7:10 A.M.
5:40 p.m.

12:40 p.m.
5:40 p.m.

*10.10a.m.
tll:40 A.M.
2:40 p.m.
6:40 p.m.
8:40 A.M.
2:40 p.m.

•12:40 p.m.
5:40 p.m.
6:40 p.m.
4:10 P.M.
9:40 A.M.
8:40 A.M

11:40 A.M.
6:10 a.m.
5:40 p.m.
6:40 P.M.
7:40 p.m.
11:40 a.m.

•10:10 A.M.
6:00 A.M.
4:10 P.M.

9:40 A.M.
7:40 P.M
2:40 P.M.

Jll:40 A.M.
12.40 P.M.
10:10 A.M.
11:40 A.M.
7:40 P.M.

*10:10 A.M.
7:40 p.m.

Train leaving San Francisco at 9:30 a.m. should meet
Pacific Express from " Option " at San Pablo ; also Pacific
Express from "El Paso" at Antlooh.

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland Pier.

From "SAN FRAJTCISCO," Daily.

To EAST OAKLAND—*6.00, *6:30, 7:30, 8:30, 9:30,
10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30,
7:00, 8:00, 9:30, 11:00, •12:00.

To ALAMEDA—•6:00, *f6:30, 7:00, *t7:30, 8:00, *t8:30,
9:00, M9:30, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 1:00, 2:00, 3:00, *t3:30,
4:00, *t4:30, 5:00, *t5:30, 6:00, *t6:30, 7:00, 8:00, 9:30,
11:00, *12:00.

To BERKELEY — «6:00, 6:30, 7:00, *7:30, 8:00, *8:30,

9:00, (9:30, 10:00, J10:30, 11:00, 111:80, 12:00, 1:00,
2:00, 3:00, 4:00,4:30,5:00, 6:30,6:00, 6:30,7:00,8:00,
9:30, *12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—*6:00, *6:30, 7:00, *7:30, J8:00»
"8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, *4:30, 5:00-
5:30, 6:00. «6:30, 7:00.

To "SAM FBANCISCO," Dally.

From BROADWAY. Oakland -5:32, *6:02, 6:32, 7:02,
7:32,8:02,8:32,9:02,9:32,10:02,10:32,11:02,11:32,12:02,
12:32, 1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32, 5:02,
5:32,6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

From EAST OAKLAND ~*5:21, *5:51, 6:21,6:51,7:51,
8:5i, 9:51, 10:51, 11:51, 12:51, 1:51, 2:51, 3:51, 4:51,
5:51, 6:51, 7:51, 9:21, 10:51

From ALAMEDA—*5:16, '5:45,6:16,7:10,^7:35,8:10,
*+8:35, 9:10, *t9:35, 10:10, *tl0:85, 11:10, 12:10, 1.10,
2:10, 3:10, 4:10,^+4:35, 5:10, ^5:35, 6:10, *+6:35, 7:15
*+7:35, 9:15, 10:46.

From BERKELEY~*5:45, *6:35, 6:45, *7:16,7:45, *8:15
8:45, 19:15, 9:45, J10:15, 10:45, 1.11:15, 11:45, 12:45,
1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:15, 4:45,5:15,5:45,6:15,6:45, 7:45,
9:15, *10:45.

' '

From WEST BERKELEY — *5:45, *6:15, 6:45, *715
7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, *5:15, 5:45,
6:15, 6:45, *7:15.

Creek Route.
FwrnSAN FRANCISCO—*7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:15,3:15,

5:15.

From OAKLAND—*6:15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

AU trains run daily, except when star (•) denotee San-
days excepted.

tTrains marked thus (t) run via East Oakland.
(T)Snndays only.

" Standard Time " furnished by Randolph & Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. GOODMAN, Gen. PasB. and Ticket Agt.
A. N. Townb, General Manager.

L. H. Newton. M. Newton.
NEWTON BROTHERS & CO.,

Trnportera and Wholesale Dealers In
-*- Teas, Foreign Goods and Groceries, 204 and 206
California street, San Francisco, Cal May 26.

On and after Monday. April 3d, 1882,
Boats and Trains will leave San Francisco as

follows:

7"1 r\ a.m. daily (Sundays excepted), via San Rafael,
• -1 ^-' from Market-street wharf, for Petaluma, San-

ta Rosa, Healdshurg, Cloverdale, Guemeville and way
stations. Stages connect at Geyserville for SkagjgB'

Springs; and at Cloverdale for Highland Springs, Kel-
seyville. Soda Bay, Lakeport, Ukiah and Geysers.

Dally, Except Sundays.
2QA p.m., via Donahue, from Washington-street
.OU Wharf

4Kf\ p.m., via San Rafael, from Market-street wharf,
.tJ\J for petaluma, Cloverdale and way stations.

Stages for Navarro Ridge and Mendocino City leave
Cloverdale daily at 6 a.m.

Sunday Excursions.

8 0A a.m., Sundays only, via Donahue, from Wash-
• **" ington-street wharf, for Cloverdale and way

stations. Round Trip Tickets on Sundays to Petaluma,
SI.60; Santa Rosa, §2 ; Healdshurg. $3 ; Cloverdale,
$4.50; Guemeville, $3. Returning, will arrive in San
Francisco at 6:45 P.M.

8"1 fC A.M., Sundays only, via San Rafael, from Mar-
• -L*-' ket-street wharf, for Miller's, Pacheco, Novate

and Burdell's. Returning, will arrive in San Francisco
at 7:45 p.m.

GEYSERS! GEYSERS!
The Greatest Natural Wonder of the

World I

Immense Reduction in Rates.
Round Trip Tickets, via Cloverdale $8 50
Round Trip Tickets, via Cloverdale and Calistoga.$12 50

Passengers will leave San Francisco at 7:10 a.m.
week days, from San Quentin Ferry, and arrive at the
Geysers at 2:30 p.m. On Sundays, leave Washington-
street Wharf, by Steamer JaMES M. DONAHUE, at
8:20 A.m. Returning, arrive in San Francisco by either
route the following evening.

ARTHUR HUGHES,
Gen. Manager.

PETER J. McGLYNN,
Gen. PasB. & Tkt. Agt.

SONOMA VALLEY RAILROAD.

On and after Monday, April 3d, 1882,
Boats and Trains will leave San Francisco as

follows:

O Qf] P. M. daily (Sundays excepted) , from Washing-
—•"'-' ton-street Wharf, for the town of Sonoma.
Fare, $1. Round Trip Tickets, from Saturday till Mon-
day, SI 60.

SUNDAY EXCURSIONS.
8QA A.M. (Sundays only), from Washington-street

•^V Wharf, for the town of Sonoma. Round Trip

ARTHUR HUGHES,
Gen. Manager.

PETER J. McGLYNN,
Gen. Pass, h Tkt. Agt.

H. 3. Williams. A. OhesebrongL
W. H. Dimond.

WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO.,

Shipping and Commission Merchants,
UNION BUILDING,

Junction Market and Pine Streets-

AGENTS FOR

Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific

Steam Navigation Company, The Ca-

nard Boyal Mail SteamshipCompany

»

" The California Line ofClippers "

from New fork and Boston,

and ** The Hawaiian Line.'*

San Francisco, January 31, 1880. [Jan. 81.

A Detroit man has invented a Dew kind of
pie, which is made of rubber and basswood sap.
It is said that two of them will last a boarding-
houae four months, and that a man can sit down
on one of them all day at a picnic without stain-
ing his pants. This is a great improvement on
old pies, which never lasted more than a month,
and which wouldn't hold you and your girl at a
picnic. We hope every railroad eating-house in
the country will purchase the new brand.
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THE DROWNLU GIRL.
TtM following beautiful ballad ol the drowned jcirl on the i Wo. ire

Mo4*H«ritt«D he t **- Rgv, ' titrlr* Kin£*Irv, the antr, -r

Ymst, Amynt Umj*

Oi M«y, p- &nd call thr cattle boms,
! call the cattle home.

And call the cattle h-*ne.
Acrce* the «aniU n' I>e» -

The waetero wave wan wild and dark wi' (nam,
And all alone went »he.

The creeping tide came up along the und,
And o'er and o'er the wind.
And round and round the fund.

As far as eye could ace

;

The blinding mists came down and hid the Unci,
And never home came she,

O, is it weed, or fish, or floating hair?
A trees o' golden hair.

Of drowned maiden s hair,

Above the nets at sea-
Was never salmon yet that shone so fair.

Among the stakes on Dee.

They rowed her in across the rolling foam,
The cruel crawling foam,
The cruel hungry foam.

To her grave beside the sea

;

But still the boatmen hear her call the cattle home
Across the sands o' Dee.

OTJR LONDON LETTER.
London, July 20, 1882.—That portion of "America in Europe"

which fluctuates and surges about the American Exchange in the Strand,
and seems to acquire a status of its own from being registered in Gillig s

books, have been in a high state of excitement over the entertainment
given them by the head of the concern on the 4th of July. The enter-
tainment which Mr. Gillig kindly gave to his countrymen wbo happened
to be in London, as well as to a sparse scattering of English notabilities,

was certainly a very fine affair, indeed. It took place at the Westminster
Palace Hotel, and consisted of, first, a reception, then a concert, and,
lastly, a ball. The decorations were exceedingly lavish, 10,000 roses being
used in the floral decoration of one room. The band of the Grenadier
Guards took part in the concert, and afterwards played for dancing when
the ball began.
The attendance was very large, and included, on the English side, the

Duke of Sutherland and Viscount Folkestone, who represented the no-
bility ; Sir Joseph Benedict, Fred. Cowen and Joseph Hatton—music

;

Henry Irving, Wyndham and Toole— the stage ; Blauchard Jerrold and
Miss Braddon—literature; and the Lord Mayor and some Aldermen—the
"City." Altogether, there were over a thousand of both nationalities,

the expressed object of the entertainment being to afford an opportunity
for social interchange of friendship and good will between citizens of the
United States and England. I need not say that the attendance was
somewhat mixed. It couldn't well be otherwise. It was, of course, a very
kind and public-spirited act on the part of Mr. Gillig to give the enter-
tainment. But his position as the manager of a travelers' rendezvous in
London is scarcely a sufficiently assured one for him to take upon himself
to lead in an international affair, such as he wished to make it. There are
hundreds and thousands of Americans who go to London every year who
never go near the American Exchange ; who do not, indeed, know of the
existence of the concern.

Had the American Minister, or some person attached to the Legation,
fostered the affair even, instead of being but an invited guest like every-
body else, it would have been more to the point. People naturally ask:
Who is Mr. Gillig, in America? How does he come to lead American so-

ciety in London? We only know what he is in London, and that will

answer the second question, to most people. He is the manager of the
American Exchange, is a go-ahead business man and, as such, believes in

advertising, particularly when his quondam partner, Bowles, has just
started a rival concern almost under his nose. However, Americans,
when they come to England, don't care for imitation Presidential levees,

without the President's hand to shake, and there are some Americans in
London who would prefer that Englishmen should get different ideas of

their national and social ways and customs than what must needs be ex-

hibited by an omnium gatkei'um of Americans whose credentials consist in

being in London and having business with the American Exchange. For
my part, I am greatly obliged to Mr. Gillig for sending: me an invitation.

I enjoyed the concert, and I thought the decorations superb. But I
wished all the time it had been a private affair, and hadn't been made so

intensely national and international.

They have got to the fourth portion of the Duke of Hamilton's art col-

lection in the sale now going on. It consists chiefly of Dutch, Flemish,
French, Spanish and English work, Oriental and Dresden porcelain, and
French and Italian decorative objects. One picture, " An Interior of a
House, with Figures," by Steenwick, was bought for the National Gal-
lery for 195 guineas, and the Earl of Kosebery paid 200 guineas for an-
other by Van Dyck.
There are a good many San Franciscans around and about London just

now. Messrs. Maynard and Ehrlich are at the Grand Hotel ; C. E. Ban-
croft is at the Midland Grand ; Mr. Hazelton at the Westminster Pal-
ace ; while Mr. and Mrs. R. Brown have taken lodgings in Mount-Place,
Mr. Cottrell in Woburn Place, and Mr. Findla in Harley street.

Two young women, named Sarah Hamlin and Victoria Harrell, claim-

ing to be from 'Frisco, but apparently having no local habitation in Lon-
don other than that afforded by the sheltering roof of the Exchange,
have made their appearance in the British metropolis. Their names seem
unfamiliar, but 'Frisco is a growing place. Dido.

Krug Champagne, from Reims, France.—Private Cuvee in quarts

and pints. Shield—Krug—in quarts and pints ; Premiere Qualite, in

quarts and pints. For sale by Heilmann Bros. & Co., corner Front and
Jackson streets.

COAL AND WOOD,
Wholesale and Retail,

At th. Old Nnmb.r 209 Sanaome Stra.».

GEORGE H. HUNT A CO.

IT Any Artlo a In th* Lin* Supplied. *»
*• Telephone Nm. SSt.

ROEDERER CHAMPAGNE!
XOTICE.

The Trade Knit thr Public are Informal that tr* Receive Ike

GENUINE
L0UI8 ROEDERER CARTE BLANCHE CHAMPAQNE,

Direct from Mr. Louis Roedarer, Reims,
Over hi* Signature and Consular Invoice.

6sT" Each awe la marked upon the aide, ''Macondray AOo , San Jfran-
cisoo," sud each bottle bears the label, " Macondray & Co., Sole Agents
for the Faciflo Coast."

MACONDRAY A CO.,
Sole Agent* for the Paolflo Coast.

[September 24.]

M. A. QUNST A CO.,
203 Kearny Street San Franelaeo.

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN
HAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS,

Also, Agents for Kimball, Gaulliener & Go's Guatemala Clgara.
|y Inform the Public that they receive large invoice* of Choice

Havana Rrands twice a month. [Feb. 19.

C. AOOLPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants*

SAlf FRANCISCO and NEW YORK.
6a£" Agents of American Sugar Refinery, corner of Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. Jan. 17.

Olaus Spreckels. Wm. Or. Irwin.
WM. G. IRWIN & CO.,

Sngar Factors and Commission Agents.
Honolulu, H. I, (March 25.

JTO. SPRECKELS & BROS.,
Shlppin and Commission Merchants-

Hawaiian Line of Packets.
325 Market Street San Francisco.

May 28.

CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY,
Manufacturers of the Standard Syrnp, a superior article

put up in barrels expressly for home consumption. Also, Extra Heavy Syrup

in barrels for Export. Refined Sugars at lowest market rates. Office 325 Market

street, up stairs ' Dec. 21.

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,

STOCK BROKERS,
No. 314 Fine Street San Francisco.

[May 20. ]

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY,
No- 310 Sansome Street*

SAN Francisco,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN FURS.
[September 21.]

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Gold Medal, Paris, 1878.

Cold by all_ Stationers. Sole Agent for the United States:
MB. HENRY HOE, 91John street, N Y. Jan. 6.

C. W. M. SMITH, /^\
The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor, /hSSrOl

Established in 1862, UjSrrrl^/Removed to 224 Sansome Street.^^77>y
635" MR. 0. W. M. SMITH is the patent attorney for Marriott's Aeroplane Com-

pany for Navigating the Air. Oct. 22.

TABER, HARKER & CO.,

IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE GROCERS,
108 and 110 California St., S. F.

I
April 19.]

removalT
TWadnam bas removed to Boom 2, No. 028 California St.,

_J* Bank Commissioners* Office. June 10.

per day at me. S&mp'es worth $A free.
Address STiNrKW A Co., Portland, Maine.05 to $20
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PACIFIC COAST AND EASTERN NOTES.
Pair of horses and buggy try to cut a train in two, at San Pablo.

Dead horses and dying man. R. E. corporations too powerful to be used

up in that way.—Pole, residing near Chicago, confesses that his wife

has borne him eight children in eight years, and that they all died and

were surreptitiously buried by him. He " hit" them a little first. Polled

them, as it were.—Trouble among the Creek Indians. Fight imminent,

and when Creek meets Creek, then comes, etc.——Coal train in Pennsyl-

vania elopes with itself. Result—ten or twelve funerals and seventeen

wrecked cars.—Two New Orleans rivals shoot at each other. One is

looking for a sweetheart in the celestial country.^—New York authori-

ties decide that hard glove fighting is illegal. Dana weeps because he

cannot enjoy the brutal sport any more.—San Jose man sends a bullet

through his alleged brain.-^—Oroville saloon burns up. " Fire fiend " has

a good chance to get drunk.^—Terrible fire in Merced. Can of phos-

phorus ignites. Man throws it into the street. "Fire fiend" knocked out

of time.^—Telegraph says Frank James is in Oregon, and that he is com-

ing to California. Our glorious climate agrees with unhung murderers.

—Secretary Teller settles the Presidio boundary question.^—•W. W.
Astor appointed Minister to Italy. He is a politician of the Grant-Conk-
ling-Arthur-Guiteau stripe.—American ship Theobald, 205 days out from
Philadelphia, arrives at Callao. She is a clipper, but she got wearied on

the way.—Man and wife murdered in Illinois and their bodies burned up.

They won't be ill anywhere after this.—Professor Pritchard gnes off to

New Zealand to observe the transit of Venus. He wouldn't step across

the gutter to observe the transit of Adonis.——Arthur appoints Trescott

and General Grant Commissioners to negotiate a treaty with Mexico.

Grant has had an office granted to him at last.—"—There is a great de-

mand for 3 per cent, bonds—especially among those who haven't got a
cent to buy them with.-^— " At 10.05 last night the hoarse cry of fire was
heard" in Leemore. Fifty thousand dollars worth end in smoke. If one
of the 4I hoarse " criers had only cleared bis throat and spat on the fire at

the start, how much might have been saved I^^Portland girl makes an
unsuccessful attempt to commit suicide. Dissatisfied with the liberal

looseness of her mother's moral ideas.—Napa Republicans elect dele-

gates to the State Convention. "Our distinguished fellow-citizen. Hnn.
M. M. Estee," captures the outfit.—Labor strike at Los Angeles. La-
borers money struck, as it were.—»The Tulare Anti-Monopolists declare

that they will not support any candidate who does not support anti-mon-
opoly principles. What are anti-monopoly principles ?-^—One ebnny-
colored Repnblican shoots another in Alabama. Arthur should order the
army down there to kill this destroyer of a Republican vote. But then
that would be destroying two.—Stockton boy blows his hand off. Didn't
know it was loaded.^—Representative Cassidy, -of Nevada, calls the
land of the sage-hen and sand an earthly paradise, in the Congressional
Record. What a thundering pity nobody reads the Record.-^—Big fire in

Pittsburg. Ten firemen hurt and a lot of property cremated.—The
army worm appears in New York. The army itself is very scarce.—
Mississippi steamboat blows up; eight people killed, twice as many
burnt, and an unknown number missing.—Two hundred thousand dol-

lar fire in Maine. Nothing " mane " about that, as Toohey would re-

mark. —^Sheriff kills a colored gentleman at a Georgia camp meeting.
That is good, wholesome religion.——Ben. Butler wants to be Governor
of Pork-Beaus-and-Culchaw. He never cets tired of wanting that office.

^—The Democrats carry Alabama and Kentucky. Th^y don't " carry "

them very far, though.-^The Philadelphia Land League undertakes to
send Arabi financial aid. That looks bad for the British.——Lightning
strikes a summer house in Long Branch. Luckily the Tariff Commission
was not in it.-^Salt Lake merchant disappears in the Great Salt Lake.
Saw a debtor at the bottom.—Oregon Judge resigns. California JudpeB
sometimes die, but never resign.——Congress adjourns at Washington, D.
C. This closes the longest session but one on record.-^—Chicago man
shoots a girl who " shook " him. Served her right for ever having any-
thing to do with such a man.-^—General Warren dies suddenly of cha-
grin— which means that his bile overflowed and drowned him. —Striking
freight handlers return to work at the old rates.-^Taking of evidence in
the Star Route cases concluded.——Chicago and Omaha railroad ready to
beopened.—— English syndicate buy a million acres of land from the
Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroad.-^Another English syndicate buys
750,000 acreB from the Northern Pacific Railroad. Call out the militia.
The English are buying up the country.—The Denver Mining Exposi-
tion is in full blast. Everybody in Denver will be millionaires by the
time ii's over.—Prisoner in the Indian Territory drives a pick through
his jailor and escaped. Picked his man, as it were.——British Colum-
bians begin to make preparations for receiving the PrinceBS Louise.-^—
Robinson's circus tenders passes to the children of the Good Templars'
Orphans' Home. Pious managers of the Home decline to allow the
children to " attend amusements of any kind. Ugh !"-^A Siskiyou
sick man (Jim Jams) shoots his nurse. Now the sick man 1b in jail and
the nurse iB very sick.—Chicago man kills his wife and himself, because
the former didn't obey him. He was justified in killing himself.

FOREIGN NOTES.
French Ministry formed. One that will remember Arabi Pasha in

its prayers.—Skirmishing at Alexandria. O'Donovan Rossa would be
there, only there is no money and lots of danger in it.-^Russia don't
like the pluck the English are exhibiting in Egypt. "Nobody axed you
sir, she said. "-^—Members of the Irish constabulary threaten to resign
unless their condition is improved. They deserve all they ask. -^British
troops have a big skirmish with Arabi, and warm him up considerably.-^The Embassadors to the International conference on Egyptian affairs'
crack jokes and pass "playful badinage." Nero fiddled while Romeburned.—Instead of troops and ships, the Turks propose to send a coun-
cil of war to Egypt—to report upon the crops.— British people begin to
talk about abolishing the House of Peers. The House may go but the
Peers won't. Clifford Lloyd tries to bounce the Irish constabulary
and the officers intimate that they won't parade for him a^ain —Louis
Michel speaks well of Arabi. Who speaks well of Louise?—Sarah
Bernhardt buys her son a theatre.-^Peruvians massacre a Chilean gar-
rison m order to teach it manners.—Thirty-five thousand of the British
mihtia volunteer for active service. Want to get shot.—Gladstone dis-
covers an easy road out of the difficulty over the Arrears Bill But stillWilliam proposes to stick to his bill.—The new French Ministry out-

lines its policy. It does so in few words. It has no policy to outline.—
Two Frenchmen fight a duel. Nobody hurt. Usual result at French
duels. -Two men, in climbing over the railing of the Tuileries Gardens,
catch hold of an electric wire and are instantly killed.^—Gladstone
speaks at the Lord Mayor's banquet, and tells the world that the Egyptian
war is not one of conquest.— Mexican troops capture tweuty-five
Apaches, and shoot them. That's business.^—Turkey prepares to de-
clare Arabi a rebel. Takes a great deal of preparation.^—Russia getting
ready for war, if she can get a chance to fight with the advantages on her
side.——The Sultan submits a draft of a proclamation declaring Arabi a
rebel. What Arabi will call the Sultan remains to be seen. The British
Peers let themselves down easy on the Arrears bill. Glide out of the
way, as it were.—Harry George arrested in Ireland. He was caught
smoking a cigar as big aa himself.^—A deputation of American dry-
goods clerks call upon the Prefect of the Seine to show him their cheek.

LOCAL NOTES.
Chinese Restriction bill goes into effect. How the Sand-lot bums

will howl when the price of washing their shirts goes up. ^—Republican
County Committee calls a primary. Good old-style shuffle-and-deal, eh ?

•^—Female climbs a loft after the Superintendent of the Cemetery.
Falls down and breaks her spine. Superintendent will have a job seeing
that her grave is kept green.^—Thomas Lyons, who wrote his signature
to bis "delaration of intention," in 1878, tries to sign his "full papers"
with an X. Ought to change his name to Tommy Lie-on.^—Member of
a Democratic Club wants the "sack" contributed by the candidates to come
direct to the Ward statesmen, and not be filtered through the hands of
the County Committee.—Man found floating in the Bay. Too dead to
tell Mb name.^^Old lady drops dead on Mission Btreet. Warning to old
ladies not to walk on Mission street.^—Board of Education decides not
to cut down teachers' salaries, and there is much joy in the heart of the
schoolmarm thereat.—The mysterious Western Addition cracksman ar-
rested. Kept dark all the time by reason of the blackness of his skin.
—Captain of a British ship reports that, on the voyage from Australia,
he calmed the angry sea by pouring fifteen gallons of kerosene on the
water. He may be fibbing, and he may not.—^Man brings suit againBt
the South Pacific Coast Railroad for $20,000, the alleged value of a
drowned son. When the boy was alive the old man would have sold him
for a good deal less than half the money.^—Daniel McGloue shoots him-
self becaase his wife wouldn't live with a drunkard.^—Fourteen-year-
old domestic shoots a little girl with one of those accidental, go-off as-it-
pleases pistols.-^Western Addition burglar's accomplice arrested.
Another black jail-bird.^—O. N. Fox shoots off his mouth in favor of
making the seventh day one of rest. If such a law was in operation, the
janitor who lit up the hall wherein he spoke would be a criminal.
Dr. Hemphill and Dr. Barrows give the British a big "send off," and,
metaphorically sit upon Arabi.—The latter must feel bad.— " Pro-
fesBor Caspar," an itinerant, nondescript performer, stabbed to death 'on
Pacific street. Deeper mystery than a bowl of cheap restaurant chicken
soup.—City and County recovers judgment on a bail bond. The sure-
ties on the bond don't like such treatment. They thought "going bail

"

was a matter of form, and not a matter of pay.——Trouble among the
Eighth Ward Republicans. All a matter of patriotism —nothing to do
with spoils. At least, that is what the contending factions say.^—Judge
Field holds that a laundry is not dangerous to public health, and that the
Laundry ordinance is void. Demagogues, on the other hand, say that
clean linen is a direct menace to pubtic health.——Father Boylan, a re-
cent importation, tells the Land League that everybody in Ireland is
" fighting" England. How on earth does England stand so much fight-
ing.——The Sons of Hermann install officers. The daughters have yet
to be heard from.—Watts, the brutal mate of the Gatherer, arriveB at
the Broadway bastile. He says that the Lord loved the crew and appointed
him an instrument to chastise them.—^Chinatown celebrates the eleventh
birthday of his Sublime Sweetness, Kong Shee, Emperor of China.—

^

City of Sydney not allowed to dock until she puts her Chinese crew on a
hulk._ Customs' authorities don't seem to be aware that an American
ship is American territory.—John McAdoo tries to shoot James Ham-
ilton, and then, when arrested, professes entire ignorance of the whole
affair. Of course, the poor fellow was crazy.—Registration opened.
Five hundred citizens promptly Becure for themselves the privilege of ex-
ercising the ballot next November. ^—Captain of the Malabar fined $100
for_ carrying two passengers too many.——Oceanic arriveB and has her
Chinese crew corraled under the Immigration Bill.

It is satisfactory to know that Butterfield, the Market-street boot
and shoe dealer, who had the courage to resist the impertinent demands
of that blackmailing organization, the League of Deliverance, is reaping
a rich reward. Other dealers, fearing to be boycotted, stopped for the
time being purchasing in cheap markets, thus glutting them. Butterfield
took advantage of this glut, and purchased large parcels of goods at his
own price, and is now enabled to undersell any house in the trade. Any
person who wants to get bargains should give him a call.

Nothing so simple and perfect for coloring as the Diamond Dyes. For
carpet rags, better and cheaper than any other dye-Btuffs.

DR. R. BEVERLY COLE
Has Returned from Europe,

And Resumed Practice at sis New Offices,

218 POST STREET, above Dupont. [July 2

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

360 JTOUBTH SXJtXBT, SAX FXAXCISOO.
[July IB.]

REMOVAL.
Dr. E. H. Pardee bas removed from 631 Clay street to 526

Montgomery, corner Clay. Hours, 10 A. M. to 3 p.m. July 29.
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CRADLE. ALTAR AND TOMB.
CRADLE.

Boe-lo thteettr. Jul* M. totbewtfsof Anion &•» I

CiU-lnUiieJly, Au^mlJ, to the wtf• of U. W. Our, *«oa.
Cosui -In ihi. ctl/. AuruM 4. k> ih« vif* of 0. Ctohn. & <Uurtit«r.
DaOaoor-lothischr, Aamst 3. to lbs »if« of llssry Ku^.Jr..i*«.
trtvm In ihuou. August I, u. th« -iff ,* Rafawt l>v««u, sson.
'JTiiimi Id thMiil). AUruM B. to tfaf wife of iWnU tlisnnalhv. * mm
Houabux— In Ihi* dtr, lo lb« wtf* of Thorns* J lli.llthsn, % ton.
Uiabl In this city, AuffuM 4. to lb* vlf* of Julius tnul, * ton.
Jossru In this riiT. Aujhm* 0. I" the w|ft of lav Jossph. ft «m.
Loso In ibis city. July 10. to the wife of U*>r» K I*»nf. » •on
Lirriar In ibis city, August 3. In the wife of William Ui»pcrt. r daughter
LrilUKi -In this city. Au*u*l 6, to the wife of Jo»eph Lutwltki, r (laughter
Lror— to thlscily. July *J. to the srlta. of C ft, Uctv, » *<n
aUftivm.ii - In thu city, Augu.t «, to the wife of Jridc* M»knii...ti. twins
McFaodm-Iq thii city, August I. to tbc «if« of Charl<« A McFtdJru, r dRtirhtcr
M*Rtu*j«o -lu thla city, August w, to the «if« of A. W. Mm^h^I. r daughter.
Mlftuttss -|q thla city. August 5, to ths wife of G. L. Mrr^nre, % *

Mariam - lo thU dty, August S. to the wife of Stephen Mftriftni, r rod.
I'H'ii-ln thlf dty. July IS, to the wife of Jneeph PltVfte, R BOH,
PsaxDUia—In this city. Juno It. to the wife of W F. rYc.idel.le, r bob.
fUisa-ln this dty, August 2, lo the wife of ¥ rUftbe. » daughter.
BoowTtlRL In this dty, August &, to the wife of M. S Rosenthal, r bod.
KicuRRne In this city, July 24 to the wife of W. U Richards, twin daughters
Rqbiksos-|q this city. August 1, to the wife f f Isaac Robinson, r boh.
Smith In this city, July 28, to the wife of Bod-ll Smith, r daughter.
SffOKBs— In this city. August 6, to the wife of F. ft Stoke*, r sou.
Ac ioaiil -In this city. July 31. to the wife of Clemens Schnabel, r daughter.
TaiasT-In this dty, August 7, to the wife of B. J. Trlont. r son.
Toai*— In this city, August 3. to the wife of Patrick Tubln, » son.
Tlioaxroa -In this dty, July 30. lo the wife of Samuel Thornton, a daughter.
Ts-atfor— In this dly, August 2, to the wife of John Trayoor, a daughtor.
WiiL—In this city, August 6, to the wife of Leopold Weil, r daughter.
Wilbbhx— In this city. July 27, to the wife of D. Wulbern. r daughter.
Wbsstir— In this citv, August I, to the wifo of John Webster, a son.
Whiddix— In this city, August 2, to the wife of J. B. Whidden, a son.

ALTAR
BocDix-Bi'RSR-By Rev. Father Lucien, Leo Boudin to Sftllie Burke.
CuAMFRKix-rUTBR—July SO, Gustavo Champreux to Mathilde E. Haver.
DRBBSBa-BlOBLOW—August 4, Charles Dresser to Mary Btgelow.
Dout-BimraCT—August 2, by Rev. Dr. Scott, Gus K. Dorn to Aunie E. Bennett.
Eoihg-Sch.vbidbr—August 2. Christian Egirjg to Ottilie Schneider.
Fwcgbr-Enolbr—August 1, Herman Fischer to Mrs. Johana Engler.
Bai'sbebn-Jacesox -August 3, H. W. Hauerken to Mary Jackson.
Hobbirt-Suha—August 2, Henry T. Hobbcrt to Hannah J. Shea.
McDonald-Parr—July 23, Simon J. McDonald to Margaret M. Parr.
Moras-Corswrul—July 17, Thomas J. Moran to A. J. Cora well.
Millbr-Gortjhn—August 3, Henry Muller to Margaret Goetjen.
Towslit-Grrkb—August 2, Richard H. Townley, U. S. N., to Lillle H. Gerke.
Wacoamax-Howb—August 3, Charles Waugaman to Mary E. Howe.
WiNBiKG-HmxRT—August 8, John A. Win berg- to LUlie L. Henry.
Wixcb-Fostbr—August 7, W. H. Welch to Belle Foster.
Wubblir-Locklb-v—August 2, H. W. Wheeler to Hattie Locklen.

TOMB.
Batlt—August 4, Mary Pauline Bayly, a native of Belgium, aged 67 years.
Ball—August 2, Charles F. Ball, a native of Massachusetts, aged 68 years.
Cabwbll—August (5, George E. Caswell, a native of Massachusetts, aged 43 years.
Cardisbll—August 9, John A. Cardinell, a native of New York, aged 62 years.
Elliott—August 4, William H. Elliott, a Dative of Virginia, aged 40 years.
Franklin—August 2, Elphe Franklin, aged 48 years.

Flannbrv— August 5, Anna Flannery, aged 28 years.
Haoin —August 5, B. C. Hagen, a native of Pennsylvania, aged 39 years.
HioaiNS—August 8, Bridget Higgins, a native of Ireland, aged 70 years.
Harrington— August 5, Benjamin W. Harrington, a native of Vt., aged 62 years.
Isaacs—August 2, Sarah Isaacs, aged 56 years and 1 month.
Jackson—August 9, Mrs. Lydia A. Jackson, a native of Philadelphia, aged 60 years.
Kb&win—August 8, Martin Kerwin, a native of Ireland, aged 30 years.
Kowalskb—August 4, Edward Kowalske, aged 49 years and 1 month.
Lax*—August A, Judge Delos Lake, a native of New York, aged 62 years.
Lonolbv—August 4, Thomas Longley, a native of Canada, aged 46 years.
Lswi»—August 3, Herbert F. Lewis, aged 24 years and 12 days.
Lanigaji—August 5, Maggie Lanigan, aged 28 years.
Millznhr—August 7, Leopold Millzner, a native of Austria, aged 60 years.
Mcrfht—August 4, Benjamin F. Murphy, aged 18 years.

Montill—August 6, Ellen Elizabeth Moutell, aged 60 years.
Mbvbr—August 7, Jonas Mejer, a native of Bavaria, aged 65 years.
O'Fallon—August 6, Sophia O'Fallon, a native of St. Louis, aged 77 years.
Pbtbrsin—August 6, Eva Petersen, a native of Germany, aged 31 years.
Rboam—August 8, Michael Regan, a native of Ireland, aged 35 years.
Sbcor—August 9, Josiah Secor, aged 81 years and 2 months.
Wilson—August 3, William K. Wilson, a native of Denmark aged 62 years.

THE ANNUAL HEALTH REPORT.
The Annual Report of the Health Officer has been presented to the

Board of Supervisors. During the fiaoal year ending June 30th, there
were 5,008 deaths, against 4,287 the year preceding—an increase of 721.

Doctor Meares calculates the annual death rate from the last census re-

turns, taking no account of any probable increase either amongst the
Mongolians or other nationalities. He puts the rate at 21.34 per thous-
and, as against 18.27 last year. The annual rate for Mongolians is 23.9
per thousand, and that for other nationalities 21.08. We think both cal-

culations somewhat excessive, and that it is quite necessary to allow for

a considerable increase of the Chinese, upwards of 35,000 having immi-
grated since the beginning of the year and' many have doubtless remained
in the city. The only epidemic which has materially augmented the
mortality was measles, which pievailed at the commencement of the year.

The deaths of children under five years of age from pneumonia were
doubled by being complicated with measles.
Among the diseases which have increased in comparison with last year

are: Apoplexy, from 62 to 77 ; alcoholism, froin 43 to 57 (the highest
number of deaths ever registered from this cause); bronchitis, from 51 to

158 ; typhoid fever, from 88 to 98 ; only five being Mongolians. Other
forms of fever have declined. Whilst 22 deaths occurred last year from
remittent fever there were only 2 this. Ague was fatal to 16 persons.

But only 2 deaths were refered to typho-malarial poisoning, and none from
typhus. It is not satisfactory to find that the deaths from pycemia have
increased from 16 to 47, affording strong evidence of the unsatisfactory

surroundings of patients undergoing surgical operations. The mortality
from pneumonia is double what it was last year, due chiefly to imperfect

ventilation and the entrance of sewer gases into the houses. There is in-

creased mortality from Bright's disease from 63 to 88. Heart disease and

mn very fat*] in San Prmnctso.. < H th* f.*tn#r wsjr* 22ft ; of
lbs U(Ut 50. 1 rni*r^.| »ith :*.t tmu-, thtr* Is a Jscrw of cholera in-
fantum, oerrhr,. spin .

•rly »ttnbutM the In

I the Mwers, and makes the »»ry Do.l«mle tUUmont that the
mortality oafhl to tw rsduosx! 2ft por osnt t v .Anita:

j
>.u im-

pantiraly required. He » . mmunl-
cali..n with J»|.»n. n _ an ,| tnat lno germ*

prubably spread if »!

Tha Military condition >>f Chinatown w«* nevsriogood as now, and
I>r. Menrws ouinot withold his surprise that '

iffer *<> litlln

from mnotic diseases, always excepting small) think
that opium an t m dUotaota&ta, Dr. Meares r*|»eftt* hia *•)-

vice as t.. th*> naowutty ->f a thorough reconitn* tfon <>f th.- sewers, and he
implore* the Snpervison to persist in oinsUntly flushing and cleaning
those east of Market street. Not the least intere-iing |>.-\rt of Dr.
Mearee' reiH.rt U that ileUiling t\if work dons by the lUalth (nsjtectoni.
No lees than 3.830 nuisances have been reported or rteited, and :*..%1

have been abated, with very few arre^U. \\y order «»f the Eflttlth < 'Hi

cers, and under their superviainn. 65.045 feet of sewer pipes have been
laid, connecting hoQSM with the public drains, or upward of 12 miles; 839
patent water closets have also been put in, at the augeestinn of the In-
spectors. Numerous vaults have been closed up Of -tfi. i.-utly re-
constructed.
From tfawe returns it in obvlooj that property owners have expended

vaat sums in domestic sanitarv improvements, and that great progrwi is

being made in the extension and improvement ol house drainage. Hut
we warn the Supervisors that the object of their labors and this expendi-
ture is liable to be frustrated by the disgraceful condition of the main
sewers. Every new domestic drain adds to the existing foulness, whilst
there is no free outlet to the Bay. Every new house drain makes its con-
tribution to the subterranean factory of sewer gas, and affords at the
same time a possible access for the sewer gases to penetrate within the
dwellings. There will be no diminution of zymotic diseases, but rather
an increase, if the domestic drainage is extended without a corresponding
improvement in the main sewers. The Supervisors have, in fact, no moral
right to enforce any connection with their gigantic underground cess-pools.
With them rests the whole responsibility for the future of the city. Unless
they take measures to reconstruct, and perhaps remodel, the entire sys-
tem, it is certain that the mortality will continue to rise.

We cannot conclude without commending the officers whose services
are detailed in this Report, and to Mr. William Hoesch, especially, for
the accuracy and care with which his tables and calculations are com-
piled.

A meeting of a new Call Board, formed from among the members
of the San Francisco Produce Exchange, was held last week for the
purpose of transacting business necessary to permanent organization.
Duane Ballard occupied the chair, and A. G-erberding acted as Secretary.
The names of those who had signed the Constitution were read. There
were 150 in all. The Constitution was read article by article, and various
amendments were made on motion of different members. It was decided
that any person who is a member of the Produce Exchange may become
a member of the new organization by signing the Constitution and pay-
ing $25 at any time before August 31st. After this time the sum of §100
will be charged all applicants for membership. The new Board is to be
known as the San Francisco Produce Exchange Call Board Association.
No person will be admitted to membership who is a member of any simi-
lar organization in the city. This law is intended especially for those
who at present belong to the Call Boards of both the Produce Exchange
and Grain Exchange. Previous to adjournment, the following officers

were elected: President, Charles B. Stone; Vice-President, A. H. Lissak;
Treasurer, H. Dutard; Directors—C. B. Stone, A. H. Lissak, H. Dutardi
C. R. Lillienthal, H. C. Bunker, Jas. Moon and A. Gerberding. Com-
mittee on Arbitration—A. B. Field, E. Ransom and P. A Campbell.
Committee on Appeals—R. P. Tenney, F. Dalton, H. A. Mayhew, Thos.
Newell and J. McLaughlin. Secretary, W. H. Walker.

It will be recollected that some three or four months ago a young
woman, who was in the habit of accompanying the psalm-singing brigade,
professed to fall in love with Gottung, the brute who butchered his wife,
and, immediately after that sweet-scented blackguard was sentenced to
ten years' confinement in the penitentiary, she married him. Gottung
at that time announced that in his second marriage he had espoused an
"angel." Well, this "angel" has just given birth to a twelve-pound
boy baby, of which Gottung is not and could not be the father. Got-
tung, we understand, threatens to carve the "angel" when he gets out,

but as he has over nine years and a half to cool off in, he will probably
change his mind.

" The Ralston Pharmacy," which has just been opened on the north-
west corner of Post and Powell streets, is stocked with a large assortment
of pure drugs and chemicals. The entire stock, having juBt been pur-
chased, is necessarily fresh, and each article in it can be relied upon to
produce the exact result the prescribing physician intends. Mr. Ralston,
the proprietor, is an accomplished, reliable pharmaceutist, and, with a
fresh stock of pure drugs at his command, he proposes to make his estab-
lishment the most reliable for the compounding of doctors' prescriptions
in the city.

This la the time that every gentleman should go to Messrs. J. M.
Litchfield & Co., merchant tailors, 415 Montgomery street, and get him-
self rigged out in a stylish manner. Here is the Mechanics' Fair almost
on hand, an Authors' Carnival looming up in the distance, a visit from
the Princess Louise and Mrs. Langtry in the immediate vicinity, a State
election and various other entertainments approaching. In order to en-
joy all these entertainments, gentlemen must wear clothes to look well,

fit well and wear well.

ROBERT WALKINSHAW,
REAL ESTATE A9ENT 407 Montgomery Street.

Farmlaf, Sflnlng and City Property.
[July 29.]
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REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.

Recorded in the City and County of San Francisco. California, for

the Week ending Aueust 5, 1882.

(JomiAUd from the Records ofthe Commercial Agency, 401 CaHfornialSt.,S.F.

Tuesday. August 1st.

SBANTOB AND OEANTBE. DESCRIPTION. PBICE

City and Co S F to M L DeTarente Portion Potrero Nnevo blocks 100, 127
$ ....

Por P N blocks 162, 163, 173, 200
'• 70,71,72, 101, 209,210,

231, 232, 234, 242, 244, 271, 136

N Duncan. 80 w Sanchez, w 80x114, be-

ing in Harpers Addition 127, Bnbject
522

Jno McCann to Kkhd McCann .... Nw Union and Baker, n 137:6x82:11, be-
5

EH HochBtadter to S W Glazier. .

.

S W Glazier to Matilda L Castle.

.

Wm O'Brien to Jas LO'Brien....

S CVFarrell, 137:6 w Leavenworth, w
137:6x137:6, being in 60-vara 1237 5

5

S Broadway, 112:6 w Fillmore, w 25 x
137:6, being in Western Addition 348.

.

1,000

1

1

E Devlsadero, 82:6 u Pine, n 55x100, be-

ing in Western Addition 460

N California, 296:3 e Lyon, e 25x127:8.

E Polk, SO 6 Pine, s 30x62:6, being inC C Hornnng to Winnefred Joyce.

2,500
1,250

10,250

Warring Wilkinson to J Hemphill N Oak, 110 e Octavia, e 27:6x120, being
2,900

H L Kanfman to Geo Pnrienky . .

.

Sw Chesley, 225 nw Bryant, nw 50x80,
470

S Ellis, 220 w Leavenworth, w 27:6 x
4.850

Francis A Webb to Aug Hoelscher.

Henry RiUao. to Timothy Barker .

.

E Mensiui to A L Baclgalupi et al.

S Sacramento, 156:6 w Stockton, w 41 x
50, being in 50-vara 126: sub to mortg.

N Telegraph place, 154:8 e Dupont, e

S Clay, 68:8 w Waverly place, w 25x68:9

7,500

1,350

5,500

S Clay, 93:9 w Waverly place, w 30:8x
6,060

5
6,000

1 5

Wednesday, August 2d.

E W Burr to Jno Devlin.

P B Wilde to H J Erwin..

T L Commre to Richd Barry

Same to Thus Donning

Louisa Clint to Cbas F Arnand

Palmer B Hewitt to A D Tinoco. .

.

Geo H Buckingham to Jane Heller

L Gottig to Emily Crabb

Terrence Sullivan to B Gibbons ..

Horace W Bowman to P Kalaber.

N Filbert, 192:6 w Lagnna, w 27:6x137:6
being in WeBtern Addition 246

Sw 5th av, 291:3 Be K et, se 8:3, sw 23:9,

n 25:2 to com
;
portion bit 9, S S F

Survey
Nw Clary, 205 ne 6th, ne 22:6x80, being

in 100-vara216
Se Clary, 250 ne 6th, ne 25x75, being in

100-vara216
N Pacific, 105 e Taylor, e 25x62:6, beinjr

in 50-vara 659
N Jackson, 165:6 w Stockton, n 62:6, e

28, n 57:6, e 36:6. e 120. w 64:6 to com.
S Bneh, 229:6 w Powell, w 22:6x137:6,
being in 50-vara 357

N Clinton, 242 w Guerrero, w 25x75, be-
ing in Mission Block 25...

E Florida, 300 s Solano, s 25x100, being
in Potrero Nuevo 29

Se Natoma, 175 ne 11th, ne 25x75, being
in Mission Block 6.

Lonis Mengea to Jacob Heft JE Dupont, 79 n Washington, n 21x30,
being in 50-vara 50

L Gottig to C F Buckley S O'Farrell, 137:6 w Larkln, w 25x120,

\ being in Western Addition 9...

$1,000

1

7

10

8,000

5

875

750

1,800

4,000

5

Thursday, August 3d

W~JGunn to Angus McKillop

A Alere to L Gottig

Herman Bendel to O W Richards.

E A Nickels to Madeline Nickels.

.

A J Donnell to G A Waltenspiel .

.

Meyer Lewis to Elida F Hobson .

.

L B Joseph to Henry S Austin. . .

.

Henry Efckhoff to Same

Edw Convey to Pierre Klein . .

.

fi J Baldwin to Alex McAbee.

.

AMacAbeetoE J Baldwin
Andre Chavanne to J L Cbavanne.

Jane E Benckert to J R Brandon

.

Laurel Hilt Cem Asn to E Wallace
Amos Burr to Angus McLeod.

.

W 8th ave, 150 n Pt Lobos, n 50x120, be-
ing In Outside Land 189

E Montgomery, 137:6 n Washington, u
33:10x127, being in B and W 108

Sw 10th, 25 nw Harrison, nw 25x84, be-
ing in Mission Block 8W 15th ave, 293:11 s Ptiobos, 8 70:3, w
63:8, nw 71:1, e 73:10 to com, being in
Outside Land 269

S 27th, 49:5 e Sanchez, e 80:3. e 23:9, n
80:3, w 25:7 to com, being in MiSBion
Block 74

8 Sacramento, 270:9 w Octaviu, w 36:6x
132:6, being in Western Addition 196.

Western Addition block 184
Se Bay and Laeona, e 137:^x137:6, being

in Western Addition 184
N Union, 92:6 e Hyde, e 22:6x67:6, being

in 50-vara 1295
Ne Oak and Fillmore, n 200, e to a pt.sw

to Oak, w 255:6 to com
Same
S Minna, 125 e4th, e 75x70, being in 100
vara 18

Undivided X nw Fell and Laguna, w
26:6x120, being in Western Addtion

Wm Dorgan to E H Miller, Jr ....

Albert Drncker to Lewis Werner.

,

T A C Dorland to C L Gmebele.

.

$ 560

5

1,000

Gift

3,650

5,000

141

6

3,000

6,000

Lot2420
S Oak, 83 e Gough, e 27:6x120, being in
Western Addition 4

S California, 135 w Webster, w 54x87:6,
being in Western Addition 313

Com 25 nw Bryant and 75 sw 9tb, nw 25
x sw 25, being in Mission Block 44

;

w cor 9th and Bryant, nw 25x100, be-
ing in MiBsion Block 44.... 2550
Dehon, 135 n 17th, n 25x80, being in

I
Mission Block 95 1 4^5

1
500

Friday, August 4th.

GRANTOF. AND GRANTEE. DESCRIPTION. PRICE

Hlb S and L Soc to Marg Latson..

Same to Mary Mocker

Same to Same

E Conway to Mary E Beale

Henry Butenop to Louis Dotertre.

Eleanor M Brown to J M Pollard.

.

Jeremiah Riordan to Ptk Riordan

,

J G Gray to G S Spenser
Mary A Hilberer to Same
Hannah Lane to E Naughton .

Theo Wagner to Ben Burton

W Scott, 100 n Sntter, n 50x137:6, being
in WeBtern Addition 458

Com 162:6 e Gongh, and 120 8 Tyler, e
28 xb 17:6 ,

S Tyler, 162:6 e Gough, e 28x120, being
in Western Addition 136

S Vallejo, 97:6 e Battery, e 20x45:10, be-
ing in 50-vara 328

N 6th ave, 50 e K at, e 25x100; portion
lot 237. Central Park Homestead

EBartlett, 240 n 23d, n 120x125
N Broadway, 68:6 e Leavenworth, e 23x

60, being in 50-vara 887
W Eureka, 145 n 16th, n 75x125 ,

Same
Nw Natoma, 75 sw 8th, sw 25x75, being

in 100-vara 287
W Hyde, 60 n Filbert, n 77:6x187:6, be-
ing in 50-vara 789

$2,200

1

4,200

1

1

6,000

2,400
. 5
675

1,450

8,000

Saturday, August 5th.

Jno H Dall to Saml P Smiley ....

Wm Sullivan to Michl Mullan . .

.

Mary Petch to Jno G Harding . .

.

Theo E Smitb to Rachel Reynolds.

J H HennesBy to F Bornemann . .

.

Henry Hlnkle to Elizth L May ....

Elizth L May to Lydia W Landers.

Same to Emily C Stanly

Olty and Co S F to M L De Tarente
Desea Pico to B Hennines
Hib S and L Co to G G Burnett. .

.

A P Dubois to Ann Megan .

.

Edw Kruso to Geo Edwards. .

.

City and Co to Adolph Unger .

J Nightingale to Rosalie Mahon .

C B Mahon to Jno Cox
Laura Buck to Alex Boyd

Elizth J McCullough to J Mcehan.

P F Ferguson to Geo Ferguson . .

.

IN Broadway, 60 e Stockton, e 23x180,
being in 50-vara 91

|Nw Natoma, 225 ne 6th, ne 25x80, being
I in 100-vara 220 '.

N California, 29 e Selina place, e 29x
57:8, being in 50-vara 131

S Washington, 137:6 e Polk, e 25x127:8,
being in Western Addition 18

E Treat ave. 125 s 24th, s 25x112:6, being
in Mission Block 173

E Webste2, 82:6 n Pine, n 30x81:3; and
e Webster, 112:6 n Pine, n 25x106:3 ;

n Pine, 81:3 e WebBter, e 25x112:6....
N Pine, 81:3 e Webster, e 25x112:6, be-
ine in Western Addition 272

E Webster, 112:6 n Pine, n 25x106:3, be-
ing in Western Addition 272

Portion of Potrero Naevo blocks 161,210
Undivided lot 30x137:6 in Pettit Claim..
Sw Larkin and O'Farrell, s 50x85, being

in Western Addition 9
E Washington ave, 270 s Precita place,

b 80x110
;
por Precita Valley lots 152

and 153 -..

N Bush, 82:6 w Pierce, w 55x100, being
in Western Addition 422

Undivided 3-32 se R st and 42d av, e J

s 61:8, w 240:6, n 53:4 to com, being in
Outside Land 1081 ."

Sw R st and 41st ave, w 240, a 280:9, se
240:6, n 296 to com, being in Outside
Land 1081

$8,000

800

50

4,000

1,150

17,750

5

5

'900

13,000

1,200

Same
W Folsom, 65 s 22d, s 90x122:6, being in
Mission Block 138, subj to mortgage..

Lots 7, 8, 9 and 11, Hills Map of Precita
Valley lots

Com 120:6 e Sanchez, and 228 s 22d, e
3:6, n 100, e 25^ n 28, w 41:8, s 28, e 12,
s 100 to com 475

GEO. 8TRJEET, Agent News Letter, 30 Cornhill, JE. C, London.

JOYCE'S SPORTING AMMUNITION.
[ESTABLISHED 1820.]

The attention or Sportsmen is invited to the following
Ammunition, of the best quality, now in general use throughout England,

India and the Colonies : Joyce's Treble Waterproof and F 3 Quality Percussion
Caps ; Chemically-prepared Cloth and Felt Gun Wadding ; Joyce's Gas-Tight Car-
tridges, for Pin-fire and Central-fire Breech-loading Guns ; Wire Cartridges, for killing

game at long distances, and every description of Sporting Ammunition. Sold by
all gun-makers and dealers in gunpowder.

FREDERICK JOYCE & CO. , Patentees and Manufacturers,
Oct. 29. 57 Upper Thames street, London.

LIEBIQ COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
Inestand Cheapest Meat-flavoring Stock Tor Soups, Made
Dishes and Sauces. -

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT,
An Invaluable and Palatable Tonic in all Cases of Weak

Digestion and Debility. " Is a success and boon for which Nations should feel

grateful. See " Medical Press," "Lancet," " British Medical Journal," etc.

F

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
/ Caution—Genuine only with fac-simile of Baron Uebl£'B
\_j Signature, in blue ink, across Label.
This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substitutes being in

the market.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
To be had of all Store-keepers, ttrocers and Chemists. Sole

Agents for the United States (wholesale only), C. David & Co., 9, Fencburch
Avenue, London, England. Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, San
Francisco. June 10.

he Summer Sun and Dust. Ladies and all exposed to the scorching
rays of the sun and heated particles of dust, will find that the most
cooling and refreshing preparation for the face,, hands and arms, is

owlands' Kalydor, which eradicates all prickly Heat, Sunburn, Tan,
Freckles, Stings of Insects, etc., and produces a beautiful and delicate
complexion.

owlands' Macassar Oil prevents the hair falling off or becoming dry
during the hot weather, and eradicates scurf and dandruff.

Rowlands' Odonto is the purest and most fragrant Tooth Powder ever used,
and contains no acid or mineral ingredients, which are so detrimental
to the teeth and gums. Its purity especially adapts it for the teeth of
young children. Ask any dealer in perfumery for Rowlands' articles,
of 20, Hatton Garden, London.

T
R
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NOTABILIA.

THE PEDDLERS BONO
L*«* M *WU M .lri*»a «Oow ;

Cifwwm Umek m *'tr * »•

Olvtaa m »trct u Urrn rtt ran ; Pts» aid pnktnc aUcfca of mm!.'
MMks for Cm* and for MM* ; « htl ma& laA frv-o, bamd to b~i

Oosm bvv of im, com;mm* tmy.eom boy.

Q»M ssnlnj »r«i mm am,
For m> lada to c*** Utair damn;

BacU-bf»**Wt, ncekhr*. amber

;

' k ladjr'a chamber

;

Buy, lada, or ala* roar laaaaa cry
WIU.Iilli»m SnAaanuaa

Bbe wu decked in flaunting j.-welry, and a* abe ant oocupriutr » double
room In the car, aba looked tbe iwrfect picture ol mlf wifflrlnmij. •elfuh-
oea* and cheek. A Unff4ooklng n nlbcMQ, H idenily fntin the mml dis-

trict*, halted abrenat ol her teat, but abe did n<»t dei^n U> Mft He gave
her a eearchinff glance, looked at the ring*, and then remarked %•> the
neareat gentleman, " They wear 'em in the itnoot out in Older! " Now, if

that bfaff-loakhu gentleman will send &."i0 and bin portrait to the
News Letter Medallion Oompavt, he will receive in return 100 photo
graph medallion*, already gumtned and perfurate* 1. and just the aiie of
a poatage-ftamp.

She sweetly whispered in bis lug:
** I wish I were a lightning bug."
" Why, I'm astonished yon would be
An ugly insect," answered he.

And aaked, " Why is't von desire
To be a flitting spark of fire ?"

With downcast look the maiden said,

(The while her cheek flushed rosy red):

So that when I'd fly beneath tbe trees

You'd start, then gasp and gently squeeze !

"

Sunday-school Class: " Why did God make you, Sammy?" " Fur
to come to Sunday -school." " No, that's not quite it. Next*" " For to
be kind to yer parents.'' "That's a portion of it ; but there is still more."
" I know?" exclaimed little Johnny, snapping bis fingers to attract the
attention of the teacher. " Well, what is it, Johnny?" " Why, fur to

go to J. R. Kelly & Co., Market street, below Beale, and buy the Im-
perishable Paint, which comes already mixed, covers three times the
space that ordinary paint does, and is impervious to sun or rain.

The man who has a thousand friends

Has not a friend to spare

;

But be who has one enemy
Will meet him everywhere. —Emerson.

The man with half-a-dozen boils

Has just six boils too much ;

And if he slips upon the stairs

He's apt to raise high Dutch. —Enrique.

A young San Francisco doctor, who has just graduated, was asked
the following question by an old practitioner: " Suppose you were called

to Bee a wealthy patient, and there was nothing the matter with him

—

what would you do ?' " I would suggest that he set up the wine to cele-

brate his narrow escape from having me treat him professionally." Then
the old doctor winked violently, and his wife remarked that every man
who wants to have his meals well-cooked should buy an Arlington Range
from De La IVInntanya's, Jackson street, below Battery.

It was a youth with modest purse
Said soft unto a maid:

" Which would you rather tackle next,

Ice-cream or lemonade?"
Across the maiden's rosy cheek

Fast flits a winning smile

;

M
I'll order Borne of both," Bhe Baid.

Heaven help the young man's pile.

"O, Harold!" said she, as she clung closer to his arm, "how very

quiet and restful the sea seems to be this evening." "Just as I would
like a wife to be," was the response. " And would you, as a husband, be
the quiet, reBtful complement of such a wife ?" He thought he could, and
the launch into the sea of matrimonial difficulties was thus quietly made,
notwithstanding the fact that P. J. Cassin & Co., corner of Washington
and Battery streets, continue to sell pure and unadulterated liquors, and
to supply families in retail quantities at wholesale rates.

Tbe flowers in tbe dell

Are now upon the bud

;

The clerk of the hotel

His mammoth diamond stud
That cost a single dollar,

Has donned beneath his collar. —Puck.

"Yes, miss," said the old farmer, as be jabbed the snath of his

scythe into the ground and went under the apple tree to interview the jug.

"To those what ain't UBed to it, miss, I suppose 'tis delightful. The hay
does smell sort o* fragrant, but take a sniff from that jug if you want to

get the real perfumery," and their bare-footed boy remarked that Messrs.

Bradley & Rulofson, corner of Montgomery and Sacramento streets, take
the most accurate photographs and finish them magnificently.

The small boy climbs the apple tree,

And, with delighted mien,
Down to his mates below doth he

Let fall the apples green.

They grip the fruit with noisy glee,

Just wrested from the stem ;

But soon with grim tenacity

The apple green grips them.—SomerviUe Journal.

Mrs, Swlsshelm Bays if she was managing this world she'd give no
man a dollar until he earned it. This would be pretty hard on our na-

tional law-makers, and they will probably vote an appropriation of $1,-

500,000 to devise a scheme to prevent Mrs. S. from assuming the manage-
ment of this world. In the meantime, ladies and gentlemen who desire

to enjoy delicious ice-creams, confections, pies, etc., go to the Original

Swain's Bakery, 213 Sutter street.

., . PS°^ X°? thtak
,

X W"aU **** • *

"

! -&*• **• I*****"*? r aaked
little Mia. Pinknea. of a ff*oU*aw> r.-n>p»hlw. at Mr*. IttafffrW'i mil-
atoaia th* ..tin

i ,i,kr.aa», I rvaliy think y.m would
bo vsry jr-M an a mii* V. I

" \\ Mob remark c*o**d Mm V. to relai into
allaoce and aaaume all the Solst* ol a food In. circua poalar ; and Mr.
Pambody waa afforded an oppOftaaJty ftp ull her mother that Noble Bra.,
6« ( lay street, an lb* heat hon*. and ai*n painter, in the city, and their
wi»rk prove* it

A. jaunty little hat,
A i.nt.bv little Ue.

A cane swung grandly within hi. hand,

(

As he goea walking by.
It ta the college student.

Come home for aome tv|*ira.
While vuhrar folk give throat, and joke.

And aay be "put* on aim."
— Wiltianuport Ihrtnitfast Tabte.

"laoveiyl** exclaimed Smith, of a poetical temperament, to his friend
Brown. " Knchanting!" responded Brown. "They must have meant
me, tbe bold, bad things," wrote Mis* Becker in a anbaequent letter to a
friend. "I was the only female on the pier. Boefa good looking fellows,
too, dear! " But, after all, they were only admiring one of those stylish,
well-made hats that are sold by White, the celobrated hatter, 614 Com-
mercial street.

The " sweet bye and bye " Now the " Saccharine Subsequent'* "

It waa called, in repeating The expression that's rife,

The simple old words With the slangy addenda,
In chapel or meeting. " Just bet your sweet life."

Bob Burdette Bays that Mrs. Langtry can't pass herself off for a Jer-
sey lily when she comes over here unless Bhe smells of apple jack, and as
Mrs. Langtry drinks nothing but Napa Soda she can't very well smell of
apple jack.

A woman's smile is a mile on the road
To happiness moat divine

;

But the " smiles " of men lead to that abode
Where the slimy snakes entwine. —Oil City Blizzard.

" Do not grasp at the shadow and lose the substance." Kidney-
Wort is able to convert you from a shadow of your former self into the
substance of established health. Said a sufferer from kidney trouble
when asked to try Kidney-Wort for a remedy: " I'll try it, but it will be
my last dose." It cured him, and now he recommends it to all. If you
have disordered kindneys don't fail to try it.

J. F. Cutter's Old Bourbon.—This celebrated whhdcy is for sale by
all firBt-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

Best pictures taken at the Imperial Gallery, 724$ Market street.

ENGLISH COKE.
Best Old Company's Sugar Loaf

Lump Lehigh Coal.

Anthracite Egg Coal.

Cumberland Coal,

Pig Iron and all

Steam and House Goals.
For Sale in Lota to Suit, at tS~ LOWEST MAEKET RATES.

BLACK DIAMOND COALM'G CO.,
Corner Spear and Folsom Streets.

P. N. Neural. W. S. Somervell.

PACIFIC ASPHALTUM COMPANY.
Established 1865.

Proprietors of tbe Celebrated Corral de Piodra Asphaltum Mine.
(San Louis Obispo County).

Healers in Crude and Refined
ASPHALTUM, FELT AND ROOFING MATERIAL.
Prepared Asphaltum for Country Orders always on hand. Contractors for Side-

walks, Roofs, Floors and General Asphaltum Work. All Work Guaranteed.

Oofficeand Depot,420 Jackson. \
Branch Office, 422Montgomery,8. JP.

THOMAS PRICE'S
ASSAY OFFICE AND CHEMICAL LABORATORY,

624 Sacramento Street San Francisco.

Deposits of Bullion received, melted into bars,and returns
made in from twenty-four to forty-eight hours.

Bullion can be forwarded to this office from any part of the interior by express,
and returns made in the same manner,

Careful Analysis made of Ores, Metal, Soils, Waters, Industrial Products, etc.

Mines examined and reported upon. Consultations on Chemical and Metallurgical
questions. March 30.

LEE CRAIG,

SEARCHER OF RECORDS,
Notary Public and Commissioner of Deeds.

316 Montgomery Street Bet. California and Fine.

Commissioner for New York, Arizona, Nevada, Pennsylvania, Utah, Oregon, Idaho
Washington Territory, Ohio, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Illinois, New Jersey,
and other States and Territories. DEPOSITIONS A SPECIALTY. Acknowledg-
ments taken and oaths administered at any hour of the day or night.
May IS. LEE D. CRAIG.

NOTICE.
or the very best photographs go to Bradley A Bulofson's,
iu an Elevator, 429 Montgomery street. Oct. 29.F
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The general jobbing wholesale trade of the city seems to be f illy up

to the average of past seasons. Our Dry Goods Merchants, Grocers,

Hardware Dealers, all speak very encouragingly of traffic in general, and,

while our Merchants speak hopefully concerning the outlook, our

Mechanics are even more outspoken, having really more business orders

on hand than they can fill with their usual promptness. There is a large

amount of Building going on in the Western Addition, as wen as in the

northern section of our city. In fact, all along the Pacific hights, and

wherever the cable roads are running, or being built, there the greatest

amount of improvements are going on. Mechanics, and artisans general-

ly are said to be very scarce, thus delaying much contemplated work and

improvements. High wages are paid to all skilled workmen, and there is

no reason why any able-bodied man or woman should be idle. Our Fruit

Canners in the city, and Hop Growers in the country, all want workers,

and all through the farming districts of the State harvest hands have

been and are difficult to procure, thus giving Chinamen a better show for

v ork than would have been possible under other circumstances.

The Pall trade is now beginning to show itself, and is one of the first

fruits of a good harvest. The output of our Wheat fields is panning out

far better than many of the farmers had dared to hope for before putting

in the sickle, and while our grain crops are up to the full average our Hop
crop iB panning out splendidly, and growers are getting high prices there-

fore. The Fruit crop is larger and better than ever, giving Canners and

others a splendid show. The Wool clip is large, and for which fair prices

The Pacifio Mail steamship City of Sydney arrived here on the

morning of the 8th hist., 26 days from Sydney and 7i days from Hono-

lulu, bringing her full complement of passengers, Government mails, and

for cargo : Tin, 1,017 ingots from Sydney, and from Honolulu: Sugar,

3,790 pkgs; Rice, 2,416 bags ; Banannas, 796 bunches.

The ship Brambletye, 46 days from Hongkong to Macondray & Co.,

brought for cargo : Kice, 13,066 mats ; Matting, 1,925 rolls ; Hemp, 1,500

baleB ; Oil, 650 pkgs ; Chow-chow, 2,500 pkgs.

The Wildwood, from Yokohama to C. L. Taylor & Co., had for

cargo : Teas, 3,789 pkgs ; also, in transit for Eastern cities, to go forward

by Kail, Teas, 14,243 pkgs, and 373 pkgs curios.

Exports continue upon a liberal scale, including a large proportion of

Wheat and Flour, as usual. The ship Houghton Tower, for Liverpool,

carries 23,728 bbls. Flour from the Starr Mills, Vallejo ; value, 8123,840.

The ship Wm. H. Lincoln, for Liverpool, carries 5,000 cs. Salmon, be-

sides, Wheat, etc.

The steamship Mexico, for Mexican ports, carried Coffee, 105,569

lbs.; Bread, 11,761 lbs.; Sugar, 10,869 lbs., and other merchandise of the

value of $104,500.

The British steamer Sardoux, for Victoria, B. C, carried Coffee,

11,659 lbs.; Bread, 6,635 lbs.; Kerosene Oil, 1,720 cs., and other merchan-

dise ; value, $42,500.

The Pacific Mail steamship Colirna, via Isthmus, carried en route

to New York, Barley, 2,500 ctls.; Brandy, 3,506 galls. ; Wine, 47,600 galls.;

Pig Lead, 219,281 lbs.; Copper, Cement and Bullion, 247,000 lbs., etc.;

value, $122,285; also, to Central American ports, Flour, 3,497 bbls.;

Bread, 2,137 lbs.; Eice, 17,500 lbs. ; Tallow, 57,000 lbs. ; Wheat, 2,482 ctls.,

etc.; value, $38,820. She also carried merchandise to Mexican ports, to

Panama, South America, etc.

Bags and Bagging.—The market for Calcutta Grain Sacks has un-

expectedly declined from 9£c. to 9Jc, all other kinds in proportion.

.

Coffee.—The Spot stock is very large and the demand light at very

low prices. The bark Modoc, from Acajutla, has arrived with 7,295 bags.

Sugar.—The market is well stocked with both Eaws and Eefiued, and
prices as heretofore.

Rice.—The stock of all kinds is large, and prices low for all descrip-

tions. Hawaiian has been sold at 4fc. cash, now held at 5^c. ; China, 4|
@5£c; Rangoon, 4|@4§c.

"Wheat.—The market is strong for both Spot and Futures at $1 70®
$1 75 per cental, for Good to Choice grades.

Barley.—There is no demand for Brewing or Chevalier at present.

Feed arrives freely and commands $1 20@S1 25 per cental.

Gom.—The demand is light, at $1 55@$1 60 for Yellow. White, SI 70
@$1 75 per cental.

Bran has been the favorite article on Call, resulting in a corner.

Prices run up from $15 to $25 per ton, but now down.

Oats.—We quote Extra Choice Oldat $1 75@$1 80; JSTew, $1 65@$1 70
per cental.

Wool.—The market is fiat, with few sales to record. Price rules from
17@27c, according to grade and condition.

Tallow.—The demand is active both for local and export. Price of

former, 7@8c; latter, ll@lljc.

Butter and Cheese.—Supplies are liberal for all grades, except choice

Eoll Butter, which is scarce at 32i@35c. ; fair to good, 25@30c. Cheese
is plentiful at 12i@15c. ; Eastern Creamery, 18@20c.

Fruits and Vegetables.—The market is surfeited with Blue Plums,
and they are hard to sell, almost worthless, and have to be dumped.
Peaches, Melons, Apples, Pears, Green Gage Plums, etc., are all plentiful

and cheap.

Freights and Tonnage.—The disengaged in port, 42 vessels, 52,272
tons register. On the berth, 24 vessels ; tons, 32,740 register. Tonnage
en route, 300,000 tonB ; same time in 1881, 367,000 tons ; same time in
1880, 175,000 tons. Engagements for the week include the following-
The ship A. D. Snow, 2,075 tons, for Liverpool, Wheat, £2 lis. 3d.; bark
Glamis, 1,206 tons, Cork, U. K, £2 17s. 6d.; British ship City of Ma-
drid, 1,244 tons, Wheat, Cork, IT. K., £2 17s. 6d. ; British bark James
Bolt, 721 tons, Wheat to Cork, TJ. K, or continent, £2 19s. 6d.; ship
A. M. Simpson, 1,525 tons, Wheat to Liverpool, £2 12s. 6d.; British
ship Princess, 1,544 tons, Wheat, Cork. IT. K., £2 17b. 6d.; British Bhip
City of Athens, 1,199 tons, Wheat, to Cork, U. K., £2 17b. 6d.; British
ship Nereus, 1,341 tons, Wheat, Cork, IT. K, £2 17s. 6d.

MININC.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
CHOLLAE MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 9
Amount per Share 25 Cents
Levied July 17th
Delinquent in Office August 2-2d

Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock Sept. 12th
W. E. DEAN, Secretary.

Office—Room 79, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal-

fornia July 22.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
SYNDICATE MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 4
Amount per Share. 15 Cents
Leyied July 19th
Delinquent in Office August 24th
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock September 13th

J. STADTFELD, JR., Secretary.
Office—Room 28, No. 419 California street, San Francisco, Cal. [July 29.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
BODIE TUNNEL AND MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 6
Amount per Share 10 Cents
Levied August 5th
Delinquent in Office '. Sept. 11th
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock Oct. 2d

CHAS. C. HARVEY, Secretary.
Office—Room 1, No. 309 California street, San Francisco, Cal. Aug. 12.

ANNUAL MEETING.
The Regular Animal Meeting' of the Stockholders of the

Martin White Mining Company will be held at the office of the Company, .

Room 69, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery Btreet, San Francisco, California, on
THURSDAY, the seventeenth day of August, 1882, at the hour of 2 o'clock p.m., for

the purpose of electing a Board of Directors to serve for the ensuing year, and the
transaction of such other business as may come before the meeting. Transfer books
will close on Monday, August 14th, at 3 o'clock P.M.

J. J. SCOVILLE, Secretary.
Office—Room 59, Nevada Block, San Francisco, California. Aug. 5.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Bnlwer Cousolidated Mining: Company, San

Francisco, July 25, 1882.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the
above-named Company, held this day, Dividend No. 9, of Ten Cents (10c.) per share,
was declared, payable on SATURDAY, August 12th, 1882. Transfer Books closed
on Wednesday, August 2d, 1882, at 3 o'clock p.m. This dividend iB payable at the
Farmers' Loan and Trust Company, in New York, on all Btock issued there, and at
the office in this city ou all stock issued here. WM. WILLIS, Secretary.

Office—Room No. 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,
California.

.

July 29.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Bodie Cod. Mining- Co., Room 62, Nevada

Block, San Francisco, July 27tn, 1882.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors
of the above-named Company, held this day, a dividend (No, 9) of twenty-five (25c.

J

cents per share was declared on the capital stock of the Company, payable TUES-
DAY, August fifteenth (15th), 18S2, at the office of Messrs. Laidlaw & Co. , New York,
only on stock issued from the Transfer Agency in that city and at the San Francisco
office only on stock issued here. Transfer Books will close on Wednesday, August
9th, 1832, at 3 o'clock p. m. (July 29.) W. H. LENT, Secretary.

ANNUAL MEETING.
Office of the Riadon Iron and Locomotive Works.—-The an-

nual meeting of the stockholders of the Risdon Iron and Locomotive Works
will be held on MONDAY, August 7th, 1882, at 11 a.m., at the office of the Com-
pany, southeast corner of Beale and Howard streets, San Francisco, for the election
of Trustees for the ensuing year, and the transaction of ouch other business as may
come before the meeting. [July 29.] L. R. MEAD, Secretary.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Silver King- Mining- Company, San Francisco,

August 2, 1882.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the above
named Company, held this day, a Dividend (No. 32) of Twenty-five Cents (25c.) per
share was declared, payable on TUESDAY, AuguBt 15, 1882, at the office of the
Company, Room 19, 328 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal. Transfer Books
will close August 9, 1882, at 3 P. M.
August 5. JOSEPH NASH , Secretary.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.

The California Savings and Loau Society, northwest cor-
ner Powell and Eddy streets. The Board of Directors have declared a divi-

dend to Depositors at the rate of four and thirty-two one-hundredths (4 32-100) per
cent, per annum ou Term Deposits, and three and sixty one-hundredths (3 60-100)

per cent per annum on Ordinary Deposits, free from Federal Tax, for the half-year

endine June 30, 1882, payable on and after July 10, 1882.

July 8. VERNON CAMPBELL, Secretary.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Standard Consolidated Mining: Company,

San Francisco, Aug. 2, 1882.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the

above-named Company, held this day, Dividend No. 44, of Seventy-five CentB (76c.)

per share, was declared, payable on SATURDAY, August 12, 1882, at the office in

this city, or at the Farmers' Loan and Trust Company in New York.
WM. WILLIS, Secretary.

Office—Room 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia^ August 5.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Northern Belle Mill and Miniug- Company,

San Francisco, Cal., August 10, 1882. At a meeting of the Board of Directors

of the above-named Company held this day, a Dividend (No.63) of Fifty Cents (50c.)

per share was declared, payable on TUESDAY, August 15, 1882. Transfer books

close on Friday, August 11, 1882, at 3 o'clock p.m. WM. WILLIS, Secretary.

Office—Room No. 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California. Aug. 12.

MILLARD F. BRADLEY,
Searcher of Records, Room S7, 118 rost St., San Francisco.

Office Hours: 5 to 9 P.M. Jan. 28.

#7O A WEEK. $12 a day at home easily made.Costly Outfit Free.
tip I ^ AddreBBTEUE & Co., Augusta. Maine.
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PLEASURES
and Vfmt wfll Imp many of Ok ittn and combination! oat
dttea. The "iw nirnt town" promiw mil thi. w Aim.*. »,!!
hat* tw.nm».. (wool* >> b*r t-nto|.aiijr.— Milton S
of lb. •wifUat on the North ^hrrw.h'irT, and hi« ft-
Hall," i» famwl foe ita boapitaljty and crnJ ,h»»i-.—Charlie Par.1
oaad no m »aa» paint next *-.v* >n, H- cpaiids ao mu I

h« baa alrra-ly attained the r.vi! \'

ia a martyr to aaa akkseaa.—Kal* ( Uil o i« at a watering place near
Boat, u, hum- arilh maternal oarre.—tiilbert and Sullivan -

Hon ia to be oallatl TKt /Vi««ai Peart. The plot i« tak.n fl

of tba " Bab BaUada." It baa a union of an attorney and a fair)-, and
this with a Lord

1

Chancellor hero, wbo commit, himself for wA
court for marryini! hia own ward in chancery, i» eaev Cilbcrtijm. Th-
aoore, it u aaverted, will prove to be Dr. Sullivan'* liest and moat popular
wnrk.^—Motto for speculative manager.: "All things are not what
they Sinn.'— liosina Vokea will positively rejoin the VOlm tp.upe next
aeaaon, and aaaum* her original rolee. She used to be its life an I—The people of the United State* paid over one hundred million
dollars for amusement* last season. Balfe left among his unp.il>
lished MSS. two pieces of sacred music, which have recently been !

to light. They were written in 1846, for the Princess Adelaide, tbi

of Lnuis Philippe, and they are full of beauty and dignity of ohinoter,
Tbey have been arranged and adapted to English wards, taken h
psalms, bj Mr. \V. A. Barrett, and will be given for the first time in
England at Westminster, on the day the Balfe tablet is unveiled*—
Sims Reeves is laid up with hay fever.—Mario has recovered. He has
a passion for carpentering. It is his chief delight to saw up valuable fur-
niture that has been presented to him, and make irazy brackets or ngxy
shelves out of it. The last sensation at the London Alb.imbra was an
Amazon March, with a certain Mile. Marian as leader. This charmiug
young thing is above seven feet in bight, and one of the evolutions her
army indulges in is to pass under her extended arms.—Scott Siddons'
real name is Mary Frances Chanter.—Emma Thnrsby is going to make
a tour of Norway, accompanied by Ole Bull's widow.—Zelda Seguin's
only child is dead.^—Rose Beaudet has married and is now Mrs. w. A.
Edwards. Where is Bandmann?—The French Comedians, Mezieres
and Duplan, have also got the theatrical-people craze for summer resi-
dences, and are enjoying themselves at their cottages near Milford, Penn.—->Onida's Moths will soon be produced in this country.

* • * * *

Chas. Schutz is the newly appointed Treasurer of the California. He
is an old resident, and is well and favorably known to all theatre-goers.
I mean this. Beauclerc.
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THE WHY AND WHEREFORE OF THE BAKING
POWDER BUSINESS.

The Disadvantage of Small Manufacturers.—The recent contro-
versy in the newspapers over the baking powder question has set our
good housekeepers thinking seriously upon the subject, and many ani-
mated discussions have followed as to the respective merits of the differ-

ent powders now offered in the market for sale. From what we hear
upon every side, we are led to believe that investigations, in a quiet way,
have been going on in many a San Francisco kitchen. Practical tests
of this kind, which, after all, are the most satisfactory that can be
made, will enable our intelligent and sensible ladies to decide correctly
between the merits of the different powders without much assistance from
the chemists or newspapers.
There is one point, however, that our fair experimentalists cannot un-

derstand, and that is, why the new baking powders placed in the market,
and those made by small manufacturers, may at one time produce light
bread, while upon another trial the same brand will have no leavening ef-

fect, or will leave the bread and biscuit yellow, sour or unpalatable.
The quality and uniform character of a baking powder must depend, of

course, upon the materials of which it is composed. A good and efficient

powder must be so compounded that the use of the Bame quantity will
always produce the same amount of leavening gas, or else the housekeeper,
having no means of testing its strength or ascertaining its variable quali-
ties, cannot tell what amount to use at different times to produce the
jroper effect. If the cream of tartar or carbonate of soda, ingredients
argely used by all manufacturers, is adulterated or varying in strength,
this result is impossible to obtain ; but, on the contrary, a baking powder
that is both adulterated and variable in its qualities, like those complained
of, is produced.
The New- York State Board of Health has been examining various

articles of food, and its report, recently, published, says: "Of 27 samples
of cream of tartarexamined 16 were adulterated with terra alba, starch,

phosphate of calcium, etc. , the adulteration being from 3. 25 to 93 per
cent. Five samples contained 70 per cent, of terra alba. In the soda
examined, from 17 per cent, of carbonate of lime to 25 per cent, of
ground gypsum were found."
Here is a solution of the whole question. All baking powders manu-

factured in a small way are made from materials procured, as were these
samples, from the open market. The small manufacturers cannot afford

to employ chemists to test their purity or strength, and are therefore
powerless to prevent the adulteration, irregularity and inferiority which
must naturally follow. It will be seen at once that their powders cannot
be otherwise than adulterated, and lacking in strength to a similar degree
with the material they use, namely from 3 to 93 per cent. The unequal
and bad results, in making broad or biscuit from such powders, as no*
ticed by housekeepers who have used them, is the natural and inevitable
consequence.

This complaint has never extended to the Royal Baking Powder, and
this fact is also easily explained.- The Royal Baking Powder Company
has an advantage over all other manufacturers in having facilities pos-

sessed by none of them for obtaining the pure materials. It refines the
cream of tartar it uses direct from the imported grape acid in the crude
form by means of patented < processes exclusively its own, by. which the
cream of tartar is rendered absolutely pure and uniform in strength. In
addition to this it employs a number of expert chemists, who thoroughly
test every pound of ingredient used, and admit no material into the Royal
Baking Powder compound until' they nave demonstrated it chemically

pure. As a consequence, the action of this powder is always uniform, as
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What Tbey Think of Our Admiral iu London. -The good feeling
displayed to the English by the American Admiral at Alexandria stands
out iu marked contrast to the behavior of the other commanders, who
had slunk away before the fight, and had not after it was over a cheer or
a word of congratulation for the men who had behaved so well and done
honor to the naval service, be it of what nature it might. The American
ship, we are told, went round our vessels after the bombardment and
loudly cheered the crews, the band on board playing "(iod Save the
Queen." The ready tender of the service of the American marines to
assist us on shore, and their assurance that "they would stick by the
Britishers to the last" will be long remembered with gratitude by all
Englishmen. This is not the first time that the Americans have given us
a proof of their attachment, and if the unlucky day ever comes to them
when.ready help and kind sympathy may be of value the Americans may
look for it with the certainty of being repaid iu their own coin.— Court
Journal, July 22d*

Messrs. Edward S. Spear & Co., the well-known auctioneers, will
sell by public auction, at Dashaway Hall, Post street, on Thursday and
Friday evenings, August 17th and 18th, a first-class selection of oil paint-
ings and statuettes. These works have been executed by the following
distinguished artists: R. G. Holdredge, C. Von Perbandt, F. Marion Wells,
G. J. Denny, J. D. Strong and Jules Tavemier. The sale is on account
of the artists named, and no person who wishes to obtain really excellent
works of art should misB it. The pictures will be on exhibition from next
Tuesday up to the hour of sale.

The Seaside Garden, at the terminus of the Union-street Cable Road,
is one of the most pleasant places in the neighborhood of San Francisco
to spend an afternoon at. An excellent band of 24 pieces discourses sweet
music there every Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday. First-class refresh-
ments can be obtained.

The Risdon Works.—At the annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Risdon Iron and Locomotive Works, held Monday, the following gen-
tlemen were re-elected to serve as Trustees for the ensuing year: Wm.
Alvord, J. B. Haggin, Jerome Lincoln, E. V. Joice, Thomas Menzies,
Joseph Moore and W. H. Taylor.

Go to the Neptune and Mermaid Swimming Baths, foot of Larkin and
Hyde streets, and have a plunge in the briny waterB of the bay. It will,
do you an hrmense amount of good.. Professor Berg, the manager of
these baths, is a professional swimmer, and is always in attendance.

R. L. Yanke has composed and arranged a vocal Centennial Lancers,
introducing the s

—

a—s—boom—ah!—and words of several;popular airs.

Take the Autophone to the country,
the latest airs.

Ichi Ban, sole agent, has all

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.
Capital, 810,000,000-

Unlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF L0ND0N~FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, 810,000,000-

THE STANDARD MARINeInSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool. Capital, $5,000,000-

W. M. CALUSGHAH * CO., General Agents,
Aug. 12. 213 Sapsome Street.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
CON. VIBCHNXA MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 18,
Amount per Share ......30 Cents
Levied August 10th
Delinquent iu Office September 16th
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock .... ., .October 14th

A. W. HAVENS, Secretary.
Office—Room 3ft, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal-

ifornia. August 12.

niOKE CHEAPEST FUEL.
Deduction in Price: Wholesale Price, 00 cents per barrel;
Xt, Retail Price, 60 cents per barrel, at the works of the, SAN FRANCISCO GAS-
LIGHT COMPANY, Howard and Firststreets, and footof Second st. Jan. 1*;
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
The fact that the Sultan has at last consented to proclaim Arabi Pasha

a rebel does not much affect that worthy's chances one way or another,

but it is very significant in so far as it shows that the Porte, as we pre-

dicted last week, is ready to make any concessions rather than come to an

open rupture with England. It should be obvious to the most casual

observer of European politics that the Turk might as well leave Europe

at once as make an enemy of his only ''friend, " John Bull. But our

wiseacres of the daily press, in their fatuous anxiety to see England m
hot water, have ignored this most evident fact, and after nearly going bo

far as to declare war on their own account between the Sultan and Queen

Victornia, they now fiod that they have wasted good ink and defaced

clean paper, and withal stultified themselves with their precious "edi-

torials." It has taken a long time to work the Sultan up to the_ desired

pitch ; but the English Government is experienced in dealing with Ori-

entals', and thoroughly understands their diplomatic methods. It being

unflinchingly firm and at the same time patient under delay lies the secret

of success in Buch instances. At all events, it must be acknowledged that

when at last the Sultan has been compelled to speak out his proclamation

is of a very decided kind, and is so worded as to leave no doubt of his

determination to cast in his lot with England, no matter what complica-

tions may ensue. "Arabi Pasha," bis Majesty says, "having a second

time transgressed the law by taking authority which does not belong to

him, and having presumed to menace vessels belonging to an old and tried

friend and ally of Turkey, is for these misdeeds proclaimed a rebel, to-

gether with his adherents. Be it known to all that obedience is due solely

to the Khedive, who is the representative of the Sultan." The expression,

"an old and tried friend and ally of Turkey," has much significance. No
one suspects Turkey of having any gratitude for past favors ; nor, in-

deed, is it reasonable to expect her to have any, because England has only

backed her up from motives of self-interest : but at the same time the

Sultan's words make it plain enough that there is no danger of the speedy

dissolution of the Anglo-Turkish Mutual Protection Association.

The reported attitude of Russia is the latest Bensation that has fallen a

prey to the Anglophobe alarmists of the American press. Nothing else

will do for these gentry than a ridiculous fable about Russia massing 200,-

000 men "in the Caucasus," with the object of pouncing upon the Bos-

porus at the earliest possible opportunity. Our worthy contemporaries

have either Badly_ neglected their education in geography, or have entirely

lost their reckoning while plunging about in unfamiliar waters; for a de-

scent upon the Bosporus from the Caucasus would necessitate a march of

something like a thousand miles, for it is absurd to suppose that Russia

can transport 200,000 men by water from one end of the Black Sea to the

other, and, even had she the Bhips to do it with, they would be met and

captured or sunk by British ironclads before they had got a fair start for

their destination. "An army of 200,000 men, with all their stores and
munitions of war, collected in the Caucasus for a descent upon the Bos-

porus ! " Why, it would be quite as reasonable to say that we were send-

ing troops from San Francisco to Florida for a descent upon Vancouver
Island. But then the telegram comes from New York, and talks about
" Count" Bismarck's intentions, and in several other particulars bears the

brand of domestic manufacture; so perhaps we have given it more atten-

tion than it deserves.

The attitude of Germany at the present crisis is another fruitful theme
for the pens of our local Anglophobes. Bismarck is friendly to England
in the matter. He recognizes the justice of her cause, and, far more than
that, he appreciates her power and influence at its true value. It is very

easy to scribble such a stupid lie as, for instance, that Bismarck counte-

nances the policy of the English Government because he is not afraid of

her, as he is of France and Russia. This, incredible as it may seem, was
the sum and substance of a very weak and windy editorial in the Chronicle

the other day. Bismarck is undoubtedly averse from an alliance between
England and France, and posBibly his moral support of the former Power
has been somewhat influenced by this motive ; but it is difficult to see

any logic in the assertion that "the great Chancellor" would seek to con-

ciliate a Power which he doesn't fear, with the certainty of still more em-
bittering a Power which he does fear. The truth is, that Bismarck keeps
a much more watchful eye on Russia than on France. The latter he
knows has no intention of fighting for some time to come, while the former
is spoiling for a row at all hazards.

The Lord Mayor's banquet to Her Majesty's Ministers is a very pecu-
liar national "institution." The after-dinner speech which the Premier
then makes has more significance and importance than any that he has
made in Parliament. As Mr. Gladstone put it at the Mansion House last

Wednesday: "This spot affords a channel of communication with the
world not inferior to the Senate itself." His declaration of England's
policy and motives was straitforward and to the point. From " this spot"
he proclaimed that the British forces have gone to Egypt in prosecution
of the great interests of the Empire. Unless those interests exist it would
not have been possible to find a justification for intervention. He said,
further, that those interests were not Englands alone, but were equally
pertinent to the whole civilized world. Then, referring to the Suez Canal,
he added :

" It is essential for mankind that that gate should be open,
and that the country in which it is situated should be peaceable and or-

derly and under a legal government. The utmost we have in view, though
the burden and honor of performing it may fall upon ourselves, is the
work which it is essential for every country in Europe to perform, and the
performance of which cannot but redound, if it be associated with high
and disinterested objects, to the honor of those upon whom the burden is

cast." This is manly talk, and, coming from such a source, its sincerity
cannot be doubted.
Another portion of the speech also merits special attention, to wit:

"We don't go to war with the Egyptian people, but to rescue them from
the oppressive military tyranny; nor do we make war upon the Mahom-
medan religion, as Englishmen respect the convictions of believers in
every other faith. We do not wish to repress the growth of liberty in
Egypt, but desire that she Bhall be prosperous. England goes to Egypt
with clean hands, and with no secret intentions to conceal from other na-
tions." It is customary with American writers to attribute the whole
trouble to British greediness for fame and territory. But such is not the

case. England, of course, wishes to protect the Canal, and the control of
it she is determined to have. She doeBn't go to war expressly to benefit
the Egyptians, but she rights to protect her own subjects and to collect

her just debts, and her success in doing this cannot fail in the end to bene-
fit the people against whom she is now in arms.

HOW THE WIDOW GOT LEFT.
A True Story.

Here is yet another little romance of local interest to add to the
serieB which we began some weeks ago. On one thing the reader can
rely, and that is that it contains very much more truth than fiction.

There is some poetry about it, however, and it has already been set to
music by half a dozen weeping and repentant wives.
There lives upon Geary, Post or Sutter streets (we won't be too partic-

ular), within a block of Van Ness Avenue, a certain widow of respecta-
ble connections and ample means. Considerable property is hers, and
she is a woman of taste and tact. Withal, she is not uncomely. Natu-
rally one so well provided for by fortune had no need to undergo the
hardships of a boarding-house keeper, but widows feel lonesome, and the
chance acquaintance of a handsome young man induced the bereaved rel-

ict to take him in as a boarder.
This young man is the hero of our romance. He was (and is) thirty-

two or thirty-three years old, had a lucrative position as book-keeper in a
solid corporation—let us say the American Pepper Company—and his

salary was something like S3,000 per annum. With this desirable and al-

together eligible boarder the widow became enamored, or vice versa.

They were soon engaged to be married, and she had the most implicit
confidence in her own faithful and affectionate darling. Even when he
told her that his abilities were so highly appreciated by his employers
that they bad offered him a partnership for a trifle of $5,000 or |l0,000
she never doubted his veracity, but, on the contrary, gave him a check
for the amount, with a generosity that was as verdant aB it was commend-
able. Of course, he had lied to her. In truth, the firm he worked for
was as willing to "give him the sack," metaphorically speaking, as the
widow was willing to give him the contents of her sack, in a more literal

sense, and as for taking him as a partner, the company would as soon
have thought of deeding their pepper mine to the office boy.
However, the widow's shekels came in handy for stock speculations,

theatre boxes, drives to the Cliff, little suppers, etc., and of course it

wasn't long before these trifling luxuries had melted the last of the
double eagles. The solemn fact is, that the widow's affianced lodger
was scarcely as faithful as he professed to be. He found favor in the
eyes of the wives of the members of the Corporation for which he
worked—and they found favor in his. In truth, the widow was uncon-
sciously "putting up" for the entertainment of her rivals with much
more generosity than she knew herself to be possessed of.

This arrangement was, of course, highly satisfactory all round. The
widow was confident that her lover had no thought for any lady but
herself, and so was each of the wives. It is unnecessary to add that our
hero was well content with a situation which placed a harem at his dis-

posal without money and without price. But the old saying, that the
course of true love never runs smoothly, is equally applicable, it ap-
pears, to love that is not exactly true—for it so happened that one of the
Benedick's of the American Pepper Company stupidly stumbled across a
certain amorous epistle written by our Lothario to his (the member of the
A. P. Co.'s) wife. No man likes that sort of thing, nor does he care to
talk about it publicly. That the lady had been indiscreet there could be
no doubt, and that honor must be satisfied was equally certain. But the
duello was out of the question, and a divorce would involve the exposure
of disagreeable details. The injured husband therefore decided upon an-
other line of action. He knew that Lothario had been extravagant be-
yond any means of his own, and, after careful investigation, he ascer-

tained that his expenditure had been incurred in the company of the wives
of other American Pepper Company members besides his own. With great
astuteness and acumen he therefore employed an expert to examine Lo-
thario's accounts, with the result of the discovery of a deficit amounting
to several thousand dollars.

Before the expert had quite finished his job, he was discovered at his

task late one night by Lothario, who accidentally and opportunely hap-
pened to drop into the office. Lothario lost no time in consulting an at-

torney, who was his confidential friend, and received the laconic opinion
that he must either "pungle or skip." As he couldn't settle up, Lothario
decided to accept the latter alternative, and, preparatory thereto, ap-
proached his home for the purpose of packing up a few traps. But the
sight of a brass-buttoned guardian of the peace hovering in suspicious
proximity to the front door of his residence, caused Lothario to beat a re-

treat to the office of his legal friend, whom he dispatched to the widow
for the needed valise and an explanation that urgent business would ne-
cessitate his absence for a week or two. The fair relict shed tears over
the abrupt departure of her beloved, but hastened to do his bidding in
the matter of packing up the required shirts, socks, etc. But she struck
the wrong valise. The one she opened was chock-full of letters, and she
wouldn't have been a woman if she hadn't read enough of them to dis-

cover that her betrothed was in correspondence of the most affectionate

kind with the wives of nearly all the married members of the American
Pepper Company. Maybe there wasn't a weeping and wailing and gnash-
ing of teeth—and maybe there was. There were a few more than 500
love-letters in all, and if a dozen or so of them which we have seen are a
sample of the rest, the widow really had just cause for complaint.

It goes without saying that that valise wasn't sent, and that Lothario
had to " skip " without his underclothing. But the widow's ire didn't
stop at this trifling deprivation. She threatened to publish the loving
screeds seriatim et verbatim, and was only restrained from doing so by the
prudent advice of her friends. As the matter now stands, sundry high-
toned society dames are trembling in their pretty little bottines for fear
anything more should come of the matter, and at least two divorce suits

are likely to be quietly settled before the courts within the next few days.
As for Lothario, he has already returned from exile, his deficit having
been made good by the wife of one of his former employers. In other
words, the cuckold has paid handsomely for his horns. This is a " queer
story," but its merit lies in its truth.

"

Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound cures all female com-
plaints by removing the cause.
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GOLD BARS-890e91O-H»riNKi>SiLviii-lliailj afcent. 11
Mexican I >..llar*. s J/.i s^ |*. r cent, due nom.

EichanM on New Y..rk. .v. P *100 premium ; On London liank-
I mmervial, -ll>8@49jd. Paris, sight, 5-12.J franca par

dollar. Kaatern Telegrams, 10c

"Prloeof Money here, 6@10 per cent. |>er yivir—bank rate. In ihe
open market, 1@1J per month. Demand light. On Bond
3@4J per ernt. ix-r year nn Call.

Latest price of Sterling in New York, 486(8)489.

PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
San Francisco Aug. IS. 1SS2.

Stock* and Bondl.
oana.

S. F CMgr A ''". B'd3,«s,'6S

S. F. Cn'v * Oo, B'ds.79 ...

\v. Bonds
Dnpont Street Bonda
Sacramento City Bonds

—

Stockton City Bonds
Yuba County Bonds
Harysville City Bonds
Santa Clara Co. Bonds
Los Angeles County Bonds.
L.-.S angataa Citv Bonus
Yire'a * Truekee K. R. B,l«.

Nevada Co. X. Q. R. R. B.l»

Oakland City Bonds
Oregon B& N*. Bonds, 6s.

S. P. R. R. Bonds
I' !i. 4s

BANKS.
Bank of California (ex-div).

Pacific Bank(ex-div)
First National (ex-div)

ISefRASCE COMPANIES.
Union (ex-div)

Fireman's Fund (ex-div)...

California (ex-div)

Bid.

105

Nom.
Nom
37
40
50
105
90
no
105
100
110
101

110

10S
105

119}

16S
125

128

120
128
125

Nom.
Nom.
45
00
62,

100
100
107
110

103
114
1S6

110
106
1191

123

18S
126

Stock* and Bond*. Bid. lata*
csiRAMK. ooHPajrma.

122

130
125
108

RAILROADS.
C.P. It. R. Stock 95

110C. P. R. K. Bonds 117
Citv Railroad 100

55Omnibus R. R
N. B. and Mission R. R 100

80

55Central R. R. Co 60
Market Street R. R Noin.
Clay Street Hill R. R Nom. Nom.
S. F. Gaslight Co 5S

29Oakland Gaslight Co 29J
Sac'to Gaslight Co 52j 55
Califor'a Powder Co 115
Giant Powder Co (new stck) 121 122
Atlantic Giant Powder 85 90
Gold and Stock Teleg'h Co. 65 70
S. V. W. W. Co. 's Stock.... 118 119
S. V. W. W. Co' Bonds 120 121
Pacific Coast S.S. Co's Stock

109 112
Pacific Rolling Mills, 1*20, 125, Cala. Dry Dock, 55, 60. Safe Deposit Co., 47, 48.

Vulcan Powder, «<*£, 67J. Presidio Railroad, 77fr, SO. Safety-Nitro Powder, 15,

15J. Central Gas Stock, GO*, 62. Hawaiian Commercial Co., 62, 65. Northern
Pacific R. R., 104,100.

The low price for S. F. Gaslight Co.'s stock has brought buyers into the
market, and there is a good inquiry for it at our figures. The Powder
stocks continue active, with a large business. Street Railroad stocks are
scarce. Andrew Baird, 312 California st.

That Postage Stamp Deficiency.—Some comment has been caused
by the supposed discrepancy of $8,000,000 between the amount of mail
matter sent through the postoffices during the year ending June 30, 1881,
and the declared value of the stamps sold within the same period. Post-

master Pearson gives expression to the belief that the discrepancy is

easily accounted for. He says that the difference may be accounted for

in part by the re-selling of washed stamps, as well as over-estimates

made by the Postmasters. It appears that the letters passing through
the large offices are not counted, but estimated, and, as the estimates are
usually too large, Mr. Pearson thinks the over-estimate theory is the true

one. It is certain that a comparison of the number of letters mailed at

the postoffices, and the amount of money received for stamps sold, is not
an index of the number of stamps Bold. The only true method is to com-
pare the value of the Btamps sent from Washington to the Postmasters
throughout the country with the amount returned by the Postmasters,
and also the value of stamps left in the hands of the Postmasters,

Immigration Into the United States—May, 1882.—During the
month of May there arrived in the Customs districts of Baltimore, Bos-
ton, Detroit, Huron, Minnesota, New Orleans, New York, Passama-
quoddy, Philadelphia and San Francisco, 147,587 passengers—of whom
141,035 were immigrants, 4,099 citizens of the United States returned
from abroad, and 2,453 aliens not intending to remain in the United
States. Of thiB total number of immigrants, there arrived from England
and Wales, 13,404 ; Iieland, 19,747 ; Scotland, 3,015; Austria, 4,290 ; Bel-

gium, 100 ; Denmark, 2,700 ; France, G45 ; Germany, 41,747 ; Hungary,
646 ; Italy, 5,141 ; Netherlands, 1,947; Norway, 7,161 ; Russia, 1,986 ; Po-
land, 1,138; Sweden, 19,372 ; Switzerland, 1,849 ; Dominion of Canada,
10,622 ; China, 4,861 ; and from all other countries, 664. The total num-
ber of immigrants arrived in the above-named Customs districts from the

principal foreign countries during the month of May, 1881, was 117,269.

The St. Gothard railway is in a fair way for clearing its expenses

the first year. The receipts for June were 600,000 francs; for the present

month they are expected to reach a total of 750,000 francs. This is very

good for a beginning, the more especially as the line, being one that^ can
hardly fail to make and develop traffic, the receipts are almost certain to

steadily increase.

Entered at the Post- Office at San Francisco, Cal., as Second-Class
Matter.
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Meteorological Summary, week ending 7:58 P. m., Thursday, Aug.
17th:—Highest barometer, 30.084—17th ; lowest, 29.842—12th ; average
during the week, 29.950; maximum temperature, 67—17th ; minimum
53—17th_; average during the week, 58.1 ; highest relative humidity,
93 per cent—12th, 13th and 15th; lowest relative humidity, 54 per cent.

—

17th ; average during the week, 81.8 ; prevailing direction of wind, west;
maximum hourly velocity of wind, 28 miles per hour, 12th and 16th ;

average weather during the week, fair; rainfall during the week, 0.00:
total rainfall, season of 1882-83, 0.00 inches.

Admission Day.—Admission Day is to be celebrated by the Society
of California Pioneers, with literary and other appropriate exercises, at
San Rafael. An address will be delivered by Alfred Wheeler, Esq., and
a poem by Miss Grace A. Welch, after which a barbecue will be had in
the grove. The feast of reason will have to be very savory to restrain
the impatience of forty-niners to swoop down on a square meal. If we
were going to deliver an oration or a poem before Argonauts, we should
rather they were fed first.

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.— New York, Aug. 18,
1882. United States Bonds—4s, 119|; 4£s, 114*; ex-5s, 101& ; ex-6s, 101i.
Sterling Exchange, 4 86@4 90. Pacific Mail, 457 Wheat, 118@120; West-
ern Union, 89£. Hides, 24@24£. Wool— Spring, fine, 20@ 32; Burry,
15@20 ; Pulled, 20@45 ; Fall Clips, 15@18 ; Burry, 12@14. Lon-
don, Aug. 18.—Liverpool Wheat Market, 9s. 7d.@9s.10d., Cal.; 9s.6d.@
10s. 2d. RedAm. Spring. Bonds, 4s, 122£; 4£s, 116&; ex-6s, 102*. Consols,

99|@99f. Money, — acct.; Silver, 5115-16.

" From the Isthmus.—The P. M. S. S. City of Rio de Janeiro, 16 days
from Panama and way ports, arrived here on the 17th inst., bringing pas-
sengers, and a valuable cargo from New York, consisting in part of 1,912
bales cotton sheetings^ in transit for China ; also, merchandise from
France and England, and 2,000 bags coffee from Central America ; from
Mexican ports, limes, 768 bxs.; oranges, mangoes, banannas, pineapples,
etc., etc.

Mr. Frederick L. Castle, of Castle Brothers & Loupe, left this city
on Sunday last to join his family in Europe. He will be gone, we under-
stand, about a year. The rumor that he was willing to accept the nomi-
nation for Railroad Commissioner turns out to be incorrect.

Grain Fleet to Europe.—Since July 1st 39 vessels have been dis-

patched to foreign marts, carrying 1,584,972 ctls. Wheat ; value, $2,723,-
721. Same time 1881, 49 vessels, with 1,977,731 ctls.; value, $2,839,489;
besides 50,000 bbls. Flour on same vessels.

Judge Evans has resigned his position as Junior Professor in the
Hastings Law College, having decided that he was not justified, under a
strict interpretation of the Constitution, in holding that position and also
the Superior Judgeship.

Messrs. Farnum & Litchfield, Bank Commissioners, examined into
the condition of the French Savings and Loan Society on the 15th inst.

The result showed that the corporation was in a healthy financial con-
dition.

London, Aug. 18.—Latest Price of Consols. 99 5-8®99 3-4.

Printed and Pnblished by the Proprietor, Frederick Harriott, 607 to 615 Merchant Street, Ban Francisco, California,
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SEWERAGE OF MEMPHIS.

We have recently perused with great interest a Keport on the

Sewerage of Memphis, from which the citizens of San Francisco may

possibly obtain some useful hints for the reconstruction of the sewers : In

this city no attention bad been given to sanitary questions for a long pe-

riod There were no public sewers. The refuse and domestic filth were

delivered into cesspools and private vaults. Not a little found its way

into the surface gutters of the streets, which in hot weather emitted the

foulest oder3. Many of the streets had been paved with cement, which

hecame saturated with liquid filth, and in hot weather gave off emana-

tions of a poisonous nature. Many of the houses, also, were supplied

with water from wells from which the surface water could not be ex-

cluded. And in 1878-79 the evil culminated in an epidemic of yellow

fever, which decimated the population, and under the recommendation of

the National Board of Health a sanitary revolution was determined upon.

But the authorities of Memphis were greatly discouraged. The out-

look was not a cheerful one. The proposals and estimates for the construc-

tion of sewers of the usual size ranged from one to upwards of three

million dollars. The city was bankrupt. The local industries were par-

alyzed. The tradesmen were discouraged. To raise so much was more

than problematical. It was hopeless.

Under these circumstances the authorities sought the advice of Mr.

George E. Waring, Jr., a sanitary engineer of Newport, R. I., who ad-

vocated the adoption of a system hitherto untried on an extensive scale

in this country. The distinctive feature of this system is the provision

of an impermeable system of drains, adapted exclusively to the removal

of house drainage, leaving the Buh-soil and surface waters to pursue their

natural courses, or providing them with special conduits where required.

This principle was first proposed in 1849, by Mr. Phillips, then sanitary

engineer to the London Commissioners of sewers, who foresaw the gigan-

tic difficulty of constructing sewers large enough to carry off the rainfall

of the metropolitan area of drainage. His proposals were very power-

fully advocated by Sir Edwin Chadwick, C. B., the nestor of sanitary

science.

Mr. Phillips' proposals were not adopted, but the expense or pumping
the rain-fall over the metropolitan area, and the impossibility of dealing

with the volume of sewage so augmented except by polluting the River

Thames, and creating a new and dangerous nuisance of the most gigantic

kind, has already demonstrated the evil of the large sewer system, and in

the city the health of the people is only preserved at a vast and unneces-

sary cost for the continual removal of sewer deposits and the constant

repair of defective brickwork. The pipe system of sewerage has also

been adopted by other sanitary engineers. It is carried out with slight

modifications at Oxford, Beading and other small English towns. At
Halstead the drains were made large enough to carry off the rain-fall

from the roofs of houses and the surface of back yards. The prime object

of this method of sewerage is to get rid of domestic tilth as rapidly as

possible without unnecessary dilution and increase of bulk ; without much
exposure to atmospheric influences; without the formation of "sewer
gases," and without the creation of huge subterranean reservoirs of foul

air in direct connection with the dwellings of the people.

The gaugings of sewage made by order of the American National
Board of Health, have proved that the maximum flow of sewage from
1,000 people, where there is an abundant supply of water, will occupy an
area of from 10 to 12 square inches, or less than half of a 6-inch pipe. It

is also evident that in dry weather, and in the absence of any considera-

ble supply of water from private wells, the total quantity of domestic

sewage can in no event exceed the quantity of water supplied for domes-
tic use. And it follows that the domestic sewage could easily be carried

to the outfalls in drain-pipes only a little larger than the water-mains.
Acting on these principles, the authorities of Memphis have constructed

20 miles of sewer-pipes. One main was built of brick, of 20 inches diame-
ter and 4,000 feet long. This receives two main branches of 12 inches,

and these gradually decrease to 10 and 8 inches in diameter. The lateral

sewers are of 6 inch pipe, and provision is made for the passage of 250
gallons of sewage per day from every lot of 25 feet frontage. In no cases
do the pipes run more than three-quarters fulL In Memphis, the subsoil

water is drained by common agricultural drain-tiles, with open joints,

laid in the trenches beside the sewers. In such a system, it is obvious
that success depends on keeping the pipes clear of deposits. The greatest
care was therefore taken during the construction to make the joints
smooth, perfect and quite impermeable. Automatic flushing tanks were
erected in suitable situations, and after an interval of many months only
a limited number of stoppages occurred, which were easily removed.
The advantages of this system over the ordinary system of large sewers

are many. It is cleaner; the pipes can be constantly flushed and thor-
oughly ventilated; large accumulations of deposits cannot occur, and no
large volumes of imuure air can be formed, as in sewers of large capacity.
The difference in cost is enormous. In Memphis twenty miles of streets
have been efficiently drained and provided with flushing-tanks, the public
drain being carried to the boundary of every lot at an expense of §167,000.

Since the introduction of these .sewers the health of the citizens has im-
proved, and there has been no epidemic of yellow fever, but the system is

not yet completely carried out, and many of the domestic sanitary ar-
rangements are as yet imperfect. The citizens of Memphis have been too
long educated in tolerance of filth and impurity to feel its burden—and it

may be that the advocates of vast sewers and large expenditures may put
the fault upon the new system. But we believe that the principle is

sound. The large underground sewers are by necessity sources of great
public danger. In San Francisco they are useless during the greater part
of the year. In summer not one hundredth part of their area is required
for sewage, and the flow is never sufficient to keep them clean, while in
the lower parts of the city foul deposits accumulate with great rapidity.
These large empty sewers become filled with sewer gas, prolific with
disease germs, and from them it escapes into the houses through the house
drains. In winter the sewers altogether fail to take off the storm rainfall,
which washes the detritus of the streets into the cesspools at the corners
and from these into the main sewers. If the sewer does not burst up into
the roadway, the detritus has to he taken from it at enormous cost.
On a future occasion we will inquire whether advantage might not be

taken of this system to improve the sewerage of San Francitco, and if

so, under what circumstances and to what extent.

FASHIONS VOICE.
Thank heaven ! Nay, do not start. You don't know how truly thank-

ful the fashion writer feels when she catches a new idea or sees something
that no one has written up before. Again I say thank heaven for a novel
departure which I saw to-day in an ultra-fashionable store, a thing of
loveliness which was just opened, and lay in its silver tissue as cosily as a
diamond in cotton. It was taken up and poised upon a lay figure for my
express gratification, and I herewith rehearse its simple beauty for yours,
ladies fair. This robe was a mixture of navy blue cloth, satin and gimp.
First there was a foundation skirt, on the front of which was placed an
apron composed of blue surah satin, which was overlaid with wide strips

of gimp trimming, eight inches in width, sparkling with small blue beads.
The apron fell on a small knife pleating of satin, which ran round the
base of the under skirt, and peeped below. Over the apron, and so par-
tially concealing it, fell a shawl drapery of cloth, beautifully gathered up
in systematic folds at each hip, forming a point in the center which al-

most reached the bottom of the apron, and fully revealed the handsome
stripes of gimp at either side. The corsage in front was made in basque
form, rather long and double-breasted, while the back was composed, from
the neck to the edge of the skirt, of pannels, which fitted into the waist
behind, continuing half way down the skirt, where they opened in the
form of a pelisse, and showed a thickly pleated under skirt of satin. The
entire back was buttoned with large steel buttons, and from the opening
a row of the same finished each side. The front of the basque, which
was the real opening, was kept in form by similar buttons, the sleeves be-
ing finished with the same. It was the most novel novelty I have seen
for some time. Quite a pretty caprice this of having a pelisse back, al-

though a little Buggestive of having got into your dress the wrong way.
Another very elegant garment was shown at the same time, being an ul-

ster of ficelle silk grenadine, with a raised velvet pattern adorning the
surface. This tasteful caprice is made loose with Japanese sleeves. From
the neck to the edge of the garment a double cascade of ficelle lace falls, and
round the hem are two rich pleatings of the same, the sleeves correspond-
ing. The whole is lined with thin ficellesilk, a lovely opera wrap, and quite
unique in its novel beauty. Other garments show a tendency to the pelisse
style, and the open panels behind are something widely different from
what has hitherto appeared. The approaching style points to velvet bro-
cade. Rich satin or moire grounds are plentifully strewn, with velvet
vines and designs in different colors. A white rep silk has a trellis-work
of black velvet; a blue silk has a darker blue pattern in velvet, and so on.
One bridal-looking fabric merits a passing notice. It is thick white
satin, with large moire leaves behind in satin, and an esthetic running
pattern in satin brocade wandering carelessly among the leaves. By its

side I noticed a thick white silk, with a wonderful brocade of silver

glorifying its snowy purity, while still another, in pale blue, was also
covered with a like brocade. In fine, the materials wherewith our rich
and lovely women will adorn themselves in the coming season are the
most rarely beautiful ever imported into the city, and the fact of $50,
$75, and such small figures, being set on each yard will not deter them
from being purchased. If one was inclined to moralize in a fashion
article, a whole essay could be penned on the apparent sinfulness of
paying for one yard of dress stuff a sum that would feed several hungry
mouths for a month—but fasbionists have nothing to do with imperti-
nent suggestions or remarks, and, after all, it is aood for trade that such
things exist ; though, when a woman carries a year's income on her back,
should her thoughts revert to other women who, as bonny as she, have
not even the price of a dinner, she may be supposed to feel a little less

proud of her feathers, and the woman who is paid for describing the same
may be excused if she feels bound to say, " Consider the lilies," as I feel

bound to, without even saying " forgive me."
Very respectfully, Silver Pen.

NO SUNDAY-LAW FIGHT.
After all, there is to be no real struggle over the Sunday-law question.

The frothing at the mouth and hysterical anger of one or two of our es-

teemed contemporaries at the manner in which the " workingman's " one
day of rest was assailed by those who desired to abolish the Sunday law,
and allow the "workingman" and everybody else to do as he pleased on
Sunday, was, it seems, only a little bit of theatrical side-play. The real
situation stands about like this: The Democratic platform adopted at San
Jose took ground squarely against the Sunday law, and, by this action,
alienated the affections of a small proportion of the party's followers.
The Republican leaders then determined, as a matter of party policy, to
run with the hare and stay with the dogs. In other words, to so conduct
things as to enable them to receive the support of those pious-minded
Democrats who are too good to vote with their party this trip, and at the
same time to retain the votes of those liberal-minded Republicans who do
not believe in making it a penal offense for a man to look happy and
smile on the Sabbath. With this object, their "organs" have kept up a
continual and senseless din on the subject, but a close reading of the in-

structions issued to their delegates (in the shape of resolutions), by one or
two of the County Conventions, will show that they have no real inten-
tion of doing more than making an effort to catch the support of the fa-

natics by a few smooth, ambiguous sentences. The right of every man to
spend the Sabbath day according to his own inclinations will not be men-
aced in the coming election, no matter how much untruthful organs may
falsify to the contrary.

Mr. Bruno Garlatowaky, a young European pianist, has just arrived
in this city. The young gentleman comes to us highly recommended,
having studied under the following renowned masters: "In Berlin—Profes-
sors Raif and Barthj in Stuttgart—the celebrated Sigmund Sibertand Di-
onys Pruckner, the eminent piano virtuoso. Mr. Garlatowsky intends
settling here, and will, we understand, devote himself to teaching. He
will shortly give a public recital, and our musical people will have an op-
portunity to judge of his talents.

Increased Business.—The surest signs of prosperity in a bank, and
those which the public can always appreciate, are the enlargement of its

assets and the increase of its business. We see, from its last statement,
that the Pacific Bank has added half a million to its assets, and at the
same time, that its business has increased over fifty per cent, during the
past year, now reaching the sum of $160,000,000. There can be no plain-

er indication of prosperity than this.
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17. 1883 : I hare nrvrr f«)t mr offic* of aocfetr •crib* men a
rfn*cnr* m thu w#*k, ther* Win* an almost absolute dearth of gay doingi
worthy of record, whit* a* (or society iu*lf. it mud* to b* id the trann-
tion rtil*. brtwssn hay and irrw, so to ipMk, ud mart bsppilr .in
ployed Id doing nothing- But then i« a good tint* coming, for which let
a* cheerfully wait, be the interval a short or lonjr on*.
Addy Mill* and bit bride have arrived, and toci- will be

the nlMr thereby. although I hare been told thmt the ball at M
which had he«o looked forward t.. in celebration of the event, i

means ao ore a thing as nma people thought IVrbapa they will wait
till the arrival of Prince** Loom and Lara Ixirne, who will he due now
in a short time, and kill off two bird*- with one itone. We ahall tee.

I fear, though, that there will not he much time for feasting or feteing
bar Royal Highness, as I understand the <;'>vernnr-G«neral intend* to
make his visit to Sao Francisco of the briefest possible description, as he
is mnst anxious to arrive with as little delay an possible at the end And
aim of his journeying*— British Columbia. But, again I aay, wo shall see.

The Mechanics* Fair opened its doors, in its new building, 00 I

evening, and, when fully arranged and well under way, will no doubt
prove as popular a lounge as any of its predecessors.
At prvscnt it does not by any means equal similar exhibitions in the

old building on Mission rtnot. the garden in particular falling very far
short in attractiveneas to the old one, and though time will remedy some
of its defects, seclusion is not one of them, under existing arrangements.
The attendance, so far, has been very good, and among them some of so-

most shining litrhts have been noticed.
This evening the grounds of '.he old Barnes residence, at present occu-

pied by Mrs. Saulsbery, will be the scene of an evening garden party, to
be given in the cause of sweet charity, and therefore 'tis to be hoped" the
night will be propitious and the affair prove a success.

In a climate like ours, however, night entertainments out of doors are
a most hazardous experiment, and a game of croquet played tinder " head-
lights " scarcely compensates for the risks run of rheumatism and neuralgia.
To be sure, should the night prove damp and cold, there are the stables

and coach-house to fall back upon (the house itself is, I bear, to be kept
religiously closed), and the latter being built and fitted up according to
the well-known taste of the late owner, General Barnes, and also regard-
leas of expense, is, it is said, alone well worth the price of admission
charged to examine and inspect. Music will also on this occasion be added
to its other attractions, but whether vocal or instrumental I have not
heard—probably both.

Blitz Paxton and his pretty bride have arrived in town, and will, I un-
derstand, make the Palace Hotel their headquarters for the coming Win-
ter. Mrs. McLaughlin is also back there again from her sojourn at Mon-
terey.

Mr. and Mrs. Bredon returned to China by the last steamer thence,
and Rev. Dr. and Mrs. Barrows have gone East on a visit of a few weeks.

Felix.

A DEL MONTE HOP.
August 14th:—It is some little time since I indited a screed to the

News Letter, and, having in my wanderingB brought up again at Del
Monte, just in time for a hop there Saturday a week ago, I think I will

tell you all about it. When I arrived in the middle of the week, I found
most of the ladies grouped round a fire, busy at fancy work, reading or
gossiping, and one and all bewailing the cold, foggy weather. However,
by the prevailing topic—dress—I soon discovered a delightful evening
was looked forward to on Saturday, when an influx of beaux was pro-
mised, and pretty toilettes were discussed with an earnestness worthy of

—a better cause, I was going to say, but suppose you say it for me, and
Bave me a scolding from my fair friends, who ao kindly welcomed me to
their circle.

Looking round upon said circle, it seemed to me a regular gathering of
" old inhabitants." I mean the old set of 'Frisco—Tevises, Haggins, H.
B. Williams, Hookers, Drury Malones, Dunphys, Friedlanders and
Tubbs. Any one who has lived in California a decade will recognize the
familiar names.

Well, " on to the dance," where "joy was unconfined." By the time
the evening arrivals had all been booked, and the register looked over and
over again, no little disappointment was felt and expressed by the ladies

at the broken promises of so-and-so, etc., who failed to come down. The
lack of beaux was very apparent, but the ball-room looked gay and bright
with pretty costumes, a few girls and many handsome matrons.

It is a splendid room for a dance, and I couldn't help thinking, as I
stood in the doorway, what a pity it was the girls hadn't more partners
when such a good floor and that great adjunct for a thoroughly enjoyable
dance, Ballenberg, were there for their benefit.

A goodly array of married people promenaded about, now and then in-

dulging in a square dance with each others' wives and husbands. I saw
Lloyd Tevis walking round with Mrs. Field, and Mr. Haggin with Mrs.
Goad, C. P. Huntington and Mrs. Towne, and Mrs. Kinsey and her son
following in their wake in the tour of the room.

Mrs. Haggin and her youngest daughter, Mrs. McAfee, were seated,

quietly observant of the passers by. MiS. Breckenridge was among the
dancers. What a contrast there is between the cousins—one is so quiet,

the other so gay. To watch Mrs. B.'s face rippling over with smiles, one
would say care had never touched her in its visits to earth.

Pretty Mrs. Henley Smith seemed the center of a merry group ; ditto

Mrs. Scott Keyes, who had her charming young sister, Miss Lily Hast-
ings, in charge, who is so soon to be a bride. Both these ladies have been
decided favorites here, their Bimple amiability and joyous natures win-
ning hosts of friends.

Drury Malone was confabing with. Mrs. Tevis in a corner, no doubt dis-

cussing old Sacramento times. The bride of a year, Mrs. Eva Towne
Shaw, and her husband, were flitting about as gay as butterflies. The
Misses Fargo and Miss Jennie Hooker were considered some of the pret-

tiest faces present, though I heard one gentleman say he thought the

palm of beauty lay between Miss Gwin and MiBs Jennie Dunphy. MisB
Carrie Gwin, however, belongs more to the ancien regime, and Miss Jen-
nie has the beaute ait Diable to boast.

Miss Swearengin had a youthful adorer in attendance ; albeit his mus-

8
tube was Just growing, hs was a Wo, and that, oa an OOOMsOO of scar-

f the article, was something.
Jim Frssborn had his wife and .i.Ur in U«, Ml- Smith, under hi.

wings, and seemed to enjoy the erentnn treat, -lhuider was
in great request he's such a big fellow he make* a splendid part -

a wait*, the girls say. He seemed to he more dsvot*
inguUi plural. N

ieom I .all ho was " too sweet for anything"'
but, dear DM, if bh wife sees this what mar not be the result ! < 'nt it
out if you think it likely to he dangerous, (rat my great admiration for
Mrs. Ladd s good sense end*
Anyhow, it,waa a delightful lit- .iv, and kept up m.-rrily

tilt nearly midnight, aud those who were the absentees were the loser*.

___ Occasional,

GIVE POORER PEOPLE A CHANCE.
It seems almost Inersdibls, the announcement made by some of the

daily press, that " our society ladies are employing tin in the
"fy in preparing fancy work to oompsts for the- 175 prize offered by

ths Decorative Art Society. " 0ns reason for incredulity lien in the be-
lief that nine-tenths of what in termed " Moiety ladies " spend their spare
time. In town sad country, in the moat elaborate fancy work of getting
up themstlva, sad therefore have none to waste on more trivial employ-
ment. But the chief cause f.. r doubt. Is that ladies of wealth for society
means golden calfites—should be found so lacking in kindness of heart
and generosity as to enter the lint for the above-mentioned prize. Think
what it means to their poorer sisters, many of whom, brought up with as
moon luxury as themselves, have, by reverse of fortune liable to all, found
themselves obliged to work for their daily bread, and who, with skillful
fingers and refined taste, weave those delicate fancies so noticeable at the
Decorative Art Rooms. Seventy-five dollars to these means a small for-
tune, and if " after hours " they toil, and with aching sysfl ntill work on,
lured by the hope of the prize, why not leave the chance of winning it to
them ? Wealth has so many advantages in unrestricted choice of costly
material, plenty of time, and power to buy designs and labor. " Society
ladies," pray forbear, and leave the field to those for whose benefit the
prize was offered.

The Empress of Russia is slowly recovering from her confinement,
but the nervous prostration still remains, and it is said that it is largely
for her sake that the coronation has been left in its present uncertain
condition. Personally she is averse to its celebration, and shares the view
of several of the Czar's advisers, that if he can rule Russia without a
crown as well as with one, why should he run the risk of a coronation ?

A few days ago a project circulated in the camp at KreBno Salo for sug-
gesting to the Czar to fill the Moscow Kremlin with troops and make the
ceremony a purely military one, but on receiving an intimation of the cir-

culation of the scheme the authorities suppressed it. The Czar has been
amusing himself of late with a sloop, propelled by electricity, which ar-
rived at Peterhoff a short time ago from Cronstadt, where it had been
constructed tor the heir-apparent. Quite a flotilla of gunboats and tor-
pedo cutters is maintained at Peterhoff to guard the place. Great
changes are being made in the personnel of the Imperial household, and
it is stated that, for the future, the maintenance of the servants of the
palace will only cost 130,000 roubles, or £13,000 a year, instead of nearly
£100,000, as in the time of the late Emperor. Economy and simplicity
characterize not only the course of life at Peterhoff, but also the entire
higher administration of the Empire. The ostentation that marked every
movement and act of the late Czar's brothers, the Grand Duke Constan-
tino of the navy and the Grand Duke Nicholas of the army, have been
replaced by the austere simplicity of the present Czar'B brothers, Alexis
and Vladimir.—Court Journal.

From Paris, under date of June 22d, we learn that among the recent

fnests of Madame la Comtesse de Souza, Chateau Lafitte, were Mr. and
Irs. Orel D. Orvis, of San Francisco. Mrs. Orvis, nee" Miss Mary Banta,

was formerly well-known in California musical circles, and has recently
returned from a lengthened course of vocal study under Sig. Sangiovanni,
of the Royal Conservatory at Milan. We understand that Mr. Orvis
has declined several lucrative offers for his wife to sing in opera or for
salary, and prefers that that grand voice of hers should be heard only by
courtesy or for charitable purposes. Mr. and Mrs. 0. purpose returning
to California during the coming Winter.

Bravo, Rugby!—The railway employe's of Rugby have done a gener-
ous thing in presenting a young married man, named Farland, with a
hand-tricycle and thirty sovereigns. Thi3 unfortunate young fellow, who
is a fireman, met with a terrible accident about a year ago, losing both
his legB, and breaking his jaw and one arm. The railway company
found him work to do as a clerk, and presented him with mechanical limbs,

but £30 in hard cash is the right way to put a man on his legs. Those
Rugby railway men must be sterling fellows.

—

London Fun.

PAINE'S HOUSEHOLD ART
.... AND....

BRIC-A-BRAC ROOMS,
35 GJEA.RY STREET, S. JE\

I have purchased the stock and store lately owned by Mr. C. E.

Locke, and am enabled to offer the choice collection of Floor and Wall

Cabinets, Music Stands, Writing Desks, Tables, Easels, Pedestals, Fine

Potteries, Porcelains, Bric-a-Brac, etc., in all of the NEWEST wares

and of the CHOICEST designs, at EXCEEDINGLY LOW PRICES.

8S" Visitors are cordially invited to inspect the Show-rooms, and will be politely

received, whether intending buyers or not.

E. PAINE, ----- 35 Geary Street
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SIT DOWN, SAD SOUL.

Sit down, sad soul, and count,

The moments flying

;

Come—tell the sweet amount
That's lost by sighing.

How many smileB?—a score?

Then laugh and count no more
For day is dyin

;

[ BY ALFKED TENNYSON. ]

Lie down, sad soul, and sleep,

And no more measure
The flight of Time nor weep
The loss of leisure ;

But here, by this lone stream,

Lie down with us and dream

Of starry treasure!

"We dream ; do tbou the same,

We love forever ;

We laugh, yet few we shame,
The gentle, never ; _

Stay, then, till sorrow dies

—

Then hope and happy skies

Are thine forever!

CONCERNING EGYPT.
The London Economist of July 22d., in commenting upon the busi-

ness aspects of the Egyptian crisis, takes the view that a speedy restora-

tion of the trade and finances of Egypt after the suppression is hardly to

be expected. While ncting the facility with which nations recover from

the ravages of war, and instancing the case of France, whose recuperation

after the war with Germany has been regarded ever since as astonishing,

the writer points out that the case of Egypt is essentially different.

E<TPt is a poor country, largely dependent upon foreign capital tor its

development, and this capital will not be made available until order and

security are fully reestablished. The character of the people and their

inexperience in, and perhaps inaptitude for, self-government will render

the constitution of a government strong enough to inspire the necessary-

confidence a work of time and difficulty. It would be different, it is said,

were England to undertake the task of administration in Egypt ; but this

alternative is dismissed as being both unjustifiable and inexpedient.

The writer is also of opinion that the bondholders will not be reinstated

in their old position, and that the English "attempt to govern Egypt

through the treasury has failed. It imposed upon us liability without ef-

fective control, and responsibility without real power. The moment it

was seriously challenged it broke down, and there is little to encourage

us to renew it. Indeed, to link our national interests to the claims of the

bondholders, is the sure way to imperil them. The two things are utter-

ly distinct and apart, and only danger and confusion can arise from any

attempt to identify them." A stable and decent native government

should be established in Egypt, and the bondholders should then be left

to arrange their own affairs with that povernment as best they can, with-

out any other help than that moral support which the state extends to all

its subjects. It is said that there can be no objection to a system of

financial control, but that it should be a control with which the gov-

ernment as a government should have nothing to do. It does not follow

that the withdrawal of the direct support of the government will in the end

damage the position of the creditors ; but, on the contrary, their interest,

as well as the interest of the Egyption people, will be best furthered by

the substitution of a natural for an artificial arrangement.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Vancouver's Island, Victoria, B. C, August 6th:—The salmon

season has closed. From August 1, 1881, to August 1, 1882, there have

been shipped from the Columbia River 575,153 cases, and of this quantity

383,424 were shipped to foreign ports and 191,729 cases were taken to San
Francisco.
As the Dakota was rapidly coming up the Straits on the 1st, H. M. S.

Comus was passed, slowly steaming into Esquimalt. There are now three

English ships of war at Victoria, namely, the Comus, Kingfisher and
Hocket. In all probability the Comus will be dispatched hence to San
Francisco the latter part of next month, to convey hither the Governor-

General of Canada and his Royal consort. The Kingfisher will shortly

leave for Callao to join the fleet, and the Rocket is bound to England.

Lieut. Nedham, R. N., is disposing of his household goods, and joins the

Rocket.

The remains of the late Captain Raymur, an old and respected colonist

of 1864, were conveyed to Christ Church Cathedral, and from thence to

the cemetery on the 2d, accompanied by a large assemblage of mourners.
The genial W. S. Chandler and pretty Miss Nellie Irving were married

at New Westminster on the 2d, and the happy couple proceed to San
Francisco by the outgoing steamer, taking with them the hearty good
wishes of their numerous friends.

D. W. Higgins, Esq., the enterprising proprietor of the Daily British

Colonist, has determined to erect new and more commodious premises on
Government street, necessitated by increase of business.

The Honorable Joseph Trutch, the Dominion Minister, was taken sud-
denly ill whilst on his way from Lytton to Victoria, and had to return to

the residence of his brother, Mr. John Trutch, at Yale.
From the returns to hand, it may be taken for granted that D. W.

Gordon, Esq., will be elected to the House of Commons, Canada, to rep-
resent Vancouver.
Hazel Kirke will be performed at the Theatre Royal for a couple of

nights the coming week by a company styled the " Madison Square The-
atre Company."

At a German church a new organist had been engaged, who was
fond of adding some improvements to every piece he played. On the first

Sunday, when he had finished the " Gloria," he wished to add a few bars
of his own, but the blower suddenly ceased to work. "Go on," the organ-
ist cried, angrily ;

" dont you see I am still playing ?" " Playing, indeed,"
said the blower. " I have been in this business for the last 30 years, and
I know just exactly how much wind is required for a Gloria. I don't see
whv you should have any more than your predecessor."

—

Fliegende
Blatter.

It puzzles a great many people to understand how, after the bombard-
ment of the Egyptian forts, the British Government can still maintain

that they are not at war with Egypt. Yet the matter is simple enough.

As an able writer in an English contemporary puts it: " The garrison of

the forts of Alexandria was not acting under the orders of any recognized

Government.. Arabi's proceedings were against the will both of his im-

mediate sovereign, the Khedive, and of his over-sovereign, the Sultan.

The British are not at war with Egypt as a State, for they have never

intended to make war upon its Prince or its people, and the lawful ruler

of Egypt is, in fact, at this moment under British protection. Neither

are the British at war with Arabi and his troops, for they are not a sub-

sisting or recognized Government with whom it is possible to be at war.

Arabi's abuse of the flag of truce and abandonment of Alexandria to be
pillaged and burned by a horde of ruffians does not improve his position.

He is a soldier who, under cover of political action, has got hold of the

military resources of his country, and is using them without lawful au-

thority of any kind."

BANKS.

The new food, which has cured the chronic dyspeptics of Japan, is

Midzu Ami (Japanese Malt), at Ichi Ban.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital $3,000,000.
WM.AI.VORI> President.
THOMAS BROWN, Cashier | B. MURRAY, Jr., Ass' t Cashier

Agents :

New York, Agency of the Bank of Calfornia ; Boston, Tremont National Bank ,
Chicago, Union National Bank ; St. Louis, Boatman's Saving Bank ; New Zealand,
the Bank of New Zealand. Correspondent in London, Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons. Correspondents in India, China, Japan and Australia, the Oriental Bank Cor-
poration.
The Bank has Agencies at Virginia City, and Correspondents in all the princi-

pal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.

Letters of Credit issued, available in all parts of the world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dublin, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Antwerp,
Amsterdam, St. Petersburgh, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama. Nov. 4.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA^
Incorporated by Royal Charter.—Capital paid up, 81,800,-

000, with power to increase to 810,000,000. Southeast corner California and Sun-
some streets. Head Office—28 Cornhill, London. Branches—Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria, New Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.

rhis Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subjectto Check
and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available in al parts of
the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents
as follows

:

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank ; Scotland—British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 18. FREDERICK TOWNSEND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Paid up Capital 81.500,000, Gold. President, B. C. Wool-

worth Vice-President, D. Callaghan ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue, Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
Correspondents—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse,
Neuman&Co. Paris: Hottinguer&Co. NewYork: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-
pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal
cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. ' Commercia
Credits issued available iu Europe, Cdii.a and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital, $2,100,000.

San Francisco Office, 424 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, V.'ILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid TTp $3,000,000.
Reserve, TJ. S. Bonds 4,000,000.

Agency at New York, 62 Wall street.
Agency at Virginia, Nev.

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-
elers' Credits. This Bank has special facilities for dealing in Bullion. Nor. 8.

THE ANQLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E. Cor. Sansome and Pine Streets,

London Office, 3 Angel Court ; New York Agents, J. W. Sel-
igman & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, 56,000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,
loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.

FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.
P. N. Ltlirnthai., Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITAL, 9300,000.
Officers: Vice-President, Jerome Lincoln; Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other
Approved Securities. Office : No. 216 Sansome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Dentscne Spar und Leinbanh, No 526 Californlastreet, San

Francisco. Officers : President, L. GOTTIG. Board of Directors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Eggers, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign, Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE; Attorney, JOHN R.
JARBOE. May 18.
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ELECTRICITY. ETC
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takeout Id K«rpt the motft perfect field telegraph that h»* r

.

prepared, and ten thooaatid p->lea have been *ot ready for it in U>
Carriage Deportment. The pole*, which are rather lender, are painted

11 rings of black mil white, and are«hod with boft, to aa to
be eaaify planted in the ground. Far several reaaona an orerhea<l tele*
k-raph i- preferred to any other. And for a temporary nae, aa in thin cam,
the light poles, which can easily be removed from place to place, are re-
garded aa especially advantageous. The supply oi win being virtually
unlimited, the telegraph may extend to about 350 milee,"

a»a»» A French naval committee has lately reported on the use of the
telephone for The transmitter approved as l»est is a
•mail flat circular telephone, hnrini; interiorly two spiral magnets su-
perpoaed. The Gaiffe telephone as a receiver is said to give good effect*.
Microphone* (both the ordinary microphone and the Ader) are pronoun-
ced lees advantageous.

^— Aft-r many oontrmdiotory reports as to whether locomotives pro-
pelled by electric enervy were to be used iu the St. Gothard Tunnel n>
not, we hear again that the attempt is to be made, and that experiment*,
for which the sum of 180,000fr. is set apart, are now being made at Kerne
with this object.— It fa stated that the Leeds Corporation have decided to light their
Free Library, now in course of erection, by incandescent lamps.

A CURIOUS CABB.
The following account, pent to oa by Mr. Manabridge, of the resto-

ration of an apparently drowned woman, said to have been immersed in
rater for ten minutes or thereabouts, will be read with interest:

" On the 13th of June, while diving at the wreck of the Forioard flo, I
was under water when the danger signal was given to me. I immediately
rose to the surface, and, being informed by my attendants that they
thought some one had been washed off the rocks, I got into the boat and
made the men pull toward the place where the shouts came from ; but
only having one oar in the boat, it took me a considerable time to get to
it, the place being about a quarter of a mile away. It appeared that a
Japanese woman had been washed from the rocks while gathering mus-
sels and awabe. I asked the bystanders where they last saw her ; they
pointed to the spot ; I immediately went down and found she had been
caught fast by the rope by which the basket she was collecting the shell
fish in was suspended. I brought her to the surface and put her iu the
boat and placed her across the diving pump, head down, and made the
men roll her about, at the same time pulling away toward the beach and
taking my diving gear off. When I got the woman on shore I started to
work her arms and legs, and after doing so for about five minutes I heard
a gurgling sound in her throat and a sign of breathing. I still kept
working her arms and legs, and, after about ten minutes, I had the satis-

faction of hearing her speak. I then got blankets, made two more women
get under them with her to get her warm, and at night when I left work
I met her coming to my house to thank me for saving her life."—Japan
Gazette.

PICNIC BASKETS.
The following three bills of fare are suggested as making up excellent

picnic baskets for ten people each:
Collared eels or eel pie ; vol-au-vent patties ; rolled cutlet of veal, with

seasoning, and thin slices of ham (roasted); pate"-de-foie-gras aux sand-
wiches, potted chicken, truffled eggs, hard boiled ; sausages, with bread-
dough crust ; potato salad ; florentine of beef ; anchovy or potted shrimp
sandwiches ; lemon pie, prune shape, rum-punch jelly, iced rice, Man-
chester pudding, Anut Mary's pudding, drop-cakes, Kussian cream, fresh
fruit mold, cheesecakes.
Two pairs soles, boned, and baked in savory jelly; 4 salmon steaks,

fried; 2 roast ducks; 2 chickens, boned, stuffed with minced bam; 2 rab-
bits in mold of savory jelly; rook pie; small roll of spiced beef; Bake-
well pudding; turnovers of jam, marmalade and lemon cheesecake; molds
of jelly, lemon sponge and rice; raspberry creams; compote of fresh fruit;

cucumber, butter pats, lemons, sugar, pepper, etc.; salad, with lobster
and without; dinner buns, bread; strawberries and Devonshire cream.
Carry jellies in moldB.
Cold salmon, cucumber and vinegar; lobster mayonnaise, anchovy sand-

wiches, egg sandwicheB
;
gelatine of veal, 3 boned chickens, quail pie,

tongue ; raspberry and currant tart, shape of rice with cream and apricot
jam, large cheesecake, jam tartlets, jelly in mold, meringues, cream
cheese, butter, rolls and brioche bread ; cake, strawberries and cream

;

pepper, etc.; castor, sugar, corkscrew, etc.

A NEW MANIA.
The mania for adornment of parasols in England, is carried to the ex-

aggeration of all kinds of precious stone? being used to ornament the top
and mingle with the fringe. One lady at the garden party at Marlbor-
ough House shaded her complexion with a parasol—the value of which
formed the subject of more than one animated discussion amongst the
different groups. The sunshade was of white watered silk. The rosare

at the top one blaze of amethysts and topaz, forming a star encircled with
rows of seed pearls. Stones of smaller size were carried in a line down
each of the bamboo stretchers of the frame, and the whole terminated by
a fringe of white silk, on which was laid jewels in profusion. This proof
of wealth was not, however, half so much admired as the beautiful little
" Mother Hubbard" carried by one of our most accomplished princesses.

The border was painted, so 'twas said, by the princess herself, and the
design consisted of children wearing the quaint costume and the sweet
childish appearance of Kate Greenaway's representations of innocent
childhood. This parasol was the marvel of the fGte. The children ap-
pear to be running round the edge in pursuit of the butterflies which are

fluttering over the whole surface, and the variety and spirit of their at-

titudes form one of the most charming and amusing pictures ever beheld.

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS.
According t.. Sir l'-lm,.,! If. ,
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A Quiet Exhibition of Diamond*. It in pnban fortunate that the
"enterprising burglar ' got no hint beforehand of the pleasant
l«rty lately (riven by Baroness Burdetl Contta, In the course of the
evening, ui response loan Invitation from the Baronasa. there was a
" Diamond Show." We have had some nova] ihowaof late years, but
there ww really some danger in giving ihowaof this kind. Juit Fancy
the diamond exhibition by Mr. Porter Rhodes, pun- Cape white dia-
mond, the lowest, market value of the gem being fl'iO.OOO. Mr. W. c.
Wood displayed his Indian diamond, worth £35,000, There were othtr
splendid specimens, among them being a black diamond -not of the kind
used in our firegrates—but a genuino black diamond in hue dusky as jet,
but brilliant and glittering for all that. There was also a red diamond,
the only specimen yet discovered.—"Argus" in Land and Water.

Novelties in Jewelry.—An individual with an eye to economy has
invented a way of savins our diamonds from being Htolen, by substituting
richly cut-glass, illuminated with electric rays. He writes:—
"A necklace or a bracelet of diamonds of the first water could not com-

pare for brilliance with the effect of a string of crystals each containing a
tiny filament of carbon, heated to incandescence by an electric current,
supplied from a small Faure battery, which might easily be carried about
the person." It sounds dangerous to waltz with an incandescent current;
but then we are reassured by the statement that "it is perfectly safe,
that the heat would be imperceptible, and the effect unquestionably daz-
zling." At the Crystal Palace there is a breastpin which can be illumina-
ted by a two-inch Faure battery carried in the pocket of the wearer

A good joke is told of a certain Dublin professor—a stickler for ven-
tilation. Being put in a room at a hotel with another guest, he asked the
latter to raise the window at night, as the air was so close. "I can't raise
it," said the guest, after working at the window for awhile. "Then knock
a pane of glass out," said the professor, which was done. After awhile
the professor got up and broke another, then he was able to sleep ; but in
the morning he discovered that they had only broken into a book-case.—Country Paper.

The Church and Stage Guild has to face the fact that the majority
of actors resent what they conceive to be the suggestion that they are
specially in need of spiritual guidance. Some of the clergy concerned are
grieved at this, for they say the movement is simply intended to prove in
the world that there is no antagonism between the Church and the thea-
tre. In America it is proposed to improve upon this theory by forming a
Church and Turf Guild.

—

Court Journal.

Arabi Bey may twist the caudal excresence of the English lion as
much as he feels disposed, but if he gets to trampling around on our old
grand bald-headed American eagle, we'll paralyze him with one fell stroke
of our navy.

—

Admiral Nicholson.

" The robbers can't steal my mamma's earrings, 'cause papa's hidden
them." Interested lady visitor: ''Is that so, dear? Why, where has he
put them, I wonder?" " I heard him say he's put them up the spout, and
expects they will stay there ?"

—

Anon.

Old boots and shoes and leather waste generally are now turned to
good account by the chemical manufacturer in producing the cyanides,
ferro and ferrocyanides that have become indispensable in color-painting
and photography.

The internal revenue collections for July foot up $397,187, of which
sum spirits contributes $142,592.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,

Sawing, Planing and Manufacturing—Doors. Sashes, Blinds and
Mouldings—Turning-, Scroll and Jig Sawing1—Counters,

Bar and Store Fixtures.
Finishing Work for Buildings ou Hand and Made to Order.

217 to 225 Spear SI., and 218 to 226 Stewart St., S. F.

The largest and oldest established mill on the Pacific Coast.

D. A. Maodonald, Pres't. R. S. Falconer, Sec'y. W. N. Miller, Supt

[March 25.]

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Stiver Refinery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities ou the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in their

various forms.
June 18. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

REMOVAL.
r. E. H. Pardee taas removed from 621 Clay street to 526
Montgomery, corner Clay. Hours, 10 a.m. to 3 P.M. July 29.D

4fe£43 a week in your own town. Termeand $5 outfit free.

tJPOO Address H. Hat.t.btt 4 Co., Portland, Maine.
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"PLEASURE'S WAND."
'• We Obey no "Wand but Pleasure's."—Tom, Moore.

It is a matter of satisfaction that The Banker's Daughter is drawing

full houses. The success of this play and that of the admirable company

that presents it, proves that however demoralized and degraded the dra-

matic taste of this community may have become.it is capable of eleva-

tion and regeneration. Bronson Howard evidences by this work of his that

he possesses dramatic intelligence of a superior kind. The question of

American plays and American authors is brought to the surface by this

" run "—becomes, in fact, the topic of the day. What is an American

play, anyway 1 Does its nationality lie in the nativity of the author or

in the form of the play? Is it simply a geographical question, one of di-

alects, idioms, customs and habits, or does the Americanism lie deeper ?

Is there not such a thing as a national treatment of any given theme, ir-

respective of local peculiarities of any kind ? A drama may be written

presenting such peculiarities, and yet it may lack that unity of effect and

individuality of genius which would constitute it a national production.

If we will recall the names of the representative dramatic writers of other

countries and carefully examine their works, we will see how clearly and

definitely those of each country are distinguished from the others, with

an intellectual physiognomy which cannot be mistaken. An American

play is one produced by an author whose genius is imbued with American

sympathies and sentiments, and who reflects in his work feelings, im-

pulses and passions which have been engendered by innate American and

national associations. He must be thoroughly impregnated with the life

of this country. It is not a matter of detail, of time, place, style or

form that makes an American play. It is the ensemble of action and

construction, the tone and atmosphere, that impresses upon the work the

stamp of nationality.
* * * * * *

The New York Mirror had a very able article on this subject a few

weeks ago, an article which will bear reading. To it I owe some of the

above language. That journal promises an extraordinary mid-summer
number, with articles from the pens of a score or so of well-known pro-

fessionals.******
The event of the coming week will be the production of Daniel Rochat

at the California. At the Baldwin, Intercepted, a comedy by Howard
Johnson and E. Ambrose, will be played for the first time.*****
The Hanlons have gone, and with them our clever friend, Clay Greene.

He is to arrange a play in which the effects of the pantomime produced

last week will be presented in an attractive shape.*****
Emerson and Reed have decided to retain the Standard. It will be

shortly opened with a good Minstrel troupe.*****
Mrs. Bates takes a benefit this evening at the Baldwin, appearing in

The Woman in Red.*****
The Tivoli is doing well with Coquelicot. It is amusing in action and

tuneful in music. Emani next.*****
Simona is a draw at the "Winter Garden. There are extensive altera-

tions in prospect at this place—a widening and deepening of the stage be-

ing the chief point of view. I would suggest either a lowering of the
same or a sloping of it toward the audience. As it is at present, those in
front and in the body of the house can see but little more than half of

the performers' bodies.*****
The German season opened last Sunday evening. The theatre was well

filled, the audience being of the usual appreciative and demonstrative
type. The bill consisted of two pieces. First Love, a little one-act com-
edetta, and Der Lithe Onkel (Dear Uncle), the original of Champagne and
Oysters. Whether it was that the recollections of the admirable performan-
ces of this troupe last season have made us all hard to please, or that the
presence in this city of the Union Square Company has, so to speak,
raised the local standard of acting, still the fact remains, that it created
somewhat of a disappointment. The old members of the company were
at their best, the new members decidedly not, at least, I hope so. Bojock
was good, Mrs. Heller, as usual, admirable, and Kadelburg most excel-
lent. Particularly in Champagne and Ousters did Kadelburg prove him-
self to be full of neat and refined comedy talent, and his impersonation
of the unsophisticated, and consequently ill-treated, young rector was a
most amusing bit of acting. Unless I am very much mistaken, he as-
sumed a make-up suggestive of a local minister. The impression
created by the new members was not a remarkable one. Miss Fischer
is neat and womanly, and acted in the little comedy in a most agree-
able way. She played the young " Backfisch " with archness and natur-
alness, and was deservedly applauded. Miss Ada Ramm is a pretty
woman, but, judging by her efforts in Champagne and Oysters, she is but
an indifferent actress. In manner and style she is decidedly amateurish
and I should be very much surprised if I was mistaken in my judgment!
that she is as yet in her stage novitiate. Her voice and pronunciation is
coarse and provincial. Mr. Nieper, the juvenile, is a manly-looking fel-
low, with big, broad shoulders and a big, broad voice, a voice that needs
toning down. The comedian, Tbeo. v. Wegern, was amusing in the
character of the poor scapegoat of a sexton, but nothing more. His humor
seemed forced and artificial, not effusive or spontaneous. It was a decid-
edly conventional piece of acting. Taken as a whole, the performance
was a pleasant one, for a good ensemble prevailed. The scenery used in
the farce was dingy. Mme. Genee has engaged a large company, and every
Sunday new faces will be seen until the long list is exhausted. It is safe
to presume that, after things have become settled, the performances will
be as attractive as of yore. Next Sunday Our Wives, a most charming
play by Moser.*****
A piece of good news to many old Californians is the announcement

that Dick Kohler, the well-known cornetist, clarinettist, etc., and general
genius, will soon return here. He has been in Australia for the last seven
or eight years, and will be here in a few months. He brings with him a
most curious collection of wax-works.

A celebrated English reader, Mr. Evatt Acklow, is to visit America,
and may possibly be induced to come to California. It is principally as
a delineator of Charles Dickens' characters that he is famous. As a
reader he is considered the equal of Bellew.***** R

A few nights ago I was sitting in the California Theatre in a seat along-
side of the orchestra rail. It was during an entre act, and the orchestra
was discoursing, and discoursing very badly, let me remark en passant.
According to the programme the selection was a caprice by Henry Ketten.
Behind me sat a couple, she one of those mild, meek creatures born to be
crushed and awed, he, vain, conceited, and doing the crushing and awing
in first-class style. He knew it all, and she believed it all. The first

BtrainB were being played. He, after a previously careful but unobserved
examination of the programme, remarked: " Why, that's by Ketten;
you know Ketten, the pianist ; how characteristic his compositions are!"
She meekly answered, "Yes, it doeB sound like him!" I leaned over the
rail and read the title: "Overture to Squatter Sovereignty," by Dave
Braham, with Harrigan & Hart. Verb sap!*****

Alfred de Musset, in some one of his books, relates a charming anec-
dote of Rachel. I came across it lately. One night, after Rachel had
played the tragedy of Tancrede, by Voltaire, she met de Musset and in-
vited him home with her to supper. While her mother was preparing
the meal, discussion of Voltaire's tragedy began, and de Musset said: " I
noticed, Rachel, in your personation of to-night in Tancrede, that one of
your gestures impressed me as being sublime." " Then it must have been
very bad," responded Rachel, hastily. "Why so?" asked de Musset,
surprised. " Because, if one of my gestures particularly attracted your
attention, it couldn't have been natural—but must have been artistic.

My study is to act naturally, not artistically," was her reply.
* * * * *

Bronson Howard's new play has been accepted at the Madison Square
Theatre. It will follow Esmeralda. It will be produced at the same
time in England as in New York, which will be about two o'clock on the
morning of October 10th, and corresponding with the half-past eight p.m.
performance in New York on October 9th. This will protect the play in
England, as it will be duly advertised, the theatre opened, gas lighted,
and tickets sold to whosoever may wish to buy them. Belasco, who will
have charge of the stage at the Madison Square, when the above-men-
tioned play is produced, writes from Chicago that he went to Bee Taken
from Life, and that is the worst play he ever Baw.—In Money, as played
at the London Vaudeville, Mrs. John Wood, as "Lady Franklin," wears
three beautiful gowns. A dinner dress of ruby brocade, a gown of white
lace and blue brocade, and one of pink moire and some soft stuff.-^Ar-
buckle now has a big band of his own.^—Chicago actors are considered
the worst in the world. So says a New York exchange.^—The Knights of
Honor is the one of the many co-operative beneficiary associations that
actors mostly belong to.—Nat Goodwin has juBt celebrated his twenty-
fifth birthday.^^Charles L. Andrews will open the Grand Opera
House, on Mission street, in November. His attractions will
be mostly of the Bpectacular order, and his prices popular.^—

A

French melodrama, will inaugurate the season at the Union Square
Theatre.-^—The correspondence of the great actress, Rachel, is about to
be published in Paris. Some people will now have a chance to find out
what fools their grandfathers were. < "Blind Tom has been assiduously
studying the flute, and has become quite proficient.^—Catherine Lewis
is with her husband in Sweden.^—Gilbert and Sullivan have already re-
ceived 360,000 royalty for the Pirates of Penzance.—As is well-known,
Diplomacy is considered an unlucky play by the profession. Here is a
list of its so-called victims: Montague, Crisp, Floyd, Carroll, Brougham,
Beckett and Nina Varian, all members of Wallack's company at the
time the play was produced. Then there ia John Wilson, who played in
the first run of the play here, and Sam. Piercy, who played in the Becond
run. Then Ben Porter, who was killed by Jim Currie. All dead.
Courtaine won't play in the drama. He must be superstitious.

Beauclerc.

People are crowding to the Alhambra to see the last dramatic novelty
in the shape of " Marian the Giant Amazon Queen." Her Majesty Ma-
rian is, with helmet and plume, something like three yards high ; she iB

only sixteen years old, and is " still growing." On the stage she exhibits
a sort of gigantic gaucherie with an odd mixture of beaming benevolence;
but she is seen at her best if you can manage to obtain admission to her
nightly reception behind the scenes when the curtain falls. She has been
presented to all our leading journalists, generals, artists, and even foreign
princes, with whom she converses in German of a gutteral and gigantic
character, and her smile produces something like the effect of suddenly
throwing open a pair of folding-doors. What remains on our mind after

a rather plucky personal interview is that she began to grow abruptly
but decisively at seven years old, that she has nine brothers and sisters of
normal dimensions, that her father was foreman of a distillery, and that
she is a teetotaler ; that she likes the stage, and that her one absorbing
passion is chocolate creams, many tons of which are supplied to her
weekly by Mr. Holland. Venturing into domestic details, we learnt that
she likes music and dress, and that she brings with her her own royal
couch—ten foot six in length. " Fraulein Frankenstein," as we mentally
christened her, should be Been.

—

Vanity Fair.

Next Monday a new American society comedy, entitled Intercepted,

will be produced at the Baldwin Theatre. This is the first production on
any stage of this piece, and it will be presented with an exceptionally
strong cast, including Miss Helen Mason. The piece itself is said, by all

who have read it, to be a very excellent Bpecimen of dramatic literature.

It is the joint production of Howard Russell Johnson, a well-known jour-
nalist, and Edward Ambrose, the actor. Suitable scenery has been pre-
pared for the production, and the comedy has been placed upon the stage
with every accessory necessary in order to make it a success. Considering
that the piece is a first-class one, presented for the first time, with a very
strong cast and excellently mounted, the Baldwin should be crowded on
Monday night, and, if the piece possesses the merits we are told it does,

it will undoubtedly run well.

Chains, Silver Watcnes, Jewelry, Opera Glasses, Silverware, Quartz
Jewelry.—Big bargains in them at Uncle Harris's, 221 Kearny street, be-
tween Bueh and Sutter streets.
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lot before the mm an opened, wm> ffiren private trie
even better than the nret-naro«l, newly everr other day on a pnb
track, and in fall new nf dnsuu of trainer* and men Uabb t

on the rmcee. The thine waa ao open that I *u«[>r-ct«sl a crow, and
warned the rriulcr* of t 'ITER to bet afraintt Kink' if he
ruled high jn the pools. Tim«* ihowad the Mmndneas of my

Id first favorite, ami, in spite of hi* faat trial*, waa beaten by
Crown Point twice in 43T Peettog aatinfied that I waa on the rijjht

track, and further strengthened in my belief by watching the mm who
were betting on the race, I advised last week that the time had come
for SUrr King to win, and that if he sold low in the pools ho waa
sure to do eo. I further prognosticated that if driven hy Chauncey
Kane he would win in three strait beats, Kane did not drive him, f.»r

Welby was so much interested in Kinvr'* winning, ami has so little faith
in human nature, that he decided to drive himself, Tlii* proved that
the fellow is smarter than most people think. Had Kane been put in the
sulky, the bettors would have known that Kiug was to win, and
not a cent could have been got against him. Welby knew
well that he had the best horse by five seconds, and could
better afford to chance his unskillful driving than shut the betting up. It
also gave him a chance to lose a heat, and get a little more money from
the boys, who got frightened ami wanted to hetlge a chance he would
never have got, had Kane been driving. The race turned out precisely
as I predicted, and the NlWS Letter readers who took my advice were
all handsome winners. There were four entries—Crown Point sold fur

$35, Starr King ?30, and $10 for Cairo and Ashley combined, or a little

more than two to one against King. After seven false starts, the first

heat was started with Ashley a tri8e in the lead. He kept there to the
half-mile in 1:10J, when Kinn was turned loose and, easily passing him,
won in 2:22, Ashley second, Crown Point third and Cairo fourth. Pools
then chopped to $75 for King, $40 for Crown Point and 915 for the field.

In the second heat, at the fourth attempt, the horses were sent off well
together, but on the first turn Ashley broke and galloped nearly a hun-
dred yards on Starr King's wheel, and when he was finally caught he had
lost only two lengths by the operation. Starr King kept his lead, and,
after making the half-mile in 1:10J, he opened out the gap, as Ashley
again made a bad break, and be won easily in 2:23J, Ashley coming in sec-
ond and Cairo third, but Ashley was placed last for running. Pools then
sold $100 on King against 915 for the balance of the horses. King got
a poor start, and, making a bad break that lasted for 200 yards, his
chances for the heat were void. It was Cairo this time that made the
pace, and when he reached the half in 1:124, he was three lengths ahead
of Ashley, with Crown Point close up, and as Ashley could not appar-
ently go at the gait, he relinquished his position to Crown Point, who
won after a close and desperate struggle with Cairo, by a head
and shoulders, in 2:27. Starr King came in third, but was placed
last for running, which was a manifest mistake on the part of the
judges, for he lost severely by every break that he made. This heat
scared King's backers, who were not posted, and in their desire to hedge
they sent the pools to $50 tor King, against $25 for the field. The heat
was won by King in 2:27. He broke badly and was seven lengths iu the
rear at the half mile, but came from there in 1:09. Crown Point second.
There was but little interest taken in the 2:30 race, for which Sweetness,
Poscora Hayward and Blackmore started, at $100 to $25 on Sweetness.
Sweetness won the first two beats handily, both in 2:26. Then she tired,

and, in spite of a bad break, Hayward won the third heat in 2:25. The last
heat was really won by Hayward, who reached the wire a length ahead in

2:29£. He made three breaks and lost by each, so it was with much surprise,
and more indignation that the spectators heard the Judges declare that
Sweetness won the beat and race, and that Hayward was put to second
place for running. A protest was entered against the decision. Still fur-

ther evidence of what I believe to be a combination in the 2:25 class was
given at Santa Cruz races last Tuesday, when Crown Point won the 2:25
purse, beating Starr King and Del'Sur in 2:26, 2:29^, 2 :27£ and 2:30.

Rather in and out form for Crown Point to trot up to his record, and
King to be unable to win a heat eight seconds slower than he trotted last

Saturday.
* * # # *

Reports from the Southern part of the Peninsula and Santa Clara
County state that doves are plentiful and the shooting excellent. C. W.
Randall and Tom O'Keefe tried their hands last Thursday, along the line

of the San Francisco and North Pacific Coast Railroad. Without a great
deal of hard work they killed 207 between them, of which number 140
fell to Mr. Randall's gun, and as indisputable proof of this statement the
birds were all brought to town in good condition and distributed among
the Bhooters' married friends. I have not heard any gentleman claim a
larger bag than Mr. Randall's this season, and doubt if any such has
been made by an amateur.*—Grand pigeon shoot at San Bruno Sunday.

* * * * * #

The Occident and Merrion Crickett Clubs played a scratch match at
the Recreation Grounds last Saturday. The Occidents won, by a score of

84 to 67, of which number McGavin made 17 and not out, while T.
Mathieu, of the Merrion Club, made 22, the top score of the day. The
teams played a man short, and there was but little interest taken in the
game.

The Olympic Club will elect officers on Monday, September 4th. On
Saturday, September 23d, they will give an outdoor athletic meeting, of

which the particulars will be announced later.——A bicycle race, a mile
dash, free for all, is announced by the management of the Golden Gate
Fair, in Oakland, September 9th, for a purse of $50, the money to be di-

vided into prizes of $35 and $15, respectively. Nominations are to be
made with the Secretary on the first day of the Fair.——The Haverly
Baseball Club will play the Stars, at Concord, on Sunday next. On the
27th inst. they will play against the Athletics of 78 and 79, for the bene-
fit of L. N. David, once a Captain of the Athletics and a well-known
patron of the national game.
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FIRST " IXTEltCEl'TKl) " MATISF.K, Saturday, at 2 o'clock.

Aug. 10.

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.

J.
H. lli.v.rl.v. Proprietor; Freri'k W. Bert, Wiuiin'cr,-..
A. M. I'ftlmcr'fl ONION SQUARE 'im 4TREI 0. Crowded Bourn. Packed bo

the Doors. "The Hanker'* Daughter hns caught the Eaoeyofthe pubtlo The
play Is ona of such sterling merit, and the acting la bo exceptionally good, that It

trould i>" surprising if t >i
' business were otherwise than large. OhrorucU, August

WA. This (Saturday) Evening, August LQtb, Poslti?e1y Lam Night of

The Banker's Daughter t

Saturday Afternoon, August 19th -Layt BANKER'S DAUGHTER Matinee. Sunday
Evening, Auguit 20i.li—Mmc, Ottilia Genee'e Gorman Dramatic Company. Monday
Evening, August 21st. DANIEL ROCHAT. Aug. 10.

WINTER GARDEN,
Stockton street, between Post anil Nutter streets.--Stnlil Or

Maack, Proprietors. Last Nights of the domic Romantic Opera.

Siinona !

THE INNKEEPER'S DAUGHTER. Received nightly by delighted' audiences du-
ring the past three weeks. In active preparation, shortly to be produced, MASANI-
ELLO ! (La Muette of Portici). Witt) new and beautiful scenery painted especially
for this production by Geo. Bell. Aug. 19.

TIV0LI OPERA HOUSE,
Eddy street, near Market.--Kreling; Bros., Proprietors.

This (Saturday) evening and until further notice, the Comb Opera iu 3 Acts,
by L Varney,

Coquelieot

!

First time in America! Specially Ananged and Adapted for this Production. MR.
F. URBAN (the talented comedian) as Coquelieot ; MISS LOUISE LESTER as Tere-
sita ; MISS FLORENCE KEMBLE (first appearance here) as Croquignole. Miss Kate
Marchi, Miss Carol Crouse, Mr. Richard Valerga, Mr. M. Cornell, Mr. C. M. Knight,
etc., in the cast. Aug. 19.

SEASIDE GARDEN!
Presidio. Terminus of Union-street Cable Road. EVERY

WEDNESDAY, SATURDAY and SUNDAY, URAND GALA CONCERT by
the Full United States Presidio Band, nf 24 Pieces. Carl Kreyer, Director. Ad-
mission—Week days, free ; Sundays, 10c. for adults, children free.

Aug. 19. P. H. HIKK, Proprietor.

JUST ARRIVED.
200,000 ORANGES, ex Stevens.

36.000 ORANGES, ex Tahiti.
30,000 Extra Choice COCOANUTS,

And Dessioated COCOANUTS, New Crop.
3 Carloads Choice SICILY LEMONS.

Best ever seen this time of season, 480 bunches Choice BANANAS ; 60,000
Choice Shipping APPLES, for any port, Send orders in time. 10,000 hoxea
Choice Shipping PEARS and PLUMS. For sale in lots to suit by

1. G. SRESOVICH A CO.,
Aug. 19. 605-507 Sansome street.

REMOVAL-DRIVEN FROM HOME.

FRANK G. EDWARDS,

628 CLAY STREET,
Is removing his fine stock of CARPETS, WALL PAPERS, etc., to Phelan's Block,

junction of Market and O'Farrell streeti. Auu. 19.

For Ladies, Gentlemen and Families.

U. S. RESTAURANT
548 Clay street Near Montgomery

B2T First-Class. Reasonable Prices. *©»

Aug. 19. EZRA RIC1IAKPS. Prop.

A. WALDSTEIN,
Lithographer ami Zlucogriipher, No. 320 Sansome street.

Room 4S, Second Floor. Aug. 19.

MRS. JULIA MELVILLE-SNYDER,
613 Mason Street, between Bush and Sutter.

ocal Music for Opera, Coucert or Parlor. Plauo and
Elocution. Dramatic Elocution and Voice Culture Specialties. [April 29.V

Repairlng Watches and Jewelry, No. 39 Third Street.
[July 22.1 D. L. LEVY.

Faded articles of all kinds restored to their original beauty by Dia-

mond Dyes. Perfect and simple. 10 cents, at all druggists.
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'The World," the Flesh, and the Devil.

[Br a Truthful Penman.]

£26,760 seems a good deal to spend on a single entertainment, even

when it is given by the richest and most illustrious of unreformed corpo-

rations to a royal Prince. But it is not so much the sum total of the re-

cently audited accounts of a single day of London City hospitality as the

marvelous amount of certain single items which will excite the curiosity

of the reader. How many persons, one would like to know, partook of

the " banquet and refreshments," which, with wine, cost £6,830 10s. 4d.,

or how many " menu cards, dance programmes, etc.," (" etc." always

plays a large part on these occasions) went to make up £559 Is.? Was
the £4,534 worth of upholstery quite up to the latest esthetic require-

ments ; and did the £1,287 worth of painting and decorations do all that

might be expected of it to elevate the taste of the City dignitaries ? Who
are the most to be envied, the gasfitters, who made £1,368, the carpenters,

with their £2,266, the builders, to whom waB entrusted the work of erect-

ing a temporary building over Guild-hall yard for the good round sum of

£4,000, or maybe the persons who bought up the fragments that remained

of all this splendor for £815 ? That public entertainments ought to be

magnificent most persons will be willing to admit, but when all conceiva-

ble external magnificence is provided for, is not there room enough in

these fine figures for some magnificent jobbery ?^—As a pendant to the

Thames Tunnel, Hamburg intends to run a tunnel, about 500 metres in

length, between the so-called Customs-port and the Freeport on the

island of Steinwerder, the expense of which is estimated at £900,000.^—
The importance of balloons in. war is being at last fully recognized, and
among the articles about to be dispatched to Egypt are three balloons.

It is a pity that they were not Bent out sooner, for they would have been
very useful to Sir Beauchamp Seymour the other day, not only to dis-

cover the effect of the 'shots tired by the Fleet, but also to ascertain the
movements of Arabi Pasha and his army. The English are certainly

very slow of learning in military matters. For that matter, indeed, the
neglect of balloons for military purposes is inconceivable, seeing that
nearly ninety years ago they were used in the early campaigns of the
French Republic— Vanity Fair.—James Gordon Bennett's wealth,
and his sensible lavishneas, have made the curious desirous of knowing
what the true condition of his financial resources is. We learn from an
authority that he is worth over six millions of dollars, and there is no one
to spend it on but himself. The Herald, which 1b wholly his, is more
valuable now than ever before. He is said to have refused an offer of four
millions of dollars for it a few years ago, and added fiat he would not
sell it at any price. He certainly could not invest those millions to pay
him as well as it does.—Most of the Paris prints have received the fol-

lowing curious communication: "You are invited to visit the tomb of
Josephine Carrier, medium and inspired writer, who remained faithful to
spiritualism to the last moment of her bodily existence. To be born, to
die, to be born again and progress without ceasing, such is the law. 13th
April, 1861. 21st June, 1881. This inscription will enable you to find
her new tomb in the Ivry cemetery."^—A north country paper frowns
upon the known ambition ot the mayor of its town to be made a knight
for his distinguished services in receiving royalty, and narrates for the
benefit of the aspirant thiB anecdote: When Mr. Adam Black, the Edin-
burgh publisher, was sounded on the subject of receiving knighthood, he
said: " Nae, nae; it wadna dee. You see," he went on to say, "if a boy
cam into ma shop and said, ' a ha'peth o' slate pencil, Sir Adam,' it wadna
soond weel,"——An idea maybe formed of the amount of speculation
which has occurred of late in Egyptian securities or insecurities, from the
fact that the Stock Exchange clearing-house during the last settlement
cleared up to no less than two and three quarter millions, this, of course,
being irrespective of a vast quantity of bonds which changed hands with-
out ever passing through the semi-official establishment in question.^—
Mr. Oscar Wilde is to be married. The bride expectant is Miss Howe,
daughter of Mrs. Julia M. Howe, and one of the most beautiful of Amer-
ican belles. The marriage is not to take place until after the Japanese
tour of the poet of beauty, and will in all probability be postponed until
after the next lecturing tour in America.—Court Journal.-^—We all
recollect how the great Napoleon went incognito round his camp one
evening, and was stopped by a sentry, who said: " No, you shall not pass,
not even if you were the petit caporal himself." An event recalling this
anecdote took place recently at the Chateau of Laeken, the residence of
the King of the Belgians. There is a gate called La Porte Anspach,
which gives a short cut, but is always closed at ten o'clock in the eve-
ning. The Queen, driving her pretty ponies, returned at a quarter past
ten, and drew up before the Porte Anspach. " You cannot pas3," said
the sentry. " Surely you can allow the gate to be opened for me—for the
Queen! " " I know very well you are the Queen, but if I were to let you
pass I should be put under arrest." The Queen drove off, and the next
morning Bent a sum of money to the sturdy sentry through his command-
ing officer.-^—Some temporary inconvenience is apprehended by Shef-
field cutlery manufacturers from the partial stoppage of the Bupply of
ivory, which will be a result of the closing of the port of Alexandria.
This article has lately shown signs of becoming scarcer at any rate, and
the same appears to be the case with Manila mother-of-pearl shells, which
have consequently risen in price more than £2 10a. per cwt. since May,
and nearly £4 since the beginning of the year. Perhaps the scarcity in
this latter instance may be only temporary ; but, apart from the transit-
ory effect of the stoppage of business at Alexandria, the supply of ivory
is year by year diminishing.

Just opened, choice Scarfs, Cravats and Hosiery, at Carmany's Shirt
Store, 25 Kearny street.

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
rNSTTRANCE AGENCY,

No. 322 * 324 California Street, San Francisco, Cal,

Fire Insurance.
TEUTONIA of New Orleans.
LACONFIANCE ot Paris.

DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS
ofNewYork.

THE FIRE INS. ASSOCIATION (Limited)
of London, England.

GIRARD of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN of New York.
ST. PAUL of St. Paul.

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONCIERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented $27,000,000.
All Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid,

W. L. CHALMERS,
Special Agent and Adjuster.

PHffNIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., EstaVd 1782.—Cash Assets, $5,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., EstaVd 1833.—Cash Assets, $1,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., EstaVd 1851—Cash Assets, $1,357,326.39.

BUTLER <v- HilDAS,
General Agents for Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864.

Principal Office 406 California Street, S. F.

FIRE INSURANCE.
Capital (Paid Tip in XT. S. Gold Coin) $300,000.00
Re-Insurance Reserve $171,412 75

Assets January 1, 1882 S 684,577.83 I Premiums, since orffanization.S3,841,412.07
Surplus for policy holders . . 674,577.83

| Losses, since organization . . . 1,756,278.00

OFFICERS:
J. F. HOUGHTON President. I CHAS. R. STORY Secretary.
J. L. N. SHEPHARD .... Vice-President.

| R. H. MAGILL General Agent.

Directors of the Home Mdtpal iNsr/RANCE Co.:—L. L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J. L.
N. Shepard, John Currey, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, C. C. Burr, J. S. Carter,
Charles Belding, D. W. Earl. April 8.

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

TJnlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF LONDON FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $10,000,000.

THE STANDARD MARINE INSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool. Capital, $5,000,000-

Aug. 12.

W. J. CALLISGHAM A CO., General Agents,
213 Sansome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,500,000
Cash Assets 1,709,976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

RALFOUR, GUTII RIE A CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

Imperial Fire Insurance Co., of London Instituted 1803.
London Assurance Corporation, of London

Established by Royal Charter 1720.
Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.
ROBERTDICKSON, Manager.

W. ZAJTE BOOKEIt, Agent and Attorney.

S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building.
[October ll.J

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.--UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

The California Lloyds.—Established In 1S61.—Nos. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, $750,000 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates

!

Prompt Settlement of Loses!! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS. —J. Mora Mosb,
Moses Heller, J. 0. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Everson, A. B. Phipps, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Brandenstein, W. M. Hoag, Nicholas
Luning, James Moffitt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Touchard,
George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Scholle, Charles
Baum, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, "Vice-President.

James D. Bailey, Secretary. Geo. T. Bohbn, Surveyor. Nov. 6.
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SATURDAY BEFORE GOODWOOD
The lut l'.rk uf the wm> It', reallt "good-tr/s"

T» the IimuuI the ri»le an.t Uio railing*
;And hum l»u«hincly flr. lirujrr *itn*. with a Mgh-

Brocdktiom arr blent with bewailing*
In no cynical »pirit I take op my utanH,

Where it oft baa been taken aforetime,
* >f mounted Britannia a view to command—
How graceful her action, her hornet bow grand

!

Can it eter hare been that I rode with that band?
Well, it wann't, my beautiee, in your time.

The la*t Park of the season! And how ban it iped,
Thii season that draws near it* ending I

Has the roll call been read of the missing and dead,
The cashiered and the worthy commending !

Shall we march the old fighting-ground over again,
Show where won or lost was the battle

—

The letter there never was time to explain

—

What made her that Monday n late for the train-
Interruption of interviews caused by the rain

—

Reports that were mere tittle tattle?

Of engagements soon ended we've count by the score,
Where portionless she and he plaoeless.

She wept and he swore for a fortnight or more

—

Nov which of you's sorry. Sir Graceless?
And hark ye, my lord—there's none other can hear—

Hast tipped the Compeller of Thunder
A bull for the bolt that he aimed very near
To your bead ere a whisper was dropped in the ear
Of Jeannette that, if uttered, it's now very clear

Had been worse than a crime—been a blunder?

Lady Madeline, it's how many seasons ago
Town first saw your delicate features,

All abloom and aglow, that were joys to the Row,
Where smiles rose unbidden to meet yours?

And the women still bow and their husbands stiD stare ;

But deflowered is that garden of promise,
Whose prospect was spread out before you so fair
And bright—Dead Sea applee alone growing there.
The rich and the noble surround you ; but where

—

Can you tell me where—poor cousin Tom is?

In no cynical spirit—I'm not feeling ill

From the salad at yesternight's supper

—

Say I. Saddles who fill matters little, for still

Black Care has a seat on the crupper.
Those forget-me-not eyes yet are moist with the dews

Of "Farewell"—some one ordered to Egypt;
That cob carries double from late Irish stews
In the mash of his master men-cooks will infuse

;

Mrs. Turfy sits heavy from Newmarket news-
Matters hippie are making her liege hipped.

In no spirit save only of kindness we'll quit
The arena where beauty has braved us,

Where the habit's smooth tit upon figures, that sit

So smoothly their horses, enslaved ua.
Already the ranks Amazonian divide

—

Flo's flown where her yacht's in commission,
A Swiss hill Hilda's bottines are pacing with pride,
And Ti's tiny sole near the Solent's descried,
And Girlie's the flower of a lawn on Thames-side,

And Vic is to "Vichy a vision.

Once more ere we part on a separate tack—
For Scotland, Cowes, Canada, Norway,

—

With scarce a look back as she bows from her hack,
Or flits through her chaperon's doorway,

There's a chance of beholding her quite at her best,
Her fal-de-lals and filigrees on,

When Sussex claims Royalty's self for a guest,
And Society wakes into life with new zest,
After which pile we weapons—in peace let them reBt

Until the first Park of next season

!

__^ —The World, London.

A MILLIONAIRES WILL.
The 'will of the late Mr. Jones, the millionaire, who has left so enor-

mous an art-treasure to the nation for exhibition at the South Kensington
Museum, England, contains many amiable singularities which will inter-
est the public if ever they are made fully known. Among other legacies
are bequests to every one of the cooks yet living who ever roasted and
boiled in his service. These functionaries, to the number of nine or ten,
are of the female sex, and are all mentioned, with great exactness, by
name, although the tracing and discovery of their whereabouts will, in
many cases, give some trouble to the lawyers. It is no easy matter to
identify a Mary Anne Davis, let us say, or a Kate Connor, the only clue
to whom is that an equally vague Eliza Smith is most likely to know
where she is probably to be heard of ; for the testator has given, when it

has been possible, thus much aid in the search. It is to be feared that
not many men have such graetful sentiments towards the nymphs of the
kitchen, but that the majority of diners would rather wish that they
might {after a demise hastened by the slight but continuous indigestions
of a lifetime) visit their cooks with the retaliatory nightmare, rather than
with the benefaction of a small annuity. Then Mr. Jones leaves a legacy
'to the greengrocer who helped my servant to wait at table.' There is a
naivete in the bequest which somehow speaks well for the candor,
quaintness, and kindnesB of the late army contractor. Mr. Jone's large
fortune was amassed during the Crimean War.

A Boston clothing firm advertises full suits, hat included for $1. We
wouldn't take a suit of that kind, even if tbey would allow us to pay for
it in advertising. We would be afraid to wear it.

—

Oil OUy Blizzard.

Icbi Ban enlarged ; largest in the world.

INSURANCE.
Th» Only Company on the Pacific Cout Oo».rn«d by the Hum-

ohnaetta Ncm-Forfettura Law.

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIEE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF BOSTON.

[INCintrtii; i rt i, ixss.)
tl8.000.O0O.
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value payable in Cash. Diatnbutloiia of Surplus are mado annually on the OontrlhuUonijWOT and are progressive Uboi
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a"-v c<""l»">. carefully read tho Application and Form of

Policy used by the NEW ENGLAND LIFE.

HENRY K. FIELD, General Afent.
Office: 328 Montgomery Street (Safe Deposit IluiMing), San Francisco.

TRANSATLANTIC FIRE INSURANCE CO..
OF HAMBURG.

(Capital. 81,500.000, V. s. Gold coin. Losses paid In Gol.lXJ Com immediately after Adjustment. This Corporation holds contracts of six-
toen other European Insurance Companies, re-insurinR by far the greater part of
every risk, as soon as accepted in our office. The combined' subscribed Capital which
our policies thereiore offer to the public amounts to $26,900,000. U. S. Gold
Com. of which $7,650,000 is paid up, besides the always available Reserve Funds.

GEO. MARCUS & CO., S04 California street, S. F.,A "^- " Genera l Agents for Pacific Coast. _
THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.

S^.'?."^
11

?,'",1 ' »fZurlel>. Capital 5.000,000 francs; Helvetia,
of St. Gall, Capital 10,000,000 francs ; Baloise, of Basle, Capital 6,000,000 francs.

These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that mav be sus-
ained. Losses made payable in all the principal seaports of the world. In 'the set-
tlement of all claims under an English polity, these Companies willstrictly adhere to
the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, and submit to English jurisdiction.
June 9- HARRY W. SYZ, Agent, 420 and 422 California St., S. F.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.

(Capital 85,000,000.---Agents: Balfonr, Gotbrle & Co., No.
J 316 California street, San Francisco. Nov. 18.

COOS BAY COAL.
The Cleanest and Cheapest.

No Soot! No Dirt!

The BestCoal for Domestic Use!
All Coal Dealers Keep It!

[May 27.]

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,
Agents for RICOBD'S RESTORATIVE PILLS,

635 Market Street San Francisco, Cal.

PALACE HOTEL. June 34.

R. CUTLAR, D.D.S.,

Has Removed His Dental Office

From 716 Clay Street to No. 23 Post Street.

Office Hours—From 10 A.M. to 6 F.X.

,
[May 6.]

DR. R. BEVERLY COLE
Mas Returned from Europe,

And Resumed Practice at his New Offices,

218 POST STREET, above Dupont. [July 29.

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,

OCULIST.
ITlormerly at No. 313 Bush street, has removed to Pbelan's
7 Building, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 u. to 3 p.m.

Take the Elevator. May 27.

DR. JAMES W. KEENEY,
OFFICE AUTO RESIDENCE: 22 MONTGOMERY STREET.

EOT7BS: 2 to 4, 7 to 7:30 p.m.
SUNDAYS: 3 to 4 p.m. April 9.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 21S GEARY ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.

Feb. 6.] OFFICE HOURS: 1 to 4 P.M.
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THE NEW YORK INSURANCE LAW.

The last Legislature of the State of New York passed a law declar-

ing it unlawful for foreign insurance companies to make any statement,

publication, or advertisement regarding the business done by them or as-

sets held by them outside the United States. This is one of the most

uniuBt and absurd laws ever placed upon any statute book. Insurance

companies, in advertising the fact that they are prepared to underwrite

risks mention, at the same time, the amount of capital and assets they

possess, and the volume of business they are transacting, in order to show

that they are reliable, substantial concerns, capable of paying such losses

as they may incur. Doing this seemB to be reasonable, and in no sense a

breach of good morals, or calculated to work injury to any one. The ob-

ject of the New York law is to prevent insurers from learning the

amount of cash assets which foreign companies have invested outside of

the United States, and so to prevent these companies from inducing

business to come to them on the strength of their substantial financial

position. The injustice of this is equally divided between the companies

referred to and the general body of the public. The amount of assets

which any of the foreign insurance companies have invested in the United

States does not represent the amount of assets they have available to make

good a calamitous loss and still be able to continue in business on a solvent

basis, responsible to all others who have risks placed with them. It is a

notorious fact that one of the largeBt foreign insurance companies doing

business in this country, if it had only had its American assets to fall

back upon, would have been unable to fulfill its engagements at the time

of the great Chicago fire. Now, inasmuch as every cent's
t

worth of as-

sets which these foreign insurance corporations possess is practically

liable for the liquidation of its losses, surely it is not wrong to let the

public know their extent and value?
While, however, the action of the New York Legislature in placing

such a law on the Statute Book is a reflection on its sense of justice, and

its intelligence, the course the Insurance Superintendent of New York
has taken in giving effect to the measure would be outrageous, if it were

not so superlatively silly. This precious official^ has announced that he

will regard any foreign insurance company which, in any State of the

Union besides New York, publishes the amount of its assets (held outside

of the United States) as transgressing the provisions of the New_ York
law. In other words, he will endeavor to drive out of business in the

State of New York foreign insurance companies which, in other States,

do things that are perfectly legitimate there, but are infringements of the

laws of New York. This ignorant, supercilious john-donkey seems to

think that he has been appointed Insurance Superintendent of the uni-

verse. Any school-boy could tell him that the Legislature of New York
has no power to say what shall or shall not be done outside the State of

New York, or to provide civil or criminal remedies for civil or criminal

wrongs which are perpetrated in other commonwealths. Any boy who
has ran errands for an attorney three months could explain to this model
Insurance Superintendent that an insurance company, like an individual,

is only responsible to the State of New York for what it does in the State

of New York, and that an insurance company, like a man, could not be
punished in New York for an illegal act which it performed in California.

Much less could it be punished in New York for doing in California that

which is perfectly legal in the latter State.

Many of the foreign insurance companies, however, we regret to ob-

serve, have allowed themselves to be intimidated by this idiotic official's

bounce, and have taken from their advertisements' here, in San Francisco,

the amount of their assets, and in some cases have withdrawn their ad-
vertisements altogether. The News Letter ventures to suggest to the
gentleman who have the management of the affairs of these companies
that they are allowing a grotesque scarecrow to frighten them. They have
only to take this question into the Courts in order to demonstrate to this

Insurance Superintendent that he has been clothing himself with rather
more power than the highest legislative or judicial authority in his State
can exercise. Any good lawyer will so advise them. Indeed, it is an
open question whether the law will not be held void, even as regards its

application in the State of New York, because it is absurd and incapable
of enforcement. At any rate, no insurance company need respect it. A
card containing the name and address of the company may be published,
and liberally paid for, and the publisher of the paper may, out of regard
for that liberal payment, publish every fact known regarding the compa-
ny's standing and assets. No Insurance Superintendent can stop the
publisher from doing so, nor can the company be held responsible for the
act of the publisher. The papers containing these statements can be cir-

culated by the insurance company anywhere, because any newspaper
which may be lawfully mailed by any other person or corporation may be
mailed by a foreign insurance company, and any law which says differ-
ently will be held unconstitutional by the Courts. Selah!

MY-DEAH-HUBBELL'S METHODS.
There is a richness, it seems, underlying the My-Dear-Hubbell

blackmail circular which, if it is properly uncovered, may prove delight-
ful to look upon, though somewhat unpleasant to smell. It seems that
My Dear-Hubbell is anxious to warm the Senatorial chair now occu-
pied by Senator "Ferry, of Michigan, and Senator Ferry, like most other
men, finds the cushions so soft that he would like another term on them
himself. My-Dear-Hubbell, in furthering his ambition, has had print-
ed a great many thousand copies of a paper called the Grand Army Jour-
nal, which contains a virulent attack on Senator Ferry. These papers
have been circulated all over Michigan, with a view to injuring Senator
Ferry's chances of election. It now transpires that the Grand Army
Journal is a myth ; that there is no such paper ; that it is merely a cir-
cular gotten under that name for the one issue and for the one purpose

—

that of injuring Ferry and helping My-Dear-Hubbell. Nay, even
more; it is rumored that My-Dear-Hubbell issued this paper as a
campaign document for the Republican party, and paid for it out of
funds which his stand-and-deliver circular had raised from the employees
of the United States Government. The money which was raised in this
way by My-Dear-Hubbell was supposed to constitute a Republican
campaign fund, to be used in defeating Democrats, and Senator Ferry is
not a Democrat. In fact, he is a very pronounced Republican, bat, as he
stands in the way of My-Dear-Hubbell's ambition, he is (to the latter)
as bad as a Democrat.

OUR CITY PALACES.

What is to become of our city palaces—the big bouses on Nob Hill
and others near the city? That of ex-Governor Stanford is but seldom
occupied by its owner, whose tastes rather incline him when in the State
to make his home at his beautiful farm, Palo Alto. Mrs. Hopkins makes
her residence at G-reat Barrington, Mass., and, save for a brief visit at
long intervals, her magnificent residence is virtually closed. The Colton
mansion is clouded by the mysteries attending the sudden death of Gen.
Colton, his alleged defalcations, and the legal differences growing out of
the settlement of his estate. The Crocker house alone shows signs of life

in that costly row above Powell street, on California. The Haggin and
Tevis mansions are both now, as they always have been, not only large

and imposing edifices, but have a homelike and comfortable appearance
which is alike their characteristic. The Parrott mansion and others in
the neighborhood of Rincon Hill, once the fashionable quarter of the
city, lost their attractions when Second Btreet was cut through and the
huge Btructure of the Philadelphia Brewery was erected on the lot where
Captain Folsom, in years long gone by built his beautiful cottage, which,
though still standing, is dwarfed into nothingness by its surroundings.
Only the vast wealth of the bonanza kings and the railroad magnates suf-

fice to keep such houses open. As, in the course of time, these abnormal
fortunes must become distributed among their descendants, it iB scarcely
probable that they will care, even should their fortunes permit it, to main-
tain establishments with their attendant expenses here, while the Eastern
cities and Europe afford so much greater and more varied attractions.

The new generation now growing up know nothing of that peculiar life

which made the charm of existence to old Californians and which so en-
dears it to them. Life here, to a man whose fortunes are so great as al-

most to preclude the possibility of his being subjected to the necessity of
work, has but few attractions. The round of amusements, of social and
other dissipations is soon exhausted, and he is left but few resources. It
is but natural he should seek in larger and wealthier communities the op-
portunity afforded to gratify his tastes and minister to his appetites. The
prospective inheritors of these vast fortunes have mostly, if not wholly,
been educated abroad, and had an experience there which, to a certain ex-
tent, has unfitted them for California life. They have tasted the luxuries
which are alwayB to be had by those whose wealth enables them to grat-
ify every appetite, no matter how extravagant and seemingly unreason-
able, and hence life here will too likely seem to them flat, stale and most
unprofitable.

JUDGE J. McM. SHAFTER.

Judge J. McM. Shatter towers away above the average candidate for

Gubernatorial honors, as a full-grown Eucalyptus does above a Nevada
Bage-brush. It was once said of Edmund Burke that, if you met him by
chance under an archway, taking shelter from a passing shower, you
would be sure that you were in the presence of a great man. This is

measurably true of Judge Shafter. A man of a stalwart frame, well
suited as a pedestal to support his large head, he at once impresses you as
a man strong in every sense. A very slight acquaintance with him suffices

to convince you that your first impressions were by no means erroneous.
That he has an exceptionally vigorous brain, a highly cultured mind, and
a sound judgment, are matters of fact known to all who are acquainted
with him. As a lawyer, he stands in the front rank, and has had
State. In the Constitutional Convention, of which he was a member, he
was at least the peer of any of the many able men who constituted that
body. To-day he is in the enjoyment of a hardly earned but moderate
fortune. He is mainly engaged in pursuits that are rural ; he plants and
sows, and reaps, and enjoys country life. Whilst as well known in San
Francisco as Telegraph Hill, he is essentially "a man from the country."
A sound theorist, he is an eminently practical man; whilst he thinks
with his head he executes with his hands. He is a man of affairs, studi-

ous by temperament and industrious from habit. A resident in Califor-

nia for over thirty years, he is one of the best living specimens of our
early pioneers. Why should not this most able, independent, tried and
honest man be nominated for Governor by the Republicans? In his pres-

ence the men named as his opponents dwarf into insignificance. By their

very manner they instinctively admit his superiority. While he gives

expression to his ripe judgment, they listen with that respect which in-

ferior minds are constrained to yield to a superior. They feel and know
that they are but pigmies alongside of a giant, mentally. If the Repub-
lican Convention will, in its wisdom, provide for " the survival of the fit-

test," Judge McM. Shafter will be its nominee, without a shadow of a
doubt.

GHASTLY BRIC-A-BRAC.

There can no longer be any doubt that, after all, Guiteau was a man
of worth. During the last few weeks of his life his autographs and pho-
tographs, and even a sight of his ugly phiz, put money in his purse.

Since his untimely demise, his bones have brought money to his relatives;

and now it appears that sundry doctors and officials are to profit by
bric-a-brac manufactured from his skin, hair, toe-nails, etc. If this racket

is conscientiously kept up, Guiteau relics will soon beat those of the Cath-
olics. There are Btill in existence enough chips off the " true cross " to

build a mammoth watering-place hotel of the first class, and enough bones
of St. Peter to fill the Catacombs of Rome. But we hear that a large

manufactory has already been established in Washington for making fire-

screens and tapestry out of Guiteau's hide (every article warranted genu-
ine), and that every jewelry store window is full of watch charms ingen-

iously worked up from Ms pants-buttons. It is said, moreover, that these

pleasant little trinkets are chiefly bought by people who, during the last

Presidential campaign, accused Garfield of stealing $306, or thereabouts.

The News Letter regrets being called upon
_
to record the death

of Guido Kustel, the well-known assayer and mineralogist, which said

event occurred in Alameda on Wednesday last. The deceased gentleman
was born in Galicia, Austria, in 1817, and, consequently, had attained the

ripe age of 65 at the time of his death. He came to this coaBt with the

pioneers in 1849, and has made his home here ever smce. He was esteemed
as capable and efficient at his calling, and as an individual he was re-

spected most by those who knew him best.
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THE TOWN CRIER.
'H«ri -.# <w*il an tho«? n
"0»«ih»t wtl) pUj ib« .liiti.i-.i wttb yo« "

" tU'd a atiDK is fata l»il u urn* *• ft ftftH.
Whlab m*d» bin crew bolder tad bolder."

Two men were held this we*k in the ram of 91,000 each on * chug*
of burglary for atmling watermelon* from a milmari car. Now, if we
understand the principle <>f hail in America when must in
dvlBf a saloon loafer $-*• t.» swear that he own- wnpeHj worth 110,000
the bail, we in«i«t. is generally proportioned to tl. ,.f the
offense. Now, a large watermelon weighs aUnit twenty ponnda, and i-

dear at twentv cent* ; oonaeqoantfj to assume that the hail of v.

Frawley and James Brady wan fairly apportioned, being in all 13,000, the
pair should by all right* have stolen between them ten thousand water-
melon*. WfjtomBf. on a central average, about nineteen torn n
hundred weight three- quarters and five pounds, allowing (or one melon
which Krawleyand Brady ate. Now, as they both must have ha, I choUraV
morbus within fifteen minute* of eating thsir first wattTnipl-n.it

I

i«ia« that two men suffering with griping and spasms in the arma
and legs could have carted off nineteen thousand dollars worth of bail at
twenty cent* a car-load. If it had been a colored Judge who Ml
at this high figure he might have been excused, because stealing a m,t-
melons is a serious infringement on the privilege of all colored

j

even supposing the watermelons only weighed eighteen pounds, and won
worth twenty-five car-loads a cent.—[This would not haw been printed
except as an illustration of how rapidly journalism prodai
the brain. The writer had been recently engaged specially for this depart
tuent, but some years ago he was induced to accept an editorial position
on the Post, which wrecked his intellect. He is now studying for the
ministry in our hack yard, with every prospect of success.- En. N. L.]

In one of the early settlements of Wyoming only one paper need to
be received each week, and this, it is said, was a religious one, containing
a sermon by Talmage. The men in the community, being the cuetodaj
sahttit vici ad arotnti effodievdum ct spiritum vini gallici bibendum d(<i

i
<tim-

tum (this is only the Latin and things for a mining camp, but it sounds
good and is all wrong), the men in the community, we say, used to play
seven up every Saturday evening, and the last man stuck had to read the
sermon to the community on Sunday morning. This beautiful custom,
which reminds one of Longfellow and Evangeline, pork aud beans and a
clean shirt, prevailed for a long time, until a San Francisco man came
along one day and joined the camp. Of course, he chipped in at the
Saturday evening game and got stuck for reading the sermon and eleven
rounds of whisky. He did not kick, but the next morning when he
ascended the pulpit opposite Kaiser's saloon, a gift from the ladies of the
settlement (the pulpit, not the saloon), he steadied himself on the two
empty whisky cases, and pulling out an old copy of the San Francisco
Call from his pocket, prefaced his remarks with "Dearly beloved breth-
ren," and then pitched into an editorial on the debris question and the
sale of Goat Island to the railroad company. Strong men wept aud
women grew hysterical. At last the Nestor of the camp, who was the
only man able to act, because he had been playing solitaire during the
opening remarks, calmly drawing a revolver, shot the unfortunate preacher
dead. No one blamed the act or spoke of it, except as a just one. The
Call editorial was buried immediately, but the unfortunate skeleton of
the reader was left to the coyotes. This story is a very sad one, but it

contains a moral.

Present titles not being enough to satisfy the republican tastes of the
American people nowadays, it has become the prevailing fashion, to tack
on " Ex " wherever it can be put, so as to enable all office-holders to carry
their badges of servitude while they live. It is not enough that every
man who has served the State, going in poor and coming out rich, should
be ever after called Honorable, but he must now also be known as ex-
Governor, ex-Senator, ex-Congressman, or ex-Assemblyman So-and-so.
On the whole, the T. C. rather approves of the new fashion. But as his
indorsement will necessarily cause its universal adoption, and as titles as
now constituted are not sufficiently numerous to go around, in order that
no one in this free and enlightened country of ours shall be compelled to
go through life without one, he respectfully suggests that the office-hold-

ers and naval and military men should not be allowed to monopolize all

the distinctive appellations, but that the following be also recognized and
adopted as such : .Ex-Defaulter, ex-Convict, ex-Butcher, ex-Corner Grocery-
man, ex-Tailor, ex-Car Conductor, ex-Wharfinger, ex-Forger, ex-Boot-
black, ex-Cook, ex -Baker and ex-Chiropodist. What a boon it would be
to the social record-makers of the daily press. Just imagine items like

these: "Mrs. ex-Bankrupt Cash is building a palatial mansion ;" "Ex-
Waiter and Mrs. Lowborn are passing the Summer at Mud Springs ;"

" Ex-Barkeep and Mrs. Flaherty have gone East in their private car
;"

"Ex-Cheap John and Mrs. Schwarts are passing the Summer in Switzer-
land ;" and " Ex-Peddler and Mrs. Jones are about to leave for an ex-
tended tour in Europe."

Politics are unusually lively this season, because any one who does
not belong to at least two Democratic, one Republican and a Working-
man's Club is considered to be a craven poltroon. Here is a leaf, for in-

stance, from a diary of a gentleman who is taking a little interest in poli-

tics: "Monday—Went to 7th Ward Republican Club, registered under
three names, hit a policeman, broke a window, got battered and fined $5.

Club paid me $40 damages—good night's work. Tuesday—Went to two
Democratic meetings. Spat in a man's face. He apologized. Went
home sad, no coin. How long will this last ? This country is too peace-
ful. Wednesday—Broke the windows of the 11th Ward Greenback Club,
and was appointed Treasurer. Collection, $37.80. Will put the eighty
cents to the credit of the Club. ThiB country is all right. Thursday

—

Was arrested for yanking a few hundred cigars from a Chinaman.
Squared it with the officer, but feel discouraged about making an hon-
est living. Friday—Gay time. Got into fights about Garfield, Tom
Desmond, Judge Ferral and Justice Pennie. Made $120. Locked up,

but divvied with . Saturday—Took a rest and drove out through
the Park. The green borders and the bright flowers seem so in harmony
with nature, and the birds cooing in the trees were most intrinsically

melodious. How fast time goes, and how little those who know us love
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Lmertou statesman, won! m California human natun
stand. Com.- to thiol of it if Cftbeo Arthur afflicts us with the Mint.
the Custom Mods.-, or Poai offioa for the Datura] term of hi« offldal life,

well try and respond t-> "My Dear HnbbeU " and do the square thing.

Any one who thinks it h fun to be a Sheriff ought bo read the follnw.
Oaroline Lipids, who has surd ex-Sheriff Desmond, to re-

cover $850, alleges that on October 10, LS8L she waa possessed of one
stuffed Polar bear, one whale*! law, two oaMnetaof mineral apecimens,
and other curios, whirl, the Sheriff Hiied, oarrlad away anil
refused to return." We know how all this is ouraelvoa, baring been
Sheriff of Blue Nose Gulch in L85L In thnae days, officers of the law,
executing a warrant or attaching pro|»erty, wore a HO, 11 kitchen stove as
an overcoat, and double iron water ptp< m over their pants. It is under-

however, that the late museum, recently pnrabaMd for the city
and exhibited at the Mercantile Library, was made up of a few trifles
s. iz.-.l by sheriff Desmond during hie term of office. The big elephant is

sajd to have been originally one of the charms on Billy Emerson's watch-
chain.

" Send me, dearest mother," wrote a young Vassar girl to her par-
ent recently, " a fresh supply of the delicious product of the Theobroma
Cacao, unadulterated with farinaceous Bi'Dstancss or animal fats." " The
darling girl," soliloquized the fond mother, absently, " how she is improv-
ing. Ihave no idea what Ethelinda can require, but I am sure it is

something costly and connected with her variegated studies, so I will re-

mit unto her a ten-dollar bill." And when Ethelinda opened the letter
she laughed merrily, and with her face beaming with smiles turned to her
friend, Blanche Sibylline Smyffe, and said, " Great sakes, ain't this gay?
I thought the old woman wouldn't tumble, I wanted a four-bit box of
chocolate candy, so I shot the encyclopedia at her and she sent me an X.
Bully for she ! Let's go and hoist in fruit cake and finish Paul de Rock's
II Gustave le Mauvais Sujet."

The latest way to get rich is to start a market garden, with about
four dollars worth of onions iu it and a crop of cabbages, having care-

fully reconnoitered the neighborhood and found out that all the neigh-
bors keep goats. A four-foot paling is a thing of joy to a kid, the market
price of which is about 75 cents. Then sit at the window in company
with a shyster lawyer and a pile of blank summonses, and watch every
goat that comes into the garden. It is true that you can only sue for

$299 damages on every bit's worth of garden truck devoured, but it pays.
The only trouble is that no one in San Francisco who ever kept a goat, so
far, was known to be solvent, or to have anything besides the goat. This
is a drawback to the success of the scheme.

The editor of Mr. Pickering's paper got very badly mixed this week
over the 15th of August, the battle of Austerlitz, the feast of the Assump-
tion, Napoleon's birthday and the discovery of the North Pole. How-
ever, as Mr. P. has put him on bread and water, taken away his chewing-
gum and dictated two original editorials to the young man, we think he
has been more than severely punished. The latest reports are that he
does not know which is his right foot, or the name of the city in which
he lives. This mark of contrition will restore him to the full confidence
of his proprietor, if combined with a promise never to attempt again to

state a fact or even surmise.

The Stalwart toadies, who fawn upon and boot-lick our Imperial
Chief Executive, are now talking of having a painting made of Washing-
ton and Arthur, to be hung up in the rotunda of the Capitol at Washing-
ton and labeled: "Our first and last Presidents." Were Landseer alive,

he would be the man to employ, as he would then give us a new illustra-

tion of "Dignity and Impudence."

We grow sick and weary of the incessant " ie " tacked on to female
names. It is bad enough to change the " y's " of Mary, Sally, Carry,
and Fanny into the fashionable termination, but when it gets to having
Kate, Maude, Jane and Blanche turned into Katie. Maudie, Janie and
Blanchie it is time something was done. Why don't somebody add the
favorite letters to Bell for a change ? That might wake people up.

The News Letter, the Chronicle and the Alta are really the only three

papers who devote any space to the frightful mortality of this city and its

causes, as far as they are connected with our filthy streets and our foul,

choked sewers. If the other papers know any more important subjects to

discuss, they at least give no evidence of the fact.

Jones has discovered the respective peculiarities that mark the lines

between a distinction and a difference. A little " difference," he says,

frequently makes many enemies, while a little " distinction " attracts a
horde of friends.

To the constructors of display heads for the daily press, the T. C.

respectfully gives notice that he has grown painfully weary of " Beyond
the Rockies," "In Other Lands," "Under the Tricolor," and "The Pa-
cific Slope."

A San Francisco druggist was called up in the middle of the night

to make up some blue mass pills. He revenged himself on the commu-
nity by writing a poem which he calls " The Midnight Mass."

The man who fell in a fit on Merchant street, after remarking that a

Senator, recently deceased, died because he had "Ben Hill," was con-

victed of disturbing the peace by Judge Kosenbaum.

Elaborate mention is made of the fact that Mr. Gladstone has a

body-guard of two policemen, but most anybody can get that by going on

a simple drunk.
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SUNBEAMS.

Patriotism: Monselet and Junto were dining

at a table d'hote in Switzerland a few years ago.

Before them sat a party of hated Teutons, who
were served with a splendid mountain trout,

while they merely got a stale pasty. The two

Frenchmen gazed anxiously at tbe fish, while

their vis-a-vis as gloatingly eyed the pasty. A
happy idea suddenly flashed across Jundt. Cut-

ting the pie in two he set to work upon his share

and devoured it, uttering the while encomiums

upon its composition, flavor, etc. Passing the

second half to Monselet he said to the latter,

sotto voce, "eat it." " But it is a month old,"

objected Monselet. "Never mind; don't you

Bee the Prussians are dying for it. Eat it—out

of patriotism." Monselet hesitated no longer,

and swallowed the unsavory food with every ap-

pearance of relish.

"Why, my dear," said poor little Mr. Pen-

necker, with a ghastly smile, " why would the

world without woman, lovely woman, be like a

blank sheet of paper?" Mrs. P., who had^ just

been giving the little man " a piece of her mind,

smiled, and " couldn't think." "Why, because,

don't you see, love," said the long-suffering one,

" it wouldn't even be ruled."

An exchange devotes three-quarters of a col-

umn on " When to Cut Timothy." The best ad-

vice on the subject can be given in a very few

words, viz: cut him when he's broke.

In Racine, Wis. , the other day, a thief stole

a quantity of original poetry of the alleged value

of S500. The wonder is howhe could ever have

got away with it and elude discovery.

It is not etiquette to tip your soup-plate at

dinner, but it is always in order to tip the waiter.

The Western merchant who Bold a great

many goods to replace things destroyed by the

cyclone, called it a trade wind.

BROAD GAUGE.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Monday. April 10, 18S2,

And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave

from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend Bt., between 3d and 4th streets,) as follows:

LSAVB
B. p.

DESTINATION. ARRIVE
S. F.

8:30 A.M.

t 9:30 A m.

10:40 A.M.
* 3:30 P.M.

4:25 P.M.

5:15 P.M.

6:30 P.M.

.San Mateo, Redwood,

....and Menlo Park ..

6:40 a.m.
* 8:10 a. M.

9.03 A.M.
'''10:02 a.m.
* 3:36 P.M.

t 4:59 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

t 8:15 P.M.

8:30 a.m
10:40 A.M

'' 3:80 P.M
4:25 P.M

( \

J ..Santa Clara, San Jose and.

I

. .Priucipal Way Stations .

.

9:03 A.M
* 10:02 A.M.
* 3:36 p.m.

6:00p.M.
t 8:15 P.M.

10:40 A.M.
" 8:30 p.m.:I1

.Gilroy, Pajaro, Caatroville
. and Salinas..

:10:02 a.m.

i
6:00 p.m.

10:40 a.m.!

3:30 p.m.
..Hollisterand TreB Pinos.

1*10:02 am.
'1 6:00 p.m.

10:40 a.m.
* 3.30 P.M.;

'
. . .Monterey, Watsonville .

'

Camp Ooodall, Aptos, Camp
San Jose, Soquel, Santa Cruz.

,

'"'10:02 a.m.

6:00 pm.

10:40 A.M.i...Soledad and Way Stations ...1 6:00 p.m.

Sundays excepted. tSundays only.

S3" Special Notice. *^£&

Sunday Excursion Trains to Montbret and Santa
Cruz.—First-class Excursion Train to Monterey and
Santa Cruz will leave Sau Francisco every Sunday at
7:30 a.m. Returning, leave Monterey at 4:35 P.M.; San-
ta Cruz at 4:15 p.m., arriving San Francisco at 8:40 p.m.

Fare for the Round Trip to either point, $3.

Stage connections are made with the 10:40 a.m.
Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo, which
connect with 8:30 a.m. Train.

Ticket Offices—Passenger Depot, Townsend street,

and No. 3 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.

A. C. BASSETT,
Superintendent.

H. R. JUDAH,
Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

B3^* S. P. Atlantic Exprsss Train via Los Angeles,
Yuma, etc., leaveB San Francisco daily via Oakland
Ferry, foot of Market street, at 9:30 a.m.

C. P. R - R.

Time Schedule, Monday, May 15, 1882.
Trains leave, and are due to arrive at,

SanFranciscoas follows:

LEAVE
(for)

DESTINATION. ARRIVE
(from)

9:30 a.m. .

*4:00p.m.
4:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m.
3:30 p.m.

#4:80 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
4:00 P.M.

9:30 a.m.
4:30 P.M.

8:00 a.m
4:00 P.M.
8:00 A.M.
4:30 P.M.

18:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
8:00 A.M.
5:00 p.m.
9:30 A.M.
*4:00 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.

10:00 a.m.
3:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m
5:30 P.M.

8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
3:30 P.M.

#4:30 P.M.
*4:00 P.M.
8:00 A.M
3:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
3:30 P.M.

*4:00 P.M.
''4:30 p.m.

3:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m.
*4:30p.m.
*S:00 a.m.

, . . Antioch and Martinez

. . . Calistoga and Napa

. j Deming, ElPaso > Express....

. ( and East J Emigrant ..

. j Gait and ^.via Livermore

. | Stockton j via Martinez

, . .Knight's Landing
" " (JSundays only)

...Los Angeles and South
. . Livermore and Pleasanton. .

.

, . . Madera and Fresno

.Marysville and Chico..

.Nilesand Haywards..

( Ogden and I Express

\ East f Emigrant
. . Redding and Red Bluff

(Sacramento, \ via Livermore,
Colfax and > via Benicia. . .

.

Alta j via Benicia...,

. . Sacramento, via Benicia. . .

.

, . Sacramento River Steamers.

.

..San Jose

..VaHejo.,

(JSundays only)

..Virginia City..

...Woodland

. . . Willows and Williams.

,

2:40 p.m.
12:40 p.m.
*10:10 a.m.
7:40 P.M.

11:40 A.M.
*10:10 a.m.
#10:10 A.M.

7:40 P.M.
2:40 p.m.

7:10 A.M.
5:40 p.m.

12:40 P.M.
5:40 P.M.

#10.10 A.M.
$11:40 a.m.

2:40 p.m.

5:40 p.m.
8:40 A.M.
2:40 p.m.

12:40 p.m.
6:40 P.M.
6:40 p.m.
4:10 P.M.
9:40 A.M.
8:40 a.m.

11:40 A.M.
6:10 A.M.
5:40 P.M.
6:40 P.M.
7:40 P.M.
11:40 a.m.
10:10 a.m.
6:00 A.M.
4:10 p.m.

9:40 A.M.
7:40 P.M
2:40 P.M.

Jll:40 A.M.
12.40 P.M.

10:10 A.M.
11:40 A.M.
7:40 p.m.

#10:10 A.M.
7:40 p.m.

Train leaving San Francisco at 9:30 a.m. should meet
Pacific Express from*' Ogden" at San Pablo; also Pacific
Express from "El Paso" at Antioch.

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland Pier,

From "SAN FBASflSCO." Daily.

To EAST OAKLAND—*6.00, *6:30, 7:30, 8:30, 9:30,

10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30, 5:30. 6:30,
7:00, 8:00, 9:30, 11:00, «12:00.

To ALAMEDA—*6:00, '16:30, 7:00, «t7:30, 8:00, "t8:30,
9:00, *t9:30, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 1:00, 2:00. 3:00, *tS:30,
4:00, *>t4:S0, 5:00, <"t5:30, 6:00, «t6:30, 7:00, *8:00, 9:30,
11:00, *12:00.

To BERKELEY — "6:00, »6:30, 7:00, "7:30, 8:00, »8:30,

9:00, 19:30, 10:00, (10:30, 11:00, Jll:30, 12:00, 1:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,
9:30, *12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—»6:00, «6:30, 7:00, <7:S0, )8:00.
8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, *4:30, 5:00i

•5:30, 6:00. *6:30, 7:00.

To " SAW FRANCISCO," Daily.

PaoM BROADWAY, Oakiakd -«5:32, *6:02, 6:32, 7:02,
7:32,8:02,8:32, 9:02, 9:32, 10:02, 10:32, 11:02, 11:32, 12:02,
12:32, 1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32, 5:02,
5:32, 6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

Prom EAST OAKLAND—*6:21, *5:51, 6:21, 6:51, 7:61,
8:5i, 9:51, 10:51, 11:51, 12:51, 1:51, 2:51, 3:51, 4:51,
5:51, 6:51, 7:51, 9:21, 10:51.

From ALAMEDA—*6:15, «5:45, 6:16, 7:10, ^7:35, 8:10,
"t8:35, 9:10, *t9:35, 10:10, <tl0:35, 11:10, 12:10, 1.10
2:10, 3:10, 4:10,'t4:35, 5:10, <t5:35, 6:10, ^6:35, 7:15,
*t7:35, 9:15, 10:45.

From BERKELEY—»5:45, »6:15, 6:46, "7:16, 7:45, *8:15
8:45, J9:15, 9:45, (10:15, 10:46, (11:15, 11:45, 12:45,
1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:15, 4:45,5:15, 5:45,6:16,6:45, 7:45,
9:15, *10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY — »5:45, *6:15, 6:45 »7-15
7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, *5:15. 6:45
*6:16, 6:45, »7:15.

Creelt Route.
From SAN FRANCISOO-»7:15, 9:15, 11:16, 1:16. 3:15

6:15.

From OAKLAND—*6:16, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

All trains run daily, except when Btar (*) denoteB Sun-
days excepted.

tTrains marked thus (t) run via East Oakland.
(f)Sundays only.

" Standard Time" furnished by Randolph & Co., Jew
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. GOODMAN, Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agt.
A. N. Town]!, Genera! Manager.

L. H. Newton. M. Newton.
NEWTON BROTHERS & CO.,

Tmporters and Wholesale Dealers In
•*- Teas, Foreign Goods and Groceries, 204 and 206
California street, San Francisco, Cal May 25.

On and after Monday, April 3d, 1882,
Boats and Trains will leave San Francisco as

follows:

71 f\ A.M. daily (Sundays excepted), via San Rafael,
• -1" from Market-street wharf, for Petaluma, San-

ta Rosa, Healdsburg, Clovcrdale, Guerneville and way
stations. Stages connect at Geyserville for Skaggs'
Springs ; and at Clovcrdale for Highland Springs, Kel-
seyville, Soda Bay, Lakeport, Ukiah and Geysers.

Dally, Except Sundays.
2Q|". p.m., via Donahue, from Washington-streetOU wharf.

4Plf\ p.m., via San Rafael, from Market-street wharf,
•*JlJ for Petaluma, Cloverdale and way stations.

Stages for Navarro Ridge and Mendocino City leave
Cloverdale daily at 6 A.M.

Sunday Excursions.

8 0Q A.M., Sundays only, via Donahue, from Wash-
•Ayj ingtou-street wharf, for Cloverdale and way

stations. Round Trip Tickets on Sundays to Petaluma,
31.50; Santa Rosa, $2 ; Healdsburg, 83; Cloverdale,
84.60; Guerneville, $3. Returning, will arrive in San
Francisco at 6:45 p.m.

8.15'a.m., Sundays only, via San Rafael, from Mar-
ket-street wharf, for Miller's, Pacheco, Novato

and Burdell's. Returning, will arrive in San Francisco
at 7:45 p.m.

GEYSERS! GEYSERS!
The Greatest Natural Wouder or the

World 1

Immense Reduction in Sates.
Round Trip Tickets, via Cloverdale $8 50
Round Trip Tickets, via Cloverdale and Calistoga.$12 50

Passengers will leave San Francisco at 7:10 A.M.
week days, from San Quentin Ferry, and arrive at the
Geysers at 2:30 P.M. On Sundays, leave Washington-
street Wharf, by Steamer JAMES M. DONAHUE, at
8:20 a.m. Returning, arrive in San FranciBeo hy either
route the following evening.

ARTHUR HUGHES,
Gen. Manager.

PETER J. McGLYNN,
Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

SONOMA VALLEY RAILROAD.

On and after Monday, April 3d, 1882,
Boats and Trains will leave San Francisco as

follows:

O OA P. M. daily (Sundays excepted) , from Waahing-^,uu ton-street Wharf, for the town of Sonoma.
Fare, $1. Round Trip Tickets, from Saturday till Mon-
day, $1 50.

SUNDAY EXCURSIONS.
8 0(\ a.m. (Sundays only), from Washington-street

. -j \J Wharf, for the town of Sonoma. Rminrf Trin
Tickets, SI.

Round Trip

ARTHUR HUGHES,
Gen. Manager.

PETER J. McGLYNN,
Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

H, S. Williams. A. Ohesebrough.

W.H.Dimond.

WILLIAMS, DIM0ND & CO.,

Shipping and Commission Merchants,
UNION BTJTXDINO,

Junction Market and Fine Streets.

AGENTS FOR

Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific

Steam Navigation Company, The Ca-
nard Royal Mail SteamshipCompany,

* * The California Line ofClippers '

'

from New York and Boston,

and *
' The Hawaiian Line . '

'

San Francisco, January 31, 1880. [Jan. 81.

An artful juryman, addressing the clerk of
the court while the latter was administering the
oath, said: " Speak up ; I cannot hear what you
say." "Stop," said Baron Alderson from the
bench. "Are you deaf ?" "YeB, my lord, of one
ear." "Then you may leave the box, for it is

necessary that jurymen Bhould hear both Bides.
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OOOD-BTE, PROUD WORLD
[»T RALPH WAU"> IMS

; I urn not thine ;

'.em * 1833.

Good*by*, |-r.M,,i world] Vm
Thou art not my r

lony through weary orawdi 1 n«m-
A B*at ark ii the .H.-AH brll

Dg I am UkmhI like th<- drtrm f..»m ;

world, I'm Roing boi

iwnina f»c*.
with Mi wi!,| grimace;

To upstart Wealth's atert<
;

vded halls, to court and street,
can hearts and hasting feet

;

*e who go and those who come,
Good-hye, proud world, I'm going home.
I go to seek my own hearthstone,
Bosomed in yon ^reen hills alone

;

A secret lodge in a pleasant land,
\\

:

: vee the frolic fairies planned,
Where art-lies green the livelong day
Echo the blackbird's roundelay,
And evil men have never trod
A spot that is sacred to thought and God.
Oh, when I'm safe in my sylvan home,
I mock at the pride of Greece and Rome

;

And when I am stretched beneath the pines,
Where the evening star so holy shines,
I laugh at the lore and pride of man,
At the sophist schools and the learned clan

;

For what are they all in their high conceit.
When man in the bush with God may meet?

LITERARY NOTES.
-^— The United States Medical Investigator is a semi-monthly journal of

homo-opathic practice and philosophy. If the subject of human medical
treatment were not so serious, we should confess to a vast amount of
amusement from the perusal of this journal. There is an account of a
homoeopathic assembly in Kansas City, where the speaker supposes that
the father of medicine is represented " packing " two snakes as the em-
blem of his authority to eliminate from the boots of the festive Kansas
citizens what he calls the serpentine congeners of the Golden Age. There
is a wonderful paper on the relation of planetary electricity to disease.
We are gravely told that " the heat of the sun is, in reality, currents of
electricity vibrating between the earth, the sun and every other planet."
The position of the planets gives the physician greater power to ward off

baneful effects. Changes in hygiene are effected by certain positions of
the planets, and the doctor who notices the planetary positions will be
surprised when he 6nds his sick patients are affected for better or worse,
or death, at those times. We should be sorry to believe that the ethics
of homoeopathic physicians are fairly represented in this journal. A
physician is requested to administer morphine hypodermically, and it is

proposed to refuse because the remedy is not homoeopathic. A corre-
spondent requests that all patients who have fees and want morphine,
should be sent to him. " I will undertake," says he, " to bleed, blister

and purge them all for five dollars apiece. I would jab the lancet in
quicker than a wink for a good fee and the prospect of gaining a patient
and reclaiming him from theerror of his ways. I believe in simultimism(!!)
and try to live up to it, but I will—under protest, of course—give him
gripes, iron hail, lightning, and inject stewed pumpkin into his head

—

anything to improve the quality of his brains. Cast not your pearls be-
fore swine. Retain your patient, and afterward remodel him if you can,"

-^— Troilus and Cressida, with notes by William J. Rolf, A.M., is

added to the " English Classics " series published by Harper & Brothers.
The same firm will publish in a few days Outlines of Ancient History, by
P. V. N. Myers, A.M. It is a comprehensive volume of the histories of

nations prior to the fall of the Western Roman Empire in the fifth cen-
tury. The author has aimed at tracing distinct periods of growth, rather
than at giving the details of special dynasties or the chronicles of petty
wars.— Queen Elizabeth, of Roumania, has been elected a member of the
Roumanian Academy of Sciences, and her election is due not to her royal
position but to the fame which the writings of Carmen Sylva (her well-
known pseudonyme) have acquired. Her official reception into the Acad-
emy is to be marked by some degree of ceremony. She is understood to

be now engaged in the preparation of the speech or essay expected from
each newly-elected member.
-^ The Coast Review for August is an unusually attractive number.

As usual, it contains a great deal of matter that is highly instructive to
those who are interested in anything that relates to underwriting. In
addition, there are a number of articles which the general reader will

peruBe with satisfaction. One, regarding the possibility of a theatre panic
in San Francisco, is, in fact, quite sensational.— The Frankfurter Zeitung says that Nicholas I., of Montenegro, has
finished a drama in three acts, and in verse. It is entitled The Empress of
the Balkans, and is written in Servian, but its royal author contemplates
translating it into French.

—— Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston, have in preparation a beautiful

illuminated calendar for 1883, to be called the Longfellow Calendar. The
slip for each day will contain an appropriate quotation from Longfellow's

writings.— The publisher of the Los Angeles Herald has issued an excellent

illustrated paper descriptive of that region.

Kiug Champagne, from Reims, France.—Private Cuvee in quarts

and pints. Shield—Krug—in quarts and pints; Premiere Qualite, in

quarts and pints. For sale by Hellmann Bros. & Co., corner Front and
Jackson streets.

COAL AND WOOD,
Wholesale and Retail,

At the Old Number 209 8>>HBt Stroet.

QEORQE H. HUNT a CO.

W Any Artie's In toe Lin* Supplied. "W
M*r°h4 - Telephone So. SSt.

ROEDERER CHAMPACNE!
Mil l< I .

The Triule ami the I'nbllc are Informed that we K.Tel, e the

GENUINE
LOUIS ROEDERER CARTE BLANCHE CHAMPAQNE,

Direct from Mr. Louis Roederer, Reims,
Orer his Signature and r.-miilar Invoice.

8s»~ Each ease in marked upon the tide,

Cisco,'* and each bottle bears tho label, "

for the Pacific Coast."

"Macondray & Co , San Fran-
Maoondray & Co., Sole Agents

MACONDRAY & CO.,
Sole Agents for the Pacific Comt.

[September 24.)

M. A. GUNST & CO.,
203 Kearny Street San FranoUoo.

IMPORTERS AKJ> in: 1 1, litis JJVHAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS,
Also, Agents for Kimball, Qaulllener & Co.'s Guatemala dinars.
t^~ Inform the Public that they receive large invoices of Choice

Havana Brands twice a month. [Feb. 10.

C. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

8AN FBAJfCISCO and NEW TORK.
6i£"" Agents of American Sugar Refinery, corner of Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. Jan. 17.

Olaus Spreckels, Wm, Or. Irwin,
WM. Q. IRWIN & CO.,

Sugar Factors and Commission Agents,
Honolulu, H. I. fMarch 25.

J. D. SPRECKELS & BROS.,
Shippin and Commission Merchants-

Hawaiian Line of Packets.
326 Market Street San Francisco.

May 28.

CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY,
Manufacturers of the Standard Syrup, a superior article

put up in barrels expressly for home consumption. Also, Extra Heavy Syrup

in barrels for Export. Refined Sugars at lowest market rates. Office 325 Market

street, up stairs. Dec. 21.

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,

STOCK BROKERS,
No. 314 Pine Street San-Francisco.

[May 20.]

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY,
No. 310 Sansome Street,

San Francisco,

WHOLE HALE 7> E A J, E Ji 8 IN FTTR8.
[September 21.1

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Gold Medal, Paris, 1S7S.

Sold by all Stationers. Sole Agent for the Unite.; states:
MR. HENRY HOE, 91 John street, NY. Jan. 6.

C. W. M. SMITH, /^f§\The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor, /njSEfr^
Established in 1862, l"ATEN|QJ

Removed to 224 Sansome Street.^ropS/

63?" MR. C. W. M. SMITH is the patent attorney for Marriott's Aeroplane Com-
pant for Navigating theAir. Oct. 22.

TABER, HARKER & CO.,

IMPORTERS JLND WBOIESA.IE GROCERS,
108 anil 110 California St., S. F.

[April 19.)

NOTICE.
or the very best photographs go to Bradley * Rulofson's,

in an Elevator, 429 Montgomery street. Oct. 29.F'

$5 to $20 per day at me. Samples worth $5 free.
Address Stinbon <fc Co., Portland, Maine.
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PACIFIC COAST AND EASTERN NOTES.

Judge Lynch commences to hang three men in Illinois. Fire breaks

out and the Judge goes off to see it, leaving the ceremony incomplete.—

•

President Arthur goes off on a sea voyage, leaving the U. S. without a

President. The country gets along all right, though.——Congressman

Springer, of Illinois, receives the Order of the Bust from the President of

Venezuela. This does not entitle him to go on the " bust," though.—-A

Louisville steamer attempts to land at a dam and goes over it. Then the

captain damns the dam.—Vallejo Powder Works blow up, and are,

consequently, blown down.—Los Angeles doctor and lawyer have an

animated discussion. Lawyer shows a pistol, which proves trumps.——

Republican primary at San Jose. Home Protectionists sweep the city.

Needed sweeping.—Some of the Mare Island employees removed. Lec-

tion coming on. Fresh deal necessary.^—Man dies of starvation in a

Portland hotel. Give Portland hotels a wide berth, boys.—The McCoys

and Hatfields, of Pike county, Ky., fight. Three McCoys and one Hat-

field are now enrolled among the angels.—Attorney-General Brewster

says that after the jury in the star route case listens to his eloquence they

will convict the accused. Mr. Brewster sleeps every night with a man
wao has a very good opinion of Mr. Brewster.—Dorsey, the star route

thief, writes a letter to President Garfield—after the latter is dead.

Postal facilities incapable of delivering it.^—Democrats in a West Va.

Congressional district split plumb in two. Either half may be had for the

asking.—Two prize fighters arrested in Massachusetts for pummelmg
each other in an unscientific manner.^—The various villages of Shasta

engage in a scramble for the county seat. It is a cushioned one.—An
insane asylum, in Pennsylvania, and a court-house, in Missouri, burn up.

The process of evolution may, in the course of time, combine the elements

of which the two were formed into a young ladies' seminary.——Bank
robbers go through an Illinois bank. They desired to take the funds, for

the cashier, who is a good man, might be tempted to steal them.-—-Pieces

of Guiteau's skin given away to relic hunter. Bah! Sickening!—
The Government employees are, it is said, responding liberally to My-
Dear-HubVH's circular. You bet they are. Have to, as it were.—Two
Judges die at Sarat<ya. There are still lots of live "Judges" scattered

throughout t; e con nt:-v.—Denver continues sending out word that its

Exposition is the lar-est, and finest and most perfect ever gathered to-

gether," but the visitors don't turn up. Still, Denver is excusable.—

A

Cincinnati oyster-packer's bookkeeper absconds with S20,000, thus show-

ing that he cuuld ke p something else besides books.—An officer of the

TJ S. Treasury at Washington chases a handsome widow out of his room.

He! He! He! Softly, Mother Mosely.^—Don Cameron opens his

"sack" and prepares to capture the "Labor Party" of Pennsylvania.-—

Tornado passes over Bangor, Maine. Bangs her, as it were.—The

Philadelphia Land League resolves not to help Arabi Pasha with men or

money. This relieves Gladstone wonderfully.—Utah Commission pro-

fesses to be ready to carry out the law. Some one is wanted to carry it in.

—Senator Ben Hill packs his trunk and leaves the country. Heaven

was his destination, but whether or no he had a through ticket, deponent

knowethnot—A Treasury official says that, notwithstanding the big

appropriations, Congress did not empty the national purse. When Con-

gress finds that out it will kick itself. Mr. Schwab says that the Tariff

Commission has too much politics in it to recommend that the tariff be

taken off wool. The Commission doesn't like that kind of Schwabbing.—The Iowa Democrats tender their sympathy to "Ireland in her strug-

gle for freedom"—to shoot men and women and mutilate innocent cattle.—A Washington correspondent alleges that the Republicans are making
strong efforts to carry the next House. Where they are going to carry it

to does not appear.-^Ben Butler buys an old schooner, and the news-

paper people immediately put him down as a pirate who is going off on a

cruise after spoons.—Lawyers doing some tall talking in the star route

cases. When they get through the jury will be somewhat mixed.——
One hundred and fifty thousand dollars burglarized in New York. The
money don't complain, but the late owners are howling pretty bad.^—
Cornell's "organ" gives Roscoe Conkling a bad shaking up.—"Cap-
tain" John Mullen, formerly a ward striker in San Francisco, but now a

hanger-on at Washington, calls the attention of the State Department to

Harry George's arrest. Thoughtful on the part of the Captain.-^The
negro outrage business is being worked up in Arkansas. Several State

elections take place soon, and people want a little enthusing.

FOREIGN NOTES.
British troops and supplies continue to gravitate toward the Nile.

^—Apaches make things very lively in Mexico. Place needed livening
up.—General Ignatieff reported under arrest in Russia. Court party
don't like him. An insurance policy on his life would be a good spec.

^—Two German members of Parliament imprisoned for abusing the
Federal Council. If American politicians were to be imprisoned every
time they abused their opponents, what would the result be ? Meany,
the Irishman who left New York, two weeks ago, in order to create
trouble in Ireland, lands behind the prison bars. Irish Republic howls.—Paris threatened with a lack of water. Plenty of claret left.^—
Cetewayo reaches London. He is trying to ketch a way back to his
throne.—Salisbury sulks after the refusal of the British Conservative
party to follow him. Sulky boys are generally sent to bed without any
supper.^—The Irish Land League changes its name to the Land and
Labor League of Great Britain. A rose by any other name will smell as
sweet, but the leopard cannot change its spots.—Frenchman who mur-
dered his wife's lover condemned to imprisonment for seven years. The
wife will retire behind the bastile bars for life, not because she had a lover,
but because she gave him away.——Five hundred thousand dollar fire in
Quebec. That is the time the "Fire Fiend" got in his work.-^Irish
policeman shot. His slayers are patriots, not murderers, of course. —

—

The Empress of Germany slips and falls. The piece of real estate on
which she fell feels highly honored.——The Queen of Madagascar says
she don't like Frenchmen. Monsieur is about to send a few ships of war
to persuade her that she does.——Four men convicted of agrarian crimes
in Ireland. They don't like the Repression Bill.—Arabi Pasha sets up
a Caliph on his own account. Arabi's manufactory can turn out almost
anything, but his goods don't last long.^—The Bonapartists hold a love
feast in Paris, but their cause died in Zululand some years ago.—High
Sheriff of Dublin sent to jail for publishing a letter stating that the jury
which convicted a murderer was drunk. Served him right.——General

Woolsey takes all the correspondents into his confidence, and tells them
exactly when and where he means to attack. Perhaps he will change his

mind though.—The British Government concludes to give the unspeak-
able Turk his own time to interfere in Egypt. Meanwhile the Britons
attend to the matter themselves —General Ducrol kicks the bucket.*^—
King and Queen of Corea assassinated.

LOCAL NOTES.
Charles Holman convicted of swindling widow Berry. He will re-

tire to San Quentin to regret his crime for a term of years.-^—" Kosher
man " performs a religious rite on the person of a boy baby. Boy baby
dies. Religion didn't agree with him.——"Chosen Friends" commence to

sue each other. They were badly chosen, and the lawyers rejoice

thereat.-^—John Gibson beats his wife to death, and the police actually
arrest the poor man. Frank Welch, a Granger, gets drunk and swaps
horses with a city hackman. Granger badly fooled.^—Board of Educa-
tion orders an examination of candidates for the position of Spanish
Teacher, and then appoints the one lowest on the list. The Scriptures
say: " The last shall be firBt."^—Thirteen-year-old girl goes off into the
country and finds a job. Got tired of her parent's ceaseless scoldings.
——James Dunne tries to find out if his pistol is loaded. The bullet is

so deep in his leg that the surgeons can't cut it out, and he is satisfied

that the weapon was on a war footing.^—John Coffey grows tired of this

world, and applies a blunt razor to his throat. He will have to raise his

razor again, or stay in this world.—Brother McKenzie says that Sunday
was made for man, not man for Sunday. Ordinary people had an idea
that Sunday was not made at all—that it grew on a blackberry bush in
the Garden of Eden.^^Supreme Court takes the question of ordering an
election for the city and county of San Francisco under advisement.
The Ward statesmen await the decision with anxiety. It means bread
and butter to them.-^—Bishop Nestor, of the Russian Church, while on
the way from Alaska to San Francisco, sees, something he admires at the
bottom of the Pacific. The bishopric is vacant now.^Twn Chinamen
horrify the community by packing a dead countryman in a trunk.
Wheeler strangled a girl and packed her in a trunk, and yet he didn't
horrify the Supreme Court.^^The charge of bribery against Cardinell,

in the Dolliver case, is dismissed. Cardinell was translated to the King-
dom Come last week, and the California Courts lost jurisdiction.^—Man
sues his plumber for not doing work properly. If this action is success-
ful, a good business will be burst.——-Seventh Ward statesmen, of the
Republican stripe, still patriotically fighting for spoils.^—John Kelly,
who for two years past has conscientiously spent the money earned by
Miss Frances Wilson, at an immoral occupation, shoots that young lady.

The law will hold him blameless, and those with whom he associates will

regard him as a hero.^—Man found floating in the Bay. If he had
floated when he got into it first, he would not be so dead as he is.-^—The
Chronicle discovers that the streets are in "a deplorable condition."-^—
Most people have known that for some years past.^—Row in a Repub-
lican Ward Club.

MORTALITY OF EXPORTED LIVE STOCK.
The unfortunate animals imported to Great Britain from America

suffer untold misery during their passage across the Atlantic. From the
report of the Veterinary Department of the Privy Council Office for the
past year it appears that from Canada there was imported in 1881 to the
ports of Bristol, Glasgow, Liverpool, London and Southampton 173 car-

goes of animals, consisting of 42,389 cattle, 66,478 sheep and 31 swine,
of which 92 cattle and 124 sheep were landed dead, and 30 cattle and 200
sheep had to be slaughtered at the place of landing, owing to injuries re-

ceived in transit. Besides the animals which were landed dead or alive,

618 cattle and 3,028 sheep were thrown overboard during the voyage.
From the United States there were imported in 1881 to the ports of Bar-
row-in-Furness, Bristol, Cardiff, Glasgow, Hartlepool, Hull, Liverpool,
London and South Shields 473 cargoes of animals, consisting of 103,693
cattle, 49,223 sheep and 1,773 swine, of which 176 cattle, 96 sheep and 10
swine were landed dead, and 110 cattle, 99 sheep and 13 swine were so
badly injured that it was necessary to slaughter them immediately on
landing. Besides which 3,387 cattle, 947 sheep and 231 swine were thrown
overboard during the voyage. Thus it appears that 8,271 animals were
thrown overboard, 498 were landed dead, and 452 were so much injured
or exhausted that they were killed at the place of landing, making a total

number of 9,221 animals that were either lost or seriously injured on the
passage across the Atlantic.

—

St. James Gazette.

The streets of London, which are now in some parts paved with
wood, are threatened soon to be torn up, not for the purpose of laying
down wires for the electric light, though that is certain to come, but with
the object of laying down drains, by means of which hydraulic power
may be supplied to private establishments in all parts of the metropolis.
Hydraulic lifts exist in numerous institutions and large houses of busi-

ness, but the costliness of the machine prevents their more general adop-
tion. Should the new scheme for supplying hydraulic power prove suc-
cessful, it would doubtless lead to the general adoption of this in lieu of
steam as a motive power, to say nothing of its being utilized in private
houses, where only its costliness prevents hydraulic machinery at present
being used.

The Indian papers just received are full of the deeds of a man-eating
tiger, which is ravaging the district of Ganjam. Within a period of four
months this man-eater has killed no fewer than twenty-one persons; and
so daring has he become that he will stop a long line of carts and select

whichever of the drivers most suiti his fancy. The natives are so terror-

ized that the main road, which is the chief scene of his depredations, has
been quite deserted for the ordinary purposes of traffic. The reward for

destroying a tiger iB 50 rupees, but no one will risk facing this brute at
such a price, and the Viceroy has actually had to authorize a special re-

ward of 250 rupees to any person who will put an end to his devastations.

If you want to be healthy go to the Neptune and Mermaid Swim-
ming Baths, foot of Larkin and Hyde streets, and take a plunge in the
Bay. Professor Berg, the manager of these baths, is a professional swim-
mer, and is always in attendance.
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CRADLE, ALTAR AND TOMB.
CRADLE.
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Mi tutu -In U . i, u- th« wife <-f J. a. Mullcr. a daughter.
Mir- In ihi* dly. Aufimt 11, to the wife of Qooiye K. Mem, a eon.
MiKvu h, this city, AuguJt U. to lot wife of J. L Msrkcl. » daughter,

'

| the wife i>f M. J. Ml'
•• wife of C. E, Xnylor, a daughter,

l'J. Ui Hie wife of F. 11. I'utntiAti. Jr., a daugliUr.
Ribc*bu» In thi, ,-iiy. Jul) 17. lo the «ife of J. H. KieckeU, a eon.
onrssoa in ihlj ,-iiy, August 13, to the wife of W. T. Kobinion, a daukT

li

Srm -In thi* ,tly, August ft, tO UM wife Ol K. A. Stitt, a daughter.
Sobki rife of W. T. Sobey. a ml

i . 7. t.. the wif.> of James Sullivan, a mm.
BrmjOtn rust 13. to the wife of W. R. Btriokbuid, a daughter.

li iibr in tin* dty, August ll, to the wife of Louis Schumacher, i

Winun In (his city, August :•. t.. tin wife of H. 0. Widiuann, a no,
fmntf-In thbottj, August -• ' ttw wJJa of r .1. Winshlp, Jr., a daughter.
Wtn.A5D- In this city. August -l, to the wife of Fred. Wleland, a daughter.
Woltman— In this city, August 4, to the wife of W. D. Wolfnian. a daughter.

ALTAK.
Bakkr-Fribxd—August 8, by Rev. Dr. F. F. Jewell, Otis Baker to Sarah Friend,
Brizrll-McCrosrv—August 13. Stilhuan C. Buzzell to E. H. S. McCroskv.
BATKi.\-<ARrr\TKR—August 8, Alfred A, Hatkin to Katie Carpenter.
Bcrkb-Nsalox—August 6, Michael Burke to Katie Nealon.
BiOBLOW-Mt-Tii—August 3, by Rev. Dr. Scott, Palmer Bieelow to Elizabeth Muth.
Coy-J i»s es -August IB, by Rev. Dr. 8. Wood bridge, Frank H. Coy to Helen B. Jones.
ComBse-Hi'mss-August IB, Edward L. Combes to Jennie Rufflee.
Oolbt-Yatbs -August 10, by Rev. N. L. Rowell, Oaear E. Colby to Elizabeth Yates.
Canhaji-Olmstead—Augutt 13, Frederick Canham to Stella L. Olmstead.
Eatox-Oia.vsi.vi—August 5, W. G. Eaton to Carrie A. Giannini.
Fitziiknry-Casky—August 2, John T. Fitzhenry to Annie M. Casey.
Fra.\renbrrg-Rosenbli'm—August 13. Louis Frankenberg to Gusaie Rosenblum.
Frlter-Bloomkikl>-August 10, William R. Felter to Julia E. Bloomfleld.
Oouqu-Suarp—Amjust 6, James E. Cough to Harriet A. Sharp.
Griqos-Hollisg&worth—August 16, Sylvester M. Griggs to Ella Hollingsworth.
Gkukx-Brtson—August 12, bv Rev. Dr. Jewell, Charles F. Geheu to Annie Bryson.
Heros-Kilulba—August 13, John D. Heron to Mary J. Killilea.
Hart-McAllibtbr—AugUBt 10, by Rev. J. T. Wills, John Hart to Lizzie McAllister.
Kroos-Stekfens—August 5, Charles H. Krohn to Annie M. Steffens.
Link-Mason—August 13, by Rev. T. K. Noble, Oscar Link to Fannie E. Mason.
McLacgulin-Van Sbgohn -August 6, D. W. McLaughlin to Tillie Van Seggen.
Mackbl-Gradv—August 9, James J. Mackel to Mary 0. Grady.
Malbt-M illbr—August 13. Walter Malby to Sarah V. Miller.
Moorb-McBridb—August 6, James T. Moore to Delia McBride.
Marsiiall-Creber—August 5, J. Marshall to Agnes Creber.
Ml-kpht-Piiipi*—Ausrust 1, Michael Murphy to Catherine Phipps.
Pape-S iwbowbra—August 6, John W. Pape to Julia Siwkowska.
Scoramm-Sprein—August 12, by Rev. Mr. Buehler, Juo. Schramm to Sophie Spreen.
Scott-Eut—August 16, by Rev. John Hemphill, T. A. Scott to Sadie B. Eut.
Strehl-Heitzeberq—August 13, Adolph Strehl to Mamie Heitzeberg.
" asbbrmak-Servbnat—August 15, Max Vv aseerman to Theresa Servenay.

TOMB.
Adams—August 16, Richard D. Adams, a native of Virginia, aged 26 years.
Atwood—AugUBt 10, Mary Ann Atwood, a native of New Brunswick, aged 26 yean.
Bloombnthal—August 10, Myer Bloomenthal, aged 68 yean.
BuTT-August 14, Sophie A. Butt, a native of Germany, aged 34 years.
Cardinell—August 9, John A. Cardinell, a native of New York, aged 52 years.
Eaolbton—August 10, Charles Eagleton, a native of New Yjrk, aged 37 years.
Fltnn—August 12, Margaret Flynn, a native of Ireland, aged 38 years.
Fbrsan—August 10, Mra. Lizzie Fenian, aged 38 years and 8 month*.
Feskhapbbn—August 10, F. Fenkhausen, aged 51 years and 11 months.
Farnswortu—August 10, George C. Farnsworth, aeed 24 yean.
Johnstone—August 10, James Johnstone, a native of Ireland, aged 47 years.
Jackson—August 9, Mrs. Lydia A. Jackson, a native of Phila., aged 60 years.
Kimball—August 13, Hannah S. M. Kimball, a native of Canada, aged 31 yean.
Kubtel—In Alameda, August 10, Guido Kustel, a native of Galicia, Austria, aged 65

years.
Larsbn—August 10, Mrs. Maria M. Larsen, aged 41 years and 5 months.
Lawrie—In this city, August 11, Anne, wife of A. G. Lawrie, of Oakland.
Lawbon—August 16, Chariot ta Lawson, a native of Sweden, aged 27 years.

McGlew —August 12, Thomas V. McGlew, a native of S. F., aged 26 years.

O'Brien—August 9, W. A. O'Brien, a native of Massachusetts, aged 32 years.

Smith—August 13, Marshall S. Smith, a native of Massachusetts, aged 45 yean.
Taylor—AugUBt 15, Mrs. Hannah Taylor, a native of England, aged 72 years.

Wilson—August 12, Eli J. Wilson, a native of New Jersey, aged 33 years.
Weaver—August 16, George A. Weaver, aged 45 years.

The Virulence of Filth.—Dr. G. M. Sternberg, the distinguished
microscopiBt, now resident at Black Point, has demonstrated the viru-

lence of filth. Disease germs are not alone bred in the bodies of living

animals, for he observed germs possessing an extraordinary degree of viru-

lence in the mud of the gutters of New Orleans, and he says he has no
reason to suppose that this is peculiar to that city. " The more I study
this subject," says he, "the more probable it seems that in this direction

lies the explanation of many problems which have puzzled epidemiolo-
giBtB, and that the sanitarians are right in fighting against tilth as a
prime factor in the production of epidemics.

The Queen has sent through Admiral Ryder a letter of condolence to

Mrs. Shannon, the widow of the carpenter of H. M.'s turret Bhip Injtexi-

ble, who was killed during the bombardment of Alexandria. The same
shot which struck this officer also wounded Lieutenant Jackson, who
subsequently died from the injuries received.

Take* the Autophone to the country. Ichi Ban, sole agent, has all

the latest airs.

OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT INTERVIEWS QUEEN
VICTORIA ON THE EGYPTIAN QUESTION
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r" '"' H " NI tent her own buggy and four, with gold (now)
pottilHnni and a tmo|.,.f Horse Guards I rrwpondent'i

kh in the \\ hitechapel IWd, in order that Your < ^rmtiiondcnt
be oonvejod with due itete end ramony into Iba Royal on
approaching the Tower of London Your Correspondent a

with pride and satisfaction that •

, Plag srai bolated on the
battlement*, with the Royal standard immediately bonamlb it. Tlie draw-
bridge was lowered :»t our approach, smtd a flourish Of trumpets, and as
we clattert-il over the raging moat Your Correspondent was much (rrati-
tied to notice that the arnic nt Qrsal Britain baa been removed from the
transom of the Iront door, and replaced by the mottoof the NBWB Lktter:
" Fear God, tell the Truth, and make Money." A very graceful oompU-
nieiit. as you will allow. Upon alighting m the court-yard, Your Cor-
respondent was received by the Lord chamberlain ana escorted to tho
best parlor. Her Majesty was still at breakfast; so, seating himself on
the Bofa, he hung up his hat on his knee-cap, and had been some time
wrapped in contemplation of a beautiful chmuio bearing the advertise-
ment of a loyal "starch-maker by Bpecial appointment to Her Majesty
the Queen." which hung over the mantelpiece, when suddenly the door
was thrown wide open by numerous muscular attendants, and Victoria
herself walked majestically into the room.
"Pray be seated, sir," said the Queen, as Your Correspondent rose to

greet her, ** I have beard bo much of the San Francisco News Letter
that I am moBt proud and delighted to meet its representative in my
realm. John (turning to Mr. Brown, who stood respectfully at her el-
bow), just run down to the corner grocery and get some prime hale for
the gentleman. And now, sir, I am ready to answer whatever questions
you may think fit to ask, only be sure that my answers are sent exclu-
sively to the News Letter." John having returned with the can, and
the glasses having been filled, tue following conversation then ensued be-
tween sips:

Your Correspondent: " What is your Majesty's opinion about this
Arabi Pasha row ?"

Her Majesty: " O, Gladstone says he knows all about it. Ask him."
Y. ft: "'H'm: Mr. Gladstone isn't very communicative. If your

Most Gracious Majesey, Dei gratia, e piuribus unum, et cetera, would con-
descend to give your humble petitioner your own royal views on the sub-
ject

"

H. M. (evidently mollified, and picking her royal teeth pensively):
" Well, I suppose when you American correspondents ask about Egypt
you really want to know my opinion of the Irish vote in the United
States. You played that game on the Sultan, but you can't play it on
me, young man. To tell you the truth (and here her Majesty cocked her
crown on one side and flourished her scepter threateningly), I don't know
nothing about your affairs on the other side, and I don't care."

y. C. (suiting the action to the word) : "Take another glass of beer,
your Majesty, and I'll Btand the next pitcher. May it please you to re-
member that it is the News Letter that desires an expression of opin-
ion from your royal lips."

H. M. : "That's bo. I'd nearly forgotten it. So you want to know
about Egypt. Well, my opinion is that Ireland is grossly wronged and
oppressed, and I am seriously thinking of going to New York myself
to get advice as to remedying the evil."

Here the entrance of the Princess Beatrice, who was introduced to me
by her mother as " my dear Trixy," put an end to the conversation, and
after declining a polite invitation to Btop and take tea, I took my de-
parture between a double row of beef-eaters.
The importance of this interview in throwing light upon the Egyp-

tian question will be duly appreciated by your readers, and will make
the Herald man turn green with envy.

AUSTRALIAN BIG TREES.
The Minneapolis " Lumberman " has an article on the gigantic trees

of Australia, of which the following is an extract: " The trackless forests
in the west of Tasmania contain huge timber, and buBhmen report that
they have met with specimens of eucalyptus measuring 200 feet from the
ground to the first branch, and fully 350 feet in all. Until 1873 there was
standing on the eastern slope of Mount Wellington, within four miles of
Hobart Town, a eucalyptus measured at 86 feet in girth and more than
300 feet in hight, and its ruined bull still forms a grim chamber in which
many a merry party have enjoyed a picnic. The famous tree of the Huon
forest measures 70 feet in girth six feet from the ground, and is stated to
be 240 feet high, but in the deep gorges of this grand forest the writer has
seen higher trees than this, though not of quite equal circumference. But
Victoria now claims the glory of holding the biggest of all the living
'big trees' in the world, so far as hight is concerned. In the Dandenong
district at Fernshaw has recently been discovered a specimen of eucalyptus
amygdalina, or almond leaf gum, which has been accurately measured as
reaching the enormous hight of 380 feet before throwing out a single
branch, and 430 feet to the top, and having a girth of GO feet at some
distance above the ground. Some idea of what a hight of 430 feet repre-
sents may be gained from the fact that this gum-tree, if growing by the
side of the Houses of Parliament at Westminster, would overtop the clock
tower by exactly 100 feet."

St. John's Presbyterian Church, Post Street—The Rev. Dr.
Scott, pastor, will preach Sunday at the usual hours. The public cor-

dially invited to attend.
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REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.

Recorded in the City and County of San Francisco, California, for

the Week ending- August IS, 1882.

Compiled from the Records ofthe Commercial Agency, 401 California St. ,
8.F.

Monday, August 7th.

QEANTOB AND GRANTEE.

Chas McLaughlin to City and Co.

.

Wm Hale to "Myrtilla J Peixotto. .

.

Henry Hinkel to Geo McClusky. .

.

Manonic S and L Bk to M Housley

Mary A Church to Jno H Church

Julian N Davis to Jno Kidney.

Walter Yonng to G Leipnitz...

Elizabeth Pfeiffer to Sophie Sweet

Mary A Chnrch to Mary T Ellis . .

.

L Gottig to Patk J Burns.,

B J Kenny to L Gottig

C O'Brien to Margaret O'Brien
Geo L Jordan to Asa Pisk

DESCRIPTION.

Streets and Highways
N Sntter, 55 e Lagana, e 97:6x119:6, be-

ing in Western Addition 199

E Lyon, 90:2 n California, n 95x106:3,

being in Western Addition 68i)

Lots 343 to 348, Gift Map 3

E Battery, 35:9 s California, e 76:6, b 27,

e 2:3, 6 15:8, e 6 inches, s 9:9, e 5, s 7:8

w 2:6, s 34:8, e 2:4, s 8 inches, e 24, e

18:6, e 5:1, s 2:6, e 5:9. s 30, w 119 to

Battery, n 101:9 to com, being in B and
W 241, 249, 243, sub} to mortg

LotB 676 and 678, Gift Map 2
E Valencia, 11:6 n Tiffany ave, n 75, e

154, sw79, w 110:6 to com
S Post, 154:7 e Lagnna, e 25:10x120, be-

ing in Western Addition 201

Se Battery and California, e 35:9, e 76:3,

s 2:6, e 2:3, a 15:8, e 6 inches, s 9:2, e

5, 8 7:8, w 2:6, s 14:8, e 2:4, s 8 inches,

e 24, s 18:9, e 5:1, s 2:6, e 5:9, s 30, e

18:6, n 137:6 to California, w 137:6 to

com, being in B andW 241, 242, 243, enb

to mortgage
E Mission, 95 s 19th, s 30x122:6, being

in Mission Block 62
Same

3,100

5
500

2,500

Ne Gough and Austin, e 27x87
Lot 34, Sec 21, North Addition Masonic
Cemetery

5

2,960

Gift

Tuesday, August 8th.

F A Woodworth to L Denniston.

E B Badlam to A T Badlam

Masonic Cem Asn to R F Parks..

.

Francis Donobue to Robt Wilson.

Camilla O'Keefe to J C Hawke .

.

Ludwlg Altschnl to Arthur Page.

.

P E Harding to Isaac Wickersham

J M Pollard to Jno W Pollard . .

.

Jno McDennott to Lnigi Bassi

Masonic Cem Assn to P U Blunt.

.

Lillian J Averilt to E G Denniston

L J Lucas to Michl Sullivan

Wm Warren to Mary W arren

Thoa Farley to Hnga Farley

ChaB L Hinkel to Elizth S Prescott

Undivided 1-6 sw 2d and Market, w 75, s

91:6, w 20, s 43:6, e 95, n 135 to com ;

s Washington, 40 e from nw cor of 50-

vara 3, b 45 x e 20 ; and property in

San Mateo County
WLarkin,27:8n Clay, n 50x100, being

in Western Addition 17
Lot 40, Sec 10, North Addition to Ceme-

tery..

N Duncan, 310 w Guerrero, w 95x114,

being in Harpers Addition 35
E Hyde. 117:6 b Filbert, s 20x68:9, being

in 50-vara 1296
N Pacific, 250 w Baker, w 66:10x137:6;

n Pacific, 346:10 w Baker, w 17:11, n
64:2, e 50:6, e 137:6. w 30 to com. being
in Western Addition 275

N California, 99 e Selina place, e 99 x
57:6, being in 50-vara 131

E Bartlett, 240 n 23d, n 40xi25, being in

Mission Block 136
Nw Minna, 195 aw 3d, sw 20x55, bein,

in 100-vara 14
Lot 2, Plot 4
N 21st, 267:6 w Guerrero, w 50x114, be-

ing in Mission Block 76W Alabama, 265 s25th,s 25x100, being
in Mission Block 179

N Pine, 165 w Broderick, w 30x137:6
being in Western Addition 540

Undivided 2$ nw Van Ness and Chest-
nut, w 45x275, being in Western Ad-
dition 101

E Larkin. 25:6 s Sacramento, s 25x100,
being in 50-vara 1410

39.389

19.450

133

500

700

9,750

14,000

1,000

2,525

200

2,600

970

Gift

5

6,750

Wednesday, August 9th.

RHHall to WT WiBwall

J H Lyman et al to F M Pixley. . .

.

R B Gray to Jos R Eldridge * wf

.

C W Ellott to Chas E Convis
H B Linslrom to J R Eldridge
H JSchaffer to Jno Sheridan

Fjeeman Trask to Thos Brown..

F J King to Cora A Wallace

L Gottig to Chas Meinecke

Jno Tuttle to Emma B Tattle

U L Assn to S F & P Glass Works

Henry MeyerB to Cath Eininger. . .

.

E Sanchez. 159 s 22d, s 22:6x100-Harp-
er's Addition 84

Sw Fillmore and Green, s 137:6x137:6.

.

Lots 657, 661,663, Girt Map 3
Same
Lots 657, 659, same
E Chnrch, 101:6 s Duncan, s 25x100—
Harpers Addition 56

S PtLobos avenue, SO w 23d ave, W 53
xlOO-OutsideLandB261

Ne Geary and Polk, n 120x80, being in

Western Addition 11
Sw Washington and Franklin, s 55x137:
6--Western Addition 193

S Washington, 110 e Webster, e 97:6 x
197:8, being in W A 269

Ne Townsend and 7th, e 275x275—100-
vara328

,

Se Sutter, 195 w Webster, w 30x137:6
Western Addition 31

$1,400
1

600
1

1

825

5

20,000

5

Gift

5

5,850

Thursday, August 10th

Daniel Mullville to D McClusky..

J M Comerford to E Engelke....

Anne Buckley to Mary M Buckley
Same to Bame
Chas Lepreux to Louis Schultz...
A Hayward et al to Merch Exc Bk
Ellen Franklin to Louis Holton. .

.

Same to same

Jno Harrold to Pacific Bank
R Carmany to Henry A Runyon .

John Cox to Dafael F Labro

J B Sweetser to Jos Macdonough.

E DoloreB, 244 s 29d, s 16x117:6—Harp-!
ers Addition 25. 96W Church, 80 n Duncan, n 95x80—Har-
ers Addition 94

E Salmon, 57:6 b Broadway, s 20x60
S Broadway, 157:6 e Taylor, e 90x57:6.

.

Nw Lombard and Scott, w 9fix975
Sw Louisiana and Shasta, 433x100W Kearny, 97:6 n Green, n 20x80, bein"

in 50:vara 377
N Green, 68 e Kearny, e 20x83:6,"bein"

in 50-vara 377
S Filbert, 137:6 e Mason, e 137:6.!"..""

"

N Green, 38 e Leavenworth, e 27:6x72—
50-vara 883

S of R st, 30 w 4lBt ave, w 30x100—Out-
side Lands 1081

S Pine, 87:6 e Battery, e 50x91:8

$1,500

1,500

5

1
5

5

3,400

1,000
109

85,000

Friday, August 11th.

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE. DESCRIPTION.

Matilda Quinn to Jno F Quinn...

L Hadenaber to Carl C Vorraath .

.

Jno A Cardinell to J B Douglass..

Jno Middleton to Thos Magee

Hib S & L Socy 1o Paul Hudson.

,

J W Cudworth to JnoHeyen

Roman Bosq to Rose E H Bosq.

.

Harry Lachman to Jos Scheerer..
Philip McGovern

M C Bateman to same
Same by Shff to Philip McGovern.
Danl E Martin to J W Allyne

Jas Keane to O F Meldon

Se Jessie, 131 sw of 9th, sw 25x70—Mis-
sion Block 4

S Bay, 114:7 e Mason, e 22:11x60, being
in 50-vara 1525

E York, 130 n of 24th, u 26x100 ; n 19th,

930 w Sanchez, w 25xll4-M B 106 se
Noe and 19th, e 30x101:6 -M B 106; s

Hancock, 275 e Noe, e 30x114—Mis-
sion Block 106

N Washington. 227:6 w Lagnna, w 47:6

x 127:8—W A 239; subject to mortgs..
Se Sacramento and Webb, e 54x96—50-

. vara 94
IE Fillmore, 30 s Geeenwicb, s 95x82:6—

Western Addition 394
N Lewis, 62 e JoneB, e 27:6x57:6—50-va-
ra 1067, e Valencia, 155 s loth, s 30 x
100—M B 35; s Sutter, 137:6 e Larkin,
e 57:6x137:6—50-vara 1365

LotB 40 and 41, blk 14, Flint Tract Hd.
W cor 1st and Jessie, sw 104, nw 60, ne
24 etc—lOC-vara l. :

Same
Same
Se Bush and Larkin, e 57:2x92:12, being

in 50-vara 1416
Sw Nevada, 158 se Poison, se 22:6x63—
Mission Block 9

$ 100

3,050

6,250

1

97,500

2,000

14,000
5

2,100

13,500

150

Saturday, August 12th.

Henry Bailey to Annie Bailey.

.

Jno C Reid to Wm Nicol....
Mary Petch to A Carpentier .

A Carpentier to Wm Hale
Wm Hale to Victor B Masson
W H L BarneB et al toT Mclnerny

J G Johnson to J C Wilson

ChasMayne to Jacob Weiendunk.

Henry Ingraham to J Henderson .

.

J HenderBon et al to Jno H Wood
Jno H Wood to Wm Sharon
Chas L Hinkel to Phebe S Lingley

G T Marye Jr to Emeline Wallace.

Ellen Cahill to Annie Nolan

Ferdinand Reis to Seth B Blake. .

.

Hib S & L Soc to Bernard Dowd.

.

Thos Kendnck to DeBea Pico
Walter Young to L Englander . . .

.

E corner Howard and Harriett, ne 23 x
80—100-vara 928

Lot 4 blk 107, University HomeBtead. .

.

Nw California and Selina place, w 99 x
55—50-vara 131

Same
Same
E Sansome, 109 8 Broadway, s 35x77:6,
being in 50-vara 318

N Fell, 137:6 w Octavia, w Octavia, w
Octavia, w 97:6x120—Western Addi-
tion 209
W Dolores, 76:6 n 29lh, n 25x100—Harp-

er's Addition 54
Nw Jessie, 97:6 sw 2d, sw 20x69
Same
Same
E Larkin, 50:6 s Sacramento, s 31x100 -

50-vara 1410
Nw JackBon and Pilmore, n 98:4x100—
Western Addition 349

S Pine, 82:6 e Larkin, e 20x137:6, being|
in 5U-vara 1144

S Sacramento, 206:3 w Laguna, w 40 x
127:3^

Ne Lafayette, 55 nw Natoma, nw 29:3,ne
86:6%, se 29:1^, sw 82:27-100 to beg..

Und lot 100x137:6 Pettit claim
E Valencia, 192:2# n Mission, n 77:11%

se 40:9%, bw 66:5% to beginning

Gift
10

350
350

5

3,500

5

407
3,000
3,250

9,000

7,600

Gift

4,000

2,435
1,000

250

GEO. STREET, Agent News Letter, 30 Cornhill, E. C. 3 London.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
tand Oh

Dishes and Sauces.
"|7! a iiest a iul Cheapest Meat-flavoring Stock for Sonpo, Made

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT,
An Invaluable and Palatable Touie in all Cases of Weak

Digestion and Debility. " Is a success and boon for which Nations should feel

grateful." See " Medical Press," " Lancet," " British Medical Journal," etc.

T

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
d "lautlon—Ocnulne only with fac-simlle of Baron Llebig's
\_j Signature, in blue ink, across Label.
This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substitutes being in

the market.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
To be bad of all Store-keepers, Orocers and Cbemists. Sole

Agents for the United States (wholesale only), C. David & Co., 9, Fenchurch
Avenue, London, England. Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, San
Francisco. June 10.

be Summer San and Dust. Ladies and all exposed to the scorching
rays of the sun and heated particles of dust, will find that the most
cooling and refreshing preparation for the face, hands and arms, is

Rowlands' Italydor, which eradicates all prickly Heat, Sunburn, Tan,
Freckles, Stings of Insects, etc. , and produces a beautiful and delicate
complexion.

Rowlands" Macassar Oil prevents the hair falling off or becoming dry
during the hot weather, and eradicates scurf and dandruff.

Rowlands' Odonto is the purest and most fragrant Tooth Powder ever used,
and contains no acid or mineral ingredients, which are so detrimental
to the teeth and gums. Its purity especially adapts it for the teeth of

young children. Ask any dealer in perfumery for RowlandB' articles,

of 20, Hatton Garden, London.

ROBERT WALKINSHAW,
REAL ESTATE AGENT 407 Montgomery Street.

Farming, Mining and City Property.
[July 29.)

COKE CHEAPEST FUEL.
Reduction In Price: Wholesale Price, 50 cents per barrel ;

Retail Price, CO cents per barrel, at the works of the SAN FRANCISCO GAS-
LIGHT COMPANY, Howard and First streets, and foot of Second Bt. Jan . 12.
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NOTABILIA.

Un as white m d

Cypress buck m «'«r 1

Oiovm m nwl m daa
Muk. lor (im *ftd for a

THE PEDDLERS BONO.

lor mj -ads to giro th*ir d«»ra,
1'i.i. «M t-4n« .t.< ka .( MmL
What maU btTk froon h«ad to h**l

Buy, Ud>, or at** toot taswa* cry
WILLIAM MitiirUll

" Didn't you tell me, air. y-»u oouU hoM the plow P aai.l a farmer to
an Irishman whom be bad Uken DO trial. " Arrab. be aiir now," said
Pat, " bow the deuce can I bowld it and two boroea »ira+rgW it away
from me? But trive it so me into the barn, and be jaben I'll howld it

with snjrbodT." The farmer thought that proposition over for a few
minute*, ami then be told the Irishman that any one who would «end
$2.50 and a photograph to the Nkwh I.mrR Medallion Compact, would
receire in return 100 photograph medallions, already frumtned and per*
(orated, and just the aire of a postage-stamp.

She tent him back bin pretty ring.

In which was net a solitaire.

And bade the bearer of the same
Tell him to cautiously beware

Of coining hence within her reach,
As she found out he did disclose

To certain members of her "set"
" That ahe'd a pimple on her nose!

"

—Judge

"Bo you are an accountant, eh ?" inquired a broker of a young rann
who applied for a position. " Yes, sir, I am an expert," modestly replied

the applicant. "Well, then," growled the Bear, "will you be Kind
enough to glance over this Egyptian war map and explain to me the exact
relation of the false Prophet to the true loss?" Then the expert ac-
countant scratched his ear until it became as red as his nose. Finally he
remarked that the Arlington Range, which can be obtained from De La
Montanya's, Jackson street, below Battery, is the most perfect cooking
apparatus ever constructed.

The prettiest hand is hers, to me
That bears the mark upon it

Of having worked to save a V
Upon her own spring bonnet

— IF. H. Vanderbilt.

" What shall my song be to-night?" said Miss Tibbs at the tea table.
11 We are going to have a musicale. I think I shall try * Within a Mile
of Edinboro.'" " SeemB to me," said Jones, the undaunted, " I would
try something I could come within less than a mile of." Miss T. Bays she

thinks Lieut. Jones is horrid ; but that the Imperishable Paint, sold

by J. R. Kelly & Co., Market street, below Beale, comes already mixed,
covers three times the space that ordinary paint does, and is impervi-

ous to sun or rain.

But she sat across the aisle,

And she sunned me with a smile,

So I placed my little pile

In the box. —Ex.

" What is the key to the great mystery of death ?" solemnly inquired

the orator, pausing impressively. And the man in the front seat, who
had been coughing all the evening, huskily replied that he reckoned it

must be a skeleton key. Then the undertaker's daughter whispered softly

that everybody who wants to obtain pure and unadulterated liquors should

go to P. J. Cassin & Co., corner of Washington and Battery streets.

Families supplied in retail quantities at wholesale rates.

They sat by the tower of Pisa

;

And he did what he could to pliesa,

He looked in her eyes,

He heaved many seyes,

Then stuck out his arms for to squiesa.

Yea, I went to church one day
With some money—by the way,
I'd been saving from my pay

For some socks

;

—Ex.

Mrs. Jones was reading in a paper the other day about a widow that

got 360,000 from the railroad that killed her huBband in an accident.

Jones couldn't imagine what made her look at him and sigh so hard after

Bhe finished reading it. But the fact is she was thinking that, if a rail-

road company would give her half of that money for Jones, she would
buy some nice clothes and go to Bradley k Rulofson, the celebrated pho-

tographers, corner of Montgomery and Sacramento streetB, and have her

picture taken.

The Khedive in his harem sits,

And things go harum-scarum
;

The Sultan gets insultan noteB,

And has to sit and barum.—N. O. Times-Democrat.

Elderly spinster, who is being measured for a pair of boots: " And
mind that you make one larger than the other." Attendant^ with as-

tonishment: "Then they won t be fellows, ma'am! " E. S. , with asper-

ity: "Certainly not ; I dnnot like fellows, and I will have nothing what-
tonishment: " The

t; Id _
ever to do with them! " But still when any of the fellows ask her to go

to the Original Swain's Bakery, 213 Sutter street, and enjoy some of the

delicious ice-creams, pies, confections, etc., that can be obtained there,

she does not refuse.

There was a little boy
Who had a little toy
That busted like a mortar ;

When they scraped him up
They put him in a cup.

Now the angels round him loiter.

—JBtoomington Eye.

*' Little thanks are due to him who only gives away what is of no use

to himBelf." The thanks of invalids the world over are being Bhowered

on the inventor of Kidney-Wort, for it is giving health to all, Kidney-

Wort moves the bowels regularly, cleanses tbe blood and radically cures

kidney disease, gravel, piles, bilious headache and pains which are caused

by disordered liver and kidneys. Thousands have been cured—why
should you not try it ?

A small stream In -

tadpole* and mud turtle*. Iiu b
nx-nil-rr -( 4'ongrcwa rofuiHsl to

MRvMl nf ..ur t

Aitd the psopls >hnuM
styliah, well made haU aold by

17

i with

iatatwia U h n.iM.,
iwaaati! l I ho wear* the

.rrrinl KtreeL

A aclentlDo journal t.ll« 11. that » little Mnl, the re.1 tail, hu Wnmn to catch '.»*> Hir. in an hour. If any r.-l tail wh.. ha|.|*n« to tee thi.
paragraph » ""' "< art cii.»- it can lin.l » g,**\ nitnation at
ramiinrralirr w.^ee in am M ..ryuna
•houl.l dmt In mind that Nobla Br.*., MS Clay.lreet, an the Ixiit hiiuu
and alffn paintcnt in (he . ity.

" Omptle-DompUe pen.lait an mur,
Omptia-DomptM tomb* «i dur ;

\i ton* |,? . honimea ni Iw rhevanx du roi

MaUlUUfc Omptia Domptla comme auti
—London World.

It la aba OOfnmon "Iworvnti.in that the tandard of natural health and
m.rmal activity among Amarlaan woman i» Mnu lowered by the inauenco
of false Mean and haln't.i "f Ufa, angandarad by faabionabla Ignoranoa and
luiurioue living. It in n happy (droTlDutanoa that Ura, Lydla K. l'ink-
ham haa come to the front to [natrnot and oon ftba nSmn »f har Hex.

There waa an old darkey in Guinea,
Ha had a bier daughter named Muinea

;

She fed curds to the cows
And hay to the aowe—

O how can she be euch a nuinea !
—Barton Star.

J. P. Cutter's Old Bourbon.—This celebrated whisky is for sale by
all first-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

It is a fact that the men employed in the Lambeth Water Works, are
in the habit of bathing in the reservoir!

Beat pioturea taken at the Imperial Gallery, 724$ Market street.

F. N. Neuyal. W.S.Somervell.
PACIFIC ASPHALTUM COMPANY.

Established 1865.
Proprietors of the Celebrated Corral de Piedra Asphaltum Mine.

(San Louis Obispo County).

Dealers in Crude and Refined
ASPHALTUM, FELT AND ROOFING MATERIAL.
Prepared Asphaltum for Country Orders always on hand. Contractors for Side-

walks, Roofs, Floors and General Asphaltum Work. All Work Guaranteed.

Offieeand Depot, 420 Jackson.
\
Branch Office, 422 Montgomery,S.F.

WILLIAM T. COLEMAN A CO.,

MEMBERS OF THE

PRODUCE EXCHANGE,
123 and 125 Market Street, San Franelaco.

[July 29. J

THOMAS PRICE'S
ASSAY OFFICE AND CHEMICAL LABORATORY,

624 Sacramento Street San Francisco.

Deposits of Bullion received, melted into bars, and returns
made in from twenty-four to forty-eight hours.

Bullion can be forwarded to this office from any part of the interior by expresB,
and returns made in the same manner.

Careful Analysis made of Ores, Metal, Soils, Waters, Industrial Products, etc.

Mines examined and reported upon. Consultations on Chemical and Metallurgical
questions. March 30.

LEE CRAIG,

SEARCHER OF RECORDS,
Notary Publio and Commissioner of Deeds,

316 Montgomery Street Bet. California and Pine.

Commissioner for New York, Arizona, Nevada, Pennsylvania, Utah, Oregon, Idaho
Washington Territory, Ohio, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Illinois, New Jersey,
and other States and Territories. DEPOSITIONS A SPECIALTY. Acknowledg-
ments taken and oaths administered at any hour of the day or night.
May 13. LEE P. CRAIG.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

360 FOVRTB STREET, SAX FRANCISCO.
CJuly 15.]

PAINTING, TINTING, WHITENING AND PAPER-HANGING.
Gentlemen about to have work in this line done will ben-

efit themselves by calling at my establishment, examine samples of workman-
ship, and getting estimates of Cost. Orders sent by telephone (No. 433) from any
part of the city promptly attended to. E M. GALLAGHER,
July 8. 611 Sacramento Street, bet. Montgomery and Kearny.

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN
Steam Batbs; Electric and Cbemical Baths; Snlphnr and

and other medicated vapor baths, with Swedish movements and massage.
Special apartments for ladies and families. DR. JUSTIN GATES,
July 1. 722 Montgomery street, near Washington.

WM. H. V. CRONISE,
lnlng, N.E. corner ofMontgomery and California streets,
No. 89. Office Hours: 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. June 10.M'
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BIZ.

Our export trade is expanding steadily in volume. The weeks ship-

ments by sea include the cargo per ship Oneida, hence for New York on

the 12th inst., in John Rosenfeld's Dispatch Line: Wool, 1,010,060 lbs.

;

Wine 28 446 galls.; Copper Ore, 513,765 tbs.; Chrome Ore, 947,535 lbs.;

Salmon, 5,100 cs. The Arabic, hence for China on the 12th inst., had the

largest amount of Flour ever sent to that port by one vessel—say 21,340

bbls Ginseng, 25,309 lbs.; Quicksilver, 1,420 flasks; and other merchan-

dise of the value of $221,645. She also carried in Treasure $170,862

Breadstuff shipments to Europe (Flour and Wheat) continue free and

liberal, and are likely bo to continue for the balance of the year, as the

Cereal crops are all turning out splendidly.

Foreign Imports.—The merchandise imports at this port during the

month of July include 3,965,248 pounds Tea from Japan, and 82o,580

pounds from China, showing an increase this year of 2,830,919 pounds as

compared with the imports for the Bame time in 1881. Of Rice we re-

ceived 4,771,716 pounds, of which 741,200 pounds were from the Hawaiian

Islands '374,436 pounds from China, and 3,656,080 pounds from the Brit-

iau Bast Indies, or an increase of 2,485,132 pounds as compared with the

same time last year. The total imports of a few of the more important

articles received during the first Beven months include 28,277,287 pounds

uf Rice, of which 5,727,438 pounds were received from the Hawaiian

Islands, 9,031,823 pounds from China, and 13,516,526 poundB from the

British Bast Indies, and 1,500 pounds from Central America ; of Tea 10,-

300,166 pounds, of which 8,701,700 pounds were from Japan and 1,586,456

pounds from China, and 12,010 pounds from the British East Indies ; of

Coffee 17,259,835 pounds, of which 1,552,271 pounds were received from

Mexico, 14,925,111 pounds from Central America, and 777,343 pounds

from China ; 3,000 pounds from South America, and 2,110 pounds from

the Hawaiian Islands ; of Sugar, 78,741,543 pounds, of which 77.410,510

pounds were from the Hawaiian Islands, 723,115 pounds from Central

America, 599,518 pounds from China, and 8,400 pounds refined from Ger-

many. Of the above imports we note a decrease as compared with the

same time in 1881 as follows: Rice, 2,295,251 pounds ; and Sugar, 2,706,-

592 pounds. The imports of Coffee show an increase this year as com-

pared with 1881 of 2,882,805 pounds, and Tea, 2,146,055 pounds.

The fotal value of the imports from foreign countries of merchandise

and treasure combined for the past seven months of 1881 and 1882 were

as follows

:

1881. 1882.

Value of merchandise $22,046,675 $26,583,634

Value of treasure 4,042,982 3,900,722

.$26,089,657 $30,484,356
4,394,699

Grand totals

Increase seven months of 1882

It is to be remarked that there has been considerable increase in our

foreign merchandise receipts by sea in the month of July as compared
with the same month in 1881, and the imports by rail also Bhow a slight

increase. Of the former we have an excess value uf $1,634,400, and the

latter, $29,122. The increase has been quite general, except that Japan
largely exceeds all other countries, being $1,449,571 in July of this year as

against $519,705 same time last year. It is, of course, due to the large

importations of tea, the consumption of Japan teas being very large on
this coast, while the China teas find their way Eastward in preference.

Our treasure imports for the month under review show a decrease of

$142,260. The past seven months of the current year make a very favor-

able showing*in our import trade, the increase aggregating $4,394,699.

Tonnage and Freights.—The freight market has undergone no ma-
terial change this week. If any change, grain freights are lower—say

52s. 6d. and 55s. for wood and iron respectively to a direct port ; 57s. 6d.

for orders to European continent. The disengaged tonnage in port, 47,-

000 tons register, and 10,600 tons at adjacent ports. Tonnage en route,

to arrive in all this year, 300,000 tons ; same time last year, 364,000.

Flour.—The export demand is good, at Bteady prices, Bay $4@S4 25
for Superfine and $4 50@$4 75 for Extra Superfine. Baker and Family
Extras, $5 2o@S5 50 ; Shipping Extras, $5@$5 25.

Wheat—The Bears now control the Spot market, having forced cur-

rent rates of good to choice Shipping down to $1 65@$1 70 fl? ctl. The
Call sales do not seem to have much influence upon shippers, other than
to enable them the more successfully to purchase freely from farmers in
the country, for the loading of their ships at Port Costa, Benicia or South
Vallejo. There is no question that shippers give a decided preference to
the country to purchase large lots of Wheat.

Barley.—There iB a decided decline in Feed, say $1 25 per cental for
No. 1 Spot. New Brewing, $1 35; Old, $2 10. Chevalier is neglected.

Oats.—There is no life to the Spot market. Price SI 55 to $1 75
per cental is the range.

Corn.—The Spot market is languid, at $1 55@$1 65 per cental.

Rye.—A few small lots of New Crop have appeared. Quality poor.

Hops.—Two small lots of new crop have appeared—held at 45@50c.
Futures of good to choice come within this range.

Wool. —Stocks are large, with but little demand. Prices more or less

nominal—say 15@27c. for all grades.

Hides and Tallow.—An active demand exists for both. Dry Hides
command 19@19£c; Tallow in shipping packages, 10@llc.
Fruits and Vegetables.—The market is flooded with Peaches, Pears,

Plums, Berries, etc. Tomatoes are also very plentiful, causing low prices
to rule for all.

Coffee, Sugar, Rice, Tea.—These several staple articles of import are
without notable change. Coffee is in large Btock, and selling lower than
ever—say 9@ll£c. for Good to Choice Greens. Refined Sugars sell at
12ic. for White ; Yellow and Golden, 10@llc. Bice rules from 4£ to 54c.
for the different grades. Teas sell at a wide range of prices, with liberal
stocks.

Furs and Skins.—The steamship St. Paul has arrived from Ounalaska
to the Alaska Commercial Company, with Seal Skins, 84,984, and 266
pkgs. Furs and Skins. The schooner Czar, also from Ounalaska, brings
Purs and Ivory to the Western Eur and Trading Company.
Hawaiian Imports.—During the week under review several sailing

vessels have reached us from the Islands. Helen W. Almy, Kalakaua,
and Bark Discovery, all three from Honolulu ; also the John D. Spreck

els, from Kahuliu, all with Island Produce, say Sugar, 28,741 packages ;

Bice, 2,800 bags ; MolaBses, 333 casks and 200 tierces. The export trade

with the Sandwich Islands is expanding rapidly, thanks to the Recipro-

city Treaty.

Society Islands.—We have had two arrivals from Tahiti this week

—

W. H. Stevens, with Oranges, 650,000; Pearl Shell, 20 tons ; Schooner
Tahiti, with Oranges, Copra, Cocoa Nuts, etc.

Homeward Bound.—The British Bteamer Malabar, hence for Hong-
kong, carried 528 Chinese ; of these 16 were women. The Arabic, hence

for same, also carried a goodly number of Chinese, all at a reduced rate

of passage.

Grain Charters.—British ship Somersetshire, 2,363 tons, has been
chartered to load Wheat for Liverpool direct at £2 10s. 6d.; British ship

Centaur, 1,696 tons, Wheat to Cork, 17. K., £2 13s. 6d.; British ship

Abbie S. Hart, Wheat to Cork, U. K., £2 15s.; British bark Glandinor-

wig. 1,107 tons, Wheat to Cork, TJ. K., £3 2s. 6d., prior to arrival.

Wheat for Cape Town.—The Fr. bark Jean Pierre carries to Cape
Town a cargo of Wheat—16,400 ctls.; value, S28,290.

Salmon.—The Spot Market is quiet. The bark Mary Glover carried

250 cs. Salmon to Port Townsend JW. T.), to be reshipped to New Zea-
land per Elizabeth. The steamer Oregon, for Portland, brought 3,206 cs.

Salmon. In the absence of reported sales, prices are more or less

nominal, viz. : From $1 42£@$1 47$ per doz. for Columbia, and $1 32$@
SI 35 per doz. for Sacramento fish, f. o. b. The State of California, from
Astoria, brought 9,962 cs.

Quicksilver.—The market is very slow. Present asking price, 37c,
but sales from wharf have been made for less. Exports by rail during
the month of June aggregate 490 flasks, of which 224 flasks were shipped
from this city. The total exports by rail, for the first six months of 1882,
were 2,963 flasks, of which 1,098 flasks were Bhipped from San Francisco.

MINING-

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
BELCHER SILVER BONING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 31
Amount per Share 25 Cents
Levied AuguBtl6tta
Delinquent in Office September 21et

Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock October 9th
JOHN CROCKETT, Secretary.

Office—Room 8, Stock Exchange building, No. 327 Pine street, San Francisco, Cal-
ifornia. Aug 19.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
CON. VIRGINIA MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 18
Amount per Share 30 Cents
Levied - August 10th
Delinquent in Office September 16th
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock October 14th

A. W. HAVENS, Secretary.
Office—Room 26, Nevada Elock, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal-

ifornia. August 12.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
CHOLLAR MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 9
Amount per Share 25 Cents
Levied July 17th
Delinquent in Office August 22d
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock Sept. 12th

W. E. DEAN, Secretary. '

Office—Room 79, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal-

foraia. July 22.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
SYNDICATE MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No 4
Amount per Share 15 Cents
Levied July 19th
Delinquent in Office August 24th
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock ....September 13th

J. STADTFELD, JR., Secretary.

Office—Room 26, No. 419 California street, San Francisco, Cal. [July 20.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
BODIE TUNNEL AND MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 6
Amount per Share 10 Cents
Levied August 5th
Delinquent in Office Sept. 11th
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock Oct. 2d

CHAS. C. HARVEY, Secretary.

Office—Room 1, No. 309 California street, San Francisco, Cal. Aug. 12.

AUGUSTUS LAVER,
Architect,

Furnishes Plans, Specifications and Superintendence for
the Construction or Renovation of Dwelling Houses, and every describtion of

Building. Office: 19 S. F. STOCK EXCHANGE, Pine street, S. F.

83T Take the Elevator. Dec. 10.

I. D. BARNARD,
Real Estate, Bouse and Bnniness Broker. Office* 313 Mont-

gomery street, Nevada Block. Rents collected ; full charge taken of property
at lowest rates; residence and business property wanted for cash buyerB ; money to

loan ; business interests of every description sold promptly for cash. [Aug. 12.

MILLARD F. BRADLEY,
earcher of Records, Room 37, 118 Post st„ San Francisco.

Office Hours: 5 to 9 p.m. Jan. 28.

$12 a day at home easily made. Costly Outfit Free.
AddreBS True &, Co., Augusta, Maine.$72'
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weary ol entertaining. Everywhere are there sign* of Encre
in the ii tattor of war preparation*. The lobbied and anterooms of the
War Office are thronged (run mondafl till night, and in and oal ;

the two cuinuaed ana helmeted tentorial on their stolid Macs' oba
Ibt Hom (liianis* entrance go a steady stream of official* and officers.

Troop* -artillery, cavalry **»<! iufantry -are to bo found in every qnare»T|
filling special trains, arriving from the north and departing from th«
south, getting in readiness at Woolwich, Chatham and AJaersI
embarking in GoTerniDent bmnsnoffti at Southampton and Portsmouth.
The reserve has been called out, the Guards are bo leave the cost

yal Palaces and Government offices t<> the Rifles, an.l the famooa
" Blues," who have not known what campaigning means slnoa the I'onin-

suta and Waterloo, are under orders to give up their comfortable quartan
in Kecents' Park and lend a hand in subduing the obstreperous Arabi
The mistakes of the Zulu and Boer campaigns are not going to be repeated,
it is clear, in the not sending of enough uiea at the outset. Everybody
anticipates a good start, but how it is all going to end nobody stops to
think. In the excitement of preparation and the first flush of a hanker-
ing for military glory' that seizes men who have never seen active
thoughts of the reality of the thine or the gravity of the undertaking
never enter their heads. To get to Egypt is all that is thought of. What
is going to be done when they get there—well, time enough to think
about that.

People haven't yet got done talking of the bombardment of Alexandria,
and incidentally Admiral Nicholson and his officers ami men come in for

their share of praise and expression of English gratitude. There are
doubtless many politically biased people in America who may sneer at the
American Admiral for his acts of courtesy and humanity, just because
they were of use and benefit to England. But it is by just such little

acts as these that the chains of friendship between the two countries are
riveted—far more so than by all the diplomatic bowing and scraping that
may be indulged in by Ministers, Ambassadors and Consuls from one
years end to another.

The Duke of Hamilton's sale is over and done with at last, and has
realized many thousands of pounds more than the most sanguine ever
anticipated. The surprisingly high prices obtained in many instances
were, in a great measure, owing to the reckless bidding of a Mr. Arnot,
of New York, who went in for the paintings and art treasures with a vim
that spoke of many a lucky venture in Wall street, or perhaps the pos-

session of untold United States bonds. Americans in Europe have the
reputation of partaking of the nature of the philosopher'a stone to hotel
waiters, cabmen and railway porters, but this is, perhaps, the 6rst instance

in modern times that an English Duke, with the Imperial blood of France
in his veins, has to thank their wholesale munificence and indifferent

open-bandedness for aid in a financial respect.

The season is dying fast. Already are people either packing up for

Hombourg, getting ready for Scotland and the grouse, or preparing for

the yachting delights that abound in the neighborhood of Southampton
Water, and all the rejuvenating accompaniments that flow from a month
or two at Cowes, Ryde, Ventnor, Shanklin, or any other of the charming
watering-places that stud the borders of the Isle of Wight.

Yours, Dido.

The Seventeenth Industrial Exhibition of the Mechanics' Instit ute

was opened with appropriate ceremonies on Tuesday afternoon last.

The oration was delivered by Chancellor Hartson. The exhibition proper
opened at eight o'clock in the evening. For a first night the attendance
was large, comparing very favorably with the attendance of preceding

years, and the indications are that the present will be a very successful

exhibition. The Pavilion will be open every day and evening until Sep-
tember 16th, the date of closing. The galleries are wide and commodious
and well ventilated, and the new Pavilion has a picturesque appearance,

and is in every way superior to the old Pavilion on Mission street. All

of the exhibits are not yet received, but will be during the week, as every

inch of available space is engaged.

Butterfield, the Market street boot and shoe dealer who declined to

allow the League of Deliverance to blackmail him, has ample reason
_
to

congratulate himself on having had the manliness to defy those ranting

demagogues who sought to dictate to him as to how he should conduct

his business. At the time when other dealers were intimidated from
buying in the cheap markets, he made large purchases at greatly reduced

prices, and now being able to sell at prices much lower than any house

in the trade, he is receiving the patronage of all who want good articles

at low prices.

Those of our readers who desire to obtain choice toilet and fancy ar-

ticles, we recommend to go to the Ralston Pharmacy, which has just

been opened on the north-west corner of Powell and Post streets. This

establishment has just received a large and complete assortment of all

those articles which are included in the term druggist's fancy goods.

This select stock, having just been purchased, is fresh and uninjured by

exposure in show cases and windows, and each article is sold at a reason-

able price.

Messrs. J. M. Litchfield & Co., merchant tailors, 415 Montgomery

street, have just received a large and well selected stock of fall goods, and

gentlemen who wish to be seasonably and elegantly dressed, should give

them a call. Messrs. Litchfield & Co. employ none but experienced, reli-

able cutters, and garments turned out of their establishment invariably

fit well, look well, wear well, and give satisfaction.
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One of the balloon*, which ascended Mioultaneously from different

points, burnt in the ail and fell from ;i bight of 700 yards, but the two
aeronauts in charge escaped unhurt, thro sting of the balloon
forming a parachute and preventing a dangerously rapid descent.

We are not likely to see Oscar Wilde, esthetic poet, in England
again for some time to come. After he has been to China he is going to

Japan for pretty things to illustrate what he means by true art. These
specimens he will carry back with him to America, and he will resume
his lecturing tour there with the thesis that if the Circassian [fl not to be
played out he must learn from the Mongolian. But the American news-
papers are asking whether Mr. Wilde learnt his manners from the Mon-
golian. He strolls into dinner tables in New York now in a suit of cor-

duroys. "Mr. Wilde (says one journal) appeared the other evening at
Pelmonico's appareled in a brownish-yellow suit of corduroys, ordered
his lily or other food, and then, nonchalautly sprawling upon the table,

explored his teeth with a toothpick. If such are the manners which es-

theticism teaches, Heaven preserve our youth from the apostle of the
beautiful." Corduroys used to be regarded in some parts of England as

punishment by severe parents upon children too careless of their dress.

It is quite interesting to find that, if they had only known it, the child-

ren were penalized by something too-too.

—

Court Journal.

At different times during thb last few years discussions have arisen in
the newspapers as to whether it was or was not practicable to work horses
on ordinary roads without shoes. As I was going to Tattersall's last

Monday I was passed by an elderly gentleman on a good-looking cob,

which was unshod all round. The groom who followed was riding a horse
also unshod. On mentioning this fact to a friend, he told me that a well-

known Kentish vet. has, to his knowledge, been driving an unshod horse
for at least six months, with no ill effect whatever. Now, Kentish roads
are hard and hilly, and by no means innocent of flints, and a vet. in large

practice drives a good many miles in a day; it looks, therefore, as if there
were something in the theory that shoes are not absolutely indispensable.—Cor. Vanity Fair.

The Telephone and War.—The following passage occurs in Admiral
Seymour's dispatch to the Admiralty, dated June 12, relating to the dis-

turbance at Alexandria: "The telephonic communication which I re-

ported in ray previous letter had been established between the Helicon

and the British Consulate, has proved of the utmost value to me since the

outbreak of this emeute, and inspired the English residents with a certain

amount of confidence, as by its means I have been kept constantly aware
of the state of affairs generally. In default of this ready means of com-
munication it would have been impossible, for some hours, to have gained
any information from the town, except by special messengers at immi-
nent risk of life."

The feature of the opening of Kilcreggan water works last week was
the presence of the duke of Argyll. Local magnates made up their

minds for a familiar chat with his Grace. If in this matter, however, the

said magnates " proposed," the Duke certainly " disposed," since he eat

silent and solitary in his tent provided for the opening ceremony, and ob-

stinately refused to be " drawn." The tongues of Bailies, aye even Glas-

gow Bailies, might wag their loudest, but ta Tuke declined to recognize

their presence, even by a wink.

—

The Bailie, July 2Gth.

The following story is told of a distinguished Edinburgh professor:

Desiring to go to church one wet Sunday, he hired a cab. On reaching

the church door he tendered a shilling, the legal fare to cabby, and was
somewhat surprised to hear the cabman say, " twa shillin', sir." The
professor, fixing his eye upon the extortioner, demanded why he charged
two shillings, upon which the cabman dryly answered, " we wish to dis-

courage travellin' on the Sawbath as much as possible, sir."

Mr. Gladstone was the other day informed that Mr. Vanderbilt, the

American millionaire, was worth twenty-five millions of money. The
Premier replied that he did not think the existence of so rich a man was
for the advantage or good of the State. What would he have said had he

heard, what may be stated on the best authority, that Mr. Vanderbilt is

worth not so little as twenty-five, but so much as fifty millions of money?
—Court Journal.

The war correspondent of the London Daily Telegraph uses some
strong language. Speaking about the operations of Arabi on the Sweet
Water Canal, he says: " Our plan is to dam the Canal just below high-

water line, so that if Arabi dams the Canal we shall obviate the difficulty

produced by his dam by damming it ourselves."

An immense lot of farm produce already comes from Italy, and now
that the St. Gothard Tunnel is completed, the Italian Consul in London
has been instructed by his Government to report upon the advisability of

running fast trains through it, with the view of. supplying the English

market with garden produce.
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.

It seems that at last the British preparations for war by land in Egypt

are completed, and that an advance in force is at once to be made. Ibe

telegrams tell us that General
-

Wolseley will, in a few hours, attack the

Aboutir forts by land and sea, which means that business is now to be be-

gun in real earnest. Another report states that General Wolseley will

make an attack this morning (Saturday) in two columns, one along the

route of the last reconnoissance and the other by way of Lake Aboukir. at-

tacking Arabi at the point where his right rear rests on Mahmoudicb.

The telegraphic information is so confused and contradictory that at the

time of this writing it is impossible to say what movements will actually

be made ; but it.is certain that there will be great news shortly, and it is

safe to predict that the discomfiture of Arabi is near at hand. That wor-

thy seems to recognize this probability very keenly, since it appears that

he has already made preparations for an ignominious flight There doesnft

seem much chivalry, patriotism or true valor about Arabi after all. It

becomes more and more apparent that he is merely a scheming military

adventurer, seeking his own aggrandizement at the expense of bis coun-

trymen's lives and fortunes. By his cruelty and reckless selfishness he

has already lost the respect and confidence of many of his former Egyp-

tian adherents and of nearly all bis European sympathizers. And no

wonder, if the story of a deserter from his camp is true, telling of the

misery prevailing in the camp, where the wounded crawling about, their

sufferings being unheeded, present a sad picture of distress and neglect.

Some of the poor creatures are said to have been shot by their comrades

to free them from their agony, and many Egyptians have been compelled

against their will to fight.

The Porte still hesitates and wavers btweeen the Scylla of offending

the TJlemas and the Charybdis of offending John Bull.
.

There is no

doubt that if Turkish sentiment had its way Arabi Pasha would be

treated as a hero, instead of being proclaimed a rebel, but " must must

when the devil drives," as the old proverb hath it, and so the Turk is

helpless. The Russian Bear is growling at his door, and England's friend-

ship can alone preserve him from the jaws of the hungry enemy. Still,

the Unspeakable One keeps up a bold and saucy front. There was a good

deal of impudence, for instance, in the draft of the Military Convention

proposed by the Porte to England, which was as follows: The Turkish

army undertakes the pacification of Egypt without foreign assistance.

The British are to remain in their present positions and not to participate

in the operations. The Turks shall be allowed to use Alexandria as a

base of operations, and the Turks and British are both to withdraw after

the pacification of the country. Lord Dufferin very naturally rejected

this draft, and submitted another, stipulating that Turkey should not un-

dertake operations without the previous consent of the British com-
mander ; that British officers should be attached to fche Turkish head-

quarters, and that the question of evacuation should be a subject of spe-

cial convention. It is said that there is no possibility of the Porte's ac-

cepting the conditions, but it is our belief that the Porte has no alterna-

tive bnt to accept them. The English from the start never wanted Turk-
ish aid. They invited it as a matter of diplomatic courtesy, but they are

glad that the Sultan shillie-shallied long enough to furnish them with a
good pretext for either shutting him out altogether or making him play a
very small second fiddle.

The news that the Suez Canal was in peril seems to have been received

with varying degrees of emotion by members of Indian society, if we may
judge from the experiences of the correspondent of a Bombay paper. On
going to the band-stand at a certain station one day, so says the recipient

of these confidences, " I was accosted by a lady with, ' Don't tell me that
they've taken the canal. I've got a box coming from England with all

the newest fashions, and I'm certain they've stopped the P. and 0. and
opened my box, and that some horrid Egyptian ladies are at this moment
walking up and down the banks of the canal in my new bonnets and
dresses.' A. moment afterward a young gentleman came up in high spirits

at the news. ' So there's to be an expedition to Egypt,' he said, ' and we
shall all have to send our wives home round the Cape.' Much in the same
spirit an impecunious Major wanted to know if it was true that the canal
was seized, 'because in that case,' he added, ' of course they can't expect
a fellow to remit money home.' " And, last of all, a bronzed and genial
Colonel read a telegram from England, and seemed much pleased with its

contents. "It's from Mrs. Bender," he said, " and it's to say that, owing
to the reports about the canal, she won't leave England just yet. In fact,

she shall Btay at home until things are quite settled. More power to the
Egyptians!" So there are evidently more ways than one of looking at
England's difficulties in the East.

We still adhere to our frequently expressed opinion that the war will be
a mere matter of officers and feathers, anyhow. It would not greatly
surprise us if we had, next week, or the week after, to chronicle the dis-
persion of therebels, the restoration of the Khedive, and the establish-
ment of a British "protectorate" over Egypt. England will neither
claim nor deserve any great credit for the result. She will have battled
manfully for her own interests, and she will have gained her point, and
that's the long and short of it. But the battle will not have been one of
arms alone. Astute diplomacy will have had much to do with it. Eng-
land was sincere in her alliance with France in this matter. But the
whimsy Frenchman didn't " stay " with his English ally. We wouldn't
go so far as to accuse him of showing the white feather—let us char-
itably Bay that he was " inconsistent." This course of conduct has done
France no good, for Bismarck saw his opportunity, and to his latent sup-
port and encouragement England will owe much of her success. There
can be little doubt that there is now a secret diplomatic compact between
England and Germany, and this being the case, the former can do as she
pleases with Egypt without any fear of interference from any of the Con-
tinental Powers. It is true that the correspondent of the Cologne Ga-
zette expresses the opinion that Russia 1b preparing for war with Turkey
by way of compensation for England's occupation of Egypt, but this
statement, and all others like it, may be safely set down as baseless
canards.

The Irish of Dublin and of Dublin's suburb, the United States, are
raising a ferocious howl because one Gray, Sheriff and ex-Mayor of Dub-

lin, has been fined and imprisoned for libel. The libel in question was
grossly malicious, and was aggravated by the fact that it was published
after it had already been declared a libel by the courts. Mr. Gray evi-

dently wanted to pose as a martyr, and now he knows how it feels. After
the custom of his kind, he writes letters from jail, beseeching his dupes
not to create the riots which he has himself done his best to stir up.
Moreover, he " incloses £20," and meekly adds that, "If his imprison-
ment tends in any way toward reforming the legal abuses and promotion
of freedom of the press, he will cheerfully endure it." Our own peni-
tentiaries are full of gentlemen who owe their confinement to " legal

abuses."- We are glad that Mr. Gray is "cheerful" under his sad affliction.

It has all along been the belief of our intelligent contemporaries in this

country that Cetwayo was taken to England for the purpose of first ex-
hibiting him in a cage in the London Zoological Gardens, and then selling

him to Barnum. We have several times tried to explain that the object
of taking him to England was to impress him with a wholesome sense of

the greatness and power of the nation which he so blindly defied. Now
that his restoration is at hand, we hope Barnum's admirers will be satis-

fied that, to get the Zulu monarch for a side-show, the great showman
will have to go to Africa. Cetewayo's position henceforth will resemble
that of the semi-independent Indian Princes who govern under English
"Residents."

Startling news comes from Corea to the effect that the troubles there
have culminated in a general insurrection, that the King and Queen have
been assassinated, that the Japanese Legation was attacked by natives
belonging to the anti-foreign party, and that a Japanese man-of-war has
been dispatched to Seoul River. It would be a benefit to the civilized

world if Japan were to war with Corea, provided that the war resulted
in the annexation of the latter country to the Mikado's dominions. Corea
is more exclusive than China, and is as retrogressive as Japan is pro-
gressive. It is a country that needs "opening up," and no people will

benefit more by the process than we of the Pacific States.

The young Duke of Hamilton's sale of the historical bric-a-brac and
pictures, which his forefathers had collected in their ancestral Scottish

palace, netted him something like 35,000,000. The Duke is a great racing

man, and his losses on the turf, together with other incredible extrava-

gances, made the sacrifice necessary. But we hear that his Grace is more
than satisfied, since during the past few months his horses have won sev-

eral plated and pewter race-cups at famous meetings. What were the
little jasper vases, the bejeweled caskets, the crystal flagons, the inlaid

cabinets, and other innumerable souvenirs which were the gifts of

sovereigns, and were the pride of his ancestors, and which fetched thou-
sands of dollars apiece at the Bale, compared with these gingerbread tri-

umphs of the turf? So be it. If this young man, who is about three

times a Duke, as many times a Marquis, still more times an Earl, besides

innumerable lordships; who is a Peer of France, a Spanish Grandee, a
German Prince, and of English and Scotch royal descent—if he is con-

tent to thus dishonor a noble name and reduce a great historical race to

comparative poverty—it is his own affair. Still, for all that, we suppose
there is among Englishmen and Scotchmen a certain foolish fancy that
the honor of the great families is, to a certain extent, bound up with
their own, and upon people of this way of thinking the Hamilton Palace
sale will not create a favorable impression.

AN EX-ALDERMAN OF SAN FRANCISCO.
The new Commissioner of the District of Columbia is ex-Senator

"Rod" West, formerly an Alderman of this city. "Rod's" fortunes

were made by the late war. Soon after it commenced he left here as sec-

ond in command of the California regiment under Colonel Tarlton, and
served with some distinction in the Department of the Southwest. Its

close found him a Brevet Major General. During the exciting period
whicb followed in Louisiana and when caroet-bagism was rampant
throughout the State, owing to jealousies which existed among the lead-

ing candidates, "Rod " turned up as a dark horBe, and most unexpectedly
was elected United States Senator. As such he acquitted himself credit-

ably, but not at all to the satisfaction of his constituents, and since his

term of office has expired he has made his home at Washington. He ia

wealthy and has always been on friendly terms with the leading Republi-
can Senators, particularly Roscoe Conkling. The office to which he has
just been appointed is a very important one. The Board is composed of

three members, two being engineer officers, Major Lydecker and Lieut.

Hoxie, and one civilian, now the ex-Senator, and to them is confided the

whole government of the District. At one time, while Senator, " Rod "

was made the subject of some most bitter and venomous attacks by par-

ties both here and in New Orleans, notably one by John C. Maynard,
Insurance Commissioner, but his friends thought that, even if the charges

made were true, they were too stale and should not be resussitated,

hence, they were treated with contempt and left unanswered, and " Rod "

West, the whilom Alderman of San Francisco, now ranks with the mag-
nates of the land.

It may not be generally known, but the reason of the abrupt depart-

ure from our coast of a scion q£ the British aristocracy, was the fear of a
breach of promise suit. The Tacts which have been whispered to abroad

by the ubiquitous little bird that flies everywhere are these: While mak-
ing a trip through the famed Yo SemitevValley, our British cousin became
a victim to the facinations of one of the most charming specimens of di-

vorcees that ever gladdened the eye of man. Abandoning all thought of

further touring, he settled down at the feet of his enchantress in view of

the Bridal Vail. During one of the most ardent moments of the flirta-

tion, a ring passed from hand to hand, or rather finger to finger, and, be-

ing a bauble of much value, was regarded in the light of an engagement
ring by the lady and her relatives. This idea it seems, was not shared by
the Englishman, who pleaded for a return of the ring upon the grounds
of its being a family heirloom. "All the more appropriate as a pledge

of my joining the family " was the response, and the arrival from 'Frisco

of the lady's mother-in-law so alarmed our hero, he beat a hasty retreat,

and, sans adieu departed, leaving the lady and the ring.
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GOLD BARS—890®'.M

.n 1 't'lUr*. i*\ii B| ;
no[)i.

KxchMnw on New York. 6c f S100 premium ; On London Bank-
ininercial, 49$@49gd. I'aria, sight, 5-12J franca per

dollar. Eastern Telegrams, 10c.

Price of Money here, 6@10 per cent per year—bank rate. In the
open market, 1<£1} per month. Demand light. On Bond Security,
3<a4i per cent, per year on Call.

Latest price of Sterling in New York, 48G@489.

PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
.s.in /><jm<-Jj<*> Aug. 8S. 1HH9.

Stock* and Bond*.mm
Cal. Slate Bomi-
S. F. Citv £ Co U'tla. 6e,'5S

S. F. City & Co, b"ds, 7s . .

.

w. Bonds
Dupont Street Bonds
Sacramento City Bonds. . .

.

Stockton City Bonds
Tuba County Bonds
Marvsville City Bonds
Santa Clara Co. Bonds
Los Angeles County Bonds.
Los Angeles City Bonds
Vim's * Truckec R. R. Bds.
Nevada Co. N. O. R. R. Bds
Oakland CUTBonds
Oregon BAN. Bonds, 6s.

.

S. P. R. R- Bonds
S.48.

BANKS.
Bank of California (ex-div)..

Pacific Bank(ex-div)
First National (ex-div)

ISSt-RANCE COMPANIES.

Union (ex-div)

Fireman's Fund (ex-div)

California (ex-div)

Pacific Rolling Mills. 120,

Vulcan Powder, 664. "7J.
18j. Central Gas Stock,

Pacific R. R., 104, 106.

The business of the w<

Slock* and Bond*. Bid.
INSOI^SCF. COMTASIES.

— State hivestiiuut 122
no Mutual 130

iinmercial 125
I oaten 108

W RAILROADS.
58, c. P. R. R. Stock 95
— 0. P. K. Iv Bonds 116

I"" City Railroad 100
Minibus R. R 65

1 07 X. R and Mission R. R 100
110 Sutter Street R. R 80—

j

Geary Street R. R. 100
103 (Central R. R. Co 55
lit -Market Street R. R Nom.
125 iCIttv Street Hill R. R Nom.
110 S. F. GaslightCo 57
loo Oakland Gaslight Co 28
119] Sac'to Gaslight Co 50

L'aiifor'a Powder Co 115
— Giant Powder Co (new stck) 118
LS8 Atlantic Giant Powder 85
— Gold and Stock Teleir'h Co. 65

S. V. W. W. Co. 's Stock.... 118
123 S. V. W. W. Co' Bonds 120
182 Pacific Coast S.S. Co's Stock —
126 !! California Street R R 109

125. Cala. Dry Dock, 55, 60. Safe Deposit Co., 52, 55.

Presidio Railroad, 774. 80. Safety-Nitro Powder, 18,

2,64. Hawaiian Commercial Co., 55,60. Northern

sek has been chiefly in the Powder stocks.

Andrew Baird, 312 California st.

Bid.

las
Nom
Nom.
07

40
50

105
90
90
105
106
110
101

110

10S
105

119J

168
125

128

120
128
1'25

10..

06
117

Nom.
Nom.
58
29
53

120
90
70

119
121

112

Meteorological Summary, week ending 7:58 p. jr., Thursday, Aug.
24th:—Highest barometer, 30.082—22d; lowest, 29.883—24th ; average
during the week, 29.958 ; maximum temperature, 63—21st and 24th ;

minimum, 52—21st, 22d, 23d ; average during the week, 56.4 ; highest
relative humidity, 100 per cent.—22d; lowest relative humidity, 67 per
cent.—18th and 24th ; average during the week, 83.6

;
prevailing direction

of wind, west ; maximum hourly velocity of wind, 31 miles per hour,

west, 21st ; average weather during the week, fair ; rainfall during the
week, 0.00 ; total rainfall, season of 1882-83, 0.00 inches.

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.— New York, Aug. 25,

1882. United States Bonds—4s, 119|; 4^8, 1146; ex-5s, 101J ; ex-6s, 101J.
Sterling Exchange, 4 86@4 90. Pacific Mail, 44£. Wheat, 115@117; West-
ern Union, 89. Hides, 24@24J. Wool— Spring, fine, 20® 32; Burry,
15@20 ; Pulled, 20@45 ; Fall Clips, 15@18 ; Burry, 12@14. Lon-
don, Aug. 25.—Liverpool Wheat Market, 9s. 9d. @ 10s., Cal.; 9s. 7d.@
10s. 4d. Red Am. Spring. Bonds, 4s, 122; 4Js, 116J; ex-6s, 102. Consols,

99 9-16. Money, — acct.; Silver, 52 1-16.

From a correspondent we learn that the Total Wreck Mine, Empire
District, A. T., is likely to be tluc mine of Arizona. There is enough ore

in sight and on the dumps to run the 20-stamp mill that is now being

erected for two years. From the indications the mine is sure to turn out

a veritable bonanza, and under the able and business-like management of

Mr. N. R. Vail is likely to do much to redeem the character of Arizona
mines from the prejudice that undoubtedly exists against them, owing to

the gross mismanagement and fraud of incompetent men.

Californiaiis Abroad, Aug. 5th, 1882:—Paris, France: Mr. E. F.

Spencer, California, Hotel FAthenee ; Mrs. Dussol and son, Cal., Hotel
Dominici ; Mr. Houmoy, San Francisco, Hotel du Louvre ; Dr. A. C.

Posey, Cal., Av. Observation. London: C. E. Bancroft, H. W. Crocker,

Miss Crocker, Mrs. Crocker, Chas. Crocker, W. H. Crocker, F. W. Cart-

ing, J. B. Lincoln, Mr. and Mrs. Cottrell, Mr. Halsey, Mr. Haselton,

San Francisco.—Continental Gazette, August &th, 1882.

Grain Charters.—Ship W. E. Connor, 1,496 tons, wheat to Liverpool,

48s. 6d. ; ship St. Stevens, 1,392 tons, for same gets 50s. ; ship Dawpool,

1,697 tons, for like cargo and destination, 46s. 6d.

London, Aug. 36.—Latest Price of Consols, 99 1-16.

MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For Ni.ll;: ; if,,. a.| r .

Office of the Aaropkna Company for Navigating the Air, 609 Mer-
chant street. Office hours from 1 to 2 P.M.

Order* Tor Kiisruvliu In Km PhoacBngnvtag Proceaa cannow be executed ..> the ".Vena Loiter " onice lor Ufaj than
half theOKtor Wood Fn^r.., Inc. and In one-hall the lime.
Keineinber, we ftlri.Uk a i,nrd metal Electrotype ready for
«he Frpaa.
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At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the Grain Exchange,
Wednesday afternoon, communications were received from the Produce
Exchange and from the Produce Exchange Call Board Association con-
veying the information that both of tho.se bodies had jointly appointed
the following committee, consisting of Messrs. H. Dutard, John Wight-
man, Jr., and Charles B. Stone, for the purpose of conferring with a com-
mittee of the Grain Exchange, with a view to making arrangements for a
consolidation of the three Exchanges. The Grain Exchange thereupon
appointed a committee, consisting of Messrs. Homer S. King, George T.
Marye, Jr., and R. E. Doyle, who will at once place themselves in com"
munication with the above-named committee. The selection of the six
gentlemen comprising the two committees was an admirable one, and the
three associations may well feel proud at having placed their interests in
such able and competent hands.

A. Copartnership Change.—The well-known firm of Macondray &
Co., established in 1849, has been dissolved and a new copartnership
formed. G. L. Cunningham retires and Michael Castle ana James A.
Robinson enter the firm, F. W. Macondray still retaining his interest.
Mr. Oastle was for a long time connected with the firm of Castle Brothers,
wholesale grocers. The name of Macondray & Co. will be retained.

The Supreme Court has happily left the present very efficient Police
Commissioners and Chief of Police alone. They are declared not to be
elective officers. Good ! All efforts to bring the police back again into
the filthy pool of politics should be resisted.

The highest recorded score that has ever been made with the mil-
itary breechloader at the long ranges of 800, 900 and 1,000 yards, was
made at the Midland rifle competition recently, in Sandwell Park, by
Corporal H. Bates, 1st Warwickshire Rifles, who scored 99 points out of a
possible 105.

Lord Coleridge is said to have been invited by the New York bar to
visit the United- States. He will go next year. He is Chief Justice of
England, and contemplates visiting the Pacific Coast.

Bank Commissioners Farnum, Litchfield and White have just
completed an exhaustive examination of the affairs of the Savings and
Loan Society, and find it to be sound.

The City of Sydney sails for Honolulu, New Zealand and Australia at
noon to-day, with a long list of passengers and an enormous English
mail for the Colonies.

Orchilla From Mexico.—The steamer Mexico, from Mexican ports,
brings 1,034 bales orchilla, in transit for Liverpool.

Codfish.—The schooner Page has arrived from Choumagin Islands with
51,000 codfish, the fourth cargo of the season.

Carlton Coleman left for Portland, Oregon, last Wednesday, on busi-
ness connected with the firm of Wm. T. Coleman & Co.

Entered at the Post- Office at San Francisco, Cal., as Second-Class
Matter.

Printed and Published by the Proprietor, Frederick Harriott, 607 to 616 Merchant Street, San Francisco, California.
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"CHRIS" BUCKLEY AND HIS LAMBS.
No. 1.

From good motives and for justifiable ends the News Letter pub-

lishes this, the first, of a series of articles specially designed for the good

of the local Democracy. We propose to do for that party that which it

seems unable to do for itself. A foul cancer has fastened upon it, and it

needs a physician who knows his business, and who will use his lancet

boldly so as to cut deeply and remove the vile thing root and branch.

Though not partisans ourselves, we should be glad to see the local Democ-
racy placed in a running condition, which it never can be until it is re-

lieved of the terrible load it now staggers under. Whilst Buckleyism
hangs like a millstone around its neck it must necessarily sink beneath

the contempt of a self-respecting community. That was the fate that

overtook it at the last municipal election, when the chances of success

were all in its favor, and that is what will occur again at the heated
local contest in November. Moreover, success can never be achieved
whilst it is so widely known to be not only utterly unmerited, but danger-

ous to the well being of the city and county. That being true, Buckley-
ism must needs be got rid of. But how is that to be accomplished? That
it is a difficult task we know full well. It ought not to be, but it is. IE

honest men were fearless and public spirited, the evil thing need not have
attained its present growth. Those who ought to have scotched it in its

infancy pandered to it, employed it, gave it pap, paid it large subsidies,

and nurtured it into a dangerous power. But this was by no means all:

Other men saw that by pandering to it and using it they might hope to

secure advantages that they could never otherwise obtain. These men
are infinitely more dangerous and more to be condemned than this fellow
Buckley, for without their aid and comfort and respectable countenance
he could not be what he is. He and they are conspirators against the
common weal, and as such entitled to be treated as enemies of the body
politic ought to be. We think that that which their party has failed to

do we can accomplish. We think we can break up the conspiracy, dis-

band and make odious the conspirators, and so redeem the Democracy
from its present thraldom. At any rate we mean to try.

These men can only thrive in the dark. Their methods would be abor-
tive if they were made known to all men in the open light of day. If

a calcium light were turned upon them in all their dickerings, bargainings
and corrupt ways, they would run to shelter, glad to escape the blistering

gaze of honest men. Their only hope consists in the timidity of the
Press and in their being allowed to conspire in private, to meet in back
rooms of saloons, to pull underground wires, to fix slates, run primaries,
and to be permitted to have things their own way in peace and quietness.
Publicity and exposure they cannot stand. That kind of treatment would
wither them as frost out of season does the early buds. Drag them out
of their holes and show their ugly faces to the people, and forthwith their
power for mischief will be gone. That is preciselyhow the News Letter
proposes to cure an evil that has defied all other modes of treatment.
We shall succeed. From week to week, from now until the November
election, we shall give engraved wood-cuts of the lambs of Buckley's fold,
which will be accompanied by graphic and forcible descriptive sketches
by a pen that has never yet failed to mark indelibly any subject that it

has chosen to touch. The men who are building Buckley up for their own
uses, and who are running the Democracy as a party organization, will
be scattered to the four winds of heaven, their corrupt purposes will be
foiled, and they themselves will sigh for some hiding place in which to es-
cape the indignant scorn and contempt of an outraged people. These
creatures are to be found in State and Central Committees, in official cir-
cles, in elegantly furnished offices and in newspaper sanctums, but no
matter where they are, they will be dragged forth and made as conspicu-
ous as the art of the engraver and the pen of the ready writer can make
them. They are all busy running pipes for one purpose or another. Some
want to run things to make money, some want to occupy or control city
offices, others have an eye on future seats in Congress, and others are con-
tent to go to the Legislature to push jobs through. They all want some-
thing and they are all corrupt. They are as dangerous a band of rascals
as ever scuttled a ship or cut a throat.

Buckley is the man they put forward. He is the bell-wether whom the
lambs appear to follow. Such a leader! A barkeeper, and an ungrateful
one at tbat, to John Manuix, be has attained to the position of chief

boss of a small and unsavory Baloon on Bush street, around which loafers

lounge, and which ladies who would spare their blushes avoid passing.

Literally a blind leader of the blind, he would be an object of pity if he
were what he is by the will of Providence rather than by his own folly.

That a great party, that can only hope to attain to power by inspiring

the people with a belief in its honest intent to institute and carry out re-

forms, should select and follow such a leader as this man Buckley, is one
of those things tbat is as inscrutable as that wisdom which passeth all

understanding. Yet he is the leader. He runs the County Committee,
dictates how the campaign shall be managed, who Bhall be sent to the
front and who relegated to a back seat. Candidates must not, dare not,

avow themselves as such without first obtaining his consent. Assess-
ments and collections for party purposes are disbursed, or not, practically

as he chooses. He raises money, and for the rest does as he pleases. He
runs enough of the precinct clubs to give him control of Nominating Con-
ventions. This htf does by aid of the "boys," by methods that we shall

take an early occasion to describe. Of course, he can't use "the boys" for

nothing. He pays them in various different ways. A good deal of spend-
ing money must be distributed among them. When they have rough
work to do, they must be freely plied with whisky. Above all, he must
see to it that no man is elected to any office who will not first bind him-
self to give Buckley all the patronage for the benefit of " the boys" who
carry the clubs or the primaries, as the case may be. With the control

of the assessments, collections and patronage, he controls "the boys,"
and by their aid he controls the party.

Yet with all these he could not succeed unless he had other accessories.

He must have a presentable figure-head for the County Committee, and
he secures him in the person of the well-to-do but not too scrupulous Mr.
G. T. Marye, junior, who has a contract to be sent to Congress one of

these fine days. He needed a respectable head of the State Committee,
and he found him in the person of the usable Mr. English, about whom
more hereafter. He needed candidates for municipal offices who would
give him all the patronage at their disposal. He found a specimen one in

J. H. O'Grady, the present Tax Collector. Go to that worthy's office and
see howit is crowded with deputies until there is hardly "standing room."
Notice their faces and you will soon recognize most of them as having
adorned the sidewalk around Buckley's saloon. O'Grady was the only
public officer elected on the Democratic ticket who enjoyed patronage.
Had the whole ticket been elected Buckley would have controlled and
filled every office in the city in precisely the same manner as he has that
of the present Tax Collector. About one-half of his appointees as deputies
would be Democrats and the other half Republicans. He would have to

divide with Higgins, who lends him "boys" to keep control of things.

There is a close partnership between the two men. Buckley was origi-

nally a Republican, and trained under Boss Higgins, a man of brains, who
knows what he is about. He it is who practically bosses both parties. He
made Buckley a Democrat in order that they might together control all

things, no matter which party wins. That is how the game is at present
being played. No matter who wins, the people lose.

If Higgins succeeds Buckley is cared for, or if Buckley wins Higgins is

all right. The principal difference between them—apart from the enormous
disproportion of their mental capacity—is that whilst Higgins is seldom
disloyal to his party Buckley is nearly always so. Higgins is for Higgins,
but he is for his party. Buckley is for Buckley, but is only for his party
when it does not pay him better to secretly help the other side to win.
That was his position in the last municipal election. The money then, as
it invariably is, was on the Republican side of the house. Accordingly Buck-
ley was on that side, and would not nominate a ticket that it was possible to

elect, and he may be depended upon, for like reasons, to do exactly the
same thing at the next election. He was in the one camp, but was of the
other. He "gave away" all that was worth giving. He would learn the
Becrets of the organ of his party, and straightway carry them to the
Chronicle office. He would learn what was going on in the County Com-
mittee, and quickly the other side would know as much as he did. Cer-
tain corporation attorneys instructed him how to earn his money, and he
earned it. His chief employment was to defeat his ticket, and he defeated
it. He turned a Democratic majority of twenty-five hundred into a
minority of three thousand. Yet such U the weakness, stupidity and
utter folly of the Democracy that he still leads, and is likely to continue
to lead it—to disaster, disgrace and defeat, as he has always hitherto done.

He could not do this if it were not for such men as English, Marye,
Hammond, O'Grady and a score of others, to each of whom we shall

do justice in his turn. This whole combination is vile from bottom to

top. It means the annihilation of the city Democracy ; it means the de-

feat of the State ticket, and it means a combination of self-seeking Re-
publicans and roguish Democrats, who will control things no matter what
happens to the people. It is a cunningly devised job, but it won't go
through, if honest, vigorous truth-telling has not lost its force, and if the
people have not lost their senses. We shall see.

SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY DISCUSSED.
A most numerous and influential audience listened in Daihaway

Hall, on Saturday evening last, to a discourse on San Luis Obispo County,
its resources, products, and advantages for general farming and settlement.

Wendell Easton, Esq., was the lecturer, and right well he handled his

subject, making his statements clear and at the same time interesting.

Attention has for some time past been very earnestly given to the neces-

sity of directing immigrants and others desirous of settling upon the soil

of our State just where to go to obtain what they want. There can be no
doubt but that San Luis Obispo County offers opportunities second to

none, to intending settlers. It has a mild and remarkably salubrious

climate ; its bottom lands are surpassingly rich, whilst its foothills are

adapted to the vine and to the fruits of commerce. There are yet large

areas of valley lands which remain untouched by the plow, haying hith-

erto been used for grazing purposes. The city of San Luis Obispo is the

County seat, and is one of the prettiest citieB in the State. There is a
great future for the County, and none offers stronger inducements to

would-be settlers on land that they make their own on easy terms.
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Scarcely a week, however, goes over that we are not oalled upon to re-
tfrct the U»m of another of the small army of njflDWl U> onxGoldeu
who are. »1m! now so rapUly peering; eerey,
Mr. R B. Bejddma is the leal whom society baa been oallad upon to

mourn, an>l in him it has lust a truly valued member of it, r.n<t .\ man
highly esteemed for hi* moral ami intellectual worth by all who had the

ire of knowing him well.

Hi, funeral, <>n Wednesday, drew forth an immense crowd of sun
Mends, who tilled l»r. Stone's Chnrcb daring the solemn ceremonies, the
beautiful masjc riven thereat proving a fitting tribute to one who
justly valued in life. In oonseaoenoe of hi* friend, Mr. Redding1

! death,
Governor StaaforoVfl dinner, winch was to have taken place on T
evening, was

| ostponed until next week.
The hop on Sunday evening last, at San Rafael, being one of the series

of mbauriptiun affairs managed by Messrs. Sid. Smith, Harry Walker
and Geo. Raymond, was, like its predecessors, a very pleasant entertain-
ment. J*nts of pretty girls were there, and some good danoers among the
men. Miss Bessie Sedgwick arrived to gladden the heart <-f several,
but her stay was of short duration, as, being sent for to accompany her
friend Flora on a trip, she departed next day for Del Monte to join her
little ladyship.
San Rafael seems to be holding its own pretty well this Summer; so

many agreeable families live in and about the village one cannot wonder
that it should be a favorite place of resort, especially from Saturday to
Monday ; and now that the sweet voices of the McAllisters—mother and
daughter—are heard once more in their delightful Sunday receptions, it

has proved another attraction to the shade of Tamalpais. I mean the
mountain, not the hotel, in this ennuection.
Apropos of visitors. Miss Eades, of Washington, who has so re-

cently been a guest of Lady Hesketh at Belmont, has been credited with
attracting a more than common degree of attention from ex-Senator
Sharon during his last Winters in the National Capital, and therefore her
friends there attach much significance t<t her present trip to this coast

;

and rumor here has it that it is not at all improbable that princely Bel-
mont witnesses another magnificent wedding ceremony in the not far
distant future.

I regret to hear another rumor to the effect that Mr. Eugene Dewey is

contemplating seriously a defection from ths ranks of Pine street brokers,
with the intention of making his future residence in New York. San
Francisco will be greatly the loser and Gotham considerably the gainer,
should he decide on leaving us, while the number of broken hearts left

behind would defy computation. Have mercy, Eugene, and don't go.

Mr. Castle was among the departures last week on his return to Eu-
rope, where he will rejoin his family, who are now there.

By the way, I see that the old established house of Macondray & Co.
have taken a new departure, and admitted Mr. Mike Castle as one of the
partners, and in future he will be an active member of one of the oldest

firms on the Pacific Coast.

Mr. and Mrs. Huntingdon and party, who have greatly enjoyed then-

visit to California, leave us very soon on their return to New York, and
will carry with them the pleasantest recollections of 'Frisco and its peo-

ple, by whom they have been most hospitably entertained.

Mrs. W. H. L. Barnes departs for the East next week, whither she
goes for the purpose of taking her son Willie to school, so her absence
will not be a very long one.

The Mechanics' Fair is increasing in popularity and attractiveness,

and, while wandering round there for an hour or two of an evening,

one is pretty sure to see nearly every one of note at present in town.
E. C. Masten visited Ascot races early in August, and is now rusticat-

ing at Lausanne, in Switzerland, on the Lake of Geneva, and will

remain to the end of the month, when he will return to Paris. Felix.

THE REV. S. G. LINES.
The return of Rev. S. G. Lines to his former home in this city has

been bailed with delight by hundreds of his old parishioners and friends,

and his stay has been a continued ovation. From early morning until

late at night visitors have thronged the residence of his parents, and in-

vitations and engagements have poured in upon him from all sides. In-

deed, Bingharapton has left nothing undone to show its appreciation of,

and affection for, the successful and popular divine. The announcement
that be was to officiate in his old church, " The Good Shepherd " drew a
crowd across the river yesterday, that reminded one of the old days when
even standing room in that church was at a premium. And those who
attended were well paid.

Mr. Lines will remain a few weeks longer with his parents, and then
visit Philadelphia, New York and several of the Eastern watering-places,

after which he will return to California and assume the important posi-

tion of Priest in charge of the Associate Mission of San Bernardino

County. That he will succeed among the energetic and intelligent people

of that land of beauty and prosperity, is a foregone conclusion.—Daily

Leader, Binghampton, N. Y.

New Music.—" The Billet Donx Waltzes," by W. Stuckenholz. Pub-
lished by M. Gray.
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Sir Bernard Burke declares: There la not now living a single de-
mandant fa the male line of Chancer, Shakespeare, Spenser. Milton,
Cowley, Butler, Dryden, Pope, Cowpor, Goldsmith, Byron „r Moore; not
one of Sir Thilip Sydney, nor, I believe, n( Sir Walter Raleigh ; not one
of Drake, Cromwell, Hampden, Monk, Marlborough, Peterborough or
Nelson ; not one of Bolinghroko, Walpole, Chatham, Pitt, Pox, Burke,
(JratUn or Canning ; not one of Bacon, Locke, Newton or Davy; not
one of Home. Gibbon nr Macauley; nor one of Hogarth, Sir Joshua Rey-
nolds or Sir Thomas Lawrence ; not one of David (Jarrick, John Kemble
or Edmund Kean.

The little boy'B evening prayer on his return from Santa Cruz:
Now I lay me down to sleep, If I should die before I wake,

(I want to swim). (I like to shout).
I pray the Lord my soul to keep ; I pray the Lord my soul to take.

(Pa, take me in). (Oh, take me out).
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SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER AND Aug. 26, 1882.

THE "THUNDERER ' ON IRISH-AMERICAN DY-
NAMITE

Our Philadelphia Correspondent says that the letter we published

on the 5th of July from New York on Fenian dynamite operations in the

United States has been republished in America. He reports that it is

causing a Rreat sensation. It was of a nature to cause a sensation. If a

respectable inhabitant were informed that a guest or a member of his fam-

ily had been vigorously engaged in arranging to murder his next door

neighbors, he might be expected to be somewhat startled. He would be

excited at the news, though the neighbors were as troublesome and obnox-

ious as neighbors can manage to be. His feelings would be yet more ac-

tive when the doomed victims were of his own blood, and attached to him

by the closest intimacy and a semblance of the most entire good will. Lit-

erally theBe homicidal schemes have been and are being plotted in the

cousinly and friendly household of the United States against Englishmen

one and alL A detailed account of the mode of conspiracy and its authors

has been printed in these columns and reprinted across the Atlantic. The

description has created agitation ; and we should have been surprised if it

had not. Although, however, a shock of wonder was sure to be the re-

sult, investigation might possibly have qualified the first horror of the

narrative. Inquiry which necessarily followed might have cast a doubt

over the dimensions of thiB execrable network of crime. On the contrary

search has confirmed the essential particulars. A supposed ringleader,

while he does not avow his personal share in the guilt, appears to have

admitted that he was cognizant of the malignant measures in preparation.

He knows precisely how many infernal machines were dispatched last

year to Liverpool, and he knows who made them. No suggestion is dis-

coverable in the account at present received that, though he may have

been aware of the betrayal of the design to the British Government, he

ever protested against it, or was a consenting party to its prevention.

How far the ingenious gunsmith of Birmingham origin, who is ready to

sell to Secessionists, to Fenians, to Arabi Pasha, " harmless boxes with a

little clockwork attachment, that is all," went to meet the British Gov-

ernment in its counteraction of hia butcherly customers, there are no ma-

terials to show. It is not explained whether be volunteered to sell

his clientB, or only assisted when a clue was already in British hands.

Fortunately, as our New York Correspondent indicated in his letter on

the 5th, Great Britain is well served in Fenian or dynamite circles. All

the vigilance of the officials it employs is needed to guard against these

monstrous machinations ; and their zeal seems likely to be generally re-

warded. Great Britain does its part in protecting itself. A duty is thrown
upon the United States to see that theirs is done likewise. On the face

of things it is extraordinary that it should remain possible for the dynam-
ite sect in the United States to collect subscriptions for its foul objects,

and to concert almost in open day its plans of bloodshed. Justice must
have a short arm when appeals can be circulated such as O'Bonovan
Roasa's organ issues, and Conferences can be held such as at Chicago.

Foreign Communists cannot with impunity publish in London apologies

for assassination. In the United States the law apparently tolerates con-

demnations to the flames and knife of inoffensive multitudes. The licence

American criminal law allows to dynamite projects is a scandal and a

shame to American legislation and jurisprudence. A more enormous
scandal is the attitude public opinion in the United States assumes
towards them. A strong public opinion, doing the work of law, is the

boast of advanced civilization. Nowhere might public opinion be thought
to be more mighty than among the American people. In some respects

its power cannot be over estimated. It can scrutinize everything and
everybody. No mind iB bo reserved that it is not compelled to render to

the American public an image of its recesses. Statesmen, poets,

railway managers, philosophers, all acknowledge their obligation to

turn themselves inside out for the enlightenment of the great Amer-
ican public. Dr. Shine recognizes this supreme right of his country-
men aa much as General Grant or the most recent operatic star. The
frank artificer, conscious of absolute rectitude because he never furnishes
explosives but only the innocent clocks which strike them, tella his ghast-
ly tale as in duty bound to his journalist interviewer. In the whole or-
ganization for bringing all which ia concerted or done to the sovereign bar
of American opinion the sole defect is that the tribunal hears, deliberates,
and either delivers no judgment or does not insist upon its accomplishment.
Men who hire cut-throats, and consign infernal machines in utter reckless-
ness of the destruction they may inflict upon casual passengers or bystand-
ers, are permitted to go on elaborating their wickednesses in perfect peace
and security. If they be visited with verbal reprobation, the censure is

of the same sort and carries the same peualties as an adverse criticism
upon a romancer who has been constructing an equivocal Utopia.
No Englishman doubts the propriety of the sentiments with which a

vast majority of ^ the American people view the infamous intrigues of the
dynamite party in its midst. The strange phenomenon ia that a gigantic
force like American public opinion should be impotent to crush and anni-
hilate a hateful excrescence. Provided a system or influence be of a kind
to interest, it is to be feared that American opinion ia well contented to
let it exist. With Englishmen public opinion, in all its varieties, is an
instrument mainly for diversion. The words of our Philadelphia Corre-
spondent, that the revelations of dynamite conspirators are producing
sensation, express the working and the limits of American public opinion
on such questions. Were it to be made known in England that Liverpool
or Birmingham waB the seat of a manufactory of infernal machines for ex-
portation^ New York and Boston and Philadelphia and Chicago, British
public opinion would demand, in a very unmistakable tone, measures for
the abatement of a common nuisance. American public opinion would
countenance steps of the American Government for the punishment of
forgers of rouble or English notes. It appears to consider the sowing of
the seeds of an indiscriminate massacre in England by American agencies
venial because the principals and accesaories have the effrontery to pla-
card themselves with the title of patriots. Never was there a body of na-
tional opinion so inquisitive and so keen which could have shown itself
more feeble and inert in the defence of public morality than opinion in
the United States since the movements of the dynamite school first be-
came notorious. The American people must determine if it will continue
longer subject to this reproach. No power exists which can compel the
public opinion of any nation which has gone astray to correct itself, except
itself. Americans ought, however, to understand that a public opinion
which is only curious and restless, and does not act upon its instincts

of right, implies a national abdication of duty. To discover that its hos-
pitality is being abused for the promotion of wholesale murder and to re-

ceive the news Bimply as "a great sensation" is educationally as danger-
ous for a nation as it is for an individual to reserve all sympathy and af-

fection for the heroes of the world of fiction.

—

London Times.

BANKS.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital $3,000,000.
WM. ALTORD President.
THOMAS BROWN, Cashier | B. MIRBAY, Jr., Ass' t Cashier

Agents :

New York, Agency of the Bank of Calfornia ; Boston, Tremont National Bank ,

Chicago, Union National Bank ; St. Louis, Boatman's Saving Bank ; New Zealand,
the Bank of New Zealand. Correspondent in London, Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons. Correspondents in India, China, Japan and Australia, the Oriental Bank Cor-
poration.
The Bank has Agencies at Virginia City, and Correspondents in all the princi-

pal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.

Letters of Credit issued, available in all parts of the world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dublin, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Antwerp,
Amsterdam, St. Petersburgh, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama

.
Nov. 4.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA^
Incorporated by Royal Charter.—-Capital paid up, 81,800,-

000, with power to increase to 310,000,000. Southeast corner California and San-
some streetB. Head Office—28 Cornhill, London. Branches—Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria, New Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.

This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check
and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available in al parts of
the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents
as follows

:

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank ; Scotland—British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America.—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking- Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 18. FREDERICK TOWNSENP, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Paid up Capital 81,500,000, Gold. President, B. C. Wool-

worth Vice-President, D. Callaghan ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue, Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
Correspondents—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse,
Neuman&Co. Paris: Hottinguer&Co. NewYork: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-
pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal

cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Commercia
Credits issued available in Europe, Ohit.a and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital, $2,100,000.

Sail Francisco Office, 424 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co. ; BoBton, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid TJp $3,000,000.
Reserve, TJ. S. Bonds 4,000,000.

Agency at Xew Torb, 62 Wall street.
Agency at Vvrginia, Nev.

Buys and sella Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-
elers* Credits. This Bank has special facilities for dealing in Bullion. Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E, Cor. Sansome and Pine Streets,

London Office, 3 Angel Conrt ; New York Agents, J. W. Sel-
igraan & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, $6,000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,

loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.
FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.

P. N. Liliewthal, Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITA!,, 9300,000.
Officers: Vice-President, Jerome Lincoln: Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other
Approved Securities. Office : No. 216 Sansome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Spar unci Lelbbank, No 526 California street, San

Francisco. Officers : President, L. GOTTIG. Board of Directors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. Kohler,Edw. Kruse, George H. Egger?, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE ; Attorney, JOHN R.
JARBOE. May 18.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Refinery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in their

various forms.
June 18. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.
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A *ecret that's known to hut few.

iistlem ami lazy!
Ye heavy Mid hazy!
heart*, hand* an«l feet full employment ;

I ii'iriU 'twill cheer up.
Yoor fogjry hraioa clear up.

And teach yon the real enjoyment
The lilies they t.-il nut.
They drudge Dot and moil not.

And yet they are cared for "tw true ;

Hut the lily, in beauty,
Fulfils its whole duty

E'en lilies have something to do.

"They sew not. they «pin n"t,"
Tis true —but they fin not.

They work, uncomplaining, God's will

—

Their work n>>t bisons;,
Their time never wasting,

The laws of their nature fulfil.

Ye hands, white as lilies.

Remember God's will is.

"Whoso shall not work, shall not eat;
TKa heart-occupation
Prevents heart-starvation

;

Would'st thou the great Lawgiver cheat ?

Then up, man and woman!
Be god-like—be human!

To self and to nature be true.

Employment! Employment!
Oh! this is enjoyment!

There's nothing like "something to do."

LETTER PROM PARIS.
Paris, August 5. 1882:—The indecision and vacillation of the present

Government of France are something which surpass the imagination. It
does not appear to know its own mind for twenty-four hours in succes-
sion. In the morning it is going to send thirty or forty thousand troops
to do France's duty in the East ; suddenly, in the evening, it is seized
with a panic, and all its courage vanishes into thin air, and the expedi-
tionary force is reduced to a handful of men who are to do nothing. It
is not the less true that the French public are not in love with the
Egyptian business, and they are neither anxious nor sanguine that the
tricolor should flutter in the breeze over the pyramids. They are mortally
afraid of running their nose against Bismarck, somehow or somewhere,
and fancy he is lurking qnietly behind the scenes, ready to pounce out
upon them unawares. It was a strange irony of fate that, while the Gov-
ernment was deciding that France was not capable of righting, a statue to
the author of the " Marseillaise " was being inaugurated at Choisy-le-Roi,
where poor Rouget de Lisle died almost forgotten, and where he little

dreamt his monument would rise in the midst of such an inglorious crisis

as the present one. Freycinet attended, and made a speech, in the course
of which be tried to make out that the " Marseillaise " was not a war
chant. This is what the French would call un comble. But, of course,
the Prime Minister was obliged to say something appropriate to himself,
though the audience couldn't help smiling at the ingenious plea.

Rouget de Lisle will shortly have another statue at Lons-le-Saulnier,
where he was born. That he deserves these honors at the hands of the
Republic is only natural, for the Republic has made good use of his fa-

mous patriotic hymn ; but could the Royalist officer come to life again, I
doubt if he would subscribe to all the revolutionary rhodomontade which
is being lavished on him, much less to the use that has frequently been
made of his really magnificent song.
Talking of statues reminds me of the colossal one which M. Bartholdi

is now at work upon for presentation to America. Visitors to the last
Exhibition may remember having seen the head of it exposed in the gar-
dens. If I mistake not, one of the hands is put up in Madison Square,
New York. When completed, the statue, which will be about 120 feet
in hight, is to be erected as a lighthouse on one of the islands in New
York harbor. It represents Liberty, and will be the largest statue ever
yet built, including even the famous Colossus of Rhodes. It is now half
completed. To give a fill-up to the memorial, for funds are wanting, the
Bculptor this week held a banquet of twenty covers inside the body of the
monster. There was plenty of room for everybody, and the novel repast
ended successfully, without any indigestion either to the statue or the
company. To give a further idea of the gigantic proportions of the statue,

I may add that an ordinary man can lie down with comfort within its

foot. It is constructed of stout copper plates riveted together.

The debut of Miss Lillian Norton, the American prima donna, or Mile.
Nordica, as she calls herself on the stag'", was, on the whole, a success.

She appeared as "Marguerite," in Faust. She has still much to learn,

however, before she can satisfy entirely such a critical audience as that of

the Paris Grand Opera House. But she possesses a full and sweet voice,

is able to keep it well under control, and sings with great feeling and ex-

pression. She also has no mean qualities as an actress, and, in addition,

is young and good-looking—two things of great weight with . the French
as well as the American public. At first her reception was rather cold,

but as Bhe warmed up to her work she won the sympathies of the audi-

ence, who applauded her in the most flattering manner. Her French ac-

cent is as perfect as can be expected from a foreigner—which is cot say-

ing much, I fear.

Mr. C. M. Plum and family, of San Francisco, have been staying at 37

Champs Elysee, a much wiser proceeding for American tourists than
throwing away money at the Grand, Binda, Continental or L'Athe'ne'e.

Banceoche.

Excellent Shirts made to order,

wear at Carmany's, 25 Kearny.
Balbriggan and other fine under-

AS OTHERS SEE US.
There baa been n.. man ttrft n ,,n j n ln(, p„t few

monthi than i. prmnlMi by t>. .-racy."
\\ ith tu it baa p.wd »lm<«t unnoticed. It win Mt*rtuM » clever nkit,
humomu*. wall-written, not a «!, .| irin Mr. Lau

»rt chapter* on " The T
It then made it- wav arrow :, 11 „ n .

union in a few clubs, wm puffed bv a t traijrht-
*»J ™ n .-f the hour. " It hat naturally chal-
lenged indignant attention in America," rav* the /*„// Malt iiazttu \\ i
amure our contemporary thai it has attracted nothing of the aort, Wo
remember a U i that there appeared in Rngland a royiterioui
political satire

, "Prmre Floreatan of M i
.,

" It. anthorahlp was at-
tributed to donna of wall-known author* Ljtanry papan vied with
each other in guesses. It was directed against the Mnnageaque Gov»ni-
ment and it* dependence on M. Blanc's gaming table*, and nevertheless
it did not

a

" challenge indignant attention" hj tfonioo, nor did Prince
Charles raise an international difficulty on the subject. It waa subse-
quently found to be » college effort bv Sir Charles bilke, and therefore,
ounodty being satisfied, it was at once forgotten. Such will be the fate
of "Democracy."
But the secret of ita success in England in not hard to trace. It pre-

sents exactly the picture of American political life which Englishmen are
trained to consider its natural aspect. It pn-ves satisfactorily to the
British mind that Martin Chuzzlewit's American friends still live and
thrive, and that we are a low, corrupt, ill-mannered people, whose mode
of life and mode of government offer nothing worthy of esteem or imita-
tion. To this decision we must submit with resignation. Dickens, Mrs.
Trollope and the author of " Democracy" have settled it. Our only re-
source is to turn the argument against our critics. They have a brood of
foul society papers ; therefore their social intercourse is as base as it is
there represented. Their leading sculptor is charged by one of the brood
with stealing the designs of others ; therefore they have no honesty in art.
Their church-livings are put up for sale ; therefore thay have no morality
in the clergy. Their dominant party is swayed by a caucus at Birming-
ham

; therefore they have no independence io politics. Fie, good cousins
across the seas. Hub off your prejudices. Persuade yourselves that there
is not a pin's-head to choose between our countries in the matter of gen-
eral culture and general honesty. Then you will take a travesty like
" Democracy " as lightly as we take a parody like " The Snob Papers."
Solvcntur Hsu tabula;.—N. Y. Critic.

TURNING OUT A JEWISH COLONY.
A strange scene was witnessed in Nottingham-place, Whitechapel,

Eng., when a large number of Jews were evicted from some nouses there.
The owner of the property in question has for a long time been unable to
obtain any rent, and the number of his " tenants " had greatly increased.
Notices to quit were perfectly useless, and the threat of " putting in the
broker " was laughed at, seeing that the residents belonged to the very
poorest class of Jews—some of them refugees—who possessed nothing
more than they stood upright in, and lived nobody knows how. At last
magisterial aid was sought, and warrants of ejectment against the whole
of the parties obtained. Police-constables went to the houses, and, in the
presence ot the landlord, proceeded to turn the whole of the tribe—men,
women and children—into the street. The scene which ensued almost
beggars description ; some hundreds of people, most of them Polish and
German Jews, had gathered about the place, and fraternized with their
unfortunate compatriots as they were turned out of their late residences.
The shouting and gesticulating of the men, the chattering of the women,
and the crying of the children, went to make up a scene which is inde-
scribable. The police used the very greatest forbearance in the discharge
of their unpleasant task.

If Mr. Gladstone's costume be taken as any indication of settled
weather, it may be satisfactory to note that he has now made hi8 appear-
ance for the first time in his gray " ditto " suit and white hat. All he
wants now ir hiB axe to give him a thoroughly bucolic appearance. This.
Summer suit was, no doubt, carefully put away during the Winter, but it

still looks very much the worse for wear, and the legs of the trowsers
have got shrunk in a somewhat distressing manner. They stop juBt above
the ankle, giving a fine view of cotton socks and highlows. He sportB a
"button-hole," too, and seems very proud of the carnation which MrB.
W. E. G. picks out of the little garden in St. James's Park for the pur-
pose of decorating "the grand old man,"

"Lady Flora."—(Scene—After flower show ; two gardeners returning
home talk about a rose named " Lady Flora ;" an old lady listens wonder-
ingly, and is much exercised as to who and what she is). First Gardener:
" Man, Jeems, .'Lady Flora ' lookit braw the day! Hoo did ye get her
intae sich fine bloom?" Second Gardener: " Weel, Tarn, I've had an
unco' facht wi' her. We've had her in the hoose an' oot the hoose, in this
bed an' syne in that bed, but somehoo she aye lookit seekly; an' it wis
only when I took her doon amang the shrubbery an' happit her weel up
wi' dead leaves that she really cam' tae!

"

The other day a St. Gothard train was saved from what might have
been a serious disaster by an act of rare courage and devotion on the part
of a workman. As the noise of the train was heard in the distance, a
large stone fell from the rocks above at the outlet of the Polmengo Tun-
nel. A way-guard who was on the spot succeeded, by a great effort, in
pushing the obstacle aside, but only by the sacrifice of his life, for at the
same instant the train came up, and before he could get out of the way
he was caught by the locomotive and cut to pieces.

A New York youth, who directed his tailor to make his pants in
" the latest style, to fit like the skin," returned his trowsers after one
trial, remarking " they were not according to order." He could sit down
in his skin, but could not in his trowsers.

It waa almost time that some inventive genius hit upon the thought
of writing a drama founded upon the "Marseillaise." It is to be done.

The inspiration and impulse have been derived from the recent erection

of a monument to Rouget de Lisle, the author of the "Marseillaise."
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"PLEASURE'S WAND-"
•We Obey no "Wand but Pleasure's."—Tom Moore,

"Daniel Rochat" is, in my opinion, Sardou s greatest.work.In
most of his other plays he has contented himself with skiUfulplay-

righting, being satisfied with popular approval and indifferent to the

creatine of a lasting impression. Bat in this play he shows clearly his

desire to attain the highest standard of art. His subject is a deepmdo.

and is treated as such. It is not a sermon or a lesson, for Sardou is not a

thicker or a teacher, but it is a skillful presentation of a current ques-

tion, by a writer who' makes use of the thought of the time, and gives to

it remarkable dramatic treatment. Sardou is too skillful to dull his the-

atrical effects by didactic writing ; he never talks through his characters,

but permits them to speak for themselves and to shape their own desti-

nies He has taken this question and given to it life and action.
_

Me

has thereon built a drama, a combination of characters that move in a

certain way to a certain climax. The moral effect of the drama is dis-

covered by its action, and not by any fixed purpose. The action pro-

gresses quietly and gradually. There are no startling episodes, but a

rational development of natural beiotrs. It is a remarkable work indeed.

Interesting and impressive in the extreme. Simple, clear and strong.

Written in the spirit of true art. The subject is adhered to with fidel-

ity It is not sacrificed to impossible situations, and the personages are

not subordinated to the plot. There is an atmosphere of honest realism,

of true nature that pervades the whole play. The motive has an intellect-

ual grip that is never loosened from first to last. But the play is not

wholly intellectual, for the material force of passion is the keynote. Mow
true to human nature ! Profoundly serious, the play is full of delicate

comedy that is neither inconsistent nor disturbing ; an evidence ot tbe

perfect workmanship displayed by the author. By itself considered, the

existence of religious scruples as a dramatic motive may seem trivial,

but when woven into the sentimental relations of life, with practical sig-

nificance, it becomes a great subject. A meeting of Atheism and Chris-

tianity ! A Christian woman, with religious convictions deeply rooted in

her character, pure in heart and soul, sincere and conscientious in her

belief ' A confirmed Atheist, who believes in nothing but the natural—

a

public man, aleader, an apostle of the very creed of Atheism; a man whose

whole public life is based upon that creed, whose every energy and faculty

is enlisted in its service. The two meet. He loves her with all the pas-

sion of a deep and mature nature. She loves him and worships him

aB-an ideal. His convictions do not admit of a religious marriage, hers

admit of nothing else. Shall she give way or shall he ? Thecivil mar-

riage takes place. To him it means everything, to her, nothing. This

little scene is perhaps the weakest in the play. The air of frivolity and

flippancy, the total lack of decorum that are its chief characteristics, make

it unnecessarily exaggerated. It is an attempt at ridicule introduced to in-

tensify the heroine's feelings, to trivially support her sensible and serious

position ; a puerile argument in her favor, a superficial ap-

peal to the audience for sympathy. This is the
_
only scene

in which the author seems to express bis personal opinion. It is

the scene which was roundly hissed at the first performance in Paris.

After the civil marriage she insists upon a religious marriage. To her,

the binding of two hearts, the union of two souls, the joining of two lives,

is an act of God, not of man. He refuses. Itis a contest between his

private life and his public career, Glory, ambition and power on the one

side, love and passion on the other. A battle between sentiment and in-

tellect. They part. Unable to bear the agonizing suspense of the situa-

tion, he visits her at night. He calls Nature to help. He tries to win
her by the force of his love, tries to seduce her conscience by the warmth
of their natural passion. She is bis legal wife—their union is sanctioned

before man. He pleads, argues, entreats, reasons with her, but to no pur-

pose. Her conscience is ever watchful. He becomes almost brutish

through his mad fervor, but, defended by her purity and spirit, he fails

of his purpose. And her faith in him is dead. He has fallen in her es-

timation—he is no longer the ideal, and her love hzx vanished. Then, but
too late, is he willing to sacrifice convictions and popularity for her. She
is dead to him. Cold and passionless, she responds no longer to his love.

What a glorious conception this is ! How intense and absorbing, and yet
how simple and natural ! When this play was produced in Paris, it ex-

cited all sorts of discussion. It is too graphic a yjicture of the relations of
church and society to be a success in a country where such relations are

a burning question, and where the population is decidedly emotional in

public matters. The relations of Church and State have always been,
and are yet, factors of great importance in French politics. This play
was produced at a time when these relations were more than ever before
the public, during the enforcement of the May decrees against the Jesu-
its by Prime Minister Perry. No wonder, then, that it excited too much
bitterness of both commendation and condemnation. It was eulogized
and abused, not in the spirit of impartial judgment and of artistic criti-

cism, but from the narrow standpoints of different policies. Religious
and political prejudices alone governed the expression of opinions. In
this country, where we are free from 6\ich prejudices, liberal and inde-
pendent, we have judged the play on its own merits. It is a success
everywhere. The satisfactory acting of such a play is a difficult matter,
but the Union Square Theatre Company solve the problem with astonish-
ing ease. A more satisfactory delineation of "Lea Henderson," the
heroine, than is given by Miss Jewett, cannot be wished for. She is es-

sentially spiritual, and yet human. The tenderness, the sweetness, the
thorough womanliness of her nature, coupled with strength of conscience
and firmity of character, she shows to perfection. It is an impersonation
that is thought out. One can almost read in the woman's appearance
the struggle between the mind and the flesh. It is a lovable
piece of acting. Miss Maud Harrison plays the part of the sister in a
most delicious manner. Distingue and delicate, full of a quaint, refined
humor, she charms and delights whenever on the stage. Mrs. Phillips as
the characteristic aunt is slightly too serious, but as a whole is the good-
natured Puritan as intended. As " Turler," Owen Fawcett is neat and
amusing. Clinton Stuart speaks the lines of his part, that of "Charles
Henderson," with dignity and emphasis. On Monday he was unfortunate
in his make-up, which was so lugubrious as to excite laughter, but since
then he has remedied this defect. " Casimir Fargis " is a genteel comedy
character, and at Walden Ramsey's hands receives proper attention. The
two old gentlemen, "William Fargis'

1 and "Doctor Bidache," are ad-

mirably played by Messrs. Parselle and Stoddart. Parselle is gentle-

manly, dignified and full of ease and repose. Stoddart gives a bit of

character acting that is a gem. It ia a perfect identification of the actor

with the character. F. de Belleville is the " Daniel Rochat " of the cast.

He has never played the character before, and as it is a character that

\
must be seasoned out, a character requiring study and thought, he is Bure

to gradually improve in its representation. He plays with tact and skill,

but lacks warmth and depth of feeling. He is at his best in the fifth act,

at his worst in the fourth act. In the great scene of the fourth act he is

cold and seemingly insincere. He acts with too much repression of emo-
tion. He bears a look and has a manner indicating shame and self-con-

tempt. This, I think, is wrong. In visiting "Lea" at night "Daniel"
is not moved solely by the grosser feelings of his nature. She is his wife.

It is his place to be with her. His pride as well as his passion urges him
to this step. He should come there determined to win her by an appeal
to the flesh, it is true, but still with the consciousness that she is his, and
his alone. As played by De Belleville, "Daniel's" motives seem simply
gross, and nothing more. It is a question of physical passion. That is,

perhaps, why De Belleville puts, so to speak, the brakes on his emotions
in this scene. He feels that, with the tendency he gives to the character,

were he to let himself go, the scene would be repulsive and coarse. It is

any way a difficult scene to play with delicacy, and requires—the intel-

lectual standing of man and woman concerned being considered—a certain

amount of idealization. In the fourth act, as well as in the first three,

De Belleville acts with great effectiveness. In the closing scene there ia

a sincerity to his pathos, a manliness and dignity, that shows the work of

an experienced and thorough actor. In make-up De Belleville gives

himself a resemblance to Gambetta. If I remember aright, Jules
Ferry was more popularly supposed to be the prototype of "Daniel
Rochat." His wife being a Protestant was supposed to be an argu-
ment to that effect. On next Monday evening Edgar Fawcett's
A False Friend will be given, and Eleanor Carey will appear.******
On Tuesday evening I went to the Baldwin. A new play (?) and a de-

butante. The play is not, as called, a comedy, but a farce. It has a
trivial plot, but its situations are numerous, though hardly original. Con-
densed into one act, with a lot of funny people to play it in a broad way,
it would be an amusing farce. The dialogue is not bad, and, on the whole,
as a first effort of a young man without great aspirations of intellectual-

ity, it has merits. But, with such a debutante in the principal character,

the masterpiece of a Sardou would be a failure. Debutantes have been
numerous on the local stage in the last few years. A few of them have
succeeded in their dramatic aspirations, but the majority have proven
failures. And of all the failures I have ever seen. Miss Helen Mason ia

the most emphatic one. In plain words, she is the worst. She does not
possess the slightest qualification for such a career. She seems ignorant
of all the rudiments of acting, and I can't believe that she could ever
have had any dramatic tuition. If she did, the teacher, whoever he or

she is, had better go and get drowned, to prevent doing further damage. If

the young lady has any sensible friends, they had better tell her the plain

truth, and advise her to forego all hopes of ever shining on the stage. All
this may sound harshly, but it is doing the young lady a favor. Better
disappointment now than later. The young author, after allowing this

ambitious but misguided young person to spoil what good his work pos-

sessed for two consecutive nights decided, and wisely, to substitute some
well-known actress for the aforesaid young person. The change is mo-
tived not by the indisposition of Miss Mason, as stated, but by her plain,

simple incapacity.****-**
Unsere Frauen {Our Wives) is one of the brightest and cleverest come-

dies I have seen for many a day. Its dialogue is sparkling and witty and
its situations are full of striking humor. In construction it is peculiar, its un-
under plot being, in fact, its mainstay. The doings and sayings of the facto-

tum, " Pfeffermann," from being incidentals to the action become its essen-

tials. The inconsistencies, the weaknesses and the foibleB of the fair sex are
well delineated, and the different characters possess marked individualities

that make them each and all attractive. The acting was a vast improve-
ment upon that of the preceding performance. The new people all ap-

peared to better advantage, but still failed to wrest the honors from the
old members of the troupe. Mrs. Helle**, Mrs. Fleischer and Messrs.
Kadelburg and Hirsch were really inimitable, and Mr. Bojock and Miss
Ormer fully satisfactory. Miss Fischer and Mr. Nieper and particularly

Mr. v. Wegern, gave evidence that their first performance was hardly a
test of their abilities, for in this play they appeared to splendid advan-
tage. The comedian, v. Wegern, gave to the character of " Pfeffermann "

an unctuous humor, an ease and freshness of manner that was most satisfy-

ing. Of Miss Ramm I wish I could speak favorably, for she is a pretty
woman—a very pretty woman, both in face and figure, and possesses the
taste of dressing well, something unusual in a German actress, and I do
like to say nice things about pretty, stylish women, but there is no use
talking, she cannot act. She is superficial and artificial and careless and
" fresh " on the stage. Miss Kuhl, a debutante of last season, is hardly
trained enough as yet to assume a role as important as the one assigned
her in this cast. Next Sunday Die Frau ohne Geist (The Witless Woman),
a neat comedy, will be given. There is in thiB play the part of a parvenu,
played by the comedian, v. Wegern, in which he is said to be unap-
proachable.

* * * * * *

At the Tivoli, Coquelicot is still running to good houses. The manage-
ment intend to place some five or six hundred fixed seats in the lower
hall, and call them reserved, charging 50 cents admission to them. This,

I think, is a grievous error on the part of the Kreliugs. The success of

their enterprise has been a remarkable one, due entirely to the cheap
prices. They probably think that it has all been on account of the per-

formances, but they are mistaken. For every one who will willingly pay
the extra two bits for the sake of a little more comfort, there are ten who
won't. There is at present a 50-cent portion of the house, the top gallery.

There is more room, more air, and more comfort there than anywhere
else, but it is rarely crowded. With fixed seats comes immediately a sense

of decorum. One must sit up straight and be quiet. They will kill the
loafing and lounging round the hall, which is the principal attraction to

men about town. The pleasure of an evening at the Tivoli is surrounded

[ Continued on Second Column Next Page.}
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SPORTING ITEMS.
Alter m kwg Mtion .-f i,IIen«w, tfccri i- quiU *

rl«. S*rrr»l not are Ulkri of. »nl two are ictui!
A*ori*. WhiUwin*. OVonn,. r an.l Hfui in U>«
rmc« os September 3d, and it u b-|--i that -

also ba induced to come In.—A stnai:

September, and arraotreracnU are now in band. A
and :V> fret in length will h« allowed Center free. No Committee, haa
been definitely appointed a* yet. and, if the . .rlr* Valo can
be •ecured, the »ucceas of last year'a umall hoat regatta it sure to be re-
peated. Rig will be no bar to entrance. Blnrplea, kIoo|m, rawW, plttu
era, or eren the fealarearicvrefl b-»at* <*f the tireek tinhermen will !

ble. The bo*U will be divided into claanes, a iik'th. m they
were laat year, and prizes awarded accordingly, Ukmuo, t.» facilitate mat-
ter*, all will race together. The San Kranvi^co Yacht Chlb have the i\r

rangemente in band, and will take entire charve «>f tin* regatta, ProhaHy
the entries will be fully forty in number, in which case there will be two
or three prises for each clasn.^—Hyde Bowie** schooner yacht. Nellie,
the champion of the coast, h for sale, whip and all. I ondentand that
$6,000 is the price set by the owner, and, where speed is a deaSdentam,
•he is well worth the money. It is not always easy for a builder to re-
peat his successes, and oftentimes a yacht is built to beat such and such
yachts, and when completed, turns out to be one of the slowest I

the fleet. Edward Ratsey, of (.'owes, was years before he could batld .1

boat as pood as his first champion, the Cambria, and his comparative fail

ure with the Livonia will long be remembered.*^—The Bohemian Yacht
Club'« opening day is announced for September 2d.—The Pacific
Club is talking of petting up a regatta.-^—John Sprocket's new yacht is

already in frame, in Turner's yard, and a good portion of the timbering la

up. If one dare hazard an opinion, it would be that she will be Turner's
masterpiece.

• » • • *

The Olympic Club have decided to hold their next open air meeting on
the 23d of next month, and have selected the following programme: Tut-
ting the 16 pound weitrbt, scratch, open ; throwing base-ball, scratch,
open; running high jump, scratch, open; running wide jump, scratch,
open; pole leaping, scratch, open; tug of war, teams of GOO pounds, opeD;
220-yards hurdle race, 10 hurdles, 3 feet 6 inches, scratch, open; 100-yards
officer*

1
race, scratch; l'W-yards juvenile race, handicap, open; 220-yards

juvenile race, handicap, open; 440-yards juvenile race, handicap, open;
1-mile scratch race, open; 100-yards race, scratch, open, E.. S. Haley bar-
red; 880-yards bicycle race, handicap, open; 1-mile bicycle race, handicap,
open; 2-mile bicycle race, handicap, open; 1-5-mile bicycle race, hands off,

open. Gold and silver medals will be the prizes for the first and second
in each event, except the officers' race. Gold medals will be awarded for
beating the Club or Pacific Coast records in events to be published by the
committee at a later date.—H. L. Cortis has at length succeeded in
accomplishiug, at the third attempt (the first cost him a broken arm), the
feat of covering twenty miles within the hour on a bicycle; but at the same
time, in the same contest, another Oxford blue, W. K. Adam, placed the
three miles record to his credit, his time being 8 minutes 41 1-5 seconds.^—
After a long sickness and absence from home, Hon. J. Keith Falconer made
a bicycle trip from John O'Groat's to the Land's End, about one thousand
miles. After the trip he won the English 50-mile championship with ease,
in the wonderfully fast time, and best on record, of 2 hours 43 minutes and
55 1-5 seconds. Both his and Curtis' performances put all other efforts

far in the shade.
* * * * *

The pigeon shooting season is rapidly drawing to a close with the com-
ing opening of the quail and duck season'on the 15th of September next.
La3t Sunday the Cosmopolitan Club shot their closing match at Sau
Bruno, and literally closed in a blaze of glory, as the excellent scores
show. Donations from gun-makers and others made a prize for every one
of the 26 shooters, and all were of considerable value. Kelley and Buck-
ley, who tied on 12, did not shoot off. The kills were as follows: F.
Maskey, 11; M. Ault, 8; W. Golcher, Sr., 11; F. Putzman, 10; J.
Broweli, 8; A. Higgins, 9; P. Funk, 11; H. Graham, 9; Dr. Rover, 11,

C. EmersoD, 5; H. Nelson, 11; O. Muller, 7; P. Brooks, 8; K. Tallant,

10; J. Ferguson, 7; E. Edwards, 10; J. Buckley, 12; M. Lachman, 7; B.
Brown, 11; G. Shorten, 6; J. Kelley, 12; J. Bohen, 9; W. Fulton, 8; W.
H. Card, 11; F. Ranger, 8; R. Liddle, 10. Maskey and Nelson's lost

birds died out of bounds.—The California Club will shoot a'u San Bruno
to-morrow.^—On Sunday, September 3d, a pigeon-shooting tournament
will be held at Sacramento, open to all shots in the State, under the rules
of the State Sportsman's Association.-^—That haven for chance shooters,
Paine & Beckwith's ark, at Teal Station, is to the general public a thing
of the past. Paine has sold the Chamberlain tract, together with all his
boats, blinds, etc.. to the Canvass Back Club, and can no longer accom-
modate the general public. I can honestly say I am sorry that Paine has
sold out, for his place was the best in the world for a poor resident to take
his visiting friends for a day or so duck shooting, but if Paine made a
good thing by the sale, I am glad for his sake. -Last Saturday, at
Bird's Point, Alameda, I had the, pleasure, in common with about one
hundred others, of witnessing some of the best pigeon shooting by ama-
teurs that it has ever been my good fortune to see. The contestants in
the match were C. P. Gordon and George "W. Nagle. They shot from
ground traps, 21 yards rise, 80 yards boundary. Nagle killed his twelve
straight without any retrieving, and then, just for fun, went on and killed
5 more without a miss. Gordon killed 11 out of his dozen, and had the
misfortune to have two die out of bounds, bo he only scored 9 kills, though
he only made one miss, and that was one of the hardest kiting tailers

that ever flew out of a trap.
* # # * -tr

L. N. David, an old-time balltosser, will have a benefit at the Recre-
ation grounds to-morrow, on which occasion the Haverly's nine and the
old-time Athletics, of whom David was once captain, will play a match
game._ Angus, Keating, Sweeney, Hamilton, Corpstein, and big Boil
and little Boyle, will play. A. foot race and some boxing will make the
fun miscellaneous.*****

I am Borry to learn that the private match race between Mr. Adolph
Spreckels' bay mare and Mr. Carlton Coleman's sorrel horse (owners to
drive), which was to have been trotted on the 2d of September, is off, on

"*r* fallio.- lama. The race would h*>
tre, and in it* failure the pnbUo

hoped that it will be aa popular
s mans

.1. and the 1 u

races will find two day*
•et apart for that port, and th- n bare four days d

tiara* include a btoyols race and
1 lets and regular military und aluo that

tasperatinji ->f all ImbeoUIUas, s riding tournament for women, in
which every woman who eaten i* Baron bother ihs rides like
a I>i Vernon .. r hangs on la tbi born of s saddls lik.- a lUpwreokad ma
riner astride of alien coop. As the women*' tournatnei bo be in-
evitable, I do hope that they will secure a bettsr-JnoklOR lot of boress
thsn the old livery haoka that paraded the Bay District Race Track
last year. The complete programme ti out, and as the Directors have
thoughtfully 1 of s copy on every ohnroh door in the
State, it is not necessary for the Nl Ws LffrTSB to reproduce it.*•••*
John nfoSomebody, late of the House of Correction, and Fred Blank,

alias Blank, late trusty in the City Prison Hospital, announce that they
will have a glove fight at Turn Verain Ball to-night. As boxers they are
arrant duffers, and neither possesses the rudiments of science. The affair

Eight announced as a benefit, but my opinion is, and
it is based on good authority, that it is simply a catch-penny humbug.
Some of the boxers whose names are on the bill havo been to me and
stated that they will not appear, and that their names were used without
any authority.

PLEASURE'S WAND. -Continued,
with an atmosphere of sans genne, which must not be dispelled. This
hall will be closed for a few days next week, re-openincr, on Thursday
next, with JSrnnni,*****

Olivette, ever fresh and pleasing, has been given during tho week at the
Winter Garden. Pretty Ethel Lynton appears to advantage in this popu-
lar operetta. The cast, as a whole, was very good. MaaanieUo is to be
the next production. In the mean time extensive alterations are to be
made. I will repeat my suggestion of last week, as to repairs of the
stage. If possible, it should be lowered, or at lea3t given a downward
slope toward the audience. The improvement would be an immense one.

There has not been a circus in town in a long while. Robinson's will
be here next week, and will probably do a big business. It is called a
moral circus. What is a moral circus ? Who knows ? There are proba-
bly no monkeys in the menagerie department.*****
Bella Pateman is playing in London in support of Booth. In the FooVs

Revenge she achieved great success as " Furdelisa," " BertuccioV daugh-
ter. *****
In the great Shakesperiau Festival at Cincincinnati, to take place in

April next, McCullough, Keene, Barrett and Mary Anderson are the only
actors of note who will play. I don't like Keene, but I think he will
shine in this affair to the detriment of Barrett and McCullough.*****

It is reported that Mrs. Langtry is so ill that she has had to cancel her
English engagements, and may be unable to fulfill her American contract.
A little bird whispers to Die that she is as ladies love to be who love their
lords. Beauclebe.

San FaANcisco, August 17, 18S2.

MR. WM. D. GARLAND, Manager EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY—
Dear Sir: I wish to acknowledge the promptness with which you have settled the

claim for S2r>,000, under the Equitable Society's policy on the life of Captain C. P.
Elethen, insured only since last Octoher. Though I presented the proofs of death
but eighteen days ago, I have to-day the Society's check for the amount of the policy.
The readiness of your Company to pay all proper claims at once, instead of wait-

ing sixty or ninety days, commends itself to those wishing satisfactory life insur-
ance. fAug.26.] SELDEBT S. WRIGHT.

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.

J.
H. Haverly. l'roprletor; Fred'b W. Bert, Haiiag-er.---
A. M. Palmer's UNION SQUARE THEATRE CO. This (Saturday) Evening,

Last Night of Sardou's Great Play, entitled,

Daniel Kochat

!

This (Saturday) Afternoon, August 26th, ONLY DANIEL ROCHAT MATINEE.
Monday Evening, August 28th, first presentation in Sau Francisco of the highly suc-
cessful drama, A FALSE FRIEND ! And first appearance in two years of MISS
ELEANOR CAREY. __„ ^W- 26._

TIVOLI OPERA HOUSE,
Eddy street, near Market.--Kreliug; Bros., Proprietors.

Positively last performances of Varney's Comic Opera in 3 Acts,

Coquelieo t

!

NOTICE.—Owiuo: to extensive alterations, this house will close on Monday, August
28th, Tuesday, August 29th, and Wednesday, August 30th ; and will re-open THURS-
DAY, August 31at, with Verdi's Grand Tragic Opera, ERNANI

!

Aug. 26.

WINTER CARDEN,
Stoebtou street, between Post and Sutter streets.--StMil A

Manck , Proprietors. For Six Nights Only, Audran's Comic Opera in 3 Acta

Olivette

!

MISS ETHEL LYNTON as Olivette. Incidental to the Opera, Sailor'8 Hornpipe
and Bolero Dance by MLLE. BERTHA. In active preparation, shortly to be pro-

duced, Auber's Grand Spectacular Opera, MASANIELLO ! {La Muette de Portici).

With new and beautiful sceuery painted especially for this production by Geo. Bell.
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LITERARY MEN.
[BY A LADY.]

The greatest literary man I ever saw, or, rather, I ought to say the

greatest man of letters, never opened hie mouth on the subject of his pro-

fession during the whole evening I was in his company ;
whereas only the

other day I sat at dinner next to a young puppy who had been fortunate

enough to get a good deal of work in the Bhape ot magazine writing and

the itke, and he discoursed during the whole of the repast about bis own

compositions, their undoubted superiority over those of everybody else,

and the crass stupidity of those editors who declined his manuscripts.

Not very lively conversation, you'll admit, for me who did not care one

bit for the young man's writings, which, indeed, in some measure I

heartily despised ; and bad it not been for the fact that I mentally set

him down as a very good type of man for my next paper in the Court

Circular, I think I should have snubbed him far more than any of the

editors who refused his lucubrations.

But before describing my young friend in detail, let me be just to the

better type ot literary men, and declare that 1 am very fond of that kind

if male when he happens to be the genuine article and not a shallow-

pated pretender. Perhaps you will say it is because I write myself that

I avow this predilection, and that may have something to do with it

;

anyhow, I do like literary men, and so do all sensible women, as long as

the said litterateurs do not obtrude their powers and their profession too

much upon the public, and use their brains for the purpose of affording

you as much amusement as possible, combined, perhaps, with just a soup-

con of instruction. At the same time, if a man is really a great author,

there can be nothing nicer than getting him to talk about his own books,

if he will only condescend to do so. Tor instance, would it not be de-

lightful to ask Mr. Tennyson if he ever really had a cousin Amy, or to

inquire Mr. Trollope's personal views upon curates, and ask him how
often he has heard offers of marriage made in real life. But with literary

men such as these we are not at present concerned, but rather with the

small fry—men who are rather apt to vaunt their acquirements, and who
Bedulously blow their own trumpets lest no one should be found to under-

take that thankless office for them.
Let me go back to my young friend of the dinner-table—a very fair

type of the smaller literary man of the day. Of course, be was in no way
brought up to literature, and never had any special training for it ; in-

deed, had he been better educated, he could never have borne to subsist

as he does upon supplying the public with hebdomadal and monthly doses

of what I can only call literary pap. The said pap he religiously believes

to be literature (save the mark!); and be fancies that the eyes of the

world are upon the author of " A Night in a Sewer," or any other little

bit of sham realism that he may have perpetrated. Indeed, this inordi-

nate assumption of popularity—this touching belief in the power of the

press—is the peculiar characteristic of young authors, and sustains them
through all the agonies of rejection which they have to undergo.

Another special characteristic is the curious anxiety they manifest to

let every one with whom they come in contact know that they write. A
lawyer or doctor does not usually commence a conversation by stating his

profession, and telling you of his clients and the last case he attended.

But the babbling author never rests until he has let you know who he is

and what are his particular claims on your admiration. He may take you
further into his conridence, and recite to you particulaily telling passages
from his works—that is to say, if you have been foolish enough to " give

him rope," and have not punctually snubbed him at the outset of the
conversation.
Even literary men who are not, as it were, learning their business, will

often arrogate to themselves a certain critical faculty, which they have no
more right to claim than any other class of men blessed with brains, and
the production of indifferent literature by no means proves that a man is

a judge of good writing ; and yet to hear some second-rate journalists

talk, there is no author they could not improve, and nothing in heaven or
earth undreamt of in their philosophy. Authorship is essentially, to use
a Blang word, a <( bumptious " calling ; and very few men have the requi-
site strength of mind to write, and yet be modest about it. The said
bumptiousness iB also, as we have seen, generally in an inverse ratio to a
man s brains ; and a litterateur is most proud of those writings which
should have the least jjower of inspiring those feelings on his mind. If a
man write verse, and imagine he is a poet, then Heaven help you if you
have to converse with him! for he represents the arrogance of say a hun-
dred prose writers all concentrated in himself, and he swaggers as if the
entree to his two penny Olympus were a thing as great and glorious as an
introduction to the author of " The Ring and the Book." Poets when
real poets are apt to be bores ; but a man who fancies he is one of the
fraternity, on the strength of a pleasant trick of rhyming and facility in
knocking off musical lyrics, is emphatically the bore of the world—worse
even (and that is saying a great deal) than a scientific man.

I have not spoken of the Bohemian literary men, for I sincerely hope
the genus is dying out ; and no lady can be expected to know anything
of those writers who draw their inspiration from quart pots, and gain
their experience of life in taprooms and taverns. There may be young
men still foolish enough to believe that such an existence forms that liter-
ary Bohemianism which has often been so foolishly glorified by the men
who indulge in it ; but such hapless beings I leave to the awakening that
one day will surely come.

HONESTY THE BEST POLICY.
" Mister," began a small boy, aB he entered a Woodward-Avenue gro-

cery yesterday, "ma bought some mackerel here last night." "Yes."
"And in making change you gave her—

"

" No, I didn't
! I haven't had a quarter with a hole in it for a month "

" But ma says you gave her a
—

"

"Don't believe it—don't believe it! I remember now. I gave her a
half-dollar, a quarter and a nickeL"

" Ma says you gave her a gold piece for a penny, and here it is."
Good gracious alive ! bo I did—so I did ! I remember now that I

gave her a dollar bill and a lot of small change. Bub, what's your name
and do you think you could eat three sticks of lemon candy? Ah it
does me good to find honesty and reward it."

With Diamond Dyes any lady can get as good results as the best
practical dyer. livery dye warranted true to name and sample.

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
INSTJBANCE AGENCY,

No. 332 & 324 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Fixe Insurance.
TEUTONIA of New Orleans.
LA CONFIANCE of Paris.

DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS
ofNewYork.

THE FIRE INS. ASSOCIATION (Limited)
. of London, England.

GIRARD of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN of New York.
ST. PAUL of St. Paul.

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONCIERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented $27,000,000.
All Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid.

W. L. CHALMERS,
Special Ag-ent and Adjuster.

PHCENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., Estab'd 1782—Cash Assets, $5,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., EstaVd 1833 Cash Assets, $1,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1851—Cash Assets, 81,357,326.39.

BUTLER A IIALDAN,
General Agents for Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864.

Principal Office 406 California Street , S . F.

FIRE IN'SI ItANCE.
Capital (Paid TJp in TX. S. Gold Coin) $300,000.00
Re-Insurance Reserve $171,413.75

Assets January 1, 1882 $ 684,577.83 I Premiums, since onranization.S3,841,412.07
Surplus for policy holders.. 674,577.83

| Losses, since organization... 1,756,278.00

OFFICERS:
J. F. HOUGHTON President. I CHAS. B. STORY Secretary.
J. L. N. SHEPHARU . . . . Vice-PreBident.

|
R. H. MAGILL General Agent.

Directors of the Home Mutual Insurance Co.:—L. L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J. L.
N. Shepard, John Ourrey, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, 0. C. Burr, J. S. Carter,
Charles Belding, D. W. Earl. April 8.

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

TJnlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF L0ND0T~FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

THE STANDARD MARINE INSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool. Capital, $5,000,000-

Aug. 12.

W. J. CALLIXGHAAI <& CO., General Agents,
213 Sansome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF I.IVfi ItCOOL.
Capital $7,500,000
Cash Assets 1,709,976
Cash Assets in TJnited States 775,003

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE A CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

Imperial Fire Insurance Co. , of London Instituted 1803

.

London Assurance Corporation, of London
Established by Royal Charter 1730.

Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.
ROBERTXUCKSON, Manager.

TV. LANE BOOKER, Agent and Attorney.
S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building.

[October 11. J

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.--UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

Tbe California Lloyds.—Established In 1*61.—Nos. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, 8750,000 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates

!

Prompt Settlement of Loses!! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS.—J. Mora Moss,
Moses Heller, J. O. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Everson, A. B. Phipps, Saniue!
Hort, H, C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Brandenstein, W. M. Hoag, Nicholas
Liming, James Momtt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Touehard,
George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Scholle, Charles
Bauin, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President.
James D. Bailey, Secretary. Gbo. T. Bohbn, Surveyor. Nov. 6.
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TIELD NOT TO
Hut tb-m on* heart th»t tor* the*,
In this itark World of . »r*.

Wbo«e jreoU* •mile Approve* the*,
YUM not t.. .Urk .1e»r*ir.

One row who«e fragrant bloaaom
Blooms bat for the* alone.

One fnnil <x>n6dins bottom,
Whoae lore U still thine own.

One gentle star to truide thee
And hleea thee on thy way.
That even when stnnns betide thee.
Still leads its gentle ray.

One rrvstal fountain aprinfl
Within life's desert waste.
Whose waters are still bringing
lUfresbmenU to thy taste.

DARK DESPAIR.
•ful voice to cheer thee

When sorrow has distressed

;

One breast, when thou art waary.
Whereon thy head to reat.

Till that sweet voice is faded.
•1 that heart an warm,
mis thy star has .,»... «.,

Heed not the (Musing storm.

Till the kind *...«< that blessed thee
All mute in death shall lie,

And the fount that oft refreshed thee
To thee is ever dry.

Thiuj hast one tie to him! thee
To this dark world of care.
Then let no sorrow blind thee,
Yield not to dark despair.

RAPID PROGRESS OF CREMATION IN ITALY.
The News Letter has given special attention feo the nbjant <>f Cre

mation, and has been ably seconded by many leading minds in its efforts
to popularize this subject. Wc have endeavored to place facts before the
intelligent public which would convince all reasonable men an<l women
that Cremation, viewed from sanitary and unprejudiced religious stand-
point*. is the better mode of disposing of the mortal part of man. Rever-
enco fox the dead is a beautiful and holy instinct, but care for the health
and happiness of the living is also a solemn duty. Believing, as we do,
that crematories would be less offensive and injurious to the public eye
and health than are graveyards, we have on all proper occasions advo-
cated Cremation. We are glad to see that this manner of disposing of
the human body aft.-r dentn ia gaining ground. Especially does Italy,
popularly known as " the most Christian country of Europe," lead in this
great reform. We find in La Voce del Popolo, the able and progressive
Italian journal of this city, some interesting facts and figures on the sub-
ject of Cremation, which we translate for the benefit of our readers. The
statistics are from official sources, and are as follows:
From 1876 to 1882 Cremation has made steady progress in Italy. In

those six years there have been 219 cremations, of which 196 were con-
ducted in Milan, 20 in Lodi and 3 iu Cremona.
There now exists throughout the kingdom 22 societies for Cremation,

located in the following cities and towns: Milan, Varese, Cremona, Pia-
cenza, Brescia, Novara, Parma, Ancona, Venice, Florence, Modena, Ge-
noa, Turin, Padova, Undine, Codogna, Pavia, Como, Bologna, Rome,
Livorno and Pisa. The membership of those societies is estimated at
5,000.

At Lodi, Cremation has been decreed a municipal institution, so that a
special society for the purpose of advocating Cremation there is no longer
necessary.
Committees to promote crematory societies have been organized at Asti,

Mantova, Vicenza, Reggio, Emilia and Carpa. Thus, in all, Italy has 22
societies and 5 auxiliaries.

Crematory furnaces have been erected in the following cities: Milan, 2;

Lodi, Cremona and Varese, I each. A crematory is now being con-
structed at Rome, and the work on others will soon be commenced at
Turin, Como, Brescia and Padova.
An international commission has been established at Milan, composed

of men of commanding influence, the prime object of which is to remove
all legislative restrictions which now obstruct the practice of Cremation.
The commission is a representative body of the various crematory societies.

The means and mode of Cremation in certain cases were as follows: 1879,
Gorini (Lodi), liquido plntonico (experimental). 1873, Brunnetti (Padova),
reverberating furnace (experimental), 1874, Siemens (Gotba), aria calda
ed altissima temperatura. (Hot air of the highest temperature). 1876,
Polli (Milan), gaz da illuminazione -(illuminated gas). 1877, Terruzzi and
Belli (Milan), carbone coke. Legna dolce (sweet wood). 1878, Gorini
(Lodi), the crematory in which the remains of the famous Professor Go-
rini were burned, is the model upon which the crematories of several other
cities is based. 1879, Lemoyne (America), carbone coke (carbon coke).

187, Venini (Milan), gasogeno (gasogene).

Another fact which strongly indicates the growth and development of

the crematory idea is this: Through the initiatory steps of the Cremation
societies of Milan, Turin and Modena, a congress of all the crematory so-

cieties existing in Italy is soon to be called, for the purpose of uniting
them into a confederation, but each society will be left free to practice its

own modes and be a complete autonomy in itself. The congress will be
held at Modena in the coming month of September.

RULES FOR HOUSEKEEPING.
There are a few golden rules of housekeeping, which every woman

ought to always bear in mind : Be cleanly, be regular, and never suffer

an inferior article to come into your larder—poor ones are always the
dearest in the long run. In making coffee, clear it with isinglass, and not
with eggs, and serve with it, in addition to the ordinary jug of boiled
milk, a small pitcher of cream. Do not cover jam, except with rounds
of tissue-paper, dipped in brandy, and pressed close upon the top of

each pot. If the preserve has been properly made—that is, equal
weights of sugar and fruit, and boiled sufficiently—it will keep well for
twelve months, without being what is termed " covered down ;

" of
course, we mean provided it be kept in a dry place. Broil steak with-
out salting, as salt draws the juices, and cook over a hot, clear fire,

turning frequently with tongs. Beef which has a tendency to be tough
can be made tender by stewing very gently for two hours, with pepper
and salt, letting out about a pint of liquid when done, and allowing the
remainder to boil into the meat. After taking up, make gravy of the
liquid saved. If your cooking fire is slow, throw on a little salt—it will
help very much. In making pastry, do not spare butter, and let it be of
the very best. In icing cakes, dip your knife frequently into cold water.—From Tfie Western Argo.

Krug Champagne, from Reims, France.—Private Cuvee in quarts
and pints. Shield—Krug—in quarts and pints ; Premiere Qualite, in

quarts and pints. For sale by Hellmann Bros. & Co., corner Front and
Jackson streets.

INSURANCE.
Tt.r Only (\,m,.„„„ «, il,, |.,,(/(, C4M,I O.r.mrA ty I*. «•••«-

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF BOSTON.

Total Aml< December 31, 1881 tl6.210.466.98.
Sarpla. on All Liubllltlr.

Maaaarhuartu siAnd.nl 4 |.T cwnl .... M CSS MM MN>« York suntl.nl 4| |«r ctnl ....".'."...'. '. .IJCl'sHStl
Market Value of Stock, and IVtnd. otvr AW I,474io91.00

romm.
r"ia«r -I riain and Itau* policy, clour t.l .11 liunlolumno condition., >nd fully

protected from forfeiture.
J '

An .Bt-nr) cjncruT | flft. •. „ , cm In thll 8Ulo, during- which, hy
llbcralltt wid fair deling in Iu rcl.tlom with policyholder., the Company hu
gained »n tnttabM re|mUtl«m.

TlllU Xonfnrfnture lor rwidsnot nr tnYfaL ..r l..r haxardoua occumtlnni with-
out a jkorniit.

Foia.ru -I.ilnTnl paid-up and coin mrrtnder, valuta alipulated by law.

Firril-Thi. Company chansres no more lor Inaumnre than thoae companies In
which the |»>licy Is forfeited. In cage of nonpayinri.l ..I premium when due.

It. for.- Inrarlag in any other OOmDaOy, or joining any eo-opcratlvo amowiiienl ao-
r.full.- examine the practical working Of the >1a»»achu«ctU law of 18S0, and

read the. policy contract of the Sew England Life.

HENRY K. FEELS. General Agent.
Au»- 2e - 328 Montgomery Street, San Franolsoo.

TRANSATLANTIC FIRE INSURANCE CO.,
OF HAMBURG.

C1ii|.l«nl, 81,500,000, I . s. 4J..M Coin. Losses paid Iu Oold
J Coin immediately alter Adjustment. This Corporation holds contracts of six-

teen other European Insurance Companies, re-insuring by far the greater part of
every risk, as soon as accepted in our offlcc. The combined' subscribed Capital which
our policies thereiore offer to the public amounts to $28,900,000. U. 8. Oold
Coin, of which $7,660,000 is paid up, besides the always available Reserve Funds.

GEO. MARCUS 4 CO., 304 California street. S. F.,
Aug- 5- General Agents for Pacific Coast.

s
THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.

wltzerlaiKi, orZarich, Capital 0,000,000 francs; Helvetia,
_ of St. Gall, Capital 10,000,000 francs ; Baloise, of Basle, Capital 5,000,000 franca.

These three Companies are liable jointly and 8e verally for all losses that may be siw-
ained. Losses made payable in all the principal scaportB of the world. In "the set-
tlement of all claims under an English policy, these Companies will strictly adhere to
the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, and submit to English jurisdiction.
June 9. HARRY W. SYZ, Agent, 420 and 422 California St., 8. F.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.

Capital 85,000,000.—Agents: Balfour, Guthrie ft Co., No.
/ 316 California street, San Francisco. Nov. 18.

COOS BAY COAL.
The Cleanest and Cheapest.

No Soot! No Dirt!
The BestCoal for Domestic Use!

[May 27.]

All Coal Dealers Keep It!

JAMES 0. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,
Agents for RICORD'S RESTORATIVE PILLS,

63S Market Street Sail Francisco, Cat.

FALACK HOTEL. June 34.

R. CUTLAR, D.D.S.,

Has Removed His Dental Office

From 715 Clay Street to No. 23 Post Street.

Office Hours—From 10 A.M. to S P.M.
[May 6.]

DR. R. BEVERLY COLE
Mas Returned from Europe,

And Resumed Practice at his New Offices.

SIS POST STREET, above Dupont. [July 20.

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,

OCULIST,
Ijlormerly at No. 313 Bii-.li street, has removed to Phelan's
1 Building;, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours tor Consultation: 12 m. to 3 p.*.

Take the Elevator. May 27.

DR. JAMES W. KEENEY,
OFFICE AND RESIDENCE: 22 MONTGOMERY STREET.

HOURS: 2 to 4, 7 to 7:30 p.m.
SUNDAYS: 3 to 4 p.m. April 9.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 21S GEARY ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.

Feb. 5.] OFFICE HOURS: 1 to 4 P.M.
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THEY ALL DO IT.

"What are newspapers published for ? Are their proprietors so un-

selfish as to engage in the most harrassing business known among men for

purely patriotic motives, or are they, like other tradesmen, engaged in a

legitimate speculation, the chief object of which is to make money?

There was a great outcry when Judge Allen decided that it was not a

libel to say that a newspaper sells its wares for coin. Yet he but told a

self-evident truth, and they were but charlatans and frauds who ventured

to deny it. The fact is that the newspapers one and all do it. The Bulle-

tin and Call do it, for they have been detected again and again. They

advertised a deadly drug for a share in the profits of its sale. They sud-

denly changed their opposition to the railroad for reasons that can be

better imagined than described. The Chronicle does it. It vowed eternal

opposition to the Baylv water ordinance one week, and was brought to see

that "it did not go half far enough" the next. The Post is on the make
all the time, and even dear old granny Alta never misses an opportunity

to rake in a twenty. Bnt what of the Examiner? Surely it does not sell

its editorials for coin! Devoted to party politics, given to preaching high

morality, having a large money power at its back, and published ostensi-

bly as a guide, philosopher and friend that is to lead the Democracy into

the promised land of place and power, surely the Examiner is not like

unto its fellows of the press. We were foolish enough to think so at one

time. We now know our mistake. Somebody in that concern is making
money on the outside. The signs are obvious. The ear-marks are apparent.

We are too experienced as experts in the business to be fooled when we
see unmistakable evidence sticking out, as we have frequently done of

late. The mention of one or two cases in point will suffice. Some time

ago there was a great seizure of opium. There was a pot of money in

procuring its condemnation. The officers had a large sum at stake.

Press pressure was necessary to secure it. The Examiner was seen and

secured, and day by day it wrote the thing up for all it was worth, and
sometimes for a good deal more than the truth justified. No point was

mi&sed. The law was laid down with a tone of infallibility. The Judge
was puffed for one class of rulings, and told that another class " would
not do." His vanity was tickled by the publication of a five-column de-

cision that nobody read but himself. If we did not know that there was
money in all this, we should have no doubt of the fact from all these too

certain signs. Editors do not go into hysterics day by day, for weeks to-

gether, over matters in which they have only a public interest. They
cannot keep steam up at that rate unless there is something to feed it.

Somebody was evidently working for the money in sight. Then, again,

we have observed that two of the least clean of the present Republican
Supervisors were puffed, patted on the back, and endorsed as exception-

ally honest fellows by the Democratic organ. " Hello !
" exclaimed we,

"we smell a mouse." We made up our mind to watch things. The next
week the notorious Seale contract went through the Board by a vote of

seven to five, the two puffed Supervisors voting in the majority. Some
sixty thousand dollars were thus gotten out of the City Treasury. The
claim had been urged at intervals of for twelve years past. It had been
defeated in the Courts, rejected by several Legislatures; and was as

shameless a steal as ever a bandit or a road agent perpetrated. The nu-
merous contractors who have long knocked at the door of the treasury

ineffectually have taken heart of grace—they are claimants for about
S3,000,UOO. They boast that they have secured the same influences that
so well served Seale. The goose hangs high, and all is lovely. The Ex-
aminer is " on it," and if its proprietors do not know the fact they are
blinder a great deal than they ought to be. We don't pretend to know
who the " broker " is, but that " the money sticks out " is what we are
prepared to swear to on "a stack of bibles " if necessary. But then, what
of that? They all doit. It only shows the soundness of the News Let-
tee's motto, ** Fear God, tell the truth and make money." Everybody un-
derstands that, and nobody is fooled by it. The newspapers that preach
pure patriotism at the front door, while they rake in the price at which
they have sold themselves at the back, are our abomination.

A TAXPAYER'S TICKET.

The bosses have got the party organizations in their hands, and no
matter who wins the people will lose. The Examiner will be as helpless
as a new-born babe to procure a ticket that its party can or ought to win
with. It might be otherwise if it had backbone, but it hasn't, and that
is an end of it. The Bulletin and Call may howl themselves hoarse, but
will be impotent to stem the current. It is simply idle to talk of good,
honest, well-meaning nominees as the party arrangements now stand. He
who pretends to expect anything of the kind is either a fool or a knave,
who, in either case, is not worth arguing with. The facts are both obvi-
ous and palpable. They can be seen and felt. Why, in this state of
affairs, should we not have a good, old-time people's or taxpayer's ticket?
Let the Bulletin, Call, Examiner and other papers lead the way to the
selection of solid citizens to put up an unexceptionable, non-partisan ticket.
It would win, and, moreover, it would give us lower taxes and a better
city government generally. Honest men of both parties would vote for
it. Public opinion is hungering and thirsting for such independent action.
The people are sick and tired of the bosses, who have pooled their issues
in a way that enables them to win in any event. If they are left to their
skillfully devised plana they will own our entire municipal government
next time, with the single exception, perhaps, of the Mayor. There is no
party politics in municipal government. All alike are interested in its
being economical and honest. Why should citizens, who want nothing
so much as reduced taxation, be beguiled by a party name into voting for
the corrupt, reckless and extravagant creatures of a machine? By all
means give us an independent ticket this time. It will sweep all before
it. It will annihilate the bosses, and redeem the city from their odious
thraldom. It will give the offices equally to both parties, at which no
honest man of either party will complain.

"I should like to have a coin dated the year of my birth," said a
maiden lady of uncertain age to a male acquaintance. "Do you think
you could get one for me?" " I am afraid not," he replied. " These very
old coins are only to be found in valuable collections." And yet he can-
not see why, when he met the lady the next day, she didn't speak to him.

Stocks are down, and the bottom ib not yet reached.

DEATH OF B. B. REDDING.

Another pioneer has gone in search of the golden shores beyond. B. B.
Redding died at his home, 2,000 California street, on Monday last. On
this day week he was about in his usual health. On Monday morning
last he was seized with an attack of apoplexy, from which he died in three
or four hours. Mr. Redding was a progressive, public spirited and active
man, and his death is a great loss to the community. He was at the head
of the Land Department of the Central Pacific Railroad, also the leading
spirit of the California Fish Commission, a Regent of the University of
California, and President of the Board of Trustees of the California
Academy of Sciences. He was born in Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, in 1824,
his father being United States Consul at that place. He came from Bos-
ton to California in 1850, and has for many years held a prominent place
among the public men of the State. During Governor Low's administra-
tion, from 1864 to 1868, Mr. Redding occupied the office of Secretary of
State. The funeral took place on Wednesday last, very impressive ser-
vices being held on the occasion. The bearers of the body were George
E. Gray, Jacob Hoehn, W. P. Goad, C. P. Huntington, W. T. Reid, W.
E. Brown., J. L. Willcutt, A. N. Towne, C. J. Tabert, E. H. Miller, Jr.,
Governor Perkins and Dr. Simmons. Eloquent addresses in eulogy of
the pure and useful life of the deceased were delivered by the Reverends
Stebbins and Benton. Dr. Stebbins said that, considering the high moral
character, the well spent life and the honorable reputation of Mr. Red-
ding, he felt that we should, instead of repeating " in the midst of life we
are in death," say that " in the midst of death we are in life." The men-
tal qualities of Mr. Redding were of the highest order. His was a mind
essentially scientific, having that indomitable courage, that steadfastness
in aim, that steady power of questioning and arranging facts that charac-
terizes the greatest scientific men. He had always taken the most lively
interest in all the higher questions of science, and had he made science
his vocation instead of his avocation he would have attained to a reputa-
tion in the scientific world that would have been brilliant. Dr. Stebbins
then referred to his personal acquaintance with Mr. Redding and to the
last conversation they had had together, at the foot of the largest moun-
tain in California. The subject of the conversation was "Man." At the
conclusion of Dr. Stebbins'- eulogy the choir sang "Jesus, Lover of My
Soul."
Rev. Mr. Benton in his address, which followed the singing of the

hymn, referred to the passing away of friend after friend, and spoke of
Mr. Redding as a young man thirty years ago in Sacramento, and his in-

fluence there in the circle of friends in the early days. He spoke of the
honesty and integrity of deceased, and of his many qualities, describing
him as a man even in his early life who could look beyond his own nar-
row sphere into the broader one of benefit to humanity in general.

NOW FOR FUN.

The Supreme Court has decided that there is to be a municipal elec-

tion in this city and county in November. The news of the decision
spread rapidly all over the city within half an hour of its delivery. Great
were the rejoicings manifested in Buckley's saloon, and at the headquar-
ters of Higgins, at " the Mint," on Commercial street. The " boys "

were as happy as happy could be. "Now," said they, "there will be
money and fun in galore." That was true for them. Already there are a
score of candidates for every office, and a hundred would-be deputies for
every position that has to be filled. There will now be coin to make
lively what would otherwise have been a dull State campaign. Buckley
and his cohorts will now go to work to fix up the precinct clubs so as
to choose a nominating convention that will put up a ticket which will

be beaten clean out of sight before the people. It will be an infinitely

worse one than the last that emanated from the same quarter. We know
it. We could name almost every man who will be nominated, and we'll

doit before the nominations come off, just to show how thoroughly we
know how that particular machine is run. The Doughertys, Sullivans
and O'Gradys will all be on the ticket, and they will be beaten, as it is

intended they shall be—the money being .all on the other side. Buckley
will receive a large money payment to put up a losing Democratic ticket.

In addition, Higgins will let him have somo of the patronage pie, and
both will work together and win, although the public will lose. That is

how the game is put up. Mayor Blake, who is no man's man, will be
renominated to carry the Republican ticket through, and all will be
lovely for the bosses. The city will be handed over to wicked Supervisors
and extravagant officials, and the bosses will run them for all they are
worth. That is what a municipal election means, and that is all the city
will gain by holding one.

THE REPUBLICAN STATE CONVENTION.

On Wednesday next, at Sacramento, the Republican delegates from
all over the State will assemble to nominate a full State Ticket. They
will have the advantage of the example set them by the Democrats, who
for once put their ticket first and boldly into the field. The Republicans
will not make the mistake of imitating their opponents in declaring war
againBt the railroads of the State. The Democrats have made that ques-
tion their own, and will gain whatever few votes are to be made by it, no
matter what the Republicans do or say, so that there is nothing to be
gained, though there will certainly be much to be lost, by their touching
that subject. It is reported and believed that the Republican Convention
will make two mistakes, either one of which will suffice to bring about
their ignominious defeat. It is said that they will nominate Estee for

Governor and declare for the Sunday Law. If they are bent on self-

destruction, they could not better accomplish that end than by doing
those two things. Estee has no record to run upon, and the Democratic
Press will cut him to pieces before the campaign is over. Then the ap-

proval of a rigid Sunday Law will cost the Party thousands of votes. No
liberal American or foreign born citizen will ever vote for a blue Sunday law
that will dictate to him what he shall or shall not do, of his own free will

on Sunday. The day has gone by when an act of the Legislature can de-

termine how a man shall Bpend his time on any day of the week. If

either Shafter, of Marin, or Russ, of Humboldt, be nominated, they will

have every chance of winning. If caution and a reasonable display of

wisdom be shown, there is no reason why the Republicans may not
" from the nettle danger pluck the flower safely."
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- T «sk waa on hand at the time appointed with 1

it, horror of horror*, not .me, but ihrco different women in Mack
with their heads thickly enveloped in rajfa were in the «tr. .

at the left hand entrance. Hen- was a dilemma, nurrly! UKKUTO thai love-
ly form waa the one he sought for lie felt oertain, 80, aautioualy iretob,
ituz his opportunity, he approached, and tllpped the note Into bar fairy
6ngers, Said fingers closed tightly over it, and with a snap that made a
sudden dizziness visit our hero's vision. What if he had mads a mistake ?

Resolved to solve that problem to his satisfaction, he followed in th
of the vailed ti cure as far as the ladies' dressing-room door. There he
stood patiently scanning each fair one as she passed out from the unvail-
ing process. A hand, as of ice, grasped his heart when he beheld among
the throng his own wife, holding in one hand a long vail, and in I

of the fingers of the other a white envelope that had just left his own.
The fair one for whom the missive was intended followed but .1 few steps
behind, and casting the most reproachful glances at Jack as she passed, .

his feelings can be better imagined than described. A vail had better be
drawn over the sequel, but we venture to predict " Society " will hear
more of the whole story ere long. A rich brother-in-law has been keep-
ing things quiet so far, bnt now the wife considers she has the errim; f.dr
one under her thumb. What course she will pursue towards the recreant
hombre, the future will disclose.

An excellent institution is the whippingpost, and the T. C. most
ardently desires to see it set up in San Francisco. It is good for brntoa
who abuse dumb animals and torture them. It is a never-failing curative
for beasts who get drunk and abuse their wives. Further, it is a vigorous
and searching tonic for men who garrote our citizens on Corny nights, for

men whose pet weapon is a sand club or a pair of brass knuckles. Be-
cause all these men who do these things are the dirtiest cowards living,
and they have a most decided objection to being whipped. The lash is

painful, for it cuts into the skin. It draws the blood, raises welts and
weals, and repays the murderous garroter and the wife-beater in their
own kind. Even their skins are tender, and wince under a whipping, and
then to be flogged is so disgraceful, and therefore so eminently fitting a
punishment for sneak-thieves and footpads. Of course, there are a lot of
old Mollies who will say that whipping is a remnant of barbarism and
unsuited to the necessities of the nineteenth century. But ask the
authorities of London what whipping accomplished there twenty years
ago, when men were knocked down and robbed every night, and let the
authorities of San Francisco take this matter in hand, and ask themselves
if there are not crimes of daily occurrence in this city which could be
measurably checked by painful floggings—in public if possible, in private
if it must be.

Some minstrel boya to Australia are gone, leaving their debts be-
hind them. There are blackguards in every profession, but the burnt
cork artists suffer more severely from the low scoundrelism of many in
their ranks than any other class of performers, except circus men. A
contemporary describes some of the party (who have left us for good we
hope) as hiding from creditors and from the women whom they deserted,
and, as the News Letter circulates largely in the British Colonies, it may
be useful to the Victorians to learn that the troupe is known as the Clark
and Ryman Minstrels. The tenor singer, Dixon, was described as hiding
in the pantry to avoid creditors. Ad Ryman, we are told, was skulking
somewhere else to get out of the way of a woman. Clark, the Irish come-
dian, was trembling over a debt of $63, from which he was running away,
and Sam Dearin was quaking lest a female might claim the right of wife
to sail with him. The women, however, appear to have left these con-
scienceless bilks to themselves, and, if they are satisfied, the community
at least has no cause to regret their departure.

Another " unknown " has been carted in to that wonderfully mys-
terious institution, the City and County Hospital, the beautiful irreg-

ularities of which are daily more translucent and vitreous. The poor
wretch, whose skull was fractured, and who, of course, died, was only one
among the many who are daily drugged and killed in San Francisco. But
that is a separate question. A contemporary states that the unknown
man was received by a convalescing patient named Paul, who was doing
duty at the gate, on the 17th of August, and that he died near midnight
of the 22d. Paul, having gone fishing, thought it utterly unnecessary to

report to the police the advent of a man with his skull caved in, so that no
inquiries were made as to his assailants, who had a whole week to get out
of the way while the convalescing patient was out fishing. And here it

is pertinent to ask what right have the City and County Hospital author-
ities to put a patient on house duty at the gate ? Clearly none. Now let

some inquiry be made into this institution, for there is evidently some-
thing rotten about it.

We are to have a new flag-ship here, one of the best ships in the
American navy—the Hartford. She has been patched up with cardboard
and cobbler's wax, and thoroughly well gummed fore and aft with the
best mucilage. We have great reason to be proud of our navy, and it

should be a source of national sorrow when any of our ships fall to pieces.

Our readers will be glad to know that the crew of the flag-ship now en

route are all quite well with four physicians on board and several nurses.

The officers all wear chest protectors, and change their socks whenever
their feet are wetted by the bad sea ; so it's awfully nice (as the society
reporters say) to think there are some new officers coming here, because
they can stay at the Palace Hotel and go to hops and kettledrums, while
another old bulk rots up at Mare Island.
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The " Morning Call " i* nothing without a snake story. We honestly
believe thai line* the birth o| hi* paper Mr. Pickering has never issued a
ringle number that did not oontain one or more of tfteM Interesting and
Instructive yarns. Hut. without Intending to b« preeumptuoue, we would
meekly longest to Mr. P, that, although ha oan't be consistent In politic*,
he really ought to try to be so when he plunge* Into natural history. A
few day- ago lo lolemnly assured us that a cat could kill a snake every
pop by simply walking round it till the reptile either wrung its own head
m(T in following its enemy's, movements, or fell an easy prey while un-
screwing itself to begin again. But then, in still more recent issue, Mr.
Pickering swears by all that's blue that a snake can surely get the bulge
Oil eat by his powers of fascination, and can compel the poor feline to
walk right into bis (the snake's) stomach by simply making faces at him.
We are inclined to believe that Mr. Pickering gets most of theso snake
Btories out of his boots.

The Examiner has taken quite a new departure in its editorial col-

umns during the past week, that has not escaped the attention of the
T. C. Whereas it previously dealt out weak drivel ahout railroads, and
" hogwash " about things in general, it is now marked by robust common
sense, a strong grasp of the subjects it treats, and there is a noticeable
absence of that "padding" from our journals which used to make up
the bulk of its editorial matter. Its new articles on the Sunday Law are
unequaled ; its Btrong statements as to the political situation are unan-
swerable, and the originality, profound wisdom and glowing eloquence of
its utterances are beyond all praise. If it keeps up its present scholarly
and ornate style, its editorials alone will make it a success. We pay this

disinterested tribute because the T. C. is nothing if not an admirer of
genuine journalistic merit. But, then, he Bometimes jokes, and makes
fun, and delivers himself of wisdom inscrutable.

" The Sabbath was made for man, and not man for the Sabbath."

—

Mark, ii, 27. Such is the text which the parsons all over the city have
rooted up to support their theory that a man shall not be allowed by law
to do anything else on Sunday but go to church and put money in the col-

lection plate. But where'a the logic of it? Haven't the men of God
got hold of a boomerang, which is more dangerous to the unskillful
thrower than to the object of bis aim? If the Sabbath was made for
man, he can surely do as he pleases with it. If man had been made for
the Sabbath the case would be the reverse. In other words, the text con-
fesses that the Sabbath was made for man's enjoyment and recreation,
and not man for the use, emolument and enriching of an army of-fanatical,
narrow-minded bible-pounders.
The regular visitors to the Mercantile Library reading-room during

the past week have been the gratified observers of a wholesome variation
in the monotony which, for some years past, has pervaded the atmosphere
of the place. The little red-cheeked man has purchased a new wig, with
occasional streaks of brown in it ; the cough fiend has been provided by a
thoughtful friend with a box of bronchial lozenges, the beneficent effects

of whieh are noticeable in the unusually lengthened intervals marking his

pulmonary disturbances ; and the sleepy-eyed young man with the fondled
mustache, having been ordered change of air by the family physician, now
sits at the window adjacent to the "London Field," instead of at the
western one, as heretofore.

The Chronicle has acquired lately a new habit of uncleanliness. It is

now putting obscene and indecent expressions into slang French, and un-
der this flimsy cover is placing words under the eyes of its readers, which,
if literally translated, would be thought very shocking indeed. It may be
that this abuse arises from the ignorance of the Chronicle people, but this
is cold comfort to those who are at all intimate with the French language.
We do not hesitate to say that no Parisian paper would dare to use the
Chronicle's French, and that is saying not a little. Still less would any
American newspaper dare to translate them into English. Verb sasp.

A number of white horses being trained for use at the Czar's corona-
tion have been killed by the Nihilists. There is something very noble and
sensible about this sort of political "agitation." But it is decidedly
rougher on the.poor brutes than it is on the Czar, because the latter can
buy plenty more white horses, and, moreover, make the Nihilists afore-

said pay their quota for the purchase and education of the animals. Moral:
If you can't kill the man you hate, it may be gratifying to kill his pet
dog ; but it isn't good for the pocket if he can assess you for the value
of the deceased canine.

The Czar Alexander, the telegraph informB us, has expressed him-
self as hugely dissatisfied with England's course in Egypt. Poor fellow !

How badly he must feel about it, to be sure. However, a monarch whose
throne is so shaky that he can hardly sit on it, or the continued cohesive-
ness between whose anatomy no respectable insurance company would
take a risk upon, is hardly the man to expect his dissatisfaction to affect

anybody. If he'd just make up his timorous mind to name a day for his

coronation, it would be more to the point.

A party of wags out on a tare the other night annexed a sign reading
" Trunk Factory," and after changing the first letter of the inscription to
" D," hung it up over a swell drug store on M street. It was rough
on the medicine man, but those who claim to know, you know, say the
joke wasn't altogether mat apropos.
The community has been puzzling over the conundrum: What made

the Maqueraix choose the foothills at Belmont as a camp of refuge? Per-
haps they don't know that the leading spirit of those worthies has not
long ago arrived from Paris, and 'tis but natural he chose a Bel Mont in
memory of that fascinating capital.
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SUNBEAMS.

"Mamma, dear," said a New Haven girl just

in the flush of early womanhood ;
" I have some-

thing to tell you. George has proposed, and I

have accepted." " My child, I cannot think of

your disgracing yourself. G-eorge is not a suita-

ble match for you. Besides, this would make

him as one of the family and he would pay no

more board." Thus will be seen the incompati-

bility of a boarding house girl falling in love

with one of the boarders.

A Council Blufl3 little boy swore a swear

and his mamma washed his mouth with soap and

water. Again, on the following day, the young-

ster swore again. His mother heard it and he

knew it ; so he ran to the kitchen, made some

soapsuds and drank them. The docter arrived

in time to save him, and now, his mother being

afraid to wash bis mouth again, the little cuss

swears like a pirate.

"Proud of my boy!" said the father ; "I
reckon lam! Why, he's sure to make his mark
in the world. He was sharp enough to get ad-

vance copies of the questions and pass his exam-

ination for college admittance, when be really

didn't know anything about them. A boy as

sharp as that'll get along all right!"

A New York paper says " the ice pitcher is

more fatal than alcohol." That depends. An
ice pitcher is a harmless thing in itself ; but if a

man were to swallow one, he would no doubt

wish be had taken a pint of alcohol instead.

A Parliamentary return has been issued

showing the actual cost of building and complet-

ing for sea service H. M. S. Inflexible, from

which it appears that the total actual cost was

£809,594, of which £589,481 was for the hull

alone.

A French judge asked a murderer what ex-

cuse he could possibly offer for his crime. "Why,
judge," said the fellow, "I often heard the man
say he wanted to die suddenly."

BROAD G ALOE.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Monday. April 10, 1882,

And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave

from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend St., between 3d and 4thstreets,) as follows:

DESTINATION.

8:30 A.M.

t 9:30 A M.

10: iO A.M.
* 3:30 P.M.

4:25 P.M.
* 5:15 r.M.

6:30 P.M.

.San Mateo, Redwood,..
and Menlo Park—

.

6:40 A.M.
* 8:10 A.M.

9.03 a.m.

*10:02 a.m.
* 3:36 p.m.

t 4:59 P.M.

6:00 P.M.

t 8:15 p.m.

S:30 A.M
10:40 A.M
* 3:30 P.M.

4:25 P.M.

. .Santa Clara, San Jose and..
..Principal Way Stations. ..

.03 A.M
;02 A.M.

:36 P.M.

00 P. M.

:15 P.M.

10:40 a.m.
11 3:30 p.m

j Gilroy, Pajuro, Castroville

| and Salinas..

3:02 a.m.

3:00 p.m.

10:40 a.m.
* 3:30 p.m

J ..Hollisteraud Tres Pinos..
||

0:02 A. m
3:00 p.m

I
( ...Monterey, Wataonville . \

< Camp Goodall, Aptos, Camp >

I (San Jose, Soquel, Santa Cruz. J

10:40 a.m,
* 3.30 p. m

10:40 A.M.! . . .Soledad and Way Stations .

1:02 a.m
3:00 p M

Sundays excepted. tSundays only.

£3T Special Notice. '&£

Sunday Excursion Trains to Monterey and Santa
Cruz.—First-class Excursion Train to Monterey and
Santa Cruz will leave San Francisco every Sunday at

7:30 a. m. Returning, leave Monterey at 4:35 p.m.; San-
ta Cruz at 4:15 p.m., arriving San Francisco at 8:40 p,m.

Fare for the Round Trip to either point, $3.

Stage connections are made with the 10:40 a.m.

Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo, which
connect with 8:30 A.M. Train.

Ticket Offices—Passenger Depot, Townsend Btreet,

and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotei.

A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,
Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

B^gT" S. P. Atlantic Exp-sss Train via Los Angeles,
Yuma, etc., leaves San Francisco daily via Oakland
Ferry, foot of Market street, at 9:30 a.m.

C. P. R. R.

Time Schedule, Monday, May 15, 1882T
Trains leave, and are due to arrive atf

San Francisco as follows:

LKAVE \
(for) j

DESTINATION. ( ARRIV.

\ (from)

9:30 a.m.

*4:00p.m.
*4:30p.M.
8:00 a.m.
3:30 p.m.

#4:30 P.M.
8:00 A.M.
*4:00p.m.
9:30 a.m.
4:30 p.m.

8:00 A.M
*4 :00 p.m.

8:00 A.M.

H:30p.M.
tS:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m,

8:00 A.M
5:00 P.M.

9:30 A.M
*4:00 P.M.

8:00 A.M.

8:00 A.M.

10:00 A.M
3:00 P.M
5:00 P.M.

3:30 P.M
5:30 p.m.

8:00 A.M.

8:00 a.m
8:00 a.m.

3:30 p.m,
''4:30 p.m.

*4:00 p.m.

8:00 a.m
3:00 p.m.

8:00 A.M.

9:30 a.m.
3:30 p.m.

*4:00p.m.
#4:30 p.m.

3:30 p.m
S:00a.m.
*4:30p.m
*o:00 a.m

. . . Antioch and Martinez. .

.

. Calistoga and Napa.

.

. ( Deming, El Paso ) Express.

.

. \ and East j" Emigrant

. ( Gait and ( via Liverniore, . .

.

, 1 Stockton ) via Martinez

, . . lone
. . . Knight's Landing

*' " ({Sundays only)

. . . Los Angeles and South. ....

. . Livennore and Pleasauton

, . . Madera and Fresno

. . Marysville and Chico. . .

.

..Nilesand Haywards....

. ( Ogden and I Express

. t East f Emigrant........

. . Redding and Red Bluff

(Sacramento, i via Livennore.
Colfax and 5-via Benicia....

Alta ) via Benicia
, . . Sacramento, via Benicia. . .

.

. . . Sacramento River Steamers.

.

,..San Jose

....Vallejo,.

({Sundays only)..

.Virginia City.

.Woodland....

.Willows and Williams..

2:40 p.m.
12:40 p.m.
*10:10 a.m.
7:40 p.m.

11:40 a.m.
10:10 A.m.
n0:10 A.M.

7:40 P.M.
2:40 P.M.

7:10 A.M.
5:40 P.M.

12:40 P.M.
5:40 P.M.

''10.10 A m.

{11:40 a.m.
2:40 p.m.

5:40 p.m.
8:40 a.m.
2:40 p.m.

12:40 p.m.
5:40 p.m.
5:40 p.m.
4:10 P.M.
9:40 A.M.
8:40 A.M.

11:40 A.M.
6:10 A.M.
5:40 P.M.
6:40 P.M.
7:40 P.M.
11:40 A.M.
10:10 A.M.

*(i:00 A.M.
4:10 P.M.

9:40 a.m.
7:40 p.m
2:40 P.M.

{11:40 A. M.

12.40 P.M.

10:10 A.M.
11:40 A.M.
7:40 P.M.

~M0:10 A.M.
7:40 p.m.

Train leaving San Francisco at 9:30 a.m. should meet
Pacific Express from " Ogden " at San Pablo ; also Pacific
Express from "El Paso" at Antioch.

LOCAL F£?.RY TRAINS,
Via OfiJcland Pier.

From "SAN FRAJTCISCO." Daily.

To BAST OAKLAND-'O.OO, "6:30, 7:30, 8:30,

10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1,30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30, 5:30

7:00, 8:00, 9:30, 11:00, «12:00.

To ALAMEDA—»6:00, -t6:30, 7:00, »t7:30, 8:00,
*

9:00, Mil:30, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 1:00, 2:00, 3:00,
"

4:00, *t4:30, 5:00, ' t5:30, 6:00, »t6:30, 7:00, «8:00

11:00, •12:00.

To BERKELEY — "6:00, *6:30, 7:00, "7:30, 8:00,

9:00, J9:30, 10:00, 110:30, 11:00, (11:30, 12:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4-30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00,

0:30, *12:00.

To WEST BEEKELEY-*6:00, *6:30, 7:00, ''7:30,

"8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, "4:30,

*5:30, 6:00. "6:30, 7:00.

1:30,

;:30,

t8:30,

t3:30,

:30,

"8:30,

1:00,

8:00,

(8:00.

5:00.

To "SAN FKANCISt'O." Daily.

From BROADWAY, Oakland -»6:32, *6:02, 6:32, 7:02,

7:32, 8:02, 8:32, 9:02, 9:32, 10:02, 10:32, 11:02, 11:32, 12:02,

12:32, 1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32, 5:02,

5:32, 6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

From EAST OAKLAND-*5:21, *5:51, 6:21, 6:51, 7:51,

8:51,9:51, 10:51, 11:51, 12:51, 1:51, 2:51,3:51, 4:51,

5:51, 6:51, 7:51, 9:21, 10:51.

Fkou ALA1IEDA— *5:15, '5:45, 6:15, 7:10, "+7:35, 8:10,

"+8:35, 9:10, "t9:35, 10:10, "+10:35, 11:10, 12:10, 1.10,

2:10, 3:10, 4:10, "+4:35, 5:10, ''+5:35, 6:10, "+6:35, 7:15,
"+7:35, 9:15, 10:45.

From BERKELEY— *5:45, "6:15, 6:45, "7:15,7:45, *8:15,

8:45, (9:15, 9:45, (10:15, 10:45, (11:15, 11:45, 12:45,

1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:15, 4:45,5:15,5:45,6:15,6:45, 7:45,

9:15, *10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY — »5:45, *6:15, 6:45, *7:15,

7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, *5:15, 5:45,
*6:15, 6:45, *7:15.

Creek Route.
From SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15, 9:15, 11:16, 1:15, 3:15

5:15.

From OAKLAND—*6:15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:16, 4:15.

All trains run daily, except when star (*) denoteB Bun-
days excepted.

+Trains marked thus (+) run via East Oakland.
(f)Sundays only^

" Standard Time " furnished by Rasdolpu & Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. GOODMAN, Gen. PaBB. and Ticket Agt.
A. N. Townk^ General Manager.

L. H, Newton. M. Newton.
NEWTON BROTHERS & CO.,

Tmporters and Wholesale Dealers In
- Teas, Foreign Goods and Groceries, 204 and 306

California street, San Francisco, Cal May 25.

Ou and alter Monday. April 3d, 1H82,
Boats and Trains will leave San Francisco as

follows:

71 f\ a.m. daily (Sundays excepted), via San Rafael,
• -1 " from Market-street wharf, for Petaluma, San-

ta Rosa, Healdsburg, Clovcrdale, Guerneville and way
stations. Stages connect at Geyserville for Skaggs'
Springs; and at Cloverdale for Highland Springs, Kel-
seyville, Soda Bay, Lakeport, Ukiah and Geysers.

Dally, Except Sundays.
2*3A p.m., via Donahue, from Washington-streetwv wharf

A Zlfi p.m., via San Rafael, from Market-street wharf,
tfc.iJl/ for Petaluma, Cloverdale and way stations.

Stages for Navarro Ridge and Mendocino City leave
Cloverdale daily at 6 a.m.

Sunday Excursions.

8 A A.M., Sundays only, via Donahue, from Wash-
*£*\J ington-street wharf, for Cloverdale and way

stations. Round Trip Tickets on Sundays to Petaluma,
SI.50 ; Santa Rosa, 32 ; Healdsburg, S3 ; Cloverdale,

S4.50; Guerneville, $3. Returning, will arrive in San
Francisco at 6:45 p.m.

GEYSERS! GEYSERS!
The Greatest Natural Wonder of

World

!

Immense Reduction in Rates.
Round Trip Tickets, via Cloverdale SS 50
Round Trip Tickets, via Cloverdale and Calistoga.§12 50

Passengers will leave San Francisco at 7:10 a.m.
week days, from San Quentin Ferry, and arrive at the
Gevsers at 2:30 p.m. On Sundays, leave Washington-
street Wharf, by Steamer JAMES M. DONAHUE, at

8:20 a.m. Returning, arrive in San Francisco by either
route the following evening.

ARTHUR HUGHES,
Gen. Manager.

PETER J. McGLYNN,
Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

SONOMA VALLEY RAILROAD.

On and after Monday, April 3d, 1882,
Boats and Trains will leave San Francisco as

follows:

O Of] P. M. daily (Sundays excepted), from Washing-^.OV ton-street Wharf, for the town of Sonoma.
Fare, $1. Round Trip Tickets, from Saturday till Mon-
day, SI 50.

SUNDAY EXCURSIONS.
8QA a.m. (Sundays only), from Washington-street

*Li\J Wnarf, for the town of Sonoma. Round Trip

ARTHUR HUGHES,
Gen. Manager.

PETER J. McGLYNN,
Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

81 /"C a.m., Sundays only, via San Rafael, from Mar-
• J-*-' ket-street wharf, for Miller's, Pacheco, Novato '

and BurdeU's. Returning, will arrive in San Francisco
at 7:45 P.M.

H. S. Williams. A. Ohesebrcmgh,

W.H.Dimond.

WILLIAMS, DIM0ND & CO.,

Shipping and Commission Merchants,
UNION BTJTLDING,

Junction Market and Fine Streets.

AGENTS FOR

Pacific Hail Steamship Company, Pacific

Steam Navigation Company, The Cu-

nard Royal Mail SteamshipCompany,
* * The California Line ofClippers '

'

from New York and Boston,

and ' * The Hawaiian Line .
'

'

San Francisco, January 31, 1880. [Jan. 31.

A London surgeon says that only one fash-

ionably dressed lady in 500 can draw a full breath
with her clothes on ; but he must admit that it

wouldn't louk well for a fashionable woman to
disrobe in the street in order to draw a full breath.
At the opera or a French ball, however, it is dif-

ferent, and she should have no difficulty in draw-
ing a full breath.



m
'The World/' the Flesh, and the Devil.

[Br a Truthful Ponnua.

One <>f ' in Pari* rtvrnt.y psinfe
bar portrait, with t]

D won afU*r«arl-. Tli.- Lt.lv, f.-r

btr bsmofcy, bat dow ovar fifty I

I Uk-ii in th- I

L aii.J K'Ainn ; <-u an arm chair, bid i ling in tin- I

tmiable compliment*
ut this wns a crest mistake a flattering

tod the lady subsequently declared t!i »t shedtd nol
- 'If in this painting, nn.l the portrait was 1- H on the paint-
\tt.ickeil in bia pride ol talent, and in hi- nnana b, the .-»rt-

not phil-wophy enough to see a portrait worth three tfa

ily on his hands, andan idea <»f vengeance presenting [I

hi* mind, be put it into execution at once, A few daya before the ana
fixed for the private reception of pictures at the Louvre, the lady was se-
cretly informed that her portrait was ornamented with certain accessories
rather compromising her. She went immediately to the artist, and there
was the portrait, the same striking likeness, certainly ; but the pointer
bad thinned the hair on the head of the picture, an'l the Inly ao faith-
fully painted held in her hand two large treaaaa of (.-Use hair. Ou the
toilet were .several flacons of small bottles, labeled thus " whitewash,"
" vegetable red," " cosmetic, to efface wrinkles," " blonde water, to dye
the hair in a minute." " It is abominable. " said the lady, greatly i

•' Of what do you complain?" coolly replied the artist. "
" Have yon not

declared that it is not your portrait? You are right, it is a mere fancy
sketch, and it is with that view I shall present it to the public." " What,
sir, do you intend to exhibit this painting?" "Certainly, madam ; but
as a cabinet picture, as the catalogue will indicate it under the title of
'The Coquette of Fifty Years.' " At this the lady fainted, and on her
recovery immediately paid for the portrait. The accessories were effaced
in her presence, the portrait restored to its orignal state, and the three
thousand francs transferred to the purse of the painter.^—-Madame
Gambetta, shortly after her arrival from Nice, was attacked by a par-
alytic stroke at the residence of her daughter, Madame Leris, at St.
Mamie. Madame Gambetta, who was 75 years of age, and by no means
strong, had repeatedly expressed a wise to spend the National Ftfte with
her children in Paris. It was in vain that her son wrote several times to
dissuade her from attempting such a journey at her advanced age. Hardly
had she reached her destination when she bad a stroke of apoplexy, which
was fallowed by the paralytic seizure that hurried her to the tomb. Great
men are often said to owe everything to their mothers, and the rule, in
this case at least, holds good, for Madame Gambetta was no ordinary wo-
man. M. Gambetta pere, a worthy settled at Cahors, would have had
his son brought up to follow his trade of a grocer, but Madame Gambetta,
nee Arosie tttassabie, and belonging to a highly respectable French fam-
ily, had more ambitions schemes for her son's advancement in life. Many
were the discussions between the husband and wife, but at last the lady
prveailed, and Leon Gambetta was sent to Paris to " faire son droit." M.
Gambetta'a success was thus due, in the first instance, to his mother's in-

itiative, and gratefully and lovingly has he repaid her, for he has been the
best of sons, doing everything that lay in his power to render her old age
happy. The house in which Madame Gambetta had been living at Nice
with her husband was a present from her son.^—Mrs. Laugtry has fin-

ished her English tour, and has now proceeded to Ireland. She has made
more money during her tour than has ever previously been made by a
theatrial "star" in the same time, her net profit having in one week
amounted to above £1,400.^—It is announced that a marriage is ar-

ranged between the youngest daughter of the Baron Charles de Rothschild,
of Frankfort, and the Prince de Wagram, brother-in-law of Prince Joa-
chim Murat. A large assortment of fur trimmings, ect., have been
prepared this season by the different furriers, dyed rabbit skins entering
largely as usual into the composition of the various articles now in use, as
small fur capes, etc.——Chief-pilot Meiling, of the German Navy, con-
victed of treason in selling plans of the German coast defenses to the
Russian Government, has been sentenced to six years' hard labor.—The
baptism of the infant Grand Duchess Olga Alexandruvna, daughter of

the Emperor and Empress of Russia, was lately performed at Peterhoff,

in the presence o\f the members of the Imperial family, the King and
Queen of Greece, the Ministers and Diplomatic Corps, with the usual
gorgeous ceremony.——Mr. Bradlaugb. and two other defendants have
been committed for trial ou the charge of being concerned in the publica-
tion of blasphemous libels in a periodical issued from premises which Mr.
Bradlaugh is the lessee.^—It is a curious coincidence that on the same
day three Buch representative men as M. Gambetta, Mr. Parnell, and
Mr. Chamberlain were compelled to absent themselves from their legisla-

tive duties, owing to unexpected and severe bereavement. The first had
lost a mother, the second a sister, the third a sister-in-law.——The Ham-
burg Medical Society publishes an alarming report stating that in

1881, out of 73,113 hams imported from America, 695 were found to con-

tain trichina, while out of 55,599 coming from Europe two were similarly

diseased. In 1880 the number was proportionately even larger, except in

the case of European hams, which were perfectly good without excep-
tion.——Ali English soldiers are not so honest as the Marine who, be-

ing shot by an Arab in the arm, withdrew the bullet, and handed it back
again to the aggressor, saying, "I beg your pardon, sir_; this is your
property." A less honest man might have run away with it.

The new food, which has cured the chronic dyspeptics of Japan, is

Midzu Ami (Japanese Malt), at Ichi Ban.

COAL AND WOOD,
Wholesale and Retail,

At Ik* Old Number 209 Sanson* Str.««.

GEORGE H. HUNT & CO.

MT Any ArUo e In th. Lin* Supplied.»
fW.-;.aim* .V*. SSI.

ROEDERER CHAMPACNE!

The Trnil* nnil Mm I'nhlli-M Inform*-.! Ihnl ««> 11. ..l>. lb*

GENUINE
LOUIS ROEDERER CARTE BLANCHE CHAMPAONE,

Direct from Mr. Louis Roederer, Balms,
Orsr in- Btgnatan and Consoler Envoi

0s7~ Bseb r*»o in marked upon the aide,

Cisco," Md farh bottle bean lh« lulu], '

for the Pacific Coast."

"Macondray & Co , San J*ran-
Macoudray & Co. , Sole A (rente

MACONDRAY & CO.,
Sole Agents for the Paoifio Connt.

1
l.'llltuT '21.]

M. A. GUNST & CO.,
203 Kearny Street Sau Franoiseo.

IMPORTERS AX1> DEALERS IXHAVANA AND KEY 'WEST CIGARS,
Also, Agents for Kimball, Gaulliener & Co. 'a Guatemala Cigars.
(W Inform the Public that they receive large invoices of Choice

Havana Brands twice a month. [Feb. 19.

C. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

SAN FRANCISCO and NEW YORK.
6^- Agents of American Sugar Hennery, comer of Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. jftn. 17.

Olaus Spreckels. "Wm. 6. Irwin,
WM. G. IRWIN & CO.,

Sugar Factors and Commission Agents,
Honolulu, H. I. fMarch 25.

J. D. SPRECKELS & BROS.,
Sliippin and Commission Merchants*

Hawaiian Line of PacJeets.
325 Market Street San Francisco.

May 28.

CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY,
Manufacturers of the Standard Syrup, a superior article

put up iii barrels expressly for home consumption. Also, Extra Heavy Syrup

in barrels for Export. Refined Sugars at lowest market rates. Office 325 Market

street, up stairs, Dec. 21.

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,

STOCK BROKERS,
No. 314 Pine Street San'Francisco.

[May 20.]

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY,
No. 310 Sansome Street,

San Francisco,

WHOLE SALE HEALERS IN FURS.
[September 21.1

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Gold, Medal, Paris, 1S78.

Sold by all Stationers. Sole Agrent for the United States:
MR. HENRY HOE, 91 John street, N. Y. Jan. 6.

C. W. M. SMITH,
The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor,

Established in 1&Q2,
Removed to 221 Sansome Street.

631* MR. C. W. M. SMITH is the patent attorney for Marriott's AKitorbA.vB Com-
rANy for Navigatiiur the Air. Oct. 22.

TABER, HARKER & CO.,

IXPOSTEXS AND WHOLESALE GROCEXS,
108 and 110 California St., S. F.

(April 19.]

NOTICE.
For the very best photographs no to Bradley A Kuloftton's,

in an Elevator, 429 Montgomery street. Oct. 29

per day at me. Samples worth $s free.
Address Stinson Ju Co., Portland, Maine.$5 to $20
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THE TENANT OP "ROBBER'S ROOST."
Paul Neumann, land-title shark, lobbyist, Bohemian, and a man gen-

erally who lives by his wits, is seriously proposed for Congressman, in

opposition to General Kosecrans. Those who make such a farcical pro-

posal either do not know what they are doing or are attempting a huge

practical joke. Paul may be a great man over a bottle of champagne,
opened at somebody else's expense at two o'clock in the morning, but
elsewhere he is known for just what be is. Against bis whole bad politi-

cal record, which will not bear a moment's scrutiny, «ne, and only one,

claim is urged in his favor. It is alleged that be will catch votes. Bah !

He will not poll his full party strength, and, what is more, he never has.

When he ran for the Tenth Senatorial District, an overwhelmingly Re-
publican pocket borough, he ran behind his ticket. He did not draw a single

German or Democratic vote, but lost quite a number from the ranks of

his own party. Ward, for the Assembly, a broom manufacturer, beat
him, and Merry ran ahead of him quite out of sight. Neither claimed to

be Gern-ans, nor expected to draw Democratic votes, yet both beat him,
and that was before he had had the opportunity to make the bad record
in the State Senate which he has since made. That record is enough to

damn the whole Republican party, if it has the temerity to nominate
him. If we had the stomach for the business, we could put our finger on
every vote he gave, and tell a story about nearly all of them that would
make each particular bair on an honest man's head stand on end like the
quills on the fretful porcupine. Let him be nominated, and the Demo-
cratic press will get hold of such facts as will drive him from the field ere

the day of election rolls round. We know whereof we speak; we were at
Sacramento, and know precisely wbat we are talking about.

He may go round, aa he is now doing, and claim that he has got hold
of the controlling man of the Democratic organ, who "is a member of
my club, you know," but that won't serve him. The bold, startling and
amazing facts, like murder, will out, and if the Democratic organ will not
state them that will be its shame, but not his forgiveness. No man did
more than he to render the last two sessions of the Legislature abortive,
or to bring representative institutions into contempt. This we are pre-
pared to prove, from the record and from the testimony of unbiased wit-
nesses, who would cover his delinquencies with a martle of charity if

they could, but none of whom would desire to see him again nominated
for any public office. If he is nominated, be will not be a candidate on
the day of election. Our word for that. We pledge our veracity for that
statement. His transaction with Captain Wilson alone would drive him
from the contest, and it might send him where his friends would regret to
Bee him. He voted for every bad, wicked and corrupt measure that came
before him in the Legislature. He was for the debris swindle until fright-
ened almost to death by his constituents. He was against every attempt
to regulate the stock business in such a way as to give the public confi-
dence in an honest deal. The lobby said that the brokers spent S25.000
to accomplish what they did, and poor, whisky-guzzling Paul Neumaun
was certainly their chief fugleman. When he came into the Senate he
was in bis usual condition, and made one of his characteristic speeches,
which is on record to this day, and is living evidence that a beer tub or a
whisky barrel are bad representatives of the better instincts, the mind
and the thought of a constituency of free men. Yet, he is called a repre-
sentative of our German fellow citizens. Nonsense ! The plainest Hans
that ever held a plow is a prince compared with this man, who has never
had other visible means of support than bis evils.

His party, rightly enough, mean to make capital out of the fact that it
was a, Democratic Legislature that passed the infamous gag law. If they
nominate Paul Neumann they will be handicapped with the fact that he
was one of seven members who had the temerity to vote against the re-
peal of that law, after all semblance of an excuse for it3 maintenance on
the statute book had passed away. There was at that time nothing too
daring for him to do. He prided himself in voting against every thin«
that a right thinking man would desire to hold sacred. He went to Sacra°-
mento openly on the make. He took a house just opposite the Capitol
steps, and introduced therein all that was calculated to seduce weak mem-
bers into his den. He was the grand almoner of all the powers that be.
The very habitation that he occupied obtained a curious reputation It
was christened " The Robber's Roost," and is known by that name to this
day. Ao sobriquet ever sticks unless it is appropriate and true. The

public mind only seizes hold of that which fits the thing named, but at

once eschews it if it is inappropriate to the known facts. The name
"Robber's Roost" instantly took hold of the popular imagination; it

passed from mouth to mouth, was adopted by members of the Legislature,
and by the press, and to this day it is employed by all who have occasion
to describe the particular place meant. The expression will live as long
as that house stands. What more certain evidence of its suitability and
expressiveness could be supplied?

In that house there was not even honor among thieves. Paul Neumann
was not its sole occupant. There were two others with whom he was to share
the expense. The Legislature was to adjourn amidst some fun, at which
Paul is an adept, at night, and the partnership bills, incurred in "the rob-
ber's roost," were to be paid next day. Paul levanted to San Francisco
without waiting for the fun that his soul so delights in, and without bear-

ing bis share of the cost of " the robber's roost," which he has not paid to

this day. The Republicans will approve the Sunday Law, and Paul will

stand upon their platform, and yet Mb special use is to catch " the Ger-
man vote." We would like to see the advocate of a blue Sunday law who
could do that. Yet, if Paul Neumann is not such an advocate, how
can he stand upon the Republican platform and catch the German vote
at the same time? That is a thing which we defy any fellow to find

out. We do not go into the thousand and one stories of business tran-
sactions that from time to time, for years past, have been confided to

us. They will remain buried unless he secures the nomination, which
we cannot believe possible. We give forth this warning note in time.

If it is not heeded worse exposes will have to follow, which the people
will surely mind, even if the nominating convention does not. It can-

not be that this great city shall be represented in the halls of Congress
by a Paul Neumann. We do not believe in the efficiency of General
Rosecrans, and believe that it is possible to put up a man to beat him,
but the last man in this city to accomplish that feat is the too well
known Paul Neumann.

MINING.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
BELCHER SILVER MINING COMPANY.

No. 31
Amount per Share 25 Cents
Levied August 15th
Delinquent in Office September 21st
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock October 9th

JOHN CROCKETT, Secretary.

Office—Room 8, Stock Exchange building, No. 327 Pine street, San Francisco, Cal-

ifomia, Aug. 19.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
CON. VIR3LNIA MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 18
Amount per Share 30 Cents
Levied August 10th
Delinquent in Office September 16th
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock October 14th

A. W. HAVENS, Secretary.
Office—Room 20, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal-

ifornia. August 12.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
SYNDICATE MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 4
Amount per Share 15 Cents
Levied July 19th
Delinquent in Office August 24th
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock September 13th

J. STADTFELD, JR., Secretary
Office—Room 28, No. 419 California street, San Francisco, Cal. [July 29.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
BODIE TUNNEL AND MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 6
Amount per Share 10 Cents
Levied August 5th
Delinquent in Office Sept. 11th
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock Oct. 2d

CHAS. C. HARVEY, Secretary.
Office—Room 1, No. 309 California street, San Francisco, Cal. Aug. 12.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
CONSOLIDATED PACIFIC MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 5
Amount per Snare 25 Cents
Levied - August 19th
Delinquent in Office September 27th
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock October 17th

F. E. LUTY, Secretary.
Office—Room 5, No. 330 Pine street, San Francisco. Cal. Aug. 26.

JOHN McKEW,
WHOLESALE AND BETAIL COAL DEALER,

431 UNION STREET Between Dnpout anil Kearny.
SAIf FBAJfCISCO. Aug. 26.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

No. 330 Post Street Opposite Union Square.

PROF. 0. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his uew Academy, No. 320 Post
street, is now open for Juvenile and Evening Classes. Office Hours, for Temis, etc.,

10 a.m. to 12 m., and 1 to 5 p.m. Oct. 22.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,
NO. 922 POST STREET.

Day and Boarding: School for Young: Ladies and Children.
KINDERGARTEN. Next Term will commence July 24th. To secure admis-

sion for boarding- pupils, applications should be made as early as possible.

May 13. MADAME B. ZEITSKA, A.M., Principal.
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Scm iuuiu- In thu dt.v, August tt, to tin nor, a daughter.

ALTAR.
BowMAS-HttDOS—August 10. Henrv C. Bowman to Anna M. B
lliiLHRa-rRLLi—Auctint ». T. B. Beilhes to Emma IYIW-.

Bt-RKR-McLAi-onLix-SUy 25. H. W. Burke to Margaret McLaughlin.
Cottrrxl-Casit—Auffuit 13, Byron Jay Cottrell to Julia Casey.
Drbrmiam-Osdors—Aujrust 10, Qeorge W Dobonhun to Ella 6&born.
Eartiia5-Stantox—August SO, Edward Eastman to Frederic*. L. Stanton.
K1NMOAN-HK.1XR8ST—August Ifi. T. C. Finnegan to Nellie Henncsgy.
JounoK-WisEDix—August ID, Charles H. Johnson to Elizabeth M. W
Klrix-Cook—August 26, by Rev. Dr. Scott, John M. Kloin to Marv E. Oook.
Korx-Krrser— Aiu-ti-Ht B, by Rot. PaUier Wolff, John Kom to Jos'ie Kcrncr.
Lasor-Bacuk -August 10, H. P. R. Lango to Sophie Louise Buche.
Loso-Carroll— August 16. Edward Long to Marv If. Carroll.
MOLLOT-LkK—August 10. by Rev. Father Nugent," Oeom Mollov to Nellie I.e.-.

Mnio.MT-BRiDSBA* -August 17. Thomas Mahonei to Btrmfa Bradsh&w.
Mildrt-Calaouax—AuguBt 17, Martin Muldrv lo'Mary Oalaghan.
Nowlaxd-Corntin— August 21, W. B. Nowhvnd to Jennie Cornyun.
O'Consor-O'Leart—August 17, J. C. O'Connor to Elena F. O'Lcun .

Pbatross-Stevens—August 15, Ceorge Peatross to Sallic Btevena
Robbins-Savage- August 19, Harry Bobbins to Marv Savage.
SHORr-PRTBRS -August 20, Peter A. Short to Theresa M. Peters.
Satlor-Rokttger—August 16. Daniel W. Saylor to Pauline Roettger.

TOMB.
Botlr—August 21, John C. Boyle, a native of San Francisco, aged 18 years.
Brook—August 15, Charles Brook, a native of England, aged 21 years.
Bowman—August 22, James Bowman, a native of Penn., aged 67 years.
BrRKE—August 16, William J. Burke, a native of Australia, aged 42 years.
Ccllbn—August 22, Cecilia Cullen, a native of Ireland, aged 85 years.
Chapman—August 21, Ira H. Chapman, Sr., a native of Conn., aged 53 years.
Cosorove—August 22, William Thomas Cosgrove, aged 35 years.
Campbell—August 20, Hugh Campbell, a native of Ireland," aged 37 years.
Cline—August 20, William A. Cline, a native of New York, aged 24 years.
Corrioan—August If), Margaret Corrigan.a native of Ireland, aged 64 years.
Daley—August 21, Thomas Daley, a native of Rhode Island, aged 24 years.
Edwards—August 12, Charlotte Edwards, aged 29 years and 9 months.
Eldredob—August 19, Rosa Ellis Eldredge, a native of St. Louis, aged 33 years.
Gardner—August 22, W. J. Gardner, a native of Scotland, aged 67 years.

"

Grtz—August 16, Edmund W. Getz, a native of New York City, aged 31 years.
Hals—August 22, Mrs. Estelle Hain, a native of Alsace, aged 38 years.
HtfALV—August 20, James P. Healy, a native of Ireland, aged 45 years.
Hitchcock—August 17, Geo. B. Hitcheock, a native of New York, aged 58 years.
Hc.vtbr -August 19, Peter Hunter, a native of Scotland, aged 75 years.
Howe—August 23, Mrs. Lydia J. Howe, a native of Mass., aged 58 years.
Lydos—August 19, Daniel Lydon, aged 41 years and 3 months.
Malasa—August 17, Michael H. Malana, a native of Vermont, aged 29 years.
Montando.v—August 18, Philip Montandon, a native of Switzerland, aged 42 years.
Meiohan—August 19, Patrick C. Meighan.
O'Connor—In this city, August 18, Frankie, son of Frank and Florence O'Connor,

aged 13 months ai.d 8 days.
Redding—August 21, B. B. Redding, a native of Nova Scotia, aged 68 years.
Russell—August 21, Mrs. Joseph L. Russell, a native of Maine, aged 67 years.
Scbussler—August 18, Louis Schussler, a native of Germany, aged 48 years.
SrRAOOB—August 23, Samuel S. Sprague, a native of Boston, Mass.
St. Clair—August 19, Samuel St. Clair, a native of West Virginia, aged 73 years.
Scheper -August 21, Joseph Scheper, a native of Germany, aged 36 years.
Sullivan—August 18, Mary Sullivan, a native of Ireland, aged 45 years.
Wells—August 16, Ahbie A. Wells, a native of Boston, Massachusetts.

SANITARY IGNORANCE.

It may bo safely estimated that from 1,500 to 2,000 lives are annually
sacri6ced in San Francisco at the shrine of Cloacina, the Goddess of
Filth. People are so deeply imbued with the idea of life's uncertainty
that death altogether fails to teach its proper lessons. The clergy are
continually preaching this doctrine, in order to make men better in a fu-

ture life, but surely the most practical lesson to be drawn from a death
from diphtheria is the necessity of looking to your drainage. It was never
intended that we should grow up like grass simply to be cut down as
flowers, nor are we born solely for the benefit of undertakers. It ia to be
lamented that death should be equally regarded as the visitation of an
Almighty Providence, whether it seizes on infancy at the breast, youth in
its_ promise, or manhood in its prime; and when it steals silently, slowly,
painlessly on the aged who pass away from the world as unconsciously as
when they entered it. This last is, indeed, the only normal death.
Every other form is either accidental or the result of a violation of the
conditions of a natural and perfect life. The waste of so many lives in
San Francisco, and the fact that so small a number die a natural death,
is a reflection on the intelligence of the people, and a proof positive of

the necessity for their sanitary instruction. We want preachers whu will

tell us of the sanctity of cleanliness, the holiness of purity, the blessingB

of health and infinite value of human life. Then shall we no longer trust

exclusively to Surveyors and Street Superintendents, Boards of Super-
visors or Officers of Health. But the people will become their own in-

spectors, their own health -preservers. The head of the family will be
the guardian of the infant lives, and the mother will become the minister
of domestic cleanliness. Selah.

JOHN WIGMORE,

HARDWOOD LUMBER,
SHIP TIMBER, LOCUST TREENAILS.

Veneer, and Fanoj Wood..
198 to 147 Spear St. and 20 and 28 Howard St.. San Franolaco.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

T h
T. '"""I1""!'" Meanicr* will .nil for Yokohama >•<!lonc kouK : ill! ,.f RHi Kt JANEIRO, Sapt. 10, .1 -J r.a

MoTMulttO >"ki>hama and rutum .1 .]--. ul rate.

r r nkw TOM rta PA1 \M \ >.K \s u>a, s, ,,i. «!,, ,t io o'clock t.n., uking
IATI.AN, M Ml l.i . p. SAN Jl ISK UK UIATKHAI.A,

I.A 1. 1liKKTAlloi.il 1TNTA AIU N AS

Fare to New York-Cabin, $139; Steerajre. »86.
TukcU lonnil (pjiii Europe In laj line tor ule .t tin- Unl r»I«.: duo (or H»-

ran. auu .11 wtel India poru.
for miNiH.ll.l-, AUCKLAND and sviiNl'.v mv 0» SYDNKV, Auirunt

Wth, ftt 'J ML, <T I'll nrrivn! uf 1 1 .
, KnfU*D inailn

•to additional la china-d tor Duiaj Mo BoaBd the World Trto
Tickets, vta Now Zealand ami Aimtnilla, MAO.

musl bepurcheeed tl leul mio hour before time uf nailing.
For freight or pa»»air« apply at the offloe, cor. Kir«t and llrannan atroela.
A"*- 2". WILLIAMS, UIMUND & c'O.Oeneral Airontn.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamers or this Company will sail rrom Broadway Wharf

aa follows :

For Victoria. B.C., and Puget Sound Ports: On tho 10th, 20lh and 30th of each
month (except when such da\s fall on aholiday, then on the ilav previous). Stoamcr
of the 30th connects at Port Townseud with steamer "City of Chester " for Alasaa.
For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the O. R. & N. Co.: Every, days.

For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 6th, 10th lftth
20th, --'Mli and 30th of each month.

For Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and
Ventura: Every Wednesday at 8 A.M.

For Eureka, Areata, and Hookton, Humboldt Bav: Every Wednesday, 9 o'clock.

For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc. : Every Monday.

Ticket OfBce, No. ail Montgomery Street, near Pine.
OOODALL, PERKINS 4 CO., Agents,

Nov. 26. No. 10 Market street.

FOR PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, OREGON.
The Oregon Railway and Navigation Company and PaelOe

Coast Steamship Company will dispatch every four days, from Spear-street
Wharf, for the above ports, one of their new Al Iron Steamshipa, viz. : COLUMBIA,
OREGON and STATE OF CALIFORNIA.

Sallluar Days
Aug. 3, 7, 11, 16, 19, 23, 87, 31.

I
Sept. 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28.

.It 10 o'clock A. M.
Connecting at Portland, Oregon, with Steamers and Railroads and their connecting
Stage Lines for all points in Oregon, Washington and Idaho Territories, British
Columbia and Alaska.

Ticket Office 214 Montgomery Street
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

Aug. 6. No. 10 Market street, San Francisco.

OCEANIC STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
FOR HONOLULU, H. I.

The Steumship SUEZ Dodd. Master
Will Leave for the Above Port

From Main-Street Wharf.

Freight will be taken at $i per ton. Freight will be received on

For freight or passage apply to

J. D. SPRECKELS A- BROS., Agents,
Aug. 12. 327 Market, corner Fremont.

I. 0. BARNARD,
Real Estate, House aucl Business Broker. Office, 313 Mont-

gomery street, Nevada Block. Rents collected ; full charge taken of property
at lowest rates ; residence and business property wanted for cash buyers ; money to
loan ; business interests of every description sold promptly for casb. TAug. 12.

AUGUSTUS LAYER,
Architect,

Furnishes Plans, Specifications and Superintendence for
the Construction or Renovation of Dwelling Houses, and every describtion of

Building. Office: 19 S. F. STOCK EXCHANGE, Pine street, S. F.

£& Take the Elevator, Dec. 10.

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.

Attendance, dally, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by the under-
signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, and to furnish all information

relating to the Society. J. P. McCURRIE, Secretary,
Oct. 23. Room 4, No. 531 California st.

MILLARD F. BRADLEY,
Searcher of Records, Room 37, 118 Post st., San Francisco.

Office Hours: 6 to 9 P.M. Jan. 28.

4&7Q a week. $12 a day at home easily made. Costly Outfit Free.
vp I £i w Address Tbue A Co., Augusta, Maine.
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REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS,

Bacorded in the City and County of San Francisco, California, for

the Week ending August 19, 1883.

Compiled from the Records ofthe Commercial At/e/icy,^)! CaJtfbrnio .St.,8.F.

Monday, August 14th.

URANTOB AND GRANTEE.

Geo Godfrey and wf to J McShea.

M Davenport to W T Davenport.

.

Thos Tierney to J A Barnham,

Geo L Bradley to N K Masten. . .

.

Lonis Schnltz et al to ChaeLeprnes:

E P Whitney to Wm Bennett.

^ m Taylor to Catherine Moriarty

Mary Donovan to Mary E Desmond

Mitchell Harris to Wm T Boehle

DESCRIPTION.

S Tehama, 125 w 4th. w 25x80, being in

100-vara 138 1 2.150
NNatoma, 312:6 e 3d, e 20x70 Gift

N Beaver, 1U0 e Castro, e 25x114—Mis-
sion Block 117 1

Nw Minna, 347:6 ne 2d, ne 63:4x80—100-
vara4... .

4.800

; N Lombard, 26 w Scott, w 26x275 1

S Clay, 165:6 w Powell, 28x71:6,being in

50-vara 176 1

N Green, 100 w Hyde, w 20x60, being in

50-vara 1388 1.000

1 Undivided half, g Clay, 81:19 w of Polk,
w 42x127:8 5

NwShiplev, 100 ne 5th, ne 25x75—100-
1 181 ; Bubject to mortgage for $1,000.. 2,000

Hib S and L Soc to MScbwamm.. |S Tyler, 137:6 eGongh.e 25x120, being I

in Western Addition 136 I
3,750

JCBockmann to WJShaw Sw Harrison and 12th, b 61:0M', w 80, ni

67:9?a, e 80 to beg, being in Mission

|
Block 17 1 1

Tuesday, August 15th.

Geo T Marye Jr to ThoB Magee. .

.

W Waddell et al to Eliza Waddell.

Henry Laidley to Francis Burton.

Jno Everding to Aaron Rieser

—

Aaron Rieser to Jno Everding
Ella B Morris to Abraham Morris

Jos Morris by Extx to same
Jno B LewiB to Savs and Ln Socy

Save and Ln Socy to Chas Bosan.
Jas W McCain to Henry Geilfnss.

Jno Simpson to Jas L Nnnan

Jno M Ver Mehr to G T Marye, Jr

P R Welsh to Geo H Greenwood.

Ely W Plater to same
Savs and Ln Socy to M J Howard

L Gottig to J J Donovan
Security Savs Bk to H McGaffrey.

BT Jackson, 100 w Fillmore, w 175x127:8;

S Pacific, 150 w Fillmore, w 125x127:

8, being in Western Addition 349
W Franklin, 60 s of Grove, s 60x107:6—
Western Addition 137

S Tehama, 130 e 3d, e 50x80, in 50-vara
51 ; sw 7th, 200 se Bryant, se 65x80—
100-vara 1SS

Undivided half, sw Vermont and Eldo-
rado, B 162:6x100—P N 101

Undivided hiilf of same
S Sacramento, 51:3 w Stciner, w 25:10 x
120—Western Addition

Same
Sw Hampton, 100 se Folsom, se 25x55-
100-vara 42

Same
E Treat avenue, 125 s 21st, s 60x122:6-
Mission Block 54

N Liberty, 130 w DoloreB, w 25x114, be
in Mission Block SS

NPine, 137:6 e Laguna, e 38:9x137:6-
Weslern Addition 197

S O'Farrell, 93:6 w Webster, w 22:6x120
-Western Addition 307

Same
Nw Minna, 313:1 sw 3d, bw 21:10x70, be-
ing in 100-vara 16

N Elliott Park, 154 w Steiner. w 22x70..
Sw of Hawthorne, 242 se of Folsom, se
33x112:6

S 1

8,314

10,000

10
1,350

1,700

5

5,000

4,500
5

3,000
1,750

"Wednesday, August 16th.

G Friedrich to James Jndson. .

.

Jno Moran to Aug D Coles etal..

P Friendlander to J B Diffenbacher

J BDift'enbacher tn GLovegrove.
KECStearnsto Otis B Angel!..

.

Chas W Elliot to Chaa E Convis..

Geo Edwards to B McKiernan

L Gottig to Jas Campbell

I Glazier by Tax Col to Pac Bank
M B Levy to Wm Wolf

Saml Morgenstern to same
Job A Donohoe to Mary S Lemman

L Breslin to Bernard Hughes

Mary E Donnelly to JnoDupny..

Sw 16th and 2d avenue, w 21:9x80 -Mis-
sion Blk 39 ; also lot 8 blk 10 Univer-
sity Mound Survey, w Valencia, 77 n
Hill, n 25x90, being M B 74

N Ivy, 110:9 w Polk, w 40—Western Ad-
dition 68

E Mason, 87:6 n Sutter, n 50x87:0, being
in 50-vara 358

Same
Se Clementina, 100 swlst, 50x75, being

in 100-vara 55
N Vallejo, 161:6 w of Baker, w 48x150—
Western Addition 573

NBush, 112:6 w of Pierce, w 25x100—
Western Addition 427

N Clinton Park, 217 w Guerrero, w 25 x
75—Mission Block 25

E Dolores, 26:6 s 28th, s 100x100
E Webster, 25 s O'Farrell, s 25x90, be-
ing in Western Addition 278

Same
Nw Townsend, 137:6 ne 2d, ne 217:6 x
247:6—100-vara 148

N 30th, 280 w Church, w 25x114—Harp
er's Addition 99

Se Dnpont and Adler, b 40x72, and sub
ject to mortgage

1,000

5

10,000

4,700

1

3,000

57,500

575

10,000

Thursday, August 17th.

Ellen Coleman to MaryDriscoll

J P Moesta and wf to Anna Schaffer

C D Wheat et al to L Gottig. .

.

Same to same
Ctiloe M Chapman et al to same.

Jos A Becsey to Robt McKee..

R McMillan to Jos A Becsey
W L Powleson to Ferd Heiduska

H Hollmau to Dsniel Carmody

H Lachman to Peter T Gannon..

.

L Schuspler et al to C Scbussler.

.

Savs and Ln Soc to G L A Forck

A L Warner to Jno W Carrick. .

.

J W Carrick to S S Nichols

S Randall, 90 w Chenery, w 26x100, be-
ing portion blk 19, Fairmouut Tract.

.

S McAllister, 100 e Van Ness, e 38:4 x
120-Western Addition 66W Elgin Park, 119 n Ridley, n 44x75—
Mission Block 22

Fractional Blk 20:) O'Neil & Haley T'ct
E Mission, 139 n 18th, n 40x122:6, being

in Mission Block 60
N Pacific, 52:6 e Battery, e 85x57:6—Bay
and Water 25 and 26

Same
S Golden Gate Avenue, 25 e Scott,' e 25
x 109:6- Western Addition 434

N Valley, 125 w Guerrero, w 25:8x114-
Harper's Addition 37

S 16tb, 125 w Castro, w 25x100, bein°
lot 10, blk 14, Flint Tract

Lots 55 and 56, Silver Terrace Hd
E Tennessee, 175 n Butte, n 25x100—Po

trero Nuevo 389
Lot 13, blk 109, and lot 2, blk 1030; S S
FHd &RRAssu

Lot 13, blk 15*, same

Gift

1

4,300

1,900

14,500

13,000

4,200

1,000

200
400

1,400

1

250

Thursday, August 17th—Continued.

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE.

Jas O'Donnell toH Ingwerson

HX Van de Casteele to A L Vilegia

L Villegia to H S Van de CaBteele

Mary A Dunne to Patk C Casey . .

.

Alice Padoy to Jas Flaherty

H B Angell et al to Walter Powell

Giles H Gray to Jas M Haven....

DESCRIPTION.

Nw Folsom. 125 ne 5th, ne 25x30, being
in 100-vara 141

W Sansome, 45:6 n Bush, n 24:3x67:6; e

Hyde, 87:6 s Ellis, s 25x137:6
W Sansome, 69:9 n Bush, n 24:3x67:6; e

Hyde, 112:6 s Ellis, s 25x137:6
Sw Ridley and Mission, s 32x70—Mis-

sion Block 27
S Oak, 137:6 w Gough, w 23x120, being

in Western Addition 146
Sw 4th, 171:6 nw Howard, nw 34:4x90—

1 00-vara 137
Undivided halt, lots 21, 22, 23. blk 504,

Haley Purchase

$3,000

4,950

5,050

29,500

5

Friday, August 18th.

V Wackenreuder to John Ristow.

J M Baldwin to Edwd Parrish

A Barney to Jno W Barney
M A Sanford to Alice G Howard.

Mary O'Connor to Daniel Curtin..

Mary R Barstow to H Westerfeld.

.

F M McQuade & wf to A Meyer .

.

Gus Reis et al to James Gately. . .

.

L Gottig to Johanna F O'Neil

Louis Scbussler to Eliza Schussler

Nw Army and San Brnno Road, n 41, w
105, s 22, n 113, portion P V lot 242.

Undivided half, sw Kearny and Bay, w
137:6x68:9 -50-vara 550

Precita Valley lot No 233
S 20th, 24:6 e Stevenson, e 22x85, being

in Mission Block 66
N 24th, 205 w Noe, w 25x114—Harper's
Addition 160
W Pennsylvania Avenue, 300 s Nevada,

s 58x100—Potrero Nuevo 298
N Bush, 112:6 w Jones, w 25x100, being

in 50-vara 1084
E Tennessee, 125 n Sierra, n 25x100—
Potrero Nuevo 392

S Pacific, 155 e Webster, e 30x1 17, be-
ing in Western Addition 267

Lots 53 and 54, Silver Terrace Hd

Saturday, August 19th.

Thos Bell to W S Townsend,.

J F Taylor to H W Taylor
J K Taylor by atty to Thos Brown

Same to Alice Brown..

F B Wilde et al to Mary Barr..
B (_'ohn to Johanna Joseph

J K Taylor to Patk Wall.

West O Mu Ln Asn to AMartorella
Jas Dalv etal to Emma Scoles....
Same to Thos R Daly
Jno Treat to Samuel Crim
Same
Otto Behr to Benj F Hnrlbert

Patk Wall to Jno H Brill

Enos Taylor to Ferd Reis

W Valencia, 27:5 8 23d, w 161:5 sw 3^
inches—MiBBion Block 156

E Michigan, 100 s Shasta, b 75x100
VV Georgia, 250 n Sierra, n 50x100- Po-
trero Nuevo 445

E Michigan, 250 n Sierra, n 25x105 -Po-
trero Nuevo 445

Lot 24, blk 2, Johnson Tract
Lots 1221 to 1227 and 16:8 ft of lot 1213,
Gift Map 2

E Michigan, 225 n Sierra, n 25x100—Po-
trero 445; e Micbiaan, 275 n Sierra, n
25x100—Potrero Nuevo 445

Lots 6 and 7, blk 9. West End Map 1 . .

.

S 24th, 101:9 w SaDCbez, w 25:5x114 ...
" 127:7 w Bame, etc

Ontside Lands
W Cook, 525 n Pt Lobos Ave, w 120 x
n 27 ; lot 27 blk 642 Point Lobos Ave-
nue Homestead

E Michigan, 275 n Sierra, n 25x100—Po-
trero Nuevo 445

N Post, 100 w Powell, w 34:6, n 137:0, e
56:6, s 65:6, w 20, s 72:6 to com

$1,000

1

1

3,000

390

1,800

5,500

775

4,150

550
415

1,440

3,000
300

1,400

5

GEO. STREET, Agent JTews Letter, 30 Commit, E. C, Lontton.

JOYCE'S SPORTING AMMUNITION.
[ESTABLISHED 1820.]

Tbe attention of Sportsmen is invited to tbe following
Ammunition, of the best quality, now in general use throughout England,

India and the Colonies : Joyce's Treble Waterproof and F 3 Quality Percussion
Caps ; Chemically-prepared Cloth and Felt Gun Wadding ; Joyce's Gas-Tight Car-
tridges, for Pin-fire and Central-fire Breech-loading Guns ; Wire Cartridges, for killing

game at long distances, and every description of Sporting Ammunition. Sold by
all gun-makers and dealers in gunpowder.

FREDERICK JOYCE & CO., Patentees and Manufacturers,
Oct. 29. 57 Upper Thames street, London.

F
LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.

InestanU Cheapest Meat-flavoring
Dishes and Sauces.

Stock for Soups, Made

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT,

An Invaluable and Palatable Tonic in all Cases of Weak
Digestion and Debility. " Is a success and boon for which Nations should feel

grateful," See " Medical Press," "Lancet," " British Medical Journal," etc.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
Caution--Genuine only witb fac-simile ol Baron JLiebig's

Signature, in blue ink, across Label.

This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substitutes being in

the market.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
To be bad of all Store-beepers, Grocers and Cbeinists. Sole

Agents for the United States (wholesale only), C. David & Co., 9, Fenchurch
Avenue, London, England. Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, San
Francisco. June 10.

be Summer Sun and Dust. Ladies and all exposed to the scorching
rays of the sun and heated particles of dust, will find thai the most
cooling and refreshing preparation for the face, hands and arms, is

viands' Kalydor, which eradicates all prickly Heat, Sunburn, Tan,
Freckles, Stings of Insects, etc., and produces a beautiful and delicate
complexion.

viands1 Macassar Oil prevents the hair falling off or becoming dry
during the hot weather, and eradicates scurf and dandruff.

viands' Odonto is the purest and most fragrant Tooth Powder ever used,
and contains no acid or mineral ingredients, which are so detrimental
to tbe teeth and gums. Its purity especially adaptB it for the teeth of

young children. Ask any dealer in perfumery for Rowlands' articles,

of 20, Hatton Garden, London.
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had no idea then of the power of the sun to insUntar
"counterfeit presentment* '* with a faithfulness that n. .

LLLIOI COMPACT has reduced tli-

eat, aimnlmt, cheapest and most useful proportfaiM, .^n, for
$2.50. obtain 100 photographs, already gummed and perforated, in shape
and site like a poaUtfe-sUmp.

Here Bleeps Protector Kelley

;

Pik' Iron couldn't save hiin.
Perdition's furnace doors were closed ;

Old Satan would not have hira.
" Protection here," the devil aaj 1

;

" Protection here!" When 1 am dead
Free trade is Rood enough for roe,

I want my brimstone duty free,

Now I'm a Democratic fellow."

Alice Oates, who was reported to be sick in Australia, has so far re-

covered as to be able to sit up and pet married a^ain. They aav she ia

going to settle down this time in dead earnest. Bheproprj
naughty things and take to domestic life. We believe it. One little

piece of evidence satisfies us. She has sent an order to I)e La Montanya,
of Jackson street, below Battery, for an Arlington cooking range.

What ia life and what are we ? Others fair and brave as we
Only leave* upon a tree, Orew of old upon the tree ;

Green to-day, to-morrow sere, Now they crumble in the mold,
Then we are no longer here! With their histories untold.

So shall we— it is our lot

Thus to die and be forgot ;

By-and-bye the tree will fall-
One oblivion waits for all.

Henry Irving, the greatest living personator of Shakespeare's " Ham-
let," is coming to America. Oscar Wilde, with his keen eye to the es-

thetic, says there is a pathos in Irving's starboard leg, only to be equaled
by the soulful yearningness of his port elbow. In that case, there is oDly
one photographic firm in America that can do him justice. He will have
to come to San Francisco and visit Bradley & Rulofson, corner of Mont-
gomery and Sacramento streets.

Delicately Put—Landlady: 'Ope you slep' well, sir? The bed is

small, but very comfortable for one. Lodger (who has spent half the
night in the study of insect life): I daresay it may be, but last night it

was too crowded for comfort!

The Arkansas Traveler's aged colored person says: " My idea ob de
better worl' is war dar is a election goin' on all de time, case den de white
folks is alters perlight." It is pleasant to all alike to meet polite people.
Take your lunches and suppers at the Original Swain's Bakery, 213 Sut-
ter street, and there you are sure to meet somebody you know. You have
one of the nicest of meals, served by one of the politest of attendants.

In India the wise men are translating Bob Ingersoll's lectures and
scattering them broadcast among the natives, to counteract the influence
of the Christian missionaries in that country. Meanwhile the Indiana
hereabouts are putting on their war paint. Talking of paint reminds us
that Noble Bros., of 642 Clay street, are the best house and sign painters
in San Francisco.

In South Carolina the following epitaph is said to repose upon a
tombstone:

Here lies the body of Robert Gordan,
Mouth almighty and teeth acuordin'

;

Stranger, tread lightly over this wonder,
If he opens bis mouth you're gone, by thunder.

"Every truth has two sides ; look at both before committing yourself
to either." Kidney-Wort challenges the closest scrutiny of its ingredi-
ents and its grand results. It has nothing to fear from truth. Doctors
may disagree as to the best methods and remedies for the cure of consti-

pation and disordered liver and kidneys. But those that have used Kid-
ney-Wort agree that it is by far the best medicine known. Its action is

prompt, thorough and lasting.

Most ministers spend too much time proving that what they say is

true. The court, which is the congregation for the nonce, should be pre-
sumed to know something.

A woman has two smiles that an angel might envy—the smile that ac-

cepts the lover before words are uttered, and the smile that lights on the
first born baby. A man has but one smile on earth that warms his heart,
elevates his soul and makes him for the time every inch a man. That is

a "smile" of P. J. Cassin & Co.'s pure and unadulterated liquors, which
are sold at the corner of Washington and Battery streets in retail quan-
tities at wholesale prices.

Why do women present an attitude of cold faBhionableness to a world
which they might win by their sweetness and inspire by their virtue ?

Nothing hides a blemish so completely as cloth of gold. This is the
first lesson that heirs and heiresses commonly learn! Nothing hides an
ill-shaped or bald head like a well-shaped hat in the latest fashion, and
which alone are manufactured by White, the renowned hatter, of 614
Commercial street.

She was as good as she was fair.

None—none on earth above her

;

As pure in thought as angels are

;

To know her was to love her.

Beat pictures taken at the Imperial Gallery, 724£ Market street.
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i.y Um dm <-f Ly.li.i K. Pmkhun'i Vagvubla Compound,

J. F. Cutters Old Bourbon. Tin- calibrated whisky i» for aale by
all Brit-cUi droggutts and groom, Trade mark -t:ir within a itt

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,
Sawing. Planinjr and Manufacturing—Doora, Sashes, Blinds and

Mouldings-Turning, Scroll and Jig 8awlng--Counters.
Bar and Store Fixtures.

Rnlahmg Work for Bnfldlngi on Band ind Made to Order.

217 to 225 Spear Si., And -!1H to J-jfi Bt«W»rl St., H. F.
The largest ami oldest sstablbhvd mill on «'oa»t.

D. A. Macdonalp, Prsst B. s Palooxi a, \V. N. Millbr, Supt
[March 26.]

F. N, Neuval. W.S.Somervell,
PACIFIC ASPHALTUM COMPANY.

Established 1865-

Proprietors of the Celebrated Corral de Fiedra Asphaltum Mine,
(San Louis Obispo County).

Healers in Crude atirl Iteflned

ASPHALTUM, FELT AND ROOFING MATERIAL.
Prepared Asphaltum for Country Orders always on hand. Contractors for Side-

walks, Roofs, Floors and General Asphaltum Work. All Work Guaranteed.

Officeand Depot,420 Jackson.
\
Branch Office, 422 Montgomery,S.JF.

WILLIAM T. COLEMAN & CO.,

MEMBERS OF THE

PRODUCE EXCHANGE,
123 and 125 Market Street, San Francisco.

[July 29.)

THOMAS PRICE'S
ASSAY OFFICE AND CHEMICAL LABORATORY,

524 Sacramento Street San Francisco.
Deposits of Bullion received, melted luto bars, and returns

made in from twenty-four to forty-eight hours.
Bullion can be forwarded to this office from any part of the interior by express

and returns made in the same manner.
Careful Analysis made of Ores, Metal, Soils, Waters, Industrial Products, etc.
Mines examined and reported upon. Consultations on Chemical and Metallurgical

questions. March 20.

LEE CRAIG,
SEARCHER OF RECORDS,

Notary Public and Commissioner of Deeds,
316 Montgomery Street Bet. California and Fine.

Commissioner for New York, Arizona, Nevada, Pennsylvania, Utah, Oregon, Idaho
Washington Territory, Ohio, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Illinois, New Jersey
and other States and Territories. DEPOSITIONS A SPECIALTY. Acknowledg-
ments taken and oaths administered at any hour of the day or night.
May 13. LEE D. CRAIG.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

360 FOUBTB: STJBEJET, SAJT FMjUTCISCO.
[July 16.]

PAINTING, TINTING, WHITENING AND PAPER-HANGING.
Gentlemen about to have work in this line done will ben-

efit themselves by calling at my establishment, examine samples of workman-
ship, and getting estimates of Cost. Orders sent by telephone (No. 433) from any
part of the city promptly attended to. E M. GALLAGHER,
July 8. 611 Sacramento Street, bet. Montgomery and Kearny.

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN
Steam Baths; Electric anil Chemical Bi.ths; Snlphur and

and other medicated vapor baths, with Swedish movements and massage.
Special apartments for ladies and families. DR. JUSTIN GATES,
July 1. 722 Montgomery street, near Washington.

M
WM. H. V. CRONISE,

iniiic, N.E. comer ofMontgomery and Callforninstreets,
No. SO. Office Hours: 11 a.m. to *2 p.m. June 10.

D'
REMOVAL.

. E. II. Pardee has removed from 621 Clay street to 526
Montgomery, corner Clay. Hours, 10 A.M. to 3 p.m. July 29.

$66' week in your own town. Terms and $5 outfit free.
Address H. Hallett & Co., Portland, Maine.
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The Fall trade is beginning to develop itself in various leading depart-

ments of traffic. On Tuesday last S. L. Jones & Co. held an interesting

auction sale of Rice and other goods, at which 5,000 mats mixed China

Rice sold at 4.95c $ lt>. Private sales of 3,000 bags of Hawaiian table

Rice have also been consummated at 4.75e. This low price for the

latter is to be accounted for by the near approach of the new crop at the

Islands, which is said to be large and of excellent quality ; besides, a re-

duction in Overland freights of £c ^ to, now l^c, may be productive of in-

creased shipments of Rice Eastward. Report says that a prominent

operator in Sandwich Island Sugar and Rice recently purchased 10,000

bags of the latter (old crop) at Honolulu, paying there 4|c, which, of

course, leaves a loss to the operator.

Sugar.—On Monday last the local refineries reduced the price of Re-

fined £c. $ lb.; now 12|c. for Cube and Crushed. The Spot stock of

Island Raws is large ; at the same time the Sugar consumption upon the.

Pacific Slope appears to be increasing steadily. During the week under

review our stocks of Hawaiian Sugars have been increased by the arrival

of the brig W. G. Irwin from Honolulu and the schooner Emma Clandina

from Kahului. The former had for cargo 3,700 pkgs. Sugar, 274 bbls.

MolasseB, and the latter 3,835 bags Raw Sugars. There continues to be a

good demand for the better grades of Island Raws, and at remunerative

prices. We quote refiners' prices aB follows:

Extra Fine Cube, in bbls 12ic.

(A) Crushed, in bbls 12*0.

(A) Loaves, in bbls 124;c.

Fine Crushed, in bbh 12^c.

Powdered, in bbls 12£c.

Fancy Extra Powdered, in bbls 13 c.

Dry Granulated, in bbls life.

Confectioners Circle A, in bbls lHc.

Extra Golden C, in bbls 10^c.

El Dorado C, in bbls l<Uc.

Mariposa C, in bbls 10^-c.

Golden C, in bbls 10hc.

For half bbls., £c. additional on all kinds; 100-ft. boxes, ^c. do.; for all

other boxes, ^c. do. Terms, net cash on delivery. Prices subject to

change without notice. No order taken for less than 25 bbls., or its

equivalent. Overland shipments in six months, chiefly Hawaiian, 15,111,-

730 lbs. The following exhibit gives the comparative imports for the first

six months of

—

1880. 1881. 1882.

Manila, lbs 4,956,660 12,762,120

Hawaiian, lbs 38,346,135 51,785.901 65,486,803

Batavian, lbs 4,704,000

Central American, lbs 1,492,326 705,630 723,115

China, lbs 380,680 2,841,690 539,370

Mexican, fts 31,763

Peruvian, lbs 183,968

Germany, lbs 8,400

Totals 45,359,769 72,931,154 66,757,728

Tonnage and Freights.—Quite a number of Grain Charters have been
written during the week upon the basis of 50@52s. 6d., for wood and iron

respectively. The disengaged tonnage here and at neighboring ports is

about 45,000 tons register. To arrive in all this year 309,000 tons, against
same date last year of 359,000 tons. The fleet upon the berth is about
37,000 tons, or only about one-half that of last year at even date. The
last steamer carrying Flour to China (an unusually large quantity) car-

ried it as low as 51 50 per ton. The regular price is §5 per ton. So much
for competition by return British steamers, bringing Chinese passengers
to this Coast. Opposition between this and Honolulu has occasioned a
decline in freights by sail to S2 50 per ton. This low rate of freight, if

long continued, will result in driving off the half dozen lines of sailing
packets between this and the Islands, and give the bulk of the carrying
trade to the two steamships now competing for the Island traffic.

"Wheat.—Exporters continue to give a preference to purchasers in the
interior for shiploading atBenicia, Port Costa and South Vallejo, paying
therefor §1 65@S1 70 $? ctL, at same time offering here only SI 67£ $
ctl. for choice No. 1. Farmers generally are disposed to warehouse tneir
Wheat, instead of selling it at the moment; and to this end they are stor-
ing freely ab Stockton, and other convenient landings where they can get
cheap storage and cash advances, if needed, at 6@7 per cent per annum.
Crops are turning out splendidly, the farmers being agreeably dis-
appointed with the increased yield upon threshing. The Call Boards
have not done, as yet, any rushing business in Wheat futures. Conserva-
tive shipowners and exporters fight shy of this new departure on the
Pacific.

Barley.—Some fine samples of new crop Chevalier have been exhibited
upon 'Change, but as yet no sales of importance have been consummated,
nor can prices be said to have been established. The same remarks will
apply in general to new crop Brewing. Feed Barley seems to be the fa-
vorite football at present on Call, evidently looking towards a corner in
near-by Futures. The Spot price of Feed No. 1 may be quoted at SI 25
@S1 27 $ ctL, and for this on for months to come. No. 2 Feed, §1 20@
SI 22i.

_
This comparatively high price for Feed Grain ought to call out

free deliveries, but the truth is that farmers are more or less bewildered
by the operators on Call, and look for a corner, when they hope to be
benefited thereby, quite forgetting that these differences in value are set-
tled by cash in hand.

Corn and Oats.—There is at present but little business doing in these
grains. We quote the former at §1 70@1 75 # ctl.—the latter at SI 75(®
185$ ctl.

°
Rye.—The crop is said to be poor in this State—badly pinched—

price, 2c.

Hops.—Pacific crops are turning out Bplendidly, with sales at 40, 45@
50c, according to quality.

Hides and Tallow. —A good demand exists for both articles. Dry
Hides, 19@.19£c ; refined Tallow, for export, 10@llc ; country rendered
7£@8e.

Wool.—The Spot stock is said to be 8,000,000 lbs., the assortment be-
reft of the higher and finer grades of Spring clip. Some few parcels of the
Fall clip have appeared, but no sales have yet been effected. The range
for Spring Wool is 15@27£c for all grades.

Auction sales during the week have been numerouB. On Monday,
Newhall Sons & Co. had its usual trade sale, and again on Thursday, of
Boots and Shoes. Tuesday, S. L. Jones & Co. sold Rice and other gro-
ceries ; Thursday, Granite and Earthernware ; Friday, Groceries, etc.

Greenebaum & Co. had several trade sales during the week of Dry Goods,
Silks, Clothing, etc. R. D. W. Davis & Co. sell Boots and Shoes this
day. Cobb, Boone & Co. sold valuable Real Estate on Thursday—and
these Beveral auction houses advertise other sales for next week. These
wholesale trade sales are indicative of an early opening of the Fall trade.

Macondray & Co.—This old pioneer mercantile firm has taken a new
lease of life, Mr. G. Loring Cunningham (junior partner) having Bold out
his interest in the firm. Fred. W. Macondray has associated with him
Michael Castle, one of the original founders of the old-established Gro-
cery House of Castle Brothers, and these two gentlemen, with James A.
Robinson, will in future constitute the firm of Macondray & Co., a house
well known in the China and Japan trade as importers of Teas, Silks,
Spices, etc., besides transacting an extensive shipping business, without
interruption, Bince 1849.

From the Islands.—The bark Wm. H. Dimond, 19 days from Kahu-
lui, has arrived with 7,875 bags Sugar to the California Refinery.

From the Isthmus.—The old bark Legal Tender has at last reached
port, after an eventful voyage of 134 days from Panama via San Jose de
Guatemala, bringing for cargo 1,104 bags Sugar and 105 sacks coffee.

From Liverpool.—The British ship New York, 141 days from Liver-
pool, to Rodgers, Meyer & Co., is at hand, with 2,735 tons Coal.

From Sydney.—The British ship Celestial Empire, 56 days from Syd-
ney, to Balfour, Guthrie & Co., brings 2,450 tons Coal, t

From Philadelphia.—The ship Sea King, 138 days from Philadelphia,
has an assorted cargo of general merchandise to John Rosenfield.

Our Grain Fleet.—Dating from July 1st, 46 vessels have sailed for
Europe, carrying 1,887,106 ctls. Wheat, value $3,235,359; same time
1881, 60 vessels, carrying 2,392,344 ctls. Wheat, value §3,496,329. These
vessels also carried about 50,000 bbls. Flour. There are now on the berth
31 vessels, of 40,980 tons register.

Quicksilver.—The market is dull at 37c. The exports for the week,
by sea, were as follows:

To Corinto per steamer Clyde, hence 18th inst.: Flasks. Value.
Degener & Co 4 $114

To San Bias, per same: Cabrera, Roma & Co 25 855
To Callao, per same: Muecke, Victor & Co 50 1,610
To Valparaiso, per same: J. B. Randol 100 3^000

Totals 179 S 5,579
Previously since January 1, 1882 23,818 701,684

Totals since January 1, 1§82 23,997 $707,263
Totals same period 1881 24,795 718,285

Receipts since January 1, 1882, 28,694 flasks.

Exports by rail during the month of July aggregate 867 flasks, of
which 100 flasks were shipped from this city. The total exports by rail,
for the first seven months of 1882, were 3,819 flasks, of which 1,179 flasks
were shipped from San Francisco.

Coal and Iron.—Supplies are liberal; the market quiet; low rates ru-
ling for all descriptions.

IS UNQUESTIONABLY THE

VERY BEST PIANO
MADE IK AMERICA.

BUY ONE AND BE CONVINCED.
OHAS. S. EATOKT, Agent.. ..647 Market St., opp. Kearny, S.P.

REMOVAL-DRIVEN FROM HOME.
FRANK G. EDWARDS,

OF

688 CLAY STREET,
la removing his fine stock of CARPETS, WALL PAPERS, etc., to Phelan's Block,

junction of Market and O'Farrell streets. Auu. 19.

For Ladies, Gentlemen and Families.

IT. S. RESTAURANT
548 Clay street , .Year Montgomery

£3T First-Claas. Reasonable Pinces . "®ft

Aug. 19. EZRA BICHAKDN, Prop.

A. WALDSTEIN,
Lithographer and Ziucographer, Wo. 320 Sansome street.

Room 48, Second Fluor. Am*. 19.

MRS. JULIA

-

MELVILLE-SNYDER,
~

613 Mason Street, between Bush and Sutter.

Voeal Mnsic lor Opera, Concert or .Parlor. Piano and
Elocution. Dramatic Elocution and Voice Culture Specialties. [April 29.

epairlug Watches and Jewelry, No. 39 Third Street.
[July 22.1 D. L. LEVY.

Gold Watches! Gold Watches! Gold Watches!—Bis bargains in
them at Uncle Harris's, 221 Kearny street, between Bush and Sutter
streets.

R
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AT THE FAIR
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Ni'vri.ms in fJOBSJeTB.

One of the moat attractive stands in the Kair is the exhibit of

Sresided over by that most amiable of ladies, Mrs. M. H. Ober, of 396
utter street The cornets exhibited are of various make, but they are all

modeled with a view to improve and beautify the Gjrare, t. tit oloeely and
in graceful outlines, and, above all, to be natural and comfortable. Mrs.
Ober'a corsets are constructed with the greatest care, of the very beat
materials obtainable. Durability is one of their leading features, and
with this desideratum in view the bones are so placed that it is almost im-
possible for them to break. Ladv visitors to the Fair should not fail to
examine this exhibit carefully. 'The corset is a necessary and most im-
portant article of feminine attire, and both for the sake of economy and
comfort it always pays to buy the best. This being the case, Mrs. Ober
ought not to lack for customers.

Pianos Par Excellence.

Up-Btairs, near the elevator, the visitor to the Fair encounters one of
the hnest and most interesting exhibits to be seen within the entire limits
of the vast building, namely, the enclosure containing many beautiful
specimens of the world-renowned " Hallett-Davis " pianos. The elegant
finish of these marvelous instruments would alone be sufficient to com-
mend them to the public were they as mute as the traditional harp that
once through Tara's halls the soul of music shed. But Mr. Badger, the
far-sighted agent of Hallett, Davis & Co., has taken good care that his
pianos shall speak for themselves. Performers of ability, who can do
justice to the instruments, perform upon them nightly, sometimes with
the accompaniment of a clever banjo-player and a singularly expert
whistler. The consequence is that the Hallett-Davis stand is one of the
chief attractions of the Fair, and is nightly crowded with the creme dc la

creme of the attendance. The delicacy of touch and richness of tone pos-
sessed by these triumphs of musical art are the theme of general conver-
sation from one end of the great building to the other. Aside from its

musical qualities, the popularity of the " Hallett-Davis " illustrates a
queer revolution in piano-fashion (if we may coin the expression}. Form-
erly square and grand pianos were all the rage, but the Hallett-Davis is

an " upright, " and consequently nothing but "uprightB " are now seen in

the parlors of the fastidious.

Chilled Iron Shafting.

Mr. Joshua Hendy, of Fremont and Mission streets, has on exhibition

some splendid specimens of chilled iron shafting. The advantage pos-

sessed by this shafting over the ordinary kind lies in its greatly superior
strength. For instance, work that would require at least two and a half-

inch shafting of the old fashioned sort, can safely be performed with two-
inch shafting of the kind that Mr. Hendy is displaying. We speak from
experience, as our press-room is fitted with the chilled iron shafting, and
we have thus had ample opportunity to judge of its merits. All parties

interested in the improvement of machinery should be careful not to pass

Mr. Hendy's exhibit.

Leather Belting.
A noteworthy exhibit is that furnished by H. N. Cook, of Fremont and

Market sts., whose reputation as a manufacturer of leather hose and belting

is not confined to this coast, but extends all over the United States wherever
machinery is used. Mr. Cook's belting to a great extent owes its fame
and popularity to the fact that the leather used is invariably so thoroughly
seasoned that there is scarcely any stretch to it—a quality which saves

the trouble and inconvenience of "taking up" or shortening the belt

while in use, as has so often to be done with ordinary belting. The exhibit

at the Fair shows a great variety of belting, both single and double, and
is well worth a visit from those interested in such matters.

19

The cheapest, beat, and by far the most varied assortment of toilet

and fancy articles in the city are to be found at the Ralston Pharmacy,
on the northwest corner of Powell and PoBt Btreets. This establishment,

which has only been recently opened, haa just received a large and com-
plete assortment of all those articles which are included in the term
" druggists' fancy goods." This select stock iB all fresh and new, and un-

injured by exposure in showcases and windows, and the prices are all

marked down low.

Butterfield, the Market-street boot-and-shoe dealer, has triumphed
over the Boycotters, who tried to dictate to him how he should run his

business, and now he is reaping the reward due to courage and pluck.

Customers of the most desirable kind are rushing to his store, and his

business has largely increased. Nothing succeeds like success, and But-
terfield has certainly made a success by his nncompromising and manly
course.
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Messrs. J. M. Litchfield & Co., merchant tailors, \\U Montgomery
have just received a large and well-selected stock of Fall goods,

and gentlemen who wish to bo seasonably and elegautly dressed should
give them a call. Messrs. Litchfield & Co. employ none but experienced

,

reliable cutters, and garments turned out of tneir establishment invaria-
bly fit well, look well, wear well and give satisfaction.

We are in receipt of a neatly printed volume entitled "The Cross of
Monterey, and Other Poems." The poetry is above the average produc-
tions of the period, and does credit to the local writer, Mr. Richard Ed-
ward White. The California Publishing Company have executed the let-

terpress work with their usual skill and taste.

Headquarters for Electric Belts and appliances for the cure of ner-
vous, painful and debilitating diseases. Pamphlets, with full particulars,

free. Address Pulvermacher Galvanic Company, 513 Montgomery
street, San Francisco. Cal.

St. John's Presbyterian Church, Post Street.—The Rev. Dr.
Scott, pastor, will preach Sunday at the usual hours. The public cor-

dially invited to attend.

The Californiaii, for September, is out, and is an excellent number,
full of pood reading.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,

For Japan and China, leave wharl'. corner First and Bran*
nan streets, at 2 P.M., for YOKOHAMA AND HONGKONG, connecting at

Yokohama with Steamers for Shanghai.

OCEANIC Wednesday, Aug. 30th GAELIC Tuesday, Dec. 12th
COMIC Thursday, Sept. 7th BELGIC Saturday, Dec. 23d
GAELIC Thursday, Sept. 2Sth ARABIC Thursday, Jan. 11th, 1883
BELGIC Saturday, October 7th OCEANIC Tuesday, Jan. 23d
ARABIC Saturday, October 28th COPTIC Saturday, Feb. 3d
OCEANIC Thursday, Nov. 9th GAELIC Saturday, Feb. 24th
COPTIC Tuesday, Nov. 21st BELGIC Thursday, March 8th

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates.
Cabin Plans on exhibition aud Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.'a General

Offices, Room 74, corner Fourth and Townsend streets.

For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Paciflc Mail Steam-
ship Compan; 'b Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN, General Passenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD, President. Aug. 26.

SEVENTEENTH INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION
OK TUB

MECHANICS' INSTITUTE
WILL OPEN TO THE PUBLIC ON

TUESDAY August 15. 1882,
At the NEW PAVILION,

LARKIN, HAYES, POLK AND GROVE STREETS.
And Continue until September 16th.

PREMIUMS of Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals, Diplomas and Cash will be award-
ed to meritorious exhibits in Art, Manufactures aud Natural Products. Full infor-
mation will be given or 6ent by applying at the Office, 27 Post street.

P. B. CORNWALL, President.
J. H. CULVER. Secretary.

Aug. 5. J. H. GILMORE, Superintendent.

PROF. JOS. JOSSET,
Graduate of the University of Paris; Ex. .Professor of De

la Mennais' Normal, France; late of Point Loma Seminary, San Diego. Pri-
vate Lessons in the French Language. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 P.M. Private Lessons given at the res-

idence of the pupil. Dec. 6.

ROBERT WALKINSHAW,
REAL ESTATE AGENT 407 Montgomery Street.

Farming, Mining and City Property.
[July 29.]

COKE CHEAPEST FUEL.
Redaction lu Price : Wholesale Price, 50 ceuts per barrel

;

Retell Price, 60 cents per barrel, at the works of the SAN FRANCISCO GAS-
LIGHT COMPANY, Howard and First streets, and foot of Second st. Jan. 12.
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
From a scientific point of view the bombardment of Alexandria

seems to have given unbounded satisfaction to the experts in all parts of

the world. To sum t'ie matter up briefly, England may congratulate

herself on possessing in her ironclads the most perfect engines of attack

that have ever existed. From one point of view it is even satisfactory

that the Egyptian guns were powerful enough to afford something like a

genuine test of the powers of defense possessed by the fleet. Although

they produced so little effect, they were big guns and well served. This

shows that these vessels can afford to despise all but the very largest ord-

nance. Of the destructive powers of the English guns too much cannot

be said in their praise. Foreigners who have visited the Alexandrian

forts since the engagement have expressed their astonishment at the ex-

traordinary efficiency of the weapons with which the ships are armed. In

spite of the roughness of the sea, and of the smoke which settled on the

ships in action after a round or two had been fired, the precision with

which the gunnery practice was carried on has delighted those who are

best qualified to judge in such matters. But it is not in their ordnance

alone that such vessels as the Inflexible, the Invincible and the Temeraire

hrve proved themselves capable of answering all expectations. Each of

these vessels is full of scientific appliances, which are brought into play in

many different ways. For example, the electric light was brought to bear

^rith perfect success before the battle, and revealed the fact that the

Egyptian troops were working at the forts by night.

The scene when the Scots Guards left for Egypt was a sight to be re-

membered. The crowd of people was tremendous, and the enthusiasm

unbounded. The English are certainly an odd nation ; for, phlegmatic as

they may be as a rule, tbere are occasions when they work themselves into

a state of excitement which surpasses even that occasionally shown by
their lively neighbors across the Channel. As is usual during a time of

war, the military are very popular in town, and this was evinced in a

most remarkable way, the vast concourse, including many of the highest

as well as a considerable number of the lowest in the land, all of whom
wished the departing warriors " Good luck." The Duchess of Connaught
was evidently much cut up at her husband's going, and while waiting for

the steamer at Westminster looked so pale that it was feared she would

faint ; it is generally understood that they are a most affectionate couple.

It was very plain that the pang of parting was felt as keenly by Royalty

as by many of the multitude.

AIT the regiments stationed in Dover cheered the Orient from their

quarters as she came in sight, recently. The Buffs lined the hights of

the Citadel, and gave three cheers. At the same time the band played

the March of the Scots Guards, " Auld Lang Syne," and " God Save the

Queen." A message was also sent on the flag conveying the good wishes

of the colonel, officers, and men of the Buffs, and good luck to all on
board. In reply the Scots Guards flagged back, " Good-bye, old Buffs,

the City of London regiment, etc., again, good-bye to you all."

£>.There is a great deal of fad about a few boys serving in the army when
engaged in active hostilities. The objection to " boys " is when they are

so numerous as to effect the general physique of the rank and file. The
"boys" have been most useful at all times in a fight, afloat or ashore.

The services of the drummer and fife boys of the Royal Marines, when,
on a Good Friday, on the North coast of Spain,Ithe " jollies" drove back
the whole Carlist army—composed of some 10,000

L<
horse, foot, and dra-

goons," it is notorious how the devil-may-care boys served out the powder
and shot to the companies, inspiriting them with the cry of "hot cross

buns." The "boys," it should be remembered, have proved gallant fathers

to gallant men.

You can always rely on a sailor for a Bhrewd judgment on a thing that
he has really seen. One smart Captain who has seen most of the Alexan-
drian mess says:

—" You think you are going out there just to have games.
You never made a bigger blunder in your life. The Irish job is nothing
to it. It's no good for a newspaper man to go writing about it. You
want to have known the place for years before you can see what this dis-

turbance really means. You may squash Arabi, although I doubt if you
will manage that, but you'll never change the people. You may cow them
if you blow them from guns same as you did in the Mutiny, but you're
bound to lose the game at the finish. It's a revolution, or else I know
nothing." Put this into newspaper English and it expresses a shrewd po-
litical view of the situation. The newspaper man who wakes up one fine
morning and has to run and consult an atlas before he knows whether
Port Said is east or west of Alexandria is hardly the person to give a wise
judgment on the vast turmoil which has begun to heave in Africa and
which[will spread over Asia before long.

The perfection to which telegraphy has been brought gives us the op-
portunity of following the various military and naval operations at the
scene of action literally from hour to hour, and the second, third, fourth,
and fiftb editions of the morning papers, and the specials and extra spe-
sials of the evening journals, are eagerly bought up by classes who never
had the opportunity of having so many papers through* their hands before.
The Standard, in its full and graphic accounts from the seat of war, occu-
pies the position taken up by the Times in our conflict in the Crimea, and
by the Daily News during the war between Germany and France. The
latter paper, which earned a reputation in the last-named struggle, is now
preparing to keep its position. The Manchester and Dublin journals have
likewise excellent correspondents. The illustrated papers have come
greatly to the front in the matter. The last special supplement of the
Graphic had a sale that was Bimply prodigious.

Cyprus will form an important station in the forthcoming campaign,
and will be provided with special hospital accomodation for the sick and
wounded. A horse depot will also be established there for reserve horses
and to be available for the veterinary treatment of sick horses sent back
from the front. Colonel Stanley, in the vote of credit debate happily al-
luded to the usefulness of Cyprus as a place des armes.

Lady Burdett Coutts has already arranged for the dispatch of a small
staff of nurses to Egypt, with all nursing appliances, the moment their
services are needed, and to the very spot where they are required.

"MEN WE ENO W."

James McMillan Shatter.
Eminent among the keen, clear, decisive minds that throng the bar of

our State, reaching a high degree of supremacy by bis marked ability,
deep research and plenitude of knowledge in his profession, stands the
name of James McM. Shafter. His long and varied experience in the
legal profession, and his satisfactory service in the legislative halls of the
State, conclusively bespeak him one of the most able practitioners' of the
day. He was born in Athens, Windham County, Vermont, on the 27th
of May, 1816.
James, the subject of this notice, graduated, after an attendance of two

years at the Wesleyan University, Middletown, Connecticut, in 1837,
with high honors, being regarded as the finest mathematician in the Uni-
versity. He is a member of the alumni of the College, and holds the de-
gree of Master of Arts. In 1839 he attended the law school at Yale
College, thoroughly preparing himself for the career he has since filled so
acceptably. His course of study at Yale being completed, he was admit-
ted to the Bar in 1840, establishing a practice in Townsend, Vermont, re-
maining three years, when he removed to Burlington, where he followed
his profession until the Spring of 1849. A good opportunity for a larger
practice being proffered him, he again removed to Sheboygan, Wisconsin.
He was originally a whig of the anti-slavery stripe, and upon the inau-
guration of the Republican party became allied with them, and has taken
a very prominent part in pulitics during his life. While in Vermont he
canvassed the State during the campaign attendant upon every political
election of consequence, In 1841 and 1842 he was elected to the General
Assembly at Montpelier, by the citizens of Townsend. He held the of-

fice of Secretary of State from the year 1842 to 1849, inclusive. After his
removal to Wisconsin, he was elected by the County of Sheboygan to a
seat in the Legislature at Madison, and by that body elevated to the po-
sition of Speaker of the house. In 1852 he was a candidate for Congress
from that State, and, although running 1,000 votes ahead of his ticket,
was defeated. In 1854 he was renominated, but declined.
In November, 1855, he started to California, arriving in that State the

15th of December of the same year. In the Fall of 1856, in connection
with his brother, Oscar L. Shafter, Mr. Park and Mr. Heydenfeldt, he
formed the law partnership known as Shafters, Park & Heydenfeldt; the
last-named member withdrawing, the firm name was changed to Shafter,
Park & Shafter. He afterward became associated with James M. Sea-
well, under the firm name of Shafter & SeawelL The present firm is

Shafter, Parker & Waterman. He was elected to the Legislature at
Sacramento for the sessions of 1861 and 1862. An intermediate session
occurred, from the Spring of 1862 to the Fall of 1863, during which time
he was not a member. But in the Fall he was re-elected to the sessions
of 1863 and 1864, during the last session of 1862 acting as President pro
tern., and presiding at the famous trial of Judge Hardy before the High
Court of Impeachment. He was also a member of the New Constitu-
tional Convention, and was bitterly opposed to the adoption of that in-
strument. He has partially retired from active business, giving his entire
attention to the management of bis property, his interests in the ranchos
Punta de los Reyes and Tomales y Baitlinas, situated in Marin County,
engrossing the greater part of his time. These are two of the finest dairy
ranches in the State, and perhaps in the world. Mr. Shafter owns 23,000
acres in these ranchos, and milks 1,500 cows per day.
In Montpelier, Vermont, upon the 27th of October, 1845, he was united

in the holy bonds of matrimony to Miss Julia Hubbard. From a family
of four children, three remain—two sons and a daughter. The elder son
is a farmer of Marin County; the younger is a physician, having com-
pleted his medical course at Dresden, Germany. Through his devotion
to bis profession, he has denied himself to a great extent the pleasures of
society. Nevertheless, he greatly enjoys mingling with his friends and
acquaintances, and is an interesting and instructive conversationalist. He
has been remarkable for his habits of untiring industry, and for keeping
such control of his private business that he has ever been independent of
political results to himself, personally; and therefore he has always made
his own time more valuable when devoted to his own private pursuits
than when devoted to official positions with even the highest emoluments.
He has always stepped from public to private life with profit to himself.
Nor has he ever been concerned in any means of legislation that would
result in private benefit to himself or any of his friends. He has always
combated that system of morals which would excuse a man for doing, in
hiB corporate capacity, that which would be unjust and dishonest in his
individual capacity; that Bystem which is continually making individuals
very rich, while the corporations they manage become proportionately
poor. He has a special fondness for the society of the young, and an af-

fectionate interest in young men of worth and talent; and words from his

lips have cheered many a desponding heart. He loves to rejuvenate him-
self by constant youthful association, and thus keep alive the ardor and
freshness of early years; and now, at over three-score, his mind retains all

the buoyancy and elasticity of youth, and he is fully en rapport with the
spirit of the age. But the most prominent trait of his character, and that
which renders him a universal favorite, is his brilliant wit, which, per-
meated and softened by the kindness of his heart, sparkles ceaselessly,

like the undulating sea in the calm sunshine of an Autumn day. In re-

partee he is unapproachable, and few are found willing to engage in a
second tournament of wit with so formidable an antagonist, although his
courteous bonhomie mitigates the pungency of his satire, and makes
wounded pride impossible.

M. H. De Young and wife have returned from a most pleasant
European tour of five month's duration. Mr. De Young denies the silly

Btories set afloat as to his having sold a portion of his interest in the
Chronicle. He is still its sole proprietor. He is hard at work again. A
new dress of type has been ordered, and the Chronicle is to be otherwise
improved.

The Examiner, we learn, has contracted in the East for the building
of a new press that will exceed anything of the kind yet imported to this

Coast. A new building is to be erected near Market, to serve as editorial

and press rooms; If the Examiner does not soon distance all its contem-
poraries, it will not be because of any lack of liberality or enterprise on
the part of Mr. Hearst.
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PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
San Francisco Sept. 1, 1H89.

Stocks and Bonds.
BONDS.

Cat. State Bond*.'
S. V Ciiv * Co. B'd». 8a, '68

S. F. CJtj*Oo. i

Mont^'y Av. Bond*
Dnpont Street Bonds
Sacramento City Bonds
Stockton City Bonds
Tuba County Bonds
HarysvUlc City Bonds

Bid. Aittd

Los Angeles County Bonds.
Los Angeles Citv Bonds
Virg'a * Truckec R. R. Bds.
Nevada Co. H. O. R. R. Bds
Oakland City Bonds
Oregon B& N. Bonds, 6s..

S. P. R. R. Bonds
U S.4S.

BASKS.
Bank of California (ex-div)..

Pacific Bank(ex-div)
First Natioual(ex-div)

MBORAHCfl t»HF
Union lex-div)

B Fund (ex-div). . .

.

California (ex-div)

106

110

101

110

10S

105

U9J

Bid.

52)

100
100

107
110

103
114

125

110
106
1201

lis

123

132
126 109

122 125
ISO —
125 Ill

108 112

92) 03)
116) 116)
100 —
56 —
ioo —
80 —
100 —
60 —
Nom. Nom
Nom. Nom
51 55
28 29
60 53
115 —
118 ISO
85 87

65 70
118 119
120 121

112

Stock* and Bond*.
Kir.PR 4 NCR COMrASIES.

— SfcbtQ Investment
Nora. Home Mutual

I i'immerria.1

IS Western
RAILROADS.

0. P. R. R. Stock
C, P. R, K. Bonds
City Railroad

:;Oranibus R. R
N

.
1 1. and Mission R. R. .

.

!
|
Sutter Street R. R

i

I

Geary Street R. R
Central K. K. Co

ii Market Street R. R
ilClav Street Hill R. R ....

ItS. F. Gaslight Co
Oakland Gaslight Co ... .

9ac*to Gaslight Co ...

Califor'ft Powder Co ... . .

Giant Puwder Co(newstck)
; Atlantic Giant Powder.

.

Gold and Stock Teleg'ta Co.
8.V.W. W. Co. 's Stock.
IS. V. W. W. Co' Bonds..
Pacific Coast S.S. Co'a Stock

''California Street R. R..

Pacific Rolling- Mills, 120, 126. Cala. Dry Dock, 55, 60. Safe Deposit Co., 52, 55.

Vulcan Powder, 6GJ, 67£. Presidio Railroad, 77£, 80. Safety-Nitro Powder, 19J,
20. Central Gas Stock, 64, 65. Hawaiian Commercial Co., 02 J, 63J. Northern
Pacific R. R. Bonds, 104, 106.

The business of the week has been moderate, and comparatively speak-

ing unchanged quotations. Andrew Baird, 312 California st.

The Navajo Mining Company.—We are pleased to acknowledge
the receipt of the report of the President and Directors of the Navajo
Mining Company. It is a document couched in modest language, very
different from the flaming accounts which almost invariably emanate
from wildcat schemes. The President says: " I am gratified in being able

to congratulate the stockholders of the Company.that the mine is now in

such shape as to warrant a long series of dividends from actual ore in sight,

irrespective of the belief that, as depth is attained, greater results are

reasonably to be expected." The report proceeds to give detailed ac-

counts of the condition of the mine upon every level, -and the financial

condition of the concern is clearly set forth in an appendix. It, unlike

most mines of the period, has a balance to its credit. If the very specific

accounts of the "ore in sight" on the various drifts are as accurate as

they appear to be, and on their face they have more than ordinary evi-

dence of reliability, then it must be confessed that the Navajo mine is a
most valuable property. We have great confidence in the clear, precise

and business-like statements set forth in the report, and believe tbey will

be fully realized. We know that the gentlemen connected with this mine
are not stock speculators or mine manipulators, but are such as would
work the mine on its merits the same as any prudent and sagacious man
would manage his own private business, and for this reason we are glad

to hear of its prosperity.

Meteorological Summary, week ending 7:58 p. m., Thursday, Aug.
31st:—Highest barometer, 30.092—28th; lowest, 29.816—25th ; average

during the week, 29.975 ; maximum temperature, 65—30th and 31st
;

minimum, 52—25th ; average during the week, 72.2 ; highest relative

humidity, 93 per cent.—28th to 31st, inclusive; lowest relative humidity,

63 per cent.—27th; average during the week, 83.4; prevailing direction

of wind, west ; maximum hourly velocity of wind, 27 miles per hour,

28th ; average weather during the week, fair ; rainfall during the week,

0.00 ; total rainfall, season of 1882-83, 0.00 inches.

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.— New York, Sept. 1,

1882. United States Bonds—4s, 119&; 4£s, 114J; ex-5s, 101 ; ex-6s, .

Sterling Exchange, 4 86A@4 90J. Pacific Mail, 44^. Wheat, 114@116; West-
ern Union, 90J. Hides, 24@24^. Wool— Spring, fine, 20 @ 32 ; Burry,

15@20 ; Pulled, 20@45 ; Fall Clips, 15@18 ; Burry, 12@14. Lon-
don, Sept. 1.—Liverpool Wheat Market, 9s. 8d. @ 9s. lid., Cal.; 9s. 7d.@
10s. 2d. Red Am. Spring. Bonds, 4s; 4£s, ; ex-6s, . Consols, .

Money, — acct. ; Silver, 52 1-16. Bonds Consols not quoted for Sept. 1st.
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MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For Navigating: (lie Air.

Office of the Aeroplane Company for Navigating the Air, 609 Me:
chant street. Office hours from 1 to 2 p.m.

Orders for Engraving in the Photo-Engraving Process can
now be executed at tbe "News Letter" Office tor less than
half tbe cost or Wood Engraving, and in one-hall the time.
Remember, we famish a hard metal Electrotype readyjfor
the Press.

Such was the demand for th« News Letter last week that we had to
go to press three different times, and yet there have been customers dur-
ing the latter part of the week whom we were unable to supply. Readers
of this whip and mentor of the town should apply early during the next
two months. Nobody can afford to do without the News Letter, and
least of all those who want to know the tricks of the bosses, and the true
inwardness of the present campaign.

Californians Abroad, Aug. 5th, 1882:—Paris, France: J. Phelan,
San Francisco, Hotel Continental. London, Bog. : Mr. Pheason, Miss F.
Wood, San Francisco. Geneva, Switzerland: G. W. Ross, J. W. Lowry*
San Francisco ; Mrs. Brayton, H, P. Brayton, Mrs. J. M. Page, Miss
Lohmann, Miss J. Lohmann, Miss F. Lohmann, Oakland.—Continental
Gazette, August 12th, 1882.

When the Legislature changed the name of Wm. M. Hogg, of 302
Montgomery street, to Wm. M. Hoag, they made a great mistake, for
this man has since proven himself Hogg by nature as well as by name, as
will soon be proven by an eminently respectable lady of this city,- who is

about to bring suit for $100,000 damages, for defamation of character aDd
libel.

Hawaii.—By the British steamer Suez, 8| days from Honolulu, we
have late advices from the Islands.—This steamer brought for cargo

:

Sngar, 7,700 pkgs forthe California Refinery; banannas, 1,932 bchs; paddy,
2,298 bags ; rice, 1,38S bags, besides other Island produce.

Liverpool.—The British bark Isle of Anglesea, 146 days from Liverpool,
to Degener & Co., has for cargo : Tin plate, 5,000 boxes ; sal soda, 1,000
barrels ; soda ash, 65 casks ; salt, 3,200 sacks, etc.

Astoria and Portland.—The steamship Columbia, from Oregon,
brought us a large and valuable cargo, consisting in part of salmon, 2,600
cases ; wheat, flour, wool, oysters, pears, etc.

From Honolulu.—The brig W. E. Meyer, 22 days from Honolulu,
has arrived, to Messrs. Welch & Co., with : Sugar, 2,554 pkgs; rice, 550
bags : banannas. 150 bunches, etc.

Ashore on Arch Rock.—The British bark Isle of Anylesea, from
Liverpool, drifted onto Arch Rock Thursday night, in a dense fog. Tugs
were sent to her assistance.

For Mexico.—Schooner Emelie Schroeder, for Mexico, carries 425
flasks Quicksilver, besides other merchandise, including 26,000 pounds
Coffee. __
For Tahiti.—Brig Tahiti carries Flour 855 barrels; Lumber, 73,000 ft.;

Bread 937 packages ; Coal Oil, 500 cases ; Rice, 48,000 pounds ; Sugar,
14,000 pounds.

Middleaboro.—The British ship Mountaineer, 160 days' passage from
Middleboro, England, to Messrs. Faulkner, Bell & Co., has 13,000 steel
rails, etc.

A correspondent would like to know if R. C Johnson has recovered
his large solitaire yet.

Bearing Sea.—Tbe schooner Isabel has arrived with 50,000 codfish.

Entered at the Post-Office at San Francisco, Cal*, as Second-Class
Matter.

Printed and Published by the Proprietor, Frederick Marriott, 607 to 815 Merchant Street, San Franciaco, California.
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THE TENANT OF "ROBBER'S ROOST."
No. 2.

Talk of Paul Neumann's popularity! Bosh! He ran behind his ticket

for the first and only time he dare to run. That was before he went to

Sacramento openly on the make, before he gave votes not one of which

will bear investigation, and before he established the "Robber's Boost,"

which has Bince been the talk of the press, of his fellow legislators, and

of the people generally. The tenant of " Robber's Roost " ought not, and

we verily believe never can be elected to represent this great city

in the wider and more temptine fields at Washington. The Republi-

cans will have a very bard task to beat General Rosecrans. The old

General is popular, and draws many different elements to his support.

Such a hero cannot be beaten by a man of many debts, a lobbyist, land

title shark, Bohemian, and one generally who lives by his wits, about

whom there are a thousand discreditable stories circulating around the

streets as common as household words.

Take this as a specimen one:

Captain S. had been a trader at San Diego. Through no fault of his own
he failed in business. He came to San Francisco, engaged in trade,

and held a State appointment of the value of about $250 a month. It was

not great—yet it was of importance to him in his struggling condition.

He supported Governor Perkins, and was promised a renewal of his ap-

pointment, and Paul Neumann promised to see him safely through. He
had paid his San Diego creditors one hundred cents on the dollar as rap-

idly as he could save the money for the purpuse. He was poor but happy
in the consciousness of his integrity, for, be it said of him, a more honest,

unassuming and strictly upright man does not walk the streets of San
Francisco. He had done Governor Perkins an important service, and

with a State Senator as his friend, he felt easy as to his retention of an

office that was all-important to him. Time wore on, and one fine morn-

ing he found himself displaced.

Conscious of an injury, he, like the Bturdy man he is, insisted upon
knowing the reason why. Suon he learnt that a firm in San Diego, that

bad great influence with Governor Perkins, had, together with

Paul Neumann, so represented him to the Chief Executive as to procure

his defeat.

He at once repaired to the head of the firm in question, and said :

" Why did you do this thing? I am sure I treated you to the best of my
ability." The San Diego man replied: "No, you did not. That is the
exact thing of which we complain. You paid your other creditors, but
gave us not a cent." Said the Captain: "There must be some mistake
about this thing. I took SI, 200 to your attorney, Paul Neumann, paid
him every dollar I owed ynu, and took his receipt. Let us go to Neu-
mann and see about it." They went. The wily Paul said "it was im-
possible that such a transaction could have taken place without his re-

membering it," and asked for the receipt. The Captain reluctantly ad-

mitted that he had searched in vain for that document. "Then, get out
of this office," replied the now brave Paul, " you g— d— so-and-so.

,: The
bluff and honest Captain wended his way home crest-fallen and almost
broken-hearted. His wife discovered that there was something excep-
tional the matter with him, and inquired what it was. Upon being told,

she applied herself to searching for the receipt, and, lo and behold, it

turned up, the whole of it, body and signature, being in the handwriting
of Paul Neumann, whose only excuse ever since has been that " he had
forgotten the transaction—very sorry, you know, but the pressure of busi-

ness will, you know (stammering), sometimes get the better of the best of

us."
Fancy that of a man almost without business, and who never fingers a

dollar that be does not already owe somebody. Imagine such a man for-

getting the little matter of handling twelve hundred dollars in hard coin.

The San Diego people were kept out of their money during Paul's un-
happy forgetfuln ess, and poor honest Captain S. lost his appointment
and for a time was made to suffer the anguish of the damned. Forget-
fulness is often a convenient thing, especially Paul Neuman's kind of for-

getfulness. The best lecturer in the city on " debt " forgot that he had once
in his life been paid twelve hundred golden dollars. To add a single fur-

ther word of comment would be to attempt to give color to the rainbow
and to paint the lily.

His running away from the " Robber's Roost," and leaving his partners
to pay the extraordinary expenses of a concern that was doubtless the
most paying institution he ever had to do with, is another example of
his extraordinary fitness to represent the honor, integrity and manliness
of this great city in the halls of the Congress of the nation.
The apologist for all the johs, he is made to stand on a platform of

purity. A gambler on Sunday, he is an advanced advocate of a strict

observance of the Puritan Sabbath. Having run behind his ticket, he
is selected to catch votes. With stories like these in all men's mouths,
he is to be nominated because of his supposed popularity. His nomina-
tion would be a disgrace, his candidature a subject of derision, and his de-

feat would be certain.

AN OUTRAGE.
That discreditable outrage perpetrated upon a reporter of the daily

press, in the Board of Supervisors the other night, oui?ht not to pass
without sterner reprobation than it has yet received. Mr. Ward, of the
Examinery was sitting at the reporters' table, peaceably performing bis duty
and earning bis daily bread, when he was accoBtedby Supervisor Bradford
and " his son Joe, a youth of some thirty Summers," and asked if he had
written a particular local article referring to the conduct of the Brad-
fords at the primary election on Saturday last. The reporter very prop-
erly referred them to the editor, whereupon he was cowardly assaulted
and expelled the chamber, but not before he had given his brutal assail-

ants rather more than they bargained for. Mr. Ward is a man of small
stature, and the wonder is that he so well succeeded in coping with stal-

wart bullies and blackguards of the Bradford sort. He is, moreover, one
of the most unassuming, accomplished and gentlemanly men on the press
of this city. We cannot congratulate the Examiner on the way it has
allowed these Bradford fellows to sail off without adequate denunciation
and punishment for their brutal assault upon a faithful employee. The
paper had accepted the article complained of, had printed it, made it its

own, and consequently should accept all the responsibility, and, above
all, it should exercise the power that a great daily so well knows how to
wield in protecting its writers. The managing proprietor of the Examiner
is a lawyer, and no man better knows what a gross breach of the law the
Bradfords committed, and he should at once have taken the matter in
hand, caused the arrest of the wrong doers and personally attended to the
matter of their legal punishment. In that way, and in that only, can a
paper hope to obtain or retain an efficient staff. If it permits its em-
ployees, in the discharge of their duty, to be whipped as if they were curs,

the end of it will be that it will only obtain curs for its employees. If it

privately Bays, " We are sorry it happened because we want to make use
of the Supervisor," it ought not to be able to secure the services of even
a cur. The Chronicle, with all its faults, does things differently.

The only way to defeat the bosses of both parties is to put a people's
ticket in the field for municipal offices. Let leading taxpayers take steps
looking to that end. It can be easily done.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Hale and Worcross Silver Sliiiiug Company.—Location of

principal place of business, San Francisco, California. Location of works,
Virginia Mining District, Storey County, Nevada.—Notice is hereby given that at a
meeting of the Board of Directors, held on the twenty-fifth day of August, 1882,

an assessment (No. 75) of Fifty (50) Cents per share was levied upon the capital stock
of the Corporation, payable immediately, in United States gold coin, to the Secretary,
at the office of the Company, No. 58 Nevada Block, No. 3u9 Montgomery street,

San Francisco, California.

Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the TWE.\TY-
EIGHTH day of September, 1882, will be delinquent and advertised for sale at public
auction ; and unless payment is made before, will be sold on THUKSDAY, the
NINETEENTH day of October, 1882, to pay thedelinqmnt assessment, together with
costs of advertising and expenses of sale. By order of the Bonrd of Directors,

JOEL F. LIGHTNER, Secretary.

Office—No. 58 Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal,

[Sept. 2.1

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of (tie Bnlwer Consolidated Mining' Company, San

Francisco, Aug. 25, 1SS2 —At a meeting of the Bo^rd of Directors of the
above-named Company, held this day. Dividend No. 10, of Ten Cents (10c.) per share,
was declared, payable on TUESDAY, September 12th, 1882. Transfer Books closed
on Saturday, September 2d, 1882, at 12 o'clock M. This dividend is payable at the
Farmers' Loan and Trust Company, in New York, on all stock issued there, and at
the office in this city on all stock issued here. WM WILLIS, Secretary.

Office—Room No. 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,
California. Sept. 2.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

Tbe Company's steamers will sail for Tobohamn and
Hong-bong: CITY OF RIO DE JANEIRO, Sept. 19, at 2 p.m. Excur-

sion Tickets to Yokohama and return at special rates.

For NEW YORK via PANAMA: GRANADA, Sept. 4th, at 10 o'clock A.M., taking

Freight and Passengers to MAZATLAN, ACAPULCO, SAN JOSE DE GUATEMALA,
LA LIBERTAD and PUNTA ARENAS.

Fare to New York—Cabin, $139; Steerage, $65.

Tickets to and from Europe by any line for sale at the lowest, rates ; also for Ha-
vana and all West India ports.

For HONOLULU, AUCKLAND and SYDNEY: AUSTRALIA, September 23d,

at 2 p.m., or on arrival of the English mails.

S10 additional is charged for passage in Upper Cabin.

Tickets must be purchased at least one hour before time of sailing.

For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and Brannan streets.

Sept. 2. WILLIAMS, DIMOND& CO., General Agents.

CALIFORNIA AND MEXICAN S. S. LINE.

For Enseuada, Magdalena Bay, Cape St. Lucas, HIazatlan,
La Paz and Guaymas. -The S. 8. MEXICO (Thos. Huntington, Master) will leave

for tbe above ports on WEDNESDAY, Sept. 6th, 1882, at 12 o'clock m., from Washing-

ton-street Wharf. Through Bills of Lading will befurnished and none others signed.

Freight will be received on Monday, Aug. 28th. No Freight received after Tues-

day, Sept. 5th, at 12 o'clock m., and Bills of Lading must be accompanied by
Custom House and Consular Clearances. For freight or passage, apply to

J. BERM1NGHAM, Agent,

Sept. 2. No. 10 Market street.
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August 31. 1883: Let u» njoiot ami be glad that tha Autumn
i« mu| M ftM| k i"u»ly.

T he - ii is trilled , and lli.- Mill* initiation* arv - tit at last

inf. in hooor ..f tbr
fair bn-lr. Mm Mill*. Jr ; and n.>w we ahall tev ail aocietv '

preparation for the rrent, thai
preecot at, and tbua peril their ikicial statu*, manv would wiUin
theiuaelvra to the gtrate*t booni onirnoe and Qpsel .inured
plan.

But what a pity it i* that people who give entertainment* in the cmin-
n.it o-nsiilt the almanac a little better, ami obooM noonlifht

nitfhU for their fandango* How many timid heart* would Uat more
calmly than at the prospect of facing California road*, behind California
horses, in the dark? I have noticed that, on occasion- Ufa thi Fortboom-
in*, the nights chosen are invariably not only the (Urksst ol the month.
but prove the most disagreeable as well— I mean in a weather point, ,,f

course.
Another pity i*. that the Princes* L.uiUe will not, MttMetsi arrive

in time to bis included among the guests, and thus see what California can
do in the way of private entertainments; but, as it is doubtful if *he accept
any private invitations, during thi* visit, at least, perhaps it is as well
that she be spared the pain of refusal
The Toons bride is hugelv delighted at the prospect of a dance; in fact,

she confeiwed to a little bird the other night that balls were mora to li'-r

taste than dinners, and, being young enough to enjoy them, who can
blame her.

Apropos of the Lornes, our British residents are making proparationi
lur Highness a right royal reception to our shore*, and, should

time permit, a series of entertainments will be given in their honor;
but, as the limit is to be three days, no doubt some of them will be
given on the return of the party from British Columbia, when, I under-
stand, a longar stay will be made.
The Stanford dinner-party, which was postponed last week, owing to

the death of Mr. Bedding, took place on Tuesday evening.
The bouse was profusely decorated and adorned with flowers, many of

them being hot-boose blossoms, and all of the choicest description, made
up in wreaths and various devices, interspersed with tropical plants. The
dining-room and dinner-table were particularly beautiful in floral garni-
ture, the table being covered with gracefully arranged devices of smilax
and hot-house flowers, and with epergues of various sizes, filled with tube-
roses, Cape jasemins, heliotrope and maiden s-hair ; while from the chan-
deliers depended festoons of smilax, ferns and tube-roses.

If a fault could be found it was that the air was almost too heavy with
sweet scent?, which, as the dinner progressed and the room became
warmer, was at times oppressive. The room was most brilliant, with not
only gas but myriads of wax lights, which were reflected brightly from
the famous gold dinner service which is always a feature of the Stanford
entertainments on State occasions.
The menu, it is needless to say, was worthy of them, the choicest wines

and the rarest viands being served and done full justice to by the guests,
among whom were Judge and Mrs. Field, D. 0. and Mrs. Mills, Oggy
Mills and his bride, Mr. and Mrs. Whitelaw Reid, Mr. and Mrs. W. T.
Coleman, Dr. Piatt, General and Mrs. McDowell, Mr. and Mrs. Flood,
Mr. nfackey, Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Crocker, Mr. Edgar Mills, Mr. and
Mrs. Wilson and the Gwins.
On Wednesday ni«ht next the wedding of Miss Hattie My rick and

Major Whitney takes place at Trinity Church, and is being looked for-
ward to as quite an event in social circles.

A certain portion of Society is anticipating with much interest the f£te
announced as to be given by the Russian Consul at his country residence
next month, particularly as 'tis said that not only will some of the dis-
tinguished foreigners lately arrived from Japan grace it with their pres-
ence, but some Russian features will be introduced, never before at-
tempted here.

Curiosity is, of course, on tiptoe as to what these can be, and I fear that
if all who would accept invitations from M. Olavonsky get there, that
hospitable little man will be obliged to quadruple the extent of his do-
main at Menlo Park. Everything he attempts is always well done, and
no doubt this fete will be an overwhelming success.
Oakland seems determined not to let 'Frisco have the credit of all chari-

table church entertainments, and fired by the example set this side of
garden parties, musicales, etc., in aid of the " fixins " for Dr. Noble's new
Plymouth Church, that indefatigable little woman, Mrs. Wetherbee, has
been instrumental in getting up, for next week, a "musical and dramatic
entertainment " in aid of the Church of the Advent in Oakland, in which
she will take prominent part, both musically and artistically. She has so
many friends both sides of the Bay the building will, no doubt, be
crowded with them, all being anxious to not only aid her efforts, but
applaud the success she is sure to make. When I add tnat Sam Mayer
will assist vocally I fear the hall will not hold all who will Beek admission.
Mrs William Ward, who is such a favorite in society, has been warmly

welcomed home from her prolonged visit to England, her many friends
being glad to see her improved and improving health.
Mr. Berton also returned by the same train on Monday from his holi-

day visit to Switzerland, and in the evening received a very beautiful
seranade at the hands of the Swiss Guard and others of his friends, who
thus testified their pleasure at Beeing him back again.
Miss Charlotte Chamberlain arrived to-day from a visit to Chicago,

whither she went Borne months ago to fill a position in a church choir.
Mr. and Mrs. Goad have already returned to town from Monterey, and
the Kittles have also returned home from their summer at San Rafael.
The Millers are looked for some time next month, pretty little MisB

Dora being, I hear, much benefitted by her European trip.

Lieut. Cutts and his pleasant little wife, Mrs. Icy, have received the
route which I mentioned several weeks ago they were expecting, and
early in October will leave us for the eastern side of the continent, where
Mr. Cutts expects to be on duty for some length of time. No doubt the
change will be a pleasant one to them.
The younger portion of our community are rejoicing at the prospect of

the Author's Carnival, which has at last been decided on, and which no
doubt will be as great a success as either of its predecessors, if one can

j*fm by the pi**"" siprssssd that it has become a And fact that one
will Uks pUos this year.

And now. i;

at th* laat. I .„ ft ptaceof BWWsI was toli
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flair

t.. the city at
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the affair is that eight young lft

a* many Bowers, and :\ grand floral minuet will U- ,, feature nl the danc
lug. The young people who will participate an En the m
ot roses, pinks, marguerites, etc, and, ihould it con it be a

^ik'ht ?

The bome-ooming of Mr. Gray Grayriggs, only son of H. K. EUms,
J. P., D.L., of Wood Broughton, Cartmel, England, with his bon-

nie bride, lie,- tfin D. Sherwood, daughter <-f Robert Sherwood, from the
far-west city of San Francisco, was made the occasion of rejoicings by
the Inhabitants of Cartmel end the adjacent village

. ismesof
the Machells and the Stockdales ere as familiar as household

words. The happy pair arrived at Carke by the 5:46 train, apparently
Done the worse from the lengthy voyage, and were met by Mr., Mrs. and
Miss Rigge, Mrs. Chas, Rigge and Miss Fell, of Dane Chvll. After the
usual congratulations had been gone tin. i V left in three car-

f.^r Wood Broughton, and. on arriving st Cartmel, the horses wore
brought to a walking pace, and on all sides were expn [nod-will
showered upon them, accompanied by an unlimited supply <.f the prover-
bial rice. From the Institution, in Devonshire Square, to past the Post-
office, flags and banners floated from every house. From the top of the
Priory Tower the flag floated proudly in the breeze, and at a (riven signal
the bells rang out merry wedding peals, making the ancient valley re-echo
with joyous sound. Approaching Broughton Bank (the intended resi-
denceof the bride and bridegroom) a beautiful triumphal arch spanned
the way. Across the top were the words, " Happy may you be ;" and
immediately opposite Broughton Hall, the seat of Col. Ajnaworth, was
another arch, bearing the inscription, "We greet you," and on there-
verse side, *' Happy may you be." Other two arches were erected, one at
the front gate and the other immediately in front of the family mansion,
one bearing the words, "Welcome Home," and the other, "God Save the
Bride." Before, however, reaching the first arch, the horses were made
to give place to some human bipeds, who drew the carriage and its occu-
pants (the old veteran coachman and his son, and the one hundred and
one bouquets that had been thrown in en route, not excepted) at a rattling
pace to the front of the mansion. Rounds and rounds of cheers were
given, and Mr. Grayrigge, in responding, said he was so taken by sur-
prise at the ovation accorded to them, that he was unable to find words
wherewith to thank them. He could say, however, that it was the hap-
piest day of his life, and he shr.uld never forget the kindness they had
that evening displayed in welcoming her he had brought from the far,
far West to her new home, and himself to his native home and hearth.
The company were then regaled with the good old English fare of bread,
cheese and ale. Felix.
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VERB DE VERB'S DILEMMA.
[A Story of the Mechanics' Fair.]

Gwendolen McPherson was a good girl, and withal an extremely

nrettv one Although she had passed through all the vicissitudes and

temptations of public-school life, and had even gone so far as to gradu-

ate
" from the normal class, she still (mirabite dictul) remained pure of

heart and modest in manner. In other words, she was a rara avis in the

San Francisco dove-cote—where birds of her gender with wings unsoiled

are very scarce indeed. ,

The beauteous Gwendolen doted on her parents, of whom she was the

only offspring. All she asked of her beloved father was a new dress once

a month (with hats, gloves, shoes and et ceteras thrown in, of course), and

she required nothing more of her loving mother than that she should do

all the housework and go to bed early when her daughter wanted the com-

fortable domestic fireside for the entertainment of a beau. As a generous

return for these trifling exactions, Gwendolen nobly consented not to be

"ruined "
if she could help it, and solemnly swore upon her bended knees

that if any misconduct of hers should bring the old folks' gray hairs down

in sorrow "to the grave, she would do her best to forgive them.

But we have it upon the authority of many ancient philosophers (in-

cluding Aristotle, Scrofula, Erysipelas, Aristarchus, Vermifuge and
_
oth-

er*) that the most perfect woman has her failings, and sad experience

compels us to believe that these ancient sages tumbled to the true racket.

Even chaste Diana, though she hunted Actteon to his death because he

watched her bathing when she had left her suit at home, came down m
all her silvery glory to kiss the sleeping Endymion when that handsome

young sheep-herder had found the night too warm to cover his nakedness

with a blanket. The Queen of Sheba was a wise and discreet woman, but

the Bible tells us that King Solomon knew too much for her, and gave

her the mitten after making her a mother. Then, again, there was Laura

D Eair—but whv multiply instances? All we started in to say was that

every woman has" her weakness, and that Gwendolen McPherson was no

exception to the rule, inasmuch as she loved not wisely but too well that

paragon of manly beautv and virtue, and idol of the Western Addition,

Mr. Vere de Vere Fitz-Smythe, the only son and heir of old John Smith,

whose palatial, not to say baronial, milk-ranch was eligibly situated sume-

where along the Rue de San Bruno.

But the course of true love hardly ever did run smooth, and, conse-

quently, it happened that for some inscrutable reason Gwendolen's crewel

parients objected to Vere de Vere's attentions to their daughter, and even

went so far as to purchase a patent painted india-rubber house-dog, of fe-

rocious aspect, and warranted to howl when stepped upon, which was

nightly placed upon the door-mat for the especial benefit of V. de V.

Fitz-Smythe. The first night that the dog was placed iu position it was

full moon by the almanac and by the grace of the Supervisors, so that, of

course, the Gas Company lit no lamps, But according to the actual state

of the sky and weather the night was as black as pitch, so that when

Vere de Vere stumbled up the front steps and landed right on top of the

india-rubber guardian of the threshold, that valuable invention emitted

such an unearthly and fiendish yowl that our hero was fully three blocks

off before the crushed dog had inhaled wind enough to resume its original

shape. For several nights after that Vere de Vere took a bird's-eye view,

as it were, of the front door from the other side of the street, but the

fearsome brute was unflinching in its vigilance. So bhe timorous lover

flitted like a ghost through the darkness, and the old man rubbed his

hands and chuckled as be peeked at his victim through the blinds of the

front parlor.

But the love which laughs at locksmiths can also find means to circum-

vent an india-rubber bulldog. Gwendolen bad been kept in the dark

about the cause of her lover's absence. Her parents told her that Vere

de Vere Fitz-Smythe had given her the cold shake, but she had a womanly
faith in her darling, and in her maiden trustfulness she shrewdly suspected

that the old folks, to use her own chaste expression, " were giving her

the grand guff." Moreover, she saw that her pa was unusually happy, so

she resolved to seek the cause of his manifest elation. Consequently,

next evening, when the old man was exhausting his wind in the back
kitchen in a wild endeavor to inflate the dog to twice his usual size, he

was quite unaware of the fact that Gwendolen was watching the opera-

tion through the, back window ; nor, when he gently deposited the canine

balloon upon the front doorstep, and tried its howling properties with a

kick, did he know that his daughter was piping him off with a grim smile

upon her lovely features. But so it was, and. in a letter which he re-

ceived next day, Vere de Vere was fully posted as to the nature of the in-

dia-rubber terror. Now, he had never been actually forbidden the house,

so that same evening he quietly stepped over his harmless enemy, and
paralyzed the old gentleman by walking into the parlor and asking his

permission to take Gwendolen to the Mechanics' Fair. Mrs. McPherson
happened to be spending the evening with a neighbor, so before the old

man had fairly recovered from his astonishment, Gwendolen had taken
silence for consent, had dressed at a two-minute gait, and about forty sec-

onds thereafter the old man found himself alone, wondering what was
the matter with the dog. He decided to go out and see, and he found it

hanging over the fence, collapsed, and limp as a wet rag. For had not
the cruel pen-knife of Vere de Vere let out its bark and its wind at the
same time!

It is unnecessary to describe the pleasure of the re-united pair during
that eventful evening. The glories of the Fair they saw not, neither did
the swarming crowd have any attraction for them. They thought only of

one another, and, after strolling abstractedly among the mob for an hour
or so, they retired to a dark and remote corner under one of the stair-

cases, and there communed with each other after the orthodox and ap-
proved fashion of truly devoted lovers. What they talked about and
what they did is no affair of the reader's. Suffice it to say that they
were so wrapped up in each other's company that they didn't even hear
the band play " Home, Sweet Home," nor did they know that all the
people had gone until suddenly the lights went out with a rush, and they
were left alone in the darkness and silence. Then Gwendolen, in a start-

led voice, exclaimed: " 0, Vere de Vere! " and he, with equal facility of
expression, replied: " O, Gwen!" Then Gwendolen began to cry, but
Vere de Vere Fitz-Smythe pressed her to his manly porous plaster, as-

sured her that all would yet be well, and felt in all his pockets for a
match. He had only half of one—and he came to the conclusion that
that was the wrong half after he had scratched a hole in his breeches in
attempts to light it. Then Vere de Vere bade his love be still while he

essayed to find the door and obtain assistance. The first thing he struck
was a patent mower, and, hastily recovering his lacerated shins from that,

he straightway fell into the embrace of a threshing-machine. His weight
somehow set the apparatus in motion, bo, fearing for bis life, he floun-

dered onto a Grand piano, thence into an open barrel of patent soft Boap,

then into a glass case full of improved corsets, and finally flopped into an
aisle which led in an exactly opposite direction from that which he de-

sired to take. But why dwell further upon the awful sufferings of Vere
de Vere Fitz-Smythe that night ? Why tell how he groped among inde-

scribable horrors and ran against all kinds of hideous things, until at last

he began to think it would have been about ten dollars in his pocket if he
bad never been born, and sank down upon the floor feebly moaning the
name of Gwendolen. Meanwhile, Miss McPherson wasn't happy, either.

She heard with horror the inharmonious clatterty-bump of her devoted
lover, she shuddered at the awful profanity which she could never have
believed him capable of, and at last, when all was still, she started out
to succor him or die upon his corpse. She was discouraged when she
struck the mower, but she escaped the threshing-machine, and with that
unerring though mysterious instinct which characterizes her sex, she
beaded straight for the candy-stand, and reached it without further mis-
hap. Maybe, bad there been a bar-room in the building, Vere de Vere
might have been similarly guided to its proximity—but there isn't, so he
lost his head.
Now, it so happened that the candy-booth was immediately contiguous,

so to speak, to the spot where Vere de Vere fell, so that when he woke
from his slumber early in the morning his nightmare was dispelled by the
sight of Gwendolen McPherson, his own ownest G. McP., leaning over
the candy show-case and smiling lovingly into his upturned face with an
ounce of chewing-gum in one cheek, three chocolate cream caramels in
the other, and half a yard of projecting " peppermint-stick " in the mid-
dle.

It may now be as well to cut this truthful Btory short. Let us simply
add, then, that the man who opened the doors in the morning was so
scared at the double apparition, that Gwendolen and Vere de Vere got
out and away before he recovered his senses ; that they both came to the
conclusion that, after what had happened, they couldn't face the old
folks save as man and wife ; that sympathizing friends and an accommo-
dating parson were speedily found ; that explanations were then made to

the crewel parients ; that said explanations were accepted because there
was no help for it; that "God bless thee, my children," was duly pro-

nounced, and that the groom received, as a wedding-present from his

father-in-law, the uninflated hide of a patent india-rubber bulldog.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,

Sawing, Planing- and Manufacturing:—Doors, Sashes, Blinds and
Mouldings--Turning". Scroll and Jig Sawing—Counters,

Bar and Store Fixtures.
Finishing Work for Buildings on Hand and Made to Order.

217 to 225 Spear Si., and 218 to 226 Stewart St., S. F.

The largest and oldest established mill on the Pacific Coast.

D. A. Macdonald, Pres't. R. S. Falconer, Sec'y. W. N. Miller, Supt

[March 25.]

REMOVAL-DRIVEN FROM HOME.

FRANK G. EDWARDS,
.... of ...

.

628 CLAY STREET,
Is removing his fine stock of CARPETS, WALL PAPERS, etc., to Phelan's Block,

junction of Market and O'Farrell streets. Auu. 19.

THOMAS PRICE'S

ASSAY OFFICE AND CHEMICAL LABORATORY,
524 Sacramento Street San Francisco.

Deposits of Bullion received, melted into bars, and returns
made in from twenty-four to forty-eight hours.

Bullion cau be forwarded to this office from any part of the interior by express,
and returns made in the same manner.

Careful Analysis made of Ores, Metal, Soils, Waters, Industrial Products, etc.

Mines examined and reported upon. Consultations on Chemical and Metallurgical
questions. March 20.

LEE CRAIG,

SEARCHER OF RECORDS.
Notary Public and Commissioner of Deeds,

316 Montgomery Street Bet. California and Fine.

Commissioner for New York, Arizona, Nevada, Pennsylvania, Utah, Oregon, Idaho
Washington Territory, Ohio, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Illinois. New Jersey,
and other States and Territories. DEPOSITIONS A SPECIALTY. Acknowledg-
ments taken and oaths administered at any hour of the day or night.

May 13. LEE D. CEAIG.

For Ladies, Gentlemen and Families.

XT. S. RESTAURANT
548 Cloy street Near Montgomery

K& First-Class. Reasonable JPrices. *;

®ft

Aug. 19. EZRA RICHARDS, Prop.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,
NO. 922 POST STREET.

Day and Boarding School for Young Ladles and Children

.

KINDERGARTEN. Next Term will commence July 24th. To Becure admis-
sion for boarding pupils, applications should be made as early as possible.

May 13. • MADAME B. ZEITSKA, A.M., Principal.

T>e»airiug Watches and Jewelry, STo. 39 Third Street.
XV [July 22.1 D. L. LEVY.



A NOVEL ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Among the many curious and ingenious exhibits at the recent Exposi-

tion Internationale d'EIectricite" in Paris, none excited mnre attention
than the exhibit of M. Partz, which we illustrate by the accompanying
engraving. The following description we translate freely from La Lu-
rniere Electrique, a Parisian journal specially devoted to electrical science.
The writer, it will be noticed, is cautious in bestowing praise upon the
system, but he says enough to show that the invention has most import-
ant merits. Here is the article:

M. Partz exhibited last year in the American section of the Palais de
/'Industrie a plan of a new system of lighting streets and public places.

The apparent originality of this plan attracted the attention of many vis-

itors, although, in reality, the system is not a new one, nor can the prac-
ticability of its application be said to be determined, since as yet it has
not been put to a public test. Nevertheless, the scheme is sufficiently in-

teresting to warrant us in illustrating the Partz system by a perspective
view of a street illuminated by a powerful subterranean electric light, the
rays of which are broadly diffused by means of elevated reflectors. As is

shown in the illustration, the electric light is placed underground, and
throws its rays upward through an enameled cylinder about nine feet in
hight. On emerging from the cylinder, the light, in the shape of an in-

verted elongated cone, strikes a reflector elevated 150 feet, or whatever
the required bight may be, and is thence diffused over a very extended
area. The shape and position of the reflector are, of course, designed to
suit the nature of the locality which it is intended to illuminate. The
iron frame which supports the reflector should be made as light as possi-

ble, both for the sake of elegance and in order not to obstruct the public
view, but, at the same time, it must be strong enough to withstand the
wind, which has, of course, great power over such a lofty structure. The
inventor himself is responsible for the following commendatory remarks
concerning his novel method of lighting towns. According to "M. Partz,
three large lights should be "used in order to avoid the inevitable loss

which more or less results from a division of the electric current. The
light is equally diffused, and in spite of the enormous power of the initial

light the sight cannot be dazzled by its intense brilliancy, on account of
its being completely hidden underground. The loss of light incurred by
the method of reflection is less than that incurred by the use of translu-
cent globes. The electric apparatus is so situated as to be readily con-
trolled and regulated. The low-hanging mists and shadows which the or-
dinary sort of elevated electric lamps fail to penetrate must naturally be
pierced by the vast column of light which extends from the ground to the
reflector. The writer in La Lumiere Electrique then goes on to say that,
though the advantages of the Partz system have not yet been practically
tested, still the project is an original and plausible one, which, if success-
fully carried out, would have a very brilliant and picturesque effect in ad-
dition to its usefulness.

PAINTING THE LILY.
Mr. A. A. Nesbit, whose experiments on the effect of color on fish we

recently noticed, has now contributed to the Journal of Science notes on
" Experiments of the Absorption of Dyes by Flowers," which contains
some curious results. Solutions were made of eleven aniline dyes, and a
white narcissus was then placed in each. In less than an hour the base
of the perianth of the narcissus in the eosine became veined with pink

;

shortly after the flower in the methyl green showed veins of color ; next,
that in the alkaline blue became veined with blue; while the narcissi in
the aniline black and the tropeoline did not absorb color till several hours
later. The remaining six dyes were not absorbed, although the flowers
were left for days in the solution. It was observed that the absorption
of coloring matter differed in manner as well as in time. Mr. Nesbit
found that while one dye invariably colored the base of the perianth, an-
other invariably appeared first at the edges of the segments. Thus, by
using white flowers and placing them in various positions, we are assured
that the beauty of the specimens that can be obtained, " almost surpasses
the power of imagination." A bouquet of narcissi tinged—some with del-

icate green, others with splendid emerald green, some veined with pink,

some with red, and, lastly, some with blue fringes and pink centres—can
in this way be produced by the modern chemist.
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"PLEASURE'S WAND."
1We Obey no Wand bat Pleasure's."—Tom Moore.

Edear Fawcett, I am told, is a literary man of great repute—a poet

and a scholar. Having received this information, I will reciprocate, and

state that he is not a dramatist or a playwright. To he a successful

dramatist to-day requires more than literary ability; it is necessary to

possess a certain technical skill and a great knowledge of stage business.

There is a shaping of thought, a molding of expression necessary that

hardly <*o hand in hand with the fancy and imagination of a poet. A
False Friend is a production with but few merits. It contains several

situations which are essentially dramatic ; iu places it has color and feel-

in" and at times it is exciting and fraught with suspense. But that is all

that can possibly be said in favor of it. It is not a play. There w not

an act constructed nor a scene written in accordance with the principles

of dramatic art. The plot is a series of incidents that have been used be-

fore used over and over again, and well used, too. The story is a hack-

neyed and conventional one, and does not possess the redeeming feature

of fresh and novel characterization, nor that of ingenious elaboration.

There is n» thing to atone for the want of originality of conception. Not

even the merit of well written dialogue. Every one speaks alike. There

is no discrimination between the individuals, nothing to indicate different

fibre of iiind, peculiarity of conduct, or diversity of temperament ;
in

short no characterization. All his people are cast in one and the same

mold, and are to be distinguished solely by sex and attire. There is a

total lack of motive to the story. The villain is a villain for no earthly

reason; without the shadow of a purpose. There are no questions of

pecuniary gain, of vaulting ambition, or of anything in the slightest way

convertible into an adequate motive for his villainy. On the contrary,

both reason and sentiment are by him sacrificed in the affair. He is de-

prived of wealth and of his love by his actions ; and to what purpose ?

There is not the slightest excuse offered in his defense, not even the one

of inborn viciousness, of committing crime for crime's sake, for he is

represented as possessing certain traits of courage, intellect and manhood.

The victim of the villain's villainy, who ought to be the hero, iB not drawn

in sympathetic lines. He is a nobody, a nincompoop! The heroine is a

plain little goody-goody, who does something hateful, repulsive and

abominable, and does it naturally and in cold-blood. And on these three

characters rests the plot. There is another prominent figure in it— the old

dowager, who alone has suspicions of the fraud, and who, in one scene—

a

strongly dramatic and highly exciting one, by the by—unmasks the villain.

But this scene, which should be a climax, is but an incident. She is

killed by a combination of thunder, lightning, paralysis, apoplexy, a fall

down stairs, a faintly-heard pistol shot.a good deal of inexplicable noise, etc.

and the story goes right along (after this slight delay). There is a host of

other characters, but they have absolutely nothing to do with the plot.

Each and every one of them might be completely eliminated and still the

story could go on (after the slight delay). These useless characters are

those that form the comedy element of the concoction. They are lugged

in and out again at stated intervals, appearing, speakiner their piece, or

cutting their caper, and then disappearing ; the story going right on (after

the slight delay). They are brought in and taken off for a single purpose

—to lighten up the gloom ! There is no artistic or logical connection be-

tween their several actions and the central action of the story. In a play

no personages should be introduced whose existence does not at least

spring from its dramatic development, if unnecessary to its climax. If

Mr. Fawcett's comic characters had the merit of characterization, that

would be some compensation for the violence done the unities, but they

do not possess this merit. They are cheap caricatures, trivial and tedious,

stupid and irrelevant—and their talk is the same. I have rarely seen such

pointless and Btrained humor. A play (?) like this, devoid of strong char-

acter, of contrasted individualization, of brightness and diversity of di-

alogue, of motive, of purpose, of continuity, novelty, ingenuity, and, ex-

cept here and there, of dramatic construction, is not a play for a company
of actors like the Union Square Company to play. It is a reflection upon
their talent and ability. But one purpose is served, and that is to show
what good actors can do with a bad play. These shapeless creatures, these

vacuous beings—the creations (violent caccbination by the writer) of Mr.
Fawcett—secure such treatment at the hands of the artists who play them,
that they are vitalized and individualized, giving to the play a force and
meaning it does not itself possess. De Belleville and Whiting, as friend

and false friend, .Ramsey, Parselle, Fawcett, Maud Harrison and Miss
Willis, are those to whom the above compliment is extended. Mrs. Phillips

and Mr. Stoddart deserve special mention. As the old dowager, Mrs.
Phillips gives a bit of realistic acting that is remarkable for its force and
intensity. Stoddart, as the old servant, presents a most perfect evidence
of his ability as a character actor. It is a part of the " Elerry " type. It

haB absolutely no connection with the plot, but through the excellence

of the delineation it becomes, I might almost say, the star part of the
play. The two years' experience of Miss Carey on the New York stage
does not seem to have done her much good. There is no visible improve-
ment in her acting. It is as of old, artificial and " rote-like," with a cer-

tain tenderness and womanly softness as a sort of veneer. Miss Weth-
erill and Miss Guion are simply bad. When I name Miss Guion, I mean
the young actress who takes the part of Gleyre's wife. (I am not sure
whether it is Miss Guion or not). The scenery used is dingy and faded.
—Next week the Lights o* London, the great melodrama, will be pro-
duced. I do hope that before this excellent company leaves us they will

reappear in Daniel Rochat and The Banker's Daughter. These plays, played
by these artists, are delicious dramatic treats, and heaven knows how
long it will be before this company visit us again. Mr. Bert is credited
with the intention of forming a permanent stock company for his theatre.
If this is true, it is an evidence of his skill and acumen as a manager.*****
The Standard reopens on Monday with a selected troupe of burnt-cork

performers, with Billy Emerson and Charley Reed at the head—also at
the ends. This little theatre has been renovated in a very substantial
manner. The old uncomfortable benches have been removed, and com-
fortable chairs substituted. These chairs are of novel construction, paper
being the most important material used. It is a new device, and this is

its first introduction on the coast.
* * * * * *

Bush-street Theatre closed.

Grand Opera House closed.*****
Baldwin's opens on Monday with Hazel Kirke by all the favorites, and

Jos. Grismer as Carringford and Bowser as P. Green. Popular prices.*****
The German theatrical peaformance on Sunday evening was a clever

and amusing one. The play (The Woman without Wit) is bright and full

of action. Miss Fischer played an ingenue role in a most delightful

manner. It was a delicate yet distinct piece of acting, a warm and truth-

speaking picture of maidenly modesty and awakening womanhood.^ The
little lady deserved the applause lavished upon her. The comedian, v.

Wegern, impersonated the ignorant and wealthy ex-gardener in a
strongly marked manner, comical and eccentric to a high degree. Kadle-
berg, Bojock and others were perfectly satisfactory. Miss Ramm was,
as usual, " feBch " in appearance and " fresh " in manner. Niemeier may
be a good actor, but I fail to see it. He does not look right, anyway.
To-morrow evening a jolly posse will be played, and the amiable Mine.
Genee will take a leading part. Besides being an able manager, she is a
most talented actress, as our German theatre-goers know. This is her
first appearance in two seasons, and it will doubtless draw a larger crowd
than usual.

* * * * * *

The Tivoli re-opened on Thursday night. An immense audience
greeted the production of Ernani. A review must necessarily go over un-
til next week. During the few days that this place has been closed it has
undergone considerable change. The floor has been raised about two feet

at the entrance, giving it a downward Blope toward the stage. Fixed
chairs have been put in, both down-stairs and up-stairs, and four pro-

scenium boxes have been built. Four hundred seats on the lower floor,

and two hundred on the upper, are sold at the augmented price of 50c.

lam sincerely convinced that this innovation is a grievous error on the part

of the Krelings. It is a radical departure from the policy which has
made this place of amusement such a popular one, and an idea that is

hardly in accordance with the well-known business sagacity of these enter-

tainment caterers. Time will show!*****
The Winter Garden improvements will be finished in a few days, and

on Monday week Masdniello will be produced in grand style. If the
managers of this resort are cute, they will not follow the change of policy

of the Tivoli, but will stick to their two-bits. They will find it to their

profit. *****
The San Francisco Philharmonic Society has issued its advance circular

fur its second season. The Board of Directors for the ensuing year is

slightly different from that of last year, but it represents the same ele-

ment—our music-loving fashionables. The season will consist of six con-
certs, the dates fixed for the same being the first Fridays of the months
of October, November, December, January, February and March.
Gustav Hinrichs will be, as before, the Chef d'Orchestre, and our genial
friend, H*-nry Heyman, will continue to be the society's courteous and
efficient Secretary.*****

I have been invited to attend the first public orchestral recital of a
grand opera composed in this city. It is to take pla« e at the Tivoli next
Monday. It is named Otumba; Libretto by Hector A. Stuart, and score
by Wm. Borchert. What if the long-expected American opera was at
last to make its appearance ?

* * * * *

On Wednesday I went to the circus. So did 3,999 others. It is a circus
above the average. The gymnasts are good, the riders very good. The
elephants are well trained and the educated dogs are still more so. There
is a dog clown who is worth seeing. The feature of the show is the real
clown. He is a genius ; his humor is natural and spontaneous, and his
antics laughable. And, mirabife dictu, his jokes are new. As long as
Dan Rice is simply an ornamental adjunct to the circus, I would suggest
his being regularly placed upon exhibition.******
William W. Randall, a well-known local writer is now advance agent

of the Hazel Kirke Company, and has the good wishes of all his friends
in his new capacity.******

" Recollections of Sothern," by Fred Lyster, is an article in a New
York paper. Strange!—The mother of the dramatic "Ginfizz" says
that Lotta is beginning to be old enough to associate with Mrs. Florence
and other young girls.—The fiat against the Jews at Long Branch
next year will compel many well-known theatrical people to move their
Summer quarters.——Speaking of Helen Dingeon, a paper says: **" She
sings well, but has much to learn yet."—The Georgia Minstrels are a
great go in Western cities. In the smaller towns it is the custom to take
the census when they are performing.——There will only be twenty
41 Pets of the American Stage" next season. How small the Sierra Ne-
vada Mountains must feel when they consider the number of bad plays
in which they are the stars. Beauclerc.

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.

J.
H. Havcrly. Proprietor; I'retl'k W. Bert, Manager.. --

A. M. Palmer's UNION SQUARE THEATRE CO. This (Saturday) Evening,
Last Night of Edgar Fawcett's Great Drama,

The False Friend!
This (Saturday) Afternoon, September 2d, ONLY FALSE FRIEND MATINEE. In
consequence of other engagements, and notwithstanding the great favor and success
with which THE FALSE FRIEND has been received, it cannot be continued beyond
the present week. Secure your seats and avoid the rush. Monday Evening, Sep-
tember 4th, THE LIGHTS O" LONDON. Sept. 2.

TIVOLI OPERA HOUSE,
Eddy street, near ftfarket.—Kreling: Bros., Sole Proprie-

tors and Managers.*"GRAND REOPENING ! House Entirely Re-
modeled ! This Evening, and every evening until further notice, Verdi's Grand
Tragic Opera,

Ernani !

Upon an elaborate scale. Secure your seats and avoid the rush. Box Office open
daily from 10 A.M. to 12 M., and 2 to 5 p.m. Seats Bold Seven Days in Advance.

[Sept. 2.]
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nel Dickey occasionally has quail on the table for such persona
as he deliglits to honor, an.l two weeks ago I saw quail feathers in the
yard near his kitchen. It may be that there is some mistake about this,
ami, if there is, the Colonel has my sympathy, and is welcome to the use
of this column to let the public know that he is not a game-law breaker.
It is true that the quail in the Park are more trouble than use, but if they
are (o be got rid of, it is just as well to do it in a proper manner, an.l let
a sadly depleted Park Fund have the benefit of all the cash their dead
bodies will bring.
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Tug Wilson and James Elliott have been matched to fight for .$5,000
and the championship of the world. The fight will take place some time
in January, if it ever comes off, which is rather doubtful, as many of the
Eastern snorts are already making the sign of the cross in the air when
the match is spoken of. The fight between McAuliffe and Thatcher, ad-
vertised to take place last Saturday in Turn Verein Hall, turned out to
be a fraud, exactly as I predicted. The attendance only netted S27, and
the would-be champions refused to fight for so small a sum, and, what is

worse, refused to pay back the admission money to the few spectators
who had put faith in their honor. In addition to the principals, the par-
ticipants in this mean swindle were George Kelly, Joe Monahan and H.
Maynard, though the two last named say that they had no connection
with the affair. Their names were on the bills, and Maynard did not an-
nounce that he was not in the match until two days before it was to come
off. The well-known wrestler, Homer Lane, issued a challenge last
week to Nolan, of Santa Cruz, to wrestle for $250 or §500 a side. He was
moved to this through Nolan going from place to place blowing that
he could throw Lane with ease. Like all blowers, Nolan weakened
when be found that it was necessary to either " put up" or " shut up "

—he chose the latter. This afternoon the Merion and Occidental
Cricket Clubs will play a match at the Recreation Grounds, to begin at
2 p. jr. The Merion Club will be represented by the following team : J.
Benjamin, B. Benjamin, Day, Burnett, Einlayson, Jaffa, J. Mathieu, F.
Mathieu, G. Theobald, J. Theobald, Harper, Dinkelspiel. The Occident
team are : Waterman, Cross, Collingham, Davenport, Mott, Driffield,

Purdy, Aitken, McGroin, Blakeley, Nicholson, Sanderson. Umpire—J.
Phippa.

» # # * *

San Franciscians are getting to look upon the Golden Gate Fair as their
own particular enterprise, and well they may, for without exhibits and
spectators from this side of the Bay it would not amount to much. The
extraordinary popularity achieved by the Fair last year and the enthu-
siasm connected with it this season are doubtless due in a great measure
to that mysterious something that has declared the Golden Gate Fair
fashionable and worthy the attendance of the very top of the social milk
can, so to speak. It is perfectly true that the racing is always first-class

and the management excellent across the Bay, but I rather think that
would go for naught unless Dame Fashion had kindly condescended to

smile on the enterprise. Fashion can change a miserable procession of

fagged-out females to a grand pedestrian tournament, visited nightly by
thousands, and this same capricious thing has in the past made a splen-

did day's racing, gotten up by the Bay District Association, a most miser-
able failure, financially speaking. St. Julian and Maud S. could trot for

§20,000 on the Bay District crack, but, without fashion consented to

smile on the sport, there would not be 2,000 people go to see the match.
Fashion has declared against athletic meetings, therefore, they are always
a failure ; fashion has declared for the Golden Gate Fair, the Mechanics'
Fair anu the Author's Carnival, therefore they are all alike great suc-

cesses. If any sane person could give a reason for paying to see in the
Fair what they can. see free in the city stores, I for one, would like to

know what it is, and the same about the Carnival, only more so. Perhaps
the reader will want to know what all this has to do with the Golden
Gate Fair, and to gratify their curiosity I will simply state that it is in-

tended as an explanation of my neglect to say much about the racing to

take place over there. Previous experience has shown that one may promise
the best of racing, and no one will go to see it; so, as I want to see the

Fair a grand success, I simply state that all the notables will be over

there, and that it is the proper thing to do to go there, and I can rest as-

sured that the gate receipts will be simply immense. People will go to

see each other, to look at the wheel of fortune and the Adonises who will

grace the judges' stand, to stare blankly at the fat cattle and sheep, to

gaze wonderingly at the races, and clap their hands when the President
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for Mi.- rrae-for-all, I fancy either Gibraltar ..r Romero, though Washing-
ton i. a dangaroaa candidate.

• • • • •

It i- wiih more than ordinary pleasure that I note the fact of Sacra-
mento baring orguii ,1 bicycle club, with officer! a. follows: Douglas
Lindley, President ; R, R. Flint, the pi r rider there. Captain ; K. B.
larroll, rir«t Lieutenant ; I; II

surer, and A. Soheld, Bugler. The i th, level roadl around Sacra
""•"'" ""•' ,l "' 0e»t "' the State for bioyoU riding, and now the sport has
got a good start 1 rather think that it will bathe moat po|
ineiit up there ere long. The youth ,.f Sacral lien t. . are rather ft weedy
lot, and nee,

I
a go,.,i , i,.al ,.f muscular exercise to brace np their weakly

Oodles. When I was last in the Capital the only amnsement the boyi
an o to have was driving their be«t girls along the Riverside Road, anu

when not doing that their chief object in life appeared to be staring
shop windows and smoking cigarettes.

* * • • •

In a sail down from E.klev's Point, last. Sun, lav. the AV.ir left the
Arirl and Flair dt Lit more than a mile behind. The race for the
Underwriters' Cup is off.

* * # # »
Charles Kaeding, of the firm of Liddle & Kaeding, who recently made

an extended trip through England, brought with him on his return two

? «? f5ne
?
t breech-loading guns ever manufactured. They were made

by W. & C. Scott & Son, of London, under Mr. Kaeding's special direc-
tions, for Mr. A. Bore) and Mr. Barroilhet, the well known financiers.
For exquisite finish and workmanship they cannot be surpassed, and con-
tain all the improvements recently introduced by Scott & Son. Though
not on exhibition, Mr. Kaeding would probably not object to show them
to his friends before they pass into the possession of the gentlemen for
whom they were made.

KONI LA! VOLCANIC WATER!
Facts vs. Theories—Science vs. Nature.

(^ive me a place to rest ray lever ou," says Archimedes,
J" " and I will move the world." " Give me natural waters," says Medicus of the

olden times, " and I will cure disease." In one sense, both of these learned pundits
were the veriest charlatans. They knew there was no place to rest their lever on,
either to move the world or cure disease. Mechanism was in a backward state, and
the medical profession was but another name for sorcery, and all the adjuncts of
magic fitters and charms of the " evil eye," etc.
But these latter days have brought unto us something more than even supersti-

tion and its crew ever dreamt of in their maddest philosophy. In these days of
practical science, what was theory of yesterday is fact to-day, and all the old-time
notions become as bubbles in the sun, and burst and break with every breatli wc
draw.
Let Archimedes shoulder his lever, and we Will find a resting-place for it to move

the world. Let mine ancient Medicus pane and toil no more for the waters he so
soroly needs, for we have them at our hand, ever ready to serve them at his beck
with Koni La Volcanic Water, the medical triumph of this enlightened century,
already indorsed by our most eminent physicians and chemists, representing the
skil 1 and intelligence of both branches of the medical science. This new and power-
ful curative agent, Koni La, eliminator in all Kidney Complaints, Blood Purifier in
Skin Diseases, Female Complaints, affords the sufferer immediate relief, insures a
positive and quicker cure than can be obtained by any other reinedv used for similar
ailments. In this effect it is totally different from "all other Mineral or Volcanic
Waters now before the public, and defies all competition, remarkable for the com-
plexity of its wonderful composition, superior to all in its magical curative proper-
ties, which we cheerfully can indorse.
To prove its merits, not only a single trial of the Koni La Volcanic Water will

convince the most skeptical, but already spurious, fraudulent imitations are offered.
We must, therefore, caution the public to beware of parties offering for sale Volcanic
Water without the trade mark, KONI LA, sold only by the

PACIFIC MINERAIi WATER CO.,
DEPOT 360 Fourth street, cor. Karrlsou.

EMERSON'S STANDARD THEATRE.
Wm. Emerson Sole Proprietor and Manager

Holiday Evening-, September 4th,
GRAND REOPENINO OF

EMERSON'S STANDARD THEATRE,
With a New Minstrel Company, Composed of Twenty-Five Artists selected

from the Best Eastern Talent.
The Theatre has been entirely refitted and decorated. The Parquette and Dress

Circle have been furnished with Patent Opera Chairs of the latest style. No ex-
pense has been spared to insure the comfort of its patrons.
A new First Part Scene has been painted by Wilkins.
A carefully selected Orchestra has been engaged.
Mr. Emerson iutends to make this Company the strongest in the United States, so

that San Francisco can boast of having indeed the Home of Minstrelsy.
POPULAR PRICES.

Opera Chairs, Dress Circle or Parquette 75 Cents
Balcony 50 Cents
Matinee 50 Cents and 25 Cents
No Extra Charge for Reserved Seats. Box Office will open Saturday morning,

September 2d, for the sale of Reserved Seats.

HAZE-L-CORK!

COKE CHEAPEST FUEL.
Redaction iu Price: Wholesale Price, 50 cents per barrel

;

Retail Price, (jO cents per barrel, at the works of the SAN FRANCISCO GAS-
LIGHT COMPANY, Howard and First streets, and foot of Second st. Jan. 12.
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'The World," the Flesh, and the Devil.

[By a Truthful Penman. I

The " fitandard " correspondent at Alexandria is responsible for

the following anecdote: " A gentleman in Alexandria wrote to the Ad-

miral complaining that there was a shell belonging to the Inflexible in his

drawin" room, and requesting its removal. The Admiral passed on the

letter to the captain of the Inflexible, who sent on shore the boatswain

and half a dozen seamen, who found the great shell lying, unexploded,

in the drawing-room, as described. As it would have been dangerous to

bump it about, a device was, after some consideration, hit upon for con-

veying it to the shore. A feather bed was procured and the shell firmly

enveloped in it. It was then carefully rolled down stairs, and so back to

the ship." We are dad to hear of such an economical proceeding.—

The Illustrated London News is represented at the seat of war in Egypt

by its clever special artist, Mr. Schonberg, in addition to the ubiquitous

Melton Prior, who was on board the Alexandra during the bombardment

of July 11th. The expensiveness of the special telegrams from Egypt

now appearing in the London newspapers is enormous. "Well may the

managers of the daily papers wish it was all over. As much as Is. 7d a

word has to be paid for these cablegrams, and the telegrams from the

East in one day's issue aloDe cost one of the papers over £500. There is

onlv one Cable Company to Egypt, and, therefore, the Press has to pay

Is. 7d. per word.—Princess Roland Bonaparte, who a few days ago

was delivered of a daughter, is dead. She was the daughter of the late

M. Blanc, the lessee of the Monaco gaming-tables, aud about two years

ago was married to Prince Roland, son of Prince Pierre Bonaparte.—
The latest calculation is that the Egyptian war expenses will not be a

fraction short of ten millions.——Cetewayo bears himself in public very

much as if he had lived in London half his life, with one singular excep-

tion. He has no notion of the use of carriage steps. When the carriage

was drawn up in the afternoon in the inner courtyard the King, stooping

down and altogether ignoring the steps, clambered into the carriage by

bis knee just as a child gets up Btairs. In this action he was followed by

his black suite, every man of whom, putting his hands on the seats, scram-

bled in on his knees. Two of the black suite are Cetewayo's blood rela-

tives. A third, distinguished from the rest by the absence of the black

circlet on his head, is the King's hairdresser.-^A lady who was prepar-

ing bathing-suits for a seaside trip for the Summer wrote to a fashion pa-

per to know what the style of bathing-suits would be for children, say

from five to six years old. She received a reply that this year the bath-

ing-suits for boys would be very simple, consisting of a wad of cotton in

each ear.—The Colonists are very thorough. A charming woman has

come all the way from Melbourne with her husband—just to see the Aus-
tralians play cricket in England. She had been present at all the prin-

cipal matches. There are hundreds of them over there on the same er-

rand.—There was a slight approach to a "scene "in the House of

Commons in the small hours of a recent Wednesday morning, when an
honorable member, who had probably " been dining," made some discur-

sive observations which he fancied ought to have drawn a reply from the

Treasury Bench. In this expectation, however, he was disappointed. The
Prime Minister, if present, would probably have " flown at " the honora-

ble and garrulous member and snubbed bim terribly, but he was not there,

nor did any of his colleagues feel disposed to usurp the office of leader.

The honorable member in question was no doubt displeased at not being

noticed, and at length, having made a gallant effort to steady himself, be
extended his right hand toward the Treasury Bench and exclaimed:

"Why cau't I get an answer? Where is the grand old man ?" The ex-

plosion of laughter which followed aroused the Speaker from hh nap, and
the " Presiding Authority " sternly shouted "Order, order," without
however, knowing precisely what the breach of order had been. Two
of the messengers in the Bank of England having come out of the Guards
and gone into the reserve, and being now called upon to join the colors,

the directors have given them each three months' leave of absence on full

pay, and will extend the leave and pay if necessary.—A million visi-

tors to the Dublin Exhibition in one day! Steamers from Glasgow, Liv-
erpool, Bristol abd Belfast bring their human freight, and railways from
the ends of the island swell the multitude.—Every loyal English man
and woman must feel rejoiced, says the Court Circular, at the safe return
of the sons of the Prince of Wales from their long and perilous voyage.
Had it been generally known in May, 18S1, that the Bacchante was miss-
ing for five days from the squadron, the general anxiety would have been
intense. Fortunately, no word of the danger came to alarm the Royal
parents and the Queen until it was passed. The Princes have had a
grand opportunity of seeing the world, and doubtless have thoroughly
profited by it. They have shared the life and hardships of their com-
rades loyally and well, and have never grumbled at being treated in the
same manner as the other midshipmen.—The Khedive is generous in
his adversity. He has promised to compensate the sufferers by the recent
sacking of Alexandria " out of the revenues of the country." With truly
Eastern generosity he includes in this promise " all victims of whatever
nationality," but with truly Eastern caution he adds the proviso that this

is to be done in " an equitable manner, compatible with the resources of
the country."——A few weeks ago a gentleman entered the office of a
well-known insurance agent, and tossing a paper on the counter, said to
the clerk: "That's run out, and I want to get it renewed." The clerk
unfolded the document, and then a broad grin unfolded itself over his
countenance, and he inquired: "Are you sure that this has run out';"
"O, yes," said the gentleman, "my wife told me it run out yesterday
morning." " Well, I am sorry for you, but we are not taking that kind
of risks now," responded the clerk, as he handed back to him—his mar-
riage certificate.

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
INSTJUANCE AGENCY.

322 A 324 California Street. San Francisco, Cal.

Fire Insurance.
TEUTON1A o! New Orleans.

LACONFIANCE of Paris.

DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS
ofNewYork.

THE FIRE INS. ASSOCIATION (Limited)

of London, England.

GIRARD of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN ofNewYork.
ST. PAUL ofSLPaul.

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONCIERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Kepresented $27,000,000.
All Losses Egtiitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid.

W. L. CHALMERS,
Special Agent and Adjuster.

PHttNIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Oi' London, Eng., Estab'd 1782—Casn Assets, $5,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1833.—Cash Assets, $1,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1851.—Cash Assets, $1,357,326.39.

Bl'TLKR A H1LDAX,
General Agents for Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864.

Principal Office 406 California Street, S. F.

FIRE INSURANCE.
Capital (Paid Up in TT. S. Sold Coin) $300,000.00
Re-Insurance Reserve S171.412 75

Assets January 1, 1882 g 684,577.83 I Premiums, since organization.$3,841,412.07
Surplus for policy holders.. 674.577.S3

I
Losses, since ore^inization... 1,756,278.00

OFFICERS:
J. F. HOUGHTON President. I CIIAS. R. STORY Secretary.
J. L. N. SHEPHARD.... Vice-President.

|
R. H. MAGILL General Agent.

Directors of the Home Motual Insurance Co.:—L. L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J. L.

N. Shepard, John Currey, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, C C. Burr, J. S. Carter,
Charles fielding, D. W. Earl. April 8.

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.

Capital, $10,000 000-
TJnlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF LONDoT~FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

THE STANDARD MARINE~INSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool. Capital, $5,000,000-

W. 3. ('AI.IJSf.mn <fc CO., General Agents,
Aug. 12. 213 Sansome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital.... $7,500,000
Cash Assets 1,709,976
Cash Assets m United States 775,003

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE A CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

Imperial Fire Insurance Co., of London Instituted 1803.
London Assurance Corporation, of London

Established by Royal Charter 1720.
Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANLES.
BOBJSRTDICKSON, Manager.

W. LANM BOOKBK, Agent and Attorney.

S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building.
[October 11.J

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.--UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

The California Lloyds.---Established in 1861.---Nos. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, $750,000 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates

!

Prompt Settlement of Loses ! ! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS. —J. Mora Moss,
Moses Heller, J. O. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Wr

eill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Everson, A. B. Phipps, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Brandenstein, W. M. Hoag, Nicholas
Luuing, James Mofiitt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Touchard,
George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, Johu Conly, J. H. Baud, Win. Scholle, Charles
Bauui, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President.

James D. Bailey, Secretary. Geo. T. Bohbn, Surveyor. Nov. 6.
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IDALIA.
BmiJe a willow •..'.!. that ]—.ir*l

A wail of *..rr-w r

And Mtfh^l m if (

It t»»*r jrrt bad •

A maiden nd *ii 1 fair rviMwcvl,
^

' ' I DOW COM,
Wbi . silken cortl» of love

n furtorn.

i Ii[«
Mailc ftataii<nat*-h

When farting last without a thoQfht,
I'hey ne'er again should d

The tenner look -i tr

That thrillci t

The hamMinke, and the soft "good ojre,

'

then they met no n

He fell untimely in his prime,
When life had just begun,

Wben strong ami iii. .n urged him on,
And when the goal seemed woo.

And all her gilded r&riona fled

Before this gathering shade,
Which ppreed the death-fthrood o'er hec joy,

Her heart m heavy made.

Oh! hard to hear in fortune's strife.

The poignant panga of ^'rief,

When hopes are dead and sere, ami life

Before os is but brief.

Bow hitUfr is the woe! how sharp
The stiit l; that sorrow brings,

When youth is in its flush, and Hope
Soars on its golden win

But still who tastes Life's sparkling draught,
And its seductive sweet,

Must drain the dregs to the last drop.
With bitterness replete.

Thus fitful dreams, wayward struggles,
And aching pains are ours.

And few of all our buds of Hope
Ere ripen into flowers,

George J. Ddraind.
San Francisco, September 2, 1882.

HIS PA HAS GOT EM AGAIN.
"If the dogs in our neighborhood hold out I guess I can do some-

thing that all the temperauce societies in this town"have failed to do,"
says the bad boy to the grocery man, as he cut off a piece of cheese and
took a handful of crackers out of a box.

" Well, for heaven's sake, what have you been doing now, you little
reprobate," asked the grocery man, as he went to the desk and charged
the boy's father with a pound and four ounces of cheese and two pounds
of crackers. " If you was my boy and played auy of your tricks on me I
would maul the everlasting life out of you. Your father is a cussed fool
that he don't send you to the reform school. The hired girl was over this
morning and says your father is sick, and I should think he would be.
What have you done ? Poisoned him I suppose."
" No, I didn't poison him, I just scared the liver out of him, that's all."
"How was it," asked the grocery man, as he charged up a pound of

prunes to the boy's father.
'* Well, I'll tell you, but if you ever tell pa I won't trade here any more.

You see, pa belongs to all the secret societies, and when there is a grand
lodge or auything here, he drinks awfully. There was something last week,
some sort of a leather apron affair, or a sash over the shoulder, and every
nu'ht he was out till the next day, and his breath smelled all the time
like in front of a vinegar store, where they keep yeast. Ever since ma
took her hay fever with her up to Lake Superior, pa has been a terror,
and I thought something ought to be done. Since that variegated dog
trick was played on him he has been pretty sober till ma went away, and
I happened to think of a dog a boy in the Third ward has got, that will
do tricks. He will jump up and take a man's hat off, and bring a hand-
kerchief, and all that. So I got the boy to come up on our street, and
Monday night, about dark, I got in the house and told the boy when pa
came along to make the dog take his hat, and to pin a handkerchief to
pa's coat tail and make the dog take that, and then for him and the dog
to lite out for home. Well, you'd a died. Pa came up the street as dig-
nified and important as though he had gone through bankruptcy, and tried
to walk straight and just as he had got near the door the boy pointed to
pa's hat and said, " Fetch it." The dog is a big Newfoundland, but he
is a jumper, and don't you forget it. Pa is short and thick, and when the
dog struck him on the shoulder and took his hat pa almost fell over, and
then said get out, and he kicked and backed up toward the step, and then
turned around and the boy pointed to the handkerchief and said "fetch
it," and the dog gave one bark and went for it, and got hold of it and part
of pa's duster, and pa tried to climb un the steps on his hands and feet,

and the dog pulled the other way, and it's an old last year's duster, any-
way, and the whole back breadth come out, and when I opened the door
there pa stood with the front of his coat and the sleeves on, but the back
was gone, and I took hold of his arm, and he said, "Get out, and was go-
ing to kick me, thinking I was a dog, and I told him I was his own little

boy, and asked him if anything was the matter, and he said, "M (hie)

atter enough. New F (hie) land dog chawing me last hour na half. Why
didn't you come and k (hie} ill 'em." I told pa there was no dog at all,

and he must be careful of his health or I wouldn't have no pa at all. He
looked at me and asked me, as he felt for the place where the back of bis

linen duster was, what had become of his coat-tail and hat if there was no
dog, and I told him he had probably caught his coat on that barbed wire
fence down the street, and he said he saw the dog and a boy just as plain

as could be, and for me to help him up stairs and go for the doctor. I got
him in bed and' he said,

i(
this is a hellish climate my boy," and I went

for the doctor. Pa said he wanted to be cauterized, so he wouldn't go mad.
I told the doc. the joke and he said he would keep it up, and he gave pa
some powders and told him if he drank any more before Christmas he was
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INSURANCE.
eafte Oiwoiwy •»> tt, r PmrtJU Comsi Oeeented by the Mamta-

rhuirtt* >»n-/-.,r/.p'/./rr /.i.e.

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF BOSTON.

Total A«K»ti Deoember 31. 1881 S16.210.465 92.

Surplus over All Liabilitlea-

... .. ...'.'.
. . .

Hairnet Value of Btoou and Bond o 1,4 lioui.'ou

POIfl is.
Finn .1 Piain and timpi p \ A fully

dfrom forfeiture.

rtocn yi .:) In im [no which, by
ii' dealing in Ita relations with poll

gained un enviable reputation.

toi '
i i

i
!

i -I travel,
i tian rdo upal loni with-

i mil.

i,i Liberal p titf-upand cash surrender, values stipulated by law.

rhli Company charges lore for insurnnci than those com] login
which the policy la forfeited, m case ><i non-payment of premium when due.

Before inauriox in any other company, or joining anj poratlve aeaeasment TO
irefull; examine the practical working of the Massachusetts law of 1880, ind

road the policy contract of toe 2v*suj England /.-/•

HENRY X. FIELD, General Agent,
Au*T- 86. 328 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

TRANSATLANTIC FIRE INSURANCE CO.,
OF HAMBURG.

Ci:ii»hiii, gl.500,000, u. s. noiti Coin. Losses palil ill Oolil
j Coin immediately after adjustment This Corporation holds contracts of six-

teen other European Insurance Companies, re-iosunng by far the greater part, of
every risk, ns soon as accepted in our office. The combined suIkitUhjiJ Capital whirh
our policies therefore offer to the public amounts to $26,900,000. U. s Gold
Coin, of which $7,650,000 is paid up, besides the always available Reserve Funds.

GEO. MARCUS & CO., 804 California street, S. FM
Aug. 5. General tgents for Pacific Coast.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, of Zurich, Capital 5,000,000 francs: Helvetia,

of St. Gall, Capital 10,000,000 francs ; Raloise, of Basle, Capital 5,000,000 francs.
These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that may \<c Bus-
ained. Losses made payable in all the principal seaports of the world. In the set-

tlement of all claims under an English policy, these Companies will strictly adhere to
the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, and submit to English jurisdiction.

June 9. HARRY W. SYZ, Agent, 420 and 422 California St., S. F.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.

(Capital 95*000,000.—Agents: Balfour, Onthrie & Co., No.
/ 316 California street, San Francisco. Nov. 18.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE,
BELCHER SILVER MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 31
Amount per Share 25 Cents
Levied August 15th
Delinquent in Office September 21at

Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock Octoher 9th
JOHN CROCKETT, Secretary.

Office—Koom 8, Stock Exchange building, No. 327 Pine street, San Francisco, Cal-
ifornia. Aug. 10.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
CON. VIRGINIA MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 18
Amount per Share 30 Ceuts
Levied August 10th
Delinquent in Office : September Kith
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock October 14th

A. W. HAVENS, Secretary.

Office—Room 26, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal-

ifornia. August 12.

~ASSESSMEliit~NOTrCE.
BODIE TUNNEL AND MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 6
Amount per Share 10 Gents
Levied August 5th

Delinquent in Office Sept. 11th
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock Oct. 2d

CHAS. C. HARVEY, Secretary.
Office—Room 1, No. 309 California street, San Francisco, Cal. Aug. 12.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
CONSOLIDATED PACIFIC MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 5
Amount per Share 25 Cents
Levied August 19th
Delinquent in Office September 27th

Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock October 17th
F. E. LUTY, Secretary.

Office—Room 5, No. 330 Pine street, San Francisco. Cal. Aug. 26.
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A SHAM ISSUE.

We hate frauds and abominate shams of all kinds, and especially those

which make their appearance in a pretendedly moral or religious guise.

The truth is, the Sunday law issue raised in the present campaign is one

of the veriest humbugs that the fertile brains of politicians ever conjured

up That issue is not a State one, and iS cannot be rightly made so under

the new Constitution. That instrument relegates that and the Local Op-

tion question to the respective counties to deal with ae they see tit. Ihe

municipal authorities throughout the State are clothed with full power,

under the fundamental law, to frame and enforce all "police regulations

within their different jurisdictions, and the discussion which took place m
the Constitutional Convention shows that the section in question was dis-

tinctly intended to take the Sunday and Local Option questions out of State

politics and place them in the hands of the various local governing bodies.

When the election was about to take place to determine whether the new
Constitution should be ratified or not, it was an argument used by its op-

ponents that it gave the power to localities to do these very things, and

the opinions of eminent lawyers, among whom we remember was Colonel

J P. Hoge, were obtained, and they abundantly fortified the view we have

expressed. Nothing, therefore, that the State Legislature can say, or

leave unsaid, will alter, abridge, control or in any manner affect the right

of local authorities to pass, or abstain from passing, Sunday or Local Op-

tion ordinances. What monstrous folly, then, is it to excite the whole

State up to a fever heat of excitement over an issue with which it, as a

State, has no concern ! The true inwardness of the business is, that the

politicians are seeking to make a dishonest use of a dead issue. The Dem-
ocrats were the first to err. They recognized that there was considerable

feeling upon the subject, and this they sought to turn to their own ac-

count, by putting a worthless plank in their platforn. The framers of it,

we have the best reason to know, were well advised of the

absolute inutility and humbug of what they were about to do,

yet they did it in order merely to catch votes. They wanted to

fool the Germans and the liberal advocates of a Sunday of recre-

ation. The Republicans have, on the other hand, been swift to

imitate the sham pretenses of their opponents. They said " the Demo-
crats have got the Germans and the Liberals anyhow ; we can gain noth-

ing by making bids in that direction ; let us make offers for the clergy

and the bigots among their flocks." That is what they are doing, and in

cons€quence a sort of religious war is about to rage throughout the State.

The religious weeklies come to us crowded with denunciations. The par-

sons are pounding their pulpits in passionate rage at the wicked Demo-
crats, and ere the campaign closes the feeling on the subject is sure to em-

body all the prejudices, bigotry, malice and all uncharitableness that have

ever attended the introduction of religious questions into the domain of

practical politics. And all this, as we have shown, without one particle

of reason or excuse. Let two able lawyers of different political faiths meet
together and they will laugh at this " much ado about nothing." Colonel

Hoge, Democrat, and General Barnes, Republican, would in private be

in perfect accord on the fact that this issue has been most effectually

taken out of State politics, and they would make merry at the ease with

which it is possible to set the community fighting over a sham issue. Yet
the parsons one and all agree to ignore the practical issues of the

campaign in their eager pursuit of this will-o-tbe wisp. Verily, this com-
munity is made up of some smart political knaves, and a mighty lot of

pronounced fools.

LOW STEALING IN HIGH PLACES.
General Sturgis was appointed by President Garfield Governor of the

Soldiers' Home at Washington, and was foolish enough to think that that

institution should be run in the interests of the veterans to whom it be-

longs and for whose benefit it was intended. Acting upon this supposi-

tion, he went, when duly summoned, before a Congressional Committee
and testified as to the abuses which he found were being practiced there.

The " Home," with its surroundings, is one of the most attractive and
beautiful places in the country, and is the favorite drive of the citizens of

Washington. During the heated term one of the cottages is specially set

apart for the use of the President and his family. It was formerly the
country seat of George W. Riggs, the banker, and to it has since been
added the valuable estate of W. W. Corcoran, the well-known philan-
thropist, comprising in all over 600 acres. It is laid out in the finest style

of landscape gardening, and from some points the views of the Capital
City, always embracing the huge dome of the Capitol itself, are of match-
less beauty. The inmates are housed and somewhat crowded together in
a large and substantial stone structure, which has the mixed appearance
of something between a prison and hospital, while the houses of the offi-

cers are as cosy and homelike as can -be imagined. Complaint has long
been rife as to the way in which the benefits of the institution had been
diverted from the use of the inmates to that of the governing powers. It
was notorious that some of these, notably the Surgeon-General and the
Commissary-General, were daily supplied with vegetables, flowers, ice,

and products of the dairy, of which the farm produced a most gener-
ous supply, while the allotment of these forthe_useof the soldiers, to
whom they wholly and properly belonged, was limited, and their fare
regulated by the standard of the army ration, which, while ample for the
hearty and vigorous soldier, was not always adapted to the crippled and
infirm. No denial of these reports has ever been made, but the hurried
removal of General Sturgis, and the many obstacles put in his way while
endeavoring to carry out reforms in the institution, has aroused a feeling
at Washington that is likely to end in making it uncomfortably warm for
some of those who, while enjoying liberal incomes from the Government,
were not above committing what some folks call theft from the wards of
the nation.

There are four Superior Court Judges to be elected at the coming
election.^ Those who retire are Messrs Freelon, Waymire, Allen and the
distinguished luminary, Halsey. Which of these is to be his own succes-
sor, if any, remains to be seen. Freelon is a Criminal Judge, who has had
experience enough at least to make him competent. Waymire is well
thought of by the Bar. Allen is a protege" of R. H. Lloyd, and was once
his clerk. Halsey—well, Halsey is Halsey—and will hardly any longer
shed his light from the j udicial bench.

Reveries of theA Minnesota journal heads its humorous column:
Righteous."

SIR GARNET WOLSELEY AND EGYPT.
The " News Letter" to-day presents its readers with a clear-cut and

accurate map of the theatre of war in Egypt. It should be preserved for

reference, for by it alone may the different movements of the conflicting

armies be understood from time to time. We also publish a life-like por-
trait of the gallant Boldier, Sir Garnet Wolseley, who is Commander-in-
Chief of the English forces in Egypt. He has seen much service. A
Colonel in the Crimean war, he there first distinguished himself. He had
charge of the Red River expedition in Canada some years ago, and by
tact and cautious diplomacy settled matters without striking a blow. He
had charge of the Ashantee war, and brought it to a speedy and success-

ful issue. He was sent to the Cape and Natal, with full powers as
Governor-General and Commander-in-Chief, and soon pacified matters
there. He was sent to lick Cyprus into shape as a British colony, and in

a marvelously short time had it in running order. He was then recalled

home by the present English Secretary of War to help him remodel and
reform the army, in which work he was engaged when called upon to pro-

ceed to Egypt. When that command was given he was sick in bed from
a serious fever, but he at once set out on his journey, having to be carried

to his berth on board ship, but he recovered during the voyage, and is now
pushing on a conquering army with marvelous celerity and dash. He
is affectionately called by the critical journals of London, "Onr only
General,"

THE COMING INVESTIGATION OF THE JEANNETTE
TRAGEDY.

There is evidently a good deal of dirty linen to be washed before the
Court of Inquiry, ordered by Congress to investigate the cause of the loss

of the Steamer Jeannette, and the death of De Long. Wide spread rumors
have long been in circulation among navy people of the discords and jeal-

ousies which it has been alleged existed among her officers almost from
the day of her departure on her fatal errand. The welcome accorded to
Lt. Dannenhower on his return home was, for some reason as yet unex-
plained, not as enthusiastic and cordial as might have been expected, and,
at the public reception given him at Washington soon after, the absence
of many of his brother officers was noticeably apparent, and made the sub-
ject of much comment. Nowit is stated that great preparations are being
made for the reception of Engineer Melville on bis return, and he is to be
made the hero of the disastrous finale of the expedition. Be this as it

may, Lt. Dannenhower has been very reticent, and it is claimed by his

friends that, although, he has much to say, he prefers to wait the return
of Melville before speaking. Secretary Chandler is very popular among
the officers of the Navy, having once tilled the position of Solicitor of that
Department, and his selection of the members who will constitute the
Court is looked for by them with great interest.

The July reports of Eastern railroad earnings show a very satisfac-

tory increase—sixty-one roads reDorting present aggregate gross earnings
of S23,649,112, against 821,657,927 for July of last year, an increase of

51,991,185, or nearly 10 per cent. The increase in the earnings of July,
1881, over those of July, 1880, was 17 per cent, and that of July, 1880,
over the same month of 1879 was 35 per cent. There has thus been in
three years a growth in July earnings which affords a good basis for con-
gratulation. Especially favorable are the current earnings, when the de-

creased cotton and grain movement of this midsummer are considered.
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A pretty tough lot.

They are Gttsat, -election

[Vidi Darwina -re.it law),
Kor they anchor their hopes of election

On the strength of their jaw.

On the length of their tongue ever wagging
speak,

On their scent for the dollars unflagging,
And hardness of cheek.

And he who in these things can beat them
Is mighty indeed ;

For his principles—if we repeat them

—

Are: Impudence, greed.

Venality, knavery, thieving,

A talent for fraud,
A smooth, oily knack of deceiving,

And small fear of the Lord.

Recently two resident patriots from Hibernia, named respectively
Patsey O'Houlehan and Denis McCrow, were standing on the corner of

Sixth and Market streets, discussing the state of Ireland, the genealogy
of Arabi Pasha, the "Choinays," the difference in weight between a hod
of mortar and a hod of brick, politics, and the thousand and one topics

of general interest which usually occupy the attention of enlightened
Connemara exiles. " Begob, I dunno fetber thers tibby an eliction or
no," said Patsey, as he took bis dudeen off his lower lip and wiped his

front teeth with the back of his hand ;
" but if ther is thin, Dinny, shure

it's yersilf ot to go til the Sinnit." " Is it me in the Sinnit?" said Denis.
'* An' fwat 'ud the likes o' me be doin' in the Sinnit ?" and his elbows
swayed in and out. " Shure an' yer as good as the bist o' thim as goes
ther, I'll go bail," explained Patsey, putting his pipe back, and giving a
rekindling smack between each word. "Is it good enough yez think I

am ?" called out Denis, the belligerent inclination of his race beginning to
show itself. "Bedad, it's too good fur the company o' blagyards I am.
Do yez think I'd bemane mesilf by kapin' company wid the loikes o' Sina-
tors an' that? Faix it's mesilf as belaves yez doau know who I am. I'm
a McCrow, I tell yez; that's fwat I am!" "A what?" asked a voice in

his ear, as a burly form loomed up beside him. "A McCrow, bedad,"
said Denis; "au' sorra shame have I to say it ayther." "That's all

right," continued the voice ;" come right along with me ; I'm looking for

fellows like you ;" and a heavy hand was laid on his shoulder and a star

flashed before his eyes, as down the street he bounded at arm's length be-

fore an officer.

YX/'ILL the lady whose hat ribbons were introducing themselves on tho dummy,
** Geary-street road, Sunday, correspond? If so, address HARRY, this office.—

Chronicle "Personal."

We don't know who you are, Harry, nor are we at all anxious to make
your acquaintance. You may be one of those hoary old lechers who
can't Bee a comely young woman without lusting after her, or you may be
one of those callous youths who imagine that every girl who happens to

look their way at once falls violently in love with them. Whichever of

these classes you belong to it is certain that, like all the foul tribe which
you typify, you are a blackguard of the sort that originally compelled the
manufacture of that useful instrument, the rawhide. It is just such ver-

min as you, Harry, that make our streets and public places of resort un-

safe and unsavory for our wives, daughters and sisters. For them the

streets are safer in the darkest night than in the broad daylight, which
makes visible the leers and ogling of you and your kind. There is conso-

lation in the thought, however, that should your " personal " meet with
a response, the rendezvous will probably be located in the neighborhood
of Waverly Place or Morton street, at the private residence of your fair

charmer. The class of young ladies who answer personals mostly live in

that vicinity.

So, his Columbian Majesty King Arthur the Second has been indulg-

ing in the royal pastime of fox hunting at Newport, where the force of

following the hounds a la Anglaise is played every year by the young
snobs of New York, who, by the bye, are bo ignorant of the sport as to

hunt in August! They, however, did a graceful thing to mark the pres-

ence of their sovereign. In his honor they slaughtered their only fox, an

animal imported at great expense some years ago, and whose health was
guarded with the greatest care by a cordon of specially retained vetenary

Burgeons. It was reported not long ago, that this fox had died of old age,

but his destruction on Monday shows it could not have been so. The
brush was awarded to Mrs. Morgan, who in turn loyally presented it to

his Majesty—to brush his side whiskers with when he gets back to the

Palace at Washington. It's rather hard upon the Newport fox hunters,

as the death of the fox puts an end to hunting, till they can get a new
one over from "the other side, you know."
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The youngsters, and children of a Urver growth, an promised a
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i h
Never fc strictly moral circus, the /'. O. i- unable to describe

[< nt points. His idea of it i* thin: The
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ill be opened
with prayer and the singing of one or more hymns, upon which the olown
«''ll pro 1 to read such portions of Scripture as be may think will be
calculated to entertain, it not elevate, the minds of the children, bl
little, present inch, for example, as the story of David and bin. Uriah,
Lot and his two daughters, and wo on. Acta of horsemanship by the hv
dies of the establishment, clothed in dresses not halfa-donn sfse
small for them, will then follow. In the "big show." the animals will
wear pantalettes and paper collars, the alligator will be required to ask a
blessing before gulping his evening meal, and the boas monkey to offer
up a pmyer on behalf of the whole establishment, the giant ox closing
the proceedings with the doxology. One of the most prominent and
unique features of the show will be the strict performance of everything
promised in the gorgeous bills emblazoning the city— unless the interior
journals lie like L.

"What ia it, little boys—what are you gazing at ? " asked a sweet-
faced lady of about forty, of a brace of gutter-snipes who were intently
engaged in scanning the face of the moon, a few evenings ago. "It's
looking right at us, ain't it ?" remarked the younger of the two waifs, ap-
parently not noticing the interruption. " What's looking right at you ?"
demanded the comely matron, with considerable curiosity. "God's eye,"
drawled Out the boy, in awe-struck tones; "the derned thing follows
us wherever we go." The good lady smiled encouragingly and pro-
duced a dime, as a reward for their infant piety, but the wink which
the youngsters slyly snapped on its receipt raised vague doubts in the
mind of the T. C. as to whether they had really "got religion."

"Denis Kearney and his carpet-sack have arrived here," says a re-

cent Sacramento telegram. It isn't the advent of Denis that worries the
lobbyists; it's the size of the sack. It was discovered at the hotel that
the receptacle contained only a paper collar, once turned, a celluloid shirt
front, which only needed sponging off to be as good as new, and a pair of
socks, which had only seen one week's wear. Yet the sack was four feet
long and nearly five deep, with pockets for bank notes and compartments
for coin. This excites the curiosity of the politicians, especially since
Denis has already chartered a dray to carry it to the depot on his return.
They are itching to know where the plunder is coming from, but Denis
maintains an exasperating mumness on the subject.

For a non-agricultural folk, the people of this section are called upon
to do a good deal of hoeing. Fathers of families have a hard enough row
to hoe, the Lord knows, in the way of providing board, lodging and
clothing for the little dears of which they have the honor to be the re-

puted parents ; but, as though that were not enough, they are invited in
many-hued posters to " ho for Santa Cruz !" or some other summer re-
sort. And now comes a furniture man with an eight by six-foot fence
" ad," who urges the public to " ho for the other end of the fence ? " If
he had been a saloon-keeper now, one could have understood it, for do we
not read in the seventy-fourth chapter of Isaiah, " Ho, all ye that thirst?

"

A lady on an Eastward-bound train, the other day, gaped so wide that
her lower jaw slipped from its hinges and refused to close again. The car
was filled with married men, who crowded round the unfortunate woman
to see how she had done it and endeavor to get a recipe for the use of their
wives ; but though they smilingly contemplated the victim's exposed in-

terior, they refused to help her to regain her speech by closing the hatch-
way. Fortunately, however, there chanced to be a traveling book agent
and a dry-goods drummer among the crowd, and these, filled with pity,
rubbed the jaw till it closed with a mighty snap. Truly, a fellow-feeling

wondrous kind.

The Examiner, we are pleased to note, has dropped its railroad
drivel, has failed to answer Governor Stanford's letter, and is as quiet as
a sucking dove. It only says enough to keep the Cow Counties quiet. It
never meant it, and knows as well as we do that it didn't. It will, no
unlikely, own up one of these days.

The daughter of a farmer named Fortune was married the other day,
up in Tuolumne, to a man named Young. It is to be hoped there will be
no offspring of the union, for though they might always be Young, they
would be sure to be the children of Miss Fortune.

A new office is to be created at the next session of Congress, in re-

spectful recognition of the first Presidential fox-hunt in the history of the
Republic. It is to be called Master of the President's Fox Hounds, and
W. W. Astor will be recalled from Rome to fill it.

A drinking place near the Mechanics' Pavilion is called the Fair
Exchange, though it does not follow that its customers experience no
robbery.

Chiropodists say their patients are the only people who are always
ready and willing to acknowledge the corn.

Must a man have a permit to carry firearms when he gets bis boots
heeled ?

A game of baseball becomes esthetic when the score is 2 to 2.
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SUNBEAMS.
SEVERE PENALTIES.

Oh, if my love offended me,
And we had words together,

To show her I would master be,

I'd whip her with a feather.

If then she, like a naughty girl,

Would tyranny declare it,

I'd give my love a cross of pearl,

And make her always bear it.

If still she tried to sulk and sigh,

And threw away my posies,

I'd catch my darling on the sly,

And smother her with roses.

But should she clench her dimpled fists,

Or contradict her betters,

I'd manacle her tiny wrists

With dainty golden fetters.

And if she dared her lips to pout,

Like many pert young misses,

I'd wind my arm her waist about,

And punish her with kisses.—Selected.

Now, my son," said a West Side cabinet-

maker to his little boy, " you must remember
that sins are like nails driven into a post. Re-
pentance is merely pulling the nails out, but the
scars—the holes remain." "But, I say, inter-

rupted the youth, "can't we kinder putty 'em
up, as you did the worm holes in the rotten bass-

wood that you use to make real English oak bed-

room sets ?

A good scheme to prevent corruption in

elections is to have the voter himself refuse the
bribe. Its too new to work just yet, but time
may do something for it.

A notoriously jealous husband once defined
Suspicion as a feeling which impels you to find

out something you don't want to know.

Mirth is a weed of rankest growth, but as
harmless as wild.

BROAD GAUGE.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Monday. April 10, 1S82,

And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave
from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend at, between 3d and ithstreets,) as follows:

liEAVB

S. F.
DESTINATION.

\

ARRIVE
8. F.

8:30 A.M.
f

\ 1 6:40 a.m.
t 9:30 am.

|
« 8:10 a.m.

10:40 a.m.
1

9.03 A.M.
* 3:30 p.m. !. .San Mateo, Redwood,. *10:02 a.m.

4:25 p.m. ....and Menlo Park * 3:30 P.M.
* 5:15 p.m. t 4:.=»9 P.M.

6:30 p.m. 1
1

6:00 P.M.

V ) t 8:15 P.M.

8:30 A.M. i \ 9:03 A.M
10:40 a. M

* 3:30 p.m.
4:25 p.m.

i«
i

Santa Clara, San Jose and
.Principal Way Stations

.

1

v.

*10:02 A.M.
" 3:36 P.M.

6:00 p.m.

v t 8:15 P.M.

10:40 a.m.
* 3:30 p.m

j Gilroy, Pajaro, Castroville IK
] and Salinas

J 1

1:02 A.M.
i:00 p.m.

10:40 A.M.!
+ 3:30 P.M.

.Hollisterand Tres Pinos..
0:02 A.M.
3:00 p.m.

10:40 a.m.
* 3.30 P.M.

t ...Monterey, Watsonville . . ) ,lin
j Camp Goodall, Aptos, Camp >

(San Jose, Soquel, Santa Cruz. J

02 A.M.
00 P.M.

10:40 a.m.' . . .Soledad and Way Stations . . . | 6:00 p.m.

•Sundays excepted. tSundays only.

i?3' Special Notice. "€&
Sunday Excursion Trains to Monterey and Santa

Cruz.—First-class Excursion Train to Monterey and
Santa Cruz will leave San Francisco every Sunday at
7:30 a.m. Returning, leave Monterey at 4:35 p.m.; San-
ta Cruz at 4:15 p.m., arriving San Francisco at 8:40 P M
Fare for the Round Trip to either point, $3.

Stage connections are made with the 10:40 a.m.
Tram, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo, which
connect with 8:30 a.m. Train.

Ticket OFFiCEs-Passenger Depot, Townsend street
and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.

A. C. BASSETT,
Superintendent.

H. R. JUDAH,
Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

^~S. P. Atlantic Express Train via Los Angeles,
Yuma, etc., leaves San Francisco daily via Oakland
Ferry, foot of Market street, at 9:30 a.m.

C. P. R . R.

Time Schedule, Monday, May 15, 1882.
Trains leave, and are due to arrive at,

SanFrancisco as follows:

LEAVE
(for)

DESTINATION. ARRIVE
(from)

9:30 A.M.
*4:00p.m.
•4:30 P.M.

8:00 A.M.
3:30p.M.
#4:30 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
*4:00 p.m.
9:30 a.m.
4:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m

*4:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m.

*4:30p.M.
(8:00 a-h.
9:30 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
5:00 p.m.
9:30 a.m
*4:00 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
8:00 A.M.

10:00 A.M
3:00 P.M.
5:00 P.M.
3:30 P.m
5:30 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
3:30 p.m.

*4:30 P.m.

*4:00p.m.
8:00 a.m
3:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
3:30 p.m.

*4:00 P.M.
#4:30 P.M.

3:30 P.m.
8:00 a.m.

*4:30 p.m.

*o:00 a.m.

...Antioeh and Martinez..

. ..Calistoga and Napa

. j Deming, El Paso ) Express.

.

. ( and East f Emigrant

. j Gait and | via Livermore. . .

.

.
"j Stockton ) via Martinez....

.

, ..lone

. . . Knight's Landing-
" " (tSundays only)

...Los Angeles and South.....
. . Livermore and Pleasanton.

. . . Madera and Fresno

. . Marysville and Chico..

..Nilesand Haywards..

. | Ogdeu and I Express

. | East f Emigrant ,...

. . Reddi ng and Red Bluff
. ( Sacramento, \ via Livermore.
. -j Colfax and

J-

via Benicia

. ( Alta J via Benicia....
, . . Sacramento, via Benicia
. . . Sacramento River Steamers.

.

, . . San J ose

. Vallejo..

(tSundays only)..

.Virginia City.,

.Woodland

. Willows and Williams.

.

2:4u P.M,
*12:40 p.m.
*10:10 A.M.

7:40 p.m.

11:40 a.m.
*10:10 a.m.
#10:10 a.m.

7:40 p.m.
2:40 p.m.

7:10 a.m.
5:40 p.m.

+12:40 p.m.
5:40 P.M.

#10.10 a.m.
tll:40 a.m.

2:40 p.m.

5:40 p.m.
8:40 A.M.
2:40 p.m.

*12 :40 p.m.
5:40 P.M.
5:40 p.m.
4:10 p.m.
9:40 a.m.
8:40 a.m

11:10 a.m.
6:10 a.m.
5:40 P.M.
o:40 P.M.
7:40 p.m.

11:40 a.m.
*10:10 a.m.

*b:00 a.m.
4:10 p.m.

9:40 a.m.
7:40 p.m
2:40 p.m.
11:40 A.M.

*12.40 P.M.

*10:10 A.M.
11:40 a.m.
*7:40 p.m.

#10:10 A.m.
*7:40 p.m.

Train leaving San Francisco at 9:30 a.m. should mfiet
Pacific Express from " Ogden " at San Pablo ; also Pacific
Express from "El Paso" at Antioeh.

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland Pier.

From "SAN FRANCISCO." Daily.

To EAST OAKLAND— *6.00, *6:30, 7:30, 8:30, 9:30,

10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30,
7:00, 8:00, 9:30, 11:00, *12:00.

To ALAMEDA—*6:00, *t6:30, 7:00, *t7:30, 8:00, M8:30,
9:00, Ma:30, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 1:00, 2:00, 3:00, *t8:30,
4:00, #t4:30, 5:00, #+5:30, 6:00, #+6:30,7:00, *S:00, 9:30,
11:00, #12:00.

To BERKELEY — #6:00, #6:30. 7:00, *7:30, 8:00, #3:30,

9:00, 19:30, 10:00, 110:30, 11:00, tll:30, 12:00, 1:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,
9:30, *12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—*6:00, *6:30, 7:00, #7:30, tS:00>
*8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, #4:30, 5:00>
*5:30, 6:00. #6:30, 7:00.

To "SAN FRANCISCO," Daily.

From BROADWAY, Oakland -*5:32, *6:02, 6:32,7:02,
7:32, 8:02, 8:32, 9:02, 9:32, 10:02, 10:32, 11:02, 11:32, 12:02,
12:32, .1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32, 5:02,
5:32,6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

From EAST OAKLAND—*5:21, *5:51, 6:21, 6:51. 7:51,
8:51, 9:51, 10:51, 11:51, 12:51, 1:51, 2:51, 3:51, 4:51,
5:51, 6:51, 7:51, 9:21, 10:51.

From ALAMEDA—*5:15, *5:45, 6:J5, 7:10, #+7:35, 8:10,
#+3:35, 9:10, #|9:35, 10:10, #+10:35, 11:10, 12:10, 1.10,
2:10, 3:10, 4:10, #+4:35, 5:10, #+5:35, 6:10, #+6:35, 7:15,
#+7:35, 9:15, 10:45.

From BERKELEY— *5:45, *6:15, 6:45, #7:15,7:45, *S:15,
8:45, t9:15, 9:45, 110:15, 10:45, {11:15, 11:45, 12:45,
1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:15, 4:45,5:15, 5:45,6:15,6:45, 7:45,
9:15, 10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY — *5:45, *6:15, 6:45, #7:15,
7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, *5:15, 5:45,
*6:15, 6:45, *7:15.

Creek Route.
From SAN FRANCISCO—#7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:15, 3:15,

5:15.

From OAKLAND—*6: 15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

All trains run daily, except when star (") denotes Son-
days excepted.

tTrains marked thus (+) rnn via East Oakland.
(j)Sandays only.

" Standard Time" furnished by Randolph & Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. GOODMAN, Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agt.
A. N. Townk, General Manager.

L. H. Newton. M. Newton.
NEWTON BROTHERS & CO.,

Tmporters and Wholesale Dealers InA Teas, Foreign Goods and Groceries, 204 and 206
California street, San Francisco, Cal May 25.

Od and after Monday, April 3d. 1882.
Boats and Trains will leave San Francis.-o as

follows:

7"| (\ a.m. daily (Sundays excepted), via San Rafael,
*" from Market-street wharf, for Petaluma, San-

ta Rosa, Healdsburg, Clovcrdale, Guerneville and way
stations. Stages connect at Geyserville for Skaggs'
Springs; and at Cloverdale for Highland Springs, Kel-
seyville, Soda Bay, Lakeport, Ukiah and Geysers.

Daily, Except Sundays.
2QA p.m., via Donahue, from Washington-street
.OU wharf.

4£T f\ p.m., via San Rafael, from Market-street wharf,
• *J\J for petaluma, Cloverdale and way stations.

Stages for Navarro Ridge and Mendocino City leave

Cloverdale daily at 6 a.m.

Sunday Excursions.
8£) f\ A.M., Sundays only, via Donahue, from Wash-
*&yj ingtoii-street wharf, for Cloverdale and way

stations. Rouud Trip Tickets on Sundays to Petaluma,
Si.50; Santa Rosa, §2: Healdsburg, S3; Cloverdale,

$4.50; Guerneville, S3. Returning, will arrive in San
Francisco at 6:45 p.m.

8"! FL a.m., Sundays only, via San Rafael, from Mar-
• J-tJ ket-street wharf, for Miller's, Pacheco, Novato

and Burdell's. Returning, will arrive in San Fraucisco
at 7:45 p.m.

GEYSERS! GEYSERS!
The Greatest Natural Wonder of the

World 1

Immense Reduction in Hates.
Round Trip Tickets, via Cloverdale SS 50
Round Trip Tickets, via Cloverdale and Calistoga.$12 50

Passengers will leave San Francisco at 7:10 a.m.
week days, from San Quentin Ferry, and arrive at the
Geysers at 2:30 p.m. On Sundays, leave Washington-
street Wharf, by Steamer JaMfc-S M. DONAHUE, at

8:20 a m. Returning, arrive in San Francisco by either
route the following eveuing.

ARTHUR HUGHES,
Gen. Manager.

PETER J. McGLYNN,
Geu. Pass & Tkt. Agt.

SONOMA VALLEY RAILROAD.

On and after Monday, April 3d, 1882,
Boats and Trains will leave San Francisco as

follows:

O OH P. M. daily (Sundays excepted) , from Washing-
^mfJ\J ton-street Wharf, for the town of Sonoma.
Fare, $1. Round Trip Tickets, from Saturday till Mon-
day, §1 50.

SUNDAY EXCURSIONS.
8 0A a.m. (Sundays only), from Washington-street

.£a\J Wharf, for the town of Sonoma. Round Trip
Tickets, §1.

ARTHUR HUGHES,
Gen. Manager.

PETER J. McGLYNN,
Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

H. B. Williams. A. Ohesebrough.

W.H.Dimond,

WILLIAMS, DIM0ND & CO.,

Shipping and Commission Merchants,
UNION BUILDING,

Junction Market and Pine Streets.

AGENTS FOR

Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific

Steam Navigation Company, The Ca-

nard Royal Mail Steamship Company,
11 The California Line of Clippers "

from New York and Boston,

and " The Hawaiian Line."

San Francisco, January 31, 1880. [Jan. 31.

When Charles James Fox, the English
spendthrift statesman, was importuned by his

creditors to name a day of settlement, he said:

''Well-, gentleman, let it be Judgment Day."
" Ah, no," exclaimed their spokesman, " there ia

too much to be attended to on that day!" "Then
make it the day after!" was the witty, insouciant
reply.



a i*89 I AXIFORNIA ADVKK U
A POETS PARTING THOUGHT

I«Ukm, and *•

mwlflih in th« calm rr*u*t»»n->n (

thr aathor, ft !-»>• oi

I l*ne*th Uw «-.•. rr 1 . *rth am tUvptajz.

Uf* I

Will there for um b* ftl • .• wMping
Thftt I'm do more?

Will there be *ny heart utill memory keeping
01

leaflets foreeU rushing.When the great wind* U
maic nake;

When the *woIlen stream*. •• <r crag an<l gully gushing,

Like full heart* break.
Will th»re be one, whose heart despair is cr-jshing,

rn for thy sak^* ?

When the bright *un ut»on that tpot is shining.
With puratt ray,

Um maO flowers, thtir buds and hliwsonis twining,
Burst through thai day,

Will than b« dm still oo thai -

Lost hopes nil day !

When do fttar twinkles with its eye of glory.
< >n that Low mound.

And wintry tonus bare with their ruins boary,
Its fenenen cron n

Will there W then one, versed in miseryV story,

; it round ! -

It may be §<>,—but this i* Bel6sfa Borrow
To ask such meed,—

A weakness and a wickadnem to borrow,
From hearts that bleed,

The wailing*, of to-day f->r what to morrow
Shall never Deed.

Lay me then gently in my D&rrow dwelling,
Thou gentle heart ;

And though thy bosom should with grief he swelling,

Let no tear start

;

It were in vain,— for time hath long been knelling;

—

Sad one, depart!

THE SHOOTING OF ARCHBISHOP GOOLD, OF MEL-
BOURNE, AQSTRALIA.

Early last week a telegram was received, by way of London,
conveying the intelligence that the Catholic Archbishop of Melbourne,
the Moat Rev. J. A. Goold, had been shot at and slightly wounded by a
fellow who, for the last three or more years, has been unfavorably known
in this city ; who passed under the alias of R. E. Desmond, hut whose
re:tl name was Peter A. C, O'Farrell. He is a brother of the man who
was hanged at Sydney some years ago for shooting the Duke of Edin-
burgh.

It is a subject of rejoicing that the venerable and much beloved prelate

was not killed ; but what is described as a slight wound may prove a very
serious matter, if it be borne in mind that the Archbishop is now over
seventy years old, and has been for some time in failing health.

The following succinct account of the would-be murderer's career is

from a reliable source, all minor details being omitted.

P. A. C. O'Farrell is an attorney and bad for many years a lucrative

business as a conveyancer and real estate lawyer in Melbourne, but in an
evil hour for himself he entered together with the wealthiest of his pa-

trons, Money Miller, into a company formed by Miller for insuriog ships

in London. The speculation soon came to grief, Miller losing some £60,-

000 and O'Farrell about all he had. He then entered into some wild cat

speculations, one ot which was making Portland Cement, and lost again.

Previous to this, however, be had killed Mr. Baifoot, by an accidental
collision of their buggies in the dark, but as he was driving furiously on
the wrong side of the road he was convicted of manslaughter, but finally

let off by paying the heavy fine of £5,000. Still, his business as a law-

yer was good. Some time in I860 it became publicly known that the

then President of St. Patrick's College, the late Dr. John Barry, had run
the institution into hopeless debt, and had borrowed money from a num-
ber of private persons while the Bishop was absent in Rome, defeating an
attempt of the R. C. laity, known as the forty thieves, to seize on the ad-

ministration of the property of the Church. On his return he found the
College bankrupt, and people who had lent the President money clamor-

ing in vain for it, but for which he (the Bishop) was in no way responsi-

ble, since Dr. Barry had been offered the Presidency by the Vicars General
in bin absence, and had accepted it on the one condition that he and he
alone should have the control and be responsible for everything.

After Dr. Barry's affairs had been disposed of by the Insolvent Court,
an effort was made to refund to those who had claims against Barry at

least one-half, and this was done. Just annuo this time O'Farrell suc-

ceeded the late Mr. Macoboy as lawyer to the Bishopric—a purely busi-

ness matter. Incidentally, however, he came in for a large share of abuse
and hatred by the " forty thieves," who, though defeated in their at-

tempt upon the property of the Church, still aimed at injuring the bishop
through O'Farrell, whom they considered his legal adviser.

Now, previous to this time O'Farrell had been doing business in the
way of advancing money to farmers between seed-time and harvest, at

the rate of 15 per cent., while he offered anyone who would put their

money in his hands for that purpose 12^ per cent. As he paid the inter-

est, and his credit was good, the most part of the lenders were only too

well satisfied to leave the principal in his hands, till a fear arose that all

was not right ; and then all rushed upon him for their money, and one

who had lent him ±'300 sued out a warrant, whereupon he made his es-

cape to Calcutta, thence went to London, and lastly to New York, where
he enlisted during the last months of the war, and served in the commis-
aariate and hospital department. From the close of the war he seems to

have made his living as a writer on newspapers and periodicals. About
three years ago he arrived in this city, during the whole of which time

he made himself a nuisance generally to all the Australians that he knew;

t-.i
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ROEDERER CHAMPAGNE!
AY>77<7 .

Thr I i ».|. anil till- I'llhllr itc IiKoriiM <l lh.it nr> »!! the

GENUINE
LOUIS ROEDERER CARTE BLANCHE CHAMPAGNE,

Direct from Mr. Louis Roederer, Reims,
Orer ti

HT Kach caw i-mui
1 upon thfl bids, "Mucondray dfc Co , San J?ran-

daoo,"and aub botUa boars the label, " Macondray & Co., Solo Agents
for the Pacific Coast."

Sole
MACONDRAY & CO.,

Agents for the Pacific
[September 24.1

Coast.

M. A. GUNST & CO.,
203 Kearny Street San Francisco.

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN
HAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS,

Also, Agents for Kimball, Gaulliener & Co 's Guatemala Cigars.
iy Inform the Public that they receive large invoices of Choice

Ilatuina Jirantls twice a month. |_Feb. 19.

C. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

SAN FRANCISCO and NEW TORE*
6S°" Agents of American Sugar Refinery, corner of Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. Jan. 17.

Glaus Spreckels. Wm. G. Irwin.
WM. 0. IRWIN & CO.,

Sugar Faotors and Commission Agents,
Honolulu, H. I. (March 25.

CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY,
Manufacturers of the Standard Syrup, a superior article

put up in barrels expressly for home consumption. Also, Extra Heavy Syrup
in barrels for Export. Refined Sugars at lowest market rates. Office 325 Market

street, up stairs Dec. 21.

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,
STOCK BROKERS,

No. 314 Pine Street San Francisco.
[May 20. ]

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY,
No. 310 Sansome Street,

San Francisco,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN FURS.
[September 21.1

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Gold Medal, Paris, 1878.

Sold by all Stationers. Sole Agent for tbe United States:
MR. HENRY HOE, 91 John street, N. Y. Jan. 6.

C. W. M. SMITH,
The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor,

Established in 1S62,
Removed to 224 Sansome Street.

f^~ MR. C. W. M. SMITH is the patent attorney for Mareiiott'b Aeroplane Com-
pany for Navigating the Air, Oct. 22.

TABER, HARKER & CO.,

IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE GROCERS,
108 and 110 California St., S. F.

rApril 19.]

JOHN McKEW,
WHOLESALE AND KETAIL COAL DEALER,

4X1 i: ifJON STREET Between Dnnont and Kearny.
SAN FRANCISCO. Aug. 2(i.

NOTICE.
For the very best photographs go to BradKey A Rulofton's,

in an Elevator, 429 Montgomery street. Oct. 29

4£^v +*» ifiOn perdayat me. Samples worth $S free.
.

i\pO lO *$£ \J Address Stinson A Co., Portland, Maine.
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BUCKLEY AND HIS LAMBS.
No. 2.

We had intended this week to pass from the tough and unsavory-

old bell wether, Buckley, to the more succulent and tender lambs of his

flock, such as English, Marye, Greathouse, Bishop, Hammond, Ferral,

O'Grady, Rainey and the others, but events have ordered it otherwise.

During the past week a Republican primary has taken place. Buckley's
connection with it so thoroughly establishes the News Letter's position

in regard to the filth, dirt and ignominy of our city politics under the

rule of the " bosses " that we feel that we cannot fill this week's space
better than by again referring to the boss and his methods, as exemple-
fied and demonstrated by the known and provable acts of the past few
days.

The allegation of the News Letter is that there is a close copartnery
between the Democratic boss, Buckley, and the Republican boss, Hig-
gins ; that they pool their issues, work together, dominate both parties,

make money, and, no matter which side wins, the people lose. The past
week's experience abundantly proves the correctness of that position.

There was a primary held on Saturday last. It was a Republican contest

for the control of that party's nominating conventions. If Buckley and
his cohorts were loyal to the Democracy, they obviously had, of right, no
part or lot in that day's proceedings. Yet, they were as active as beavers,

and polled as many votes as though it were a Democratic rough-and-tum-
ble fight, in which the boys are ordinarily instructed to vote early and
often. The self-same roughs who carried a number of the Democratic
precinct clubs for Buckley were the active voters and workers at the Re-
publican primary last Saturday. They were not to be mistaken. Those
who have watched both events could not daubt their identity. Their pe-
culiar physiognomies were not in doubt for a single moment. We could
swear to every mother's son of them. A preparatory study, undertaken
for good motives and justifiable ends, during the past four months, en-
ables the writer to single them out as certainly as if they were branded
"B" or " H ,: on their nether quarters. We could tell to what
gambling den each is attached, upon what bagnio each thrives, and
what corners of the streets they adorn as statuary. There is a peculiarity
about their beetle brows, smooth and untoiled hands, clean shave and
hoodlum make-up and cadaverous appearance generally, that stamps them as
indelibly as if they were branded with the mark of (Jain. Such, citi-

zens of San Francisco, are your masters! By them are ye ruled. They
say how much you shall be taxed, and what shall be done with your
taxes. They first determine who is to nominate your Governors, Rail-
road Commissioners, Board of Equalization, Supervisors and city officers,

and such of them as can read and write become deputies, and all this
whether Democrats or Republicans win. Higgins is Buckley, and Buck-
ley is Higgins. It is six of one and half-a-dozen of the other. Under the
hollow sham of a party name, they rally the voters, beat the tom-toms, set
off the fireworks, light the bonfires, march credulous voters in processions,
and enthuse the fools of the period into voting the spoils to the firm of
Higgins, Buckley & Co. The game has been played right under your
eyes during the past week. The two crowds joined hands and carried the
Republican primary for " Higgins and honesty," just as they will unite, a
month hence, to carry the Democratic precinct clubs for " Buckley and
purity in our city Government." That is the result to which "the free
and independent voters" of both parties are contributing. That is the
U/tima Thule reached by a Government professedly by the people, of
the people and for the people. Whilethe bosse3thusrun things, thereisnot
a street in the city safe to travel upon, the sewers are a reeking mass of
filth and disease, the city's death rate is frightfully high, and there is in-
efficiency and extravagance all round; and all this, too, while we are
about the most heavily taxed community on the face of the earth. Yet
we vaunt ourselves as the best governed people the Bun ever shone upon.
Bah! Rather say that we are a race of many fools and a tew knaves,
Buch as has never been seen since Noah's flood drowned our like from off
the face of the earth.

Buckley's partner, Rainey, was as active at the Seventh Ward primary
as if he were a Republican and not a Democratic boss. And who is
Rainey ? That question is worth answering, as thereby a Hood of light is

let in upon ope of the chief sources of boss rule in bo*h parties. Rainey
is the best member of the firm of Buckley, Rainey and J. C. Murphy.
He looks you square in the eye and seems to say, " I know my business

is none of the best, but I am in it through no fault of mine t> I am on
guard to watch interests that must be protected." Which is true for

him. His special function is to take care of the interests of the fire and po-

lice departments in the Democratic fold. Gannon does much the same thing

in the Republican side of the house. Those two departments are always
liable to be raided on by the bosses, unless they "stand in." That is,

they must help the bosses or otherwise the bosses will help them down
and out. Hence, a treaty, offensive and defensive is entered into between
the parties. But the firemen and police know the bosses too well to trust

them alone, and therefore they insist upon a tried representative in the

iuner councils of both sides. Rainey is in the one and Gannon in the

other. Candidates for Supervisors and Fire Commissioners are pledged
in advance to maintain the two departments without change. In_ return

the departments (rive their invaluable aid to the running of the primaries

of both parties as the bosses dictate. This U a powerful help to the main-
tenance of boss power. It, perhaps more than anything else, contributes

to the perpetuation >f that kind of rule, and it furnishes one of the

strongest possible reasons why the boss gang should be broken up. It is

not good or right or seemly or safe that two such important departments
should be pbicedin pawn, as it wer*. fit the low-down elements represented

by Bm-kley & Co. Yet, the onrse of the police and firemen is not alto-

gether without some justification. The fault is largely with the people.

Through their inertness and want of public spirit they permit the bosses

to rule, and the police and firemen, seeing this, are driven by that

strongest of all impulses—a sense of self protection—to seek safety

where alone, as times go, it can be found. They let themselves out to the

bosses in order that the bosses may let them alone in the enjoyment of

the places that bring them their bread and butter. That is how boss as-

cendancy is maintained. Each of the four hundred and fifty policemen
can, during the leisurely parades of his beat, influence four or five of bis

friends to vote in such a way as to help him retain his position. Firemen
are even more potential in winning votes. By this means some six thou-

sand or more votes are secured to carry primaries with. No wonder that

the bosses are hard to beat—yet they must be beaten, if ever the politics

of this city and State are to be redeemed and disenthralled from the most

corrupt, debasing and accursed influences that ever fastened themselves

upon the government of a free people. By the processes we have described

the sworn protectors of our properties are made the supple aids of a
hungry band of thieves, who, under the guise of taxing the people, rob

them of a large Bhare of their substance. Men paid by the city to quench
fires are employed most of their time in fanning a flame that is consuming
all there is of honor or integrity in our city government. And so things

go from bad to worse. Every interest of the city is sold out. Every
thieving claim is paid. The streets and sewers are in a deplorable condi-

tion. Property is almost taxed out of existence. The people growl, but

do nothing, and have not even the pleasure which Nero experienced when
he fiddled whilst Rome was burning.

One of the many effects of this intermeddling of the bosses in police af-

fairs is that men get on the force who ought not to be there. Buckley has

a nephew who wears the blue uniform, and of all inappropriate places,

he is given the Bush street beat, where Buckley's crowd alone are likely

to endanger the peace. On Saturday last this writer was quietly walk-

ing down that public right-of-way, when a fellow emerged from the vi-

cinity of Buckley's saloon and followed the too plain-spoken publicist,

hurling at him epithets and threats that may not be reproduced in these

columns. The policeman, Buckley's nephew, was seen hastening iu the

opposite direction, as if to be out of the way if anything happened. Po-

lice protection that—with a vengeance !

But we have hardly yet begun the exposures that this system of boss

rule calls for. The lambs of the fold, the Bo-called respectable men who
minister to Buckley & Co., have yet to be dealt with. To show the part-

nership between Buckley and Higgins, let the following suffice. Mr.

McGrath is a pleasant, popular and efficient deputy in the County Clerk's

office. He is a Democrat. He was Bent for by Buckley at the last mu-
nicipal election, as an available man, and asked if he would not like to

be nominated as a candidate for the headship of his department.
_
Of

course, every man who is a man has a laudable ambition for promotion.

McGrath Baid he would. "Then go and see Higgins," said Buckley
"What has Higgins to do with it, anyhow? He is a Repulican and I

am a Democrat," said the straightforward McGrath. " Go and Bee him
and you can fix it with me," said Buckley. McGrath went, and the propo-

sition made to him was that he could have the Democratic nomination, if

he would undertake to give all the patronage to Higgins. McGrath
spurned the offer, like the honest man we know him to be. Higgins and
Buckley put up Merrill, but he was beaten, and Wilder, the Republican,

retained McGrath, the Democrat, as evidence of his appreciation of an
excellent deputy and an honest man—an act that did honor to Mr. Wilder
and is only justice to Mr. McGrath.

For the purposes of the next election, a bureau has been formed, of

which Buckley & Co. are to be the irresponsible treasurers. A supposed

available candidate was recently approached by one of the firm, and
asked if he would not like a certain nomination. He inquired, " Upon
what terms?" He was told: "We will procure you the nomination, get

you the necessary bonds and work for your election; in return for which,

all the patronage of your office must be given to us, and you and your

deputies must pay us ten per cent, of your salaries." Imagine that for a

cheeky, monstrous and corrupt proposition! Of course, the offer waB not

accepted, for he to whom it was made is a man of honor, yet all the nomi-

nations are to be made on that basis. Dare the bosses deny it? If they

do, we will give them an authority whom the whole city will accept with-

out question. They hope to nominate Pete Hopkins, for Sheriff, upon
those terms. If he fails them, they have a man named Lathrop, door-

keeper of the Stock Exchange, in reserve. And they have decided to

make Lambert, a livery-stable keeper, Superintendent of Streets. But
our space is filled for this week. More anon. Meanwhile, let the people

determine to take these matters into their own hands and nominate a

People's Ticket. That's the way to lay the bosses out.

If you have never read " Mrs. Caudle's Curtain Lectures," you confess

to having dug less into Jerrold than into the writmgs of other authors.
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VOICE,
will t« cU.l 10 k.mw that in Pari. th« Waf *•*

wftrioc rvlrvt, aalin an. I moire, joat u «r (i* b«n in our
city, the Ugbter fabrics x> universally a>l<>i>t«*il i* warm wratht r i

rops Win*; a litll? in

mad* in lighter material than tb« goods um-.| |

duTertoc*. though not a distinction.

Thrre u ft d«odtd tendency thia month to bouffant akirta, which neets-

itftt* the wearing of ft crinolctW, ar. in Um vulgar tongue, a bustle. I aaw
ft lady oo the street the other .lav who was the observed of all observers.

She h*d on a light surah *atin dress, forbslowsjd and puffed with brown
velvet. The paniers were very full and looped tip t*hind into a wilder-
BCfts of \uo\m and other thiiu"*. wbJob Do! oni my practiced »yt

take in aa any deacrihable *->rt of trimming. lleneath thin « v- a bmrtM.
I aboold a*y without exaggeration the dreas »t<» -d out below the wup lik.-

well, at leaat a foot, and to continued t-> the hem of the skirl, for

buatlea mean a atructure that ia placed on behind like a hilt m| aa end. A
il« passing by cautiously caught h.>l<l of a loop of that robe, and
; upward said, '* Say, wouldn't 1 like t>> oHmb up and Ml down on

It ilitl really look like a comfortable neat.

To aftv that thia or that drew ia the DUbiou would be incorrvct. for the
diversity in styles ia at present so great that any caprice may he Indulged
in without tear of being otttrt. The mode <>f having a skirt plotted from
the waist to the feet comes in plaid, with an over skirt anil basque in 000.
The corsage is tight, and has deep bamU of plaid down each side of the

I
--ing pointed in vest form, and the over-skirt is taken up in full

pleats at either aide, ought very big!) ftCrom the hips, and loODOU up, as

usual, at the back. Anions new importations there is shown atoleudn.
velvet, the pile of which is short and very/thick, with a short pile plush,
which will be used for jackets and plain skirts. Rep silks are also cum-
ins up as a novelty. The rich texture and solidity of these will make
them valuable for plain, tailor-cut dresses, and there will bo many such
worn in the approaching season. Twilled silk and woolen and silk

combinations, also twilled, are among other novelties. The patterns upon
such will follow after the model of those strewn on the Bftteen goods, so

richly beautiful in color and desigii. In fact, the present tendency leans

toward color and gorgeonsness of design rather than simplicity. Mottled
woolen goods in dark greens and reds supersede plain Chev-
iots, and all of these will be made in tailor form, thus com-
bining the showy design with the severity of a plain model.
Those cute little basques, made of any kind of material, with deep
box pleats back and front, and belted in over a different skirt, are re-

markably pretty for thin figures, and quite useful, too ; and it seems, by
all accounts, that they will continue to hold their own during the Fall
season. Cadet blue is still very much worn (out, you may say). Do la

dies realize how anything but pretty this color is after having been in the
aun a few times ? Always of a washed-out shade.it becomes positively
shabby after a very few promenades. When I see at a Saturday matinee
every second woman robed in this faded color, which, as the wind catches
the garment, shows plainly the two different shades, the first washer) out,
the second burnt out, I wonder why our women, who are accounted the
best dressed in the world, do not cast it aside at once and forever. Al-
though the " opening" days have been advertised in some of our finest

stores, there is little inclination shown at present to change the Summer
Orauoos, for the very palpable reason that the Summer, which has heen
detained elsewhere from unfortnitous circumstances, is now only com-
ing in.

By the latest Paris pronunciamento it has been decreed that bonnets
and hats are to be worn of portentous size, profusely trimmed with ostrich

plumes, tropical birds and variegated ribbons. The brims will be of the
ridest and the crowns of the highest, while velvet and felt will be the
favorite materials. Long-napped felts and plush will still be employed,
but more rarely. Double-faced ribbon, either in velvet and satin or silk

and satin, will be almost exclusively used for bonnet-strings.

Silver Pen.

The only way to defeat the bosses of both parties is to put a people's

ticket in the field for municipal offices. Let leading taxpayers take steps
lookiog to that end. It can be easily done.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,

For Japan and China, leave wharf, corner First and Bran-
nan streets, at 2 p.m., for YOKOHAMA AND HONGKONG, connecting at

Yokohama with Steamers (or Shanghai.

BANKS.

OCEANIC Wednesday, Aug. 30th
COPTIC Thursday, Sept. 7th
GAELIC Thursday, Sept. 28th
BELGIC Saturday, October 7th
ARABIC Saturday, October 28th
OCEANIC Thursday, Nov. 9th
COPTIC Tuesday, Nov. 21st

GAELIC Tuesday, Dec. 12th
BELGIC Saturday, Dec. 23d
ARABIC Thursday, Jan. 11th, 1883
OCEANIC Tuesday, Jan. 23d
COPTIC Saturday, Feb. 3d
GAELIC Saturday, Feb. 24th
BELGIC Thursday, March 8th

Excui^n Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates.
Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.'s General

Offices, Room 74, corner Fourth and Townsend streets.

For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific Mail Steam-
ehip Company's Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN, General Passenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD, President. Aug. 26.

FOR PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, OREGON.
The Ore<on Railway and Navigation Company and Pacific

Coast Steamship Company will dispatch every four days, from Spcar-street
Wharf, for the above porta, one of their new Al Iron Steamships, viz. ; COLUMBIA,
OREGON and STATE OF CALIFORNIA.

Sailing Days
Aug. 3, 7, U. 15, 19, 23, 27, 31.

| Sept. 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28.

At 10 o'clock A. M.
Connecting at Portland, Oregon, with Steamers and Railroads and their connecting
Stage Lines for all pointa in Oregon, Washington and Idaho Territories, British

Columbia and Alaska.

Ticket Office
,

314 Montgomery Street

Aug. 5.

G00DALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

No. 10 Market street, San Francisco.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
C*»»1UJ

ft:i. ooo.ooo.HI. U\nHll l'rvsldesit.mo* ah brown, t » r n mi MAT, Jr., a« i « «hirr
'MH,

Ksw Tort. Arenry ot tha lUnk o( Calfornia ; IWston, Trsaonl National Rank .Chkagn I'nhm N»tl»n»] Hank ; St Urate, tl.«tmana *»,n c |u> k

U># Hank of New Z*»-
1 -rrvapnudstita In India, China, Ja|*n and Au.traL . , ,

poratfta*.

The Rank ha* Attendee at Virginia f it.v. an.! i nrrrspondenU In all lb* priitcl-
|»l Mining1 District* and Interior T-mii of tlie Pacific OmuO.

Letter* al I'redil lasued. available In all parts of the world. Draw direct on Lon*
ibUn, Parte, Berlin. Brato, Hamburg, Krankf.-rt -on-lhr Main Antwerp,

Am,trr brisuana, Locarno Mat-
bourne. Sydnoy, Auckland. Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama. Not. 4.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
In. ..r,.,.r*l.-.l by Royn I 4 hurl, r.— 4 rtpMal pnlit up. HI.MOO,

-

000, with J- U> 910,000,000 f..rnia arid San-
•omertreeta Head Office 2." Oornhlll, I. Ion. Branchos Portli m
toria, Sew Woatmlnstcr and Cariboo. abte.
nn« llank tranaacte a General Banking Utininess. Account* opened subject to Chock

and Special DenopjHa nonfood. Oommi i available In a) parte of
ill. world Appmffjd * i 1 1 *« dteoonntod mid advmi I mt lateral security.
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Hran. I [(« Aironte
as followa

:

New York. Chicago and Canada—Hank ol Montreal ; Liverpool—North and South
nil , Boothnd -Britten Linen Company; Ireland- Bank of Ireland ; Mex-

Anieriea— London Bank of Mexico and Booth Amorloi ; China and
Japan -Chartered Bank of India. Australia and China, and Oriental Hank ; Australia
and Nov ink of Australattia, Commercial Banking Company iif Sydney,
Englteh, Seottiuh and Australian Chartered Bonk, and Colonial Bank Panama
kU] iv FREDEK ICK TOWNSKND. Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Pnld np Capital 81,500,000, Gold. President, R. C. Wool*

a-orth Vice-President, D. Callag-han ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
Dirkctors :—R. C. Woolvvorth, D. Callaghan. C. O. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue, Isaac \Vormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
CORRBsroNDBSTB—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal. No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse,
Neuman \ Co Paris: Hottinguer& Co. New York: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank, Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-
pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Rxchange for sale on the principal
cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Commercia
Credits issued available in Europe, Chiua and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
ar Hal. $2100000.8an FranclNCo Office, 424 CnliloruiH street; London Office,

"22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainswurth's Building. Manager,
ARTHUR SCRIVENER Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan Ar

Co.; Boston. Third National Bank. This Bunk is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid Up $3,000,000.
Reserve, TJ. S. Bonds 4.000,000.

As'enc.v at New York, 62 Wall street.

Agency at Virginia, Nev.

Buys and sella Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-
elers' Credits. This Bank has special facilities for dealing in Bullion. Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E. Cor. Sansome and Pine Streets,

London Office, 3 Angel Court ; New York Ag-ents, J. W. Sel-
ignian & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, Sti, 000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,

loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.

FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.
P. N. LibiBSTHAL, Cashier. ^ Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITAL, 8300,000.
Officers: Vice-President. Jerome Lincoln: Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real EBtate and other
Approved Securities. Office : No. 215 Sansome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND tOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Spar and Leibbauk, No 526 Californiastreet, San

Francisco. Officers : President, L. GOTTIG. Board of Directors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Egger?, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE; Attorney. JOHN R.

JARBOE. May 18.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Refinery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid fur Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in their

various forms.
June 18. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent^

PAINTING/TINTING, WHITENING AND PAPER-HANGING.
Gentlemen about to have work in this line done will ben-

efit themselves by calling at my establishment, examine samples of workman-
ship, and getting estimates of Cost. Orders sent by telephone (No. 433) from any
part of the city promptly attended to. E M. GALLAGHER,
July 8. 611 Sacramento Street, bet. Montgomery and Kearny.

Just opened, choice Scarfs, Cravats and Hosiery, at Carmany's Shirt

Store, 25 Kearny street.
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REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.

Recorded in the City and County of San Francisco, California, for

the Week ending August 26, 1882.

Compiled from the Records ofthe Commercial Agency\ 401 California St. , 8. F.

Monday, August 21st.

(JSAtfTOR AND GRANTEE.

J K Basford and wf to F Gobey. .

.

Jas G Pavey to Wm Schnerer

T J McCarthy to Mary McCarthy,

CliasSNeal to Philip Stern

Jae H Fish to Christian Rcis

DESCRIPTION.

Se Bnsh and FiHraore, e 25x100, subject

to mortsa^p for $2,^00
S Dorland. 174:4 e of Dolores, e 25x115,

subject to mortgage for .^350

EDeHaro, lOOsColusi, s 25x100- Po-
trero Nuevo 185

N Sutter, 222:6 w Franklin, w 27:6x120,

being in Western Addition 128

N Pacific, 50 w Baker, w 98x133:4, be-

ing in Western Addition 575 1 3,000

$5,000

1,000

1

8,000

Tuesday, August 22d.

Tuos Menzies to C R Splivalo.... jS Grove, 137:6 w Fillmore, w 60x137:6-
Western Addition 367

Let 39, blk 41, Flint Tract Homestead.,

i

W Arkansas, 350 s Yolo, s 83x100—Po-
trero Blork217

C A Prescott to T Donohue |W Capp. 149 n 22d, n 3fixl22:6-Mission
l Block 64
W Mission, 100 s 16th, s 23x100, subject
to mortgage for $2,000

Lots 12 and 13 Junction Homestead and
Be Pacific and Jones, s 107:6x7-'»

Se Howard, 91:8 sw Spear, s\v 38x97:6r-
B and VV 739 ,

M Meyerfeld to Joseph Scheerer.

,

Mary D Fechs to uame

James Dnun to Emily J Sieberst..

Andrew Foreman to E K Foreman

Elise Levi et al to Leopold Loupe.

Wednesday, August 23d.

H A Powell to Thos Morris -

H B Brooks to Elizabeth M Gnnn

Jas Carroll to R W Gnnn

H Larsen to E Chrietensen
Ann J Jones to Jno Bogue
Ely W Plater to Patk R Walsh....

Jas S McCain to Henry Gille

WSKeyes to E D Keyee

Sophia C Mason to Jno E Mason.

Tim Paige to A M S Carpenter

A M S Carpenter to S H Brown...
Jos J Butler et al to Margt Butler.

Margf Butlnr to Julia Craig...
II P Coon to Martin J Burke..

J B Reinstein to C Himmelmann .

Sw Beale, 162:6 se Folsom, se 18x87:6—
50-vara 725

N Bush, 54:3 w Webster, w 27x100, be-
ing in Western Addition 212

Se Sacramento and Lyon, s 25x106:3-
Western Addition 580

Lots 15. 16 and 13 Flint Tract Hd
Lot 146 Gift Map 1 ; ..„
Lots 3 to 8 and 17 h)k364; lots 10, 15
blk 365 Great Park Homestead

E Treat. Avenue, 185 s 21st, s 30x122:6
Mission Block 54

Undivided half, nw of Davis and Broad-
way, n 137:6x137:6

Undivided l-4th, ne of Utah and Santa
Clara, n 193 x e 200; ne of Solano and
Arkansas, n 72:6x200..

S Clay, 98 e Mubod, e 39:6, s 137:6, w 46,
n 60, e 6 inches, n 45, e 6 ft, n 60:6 to

commencement— 50-vara 341
Same
W Wetmore Place, 112:6 s Washington

s 35 ; w S3:6, n 30 ; e 27:G, s 5, e 56 to
commencement, being 50-vara 174,339

Same
Se Sacramento and Brodcrick, e 82:6 x
105—Western Addition 500
W Mason, 30 n O'FarreH, n 85, w 103:1,
s 115, eS3:l, n 30, e 80 to commence-
ment—50-vara 974

$2,9S6

1,650

5
Gift
75

5

S50

16,308

1,332

20,000
2U.0U0

1

2,500

5

3,220

Thursday, August 24th.

Ellen Manning to Jno T Manning

Margaret Dunn to City & Co S F.

Sarah K White to Delia A Bell....

G N Jenkins to Lonis Braverman.

G L Murdock to G W Jenkins..
S E Taylor to S J Taylor

W Hoff avenne, 147 & 12th, s 25x92:6—
MiBsion Blk 40

Nw Minna, 217 sw 38x80, being in 100-
vara 8

E Gnerrero, 150:8 s 17th. s 30x193:6, be-
ing in Mission Block 70

Ne Lombard and Octavia, n 100x46:6-
Western Addition 171

Same
N Post, 27:6 e Devisadcro, e 55x110—
Western Addition 457

Gift

1

Gift

1,800

Friday, August 25th.

H Cornahrens to Albert A Mutter.
Henry A Sontag by attyto Same..

Patk Buckley to Mary M Buckley

M Reese by Tx Col to W S Hobbs.

Geo Mearns et al to Hugh Farley..

Wm Booth to Geo Pennington

Henry C Swain to W H Penfteld.

,

W n Penfietd to Edward C Beals
E C Beals to Patk Martin
Mary Barry et al to N Luning

J Miller by Sheriff to same

Babara Evans to Caroline Jones.

Mich Castle to S W Glazier

J B Lewis to Cal Sugar Refinery..

Jas S Porteous to Hani R McNeill

N14th. 106 w Folsom, w 25x51:6
S Creek Lane, 143 VV Folsom. s to a pt,
w 8, n to Creek Lane, e to comraence-
mpn t—Mission Block 19

S Broadway, 157:6 e Taylor, e 20x57:6—
50-vara 621

N Haight. 113 e Fillmore, e 30, n 137:6,
e 6, oe 138 to Page, w 4, sw 277:4 to
commencement

Nw Chestnut and Van Ness, n 275x45—
Western Addition 101

N Monlton Place. 92:6 w Montgomery,
w 22:6x52:6, being in 50-vara 3S1W Baker, 87:6 n of Sutter, n 50x112:6-
Western Addition 583

Same .'.'.'.'.

Same .'.'.'.'.[

E cor 7th and Stevenson, ne 75x75;' n of
Commercial, 60 e Battery, e 25x59-9-
tots 3 and 4 blk A of R R Hd; w Sher-
man, 273 n 19th, 24x125; se ISth and
Sherman, e 120x75
W 1st, 30 n Tehama, n 45x80,' Vein" " In
100-vara46

Undivided 7-72 nw 1st and Stevenson, n
75x60 ; sw 1st and Stevenson, s 40x80:
s Stevenson, s 40x80 ; s Stevenson 199
e2d, e 41x80

N Sacramento, 142:2 w Sansome, e 25:6

W corner Sth and Townsend, nw 90, sw
90, 6e 87, e 3, ne 87:2 to commencem't

Nw Market, 473 sw Church, nw 116:1, s
20:8, sw 11:3, se 100. ne 25 to com-
mnncement; also e of Noe, 57 s 19th
s 57x105

300

5

19

5

850

1

1,500

1,500

Friday, August 25th-Continued.

GRANTOR AND GKANTEE.

R S Randall toAKP Harmon. .

.

Jas Riley to Jos Goetz..

Emma Goetz by atty to Jas Riley.
Martin J Burke to Jno W Roller..

Jno W Roller to Martha A Roller.
Lee Yuen to Ow Tuck Chew

DESCRIPTION.

Hib S^and L Socy to J D Heins . .

.

C L Hinkel to Catherine Maccord.

Und9-10ths of 5-6ths, n L street, 66:3 e
8th ave, e 78:9, n 18:6, w 78:11, s 22 to
commencement- Outside Lands 775.W corner 1st and Harrison, sw 125, nw
75, ne 50, nw 25, ne 75, se 100 to com-
mencement—100-vara 64

Same
Se Sacramento and Broderick, s 27:6 x
82:6—Western Addition 500 1,400

Same, subject to mortgage Gift
N Commercial, 103:1 e Dupont, c 34:4 x
49:6- 50-vara 53

Nw Harrison and Fremont, nw 45x92:6,
being in 50-vara 731 4,250

E Larkin, 137:6 s Sacramento, n 25x137:
6—50-vara 1410 I 7.250

Saturday, August 26th.

C C Moore et altto Hib S & L Socy

Elizabeth Sway to same
,

City & Co S F to M L DeTarente

Same to Richd O'Neill.,

Richard O'Neil to City and Co S F
Jas P Sullivan to Cbas Detroy

Maria Hall by atty to D Murphy.

.

CD Olds to Mary E Fuller

Levi Stevens to Chas Nelson.,

E P White to Jno Phillips
Same to Jno Bierbrauer
Walter Hauxhurst to F Endtich..

.

W JGunn to J P Poole..

L S Pease to same
W M Lent et al to Jno F Boyd ..

Jno F Boyd to Frances E Lent
David Shirpser to Simson Maguin

S Clay, 271 e Dupont, e 30xl20-50-vara
29. 30 ; also w cor 5lh and Harrison,
nw 30x75; also b cor 6th and Brannan,
sw 55x75 ; also n corner of 7th and
Brannan, ne 55x80; also nw Brannan,
80 ne 7th, ne 50x80; also nw Brannan,
225 ne 7ib. ne 50x80; also nw Brannan
275 sw 7th, sw 137:6x275; also s Pine,
137:6 w Powell, w 137:6

Sw 10th. 150 nw Fnlsom. nw 25, sw 101:

8, se 25, ne 101:11 to commencement.
Ne Potrero ave and Santa Clara, e 100 x

50; also se Potrero avenue and Santa
Clara, e 100, s 152:6, w 146 to com; al-

so sw Vermont and Center, 100x200..

W Vermont, 200 s ofCenter, s 100x100-
Potrero Block 102

Streets and Highways, etc
E Treat Ave, 175 s 24th, 25xll2:6-Mis-

Bion Block 173
Lot 6 blk, West End Map 2
S Union, 100 e Stockton, e 57:6x137:6-

50-vans 388, 389
Ne E^sex, 100 nw Harrison, nw 50x137:

6, heing in 100-vara 65
Ne Russ, 190 nw Folsom, nw 30x100...
Ne Russ 160 ne Folsom, nw 30x100
Se Van Ness and Bay, w 123x137:6
Nw Laidiey, 179 sw Mateo, sw 33x100

;

lot 55, blk 5, Mission and 30th St Hd.
Lois, 1, 2, 3, blk 21, FairnioiiDt Tract ..

Ne Post and Dupont, n 73x111:6; e of
Montgomery, 115:6 s Pine, e 70, s 24:

10, nwtoapt, n 23:10 to commence-
ment; also e to Montgomery, 136 n of
n 1:6x70

Same
N Sutter, 32 w Webster, w 24x75, being

in Western Addition 311

73,000

2.000

1,450
350

Gift

7,500
2,100

2,100
1

200
200

Gift

4,000

GEO. STREET, Agent JVewa Zetter, 30 Cornhill, E. C, London.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.

Filnestand Cheapest Meafc*flavorin£ Stock for Soups, Made
Dishes and Sauces.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT,
Aii Iuvaluable and Palatable Tonic in all Cases of Weak

Digestion and Debility. " Is a success and boon lor which Nations should feet

grateful." See " Medical Press," " Lancet," " British Medical Journal," etc.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
Caution—Genuine only with fac-simile of Baron JLiebijj's

,

Signature, in blue ink, across Label.

This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substitutes being in
;

the market.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
To be had of all Store-keepers, Grocers and Chemists. Sole

Agents for the United States (wholesale only), C. David & Co., 0, Fenchurch
Avenue, London, England. Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, San
Francisco. June 10.

The Summer Sun and Dust. Ladies and all exposed to the scorching
rays of the sun and heated particles of dust, will find that the most
cooling and refreshing preparation for the face, hands and arms, is

Rowlands' Kalydor, which eradicates all prickly Heat, Sunburn, Tan,
Freckles, Stings of Insects, etc., and produces a beautiful and delicate

complexion.

Rowlands' Macassar Oil prevents the hair falling off or becoming dry
during the hot weather, and eradicates scurf and dandruff.

o«'lands' Odouto is the purest and most fragrant Tooth Powder ever used,
and contains no acid or mineral ingredients, which are so detrimental ,

to the teeth and gums. Its purity especially adapts it for the teeth of
j

young children. Ask any dealer in perfumery for Rowlands' articles,

of 20, Hatton Garden, London.

ROBERT WALKINSHAW,
ESTATE AQENT 407 Montgomery Street.

'

Farming;, Milling- ami City Property.
[July 29.]

R

REAL

M 1

WM. H. V. CR0NISE,
ning-. X.E. corner ofMontgomery and Californiastreets,
No. 20. Office Hours: 11 A.M. to 2 P.M. June 10.

REMOVAL.
r. E. H. Pardee has removed from 621 Clay street to 536
Montgomery, corner Clay. Hours, 10 a.m. to 3 I'.M. July 29.D

$66" week in your own town. Terms and $5 outfit free.
Address H. Hallktt & Co., Portland, Maine.
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NOTABILIA.

PEDDLERS BONO.

Ct |tb» black &* •'cr
Ukii« m twt«4 u da

For tnt Ud* to ft** tbm damn;
I'm. and tu4tf« atkka of .Uvl.

tkb la. k fr. m haul to Iwl
» . u.( : m .-I OW.O'Oir.omr t'U>.oMnrt-il>,

Buy, U'U, or riar rour aaavt*

William sm^rm«
A wilter in th* I.*>n<inn V thou writ*« on " Ilnw tn

Breathe.'" To those who are n.-t !-. Uiy it will !•

Vtar omalvw, w? pnfar t.> iii- nune upon the mors practical in
how and whrra to rat. We eat t" live, ami kin>w hi>w .in. I wh.T.- t" do
it. We have tried all that i* Umptinfl in vfauuh. 1

reliable tlUhe*. that you ran iiej»eni1 upon being jast what they i

resent. Bakery, 213 Baiter street. 1

cream*. pM, confections, and, above all, the admirable little roppen, are
iinen, ualed elsewhere.

" Johnny." said the teacher, " a lie can be acted as well aa told. Now,
if your father should put aand in bis sugar and sell it, he would be action
a lie and doing very wrong. " "Tbatni what mother told bim," aaid
Johnny. Unpttpooaly, "and he said he didn't care a ."

A resident of Lexington, K>\, being importuned to snbseribe for one
of the daily papers of that city, consented to take it if the pnbttshen
would send him the sheet blank, Tboj agreed) and it. fpoes to him regn*
larly imprinted. He carefully keep* it on file, and pays for it with pane
Iflioae exactness. That man knows the \v..rth <<f things. So baa sent an
order, with the money iu advance, for 10,000 photographs by the X i:\vs

Letter Medallion Company. They are true to fife, gummed
rated, and in size and shape like a postage-stamp.

" Mamma, I'll be a preacher when I grow old," said Freddy. " \ in 't

got bnios enoogh,** grnnted a cynical old uncle, who had been to Con*
grate. "Then well make ;i Congressman of him, my dear brother,''

smiled the mother.

It is a sad heart that never rejoices. There is a time for all things,
A time to work, a time to play and a time to make raeny, to invite your
friends iuto a jollification and to have a good time generally. If you
want to feel good and warm up the cockles of your heart at any time,
there is just one sure way of doing it. It never fails—our word for it.

We know. Obtain from P. J. Cassis & Co., corner of Washington and
Battery, a supply of their pure, unadulterated liquors, which you can get
there in retail quantities at wholesale rates.

A convict says he was sent to prison for being dishonest, and yet he
is compelled every day to cut out pieces of pasteboard, which are put be-
tween the soles of the cheap shoes made there and palmed off on the in-

nocent public as leather.

CoL R. G. Ingersoll's cottage is spoken of as " the cage of the
happy family," and his eight girls are called " Ingersoll's Sunday-school
class." One gentleman is reported as saying that his family is the hap-
piest ever seen " except Eeecher's." The force of the last remark is lost

upon the man who is convinced that Beech er is married to the wide, wide
world. But it ia doubtful it, in all that wide area, there is a happy home
that is without oue of De La MontanyVs Arlington cooking ranges.

When I kiss thee on thy cheek
'Tis to testify regard

;

But perhaps, dear maiden meek,
You think my cheek rather hard.

An Indianapolis minister said in the course of a sermon long ago:
" We are living with a telephone at each Christian mouth, a diascope at

the eye, a sygmaphone at the pulse, lightning shocks of mercurial Chris-
tian force all around the great globe—chasing the centuries." The min-
ister, in that attitude, has been photographed at Bradley & Rnlofson's,
corner of Montgomery and Sacramento streets. The picture, as may well

be imagined, is a remarkable one, and must be seen to be appreciated.

" What a nice-looking young man! " simpered a lady to her friend as a
youth in the omnibus deposited her nickel in the safety-box. "Yes,"
was the reply, " I see he is passing fare."

' 'Slow and steady wins the race." Steadily, but not slowly, Kid-
ney-Wort is distancing all competition for universal popularity and use-

fulness. This celebrated remedy can now be obtained in the usual dry
vegetable form, or in liquid form. It is put up in the latter way for the
especial convenience of those who cannot readily prepare it. It will be
found very concentrated, and will act with equal efficiency in either form.

Bead advertisement.

" Yes," said Fenderson, with energy, " that man has been the making
of me." " Has he ?" replied Fogg. You are his first attempt, I sup-

pose."

A new paper started in Cleveland is called The Spur. It is the Spur
of the moment, and may not live long. We know something that will

not vanish on the spur of the moment. It is as lasting as the hills—it

never fades nor loses color, but is ever as fresh as the smiling morn. We
mean, of course, J. R. Kelly & Co.'s Imperishable Paint, which covers

three times the space of ordinary paint, and is impervious to sun or rain.

Fat Stock—Priests and aldermen.

Persons whose blood has been corrupted, and the circulation deranged

by foul secretions—the result of the disordered chemistry of the body

—

need for their purification something like an inward baptism at the hands
of Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham, whose laboratory is at No. 233 Western Ave-

nue, Lynn, Mass. Her Vegetable Compound is fairly inundating the

country as with a river of life.

Lean Cattle—Poets and philosophers.

J. F. Cutter's Old Bourbon.—This celebrated whisky is for sale by
all first-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

»tv man

r liiif Hi Um

I.vine I. inflMBC Um markrl i. calfad hnJ.—

r*. whn h»*p Uken

Baltimore-. il.intiv.lv «k. if it .hnrt girl i. any.

Tip-top, rattling gnu, I follow i- he who n.v.r »utr«t;m daoomtl r of-
wh.i |>»y« ooi.li ,.n thi> nail,! children,

.Ilk.- at mm an.l »ll«.le, lowers In

iit ticket. But with all ..( th maliti th ore
llilojr, unlcn h.> loo. been t ir friend ''

: ,«| atreet, anil
t th.- nobby hate of the |» .

A Flower Show A fashionable 1...K - bonnet,

Beat pictures taken al l.i.in.i.

COOS BAY COAL.
The Cleanest and Cheapest

No Soot! No Dirt!

The Boat Cool for Domestic Use

!

All Coal Donlers Keen It!
[Ma) :,.

F. N. Neuval. w. S. Somervell.

PACIFIC ASPHALTUM COMPANY.
Established 1S65-

Proprietors of the Celebrated Corral de Piedra Asphaltum Mine,
(Sun Louis Onispo County).

Dealers in Crude and Refined
ASPHALTUM, FEL.T AND ROOFING MATERIAL.
Prepared Asphalturri for Country Orders always on hand, Contractors for Side-

walks, Hoofs, Floors and General Asphaltum Work. All \\ ork Guaranteed.

Office and Depot, 420 Jackson.
|
Branch Office, 422 Montgomery, 8. F.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,
Agents for RICOKB'S BESTOEATIVE PILLS,

635 Market Street San Francisco, Cal.
PALACE HO! I I.. June 24.

R. CUTLAR, D.D.S.,

Has Removed His Dental Office

From 715 Clay Street to No. 23 Post Street.

Office Hours—From 10 A.M. to S P.M.
_ [May 6.]

DR. R. BEVERLY COLE
Mas Returned from Europe,

And Resumed Practice at his New Offices,

218 POST STREET, above Dupont. [July 29.

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,

OCULIST.

1formerly
at No. 313 Bush street, has removed to Phelan's

} Building*, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 m. to 3 p.m.

Take the Elevator. May 27.

DR. JAMES W. KEENEY,
OFFICE AND RESIDENCE: 23 MONTGOMERY STREET.

HOTTKS: 2 to 4, 7 to 7:30 p.m.
STJUDAYS: 3 to 4 p.m. April 9.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 315 GEARY ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.
Feb. 5.] OFFICE HOURS: 1 to 4 P.M.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

300 FOURTH STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.
[July 15.]

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.
Attendance, daily, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by the under-

signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, and to furnish all information
relating to the Society. J. P. HcCURRIE, Secretary,

Oct. 23. Room 4, No. 531 California at.

8'

MILLARD F. BRADLEY,
earcher or Records, Room 37, 118 Post St., San Francisco.

Office Hours: 5 to 9 P si. Jan. 28.

A. WALDSTEIN,
ithosraplier and Ziiicogmnher, So. 320 Sansome street,

J Room 43, Second Floor. ^ Aug. 19.

$72' . $12 a day at home easily made. Costly Outfit Free.
Address True & Co

.
, Augusta . Maine

.
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BIZ.

The most noticeable feature of the market during the week has

been the heavy decline in the price of Calcutta Grain Sacks. One week

ago the market was strong at 9c and upwards, with cash sales at auction

at 9.10c, but on Tuesday of this week the same Bags sold at auction at

85@8gc. This sharp decline is owing to unexpected arrivals by steamer

via Hongkong—the Oceanic bringing 600,000 and the previous steamer

2,000,000 Bags. Other parties ascribe this decline in values to the superior

quality oi the Grain Sacks made at the State Prison, and which are pro-

nounced of better quality than any imported Bags. As for the demand

fur bags, it is fully up to general expectation, and, as a rule, farmers re-

quire more than their first estimates, the Grain yield panning out better

than was anticipated before harvesting.

Exports for the "week include the cargo for tbe Colonies per P. M. S.

Co's steamer City of Sydney, sailing on Sunday last for Honolulu, carry-

ing her full complement of passengers, Government mails, etc. Among
th" leading items carried to Sydney mav be enumerated Canned Goods,

Fi nits, etc., 3,225 cs., and Salmon 3,217 cs.; Doors 2,896, Fruits 1,020

pk<*s., Honey 75 cs., Moldings (Lumber) 4.000 cubit feet, Paints 382 cs.,

Whale Oil 2.423 galls.—all of the value 869,220. She also carried, m
transit from Victoria. B. C, Salmon 160 bbls. and 61 hf.-bbls. To New
Zealand, Case Goods 204 pkgs. Fruits, Salmon 400 cs. etc.—value S4.757.

To Auckland, Barley 2,515 ctls., Fruit 515 pkgs., Nitrate of Soda 11,235

lbs., Salmon 200 cs., Sugar 10,000 lbs., etc.—value $14,000. Also, to

Melbourne, Fruit, dried, 400 pkgs., Salmon 3,274 cs.—value §19,833.

The same steamer also carried to Honolulu General Merchandise, of the

value of 814,376.

Ginseng.—This has become a very important and valuable article of

export hence to China. It is the product of Ohio and other Western
States. The O. and O. steamship Oceanic on Wednesday carried 227,555

lbs.; value, 847,756.

Treasure.—The O. and O. steamship Oceanic, hence for Hongkong on

the 30th August, carried in treasure §293,297 63.

Hawaiian.—Exports to the Islands are incessant, and this trade is ex-

panding rapidly. The brig W. G. Irwin, hence on the 30th ult., carried

a miscellaneous cargo, valued at §24,142. The same day the schooner

ADna, cleared for same port, carried merchandise of the value of §14,376.

For Mazatlan.—The schooner Sadie F. Caller, hence on the 25th ult.,

carried Lumber, say 367,000 feet ; Shingles, 100 M ; value, §6,200.

Ho from Antwerp.—The British ship Three Brothers, 117 days from
Antwerp, to Messrs. Welch & Co., is again in port, bringing a valuable

cargo of assorted goods, including 14,000 packages of Window Glass.

CaptaiD Mathias had the misfortune to break one of his legs on tbe pas-

sage, but is now doing as well as could be expected.

From the Orient.—The O. & O. steamship Coptic, 29 days from
Hongkong, via Yokohama 17^ days, arrived here sume days since, with
passengers, Government mails, etc. Her cargo consisted of Rice, 18,619

packages. Oil, 1,250 packages, Coffee, 222 bags, Sugar, 438 bags, Teas,

8,763 packages, Gunny Bags, 600 bales, Chow Chow, 5,000 packages; also

in transit for Eastern cities, Teas, 39,709 packages. Silk, 665 packages,
Merchandise; 350 packages, also in transit 2,300 mats Bice.

San Jose de Guatemala.—The French bark Seine has arrived with
2,890 bags Central American Coffee.

Cardiff.—Several vessels have arrived from this port during the week.
Ship Glaramara, with 931 tons Steel Rails ; German ship Adelaide, with
1,789 tons Coal ; ship Helikom, with 2,000 tons Coal.

New York.—Three ships have arrived from New York during the
week: Ship James Drummond, with 8,000 Steel Rails; ship L. Schepp,
with general cargo ; ship Sachem, with Merchandise.

Fish.—The schooner Page has arrived from Chomaguin Islands with
51,000 Cod—price, Sc. The State of California, from Oregon, brought
Salmon, 3,482 cs,; Mary Swan, from Kodiac, 1,000 cs. ditto ; schr. Ester
Oohos, from Rogue River, with 1,400 cases ditto ; the Oregon, from Port-
land, had 4,234 cs. ditto.

Coffee, Sugar, Teas and Rice.—The markets are abundantly sup-
plied with these several staple articles, with a fair demand at unchanged
prices. Central American Green Coffees, 9@12c; Refined Sugars, 10@,
12£c ; Teas, a wide range ; Rice, Hawaiian, 4£@5c : China, 4£@5£c.

Coal, Salt and Iron.—Markets fully supplied and prices without ma-
terial change.

Paints in Oil.—A very sharp, lively competition is now being carried
on here between resident agents of Omaha and St. Louis White Lead Oil
manufacturers. The price cut down to 7£@Sc

Petroleum.—The same parties resident here are "cutting each others'
throats,*' selling Coal Oil, etc., at very low figures. "Opposition is the
life of trade."

Wool—Sales for the week of 3,000,000 pounds, chiefly for Eastern
shipment, may be noted. Choice Fleece, 26@27c; Fair to Good 20@
25c; Earthy and Burry, 14@16c.

Tallow.—A good demand exists for country rendered at 7@8c; Re-
fined for export, ll@ll£c.

Hides.—There is an active demand for Dry at 19@20c; Wet Salted
9@10c.

For New York.—The ship Wildwood, 1,099 tons, is to load Wool and
other merchandise, for New York, in the Dispatch Line following the
Davy Crockett, which is now about ready to sail with like cargo. The
Carrie Winslow is also on the New York berth.

Hops.—An invoice of 50 bales choice New Crop sold for New York at
50c, and 26 bales Seconds at 45c
Flour.—The O. and O. steamship Oceanic, for China, carried only 665

bbls. and to Japan 2,650 bbls. This small shipment was owing to the
charge of S5 per ton freight against SI 50 previously charged. We quote:
Good to choice Extras, $5@5 50; Superfine, $4@4 50, per 196 lbs—all in
cloth.

"Wheat.—The market is strong at §1 65@1 70 per ctl for good to choice
Shipping grades.

Wheat, ctls. Flour, bbh.
Exports since July 1st, 1882 2,153,625 228,399
Same time 1881 2,862,584 142,878

Fraser River Salmon.—The bark Albany, now at Victoria, B. C,
has been chartered to load a cargo of Salmon for London. It iB said that
she will carry 20,000 cases.

Salmon Season.—The Fall season began yeBterday, September 1st,

on all California rivers, and we are looking for a big run of Salmon. Tbe
Spring catch has all been disposed of East, thus leaving a clear field for
Fish of the Fall catch.

Salmon for England.—The Wallacetown sailed yesterday from Astoria
with 70,000 cases Oregon Salmon, besides other merchandise.

Grain Fleet.—Since July 1st we have dispatched 52 vessels, against
same time last year of 73 vessels. Wheat, centals 2,143,945, value
S3,667,409, and for the same period 1881, 2,859,838 centals, value,
$4,237,419.

Tonnage.—Disengaged in port, 45 vessels, 60,780 tons register ; on the
berth, 32 vessels, 41,894 tons register ; to arrive in 5 months, 265,500
tons, same time 1881, 360,000 tons ; in 1880, 190,000 tons register.

Quicksilver.—Sales from wharf 37c; at the close 37£c is the price.
Exports by rail during the month of July aggregate 867 flasks, of which
100 flasks were shipped from this city. The total exports by rail, for the
first seven months of 1882 were 3,819 flasks, of which 1,179 flasks were
shipped from San Francisco. The schooner Emilie Schroeder will carry
200 flasks Quicksilver, valued at 6,000, for Mazatlan, shipped by Thomas
Bell & Co. The exports for the week by sea were as follows:

To Hongkong, per Oceanic, hence 30th inst.

:

Wing Chong Wo & Co
Degener & Co
B. Von Ammon

Totals 1,500
Previously since January 1, 1882 23,997

Flasks. Value.
600 §17,340
500 14,153
400 11,300

S42.793
707,262

Totals since January 1, 1882 25,497 $750,055
Totals same period 1881 25,231 731,346

Receipts since January 1, 1882, 29.794 flasks. Bennett Bros., London,
under date of August 9, 1882, furnish us the following report to 31st July,
inclusive:

1881. 1882.
Season's import entries, bottles, about 45,846 46,990*
Imports from January 1st to June 30tb 45,846 41,990
Exports from January 1st to June 30th 12,756 21.445
Imports for June 368 493
Exports for June 1,323 2.809
Price, per bottle, about £6 10s. £5 17s. 6d.

Stock in London, to 31st of July, 1882, roughly calculated, is about
105,000 bottles.

* Including December last, Spanish.

Fruits.—The market is copiously supplied with Apples, Pears, Peaches,
Grapes, Plums, etc Blackberries and Strawberries are also in the mar-
ket. Prices rule low for all seasonable varieties, giving our canners a
splendid show for business.

Barley.—There is a fair business doing in Feed at SI 30@1 32i; Brew-
ing (new), §1 35@1 45. Chevalier, SI 35@1 50 per ctl.

Corn.—White is scarce, and is held at $2. Yellow is plentiful at §1 75
per ctl.

Rye is scarce, and for September delivery SI 75 per ctl. is bid.

Potatoes.—Sweets, 2@24.c; Irish, |@lc per pound.

JOHN WIGM0RE,

HARDWOOD LUMBER,
SHIP TIMBER, LOCUST TREENAILS,

Veneers and Fancy Woods.

129 to 147 Spear St. and 26 and 28 Howard St., San Francisco.

[April 8.]

IS DNQDESTIONABLY THE

VERY BEST PIANO
MADE HJ AMERICA.

BUY ONE AND BE CONVINCED.
CHAS. S.EATON, Agent.. ..647 Market at., opp. Kearny, S.F.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

No. 320 Post Street Opposite Union Square.

PROF. O. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 320 Post

street, is now open for Juvenile and Evening Classes. Office Hours, for Terms, etc.,

10 A.M. to 12 M., and 1 to 5 P.M. Oct. 22.

MRS. JULIA MELVILLE-SNYDER,
613 Mason Street, between Bush and Sutter.

rocal Music ror Opera, Concert or Parlor. Piano and
Elocution. Dramatic Elocution and Voice Culture Specialties. [April 29.
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FEW FAMOUS EXHIBITS
Tbe Mechanic* Fair hw 1 a vpWadid ran of *u*n,l-

anew durinc the paat week, the receipt! crr*t!y viosadioc th.»-

orvrespoodiiur period U»t year. K*cry man. woman ami child in San
Krucuco mim to 6ml it nacaaaary to m Um great show. Theatre
and all other place* of Amusement are deerr*-

•ocb a popu! • bite*

in the great I u the pUmr* of ueelinj; tbe tray and
gorgeous compam
music of the bami, the exhibit* thia year are particularly good. Am in;

them we particularly note the foUowii

The magniBcent manner in which the tnal cliiu-o i« illuminated ta

naturally the firtt thine to strike tin- \i*it'>r when ha enter- I

in.; abanlutely ^loira if"'" e*d to and with a

which penetrate* into every nook and cranny, and )r.«

the*way currier* in obscurity, a* used to be the caae in the old Fair bmlii-
-irable result has been aooompilahad by the Central

Gaalight Company, of No, 413 California ttnat. The <>\tri<>nlinary

brilliancy obtained is not so much to be wondered at. however, when it ia

known that the company supplier the Fair buil-lin^ with gnaiur3,965 born-
em. About Ml 000 cubic bat <>f gu are thus oonramsd •vary day ; vat tot
total coat of this enormous cun<«umpti>>n, ten per cent, off being allowed,

is only £45 per diem. The quality of the gas avera^ea an hU-h as from
twenty to twenty-three candle-power, which is au extraordinarily

high rate. The Central Gaallg&t fompauy is a very big institu-

tion, and is laying pipes throughout the citj- at the speed of tumie two
miles of tubing each week. But in gas is not intended for illuminating pur-

poses alone, as the tine exhibit of gas-stoves of all description*, for heating
and cooking uses and engines for motive power displayed at the company's
booth in the central aisle of the Fair, abundantly demonstrates.

No exhibit in the entire Fair attracts more attention than the extremely
tasteful display that S. G. Gump, the famous bric-a-brac merchant, of 081
and 583 Market street. The creme de la cremeai the " fashionables " con-

greate about this most beautiful booth, like bees about a rosemary bush.
An. I very properly, too, for no cultured person can pass Mr. Grumpy
elegant show without stopping to examine and admire the dainty trifles

and costly works of art which it contain?. Mirrors, porcelains, paintings

and pretty knick-knacks of every conceivable description are set out in

such gorgeous array that the inclosure is a perfect little palace of art

treasures. It is displays of this sort that make the Fair worth seeing.

They do credit to the exhibitor and also to the visitors who have the good
taste to appreciate them.

There is one serious drawback to the enjoyment of the Fair, and that is

the absence of a bar or refreshment room. These accessories are abso-

lutely necessary where there is so much heat and crowding. Fortunately,
however, the visitors have not far to go when they get outside, as Wain-
wright's Shell Point Oyster House stands ever ready, at all hours, next
door to the Fair building, at the corner of Hayes and Larkin streets. At
this popular house lunches and suppers of oysters, or any other delicacies

of the season, are served up in regular first-class style, at reasonable prices.

In one of the very choicest positions in the main central aisle, the visi-

tor halts in admiration before the great semicircular booth which contains

the elegant and curious display of G. T. Marsh & Co., the renowned im-
porters of Japanese art works and curios, whose store is situated under
the Palace Hotel, on Market street. This exhibit is as odd as it is inter-

esting. The scene is truly a medley one, with a rich flavor of the Orient

about it that is truly refreshing after one is satiated with the less orna-

mental, but perhaps more useful, exhibits of home-made manufactures.

Queerly painted fans of all shapes and sizes, grotesque bronzes of war-

riors and gods, curious chinaware, gorgeous sun-uinbrellas, fancy paper-

lanterns and countless other strange conceits of Japanese art and ingenu-

ity—all these are arranged about the spacious counters of the booth with

a careless grace that U extremely attractive. The display is presided

over by courteous and pretty young ladies, who present visitors with

"cunning" little Japanese fans' as souvenirs of the occasion. Mr. Marsh's

show is an admirable one, and he has good cause to be proud of it. Up-
stairs, Marsh & Co. have another elegant exhibit of delicate Japanese
goods. The beautiful and tasteful decoration of the walls and ceiling of

this booth are the handiwork of Mr. Robert Blum, of 120 Kearny street.

It furnishes a most creditable specimen of decorative art of the highest

order.

Wiester & Co., the "Yankee Notion" merchants, of New Montgomery
street, have an excellent display of fancy articles, patent contrivances,

etc., at the farther end of the Pavilion, facing the glittering saw-exhibit.

Slaven, the well-known druggist, whose palatial store is located under

the Baldwiu Hotel, has one of the most important exhibits to be Been in

the Fair. Its principal feature is the now famous " Slaven's Effervescent

California Fruit Salt," a preparation carefully and scientifically com-

pounded from sound, ripe California fruit, and manufactured by a special

process known only to the proprietor. The use for which the Fruit Salt

is designed is to regulate the action of the stomach, liver and kidneys

and as a remedy for all troubles resulting from a disarrangement of these

important organs. Its efficiency ha3 been amply proven and attested by

actual experiment aud by the indorsement of the ablest physicians in the

country. This valuable medicine is but one out of many articles in the

same line, of which Mr. Slaven is either the discoverer or the proprietor.

He is one of the most accomplished pharmaceutical and analytical chem-

ists on the coast, and is especially noted for putting uo article on the

market under his own name unless he has scientifically assured himself

of its efficacy. Hence it is that "Slaven's Yosemite Cherry Tooth

Paste " and " Slaven's Harmless Yosemite Face Powder " have attained

such wide popularity.

One of the first booths on the left-hand side of the main aisle is that of

Tubbs & Co., the old-established firm of cordage manufacturers, 613

Front street. The display made by the House is a very interesting one,

as illustrating what can be done with the " Pantagruelian herb," as Rab-

elais calls hemp, in the way of making rope. From the center of the

booth depends a long wisp of loose hemp, as fine as silk, and looking very

much like a scalp snatched from the head of some beautiful blonde whose

glory lay in her luxuriant tresses. Close by these delicate fibres, which

are bo light that the draught from the entrance makes them shake and

quiver, lie great coils of hempen hawsers, many inches thick, that would
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The exhibit of J. Gundlnch ft Go. i- rw It is soconmtnut.il
aa to represent a section ol a wine vault, which to m >nveya to
the spectator au Ids* of the immense vaulu which the iirm bat m

i. The miniature cave may justly be called on* of tin prettiest
objects in the Pavilion. The various, popular brands of wines fold l<y

this great firm are tastefully arran ioui among them being the
M " California Bnfgandy " and the " Cabinet QutedeL" The latter

is a delicious white wine, of most delicate flavor, and is an especial favor-
ite with the ladies as a table wine. But, handsome as the display at the
Fair is, those who would appreciate the incredibly vast scale upon whfofa
(iundUch & Co. transact their business, should pay a visit to their im-
mense cellar*, which from the corner of Second and Market BtreetB ex-
tend under nearly an entire block.

Heald's Business College is such a popular educational institution, and
is so well known, not only in San Francisco, but throughout California,
that it is only to be expected that any exhibit it furnished to the Art De-
partment of the Fair should be exceptionally excellent. And such is the
case. Of the large number of specimens of drawing and penmanship dis-

played, there is not a single one that does not show marvelous ingenuity,
originality and perfection in its particular line of art. In short, the ex-
hibit well sustains the established reputation of the College as an institu-

tion which has turned out so many brilliant scholars and successful busi-
ness men, that it has become the custom of our merchants and bankers to
hunt up its graduates when they need competent and reliable clerks.

Mr. JoBhua Hendy has on exhibition some very fine specimens of hot-
polished shafting, which possesses many important advantages over the
ordinary kind of shafting, especially in its far superior strength. The
hot-polished shafting needs to be only two inches in diameter, for in-

stance, where the old-fashioned kind would need to be two and a-half
inches—a very important difference, as the machinist will readily
acknowledge. Mr. Hendy also exhibits a "Baker Pressure Blower,"
for use in smelting furnaces, for ventilating mines, and in all works
where a strong blast iB required. This blower is said to' supply a greater
amount of wind, with lesa power, than any other built. There is also
shown a rotary piston pump, for draining lands, etc., which has no
valves, cannot get out of order, and for simplicity of construction has
no equal. The " Challenge " ore-feeder, for quartz mills, is also an
economical machine which merits the closest attention of miners.

Mounted on a platform expressly built for the purpose, the Brunswick
and Balke Company have a number of beautiful tables of various make,
which are almost constantly played upon by some of the best experts in
the game to be found on the Coast. This scheme serves a double pur-
pose. It adds a very material attraction to the Fair by amusing visitors

with a view of what perfection can be attained in the art of billiard play-
ing, and it at the same time serves to show how beautifully the tables
work when the cues are handled by those who have mastered the noblest
of all indoor games. The Brunswick and Balke Company have shown
the spirit and enterprise by going further than merely exhibiting their
tables, for they offer valuable coin prizes to the billiardista who contend
in the nightly tournaments, so that the spectator may be sure that the
contestants exert themselves to the utmost. Billiard playing on the
Brunswick and Balke tables has a wonderful charm. The accuracy of
the angles and cushions is so perfect that fancy shots, impossible on other
tables, constantly elicit continuous and rapturous applause. Besides the
perfection of the tables for playing purposes, they are so elegantly de-
signed that they are a splendid ornament to the most sumptuous billiard

parlor. All the accompanying appurtenances, such as cues, balls, pool-

pins, counting strings, etc., are of corresponding beauty, accuracy and
finish.

Ktug Champagne, from Reims, France.—Private Cuvee in quarts
and pints. Shield—Krug—in quarts and pints ; Premiere Qualite, in
quarts and pints. For sale by Hellmann Bros. & Co., corner Front and
Jackson Btreets.

Guns, Guns, Guns, Rifles, Rifles. —Breech and muzzle loading from
$10 to $30. The biggest bai gains in them at Uncle Harris's, 221 Kearny
street, between Bush and Sutter streets.

The Butterick Publishing Co. 's Celebrated Paper Patterns, for

Ladies', Misses' and Children's garments. Agency, 124 Post street, S. F.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamers ol' tliis Company will sail from Broadway Wharf

as follows :

For Victoria, B.C., and Puget Sound Ports: On the 10th, 20th and 30th of each
month (except when such da.vs fall on a holiday, then on the day previous). Steamer
of the 80th connects at Port Townaend with steamer " City of Chester " for Alaska.

For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the O. R. & N. Co.: Every* days.

For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 5th, 10th, 16th,

20th, 25th and 3<Jth of each month.

For Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and
Ventura: Every Wednesday at 8 a.m.

For Eureka, Areata, and Hookton, Humboldt Bay: Every Wednesday, 9 o'clock.

For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc. : Every Monday.

Ticket Office, No. 214 Montgomery Street, near Pine.
GOODALL, PERKINS ft CO., Agents,

Nov. 26. No. 10 Market street.
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
The Egyptian war proceeds apace. Sir Garnet Wolseley is maintain-

ing his reputation for dash. He is pushing on with remarkable celerity,

and rapidly driving the enemy from one poaitiorj to another, and with an

army of 15,000 men as compared with the 40,000 of his opponent. Where

the final stand is to be made is, of course, a matter of uncertainty. It

looks as if Arabi will finally fall back upon Cairo, where an obstinent de-

fense will likely be made, during which the grand old city will be sure to

suffer considerably. The result cannot for a moment be in doubt. The

English will prevail over all obstacles, though they will doubtless have a

good deal of hard fighting. The fanaticism of Arabi's Mahomedan fol-

lowers leads them to deeds of valor that one could wish were displayed in

a better cause, but the result is none the less sure. England will triumph ;

I but what then ? She cannot quit Egypt without leaving behind a firm

and stable government, nor can she ever again permit her road to India

to be placed in jeopardy. The London Times is strongly urgiug an Eng-
Tiah protectorate. How the difficulties that will succeed the war shall be

bolved may not at this time be accurately outlined ; it is enough to know
that they will be surmounted in some way that will place English interests

for the future beyond all possibility of danger from anarchy and confusion

in the internal affairs of Egypt. The great Powers have so far acquiesced

in what is being done, and they are certainly not likely to intervene at

this late time of day. England will go on to the end, and that end will

be the pacification and the better government of Egypt, and the effectual

neutrality of the Suez Canal.

France, judging from the tone of the Paris Press, regrets that she did

not join England in preserving the joint control. Her best minds think

that her Government made a mistake, and attribute it to the machina-

tions of Bismarck, whom they accuse of a deep design to break up the

entent cordial between the two Great Western Powers. Speaking of France
reminds us that she has got a new ministry. As had been anticipated, the

effect of the change is to strengthen the Gambettist element in the Cabi-

net. Besides the nominal Premier, M. Duclerc, there are four new Min-
isters, and three of these are decided adherents of M. Gambetta. But,

though the new Cabinet is more Gambettist in personnel, it can hardly be
anything else but the extreme reverse of Gambettist in its policy, or at

any rate, its foreign policy. Its programme here is expected to be a very

simple one—abstention. And beyond this it is hardly likely to be called

upon for a programme at all. It is a mere makeshift to get over a tem-
porary difficulty.. The Times correspondent, indeed, takes its members
under his protection in one of his most characteristic descriptions, which
might be headed, " Not Such Fools as They Look." " Most of its mem-
bers," he tells us, " are too intelligent to be presumptious, and they will

listen more than act, which will be a set-off to their inexperience." What
invective could be more damning than such praise as that ? The two real

powers in French political life are now M. Gambetta and M. Cle'menceau,

the latter of whom has been gaining influence of late as much as the

former has been losing it. Both these men are, however, for very differ-

ent reasons, " impossible " at this moment, though each successive Cabi-

net is obliged to rely upon one or the other of them. The contrast be-

tween them, moreover, is complete, both in their foreign and their

domestic policy. " While M. Gambetta is disquieting abroad and
tranquilizing at home, M. Cle'menceau is tranquilizing abroad and alarm-

ing at home. The former wants activity abroad, the latter abstention;

the former a strong Government at home, the latter a revolution." The
upshot is that France is afraid of both of them, but most afraid at this

particular moment of M. Gambetta. This view of the case is a little too

epigrammatic to be wholly true. But, for all that, the description may
fairly characterize the present state of a public opinion which thinks in

epigrams.
~

The Irish Arrears of Rent Bill has passed both Houses of Parliament,
has received the Queen's sanction, and is now the law of the land, and a
most exceptional and extraordinary law it is. Not only were the ten-

ants, by a previous Act, permitted to repudiate their contracts, but
they are now permitted to repudiate their back rents, and the Government
is, at the expense of the English taxpayers, to pay two years of arrears
which Irish tenants, during a period of agitation, agrarian outrage and
foul assassination, have declined to pay. If ever a people were so helped,
or if ever such substantial and costly efforts were made to placate and
conciliate a hard -to-be-pleased people, we confess that we know not
where to find a record of it. All history may be searched in vain for a
parallel case of generosity. Will it satisfy Ireland? We wish we could
honestly toy that it will.

INSURANCE DOUBLY SURE.
The Watertown Fire Insurance Company, having received a most

desirable offer for the purchase of its business from the Sun Company ok
London, it has transferred its policies to that powerful institution. The
insurers have every reason to be satisfied with this most favorable
arrangement. The Son -Fire Office op London has agreed to en-
dorse the Watertown company's outstanding policies. The Sun com-
pany was organized in 1710, is one of the oldest and largest fire com-
panies in the world, and it has deposited $700,000 worth of TJ. S. bonds
with the authorities of the State of New York as a surety to policy-
holders that their claims will be redeemed. The market value of ths
Sun company's stock is eleven millions of dollars, and it has nearly twice
the business of any other company in London. All outstanding policies
of the Watertown company, as well as those hereafter issued* by that
company, are jit once assumed bv the Sun company, and it holds itself
responsible therefor. Better guarantees could not possibly be afforded.
Messrs. Hutchinson -& Mann, the premier insurance agents of this State,
represent the Watertown and Sun companies, and many other companies
with whiuh our readers are familiar.

The Bull's Head Club gives a breakfast at the grove near San Rafael
to morrow (Sunday). These enjoyable reunions have no equal in the
State. Leading men, without regard to religion or politics, attend them.We were at the last one, and never enjoyed ourselves more in all our
lives. The proceedings commence with a meal fit for the gods. Speeches
aongs, recitations and stories follow by the best talent the State affords]
and he who has never been there knows not what it is to enjoy himself.

CRADLE, ALTAR, AND TOMB.

CRADLE.
Ackbr— In this city, August 22, to the wife of F. V. Acker, a daughter.
Arrillaga—In this city, August 24, to the wife of S. Arrillaga, a son.
Bruer—In this city, August 22, to the wife of John Bruer, a son.
Collett—In this city, August 23, to the.wife of H. G. Collett, a sou.
Daley—In this city, August 27, to the wife of Richard F. Daley, a son.
Dunzewilbr—In this city, August 21, to the wife of J. Dunzewiler, a son.
Eager—In this city, August 26, to the wife of W. T. Eager, a daughter.
Farran—In this city, August 21, to the wife of John F. Farran, a daughter.
Goldfish—In this city, August 30, to the wife of B. Goldfish, a daughter.
Hyman—In this city, August 23, to the wife of L. Hyman, a son.
Hughes—In this city, August 29, to the wife of James Hughes, a daughter.
Hogan—In this city, August 21, to the wife of M. Hogan, a son.
Lisahax—In this city, August 25, to the wife of Joseph Liuahan, a son.
LAXGFORD-In this city, August 14, to the wife of George h. Langford, a daughter.
Lucas—In this city, August 22, to the wife of A. J. Lucas, a son.
Lex—In this city, August 17, to the wife of Frank A. Lux, a son.
Mallon— In this city, August 25, to the wife of J. H. Mallon, a son.
Murat—In this city, August 27, to the wife of F. W. Murat, a son.
Nicholsox—In this city, August 24, to the wife of W. A. S. Nicholson, a son.
O'Mallev—In this city, August 17, to the wife of Thos. J. O'Malley, a daughter.
Quast—In this city, August 25, to the wife of H. M. Quast, a daughter.
Ricuardson—In this city, August 26, to the wife of H. J. Richardson, a son.
Schmidt—In this city, August 2'<J, to the wife of Einil Schmidt, a son.
Ward—In this city, August 21, to the wife of P. J. Ward, a daughter.
Weaver- In this city, August 25, to the wife of H. S. Weaver, a son.

ALTAR.
Berges-Devaurb—August 26, Jean Bergesto Clemence Devaurs.
Bolles-Payne—August 29, William Carey Bolles to Mrs. Harriet Emily Payne.
Bartsch-Davibson—August 27, Frank Bartsch to Pauline Davidson.
Cortelvon-Wixter—August 29, M. E. Cortelyon to Sophia Winter.
Clot-Ctjcuel—August 22, John Clot to Josie Cucuel.
Cuexin-Daclin—August 23, C. Defonse Cuenin. to Louise Daclin.
Devixe-Wells—August 20, James Devine to Lizzie C. Wells.
Doud-Moxxier—August 9, William A. Doud to Octavia Monnier.
Fraix-Fodxdation—August 24, Thomas E. Frain to Maria Foundation.
Ford-Boutox—August 28, James Bliss Ford to Fannie Ella Bouton.
Gerhow-Geffken—August 20, Robert Gerhow to Meta A. Geffken.
Hoffmax-Huth—August 25, Philippe Hoffman to Maria K. Huth.
Heymaxsoo-Shawl—August 29, Alfred Heymansou to Minnie Shawl.
Hixdhs-Doane -August 28, Edward B. Hindes to Mary F. Doane.
Johxsox-Cuipman—August 23, Elijah S. Johnson to jane A. Chipman.
Kixsella-O'Coxxell—August 9, Thomas Kinsella to Annie O'Conuell.
Larsen-Christensen—August 24, Hans Larsen to Emilie Christensen,
Rdss-Dyer—August 23, James A. Russ to Lizzie M. Dyer.
Stohx-Gottuso—August 19, Charles Stohn to Louise Gottung.
Spbramsky-Jacobs—August 27, Max Speramsky to Sa^ah Jacobs.
Seward-Simmoxs —August 30, Erastus F. Seward to Ella Simmons.
Steixegger-Proll—August 24, Robert A.Steinegger to Ida B. Proll.

TOMB.
Arxold—August 27, George C Arnold, a native of Bavaria, aged 60 years.
Bowex—August 24, Michael Bowen, of Richmond, Va., aged 70 years.
Byrox—August 26, Amelia R. H. Byron, aged 20 years.

Bellay—August 27, Francis Phillipe Bellay, a native of France, aged 66 years.

Burke—August 30, Mary Burke, a native of Sau Francisco, aged 24 years.

Byrxe—August 24, Anna M. Byrne, aged 28 years.

Casey—August 28, Julia Casey, a native of Ireland, aged 47 years.
Coxxiff—August 28, Catherine A. Conniff, a native of Boston, aged 15 years.
Cavanaugh—August 27, Dominick Cavanaugh, a native of Ireland, aged 47 years.
Doxoughey—August 29, Patrick Donoughey, a native of Ireland, a?ed 37 years.

Dorax—August 24, Julia A. Doran, a native of San Francisco, aged 25 years.

Farrell—August 24, John Farrell, a native of Ireland, aged 40 years.

Griffix—August 29, Edward S. Griffin, a native of N#w Hampshire, aged 43 years.
Goldsmith—August 25, Rosa Goldsmith, a native of Bavaria, aged 82 years.

Haxsaleit—August 24, Albert Hansaieit, a native of Germany, aged 39 years.
Harmox—Killed on the S. P. R. R. in this city, August 26, Frederick Harmon, a na-

tive of Rochester, N. Y., aged 30 years.

The man who pleases the ladies delights the world. If he pleases a
maiden he delights her lover. If he gives pleasure to a wife he delights

her husband, if he is worthy of the name. If he brings a smile to a
mother's face he affords exquisite satisfaction to her little ones. All that
is what is done at the Ralston Pharmacy, on the northwest corner of
Powell and Post streets, where all kinds of druggist's fancy goods are set

out in a style never before seen in this city. The stock is large, new and
fashionable, and. has not been damaged by exposure in show-cases and
windows.

Still pluck and courage meet with the reward which meu in all ages
have been wont to accord to those qualities. It will be recollected that
Butterfield, the Market-street boot and shoe dealer, was boycotted by the
blackmailing League of Deliverance, and that he stoutly held his ground,
refused to succumb, and cheerfully bid for new customers by offering them
the best goods at the very lowest prices. He is reaping his reward. Cus-
tomers crowd his store daily, and hss business has more than doubled.

The •well-dressed man of the period is not too numerous around our
fashionable promenades. He is hardly to be seen even at the Fair. He
may most often be encountered coming out of the store of Litchfield &
Co., on Montgomery street. They have laid in a stock of Fall goods,
comprising English and Scotch suiting3, overcoats, etc.

The bosses rule, and the people submit. L Q t a People's Municipal
Ticket be put up, and then the people will rule and the bosses will have
to submit.

The Republican Convention is in session as we go to press. Its pro-

ceedings come to hand too late to permit of our duing them justice in this

issue.

We are in receipt of "The Slaves of Paris," a highly interesting

story by Emile Gaborio, to be had of Bancroft & Co., Market street.

The only way to defeat the bosses of both parties is to put a people's

ticket in the field for municipal offices. Let leading taxpayers take steps

looking to that end. It can be easily done.
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GOLD BARS 925 fino par.—RannD Silvm-11 @llj \fctax. .11. H
,uL Marian Dollar*, S@8) per cant

aVBxohaan on N i ptlOOpnmlum ; On London Hank-
j

era, I Paria,aight, ">
lL'J franca |>or ,1

r.taw, 10c.

•*" l'ri»-f ..f Money here, (KftlOjHT oent. par voir—bank rate. In the
1^ per month. DomandBght.

3^4 J per cent, per year on Call.

sW Lato-t prtoa "f Starling in Now V

PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
San Francisco Sept. S. MM,

Stock and Bonds. Bid.
aoyr*.

Cal. Stats Bonda, (Vs. '57 .... 106

,v Co. B*dsl
' ;

-

s. P. "
. - ... Mom

-

Dur.>»t Street Bonds Jo

Sacruncnlo City Bond*.
Btoekton Citv Bonds 105

Yuba County Bonds
Marvsvilk- City Bonds BO

Santa Clara Co. Bonds 105

Los Afigclcs County Bonds. 106

Los An i.'
1 ... l ,u

Vin-'a & Truckee R. R. Bds., 101

Nevada Co. N. O. R. R. Bds 110

Oakland Citv Bonds —
B« N. Bonds, 6s.. 108

S. P.R. R- Bonds 106

U S.4S. 119}
BANKS.

Bank of California (ex-div).. ltis

Pacific Bauktex-dir) 126

First Natlonal(ex-div) .. 128

UfflTRAHoa COMPA.NIPS.

Union (ex-div) 12)

Fireman's Fund (ex-div) 128

Asbfd

Nc.m.
N..HI.

(5
60
621

100
100
107
110

103
114

125
no
1117

120

128

123

132
126

10S

93J
115}

Stocks and Bonds. Bid.
i ffoa co*rAM BS.

s:.»tv Investment 122
Home Miitu.il

Commenda]
Western

RAILROADS.
C. P. R |:

C. P. R. K Bonds .

Citv Bsilroad 100
Omnibus B. K :.*

N. B. and Mission R. R
Sutter Street H.R
iVv.irv Street R. R
Central R. R. Co
Market Street R. R...
Claj Street Hill R. R
iS. F. GaslightCo
Oakland Gaslight Co
Sac'to Gaslight Co
(Califor'a Powder Co
Giant Powder Co (new stck)
Atlantic Giant Powder
Gold and Stock Telesr'h Co.
S. V. W. W. Co. 'e Stock....
S. V. W. W. Co' Bonds
Pacific Coast S.S. Co's Stock
California Street R R,

Asked

US

i«!
lis]

so
100
00

Nom.
Nora.
51
28
50

115
118
St!

65
117
120

111

Nmn.
Nom.
65

281
53

120
87
70
117j
121

California (ex-div) 125

Pacific Rolling Mills. 120, 125. Cala. Dry Dock, 55, 60. Safe Deposit Co., 61J, 62$.

Vulcan Powder, 66J. 67i. Presidio Railroad, 72, 73. Safety-Nitro Powder, 151, 16.

Central Gas Stock, 67J, 68$. Hawaiian Commercial Co., 64, 65. Northern
Pacific R. R. Bonds, 104. 106.

We have again to report a light business during the week, and, as a
rule, prices have favored the buyer.

Andrew Baied, 312 California st.

THE STOCK MARKET.
" Simon says, 'Thumbs up.' " But who the

"
deuce " is Simon ? For

many weeks the market in mining shares has known only a constant, dread
and devilish decline, until the wearied, disgusted, helpless outsiders, hope-

less of revival, exhausted of their means by burdensome assessments and
delayed developments, have parted with their certificates and confidence.

But, "Presto/" "Change!" and suddenly, as with the invisible power
of a prestidigitateur, the face of Fortune becomes light, the current of a
great stream is turned and flows backward, They who daily congregate

at the Chateau de Deceit, Rue de Pine, have never known such experi-

ence as the past week affords. Without any disclosed discovery, and in

presence of levied and impending assessments, the whole Comstock line,

as if touched by Midas' hand, has become golden— (if a rise of

from five to ten times late prices justifies the figure and comparison).

What the origin and support of this extravagant movement are can only

be guessed, and that very uncertainly. The substantial fact exists that

the entire line of values has been doubled and trebled, with daily fluctua-

tions in some shares of more than their former average price. It is prob-

able that the reported conclusion of satisfactory terms with the Sntro
Tunnel owners initiated the upward movement, assisted by a side deal in

Chollar, founded upon some improvement in its lower levels. Thereupon,
as rates advanced, the shorts, forced to cover, bid each other up, until

some failures and heavy purchases for account transpired, which virtually

brought the market to its present culuiination. Since then, active busi-

ness at reduced prices, with daily variations of 50c. to_ SI 50 per share is

the experience. How long it may continue is impossible to surmise. It

is likely, however, to place the whole list permanently upon a much
higher scale of prices than has prevailed for many months past.

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.— New York, Sept. 8,

1882. United States Bonds—4s, 119J; 4Js, 113; ex-5s, 101 ; ex-Os, .

Sterling Exchange, 485@4 89. Pacific Mail, 44|. Wheat, 115@117; West-
ern Union, 90£. Hides, 24@244. Wool— Spring, fine, 20@ 32 ; Burry,

15@20 ; Pulled, 20@45 ; Fall Clips, 15@18 ; Burry, 12@14. Lon-
don, Sept. 8.—Liverpool Wheat Market, 9s. 6d. @ 9s. 9d., Cal. j 9s. 4d.@
9s. 4d. Red Am. Spring. Bonds, 4s; 4^s, 15J; Consols, 99 9-16 @ 99J.

Money, — acct. ; Silver, 52.

Entered at the Post- Office at San Francisco, Cal., as Second-Class
Matter.

MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For (TaTlcalias Ika Air.

Office of the Aeroplane Company f..r Navigating the Air, 80S Mer-

chant street Office hours from 1 to 9 P.M.
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-1st ; average during the

Meteorological Summary, week ending
Highest barometer, 30.042—4th ; lowest, 29.900-
week, 29.967; maximum temperature, 75—2d ; minimum, 50—5th ; aver-
age during the week, 57.3 ; highest relative humidity, 100 per cent.—4th;
lowest relative humidity, 38 per cent.—2d ; average during the week,
S2.4

;
prevailing direction of wind, south-west; maximum hourly velocity

of wind, 32 miles per hour, west, 3d ; average weather during the week,
fair ; rainfall during the week, 0.00 ; total rainfall, season of 1882-83, 0.00
inches.

The " Australia," which arrived early on Monday last, made a won-
derfully rapid passage, and would have arrived in port on Sunday night
but for a dense fog which prevailed outside. She wan off the Faralhmes
at 8 P. M. on Sunday, but was obliged to stand off and on dead slow all
night. She was boarded by the pilot at 9:15 a. m. Monday, 4th inst.

Mexico to Mexican Ports.—The steamship Mexico, hence, carried
as above a valuable cargo, valued at $120,000, consisting in part of Bread,
11,578 pounds ; Coffee, 104,227 pounds ; Fruit, 939 packages ; Rice,
6,300 pounds ; Sugar, 6,600 pounds ; Tallow, 2,841 pounds ; Wine, 1,600
gallons ; also Machinery, Lumber, etc.

A. D. Snow.—This fine ship, hence for Liverpool, carried for cargo
Wheat, 59,603 centals ; Cotton, 87,057 pounds ; Canned Goods, 900 cases;
Flour, 1,903 barrels ; Honey, 250 cases; Orchilla, 93,020 pounds : Wine,
75 gallons, etc. Value, $121,051.

Admission Day.—This (Sept. 9tb) being a legal holiday, the Custom
House will be open only one hour—9 to 10 a. m. The Pioneers will cele-
brate the day in their usual manner.

The Pacific Coast Steamship Company have tendered the use of
their new steamship, Queen of the Pacific, to the Marquis of Lome and
Princess Louise.

Liverpool. —The British bark Lizzie Iredak, hence for Liverpool, car-
ried 20,744 centals Wheat, 300 cases Canned Fruit, 600 barrels Flour, etc.

—value, $39,175.

Champerico.—The bark Montana, hence for above port, carried Lum-
ber, 265,000 feet ; shingles, 500 M ; Railroad Ties, 7,772, etc. Value,
$18,882.

For the Orient.—The O. and O. Co.'s steamer Coptic sails to-day at 2
P. M. for Hongkong via Yokohama, carrying flour and general mer-
chandise.

For Hawaii—The British steamer Suez sails at noon to-day for Hono-
lulu, with passengers, mails and general cargo.

Quicksilver.—Spot lotB are light and the export demand equal to the
everyday receipts. Price, 37@37£.

Romance No. 4, "The Ironmonger's Annie," is unavoidably
crowded out this week.

Latest Grain Charter.—British iron bark Bellaport, Cork, £2 10s.

Printed and Published 07 the Proprietor, Frederick Harriott. 607 to 616 Merchaat Street, San Francisco, California.
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A BUCKLEY LAMB.
No. 3.

Geo. T. Marye, Chairman of the Democratic County Committee, is a

tool, creature, and one of the most subservient and obedient of Buckley's

docile lambs. He is a fair specimen of the kind of men the bosses stand

in sore need of. By the " boys " they can carry the primaries, but with-

out respectable figure-heads they cannot run State and County Commit-
tees. If only half way decent men would stand aloof from them, as

they ought to do, the nakedness, deformity and utter depravity of the

bosses would be apparent enough to shock the whole of the community,
and their defeat would be accomplished almost without an effort. It is

your so-called respectable men who make the outrageous schemes of a

disreputable gang possible. The Board of Supervisors that existed prior

to the incoming of the present one was made up of what were believed to

be presentable men. Yet, with some two or three exceptions, a more
shameless band of thieves never followed Robin Hood, Dick Turpin or

Joaquin Murietta. For the palt 7̂ advantage of obtaining an office, men
who ought to know better fall down, crawl on their bellies and eat filth.

As was remarked in our hearing, the other day, by a would-be office-

holder, " You cannot get anything in either party unless you are in with
Chris. Buckley or Bill Higgins." To be "in " with them it is necessary
to be a pliant tool, a breaker of solemn pledges, a fooler of the people and
a miscreant politically.

Party names are used to rally the fools with, and only too well they
succeed. Though there is not an iota of party in the management of mu-
nicipal affairs, though wastefulness, extravagance, high taxes, corrupt
jobs, and bad city government generally, affect all taxpayers alike, yet
such is the stupid folly of the times that they are ready to march to their
own destruction, if only the music is set to the shibboleth of a party
name. Conventions chosen by the "boys *' are convened, public meetings
are held, the bonfires are lit, the fireworks are let off, and the opposing
forces allow themselves to believe that it is a genuine fight. Poor fools !

They are but aiding in their own despoilment. In the back room of a
saloon Buckley and Higgins have fixed up the ticket on both sides. No
matter which wins, the people lose. The taxpayers do the voting, pay
the cost, and the bosses grab the taxes. It is the most transparent game
that ever fooled a people. It reverses the old adage and proves, singular
to say, that though the trap be set in the sight of the birds, it suffices to
catch them. The city knows, to its cost, that it has fallen into the trap,
time and time again, but yet it continues to be beguiled by the sirens of
the Bush-street and Mint saloons. It has for years past taken candidates
from those sources, and every time has sorely suffered for its mistake.
It is all the same whether Democrats or Republicans are elected. Buck-
ley and Higgins, Rainey and Gannon, are all original Republicans. In
order to put up tbe game of both parties in the interests of one common
firm, Buckley and Rainey were tnrned over to the Democrats and made
bosses of, so that in any event the firm wins, the patronage is divided
and the spoils shared. It is a government of the spoils, by tbe spoils and
for the spoils, and not a government, as we have been vainly educated to
suppose, of the people, by the people and for the people. It is a mon-
strous, costly and huge fraud, from beginning to end. Its continuance
makes one almost despair of the institutions under which we live. Cer-
tain it is that a self-respecting people must change all this, or confess
that they are unworthy of the grand legacy of self-government that their
fathers fought for, and that has been bequeathed to them as an heritage
to be sacredly cherished.
But we started out to show the figure cut in this deplorable state of

affairs by your so-called respectable men. If it were not for such usable
creatures as English, Marye, Bishop, Greathouse, Ferral, O'Grady,
Haley and others, the game would soon run itself out. The "boys"
could not be run as hi^h and responsible officials. Tools must be found
among men "away up." One of the most useful of these, as we have

said, is George T. Marye, Junior. He moves in good society. He is

fairly well educated, and has a rich, fond and too foolish father. The
Junior Marye is anxious to go to Congress, and tbe Senior is proud of his

laudable ambition and very willing to help him along with coin. Marye,
the younger, has no ability as yet discernible for the position, still there
is nothing to be censured, but much to be praised, in his desire to give his

leisure to public duties. The Democratic party is in need of new blood,
and it is young men that may prove useful to it in such capacities as they
are fitted for. Whilst all this is true, it remains to be said that those who
seek to make their way in politics should start aright. Youth is, if ever,

the season of enthusiasm, of earnest and elevated purpose, and of inspir-

ing and noble resolves. Age, as times go, may be expected to be a little

" off color." It is soured and wearied, and is liable to lose its grip by the
disappointments and demoralizing influences of contact with a wicked
world. If a man starts out in his youth with a taste for entangling alli-

ances with dirt, filth and abominations generally, there is nothing to be
hoped for from him. This is precisely what is the matter with George T.
Marye, Jr. Some three years ago he determined to reach Congress if

possible. Instead of acquainting himself with his country's politics, but
neglecting to fit himself generally for the exalted position to which be as-

pired, he concluded that the bosses and his money would pull hiin

through. He waited upon Buckley and told him his purpose. The
boss was very willing, for he had need of just such a man. "You
cannot go to Congress yet awhile," said the boss. " You
must do something and get known to the party. I will make
yon Chairman of the County Committee."
The boss was as good as his word. Marye was, by his aid, elected

to the County Committee, and, although an untried, green hand, who
knew absolutely nothing about politics, he was elevated above veterans
to the headship of the local Democratic organization. He was forth-

with made the nominal leader of the Democracy in this city and
county, though utterly destitute of all semblance of experience or fit-

ness. He was placed there to be the humble, crawling sycophant of a
boss whom he ought to have thought unworthy to black his boots. If
for a moment he had given play to the better instincts which his edu-
cation ought to have inspired him with, he would surely, if there be a
particle of the right metal in his composition, have revolted at the
bare thought of becoming the catspaw and pliant tool of the Bush
street saloon-keeper, whom he ought to have spurned as being beneath
him in morals, honor, education, and good standing generally. He
didn't. He contracted to do whatever was required of him, and that
was not a little, judging by what he has done. He has been
about the most audacious Chairman that ever presided over a
County Committee. He has known no rule of fairness as towards the
very few members thereof who have been inclined to "sit down" upon
the bosses. If Buckley himself had been in the Chair he would hardly
have dared to give such decisions as have emanated from Geo. T.
Marye, Junior. He might have done good, but he chose to do evil.

He obeyed the hints of the boss as obediently as a slave attends to the
commands of his master. Good citizens, who have had occasion to at-

tend in the lobby, have expressed to us repeatedly the utterly sicken-
ing feeling which came over them in watching the servile antics of this

young man, from whom they had, with reason, expected better things.

The Ninth Precinct Democratic Club of this city holds its meetings on
Post street, near Kearny. It embraces the district around Buckley's
saloon. The storekeepers around that neighborhood retire to their homes,
and the club is consequently made up largely of the hoodlums, the gam-
blers and the street statuary peculiar to the locality. The club is called

"Buckley's Own." He procured his barkeeper, or an attache", or a fol-

lower of some sort, to be elected by it to the San Jose Convention, and
immediately required his proxy, and upon that the boss went to San Joae.
George T. Marye consents to preside over this delectable body, and he
seems never so happy as when performing that hateful function. Though
he may be supposed to have left a good home and the company of ladies

and decent people, he presides over "Buckley's Own" crowd as if he most
heartily enjoyed their company. There is no opposition there. It dare
not show its head, if it would keep its head whole. The business is dis-

posed of with dispatch. The right jovial fellows then betake themselves
to their kind of enjoyment, which, if not polite, is at least rough. Marye
is among them and of them to the last. He is high-fellow-well-met with
the best or the worst of them to the end. By such means and in such
company he is earning his way to a seat in Congress. No youthful indigna-
tion troubles his soul. No thoughts of the more refined society he has left

at home vex his spirit. No scruples as to the uses to which he lends him-
self rise up in judgment to condemn his lack of manhood. Swiftly,
cheerily he follows the filthy stream. All this he does, and much more,
whilst believing himself on the road to Congress. He would permit the
boss to take him by the heels, poke his nose in the gutter, and with it

rake out the garbage, if only he hoped thereby to make one point on his

way to Washington. But we are mistaken if the road to Congress leads
that way. We shall be astounded if decent people are found lending
countenance to a young man who thus gives himself up to the service of

the unclean.
Yet Marye is one of the best of Buckley's lambs, which is not saying

much. Let not our purpose in naming such as he be mistaken. They
are surely not yet insensible to just criticism. We are well assured that
the bosses are. When they engage iu their peculiar business they know
what to expect and harden themselves accordingly. They take the spoils

as a sufficient salve for every wound. That can hardly yet be the case
with the more respectable lambs of their fold whom they use as presenta-
ble figure-heads. There is some hope in holding them up to public gaze.

Such men are amenable to public contempt. Besides, the exposure of
their little games is sure to thwart them. For that .reason we see some
hope in attacking the men who, knowing the right, lend themselves to

the evil. Our purpose is to render Buckleyism harmless by taking away
from it the principal instruments by which it works such dire mischief in

this commonwealth. To that end we shall from week to week continue
our exposures of the lambs he leads. This week we present the best of
them—Geo. T. Marye, Junior, on his way through Buckley's filthy sewer
to Congress.

We regret to hear of a sad accident to Dr. J. H. Stallard. A week ago
last Wednesday, while; walking along Taylor street, near Sutter, an inse-

cure board in the sidewalk gave way, throwing him into the street. Fall-
ing on his wrist, he broke his arm below the elbow.
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f have never seen Trinity Church look to greater advantage than it did
last night, ami neveronly waa the chancel more asqniaitely dreeaed than
on the occaainn i*f Mtn Myricka wedding with Captain Whitney. It

was completely filled with graceful ferns, palms ami other hot-honse
plants, ud in front of the altar was a beautiful green arch, from
depended a huge floral horseshoe, and in the venter of it appeared the
monogram M. W. in white and red, the whole surmounted by two white
doves, billing.

The body of the church was well filled by an expectant crowd long
before the hour named for the ceremony, and during the long wait the

ist performed a medley on that instrument, the principal refrain

being, " How can I leave thee! " which I thought particularly appropriate
for Bncfa a belle as the bride bidding adieu to her hosts of beaux.
The four ushers, all of them a pood looking lot of fellows, by the way,

—unless I except one of the number, who spoiled his otherwise handsome
countenance with the ferocious scowl which he bestowed on everything
and everybody, as he leisurely strolled up and down the aisle—were ro-

dent in gold lace, helmet, and plumes.
They did not, however, seem to be quite up to their task, as one-half of

the assemblage would rot mind them, but took seats wherever it best
pleased themselves, and the other half that they did succeed in seating
they kept changing two or three times, each time taking them " a little

higher up." But never mind. It is only practice they need to become as
efficient, and far more attractive (in maiden eyes, at least), as our cele-

brated society double quartette.
Among those in the church I noticed Colonel and Mrs. .Stevenson and

daughter, one in white the other in blue, General and Mrs. Hewston, Mr.
and Mrs. W. Nbrris, Mrs. Jack Hayes, Jr., Bill Higgins aud wife, Gen-
eral McDowell and son, John F. Swift, and Mrs. Swift in a handsome
ermine cloak, Mrs. Dan Cook and Dr. Jim Keeney, Mr. and Mrs. Rnss
Wilson and brother, Colonel and Mrs. Smedburg, Mr. and Mrs. John H.
Wise, the Misses Blanding in bonnets, Mr. and Mrs. Tnrbet and their

pretty daughter Sheda, Mrs. Torbet in a beautiful costume of light pink
silk, and altogether so youthful looking, by no means filling the accepted
idea of a trrandmother, all the Denbrons, the Misses Eyres in bonnets,

Mr. and Mrs. Godley in evening dress, Winfield Jones escorting the
Misses M'AUister, Mr. and Mrs. Irving Scott, Mr. and the Misses May-
nard, Mr. and Mrs. George Gibb.

It was something past the hour named before the bridal party entered
the church, to the inevitable '* Lohengreu March." First appeared the
four ushers, then the four bridesmades—Misses Durbrow, Piatt, Bradley
and Godley—with their attendant groomsmen, who, all being in the
service, were in uniform, of course—each lady carrying a basket filled

with ferns and hot-house flowers. Then came the stalwart and happy
groom, with the bride's pretty sister, and finally the charming bride, on
the arm of her brother-in-law.

She looked very lovely in her heavy white silk robe, and light tulle veil,

which completely covered without concealing her beautiful face, and in

her hand she carried an exquisite little basket filled with orange blossoms.

Dr. Beers performed the ceremony which made the twain one flesh, and
the church was slowly emptied of the crowd, wbo were all unanimous in

saying that seldom had they seen a prettier bridal cortege.

A reception of the most intimate friends of the family followed, at

the residence of the bride's sister, on Hyde street, and several larger

ones are on the tapis to be given in her honor before the departure of

Captain and Mrs. Whitney for their home in San Diego, the first of which
will take place at Mrs. Thornton's on the 20th.

What a concord of sweet sounds are in store for us ! First in im-

portance to the social world comes the announcement of the Philhar-

monic Concerts to be given once a month during the winter, and, judging
from the names of those connected witn them, it is safe to say they will

be purely society affairs.

Then comes the rumor of a charity concert, under the auspices of Miss
Nellie McDowell, herself a singer of much merit, and one or two others

are hinted .at, as thought of for the approaching season, by which time
the prime mover in all such undertakings will be back in town again.

The death of Mrs. Stanford's mother, Mrs. Lathrop, a lady who made
herself many friends during her visit here, causes not only regret to them,
but will have the effect of closing, for all entertaining purposes, that regal

mansion on the Hill, of which we have already too few, and, it being just

at the beginning of the season, society regards it as an additional cause

for lament.

The Huntingtons have returned home to New York, by way of Los
Angeles. The Fields have also gone East, as well as Mrs. Butterworth
and her daughter, Mrs. Pringle, who has gone to consult Eastern physi-

cians in the matter of her son's health. Mrs. Lent and her daughters
leave us early next month for a Winter in the city of Gotham, while Mrs.
Norris departs thence some time this month.
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party will remain several days as guests at the Palace; but, as I
intimated in one of my letters, it is announced that they will not accept
anv invitations.

But, Jndge B. B, Crocker is malting elaborate preparations for a party
U) be given at her elegant residence at Sacramento, next Tuesday, the
13th instant. Yf.uk.

LOUISE AND LORNE.
There are mutterings, not loud but d mde, and

the fashionable world, from the flats of Kearny street and South Park to
the highest peaks of Nob Hill, la agitated ae it. has never been before.

It la announced that Her Royal Highness the Princess Louise, with her
awned husband, Lome, will not accept any invitations from private

sources during their Bojourn here, and even visitors, other than those hold-
ing official rank, will only be admitted to the presence on being furnished
with a card signifying a willingness to receive them. To what end were
all the palaces of our nouveau ricfie built if, at the very first opportunity
that offers, Royalty turns up its nose and refuses to be awe-struck with
the gilded display or to advertise it by its presence? Lome, in so decid-
ing, has done a wise thing. He is here to see our country and its people
—not to minister to the vanity of a few, who, even with all their match-
less wealth, have not yet lost the aroma of the bar-room and the shop.
But what is our gallant army representative at the Presidio to do? Are
the services of the steam yacht to be called into requisition, and a sail

about the bay to be on the programme ? Is a ball at headquarters, as
contemplated, to come under tue head of private? Who will engineer
the party, Colonel Tortalette, who, for all practicable purposes, while
here, may be regarded as Chief of Staff to the royal party, or the Prince
of Hospitallers, General McDowell, the big Indian of our regular army on
the Coast? What, O, what place is our Grand Sachem, Major-General
Barnes, to fill? What our gay and festive Mayor and the Board of Super-
visors? Where and when is our gallant, aye, gorgeous Chief, Dave Scan-
nell, to display the almost magical celerity of our Fire Department? All
these last are of the people, and it is the people and the country that the
royal party come to see. Chinatown must be explored. How are its all-

penetrating perfumes of " Araby the Blest" to be rendered innocuous,
that the fair Princess may at once gratify her curiosity and avoid con-
tagion ? Can a sample of the pagan quarter be transferred to the Palace,
the fitting abode of Royalty ? Can Count Smith be counted on to marshal
the heathen horde in the Court of the " Sharons " for the inspection of

his boarders—I beg his pardon, his guests? The Cliff House must be vis-

ited. Will Foster double up on his prices? And how about the Fenians?
Is that devoted band of patriots to be ignored when the barbaric Mon-
golian is received? and if not, is the courtly thoroughbred, Dinnis Kearney
to marshal them and present the address? and, we had forgotten, who ia

to write it ?

Our always genial friend, Booker, H. B. M. Consul, will have his pa-
tience sorely tried, for on him at last it will fall to decide who of the
haut ton are to be honored with the much coveted card that gives admis-
sion to the charmed circle, and the jealousies, heart-burnings and baffled

hopes which will grow out of the struggle to be numbered among those
who may hereafter claim the distinction of being of the sacred few who
have hob-nobbed with royalty will far exceed any which have ever before

agitated the bosoms of the heavy swells whose homes are in the paradise
of upper-ten-dom.

AT MORRIS AND KENNEDY'S ART GALLERY.
The fine art gallery of the above firm, at 19 Post street, does them

credit, and is really the best institution of its kind in San Francisco.
Admirably arranged in all respects, it is visited by the elite of our city.

Many really remarkable works of art are there to be seen, whilst nothing
in the establishment falls to mediocrity, the fact being that Messrs. Mor-
ris & Kennedy are too good judges of the requirements of their business,

and too well informed of the excellent taste of the clasB of customers who
deal with them, to admit among their large stock any second-class article.

No lady or gentleman of taste fails to visit their gallery once in a while
to see what new thing of beauty has been added. Students and members
of the fine art profession generally find that this firm keeps the very best

artists' materials, gold frames, etching, etc., that can be procured in the
city, and that their prices are moderate.

PRINTING AND ENGRAVING
BY THE

Our Specialties: Fine Print in:;- — Catalogues, Books. Illus-
trated Circulars, Illuminated Printing. We have the most complete facilities

for producing ENGRAVINGS by the following processes: Photo Engraving, Photo-
graphing, Wood Engraving, Photo Lithographing. Portraits, Landscapes, Build-
ings, Machinery, Interiors, etc. Parties living at a distance can have engravings
made by sending photograph, or sketch on paper, designating size required. Esti-

mates furnished on application. Sept. 9.
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GOOD NIGHT.
How lightly said, how carelessly spoken,

When friends depart with joy unbroken,

And hand meets hand with this last token-
Good night! good night!

How slowly said, with sweet delaying,

When love for yet more love is praying,

And heart meets heart, while lips are saying

Good night! good night?

How tenderly, with what new meaning
From agony and anguish gleaning,

We whisper, o'er a sick bed leaning

—

Good night! good night!

And to the weary spirit winging

Its flight beyond all earthly clinging,

Is Death, perchance, an angel bringing,

Good night! good night!—Good Words.

CETEWAYO AS A CIVILIZED SAVAGE.
Cetewayo is having a high old time in England. He has visited

Parliament, has been received by the Queen, and is being shown the

sHits generally in a uniform of an English General. Crowds follow him,

ladies of high rank shake hands with him and make him presents, and

he is certainly made a good deal of by people who but recently suffered

terribly at his hands. It is now admitted that he has been brought to

England to show him the might of the nation, and to teach him the

lesson of the folly of ever again defying it. The Press is eagerly dis-

cussing the question as to whether his visit will have a lasting effect.

It is being argued that once a savage always a savage. Sir George

Simpson tells how he took "Spokane Garry," a Columbia river chief's

sod educated him in England, and sent him home. But all that he

preserved of his exotic civilization was the art of playing cards and

manufacturing them out of bits of cedar bark. Hole-in-tbe-Day, the Sioux

chief, was 30 " civilized " that he lived in a brick house in St. Paul, drove

a trotting horse, and was made a citizen of Minnesota by special act of

the Legislature. Yet "H. Day, Esq.," as he was officially styled, proved

the leader in the massacres a few years later, and one of the most ruthless

of the fiends who desolated the frontier. There is scarcely any consid-

erable Indian tribe in the United States which does not know something

of cities, and most of the powerful Chiefs have visited Washington.
_

Yet the knowledge of the " Pale Faces' " power has no more restrained

them from going to war when it suited their pupose than it has restrained

the Maories of New Zealand or the Kaffirs in South Africa, or, for the

matter of that, Cetewayo himself, who knew quite enough of British

might to have counseled prudence, had prudence been allowed any part

in the counsels of impulsive, unreasoning, vain, shifty barbarians. The
history of America is studded with the story of such failures, from that

University of Henrico for the instruction of " ye salvages " to the rosy-

colored data in the latest report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

No doubt examples of an opposite character might be cited; but history

shows that the instances of failure are as numerous as they are conspicu-

ous. In 1659 "John Beauchamp," a Virginian tribesman, was educated
in England, but profited little by his opportunities. General Oglethorpe
took another savage youth to London with him, and did not send him
back to Georgia until he had acquired all the polish and accomplishments
of the fine gentleman. Yet within a year the dandy vagabond had laid

aside his laced coat, his periwig, his clouded cane, and his jeweled snuff-

box, and returned to his primitive habits and former life.

Louis XIV. was fond of trying to " extract the bitter out of the par-

tridge's lag," but failed lamentably. He took promising Indians to Ver-
sailles, educated them, and then, after mating them with well-dowered
ladies, sent them back. As a rule, they got intoxicated on the first night
of their arrival, divided their finery among their untraveled relatives,

whipped the deluded brides and then ran wild in the woods, the " noble
savage " of reality, though not of romance. No less a personage than
General Lafayette essayed a similar experiment. He took a son of Corn
Planter, an Oneida Chief, with him to France, trained him in the first

schools and most brilliant society, and married him to a beautiful woman.
But he had scarcely returned to his tribe before he abandoned his wife,
who was found wandering through the forest in misery and hunger, by
Aaron Burr, during his memorable journey from New York to Canada.
A Brazilian Bolocado graduated in the University of Bahia, and prac-
ticed for a time as a physician. But in a few years he deserted civiliza-

tion, and, bereft of clothes and culture, took to the jungle and roots
again.

A similar case is recorded by Dolrizhoffer, a German Missionary among
the Abipones. Admiral Fitzroy's Jemmy Button, who in England had
worn gloves and boots, reverted in Tierra del Fuegd a year or two after-
ward to a naked, unkempt, unwashed savage. Bungari, the Australian

—

and instances might, unfortunately, be quoted almost without end—took
prizes at College and spoke Latin better than the Governor himself. But
he soon escaped to the bush, declaring that education had been of no use
but to make him conscious of his misery. This, it is by no means un-
likely, may be the only result of Cetewayo's visit. Like Bungari, the
" Black Fellow," and young Djammel-Eddin, Schamyl's son, who died of
weariness after exchanging the gay society of St. Petersburg for the rude
life of Circassia, he may discover wants he never knew, and return to Zu-
luland or the Cape, having learnt only that " where ignorance is bliss 'tis

folly to be wise."

Bradstreet's Journal, in an article upon the shipment of breadstuffs
abroad during the last two years, when taken in connection with the
amount required for home consumption, figures that, upon an estimated
crop of 500,000,000 bushels of wheat, the amount for export will not be
more than 165,000,000. This amount, while more than was exported in
the year ending July 1, 1882, is less than the amount for the year before.
As_ regards corn, the estimated yearly use is now 1,650,000,000 bushels
which, by present appearances, will be fully up to, if not more, than the
probable crop this year, leaving little or none for export. The abundance
of oats and rye this year may cause those grains to be used to a larger
extent in place of corn.

BANKS.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital $3,000,000.
WM. ALTOBD President.
THOMAS BltOWX, Cashier

[
B MURRAY, Jr., Ass't Cashier

Agents :

New York, Agency of the Bank of Calfomia ; Boston, Tremont National Bank

,

Chicago, Union National Bank ; St. Louis, Boatman's Saving Bank ; New Zealand,
the Bank of New Zealand. Correspondent in London, Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons. Correspondents in India, China, Japan and Australia, the Oriental Bank Cor-
poration.
The Bank has Agencies at Virginia City, and Correspondents in all the princi-

pal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.

Letters of Credit issued, available in all parts of the world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dublin, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Antwerp,
Amsterdam, St. Petersburgh, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, Italy.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter.—Capital paid up, 81,800,-

000, with power to increase to §10,000,000. Southeast corner California and San-
some streets. Head Office—28 Comhill, London. Branches—Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria, New Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.

This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check
and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available in al parts of
the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon itB Agents
as follows :

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal; Liverpool—North and South
WaleB Bank ; Scotland—British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 18. FREDERICK TOWNSEND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Paid up Capital 91,500,000, Gold. President, R. C. Wool-

worth Vice-President, D. Callaghan ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue, Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
CORREsroNnENTS—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse,
Neuman &Co. Paris: Hottinguer& Co. NewYork: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-
pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on Bpecial deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal
cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Commercia
Credits issued available in Europe, Ohii.a and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital, S2.100.000.

San Francisco Office, 424 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid Up $3,000,000.
Beserve, TJ. S. Bonds 4,000,000.

Agrency at New York. 62 Wall street.

Agency at Virginia, Jfev.

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-
elers' Credits. This Bank has Bpecial facilities for dealing in Bullion. Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E. Cor. Sansome and Pine Streets,

Loudon Office, 3 Angel Court ; New Tork Agents, J. W. Sel-
igman & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, $6,000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,

loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.
FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.

P. N. LlLlBHTnAL, Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITAL, 8300,000.
Officers: Tice-Presldent, Jerome Lincoln: Secretary, TV.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other

Approved Securities. Office : No. 215 Sansome Btreet, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Spar und Lei h bank. No 536 Californlastreet, San

Francisco. Officers : President, L. GOTTIG. Board of Directors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Eggers, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE; Attorney, JOHN R.
JARBOE. May 18.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco,

Gold and Silver Refinery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER aud LEAD in their

various forms.
June 18. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

PAINTING, TINTING, WHITENING AND PAPER-HANGING.
Gentlemen about to bave work in tbis line done will ben-

efit themselves by calling at my establishment, examine samples of workman-
ship, and getting estimates of Cost. Orders sent by telephone (No. 433) from any
part of the city promptly attended to. £ M. GALLAGHER,
July 8. 611 Sacramento Street, bet. Montgomery and Kearny.
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SHADOWS
» • -th* hmatifnl ihjulow.,

Wnlha hroWtlM hill* n i

t *dowb fly.

So oar the m I'mtAJn* wamh-r

Oh Ihf - beautiful nhmdow*.

But fjurvr the kwm th.w* »h*lr* between!

the h**ntifu1 nhatlows.
Sinking deep in the moonlit Uk« ;

Eew*d in a ilroAtn.

Ami a world of purer htwity make.

< 'h the hadowa—the beautiful Munlnwa,
In the world with-nit an.i tfaa world within ;

For joy niiiy borrow
A charm tram arrow,

An-1 charity imilei on repentant sin.

Ob the lluulowa the beautiful shadow*,
Falling soft on the dattled riuon ;

When the tender thought.
By memory brought.

Tempers the glare of hopes olyauo.

And there are shadows—merciful shadows.
Dropping like balm on the bleeding heart ;

When tir.^t it knows
That love's flame glows,

Stronger and purer when joys depart.

Tlon bless the shadows—the beautiful Rhadbwfl ;

And take this thought as you gaze abroad:
That in heaven and earth
Shades owe their birth

To Light—and Light is the shadow of God.

BLEACHING A BLACK WOMAN.
Tbere jfl a colored lady in this city who, after having been for some

time under a peculiar medical treatment, is gradually, from the effect of
the drug administered, being changed to white. The physician having
charge of the case was found and after some hesitation volunteered to ac-
company the reporter to see his patient. The lady is the wife of a mu-
latto man, at one time a photographer in the citv. but now keeping a sta-
tionery store, and both are well knowu. Mrs. Ball was born in Freder-
icksburg, Va., and is at present about sixty-seven years old. Three
years ago, after suffering about seventeen years with an ovarian tumor,
Bhe called on the doctor. Upon examination he found that to remove it

in the usual way would sacrifice life. The only course, in his opinion,
was to follow a method of treatment that would give relief from the in-

tense physical suffering which the woman experienced. With this in view
he began the administration of a certain drug, the name of which he with-
holds for the present until he has completed his study of the case and is

ready to give the facts in detail, with theories and deductions, to the med-
ical profession, and through them to the public.

Shortly after the treatment was begun he noticed white blotches ap-
pearing upon the skin, which gradually enlarged and extended over the
face, body and limbs. Just at this time, too, the woman began experien-
cing relief from her excruciating pains, and from that day to this has im-
proved in health, until she is now better than for twenty-five years. As
though in progress with her health, the blotches increased in size until

one-half of her body is as white as the purest Caucasian. She was origin-

ally a very dark mulatto. The portions of skin still retaining their orig-

inal color are cold and clammy, while the whitened parts are warm and
animated. The change has been very slaw, as it has been going on for

nearly three years, and the transformation is only half completed.

BERLIN WELCOMING PRINCE VICTOR NAPOLEON.
Berlin had the honor of recently welcoming Prince Victor Napoleon

within its walls. The Napoleonic pretender to the French throne, who
observed a strict incognito, profited by the vacation at the University of
Heidelberg, where he has diligently pursued bis studies since last autumn,
to pay a visit to the German capital. The impression produced by the
young Prince has been most favorable, and all who came into contact
with him praise his deep learning, earnest desire to inform himself thor-

oughly on varied subjects, and general simplicity as well as affableness of

manners. He was often in the society of Prince Frederick of Jlohenzol-
lern, Colonel of the 1st Dragoon Guards, who, by his descent from the

Princess Stephanie, a daughter of Queen Hortense, is nearly related to

the Napoleonic family. On his return to France, Prince Victor Napoleon
remained a few days at Cassel, where he was anxious to see Wilhelm-
shohe, once the residence of his great grandfather, and subsequently the
residence of the late Emperor Napoleon. Well may the young Prince
have pondered on the fickleness of fate, for the castle in which King Je-

rome so often reveled also granted a shelter to his unfortunate nephew.

A Sunday or two ago a curate was putting a Bible class through
their facings. The children were getting on well enough till the parson
asked, "Who was Enoch?" The question was passed right down the
class without an answer. Two places from the bottom an urchin of some
ten Summers held out his hand. "Well, my little friend," said the cu-

rate, somewhat mollified, "tell these ignorant boys and girls who Enoch
was." "If you please, sir, Enoch went to heaven without trying, and
his wife was turned into a pillar of fruit salt."

"I have been talking for some time to D ," said an artist to Mo-
ran, "and I find there is nothing in him." " You have been lucky," was
the reply, " for I always found the man full of himself."

Breeches of Trust—Trowsers on credit.

A C tirioti

CURIOUS

,1 t

I

of lathaivv. without ii

wniriblfl t«- the t -h of as* itnani
Nm»Ut trilhwj that «h

>i.-h waa
immediately the cm*. One of thr MtW'i an n placed in a

ptic rigidity, it rcmai I imrom IthiUndtag the
effort* Of rnrioul pemou to preai if downw ird

; bul
treat M- Baraduc it Immediately mumed its previnm

i

IUradiic, whoa* axperimonta, it i* hardli Id, m n ' In any
wajtobathoi -tniv or anything alac than what
tncafaa is tieman <>f the moat rmpecUbla tending, stetM
that after thai Influencing the will of the patient he invariably hi oon-

of an actual transmission of the nervous fore**, whtohJeavee him
in aet.v He is thus led to believe that the equilibrium
.»f any nervous system disturbed bj a ay be restored by magnet-
ism at the expense, however, of the operator*i own vigor.

Kirsling. of Bremen, baa been experimenting upon the poisonous anb-
tenosi found iu cigar smoke. Ha found that tl irbonio oxide,
sulphuretted hydrogen, prussic add, picoline bases and DJOOtfne were all
there. All bnt nicotine, however, were bo volatile, or In nob nnalJ qnan-

hat they can scarcely be regarded as dangerous. Much of the nic-
otine passes off with the smoke. In a burning cigar the heat drives the
distillahle portion before it and a steady accumulation of these takes place
in the unburnt part, so it would seem as if they, with the nicotine, must
be drawn into the mouth with the inhaled smoke. Nicotine ranks noxt to
prosaic acid in the quickness and energy of its poisonous action, and were
it not so volatile, smoking would be a very serious matter.

An article on the Suez Canal question in Prince Bismarck's organ, the
NorddeuUche AUgemeine Zatung, has attracted much attention. The ar-

i
'poses the proposal to place the Canal under the control of a mixed

commission, as in the case of the Lower Danube. No statesman worthy
of the name, it says, really thinks it possible to carry out such a plan. It
does not believe that the other Powers would expect England to subordi-
nate her views to theirs in a mailer where her interests are so much more
important.

"A great and alarming increase of babies," is a puzzling announce-
ment in the columns of a provincial contemporary. On reading the para-
graph through with this heading, we find that " rabies" was meant. Of-
fended mammas will think there was a spice of malice in the slip.

KONI LA! VOLCANIC WATER!
Faots vs. Theories—Science vs. Nature.

("^ive me a place to rest my lever on," says Archimedes,
X " and I will move the world." " Give me natural waters," says Medicus of the

olden times, " and I will cure disease." In one sense, both of these learned pundits
were the veriest charlatans. They knew there was no place to rest their lever on.
either to move the world or cure disease. Mechanism was in a backward state, and
the medical profession was but another name for sorcery, and all the adjuncts of
magic fitters and charms of the '* evil eye," etc.

But these latter days have brought unto us something more than even supersti-
tion and its crew ever dreamt of in their maddest philosophy. In these (lays of
practical science, what was theory of yesterday is fact to-day, and all the old-time
notions become as bubbles in the sun, and burst and break with every breath wo
draw.

Let Archimedes shoulder his lever, and we wilt find a resting-place for it to move
the world. Let mine ancient Medicus pant and toil no more for the waters he so
sorely needs, for we have them at our hand, ever ready to serve them at his beck
with Koni La Volcanic Water, the medical triumph of this enlightened century,
already indorsed by our most eminent physicians and chemists, representing the
skill and intelligence of both branches of the medical science. This new and power-
ful curative agent, Koni La, eliminator in all Kidney Complaints, Blood Purifier in
Skin Diseases, Female Complaints, affords the sufferer immediate relief, insures a
positive and quicker cure than can be obtained by any other remedy used for similar
ailments. In this effect it is totally different from all other Mineral or Volcanic
Waters now before the public, and defies all competition, remarkable for the com-
plexity of its wonderful composition, superior to all in its magical curative proper-
ties, which we cheerfully can indorse.
To prove its merits, not -only a siugle trial of the Koni La Volcanic Water, will

convince the most skeptical, but already spurious, fraudulent imitations are offered.

We must, therefore, caution the public to beware of parties offering for sale Volcanic
Water without the trade mark, KONI LA, sold only by the

PACIFIC MINERAL WATER, CO..
DEPOT 360 Fourth street, cor. Harrison.

PROF. JOS. JOSSET,
Graduate of the University of Paris; Ex. Professor of De

la Mennais' Normal, France; late of Point Loma Seminary, San Diego. Pri-

vate Lessons in the French Language. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 p.m. Private Lessons given at the res-

idence of the pupil. Dec. 6.

COKE CHEAPEST FUEL.
Redaction in Price : Wholesale Price, 50 cents per barrel

;

Retail Price, 60 cents per barrel, at the works of the SAN FRANCISCO GAS-
LIGHT COMPANY, Howard and First streets, and foot of Second at. Jan. 12.

MRS. JULIA MELVILLE-SNYDER,
613 Mason Street, between Bash and Sutter.

Vocal Music for Opera, Concert or Parlor. Piano and
Elocution. Dramatic Elocution and Voice Culture Specialties. [April 29.

Repairiug Watches and Jewelry, No. 39 Third Street.
[July 22.1 D. L. LEV

$5to$20 perd*"" me. Samples worth $5 free.
Address Stinson k Co., Portland, Maine.
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"PLEASURE'S WAND."
*We Obey no Wand but Pleasure's."—Tom Moore.

"Whatever merits the play of The Lights o" London possesses are

merely comparative ones. Melodramas are and must necessarily be bad

plays. They are full of improbabilities and impossibilities. Their tone

is a low and demoralizing one. They deal with the coarse and vicious

side of life. Crime in all its ramifications and "Vice in all its forms are

the pictures painted. The sufferings of poverty, the horrors of wretched-

ness, the depravity, baseness and barbarity of the lowest classes are the

phases of life shown us. Swindlers and scamps, thieves and murderers,

drunkards, beggars, convicts, the riff-raff of mankind, are the personages

presented, and they move and act before us in an atmosphere of misery

and degradation. Hospitals, insane asylums, prisons, dives and dens of

all sorts are the scenes that are set on the stage by the scenic artist. Rail-

road collisions, steamer explosions, conflagrations and accidents of all

kinds and sorts are the incidents that it is the duty of the machinist to

m 'chanically portray. Plot, dialogue, episodes, incidents, characters,

surroundings—in fact, every thing pictures the dark and repulsive, the

unfortunate and villainous side of life. This is melodrama—the melo-

drama of the present day. Is it not time to fight this pernicious form of

dramatic writing, to oppose it in every possible way? Its tone and

temperament is dangerous. It deadens sensibility, offends refinement, and

debases us all. There are different sorts of bad plays. There are stupidly

bad and cleverly bad plays. There are plays that are tediously bad and

others that are aggressively bad. Some that are amusingly bad, others

that are exasperating and annoying in their worthlessness. Some put you

to sleep, others make you feel alive and kicking—like kicking the author.

In one case you pity him, in the other you hate him. The Lights o' Lon-

don is a clever bad play. It is well constructed and well written. Its

situations are well worked up, its action is quick and exciting, and its

dialogue is bright and clever. The different people are fairly drawn char-

acters ; they possess distinctiveness and individuality. These are the

points that make this bad play a clever bad one. For it is a bad play.

Its plot is absurd, the story is nonsensical in idea and elaboration. It is

written up to several exciting tableaux and to several good scenic

effects. It is a melodrama with all the faults of a modern melo-

drama, but with the advantage of clever manipulation of con-

ventional effects. As a spectacle it is admirable. The scenery is very

handsome. Several of the sets are, so to speak, built upon the stage

in true realistic style. The properties are most appropriate, the numer-
ous supernumeraries are intelligently and effectively handled, and
the thousand and one little details that contribute to the realism of

the performance are all minutely attended to. A modern melodrama is a
bitter pill for an intelligent person to swallow, but, if it must be, give to

it the sugar-coating of elaborate and handsome mise en scene, and Palmer
has done so. The acting is naturally good, for all of the troupe are tal-

ented people and cannot do otherwise. But it is not very, very good, for

many important reasons. The distinctive English tone is lacking, both
in action and language. From Parselle, whose cockneyisms seem straiued

and forced, and Fawcett, who is, perhaps, as emphatic in his American-
isms as it is possible to be, down to the supe, who as fishmonger on
Wednesday evening offered his wares at " four bits " a pr»uud, it is Amer-
icans, thinly disguised, masquerading as Britons. This is most noticeable
in Faweett's case. The character of "Philosopher Jack" is quite a
characteristic, a sort of London "b'hoy,"and can only possibly be ren-

dered by one to the manor born. Ramsay deserves great credit for his

work as " Harold Armytage." He makes the character acceptable, which
is saying a good deal, for in its namby-pambyness it is tedious in the ex-
treme. Of De Belleville, as ye bad man, there is nothing particular to
say. It is like everything else this actor does, an earnest and conscien-
tious piece of acting. Parselle is amusing to a high degree. His humor
is full and rich, and barring the fact that his cockneyisms lack ease and
limpidity, his impersonation is undoubtedly a feature of the performance.
Mrs. Phillips, as " Mrs. Jarvis,"is neat and quaint, but gives too serious a
shading to the part. Miss Carey is weak and colorless in her character. It is

not a sympathetic one in any way, and she does nothing to help it along. Of
Miss Harrison and Miss Jewett but little can be said. Their characters
are so far beneath their abilities that comment is unnecessary. Jewett gives
a great deal of fire and force to her acting in the last act. In boy's dress
Maud Harrison looks too plump and round. I hate to see a pretty wo-
man in male attire anyway. In any woman's beauty womanliness is the
great factor, and anything that destroys that destroys the rest. There
are several small characters that are so well played that they almost be-
come the star parts of the cast. Chief among these is the broken
down swell of Mr. Clinton Stuart, and the street urchin of
little Eva French. Stuart's dandy reduced to a work-house existence
is a gem of character acting. I have seen a great many different
child actresses, and, in my recollection, the very best was the
pretty little girl that played "Fanfan Benoiton" at the Paris Vaude-
ville, sixteen years ago. But that precocious little actress was in no way
to be compared to Eva French. As a bit of natural acting, her "Tim, a
waif," is a marvel. A. poor, ragged little street-urchin, hungry, cold and
forlorn. The voice is pinched and piping, the gestures suggestive and ex-
pressive. It is a delicious little bit of acting. There are two other minor
characters that deserve mention—"Boxer," a park loafer, and bis wife.
I don't know who plays the male of this couple—Miss Wetherill is the
female. They are both strongly realistic portraitures. I have reserved
Stoddart for the last for two reasons. His is the strongest part in the
melodrama—the only one that calls for any sustained acting, and the only
one that offers opportunity for criticism. That is one reason. The second
is that I do not share in the almost universal commendation his imper-
sonation has excited. Stoddard is an eccentric comedian. He possesses
certain peculiarities of manner and expression, that improve some of his
impersonations, as it also detracts from the merits of others. He is an
actor of fits and starts, of quick gestures and of short phrases. In a char-
acter like that of " Seth Preene," these peculiarities are a detriment. In
the scene between "Preene" and his daughter " Hetty," Stoddard is
spasmodic in his expression of rage and anger. He oscillates between
tiger-like fury and lamb-like meekness. His gestures are either too vio-
lent or too subdued, his voice either shrieking or inaudible. Between
these two extremes the gradual rise or fall is wanting. All this is due to
a lack of sustaining power on the part of Stoddard. As an evening's
amusement I commend the Lights o' London, for it presents pretty sta^e

pictures, laughable incidents, and small things here and there that will

please one and all. The next week is most positively the last, as the
Mayo opening cannot be postponed.*****

If any one can tell me what to say about Hazel Kirke, I shall be thank-
ful. I have seen the play so many times that I could not, and would not,

sit through it again. It is drawing as well, if not better, than ever. The
Baldwin is crowded every evening. The audience has the regulation
moral drama look—a look that indicates a familiarity with church fairs,

circuses, Bterecopticon exhibitions, bell-ringers, Uncle Tom's Cabin, and
Hazel Kirke. The auditorium has been elaborately adorned with

evergreens and plants for this engagement, and presents quite a holiday
look. The cast will soon be changed. Grismer is to be replaced next
week by Charles B. Welles, the former juvenile of the California,
and Bowser by George A. Howard. I think that Bowser is one of the
neatest actors I know of. During the recent performances of this com-
pany in Sacramento, PhebeDavies essayed the part of "Hazel." It will be
pleasing news to hear that she did remarkably well, and was warmly com-
plimented by all the members of the company. The future of this thea-
tre is still very uncertain. From New York I bear that Thomas Maguire
is again to assumethe direction, and that he has agents there looking out for
attractions, i don't believe it.

* * * * * . *

The performance of the German Company last Sunday evening was in
all respects a good one. The play was not one of much merit, but each
and every one of the troupe appeared to advantage, forming a most satis-

factory ensemble. Mme. Genee, who was received with most marked
signs of popularity, acted with a seemingly inexhaustible fund of viva-
cious humor. As the henpecked, but finally to self-assertion forced, hus-
band, v. Wegern was too funny for words. Nieper was the Prussian
Lieutenant to life, both in looks and manner. Bojock going to the pub-
lisher Mackedei—a finish of detail that was a good evidence of his ster-

ling ability. And the others all did well. Next Sunday Hans Lonei, a
Bo-called character-picture by L'Arronge, the author of many very popu-
lar plays, some of which have been adapted for our stage, notably Dr.
Clyde and My Son.

* * * * * *

Emerson has opened his second season with great success. The Stand-
ard, with the new chairs, is now a very comfortable theatre. The com-
pany that Emerson has gathered around him is small, but decidedly
clever. The singing of the quartette is remarkably good; in fact, the best I
ever heard in a minstrel show. The tenor has a pure, sympathetic voice,
which he uses with a good deal of taste. The basso has a voice that is re-
markable for its compass and flexibility, its smoothness and truth of tone.
Frillmann uses it with expression, but is apt in the concerted music to let

it drown the others. As an interlocutor, Frillmann is not a success. The
act of the Cogill Brothers is novel and amusing, the antics of Charles be-
ing very laughable, through their originality.*****
The Tivoli is doing a good business with JSrnani, but the change of pol-

icy is not meeting with popular approval. Complaints have already been
heard in regard to some details in the manner of reserving seats. The
performance of Ernani, while evidently giving satisfaction to the au-
diences, will not bear the slightest criticism. With the solitary excep-
tion of Parolini, who is a thorough artist, the others do not sing their
respective parts, but simply sing at them. Operetta is the true field of
this place of amusement, and in that they appear in to advantage.*****
The Winter Garden improvements are so multifarious that it will take

great energy and work to finish them in time for next Monday. This es-

tablishment proposes to adhere to the two-bit policy, and in this they are
wise, as will be shown when the competition with the Tivoli is

commenced.*****
Clinton Stuart, who gives such a clever bit of acting in the Lights o'

London, is a well-known journalist. He is the familiar " Walsingham "

of the Eastern press. Julian Magnus, another member of the troupe, is

also of the press fraternity. What does this mean ? Are all journalists
stage-struck? Now that I think of it, we had a case in point in this very
city, some months ago, but he was not a success.*****
Ada Ward's mother died recently in Chatham, England, aged 59.—

Wagner has sold the score of " Parsisfal " to Mayence publishers for
forty-seven thousand dollars. 1 Mrs. Scott-Siddons, like all unsuccess-
ful Btar actresses, is a great patron of the Courts. She has recently sued
the brothers Gatto of London for £3,500 (§17,500) for breach of contract.
This ib more than Bhe has earned in many years. She was non-suited, and
has returned to the reading desk.— Two children, little girls, are jumping
rope on Union Square, when Louis Aldrich, seeing them, remarks to
one, "Lend me your skipping-rope, my little dear." " I will if you give
me some candy." "Certainly, after you give me the rope." " No—no,
candy first; I know you men."—Emma Abbott, famed for the effusive-

ness of her stage kiss, is said to have made nearly $500,000 by speculat-
ing in W<U1 Btreet. Good thing to publish, even if it isn't so !^—S. S.

Knabenshue and Trevitt, W. Okey of Cleaveland, have written a play
called Playing to Win. The names of the authors will inspire some public
sympathy.——The Philadelphia News says: " Mary Anderson has been
out sailing in her yacht. She is very handsome, decidedly fast, has a
beautiful bowsprit and plenty of room on deck." The News probably
refers to the yacht.^—Has anybody ever noticed that the melody of
" Twenty Lovesick Maidens We " in Patience is' almost identical
with "Alas! Those Chimes," in " Maritana."——In a recent per-
formance of The Mascot at the Metropolitan Alcazar the cast
was so bad that the audience roundly and vigorously hissed—a novel
proceeding in this country. The redeeming feature of the performance
was friend Charley Dungan, who was eminently satisfactory in every re-

spect, and who was vociferously applauded!^—Madame Christine Nilsson
is staying at the baths of Divonne till the end of the month, after which
she will fulfill aome English engagements before starting for America.—
Mdlle. Marie Van Zandt is staying at Lamperti's villa on the Lake of

Como. Her next part at the Ope'ra Comique will be " Zerlina " in Fra
Diavolo.
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SPORTING ITEMS.
Tht» afternoon the Pacific TmoI (.'lob will bold lh«ir mouaJ ^itu

o*cr tb* osuaI «>.iirw. lV>ntr»nr to xv aer*l •

the Club h*w- o-m« out moit k'alUnt .

peoav, nrin,- saib, etc.. eta, h*vr mUrr-1 their v»'-ht« tin
The h«t is r*|.uin Roberts' ^. r .,'• FU*r <t< I

M ]
i

; -ry* J Te»i»*

. - Arid, E. M
Tbe oUrtwill be mjule fcl 1 p.*. pn.mi.ti

.

RoK'atU ("..intniltee t* composed of Admiral '

Captain .1. C, Kelly, K. .1. Denny an ! I

rly mil these yachts enter the r* pacta! prepara
t that makes no difference, u it makes the

- are not common in yacht races, but if there itx
enough wind. I fancy that the difference between the three
tnd of the race will b~ alight.—The mosquito race, under the .*

of the Su Francisco Yacht Club, will come off on the L6th instant
it is expected that some forty boats will start. The oourse will he from
the usual starting point, off Long Bridjre, to a sUke 1

!

off the
city front, between Market street and Goat Island : thence t*i stake boat
off Al.uneda Wharf ; thence to stake boat off the Rolling Mills, aud re-
turn to starting line. The race last year attracted *.> uracil attenl i

this season it baa been looked forward to with a good deal of exptt
The large yachts will be out in force, with partir* on board to
the rac-.— Last Sunday the FUur de Lit, Ariel and JTeUw had a brush
on the Bay, and much U> the surprise of all, and somewhat to the .ha
grin of the folks on tbe Nellie, the F?cur de LU got away with the honors
easily. She was sailed by Captain White, who deserves to be congratu-
lated on this his first success.*••#•
Again the South End and Golden Gate Boat Clubs* are filling the air

and newspapers with bombastic challenges, which, doubtless, like those
that have gone before, will end in wind. "A plague on both your houses,"
say I, and believe that the sentiment is echoed by every one who chances
to read the papers. I believe that the South End Club can produce the
better crew of the two, but not so much so as to entitle them to fancy
that they have only to start to win. I honestljf wish that Thanksyiviny
Day was here, and that the matter could be decided right away." The
Pioneers will do more rowing than either of them, and the Ariel Crab
than both of them put together; yet whoever heard either of those Clubs
issue a challenge, or decline to accept one sent to them in a proper man-
ner? The trouble is, the members of these talkative Clubs cannot refrain
from bringing the manners of the pile-driver and lumber-yard into their
rowing Clubs,*****
The students of tbe State University will hold their field-day of ath-

letic sports on the 21st proximo. They will probably use the athletic
grounds of the Olympic Club at Oakland. The programme has not yet
been announced.-^The Olympic Club will give a grand public athletic
entertainment in the Mechanics' Pavilion on the 13th. A stage will be
erected in the center of the floor, so that all the spectators will be able to
see the entire performance.

* * * # *

On the 15th instant the quail and duck season will open, and doubtless
before 10 o'clock the market will be full of this kind of game, killed the
day before. Last year I beard of a man who had trapped quail all through
the close season, and on the morning of the 15th he put a large number in
a cage and fired a charge of shot among them as a sort of preparation for
the market. Some good might be done by watching the markets and ar-
resting all those who offered game for sale that they cannot positively
prove was killed after the close season expired. Quail are said to be mod-
erately plentiful, but there is no reason why the law should be broken in
the slightest particular.——Dick Cunningham's free-for-all shoot at San
Bruno, last Sunday, produced some good sport. Maskey, with a clean
score of 25, took first money, Robinson second, Dobbins third, and Lam-
bert fourth. The various scores were as follows : H. Basford, 22 ; A.
Lambert, 23 ; G. Roche, 19 ; A. Schnabel, 21 ; P. J. Walsh, 20 ; C. Rob-
inson, 24 ; F. Maskey, 25 ; F. Basford, 21 ; H. Hopper, 22 ; F. M. Las-
treto, 14 ; H. J. Dobbins, 24.*****

I am pleased to be able to Bay that, for the second time since its inau-
guration, the Golden Gate Fair has proven a success. For fairs in the
abstract, San Franciscans do not care a cent; the horae-racing is all they
want to see, and if that is up to the mark they are well satisfied. About
this fair I can honestly say that I never saw better racing, and, taken all

in all, the same may be said of the general management. The News
Letter goes to press too early for me to be able to give a summary of all

the racing, so I must fain be content with speaking of such as occurred
before Thursday night. Monday was given over to running. The Golden
Gate Btake, a dash of three-quarters of a mile for ten-year-olds, was won
by P. Robson's May B., by as big a scratch as I ever saw. But for the
worst conceivable kind of riding Governor Stanford's Satanella could not
have lost the race. The time, 1:17, is T>r>t within a second as fast as Sa-
tauella can go the distance when properly ridden. The Alameda stake—
a dash of 1£ miles, was won by George Hearst's colt, Duke of Monday,
by Monday, dam Demirep. Hearst must thank Patsey Duffy, his jockey,
for this race, which was won by a short nose against a better horse at

that time, only by Duffy's superior riding. The time for the mile was
1:50, and for the distance 2:41$. Had Houston pushed Precious to the
lead a little sooner, and made the pace hotter, Palo Alto would have
scored one more victory. The Pardee stakes, a mile and repeat, free for

all, brought out but two starters—McShafter's Night Hawk and
a horse from Salt Lake called Red Boy. Red Boy won as

he liked in two straight heats, the first one being made in

1:42A, the best record ever made on the coast, and the second
1:45$. The trot for the 2:40 class was not finished until next day, when
Marion, by Atwood, her dam Addie, was crowned with the victory. She
won the first heat in 2:26, the second in 2:27, and the fourth in 2:46.

Louis D. took the third heat in 2:27£. The 2:30 class took seven heats to

decide, and resulted in an unlooked-for victory for Albert W\, who tired

out Sweetness and Nellie R., and then took his own slow time about win-

°«a\ l •MHiml feo
-

mm; time. IMMj : I

n.ltho
nth

affair, and waa e»*tl\

Goretta, 111;

le race for rut,

beta* " The trot I

»Urt*» Adrian, Fred Arnold, U
three straight hosts, ;i* follows: Adrian, 1 I

The race for the .

allows:

-t mile
nt fitur

WOO in

tot

1'he former won the firwt, third and fourth I

237, 233J, - -I ;»"l 2:24$. Un Thursday, the tir*t race was, in
'lion, the grandest .-vent of the whole Fair. It was a trot for two-
Is, snd brought out I,. .1. Rosea b. f. Nelosl n, .lam

il -I. W . Mackays Kuby, by Sultan, dam bf tlamM-t
. t-»>k the tir-t heat, withon
ida by a two-year-old in :i race, "Nevermind," aaidJohn M

who was on the ground; "wait awhile, and we shall aea what we shall
What [saw was his beautiful filly, Ruby, go t.> the half-mile in

1:164, and win the mile in 2:34A by two lengths, The third and la ,

I

tin, in 2:40, with her competitor 100 yards behind. To Hay
that he was pleased would but ill express Mr. Mackays feelings. The
first thing he did af! Idsmith,
who drove his mare, and 1200 bo Mr. Rose's trainer, who had trained her
to trot. Mi. flose took his defeat pleasantly, ami promised to win
a race or two with Neluska before l he end of th
After this Bplendid exhibition by the coll srfthVan-
derlynu, Rowdy Boy, .Marine and Frank Moses starters. Vanderlynn
won the race and all the heats, except the third, which wasyiven by the
judges to Rowdy Boy. The general opiuion about this race, and in which
I heartily concur, was that the three Infers played Vanderlynn to win,
and smoothed the way for his victory. It in said that Farrel, who drove
the winner, refused to be a party to any job, aud the balance, fearing
that he might win anvhow, made his success a certainty. It ia, however,
perfectly true that A^anderlynn looked as if he could win on his merits.
The last race on Thursday was a mile dash selling race, won by a Salt
Lake Horse named Euchre, who easily defeated Haddington and'lnaugu-
ration in l:43f. A mixed programme is announced for to-day. It con-
tains some features of special interest.

Headquarters for Electric "elts and appliances for the cure of ner-
vous, painful and debilitating diseases. Pamphlets, with full particulars,
free. Address Pulvermachek Galvanic Company, 513 Montgomery
street, San Francisco. Cal.

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.

J.
II. Hnverl.v. .Proprietor: Fretl'k >V . Bert, Manager.*--
SUCCESS! SUCCESS! SUCCESS! A. M. Palmer's UNION SQUARE

THEATRE CO. in the Greatest Hit of the Age, G. B. Sim's Powerful Melodrama,

The Lights o' London

!

Standing Room Only! Hundreds turned awuv nightly! Nothing like it ever before
witnessed in California! INTENSE EXCITEMENT! Every Evening and Saturday
Matinee.

SPECIAL NOTICE,—In consequence of the great demand for Reserved Seats the
Box Office will be open daily from 9 a. m. to 10 p. si., where seats can be secured six

days in advance; and in order to defeat the ticket speculators the management will

be thankful if the public purchase their tickets at the Theater Box Office

only. Sept. 9.

THE BALDWIN THEATRE.
Gnstnve Frobmau, Lessee; E. W. Roberts, Actiug Manager.

This {Saturday) September !)th, Matinee aud Evening, and Every Evening
Next Week, the popular su-eess aud must interesting play ever produced,

Hazel Kirke!
Interpreted by the lull strength of the MADISON-SQUARE THEATRE COM-
PANY and mounted in the most elegant manner possible. Popular Prices. Seats
can be secured without extra charge. t^~ MATINEE AND EVENING TO-DAY,
SATURDAY - Sept. 9.

THE FOUNTAIN.
Corner Salter nnd Kearuy sts.—Georgre Schmitt, Sole Pro-

prietor; Alfred Singer, Musical Director.—Mr. GEORGE SCHMITT is desir-

ous of thanking his uuinerous friends and the public generally, through this me-
dium, for their very liberal patronage during the past twelve months, and in oruer
to accommodate the hundreds unable to obtain seats, he has eidarged this already

spacious and beautiful pleasure resort to a seating capacity of ONE THOUSAND,
and made other valuable alterations conducive to the comfort of its patrons. AS A
GUARANTY to ladies and gentlemen visiting The Fountain as to its respectability,

the following rule, which is strictly enforced (viz:: LADIES WITHOUT ESCORTS
NOT ADMITTED), should be convineing that the management intends The Foun-
tain to be (and as it certainly is) THE BEST AND MOST RESPECTABLE VARI-
ETY THEATRE IN THIS STATE. Sept. 9.

TIV0LI OPERA HOUSE,
Eddy street, near Market. --lirelins' Bros., Sole Proprie-

tors anil Managers.—GRAND TRIUMPH of the Newly-Appointed
Opera House, and GREAT SUCCESS of Verdi's Grand Tragic Opera, _

Ernani ! Ernani!
With the following Artists in the cast: Miss Louise Lester, Miss Louise Leighton,

Miss Kate Marebi, Mr. T. W. Eekert, Signor Parolini, Mr. M. Cornell, Mr. E. N.
Knight, Signor Napoleauyi, Mr. Riehard Valerga.

General Admission the same as heretofore; 25 cents extra to reserve. Seats sold

one week in advance. Box Office open daily from 10 A. m. Sept. 9.

J. B. Wooster. J. B. W00STER & CO., S. B. Steele.

COMMISSION MERCHANTS
AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

PROVISIONS, DAIBT PRODUCE, ETC.,
818 FRONT STREET, SAJT FRANCISCO, CAL.
P. O. BOX 1263. Sept. 0.
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ONE BY ONE.
Do not look at life's long sorrow

Jt

See how small each moment's pam

;

Goodwill help thee for to-morrow.

Every day begins again.

Every hour that fleets so slowly

Has its task to do or bear

—

Luminous the crown and holy

If thou set each gem with care.

One by one the sands are flowing,

One by one the moments fall

:

Some are coming, some are going

Do not strive to grasp them all.

One by one thy duties wait thee;

Let thy whole strength go to each,

Let no future dreams elate thee,

Learn thou first what those can teach,

Oneby one (bright gifts from Heaven)Do not linger with regretting

Joys are sent thee here below

;

Or for passion hours despond ;

Take them readily when given, Nor, the daily toil forgetting,

Ready, too, to let them go. Look too eagerly beyond.

One by one thy griefs shall meet thee, Hours are golden links, God's token,

Do not fear anjarmed band

;

Reaching Heaven ; but one by one

One will fade as others greet thee, Take them, lest the chain be broken

Si adows passing through the land. Ere the pilgrimage be done.

ENGAGEMENT OF A CALIFORNIA LADY.
A 'New York correspondent says: " After a two months' tour in

the Great West, roaming the prairie lands and enjoying the glories of the

Golden Gate on the Pacific coast, my genial friend, Charles A. Gillig,_of

the American Exchange, London, turned up yesterday on the sunny side

of Broadway. Of course we shook hands, smiled as we were wont to

smile—not, reader, in your acceptation of the term—and interchanged con-

fidences. I learned that his traveling companions were Mrs. and Miss
Crocker of California ; that he will be the compagnon du voyage of these

ladies to Europe in the Arizona of the Guion Line, leaving this port on

Tuesday next, and that soon after arrival in England a solemn rite and
convenant within the storied walls of Westminster Abbey will bind two of

the parties as fellow-voyagers for life.

I congratulated my friend and commended his choice, and was rushing

into rhapsodies about beauty and accomplishment and all the other attri-

butes of feminine attractiveness, when my friend stopped me and said:
" Don't mind now ; come and see us at home."
" But where," I asked, " is the home to be ?"

"Well," he replied, "it may be in England and it may be in America;
but it will be wherever she pleases. We shall see a little of the world
first."

I confess to a preference for Charlie settling down here ; it would give

an opportunity for frequent reunions ; but the wish would be an unkind
one for the American tourists in London who have been accustomed to

the look that was a welcome in itself at the American Exchange and the
voice that could blend a suave courtesy with the solemn business of circu-

lar monetary transactions."

In reference to Mr. Gillig a London newspaper says: "At the Amer-
ican Exchange in Europe, 449 Strand, we are happy to note the return of
Mr. Charles A. Gillig, brother of Mr. Henry F. Gillig, the General Man-
ager, after an eight months' holiday. As may be expected he is in vigor-

ous health, his trip nearly half round the world having done wonders in
this regard. Mr. Charles Gillig has received a hearty welcome from the
Exchange staff, and the numerous friends to whom his presence in his ac-
customed place adds another to the pleasures of the popular American
rendezvous."

THE MEDICINAL VALUE OF VEGETABLES.
A Celebrated cookery-book discusses the medicinal value of vege-

tables as follows:

"Asparagus is a strong beer! and forms part of the cure for rheumatic
patients at such health resorts as Aix la Bains. Sorrel is cooling, and
forms the basis of that soupe aux herbes which a French lady will order for
herself after a long and tiring journey. Carrots, as containing a quantity
of sugar, are avoided by some people, while others complain of them as in-
digestible. With regard to the latter accusation, it may be remarked, in
passing, that it is the yellow core of the carrot that is difficult of digest-
ion ; the outer, a red layer, is tender enough. In Savoy the peasants have
recourse to an infusion of carrots as a specific for jaundice.
The large sweet onion is rich in those alkaline elements which counter-

act the poison of rheumatic gout. If slowly stewed in weak broth and
eaten with a little Nepaul pepper, it will be found to be an admirable art-
icle of diet for patients of studious and sedentary habits. The stalks of
cauliflower have the same sort of value, only too often the stalk of a cauli-
flower is so ill boiled and unpalatable that few persons would thank you
for proposing to them to make part of their meal consist of so uninviting
an article. Turnips, in the same way, are often thought to be indigest£
ble, and better suited for cowb and sheep than for delicate people but
here the fault lies with the cook quite as much as with the root. The' cook
boils the turnip badly and then pours some butter over it, and the eater
of such a dish is sure to be the worse for it. Try a better way. What
shall be said about our lettuces? The plant has a slight narcotic action, of
which a French old woman, like a French doctor, well knows the value
and when properly cooked it is really very easy of digestion."

The Chicago "Railway Age " reports 969 miles of new railway laid
in the United States during July, making the total construction for the
seven months of the year that have passed 5,959 miles. Last year at this
time barely 3,000 miles was reported. The total railway mileage of the
country is now 110,770 miles, and it assumes that the total construction
of new roads this year will be 10,000 miles, against 9,358 miles last vear
The difficulty of getting money is, however, curtailing the ability of "some
of the roads to extend their lines. In the record for July Texas leads
with 129 miles on five roads, followed by Ohio, with 89 miles on five lines'
and by New York, with 84£ miles on nine lines. New England, which
had no construction to report during the first six months, is still silent
with the exception of a branch of 2£ miles in Massachusetts.

A happy family gathering took place at Cowes the other day The
Princes Albert Victor and George of Wales, who left S pithead r n Tues-
day, September 13th, 1880, for a cruise round the world, arrived in the
Bacchante, and the Prince and Princess of "Wales and the young Prin-
cesses met the Koyal midshipmen outside the needles in the Osborne.

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
INSURANCE AGENCY,

Mo. 332 & 324 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

fire Insurance.
TEUTONIA of New Orleans.

LACONFIANCE of Paris.

DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS
ofNewYork.

THE FIRE INS. ASSOCIATION (Limited)
of London, England.

GIRARD of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN of New York.
ST. PAUL of St. Paul.

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of LODdon.
LA FONCIERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented $27,000,000.
All Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid,

W. L. CBALlttERS.
Special Agent and Adjuster.

PHCENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., EstaVd 1782 Cash Assets, $5,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., EstaVd 1833.~Cash Assets, SI,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1851—Cash Assets, 81,357,326.39.

Bl'TMR <* HA1MX,
General Agents for Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864.

Principal Office 406 California Street, S.F.

FIRE INSURANCE.
Capital (Paid XTp in XT. S. Gold Coin) $300,000.00
Re-Insurance Reserve $171,412.75

Assets January 1, 1882 S 684,577.83 I Premiums, since orgamzation.S3,S41,412.07
Surplus for policy holders.. 674,577.83 [ Losses, since organization... 1,756,278.00

OFFICERS:
J. F. HOUGHTON President. I OHAS. B. STORY Secretary.
J. L. N. SHEPHAR1) .... Vice-President.

|
R. H. MAGILL General Agent.

Directors of the Home Mutual Insurance Co.:—L. L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J. L.
N. Shepard, John Currey, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, O. C. Burr, J. S. Carter,
Charles Belding, D. W. Earl. April 8.

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.
Capital, $10,000,000.

Unlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF L0ND0~N~FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

THE STANDARD MARINE
-
INSURANCE CO., LIMITED,

Of Liverpool. Capital, $5,000,000-

Aug. 12.

w. j. cajllixgiiam: a CO.. General Agents,
213 Sansome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,500,000
Cash Assets „ 1,709.976
Cash. Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE A CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

Imperial Fire Insurance Co., of London Instituted 1803.
London Assurance Corporation, of London

Established by Royal Charter 1720.
Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.
Q,ueen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.
JtOJSERT DICKSON, Manager.

W. TiAJfJE BOOKB It-, Agent and Attorney.

S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building.
[October ll.J

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.-UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

The California Lloyds.—Established in 1861. —Nos. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, $750,000 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates

!

Prompt Settlement of Loses!! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS. —J. Mora Moss,
Moses Heller, J. O. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles TCohler, E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Everson, A. B. Phipps, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Brandenstein, W. M. Hoag, Nicholas
Lulling, James MofEtt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Touchard,
George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Scholle, CharleB
Baum, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President.

Jambs D. Bailey, Secretary. Geo. T. Bohbn, Surveyor. Nov. 6.
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ACCIDENTAL DISCOVERIEa
Valuable dJaoorarfes have dmo m*d* and «alual>l« itivMtioM r«.

ffvafeu by Uw vrria»t *cciI*dUl An alcaamUi, whll« Makinc to diaoovw
krth« that would make the noat durable rruciblr*. one day

At he bad made poroeUln.
•-.wer of l eiiMi. ae »i-i.!k I to the talescom, wu dbrored by *

watch maker* apprentice. While holding uecUcle gleami between hi*
thumb and tinker be w»« itartled at the suddenly enlarged ftpprar .

» MflgBJMfflBI i hur> h »pin\
Tbe art of etching urg glaeecnt-

-ut a few drop of » rijk |
-

otiord that the glaea corroded and eoftaoed where the Acid tivl t

it. That was hint,
enough. He drew figure* upon the glass with vanWk,

•PPOed the c ul »«»y the k'1*** an»und th«' .ir

the varnish was r»: ure »j>|>eared raised ujwn a dark
BrjumL

r magician was ourlotn to know wh«ttl«r mula OOOld not l»e etch-
n <t>ne as well as upon ooppor. After he bed prepared his iUb hi«

Axke^l him to make a nu-tuorandom of such clothes as he pi

to be sent away to be washed. Not having pan, ink and )>aper
lent, he wrote the list on the itona, Inttnwung to main a copy at !

ure. A few days later, when about t<> clean the stone, he wonder* 1 what
effect anna fortis would have upon it. Hi* applied the acid, and in a few

i saw the writing standing out in full relief. The next si

simply to ink the stone, and take off an impression. The c

printing rollers are made was discovered by Salopian printer.
(into owned his invention to the simple accident of the gun barrel

of a sentry becoming rtttty with dew. The swaying of a chandelier in a
i! suggested to Galileo the application of pendulum. The art of

lithographing was perfected through a suggestion made by accident.—Age
of SUel.

RAILROAD NOTES.
An American company has found railway building in Mexico a rlisos-

nture, Mr. Kdward Learned, of WaasacbuBetta, and his assoaiatefl
have sunk nearly half a million dollars in the Tehuantepec road, which
lulu just forfeited its charter and been confiscated by the Mexican gi

ment. Apart from the real merits of the nudertakiujz, which were doubt-
less over-estimated, the prime mistake seems to have been in accepting B
ooncenoion in which the time allowed for the completion of the road
was limited to two years.

It baa been estimated from surveys recently made that the dust fields

of the Pennsylvania & Reading Coal & Iron Company contain sixty mill-
ions tons of coal dust, forty millions of which can be used as fuel. New sift-

ing machinery and coal dust burning locomotives will in the future be the
means of utilizing to a great extent, a waste that is enormous.

In accordance with a new city ordinance, street cars in Chicago now
stop only at street intersections and at the middle of unusually long
blocks. The points in such blocks are designated by signs, " Cars stop
here." The object of this is to gain time in transit for the public, save
money for the companies and lessen the liability to accidents.

Northern Pacific.—There is now a gap of a little more than 600 miles
between the approaching ends of the road, and this is being closed up at

the rate of nearly four miles per day. A force of 8,000 men is employed
pushing forward the road, and the whole line is expected to be completed
and in running order early in 1883.

Atlantic and Pacific—President Nutt telegraphs that track laying is

finished to a point 356 miles west of Albuquerque. The Southern Pacific

is buildinR towards the California boundary at the rate of 1$ miles daily.

The connection of the two roads will be made in April next.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy is reported to have made an ad-

vantageous traffic contract with the Denver & Rio Grande, which will re-

sult in its getting a large proportion of business from the region west and
southwest of Denver.

Union Pacific.—It has been decided to abolish the office of general su-

perintendent and divide the railroad into general divisions, and make the
present division superintendents the general superintendents of those en-

larged divisions.

The Illinois Central, which has been one of the conservative roads of

the country, is attracting attention by its sound financial condition, and
is becoming a favorite investment stock East, as it has long been abroad.

A plan to make the mileage ticket of any road good on all others in the
state has been broached in Wisconsin. The Chicago, Milwaukee and St.

Paul, Wisconsin Central and Milwaukee & Northern already have a sim-

ilar plan in operation.

A rumor is abroad that the Maine Central and Eastern Railroads are

to consolidate and then take in the European & North American Railway,
forming a continuous line under one management from Boston to Nova
Scotia.

Mr. Henry Villard has presented a library of 2,000 volumes to the em-
ployes of the Northern Pacific.

Word has been received by telegraph from London of the formation of a
second Canadian and Northwest Land Company, to be known as the

Anglo-Canadian Company. Its prospectus and one-half of its capital

stock of £50,000 have been launched at the public—£12,500 in London,
and a like amount is for the Canada investor. The object of the Company
is stated to be the purchase of real property in Ontario, Manitoba and the

• Canadian northwest territories. Lord Erskine is at the head of the com-
pauy.

The bankers' convention at Saratoga was well attended, and the pa-

pers were listened to with much interest. The want of action by Con-
gress in reducing taxation upon bank capital and deposits was referred to

as unfortunate for the best business interests of the country.

INSURANCE.
T%* Ontg C»mpmm¥ on I ., h¥ ,*, „

"•/•or/rdtir.

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF BOSTON.

Tot*l A»«et« December 31. l.HM S16.210.46.V92
Sorpin, over All Liabilities

«»•*> hi .
|
,..-, ,.,

4
,,-

Market Value <f ht<«k* »ui >ig# 1,4741001.09

POUTS.
tlmpb policy, clctr .if .11 burdetuonv oondUtoo*. mod AiUp

proiatUdftom forfeiture.
J *

late, during m\
liberality and fair dealing in its relations with \->\ nanv baa
trained an enviable rapDl

Third - .Yon -forfeiture for r. ], ,, r f..r huard
out a permit.

Foi am-Ubenl />'ri</-w/)and cash turrtwter, velum *tij>ulatcd by law.

Finn g n.. mon foi , napanlMtn
policy la forfeited, in cue ol i

Before insuring In any other i ... assessment so-
ciety, earefull;- examine the practlou working < ( the lfaawcbu» tit law of I

read the policy contract ol the Ni v Bnfflana I

HENRY K. FIELD, General A*ent.
Aug. 26. 328 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

Shu Frauclfico, August 17, 1882.
Mr. Wm. D. Garland,

Manager Equitable Life Assurance Society-
Dear Sir: I wish to acknowledge the promptness with which you

have settled the claim for $25,000. under the Equitable Society's
policy on the life of Captain C. P. Blethen, insure* only since last
October. Though I presented the proofs of death but eighteen days
ago, I have to-day the Society's check for the amount of the policy.
The readiness of your Company to pay all proper claims at once,

instead of waiting sixty or ninety days, commends itself to those
wishing satisfactory life insurance. NELDEN S. MKKillT.

[Sent. 2.]

TRANSATLANTIC FIRE INSURANCE CO.,
OF HAMBURG.

CCapital, $l,5OO,00A, V. 8. Gold Coin. Losses paid iu Gold
j Coin immediately after Adjustment. This Corporation holds contracts of six-

teen other European Insurance Companies, re-insuring by far the greater part of
every risk, as soon as accepted in dur office. The coruhincd subscribed Capital whirl,

our policies therefore offer to the public amounts to $36,900,000, U. S Gold
Coin, of which $7,650,000 is paid up, besides the always available Reserve Funds.

GEO. MAltCUS & CO., 304 California street, S, F.,

Aug. 5. General Agents for Pacific Coast.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, of Zurich, Capital r>,000,000 francs; Helvetia,

Of St, Gall, Capita] 10,000,000 francs
; Baloise, of Basle, Capital 5,000,000 francs.

These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that may be sus-
ained. Losses made payable in all the principal seaports of the world. In the aet-
tleraent of all claims under an English policy, these Companies will strictly adhere to
the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, and submit to English jurisdiction.
June 9. HARRY \V. SYZ, Agent, 420 and 422 California St., S. F.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.

Mr. Parnell and his party on the side of the police! Will wonders
never cease ? The Irish party have resolved to support the demands of

the Irish Constabulary for increased pay!

(Capital $5,ooo,ooo.—AtccutM: Balfour, Guthrie A Co., No.
/ 316 California street, San Francisco. Nov. 18.

REMOVAL-DRIVEN FROM HOME.

FRANK G. EDW^ARDS,
OF

6S8 CLAY STREET,
Has removed his fine stock of CARPETS, WALL PAPEKS, etc, to Phelan's Block

junction of Market and O'Farrell streets. Auu. 19.

THOMAS PRICE'S

ASSAY OFFICE AND CHEMICAL LABORATORY,
524 Sacramento Street San Francisco.

Deposits of Bullion received, melted iuto bars, and returns
made in from twenty-four to forty-eight hours,

Bullion can be forwarded to this office from any part of the interior by express,
and returns made in the same manner,

Careful Analysis made of Ores, Metal, Soils, Waters, Industrial Products, etc.

Mines examined and reported upon. Consultations on Chemical and Metallurgical
questions. March 20.

AUGUSTUS LAVER,
Architect,

Furnishes Plans, Specifications and Superintendence for
the Construction or Renovation of Dwelling Houses, and every describtion of

Building. Office: 19 S. F. STOCK EXCHANGE, Pine street, S. F.

t& Take the Elevator, Dec. 10.

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN
Steam Baths: Electric and Chemical Ruths: Sulphur aud

and other medicated vapor baths, with Swedish movements and massage.
Special apartments for ladies and families. DR. JUSTIN GATES,
July 1, 722 Montgomery street, near Washington.
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AMERICAN BEDOUINS.
Bedouins are not confined to Egypt, and Arabi is not their only

leader. We have them in San Francisco, and they have them in "Wash-

ington. Buckley and his gang want to levy largess upon all office-hold-

ers, and assess all corporations. Arabi Pasha is the terror of Egypt. The

Bosses are the terror of all citizens, who are beginning to understand

their ways. Hubbell, on a grander scale, is the terror of 100,000 Ameri-

can office-holders and their families. Arabi has unfolded the green flag

of the Prophet, for the reason, as he says himself, that all the office-hold-

ers in Egypt are foreigners, and he wants to drive them out. He is a

sharp, shrewd politician, and the probabilities are that he has declared

war on them because they refused to pay the political assessments-which

he levied on them. His motto is precisely the same as that of Hubbell

:

" Your money or your place." It is a curious fact that the Hubbells are

of Bedouin descent—at least the historian of the family makes himself

responsible for the statement. The original name, we are assured, was

Hubba. Its chief had his home, it is solemnly asserted, in the Tigro-

Euphrates valley. That region, for some reason or another which history

h; a failed to record, became very uncomfortable for him—probably be-

cause he sent out the first assessment circular—and, in consequence, he

either " beat his way," or obtained a free pass, to Denmark, where he

turned pirate.

This enterprising old bandit, in the course of his industrious career,

landed in England with a band of followers who were fully his equals in

villainy. Their first exploit was the capture of the King St. Edmund.
While a prisoner in their hands they endeavored to convert him from
Christianity. He declined as politely as he knew how, when the old

"original Hubbell" ordered him out, tied him to a tree, shot him to

death with arrows, and, to make sure of his work, cut off his head. The
old sinner, it would seem, repented of his evil deeds, and after that set-

tled down to an honest life, sending all the little Hubbells to Sunday
school, and we may be certain, picking up a good fat office whenever he
could lay his hands on it. One of his descendants turned Puritan and in

1647 set out for Connecticut. Jay Abel, who seems to have inherited all

the characteristics of the old Danish pirate and Pagan, traces his descent

from this blue-nosed Connecticut Yankee. A branch of the family moved
into this State, and subsequently, with the roving instincts of their race,

found their way out West into Michigan, where the present illustrious

statesman and tax-collector-general of the Republican party was born.

In 1880, he was intrusted with the control of the assessment machine
for the party, which he has managed ever since. He assumed command
of the blackmailing department in an address which contained the follow-

ing powerful passage: "The Southern leaders propose, when in power,
to madden the North, as well as to impoverish and weaken it. At all

costs, they propose to force the Northern States to secede, and when they
have driven the North into secession, they will laugh a quiet party laugh.

The Union soldier, Hancock, is but the mask which hides the trail of the
rebel serpent. The hand is the hand of Esau, but the voice is the voice

of Jacob. Hancock chants the sweet music of the Union, but through it

all, louder and shriller, is heard the old rebel yell." All of which is very
fine. It was about this time that General Garfield, of sainted memory,
was writing to " My dear Hubbell," to see Brady, and to inquire " how
the Departments are doing." There is nothing more to be said about
Hubbell. His notoriety is due solely and wholly to his blackmailing
achievements. He is the political Dick Turpin of the time. The smaller
Dick Turpins of San Francisco are the Bosses. American Bedouins are
on the flank of every good movement, and harrass the progress of the peo-
ple. They must be right manfully assailed, and driven from their in-
trenchments into the open field, where the people can make successful war
against them.

THE ETHICS OF PRIMARIES.
The statutory authorization of "Primary Elections" was a

very ingenious device of the politicians to deprive the people of the privi-
lege of selecting public officials.

Whenever and wherever tbe people are permitted to give expression to
their choice of men for office, they are governed, almost invariably, by
the special fitness of the candidate. No dishonest or unworthy man
would ever be invited by general public opinion to step out of private
life and accept office. The brain of the body politic almost always
thinks right and chooses leaders wisely.

It was to neutralize this sagacity of the people, and to open the doors
of office to those who wanted to get in, that the modern system of " pri-
maries" was invented. It looks like a very simple contrivance to do the
thinking for the public brain. Unfortunately, it most frequently thinks
in the wrong direction, so that office-holders grow fat and the public
grows lean. The system has been such a success to the hungry office-
seeker and politician that it has been invaded of late by the very lowest
class of the community, who make use of it to sell the right to office.
The machinery works about in this way: A public announcement is made
by the head-centre that citizens, who see fit to do so, shall enroll them-
selves, in their respective Wards, into Ward Clubs to look after party
interests.

The politicians and the idlers of the wards step to the front, enroll, and
the^novement begins. Each club selects a few of its own members to con-
stitute a convention, which shall name another body, to be approved by
the people, to nominate candidates for office. The people of the party
are then called upon to go through the show of voting at a primary for
this last-named nominating body, thus delegating to it the power to say
who shall be voted for at the formal election. The theory is, that the
nominating convention, so chosen by the people, is going to nominate
the very best men. But it don't work that way. It was all cut and
dried, when the ward clubs were formed by the politicians and the
idlers and the friends of the office-seekers, who the members of the nom-
inating convention were to be and whom they were to nominate for office.
Offices have their price, and thus the politicians of the wards live at pub-
lic expense.

It is a rotten system, and tends to corruption in office, to mal admini
stration, and to enormous taxation. Only in form is it better than the
system of ballot-box stuffing which formerly existed. Its evils are recog-
nized and deplored by all good citizens, and still the system continues
merely for want of organization against it.

A dozen first-class business men could, by intelligent action, rally the
whole community, without regard to party, in support of any good local

ticket. Party politics ought not to enter into the administration of mu-
nicipal affairs. We suggest to the central heads of both parties that they
leave to the people the mode of selecting candidates for the local offices.

But, whether they consent or not, we advise the business men of San
Francisco, if they have not lost their old interest in public affairs, to show
tbe politicians what the people can do when they are determined upon
reform.

THE LORNE RECEPTION.

The Marquis of Lome and Princess Louise, daughter of Queen Vic-
toria, will be here in a day or two, and, the British residents of our city
propose to give them a right, royal reception. At a recent meeting of the
British Benevolent Society, it was unanimously resolved to elect Her
Royal Highness Princess Louise Caroline Alberta, and His Excellency
John, Marquis of Lome, Governor General of Canada, honorary members
of the society. W. G. Harrison announced that a delegation consisting of
David Porter, of the St. Andrews Society ; Colin M. Boyd, Caledonians

j

T. Price, Cambrians ; A. P. Parker, Canadians ; W. G. Harrison, British
Benevolent Society, and Archibald McKinlay, representing the British
colony, would meet at the Consul's next Monday at 10.30 A. M., and
that it had been decided that an address should be drafted upon illumin-
ated vellum and presented by Archibald McKinlay to Her Royal High-
ness Princess Louise, and His Excellency John, Marquis of Lome, Gov-
ernor of Canada, upon their arrival, about the 12th inst. No private vis-

its will be made by the visitors, but those furnished with reception cards
will have an opportunity of paying their respects at the hotel. This is

the first time that any member of the Royal family of England has visit-

ed the Pacific Coast. The party will only remain in San Francisco three
days prior to their departure for British Columbia, but on their return
they will make a longer stay.

THE BENCH AND THE ELECTIVE SYSTEM.
There is a crying evil that is being widely felt and should be reme-

died, and that is the election of Judges by the popular vote. Of all men
else it is conceded that they should not only be pure but absolutely be-
yond suspicion. That they are liable to err ; that, like others, they have
their weaknesses ; that they may lack, either from natural inability or
the requisite training, some of the elements which go to the making of
one who, if he cannot add lustre, should at least be incapable of soiling
the ermine robe which typifies justice and inspires respect, is to say they
are but human ; but how about those who, conspicuously unfit for the
position either by want of capacity, of learning or of experience, suffer
themselves to be dragged by their friends into the filthy pool of politics,

and, emanating thence the nominee of a caucus reeking with corruption,
are placed dripping with foulness on the judicial bench? Why is it that
the air teems with charges of incompetency, unfitness, and even dishonesty,
against some, unfortunately too many, of those who hold the scales of
justice in their hands? How but under an elective system could men
notoriously unable, either from their ignorance, their youth, their want of
experience, or some other cause, to gain even a meagre support for them-
selves, reach the bench, to bore us with their platitudes, to trifle with us
from their ignorance, to wrong us from motives which too often can only
be suspected and not proved, and, above all, to baffle us in obtaining jus-
tice by that which is worse than denying it—its infinite delay? How but
under such a system could mere tyros at the bar, the newly fledged off-

spring of some enterprising law firm, whose interest it is to have a friend
upon the bench, attain a position which should alone be conferred upon
such as, honored for their learning and ability at the bar, are at the same
time venerated for their blameless lives, their age, their wisdom and their
experience. It may be that the eyes of those who suffer from this state
of things are not yet fully open, but with the daily evidences which are
afforded us of the truth of the charges to which we have alluded, it can-
not be long before a thorough renovation of the bench in all its branches
will become a necessity. The elective system abolished, and then we may
look to have it as it should be—respected, venerated and above reproach.

DEATH OP A WELL-KNOWN LADY.
Telegrams were received on Monday from Albany, New York, an-

nouncing the death of Mrs. Dyer Lathrop, mother of Mrs. Leland Stan-
ford. For a number of years, both in this city and Sacramento, she was
an honored member of Governor Stanford's family, and by her sweetness
of manner and the pleasant, kindly interest she took in the Governor's
guests, won the esteem and lasting friendship of all. She was born in
Schenectady seventy-four years ago. It was in 1808 a little village of a
dozen bouses, and the surrounding country la'rgely populated by the Onon-
dagas, the Ontarios, the Oneidas, the Mohawks and other Indian tribes.

Mrs. Lathrop's father, Captain Shields, was a Revolutionary soldier, and
an officer in Washington's army. Her husband, Dyer Lathrop, removed
from Herkimer to Albany in 1811, and at once embarked in the mercantile
business, continuing in it for forty years. He was a man of herculean
stature, and a Puritan of the Puritans. Six generations of preachers were
among his ancestors. He belonged to a race of men who lay the founda-
tions of States. Stern and unyielding, life to them was a serious business;
natural pioneers, the hardships of frontier life they coveted. Religious
persecution had no terrors for men like the elder Lathrops, and they would
have gone to the stake with their principles. Dyer Lathrop, besides be-
ing a successful merchant of the highest integrity, was noted for his be-
nevolence. He was one of the founders of the Albany Hospital, and for
twenty-four years was the Treasurer of the Asylum for Orphans and Des-
titute Children. It was by the side of such a man and into whose life she
grew that Mrs. Lathrop passed nearly a third of a century. Mr. and
Mrs. Lathrop bad seven children, six of whom are living. Mrs. Leland
Stanford, the eldest daughter, is one of the best known ladies in Califor-
nia. Miss Anna M. Lathrop, the youngest daughter, has been the devot-
ed and inseparable companion of her mother during the three years of her
illness.
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It La long since the dailies have had an opportunity to serve up to
the public suah a rich bau(|itet of gore as they enjoyed this week in

deeonbing the scene of the suicide out in the sand-hills. For months past
our local suicides have been very inconsiderate toward the reporters in

their manner uf shuffling off their respective mortal coil*. A bullet
through the brain or a dose of poison in the stomach have been the usual
methods adopted. These left no mess worth talking about, and afforded
no chance for the elaborate chapter of disgusting details which is so dear
to the reporter's heart, and bo well suited to his tastes and talents. What
wonder, then, that the recent sand-hill suicide was regarded as a veritable

bonanza of blood, and treated as such by the dailies? Here was a gentle-

man who had been thoughtful enough to distribute his remains over half

an acre of ground, and, doubtless with a view to furnishing tbe reporters
with tbe materials for a really good and interesting article, had even gone
so far as to hang up bis heart, liver, lungs, etc., on the neighboring trees

and bushes. Truly the deceased deserves to be lamented as the reporter's

true friend, and we hear that, at a recent meeting of the Press Club, it

was proposed to draft resolutions to this effect, and forward a copy to the
bereaved widow. It is in order here to remark that, in reporting the
happy event, the Call man took the cake in point of sagacity. A box
labeled " 100 detonators " was found near the suicide's shreds, and, as only
one cartridge remained in it, the Call man at once jumped to the conclu-
sion that the deceased must have compassed his own death " with the
other ninety-nine!"

Mis. Stow has at last appeared in public with her panties on. That
is to say, she exhibited herself in them to a small but interested audience
at the rooms of the Social Science Sisterhood last Wednesday evening.

The Town Crier was not present on this momentous occasion, but after

reading a description of the lady's trowsers he is consumed with a burning-

anxiety to make a personal inspection of the garment in question. Pleated
breeches with a frill round the bottom must be a sight worth seeing, es-

pecially when they encase the ample proportions of Mrs. Stow, whom
they render as graceful, so it is said, as an old-fashioned Dutch galliot,

sailing before a strong Btern wind. But the panties are not the only re-

markable portion of Mrs. Stow's self-invented costume. As she exultantly
declared to her admiring audience, she wears no corsets, because, should
she do so, it would only need a slight lunch of " boiled and roast and
mustard and pudding and Worcestershire sauce and claret and pepper
and salt" to make her imprisoned stomach cry out in its agony: "O
liver, pour out your bile! O pancreatic ducts, where are you? sweet-

bread, come to my relief !
" Nor does Sister Stow, according to her own

account wear any petticoat under her panties (we don't exactly see how
she could) but simply a pair of flannel sub-unmentionables, so to speak.

And thus arrayed the lady declares that she is just as God made her. It

is comforting to be assured of this fact on such good authority, because
otherwise nobody would have suspected it, the Deity being accredited

with better taste.

President Arthur seems to be having a royal good time of it, fishing

and bathing and driving and dining with all the nobs of the land—and
" small blame to his Excellency, if any," as the showman said of the Duke
of Wellington, who was depicted in the panorama as " flying among the
Band-hills to escape from the bomb-guns of the enemy." And yet there

are chronic editorial growlers all over the country who describe the Presi-

dent's holiday-making as "wasteful junketing," who seek to convince
themselves and their readers that Arthur's own hospitality is in some
mysterious way a robbery of the public purse, and who seem to regard his

genial acceptance of the hospitality of others as the acceptance of a politi-

cal bribe. We have no stomach for these sour-hearted cranks, who model
their idea of a Republican administration upon the pharisaical priggish-

ness of the late Hayes regime. Arthur is a jolly gentleman, but a pol-

ished and courteous one withal, and so long as he shows as much industry

and ability in dealing with the cares of his high office as he has shown
hitherto, we say, "more power to his elbow," so far as his recreation out

of school-hours is concerned.

Two French editors fought a duel with swords, the other day, with

tbe result that one was killed and the other grievously wounded. Later

telegrams declare that the latter will certainly be acquitted. The Court

will probably base its decision on the belief that the fatal result must
necessarily have been purely accidental, such a thing never having hap-

pened before in the history of French duels.
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Every good woman, no matter how "strong minded." roveroii'

Bible, although with some their knowledge of Its contents are a matter
ol tradition of their childhood. For tl..- benofitof Sister Stow, of the
S. S. S.. and more particularly for the benefit of thoM who may be in-

clined, like her, to don the hreeelies, we refresh their memory of the ( food
Hooks teachings, and transcribe the 5th verse of the 22d chapter of I ''U-

teronomy, viz: "The woman shall not wear that which pertaineth unto a
man ; neither shall a man put on a woman's garments, for all that do so
are abominations unto the Lord thy God." Now the Social Sisters surely
do not wish to be regarded as abominations!

'* Is there anybody here for me ?" anxiously inquired a prominent
politician at a spiritualistic seance, the other evening. " There is," was
the reply, in sepulchral accents, "your guardian angel." " Indeed; won't
you tell mewho you are ?" pleaded the p. p., grasping the medium's hand.
A solemn silence pervaded the room for nearly seven seconds, when the
awful stillness was broken with the response, uttered in thunderous tones:
" The devil I" The p. p. gathered up his bell-topper, and to the music of
a cachinnatory chorus tied the scene, omitting to bestow, in his haste to
depart, the customary four-bit largess.

Alive to the interest of the people, as every public officer should be
(but isn't), Supervisor Bradford wants the dummies to carry a bell, which
it will be a misdemeanor for the "engineer" not to ring while his car
is within a hundred feet of every intersecting street on the line. It is

painfully apparent that Supervisor Bradford's hearing must be badly
impaired by listening to the weekly oratory of his fellow Supervisors, or
that he doesn't live on a street decorated by a " cable," and perambu-
lated from sunrise to midnight by the festive dummy.

And now tbe medical experts have once more gathered in solemn con-
clave about that nasty morsel of defunct humanity, Guiteau's brain, and
are threatening to inflict upon the country an elaborate dissertation on its

condition. For heaven's Bake, why don't they throw the mess into the
ash-barrel, and devote their time and talents to some more useful and
profitable pursuit. What if they should decide that Guiteau was insane?
It won't serve him much now, and everybody is glad that such is the case.

Let us have no more of Guiteau's brain, gentlemen, if you please,

A while, or a while and a half ago, the Woman's Rights Association,
of Newhampton, presented a certain Mr. Tomkiuson—who had made
himself obnoxious to them by his opposition to their principles—with a
rag baby, as a testimonial of their contempt; whereupon his wife, indig-

nant with tue strong-minded females, presented him with a baby ot the
original and only genuine kind, accompanied with the shocking taunt:
" It'B more than the Woman's Rights advocates can do." It is to be
hoped Tomkinson won't give them an opportunity to disprove this, or
ther'll be "trouble in de family."

" He ain't any more ugly than mesilf," remarked an Eyetalian jintle-

man from Cork the other moruing, as he stood gazing on the Post's artis-

tic portrait of Arabi Pasha. "An' what for should he be," demanded a
brother Milesian, who had been brought to a halt by the same attraction.
" Sure, he comes of the hist stock in the wur-r-ld, for that matter, for isn't

he av the same breed as our blissid sayve-yur?"

The anti-tobacconists are trying to make a boom for their cause by
telling, through the papers, everywhere that a cigar-stump on the side-

walk caused the death of a Buffalo young lady a few weeks since. It is

hardly fair, for some people will always go round eating anything they
find lying about.

If anybody wants to hear " Les Sirenes " played in a dozen different

keys, on all sorts of pianos, and in every description of style, let him
take a walk along Van Ness Avenue, from Eddy to Clay, any Sunday
morning, between ten and twelve o'clock.

"I can't do nothing for this yere kid, so long as he's got the measles,"
said a quack, who had been called in to attend a child " down " with that
infantile ailment ;

'* but I'll tell you what I will do ; I'll give him suthin'

that '11 send him into fits, and I'm h—1 on tits !

"

Orpheus is the only one in ancient mythology who was ever known to

be guilty of a pun. One evening, having left his musical instrument out
in the dew, he excused himself from playing on the ground that its toneB
would not be true, as it was such a damp lyre.

There 1b nothing like living up to our household proverbs as far as we
can. So thinks the young man who married a Miss Nellie Inge, up at

Nevada City, last week. They gave him an Inge, and he took a Nell.

It is but natural that wealthy young married people should be in-

clined to give themselves heirs.

Ground Swells—Naval officers ashore.
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SUNBEAMS.

Mr. James Farton says that a curious cir-

cumstance occurred many years ago, when a tes-

tator in England left $10,000 to a friend, but
with the condition that one-half the sum should

be buried with him in his coffin. The legatee

took advice on the matter. " Where is the mo-
ney now?" asked his friend. *'In the bank,"
was the reply. "All right," said the adviser;

"write a check for ©5,000 and put it in the old

man's coffin payable to his order."

Fanny Horton, a vivacious soubrelte of the

English stage, was mercilessly hissed at her first

appearance on the boards. Stepping briskly to

to the footlights, she asked:
"Is it my person or playing to which you ob-

ject?"

From all sides came the response:
"Your playing, madam, your playing!"
" Grlad to hear that," she said, " for it can be

improved, but I can't alter my person."
She very soon became a great favorite.

"There are moments," remarked an enthu-
siast, "when the two worlds—the earthly and
the spiritual—sweep by near to each other, and
when mundane night and celestial day touch
each other." They must be the blissful mo-
ments when convivialists assure the staggering
echoes that they " won't go home till morning."

A lady of cruel wit is conversing with a gen-
tleman renowned for the size of the ears of his

body and of his mind. " I do so like to talk to

you," she says, softly, in the pause of the conver-
sation, beaming on him and sighing. " Why?"
asks the unsuspecting youth. "Because," she
answears gently

—"because you are all ears!"

"Yes, this must be the ladies' cabin," said a
young lady to her friend as they halted at the
door of the cabin of a Fulton ferry-boat and
peered inquisitively in. " Why do you think
so?" doubtingly asked the other. "Oh, because
there are so many men in it," was the answer.

The weight of evidence frequently over-bal-

ances justice, and tips the scales bottom up.

BROAD GAUGE.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Monday. April 10* 1882,

And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave
from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend st., between 3d and ithstreetsj as follows:

LEAVE
S. F,

DESTINATION.
\

ARRIVE
3. F.

8:30 A.M.
f

"\ 6:40 a.m.
t 9:30 A M. i " 8:10 A.M.
10:40 a.m. 1 1 9.03 A.M.
* 3:30 p.m. 1. .San Mateo, Redwood,. "10:02 A.M.

4:25 p.m. ....and Menlo Park.... . r " 3:36 P.M.
* 5:15 r.M. t 4:59 P.M.
6:30 p.m.

1
i

6:00 P.M.

j t 8:15 p.m.

8:30 a.m.

10:40 a.m.
* 3:30 p.m.

4:25 p.m.

J . .Santa Clara, San Jose and..
Principal Way Stations . .

.

r

03 A.M.

02 A.M.
36 P.M.
00 P.M.
15 P.M.

10:40 a.m.
* 3:30 p.M.

j .Gilroy, Pajuro, Castroville.

-II . . . and Salinas.. ,ri
:02 a.m.

:00p.M.

..Hollister and Tres Pinos..
0:02 a.m.
J:0Op.m.

10:40 a,m.
* 3;30 P.M.

{...Monterey, Wataonville. .

.

") ?in ,

Camp Goodall, Aptos, Camp >

San Jose, Soquel, Santa Cruz, j

02 A.M.
00 p.m.

10:40 A.M.|...Soledad and Way Stations..

Sundays excepted. tSundays only.

&& Special Notice. *^a
Sunday Exccjrbion Trains to Monterey and Santa

Cruz.—First-class Excursion Train to Monterey and
Santa Cruz will leave San Francisco every Sunday at
7:30 A.M. Returning, leave Monterey at 4:35 p.m.; San-
ta Cruz at 4:15 p.m., arriving San Francisco at 8:40 p m
Fare for the Round Trip to either point, $3.

Stage connections are made with the 10:40 a.m.
Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo, which
connect with 8:30 a.m. Train.

Ticket Offices—Passenger Depot, Townsend street,
and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.

A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,
Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

|^~S. P. Atlantic Express Train via Los Angeles,
Yuma, etc., leaves San Francisco daily via Oakland
Ferry, foot of Market street, at 9:30 A.M.

C. P. R . R.

Time Schedule, Monday, May 15, 1882.
Trains leave, and are due to arrive at,

San Francisco as follows:

LEAVE
(for)

DESTINATION. ( ARRIVE
\ (from)

9:30 a.m.

*4:00 p.m
*4:30P.M.
8:00 A.M
3:30 P.M.

*4:30 P.M.

8:00 A.M
*4:00 P.M
9:30 A. M
4:30 P.M.

8:00 a.m
*4:00 p.m
8:00 a.m
*4:30 p.m.

J8:00 A.M
9:30 a.m,

8:00 A.M
5:00 p.m.
9:30 A.M
*4:00 p.m.

8:00 A.M.
8:00 A.M.

10:00 A.M,

3:00 P.M.
5:00 P.M.

3:30 p.m
5:30 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.

3:30 p.m.
#4:30 p.m.
*4:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m.
3:00 p.m.
8:00 A.M.
9:30 a.m.
3:30 P.M.

*4:00 p.m.
*4:30 p.m.

3:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m.

*4:30p.m.
*8:00 a.m.

. . Antioch and Martinez

. Calistoga and Napa

J
Deming, El Paso ) Express

[and East /Emigrant..
( Gait and \ via Livermore.

.

i Stockton i via Martinez . .

.

.lone

.Knight's Landing
" " (tSundays only)

. Los Angeles and South
. Livermore and Pleasanton.

. . . Madera and Fresno

.

.Marysville and Chico..

.Nilesand Haywards..

Ogden and I Express
East j" Emigrant ........

Redding and Red Bluff
Sacramento, ) via Livermore.
Colfax and

J-

via Benicia. . .

.

Alta ) via Benicia....
Sacramento, via Benicia. . .

.

Sacramento River Steamers..
San Jose

, ..Vallejo..

(tSundays only)..

.Virginia City.,

. Woodland ....

. Willows and Williams

2:40 p.m.
*12:40p.m.
*10:10 a.m.
7:40 P.M.

11:40 A.M.
10:10 a.m.
#10:10 A.M.

7:40 P.M.
2:40 p.m.

7:10 a.m.
5:40 p.m.

+12:40 P.M.
5:40 p.m.

#10.10 AM.
tll:40A.M.

2:40 p.m.
5:40 p.m.
8:40 A.M.
2:40 p.m.

*12:40 P.M.
5:40 p.m.
5:40 p.m.
4:10 p.m.
9:40 A.M.
8:40 A.M.

11:40 A.M.
6:10 A.M.
5:40 p.m.
6:40 P.M.
7:40 p.m.
11:40 a.m.

*10:10 A.M.
*6:00 a.m.
4:10 p.m.

9:40 a.m.
7:40 p.m.
2:40p.M.

111:40 A,M.
*12.40 P.M.
*10:10 A.M.
11:40 A.M.
*7:40 p.m.
10:10 a.m.
*7:40 p.m.

Train leaving San Francisco at 9:30 a.m. should meet
Pacific Express from " Ogden " at San Pablo ; also Pacific
Express from "El Paso" at Antioch.

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland Pier.

From "SAJ FBAIfCISCO," Daily.

To EAST OAKLAND—*6.00, *6:30, 7:30, 8:30, 9:30.

10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30,

7:00, 8:00, 9:30, 11:00, »12:00.

To ALAMEDA—*6:00, *t6:30, 7:00, »t7:30, 8:00, "78:30,

9:00, *t9:30, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 1:00, 2:00, 3:00, *t3:30,
4:00, *H:30, 5:00, '+5:30, 6:00, *t6:30, 7:00, *8:00,9:30,
11:00, »12:00.

To BERKELEY — "6:00, *6:30, 7:00, «7:30, 8:00, "8:30,

9:00, {9:30, 10:00, {10:30, 11:00, tll:30, 12:00, 1:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,
0:30, *12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—*6:00, *6:30, 7:00, "7:30, J8:00i
*8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, "4:30, 5:00i

•5:30, 6:00. "6:30, 7:00.

To "SAN FRANCISCO," Dally.

From BROADWAY, Oakland—*5:32, *6:02, 6:32, 7:02,
7:32,8:02,8:32, 9:02, 9:32, 10:02, 10:32,11:02, 11:32,12:02,
12:32, 1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32, 5:02,
5:32, 6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

From EAST OAKLAND—*6:21, *5:51, 6:21, 6:51, 7:51,
8:51,9:51, 10:51, 11:51, 12:51, 1:51, 2:51, 3:51, 4:51,
5:51, 6:51, 7:51, 9:21, 10:51.

From ALAMEDA— *5:15, «6:45, 6:J5, 7:10, »+7:35, 8:10,
*tS:35, 9:10, *t9:35, 10:10, *tl0:35, 11:10, 12:10, 1.10,
2:10, 3:10, 4:10, •'•t4:35, 5:10, *t5:35, 6:10, "t6:35, 7:15,
"+7:35, 9:15, 10:45.

From BERKELEY— *5:45, *6:I5, 6:45, "7:15,7:45, *8:15,
8:45, J9:15, 9:45, U0:15, 10:45, tH:15, 11:45, 12:45,
1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:15, 4:45, 5:15, 5:45,6:15, 6:45, 7:45,
9:15, »10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY — *5:45, *6:15, 6:45, *7:15,
7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:15, *5:15, 6:45,
6:15, 6:45, »7:15.

Creek Ronte.
From SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:15, 3:15,

6:15.

From OAKLAND—*6:15, 8:16, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

All trains ran daily, except when Btar (») denotes Son-
days excepted.

tTrains marked thus (+) run via East Oakland.
fflSundays only.

" Standard Time " furnished by Randolph & Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. GOODMAN, Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agt.
A. N. Townb, General Manager.

COAL OIL STOVES.
All Sizes for Cooking- or Parlor use

Send for Circular and Prices.

WIESTER & CO.,
17 New Montgomery St., S, F.

On and after Monday, April 3d, 1883,
Boats and Trains will leave San Francisco as

follows:

7 1 f\ a.m. daily (Sundays excepted), via San Rafael,
' • -*- *~* from Market-street wharf, for Petaluina, San-
ta Rosa, Healdsburg, Clovcrdale, Guerneville and way
stations. Stages connect at Geyserville for Skaggs'
Springs; and at Cloverdale for Highland Springs, Kel-
seyville, Soda Bay, Lakeport, Ukiah and Geysers.

Bally, Except Sundays.
2QA p.m., via Donahue, from Washington-street.OU Wharf.

A Pif\ p.m., via San Rafael, from Market-street wharf,
a.OV/ for Petaluma, Cloverdale and way stations.
Stages for Navarro Ridge and Mendocino City leave
Cloverdale daily at 6 a.m.

Sunday Excursions.

8 0A am., Sundays only, via Donahue, from Wash-
'A\J ingtou-street wharf, for Cloverdale and way

stations. Round Trip Tickets ou Sundays to Petaluma,
§1.50; Santa Rosa, §2 ; Healdsburg, $3; Cloverdale,
§4.50; Guerneville, §3. Returning, will arrive in San
Francisco at 6;45 p.m.

81 FL A.M., Sundays only, via San Rafael, from Mar-
• -L *-* ket-street wharf, for Miller's, Pacheco, Novato

and Burdell's. Returning, will arrive in San Francisco
at 7:45 p.m.

GEYSERS! GEYSERS!
The Greatest Natural Wonder of the

World

!

Immense Seduction in Hates.
Round Trip Tickets, via Cloverdale $8 50
Round Trip Tickets, via Cloverdale and Calistoga.§12 50

Passengers will leave San Francisco at 7:10 A.m.
week days, from San Quentin Ferry, and arrive at the
Geysers at S:30 p.m. On Sundays, leave Washington-
street Wharf, by Steamer JAMKS M. DONAHUE, at
8:20 a.m. Returning, arrive in San Francisco by either
route the following evening.

ARTHUR HUGHES,
Gen. Manager.

PETER J, McGLYNN,
Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

SONOMA VALLEY RAILROAD.

On and after Monday, April 3d, 1883,
Boats and Trains will leave San Francisco as

follows:

*} mi p< Mi daily (Sundays excepted) , from Washing-
*'•"" ton-street Wharf, for the to?'n of Sonoma.
Fare, SI. Round Trip Tickets, from Saturday till Mon-
day, SI 60.

SUNDAY EXCURSIONS.
8 9A A.M. (Sundays only), from Washington-street

. -jVs Wharf, for the town of Sonoma. Round Trip
Tickets, 81.

ARTHUR HUGHES,
Gen. Manager.

PETER J. McGLYNN,
Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

H, S. Williams. A, Ohesebrough,

W.H.Dimcmd.

WILLIAMS, DIM0ND & CO.,

Shipping and Commission Merchants*
UNION BTTILDINO,

Junction Market and Pine Streets.

AGENTS FOR

Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific

Steam Navigation Company, The Cu-

nard Royal Mail SteamshipCompany,
** The California Line ofClippers "

from New York and Boston,

and *
' The Hawaiian Line .

* *

San Francisco, January 31, 1880. [Jan. 31.

L. H. Newton. M. Newton.

NEWTON BROTHERS & CO.,

Importers and Wholesale Dealers in
Teas, Foreign Goods and Groceries, 204 and 206

California street, San Francisco, Cal May 26.
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'The World.
[By

the Flesh, and the Devil.
Truthful Penman. 1

Baion Rottmchild trie .<i* Vienna) g*ve the hotel-kernm nf IUvrcuth
» lce>:>n at the represent*ti-u of Par$i/al, which they will do well' to r*.
member when next the works of their great marter .-ire performed there.
These Bonifaces had laid t) v freely
on the occasion, and the Baron, hearing this determined t<> otroomTent
them. He consequently arrivrd in his own saloon -carriage, atteml. .1 by
a valet who cmld iierforn, the office of cook ».*> f.>r tlie nones, and, h»T-
inc had his establishment of the m inent shunted on to a siding, he pro-
cured from the town what was required in Uh wnyol i 1, which was
cooked and eaten in his movable resilience. Unfortunately, it is not

that our enormously wealthy tntiu will kits himself the trouble to
practically remonstrate with attempted imposition!-- World. >»A favor
ite trick with the hotel swindlers is to hand a large sealed envelope,
stuffed with paper, to the clerk, and ask him to bake oaro of "

th<

for a few days.' Then when the parcel is opened, and no notes are found,
there is a row. The game has been played often, and hotel keen
on their k'uard. A seedy-looking old man at C banded the clerk an
envelope marked " Four £6 notes," and asked that it be put in the safe.
" xoo can't play that game on me sir:" replied the clerk, and he tore the
Cackage in a number of pieces. As he held up the ends his eyes I

ulge out. He had torn into several hundred pieces four good notes, and
he had insulted the owner. Oue reason why he wasn't at his post the bal-
ance of the afternoon was because he was pasting those notes into shape.——While Lord Charles Beresford has been earning honors at Alexan-
dria, his brother, " fighting Bill," has been astonishing Simla society with
wondrous feats of horsemanship. In the programme of a race meeting
held on the Annandale course, a few weeks ago, there were several novel
events to make the meeting generally attractive, all of which were won
by Lord William. The postillion race, wherein he had to ride one pony
and lead another at each side of him, he carried off in a canter, his three
ponies flying the finishing hurdle ^abreast. A tandem hurdle race, in
which a horse was ridden and another driven in front, was an easy victory
for him, as well as a four-in-hand race. Lord William Beresford having
won all these races at Annandale, after dinner-talk led to handicapping,
and his lordship undertook to manage a team of six, and run them against
four each driven by Lord Alwyne Compton and Captain Rochfort. He
put his team in two rows of three, and rode the center " wheeler." Fast-
ening the reins of the near and off animals round his legs, he had the six

in perfect control, and galloped them round the narrow course to an easy
victory. This done, be gave a further exhibition of his skill for the edifi-

cation of Lady Ripon and the rank and fashion of Simla. Getting eight

horses together without other harness than rein3, he galloped them round
the course, which is very narrow, and turned them without any diffi-

culty.——A novelty in perfumery has been invented in Austria, and is

called "the book of soap."* Each leaf is enough when torn out for one
good wash. The books vary in size ; the smaller are for the hands only,

and are no larger than pocket-books. The leaf is soaked in a basin of

water for three seconds, then it floats and is placed in the centre of the
hand, where it soon with gentle friction froths. A page of soap sounds
strange, and stranger yet, the soap is excellent ; it is not unlike an ivory
tablet.—"I won't sell you my vote nohow," said old Slocuss to the
man who had come to "see" him, "Why not?" "Fur three reasons:

Fust, I kin arn half a dollar diggin' 'taters in the time it would take me
to go an' vote. Second, it would cos' me SI fer er team to go to the pollin'

place. Third, ye on'ly offer S2, and t'other side has already gin me $3 ter

stay away an' not vote at all, which brings up the finanshal reasons on
that side to .$4.50."——Private letters from Alexandria report a shock-

ing accident on board the Inflexible, The most strenuous efforts have
been made to keep the matter secret, but two men were instantaneously
killed through their touching the wires in connection with the electric

light. There have been several similar catastrophes during the last two
years, and it seems highly desirable that there should be some covering to

these fatal wires, especially in ships.——To counteract the evil effects

of Egyptian sand and glare, all officers have taken out blue spectacles as

part of their kit. Most of them, including Sir Garnet, have been satis-

fied with a couple of pairs. However, one promising young soldier went
to Egypt provided with thirteen pairs, and his anxious parents wrote to

the Horse Guards to know if that number was quite sufficient.—The
Empress Eugenie is at Ems, where, as the Comtesse de Pierrefonds, she

will remain for some time, the waters having been recommended for her

health. She will afterwards proceed to her chateau of Arenenberg in the

Canton Thurgau, where she will pass the rest of the season.—" What
have you that's good?" said a hungry traveler, as he seated himself in a
restaurant in Salt Lake City. " Oh, we've roast beef, roast mutton, roast

pork, boiled ham, and broiled curlews." "What's a curlew?" said the

stranger. "Why, a bird, something like a snipe." "Could it fly?"

"Yes." "Did it have wings?" " Yes." "Then I don't wan't any cur-

lew. Anything that had wings and could fly and didn't leave this coun-

try, I don't want for my dinner."—M. Saint Paul has offered the

French Academy of Medicine a sum of 25,000 francs to found a prize for

the discovery of a cure for diphtheria. The competition is open to all

the world, and not confined to the medical profession.——Fractions of

a penny have never been paid by the Bank of England in distributing the

dividends on the national debt, and the accumulations of the unpaid frac-

tions amount to £143,000.

The Butterick Publishing Co. 's Celebrated Paper Patterns, for

Ladies', Misses' and Children's garments. Agency, 124 Post street, S. F.

TISER.

ROEDERER CHAMPACNE!

18

roi i< i

.

ri,r Trade anil Ihr 1'ilbllr nrr I ri.riu.-d Ihal „ r Href I. f llir

GENUINE
LOUIS ROEDERER CARTE BLANCHE CHAMPA0NE,

Direct from Mr. Loula Roedarer. Raima,
I eat ln«t>ka.

M- Earhcua i. m»tk. I arm Um »ldo. "Kaoondray * Co . Sun Fran-
cleeo." Mid <«cli bottle bean tho label, •' Macondray * Co.. Sola Agent*
for the Pacific Coaat."

MACONDRAY A CO.,
Sole Agent* for the Puciflo Goaat.

plaiiilm IA.]

M. A. GUNST & CO.,
203 Kearny Street San Franoieoo.

MI-OUTERS t\l> HI 1/1/,-s l\HAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS.
Alao, Agents for Kimball, Gaulliener & Co 'a Guatemala Cigars.
VT Inf-rm tfte PiiMie thai they reeatoe loree Ia>

a

etata of Chotre
Havana aranam teaioa a month, frvb,

c. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

8AN FRAXCI8CO and SEW TORK.
GeT" Agents of American Sugar Refinery, corner of Union and Buttery streets,

San Francisco. California. j ftfl _ 17.

Olaus Spreckels. Wm, Q-, Irwin.
WM. Q. IRWIN & CO.,

wmulrwin '

Sugar Factors and Commission Agents,
Honolulu, H. I. (March 25.

CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY,
Manufacturers of the Standard Syrup, n superior article

put up in barrels expressly for home consumption. Also, Extra Heavy Syrup
in barrels for Export. Refined Sugars at lowest market rates. Office 325 Market
street, wp stairs. Dec, 21.

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,
STOCK BROKER!*,

No. 314 Pine Street SanRFrancisco.
[May 20.]

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY,
No. 310 Sansome Street,

San Francisco,

WHOLE SALE DEALERS IN EUR8.
[September 21.1

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Gold Medal, Paris, 1S7S.

Sold by nil Stationers. Sole Agent for tbe United States:
MR. HENRY HOE, 91 John street, N. Y. Jan. 5.

C. W. M. SMITH, /^\The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor, /kjt^-H-CM
Established in 1862, UpTEMTy)

Removed to 824 Sansome Street.xflJrjJiJ/

gsg" MR. C. W. M. SMITH is the patent attorney for Marriott's Aeroplane Com-
pany for Navigating the Air. Oct. 22.

TABER, HARKER & CO.,
IMPORTERS- AND WBOZESALE GROCERS,

108 and 110 California St., S. F.
fAprU 19.]

JOHN McKEW,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL COAL DEALER,

431 UNION STREET Between Dupont and Kearny.
SAN FRANCISCO. Aug. 26.

NOTICE.
or tbe very best photographs go to Bradley *v Rnlofson's,
in an Elevator, 429 Montgomery street. Oct. 29F

ROBERT WALKINSHAW,
ESTATE AGENT 407 Montgomery Street.

Farming, mining- and City Property.
[July 29.]

M
WM. H. V. CRONISE,

tiling, BT.E. corner ofMontgomery and California streets,
No. 29. Office Hours: 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. June 10.

REMOVAL.
r. E. If. Pardee bas removed from 631 Clay street to 526
Montgomery, corner Clay. Hours, 10 a. m. to 3 P.M. July 29.D
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THE TENANT OF ROBBERS' ROOST.
No. a

They are talking of taking Paul Neumann down off the ticket, and a
meeting was held on Wednesday evening for that purpose. The matter
is in abeyance, and will come up again at an early date. It is obvious that
the only thing he can be elected to do is to stay at home. We are not
enamored of General Rosecrans. We believe that he was sent to Con-
gress too late in life to be of much use there. There are a score or more of

gentlemen in the Republican party of this city who could beat him, but
Paul Neumann is certainly not one of these. One could throw a dras-net
on Montgomery street, and the first man that emerged from it would be
pretty sure to be a stronger candidate than the honorable land-title shark,
tenant of " Robbers' Roost," Bohemian and lobbyist. It is, therefore,

sensible to inaugurate a proceeding to take him off a ticket which he is

loading down. The effort in that direction is well meant and wise. It

ought to succeed ; and, whether it does or not, the very fact that it is be-
ing made will surely weaken and defeat him in the end. This is a curious
result to flow from the unanimous action of the Republican delegation
from this city. It clearly tends to establish two potent facts : First, that
the bosses who nominated him are far, very far, from representing the
better instincts of the voters ; and, secondly, that the power of the Press
is still mightier than the corrupt machinery which the bosses call into use.

If Paul be not taken down, it is now a foregone conclusion that he will be
beaten by the old patriot and General clear out of sight, as he ought to be.

A nice little game was put up on behalf of Paul, by which paid hirelings
were to call for cheers for him on all occasions. When he arrived bv the
Sacramento boat, the other night, that was done. The system was to be
continued. He was to be called for in preference to the Gubernatorial
or other candidates. Three cheers were to be demanded for him wherever
he appeared. But cheers are not votes. Noise is not sense. Plaudits
of hirelings are not popularity. Discordant Bounds are not necessarily
signs of respect. All of which will be demonstrated on the day of elec-
tion, if, by any chance the honorable (?) Paul should then be a candidate.

In order to help the party, whose extraordinary nominee he is, to a de-
cision that he shall step down and out, the News Letter continues its

stories of as delectable a candidate as ever presented himself for the public
suffrage.

We have heretofore referred to the house he kept opposite the Capitol
steps at Sacramento, and which by common consent was then, and still is,

dubbed the robber's roost. His fellow members, the press and the peo-
ple knew it by that name, and by none other. Let us lift the curtain as
high as we may, for we dare not, in justice to the proprieties, raise it to
its full hight. It was a house of some nine or ten rooms. The basement
floor was capable of being turned into a dining-hall from end to end. In
it feasts were set fit for the gods. A French cook—poor old Eugene,
known far and wide as a master of his art—was obtained. The viands,
liquors, wines and cigars were mostly forwarded by certain persons in San
Francisco who had jobs to put through, and were sent without cost to
the tenant of " Robber's Roost." We could give copies of the invoices, if

necessary. Champagne flowed as if it were cheaper than water, as it was
to the tenant of that appropriately named den. After a while, when the
feasting and guzzling began to pall upon the appetites of the beguiled
members, lobbyists, contractors, debris men, brokers, and all and sundry
the corruptionists, gambling games were established, and, strange to say,
members who had a weakness that way were permitted to win small
sums. Country members particularly thought it awfully jolly. Then the
time came when all three of the illustrations which appear on the thir-
teenth page of this issue of the News Letter were represented. The
world of jobs was there, the devil was to pay generally, and then at last
came—the flesh. It iB hard to describe, though it is not difficult to
imagine. Madam learnt of these strange doings. A little bird whispered
them into her ear, as little birds are wont to do, and naturally enough she
hastened to the seat of Government. Arrived there, she took a hack and
drove to the Capitol, where a scene occured that members will hardly
have forgotten. The two parcels of flesh were hurried off to San Fran-

cisco in double quick time, and were safely delivered at Eddy street.

Madam declined to leave Sacramento, but put up at the Golden Eagle,
and, if her bill has been paid, it must have been within the past two or

three weeks. Comment is difficult and is needless. Of course, Paul Neu-
mann was not the leading participant in these transactions. O dear, no !

The Chronicle suggests the establishment of a Robber's Roost at Wash-
ington. It remains for the voters to resent the suggestion by their votes

in November next.

Yesterday there came to the News Letter office the following card,

with an offer of an affidavit in support of it if deemed necessary:

To the Editor of the News Letter:—I, the undersigned, take this method of no-

tifyiog the people of San Francisco of my treatment by Paul Neumann, attorney
and ex-Senator.
On the 31st of October, 1875, my husband's grocery store, corner of Pacific and

Powell, was destroyed by fire. He was insured to the amount of $3,000 in the Svea
Fire Insurance Company. Eight days after the fire the Company offered to pay him
$2,700. As the stock burned amounted to over $4,000, he did not feel like taking any
less than the policy called for. As Germans, we consulted Paul Neumann and he
advised us not to take it, but said he would make them pay all. Subsequently suit

had to be brought. Anxious to know what that would cost he said he would not in

any case charge us more than two hundred dollars, and believed he could make the
Company pay that. This was said in the presence of a witness. He after much de-

lay obtained' a judgment for $4,0y2 75, being princit al, interest and costs, and was
paid that sum. As we owed money to creditors, we hail to give them a lien. These
Neumann has paid. But he charged us $779 costs and interest thereon, and the bal-

ance, amounting to over $1,200 he has stuck to. Urgent and oft-repeated inquiries

has only elicited the answer that if we kept quiet he would pay us in time. If we
did not, he would make his f«-e $1,200. I have received that answer from him again
within the last few days. All this when we could at once have obtained within three
hundred dollars of the sum due us, but we were over-persuaded through him. In
consequence of all this, I and my five children are left destitute.

(Signed) Anna Raschke.

Some days before coming to the News Letter office, Mrs. Raschke was
advised to go with her five children and camp on the Honorable(?) Paul
Neumann's doorstep, and refuse to move until she was paid. This she
proposed to do, but was assured, as she informs us, by Neumann, that

"she would be paid shortly if she kept quiet." By her persistency she

has collected $150 of the sum she claims to be due. Inquiries made of

Neumann himself brought out the answer that " he considered the costs

and a §1,200 fee not unreasonable, and he meant to retain the whole."

When asked why, in that case, he had paid S150, he said, " Oh, I made
her a present of that." Mrs. Raschke produces a witness to the agree-

ment that the collection should not in any event cost her more than $200.

Then the fact remains that he for his own benefit advised poor, confiding

fellow country people of his own to bring suit, and made his advice cost

them nearly §2,000, when only 8300 were at stake. Yet this is the man
who haB been specially selected " to catch German votes," and boasts of

his hold on his countrymen. We don't believe his boasts. Our German
fellow-citizens are among the most honest and upright dwellers in our
city, and usually eschew all personal considerations in regard to candi-

dates in whom capability and integrity are not found. We have con-

versed with scores of them who will not vote for Paul Neumann. No
future event can be more certain than that he will be disgracefully

beaten. The public mind is thoroughly made up that his nomination was
a grave blunder, his continued candidacy a scandal and a reproach, and
his ignominious defeat a moral and political necessity.

We regretfully notice that the Examiner, although it prints a long

article criticising the other nominees on the Republican ticket adversely,

has not a word to say about Paul Neumann. Can Paul's boasts that

"Greathouse is a member of my club, you know ; I am all right there,"

be true? Is Paul another of the many Republicans the organ man has
" use for ?" It looks like it, for in his local report we find this: " When
three cheers were called for old Rosey, General Bamburger smiled all

over." Connecting the Democratic nominee with a man unpopular be-

cause of the part he took in the dying days of the sand-lots is certainly

an un-Democratic fling at a Democratic standard-bearer. This and the

silence in regard to Paul Neumaun must look ominous to General Rose-
cranz's friends. The Chronicle, though a Republican paper, doeB not

hesitate to tell the truth about the unsavory Paul.

COOS BAY COAL.
The Cleanest and Cheapest-

No Soot! No Dirt!

The Best Coal for Domestic Use

!

All Coal Dealers Keen It!
[May 27Q

'

LEE CRAIG,

SEARCHER OF RECORDS,
Notary Public and Commissioner of Deeds,

316 Montgomery Street Bet. California and Pine.

Commissioner forNew York, Arizona, Nevada, Pennsylvania, Utah, Oregon, Idaho
"Washington Territory, Ohio, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Illinois, New Jersey,

ai-d other States and Territories. DEPOSITIONS A SPECIALTY. Acknowledg-
ments taken and oaths administered at any hour of the day or night.

May 13. LEE D. CRAIG.

For Ladies, Gentlemen and Families.

TJ. S. RESTAURANT
548 Clay street STear Montgomery

£3T First- Class. Reasonable JPrices.^&.

Aug. 19. EZRA RICHARDS, Prop.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP CO.,

For Astoria and Portland, Oregon.—The Steamer MISSISSIPPI
will sail from Beale-street Wharf for above ports at 4 p.m. SATURDAY, Sep-

tember 9th, carrying Freight and Combustibles.

Sept. 2. QOODALL, PERKINS & CO., General Agepts.

A pint of the finest ink for families or schools can be made from a ten-

cent package of Diamond Dye. Try them.
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ALTAR.
Bki»slkr -jvriiaRF- September 3. Hermann Dressier to Julia Sobarf.
Casfibli Daber4, Hilton L. Outfield to Carrie !.. Doud,

--Vali'by—AugBit 31, bj Rev, K. L Nash, John J. Oollina to clam K. Vslpey.
Collixs-Cram— September 4, William EL Oollina to Kula I)- Cram.
DrcKBTT-HALL— September 3, by Rev. Dr. Jewell, CuSSi Du.kelt to Alice M. Hall.
Frwe-Hakfr—September 2, by Rev. G. Muehtsteph William Fre-e to Ida Baker.
Otnaos-Wilton—August 31. by Rev. John Bemphill, Robert Gibson to Sarah Wilton.
Hort-Kntkah- -September 6, by Rev. E. R. Dille, Joseph Hort to Km* Kntraff.
Howfurt-Gefhardt -September 3, Win. S. Howriet to Bertha Gephardt.
Halb*rstadt-Lkwis—August 27. Joseph Halberstadt to Katie Lewis.
LrrJKSS-HAAsB—August 30, Hermann W. Lutjens to Adelheid Haase.
Ksowlks-Mitcbkll—September 2, Barton H. Knowles to Isabella Mitchell.
Kkarskv-Bfcker— August 30, John J. Kearney to Mary A. Beckar.
Lf. Mare-Stokks—September 4, Win. li. Le Mare to Mary Stokes.
McLean-Moore—September 2, Murdock McLean to Jennie F. Moore.
Marks-Ltman—September 3, II. H. Marks to Rosalie Lvman, both of this city.
Rice-Smith -SeptemberO, by Rev. Dr. Jewell, George W. Rice to Kitty S. F. Smith.
Sheldon-Carter--By Rev. \V. L. Githens, Samuel B. Sheldon to Mary E. Carter.
SciiuaL-NETTBR-August 31, by Rev. Dr. Messing, Marx Schuhl to Bella Netter.
Smith-Page—August 31, by Rev. W, L. Githens, George D. Smith to Georgie Page.
Wbobner-Boylk—August 31, Julius Wegener to Mary Boyle.

TOMB.
Bingham—September 0, Thomas R. Bingham, a native of England, aged 34 years.
Cirrikr—September 2, Wallace 0. Currier, aged 25 years, 1 month and 7 days.
Duck—September 3, John A. Duck, aged 52 years, 6 months and 15 days.
Davis—September 1, Sarah Ann Davis, aged 43 years, 9 months and 19 days:
Harris—August 30, Solomon Harris, a native of Prussia, aged 61 years.
Shannon—August 30, Winifred Shannon, aged 45 years.
Hickei—September 2, Henry Hiekei, aged 48 years.

Hooan—August 29, Mrs. Bessie Hogan, aged 37 years and 8 months.
Hughes—September 2, James Hughes, aged 59 years, 5 months ana 7 days.
Kierski— September 1, Moritz Kierski, native of Prussia, aged 71 yearsand 7 months.
Killey—September 2, J. F. Killey, aged 49 years and 2 months.
Lebbau— September 1, Francois Lebeau, a native of France, aged 74 years.

Lucovich—September 3, Geortre Lucovich, a native of Austria, aged 27 years.

Manueim—September 2, Mrs. Matilda Manheim, a native of Prussia, aged 49 years.

McNevbn—September 1, Mary McNeven, aged 55 years, 7 months and 14 days.
MAcDosALD-September 3, William MacDonald, aged 8U years and 2 months.
Morgenstbrn—August 31, Meyer Morgenstern, a native of Prussia, aged 40" years.

Owens—September 1, Libbie F. Owens, aged 13 \ ears and 10 months.
Orndorff—August 30, V. L, Orndorff, aged 44 years, months and 16 days,
Painter—September 2, MittieA. Painter, aged 9 years.
Shanabrook—September 1, Isaac L Shanabrook, agtd 50 years, 3 months, 4 days.
Schljiann—September 2, L. Schumann, a native of Germany, aged 40 years.

Smith—August 31, Bella Smith, aged 86 years and 7 months.
Upstone—August31, John Upstone, aged 65 years.
Weir—September 3, W. G. Weir, aged 56 years, 8 months and 17 days.
Winn—September 5, Walstein Winn, a native of Herkimer Co., N. Y., aged 76 years.

Walker—September 1, George S. Walker, aged 71 years and 3 months.
Wise—September — , Benjamin F. Wise, aged 23 years, 7 months and 6 days.

THE NEWS LETTER AND CREMATION.
[Translation from La Voce del Popolo.]

Cremation is making more rapid progress in Italy than in any other

part of Europe, or of the world. Although the Italian people have for

long centuries been subjected by priests to servile degradation, they are

the people to accept and adopt new and beneficial innovations. The great

Gorini and such illustrious men as Polli, Belli, Teruzzi and Venini, did

not in vain sacrifice their time in advocating cremation, and their bodies,

by the wishes of the great spirits ennobling them, were disposed of by the

beneficent method of cremation. La Voce del Popolo has always advo-

cated this method of disposing of the de&J, and we are happy to see that

the idea is gaining ground in America. The San Francisco News Letter
warmly advocates cremation. Our contemporary, one of the most en-

lightened and able advocates of everything that can emancipate humanity
from ignorance of every kind, had in a recent issue an excellent transla-

tion of an article showing, by statistics and facts, the great progress of

cremation in Italy. We thank tbe News Letteb for giving us due credit,

and for the manly words in reference to Italy and its scientific achieve-

ments. We hope our splendid American contemporary will continue in

its good work. It will find followers until there is a complete triumph of

the noble principles of cremation.

Tbe following officers were elected at the last meeting of the Golden
State Amateur Press Association: President, Thomas P. Andrews; Vice-

President, R. H. Magill, Jr.; Recording Secretary, F. S. Bentley; Cor-

responding Secretary, A. B. Palmer; Treasurer, M. McClinton; Official

Editor, F. A. Brown. ^__

Time cannot heel the man who has his feet taken off.

Oswego

ICHI BAN!
SS &. S4 GEARY HXR.EET.

We are anxious to impress on the minds of the Public tbe fact thatichi iB-A-Hsr
is a FREE EXHIBITION, and that all are welcome to visit it every
day or evening in the week without making a purchase. There is al-
ways SOMETHING NEW.

iSole Agents for the Antophonc.
The "News Letter" is printed with Shattuck & Fletcher's Ink.

Kingsford's

Starch

Strongest, Purest and Best,
And is Recognized as the STANDARD all over the World.

FOR INVALIDS.
KINGSFORD'S CORN STARCH

IS HIGHLY RECOMMENDED FOB ITS

Purity and Delicacy.

California's Exposition
THE TWENTY-NINTH

-A.iN'BrTT.A.I* STATE FAIR
BEGINS AT

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA,
ON THE 11TH AND ENDS ON THE 16TH OP SEPTEMBER.
The PREMIUM LIST embraces liberal awards for all kinds of Live

Stock, Machinery, Implements, etc., Textile Fabrics, Mechanical, Agri-
cultural, Horticultural Products and Fine Arts.
Any further information may be had upon application to the Secretary,

from whom Premium Lists may be procured.

HUGH M. LARUE. President.
EDWIN F. SMITH, Secretary.

Postoffice Drawer "A," Sacramento.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

No. 330 .Post Street Opposite Union Square.

PROF. O. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 320 Post
street, is now open for Juvenile and Evening- Classes. Office Hours, for Terms, etc.,

10 a.m. to 12 m., and 1 to 5 p.m. Oct. 22.

IEITSKA INSTITUTE,
NO. 922 POST STREET.

Day and Boarding: School for Tonng Ladies and Children.
KINDERGARTEN. Next Term will commence July 24th. To eecure admis-

sion for boarding pupils, applications should be made as early as possible.

May 13. MADAME B. ZEITSKA, A.M., Principal.
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REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS,

Recorded in the City and County of San Francisco. California, for

the Week ending1 September 2, 1882.

Compiled from the Records ofthe Commercial Agency, 401 California St., S.F.

Monday. August 28th.

QRANTOE AND GRANTEE.

E Staffelbacb to Elizth Staffelbach

S MacLean to Mary MacLean

"Wendell Easton to A T Ilalck. . .

.

M C Bnrke to E G DeCrano

I eep Ld S & L Assn to C F Krelo

Ld Inveetra't Co to Hy A Crane.

.

L Got tig to Adolpta Beth

H A Gullisson to Robert Day

Henry Oehlert to Jacob Rosenthal

J C Reis et al to Elizth Lamburth.
Same to Bame

DESCRIPTION.

Jas K Byrne toAMM Reen

S Mosgrove et al to Otto Muaer.

.

Saml Moffatt to Emily F Arey...

Jas S McCain to Chris Schcnrer.

Adolph Rebatock to AM Rebstock

Edwd Erase to Geo Edwards. .

.

Undivided half, w Stewart, 71:6 s Mis-
sion, s 22x45:10—Bav and Water 650.

S 20th, 205 e of Noe, e 50*114, being h
Mission Block 108

Sw Pine and Baber, s 27:6s92:9-West-
ern Addition 582

E Broderick, 77:6 s Sacramento, s 27:6 x
82:6—Western Addition 600

Ne 21st and Treat ave, e 35x100, being

in Mission Block 53
Nw Brvant, 275 ne of 8th, ne 24x90; nw

Bryant, 323 ne 8th, ne 48x00 ; nw of

Bryant, 275 sw 7th, sw 96x90: ne Ches-
ley, 90 nw Bryant, nw 25x80 ; ee El-

dredge, 27, sw 7th, sw fOsSO
Sw Gnrrero and Ridley, 8 31:6x117, be-

ing in Mission Block 25
E Leavenworth, 105:6 n Washington, n
32x137:6—M-vara 893

Ne Solano and York, n 68:9xl35-Potre-
ro Nuevo block 40

Ne Sierra and Louisiana, e 50x100
Nw Sierra and Maryland, n 100x125—
Potrero Nnevo 479

SO'Farrell, 27:6 w Jones, w 22x6S:9—
50-vara 1098

Alignment for benefit of creditors

E 23th Avenue, 125 e of A street, s 70 x
120-Outside Lands 310

E Treat Avenue, 215 s 21st, b 30x122--
MisBion Block 54

E Central Avenue, 70 n Pine, e 100 x n
30—subject to mortg
W Pierce, 100 n Bush, n 37:6x137:6, be-

ing in Western Addition 427

PRICE

Gift

5

800

1,250

l
v
650

6,920

2,900

2,700

800
3,000

5,500

0,700

5

850

Gift

5

Tuesday, August 29th.

Wm A Boole to A B Patrick.

.

La Soc Francaiee to H White et a

JasReavey et al to Ellen Leavey..

E Ring et al to J W Allyne et al .

.

Annie Ring to Bame
J Rich to Louis P Drexler
"WHall to Jas W McDonald

Snndry properties throughout Western
Addition

: Nw Pierce and Page, n 275x412:6, being
in Western Addition 438

Se Freelon, 510 sw 3d, s 20x80, being in

100-vara 162

. Sw 1st, 25 se Minna, se 30x75
Same
Sw Front and Commercial, e 60x59:6. .

.

W Devisadero, 68:9 n Ellis, n 34:4x125,
being in Western Addition 607

. N 25th, 100 w Noe. w 55x114
Ezekiel Pander toFK Woods.. ..fNGeary, 137:6 e Dupont, e 17:6x62:6—

50-vara 901

Same et al to F H Woods | Same e Dupont, e!7:iix6Q

Jno McMahon and wf to Cor Shea

$5,000

25,000

5
5

5,500

58,000

1

25,000

"Wednesday, August 30th.

Isidor Le Franco, to H Barroilhet.

Gus Harehall to Save and Ln Socy
Jno Allmann to City & Co S F
L Maxfield to Wra O'Halloren et al

W Leverooe to Domenico Casassa

Herman Westerfeld to A Forthaus

Edwd Murphy to W J Smith

W J Smith to Harriet E Haskell .

.

Geo Mearns to Stewart Menzies..

Cath Mitchell by admr to same
Robinson Gibbons to J G Klompke
H S Dorland to Emily Wood

T A C Dorland to Jas F Dorland.

Emily Wood to Jno P Courter. .

.

J P Conrter to J F Dorland.

.

J F Dorland to Emily Wood.

.

J P Conrter to same

J F Dorland to J P Conrter..

J P Courter to T A C Dorland
P WilhelmBen to E J McCullough

N Greenwich, 171:10 e Dnpont, e 17:2 x
70, being in 50-vara 503

Se Howard, 355 sw 4th, sw 45x85
Streets
Lot 21 Peoples Hd Tract
Lots 12 and 13 blk 290 O'Neil and Haley
Tract

W Pennsylvania Avenue, 300 s Nevada,
8 58xlOO-P B29S
W JeBSie, 135 n 20th, n 25x75, being in
Mission Block 67

Same
N Lombard, 137:6 e Stockton, e 27:6 x
137:6

Same
Lot 2 blk N in R R Homestead
N Dorland, 275 w Dolores, n 169:3, fl

s 167:6, e 25 to commencement....
Undivided l-3rd n Dorland, 325 w Do-

lures, n 166, w 25, s 104:6, e 25 to com-
mencement ; also n Dorland, 422 w
Dolores, n 160, w 25, s 157-6, e 24..

N Dorland, 325 w Dolores, n 243, w 25, s

243, e 25 to commencement
N Dorland, 275 w Dolores, n 169:3, w 25,

B 167:6, e 25; also nnd l-3d n Dorland,
325 w Dolores, n 166, w 25, s 164:6, etc

N Dorland, 374 w Dolores, n 165, s 165,
w 25 to commencement

S 17th, 189 e Church, e 121x100
N Dolores, 398 w Dolores, n 162:6, w 24.

s 160, e 24 to commencement
N Dorland, 300 w Dolores, n 171, w 50.

s 171, e 50 to commencement
N Dorland, 250 w Dolores, n 171 x w 6W Bryant, 130 n 24th, n 26x100- Mission
Block 150

$1,000
5
1.
5

750

1,800

2,300

Gift

2
4,000

1

385

2

5

5

1,600

Thursday, August 31st.

Abner Dobleto Elizth Nelson
Wm Hoffman to Gustav Teobner

Nw Pierce and Union, w 137:6x275 ....
ELarkin, 70 s California, s 20:3x87:6—

50-vara 1412
Guatav Tenbner to Wm Hoffman. IE Larkin, 90:3 s California s 20:3xS7-6—

50-vara 1412
Undivided half, b Bay, 137:6 w Kearny,
w 22:11x68:9

N Clinton Park, 267 w Guerrero, 25 x
75—Mission Block 25

Ne 24th and Guerrero, n 87:6x100, situ-
ate in Harper's Addition 10

S Sutter, 97:6 w Jones, w 40x110
S Dora, 210 nw Harrison, nw 25x80, be-
ing in 100-vara 256

Nw Natoma, 236 sw 1st, sw 22:6x28, and
subject to mortgage

Jno M Baldwin to Edwd Parrish..

L Gottig to LonisaHoetzel

O F Rhein et al to David K Swim.

Jno G Ayres to RH McDonald...
JnoDenahy to MargtDenahy

Same to same .

"Gilt

¥ 10

10

1

875

4,000

15,500

Gift

Gift

Thursday, August 31st—Continued.

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE.

Eugene CasBerly to R E Doyle
R E Doyle to Teresa Casserly
Julius Jacobs to Wendell Easton.

Same to Jas Carroll
G B Bradford to Jno Rowen,,

Thos Bell to Anna H S Weiboldt..

W A Doud to W F Whittier et al.

Chas H Killey to Frank Williams.

J P Ames to Henry S Austin

DESCRIPTION.

H S Austin to nenry White et al.

H R Judah to Chas H Killey

H Irwin to Jno Meagher..

Sundry lots throughout the Mission
Same
W Scott, 112:6 n Haight, n 55x100 —
Western Addition 443

N Haight, 50 w Scott, w 25x112:6
Ne Chesley, 115 nw Bryant, nw 25x80—
100-vara 273

Ne Valencia, 275:3 s 3d. w 161:5, etc to

commencement—Mission Block 156..

Sw Beale, 180:6 Be Folsom, se 48:10, sw
130, etc to commencement

N Jackson, 80 e Webster, e 25x117, be-
ing in Western Addition 207

Western Addition blk 438, Pierce, Page,
Oak and Scott

Same
N Jackson, 80 e Webster, e 25x117, be-
ing in Western Addition 267
W Howard, 78 n 25tb, e 52x115—Mission
Block 171

* 1
1

1

1,300

435

2,250

7,500

45
100

5

2,200

Friday, September 1st.

Wm T Hooper to Jos W Winans.
Jno Allman to Michael Landers.

.

Paul Rousset to P Slater.

.

E KartBchoke to Sophie Kaufmann

Eliza A Sedgley to G W Shires. .

.

Peter T Seculovich to Elizth Fish

Jno McKewen to Jesse G Gobey.

.

Jnles Garriot toPietro Toppiano.

W Buchanan, 41 s Jackson, s 25:6x80..
E Howard

1
95s22d,sl20xl22:0—Mission

Block 138
Nw 14th Avenne and J st, n 368:10, w

127:6, b 368 to J street, e 127:6 to com-
mencement; alBo Outside Lands 686 e
14th avenue, 60 n J street, n 315 x e

120—Outside Lands 865
N Francisco, 87:6 w Stockton, w 25x68:6

subject to mortgage for $1,500
Ne Grand Avenue, 192:6 nw of Howard,
nw 28x56:6—Mission Block 3

N Valley, 280 w Church, w 25x114, being
in Harpers Addition 96

N Hill, 165 w Valencia, w 25x111—Mis-
sion Block 74

Ne Union Place and Green, e 19:9x89:6,

being in 50-vara 373

1

3,800

2,000

40

1,000

2,700

Saturday, September 2d.

A B Patrick to C & C of S F..
J J Laide to John Lee

W N JohnsoD and wf to M Ellis.

Dominick Coyne to Michl Pbelan
Jno Irwin to Margaret Irwin

Same and wf to Ward B Walkop.

.

La Societe Francaise to Jos Laine

Jacob Dobbelaar to Betsy Brown.
Sophie C Maeon to A B Patrick. .

.

Streets etc

S Sacramento, "ids' o Baker, e '27:6x132:6
BQbject to mortgage for $450

Undivided 2 3-4th aires, lot 1, 2, 3, frac-

tional ne l-4th of the ne qr section 27
tp2er6w

Lot 236 Gift Map 3
S Oak, 220 e Webster, e 27:6x120-West-

ern Addition 28S
S Oak, 192:6 e of Webster, e 27:6x120
Western Addition 288

Nw Tehama, 155 ne 3d, ne 50x80, being
in 100-vara 51

Lots 398 and 400, Gift Map 2
Se Mariposa and Arkansas, s 327:6x200,
being in Potrero Nuevo 233

$ 1

900

Gift

3,000

4,000
10

GEO. STREET, Agent Ifeins Letter, 30 Cornhill, E. C, London.

JOYCE'S SPORTING AMMUNITION.
[ESTABLISHED 1820.]

The attention of Sportsmen is invited to tbe following
Ammunition, nf the best quality, now in general use throughout England,

India and the Colonies : Joyce's Treble Waterproof and F 3 Quality Percussion
Caps ; Chemically-prepared Cloth and Felt Gun Wadding- ; Joyce's Gas-Tight Car-
tridges, for Pin-fire and Central-fire Breech-loading Guns ; Wire Cartridges, for killing

game at long distances, and every description of Sporting Ammunition. Sold by
all gun-makers and dealers in gunpowder.

FREDERICK JOYCE & CO., Patentees and Manufacturers,
Oct. 29. 57 Upper Thames street, London.

F
LIEBIG COMPANY'S

finestand Cheapest Sleat-flavorin.
DiBhes and Sauces.

EXTRACT OF MEAT.
Stock for Soups, Made

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT,
An Invaluable and Palatable Tonic in all Cases of Weak

Digestion and Debility. " Is a success and boon for which Nations should feel

grateful." See " Medical Press," " Lancet," "British Medical Journal," etc.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
(Caution—Genuine only with fac-simile of Baron Uebig-'s
J Signature, in blue ink, across Label.

This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substitutes being in

the market. ^ _^_

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
nno be had of all Store-keepers, Orocers and Chemists. Sole

"I Agents for the United States (wholesale only), C. David & Co., 9, Fencbureh
Avenue, London, England. Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, San
Francisco. June 10.

he Summer Sun and Dust. Ladies and all exposed to the scorching
rays of the sun and heated particles of dust, will rind that the most
cooling and refreshing preparation for the face, hands and arms, is

owlands' Kalydor, which eradicates all prickly Heat, Sunburn, Tan,
Freckles, Stings of Insects, etc., and produces a beautiful and delicate

complexion

.

owlands' Macassar Oil prevents the hair falling off or becoming dry
during the hot weather, and eradicates scurf and dandruff.

Rowlands' O tl on to is the purest and most fragrant Tooth Powder ever used,
and contains no acid or mineral ingredients, which are so detrimental
to the teeth and gums. Its purity especially adaptB it for the teeth of

young children. Ask any dealer in perfumery for Rowlands' articles,

of 20, Hatton Garden, London.

T
R
R

$66 a week in your own town. Terms and $5 outfit free.
Address H. Hallett & Co., Portland, Maine.
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NOTABILIA.

U« n u aUto u dri.Mi •
Crpraa bkrit u aQwnaHmHu
Kaakilarbctaua Ion

I.T.I,

THE PEDDLERS SONO

'«!»*«' «1« lh»lr d«ara:
. .!>. I. .4 MMl,

t>UT.
Bajr, 1Mb, or «Im tout Imm cry.

WILLIAM 8MAUrtU»

"WaiteiT he called, »fu>r vainly trujnjlinp with knife and fork f»r On
minute* on an all«r*d pring chicken. "Waiter, bring m« * chilli

»n»i a heavy hammer, f«.r I'm interental now. .in.)

: what material this thine iommle:" That b about bo*
San Franciaco are aerred at the avoran restaurant of thf

j

taodar, juicv viaml« arrve*! op in kbc I.*t stvle, thev munt k'» t^ Swain'*
.'13 Sutter street. The nippan, loan reams, and the

people you meet there, are all of the beat.

The preacher had risen anil given the hymn.
Ami all wm still iu a moon,

When old Deacon Bolts, so sober and irrini,

(Juite rev'rently entered the ho

His new cow-hide booti just squeaked like a door
With hinges quite rusty ami old;

Hi* hair, it was plastered behind and before

With oil, as if formed in a mold.
The ten foolish virgins which came without oil

Was the text which the good man had given.
And old Mrs. Hobson thought Botts need not toil.

If oil was a passport to heaven.

But good Mrs. Cloverseed truthfully said
That old Deacon Botts must be mad,

To use so much oil on the top of his head
When bis boots needed greasing so bad.

In Spain, an old custom among the rural people is never to eat fruit
out of doors without planting the seed. The roads are lined with trees,
whose fruit is free to all. An old proverb says: " The man has not lived
in vain who plants a good tree in the right place.*' Nor has he lived in
vain who has placed a dollar where it will do good. A thing of beauty is

a joy forever. He or she who would have such a joy must needs have a
photograph taken by Bradley & Kulofson.

One may be witty even at tbe last moment, though it is not usual.
" What a spectacle!" said a tender-hearted man as he saw a poor fellow
dangling in the air at an execution. "Yes," grimly replied a prisoner;
'* and when my turn comes there'll be a pair of spectacles."

A writer in London Truth says that nowadays everything is "smart"—
a sermon, a concert a dinner party, a dance, a dress, a bouquet, a wed-
ding or a house, and the other day a man was talking of a 'smart' funeral.
The word Smart was misapplied in all those matters. But the really
smart invention of the time is the photographs by the News Letter Me-
dallion Co.,which are gummed, perforated, and in shape like a postage-
stamp. Only $2.50 per hundred.

A South Carolina girl, twelve years old is the bride of a clergyman.
So one clergyman can't tell the difference between a baby and woman
when it comes to either marrying them themselves or marrying them to
Bome one else.

—

Philadelphia News.

A young man named Farquhar, famed in the London clubs for his

wit and beauty, has determined to go on the stage, being encouraged
thereto by the success of Mrs. Langtry. But, beauty is as beauty does.

The way to beautify your houses is to keep them as newly painted as the
flowers of the morning. The right men to do the work for you are Messrs
Noble Bros., of 642 Clay street. They paint houses, signs etc., at the
lowest rates.

Claude writes us asking how long we keep manuscript that is sent us.

We will keep yours, Claude, until we have enough to send to the waste-
paper buyers, for it has been the rule of our life to reject copy from any
one who writes the personal pronoun, I, thus: i.

Few men have perfect eyeBight. There is just one thing to mend it.

Few have hearts that rejoice exactly when they want them to. There is

but one thing that will make joyfulness bubble up clear and limped like a
draught from a crystal spring. "What is that?" exclaims every body.
It is the pure and unadulterated liquors, sold only by P. J. Cassin & Co.,
in retail quantities at wholesale prices. Corner of Washington and Bat-
tery.

The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals will be rejoiced

to learn that an Indiana Man, while in the act of kicking his faithful mare,
got his foot entangled in her tail and was dragged around the yard several

times.

—

Courier-Journal.

A fashion item says the belle of the period now wears at her waist
belt a little music-box faintly playing a Bingle tune. The average Amer-
ican girl can put on enough airs without attaching a music-box to her
waiat. But, she is taking a new departure lately. She is taking cooking
lessons, and finds that the Arlington Range sold by De La Montanya of

Jackson street, below Battery, is the very best.

Nuisances of Country Life.
—"'Eavenly little retreat of yours,

Brown ? So peaceful, I call it!" "Yes, if it wasn't for the bloomin' row
the nightingales kick up after dark!"

Both Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and Blood Purifier are

prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue, Lynn, Mass. Price of either,

91. Six bottles for $5. Sent by mail|in the form of pills, or of lozenges,

on receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham freely answers
all letters of inquiry. Enclose 3c. Btamp. Send for " Guide to Health
and Nerve Strain."

Lawrence Barrett ought to act pretty well the coming season, as he has
just had a race-horse named after him.

- Well, yM, I wm. aomethinjr of a free-trader, but if that horrid ere.
lawLamtry

, wM|
*' «. H.. t, h <d tl.-' n \L.ii .' M' . ! t- •'

( ,,..... 1* i. '.. ••. ft...
trad* and protection to bay Uw imperii)

I ..rdinanr paint, and M taparvloui i., . nM ,.r rain that \* p

An Inahman «tayit>K at Brighton b oretUtsd with a "good thinK'."

ng lady at the
<.rand Hotel buffet But thbbn't a lady," he Indignantly replied, "this
i» my *1n,

Mba Bite* i- a candidate f--r Superintendent of Pabllo Instraotu
m Indiana. It i* to be hoped that the paragraphem will not Uke thin 00-

Uj brine tip the old gag an to what iirn-.ranre if. But. ho i-

of a blly, and h not wlai who hai not bought one ..f the nobby hate of the
period which are sold only by White the hatter of t".t

|
., Htreet

Ob. fthoot the man,
With the palnvleai Eatt

(

Who carrits a red, red nose;

\nl mya, "Whoofl Whew!
Sol enough for you f*

Which in all the creature knows.

Necessity t* the mother of Invention." Dtwaaeeol the liver, kid-
neyn ami boweli brought forth that bi medy Kidney-Wort
which is nature's normal curative for all those I ,t.* In either
liquid or dry form it is a perfectjemedy for those terrible diseases that
cause so many deaths.

Boston girla at the seaside prefer to waltz with each other than endure
a man.

J. F. Cutters Old Bourbon. -This celebrated whisky is for sale by
all hrst-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark star within a shield.

Best pictures taken at the Imperial Gallery, 724$ Market street.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,
Sawing, Planing and Manufacturing—Doors, Sashes, Blinds and

Mouldings-Turning, Scroll and Jig Sawing-Counters,
Bar and Store Fixtures.

Finishing Work for Buildings on Hand and Made to Order.
217 to 225 Spear SI., and SIS to 226 Stewart St., S. P.

The largest and oldest established mill on the Pacific Coast.
D. A. Mcdonald, Pres't. R. 9 Falconer, Sec'y. W. N. Miuir, Supt

[March 26.)

F. N. Neuval. ¥. S. Somervell.
PACIFIC ASPHALTUM COMPANY.

Established 1865-
Proprletors of the Celebrated Corral de Piedra Asphaltum Mine,

(San Louis Ooispo County).

Dealeva in Crude and Refined
ASPHALTUM. FELT AND ROOFING MATERIAL.
Prepared Asphaltum for Country Orders always on hand. Contractors for Side-

walks, Roofs, Floors and General Asphaltum Work. All Work Guaranteed.

Officeand Depot, 420 Jackson.
| Branch Office, 422 Montgomery,S.F.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,
Agents for BICOBD'S RESTOEATIVE FILLS.

635 Market Street Sail Francisco, Cal.
PALACE HOTEL. June 24.

R. CUTLAR, D.D.S.,

Has Removed His Dental Office

From 715 Clay Street to No. 28 Post Street.

Office Maura—From 10 A..M. to B .P.Jf.

[May 6.]

DR. R. BEVERLY COLE
Mas Returned from Europe,

And Resumed Practice at his New Offices,

218 POST STREET, above Dttpont. [July 29.

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,
OCULIST.

ITlormerly at TVo. 313 Bush street, lias removed to Pbelan's
J Building, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 m. to 3 P.M.

Take the Elevator. May 27.

DR. JAMES W. KEENEY,
OFFICE AND RESIDENCE: 22 MONTGOMERY STREET.

HOURS: 2 to 4, 7 to 7:30 p.m.
SUNDAYS: 3 to 4 p.m. April 9.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 215 GEARY ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.

Feb. 5.] OFFICE HOURS: 1 to 4 P.M.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL, AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

360 FOVRTM STREET, SAJf FRAJfCISCO.
[ Jnly 15.]

$72' $12 a day at home easily made . Oostly Outfit Free

.

Address True &, Co
.
, Augusta. Maine

.
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BIZ.

Imports during the week have been liberal, consisting of the usual

variety of assorted merchandise, and embrace the cargoes per British bark

Dilbhur, 152 days from London, to MesBrs. Dickson, De Wolf & Co., con-

sisting of 220 tons Pig Iron, etc. The British bark Dunkeld, 145 days

from Hull, England, to Messrs. Balfour, Guthrie & Co., has for cargo:

Coal, 1,171 tons; Pig Iron, 200 tons, and 59 tons Wbiting, etc. The Brit-

ish steamer Australia, of the Pacific Mail Steamship Line, 24 days 10

hours from Sydney, via Honolulu 7 days 9 hours, brought Government
Mails, 195 passengers, and for cargo, from the Colonies, Sydney: Pig Tin,

1,951 ingots; Treasure, £9S,636-from Honolulu: Sugar, 2,970 bags ;
Ban-

annas, 744 bunches; Hides, etc. The ship British Duke, from Liverpool, to

Messrs. Rodgers, Meyer & Co., brought Iron, Salt, etc., and the British

ship Raspigaden, from Newcastle, to same consignees, had 2,468 tons

Coal.

Exports for the week include the usual number of Wheat-ladened ves-

S' Is for England, also a valuable cargo of general merchandise to Hono-
lulu, per lOTk Discovery—value, S36.617. The Pacific Mail steamship

Granada, hence for Panama and way ports on the 2d inst., carried en

route for New York : Brandy, 2,319 galls : Coffee, 9,120 lbs; Copper Bul-

lion, 89,779 lbs; Pig Lead, 306,893 lbs; Wine, 70,364 galls; value, §123,543;

also, to Central America: Flour, 3,300 bbls ; Bice, 5,000 lbs; Tallow, 33,-

081 lbs; Wheat, 1,732 ctls; value, S31.577 ; to Mexican ports: Cocoa, 2,990

lbs; Coffee, 40,142 lbs; Fruit, 262 pkgs; Wine, etc.; value. 88,597; to Pan-
ama: Flour, 676 bbls; Eice, 31,642 lbs; Tea, etc.; value, 87,851; to South
America: Quicksilver, 100 flasks; Flour, etc.; value, 81,803; to Hamburg:
Wine, 47 galls; Copper Bullion, 1,263 lbs; value, $1,625; to London: Seal

Skins, 10 cases; value, $5,474.

The ship David Crockett, hence for New York on the 1st, carried

Wool 1,152,201 lbs., Wine 14,500 galls., Salmon 1,000 cases, Bags 246
bales. Sperm Oil 10,580 galls., do Coast Whale 16,400 galls.. Copper Ore
269,607 lbs., Chrome Ore 1,437,200 lbs., Pig Lead 193,163 tbs., Honey
347 cases, Cedar Logs 363, etc.

August exports by sea of Produce and Merchandise aggregated S4,-

539,900, against $4,603,300 in August, 1881, making a total since January
1st of $35,567,700, against S29.767.600 for the same time in 1881. The
details thus far this year are asfollows: New York$3,346,500, Great Britain
$18,126,400, Belgium Sl,510,200, France $1,522,700, Germany $3,200, Ha-
waiian Islands $1,673,400, British Columbia $1,057,900, Mexico $1,656,-

300, China and Hongkong $3,625,700, Japan $302,000, Peru $33,500,
Chili $8,700, other S. A. ports $71,400, Australia $1,004,900, New Zea-
land S149.900, Society Islands $240,200, Philippine Islands S2.600, other
Pacific Islands $63,500, Central America $575,700, Panama $157,200, Si-

beria $117,400, Cape Town S150.100, Cape Verde Islands $269,300.

Treasure shipments from San Francisco, in August, were $782,055,
against $892,100 in August, 1881, making a total since January 1st of $8,-

154,825, against $8,830,900 during the same time last year.

Coffee.—The comparative receipts by sea from January 1st to September
3d, inclusive, during the last five years, compare as follows: in 1878, 105,393
bags ; in 1879, 78,287 bags; in 1880, 148,186 bags ; in 1881, 103,790 bags ;

in 1882, 146,105 bags. In the early part of the fortnight under review
there was considerable activity in this article, due to the steady demand
both for home consumption and for overland shipment. Local dealers
bought principally of the fair qualities of Costa Rica and Salvador, on
account of their comparative cheapness. In the laat few dayB business
has already felt the influence of the weaker tone of the Eastern markets,
there being now very little disposition to buy. Prices, however, remain
unchanged, and we quote strictly Choice Costa Eica at llj@lljc; Fair
to Good Costa Eica, mixed with black beans, 8@9$c; Superior Guate-
mala, HJc; Fair to Good Bleached Guatemala, 9@10c; Good Costa
Eica, 9i@10ic. ; Inferior or Ordinary Costa Eica, 5@7ic; Fair to Good
Green Guatemala, 10@llc. ; Good unwashed Salvador, 9i@9fc.

Sugars.—Prices are unchanged, with a liberal stock of Raw and Re-
fined, chiefly Hawaiian. An invoice of 350 bags Central American Sugars
have been Bold to refiners at 6+.@7c., duty paid. The remainder of the
lots recently arrived from that quarter is of high grade, and more suitable
for export. Quotations are: Eefined Crushed, 12Jc. # lb.; Refined Yel-
low, 10J@10|c. # lb. ; Hawaiian, grocery grades, 7i<2>SJc. $ lb. ; Central
American Centrifugals, polarizing 96 per cent., 7Jc. $ lb.; Central Ameri-
can Muscovadoes, bright, polarizing 84@91 per cent., 6@7c. D? lb.; Central
American Muscovadoes, low refining, 5@05C $ lb.

Coal.—During the past week several cargoes of Scotch Coal to arrive
have been sold at advanced figures, leaving but a few on the list of unsold,
and the holders of these are looking for higher figures to rule as the season
advances. Prices for loading both Scotch and English continue to stiffen
up, ships on the other side being unobtainable unless at advanced rates of
freight. Australian Coal remains the same as last week, tending weaker.
Lehigh Lump is plentiful on spot, and a little higher in price for ship'-
ment. Cumberland unchanged.

Paints in Oil are again lower. Whittier, Fuller & Co. have reduced
their price for " Pioneer" to 6ic. Competition is sharp between the lo-
cal factory and Eastern brands.

Nails.—Prices ex-ship ha\e been advanced to $4 50@$4 75 per keg as
the basis rate.

Fi
?
n
-—

J'he Fall fishing season for Salmon opened on the 1st, but
greedy fishermen started in before time, and having caught some 20,000
Salmon in their nets and the extreme hot weather setting in, they were
obliged to throw them all overboard, spoiled on their hands. Since the
arrival of the schooner Isabel, from Behring Sea, with 50,000 noted in
our last, the price has been reduced one cent per pound. The price of
H all fcjalmon has not yet been established.

The arrivals from foreign ports, the last few days, have been quite
numerous and include the following: Ship Palestine, from Liverpool 128
days to Williams Dimond & Co., with Steel Rails 6,654, Salt 320 tons,
Sal Soda 200 lbs., Caustic Soda 90 dms. ; Br. ship Amphitrite, 137 days
from Glasgow to Balfour, Guthrie & Co., with Pig Iron 1,000 bons, Fire
Brick 59,500, Coal 914 tons, etc.; Br. bark Hawarden Castle, 123 days
from Liverpool, to Lowenthal, Livingston & Co., with merchandise- Ger
bark Don Enrique, 53 days from Valparaiso, Nuts, etc., to Macondray &

Co. ; bark Ferris S. Thompson. 19 days from Kahului, to J. D. Spreckels
& Bro., with 469 bags Sugar; hark D. C. Murray, 25 days from Hono-
lulu, to J. C. Merrill & Co., with Sugar 4,315 bags, Rice 1,206 bags, Mo-
lasses 156 bbls, etc.; bark E. L. Pettengill, 16 days from Honolulu, to
Williams, Dimond & Co., with Sugar 1,326 pkgs., Molasses 520 bbls.;

bark Calbarien, 23 days from Honolulu, to Jones & Co., with Sugar 3,474
bagB, Rice 2,880 bags, etc. Besides the above we have a number of ves-
sels in ballast.

Atlantic Ports.—From New York we have ship Columbus, 137 days,
to John Rosenfeld, with a large cargo of General Merchandise; ship
Theobold, 268 days from Philadelphia, via Callao 55 days, mdse. to John
Rosenfeld.
From the North.—We have ship Canada, from Seattle, with 1,950

tons Coal; Umatilla, same port, with 2,400 tons Coal; ship Osceola, from
Departure Bay, with 1,710 tons Coal; ship Charter Oak, from same,
1,290 tons Coal; bark Malay, from same, with 715 tons Coal.

From the Arctic Ocean.—We have the whale-bark Thomas Hope,
with 142 bbls. Oil, 385 bbls. Whalebone, 5 cks. and 5 pkgs. Ivory, etc.

This vessel brings us an account of the loss of the steam whaler North
Star, crushed by the ice. All hands, officers and crew Baved. Value of
ship and cargo 875,000, and insured fcr only $20,000.

Coal receipts at this port for the month of August, 84,900 tons domes-
tic and foreign, and for eight months of current year 547,600 tons, against
545,100 tons same period in 1881.

Freights and Tonnage.—Grain freights have declined some during
the week. Late engagements include Blairhoyle, 1,291 tons Wheat, to
Cork, 51s. 3d.; Helikon, 1,487 tons, same voyage, 50s. 3d.; Maulesden, 1,-

500 tons, same voyage, 51s. 3d.; Kingsport, 1,174 tons, same voyage, 48s.
(re-charter); Respigadera, 1,629 tons, same voyage (prior to arrival), 60s.

There are on the berth thirty-eight vessels, 50,088 tons; disengaged, forty-
seven vessels, 65,616 tons register, and to arrive in five months a fleet of
294,000 tons; same time in 1881, 380,000 tons.

Wheat.—The Spot market is languid, with few sales reported. Ship-
pers, however, buy in the country on the basis of SI 65 for good No. 1
Shipping; millers pay $1 67i@l 70 per ctl for extra choice lots. At the
Call Boards there is considerable business in Futures that are chiefly
speculative and have very little influence upon the regular market.

Barley seems to be greatly inflated—notably Feed, which iB largely
sold at the Call Boards—mainly Futures looking to a corner. We quote:
Spot, $1 30 J? ctl, Feed ; new Brewing, SI 40 ; old Brewing, $2 10;
Chevalier, $1 45@1 50 $ ctl.

Corn, Oats and Rye.—Yellow Corn is quiet at $1 75 # ctl. Oats
may be quoted at $1 60@.$1 65 ^ ctl. Eye, $1 85@$2 # ctl.

Wool.—The market is dull, with few sales. Prices for Fall clip 12J@
15c; Spring clip, 18@27c.

Hides.—Dry Hides are in active request at 20c.

Tallow.—There is a good export demand at 10@llc. for Eefined.

Exports of Wheat and Flour by sea from July 1st, 1882, to Septem-
ber 7tb, 1882: Wheat, centals, 2,486,100; Flour, barrels, 236,368. Same
period in 1881, Wheat, centals, 3,191,102; Flour, barrels, 174,039.

Grain Fleet.—From July 1st, 1882, to September 6th, 1882, 61 vessels,

carrying 2,474,577 centals Wheat, value $4,225,735. Same period in 1881,
81 vessels, carrying 3,188,142 centals Wheat, valued at 84,754,843.

St. John's Presbyterian Church, Post Street.—The Rev. Dr.
Scott, pastor, will preach Sunday at the usual hours. The public cor-
dially invited to attend.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Hale and Norcross Silver Mining- Company. ---Location of

principal place of business, San Francisco, California. Location of works,
Virginia Mining District, Storey County, Nevada.—Notice is hereby given that at a
meeting of the Board of Directors, held on the twenty-fifth day of August, 1882,
an assessment (No. 75) of Fifty (50) Cents per share was levied upon the capital stock
of the Corporation, payable immediately, in United States gold coin, to the Secretary,
at the office of the Company, No. 58 Nevada Block, No. 3U9 Montgomery street,

San Franc ; sco, California.

Any stock upon which this assessment sha!'. remain unpaid on the TWENTY-
EIGHTH day of September, 1882, will be delinquent and advertised for sale at public
auetion ; and unless payment is made before, will be sold on THURSDAY, the
NINETEENTH day of October, 1882, to pay the delinquent assessment, together wj£h
costB of advertising and expenses of sale. By order of the Board of Directors,

JOEL F. LIGHTNER, Secretary.
Office—No. 58 Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cat.

[Sept. 2.1

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
CON. VIRGINIA MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 18
Amount per Share T 30 Cents
Levied August 10th
Delinquent in Office September 16th
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock October 14th

A. W. HAVENS, Secretary.

Office—Eoom 26, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal-

ifornia. August 12.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.

BODIE TUNNEL AND MINING COMPANY.
Assessment No. 6
Amount per Share 10 Cents
Levied August 5th
Delinquent in Office Sept. 11th
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock : Oct. 2d

CHAS. C. HARVEY, Secretary.

Office—Room 1, No. 309 California street, San Francisco, Cal. Aug. 12.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
CONSOLIDATED PACIFIC MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 5
Amount per Share 25 Cents
Levied August 19th
Delinquent in Office September 27th

Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock October 17th
F. E. LUTY, Secretary.

Office—Room 5, No. 330 Pine Btreet, San Francisco. Cal. Aug. 26.
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A very rich and handsome display of carriages is made by the firm of
O. F. willey A »'->., of 427 Montgomery street. The vehicles exhibited
are of almost endless variety, both as to construction and cost, hut all are
well wurth examining, no matter what maybe the length or brevity of
the spectator's purse. The firm of Willey & Co. have not their only
exhibition at the Mechanics' Fair, however. Nor is their display confined
to their Montgomery-street establishment. The prettiest torn-oats on
the splendid drives of the Park aud the Cliff House road are their best
advertisement. Watch the " upper ten "—the "carriage people '—shop-
ping on Kearny street any 6ne afternoon, and depend upon it that the
finest equipages are from Willey & Co.

H. N. Cook, the well-known manufacturer of leather belting and hose,
whose establishment is situated at the corner of Fremont and Market
streets, has an exhibit which should be of the greatest interest to all who
know anything about the articles in question. Here are to be seen two of
the largest belts ever made on this coast, and indeed they are among the
largest in the world. They were manufactured by Mr. Cook expressly
for the new California Sugar Refinery. One is a double belt, 120 feet
long and 50 inches wide, aud weighing 1,450 pounds. The other is a dou-
ble belt, 100 feet long and 40 inches wide. These enormous proportions
can be best appreciated when we state that the belts required for their
making no fewer than 120 of the very largest and most carefully selected
hides, tanned by Mr. Cook with extra care. Mr. Cook has also on exhi-
bition some 400 feet of leather fire-hose, an article which is once more
coming into universal use after every other kind of fire-hose has, during
the past ten years, been experimented with and found wanting. Demands
for leather hose are particularly frequent from the country towns, owing
to the facts that the leather is superior, in point of durability under rough
usage, is not injured by climate and, above all, can be easily repaired by
the local saddler, should any break accidentally be made; whereas a simi-
lar accident to rubber hose would condemn an entire section of fifty feet.

This hose will stand a pressure of 200 pounds to the square inch. Mr.
Cook also makes a fine display of nozzles and other fire-gear, which shows
that his twenty years' experience in this line of business have not been
thrown away.

Certainly one of the handsomest and most attractive exhibits in the
whole Fair is that contributed by the old-established and famous
Baddlery firm of Main & Winchester, who have sent up from their vast
establishment at 214, 216, 218 and 220 Battery street, a magnificent col-

lection of harness, saddles, buggy robes, whips, with samples of all the
other innumerable articles pertaining to their line of business. The dis-

play possesses an additional interest from the fact that the goods are all

of California manufacture. The firm at the present time employs no
fewer than two hundred hands, many of whom are skilled workmen of
the highest grade, while the factory also gives employment and instruc-
tion in the art of saddlery to a great number of boys and girls. The
work turned out by this house is of such excellent make, quality and fin-

ish that throughout all the Western States and Territories from Montana
to Mexico, and from San Francisco to Salt Lake, the Eastern manufac-
turers have been nearly entirely driven from the field. It is only neces
Bary to examine the exhibit we have referred to iu the Fair to be con-
vinced that Main & Winchester have well deserved the almost unparal-
leled renown and success which they have attained in their important
branch of business on this coast.

A NEW AND NOTABLE DEPARTURE.
San Francisco leads the world in the perfection of its photography.

It is not alone, perhaps, the skill of the artists, though th-tti s admitted
to be unsurpassed, which gives this excellence of results. Tin clearness
of the atmosphere has not a little to do with it. From whatever cause, it

is certain that not even under the sunny skies of Italy are photogr; phs
taken with the superiority that is attained here. Our city is just about
to be adorned by a photographic gallery that will surpass all previous ef-

forts, and indeed it is doubtful if its equal may be found in all the world
besides. It is located in Blythe's new building, southeast corner of

Geary and Dupont streets, and is almost ready for occupation. The gal-

lery was specially built for the purpose to which it is to be devoted, and
is to be supplied with everything new. By a contract between Mr.
Blythe and Messrs. Bradley & Kulofson, who will occupy it, these world-
renowned photographers have had their own experience and taste given
effect to, regardless of cost.
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Ticket OlUce ail Hoiilicoinery Street
OOODALL, PKRKINS *<•(), Aftnta,

Sept ». No. 10 Marl - .n Francisco.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamer* of .his Company will sail from Bronilwny Hliarf

as follows :

For Vict.. riii, B.O., and Puget Sound Ports: On the 10th, 20th and 30th of each
iM.-tith ;mi.t|.i wli. n n h .l.i\ ; fall on a holiday, then on iln- .l.w prr\ inim), Steamer
of the 80th connects at Port Townsend with steamer "Cityof 0h< iter "for Ai.isna.

For Portland, Oregon, io connection with the <>. K ft n Co.: Every, days.
For San Luis Obispo, Santa Uarbara, Los Angeles and San Diego; 5th, 10th, 1.1th,

20th, 25th and 3uth of each month.
Kor Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Simeon, Cayucos, Qaviota, Santa Barbara and

Ventura: Every Wednesday at s a.m.
For Eureka, Areata, and Hookton, Humboldt Bay: Every Wednesday, o'clock.
For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc.: Every Monday.

Ticket Office, No. 314 Montgomery Street, near Pine.
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

Nov. 26. No. 10 Market street.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,

litor Japan ami Chlua, leave uharl, corner First and Bran.
I? nan streets, at 2 P.M., for YOKOHAMA AND HONGKONG, connecting at
Yokohama with Steamers for Shanghai.

OCEANIC Wednesday, Aug. 30th
COPTIC Saturday, Sept. 9th
GAELIC Thursday, Sept. 28th
BELGIC Saturday,' October 7th
ARABIC Saturday, October 28th
OCEANIC Thursday, Noy. 9th
COPTIC Tuesday, Nov. 21st

GAELIC Tuesday, Dec. 12th
BELOIC Saturday, Dec. 23d
ARABIC Thursday, Jan. 11th, 1883
OCEANIC Tuesday, Jan. 23d
COPTIC Saturday, Feb. 3d
GAELIC Saturday, Feb. 24th
BELGIC Thursday, March 8th

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates.
Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.'s General

Offices, Room 74, corner Fourth and Townsend streets.

For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific Mail Steam-
ship Company's Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN, General Passenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD, President. Sept. 9.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Standard Consolidated Mining Company,

San Francisco, Sept. 2, 1882.—At a meeting- of the Board of Directors of the
above-named Company, held this day, Dividend No. 45, of Twenty-five Centa (26c.)
per share, was declared, payable on TUESDAY, Sept. 12, 1832, at the office in
thia city, or at the Fanners' Loan and Trust Company in New York.

WM. WILLIS, Secretary.
Office—Room 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia. Sept. 9,

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
BELCHEB SILVER BUNING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 31
Amount per Share 25 Cents
Levied August 16th
Delinquent in Office September 2l8t
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock October 9th

JOHN CROCKETT, Secretary.
Office—Room 8, Stock Exchange building, No. 327 Pine street, San Francisco, Cal-

ifornia Aug. 19.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Balwer Consolidated Mining- Company, San

Francisco, Aug. 25, 1882.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the
above-named Company, held this day, Dividend No. 10, of Ten Cents (10c.) per share,
was declared, payable on TUESDAY, September 12th, 1882. Transfer Books closed
on Saturday, September 2d. 1882, at 12 o'clock M. This dividend is payable at the
Fanners' Loan and Trust Company, in New York, on all stock issued there, and at
the office in this city on all stock issued here. WM. WILLIS, Secretary.

Office—Room No. 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,
California. Sept. 2.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
' \iiiee or the Silver King Mining- Company, San Francisco,

• Sept. 6, 1882.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the above
named Company, held this day, a Dividend (No. 33) of Twenty-five Cents (25c.) per
hare was declared, payable on FRIDAY, Sept. 16, 1882, at the office of tbe
Company, Room 19, 328 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal. Transfer Books
will close September 9, 1882, at 3 P. m.

[Sept. fc] JOSEPH NASH, Secretary. _

DIVIDEND NO. EIGHTY-FOUR.
The Home Mutual Insurance Company will pay its regu-

lar monthly dividend of One Dollar ($1) per share upon its Capital Stock on
September 11, 1882. (Sept. 9.] CHAS. R. STORY, Secretary.
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.

It must be confessed that it is extremely difficult, if not impossible,

to reconcile and render consistent, one with the other, the war telegrams

from Egypt. We strongly suspect that this mixing up of things arises

largely from two causes, first, the new orders of the English War Depart-

ment, by which all the telegrams sent by war correspondents are subject

to revision by military officers appointed for that purpose, are having the

effect of suppressing everything like an accurate description of the real

movements of the British forces. This is practically what was intended

from the first. It was seen that if every movement and intended move-

ment were truly given in detail in the English papers, the information

thns conveyed could be flashed back to Eerypt and be as well known to

Arabi as to General Wolseley, within a couple of hours from the time the

facts were first dispatched by the correspondents. It was felt to be next

to impossible to make successful warfare on those terms, and hence the

new departure of the war office. The telegrams being constructed to

fool Arabi, they must necessarily at the same time tend to mislead the

public. Then it is pretty certain that they are not improved by being re-

hashed and re-dispatched to this country. Cooked .to suit the supposed

tastes of a portion of ye American citizens, they make a pretty jumble

of fact and fiction by the time they reach this country.

Tet it is not to be disguised that the British have a graver task in hand

than was at first supposed. They have undertaken to conquer Egypt at

the very worst period of the year, when the climate and disease are likely

to prove their deadliest foes. It is the period when the heat is extreme,

when the Nile overflows, when mists, miasma and fevers are fatal to for-

eigners, and when the land may be said to be plague-stricken. Stories of Na-

poleon's Egyptian expedition are now being retold. He, too, chose the

month of August for his campaign. His army, marchingover burning sands,

suffered a want of water for five days, of bread for fifteen, of wine for three

months. The Bedouins hung round its rear, cutting the throats of all who,

exhausted by thirst, could not keep up with the main body. Hundreds

were afflicted with dysentery ; officers resigned their commissions rather

than continue the march. Some dropped down dead from taintness.

Some blew out their brains in the presence of the Commander-in-Chief,

exclaiming. " Voita ton ouvrage." In this very week, on these very days,

eighty-four years ago, Napoleon's forces perished miserably in the desert,

and it was only the other day that the cable brought us an announcement

of the magnificent commissariat of the British, their hospital arrange-

ments, their balloons and telegraphic apparatus, and all the modern ap-

pliances of science. Science has advanced since Napoleon's days ; but the

sun still stands in the Egyptian heavens, and no method has yet been

found of escaping its torments.

But British pluck and endurance will in the end prevail, and it may
be, as we sincerely hope it will be, that the difficulties will not prove as

serious as we have presented them. Be that as it may, the result cannot

for a moment be in doubt. The British will accomplish their purpose,

Egypt will be conquered, a wise and permanent Government will be es-

tablished, and the road to India will for the future be rendered unassaila-

ble. The longer it takes to accomplish all this, the more thoroughly will

the work be done in the end.

Lord Dufferin, with his usual skill, has succeeded at last in bringing

the procrastinating and wily Turk to terms. The Convention has been

signed by which the Sultan declares Arabi a rebel, and agrees to send a

force of 3,000 men, under Baker Pasha, to aid the British forces in

Egypt. - This is valuable, as depriving the war of every possible pretense

of possessing a religious character. With Mussulman fighting against

Mussulman, there can be no holy war, no successful raising of the stand-

ard of the Prophet, and no successful cry by the Faithful against the "in-

fidel dogs." Mahomedans in India and elsewhere will be satisfied. The
Sultan, as the head of the Church, commands, and will receive, their al-

legiance. This has been the point about which British diplomacy has

been so persistent. The small contingent of Turkish troops sent to

Egypt will be of no great use, but the co-operation of the head of Ma-
homedanism will be of inestimable moral value.

The revolution in Corea, of which only very meagre details have as yet
reached us, is but a fulfillment of the melancholy prophecies of many who
have looked with disfavor upon the attempt to open the forbidden land to

foreigners. It seems inevitable that the breaking down of the walls of

Eastern exclusiveness shall be attended with bloodshed and violence. If

the accounts are not grossly exaggerated, Japan would seem to have no
alternative but to make war on and punish the Coreaus, about which
China may be expected to have something to say. By war both China
and Japan were opened to the outside world. Foreign trade was forced
into China at the point of the bayonet and with the thunder of foreign

guns. Before Japan could be peacefully opened to American commerce,
two Tycoons disappeared from the head of the Government, in succession,

under circumstances which historians say were at least suspicious. It is

likely that Iyeyoshi, who died very suddenly while the negotiations with
Commodore Perry were in progress, and Iyesada, his successor, who died
four years afterwards, while the new treaties were yet incomplete, were
really the victims of a palace conspiracy. During those critical periods,
the people of Japan were wrought up to a state of great excitement. To
such an extent did the terror of the natives go, that many of them, living

in the coast towns and in Tokio, packed up their worldly goods and effects

and were seen flying into the country, laden with their portable property,
as though there were an invasion or a great fire imminent. Some such
panic as this has undoubtedly seized upon the people of Corea, who have,
for so many centuries, lived in security and absolute seclusion from inter-
ference and observation of foreigners. The Coreans are of the same mixed
races from which the Chinese and Japanese are decended, although it ib

hardly correct, perhaps, to class the more easily-traced pedigree of the
Chinese of to day with that of the Japanese, which is certainly less easily
clear and distinct. But, whatever maybe the line of descent to which the
Coreans may lay claim, it is evident that they possess the same national
characteristics which distinguish their nearest neighbors on the West.

Married—In this city, September 6th, by Rev. Dr. Scott, Clarence A.
Howland and Miss Millie Chambers, both of this city.

AT THE FAIR.
Dear N. L:—One of your constant readers and admirers complained

the other day, that you had not given any social notes of the fair.

I asked him what he meant by "social notes," and was informed a re-

su?ne of the people who go as well as the wares on exhibition. So,
I thought I would act on the hint conveyed for your benefit and that of
your thousands of readers, pay a visit of inspection, so to speak, and re-

port what I saw.
I happened, most luckily, to pitch upon a night that seemed a favorite

with many of the bon ton ; and there was quite a delegation from Menlo
Park, which was explained by my friend Jack telling me an evening train
was run from there once a week, and this was the evening. There is no
use describing the Fair itself. The world and his wife have all been there,
and one Fair repeats itself so, there is really very little difference in one
from its predecessors. This one is of smaller dimensions to be sure, but,
for that reason, all the more cosy I think ; and the different stands on
each side of the main aisle are fitted up with great taste.

Notably so, the-tent like fixtures of the Standard Soap Co., which is

presided over by so sweet faced a lady,—she is as much admired as the
scented wares around her. Standing chatting with her, the very first fig-

ure I encountered was John F. Boyd ; and leaning over the counter of the
Abalone shells near by, was John Benson, trying his best to make up his
mind to invest in a shawl pin. Wondering if he would buy it, and who
the she was who would in such an event wear it. I passed hastily on, for
the crashing of the band in the vicinity was something awful, the drums
being actually deafening. Quite oblivious of the noise was Bernhard Na-
torp, who strolled along in solitary state, while his crimson cheeked bro-
ther was seated near the pop-corn stand, beside a flaxen-haired demoiselle,
both munching balls of that article with gusto. The candy stand was
surrounded by youths of all ages. Here, I saw Hyde Bowie distributing
boxes of bon-bons to a party of young girls, with the lavish generosity
which is so distinguishing a trait of his courtly Pater. The two MisseB
Eyres were so immersed in watching the man pulling candy from a hook,
they did not see me till I was close upon them, and then they apologized
for the absorption by telling me they were taking hints for a " candy pul-
ling " they had in contemplation at Menlo. What a crowd was round the
Jerusalem stand. One old matron of Hibernian cast of features and nu-
merous solitaires, was addressing one of the Egyptians in charge in a jar-

gon she called Spanish! A twenty dollar gold piece was speedily trans-
ferred from her pocket to his money drawer, and her two daughters with
reddish hair and snub noses, carried off bundles of bead necklaces, and
catholic shrines, guardian angels, rosaries, etc.

I also saw one of the Page boys buying a thimble case, but the throng
was so uncomfortable I betook myself to the gallery, and there viewed the
passing stream from above and below, taking in the Art gallery en route.

Ichi Ban's artist informed me he had just finished a screen for Lady Hes-
keth which bears upon its surface the figure of a Japanese baby, the face
of said infant being the counterfeit presentment of the lately arrived heir
to that British house. He also has transferred to a folding screen, differ-

ent faces of some seven or eight ladies. When I tell you the screen is the
property of a well-known bachelor lawyer, noted for his regard for not 8,

but 80 ladies, you will agree with me the conceit is a happy one to be thus
encircled by so many loved faces. In a corner of the Art gallery, I saw a
desperate flirtation going on between a dark browed married lady, and a
blond whiskered Teuton of musical tastes.

As I made my way round to a Beat on the other side of the gallery, I
observed Miss Jennie Flood with Major Rathbone standing before a two
wheeled cart, evidently comparing it with that which she has recently im-
ported for her country drives. Having reached my chair at last, I cast
my eyes downward, and the very first I caught sight of was Dr. Jim Keen-
ey who was playing escort to a diminutive blonde. Another Jim (Free-
born) was the next one I recognized, accompanying bis wife and one of the
Smith girls.

Actually, John Saunders swelled the stream, and with him Judge Ha-
ger. Where was the Madam I wonder ? The most dissatisfied expression
rested upon Miss Bessie Sedgwicks face; she did not like her escort I sup-
pose, and I don't blame her, for a more ungainly looking youth I never
saw.
The heroine of the Saratoga episode, Miss Scoofey, in an Eastern

"get up," slowly saunters along, with a foreign looking gentleman in

attendance.
The Johnson girls and their friend Miss Dore were tasting soda water,

and further on I could see the British Consul and his wife trying dough-
nuts. They had a bevy of young ladies in charge, the Misses Page, Ath-
erton, Ashe, and Blanding. Where were the beaux? Porter Ashe, Trux
Beale, and Jones, dubbed Safety in days of yore, were in quite another
direction. Mrs. Reis, in mourning, was watching the billiard playing,

and talking toMaiy, Gus Frank and handsome Miss Eckel were ah

o

in the crowd. Popular Mrs. Newton, of the Palace, was walking arm in

arm with Mrs. Lucian Herrman, followed by Mr. H. and the young lady,

who I did not know.
The Russian consul was buzzing about in a great state of excitement

between Madame Zeitska and some of her pupils. Dr. Piatt, in decided
contrast, was quietly seated near the chemical stand, evidently doing a
bit of analysis of his own on the passers by. But, to tell you of all I saw,
would fill too much of your Bpace, so I will stop now, and perhaps I may
give you some other time, a few items of an afternoon at the Fair ; and,
not whom I saw, alone, but what they were doing. Shall I ?

" Anon."

We are pleased to notice that a grand complimentary benefit is to

be given at the Baldwin Theatre to Chas. H. Goodwin, treasurer of the

theatre. No man better deserves a full bouse than he. Mr. Goodwin
was the manager of the Baldwin for years, and as such catered for the

public amusement with rare skill. He lost large sums in his bold enter-

prises, and now ought to receive a fitting acknowledgment of his past

services. The bill of Sunday evening's entertainment is a first-class one,

and it is certain that all who attend will have full value for their money.

Major John J. Harrigan, proprietor of the Pacific Lifet is a candi-

date for the State Senate from the Ninth Senatorial District. Perhaps
the best praise that can be accorded him is that he has dealt the bosses

some heavy blows, and hopes to get the nomination in spite of their

opposition.
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COMMFNTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
In spite of the fact that Sir Garnet Wolseley has conducted the

Egyptian campaign without paying much regard to the gratuitous advice
•f American editara, he seems to have got along pretty well after all.

Of course, the Ueoend did wrong in refusing to disclose his plans t<> the
representative liars of the New York and < Chicago papera, and, since the
rest of the penny-a-liner* in the United States take their cue from
veracious and unprejmlkr-d sources, it is no wonder that our loom] sdltonl
pronounce poor Wolseley incompetent to cope with the enemy. It.ap-

pears, however, that Sir Garnet had some faint idea of what he was about
for the battle of Tel-el-Kehir has knocked the Egyptian rebels into a
cocked hat, so to speak, and has given Egypt to England. There is no
metaphor about this last assertion. The other Powers may fume and
sputter as they will, but the British Bull Dog has got a firm hold on the
Land of the Pharoahs, and he won't let go without a weighty consider-

ation.

There can be little doubt that the victory is a complete and decisive

one. Cairo is occupied, Arabi is said to be a captive, and what remnants
of the Egyptian troops have escaped the sabre, bayonet and bullet are
cringing in abject submission before the invader. A more brilliant

campaign has never found a place in the annals of war. It is the fashion

in this country to belittle the undertaking by prating about " the strong
against the weak," and so forth. But people of intelligence, possessed of

ardinary information on such subjects, will readily acknowledge that the
campaign was attended* with extraordinary difficulties for the British.

The transportation by sea of troops, supplies, artillery, and all the muni-
tions of war, is a very different matter from the mere carrying of them
by land ; and fighting done in a strange country, under a climate to which
the men are unaccustomed, needs more skillful generalship than a conflict

carried on close at home and in a territory every inch of which ought to

be known. We mention these self-evident facts in allusion to our own
recent Modoc war, when our troops were for a long time shamefully
baffled and beaten by a handful of halt-starved and poorly-armed Indians.

When it comes to sniffing contemptuously at England's wars with "semi-
barbarians," that little Modoc difficulty is a convenient episode to re-

fer to.

A remarkable feature of Sir Garnet's success is a certain letter which
he wrote to his wife at the outset of the campaign, in which he said :

"The fighting part of my work will be over by September 15th." The
Eastern papers thought they had a huge joke in this bold assertion, and
have never since ceased to jibe and jeer at what they termed empty brag-

gadocio. Yet it is on this same 15th of September that we receive the

complete news that the "fighting part of the work" is over.

The diplomatic conflict is yet to come, however, and it is not easy to

foretell how it will end. England, of course, will take the lion's share of

the spoils, to which she is justly entitled; but there is likely to be a row
over the remnants. The Turk is getting mad because he got in too late.

Russia is sullen because England is successful. Italy is jealous of an
imaginary infringement on her " Mediterranean rights. France congrat-

ulates John Bull, but hates him in her heart. Germany is Btolidly

watching the polite Gaul on one hand and the sulky Muscovite on the

other. Austria sits by in silence, but keeps up a heap of thinking.

Heaven only knows how it will all turn out, and even Heaven won't
" post " us on the subject.

DEATH OF A RABBI.
Rev. Henry Vivader, D. D., rabbi of the Congregation Sherith

Israel, died Thursday morning at his residence, 806 Jones street. He
had been suffering for sometime past from a complication of diseases,

resulting in jaundice. His death was not unexpected, and when an-

nounced from the pulpit to his congregation, created a great deal of quiet

but deep sorrow. The' deceased was a native of Warsaw, Poland, and
was 49 years and 7 months old. He had been the rabbi of the Congre-

gation Sherith Israel for the past five years. Previous to this he was
stationed in Richmond, Va., and other parts of the East. He leaves a

wife, but no children. The funeral will take place next Sunday, and

will no doubt be very largely attended, as besides his congregation the

deceased had many friends.

Many journalistic notices, quotations and extracts, owing to the

heavy pressure on our columns, are, we regret to say, unavoidably omitted

this week.
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QUICKSILVER TRADE AND PRODUCT.
The deliveries of Quicksilver at San Francisco from the various mines

of the State during the month of August amounted to about 3,800 flasks.
The production of Quicksilver in California from January 1st to August
31st compares as follows:

Mines. 1881.
New Almaden, flasks 17,013
Sulphur Bank 8,158
Great Western 4,478
Napa Consolidated 3,885
Guadalupe 4,002
New Idria 1,585
Redington 1,574
Great Eastern 610
Various 439

1882.

17,462
3,634

3,611

4,038
782

1,276
1,288

1,020
137

Totals 41,744 33,248

Stocks.—The revival of business in miniug stocks, mentioned in our
last, continues at slightly lower average prices, with quick and sometimes
strong fluctuations. The music of the Board-room invites new traders,
charms the inveterate ehippers, and has materially increased the lobby
audience. As yet no index is given upon which to rest the recent rise
and activity, bo that its duration is more uncertain. The largest dealings
and sharpest changes of price are in the middle stocks, but the extremes,
both north end and Devil's Gate, keep their \ otaries busy. Considerable
business has been done lately in powder stocks, which are almost as dan-
gerous to touch as the high explosives thoy manufacture. At close min-
ing shares are steady with reduced amount of transactions.

The Lion Plucks the Eagle.—The American marksmen have met
with a bad defeat at Creedmoor, the British team having beaten them at
every range in the International Rifle Match. A similar fate has befal-
len the Hillsdale rowing-crew. The right of these gentlemen to row as
amateurs was disputed by the British oarsmen. The result was that a
yell went up in this country, the burden of which was that the English-
men were afraid of being whipped. Finally, the Thames Rowing Club
consented to waive technicalities, and try conclusions with the valiant
Hillsdales. The latter were badly beaten. It remains to be seen
whether the English will crow so loudly, and in such atrociously bad taste,
over these two victories, as we have lately been in the habit of doing when
the boot was on the other leg.

Will of B. B. Redding.—The will of B. B. Redding, dated April
25, 1873, bequeaths the estate, one-half to the widow and the residue to
his three children. An annuity of $500 to the father and mother of de-
ceased while they live. The real property consists of several tracts of
land lying in the various counties of the State, of 250 acres under cultiva-
tion in Brighton, Sacramento county, and a homestead and several lota in
San Francisco, of a value not yet determined ; also stocks, bonds and
other secrurities, and $5,500 in gold coin.

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.— New York, Sept. 15,
1882. United States Bonds^s, 120 ; 4£s, 113; ex-5s, 101£; ex-6s,

SterlingExchauge,484£@4 89. Pacific Mail, 47£. Wheat, 113@116: West-
ern Union, 92£. Hides, 24@24£. Wool— Spring, fine, 20@ 32 : Burry,
15@20 ; Pulled, 20@45 ; Fall Clips, 15@18 ; Burry, 12@14. Lon-
don. Sept. 15.—Liverpool Wheat Market, 9s. 6d. @ 9s. 9d.,"Cal.; 9s. 4d.@
9s. lid. Red Am. Spring. Bonds, 4s; 4£s, 15|; Consols, 99 9-16 @ 99f.
Money, — acct.; Silver, 52.g

There will be a swimming race to-day at Terrace Baths. Distance
one-third of a mile. Entries are Ohas. Spring, Ed. Fisher, F. L, Strena-
han, John Fulton, H. W. Morse. First prize, gold medal; second prize,
bathing suit.

London, Sept. 15.—Latest Price of Consols. 99 9-16.

Printed and Published by the Proprietor, Frederick Marriott, 607 to 615 Merchant Street, San Francisco, California.
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A BUCKLEY LAMB.
No 4.

Major Harry T. Hammond is a youth of some seven or eight and
twenty Summers, though he does not look more than twenty. Physically

he is older than he looks, and politically he is fully twice the age one

would take him to be. He ia steeped about as deep in the ways that are

dark and tricks that are vain of boss rule as any man we know. He is

another youth, like Marye, who has not commenced aright. His ambi-
tion, if rightly directed, would be laudable, but his methods of pursuing

it, to use a good, plain English word, are simply damnable. Well edu-

cated and well born, he might make a man of himself if be would, though
he is cast in a somewhat too effeminate mold to render that an easy task.

Bearing an honored name, sprung from highly respected parentage, favored

with a thousand advantages above the average of his fellows, with his

pathway in life greatly smoothed before him, he is ODe of the world's

favored sons. As the old adage hath it, he may be said to have been
"born with a silver spoon in his mouth." With the many accessories

available to him, he could, with industry and elevated aims, achieve a
noble future. A welcome guest in our city's highest society, an associate

of the fair and the beautiful, the virtuous and the good, and a favorite of

fortune generally, he yet has apparently no higher taste than to descend
from the pure atmosphere which those who love him strive to surround
him with, and frequent Buckley's not over savory saloon on Bush street,

which he would not have his lady friends pass if he would spare their

blushes ; and he never seems so happy as when acting as the carryall,

messenger, creature and subservient tool of the boss. He is, like Marye,
English, Greathouse, Bishop, Ferral, O'Grady, and others, the kind of

man the boss is in sore need of. It is he and his kind who make the bad
and corrupt rule which distinguishes the machines of both political parties
in this city possible. Without respectable, or, at least, presentable figure-

heads, the bosses could by no possibility solidify their power as they do.
It is anomalous that it should be young, or comparatively young, men
who lend themselves to a Btate of affairs that they of all others might
well strive to amend. Youth ought to be, and with all well regulated
minds it invariably is, the period of fearlessness, of courage to attack the
wrong, and of ambition to achieve the right. It should be the season of
enthusiasm, of earnest and elevated purposes, and of inspiring and noble
resolves. If a man deliberately, of his own free will, leaves a pure atmos-
phere in order to ally himself with all that Buckleyism represents, and
doeB so when he has only just arrived at manhood's estate, what is to be
expected of him in after life? That is what's the matter with Hammond.
What we said last week of Marye is measurably true of the gallant and
lithe Major. We had no hesitation in saying of the former that "he
would permit the boss to take him by the heels, poke his nose in the gut-
ter, and with it rake the garbage, if only thereby he hoped to make one
point on his way to Washington."
We do not say that the Major would get down that low, because we

do not believe he would. At any rate, as we have a doubt about it, we
give him the benefit of it. We incline to the opinion that his West
Point training would cause him to draw a line somewhere, and we
rather think, when he got down on his knees, he would no lower
go. There is just about that much difference between him and
Marye. Both cut subservient, docile and sorry figures as lambs in the
Buckley fold. Both seem to have contracted to do whatever the boss re-
quires of them. Grievous it is to see such young men throwing their fu-
ture prospects away. Sickening it is to find young men trained in a pure
atmosphere preferring to be useful scavengers in that which is unclean.
One would expect them, of all men, to revolt at the bare thought of being
so used. Yet no youthful indignation appears to trouble their souls. No
scruples as to the uses to which they lend themselves seem to rise up in
judgment to condemn their lack of manhood. No thoughts of the more
refined society they have left at home present any outward signs of vex-
ing their spirits. We wish it were otherwise; we would save them from
themselves if we could. That is the precise task we are attempting to
perform. We want to destroy boss power by depriving it of the assist-

ance of just such men as Marye and Hammond. That is the purpose,
and the only purpose, of these articles. We want to make it odious to be
associated for political purposes with the gang that rules politics in this
city. We have no hope of reforming the bosses. They are what they are
for gain. With them the spoils constitute a healing salve for every
wound. Take away from them, however, the tools with which they work
and they will be largely shorn of their power for mischief. If they cannot
be reached directly, they can indirectly through their creatures. Their
tools a-e amenable to criticism, if they are not. We believe that it is

possible to make their service bo odious that those who are in it will has-
ten to get out of it, and those who are not in will be exceedingly careful
to keep where they are. We believe that the peculiar abilities of the
News Letter could not be better employed than in rubbing salt brine
into the tender places of the boss system. We know hundreds of our
best citizens who agree with us. There must he thousands of others who
approve, for our circulation has marvelously increased since this expose"
began. We have evidently touched a chord to which the popular sym-
pathies respond. Several of our contemporaries have felt moved by the
popular feeling upon the subject to take up the work the News Letter
has so successfully pioneered. We welcome them all as allies in this most
useful journalistic endeavor. If our dailies bad long ago had the courage
of their opinious, they would have destroyed this noxious weed of bossism
that has well nigh choked our city government to death. Too many of
the proprietors had, like Greathouse, use for the bosses, and so allowed
them to become bold, reckless and triumphant, until at last they became
a power greater than the daily press cared to assail in an effective way.
But we are showing how to conduct assaults that hurt. We made the
last the unhappiest week of Marye's life, and unhappier ones are still in
store for him unless it should prove that he is already cured. We notice
a favorable sign. He has this week neglected to call " Buckley's own"
club together, but has left the Vice-President to perform that task, which
he himself has hitherto delighted in. That is a hopeful sign. We shall
not at this time bear as heavily on Hammond as we might, because we
think that, with his surroundings, he is a subject who will yield to com-
paratively mild treatment.
Yet we cannot refrain from telling a little story in this connection.

Major Hammond has been admitted to practice law. He was the
Buckley candidate for City and County Attorney at the last munici-
pal election. He was deemed adequate to the protection of the city's
interest in the very heavy litigation it had in hand. He was considered
an available man, and as useable as he was available. He was strong
with the militia police department, and other powers that be. This
proved to be true, for he ran ahead of his ticket and came within an ace
of being elected, and indeed we believe the office would have been his if he
had not been counted out, or if he had had the pluck to demand a re-count
as he promised to do. One night there was a row in Buckley's Baloon, a
thing that is liable to occur in all Baloons, but is particularly frequent in
those conducted on boss principles. An angry man, whom we will call A,
took up a soda-water bottle and Bent it flying at the head of a man
whom we will call B. B. ducked his head, and the bottle struck and
broke a costly mirror. After awhile the contestants were calmed down,
their angry passions were assuaged, hands were shaken, and drinks all

'round made the party as jolly as jolly could be. Harmony succeeded
discord, and fun and frolic became the order of the day, or rather of the
"we sma' hours of the morning." Then came the question as to who was
to pay for the broken mirror. By general acclaim our friend, the Major,
was appointed judge to determine the knotty point. Seated on a
beer barrel in the attitude in which he is represented in above illustra-
tion, he proceeded to hear and determine the case at bar. It was a bar
case anyhow. Buckley had first, however, taken the precaution to " tip
the wink" to the Judge that B. had money with which to pay a judgment,
whilst A. had none.
The Judge pro tempore, questioning A., said :

" are you sure that your
aim at B. was a true and direct one ?

"

A.—" Sure? indeed, it was, sor."

Judge.—" If B. had not ducked his head can you swear positively that
the bottle would have struck him ?

"

A.—" Begorra, it would, sor, as sure as you are a Judge, and I know
you're that by the looks o' yer, sor."

The Judge (questioning B.): " Did you see A. throw the bottle ?
"

B.—" You bet. Dot vas shust vot mine eyes did see."
Judge.—" Are you sure that if you had not ducked your head the bot-

tle would have struck yon ?
"

B.
—

" Mine Got ! Dot ish vot I am shust shure of. I bobs my head
as quick as one flash, and ze bottle goes right ober it and break ze lookin'
glass as shure as you live. If I not bobs my head, ze bottle breaks my
head and not ze lookin' glass. That's vot's ze matter, you bet."
The Judge then proceeded to deliver judgment. He said "the case

was one of the plainest that had ever came before him. Intent was the
essence of every offense. It was clear that A. did not intend to break the
mirror. That was not the objective point at which he aimed. He was,
therefore, not intentionally guilty of that wrong. Moreover, it was the
testimony of both parties that the aim was true and direct. B. so testi-

fied ; A. admitted the fact. He admitted that if he had not bobbed his
head, his head would have been broken and' not the mirror, it was, there-
fore, owing to his act of bobbing his head that the mirror was broken. It
follows that he is responsible and must pay the damages. Judgment ac-
cordingly."
The verdict was not appealed from. The interested mirror owners con-

gratulated the Judge on the remarkable fairness of his decision, drinks
were two or three times indulged in all round, and finally the damages
were paid by B., who doubtless thought that he had got off well in having
his pocket damaged rather than his head. A. vowed by St. Patrick that
the Major was " a moighty foine Jedge." The "Jedge's" health was
drunk many times, and the party continued on good terms with each other
until daylight, when they broke up, singing " for we are jolly good fel-

lows, and so say all of us."
Buckley's admiration of the "moighty foine Jedge" has been un-

bounded since that night. They have been inseparable as the Siamese
twins ever since. Hammond's fortune is to be made, if the boss can
make it with advantage to himself. But we are mistaken if fortune lies

that way. Public opinion indicates that the lambs of that fold are about
to fall on evil times. We shall see,

[ See Page Fourteen. ]
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Fair; but for to-morrow what their intentions may be is not jut known,
as* to quote the words of one of the party. " they do not care to have
their movements advertised in Advance, winning to avoid pnblldl

9uinrday they sail, at 10 a. m., on H. B. ML hip Qomm*, which has
been in ,M»rt since Tuesday last, for Victoria, The arrangements on
board that beautiful vessel are very complete for their comfort, quarters
having been built especially for them, and the Captain giving up to them
also the use of his own cabin, and taking one for the time being on the
lower deck.
The walls of the cabin prepared for the Princess Louise are draped in

light blue cashmere and white lare, as is also the glass of her drewW-ta
ble; the cushions of the chairs and the toilet articles being of light blue
satin, beautifully embroidered in colored Bosses by the lidSsa of victoria,
and is in its way a perfect little gem of a place.

The one intended for the Marquis, the other side of the deck, i* dons
np in green and gold brocade, which is also the prevailing color used in

the one devoted to the ladies in waiting upon Her Highness, adjoining
hers.

The royal party are looked for on their return in October, although it is

quite possible, if the climate suits the Princess, that they remain up
North during the winter for the benefit of her health.
We ought to congratulate ourselves that General McDowell's efforts

that he should not be retired till after the Lome visit have been crowned
with success, as there are not many of our commanding officers who bo
well understand the art of receiving and entertaining distinguished visit-

ors and properly upholding, not only the dignity of his position, but that
of the United States Government, as he does. He accompanied Mr.
Booker and Captain Gast, of H. B. M. Comua to Oakland to receive the
party, and returned with them to the city. On Tuesday evening he en-
tertained the Captain and some of the Comus officers at dinner at Black
Point.
On Friday evening last another of the pleasant Presidio hops took

Clace, which are always looked forward to, and enjoyed so much by the
eaux and belles of 'Frisco. But the interest manifested in the Mechan-

ics' Fair seems to absorb every other, and I have heard of several par-
ties made up for an evening visit there, with the adenda of ices and a
mild dance at home afterwards.
Last night the building was a mas3 of packed humanity, drawn

thither by the announcement that the Olympic Club would perform
some of the feats for which it is so justly celebrated. Everything they
did was well done, and the whole performance would have been one of
not only unqualified success, but of great interest, had it not been for

the unfortunate accident which marred the pleasure with which their
feats of strength and agility were witnessed, and came so near costing
one of their number his life.

Major and Mrs. Whitney have been spending their honeymoon up
among the mountains at Lake Tahoe and thereabouts, but are expected
back in town in a few days. Mrs. Elliott will give them two receptions
on the 19th and 21st, Mrs. Koutz one on Saturday afternoon next, and
then follows a very full dress party in their honor at Mrs. Montgomery
Godley's, whose daughter was one of Mrs. Whitney's bridesmaids.
Another bridal of last week was Miss Lemmen-Meyers and Mr. Bart-

ning, the bride and groom being brother and sister of the bride and groom
of the same name of last year's June. The wedding took place at the
South Park residence of Mr. Lemmen-Mayer, and was of rather a private
character, only intimate friends composing the wedding guests.

The Withingtons and Haggins have returned from their visit to Monte-
rey, and the Tevis'a will soon follow in their footsteps.

The Floyds are looked for on their return from Clear Lake, where they
have been all Summer, early next month.
Among the other social losses this Autumn can now be added the

names of Mrs. and Miss Parrott, who leave us in a short time for the
purpose of visiting Mrs. Judge Hayne, in Colorado, before joining their
son and brother and his wife, in Europe.
By the way, owing to the fostering kindness of Mr. Jack Parrott, we

are not to be deprived of our afternoon classical concerts this Winter, as,

notwithstanding his absence from our midst, he is still determined that
this community shall be properly educated in that respect, and therefore
furnishes the means and a great deal of the music for a series, to be
begun next month. The music of the past and the music of the future
have each their admirers, though I thinlc if the multitude told the truth,

they would say they were quite content with the music of the present:
else why are Patience, Pinafore, etcetera and so on, so popular, and
always draw such crowds to hear them be they well done or ill ?

I have heard much adverse criticism indulged in, as to the wisdom of

the young ladies in trying to make the approaching charity entertainment
for Grace Church an exclusive affair, as, in the cause of charity, one per-

son's money is generally considered as good as another's, and the more
taken in the better for the cause. But I am told that the lady managers
say that their announcement that the "lower classes " are to be strictly

kept out will have the effect of but adding to the demand for tickets to

their blue-blooded entertainment, and that anyhow quality, and not
quantity, is all they wish or care for.

The said entertainment will be given at Saratoga Hall toward the end
of the month, and consist of tableaux and music, both vocal and instru-

mental; all the performers belonging to the very cream of our society,

and under the general direction of that most industrious worker, Consul

..Ity. and will U maiwd bv th-w ^-11 known veteran., Mt-e.
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doubt, you will like to hs*r, as Illustrative of her good Bense. She has
chosen to dbptfm with the services of her mai.l servants on her trip up

'•Ha, sooner than crowd the Cmim with so many women, for (room
it would be difficult to provide accommodation, and will send those attend-
ants thither by the regular steamer. Fsux.
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THE CELEBRATED M -«VM BRAND,
SHirrKD DIRECT PROM TIIS

New Almaden Mine, New Almaden, Santa Olara County, California.

I
Nor ante In any qjamil i i.v. Trademark *' A" on top Of
1 flasks secured by United Status Patent, mid registered. Flasks contain 70J

lbs. quicksilver Weight and purity (fiiaronteed.

CAR-LOAD LOTS will he shipped from San Jose, P. O. B., (or UTAH, IDAHO,
ARIZONA, MONTANA and NEW MEMO ', or d-li\ ered at. I'uejtir Mail Steamship
Oompany'a Wharf, and Depot of S. P. R. R. Co., San FranciBco, without charge.
Railroad rates from San Jose are the same as from San Francisco.

J. B. It \ NIMH,, 320 Snusome street,

P.O.BOX 1078. [Sept. 16] San Francisco, California.

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.

J.
II- Haverly. Proprietor; Fred'k W. Bert, Man»ffer.-»
Positively Last Week of A. M. Palmer's UNION SQUARE THEATRE CO.

and G. R. Sims' Great Melodrama,

The Lights o' London!
"The Union Square Company enter upon their last week at Haverly 'a California,

with the proud satisfaction of knowing that their engagement is the most successful

with which this Theater has been favored."— 8. F. Vail, September 10.

This (Saturday) Evening, September 10th, last performance. Secure your seats

early and avoid the rush.

Monday Evening, September 18, the eminent actor, FRANK MAYO, and his

Complete Dramatic Company, in Murdock's Beautiful Idyl of the Backwoods,

DAVY CROCKETT. Sept. 10.

THE BALDWIN THEATRE.
Gnstave Frohniau, l-essce; E. SI. Roberts, Acting Manager.

This (Saturday) Evening, MATINEE SATURDAY, THE NATIONAL
SUCCESS,

Hazel Kirke! Hazel Kirke!
^= Popular Prices.

Monday Evening, September 18th, 1750th CONSECUTIVE PERFORMANCE.
Elegant Russia and Gold Farewell Souvenirs presented to ladies. Sept. 18.

TIVOLI OPERA HOUSE.
Eddv street, nenr Market. --Kreliiisr Bros., Sole Proprie-

tors aiicl Managers.—GLORIOUS TRIUMPH of the Newly-Appointed

Opera House, and GREAT SUCCESS of Verdi's Grand Tragic Opera,

Ernani

!

With the following Artists in the cast: Miss Louise Lester, Miss Louise Leighton,

Miss Kate Marchi, Mr. T. W. Eckert, Signor Parolini, Mr. M. Cornell, Mr. E. N.

Knight, Signor Napoleanyi, Mr. Richard Valerga,

General Admission the same as heretofore; 25 cents extra to reserve. Seats sold

one week in advance. Box Office open daily from 10 A. m. Sept. 16.

W|NTER QARDENi
—

Stockton street, between Post and Sutter.—Stahl * Maack,
Proprietors.—This Evening, and Every Evening until further notice, by the

WINTER GARDEN OPERA COMPANY, Grand Reopening of this popular place of

amusement (after an expenditure of thousands of dollars, making it the most

attractive resort of the people of San Francisco), with the Grand Spectacular Opera

Masaniello

!

(LA MUETTE DE PORTICI.) Re-engagement of the popular Tenor, Mr. Frank

Roraback- Miss Annie Ainsworth, M'lle Bertha, Mr. Arthur Messmer, Mr. Fred

Bomeinann, Mr. M. Forster, and all the favorites in the cast. New and beautiful

Scenery painted for the special production of this Opera by George Bell. Sept. 16.

CALIFORNIA SCHOOL OF DESIGN.

This School will open for the Ifext Term on Monday., Sept. 18th.

Terms (payable In advance): Oil Painting—8SO for the
Term, or $12 per Month; Drawing—$24 per Term, or $10 per Month.

For further particulars inquire at the ROOMS, 430 PINE STBEET.

fc£w ]

°mmiUee SCh°01
°'

De8ign -

VIRGIL WILLIAMS, Direetor.

PROF. JOS. JOSSET,
Graduate or tne University of Paris; Ex. Professor of De

la Mennais' Normal, France; late of Point Loma Seminary, San Diego. Pri-

vate Lessons in the French Language. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, between

Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 p.m. Private Lessons given at the res-

idence of the pupil. Dec. 6.
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THE LADY'S "YES."

[BY ELIZABETH HARRIET BROWNING.]

( Yes!" I answered you last night ; Yet the sin is on us both

—

'No!" this morning, sir, I say;

Colors seen by candle light

Will not look the same by day.

Time to dance is not to woo

;

Wooer light makes fickle troth ;

Scorn of me recoils on you!

Learn to win a lady's faith

Nobly, as the thing is high;

Bravely, as for life or death,

With a loyal gravity.

When the tabors played their best,

Laughs above and laughs below,

"Love me," sounded like a jest,

Fit for " Yes, or fit for "No!

Call me false, or call me free-

Vow whatever light may shine

;

No man on thy fall shall see

Any grief or change on mine.

By your truth she shall be true,

Ever true, as wives of yore

;

And her "Yes!" once said to yon
Shall be "Yes!" for evermore.

Lead her from the festive boards.

Point her to the starry skies

:

Guard her by your trustful words,

Pure from courtship's flatteries.

TOM FITCH'S NIECE.

The "silver-tongued orator " is again in San Francisco. The Fitch

family are given to turning up. The other day we received from Cincin-

nati an excerpt from the Enquirer, of that city, which tells of the most

recent doings of a member of the family, who is by no means unknown to

fame. The story is rather broad, but having appeared in an old and re-

spectable family journal, and referring, as it does, to one of our local ce-

lebrities, we make no apologies for reproducing it. It reads as follows:

One afternoon, about a week ago, there arrived at the Grand Hotel a

fine-looking, well-dressed woman, accompanied by a small black-and-tan

do<* and a large trunk. She registered as Miss C r, from a small town

in Arizona, and engaged a fine room (No. 114) on the first floor. She was

probably twenty-eight years of age, rather light in complexion, and, as

one of the hotel guests remarked yesterday, looked exceedingly handsome

in a black and red kilt skirt, made in the latest Btyle. She and the pet

canine, whose name is Dainty, were inseparable.

She appeared to be a stranger in the city, and from her actions she was
believed by some of the guests to be musically inclined. On several occa-

sions she was observed to ride out in an open carriage with Mr. Van
Cleve, who wields the musical pen on the Commercial. Their little trips

included, on more than one occasion, the College of Music.

But Miss C r had other friends and visitors of the male persuasion,

and one in particular, who was noticed several times by some of the hotel

employes to linger in and about her room until a very unseasonable hour

of the night. This gentleman, is said to be of sandy complexion, and
pretty well known in this city, where he resides.

Night before last, the night-clerk resolved to find out something of

what was going on, and, accordingly, about midnight, he slipped into

room No. 116, adjoining that occupied by Miss C r and her visitor,

who had gone up a short time before. Between the two rooms is a door,

and this door has a key-hole, and also, probably, a transom. Anyhow, it

didn't take long for the night clerk to satisfy himself that all was not just

what it might be in No. 114, and consequently the night watchman was
summoned and a break made. The clerk told the lady it was against the

- rules to have company in her room at such a late hour, and that she must
vamoose. He wouldn't even consent to allow her to remain until morn-
ing, and she sat down and wrote a few lines to Mr. Gilmour, which were
sent to the proprietor's room. She begged to be allowed to remain, but
Gilmour said that she must get out at once, or her things would be put
out, and something else would occur. Her bill, amounting to S33, was
Presented to her and settled, and then in the quiet of the night, after

astily donning her bonnet and the red and black dress, and shouldering
her pet purp, Miss C r departed for another and more congenial
boarding-house.
Yesterday a gentleman, perhaps the same one found in the room on the

night before, called at the hotel, and the lady's trunk was sent to a cer-

tain number on Walnut street. A note was received by Mr. Gilmour
from the lady, stating that any publicity in the affair would cause her
great annoyance. The porter said he found, in the vacant room, a card
bearing the name of Wiggins.

EDMUND GRAY.
Mr. Edmund Gray, editor of the Freeman's Journal, of Dublin, and

now in prison for publishing an extract from another paper which accused
a jury of drunkenness when they brought in a verdict of murder, began
his career romantically enough. He was a little more than twenty years
of age and was spending a vacation at Bray, the Newport of Ireland, sit-

uated a few miles from Dublin. A vessel driven by the storm was sink-
ing in the bay. In spite of her signals of distress nothing could be done
for her. There was no life-boat there ; no ordinary boat could live in the
sea, and no one was bold enough to swim in those waters. Young Gray
was, with scores of others, looking out of the hotel windows at the poor
wretches who were struggling in the rigging of the wreck, when suddenly
he appeared on the beach, called for a rope, and tying it about him plung-
ed into the bay. Though frequently dashed back he slowly made his way,
and, after a long battle with the waves, reached the ship, from which one
by one the unfortunates were pulled ashore. A young girl, rich and beau-
tiful, was filled with admiration for him and sought an introduction. He
followed her to England, and subsequently made her his wife. The Roy-
al Humane Society presented him with the Gold Medal, and the Lord
Mayor of Dublin publicly conferred it upon him. He is not the kind of
man, evidently, that the English government can long afford to keep in
jaih

—

Detroit Free Press.

The Marquis of Lome wears just such traveling costumes as are
turned out by Messrs. J. M. Litchfield & Co., 415 Montgomery street,
who have just received a large and well-selected stock of Fall goods,
and gentlemen who wish to be seasonably and elegantly dressed should
give them a call. Messrs. Litchfield & Co. employ none but experienced,
reliable cutters, and garments turned out of their establishment invaria-
bly fit well, look well, wear well and give satisfaction.

BANKS.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital $3,000,000.
WM.ALTORD President.
THOMAS BROWN, Cashier

| B. MURRAY, Jr., Ass" t Cashier
Agents :

New York, Agency of the Bank of Calfomia ; Boston, Tremont National Bank ,

Chicago, Union National Bank ; St. Louis, Boatman's Saving Bank ; New Zealand,
the Bank of New Zealand. Correspondent in London, Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons. Correspondents in India, China, Japan and Australia, the Oriental Bank Cor-
poration.
The Bank has Agencies at Virginia City, and Correspondents in all the princi-

pal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.

Letters of Credit issued, available in all parts of the world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dublin, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Antwerp,
Amsterdam, St. Petersburgh, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, Italy.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporate*! by Royal Charter.—Capital paid up, 91,800,-

000, with power to increase to $10,000,000. Southeast corner California and San-
some streets. Head Office—28 Comhill, London. Branches—Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria, New Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.

This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check
and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available in al parts of
the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents
as follows :

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal ; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank ; Scotland—British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 18. FREDERICK TOWNSEND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,
Paid up Capital 91,500,000, Gold. President, B. C. Wool-

worth Vice-President, D. Callaghan ; CashieT, E. D. Morgan.
Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue, Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
Correspondents—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse,
Neuman&Co. Paris: Hottinguer&Co. NewYork: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. ThiB Bank is pre-
pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal
cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Commercia
Credits issued available in Europe, Chma and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital. S2.100.000.

Sail Francisco Office, 424 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan Ac

Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid Up $3,000,000.
Keaerve, XT. S. Bonds 4,000,000.

Agency at New 'York, 63 Wall street.
Agency at Virginia, JTer.

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-
elers' Credits. This Bank has special facilities for dealing in Bullion. Nov. 8.

THE ANG10-CALIF0RN1AN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E, Cor. Sansome and Fine Streets,

London Office, 3 Angel Court ; New York Agents, J. W. Sel-
igman & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, 86,000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,

loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.

FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.
P. N. LiLiENTRAL, Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITAL,
Officers: Vice-President. Jerome Lincoln

S. Jones; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith.
Approved Securities.

9300,000.
. Secretary, W.

Loans made on Real Estate and other
Office : No. 215 Sansome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Spar and Leibbank, No 526 California street, San

Francisco. Officers : President, L. GOTTIG. Board of Directors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Eggers, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE ; Attorney, JOHN R.
JARBOE. May 18.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Refinery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in then-

various forms.
June 18. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

PAINTING, TINTING, WHITENING AND PAPER-HANGING.
Gentlemen about to bave work in this line done will ben-

efit themselves by calling at my establishment, examine samples of workman-
ship, and getting estimates of Cost. Orders sent by telephone (No. 433) from any
part of the city promptly attended to. E M. GALLAGHER,
July 8. 611 Sacramento Street, bet. Montgomery and Kearny.
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MARRIAGE EXTRAORDINART.
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Lis an Institution doing butinsM at L038 nUssfon itnel It

undertakes, in consideration of the payment of oert&fa very moderati
premium*, to insure tolta members the receipt of a BQQg little rain
their maniaAn, Applications for membership are ooming to baaa -»t

the rate of from 10 to 80 per day. It haa already paid fori
to persons who have marrieil, and its reserve fund would enable it U> pay
a loss every day for many months to come. It has a memb.r-thi|i
three thousand. The principle "f the institution i* not new, for it is

working wiix—fully in Texas, Connecticut, Michigan and other States,
and over 50,000 are computed to have taken advantage of it. The ' ';di-

rornja institution is under the able management of Mr. Walter Trice,
whose energy and executive ability have achieved success. Every fea-
ture of thu progressive and prosperous institution is the result of care-
ful study. The end it seeks is certainly a desirable one. By reason of
the outra^eons promises made by mauy alleged marriage insurance ooiffi
pank-s they have had to succumb to the inevitable fate of all frauds, and
have failed, injuring the reputation of honest concerns. The Um
Behkvolknt Association of California does not make any pr.

that there is difficulty in carrying out, hence its success. The manages]
issue each month a useful paper called the " Ideographic," which uives
much useful information, besides ably showing the many advantages of
their system of marriage insurance.

TOO MUCH WHISKY.
The demand recently made from Kentucky for an extension of the

bonded whisky period, is explained by data recently published in the
World. The quantity of whisky in bond on May 1st last was 89,455,083
gallons. "These goods" cost from 30c. to 50c. per gallon to produce. The
tax on them amounts to 90c. per gallon. They are placed in bond, where
they may remain three years. At withdrawal the tax must be paid on
the quantity so taken out, minus shrinkage, which amounts to about 15
per cent. The quantity in bond maturing between May 1, 1882, and
January, 1883, is 2,373,959 gallons, calling for $2,137,455 in taxes, or
about §300,000 a month during the current year. The tax money to be
raised in 1883 will aggregate §1,300,000 a month, and in 1884 $3,000,000 a
month. Of the 89,445,083 gallons in bond May 1st, Kentucky distillers
held 62,798,402 gallons, or about two-thirds. The bulk of the taxes to
be paid will therefore fall on producers in Kentucky, who fear that the
enormous quantity of whisky to come out of bond in the next two years
will depress prices and render the payment of taxes more onerous than
ever. It is claimed that the only thing for the distillers to do is to shut
down for two years. The annual consumption of whisky in the United
States is said to be 70,000,000 gallons, or nearly a gallon and a half to
each man, woman and child.

HONORING AN IMMORTAL SCIENTIST.
We have before us a recent number of La Lega, a leading Liberal

daily journal, published at the Eternal City, and from its well filled pages
we translate a brief article for the columns of the News Letter, the
spirit of which will be appreciated by all Americans. La Lega says:

"The Municipality of Rome, following the initiative taken by the
Director of Telegraphs, Signor D'Arnico, has erected a marble slab in the
house No. 17, street of the Prefects, where, in the years 1830-31, lived
the illustrious American scientist, Samuel Morse. The marble has thia
inscription upon it: ' S. P. Q. R. This house was inhabited from the 20th
of February, 1830, to the 5th of January, 1831, by Samuel Finley Breese
Morse, inventor of the electric telegraph. He was born at Charleston
April 2d, 1791, and died at New York April 22d, 1872.'

"Rome," adds the journal named, "thus fittingly commemorates the
name of the illustrious scientist who once honored the Eternal City with
his presence, and through whose inventions and scientific applications
humanity has derived incalculable benefits."

The London " Graphic."—We are in receipt of the summer number
of this magnificently illustrated paper. A recently published American
directory, alluding to the Craphic, says that over $70,000, or £14,000,
were expended on the production of one of these Special Season Num-
bers of the London Graphic, and, although the author adds that " Amer-
ica to-day stands without, a peer in the delicate finish of her illustrations,

etc.," it is doubtful whether any proprietorate in any country has expended
so vast a sum on the publication of one single issue. Of a number subse-
quent to the one before referred to, over 520,000 copies were issued, and
the number was out of print in a few days. More than 160 tons of paper
were consumed, and the total cost of production was $85,000, and the
pages, if put end to end, would have made an unbroken line of paper
reaching from London to New York. The whole of the illustrations be-
ing printed in many colors, and each sheet having to go through the
press separately for each color, represents a total of over 15,000,000 impres-
sions.
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he did. It took him some week* to do r bfl worked
the more money he made from the ad v^

which bid blscAeJ tPoeuvn from view, Bui he finished at Lift and the
vaa a tasteful oombination of cheap and (raudy color and gilding,

which made poor little Lotta's fountain .. a bar-
ile and a Chinese idoL This disgi ril] ol oonrae be

repeated as on the present occfi ion rhe enterprising dauber will
possibly expend as much as twenty dollars and ;i day or two of
work on making Lotta's gift a monument of harbaroui taste, and will
for xrveral weeks reap a rich harvest from the a m ate on his big

Meanwhile, the public will Btruggle round the ugly obstruction as
best they can. The Supervisors are of course to be thanked for this pleas-
ant little arrangement. Without their consent the pot-boiler could not
have gained his end. And they ought to feel proud of their action in the
matter! A city that cannot keep its public buildings and monuments in
decent repair without asking the charity of advertising humbugs, is fortu-
nate to possess a board of officials who appreciate the situation.

It is downright mean, the way we serve our teeth. In childhood we
cut them, and in old age drop them.

COOS BAY COAL.
The Cleanest and Cheapest

No Soot! No Dirt!

The Best Coal for Domestic Use!

[May 27.]

All Coal Dealers Keep It!

K0NI LA! VOLCANIC WATER!
Faots vs. Theories—Science vs. Nature.

(^lve me a place to rest my lever on," says Archimedes,
J( " and I will move the world." " Give mo natural waters," says Medieus of the

olden times, " and I will cure disease." In one sense, both of these learned pundits
were the veriest charlatans. They knew there was no place to rest their lever on,
either to move the world or cure disease. Mechanism was in a backward state, and
the medical profession was but another name for sorcery, and all the adjuncts of
magic fitters and charms of the " evil eye," etc.

But these latter days have brought unto us something more than even supersti-
tion and its crew ever dreamt of in their maddest philosophy. In these days of
practical science, what was theory of yesterday is fact to-day, and all the old-time
notions become as bubbles in the sun, and burst and break with every breath we
draw.

Let Archimedes shoulder his lever, and we will find a resting-place for it to move
the world. Let mine ancient Medieus pant and toil no more for the waters he so
sorely needs, for we have them at our hand, ever ready to serve them at bis beck
with Koni La Volcanic Water, the medical triumph of this enlightened century,
already indorsed by our most eminent physicians and chemists, representing the
skill and intelligence of both branches of the medical science. This new and power-
ful curative agent, Koni La, eliminator in all Kidney Complaints, Blood Purifier in
Skin Diseases, Female Complaints, affords the sufferer immediate relief, insures a
positive and quicker cure than can be obtained by any other remedy used for similar
ailments. In this effect it is totally different from all other Mineral or Volcanic
Waters now before the public, and defies all competition, remarkable for the com-
plexity of its wonderful composition, superior to all in its magical curative proper-
ties, which we cheerfully can indorse.

To prove its merits, not only a single trial of the Koni La Volcanic Water will
convince the most skeptical, but already spurious, fraudulent imitations are offered.
We must, therefore, caution the public to beware of parties offering for sale Volcanic
Water without the trademark, KONI LA, sold only by the

PACIFIC MINERAL WATEB CO.,
DEPOT.... 360 Fourth street, cor. Harrison.

J. B. "Wooster. J. B. WOOSTER & CO., S. B. Steele.

COMMISSION MERCHANTS
AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

PROVISIONS* J>JLIS.Y PRODUCE, ETC.,
318 FRONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAI,.

P. O. BOX 1263. Sept. 9.

LEE CRAIG,

SEARCHER OF RECORDS,
Notary Public and Commissioner of Deeds,

316 Montgomery Street Bet. California and Pine.

Commissioner for New York, Arizona, Nevada, Pennsylvania, Utah, Oregon, Idaho
Washington Territory, Ohio, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Illinois, New Jersey,
and other States and Territories. DEPOSITIONS A SPECIALTY. Acknowledg-
ments taken and oaths administered at any hour of the day or night.

May 13. LEE P. CRAIG.

The Butterick Publishing Co.'s Celebrated Paper Patterns, for

Ladies', Misses' and Children's garments. Agency, 124 Post street, S. F.
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"PLEASURE'S WAND."
! We Obey no Wand but Pleasure' s."'—gfero Moore.

With this evening's performance the Union Square Company takes

its leave. To all intelligent theatre-goers, to all intellectual amusement-

seekers, this will be sad news. For five weeks we have been regaled with

good acting—good acting in good playa and good acting in bad plays. All

this has been a treat, a delicious treat ; a treat the remembrance of which

will linger in our memory for many a long day. That these performances

have been largely attended and unqualifiedly appreciatedj is a matter of

great gratification, and for several reasons so. To a great extent the pub-

lic of this city is acquitted of the charge of indifference and lack of appre-

ciation brought against it. In years gone by meritorious entertainments

have repeatedly been neglected or even condemned, and gradually the

reputation of the San Francisco audiences has grown to be a bad one.

Ignorance and inconsistency, stupidity and inconstancy, have with right

been proclaimed as the characteristics of our theatre-goers. But by their

treatment of this troupe of thorough artists they have redeemed them-

selves. Another reason of satisfaction is that the success of this under-

taking will naturally be productive of repetitions of these visits. This

gives us something to look forward to, and lessens the pain of parting.

To all these clever and talented people a hearty au revoir.

*. * * * * *

The second week's business of Sim's Lights o' London, though not as

large as the first, has still been profitable. Last Saturday the theatre

was simply packed, one of the largest audiences ever seen in the Califor-

nia being assembled. As a whole, the performance was a peculiar one.

For once the gallery manifested evidences of intelligent discrimination in

its appreciation of expressed sentiments and pictured situations, but it

was unfortunate in its selection of the manner of making such discrimina-

tion known. The boys simply but most effectually " guyed " the perform-

ance in the most emphatic way. The actors and actresses were very

much disconcerted, and really had a very hard time of it. In one scene

Carey angrily left the stage. In another Jewett became nervous and agi-

tated, and was moved to tears of vexation and annoyance. Ramsey,
whose starvation tirades were the principal stimulants to the gallery's
" amiable " pleasantries, stood his ground with praisworthy patience and

fortitude.*****
The afternoon performance on Thursday was largely attended. The

programme was a very attractive one.

I have been taken to task for my criticism of Stoddard's acting in the

part of " Setb Preen e." I was told that I was wrong—that it was a mag-
nificent piece of finished character acting. I have returned to the theatre

several times, and have carefully followed Stoddard. The opinion I ex-

pressed last week is, if anything, still more firm in me. Stoddard's per-

formance of " Seth Preene " is not a good piece of acting. It totally

lacks unity. Unity is simply a cohesion of the different parts. Stoddard
has no crescendo or diminuendo and no rallentando. He is all excessive

fortissimo or excessive pianissimo. In gestures, movements and attitudes

Stoddard is a regular jack-in-the-box. A certain line is spoken and out

he flies. Then he metaphorically boxes himself up again, adjusts the spring
and he is ready for the next jump. It is a piece of acting in spots and
blots. It is as if a painter sketched upon canvass a landscape faintly

penciled, and then painted in one huge tree of the most vivid green, an
immense sun in vermillion with the palette knife, and dashed in here and
there daubs of glaring colors—a lot of violent bits of color upon an al-

most invisible sketch. Stoddard is an actor of short characterizations, of

quaint and eccentric individualizations, not one of sustained delineation.

He is an episodical actor, not an heroical one.

On Monday Frank Mayo appears in Davy Crockett. In the support is

Mrs. Judah—dear old Mrs. Judah. Mayo brings along as leading lady
Miss Laura G. Clancy. She is, I think, a sister of poor, pretty Vennie,
now dead and gone. Venne was in the chorus of the Uates troupe some
years ago. She had a nice little voice, and was extremely sweet and
charming. One night—the troupe was playing L'CEil Crive, by Herve'

—

Vennie was assigned to a minor part, taking the place of some one who
was indisposed. The part had a little solo, and Vennie looked so nicely
and did so well that she was greatly applauded, and quite carried off the
honors of the evening. This did not suit Oates, and the following even-
ing Vennie was back in the chorus. She soon afterwards married East,
but not before having established quite a reputation for charm of manner
and looks. To judge by the lithographs in the windows, Laura G. is also
a little beauty.*****

Toujours, Hazel Kirks. The usual run of the performance has been
slightly disturbed this week by two changes in the cast. A new " Lord
Travers" and a new " Lady " ditto. I did not see the latter; I don't
even know who she is. Welles is the new " Carringford." He is neat
and satisfactory. He is rather more aggressive in his style than the others
of the company, but he will soon fall into their mechanical way. Welles
is brimful of talent and energy—one of those fellows we all like to see
succeed. Monday evening, September 18, 1882, in commemoration of
the 1750th consecutive performance of "Hazel Kirke," and as a fitting
memento of Hazel Kirke's farewell to California, the management will
present all ladies attending with a magnificent Russia Leather Souvenir
Album, which will exceed in value and beauty anything of the kind ever
presented heretofore. The intrinsic value of the Souvenir will exceed the
price of admission. Those desiring to attend should purchase seats early,
as the attendance promises to be the largest of the season.

# * * * *

Good business at the Minstrels. Programme, same as last week.
Singing, very good indeed. Reed and Cogills very funny. Jokes and
gags fresh and laughable. A pair of clog-dancers dance well, but dress
badly and in vulgar taste. Emerson, a shrewd manager, runs his theatre
in a popular way—cheap prices, no impositions and polite attendants.*****
Ernani running along at the Tivoli. Lucia di Lammevmoor next. Big

Nathal gets Loesch (no joke meant) and draws revolver. No harm done.
Lester singing "Elvira" splendidly. Parolini shines, all the more so by
contrast. Houses crowded.

The Winter Garden re-opens to-night. The alterations that have
been made are quite important. The holding capacity has been
greatly increased, a fact which visitors will hardly believe, for the exte-
rior of the balcony rather reduces in appearance the size of the hall.

It is a pity that the suggestion of sloping the stage has not been followed.
The orchestra floor has been lowered, and this is a slight improvement
toward a better view of the stage. The old policy of two bits will be
strictly adhered to.

* * * * *

L'Arronge is a clever dramatist. His plays are all light aad amusing,
and will all bear translation. They are more or less indigenous in
thought and local in form and characterization, but there is to them all a
foundation of universal human nature. Hans Lonei is very bright and
lively. Its plot rests upon a few phases of life that can be appreciated
by all. It brings the conservatism of the past face to face with the lib-

eralism of the present. The prejudices of old aristocracy are confronted
with the broader views of modern society. The severity and harshness
of parental authority in the past is combatted by the more human, the
more natural system of the present. The proper position in society of

the members of the dramatic profession, a topic full of actuality, is also

a prominent subject of elaboration. All those points that seeem rather
serious are treated in a light, frothy manner, with clever dialogue and
ingenious bitB of material development. Ab a performance, it was,
without doubt, the very best Frau GeneVs company has as yet done.
To individualize the performers in awarding credit would be to be unjust
to all. The applause was, as usual, plentifully given by the good-natured
audience, but this time with intelligent discrimination. Next Sunday,
Hans and Grete t a play by Spielhagen, dramatized from his own novel.******
A peculiar commentary upon the worthlessness of modern melodramas,

from an intellectual point of view, is the title of the most recent of theBe
literary monstrosities. It was originally Luck, but, as that title was copy-
righted, it was rechristened Pluck. The title relates to the adventures
and doings of a certain individual therein. Actions in life that are natu-
ral or possible, either from the possession of courage or the favorable dic-

tates of fate, are, to say the least—funny

!

*****
I have received several clippings from Australian papers containing

favorable, very favorable, criticisms of Sheridan. I would like to quote
one of them, but it is too extended for publication this week. It is a pe-
culiar literary effort, and makes most amusing reading.

* * * * *

I wonder why some good musician does not introduce as a national air,

in patriotic meetings and things of that sort, Keller's American
Hymn. It is a very fine musical composition, and while not so full of
life and spirit as the " Star Spangled Banner," is better adapted to vocal
efforts, the range being lower and the time faster. Its harmonies are
rich and grand, and, altogether, it is a splendid national hymn.*****
One of our greatest composers began studying harmony after his fortieth

year.-^The Paris Grand Opera management spent $80,000 in mounting
Francoise di iiimim'.^—Damala was writing love letters to Marielle
within a week of his marrying Sarah B.^—In 1883, The Ming of the Ni-
belungen will be performed in this country.—Wagner has completed his

new work, Die Lisger. Subject taken from Brahmanic legends.^—Two
actors meet on the Rialto—" Good day. Smith. How is your charming
young wife? Gone to the seaside for the benefit of her health?" "No;
for the benefit of mine."——Eben Plympton was "caught" in London;
certain newspaper reports to the contrary, notwithstanding.^—Going
home last night with her mother, little Eva French looked up and said :

" How beautiful iB the sky, and yet we see but the wrong side."—^Is it

"Woman is lovable in all latitudes." or in all attitudes ?^—Ethel Arden
is now Mrs. Scantlen.^^Advices from Bologna state that Mme. Gerater
is again rehearsing cradle melodies for an expected series of domestic
chamber concerts.—The Hanlons are saying East that their receipts
here amounted to $30,000. Bosh ! Josephine Gallmayer is said to have
confided to her European agent her suspicion that the United States was
wholly inhabited by negroes and Indians, with a few German emigrants.
^^It took twelve years for Gounod to write his Bedemption.^^
Hans von Bulow, not deterred by the results of his previous matrimonial
speculation, has married Mile. Schawzer, of the Grand Ducal Theatre.
Who will be the new Wagner for the new Frau von Bulow?—Irving's

engagement begins October 27, 1883, and his first appearance in the
United States will be as "Mathias" in The Bells.—How is this for an
advertising dodge ? The chain-gang of convicts of the Black Flag marched
through the streets in charge of their guard.^— Mrs. Langtry cannot
leave her native land before exhibiting her legs to her admirers. She will

play in " Rosalind" a few times before coming to America. She will be
accompanied by Morton R. Selliu, her private secretary, a post for which
his good looks and energy eminently qualify him, according to an English
journal which never indulges in double entendre. Where is Langtry le

man all this time ?^—The French can never forget Wagner's patriotic

music. The Parisian critics who have been to Bayreuth ridicule Parsipal,
and say that the representation was poor. In the first act, they relate,

the panorama of the approach to the Castle of the Grail would not work,
and the curtains had to be let down, although the music continued the
same. In the Liebesmahl the chorus sang out of time and tune, and the
orchestra went wrong. The beard of Gurnemanz half fell off, and he
sang away with only half a beard. In the last act Gudehas forgot his

part, and the chorus went astray. Worse than this, the Gallic reporters

say that the theatre was sparsely filled.—The Dramatic World, of New
York, accuses me of using its items without giving it due credit. This
"Chit-Chat" is made up of bits of gossip culled from a large number of

id it would be impossible to give the source of each bit. I
will say this much, that from the Dramatic World I get the brightest and
spiciest. Beauclerc.

" The Fountain" is now one of the most popular places in the city.

It has been enlarged so as to accommodate over one thousand guests.

Ladies without escorts are not admitted, and no effort is spared to make
it a high-toned resort for our best people.

A Society Con. : Why does one distinguished military commander
give so many dinner-parties ? Because he believes in treats and re-treats.
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SPORTING ITEMS.
Tbo clowng day Man < ;»u Fair In Oakland, last w«k,ww» pr-lih. o| 6r»t-cU*« racing, that made a fining en

1 havo yet bad the pl***arv of •.-.in.; ;•

Tb« aupcrUtiv* dmw u mi i

inferior di>pl*r« of all kind* that it U generally Mandated in many
roin-U with a liberal flow of chanipa^n.
niD«pqurntly become not only diitantWnl t.. the good art.-
bat h*# lost iu force ami affect in a iu»!

hai this noa, that if <>n« deairea to Lmpn
•trength of but idea* of the excellence of an\ I

aarjr to write with the utmost caution; bat
tbeae facta, I feel ooiwtrained to reiterate that the (Joldcn U I

produced the beat week's sport I have aeen in
and with a constant attendance at race roeetin
of the find four days' racing, and nothing remaini to be
that ih.' roapidotM of a job in the extra race on Thursday bave b
Oraad to a positive oertainty that, while tin- other driven
select the best horses to win, they did make « telectioo, and played it f.>r

all it wai w,»rth, both on the track and in the pool box. Marine
first choice of the jobbers, but owing to Parrafla rafuaal t<> pull \

lynn, they wan com|ielled to reconsi<b-r their "election, and foi
accident played Vanderlynn for a winner. On Friday, ramon 9J
in Um -:'-.'-" oUai were rife, and the thing turned out aa the -mart division
predicted; bat for all that I failed to Hud out any orookednen except OD
the part of Welby and his horse Starr Kins, against whom the rei
the flgwa Lvrrn will remember I have alrea.lv thrice warned them this
season. No general understanding existed, I am certain. Reliance and
Honesty were driven to win, but found in Direction a Letter horse than
they oonld beat. Starr King, after lapping ReUanoo, when he won in

was distanced in 2:24\. Welby claims that Starr King broke so
badly that he could not help himself, but the fact is he did not D
Intelligent trial. Once before on the Bay District track, when
King broke, Welby galloped him an eighth of a mile to save his di
and was not rebuked by the judges. On Friday, instead of doing the
best he could to "get in," he deliberately pulled his horse to a stand on
the backstretcb, near the half-mile, and thereby earned the contempt of
his fellow-jockeys, who called him a fool for uot doing his crooked work
at the bottom of the track, out of the sight of judges and spectators.
In Director the outsiders caught a Tartar. He has a marvelous turn of
speed, and in my opinion can trot three heats better than 2:23. and one
heat better than 250. He literally walked over Honesty,
who is a good 2:25 horse, and as soon as Goldsmith com-
menced to try, he won as he pleased. It looked as if he laid op
the first heat, but I believe, in the lax code of morals that per-
tains to the trotting-track, that is not considered wrong. 1 never saw ad-
vantage taken of this laxity, except to make a little more money in the
pools, and would respectfully suggest that the trotting sharps either
amend their rules, or else state squarely that all means to a money end
are honorable. On Friday, the first event was a consolation raee for
beaten runners—dash of a mile and a quarter, in which the starters were
McShafter's Night Hawk (115) and N. Boots' Inauguration (108). Night
Hawk proved the winner in 2:12, the first mile taking 1:46. Atter this,

half a dozen young women gave an execrable display of riding, in what
was called a ladies

1

tournament. There were handsome prizes for all the
competitors. The least worst rider was Miss Peniman, the remaining or-
der of badness, as determined by the judges, being aa follows: Miaa Ellis,
second prize; Miss Marchang, third; Miss Peters, fourth; Miss Lang,
fifth; Mrs. Sessions, sixth; and Miss Houghton, seventh. If so humble
an individual as myself might be allowed to differ from Judge McShafter
and the other gentlemen who judged this affair, I should say that Misa
Peters, who ia a mere child, was the best rider of them all, and she cer-
tainly was the only one who had a firm seat and a light hand. The next
event was the trot for the 2:25 class—purs- S800; first horse 5480, second
§240, third $80. Out of nine entries, the following started: Charles W.
Welby, San Francisco, names Starr King, by Geo. M, Patchen, Jr., dam
May Wonder; Jackson Cochran, Chico, names Ashley, by Plumas, dam
by George; L. J. Rose, San Gabriel, names blk. s. Del Sur, by The
Moor, dam Gretchen, by Mambrino Pilot; John A. Goldsmith, Oakland,
names blk. s. Director, by Dictator, dam by Mambrino Chief; J. H.
Dodge, Stockton, names ch. h. honesty, by Priam, dam by Chieftain;
James W. Learned, Stockton, names b. s. Reliance, by Alexander, dam
Maud, by Mambrino Rattler; John Hughes, San Francisco, names b. h.

Cairo, by Chieftain, dam unknown. Pools sold $130 on Director, Hon-
esty $65, Starr King §40, Crown Point $16, and field $20. The first heat
was won by Reliance, Starr King only a head behind, and Director a
poor third. Time, 2:22&. It must have been generally known that Di-
rector w. s not driven to win, for the pools, instead of falling off, sold in
his favor at $100 against $60 for the balance of the field. The second
heat Director won in 2:24^, after a great deal of jockeying and scoring.
Honesty was a poor second, and Starr King and Reliance were distanced,
as before stated. The next two heats were easily won by Director; time,
2:24 and 2:24i, Honesty taking second money and Cairo third. On Sat-
urday, the bicycle race was won by Merrill, against his only opponent,
Hull, in very poor time. The trot for yearlings was won by J. C. Simp-
son's Antevole, who made a mile in 3:12, and repeated in 3:07. Pain
Shafter's Viking made a mile in 3:27, and repeated iu 3:16. The next
event was the mixed race for trotters and pacers, free for all, purse $800,
$40 to first, $200 to second, $120 to third and $80 to fourth. The starters
were b. s. Gibraltar, trotter; Johnny Wiegle, Lady Hays and Corette,
pacers. Corette won the race, and made the beat records in California
this season, as follows : Corette 111, Gibraltar 2 3 2, Johnny Wiegle 3
2 3; times—2:20, 2:19 and 2:214;. The race for gentlemen's roadsters was
won by L. Heulett'B Brownie H., driven to common buggy; time, 2:41,

and third heat 2:46. The second heat was won by Sawyer's Emperor, in
2:42. He would have won the last heat and the race, had he not pulled
up at the finish, being over-confident of success.-^The State Fair at
Sacramento brought forth some excellent sport to put a pile of coin into
the pockets of the Sacramento people, for the town was literally over-
flowing with visitors, but I must say that, had the profit to the city been
ten times as great, and the sport a thousand times better than it actually
was, it would be no compeusation to Sacramento for the open, flagrant
immorality that disgraced the city during the Fair's continuance. The
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them do not reap harvest of shame in theii families for their pain
only because Providence taken care of the f.wli and blind. They bate tn

ed "PokerJim and Short Card Boh"be<
the town, but, when they find §omo "f their own tons defaoltln
will perhaps come I i ion thai the money wai I

talned. u the State Fair cannot exist without these shameful diaptaya,
the sonner it comes to an md the better; bnl I for one do not ;

that the Fair is to blame, but rather prefer to fix the shame on the
Chief of Police, who allows the Laws of the State to be violated and
broken, and even afforda Police protection t<> the gambler*. The Fair
itself was well conducted and honestly managed, slj of which tl due to
the intelligent energy displayed by President II. M. LaKne. whose
equal as ji judge of races 1 have not seen in the State, Monday, the
first day, was a day of surprises. An unknown boras named Premium,
by Carter, dam FlVing Cloud, (ill lbs), won the tntrodnction Stake, En
spite of a wretched start. A still worse start nave the Breedera' Stake
dash of U miles to Gov. Stanford's Precious. Duke of Monday would
have won this race but; for his having 200 yards the worst of the send-off.
Joe Howell carried off the selling race with ease, and much to the snr-
priseofall. Louis D. won the race for the 2:40 trot. On Tuesday Di-
rector won the 2:25 class trot with ease—times, 2:2% 2:24, 2:25 and 235&.
The first heat was won by Starr Ring:, who was splendidly driven by
Tim Kennedy. The trot for yearlings was won by L. J. Rose's Bedouin,
by Sultan—time, 3:04.V—the best race record and the bess record for a
yearling stallion. The 2-year-old trot was won by John W. Mackay's
wonderful filly Ruby, by "Sultan—time, 2:33 and 2:34jr. Rose's Neluska
took the second heat in 2:33. On Wednesday, Flou PloU gave the sports
a surprise by winning the Filly Stake for 2-year-olds. George Hearst's
Duke of Monday captured the California Derby with ease, and J. McM.
Shafter's Night Hawk won the Jennie B. Stake, and beat the California
record ay going the mile in 1;42£. Joe Howell won the selling race.
Sweetness won the trot for the 2:30 class, making the second heat in
2:21£. The News Letter goes to press too early for a notice of the
later races.

* * * * *

The regatta of the Pacific Yacht Club last Saturday brought out more
big yachts than have sailed against each other on this Bay at one time
before. The competitors were Commodore McDonough's schooner Aggie,
77.73 feet over all, 23 feet beam ; Commodore Flovd's schooner Ariel,
77.37 feet over all, 18.50 beam ; the Fkur de Lis, 63 feet over all, 18.50
beam; Hyde Bowie's schooner Ndllie, 00 feet over all, 19.50 beam;
Harry Tevis' schooner White Wing, James Coleman's sloop Annie and
Fulton Berry's yawl Ella. All the yachts were sailed by experts except
the Nellie, which was steered by Hyde Bowie, her owner, and handled hy
an amateur crew made up principally of New City Hall deputies. By
the rules of the race the boats were to start at 1 p.m., or within fifteen

minutes of that time. The Agate was the only one that observed this
rule,. crossing the line at 1:09:13. The Ariel waited until 1:20:55, the
Nellie 1:24:30, the Fleur de Lis 1:21:08, White Wing 1:19:37 and Annie
1:23:13. There was a good breeze all the way, and on actual sailing time
the Nellie won the race handily, but the Judges very properly enforced
the rule and took as 1:15:00 the time of all the boats who crossed the
line after the 15 minutes

1

allowance had expired. Under this rule the re-

sult was: Aggie 3h. 35m. 37s.; Nellie, 3h. 42m. 17s.; Annie, 3h. 45m.
41s.; Ariel, 3h. 47m.; Fleur de Lis, 3h. 50m. 54s.; White Wing, 3h. 55m.
53s. Accordiug to the actual sailing time the Nellie was first, Aggie sec-
ond, Ariel third, Annie fourth, Fleur de Lis fifth, White Wing sixth.
There cau be no doubt but that the Aggie is probably entitled to her vic-

tory, even though her owner should not desire to take advantage of what,
to some, seems a petty technicality. The wind was slack at the start,
and the object of the yachts delaying was so obviously to wait for the
fresh breeze that was coming up that they are entitled to no sympathy.
That the rule has not always been enforced is no argument worthy the
attention of any true yachtsman, and certainly does not concern the
Judges, who knew the rule and were bound to act upon it.

SPORTSMEN, ATTENTION I-THE SEASON OPENED.

httintixxo suits.
This, is (lie only recognized Depot for the celebrated Kiv-

ETED HUNTING SUITS manufactured by LEVI STRAUSS & CO.
We have also in stock all classes of HUNTING GARMENTS, and make the same

to order upon very short notice. HUNTING SUITS!

GHEt-^ESAO? I X L,
CORNER OF KEARNY AND COMMERCIAL STS.

^^The Largest Establishment in its line in the United States. Price List,

with handsome Lithograph of the GREAT I X L by Electric Light, sent free on

application. Sept. 16.
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'The World,
[By

1 the Flesh, and the Devil.
Truthful Penman.l

Cetewayo, attended by his chiefs and accompanied by the Earl of

Kimberley, Mr. Bramstone, Mr. Shepstone, and Mr. Dunn, left Victoria

a few days ago, by special train, on a visit to Her Majesty, at Osborne.

The special arrived at the south jetty, Portsmouth Dockyard, about

eleven o'clock in the day, and the distinguished party embarked imme-

diate! 7 for Cowes on board the Almiralty yacht Fire Queen, which ar-

rived at East Cowes at a quarter past twelve, and the party at once drove

to Osborne, in the Queen's open carriages, with postillions. Cetewayo

was introduced to her Majesty and the Princess Beatrice by the Earl of

Kimberley. Her Majesty gave him a very cordial reception, and during

the quarter of an hour that the interview lasted conversed freely with the

ex -King, through the medium of Mr. Dunn, who acted as interpreter.

The Queen wore the orders of St. Michael and St. George and the Star

of India the ribbon. Cetewayo was dressed with great care, and wore a

suit of black with a silk hat. When ushered into the Royal presence

he stepped in advance of his chiefs, and, bowing profoundly, raised his

right hand above his head, repeating twice in the Zulu tongue the words,

"Au, the Queen." "When the interview was ended Cetewayo was shown

over the house and through the gardens, and he subsequently expressed

himself as highly gratified with his visit to the Queen, whose dignified

yet gracious and affable bearing evidently impressed him, and during the

return be was in the best of spirits. On leaving the Royal presence Cet-

ewayo and the other members of the party partook of luncheon at the

Cottage previous to their departure. Cetewayo left Cowes at three o'clock

on his return journey to London, and was vociferously cheered by a large

crowd on shore. The Bpecial train reached Victoria shortly after six

o'clock.—Court Journal—Some time ago the World (New York) con-

ceived a grand idea. It proposes to supply young men to ladies in need

of persons to escort them to the theatre or to assist in entertaining guests.

The World's young men were described in a letter couched in superb En-
glish as the most unobjectionable and desirable of young men, and they

were to be supplied on terms so cheap as to put them within the reach of

the most economical households. In a backroom sundry specimens of

these young men, clad in evening dress, and properly labeled, were placed

on exhibition. No less than six different styles of young men were offer-

ed by the World to its patrons. There was the mild young man with

spectacles, etc., designed to escort ladies to church and to lectures, and la-

beled, " This style only two dols. per evening." There was the dancing

young man, warranted to be perfect iu the German and the latest variety

of waltz, and so on. The idea had a certain success, but it broke dowg
when the clothes became old, and the once docile gents took to makinn
the best of their opportunities. It was not an original idea, but based on

the Parisian Quartorzieme who let; himself out to dine, when it was dis-

covered the unlucky number of thirteen would sit down at the table.

—

J6id.——Cetewayo is to be restored. That is well. But what can any
practical man think who regards the steps by which this just action has

been arrived at? Our pro-Consul leads us into a war ; fifteen hundred of

our costly troops are killed; we spend half a million per month for a long

time in order to revenge the consequences of our pro-consul's action, and
when a proper number of millions have been thrown away with lunatic

profusion, we get possession of the body of one black fellow creature. We
keep him locked up and feed him till he is wanted ; then we bring him
over here and show him how very rich we are, and how the millions we
wasted on modifying his marriage laws were really nothing to us ; and
then we place things as they were before, leaving out of consideration the
strong men who perished in the unhappy business. What can we think
of the enormous sum wasted in mere experimental iniquity ? We might
have dredged the Thames clean, or relieved the people of the heavy edu-
cation rate, or conveyed the Birmingham Caucus to Norfolk Island, or
pauperized all lazy and deserving Englishmen. The money is gone, the
contractors are rich, the bones of the 24th are whitening at Isandula, and
the men who did the mischief are grave, contented and statesmanlike. If

a company of directors had done the like, or condoned the like, where
would they have been? Would one of them have had his hair at its ordi-

nary length? Would one of them be left unclad in the sackcloth of the
British malefactor?

—

Vanity Fair.——War is an expensive amusement,
so that we hope, for the sake of the British taxpayer, the campaign in
Egypt will not be a long one. It seems that on the 11th of July every
round fired from the four 80-ton guns of the " Inflexible " cost the nation
£25 10s. per gun. The 25-ton guns, of which the "Alexandra" carries

two, the "Monarch" four, and the "Temeraire" four, cost £7 per round
per gun. The 10-ton guns, of which the "Alexandra" carries ten, the
Sultan " eight, the " Superb " sixteen, and the " Temeraire " four, cost

£5 5s. per round per gun. The 12-ton guns, of which the "Invincible"
carries ten, the " Monarch" two, and the " Sultan " four, cost £3 12s. per
round per gun. The "Penelope," which alone carries 9-ton guns, has
eight of them, which were discharged at a cost of £2 15s. per round per
gun. It is said that it is this terrible expense which makes the economi-
cal Mr. Bright object to war, for he thinks the money would be much
better spent, say, on carpets manufactured at his own mills.

—

Court Cir-
cidar.^—Among several interesting paintings lately uncovered during
the excavations in a garden of Region VIII. at Pompeii, there was one the
subject of which seems identical with the Judgment of Solomon. In the
center is a bench with three judges ; kneeling at their feet, in an attitude
of prayer, is a woman ; farther towards the foreground is a butcher's ta-
ble, and upon it a naked babe, which a man is preparing to kill with a
large knife, while beside him stands a second woman with an indifferent
air.^—Beauty and Basliruluess are often united; yet the loveliest
maiden is admired for her cheek.

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
mSTTBANCE AOENCY.

So. 322 & 324 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Fire Insurance.
GIRAKD of Philadelphia.
HEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWK of New York.
ST. PAUL ofSt.Paul.

TEUTONIA of New Orleans.
LA CONFIANCE of Paris.

DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS
of New York.

THE FIREINS. ASSOCIATION (Limited)
of London, England.

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONCIERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Eepresented $87,000,000.
All Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly JPaid.

"W. L. CHALMERS,
Special Agent and Adjuster.

PHENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., EstaVd 1782—Cash Assets, $5,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., EstaVd 1833.—Cash Assets, $1,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., EstaVd 1851 Cash Assets, $1,357,326.39.

BCTI.ER A- IIILAAN,
General Agents for Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 18G4.

Principal Office 406 California Street, S. F.

FIRE INSURANCE.
Capital (Paid Up in TJ. S. Gold Coin) $300,000.00
He-Insurance Reserve $171,412.75

Assets January 1, 1882 § 684,577.83 I Premiums, since organization. $3,841 ,41 2.07
Surplus for policy holders.. 674,677.83 | Losses, since on*anization... 1,756,278.00

OFFICERS:
J. F. HOUGHTON President. I CHAS. R. STORY Secretary.
J. L. N. SHEPHARD .... Vice-President.

|
R. H. MAGILL General Agent.

Directors of the Home Mutual Insurance Co.:—L. L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J. L.
N. Shepard, John Currey, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, C. C. Burr, J. S. Carter,
Charles Belding, D. W. Earl. April 8. _

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.

Capital, $10,000,000-
TJnlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF LONDQfTfIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

THE STANDARD MARINE~INSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool- Capital, $5,000,000-

W. J. tALLINGHAW <fc CO., General Agents,
213 Sansome Street.Aug. 12.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,500,000
Cash Assets 1,709,976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR, (ilTHHIE <t CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF LONDON.
[INSTITUTED 1803-

]

London Assurance Corporation, of London
Established by Royal Charter 1720.

Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.
MOBEMT DICKSON, Manager.

W. IsAJfJE BOOKMB,, Agent and Attorney*

S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts. , Safe Deposit Building'.

[October 11.]

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE -UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

The California Lloyds.—Established In 1*61.—Nos. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, §750,000 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates

!

Prompt Settlement of Loses!! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS.—J. Mora Moss,
MoBes Heller, J. O. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Everson, A. B. Phipps, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Brandenstein, W. M. Hoag-, Nicholas
Lunmg, James Moffitt, John Parrott, J. Bauni, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Touchard,
George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Scholle, Charles
Bauui, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, "Vice-President.

Jambs D. Bailey, Secretary. Geo. T. Bohbn, Surveyor. Nov. 6.



CALIFORNIA ADVKR1 :>

BRAHMA.
The following from DacfcvUfedfia Rurai. (tnmliusl by KitUr.) oV

cribm th« Hod Bnkau, and u prob*} .! M th*l
oim*» anywhere bw picturing th« frmrt CWtui of altth.DK*. TV
trio belief is that everything that J» b '

I am ttn* iii'-v in the - .1 it-o*m, and I am the burning ma.
"Re*t here," I whisper the atom, I call to the orb, Ball

I am the hlnah of the morning ; I am {' n>e»;
I am the leaf low murmur, the swell of the terrible sew

:

I am the net, the fowler, the bint and iU frightened cry.
The mirror, the form reflected, the M>und and its who, I ;

r> passional*? pleading, the maiden's whispered fear.
The warrior, the blade that smites him, bis mother's heart-wrung fear;

I am intoxication, grapes, wine-precw and musk and wine.
The guest, the host, the tavern, the goblet of crystal tine ;

I am the breath of the flute, I am the wind of man,
\*B glitter, the light of the diamond and the sea- pearl's luster wan ;

The rose, her poet nightingale, the songs from his throat that rise,
Flint sinrks, the taper, the moth that about it flies

;

I am both Good and Evil, the deed and the deed's intent;
Temptation, victim, sinner, crime, pardon, punishment ;

I am what was. is, will be ; creation's ascent and fall ;

The link, the chain of existence ; beginning and end of all.

FASHIONS VOICE.
When is a woman happiest ? 'live it up? Well, when she is purchas-

ing the latest fashion in dress goods—that is, she maybe a shad
joyful when she puts the dress on. After all, it is uot so much the ma-
terial as the fit of that garment which enchants the eye—the ma
particularly. Single women dress to please the autocrat, m:m. 1 verily
believe, if there were no men to admire us, we should go about in morn-
ing wrappers, with unfrizzled hair, all our days—ami how exceedingly
comfortable it would be ! As I was remarking, the tit of a dress is every-
thing. Even the simplest print, made stylishly and fitting faultlessly, is

preferable to a velvet garment with a home-made look. Therefore, ladies,
see to this, as I frequently hear our gentlemen friends making side re-
marks about things they are never supposed to observe at all. I saw a
"love of a dress," to speak gushingly, on Kearney street to-day. It was
a combination of the most novel kind. The lower skirt was composed of
flounces of silver gray mint veiling half a yard deep, which were one mass
of open-work embroidery. Each flounce had beneath it another flounce of
garnet-colored silk, which showed through the embroidery, and fell two
inches below the basque material, while a short over-skirt, also embroid-
ered, was cunningly caught up on one side by a single bow. GIove3 and
hat corresponded, only the face below the hat was not half so pretty as it

ought to have been; but we can't have everything. Black embroidery, very
open, is used for the entire front of dresses, over dark red or terra cotta
silk ; the back of such dresses is made of silk or satin, in full drapery,
coming from a narrow point in the front of the basque.
The fashions in England this Summer have partaken of the gorgeous

in style and color. Old ladies are quite as crazy over color as young ones,
and so wonderfully do they get themselves up that the curious man, who
ic eager pursuit will follow a beautiful looking back, tagged out in finery
appropriate for juveniles only, feels immensely disgusted by finding the
face of the owner of the pretty back view as old as—well, his grand-
mother. Some brave individals have been wearing red coats at the water-
ing places in England, but they were so attractive to the bovines.-who,
lashed into fury by the glare of the color, followed one or two of these
wonderful caprices, that the whole party of hunter-robed feminines laid
them quietly away in their trunks—the fittest place for them.
Waistcoats are the prevailing fashion. One has three rows of gold but-

tons, one down the center and one row on the serge on each side where
the waistcoat begins. Those that are double-breasted, with double row
of flat gold buttons and wide turned-down collar, look the best, I think.
In France the mania is for buttons. For those who aspire to spend

money a fortune may be frittered away on them. Some are made in tor-

toise-shell inlaid with gold, perhaps with a monogram. These should not
be placed too close together. Flat gold buttons look amazingly well on
plaids. Those small rough gold ones have enlivened many a dress when
nothing else would. Buttons in diamonds, or any other precious stones
deemed tit to dazzle and excite one's neighbor's jealousy, may be worn at
night. But those who run after fame, even in dress, will find her a great
babbler.
Braid is largely UBed on dresses and mantles; for instance, red material

turned up with pale yellow, braided in red, white braided in blue, and
dark blue braided in red and gold. A white cashmere for a dinner dress,

braided in silver, and so on.
Plush jackets are now coming into fashion, and velveteen will be very

much worn during the Winter. This material will be effected by narrow
gold braid sewn on in rows round the edge of the basque and sleeves, and
with such jackets the skirt worn must be woolen or silk, of the same
shade as the velveteen. A few round, full skirts are appearing ou the
streets. Against these I protest in disgust. Don't, ladies—please do not,

for fashion's sake, make guys of yourselves by wearing anything so per-

fectly hideous—at least, not yet. Think of the detriment to the lines of

beauty now exhibited by the tightly fitting garments. Keep beautiful as

long as you can, and live down the fashion of full round skirts, which
sway about idly from side to side when caught by the wind, and I need
scarcely remind you of how one particular wind can cut caperswith dresses

like these. Silver Pen.

Headquarters for Electric Belts and appliances for the cure of ner-

vous, painful and debilitating diseases. Pamphlets, with full particulars,

free. Address Pulvermacher Galvanic Company, 513 Montgomery
street, San Francisco, Cal.

|

Diamonds! Diamonds! Diamonds! Diamonds!—The biggest bar-

gains in them at Uncle Harris's, 221 Kearny street, between Sutter and
Bush streets.

INSURANCE.
1%. Omlg Company ... I*, fmrtfir C*mmt fi„rrr~J »> th* V

rhttmrllt \on-tnrfriturr /.Mr.

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF BOSTON.

Total imti December HI. Ism (16.210. 46.Y92.
Sarpla. over All Liabilities

M..«a. tiu-.ti- M.i'i.l..r>l 1 paremt 9S.8S&8M08

Market I ui.l IL.ii.1. or*r,~»! 1,474,991.00

POUTS.
FIMT-.4 Plain am/ ttmpt inHry. clrar ,.( ill ImMcruonio eoiKUUnru, anil /W/y

fnueua from forftiturt.

8KU1ID-An agency txparim in In thie 8Ut«, during which, by
llhermlil) ...,l fair doling In lie rcl.i uir has
K-airicd in ciiii.l

:

Titian -Xon-forfdtu ., tnvel, or f. .r hanrdouii occupation!! with-
out a permit*

Koi rtii -Uberal ;»ii./-t//..inj cath mirremlrr, value, stipulated by law.

Fn-ru This I i nore for Inninuiea limn those companies in
which the policy is forfeited. In ca mtam when due.

rotheroomi
, 01 n my on-opantln UMomenl o

the practical workin; . imsctte law ot 1880, and
read tho policy contract of the New Knglamt Life.

HENRY K. FIELD, General Aftent,
A"g- M- 338 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

TRANSATLANTIC FIRE INSURANCE CO.,
OF HAMBURG

(1npii.nl, 81,500,000. V. N. I. .,1.1 Coin. Iamucs paid in Oold
j Coin Immediately alter Adjustment. This Corporation holds contmote oi six-

teen other European Insurance Companies, re-insuring by far the greater part of
every risk, as soon as accepted in our office. The combined subscribed Capital which
ourpollciea therefore offer to the public amounts to $26,900,000, U. S. Oold
Coin, of which $7,650,000 is paid up, besides the always available Itesorve Funds.

GEO. MARCUS & CO., 304 California street. S. F.,
Aug- 5. Ocnera l Agents for Pacific Coast.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, ofZurich, Capital 5,000,000 francs; Helvetia,

of St. Gall, Capital 10,000,000 francs ; Baloise, of liasle, Capital 6,000,000 franca.
These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that may be sus-
ained. Losses made payable in all ,'ie principal scajiorts of the world. In the set-
tlement of all claims under an English policy, these Comjianies will strictly adhere to
the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, and submit to English jurisdiction.
June 9. HARRY W. SYZ, Agent, 4-20 and 422 California St., S. F.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL

("1apit.nl 83,000,000.—Agents: Ballour, Guthrie A Co., No.
> 316 California street, San Francisco. Nov. 18.

REMOVAL-DRIVEN FROM HOME.
FRANK G. EDWARDS,

628 CLAY STREET,
Has removed his fine stock of CARPETS, WALL PAPERS, etc., to Phelnll's Block

Auu. 19.uuction of Market and O'Farrell streets.

THOMAS PRICE'S
ASSAY OFFICE AND CHEMICAL LABORATORY,

524 Sacramento Street San Francisco.

Deposits of Bullion received, melted into bars, and return*
made in from twenty-four to forty-eight hours.

Bullion can be forwarded to this office from any part of the interior by express,
and returns made in the same manner.

Careful Analysis made of Ores, Metal, Soils, Waters, Industrial Products, etc.
Mines examined and reported upen. Consultations on Chemical and Metallurgical

questions. March 20.

AUGUSTUS LAYER,
Architect,

Furnishes Plans,' Specifications and Superintendence for
the Construction or Renovation of Dwelling Houses, and every describtion of

Building. Office: 19 S. F. STOCK EXCHANGE, Pine street, S. F.

83t Take the Elevator. Dec. 10.

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN
Steam Batus; Electric and Chemical Bi«ths; Sulphur and

and other medicated vapor baths, with Swedish movements and massage.
Special apartments for ladies and families. DR. JUSTIN GATES,
July 1. 722 Montgomery street, near Washington.

For Ladies, Gentlemen and Families.

U. S. RESTAURANT
548 Clay street Near Montgomery

BSF First- Class* Reasonable JPrices . ~^3l

Aug. 10. EZRA RICHAKDS, Prop.

GQKE CHEAPEst FUEL.
Reduction iu Price: Wholesale Price, 50 cents per barrel

;

Retail Price, 60 cents per barrel, at the works of the SAN FRANCISCO GAS-
LIGHT COMPANY, Howard and First streets, and foot of Second St. Jan. 12.

ID. Barnard, Real Estate Agent.—Rents collected; full
• charge taken of property at lowest rates. Office 622 Market st. [Sept. 9.]

$72 A WEEK. $12 a day at home easily made. Costly Outfit Free.
Address True Jt Co. , Augusta. Maine.
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THE TENANT OP "ROBBER'S ROOST."
No. 4.

The Honorable (?) Paul Neumann has rushed into print. He baa

had the temerity to lie over his own signature and in solid type. He has

often done that in less substantial form. He has, however, been very

mindful to steer clear of all the really serious allegations made against

him, which he would have answered if he could. He has not a word to

say about the "Robber's Roost, its wine, women and bad reputation gener-

ally. Not a syllable does he utter about the reason why a just and true

name has made its indelible mark. He offers no explanation why he ran

away from Sacramento and left his partners to pay Mb share of the costs.

He fails to defend votes every one of which is beyond the region of suc-

cessful defence. He alludes not to the fact that these allegations have

been fathered by the Chronicle, as well as by the News Letter. He has

not a word to say about who is paying bis expenses, why he was nomi-

nated, and what he is expected to go to Washington to do. Yet these

things have all been alleged against him with a plainness of speech that

permits of no possibility of cavil or dispute.

In regard to all these things he is silent, but contents himself with

alighting upon the case of Mrs. Raschke, who accuses him of swindling.

The statement of that person came to this office in a very clear-cut form ;

it was accompanied with an offer of an affidavit in support of it, and we
published it for what it was worth. Neumann declares that, in making it

cost her nearly §52,000 to collect some $300, he did right. He says that

his clients were wrong, and the insurance company, against whom he

brought successful suit, were right. What, then, becomes of the advocacy

in their behalf of Attorney Neumann, and how, in that case, is the ver-

dict of the jury to be accounted for? To quote his exact words: "I
espoused the Raschke cause and gained it ; since then I have had reason

to change my mind, and I do now believe that the Svea Insurance Com-
pany was justified in asserting that the fire on Powell street was not acci-

dental." Admit all that, but only for the sake of argument, and how
does that justify Neumann in turning a bad cause to his own personal

advantage? He seeks to prove too much. He asserts that the case was
a swindle from beginning to end, and offers his bare assertion as an excuse

for exacting as his fees all that was left of the large damages recovered.

The amount really in dispute was only some $300. He was consulted,

and liked the job of going after a rich company ; he succeeded, when, as

he himself admits, he ought to have failed, and pocketed nearly $2,000 in

fees and costs. He did evil, as he says, in order that good might come of

it to himself. He took a case, as is alleged, for §200, and made it cost

§2,000, and all this while he ought, if his own account be true, to have
been scouted out of court. And this is his explanation of the only alle-

gation he dare touch with a forty-foot pole. He profits by what he admits

was a fraud and a swindle, and while he jingles bis ill-gotten coin the

poor devils who happen to be his fellow-countrymen are out on the street

with five young babes, seeking the charity of a cold world. They may
be sinners, but that they are much more sinned against is shown by Neu-
mann's own statement. If Paul Neumann had divided the spoils with
them they could have set up in business again, in which case we should
never have neard of this case. Make the most of Paul Neumann's expla-

nation, and it yet becomes a more filthy mess than we had represented it

to be.

Then, without offering an explanation of the many other charges al-

leged against him, Paul Neumann proceeds to arraign our motives in
these terms:

The animus of this attack is misdirected blackmail, which I have neither the
means nor the disposition to submit to. Prior to the assembling of the State Con-
vention an emissary of the obscure publication above mentioned waited on Mr.
Spreckels, and exhibited to him an article against me, which he said was not an edi-
torial (God save the mark), but a communication, to publish which they were
offered §150, bat that they were friendly disposed, and would suppress it and write
me up if he would give them one hundred dollars. Mr. Spreckels promptly
declined.

That statement is a bald, impudent lie, from beginning to end, no mat-
ter who originated it. Whoever says so lies, and knows he lies, and
is well acquainted with who says so, and knows who to call to account.
Neumann long ago knew that he would be thus assailed. He knows the
good reasons that justify the same, and he dare not challenge a statement
of them. He knowB that there would be no resting place for him in the
good opinion of anybody if he did. The writer affirms that the article
in question was taken from him by the printer, page by page, as fast as it

was produced, was put into type, placed in the form and printed in the
paper, without the possibility of its being shown to or known by anybody.
It is not the first time that the charge of blackmail has been thrust down
Neumann's throat. He once made it maliciously and falsely against this
writer, and was placed in so humiliating a position that, if he had a spark
of manhood in his composition, he would never again have dared to make
a prominent presentment of his face in public. Is that plain enough. If
we knew words that could make it plainer, we would employ them.

But the real question in regard to Paul Neumann is as to his fitness to
represent this great city in the halls of Congress. How he was nominated
everybody knows, what purpose he is expected to serve is equally notori-
ous, what his business as State Senator was, his every speech and vote
conclusively demonstrates. The opinion formed of him by his fellow re-
presentatives can be easily gleaned. A wine-bibber, a whisky-guzzler, a
champion of all the jobs, his record is so plain that all who run may read
it. His nomination was a blunder, his continued candidacy is a scandal,
and his defeat is beyond a peradventure. We defy a refutation of the
facts, challenge an investigation of our motives, and beg to say that not
one-tenth of the truths in regard to this, the most shameless candidate
ever placed on any ticket, have as yet been placed before the public. We
could, had we the stomach for the business, go on telling stories about
him that should increase in moral depravity from now until the 7th of
November next, on which day we are very sure the public knowledge of
this man will relegate him to that obscurity from which he ought never
to have emerged any time during ten years past. It would be an act of
kindness to him for his party friends to withdraw him from public gaze
ere other, further and more painful scandals are brought to the light of
day.

A Drawer of Water—The moon. Non-Union Men—Bachelors.

THE BATTLE OF THE BOSSES.
The bosses of the political machine are up in arms. They have been

cut off from their base of supplies, and they are trying to cut their way
to grub and ammunition. They have got two guns into position, and
evening and morning they send a charge of hot shot at the pressing ranks
of the people. They will doubtless die game, Bince die they must. The
Call and the Bulletin ordnance, though they send red-hot balls, have but
short range and have near-sighted gunners. Besides, they are somewhat
rickety in the carriage, and cannot change position quickly in this fight,

as they have heretofore done in other battles. These guns were formerly
in the people's service ; but, becoming old and cracked and rusty, they
were found unreliable and were condemned as useless metal, and thus the
bosseB got them. When the bosses discovered that the army of the peo-
ple was gathering in sufficient force to annihilate them, they called on
their allies, the San Francisco delegates to the Sacramento Convention
to come to their aid and hold the field. But the people interpoBed be-
tween the bosses and their allies, and frustrated their union. The bosses
then retreated to the highway of the Primaries and limbered up their two
journalistic guns, and brought them to bear in that direction. This is

now the field of contest. The County Republican Committee rallied to
the front with the forces of the taxpayers and seized the approaches.
That body never made so masterly a move as in closing up the road of
the Primary, which had been laid out by Higgins, Gannon and Chute, di-

rect to the public treasury.

The public had been so robbed by raids along that highway that they
waited only some leading generalship to concentrate upon and close it.

Having done this much for the taxpayers, it won't do for the Convention,
which is to place men in charge of public supplies and the highway, to
substitute other plunders for those cut off. The taxpayers demand that
the very best and trustiest soldiers shall be put in office, men who will
follow the manuel observed by Blake, Alvord, Ashburg, and other honest
guardians, whom the bosses did not dare to approach. A triumphant
success of the taxpayers is assured, and, with it, this will doubtless be
the last battle of the bosses.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.
The Republican party is in dire straits in its praiseworthy efforts to

get rid of boss rule. The difficulty it is in is a peculiar one. Of course
the " regular " course is to call a primary. That, on its face, seems to be
the way to give the people representation. Yet it does not work that
way. Primaries, as at present conducted, are failures. They are carried
by the bosses, and the people are nowhere. That was only too plainly
made manifest the other day, when the bosses elected seventy-six out of
the ninety-eight delegates who were to go to Sacramento. Buckley and
Higgins joined forces ; they controlled the Police and Fire Departments,
the hoodlums, the gamblers, and the street statuary ; and as honest citi-

zens stayed away from the polls, the bosses had things very much their
own way. To defeat this condition of things the Republican County
Committee proposes to name the majority of a municipal nominating con-
vention. The question of " regularity " is, of course, against them, yet
it is certain that they would put up a better ticket than would result from
a primary. The question is, then, as to which side will prevail. We be-
lieve that neither will, but that there will be two Republican conventions,
and two tickets. The bosses will not stay their hand, and the County
Committee is equally determined. That is all right. Let them go ahead.
A taxpayer's ticket will be all the more sure ef an election. As for the
ticket the Democratic bosses will put up, that is hardly worth considera-
tion. It is intended to be defeated, and will be. A taxpayer's ticket will
annihilate boss rule for the time being.

WHY BOB INGERSOLL SURPASSED HIMSELF.
Bob Ingersoll, like General Grant, is noted for the pertinacity with

which he sticks to his friends, even in disgrace. Over Belknap, the err-

ing Secretary of War, when his fortunes were at their darkest, Grant
threw the powerful mantle of his protection, ignored his' shortcomings,
and has since been his steadfast friend. When Babcock, his trusted
Secretary, who by his recklessness had brought suspicion to the very
door of the White House, stood in peril of a felon's doom, Grant came
to his relief, and through his influence an acquittal was secured. In a
recent interview with the reporter of the Washington Gazette, he says
that when the accusations of fraud first appeared, charging Dorsey with
being a rascal and a scoundrel, he, Dorsey, prepared a written state-

ment, detailing every transaction he ever had in connection with the
mail contracts, and took it to Postmaster-General and Attorney-General
MacVeigh. " He gave it to them, I know," says the Colonel, "because
I was with him when he did it." He Baid to them: "Here is all

that I have done. Take it and compare it with your records, and if it

does not correspond in every particular, I ask no favors ; but if you find
it true, I do ask that I Bhall not be branded as a thief before I am tried
on any charge." This statement, wholly believed in by Ingersoll, was
entirely ignored by the Government officials, and hence the strenuous per-
sistence with which the Colonel fought the case, at once his client's and
his friend's.

A TAXPAYERS' TICKET.
It is now certain that the bosses will be beaten at all hazards. The

feeling against them in both parties is most intense. The people now Bee

the game as they never did before. It is behig made so manifest that
none may longer pretend to misunderstand it. Under the regime of the
two machines, which are a common partnership^ the people Iobo, though
the bosses win in any case. It is the most humiliating position to which
the municipal affairs of a great city were ever brought. It means high
taxes, a shameful distribution of the patronage, wretched streets, sewers
reeking with filth and disease, extravagance, high taxes and bad city

Government generally. Both parties will put up a boss ticket. That is

certain. The way, and the only way, to checkmate them is to prepare
for the nomination of a genuine people's ticket. We understand that
preparations looking to that end are already under way. The old Tax-
payers' Committee is still in existence, and, what is more, it is in posses-

sion of funds with which to carry out any purposes it may hereafter be
advised to carry out. Petitions have already been signed asking it to put
nominees in the field. This will be surely done when the bosses have
completed the fiasco which they have already commenced. Nothing now
can prevent a taxpayers' ticket, unless the better elements of both parties

turn out and capture the precinct clubs and the primaries.
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THE TOWN CRIER.
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The daily papers h»^ »h-.wn connderahle entTpriw in n»rr»tlt»* Uw
incident*..* the advent of the I^rne partj, hut *>tu*how the tight of
geauine royalty w«n to h»f turned the hc*d- of th<

not be fair to expect t«*> much accuracy m to ntvle and title »
matter* prrtaiointf to royalty from yooi wbn*» tra*.n tended do farther than the irr*>v«« of Sam-elito and
•o that we ran eaaily excuse tin* Kmmijmt young man for -

.

avcluaion of the party prevented the orowd aaaombled it the I

Bdmn from eaeins, rren w much an the semblance ol I h»ad."
Kor the aatne rwaaon the CAron iWc youth may be pardoned f..r em .

Lord Lome with a daUdoualy racy familiarity ».« "Sir John D
N'T i- that theee young gentlemen should be o> trifle

by being relegated to the rear platform, and having to glean their Inform-
ation from th- k. Their rsspaotii employer! expected gre
(ran khan, sad snob treatim-iit was naturally ex.-wper.it in.:. It is d
'I'

1

". th< *lit*y show soma temper against tin- Hamuli beonuae
he wore an ordinary traveling luit, Instead "f bains; otad in cloth of gold
and a pocked hat with a red feather, or that they BpSmk somewhat diaper-
aginirly of the l'rinceee, because she dressed like any other lady, when she
ought to have cnwaetl the Bay with a glittering diadem apon her brow,
and arrayed in royal robes incrusted with precious stones. But, though
the rival reporters may be pardoned for showing some feeling qdoi
•objects, and for spitefully venting their spleen upon each other in tbeif
respective reports, there is still difficulty in finding an excuse for the
Chronicle young man's statement that at the Palace Hottd nothi ho mi
omitted that might tend to make the menu incomplete. What a cheerful re-
peat that must have been ! Again, the Alta youth gives us the startling
information that the Manjuis was horn August I'.th, 1845, at Stafford
House, London, and in the same year became private Secretary to his
father, who was Secretary of State for India. Bather a juvenile secre-
tary, surely. These are only a few examples of the dreadful state of
mind into which the presence of the royalty they so despise threw the
poor boys of the daily press. May the Lord stand between them and their
employers.

Various conjectures have been hazarded as to the anomalous pro-
ceedings at Alcatraz on the occasion of the arrival in this harbor of H.
B. M.'s corvette Comus. In accordance with custom, the Comus tired a
salute of the regulation number of guns—twenty-one—the fort respond-
ing, however, with only fourteen. A reason assigned by a prominent ar-
tillery officer of this city is, that the vent or touch-hole of oDe of the two-
inch guns of the fort blew out, striking the officer in command on the
seat of honor and causing concussion of the brain, but we believe this
is not the true reason, albeit such an accident may have occurred. On
tiring the fourteenth round it was discovered that the ammunition had
given out. A messenger was at once dispatched to the Comus with a re-

quest for the loan of the few rounds necessary to complete the salute,
which request was courteously acceeded to. On proceeding to load, how-
ever, it was found that either the cartridge was too large or the calibre of
the gun too small, the officers were unable to determine which. A coun-
cil was immediately called, and is now sitting, in order to decide whether
it will be better to have the ammunition trimmed so as to fit the bore of
the piece, or the gun reamed out so as to admit the ammunition. One of

these two expedients must be resorted to, as there is not a round of am-
munition in the fort, and it takes from two and a half to three years to
" requisite " stores from the nearest navy yard. As soon as a decision on
the point under discussion has been arrived at, the balance of the salute,

we are assured, will be fired, Meantime, it is to be hoped the British
will accept the explanation of the seeming insult given above, and not
construe the action of our military into a casus belli.

Wheeler, the thug, has at last been found guilty of murder in the
first degree, and the devil is in it if his own fat neck is not soon sub-
jected to the same treatment as that which he bestowed upon the Blen-

der throat of the poor infatuated girl who was the victim of his mur-
derous lust. When brutes like Wheeler are brought to justice it ib

impossible not to regret that a misguided civilization has abolished the
rack, the thumbscrew and the whipping-post. In the absence of those
useful instruments we have ventured to forward to Mr. Wheeler a
marked copy of a daily morning contemporary, whose police reporter
was disgruntled because the thug refused to be interviewed. The con-
cluding sentence of the irate scribe's report is as follows :

" He has
grown exceeding corpulent, and this, added to his large stature, will
bring his weight to over 200 pounds. His flesh is apparently soft, and
in the execution he will probably be drawn up instead of dropped, in
order to avoid tearing bis head from his body, as has been the case in
several instances where the subjects were heavy and had undergone long
confinement." For cheerful breakfast reading we commend this para-
graph to Mr. Wheeler, and respectfully suggest that he clip it out and
paste it in his hat—or rather in the black cap, which we trust will

shortly be his last earthly head-covering.

. One of the dailies prints an extract, from the letter of the Egyptian
correspondent of a Boston paper, who complains that, aB a professional

liar, he doesn't stand the ghost of a Bhow with the British war corre-

spondents. He has been connected with newspapers, he says, for years
and years, both in New York and Boston, and up to the time of his ad-

vent in Egypt labored under the impression that he had thoroughly
mastered every detail . of his profession. He now finds, to his disgust,

that, as compared with the British ink-slinger, he is a mere tyro in the
art of scientific lying, and he proposes to quit the scene of his humiliation
and return to the land of his nativity. The T. C. fully enters into the
feelings of the aggrieved correspondent, and tenders him his hearty sympa-
thy. It is indeed rough, mighty rough, to be out-Heroded in this matter,
and, above all, by a blarsted Britisher. But don't be discouraged, brother.

Come out West, and try a new deal. There's always an opening on some
one of our enterprising dailies for a pushing, energetic young man with a
latent talent for lying, and there's no telling what eminence you might
attain.
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they need it bad enough, Sonant irbitewaau oouldni he nude bo *ti,-k to
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While glancing, the other day, at a column of •
ptrrotiftl aotee " in a

daily vontemiHtrary, Wfl were liruok by the fact, that almont every little
paragraph began with "Hon." Thua: Hon. Busgn, of BuggiTMe, la at
the What Uheer House ; Hon. Smith, of < taw i loloh, i« in the oity ; Eon.
Jones, of Bloody Plat, tfl in town; Hon. Scratchem, of t ;

ridtlng Friends on Natoma street ; and io on from the head to tin- foot of
[hum. Now, we should like to know just what this " Hon." means.

Since it certainly cannot bear any literal ap| o the personal
character^of the average country statesman, either "e»"or present, we
should think that it must be construed a« a title of oourteay, ware it not
for the fact that the gentlemen who wear this handle to their name, and
the newspapers whoso carefully give it to them, arc foremost in scoffing
al; foreign titles, which are legally and officially conferred, to say nothing
of those bestowed in mere compliment, but in accordance with old estab-
lished custom. If consistency is a jewel, we had better drop this " Hon."
nonsense before we continue to rave at the President's official flag as an
un-Republican symbol.
It is being privately reported about town that the Hibernian in yel-

low kids, who drove the Marquis of Lome and his royal spouse from the
ferry to the Palace, was no less a person than that eminent Land Leaguer
Judge Toohey, in disguise. It is Baid that he had undertaken the patri-
otic task of fatally dumping his vice-regal load on the way to the hotel,
after first arranging that Denis Kearney should wreck the special train at
Port Costa by exposing his cht-ok to the cowcatcher. It had never oc-
curred to the Judge that the latter expedient could possibly prove a fail-

ure, and it is believed that he was so unnerved by the appearance of the
party in good health and spirits that he forgot all about his sacred pledge
until his illustrious load was safely housed in the Palace. Thus it is

that " the best laid plots of mice and Irishmen gang aft agley."

The prolonged spell of dry weather we have enjoyed ever since the
last rains has had a sympathetic effect on the numerous persons of the
T. C.'s acquaintance who are given to wetting their throttle whenever the
least excuse for so doing offers. Old Dryasdale, a particularly dry stick,

confines himself strictly to dry champagne and ditto sherry, and haB,
within the last day or two, been made particularly happy by the dis-

covery of a beer grotto where a species of heavy-wet is retailed yclept
" dry-beer." He hasn't yet tried it, he says, but heard, "with his own
ears"—"and not," interjects that quiz, Sweedlepipes, "with those of
some other ass "—a kellner approach the bar with an order for " drei
bier." Dry up, witling, or, in other language, "take suthinV
Aside from the demoralization which must necessarily be looked for

among the British Army in Egypt when the news reaches them of the
intention of the Irish Nationalists to send out an Irish Brigade to fight
in the cause of Arabi, there are other consequences of the movement
which suggest themselves to the mind on calm reflection. Not alone
does the end of this war and the overthrow of England rise before us as
certainties in the immediate future, but fantastic pictures, as in a phan-
tasmagoria, present themselves to our mind's eye, and show us the Egyp-
tian of the future clad in a gray frieze coat and corduroy knee-breeches,
his reedy lance and long matchlock succeeded by the trusty shilleleh, and
his hubble-bubble and shibouk discarded for the homely dudheen.

Parson Hooper, of Stockton, has been convicted by the Congrega-
tional Council of this city of pretty nearly all the crimes in the Calendar,
and has been incontinently fired out of "fellowship" with his denomina-
tion. Suicides and murders are epidemics, and so, according to statistics,

are naughty clergymen.- Within the coming two weeks we confidently
expect to see half the parsons in San Francisco on trial for various sorts

of wickedness. Now, therefore, is the time to let the collection-plates

take care of themselves, and satisfy the yearnings of the pious soul with
family prayers; for when the men of God once begin to kick over the
traces there is no knowing how lively the "moral circus" will become.

The Call has hired another enthusiastic ten-dollar-a-week young man,
bringing up its total effective strength to three (3), all told. This is

the way the new young man gets down to his work : "By the glare
of blazing beacons, and to the strains of martial music, the .Republican
rank and file marched into Piatt's Hall last evening and participated in

the formal opening of the campaign"—and so on and so forth. It's all

right—there's no cause for alarm. He'll get over it in a week or two
;

they're all taken like that at first. It's a disease known as cerebro-cere-

bellum, or rush of brains to the head, but don't hurt any to speak of,

and ain't catching—in the Call office.

A midnight pistol duel and general rough-and-tumble tight between
two regular officers of the city police force, brought about by a rivalry

for the possession of a filthy female carcass, half eaten up by a loathsome
disease, has resulted in the dismissal of one of the belligerents and the
acquittal of the other. Both are notorious ruffians, and have long been
regarded by their comrades as a disgrace to the force, and both were
equally to blame in the disgusting row referred to. Yet, one is " fired

"

and the other goes scot free. Has the latter a relative among the Police

Commissioners, or is he one of Buckley's lambs, and, therefore, a man to

be feared and respected ?
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SUNBEAMS.

WE TWO.
Laugh! if your heart beat light, dear boy ;

Alone and merry are we

;

For Love is the game, and I ana the toy,

So laugh, it you like, at

—

me!

SiDg! if your heart beat light, dear boy-
Like a lark o'er a sunlit lea ;

Let the first thrill be Passion, the next be Joy,

And the end of the music—me!

Dance! if your heart beat light, dear boy

;

There's nobody here to see.

You can be saucy—and I can be coy!

Dance, with your arms about—me!

Just for one hour of heedless joy
This shall our pastime be

—

Laughter and singing and dancing, dear boy ;

And only yourself and

—

me!

" Ha fl yer had yer boy baptized ?" asked Jim
Webster of Sam Johnsing, both colored.

"Not yet."

"What's de reason?"
_

Becase de Rev. Aminidab Baxter charges two
dollars for ebery chile."

"A whole two dollars! Dat am wuss dan
highway robbery. De Rev. Whangdoodle Bax-
ter baptised bofe my twins, and he only charged
me twenty-five cents."

" Tes, but dat ar must be a powerful unrelia-

ble kind of baptism what only costs two for a
quarter. I wants a cheap article myself, but I

ain't gwine ter come down so low as two for a
quarter."
Tbere is a remarkable unanimity in the sen-

Tile people of the First Congressional Dis-
trict may be fond of novelties, but its pretty
clear they don't haunt a Neumann to represent
them this trip.

timents of the republicans and democrats this

campaign. The motto of both is, S. T. ONE
MAN.

BROAD GAUGE.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Monday. April 10. 1882,

And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave
from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend St., between 3d and 4th streets,) as follows:

s. F.
DESTINATION.

8. F.

8:30 A.M.

t 9:30 A M.
10:40 a.m

* 3:30 p.m.

4:25 p.m.
* 5:15 p.m.

6:30 p.m.

8:30 a.m.

10:40 a.M
* 3:30 p.m,

4:25 p.m.

.San Mateo, Redwood,..
and Menlo Park

6:40 A.M.
8:10 A.M.
9.03 a.m.

*10:02 a.m.
* 3:36 p.m.

t 4:59 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

t 8:15 p.m.

. Santa Clara, San Joseand.

.

..Principal Way Stations..

03 A.M
02 A.M.
;36 P.M.

00 P.M.
15 P.M.

10:40 a.m.]
" 3:30 P.M.I

. Gilroy, Pajaro, Castroville.
j

and Salinas..
itroville. M*li :02 a.m.

:00 p.m.

10:40 a.m.
* 3:30 p.lli^

Hollisterand Tres Pinos.,
0:02 a.m.
3:00 p.m.

in-ao k xi
(---Monterey, Watsonville. . . ) ~, n

* £on tv - CamP Goodall, Aptos, Camp )
±l

a.av r.w.
^ Sap jose> Soquel,Santa Cruz. )

02 A.M.

00 P.M.

10:40 a.m.]...Soledad and Way Stations....! 6:00 p.m.

•Sundays excepted. tSundays only.

S2T Special Notice. -]£&

Sunday Excursion Trains to Montbret and Santa
Cruz.—First-class Excursion Train to Monterey and
Santa Cruz will leave San Francisco every Sunday at
7:30 a.m. Returning, leave Monterey at 4:35 P.M.; San-
ta Cruz at 4:15 P.M., arriving San Francisco at 8:40 p.m.
Fare for the Round Trip to either point, $3.

Stage connections are made with the 10:40 a.m.
Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo, which
connect with 8:30 a.m. Train.

Ticket Offices—Passenger Depot, Townsend street,
and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.

A. C. BASSETT,
Superintendent.

H. R. JTJDAH,
Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

^f S. P. Atlantic Express Train via Los Angeles,
Yuma, etc., leaves San Francisco daily via Oakland
Ferry, foot of Market street, at 9:30 A.M.

C. P. R . R.

Time Schedule, Monday, May 15, 1882.
Trains leave, and are due to arrive atj

SanFrancisco as follows:

LEAVE
(for)

DESTINATION. ( ARRIVE
t (from)

9:30a.M.
*4:00 P.M.

*4:30P.M.
8:00 A.M.

3:30 P.M.
#4:30 P.M.

8:00 A.M.
*4:00 P.M.

9:30 A.M
4:30 P.M.

8:00 A.M.
*4:00 P.M
8:00 A.M.
4:30 P.M.

t8:00 A.M
9:30 a.m.

8:00 A. M,

5:00 p.m.

*4:00 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.

10:00 A.M.
3:00 p.m.
5:00 P.M,
3:30 P.M.

6:30 P.M.

8:00 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
S:«0 a.m.
3:30 P.M.

#4:30 p.m.

*4:00 p.m.

8:00 A.M.
3:00 p.m.
8:00 A.M.
9:30 A.M.
3:30 P.M.

*4:0Op.m
#4:30 p.m.

3:30 P.M
8:00 a.m.

*4:30 P.M
*S:00 a.m

.Antioch and Martinez...

.Calistoga and Napa..

( Deming, El Paso ) Express.

.

(and East /Emigrant
j Gait and \ via Livermore
( Stockton ) via Martinez
.lone
.Knight's Landing

" " (tSundays only)
. Los Angeles and South
. Livermore and Pleasanton.

.Madera and Fresno

.Marysville and Chico..

.Nilesand Haywards..

. j Ogden and / Express

. ( East f Emigrant.......
. . Redding and Red Bluff

. ( Sacramento, \ via Livermore

. -j Colfax and > via Benicia. . .

.

, ( Alta J via Benicia
. . . Sacramento, via Benicia. . .

.

, . . Sacramento River Steamers .

.

..San Jose
,

...Vallejo.,

({Sundays only)..

..Virginia City..

..Woodland....

. . . Willows and Williams.

.

2:40 p.m
*12:40 p.m.
*10:10 a.m.

7:40 p.m.

11:40 a.m.
*10:10 a.m.
*10:10 a.m.

7:40 p.m.
2:40 P.M.

7:10 a.m.
5:40 P.M.

•12:40 P.M.
5:40 P.M.

#10.10 A.M.

tll:40 A.M.
2:40 p.m.

5:40 p.m.
8:40 A.M.
2:40 p.m.

12:40 p.m.
5:40p.M.
5:40 p.m.
4:10 P.M.
9:40 A.M.
8:40 a.m.
11:40 a.m.
6:10 A.M.
5:40 P.M.
6:40 p.m.
7:40 P.M.
11:40 a.m.

*10:10 a.m.
*6 :00 a.m.
4:10 p.m.

9:40 a.m.
7:40 P.M.
2:40 P.M.

tll:40 A.M.
*12.40 P.M.
*10:10 A.M.
11:40 A.M.
7:40 p.m.

#10:10 a.m.
7:40 P.M.

Train leaving San Francisco at 9:30 a.m. should meet
Pacific Express from " Ogden " at San Pablo ; also Pacific
Express from "El Paso" at Antioch.

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland Pier.

From "SAN FKAXCISCO." Pally.

To EAST OAKLAND—'6.00, *6:30. 7:30, 8:30, 9:30,

10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30,

7:00, 8:00, 9:30, 11:00, »12:00.

To ALAMEDA—«6:00, "16:30, 7:00, »t7:30, 8:00, "t8:30,
9:00, *t9:30, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 1:00, 2:00, 3:00, *t3:30,
4:00, »M:S0, 5:00, <<t5:30, 6:00, <'t6:30, 7:00, *8:00,9:30,
11:00, *12:00.

To BERKELEY — «'6:00, *6:30, 7:00, "7:30, 8:00, *8:30,

9:00, t9;30, 10:00, )10:30, 11:00, tll:30, 12:00, 1:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,

9:30, *12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—*6:00, «6:30, 7:00, "7:30, t8:00.
•8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, ''4:30, 5:00.

*6:30, 6:00. "6:30, 7:00.

To " SAN FRANCISCO," Daily.

From BROADWAY, Oarlasd—»6:32, *6:02, 6:32, 7:02,

7:32,8:02,8:32,9:02,9:32,10:02,10:32,11:02,11:32,12:02,
12:32, 1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32, 5:02,
5:32, 6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

From EAST OAKLAND—*5:21, *5:51, 6:21, 6:51, 7:51,
8:51, 9:51, 10:51, 11:51, 12:51, 1:51, 2:51, 3:51, 4:51,
5:51, 6:51, 7:51, 9:21, 10:51.

From ALAMEDA—»5:15, *5:45, 6:15, 7:10, «t7:35, 8:10,
"+8:35, 9:10, «t9:35, 10:10, "+10:35, 11:10, 12:10, 1.10,
2:10, 3:10, 4:10, "+4:35, 5:10, "+5:35, 6:10, "+6:35, 7:15,
"+7:35, 9:15, 10:45.

From BERKELEY—*5:45, *6:15, 6:45, "7:15,7:45, »8:15,
8:45, t9:16, 9:45, {10:15, 10:45, 111:15, 11:45, 12:45,
1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:15, 4:45,5:15, 5:45,6:16,6:45, 7:45,
9:15, "10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY — *5:45, *6:15, 6:45, *7:15,
7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, »5:15, 5:45,
»6:15, 6:45, »7:15.

Creefc Route.
From SAN FRANCISCO—*7:16, 9:16, 11:15, 1:15, 3:15,

From OAKLAND—*6:15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

All trains run daily, except when star (*) denotes Son-
days excepted.

rTrains marked thus (t) run via East Oakland.
(t)Sundays only.

" Standard Time" furnished by Randolph & Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. GOODMAN, Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agt.
A. N. Townk, General Manager.

COAL OIL STOVES.
All Sizes for Cooking- or Parlor use

Send for Circular and Prices.

UIKSTER A CO.,
17 New Montgomery St., S, F.

On and after Monday, April 3d, 1883,
Boats and Trains will leave San Francisco as

follows:

7 "1 f} a.m. daily (Sundays excepted), via San Rafael,
* • -1 ^ from Market-street wharf, for Petaluma, San-
ta Rosa, Healdsburg, Clovcrdale, Guerneville and way
stations. Stages connect at Geyserville for Skaggs'
Springs; and at Cloverdale for Highland Springs, Kel-
Beyville, Soda Bay, Lakeport, Ukiah and Geysers.

Daily, Except Sundays.
*) Qf) P-M'> via Donahue, from Washington-street

4Kf\ p.m., via San Rafael, from Market-street wharf,
•*-'*-' for Petaluma, Cloverdale and way stations.

Stages for Navarro Ridge and Mendocino City leave
Cloverdale daily at 6 a.m.

Sunday Excursions.
8OA1M., Sundays only, via Donahue, from Wash-

•«" ington-street wharf, for Cloverdale and way
stations. Round Trip Tickets on Sundays to Petaluma,
SI.50; Santa Rosa, $2 ; Healdsburg, S3 ; Cloverdale,
$4.50; Guerneville, S3. Returning, will arrive in San
Francisco at 6:45 p.m.

Q 1 fj A.M., Sundays only, via San Rafael, from Mar-
O. lw ket-street wharf, for Miller's, Pacheco, Novato
and Burdell's. Returning, will arrive in San Francisco
at 7:45 P.M.

GEYSERS! GEYSERS!
The Greatest Natural Wonder of the

World !

Immense Reduction in Hates.
Round Trip Tickets, via Cloverdale $3 60
Round Trip Tickets, via Cloverdale and Calistoga.§12 50

Passengers will leave San Francisco at 7:10 a.m.
week days, from San Quentin Ferry, and arrive at the
Geysers at 2:30 p.m. On Sundays, leave Washington-
street Wharf, by Steamer JaMES M. DONAHUE, at

8:20 a.m. Returning, arrive in San Francisco by either
route the following evening.

ARTHUR HUGHES,
Gen. Manager.

PETER J, McGLYNN,
Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

SONOMA VALLEY RAILROAD.

On and after Monday, April 3d, 1882,
Boats and Trains will leave San Francisco as

follows:

*? *-£0 p " M- ^aiIy (Sundays excepted)
, from Washing-

U%*J\J ton-street Wharf, for the town of Sonoma.
Fare, SI. Round Trip Tickets, from Saturday till Mon-
day, SI 50.

SUNDAY EXCURSIONS.
8QA a.m. (Sundays only), from Washington-street
.A\J Wharf, for the town of Sonoma. Round Trip

Tickets, §1.

ARTHUR HUGHES,
Gen. Manager.

PETER J. McGLYNN,
Gen. Pass, k Tkt. Agt.

H. 3. Williams. A. Ohesebrough.

W.H.Dimond.

WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO.,

Shipping and Commission Merchants,
UNION BUILDING,

Junction Market and Fine Streets.

AGENTS FOR

Pacific Hail Steamship Company, Pacific

Steam Navigation Company, The Cu-

nard Royal Mail Steamship Company,
*

' The California Line ofClippers '

'

from New York and Boston,

and '

' The Hawaiian Line . '

'

San Francisco, January 31, 1880. [Jan. 31.

L. H. Newton. M, Newton.

NEWTON BROTHERS & CO.,

Importers and Wholesale Dealers in
Teas, Foreign Goods and Groceries, 204 and 206

California street, San Francisco, Cal May 25.
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PLIOHTED.
l»T NISI IDLOOE]

Mine to the coir of the heart, my heautr!
Mine, ail n ay:
Loire siren »
Lov* tor lott** **'k

Iy.»c, the nuwtrr, soea in *n>'.

of bis o--Ur chamber* with tmnc and nh-'Ut,

Juat u he please—just u be pleaae.

Mine, (rota tho tli>ar hejuTf crown, brown -goliU'ti,

Ti» the Milken f<*>t that* Hcarce buoldflo ;

to a few friend* bund or

Like a gOMnraj. li»<ly, now ami awhil.-,

BdI the Mortuary heart, that none dare win.
Keep holiest of holiest evermore;
The crowd in the aisles may watch the d

The hitfh-priest only enter* in.

Mine, my own, without doubts or terrors,

With all thy goodnesses, all thy errors.

Unto me and to me alone reveal'd,
A rating shut up. a fountain m-.i.M."

Many may praiite —praise mine a* thine,
Many may love the* I'll love them too;
Hut thy heart >>f hearts, pore, faithful, ami true.

Must be mine. Dune wholly, and only mine.

flnol God, I thank Thee that Thou hast given
Something all mine on this ride be*Ten:
Something as much myself to be
As this my soul which I lift to Thee:

Flesh of my flesh, bone of my bone,
Life of my life, whom thou dost make
Two to the world for the world's work's sake—

But each unto each, as in Tby sight, one.

SANTA BARBARA AS A SANITARIUM.
A recent visit to Santa Barbara prompts us to call attention to an

article which lately appeared in the Panama Star and Herald, written by
Wottred Nelson, C. M.. M. D., late of the Medical Faculty of Bishop's
College, Montreal After referring to its peculiarly dry, pleasant Winter
climate, and the fact that it can be reached from San Francisco by
steamer in thirty-six hours, or by rail and stage in a little over two days,
and describing the town as being laid out on a slope extending back from
its magnificent beach, the finest in California, to the Coast Range of
mountains, the latter depriving the chilling winds of their moisture, so
prejudicial to many, and causing them to reach the town in dry, gentle
currents, the fact that it is surrounded in great part by mountain, hill
and dale, making a natural amphitheater, in which nestles this charming
resort, with the grand old Pacific completing its surroundings, he says it

is not " void of a spice of the historic and ancient. The traveler famil-
iar with Moorish architecture at once notes the old Mission Church, of a
purely Spanish style of architecture, now dating back nearly a century,
telling its own tale of Mexican descent," etc.

The visitor to Santa Barbara will find excellent hotels and boarding-
houses. The leading hotel, and that best situated for those seeking
health or pleasure, is the Arlington, one of the largest and best managed
hotels in Southern California. This most comfortable of hostelries occu-
pies with its grounds a full city lot of five acres. It lies midway between
the Coast Range and the beach, in the upper part of the city, on the line of
the City street railway. Mr. Dixey W. Thompson at once makes the
new-comer feel that he is " at home," and Bad indeed " must be his lot

"

if its genial influence do him no good.
During the Winter season Mr. Thompson is indefatigable in his efforts

to please his guests—dances, picnics and merry-makings being the rule.

The large and commodious verandas of the hotel afford an extensive
promenade, and from them one can drink in the beauty of the scene.
The beach of Santa Barbara is easily reached in a few minutes from

the hotel by car. It deserves special mention. Along it one can walk or
drive for miles, or sit lost in "sweet meditation" watching the never-
ceasing waves of the broad Pacific as they roll in, often freighted with
beautiful shells and the most delicate of marine mosses, all the while
inspiring the health-giving air. Others, of a more matter-of-fact turn of
mind, can drive, fish, etc., shoot or botanize to their hearts' content.
Santa Barbara has done wonders for legionB of people suffering from

that curse of our modern civilization—lung affections. Thousands are
living to-day in California and elsewhere, who owe their extended lives

solely to its climate. Many, alas! wait too long ere starting for Califor-
nia. Such should stay at home. Its soft, balmy atmosphere and agreea-
ble temperature is a curative agent in itself. Those seeking relief from
and with a hereditary tendency to lung troubles, after consulting their
physicians, should visit it early, when all will conspire to benefit them

—

change of scene, new faces, new thoughts, all divert the sick and tired
and furnish that best of hygienic medicines, distraction. Gently and
almost imperceptibly many such are soon brought back to health. The
appetite improves, a little color is seen in the once pallid cheek. A new
vigor is infused into the body, making it susceptible of greater exertion;
hence refreshing slumber, with the better appetite and with the con-
stantly increasing strength; finally comes the gain in flesh, and, presto!
"they throw physic to the dogs."
No one climate is suitable for all classes of cases—a few weeks' resi-

dence will enable the visitor to judge of the climate and its suitability to

his or her case. If not agreeable, and a drier climate is necessary, they
can drive to the healthful valley of the Ojai, near Santa Barbara, where
they can live, eat and sleep out of doors, without any cover over them but
the canopy of the heavens, with safety and benefit. A friend of the
writer, in speaking of the benefit that he had received from the mountain
air, for lung trouble, fittingly described it by saying, " it actually tasted
good.

"

Explicit directions for every use are given with the Diamond Dyes—
for dyeing mosses, grasses, eggs, ivory, hair, etc. '

ROEDERER CHAMPACNE!
\"l l< l .

Tk* Trmlr and lor I'nhllr arr> Inform.*! ihal »<• RvrolTa lb*

GENUINE
LOUIS ROEDERER CARTE BLANCHE CHAMPAGNE,

Direct from Mr. Ixrala RoMorer. Raima,
Oror hla SlgnMurr and Oooaalar Inrolca,

Car" Evh f»»o boalM upoatla) ri.lo, "Xacondrmy A Co ,8an Fran-
claoo. "«"<! ™<l, L.tllo bmn> tin- label, •• Maeondray * Co., Sole AnnU
for the Paclflo Cooat."

MACONDRAY & CO.,
Sole Aeants for the Pacitio Coa.t.

[Sc|>l«ml>or 24.)

M. A. QUNST A CO.,
203 Kearny Street San Franoiaco.

importers ,l\n DMAZMMM iffHAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS,
Alao, Auents for Kimball. Gaulliener & Co 'a Guatemala Cigars.
*M~ Inform the Puhllr Mai May rrrtlrr Inrar Inrolcrl of Cholrt

Itnrunn flrands ttvter a month. [Fob. 1».

C. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

SAN FRANCISCO and NEW YORK.
t&~ Agents of American Sugar Refinery, corner of Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. j^n. 17.

Olaus Spreckels. Win. G- Irwin.
WM. G. IRWIN & CO.,

Sugar Factors and Commission Agents,
Honolulu, H. I. [March 25.

CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY,
Manufacturers of the Standard Syrup, » superior article

put up in barrels expressly for homo consumption. AJbo, Extra Heavy Syrup
in barrels for Export. Refined Sugars ut lowest market rates. Office 326 Market
street, up stairs. Dec. 21

.

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,
STOCK BROKERS,

No. 314 Fine Street SanSFrancisco.
[May 20.]

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY,
No* 310 Sansome Street)

San Francisco.

WSOZJE SALE HEALERS IN FURS,
[September 21.1

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Gold Medal, Paris, 1S7S.

Sold by all Stationers. Sole Agent for the United States:
MR. HENRY HOE, 91 John street, N. Y. Jan. 6.

C. W. M. SMITH,
The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor,

EstablisUed in 1862,
Removed to 224 Sansome Street,

g3^~ MR. C. W. M. SMITH is the patent attorney for Marriott's Aeroplane Com-
pany for Navigating: the Air. Oct. 22.

TABER, HARKER & CO.,
IMPORTERS JJfS WMOI.ESAX.E GROCERS,

108 and -110 California St., S. F.
fApril 19.]

JOHN McKEW,
WHOLESALE AND BETAII. COAL DEAL.EB,

•1*1 UNION STREET Between Dnpont and Kearny.
SJLN ERA.NCZSCO. Aug. 26.

NOTICE.
or the very best photographs go to Bradley «V Rulofaoii's,
in an Elevator, 429 Montgomery street. Oct. 29F

ROBERT WALKINSHAW,
REAL ESTATE A&ENT 407 Montgomery Street.

Farming;, Mining? aud City Property.
[July 29.]

MRS. JULIA MELVILLE-SNYDER,
613 Mason Street, between Bash and Sutter.

rocaI Music for Opera, Concert or Parlor. Piano and
Elocution. Dramatic Elocution and Voice Culture Specialties. [April 29.

$5to$20 petdaya me. Samples worth $5 free.
Address Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine.
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MORE! BUCKLEY LAMBS.
No. 5.

Buckley is a member of the Democratic County Committee; he has

long ruled the State Central Committee, and he runs the local Democ-

racy as if he owned it, as in some sense he does, yet he has as much loy-

alty and fealty towards that party as a spy has in the camp of the enemy.

He was originally a Republican but was made a Democrat of by Bui

Higgins, in order that a common firm might run both parties, pool their

issues, divide the spoils, and win every time, no matter which side lost.

This allegation is receiving new and demonstrative proof every day. The

Chronicle declares that "the wire pullers were jubilantly boasting about

the streets yesterday that they had secured the influence of Chris.

Buckley and his lambs, and that all of Buckley's gang would use their

influence to throw over Rosecrans and vote for Paul Neumann for Con-

gress. The reputable element of the Democracy ought to feel highly de-

lighted over this treachery in their own party, especially as the man
Buckley is a member of the Democratic Committee." We knew that to

he true before the Chronicle asserted it. The bosses were always opposed

to the old patriot and General whom they have never been able to use.

They went to San Jose with sixty-seven, out of the one hundred and

eight delegates, pledged to his opponent, Bob Ferral, but there was such

an outburst of Democratic feeling that Old Rosey had to be

nominated anyhow. Since then Buckley and Mb lambs, among whom is

the organ man, have been plotting to defeat Old Rosey. Once again they are

about to be foiled. Nobody seems to be willing to swallow Paul Neu-

mann. He is too bitter a pill even though he be sugar coated. Buckley,

C-reathouse & Co., are plotting to defeat Rosecrans and others on

their ticket, and but for these exposures they would surely do

it. They are the Benedict Arnolds and Andre's of the Democ-
racy. Traitorous party leaders are as dangerous as treacherous Gen-

erals of an army. The speedy deposition and downfall of both is alike

necessary. No army can be successful that is constantly being sold out to

the enemy by its Generals.

This feeling was strong at San Jose, and a demand was made for new
blood in the State Central Committee. It was not altogether successful.

Yet, to the surprise of many, John H. Wise was made to replace the

pliant and usable English. Buckley afterwards said in explanation:
" Wise was the leader of a strong opposition to me in the city. He is a

blowhard and political crank. I had no heart to make the fight for the

cold-blooded Stoneman, so I put his friend Wise at the head of the Com-
mittee to manage the campaign. He will make a mess of it sure, and
that will lay him out, politically. I have enough friends on the Commit-
tee to hamper him. That's my game. I kill two birds with one stone."

We by no means indorse Buckley's opinion of John H. Wise. We but

reproduce it to show in what spirit the bosses are conducting the Demo-
cratic campaign. If they can beat their own ticket they will do it.

Estee, the Republican, has been their candidate for six months past.

Buckley united with Higgins to carry the primaries for him. Four
months ago a reporter, placing himself where he could do the most good,

heard Higgins Bay to Buckley this, among many other extraordinary

things: " You know, Buckley, you and I have too much at stake to let

Estee be defeated. The then editor of the Examiner becoming acquainted

with these facts proposed to go to his precinct club and tell his Democratic
neighbors, and, through them, inform the whole Democracy of the city

precisely what was going on. He was met at the club-room by Buckley
and some three hundred roughs and prevented from saying a word, and
was struck on the head and kicked, and only by presence of mind and
good luck did he escape with his life. The Bulletin, Call and other jour-

nals faithfully reported the disgraceful scene. Yet, Greathouse, in the

Examiner, had not a word to say about it. He knew what his faithful

editor intended to expose. He knew it was true. He fully understood

the good motives and righteous ends which prompted the attempt to say
it, yet, he gave his editor away to the bosses, who, being thus forewarned,

were forearmed, and were thus enabled to prevent the public and re-

sponsible utterance of as important truths as ever were made known to a
party about to enter an important campaign. Greathouse, in the Exam-
iner, did not permit a line of a report of the disgraceful proceedings al-

luded to to appear, and even refused to publish a card of explanation from
the maltreated editor, to whose exertions he had admitted, over his own
signature, " much of the success of the Examiner was due." Thus bosses,

who are known to be party traitors, own useful lambs, control the party
organ and silence a man by violence, whose only desire it was to give ex-

pression to the better instincts of the Democracy. In the latter particu-

lar they are proving failures, for he yet speaketh, aye, and will speak.

Conscious of right, he is fearless of evil betiding him. Threats of fatal

punishment reach him, but the whole city will take cognizance of what
happens.
The bosses on the Democratic side corruptly gave away the last Muni-

cipal election, and that ought to have been an end of them. Especially
ought it to have cut the organ loose from them, for it knew what they did.

They were told by prominent Democrats that they might take the princi-

pal city offices and do what they pleased with them, but they must keep
their hands off the Mayor and Board of Supervisors. This they agreed to

do. The names of prominent citizens, who with some difficulty were per-

suaded to accept the thankless office of Supervisor, were submitted to
them. The list comprised such names as Robert Howe, Henley Smith,
Stewart Meuzies, James R. Kelly, John Shirley, E. B. Pond, John H.
Wise, Noble, of the Twelfth Ward, and others whose names we forget.

Judge Hager, it was understood, would accept the nomination if such
men were on the ticket for Supervisors. It was the strongest team ever
proposed to be submitted to the suffrage of our citizens. The bosses
agreed to nominate it. If they were loyal to their party, there was every
reason why they should, because it was sure to win. The people were
particularly anxious at that time for an unimpeachable Board of Super-
visors. They were disgusted beyond description with the outgoing one.
How did the bosses live up to their agreement? They caused the Nomi-
nating Convention to meet and adopt a platform *' cinching" certain
corporations. The next day they went to the powers that be, and asked :

" How do you like it?" The powers replied: " H—1 ! Who are you go-
ing to get to stand on such a platform as that?" That was just the ques-
tion the chief boss anticipated. He drew out of his pocket the list of Su-
pervisors we have alluded to. The powers were almost dumbfounded,
and gave ten thousand reasons why such a ticket should not be nominated
on such a platform. It resulted that only one of the twelve was nomi-
nated, namely John Shirley, and he only because no other candidate from
the Sixth Ward could be induced to oppose him. He was elected, though
his ticket was defeated, and he has proven himself about the only Super-
visor who has remained faithful to his pledges. The bosses put up in the
place of the other good men and true, eleven of the most likely men in all

the city to be defeated. The Dougherties, Sullivans, et als., were named
in order to be beaten at the polls. The ten thousand reasons had con-
vinced the bosses that the last list was better for their purposes than the
first. The organ gave the go-by to the better spirits who were seeking to
advise it, and fell down, made humble obeisance to the bosses, and obedi-
ently did their bidding in supporting a ticket doomed to defeat. It xoas

defeated, and that ignominionsly, and in a year when the most ordinary
good and honest management would have carried the Democracy triumph-
antly through. A Democratic majority of 2,500 of the year before was
turned into a minority of 3,000. The bosses of the other side won. but the
firm shared the spoils all the same. The Departments managed by Re-
publican officials have given Buckley his Bhare of the patronage, and it

was only the other day that Buckley, having expressed his dissatisfaction

with the Sheriff's office, caused Sedgwick to dismiss four Republicans and
appoint four of the boys, with whom the boss carries primaries. He has
recently had two nephews appointed on the police force, and his success
is the same all along the line. All this, be it remembered, in the name of

pure and undefiled Democracy.

The precinct clubs are about to meet, Buckley controls many of them,
and the farce of last year is about to be re-enacted. We firmly believe
that there is something better in the Democracy than this shameless
state of affairs indicates ; if there is let it now come to the front ; if there
is not, then in the name of all that is just and good let the party die. The
persons nominated in the Clubs for members of the Legislature and
Municipal conventions, point to the certainity of lower down nominations
than this city has ever yet seen, which is saying not a little. The
organ remains silent at its front door, whilst at its back it is helping
this condition of things alone. Corrupt Republicans are more usable than
honest Democrats, hence the preference. Has the party fallen upon such
evil times that it cannot make the requisite effort to escape this slough of
despond ? If it cannot, tben success is hopeless, and defeat is in that
case to be preferred to victory. The State ticket will be destroyed by
the bad local nominations and both will go down together. Better humil-
iation than lasting disgrace. Better be taught a needful lesson now than
go down before a storm of derision and scorn in the Presidential year.

Yet better than all, throw off the infamous rules of the bosses and thus
give present hostages to the people that the Democracy may be trusted
in 1884. This is good advice to the Democrats, it is no less worthy of be-
ing taken to heart by the Republicans who have bosses, though, with all

their faults, they are more loyal to party. Buckley sells when he has a
chance, Higgins almost invariably buys, but his party ought to suorn
success by such means.

In the above illustration we give a sample of the kind of men Buckley
is selecting for Legislative candidates. They are both to be boss nomi-
nees for Senators from the Twelfth District. The one is John Dougherty,
extra fireman, and the other Martin Kelly, brother of M, J, of that name.
Their portraits are given with a faithfulness to life that is remarkable.
Kelly was in the last Senate, and never once opened his mouth, except to
say "Aye" when he ought to have said "No." Dougherty was a boss
candidate for Supervisor at the last election, and was beaten clean out of

sight. The Senators are to be hold-overs, and will have votes for the elec-

tion of the next "United States Senator. If they are not being put up to

give a strong Democratic district to the Republicans, we know not what
other reason can be urged for their nomination. They are but a sample
of the kind of men proposed all along the liDe. Yet "the grand old
party " silently acquiesces in such leadership. It such incontrovertible

facts as these do not stir up to action whatever honest blood is yet left in

the party, then, indeed, it is a rotten, corrupt old institution, that cannot
too soon be buried out of our sight. Let every Democrat take this mat-
ter to heart, and send forth in thrilling terms the only Balvation cry left

to his party: "The bosses must go!"

PRINTING AND ENGRAVING
BY THE

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.'
tt »
Oar Specialties: Fine Printing'—Catalogues, Boobs, Illus-

trated Circulars, Illuminated Printing. We have the most complete facilities

for producing ENGRAVINGS by the following processes: Photo Engraving, Photo-
graphing, Wood Engraving, Photo Lithographing. Portraits, Landscapes, Build-
ings, Machinery, Interiors, etc. Parties living at a distance can have engravings
made by sending photograph, or sketch on paper, designating size required. Esti-

mates furnished on application. Sept, 9.
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FUN AT THE FAIR
!>•** N L I - i • reyoa a few iuo* of an afUrnooa al th.

•, _ then* no Urn* lik* ih* i-r**rnl, h+tv »oa»! T-> rov t

aftaraoon b a far m re £»**)>]< • th»n th* h. .

of the «Ttninx. and if—a* wm mv caw
haw baao Um cfeoJo

I aaw ao many right* koa,

not mantioa nam**, but laav« it to tb*
Itm raadan to »»ppljr the hiatua.
But first let me tpeak of io*t objectionable faaturv-

Fair itaelf, and I am rare all who hare been
thoroughly agree with roe. I albxlr to the pr

it nearly every etaod. Form* rly. n

of the kind, it wae as an exhibition purr rt *t«j
b_T_»ing it is if one hai Invited a fair damr the caee may
be, toaocompany him, to ha
him with the request to buy it for the lady! scent bottles,

J
|

es, kitchen-ware, cosmetics, t

baskets, waffles, and fruit- Actually, a man is afrmi

to look at anything lest a demand be made uj>on his tooM chang*.
Even a mystariooi curtained encloaore, i —ninhUiw a bathing l*-»x or

confessional, has a placard informing the pum by, hi* batnpi will ha u>
aminett for two-bits, and a character given. From the birds eye view I

took of the passing throng, I should say many in that motley orowd might
besiege this particular place in search of one long lost. I am afraid you
will call me oaoaoriona for this remark, hut then yon know I am nothing
if not truthful ; and you yourself with your rosy ooloiad weapon, lay
bare many an evil, hidden away under the gloaa of ducats and in'

But I have digressed unpardonably, bo I will haul in and steer ol

everything but what I saw.
Well, come with me, and let us imagine the scene is actually taking

place, instead of being in the past. Here at the corner, where the " hatch-
ing process " goes on, are two old dowagen doing a little hatching i f their
own, and I'll wager the gossip and slander they'll bring out will rival any
invention of the day. Both are well-known to "Society." One is the
terror of our chief caravansary: the other dwells with her son. Turning
from them in disgust, I stroll into the garden, and behold something of
the same style in the shape of a society matron, of ample build, but she
covers her gossipping propensities with the mantle of Belf-righteousnesa,
and does her " using up " under the guise of pious reeret at the failings of
others. She has two daughters with her, both married, though one has
severed her ties. The next group I encounter is the family of sisterB of
uncommon cognomen, the two who have withstood so bravely the cruel
6nger of Time, walking with the friend from San Jose, who is so fre-

quently of their party. Attached to this group is the youngest son of an
ex-Spanish family, living on the line of the railroad between San Fran-
cisco and San Jose* He has grown very stout, and, with his light paut3,
cut-away coat and white vest, looks as Tuburcio did in his youth. In
the distance is his robust eldest sister, pointing out to her natty little hus-

band the banks of ferns in the garden. They are soon joined by another
couple, where the wife o'ertops the husband, though, in this instance, 'tis

in hight alone, not in breadth, too. A nurse following bears the infant,

which has gladdened the hearts of the latter couple after twelve years of

waiting. Ah, there is lovely young Mrs. H., her brouze-hued tresses

making her as great a mark for admiration as in her girlish days. She
has her little girl with her, who in dark beauty bids fair in the future to

rival her beautiful mother.

Another blonde beauty holds possession of one child, a daughter, is

seated with her sister, the wife of a young lawyer belonging to the old

Kentucky family. Truly the garden seems to be the focus for society
people to-day, for here opposite the Jerusalem stand, viewing the cut
dahlias, I see the pretty and still youthful looking—despite the silvering

of her hair—wife of the ex-Governor Banker. Her daughter, accompan-
ied by a young lady from Menlo Park, is hunting for the display an-
nounced to be made by the latter young lady's uncle. Buckley's pet
lamb, he of the English affectation, ye know, is staring with all his might
at a very pretty girl in blue, who lives on Rincon Hill, but her big

brother is near talking to the legal appendage (in the shape of husband to

one of his daughters) of one of Taylor street nabobs. The father of ap-

pendage is seen ascending the stairs to the art gallery, chatting, en route

with one of her blonde daughters. The other daughter, the one wearing
glasses, is seated in the gallery tete a tete with the daughter of the Demo-
cratic party, which I hear ia the title the old " War Horse " has bestowed
upon her. Standing before the painting " Elaine" is the lady who figured

as belle of Washington in the palmy days of Polk and Dallas ; dressed in

black, conversing with the sprightly wife of a once prominent citizen who
has succumbed to che downward turn of " outrageous fortune's" wheel.

You can also see the same flirtation going on that was observed in the

Art Gallery the other evening ; really, Madam ought to be more cautious.

I suppose she thinks lovers of harmony can never produce discord ; but
one can sometimes strain the pitch and snap chords asunder, even matri-

monial ones. The buxom hostess of one of our most attractive boarding
houses is here also, accompanied by her sworn friend, whose love of art

and beauty can luckily be indulged in by the aid of a long purse. Where
is her husband, I wonder 1 On dit in Paris. Well, I for one don't blame
him. " Life is short and time is fleeting," sings the poet, and so, I sup-

pose, thinks Bob. The most sociable man in town, or "Limited London,"
as he is called, strolls along calmly, following in the footsteps of a bevy of

school girls, whom he contents himself with admiring from afar. God-
defroy, on the contrary, hastens to join them, and treats them all to

candy and soda water. Where did he discover the secret for perpetual

youth ? And so the stream goes on. The close of the Fair draws nigh,

and though some may regret that it so soon will be numbered with what
ia of the past, there are still more, I will venture to say, who, though
finding it an agreeable lounge of an afternoon or evening, are quite ready

to cry, "Hold, enough." "Anon."

Casb Advances.—It is a matter of much moment frequently for farm-

ers, merchants and brokers, having grain and other merchandise in ware-

house, to raise money for present requirements of business.
^
Those inform-

ed on such matters say that the Pacific Bank is the favorite, as they are

well aware, from the amount of money constantly in hand at that institu-

tion that they can always rely upon being accommodated on Buch securi-

ties, promptly and on the easiest terms.
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ALTAR.
d September f», Park B. Buckmlnrter to May Fitzgerald.

r, J. Bartmng Luaman-Hayar.
Kracu September 7. Alexander Bui

I

i
Krath• inibr- August SO, Captain .'. C. Collins to rmler,

OoOK-Bdwahdb -September 11, Adolph J. Conn U< Frances L. Edwards.
Doiuula-Foea September B, s. M. Dorman to Ida p. Fogg
UAVis-KATiiiK-Septomber 12, George F. David to Nannie 1>. Katliie.

tptember 18, John Ferran to Maggie Oonnen.
September 11, Capt. George E. P. Huntto Carrie S. Cutler.

Haskiss-Haskiss—September 18, Albert P. Haskins to Lizzie M. Haskins.
i BAOON—September 11, J. N. Halstead to Georgio A. Bacon.

Howlasd-Chambsrs—September 6, Clarence A. Howland to Millie V. Chambers
Hyland-Fauan—September 2, M. J. Hyland and Jennie Fagau, both of this city.
IIackktt-Colton— September 6, Don Zemoria Hackett to Emma F. Colton.
O'Connor-Ryan—Aug. 31, by Father O'Oallaghan, D. C. O'Connor to Maggie Ryan.
Rosbndahl-Dban—September S), Charles Rosendahl to Elizabeth Dean.
Rav-Nowat—September 8, Adolph Kay to Rosie Noisat, both of this city.
RoLLIMB-LbwIb—September 7, William R. Rollins to Lulu Lewis, both of this city.
Shba-Abbott—September 4, Daniel W. Shea to Mary E. Abbott, both of this city.
SMiTii-Kf.LLY-September (i, John E. Smith to Mary Ella Kelly, both of this city.
Vallon-Cuhbn—September II, Joseph Vallon to Ida Cohen.
WKHRsroN-KBAM-Sept. 7, by Rev. J. M. Buehler, A. Wehrspoti to Agnes Readi.
WILBOH-MaoMiHH—September 12, Edward M. Wilson to Margaret MacMinn.

TOMB.
Alex—September 13, Joseph Henry Alex, a native of Placer Co., Cal., aged 17 years

S months and 13 days.
Andkrson—September 7, Louis Anderson, a native of Unsale, Sweden, aged 37 years,

2 months and 1 day.
Bbckkr—September 7, Henry Becker, a native of Germany, aged 37 years.
Brooks—Sept. 11, Henry B. Brooks, a native of Brooklyn,* N.Y., aged 65 years 2mos.
Bodkn—Sept. 0, Mrs. Penelope Allen Boden, a native of England, aged 76 years 10 mos.
Carrol—Sept. 8, Edward Carrol, a native of Ireland, aged 37 years.
Connolly—Sept. .6, Mary, relict of tho late Owen Connolly, aged 36 years.
Chart—Sept. 7, Capt. R. L. Crary, a native of New York, aged 62 years 7 months.
Donnelly—Sept. 9, Bridget, wife of John Donnelly, aged 34 years.
Daley—Sept. 9, Thomas Daley, a native of County Mayo, Ireland, aged 37 years.
Ellis—Sept. 7, Mary A. Church Ellis, aged 62 years and 6 months.
FiT/.GKRALD-Sept. 8, Ellen Fitzgerald, a native of Ireland, aged 48 years.
HUGUY—Sept. 4, James Hughy, a native of Ireland, aged 45 years.
Hofmann—Sept. 12, Sophie, wife of Henry Hofmann, aged 38 years.
Lynch—Sept. 9, Timothy Lynch, a native of County Limerick, Ireland, aged 49 years.
Lee—Sept. 5, Charles Lee, a native of New York, aged 32 years.
McDonald—Sept. 9, Frances McDonald, aged 26 years and 7 months.
McCarthy—Sept. 6, Margaret McCarthy, a native of Ireland, aged 33 years.
McManus—Sept. 11, Fannie McManus, aged 32 years and 5 months.
Morgan—Sept. 10, Margaret Morgan, a native of Ireland, aged 61 years.
Nolan -Sept. 8, Edward Nolan, a native of Ireland aged 35 years.
O'Brien—Sept. 21, Bartholomew O'Brien, aged 35 years.
Ribolli— Sept. 10, Antonia Ribolli, a native of Austria, aged 45 years.
Saykr—Sept. 5, Mary R., wife of Capt. R. S. Sayer, aged 70 years.
Sohwarz—Sept. 9, Marie Wilhelmine Sehwarz, a native of San Francisco, aged 24

years, 2 months and 27 days.
Shea—Sept. Mrs. Hannah Shea, a native of Ireland, aged 45 years.
Wilson—Sept. 13, Catherine Wilson, a native of Dublin, Ireland, aged 41 years.
Wood—Sept. 11, Lafayette G. Wood, aged 22 years, 9 months and 7 days.
Zander—Sejt. 9, L. T. Zander, aged 60 years.

~~H__I HAgST^-jTOBr
IS UNQUESTIONABLY THE

VERY BEST PIANO
MADB IN AMERICA.

BUY OPSTE AND BE CONVINCED.
OEAS. S. EATON, Agent ...647 Market St., opp. Kearny. S.F.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

No. 330 Post Street Opposite Union Square.

PROF. O. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 320 Post
street, is now open for Juveuile and Evening Classes. Office Hours, for Terms, etc.,

10 a.m. to 12 M., and 1 to 5 p.m. Oct. 22.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,
NO. 922 POST STREET.

Day and Boarding School for Tonus Ladies and Children.
KINDERGARTEN. Next Term will commence July 24th. To secure admis-

sion for boarding pupils, applications should be made as early as possible.

May 13. MADAME B. ZEITSKA, A.M., Principal.
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REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.

Recorded in the City and County of San Francisco. California, for

the Week ending- September 9, 1882.

Compiled fromthe Records of'the CommercialAgency,401 California St. ,S.l?.

Monday, September 4th.

ORANTOB AND SRANTBB.

Bank of California to T Maloney.

.

Henry Epstein to Jno Carroll

M Schenring et al to Henry Blum.

Rebecca Spaulding to A F Spear.

.

Jos W Winans to H D Monahan.

.

Chas J Dunz to I G WickerBham.

W W Smith by exrs to J B Fayard

Patk B McCne to Philip Forest. .

.

DESCRIPTION.

W Folsom, 450 n Prospect Place, n 50 x
160; ebalf of P V lot 126

N Bnsb, 117:6 w Dnpont, w 20x137:6—
50:vara290
W Powell 115 s Greenwich, s 22:6x70—
50-vara 472
W Howard, 65 b 25th, 8 65x115 -Mission

|

B 1S2
W Buchanan, 51 s Jackson, b 25:6x80. .

.

Se Eddy and Leavenworth, e 40x65—50
vara 1102

E Jonas, 112:6 n O'Farrell, n 25x137:6—
100-vara 1063

Nw Bryant, 206:3 sw 5th, sw 23:2x87:6—
100-vara 190

$ 800

25,000

4,250

2,500
5

15,250

5,000

2,625

Tuesday, September 5th.

Egbert Judson to Nicholas Hottua

Andrew Hansen to N Hottua
N Hottua to A Hausen
Robt Seaver Jr to Henry Gonld. .

.

Jno G Harding to N K Maeteo

Amelia H Hamill to Chas L Clough
Edward R Robinson to Jane Peck
KoseGarvey to Jno Block

Thos Brahany to Frank McAleer.

C Zimmerman to Delia Zacharias.

J Winterburn to J B Goayean

—

J B Gouyeau to Thos Brahany

—

H McCaffrey to Alfred Clarke

A Heibmg to Lewis Gerstle

D Bnckley to Jno W Allyne et al.

.

N K Masten to same
J H Meredith et al to W H Bovee.

.

Louis McLane to Alfred E Davis.

.

Land Investment Co to D McNee.
Duncan McNee to F R Catton....

J Schweitzer to Asher Frank
Jeanette Cosgrove to Jane De Witt

J S Friedman to Frank W Lawlor

Kate D Wilson to Jno Cusick. . .

.

Eugene CasBerly to EC D Cogswell

Same to same

W Guerrero, 60 b Clinton Park, s 55x90,

being in Mission Block 25
Same 87:6 b same, 27:6x90
Same CO s same, 27:6x90
Sw Main, 332 se Folsom, ee 31:1x45:7.

W Selina Place, 80 n California, w 58, n
30:6, e to Selina Place, s 31 to com . .

.

Lot 45 San Miguel Homestead
Lots 11, 12. 13 blk S, R R Hd No 2

S Greenwich, 112:6 w of Kearny, w 25 x
137:6

E Hampshire, 232:6 s 25th, 8 25th, s 24 x
100—Mission Block 177

N Sutter, 82:6 e Pierce, e 27:6x100, be.

ing in Western Addition 387
W Hampshire, 125 s 24th, s 52x100, be
ing iu M i-sion Block 176

Same
Sw Hawthorne, 242 se Folsom, 33x112:6

N O'Farrell, 137:6 e Gough, e 55x120—
Western Addition 131

Se Mission, 382:4 ne 2d, ne 35:6x80
Nw Minna, 347:6 ne 2d, ne 63:4x80
W Mason, 68:9, s VallejO, a 48:9x100, be-

ingin 50-vara 610
Nw Bryant, 225 ne 3rd, ne 187:6 etc, to

commencement
Sundry lots in S S F Hd & R R Assn
Same
S Morton, 40 w Dnpont, w 45x60
S 21st, 203:6 e Sanchez, e 50x114—Mis-

sion Block 90
S McAllister, 75 e Broderick, e 25x137:6
Western Addition 512

N 18th, 25 e Capp, e 25x100, being situ-

ate in Mission Block 60
SeShotwell and 26th, s 123:6, se6I,se
190 etc to commencement

Se Folsom and 2tith, s 182, se 160, n 182.

w 245 to commencement

4,150

300
100

1,350

450

Gift

5

775
5

5,000

8,000
4,800

5
1,734

134*25

Gift

1,650

3,000

5,000

7,225

Wednesday, September 6th.

Aaron MorriB to Sarah N Morris..
A Schmolz to A Zeis
Geo Strasser to Real Estate Union

A E Sabatie et al to Robt B Ewing

Geo Camming to M Camming

Jno Conghlin to Peter Svetinick..

Peter F Rhode to E A Denicke. . .

.

LGottig toNH Spauldlng

J V de Lavega to Jas E Sweeney.
Thos Butler to L Gottig

Milo Hoadley to Thos Crow

Jno Hannan to Harold E Bennett.

A H Holman to Jno Bergstrom. . .

.

Jno Center et al to C C Robrle. . .

.

Wm A Scollay to V Menesini

T J Rooney to J R Howard
Sarah M Bareilles to A C Searle.

T O'Connor to Elizth L O'Connor

W Dolores, 102 n of Liberty, s 50x105.

.

N Green, 113:9 w Mason, w 23:9x65:9...

S Herrman, 128 e Steiner, e 64, s 62, nw
64 n 50 to commencement

N Sutter, 56:9 e Stockton, e 80:9, n 73:6,

w 80:8, s to commencement
N Fell, 100 w Polk, w 48x137:6, being in

Western Addition 69
Nw Jessie, 225 ne 6th, ne 25x75, being

in 100-vara 222
Lots 69 and 70, blk 33, Fairmount . .

.

N Clinton Park, 292 w Guerrero, w 25 x
75—Mission Block 25

Lot A, blk 210, Gardenville Homestead.
B 12th, 50 e Berenice, e 25, b 73:2, w 25,

n 75:5 to commencement
S Pine, 143:9 w Baker, w 25x137:6, Bitu.

ate in Western Addition 582
Ne Point Lobos Avenue and 22d, e 70 x
100—Western Addition 202

Lots 136, 133, 140, 142, 265, Gift Map 3.

.

Potrero Block 171
E Stockton, 57:6 s Union, s 40 x 57:6-

eubject to mortgage for $6,000
W Larkin, 25 b Lombard, s25xl05:9....
S Greenwich, 87:6 w Laguna, w 50x137:
6—Western Addition 246

N Grove, 110 w Webster, w 27:6x137:6—
j WoBtern Addition 301

Gift

$ 1

1,000

5

Gift

2,15,0

343

875
225

1,200
1

500

10,400
1,950

1,500

Gift

Thursday, September 7th—Continued.

Thursday, September ?th.

A J Hutchinson to Abner Doble.
iBaac Levy to A Miereon

Jos Cuneo to Alfred L Brewer....
Eunice A Hardy to J A S Ayer. . .

.

Same to same
Elie Bonnet to B Bonnet

JGKlumpbe to A F Hinchman..

A F Hinchman to W H WhitakerW H Whitaker to B Fitzgerald....
C P Duane to B Monbroussona. .

.

B Monbroussons to E H Cardinet.
Elie Bonnet to Jos R Mogan

B Bonnet to same.,

E Pierce, 130 n Uuion, e 130x137:6 $ 1
S Green, 68 w Powell, w 24:9 etc to com-
mencement 2 250

Lota 876 to 875, Gift Map 3
Ne 17th and Hardy, e 26, n etc to com-
mencement 1 , 000

Same i 000
Lot 35 blk 96 Market and 14ih St Home-

stead , 3 000
Lots 6, 7, 8, 41, 42, 43, O'Neil & Haley
Tract 200

Same 800
Same GiftW 5th, 90 b of Folsom, s 25x75—100-
vara 193 400

Same 3500
Lo.t 3§ block 96, Market and 14th Street
Homestead 2,400

ISame 2,400

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE.

J M Spencer to N K MaBten

Catb Kennedy to Annie Ludke...

C H Knownburg to A W Gamble.

Ld Invest Co to City and Co S F.

J J Crowley to Jno Nightingale.

.

J P Shepard to Saml B Farnum.

.

FMPixleyto Argonaut Pub Co.

Calvin Nutting Jr to Jas Carroll

.

DESCRIPTION.

Nw Minna, 347:10 ne 2d, ne 63x80, being
in 100-vara 4

E Cook, 564:7 n Pt Lobos Avenue, n 31:

10, bc etc to commencement, being in
Western Addition 641

E Folsom, 215 s 22d, 45x122:6—Mission
Block 139

Sw Cbesley, 170 nw Bryant, nw 25x120 ;

Nc Chesley 170 nw Bryant, nw 25x120—100-vara 273 ; for the purpose of a
public street

Nw'Waller and Buchanan, w 35x120—
Western Addition 290

E Fillmore, 25 n Jackson, n 25, e 94:7,
sw 25:4, w 90:3 to commencement—
subject to mortgage for $2,500
W Dupont, 98:6 n Post, n 24x45—subject
to mortgage

S Golden Gate Avenue, 82:6 w Scott, w
55x110-Western Addition 450

Gift

2,850

3,500

7,000

Friday, September 8th.

Hib S &LSocy to S E Douglas..

.

G Woodward to B de AndreiB et al

C Steadman to M G W Steadman.

S O'Farrell, 85 w Larkin, w 25x137:6-
Western Addition 9

N Vandewater, 68:9 w Powell, w 22:11
x60-50-varal527

Undivided one-tenth lot 40 bib 83, Dun-
phy Tract

Ger S & L Socy to G W Edwards. ,W Pierce, 100 n Bush, n 37:6x137:6, be-
ing in Western Addition 427

Same
NBush, 206:3 w Jones, w 22:1x137:6—

50-varall22
S VallejO, 68:9 e Mason, e 68:9x137:6—
50-vara

~~"

Geo Edwards to G P Rixford..
Geo L Bradley to Wm Hardy..

Jno H Reed et al to A Kaufman.

L B Frankel to Edward Parrish. .

.

Edwd Parrish to G W Prescott. .

.

B McCarty to Cecelia McCormick.

Undivided half, ew Bay and Kearny, w
w 68:9x137:6, being in 50-vara 550 ...

.

All above
Nw Greenwich and Fillmore, n 137:6 x
137:6-W A 242 re-record

$4,000

1,200

300

5
5,250

9,500

5,550

2,500
4,000

Saturday, September 9th.

A Holmes et al to S F Savs Union

L B Frankel to Edwd Parrish

Chas C Butler to Jno F Kennedy.
Eliza J Waddell to Wm Stapleton.

Florence Crowley to M A Harker.

Eliza Schussler to Chris Schusaler

M M Meherin to Margt E Meherin

C J Jones to J C Beatty

J C Beatty to W H H Hart..

S 15th, 50 w Church, w 37:6x100—Mis-
Bion Block 96

Undivided half b Bay, 137:6 w Kearny,
w 22:11x68:9

S Pine, 81:3 e Gough, e 42x120
W Franklin, 95 s of Grove, B 25x107:6—
Western Addition 139

EVanNeBS, 50 s Turk, e* 70x109—sub-
ject to mortgage for §6,500

Lots 53 and 54, Silver Terrace Home-
stead

Undivided half, e Devisadero, 93:6 n of
Eddy, n 22x86—subject to a mortgage
for $1,600

E EarriBon, 182 n 23d, n 26x100 ; e Ala-
bama, 182 n 23d, n 26x100; e Harrison,
208 n 23d, 11 52x200—Babject to mort-
gage for $6,500

Same

6,000

25,300

5,000
500

GEO. STREET, A.gent JVews Z,etter, 30 Comhill, E. C, JOondon.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
Finest and Cheapest Meat-flavoring Stock for Sonps, Made

Dishes and Sauces.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT,
An Invaluable and Palatable Tonic in all Cases of Weak

Digestion and Debility. " Is a success and boon for which Nations should feel

grateful. See " Medical Press," " Lancet," " British Medical Journal," etc.

T

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.

Cantion—Genuine only with fac-simile of Baron Liebig's
Signature, in blue ink, across Label.

This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substitutes being in

the market.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
To be bad of all Store-beepers, Grocers and Chemists. Sole

Agents for the United States (wholesale only), 0. David & Co., 9, Fenchurch
Avenue, London, England. Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, San
Francisco. June 10.

he Summer Sun and Dust. Ladies and all exposed to the scorching
rays of the sun and heated particles of dust, will find than the most
cooling and refreshing preparation for the face, hands and arms, is

Rowlands9 Kalydor, which eradicates all prickly Heat, Sunburn, Tan,
Freckles, Stings of Insects, etc., and produces a beautiful and delicate

complexiou.

Rowlands' Macassar Oil prevents the hair falling off or becoming dry
durintr the hot weather, and eradicates scurf and dandruff.

Rowlands1 Odonto is the purest and most fragrant Tooth Powder ever used,

and contains no acid or mineral ingredients, which are so detrimental

to the teeth and gums. Its purity especially adapts it for the teeth of

young children. Ask any dealer in perfumery for Rowlands' articles,

of 20, Hatton Garden, London.

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.
Attendance, daily, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by the under-

signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, and to furnish all information

relating to the Society. J. P- McCURRIE, Secretary,

Oct. 23. Room 4, No. 531 California st.

"Depairins: Watches and Jewelry, No. 39 Third Street.
Ji *

[July 22.1 D. L. LEVY.

a week in your own town. Terms and $5 outfit free.
Address H. Hallett & Co., Portland, Maine.$66
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NOTABILIA. = 1
THE PEDDLERS BONO.
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George Slowoo. the peal billiard player, tho other <Uy auulo * mmt
remarkable ritot He wu running -"it * fame, whrn he •truck hia hull

thr t*M«\ truck the Mile rail. leaped in a curve on to the second Ul>lr,
made tw» little juid|» there, bopped In th« thin! Ul»lo, and OHTOB
the red and on* of the w the player there looked up
what everybody was laughing at. Our X»taYtilia man made a a
tuarkablc shot. It wu a dead centre in fact. Haloid oft!
rant in the city, and at one shot doubled the boaineai of Swain's •

Bakery, 213 Sutter street '•
. tnd Inviting, it draws the beat of

customers. Its suppers and ice-creams beat the world.

A scientist has invented a way of sawing a murderer's head off with a
red-hot srira, slsctHcaUy heated. It is not an entirely new invention, bow*
e*er. In IbJi oountry a little wire-pulling has often caused an offios*hold<
der's bead to fall into the basket.

A "war correspondent telegraphs from Kgypt that the wfldeal
imaginable are afloat, and therefore without foundation. Did anybody
ever hear of anything with foundations that was afloat? That i

the Cuff's conundrums. We undertake to answer it. We do know < • f a
thing that is afloat, and yet has a foundation. The story is afloat

the city that the pure and unadulterated liquors of P.J, Oassln&Co.,
Corner of Washington and Battery, are sold in retail quantities at whole
sale prices, and the story has a solid foundation of truth.

Count Zlchy, the Hungarian pianist, haa but one arm. He is in great
demand as a teacher in families blessed with pretty girls. Materrain. lies
know that a one-armed teacher can't keep the piano going and hug at the
same time.

Yes, we are an advocate of women's rights. We stand unflinchingly to
the doctrine, in which we will be upheld by 99 of every 100 women in the
country! Noble women should have their rights! They are her rights, and
she should have 'eiu! Man has no right to woman's rights! Whoopee, hur-
rah! And woman has no right to man's rights. But she has a right to
have her photo taken by the best artists in the city, and that is why she
always goes to Bradley & Rulofson's, Corner of Montgomery and Sac-
ramento.

A good reason: Irish witness (for defence): " Is it myself that under-
stands the nature of an oath ? Faix, and I ought to ; haven't I been twice
tried for perjury and convicted ?"

And what shall I say more ?" asked the clergyman, after an hour's hold-
ing forth. And it was noticed that every mouth in the congregation in-

stinctively formed itself into the word "Amen." That parson should
take hint from our Notabilia man, whose sermons are all short, and as witty
as they are brief. In a single line he can make everybody understand that
J. R. Kelly & Co's. Imperishable Paint is the best in the market, it covers
three times the space of ordinary paint, and is impervious to sun or rain.

Nothing was created in vain. The cucumber is bread and butter to
the young physician, painfully and hungrily struggling into a paying prac-
tice.

"My frens," said the officiating clergyman at the marriage of two col-

ored persons, " my frens, it am a serious ting to get married, specially
when bofe parties am orphans an' haint got no parients to fall back on, as
am the present case." Yet they managed to make a start in life, as most
folks do when they are bent on marrying. They had to live economically
though. This they accomplished only after their friend sent them an. Ar-
lington Range from De La Montanya, on Jackson street below Battery.

" My dear," said a husband to his wife, " what kind of a stone do you
think they will give me when I am gone ?" She answered, cooly, " it may
be brimstone, John."

We are persuaded that the ancient Hermes, with all the subtle art

and natural resources of the alchemists, was a very poor doctor compared
with Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham, of Lynn, Mass. Hermes may have been,

after all, only a clever practitioner of the Black Art, but we know there is

no humbug in the pharmaceutical chemistry of Mrs. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.

A fish with eight jaws has been caught lately. The scientists called in

proonunce it a variety of what is known as the mother-in-law fish.

"A coward can be a hero at a distance; presence of danger tests pres-

ence of mind." Presence of disease tests the power of a curative. Kid-
ney Wort challenges this test always and everywhere, bo far as all com-
plaints of the bowels, liver and kidneys are concerned. It cures all, nor
askB any odds.

He: " May I offer you my arm ?" She: " Oh, this offering your arm is

getting monotonous. Why not offer me your hand for a change ?"

" Why do they call him a brakeman ?" asked the child, after that ex-

cellent official had looked in at the car-door and hollered one of the lamps
out, "what does he break?" "He breaks the silence," said the father,

and the train rolled on, laden with truth. It is no less a truth that the

best and nobbiest hats in the market are sold by White, the renowned hat-

ter, of 014 Commercial street.

Solomon was the first man who proposed to part the heir in the mid-

dle.

J. F. Cutter's Old Bourbon.—This celebrated whisky is for sale by
all first-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

Best pictures taken at the Imperial Gallery, 724J Market street.

IcUepedhert
While I traaed in bar dreamy ey—

And farewell |»»k o'er her feature* n

i
•|X>aJc,

hana.

hrr frarr.c.
Anil \c*\<r<\ fn.m h.T pal

' «*tto cud*,
Ufa tin iii .

At loa.1 .ho pitted tl„- h,i|...|,.„, ,mart
of Um purion shs loan ha.l »

Anil just an I fi'U iho \rntt,
<l«ined her mutilh anil y h

Political Aspirants Tta« most f..r. il.lo ud |„,pular way of reaching
taenia i* t.. 1st them have your |.h..t..Braph ami know tin

aprwaranco of the iimn thai are rating for. The only way you can
.-itT.ir.l in do thin i» by lending s»n Francisco
Medallion Oo.. 609 Marobanl itrset, 8«n Francisco. Five hundred me-
dsjllons fur SB. The medallion is a fee limits "f photograph sent, re-

in niic to that of a po»t.T«e stamp. Gummed and perforated with
yarn name at the bottom. Olden filled in one week. Process patented.

If It wasn't for the belles a good many people would min being church
members.

An exchange says: " A man who has a mulatto servant girl named
Kiln, calll her umber Kiln. We don't sienna fun in that." Thin in off-col-
..red humor, bnt we an willing to give our esteemed contemporary the
ohrome-o, Bnt " off colored, we know that which is a very different con-
dition. We refer to the houses and signs painted by Noble Bros., of 642
Clay street, which always look fresh.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,
Sawing, Planing and Manufacturing—Doors, Sashes, Blinds and

Mouldings-Turning, Scroll and Jig Sawing—Counters,
Bar and Store Fixtures.

Finishing Work for Buildings on Hand and Made to Order.

217 to 225 Siiwir SI., and 218 to 226 Stewart St., S. F.
Tho largest and oldest established mill on the Pacific Coast.

D. A. lUcnosALD, Pres't. R. S. FatcoNKR, Sec'y. W. N. Miu.ku, Supt
fj'iruh 25.]

F, N. Neuval. W. S. Somervell.

PACIFIC ASPHALTUM COMPANY.
Established 1S65-

Proprietors of the Celebrated Corral de Piedra Asphaltum Mine,
(San Louis Obispo County).

Dealers in Crude and Refined
ASPHALTUM, FELT AND ROOFING MATERIAL.
Prepared Asphaltum for Country Orders always on hand. Contractors for Side-

walks, Roofs, Floors and General Asphaltum Work. All Work Guaranteed.

Officeand Dejjot, 430 Jackson.
|
Branch Office, 433 Montgomery,B.T.

JAMES 0. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,
Agents for RICORD'S RESTORATIVE PILLS,

635 Market Street San Francisco, Cal.
PALACE HOTEL. June 24.

R. CUTLAR, D.D.S.,

Has Removed His Dental Office

From 715 Clay Street to No. S3 Post Street.

Office Boars—From 10 A.M. to B JP.M.

[
May 6.]

DR. R. BEVERLY COLE
Ifas Returned from Europe,

And Resumed Practice at his New Offices,

218 POST STREET, above Dupont. [July 29.

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,
OCULIST.

Formerly at No. 313 Bash street, bns removed to Phelan's
Bujldingr, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 m. to 3 p.m.

Take the Elevator. May 27.

DR. JAMES W. KEENEY,
OFFICE AND RESIDENCE: 33 MOXTOOHEKY STREET.

HOURS: 2 to 4, 7 to 7:30 p.m.
SUNDAYS: 3 to 4 p.m. April 9.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 215 GEARY ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.

Feb. 6.3 OFFICE HOURS: 1 to 4 P.M.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

360 FOVMTB STXEJET, SAX FRANCISCO.
[July 16.]
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BIZ.

The arrivals during the week have been numerous, adding very ma-
terially to the fleet of disengaged vessels in port, and causing a decided

decline in European Grain freights. Engagements during the week for

British iron ships, hence to Cork with Wheat, have been effected at 50s.,

while American wooden ships, for same voyage, cannot be quoted better

than 45s. The disengaged fleet here and in ports adjacent aggregate 70,-

000 registered tons, on the berth of 50,000 tons, while the fleet to arrive,

in all, this year, foots up 270,000 tons, against 410,000 tons same date last

year, and 192,000 tons at a corresponding date in the year 1880.

Wheat arrives rather sparingly. At this date it is 1,000,000 ctls. less

than it was at a corresponding date last year. Farmers do not exhibit

any anxiety to part with their "Wheat at current rates, nor do exporters

manifest any eagerness as to purchases. On Monday, under unfavorable

English advices, the price of good shipping grades eased off somewhat, but

has since rallied again to $1 65 $ cfcl. for No. 1 Shipping, and $1 67£@
SI 72| for No. 1 Milling to extra choice White. Of this latter, there

seems to be quite a scarcity, and we observe that the Produce Exchange
Standards are this year considerably below those of last crop year. In
fact, this season's No. 1 is no better than the No. 2 of 1881 crop. Exports
continue free and liberal, as the decline in freights will admit of Wheat
purchases at current figures. It is stated, however, upon 'Change—and
with those famili.ir with the business—that, unless a favorable change (a

rise in price) takes place ere long in England, that some of our largest

Grain exporters must suffer heavy losses, and during the suspense they
prefer to be lookers-on rather than enlarge their operations. The trans-

actions in Wheat at the Call Board have not been extensive for some time
past—not much disposition manifest to speculate in Breadstuff, consider-

ing that she aggregate crop throughout the United States is very large,

and the export requirement by no means urgent, and not likely to be for

some time to come.

Barley.—The British Bark Mirella is loading 1,000 tons Chevalier for

Liverpool. This description we quote at SI 50 per cental. There is not

as yet much inquiry for Brewing. It may, however, be quoted at $1 32^
@S1 35 per cental. Eeed has declined during the week to 31 25@$1 27£.

Speculation at the Call Board in Futures is less pronounced, with a de-

cided falling off in the every-day transaction. So long as prices are in-

flated as they are now we cannot expect to ship off any of our surplus in

any quarter.

Flour,—The market for Extras keep us well. The British bark New-
ark cleared for Liverpool with the bulk of 16,404 barrels, value $90,220.
The British steamer Coptic, hence for China on the 9th inst., carried

2,863 barrels for Hongkong, and to Japan 261 barrels. The British
steamer Suez, for Honolulu, same day, carried 985 barrels. We quote
Extras, S5 25@§5 50; Superfine, §4@§4 50 per 196 pounds, all in cloth.

For the Orient.—The British steamer Coptic, hence for Hongkong on
the 9th inst., carried general cargo valued at §94,933, Treasure, $217,326.
Also for Japan, Merchandise, value $13,907. To Manila, Flour, etc.,

$251. To Batavia, Canned Goods, value $2,057.

For Hawaii.—The British steamer Suez, for Honolulu, hence on the
9th inst., had a full cargo of General Merchandise, of the value of $53,000.

Bags.—The market is overstocked with grain bags, and are said to
have a surplus to carry over of not lees than 15,000,000 grain sacks. During
the past week a number of important transfers have been made and some
sales at low figures, looking to next year for a market. Sales have been
effected at 8|c or less, according to description and terms of sale.

Coffee.—The market is largely overstocked with a light demand for the
season. 9c at ll£c will cover the range of Central American grades.

Sugar.—Imports thus far in the current year aggregate 88,775,000 lbs.

The great bulk of this is from the Sandwich Islands; the Islanders have
also sent three large cargoes to New York. This shows the great increase
in the Hawaiian production the last five years. Heretofore we imported
largely from the Phillipine Islands, Manila sugar taking a prominent place
in imports, but thus far in the year, not a single cargo has been brought
here. Sugar prices are unchanged.

Rice.—The Pacific Mail steamship City of Tokio, 28 days from Hong-
kong, brought 23,113 mats. Imports from Hawaii during the week have
also been free and liberal; the price of the latter, 4fc. Imports of Rice,
for eight months of the current year, aggregate about 30,000,000 lbs.; from
China 9,000,000 lbs., British East India 13,500,000 lbs., Hawaii 6,-

000,000, balance scattering.

Teas.—The City of Tokio, from China and Japan, brought us 5,231
pkgs.; also, in transit for Eastern cities, to go by Pacific Railroad, 17,051
pkgs.

Wheat to Cork.—The British bark Ada, 990 tons, has a charter to
load Wheat to Cork, U. K., at 45s.

WooL—Our stock is now reduced to 4,000,000 lbs of the Spring Clip
;demand light. The Fall Clip is now arriving, but of poor quality; prices

not established.

Hops.—The market is strong and holders firm at 45c@55c for good to
choice lots.

_
It is but seldom that San Francisco artists secure highly flattering no-

tices from high class London newspapers. Yet, I. W. Taber of this city
has had this said of him by the Pall Mall Gazette: Like M. Adam Solo-
mon, of Paris, France, Fredericks of New York, and Notman, of Mon-
treal, I. W. Taber, of San Francisco, is acknowledged to be one of the
most celebrated photographers in the world. He has made his profession
a lifelong study to bring the photographic art to its greatest perfection.
The Taber photographs of San Francisco are now celebrated all over the
world. Here in London they are regarded by experts as almost perfection
itself. Her Majesty, the Queen, is a great admirer of the Taber photo-
graphs. She has a large collection of them in her library which represents
her friends and those of her family who have visited California. The Ta-
ber photograph is one of the regular souvenirs. No one ever thinks of
leaving San Francisco without a Taber photograph of themselves and their
friends. His studio is within one square of the great Palace Hotel. Our
London people as well as Europeans generally, who propose visitin°- the
United States should make a note of this,

"

Kingston's

Oswego Starch
IS THE

Strongest, Purest and Best,
And is Recognized as the STANDARD all over toe World.

FOR INVALIDS.
KINGSFORD'S CORN STARCH

IS HIGHLY RECOMMENDED FOB ITS

Purity and Delicacy.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
The Company's steamers will sail for Yokohama and
„ HonefconS: CITY OF TOKIO, Sept. 21, at 2 p.m. Excursion Tickets

to Yokohama and return at special rates.
For NEW YORK via PANAMA: CITY OF RIO DE JANEIRO, Sept. 19th, at 10

o clock a.m., taking Freight and Passengers to MAZATLAN, SAN ELAS, MAN-
ZANILLO and ACAPCLCO, and via ACAPULCO for Lower Mexican and Central
American ports, calling at SAN JOSE DE GUATEMALA and LA LIBERTAD to
land passengers and mails.
Tickets to and from Europe hy any line for sale at the lowest rates: also for Ha-

vana and all West India porta.
For HONOLULU, AUCKLAND and SYDNEY: AUSTRALIA, September 23d,

at 2 p.m., or on arrival of the English mails.
Ten Dollars additional is charged for Upper Cabin passage.
For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and Brannan streets.
[Sept. 16.] WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., General Agents.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,

For Japan and China, leave wharf, corner First and Bran-
nan streets, at 2 p.m„ for YOKOHAMA AND HONGKONG, connecting at

Yokohama with Steamers for Shanghai.

OCEANIC Wednesday, Aug. 30th
COPTIC Saturday, Sept. 9th
GAELIC Thursday, Sept. 28th
BELGIC Saturday, October 7th
ARABIC Saturday, October 28th
OCEANIC Thursday, Nov. 9th
COPTIC Tuesday, Nov. 21st

GAELIC Tuesday, Dec. 12th
BELGIC Saturday, Dec. 23d
ARABIC Thursday, Jan. 11th, 1883
OCEANIC Tuesday, Jan. 23d
COPTIC Saturday, Feb. 3d
GAELIC Saturday, Feb. 24th
BELGIC Thursday, March 8th

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates.
Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.'s General

Offices, Room 74, corner Fourth and Townsend streets.
For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the PaciBc Mail Steam-

ship Company's Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.

LELAND STANFORD, President.
T. H. GOODMAN, General Passenger Agent.

Sept. 9.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamers of this Company will sail from Broadway Wharf

as follows

:

For Victoria, B.C., and Puget Sound Ports: On the 10th, 20th and 80th of each
month (except when such days fall on aholiday, then on the day previous). Steamer
of the 30th connects at Port Townsend with steamer "City of Chester " for Alastca
For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the O. R. & N. Co.: Every 4 days
For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 5th, 10th 15th

20th, 25th and 30th of each month. ' '

For Santa Cruz^Monterey, San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and
Ventura: Every Wednesday at 8 A.M.
For Eureka, Areata, and Hookton, Humboldt Bay: Every Wednesday 9 o'clock
For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc. : Every Monday.
Ticket Office, No. 314 Montgomery street, near Pine.

GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,
"<"• 2°- No. 10 Market street.

FOR PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, OREGON.
CHANGE OF TIME.

The Oregon Railway and Navigation Company and Paciac
Coast Steamship Company will dispatch every four days, from Spear-street

Wharf, for the above ports, one of their new Al Iron Steamships, viz. : QUEEN OF
THE PACIFIC, COLUMBIA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA and OREGON

Sailing Days
Sept. 4, 8, IS, 16, 20, 24, 28.

I
Oct. 2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 30

At 10 o'clock A.. M.
Connecting at Portland, Oregon, with Steamers and Railroads and their connecting
Stage Lines for all points in Oregon, Washington and Idaho Territories, British
Columbia and Alaska.

Ticket Office 214 Montgomery Street
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

rSept. 16.J No. 10 Market street, San Francisco.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Hale and Norcross Silver Milling: Company.—location of

principal place of business, San Francisco, California. Location of works,
Virginia Mining District, Storey County, Nevada.—iNotice is hereby given that at a
meeting of the Board of Directors, held on the twenty-fifth day of August, 1882,
an assessment (No. 75) of Fifty (50) Cents per share was levied upon the capital stock
of the Corporation, payable immediately, in United States gold coin, to the Secretary,
at the office of the Company, No. 58 Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street,
San Francisco, California.
Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the TWE.NTY-

EIGHTH day of September, 1882, will be delinquent and advertised for sale at public
auction ; and unless payment is made before, will be sold on THURSDAY, the
NINETEENTH day of October, 1882, to pay the delinquent assessment, together with
costs of advertising and expenses of sale. By order of the Board of Directors,

JOEL F. LIGHTNER, Secretary.
Office—No. 58 Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal.

[Sept. 2.1 '
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MECHANICS FAIR.
Mk htu bMQ fiireo (or thta pl«-u*at tux. lWtJoubb *x-

Mbit and pruaMiuwW.

Th« mw P*vili .i, U in every rwpect much superior to th« old htiiM
inj? in which the Fair dm been hel.l in f.rrarr years. It it more cbeerfol,

mmoriiooa and conveniently amuiired, and, above all thtr.

infinitely letter lighted. In an exhibit! -•., where the visitor*
want to see each other and be seen Ihenieelna at the beat adeanteare, a
lit; tit that shall be at the same time rtroojr, pom, white and steeuly is an
all-Important desideratuwu These qaalitiee the <pu supplied t>< the Fair
building by the t'enlrsJ Gaslight Company certainly poseeaeea. There is

I that amnky yellowness about it which is such an obtftoxt.

disagreeable characteristic of Inferior <pialitit>s of gas. It bolda
well, even beeide the daxxling whiteness of the electric lights, and bv the oft
and mellow, all penetrating glow which it -ho. Is it lends an adcUti
traction to the rair, the value of which can scarcely htjQfw mHiiwM
the principal merit of the Central Gaslight Company's gas li> -

economy. Probably but few visitors to the Fair have any idea of the
vast quantity of light which is necessary to illuminate moh an In
building, even to its remotest nooks and comers. It seems almost Encrvd
ible that the enormous number of 3,466 burners should be re«piired for
the purpose, yet this is the actual number which the Company i

with gas. It must be remembered, moreover, that this vast multitude
of burners have an average power of twenty three candles each, wbioh
is a most extraordinary strength, and that they daily consume no law
than 20,000 cubic feet of gas. Nevertheless, the total cost of thiseoor-
mous consumption, ten per cent, off being allowed, amounts: to '

prisingly small sum of $45 per diem. This fact establishes bevmi
tion the economical basis upon which the Central Qadiftbt Company hi

prepared to furnish its excellent commodity to oonsnmers. Certainly
no better advertisement of its merits could have been devised than the
magnificent result attained at the Fair. " The proof of the pudding
is in the eating." " Here is our light," says the Company, "judge for
yourselves as to its quality and then inquire into its cost." The spa-
cious stand occupied by the Company naturally occupies a central posi-
tion in the main aisle, and is one of the chief attractions of the Fair. It
is a glowing inclosure of living light, and by day and night it is thronged
with visitors, both within and without its polished railings. For the
Company has a pretty and instructive show of its own, aside from its

great exhibit as illuminator of the entire building. The various uses to
which gas can be put are practically illustrated. Besides giving light, it

is here shown that for heating and cooking purposes gas has no rival,

either in convenience, cleanliness or economy. It is an invisible fuel that
needs no carrying or storage room, but can be supplied in any quantity
required by the simple turning of a key. It emits no smoke or smell
while burning, and leaves behind it no debris of any sort. No ash-
barrel or troublesome cleaning is needed where gas is used for cooking or
heating, and yet its efficacy in both particulars is far snperior to wood,
coal or oil. As to its heating properties, as we said before, " the proof
of the pudding is in the eating " (no cockney pun intended), and this

proof is abundantly supplied by a little gas-stove on exhibition at the
Company's stand at the Fair. The gas is simply reflected upon a sheet
of burnished copper at the back of the stove, and from this reflection a
heat is thrown out which can be plainly felt at a distance of several

feet, while at the same time the light presents a most cheerful appear-
ance. It will at once be seen how ornamental, useful, economical and
cleanly such an apparatus would be in a dwelling room. For cooking
purposes the gas stove is equally valuable and efficient. The Central
Gaslight Company's offices are at 413 California street.

It is a sight worth seeing to visit the fragrant and attractive exhibit of

Mme. Soutenir, more especially if one wishes to go where the daintiest

damsels who frequent the Fair most thickly cluster. Mme. Soutenir has
sent from her famous Cosmetic Bazaar, No. 242 Ellis street, a choice col-

lection of samples of her renowned specialties, including all articles in-

tended to beautify and preserve the female form divine. By the magic
preparations of Mme. Soutenir the old are rejuvenated and the homely
made beautiful for ever. Her moth and freckle lotions, hair dyes,
pomades, etc., are said to possess virtues of unrivaled efficacy.

The Art Gallery is not quite so rich in meritorious works this year as it

has been on some former occasions. It contains a few pictures, however,
which go far to redeem its faults. Among these we would especially no-
tice two small canvasses by Mrs. Danielwitz. One is entitled " Waiting
for the Artist," and is particularly fine as to the face of the old gentleman
who is waiting and as to the details of the interior of the studio. The
second, called " The Arab," is " after " Shreyer, but it is a very beautiful
copy, and does the greatest credit to the skill of its fair author. There
is also a portrait of Prof. John Le Conte, attired in his academical
robes, painted by Mr. Henry Raschen, of this city. For the accuracy
of the portrait we cannot speak, never having seen Professor Le Conte to

our knowledge, but this we can say of the picture, viz. : that the head is,

without exception, the finest bit of artistic work in the entire exhibition.

The State University is lucky to possess a work of art which, beyond "a

doubt, will one day rank with the chef d'eeuvres of Vandyke, Velasquez
and the other great masters of the art of portrait-painting in former days.

A striking novelty at the Pair, and one that creates quite a sensation,
if we judge by the crowd about the exhibit, is the Adams & Westlake
wire-gauze, non-explosive oil stove, for heating and cooking. The work
done by this wonderful invention is proven right under the eyes of the
astonished spectators, bread and biscuits of the most delicious quality be-

ing baked and handed round at their stand every Thursday and Saturday
afternoon and evening. John F. Meyer's, of 77 Fourth street, is the agent
for the Adams & WeBtlake.

Worth, of Paris, is famed the wide world over for his remarkable
skill in fashioning dresses that make the ladies hardly less picturesque
and beautiful than the angels. Right here in San Francisco there is a
firm that almost rivals him in taste and excellence of workmanship. We
need hardly say that we allude to Miss Gunn and Mrs. Fales, fashionable

dressmakers, 224 Stockton street, between Post and Geary. They are

attracting customers who have visited Paris, and who declare that these

ladies are turning out work that the great Worth himself might well be
proud of. They make cutting and fitting a specialty.

WARBAKING POWDER
Tbn Roy a) Baldag Powder Company i.

tbaas who are manufarttir;
)-•**• (and lh< .

iU Tayutxws » tereati .f Um pub.
•me time *r» to •spaa* th< Kt m imaaTSt t " hrfk tip

•>f adulters***) baking powder* Having f

r- gro
,'

lie, daaoaacad the maker, by n*ute in the j.r».
llr«. The affair wa. »|*f.lily taken up l.y I'hv.iciana, Boal

nmoad for army, navy anil Imlifti.

irgaa so boldly mad* by ths Koyal Uom| only were the
,knik- lewder, in i he mnrk.-l fmin !y adulterated

Mil many <>! the:;i were Moertaiiii-il to contain alum an.l other potaoootu
incredienta to »uch an extent an to render them pn.itW.ly unaale for nae
in human food. The information ipresd throughout the . .nntry and cre-
ated a profound sensation. As a result many i .itturea
wan driven out of the market, and the sale of all ol Ij inter-
fered with. No occurrence of recent date has been a., f.ir r-

in ita beneti.ial influence upon the public health, and the boldnesi of the
Koyal Baking Powder C puny in the inaugu •arfare,
.iud their energy in carrying it Forward with rach important results, were
universally commented upon and appreciated. In making the charges
they did not hesitate to enter into competition with every other baking
powder in the country, and it is a public satisfaction that, in all the
and analysis made, the Royal Bakini; Powder was placed at the head of
the list, and declared by Boards of Health and l>v the government chem-
ists, Drs. Mott and Love, to be the superior of all others in strength, and
absolutely pure and free from all inferior substances.
In continuing this warfare against the adulterated food, more particu-

larly the alum and otherwise impure and inferior baking powders which
unscrupulous manufacturers are endeavoring to force upon the market in
this locality, the Royal will undoubtedly meet with the oldtime opposition
and abuse. We are confident, however, that the public will also appreci-
ate, as heretofore, both the object of the " alum men " and the action of
the Royal Company, and award full justice to the company that has so
fearlessly stood up for its protection from all such adventurers.

GASOLINE,

87 DZGS. GRAVITY, - - FOR GAS MACHINES.

EASTERN, TO ARRIVE.

IS CAN'S AND CASES,

IN BULK, -

36 CENTS PER GAM,
22 CENTS FEB GALL

WHITTIER, FULLER & CO.,

[Sept. 16.]
: Francisco.

OLIVE OIL.

PUREST AND BEST!

IWIOTTET'S

PRIZE HVljHZD.fA.Ij.

Consumers should insist on getting this GENUINE and

WARRANTED PURE ARTICLE.
For sale in lots to suit.

WHITTIER, FULLER & CO.,

Cor. Pine and Front Streets, -

[Sept. is.] San Francisco,

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
New Basil Consolidated Gravel Mining Co., IVo, 535 Com-

mercial street, San Francisco, Cal.—Notice is hereby given that at a meeting
of the Directors, held on the 12th day of September, 1882, an assessment of three
(3) cents per share was levied upon the capital stock of the corporation, payable
immediately to the Secretary.
Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the SIXTEENTH

DAY OF OCTOBER, will be delinquent and advertised for sale at public auction,
and unless payment is made before, will be sold on the SECOND DAY OF
NOVEMBER, 1882, tu pay the delinquent assessment, together with coats of adver-
tising and expenses of sale. [Sept. 16.] F. X. SIMON, 525 Commercial street.
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DEATH OF MISS CLARA FITCH.

A private dispatch conveys the sad intelligence of the death of MisB

Clara Fitch, the eldest daughter of Geo. K. Fitch, one of the proprietors of

the Bulletin, at 8:30 o'clock on, Wednesday morning, at Hotel del Monte,

Monterey. Her death was the result of the accidental overturning of a

carriage in which ehe and some friends were riding along the Light House

road at Monterey, eisrht weeks ago. During this long period she has

borne the intensest suffering with Christian fortitude. There were times

when it seemed reasonable to hope for her. ultimate recovery, but within

the last forty-eight hours a great change for the worse has taken place,

giving unmistakable evidence of approaching dissolution. She died on

the threshold of a promising womanhood, being about twenty-three years

of age. She was one of the most amiable, sprightly and intelligent

young women in the city, of a remarkably sweet disposition and bright

mind, and one whom none knew except to respect. For a great many
years she had been an active worker in the interest of charity, and was

prominently identified with several worthy institutions engaged in the

relief of the poor and the alleviation of the sufferings of the sick and dis-

tressed. A wide circle of friends and acquaintances grieve oyer her

early death and sympathize with the bereaved parentB in their deep

affliction.— The Bulletin.

All of the foregoing is copied from the San Francisco Bulletin, a con-

temporary with whom we have often had occasion to differ. Around the

tomb, however, all the idle, fleeting passions of life are buried, and that

touch of nature comes in which makes "the whole world akin." we
sympathize with the bereaved parents, offer them our condolements, and

would, if we knew how, assuage their anguish for the loss of one whom
they have so carefully nurtured from infancy to womanhood.

THE NEWEST THING YET
Our English sisters of taste and fashion are being dressed by tailors

rather than by the old-fashioned women dressmakers. Men are the

best cutters and fitters, and do their work more substantially. It

results that tailors are now doing the business of making suits for both

ladies and gentlemen. This new feature of the business has been intro-

duced to San Francisco by Messrs. Sanders & Johnson, 3 New Mont-
gomery street, under the Grand Hotel. The senior member of their firm

has lately been to London and Paris, and has brought back with him

all the latest novelties in costumes for both sexes. Among these we
notice some very rich pieces in blue and grey. One marked specimen is

a Lord George grey, and another is a brown drab, admirably adapted for

an overcoat. The greys run in every shade from a black grey. They
report that there will be a tendency this Fall towards rough goods, and

that greys and browns will hold their own for fine afternoon dreBsy suits.

Dress coats are still being made of the latest novelties in diagonals. There

is also a very general tendency towards high and very fancy colors for

gentlemen, and this taste is very fully met by the goods imported by this

firm, all of which have just been received from the centers of fashion of

the old world, and have been specially selected for this market, which is

the only way to secure the best and latest articles, and hence Sanders &
Johnson have goods that others have not got and cannDt get. This firm

is doing the largest business in our city. They know the requirements of

the trade and are supplying them as they have not heretofore been sup-

plied. They find that ladieB' orders are daily increasing. Their finish

and fit is so superior that American ladies are following in the path of

their English and Parisian sisters. The firm are making robes, dresses

and suits in a style ahead of anything produced elsewhere in this city.

THE AUTHORS' CARNIVAL SHAM.
Some three years ago an Authors' Carnival was gotten up in this

city, that was a splendid success. It was entered into with spirit and
vim by ladies and gentlemen who were sure to make a success of any-

thing they touched. ProBting by the example then set, certain no-

bodies are attempting to repeat the idea of an Authors' Carnival, and
they want to carry it out in the Mechanics' Pavilion, and just after the

public have been Batiated with the Fair. Prominent citizens, such as

Governor Stanford, Chas. Crocker, W. T. Coleman, General W. H. L.
Barnes and others, have been asked to accept the Presidency, but have
declined. There is a general doubt as to the success, at this time, of the

affair, and especially as it is in the hands that it is. A few old women
are very wrath at this, and are trying to injure the good repute for gener-

osity of the Managers of the Mechanics' Fair by supplying garbled re-

ports to such papers as are willing to publish them. They want the use

of the building for next to nothing, and for little more than the gas
would cost. The Managers offered to take one-seventh of the profits, if

any, for the use of the Pavilion, and this, although they have an offer of

$200 per night for the use of the building at the close of the Fair; but
they were willing to stretch a point in order to help along an undertaking
supposed to be in the interests of charity. The irate old ladies declined

this, and betook themselves to scolding and newspaper abuse. It should
be understood, in this connection, that the cost of the Pavilion, for land
and building, was $275,000. There is of this a debt of S200,000, and the
interest thereon is $1,000 per month. The Managers are, therefore, com-
pelled to be just before they are generous; yet withal they have offered
very generously to the old ladies. We doubt if there will be a successful
Author's Carnival under present auspices.

There is but little of interest to report in Btocks and bonds. San
Francisco gas stock is held more fimly, but sales are light. Buyers act-

ing cautiously.

THE FOUNTAIN.
Corner Sutler and Kearny sts.—George Sehmitt, Sole Pro-

prietor; Alfred Singer, Musical Director.—Mr. GEORGE SCHMITT is desir-

ous of thanking his numerous friends and the public generally, through this me-
dium, for their very liberal patronage during the past twelve months, and in oruer
to accommodate the hundreds unable to obtain seats, he has enlarged this already
spacious and beautiful pleasure resort to a seating capacity of ONE THOUSAND,
and made other valuable alterations conducive to the comfort of its patrons. AS A
GUARANTY to ladies and gentlemen visiting The Fountain as to its respectability,
the following rule, which is strictly enforced (viz:: LADIES WITHOUT ESCORTS
NOT ADMITTED), should be convincing that the management intends The Foun-
tain to be (and as it certainly is") THE BEST AND MOST RESPECTABLE VARI-
ETY THEATRE IN THIS STATE. Sept. 9.

OUR ILLUSTRIOUS VISITORS.
The arrival in our midst of the Princess Louise and the Marquis of

Lome is an event that is welcomed alike by Americans and by British
residents in San Francisco. We are all of us heartily glad to extend a
warm and respectful greeting to Her Royal Highness, both on her own
account, becau3e she is a most gentle, kindly and gracious lady, and also

because she is the daughter of her illustrious and well-beloved mother,
Victoria, the greatest of all the great Queens whose names have adorned
the roll of history.

To His Excellency, the Governor-General of Canada, the people of San
Francisco extend an equally hearty welcome. In his high official station

the Marquis of Lome has shown signal executive ability. He has had at

heart the best interests of the strong and prosperous country which he
rules, and in all his dealings with the Government of the United States
he has exhibited an appreciative and neighborly sentiment, which is

greatly to his credit. When he succeeded such a popular ruler and ex-

perienced statesman as Lord Dufferin, it was generally believed that the
young Lord of Lome was being thrust by royal favor into a place that
he was not qualified to fill. Events have since shown that the contrary
was the case.

It is needless to recapitulate here, in detail, the reception of the vice-

regal pair on their arrival at San Francisco. They did not come as visit-

ors or guests, but simply as travelers, who must needs pass through our
city on their way to their ultimate destination. "Very properly, there-

fore (and, doubtless, greatly to their own satisfaction), they were received

quietly and courteously by a few of the military and civil dignitaries, and
then left alone to rest and recuperate for the long journey still before

them.
An exception was naturally made in favor of the representatives of the

British residents and societies, who, through Mr. A. McKinley, presented
the following well-worded address of welcome:

May it please your Royal Highness, the Princess Louise, and may it please your
Excellency, tlte Marquis of Lome: On behalf of the British residents of San Fran-
cisco, the British Benevolent Society, the St. Andrew's Society, the Caledonian Club,
the Canadian Associatian, and the Cambrian Mutual Aid Society, we tender to your
Royal Highness and to your Excellency our heartfelt greeting. We are proud to

hail the advent of your Royal Highness, as it affords us the opportunity to add to a
most cordial welcome an expression of our very highest regard and most profound
esteem, and to testify to our loyalty and attachment to and love for your Royal
mother, whose life as sovereign and woman commands the admiration of the world.
We welcome your Excellency, not only as one occupying an exalted position as her
Majesty's representative and ruler over a Dominion already great, and destined to

be the home of many millions of free, happy and prosperous people, but also as the
son of an illustrious sire, and the descendant of a long line of distinguished soldiers

and statesmen, ever ready to do service for their country.
We again welcome your Royal Highness and your Excellency, praying for you a

prosperous journey and 6afe return, and that God's blessing; may ever attend you.
A. McKiNiiAT, W. G. Harrison,

British Residents. British Benevolent Society.

D. Porter, J. F. Kennedy,
St. Andrew's Society. Caledonian Club.

A. F. Barker, T. Price,
Canadian Association. Cambrian Mutual Aid Society.

To this the Marquis responded as follows:

Gentlemen: Our heartfelt thanks are due to you for the welcome given us -a
welcome whose expression is embodied in this beautifully decorated address. It

echoes the loyal sentiments which remain predominant among those who, wherever
their business may cause them to reside, remember that they have been born under
our British freedom. We shall gladly keep your gift in recollection of a visit to one
of America's foremost cities, where the kindly feelings of our cousins have been
shown in the generous hospitality which they are ever ready to extend to the stran-
ger. With you, whose interests are bound up with the greatness of California and
with the gigantic trade of the United States, we can cordiaily sympathize. Con-
nected as we are for a time with the fortunes of the sister land of Canada, we know
how much the welfare of the one country is affected by the good of the oLher—how
the evil that falls on one must hurt the other also. Our blood makes us brothers
and our interests make us partners. Our Governments are engaged in the same
task and from experience the jutno reason to think otherwise than that they will

be allowed to work in that perfect harmony which is essential for their peace and
for the peace of the world. They are arching the continent with the zones of civil-

ization: with light not of one color, but equally replacing the former darkness, and
the harmony between these is as natural as is the relation in the rainbow of the
separate hues of red and azure. Your presence here shows how our commerce is

interwoven. In crossing thecontinent and marveling a r the wealth and power shown
by every city of this mighty people, it is a pride to think how much of all they have
is theirs by virtue of British and Irish blood; and when, here and at New York, we
reach the ports supplying this vast population, we find in the flags borne by the
shipping, proof that it is still the Old Country thSt in the main ministers to and is

benefited by the progress of her children. Lorne.

It has been distinctly understood that the vice-regal party desired

no ceremonious attentions during their stay in the city, and their wish
in this respect has been carefully observed. They go now to visit offi-

cially the western portion of the vast territory which the Marquis gov-
erns—a territory whose interests are closely allied with our own. We
wish the noble pair bon voyage, and (considering the formal reception
they will have to endure at "Victoria) *'a happy issue out of all their

afflictions," as the Episcopal litany puts it.

They will return via San Francisco, and then we all hope to see more
df them, and treat them as guests rather than as fugitives.

MARVELOUS.
Three years ago this writer took a number of Bradley & Kulofson's

pictures to London, and sent them to a tradesman to be framed. They
were not sent home at the time stipulated, and the writer went to see
about them. He found a crowd around the show-window, and he soon
discovered that his pictures were the subjects of attraction. The trades-

man said that nothing equal to them had ever been seen in England.
San Francisco leads the world in the perfection of its photography. It is

not alone, perhaps, the skill of the artists, though that is admitted to be
unsurpassed, which gives this excellence of results. The clearness of the
atmosphere has not a little to do with it.

^
From whatever cause, it is

certain that not even under the sunny skies of Italy are photographs
taken with the superiority that is attained here. Our city is just about
to be adorned by a photographic gallery that will surpass all previous
efforts, and indeed it is doubtful if its equal may be found in all the
world besides. It is located in Blythe's new building, southeast corner
of Geary and Dupont streets, and is almost ready for occupation. The
gallery was specially built for the purpose to which it is to be devoted,
and is to be supplied with everything new.
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G0L1» h \ rte par.— Kbpimkd Silver—12 GM^ *cent. die-
count. Mexican Dollar*, 7J<| 8£ per cent, diac. nom.

" Exchange on New York, 7e.(3) 1 5c t* $100 premium ; On London B*nkJ
er*. 4i»i-l. : Commercial. I iris, sight, 5-12$ franca per
dollar. Eastern Nagrama,

" Price <>f Money here, 6@10 per cent, per year—bank rate. In the
open market, l(a»H per month. Demand liK'ht. On Bond Security,
3(a4J per cent, per year on Call.

Latest price of Sterling in Now Fork, 484@48SJ

PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
San Francisco.. S.pl. »», 1HS2

Stock* and Bonds.
BONDS.

C»l. Suit BonJ-
-

S. P. I'ilySC". B'ds.Ts

Montg'y At. Bonds
Dupon- -

Saommento City Bonds
Stockton City Bonds ..

Yuba County Bonds
Marvsvillc City Bonds..

Santa Clara Co. Bonds .

.

Los Angeles County Bonds.

Vinr'a A Tmokee R. R. Bds.

NeyadaCo. X. G. R. R. Bds
Oakland City Bonds
Oman B& N. Bonds, 6s..

S- P. R. R. Bonds
D s.4>

BANKS.
Bank of California

Pacific Bank
First National

INSURANCE COMPANIES.

Union (ex-div)
Fireman's Fund (ex-div)..

.

California (ex-div'

Bid.

106
Nom.
Nom.

40
60
105

90
00
105
106
110

I08j

I0G

119J

iaa
126

128

Aiktd Stockt and Bonds.
DmnuuRn coxfasim

— Stato Investment
Nom. Home Mutual
Nom. Commeroial
45

|
Western

60 . RAILROADS.
C. P. R. R. SU»k— C. P. R. b. Bonds . . .

100 City Railroad
100 Omnibus R. R
107 N. B. and Mission R. R.
110 Sutter Street R. R
— Gearv Street R. R

103 Central R. R. Co
114 Market Street R. R
125 jClay Street Hill R. R ..

110 S. F. Gaslight Co
1(17 Oakland Gaslight Co..
120| Sac'to Gaslight Co

Califor'a Powder Co ...—
I Giant Powder Co (new stck)

12S Atlantic Giant Powder. ...— Gold and Stock Teleg'h Co
S. V. W. W. Co. 's Stock...
S. V. W. W. Co' Bonds....
Pacific Coast S. S. Co's Stock
California Street R R.

118
100
60
100
85
103

68
Nom.
Nom.
56

27J
52}
115

118

81J
67J
117

1J7

M
120

90
105
60
Nom.
Nom.
67

70
IIS
12(1120 123 i|S. V. W. W. Co' Bonds 119}

128 132 'Pacific Coast S.S. Co's Stock —
125 126 California Street R R lllj 112J

Pacific Rolling Mills, 120, 125. Cala. Dry Dock, 55, 60. Safe Deposit Co., 50, 52.

Vulcan Powder, 66j. 67J. Presidio Railroad, 72, 73. Safety-Nitro Powder, 15J, 16.

Central Gas Stock, 671, 681. Hawaiian Commercial Co., 64, 65. Northern
Pacific R. R. Bonds, UI4, 106.

The business of the week has been very limited and without any
marked change. Prices have rather favored the buyer.

Andrew Baied, 312 California st.

JOHN T. DOYLE'S LATEST DODGE.
It is Bald that there is nothing new under the sun, but there is. A new

way of obtaining one's own nomination for a fat office has just been hit

upon. It is ingenious, if not very disingenuous. It is to get an ally to

send out circulars asking the receiver to say who is the strongest man to

nominate for the desired position, and supply your ally with the names
of all those supposed to be favorable to you, and none others. This is

what is being done for John T. Doyle by his friend, Harrison.

This is a smart dodge. It is a reversal of the usual order of things. It

is the candidate selecting the nominating convention, and not the con-

vention selecting the candidate. If the voters all could be used in the

same way, what a good time John T. Doyle would have of it ! But as

they cannot, he is sure to cut a humiliating and sorry figure before he is

through. We shall have something to say of both Doyle and Harrison

next week.

Stocks.—The mining-share market has been tolerably active, the past

week, with such moderate changes in prices as keep brokers busy and
chippers anxious. The accumulation of assessments approaching delin-

quency weights the holders, but the bosses see the necessity of supporting

hope, which is done by small boosts of the lower-priced shares, so encour-

aging the outside to hold for a " big market," and bring their shekelsto

their polite and well-paid mining Secretaries. It is the old story of delusive

gains on marked-up prices, against certain losses when the visionary

property is sold, and will be continued so long as traders in luck have the

means to venture on their favorites.

Californians Abroad, August 30, 1882.—London, Eng.: Hasel-

ton, San Francisco, Westminster, Palace Hotel; Koopmanschap, San
Francisco, Grand Hotel; Dr. A. E. Passey, California, 3 Vernon Place;

Mrs. Stiles, San Francisco, 11 Craven street, Strand; E. Spence, Cali-

fornia, Langham Hotel. Glasgow, Scotland: McPhearson, San Fran-

cisco, Glasgow.—American Exchange, Aug. 25. Geneva: Mrs. J. Page,

Oakland; Miss Lohmann, Oakland; Miss J. Lohmann, Oakland; Miss F.

Lohmann, Oakland; Mrs. A. Massey, San Francisco, Hotel Suisse;

Mr. E. MaBsey, San Francisco, Hotel Suisse. Baden-Baden: Mr.
Livingston and fm., San Francisoo. —Continental Timet, Aug. 26.

Entered at the Post-Offlce at San Francisco, Cal., as Second-Class
Matter.
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Meteorological Summary, week ernlin^TriKi-. v.. Thursday, Sept. 21:
Highest barometer, 30.205—18th; lowest, 29.624—16th; average daring the
week, 30.013; maximum temperature, 83—21st; minimum, 51—17 & 18th;
average during the week, 60.0; highest relative humidity, 03 percent.—
15 and 18th; lowest relative humidity, 29 per cent.—20 and 21st; aver-
age during the week, 71.6

;
prevailing direction of wind, west ; maximum

hourly velocityof wind, 30 miles per hour, west, 15th ; average weather
during the week, clear ; rainfall during the week, 0.00; total rainfall,

season of 1882-83, 0.0 inches.

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.— New York, Sept. 22,
1882. United States Bonds— is, 121f ; 4&s, 115*; ex-5s, 101£; ex-6s, .

Sterling Exchange, 4834@4 88. Pacific Mail,45|. Wheat, 110@114; West-
ern Union, 89g. Hides, 24@24*. Wool — Spring, fine, 20 ® 32 ; Burry,
15@20 ; Pulled, 20@45 ; Fall Clips, 15@18 ; Burry, 12@14. Lon-
don. Sept. 22.—Liverpool Wheat Market, 9s. 3d. @ 9s. 6d., Cal.; 9s. 2d.@
9s. 9d. Red Am. Spring. Bonds, 4s; 4Js, 15J; Consols, 99 15-16 @ 199 1-16.

Money, — acct.; Silver, 51. £

Grain Charters.—British hark Emily L. Boyd carries Wheat to Cork,
U. K., or Havre or Antwerp, at £2 2s 3d—if to a direct port, 2s 6d less.

British ship Narwhal, same rate and destination. British ship GHse-
dale, 1,288 tons, Wheat to Liverpool, direct, £2 2s. Bark Uncle John,
335 tons, Lumber, from Crescent City to Kahului,

Died.—On the 12th inst., at Callao, Captain Prescott William Stephens,
R.N., of H.M.S. Thetis, of Tyringham, Beckenham, son of the late Rev.
Richard Stephens, of Belgrave, Leicestershire, aged 46. Capt. Stephens
was a brother-in-law of P. Marriott, Sr., proprietor of the News Letter.

Ho! for the Orient—The P. M. S. S. City of Tokio, for Hongkong
this day, will carry : Quicksilver, 800 flasks ; Ginseng, 6,166 lbs ; Flour;
6,336 barrels ; Sugar, 14,846 lbs ; Tallow, 4,000 lbs ; Hops 4,000 lbs

;

Leather, 29 rolls, and in Treasure, $75,000.

We are compelled to hold over, for want of space, a lengthy article

giving nine new, extraordinary and deplorable stories in illustration of the
corrupt career of Paul Neumann, candidate for Congress. It will appear
next week.

California Grain Fleet.—Since July 1st 82 vessels have sailed for

Europe, carrying 3,279,790 ctls. Wheat, value $5,582,286. Same time last

year, 106 vessels with 4,236,355 ctls., value $6,426,529.

Mr. James V. Coleman has received the nomination for Assembly-
man for San Mateo County. He is a gentleman of marked ability, and
will worthily represent his county.

The Shanghai " Mercury" tells us that on the 23d August the U.
S. .Consul-General, Mr. O. Denny, with his lady, take their departure by
the Nagoya Maru, on a trip to the United States of six months' duration.

Salmon.—The Fall run of fish in the Sacramento River is disappoint-
ing to the Canners who have contracted to Eastern buyers for their entire
pack, at au average of $1 25 per dozen.

For Sydney via Honolulu.—The P. M. S. S. Australia sails this
day for the Sandwich Islands, thence to the Colonies, with Government
mails, passengers and a cargo of general merchandise.

British Columbia.—The steamer Geo. Welden has sailed for Vic-
toria with a cargo of General Merchandise, value $80,000.

The Pacific Coast Steamship Co. give notice of a reduction of 50
per cent, in freights for the outgoing Bteamer Victoria, sailing this day.

Barley for Europe.—A sale is announced of 600 tons bright Chevalier
for England at $1 55 ff ctl.

Br. iron bark British Duke, 1,420 tons, is under charter to load grain
for Cork, U. K., 45s.

London, Sept. 22.—Latest Price of Consols, 99 15-16.

Print ed and Published by the Proprietor, Frederick Marriott, 607 to 616 Merchant Street, San Pxandioo, California.
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SOCIETY.

September 21, 1882 : The charming weather we are haviog is induc-

ing many to prolong awhile yet their stay in the country, before betaking

themselves to town for the winter months.

Still, a good many have already returned home, and more are an-

nounced as coming, while our chief hotels are gradually filling up with

their well known winter habitues, who come prepared to accept any and

all of the good things offered them, without eveu dreaming of the necessity

of any return on their part ; and not ODly do they look for invitations

everywhere and at all times, but become actually abusive if they do not

get them.
I am glad to say, however, that in this respect things are improving,

and people who, a few years ago, never asked a city resident to cross the

threshold of their country homes, now have their regular list of summer
visitors. But there is room for more improvement, and, if I am at all

instrumental in bringing it about, I shall not consider that I have lived

in vain—for the good of society.

Mrs. Chris. Reis and the Kathbones are among the latest arrivals at

the Palace.
The only gay news on the tapis worthy of record are the Whitney-

Myrick receptions, and if this beautiful weather only holds out, the one

at Angel Island on Saturday will indeed be a most delightful and enjoy-

able one, the sail thither on the bay being one of its many attractions.

Numerous yachting parties have taken place of late, but I hear com-
plaints that the sea is too smooth and the sky too serene to make them very

successful in a nautical point of view.

Consul Olavonsky seems to be in great demand, and, judging by the

readiness with which be gives his time and trouble, and the zest with

which he enters into every scheme for the enjoyment of others, he must
find his diplomatic duties but light indeed, and no doubt feels grateful

to all who can thus help him to kill time. The last idea is to make him
the Grand Mogul—in other words, President—of the impending Authors'
Carnival, and, should the ladies having the matter in hand succeed in

their endeavors, they may be sure that, if it can be made a success, it will

be, under such energetic and untiring efforts as he always brings to bear

on all that he undertakes.

At present the Grace Church choral entertainment is occupying most
of his spare time; but another week will finish that, and leave him at

liberty again.

Preparations for that affair are going bravely forward, and the ladies

are daily sitting in judgment upon who shall, and who shall not, be ad-

mitted to their most exclusive show, although I understand that applica-

tions for tickets have not been so numerous as was anticipated or hoped.

The British Benevolent Society also have in contemplation an amateur
theatrical performance for the benefit of their fund, under the able and
very energetic management of Mrs. Mason, which there is some talk of

having take place during the return visit of the Princess Louise; and, if

they succeed in getting the vice-regal party to patronize them, who
can doubt that a most overwhelming attendance will be the result, and a
corresponding influx of dollars into their treasury.

What a lot of our youths are being taken by their mammas to college

about this period. Mrs, Hearst has departed with her son, carrying in

her train several of our well-known "society belles," as the Jenkinses
term them. Mrs. Barnes has also gone with " her boy, Willie," and Mrs.
Norris is the latest departee with her son, young Starr King.
The MacLanes leave us in about ten days for ever and aye, and Mr.

and Mrs. D. 0. Mills, having accomplished all that they apparently came
to California for, viz: the reception at Milbrae, return East on Saturday
next, accompanied by Oggy and his bride and their daughter, Mrs.
Keid, Mr. Reid having already preceded them, being called to New
York some time ago on business connected with his paper. They will

be back again next year, when, let U3 hope, another of their charming
parties may as certainly follow.

Trinity Church has been doing honor this week to its old pastor, now
Bishop Lyman, of North Carolina, who is taking a holiday and paying a
visit of some weeks duration to his son, at his Napa Valley vineyard. He
preached in his old pulpit last Sunday, and nearly all of his old hearers
were there to listen to him once more.
To-day arrived our Solons from Congressional halls—General Rose-

crans and Senator Miller, accompanied by Mrs. Miller and pretty Miss
Dora, who looks as fresh as a newly-blown rose.

To-night the latter gentleman is to be treated to a first-class reception,
in recognition of his efforts in our behalf in Senatorial chambers, but
more especially for the successful issue to which he brought the Chinese
bill. He well merits all the honors that can be bestowed upon him.
The interest in the Mechanics' Pair seems to have flagged this week, as

the attendance has fallen off most noticeably. Our social athletes,-the
Olympics, though, attracted another huge audience last night, and hap-
pily everything passed off well.

The visit of the Princess Louise was rather of a disappointment, tak-
ing it altogether, owing to her resolve not to accept any hospitalities
either public or private (with one exception) during her brief stay.
Hopes are indulged in that she may be more graciously inclined on her
return to these parts, and that her opiuion may be obtained regarding
the interior of some of our Nob Hill mansicns.
The Governor-General was, I hear, much entertained by his trip

around the country. On Friday last, and during his absence, General
McDowell drove the Princess out to Black Point, where she remained
for five-o'clock tea. Unfortunately Mrs. McDowell was unable to re-
ceive her; but, fortunately for the General, Mrs. Barreda did the honors
for him. In the evening the whole party visited Chinatown, and on Sat-
urday they sailed on the Comus for Victoria. Felix.

It gives ua sincere pleasure to note that the Daily Evening Post, of
British Columbia, has secured the valuable industrial talent of Mr. George
Wise, lately visiting our city. Mrs. Wise's accomplishments as a firs°t-

class painter of flowers, etc., on satin and velvet (exclusively her own)
cannot fail to secure a fortunate result. We heartily wish them every
success. The Post says: "We have the pleasure to announce that we
have secured the services of Mr. George Wise on our staff, and to intimate
to subscribers and advertisers that his receipt will be sufficient discharge
for moneys paid on account of this journal."

BEAUTY.
Has beauty gone out, or only just come in—which ? English Bociety

has recently seemed to go crazy over the beauty of Mrs. Langtry and
Mrs. Comwallis West. The society papers of the great metropolis have
fairly gone wild any time during the last three years over those two " pro-
fessional beauties." The papers rave as if no such loveliness had ever
before been seen. We verily believe that education and culture is doing
much to improve the human form divine. Right here in San Francisco
it is no uncommon sight to observe most beautiful girls, the offspring of
most homely parents. Why is this thus? We leave the conundrum
to wiser heads than ours to solve. The rage for professional beau-
ties in Europe still goes on. The most beautiful woman in the world, or
"champion beauty," as she is called, has just been found at Pesth, thanks
to the municipality, which, instead of concerning itself with dinners,
main drains and lighting, has instituted an international beauty tourna-
ment. Out of one hundred and fifty candidates only ten obtained prizes,
and the first prize, a diamond bracelet, was taken by Cornelia Szekely,
aged twenty. The damsel is a brunette, with brilliant eyes, whose figure,
supple as a twining creeper, recalls the type of ancieut Greek statues.
Her photograph will arrive at the News Letter office shortly, when we
will reproduce it for the benefit of our readers. Meanwhile, before it

arrives no doubt numerous challenges will be hurled to Cornelia from
Europe, Asia, Africa and America. We can send a few from California,
and the result of a wide-world travel enables us to say that they can
successfully defy the competition of all creation.
Then, as fine feathers make fine birds, we of California have a large

advantage in our superior ability to dress the beauties, as they can be
adorned nowhere else except, perhaps, Paris. In order to familiarize
ourselves with just what San Francisco can do in this line, we paid a
visit to the White House yesterday. Its grand annual opening takes
place on Monday next. We visited every floor from basement to ceiling,
and were simply dazzled by all that we beheld. It seemed as if Aladdin's
lamp had been brought into requisition to call from all quarters of the
globe things of beauty and joys forever. On the first floor there is a
wondrous expose

1

of all the more substantial fabrics, such as the classic
woolens, the rich silks, the neck-wear for ladies, as light and ethereal in
appearance as the mountain atmosphere; beautiful buttons, some of
them chefs d'ceuvre of ceramic, and others crystalized stones from the
Rhine, as brilliant as diamonds; velvets as black as midnight, and also in
light shades, absorbed our attention on this floor.

Proceeding up stairs, the products of the celebrated Jacquard looms
disputed for superiority with hand-made embroideries woven into silks
and satins, and as we went on from one bright thing to another, until we
were absolutely lost in wonderment, and, fertile as our imagination is, it

utterly fails to supply us with words to describe the splendor that abso-
lutely dazzled our eyes.
The improvised dark room, with its magic effect, exhibiting its evening

colors in silks and satins, in rich brocades of gold and silver, is a sight to
behold.
The cloaks form an emporium of real fashion with a display of an in-

numerable quantity of different styles. We saw there the rich mat-
tlasse\ handsome velvet brocades, and heavy ottamans. Then there are
the tidiest ulsters ever fashioned—the jaunty cavalry coat, the "' Hussar,"
with its braids almost indicating the rank of the wearer. A good warm
wrap is in the shape of a circular, so comfortable after the party or com-
ing from the theatre. We left with the feeling strong upon us that the
homeliest girl in San Francisco, if dressed at the White House, would
take the prize for beauty against the whole world.

A Grand Musical and Literary Entertainment, in aid of the
Women's Christian Temperance Union of Sau Francisco, will be given
in Y. M. C. A. Hall, 232 Sutter street, between Kearny and Dupont,
Tuesday evening, September 26th. The following well known profession-
als and amateurs have kindly volunteered to assist: Walter Leman, Sam
Booth, Miss Nellie Holbrook, Miss Sallie Hosmer, Mrs. Martin Schultz,
Miss Ada E. Weigel, Miss Florence Powers, Robert Blair, C. C. Fallen-
ius, M. Y. Ferrar, H. S. Stedman and the Blake Quartette, consisting of
Messrs. Blake, Maguire, Upton and Kane. These names are a sufficient
guarantee of the excellent programme to be offered. Programme: 1.

Piano Duett—Miss Florence Powers and H. S. Stedman. 2. Recitation

—

Walter Leman. 3. Tenor Solo—C. C. Fallenius. 4. Recitation—Miss
Nellie Holbro"k. 5. Vocal Solo—Mr3. Martin Schultz. 6. Piano Solo-
Miss Ada E. Weigel. 7. Bass Solo—Robert Blair. 8. Recitation—Miss
Sallie Hosmer. 9. Guitar Solo—M. Y. Ferrar. 10. Humorous Read-
ing—Sam Booth. 11. Male Quartette—Messrs. Blake, Maguire, Upton
and Kane. Admission 25 cents.

SPORTSMEN, ATTENTION !—THE SEASON OPENED.

HUNTING} SUITS.
This is (ho only recognized Depot for the celebrated Ki v-

ETED HUNTING SUITS manufactured by LEVI STRAUSS & CO.
We have also in stock all classes of HUNTING GARMENTS, and make the same

to order upon very short notice. HUNTING SUITS!

GB.SAT I ZXL L,
CORNER OF KEARNY AND COMMERCIAL STS.

ES^The Largest Establishment in its line in the United States. Price List,

with handsome Lithograph of the GREAT I X L by Electric Light, sent free on

application. Sept. 16.

THIRTY DAYS' TRIAL FREE!

We send free on thirty days' trinl, Dr. Dye's Electro-Vol -

TAIC BELTS and other Electric Appliances, to men suffering from nerv-
ous Debility, Lost Vitality and kindred troubles. Also for Rheumatism, Liver and
Kidney Troubles, and many other diseases. Speedy cures guaranteed. Illustrated
Pamphlets free. Address VOLTAIC BELT CO.,

(Sept. 23.) Marshall, Michigan.
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the present garments gender most naturally be associate-!), ami, l>eing
open in front, gives ample opportunity Co display tfaa randfnl ikirt
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the winter, tailor-made dresses will take the most prominent plant;
-•'. being made in cloth, richly braided with errataohfe braid,

or trimmed heavily with frogs. For those ladies who eschew tun-

in dre*.« form there is the polonuaise still to fly to—those made of cloth,
elaborately braided back and front over a box-pleated silk skirt are ele-

gant enough for anyone wishing to preserve her womanhood. The beauty
of the present fashion, in permitting different skirts and basques, is, that
it is wonderfnllv economical. A dress skirt may be re-made, placing the
least worn ]>oition at the top, the defects in which are concealed by .1 long
basque of a foreign material, tt votiaj Yon have a new garment which yon
may pass off on your most intimate friend. Since there i* wrv little wear
on a walking skirt, the material, so that it he effective, need not he very
expensive, bat the baaqne should always be handsome. Cheap goods are
a mistake for any closely-fitting portion of the toilette. Theylook well
for a brief season, when seams and sleeves shew deficiencies which are
never apparent in skirts. So, ladies, let your skirts be as inexpensive as
yon will, but make your jackets and basques of good velvet or silk, if you
wish them to preserve their beauty. Puffs are taking the place of frills*

bound skirts, or, if frills are worn, they should be box-pleated and made
to set very flat.

A very pretty and novel fashion for the front breadth of a skirt is a
multitude of small tucks, about an inch wide, and when not used for the
front breadth side panels thus made are effective. The most stylish skirts

are made with two different sides, and then these tucked panels come in
very well. Plaid skirts, with cloth, tailor-made jackets, will be de rigucur
for yonng ladies.

Hats are enormous, and trimmed with whole birds, squirrels, and even
fish. This seems a trifle fishy, but Paris journals declare that such is the
edict that has gone forth. A red hat, with silver fish for a trimming,
should strike awe into the beholders. Bernhardt robes are more than
ever used, and red is the favorite color. Already they are appearing on
our own streets, but the beauty of them, or the good taste, is questionable.

Velvet buttons are taking the place of metal; that is, for velvet dresses.

Ball buttons also, of different sizes, are used on one dress, and it is whis-
pered that large buttons will also appear at an early date.

Silver Pen.

SOCIAL SAN RAFAEL.
Tamalpais Hotel, San Rafael, Sept 18.

Dear News Letter:—This little burgh has not been beard from for

some time past, so I think I'll drop you a screed to let you know we are

alive and kicking, though some who have contributed their quota to the
enjoyment of the "golden days" of Snmmer this season have gone, and
others are going. J. D. Walker, "grand, gloomy and peculiar," with his

wife and daughter have already departed ; so have Mrs. Butterworth and
her daughter, Mrs. Pringle. The Louis McLanes are going, and by the

first of next month will have said adieu to not only San Rafael but Cali-

fornia. They will be greatly missed, particularly by the McAllisters,
who have been with them constantly. The Schmiedells left some time
ago for their quarters at the Palace. Still, sufficient numbers remain to

make the hours go by right merrily. The weather has been " piping hot "

the past few days, and white dresses have made their appearance on every
side. During the day the Iadie3 are invisible sometimes, but when the

train whistles its approach at dinner time, with its masculine freight of

husbands, brothers and loverB, out they come from their hiding places,

looking so cool and fresh from their afternoon siestas 'tis a pleasure to see

them. After dinner is gone through with comes the drive, stroll or quiet

corner chat, while a cigar is indulged in ; then, later, music, cards,

billiards or dancing. The Sunday receptions of the McAllisters in their

cottage home, in Ross Valley, are always well attended and greatly en-

joyed, music, of course, forming the staple of entertainment, while those

dainty cups of tea, with savory lemon floating about, are a welcome
finale. A party of Eastern tourists turned up here the other day, and
were so charmed with everything and every one they met that the great

Sachems of the village, like Forbes and William T. Coleman, are revel-

ing in visions of an influx of Eastern Bettlers. The Colemans have been
most hospitable this Summer, as have Mrs. Butterworth and her daugh-
ters. John Saunders divides the honors of resident beaux with Harry
Walker, and 'tis quite wonderful how he holds his own, but the O'Con-
nors promise an advent Boon that will take the palm from all, in the shape

of a New Yorker, and the girls are looking up their prettiest bib and
tucker against his arrival. The season will soon close now for tourists,

but mauy who came for a month have remained three, and still linger,

loth to leave these sylvan beauties and the charm of this peaceful vale.

A monster excursion to Tamalpais mountain is talked of, but the great

difficulty is to make it exclusive ; so many want to go and bring their

" cousins and their aunts " it may come to naught. If anything springs

up worth a line, I'll send it to you. " Jones."

See our supplement—a rare work of art to be preserved. Peruvian

Bitters.

CERTAIN NEGLECTS IN BOC1BTT.
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ad cause of complaint Smltct. Too many young la-
diee and not] I to pay their party oalla, or, do M when they
know the lady i* out of town. This [a pardonable in gentlemen, to a cer-
tain extent, as some of them work hard all day (the writer doM not) and
are tired and worn oat when night comes

; but the young ladies have no
such excu*e. The majority of them have little to do. and it is a very
easy matter for them to call on a lady, and show an appreciation of kind-
nam * * Too much stress can not be laid on this matter, and
I hope these few remarks will servo as a reminder to thoao who are thus
neglectful of politeness and good breeding.

Yours, COBETTB.

THE POSITION OP DE LESSEPS.
The modern Bombastea Furioso has succeeded at last in placing

himself in a rather awkward position. He doesn't stand any chance of
being hanged, drawn and quartered, as at this moment he would prob-
ably like to be. The punishment now being inflicted upou De Lesseps is

of a far more serious nature—looked at from a French point of view. A
Frenchman would rather submit himself to the torments of the rack than
to the sting of sarcastic ridicule ; and it is the ridicule which the " great
engineer" has so justly earned which is now making him squirm like a
scotched snake. De Lesseps has throughout played the creditable tri-

plicate role of braggart, coward and traitor. He has also shown consider-
able ability aa a first-class liar. He fumed and blustered about his sslf-

bestowed protectorate over the Suez Canal to such a brazen extent that
others besides Arabi Pasha were partly deceived by his preposterous pre-
tensions. " Surely," people said, " this man would never dare to assert
that the French Government would not allow England to take possession
of the Suez Canal unless be had some home authority for saying so. He
meets with no rebuke from Paris, even when he declares that he will in-

cite the Bedouin tribes to pillage, incendiarism and massacre rather than
that perfidious Albion shall control the watery highway in which his per-
sonal interest is confined to a few shares." We are not prepared to Bay
that our Bombastes was not secretly encouraged in his idiotic course by
his Government. However that may be, he is now left out in the cold,

with the character which we have above ascribed to him. He was a
braggart when he declared that the British could only enter Suez over
the dead bodies of himself and his son Victor. He was a coward in
never being within reach of capture, when, if he had been present, he
would have suffered for his incendiary utterances. He was a traitor in
assuring Arabi that he could protect the Canal, and thus getting the
rebel chief to establish his base of operations elsewhere ; and he was a
liar in making this assertion when be knew full well he could do nothing
of the kind. The English merely laughed at his bombast ; but his
"cheek" was of such colossal proportions that we in America really
thought he must be acting under authority. The truth is he wanted to

protect his private purse, and prostituted his name, honor and good faith
for the sake of keeping his few paltry shares in the Canal from depreciat-
ing in the European market. If De Lesseps ever seriously undertakes
the Panama Canal, shareholders will do well to watch him closely.

OBITUARY.
Capt. P. W. Stephens, R. N.—The death of Capt. Prescot William

Stephens, R. N., of H. M. S. Thetis, occurred at Callao on Aug. 12 from
an attack of diphtheria. The deceased was the youngest son of the late

Rev. R, Stephens, of Belgrave, Leicestershire. He was born in 1835, and
entered the navy in 1850. He served on board H. M. S. Britannia, un-
der Admiral Deans Dundas, in the Black Sea, during the Crimean war,
was subsequently transferred to the Baltic force, and was present at the
bombardment of Sveaborg. On his return he was appointed to her Maj-
esty's yacht Victoria and Albert, whence he was promoted as lieutenant
in 1856. He served on board the Vulcan during the China war, and was
present at the capture of the Peiho forts. He also commanded a party of

blue-jackets from the Centaur, and defeated a large body of rebels when
attacked by them at Sung Keong in June 1862. He was prompted to the
rank of commander in 1867, and to that of captain in 1874 for services ren-

dered during the Ashantee campaign. He was a most distinguished offi-

cer, beloved by all who knew him for his noble and gentle qualities, and
more especially by the sailors who served under him, in whose welfare he
took the deepest interest. He married Alice Lettice, youngest daughter
of Mr. I. W. Marriott, by whom he leaves a youthful family. Captain
Stephens, a few months, was on a visit with the Thetis, at Victoria, V.
I., and was intending to be welcomed by his relatives at San Francisco,

but the instructions from the Home Government denied him the oppor-

tunity.

In the early part of October Wm. Keith, the artist, will have a sale

of many of bis sketches and paintings. As this sale will comprise some
very fine pieces of study, we will give it special attention during the next
two weeks.

We call attention to the elegant chromo-litho supplement with this

issue—Peruvian Bitters.



SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER AND Sept. 23, 1882.

O, WEEP NO MORE!
0, weep no more! She was so sweetly fair,

Too pure to dwell on thiB guilt-tainted earth

;

The sinless glory and the purer air

Of Zion seemed to claim her from her birth.

A spirit wandering from its native zone,

Which, Hoon discovering, claimed her for its own.
O, weep no more!

0, weep no more! She died in early youth,

Ere earth had lost its bright romantic hues,

When human bosoms seemed the homes of truth,

And earth still gleam'd with beauty's sparkling dews.

Victorious over death, to her appear,

The brightest joys of Heaven's eternal year.

O, weep no more!

0, weep no more! By quick or slow decay
It never grieved her bosom's care to mark

The playmates of her childhood wane away.
Her prospects wither or her hopes grow dark.

Translated by her God, with spirit shriven,

She passed, as 'twere, in joy from earth to Heaven.
O, weep no more!

0, weep no more! Her memory is the shrine

Of pleasing thoughts, lov'd as the breath of flowers,

Calm as a Summer's eve at sun's decline,

Sweet as the song of birds among the bowers

;

Rich as the rainbow with its shades of light,

Pure as the moonlight of an Autumn's night.

O, weep no more!

O, weep no more! There is no cause for woe,
But rather nerve the spirit to the blast,

To walk unshrinking o'er life's paths below.
And follow in his footsteps to the last.

Whene'er a few short years have come and gone,

She'll meet thee at the gate to lead thee on.

O, weep no more!

LETTER FROM LONDON.
London, August 30th, 1882.—Dear N. L : Though the fashionable

throng which a few weeks ago filled Belgravia and Mayfair are scattered

abroad in every direction from (Jowes to Rosshire and Hamburg to Egypt;
and leaving thewest end streets and squares empty and deserted. There
is still away from the western district, and despite the thousands who
have gone away, the same crowds in the streets, and the same bustle of

business and trade, the same ramble of hansoms and 'buses, the same
whistle of railway trains that make London the same old place from one
year to another. The Prince of Wales, with the Princess and their five

children have gone to Wiesbaden for a few weeks, goiDg on to Hamburg
afterwards. The report that His Royal Highness had to seek the Ger-
man waters for his health, is contradicted on authority. He only goes
for recreation and rest like every one else. Gladstone ,too, is away yacht-
ing with Lord Wolverton, who, by the bye, was blackballed a week or
two ago by the Cowes Yacht Club—a conservative form of petty resent-
ment for his being a friend of the " grand old man," most likely. But
the blackballing on the occasion was rather wholesale in its character,
and took in no less a personage than W. S. Gilbert, of Pinafore, notwith-
standing that he was proposed by the Duke of Edinburg. I dare say we
shall have yachting burlesqued in his next opera, and the leading mem-
bers of the Club picked out for grotesque treatment at the point of his
facile pen.

It is predicted that in less than two years all London will be illuminated
with the electric light. Certainly, to the Londoner of old days and recol-
lections, the " little village " exhibits to-day much that is novel. The
Household troops, both foot and horse, gone away and their places taken
by Rifles and Highlanders ; a sub-way to be built under the Strand from
the Temple to the new Law Courts, and a new street to connect Oxford
Btreet with Charing Cross about to be begun, being among the novelties
of the present moment.
In spite of the rumors as to her illness and inability to keep her engage-

ments, Mrs. Langtry is making all her preparations for her tour in
America, and has just taken a run over to Paris to have a look at the
stage thereabouts. The jeunesse doree of New York and other cities in
which she will play will be pleased to hear that she has added As You
Like It to ber repertoire. It is, indeed, hinted that she began the study
of "Rosalind" solely for her American tour, owing to the short skirts
that are compulsory in the character, and her belief in the reputed admira-
tion of Americans for pretty ankles and unlimited displays of hose. Some
credit might be given to the idea when taken in conjunction with the fact
that her Sloane-street costumer is Baid to be making her a "Rosalind's "

dress to be worn in America, and that the edge of the skirt barely reaches
the knee ; all of which shows that the Jersey Lily intends to make the
main chance her chief consideration while on the stage. After all, why
not? Everybody knows where lay the attraction of Neilson's "Rosa-
lind," and Mrs. Langtry, endowed by nature with a form and outline of
limb as perfect as any sculptor e'er dreamt of, means to profit by the
example, I dare say.
Americans are beginning to turn their faces to the West, and crowded

steamers for New York are in order. It may be of some interest to old
Califomians to hear that among the prominent grouse "shootings " this
year is Crathes Castle, belonging to Sir Robert Burnett, Bart., who, be-
fore he came into the title some years ago, was a resident of San Fran-
cisco, and a partner in the house of Alsop & Co. Sir Robert is a foremost
man in his county now, being a Magistrate aud Deputy Lieutenant for
Kincardineshire.

It seems that we are going to have a run of American actresses on the
London boards. Besides Clara Morris and Mary Anderson, Fanny Daven-
port is to appear shortly at Toole's Theatre. Perhaps they want to ~et
even on Mrs. Langtry. By the by, they say Lionel Brough would have
been one of the latter's company to America had he consented to have hi3
name in small letters on the bills. Yours, Dido.

The olive branch. Peruvian Bitters. See our supplement.

BANKS.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital $3,000,000.
WM. ALTOBD President.
TIIOHAS BKOWN, Cashier

| B. MtRBAT, Jr., Ass't Cashier
Aqbnts :

New York, Agency of the Bank of Calfornia ; Boston, Tremont National Bank ,
Chicago, Union National Bank ; St. Louis, Boatman's Saving Bank ; New Zealand,
the Bank of New Zealand. Correspondent in London, Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons, Correspondents in India, China, Japan and Australia, the Oriental Bank Cor-
poration.
The Bank has Agencies at Virginia City, and Correspondents in all the princi-

pal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast,

Letters of Credit issued, available in all parts of the world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dublin, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Antwerp,
Amsterdam, St. Petersburgh, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, Italy.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter.---Capital paid up, $1,800,-

000, with power to increase to $10,000,000. Southeast corner California and San-
some streets. Head Office—28 Cornhill, London. Branches—Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria, New Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.

This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check
and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available in al parts of

the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents
as follows :

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank ; Scotland—British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 18. FREDERICK TOWNSEND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Paid up Capital 91,500,000, Gold. President, R. C. Wool-

worth Vice-President, D. Callaghan ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue, Isaac Wormaer, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
Correspondents—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birehin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse,
Neuman&Co. Paris: Hottinguer&Co. NewYork: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-
pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal
cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Commercia
Credits issued available in Europe, China and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital, $2,100,000.

San Francisco Office, 424 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan 6c

Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid XTp $3,000,000.
Reserve, TJ. S. Bonds 4,000,000.

Agency at New York, 62 Wall street.
Agency at Virginia, Nev.

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-
elers' Credits. This Bank has special facilities for dealing in Bullion. Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CAUFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E. Cor. Sansome and Fine Streets.

London Office, 3 Angel Court ; New York Agents, J. "IV. Sel-
igman & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, §6,000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,

loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.
FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.

P. N. LriiiEKTHAL, Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITAL, $300,000.
Officers: Vice-President, Jerome Lincoln ; Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other
Approved Securities. Office : No. 215 Sansome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Spar and Leinbank, Ho 526 Calfforniastreet, San

Francisco. Officers: President, L. GOTTIG. Board op Directors.—Fred.

Roeding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Eggers, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE ; Attorney, JOHN R.
JARBOE. May 18.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Refinery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in their

various forma.
June 18. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

PAINTING, TINTING, WHITENING AND PAPER-HANGING.
Gentlemen about to have work in this line done will ben-

efit themselves by calling at my establishment, examine samples of workman-
ship, and getting estimates of Cost. Orders sent by telephone (No. 433) from any
part of the city promptly attended to. E M. GALLAGHER,
July 8. 611 Sacramento Street, bet. Montgomery and Kearny.
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when the oog of restoration wu being rang by DaUwmjo ftlld hli court.
I am mm i pretty clow translation of it:"

OmwATo'a Soira of Jot.

Itoberah wolUh and goornh ooh,
H-H'pcty woopety dooden doo,
Nehber no more de black King cry,
Tear him woolev or wish him die.

Gladstone give him hu kingdom back;
D John Dunny, he get the sack!
Drink old tommy as much as we can—
Here's to de helf ob de grand old man

!

Bangery-wangery, rumpty-roy,
Zulu warrior dance wif joy

;

Turning somersaults dere and here,
Smack in de eye for Bartle Frere.
Little gray man play black King tricks,

But English people dey regular bricks.
So drain old tommy in great big pails
To England's Queen and de Prince ob Wales.

TAKEN IN AN INSTANT.
Much bas been said of Muybridge photographing Governor Stan-

ford's horse, as it trotted at the rate of a mile in 2:16. We have also
heard much of the French artist photographing swallows as they fly. But
I. W. Taber, of this city has just surpassed both of those feats. He
took a most faithful picture of one moving body, whilst himself on an-
other body in motion. As H. M. S. Comus, with H. R. H., the Princess
Louise and His Excellency, the Marquis of Lome, on board steamed
down the harbor on her way to the Heads, a number of instantaneous
photographs of her were obtained by our enterprising photographer, Mr.
I. W. Taber, who, by the courtesy of Captain Hooper, was admitted on
board the United States revenue cutter, Richard Husk. Both vessels
were moving, rendering it most difficult to get the camera in focus. Yet,
Mr. Taber succeeded in every instance. The picture of the revenue cut-
ter tiring a broadside is really admirable. These instantaneous photographs
of a ship in motion, taken from the deck of another vessel also in motion,
are specimens of the art hitherto unknown anywhere in the world, and
doubtless will add greatly to Mr. Taber's already world-wide reputation.
The first view obtained was of the Comus firing a broadside salute, as the
Princess and the Marquis were leaving the shore on the MacPkerson.
The next view taken shows the Comus with yards manned as the vice-

regal party were stepping on board. Over a dozen large negatives were
taken as the Comus passed the saluting points—Black Point, Alcatraz,
Angel Island and Fort Point, and finally as the Rush, with a salute of
two guns, bade the Comus good bye.

A BATTLE WITH AN OWL.
The following interesting story has recently been related by a con-

temporary: A son of a farmer of Marham Church has been admitted into
Stratton Hospital, suffering from severe injuries inflicted upon him by an
owl. A pair of owls had made their home in an elm tree, and made raids
on the farmer's chickens to supply the wants of a numerous family of
young owls. One of the farmer's sons ascended the tree and secured two
of the young ones, and kept them for some days, feeding them by hand.
He had one of the young ones in his hands, showing it to a friend, when
one of the parent birds suddenly pounced upon him and struck him on
the head. He dropped the fledgling and defended himself with a stick,

but the owl savagely renewed the attack, and wounded him in one eye so
seriously that the sight will be entirely destroyed. The father, who wit-
nessed tbe attack, immediately killed the two young birds, whereupon the
parent owl attacked him and another of his sons, inflicting wounds in the
necks of both.

The California School of Design will open for tb enext term on Mon-
day next. The school has been remarkably successful with its students,

some of whose work makes a marked and pleasant feature of the Mechan-
ics' Fair. All who have a taste for art ought to make it convenient to
pass a term or two, at least, at this admirable institution. The skill

acquired there will always be a pleasure, and it may be a profit in after

life.

We beg to oall the attention of the authorities to the vile nuisance
which exists at North Beach. The scavengers dump garbage and
filth of all sorts at the end of Montgomery avenue and Jones street.

The mass of rottenness there is absolutely putrid, sending its stench for

many blocks around. There will be an epidemic in that locality if the
nuisance is not soon abated. Where is Health Officer Meares?

Tom Fitch came here week before last and orated. We tried to find out
who employed him ; but every member of the Republican County Com-
mittee denied that they had anything to do with him. Finding that

we were after him, he skidaddled back to Arizona, where the honest

miners are giving the cold shoulder to the hero of Arizona divorce frauds.

It is well for him he left here.
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] purpMO*. a*
proportion of the cost of the watei supplj

, which the olty ought to hoar, that
lojudro, Provided a Just and fair loo thl oorporaUoo it

una* be pecuniarily affected, whother the entire burden shall be borne, u hereto-
fore, by the domestic ratepayers, or whether It shall !.> borne by the domestic rate-
pavers and the municipality jointly, as the Constitution requires. Hut when atten-
tion is called to iho high rates which exist in San FmneUwo, it is proper that wo
should state the real cause—namely, that here the domestic ratepayer* have borue
the entire burden of the water supply, whilst in every other large City In the world
the burden is divided by some just proportion between projierty through municipal
taxation and the domestic consumers,

Tlii* company has no concealments to make as to itfl policy, and has no Interest
which is Dot entirely consistent with the best government of San Francisco and the
State.

In order, therefore, to end all discussion upon the matters in difference between
the Bulletin and this company, the Spring Valley Water Works hereby propose

TO ENTER INTO TUB KOLLOWINO AGREEMENT,

Namely: It will submit the framing of an ordinance for the regulation of its water-
rates, both for domestic uses and municipal purposes, to either one of the four fol-
lowing bodies:

First- -A Commission of three to be selected by tbe Board of Trade.
Second—A Commission of three t be selected by the Chamber of Commerce.
Third—A Commission of three to be selected by the Board of Underwriters.
Fourth—To a Commission consisting of Mayor Blake and Auditor Brickwedel—

they, in case of disagreement, to choose a third member of the Commission.
The proprietors of the

BULLETIN AND CALL MAT DAVE TUB CHOICK

Of either one of the four above named Commissions.
The ordinance to be framed by the Commission selected by the proprietors of the

Bulletin and Call during the month of December of this year, and to be filed in the
oifice of the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors on or before the first day of January.
1883.

Provided, George K. Fitch and Loring Pickering, proprietors of the Bulletin and
Call' M. H. de Young, proprietor of the Chronicle; J. P. Jackson, proprietor of
the Post and Exchange; The Examiner Publishing Company, proprietor of the Ex-
aminer; Frederick MacCreliish, proprietor of the Alta, and W. M. Bunker and A.
C. Heister, proprietors of the Daily Report, will unite with the Spring Valley Water
Works in such proposed written agreement, and agree to use their influence and
that of the journals mentioned to maintain in good faith the 92hedule of rules fixed
by such Commission for the period of five years, and urge upon the Boards of Su-
pervisors during such period its adoption and maintenance, the Spring Valley Water
Works particularly agreeing that it will not urge in any way the increase of said
schedule, and that if any ordinance should be passed increasing the rates fixed by
such Commission, it will not accept such increased rates.

It is not claimed that an agreement so made can technically be legally binding, for
the Boards of Supervisors are empowered by law to fix the rates, hut it will be mor-
ally binding upon the parties to the agreement, and we hereby pledge ourselves, in
case it shouM be signed, to carry it out in its spirit and letter.

CHARLES WEBB HOWARD,
President Spring Valley Water Works.

September 19, 1882.

The illuminated address presented by British residents of San Fran-
cisco to Her Royal Highness, the Princess Louise, and to His Excellency,
the Marquis of Lome, Governor General of Canada, is really a beautiful
work of art, far above the productions usually presented on such occa-

sions. It was at sight acknowledged by the Princess, who is herself no
mean artist, to be the most handsome recognition the party had yet re-

ceived. It was engrossed by W. Vallance Gray, and is very justly ad-
mired by all who have seen it. As a very general desire has been ex-
pressed by Britishers to possess a copy of it, it has been most faithfully

photographed at the Elite studio, 838 Market, where it can be seen and
copies obtained.

J. B. Wooster. J. B. WOOSTER & CO., S. B. Steele.

COMMISSION MERCHANTS
AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IK

PROVISIONS, DAIRY JPJtO&ZrCJE, ETC.,
318 FRONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

P. O. BOS 1263. Sept. 9.

LEE CRAIQ,

SEARCHER OF RECORDS.
Notary Public and Commissioner of Deeds.

316 Montgomery Street Bet. California and Pine.

Commissioner for New York, Arizona, Nevada, Pennsylvania, Utah, Oregon, Idaho
Washington Territory, Ohio, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Illinois, New Jersey,

and other States and Territories. DEPOSITIONS A SPECIALTY. Acknowledg-
ments taken and oaths administered at any hour of the day or night.

May 13. LEE D. CRAIQ.

Repairing Watches ami Jewelry, Wo. 39 Third Street.
[July 22.1 D. L. LEVY.
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"PLEASURE'S WAND."
1 We Obey no Wand hnt Pleasure's."—Tom Moore.

Davy Crockett is, to speak in slang, a "chestnut." It is a play that

everybody has Been over and over again, and most everybody does not

care to see it again. To criticize the play now would be an absurdity.

This was thoroughly done years ago. It will suffice to say that it is

highly romantic and heroic. That it is strong and vigorous, with marked

touches of rough nature. But it is not "a symphony of leaves and

mosses."^
#

Mayo plays "Davy Crockett " exactly as he used to play it twelve

years ago I don't know that he could improve on his acting. He plays

it well, and is perfectly fitted to the part. His physical type is of the

right kind. Broad shoulders, muscle, coarseness of features and general

roughness of appearance are his physical characteristics, and all these are

moBt apropos, if not absolutely indispensable. In speech and manner, his

as umption of ignorance and limited intellect is well carried out. To put

it in a few words, Mayo's "Davy Crockett " is a good piece of character-

acting.
* * *

The only points of interest, to me, in the repeated visits of Mayo, are

the different " Eleanor Vaughns " that he brings along with him on his

sev£ral trips. I have seen three or four of them. Laura Clancy is not

by any means the best of the lot. She is pretty and affected—affected in

a tremendous degree. Painfully so. Her movements are artificial, ber

inflexions of voice false, and her speech sing-songy. But she is pretty and

shows taste in dress, if not in coiffure. Even dear old Mrs. Judah does

not appear to much advantage. I suppose that last remark will be con-

sidered heresy.
* * * * * *

Next week Mayo plays " Badger," in The Streets of New York. He
plays it very badly. The coarse, disgusting features of the character are

by him strongly emphasized and everything else subordinated. Bouci-

cault took this play—it is rubbish, anyway—from Le Chiffonier de Paris.

It was in this that Frederic Lemaitre made such a hit in Paris, years and

years ago. Haase played the German version of it last season at the

Baldwin. The next engagement is Frank Mordaunt, in Old Shipmates.

This is supposed to run two weeks. It is new and was a success in New
York. After that Mayo re-appears in a round of legitimate characters.*****
Hazel Kirke has drawn during the week as well as ever. The little

souvenirs distributed on Monday evening were very pretty little keep-

sakes. The Frohmanns are clever managers. They understand how to

excite and revive tbe public's satiated fancy. A drop in the business oc-

curs. Quick some clever advertising is concocted—a change in the cast, a

present to the ladies, a tropical decoration in the auditorium, etc., etc.

—

and up jumps tbe patronage again. At short notice the part of "Lady
Travers " was taken and played by Miss Caldera, a recent local debu-

tante. I did not see her, but I am told she did remarkably well.
* * * * *

The fun this week at the Minstrels has been centered in Charley Peed.

He has always been a favorite of mine and I can always laugh at his fun.

He has more new sayings and jokes than any other minstrel I can think

of. His way of telling things is peculiarly neat and effective. The quar-

tette sings admirably. Most of their selections are taken from good mu-
sic, and what few cheap favorites they do sing are so richly elaborated

with harmonies, that their original trasbiness is entirely lost. I wonder
who it is who harmonizes these songs for them. I heard one this week

—

—" Emmett's Lullaby"—that was singularly rich in that respect. The
Lights of JButchertown is not a good burlesque, and it falls flat on the

audience.*****
At the Tivoli Erimni is in its last nights. It has drawn well. The

honors of the run belong to Parolini, who was very effective as " Don
Carlos." Next Monday Offenbach's posthumous operatta, Les Coxites

a"Hoffmann, will be produced. This was a big success at Paris. It is of

a rather higher order of music than most of Offenbach's works. The
Tivoli has dune a good deal in the way of introducing novelties to tbe
public, and this, the first production in English of this operatta, is a big

feather in the managerial cap.*****
The Winter Garden has, in its improved condition, a most pleasing and

comfortable look. The gallery is large and commodious, and from every
seat full view of the stage is to be had. Masaniello is splendidly put on.

The scenery is handsome and the different effects well managed. The
eruption of Vesuvius is a by far better volcano effect than the much ad-
vertised and puffed one in American Born. Of the cast, but two deserve
mention. Annie Ainswortb, as " Elvira," sings with feeling and develops
considerable execution. As "Tenella," Mile. Bertha is a genuine surprise.

She possesses pantomimic ability of a high order and strong facial play,
and is, withal, light and graceful. Masaniello until further notice.*****
The German performance last Sunday evening was a tiresome one. Tbe

audience looked terribly bored, and undoubtedly was so, for a more tedi-
ous play than Hans and Grete it is hard to imagine. It is a play that is

essentially homely and domestic. It lacks dramatic force and vitality.

It is slow and sluggish. The characters are strongly individualized, and
as types are effective, but their connection with the story is but inciden-
tal, and not material. The novel is a readable one, the play a tiresome one.
It is a readable story of certain phases of German country life, with all

its small details, its trivialities, its simple little incidents of but a per-
sonal interest, its petty likes and dislikes, and, in fact, of all those things
that make up existence in such communities. Well written, by a master
hand, with serious touches and satirical dashes, it makes a good story, but
it totally lacks any of the elements for dramatic representation, and is,

therefore, a failure. It was well played by all of tbe company. The
minor members came bravely to the front in short bits of character, ad-
mirably made up and acted. Scherer, Duval and Fischer I refer to. Then
there is Wedl. Wedl is a self-asserting little fellow, who is what the
French call " agacant." He looks ridiculous, and is always funny,
whether intentionally or contrarily. He tries very hard to act, and it

Bort of aggravates you that he is partially successful. He iB, bo to

aggressively conscientious. Next Sunday Frau Genee makes her second
appearance this season. The play is a humorouB one, by Julius Rosen.
Its title is Groessen Wohnsinn. As my contribution to the list of transla-
tions this title will receive, I submit, " Nobmania."*****

_ Looking over the pages of a fashion journal, which I had casually
picked up, a short time ago, I read with feelings of the deepest satisfac-

tion that small bonnets, principally of velvet, were the latest for ladieB to
wear. I rejoiced greatly, and felt happy for my own sake, as well as for
that of all other theatre-goers. Here was a prospect of at leaBt seeing
something of the stage. Here was at last freedom from the tiresome
struggle of trying to catch a glimpse of the players through a sea of wav-
ing plumes and rows of cartwheel hats. But as yet the day of jubilee has
not come. There are but few of those bonnets to be seen at our theatres.
There are a few visible here and there, but our girls still stick to the big
hats. They, I am told, are " the" fashion ; the small bonnets are not as

yet. That is not the only reason. The big hatB are preferred principally
because they are more dashing and showy and " fast," and that is what
the dear silly creatures like. I dote upon small bonnets. They give a
neat, quiet, demure and " little woman" look to the wearers that is far
more charming and attractive than tbe cartwheels. But you can't prove
this to any woman. It is useless to argue or remonstrate with a woman
about it. There is no cruelty or absurdity dictated by fashion that a
woman will shrink from. I verily believe that the evident discomfort of
her male neighbors adds a zest to the pleasure she finds in attracting
attention. I think it is about time we poor men did something in the
matter. Let us pray for the hastening of the small bonnet fashion.
That will do for tbe future. For the present, let us plead with our wives,
our sisters, our sweathearts and our girls. There is no use appealing to
the managers. They never would antagonize the women, who form the
bulk of their audiences. We men are tbe fellows that pay, and we have
some rights in the matter. We go to the theatre to see, and not to be
seen ; to admire, not to be admired. If praying and pleading fail, let us
" kick." We will form an " Anti-Big-Hat Theatrical Treating Associa-
tion." We will solemnly agree to escort no "big hat" to the theatre.
Swear, brothers, swear

!

*****
Lawrence Barrett is going to add " Francesco di JRimini to his reper-

toire. It is terribly poetic. Imagine Barrett as Paolo.^—Offers from
all parts of the country are pouring in upon Thursby's manager, Maurice
Strakosch. After having heard our great concert soprano sing his favor-
ite Ave Maria, Gounod said to her: " Mademoselle Thursby, vous etes la

reine immacule'e du chant."^—" In spite of all attacks, Wagner is, as he
ever will remain, the Shakespeare of Music."—L. Praeger.—Materna
contemplates a season of German opera in this country next winter, and
will have with her a first-class company.—-Glinka's new opera, Life for
the Czar, will be produced this month in Hamburg, under the leadership
of Hans von Bulow.^—Bronson Howard's new play for the Madison
Square Theatre is named Mrs. Winthrop's Husband.—>—At a recent Stein-

way Hall (London) concert, the singing of Miss Mary Huss, a young
American contralto, created a favorable impression. ^—Christine Nilsson
will sing next season in New OrleanB for tbe first time. Florence
Maryatt (the novelist) has gone on the stage and is playing "Lady
Jane " in one of D'Oyley Carte'B Patience companies.^—Miss Kellogg
lately injured herself by slipping and falling on the curbstone while walk-
ing Broadway, but is rapidly recovering. Beadcleec.

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.

J.
H. Haverly, Proprietor; Fred'k \\ . Bert, Manager.- --

This (Saturday) Evening, September 23d, for two weeks only, the Eminent
Actor, MR. FRANK MAYO, supported by Miss Laura G. Clancey and a company of

unusual merit. Special engagement of California's Favorite, Mrs. Judah, for posi-

tively one week only. Murdock's Idyl of the Backwoods,

Davy Crockett!
A Symphony in Leaves and Mosses. "Be sure you're right, then go ahead!"
Saturday Afternoon, September 23d, only DAVY CROCKETT Matinee.

Boy Office for sale of Reserved Seats open dailv from 9 a, m. to 10 p. m.

In preparation -THE STREETS OF NEW YORK. Sept. 23.

THE FOUNTAIN.
Corner Sutter and it amy streets.— -Cleorjjye Scbniitt, Sole

Proprietor; ALFRED SINGER, Musical Director.—To-night, greal success of

MLLE. MARIE MOORE, California's Own Soprano. Unbounded applause greets

the Queen of Acrobats and Contortionists, ROSE JULIAN. First appearance of

MR. GEORGE WALLACE, Comedian, Vocalist and Negro Impersonator. Reap-
pearance, for a limited season, of the Inimitable Comedians and Dancers, THE
ARNOLD BROTHERS, Amos and Frank. The Great and Only BO\NIE 1 UN-
NELLS, a whole show in himself. MLLE. ZITrA TUFORNE. Mezzo Soprano, in

New Songs.
Saturday, September 23d.—Reappearance of the Fountain Favorites GEORGE F.

and KATIE MOORE, America's Premier Coniiques.

j^" The only respectable Variety Theater in the State. Ladies without escort

not admitted. Se< t. 23.

WINTER GARDEN.
Stockton street, between Post and Sutter.—Stanl A Maaek,

Proprietors.—FRED BORNEMANN, Stage Director; J. H. DOHRMANN,
Conductor.—Immense success of Auber's Grand Spectacular Opera,

Masaniello !

(LA MUETTE DE PORTICI.) Crowded Houses Nightly! Standing room only at

eight o'clock. Grand achievement of the Dumb Girl as portrayed by Mile. Bertha.

Renewed success of the popular Tenor, Mr. Frank Roraback. Enthusiastic recep-

tion of Miss Annie Ainsworth; also Mr. Arthur Messmer, Mr. Fred Bornemann, Mr.

M. Forster. The Scenery, painted by Mr. George Bell, admired arid applauded to

the echo, and pronounced by all a masterpiece of art.

The next production, now in active preparation, THE MERRY WAR, by Johann
Strauss.

.
Sept. 23.

_

TIVOLI OPERA HOUSE.
ITlddy street, near Market.--Kreling- Bros., sole Proprie-
JCj tors and Managers.—LAST NIGHTS! Verdi's Grand Tragic Opera,

Ernani ! Ernani !

This Evening, Miss Louise Leighton as Elvira; Signor Parolini as Don Carlos.

Monday Evening, September 25th, for the first time in America, LES CONTES
D'HOFFMANN, Offenbach'B Last and Best Work.
Admission, 25 cents; Reserved seats, 50 cents. Sept. 23.
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Since the late Democratic Convention the people of San Jose have felt
sore need of extra bathing facilities, and to meet that want a fine swirn-
wing-btth has been constructed, and will be opened in a few dan, The
Neptune Swimming Club, of San Jose, have charge of the pli
they have fortunately secured the services of William H. Daily to teach
them the art natatorial.^—The great race for the one-mile English swim-
ming championship took place, on August 26th, on Hollingsworth Lake,
near Rochdale, between Willie Beckwith, the holder, and James Finney,
of Oldham. £100 was the stake, in addition to the emblem, and the race
was the hardest and closest ever swam. A 220-yard course was roped ont
so the men had to make eight laps to the mile. Finney was ahead at the
end of the first lap, where a foul occurred in making the turn, and for the
next lap he had to take Beckwith's back-wash. Beckwith won by 20
yards, in HOm. 30£b. The water was very cold, as low as 54°, aud the
wind made the water rough and choppy.—Fleming is still in New York.
He has not yet made a match with any of the Eastern cracks.*****
The shooting season has opened this year with excellent promise.

Ducks are rather scarce as yet, though the heavy rain up North last Fri-
day brought a good many down to the Suisun marshes. LaBt Saturday
Senator N. Traylor bagged 47, of which about half were mallard and the
balance teal and sprig tails. Quail are moderately plentiful on the best
spots near the city. A few good bags are recorded from San Leandro,
and several gentlemen have enjoyed fine sport in Marin county. Near
Gilroy they are very plentiful, and everything promises well for the
coming field trials. At Soda Springs, on the C. P. R. R., and all along
the line of the S. P. R. K. they abound as usual. On all the lines of
railroad, with the exception of the S. P. R. R., the customary charges
for dogs and guns are giving sportsmen cause to growl. We respectfully
suggest to the North Pacific Coast Railroad and the San Francisco and
North Pacific Railroad that if they would issue dog and gun tick-
eta at low rates, they would not only please their patrons, but would also
derive considerable revenue. Americans object to giving fees, and to have
a baggage man demand twenty -five cents for a dog that lies quietly un-
der the seat of a smoking-car aud, causes no trouble to any one but his
owner, is, to say the least, annoying to a man who is in doubt as to
whether the fee goes to the Company or is a little private blackmail for
the baggage man. Dogs should be charged for when they go in baggage
cars, and, perhaps, should pay in any case, but the Company should get
the money. If they would only sell dog tickets, say for 25 cents for any
distance, no one would feel annoyed.*****
The intimate connection between rowing and blowing in San Francisco

is one of the most marked features in the aquatic sport. Two weeks ago
Mr. Griffin, on hehalf of the Golden Gate Club, offered to row any crew
in the Pioneer Club, and also offered to match his son against any single

sculler in the Club. After some talk the Pioneers accepted both chal-
lenges, and putting up $250 forfeit, called on Griffin to come up and
make good. Griffin, on finding that they demanded both matches or
neither, suddenly developed a fear, whether real or assumed we cannot
say, that the single sculler was none other than Largan, the English
champion, who is said to be on this coast en route for Australia. Though
Bran nan was specially named, Griffin refused to make the match, and
having failed to make good his own challenge, will perhaps find that in

the future no one will pay any attention to his boasts. The man who is

said to be Largan goes by the name of Sharpe, and whoever he is, is a
first class oarsman. Perhaps it would be as well for the Pioneers to give

Griffin the four-oared race, or the public will never hear the last of the

Golden Gate crew and their inability to find opponents. Jas. A. Ken-
nedy, of Portland, Me., has challenged Edward Hanlan. It is generally
believed that Hanlun's sickness is the cause of Kennedy's courage.*****
This afternoon the Olympic Club will hold an athletic meeting at their

Oakland grounds. The events on the programme are : Putting 16-pound
weight; throwing baseball; running high jump; pole-leaping; tug of

war, teams of 600 pounds ; officers' race, 100 yards ; 100 yards run, R. S.

Haley barred ; 100 yards handicap run ; juvenile class, 100
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The Phllhmmonic Society will inaugurate the musical aeason in
on Friday evening, October 6th, at Platt'i Hall. The sub

tn»n list i^ rapidly filling Up, ami tl
i promisee to be unuau-

ally nooeaafnl and by far the moat fashionable eerl

Sksnintbia city. The orchestral rehoanab bare an, and
Ir. GustAV Hinrirlis has prepan d ime, wbiob will

please all lovers of good music A prominent feature of the opt
re-entre of th .1 prime donna, Ma

Carolina SttM-Zknnis, who, after nn absence of 1H months, has |u
turned laden with triumphs achieved both in the oapil trope and

ork, where, in the latter city, she created a great n

\\ inter. Subscriptions will be r* elved bj the Si oretary of the Society,
Mr. Qenry Qeyman, who has the entire charge of these concerts, at
Sherman, Clay & Co*a music store.

We are informed that our young California dramatic authoress,
Karoline Pierrepont, whose play of Emancipation W; I at the
Baldwin Theatre, has received news of a large inheritance, and will
shortly depart for the East to recover it. While absent, she will proba-
bly arrange with some prominent managers for the production, with appro*
priate scenery and mounting of her play, Lady Worthy Montagu, which
has been reviewed and pronounced, by qualified judges, an original and
superior work of dramatic literature and effects. We congratulate her
upon prospective fortune and fame.

Never were the novelties ii railliuery more beautiful than those for
this fall. The various Parisian styles are more lovely than ever. The
expense and trouble that some of our milliners take to procure novelties
in London, Paris and New York would scarcely be believed. This is

specially the case with Mrs. Coughlau, of 919 Market street. She has
just returned to the city, bringing with her the most exquisite and beau-
tiful array of bats, bonnets, flowers and ribbons it has ever been our pleas-
ure to see. Next Tuesday will be her opening day, when a veritable feast
for the godesses will take place, and if our San Francisco ladies don't out-
shine their previous loveliness, it won't be the fault of Mrs. Coughlan.

High art in advertising. See our supplement—Peruvian Bitters.

CO.,THE GUTTA PERCHA AND RUBBER MANFG.
Manufacturers and Dealers in

RUBBER GOODS,
Offers (or the FALL TRADE the FINEST LINE of RUBBER CLOTHING ever

in this market, both Heavy, Medium and Gossamer ; also are

SOLE AGENTS ON THE PACIFIC COAST FOR THE BOSTON RUBBER
SHOE CO'S SUPERIOR RUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES.

Pure Gum and Dull Finish Boots, Hip and Short; Im. Sandals, Arctics,
Gaiters, Footholds, etc.

JOHN W. TAYLOR, Manager,

Cor. First and Market streets,

rSept. 23.] San Francisco.

GENEVA AWARD.
Special and Personal Attention Given to the Preparation, Proof

and Trial of Cases
In the Court of "Alabama" Claims, in Washington, D. C. An extended experience
in the former Court, and unusual facilities for managing these causeB, enables me
to render special services to claimants. The Court has jurisdiction of claims for
vessels and cargoes destroyed by any Confederate cruisers, for those officers and
men, aud for war premiums paid from April, 1801, to November, 1805. Full
information given on application to the undersigned.

J. F. MANNING,
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW,

1424 New York Avenue, Washington, D O.J 69 Wall St.. New
York City; 131 Devonshiie St., Boston, Mass. Sept. 23.

NOTICE TO GAS CONSUMERS.
Office of the ,san Francisco Gas J.i^ln Company, San

Francisco, September 15, 1882.
The price of gus to consumers at large has been reduced by this company to TWO

($2 uO) DOLLARS per one thousand cubic feet.

[Sept. 23.] WM. Q. BARRETT, Secretary.

H. I. WILLEY,
CANDIDATE FOR

SURVEYOR-GENERAL. Sept. 23.

4&7 A WEEK. $12 a day at home easily made. Costly Outfit Free.
fp I -J Addressl'KOE & Co., Augusta. Maine.
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THE PIONEERS AND THEIR HIGH JINKS.

The '49ers, those gallant youngsters of Pioneer Hall, held high jinks

at Laurel Grove, near San Rafael, on Admission Day, and had a grand

success. All the boys were there, and, despite their youth, made a fine

display in the family way ; some of them even pointed out their grand-

children on the ground, but as they were generally of full growth and

mature age the joke was easily seen through, and pronounced too thin.

The fact is the whole crowd reminded you of a pack of boys just out of

school. Even Major Noah, the patriarch of the band, astonished his

friends by the splendid gymnastic exhibition he gave when extricating

himself from the wreck of the fallen table at which he had just seated

himself, despite the disadvantages of being flanked on the one side by a

hind-quarter of beef and on the other by a barbacued bull's-head. The
worthy past President, Eastland, was there, the present one, Bartlett, and

the coming one, Holland ; the courtly Smythe Clarke, the acknowledged

best exponent of the chivalrous elegance which characterized the Ancien

regime (what will he be when he grows up, and time has ripened his

povers?) Swasey, the author and poet, with his ever-perennial youth,

and who is credited with having first arrived on thiB coast with the saintly

Juniperro Terra; the jolly and clever Secretary, Vaussault—the master

spirit of the day ; the new Marshal, Bluxome, trying vainly to pose _ in

the saddened figure and mien of "Hamlet," which was the strong point

of his predecessor ; Wheeler, the orator of the day ; Hastings, the elocu-

tionist and statesman, who read the graceful poem by Miss Gracie "Welsh,

who was on the ground wearing the gold badge presented to her last year

by the Pioneers ; Phil. Roach, a yet possible Governor, whose ruddy face

belies the age his whitened locks would indicate ; Mathewson, the well-

posted and clever conversationalist, "silent and mournful as an Indian

chief;" Clayton, our coming Railroad Commissioner, who is named by
his friends as being sans peur et sans reprocke, hence fitted for the place ;

Markly, with his kindly face beaming with smiles ; the sombre Massey
and the jovial Winnie ; Franklin, with already an almost patriarchal

beard, rivaling that of the old hero, John Brown; Pooley, who can tell

you more about the Pioneers in a kindly way than any one of them ; all

these and more were there, and doubtless in years to come, when the foot

is palsied, the hair silvered and the voice has become trebled in its tone,

they will look back through the dim vista of the past and recall the recol-

lections of their boyish days, when they met in the Laurel Grove, and
sigh to think of " the days that are no more."
The ceremonies were opened with prayer, and its conclusion was hailed

with rapturous appreciation except by a lot of godless hoodlums from San
Rafael. A beautiful poem by Miss Gracie Welsh followed, and then came
the star performance of the day, a pastoral, read by its author, Dr. G.
As a poetic effort it has seldom, if ever, been equaled. At times we were
reminded of the sublimest passages of Byron's "Manfred," then of tbe
dreamy rapture of Tennyson's " Lotus Eaters," again of the pathos of

Longfellow, then the elegant diction of Walt Whitman, "Blades of

Grass," was recalled, with all the wit and humor of Bret Harte's
" Heathen Chinee." Its only fault was there was not enough of it (like

Nagle's choice brandy) to go round, but perhaps the doctor may favor us

next year, and—well, we can wait. Next, last, but not least, came the
oration by the Honorable Alfred Wheeler. It was a chaste, well-studied

and clever production, which, when published, will well pay the reading.

Next, music by the band, 36 pieces, followed, and then came the welcome
call to dinner, and then

" There was hurrying to and fro—the roasted haunch,
The Tauro's well-cooked head, the Colorado Chili, and
The crisp tortillias filled to its full each paunch,
Which labored heavily. There was no space
For wine. E'en Nagle's brandy could not find a place."

Speeches were now in order. That of William T. Coleman was brim-
ming over with wit and humor. John H. Saunders followed, pathetically
alluding to the memories of the past. Swasey was always on the alert,

and gave a recitation of Leigh Hunt's beautiful poem of "Abou Ben
Adhem " with great effect. Scattered among the crowd were a few of
the old boys, Sam Middleton, the handsome Payne, the Vassault Bros.,
with the Siamese twins, Hodge and Dr. Tucker, exchanging puns and
showering their wit with reckless profusion, but to these antiques were
left the charge of the ball-room and the gentler sex, and they were rather
looked down upon by the young fellows. At last came the closing scenes.
The cars were taken and the boat was reached. Here the fun became
fast and furious. Dancing was the order of the day. Chief Scannel and
Tom Dunphy, Coroner Massey and Tom Ryan won fadeless laurels by
their performances in the jig, while on the upper deck, just as we entered
the Blip, one of the sweetest tenors we ever heard gave "Home, Sweet
Home," having a significance, to those who heard it, it had never had
before.

SAN FRANCISCO'S PRIDE.
The excellence of its photography is justly the pride of our city.

No visitor, however distinguished, thinks of taking his departure without
having a photograph along. Being a thing of beauty it is a joy forever.

Three years ago the writer of this took a number of Bradley & Rulofson's
pictures to London, and sent them to a tradesman to be framed. They
were not sent home at the time stipulated, and the writer went to see
about them. He found a crowd around the show-window, and he soon
discovered that his pictures were the subjects of attraction. The trades-
man said that nothing equal to them had ever been seen in England.
San Francisco leads the world in the perfection of its photography. It is

not alone, perhaps, the skill of the artists, though that is admitted to be
unsurpassed, which gives this excellence of results. The clearness of the
atmosphere has not a little to do with it. From whatever cause, it is

certain that not even under the sunny skies of Italy are photographs
taken with the superiority that is attained here. Our city is just about
to be adorned by a photographic gallery that will surpass all previous
efforts, and indeed it is doubtful if its equal may be found in all the
world besides. It is located in Blythe's new building, southeast corner
of Geary and Dupont streets, and is almost ready for occupation. The
gallery was specially built for the purpose to which it is to be devoted,
and is to be supplied with everything new.

The Butterick Publishing Co. 'a Celebrated Paper Patterns, for
Ladies', Misses' and Children's garments. Agency, 124 Post street, S. F.

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
ENSTJRANCB AGENCY,

So, 322 Jk 324 California Street, Sail Francisco,

Fixe Insurance.
GIRARD of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN of New York.
ST. PAUL of St. Paul.

TEUTONIA of New Orleans.
LACONFIANCE of PariB.

DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS
of New York.

THE FIRE INS. ASSOCIATION (Limited)
of London, England.

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONCIERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented $27,000,000.
Atl Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid.

W. L. CTTAT.TVrKRS.
Special Agent and Adjuster.

PHOENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., Estab'd 1782.—Cash Assets, $5,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA "ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., EstaVd 1833.~Cash Assets, £1,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1851—Cash Assets, 81,351,326.39.

BUTLER <fc HALDAN,
General Agents for Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864.

Principal Office 406 California Street, S.F.

FIRE INSURANCE.
Capital (Paid TJp in TJ. S. Gold Coin) ¥300,000.00
Re-Insurance Reserve $171,412.75

Assets January 1, 1882 ? 684,677.83 I Premiums, since organization. 33,841,412.07
Surplusfor policy holders.. 674,577.83 | LoBses, since organization... 1,756,278.00

OFFICERS:
J. F. HOUGHTON President. I OHAS. R. STOKY Secretary.
J. L. N. SHEPHARD.... Vice-President.

| R. H. MAGILL General Agent.

Directors of the Home Mdtpal Insurance Co.:—L. L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J. L.
N. Shepard, John Currey, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, C. C. Burr, J. S. Carter,
CharleB Belding, P. W. Earl. April 8.

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.

Capital, $10,000,000.
Unlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF LONDoT~FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

THE STANDARD MARINE INSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool. Capital, $5,000,000-

Aug. 12.

W. JT. (AUIStJHAM A CO., General Agents,
213 Sausome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF MVERPOOI..
Capital $7,500,000
Cash Assets 1,709,976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE A CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF LONDON.
[INSTITUTED 1803.]

London Assurance Corporation, of London
Established by Royal Charter 1730.

Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.
ROBERTDICKSON, Manager.

W. X,AJTE BOOKER, Agent and Attorney.
S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts. , Safe Deposit Building.

[October 11.
|

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.--UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

The California Lloyds.—Established in 1861.—Nos. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, $750,000 in Cold Coin. Fair Rates

!

Prompt Settlement of Loses ! ! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS. —J. Mora Moss,
Moses Heller, J. 0. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Everson, A. B. Phipps, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Brandenstein, W. M. Hoag, Nicholas
Luning, James Moffitt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Touchard,
George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Scholle, Charles
Baum, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, "Vice-President.

Jambs D. Bailey, Secretary. Geo. T. Bohen, Surveyor. Nov. 6.
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'The World," the Flesh, and the Devil.
. Br a Truthful Pmmu. 1
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RlM "jK-ciui'-u ( the pike, whose
fUily f thrown t-> it alive. The other
day, afu-r it ha*l fed to repletion, end bed betaken itaelf to a corner far

mdfeone were thrown into the water, tlie imell fry

beinit carefully kept apart from the pike by a huye •beet "l (fllTr. whleo
. ;u* it were, a partition wall. After a time the pike, baring -li

ita morning meal, turned its atteutiou again to the gudgeons .lis

thetcselvee at the farther bod. To tti evident amazement, it

found iU progress checked suddenly by an obstacle, the nature of trhiofa

seemed to puzzle it considerably, for it mailed back again to its ooni
though to reflect upon the unusual circumstance. A little later on, it re-

turned to the charge, knocked itself again against the glass wall, and
rapidly swam back on this second discomfiture to ita accustoms!
where, after one or two more ineffectual endeavors to reach the unattain-
able gudgeon, it finally settled itself, sulkily refusing to leave it for days.
The sheet of glass was now carefully removed, and the fish behind it were
soon swiiumin.r all about and around the pike, which apparently had not
forgotten ita recent unpleasant experiences, and connected them, perhaps,
in Bonne way with the small fry sporting round it, not only did not pounce
upon them for food, but actually fled away, leaving the gudgeons as wide
a berth as possible.^—It is announced that Mdlle. JKoaeUa Rouaaeil,
the well-known French actress and authoress, is about to take the vail

;

and what is already known of her career gives probability to the rumor.
Although a tragedienne of singular power, it is long since any theatrical

manager has been willing to engage her. Her book, "La Fille du Pros-
crit," made a sensation, but it did not bring her a fortune; nor did her ve-

hement advocacy of Republican principles secure her any substantial re-

ward. Latterly she has turned her back on Republicanism, and taken
refuge in the camp of the enemy—that is to say, she has written religious

verses for a Legitimist paper, and has allowed her name to appear in the
Figaro list of subscribers on behalf of Catholic schools. If a story now
current in Paris respecting her be true, her change of principles must
have been very thorough indeed. One night she was awakened from her
sleep by a voice crying: "Go to St. Peter's at Rome. Prostrate tliyself

before Heaven, and pray for pardon for thy sins." She determined to

obey the mysterious voice, but, as she could not muster the money for the
journey, she was sorely perplexed. However, she was not to be turned
from her resolve. She called upon M. Bonnat, the painter, and explained
her case to him. Although decidedly skeptical with regard to the mys-
terious voice, M. Bonnat told Mdlle. Rousseil to select a small sketch
from amon2 a number in a portfolio. " Any one of them is worth 1,000

fr.," he said. His visitor took one, sold it to M. de Rothschild and de-

parted on her pilgrimage. She is nowin Paris, but intends entering a convent.—The Irish Agrarian Trials.—Mr. Justice Lawson and a special jury,

on August 18th, resumed, in Dublin, the trial of a young man, Patrick
Walsh, indicted for the murder of Martin Lydon, at Letterfrack, county
Galway, on April 24, 1881. The murder was a very horrible one. Lydon
was a herder, and lived with his son and the other members of the fam-
ily in a small cottage in a desolate mountainous region. At midnight an
armed band surrounded the dwelling, broke open the door, took out the

deceased, who was lying ill, and placed him on his knees on a heap of

stones in front of his house. Then they returned to the cottage, and
having groped about in the dark they caught his unfortunate son, a lad of

about twenty. Placing the two victims side by side, the gang fired a vol-

ley into them. Martin Lydon died shortly afterwards, and his son lin-

gered for several days and then expired. The case for the Crown rested

on the positive identification of the prisoner by the murdered man, Mar-
tin Lydon. The jury, after deliberating some hours, were unable_ to

agree, and were discharged. On August 21st Walsh, on a second trial,

was found guilty of the murder, and he was sentenced to death.—

A

Novelty ill Locomotion.—The last novelty in locomotion comes from
Philadelphia. The principle on which it is based is that of " confined re-

sistance," as illustrated by the ordinary watch-spring, and it has, it is

said, been successfully applied to tram-cars. A powerful spring is wound
up by steam power (the only purpose for which that agent is employed)
before the car is dispatched. When fully wound this spring retains suffi-

cient energy to propel the car, with its full complement of passengers, for

a distance of five miles, in a space of time varying from thirty-two to

forty minutes. Along the line the necessary stations are constructed,

with wind-up engines; just as for the compressed-air engines there are

prepared periodical "pumping stations." For this new motive power is

claimed immunity from accident, economy in horseflesh and stabling, and
freedom from smoke, smell or noise. The last named advantages we do

not doubt; but with regard to the first, it is well known that the best

tempered springs sometimes give way, and the sudden breaking of a con-

fined spring capable of propelling a weight of several tons for five miles,

might not possibly be accompanied with some danger.——Cetewayo
and Teetotalism.—Cetewayo received a deputation from the National

Temperance League on August 24th, and told them that his people were
not accustomed to drink spirituous liquors. It might interest them to

know that he had prohibited the introduction of spirits into his country,

and intended to proclaim the prohibition again on his return.—We
learn that Mr. Archibald, late H. M. Consul at New York, is about to

be made a K. C. M. G., in recognition of his long and important public

services.

INSURANCE.
Tkr limit l*mpany on Ihr J-«r(/lr »'~,.l ll.rrri.~4 ky Imr Mmttn-

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF BOSTON.

Tot*l A**et« December 31. 1881 116.210. 46ft 92-

Surplu. over All Liabilities
N««> h fj.ii. .

Market Value of BtoaU mm) I r 1,474,W1.0Q

Mil is.
FnMt—A n<iln an<t timjt* /Wiry, Olmr of .ill hm.i nd/W/y

protect*/ /torn forfeiture.

in in ttii* si.ii.-. during rt
liberality and fair dealing in ita relations with polii
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HENRY K. FIELD, General Agent,
Aug. 26. 328 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

TRANSATLANTIC FIRE INSURANCE CO.,
OF HAMBURG,

f Capital, 81, :>iH>:onn. U.S. Gold Coin. Looms paid in Uolil
V-' Ooin immediately after Adjustment Thi ib holds contracts of six-
teen Othftt European Insurance Companies, re-insuring bj fur the greater part of
ever] risk, u a 1 as accepted in our office. The combined subscribed Capital which

,. rotors "ffer to tho public amounts to $26,900,000. U. S. Gold
Coin, of which $7,650,000 is paid up, besides the always available Reserve Funds.

GEO. MARCUS & G0. (
S04 California street, S, P.,

Aug. 5 . Oeneral Agents for Pacific Coast.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, of Zurich. Capital 5,000,000 francs; Helvetia,

Of St. Gall, Capital 10.000.000 francs ; iialolsc, of Basle, Capital 5,000,000 francs.
These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that may be sus-
ained. Losses made payable in all the principal seaports of the world. In the set-
tlement of all claims uuder an English policy, these Companies will strictly adhere to
the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, and submit to English jurisdiction.
June 9. HARRY W. SYZ, Agent, 420 and 422 California St., S. F.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.

Capital $5,000,000.—Agents: Balfour, Oullirie <k Co., No.
I 816 California street, San Francisco. Nov. 18.

THOMAS PRICE'S

ASSAY OFFICE AND CHEMICAL LABORATORY,
524 Sacramento Street San Francisco.

Deposits of Bullion received, melted into bars, and returns
made in from twenty-four to forty-eight hours.

Bullion can be forwarded to this office from any part of the interior by express,
and returns made in the same manner,

Careful Analysis made of Ores, Metal, Soils, Waters, Industrial Products, etc.

Mines examined and reported upon. Consultations on Chemical and Metallurgical
questions. March 20.

AUGUSTUS LAVER,
Architect,

Furnishes Plans, Specifications and Superintendence for
the Construction or Renovation of Dwelling Houses, and every deseribtion of

Building. Office: 19 S. F. STOCK EXCHANGE, Pine street, S. F.

* Take the Elevator. Dec. 10.

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN

S ten in Batbs; Electric and Chemical fifths; Sulphur and
and other medicated vapor baths, with Swedish movements and massage.

Special apartments for ladies and families. DR. JUSTIN GATES,
July 1. 722 Montgomery street, near Washington.

For Ladies , Gentlemen and. Families

.

TJ. S. RESTAURANT
548 Clay street Wear Montgomery

jtST First- Class. Reasonable .Prices. "©>

Aug. 19. EZRA RICHARDS, Prop.

COKE CHEAPEST FUEL.
Reduction in Price: Wholesale Price, 50 cents per barrel

;

Retail Price, 60 cents per barrel, at the works of the SAN FRANCISCO GAS-
LIGHT COMPANY, Howard and First streets, and foot of Second st. Jan. 12.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

360 JFOVXTH STXMET, SAJ? FSJUTCISCO.
[July 16.]

PROF. JOS. JOSSET,
Graduate of the University of Paris; Ex. Professor of De

la Mennais' Normal, France; late of Point Loma Seminary, San Diego. Pri-
vate Lessons in the French Language. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 p.m. Private Lessons given at the res-

idence of the pupil. Dec. 6.

ID. Barnard, Real Estate Agent.—Rents collected; full
* charge taken of property at lowest rates. Office 622 Market st. [Sept. 9.]
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JUDGE HALE RIX—IS HE A PERJURER?
Hale Rix, Police Judge of this city and county, is a candidate for re-

nomination, and we presume be will succeed. Such men as he ssem to

be at a premium, as times go. Keifer has been unanimously made the

nominee of his district; Robeson, the navy thief, has met with like good

fortune in New Jersey; and Jay Hubbell has been no less successful, and

even Paul Neumann, the notorious "tenant of Robber's Roost," has been

nominated to represent this great city in the halls of Congress, without a

single dissentient vote. So it goes all along the line. No wonder that so

available man as Hale Rix is likely to be nominated without opposition.

Those who seek to use him know him, and know why he dare not deceive

them. We proceed to tell why. For many years he was on the Great

Register of this city and county in a false and fraudulent character. Be
it remembered that every man who gets on the Register at all has to

make a sworn affidavit that the facts of bis registration are true in every

particular. In the Great Register of 1873 we find this entry:

Hale Rix, aged 38; nativity, South Carolina.

He thus became entitled to vote and hold office on the pretence that he

was a native born citizen, and upon that pretence he had long voted, and

it is, of course, to be presumed that, upon that allegation, he procured

registration. If it was true, and sworn to, he has since committed per-

jury. He is on the horns of a dilemma, one of which he certainly cannot

escape. On the precinct registry of 1880 appears this entry:

"Hale Rix, aged 52, nativity Canada, born of American parentage."

The individual represented in both cases is one and the same person.

Both entries cannot be true. Either the one or the other is false, both as

to age, which is a small matter, and as to the nativity, which is a very

grave concern. His brother, Alfred Rix, knowing that he was a Cana-
dian and a British subject, became naturalized in due course of law in

an honest, straightforward way. He did not first claim to be born in

South Carolina, nor did he allege that he was born of American parent-

age, in order that he might escape the obligations of our naturalization

laws. He first gave notice of his intentions, and after the necessary

elapse of time became a duly constituted citizen. Alfred and Hale are

brothers, born of the same mother, and no doubt entitled to claim the

same nationabty. Yet the one admits that he was a British subject, and
becomes a naturalized citizen in an honest way, whilst the other presuma-
bly swears to two different and opposite conditions of affairs. He first

asseverates that he was born in South Carolina, and then swears that he
was born in Canada of American parentage. Which of tbese two state-

ments is true? Both cannot be. We believe that tbere is a question
whether either is. Our information is that he was born in Canada, but
not of American parentage in the sense requisite to entitle him to appear
on the voters' register without passing through the necessary forms to
become a citizen. The woman who came with him to this State bo de-

clares. His brother's acts point in the same direction, and above all his

two contradictory and opposite registrations point in the same direction.

If he has all this time been drawing official salary without being a legal

citizen, there ought to be some way to bring him to account. If he is

renominated, we incline to the opinion that his Democratic opponent will
practically have a walk-over, for we think he can produce documents
that will set this whole matter straight and result in the disqualification

of the man who does not know his own age, or whether he was born in
South Carolina or Canada, or whether his parents were Americans or
not, or whether his own brother is related to him or to somebody else.

Now, the way all this came to our knowledge is worth telling. Early
in 1880 Wm. M. Neilson published a pamphlet purporting to give an ac-
count of " the terrible life of Isaac S. Kalloch, from his expulsion from
college until now." A prosecution followed. Neilson was arrested for
libel, and courageously undertook the proof of all the amazing things he
had written. He admitted the publication of the pamphlet, undertook
to prove its entire truthfulness, the case of the prosecution was closed and
that of the defense was entered upon. The first witness called was the
Rev. Isaac S. Kalloch himself. He was challenged to deny a single al-

legation made against him, and for three days he bid himself. The story
went the rounds of the city that his appearance on the witness stand
would be the end of him here. He fought desperately against being
placed there. The pity is that he was not. If be had been, the whole
city would have witnessed a denouement, that it was perhaps not unpre-
pared for. Kalloch did not, could not, and would not meet a personal
examination as to the unutterable charges alleged against him. When an
adjournment for ten days was had, in order to enable Judge Rix to have
a holiday, he announced that "while he would always respect the office of
Mayor, he would require the individual to appear like any other witness."
When he came back he acted as if he were the partisan of the witness,
refused to allow him to be placed on the stand, and in all respects violated
the well-settled rules of practice in such cases. The Bar was amazed,
people wondered what was the matter, and justice was defied. Kalloch
escaped an examination, which, if permitted to go on, would have driven
him from this city, and the Registrar's department openly boasted of the
wondrous influence of its secrets. The Democratic Kalloch was perforce
sheltered by the Republican Rix. The goose hung high. But now the
day of reckoning has arrived. Let Rix be nominated, and we will see
what the Courts bave to say about his legal qualifications. His moral
ones are now before the whole body politic.

Death of C. Koopmanschap.—The death of C. Koopmanschap, who
was well-known on this coast in connection with his efforts to introduce
Chinese labor, died at Rio De Janeiro on Wednesday last. Deceased was
a native of Holland, about 55 years of age, and has resided on this Coast
since 1850. He was formerly a merchant of this city, doing a large im-
porting trade in Oriental goods. He retired in 1867, and became a con-
tractor for Chinese immigration. He went to Rio De Janeiro a few months
ago for the purpose of negotiating with the Brazilian Government for a
lot of coolies. He was in excellent health when he left, and his death is
supposed to have resulted from yellow fever. Deceased leaves a widow in
comfortable circumstances, who resides in this city.

If spattered blood and brains can lubricate a track, the trains on
the S. P. C. R. R. ought to run swiftly and smoothly enough. The Di-
rectors ought to rechristen their road the "Death Line." The name
would be taking and appropriate. Or, how would it do to interpret S. P.
C. R. R. as the "Sure Pop Collision Railroad?"

DEPLORABLE LOCAL POLITICS.
The fight for State offices is being lost sight of, being overshadowed by

the intense interest of the bosses in the municipal contest. Who shall be
-Governor of the State of California is deemed a small and paltry matter
compared with who shall be Sheriff of the City and County of San Fran-
cisco. There are huge spoils in the one, whilst there is little to speak of
in the other. Who shall be State Senators and Representatives is of no
concern compared with who shall be Supervisors. The new Constitution
gives the former but little power, whilst the latter may steal tens of thou-
sands. That is what accounts for the milk in the cocoanut. A most de-
plorable state of things, in consequence, exists. Two sets of bosses have
pooled their issues, have agreed to divide the spoils, and, no matter
which side wins, the people, as a whole, lose. Taxes will be unnecessa-
rily high, jobbery will run riot in every department, oar streets will con-
tinue to be the worst known to any city in the world, our sewers will re-

main reeking with filth and disease, and extravagance, corruption and bad
City Government generally will prevail. While all this is as plain as the
sun at noonday, there is no really popular agitation for reform. Tax-
payers are morose and silent, and while they remain inactive the bosses
are getting away with everything, right before the eyes of an over-taxed
and badly governed people. Buckley boasts that he has carried thirty
out of the forty precinct clubs. Higgins will carry the Republican pri-
mary by a like majority, and the Republican County Committee, com-
posed of would-be bosses, are bent upon putting a ticket of their own in
the field. In this state of affairs why Bhould not the taxpayers, without
regard to party, come to the front, and take the management of
their own affairs into their own hands. They used to do that pre-
cise thing when the necessity was not nearly so pressing as
now. We know there is a very general disposition to take
that course. We are advised that the taxpayers party, if

it may be so called, is awaiting the action of the bosses in order
that it may be the better able to determine what action should be taken
in the premises. But delays are dangerous. Only six weeks remain to
the day of election. It is now plain enough that no really presentable
ticket can possibly be nominated by either of the old parties as they are
at present constituted. It is idle to longer wait for evidence of that fact.

Buckley is sure to put up a worse ticket, if that be possible, than he did
last year, and Higgins has regained the influence which at that time he
had lost. The ticket of the Republican County Committee will be for
sale, so far as its Supervisors are concerned. A more complete condition
of chaos could hardly exist. In view of these known and provable facts,
the eyes of all good citizens are turned toward the Taxpayers' Committee.
From it, and from no other existing authority, can a clean ticket be ob-
tained. The Taxpayers' Committee is still in existence ; it has never been
disbanded, and it is in possession of considerable funds, which it nolds in
trust for the protection of the people whenever occasion should arise.

They are now face to face with such an occasion, and if they fail to meet
it they will prove false to the trust reposed in them. If they want the
taxpayers to ask tbem to act, let them say so, and within twenty-four
hours a petition can be gotten up and signed by the bulk of the rate-pay-
ers of this city and county. Such is the temper of the times that an
honest and independent taxpayers' ticket would be supported by good
citizens of all parties, and would surely sweep all before it. Let some
one_ take the initiative, and he will gain lasting renown, and do the city
an incomparable benefit.

CHINESE ASTUTENESS.
The great Chinese statesman, Li Hung Chang, is credited with a

vast store of astuteness, and the latest report would seem to justify the
claim. He recently presented a memorial to the throne recommending
for reward certain officers who had safely navigated some gunboats
from Europe. He had, he says, been advised to insure these vessels
for a heavy sum, and Sir Robert Hart had especially requested that this
should be done. Li, however, reflected that the cost might well be
spared, and accordingly gave private instructions that the insurances should
not be effected, but that more than ordinary caution and care should be
exercised in navigating the vessels. Although, he adds, this policy was
considered reckless by foreigners, the gunboats arrived in safety ; and in
thus taking them out, unprotected by insurance, the officers performed
a feat which, the memorialist thinks, far transcended any performed by a
diplomatist who merely employs his pen and tongue. The saving of a
large sum is the most practical of a)l statesmanship, in tbe eyes of the
astute Li Hung Chang. Who shall say that be is wrong? It would be
better, for instance, to pay our city officials twice the salaries they receive
on condition that they reduced the city taxes one-half. For a sufficient

consideration they would do it. As things go, it pays them better to
plunder and steal. They are bribed to do wrong. All other schemes
having failed, suppose the city, for once, bribes them to do right. Li
Hung Chang has found it profitable to pay extra for honest service,

and he has certainly shown that such a reward was a gain in the end.
The city and county of San Francisco would find that the Chinese Min-
ister's plan would produce like results. If officials must be bribed to
do their duty, it will be found far the cheapest course for the city to
do the bribing.

A HAPPY ANNOUNCEMENT.
Just when the dyspeptics were beginning to fear that the oyster fields

of the world were about to give out comes tbe happy announcement that
an immense discovery has been made. This joy is caused in gastronomic
and epicurean circles by a paper which is exciting great interest in Eng-
land, and is written by Mr. Olsen, from which it appears that vast oyster
beds have been discovered in the North Sea Fisheries. Two hundred
miles of oyster-beds, thirty to seventy miles wide—that is to say, 10,000
acres of splendid oysters within easy distance of the British coast—is a
discovery to which all of those of Stanley and Livingstone sink into in-

significance. One curious feature about it is that the oysters lie at a depth
of 21 fathoms, thus disposing summarily of the prevalent idea that oysters
can only be raised successfully in shallow water. The man who invents a
new dish, according to some, the man who plants a tree according to the
Mahommedans, deserves well of mankind ; but what is tbe reward of a
man who discovers 10,000 acres of oysters? The oysters thus opened up
to commerce are said to surpass in flavor all that are so far known to epi-

cures. We shall soon be able to keep our oysters at home. We sent no
less than 8400,000 worth last year to England alone. They ought soon to

become cheaper here.
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The festive car-driver is getting down to his work in real earnest,
and is running over foot passengers at a rate which shows that eon
are all now supplied with experienced and efficient hands. Everybody
knows that it is the prime duty of every car-driver to kill as mai
pie per trip as possible. His fitness for bis situation is, indeed, guaged
by hi- skill in accomplishing this end. There are many ways of doing

rue drivers prefer the " rush on 'em '' plan, which consists in charg-
ing furiously through a crowded street, nuder the plea of making up lost

time, and taking the chances of catching a cripple or old person, at least.

Other drivers think it better to wait for a sure thing. Their plan is to
halt at a crossing till a victim is just in front of the pole, and then trans-

fix him with a sudden sturt. Others, again, who are less skillful, keep up
their tally by waiting for lone passengers on the front platform late at

night, and suddenly hurling them over the clash board and under the
wheels. There are many other dodges known to the profession, and they
all seem to succeed pretty well, if we may judge by the numher of street-

car accidents, which have been a bonanza to the item-gatherers of the
daily papers during the past two|weeks. The Coroner says that times were
never better.

Henry Clay Johnson writes to ask what is to be understood by the

expression "local friend," which he 6nds in the Chronicle's notice of Sui-

cide Gerlach. It is with the greatest regret that the T. C. has to decline

to answer the query. There are two good and substantial reasons for

refusal : The T. G. is not in the commentator, or any other tater, busi-

ness at present—and he doesn't know what is meant by a " local friend."

Not to disappoint Henry Clay altogether, however, he would say that a
local friend is perhaps one who doesn't spread himself round to any great

extent in your behalf, when his help is needed; one who localizes himself,

as it were, in the most adjacent saloon, when he perceives you heave in

sight, wearing, what might be termed, a harrowing expression of coun-

tenance. He probably belongs to tbe same class as the " distant relative,"

whose capacity for making himself remote on the shortest notice, when a

favor is needed by a poor relation, is well known to all who have the

fortune to own stock in bonanza relatives. If you have any more co-

nundrums, rebi, anagrams, or paralellograms, or anything of that sort,

'Enery, send them along to the Child's Paper [Post), corner Montgomery
and Sacramento streets. Subscription $2 per annum—strictly in advance.

This is about the way of the Melville-Danenbower controversy :
" To

the Editor of the New York Scandalbreeder—Sir : Permit me to assure the

Public, through the columns of your valuable journal, that I have always

been, and still am, upon terms of most intimate friendship with En-
gineer Melville. Far be it from me to state that that gentleman is a

liar, a coward, and totally incompetent as an officer. I may know him
to be all this, and more, but my high esteem for his truthfulness, cour-

age and efficiency forbids me to tell what I know until the proper time

comes. (Signed.) Danenhower. P. S.—Yes, I like Melville ever so

much, especially since the day he refused to give me a bite of his share

of boot-leg up on the Lena." And then comes Melville: " To the Ed-
itor of the Washington Quarrelhatc/ier—Sir : I am at a loss to conceive how
the rumor got abroad that I had any dispute with Lieutenant Danen-
hower. I have always greatly liked and admired that gentleman, who,

for braveiy and efficiency, would have no equal, if he were the only

officer in the IT. S. service. Respectfully yours. Melville."

It was with feelings of great satisfaction that we read the other day of

special officer Green's exploit in administering a severe clubbing to David

Condou, the notorious rough and bully. Condon belongs to a class that

has grown altogether too numerous in this city, and is composed of crea-

tures who live upon the earnings of courtesans, and are at all times ready

to hire themselves out for any brutal or infamous job that may be re-

quired of them. Condon has been implicated in no less than three mur-

ders, and bis principal pal on the occasion referred to was Tom McCor-

mick, a gentlemen of the same kidney, who is now out on bail for the

killing of a Market street saloon-keeper. The pretty pair were, more-

over supported by a galaxy of minor stars in the professional bruiser con-

stellation, so that officer Green had his work cut out. If some of the

regular force were equally dilligent and plucky, such fellows as Condon

and McCormick would all be enjoying the hospitality of the State at San

Quentin, instead of rnnning around " on bail," to the great danger of the

lives of respectable citizens.

The heavy baritone husband of Louise Lester, ditto prima donna,

arrested for attempting to exterminate Director-of-Amusements Loesch,

of the Tivoli, has been released, the rharge having been dismissed by

Police-Court-Jud-e Thingumvjig, for lack of prosecution. This item is

furnished the public by Assistant-City-Editor-and-Social-Scavenger Junes,

of the Chronicle, published at the Kearny-Bush corner.
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It ia officially stated in Wall street that Jay Gould has n tired aa
active operator in itooka, md will henceforth live quietly upon thi li

..f hit inodeat competence of $100,00o,0oo Avaricioua people itaoold Uke
a lesson from Mr. Gonld'i unselfish ormd . man who bad •?
ery opportunity of accumulating vast wealth, yet he volunt

mors, and prefen to end his days in peace ami quietness, Mr.
Qould'a decision i- a wise one. He baa placed himself above, want. All
the comforts and soma of Ho- luxuries of lite are within hlsreaoh. He
can have mines pi'' for dinner every day in the week it ha wants it., and
when he kneel- down by hi- little oot at night he oan truthfully thank
God that ha in not one of those greedy oapitaHita who are uever weary of
aocnmnlatfng riches, lit- o»n then rise with a sly wink and chuckle him-
pelf to deep, aa he meditates on the surprise party he may lome day give
to the Bears, who are now congratulating themselves that the great Bull
is actually and permanently out of the market.

The Mechanics' Pair has been tho scene of many a curious affair,

but we'll wager none more so than the one which we witnessed an after-
noon last week. A certain married man, well known in our midst, who
had been doing a "mashing" business all afternoon, having joined one of

the fair dames so familiar to the habitues of the Exhibition, approached
the Jerusalem stand, ami, after due trifling with the wares therein, he
poised a glittering sequin necklace on one finger, and saying " Will you
wear this lor my sake?" passed it to his companion. What was the hor-
ror of both to see a band interposed between them? Said hand, encased
in Foster's twelve-buttons, snatched the bauble, and, with the words.
*' Charity begins at home, my dear," it closed on the necklace, was plaoed
upon the culprit's coat-sleeve, and the triumphant wife sailed off, bearing
her disconsolate spouse along with her, leaving the frail masheeiu a state
of mind better imagined than described, and the crowd around tittering
audibly.
The last powder-mill explosion came off at Santa Cruz last Tuesday,

making only about three of the kind in California during more than half
a month. But this isn't the worst of it. Only one man was killed, and
he wasn't a Chinaman. Tbe horror-loving public are very naturally in-

dignant, and freely use very strong language in condemnation of a com-
pany that can't manufacture a more powerful explosive than that. The
telegram tells us that " in a few minutes the roads leading to the scene, of
the explosion were full of hurrying wagons, running horsemen and citi-

zens on foot." But although the fragments of the one man killed were
impartially distributed over an acre or two of ground, there wasn't nearly
enough of him to go round among the relic hunters. To make the mat-
ter worse, there were Bixteen men in close proximity to the explosion, and
all of these escaped.

It is reported that the manager of the Lawrence Barrett Company,
now performing in the East, has secured the services of Miss Williams, a
school teacher, a portion of whose profile is said to have served as a model
for the head of Liberty stamped on our silver dollars. The manager's
fond hope is that this paraxon of loveliness will draw as a professional

beauty, notwithstanding the fact that she knows no more about acting
than a cow does about the Chinese Question. It has leaked out, however,
that the designer of the Liberty head only copied the upper portion of the
lady's profile, and designed the chin from that portion of his own wife's

face. Since we are told that the artist only succeeded in getting the
Williams part of the profile after four " trying sittings," it may be in-

ferred that his wife was a trifle jealous of the fair sitter, and insisted

upon contributing a little "jaw."

Nast, the caricaturist of Harper's Weekly, has been making an ass of

himself again. His insane passion for sneering at England is always lead-

ing him into the most ridiculous blunders. A few weeks ago he repre-

sented England as an ass wearing a lion's skin. The picture appeared
just after Alexandria had been destroyed, an event which Mr. Nast had
not anticipated when he drew his sketch a week before. Consequently,
in the next issue of the paper he had to apologize by taking off the skin
and filling it with real lion meat. His latest exploit is to depict Sir Gar-
net Wolseley in the act of begging Arabi Pasha to allow himself to be
whipped, so that he (Sir Garnet) may be able to keep his promise to be
victor by the 15th. This number of Harper's is dated later than the 15th,
so that in the light of recent events the caricature (?) is rather ill-timed.

It will be interesting to note how Nast will crawl out in his next cartoon.

The Rev. Mr. J. F. Hooper positively refuses to step down and out
at the maudate of the Congregational Council. In other words, he main-
tains that the verdict of a handful of denominational dignitaries does not
unfit him to preach the Gospel to those who choose to have faith in his

purity of heart and rectitude of conduct. We shouldn't care to bet a very
large pile on Mr. Hooper's p. of h. or r. of c, because he is a parson, but
we are willing to lay two to one that not a single member of the Council
which tried and convicted him would prove to be a perfectly round egg,

if the shell of his reputation was as carefully cracked, and its contents as
closely examined, as that of the unfortunate Hooper's has been. But we
have to look outside the pale of the Church for Charity nowadays.

A facetious dealer in birds, beasts, fishes and reptiles, doing business

on one of tbe principal thoroughfares, gets off a good joke at the expense
of the people of the State capital, by exhibiting in his window a large

dragon-fly labeled " Musquito from Sacramento." He probably wishes

us to suppose tbe specimen to be one of the kind found in the wilds of

Central Africa, which sit on the logs and bark, and many of which weigh
a pound.
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SUNBEAMS.

Said Maurice B. to Morris B.,

"The fight's up now, I'm in it."

Said Morris E. to Maurice B.,

"Oh, don't you hope you'll win it."

Said Maurice B. to Morris E.,

"For ine you'll have to make room."
Said Morris E. to Maurice B.,

"I care not for your Blake boom."

Then Maurice B. told Morris E.,

Such talk to naught amounted.
And Morris E. told Maurice B.,

To wait till votes were counted.

So Maurice B. to Morris E. -

Said, "deuce the bit I care."

Said Morris E. to Maurice B.,

"You're better far as Mayor."

"I often cross the street to avoid meeting a

man," says Mr. Beecher, "not because I have
anything against him, but simply because I do

not feel like speaking to him. I suppose all men
are this way." Yes, nearlyall men are that way,
Mr. Beecher, and we are glad that you have
mentioned the subject, for it gives us a chance
to agTee with a great man. We sometimes cross

the street and climb a fence to avoid meeting a

man, not that we have anything against him, but

because he has something against ub j a bill, Mr.
Beecher.

Anybody who doubts the superiority of wom-
an over man should visit a summer resort and be
convinced. While a woman will appear in new
glory of adornment three, four, five and six times

a day, a man, the incapable, will loll around from
morning till night in a pair of old trousers, base-

ball shoes, woolen shirt, slouch hat and a nasty
old pipe, without having the life to make the

least change of toilet. Ah, yes, woman is super-

ior to man, my friend, and don't' you disremem-
ber it.

maBMm
BROAD GAUGE.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Monday. April 10, 1882,

And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave

from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend St., between 3d and ithstreets,) as follows:

LEAVE
B. P.

DESTINATION. ARRIVE
8. P.

8:30 a.m. / ^ 6:40 A.M.

t 9:30 a m. * 8:10 A.M.

10:40 a.m.
1

9.03 A.M.
* 3:30 p.m. } ...San Mateo, Redwood,... -'10:02 a.m.

4:25 P.M. * 3:36 P.M.
* 5:15 P.M. t 4:59 p.m.

6:30 P.M. 6:00 p.m.

v J t 8:15 p.m.

8:30 A.M. i \

J ..Santa Clara, San Joseand.. .

1
. .Principal Way Stations. . .

f

9:03 A.M
10:40 a.m. *10:02 A.M.

4:25 p.m. 6:00 P.M.

v J t 8:15 p.m.

10:40 A.M.
v 3:30 P.M.

( .Gilroy, Pajaro, Castroville.

| and Salinas
I '10:02 A.M.

I 6:00 P.M.

10:40 a.m. I

+ 3:30 P.M.
|

.Hollister and Tres Pinos.
1*10:02 a.m.

I
6:00 P.M.

10:40 A.M.
* 3.30 p.m.

(.
. .Monterey, Watsonville .

.

Camp Goodall, Aptos, Camp
San Jose, Soquel, Santa Cruz,

#10:02 a.m.
6:00 p.m.

10:40 A.M.| . . .Soledad and Way Stations .

Sundays excepted. fSundays only.

KW Special Notice. -'SS

Sunday Excurbion Trains to Monterey and Santa
Cruz.—First-class Excursion Train to Monterey and
Santa Cruz will leave San Francisco every Sunday at
7:30 a.m. Returning, leave Monterey at 4:35 p.m.; San-
ta Cruz at 4:15 P.M., arriving San Francisco at 8:40 p.m.
Fare for the Round Trip to either point, $3.

Stage connections are made with the 10:40 a.m.
Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo, which
connect with 8:30 a.m. Train.

Ticket Offices—Passenger Depot, Townsend street,
and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel,

A. C. EASSETT,
Superintendent.

H. R. JTJDAH,
Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

t5F~ S. P. Atlantic Exprsss Train via Los Angeles,
Yuma, etc., leaves San Francisco daily via Oakland
Ferry, foot of Market street, at 9:30 a.m.

C. P- R . R.

Time Schedule, Monday, May 15, 1882.
Trains leave, and are due to arrive at,

SanFrancisco as follows:

LEAVE
(for)

DESTINATION. ARRIVE
(from)

9:30 a.m.

*4:00p.M.
*4:30p.m.
8:00 a.m.
3:30 P.M.

*4:30 P.M.

8:00 A.M.
4:00 P.M.

9:30 A.M.
4:30 P.M.

8:00 A.M,
*4:00 P.M.

8:00 A.M.
*4:30P.M.
$8:00 A.M.
9:30 A.M.
8:00 a.m.
5:00 p.m.
9:30a.M.
*4:00 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.

10:00 a.m.
3:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m
5:30 P.M.
8:00 A.M.
8:00 a.m.
8:t0 A.M.
3:30 P.M.

-'4:30 P.M.
*4 :00 p.m.
8:00 a.m.
3:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
3:30 P.M.

*4:00 p.m.
*4:30 p.m.

3:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m.

*4 :30 p.m.
*8:00 a.m.

. ..Autioch and Martinez..

Calistoga and Napa

. . | Darning, El Paso ) Express

. . | and East J" Emigrant ..

. . | Gait and \ via Livermore

. . j Stockton > via Martinez

....lone

. . . . Knight's Landing

.... " " ({Sundays only)

. . . . Los Angeles and South
. . . Livermore and Pleasanton.

.

. Madera and Fresno .

..Marysville and Chico..

..Nilesand Haywards..

. J Ogden and I Express

. \ East f Emigrant
. . Redding and Red Bluff ,

. ( Sacramento, "I via Livermore.

.

-J

Colfax and
f-

via Benicia. . .

.

. (Alta ) via Benicia

. . . Sacramento, via Benicia. . .

.

. . . Sacramento River Steamers.

.

...San Jose

. . . Vallejo .

.

(JSundaye only)

Virginia City..

....Woodland

. . Willows and Williams.

.

2:40 p.m.
* 12:40 p.m.
*10:10 A.M.

7:40 P.M.

11:40 A.M.
*10:10 A.M.
*10:10 A.M.

7:40 P.M.
2:40 p.m.
7:10 a.m.
5:40 p.m.

12:40 P.M.
5:40 P.M.

#10.10 A.M.
111:40 a.m.
2:40 P.M.

5:40 p.m.
8:40 a.m.
2:40 p.m.

#12:40 p.m.
5:40 p.m.
5:40 p.m.
4:10 p.m.
9:40 a.m.
8:40 a.m.
11:40 a.m.
6:10 A.M.
5:40 p.m.
6:40 p.m.
7:40 p.m.
11:40 a.m.
10:10 A.M.
6:00 A.M.
4:10 P.M.

9:40 A.M.
7:40 p.m.
2:40 P.M.

J11:40 a.m.
#12.40 p.m.

10:10 a.m.
11:40 a.m.
7:40 p.m.
10:10 A.M.
#7:40 P.M.

Train leaving San Francisco at 9:30 a.m:. should meet
Pacific Express from "' Ogden " at San Pablo ; also Pacific
Express from "El Paso" at Antioch.

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland Pier.

From "SAN FRANCISCO," Paily.

To EAST OAKLAND-*6.00, *6:30, 7:30, 8:30, 9:30,

10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30,

7:00, 8:00, 9:30, 11:00, *12:00.

To ALAMEDA—#6:00, "t6:30, 7:00, *t7:30, 8:00, *tS:30,
9:00, *t9:30, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00,1:00, 2:00, 3:00, *t3:30,

4:00, *t4:30, 5:00,

-

,

't5:30, 6:00, *t0:30, 7:00, #8:00,9:30,
11:00, #12:00.

To BERKELEY — --'6:00, *6:30, 7:00, «7:30, 8:00, *8:30,

9:00, t9:30, 10:00, J10:30, 11:00, Jll:30, 12:00, 1:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00,-4:30, 5:00, 6:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,

9:30, #12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—#6:00, #6:30, 7:00, #7:30, t8:00»
*8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, #4:30, 5:00-

#5:30, 6:00. #6:30, 7:00.

To "SAN FRANCISCO," Daily.

From BROADWAY, Oakland -#5:32, #6:02, 6:32,7:02,
7:3-3,8:02,S:32, 9:02,9:32, 10:02,10:32,11:02,11:32,12:02,
12:32, 1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32, 5:02,

5:32,6:02, 6:32, 7:02,8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

From EAST OAKLAND -*5:21, #5:51, 6:21, 6:51, 7:51,

8:51, 9:51, 10:51, 11:51, 12:51, 1:51, 2:51, 3:51, 4:51,

5:51, 6:51, 7:51, 9:21, 10:51.

From ALAMEDA—*5:15, *5:45, 6:)5, 7:10, #+7:35, 8:10,

#+8:35, 9:10, #t9:35, 10:10, #+10:35, 11:10, 12:10, 1.10,

2:10, 3:10, 4:10, *+4:35, 5:10, #+5:35, 6:10, #+6:35, 7:15,
#+7:35, 9:15, 10:45.

FROM BERKELEY— #5:45, #6:15, 6:45, #7:15,7:45, 8:15,
8:45, J9:15, 9:45, J10:15, 10:45, 111:15, 11:45, 12:45,
1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:15, 4:45,5:15, 5:45,6:15,6:45, 7:45,
9:16, *10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY — #5:45, *6:15, 6:45, #7:15,

7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, #5:15, 5:45,
6:15, 6:45, *7:15.

Creek Route.
From SAN FRANCISCO—#7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:15, 3:15,

5:15.

From OAKLAND—*6:15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

All trains run daily, except when star (*) denotes Sun-
days excepted.

+Trains marked thus (+) run via East Oakland.
jt) Sundays only.

"Standard Time" furnished by Randolph & Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. GOODMAN, Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agt.
A. N. Towns, General Manager.

COAL OIL STOVES.
All Sizes for Cooking or Parlor use

Send for Circular and Prices.

WIESTER A CO.,
17 New Montgomery St., S, F.

On and after Monday. April 3d, 1883,
Boats and Trains will leave San Francisco as

follows:

7 "1 f\ A.m. daily (Sundays excepted), via San Rafael,
• •-*-" from Market-street wharf, for Petaluma, San-
ta Rosa, Healdeburg, Cloverdale, Guerneville and way
atations. Stages connect -at Geyserville for Skaggs'
Springs; and at Cloverdale for Highland Springs, Kel-
seyville, Soda Bay, Lakeport, Ukiah and Geysers.

Daily, Except Sundays.
2QA p.m., via Donahue, from Washington-street•OU wharii

4£T/"k p.m., via San Rafael, fromMarket-street wharf,
•"" for Petaluma, Cloverdale and way stations.

Stages for Navarro Ridge and Mendocino City leove
Cloverdale daily at 6 a.m.

Sunday Excursions.

8 0A A.M., Sundays only, via Donahue, from Wash-
•«" ington-street wharf, for Cloverdale and way

stations. Round Trip Tickets on Sundays to Petaluma,
$1.50; Santa Rosa, $2 ; Healdsburg, $3; Cloverdale,
$4.50; Guerneville, $3. Returning, will arrive in San
Francisco at 6:45 p.m.

8"1 £C a.m., Sundays only, via San Rafael, from Mar-
• J- *-* ket-street wharf, for Miller's, Pacheeo, Novafco

and Burdell's. Returning, will arrive in San Francisco
at 7:45 p.m.

GEYSERS! GEYSERS!
The Greatest Natural Wonder of the

World !

Immense Seduction in Kates.
Round Trip Tickets, via Cloverdale $8 50
Round Trip Tickets, via Cloverdale andCali3toga.§12 50

Passengers will leave San Francisco at 7:10 a.m.
week days, from San Quentin Ferry, and arrive at the
Geysers at 3:30 p.m. On Sundays, leave Washington-
street Wharf, hy Steamer JAMES M. DONAHUE, at
8:20 a.m. Returning, arrive in San Francisco by either
route the following evening.

ARTHUR HUGHES,
Gen. Manager.

PETER J. McGLYNN,
Gen, Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

SONOMA VALLEY RAILROAD.

On and after Monday, April 3d, 1SS2,
Boats and Trains will leave San Francisco as

follows:

O Qf) p. m. daily (Sundays excepted) , from Washing-
****JV ton-street Wharf, for the town of Sonoma.
Fare, SI. Round Trip Tickets, from Saturday till Mon-
day, $1 50.

SUNDAY EXCURSIONS.
Q OA a.m. (Sundays only), from Washington-street
Q*£*\J Wharf, for the town of Sonoma. Round Trip
Tickets, SI.

ARTHUR HUGHES,
Gen. Manager.

PETER J. McGLYNN,
Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

H. B. Williams, A. Ohesebrongh,

W.H.Dimond.

WILLIAMS, DIM0ND & CO,,

Shipping and Commission Merchants,
UNION BUILDING,

Junction Market and Fine Streets.

AGENTS FOR

Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific

Steam Navigation Company, The Cu-

nard Royal Mail SteamshipCompany,
' • The California Line ofClippers * *

from New York and Boston,

and i
' The Hawaiian Line .

'
*

San Francisco, January 31, 1880. [Jan. 31.

L. H. Newton, M. Newton.

NEWTON BROTHERS & CO.,

Importers and Wholesale Dealers In
Teas, Foreign Goods and Groceries, 204 and 206

California street, San Francisco, Cal May 26.
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af« BABY
A wm infant was Iritw.
And for many .lay. firing

Where Tfamrdinn bl.-omin,, ,„ Freano
-

. fair t-.wn :

Around tbe hrfeht dw,
:'

The sud in bu fury came pTtilwa down!
Not ft Urd'i wing wm whirring:,

I Tine leaf wu •timnK',
The red he*t wu maxkinw' one hundred and t«n ;

Aj each stood with breath h«l
While the anyel wm waiting,

To bear the young life from the sorrows of men.
Bnn duciple of Qalan,
You could not but fail, in

A time when the dew-drop* seemed scorched u they fell

;

Twm with manly emotion.
Ton cried out: "To the ocean,

And your baby through God and the fogs may get wi-ll!"

The youn^ mother in sorrow.
Waited not for the morrow.

With that tfkidcton burden with slow ebbing breath ;

Oh, the strain was terrific,

Aa the Southern I"

ii through the hours with the fast coming D
The strong men who protected
B*oh life, and directed

The lonK train of cars as it speeds o'er the rail
Gathered near at each station,
As though th' fate of the Nation,

Was twined 'round that blossom ao pallid and frail.

Still the pulse beat vibrating,
While as sadly came mating,

The faint little throb from the bosom's white fold
;

But the one bending o'er it,

Was tbe woman who bore it,

Her strong heart was striving that dear life to hold!

W hile Death's fingers were tight'ning,
Not the speed of the lightning

Could have answered the prayers that were offered that day

;

When through tbe heat gleaming,
Lo! the far waters streaming ;

—

Huzza for the wind that came in from the Bay!
For the babe on the pillow,
Felt the breath of the billow,

As it kissed the white sand near the dim Golden-gate

;

And the tremulous motion,
That flowed in from the ocean,

Whispered—" Help for your baby, it is not too late."

On tbe grief of the morning,
Came a silver light dawning,

The holiest comfort that God can bestow ;—
O'er the cross at Lone-mountain,
Like the spray at the fountain,

The hues of the Iris were forming a bow.

Soon the speed was increasing,
With her eyes never ceasing

To look on the column of cloud as it rolled ;

With the thin vapor curling,
Hope's colors unfurling,

And closing the sun with a mantle of gold.

The fast train came in dashing,
The bright waters were flashing,

The cool winds were blowing from off the blue sea;

—

And tbe Saint's bells were ringing,
With a glad mother singing,

"My life and my baby have come back to me."

To the Kail-road Commission,
We could sign no petition,

That the fares and the freights of that road might be shorn

;

All our blessings go with it,

And to each bolt and rivet,

Of the staunch locomotive that saved the first born!

A bright infant lies laughing,
And is gleefully quaffing,

Tbe winds of our summer that shield from the heat ;

—

Where tbe sea and sky's blending,
The gray fog is descending,

Saint Francis sends down from the great Mercy-Seat.

J. C. Dunoan.
September 3, 1882.

A novel steamship has been invented by Mr. Robert Fryer, of New
York, which is in effect a marine velocipede on three wheels, the hull not
being intended to touch the water. The vessel floats on three spheres, made
of sheet steel, one forward and two astern, and each of these is fitted with
flanges, which surround nearly the whole of the circumference and act as

paddles. No rudder is needed because the spheres are so arranged that

they can be worked backward or forward and independently of each other,

and in this way the vessel can be made to turn completely round in its

own water. It is claimed for this remarkable construction that increased

accommodation, greater safety and higher speed are furnished than can be

obtained on the best steamers now in use, aud the voyage from New York
to Liverpool will be reduced to five days.

—

Court-Journal.

Headquarters for Electric Belts and appliances for the cure of ner-

vous, painful and debilitating diseases. Pamphlets, with full particulars,

free. Address Pulvermachkr Galvanic Company, 513 Montgomery
street, San Francisco, Cal.

ROEDERER CHAMPACNE!

The Trade anil 111. l-iihli. nrr Informal ihnt »r Irrrllr lht>

GENUINE
LOUIS ROEDERER CARTE BLANCHE CHAMPAGNE,

Direct from Mr. Louts Roedaror, Rotma,
hl« Slgn»U.rv I

Mr Kach «m ii market upon Ibi *i<l<\ " Macondray ft Co . Ban Fran-
cisco." »"') (»ch boUlo bean Ut« Ubol, " Macondrmy ft Co. . Sole Afrenta
for the Pacific Coaat.^ ^__

MACONDRAY k CO.,
Sole Agent* for the Pacific Coast.

[BtptAbar 24.]

M. A. OUNST A CO.,
203 Kearny Street San Franolioo.

IMPORTERS AXD DEALERS 1\
HAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS.

Alao, Agents for Kimball, Qaulllener & Co.'s Guatemala Cigars.
tW~ Inform the I'llhlir that Ihrtf »-,,-. ic- hinj' inrtiiott of Choice

Havana Jirnntls twice a month. [Feb. 11>.

C. ADOLPHE LOW Jt CO.,
Commission Merchants,

SAX FRANCISCO and NEW YORK.
6^" Agents of American Sugar Kctharv, corner Ol Union ami Battery directs,

8an Fraocisco. California. Jan. 17.

Olaus Spreckels. Wm. G-. Irwin.
WM. G. IRWIN & CO.,

Sugar Faotors and Commission Agents.
Honolulu, H. I. [March 25.

CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY,
Manufacturers of tbe Standard Syrup, a superior article

put up in barrels expressly for home consumption. Also, Extra Heavy Syrup

in barrels for Export. Refined Sugars at lowest market rates. Office 325 Market

street, up stairs. Dec. 21.

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,

STOCK BROKERN,
No. 314 Fine Street San!)Francisco

[May 20.]

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY,
No. 310 Sausome Street,

San Francisco,

WHOLESALE DEALERS XX FTTR8.
[September 21.1

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Qold Medal, Paris, 1S7S.

Sold by all Stationers. Sole Agent for the United States:
MR. HENRY HOE, 91 John street, N. Y. Jan. 5.

C. W. M. SMITH,
The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor,

Established in 1862,
Removed to 234 Sansome Street.

63^ MR. C. W. M. SMITH is the patent attorney for Marriott's Aeroplane Com-
pany for Navigating the Air. Oct. 22.

TABER, HARKER & CO.,

IMPORTERS AJND WHOLESALE OROCERS,
108 and 110 California St., S. F.

[April 19.)

JOHN McKEW,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL COAL DEALER,

431 UNION STREET Between Dnpont and Kearny.
SAN FRANCISCO. Aug. 26.

NOTICE.
or tbe very best photographs g-o to Bradley A Rulofsou's,

in an Elevator, 429 Montgomery street. Oct. 29F
ROBERT WALKINSHAW,

ESTATE ASENT 407 Montgomery Street.

Farming-, Alining- and City Property.
[July 29.]

V
MRS. JULIA MELVILLE-SNYDER,

613 Mason Street, bet-ween Bush and Sutter.
ocal Music for Opera, Coucert or Parlor. Piano and
Elocution. Dramatic Elocution and Voice Culture Specialties. [April 29.

May our bird fly fast and spread the good news.
Peruvian Bitters.

See supplement

—
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FAREWELL BOSSES AND BULLETIN.
The Republican County Committee has been riding rough -shod

over the bosses this week. On Monday the Committee appointed sixty

delegates to the municipal nominating convention. On Tuesday the sixty

qualified and then added fifty-eight to their number, according to the plan

of the County Committee. To these were added one from each of the

ward clubs, eighteen in all, making a completed body of 136 members.

Thus a convention to make local nominations has been formed without

any dictation from Higgins, Gannon and Chute, or from the Bulletin, and

without the acting of the primary farce. The list of names is too long to

be repeated here, but it is composed of the best sort of men that have in

a long time made up the material of a nominating convention. The pub-

lic, especially the Republican wing of it, is well satisfied with the over-

throw of the corrupting element whose machine is the primary ; but it

expects from such a movement of reform the nomination of men whose

qualifications shall be honesty and capability.

The city has made a good step forward in economy during the past

y ar, under a better set of office-holders than it had been her good fortune

to secure for many previous years. There has been retrenchment in the

expenses of nearly every department ; there has been a reduction of the

:ost of gas and water, not only to the city, but to private consumers.

There has been a saving, in the running expenses of city government, of

several hundred thousand dollars. There has been a diminution of the

burden of taxpayers, and there has been a good decent tone to the legis-

lative action of the Supervisors. The ring, which was part of the ma-
chinery of the bosses, whereby they got rewarded for election manipula-

tions, has not made its appearance in the existing Board. It has been the

only decent and unsuspected Board of Supervisors San Francisco has had
for a good many years. The Mayor is the very best that any political

party has given us. He and the Supervisors did not always agree on
special questions, but this is rather proof of the integrity of each than
otherwise. Only one of all the city press has omitted to indorse the up-

right character and general good administration of the legislative body.

That one has maligned them, collectively and individually, but with such
evident malice and vindictive feeling that its ill-tempered abuse has

done them no harm. Everybody has understood that, if the Board had
approved that journal's unjust bills for printing, there would have been,

in all the city, no paper so laudatory of the Supervisors as the Bulletin.

If we get as good a set of city officials, for the next two years, as are

those whose terms are about to expire, the people will have cause of con-

gratulation. Some of the present incumbents, and certainly he who is

Mayor, will be re-nominated and re-elected. If the new nominees shall

give equal satisfaction, farewell forever to the boss and Bulletin rule, and
to the iniquity of primaries.

BOSSES ALL.
It is idle to pretend that any of the municipal tickets about to be put

in the field are not dictated by boss influences. The Democrats, bo far as

their party organization goes, and so far as their organ has influence, are
under the thratdom of the Buckley gang. We know that an immense
majority of the right thinking members of that party condemn and spit

upon all such influences, and will be found voting against and laboring

to defeat such venality and corruption ; but as they do not attend the
clubs, and let things go by default, the only thing they can accomplish
will be the defeat of their own ticket. This is better than being respon-
sible for it, and allowing it to drag them down into oblivion in the Presi-
dential year. Better, far better, than this is it to look the difficulty square
in the face, and say that an independent people's or taxpayer's ticket

shall be nominated. The Republicans are in even a worse plight. They
are divided in twain. The bosses seem to have the advantage in that
they are asking for party "regularity." They demand a primary, and
have made all the necessary arrangements to hold one. It is hard to
answer them. If an appeal to the people is not tolerable, then what is

the basis of our Republican form of government? Yet, if that appeal is

taken, Boss Higgins will surely win. If matters are left to the Republi-
can County Committee, the "milkmen" who nominated the present
Supervisors will be on top. What is the escape from this abominable,
corrupt and entangling state of affairs? Simply and only an independent
ticket of honest Democrats and decent Republicans, selected from both
parties alike, and by taxpayers whose only object it is to promote
economical, honest and good city government. That is the way to win.
That is the method by which boss rule can be made to hide its ugly head.
That is the way to bury Buckley and Higgins out of sight. That is the
way to give solid taxpayers a chance. That is the way to secure low
taxes, economy and decency generally in the management of city affairs.

It requires only a very moderate effort to achieve this noble result. The
bosses are odious in the eyes of the people. Our best citizens only re-
quire a ticket to be presented to them by decent men, and they will vote
for it almost to a man. "We have felt the public pulse, know bow it

beats, and are very sure that the people only want an honest ticket,
named by just men, in order to vote for it almost solidly. At this
peculiar juncture a people's ticket would be elected by a two-thirds
majority.

The value of insurance depends upon the soundness of the principles
upon which it is conducted. We are assured that the Universal Bene-
volent Association op California has the approval of the most skilled
experts that the basis on which it is being carried out is safe beyond a
peradventure, and that there is no reason why it should not have a long
and prosperous career before it. It is attracting a large business, and is

issuing from ten to thirty policies per day. It provides that persons mar-
rying may secure to themselves a handsome sum with which to commence
housekeeping. The marked success of the Association is due to the
ability of its General Manager, Walter Price. The Universal Benevolent
Society of California stands to-day without a rival or a competitor upon
this coast. Its business is conducted upon a sound and legitimate finan-
cial basis; all losses are promptly paid; its pecuniary condition is beyond
the reach of any adverse circumstances, and everything is " on velvet

"

with the Association, its members and its manager. The office is at 1038
Mission street.

In tbe Diamond Dyes more coloring is given for 10 cts. than in any
15 or 25-cent dyes, and they give faster and more brilliant colors.

So Alexander of Russia has at last decided to be crowned in State
at Moscow. Well, Alec, old boy, we think your're about right. It is

better to face the music. But somehow or other when we think of your
gorgeous coronation ceremonial, we are forcibly reminded of the sentence
which closes the Biblical description of the miraculous feast of loaves and
fishes: "And of the fragments thereof they gathered up twelve baskets-
ful."

We are in receipt of the Califvrnian for October. It is a number
above the average, being full of good reading. It has added the name
and Overland Monthly. We sincerely trust it may prove itself worthy of
the addition, and give us a genius like unto Bret Harte who made the
original Ovealand a name at home and abroad.

COOS BAY COAL.
The Cleanest and Cheapest.

No Soot! No Dirt!

The Best Coal for Domestio Use !

[May 27.]

All Coal Dealers Keep It!

PRINTING AND ENGRAVING
BY THE

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.:

Oar Specialties: Fine Printing;—Catalogues, Boobs, Illus-
trated Circulars, Illuminated Printing. We have tbe most complete facilities

for producing ENGRAVINGS by the following processes: Photo Engraving, Photo-
graphing, Wood Engraving, Photo Lithographing. Portraits, Landscapes, Build-
ings, Machinery, Interiors, etc. Parties living at a distance can have engravings
made by sending photograph, or sketch on paper, designating size required. Esti-
mates furnished on application. Sept. 9.

CALIFORNIA SCHOOL OF DESIGN.

This School -will open for the Next Term on Monday, Sept. 18th.

Terms (payable In advance): Oil Painting-—930 for tbe
Term, or ;?t2 per Month; Drawing- S24 per Term, 01 SO per Month.

For further particulars inquire at the ROOMS, 430 PINE STREET.
By order Committee School of Design.
[Sept. 16 ] VIRGIL WILLIAMS, Director.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

No. 330 Post Street Opposite Union Square.

PROF. O. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 320 PoBt
street, is now open for Juvenile aud Evening Classes. Office Hours, for Terms, etc.,

10 a.m. to 12 m., and 1 to 5 P.M. Oct 22.

t£*f*£* a week in your own town. Terms and $5 outfit free.
«pUU Address H. Hallett & Co., Portland, Maine.

STRATAGEM DEMORALIZED BY WIT.
In the Supreme Court, on Monday, the appeal from a judgment ob-

tained by Muir against Galloway, for a third interest as heir in a valuable
'

property in this city, was argued by General Barnes, J. C. Gary and E,
D. Wheeler for appellants; and by L. E. Bnlkeley, counsel for Mnir.
The case had been finally submitted, and while the Court was listening
to an argument in another case, Oary and Wheeler, who had left the
room, hastily returned, and Wheeler, courteously interrupting the pro-
ceedings, requested the Court to give an early decision, remarking that
the suit was ruinous to their client.

Bulkeley, who for a year past had been endeavoring to advance the
case upon the calendar, and who in his argument had characterized the
appeal as frivolous, rose slowly to his feet, and, with a significant glance
at his opponents, said to the Court: "I agree perfectly with the gentle-
man. This suit has been ruinous to defendants, as well as to my client,

because for nearly five years they have been collecting our rents and
squandering them on these lawyers."

If there was any ene in the Court-room who didn't andibly smile, it

must have been Wheeler.

OUR CARTOON.
With this week'sNews Letter, there is given away a highly illumin-

ated, and well executed picture, being the trade mark of the proprietors
of the Peruvian Bitters so largely sold in this masket. The history of
these remarkable bitters {Cinchona Rubra) is most interesting. The Count
Cinchon was the Spanish "Viceroy in Peru in 1630. The Countess, his
wife, was prostrated by an intermittent fever, from which she was freed
by the use of the native remedy, the Peruvian Bark, or, as it was called
in the language of the country, Quinquina. Grateful for her recovery, on
her return to Europe in 1632, she introduced the remedy in Spain, where
it was known under various names, until Linnaeus called it Cinchona,
in honor of the lady who had brought them that which was more prec-
ious than the gold of the Incas. To this day, after a lapse of two hundred
and fifty years science has given us nothing to takeits place. It effectually
cures a morbid appitite fur stimulants, by restoring the natural tone of
the stomach. It attacks excessive love of liquor as it does a fever, and de-
stroys both alike. The powerful tonic virtue of the Cinchuna is preserved
in the Peruvian Bitters, which are as effective against malarial fever to-

day as they were in the days of the old Spanish Viceroys. The ingredients
of_ these Bitters are absolutely pure, and of the best known quality. A
trial will satisfy you that this is the best bitter in the world. Por sale
by all druggists and wine merchants.
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. September 19, to the wife of David Jacobeon, a daughter
j , September 12, to the wife of J. Jack, a daughter.

'v. September 10, to tho wife of M W. Kaiti. a *on.
Livt— In this city. September 14, to the wife of H W, I avjr, a daughter.
Laa— In thi* city. September 17. to the wife r.f John Leo. a'aon.
La Vallkr - In this city, September 1$, to the wife of Emery L* Vallc, a »on.
Leoviosms—In thi* city. September 12, U> the wife of N. P. Ludvigwu, a ton.
Mocker—In this city. September 10, t<- the wife of Wro. Mocker. Jr.. a daughter

, September is, to the wife of P. H. McVicar, a daughter
Mrrii*— In this city, September 10, to the wife of P. w. HoTer. a son.
MoCasm—Io this city, September 14, to the wife of AJpheufl McUann, a daughter
McCot- In this city. September 12, to the wifo of Patrick McCoy, a son.
Meiarl - In this city. September 14, to the wife or II. Heunl, a son.
O'Neill—In this city, September 13, to the wife of Joseph O'Neill, a son.
Petersen— In this city, September 12, to the wife of Capt. A. Petersen, a daughter.
Priest -In this city, September 8, to the wife of Samuel B. Priest, a son.
PRIXCR-In this city, September 14, to the wife of Juhii Priooe, a son.
RlDDRLL—In this ci'y. September 11, to the wife of James Riddel!, a daughter.
Schlink- In this citv, September 10, to the wife of Thomas Schlink, a daughter
Toombs -In this city, September 12, to the wife of Norman Toombs, a son.
Writs—In this city, September 12, to the wife of William E, White, a son.
Ws*T-In this city, September — , to the wife of Charles West, a son.

ALTAR.
Adajis-Baxtbr—September 11, by Rev. J. H. White, J. T. Adams to Minnie Baxter
CasTLE-HAWLKv-September IS, Gus. L. Castle to Ruby B. Hawley.
DAVis-RATUiE-September 12, Gconje F. Daws to Nannie D. Rathie.
Eickhoff-Lowe— September 13, Henry Eickhoff to Jessie M. Lowe, both of this city.
Fkllows-Johsstos—September If), Lucius Fellows to Rachel A. Johnston.
Fbrrax-Conners— September 16, John Ferrau and Maggie Conners.
Gorbvan-Dall- September 17, Wm. I. Gnrevan to Lizzie E. Dall.
Hamiltos-O'Brien—September 12, James Hamilton to Lizzie O'Brien.
Jassskn-Van Derhoop—September 14, John Janssen to Eva Van Derhoop.
Kkating-Elwell—September 18, Frank J. Keating to Etta 8. Elwell.
Ksarss-Reilly—September U, Bernard Reams to Mary Reilly, both of this city.
Kbybs-Harrisgton—September 10, Frank Keyes to Mary Harrington.
McLarbk-Hioqins -September 11, F. McLaren to Emma J. Higgins.
McDrrmhTT-O'Brien*—September 13, Wm McDermott to Etta O'Brien.
Nhw-Wtmas—September 12, Henry C Neff to Nettie M. Wyman.
Osoood-McLaxn—September 13, Charles E. Osgood to Mary E. McLann.
O'Mrill-Mato—September 12, William O'Neill to Gr.ice M. Mayo.
Olsrs-Brrvning—September 13, John Olseu to Margareth T. Brenning.
San bor.v-Prck—September 14, Fred C. Sanborn to Helen M. Peck.
Stottmeisten-Goo d - September 20, V. B Stuttmeister to Lizzie Good.
Thodb-Schpltz—September 10, W, J. Thode to Gessene E. Schultz.
Whislan-O'Donsbll - September 6. William L. Whe'an to Margaretta A. O'Dounell.
Wood-Paobt—September 19, William Wood to Lizzie L. Paget.
West-W i.steks—September 6, W. West to Minnie WiDters.

TOMB.
Alex—September 13, Joseph Henry Alex, aged 17 years, 8 months and 13 days.
Alphonse September 14, Matthew Alphonse, a native of France.
Batteksbv—September 18, Captain Robert Battersby, aged 70 years.

Byrne—September 16, Mrs. Ellen Byrne, a native of Ireland, aged 54 years.
Brown—September 19, John Brown, a native of Ireland, aged 42 years.

Cassidy—September 16, Mary Cassidy, a native of Ireland, ayed 65 years.

Cronan- -September 19, Mrs. John E. Cronan, a native of Ireland, aged 60 years.

Crowell—September 20, Captain Prentiss Crowell, aged 56 years and 11 months.
CuRRAS—September 16, Charles Patrick Curran, aged 20 years, 5 moiiLhs, 23 days.
Cummings— September 17, William Cummiugs, a native of Ireland, aged 64 years.
Dillon -September IS, George Dillon, aged 62 years, 8 months and 13 days.
Edgar—September 11, Charles F. Edgar, aged 45 years and 4 months.
Gerlach—September 18, George E. Gerlach, aged 36 years, 5 months and 7 days.
Gerstbnberg—September 17, Henry Gerytenberg, aged 44 years.

Hbsnessey—.--eptember 17, Mary Hennessey, aged 65 years.
Longfellow—September 16, Alvin J. Longfellow, aged 38 years.

Mattox—September 20, Henry A. Mattox, a native of Wisconsin, aged 38 years.

Mooney—September 17, Sarah F. Mooney, a native of New York City, aged 20 years.
OppENHfiMER—September 13, Samuel Oppenheimer, aged 63 years, 8 months. 7 days.
Rudgi- R8 - September 16, Mary Rodgers, aged 16 years and 3 months.
Riddell—September 20, Elizabeth Riddell, wife of George Riddell.

Scollay—September 16, Mrs. M. C. A. Scollay, aged «3 years, 3 months and 23 days.
Sullivan—September 14, Patrick Sullivan, aged 44 years, 9 months and 16 days
Scihrmeier—September 15, Christiana Schirmeier, aged 56 years, 10 months, 10 days.
Warschaubr— September 14, Theresa Warschauer, aged 56 years.

The oldest bank-notes are the "flying money," or "convenient
money," first issued in China 2697 B.C. Originally these notes were issued
by the treasury, but experience dictated a change to the system of banks
under -Government inspection and control. The early Chinese " green-
backs" were in all essentials similar to the modern bank notes, bearing
the name of the bank, the date of issue, the number of the note, the sig-

nature of the official issuing it, indications of its value in figures, in words
and in the pictorial representation of coins, or heaps of coins, equal in

amount to its face value, and a notice of the pains and penalties for coun-

terfeiting. Over and above all was a laconic exhortation to industry and
thrift: "Produce all you can; spend with economy." The notes were
printed in blue ink on paper made from the fibre of the mulberry tree.

One issued in 1399 B. c. is preserved in the Asiatic Museum at St.

Petersburg.

St. John's Presbyterian Church, Post Street.—The Rev. Dr.
Scott, pastor, will preach Sunday at the usual hours. The public cor-

dially invited to attend.

0R*VES' LEDGER INDEX-

HOPPER'S WRITING TABLET.

STAFFORD'S INKS.

AMKHIC.is BOOM i\iiii\,.i it mi, ,n,

C A R E W PAPERS.
CUNNINGHAM, 0URTI88 A WELCH,

Corner Sanaom. and Sacramento Street*.

(if*. O.) 8an pranoijoo,
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San Francisco, Cftllfomia. ^ '
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JOEL F. LIOHTNKR, Secretary.

Offlce-No. 69 Nevada Block, No. 301) Montgomery street, Ban Francisco, Cal
IScpt. ^,1

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
New Basil Cansolldateil (travel Mining Co., No. 585 Com-

mercial street, San Krancisc, Cal. -Notice is hereby given that at a meetinir
01 tin Directors, held on the 12th day nf September, 1882, an assessment ol threo
(3) cents per share was levied upon the capital stock of the corporation, payable
unmeuiateiy to the Secretary.
Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the SIXTEENTHDAY OF OCTOBER, will be delinquent and advertised for sale at public auction

and unless payment is made before, will be sold on the SECOND DAY OFNOVEMBER, 1S82, to pay the delinquent assessment, together with costs of adver-
tising and expenses of sale. (Sept. 16.) F. X. SIMON, 625 Commercial street.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
CALIFORNIA MININa COMPANY.

Assessment No BAmount per Share
....V..".'".'.

".'..'» Cents
Levied... September 5th
Delinquent in Office October 13th
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock ....November 10th

Office-Room 23, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San" "Francisco
CsMornia. ^^ Sept 9

•

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
BELCHER SILVER MINING COMPANY.

Assessment jj 31
Amount per Shore

,.
'....".' .25 CeutaLevied... August 15th

Delinquent in Office September 21st
Dayof Sale of Delinquent Stock ......"" October 9th

„„.,„. J0HN CROCKETT,"Seeretary.
Office—Room 8, Stock Exchange building, No. 327 Pine street, San Francisco Cal-

'°""a - Aug 19.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
POTOSI MINING COMPANY.

Assessment n 9Amount per share '.'.'25 Cents
Levied.... ... September 1 th
Delinquent in Office October- 18th
Day of .-.ale of Delinquent Stock November 8th
._ VV E. DEAN. Secretary.
Office—Room 79, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal-

,or"ia September 23.

TssessmTnt notice.
CONSOLIDATED PACIFIC MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 5
Amount per Share 7. "25 Cents

J'
e
Y.

i <'d August 19th
Delinquent in Office, September 27th
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock October 17th

F. E. LUTY, Secretary.
Office—Room 5, No. 330 Pine street, San Francisco. Cal. Aug. 26.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of Contention Consolidated Mloiug: Company, San

Francisco, Sept. 12, 1SS2 —At, a meeting of the bourd nf Directors of the
above-ianied Company, held this day, Dividend (No, 8) of Twenty-five Cents (25c.)
per share was declared, payable on THURSDAY. September 28th, 1882. Transfer
Books closed on September 18th, 1882, at 3 o'clock p. m. This dividend is payable at
Farmers' Loan and Trust Company, in New York, on all stock issued there, and
at the office in this city on all stock issued here. D. C. BATES, Secretary.

Office—Koom 70, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,
California. Sept. 23.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,
NO. 922 POST STREET.

Day and Boarding; School for Young Ladies and Children.
KJNDEitGARTEN. Next Term will commence July 24th. To secure admis-

sion for boarding pupils, applications should be made as early as possible.
May 13. MADAME B. ZEITSKA, A.M., Principal.

<!£!£:+,-. CI;'>/~i per day at me. Samples worth $s free.

«JP«J lO i§)£ VJ Address Stinson A Co., Portland. Maine.

San Francisco as seen by the messenger of Peruvian Bitters—see
supplement.
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REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.

Recorded in the City and County of San Francisco, California, for

the Week ending- September 16, 1882.

tjomrriled t"romthe Reciwdaofthe CommercialAgency,401 California St., 8.F.

Tuesday, September 12th.

9RANT0B AND SRANTEE.

Wm C Wood to Jas F ChapmaD..
Same to same

Same to Bame..

Same to G M Josselyn

.

Same to game

Jarae to same
Delia Murphy to Thos McDonald
Sarah E Bnnker to Wm H Sullivan

F Baermann to B F Strotnberg. .

.

L Marre to Jno H Wise

S Blum et al to C Wiesehan

J Johnson to C VYannenmacher.

.

A Bettinger and wf to V Eehrlein

R O Callaghan & wf to L Gaotier

Sophia C Mason to Hall McAllister

Jno E Mason et al to same

Marie Laroche to AMStPanl....

DESCRIPTION.

6,000
300

N Filbert, 100 w Larkin. w 37;6xl37:6.. $1,500
W Polk. 62:6 n Vallejo, n 30x84:G, being

in Western Addition 47 3,000

Sw Laluna and Vallejo, w 137:6x137:6-
Western Addition 242

Lotsl to 24, blk 849, Tide Lands
W cor South Park ave and 2d Ft, nw47,
bw 74, nw 45, sw 24, se 92, ne 98 to

commencement
Lot 8 blk 238, SSFHd&RR Assn. .

.

Lot 6, blk 6, West End Map 2
S Sierra, 75 w Georgia, w 25x100—Po-

trero Nuevo 444
N of D street, 102:6 e of 16th avenne, e

25x100
Lots 1, 2, 3, block 10, University Monnd
Survey

S Greenwich, 114:3 e Taylor, c 23x60—
50-vara 477 ; also a strip 6 inches by
60 on w line of lot

N McAllister, 55 w Franklin, w 82:6, n
81:7, se to a point, b 46:4 to commence-
ment, being in Western Addition 136.

N Valparaiso, 160:3 w Mason, w 23x60,
being in 50-vara 476 I

E Colnmbia, 130 n 24th, n 26x100, bud-
ject to Mortgage for $500

Undivided l-4th, e Potrero Avenue, 50 s

Eldorado, s 40x100—P B 71

Uud half sundry properties throughout
southern portion city

E Stockton, 71:9 n Pacific, n 18:5x68—
50-vara

~"

3,000
200
500

1,500

50

5

2,000

6,000

650

2,500

1

1

5

"Wednesday, September 13th.

Daniel E Martin to JnoD'Arcy...
L A Heydenaber to Wm Fontz. . .

.

Geo R. Falkner to Wm Hale
R J Tobin to Kate McLaughlin.

C M Kinne to Elizth Taylor & hus

Jas Gately to Ann Judge

Alexr Nockin to Oamille M Weber

Abraham Cohl to J E W Benckert

J R Brandon to same
Mas S and L Bank to same
L de Silvu to Peter Darken and wf
Same to Emily F Arey
ThosVarneyto ThoB H B Varney
Patk Masuire to Owen Kelly

J B Harrington toThosMcInerney
David C Lloyd to same

j

Philip Rosenzweig to Jos Hussey.

J G Klumpke et al to Owen Kelly

Thos Mclnerney to J Swindells...

W Bnchanan, 112:6 n Fulton, n 25x87:6
S Vandewater, 114:7 w Powell, w 22:11
x 60-50-vara 1511

Lots 2594 2601 Gift Map 4
N Greenwich, 103 e Baker, e 25, n 95, w

to a point, s 99 to commencement
Lots 45, 46 and 47 block 5 of People's
Homestead Tract A

E Tennessee, 125 n Sierra, n 25x100—
Potrero Nnevo 392

Lot 1, blk 1020 and lot 5, blk 284, S S Hd
and R R Assn

Undivided 1:12, nw Fell and Lagnna, w
27:6x120—Western Addition 221

Undivided 1-12th same
Undivided 1-2 same
Lot 20, blk 6, College Homestead
Lot 25, blk 20, Fairmount
E 1st ave, 105 n 15th, n 50xS4
S 20th, 25 w Alabama, w 50x104—Mis-
Blon Block 142

S half of Precita Valley lot 363
Same
Nw Stevenson, 295 sw 3d, sw 20x70—

100-vara 26, re-record
S 20ih, 25 w Alabama, w 50xl04-Mis-

sion Block 142
Ne Theresa and Alemany, e 36, ne 100,
nw 29, sw 106:6 to commencement

—

portion lots 150 and 151 of the Acade-
my Tract

$2,500

800
5

600

200

Gift

5

666
660

3,950
5
5

3,000

10
1

50

Thursday, September 14th.

C Borger et al to L Hess .

C C Bntler to C Conwav
R J Tiffany to Phebe J Tiffany

Elizth Knight et al to E Sullivan

G B Bradford to Jno Sullivan

F Traverso to G Traverso .

G Traverso to F Traverso
J H Smyth to Paul Rousset

S Grove, 175 e of Fillmore, e 25x137:6—
WeBtern Addition 300

N Austin, 54:1 e Gough, e 27:1x90
N Broadway, 25 e Lagnna, e 25x137:6—
Western Addition 192

Se Bryant, 301 ne 3d, ne 25x80, being in
100-vara 95

Ne Chesley, 140 nw Bryant, nw 30x80—
100-vara 273

Undivided one-half, w Gilbert, 150 s 25
x 80, being in 100-vara 319

Undivided one-half of same
Outside Lands, block 683, 684 ; also lot

6 blk 34, lot 34 blk 33, Metropolitan &
Central Homestead, being portion of
Outside Lands, blocks 756 and 781 .

.

NEddy, 179 e Jones, e 25x137:6, being
in .50-vara 1046

Nw Stevenson, 395 sw 3d, aw 20x70, be-
ing in 100-vara26

Peter Dean and wf to A S Flood.. IS 2Slh, 230 w Sanchez, w 25xll4-Harp-
I er's Addition 125

Thos Magee to B F Harrington... N Jackson, 125 w Fillmore, w 75x127:8
| —Western Addition 349

Isabella G Prince to Penn Martin.

Jos Hussey to Frank Stewart et al

$4,500
1

Gift

2,500

575

500
500

1

10,000

5,500

350

4,775

Friday, September 15th.

Mary A Church to Michael Hogan
Jas McKlnley to C Smith et al

Lonis H Meier to Wm M Wade.

Jos T Boyd et al to Walter J Eng
E L Haslam to J B Reinstein . .

.

J B Reinstein to Geo W Call. .

.

E L Haslam by admr to same..

Geo T Marye Jr to same.

E Banuon Place, 117:6 n Green, n 20x30
For the benefit of creditors all property
Real and Personal ...

Lot 21, blk 123, Central Pk Homestead
;

reserving a life interest
E Fillmore, 60 n Lombard, n 25x110
N Lombard, 68:9 e Leavenworth, e 68:9
X 127:6—50-vara 679

Same, 46:9x137:6
Ne Lombard and Leavenworth, e 6?:9 x

137:6; also n Lombard, 68:9 e Leaven-
worth , e 46:9x137:6

Ne Lombard and Leavenworth, e 68:9 x
137:6-50-vara 697

600
1,000

500
500

3,250

345

Friday, September 16th~Continued.

6EANTOEAND GRANTEE.

Jno Brommer to H F Schlichting

E Steele & wf to Lawrence Gottig

Edwin Lord to JaB E Mitchell...

S P Middleton to T J L Smiley .

.

F E Elliott et a] to J D Walker..

M J Hall to Edwd Graham

Eliza Nagle by exr toWHessler..

T L Taylor and wf to J F English

W Leviston to Geo Leviston
Louisa Ganthier to L Greenbaum .

John Morriasey to C McCallough.

Saml L Theller to Loais Mel

Lonisa Mel to Theo Wetzel
City & County S F to Same
Theo Wetzel to J D Walker. . .

.

Park Ld Abbu to A E Jni Herat..

DESCRIPTION.

S corner Downey and Bryant, sw 50 i
75 -100-vara 188 $ 5W of Howard, 180 n 25x122:6, being in
Mission Block 60 5

N 14th, 197:4 e Mission, e 52x116—Mis-
sion Block 20 5,000

Lot 5, blk 46, and lot 4, blk 25, Sonny
Vale HomeBtead 360

Se Mission, 140:3 sw lltb, bw 75, se 103,
De 75, nw 164 to commencement—Mis-
sion Block 11 11,000

Nw Sutter and Broderick, n 137:6x137:6
-Western Addition 538 4,500

N McAllister, 137:6 w Leavenworth, w
27:6x137:6, being in 50-vara 1246 11,750

S Washington, 120 e Van NeBS, e 3x57:8
—Western Addition 52 365W East, 137:6 b Pacific, s 20x76:6 1

S Valley, 203 e Sanchez, e 51:4x114, be-
ing in Harpers Addition 97 400

Se Tehama, 462:6 sw 5th, sw 37:6x80,
being in 100-vara 204 8,000W Valencia, 30 n 18th, n 25x100, being
in Mission Block 70 1,800

Same l
Same
Same 1,800
N McAllister, 233:2,^ e 1st ave, e26:5&,i
n 137:7J£, w 25, b 137:8^ to beginning:
lot 17, block 787, WeBtern Addition ..

| 600

Saturday, September 16th.

Hib Savs & Ln Soc to J C Kernan

Theresa Scho to Elizabeth Church
Wendell Easton to Jos Scheerer..

Tide Land Comrs to H Ranken. .

.

Herman Ranben to Eli Andrews..
Moses Heller to L Gottig

H B Fox et al to Moses Heller. .

.

Ellen G Ward to Geo W Call

C L Ackerman to Mary Wolf. .

.

R Mayer by admr to same
J Scheper to Helena Scheper..

Rosanna Winch to Fredk C Winch

N Erie, 88:6 w Howard, w 34:2, n 176:2,
e 53:7, s 163:7 to commencement, be-
ing in Mission Block 20

Lots 1 to 5, block 5, West End Map 2.

.

E Steiner, 112:6 b EIHb, b 25x103:1, being
in Western Addition 361

Nw Howard, 225 ne 7th, ne 25x90, being
in 100-vara 247

Same
Nw Folsom, 250 ne 4th, ne 25x155, being

100-vara 63
Same
Ne Leavenworth and Lombard, e 40 x
77:6-50-vara 679

S Harrison, 80 e 5th, e 30x160
Same; also lot 9 blk G, R R Hd No 2. .

.

Nw 22d and Dolores, n 26, w 95, n 26, w
*"\ s 52, e 125 to commencement,
W Church 57 n 21st, n 57x105. being in
MisBion Block 91

$3,500
500

10
5,800

6

1,700

5

500

GEO. STREET, JLgent News Letter, 30 Cornhill, E. C, London.

JOYCE'S SPORTING AMMUNITION.
[ESTABLISHED 1820.]

Tbe attention of Sportsmen is invited to the following
Ammunition, of the best quality, now in general use throughout England,

India and the Colonies : Joyce's Treble Waterproof and F 3 Quality Percussion
Caps ; Chemically-prepared Cloth and Felt Gun Wadding ; Joyce's Gas-Tight Car-
tridges, for Pin-fire and Central-fire Breech-loading Guns ; Wire Cartridges, for killing
game at long distances, and every description of Sporting Ammunition. Sold by
all gun-makers and dealers in gunpowder.

FREDERICK JOYCE & CO., Patentees and Manufacturers,
Oct. 29. 57 Upper Thames street, London.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
inestand Cheapest Meat-flavoring Stock for Soups, Hade
Dishes and Sauces.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT,
An Invaluable and Palatable Tonic in all Cases of Weak

Digestion and Debility. "Is a success and boon for which Nations should feel

grateful." See "Medical Press," "Lancet," "British Medical Journal," etc.

F

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
Caution—Genuine only with fac-simile oi Baron Uebigr's

Signature, in blue ink, across Label.
This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substitutes being in

the market.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
To be bad of all Store-keepers, Grocers and Chemists. Sole

Agents for the United States (wholesale only), C. David & Co., 9, Fenchurch
Avenue, London, England. Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, San
Francisco. June 10.

he Summer Sun and Dust. Ladies and all exposed to the scorching
rays of tbe sun and heated particles of dust, will find that the most
cooling and refreshing preparation for the face, hands and arms, is

ovvlaiuls" Kalydor, which eradicates all prickly Heat, Sunburn, Tan,
Freckles, Stings of Insects, etc., and produces a beautiful and delicate

complexion.

owlauds' Macassar Oil prevents the hair falling off or becoming dry
during the hot weather, and eradicates scurf and dandruff.

Rowlands* Odonto is the purest and most fragrant Tooth Powder ever used,
and contains no acid or mineral ingredients, which are so detrimental
to the teeth and gums. Its purity especially adapts it for the teeth of

young children. Ask any dealer in perfumery for Rowlands' articles,

of 20, Hatton Garden, London.

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.
Attendance, daily, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by the under-

signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, and to furnish all information
relating- to the Society. J. P. McCURRIE, Secretary,

Oct. 23. • _____ Room 4, No. 531 California St.

T
R
R

Peace and good -will to all.

Bitters.

See our chromo supplement—Peruvian
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NOTABILIA.

L»«n u hit* M .trlii

Craw bUrk m r'rr 4

M«*k« for tmem and for a
BQffto-bnorlrt. McfcUrt, uut-
PartunM (or » Udjr'a ctMunbvr

THE PEDDLERS SONO.

Par my teds lo rlv* lh*lr drnn;
fin. wd mMm l*Mb«I ganL
VTlMi iu.,1. teafe Iroai t.«.i i.> h
Ooaa«b«iotaaa^acaBau«jaaM«n
Ittiy. I.J., at rlH- tour Iw*. CTJ

aaH t u*.

At Montreal * tfafaf went into tba hull of * h..u?l wtrfb the IwiJaai
wrrt-at lOpDi r-«l up all the hat*. He wan fcning "Ut when
a bonder, a little Whiml time, came in ami .-wk.-.i him what he w.i-
"ni,," aftji |bt thief, "I'm Ukinfi the „ ntlemrn'* imu an.nn.i t.. I

"Well," replied the boarder, "take my bat,
inly, sir." sai.l the accommodating thief, ami vuttheo. Oor N •

tahilia man hail hi* hat stolen in that w«v at half the reataojanti in bna
city, until he w.-nt t.> Sw.iin -. 213 Sutter street) when now hi I]

the hewt <<f people nod procur. * the ohoiooet "f %-iam)*.

"Wheal was your age." remark.., a Wall street father t<> bis eon.
'* f ha-l to get along . while yon throw away $T»0 and -I

*till mors ; fan it be that there i» Bach a difference in the timesf " Don1
!

think it, governor—don't think it,'' eras the cool rejoinder. " I think the
difference i< in our pergonal style. I can't slump alon^ the way you did
—can't possibly do it and hold ray head up in society, and yon ought to
see the difference between ttie girl yon married and the one who is rcash-
ed on me. Come down, governor don't be mean with met1*

What there is in the next world we do not know, but if you want to
look nobby and fashionable in this, you will find that nothing ao well serves
you as the garments turned out by Messrs. J. M. Litchfield A Co., "f 41,">

Montgomery street, who have just received a large and well-selected stock
of Fail goods, and gentleman who wish to be seasonably and elegantly
dressed should give them a call. Messrs. Litchfield & Co. employ none
but experienced, reliable cutters, and garments turned out of their estab-

lishment invariably fit well, look well, wear well and give satisfaction.

Our Notabilia Man, of course, paid his respects to the Marquis of
Lome, and they had a pleasant little chat together. The Marquis had
heard of his inimitable advertising both in Canada and England. They
had a " friendly glass" together, and the Marquis remarked that it was a
choice brand that he had obtained in our city. It turned out that it came
from Dickson, De Wolf & Co. They keep the same old brands that have
led in the market for the last twenty years. Their purity, excellence, and
evenness of quality are unsurpassed.

Can pa make a circus, ma?" "I don't know, Johnny; I suppose he
could if he had a great deal of money to buy horses and wild animals. But
why do you ask, Johnny?" "O, nothing much. Only I saw that Gaston
fellow, that yon told Sis to have nothing to do with, standing with his arm
around her at the back gate last night, and he said to Sis, 'I s'pose if yer
old man came along now he would make a circus,' and Sis laughed and
said, 'You bet!'"

"Pa," said the inquisitive small boy, " what do they mean by unani-
mous?" " Unanimous, my son, unanimous—ah—why, when all the men
want the same thing, that's unanimous." "Politicians is all unanimous,
ain't they' pa ?" " No, my son ; not by a jug-full." " Well, I don't see

why, 'cause they all wants a office, anyhow." People hereabouts are en-

tirely unanimous that Bradley & Rulofson's photographs taken at the cor-

ner of Montgomery and Sacramento streets, are the best in the world.

To be well dressed at the top is to look nobby all over. No matter
how prim and nice your tailor fixes you up, if you have not a good hat
on, you look badly and shabbily dressed. That is what the celebrated
Lord Chesterfield says in his advice to his son, and he was one of the
cutest men that ever lived in regard to such matters. Herrmann, the hat-
ter, of 336 Kearny street, has just received a large consignment of the
latest Fall styles. He is ahead of all competitors.

In the account of the bombardment of Alexandria we read that the
Monarch was not hit on account of its moving about. The Russian Mon-
arch Alexander, however, does not move about for fear of being hit. —Tex-
as Siftings.

Ella Wheeler wants us to "sit down at set of sun and count the things

that we have done." Can't do it, Ella. That's our busy hour ; and be-

sides, we don't care to keep count of 'em. It wouldn't pay. You had bet
ter change your employment. Marry, settle down, raise children, chick-

ens and things. But, above all, send for an Arlington Range, such as is

sold by De La Montanya on Jackson street, below Battery.

"Grandpa, the sun is brighter in summer than in winter, is it not?''

"Yes ; and it is warmer, and enjoys better health." "Why does it enjoy

better health?" "Because it gets up earlier." J. R. Kelly & Co's. im-
perishable paint is alike in both summer and winter. It covers twice the

space of ordinary paint, and is impervious to sun or rain. It has almost
a monopoly of the market.

"Pa, are we going to have any girlvanized iron on our new house?"
. "Any wh-a-t?" " Any girlvanized iron?" "Galvanized, you mean, don't

you ?" " Yes, pa ; but teacher says we musn't say gal ; its girl!"—Louisville Courier-Journal.

" Facts speak plainer than words." Proof:—" The Doctor told me to

take a blue pill, but I didn't, for I had already been poisoned twice by
mercury. The druggist told me to try Kidney-Wort, and I did. It was just

the thing for my biliousness and constipation, and now I am as well as

ever."—A. P. Sanford. Sold in both dry and liquid form.

It is impossible for a woman to suffer from weakness after taking Lyd-
ia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

J. F. Cutter's Old Bourbon.—This celebrated whisky is for sale by
all first-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

Best pictures taken at the Imperial Gallery, 724$ Market street.

No littl
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Tim.- big deficits in ihoir little I

Captain Webb nm that a high .li>.. i. „,,t » nrj dlOoall hal ifta
tarted. I belowdivn iboul s ., ivdau-

For Mine men when they •

.; ,, ,
,. ,|„. lr

liqnon, pan an. I unadulterated lent home t.. them by P .1

'Oomerof Waehingtonnnd Battery street., who aupplj retail qm
at wholesale price*. I hut h tin- way to keep ...it ..f th,. diven, and oat si
danger.

The beat reason yet adrai I for having Monday wanning day, the
next after Sunday, i« because cleanliness Is next to godliness. Bat th
way to hove cleanliness every day in the week, is to hare your h
painted by Noble Br..s.. ..f 843 Clay street They make 'so look fresh .,11

the year around. They are the best house and sign painters in tho city.

" Why should we celebrate Washington's birthday mors than mine ?"

asked a teacher. " Cos he never told a lie!" hooted a small boy.

There is a man in New Jersey who is so innocent that he thought the
holes in porous plasters were the places where tho tacks were driven in.We do not know if there is a man in all San Francis, .. as innocent as that,
but, if there is, he must be the only fellow who does not know
that the place to get a real nobby hat is at White's, of 014 Commer-
cial street.

Prices have gone up all around. A man at Des Moines has just paid
S-'iOO for kissing his hired girl by mistake.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,
Sawing, Planing and Manufacturing—Doors, Sashes, Blinds and

Mouldings—Turning, Scroll and Jig Sawing—Counters,
Bar and Store Fixtures.

Finishing Work for Buildings on Hand and Made to Order.

217 to 825 Spear St., and 218 to 226 Stewart St., S. F.
The largest and oldest established mill on tho Pacific Coast.

D. A. Macdonald, Pres't. ' R. S. Falconer, Sec'y. w. n. Miller, Supt
[March 25.]

F. N, Neuval, W. S. Somenrell.

PACIFIC ASPHALTUM COMPANY.
Established 1S65.

Proprietors of the Celebrated Corral de Piedra Asphaltum Mine,
(San Louis Obispo County).

Dealers in Crude and Refilled

ASPHALTUM, FELT AND ROOFING MATERIAL.
Prepared Asphaltum for Country Orders always on hand. Contractors for Side-

walks, Roofs, Floors and General Asphaltum Work. All Work Guaranteed.

Offlceand Depot, 420 Jackson.
|
Branch Office, 422 Montgomery,8.F.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,
Agents for RICORD'S RESTORATIVE PELLS,

635 Market Street San Francisco, Cal.
PALACE HOTEL. June 24.

R. CUTLAR, D.D.S.,

Has Removed His Dental Office

From 715 Clay Street to No. 23 Post Street.

Office Hours—From 10 A.M. to B P.M.
[May 6.]

DR. R. BEVERLY COLE
Mas Returned from Europe,

And Resumed Practice at his New Offices,

218 POST STREJET, above Dupont. [July 29.

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,
OCULIST.

Formerly at No. 313 Bu-.li street, has removed to Phelau's
Building:, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 m. to 3 P.M.

Take the Elevator, May 27.

DR. JAMES W. KEENEY,
OFFICE AND RESIDENCE: 22 MONTGOMERY STREET.

HOURS: 2 to 4, 7 to 7:30 p.m.
SUNDAYS: 3 to 4 p.m. April 9.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 215 GEARY ST.
Feb. 6.)

RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.
OFFICE HOURS: 1 to 4 P.M.

No resting place for the dove (see supplement) till all mankind have
had—Peruvian Bitters.
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Business in nearly every trade department appears to be quite active.

Orders from the interior for general merchandise are quite large, and the

presence of a good many country buyers in town adds greatly to the

every-day activity which is observable all over the business portion of the

city. Money is very plentiful, country payments more than usually good,

which is indicative of general prosperity. Crops throughout the State are

not only good, but remunerative prices are obtainable for all products of

the soil. There is no disguising the fact that California is now prospering

more and better than ever before.

The tonnage arrivals during the week have been large, and this has
been the occasion of a marked decline in grain freights to Europe. The
large ship Three Brothers has been chartered for Wheat to a direct port

at 35s., and if to Cork for orders 37s. 6d. Forty shillings now seems to

be the outside rate to Liverpool. The chartered Wheat fleet in port is

uow about 50,000 tons register, while the disengaged fleet here and in

adjacent ports foots up some 75,000 tons ; the fleet to arrive in all this

year, 253.690 tons; same date 1881, 398,000; same date 1880,203,000.
The ship L. Schepp, 1,883 tons register, has a Wheat charter for Liverpool
direct at 40s.

The Wheat movement, outward, continues free and liberal, and
the marked decline in freights allows shippers to pay full prices for No. 1
Shipping—say SI 65@S1 67i V ctl. Millers pay §1 70 for extra choice.

No large business done at the Call Board during the week, in Futures.
Price for future months, 1882, SI 70@S1 75 $ ctl.

Barley has been largely dealt in at the Call Boards, keeping up prices

in a wonderful manner—say for Feed SI 27i@Sl 32i, Brewing SI 35®
SI 42£, Chevalier SI 35@S1 40 # ctl. Future's in 1882"range from SI 30@
SI 35 10 ctl. for Feed.

Oats drag heavily, with a good supply. Price, SI 65(3jSl 67J for Ex-
tra; good to choice, SI 55@S1 60; ordinary, SI 50 $ ctl.

Corn is without movement. We note a shipment by steamer, to Cen-
tral America, of 6,800 ctls. We quote Yellow at SI 70@S1 75 $ ctl.

Rye.—Crop light and of poor quality. Choice is held at 2@2Jc. for
Spot lots.

Bran may be quoted at S18@19 # ton.

Hay ranges from S12©15 $ ton.

Beans.—The new crop is now coming forward quite freely, and may
be quoted at 2£@3£c. ; Limas, 4c.

Hops.—Holders are firm, exacting 45@55c for good to choice.

Hides.—The market is firm at 20c for Dry, usual selections.

Tallow.—There is an active home and foreign demand, at 7@8£c for
former—latter, refined, ll@12c.

Wool.— There is no life to the market. The Fall clip is arriving, but
is defective for the most part, and sells at 10@12£c

; good to choice Fall,
13@16c. About 500,000 lbs Spring clip has been sold during the week
within the range of 20@26c for good to choice State. Oregon rules from
22J@27£c.

Flour.—The Starr Mills, Vallejo, has been enlarging its capacity to
2,000 barrels daily. The Stockton City Mills of Sperry's, that was
burned a few months ago, has been rebuilt with all needed improvements,
and will soonbe in good working order—capacity, 1,000 barrels per day.
A large quantity of Vallejo Starr Mills is shipped regularly every month
to Liverpool, where it has built up a fine reputation. Sperry's Stockton
City Mills is the favorite brand in China ; present price S5 50. In our
own city we have several large first class flouring mills that enjoy a repu-
tation second to none. The Golden Gate Mills, Horace Davis & Co.,
proprietors, is the largest mill. The Golden Age Mill has recently added
new patent machinery, and the two mills manufacture Bakers' and
Family Extras of the very choicest character. We have also the Na-
tional Flouring Mills, Genesee Mills and otuers of lesser note, while at
Sacramento, Oakland, San Jose, Santa Clara and elsewhere flouring mills
abound. Oregon, too, is sending us of her surplus. The steamship City
of Eio de Janeiro, for Central American ports, carried 3,000 barrels Ex-
tra. We quote Extras S5@5 50, Superfine. S4@S4 50 per 196 pounds.
Quicksilver.—Advices received from London of a rise there to £6 per

bottle at once caused an advance here to 38c.

Coal, Iron and Salt—Imports of these several staples have of late
been very large, causing low prices to rule for each.

Coffee, Sugar and Tea.—Imports of these staples have been large
thus far during the year. The former rules very low in price. Sugar is
quite the reverse. Teas are under control

;
prices quite uniform.

°

Salmon.—The steamship State of California, from Astoria, brin-s 3 525
cases, 91 barrels and 54 half barrels Salmon. The steamer Victoria from
Nanaimo, had 1,250 cases Fraser River Salmon.
Case Goods.—Our fruit canners continue active, putting up Tomatoes

fruits and other vegetables in large quantities. The ship Hecla for Liv-
erpool, carried 1,000 cases Canned Goods.
Orchilla.—The ship Hecla, for Liverpool, carried 77,526 lbs.

Hawaiian Cargoes-We have received two cargoes of Island produce
during the week Uncle John, 19 days from Kahlui, brought 4 276 ba~>Sugar, and the Jane A. Falkingham, Sugar, 1,334 bags ; Rice, 2,235 bags.Ihe Kosarm, also from Honolulu, came over in ballast, something quiteunusual. Exports to these Islands continue large and free, and this tradeseems to be expanding veryrapidly and satisfactorily under the operations
of the Reciprocity Treaty.

From the Orient we have the O. and O. steamship Gaelic, 25 daysfrom Hongkong via Yokohama 17 days, bringing for cargo : Teas, 5,897pkgs
;
Rice. 22 853 mats, and 1,323 pkgs Chow Chow ; also, in transit for

S^fpkgsTa^SoX ^ Pa0ifiC Ka"r0ad
'

TeM
'

1S'°48^ Silk
'

From the North.—The Dashin,
maquen Islands with 40,000 Codfish.

Nails.—The price has been advanced to S5.

Wave has arrived from the Cho-

An artistic production—our supplement—Peruvian Bitters.

GASOLINE,

87 DIGS. GRAVITY, - - FOR GAS MACHINES.

EASTERN, TO ARRIVE.

IN CANS AND CASES,

IN BULK,
26 CENTS FEB GALL
22 CENTS FEB GALL

WHITTIER, FULLER & CO.,

[Sept. 16.] San Francisco.

OLIVE OIL.

PUREST AND BEST!

MOTTET'S
JPniZilE ivr-Fi-r>AT-

Consumers should insist on getting this GENUINE and

WARRANTED PURE ARTICLE.
For sale in lots to suit.

WHITTIER, FULLER & CO.,

Cor. Pine and Front Streets,

[Sept. 16.] gan Francisco.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
The Company's steamers will sail for Yokohama and

Hongkong: CITY OF TOKIO, Sept. 21, at 2 p.m. Excursion Tickets
to Yokohama and return at special rates.

For NEW YORK via PANAMA: COLIMA, October 4th, at 10 A. m., taking
Freight and Passengers to MAZATLAN, ACAPULCO, SAN JOSE DE GUATE-
MALA, LA LIBERTAD and PUNTA ARENAS.
Tickets to and from Europe by aDy line for sale at the lowest rates ; also f r Ha-

vana and all West India ports.

For HONOLULU, AUCKLAND and SYDNEY: AUSTRALIA, September 23d,
at 2 p.m., or on arrival of the English mails.

Ten Dollars additional is charged for Upper Cabin passage.
For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and Erannan streets.

[Sept. 23.] WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO . , General Agents.

FOR PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, OREGON.
CHANGE OF TIME.

Tbe Ore<on Railway and Navigation Company and Pacific
Coast Steamship Company will dispatch every four days, from Spear-street

Wharf, fortheabove ports, one of their new Al Iron Steamships, vi2. : QUEEN OF
THE PACIFIC, COLUMBIA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA and OREGON

Sailing Days
Sept. 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28.

I Oct. 2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 30
At 10 o'clock A. M.

Connecting at Portland, Oregon, with Steamers and Railroads and their connecting
Stage Lines for all points in Oregon, Washington and Idaho Territories, British

Columbia and Alaska.

Ticket Office 214 Montgomery Street
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

fSept. 16.J
No. 10 Market street, San Francisco.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,

For Japan antl China, leave wharf, corner Firat and Bran-
nan streets, at 2 f.m„ for YOKOHAMA AND HONGKONG, connecting at

Yokohama with Steamers for Shanghai.

GAE LIC Tuesday, Dee. 12th
BELGIC... Saturday, Dec. 23d
ARABIC Thursday, Jan. 11th, 1833
OCEANIC Tuesday, Jan. 23d
COPTIC Saturday, Feb. 3d
GAELIC Saturday, Feb. 24th
BELGIC Thursday, March 8th

3 General

OCEANIC Wednesday, Aug. 30th
COPTIC Saturday, Sept. 9th
GAELIC Thursday, Sept. 28th
BELGIC Saturday, October 7th
ARABIC Saturday, October 28th

OCEANIC Thursday, Nov. 9th
COPTIC Tuesday, Nov. 21st

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates.

Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.

Offices, Room 74, corner Fourth and Townsend streets.

For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific Mail Steam-
ship Company's Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN, General Passenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD, President. Sept. 9.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
SPECIAL nOTKi:. Reduction In Freight to Victoria,

NEW WESTMINSTER and NANAIMO, B. C.

The steamer VICTORIA, sailing hence to Victoria, Nanaimo and New Westmin-
ster, B. C, SATURDAY, September 23d, at 4 r. m„ from Broadway wharf, will take
freight for above ports at FIFTY PER CENT. REDUCTION from Tariff Rate,
General Merchandise. Will also take freight for Port Townsend, Seattle and New
Tacoma, W. T. GOODALL, PERKINS S CO.,

[Sept. 23.] General Agents.



BUCKIiEY AND HIS LAMBS.
No. 6.

The above is a correct likeness of O'Grady, the present Tax-Collector,

and of his chief deputy, Gavigan, the Assemblyman who favored all the

jobs in the last Legislature. They are both Buckley lambs, though they

have recently, for political effect, taken to denying it. They lie, both of

them, and know they do. If they were not both Buckley's lambs they could

not act as tbey do. O'Grady, or Grady, as he recently calls him-

self, has to give large bonds as Tax-Collector, and every one of the bonds-

men was furnished by Buckley. Why such rich men should undertake

obligations in behalf of a man they did not know, is one of the mysteries

of politics about which we Bball have something to say hereafter. We
ftropose to name every one of them, and state just why they assumed ob-

igations that they knew not the end of. It is anomalous that a fellow

Bprung up but yesterday, and having no ties or obligations, and knowing

no allegience except to the bosses, Bhould be able to get responsible men
to go warranty for him to the extent of a half million.

But it is only a part of the scheme we recently alluded to. Said Buck-

ley's partner, to what he supposed to be an available candidate, "We
will get you the nomination, procure you the bonds, aDd further your

election, but you must give us the patronage of your department.^ and you

and your deputies must pay us ten per cent, of your salaries." Those

are the terms upon which the Buckley candidates are to be nominated.

Wherever they appear, be very sure that they have submitted to those

terms. Be equally certain that Buckley and Higgins divide. They win,

no matter who loses.

They succeed by the aid of such creatures as Grady and Gavigan. Go
to the Tax Collector's office and you will see it crowded by creatures from

Buckley's saloon, for whom there is hardly standing room. The " boys "

therein can be found voting early and often in the clubs at night, and by

such means good citizens are overwhelmed, and taxpayers are compelled

to pay all that the corrupt elements would exact of them.

Gavigan was a candidate for the State Senate. He bad overlooked the

section in the constitution that a candidate should be a full aged man be-

fore he entered that august body. He then saw that it was better to at-

tempt to enter the Assembly again. The deputies in Grady's office were

all detailed to clubs where' they would do the most good. They allied

themselves with Buckley, and in order to enable him to carry the clubs

for other purposes, they joined him for all the ends he had in view.

Thus it came that Buckley has carried thirty out of the forty-seven pre-

cinct clubs. He has things all his own way, and will put up a munici-

pal ticket that will weigh the State ticket down out of sight. In 1880

the Democrats carried the State by an average majority of 2,500 votes.

Through the obnoxiousness of Buckley and his gang, the city was lost

by the Democrats in 1881, and they were beaten by a majority of three

thousand votes, and precisely the same thing is about to happen in No-

vember next. , _ .

The new list of municipal delegates is now known. The work of Buck-

ley and Mb gang is now apparent. Scan the list of delegates and what
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lent and Examining Committee are all tools of the bosses. No in-

dependent member of the olnb was aide to obtain a copy of the roll until

I
lit before the election. A very cursory examination since then

i light the facts that forty-se\ en names appear of persons who are
not resident in the precincts, and eleven signatures represent the names
of persons who declare that they are Republicans, and that if their names

been signed to any Democratic mils, Buch signatures must be forger-

ies. The boas candidates polled seventy-eight votes, and carried the elec-
tion, and it is known that there are at least fifty-eight fraudulent names
on the roll. The hoodlums and roughs who voted deposited their ballots in
haste, and some of them did not even recognize their own names when they
were called. The moment they voted they hastened off to other clubs,
in order to get their licks in there. No wonder that Buckley boasts of

carrying thirty clubs. The Examiner helped him to this state of things.

Marye's County Committee was also a very Goliath in assisting the bad
game along. The whole system was based on the plan proposed by the
I lommittee of Fifty, and adopted by all sections, yet, it was set aside, in
its must vital particulars, by the very County Committee that first

adopted it. Under the fundamental plan it was necessary that any per-
son wishing to vote in a precinct club, should be first enrolled in the offi-

cial precinct register. This was changed at the very last moment, with
the consent of the Examiner, and by the votes of Marye's County Com-
mittee, and in such a way as to practically permit all who applied to vote.

The whole thing then became a farce. '1 here was no difficulty in any-
body's voting who applied to do so, and the ruffians and ward-strikers,
who a few weeks ago carried the Republican primaries for Higgins, car-

ried the Democratic ones for Buckley. The result is seen in a municipal
convention, that is to put up a ticket that will beg, borrow, steal and run
away with all that there is in the city worth making away with.
A candidate for District Attorney, who had had some experience in

criminal business, asked the advice of a friend, the other day, as to what
he should do to secure the nomination in this city. " Go and consult
Buckley," was the answer. " I did," was the reply, " and the only per-
sons I found iu his saloon were three jail-birds whom I had at one time
or another sent to San Quentin." He left disgusted. But his was not an
exceptional case. We see candidates hob-nobbing every day with rascals
who ought to be in State Prison. We have even seen candidates for elec-

tion as Superior Court Judges with their arms around the necks of ruf-

fians for whom they ought to have ordered a very different necklace. A
hempen cord and a gallows would have better befitted them. Yet that
is about how things go under the reign of the bosses. Let honest men cry
a halt to this infamous state of affairs.

During the steaming hot weather which has lately preva'led on both
sides the Bay, the famous Terrace Baths of Alameda have been more
crowded than ever. This great bathing est blishment was always a
prime favorite with the public, but the improvements made this season
have so added to its fame that when the crowded cars disgorge their hu-
man load th stream makes a straight streak for the Terrace, and swerves
neither to the right nor to the left until they are either laving in its clear,

pellucid waters, or seated luxuriously in the shade of the spacious, cov-
ered verandahs, which command an unobstructed view of the antics of
the deep-water bathers. This accommodation of shade is one among the
numerous improvements most gratefully appreciated by the ladies. The
proprietors, Messrs. Haley & Edson, have erected a two story grand
stand, with a spacious projecting roof, at the snug little corner opposite
the spring-boards and trapeze— the arena in which the natatory athletes
perform their exploits. This is only one of the innumerable innovations
that have now made the Terrace the goal of all who want to take to the
water in Alameda. The swimming instructor is a professor of his art, of
high European renown, and is said to have exceptional success as a
teacher. The polite attention paid to visitors is particularly gratifying.
The suits furnished are always dry, clean and well fitting. The water of
the bath is clear as crystal. The dressing-rooms are fitted with every con-
venience. And these are only a few of the good qualities which make
the Terrace all the rage with the public.

The Pacific Hebrew Orphan Asylum will give a grand ceremony in

dedication of memorial hall and tablets on Sunday next at 2 p. m., on
Devisadero street, corner of Hayes.

A bird of promise—that of our supplement—Peruvian Bitters.
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
Sir Garnet Wolseley having, true to his word, completed the "fight-

ing part of his work" by the 15th of September, is now engaged in pacify-

ing Egypt, rendering it impossible for Bedouins and others to commit
depredations, and in generally re-establishing the authority of the Khe-

dive, which for a time was wholly lost. It is becoming very apparent

that Mr. Gladstone does not intend to be tempted, if he can help it, to

annex Egypt. He declares that England has never really been at war with

Egypt, and no declaration of war has ever been issued. The efforts of

England, he claims, have been simply directed against a military revolt

by rebels, who, to serve ends of personal aggrandizement, rose up against

the existing order of things. English troops went merely as allies of the

Khedive, to assist in the discharge of a police duty in suppressing internal

strife. This accomplished, the question remains as to how guarantees

shall be secured by which a like state of affairs may not arise in the fu-

ture. That is as essential to the Khedive and to the peace, good govern-

ment and prosperity nf Egypt as it is to the maintenance of British inter-

ests in the East. With the country surrounding the Suez Canal being

owned by Egypt, it is impossible that England can permit anarchy and
confusion to reign in that region. It is therefore very certain that, while

interfering as little as possible in the internal affairs of that country, she

will never again permit her right of way to her Indian possessions to be

placed in jeopardy. Just how that will be accomplished, is not at present

certain. That is the problem which European papers are at present en-

gaged in discussing. There is nothing in the outlook that leads us to be-

lieve that any of the great Powers will seriously interfere in the carrying

out of such reasonable measures as England may determine upon.

A few weeks ago Arabi Pasha was a hero, according to a majority of

American newspapers. He was a man of courage, and a General of

genius hardly second to the first Napoleon. The Land Leaguers were

going to assist him, that they were, but in the end they contented them-

selves with passing buncombe resolutions of sympathy. To-day what a

sorry figure they cut ! Their hero has fallen from his high estate. He
has proven himself as mean a rascal as ever attempted treason without

cause, and without reasonable grounds for believing that he could make
it successful. In permitting the looting of Alexandria under his very

eyes he proved himself a thief ; in running away from the battle-field he

has exhibited himself as a coward, and in declaring that he *' did not know
that he was fighting against the Khedive " he has placed himself before

the world as a monumental liar. The Land Leaguers may not escape the

position they have made for themselves. They are on record as sympa-
thizers with rebellion all over the world, and no matter whether or not it

be conducted for the purpose of plunder, murder and ruin generally, and
by thieves, cowards and liars. When Arabi was believed capable of

making much trouble the Land Leaguers offered him such material aid as

he might find in silly, empty resolutions. Now that he is in more need of

sympathy they are as silent as the grave. They came in with the roar of

lions, but have gone out like ridiculous mice. But that is like the Land
Leaguers the wide world over.

It is a subject of extreme congratulation that Sir Garnet Wolseley
pushed his way to Cairo with such celerity that no time was given to con-

sign that city to a fate like that which overtook Alexandria. Had Cairo

been plundered science and literature would have sustained a loss that

could nardly have been computed. In addition to the golden treasures of

the Boulak Museum, which would probably have excited the cupidity of

the Arabs in the event of an outbreak of violence in the Egyptian capital,

there are now stored in that city the results of the recent travels of Dr.
Georg. Schweinfurth, the eminent African explorer, his herbarium, manu-
scripts, drawings and maps of the deserts of Egypt, which he describes in

a recent letter as the fruits of " twenty years' fatigue and incessant labor."

The jeopardy in which the Egyptian insurrection seemed to place this

priceless collection recalls the sad experience of Dr. Schweinfurth at the
close of his previous journey into the wilds of Africa. He had halted at

a small native settlement where the huts, standing close together, were
built almost entirely of straw and bamboo, with large sun-screens and
fences between made of the same material, the combustible nature of

which, after the cessation of the rainy season, kept the traveler in fear of

fire by day and by night. The dreaded catastrophe at last took place,

through the carelessness of one of the negroes ; and the produce of Dr.
Schweinfurth 's recent journey—his entomological collection, examples of

native industry, meteorological register, all his journals, with their de-

tailed narrative of the Uansactions of eight hundred and twenty-eight
days, in short, everything that he possessed, including boots,
shoes, guns, araunition, paper, instruments, watches, and even his

hat—was destroyed before his eyes. Dr. Schweinfurth soon recovered,
however, from the prostration caused by this cruel disaster, and with
indomitable will determined to retrace his steps from the Niam Niam
country, with a view to repairing his loss as far as possible. In this

heroic attempt he was compelled to count his paces as the only means
of determining distances, and he stateB that for this purpose he actually
took account of a million and a quarter of his footsteps. The final out-
come of this memorable expedition was his famous work entitled The
Heart of Africa, which now occupies an honored place in the compre-
hensive library of works on African exploration.

Korea, the Hermit Kingdom, as it is called, seems lately to have been
making itself troublesome. After an isolation of centuries, more com-
plete than that of China herself, the progressive action of her neighbors, es-

pecially Japan, has begun to make itself felt, and the Korean Govern-
ment has at length entered into commercial treaties, first with Japan,
and now, during the present year, with both America and England. Be-
fore these last treaties have been formally ratified, an anti-foreign party
has instigated and consummated a revolution of a rather serious charac-
ter. The mob, headed by Tai-on-Kun, deposed the King, poisoned the
Queen, and also the wife of the heir-apparent, besides burning the Japan-
ese Legation, and attacking the Ministers and members of the Legation,
several of whom they murdered. This has naturally created a profound
sensation in Japan, and an armed intervention was talked of. That,
however, appeared very unpalatable to the Chinese Government, and ac-
cordingly, with a precipitancy unheard of in the history of that country,

China has dispatched a thousand men and ten ships to the scene of action,
for what purpose no one seems to know; because the Korea, although
nominally tributary to China, has in reality enjoyed the most complete
and thorough independence in all matters connected with her government
and laws. It will be interesting to know what effect this disturbance will
have upon that treaty with the United States. Very recent telegrams in-

dicate that the Korean difficulty is to be ended by a large money indem-
nity to Japan. This being true, it would seem that a country able to
raise taxes, and make treaties with foreign Powers, is likely to maintain
its independence yet awhile.

HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF.
The last outside survivor of Noah's Flood, standing up to his chin

in water, when refused admission to the Ark, declared he didn't care, as
it was not much of a shower anyway.
Arabi Bey, running away from Tel-el-Kebir, turned up his nose at Gen-

eral Wolseley, feeling that it was useless and beneath a good Moham-
medan to fight with Christian dogs.
The proprietors of an amateur Baking Powder, of local make and for-

eign name, have adopted similar tactics in their inglorious campaign
against the ROYAL BAKING POWDER. For weeks they con-
ducted a guerrilla warfare, seeking bv innuendo, detraction and abuse, to
egg on the ROYAL BAKING POWDER to notice them.
Most of our readers have heard of the man who once shook hands with

the Duke of Wellington.
The ROYAL refused to dignify this amateur, soda-water, effervescent

Baking Powder by noticing them. Emboldened by this silence, and mad-
dened by their failure to arouse any attention from the ROYAL BAK-
ING POWDEK,, or to shake it in public favor or estimation, they threw
off the mask, came out from behind their ambuscade, and made a show
of attacking openly. Failing again, they resolved on a desperate assault
on the ROYAL'S position, but true to their instincts, stole away from
the front for a movement in flank. Knowing that the ROYAL had an
exhibition in the Mechanics' Fair, they went away into the interior, where
they entered the lists with a retinue of drummers, soda-water manipu-
lators, and other retainers, and a great flourish of trumpets.
The ROYAL met their gasconade with a challenge to compete before

the public and the Committee of Awards in every fair, practical test and
product of a Baking Powder, proposing a fair fight and no favor. They
were not prepared for this. Their courage oozed away, and instead of
displaying any of the legitimate products of a Baking Powder—like the
ROYAL, who made bread, biscuit, etc.

—

THET BEGAN THE MANUFACTURE OP SODA WATER,

Admitting by inference their inability to compare with the ROYAL in
the fair, practical tests that a Baking Powder should be put to.

The ROYAL, not caring to compete as a generator of poor gas and
cheap colic, kept its legitimate sphere, giving every conceivable test and
proof of its worth as a leavener. The result was, the ROYAL received
the first premium, and moved on to the next fair at Stockton to gain
similar honors. Its competitor, failing of honorable mention or award,
either as a baking powder or an expander of soda water, may, perhaps,
next be heard of as a reformer or ameliorator of circus lemonade.
After these failures, this amateur baking powder has crept home and

published a card saying that they could not afford to recognize the
ROYAL as a competitor.
The ROYAL accepts the acknowledgment of defeat and retirement

from the field. There is no competition between it and the amateur
powder.
The ROYAL is for leavening bread, biscuits, etc., and is ready to com-

pete in any field, at any time, against any would-be rival, in practical

tests of its worth for Buch uses. While the amateur powder declines that
contest, and is content to set up as a rival of the soda fountain and Seid-
litz manufacturers, there can be no competition between them, and the
palm of superiority as a Baking Powder will be where the rival's latest

proclamation concedes it to belong—with the

ROYAL BAKING POWDER COMPANY.

GREAT DEMAND FOR COUNTRY LANDS.
Auctioneer J. O. Eldridge recently submitted to public sale the

Amijo Rancho, situated near the towns of Fairfield and Suisun, in Solano
county, and comprising about 3,200 acres. The prices that were realized

do credit to the good management of the auctioneer and, at the same
time, show in a very marked manner the active demand that exists for

really good country lands. The different lots, before being offered for

sale, were appraised and a value set on each, below which no bid would
be accepted. In every case a price was obtained higher than the apprais-

ment, and in most cases the difference was most marked. Lot 4, for in-

stance, was appraised at $30 per acre and brought S47 per acre. Lot 5,

valued at §>27 50 per acre, realized S36 per acre. Lot 7 was valued at $25
per acre and brought §34 50, and so on through the whole list. The sale

realized §63,800 25, and several of the purchasers have since been offered

advances from §3 to $7 per acre. Long terms of payment were the con-

ditions of purchase, and it is certain that.-with good management, the
purchasers can make enough out of the land to enable them to pay the
notes before they mature. These facts ought to induce holders of coun-
try lands to place them in the market. If they do, Eldridge is just the

man to get them the highest possible price. What he does not know
about such matters is not worth learning.

For the Orient.—The steamer City of Tokio sailed on the 21st inst.

for China and Japan, with the following passengers: Mrs. K. Brown,
Mrs. A. Smith, G. B. Smyth, Miss Alice B. Harris, Mrs. L. Wolf, Rev.
R. E. Abbey, Rev. D. C. McCoy, wife and five children, Mrs. Lizzie

Farnham, Miss Mary W. Niles, C. J. Fowler, Mrs. Littlejohn, F. B.
Torie, wife and child, Mrs. Bambridge, Dr. Taylor, wife and child, Chas.
Bernard, Rev. J. L. Norris and wife, Rev. O. H. Chaplin and wife, Rev.

J. H. Hayes and wife, Miss Fannie M. Strong, Dr. W. B. Maxwell, J.

Masterley, Rev. S. W. Brown, R. Dixon, Chas. Littlejohn, and 252
Chinese.

A Tramp Steamer.—British steamer Silvertovm, 3,700 tons measure-
ment, is now en route to this port from Acapulco, and will, it is said,

load Wheat for Europe.
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GOLD BARS—925 fine pv.-Rinm
.nt. Mtxic&n Pt.lUrs, ?K° "

ent. tii»-

EichanCT on New York. 20c.® Kc IWOO premium: On I..<n.|<.n]l»nlc
inmercUl, S0fe.49jd. Pari*, right, 5-12«&A 10

francsperdoUar. Eastern Telegrams. 25c<330c

•Priwof Money here, 6@10 per cent, per rear—bank rate. In the
open market, 1(31$ per month. Demand light. On Bond Security,

ar cent, jeryear on Call.

Latest price of Sterling in Xew York, 483J@48S

PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND QOV. BONDS.
San Frant-is eo., ....Srpt. 09, 18H2.

Stocks and Bonds.
mm.

Cal . State Bond?, 6>,*57 I

S. F. Citv A Co. B'ds, fte.'&S

S. F. City tfc Co. B'ds, 7s . .

.

Montg'y Av. Bonds
Dupout Street Bonds
Sacramento City Bonds. . .

.

Stockton City Bonds
Yob* County Bonds
Marysville City Bonds
Santa Clara Co. Bonds
Los Angeles County Bonds.
Los Angles City Bonds. . .

.

Vinra & Truckee R. R. Bda.
Nevada Co. N. G. R. R. Bds
Oakland City Bouds
Oregon B& N. Bonds, 6s.

S. P. R. R. Bonds
I" S. 4s

BANKS.
Bank of California

Pacific Bank
First National

INSURANCE COMPANIES.
Union
Fireman's Fund
California

Bid.

105
Noin.
Norn
37
40
60

105
90
90
105
100
110
101

110

103
106

119J

163
125

129

Uktd Stocks and Bond*.
hrauiumm companies— State Investment

Norn. Home Mutual
Nom. Commercial

•YeBtarn
60 RAILROADS.

62J C. P. K. R. Stock
— C. P. R. K. Bonds .. .

100 City Railroad.
100 Omnibus R. R
107 N. B. and Mission R. R.
110 SutterStreet R. R
— Gearv Street R. R

103 Central R. K. Co
114 Market Street R. R
LIS Clay Street Hill R. R ..

110 S. F. GaslightCo
107 'Oakland Gaslight Co ...

119J Sac'to Gaslight Co
Califnr'a PowderCo

I Giant Powder Co (new stck)

Bid. Afktd

ib 125

130 —m 125

103 112

Mi
114) 115}
100 —
58 62
inn 103
86 90
103 —
60
Nom. Nom.
Nora. Nom.
5ti( 56)

28J28
50 68
120 —
118 120
71* 7SJ
68 70
USJ 119J
119J 120

128 Atlantic Giant Powder.
130 'Gold and Stock Teleg*h Co.

S. V. W. W. Co. 's Stock....
122 125 S. V. W. W.Co' Bonds
128 132 ''Pacific Coast S.S.Co's Stock
130 '132 California Street R R Ill 112

Pacific Rolling Mills, 120. 125. Cala. Dry Dock, 55, 60. Safe Deposit Co., 61J, 524.

Vulcan Powder, 76, SO. Presidio Railroad, 69J, 693. Safety-Nitro Powder, 15^,-16.

Central Gas Stock, 68, 71. Hawaiian Commercial Co. , 64, 65. Northern
Pacific R. R. Bonds, 104, 106.

The volume of business is very light, and with the exception of At-
lantic Powder, there is hardly any change in our quotations.

Andrew Baibd, 312 California st.

The Green-Eldridge Nuptials.—On Tuesday last San Rafael was the
scene of a most charming wedding ceremony. Charles E. Green, Esq., of

San Francisco, was united in the bonds of matrimony with Miss Mary E.
Eldridge, of San Rafael. Miss " Dolly " Eldridge, as the bride is known,
ia a native of San Francisco, the elder of the two daughters of J. O. Eld-
ridge, Esq., one of the most prominent and influential of the commercial
princes who have shaped the fortunes of the Pacific metropolis. The
bride, beautiful, genial, cultivated, in the broadest sense accomplished, is

a fitting and lovely type of the fair young State of her birth. Mr. Green,
the happy and fortunate bridegroom, is a trusted attache of the C. P. R.
R. Co., by whom he is highly esteemed for his sterling character and execu-

tive capacity. The idea ot the wedding was to confine the list of guests

to the old and intimate family friends, yet the roll ran up to the sixties.

The bridal scene was one of elegant simplicity, rich and superb, but plain

and unostentatious. The floral adornments exquisitely expressed the
lovely ideal of the holy marriage relation. The gifts were not displayed.

In number and character they represented a degree of esteem from a very

wide circle of loving friends which can only fall to the fortune of few
young people, and must have been deeply touching to the wedded and the

father of the bride. The newly married went up the Donahue, to flit a
few days among the resorts of Sonoma County, and will make their home
in San Rafael, at the Eldridge mansion.

HUNT FOR SUPREME JUDGE.
Judge Hunt, of the Superior Court, Republican, has been nominated

for the Supreme Bench, and he ought to be elected. Possessed of rare

judicial abilities, no mistake can be made in giving him promotion. As
a Judge of the Superior Court, he has been distinguished for industry,

care and Bound judgment. Lawyers, without regard to political affilia-

tions, are loud in his praise, and, although a Republican, he will secure

many Democratic votes. The matter of politics has nothing whatever to

do with the high judicial office for which Judge Hunt has been nomi-
nated, and recognizing this fact, the intelligent portion of_ our voting

population will undoubtedly cast their ballotB in favor of his election.

What is needed for the position is an accomplished lawyer and an impar-

tial Judge. Hunt answers to this description.

From Greenock.—The British ship Niobe, 120 days passage, has ar-

rived to the consignment of Richards & Harrison.

MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For Xftvlcntlnc i|, r Atr .

Office of the Aeroplane Company f..r Navigating the Air, 60S Mer-
chant street. Office hours from 1 to 2 p. X.
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ALBION.
This stock has attracted some attention during the current month,

prices fluctuating between SI 75 and $2 90 per share; and, were it not
that insiders (large owners) appear unable to restrain generous impulses,
and throw away shares at a nominal figure, thus giving the market an un-
steady tone, a material advance might reasonably he anticipated. The
market closes with more sellers than buyers, at about $2 70. Any large
offering would not command that figure. We advise those in command
to change their tactics. Go slow; levy an assessment of at least $1 per
share, pay off present and accruing indebtedness, and place themselves in
position, D.V., to commence the payment of dividends and the legitimate
advancement as share values. The financial status of the Company,
1st inst. , was as follows: Overdraft Bank of California, 832,600; bills paya-
ble, $16,500; contract for the erection of two furnaces, $23,000; contingent
and floating debt, including the erection of furnaces, approximated $15,000;
time checks, $20,000 ; current expenses, past, present and next month, be-
fore another assessment can be collected, $65,000—say gross $172,100, leas

cash on hand $104 55, and some $10,800 due upon ores sold. An assess-

ment of $1 20 per share would probably place the Company in good finan-
cial condition, and should the expectations of those in command be real-

ized, in shape for the commencement of the payment of dividends, all of
which we earnestly pray for.

Death of Mra. Levinia S. Macondray.—This estimabte lady died,
on Wednesday last, at the family residence, after a long and painful ill-

ness, borne with Christian fortitude. She was the widow of the late Cap-
tain Frederick William Macondray, and mother of F. W. Macondray, of
Macondray &Co., the well-known merchant, whose father established the
business in pioneer days. Mrs. Macondray, from her long residence in
San Francisco and from her many charities, was widely known and re-

spected by all with whom she came in contact. She was engaged in many
good works, and was one of the organizers of the Protestant Orphan Asy-
lum. Her death will be sincerely regretted by the poor and by a large
circle of friends.

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.— New York, Sept. 29,
1882. United States Bonds—is, 119^ ; 4Js, 112f; ex-5s, 100£; ex-6s, .

SterlingExchange,482£@4 87. Pacific Mail, 44£. Wheat, 105@113; West-
ern Union, 88£. Hides,, 24@24^ Wool— Spring, fine, 20@ 32 ; Burry,
15@20 ; Pulled, 20@45 ; Fall Clips, 15@18 ; Burry, 12@14. Lon-
don. Sept. 29.—Liverpool Wheat Market, 9s. Id. @ 9s. 4d., Cal.; 9s. 2d.@
9s. 9d. Red Am. Spring. Bonds, 4s; 4As, 15^; Consols,— ; Money, — acct.

Silver, 51. 13-16

For the Orient.—The O. and O. steamship Gaelic, for China and Ja-
pan, carried to Hongkong 115 Chinese and a large number of Protestant
missionaries. Her cargo was both large and valuable, consisting of gin-
seng, flour, quicksilver, etc., besides $65,000 treasure.

Latest Grain Charters.—The British bark Alpheta, 810 tons flour to
Cork, £2 6s. 3d.; British ship British India, 1,199 tons wheat to Cork,
£2 5s.

Cardiff.—The British bark Thomas Perry, 139 days from Cardiff, has
arrived with coke, etc., to Balfour, Guthrie & Co.

Prom Bombay.—The British ship Gabul, 100 days, to Rodgers, Meyer
& Co. with merchandise, has arrived here.

Hawaii.—The bark Eureka, from Honolulu, to Williams, Dimond &
Co., has 3,225 pkgs. sugar.

Entered at tha Post-Oflloe at San JFraneisco, Cal., as Second' Class
Matter.

Printed and Published by the Proprietor, Frederick Marriott, 607 to 616 Merchant Street, San Francisco, California.
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WAIFS.
Waifs which singly are as light as air, but which together make

a momentous whole.
Politics are mixed, half-hearted, white-livered, cowardly and disgust-

ing.—Nobody believes in them.—The Bulletin supports the outcome

of the primaries, yet it knows that it is doomed to ignominous defeat. It

would rather be right, it says, than be wrong and win. So much for the

"bluffers."——The Chronicle, smiles and smiles again, but Btabs whilst it

smiles. It would rather win than be right any time in the year. Accord-

in 0, to its gospel, and it is not the first to enunciate the opinion, nothing

succeeds like success. If it can put through the " duffers " it will laugh

itself hoarse, put its fingers to its nose and say, " He who laughs last

laughs best." Good, only the rate-payers pay the piper. The Chronicles

ticket will be strong in its city officers in order to pull its Supervisors

through. That is where the little joker comes in. See if it doesn
r

t. No-

body to-day knows who they are. They are kept in reserve. Meanwhile

the city is left to rejoice over the fair ticket that will be put up in regard

to city officials, whilst kept in midnight darkness in regard to Supervisors.

Blake was prolific in his vetoes, but what did they amount to with ten

Supervisors to override them?—-The same thing will occur again. Blake

ip to be put up to carry the ticket, but the Supervisors will " see " him,

and go two better. How's that for high ? The same old game over again.

-^—On the Democratic side all is imbecility, impotency and nothingness.

The blind leads the blind. Buckley leads Greathouse. W. J. Shaw is

named for Mayor, but John H. Wise will be nominated in order that he

may be beaten, and therefore never more trouble Buckley and his lambs.

No more for ever. Amen.—-Pete Hopkins is the candidate for Sheriff

;

if he is beaten, then there are Lathrop, Connolly and McMann in reserve ;

all good Buckley lambs.^—Who the Higgins crowd are nobody knows,

and nobody cares. William will not vote for the nominees of his own
convention. That is only a " bluff" game to head off the Chronicle and

Lloyd gang.—He is in with Buckley, Greathouse & Co., and will vote

for their lambs, if nothing better offers.——If the "duffers" are coerced,

all right ; if they are not, the " duffers " will unite with the " stuffers," in

which case it will go hard if the Democratic bosses do not win.-—
Flournoy is the "lamb" for City and County Attorney, against

Cowderey.—The Ninth, Eleventh and Twelfth Senatorial Districts

are usually Democratic. Buckley has six Irishmen up as his lambs, viz.

:

Dougherty, Kelley, Harrigan, Kenny, Callaghan and Ned Keating. It

is said that if exhibited on a common platform they would all draw as

curiosities.-^—Gallagher is making a strong fight for Police Judge, with

the bosses all against him. He ought to win, but won't. He is too good

a man to be elected by that crowd.—These four of the. Democratic can-

didates for Superior Judge are "independent " candidates, knowing no

bosses, and worthy of election, viz.: \V. T. Baggett, James V. Coffey,

Frank Clough, of the Justices' Court, and James G. Maguire, ex-Assem-

blyman, and a lawyer of promise.—For Tax-Collector, James H. O'-

Grady is the real Buckley & Greathouse candidate, though it is given out

otherwise. All talk to the contrary is bosh. Buckley furnished all

O'Grady's bondsmen, enjoys all his patronage, and could turn him out of

office in twenty-four hours if be wished to do so.-^The Democratic As-
semblymen will not bear naming. They are hideous, corrupt and vile

creatures all, whom to name would be to unduly honor.^—Mortee and
Wheat are Democratic candidates for Recorder. Buckley lambs both.

-^Honest and patriotic old Phil A. Roach ought to be nominated with-

out opposition for the office of Public Administrator. Bat be won't be.

Some dark scoundrel, who runs around the clubs, doing the bidding of

Buckley and Greathouse, will leave him " out in the cold." Honesty and
patriotism are nothing these times compared with the ability to knock
a Buckley enemy down in a precinct club.—-They talk of Fred. A.
Gibbs for Auditor, but they don't mean it. The Buckley Supervisors

dare not show themselves. Scoundrels every one ! We know who are

being sought after. Each one has a history, and a finger can be placed

upon him. We know where and how they are being selected, and if they
are not made uncomfortable when t.hey show themselves, it will not be

the fault of ugly facts nor of good, plain speaking. An all-seeing eye is

being focused upon them.— Edgerton and Morrow make remark-
able headway against Sumner and Glasscock.—For City Treasurer
on the Democratic ticket Christian Reis (not Gus) is the

only candidate. If his ticket be not freighted down with
rascals he will surely be elected. No better man appears on
any ticket. If he gets the nomination it will be in spite of

the bosses. - On the same ticket, Louis Holtz, of the firm of "Van Bergen
& Co. (not Schultz, Van Bargeu & Co.), is likely to find a place in spite

of the bosses. He is well known in business circles.^—For County Clerk
Buckley & Higgins propose to put up W. T. Sessons of the Democratic
State Central Committee. But their control of Stuart, and the fears of

the public there anent, will be likely to prevent a Buckley lamb from
being elected.—For several of the offices Buckley has two candidates, the

one real, the other make-believe. The latter is being in each case an-

nounced as an " anti-boss candidate," but that is all sham. It is molasses
to catch flies. A second candidate is necessary to tickle the anti-boss sen-
timent. But that is all it is intended for. It may humbug fools, but it

will not fool discerning men. Ned Marshall, the eloquent, is doing yeo-
man's service for his party.^—Stoneman's eligibility may not be pooh-
poohed the way it is being. He put his resignation in the hands of friends

before he went to San Jose, but now seeks to withhold it. If he does he
may be elected and hold the office, but he will be at the mercy of all who
may choose to raise the question. He is not qualified until he resigns; he
knows he is not, and that is the ^nd of it. Estee is going over the
State as a demagogue. He pretends anti-monopoly, and yet bid for mo-
nopoly support to get the nomination. He employs Chinese, and went to
the Constitutional Convention as a corporation man, and he knows
he did. -^—Frank Gross, for Clerk of the Supreme Court, seems to
have a soft thing of it. Both sides support him.^—In San Francisco
the State ticket is being lost sight of in presence of the anxiety to control
local offices.

" The FountaiD, " at the corner of Sutter and Kearny streets, is well
maintaining its prestige. The really admirable variety theatre attached
to it is just specially attractive. George F,, Katie and Marie Moore
have reappeared there, and are nightly amusing a vast crowd with mirth
and song. A really enjoyable evening may be spent there. The enter-
tainment is highly respectable, and families need not hesitate to visit it.

Ladies without escorts are not admitted.

THE TENANT OF "ROBBER'S ROOST."
No. 5.

Paul Neumann is still on the Republican ticket. He sticks to it like
a limpet to the rock ; but then he is known to adhere to things when
more sensitive men would let loose their hold. He is a member of the
Bohemian Club, and even the President thereof, yet he was black-balled
eight consecutive times, as we are informed, before he could gain admission
within walls the space between which was once occupied by " gentlemen
of the press," but which is now in the possession of nondescripts, who
gamble and drink till two o'clock in the morning, Paul is at home there
now, though he used not to be. To be black-balled eight consecutive
times would have sickened a man of feeling, but Neumann did not feel

that way, hence he held on, and by a parity of reasoning he holds on to
the Republican nomination. No wonder. Such as he do not, by a com-
bination of fraud and other things, secure nominations every day.
We do not suppose that reasons however forcible, that facts however

potent, or stories however pungent, have any effect with men like unto
Paul Neumann, who are hide-bound, copper-bottomed and armor-plated
against the scorn and indignation of their fellows. Yet we can give rea-
sons that are bound to make an impression why he should not be sent to
represent this great city in the halls of Congress.

(1.) He goes to represent, not the city, its people or its varied interests,

but to serve private ends as he did at Sacramento.
(2.) A vote for Paul Neumann means a ratification of " the tenant of

the Bobbers' Boost," and of all that his name stands for. Sacramento is

redolent with all that that means. The name has stuck to the tenant and
to the tenement to this day. Wine, cards, women and jobs are embraced
within its scope. Is the master of such an establishment to be sent to
Washington to set up its like there, to the great scandal of the Pacific
coast and to the debasement of representative institutions ?

' (3.) Is he to be run to catch the German votes, and act as an antidote
to the plank in the Republican platform which declares in favor of a Sun-
day law ? He pledged himself to that plank. How, then, is he to catch
the votes of Germans, who, to a man, are opposed to any such .sumptuary
legislation? He ran behind his ticket the only time he could procure a
nomination, and he will run much further behind it this time.

(4.) Is it upon personal character that he proposes to run? Where
does that come in ? Is it in his transaction with Captain S., of

San Diego, whose money he took, and kept, and denied the
receipt of it until confronted with his own signature ? Is it

in his dealings with the Raschke family, for whom he brought suit
to recover some 8300, but made it cost them nearly S2,000—poor, ignor-
ant country people of his own though they were? Is it in his connection
with land title matters that ere now have been made to encumber the
calendars of every Court ? We have before us the transcripts of numer-
ous squatter trials in which he was engaged, and we are informed that
they disclose things the like of which have sent men where they ought
to go.

(5.) Does he vaunt himself upon running away from Sacramento, and
leaving bis partners to pay his share of the bills of Robber's Roost?

(6.) Does he seek to represent a great commercial city upon the
strength of his credit, or upon his fidelity in paying honest obligations?
Let a thousand creditors answer. Let ten thousand friends, with whom
be has incurred debts of honor, give him a reply.

(7.) Does he rely upon his record made in our State Senate? Then
overhaul his votes, and find that every one of them is a scandal and a
disgrace. They were the outcome of the inwardness of the Robber's
Roost. They were in favor of thieving contractors, wildcat mining
transactions and jobbery generally. The record is extant; it does not lie,

and it pictures as brazen-faced a legislator as ever entered a State Legis-
lature, which is a good deal to say.

(8.) Is it as the loyal servant of the people that he seeks to go to
Washington ? For an answer, learn how he was nominated. Without
five cents to jingle on a tombstone, he yet was enabled to purchase all the
corrupt elements. Yet he professedly desires to represent the manhood,
the integrity and the good morals of a self respecting people. Bah !

(9. ) Does he desire to go to Congress for any other purpose than 'to make'
at the expense of those who vote for him 1 Let the notorious, open and
daylight facts answer. Who he is, and whose he is, are well known to
all men. He hardly pretends to own himself, but is so lost to the dignity
of American citizenship as to admit that he is another's.

If the men of San Francisco can vote for such a candidate the fault is

theirs and not ours. We have but done our duty in pointing out a few
of the facts that may be read and known of all men. A second "Rob-
bers' Rnost " at Washington may reasonably be expected to result from
electing Paul Neumann, land-title shark, corrupt politician, Bohemian,
man of many debts and of loose morality generally. He says that San
Francisco loves Bohemians and Bohemian life, and boasts that he will be
all the better thought of for his loose ways. It remains to be seen
whether San Francisco loves a Paul Neumann well enough to constitute
him the guardian and representative of its higher, nobler and better
resolves in the councils of the nation.

SPORTSMEN, ATTENTION !-THE SEASON OPENED.

HUNTING STJITSsi.

This is the only recognized Depot for the celebrated RIV-
ETED HUNTING SUITS manufactured by LEVI STRAUSS & CO.

We have also in stock all classes of HUNTING GARMENTS, and make the same
to order upon very Bhort notice. HUNTING SUITS!

CORNER OF KEARNY AND COMMERCIAL STS.

^^"The Largest Establishment in its line in the United States. Price List,

with handsome Lithograph of the GREAT I X L by Electric Light, sent free on
application. Sept. 16.
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At the Island all was mirth and jollity, and the crowd from *

was still further augmented by numbers from other polntl on the Ray, all
determined to enjoy thanaaalvaa. But who ever fails to do that ..

Island? The noma were tastefully adorned with flowan, bnntfo
and promenading, dancing and feasting indulged in till it w
the guests heard the hour had arrived at which adieus must be Said,
all departed, wishing heartily it were to come over again.
The costumes were all particularly becoming, soma of them handsome

in the extreme, while the number of pretty faces seen was more tfa

commented uiwn.
On Tuesday evening Mrs. Godley gave a dancing reception for Captain

and Mrs. Whitney, who will soon now be leaving for San Diego, their
future home. The house, though a good sized one for ordinary pur-
poses, seemed small in comparison with the huge mansions wherein
most of the gay assemblages have been held of late, but the guests were
therefore more kept together, which made it all the pleasauter, I thought,
than when scattered through rooms innumerable.
They were mostly young people, the men especially being excessively

juvenile, with a sprinkling of elders to keep them in order, and the ladies
costumes were principally white and short, which are far the most sensi-
ble for dancing, and on slight young figures most becoming, but when
attempted by an elderly female, especially if she be stout, it is simply
nothiug less than an outrage.

The beautiful young bride was looking her loveliest, and received un-
qualified admiration from all present. Dancing was begun about half-
past nine, and continued till long after midnight, and was only interrupted
at that time by the superior (some thought) attractions of the supper
table.

On Tuesday evening, also, pretty Miss Collier received the compliment
of a seranade from the Presidio Band, at her residence on Van Ness Ave-
nue. The music was listened to by quite a number of her friends, whom
she had invited for that purpose, and after the seranade was over a cozy
little supper was done ample justice to by them. Mrs. Collier leaves for
the East next Wednesday (the Pages also going by the same train), and
her return will be ardently looked forward to by her numerous friends
and admirers, who say a brief good bye to her with much regret.
This evening General McDowell gives a dance at Black Point, the

guests being invited to meet Senator Miller and his family.
To the Senator's efforts is mainly due the fact that we still call General

McDowell our Commander in Chief, but next month lie will be most
surely retired and replaced in his command here by General Scofield, who
has already been in 'Frisco in that capacity, ten or twelve years ago, I
think. He was very much liked, and Society is preparing to welcome
again most warmly Mrs. Scofield, who was a great favorite during her
former visit, though, their tastes being quiet, Society will not be mate-
rially benefitted by their coming I am afraid.

General Schofield will be accompanied by Col. Wherry, who was also
on his staff before, and who brings back to us his pretty, black-eyed wife,
which is an additional cause for congratulation.
The hope was at one time indulged in that Gen. Kautz would be the

officer chosen to succeed Gen. McDowell in his command, which would
have been hailed with pleasure, as he and his accomplished wife, besides
being very popular in this community, certainly understand the art of
entertaining as perfectly as does our present chief, which has been evi-

denced by the many delightful and graceful hospitalities extended by
them while resident at Angel Island. In fact, almost the whole burden
of army entertaining at this post has fallen upon their shoulders, of course
excepting those at Black Point and an occasional hop at the Presidio, and
thoroughly well has it been done.
There is a rumor, however, that General Kautz is to be transferred to

the Presidio, as Post Commander, which will be good news to those won
love dancing and good times generally, and have yet been afraid to crosB
the bay in search of them ; and I heartily congratulate those stationed at
that post on the acquisition to their circle of such a delightful parson as
Mrs. Kautz.
To-morrow night takes place the long-looked-for Grace Church enter-

tainment, at Saratoga Hall, and I am glad to see that the young ladies

have reconsidered their determination, and some tickets are to be sold at
the door, which I think a wise proceeding, the field of charity is such

a
a

broad one. I understand that the different participants are all well up in
their respective parts, and no doubt a great success will be the result.

Of the performance, I shall have something to tell you next week.
On Saturday night one of the hops, which I believe is to be the final

one of the season, takes place at San Rafael, to which, I hear, quite a
number from the city are going.

It is with regret that I notice the death of another old-timer (how rap-
idly the circle is becoming small), in the person of Mrs. Macondray, the
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matrimonial knot was securely tied will t* th«- earnest wi«h of the many
fri. nd* of the blissful couple.

( »n Tuesday evening last a private wedding waa oalsbratad in the par-
tbe Palace Hotel, Napa, the being Mr. Alberto

Da Rois. I'. S. N\, and Mi ton, «t VsJlejo, Tho ceremony
waa performed by K-v. \v Lea JtUn and Mr. fleorge T.
Smith ol ly, ai bridesmaid and groomsman. The bride,
who was formerly of Sacramento, is a hi i aooompliahad young
lady, and has been visiting for soma time past in Vallajo, The groom is

the eldest son of a wealthy Cuban rentleraan, now maiding in New York,
and is a graduate of Annapolis Naval Academy, which ho entered eleven

igo, and at present u attached to the 1 iteamer Wa-
chusett, stationed at Sitka. Mr. and Mrs. De Ruiz will upend their
honeymoon In Napa, and theu take up their residence in Vallejo for the
present. Felix.

Hotel Dbl Month, September 27th.
Dear N. L. : 1 declare I think it right wicked of you not to give ub a

puff in your popular journal. We all rush for the News Letter the mo-
ment the mail comes in on Saturday, and turn eagerly to find if there is

not a line to say how sweet the rirla are looking or how gallant the beaux
are at this queen of watering places. But not a word for so long I have
made up my mind to address yon myself, and give a few items of what we
are doing down here.

Although most of the people who came for any length of time have
gone, the few who have remained are real nice people, and are so sociable
they make the time pass most agreeably ; as, for instance, when we want
to dance of an evening, although there is no Ballenberg to play for us

—

that worthy leader having departed weeks ago—some of the ladies are al-

ways ready and willing to oblige in playing the piano for our benefit.

Mrs. Tevis is awfully obliging in that way, and so is Mrs. Goad. The
first-named lady has had her eldest daughter, Mrs. Maggie Blanding,
down for a month, and she is still here. The other, Mrs. Lou Brecken-
ridge, flies back and forth to town and here as the humor seizes her. Ain't
it nice to have a rich Pa, who will let you do whatever you like ?

The Blanding girls came down last week on a visit to their sister-in-

law, and Mr. Tevis brought as his wife's guests Mrs. Wheeler and her
daughter, " Pinkie," as Mrs. Louise Breckenridge calls her. Mrs.
Wheeler is awfully young looking to have such a big daughter, and has
the loveliest blonde hair you ever saw. Hamilton Smith, wife and sister

came down also. George Crocker brought down handsome Mrs. Buford
and Flora Low, and the Maus brought Mamie Hutchinson. The beaux
were Dick Pease, George Crocker, Carleton Coleman, the Tevis boys, and
Scrivener, of the bank. Judge Wallace and Colonel Hoge seemed to be
having a real good time to themselves, to judge from the shouts of laugh-
ter at their end of the table. Mrs. Cutter's loud laugh made people think
her side had a good time, too, but I don't think it equaled the men's.
I tell you, we have lots of fun down here, and I shall be real sorry when
ma makes up her mind to go home. They say there will be a full dress
party the second Saturday in October, but there is nothing sure about it.

Now, do put in these few lines from your friend and admirer,
Mollie.

CERTAIN NEGLECT IN SOCIETY.-Continued.
Since my last, two points have been brought to my notice. 1st. The bad

custom practiced by some of the gentlemen in this city of smoking on the
street while in company with a lady, is unpardonable and a great breach
of good breeding. There is nothing wrong in gentlemen smoking in the
house, in the presence of ladies, if the latter do not object.

While I am on this subject, I would like to ask the ladies a question :

How many gentlemen that you meet on the street and stop to speak
to {who happen to be smoking at the time), throw away their cigar or
cigarette ? Those that do it for me, I can count on the fingers of one
hand, and I think you can, too.

2nd. It is not proper for gentlemen to sing, or rather shout, in a railroad

oar, like a party did on the Monterey train, Monday morning, after leaving

San Jose? I got on next to the last car. After leaving the Btation, my
attention was called to the party by the noise they were making by trying

to sing "Over the Garden Wall." Those concerned were people one
would think knew better. The party consisted of the son of one of the

railroad men, the son of a prominent merchant, the agent of a good big

Rubber Co., and a stranger whom I did not know. Young swells, be

careful.

I have been very much amused since last Saturday by hearing people

guess, and in fact I heard one state that he positively knew, who was al-

luded to in my article as the young gentleman who paid so much atten-

tion to the married ladies. I will now state for the benefit of all that it

is not Mr. Sheldon, as so many think. In fact, Mr. S. is such a society

beau that I did not think he could spare the time for such attention. The
gentleman alluded to resides on Taylor street.

Yours, Corette.
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INADEQUACY.
I saw a fallen swallow on the street

Beat on the cruel stone its wounded wing,

And lift its voieeful throat as if to sing.

It sought to soar, as if on pinion fleet:

It stirred with inchoate song, so sweet, so sweet,

That died unsung. The poor, low murmuring,
Wrung of its pain, how pitiful a thing!

While mocked the heaven it could not rise to meet.

Ah! thus we greet the challenge of the sky;
The far fulfillment we can never gain,

For wounding circumstance and wilting pain
Hold back the soaring soul that fain would fly.

We seek to sing the high, immortal strain;

But close to earth flutters our futile cry.

IRELAND.
Five Persons Murdered.—A frightful case of murder and outrage is

reported from Connemara. On August 17th a party of disguised and

armed men broke into the dwelling of a farmer named John Joyce, drag-

ged him out, and shot him dead. His wife, mother and daughter at-

tempted to save him, but they met with the same fate; and the two sons,

who were in the house, and who tell the story of the attack, were dan-

gerously wounded. The murdered persons lived in one of the loniest spots

of a lonely district in G-alway. The name of the place is variously stated

as Mullaghadnima, Masindrama, Finney and Maam Trassua. The little

cottage they occupied is one of the ordinary Irish type, and it lies in the

hollow at the foot of a mountain. The land here is a portion of the es-

tate of Col. Clements, whose tenants, numbering about 300 or 400, have,

with one or two trifling exceptions, not paid a farthing of rent during the

last three years. John Joyce was one of these tenants, find he had lived

peaceably upon the farm since 1877, his family including bis wife, his

mother, Margaret Joyce, eighty-five years of age; his daughter, Margaret,
eighteen years of age; and his sons Michael, sixteen, and Patrick eleven.

His eldest son, Martin, a young man about twenty years of age, lived in

Clonbur, as a farm-servant. On Ar'gust 27th the Joyce family retired to

bed at their usual hour. About one o'clock in the morning, as Michael
stated, he heard shots, the door was taken off its hingeB, and a number of

armed assassins poured into the cabin. The father was shot as he stood

on the floor, having sprung out of bed ; the wife was bludgeoned; and
then the inner room was entered. The feeble old grandmother was here
attacked, and her skull was crushed by a rain of blows. Michael was
shot in the head and stomach; his sister was struck on the head by a blow
which killed her instantly, and Patrick was badly beaten on the head
and face with a stick. The murderers lighted the room with a blazing

piece of bog-deal. Having accomplished their bloody business, they de-

parted, and disappeared in the darkness. The door was left lying against
the outer wall.

In the quiet which succeeded the departure of the murderers Michael,
fatally injured by a bullet wound in the stomach, crawled out of the bed
in which lay the corpse of his grandmother and his sister and the sense-
less form of his little brother, and went to the kitchen for a drink of wa-
ter to quench his burning thirst. He found his father lying dead on the
floor and his stepmother dying in her bed. Terrified and faint, afraid to
return to the horrible bed in the inner room, and trembling with dread to
remain by the side of his father's corpse, he crept in by the side of his
father's wife. She lay moaning, but, though her head and face had been
fearfully battered, she did not die till sometime subsequently. The living
boys had to endure alone the awful agony of the remainder of that night,
and the horrors, if possible, still more frightful which the early dawn re-
vealed to them, and yet no help came to them. It was two hours after
daylight when the son of a neighboring farmer, named Collins, accompa-
nied by two women named O'Brien, who wanted to borrow a pair of cards
for wool spinning, arrived at the door, and Collins entered. Alarmed by
the sight of John Joyce lying dead, he did not advance further, but hast-
ened to alarm the occupants of the straggling village along the valley and
mountain sides. The villagers soon collected and a body of them entered
the cabin. They spoke to the boys, who told their tale as well as they
could. At half-past nine o'clock eleven men went to the police hut, at
Finney, a distance of nearly two miles across the mountains and described
what they had seen and heard. Two constables returned with them, and
the necessary steps were taken for the holding of the inquest and the
commencement of such an investigation as may, it is hoped, result in the
discovery of the perpetrators of the crime.

The Galway Express says the assassins set dogs to worry the victims as
they lay dying, and that the daughter had her breast and Bide torn open.
The men who murdered the Joyce family, it has been ascertained, were
followed and watched. They were ten in number, and they are all lodged
in Galway Jail. The story is remarkable. A farmer, awoke by the bark-
ing of his dog about 11 o'clock on the night of the murder, got up, and
looking out, saw six men whom he knew passing along the road. Fearing
that their intention was hostile to his brother, he hurried by a short cut
to the cabin of the latter, who, with his son, left his habitation, and the
three men concealed themselves until the band of six came up and passed
on. They went to a neighboring cabin, whence, in a few minutes ten
men emerged. The watchers took another Bhort cut to Joyce's cottage
and were hidden behind a bush in his yard when the murderers arrived!
From their hiding place the three men heard the murders committed and
then fled in affright to their homes. Upon the strength of these state-
ments, and another of a man who had heard some men in a bog plotting
against Joyce, the police believe that the authors of this horrible crime
will be brought to justice. The coroner's inquest into the murders was
concluded on August 23d, at the scene of the massacre. After hearing
some formal evidence, the jury returned a verdict of " Willful murder "
agaiDst some persons unknown. The verdict is merely formal, and does
not affect the case against the prisoners in custody.

A candidate met Uncle Mose on Austin Avenue and said to him "be
sure a,nd

(

Come to the ward meeting to-night and bring your neighbors'with
you'" " X0U kin

^
ess bet dey wiU come alon£ with me

>
or * stay at home

myself. Dar wouldn t be a chicken lef in my coop if I was to go to der
ward meetin' and luff dem nabors at home."

BANKS.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital $3,000,000.
WM. ALY0KD President.
XHOMAS BBOWJf, Cashier

| B. MURRAY, Jr., Ass't Cashier
Agents :

New York, Agency of the Bank of Calfornia ; Boston, Tremont National Bank ,
Chicago, Union National Bank ; St. Louis, Boatman's Saving Bank ; New Zealand,
the Bank of New Zealand. Correspondent in London, Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons. Correspondents in India, China, Japan and Australia, the Oriental Bank Cor-
poration.
The Bank has Agencies at Virginia City, and Correspondents in all the princi-

pal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.

Letters of Credit issued, available in all parts of the world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dublin, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Antwerp,
Amsterdam, St. Petersburgh, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, Italy.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter.-—Capital paid up, 91,800,-

000, with power to increase to $10,000,000. Southeast corner Califoroia and San-
some streets. Head Office—28 Cornhill, London. Branches—Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria, New Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.

This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check
and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available in al parts of
the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents
as follows :

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal ; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank ; Scotland —British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan— Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 18. FREDERICK TOWNSKND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
Paid np Capital $1,500,000, Gold. President, R. C. Wool-

worth Vice-President, D. Callaghan ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue, Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
Correspondents—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse,
Neuman&Co. Paris: Hottinguer & Co. New York: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-
pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal
cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Commercia
Credits issued available in Europe, Chii.a and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital, $2,100,000.

San Francisco Office, 424 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid TJp $3,000,000.
Reserve, TJ. S. Bonds 4,000,000.

Agency at New York, 62 Wall street.
A.gency at Virginia, Nev*

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-
elers' Credits. This Bank has special facilities for dealing in Bullion. Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E, Gor.Sansome and Pine Streets,

London Office, 3 Angel Court ; New York Agents, J. W. Sel-
igman & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, $6,000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,

loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.
FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.

P. N. Liljenthal, Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITAL, 0300,000.
Officers: Vice-President, Jerome Lincoln; Secretary, TV.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other
Approved Securities. Office : No. 215 Sansome street. San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Spar nnd Leilabank , No 526 Callforniastreet, San

Francisco. Officers : President, L. GOTTIG. Board of Directors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Eggers, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE ; Attorney, JOHN R.
JARBOE. May 18. •

SEL8Y SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Refinery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in their

various forms.
June 18. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

PAINTING, TINTING, WHITENING AND PAPER-HANGING.
Gentlemen abont to have work in tbis line done will ben-

efit themselves by calling at my establishment, examine samples of workman-
ship, and getting estimates of Cost. Orders sent by telephone (No. 433) from any
part of the city promptly attended to. E M. GALLAGHER,
July 8. 611 Sacramento Street, bet. Montgomery and Kearny.
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I-an.I--apclnv.-r. lord of language
more than he that sang the Works and 1 >ay\

All the choecn ooin of fancy
flashing ool from many a golden phraae

;

Thou that singeet wheat and woodland ;

tilth and vineyard, hive and horse and herd ;

All the charm of all the Mumi
often flowering in a lonely word ;

• • * • •

N..w tbe Rome of slaves hath |*ri*h'd,
and the Rome *>f freemen holds her place,

I, from out the Northern Island
sunder*d once from all the human race,

I salute thee, Mnntovano,
I that loved thee since my day began,

Wielder of the Btateliest measure
ever molded by the lips of man.

OUR WESTERN HISTORIAN AND HIS WORK.
A member of the News Letter staff happened, the other day, to

stray so tar into the suburbs as to fetch up at the famous " Banen ift
Library," away oat at 1538 Valencia street, at the terminus of the new
cable road now in course of construction. The building is a plain brick
one, of anpretentions exterior, but withal very solid, and evidently built
to last, and is surrounded by an extensive and pretty garden, upon v. bid)
much labor must have been bestowed. But the building itself, neither the
outside nor the inside thereof, had much interest for the visitor. What
he wanted to know was how the great Historian of the West was getting
along with the gigantic task to which he devotes his time, his brains and
his fortune. It is now some years since Mr. Hubert H. Bancroft showed
the literary world what manner of worker he was by publishing, in five
octavo volumes, of some 900 pages each, his famous Native Races of t/ie

Pacific States. It is probable that no work of the kind ever created so
much stir in the field of letters, or elicited such enthusiastic and ex-
tended praise from the Press of Europe and America. The magnitude of
the undertaking—the labor, expense and genius bestowed upon it— fairly
astonished the scientists and historians of both continents ; and, though
generally chary of lauding a rival, they were surprised into an involun-
tary outburst of admiration which at once placed Mr. Bancroft in the
foremost rank of the eminent thinkers and writers of the day. But what
would have been the work of a lifetime to any ordinary man was but a
sort of preface to the labor of this indefatigable worker. The Native
Races was only the prelude to the much greater literary enterprise which
Mr. Bancroft is now rapidly pushing forward toward its completion. His
ambition will be satisfied with nothing less than a complete history of the
Pacific States, embracing in territory the whole of Mexico and Central
America, as well as all the western regions of the continent, to tbe northern
extremity of Alaska. Upon this herculean task Mr. Bancroft is now ac
tively engaged, and, indeed, has been for several years past, with the aid
of more than a score of assistants, all gentlemen of scholarly attainments.
For material to work with, Mr. Bancroft has the largest and most com-
plete special library in the world. No less than 40,000 volumes, all re-

lating to the Pacific coast, adorn its shelves, and among these are innu-
merable original pamphlets of incalculable value. All admirers of patient
and valuable literary labor, undertaken without hope or prospect of pe-
cuniary gain, may well wish godspeed to Mr. Bancroft, and pray that his
laudable and unselfish ambition will be fully gratified.

M. DE LESSEPS' LATEST EXTORTION.
All who have any kind of business in tbe Suez Canal know by unfor-

tunate experience that of paying dues to M. De Lesseps there is no end.
Nobody but a Frenchman, for instance, could have hit upon the droll idea
of seeding ships with perfectly clean bills of health through the Canal in
quarantine, preceded by a pilot on a steam-launch, the charge for which is

so high that a new launch could often be bought in England for the sum
exacted by way of hire. This is only one of many methods invented by
the president of the Suez Canal Company to despoil British ship-owners
and merchants, and he has added to them quite recently, one most
palpable and barefaced bit of robbery. The captain of the Humbert, be-
longing to Sunderland, was unable to produce his Canal certificate on ar-
riving at Suez. He offered a Danubian certificate, which ia far the more
valuable testimonial to navigating skill of tbe two, but it was rejected,
and he had to pay 14f. per ton, or nearly 82£. in all, before he was allow-
ed to enter the Canal. On his way through he found the missing paper,
and on arriving at Port Said he naturally applied for the refunding of the
money. This, however, was flatly refused, and in reply to a letter from
Sir Charles Dilke the Company's officers in Paris have upheld this deci-

sion. They say that although the captain's case is a hard one, the money
could not be refunded without creating a precedent. Of course not, but
as the company has no moral right to tbe money it ought not to retain it.

An agitation is springing up here in favor of the removal of M. De Les-
seps from his post, and it does not come a moment too soon. We should
not be surprised if, at the next meeting of the Chamber of Shipping in
February, a deputation were sent to Earl Granville asking him to do what
he can to put an end to a state of things on the board of the Canal Com-
pany which has become intolerable.

—

British Trade Journal.

Headquarters for Electric Belts and appliances for the cure of ner-

vous, painful and debilitating diseases. Pamphlets, with full particulars,

free. Address Pulvermacher Galvanic Company, 513 Montgomery
street, San Francisco, Cal.
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arc certain to manifest themselves, and life iaa burden to long u thfa poison remains
in the system. The Indications of malarial poisoning are loss of appetite, shortness
of breath, pains about the heart, wasting «f flesh and strength, despondency, nerv-

,
chilly sensations, unaccountable lassitude, dull pains in various parts of the

body, headaches, dizziness, a coated tongue and dry mouth, night sweats, muscular
debility, puffing under the eyes, an unusual co or, odor or sediment about the fluids
passed from ths system, etc, Anyone of the above symptoms may be an indication
of malarial poison in the body, which necesstStes immediate and "careful attention.
But if malarial poison could nut find a lodgement in the human hodv, it would be

just as harmless as the oxygen of the air. The great difficulty is that, after being
absorbed into the system, it produces obstructions in the stomach and lungs, cloga
the circulation of the blood, affects the kidneys, liver and other organs, and brings
on diseases of a most dangerous character. There is only one known way by which
these diseases may be avoided or cured after they have oiice made their appearance,
and that is by keeping the great purifying organs of tho body in perfect health.
These organs are the kidneys and user. No one whose kidneys or liver are in a per-
fect condition was ever afflicted bj malarial poison. And when these organs are dis-
ordered, they not only permit but invite these diseases to make their inroads into
the body. It is now admitted by physicians, scientists and the majority of the gen-
eral public that one medicine, and only one, whose power has been tested and
proven, has absolute control of and keeps the kidneys and liver in constant health,
and hence prevents malarial sickness. This remedy is Warner's Safe Kidney and
Liver Cure, tbe most popular medicine before the American people, and sold by every
druggist in the land. It fully counteracts the evil effect of malarial poison in the sys-
tem, and not only banishes it, but restores the members which that poison has
weakened. How well it does this can be learned from the following:

Kansas Citt, Mo., June 26, 1882.—Moving from the State of New York to the
Western country, I was attacked with malaria and general debility. I had lost all

appetite and was hardly able to move about. I had tried a great many remedies, but
nothing bettered my condition until I began using Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver
Cure, which seemed to help me right away, and I feel as well as I ever have in my
life. It is a blessing to people in this malarious country. C. F. William,

1412 Grand Ave., of William & Co., Hardware.
This great remedy has proven its power in innumerable cases, and is to-day more

extensively used in malarial districts, whether in cities or in the country, than any
or all other remedies for the cure of the same class of disease. No one can afford
to trifle with the first symptoms of malaria, but instant care should be taken to
check it on the start before its evil influences overshadow the life.

COOS BAY COAL.
The Cleanest and Cheapest.

No Soot! No Dirt!

The BestCoal for Domestic Use!
All Coal Dealers Keep It!

[May 27.]

CALIFORNIA SCHOOL OF DESIGN.

This School will open for the Next Term on Monday, Sept. 18th.

Terms (payable In advance): Oil Painting-—930 for tbe
Term, or S12 per Month; Drawing—§24 per Term, or §10 per Month.

For further particulars inquire at the ROOMS, 430 PINE STREET.
By order Committee School of Design.
[Sept. 16.] VIRGIL WILLIAMS, Director.

LEE CRAIG,

SEARCHER OF RECORDS, .

Notary Public and Commissioner of Deeds,
316 Montgomery Street Bet. California and Fine.

Commissioner for New York, Arizona, Nevada, Pennsylvania, Utah, Oregon, Idaho
Washington Territory, Ohio, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Illinois, New Jersey,
and other States and Territories. DEPOSITIONS A SPECIALTY. Acknowledg-
ments taken and oaths administered at any hour of the day or night.

May 13. LEE D. CRAIO.

Repairing: Watches and Jewelry, No. 39 Third Street.
[July '22.1 D. L. LEVY.

$72' $12 a day at home easily made. Costly Outfit Free.
Address True & Co. , Augusta, Maine

.
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"PLEASURE'S WAND."
sWe Obey no Wand but Pleasure's."--Jo™ Moore.

" The Streets of New York " is a play that has been on the boards

for twenty years. It was first produced at Laura Keene's Theatre, in

New York, in '61 or '62. It enjoyed a long run—the third that character-

ized the productions at that theatre. First came Our American Cousin,

in which Sothern made his great hit ; then The Seven Sisters, a spectacu-

lar extravaganza, and then The Streets of New York. Mortimer—J. K.

—

who died here a couple of years ago, in the last stages of degradation, was

the original "Badger." Mortimer was a very good actor—a fact which the

theatre-goers of this city discovered for themselves, whenever his frequent

spells of sobriety and respectability allowed him to appear on the stage.

Twenty years ago, when scenic sensationalism and realism was but in its

infancy, such scenes as Union Square in a snow-storm and the burning o

the Baxter-street tenement were marvels, and created a furore. To-day

they are but petty effects. As a melodrama, The Streets of New York is

immeasurably superior to any of the English atrocities with which our

public has lately been dosed. But let that go. As played by Mayo's

tioop of infants, it is, as a whole, the worst performance seen on the local

stage in many a day, and that is saying a good deal. Mrs. Judah appeared

in her familiar character of "Mrs. Puffy," and played it in her usual

warm and sympathetic way. Miss Ada Wallace, a recent local debutante,

was cast for "Lucy Fairweather," and proved to be very acceptable.

This young actress, who is as yet but a novice, has undoubtedly a future

of promise. She is bright and clever. She has a face full of expression.

She is graceful in her movements, and has a well-modulated voice. Mrs.

Judah and Miss Wallace were the bright Bpots of the performance.

Everything else was bad. Mayo's "Badger" is a repulsive perform,

ance. The drunken scene at " Bloodgood's " house, and the feeding scene

in the tenement are Bimply disgusting in their grossness and coarse ani-

malism. All this is relished by the gallery, but offensive to the dress cir-

cle. A jammed gallery and a half empty dress circle are the results.*****
On Monday Old Shipmates will be produced. This is a comparatively

new play. It is by Morris, a New York journalist.

* * * * *

The Baldwin is closed, but it is whispered " will soon be re-opened by
Frohmann, with Esmerelda." More anon.*****
The Minstrels continue to draw good houses. The profits last week are

said to have amounted to $1,500—a nice little dividend for Emerson and
Reed. The strength of this week's bill has existed in Reed's comicalities

and in the quartet's singing. Everything else was rather tedious. Byrne
is a very clever, grotesque dancer, and Walsh and Ring are experts with
the clogs ; but all these will sing, and their singing iB enough to offend
even the most unmusical of unmusical ears. Reed's humor is of a very
spontaneous and natural sort. The quartet singing is extraordinarily good.
Nothing like it has ever been heard on the minstrel stage here since the
days of Clark, Baker and Russell. That was nearly ten years ago. There
ongnt to be a quartet introduced in the first part. Singing by themselves,
the four do not "hit " the gallery, but, with the surroundings of the first

part, even the " boys " would appreciate the music.

The Eastern paperB still talk about Andrews and the Grand Opera
House on Mission street. The latest squib is that one Bliss Whittaker
has been appointed Treasurer, and that both he and Andrews are on their
way here.*****
The season of German dramatic performances is progressing splendidly.

It opened weakly and unsatisfactorily, but the unfavorable impression of
the first performance haB been dissipated, and between artists and audi-
ence there now exists a most perfect entente cordiale. Julius Rosen's nu-
merous comedy, played last Sunday evening, is a piece of very clever
dramatic writing. Its fun is natural and easy, its dialogue bright and
witty, its plot extremely amusing and plausibly so, and its situations of
rollicking gaiety. It was admirably played by all. Even the petty roles
were acted with a remarkable degree of conscientiousness. Bojock and
Kadelburg had each a strong character part to play, and they succeeded
wonderfully well. Bojock's characterization particularly was a master-
piece of delineation. For to-morrow evening, The Man in the Moon, a
musical "posse," is announced. A posse is a wild farce in several acts.
There are two distinct styles of posse—the Berlin and the Vienna. The
Vienna posse are always amusing, and at the same time witty. The Ber-
lin posse is amusing, but generally idiotic. The Man in the Moon is a
Berlin posse.******

Masaniello is playing to good houses at the Winter Garden. It deserves
even a better attendance. The Merry War was to be the next produc-
tion, but the managers have been frightened by a demand for a $60
nightly royalty from the copyright owners. In reference to this, the fol-
lowing clipping from an Eastern exchange is apropos :

" Mr. Chas. Ford
states that The Merry War is published, and that librettos may be pur-
chased by anyone who pleases, and that, therefore, he or anybody else
may perform the opera. He invites Norcross or anybody else to try
stopping him, and denies that this fellow has any rights that everybody
else does not possess in The Merry War" Herold's Le Pre aux Clercs
is now announced as the next opera. It is a moat delightful little
opera, and has held for forty years a prominent position in the repertoire
of the Paris Opera Comique.*****
As a rule, the different productions at the Tivoli have not had, per se,

a_ great amount of merit. They have been accepted with the extenuating
circumstances of cheap admission, perfect personal freedom, and free and
easy comfort. But Les Contes a?Hoffmann appeals successfully to the ap-
?reciation of the public, irrespective of any accompanying circumstances,
t is a remarkably good performance. The operetta is a decidedly fan-

tastic one. There are four acts. The first and fourth are supposed to
represent real events; the second and third are simply the tales told in
the first act in vivid picturing. This is a novel idea. In Laura Don's
new play, A Daughter of the Nile, the same idea was made use of in the

manuscript, but discarded upon performance, to the detriment of the play.
The music of Les Contes a"Hoffmann is tuneful and pleasing. It is not
very Offenbachian in character. The music if of a higher character than
that of the many opera bouffes that have made the composer's name bo
well known. This is Offenbach's second attempt to prove that he could
compose strains and harmonies that did not in themselves sing of naughti-
ness, of burlesque, and of license. Robinson Crusoe was the first attempt.
This was played at the Opera Comique in 1866, and was but a succes

d'estime. Les Contes d'Hoffmann, though more clearly showing Offen-
bach's genius, was a success more from the fact that it was a posthumous
work of a beloved composer than from any intrinsic merit. The third act
of Les Contes d'Hoffmann is its best. There is hardly a number in this act

but what is tuneful and pleasing. The students* choruses in the first and
fourth acts, and a quartette for the horns in the introduction to the fourth
act, are the other most striking numbers. Urban, as "Hoffmann," de-

serves all sorts of praise. He acts with genuine understanding of the
character, and sings with taBte and expression. Lester is at her best as
the automaton. It is a neat bit, and is all the more to be commended
from its difficult character. Richard Valerga has a pretty solo to sing,

and his good voice is heard in it to good advantage. The others are fair,

and with the chorus and orchestra there is no fault at all to be found.
They are both effective and satisfactory. Julius Hinrichs is now the
'cellist of the orchestra, vice Ernest Schmidt, who has departed from San
Francisco.*****
The Schmidt family—that is, all except pater familias—are now East,

and said to be doing very well.*****
It was at the Califoania Theater, the other night. The fire scene was

on—shouts, hurrahs, cries, etc.—a pandemonium on the stage. Tremolo
fortissimo in the orchestra. You could hardly see for the noise. Sud-
denly the din ceased, and a lady in the audience was heard to exclaim, in

tones rhat, in the quiet after the storm, sounded stentorian, " We alwayB
fry ourB in lard!

"*****
George H. Boker's play, Franciscadi Rimini, has made a very great

success in Philadelphia. It is a grand work, full of poetry and beauty,
and an American success that we may well feel proud of.

* * * * *

Cazauran has written a new fifth act for The Black Flag. Here we call

melodrama what the London playgoers stigmatize as "the penny dread-
ful" kind of play.—«Ben. Teal, with the locally-org: nized troupe to
play The Lights o' London and The Banker's Daughter in the country, left

on Thursday.^^Tom Keene is going to play " Shylock " in German.
Will he because he can't play it in English ?^—A London editor says
Mrs. Langtry wears her garters over her patella. People with vivid im-
aginations are informed that the patella is the knee-cap.^^For every
canary bird that is killed by a cat, ten counter-jumpers are added to the
dramatic profession.^—Oostumers say that business is only sew, sew now.
now.—^Haverly calls his Mastodons " Forty devotees at the
shrine of Momusl" Ada Cavendish is going to appear in

London in Archie Gunter's so-called original play of The Soul

of an Actress.^—T)ixey is going to play in Romany Rye at $150
salary a week. Lotta has broken off her matrimonial engagement with
Harry Cleveland, the tenor.^—Al. Gunter's latest play, Courage, is to be
produced in Boston.——Na-Modherro, or the Red Dog, an Irish play, by
Dan O'Connell and Jim Roach, is soon to be played in New York.
John F. Swift, the well-known lawyer, is a near relative of Sara Jew-
ett.^—Delaunay, the celebrated jeune premier of the Comedie Francaise,
is about to retire, but desires first to reappear as "Boliogbroke" in Scube's
Verre d'.Eau.^—Alice HarriBon is in ill health.—^In consequence of her
state of health, Mme. Bernhardt-Damala has had to cancel several of her
provincial engagements in England. The gossips say that another "little

accident" is about to occur ; that Mabrie, the boy manager, will shortly
have his nose put out of joint, and that if the new baby wants a theatre
to play with, bis mother will buy him the Theatre Francaise.—The
first duty of a prima donna is to discover a tenor. Patti has discov-

ered a Welsh shoemaker who sings better than Mario did in his best days,
and now Nileson has found out a Swede with a clear, bell-like and ex-

ceedingly sweet voice. She first heard him at a serenade, sent for him,
congratulated him, and recommended him to take lessons from Delle
Sedie. Mr. Theodor Bjorkstein has been singing in Paris last winter, and
was described by the Figaro as le tenor a la mode. He has been engaged
to accompany Nilsson to America.——<Probably with a view of refuting
the published accounts of his failure in London, Eben Plympton has
had collated in pamphlet form all the criticisms of London journals on
his acting. These pamphlets have been sent around to the different news-
papers. The tenor of the criticisms is rather favorable.^—Charley Dun-
gan has become such a popular baritone that he has refused tenor
eleven engagements. Beaoclerc.

The Philharmonic Society's first concert this season will be given
at Piatt's Hall, on Friday evening, October 6th, under the most favorable
auspices, and promises to be a notable event. Besides a great musical
treat, it will be an unusually fashionable affair, as many of our prominent
society people are at the head of this undertaking, and are taking an ac-

tive interest in promoting its success. The soloist on this occasion will be
the distinguished prima donna, Madame Carolina Zeitss-Dennis, who,
after an absence of nearly two years, makes her bow before a San Fran-
cisco audience, and will give a grand reception of welcome to this great
artist, the news of whose success in New York last Winter is still fresh

in the memory of all. Madame Dennis will sing, for the first time in this

city, the celebrated recitative and aria from Mozart's " Titus," and, by
request, the great scena and cavatina from Meyerbeer's " Prophet." The
conductor, Mr. G. Hinrichs, has been hard at work with rehearsals, and,
with an excellent orchestra, will render the following, viz: " Friedensfeier
Fest Overture," by Reinecke ;

" Symphony No. 2," D major, Beethoven;
Entre act from Manfred, Schumann; Waltz, "Sounds from Vienna
Woods," Strauss ; " Rienzi Overture," Wagner. Tickets can be had at
Sherman, Clay & Co.'s music store, on Monday, October 2d.

Mme. Mirasole will give another of her popular soirees at Saratoga
Hall next Wednesday evening, October 4th.
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feet 8J inche?. Two hundred and twenty yards handicap ran. Op
0. juvenile class—G. Van Bersren, W, \\m Bergen, H. iadiffred Two
hundred and twenty yards handicap run, open—W. R. Stewart, scratch

;

A. I.. Harris, B yard?; W. ('. Brown, 5 yards; C. H. Slater. 10 yards.
Won hy Slater. Time, 88 2 5. One-half mile handicap rac
King, scratch ; C. Burckhalter. 35 yards ; It F. Verinder, 70 yards. Won
by Kin*. Time, 1:34 3-5. Officers' race, 100 yards' scratch run. Won
by W. A. Brown. Time, 11. Two hundred and tweuty yards race, Ha-
ley against time. Won by R. S. Haley, 22 3 5. The chief event of the
day was the 100 yard race between R. S. Haley and Joseph Masterson.
Won by two yards by Haley. Time announced as 9 4-5 seconds, which, if

correct, is the best time ever made by an amateur, and the best on record,
except Seward's alleged performance of 9$ seconds, in which no sane man
believes. It looks as if Haley's 9 4-5 is about as hypothetical as Seward's
94;. In onr opinion he did not make the time recorded, and if we had no
other evidence upon which to base this opinion than that given by the
official timekeepers themselves there would still be more than sufficient
reason for rejecting the record as an absurdity unworthy of belief. We
make no doubt of the timer's honesty of intention, but simply state the
facts as they happened. Hiram B. Cook, one of the timers, recorded 9|
seconds, Peter Mclntyre 9 4-5 seconds, and W. R. Melville 10 seconds.
The extremes were rejected, and the mean time given as the record. This
may be the technical rule of proceedure in official timing, but when a man
desires the credit of beating a record nothing could be more absurd, and
one only needs to extend the theory a trifle to make the absurdity apparent
to the most violent partisan the Olympic Club possesses. Suppose that,

through a fault of the watch or the watch-holder, one of the timers had
made it 9^ seconds instead of 9^ seconds, under the rule as accepted Haley's
record would be still a quarter of a second lower ; and extending the
theory still further, if one of the watches had marked five seconds
Haley would be entitled to a record of 8£ seconds. The difference

between Cook and Melville's time was one-quarter of a second, or about

2£ yards. In other words, if Cook was correct, Haley and Masterson had
gone 7 feet 6 inches before Melville started his watch. If Mclntyre was
correct, they had traveled 2 yards before Melville had started his watch,

or vice versa. We believe that Haley did run in 10 seconds, or there-

abouts, but we do not believe that he did, or ever can, top off 2£ yards
from that figure. The advocates of the 9 4-5 record have another dilem-

ma to face: Masterson was only 2 yards behind Haley at the finish, so if

Haley ran in 9 4-5. he ran the distance out in 10 seconds. He can run in

101-5, and the distance bywhich Haley beat him shows thatHaley is about a
10-second man when in the very best of order. That is glory enough, both

for him and his club, and, had they been content with giving the record

as 10 seconds, under the circumstances no one could dispute it. There is

a very simple way to settle the matter, and we offer the suggestion with

the hope it will be tried. Taber & Co., the photographers, and Muy-
bridge, can take a photograph in the one-hundredth part of a second. Let
the Olympic Club procure their assistance, and also two reliable chrono-

meters. Have them set exactly the same, and have one photographed as

Haley starts and one when he finishes. This can be done automatically,

and by means of threads to be broken at the start and finish. If the

chronometers register a difference of 10 seconds, or less, no one can dis-

pute but that Haley has broken the record; but it is a little too much to

expect that, with the loose timing of last Saturday, Haley's performance

will be credited as being even as good as 10 seconds.*****
Tuesday last, at 2 p. M., the Neptune Swimming Club, of San Jose,

formally opened the new swimming-baths to the public. This much-
needed adjunct to the Garden City is the result of the efforts of a few pri-

vate citizens; 250 of San Jose's cleanly inclined formed a club under the

above name, and, paying each $10, the enterprise was immediately

started. The tank is 110 feet long
;
95 feet wide, 10£ feet in depth for 65

feet. The rest of the tank is floored, and slopes upward to 1 foot in

depth. Dressing-rooms, etc., are being constructed, and the enterprise is

a determined success. The public were invited on Tuesday to the open-

ing. W. H. Daily, the well-known teacher of swimming, who has been

secured as Teacher, gave a very interesting exhibition of different styles

of swimming, with remarks pertinent to the art, concluding with an ex-

hibition of his system of life-saving, Mr. Haight, Secretary of the Olub,

personating a drowning man. After struggling awhile he sank, and when

Professor Daily dived and brought him to the surface, and carried him

ashore, the applause was as hearty (a little more so, perhaps) as if it was

a real case of drowning. The baths will prove a blessing to San Jose.
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PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY.

FIRST 00N0ERT, FRIDAY EVENING, 00T0BER 6th,AT PLATT'S HALL.
Grand Orch<*tm. Asnintnt by Madam* Caroline Zrisg-Dennis.

OUSTAV BUOUOHB, Conductor.

6s»~Box Office openi MONDAY, October 2d, at SHERMAN, CLAY A CO'S
Ml MO E I Sept. 30.

WINTER GARDEN.
Stockton street, between Post mid Nntter.-Htahl A Nanck,

Proprietors.—ImniL-nse success of Aulter's Grand Bpsetsenlsr Opera,

Masaniello I

(LA MUETTE DE PORTICI.) Crowded Houses Nightly! Standing room only at
'clock. Grand achievement of the Dumb Girl as portrayed bv Mile. Bertha.

Renewed success of the popular Tenor. Mr. Frank K^raDSCM ' Knth'usiastic recep-
tion of Miss Annie Ainswortli; also Mr. Arthur Messmcr, Mr. Fred Bornemann, Mr.
M POTSter. The Scenery, painted by Mr, George Bell, admired and applauded to
the echo, and pronounced by alia masterpiece of art.

In active preparation. Til E FIELD OF HONOR and THE MERRY WAR. fSept. 30]

THE FOUNTAIN.
Corner Sutler and Kearny sts. -George Schmftt, Sole Pro-

prietor.—Reappearance of the FOUNTAIN Favorites, GEORGE F. AND
KATIE MOORE, America's Premier Comiques.
Great saccess of Mile. MARIE MOORE, California's Own Soprano. Unbounded

applause greets the Queen of Acrobats and Contortionists, ROSE JULIAN. First
appearance of Mr. GEORGE WALLACE, Comedian, VocaliBt and Negro Imper-
sonator.

The great and only BONNIE RUNNELLS, a whole show in himself. Mile. ZITTA
TUFORNE, Mezzo Soprano. In New Songs.
gST" The only respectable Variety Theater in the State. Ladies without escort

not admitten. Sept. 30.

EMERSON'S STANDARD THEATRE.
M. EMERSON, Sole Proprietor it ml Manager.—EVERY
EVENING (including SUNDAY) AND SATURDAY MATINEE,

Emerson's California Minstrels

!

62T" Ori<rinaI popular prices.

MONDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 9th, first appearance of the World's Great
Irish Comedians,

FVROCSON AN1> MACK I Sept. 30.

w

TIVOLI OPERA HOUSE.
Eddy street, near Mnrket.--Kreli.tg Bros., Sole Proprie-

tors ami Managers.—This (Saturday) Evening, and until further
notice, Offenbach's last Opera,

Los Contes d'Hoffmann!
(THE STORIES OF HOFFMANN), specially arranged and adapted for this produc-
tion for the FIRST TIME IN AMERICA, and embellished with entirely new cos-
tumes and scenery. Mr. FERDINAND URBAN in the title role.

In preparation, LUCIA DI LAMMERUOOR. Sept. 80.

HAVERtY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.

J.
II. Havorl.v, Proprietor; Fred'k W. Bert, Manager.-••

This (Saturday) Evening, September 30th, last night of the engagement of
the Eminent Actor, Mr. FRANK. MAYO, and Boucicault's Great Drama,

The Streets of New York!
This (Saturday, September 30th) Afternooi, Last Grand Mayo Matinee,
Sunday Evening, Oct. 1st, MME. OT1TLIE GENEK'S GERMAN DRAMATIC CO.
Monday Evening, Oct. 2d, FRANK MOROAUNTin OLD SHIPMATES. [Sept. 30.]

COLTON DENTAL ASSOCIATION,
PHELAN'S BUILDING ROOMS 6, 8, 9, 10 AND 11

Entrance 806 Market.

Gas Specialists. Positively extract Teeth without pain.
The only office that makes and gives the celebrated " Colton Gas." Estab-

lished in 18153; over 8,000 references. Also performs ALL OPERATIONS in
DENTISTRV. Sept. 30.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Bulwer consolidated Mining Company,

San Francisco, Sept. 25, 1882.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of
above-named Company, held this day, Dividend No. 11 of Ten Cents (10c.)
per 'share, was declared, payable on THURSDAY, Oct 12, 18S2. Transfer books
closed mi Monday, Oct. 2, 1SS2, at 3 o'clock e. si. This dividend is payable at the
Fanners' Loan and Trust Company, in New York, on all stock issued there, and at
the office in this city on all stock issued here. WM. WILLIS, Secretary.
Office—Room 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia. Sept. 30,
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SATURDAY AFTERNOON IN THE PARK.
Dear News Letter : Fancy led me, on Saturday afternoon, to turn

my steps in tbe direction of the Park, and, as there was quite a turn-out

of the swells, I think I will review them a bit for your benefit ; as, no

doubt, numbers of your readers have no idea what a fashionable lounge

the Park has become of a Saturday afternoon. Now that the band plays,

it enlivens the scene greatly, as, apart from the charms of green grass

and beautiful roads, there is a great one to be found in Bitting under the

trees, listening to the sweet strains of music. So, apparently, thought a

couple from the Grand Hotel (the lady hails from there, at all events), for

they had chosen a shady spot, " far from the madding crowd," but not too

obscure for your correspondent's eye. I suppose the Pair got too pro-

nouncee, and they thought it better to change their base. Having en-

countered so many faces flying past, in my canter round the drive, I drew

up near the conservatory, and, having dismounted, I took a seat on the

terrace that I might more leisurely scan the throng of passers-by, and see

who was among them known to fame. The first vehicle that rewarded

my gaze by disclosing its occupants was the huge old family carriage of

the B's. Inside sat Miss B. and her pretty sister-in-law, Willie's wife.

Both ladies were yawning—not much fun going on there. Next appeared

the open landau of Mrs. D. C, the blonde beauty herself seated in the

ba<:k, with her baby daughter opposite, in tbe nurse's lap. A crimson

parasol shaded the madam's fair complexion to a roseate tint, and many
were the glances of admiration that followed her as she went. Why
doesn't D. ever appear in the drive, I wonder? How many fellows there

are who would gladly show forth as the lord of so much loveliness. The
next couple were equestrian. Dressed so much alike, they seemed one

edition of long-and thin, short-and-broad. 'Tis needless to say they were

the P. boys. Everybody will recognize the portraits. Following them,

comes a large army wagon, comfortable-looking in the extreme, and bear-

ing as inmates the ample form of the wife of the Commander-in-Chief,
talking with rapid gesticulation to a lady beside her ; from the strong re-

semblance, evidently her daughter. A third edition of the family was
seated in front. A close carriage next, carrying Mrs. C. and Miss C. C,
of Sutter street, both robed in exquisite costumes fresh from New York.

M., the lawyer, he of the flowing locks, was their attendant cavalier. S.

W.'s family in an open carriage, driven by his son Pu, Mrs. R. expanding

more and more daily, in comfort and happiness. E-. L. on horseback.

Judge H. and family in a carryall. Gov. S.'s beautiful turn-out—gold-

mounted harness and perfectly appointed servants making it a feature of

the crowd; Mrs. S., dressed in mourning, was accompanied by Miss G-.,

of Sacramento. Colonel B. and daughter, on horseback, followed by his

wife and two other daughters in the family carriage, a young full-faced

Englishman occupying the other seat. The large, double carriage of the

H.'s, gray horses, coachman and footman, complete ; inside, Mrs. H. and
her daughter, Mrs. M'A. Mr. H. on horseback, as is W. T. C, finished

off with top boots. More people riding. H. B. M. Consul and
wife, little B. and wife, and a couple of strange Britishers—truly a
cavalcade of riders ; Col. J. D. P.'s carriage, Mrs. E.'s pleasant face smil-

ing from the interior at her friend Lady H., who passes her in the S. car-

riage, which has lately made its appearance with plate-glass windows and
yellow wheels. Beside the latter lady sits Miss B. S. Ca va sans dire?
" The double buggy," with Mrs. L. and her mother, Mrs. T.; Mrs. McL.,
of the Palace, in solitary state ; a charmingly appointed phateon, or,

rather, as our British cousins would dub it, a "Victoria," driven from be-
hind by a servant, the lady within in mourning ; the S. buggy driven by
the son-in-law, N.'s brother, the young doctor ; Bank President W. A.,
with a double team, driving a lady with a blue vail shading her features

;

Broker S., wife and daughter in their open carriage (the trip to San Rafael
has freshened the whole party, for they all look blooming). Young F.
and H. T., of " Whitewings," bowled past in a double buggy, and close

behind came another yacht owner, tete-a-tete with a very pretty girl, his

black eyes so bent on her he seemed oblivious to all else. Charlie H. and
G-. also in a buggy ; then another couple on horseback from the Palace
Hotel, accompanied by the young Englishman who has been so successful
with the girls at Monterey this Summer. Tiring at length of the per-
petual stream, I thought I'd take a peep in the conservatory, and the very
first thing I saw there was young Mrs. H. bending over the ferns, listen-

ing to the soft nonsense poured forth by J. How can the women bear
him ? S. and his wife were examining the fuschias ; old Dr. B. and his
grand-daughter were rapt in admiration of the bitunias, while Dr. W. and
his tall wife were taking notes from the garden as to the proper care for
tuberoses. A lot of silly girls in one corner giggling " made me the im-
pression," as the French say, that some school bad sent its pupils out for
a holiday, but a closer view discovered them to be the P.'s, A.'s and B.'s
(the A. 's friends, not sisters). I also noticed the object of their mirth was
a spoony couple, from the rural districts evidently, lost to all sense of be-
ing surrounded by anything but bliss. The atmosphere of a hot-house is

always oppressive, so I left it for purer air, and, jumping on my horse
again, joined the stream of idlers on their homeward way. I think I have
given you a long bit this time. Some other Saturday, when the town is

full, I will take up the thread again. Jack.

The Japanese Mail says:—A young Hindu poetess, named Toru Dott,
whose literary sponsor is Mr. E. Gosse, has published what appear to be
some very remarkable English verses. We regret that we have not access
to the volume, and so must be content to quote from a recent review of
the following culled stanza, a composition which the critic considers the
best in the book:

Like a huge Python, winding round and round
The rugged trunk, indented deep with scars,
Up to its very summit near the stars,

A creeper climbs, in whose embraces bound
No other tree could live. But gallantly
The giant wears the scarf, and flowers are hung
In crimson clusters all the bowers among

Whereon all day are gathered bird and bee

;

And oft at nights the garden overflows
With one sweet song that seems to have no close,
Sung darkling from our tree, while men repose.

The Butterick Publishing Co. 's Celebrated Paper Patterns, for
Ladies', Misses' and Children's garments. Agency, 124 Post street, S. F

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
mSTJKAHCE A&ENCY,

No. 333 & 334 California street, San Francisco,

Fire Insurance.
GIRAF.D of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN of New York.
ST. PAUL ofSt.Paul.

TEUTONIA of New Orleans.
LA CONFIANCE of Paris.

DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS
ofNewYork.

THE FIRE INS. ASSOCIATION (Limited)
of London, England.

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA PONCIERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented $87,000,000.
All Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid.

Special Agent and Adjuster.

PHENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., Estab'd 1182—Cash Assets, $5,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1833.—Cash Assets, $1,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1851—Cash Assets, $1,357,326.39.

BFTXER A- HAIBAJV,
General Afreuts for Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864,

Principal Office 406 California Street. S. F.

FIRE INSURANCE.
Capital (Paid Up in IT. S. Gold Coin) $300,000.00
Re-Insurance Reserve $171,412 75

Assets January 1, 1882 S 684,577.83 I Premiums, since organization.S3,841,«2.C7
Surplus for policy holders. . 674,577.83 | Losses, since oreranization.. . 1,756,278.00

OFFICERS:
J. P. HOUGHTON President. I CHAS. R. STORY Secretary.
J. L. N. SHEPHARD .... Vice-President. | R. H. MAGILL General Agent.

Directors of the Home Mutual Insurance Co.:—L. L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J. L.
N. Shepard, John Currey, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, C. C. Burr, J. S. Carter,
Charles Belding, D. W. Earl. April 8.

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.

Capital, $10,000,000-
Unlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF LONDoT~FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

THE STANDARD MARINE INSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool. Capital, $5,000,000-

Aug. 12.

w. J. CALL1XGHAJI & CO., General Agents,
213 Sansome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,600,000
Cash Assets : 1,709,976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR, GI7TH RIE <fc CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF LONDON.
[INSTITUTED 1803.]

London Assurance Corporation, of London
Established by Royal Charter 1720.

Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUBD BY THE POUR COMPANIES.
ROBERTMCKSOX, Manager.

W. XiANM BOOKER, Agent and Attorney.

S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building.
[October 11.

1

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.--UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

Tbe California Lloyds.—Established in 1961.—Nos. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, 8750,000 in Gold Coin, fair Rates

!

Prompt Settlement of Loses ! ! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS. —J. Mora Moss,
Moses Heller, J. O. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R, S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Eartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Everson, A. 6. Phipps, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Brandenstein, W. M. Hoag, Nicholas
Luning, James Moffitt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Touchard,
George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Scholle, Charles
Damn, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President.
Jambs D. Bailey, Secretary. Gbo. T. Bohbn, Surveyor. Nov. 6.
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The Eiectric Ligbtiug BUI.—The House of Lord* haa modified En
ron of the Electric Lighting Kill

grant**, by the B--»nl of Trade with the consent of lootJ authoriti
If fur [w-r.tr.ls of seven instead of live years. Undisturbed possessi f

their undertaking* is secure.! to electric lighting companies for 21 instead
of 15 yean, and the reuurreut periods at which local authorities may sab-
sequently exercise their right of purchase are similarly extended fi

to seven year*.

Sugar-growing in Madagascar.—What is really needed for the su-
gar iodustry iu Madagascar, writes a correspondent, is facility to procure
bv the planters small mills of a variety of capacities, from 20 arpeota to
200 or 300. The country is not favorable for locating large plantations
with the whole accessible to one mill.

A German contemporary recommends that the windows of drapers'
shops should be of pale yellow glass, so that tiie articles exhibited may not
be injured by light. Yellow glass, as is well known, cuts off those rays of
light which are most destructive to colors.

Investigations recently conducted by officers of the Geological Survey,
establish the existence of valuable coal-fields in the State of Rewa, Cen-
tral India. The coal is described as of excellent quality.

During the past year 158 miles of railway were opened in South Aus-
tralia, and there are 146 miles in course of construction. The total length
of lines opened for traffic in the colony is 838 miles.

The " Spider and the Fly" is an idea for a presentation brooch. The
web is of gold, the spider is in the centre apparently taking a snooze, and
the fly is just entering upon the golden stair.

The fibre of the aloe is expected to become an important item in the
export trade of Mauritius.

An attempt is being made to introduce the culture of cochineal into
India.

MRS. FORSTERS DEATH.
The Los Angeles Commercial says: The residents of Southern

California were shocked late on Monday evening by the intelligence
that Dofia Ysidora Pico de Forster, of the Santa Margarita y Los
Flores Rancho, had died at the residence of Thomas E. Rowan, in this
city, although the news was not a surprise to her numerous friends, as
she had not been well for several years past, especially since the death
of her husband some months since. She had come to this city on pur-
pose to obtain better medical treatment. Mrs. Forster was one of the
most amiable and estimable of native Californian ladies, and in her early
years was tke belle par excellence of Southern California. She was a
sister of Governor Pio Pico, the last Governor of Alta California, and
at an early age married her late husband, John Forster. Together they
have lived on their magnificent principality of upwards of 130,000 acres
until the recent sad breaking up of the family. All the many friends
of Dofia Ysidora will deeply regret her death. The deceased was ahout
seventy years old and leaves two sons, Marcos andJuanon; her brother,
Don Pio Pico several nephews and nieceB, and many warm friends, who
will regret her loss.

—

Daily Press, Santa Barbara.

The Chinese Won't Go.—The Chinese laundrymen of Santa Bar
bara are adopting the same tactics recently tried by the washmen in

Nevada City. Because they were ruled off the principal business street

of the town, they have decided to do no more washing. The result will

probably be that they will get their demands, as the town is dependent
upon them for clean linen. It is a great pity that, in this case, some en-

terprising women should not start in the laundry business, and demon-
strate that there is money in it, even at Chinese prices. But the recent
experience in Nevada City showed that neither white women nor men
were willing to engage in the work, even at good prices. While this silly

prejudice exists, the Chinese wash-house bids fair to be a fixture in all our
towns.

The Diamond Dyes for family use have no equals. All popular colors

easily dyed, fast and beautiful. 10 cents a package.

INSURANCE.

'*"*' /air.

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF BOSTON.

Total A.a.t. December 31. Issi S16.2IO.4eA.9S.
Snrplna over All Liabilities
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HENRY K. FIELD. General Agent.

328 Montgomery Street. San Francisco.

TRANSATLANTIC FIRE INSURANCE CO.,
of Hamburg.

C^nplii.1. si. .-.oo.oi.o. V. s. <;,,i i « Utaaea .».. In Gold
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0E0. MARCUS at CO., 804 Cs rola street, S I'..

Aa* ' Dene; .i'i Coast.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
SwliYcrli.i. .i.oi Zurich, Capital 5,000,000 la-anes; Helvetia.

of at. Uall. Capital lu.uuu.ouu fru„:s
; Baloiso, of Basle, Capital .'., .noon.„„»,

rhesc three Companies arc liable jointly anil severally f.,r all losses that may bi -us
allied Losses made payable in all the principal seap.,rts of the world. In the set-
tlement of all claims under an English polity, these Companies u ill strictly adhere to
the conditions and customs adopted at Lloy.ls. and submit t,, Kn-lish jurisdiction

•>une9. HARRY W SY/, ijfent, i-M ainU22 California St. S f'

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.

(
lapitnl 95,000,000 Airenls

316 California street, San Francisco
Bui lour. Unthrle tt Co.. No.

Nov. 18.

THOMAS PRICE'S
ASSAY OFFICE AND CHEMICAL LABORATORY,

524 Sacramento Street San Francisco.

Deposits of Bullion received, melted Into bars, and returns
made in from twenty-four to forty-eight hours.

Bullion can be forwarded to this office from any part of the interior by express
and returns made in the same manner.

Careful Analysis made of Ores, Metal, Soils, Waters, Industrial Products, etc.
Mines examined and reported upon. Consultations on Chemical and Metallurgical

questions
. March 20.

AUGUSTUS LAVER,
Architect,

Furnishes Plans, Specifications and Superintendence Tor
the Construction or Renovation of Dwelling Houses, and every describtion of

Building. Office: 19 S. F. STOCK EXCHANGE, Pine street, S. F.

«I3r Take the Elevator. Dec. 10.

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN
Steam Baths; Electric and Chemical Buths; Sulphur and

and other medicated vapor baths, with Swedish movements and massage
Special apartments for ladies and families. DR. JUSTIN GATES,
July I. 722 Montgomery street, near Washington.

For Ladies, Gentlemen and Families.

U. S. RESTAURANT
548 Clay street Near Montgomery

&3T First- Class. Reasonable JPrices. *®>
Aug. 19. £ZRA RICHARDS, Prop.

COKE CHEAPEST FUEL.
Reduction in Price: Wholesale Price, 50 cents per barrel

;

Retail Price, GO cents per barrel, at the works of the SAN FRANCISCO GAS-
LIGHT COMPANY, Howard and First streets, and foot of Second 8t. Jan . 12.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

360 FOVBTS STREET, SAW EBAJiCZSCO.
[July 15.]

PROF. JOS. JOSSET,
Graduate of the University of Paris; Ex. Professor of De

la Mennais' Normal, France; late of Point Loma Seminary, San Diego. Pri-
vate Lessons iu the French Language. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 p.m. Private Lessons given at the res-

idence of the pupil. Dec. 6.

IB. Barnard, Real Estate Asent.—Rents collected; full
• charge taken of property at lowest rates. Office 622 Market st. [Sept. 9.J
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BLUFFERS, DUFFERS AND STUFFERS.
That good citizens generally are disgusted with the present con-

dition of politics is evidenced by numerous facts. Registration is falling

off immensely. The roughs are engaging in it. while taxpayers are neg-

lecting to clothe themselves with the right to vote. This may be, and un-

doubtedly is, a regrettable fact, but it is a fact nevertheless. The way
conventions are put up and run, gives a good citizen nothing to hope for.

He knows that by voting he will only be helping bosses along, all of whom
are pretty nearly equally objectionable. There is little to choose between

them. Whether you prefer Buckley, or Higgins, or Lloyd, it is all the

same thing. It is six of one and half a dozen of each of the others. Each
has his own peculiarities. Buckley means nothing but evil. His ticket

will not be put up to win. It will be named to lose as it was last year.

There is more money in defeat than in success. His machinery is known
to be utterly vile, and the work it will turn out will command no honest

man's vote. It is easy to announce beforehand that it will hardly deserve

a moment's favorable consideration. We dismiss all further thought of

it with contempt and nausea. Higgins has got together a convention that

has the merit of "regularity," which is not saying much as times go. He
h; a adopted the truly Republican method of appealing to a primary, and
a majority of the voters, who chose to exercise the franchise, decided

in his favor. Lloyd's convention represents nine members of a packed
Republican committee. Simply that, and nothing more. Between him
and Higgins there is this difference; that one has adhered to time-honored

Republican methods, whilst the other leads an oligarchy. Yet, it is be-

lieved that the latter will turn out the better work. If this be true, it fol-

lows that there is an end of Republican methods, and we are face to face

with a mild dictatorship. If the Lloyd party wins, then it comes that

Republicans have eschewed Republicanism, and betaken themselves to

the indorsement of the rule of the few as against that of the many. It

looks as if that precise thing may happen, and if it does, what comes of

Republican doctrines ? If the will of nine men can be made to prevail

against that of several thousand, who cast their votes at a regular pri-

mary, what is to be said for the Republican doctrine that the voices of

the majority shall govern ? For ourselves, we take no stock in either side,

but we cannot help pointing out that a time-honored, and what was sup-

posed to be, a well settled principle of Republican government is involv-

ed. If that principle goes by the board, we shall shed no tears. We
shall offer no lamentations over the fact that it has at last been discover-

ed that the rule of the ignorant, and unwashed crowd, is inferior to that

of the more thoughtful few, even though the latter be selected by an in-

terested and dubious nine " duffers." All that we ask is that this inter-

esting precedent in governing shall not be established without a note be-

ing made of what is being done. We are seriously departing from the
traditions of the fathers, declaring that Republican methods have failed,

and that the wisdom of the few is preferable to the sound, fury, and cor-

ruption of the many. Be it remembered that it is avowed Republicans
who are declaring. Beit so. That is all right, only let the facts be made
matters of record for future usefulness. Curious party names are just

now being coined. For appealing to the popular suffrage, one crowd is

being called " bluffers." Having only an oligarchy of nine at their back,
the other crowd are more fittingly designated as "duffers." It remains
that Buckley and his lambs should be rightly named. Seeing that their
only object is pelf, pay and plunder, their appellation is obvious. They
are the " stuffers"of the period. Between such wretched elements, decent
men have no choice. They are all alike evil, and to be avoided. No mat-
ter who wins, the people lose. Public spirit is at a low ebb, or all this

would be speedily cured. We have fallen upon evil times. The election
is exciting little or no interest. The people do not enthuse and they do
not practically attend to their own best interests. All is confusion, dis-

appointment, and chaos. A plague on the politics of the period!

THE CLUBS.
The report which has again got afloat of a consolidation between the

Pacific and Union Clubs is without foundation. The former are antici-

pating an early removal to their new quarters in Lent's building, on Post
and Kearny streets, which are to be furnished, it is said, in a style of
almost Oriental magnificence. This Club is the oldest in the city, and
formerly occupied the premises known as Whipple's building, on Com-
mercial street, where, on taking possession some years since, they gave a
brilliant entertainment, which is still remembered by the then social lions
of the day. It would be difficult to find the names of those who were of
the elite of that time in the Bociety columns of the present day. The
Pacific numbers among its members most of the leading merchants of the
city, the millionaires, and notably the railroad and bonanza kings. The
Union is composed largely of the foreign element, of which H. B. M.
Consul is the ruling spirit. Both Clubs are highly prosperous. The
Pacific is, perhaps, a little too high-toned and conservative, and dignity
perhaps too much the order of the day. At the Union a more sociable,
free-and-easy Btyle prevails ; but in this respect they are both surpassed
by the "Bohemians." At this Club the fine arts rather than the "paste-
boards " are cultivated, and their meetings are spirited and lively. Fre-
quent receptions are given, and while the most perfect good order obtains,
dignity and statelineBS are thrown aside and a spirit of bonhommie and
jollity takes its place.

"The great naval battles of the Rebellion" was the subject of a
highly interesting and most vivid lecture, delivered on Wednesday eve-
ning last, at Fidelity Hall, by Major H. C. Dane, of Boston, Mass., for
the benefit of the relief fund of George H. Thomas, Post No. 2, of the
Grand Army of the Republic. The lecture was somewhat of a sensa-
tional character, but was in keeping, however, with the stirring and mem-
orable scenes, which the speaker narrated id a rapid and excited manner,
but with a power of description which held the attention of his auditors
in breathless suspense, relieved only when the telling climax was reached.
Upon such occasions the audience broke out in general applause, as if re-
leased from a spell. With reference to the lashing of Admiral Farragut
to the shrouds, the speaker asserted this was not romance, but fact, and
was done to prevent his falling overboard if wounded. In the assault
of Admiral Buchanan, who, single-handed, with his ram engaged in com-
bat with the Union fleet, in order to make good his pledge to the ladies
of the South that the fleet should never anchor in Mobile Bay, the
speaker said he saw one of the most magnificent exhibitions of personal
heroism.

SUNDAY CLOSING ACTS.
Do Sunday closing acta close anywhere? We think not, but if they

do, we should be glad to have the Home Protection Society, or any other
body, give ub an instance in point. They do not in Maine, though they
have been tried there, perhaps, more thoroughly than anywhere else.
We cannot recall a single instance in which they have been more success-
ful. In California they are defied and defeated, and we witness the bad
Bight of a law being kept on the Btatute books which is being contemned
and spit upon by the people, who, by a figment of law, are supposed to
have framed it. The English papers come to us full of comments upon
the failure of a Sunday law that has just gone into operation in Wales.
It has proven entirely inoperative. The British Parliament, unlike our
State Legislature, has the power to make any act apply only to a particu-
lar city, county or division of the Kingdom. Mr. Gladstone was made to
believe that the WelBh people would gladly submit to a Sunday closing
law, and were even ardently in favor of it. He was induced to try the
experiment in the Principality. British people are proverbially law-abid-
ing, and that is especially true of those residing in Wales. Yet, this is

what the London Globe says of the operation of the new law: " The op-
eration of the Welsh Sunday Closing Act has been marked at its com-
mencement by some ridiculous eccentricities. In the Caerwys Caergwrle
Petty Sessional divisions of Flintshire the publich houses were closed last
Sunday. But neither the agricultural population of the one nor the
miners of the other of these unpronounceable localities were inclined to
allow such a trifle to interpose between them and their Sunday evening's
glass of beer. They preferred to walk out of their respective petty ses-
sional divisions altogether to Mold, where the Act does not come into op-
eration until next Sunday, and to Hawarden, where two weeks of grace
are allowed. The inhabitants of Carmarthen, however, were more fortu-
nate, speaking from a bibulous point of view, for, although some of the
hotels were shut, others close at hand, but technically within the borough
of Carmarthen, remained open, so that the first operation of the Act may
be said to have led to nothing more serious as yet than expressions of
discontent on the part of those publicans who had the mortification of
seeing their own old customers quenching their thirst on the other side of
the road. Against this discontent we may Bet the double harvest reaped
by their rivals." As a resident of Hawarden, Mr. Gladstone was him-
self made to witness the failure of the Act. His withers being unwrung,
his philanthropy being powerfully developed, and his cellar, no doubt,
being sufficiently provided, it is probable the Bight of his humble fellows
footing it, iu Bearch of a poor imitation of the stimulant or refreshment
which he had at his elbow, would have moved him but little. Yet, it is

idle for your rich men to attempt to deprive the poor man of his beer on
Sunday. It may or may not be a desirable thing to do—about which we
express no opinion in connection with thiB argument. It suffices for our
present purpose that it is a thing that cannot be done. Experience the
wide world over shows that it cannot, and that ought to be an end of it.

To attempt the impossible is an effort worthy of children, but not of
grown men with heads upon their shoulders.

LET THE FITTEST SUR STIVE.
wnat man in his senses will, at the forthcoming election, prefer the

phUlipics of a Sumner, or the milk-and-water twaddle of a Glasscock to
the robust statesmanship of a Morrow, or to the high and eloquent oratory
of an Edgerton ? Party hacks may do it, but thoughtful men, who de-
sire to see our State ably and fittingly represented in Congress, never will.
Sumner is, no doubt, a first-class stenographer. He is breathing out an-
athemas against corporations and monopolies/whilst he is himself a mem-
ber of a ring that is a close corporation, and an odious monopoly that
levies largess upon unfortunate litigants. The ring of stenographers is a
combination to keep up prices, to exclude outsiders from competition with
those on the inside. Prices are made monstrously high, and thingB are so
fixed that litigants are compelled to buy short-hand notes whether they
want them or not. The active, master-mind of the concern is Charles A.
Sumner, official stenographer, and Democratic candidate for Congress-
man-at-large. The king-pin of a most obnoxious monopoly, he is against
every man's monopoly except his own. The head-center of a close cor-
poration, he is against every man's corporation save the illegal one of
which he is the ruling spirit. Yet, without principles, experience or
statesmanship, his only political stock in trade is a parrot-like cry of
"Down with corporations." Among a people who, for the most part,
have investments in corporate enterprises, he is not likely to make much
headway. Most certainly he will hardly be listened to with patience by
a Congress largely representative of the vast capital engaged in the nu-
merous corporations that are developing the material resources of the na-
tion. As for young Mr. Glasscock, he had better have tarried at Jericho
until his beard be grown, ere he permitted himself to enter the lists
against such a veteran as Henry Edgerton. He will have his pains for
his only gains. A Beat in Congress is not for him yet awhile. He boasts
of being a local-made statesman, bred in the classic shades of Oakland,
and only turned out of school the other day by that great educator,
Fred Campbell. He is assuredly not the kind of material that useful
Congressmen are made of, and will certainly be elected to stay at home.
On the other hand, W. W. Morrow is a man af experience, of capacity,
and of remarkably strong common-sense, who will do credit to the State
in Washington. To praise Henry Edgerton would be like attempting to
paint the lily or to refine pure gold. He iB known throughout the
State as the greatest of orators and the moBt exalted of statesmen. It
is not possible, unless common-sense has forsaken the people, that he
can be left whilst a Glasscock or a Sumner are taken. It ought to be
beyond a peradventure that Edgerton or Morrow will be elected. A
little pocket borough, in which local jealousies prevail, might be expected
to elect pigmies like Glasscock and Sumner, but the State at large pre-
fer those who, in comparison, are intellectual giants. ' The varied inter-
ests of the State demand to be represented by the very beBt available
minds. This is a case in which the doctrine of " the survival of the
fittest " should undoubtedly prevail.

A half-yearly dividend, at the rate of eight (8) per cent, per annum,
has been declared by, and is now payable at, the Anglo-Californian Bank
(Limited). By order of the Board of Directors.

The political patent of nobility—nomination for office. A candidate
at once becomes "Hon."
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n<>t only poor, but a stranger in the city and an orphan. I

the jury in the premiers is thus, in a meaum bat lens

opaque. On the day following the conclusion of the, trial, thr T. ft, in

passing down Market street, observed Mother poor, Mind man indi.stri-

roping round in search of an open hatchway. Intuitively grasping
the situation, the T. C. with that fine feeling far atrogjrllpg msnortnoe
which has ever been his chiefe.«t characteristic, drew the unfortunate
aside, and communicated to him the result of '.he previous day's trial, of
which, it wa* evident, he was in ignorance. Removing the sbadi
his poor sightful orbs, the p. b. in. thanked, his informant, and, axensing
himself for his seemingly inexplicable behavior on the plea that he had
not bad time to read the morning paper, hailed a hock and drove off to
the Maison Don.1 to lunch.

It is now three weeks and more since the big advertisin,; fence was
erected round the Lotta Fountain, and there is as yet no sign of its

removal being contemplated by the pot-boiler who has contracted to paint
the fountain fdt the privilege of making all be could out of the hideous
obstruction. We do not so much blame the contractor. Business is busi-

ness with him, and where a few dollars are to be made he can hardly he
expected to care a rap for the convenience of the public. His object is to
keep bis fence up as long as he can, and paint the fountain at the least

possible expense. But the blame that attaches to the municipal author-
ities who granted this monstrous privilege is a very different affair. The
fountain was a free gift to the city. The water it supplies and the gas
that illuminates it cost the city nothing. It was intended by its donor to

be a useful ornament to the central point which it occupies. Surely the
city is not so poverty-stricken that it cannot afford to keep the pretty
monument in repair without letting to a sign-painter the privilege of di-

verting its uses and disfiguring, as well as blockading, the crossing for

weeks, on condition that be, at some time in the dim future, shall expend
a few pounds of paint in making the fountain a frightful illustration of

execrable taste in the art of decoration. We voice the sentiment of the
public when we say that we want that fence pulled down, even if its

demolition leaves the fountain in its original disgraceful condition.

It aeema that after all we are to have an Authors' Carnival, and the

young men and women of the creme de la creme of the elite of the haut

ton of society, so to speak, are in a state of great excitement over the ap-

proaching event. The faces of the leading costumiers are accordingly

wreathed with happy smiles as they anticipate the harvest of shekels

which the circus will pour into their coffers. The experience of former
years has taught them just what to provide and who will ask forit. They
know that it is certain as death that a young man, with tooth-pick

shanks and a chest like a herring's, will want the tights and armor of a

Roman gladiator ; that a girl, with freckled face and red hair, will need
the costume of Cleopatra ; that a spinster of the ante-diluvian period

will require to be rigged out as Venus rising from the sea ; that Mr.
Loring Pickering will want a pair of wings and a bow and quiver in

order to pose ae Cupid ; that Captain Kentzel will order a pair of band-
cuffs and a strong post to lean against, he being down for the "Greek
Slave ; " that Mrs. Stow will ask for a pasteboard rock and a stuffed

dragon wherewith to enact the touching rote of Andromeda, as repre-

sented in the famous picture; that seventeen young ladies will require

an appropriate outfit for " Elaine "
; that but why multiply instances!

The costumiers know what will be required of them, and are actively as-

sorting their "properties" to meet the demand.

Since the garrulous and grandiloquent mick, "Hon." T. P. O'Connor,

has been writing those London letters for the Chronicle, " Gath" has had
to take a back seat. A contribution from each couldn't appear in the same
issue, as the "IV weren't enough to go round, O'Connor is a queer

chap anyhow. Affecting to despise everything English, to abhor the name
of England, the fact that he is an " Im Pay," seems to be regarded by
him as the highest honor, for never does he lose an opportunity of tacking

to his signature, "M. P. for Galway Borough." In his letters to the Chron-

icle, too, how he apes the London man about town, au fait of the latest

scandal, en rapport with fast club meu, fashionable actresses, and titled

society people. To hear him talk one would think he had been born,

bred, and even had his home within the melodious sound of Bowbells, his

lingo and style are so painfully English. It must be refreshing to his

brother exiles hereabouts to hear him talk of "our journals," and "our
literary people," and know that he means the London presB, or, to be told

by him that "several of our great thoroughfares are now lit by electri-

city,"and have the fact suddenly dawn upon them that he is not referring

to the muddy streets of Dublin, or the meandering alley ways of Kilken-

ny and Galway.

Professor Daniel Colladon, of Geneva, in order to demonstrate to

his pupils the resistance which compressed air can show to an opposing

force, has a pretty little trick of holding his thumb tightly over the

muzzle of a loaded gun, which be allows to be discharged, with the re-

sult that the bullet rolls harmlessly back into the breech. The Pro-

fessor, however, acknowledges that this experiment is only free from

danger "if the operator is sure of the strength of his thumb." This

is very much like saying that if a man were sure that his head was strong

enough to stand the shock, he might explode a dynamite cartridge in his

mouth without danger to himself.
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Bo much haa been said of medium of Ute that the T. C. waa in-

to stop nnd read a
] forth the merit* of a spiritual

paper published In thU rity, end *ntitled Light fnr A'K which we are in-
" i« tli- only spiritual Journal in the world giving frr.- opportunity

to to reader* for Inventigati -cute clear a* to the
meaning of the mysterious " it." the T. C. furnished himself with a oopj
f the journal, which he he* carefully perused, Tb« Information gleaned
from it* oolamna may be summarize*! in these vrordl ! All the medium* of

the city, with the exception of tho the editress of the L. for A., and most,

of those in other parte of the world, are liars, frauds and horee-ibJ
materialization is a humbug, and the frequenters of seances where its

phenomena are manifested are either cappers or dupes. Emanating as it

does from tho recognised organ of the fraternity on this coast, this infor-

mation must be accepted as reliable, and the T. C. is driven to the con-
clusion that spiritualists are really no better than professing Christians ;

and he hereby repudiates all connection with spirits, save such as are
spoken of in the 1st chapter of CoL John Hay: "I takes mine Btrait, with-
out sugar, and that's what's the matter of me."

Homeopathy is doubtless a very good thing, and the Rev. Dr. Harri-
son IB prnktUv a vciy :ilile physician of that aohool ; but the ytudy of

medicine, diluted into the manufacture of tiny globules, is scarcely a fit

training to make an eloquent preacher and theologian. It seems incredi-
ble that such an enlightened and fashionable congregation as that of

Grace Church should have chosen Dr. Morrison to be the successor of

their last scholarly pastor. Dr. Piatt had, perhaps, as many enemies as
friends, but none could deny hi? intellect and powers of oratory. His ar-

guments were forcible and clear, and delivered in strong allopathic doses;

whereas Dr. Morrison dispenses the products of his homeopathic imagina-
tion in gentle Btreams of diluted eloquence. Hitherto he has held forth,

at the little church at Saucelito, to a simple-minded village congregation
of ten souls. What a change has come o'er the spirit of his dream !

Chief Engineer Melville says he would be willing to go on "another
expedition to the North Pole, provided he could have full command, and
could have a ship built, manned and equipped to suit him." '* Another
expedition to the North Pole " is rather good. When did Mr. Melville
make his first trip to the Pole? We were under the impression that he
hadn't been there yet. The self-sacrificing condescension of the gentle-

man in dictating the terms upon which he will consent to again discover

nothing will doubtless meet with ready recognition from the Government.
Maybe a rosewood yacht, with gold fittings and masts of jasper and sails

of gros-grain silk, manned by a crew of houris and armed with broadside
of bottled Roederer, would be about the Bort of outfit to "suit" this

modest explorer, who celebrates his return home by imprisoning his neg-

lected wife in a mad-house.

"My husband, Charles A. Bailey, having left my bed and board
without just cause, I will not be responsible for any debts contracted by
him.—Electa A. Bailey, 138 Eighth street." The above advertisement
is quoted from a local daily, and we cheerfully give Electa the benefit of

our circulation " free, gratis, for nothing." But, really, Electa, while we
sympathize with you in your lonely couch, and at your deserted table,

still we cannot wonder that the old man has skipped out and left you a
grass widow. From the tone of your advertisement, we Bhould judge that

you are not exactly a desirable person to eat and sleep with. When
Charley marries again, he will probably be careful to Electa different va-

riety of feminine spite as a helpmeet.

That astute limb of the law, D. J. Murphy, scored one for his clients,

Foy and Eggert Aitkin, in the preliminary proceedings of which the cir-

cumstance just mentioned was an outcome. The persons mentioned were
arrested for refusing to pay a quarterly tax of $50 as clairvoyants and
fortune tellers, whereupon the wily D. J. M. filed a demurrer, claiming
that the city had no authority to impose such a tax, fortuue-telling being

an offense at common law, and it being manifestly illegal to license an
unlawful calling. The objection was sustained, as a matter of course, and
now the framers of the precious ordinance are biting their lips with shame
and vexation at their asinine conduct.

The arrogance and overbearing dignity of our Judiciary ia a theme of

common remark among many people, with whom the conversation of Re-
publican principles and Democratic ideas is a paramount desire. Just
think of this, for instance: " John R. Yaeger, a tramp," says Wednes-
day's Chronicle, " was convicted of lying on the graBS-plotin Union Square,

by Judge Rix yesterday morning." Now, why shouldn't he, if he wanted
to ? The Judge could have got up and moved away if he didn't like it.

Union Square is public property, and a tramp has as much right to sun
himself on the grass sward as a Judge has.

Information has been received by Judge Toohy and Thaddeus Flan-

nagan that Mr. A. M. Sullivan, M. P., will not be able to lecture in

San FranciBco. The Episcopalian clergy claim that this fortunate in-

terposition of Providence is positive proof of the efficacy of prayer, and a

direct answer to the clause in their litany which reads :
" From plague,

pestilence and sudden death, good Lord deliver us !

"

Query—Does getting possession of a yacht, in payment of a mortgage
upon it, make the mortgagee's son a yachting man ?

Marye is a little lamb, is the way they sing it now.
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SUNBEAMS.

The girl of the period is thus described by a

dry poods clerk on Delaware street:

She is like one of Solomon's lilies,

She toils not nor yet can she spin,

She wears her hair banged like a filly's,

And marries a man for his tin.

She lives with him half through the summer,
She spends all his cash that she can,

Then she dances away with a drummer,
Goes off with a handsomer man.—Modern Argo.

" What sort oi a servant have you now? 1 '

inquired a lady of a friend she was visiting. "Oh,
splendid," she replied. " He's a Chinaman, and
is so methodical in his habits that I know just

whrt he is doing at any hour in the day. He is

now probably putting away the dishes and tidy-

ing up the kitchen. Come and see if I'm right."

Sbe led the way to the kitchen, quietly opened
the door, and there, in the middle of the floor,

sat John Chinaman, washing his feet in the dish-

pan,

A cow out in pasture got a big bull-thistle

tangled in the end of her tail, the other day, and
every time she switched the tail it sent her dan-
cing across the field in a style so funny that a
hired man, who was sitting on a fence, got to

laughing so hard he fell off and broke his leg.

Daisy, hearing the sunset-gan for the first

time, asked her sister Bessie what it was. Bes-
sie says, "Don't you know, it is the sun going
down with a bang."

At Alton, HI., a preacher asked all Sunday-
school children to stand up who intended to vis-

it the wicked, soul-destroying circus. All but a
lame girl stood up.

BROAD GAUGE.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Monday. April 10, 1882,
And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave

from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend St., between 3d and 4thatreetsJ as follows:

LEAVE (

s. f. f
DESTINATION.

\

ARRIVE
8. F.

8:30 A.M.
(

^ 6:40 a.m.

f 9:30 A M. 1 • 8:10 a.m.
10:40 a.m. > 9.03 A.M.

'' 3:30 p.m. .San Mateo, Redwood,. "10:02 A.M.
4:25 P.M.

.

\
" 3:36 P.M.

* 5:15 P.M. t 4:59 pm.
6:30 P.M.

, 1
6:00 P.M.

t S:15 P.M.

30 A.M.
40 A.M.
30 P.M.

25 p.m.

. . Santa Clara, San Joseand.

.

..Principal Way Stations .

.

03 A.M
02 A.M.

:36 p.m.
00 P.M.
15 p.m.

):40 a.m.

1:30 p.m.
j Gilroy, Pajaro, Castroville.

I

1 and Salinas
j

02 A.M.
00 P.M.

10:40 a.m.
* 3:30 p.m. | ..Hollisterand Tres Pinos.. j-

|

n° :^£
M '

10:40 a.m.
* 3.30 P.M

{ . . .Monterey, Watsonville. . .

'

< Camp Goodall, Aptos, Camp
(San Jose, Soquel, Santa Cruz.,

''10:02 a.m.
6:00 p.m.

10:40 A.M.|...Soledad and Way Stations ...| 6:00 p.m.

Sundays excepted. tSundays only.

AST Special Notice. '"Si

Sunday Excursion Trains to Monterey and Santa
Cruz.—First-class Excursion Train to Monterey and
Santa Cruz will leave San Francisco every Sunday at
7:30 A.M. Returning, leave Monterey at 4:35 p.m.; San-
ta Cruz at 4:15 p.m., arriving San Francisco at 8:40 p.m
Fare for the Round Trip to either point, $3

.

Stage connections are made with the 10:40 a.m.
Train, except Peseadero Stages via San Mateo, which
connect with S:30 A-M. Train.

Ticket Offices—Passenger Depot, Townsend street,
and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.

A. C. BASSETT,
Superintendent.

H. R. JUDAH,
Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

E^ s - P. Atlantic Express Train via Los Angeles,
Yuma, etc., leaves San Francisco daily via Oakland
Ferry, foot of Market street, at 9:30 a.m.

C. P. R - R.

Time Schedule, Monday, May 15, 1882.
Trains leave, and are due to arrive at,

SanFrancisco as follows:

LEAVE
(for)

DESTINATION. ARRIVE
(from)

9:30 a.m.
*4:00p.M.
4:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m.
3:30 p.m.

*4:30 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
*4:00p.m.
9:30 a.m.
4:30 p.m.

8:00 a.m
4:00 p.m.
8:00 A.M.
*4:30p.m.
tS:00A.M.
9:30 A.M.

8:00 A.M.
5:00 p.m.
9:30 a.m.
*4:00 P.M.

8:00 A.M.
8:0u a.m.

10:00 a.m.
3:00 P.M.
5:00 P.M.
3:30 p.m
5:30 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
S:*0 A.M.
3:30 p.m.

*4:30 p.m.

*4:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m
3:00 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
3:3u P.m.
*4:00 p.m
*4:30 p.m.

3:30 p.m
8:00 a.m.

*4:30p.m
*a:00A.M

..Antioch and Martinez

. . . Calistoga and Napa

. j Deming, El Paso ) Express

. (and East (Emigrant..

. J Gait and \ via Livermore.

.

. ( Stockton j via Martinez . .

.

...lone

. . . Knight's Landing
" " (tSundays only)

. . . Los Angeles and South
. . Livermore and Pleasanton. .

.

. . . Madera and Fresno

. Marysville and Chico

. Niles and Haywards

. ( Ogden and I Express

. ( East f Emigrant. .......

. . Redding and Red Bluff
. ( Sacramento, \ via Livermore.
.

-J

Colfax and
J-

via Benicia. . .

.

.
(Alta J via Benicia...

.

. . , Sacramento, via Benicia. . .

.

. . . Sacramento River Steamers.

.

...San Jose

.Vallejo..

(tSundays only)

..Virginia City..

..Woodland

. . Willows and Williams.

.

2:40 p.m
*12:40p.m,
*10:10 A.M.
7:40 P.M.

11:40 a.m.
10:10 a.m.

*10:10 A.M.
7:40 p.m.

2:40 P.M.

7:10 A.M,
5:40 P.M.

12:40 P.M.
5:40 p.m.

«1U.10 am.
tll:40 a.m.
2:40 p.m.

5:40 p.m.
8:40a.M.
2:40 p.m.

*12:40 p.m.
5:40 p.m.
5:40 p.M.
4:10 p.m.
9:40 A.M.
8:40 a.m

11:40 A.M.
6:10 a.m.
5:40 P.M.
6:40 P.M.
7:40 P.M.

11:40 a.m.
*10:10a.m.
*6;00 a.m.
4:10 p.m.

9:40 A.M.
7:40 P.M
2:40 P.M.

$11:40 A.M.
*12.40 P.M
*10:10 A.M.
11:40 a.m.
*7:40 p.m

*10:10 a.m.
*7:40 p.m.

Train leaving San Francisco at 3:30 a.m. should meet
Pacific Express from '* Ogden " at San Pablo ; also Pacific
Express from "El Paso" at Antioch.

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland Pier.

From "SAST FKAJTCISCO," Daily.

8:30, 9:30,

5:30, 6:30,

3:00, '+8:30,

To EAST OAKLAND-«6.00, *6:30. 7:

10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30, 2:30, 3:30, 4

7:00, 8:00, 9:30, 11:00, «12:00.

To ALAMEDA—«6:00, -f6:30, 7:00, »t7:
9:00, ^9:30. 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 1:00, 2:00, 3:00, «t3:30,
4:00, «t4:30, 5:00, 't5:30, 6:00, - +6:30, 7:00, *8:00, 9:30,
11:00, »12:00.

To BERKELEY — «6:00, *6:30, 7:00, -7:30, 8:00, *8:30.

9:00, 19:30, 10:00, {10:30, 11:00, Jll:30, 12:00, 1:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,

9:30, *1I:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—«6:00, »6:30, 7:00, "7:30, 18:00,

"8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, "4:30, 5:00,

*5:30, 6:00. '-'6:30, 7:00.

To " SAN FRANCISCO," Dally.

From BROADWAY, OiKLAXB -»5:32, *6:02, 6:32, 7:02,

7:32, 8:02, 8:32, 9:02, 9:32, 10:02, 10:32, 11:02, 11:32, 12:02,

12:32, 1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32, 5:02,

5:32, 6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

From EAST OAKLAND—*5:21, «5:51, 6:21, 6:51, 7:51,
8:51, 9:51, 10:51, 11:51, 12:51, 1:51, 2:51, 3:51, 4:51,
5:51, 6:51, 7:51, 9:21, 10:51.

From ALAMEDA—»5:15, *5:45, 6:15, 7:10, "+7:35, 8:10,
'•+8:35, 9:10, »t9:35, 10:10, »+10:35, 11:10, 12:10, 1.10,
2:10, 3:10, 4:10,«+4:35, 5:10, «+5:35, 6:10, "+6:35, 7:15,
"+7:35, 9:15, 10:45.

From BERKELEY— *5:45, »6:15, 6:45, "7:15,7:45, *8:15,

8:45, (9:15, 9:45, )10:15, 10:45, (11:15, 11:45, 12:45,
1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:15, 4:45, 5:15, 5:45,6:15, 6:45, 7:45,
9:15, *10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY — *5:45, »6:15, 6:45, '7:15,

7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, *5:15, 5:45,
6:15, 6:45, »7:15.

Creek Route.
From SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:15, 3:15,

5:15.

From OAKLAND—*6:15, 8:16, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

All trains run daily, except when star (*) denotes Son-
days excepted.

tTrains marked thos (+) run via East Oakland.
fflSnndays only.

" Standard Time " furnished by Randolph & Co.; Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. GOODMAN, Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agt.
A. N. Townb, Generai Manager.

COAL OIL STOVES.
All Sizes for Cooking or Parlor use

Send for Circular and Prices.

WIESTER A CO.,
17 New Montgomery St. , S, F.

On and after Monday. April 3d, 1882,
Boats and Trains will leave San Francisco as

follows:

7 1 f\ a.m. daily (Sundays excepted), via San Rafael,
• • J. \J from Marketrstreet wharf, for Petaluma, San-
ta Rosa, Healdsburg, Clovcrdale, Guerneville and way
stations. Stages connect at GeyservUIe for Skaggs'
Springs; and at Cloverdale for Highland Springs, Kel-
seyville, Soda iiay, Lakeport, Ukiah and Geysers.

Daily, Except Sundays.
O Q(~) P.M., via Donahue, from Washington-street

A £A P.M., via San Rafael, from Market-street wharf,
^**jyj for Petaluma, Cloverdale and way stations.
Stages for Navarro Ridge and Mendocino City leave
Cloverdale daily at 6 a.m.

Sunday Excursions.

8 A A.M., Sundays only, via Donahue, from Wash-
• >^" ington-street wharf, for Cloverdale and way

stations. Round Trip Tickets on Sundays to Petaluma,
S1.50 ; Santa Rosa, §2 ; Healdsburg, §3 ; Cloverdale,
$4.50; Guerneville, §3. Returning, will arrive in San
Francisco at 6:45 p.m.

G "I rj a.m., Sundays only, via San Rafael, from Mar-
O. l.fJ ket-street wharf, for Miller's, Paoheco, Novato
and BurdelPs. Returning, will arrive in San Francisco
at 7:45 p.m.

GEYSERS! GEYSERS!
The Greatest Natural Wonder oi' tbe

World 1

Immense Reduction in Kates.

Round Trip Tickets, via Cloverdale S3 50
Round Trip Tickets, via Cloverdale and Calistoga. $1-2 50

Passengers will leave San Francisco at 7:10 am.
week days, from San Quentin Ferry, and arrive at the
Geysers at 2:30 P m. On Sundays, lea\e Washington-
street Wharf, by Steamer JiMhS M. LiONAHUti, at

8:20 a.m. Returning, arrive in San Francisco by either
route the following evening.

ARTHUR HUGHES,
Gen. Manager.

PETER J. McGLYNN,
Gen. Pass & Tkt. Agt.

SONOMA VALLEY RAILROAD.

On and after Monday, April 3d, 1882,
Boats and Trains will leave San Francisco as

follows:

9 Qf) P- m. daily (Sundays excepted), from Washing-
*J » llu ton-street Wharf, for the town of Sonoma.
Fare, $1. Round Trip Tickets, from Saturday till Mon-
day, SI 50.

SUNDAY EXCURSIONS.
8 9f| a.m. (Sundays only), from Washington-street

.*- \J wharf, for the town of Sonoma. Round Trip

ARTHUR HUGHES,
Gen. Manager.

PETER J. McGLYNN,
Gen. Pass. &, Tkt. Agt.

E. B. Williams. A. Ohesebrouglt.

W.E.Dimond.

WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO.,

Shipping and Commission Merchants.
UNION BUILDING,

Junction Market and Fine Streets.

AGENTS FOR

Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific

Steam Navigation Company, The Cu-

nard Royal Mail Steamship Company

,

'
' The California Line of Clippers '

'

from New York and Boston,

and ' * The Hawaiian Line .
'

'

San Francisco, January 31, 1880. [Jan. 31.

L. E.Newton. M. Newton.

NEWTON BROTHERS & CO.,

Importers and Wholesale Dealers in
Teas, Foreign Goods and Groceries, 204 and 206

California street, San Francisco, Cal May 25.
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'The World." the Flesh, and the Devil.
I By » Truthful Paibai. )

i Margaret Cadogan lie* In * u nut* »t hi»r father**
th Au<ll«*y-mv*t ii :,1 Mddeol

lut Friday we*k. The unfort-.i

i'ath. *> much in uoe, when
doi;an waaenwlnptMl in rlnm* .-. Herri
content* of the r»*»ni wens ooiiTed and burnt.
baud, an<l M I immediate medio*] ettenl
barns were of a most alarming nature in tTery part ol tker

face and neck. The shock to the nervous lystem mi
t" the f*>arfiil buna, that for many boon her life wa* despaired of ; but
each day's bulletin now proven slightly reassuring. Lady Adelaide and
her daughters were all in London ;»t tin- tiuu-.—— Sir Frederick Lolgh-
tOD'a lovely group, Wadded,' the most sympathetic of hia oootributiona
to this year's Academy, will soon I"- on its way t-> Sydney,
bought for the Museum there. Iii tin- purohi ; .Mir oo-

loniaL brothers has been well respected. I wish it had Dover been
nob mild jobbery as that vrbioh baa sent certain works of one <•(

our most venerable Academicians to astonish M- li> in n.-—— A ride of
seventy miles in u day on a tricycle is undeniably a g 1 ride, so what
are we to say of a ride of 1040 miles in fourteen days, win.
of over seventy-four miles per day This feat was performed by Mr. Al
fred Nixon, a gentleman of a far from robust appearance, but (

trained for such an undertaking. He rode from Land's Bind to
Groat's ; so the roads over which he traveled were in parts the P
favorable, and his achievement must be set down as an eztraordinai
I hope, however, that Mr. Nixon's success will not induce a number of
half-trained imitators to attempt the journey, which has now been satis-

factorily accomplished by a ' bone-shaker,' a m>idern spider-wheel bicycle,
and a tricycle.— H'orM.-^—Tbe following sbipa are now serving under
the orders of Sir Beauchamp Seymour:—Achilles, Agincourt. Alexandra,
Antelope, Arab, Beacon, Bittern, Carysfort, Chester, Cockatrice. Con-
dor, Coquette, Cruiser, Cyenet, Decoy, Dee, Don, Dragon, Dryad,
Eclipse, Euphrates, Euryalus, Falcon, Hecla, Helicon, Humber, Incon-
stant, Inflexible, Invincible, Iris, Minotaur, Monarch, Mosquito,
Northumberland, Orion, Orontes, Penelope, Ready, Ruby, Salamis,
Seagull, Sultan, Superb, Supply, Tamar, Temeraire, Thalia, Thetis, Wye.
——The commission which was constituted last year for the investiga-

tion of the vineyards on the Rhine, to rind out whether the destructive
philloxera had installed itself there, has finished its labors, and to all who
like a glass of genuine Rhine wine it may be of interest to learn that not
the slightest trace has been found of that fearful insect, which has destroy-

ed nearly one-third of the vineyards in France.—— Madame Bernhardt
Damala is ill in Bradford, her illness having been induced by tbe exhaus-
tion consequent on the energy she exerted in her powerful rendering of
the part of Adrienne Lecouvreur. Her medical adviser has forbidden her
to appear again on the Btage for the present.— The autumn races on
the course near Hamburg will not take place this year owins? to the cu-

rious fact that the authorities have forbidden betting. In consequence of
this the interest of the public has lessened to such a degree that the in-

come of the race committe is largely exceeded by the expenditure.
The admiralty have given directions for another new ironclad to be
built at Portsmouth. She is to be a second Benbow, and to be named
the Duncan. The present wooden liner of that name, now at Sheerness,
will be called the Camperdown.-.— The Chamber of Paris will be ask-

ed to sanction the razing of the fortifications, and the use of the land for

building and other purposes. These fortifications extend for nearly twen-
ty one miles, and are over 155 yards in width. In addition to this a zone
of land, 274 yards broad, is retained by the Government for strategical

purposes. If any portion of it were built upon, the Minister of War is at

liberty to demolish the houses whenever he may think fit. This land is

valued at £2,800,000.— An " International Tournament of Beauty"
has just been held at Buda Pesth. One hundred and fifty ladies present-

ed themselves as competitors for the ten prizes to be awarded to the most
beautiful among them. The first prize was carried off by the daughter of

a Hungarian Civil servant, who is said to have an ideally perfect Grecian
profile. It is intended that this fair damsel shall be photographed, and
that her likeness shall be sent to every illustrated paper in the world for

reproduction.——An address, signed by Mr. Parnell, the Lord Mavor of

Dublin, Mr. E. D. Gray as High Sheriff, and others of the Irish Parlia-

mentary party, is about to be presented to the Hon. Carter Harrison,
Mayor of Chicago, who is now visiting Europe, thanking him for his

friendly sympathies for the Irish people, and inviting him to the hospital-

ities of the Irish metropolis.——War hs.d been resumed between Chili

and Peru. There have already been several skirmishes, in all of which
the Chilians were successful, except in one case, where 2,000 Peruvians
demanded the surrender of 75 Chilians, and on refusing every one of the

75 was killed.——In Alexandria harbor, there was witnessed on the

29th ult. the unusual sight of keel-hauling three Arab sailors on board the

Egyptian frigate Soada, They were tried by court-martial, found guilty

of mutiny, and underwent this punishment. The men were first flogged,

ana then tied to a rope hauled up to the portside yard-arm. They were
then dropped into the sea, dragged under the keel, and hauled up to the

starboard side yard-arm. It is needless to say that death soon termina-

ted their sufferings.—— At Ragusa a girl sixteen years old stabbed a

priest in a church because he had seduced her. She gave herself up to the

police, saying her life was embittered by the priest's conduct, and she de-

sired to be banged.— A daily paper has been started in China. As
Boon as coal oil and the American mowing-machine were introduced, ac-

cidents accumulated so rapidly that a daily newspaper was necessary to

keep up with them.

ROEDERER CHAMPACNEI
WOTH i .

Ta>» Trade •.nil lb<< I'nlillr *r.< Inhrninl that wr H.rMi. IN.

GENUINE
LOUIS ROEDERER CARTE BLANCHE CHAMPAQNE,

Direct from Mr. Louis Roederer. Raima.
Orar hU Signature u

Bay rUch cuo It m»rk..l as Macondray * Co , San jTran-
claoo." »~1 aaaa t*'lll« kwi the label, " Maoondray * Co.. Sola Airenta
for the Pacific Coaat . '

'

MACONDRAY & CO.,
Sola Agent* for the PaolBo Coaat.

vmb.T -24.]

M. A. OUNST & CO.,
203 Kearny Street San Franoiaoo.

I m mi; rii.s 1KB in nr:its i.v

HAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS.
Also, Agents for Kimball, Oaulliener St Co 'a Ouatemala Cigars.
IV Inform tin- PmMIc timt they receive large ItteBJeee ../' Choice

HeWHlitl Hrtnnls Itrirr a iitmitli. [Knit. Iii.

c. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merohants,

SAH rl! I \ClxCO nnil NKW YORK.
KIT" %

' irioan Sugar Refiner;, comer of Onion and B

Si.n Francisco, California. Jan . 17,

Olaus Spreckels. Win. G. Irwin.
WM. G. IRWIN & CO.,

Sugar Factors and Commission Agents,
fManl.HOKOLOIiU, II. 1.

CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY,
Ma 11 11 tin.-, iin'rs of the Standard Syrup, a superior article

put up in barrels expressly for 'ionic consumption. Also, Extra Heavy Syrup
in barrels for Export. Refined Sugars at lowest market rates. Office 325 Market
street, up stairB Dec. 21.

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,
STOCK BROKERS,

No. 314 Pine Street Sau"Francisco
[May 20.]

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY,
No- 310 Sansome Street.

San Francisco,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN FURS.
[September 21.1

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Gold Medal, Paris, 1878.

Sold by all Stationers. Sole Agent for the United States:
MR. HENRY HOE, 91 John street, N. Y. Jan. 6.

C. W. M. SMITH, /3©\
The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor. m^,^Q\

Established in 1862, I"ATEM I Q

j

Removed to 224 Sansome Street. N^VJttC/

63§F~ MR. 0. W. M. SMITH is the patent attorney for Marriott's Aeroplane Com-
pany for Navigating theAir. Oct. 22.

TABER, HARKER & CO.,

IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE GROCERS,
108 anal 110 California St., S. V.

fApril 19.]

JOHN McKEW,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL COAL DEALER,

431 UNION STREET Between Dupont ana Kearny.
SAX ERANCISCO. Aug. 20.

NOTICE.
or tbe very best pbotog-raphs go to Bradley A- Rnlofson's,

in an Elevator, 429 Montgomery street. Oct. 29F
ROBERT WALKINSHAW,

REAL ESTATE AGENT 407 Montgomery Street.

Fanning, Mining: and City Property.
[July 29.]

MRS. JULIA MELVILLE-SNYDER,
613 Mason Street, between Bush and Sutter.

ITocal Mnsic lor Opera, Concert or Parlor. Piano and
Elocution. Dramatic Elocution and Voice Culture Specialties. [April 29.

$66 a week in your own town. Terms and $5 outfit free.
Address H. HaiXETT & Co., Portland, Maine.
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BUCKLEY Ain^ HIS LAMBS.
No. 7.

William D. English is the subject of the above faithful portraiture.

He has been for the last three years past a subservient, pliable and obe-

dient lamb of the Buckle3T fold. He has been Buckley's chairman of the
State Central Committee, and in that position he has not seemed to have
a soul he could call his own, but has been obedient unto the boss in all

thing3. He is by no means an evil-disposed person. On the contrary, he
is an innocent, good-natured soul as ever lived. He is ready to oblige all

comers. He would do right, if he only knew how. But that is the trou-

ble with him. He has mistakenly thought it was " the right thing to do"
to follow the behests of the boss. Though he was the highest creation of

his party, deriving his authority from the Democracy in State Convention
assembled, he yet conceived it his duty to do as the blind leader of the
blind bade him to do. He followed Buckley into all the winding, circui-

tous rami6cations of politics that were bad beyond parallel. Last year,

for instance, when the State CeDtral Committee might have rescued city

politics from the Slough of Despond into which they had fallen, and
when the Central Committee was appealed to for advice and relief, he
chose to have no mind of his own, but acted in a great emergency, when
to be firm was to be safe, as if be had no higher or better purpose to
serve than to register the edicts of a Belf-seeking, party-betraying and ig-

noble creature like Buckley.
It will be remembered that the Yosemite and Manhattan Clubs fought

against each other like Kilkenny cats. Neither were what they ought to
be. Both sought individual purposes that were corrupt, and neither
cared one fig about the lasting good of the party. In this state of affairs

the State Central Committee was appealed to. It was a golden opportu-
nity. The whole matter was practically in the hands of Mr. English.
He had it in his power to redeem his party and to lead it to triumphant
success. He had but to rise to the importance of the occasion, eschew
bossism and all its ways, and give fair play to the better instincts of his

party, and as a result he and they to-day would have been in possession of

every office in the city. That would have meant a good deal. It would
have meant, at least, a strong force with which to enter the campaign of

the present year. It would have meant business, patronage and suste-

nance for the party organ. All that and a great deal more was involved.
The ball was at his foot awaiting to be kicked. Success, than which
nothing so certainly succeeds, depended only on his firmness of purpose.
He fell down as weak as an exhausted miner in a foul, underground
atmosphere. He was the most shriveled-up creature that ever mortal
man beheld. A really splendid opportunity was frittered away. English
retreated from the strong position forced upon him; his party in conse-
quence failed, and Buckley put up a ticket to be defeated, and received
ten thousand thanks from the powers that be to do it. To this it may be
answered that Mr. English is a well meaning man; that he did not intend
that these results Bhould ensue. But that is just where the whole trou-
ble comes in. Why should men placed in positions of trust be content to
be weak lambs in the Buckley fold? Why should English, Marye and
their like fall down when they should stand up like men? That's the
conundrum. It is because they are weak and pliable and, above all, usa-
ble when they should " stand up like a stone wall," that they are con-
temned and spurned by the people.
Mr. English has been a hard worker during the past three years, and

men who have not done one tithe of the labor he has have attained to
high honors. But what they did was in the interests of the people ; what
he did was for the benefit of the bosses. What has been the result? He
could not be elected from his own county of Alameda for any office. He
naturally sought to go to the San Jose Convention. As Chairman of the
State Central Committee he was entitled to expect that much gratuitous
honor from his party. Yet he was doomed to disappointment. He was
defeated in his own home. Boys unknown in the domain of politics were
preferred to him. His friends regretted to see a man suited to such better
things so humiliated. Still it was but a righteous sentence. He chose to
Bink or swim with the bosses, and as the people decreed that he should
sink he has only himself to blame. As he made his bed so he must lie

upon it. He has been relegated to private life. He is politically ruined,
and the Democratic party has lost the services of a man who, if he had

chosen a better part, might have played a leading character in the role of
party politics. His case should prove a warning to all and sundry of
those who wnuld forget the people from whom they sprang, and who
would go down into the gutter and do the bidding of the corrupt elements
that are spawned to the surface from the foul dens and sewers of our city
politics.^ Let aspiring men behold English, and take warning by his fate.
The times are about to become exceedingly bad for Buckley and his

lambs. English, Marye, Greathouse, Hammond, Grady, Haley, Bishop,
and all the rest, are about to sink into oblivion, and be known no
more forever. The services of those whose moral instincts kept them,
through good and evil report, on a higher plane, are about to be sought.
The Democracy can be nothing until it is redeemed and disenthralled
from evil influences. The last municipal election demonstrated
that fact. The next will only add accumulative evidence. The time is

at hand when men who have sternly refused to become lambs in the Buck-
ley fold will be honored, respected and even revered for their sturdy man-
hood, and when the lambs will sink out of sight, followed by denuncia-
tions and curses, not, perhaps, loud, but certainly deep. They and
their kind are to-day ruining the otherwise magnificent chances of the
Democratic party. It is the sorriest sight that ever men and angels wept
over.

A. BUSWELL & CO.,
525 <LA1 STREET,

BOOK BINDERS,
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

THE H-A^ZESXjsTOasa-
IS UNQUESTIONABLY THE

VERY BEST PIANO
MADS IN AMERICA.

BUY ONE AAD , BE .COIWINCEO.
OKAS. S. EATON, Agent 647 Market St., opp. Kearny, S.F.

GRAVES' LEDGER INDEX.

HOPPER'S WRITING TABLET.

STAFFORD'S INKS.

AMERICAN BOOK EXCHANGE PUBLICATIONS.
CAREW PAPERS.

CUNNINGHAM, OUKTISS & WELCH,
Corner Sansome and Sacramento Streets,

{Sept. 23.) San Francisco,

THE GUTTA PERCHA AND RUBBER MANFG. CO.,

Manufacturers and Dealers in

RUBBER COODS,
Offers for the FALL TRADE the FINEST LINE of RUBBER CLOTHING ever

in this market, hoth Heavj', Medium and Gossamer ; also are

SOLE AGENTS ON THE PACIFIC COAST FOR THE BOSTON RUBBER
SHOE CO'S SUPERIOR RUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES.

Pure Gum and Dull Finish Boots, Hip and Short; Im. Sandals, Arctics,

Gaiters, Footholds, etc.

JOHN W. TAYLOR, Manager,
Cor. First and Market streets,

rsept. 23.1 San Francisco.

GENEVA AWARD.

Special and Personal Attention Given to the Preparation, Proof
and Trial of Cases

In the Court of "Alabama" Claims, in Washiug-ton, D. C. An extended experience

iu the former Court, and unusual facilities for manag-ing these causes, enables rue

to render special services to claimants. The Court has jurisdiction of claims for

vessels and cargoes destroyed by any Confederate cruisers, for those officers and
men, and for war premiums paid from April, 1861, to November, 1865. Full

information given on application to the undersigned.

J, F. MANNING,
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW,

1424 New York Avenue- Washington, D. C; 69 Wall St., New-
York City; 131 Devonsnire St., Boston, Mass. Sept. 23.

J. B. Wooster. J. B. W00STER & CO., S. B. Steele.

COMMISSION MERCHANTS
AN'D WHOLESALE DEALERS IS

PROVISIONS, DAIRY PRODUCE, ETC.,
318 FRONT STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, ('At.

P. 0. BOX 1283. Sept. 9.

NOTICE TO GAS CONSUMERS.
Office of the Man Francisco Gas Light Company, San

Francisco, September 15, 1882.

The price of tjas to consumers at large has been reduced by this company to TWO
($2 00) DOLLARS per one thousand cubic feet.

[Sept. 23.] WM. G. BARRETT, Secretary.
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CRADLE, ALTAR. AND TOMB.
CHASM
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-*«mber lv>, to t- Kmll, a sou.

Oarthor-vv— In thL

rniber 21, to the wife of A. II. Uti, a sun.
ptcmhcr 19, to the wife of J. |\ Mov.r, a eon.
ptetnbcr 17, to the wife .>f .1 T. Hooka, a son.
September 17, to the wife of I. fc Koouan, a daughter,
epteraber 21, to the wife >-f Henry Pfolffer, a eon.
i—ium' 20, to the wife of Jeeee r> I

nber l>. to tie. wif< of John Paul, i
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Kmxt—In this i
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RioorwAT— In t!
. a son.

Rosixsm*E— In thisoi'y. September K , Roeensbino, s> son.
Ro6R>-BitKt)-in this viu. September 26, to the wife of M. Rosenberg da>i

Rora- In thie city. September 18, to the wife of Qeom Both, a sou.
Rosa— In this city, September 25. to the wife

. e daughter.
Sraaoi'K-In It - mber 24, to the wife of Captain k. w. Bpmgue,* eon,
Speisoer— In U I mber 20, to the wUe ol a. C Springer, a eon.

ui - In this city, September 2 >,
, Edward W, Sullivan, a son.

September 23, to the wife of Thomas Wilson, a son.
Williams— In thin city, August 28, to the wife of John W. Williams, a daughter.

daughter.

Wolit—In this city. September is. to the wife of G. Wolff, a daughter.
Wiluelu— In this city, September 21, to the wife of Frederick Wilhelm, a

ALTAR.
Aplir-Sfkllman-—Septemher 17, Louis Adler to Augusta Spellman.
CaorooT-NiSMA—September 20, William M. Crofootto Agues Niema,
O/nky-Blakklt—September 20, Samuel L. Cuney to Fannie C. Blakcly.
Cakpentiiir-Collett—September 23, Jules Carpcntier to Adele Josephine Collett.
Gibson-Wilton— August 81, Robert Gibson to Sarah Wilton, both of this city.
Holston-Sheeuas—September 23, A Houston to Iff. Bheehan.
HiooiSB-KRAts— September 21, James H. Hit-gins to Elizabeth Ivraus.
Hocustei.v-Bbrghausbr—September 21, Adnlph Hochstein to Natalie G. Berghauser.
Kiso-WiTTiso—September 19, Francis Henry King to Aurilla Josephine Witting.
Kline-Tobias—Septum'.er 2i, by Rev. Dr. Messing, Simon L. Kline to Emma Tobias.
Lililk-Rubsbll—September 24, Charles L. Lilile to Mrs. Josephine Russell.
Losb-Poppknbbrq—September IS, Heinrich Lose to Augusta A. Poppenberg.
Msislavskt-Gray—September 26, M. D Msislaveky to Anne Gray.
Maomsskn-Hofp—September 20, Lars Hagnuasen to Annie L. Hoff.
MBTeR-EcK—September 28, Joseph Meyer to Matilda Eck.
Marbcrq-Barazza—September 18. Fred Marburg to LeoDa Barazza.
Millbr-Joost—September 19, Louis Miller to Catherine Joost,
MiTCUKLL-LraK - September 9, James Mitchell to Mary Lusk, both of this city.
O'Donnbll-Dalv- September 17, Hugh O'Donnell to Kate Daly.
Puelps-Loller—September 20, Theodore F. Phelps to Cecilia L. Loller.
Roberts-Ed. v—September 21, Win. H. Roberts, of Suisun, to Sophie Eddy, of Dixon.
Rcss-Dyer—August 28, James A. Russ, of Riverside, to Lizzie M. Dyer, of Ferndale.
Rkyser-Witt—September 24, by Rev. G. Muehlsteph, William Revser to Mary Witt.
Randall-Wall—September 12, William W. Randall to Ella M. Wall.
Stonk-Valad k— September 27, George W. Stone to Marie Valadie.
Tccker-Visey--September 13, by Rev. John Hemphill, Geo. Tucker to Mollie Viney.
UPUAM-FtJLLBR—September 25, by Rev. W. E. Ijams, W. S. Upham to H. E. Fuller.
Wade-Putney—September 6, by Rev. John Hemphil, Geo. W. Wade to Nina Putney.
Young-Dixon -September 14, I1 rank C. Young to Jennie H. Dixon, both of this city.

TOMB.
Bisi—September 23, Maria Bisi, a native of Switzerland, aged 37 years.

BabR—September 23, Adam Baer, a native of France, aged 30 years.

Bennett—September 25, Emma Josephine Bennett, aged 22 years and 2 months.
Bernstein— September 22, Marks Bernstein, aged 20 years 2 months and 2S days.
Brady—September 21, Mathew Brady, aged 38 years, 3 months and 23 days.
Corcoran—September 22, Daniel P. Corcoran, a native of Ireland, aged 48 years.
CAUiLL-September 20, Anthony Cahill, a native of Ireland, aged 58 years.

Crowell—September 20, ' apt. Printiss Crowell, aged 5t> years and 11 months.
Dooley—September 23, Owen Dooley, a native of England, aged 34 years.

Davis— September 23, Mrs. Millicent F. Davis, aged 03 years.

Ferguson—September 22, William A. Ferguson, aged 33 years and 11 months.
Fiscuer—September 23, Emile C. Fischer, aged 18 years.
Firmin—September 19, Lewis I. E. Pirmin, aged 26 years.
Gaylord—September 21, William H. Gaylord, a native of New York, aged 50 years,

Hahn—September 26, Edmund Hahn, a native of Poland, aged 26 years.
Hanna—September 23, Mary Catherine Hanna, a native of Ireland, aged 52 years.
Lorioas—September 24, P. Lorigan, a native of Ireland, aged 46 years.
Macondray—September 26, Lavinia S, Macondray, aged 79 years.
McCunk—September 23, Annie MeCune, a native of England, aged 36 years.
Nunan—September 22 Josephine Olivia Nunan, aged 20 years, 3 months and 9 days.
Overman—September iTl, James Overman, a native of Indiana, aged 50 years.
Rosier—September 25, Mrs. Kunigunda Romei, aged 69 years and 3 months.
Rathjen—September 20, Martin Rathjen, aged 60 years and 10 mouths,
Taylor—September 25, Thomas W. Taylor, aged 43 years.

WalLMANN - September 23, Bodo Wallmann, aged 30 years, 2 mouths and 13 days.
Webt—September 25, Louisa K. West, a native of Germany, aged 45 years.

Zammitt September 23, Mary Ellen Zainmitt, aged 16 years and 6 months.

Mr. O. A. Lunt, the celebrated master of dancing, will give a juvenile

matinee about the end of October, at his academy. The dancing of the
numerous young people who are his pupils has been the talk of all who
have witnessed their performances. A desire for an exhibition express-

ed by many of Mr. Luut's friends has led to a determination to give a
semi-public exhibition. Only a limited number of tickets will be issued.

St. John's Presbyterian Church, Post Street.—The Rev. Dr.
Scott, pastor, will preach Sunday at the usual hours. The public cor-

dially invited to attend.
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i >Thl«dthatwaterriioald
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K to uphold this
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I Hi.' waU-r supply, which the etlj OUghvto hear, that
1

: d to this corporation, it
b« pecuniarily affected, whether the entire bo hereto-

re, or whether it shall . ,

payers and the municip
Uon is called to the high rates whtch exist In Ban FVanouo
should «Utc the real cause-namely, that here iho dol en have borne
the enure burden of the water eupply, whilst in even rity hi tha world
the burUOD is divided bj s<n\u> just pro[>ortioii between property through municipal

ini--ii. consumers.
Thtioompanj has torn - aiments to make as to Its poUoy, and has no interest

not entirely consistent with tho best government of Sail I'rancisco and the
State.

In order, therefore, to end all diHcussion upon fchomattan in difference botween
the Bidktin and this company, the Spring Valley Water Works hereby propoee

TO ENTKR INTO TIIK FOLLOWINO AORKKMKNT, .

Namely: It will submit the framing of an ordinance for the regulation of its water-
rates, both for domestic uses and municipal purposes, to either one of the four fol-
lowing hodies:

First -A Commission of three to be selected by the Board of Trade.
Second—A Commission of three to bo selected by the Chamber of Commerce.
Third—A Commission of three to be selected by the Board of Underwriters.
Fourth—To a Commission consisting of Mayor Blake and Auditor Brickwedel—

they, in case of disagreement, to choose a third member of the Commission.
The proprietors of the

BULLBTIH AND CALL MAY HAVE THE CIIOICB

Of either one of the four above named Commissions.
The ordinance to be framed by the Commission selected by tho proprietors of the

BttUetln and Call during the month of December of this year, and to be filed in the
office of the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors on or before the first day of Jauuarv
1883.

Provided. George K. Fitch and Loring Pickering, proprietors of the Bulletin and
Call; M. H. de Young, proprietor of the Chronicle; J. P. Jackson, proprietor of
the Post and Exchange; The Examiner Publishing Company, proprietor of the Ex-
aminer; Frederick MacCrellish, proprietor of the A'ta, and W. M. Bunker and A.
C. Heister, proprietors of the Daily Report, will unite with the Spring Valley Water
Works in such proposed written agreement, and agree to use their influence and
that of the journals mentioned to maintain in good iaith the schedule of rules fixed
by such Commission for the period of five years, and urge upon the Boards of Su-
pervisors during such period its adoption and maintenance, the Spring Valley Water
Works particulnrly agreeing that it will not urge in any way the increase of said
schedule, and that if any ordinance should be passed increasing the rates fixed by
suh Commission, it will not accept such increased rates.

It is not claimed that an agreement so made can technically be legally binding, for
the Boards of Supervisors art; empowered by law tu fix the rates, but it will be mor-
ally binding upon the parties to the agreement, and we hereby pledge ourselves, in
case it should be aigued, to carry it out in its spirit and letter.

CHARLES WEBB HOWARD,
President Spring Valley Water Works.

September 19, 18S2.

The Ainaxab contains neither mercury, lead, bismuth, nitrate of silver, nor
any mineral or vegetable salts, which could in the least injure the most delicate
complexion. It can be used largely with perfect confidence. We earnestly ask the
public to give it a trial, and assure tbem that they will find that we have claimed
nothing for the Ainaxab Elixir but what it will most thoroughly do. For the ben-
efit of those who might be deterred from using the Ainaxab Egyptian Elixir, by
the fear that it might injureJheir skin, we herewith append a few testimonials from
well-known persons living in this city, which will satisfy the most skeptical as to
the priceless value of the Ainaxab as an article of toilet, and as to its medicinal prop-
erties in removing all kinds of skin diseases.

San Fkancisco, March 29, 1882.
Ainaxab Manufacturing Company, 805 Montgomeryetreet,

San Francisoo:
Gentlemen—1 have been using your Ainaxab, and find it a most delicious Elixir,

and not only; beneficial but also inosc agreeably refreshing for the skin. I shall con-
tinue to use it. Please send me three bottles.

Yours truly, IDA VON TRAUTMANN,
Directress Geistinger Opera Troupe.

Ainaxab Company;
I have been nsing your Ainaxab in my family for some time, and am verymuoh

pleased with its action. It has a pleasant and cooling sensation to the skin, and for
all persons affected with black spots, or face worms, as they are usually called, I can
heartily recommend its use, as their removal is almost instantaneous, one or two appli-
cations accomplishing the desired result.

Respectfully, DR. CHAS. W. HIBBARD,
202 Stockton street, San Francisco.

Sam Fbancisco, April 17, 1882.
Ainaxab Manufacturing Company

:

Gentlemen—I have been usins your Ainaxab for the last two months, and I find
that it possesses all the good qualities claimed for it in your circular. I thinkl t is the
best tbing[one can use to remove the bad effects of paint, or dry make-up. I shall Con-
tinue to use it, as it has given me entire satisfaction.

Respectfully yours, LOUISE LESTER,
Prima Donua, Tivoli Theatre.

A large number of testimonials can be seen at our office.

AINAXAB JH'FG CO., S. F.
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REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.

Recorded in the City and County of San Francisco, California, for

the "Week ending September 23, 1882.

Compiled from the Records ofthe Commercial Agency, 401 California tit^ti.F,

Monday, September 18th.

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE. DESCRIPTION.

J O McGrath to W H Cowper
Louie Holton to Annie A Wynne-

O V Thayer to Mary S Thayer....

Mary S Thayer to V Thayer ...

G Hargitt to H Keating et al exrs.

Win HelmertoFredkB Mendel...

Panl Z Nanraan to M L Nauraan..

Bora Rochfort to Jno Nalond

Jno Hannan to Wra B Allen..

Jno T Hill etal to Prank Woods.

Mary A Martin to F H Hulsmann.

T J Rooney to J R Howard
Surah M Bareilles to A C Searle

T O'Connor to Elizth L O'Connor

N Fell, 165 e Webster, e 27:fisl20

N Green, 63 e Kearny, e 20xfi3:6; also w
Kearny, 97:6 n Green, n 20x80, being
in 50-vara 377

N Washington, 200 w Fillmore, w 30 x
127:8—Western Addition 350

Life interest in same to commence on
death of first party

Potrero Nuevo 51 and 61

Ne Eddy and Bonrbin Place, e 28x100—
Western Addition 384

S 2let, 92:6 e Folsora, e 30x70, being in

Mission Blk 54
S O'Farrell, 120 e jjevisade'ro,'e 60x75 ;

also n Marshall. 300 w Grant, w 50 x
110; ateo e Sadowa, 49 e Orizaba, w
49, s 125, e 49, n 175 to commencement

N Pt Lobos, 70e22d avenue, e 37:11,

nw to a point, w to a point, 100 n from
Pt Lobos ave, ard 70 e 22d avenue, s

100 to commencement
|

Ne Fremont, 229:2 se Market, se 45:10 x
137:6-B & W 304

Ne Pacific and Hyde, e 20x60:6, being iD

50-vara 1217
W Larkin, 25 s Lombard, s 25x105:9 . .

.

S Greenwich, R7:6 w Laguna, w 50x137:
6—Western Addition 2<16

N Grove, 110 w Webber, w 27:6x137:6—
Western Addition 301

$1,106

5,100

Gift

'i66

1,300

Gift

5

36,000

2,250
1 .950

1,500

Gift

Tuesday, September 19th

Chas H Rogers and wf to F Reis.

M K McCorruick to Matilda Molt..

L P Gnutier ro G Giannini.
Ellen Dalton to Wm Smith

,

Jessie Gay to A E Bennett et al. .

.

Jno Dwyer to Margaret Mclntyre.

Henry B Brooks to Hutchinson
S Meyerbaco to P Mariscano

Edward Hnghes to Henrv Kohler
Chas H Leavitt to Frank H Woods

AJSaulman to same
JMcCormick toAntou Jugosovich

T C Metzler to Dora Metzler.,

Arnold Stahl et al to T C Metzler.
L F Emilio et al to Hlb S & L Socy

Jos McKnight to M J McKnight.

Nw Sierra and K>ntnckv, s 200, w 100,
s 25, w 100, n 225, e 200 to commence-
ment— P N 393

N Clav, 118:1 w Stockton, w 19:4x68:9-
50-vara 96

Se Lafayctteand Brunswick, s 178x106:6
W Farren avenue, 75 n Eddy, n 25x90—
Western Addition 431

Lots 16 and 17, blk 25, City Land Asso-
ciation
W Sanchez. 26:6 s of Valley, 8 25x105—
Mi-sion Block 124

Se 23d and Diamond, e 125x04
S Green, 275 w Powell, s 137:6, w 41, n

51:3, ell, n 86:3, e 30 to commence-
ment—-50-vara 231

Nw Green and Vincent, w 20x57:6
Ne Beale, 183:4 nw Folsom, nw 45:10 x
137:6—B and W 426

Same
W Alabama, 290 8 25th, 8 25x100 -Mis-
sion Block 179

N Ellis, 175 w Laguna, w 25x120—West-
ern Addition 2^0

Same ....

Nw Valencia and 14th, n 20, w 379:8,
sw to 14th, e 391:6 to commencement
—Mission Block 26W California Avenue, 435 n Virginia, n
30X100-P V366

$5,400

5,000

400

1,000

1,200

1,200

1,050

Gift
6

13.43S

5

Wednesday, September 20th.

Wm Jagger to H M Fiske

W T Barton to Pacific Powder Co

Dr R Manning to W T Barton..
Wm Winter to J McCabe

,

M Petersen to Bridget Meiyer
Flint Tract Hd to C Haake
Wm F Fitzpatrick to J M Nolan..

Clements Clay to R B Saffold....

Tide Ld Comrs to Jos Halfenegger

Alice J Allen to Isaac P Allen
Cath Roddy to Jno Block
Edwd N Fish to Simon Silverbers

Wm Scholle to same and E N Fish
Hib Sav and Ln Soc to Oscar Fobs
Jno A Baumeister to M A E Maas.

Evelina Cutting to E D Keyes

Alfred Clarke to H McGaffney

S 28th, 130 w Sanchez, w 50x114—Harp-
er's Addition 125

Nw Jessie, 210 w, s 1st, sw 25x60, being
100-vara 1

Same
Undivided one-half se Brannan, 412:6
ne 6th, ne 46:10x137
W Iowa, 175 s Rolo, s 25x100
Lots 5 and 6 block 4
S 19tb, 100 w Guerrero, w 25x114—Mis-
sion Block 77

S California, 34:4 w Steiner, w 34:4 x
137:6, being in Western Addition 389.

Sw Rausch, 175 nw Folsom, nw 50x112
being in 100-vara 269

Nw Green and Hamlin, w 53:9x63:9!! .

.

S Greenwich 112:6 w Kearny, 25x137:6.
Undivided one-half, ne Ellis and Octa-

via, e 192:6x120—Western Additon 154
All same
Nw Oregon and Davis, n 40x45 ...
S TyliT, 55:6 w Laguna, w 27x120, being

in Western Addition 225
S O'Farrell, 110 w Stockton, w 27:6, s

86:6, e 22:6, n 82:6 to commencement—
50-vara 922

Sw of Hawthorne, 242 se of Folsom, se
33x112:6

$ 400

1

529
1

3,300

12,000

22
1,500

1

5

5
9.000

Thursday, September 21st
Wm B Allen to Jas Hannan..

A S Hallidie to Cal Wire Worns..

Wm Robertson to Wm F Lewis.

.

Masonic Cem Assn to G L JordanWm F Lewis to W J McGowan. .

.

W J Seaman to Eliza J Brown

WmTollin to Thos Bennett

Commencing 100 ft n Pt Lobos and 120
w 21st avenue, n 250, w 45:4, Be to a pt
c to commencement § 5

Se Mason and North Point, e 275x275-
NBBIockl6 44 000

E Sbotwell, 95 s 10th, s 60x100, being" in '

Mission Block 57 1 1 S00
Lot 34, sec 21, North Addition....
E Shotwell, 95 8 19Lh, s 20x100—Mission
Block 57

Lots 208 and 209, block 34, Mission and
3ith St Homestead

E Fillmore, 52:4 e Clay, s 25x90:6—sub-
ject to a mortgage for $1,500 ....

103

700

750

1,000

Friday, September 22d.

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE.

Geo Bates etal toABarkan

Thos W Nenan et al to Patk Duffy

Ellen Gorman to John O'Brien....
Henry Wagner to W J J Weeks. .

A Miller to T Driscoll

Geo F Sharp to Honora Sharp. ..

Fanny M Holladay to N Langdon.

Mary Sullivan to Denis Sullivan..
Wm B Swain to Jno Hubacher

D W Balch to F A Morlera

J C Gouldin to Wm G Koch

Meyer Davidson to Rebecca Irwin

A G Pitzpatrick to E Fitzpatrick .

J K Ellis to A W Manning

Emma Kelsey to same
F D Morrell to Amos Mecartney.

RobtMeierhoff to Jas Smith

C H Hopkins to Nellie D Balch.

L Gottigto Edwd Graham ,

DESCRIPTION.

E Gough. 102:8 B Sacramento, s 25x81:3,
being in Western Addition 125 $6,150

Ne Chesley, 40 se Boyd, se 20x60—100-
vara 272 275

Lotl082. GiftMap2 150
N Chestnut, 23 e Mason, e 22:7x68:9, be-
ing in 50-vara 702 2,300
W Capp, 295 s 16tb, s 50xll5-MiBslon
Block 41 7,000

R Broadway, 117:6 w Dupont, w 20x100. 8,000
N Washington, 137:9 e Gough, e 43x127:

8, being in Western Addition 122 5

N cor 5th and Clary, nw 20x80 Gift -

S Green, 75 e Buchanan, e 27x137:6—
Western Addition 243 1,620

Se of Van Ness and Ellis, 8 25:6x109-
Western Addition 62 14,280

S Hill, 135 w Valencia, w 40x114—Mis-
sion Block 74 1 ,650

N Geary, 165 e Octavia, e 27:6x137:6—
subject to mortgage 12,000

Se Sbotwell and 22d, s 95x122:6 Gift
E Taylor, 112:6 b Ellis, s 25x137:6, being'

ing in 50-1000 I 5
Same 10,000
Lot 15, block 308, S S F Homestead and

I

Railroad Association 245
Se Noe and Vulture, e 105x57, being in|

Mission Block 107 I 1,450
Se Ellis and Van Ness, e 109x25:6, being

in Western Addition 62 1 13,500
S Ridley, 317 w Guerrero, s 90, w 63, ni

7:8, nw 72:4, ne 42, e 78 to commence-
ment—MiSBion Block 25 | 6,000

Saturday, September 23d.

Arnold Stahle to T Blanckenbnrg.

Thos Kelly to Jno Horn

Louisa K West to P F West

Wm Bosworth to Jno E Townsend

J E Townsend to AW Bowman..
A W Bowman to Pacific Power Co
Jacob Levy and wf to Judah Boas
Save & Ln Soc to Jno C Schroder

J B Haggin to F Becker ....

L W Walker to L J Walker
Eela Wellman to Rudolph Hubert.

N Ellis, 200 w Laguna, w 25x120—West-
ern Addition 229
W Lasnna, 60 n Post, n 75x62:6, being
.in Western Addition 232
N Pine, 129:6 w Pierce, w 42:4x137:6—
Western Addition 426

Nw JesBie, 130 aw 1st, sw 30x60, being
in 100-vara 1

Same
Sam3
N Tyler, 165 w Franklin, w 27:6x120...
N 30, 305 w Church, w 25x114—Harpers

I Addition 99
Ne Pt Lobos and 2d avenue, e 32:6x100,

I

Outside Lands 182 I

lLot 13, blk 22, Market Street Homestead:
|E Edinburg, 150 s China avenue, s 50 x

200 ;
portion blk 47, Excelsior Home-

I stead

4,050

Gift

25
5
5

11,000

375

850
300

GEO. STREET, A.gent News Letter, 30 Cornhill, E, C, London.

F
LIEBIG COMPANY'S

finest anil Cheapest Meat'flavorin;
Dishes and Sauces.

EXTRACT OF MEAT.
Stock for Soups, Hade

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT,
n Invaluable and Palatable Tonic in all Cases of Weak
Digestion and Debility. " Is a success and boon for which Nations should feel

grateful. See " Medical Press," "Lancet," " British Medical Journal," etc.
A

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
Caution—Genuine only with fac-simile of Baron Iiiebig's

Signature, in blue ink, acrosB Label,
This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substitutes being in

the market.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
To be had of all Store-keepers, Grocers and Chemists. Sole

Agents for the United States (wholesale only), C. David & Co., 9, Fenchureh
Avenue, London, England. Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, San
Francisco. June 10.

he Summer Sun and Bust. Ladies and all exposed to the scorching
rays of the sun and heated particles of dust, will rind that the most
cooling and refreshing preparation for the face, hands and arms, is

owlauds' Kalydor, which eradicates all prickly Heat, Sunburn, Tan,
Freckles, Stings of Insects, etc., and produces a beautiful and delicate
complexion.

owlauds' Macassar OH prevents the hair falling off or becoming dry
during the hot weather, and eradicates scurf and dandruff.

Rowlands' Odonto is the purest and most fragrant Tooth Powder ever used,
and contains no acid or mineral ingredients, which are so detrimentil
to the teeth and gums. Its purity especially adapts it for the teeth of
young children. Ask any dealer in perfumery for Rowlands' articles,

of 20, Hatton Garden, London.

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.
Attendance, daily, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by the under-

signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, and to furnish all information
relating to the Society. J. P. McCURRIE, Secretarv,

Oct. 23. Room 4, No. 531 California at.

T
R
R

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,

NO. 922 POST STREET.
Day nnd Boarding School lor Youn? Ladies and Children.

KINDERGARTEN. Next Term will commence July 24th. To Becure admis-
sion for boarding pupils, applications should be made as earlv as possible.
May 13. MADAME B. ZEITSKA, A.M., Principal.

$5 to $20 per day at me. Samp'es worth $S free,
Address STINSON & Co., Portland, Maine.
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NOTABILIA.

Uwi m KJUwdrlrw
Crpna bUrt m »"«r

(AvwumMudi
Muki (or bM »nd for
BarU-bnrvlrt. McHtor*.
Pvrtnn* f..r » Ud» .

THE PEDDLERS

For My Imm lo ft*a UmIt 4«n;
FtMt ud poklMT-Mkka of kmI.

CkWMbVTofMM.
.<uj, Ia-I*. or rl*r MOT

boy,

lUJlN.HHlltriAU

Sawmills were fint u*r-l in Baropt in the fifteenth ct>ntnrr. BUvn
that » m*n who swore be loet hi* leg in the army w&e. nnn.
The smartwt a • i in the city, tit •« who are*tn«rt in bu«inr-u.
tt' rir ! nt by Meaerm. J. M.
LitchBell ft Co-, -'f #15 S . street, wh» h»ve jintr<
Unreand well eelected stock ..f I ntlWMB who wi.h t.»

be e**i)uahly and elegantly drew i d ibould giva them a call.

LttcbtieM A Co. employ n<>n.- but ex^K-nenced, reliable cutter*, and gar.
menu lurm-1 out of their establish atcot invariably tit well, look well,
wear well and give satisfaction.

A Fieocbman feelinc ill, oomplainad t.> an BugUab friend th*t he had
a i*aio in bU t

M>rtroanteau, by which he meant his otiaat, Wt kfl
wav by which no man alive, )>.• 1 r Frem blDM
pain in hi-i ch."«t. It is an infallible pnvrativfl. We have tried
many year*. Be it known therefore, ,.. r the l-enefit of tiling, aching hu-
manity, that we drive away the uneeibility of nil paina by drlakin
erately of ihe fine old brands of Uqnore that for many yaan hi
the frre»t im[*ortinK hou»e of Macondray & OV, *<>

I
ited.

A steam whistle has jnet been finished at Bridgeport of which the
pound can bv heard fifty miles, bat do not tell any ojrcni man aba
next season he will have a whole series of them.— PkUadetpkia JVViot.

They were talking about dogs, the batata, oomparative intelliginosj,
etc. of those asgttmona animals, when yooog Kotherbert said, " Well, sir.

_•'* :i dandy, he i*. You onght to just see him sometimes. Honest-
lv, I banon he baa more sense than I have.

n " That's a very doubtful
compliment for the dug," said old Mr. Gloomy, who oat over in

Our Notabilia man never pays doubtful compliments. He says in truth,
that J. R. Kelly & (Vs. imperishahle paint covers twice the space of or-
dinary paint, and is impervious to sun or rain.

A gentleman, when making his will, added a clause that his wife
should remarry, which, he explained, was to insure "that he would have
one person at least to daily deplore his death." Bah! Why Bhould lie

want any one to deplore him then ? We live to rejoice. We are exceed-
ingly glad that the cockles of our heart are daily made plad l>y the pure
and unadulterated liquors sold by P. J. Cassin & Co., Corner of Wash-
ington and Battery streets. Retail quantities at wholesale prices.

A man who wants his wife to love and respect him will never make the
mistake of putting his feet into her Blippers. Years of devotion will not
wipe out the insult.

Mr. Beecber thinks that ninety-five men in every hundred will lie. He
has the right idea, but his proportion is not exactly correct. Now, there's
Mr. Beecher won't lie for one ; and there's " us," that means two. And
you'll have to advertise to find the other three, and they will probably lie

to get the reward. Our Notabilia man never HeB, and that is why his ad-
vertising is in demand. He declares that the best place in the city to get
a nice supper or an elegant lunch is at Swain's, 213 Sutter street.

"Troubles often come from whence we least expect them." Yet we
may often prevent or counteract theui by prompt and intelligent action.
Thousands of persons are constantly troubled with a combination of dis-

eases. Diseased kidneys and costive bowels are their tormentors. They
Bhould know that Kidney-Wort acts on these organs at the same time,
causiDg them to throw off the poisons that have clogged them, and so re-

newing the whole system.

The types last week made us say that " the showers were not sufficient

to meet the wants of the milkmen," etc., instead of millmen.

Denver is going to have an elaborite mining exposition, but it will not
be complete without an exposition of the way money is made in mining
without any mine. There are broken-hearted men in this country who
would like to see precisely how the thing is done. But there is one
thing that never brakes any heart. It is a nobby hat, such as is to be ob-
tained of Hermann, the hatter, 336 Kearney street.

The following is a mot credited to one of the recent Governors of

Maryland: " What a remarkably ugly man Mr. Blank is," said he to a
pretty and tender-hearted young lady. "Ah," replied Bhe, depreciating-

ly, " but he has a face that grows on you." " Hum I" responded the Gov-
ernor ;

" God forbid, Miss, that it should ever grow on me. The way to

always have a good face put on you is to get photographed at Bradley &
Rulofson's, Corner of Montgomery and Sacramento.

It sounds a little paradoxical to say that the man whose life is insured

must die to recover, but it is neverthele°s true.

Musio hath charms to soothe the savage breast, but it must be real

music which can only be obtained from a truly musical instrument. The
king of instruments is the piano forte. The best in the market are those

Bold by Statham & Co., manufauturers, 765 Mission street. They are

home-made, have taken the gold medal at the Mechanics Fair over all

competitors, and for delicacy of tone are unequaled.

Brain workers, active business men, and thinkers and active men gen-

erally need food for the braiu. That can of food is the toothsome oyster,

fat, fresh and luscious, such as can be obtained at Moraghan's oyster par-

lors, 68 andd 69 California Market.

In Hogarth's time, when a man went into the stocks he put his foo

in it. It is the same thing to-day.—New Orleans Picayune.

J. F. Cutter's Old Bourbon.—This celebrated whisky is for sale by
all first-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

*rrnin*\

i mat value of Mrs, Lydls K. PtnkbW
dlNSsea of iron

< •itnpotiml

Th. kW
A widow cannot marry in Cores,

And wi.l..wrr> ran.
ftinrloM man!

i-'wn

To marry wljim* in \\iv \ %T Ooraj0j

I Ual

The

fml.r nmpri
Mi. Pinkham'i \

•l<« |il trunk of .11
thp rvm, .in-, of thin ila*. now U>t | <<-nal.

Oscar Wilde «i k-n« hbum. without • kpttals. It . m»n in rich or
ramou he Oan do aneh » i >nd simply bi

But If »m»n will t Capital write. Iii- name without capital, hah tl

a aloooh. If he signs nil name to. cback without oapfta] hi
Ba honest, mv mo,and tha vr»v t.. .1.. that i. I if,

and tha hr»t it |, to buy >g Arlington Cooking I

from Da La Moniftiiyi*. of Jackson streot, below Bwttary.

"Spaukte i» the name of the principal of a boys aobool in Kingston,
Ontario.

Morae, who inrantad the telegraph, and Bell, the Inventor of the tele-
phone, both had deaf mute wivee, which leads nwi ".lust
set what man can do when everything ii quiet, A nan who waati hi«
wif,. or hie eweetheart to let him be quiet will always get bia hat from
White, at Iil4 Commerola] tureet.

Marriage haa been defined by a cynic aa " an inaane rieture to puv for
the board ami lodging of another man's daughter." Well, what of that?
It i* a good thing to do, anyhow. Try it, young maul But, Kr*t, of all,

put your house in order. (Jet it painted by Noble bros., of 642 Clay »t.,
house and siyn painters.

Why are the political bosses like British Columbia? They are looking
for-lorn.

Best pictures taken at the Imperial Gallery, "24J Market street.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,
Sawing:. Planing: and Manufacturing:—Doors, Sashes, Blinds and

Mouldingra—Turning-, Scroll and Jig Sawing:—Counters,
Bar and Store Fixtures.

Finishing Wurk for Buildings on Hand and Made to Order.

217 to 225 Spear SI., and 21S to 226 Stewart St., S. F.
The largest and oldest established mill on the Pacific Coant.

D. A. Macdonald, Pres't. R. S. Falcoskr, Sec'y. W. N. Millbr, Supt

[March 25.1

F. N. Neuval. W. S. Somervell.

PACIFIC ASPHALTUM COMPANY.
Established 1865.

Proprietors of the Celebrated Corral de Piedra Asphaltum Mine,
(San Louis Obispo County).

Dealers in Crude and Jleflned

ASPHALTUM, FELT AND ROOFING MATERIAL.
Prepared Asphaltum for Country Orders always on hand. Contractors for Side-

walks, Roofs, Floors and General Asphaltum Work. All Work Guaranteed.

Officeand Depot, £20 Jackson.
\
Branch Office,422 Montgomery ,5. JP.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,
Agents for RICOKD'S RESTORATIVE PUJCS,

635 Market Street Hall Franciico, Cal.

PALACE HOTEL,. June 24.

R. CUTLAR, D.D.S.,

Has Removed His Dental Office

Prom 715 Clay Street to No. S3 Post Street.

Office Hours—From 10 A.M. to 5 P.M.
[May 6.]

DR. R. BEVERLY COLE
Mas Retnrned from Europe,

And Resumed Practice at bis New Offices,

218 POST STREET, above Dupont. [July 29.

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D..
OCULIST.

Formerly at No. 313 BumIi street, has removed to Phelau's
Buil4liiigr, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 m. to 3 p.m.

Take the Elevator. May 27.

DR. JAMES W. KEENEY,
OFFICE AND RESIDENCE: 22 MONTGOMERY STREET.

HOURS: 2 to 4, 7 to 7:30 p.m.
SUNDAYS: 3 to 4 p.m. April 9.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 215 GEARY ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.

Feb. 6] OFFICE HOURS: 1 to 4 P.M.
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There are some indications in business circles of an increased strin-

gency in the money market, leading to an advance in the rates of interest.

Wholesale business in General Merchandise continues to be up to

the full average of past seasons. ProBts, however, are less pronounced

than heretofore, owing to excessive competition. We have too many
mercantile houses, all anxious to do a large share of current traffic, and to

do this successfully various efforts are resorted to, some of which will not

bear the light of day. For instance, Bhort weights and short measures

are too often resorted to by men claiming to be honest, and yet are not

—

far from it. We hope to see the day when adulterations of all merchant-

able commodities will be severely punished by the strong hand of the

law. Few persons have any conceptions of the frauds that are being con-

stantly practiced in the way of food adulterations, not to say of short

weights and short measures. It is idle and vain for us to attempt to enu-

merate them, for we are all victims of this nefarious traffic—if not in one

way, it comes home to us in some other way that is least expected, and

because the evil has become of such wide extent that it renders it the

more difficult to be overcome.

The arrivals of deep water vessels during the week have been quite

numerous, adding liberally to the disengaged tonnage in port. Wheat
charters are now readily obtainable at 37s. 6d.@40s. But at these figures

grain exporters do not bite eagerly. This decline in freights enables the

farmer to obtain full prices for his Wheat—say $1 674@$1 70 percental

for Extra Choice Milling, and $1 62£@S1 65 for Shipping parcels. The
receipts of Wheat at tide water are now very liberal. Farmers are urg-

ing it forward, looking to the near approach of the rainy season. There

is now rather more disposition to sell Grain at current rates than there

was a few weeks ago, for the reason that while their Wheat is out doors

exposed to the elements they will sell rather than store, and thus incur

the expense of a season's storage.

Barley is now ruling in buyers' favor, having of late been very largely

dealt in at the Call Boards upon speculation. Spot lots of Feed Grain

may now be quoted at SI 25@S1 27£; Brewing, SI 30@S1 35; Chevalier,

SI 35@S1 55 per cental, according to quality. The ship Wm. McGilvery

is now loading a cargo of Chevalier Barley for New York, which may be

quoted at SI 50@S1 55 per cental.

Overland shipments, Eastward and Southward, by railroad, during

the month of August, aggregate 53,000,000 lbs. Of this, 26,000,000 lbs

went by the Central Pacific and 17,000,000 lbs by the Southern Pacific.

Of this large amount, San Francisco contributed the lion's share, say 30,-

000 000 lbs ; Sacramento second in the list, with her 7,000,000 lbs ; Los
Angeles third, with 2,250,000 lbs ; dan Jose fourth, with 1,750,000 lbs.

The shipments hence from this city included foreign imports in transitu

say Tea 6,700,000 lbs ; Sugar, 5.000,000 lbs ; Coffee, 8,000,000 lbs ; Can-

ned Goods, 4,000,000 lbs ; Case Salmon, 3,000,000 lbs ; Wool, 1,500,000

lbs : Potatoes, 1,000,000 lbs, besides Furs, Skins. Hides, Oil, etc. Sacra-

mento shipped largely of Green Fruit, say 2,000,000 lbs ; Lead, 3,300,000

lbs ; Wool, 300,000 lbs ; Canned Fruits, 125,000 lbs, etc. San Jose ship-

ped of Canned Fruits, etc., 750,000 lbs; Barley, Leather, Wool, Wine,
etc. Oakland shipped of Canned Fruits, etc., 1,500,000 lbs; also, Salmon,
etc. Los Angeles shipped, Sheep, 4,886; Fruits, Wine, Flour, Barley,

Borax, etc. JYlary3ville shipped Copper, Cement, Fruit, Skins, Furs, etc.

General Merchandise markets for the week under review present
few important changes in value to record. Our stocks of staple gnods,

such as Coffee, Sugar, Pice, Teas, etc., are ample for the season, and with
a steady demand prices are unchanged, remaining as for some time past.

Coal, Salt, Iron and Metals generally are in ample supply, and, in the ab-

sence of any speculative inquiry, there are few changes to record.

Hops.—The market is well stocked and all of good quality. Holders
are firm in their views, now asking 55@60e. for Good to Choice.

Wool.—The Fall Clip is now arriving quite freely, with sales of Free
at 17£c. ; Defective, ditto, at 9@13c. Good Spring Clip rules from 20@
27&C, according to condition.

Hides.—Dry readily command 20c. for the usual selections.

Tallow.—The demand exceeds the supply at 8@9c; for Good Refined,

rendered for export, ll@12c.

Quicksilver.—The Gaelic, for Hongkong, carried 300 flasks. Exports
by mail during the month of August aggregate 324 flks., all of which
were shipped from this city. The total exports by rail, for the first eight

months of 1882, were 4,143 flks., of which 1,503 flks. were shipped from
San Francisco. Receipts since January 1, 1882, 37,054 flks. The London
price is £6. Exporters here are loth to give over 37^c. Some ask 37ic;
others 38c; but at these rates very little business is doing. The City of
Tokio, hence for China on the 20th inst., carried 900 flks.

For China and Japan.—The 0. and O. steamship Gaelic carried
Flour 8,850 bbls., Quicksilver 300 flks., etc.; Treasure, §100,000.

Fruit shipments Eastward, overland, from January 1st to September
1st, by rail, show a very rapid development. We allude simply to Green
Pipe Fruit: 1871, 2,400,000 lbs.; 1872, 2,150,000 lbs.; 1873, 2,800,000 lbs.;

1874, 5,000,000 lbs.; 1875, 2,900,000 lbs.; 1876, 6,785,000 lbs.; 1877, 5,-

400,000 lbs.; 1878, 4,800,000 lbs.; 1879, 7,200,000 lbs.; 1880, 3,100,000 lbs.;

1881, 11,842,000 lbs.; 1882, 6,329,400 lbs. These shipments are exclusive
of dried and canned fruits, which have also been large.

The arrivals during the week from foreign ports have been unex-
pectedly numerous, and include the following vessels: Bark Kife Chap-
man, from Newcastle, England, to Rodgers, Meyer & Co., with Coal,
1,000 tons, Sal Soda, 667 casks, etc.; ship Austria, 119 days from Hull,
England, Steel Pails, etc.; British ship Lord Cairns, 110 days from Liv-
erpool, to Degener & Co., with Caustic, Sheep Wash, etc.; British ship
Carnarvonshire, 121 days from Cardiff, 1,651 tons Coal to Geo. J. Theo-
bald & Co.; German ship Sutunne, 51 days from Hongkong, with Tapi-
oca, 755 bags, Teas, 2,242 packages, and 500 packages Merchandise

;

Bark Korea, from Cook's Inlet to Cutting Packing Company, with
Salmon, 6,030 cases, etc.; Bark J. W. Seaver, from Bonham Island,
to A. Crawford & Co., with Cobra, etc.; British bark River Indus, 71
days from Sydney, Coal, 1,580 tons, to Rodgers, Meyer & Co.; brig Con-
suelo, 23 days from Honolulu, with Sugar, Rice and Molasses, to J. D.
Spreckels & Co.; ship M. P. Grace, 122 days from New York, with Gen-

eral Merchandise, to John Rosenfeld ; ship Brown Brothers, 122 days
from Havre, in ballast, to Williams, Dimond & Co.; ship City of Glas-
gow, 117 days from Glasgow, with Merchandise, to Balfour, Guthrie &
Co.; British ship Cromaryshire, 121 days from Hull, England, Steel
Rails, 9,722; British ship Patterdale, 131 days from Liverpool, with Mer-
chandise, to Balfour, Guthrie & Co.; Italian bark Paulina, from Callao,
in ballast, also brig Hazard, 25 days from Kahalui, in ballast, to Spreck-
els Brothers.

The European Wheat fleet hence since July 1st now aggregates 86
vessels, against 114 vessels same time last year. Cargoes in Wheat,
3,429,526 centals, value, S5,833,093 ; 4,512,52S centals, value, 86,881,998.
From this it will be seen that our exports in value are 81,000,000 less than
last year. It should be stated that the value includes considerable
Flour and some Barley embraced in the above cargoes. There are at
this writing 42 vessels on the berth loading Flour and Grain for Eu-
rope, with a registered tonnage of 54,829 tons. There are 63 disengaged
vessels in port, of 83,229 tons register.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Tbe Company's steamers will sail for Yokohama and

Hongkong: CITY OP PEKING, Oct. 19, at 2 p.m. Excursion Tickets
to Yokohama and return at special rates.

For NEW YORK via PANAMA: COLIMA, October 4th, at 10 A. M., taking
Freight and Passengers to MAZATLAN, ACAPULCO, SAN JOSE DE GUATE-
MALA, LA LIBERTAD and PUNTA ARENAS.
Tickets to and from Europe by any line for Bale at the lowest rates ; also for Ha-

vana and all West India ports.
For HONOLULU, AUCKLAND and SYDNEY: CITY OF NEW YORK, Oct. 21,

at 2 p.m., or ou arrival of the English mails.
Ten Dollars additional is charged for Upper Cabin passage.
For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and Erannan streets.

[Sept. 30.
]

WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., General Agents.

FOR PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, OREGON.
CHANGE OF TIME.

The Oregon Railway and Navigation Company and Pacific
Coast Steamship Company will dispatch every four days, from Spear-street

Wharf, for the above ports, one of their new Al Iron Steamships, viz. : QUEEN OF
THE PACIFIC, COLUMBIA, STATK OF CALIFORNIA and OREGON

Sailing: Days
Sept. 4. 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28.

! Oct. 2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 30
At 10 o'clock A. M.

Connecting at Portland, Oregon, with Steamers and Railroads and their connecting
Stage Lines for all points in Oregon, Washington and Idaho Territories, British

Columbia and Alaska.

Ticket Office 314 Montgomery Street
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

[Sept. 16.J No. 10 Market street, San Francisco.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,

For Japan and Cbina, leave wharf, corner First and Bran-
nan atreetB, at 2 p.sl,, for YOKOHAMA AND HONGKONG, connecting at

Yokohama with Steamers for Shanghai.

OCEANIC Wednesday, Aug. 30th
COPTIC Saturday, Sept. 9th
GAELIC Thursday, Sept. 28th
BELGIC Saturday, October 7th
ARABIC Saturday, October 28th
OCEANIC Thursday, Nov. 9th
COPTIC Tuesday, Nov. 21st

GAELIC Tuesday, Dec. 12th
BELGIC Saturday, Dec. 23d
ARABIC Thursday, Jan. 11th, 1883
OCEANIC Tuesday, Jan. 23d
COPTIC Saturday, Feb. 3d
GAELIC Saturday, Feb. 24th
BELGIC Thursday, March 8th

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates.

Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.*s General
Offices, Room 74, corner Fourth aud Townsend streets.

For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific MailSteam-
ship Company's Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN, General PaBsenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD, President. iiept, 9.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamers oi this Company will saillrom Broadway Wharf

as follows

:

For Victoria, B.C., and Puget Sound Ports: On the 10th, 20th and 30th of each
month (except when such days fall on aholiday, then on the day previous). Steamer
of the 30th connects at Port Townsend with steamer " City of Chester " for Alaska.
For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the O. R. & N. Co.: Every 4 days.
For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 5th, 10th, 15th,

20th, 25th and 30th of each month.
For Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and

Ventura: Every Wednesday at 8 a.m.
For Eureka, Areata, and Hookton, Humboldt Bay: Every Wednesday, 9 o'clock.
For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc.: Every Monday.

Ticket Office, No. '£1-1 Montgomery Street, near Pine.
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

Nov. 26. No. 10 Market street.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
SPECIAL NOTICE.—Reduction in Freight to Victoria,

NEW WESTMINSTER and NANA1MO, B. C.

The steamer VICTORIA, sailing hence to Victoria, Nanaimo and New Westmin-
ster, B. C, SATURDAY, September 23d, at 4 p. m., from Broadway wharf, will take
freight for above ports at FIFTY PER CENT. REDUCTION from Tariff Rate,
General Merchandise. Will also take freight for Port Townsend, Seattle and New
Tacoma, W. T. GOODALL, PERKINS & CO.,

[Sept, 23.] General Agents.

CALIFORNIA AND MEXICAN S. S. LINE.

For Euseuada, Rfagdalena Bay, Cape St. Lucas, Afazatlaii,
La Paz and Guaymas. -The S. S. MEXICO (Thus. Huntington, Master)will leave

for the above ports on FRIDAY, October Gth, lS82,at 12 o'clock m., from Washing-
ton-street Wharf. Through Bills of Lading will be furnished and none others signed.

Freight will be received on Thursday, Sept. 28th. No Freight received after Thurs-
day, October 5th, at 12 o'clock M., and Bills of Lading must be accompanied by
Custom House and Consular Clearances. For freight or passage, apply to

J. BERMINGHAM,'Agent,
Sept. 30. No. 10 Market street.

~0. R. -AND N. C0r
For Astoria and Portland, Oregon.-—The Steamer UMATILLA

will sail from Beale-street Wharf for above ports SATURDAY, September
30th, at 4 p. M,, carrying Freight and Combutibles.

[Sept. 30.] GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents.
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which hn* civen K*ith*. pietara .. place in all the ffmUariea «.f our n
»imt, ridm by side with tb« worki (chtwon by connoisseur*) of »m

to mMtera.
• t*> b* sriven llgbtly, hut it i- folly warranto, by the

rem&rkaMe oollet-tion of sketch**. .-io.li.-s and fii li-m, soon to be
place*! n of the Art Thru*- world
include n-t unly the reprewntati on «.f mrjr phiM of California land-
scape, but alao an astonishingly rich collection of Now Bngland -'•

and a trre.it many *»tn<lies of OregOD. They are the rich harv.st of DON
than six yean of hard work, done in the presence of Nature by ft m.in n|

nee, who wan endowed by birth with an exceptionally k- •
i

of odor, and is equipped by experience with the mature skill of twenty
yean life as an artint. The spectator will find among these worka none
of that hasty imitation of nature it) which neither truth to art nor truth
to nature is discoverable. On the contrary, like a true artist. K it;,

more in nature than is visible to the eyes of other men, and hi* •mined
hand is able to seize and place upon canvas phases of nature that u
subtile and fleeting for any but the moat rapid skill to overtake. This is

nowhere more noticeable than in his New England sketches. The
sketches derive additional value from the fact that very few of them
have been nsed as the subjects of pictures.

For want of space, we must omit further reference in detail to this re-

markable collection. It will soon be placed on free exhibition, when it

will, no doubt, receive from the public the delighted attention ita high
merits deserve.

IMITATION BAKING POWDERS.
To the Public : The public is cautioned against the practice of many

grocers who sell what they claim to be Royal Baking Powder, loose or in

bulk, without label or trade-mark. All such powders are base imita-
tions. Analyses of hundreds of samples of baking-powder, sold in bulk
to parties asking for Royal, have shown them all to be largely adulter-
ated, mostly with alum, dangerous for use in food, and comparatively
valueless for leavening purposes.
The public is too well aware of the injurious effect of alum upon the

system to need further caution against the use of any baking powders
known to be made from this drug, but the dealer's assurance, " Oh, it's

just as good as Royal," or, "It's the genuine Royal, only we buy it by
the barrel to save expense of can," etc., is apt to mislead the unsuspect-
ing consumers into buying an article which they would not knowingly use
in their food under any consideration. The only safety from such prac-
tices is in buying baking powder only in the original package, of a well-

known brand and a thoroughly established reputation.
The Royal Baking Powder is sold only in cans, securely closed with

the company's trademark label, and the weight of package stamped on
each cover. It is never sold in bulk, by the barrel, or loose by weight or

measure, and all such offered the public, under any pretense, are
imitations.

If consumers will bear these facts in mind, and also see that the pack-
age purchased is properly labeled, and the label unbroken, they will be
always sure of using a baking powder perfectly pure and wholesome, and
of the highest test strength in the market. J. O. Hoagland,

President Royal Baking Powder Co., N. Y.

WORLD RENOWNED.
Go where you 'will on the world's round surface ;

" from Greenland's
icy mountains to India's coral strands," you will find Bradley & Rulof-
son's unequaled photographs. They have a wide world celebrity. No
visitor to our city; and men come from the north, south, east, and west
to visit the Queen city of the Pacific; ever think of leaving without
taking along one of Bradley and Rulofson's life-like pictures. They know
that to possess one of these is to own a thing of beauty which is a joy for-

ever. San Francisco leads the world in the perfection of its photography.
It is not alone, perhaps, the skill of the artists, though that is admitted
to be unsurpassed, which gives this excellence of results. The clearness of

the atmosphere has not a little to do with it. From whatever cause, it is

certain that not even under the sunny skies of Italy are photographs tak-

en with the superiority that is attained here. Our city is just about to be
adorned by a photographic gallery that will surpass all previous efforts,

and indeed it is doubtful if its equal may be found in all the world be-

sides. It is located in Blythe's new building, southeast corner of Geary
and Dupont streets, and is almost ready for occupation. The gallery was
specially built for the purpose to which it is to be devoted, and is to be

supplied with everything new.

No feature of a handsome house is of more prominent importance

than ita gas fixtures. To see an infinite variety of these, the reader should

pay a visit to the famous establishment of McNally & Hawkins, 607

Market street, under the Grand Hotel. Just as the ornamental part of

a house depends upon the chandeliers supplied by gas or oil (of the latter

McNally & Hawkins have a choice collection), so do the sanitary advan-

tages of the residence depend upon the plumber doing his whole duty.

McNally & Hawkins are experienced and workmanlike in this line. They
are prompt, thorough and extremely reasonable as to charges.

Codfish.—Two vessels have arrived this week from the Ochotsk Sea

with fob.. The Fremont has 204 M. The Arago has as yet made no re-

port of her catch, but the Frem out reports the catch of the San Luis at

180 M, the Glencoe 63 M, and the Constitution 40 M codfish.

/ "/; /MM M.N.

KINGSFORD'S CORN STARCH
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FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY.
Fire and Marine Inauranoe-

Asneta at.350,000
I.ouea i.rel.l over i. ..mi. mi ii

XJTTIk' Large*! Asset* am] Largest [aeoma of nil the companies hailing from
west of New York Stat.-, and in t88l [•,.. ,ti, Qoati premiums were larger than
those of any other company, local. Eastern or foreign.

D. J. STAPLES President I WM. J. IUTTON Secretary
ALFHEUS Hll.I We- President | E W. CARPENTKB Asst. Secretary

llii.ll 1 OFFICE:
Southwest Oor. California and Sanaomo streets. San Francisco.
Gs9"Agcnts in all prominent localities. Sept. SO.

ASSESSMENT NOTICET
-

New Basil Consollilnteil Oravel Mlniug: (o., No, 525 Com-
' 1 street, Ban Francisco, Cal.—Notice is hereby givun that at a meeting

of the Directors, held on the 12th day of September, 1882, an assessment of three

(3) cents per share was levied upon the capital stock of the corporation, payable
nmiii .iKiteiy to the Secretary.

Any Btock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the SIXTEENTH
DAY OF OCTOBER, will be delinquent and advertised for sale at public auction,
and unless payment is made before, will he Bold on the SECOND DAY OF
NOVEMBER. 1882, to pay the delinquent assessment, together with costs of adver-
tising and expenses of sale. (Sept. 10.] F. X. SIMON, 625 Commercial street.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
CALIFORNIA MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 5
Amount per Share 20 Cents
Levied September 5th
Delinquent in Office October 13th
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock November 10th

C. P. GORDON, Secretary.
Office—Room 23, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California. Sept. 9.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
NOONDAY MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 6
Amount per Share 25 Cents
Levied September 22d
Delinquent in Office October 30th
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock November 22d

WM. J. TAYLOR, Secretary.
Office—Room 25, No. 330 Pine street, San Francisco, Cal. September 30.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
NORTH NOONDAY MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 6
Amount per Share 25 Cents
Levied Sept. 22d
Delinquent in Office Nov. lBt

Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock Nov. 27th
WM. J. TAYLOR, Secretary.

Office—Room 25. No. 330 Pine street, San Francisco, Cal. September 30.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
POTOSI MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 9
Amount per Share 25 Cents
Levied September nth
Delinquent in Office - October 18th.

Day of fc'ale of Delinquent Stock November 8th
W. E. DEAN, Secretary.

Office—Room 79, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia, September 23.

ANNUAL MEETING^
Office of the Eureka Consolidated Alining Company, Ne-

vada Block, Room 37.- San Francisco. September 25th, 1882.—The annual
meeting of the stockholders of the above named company will be held at the office

of the company. Room 37, Nevada Block, San Francisco, on MONDAV, the SIX-
TEENTH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1882, at 1 o'clock r. M. of said day, for the election

of five Trustees to serve for the ensuing vear, and for the transaction of such other
business as may be presented. [Sept. 30.] W. W. TRA.YL0R, Secretary.

KE3ULAE DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE
FOR

SAILSOAV COMMISSIONER, SECOXD DISTRICT.

V. P. HUMPHREYS. sept. 30.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

Wo. 320 Post Street Opposite Union Square.

PROF. O. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 320 Post
street, is now open for Juvenile and Evening Classes. Office Hours, for Terms, etc.,

10 a.m. to 12.m., and 1 to 5 P.M. Oct. 22.
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
Tbose who are always predicting evil for England were a short

time ago loud in proclaiming that she would be held to a strict account-

ing, by the Great Powers, for her armed occupation of the Suez Canal.

She would be made to pay damages, that she would, and she would be

told " never to do it again." France, in particular, with her large inter-

ests in the Canal, was expected to feel her susceptibilities wounded, and

was to surely exact recompense and guarantees for the future. It will

hardly be consoling to these birds of evil omen that England's course is

heartily approved by all the French journals of note. For their amuse-

ment, instruction and comfort we give a few specimens of the best public

opinion in France upon the subject.

The Temps points out the uselessness of endeavors to fetter England's

action on the Suez Canal, in view of the absolute inability of Europe to

take any concerted measures in the matter, and also in view of the con-

dition of international law, which permits Powers to release themselves

from engagements and treaties when it pleases them. The Temps does

i ot approve this state of affairs, but simply calls attention to the facts.

The article combats the views expressed by the anti-English newspapers,

and says that, as France would not go to Egypt herself, she ought to be

glad to see England carry out the necessary work of regeneration and

pacification, which will be of advantage to the whole of Europe. The
journal concludes: "France will derive more benefit than any other

Power from the check inflicted upon Mussulman fanaticism by the Eng-
lish, and the advantages which England may derive from her present

course will not be more important to her than the increased security to

French settlements in Africa will be to France."

The Debats, after discussing the alternatives, decides that nothing should

be done as regards the Suez Canal, but that it should be left to the com-
mon law. War vessels passing through it will then be in the same position

as when passing through the maritime zone of a neutral State— namely,
bound to refrain from any act of hostility. No other solution would be

acceptable to England, France, Spain, Holland, or even Russia, and no
other would put all Powers on an equality; besides which, it is England's

interest to create a precedent for free passage for her navy through the

Panama Canal.

The Francois forcihly asks: "In what do the company's interests dif-

fer from those of its largest shareholder, the British Government? The
more ships pass through the canal, the greater its revenues. Now it is

obvious that England does not intend excluding ships of any flag. All

she asks is that an embargo should never be laid on her men-of-war and
transports. Nothing could be better for the company. Its receipts for

the present month will not, in all probability, suffer from the movements
of Her Majesty's ships across the Isthmus. We, therefore, do not see

what objection the company, from an exclusively business point of view,

can have to the English occupation. There are other standpoints, it is

true, than business and proflts, but these do not affect M. De Lesseps.

He cannot be more European than Europe, or more French than France."

The Steele ridicules the opinions of those German and Italian papers
which express astonishment at the indifference displayed by France at

the English occupation of the Suez Canal, and referring to the diplomatic
incidents of the last few months, points out that France is well repaid by
her decision to remain tranquil and to turn a deaf ear to Italian and Ger-
man suggestions. The journal also calls attention to the fact that the
Anglo-French alliance has suffered no rupture, and that the relations be-

tween the two Governments are excellent. The Steele, in conclusion,

says: " The Cabinet of M. Duclerc is justified in considering the Anglo-
French alliance as firm in 1882 as it was in December, 1881, and we heart-

ily commend M. Duclerc for reposing confidence in the loyalty of the
English Government."

From all of which it is apparent that the course of England is approved
by even the most susceptible of all the great Powers ; her fidelity to com-
pacts, her loyalty to the European concert, and her good faith in main-
taining the free passage of the Canal to the vessels of all nations alike, are

thoroughly relied upon ; and, so far from trouble ensuing, it iB obviouB
that she is being thanked for undertaking alone an international duty
which the other Powers, by reason of their jealousy of one another,

were not willing to enter upon. The events that we know by telegraph

to have taken place since the above criticisms were written, only go to
strengthen the trust reposed in England's good faith. Mr. Gladstone
is keeping his word to the letter. Egypt is not to be annexed, and as

soon as peace and good order are restored, and the Khedive placed in

a position to govern wisely, safely and surely, the British troops are to be
withdrawn, but never again will disorder be permitted to prevail in that
region. England's great interest therein forbids it.

England will come out of the difficulty with credit, with increased
prestige, with security to her Indian possessions, and with a unique posi-

tion in the councils of Europe. She has shown herself moderate, yet firm
and just. Perhaps no event since the battle of Waterloo has done more
to establish her prestige, the wide world over, than the firmness and sue
cesB by which she has managed this Egyptian difficulty; the outcome of
which seemed at one time so dubious. All is well that ends welL

" Old Shipmates " is the title of a most exciting play to be put upon
the boards at Haverly's California Thea 'e, on Monday, October the sec-

ond. It will be presented by a compam of new faces, who, at last ac-
counts, were playing at Cheyenne. A telegram says that " the houses
were packed at Cheyenne. People turned away at Ogden, and engaged
an extra night at Salt Lake." The Bame immense success has been at
every turn in which they appeared. Those who came to California by
" the Horn," or even by" the Isthmus," or who have made a long sea voy-
age, will know the charm that is involved in association with Old Ship-
mates. The making of each other's acquaintance, the incidents of the
voyage and the final leave-taking will be present to every mind. These
and other incidents will be powerfully depicted in the forthcoming play.
The great ship scene will, it is said, be the finest placed on any stage in
California. Old Shipmates will only be presented for two weeks.

DOYLE AND FRIEND.
John T. Doyle has long been known to be "a crank" in regard to all

matters pertaining to the railroad, and now he is joined in Mb madness
by a congenial friend. Harrison has become a member of this firm of
railroad monomaniacs. There is a good deal of method in what these fel-

lows are about. Harrison is to help make Doyle a Railroad Commis-
sioner, and, in the event of success, Doyle is to make Harrison Secretary
of the Commission. A new way of obtaining the nomination has been
devised. Harrison is sending out circulars, in which the receiver is asked
to fill in the name of the person whom he desires as Railroad Commis-
sioner. The object is to make it appear that there is a.very general agree-
ment of opinion in favor of John T. Doyle. But the true inwardness of
the business is only understood when it is known that Doyle supplies the
names of the people to whom the circulars are to be addressed. This is a
smart trick. Cranks are proverbial for cunning. The candidate selecting
the Nominating Convention, and not the Convention selecting the candi-
date, is something new in politics.

But Doyle has, ere now, been a Railroad Commissioner. To please
bis brother-in-law, Eugene Casserley, ex-Governor Irwin appointed him
to that position, which he held some two or three years without realizing
any of the expectations of his friends. He was a flat failure. Instead of
familiarizing himself with "the multifarious details of transportation busi-
ness, he confined himself to his office, drafting " cinch" bills for the Legis-
lature to pass. His instincts as a pettifogging lawyer governed him.
His personal hostility to the railroad dates from the time he
failed to get the Ravenswood bridge built. His active brain
has been engaged ever since in trying to punish those who did not
see fit to bring the railroad into the city along a route that
would have benefitted John T. Doyle. The bills he drafted were thrown
upon the desks of members of the Legislature. Legislators, one and all,

confessed their inability to understand them. There were three huge bills

that cost a large sum to print. Doyle wanted the Legislature to pass
them without discussion, and without any attempt whatever to understand
them. No mortal man could tell what they were intended to do, and
even Doyle himself either could not or would not explain. This much was
obvious, however: they perpetuated himself in office. "Pass those bills,"

said he, " and ever after the railroad will be under the heel of my authority."
He looked upon Stanford, Huntington & Co. with envy, and declared that
he meant to be "boss of them all." He felt as if he would like to look
up contemptuously at Nob Hill and say, "I am their master." But the
people did not share his view. They began to say that Doyle was too little

to fill the place he had marked out for himself. Calm reflection did not
justify the making an impracticable attorney as much master of the rail-

roads as if he had built them with his own coin, owned the fee simple of

the State, and was in himself the embodiment of the Legislative power.
His bills were accordingly treated with contempt, and he has been a crank
ever since. The feeling has not changed, and it is very certain that John
T. Doyle will not be Railroad Commissioner, and his friend Harrison will

not be Secretary of the Commission.

OPEN SESAME!
The long-talked-of " opening " at the White House took place last

Monday, and was a most brilliant success. The display was in every re-

spect a splendid one. The vast show-roomB of the establishment were
crowded with the wealth, beauty and fashion of the city, so that the vis-

itor was really at a loss to know which most to admire, the magnificent

goods displayed upon the spacious counters or the galaxy of animated
loveliness which moved about the floors, uttering pretty little ejaculations

of enthusiastic praise. Among the innumerable host of ladies present

there were, of course, many who have had ample opportunity to visit

Buch exhibitions in New York, Paris, London and Vienna, and theBe were
unanimously of opinion that no Eastern or European emporium of fash-

ion had ever accomplished a more sumptuous and magnificent display than
that afforded at the White House, by Davidson & Co. Laces, Bilks,

satins, velvets, cambrics, rich cloths embroidered in gold and silken

flowers, hosiery of marvelous designs, lingerie of gossamer-like delicacy,

gloves, damasks, fancy hand-bags, satchels and dazzling toilet articles

—

these are only a few of the bewildering array of wonders which were
spread out in such rich profusion, to please the eyes of the great throng of

spectators at the White House " opening." But even then the show was
not complete, for we hear that since Monday last a vast quantity of new
goods has arrived from Europe and the East, embracing a number of ex-

quisite fashionable novelties, the like of which have never before been
brought to this coast. In short, just now, the interior of the White
House is literally one of the " sights of 'Frisco."

THE AUTHORS' CARNIVAL.
The ladies who have the Authers' Carnival in hand have now got their

enterprise into a shape in which it is bound to succeed. They have ar-

ranged with the trustees of the Mechanics' Pavilion, and are now hard at

work upon all the preliminaries necessary to success. Governor Leland
Stanford has accepted the position of honorary president, and Martin J.

Burke will be executive chief. The intention is to place the Carnival on

a high plane, and to weed out the objectionable features which appeared

in the last one. The following contributions have already been received :

Leland Stanford, S600 ; GoodalL Perkins & Co., S300 ; Alexander Bad-
lam, S100; Judge Tyler, S100 ; making over SI,000 thus far subscribed.

The following are the officers of the Carnival : Honorary President. Le-

land Stanford ; Acting President. Martin J. Burke ; Vice-President,

Mrs. Chas. Goodall ; Treasurer, Dr. J. Bauer; Recording Secretary, Miss
Anna Lake ; Corresponding Secretary, Mrs. E. Burke. Committees
Dispensing Hospitals, Mrs. Easton and Mrs. Raymond ; French Benev-

olent Society, Madam E. Rass and Madam D. Roth; San Francisco

French Hospital, Mrs. C. B. Hutchinson and Mrs. D. Oonkling; Infants'

Shelter, Mrs. Spear and Mrs. Ackerson ; Old Ladies Home, Mrs. Whit-
ney and Mrs. C. Jackson. With so much new life and vigor infused into

the enterprise, it cannot fail of success.

The Keith Collection of paintings and sketches, about 250 in num-
ber, will be on view to the public at the Art Rooms, 430 Pine street, on
Friday next, and will remain on exhibition day and evening until Thurs-
day, at 12 m. , when one-half the catalogue will be sold, the other portion

on the evening of the same day.
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MARRIOn'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
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Offlco of the Aeroplane Oora|

chant hours from 1 to 2 p.m.

•TPriwof Money here, 6(810 per cent. per year—bank rate. In the
open market, 1@1J per month. Demand hV'ht. On Bond Beoortty,
3<a4J per cent per year on Call.

«T Latent price of Sterling in New York, 1S2A@483

JUDGE FIELD'S DECISION.
The very able decision by Judge Field in the railroa<t tax case ia

admitted by the Bar generally to bean exhaustive review of the whole
subject, and a very clear and unanswerable statement of the law. It is

refreshing to find a subject treated by a oilm and indicia] mind after it

baa formed the topic of a thousand heated and demagogic harrangues
from the stump. The knaves of politics sink into utter insignificance

when confronted with the calm reasoning of a judicial mind. When the

fathers clothed the Judiciary with the large powers conferred upon it,

they did a wise thin,:, and thereby strengthened a Constitution that would
otherwise have broken down in operation. The protection of capital and

]

of vested interests is to be found in the courts. The abstract principles

of the Constitution are admirable, aud they afford all possihle guarantees
j

for every man's rights when interpreted by judicial minds. Our local
!

demagogues sought to treat one kind of property differently from an-
'

other kind. Owner* of real estate were only to pay taxes on the value of
j

their property over and above what it might be mortgaged for. Railroad
owners were to pay taxes irrespective of any mortgage they might owe.
Justice Field says that flesh cannot be made of one and fowl of another.

The railroads must be taxed like all other property. That is equity, and
by the decision of the court of last resort it is now the law of the land.

Thus do the demagogues fail.

Treasure Movements.—The brig Tropic Bird, for Tahiti, had one
case silver bullion, valued at SI, 300, shipped by Lazard Freres. The
steamer Gaelic, hence September 28th for China, carried the following

treasure shipments:

Chinese, Mexican dollars §32,605 00
Chinese, gold coin 13,095 00

Bank of California, silver bullion (69 bars) 97,586 92

Total §143,286 92

The overland shipments of treasure through Wells, Fargo & Co.'s Ex-
press, from September 1st to 15th, inclusive, and September 16th to 30th,

inclusive, were as follows:

Sept. 1st to 15th, inc.

Gold coin $32,000 00
Gold bars 5,700 00

Silver coin
Currency 10,000 00

Sept. 16th to 30th, inc.

$155,000 00

"kiioo '66

35,000 00

Totals 847,700 00

Same time in 1881 202.5G0 00
$198,100 00
271,000 00

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.— New Yohk, Oct. 6,

1882. United States Bonds—4s, 118| ; 44s, 112g; ex-5s, 112§; ex-5s, 100J..

Sterling Exchange, 48H@485?t. Pacific Mail, 43£. Wheat, 105(5)113; West-
ern Union, 88g. Hide's, 23£@24. Wool — Spring, fine, 20 (a). 32 ; Burry,

15@20 ; Pulled, 20@45 ; Fall Clips, 15@18 ; Burry, 12@14. Lon-
don, Oct. 6.—Liverpool Wheat Market, 9s. 2d. @ 9s. 5d.; Cab, 9s. 3d.®
9s. lOd. Bed Am. Spring. Bonds, 4s; 4&s, 15$; Consols, 99. Money, —
acct, ; Silver, 51g.

Mr. F. D. Conro, Sr., one of the oldest and most experienced millers

in the city, died on Wednesday. Deceased founded the Golden Gate
Mills, which subsequently became the property of Horace Davis & Co.,

the present owners. He was one of the first proprietors of the Golden
Age Mills, and took an active interest in the Produce Exchange up to a

few years ago, when a stroke of paralysis rendered his retirement from

business necessary.

The case of the Grangers vs. Daniel Meyer in the Appellate Court,

growing out of wheat shipments to Europe by E. E. Morgan's Sons, and
upon which Meyer made cash advances upon mate receipts, etc., has

finally been decided in favor of the Grangers. The amount in contro-

versy, $90,000.

The failure of Earnest, Wall & Co. is announced. They were mem-
bers of the Produce Exchange, and largely connected with wheat growers

in the interior. A Stockton wheat operator is also said to be intangled

more or less with the recent failures on California street.

Entered at tha Post-Office at San Francisco, Cal„ as Second-Class
Matter.
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STOCKS.
Can you dance the "Raquet?" If not, go into the Boards and

attempt to "chip.'' Buy when stocks are lively, " big market coming/'
and as prices rise buy more on the strength of your apparent profit. Then,
as rates recede and your margin shrinks, " let 'em go " at a loss, and
" short the market " " for a turn." Eepeat a few times with double broker-
age on your money, and if you have not learned the fashionable folly you
will have been whirled to faster and more costly music than is furnished
by fiddler or floor manager. Seriously, however, we would ask what
causes so many people of all classes and conditions to constantly "dabble
in stocks," with almost uniform experience of anxiety, disappointment
and continual losses ? Is it an insane hope that they may become a Mills,
a Flood, or a Sharon? Or is it blind fate which leads them, in the face
of fatal experiences, to delusive yet certain destruction? We commend
these thoughts to the thinking, and ask, " How long?"

Meteorological Summary, week ending7:58p. m., Thursday. Oct. 5th:
Highest barometer, 30.193—5th; lowest, 29.795—3d ; average during the
week, 30.009; maximum temperature, 63.5—2d ; minimum, 51.5—29th ;

average during the week, 56.6 ; highest relative humidity, 93 per cent.
—3d; lowest relative humidity, 58 per cent.—2d; average during the
week, 77.4 ;

prevailing direction of wind, west ; maximum hourly ve-
locity of wind, 31 miles per hour, 29tb ; average weather during the
week.fair ; rainfall during the week, 1.86 ; total rainfall, season of
1882-83, 1.86 inches.

Death.—We regret to announce the death of Daniel Cook, the well-
known mining operator, yesterday, at his residence, California street. Mr.
Cook was a son-in-law of the late D. D. Colton. A genial and kindly
man, his death will be mourned by a large circle of friends.

The O. R. and N. Co.'s steamer Mississippi, carrying freight and
combustibles for Astoria and Portland, Oregon, will sail from Beale-
street wharf for above ports Tuesday, October 10th, at 4 p. jr. Receives
freight on and after 5th inst. Goodall, Perkins & Co., agents.

The Board of Election Commissioners met on Wednesday room-
in, and unanimously resolved to include in the election proclamation a
call for an election of fifteen freeholders to frame a city charter.

Plonr, etc., for ^Liverpool.—The ship Celestial Empire, carries 9,996
bbls. flour, valued at §45,640 ; also, 80 bales cotton-shells, 20,195 lbs.

;

besides, 35,000 ctls. of wheat—all dispatched by Balfour, Guthrie & Co.

Cork for orders.—Two iron ships are reported chartered for Europe,
with wheat at £2 5s. ; Ship James Drummond to Liverpool or Dublin di-

rect gets £1 18s. 6d.

Miss Eva Mackay has returned to Paris from a visit to her relatives
in the United States. She was a passenger on board the steamship Servia
on her last voyage.

Ship Hagarstown has arrived from New York, 141 days, with mer-
chandise to Williams, Dimond & Co.

Mr. William A. Smith, of Chicago, and the Messrs. Hamlin, sons of

the U. S. Minister to Madrid, have sailed from Liverpool on the City of
Berlin.

Mrs. William Astor, the wife of the new U. S. Minister, is said to be
the most beautiful young married lady in the United States.

Ship Merom, 148 days from Philadelphia to John Rosenfeld, is at
hand with a cargo of general merchandise.

Printed and Published oy the Proprietor, fWencK Marriott, 807 to 616 jtferchaat Street, San Francisco, OabJorai*..
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WAIFS.
Waifs which singly are as light as air. Taut which together make

a momentous whole.

City politics are mixed, and the wisest taxpayer knows not how to vote,

as things stand at present.——There is nothing in the Bluffers' ticket,

Its authors dare not go to the polls with it. That would show their weak-

ness, and forever bury the Republican " bosses " out of sight. They will

get their ticket out of the way, and then join forces with Buckley and

the Stuffers
1

ticket in consideration of a division of the spoils.—That
leaves only the Duffers' and the Stuffers' tickets in the field—which means
Lloyd and Greathouse—the Chronicle and Examiner. Both are in the in-

terests of the powers that be. This time the Democratic ticket, if it goes

through the Convention in the shape intended, will win. The question is,

" Will the boys stand it ? " If they do, and accept the Supervisors named
for them, they can take the rest of the offices.——Those Supervisors will

be in the interests of the powers that be. They have been diligently

sought for during the past four weeks by Buckley and Greathouse.

Their election will bury the Democratic party out of sight two years

hence. Poor, indeed, is the leader of a party who cares more for the
'

' sell-

out " of to-day than for the great triumph of a Presidential year.—

^

Sickening and nausea are the only outcome of such leadership.—-There

are higher and better resolves in the great Democratic party, and they

will ere long come to the front. The little leaven, which will ultimately

leaven the whole lump, is working.^—Buckley has two candidates for

nearly every office. He has a positive and a negative. The one he

positively prefers, the other he is negatively willing to accept. He wants

Pete Hopkins for Sheriff, but is willing to accept Lathrop. But the fight

is between Connolly and McMann, and finally "the boss " will have to

accept one or the other. The chances are in favor of the former, who,

strange to say, has a brother in Sheriff Sedgwick's office. Of course, if

elected, he will not return the favor.—There are six deputy-tax-collec-

tors, three deputy-assessors, two deputy-county clerks, two deputy-sher-

iffs, and one deputy recorder, members of the Democratic Municipal
Nominating Convention. These tax-eaters are the men who are about to

dictate to the taxpayers how much they shall pay and how their money
shall be spent. Is it not about time that the taxpayers took their own
affairs into their own hands?—There are also thirty-two saloon-keepers,

members of the Democratic Municipal Convention. They are Mikes and
Patricks, to a man.-^—No stream ever yet rose higher than its source.

—Saloon-keepers, bar-tenders and deputies in public offices never yet

selected a ticket of independent, taxpaying citizens.^—The Democratic
Municipal ticket will win, but it will be the ruin of the party two years

hence. It is being put up for all sorts of jobs. Par-sighted Republican
politicians see this, and therefore want it to succeed. Such is the politics

of the period.—As we expected, the Duffers' ticket is strong in all, save

its Supervisors, and, as we predicted, they are "good men" whom nobody
knows, yet they are a thousand per cent, better than the list that Great-

house and Buckley are carrying around in their pockets. That list was
supplied by the powers that be. It represents a bad lot, named for infa-

mous purposes.-^—If the taxpayers were to call a Convention and select

the few honest men on all the tickets, they would surely hold the baLince
of power. They would succeed, and the bosses on all sides would be
beaten. The selection of such men as Russ on the Republican ticket, and
Shirley on the Democratic, and so on through the whole list, would be a

selection that would win and give the city a fairly good government.-^—
That is what ought to be done, even at this late hour of the day. There
are a few, very few, good men on all the tickets. The great majority are

rascals. Let the fittest survive. Weed out the few good men from all

Bides, and put them on one ticket, and they would surely be elected.

That is the best way at present to break up " the Bobs "

power. Who will take the initiative? We bear that a petition is being
numerously signed asking the old Taxpayer's Committee to act in the
premises. It is a step in the right direction.—Badlam is likely to be
opposed by Holtz, Sedgwick by Connolly or McMann, Wilder by Sesson,
Graham by Owens or Lambert, Blake by John H. Wise, and Brickwedel
by Washington Bartlett.^—O'Grady expects

<; the bosses " to renominate
him, especially as he has six deputies in the convention, whom, he says,

he can deliver for all other purposes. Greathouse is fooled into the be-

lief that he has all the hold-over Senatorial nominees, whereas they are

all sworn friends of Farley.^—The bosses are poking fun at him and
laughing in their sleeve whilst they fool him, and take the money of the
other side.^—They are with him for Supervisors, as he holds the only
sack in that fight, but are against him for hold-over Senators.^—The
nominees for Assemblymen are the meanest lot of scalawags that it is

possible to assemble together. Some of them are so mean that they will

be beaten even in Democratic districts.——Waymire, Baggett and Coffey
will likely be three out of the four of our next Superior Judges.^—The
Democratic State ticket is sure of election by a larger majority than has
heretofore been given to any party in this State.-^—O'Grady, with seven
or eight deputies in the Convention, says his nomination is certain. He
pledged himself last year to run his office for the appropriation of $27,000.
He has made it cost three times that amount by employing three times as
many clerks as were required. They nearly all came from Buckley's sa-

loon.-^—The election of Stonebill as Chairman indicates that the bosses
will put their ticket through.-^—It will be bad enough to be defeated
most ignominiously.—There is a grand opportunity to revive the old
Peoples' Party. It ought to be done. Let somebody take the initiative.

The Fountain is drawing large and enthusiastic audiences nightly,
and prominent citizens, with their families, may be seen there enjoying
an entertainment that is pleasing and in every sense free from the objec-
tionable surroundings too frequently attached to places of amusement.
The Moore Sisters are really admirable singers, who surpass many of the
pretentious artists on the operatic stage. Ladies without escorts are not
admitted, and every care is taken to render the place worthy of the pa-
tronage of private families which it is receiving.

TheN. P. Railroad Co. offer at 102£ and accrued interest a new loan
of S5,000,000 in the form of 40-year 6 per cent, gold bonds similar to those
now Bold on the stock exchanges of New York and London. The bonds
are secured by a first mortgage on all the property of the road except lands
east of the Missouri river. The issue is limited to §25,000 a mile of com-
pleted road.

THE COMING ART SALE.
We referred, last week, to the remarkable collection of sketches and

pictures by William Keith, now on exhibition at the rooms of the Art
Association. The more it is examined, the more it confirms our first im-
pression of its many excellences. Pew painters in the United States are
possessed of the native gifts and the acquired dexterity requisite to pro-
duce a collection of works so varied in range, so faithful to nature and
sincere in feeling. There are two pictures in the collection which are,
perhaps, the most original interpretations of California landscape ever
exhibited in this city. It is not that the scenes depicted are marked by
any extraordinary peculiarity of nature. There are probably thousands
of just such scenes scattered over California. But the originality lies in
the intensity and purity of their deep richness of color. The pictures are
called, respectively, "Late Summer in Napa" and "The Oak and the
Wild Grapevine." Neither Keith himself nor any other artist has ever
approached in California the mosaic-like effect with which pure masses of
color are here set in side by side. Acute sense of color is Keith's strongest
point, and, in the manner of revealing it in those two works, we confess
he reminds us of another great colorist in another sphere—the early
Italian master, Botticelli. Another picture, exhibiting this same power,
is a distant prospect of Clear Lake, which might truly be called a vision
of California. The sale is arranged for next Thursday afternoon and
evening.

DOYLE'S GAME.
John T. Doyle is crazy to cinch the railroad. He has nursed his

wrath to keep it warm until he has become a crank upon the subject. He
wants, he says, to "put Stanford under the heel of his authority." The
fellow, who never spent a dime or an hour's thought in building railroads,

wants to operate them as completely as if he owned them. He who pays
no freight money, and but few fares, wants to scale down the fares and
freights of everybody else below a remunerative price. This happens to

be a taking cry, but it is a demagogic one, and lawyer Doyle knows
enough to know that it is. He fools others, but does not tool himself.

He is good enough lawyer for that. He is a man with a grievance, and
wants to get even. Ever since he failed to get the Ravenswood bridge
built, and have the railroad come in near his property, he has been on
the war-path. He now expects the Grangers to nominate him for Rail-
road Commissioner. His friend, Harrison, will go to Stockton, loaded
down with the circulars signed by Doyle's other friends. These will be
taken as an indorsement of Doyle, and he will be nominated by cranks
like himself. That is all right. It is well that he should be a candidate
before the people. He will be so badly beaten that his craziness ought to
be cured forever thereafter.

UNVEILED AT LAST.
During the week the ugly fence which the Supervisors, in the inter-

est of a house-painter, allowed to obstruct the crowded crossing at the
junction of Kearny and Market Btreets, has been removed, and at last

the Lotta Fountain is exposed to public view in its new dress, And what
is the new dress like? It is just what we prophesied it would be. We
predicted that the daub-slinger who got the job would disfigure the street

with his handiwork, and we were right. The fountain, which was once
such a graceful and pretty ornament, is now a nondescript and hideous
monstrosity. With its cheap gilding and vulgar gaudiness of glaring
colors, it forcibly reminds one of a piece of theatrical scenery dragged
from behind the footlights into the light of the noonday sun. And it was
for this abominable eyesore that the public were obliged to brave the cob-
ble-stones for several weeks at the most important crossing in the city. It

is true that the defacement of Lotta's gift cost the taxpayers nothing in

cash, because the painter generously volunteered to do a twenty-dollar job
for the modest consideration of being permitted to put up an advertising
fence which must have swelled his coffers by several hundred dollars. But
surely, when the taxpayer aforesaid looks at the result of such economy,
he will wish he had been assessed. Why, even the fence itself made a
better appearance.

Colonel George W. Macfarlane, Aide-de-camp to His Majesty,
Kalakaua, of the Hawaiian Islands, arrived by the City of Nmo York on
Tuesday, and in company with Governor J. M. Kapena and other influ-

ential gentlemen of Honolulu, is quartered at the Palace Hotel. Major
Macfarlane's return is one of several incidents which illustrate how the
tide of Hawaiian politics has lately placed him on the top wave of popu-
larity and Court influence. He is en route for Europe and Portugal, aB
the special Commissioner of Immigration from Hawaii to that Power,
and also bears sundry Governmental dispatches to several courts of

Europe.

The Continental Gazette notices the arrival at Geneva, Switzerland,

of William Melvin Smith and J. L. Moody, both of San Francisco.

LAST EXCURSION OF THE SEASON

TO MONTEREY AND SANTA CRUZ.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1882.

ROUND-TRIP TICKETS TO EITHER POINT, 83.00.

8&T Train will leave

8. P. J2. K. (BROAD GAUGE) DEPOT, FOVETBZ AND
TOWNSE2TD STREETS, AT 7:30 A. M. SSAEP.

A. C. BASSETT, Superintendent.

[Oct. 7] H. R. JI7DAH, Ass' I Pass, and Tkt. Agent.
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At Blank Point everything had been done to make the place attractive
and the {tarty a success.

^
A ball-room had baen parpoaalj anotod,

with Um ptomaaada outside, waa inclosed with oanvaaana flags, an. I fairly
fillet! with choir*- plantaacd exotics, and beaatiftdlj ma the
wh oh bonaa, with ezamaite Bowers in novel designi of hewildt
riety, cannon balls and Bags also very appropriately forming part of the

Brilliant lights, excellent mosic discoursed by two bands,
charming toilettes and delighted gnests contributed to make an ena-mU^
that will not soon be forgotten by those win. were fortunate enough to be
among the guests on that occasion, and formed a fitting finale bo the many
pleasant gatherings that have taken place in the last few years at Black
Point
The Misses Gwin and Hutchinson seemed to know what they were

about when they announced that only "society " would be admitted to
the performance in aid of the Chancel Society of Grace Church, as dread-
ing that, if not present, they would not be recognized as heiO]
that sacred circle, twenty bought tickets and went where, under ordinary
circumstances, but one would have taken a ticket and thrown it adds mi-
used. The result was a very large attendance, and Saratoga Hall last
Friday night was uncomfortably filled by those anxious to see what I
have heard i«opuIarly called the Olavonsky Tableau Vwants.
The hall was prettily decorated, there being enough, and not too much,

of the floral garniture that is so often displayed at affairs of this kind,
while the tableaux, from constant and careful rehearsal, had attained a
degree of excellence rarely witnessed, making them seem pictures, indeed.
Where all were so perfect it is difficult to particularize, but if the palm

could be given I should say, let it be awarded to " Flirtation," in which
Hiss Maynard and Mr. Piatt appeared, and to the " Marguerite Tempted,"
in which I thought Miss Belle Brooks excellent, her modest style of beauty
and charming air of innocence being especially well adapted to the part
she assumed. She also looked remarkably well in the " School of Vestals,"
which was the first tableau given, as did also Miss Thornton, while Miss
Bessie Sedgwick, as "Charlotte Corday," came in for a good share of
applause.
The others were also well done, although I must say that I rather

agreed with several people in my vicinity who seemed to think that
tableau No. 8, "A Sculptors Studio," might have been omitted toad-
advantage, it being rather of the model artist school. However, every
one to his taste.

The musical portion of the programme was listened to with pleasure
and appreciation. So, take it altogether, the affair may be pronounced
a great success, and hopes are openly expressed that a repetition of the
entertainment will not be something too far in the future, and which gave
so much pleasure to all who were at it.

Whilst on the subject of tableaux, I may as well mention that Consul
Olavonsky has consented to take charge of those in connection with the
French booths at the forthcoming Authors' Carnival, which is an assur-

ance that they will be well worth looking at.

The next fashionable event of the season will be the first of the aeries
of Philharmonic concerts, which takes place to-morrow evening. It will

be the means of Madame Zeiss-Dennis making her re- entree in public
since her return from her Eastern trip, and no doubt she will receive a
cordial welcome from the large audience that is sure to be in attendance.
The friends of Madame Zeitska will, no doubt, be pleased to hear that

she will resume her receptions this month, giving one every four weeks
during the season, as they are always eagerly looked forward to not only
by the young ladies under her charge but by her many gentlemen friends,

who never fail to appear in full force at them.
Quite a number of yachting parties have taken place of late, the vari-

ous yachtsman being anxious, apparently, that the fairer members of
their acquaintance should have the opportunity of judging of the faces
of their white-winged pets. The friends of Merviu Donahue are quite
delighted that he has joined the ranks, he having purchased the Nellie
from Hyde Bowie, who, to use the words of the auctioneer, "declines
yacht-keeping,"as, from the well-known tastes of young Donahue, he will

keep it in good style, and make his friends most welcome aboard.
The comers and goers are about evenly balanced this week. It must be

a matter of congratulation to the friends of Judge and Mrs. Field to

know that they are at last safely off for the East, after so many false de-

partures having been announced. They left on Tuesday last, and were
accompanied by Judge and Mrs. Sanderson. Mrs. Sanderson prolongs
her trip to Europe for the purpose of bringing her daughter, who is at
school there, home again.
On Wednesday Mrs. Tallant and her daughter bid us good-bye for a

time, as did also Mrs. Captain Moore, who goes East to reassume her
charge of Captain Hartshorne's daughter, which was some time ago
interrupted by some misunderstanding between the elders. To-morrow
the Heskeths leave us for England, Sir Thomas being anxious to get back
there in time for the hunting; but he promises to return again next year.

Miss Sedgwick does not accompany them. On Sunday Mrs. and Miss
Hood leave for New York, the object of their journey, I hear, being to

choose decorative artists for the interior of their new mansion on Nob
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Thin STenfau there was celsbrated a wedding at Trinity Church, whlofa
was almo«t purely Southern in all its elements, tbs parties

Miss Julia Hayno and Mr. LauKhorne. The church was rery well
filled with the friends of the bride as early as s o'clock, but it was nearly
nine before the bridal party appe

First entered the six usher*, then the four brideHinnidx tWO Mid two,
dressed in short whit.- dresses mad.- high, with nun like Tofll of tulle Wind
log their heads, the ends flowing behind, and the whole ooatunu
plated by hnga bouquets of red carnations. Finally came the bride on
the arm of her father, Dr. Arthur Sayne. Her costume waa of hi

white -ilk made w trains, a tulle veil covering ber from bead to foot, and
her hair dressed in natural curls, falling far below the waist
The party were met at the chancel by the happy and handsome little

in. with his best man, where the beautiful ceremony of the
pal Church was most impressively performed by Bishop Kip,

assisted by Dr. Beers.
The chancel was prettily dressed with flowers, a handsome arch of

palms and smilax standing in front of the altar, and from it depended a
large floral horse-shoe, in the center of which appeared the monogram
" H. Ii." in white and red flowers respectively.
Among those in the church I noticed Mrs. Kip, Mrs., Mr. and Mlsa

.Maynard, Mr. and Miss Printrle, Miss Maggie Randolph, Mrs. Holt.
Mrs. Judge Wallace, Mr. and Miss Wallace, Airs. Dr. Douglass, Mr. and
the Misses Brumagem, Mr. and Miss Jessie Bowie, Mr. and the Misses
Blanding, Mr. and the Misses Parrott, Mrs. Judge Thompson, Phil
Roach and Miss Carrie Gwiu.
Among other valuable and handsome wedding presents received by the

bride is one of a house and lot in the Western Addition—the gift of her
father. May health, happiness and good luck attend her.
The principal item for next week is the reception in honor of General

McDowell on his retirement to private life, to be given at the Occidental
Hotel, on Wednesday evening, by the officers of the different regiments
attached to this division. The hours named on the card are from 8 to 12
o'clock, and the affair gives promise of being largely attended. General
McDowell will make a visit East ere long, leaving the early part of the
following week, I believe. Felix.

We have often wondered how it must feel to be a fly on the ceiling,

and the other night we had an opportunity of proving that it was mighty
uncomfortable. We arrived at the Metropolitan Temple about eight o'

clock the evening of the Orchestral Union Concert, and the hall being al-

ready crowded, we were placed on the top row of that topmost slanting
gallery, with our heads touching the ceiling in an atmosphere of 297 deg.
Fahrenheit, more or less. We did not emulate the fly, and crawl along
the ceiling; no! we came down into the vestibule again for a breath of
freBh air. Several ladies and gentlemen were still coming in, it being only
five minutes past eight, but every seat was occupied, and after wandering
up and down in an aimless kind of way, many of them were obliged to go
away, one lady remarking as she did so, "Well! I think it a very poor
compliment to be asked to stand." Another inquired for the ushers, but
ushers in the plural there were not, one unfortunate young man doing his

best to be in seventeen places at once. We would respectfully suggest to

the members of the Orchestral Union, either to limit the number of their
invitations, or to hire a larger hall, (one a little more fire-proof would do,)

and if it is not too great an expense, they might have a few ushers in fu-

ture. Their concerts are generally good ones, and, as San Franciscan's are
renowned for the avidity with which they rush to a "free show," the plan
of " asking Mrs. Jones because you know she won't come," is scarcely a
safe experiment as regards- the general public.

SPORTSMEN, ATTENTION I—THE SEASON OPENED.

HTJINTTIIVGr SUITS.
Tlii* is the only recognized Depot for the celebrated RIV-

ETED HUNTING SUITS manufactured liy LEVI STRAUSS & CO.
We have also in stock all classes of HUNTING GARMENTS, and make the same

to order upon very short notice. HUNTING SUITS!

GrUJal^-KC I X Xi,
CORNER OF KEARNY AND COMMERCIAL STS.

J5^~The Largest Establishment in its line in the United States. Price List,

with handsome Lithograph of the GREAT I X L by Electric Light, sent free on

application. Sept. 1(1.

For Ladies, Gentlemen and Families.

V. S. RESTAURANT _548 Clay street Near Montgomery
SST First- Class. Reasonable Prices. ~&

Aug. ID. EZRA RICHARDS, Prop.



SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER AND Oct. 7, 1882.

NOTES FHOM
H. M. S.

THE HERMIT KINGDOM.
-, Port Lazabev, Korea, Aug. 14, 1882.

Editor News Letter :—I avail myself of an opportunity afforded me
by the dispatch of a Japanese mail hence to send you a few notes of my
doings since bidding adieu to lively San Francisco, thinking some account

of the people of this part of the world may be of interest to the readers

of the News Letter. This is my first experience of the China station,

and I must say I like it. Japan is awfully jolly, and so, too,_is Hong-

kong, except for the heat, which is very oppressive. Before joining the

I had an opportunity of taking a run up to Vladivostuck, and

enjoyed it very much. It is a quaint place. There is excellent trout

fishing quite close to the town, and lots of game within a mile or two,

from the humble rabbit to the ferocious man-eating tiger, equal in size

and beauty to anything to be seen in India or the Straits. Vladivostock

is the principal naval depot of the Russians on the Pacific, and is thus a

place of some importance. The harbor is a very fine one, but, for three

or four months, is closed by ice, which is, of course, a very great draw-

back. The Russians have long been casting about for another port, free

from this objection, aud have come to the conclusion that the most suita-

ble one for their purpose to be found along the whole stretch of coast,

Torn the mouth of the Sea of Japan to Behring's Straits, is that at which

we are now anchored—Port Lazarev. The bay, it is true, is contained

within Korean territory, and is, indeed, many a long league distant from

the Russian frontier, but this is a mere matter of detail, and will be sat-

isfactorily disposed of when the Czar gets ready to pull up his stakes and

move his boundary line farther south. Lazarev is certainly a very fine

harbor, and is favorably situate for trade, of which, unfortunately, there

is very little in Korea. Nor is there ever likely to be. It is a poverty-

stricken country, with hardly any resources beyond the needs of its own
people. The Japanese are, so far, the only outsiders allowed to trade

with the natives, and the amount of business done by the handful of

merchants, or, rather, hucksters, settled at the two treaty ports already

opened—Fu-San, on the south of the peninsula, and Gen-San, where we
now are, on the east—has been bo small that half of them are talking

about returning to Japan.

The agricultural resources of the country are scarcely more than suffi-

cient to provide for the wants of the people, and as for its mineral capa-

bilities, all that can be said is, they are as yet undeveloped. Gold-dust,

it is true, forms one of the exports of the place, but it is brought to the

coast in very small quantities, and probably all that is collected is sent out
of the country, the natives using gold neither as a circulating medium nor

for purposes of ornament. As Boon as the treaties entered into with the

various foreign nations have been ratified and the ports designated in

them thrown open to trade, there will, of course, be a rush of Europeans
and Americans from the treaty ports of China and Japan, and to a less

extent from San Francisco and the Eastern States. S'oul, the capital,

will be the principal tradal center, or, perhaps, Sunto, the chief com-
mercial town and ancient capital, which is situate but a short distance

from the first named city. It is doubtful whether trade will actually be
permitted at the capital itself. It will probably be carried on at Jinsen,

or Ninsen, the port of S'oul, distant from it about thirty miles, on the
west coast. Jinsen can be conveniently reached from the Chinese port of

Chefoo, which lies almost exactly opposite, and is in frequent communica-
tion with both Shanghai and Nagasaki. The Japanese already have a
line of steamers running to Korea. A vessel leaves Kobe every fortnight

for Fusan and Gensan, and thence goes on to Vladivostock, and it iB

expected that another steamer will shortly be placed on the route, to con-

nect Nagasaki with Jinsen. The exports of Korea to Japan consist of

rice, hides, tiger skins, grass-cloth, hemp, beans and medicines. The
country has a great reputation amongst the Chinese and Japanese for its

drugs, the most valuable of which—the mountain ginseng—is literally

worth its weight in gold. Its exportation is prohibited, but considerable
quantities are smuggled over the borders into China.

The population of Korea is put at eight millions, but as no such thin"
as a census is known, reliable information on this point is, of course not
to be had. Until within a year or two ago the government was in the
hands of a regent, Tai un-Kun, an unscrupulous and wicked man, and the
instigator of the revolution of which you have ere this, no doubt, received
intelligence, which ended in the poisoning of the young Queen. The
person of the King is looked upon as sacred, otherwise he would' in all
probability, have shared the same fate. Instead of committing hara-kiri
like the Japanese, when in disgrace, the nobleB drink a bowfof poisen'
The aristocratic class is divided into two ranks ; next to them come the
esquires, who hold a rank equivalent to that of the former Japanese two- i

sworded man, or samurai} next, the bankers, merchants and traders; next, || $5 tO $2

the farmers, who are in reality serfs, and last of all the pariahs, who are
considered outside the pale of society. The Korean soldier is brave, and
will fight to the bitter end, as both Americans and French learned to their
cost in their expeditions, undertaken at different times, a few years ago.
The non-combative portion of the population are of a peaceful disposition
and disposed to be friendly towards foreigners. In our rambles in the
neighborhood of the different ports at which we have touched during our
stay in Korea, on the west as well as on the east coast, we everywhere
met with the utmost courtesy and politeness, and were never in any way
molested. The Japanese, on the other hand, have repeatedly met with
rough treatment, but they have no one to blame but themselves, as their
demeanor towards the inoffensive natives is arrogant and even insolent.
In all our wanderings we succeeded in catching but few glimpses of the
fair sex, the women being jealously secluded and guarded from foreigners,
who are, indeed, accused of the possession of the evil eye, and of sundry
other equally uncanny attributes.

The Koreans are a comparatively tall race, and on the whole good-look-
ing. They dress in long white gowns and thick padded pantaloons, and
most of them carry a long pipe, with a brass bowl. The better class wear
a broad-brimmed stove-pipe hat, of fine straw, manufactured on the

island of Quelpaert, the penal colony of the country. The houses of even
the best class of Koreans are poor structures, with but little furniture and
nothing in the shape uf pictures or ornaments, such as one finds in the
humblest of Japanese dwellings. The country is, in fact, wretchedly
poor, and when it is mentioned that the only money in circulation is a
brass coin worth about one-fifth of a cent, it will be understood that mil-
lionaires are by no means plentiful. The total revenue of the country is

between one and two millions koku of rice, the koku being equal to 335
pecks, or oue horse-load. S'oul, the capital [lit. "the Court), is situated
nearly in the center of the kingdom, and is approached by four great
trunk-roads, leading from the principal towns. Fusan, the Japanese
treaty port, on the extreme south, is distant about 200 miles from S'oul

;

thence to the island of Tsu-Shima, which belongs to Japan, and is situate
midway between the two countries, the distance is about another hundred.*
The rivers of Korea are few in number, and dangerous to navigate, espe-
cially those emptying into the Yellow Sea, the rise and fall of tide in some
places being as much as 70 feet. The country is intersected by many
ranges of mountains, containing some peaks of considerable hight, the
principal of which is Peteu-shan, or "The White-headed Mountain," the
summit of which is covered with eternal snow. The climate, as might be
expected, is varied, but is, on the whole, healthful. Owing to the utter
want of drainage, and the bad quality of the water in some districts,
fevers and other malarious ailments are common, and at certain seasons
of the year cholera carries off many victims, especially among the young,
who are under no restraint as to what they shall eat, and consequently
indulge to an inordinate extent in half-ripe fruits and vegetables, with the
result that might be looked for.

Fruits are abundant, but have scarcely any flavor, and, while flowers
are everywhere to be seen, they have little or no fragrance. The valuable
drugs already spoken of are all found in the wild and almost inaccessible
valleys and table-lands of the interior, their collection affording a scanty
means of subsistence to a numerous class of mountain dwellers. There is

but little in the country to attract foreigners, as has been before re-
marked, its resources being almost nil, and the wants of its inhabitants
few. The French missionaries, who have for so many years undergone
privation and suffering in their endeavors to plant the Christian religion
within its borders, are responsible for the statement that Korea is rich in
mines of gold and silver, the working of which, however, the Government
forbids. It is this, perhaps, which has given rise to the belief that its

rulers are buried in golden coffins.

When in Shanghai, a few months back, I had a most interesting conver-
sation with an American, the sole survivor of an expedition fitted out
some years ago, for the purpose of unearthing the buried treasure-chests.
Did time and space permit, I should like to repeat the story, but I must
refrain, as I can hear the sound of the incoming steamer's whistle, and
must hie me ashore with this epistle. I enclose you a few sketches made
by a Japanese artist, which will give your readers a fair idea of the ap-
pearance of the inhabitants of "the Hermit Kingdom." u. U.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,

NO. 922 POST STREET.
Day and Boarding School for Tonng Ladies and Children.

KINDERGARTEN. Next Term wiJl commence July 24th. To secure admis-
sion for boardiug pupils, applications should be made as early as possible.
May 13. MADAME B. ZEITSKA. A.M., Priocipal.

per day at me. Sample b worth $5 free.
Address Stinson 4 Co. Portland, Maine.
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rd of buunugr> nmn than he that um; the Work*
and I

All :' . .»f fancy flashing OQt fmm many a gulden phnu« ;

Hi-. ii that aingmt wheat and woodland, tilth and vineyard. U
horse and hen) :

All the chann of all the .Mu*os often flowering in a lonely w«>nl ;

Poet of the happy Titynw piping nnderoe>Ui hi* boOOo.W bowWi

;

l'-K-t of ah« |Wiel Ml ft whom the laughing ah«ph«rd bound with flower*
;

Chanter of the Pollio, glorying in the bUnfvJ yMTI again to l>e.

Summers of the snakeleas meadow, unlaborious earth and oar1en »ea ;

Thou that mat Uatvtrul N.iturv moved by Unitvml Mind ;

Thou majestic in thy sadness at. the doubtful doom of human kind :

Light among the vanish'd ages ; star that gildeat yet this phantom
Qoldaa branch amid the shadows, kings and realms that jiarn to rise

no more

;

Now thy r'urum nMirs no longer, fallen every purple Caesar's dome

—

Tin*' thine ocean roll of rhythm sound forever of imperial Home

—

Now the Kome of slaves hath perish'd, and the Rome of freemen holds
her place,

I, from out the Northern island sunder'd once from all the human race,

I salute thee, Mantovano, I that loved thee since my day began,
Wielder of the stateliest measure ever molded by the lips of man.

BOOK REVIEWS.
Amrrica Rrvisitkd. By G. A. Sala.

The ever-industrious Sala has found time to write a very pleasant book
in regard to his recent visit to this country. The English reviews speak
of it in terms of high praise. Here is what two of the leading ones say:

A pleasant day may be spent with this book. Open where you will, you
Bud kindly chat and pleasant description. Mr. Sala's writing is good be-

cause his heart is good. He never troubles himself about intellectual dis-

play, although he has as much intellect as more pretentious people. He
simply lays himself out to interest his readers, and he succeeds, partly by
dint of good humor, and partly by dint of his flexible and skillful Eng-
lish, which is never coarse, even when it is most familiar. The illustra-

tions are admirable. In these handsome volumes Mr. Sala is seen at his

very best—better even than in his Paris book, more evenly genial and
gay, and with a fresher subject to handle. He seems to feel that he owed
some amende to the American people—not for his previously recorded
opinion of them, but from having had to record that opinion under the
special circumstances of the American war—and he has certainly gone in

to be most agreeable to his pleasant hosts. From New York to 'Frisco,

Mr. Sala traveled, rinding nothing barren. His descriptions of New Or-
leans, of Chicago and of San Francisco, are among the best of the innu-
merable admirable word-photographs, which, during his long and varied

career, he has penned ; and it may be safely said that there is not a dull

chapter among the forty-four into which the story of his wanderings
is divided. We must also congratulate Mr. Vizetelly on having had
the good fortune to obtain a large stock of clever, picturesque, and, in

almost all cases, suitable illustrations.

"Cerebral Hyprrabmia—Does it Exist?"
This work the labor of one of our local physicians, deserves more than

ordinary attention, for a variety of reasons. It deals with a question of

the utmost importance in our social economy—the effect of brain-work on
the brain ; and it enlightens us on the methods by which extravagant
" fame " may be achieved by sheer force of brass. A. D. Hammond, of

New York, who has posed before the public in more ways than one, has

been adding a new disease, under the title of "cerebral hyperaemia," to

the already long catalogue of nervous affections, and, in consequence, fan-

ning a new flame for the benefit of hypochondriacs. This new malady,
Dr. Buckley claims, can have no possible existence outside the author's

brain, and proves his assertion with a sustained vigor that leaves no
gimind for refutation. He also shows that some pretensions of Dr. Ham-
mond to originality in other directions are of the merest effrontery. We
are glad that a California doctor has come out so boldly to suppress this
" plague of medical literature," as he terms it in his preface ; that his

clear, logical arguments leave us the free use of our brains, of which Ham-
mond would deprive us, and we congratulate Dr. Buckley on the ability

with which be has handled the subject throughout.

Under the Sun. By Phil. Robinson. With a Preface by Edwin Arnold. Bos-

ton : Roberts Bros. 1882. For sale by A. L. Bancroft & Co.

These charming little word-pictures of Indian life and Indian scenery

are, so it appears to us, something more than an unusually bright page in

Anglo-Indian literature—as much humor as human sympathy. The book
abounds in delightful passages. Let the reader, who will trust us, find

them for himself. Mr. Edwin Arnold, who has introduced this little

volume to English readers by a highly appreciative preface, says truly

that from these slight sketches a most vivid impression of every-day In-

dian life may be gathered. The chief merit of these Indian sketches lies

in their truthfulness: their realism is the secret of their vivid poetic life.

"Whilst a goods train was passing over the Dee Viaduct, near Ruabon,

the driver, seeing an object on the line in the moonlight, with great pres-

ence of mind brought the train to a stand. It was discovered that a man
was lying asleep drunk with his head upon the metals. The driver picked

him up and conveyed him to .Ruabon.

Headquarters for Electric Belts and appliances for the cure of ner-

vous, painful and debilitating diseases. Pamphlets, with full particulars,

free. Address Pulvermacher Galvanic Company, 513 Montgomery
street, San Francisco, Cal.

A FATAL MISTAKE.
How * Blundering Judjrmnnt may km Responsible for the Moat
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(toon * Ihcorj would be absurd Consumption, whidi wu fsai
In take place unless (tonu-ttiiiii: is d it. Hill must M plain to

lands to reason, therefore, th.it the onl] w»y in which
romovod in bj reatorinK the Um i to haallb

(n this connection another (act <>f gn
bsal bs uplaini d b] tho relation of an actual i rent, Mr. \v~ — , b wealth] oat tie

i) Colorado, became greatlj reduced In health, and auno oaal to Chicago (<>r

the purpose ol beta; cured. He consulted Dr. J , ont of the leading phyei-
. the oonntrj on pulmonic suty nent for the cure ol bii

lungs. But bis cough meroased, while his strength decreased. Finally he deter-
mined to consult another physician, and applied t.. Dr. B— -. After a careful
examlnaMop he was Informed that hi* lungs were perfectl] sound, while his kidnej a

wire iii a most terrible condition. He bad all the apparent symptoms <<f consump-
tion, but he was suffering from the terrible Bright's disease. The symptoms of con-
sumption arc often the sure indications "f Bright's disc
The above truths regarding coughs have been known by the leading physicians for

several years, but the public have never been Informed "f them. They are serious
facts, however, and should ho understood by all, so that dangers which might other-
« in prove fatal may be avoided. They clearly prove one great truth, which is that
the kidneys and liver are such vital organs that their health should he constantly
guarded. The distressing hacking cough, which in often dreaded as the forerunner
of consumption, and the wasting strength which accompanies it, in nil probability
may arise from weakened or diseased kidneys or liver, to restore which would cause
returning health. How this moat desirable end may he attained has long been a
problem; but few people of intelligence at the present day have longer any doubts
that the popular remedy known as Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver Cure has done
more to correct, relieve and restore these organs than any other preparation ever
before known. There are hundreds of instances which have occurred within the
past three months, where individuals have believed themselves the victims of con-
sumption, when in reality it was denuded kidneys and liver, which this remarkable
medicine has completely cured, as witness the following statement:

Buffalo, N. Y , July 6, 1882,—I believe it to be a fact that thousands of cases of
so-called consumption can be successfully treated by simply using Warner's Safe Kid-
ney and Liver Cure as directed. I was one of the "given up to die " persons—bad
every symptom of the last stage of consumption—bad cough of four years' stand-
ing, night sweat, chills, etc. A season South did no good, and the fact was, the case
looked discouraging, I took Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver Cure, and in three
months I regained over twenty pounds and my health was fully restored.

W. C. Beacu, Foreman Buffalo Rubber Type Foundry.

There are thousands of people in America to-day who believe they are the victims
of consumption and destined to an early grave, and who are trying to save them-
selves by the use of consumption cures, but are growing worse each hour. Let all

such persons stop and calmly consider whether they are not seeking to check a dis-

ease in the lungs when it is located in the kidneys and liver. Let them then treat the
disease in its original stronghold and by the remedy which has been proven to be
the most effective, and then look for the return of health and happiness, which such
treatment is sure to bring.

KONI LA! VOLCANIC WATER!
Facts vs- Theories—Science vs. Nature.

(^Ive me a place to rest my lever on," says Archimedes,
31" " and I will move the world." " Give me natural waters," says Medicus of the

olden times, " and I will cure disease." In one sense, both of these learned pundits
were the veriest charlatans. They knew there was no place to rest their lever on,

either to move the world or cure disease. Mechanism was in a backward state, and
the medical profession was but another name for sorcery, and all the adjuncts of

magic fitters and charms of the " evil eye," etc.

But these latter days have brought unto us something more than even supersti-

tion and its crew ever dreamt of in their maddest philosophy. In these days of

practical science, what was theory of yesterday is fact to-day, and all the old-time
notions become as bubbles in the sun, and burst and break with every breath we
draw.

Let Archimedes shoulder his lever, and we will find a resting-place for it to move
the world. Let mine ancient Medicus pant and toil no more for the waters he so

sorely needs, for we have them at our hand, ever ready to serve them at his beck
with Koni La Volcanic Water, the medical triumph of this enlightened century,

already indorsed by our most eminent physicians and chemista, representing the
skill and intelligence of both branches of the medical science. This new and power-
ful curative agent, Koni La, eliminator in all Kidney Complaints, Blood Purifier in

Skin Diseases, Female Complaints, affords the sufferer immediate relief, insures a

positive and quicker cure than can be obtained by any other remedy used for similar

ailments. In this effect it is totally different from all other Miueral or Volcanic
Waters now before the public, and defies all competition, remarkable for the com-
plexity of its wonderful composition, superior to all in its magical curative proper-

ties, which we cheerfully can indorse.

To prove its merits, not only a siugle trial of the Koni La Volcanic Water will

convince the most skeptical, but already spurious, fraudulent imitations are offered.

We must, therefore, caution the public to beware of parties offering for sale Volcanic
Water without the trade mark, KONI LA, sold only by the

PACIFIC MINERAL WATER CO., -

DEPOT 360 Fourth street, cor. Harrison.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Refinery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONE. Also, Load Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in their

various forms.
June 18. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

$72 A WEEK. $12 a day at home easily made. Costly Outfit Free.
Addrees Tbue & Co . , Augusta, Maine

.
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"PLEASURE'S WAND."
1We Obey no Wand but PleasnreW—row Moore*

" Old Shipmates " is a pretty story, simple and honest in thought,

with genuine pathos, delicate tenderness, bluff manliness, unaffected

sentiment and natural features—a pretty story, but it is badly and crudely

told. The characters are strong and vigorous in idea and manly in con-

ception, as sketches, but inartistically finished and colored. They are all

very American. They possess that freedom of expression, that outspo-

ken manner, that broad and liberal view of things that is characteristic

of our natures. They all have that good-natured chaff, that peculiar

practical humor, and that give-and-take style of talk that is so essen-

tially American. But with a strong foundation of truth to nature, they

are inartistically elaborated and extravagantly finished. The dialogue

is overladen with seafaring lingo, far-fetched nautical phrases. Out

of Old Shipmates a good deal can be made. With a substantial

remodeling of the developed story, and a tempering of the dialogue

—

a planiog of the plot and an excision of all the plaonasms of

the dialogue, a pleasant, cheerful, amusing play would stand to the

credit of Mr. Morris. The company that is playing Old Ship-

mates is, as a whole, a good one, and has the strong feature of remark-

able female beauty. Miss Lizzie Jeremy is pretty as a pink. She plays

the very young, the very green and fresh Miss very neatly. Her great

fault is a painful preciseness of speech that is intensely annoying. It is

automaton-like in its jerky clearness, and is attended with an

expansion of nostrils and curl of lip that mars the pretty looks of

the speaker. Miss Laura Wallace—the "Widow Jones"—deserves credit

for her share of the acting. She plays an absurdly written character

with sufficient intelligence and discrimination to lessen its apparent im-

plausibility. Miss Wallace is very handsome, and bears a marked resem-

blance to Alice Dunning. Mrs. Rowe—fair, fat, but hardly forty—has a

loud, boisterous part to play, and does it probably to the satisfaction of

most people. She shouts and she—shouts. She hardly looks the character.

Now for the bonne bouche—Miss Mattie Ferguson, as the pretty servant.

Miss Matty F. is pretty, pert and saucy, and is full of frolicsome activity.

She speaks her lines well, she acts her scenes well. The little episode

of the Queen of Madagascar's way of doing things is carried out

by her with delicious piquancy. As a sort of Mecca
_
for oscula-

tory devotees, she has an additional pilgrim in the writer. Place

aux Messieurs. Frank Mordaunt gives a capital impersonation as " Capt.

Weathergage." He is big and burly. He has a rough, big voice, which
he uses boisterously. His impersonation is full of contrasts. He is

pathetic in his tenderness, amusing in his comedy, and he seems to have

thoroughly identified himself with the character of the big-hearted, frank-

mannered sailor. It is almost impossible to judge of any one's acting by
the rendering of any one part, for what may seem artistic touches of

character may merely be personal peculiarities. I have never seen Mor-
daunt play anthing else, and do not know whether his very clever imper-

sonation is the result of talent and study or of a fitting of the part to the

actor, but evidence indicates that with Mordaunt it is study alone, and not

mere adabtability. Mordaunt is physically too demonstrative; he indulges

in a redundancy of gesture, an inordinate swinging and moving of limbs and
body. If this be elaboration, there is too much of it. Barring the fault,

which is one easily remedied, it is a very creditable piece of acting. E.
A. White, as " Captain Witham," is not satisfying. He is either too in-

tense or not enough so. He lacks repose and smoothness. F. De G-ez, as
" Witham's " son, is rather amateurish, but looks the part well, and
acquits himself satisfactorily of his minor share of the play. Charles B.
Waite plays the part of " Dan Denny," the boat steerer. This is a strong

character part, and is very well played. Waite is characteristic in his

make-up, and strong and forcible in his acting. There is another character

in the cast—that of "One-armed Johnny." I would fain describe or ex-

plain this character, but it is mysterious and inexplicable to me as it is to

every one else. It has no connection with the play ; it has no lines to

speak, and is simply a stupid steal from Nat. Goodwin's Hobbies—the
fairy! The scenery is fair. The play has taken, undoubtedly. I must not
forget to say that the play is breezy and fresh with sea air, or words to

that effect, for that is what all the journals in the country, in their

respective pro or con notices, have said, and I don't wish to be singular.*****
Fjtnerson has this week been doing some good work. His Hungry Jake

is, without being exactly artistic, a very clever characterization. Emer-
son should have some intelligent lines written for this act. As it is now
it is meaningless, and the rare touch of pathos that he gives to it is hardly
to be appreciated. Charley Reed seems to grow funnier every week. His
humor is fresh and his gags either novel or at least current. The singing
is as good as ever. The quartette did not appear this week—a fact re-

gretted by all. Next week some new people will appear. The business
this week has been very large, the little theatre on several evenings being
uncomfortably crowded. Two facts bring about this result—a good en-
tertainment on the stage, and cheap prices and courteous treatment at
the box office.

* * * * *

The excellent performance of Les Oontes d*Hoffman, at the Tivoli, has
not had the attractive power it deserved. It is a tuneful opera-comique,
and is very well rendered, but does not seem to have caught the many.
The libretto is, perhaps, a cause for this lack of appreciation. It is

neither intelligible nor unintelligible enough to suit the crowd. If a plot
is simple and clear, it can be easily understood. If it is conventionally
unimportant and obscure, like most all libretti of Italian opera, it is not
thought of or noticed. But Les Oontes oVHoffman is sufficiently quaint
and fantastical to excite curiosity, and being more metaphysical or psyco-
logical than anything else, it is not clearly understood, and creates a
vague, unsatisfied feeling. Lucia di Lammermoor is advertised as the
next opera. Parolini will shine in this as Ashton.

* * * * *

Masaniello. Another very creditable performance has also somewhat
suffered from public apathy. The managers of the Winter Garden an-
nounce in preparation The Field of Honor and The Merry War, I hope
they will produce Strauss' operetta soon. It is a "go" in the East, and
said to be a charming composition, written with all the verve and rythm
of Strauss' genius.

The Man in the Moon is a very laughable farce. It was well played b
all of the troupe, Miss Ormay particularly. Wegern will hardly do for

musical farces. He has no voice, and that is a pre-requisite. The new
singing comedian, Eugene Carlmuller, appeared to good advantage in a
somewhat unimportant part. He is neat and active and has a fair tenor
voice. He seems to have the gift of natural humor. Next Sunday (to-

morrow) Reif von Reijlingen, a sequel to The PassingRegiment, will be
given for the benefit of H. Kudelburg. A full house will undoubtedly
greet this favorite actor. Kudelburg has been here five seasons, and the
growth of hiB popularity has corresponded to the improvement in his act-

ing. He is a most delightful actor. He is always satisfying, be the char-
acter what it may. He excels in delicate, refined comedy, but, to put it

plainly, he is good in everything.
* * # # *

The Philharmonic concert took place last night and was largely at-

tended. A review must go over until next week.*****
Here is the cast of Bronson Howard's new play, Young Mrs. Winthrop,

which will first see the light next Monday, at the Madison Square Thea-
ter: Douglas Winthrop, George Clark; Boxton Scott, Thomas Whiffen;
MrB. Dick Chetwin, Agnes Booth; Constance, Carrie Turner; Miss Ruth
Winthrop, Blanche Gelton; Edith, Maude Stewart.-^—Joaquin Miller is

writing a play for Georgia Cayvan.—Gerster is engaged at the Paris
Opera for next season.^^An American tenor, Mr. W. G. Rising, has
been singing with success at the Royal Comedy Theatre, London.^^
Wagner has written a letter of thanks to Wolzogen for his pamphlet ex-
plaining Parsifal. Now, who will explain the pamphlet?^—After next
season with the Union Square Theatre, Charley Thome goes to London
to play in Julius Ocesar with Barrett.—Much sympathy is expressed in
England for Mr. Santley, the famous baritone, who recently lost his
wife. Mrs. Santley was an admirable amateur pianist.-^—Boker's play
of Francesca di Rimini was written by him over fifteen years ago.——Af-
ter the rehearsal of Redemption at Birmingham, Gounod kissed Sir Mi-
chael Costa, male, aged Beventy-two, on one cheek, saying: " C'^st mon
devoir," and kissed Marie Roze, female, aged—well, say over sixteen—on
both cheeks, with the words: "C'est ma recompense."—John A. Ste-
vens has been elected an honorary member of the Savage Club, London.
^—Mankind, at Daly's, New York, ia the worst of all the many failures,

so far, this season.^—Paris is to have a third Opera House—the The*atre
Lyrique—which is to be built on the corner of the Boulevard and
Rue Drouot. Ground was broken on September 10th, and the contractor
is to hand the building over completely finished on January 29th, 1883,
under a daily penalty of 15,000 francs for any delay. The Director will

be Halanzier, formerly of the Grand Opera. The engaged artists in-

clude Villant and Capoul, tenors ; Faure, baritone, and Castelmary,
basso, and Nillson, Sasse, Galli Marie and Griswold. The opening operas
will be Carmen and Herodiade.^^Italy has just lost its oldest and most
famous dramatic author, Paolo Giacometti, who died the other day at
Gazznalo, and to whom a passing mention is due. He was not only a pow-
erful dramatist, a witty writer and a profound observer, but also a patriot
and a good republican. He is best known to the American stage as the
author of Elizabeth, the historical drama played by Mrs. Bowers and
others.—Frank Bangs has permanently retired from the stage, and is in
negotiations for conducting a mercantile business.' —Mr. Sam. Colville
appears to have given up his idea of engaging a company to play the old
comedies next year, and also that of a burlesque nursery rhyme company.
It is a pity, for both these would have been successful.——Tony Pastor
has captured a new singer, Miss C. A. Ryder. Very pretty and a splen-
did vocalist. Tony Pastor discovered Lilian Russett.—Adelaide Phil-
hips is dead. She was an artist of the highest rank. She will live in the
history of art as a great dramatic contralto, and a pride to our country.

Beauolerc.

THE KEITH ART SALE.

On the afternoon and evening of Thurs-

day, October 12th, at the Gallery of the San

Francisco Art Association, 430 Pine street,

we will sell by auction a collection of Oil

Paintings and Sketches by Wm. Keith,

comprising Views in Maine, the White

Mountains, and every phase of scenery of

the mountains and valleys of California

and Oregon. The Pictures are now on

view at the gallery, 430 Pine street, day

and evening. Catalogues at the Gallery,

or will be sent to out-of-town purchasers

by addressing the Auctioneer, or Snow &
Co., 12 Post street. First sale Thursday,

October 12th, at 12 noon; second and

closing sale same date at 7:30 P. M.

EASTON & ELDRIDGE, Auctioneers.
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SPORTING ITEMS.

A rare treat m»r t» looked for when the KmUtd •pnrtinc l-»-eooM u> hjunl, cunUininf; mmnwnU on Halcr'i f«t 100 rants *a<1 Um
hlrnry wvtmam at Su Fr&ncfeco who h»tr 1

the wonderful Uvn-l that hr ran the dtaUoc* in 9 4 B t*o»o<V It i. In
hr prwumnl that Haley, who la a •enribW roan* man. and well ablt la
ju<W* »>f hi* own j«rfonn*neM, accept* I

well meant, ercn if he doe* n<>t quite a#ree with it

.

ima^nne the loathing and ooatMDpt he mint feel for hi« •uppoaed friend*
who swallowed the 9 4-5 without * wry face, and not Mtutied with lh»t,
oa*d np quire* of paper and frallon* of ink writing article* to prove th»t,
becauae he once ran eaailv in 10 1 .*». the record muxt he corre« I

theae well meaning hut foolish scribw who alw*y* try to pi
and in«i*t upon being teacher* when they are not a* yet even ti

obolui in the art of athletics, who cast discredit apnej Oftllfonili ath
letea, and not writers who refuse to accept * true that wWoh MOUM
sense *nd reason teach them as impossible, tt never seems to ptrika
these people that they themselves have made their opinions worthless by
repeatedly exposing their ignorance of the most ordinary rudiments of
sport. They blunder along, damning their enemies and slobherit
their friends, until it is patent to all that their prejudice, and not their
judgment and experience, dictates their writings. Haley has no greater
admirer than the sporting editor of the News Letter, as he
himself is well aware ; but our friendship does not run to
the extent of making statements we believe to be incorrect,
and those fawning sycophants who worship success and cut
off quarters of a second in their excess of enthusiasm, will in
a very short time find themselves standing sponsor for a record that no
one believes was ever made, and which Haley cannot repeat. They may
find the position a pleasant one so long as they stay within the range
of the mutual admiration society of which they are the mouthpiece*, but
when they find that the rest of the athletic world either disdains to notiot,

the matter at all, or only speaks of it in a spirit of fun, they will, per-
haps, change their opinions. The toady-in-chief of this little circle bias-
ters loudly at what he pleases to call the jaundiced nrejudice and spite
against Haley of those who decline to state that he is 2A yards n better
roan than he really is. Another gentleman, who edits the athletic col-

umn of a leading sporting paper, brags of his own ability as a foot mora
to support his statement that he knows all about it. Says this gentle-
man :

" When at college I could throw off my coat at any time and
run 100 yards in 10£ or 10^, if in any condition at all

;

" and he flouts

such idiotic nonsense as this in the face of the experienced editor of
the Turf, Field aiid Farm, who ventured to criticise Haley's performance
a short time ago. Why, the fellow not only writes nonsense, but he
writes such palpable falsehoods, that every one who reads them knows
they are not true. Were he able to give Haley two yards and a beat-
ing, and admitting that Haley can run in 9 4-5, be never did and never
could run in 10i seconds with no more change in his ordinary clothes
than a discarded coat. The man does not now live, and
never did live, that could perform such a feat, and for this

gentleman to claim that he did is to stand self-confessed a
fraud, and utterly ignorant of the subject upon which he was
writing. When Haley meets Meyers in good condition and beats
him four yards in a hundred, the world will take a little stock in that
9 4-5 seconds business, but not before. Even if his timers had faith in

their word they should have hesitated a long time before they gave it pub-
licity.-^—It is announced, and is as yet undenied, that George, of the
Mosley Harriers, is en route for New York to meet Meyers.

# # # * *

After an uninterrupted series of victories in the hands of Hyde K.
Bowie, the schooner yacht Nellie has been sold to Mervin Donahue for

the sum of $5,500. The Nellie is the best of all Captain Turner's models,
and has not only won all her races, but has won them in good style. Mr.
Bowie was a very hospitable entertainer, and loved to gather on board his

boat a crowd of good fellows. He was no " mud-dubber," only to be
found cruising around the flats of the Mission or Oakland Creek, but often

faced the dangers of the ocean gales and took a trip to Santa Cruz or

Monterey. Young Donahue is a pleasant gentleman, and under his care

the Nellie will doubtless keep up her old reputation for speed and good
cheer.—Captain Turner's latest job, the schooner yacht for the Spreckels

Brothers, is ready for launching, and may be put off the ways at any
time. The men are working on inside decorations, which are to be very

fine. Her builder does not brag much yet, but contents himself with a
knowing shake of the head when the subject of her speed is broached.-^—
The Viola, Maria, Fawn, Virgin, Ariel, Lively, Emerald, Frolic, Daisy
and Casco have gone into Winter quarters up Oakland Creek.*****
The office of Fish Commissioner is one entirely of honor, and does not

carry with it either profit or amusement. It simply means a lot of down-
right hard work for the benefit of the State. During the lifetime of the

late lamented B. B. Redding, he was the one Commissioner upon whom
all the labor devolved, and he did it so well and so cheerfully that no
cne noticed the shortcomings of either of his coadjutors. His successor.

Senator Traylor, is an earnest worker, but it is neither just nor sensible

to expect him to do all the work of the Commission, and we feel that it is

about time some attention was called to the fact that Mr. Thockmorton,
one of the Commissioners, is unable to take upon himself, by reason of

sickness, any share of the labor. He never has taken any active share in

the work, and ought, in justice to himself and to his fellow Commission-
ers, to have resigned long ago. We do not want to see the work of the

Commission go back from want of attention, and respectfully suggest to

Governor Perkins that he at once relieve Mr. Thockmorton of dutieB to

which he is unable to attend. There are young, active, intelligent men
who could be found to take the honorable position, and we beg leave to

BUggeBt to Governor Perkins that, if Dr. Toland can be induced to serve,

he is of all men in the State the best fitted for this duty. We do not

know that he would accept the place,(nor do we know whether he has the

leisure to attend to its duties, but we do know that, if he should accept,

he will give the work proper attention, and not leave it all to his associ-

ates, as Mr. Thockmorton is doing.
* * * * *

Tne quail outlook is rather gloomy, as the market reporters say. Birds

I an art plMtifol and Um Ute rain ha* not im,.n.pd their flesh.

|

are ralb*r backward thi. year, but tbe rain duriiif the *>
H wewk ha* hasten**! their flight fn*n the wintry raffioaa of tho North to
I

lh« f*t tnlc lands of California.
• • • . •

Tb* team of Australian cricketers thst lately rUtsd Knjsnd will play
a Uire* day match »t Phil. : im,. |3la and Kith instant, and
thrn start for homo »

, „ nt|j

Um 20th and the steam
demon and the other '.'1 players
ing a match.

I f.-r Hi
I about arrang-

Thel.olden Gate Club hav* pnrcbaatd a new boat New all they want
u a new crow. Grithn i« n<-t yet dead, and until that loDgadfbl
happens there Appears to 1* m. bop* for .» Qtaaattao <>f rowing talk
latest is that tin Gold awwill makt as great mi effort to win
the ifcwr/rr ami SpvrUman's cup a* if the race wan for f1,000. The way
this man talks about 91,000 is enough to make his listeners believe that
he is collector on a Sutter street car.

School Directors. The position of School Director in one of the
most important in the City Government, and as such none but of the
best material should receive nominations combining both eutturo and
education. 01 the many candidates named, seeking the saffrajnn of the
Democratic Municipal Convention for that position, the Nbwb Ll PTEB
heartilv indorses the candidature of Mr. I. Danielwltl, S former m< id '
of the Board of Education, While such, his entire course won the re-
spect and esteem of the people of this city.

EMERSON'S STANDARD THEATRE.
WM. i:ni,l(»ll\. Sole Proprietor nml Miannger KVKRY

EVENING (including SUNDAY) AND SATURDAY HATDfEE,
Emerson's California Minstrels

!

Greatest Bill ot the Season! EMERSON aa HUNGRY JAKE in Lcs MisoniWcs!
(Just) the plain comedian. CHARLEY REED in his latest Parodies, Including the
immense success NARY A MASH.
MONDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 9TH, first appearance of the World's Grunt

Irian Comedians, PURGUSON and MACK.
Curtain rises precisely at 8 o'clock. Carriages ordered at 10 o'clock.

eg" Oriiniial popular prices.—Opera Chairs, Dress Circle or Panjuotte, 75 Cents;
Family Circle, 50 Cents; Matinee, 50 Cents and 25 Cents. No extra charge to
reserve. Oct. 7.

THt FOUNTAIN.
Corner Sutter and Kearny sts.—George Schraitt, Sole Pro-

prietor.—To-night the following acknowledged Artists will appear in an
entirely new bill:

BONNIE RUNNELLS, Comedian; Mile. MARIE MOORE, Soprano; ROSE
JULIAN, America's Greatest Contortionist; GEORGE WALLACE, Character Actor-
Mile. ZITTA TUFORNE, Mezzo Soprano; G. F. and KATIE MOORE, America's
Premier Comiques.

IST" The only respectable Variety Theater in the State. Ladies without escort
not admitted.
Saturday, October 7th.—Reappearance of the charming Serio-Comic Vocalist and

Danseuse, ARDINE.
Monday. October 9th.—First appearance of the renowned and versatile Artists,

THE MOORE SISTERS, Eunice and Laura. Oct. 7.

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.

J.
Iff. Hnverly. Proprietor; Fred'k W. Bert, Manager...

-

Haverly's attractions do not play on Sunday evenings.
Unabated success! " Frank Mordaunt, one of the best actors on the American

stage."—[San Francisco Chronicle, October 3d.

Only one more week, eunmiencing MONDAY, October 9th.
Mr. FEANK MORDAUNT and his complete First-class Dramatic Company in

Robert G. Morris' American Comedy-Drama.

Old Shipmates!
Which will be presented Every Evening (except Sunday) until further notice, and
at the SATURDAY MATINEE, with entire new scenery and effects.

Sunday Evening, October Sth-Mme. OTTILIE GENEE'S GERMAN DRAMATIC
COMPANY. Oct. 7.

TIVOLI OPERA HOUSE.
Eddy street, near Market.--Krelinjj Bros., Sole Proprie-

tors and Managers.—Great Success! This (Saturday) Evening, and
until further notice, Offenbach's Opera Fantastique, in four Acts,

Lea Coxites d'Hoffmaun!
(THE STORIES OF HOFFMANN.) First production in America, and embracing an
Interesting Plot, Beautiful Scenery, Costumes, Music and Incidents, and acknowl-
edged by all as an exceedingly interesting opera.
Next week, LUCIA DI LAMMERMOOR, by Donizetti. Oct. 7.

WINTER GARDEN.
Stockton street, between Post and Sutter.—Stahl A Itffaack,

Proprietors.—Immense success of Auber's Grand Spectacular Opera,

Masaniello

!

(LA MUETTE DE PORTICI.) Crowded HouBes Nightly! Standing room only at
eight o'clock. Grand achievement of the Dumb Girl as portrayed by Mile. Bertha.
Renewed success of the popular Tenor, Mr. Frank Roraback. Enthusiastic recep-
tion of Miss Annie Ainsworth; also Mr. Arthur Messmer, Mr. Fred Bornemann, Mr.
M. Forster. The Scenery, painted by Mr. George Bell, admired and applauded to

the echo, and pronounced by all a masterpiece of art.

In active preparation, THE FIELD OF HONOR and THE MERRY WAR. (Oct. 7.
......___

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office Navajo Mining Company, San Francisco, October

3d, 1882.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the above named com-
pany held this day, Dividend No. 2 of Twenty-five Cents (25c.) per Bhare was de-

clared, payable on THURSDAY, October 12th, 1882. * Transfer books closed on
Friday, October 6th, 1882, at 3 o'clock f. m. J. W. PEW, Secretary.

Office—Room 15, No. 310 Pine street, San Francisco, Cal. Oct. 7.

COKE CHEAPEST FUEL.
Redaction iu Price: Wholesale Price, 50 cents per barrel

;

Retail Price, 60 cents per barrel, at the works of the SAN FRANCISCO GAS-
LIGHT COMPANY, Howard and First streets, and foot of Second St. Jan. 12.
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"The World," the Flesh, and the Devil.
[By a Truthful Penman.]

Mr. Weller senior inquired of hia son Sam whether " red-faced Nix-

on, the prophet," had not " left the business to anybody." Nixon's suc-

cessor would seem to be our old friend Mr. Dion Boucicault, who has

gone into the prophesying line of business. According to his favored or-

gan, the New York Spirit of the Times, this is Boucicault's latest political

epigram: "Egypt was fatal to Assyria, to the Hebrews, to the Romans,

to St. George, who was hung for looting, and to Napoleon. It is the

graveyard of the world, and England has gone there to steal a lot for a

quiet family vault." Poor old England! with an Irish Jack BunBby dimly

vaticinating her downfall to an applauding circle of American Cuttles!^—
The London "World" says: "For years past the railway com-

panies south of the Thames have carried matters with a very high hand

in their dealings with their passengers at race-meetings. Ordinary traffic

is suspended, excessive fares are charged, and carriages are overloaded

to repletion, complaints being ignored. It is well known that such a

state of things is illegal; but the offending companies never have a

verdict given against them, for the very good reason that they will

never go into Court. It is now proposed to form an association to force

the hand of the most delinquent company, by taking out as many sum-
monses against it as possible, each time that the ordinary traffic is

suspended, and render it compulsory that it shall fight a test action, or

shall incur such costs, from the number of prosecutions, that the game
will not be worth the candle, and it will be found more profitable to

charge only legal fares."—A 'writer in the London Field says that no
two tigers are alike. One may run away when you whistle to him, and
the next may obey the whistle in a manner to convince you that he is

coming to dinner.—The Rev. Henry Hollingworth, who took a high

degree at Cambridge, and is still in the prime of life, has refused the val-

uable living of Prescott (upwards of £1,200 a year), offered him by the

Provost and Fellows of King's, choosing rather to continue his successful

work at Ardwick, near Manchester, in a living worth £40 a year. Such
instances of devotion are rare. A similar one occurred not long ago,

when the Hon. and Rev. W. Douglas resigned a good family living to

work in a poor city parish at Worcester.—Nothing, says an English
paper, could be more .satisfactory than the report which the Chief Secre-

tary was able to give recently of the working of the Irish Land Act. Up
to the end of July 27,000 cases in all have been disposed of by the
Commissioners and the Civil Bill Courts. This number comprises, of

course, many dismissed applications. But fair rents have actually been
fixed in some 12,000 cases, of which 4,000 belonged to the first six

months during which the Act was in operation, while no less than 8,000
have been adjusted in the last three months, the progress latterly being
thus in the proportion of four to one. Still more satisfactory are the results

as regards the condition of the country. All reports, official and unoffi-

cial, agree in stating that in those districts where rents have been settled

by the Commissioners or by private agreement, peace and order are being
rapidly restored, and in twenty out of twenty-four counties ' the rent is

being paid in a manner which would excite envy in the heart of the Wilt-
shire or Warwickshire Squire. Such a report shows how groundless have
been the many unfair attacks made upon the Commissioners. At the
same time much remains to be done, and the country will be glad to learn
that the Government is maturing Bchemes for quickening the action of
the Land Commission.-^—A new fashion has come very near being
adopted in Austria, and in time would probably have reached this coun-
try. The Empress, who is wandering in Salzburg, appeared at one of the
little watering places without a bonnet. Several of the ladies thereupon
went without theirs, and the innovation was carried bo far that some of
them went to church uncovered. The report of these proceedings reached
Vienna. The milliners became alarmed, and representations were ad-
dressed to the Court. Then it was officially explained that Her Majesty
had no intention of setting a new fashion, but that a little dog had snap-
ped her bonnet out of her hand and torn it to pieces, and she had no oth-
er at hand at the time.

—

Court Journal.—One singular result of the
destruction of Alexandria is reported to be the stoppage of the trade in
the wrappings of mummies. The Egyptians have been in the habit of
stripping the bodies and selling the Btuff which enveloped them to Amer-
ican paper-makers. The supply is said to be still ample. One ship re-
cently took 875 bales to New Haven. An American house has lost a store
of _ these rags, valued at £40.000, by the burning of the city.—M. Cate-
lain, one of the most celebrated of modern cooks and restaurateurs, is
dead. He was the owner, among many other establishments, of the great
cafe" Champeaux, Place de la Bourse. His pavilion in the last Universal
Exhibition was unrivaled for good cookery. He is said to have died from
the smoker's cancer, which, though terrible, must be a disease of slow
growth, if, as stated, he has for thirty years smoked twenty giant cigars
a-day, costing one franc each, making a total expenditure of £,000.°
It will surprise nobody who knows General Grant to hear that he is in
favor of our Egyptian policy. He visited Egypt during the reitrn of Is-
mail Pasha ; and when he was asked what he thought of the Egyptians
he replied, with his usual sentiousness, " Loafers! " And what about the
Khedive? "He's head loafer," answered Grant.

—

Court Journal.
The Statistical Society has published a table showing the railway
mileage of the different countries in Europe. Germany comes first with
21,500 miles, followed by Great Britain, 18,200 ; France, 17 200 Russia
14,600; Austria, 12,000; Italy, 5,500; Spain, 4,900; Sweden, 4,600 Bel-
gium, 2,500; Switzerland, 1,565 ; Holland. 1,436 ; Denmark, 1,160 ;'Hou-
mania, 920 ; Turkey, 870 ; Portugal, 660, and Greece, 6 miles.

The First House of Refuee—Noah's Ark.

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
INSURANCE AGENCY.

No. 322 & 324 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Fire Insurance.
TEUTONIA of New Orleans.

LA CONFIANCE of Paris.

DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS
ofNewYork.

THE FIRE INS. ASSOCIATION (Limited)
of London, England.

GIRARD of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN of New York.
ST. PAUL of St. Paul.

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONCIERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Bepresented $27,000,000.
All X/osses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid.

W. L. CHALMERS,
Special Agent and Adjuster.

PHENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., Estab'd 1782 Cash Assets, $5,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA "ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1833 Cash Assets, 81,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1851 Cash Assets, $1,357,326.39.

BUTLER & HALDAN,
General Agents for Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864,

Principal Office 406 California Street. S.F.

FIRE INSURANCE.
Capital (Paid TJp in U. S. Gold Coin) $300,000.00
He-Insurance Reserve $171,412.75

Asaete January 1, 1882 $ 084,577.83 I Premiums, since onranization.$3,841,412.G7

Surplus for policy holders.. 674,577.83 | Losses, since organization... 1,756,278.00

OFFICERS:
J. F. HOUGHTON President. I CHAS. P.. STORY Secretary.

J. L. N. SHEPHAR1) .... Vice-President. | R. H. MAG1LL General Agent.

Directors of the Home Mutual Insurance Co.:—L. L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J. L.

N. Shepard, John Currey, J. P. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, C. O. Burr, J. S. Carter,

Charles Belding, D. W. Earl. April 8.

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.

Capital, $10,000,000
Unlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF L0ND0T~FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $lO,O0O,OOO.

THE STANDARD MARINE~INSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool. Capital, $5,000,000-

IV. J. CALLINGBAH * CO., General Agents,
Aug. 12. 213 Sansoine Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,500,000
Cash Assets 1,709.976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE A CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF LONDON.
[ INSTITUTED 1803. ]

London Assurance Corporation, of London
Established by Royal Charter 17SO.

Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.
ROBERT DICKSON, Manager.

W. JJANE BOOKER, Agent and Attorney.

S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building:.

[October 11. |

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.--UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

The California Lloyds.—Established in 1861.-—Xos. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, S750,000 in Gold Coin, fair Rates

!

Prompt Settlement of Loses ! ! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS. —J. Mora Moss,

Moses Heller, J. O. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Everson, A. B. Phipps, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Brandenstein, W. M. Hoag, Nicholas

Luning, James Moffitt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Touchard,

George C. Hiekox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Scholle, Charles

Baum, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.
GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. O. KITTLE, Vice-President.

Jambs D. Bailey, Secretary. Geo. T. Boetw, Surveyor. Nov. 6.
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FASHIONS VOICE.
%r* in •nirr, wh*t can b* nan apprnprUU than »
a hto I m lit Umtrrl-lv

dtitMa fnr wvddiag wear, I wi*h iovolunLaril
I eoold K» a brkW, ju*t - ",<*• Dfw fangtod IUhi
doflnar the drew I would alao doff th« reapooaibiHu'ea, and rabaida one*
more loto single life. When one think* • t the oomui of trout!
trait in the pathway of the radiant creator* who utand* with
caat eyea. lookinr like a pet lamb (washed anow white foi

roing to he immolated on the •acrindal altar, one can only wood
raarriaKr robea are not black, as indicative of th-

life, and why there were any men sent to marry at all. M
A certain importer in our city has brought eome material* for *.\

purnoaea, which far outshine anything yet seen in I ur line.

Repped satin, or orot (CA/ri^ue, in a joimsjuim fabric. hein k- a thick white
satin with wide rib* laid arrwj, not lencthwayn, th" wrong »ide twin,: pre
cisely the same as the right ; the shade is ivory white, mm the t- i I

light or heavy, according to the price. In most cjw- I [Letts, i*

composed of this material. Othsji !>, ahonM combination be di

there is a new damask, also repped on the ground, and sprinkled with <]><-

signs of twilled satin, which run in vines or separate figures ; otfaen
have a lace pattern thrown completely over the surface. The heavy
Spanish lace is more universally adopted. But the most beautiful caprice
in bridal finery is a satin "as thick as a hoard," to use an old-fashioned
oimile, which is overstrewn with heavy velvet leaves or groups of flowers.

Tulle thickly sprinkled with pearls or white beads is constantly used as a
mixture with heavier goods, and has a charming and fairy-like effftflt,

A beautiful imported wedding dress shows n white »:»tin skirt en faioUsT,

covered with a slightly full drapery of tulle broidered in seeii
|

Several flounces of lace adorn the base of the skirt, over which lies a
wreath of orange blossoms. Above this wreath a wide Bcarf of satin is

placed, fastened in front by a bow and diamond buckle. Over this costly
front falls a train of repped satin, which, meeting the front, is orna-
nated with a rich jabot of lace, kept in place by another wreath of bxi-

dal blooms. The corsage, pointed slightly, is confined by a satin band
and bow, with another diamond buckle as a fastening. Below the band
are folds, which are taken back en vomer; both corsage and sleeves are
covered with the pearl-strewn tulle, while orange blossoms effect the
throat and are taken as a trimming down each side of the corsage itself.

The veil for this charming toilette should be tulle, with a white chaplet
surmounting it. Some pretty creature arrayed in this sash would be a
thing of beauty and a joy for—well, that one day.

The most beautiful novelty for bridal gear, as ornament?, are flowers

fashioned out of Mechlin lace, the leaves of which are of white velvet,

veined in gold or silver. Flower garniture will be very much worn this

season, nor will the orange blossom reign entirely undisputed, since roses,

white lilac, tube rosea and jessamine will take prominent place in bridal

toilettes. Diamond ornaments will be even more in vogue than flowers.

These it is easy to write about, though every one will not be able to obey
Fashion's voice in this respect. The corsage of a bride's dress should be
high, but it is allowable to have such cut into a V in front, or otherwise
cut square and tilled in with beaded tulle or frills of lace. Gloves, also,

are conspicuous as being now of undressed kid for the day's idol, and
these Bhould be a la Bernhardt.
In spite of the profusion of flowers which are said to be needful for the

true ornamentation of a bride's dress, we prefer the more simple style, es-

pecially for very young brides. If the dress is rich and heavy in material,

some scattered drapery, idly caught by a chatelain of blooms, that appears

in wandering to have retained possession of the filmy fragment by the aid

of a stray tendril, or an entangled leaf, is certainly more graceful than
long wreaths or exact proportions taken round the dress, the throat and the
sleeves. Mais chacune a soyi gout. There is no particular mode of mak-
ing a wedding dress, since there are so many varieties of models. Each
bride can exercise her fancy at will, without fear of infringing on the

proprieties or forms set down. Let me say one word in conclusion: Make
your dresses as elaborate as you please, but remember that, though Paris

turns out highly elaborate styles, Paris ladies prefer the most chaste sim-

plicity in wedding gear—the simpler, the more distingue, this being the

last note of my melody. Silver Pen.

THE PRIZE RING—SPECTATORS NOT LIABLE.
A great stimulus has been given to the " manly art " in England by

a recent decision in the English High Court, where nine of the twelve
judges held that the spectators at a prize fight were not participants there-

in, while three of the judges held that they were. This of course settles

the law in Great Britain, but, it by no means follows that the rule will

obtain in this country where the contrary has always been held, as the

two most distinguished members of the court, Baron Pollock and Lord
Chief Justice Coleridge were in the minority, and the argument of the

Chief Justice seems unanswerable. He says: " In such a case as this,

the spectators make the fight ; without them, and in the absence of any
one to look on and encourage, no two men having no cause of personal

quarrel, would meet together in solitude, to knock each other about for an
hour or two. The brutal effects of prize fights are chiefly due to the crowd
who resort to them." And in reply to an analogy drawn by the majority

of the bench between a crowd gathered around a prize fight, and an as-

semblage in the street witnessing the commission of a crime, Baron Pol-

lock says: " In the one case it is usually the bystanders collected around
who create and are responsible for the tight, as a matter of interest and
amusement to themselves. In the other, unless there be some overt act

by gesture or word which denotes assistance or encouragement, it would
be contrary to all reason to infer that the bystanders were taking any
part in the illegal act.

Over Five Thousand Electric Lights in one Building.—The Mills

building, says the Scientific American, Wall and Broad streets, has been

wired for 5,588 Edison lamps. As this is the largest enterprise of the

kind ever undertaken, the details may prove interesting. The conductors

consist of 1,650 feet of Edison's patent electric tubes, 628 feet of lead

pipe, containing taped wires thoroughly insulated, 23,658 feet of zinc

tubes, 75,909 feet of wire conductors, and 24,162 feet of wooded recepta-

cles, placed between the floors to hold the system of distributed wires.

The total amount of wires used was 3,774 pounds, besides 48 vertical

main cut-outs, and 253 division cut-outs. The work was done by the

wiring department of the Edison Illuminating Company, of New York,

waler contract with Mr. I>. O. Mills, the owner of the building.

SAN FRANCISCO'S LEADER OF FASHION.
San Francisco's belles rival the world in their personal charms and

in the neatness, finish and style of their attire. It is the judgment of
the best informed visitors who come to view the Queen City of the Pa-
cific from well-nigh all the world, that in no other city of its size are so
many well dressed ladies to be seen as in San Francisco. This widely
conceded compliment is largely owing to the fact that we have in our
midst a lady whose skill in fashionable dressmaking is not sur-
passed here or elsewhere. It goes without saying that we allude to
Mrs. R. G. Lewis, of Thurlow Block, Kearny street. The most
elegant taste is displayed by tuis lady in all that she does, as is at-
tested by the large and daily increasing patronage which she enjoys.
The best dressed ladies of the city are her customers. She always makes
it a special study to keep up with the timeB. Her ideas are in advance of
those of _most_ other modistes, because she keeps herself in direct com-
munication with the leading houses of fashion in London and Paris, and
thus is enabled to supply novelties months in advance of others who are
not so well posted. She always fits to please and never fails to give satis-

faction. Mrs. Lewis herself bears the reputation of being one of the
neatest and best attired ladies in the city. The pleasant countenance of
this^ leader of and successful caterer for the fashionable world of the
Pacific Coast is well represented in the above cut.

INSURANCE.
The Only Company on the Pacific Coast Governed by the Massa-

chusetts Non-Forfeiture Law.

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF BOSTON.

Total Assets December 31, 1881 816,210,465-92.

Surplus over All Liabilities
Massachusetts Standard i percent $2,035,894.93
New York Standard 4£ per cent 3,501,888.42
Market Value of Stocks and Bonds overcast 1,474,091.00

POINTS.
First—A Plain and simple policy, clear of all burdensome conditions, axid fully

protected from forfeiture.

Second—An agency experience of fifteen years in this State, during which, by
liberality and fair dealing in its relations with policy-holders, the Company has
gained an enviable reputation.

Third—Nonforfeiture for residence or travel, or for hazardous occupations with-

out a permit.

Fourth—Liberal paid-up and cash surrender, values stipulated by law.

Fifth—This Company charges no more for insurance than those companies in

which the policy is forfeited, in case of non-payment of premium when due.

Before insuring in any other company, or joining any co-operative assessment so-

ciety, carefully examine the practical working of the Massachusetts law of 1880, and
read the policy contract of the New England Life.

HENKY K. FIELD, General Agent.
Aug. 20. 328 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

TRANSATLANTIC FIRE INSURANCE CO.,

OF HAMBURG.
C
lanital, $1,500,000, 17. s. Gold Coin. Losses paid in Gold
J Coin immediately after Adjustment. This Corporation holds contracts of six-

teen other European Insurance Companies, re-insuring by far the greater part of

every risk, as soon as accepted in our office. The combined subscribed Capital which

our policies therefore offer to the public amounts to $26,900,000, U. S. Gold

Coin, of which $7,650,000 is paid up, besides the always available Reserve Funds.

GEO. MARCUS & CO., 304 California street, S. F.,

Aug. 5. Genera l Agents for Pacific Coast.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, ofZurich, Capital 5,000,000 francs; Helvetia,

Of St. Gall, Capital 10,000,000 francs ; Balolse, of Basle, Capital 5,00O,0U0 francs.

These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that may he sust-

ained. Losses made payable in all the principal seaports of the world. In the set-

tlement of all claims under an English policy, these Companies will strictly adhere to

the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, and submit to English jurisdiction,

une 9. HARRY W. SYZ, Agent, 420 and 422 California St., S. F.
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GOLD, SILVER, AND LEAD.
A life of gold—those early years,

When love was new and knew no tears,

And the long fair future laughed at fears.

In thee, dear Love, in thee
"Was all my glad hearts ecstasy.

A life of silver, all too fast,

Upon our lives its cold gleams cast,

And paled the gold that could not last.

By thee, dear Love, by thee
My heart was racked with jealousy.

Ah, what is left ? A life of lead!

A feeble, flickering light, juBt fed

By thoughts of what for aye is dead!

For thee, dear heart, for thee
My heart lies down in agony.

-World, London.

ROOST."THE TENANT OF "ROBBER'S
No. 6.

The Honorable (?) Paul Neumanns candidature for Congress has

passed beyond the region of serious consideration and has become a joke.

Everybody laughs over it as one of the funniest things that has turned up

in this curious campaign. That this Bohemian, land-title shark, corrupt

politician, everlasting borrower of four bits, man of many debts, lover of

French cooks and of French tid-bits generally, who laughs his way
through life as if there were nothing serious in it, who makes fun of

morality, and cracks jokes about political purity, should be nominated as

a solid man to represent solid interests, is one of the most extraordinary

events that the extraordinary politics of the period have furnished. With
all the instincts popularly attributed to the Bohemian class, he is nine-

tenths of his time poverty-stricken, and during the other tenth he is flush,

and spends as if he knew no creditors and no obligations. A fellow of

infinite jest, he takes no thought for the morrow, but with " belly well

lined with capon" and whisky, cares only for the passing hour; he is set

up as the representative, par excellence, of the stability, honor, and great

concerns of a vast city in the halls of national legislation. California

has heretofore boasted of its many and varied monstrosities. It has

vaunted itselt over its huge squashes, its big trees and its incomparable

hoodlums; but all these, from an abnormal point of view, sink into insig-

nificance compared with the serious candidature for Congress of the King
of hoodlums, the Prince of the Bohemians, the Czar of all the debt-own-

ers and the exemplar of all that is loose, ricketty and uncertain in the

obligations of life.

The fame of this, the latest of California's curious products, has already

reached far beyond the limits of the State. The peculiarities of the
" tenant of robbers' roost " are being alluded to wherever there exists a
newspaper with an appreciation of the ridiculous. Henceforth San Fran-
cisco's candidate for Congress has a more than local reputation. The nar-

row confines of the Bohemian Club will not hereafter be the limits of his

notoriety. A whole continent to-day knows him and his ways, and his

reputation is fast spreading over the earth's wide surface. Exchanges
come to us from all quarters containing pungent paragraphs as to the
manner of man nominated to represent the Queen City of the Pacific in

Congress. New York had its " wickedest man," but San Francisco has
its " tenant of robbers' roost." We have " seen " the Empire City and
gone it " two better." We rather begin to hope that the practical joke
of Paul Neumann's nomination may be carried to the final denouement of

his election. We are always ready to keep a weather eye open for fun,

and there is certainly not a little amusement in store for us if the Hon-
orable Paul is elected.

The comical papers all along the line promise to help us out. Puck de-
clares its readiness to do homage to the " tenant " as soon as he arrives at
Washington. The Texas Siftings says it will detail its funniest writer to
do him justice. The Detroit Free Press guarantees to supply the best
joker on the continent to welcome Mb entre" to the circles made dull by
commonplace representatives of good morals and sound legislation. The
Washington Gazette thinks that, with the coming of " the Tenant of Bob-
ber's Roost," Sam Ward in all his glory " will not be arrayed like unto
him." The editor says that he has already had applications from some
half a dozen of Washington ladies of " easy virtue " to know when " the
tenant" means to erect his "roost "under the shadow of the Capitol.
The coming of all the appliances of " the Bobber's Roost " is evidently
hailed with anticipations of delight. A fitting abiding place has already
been named. It is very near to the steps of the Capitol. The "fan-
ladies " have already been selected, and a Washington society paper says
that it has sent their photographs to " the tenant " for bis approval. It
promises to transmit to him hereafter the names of all the "weaklings"
who may be returned from country districts who are likely to prove fit

subjects for his blandishments. We live in a wicked age. The bait is be-
ing set for the trapper. The arrival of " the tenant " is being anticipated
at Washington with the keenest relish. It is expected to be a genuine
sensation.

If we cannot send thither our huge squashes and our big trees, we
can at least send our Paul Neumann. It palls not on the appetite that
he is a_ German. Our Emmett and his Fritz are remembered, and
something of the same kind is expected. Blundering mistakes are to
be forgiven if only the fun runs fast and furious. Our cousins from
over the Bhine are to be laughed at right merrily if he comes up to the
great expectations we have awakened in his behalf. He must not go
along without shekels. A Congressman's salary would not suffice for one
month of the life he is expected to lead. They do things in Washing-
ton on a large scale. What sufficed at Sacramento for a whole session
would not do at the national capital for a single month. The thing
must be done handsomely at Washington, and " the tenant " boasts that
he has power enough behind him to go through "in style." We be-
lieve him. He will not belie his reputation. We trust he will be
elected. To defeat such a man would be to deprive the national audi-
ence of infinite amusement. It would be fun to " Newspaper Bow," to
the comical papers, and to us, but whether or not it would be death to
the good name, fame and reputation of San Francisco is another ques-
tion.

ARABI'S FATE.
Arabl has run hiB course, and is now a prisoner, and what to do with

him is the question that is troubling the English ministry. If the im-
mense crime of the burning and pillage of Alexandria be brought home
to him, hanging will be too good for him. He certainly would have no
right to complain. One of the causes of his revolt against the Khedive
was the interference of the latter with the execution of the sentence
which Arabi had got passed by a packed Court-martial on a number of

Circassian officers, whom he accused, on trumpery evidence, of

conspiring against him. He had them sentenced to banishment to the
Sudan, a terrible region, in which death through the climate is certain to

white men. Besides this, no good Mussulman—and Arabi is said to be a
Mussulman theologian—can consistently object to being hanged by any
Christian who gets him into his power, inasmuch as he is taught from his

childhood, and, if pious, firmly holds, that the killing of unbelievers is a
duty, which circumstances may put in abeyance, but which is never
wholly extinct. No one can cherish such a view very long without hav-
ing a sense of reciprocity grow up within him, which would make his

own execution by a victorious enemy seem a natural if not a becoming
attention.

As for the Khedive, he more than once condemned Arabi's mutiny.
Had he cut him down or arrested him when he made his first appearance
at the Palace at the head of the revolted troops, the " national " move-
ment would probably have ended there. But there is no denying that
after that Arabi received much encouragement to go on with his agita-

tion, if in no other way from the silence or submission of both the Khe-
dive and the representatives of the Powers. The military revolt began
with the fall of the Nubar ministry, in April, 1879. During the remain-
ing two years the Khedive was left to Btruggle with it as best he could,

the army growing all the while more turbulent and insolent. It was not
until the 8th of January, 1882, that France and England sent the famous
joint note, promising the Khedive that they would give him armed sup-
port, if the worst came to worst. But just before this, on the 5th,

Arabi was appointed Assistant Secretary of War, with the approval of

the French and English Consuls-General and Controllers, on the ground
that it was better to have him in the Government than outside of it. It
is not surprising under these circumstances that the joint note should
have simply exasperated him and his confederates, and that when he re-

ceived it there should have been a "peculiar gleam in his eye." Nor is

it surprising if by this time he had come to the conclusion that England
and France were afraid of Egypt and the Egyptians, and might be de-
fied with impunity. These things must be taken into account in trying
him for either treason or mutiny. As it is, it is fortunate for him that
the English will exercise some influence over the decision as to his fate.

If it were not so, he would be speedily consigned to a sack and the Nile.

In any event, his influence over the Egyptians is gone. Allah is evidently
not on his side.

THE BOSSES AND THE PEOPLE.
Elsewhere we have shown, by naming them, the kind of creatures that

the Democratic bosses have got together to nominate a municipal ticket.

We have heretofore pictured the men of position who lend themselves
to the schemes of the bosses. We have shown who the figure-heads are.

The list of the lately elected Convention supplies the rest. We have not
alluded to their names in the hope that they will wince. Nothing of the
kind. Nothing that an intelligent exponent of public opinion can say
will ever reach them. We cater for a very different constituency. We
write for the educated and thinking portion of our community. They
number several thousands, all of whom read the Newss Letter. They
hold the balance of power. They can make one party win to-day and
defeat it to-morrow. They have exercised that power repeatedly.
In 1880 they gave the Democracy in this city a majority of 2,500, and

in 1881 they put it in a minority of nearly 3,000. They are the power to-

day that they ever were. They are quiet, earnest, yet watchful and per-

sistent in voting. They will determine the next election, as they have
determined many of its predecessors. They hold the whip hand. They
are masters of the situation. They are not allowed to appear in nomi-
nating conventions, but they present themselves at the polls. Buckley
may order, and Greathouse may scheme, but the several thousand inde-

pendent minds to which the News Letter appeals will dispose. They
hold the balance of power, and will brush aside the tricks of the bosses
as a lion with his paw would pull down the cobwebs of the spider.

Moral force is yet a power in the land. Honor is not yet dead. Our
citizenB are still possessed by good instincts. The day has not come when
they can be trampled under foot. The men who have made San Fran-
cisco what it is, will never give up their best interests to the reckless

tools and creatures called together to register the edicts of Buckley &
Greathouse, and whose names are elsewhere given. Let that list be at-

tentively read. It shows unmistakably to what a low depth Democratic
politics have fallen to under the rule of Buckley and Greathouse.

A BLOATED BLADDER.
Our little Harry George is a bloated bladder. He has just been po-

sing in Ireland as a scholar, a writer and a thinker. Worst of all, he
seems to have succeeded in inducing our cousins "over the pond " to take
him at his own valuation. Never was a more unjust price fixed upon a
man. We all know him here for the blatherskite and knave that he is.

For a time he was connected with a one-horse sheet, and he was not able

to run even that successfully. Then he was appointed " inspector of gas
meters " for this city, which was the highest position to which he ever

rOBe. During his whole period of office, if he ever inspected a meter, we
never heard of it. What we do know is that he drew a salary from
the gas-company when he ought to have derived his pay from the public.

He was accounted a humbug and a charlatan in this community, which is

only too ready to condone the offenses of such fellows as he. He is a fraud
wherever he turns up. He assumes to be an American, whereas he is a
cockney. He pretends to be a writer, whereas he cannot put together two
sentences of good English without revision. With those who do not
know him he claims to be a thinker, and this with a brain bike unto a
parrot's. It seems, in these times, if a fellow claims to be an American,
he can gain any amount of notoriety through the London Times and other
journals. Never were they worse fooled than in noticing this little fraud,

humbug and nobody. As a San Franciscan, he failed in everything he
ever undertook. It would be hard to name a man who is held in greater

contempt by all who know him.
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clubs of the city, founded, unfortunately, before wealth had arisen to the

power of to-day. General McDowell wa« petitioned to allow the Armv
Reservation tobe used as a site for the building, the design of the •tractare

to be of the Roman amphitheatre character, and the ground inside the

inclosure to be left in its primitive irregularity, in order to form th

and hard riding of "cross country." A magnificent fox is now being

stuffed to order, and will be worked by electric wires. A prominent, pro-

moter of the club offered to donate a rubber animal, but the Alaska Fur
Company has on hand askin that will answer the purpose hetter. Now,
can the mind of the average Oalifornian conceive a mote brilliant

than this promises to be? The flower of San Francisco chivalry, fault-

lessly attired in snow-white leather breeches and red coats, flying on

prancing steeds in hot pursuit of an electrically-propelled fox! Several

of our fair townswomen, noted as skillful Amazons, are to be included in

the hunt, while at different portions of the field boxes will be erected to

contain the beauty and fashion who will throng to view the sport. Adopt-

ing the excellent idea of the Lawn Tennis Club, now in progress, the

"Nonsuchers" will hold their " meets" in the building, to be prepared

against bad weather. Some conception of the magnitude of the under-

taking may be formed by the announcement of their intention to roof in

ten acres of ground, and they can thus have their sport independent of the

weather, let it rain or shine. When the whole thing is fairly underway a

full description will be given in iV. X., this being merely a synopsis, as it

were, of a project as yet known but to the wealthy and the great, and T. C.

Harper a Magazine for October contains a description of the new
house lately finished by Herter for our old friend, D. O. Mills. The
library is a superb room, paneled in carved mahogany to the freize,

and cost 160,000. It is finished in magnificent style, with lounges and

chairs covered with Eastern stuffs, gold-embroidered muslin curtains,

shells, vases, clocks, plates, mirrors and tiles, and contains a fire-place

filled 'with fine brass. So much space is taken up with the furniture

and fixings, that the noble owner is unable to find room for any books;

but this is a matter of small importance, as members of the aristocracy

have something better to do than to read. The grand salon is in white

and gold and carved work of the days of Napoleon One, the chimney-

piece having Corinthian pillars and capitals heavily gilt; the ceiling of

this gorgeous room is Venetian, in the style of the famous one in the

Dodge's Palace. " Although," says the writer in Harper, "one is

breathing the heavy air of luxury, there seems to be nothing too good for

a human being, which is the perfection of art; this is perhaps the key-

note of the modem school." The chief feature of these gorgeous apart-

ments is the chimney-piece, which is " much accentuated, as in all in-

ternal decoration." Mark that. Also note that "oil paintings are now
very fashionable," and govern yourselves accordingly. The boudoir, or

first drawing-room, is hung in velvet of the most delicious crimson, em-

broidered with gold and colors, to imitate precious stones, while, in the

back-kitchen, stones of deep red color, like glowing carbuncles, are let

into the gilded wood-work, and Lenioges enamels ornament the walls.

Everywhere "the decorations strive to efface themselves, just as persons

of the highest breeding possess the simplest manners. One is conscious

of beauty, of the serenest loveliness, but it is toned down to one har-

monizing chord." Hurry up with the hash, Bridget, and just hit that

yelping ki'l a kick as you're passing.
mWe are always pleased to see the growth of local intellect, and we

try in every way in our power to encourage local talent. There is noth-

ing like putting one's hand to the plow with one's entire strength, and

endeavoring to woo Fortune in every possible way, so that should she

turn from us on one side we may lure her back upon the other, and noth-

ing delights us more than to see some enterprising individual leave the

beaten track and strike out some original idea. Near one of our public

schools we were attracted by a sign-board of rough lumber hung out over

a small store, with the following words, painted, apparently, with the

thumb: " Girls' Lunch. Ladies' Underwear, Nuts and Candy. It will

be seen from this that there is a great mind in that store. Not only does

he wish the girls to lunch off ladies' underwear, but he adds the induce-

ment of a digestible dessert in the shape of nuts and candy. We have

heard that fish is conducive to the growth of brain power, but doubtless

its properties pale before a judicious diet of white skirts, etc. We are

looking forward to seeing the girls of that school distance the world in

their magnificent literary and scholastic attainments.

The Czar of Russia is beginning to prepare for his coronation by

exercising his clemency (?) He has kindly allowed two political prisoners

to spend the rest of their lives in his Siberian quicksilver mines.
a

inis

wonderful exhibition of a forgiving spirit is about equal to skinning an

eel alive iustead of cutting its head off.
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to gaze upon.
The Western States and Territories must look to their laurels if

they want to maintain their reputation for the jolly, reoklest, dime novel
reputation for man killing which they have hithi rt 1 M nobly sustained.
There can be no doubt that the citizens of the Eastern and South. -in

States are slowly but surely getting the best of us in this particular. Not-
ing the fact that our shooting and cutting scrapes all occur tn sab a and
at political meetings, our Eastern rivals have adopted s new ruse. They
have chosen the church as the arena of combat, and have thereby thrown
our own beligerent exploits completely Into the shade. A week ago a dea-
con in an Ohio town wound up a row in the vestry by swabbing the cen-
tral aisle of his church with the body of bis pastor. The day after a Texas
pulpit-pounder was shot 'lead by the brother of the girl he was about to
marry, though he was already a husband. And now we hear that near
Wytheville, Va., two highly respected members of a Baptist church fell

to with revolvers during the service, and not only happily succeeded In

killing each other, but also caused several members of the congregation to
be nearly tramped to death during the confusion which ensued. How are
we going to keep our name up if this sort of rivalry is going to continue?
Californians, heel yourselves and prepare for action.

Shocking.—A recently-imported Britisher, giving his impressions of

San Francisco to an old resident, remarked that nothing had struck him
so forcibly as the free, enlighted use of swearing indulged in by all classes
of the American people. He said : "In England, you know, gentlemen
don't swear—not from any religious feeling on the subject, but because it

is considered low and vulgar; whereas here the very best people seem to
do it. The other day 1 asked a gentleman, to whom I had been intro-

duced—a particularly agreeable and well-informed person—if he were ac-

quainted with any of the visitors staying at the hotel. 'O yes,' he replied,

'I know every G— d— one of them.' What would people in Euglaud
think of that, you know? Why, it's dreadful."

Professor Barnard, of Nashville, Tennessee, has received the Warner
Prize of $200, for discovering a comet in the " Twins," says an exchange.
Goodness gracious ! How the twins must have suffered with only one
comet between them. But, at the same moment, according to the same
authority, a large " naked-eye " comet was discovered in Rio Janeiro,
and the fact that these two comets came into view at the same time is re-

garded as "exceedingly significant." But what this latter comet was
doing in Rio Janeiro, or why it didn't dress its eye before appearing with
a nude optic, and wherein lies the " exceeding significance of its appear-
ing simultaneously with the Nashville comet—these are trifles which the
public is not enlightened about.

The Key West (Fla.) Democrat is edited by a gentleman born in San
Domingo, but raised in the State which has the honor of claiming him
as a citizen. Though a General, he cannot be said to be a man of much
weight in the community, or one who stands very high among his fellows;

but, though an ardent Southerner, his record during the war of the rebel-

lion is free from the suspicion of disloyalty. His name is Songer—Gen-
eral Stinger, he is called—his age is 20 years, his fighting weight 36 lbs.,

and his bight 40 inches. We are not informed whether he is single or
double, but the chances are he is spliced to some gentle creature of forty,

standing about 5 feet 10 in her stockings, and weighing 200 lba,

Arabi Pasha thinks that the best thing the English could do for

Egypt would be to send all the leading men connected with the late rebel-

lion out of the country. So says a telegram from Cairo. By a singular
coincidence, since the above announcement, several prominent and per-
manent residents at the San Queutin Penitentiary have informed the
Governor that the best thing the Californians could do for California
would be to give all convicts a free pass to the East.

Paul Neumann, the "rooster" so gay,
Who sighs for Congressional pay.

Had better look out
For the omeumis shout,

" He ran bills—and then ran away."
" When I 'was hunting in Canada," said a well-known society man

of San Francisco, "I was upon most intimate terms with the Princess
Louise and the Marquis of Lome." When, however, the distinguished
couple visited this city, Mr. Tufthunter had urgent business up coun-
try. Too mauy of his friends wanted an introduction.

Under the head of "Male Help Wanted," an advertisement appears
in one of the dailies, calling for "a comical singer" for a saloon. ( fomic

singers, so-called, are plentiful enough, God knows, but the kind the sa-

loon man is in search of is about as scarce as charity in a Christian lady.

The Rev. H. W, Beecher took occasion last Sunday to inform his

flock that "he bad not changed his belief any in thirty five years." No,
perhaps not ; but the public has somewhat changed its ideas about Mr
Beecher, and lost a good deal of its belief in him, too.
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SUNBEAMS.

A FRIENDS VALUE.
Not on the store of sprightly wine,
Nor plenty of delicious meats,

Though gracious Nature did design
To court us with perpetual treats

;

"Tis hot on these we for content depend,
So much as on the shadow of a friend.

A Fair Protectionist:—"Do tell me what
this talk ahout free trade and protection means,
Henry," said Araminta. " You know, I don't

know anything at all of these things pa is always
talking about, and it makes me feel awfully silly

sometimes when he has Squire Sawin and Judge
Jones at the house to dinner. I can't do nothing
but sit still and play with my fingers, you know."
So Henry told her, in a sort of chaotic fashion

what he knew about the Bubject that troubled

her. Things were getting along finely, if he had
only the courage to take advantage of them, but
he hadn't, until she cuddled up cloBe to him and
said, with a sigh: "Pa believes in free trade, but
I am in favor of protection, Henry." Henry or

dered a new dress suit the very next morning.

Arabia Grandiloquence.—There is some
barbaric force and a show of dignity in Arabi's

letter of submission to the khedive:
"I have obeyed the demands of patriotism.

My mission is ended. I now submit to the will

of my conquerors."
It would make a good "exit speech" for the

hero of a melodrama.
No doubt, by the more devout of Mussulmans,

Arabi will be regarded as a martyr, if not a saint.

It is a question whether it would be the safer

policy for England to insist upon the infliction

of the death penalty in his case, or to permit a
milder punishment.
The vanquished rebel living, would always be

dangerous as an intriguer ; but dead, his fate

might remain an inspiration to revolt among the
Moslem masses.

jSY<|>RAIIjHOAD.-g )

BROAD GAUGE.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Monday, April 10, 1882,

And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave

from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot

(Townsend St., between 3d and 4thstreets,) as folluws:

LEAVE
8. F.

DESTINATION. ARRIVE
S. F.

8:30 A.M.

t 9:30 A M.

10:40 A.M,
* 3:30 P.M.

4:25 P.M,
* 5:15 p.m.

6:30 p.m.

.San Mateo, Redwood,..
aud Menlo Park

40 a.m.
10 A.M.

03 A.M.
02 A.M.

36 P.M.
;59 P.M.

00 P.M.
15 P.M.

8:30 a.m.

10:40 A.M
* 3:30 p.m.

4:25 p.M

..Santa Clara, San Jose and
..Principal Way Stations

1

):03a.M.
):02 a.m.
J:36 P.M.

}:00p.M.
3:15 p.m.

10:40 a.m.
* 3:30 p.m

! j .Gilroy, Pajaro, Castroville. )|*
I

| and Saliuas ( I

>:02 a.m.

i:00 p.m.

10:40 A. M. I

* 3:30 p.m.
|

.Hollisterand Tres Pinos..
0:02 a.m.
3:00 p.m.

10:40 a.m.
* 3.30 P.M.

If.. .Monterey, Watsonville. . .
~\

-J

Camp Goodall, Aptos, Camp >

I (San Jose, Soquel, Santa Cruz. J

):02 a.m.
3:00 p.m.

10:40 A.M.|. . .Soledad and Way Stations....] 6:00 P.M.

Sundays excepted. fSundays only.

88" Special Notice, ^a
Sunday Excursion Trains to Monterey and Santa

Crdz,—First-class Excursion Train to Monterey and
Santa Cruz will leave San. Francisco every Sunday at
7:30 a.m. Returning, leave Monterey at 4:35 p.m. ; San-
ta Cruz at 4:15 p.m., arriving San Francisco at 8:40 p.m.
Fare for the Round Trip to either point, $3.

Stage connections are made with the 10:40 a.m.
Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo, which
connect with 8:30 a.m. Train.

Ticket Offices—Passenger Depot, Townsend street,
and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.

A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,
Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

85F~ S. P. Atlantic Exprsss Train via Los Angeles,
Yuma, etc., leaves San Francisco daily via Oakland
Ferry, foot of Mark«rt gfcpwsft, «rt 9;30 a.m.

C. P. R . R.

Time Schedule, Monday, May 15, 1882.
Trains leave, and are due to arrive at,

SanFrancisco as follows:

LEAVE
(for)

9:30 A.M.
4:00 p.m.
*4:30p.M.
8:00 A.M
3:30 p.m.

"4:30 P.M
8:00 A.M
*i:00p.M
9:30 A.M
4:30 P.M
8:00 A.M
*4:00 p.M
8:00 A.M
*4:30p.M
18:00 A.M
9:30 A.M.
8:00 A.M
5:00 p.m.
9:30 A.M.
*4:00 P.M.

8:00 A.M.
8:00 A.M.

10:00 A.M.
3:00 P.M.
6:00 P.M.
3:30 P.M
5:30 P.M.

8:00 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
8:.0 A.M.
3:30 P.M.

04:30 P.M.
•4:00 P.M.
8:00 A.M.
3:00 P.M.
8:00 A.M.
9:30 a.m.
3:30 p.m.
*4:00p.M.
"4:30 P.M.

3:30 P.M.
8:00 a.m.
*4:30 P.M.
*8:00a.m.

DESTINATION. ARRIVE
(from)

(( (I tl

2:40 p.m.
*12:40 p.m.
*10:10 A.M.

7:40 p.m.

. . . Calistoga and Nspa
*10:10 a.m.
*10:IQ A.M.

. . 1 Deming, El Paso ) Express

. j Gait and
\_
via Livermore

2:40 p.m.

7:10 a.m.
5:40 p.m.

12:40 p.m.

" " ({Sundays only)

. . . Livermore and Pleasanton. .

.

111:40 A.H.
2:40 p.m.

5:40 P.M.
8:40 a.m.

*12:40 p.m.

•* „ „ „
9:40 A.M.

. j Ogden and 1 Express

. ( East f Emigrant...... ..

. . Redding and Red Bluff
. { Sacramento, ") via Livermore.
. < Colfax and V via Benicia. . .

.

. . . Sacramento, via Benicia. . .

.

. . . Sacramento River Steamers.

.

11:40 A.M.
6:10 A.M.
5:40 P.M.
6:40 P.M.
7:40 P.M.
11:40 a.m.

*10:10 A.M.
*6:00 A.M.

...Vallejo 7:40 p.m.

U1:40a.m.

«

...Virginia City 11:40 A.M.
*7:40 p.m.

*7:40 p.m.

Train leaving San Francisco at 9:30 A.M. should meet
Pacific Express from " Ogden " at San Pablo ; also Pacific
Express from "El Paso" at Antioch.

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland Pier.

From "SAST FRABrCISCO," Daily.

To EAST OAKLAND-*6.00, *6:30, 7:30, 8:30,

10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30, 5:30,

7:00, 8:00, 9:30, 11:00, «12:00.

To ALAMEDA—*6:00, -f6:30, 7:00, »t7:30, 8:00,
*

9:00, «t9:30, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 1:00, 2:00, 3:00, •>

4:00, *t4:S0, 5:00, *t5:30, 6:00, «t6:30, 7:00, *8:00.

11:00, »12:00.

To BERKELEY — "6:00, *6:30, 7:00, "7:30, 8:00, :

9:00, (9:30, 10:00, 110:30, 11:00, JU:30, 12:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00,

9:30, *12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—*6:00, «6:30, 7:00, "7:30,
•8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, '-'4:30,

•5:30, 6:00. *6:30, 7:00.

tS:30,

t3:30,
":30,

1:00,

8:00,

{8:00.

5:00.

To " SAN FRAJTCISCO." Dally.

From BROADWAY, Oakland -*5:32, *6:02, 6:32,7:02,
7:32, 8:02, 8:32, 9:02, 9:32, 10:02, 10:32, 11:02, 11:32, 12:02,

12:32, 1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32, 5:02,

6:32, 6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

From EAST OAKLAND-*5:21, *6:51, 6:21, 6:51, 7:51,

8:51, 9:51, 10:51, 11:51, 12:51, 1:51, 2:51, 3:51, 4:51,
5:51, 6:51, 7:51, 9:21, 10:51.

From ALAMEDA—*5:15, *6:45, 6:16, 7:10, '-t7:35, 8:10,

*t8:35, 9:10, *t9:35, 10:10, "+10:35, 11:10, 12:10, 1.10,
2:10, 3:10, 4:10, "+4:35, 5:10, "+5:35, 6:10, "+6:35, 7:15,
"+7:35, 9:15, 10:45.

From BERKELEY— »5:45, *6:15, 6:45, "7:15,7:45, *8:15,
8:45, (9:15, 9:45, (10:15, 10:45, (11:15, 11:45, 12:45,
1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:15, 4:45,5:15,5:45,0:15,6:45, 7:45,
9:15, *10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY — *5:45, *6:15, 6:45, *7:15,
7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, *5:15, 5:45,
«6:15, 6:45, «7:15.

Creels Route.
fCISCO—*7:15, 9:15

From OAKLAND—*6:15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

From SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:15, 3:15,
5:15.

All trains run daily, except when star (*) denotes Sun-
days excepted.

tTrains marked thus (+) run via East Oakland.
(ti Sundays only.

"Standard Time" furnished by Randolph & Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. GOODMAN, Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agt.
A. N. Towne, General Manager.

COAL OIL STOVES.
AU Sizes for Cooking1 or Parlor use

Send for Circular and Prices.

WIESTEB A- CO.,
17 New Montgomery T ' " ~

On and after Monday, April 3d, 1SS2,
Boats and Trains will leave Han Francisco as

follows:

7 1 O A,M
"
daily (SundaTS excepted), via San Rafael,

l j. \s from Market-street wharf, for Petaluma,.San-
ta Rosa, Healdsburg, Clovcrdale, Guerneville and way
stations. Stages connect at Geyserville for Skaggs'
Springs; and at Cloverdale for Highland Springs, Kel-
seyville, Soda Bay, Lakeport, Ukiah and Geysers.

Daily, Except Sundays.
^?, *?0 P,M,

»
via Donahue, from Washington-street***w wharf.

4- ^O p-M -> "a San Rafael, fromMarket-street wharf,
rz,tj\j for petaluma, Cloverdale and way stations.
Stages for Navarro Ridge and Mendocino City leave
Cloverdale daily at 6 a.m.

Sunday Excursions.
Q OA A.M., Sundays only, via Donahue, from Wash-^J.U\J ington-street wharf, for Cloverdale and way
stations. Round Trip Tickets on Sundays to Petaluma,
SI.50; Santa Rosa, §2 ; Healdsburg, $3; Cloverdale
$4.50; Guerneville, S3. Returning, will arrive in San
Francisco at 6:45 p.m.

Q "I PZ a.m., Sundays only, via San Rafael, from Mar-J ' -L *-' ket-street wharf, for Miller's, Pacheco, Novato
and Burdell's. Returning, will arrive in San Francisco
at 7:45 P.M.

GEYSERS! GEYSERS!
The Greatest Natural Wonder of the

World !

Immense Reduction in Rates.
Round Trip Tickets, via Cloverdale gs 50
Round Trip Tickets, via Cloverdale and Calistoj*a".$12 50

Passengers will leave San Francisco at 7:10 A.M.
week days, from San Quentin Ferry, and arrive at the
Geysers at 2:30 p.m. On Sundays, leave Washington-
street Wharf, by Steamer JAMES M. DONAHUE, at
8:20 a.m. Returning, arrive in San Francisco by either
route the following evening.

ARTHUR HUGHES,
Gen. Manager.

PETER J. McGLTNN,
Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

SONOMA VALLEY RAILROAD.

On ana after Monday, April 3d, 18S2,
Boats and Trains will leave San Francisco as

follows:

2 SO p Ml daIly (Sundays excepted)
, from Washing-"'"" ton-street Wharf, for the town of Sonoma.

Fare, $1. Round Trip Tickets, from Saturday till Mon-
day, SI 50.

SUNDAY EXCURSIONS.
Q Oft A 'M

' (Sundays only), from Washington-street
<U.4J\J Wharf, for the town of Sonoma. Round Trip
Tickets, §1.

ARTHUR HUGHES,
Gen. Manager.

PETER J. McGLYNN,
Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

H.S.Williams. A. Ohesebrough,

¥.H.Dimoiid,

WILLIAMS, DIM0ND & CO.,

Shipping and Commission Merchants,
UNION BUILDING,

Junction Market and Pine Streets,

AGENTS FOR
Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific

Steam Navigation Company, The Cu-

nard Royal Mail Steamship Company

,

' * The California Line ofClippers '
*

from New York and Boston,

and *
' The Hawaiian Line . '

'

San Francisco, January 31, 1S80. [Jan. 31.

L.H.Newton. M, Newton.

NEWTON BROTHERS & CO.,

Importers and Wholesale Dealers in
Teas, Foreign Goods and Groceries, 204 and 206

California street, San Francisco, Cal May 26.
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BOULS APART
Tbooirht M dWprr than all «,

»*«!. nc -\*-e\- r than all thought ;

Boob to »>ul* can never taarh
What unto thrnuelrea vraa Utu'ht.

Wf »r* tniriU otftfl ii> % aiU

;

All | (..[.

Heart U> heart was never kn<>wn ;

Miinl with mind did nerejf meet;
We axe column* left alone

Of a temple once complete.

Like the etar* that com the •ky,

Far apart, though aeeminR near;
In uur lipht we mattered lie ;

All ia thus hut starlight here.

What ia social company
liut a babMna summer stream?

What our wise pollneophy
Hut the glancing of a dream ?

Only when the sun of love

Malta the scattered star* of thought,
Only when we live above

What the dim -eyed world hath taught.

Only when our souls are fed

By the fount which gave them birth,

And by inspiration led
Which they never drew from earth.

We, like parted dropa of rain,

Swelling till they meet and run,

Shall be all absorbed again.

Melting, flowing into one.

Chbibtopseb Pbabse Cramch.

LETTER FROM PARIS.
Paris, September 9, 1882:—What is known as the "dead season"

in Paris may fairly be said to have reached its climax this week. The
combined attractions of Us bauis tic mer, les mux, and hi chasse have
drained the town of all its celebrities, both great and small. Those who
know the cay city at other times would scarce recognize her now. The
Bow, the Champa Elysees and other fashionable resorts are all deserted,

added to which the weather has done much to make the reign of sadness

complete. But what is left of Paris has gone mad this week over M.
I)e I^esseps. The papers have been full of his exploits in regard to the

Suez Canal. He has been named U grand Francais, and every imaginable
honor has been suggested to be conferred upon bim. Nor is this all.

Fired with admiration of his glorious deeds on the banks of the Nile, the

Parisian Press has decided to present him with a patriotic address and
invite him to a monster banquet. It is noticeable, however, that the

Boulevard prints are those foremost in the movement, and that such re-

ally important journals as the Debate, the Republique Francais and the

8iecU do not take any part in it. After the way France backed out of

the Egyptian business, a little more modesty of action, instead of all this

fan faronnade, would be more becoming to Frenchmen. Gambetta has

gone to Switzerland to enjoy his holiday. Before leaving he met with an

adventure that was the talk of the town for twenty-four hours. He
wanted some books and, as the evening was fine, he thought he would get

them himself. So he called a cab and drove to a publisher's on the

Boulevard's. While inside, somebody caught sight of him through the

window, and in a few minutes a large crowd assembled and travel was
impeded. The police, thinking it was some sort of political demonstra-

tion, rushed to the spot to disperse the crowd. But at that moment
Gambetta emerged from the shop and, bowing to the assemblage, drov.e

off, amid cheers, with hiB books under his arm. One or two persons

hissed, but they were quickly cried down, and, but for the presence of the

police, would have been mobbed.

Several duels have also helped to cheer us up this week. Unfortunately,

or fortunately, they were small affairs ; in fact, they were French duels,

and that means the same thing. The Pre aux Cferc used to be the daily

battle ground of the Parisian fire-eaters in days gone by ; now-a-days that

celebrated meadow has given place to Giraud's cabaret by the Restaurant

dela Tete-Noire. The mania for shooting, lunging and parrying is aa

rampant as ever, and even ladies are taking to it, several private sallcs

d*armes having, it is said, been organized for the use of the fair sex.

Rouget de Lisle, the author of the Marsaillaise, has had another statue

erected to his memory in his native town of Lons-le-Sauluier. Poor

Rouget was not lucky in this world. He was twice imprisoned for debt,

and died in poverty. On the second occasion of his incarceration, one of

his fellow prisoners was a rich American, yclept " Sir Davis," who was so

fond of being in jail that he refused to pay his creditors, though he pos-

sessed a fortune of half a million. At least, so says Figaro.

Seated in front of Tortone"s, sipping his coffee and smoking a cigarette,

the ex-Khedive, Ismael Pasha, might have been seen of a fine afternoon

by strollers along the Boulevards last week. He seems to be satisfied

with his lot, as compared with the at present unenviable condition of his

successor. He has taken the Chateau de la Terrasse at Asniores and will

pass the rest of the Beason there. By strange coincidence, this chateau is

the one bo vividly portrayed by Alphons Daudet in his Rois en Exile.

Asnieres ia a well-known resort, just outside Paris, much frequented by

fashionable boating men and women, and the restaurants are renowned

for their demi monde gaiety. His Highness is, therefore, not likely to lack

amusement. The PrincesB Troubetskoi, after a long estrangement, has

been reconciled to her husband—such is the rumor. On the other hand,

there is talk of a separation between the fair Countess de R and her

noble spouse. The pair were married only eighteen months ago, but long

enough, it seems, to discover incompatibility of character.
Bancroche.

THE OUTTA PERCH* AND RUBBER MANFQ. CO.,

RUBBER COODS,
"Vara fta II . I U.I TRAM r . I .

-« Mf . .1-

SOLB I I Hi: I'M IFIl ,., 1,11,11

sum: i..> M PKRIOH Rl Hill I. i - V m, n]

.mil tad Hull Fini.li Boot*. Hip and Short; [i LnUo,

»)

JOHN W. TAYLOR. Manager.
for. flr«»l mm. I Ylark.'l tlrrcl*.

San Francisco

J. B. Wooster. J. B. WOOSTER & CO., S. 6. Steele.

COMMISSION MERCHANTS
AST. mOLM It*. Dl m.j its iv

PROVISION*. i> lint PBOBVOK, r.TC.
MX IKOVr NTKF.F.I-, MAN HltM'ISdl. CAl.
P BOX : *,.,,, 9.

M. A. GUNST a CO.,
203 Kearny Stroet San Francisco.

IMl'ORTV.us ,txi> OBALBRS in
HAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS.

Also, Agents for Kimball, Qaulliener & Co 'a Guatemala Cigars.
C&~ lnfnrm the Public that they receive large Invoices of Choice

Hut-ami Uratul* twice a month. I Fab. 19.

C. ADOLPHE LOW & CO
Commission Merchants,

SAN FRANCISCO and NEW 1'OItK.

B3F" Agents ot American Sugar Refinery, corner o( Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. Jan. 17.

Glaus Spreckels. Wm. G. Irwin.
WM. G. IRWIN & CO.,

Sugar Factors and Commission Agents,

l

HoNOIiULU, II. I. rMarch 25.

CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY,
Mannfactarers ol ( ..«• Standard Syrup, a Nii|>erior article

put up in barrels expressly for home consumption. Also, Extra Heavy Syrup
in barrels for Export. Refined Sugars at lowest market rates. Office 325 Market

street, up staira, Dec. 21.

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,
STOCK BROKERS,

No. 314 Pine Street SantFrancisco.
[May 20.]

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY,
No- 310 Sansome Street,

Sak Francisco,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN FURS.
[September 21.1

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Gold Medal, Paris, 1S7S.

Sold by nil Stationers. Sole Agent for the UnfteO state*:
MR. 1IKN11Y HOB, 91 John street, N. V. Jan. 6.

C. W. M. SMITH, /0R&LThe Leading: and Oldest Patent Solicitor, lnS^i-rO\
Established in 1862, t p/\TEHl Q

j

Removed to 234 Sansome Street. ^vg7/?s/

tgj?" MR. C. W. M. SMITH is the patent attorney for Makkiott's Aeroj?lank Com-
pany for Navi^atinu the Air. Oct. 22.

TABER, HARKER & CO.,

IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE GROCERS,
10$ ami 110 California St., S. F.

[April 19.]

JOHN McKEW,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL COAL DEALER,

431 UNION STREET Between Dllnont ami Kearny.
SAN FRANCISCO. Aug. 2G.

NOTICE.
or the very beat photographs go to Bradley * Kulofsou's,

'n an Elevator, 429 Montgomery street. Oct. 29F
ROBERT WALKINSHAW,

REAL ESTATE AOEKTT 407 Montgomery Street.

Farming, Milling; ami City Property.
[July 29.]

$66° week in your own town. Terms and $5 outfit free.
:c- X. Hallett & Co., Portland, Maine.
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BUCKLEY AND HIS LAMBS.
No. 8.

The Democratic "boss" has at last got his Municipal Convention
together. The clubs have done their work and obeyed his behests. The
" boys " have voted early and often. Many of them have visited as many
as seven or eight clubs of an evening and voted at every one of them.
It matters not whether they were Republicans or Democrats, or whether
they were Buckley men or Higgins men; they voted all the same. In
many cases they did not know their own names when they were called,

and had to depend upon the minor bosses to tell them when to respond to

the roll-call. Tnis is no imaginary picture, for it took place before our
very eyes. It was idle to protest against this sort of thing, for it was
more than your life was worth to make trouble about it. In one club we
saw a gray-haired old man of venerable mien, whose age ought to have
won him respect, get up to protest against a certain vote being received,
on the ground that the person represented was his own nephew and not
the individual who proposed to vote. He was met with cries of " Sit
down, you grey-haired son ! " and the hoodlum fraud was
allowed to vote without further question. By such means the boss has a
majority of the Convention that is to put up a ticket that respectable
Democrats are expected to vote for, that is to tax the householders of the
city—that is to say how and by whom we are to be governed, and that
is to run municipal affairs generally.
A scandal and a shame though it is, an incubus that will weigh down

the Democratic party though it is likely to prove, and an outrage upon
decency as every self-respecting citizen knows it to be, the Convention yet
meets the commendation of the organ that ought to represent the honesty,
character and better instincts of its party. Greathouse, in the Examiner
on Thursday morning last, had this to say about that infamously consti-
tuted body: " The Convention is one of the best ever seen. It is a most
intelligent, respectable and representative body, and can be expected to
give to the voters of San Francisco as good a ticket as was ever nomi-
nated." A lie—an infernal lie, and the man who caused it to be said
knows it to be so. He knows that the Convention could not, as a whole,
be composed of filthier materials if they were raked out of the sewers in
the lowest part of the city. He knows that they were selected to do his
bidding, and to put up the candidates for Supervisors that he has con-
tracted to nominate. He knows that the large majority of the Conven-
tion are low-down creatures and tools, and out of his own mouth we pro-
pose to prove it.

His paper, with that imbecility which characterizes it in these later
days, ventured to give the names of the members of the Convention and
their addresses. Better, far better it had -buried that list forty fathoms
deep beneath the ocean. It is its own best condemnation, as we shall
proceed to show.
That list has enabled us to refer to the Directory, and we find that

thirty-two members of the convention are saloon-keepers or bar-tenders,
with curious names, whilst thirty-eight are deputies in public offices, or
creatures of somebody who is seeking office. The remainder are almost
wholly made up of teamsters, hackinen and other nondescripts. There are
only about five who, by the most violent supposition, can be classed as
respectable men.
Here is a specimen of the members of the convention who are not

saloon-keepers. Patrick Kilcullen, bar-tender to Patrick McCormick,
who is a saloon-keeper and an employe" of the Fire Department ; J. J.
Murphy, clerk in the Tax Collector's office ; T. J. Glynn, clerk in the
Tax Collector's office ; D. J. Gordon, clerk in Tax Collector's office

;

Henry Hart, clerk in Tax Collector's office ; L. J. Walsh, clerk in Tax
Collector's office ; T. B. Cunningham, clerk in Tax Collector's office

;

Charles Ascher, clerk in Tax Collector's office; Amos McCartney, no em-
ployment, but bondsman to Tax Collector ; John Heaney (Buckley's
cousin), clerk in Assessor Badlam's office ; Prank E. Doran, clerk in
Assessor Badlam's office ; T. Tracey, employe" in U. S. Mint ; W. P. La-
velle, mailing clerk in U. S. Post Office ; Henry G. Casey, searcher in
Recorder's office ; J. A. Spinetti, clerk in Davis D. Louderback'a office

;

John Devlin, extra hoseman in Pire Department ; Thomas Martin, late
backman, now bar-tender in Buckley's saloon. He was selected by the
Ninth Precinct Club, over which George T. Marye presides as if he were
to the manor born. These are but a few specimens of the creatures who
are to dictate to this great city who shall rule over it, who shall tax it,

and how its money shall be spent.
We now come to the saloon keepers. Pay heed to their names, for

many of them are peculiar: Tom Moriarty, corner of Turk and Twenty-
third; Peter Kelly, corner of Masonic and Point Lobos avenues; James
Duffy, Vallejo and Battery; James McLarkey, corner of Fillmore and
Webster; Maurice Sullivan, 657 Washington; Jere Moriarty, 38£ Louisa
street; Thos. Brady. 319 Jessie street; C. O'Connor, bartender, 304 Jes-
sie street; Patrick Creighton, corner of Fifth and Folsom; D. J. Murphy,
135 Eighth street; John Eagan, corner of Harrison avenue and Seventh;
John Reddan, 2 Camp street; John Kreling, 32 Eddy street; John M.
Farrell, 365 Fourth street; M. C. Gorham, corner of Annie and Jessie
streets; Thos. Dowling, corner of Townsend and Third; J. Cobine, 127
Folsom; Jacob Haas, 314 First street; E. F. Baruth, corner of Fill-

more and Post streets; John Cronin, corner of California and
Filmore ; James Hanrahan, bar-tender in American Exchange ; Amarlee
Macs, 114 Virginia Place ; Daniel Somerville, 122 Montgomery avenue

;

John Duffy, corner of Vallejo and Battery streets ; Henry McGuire, cor-
ner of Church and Duncan streets ; Thomas Cullan, 200 Grove street

;

Peter Kelley, 255 Pell street ; John Whelan, corner of Tyler and Fil-
more. But enough ; we sicken at our labors. It is absolutely nauseating
to go through the Directory and find that almost every other name you
are in search of is a corner saloon-keeper.
We find that out of the 154 members of the Convention, no less than

32 are saloon-keepers, 38 are deputies in public offices, or in the employ-
ment of men seeking nominations, which together make nearly one-half
of the whole Convention. Of the remainder, here are a few examples :

George H. Gough, contractor ; Michael Canavan, clerk, 331 Kearny
;

Robert Fitzgerald, clerk, 310 Stockton ; Michael McCormick, painter,
Creedmore House ; Robert O'Neil, clerk, Larkin street ; P. Murphy,
butcher, Fillmore street; T. Farrell, horse-trainer, Point Lobos and Ninth
avenue; William Moran, laborer, 314 Folsom street; Aaron Staten, barber,
314 Folsom ; J. J. Ryan, clerk, 5 Natoma street ; Michael McDermott,
43 Stanley Place ; John Linehan, wire-worker, 20 Perry street ; James
McDermott, teamster, 43 Stanley Place ; C. H. McCourtney, laborer, 16
Clara street ; J. Gissman, cigar-stand, 314 Jones Btreet ; Michael Scan-
Ian, laborer, 506 Fourth street ; Edward A Riley, tanner, 755 Branuan
street ; John Lee, drayman, 316 Jessie Btreet; Philip McGuire, watch-
man, 418 Shirley Place ; Matt McCafferty, 227 Fairoaks street ; Hugh
McCrummy, butcher, Railroad avenue ; John Moholy, horse-shoer,
Railroad avenue; John H. McGinney, blacksmith, 728 McAllister street;
Tim A Nunan, expressman, corner of Fell and Filmore, and so on
thruugh nearly the whole list.

These are the men that the bosses have brought to the surface. These
are the creatures that are to do the dirty work laid out for them by their
masters. These are the men who are to name the next city officers.

They are the creatures that Buckley and Greathouse have contracted to
execute their will. They are the men who are to say how much we Bhall
be taxed and who shall bear the burden of taxation. Citizens of San
Francisco, behold your task-masters. Good people of our city, look upon
the creatures who have been selected to govern you.
These come from the Democrats, who, being the party of the "outs,"

ought to be the party of reform. They are the representatives (God save
the mark ! ) of the party that, to make itself successful, should appeal to
the higher, nobler and better instincts of the people. They are the men
put forward by those who would, forsooth, woo the confidence of the
masses, and become the ruling power of the nation. The men.
who are bringing these strange things to pass are, we know,
mere creatures of the hour—they are knaves first and Democrats
afterwards, but unfortunately they are on the top to-day. The Demo-
cratic party has to carry them, and will be burdened down until it gets
rid of the load. As times go, a man may not say these things, and yet
be permitted to maintain his good standing in the Democratic party. He
must bow the knee to Bael; he must kiss the toes of Buckley and Great-
house, and he must humbly pray to be their obedient servant, and consent
to do all the dirty work they ask of him, or else he cannot be in the
Democratic party, or of it. It is not to the purpose that he believes that
no good can come to this Government until there is a change in the ruling
parties. It is of no avail that he is loyal to the Democracy, and that
every instinct of his being breathes a hope for the party to which he is

attached, and it counts for nothing that he is able to appeal to all that is

calculated to awaken an interest and enthusiasm in the minds of thinking
men in behalf of the self-denial, the wisdom and the patriotism of his

party—all these things are but as a feather's weight in the balance, if he
objects to the self-seeking, the corruption and the base tools of a Buckley
and a Greathouse. That is the Democracy of to-day in this city, but,
thank Heaven, it is not the kind of Democracy that finds favor in the
country, and that will sooner or later govern this great nation.

KINCSFORD'S OSWECO STARCH
IS THE

STRONGEST, PUREST AND BEST!
AND IS RICOGNIZlSD AS

THE STANDAED ALL 0VEE THE W0ELD.

FOB INVALIDS,
KINGSFORD'S CORN STARCH

MIGBIY recommended fox its pubity ajsd
DELICACY. Sept. 30.
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IIAmi - ptauber 3S, to th« wif• ol J. A. Uaanllko, k i

McDik- >ber4, to lh« life of John J, McDvnnott, ft dftflgfctar,

. September 17. to the win ! J..hn Hclntoab, .» m.
the wife '-f -l- U. McKftjr, * diugbUr.

MovRT—In thu city, September ?->. t<- Um wife of Qeanjft Howry,
Moari* u>ber S, to the wife of A J. Morris, a son.
MicCaakii I

. -v son.
Pirrr—In thU city, September 37. U> thi- w;i

; 1'ii.py. daughter.
the wife of Cfti

Kejis— In tin- city. 9tph uber "J."', t" the wife of n, • son.

Ram— It .'•. (o the wife of Ch&rlee Rtbe,
Bmotf—In tab lo the wife of J. Simon, a daughter.
STftrniss—In this oit

.

to the wife "f W. K Stephana, i son.
VooftBOw—In thisci'y, September 86, to the wife of F. B. Vnorhn -, i -n,
Westox— In this citv, October £, to the wife of William Weston. son.
Yakxill— In this city, October 1, to the wife of J. Yaruell, & son.

ALTAR.
Bixedict-Bksiidict—September 26, Charles K. Benedict to Jane Benedict.
Bft-M-RfFLK—September 23, John T. Bent to Mary Jane Ruple,
Bakbr-Frktos— September 24, John H. Baker to Nellie Fenton.
Browslke-Wallbank -September 28, J. C. Brownlce to E. F. Wallhank.
ClfflJO rTrmnrr—September 27, James W. Chiles to Jane F, Nugent

I -Koorrt—October 4, C. B. de Jongh to Josephine C. Kggert.
DMSOOLb-LaWRIKBOir—September 86, Murtv DriSDOU to Helen Luwrenson,
Dahico-Fi ski, -September 88, Joseph Damico to Louise Funel.
1) u nkt-Cakasd- October 1, Isidor Daunet to Clotilde Garaud.

8 utroftD—September 9, Samuel Foster to Mary A. Sanford.
Farrand-Nh.es—September 26, Charles M. Farrand to Mrs. Mary M. Niles.

Fallon-Dooly—September 24, John B. Fallon to Nellie L. Dooly.
ORfBBELB-MALLO—October 2, Charles L. Gruebele to Mary A. Mallo.
Orazbr-Grikfis—September 2fi, Frederick A. Grazer to Sarah A. Griffin.

Ki'sz-Grak— September 28, John Kunz to Maria A. Graf.
Lisdskot-Jassox—September 29, Henry Lindskoy to Louise Janson.
Moukiiarot-Nbil—September 27, Charles A. Mohrhardt to Ella L. Neil.
Millkr-Dbwab—September 29, John C. Miller to Annie Dewar, both of this city.

Parker-Stevk.ss—September 27, Soseph K. Parker to Carrie F. Stevens.
Pkost-Gkluskk—October 1, by Bev. Mr. Bruck, Nicholas Prost to Matilda Gellinek.
Biddick-Hbjjev—September 20, William J. Ruddick to Sara Heney, both of this city.

ScilOBNrRLD-LoBENsTEiN—October 1, Bernhard Schoenfeld to Hannah Lobeiistein.

Smitu-Smith—September 26, William F. Smith to Mary A. Smith.
Ti m m'pbn-Medac—By Rev. Mr. (Teals, Otto Turn Snden to Caroline C. L. Medau.
Trewkkk-Halb—September 30, Fred. J. Treweek to Nettie J. Hale, both of this city.

\V]lo»\-Daingerfield—October 2, Theo. B. Wilcox to Lida P. Daingerfield.
Wood-Palmer—October 3, T. M. Wood, of Petaluma, to Mrs. Caroline E. Palmer, of

Roseberg, Oregon.
Yoino-Dribcoll—September 28, John J. Young to Annie Driscoll.

TOMB.
Bersard—September 30, Mrs. Johannah Lane Bernard, aged 62 years.
Brown — October 3, Peter Brown, a native of Scotland, aged 70 years.

CoiiNRKicH—September 28, Joseph Conreich, aged 40 years, 9 months and 3 days.

Cosro—October 4, F. D. Conro, aged 67 years.

De Bersal—Sept. 30, Carmen Sibrian de Bernal, aged 78 years, 5 months and 15 days.
Dessaa—October 4, John Dessaa, a pioneer citizen, aged 76 years.

Fischer—September 29, Mrs. C. M. Fischer, a native of France, aged 47 years.

Gibson—September 30, Nellie Gibson, a native of Liverpool, Eng., aged 35 years.

Hackett— September 27, Jeremiah Hackett, aged 55 years.

Hall—September 30, Maggie Hall, a native of Ireland, aged 26 years.

Jesses—September 29, Laurids Jessen, a native of Schleswig, aged 25 years.

Kelly—October 3, Mary Kelly, aged 45 years.
Loller—September 29, Samuel A. Loller, aged 57 years.

Land—October 4, Charles Land, aged 51 years,
Lkvt—September 30, David Levy, a native of Prussia, aged 35 years.
Mullen—September 27, Patrick*Mullen, a native of Ireland, aged 43 years.

Marmion—October 4, Caroline McDougal, wife of Dr. Robert A. Marmion, U. S. N-,
and granddaughter of the late Rear Admiral McDougal.

Murtiia—-October 3, Mary Murtha, a native of Ireland, aged 54 years.

Mowbr—October 4, Amos H. Mower, a native of Maine, aged 53 years and 3 months.
Mineiia—September 29, Catherine, widow of Timothy Mineha.
OMMEN-October 2, Mary Ommen, aged 45 years.
PriNCR—September 28, Elma F. Prince, aged 19 years.
Robertson—September 28, Ann Robertson, aged 42 years, 11 months and 2 days.
SenirMACiiER—Sept. 27, Margaret Schumacher, a native of Germany, aged 73 years.

Schbnkel—September 29, Johanna Schenkel, aged 71 years, 1 month and 15 days.

Thing—September 28, Arthur Thing, of HValdsburg, aged 48 years.
Williams—September 27, James Williams, a native of England, aged 49 years.
Walker—September 28, Mary A. C. Walker, aged IS years, 6 months and 3 days.
West—September 25, Louisa K. West, a native of Germany, aged 45 years.

WESTERN LANCET.
We are glad to observe that the subject of cremation is favorably no-

ticed in the Western Lancet for September. Quoting from the North
American Heview, it is noted that the process of burial is clung to and
upheld through the illusion of imagination or the utter absence of thought.

In its absolute truth, burial is an evil abomination. Death and the dis-

position of the dead can never be anything but Badness to the living, but
what is utterly bad can be made more tolerable. The account of an eye
witness to the process is as follows: " I stood before the door of the cre-

matory with a faltering heart. I trembled at the thought of using fire

beside the form of one whom I had loved. But when, in obedience to

his own dying wish, I saw the door of the cremator taken down, its rosy

light shine forth and his peaceful form clad in white laid there at rest,

amid a loveliness that was simply fascinating to the eye, and without a

glimpse of flames or fire or coals or smoke, I said, and say so still, this

method, beyond all methods I have seen, is the most pleasing to the

senses, the most charming to the imagination and the most grateful to the

memory."

BANKS.

n THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital £;ooo.ooo.
**. AI.YOKD rr.-l.lml.

MIRRAT. Jr., A««' I (Mhlrrl Htm ftjl IIKIIH N. I Mtttor II

potion
Thft IWtik hftj Aganclea ftt Virgin^

!»: Mining Dtorlct* and Interior Town* <

UUara of Cl*dit lamicd, available In illpvU of Ibe worM. Draw dirrct OH Loo>
ibUn, Pftrift. Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg. Frankfort-on-the-Maln, Antwerp,

AuMtftTOft
bourne, Sydney. Auckland. Hongkong, Shanghai, V..k. ham*. Genoa, lulj.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
In. orporaKsl by K11311I Charter.-»CamImJ mM h, hi.hiio..

000. with 1- ,000,000 Son tl

-mertrooU. l\

t'iriftj New WofttminnUT rad Cftrlboo, British I otam
rnU ltftnk tranMCte ft Gcncrftl BftnUng Bualni opened mibject to Check

Id Deposite reeeired. Oommerelftl ( rediu irmnted ftvailfthlc in »l
i

the world. Approved Bills discnunu-d snd iiitcrnl security.
Draws direct ftt current rates upon its Heftd Offioe ami liranches, and upon Its Agents
as follows

:

New York, Chicago and Canada -Hank ->f Hontreft] ; Liverpool North and South
Wales B»nk : Scotland- British Linen Company ; u ,.!

; Hex-
loo and South America—London Bank of M> iioo; China and
.Ia|»n -Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Hank ; Australia
ftttd Now Zealand -Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking; Company Of Sydney,
Knglich, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colon! Damn.
May 18. FRE 1

)

EK1CK TOWNSKND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Pfkld np Capital 01,900,000, Oold. President, R. V. Wool-

worth Vice-President, 1). Callaghan ; Cashier, E. L>. Morgan.
Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahuo, Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Mofh'tt, N. Van Bergen.
Corrrspondknts—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal. No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse,
Neuman & Co. Paris: Hottinguer & Co. New York: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-
pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal
cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Commercia
Credits issued available in Europe, Chit.a and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital, $2,100,000.

San Francisco Office, 424 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid TJp $3,000,000.
Reserve, TJ. S. Bonds 4,000,000.

Agency at New 'York, 62 Wall street.
Agency at Virginia, Nev.

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-
elers' CreditB. This Bank has special facilities for dealing in Bullion. Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E. Cor. Sansome and Pine Streets,

London Office, 3 Angel Court ; New York Agents, J. W. Sel-
igman & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, §6,000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,

loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.
FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.

P. N. Lilisnthal, Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITAL., 9300,000.
Officers: Vice-President, Jerome Lincoln; Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other
Approved Securities. Office : No. 215 Sansome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Spar uud Lei h ban Ik, No 526 Californiastreet, San

Francisco. Officers : President, L. GOTTIG. Board ok Dirkctors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Eggers, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE; Attorney, JOHN R.
JARBOE. May 18.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.

Ball'onr, Guthrie & Co.. N«.
Nov. 18.

lupintl $f>,000,000.—Atccnts:
/ 31C California street, San Francisco.

(Organized 1S03.)

FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY.
Fire and Marine Insurance.

Assets 91,250,000
Losses paid over 4,500,000
£2TThe Largest Assets and Largest Income of all the companies hailing from

west of New York State, and in 1SS1 Pacific Coast premiums were larger than
those of any other company, local. Eastern or foreign.

D. J. STAPLES President
ALPHEUS BULL Vice-President

WM. J. DUTTON Secretary
E. W. CARPENTER Asst. Secretary

HOME OFFICE:
Southwest Cor- California and Sansome streets, San Francisco.
g^" Agents in all prominent localities. Sept. 30.
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REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.

Recorded in the City and County of San Francisco, California, for

the Week ending October 2, 1882.

Compiled fromthe Recivrda of'the CommercialAq&iey^1 UaliJorniaSt.^S.F.

Monday, September 25th.

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE. DESCRIPTION.

Danl R Williams to Sam Resseguie

Same to same

Anna RcsBcguic to Ellen Edwards

Ellen Edwards !o Anna Reeseguie

H Barroilhct to same

B S Brooke to E B Perrin

Mary M Hoemcr to C D G Coffin.

Leopold Loupe to S E Dutlon

H Sparks to Wm Strader

W Wetmorc Place, GS:(i n Clay, 23x5G—
50-vara 175
W Wetmore Place, 6S-6 n of Clay, u 23

X 50—50-vara 175
W Wetmore Place, 91:6 n Clay, n 23x56

-50-vara 175 -
W Wetmore Place, 60 n Clay, n 31:6x56

—50-vara 175
Commencing 60 n Clay, and 23 w Wet-
more Place, n 3 1 w 2S

S Clay 82:6 e Gongh, e 55x127:3, and Ibc

right of way in rear
Lot 5, blk 402, and lots 14 and 15, block

269, South San Francisco Homestead
and Railroad Association

S Washington, 156:3 e of Steiner, e 40

x 127:8
Undivided 1 acre in Ripley Tract

$ 250

OS

1

1,500

2,400
500

Tuesday, September 26th.

G Reis et al to Root Button

Tim Cmnmings to J Cummicgs...

Julius Platsbek to Jacob C Bauer.

Saral Wilson lo Chas W Howard.

C W Howard to Spring Va! W W.
C S Titton lo Robt Brotherton

J V de Laveaga to J Macdonougb.

Bcrnhard Gatlel to Jas R Raudol.

E Tennessee, 150 n of Sierra, n 50x100—
Potrero Nuevo 392

E Scott. 112:6 s Pine, s25xS2:0—Western
Addition 427
W Webster, 68 n Ellis, n 38x94:6, being
in Western Addition 307

Undivided 40 acres Rancho Laguna dc
la Merced

Same
\V Lasuna, 165 n Filbert, n 25x87, being
in Western Addition 246

Se Eddy and Taylor, e 80, s 137:6, w 20,

n 52, w 60, n S2:6

Se Market ; 210:6 ne of 15th, ne 75x100-
Mission Block 97

$1,550

Gift

3,000

20,000

1

750

56,000

3,000

Wednesday, September 27th.

Peter Deane to Jas Meagker

Mary A Toy to Geo D Toy

A P Hayne to Julia Hayne

GeoFEarlctoC H Kiliey

ChasH Killoy to Wm W Stow....
Geo Baser to Wm Nicol
Wm Nicoll to Jas Aitken
Elizth Carter to Caroline Carter..

.

G Roccatglita to G B Roccataglita

Isaac Barnctt to Meyer Davidson.

Christiana Grodhans to H Richter.
Annie Lott to Yetta Goodman

Yetta Goodman to F Kalbfieisch.

.

Jaue Meley to Patk Linchey

Fritz Becker to Elizth Beeker
Adam Ritchie to Lucius H Foote.

Marie Chandler to M Cunningham.
Levi Strauss to Louiza Breeze

Almira Gibson to same .

H C Clark to same
Mary A Forbes to Geo W Call..

S 23th, 305 w Sanchez, w 25x114—Harp-
er's Addition 125
W Powell, 91:8 n O'Farrell, n 22:10 x
137:6-50-vara 946
W Buchanan. 25 s Siitrer, b 22:6x87:6—
Western Addition 275

N Jackson, 160:5 e Webster, e 24:7x117,
being in Western Addition 267

Same
Lots 17, 19,21,23, Gift Map 2
Lot 4, blk 107. University Homestead...
W Sanchez, 51:6 n 29th, n 25x105, being
in Harper's Addition 124

Undivided half, se of Washington and
Wetmore Place, e 28x62:6, being in
50-vara 174

N Geary, 192:6 w Gough, w 27:6x137:6—
Western Addition 156

Lot 27, blk 133, O'Neil & Haley Tract.
S Tyler ; 247:6 w of Buchanan, w 27:6 x
137:6—Western Addition 232

Same
Ne of 29th and Noe, n 101:6x30; also w
Sanchez, 76:6 n 29th, n 25x105—Harp-
er's Addition 124

Lot 42, blk 182, Outside Lands
Se Howard, 405 sw of 1st, sw 25x85, be-
ing in 100-vara 47

N O'Farrell, 176 w Steiner, w 22x87:6. .

.

E Battery, 30 s Pine, s 61:8, e 87:6, w 25,
s 30, w 62:6 to commencement, Beach
and Water lots 269 and 270

Same
Same
Ne Lombard and Leavenworth, e 40x77:
6—50-vara 679

$ 350

5

5
100
60

5,000
400

20
3,500

496
5

Thursday, September 28th

Moscb B French to Asa Fisk

Louis Jacoby to Juo Kcwnig

Same to H Rudloff

L Gottig to Wilhelmine Mengell

Same to Mary A Scanlin

M F Turner to Pres & Fer R R Co

Lots 38, 39, 57. 5S, 100, 101. 122, 123, Ha-
ley Map 1 of P V lots

Lots 285, 2S6 and s half of 283 and 284,
Gift Map 3

Lots 2S1, 232 and n halt oi 233 and 2S4,
Gift Map3
W Elgin Park, 119 n Ridley, n 41x75-
Mission Block 22

Se Clay and Broderick, e 27:0x100, be-
ing in Western Addition 409

N Jackson, 1S5:2 e Montgomery, e 45:2
X60-B& W91, 92

$ 65

400

400

5

2,300

_5,200

Friday, September 29th.

Jno Parnell to Etnanl L Goldstein

Jno Townsend to Mary Townsend

L Gottig et al to Mary Rogers

Jno H Borchelt to Tbos Haynea..

J J Haley to M B French

R J Techan to Elise Meyer

Hugh Jones et al to Annie Brown.

Geo F Roberts to Mary A Liutott.

I

Sw 6th, SO nw Mission, nw 50, se 80, ne
130 to commencement,

Ne Quinn and Guerrero, e 90x21, "bcimr

in Mission Block 26W Guerrero, 31:6 s Ridley, s"56xil7—
Mission Block 25

S Clay, 220 w Devisadero, w 27:6x127:8,
beiusr in Western Addition 499

Lots 37, 59 and 124 ; Haley Map 1, Pre-
cita Valley lots

S Pine, S2:6 w Scott, w 27:0—Western
Addition459

Sw Church and 22d, s 80x100, being in
Harper's Addition 84W Fillmore, 79:6 s Sacramento, s 26:6 x
106:3—Western Addition 353

42,000

Gift

3,625

1,100

100

3,050

2,100

5,050

Saturday, September 30th.

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE.

Hib S and L Soc to C F Bnckley.

Maria Wilson to F E Nicoll
L Gottig to M A McLaughlin....

C L Hinkel to T Fogarty

M T Bannan to Richd C Mattison.

W M Greenwood to H Voorman..

W Hollis et al to L Gottig..

Same to same

Han L Hopkins to \V Wilkinson..

.

Frank Stand et al to Isaac Levy.

.

Anna Meyer to Fredk Lndemann.

I

DESCRIPTION.

W Larkin, 50 s O'Farrell, b 70x85, bein,
in Western Addition 9

Lot 49 Gift Mapl
Fractional Block No 209 Haley & O'N
Tract

S corner Eldridi'e and Chesley, se 30 x
80, beingin 100-vara 273
W Larkin, 25 n Greenwich, n 25x105:
Western Addition 27

E corner Mission and Fremont, ne 68:9
Xl37:6—Bay and Water lots 342, 344,
subject to mortgage for $17,500

Se Ridley and Guerrero, s 25x76, beinj
in Mission Block 26

Sw Waller and Steiner, s 155, w 100, b

25, e 100, s 136, w 434, nw to Scott, n
261:1, e 893:9 to commencement

Sw Clay and Polk, w 82:llx31-West-
ern Addition 53

S Stockton Place, 45 w Dupont, w 25 x
50—50-vara 580
W Dolores, 26 n 22d,n 26x95

13,750
150

5

600

1,000

10

2,557

42,000

7,650

8,000
1,000

Monday, October 2nd.

Mary J Blair to D L Farnsworth.

W Williams to Car Champeaux..

T Fitzgerald to Jas G Fair

Ann Olbrecht to H Kohler

Annie Semlar to Belle Scmlar...
Jas Mclvinley to DK Cameron.
Caroline Lcfrancq to H Barroilhetj

H Barroilhet to G Pertigera
Cath Cegnan to Herman Schnldt.

Chas Lux to Gustav Sutro..

Sw 3d, 137:6 nw of Townsend, nw 137:6

x 160, being in 100-vara 155
N Clay, 137:6 w Powell, w 24:4, n 91:8,

e 10, n 45:10, w 34:4, 8 137:6 to com. .

Sw Gough and Grove, w 83:6x70, being
in WeBlern Addition 149

E Kearny, 135:6 n Vallejo, n 36:4, 88:6, b

34:4, w 11, s 2, w 77:6 to commence-
ment; also se of Kearnvand Green, s

34:4x61, being in 50-vara 243
Ne Baker and Greenwich, n 120x78
Assignment for benefit of creditors....

N Greenwich, 171:10 e Dapont, e 17:2 x
70-50-vara 503

Same
Nw of Silver, 225 sw 25x75—snbject to a
mortgage

N corner Howard and 10th, nw 425x113:
5—Mission Block 3

19,000

6,000

6,000

2,300
Gift

20
1,500

3,100

5

GEO. STREET, Agent News Zetter, 30 Cornhill, E. C, Zondon.

JOYCE'S SPORTING AMMUNITION.
[ESTABLISHED 1820.] .

be attention of Sportsmen is invited to the followingT Ammunition, of the best quality, now in general use throughout England,
India and the Colonies : Joyce's Treble Waterproof and F 3 Quality Percussion
Caps ; Chemically-prepared Cloth and Felt Gun Wadding ; Joyce's Gas-Tight Car-
tridges, for Pin-fire and Central-fire Breech-loading Guns ; Wire Cartridges, for killing

game at long distances, and every description of Sporting Ammunition. Sold by
all gun-makers and dealers in gunpowder.

FREDERICK JOYCE & CO., Patentees and Manufacturers,
Oct. 29. 57 Upper Thames street, London.

UEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
cnesi ami Cheapest Meat-flavoring Stock for Soaps, Made
Dishes and Sauces.

UEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT,
An Invaluable and Palatable Toulc in all Cases of Weak

Digestion and Debility. "Is a success and boon for which Nations shouldfcel
grateful." See " Medical Press," " Lancet," " British Medical Journal," etc.

F

UEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
(^antion—Oennine only with fac-simile of Baron JLiebig-'s
j Signature, in blue ink, across Label.
This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substitutes being in

the market.

UEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
To be had of all Store-keepers, (Jroeers and Chemists. Sole

Agents for the United States (wholesale only), C. David & Co., 9, Fenehurch
Avenue, Loudon, England. Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, Sau
Francisco. Juue 10.

he Summer Sun and Dust. Ladies and all exposed to the scorching
rays of the sun and heated particles of dust, will find that the most
cooling and refreshing preparation fur the face, hands and arms, is

otvlanris' Italydor, which eradicates all prickly Heat, Sunburn, Tan,
Freckles, Stings of Insects, etc., and produces a beautiful and delicate

complexion.

owlamis* macassar Oil prevents the hair falling off or becoming dry
duriug the hot weather, and eradicates scurf and dandruff.

oivlauds' Odouto is the purest and most fragrant Tooth Powder ever used,
and contains no acid or mineral ingredients, which are so detrimental
to the teeth and gums. Its purity especially adapts it for the teeth of
young children. Ask any dealer in perfumery for Rowlands' articles,

of 20, Hatton Garden, London.

T
R
R
R

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.
Attendance, daily, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by the under-

signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, arid to furnish all information
relating to the Society. J. P. McCURRIE, Secretary,

Oct. 23. Room 4, No. 531 California at.

PROF. JOS. J0SSET,
Graduate of the University of Paris; Ex. Professor of D)e

la Mennais' Normal, France; late of Point Loma Seminary, Sau Diego. Pri-
vate Lessons in the French Language. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 p.m. Private Lessons given at the res-

idence of the pupil. Dee , fl.

II). Barnard, Real Estate Agent.—Rents collected; full
v " charge taken of property at lowest rates. Office G22 Market at. [Sept. 9.]
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A Man o! Knowledge: 'I iwnwr excUiinw. * boooUo ratar *t the
caucus, "it be*ta a)1 what 'Squire Wirepuller knowel l»urn if hr didn't
tell uie funt tuiDiile I enme Into the hall j*-*t wbo I wul For, tad
I didn't kunw niy-H'lf, nuther, tod mv mind nin't nmrv'n half n
yrL" You need aoL bowever, I** at a l»>w a atagla nomenl t^ nuke op
year mind thai BweJny SISSuUer *tr <:, i< the hret. oieieet. ileaueet
place in the city to get a well ow died ami dainty meal.

Show me the man yon honor. I know by that nymptom, better than
any other, what you are yourself. For you ihow DM then what four
ideal of manhoood U, what kind of a man you long expressively to be.—Cartytc.

Doubtless the human face is the grandest of all myaterie* ; yet, ti\cd

on canvass it can hardly tell of more than one senaatiun ; do atruggls. BO
successive contrasts accessible to dramatic art, can painting give, am m-ith
or time nor motion exist for her. Talking of painting reminds m thai
there fa true economy in using James U. KeuyA Uo'a [mpsrishsbla Paint.
It cevera twice the space of ordinary paint, and is impervious to sun or

rain.

Whoever has loved knows all that life contains of sorrow and Joy,
—Qcoryc Sand.

A California woman wbo confessed to her husband on her dying bed
that she loved another was forgiven. Then she got well, and he la DOW
suing for a divorce. She pleads that be condoned the offense, and he an-
swers that it was only on condition of her dying and she broke the con-

tract. He should make it up with ber, commence life anew, and practice
economy by buying a De La Montanya Cooking Range. Jackson street,

below Battery.

The Yonkera Statesman discusses "Women as Wives." The idea
seems possible.

If you are a woman and want both health and beauty, remember that
all superficial efforts to increase your personal charms are vain. Freshness
and beauty accompany health, and to secure this Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham's
remedies for all female weaknesses offer the surest means of renovation.
The highest intelligence loses its lustre when it must find expression
through a bilious complexion. Good for either sex.

Nature meant to make woman its masterpiece.

—

Lessing. Instead of

which the old lady made a miss.

An exchange tells of a Nevada girl, who had a mustache, tried to re-

move it with a caustic preparation on her wedding day. The hair came
off, also the skin, and the lip was horribly swollen. She was married pri-

vately, and was not kissed. When she got well, she came down to the
" bay," and had her photograph taken by Bradley &Kulofson's, corner of

Montgomery and Sacramento streets.

A bricklayer is a mason, and the man who fetches up the brick is a
hod-fellow.

The great optic nerve. The power of the human eye can only be ful-

ly appreciated when a well-regulated wink will change a bottle of tonic

beer into a bottle of lager in spite of the label. The great optic nerve can
always be kept clear by partaking only of the pure and unadulterated li-

quors, sold by P. J. Cassin & Co., corner of Washington and Battery.
Wholesale prices for retail quantities.

Emerson admired George Eliot's genius and praised ber industry, but
never read her novels. How many of us are like Emerson, in this respect.

" Figures are not always facts," but the incontrovertible facts con-

cerning Kidney-Wort are better than most figures. For instance: " It is

curing everybody," writes a druggist. "Kidney-Wort is the most popular
medicine we sell." It should be by right, for no other medicine has such
specific action on the liver, bowels and kidneys. Do not fail to try it.

Egypt, as a grain-growing country, is ruined. It is no longer Arab
land.

Style is the gossamer on which the seeds of truth float through the
world. Yes, be in the style, or you might as well be out of the world.

The well-dressed man can only be so when he attends to his head cover-

ing. Therefore, buy your hats of White, 614 Commercial Btreet.

Teacher to a small boy—What does the proverb say to those who live

in glass houses ? Small boy—pull down the blinds.

There are three things that I have always loved and have never under-
stood: Painting, music and woman.

—

Fontenelle. If he had bought his

piano of Statham & Co., 765 Mission street, he would in raptures have
understood sweet and delicate tones in an instant.

It is a tedious thing to be always beginning life. They live badly who
always begin to live. If you would live well, partake of the toothsome,

and brain rejuvenating oyster, at Moraghan's oyster parlors, 68 and 69

California Market.

There is always some one object which is the main-spring of life ; and
when that is removed, the wheels stand still.

J. F. Cutter's Old Bourbon.—This celebrated whisky is for sale by
all first-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

Best pictures taken at the Imperial Gallery, 724£ Market street.

The most brilliant shades possible, on all fabrics are made by the

Diamond Dyes. TJnequaled for brilliancy and durability. 10 cts.
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SPRING VALLEY AND THE BULLETIN.
The Company offers to Submit its Rut-* to Mayor BlaJce and Au-

ditor Brickwedel.
To tkf PuNir f}T Am Frnnct***: 1

1

.ibtin i« again
•onpir publU "ton. 'i.i affalual •

H ri

•boat the In.-til, ... ti-.n of r .l«>ty declare* tliat lhi*
cumpaoy amlaarorod to aocure the nomination of

Mavuh Duo
An Governor to order t-> remove him from tin- HayonUtj of s*n Knuui-..., It Meelj
declare* thai the rates to water-ooaaumera have not i

Ihoogti each proprietor of tint paper hsa the evident* -a ti hta own
bill, and though proof baa been offered to Mr. Pitch, >of the pTOprletoi
reduction of ai least aevi

the water bills of this OOmpany, an. I i] , . |„ , n | ycticnil

nd seventeen per cent We hereby offer io publlih In

tho liullttin the aetuul redaction! made, firing the namei of oonmmeri and their
-, the June bill of ibis war, the July bill, and the poraentogeof reduction.

It falitelv chargea that tb.il compinj ti now shaping matters politically eo a* to
socure a

Subsidy

Prom thecdt} and loraidthe publictreasury. The act of L8&8prondedthatwater8hould
be supplied tothe city free In case offlre or othor great nc^oeMt^andthatthuoompanv
sbould have a voice In the fixing of its rates. Wo aro endeavoring to uphold thu
Ait b> :iii :ip|>e:U to the .Supreme Court of the United StatOS, bUl BO EaT :lh tin?

su | Trine Court "f tins State is. oonoomed It bun deetded, and ii Is it present the law,
that tho new Constitution has ehanged the Act •( I8fi8,and thai the Boarda "f Super-

rs to ii\ the rates for domestic consumers ami fur nil munlolpa] pnrposea As
proportion of the cost of the water supply, which the iity OOght to bear, that

Board 19 to jwlire. Provided a juat and fair income La secured to thiB corporation, ii

cannot be pecuiiiarily affected, whether the entire burden shall he borne, as hereto-
fore, by the domestic ratepayers, or whether it shall be homo by the domestic rate-
payers and the municipality jointly, as ihe Constitution requires. But when atten-
tion ia called to the high rates which exist in San Fmnasco, it la proper that we
should state the real cause—namely, that here the domestic ratepayers hare borne
the entire burden of the water supply, whilst in every other large city in the wortd
the burden is divided by some just proportion between property through municipal
taxation and the domestic consumers.
This company has no concealments to make as to its policy, and has no interest

which is not entirely consistent with the best government of Sau Francisco and the
State.

In order, therefore, to eud all discussion upon the matters in difference between
the Bulletin and this company, tho Spring Valley Water Works hereby propose

TO KNTKK IKTO TUB FOLLOWING AOHKKMKNT,

Namely: It will submit the framing of an ordinance for the regulation of its water-
rates, both for domestic uses and municipal purposes, to either one of the four fol-

lowing bodies:
First--A Commission of three to be selected by the Board of Trade.
Second—A Commission of three to he selected by the Chamber of Commerce.
Third—A Commission of three to be selected by the Board of Underwriters.
Fourth—To a Commission consisting of Mayor Blake and Auditor Brickwedel—

they, in case of disagreement, to choose a third member of the Commission.
The proprietors of the

BDLLBTIN AND CALL MAY HAVi: TUB CU01CB
Of either one of the four above named Commissions.
The ordinance to be framed by the Commission selected by the proprietors of the

Bulletin and Call during the month of December of this year, and to be filed in the
office of the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors on or before the first day of January,
1883.

Provided, George K. Fitch and Lorintj Pickering, proprietors of the Bulletin and
Call; M. H. de Young, proprietor of the Chronicle; J. P. Jackson, proprietor of

the Post and Exchange; The Examiner Publishing Company, proprietor of the Ex-
aminer; Frederick MacCrellish, proprietor of the Attn, and W. M. Bunker and A.
C. Heister, proprietors of the Daily Report, will unite with the Spring Valley Water
Works in such proposed written agreement, and agree to use their influence and
that of the journals mentioned to maintain in good faith the schedule of rules fixed

by such Commission for the period of five years, and urge upon the Boards of Su-
pervisors during such period its adoption and maintenance, the Spring Valley Water
Works particularly agreeing that it will not urge in any way the increase of said

schedule, and that if any ordinance should be passed increasing the rates fixed by
such Commission, it will not accept such increased rates.

It is not claimed that an agreement so made can technically be legally binding, for

the Boarda of Supervisors are empowered by law to fix the rates, but it will be mor-
ally binding upon the parties to the agreement, and we hereby pledge ourselves, in_ U1K
caae it should oe signed, to Carry it out in its spirit and letter.

September 19, 1882.

CHARLES WEBB HOWARD,
President Spring Valley Water Works.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,

Sawing, Planing and Manufacturing—Doors, Sashes, Blinds and
Mouldings—Turning, Scroll and Jig Sawing—Counters,

Bar and Store Fixtures.

Finishing Work for Buildings on Hand and Made to Order.

217 to 235 Spear SI., and 21S to 226 Stewart St., S. F.

The largest and oldest established mill on the Pacific Coast.

D. A. Macbonald, Pres't. R. S. Falconkb, Sec'y. W. N. Miller, Supt

[March 25. ]

F. U . Neuval. W. S . Somervell

.

PACIFIC ASPHALTUM COMPANY.
Established 1865.

Proprietors of the Celebrated Corral de Piedra Asphalt una Mine,
{San Louis Ooispo County).

Dealers in Crude and Refined

ASPHALTUM, FELT AND ROOFING MATERIAL.
Prepared Asphaltum for Country Orders always on hand. Contractors for Side-

walks, Roofs, Floors and General Asphaltum Work. All Work Guaranteed.

Officeand Depot, 480 Jaclcson. |
Branch Offlce, 432 Montgomery,Sl\
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The week tinder review was ushered in with a severe rain storm,

which lasted at intervals for three days, causing more or less interruption

to business. The rainfall varied from 1 to 2'inches, and extended over

the State, inflicting more or less injury to the " dry feed," upon which our

cattle and sheep upon a thousand hills subsist at this season of the year.

It is to be hoped that more rain will follow ere long, so that the grass,

which now begins to shoot upwards, will not perish and cause much suf-

fering to the animals depending thereupon. The Bean crop, Grapes and
Raisin-curing establishments will suffer some from this early and unex-

pected rainfall. There are, on the contrary, many benefits and blessings

to be derived from the rain. The air is purified, streets cleansed, sewers

washed out, and our citizens all breathe joyfully the pure atmosphere

with which we are now blessed. No doubt some Wheat and other grains

not housed have been more or less injured, but, to offset this, the growing
Corn crop is benefited greatly in this way. Accounts are nicely balanced

1 y a kind Providence.

Failures are announced of two well known firms— Helmrich & Hansen
of California street, extensively engaged in Stock and Exchange securities,

at the same time speculating largely in merchandise, notably in Wheat
cargoes afloat en route to Europe. The liabilities of this firm approximate

•8250,000, with assets, so far as known, nominal. Criminal suits have been
commenced in our Courts against Mr. Hansen. The losses are said to fall

principally upon several banking houses, but the story is yet to be told ;

few particulars have yet been made manifest. This failure of H. & H.
has so far complicated the business of Degener & Co. as to cause their sus-

pension, with large liabilities. This latter firm was extensively engaged
in foreign Commission business, extending to Calcutta, Bombay, etc., be-

sides transacting more or less business in the buying and snipping of

Wheat to Europe, and, it is supposed, connected more or less intimately
with H. & H.

The arrivals during the week have been numerous, adding largely to

our tonnage supply and making large additions to our stocks of General
Merchandise. The 0. & O. steamship Belgic, 28 days from Hongkong,
19 days from Yokohama, brought for cargo Teas, 6,692 packages ; Rice,

17,680 mats ; Merchandise, 5,000 packages; also in transit for Eastern
cities, to go forward by Pacific Railroad, Teas, 10,831 packages

;

Silks, 1,851 packages ; also for British Columbia, Rice, 600 mats, and
to Central and South America, 400 do.

Two steamers have arrived from Honolulu during the week. The
British steamship Suez, 8J days, to Spreckels Brothers, with passengers,

and for cargo Sugar, 5,800 packages ; Rice, 959 packages ; Banannas,
1,350 bunches. The day following the Pacific Mail steamship City of

New York arrived, 26 days from City, via Honolulu 1\ days, with a large

number of passengers, Government mails, and for cargo, Sugar, 1,218

bags ; Banannas, 571 bunches, etc. Also from Sydney 3,100 ingots Tin.
Two sailing vessels have also arrived from Honolulu. The Ella, 26 days,

to Welch & Co., with Sugar, 2,778 bags ; Molasses, 112 barrels ; Rice,
1,044 bags. The Eureka from Honolulu brought Sugar 3,225 bags.

From Tahiti we have the brig Nautilus, 39 days, with Oranges 270,000,
and Cocoauuts, 14,000.

From the North we have three vessels with Codfish—barks Fremont
and Arago, from the Ochotsk Sea, with 300,000 fish, and the Wild Ga-
zelle, from Chomaugin Islands, with a like cargo—giving us thus far in
the season six cargoes of Cod from the far North fishing grounds.

The British bark Embleton, 121 days from Liverpool, to Degener
& Co., brought some 9,000 sacks Salt, and other merchandise, including
Coal, Coke, Cement, Pig Iron, etc.

From Loudon we have the British ship Prince Oscar, 152 days, to
Messrs. Balfour, Guthrie & Co., with 6,720 obis Cement, etc.

Dundee.—The British ship Steelfeld, 132 days from Dundee, to Rod-
gers, Meyer & Co., brought for cargo Coal, Coke, Brick, Pig Iron, etc.

Barley for England.—Messrs. Parrott & Co. have cleared the Werra,
with a full cargo of Chevalier Barley—say 28,989 ctls., value §44,000.

Flour for Dublin.—Messrs. Starr & Co. have cleared the British ship
British Peer, with 23,591 bbls. Vallejo Starr Mills Extra Flour, value
$114,000.
Flour for China.—The O. and O. steamship Gaelic, hence for Hong-

kong, carried 9,042 bbls. Flour.

California Lemons.—"The Riverside Lemon crop," says the Press, *'is

very light this year. Last season the yield was 4,000 boxes, but this sea-
son it will not exceed probably 1,000 boxes. Next year the yield will in-
crease to 10,000. This is the first partial failure of the Lemon known in
this section for many years. The Orange crop, which was 10,000 boxes
last year, will probably be double that amount this season."

The Call Boards have done comparatively very little business during
the week in Wheat or Barley Futures. The fact is that the rain, the
failures, coupled with unfavorable European advices respecting the prices
of flour and grain, have been quite dispiriting to exporters and others
engaged in operating upon 'Change. Prices of Wheat seem to be easing
off a little, though there is no great desire shown to purchase even at
SI 65 $ ctl. for spot lots of No. 1 Shipping.

Grain Charters.—The ship C. C. Chapman, 1,653 tons, has a Wheat
charter to Cork at £1 17s. 6d.; British ship Germania, 1,296 tons, Wheat
to Liverpool, Havre or Antwerp direct, £2; if to Cork for orders, £2 2s.
6d.; British iron ship Bhotan, 1,084, Wheat, Liverpool direct, £2 2s. 6d.

;

Ship Yorktown, 1,956 tons, Wheat to Liverpool direct, £1 17s. 6d.; J. W.
Seaver, to Apia, Sainoan Islands, private.

Our Grain fleet, dating from July 1st, 100 vessels, against 127 vessels
at even date last year. Values, 1882, 86,633,153; 1881, 7,789,046.

On Wedsnesday, the 4th inst., arrivals from sea were numerous and
of much importance. The steamer Mississippi, from Oregon, headed the
fleet with Wheat 5,000 ctls.; ship Oriental, 125 days from Liverpool, had
a cargo of Coal to Balfour, Guthrie & Co.; ship C. B. Carver, from Kobe,
Japan, had a cargo of Teas, etc., to J. F. Chapman & Co.; ship Lucy a!
Nichols, 50 days from Hongkong, to Macondray, brought Teas, Rice
etc.; Br. ship Dunbritton, 77 days from Adelaide, in ballast; Br ship
Euphrates, from Newcastle, N S. W., had 2,200 tons Coal to Geo. J.
Theobold & Co.; Br. ship Bacchus, 149 days from Cardiff, had Coal, etc.,

to same firm; Br. ship Minister of Marine, 41 days from Valparaiso, in
ballast; Br. ship Androssa, from Newcastle, N. S. W., with 2,886 tons
Coal ; Br. ship Argo, 38 days from Guaymas, in ballast, to Rodgers,
Meyer & Co.; Br. ship Falls of Dee, 125 days from Glasgow, to Balfour,
Guthrie & Co., brought 2,200 tons Coal and 600 tons Pig Iron; Br. bark
Cross Hill, from Guaymas, in ballast; Br. bark Bankfield, from Newcas-
tle, England, Mdse. to Meyer, Wilson k Co. ; Br. bark Haidee, from
Newcastle, N. S. W., with Coal; bark Arcturus, from Boston, to
Williams, Dimond & Co; Ger. bark Alma, 144 davs from London, Mdse.
to Rodgers, Meyer & Co.; Ger. bark Galveston, 48 davs from Majillon,
Del Norte, with Nitrate 3,507 bags, and 400 bags Chili Walnuts, to J. W.
Grace & Co. These, with a lot of coasters, make a formidable addition
to our fleet seeking business.

_
Coal.—The receipts thus far in October have been large, chiefly for-

eign, causing a continuance of low prices. The arrivals at this port in
September aggregated 80,000 tons, as follows: Mt. Diablo. Cal., 10,500;
Seattle, 10,300 ; Carbon Hill, 5,700; Coos Bay (Or.), 500; Eastern, 5,500;
British Columbia. 15,700; Australian, 17,200; English, 9,200; Scotch,
2,200 ; Welsh, 4,100. This makes 627,500 tons since January 1st, against
640,300 during the same time in 1881.

Coffee.—Sales during September were large, chiefly of Central Ameri-
can Green

; prices, however, ruled very low—llic is now the outside rate
for best Green. Stocks are very large, but consist mainly of low and in-
ferior grades.

Chemicals.—Imports of late have been very heavy and prices easy to
the buyer.

Rice.—The L. A. Nichles, from Hongkong, brought 22,000 mats. Sales
of Hawaiian at 4§@5c.

Quicksilver.—The Spot price is 37|@37ic; London price, £6 K» bottle.
The Gaelic, hence for Hongkong on September 28th, carried 300 flasks.
The exports for the week, by sea, were as follows :

To Hongkong per Gaelic, hence Sept. 28th : Flasks. Value.
Wing Chong Wo & Co 300 88,700

To Mazatlan per Colima, hence 3d inst.

:

Cabrera, Roma & Co 100 2.S69

Totals 400 811,569
Previously since January 1, 1882 27,622 811,296

Totals since January 1, 1882 28,022 8822.S65
Totals same period 1881 27,234 789,540
Receipts since January 1st, 1883, 37,509 flasks.

Sugar. . . Imports of Hawaiian large and free. Overland shipments in
August, 5,099,470 lbs, chiefly Hawaiian. We quote refiners' prices as fol-
lows : Extra Fine Cube, in bbls, 12Jc ; (A) Crushed, in bbls, 12}c ; (A)
Loaves, in bbls, 124c; Fine Crushed, in bbls, 12£c; Powdered, in bbls, 12Jc;
Fancy Extra Powdered, in bbls, 13c; Dry Granulated, in bbls, life; Con-
fectioners' Circle A, in bbls, llic; Extra Golden C, in bbls, lOfc; El Do-
rado C, in bbls, lOic; Mariposa C, in bbls, lOJc; Golden C, in bbls, 10£c.
For half barrels, Jc additional on all kinds ; 100-lb boxeB, Jc do ; for all
other boxes, Jc do. Terms, net cash on delivery. Prices subject to change
without notice. No order taken for less than 25 barrels, or its equivalent.

Wines.—The Colima carried hence to New York via the Isthmus,
66,600 gallons Native ; value, 837,000.

Wheat exports since July 1st aggregate 3,842,672 centals, against same
time 1881, 5,111,309 centals. Flour exports, same time, 1S82, 325 993
barrels; 1881, 213,632 barrels.

Barley.—The September price of Feed placed by the two Call Boards
at $1 30@S1 30| per cental. Spot price 81 28@S1 30 for Feed; Brewing,
81 35; Chevalier, 81 50.

Oats.—A good demand at 81 50@81 65 per cental.

Corn.—We quote Yellow at 81 70@$1 72J per cental.

Wool.—The Fall Clip arrives freely, and a good sound article finds
ready sale, but defective goes a begging. Quotations are as follows:
Choice Humboldt, Sonoma, and Mendocino Fall are quotable at 15@17c.

;

Fair do., 13@14c; Free Mountain, 13@15c. Defective Fall is quotable
at 9@llc. for Southern Coast and San Joaquin. Spring sells as follows:
Modoc and Siskiyou, 24@25c; Humboldt, 25@26c. ; Sonoma and Men-
docino, 24@26c. ; Northern Sacramento Valley, 23@25c. ; San Joaquin
Free, 18@20c; do. defective, 15@17c; Bright Coast Free, 18@19c. ; do.
slightly Burry, 15@17c; do. heavy and dark, 14@16c. ; Eastern Oregon,
20@25c; Valley Oregon, 23@27c. per pound.

Tallow.—The demand exceeds the supply at 8@9c. for Good. Refined,
11@12 cents.

Hops rule high—60@65c. asked for Choice. None less than 50@55c.
Dairy Products.—Butter, Good to Choice Roll, 42i@47ic; Fair to

Good, 3S@40c. Cheese, 10fel5c; Eastern, 18@20c. Eggs, 25@35c. per
dozen.

St. John's Presbyterian Church, Post Street—The Rev. Dr.
Scott, pastor, will preach Sunday at the usual hours. The public cor-
dially invited to attend.

A. BUSWELL & CO.,
525 CLAY STREET,

BOOK BINDERS,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

13 UNQUESTIONABLY THE

VERT BEST PIANO
MADE IN AMERICA.

BUY ONE AND BE CONVINCED.
CHAS. S. EATON, Agent... 647 .Market St., opp. Kearny, S.F.
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A. K. P. Harmon and his daughter hail a narrow Meant on WM
neadar, whilst on their way to Mountain View I'emelery, Oakland, in a
b"«8y- Their horao took fright at the nkirta o( two ladiea |v»»-

horaehack, and a runaway was the result. The lady natalnad a Ira.-

ture of the rib and Mr. Harmon waa ltadly shaken, hut both ar
welL

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
"V">» Baall Consolidate. I Srarel ninlnic <•>.. >>. '._•. < ..m-
.\ Ban fraBdaeo. Cal N.-lioe i> hereby given that at a meeting

- .. .: :
- .

(3) cents per ahar* waa levied upon the capital stock of tl.
, payabte

imniedtatolT to the Serr I

(his assessment shall remain unpaid ->n Um SIXTEENTH
1>.\Y OF OCTOBER, will be delinquent and advertised for sale at public

bi made before, will be Bald on the SBOOND DAT Of
KOVEW ur the delinquent av-. ler with coats of

tising and exiienses ol sale. 1Sept. Id.) K- X SIMON, 625 Commcrv-ial strev-t.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
FOTOSI MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 9
Amount per Share !

Levied feptembor lltli

Ddlnqoaal in Office October I8lh.
Dav of Sale of Delinquent Stock

W.E. DEAN,
Office—Room 79, Xevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San FmndSOO, Oal-

Septemt.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
CALIFORNIA MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No 5
Amount per Share .• 20 Cents
Levied September Gtfa

Dflincpjent in Office Octoher 13th
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock ....November 10th

C. P. GORDON, Secretary.
Office—Room 23, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California. Sept. 9.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
NOONDAY MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 6
Amount per Share 25 Cents
Levied September 22d
Delinquent in Office October 30th
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock November 22d

WM. J. TAYLOR, Secretary.
Office—Room 25, No. 330 Pine street, San Francisco, Cal. September 30.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.^
NORTH NOONDAY MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 6
Amount per Share 26 Cents
Levied Sept. 22d
Delinquent in Office Nov. 1st

Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock Nov. 27th
WM. J. TAYLOR, Secretary.

Office—Room 25, No. 330 Pine street, San Francisco, Cal. September 30.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Bnlner 4'onsolidated Afiniug- Company,

San Francisco, Sept. 25, 1SS2.—At a meeting; of the Board of Directors of

above-named Company, held this day, Dividend No. 11 of Ten Cents (10c.)

per share, was declared, payable on THURSDAY, Oct 12, 1882. Transfer books
closed on Monday, Oct. 2, 1882, at 3 o'clock p. m. This dividend is payable at the
Farmers' Loan and Trust Company, in New York, on all stock issued there, and at

the office in this city on all stock issued here. WM. WILLIS, Secretary.

Office—Room 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia^ Sept. 30.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Standard Con. Mining Company, Nan Fran-

cisco, Cal., Oct. 2, 1882.—At a meeting: of the Board of Directors of the
above-named Company, held this day, Dividend No. 46, of Twenty-five Cents (25c.)

per share, was declared, payable on THURSDAY, Oct. 12, 1882, at the office in this

city, or at The Farmers' Loan and Trust Company, in New York.
WM. WILLIS, Secretary.

Office—Room No. 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California. Oct. 7.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
' \ffice or the Silver King Mining Company, San Francisco,
* y Oct. 3, 1882.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the above
named Company, held this day, a Dividend (No. 34) of Twenty-five Cents (25c.) per

share was declared, payable on MONDAY, Oct. 16, 1882, at the office of the

Company, Room 19, 328 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal. Transfer Books
will close October 10, 1882, at 3 r. M.

[Oct. 7.] JOSEPH NASH, Secretary.

^NNUAlT MEETING.
Office of the Eureka Consolidated Miuins Company, Ne-

vada Block, Room 37. San Francisco, September 25tb, 1882.—The annual

meeting; of the stockholders of the above named company will be held at the office

of the company, Room 37, Nevada Block, San Francisco, on MONDAY, the SIX-

TEENTH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1882, at 1 o'clock r. M. of said day, for the election

of five Trustees to serve for the ensuing year, and for the transaction of such other

business as may be presented. [Sept. 30.] W. W. TRAYLOR, Secretary.

KEQTJLAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE
FOB

HAILROAD COMMISSIONER, SECOND DISTRICT,

W. P. HUMPHREYS. Sept. 30.

THOMAS DAY & CO.

'

Candlesticks, Sconces and Boulllottes.

Bisqne and Faience Ware in Great Variety.

GAS FIX1URES AND LAMPS IN RARE DESIGNS.

122 AND 124 SUTTER STREET. CM. r.

THE THAMES AND MERSEY MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY,
<limit>:i> .

Of Liverpool. London and Manchester,
NO. 308 PINE STREtT

4 lapltal Nnpsc -nlu-.l. aiO.OOO.OOO: Capital Paid Dp, 8I.OOO,.
\ I; Rax rra Fund (In add
1881. *>,231,fW6. u, ,.. HARRISON,

. i' . . 1 .308 Pine struct, San Pimm

Francisco Daneri.

WINES,
27

[Oct. 7]

F. DANERI & CO., Henry Casanova.
DEAL]

LIQUORS, GROCERIES,
and 39 California Street,

Between Davis and Itrumm, San Franctsoo.

AMERICAN EXCHANGE HOTEL,
Sansome street, Corner Halleek, Nan Francisco.—This

hotel is in the very center of the business portion of the city, and lias been
renovated and newly furnished throughout. The truvoliny public will find this to
be the most convenient as well as the most comfortable ana respectable hotel in the
city. TABLE FIRST-CLASS. Board and room, $1, $1.25 aud $1.50 per day. Nice
single rooms per night, 50 cents. Breakfasts or dinners, 50 cents. Lunch, 25 cents.
Eighteen tickets, good fur any meals, for $5. Hot and cold baths free. Free coach
to and from the hotel. Oct. 7.

""WILSONIA" MAGNETIC GARMENTS
EFFECT WONDERFIL CURES.

fc^Tor Certificates of and Reference to PROMINENT CITIZENS OI
FRANCISCO WHO HAVE BEEN CURED, apply to

[Oct. 7.J

-WILSONIA AGENCY,
21 DUPONT

C0LT0N DENTAL ASSOCIATION,
PHELAN'S BUILDING BOOMS 6, 8, 9, 10 AND 11

Entrance 80G Market.

Gas Specialists. Positively extract Teeth without pain.
The only office that makes and gives the celebrated " Colton Gas." Estab-

lished in 1S63; over 8,000 references. Also performs ALL OPERATIONS in

DENTISTRV. Sept. 30.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

No. 320 Fost Street Opposite Union Sqnare.

PROF. 0. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 320 Post
street, is now open for Juvenile and Evening Classes. Office Hours, for Terms, etc.,

10 A.M. to 12 M., and 1 to 5 P.M. Oct. 22.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,
Agents for RICORD'S RESTORATIVE FILLS,

635 Market Street.., San Francisco, Cal.

FAI.ACE IIOTEI,. June 24.

DR. R. BEVERLY COLE
Has Returned from Europe,

And Resumed Practice at his New Offices,

218 JPO-ST STREET, above Dupont. [July 29.

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,
OCULIST.

Formerly at No. 313 Bash street, has removed to Plielnn's
Bnildingr, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 m. to 3 P.M.

Take the Elevator. May 27.

DR. JAMES W. KEENEY,
OFFICE AND RESIDENCE: 22 MONTGOMERY STREET.

HOURS: 2 to 4, 7 to 7:30 p.m.
SUNDAYS: 3 to 4 p.m. April 9.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 215 GEARY ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.

Feb. 5.] OFFICE HOURS: 1 to 4 P.M.

Repairing Watches and Jewelry, No. 39 Third Street.
[July 22.1 D. L. LEVY.
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
Europe is quiet, seeming to have but little to do at present but to dis-

cuss England's great success in settling the Egyptian difficulty. All the

leading journals of Europe are profuse in their commendations of English

firmness in promptly deciding that even if she " went it alone" she would

restore good order in Egypt, and give her a settled and stable govern-

ment. The energy and skill with which she carried out her military

movements are no less made the subjects of eulogy. The principal jour-

nals of most of the capitals of Europe are telling their respective govern-

ments that they may well take a lesson from England in this matter. She

knew her own mind, had a definite policy, and proceeded to give it effect

with that dispatch and certainty that merited the success she has achieved.

They say that the weakness of European politics just now consists in the

indefiniteness and uncertainty of the ruling minds. Everybody is jealous

of everybody else, and nobody knows exactly what he wants. In this

fashion is the present incertitude of European politics being accounted

for. It is, therefore, no wonder, perhaps, that the course of England in re-

gard to the settlement of the Egyptian difficulty is being referred to in such

eulogistic terms. Her clear-cut purpose, her readiness to fight, her pre-

paredness for all contingencies, the might of her navy, the effectiveness of

ner army, the dash and skill of her general in command, the mastery of

all the details of successful warfare evinced by her War Department, and

the comparative unanimity of her public opinion in support of her ma-

terial interests and national honor, are all being held up by European^ pa-

pers as subjects for laudation, and as examples worthy of being copied.

There is no question but that England comes out of a difficulty, that at

one time was exceedingly threatening, with credit and increased influence

in the councils of Europe. The Gladstone Ministry has been immensely

strengthened. Sir Garnet Wolseley has won fresh renown and will secure

a peerage. The British soldiers have gained fresh laurels, and_ the great

iron-clads have proven that they are well nigh invincible. British inter-

ests in the Canal and in the road to India have been made safe, and a very

practical notice has been served upon all the world that England will

never permit either to be endangered. Egypt has been restored to order,

and soon the increased and permanent prosperity of her people will be the

happy and abiding evidence of the beneficent work accomplished for them
by British arms. All this is well.

The various attempts made to occupy and conquer Egypt, which his-

tory records, were invariably unsuccessful, and contrast most curiously

with what has just happened. Even the great Caasar remained shut up

in Alexandria for months, and his campaign was practically a failure.

Later, the Greeks were defeated in a pitched battle that lasted twenty

days, and retreated to Alexandria, and finally abandoned Egypt to the

Mahomedans. Many efforts for its recovery by Christians were made,

the most strenuous and most disastrous being that under Louis IX., in

1250. He arrived at Damietta on June 5th with 700 knights, out of 2,000

with whom he had started from Cyprus, representing probably a force of

some 7,000 men. The next day he defeated the Saracens, and took pos-

session of the town. Here he wasted his time till the 6th of December,

when he advanced to Mansourah, where he stayed two months more. On
the 6th of February he attacked the enemy, now strongly reinforced, was
hopelessly defeated, and taken prisoner with his whole army, being only

ransomed by the surrender of Alexandria and the total evacuation of

Egypt. In 1798, Napoleon I. determined to conquer Egypt, and what a

disastrous failure he made is a matter of history. The next attempt was
by the British. In 1807 the Turks had been persuaded by the French to

declare war. In March, a force of 5,000 men was dispatched under Gen-
eral Fraser to Egypt. They arrived off Alexandria on the 15th, landed

on the 18th, and took it on the 21st. On the 22d a pointless and fruitless

attempt/with a small force, was made on Rosetta. Next month, no ad-

vance having been made, the attempt was renewed. General Stewart be-

sieged Eosetta for thirteen days, and on April 22d he fought his way back
to Alexandria, with a loss of 1,000 out of 2,500. On September 22d,

Alexandria was surrendered to the Turks and Egypt evacuated. It will

thus be seen that failures in Egypt have been the rule. The entangle-

ments of the delta of the Nile, the overflow of that river, the destruction

caused by the climate to European troops, and the difficulty of marching
across a sandy desert, were difficulties tfiat proved almost unconquerable.
But modern progress has made its way. Sir Garnet Wolseley and his

army went, they saw, and they conquered, and that in an incredibly

short space of time.

The details of the settlement of the Korean affair are now to hand.
The Japanese Minister, Mr. Hanabusa, returned to Korea with a small
escort of troops, and proceeded without delay to the capital, disregarding
all attempts to dissaude his prompt action. He was, however, politely

received by the Korean authorities, while, during his stay at the Port of

Ninsen, he had been called upon by the Chinese Admiral, then in the
harbor with two men of war. He arrived at S'oul on the 16th of August,
and took up his residence at a place fixed for him within the walls of the
castle. The following are the results of his successful negotiations: The
ringleaders are to be arrested and punished within twenty days, Japan-
ese officials to assist at the trial ; funeral rites are to be performed by the
Korean Government for those Japanese who were killed, and a sum of

50,000 yen is to be paid for their families ; an indemnity of 500,000 yen is

to be paid to Japan ; Japan may keep troops in the Korean capital ; an
envoy with letter of apology shall be sent to Japan ; treaty limits are to
be extended, and Japanese Ministers and Consuls may travel freeh
throughout the country. With the acceptance of these terms we may as-

sume this unpleasant incident comes to an end. In the early stages the
war party of Japan had a narrow escape of involving the nation in a cam-
paign which might have had serious consequences, directly and indirectly,
but happily calmer counsels prevailed, and we understand the form of the
negotiations and the subsequent settlement, which is to be regarded as in
every sense satisfactory, were due entirely to the policy insisted upon by
the Minister for Foreign Affairs. Japan is to be congratulated on the
conclusion. A gross and cruel outrage had been committed upon her rep-
resentative and his staff. The lives of Japanese subjects had been sacri-
ficed, and the dignity of the Empire wantonly insulted. Under such
provocation few governments could have successfully withstood the press-
ure of public opinion, and it is but scant justice to Japan to point out
that her action throughout this affair is highly creditable to the Ministry.

GRAVES' LEDGER INDEX.

OCEANIC Wednesday, Aug. 30th
COPTIC Saturday, Sept. 9th
GAELIC Thursday, Sept. 28th
BELGIC Tuesday, October 10th
ARABIC Saturday, October 28th
OCEANIC Thursday, Nov. 9th
COPTIC Tuesday, Nov. 21st

HOPPER'S WRITING TABLET.

STAFFORD'S INKS.

AMERICAN soon EXCHANGE PVBLXCATIONS.
CAREW PAPERS .

CUNNINGHAM, OURTISS & WELCH,
Corner Sansome and Sacramento Streets,

(Sept. 23.) San Francisco,

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Tbe Company's steamers will sail lor Yokohama and

Hong-bong:
CITY OF PEKING OCTOBER 21, at 2 P.M.
Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and return at special rates.

For New "Fork, via Panama:
SAN JOSE October 19th, at 10 A. M.,

Taking Freight and Passengers to MAZATLAN, SAN BLAS, MANZANILLO
and ACAPULCO, and via ACAPULCO for Lower Mexico and Central Amer-
ican ports, calling at SAN JOSE DE GUATEMALA and LA LIBERTAD to land
passengers and mails.

Tickets to and from Europe by any line for sale at the lowest rates ; also for Ha-
vana aud all West India ports.

For Honolulu, Auckland aud Sydney:
CITY OF NEW YORK '. October 21, at 2 P. M.,

Or on arrival of the English mails.
Ten Dollars additional is charged for Upper Cabin passage.

For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and Brannan streets.

[Oet. 7.] WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., General Agents.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,

For Japan and China, leave wharf, corner First and Bran-
nan streets, at 2 p.m„ for YOKOHAMA AND HONGKONG, connecting at

Yokohama with Steamers for Shanghai.

GAELIC Tuesday, Dec. 12th
BELGIC Saturday, Dec. 23d
ARABIC Thursday, Jan. 11th, 1883
OCEANIC Tuesday, Jan. 23d
COPTIC Saturdav, Feb. 3d
GAELIC Saturday, Feb. 24th
BELGIC Thursday, March 8th

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates.
Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.'s General

Offices, Room 74, comer Fourth and Towusend streets.

For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific Mail Steam-
ship Companv'a Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN, General Passenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD, President. Oct. 7.

FOR PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, OREGON.
CHANGE OF TIME.

The Oregon Railway and Navigation Company and Pacific
Coast Steamship Company will dispatch every four days, from Spear-street

Wharf, for the above ports, one of their new Al Iron Steamships, viz. : QUEEN OF
THE PACIFIC, COLUMBIA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA and OREGON

Sailing; Days
Sept. 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28.

I
Oct. 2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 30

At 10 o'clocJc A. M.
Connecting at Portland, Oregon, with Steamers and Railroads and their connecting
Stage Lines for all points in Oregon, Washington and Idaho Territories, British
Columbia and Alaska.

Ticket Office S14 Montgomery Street
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

TSept. 16.J No. 10 Market street, San Francisco.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamers of this Company will sail from Broadway Wharf

as follows :

For Victoria, B.C., and Puget Sound Ports: On the 10th, 20th and 30th of each
month (except when such days fall on aholiday, then on the day previous). Steamer
of the 30th connects at Port Townsendwith steamer "City of Chester" for Alaska.
For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the O. R. & N. Co.: Every4 days.
For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 5th, 10th, 15th,

20th, 25th and 30th of each month.
For Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and

Ventura: Every Wednesday at 8 A.M.
For Eureka, Areata, and Hookton, Humboldt Bay: Every Wednesday, 9 o'clock.
For Point Arena, Mendociuo, etc.: Every Monday.

Ticket Office, "No. 214 Montgomery Street, near Pine.
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

Nov. 26. No. 10 Market street.

GENEVA AWARD.

Special and Personal Attention Given to the Preparation, Proof
and Trial of Cases

In the Court of "Alabama" Claims, in Washington, D. C. An extended experience
in the former Court, and unusual facilities for managing these causes, enables me
to render special services to claimants. The Court has jurisdiction of claims for

vessels and cargoes destroyed by any Confederate cruisers, for those officers and
men, and for war premiums paid from April, 1S61, to November, 1865. Full
information given on application t.o tbe undersigned.

J. F. MANNING,
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW,

1424 New York Avenue, Washington, D. C; 69 Wall St., New
York City; 131 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass. Sept. 23.

The novelties in neckwear for the Fall seasou are exquisite, especially
those imported by J. H. Carmany, of 25 Kearny street.
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G<>I,D BA i vuk—\2y$ L3| fwnt. dU
count. Mexican Dollar*. •s i<ft'

t
|-

1 premium; On lx>n<t<<nRank-

1 Puis, right, M:
\ H30&

Exchange on N«w York, _

mmervial. 50
francs|>erd>dlar. EaaUrn Telegram

"Price of Money here, 6@10 jht cent, per year—bank rat*. In the
open market, 1 <c; 1 J per month. Demand light. On Bond Security,

3@4£ per cent per year on Call.

" Latent price of Sterling in New York, 482$<g4S7

PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
8an f+ancitco Orl. 12.1889.

SUxJU and Bondl. Sid. [Attxd StodU and Bcmdt.
KKM. imillCi CMP VMIt»

C.I Suit Bonds, fl's,'S7 — — Stat* Inveetirienl

S. F. CUT A Co. B'dj.ffc, "59 Num. Nom. Hmne Mutual
Norn
36
M
M
105

M
M
100

101

1081
lutj

ll'.i

167

189

ISA

N..m.

103

114

110
1H7

1191

i.ininercial
Western

RAILROADS.
0. P. R. R. Stock
C. P. R. K. Bonds .. .

City Railroad
Omnibus R. R
«. B. and Mission R. R.
Sutter Street R. R
Gear)' Struct R. R
Central R. R. Co
Market Street R. R
Clav Street Hill R. R
S. F. Gaslight Co
Oakland Gaslight Co
.Sac'to Gaslight Co
Califor'a Powder Co
'Giant Powder Co (new st^k)

Atlantic Giant Powder
Gold and Stock Teleg'h Co.
,S. V. W. W. Co. 's Stock....
is. V. W. VV.Co' Bonds
l|Pacinc Coast S.S.Co's Stock
California Street R R,

124

120
HO

110

114

102
....

102J
S5

10SJ
59

Nom.
Nom.
56
20
50
120
117

lit!

110

021
115

65
106

106

Nom.
Nom.
56j

130

BO

1191
120

112

S. R Citv* Co. B'ds,7» ...

Afontg'y Av. Bonds
Dupont Street Bouds ...

Sacramento City Bonds.
Stockton City Bonds ...

Tuba County 1

1

Marysville City Bonds...

Santa Clara Co. Bonds .

.

Los Angeles County Bonds.
Los Angeles Citv Bonds. . .

.

Virg'a 4 Truckee R. R. Bds.

Nevada Co. N. G. R. R. Ms 110

Oakland City Bonds
Oregon B* N. Bonds, 6s.

S. P. R. R. Bonds
O. S.4S.

BAHU.
Bank of California

Pacific Bank
First National

lSSfRANCR COMPANIES.
Union
Fireman's Fund
California

Pacific Rolling Mills, —. 127J. Cala. Dry Dock, 50, — . Safe Deposit Co., B1J, —

.

Vulcan Powder. — , S5. Presidio Railroad, 69, 691. Safety-Nitro Powder, 15|j, 15*.

Central Gas Stock, —, 691. Hawaiian Commercial Co., 41, 45. Northern Pacific R.

R. Bonds, 104. 104J.

Our list is greatly increased to-day, and reflects the last quotations of

tbe Stock and Bond Exchange, a new organization composed of brokers

who will make these securities a specialty, and we are assured that the

quotations given from day to day will be correct. As expulsion from the

Board is the penalty for making fictitious or washed sales, we think it

entitled to confidence. The business of the week has been but nominal.

Hawaiian Commercial Stock fell yesterday to 45, against 59, the quotation

of a week since. Atlantic Powder has fluctuated between 70 and 80,

pending the result of negotiations now in progress in New York. In

other things the alterations are hardly worthy of notice. About 100,000

Northern Pacific Railroad Bonds have been taken, at S104J flat, and ap-

pear to find favor with investors.

Andrew Baird, 312 California st.

Califomians Abroad, September 30, 1882.—Geneva : J. L.

Moody, San Francisco; W. Melville Smith, San Francisco. Paris : S.

Glazier and family, San Francisco, Hotel Langham ; E. Harrel, San

Francisco, Hotel Langham; Mr. and Mrs. Lord, San Francisco, Hotel de

l'Empire. London, Eng. : Miss Holloway, San Francisco; Mrs. Hollo-

way, San Francisco ; Mr. Holloway, San Francisco ; J. Hasleton, San

Francisco.— Continental Oazette, Sept. 29. Geneva: Mrs. J. M. Page,

Oakland; MissLohmann, Miss J. Lohmann, Miss F. Lohmann, Oakland;

Mrs. E. S. Pittsbury, San Francisco, 3 Rue Versonnex. Baden-Baden :

Mr. L. Blum, San Francisco ; Mr. E. B. Whitney, San Francisco^ Mrs.

Strauss and nieces, San Francisco.

—

Continental Times, Sept. 30.

Meteorological Summary, week ending 7 :58 p. m. , Thursday, Oct. 12th

;

Highest barometer, 30.159—6th; lowest, 29.865—10th ; average during the

week, 30.028 ; maximum temperature, 65—8th ; minimum, 53.5—8th, 12th;

average during the week, 58 ; highest relative humidity, 93 per cent.—

6th, 7th, 12th ; lowest relative humidity, 39 per cent.—8th ; average

during the week, 79.3 ;
prevailing direction of wind, west

j
maximum

hourly velocity of wind and direction, 24 miles per hour, S.W.—10th;
average weather during the week.fair ; rainfall during the week, .63 of an

inch ; total rainfall, season of 1882-83, 2.49 inches.

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.— New York, Oct. 13,

1882. United States Bonds-4s, 119| ; 4Js, 113|; ex-5s 100J

;

Sterling Exchange, 482i@486J. Pacific Mail, 434.. Wheat, 105@113; West-

ern Union, 88f . Hides, 24(3(244. Wool- Spring, fine, 20@ 32 ; Burry,

15@20 ; Pulled, 20@45 ; Fall Clips, 15@18 ; Burry 12@14. Lon-

don, Oct. 13. -Liverpool Wheat Market, 9s. Id. @ 9s. 4d.; Cal ., 9s
.
4d.@

9s. lid. Red Am. Spring. Bonds, 4s; 4Js, 15J; Consols, 101-l-lb@101|.

Money, acct. ; Silver, 51 11-16.

London, Oct. 13.—Latest Price of Consols. 101 1-16.—1018

MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For Xnvlicnliiisr llir Air.

Office of tl the Air, Otr.i M, r

chant street. Office hours from 1 to 2 r.M.
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Mr. W. H. Traill, Senior, proprietor and editor of the Bulletin of

Sydney, Australia, is at present at tbe Baldwin. Mr. Traill's paper is

well known to California journalists as the moat able and sparkling
weekly which Australia has yet produced. The proprietor's mission here
is, we believe, to collect ideas, and to take away with him additional
talent in the artistic and literary departments. The Bulletin is already
first class. If Mr. Traill manages to make it better it will become phe-
nomenal.

The London Times, in an editorial expressing satisfaction at the com-
pletion of telegraph communication between the United States and South
America, refers to the question of defending the cables, and says the
United States cannot too soon acknowledge the necessity for shielding
submarine telegraph lines by international sanctions, and must find a
means of applying them.

Arabia Possible Fate.—Cairo, October 10.—Arabi Pasha believes
his life is in danger. There have been certain incidents which might de-

moralize the Circassians guarding him. One of the Khedive's entourage
has been heard to sav be would like to administer to Arabi a cup of bad
coffee, and the Khedive had remarked that he and Arabi could not live

in the same country.

We were glad to see our old friend, Senator Jones, on the streets
yesterday, looking none the worse for his arduous efforts in Washington
and elsewhere, and as modest as if his name had not so often been men-
tioned for all sorts of high offices. He is a self-contained, well-poised
man, who does not lose his head by the flatteries or vanities of life.

From New York.—The ship Lucille is ready for sea. Her cargo
comprises, in part, 473 barrels whisky, 385 barrels roBin, 125 barrels pitch,
350 barrels plaster, 110 barrels cement, 60 barrels oil, 200 coils rope, 400
cases bitters, etc.j 250 bales hemp, 400 tons coal, 225 tons steel rails, 200
barrels varnish, and a lot of lumber, wagon material, etc.

Latest "Wheat Charters.—Ship Clarissa B. Carver, 1,144 tons, Wheat
to Liverpool, 42s.; Italian bark Pauline Zino, 850 tons, Wheat to Cork,
U. K., or Continent, 45s.; German ship Kaiser, 1,241 tons Wheat, Cork,
U. K., or Havre, 42s. 6d.; British ship Thos. Perry, 1,192 tons, Wheat,
Cork, U. K., Havre or Antwerp, 42s. 6d.

O. R. Se. N. Co's. steamer Mississippi for Astoria and Portland, Ore-
gon, will sail from Beale-street wharf for above ports, Wednesday, Octo-
ber 25th, at 4 o'clock P. M~, carrying combustibles and freight. Goodall,
Perkins & Co. , agents.

There is a talk of putting up Fred A. Gibbs fcr Auditor on the Demo-
cratic ticket. They had better not. He is too much mixed up in law
proceedings and divorce matters to be an available candidate just now.

For Sydney.—German bark Paradox, for Sydney, carries Salmon,
2,950 cases

;
Quicksilver, 300 flasks ; also Rum, 3,233 gallons.

Rain.—The rainy season is upon us, and the rainfall thus far exceeds
that of any previous season, to date.

$600,000 is to be paid to the camel-drivers for the loss of their ani-

mals in Afghanistan during the late war.

Ivory.—The schooner San Diego has arrived from Victoria, B. C, with
5,000 pounds Ivory.

For Liverpool.—The Yorktown will carry Canned Fruits, 1.000 cases.

Entered at the Post-Ofilce at San Francisco, Cat., as Second-Class
Matter.

Printed and Published by the Proprietor, Frederick Marriott. 607 to 616 Merchant Street, San Francisco, OaLfornla.
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BUCKLEY AND HIS LAMBS.
No. 9.

The News Letter's work has not been without fruit. It said at the

beginning that it would do for the Democracy what it seemed unable to

do for itself. It was at that time in a most deplorable plight. It was
prostrate in this city in the hands of the bosses. Things became worse as

they proceeded. Last week we gave the names, addresses and occupations

of the members elected by boss influence as delegates of the present

Municipal Nominating Convention. The wonder is that such nondescripts

could be congregated together by any species of electicism. There were
32 saloon-keepers owning peculiar names, there were 38 deputies in public

offices, or creatures of men seeking office, and the remainder, with, per-

haps, about five exceptions, were hackraen, draymen and nobodies gen-

erally. If the lowermost depths of the sewers had been raked with a fine-

tooth comb, lower down elements could hardly have been obtained. These
were the creatures who were to say how this city should be governed, and
who should govern it ; how it should be taxed, and who should tax it

;

what it should pay toward the cost of municipal government, and who
should pay the piper.

At their head were the bosses. It was idle to attack the creatures; the

only hope was in attacking the bosses who owned them. This the News
Letter has done without fear, favor or affectation. As we said at the

beginning, this was the only way that at this time presented itself of re-

forming the grossest abuses that ever cropped up in a great city. It was
wise to terrify the bosses, to render their methods odious, and so to put
them on their good behavior. They had it in their power to weigh down
the State ticket, to render municipal politics a scandal and a shame, and,

left to themselves, this is precisely what they would have done. They
started out in that direction; but the exposure of the true inwardness of

their tricks brought them up with a round turn. They began to find that

a spirit was arising that would not tolerate their corrupt ways. Another
ignominious failure like that of last year would have consigned them to

everlasting oblivion. They took counsel one of another as to what was to

be done under the circumstances. Greathouse consulted with Buckley;
Rainey earnestly talked with Carroll, and Higgins and Gannon were told

that things were going awry, and that the best that could be done would
be to save the five offices in which there is large patronage. These are

the Street Superintendent's, County Clerk's, Sheriff's, Assessor's and Tax
Collector's offices. All these are to be retained by the bosses, and Buck-
ley and Higgins are to divide the profits. The deputies are to be assessed

10 per cent, of their salaries, and that is part of the price which San
Francisco is to pay for the honor (?) of having her municipal politics run
by Buckley, Higgins & Co. There is no chance of the bluffers or duffers
winning at this time. If there were, Higgins would divide with Buckley.
As the Democrats will pull through, Buckley will dsvide with Higgins,
in consideration of the latter having lent his "boys" to carry the Demo-
cratic primaries with. That is the way municipal politics go at this time.
The slate has so far been put through almost clean from bottom to top.

There are a few good Supervisors on it, several excellent candidates for
School Directors, and some candidates for the headship of departments
who are capable of making efficient city officers, but the latter are
nearly all parties to a wretched bargain that must necessarily interfere
with the good working of our municipal government. They have agreed,
in consideration of their nomination, to give their patronage to the bosses,
and to allow their deputies to be assessed ten per cent, upon their salaries.

The "boys" will get all the deputyships. It is hard to see how the de-
partments can be honestly or efficiently, or even decently, administered
under such a system. Yet now that Higgins is on top in the Republican
muddle be will exact the same terms from his candidates. No matter

now which side wins, the bosses will be in control, and the same system
of levying largess upon the "boy" deputies will prevail in both ranks.
That is what the good people of this city get by allowing their affairs to
slip out of their own hands. Even at this late hour it will be well for the
ratepayer's party to exercise a species of electicism, and name a ticket of the
best men so far nominated, adding new men wherever necessary. Be-
tween this and the day of election the News Letter will discuss the
merits and demerits of the various candidates more fully than is possible
at this time.

ALBION.
Artistic manipulation secured respectable quotations during the past

week, but bona fide sales were insignificant. Advices from the mine con-
tinue as extravagant as at any time for the past four years, during which
period nearly half a million has been collected in assessments, capital
stock increased 50,000 shares and given the insiders, and before another
assessment can be levied and collected the indebtedness of the company
will approximate one-quarter of a million dollars. We learn through the
Eureka Lender, another local paper recently secured for the corporation,
that some sixty-seven tons carefully selected ore, reduced at the Eureka
Consolidated furnaces, yielded gross some §54,300. This did not come up
to the expectation of those in command, hence we have seen no reference
made to the result elsewhere. The same authority tells us that the selec-

tion of ores has been going on for sometime past, with which to Btart up
the new furnaces, and that the yield will be large, but does not venture to
guess how many days they may be kept in operation. Well, as they have
had years for preparation, and the quantity hitherto worked at the
Eureka furnaces has been insignificant, they should be able to turn out a
considerable amount within the next thirty or sixty days, and be enabled
to pay a respectable percentage upon present and accruing indebtedness.
Certainly they have our best wishes for such a result. Owners have a
right to expect something after so much patient waiting and the payment
of such enormous assessments. The rumor that Messrs. Morrow and
Sharon have been enormouB buyers, and were working for a material
advance, lacks confirmation. These gentlemen possess a world of discre-

tion, and rarely make public transactions when working a deal. The sev-
eral attempts to inflate prices through their corps of curbstone assistants
have signally failed. Even Messrs. Sebrof and associates, whilst courte-
ously accepting their invitations and reports, receive their representations
with much caution, and we question whether the present persistent effort

will command better success. Dealers want results, not expectations

—

with which they have been so thoroughly filled during the last four years
relative to the Albion that, even were the truth told them, it is question-
able if they could be induced to credit it, and are beginning to think that,

should perchance a good thing turn up, they would be the last to learn of

it, and that the Albion chiefs really care but little for those who hav
innocently invested their money, and that their motto continues to be
" Occupet extremum scabies."

HOW THE PRESIDENT RECEIVED HIM.
'

' Please, sir, can I see the President ? " said a little fussy-looking
red-headed man to the imposing colored porter who acts as the St. Peter
of the White House. That important functionary dropped his newspaper
and scanned the would-be visitor from top to toe. The judgment formed
seemed unfavorable, for the porter said: " No, you can't see the President

;

he's been bothered enough by you book agents, lightning-rod men and
patent medicine sharps already, and besides he ain't half well anyway."
The little man swelled out like a toad at this, and rising to his full hight
(4 feet 6 inches) said: "You insolent varlet, do you know who you are
speaking to? My name is George, Harry George, of San Francisco."
"Don't matter if you was the Old Harry himself ; it don't make no dif-

ference to me." Just at this moment steps were heard upon the stairs,

and President Arthur, beaming like a peony, came in view. Little George
at once made for him, and getting a good hold on a strongly sewn button-
hole thus let the President have it: "Here, Mr. President, is my card. I
am Harry George, philanthropist, journalist, author and martyr. I, sir,

am the free Irish-American who was cast for thirteen hours into a vile

English dungeon. I, sir, am—" Here the President brushed him off

with his pocket-handkerchief, and said: " Pleased to see you, Mr. George,
but as I am busy now you had better call in about two years and a half,

when I shall be free from the cares of office and shall have plenty of time
to hear your little story." With this the first Magistrate of the vast
American Republic walked off. As George slunk out he passed by the
colored porter, who, with a tantalizing grin, observed: " Well, what did I

tell you ? He don't want no truck with white trash like you."

THE LATEST IN AESTHETICS.
In Aesthetic Circles, it was supposed that Oscar Wilde had brought

his mission of high art and culture in America to an end, and was about
to take passage for Japan. No such thing, however. He has thought bet-

ter of it, and is as busy as ever in sowing the good seed, (or gathering it)

among American watering places, which, according to his latest critic, of-

fered but stony ground. He travels, it is said, "in the wake of the pro-

fessional reader, the ventriloquist, the bird-charmer, the trained dogs, and
the tragedian who reads selections from 'Hamlet,' ' Othello,' 'Macbeth,'
and ' Lear,' all in one evening, and each part in costume, all for a slight

consideration." But, as usual, familiarity seems to be breeding contempt.
The frivolous young ladies are apt to break out into giggles—even the ma-
trons smile—at the vision of a gentleman who an hour before wore the
"conventional summer clothing, and a slouch hat with a Colorado brim,"
instructing them in the thorny paths of art in " velvet, lace, and knee-
breeches." "When," says our critic, " a man with a feminine counte-
nance, extremely long and lank hair, with ruffled lace flowing from his

sleeves, and antique lace caught together at his throat with a diamond, is

beheld leaning upon a desk, and heard droning forth such sentiments as

this:—'The loafer and the idler are always ungraceful ; the man at work
in the dock, at the forge, or in the furrows is often a picture of grace, un-
consciously beautiful. Labor ennobles all true workers '—what else can
the American citizens do but smile ? What else can be expected but that
the American girl should giggle?" This is rather hard for Mr. Wilde to

hear, though he must be pretty well case-hardened by this time. After
all, if he fills his coffers he has the best of it.

Louis Homeir has composed a medley of appropriate airs for Mor
daunt, and it has made a hit.
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to Oen-ral McDowell, last night, on hu retirement from WTViCe, when
the old Occidental Hotel, where it was held, presented a scene of bril-
liancy such as it has not known for long and many a day.
The Sutter-street entrance to the hotel was canopied, an-1 by it the

ffpsuta entered the house, the dresaing-room being rituated at the I

the stairs on the first floor. The halls, which were used for promenading,
were heavily draped with flags, and along the walls on oocfa side palms
and tropical plants appeared in profusion. The reception was held in
the huge drawing room, which was crashed and prettily decorated, and
just inside the left-hand doorway stood the hero of the occasion.
The ceremony of presentation having been gone through with, every

one turned their steps toward the dining-room, which was prepared for
dancing, and from whence issued the sounds of entrancing music from
the military band stationed at the north end of the room. This room, too,
was prettily decorated, and with its myriads of bright lights presented a
gay and bewildering appearance, the uniforms of the officers, of whom
there seemed to be no stint, adding to it in no slight degree. In fact,

there is not, I think, a hotel in San Francisco so well adapted as the Oc-
cidental for the purpose to which it was put last evening.
The reception proper began exactly at half-past eight, and continued

uninterruptedly for over an hour, while the dancing was kept up until the
extremest limit allowed, and was then only ended with the greatest re-

luctance, all agreeing a most charming evening had been spent.
The costumes were of every color in the rainbow, and of every imagi-

nable style and variety; some exceedingly long in the train, and corre-
spondingly low in the Deck; others were high in the neck and short in the
skirt, while some even wore bonnets.
Where so many were handsome it would be impossible to speak of them

all in this brief space, and to name some and not others would be sure to
give offense; therefore I shall not specially mention them further than to
say. I must as usual award the palm to Mrs. Schmieden for the exceed-
ing elegance of her attire.

I cannot, however, understand the vagaries of fashion, as, for instance,
two young ladies who appeared in exceedingly long-trained white dress,
wore not only black shoes, but black stockings, while another who also
wore a white dress had on black gloves that reached far above the elbow.
It has of late been the proper thing to account for the vagaries of the
weather by saying " it is all owing to the comet." So perhaps the comet
may be responsible for this bad taste also.

Among those present were all the Army officers and their ladies who
could possibly reach Frisco in time. General and Mrs. Kautz, Col. and
Mrs. Julian McAllister, Col. and Mrs. Franks, Lieut, and Mrs. Hubbell,
Lieut, and Mrs. Berry, Dr. and Mrs. Hoff, Lieut, and Mrs. Van Ness,
Lieut, and Mrs. Mercer, Lieut, and Mrs. Baker, Messrs. Stafford, Ben-
son, Cauby, Russell, Savage, Erskine, Major Haskin. All the officers

and their wives stationed at the Presidio, Fort Point and Alcatraz, and
most of the Navy from Mare Island. Among the latter I recognized the
Phelpses, Boyds, Yorke, Ide, Norflect, and jolly old Fletcher, Mr. Al-
vord and Mrs. Keeney, Judge Hoffman, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Wilson,
Judge, Mrs. and Miss McKinstry, Mr. and the Misses Blanding, Ti-
burcio Parrott, the Misses Parrott, Col., Mr. and Miss Stevenson, Mr.
and Mrs. De Guigne, Consul Olavonsky, Dr. and Mrs. McNulty, Geo.
and Mrs. Hewston, Rev Dr. and Mre. Beers, Mrs. and Miss Kirkham,
Sam Hunt and wife and Miss Hubbard, Mrs. and Miss Mizner, Mr.,
Mrs. and Miss Schmieden, Mrs. and Miss Adams, of Menlo Park, and
many others.

The Concordia Club gave their opening ball of the season last Saturday
evening, which was not only a very enjoyable one, but very well attended.
The number of handsome and, in some instances, magnificent costumes
for the first time displayed were unusually great, even for those always
very well dressed assemblages.
Mrs. Hopkins and her Junoesque niece, Miss May Crittenden, are

looked for early next month, when one at least of the closed big houses
on the hill will have its doors and windows opened to admit the sun's rays,

if nothing else. Saturday next brings to us the new commander of the
forces on this coast, General Schofield, and his family, and the week after

next the Adams', from Menlo Park, will also be in town.
Those who are left of the Page family expect to get settled in the res-

idence they have taken at San Rafael next week. Mrs. Selby goes Bast
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THE AUTHORS CARNIVAL
The forthcoming carnival in all the fro the prevailing topic of con-

n among all classes. It is most gratifying t«> the different socie-
Ues to know with what avidity their Invitations have been SOOSpted

I the booths preserve a strict silence regarding what their particu-
lar line of attraction is to be, preferring a grand surprise when the cur-
tain rises each evening. They forget, however, that A'. /.. is ubiquitous,
snd, no matter how deep the mystery, his eyes can pierce it. They must
not, therefore, be astonished at our declaration that we know them oil,

snd can even now give a minute description of the varied performance; in
tion. We will content ourselves, however, with but a few items

re the truth of our bold assertion. Tableaux being the favorite
style of entertainment, they will form a feature of the booth wherein the
members of the Pacific and Union Clubs take part, and much discussion
hoi resulted in the choice of the following:
Tableau No, l.—Ahu^e cauldron labeled u Gosoipn ifl simmering on

the fire, and grouped around it artistically are Hoger, Boyd, Benson,
C'hauncey and Jones, each dropping in his quota to the dish being con-
COOtod. Hoffmann adds spice. Second view of same—a funnel labeled
" Society " is held dexterously by Hager and Chauncey, while Jones en-
deavors to make the contents just brewed circulate smoothly and with
safety. A hitch is apparent, as Nick Luning is seen frowninK in the
background. Name of tableau: " Too many Cooks Spoil the Broth."
Tableau No. 2.—From Hamlet, "The Glass of Fashion," discovers

Goddefroy putting up his eye-glass as a neat pair of ankles are disappear-
ing round the corner.
Tableau No. 3.—From the Beggar's Opera, "How Happy Could I be

with Either "—Eugene Dewey as a sculptor in his studio, two models
posed before him. He hesitates which to choose. This was objected to
by some, but upon consideration of the success of a similar subject on a
more extended scale, having run the gauntlet of the public gaze at a re-

cent tableau for charity successfully, and the well-known fastidiousness of
Eugene turning the scale in its favor, it was adopted.
Tableau No. 4 is entitled " Three Old Masters in three Words. This

sounds mysterious, but is a scene representing a blonde beauty with hands
extended toward a dark cavalier, supposed to be saying Correggio, Ra-
phael, Angelo. The participators are too well known to require naming.
Tableau No. 5.

—"Marye as a Little Lamb." Chorus of baa baa
black sheep.
Tableau No. 6.—From "Measure for Measure," "I Eat, I Drink,

Array Myself and Live." This one has Charles Webb Howard as the
central figure.

Tableau No. 7.—From "The Merry Wives of Windsor," "Turn
away Some of My Followers," Charlie Crocker giving orders to this effect

to some of his servants.
Lack of space forbids further detail, but surely the few we have given

is enough to show the grand time in store for those who will be on hand.

One of the pleasantest social gatherings of the season was held at the
Maison Doree last Tuesday, the occasion being a banquet tendered Mr.
George D. Shearer, of the Royal Baking Powder Company, in com-
memoration of the " Royal " having taken the first premium over all

competitors at the State Fair, and in honor of the silver medal given at
the Mechanics' Fair and the gold medal at the San Jose Fair. Many of
the largest merchants of the city attended.

A writer for an Eastern paper describes the home life of Longfellow,
Emerson, Holmes, Wbittier, Lowell, Theodore Parker and Bryant, in
which he shows that every one of these famous authors was domestic in
his tastes, a devoted husband and a modest and unassuming gentleman.

SPORTSMEN, ATTENTION !-THE SEASON OPENED.

HUNTING SUITS.
This is the only recognized Depot for the celebrated Riv-

ETED HUNTING SUITS manufactured by LEVI STRAUSS & CO.
We have also in Btock all classes of HUNTING GARMENTS, and make the same

to order upon very short notice. HUNTING SUITS!

OH.EAT I I2C Xji,

CORNER OF KEARNY AND COMMERCIAL STS.

K^~The Largest Establishment in its line in the United States. Price List,

with handsome Lithograph of the GREAT I X L by Electric Light, sent free on

application. Sept. 16.
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THE BELLE OF TAR FLAT.
From the crown of her head to the soles of

her feet,

MisB Norah McGubbins is charming and

And why should she not be, when all far and

near
Are aware that she washes at least twice a

year?
Her breath is as sweet as a blast that comes

in
From the wharfs at low tide, with a " soup-

con " of gin,

While her wealth of red hair, with its coat-

ing of fat,

Is the glory and pride of the boys of Tar
Flat.

Of course she has lovers ; they come by the

score,

And make the night hideous round Gubbins s

door,

Until the old man gets excited and swears,

Produces his gun and will shoot he declares,

While fall the time Norah, unconscious in

sleep,

Quaffs again in her slumbers the bowl strong

and deep.
You may talk as you please of the amorous

cat
> m

But he is not a patch on the boys of Tar
Flat.

One night all the boys, with Pat Roach in

the lead,

Determined to give the fair Norah a feed.

So they hired a room atO'Shaugnesay's store,

A pretty large room with a good solid floor,

And raised a subscription and purchased some beer.

Three five gallon kegs of that succulent cheer

Were stowed near the place where the President sat,

Who sired the Jinks of the boys of Tar Flat.

They were not aesthetic and deemed it quite silly,

To sip lager beer to the smile of a lily,

And so they produced quite a fine bill of fare.

All cann'd goods in season you'd find mentioned there:

Each boy brought his quota to swell up the feast,

And groceries suffered that day in the east.

'Twas a glorious spread, you can bet upon that,

When you know it was run by the boys of Tar Flat.

Each boy brought his "daisy," but fairest of all

Was Norah McGubbins, so graceful and tall.

As Bbe leant on the arm of her pal, Speckle Jim,
The eyes of the rivals flashed fire at Mm.
Many speeches were made, many songs, too, were sung,

Till each boy and girl was filled up to the bung.
Then blasphemous yells told the passers by that
It must be a gala night down on Tar Flat.

But what is that rapping that's heard at the door?
And wherefore that sudden stampede on the floor ?

Alack and alas! for the fun and the gin,

Three sturdy policemen soon ran them all in,

And marched them along at the dawning of day,
To let the cool breeze blow the cobwebs away.
And saddest of all, without back-hair or hat,

Looked Norah McGubbins, the belle of Tar Flat.

# * * * * #

That morning the Judge (the election's at hand)
Let the whole of them off with a slight reprimand,
And each grateful heart, you may wager your hat,

Will see that he polls a big vote on Tar Flat.

San Francisco, October 14, 1882. w. L. E.

BANKS.

A ROTHSCHILD MARRIAGE.
A daughter of the Rothschilds of Paris has just married a Bonapartist.

It was stipulated that she should first abjure the Jewish faith, and become
a good catholic, which she has done. This is what the society journals
have to say about it. And so Mdle. Berthe Rothschild has gone well over
the bridge. She was christened recently in the little church of Chaillot,
by Abbe^ Gallet._ The DucheBs de Gramont was one of her god-parents.
But the interesting neophyte, having arrived at the age of discretion, an-
swered for herself. There would have been a greater show of the pomps
and vanities, etc., which she went through the comedy of renouncing, but
for the death of the old Princess of Mingrelia, who was, through the Mu-
rats, connected with the De Wagram Berthiers. The baptismal ceremony
was held at four o'clock in the afternoon. Mdlle. Rothschild was dressed
in white muslin, and wore no jewels. There was a short address, in the
course of which she was told that she was as innocent as on the day of her
birth, and was exhorted to maintain that innocence by means of the sac-
raments to which she would shortly be admitted. Her yearly income is

said to be £120,000. The Boulevard gazettes declare that she is a queen
of beauty. Is it possible that with such a fortune she could be anything
less ? The truth is that she is very Rothschild in personal appearance. In
the contract she is to be styled Berthe Marie de Rothschild. The "Ma-
rie " was given to her at her baptism, and the " de " is a solecism. The
Berthier family, and particularly Alexander, the heir to the perpetual in-
come of £12,000 a year attached to the Principality of Wagram, are very
glad to secure the fortune which the newly-christened lady brings to them.
The bridegroom designate is of an extremely liberal disposition. I never
knew a BonapartiBt of high standing who was not. Money is said to burn
holes in his pockets.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital $3,000,000.

WMT.AI.VORI> President.
THOMAS BROWN, Cashier

|
B. MURRAY, Jr., Ass't Cashier

Agents :

New York, Agency of the Bank of Calfornia ; Boston, Tremont National Bank

,

Chicago, Union National Bank ; St. Louis, Boatman's Saving Bank ; New Zealand,
the Bank of New Zealand. Correspondent in London, Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons. Correspondents in India, China, Japan and Australia, the Oriental Bank Cor-
poration.
The Bank has Agencies at Virginia City, and Correspondents in all the princi-

pal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.

Letters of Credit issued, available in all parts of the world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dublin, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Antwerp,
Amsterdam, St. Petersburgh, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, Italy.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter.-—Capital paid up, $1,800,-

000, with power to increase to $10,000,000. Southeast corner California and San-
Borne streets. Head Office—28 Cornhill, London. Branches—Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria, New Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.

This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check
and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available in al parts of
the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents
as follows

:

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank ; Scotland—British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 18. FREDERICK TOWNSEND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Paid np Capital 81,500,000, Gold. President, B. C. Wool-

worth Vice-President, D. Callaghan ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue, Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
Correspondents—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse,
Neuman&Co. Paris: Hottinguer& Co. NewYork: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-
pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal
cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Commercia
Credits issued available in Burope, Ohit.a and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital, $2,100,000.

San Francisco Office, 424 California street; Londou Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San FranciBco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid XTp $3,000,000.
Reserve, TJ. S. Bonds 4,000,000.

Asency at Sew York. 62 Wall street.
A.gency at Virginia, Nev.

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-
elers' Credits. This Bank has special facilities for dealing in Bullion. Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E. Cor. Sansome and Pine Streets,

London Office, 3 Ang-el Court ; New York Agreuts, J. W. Sel-
igman & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, S*5,000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,

loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.
FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.

P, N. Liliknthal, Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITAL, 8300,000.
Officers: Vice-- President, Jerome Lincoln; Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real EBtate and other
Approved Securities. Office : No. 215 Sansome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Spar nnd Leihbauk, No 526 California street, San

Francisco. Officers : President, L. GOTT1G. Board of Directors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Eggers, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE; Attorney, JOHN R.
JARBOE. May 18.

GENEVA AWARD.
ProofSpecial and Personal Attention Given to the Preparation,

and Trial of Cases
In the Court of "Alabama" Claims, in Washington, D. C. An extended experience
in the former Court, and unusual facilities for managing these causes, enables me
to render special services to claimants. The Court has jurisdiction of claims for

vessels ana cargoes destroyed by any Confederate cruisers, for those officers and
men, and for war premiums paid from April, 1801, to November, 1865. Full
information given on application to the undersigned.

J. F. MANNING,
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW,

1424 New York Avenue, Washington, D. C; 69 Wall St., New
York City; 131 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass. Sept. 23.

$72' $12 a day at home easily made. CostlyOutfit Free.
Address True & Oo . , Augusta, Maine

.
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and were the** all the facta, and wrv thia the cnncluaion fnm
his paniUua • ..iiM Ik- easily maintained. Hut it is not the man who
-aae i* tainted with When a woman
ity aix (who U as old then -> goes astray with a
o, the lees that is said about her honor I \nd if we took
i fmro this point t«> the end of her married life we find that the

tone Hathaway. For she rest* under the *il<*nt con-
the two men who, if they had held her in high regard, most

h iwn it -her father and her husband. The firmer pailldlm bj
without menti-ui in his will, not leaving her the aHgnbMt token of hi
even a little keepsake, although he remembered all his other obUdl
the latter Upon the like occasion did worse. He, n man of large properly
for a parson in his condition of life, left the mother of hie children noth-
ing but his " aaoond l>eii." But the mere fact that of all his poavnarioni ho
left her. -nly this slight legacy is not the most important one in t]

rtion; for beds were highly rained then. The really
significant fact in regard to Shakespeare's treatment of his wife on this oc-
casion is that in his will, which is a long one and ii tilled with affectionate
remembrances of nephews and nieces and friend*, his wife's nam
not appear at all, except in an interlineation. As it was first drawn, al-

with minute particularity, her name is not even mentioned. The
leaving her even the bed on which she probably slept was an afterthought.
It has been already remarked that we might put up with a second-best
bed, but "what shall be done with second-best thoughts ?" Moreover, it

is to be said—and Halliwell-Phillipps, with his characteristic candor, is

the first to say it—that Shakepeare did not leave his wife any rights in
the home in which she lived. His will gave her no right to remain in their

; dance. New Place. It would seem that, short of outspoken con-
demnation, there could not be graver reproach than Anne Hathaway re-
ceived, not only from her father, but from the distinguished man whom,
when she was a mature woman, she had captured and led astray in his
boyhood.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Victoria, "V. I., September 29, 1882.

The arrival hereof England's daughter and her noble husband, who
are at this time absent in H. M. S. Comas at Westminster, was heralded
by the booming of cannon and the manning of the yards of the war ships
in port by the gallant tars. The Governor-General and her Royal Con-
sort were received in great state at the Navy Yard by the Lieutenant-
Governor, all the high officials, and the elite of the province. From the
landing at Esquimalt to Government House, a distance of over four miles,
the mads were lined with enthusiastic people, and so the Marquis and the
Princess passed under arch after arch gaily decorated with bunting, and
festooned with flowers and evergreens; large crowds had assembled to wel-
them in true British style, A peculiar feature was the Chinese arch, a
most costly and elaborate affair, which evidently took the eye of the illus-

trious visitors. Dinner parties have been given at the Vice-Regal resi-

dence almost every evening since their arrival, and the drawing-room at
the Parliament Buildings on the 25tb (open to all comers) attracted a great
gathering, from which the dress-makers and milliners would derive sub-
stantial benefit. A garden party was consequently given, the invitations
being scattered broadcast, which was as largely attended as the drawing-
room. The Marquis in company with Her Royal Highness, and attend-
ed by the suite, opeued the B. C. Agricultural Association just before
they left for New Westminster. In the Governor-General's reply, which
I enclose, he intimates that " all classes should be welcome here, no mat-
ter from whence they come," which strikes a good many that the Marquis is

not opposed to the introduction of the Mongolian, and it appears to me
that no other interpretation can be put upon it. This is a hard nut to
crack! The Princess will return to-morrow, but the Marquis goes on to
Kaniloops, and is not expected back before the 8th of next month. The
Vice-Regal movements after this are not positively known, but I hazard
the statement that before October has run its course, you will see them in

San Francisco for a brief period.

A TUNNEL UNDER THE BAT.
In this age of tunnels why should there not be a tunnel under the

Bay between Oakland and San Francisco, so that trains may come right
into the heart of our city? Such a work would be a mere bagatelle, both
in regard to labor and cost. This is a period when engineering skill is de-
vising tunnels innumerable. Mount Cenis with its solid rock has been
penetrated. The Thames has long been "underlaid" by a roadway,
through which trains pass to-day. Even the " Bilver streak " between
England and France is proposed to be tunneled, and the work would now
be well under way if it were not for political considerations. It is certain
that no longer do engineering difficulties stand in the way. Between here
and Oakland there are only some three or four miles of mud-flats, which
could be tunneled under with the greatest ease. Why should it not be
done ? If it were, it would get rid of the cry that " San Francisco is

built on the wrong side of the Bay." The infection of tunnel-building
has reached the good people of Hamburg. Opposite to the main portion
of the city is an island, the Steinwarder, on which stand extensive
wharves and docks. At present a service of steamboats connects the two
points, but it is proposed to unite them more closely by the construction
of a tunnel. Its length will be about six hundred yards and its cost will

not fall much short of £1,000,000. Hamburg itself is soon about to lose

its privileges as a free port, but the Island of Steinwarder will continue
to retain all its old rights. To this cause will be due the construction of

the sub-fluvial tunnel. We are sure that a tunnel across the Bay of San
Francisco would pay. It is certainly practicable, and that it would put
us on the *' right side of the Bay is no longer a question for debate. We
invite criticisms of the suggestion.

THOMAS DAY & CO.

am now otraimi a rm lot or

Candlesticks, Sconces and Bouillottes.

Bisqne and Faience Ware in Great Variety.

OAS FIXTURES AND LAMPS IN RARE DESIGNS.

122 AND 124 SUTTER STREET, at r.

Franoisco Daneri. F. DANERI & CO., Henry Casanova.
UBALIBB IN

WINES. LIQUORS. GROCERIES,
27 nmi a» California Btraat,

utd l>nimm, San Franclflcn.
(Oct. 7.] Between Day

AMERICAN EXCHANGE HOTEL,
Qanaon* Ilnct, Corner llallerk. Nan FraneUco.-Thl*
k3 bow i In tni i in renter ol the business portion ..( the city, nn.l has been

'"' MwlJ 'urntataod tlirmurtiout. The traveling public will lln.l tbll to
^tbomortconvonlont m well as the most tortobl, and roapoeUble hotel in ihe
•
Hi. lADLh flKM-LLASS. Board and T I, si, SI sr. anil SI. GO per day. Nice

oomi per night, f.o centa. Breakfasts „r dinners, .'.0 cents. Lunch, 25 cents.
Eighteen tickets, goodforuij meals, for *5. Hot ami cold baths free Free coach
to and from the hotel. Oct 7

"WILSONIA" MAGNETIC GARMENTS
EFFECT WONDER! I I. CURES.

,..
B^7 F,1r Certificates ol and Reference to PROMINENT CITIZENS OF SANFRANCISCO WHO HAVE BEEN CURED, apply to

[Oct. 7.]

WILSONIA AGENCY,
21 DTJPONT STKEET.

C0LT0N DENTAL ASSOCIATION,
PHELAN'S BUILDING BOOMS 6, 8. 9, 10 AND 11

Entrance S06 Market.

Gas Specialists. Positively extract Teeth without pain.
The only office that makes and gives the celebrated " Coltou Gits." Estab-

lished in 1SI33, over 8,000 references. Also performs ALL OPERATIONS in
DENTISTRY. Sept . 30.

RE3ULAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE
FOB

RAIIROAD commissioner, second district,

W. P. HUMPHREYS. sept. so.

THIRTY DAYS' TRIAL FREE!

We send free on thirty days' trial, Dr. Dye's Electro-Vol-
TAIC BELTS and other Electric Appliances, to men suffering from nerv-

ous Debility, Lost Vitality and kindred troubles. Also for Rheumatism, Liver and
Kidney Troubles, and many other diseases. Speedy cures guaranteed. Illustrated
Pamphlets free. Address VOLTAIC BELT CO.,

(Sept. 23.) Marshall, Michigan.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,
Agents for RICORD'S RESTORATIVE PILLS,

635 Market Street San Francisco, Cal.

PALACE HOTEL. June 24.

DR. R. BEVERLY COLE
Mas Retnriied from Europe,

And Resumed Practice at his New Offices,

218 POST STREET, above Dupont. [July 29.

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,

OCULIST.
Formerly at No. 313 Bosh street, has removed to Phelan's

Building, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 m. to 3 p.m.
Take the Elevator. May 27.

DR. JAMES W. KEENEY,
OFFICE AND RESIDENCE: 22 MONTOOJHERT STREET.

HOURS: 2 to 4, 7 to 7:30 p.m.
SUNDAYS: 3 to 4 p.m. April 9.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 215 GEARY ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.

Feb. 6.) OFFICE HOURS: 1 to 4 P.M.

Repairing Watches and Jewelry, No. 39 Third Street.
[July 22.1 D. L. LEVY.

d&C *— dliOfl per dayat me. Samples worth $5 free.
f(pO LOtpwVJ Address STINSON & Co., Portland. Maine.
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"PLEASURE'S WAND."
sWe Obey no 'Wand but Pleasure's."—Tom Moore.

One of the most peculiar figures in modern French literature is that

of the famous blood and thunder novelist, Ponson du Terrail. Possessed

of an intensely vivid imagination and gifted with a rich and glowing now

of language, he imparted to his works a high degree of melodramatic in-

terest. But the peculiarity of his works existed in the absurd inconsisten-

cies, the stupendous blunders with which they were filled, and which were

the result of his extraordinary style of composition and total lack of

memory. He was a feuilletonist, his works appearing in serial form. He
wrote his few pages of manuscript daily, without previous sketching or

preparation. So many pages formed his daily quota to the columns of the

Petit Journal, and his pen would glide along to the end of its alloted task,

guided by the whim and fancy of the moment, utterly forgetful of what

it had written before, and utterly ignorant of what would follow 1 he

outcome of this was most extraordinary. Characters that had died a

natural death or had been violently removed in one chapter came up 9na"-

ing, alive and kicking in a subsequent one. Widows suddenly appeared

as spinsters, and mothers as virgins. Instruments that had been destroyed

in thrilling situations came unexpectedly to the surface, documentary evi-

dences of "facts" that did not exist, and so on. And with every new
novel things became more and more mixed. Ponson du Terrail's friends

finally interfered, and in order to put a stop to the wholesale resuscita-

tion of dead characters, a novel and ingenious, as well as highly comical,

plan was adopted. In du Terrail's study a gallery of small puppets was

arranged—something of the "Aunt Sally," or, as it is here called,

" Babies on Our Block," style. Whenever the novelist commenced writ-

ing a story, as each character was introduced one of the puppets would

be appropriately marked, dressed or ticketed. Whenever any one of

these characters was shot, stabbed, poisoned, drowned, or otherwise ex-

terminated—and there was an average of two deaths to the chapter—the

corresponding puppet would be overturned. While writing, du Terrail

would, before introducing any personage, take a glance at his gallery, so

as to be sure that he or she was still alive and eligible. This scheme was

a success, and du Terrail's stories lost their sort of Judgment-day look,

but the inconsistencies of incident and action always remained as the

ludicrous features of his stories.*****
To me there is a similarity of construction between Old Shipmates and

Du Terrail's works. Incidents are repeated, incongruous side-issues are

created and abandoned, obstacles in the run of the story are removed, and

then replaced, and the dialogue is a circle of iteration and reiteration.

There is a document, the receipt which is twice destroyed and twice re-

appears. There is a personage—" Dan," the boat-steerer—who is killed,

dying in a most realistic and thrilling manner—death-rattle, gasp, etc.,

everything complete, and then subsequently coming to life again. It is

as if Morris had followed the famed novelist's way of writing and had
formed his play as he went along, without any previous planning. He
leads the thread of the story up to a certain point, verging on a climax,

then breaks it off and goes back to the commencement, and leading

though different sinuosities, reaches the same point he was so near to

before. All this is to a bad—a great pity, in fact; for, as I said last week,
in its central idea, the little love story which forms the raison d'etre of the

play is a very pretty, sentimental and pathetic one, and the characters

are all fresh in conception, highly typical in both their professional and
national peculiarities. Morris ought to rewrite his play, and if he cannot
do it, Mordaunt ought to have it done, for it has a basis of strength and
merit.*****
The character of Captain Weathergage could be greatly improved. In

its present shape it is too limited in its action and development. It is

forced into the position of central figure in a series of events to which it

is legitimately but an accessory. But it could be developed into proper
shape without much trouble. Mordaunt plays the part admirably, and
nearly above criticism. An exaggeration ot gesticulation and movement is

his only fault. The charm of the impersonation is in its perfect natural-
ness and its freedom from artificiality. The company is a good one, es-

pecially so by contrast with the average combination company. A good
two weeks business has been done, and the troupe departs to-morrow. A
hearty au revoir to Miss Mattie Ferguson, who has proven herself to be a
most clever and delightful little soubrette.*****
On Monday Mayo reappears at the California Theater, and opens in

Van the Virginian. This is one of Bartley Campbell's plays, and was
produced by Mayo at this theater some years ago.*****
Bartley Campbell is to arrive here in a few days. As one of the few

successful American dramatic authors, there is a certain interest attached
to him, and he will no doubt be duly honored.

*

Seats have been at a premium all the week at Emerson's. In fact, there
has not been anything left but standing room for two weeks. The splen-
did quartette and Charley Reed are still the strong features. The novelty
of this week's bill has been the acrobatic and grotesque antics of Fergu-
son and Mack. Their act is entirely novel and original, a " something "

that is entirely new. It can hardly be described. It will suffice to say
that it is laughable and amusing in the extreme. The quartette's selec-
tions this week have been delightful. A cradle song or lullaby, which
was Bung on Tuesday evening as second encore, was a most satisfactory
piece of concerted singing. I would suggest their singing once in a while
some of the old favorites—"Vogel's Waltz Song," " Lovely Night," "The
Soldier's Farewell," etc., etc. These are all good music, and popular at
the same time.

* * * * *

Lucia di Lammermoor waB produced at the Tivoli on Thursday eve-
ning. Too late for mention this week.******

Herold's Le Pre aux Glercs is an old-fashioned opera comique. It has
but little action and its music must be sang by very good singers to be
appreciated. As performed at the Winter Garden it falls flat, and will
not prove an attraction. The Merry War is being prepared, and with

this the managers will, I think, make a ten-strike. It is an operetta of

the popular type. Lively action, pretty costumes and catchy music.
The company might without much trouble be improved upon. It con-
tains too many " mediocrities " at present.*****
Reif von Reiflingen is not a play that will reflect much fame and credit

upon its author, G. von Moser. The author, one of Germany's brightest

modern dramatists, wrote a few years ago a most delightful comedy

—

Krieg von Frieden—which was a great success, not only on the German
stage, but also on the American, where it was played under the name of

The Passing Regiment Among the characters of that play was one—
"Rett von Reiflingen"—which was so truthfully and characteristically

drawn that it proved to be the feature of the play. In German social

life, the army officer, and particularly the lieutenant, plays an important
part. His position, his surroundings and his existence makes of him a
type, and "Reif von Reiflingen" was a delicious study of the individual.

An individual full of pride and arrogance, of self-conceit and supercilious-

ness, moving within the limits of stiff formality and superficial politeness,

but withal chivalrous and brave, gallant and good-hearted. The success

of the character was an immense one. Based upon that, this play was
written. It is supposed to be a sequel of the other. It is a.mere exhibi-

tion of the same character, with a filliDg-in by the other dramatis per-

sonce. There is no plot at all to the play—the hero is simply made the

central figure of several episodes—episodes brought about hy the peculiar-

ity of the individual. It is a sort of German "Lord Dundreary." I
can find no better expression. Kadelburg, who played the part of the

hero, played it with all his refined comedy talent, and certainly gave an
effective representation of the character. But it was not the mirror held
up to nature, as was Waeser's impersonation of the same character in the

first play last season. The rest of the company did as usual—remarkably
well—but evidences of insufficient rehearsing were not lacking. Pink
Dominos will be played next Sunday, and it is safe to anticipate a most
rollicking performance of this most amusing of light comedies.*****
The Philharmonic Concert was fairly attended, and the season can be

said to have been successfully opened. In some respects the orchestra is

not as strong as last year—the first violins particularly. Under the able

leadership of Gustav Hinrichs the different numbers were admirably
played. That the attendance was not larger is another reflection—there

have been so many—upon the musical taste of the community. These
concerts are the first serious attempts at orchestral music that have been
made in San Francisco, and should be patronized by all. The orchestra,

though small, is a thoroughly efficient one, and it is directed by the best

chef d'orchestre we have ever had. Lack of space prevents a regular criti-

cism of this concert.
* * * * *

Cora Miller, who was the vocal soloist with the Mendelssohn Quintette

Club, recently made her debut in English opera, with the Hess Company,
and was a failure.——Private letters state that there has been a reconcili-

ation between Boucicault and his wife, brought about by Edmund Yates.
—Henri Ketten is dangerously ill in Paris. The indisposition of this

composer virtuoso arouses general sympathy. -^—It turns out that the an-

nouncement of a new opera house in Paris, to which I alluded last week,
was a hoax pure and simple. Its purpose was to force, if possible, the en-

gaging of better artists by the Grand Opera than those who have sung
there of late years.-^—Annie Louise Cary has recovered the use of her

voice. At least, her husband says so. Another dream of bliss vanished.

——Liszt has transcribed Borne of the Parsifal themes, introducing the

bell motif.^—Edward A. McDowell, the young American pianist

and composer, will probably accept an offered position at the Frankfort
Conservatory.^—There are two dramatic versions of Ouida'B Moths
extant. Wallack has one.^—The " Boiled Eggs Polka " is the latest

musical novelty in Berlin. -^—Luigi Manzatti has produced at Trieste a
" historico-pbilosophical " ballet, which tries to describe the " struggle be-

tween light and darkness," and " civilization and barbarism." This is a
ballet with a vengeance, as well as a purpose. -^—E. E. Rice has entered
into arrangements for the production of a comic opera, written by Bartley
Campbell some three years Bince, and called West Point, but never yet

produced. It is a sprightly piece of work, and the music is light and
flowing.—i—That nasty, disgusting fellow, Harry Montague, baa come to

grief in New York. At a low resort, called the American Theatre, he pro-

duced some of those indecent so-called plays of his that, to the disgrace

of the local authorities here, were produced at the Bella Union, but he
was promptly arrested and the show broken up.—The new Metropolitan
Casino in New York will have cost, when completed, §1,876,000.^—Sara
Jewett is to marry a Mr. Terry, of the New York Stock Exchange.-^
The New York agent for Emerson and Reed is Mr. Charley Reed.—
The scenery of Bronson Howard's new play at the Madison Square has

all been devised by L. C. Tiffany & Co. (associated artists).^—Pepita,
the once well-known dancer and widow of Offenbach, is shortly to marry
a retired French army officer.——Ben Clark is in New York, and is a
member of the Bijou Opera House Company.——The company headed
by Grismer and Phoebe Davis have been doing a good business in the in-

terior. Beauclero.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Refinery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in then-
various forms.
June 18. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN
Steam Baths; Electric and Cbemicnl But lis; Sulphur and

and other medicated vapor baths, with Swedish movements and massage.
Special apartments for ladies and families. DR. JUSTIN GATES,
July 1. 722 Montgomery street, near Washington.

COKE CHEAPEST FUEL.
Reduction in Price : Wholesale Price, 50 cents per barrel ;

Retail Price, 60 cents per barrel, at the works of the SAN FRANCISCO GAS-
LIGHT COMPANY, Howard and First streets, and foot of Second at. Jan . 12.
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way to draw a big cmwd at the Bay District Tract is to infuseM element of the obou into tho sport, and if the
ti-n tries that and fails, the best thing they can do i-
to give up the task of popularizing horse races altogether ami l.-t th.- mi
gTBtefol public boat its own amusements where it oaa N
aftem.x.n the Bay 1 H iatton will give a race at the tract, and
which will probably be one of the closest ami bast oonteal
trotted Bast such a race would draw thousands of an
if the -ate shows an attendance of 500 to-day the Din
who have to make up deficiencies will lie in bigger link
they expect Honesty, ('aim, Marine, Ashley and Captain Smith are
I»ected to start, and we are much at fault if at hast two heate u
trotted as fast as 224 On the following Saturday a special purse is of•

fere.l for Marion, Vanderlynn, Nellie K.. Sweetness, Albert \V. ami StarrKin-.—Tin: programme of the Pacific Coast BJ 1 Horss Association
is out for the Fall races. November 11th id the first day, and will include
a free for all dash three-fourths of a mile, a mile dash for maidens, a
mile and an eighth handicap and a mile and a quarter handicap.—On
their return from their Eastern triumph the Palo Alto colts will go in for
a series of ree.ird-breaking performances.——Not content with having
the finest breeding farm in the world, Governor Stanford has just added
1.400 acres to Palo Alto, by the purchase from Mr. Coutts of the Matero
Ranch, which adjoins his place. A mile track, tine sheds and splendid
pastures are included in the purchase.

• * * * *

On Thanksgiving Day the Olympic Club will give a series of races at
their Oakland grounds. The chief event of the day will be a 100 yards
scratch race, for which Haley and Masterson are to start.—The Uni-
versity students will have a field day on the 21at instant. The young la-
dies of the University have subscribed enough money to build a grand
stand, facing the campus, for their own and friends' accommodation dur-
ing the races. There is some rather good material in the University this
season, and a good day's sport is to be expected. Several events will be
open to members of the Olympic Club.*****
The efforts of the members of the Olympic Club to revive the failing in-

terest in the national game of baseball, are to be highly commended,
though there is some considerable doubt about the ultimate success of the
enterprise. As with every other branch of athletic sport, the public do
not seem to care for baseball. The regular Sunday games at the Recrea-
tion Grounds, between professional nines, are scarcely well enough
patronized to pay the legitimate expenses of the game, and even at Oak-
land, where there is no "gate," the attendance is generally but a mere
handful. The University students are also taking a hand, and have or-
ganized a couple of fairly good nines, but they, too, complain of lack of
appreciation from the public. In this, as in all other sports, a proper
spirit of emulation can only be fostered by the presence of spectators,
other than those one is accustomed to meet every day in the year. If
the Olympic Club members and the students could only induce their sis-

ters and other relatives to look on at their games, they would soon find
themselves nerved to do the best possible work. One can afford to lay
around one's own house in a dressing-gown and slippers, but abroad a
careful attention to toilet is necessary; slovenly play may go when there
is no one to see it but club-mates or class-mates, but when the player
knows that the eyes of hundreds of strangers are upon his actions, he
takes pains to appear to the best advantage. The laurel crown and the
cheers of the spectators were reward enough to cause the participants in
the Grecian games to Btrain every fibre and muscle in their bodies, and
we think that, would the public but grace our local Olympic games with
their presence, a great benefit would ensue. Parents might take a trip
across the bay once in a while to see their sons run, and jump, and play
baseball. They would find that they had not lost any time, for the more
real interest a man takes in the pleasures of his sons and daughters the
more confidence will they repose in him.*****
Last week the University students brought out their football from its

hiding place and played a game on the campus. Some of them showed
very good form, and it is understood that at least two teams will practice
regularly during the season.—The Wanderers and Phcenix Clubs have
not yet been heard from, but will probably commence practice in a week
or two.

* , * * * * *

Game of all kinds is still reported as scarce. There is some venison in
the market, but it is really unfit for food, as the bucks in the lower coun-
ties are ;dl rutting, and none of the Northern game ever reaches this mar-
ket. Quail are scarce and dear, and scarcely a decent duck has been shot
yet, though many big bags have been made.^—It is very gratifying to
us to find that our remarks on the Fish Commission were properly ap-
preciated by a large number of gentlemen who have sent communications
to us on the subject. Proper representations will shortly be made to
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HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.

J.
H. Baverly. Proprietor; Pred'k w. Hri-t, M,.i,,. k , r.--
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Old Shipmate*!
Saturday Afternoon, Octobei L4th, [est HORDAI NT MetlnM

n([, October 1Mb Mini "TIM I UENKK'ij GERMAN DRAMATIC
i i IMPAN)

.

Monday Evening, Ootobor 10th, Farewell Engagement "f tl mlnent Ktor
Ur. FBAKK MAYO, Id IliB groot impersonation o! VAN, THE VIRGINIAN [0

TIVOLI OPERA HOUSE.
|,1il<ly street, nenr Market..-Krelini; Bros.. Hole Proprl*.
Irj tor* mill Managers.—This (8aturd»v) Evening, and until further
notion, Doniestti'a Grand Tragic Oporo,

Lucia di Laniiucriuoor!
With :i largely increased Orchestra and Clnnus, ami ihr following Artiste: Blgnor
t'aroUni, Miss Lnuiso Leighton, Miss Bell Thome, Mr. E. N. Knight Mr T. w
Eekert, Miss Emily Dnrj;, Mr. M. Cornell, Mr. Richard Valerga, Mr. Prank Valeria
This Evening, .Miss LOUISE LEIGHTON as LUCIA. Oct. II.

WINTER GARDEN.
Stockton street, between t*ost and Sutter.—Stabl A JHaack,

Proprietors.—This (Saturday) Evening,

The Field of Honor!
(LE PERE AUX CLERCS), Comic Opera, in three acts, by F. Herold, will be pro-
duced the first time in America, as originally rendered in Paris, to immense success,
more than 100 nights. The cast includes Miss ANNIE AINSWORTH as MAR-
GUERITE, Mr. FRED BORNEMANN as GROT, with Full Chorua and Orchestra.
Scenery painted by George Bell.

In active preparation,THE MERRY WAR. Oct. 14.

EMERSON'S STANDARD THEATRE.
WM. EMERSON, Sole Proprietor anil Manager; Jamca

R. WALSH, Director of Amuaemcnta.—TO-NIGHT, EVERY EVENING
(including SUNDAY) AND SATURDAY MATINEE,

Emerson's California Minstrels!
Immense Hit of the World's Greatest Irish Comedians. FERGUSON AND MACK*

EMERSON'S KATY KISS 'EM; CHARLEY REED'S FIRST MATES.
%£T Original Popular Prices.—Opera Chairs, Dress Circle or Parquettc, 75 Cents;

Family Circle, 50 Cents; Matinee, 50 Cents and 25 Cents. No extra charge to
Reserve. Oct. 14.

THE FOUNTAIN.
Corner Sutter and Kearny sts.—George Scbmitt, Sole Pro-

prietor; ALFRED SINGER, Musical Director.
To-night, First Appearance of the MOORE SISTERS; Reappearance of tho

Charming Serio-Oomic Vocalist and Danseuse, ARDINE; BONNIE RUNNELLS,
Comedian; Mile. MARIE MOORE, Soprano; ROSE JULIAN, America's Greatest
Contortionist; GEORGE WALLACE, Character Actor.
J5F" The only respectable Variety Theater in the State. Ladies without escort

not admitted. Oct. 14.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

No. 320 Post Street..- Opposite Union Square.

PROF. O. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 320 Post
street, is now open for Juvenile and Evening Classes. Office Hours, for Terms, etc.,

10 a.m. to 12 M., and 1 to 5 P.M. Oct, 22.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,

NO. 922 POST STREET.
Day auil Board inj; School for Yomigr Ladles and Children.

KINDERGARTEN. Next Term will commence July 2«h. To secure admis-
sion for boardiDg pupils, applications should be made as early as possible.

May 13. MADAME B. ZEITSKA, A.M., Principal.

For Ladies, Gentlemen and Families.

U. S. RESTAURANT
548 Clay street Near Montgomery

S3T First- Class. Reasonable JPWcea. ~©6

Aug. 10. EZRA RICHARDS, Prop.

DIVIDEND NO. EIGHTY-FIVE.

The Home Mutual Insurance Company will pay its regu-
lar moiithlj dividend of ONE DOLLAR (£1) per share upon its capital stock

on October 10, 1882. [Oct. 14.

J

CHAS. R. STORY, Secretary.

Feathers, ribbons, and velvet, can all be colored to match that new hat
by using the Diamond Dyes. 10 cts. for any color.
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"The World," the Flesh, and the Devil.
[By a Truthful Penman.]

I never saw anything like the excitement in town last Wednesday
when the news came of the victory at Tel-el-Kebir. The previous sus-

pense had been undoubtedly great, although happily Bhort-lived. It

might be a small battle, but the issues were great, and the eyes of all

Europe were upon us. Hence delight was visible on every countenance

ae soon as the result was known. Utter strangers congratulated each

other in the street; there were crowds at all the corners, and almost a free

fight for the latest editions of thie dailies, which must have done a roaring

trade. At the military clubs, of course, the excitement was keenest.

Every room was thronged; not a chair or a paper was to be had. Men
hung about the telegraph notice-boards half a dozen deep, and the boy
bringing the tissues, or the tape, from the telegraph machine was mobbed.
Interest grew to fever pitch as the day wore on and rumors got about

that the names of the killed and wounded were known. Some one bad
seen the War Office list. Three Majors of the 74th were killed and a

number of Guardsmen, General "Willis and Colonel Richardson wounded,
and so on. It did not abate even when the fullest details were published,

and all the startling events followed each other so rapidly that the Club
quidnuncs still gossiped and chuckled and wagged their heads with the

usual "I told you so's " of people wise after the event.

—

Correspondent

London World.-^—One painful incident I witnessed, the other day,

which illustrated the dark side of glorious war, especially as conducted in

these scientific times. A lady was driven rapidly past me in a victoria,

weeping bitterly, poor soul, with a crumpled evening newspaper on her

lap. The Egyptian bullet, which had found itB billet only a few hours
before in some dear heart, had struck her, too. So much for the brutal

frankness of the telegraph wire with its almost instantaneous news. In
old days friends might have served to break the terrible message of death.
—Ibid.—The population of Egyptian cities is thus given by the Re-
vue Scientifique : Alexandria, 215,000 inhabitants; Cairo, the capital,

350,000; Zagazig, 40,000; Damietta, 29,000; Suez, 15,000; Rosetta, 29,000;

Siout, 30,000; Khartoum, 50,000; Mansourah, 16,000; Port Said and
Abed, about 12,000 each. Another journal observes that England's rights

iu the Suez Canal are paramount in more ways than one. First, the ton-

nage of her marine that passes through it is 4,700,000, while that of

France is only 290,000. Secondly, her use of the canal, compared with
that of other nations, represents 80 per cent, of her commerce. Lastly,
she has ten votes in the Council of Administration, having purchased one
hundred and seventy-six thousand shares of stock from the ex-Khedive.—
A German wine merchant, who was convicted and sent to prison for
adulterating wine, was forced to betray the secret of his operation. It
was this: Three thousand small casks of wine, by the addition of water,
alcohol, potato sugar, wine dregs and salt, were made to yield the enor-
mous quantity of 52,000 casks, which he sold at about fifteen times the
value. -^—Many Scotchmen at home and abroad will learn with regret
that Mr. "William Alexander, the genial homely author of Johnny Gihb
of G-usketneuk, has been in very indifferent health for some time. His in-

imitable picture of Northern rural life put the late Dean Ramsay into
ecstasies, and called forth a warm eulogium from Mr. Gladstone ; and to
no book do the sons of Caledonia across the seas turn with more delight,
when they wish to get a real " glimpse o' hame." Overwork is the cause
of Mr. Alexander's illness.—Speaking of the first fight at El Magfar,
a young officer in one of the regiments most hotly pressed writes us

:

" Thanks to Major Wallace's entrenching tool, our men got out of sight
in five minutes." Others besides Major Wallace, the inventor of this
most handy weapon, will be glad to hear this, becouse it will help to settle
a long-pending controversy whether troops should carry spades on their
persons or trust to the regimental transport. The latter at El Magfar
was altogether out of it ; if, therefore the men had not their own entrench-
ing tools they could not have got under cover at all. The Wallace spade,
we may as well tell the unitiated, is a marvel of mechanical ingenuity ; a
weapon which is at once handy, portable and strong. It weighs about a
couple of pounds, and is some three-and-twenty inches in length. It is

carried behind the back, slung at the waistbelt, and attached to the
bottom of the bayonet scabbard. Almost anything can be done with
it. It is pick and spade iu one, and will dig in any ground, rocky
or soft, will loophole walls, lift stones, cut roots, break open boxes,
and, if neceseary, heads. The many excellences claimed for it be-
ing now proved by experience in Egypt, no doubt the Wallace spade
will form a regular part of all infantry equipment.

—

London World.—
As the season at Brighton, Eng., is approaching, we must make an-
other appeal to the authorities to control the vagaries of the bicyclists.
A favorite amusement of these gentry is to hover about just in front of a
pair of horses. If you drive slowly to let them get ahead, they will go
slowly; if you drive fast, in order to pass them, they will go fast, in order
to keep just before your horses' headB. If you drive over them, you are
had up for manslaughter; but if they, by their insane gambols, cause your
horses to run away, turn over your carriage and kill all its occupants,
they will escape scot-free, and probably be doing precisely the same thing
up and down the King's Road the next day.—According to the Lon-
don correspondent of the New York Times, Mrs. Langtry has been re-
hearsing, for his special edification, the part of Rosalind on the lawn of
Pope's Villa, not attired in sylvan garb, but in "a pretty muslin delaine."
We do not pretend to a specific knowledge of female dress, either in its
form or substance; but when we remember the marvelous eulogy pro-
nounced on her "Miss Hardcastle," in the Times, we should have thought
"a muzzlin chenery" would have been the more appropriate style of cos-
tume. The other is surely now somewhat out of date. -^—The letters of
Ouida and H. B. B. in the Times, on "Anglophobia in Italy," as repre-
sented by its press, show a curious want of insight into the Italian char-

acter. It is a shrewd, clever nation, and one possessing many virtues,
but gratitude is not one of them. Did not a son of Garibaldi offer his
sword against the British in Egypt a few weeks ago?—An item of
news that will astonish European society is the reported interesting con-
dition of Madame de Ratazzi, who hopes to present her third husband
with a son and heir in the course of a few months. The lady, so re-
nowned for her wonderful jewels, is over fifty!

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
INSURANCE AGENCY.

334 California Street, San Francisco,So. 322 &
Fixe Insurance.

TEUTONIA of New Orleans.
LACONFIANCE of Paris.
DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS

ofNewYork.
THE FIRE INS. ASSOCIATION (Limited)

. . of London, England.

GIRARD of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN of New York.
ST. PAUL of St. Paul.

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London
LA FONCIERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented $87,000,000.
All Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid.

W. L. CHALMERS,
Special Agent and Adjuster.

PHCENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., EstaVd 1182—Cash Assets, $5,266,373.35.

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1833.—Cash Assets, $1,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1851—Cash Assets, 31,357,326.39.

BIITtEB & HALDA3T,
General Agents for Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864.

Principal Office 406 California Street. S.F.

FIRE INSURANCE.
Capital (Paid Up in U. S. Gold Coin) $300,000.00
Re-Insurance Reserve $171,413 75

Assets January 1, 1882 § 684,577.83 I Premiums, since organization.$3,841,412.07
Surplus for policy holders.. 674,577.83

| Losses, since organization... 1,756,278.00

OFFICERS:
J. F. HOUGHTON President. I CHAS. R. STORY Secretary.
J. L. N. SHEPHARD....Yice-President.

| R. H. MAGILL General Agent.
Directors of the Home Mutual Insurance Co.:—L. L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J L.

N. Shepard, John Currey, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, C C Burr, J. S. Carter,
Charles Belding, D. W. Earl. April 8.

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.
Capital, 810.000,000-

TJnlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF L0N00T~FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

THE STANDARD MARINE INSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool. Capital, $5,000,000-

IV. J. CALLIN6HA9 <fc CO., General Agents,
Aug. 12. 213 Sansome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,500,000
Cash Assets 1,709,976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR. GUTHRIE A CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF LONDON.
[INSTITUTED 1803.)

London Assurance Corporation, of London
Established by Royal Charter 1720.

Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.
ROBERTDICKSON, Manager.

W. LANE BOOKER, Agent and Attorney.
S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building.

[October 11.

1

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital 95,000,000.—Agents: Balfbnr, Guthrie A Co., No.
/ 316 California street, San Francisco. Nov. 18.
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ATTEMPTED MURDER OF AN ARCHBISHOP
Australian papers are to hand with the particulars of the attempt by

O'Farrell, alias Desmond, to shoot the Catholic Archbishop <>f Melbourne
Desmond was known in San Francisco as a writer, and at differenl times
contributed articles to the Chronicle, Oakland Times, Examiner and other
papers. He was a person of some ability, but was possessed of such an
ungovernable temper, and of such morbid idiosyncrasies that at last he
came to be considered insane on some subjects. And at last he was assist-
ed to leave here by those who were glad to tret rid of him. He left, vow-
ing that he would wreak vengeance upon the Catholic Archbishop of Mel-
Iwurne, about whom he was constantly talking as one who had swindled
him, and marred his course in life. The Melbourne Argus says:
The extraordinary attempt of the solicitor O'Farrell to murder Arch-

bishop Goold, at Brighton, a few evenings back, has caused a sensation,
not only in Melbourne, but throughout the colony. Dr. Goold is one of
the oldest prelates of Australia, having been consecrated so far back as
August 6, 1848, by the late Archbishop Polding, in Sydney. He is there-
fore just commencing the 35th year of his episcopate. During these many
years of spiritual rule over the Roman Catholics of Victoria, he has had
occasion to visit every township and centre of population from the Mur-
ray to the Southern Ocean, either to solemnize the opening of new church-
es, to impart the sacrament of con6rmation, or in the ordinary course of
pastoral visitation. Of late years be has not traveled so much as in the
earlier stage of his episcopate. This was in a measure due to the growing
infirmities of age, and partly to the fact that the pope had given him two
efficient coadjutors in the recently-appointed Bishops of Ballarat and
Sandhurst. Congratulatory telegrams to the Archbishop from all parts of
the colony came in quick succession. Most of the leading Roman Cath-
olics of the city and suburbs, and many representatives of Protestant de-
nominations, went in person to offer their congratulations on the Arch-
bishop's fortunate escape from the assassin's bullet. Considering O'Far-
rell's proximity at the time he discharged the revolver, Dr. Goold's escape
from death or serious injury was almost miraculous. He is in perfectly
good health, and beyond the bullet-mark on the forefinger of the right
hand, has suffered no apparent injury.

In order to insure the safe custody of the prisoner, O'Farrell was form-
ally brought before Mr. Reid, J. P., at the Brighton Police Court, and
remanded until the ordinary meeting of the court on Friday morning.
He was brought to the city by the 10.40 train, and safely lodged in the
Melbourne jail. The charge against him is " wilfully and maliciously
wounding James Alipius Goold, Roman Catholic Archbishop of Mel-
bourne, with intent to murder him." Constable M'Uoppin briefly detail-

ed the circumstances under which the outrage was committed, and testi-

fied to the arrest of the prisoner in the scrub near the South Head, Bright-
on, close to the residence of the Very Rev. Dr. Backhaus. O'Farrell
preserved a quiet, apparently self-possessed demeanor, and merely re-

plied that Dr. Goold owed him £2,700, and all he wanted was £800 or £900
with which he intended returning to California. He asked the presiding
magistrate to permit him to remain in the Brighton lockup instead of be-

ing taken to the Melbourne jail, but the request was refused. He had
previously expressed a wish to write to the Archbishop, but it was not
deemed advisable to comply with that request. In court he presented the
appearance of an educated gentleman, about 50 years of age, well-dressed,

clean-shaved, tall, and good looking. He does not seem to have a right

appreciation of the serious crime with which he is charged, and apparent-
ly relies on the Archbishop's magnanimity to escape its consequences.
One remark he made to the keeper of the Brighton lockup was, It's all

right ; the Archbishop won't prosecute."
The opinion is pretty freely expressed amongst those who are acquaint-

ed with the idiosyncrasies of the O'Farrell family, that in the case of this

particular member of it, as in that of the assailant of Prince Alfred in

Sydney, long brooding over an imaginary wrong has turned the unfortu-

nate man into a monomaniac.

As body when the soul has fled,

As barren trees decayed and dead,

Is faith—a hopeless, lifeless thing,

If not of righteous deeds the spriog. —Drammond.

"Mamma, what makes the sun rise?" said a young hopeful to his

parent, the other morning, as she was engaged making the biscuits for

breakfast. "Does the moon pull it out of bed like 'pa does me ? " " Why,
God makes the sun rise," answered the amused mother. "And what
makes the biscuits rise so nicely?" persisted the inquiring mind. " My
child, the New England Baking Powder does that, and makes them
wholesome, too."
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NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
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HENRY X. FIELD. General Agent,
Aw. 26. 328 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

(Organized 1S03.)

FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY.
Fire and Marine Insurance.

Awetn . 91.250,000
laOMNcf. paid over i.r.oo.iHMi
*rtf"The Largest Assets and Largest Income of all the companies hying tram

Vast "f blew York State, and in 1881 Pacific Coast premiums were larger Hum
those of any other company, local. Eastern or foreign.

D. J. STAPLES President I WM. J. DUTTON Secretary
ALPHEUS BULL Vice-President

| E. W. CARPENTER Asat. Secretary

HOME OFFICE:
Southwest Cor. California and Sansome streets. San Francisco.
1&g~ Agents in all prominent localities. Sept. 30.

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.--UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

The California Idoyde.—Established in 1861.—Nob. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, $750,000 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates

!

Prompt Settlement of Loses!! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS. —J. Mora Moss,
MoBes Heller, J. O. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. otone, Wallace Everson, A. B. Phipps, Samuel
Uort, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Brandenstein, W. M. Hoag, Nicholas
Lulling, James Moffitt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Touchard,
George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Scholte, CharleB
Bau.ii, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President.
Jambs D. Bailby, Secretary. Gro. T. Boff-w, Surveyor. Nov. 6.

THE THAMES AND MERSEY MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY,
(LIMITED),

Of Liverpool. London and Manchester,
NO. 308 PINE STREET.

Clanital Snpscribetl, 810,000,000: Capital Paid Up, 81.000,-
J 000 ; Reserve Fund (in addition to Capital) , §1,875,000 ; Total Assets June 30th,

1881,85,234,665.
October 7.

W. G. HARBISON, Agent,
308 Pine street, San Francisco, Cal.

TRANSATLANTIC FIRE INSURANCE CO.,
OF HAMBURG.

CCapital, ^1,500,000, U. S. (.old Coin. Losses paid in Gold
J Coin immediately after Adjustment. This Corporation holds contracts of six-

teen other European Insurance Companies, re-insuring by far the greater part of
every risk, as soon as accepted in our office. The combined subscribed Capital which
our policies therefore offer to the public amounts to $26,900,000, U. S. Gold
Coin, of which $7,650,000 is paid up, besides the always available Reserve Funds.

GEO. MARCUS & CO., 304 California street, S. F.,

Aug. 5. General Agents for Pacific Coast.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, of Zurich, Capital 5,000,000 francs; Helvetia,

of St. Gall, Capital 10,000,000 francs ; lialoise, of Basle, Capital 5,000,000 francs.

These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that may be sus-
ained. Losses made payable in all the principal seaports of the world. In "the set-

tlement of all claims under an English policy, these Companies willstrictly adhere to

the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, and submit to English jurisdiction.

June 9. HARRY W. SYZ , Agent, 420 and 432 California st., S. F.

F. N. Neuval. W. S. Somervell.

PACIFIC ASPHALTUM COMPANY.
Established 1865.

Proprietors of the Celebrated Corral de Fiedra Asphaltum Mine,
(San Louis Obispo County).

Dealers in Crude and Refined

ASPHALTUM, FELT AND ROOFING MATERIAL.
Prepared Asphaltum for Country Orders always on hand. Contractors for Side-

walks, Roofs, Floors and General Asphaltum Work. All Work Guaranteed.

Offt.eeand Depot, 420 Jacleson.
\
Branch Office, 422 Montgomery ,8.F.

PAINTING, TINTING, WHITENING AND PAPER-HANGING.
Gentlemen about to nave work in tnis line done will ben-

efit themselves by calling at my establishment, examine samples of workman-
ship, and getting estimates of Cost. Orders sent by telephone (No. 433) from any
part of the city promptly attended to. E. M. GALLAGHER,

July 8. 611 Sacramento Street, bet. Montgomery and Kearny.
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WHY THE DEMOCRATS WILL WIN.
It is said that all roads lead to Paris; it is certain that all reasons at

this time make a Democratic victory in this State sure almost beyond a

peradventure. The prohibition ticket will probably poll about 5,000

votes, nine-tenths of whom will be Republicans. By their opposition to

sumptuary legislation, the Democrats will gain the Germans and other

independent voters, whilst, by the prohibition ticket, the Republicans

will lose all they expected to gain by their half-hearted pretense of favor-

ing strict Sabbatarian laws. Counting what the Democrats will gain, and

what the Republicans will lose, the former will advantage by at least

6,000 votes on this question. That alone would determine the contest.

Then the tidal wave that has been witnessed in Ohio, and the certainty

that Pennsylvania and New York will follow suit, will not be without

their influences. There iB a large class who prefer to be in with the "ins"

rather than out with the "outs." There are thousands who are ever

ready to flop over to the winning side. Make it plain which side will

come out ahead, and then all the waiters on Providence will rush pell-

mell over to that side. It is in the air just now that the Democrats will

ca -ry the State this time, and therefore they will carry it for that reason,

if for no other. From that cause they will gain all the doubtful voters,

and they are a pretty numerous class. Then it is felt by the powers that

be that Estee is making a knavish campaign. He first sought railroad

support, but when that was not assured to him he became a demagogue of

the worst kind. He out-Heroded Herod. He endeavored to steal Demo-
cratic thunder by causing a platform to be formulated at Sacramento that

should far outbid that framed at San Jose. By doing that, he did not

win over a single one of General Stoneman's anti-railroad supporters;

whilst, on the other hand, he alienated all those who had previously been
led to believe that he would do the fair thing by existing interests. He
gained nothing, but lost much. He tried to carry water on both shoul-

ders, but spilled it on both sides. Between two stools, he is bound to

come to the ground. His defeat is as certain as that the sun will set on
the evening of the 7th of November next. It is to be hoped that his sure

failure will not weigh down his whole ticket, though it is much to be
feared that it will. Henry Edgerton, for instance, ought not to be sacri-

ficed because of an unpopular leader. Edgerton is an orator and a states-

man who would honor our State in the halls of Congress. His opponent,
Sumner, is a blatherskite who will bring down ridicule upon himself and
his constituency by the flights of nonsense that he will indulge in before

the practical legislators of the nation. We would save a part of the Re-
publican ticket, and have confidence that the hard sense of a majority of

the voters will so discriminate as to rescue two or three of the best names
from defeat; but that the Democratic ticket, as a whole, will be elected,

is as certain as anything in the future can be. The wish is not, with us,

the father to the thought. We are not partisans. We only predict that
which, as close observers of the times, we are assured will take place.

SHOPPING.
It is the complaint of most of the large dry goods houses of San

Francisco that many ladies are extending the practice of calling to exam-
ine goods without the remotest intention of buying. Often a salesman
will occupy an hour or more of his time in hauling down and exhibiting
goods of an expensive character, which are not infrequently damaged more
or less by oft-repeated handling, and this to satisfy the whim or curiosity
of ladies who, from the first moment that they entered the store, knew
that under no circumstances would they make a purchase. This is a great
hardship to dry goods men. The loss by damage done to delicate and ex-
pensive goods, we are told, is often great. Then, a needlessly large staff
of salesmen is necessarily kept, and often bona fide customers are driven
away by the inability to attend to their wants promptly, and this be-
cause the salesmen's time is being occupied by ladies who have no real
intention of buying. Certain ladies are making themselves quite notori-
ous for this practice, and it need not surprise them if they find themselves
treated with less courtesy in the future than in the past. The patience
of the young men in our dry goods houses is well nigh inexhaustible, but
there is a limit to all things. The ladies who take pleasure in spending
an afternoon in what they call " shopping," and who go from one store to
another without the remotest thought of buying are becoming well known.
If hereafter they are kept waiting until all bona fide customers are served,
they will only have themselves to blame. Of course, ladies have every
right to refuse to purchase goods that do not suit them. It is not to such
that we allude at all. It is of that other and much larger class of whom
complaint is made, who cannot be suited because they have really no
wants to supply. This increasing evil ought to be checked.

AS WE EXPECTED.
We said John T. Doyle would be nominated for Railroad Commission-

er by the little convention held at Stockton, half of whose members le-
vanted in disgust before the proceedings had well commenced, and he has
been. The game was put up to that end beforehand. The Chronicle had
sounded his praises, and is now giving him a half-hearted support ; the
Examiner puffed him in whole columns of weak drivel, but now refuses to
come to his aid, yet these things brought him to the front, and made the
poor beguiled farmers believe that he was a second Moses, destined to lead
them out of the wilderness of mystification which certain papers had dis-
honestly led them into. They are now being befooled by one of these or-
gans and are abandoned by the other. Brother Harrison, as we intimated,
was present with those singular and anonymous circulars signed by Doyle's
friends, by which it was made to appear that Doyle was the favorite can-
didate. That is all right. We are not sorry that this " sorehead " has at
last been presented for the suffrages of a free people. Only a few cranks
will scratch the regular ticket in order to put his name on it, and his ig-
nominious defeat will relegate him into obscurity forever. He wanted
the Ravenswood bridge built, and because he failed he has been raving at
the mouth like a madman ever since. He will be crushed between the
nether millstones of popular contempt and a sense of justice to vested in-
terests. On the seventh of November next, John T. Doyle will receive
his quietus as a railroad crank. Deserted by those who have push-
ed him forward, he will be fooled all around, and thereafter sink into a
well-merited obscurity.

Hypocrisy is shaking hands with your neighbor, and then, when his
back is turned, kicking his dog in the ribs.

THE NEW SCIENTIFIC STEAMER.
Every one who has read Jules Verne's "Twenty Thousand Leagues

Under the Sea," will remember the manner of craft in which that marvel-
ous journey was undertaken, and, though that wonderful vessel was en-
tirely a product of M. Verne's fertile imagination, the new scientific

steamer " Albatross " seems in many ways a practical embodiment of the
mythical "Nautilus." We all know that fish, like mothB, are attracted
by light, and the " Albatross" will be provided with two classes of elec-

tric light, the Brush for illuminating the surface of the sea, and the Edi-
son for lighting up the deep. Fancy the effect of those brilliant rays,
shining through the transparent waters, and fading away in soft gradations
towards the lower depths. Imagine the vast aquatic army, which will
come sailing through the illuminated sea, visible in this liquid crystal, as
through the glass of an immense aquarium. The officers and crew of the
Albatross will indeed be able to " call spirits from the vasty deep. This
new iron steamer haB been provided with laboratories for microscopic pur-
poses, and all the most novel and approved apparatus for dredging, trawl-
ing, and deep-sea soundings. She has also a new distillery apparatus, and
an effective method of ventilation. The " Albatross " has been designed
for the TJ. S. Fish Commission, and besides icthyology, ornithology will
also form a part of her researches, a room having been fitted up with
every arrangement, for the convenience of the taxidermist. She will be
ready for sea about Dec. 1st, a most wonderful example of the progress of
science within the past ten years.

OUR STREET CARS.
There is very great room for improvement in the management of many

of our street-car lines, especially in those running towards North Beach.
In the first place, the cars at certain hours of the day are not numerous
enough, and the result is overcrowding and inconvenience almost intoler-

able. It is one of the most abominable things in the world to pack peo-
ple away in a car like herrings in a barrel. It is annoying to men and
most distressing to women and absolutely dangerous to children. Yet, at
certain hours of the day it is a sight to be witnessed on a majority of
the lines. The next Legislature would do a good thing if it passed a law
taking away from the companies the right to collect fares from passengers
unable to obtain a seat. That would soon cure the evil. The supply of cars
would soon be rendered equal to the demand for seats, and a great boon
would be conferred upon the traveling public. Let some such action be
taken by all means. Then, on some of the lines, the cars ought to be run
until a later hour at night. At present it is not always possible to sit out
a play, take a lady to even a hasty supper, and be sure of catching your
last car at 10:55, and if you do, it is almost certain that you will not obtain
a seat, and you will even be lucky if you secure standing room. People
are often unable to obtain either, and are compelled to take a hack or
walk home. Cars ought to be run up to 12 o'clock, at least, and suffi-

cient accommodation should be provided for the large traffic after the the-

atres close. It is certain that several of the companies are very neglectful

of the comfort and convenience of their customers.

THE LAND OF MANY WIVES.
The Mormons do not appear to be squelched yet. A pretentious bill

passed Congress for that purpose. It was fathered by Senator Edmunds,
and it was forever to set the question of Polygamy at rest. The Mor-
mons would refrain from much marrying, that they would, rather than
lose their political influence. But it appears that they and their peculiar
institution have not been vitally hurt after all. Their many women are to
be allowed to vote. The Supreme Court of Utah has affirmed the validity
of the woman-suffrage law in that territory. Its legality was doubted by
the gentiles and a test case was brought up for decision. One of the three
judges composing the court dissented from the provision which allows the
franchise without the prerequisite of tax-paying, but the others accepted
this feature of the Mormon act along with the rest. There is naturally
considerable disappointment among the gentiles over this decision, coupled
with disparaging criticism of the logic by which it was reached; for with-
out the incubus of woman suffrage the liberals feel that with the new sys-
tem of registration they could readily attain political ascendancy. The
registration is now completed, and it is estimated that 30,000 Mormons
have been disfranchised. This registration, by the way, has afforded the
first opportunity of really approximating the extent of polygamy in Utah,
and it shows that the number of plural marriages has been greatly under-
estimated. The lists contain a total of about 25,000 voters, of whom 15,-

000 to 18,000 are Mormons, and four out of nine women.

W. P. HUMPHREYS.
Wm. P. Humphreys has been long and favorably known to the peo-

ple of this city and county. He has been its surveyor during several
terms. He has been elected every time he ran, and more than once he has
succeeded when the rest of bis party ticket was defeated, No better evi-
dence of the general belief in his honesty, or of the strong personal regard
entertained for him, could possibly be afforded. He has always proven
faithful to the trusts reposed in him, and, during twenty-five of the best
years of his manhood, he has maintained a character without fear and
above reproach. He was nominated at San Jose for Railroad Commission-
er by the party to which he has all his life been attached. His party-or-
gan, which at first was lukewarm in his support, has been compelled by
his manly and outspoken declaration to indorse him in an unequivocal
manner. He has now the warmest support the Examiner can give him,
and it ought to count for something that that support only came to him
when captious objectors could no longer frame intelligible objections to
his candidature. It was impossible to say with any hope, that the people
who knew him so well would belive it, that he was an unreliable man. He
is not going to damage his well-earned reputation in this community by
violating any of his pledges. He is an honest and capable man, and will
make an excellent railroad commissioner. His election ought to be, and
we believe is, beyond the possibility of doubt.

If newspaper hacks are to be allowed to constantly add to the lan-
guage generally spoken in this country when German, Irish, Italian, Span-
ish or French are not used, the national tongue of the United States will
soon resemble the Chinook jargou. The Call gave us the other morn-
ing what^ it called "a reminiscential " of somebody, and now the papers
are describing a certain influential element of the Democratic Party as
"saloonists."
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The " society editor M local dailim ban adopted a plan

morality ah 1 p»ticc, u o>u
. in annoum-

Jeminia Jooea t" William V.

iw departure <•( the

of Mri^'inalitr, but i* Calculated to bring ihame Upon the ;

beads o( fannln*. win-, iti nine i uea oat of ten, en doI t.> blame fat the
frailties of their helpmeet*, and ;tre roiliT rieoailllHJ ••( pity rather than
of ri-li -, the T. C. would point >nt to the society editor
who ha* evidently been connected with some agricultural p»|>er at • :

period "f hi* journalistic career it it* an invariable rule, in dasrrlbinf(
e the name of the dam. M well an of the nire. and it

aeemb hut an act of simple justice— if there is really anything to be
by dischwin^* to view the skeleton in the family cupboard, whi. h '.I,

doubU—Vt state the name of the erring mother in OHH of the sort, jw
well as of the sinful clergyman. As has Ueen remarked, the idea is by do
means new, the honor of initiating this style of biographical notioa befog
due to the historian Twain, who makes use of it in his biography of emi
nent personages ; as, " Henry Gtlmonr was the son of John Henry < Ml
mour, by a particular friend." The society editor's new departure is in

tingly bed taste, and the T, C. hopes the offender will see it in that
light, and abandon this line of persona] description, otherwise the T. C.
will be tempted to rake up the S. K.'s family history, ami admin
him a dose of his own medicine.

Now tint this magnificent comet is attracting so much attention and
delighting the eyes of those energetic people who are equal to rising :it four
a.m., we think our citizens are showing a great lack of enterprise in nut
making the search after science easier for the general multitude. The
I "aliforniastreet cars ought to run to the top of Nob Hill between three
and five in the morning, for the accommodation of those good folks who
are astronomically inclined. From that point of vantage the eye can
take in the entire expanse of the heavens, besides baring a view of the
first rosy rays of the rising sun from over the Oakland Hills. Why can't
our Nob Hill millionaires send out invitations for a " comet party," say
from three to five a.m., and provide their guests with a refreshing ma-
tutinal cup of coffee after studying the celestial phenomenon ? Oas-
tronomy after astronomy. for the good old times, when hospitality

reigned supreme ! Things are not what they used to be " before the war."

For downright cowardice and inhuman brutality the San Fran-
cisco hoodlum is, " facile princeps. "With the true instinct of the hyena-
like brute that he is, he scents from afar the weak or disabled, and at
once pounces upon them as his legitimate prey. On Tuesday night a
special train from the Southern Pacific arrived here with several carloads
of emaciated and disabled chinamen, who, worn out with hard work on
the railroad, and poor food, had been sent to San Francisco to recuperate.
Here was a chance not to be missed, and the brave hoodlums at once com-
menced a brutal attack upon the poor wretches. The hoodlums are bad
enough, goodness knows, but when we are told that some dozen grown
men stood by and urged the young demons on, words fail to impress the
disgust we feel at such a disgrace on manhood.

A monument to crime is about to be erected by Mrs. Jesse James, in

the shape of an eight-foot granite obelisk over the grave of the late la-

mented Jesse. If she had not chosen the form which this touching
trihute is to take, we would have humbly suggested that, instead of the
usual cross, broken column, etc., a marble gallows be erected over the
grave, with the following epitaph upon its base :

At the hands of the treacherous brothers Ford,
Poor Jesse was sent to be judged by the Lord.
This gallows was cheated—let's hope some day
The Fords are strung up in the regular way;
And if they meet Jesse in heaven or hell,

No doubt that he'll square the account pretty well.

The new comet has raised up a big scare among scientists, and one
man, the Astronomer Royal of Scotland, gives it as his opinion that, be-

fore the year is out, the fiery-tailed monster will carom with the sun,

knocking spots out of that useful planet and teetotally smashing up the

world. It seems kind of rough, after all the Lord and His family have
done for this earth of ours, to wipe it out in such a shabby, second-hand
sort of a way, so soon after elections, too. Why not let us have a comet
made on purpose to hit us direct, without interfering with the good-na-

tured old sun, who never did any harm, barring a few sunstrokes, and is

quite innocent of crucifying anybody.

In a fit of supreme generosity we expended the vast sum of ten cents

upon the astronomical education of a young lady of thiB city. The
means through which the first step was made towards the point in view
was a peep through a Kearny-street telescope at the new comet. It took
her some time before she could close one eye and still keep the other open
enough to see with, but finally she got settled down to her work and took

a good ten cents' worth. She withdrew her optic with the following ex-

clamation: " Oh, aint it cute ? " We shall for the future allow her to

study the starry firmament by herself. Such frivolous conduct shocked
and horrified us.

Since our efficient police force has taken so earnestly to target

practice they lose no opportunity of varying the monotony of shooting at

a mark by a little shot at live game. On Monday night officer Andrew
Duncan met a stevedore named Mitchell in an alley where the fair sex

are more numerous than chaste, and asked him his business. Mitchell

gave him some chaffing answer and hurried off. This was an opportunity

not to be lost, and so Andrews took a shot on the fly, shooting his man
through the leg. It was a trifle rough on the stevedore, but then you see

it was such excellent practice for the policeman that he will doubtless be

excused.
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The preeeut style of hat affected by the young swell of the period
ban now nearly approached the climax of Hatneaa. What tew sensible

m turned-ap sonp-platet look foolish in th.-m, while th<

nary mercantile young gentleman simply lookj like s driveling Idiot, out
for a holiday, and one insensibly looks around for hie keepers. Many ol

our otherwise admirable yonng men have been given by nature soofa Illy

developed oranlums that any attempt to make then look more flat than
they are i* like putting a foolscap on an idiot t ska Mm look more
sensible.

Pauper Alley is a splendid stock barometer. At present it iw down
below sero. It is almost deserted, and what few old bummers still hang
around Ita olaesio precincts have a seedy sppearanoe and a malodorous
smell. Their faces are as long as a mute's at a funeral where no hash is

served, and their conversation is—well, not of Heaven. Btocka are in
the last throes of death, and these parasites find the blood Bucked from
the SOon-tO-be corpse unsavory and devoid of nourishment. Unless a
strike is soon made ou the Comatock, dog will starve "If dog.

Dan Camp, an Arkansas planter, has just died from the effects of eat
bag a watermelon, which he had poisoned for the benefit of thieves. Three
of bis children, who also partook of it are likely to die. We are sorry for

the youngsters, but we have not an atom of sympathy for the father. A.

man who holds a melon to be worth a human life deserves to pay the price
with his own. It was probably his neighbors' children who robbed his

patch, but it was his own children who got the poisened melon—and very
properly too.

An aggrieved sailor shot and killed a boarding house master, on Mon-
day, under circumstances which prove the murder to have been most
cold-blooded. This is bad, as so many cases have presented themselves
where Jack would have been quite justified, and no one would have
wasted a thought on the dead shark. As it is, the murderer will hang for

his crime, but may console himself with the thought that there is one
boarding-house man less, and that those left may be a little more careful
in future.

On Wednesday white labor and Chinese came to actual conflict. A
small pile of broken boxes was standing in front of a Montgomery-street
store, which was espied by an aged Mongolian rag-picker, who hastened
to rake in the broken scraps. He had succeeded in storing away about
enough firewood to cook an adipose rat with, when an equally impecunious
Irishman disputed his claim to this flotsam and jetsam. In this glorious
instance white labor was triumphant, showing clearly its superiority.

The Peruviana declare that they will continue the war unless Chile
moderates her terms of indemnity. This is like the under dog in the tight

saying to the upper dog: " You have chawed off my nose and ears, and I
am aware that I must ultimately yield you the bone for which we are con-
tending. Bo*. I must request that you will also bite off my tail and break
my backbone before you take it."

Whether dead or alive, Guiteau seems to be a source of infinite

trouble to all concerned. Even now, when we had congratulated our-

selves that he was disposed of for good and all, comes the news that some
person has stolen his skull and substituted another. The scoundrel should
have been chucked into a pit of quicklime, which would soon have eaten
up his wretched carcass and saved a heap of bother.

TJp-country compositors are sometimes a little careless, not only in

pointing, but in their selection of the proper letter from the case; but it's

not often they, in consequence, accidentally come so near the truth as

this: "The rainfall to date this month is 223 inches against nothing for

same date last year. Most of the farmers are blowing." Well, small h's

and p's do look alike.

Nothing proves more conclusively the curse of civilization than the
late upsetting of the holy carpet on its way to Mecca, by a profane mod-
ern telegraph wire. What are telegraph wires compared with a sacred
carpet? One curse from the departed prophet would lay the whole of the
poles flat, and it is to be hoped he will not hear anything about the ac-

cident to his foot-rug.

It is "with tears in our eyes that we notice that the bean crop has been
a failure. These tears, however, are partially dried up when we glean
from agricultural friends that the late rains have not seriously injured the

pork crop, which looks extremely healthy and free from phyloxera, the
young plantB being especially vigorous.

Sir Garnet Wolseley has just given his officers and staff a picnic

upon the banks of the Nile. It was not, as some may imagine, a canni-

bal feast, for we are credibly informed that neither roast Egyptian or

brochette de mummy were on the bill of fare. The Egyptians had their

little picnic about the 15th of last month.

About the only position that a woman don't hanker after is that of

presiding at a meeting. No woman of ability and education likes to be-

come Chairwoman.

If Paraell could only see the names of the Democratic Convention he'd

adjourn his agitation in Ireland until the inhabitants got back.
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SUNBEAMS.

The habit of standing on the street corner,

which some men unfortunately possess, criticis-

ing ladies, although, not directly engaged in it

with evil intent, is unbecoming a gentleman, be-

ing more in keeping with the characterof a tenth-

rate ward politician. The other day Mr. Snig-

gle, while standing on a street corner, remarked
as he descried an elaborately dressed woman com-
ing toward him:
"Look at her, boys. Ain't she a stepper,

though ? Look at her clothes. But her husband
is in debt." Just then, with a suddenness which
rarely characterizes one of Mr. Sniggle's actions,

the criticising gentleman turned, blushed, and
made some remark about his foul tongue, and
confounded eye-sight.

" Who was the lady?" asked one of his com-
panions.

" My wife," he replied, disclosing the truth of

bis remark that the woman's husband must be in

debt, for Sniggle owes nearly every man in Little

Rock.

At the Argus Club, London, there has been
some giddy sport, A member, who is an ex-pay-

master in the army, changed checks for mem-
bers for two per cent, per transaction. One even-

ing, however, he refused to cash the paper of one
of the members for a small amount. This gentle-

man then went up to the usurer's room, caught
him by the scruff of the neck, and pitched him
down stairs. On this, the es-paymaster picked
himself up, and quickly changed—his residence.

Two ladies in waiting at the supreme Court:
First lady-witness: " What are you going to say,

dear?" Second L. W. : "Don't know until I hear
what you are going to swear, love." Innocent
creatures. Fact.

"Insensibly drunk, was he ?" said the J. P.

to the arresting constable ;
(
* and what did you

do to arouse him, policeman?" "I searched his

pockets, sorr," was the ready reply. Recom-
mended for immediate promotion.

The Morning of life, like the dawn of day,
has the most of purity, of imagery and harmony.

Where the mind inclines, the feet lead. Love
climbs mountains.

^»RAILROAD.<a
j

BROAD GAUGE.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Monday, April 10, 1882,
And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave

from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot

(Townsend St., between 3d and 4th streets,) as follows:

DESTINATION.
8. F.

8:30 a.m.

f 9:30 A M.

10:40 A.M.
* 3:30 p.m.

4:25 p.m.
* 5:15 p.m.

6:30 p.m.

10:40 A
* 3:30 I

4:25 I

..San Mateo, Redwood,.
and Menlo Park....

6:40 a.m.
* 8:10 A.M.

9.03 A.M.
*10:02 A.M.
* 3:36 p.m.

t 4:59 p.m.

6:00 P.M.

t 8:15 P.M.

( \

J ..Santa Clam, San Jose and.. [

I

..Principal Way Stations. . .

[

9:03 A.M.
'10:02 A.M.
'- 3:36 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

t 8:15 P.M.

10:40 >

* 3:30 I

.Gilroy, Pajaxo, Castroville.
j

and Salinas j

Hl0:02 A.M.

1 6:00 P.M.

10:40 a
+ 3:30 I

. Hollister and Tres Pinos

.

1*10:02 a.m.

I 6:00 p.m.

10:40 a
* 3.30 f

( . . .Monterey, Watsonville. .

.

< Camp Goodall, Aptos, Camp
(San Jose,Soquel,Santa Cruz.

10:02 a.m.

6:00 p.m.

10:40 A.M.I... Soledad and Way Stations ...1 6:00 p.m.

•Sundays excepted. tSundays only.

Stage connections are made with the 10:40 a.m.
Tfaiu, except Peseadero Stages via San Mateo, which
connect with 8:30 a.m. Train.

Ticket Offices—Passenger Depot, Townsend street,
and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.

A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,
Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

%W~ S. P. Atlantic Exprsss Train via Los Angeles,
Yuma, etc., leaves San Francisco daily via Oakland
Ferry, foot of Mark«t strort, at 9:30 A.M.

C. P. R . R.

Time Schedule, Monday, May 15, 1882.
Trains leave* and are due to arrive at,

San Francisco as follows:

LEAVE
(for)

DESTINATION. f ARRIVE

t (from)

9:30 a.m.
*4:00p.m.
*4:30p.m.
8:00 a.m.

3:30 p.m.

*4:30 P.M.

8:00 A.M.
*4:00 P.M.

9:30 A.M.
4:30 p.m.

8:00 a.m
*4:00 p.M
8:00 A.M.
*4:30P.M.
t8:00A.M
9:30 A.M.

8:00 a.m,

5:00 p.m.
9:30 a.m.
*4:00 P.M.

8:00 A.M.
8:00 a.m.

10:00 a.m
3:00 P.M,

5:00 P.M.
3:30 P.M
5:30 P.M.

8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
8:«0 A.M.
3:30 P.M.

'•4:30 p.m.

*4:00 P.M.

8:00 a.m,

3:00 p.m.

8:00 A.M.

9:30 a.m.
3:30 p.m.

*4:00 P.M,
*4:30 p.m.

3:30 p.M
8:00 A.M

*4:30 P.M.
*8:00 A.M

...Antioch and Martinez

.Calistogaand Napa

. ( Deming, El Paso ) Express....

. I and East J Emigrant..

. J
Gait and ) via Livermore

. "i
Stockton j via Martinez

...lone

. . . Knight's Landing
" " (tSundays only)

...Los Angeles and South
. . Livermore and Pleasanton.

...Madera and Fresno

. . . Marysville and Chico. . .

.

...Nilesand Haywards....

. J Ogden and i Express

. \ East f Emigrant........
. . Redding and Red Bluff

(Sacramento, 1 via Livermore,
Colfax and V via Benicia. . .

.

Alta J via Benicia....

. . . Sacramento, via Benicia. . .

.

. . . Sacramento River Steamers .

.

,
..San Jose

.Vallejo..

(tSundays only)..

.Virginia City..

.Woodland

. . .Willows and Williams.

,

2:40 p.m.
*12:40p.m.
*10:10 a.m.

7:40 p.m.

11:40 a.m.
10:10 A.M.
#10:10 A.M.

7:40 P.M.

2:40 p.m.

7:10 a.m.
5:40 p.m.

12:40 P.M.
5:40 P.M.

*10.10 A.M.

Jll:40 A.M.
2:40 p.m.

5:40 p.m.
8:40 A.M.
•2:40 P.M.

12:40 P.M.
5:40 p.m.
5:40 p.m.
4:10 P.M.
9:40 A.M.
8:40 A.M.
11:40 A.M.
6:10 A.M.
5:40 P.M.
6:40 p.m.
7:40 p.m.
11:40 a.m.
10:10 A.M.
6:00 a.m.
4:10 p.m.

9:40 a.m.
7:40 p.m.
2:40 P.M.

tll:40 a.m.

12.40 P.M.
10:10 A.M.
11:40 A.M.
7:40 P.M.

*10:10 a.m.
7:40 p.m.

Train leaving San Francisco at 9:30 a.m. should meet
Pacific Express from " Ogden " at San Pablo ; also Pacific
Express from "El Paso" at Antioch.

LOCAL FERRT TRAINS,
Via Oakland Pier,

From "SAN FBAMTCISCO." Pally.

To EAST OAKLAND-'6.00, *6:30, 7:30, 8:30, 9:30,

10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30,

7:00, 8:00, 9:30, 11:00, »12:00.

To ALAMEDA—*6:00, 't6:30, 7:00, »t7:30, 8:00, "t8:30,

9:00, «t9:30, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 1:00, 2:00, 3:00, »t3:30,

4:00, "t4:30, 5:00, *t5:30, 6:00, «+6:30, 7:00, *8:00,9:30,

11:00, "12:00.

To BERKELEY — "6:00, »6:30, 7:00, '7:30, 8:00, "8:30,

9:00, !9:30, 10:00, 110:30, 11:00, JU:30, 12:00, 1:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,

9:30, »12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—*6:00, *6:30, 7:00, "7:30, J8:00.
•8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, "4:30, 5:00'

*5:30, 6:00. "6:30, 7:00.

To " SAJf FRANCISCO," Daily.

Fkom BROADWAY, Oakland -»5:32, *6:02, 6:32,7:02,

7:32,8:02,8:32, 9:02, 9:32, 10:02, 10:32,11:02, 11:32,12:02,

12:32, 1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32, 5:02,

5:32, 6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

From EAST OAKLAND-*5:21, *5:51, 6:21, 6:51, 7:51,

8:51, 9:51, 10:51, 11:51, 12:51, 1:51, 2:51, 3:51, 4:51,

5:51, 6:51, 7:51, 9:21, 10:51.

From ALAMEDA—*5:15, '5:45, 6:)5, 7:10, "+7:35, 8:10,

"+8:35, 9:10, »t9:35, 10:10, "+10:35, 11:10, 12:10, 1.10,

2:10, 3:10, 4:10, "+4:35, 5:10, "+5:35, 6:10, "+6:35, 7:15,

"+7:35, 9:15, 10:45.

From BERKELEY-*5:45, *6:15, 6:45, "7:15,7:45, *8:15,

8:45, J9:15, 9:45, {10:15, 10:43, (11:15, 11:45, 12:45,

1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:15, 4:45, 5:15, 5:45, 6:15, 6:45, 7:45,

9:15, «10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY— *5:45, *6:15, 6:45, «7:15,

7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, »5:15, 5:45,

*6:15, 6:45, »7:15.

Creeb Route.
From SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:15, 3:15,

5:15.

From OAKLAND—»6:15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

All trains run daily, except when star (*) denotes Sun-
days excepted.

rTrains marked thus (+) run via East Oakland.
(t)Sundays only.

" Standard Time " furnished by Randolph & Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. GOODMAN, Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agt.
A. N. Townb, Gcnerai Manager,

COAL OIL STOVES.
All Sizes for Cooking or Parlor use

Send for Circular and Prices.

WIESTER & CO..
^^ 17 New Montgomery St. AS. F.

On and after Monday. April 3d, 1883,
Boats and Trains will leave San Francisco as

follows:

7 1 f\ a.m. daily (Sundays excepted), via San Rafael,
• -*-^ from Market-street wharf, for Petaluma, San-

ta Rosa, Healdsburg, Clovcrdale, Guerneville and way
stations. Stages connect at Geyserville for Skaggs'
Springs; and at Cloverdale for Highland Springs, Kel-
seyville, Soda Bay, Lakeport, Ukiah and Geysers.

Daily, Except Sundays.
2QA r.M., via Donahue, from Washington-street.OU Wharf.

4£tA p.m., via San Rafael, from Market-street wharf,
,iJ\J for Petaluma, Cloverdale and way stations.

Stages for Navarro Ridge and Mendocino City leave
Cloverdale daily at 6 A.M.

Sunday Excursions.

8 0A A.M., Sundays only, via Donahue, from Wash-
•«v ington-street wharf, for Cloverdale aDd way

stations. Round Trip Tickets on Sundays to Petaluma,
$1.50; Santa Rosa, S2 ; Healdsburg, S3 ; Cloverdale,
$4.50; Guerneville, $3. Returning, will arrive in Sau
Francisco at 6:45 p.m.

8"1 PZ a.m., Sundays only, via San Rafael, from Mar-
• J-*-' ket-street wharf, for Miller's, Pacheco, Novato

and Burdell's. Returning, will arrive in San Francisco
at 7:45 p.m.

GEYSERS! GEYSERS!
Tbe Greatest Natural Wonder of the

World 1

Immense Reduction in Bates.

Round Trip Tickets, via Cloverdale $8 50
Round Trip Tickets, via Cloverdale andCalistoga.§12 50

Passengers will leave San Francisco at 7:10 A.M.
week days, from San Quentin Ferry, and arrive at the
Geysera at 2:30 p.m. On Sundays, leave Washington-
street Wharf, by Steamer JAMES M. DONAHUE, at
8:20 a.m. Returning, arrive in San Francisco by either
route the following evening.

ARTHUR HUGHES,
Gen. Manager.

PETER J. McGLYNN,
Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

SONOMA VALLEY RAILROAD.

On and after Monday, April 3d, 1SS2.
Boats and Traius will leave San Francisco as

follows:

O O f\ P- m. daily (Sundays excepted) , from Washing-
^•«-*V/ ton-street Wharf, for the town of Sonoma.
Fare, §1. Round Trip Tickets, from Saturday till Mon-
day, $1 50.

SUNDAY EXCURSIONS.
8 A a.m. (Sundays only), from Washington-street

. _j \J wharf, for the town of Sonoma. Round Trip

ARTHUR HUGHES,
Gen. Manager.

PETER J. McGLYNN,
Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

H. S. Williams. A, Ohesebrough.

W.H.Dimond.

WILLIAMS, DIM0ND & CO.,

Shipping and Commission Merchants,
UNION BUILDING:,

Junction Market and Fine Streets.

AGENTS FOR-

Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific

Steam Navigation Company, The Ca-

nard Royal Mail Steamship Company,
*

' The California Line ofClippers ' *

from New York and Boston,

and *
' The Hawaiian Line .

*

'

San Francisco, January 31, 1880. [Jan. 31.

L.H. Newton. M. Newton.

NEWTON BROTHERS & CO.,

Importers and Wholesale Dealers in
Teas, Foreign Goods and Groceries, 204 and 206

California street, San Francisco, Cal May 25.
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WHY THE COWS CAME LATH

II..- '.rr, lnn.r.1 lull.,

f. ar* tbe DM-jutows,
V fli.l.r.| tl„ nlU.

I ID the f*rn '

bin;
M wif« ta watching.

Wbil* *hc hn.--r- with Ltoi j .ul U-*iilr Um harnyanl gat*,
WonoWiag why bar Jannlt »n.l th« cows <x>tna I

.I.i.ni.-. rwnfjred niM'it-D,

Waii'l-rinc -i.-un the lane

;

Tb»t ww tn thr .Uylik-ht
If \<\ 1 run t.- w.,n«>.

w tbt ihadowt;
Cording iwallo* -

K:»tvli<l- .tn* catling;

Still the mother utaoai her syw heaiil? the tiarnynnl cut".
And wooden why her Jennie nod the oowi can be so late.

Loving soonda are falling.

Homeward now at last.

Speckle, Hew ami I'.rimlle

Through the gate have passed.
Jennie, sweetly blushing,

Jamie, grave and thy,
Takes the [tails from mother,
Who stands silent bw.

Not ono word is spoken as the mother shuts the pate.
But now she knows why Jenny and the oowa Dame home, n Into.

^___ —A tUtiiUt Constitution.

LETTER FROM LONDON.
London, September 20th, 1882.—Dear N. L: The victory at 'IV1

el-Kebir is still the reigning topic on all sides, for, though the occupation
of Cairo and the actual capture of Arahi were subsequent events, tin BUC
cessful attack on the Egyptian Stronghold was, of course, the virtual ter-

mination of the war, every thing else that has occurred being a natural
,uence of it. For the moment, Sir Garnet Wolseley is the idol of the

British public, and while a week ago only his stanchest friends dared to
say a word in his favor, to-day no honors are thought too good for him,
and people are already speculating as to what title he will take when be
gets his peerage—a coronet, and a seat in the House of Lords, together
with a good sum to set him going, being in store for him when he comes
home. Sir Beauchamp Seymour is to be offered a peerage also, though it

is thought to be doubtful if he will accept. Should he do so, the title of
Lord Damietta has been suggested as the most appropriate, while Sir Gar-
net will prefer to retain bis own patronymic in his new designation, and
be called Lord Wolseley.
Mrs. Langtry has got back to town, and began on Saturday last a fare-

well engagement at the Imperial Theatre, prior to her departure for Amer-
ica. She sails in the Alaska, Oct. 6th, and begins her season in New
York on tbe 30th in the "Unequal Match." Besides Rosalind in "As
Yon Like It," she hasalso added the high-tempered wifeof the Duke Aran-
za in "The Honeymoon,' 7

to her repertoire. Her American tour will

not go beyond a period of six months, by the end of which time the Amer-
ican public will perhaps have had all they want of the Jersey Lily, and
her ankles, which portion of her personal attractions Mrs. Langtry is said
to rely most upon in America. It is curious that all her parts are short-
skirted ones, from Hester Grazebrook up to Rosalind, the latter of course,
soaring above the plain of pretty stockings to tbe realm of tights. Those
Bhe has determined upon for her sojourn in the Forest of Ardennes, and
are to be dark peacock blue—so it is whispered—out of regard for Oscar
Wilde, who is a great admirer and favorite of hers. I have an idea that
people whose theatre-going days date far enough back to remember Mrs.
John Wood in her best burlesque days, will see a strong resemblance to
her in Mrs. Langtry when she makes her first appearance before a New
York audience.
The Ohio beauty, Miss Jennie Chamberlain, is still the rage in Eng-

land. She has been made a good deal of by the Prince of Wales, and his

influence will doubtless get her plenty of invitations to country houses
during the winter, as it is announced she is to pass the next few months
in London. The last riddle about town is not a bad one, apropos of the
young lady: Why should the Prince of Wales' court be a merry one ; Be-
cause he has a Lady Chamberlain instead of a Lord Chamberlain.
Lord Beaumont has been very ill for some time past, at his residence in

Berkeley Square. No one appears to know the precise nature of his ail-

ment, beyond the fact that he was at one time thought to be in a serious
state. He is at last accounts said to be improving.

I dont think Fanny Davenport has scored much of a success. She is

called "a massive, ponderous lady." The last scandal is the birth >f

rather precious heir to the Earldom of Shrewsbury. Mrs. Mundy only
became the Countess of Shrewsbury last June, at which time society was
sufficiently scandalized in the wedding festivities that took place in her
honor at Ingestre. People then hardly thought things were quite so far

advanced. It is said that Lord Charles Beresford will get the command
of the new corvette Canada, and have Prince George of Wales among his

officers. Lady Lister Raye, Miss Iznaga, of New York, that was the sis-

ter of Lady Mandeville, has just presented Sir John with a son and heir.

A peerage for Gladstone is the last idea. It is doubtful if the "grand old

man" would accept one. He is wanted too much in the Commons just

now. Yours, Dido.

Mrs. Scoville, the estimable lady who made such a fuss about her
brother, Guiteau, wearing hemp, is alleged, on her husband's testimony,

to be somewhat peculiar in her notions of marital virtue. The public

could have forgiven her these little domestic errors had she only succeeded
in poisoning her brother in time to save the expense and disgrace which
his weary trial inflicted upon the nation.

The novelties in neckwear for the Fall season are exquisite, especially

those imported by J. H. Carmany, of 25 Kearny street.

THE OUTTA PERCHA AND RUBBER MANFQ. CO.,

• ' i "tr-i «n>l Dmivre la

RUBBER COODS.
""*• fc

*.°r. !

it. I>... Ml*.

"" !•*< i" k Ban
* w MUUOI in BBI

...in ud Hull Kini-I. Boot*. Hip «od Short: In.. BaodaU, I

Qaiten, Foothold

-,.l i

JOHN W. TAYLOR, Haiipr.
for. FlTCI nil. I l.trU.-t tlrrrln.

S«li Fr.tii. it., o

J. B. Woosur. J. B. WOOSTER & CO., 8. B. Steele.

COMMISSION MERCHANTS
UD I

J-IIUI ISI()\s. li I /;. i

3l» IKiivr snti.i.r
.' BOS 1203.

risiim i i , in..
..NAM FKAXIXO. < Al..

S.|.t. !..

M. A. GUNST & CO.,
203 Kearny Street San Franoiseo.

IMPORTEltX .IM> Hl.M.EMt INHAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS.
Also, Agents for Kimball, Gaulliener Sc Co "e Guatemala Cigars.
t3F~ Inform the 1'ublic that thru rrr, ir, large (MoiOM "/' Chulrr

Havana BTMUU ttriri- r« month. iFcli. 19.

C. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

SAN FRANCISCO and NEW TOBS.
6^" Agents of American Sugar Refinery, cornor ot Union and Battery Streets,

San Francisco, California. jan . 17.

Glaus Spreckels. Wm, G. Irwin.
WM. G. !RWIN & CO.,

Sugar Factors and Commission Agents,
Honolulu, H. I. TMarch 25.

CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY,
Manufacturers of the Standard Syrup, a superior article

put up in barrels expressly for home consumption. Also, Extra Heavy Syrup
in barrels for Export. Refined Sugars at lowest market rates. Office 325 Market
street, up stairs. Dec. 21.

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,
STOCK BROKERS,

No. 314 Pine Street San:Francisco.
[May 20.]

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY,
No. 310 Sansome Street)

San Francisco,

WSOLE 8A.Z E T> E ALE R 8 IN FUM8.
[September 21.1

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Gold Medal, Paris, 1S7S.

Sold by all Stationers. Sole Agent for tbe United States:
MR. HENRY HOB, 91 John street, N. Y. Jan. 6.

C. W. M. SMITH, /^P\The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor, /hft^V-rO^
Established in 1862, IfATENlgj

Removed to ". 324 Sansome Street.^&£jrpy

fggt* MR. C. W. M. SMITH is the patent attorney fur Marriott's Aeroplane Com-
pany for Navigating the Air, Oct. 22.

TABER, HARKER & CO.,

IjaFORTEMS AJfD WHOLESALE GROCERS,
108 and 110 California St., S. F.

[April 19.]

JOHN McKEW,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL COAL DEALER,

431 UNION STREET Between Dnnout and Kearny.
SA.N FRANCISCO. Aug. 26.

NOTICE.
lor (be very best photographs go to Bradley *Sc Kulofson's,

in an Elevator, 429 Montgomery street. Oct. 29P
ROBERT WALKINSHAW,

REAL ESTATE AGENT 407 Montgomery Street.

Farming, Mining: and City Properly.
[July 29.]

Uviiii a week in your own town. Terms and $5 outfit free.

tJpUl} ^.f ir335 ii Hallett A Co., Portland. Maine.
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THE TENANT OF "ROBBER'S ROOST."
No. 7.

The Honorable (?) Paul Neumann is still the subject of many
pungent paragraphs in exchanges that daily come to hand from all parts

nf the country. If the joke of his nomination should be carried to the

final denouement of his election, no such unhappily advertised man will

ever have gone to Washington. " The Robber's Roost," its purposes, its

appliances and its blandishments are as well understood in Washington
to-day as they were in Sacramento in 1S80.

Meanwhile the Honorable (?) Paul abstains^from meeting his fellow citi-

zens face to face in public meeting. He who erstwhile was ready to make
a speech on all occasions, and to lecture on " debt" or anything else that

he was equally well conversant with, is now as dumb as a muzzled ox. He
slinks abashed from the public gaze. He dreads the hisses with which he
would be received. He puts in no plea of abatement why a righteouss en-

teuce should not be passed upon him. He contents himself with going
round among shady fellows like himself, whom he attempts to fool with
lies, false pretenses and appeals to the baby act. So far he has had small
success. Prince of the Bohemians, as he styles himself, he has captured
but one Bohemian. He has won the sympathies, naturally enough, of

Bogart, who sometimes contrives to abuse his use of the columns of the
Stock Exchange. Pit companions ! Appropriate sympathizers ! Bashi
Bazooks both, they naturally run together. Newmann's drinks, spending
money, Bohemianism, and more direct considerations have won him the
advocacy of Bogart. The statement of that fact is its own best com-
mentary. There is no better guide to a man's character than the com-
pany he keeps. If he herds with navy swindlers, bigamists, and men
who never had a kind or charitable word to say of anybody, he is pretty
sure to have selected the companionship of his own kind. In such com-
pany he is pretty sure to be given to loud vaunting, to tall talking and to

lying. He likes to appear a hero among his own sort if only for the pass-
ing moment. At a loss to account for the opposition of men who do not live

on his plane, who abhor his methods, and have not an instinct in common
with him, he must needs lie. Once in awhile he is liable to make a mis-
take at that game. He is liable to fall foul of a man who, though he
never wantonly assails anybody, is pretty sure to resent an insult with a
force that cowards and paltroons may not successfully resist. That is

precisely what Neumann has procured his congenial companion, Bogart,
to do in this case. He induced Bogart in the Exchange to say that the
animus of these exposures of the "tenant of robber's roost," resulted from
the fact that "the News Letter's representative at Sacramento visited the
robbers roost one night, misbehaved himself, and was ejected therefrom
by Mr. Neumann." It was needless to say that this was all false. No
circumstance ever occurred of any kind upon which such a statement, or
anything like it could be truly made. Advantage was taken of the ab-
sence of the proprietor of the Exchanye in the country to make such an
attack. Upon his return he inquired into the circumstances, and thereupon
voluntarily made an amende due from one gentleman to another in tbe
following words, which appeared at the head of the editorial column of
Thursday's Exchange :

Correction.—Some days since we made the statement, upon information of Mr.
Neumann himself, that a representative uf the News Letter at one time visited the
house at Sacramento called " Robbers' Roost," and was ejected therefrom by Mr.
Neumann, thus accounting for the enmity to him of that journal. Subsequent in-
formation has convinced us that our information was wrong and our statement erro-
neous. Therefore, in justice to all concerned, we now make this correction and
amende.

So far so good. That acquits Colonel J. P. Jackson of all wrong, ex-
cept the grave mistake of keeping in his service a man who uses his jour-
nal for false, malicious and libelous purposes. It saddles upon the Hon-
orable (?) Neumann as impudent a lie as ever was told. As the News
Letter at the time referred to had but one representative at Sacramento,
there is of course no doubt as to who is alluded to. We offer the Hon-
orable (?) Paul to pay §100 to any charity he may name if he will prove a
single statement of the allegation he procured to be published in the
Exclmnge to be true. If he fails to do that, he stands convicted of falsely
maligning a man whose shoes we know him to be unfit to black. That is
a manly, plain and unmistakable way of meeting false allegations. We
commend the method to the Honorable (?) Tenant of Robber's Roost, who
has never yet come out into the open like a man, and challenged proof of

the manifold reasons given in evidence that his election to Congress would
be a disgrace to this great city. Instead of doing that he slinks behind
an Arab like Bogart, and through him lies about a man who spurns him
and all his ways. Such creatures as Neumann, who dare not face his
fellow-citizen b in public meeting, and Bogart, who had to run away, a
few months ago, from his wife and children in New York, for fear of
arrest for bigamy, venture to assail a man who is not of their kind, who
has not a single sympathy in common with them, who breathes not their
atmosphere, and cultivates not their instincts. Once for all, let these
maligners be answered. They hide their heads from public gaze. Be
comes out into the open and fears no man's frown. They fear to meet
their fellows where they are best known. Neumann will not address the
people whom he would fain represent. Bogart runs away from the Navy
Office and the Courts where they try men for bigamy. The man whom
they maligned visited his native home, not for the first time, five years
ago, and was entertained at a public banquet. As evidence of what those
who knew him from childhood thought of him, we give the following ex-
tract from a three column report in the Geelong Times of July 23d, 1877.

A complimentary banquet was given last evening in honor of Mr. William M.
Neilsnn, our ex-Member of Parliament, by many of his old constituents, for the
purpose of showing their esteem for him, and to wish him bon voyage on his return
to America. The long room of the Prince of Wales' Hotel was gaily decorated for
the occasion, and although the tables were so arranged as to make the most of the
available space, yet there were many more present than could obtain seats, and who
had, in consequence, to be content with standing room. The county was well rep-
resented by leading men from nearly every district.
Thomas Smale, Esq., J. P. of Barrabool, occupied tbe Chair, supported on his

right by the guest of the evening and by James Piper, Esq., and on his left by John
Ince, Esq., Member elect. The vice-Chair was occupied by James Sinclair, Esq.,
supported on his right by John Heard, Esq., and on his left by James An-
derson, Esq.
The Chairman proposed, "The Guestof the Evening—A brave and able defender

and sufferer for the right, he is honored, esteemed and loved by us all." TCheers
given and renewed again and again.] The Chairman proceeded to say that when he
met his friend after his arrival it afforded him as great a pleasure as if he had met his
own brother.[applause], and he knew that was the feelingwith which they one and all

greeted him that evening. [Hear, hear, and cheers.] It seemed to him but yester-
day since he first heard their guest, in his own enthusiastic way, expounding those
principles which had since made their mark in the country's History and progress.
They all knew his early devotion to the principle of protection to home interests,
which he originated and which still occupied so large a share of public attention, and
which has divided those who loved Australia as a home, against those who only
looked upon it as the great receptacle of English manufactures, had embittered pol-
itics, and had at one time even threatened the British connection. Their guest and
friend had been their representative iu Parliament for many years, and now that the
passions of the time had passed, friends and opponents alike were ready to admit
the energy, ability and singleness of purpose with which the country had been
served [Applause.] Throughout the country there were monuments of his labor
that would stand as evidences of his success and of the debt of gratitude that was
his due. Their friend had been away in America, and though it seemed but the
other day since he left, yet wellnigh eight years had passed since then, and now he
had come to pay a flving visit to the land of his berth. They were glad to welcome
him and to find that he had improved in health and physique, and he hoped he had
otherwise prospered Around that festive board were gentlemen who knew their
friend from boyhood up, who had watched his career, admired his abilities and
esteemed his warmth and earnestness of purpose. [Cheers.] They had been wit-
nesses alike of his successes and of his tribulations, which latter, unmerited as they
were, only endeared him the more to them, and that they had assembled at such
short notice to do honor to their guest was evidence, as it was intended to be, of the
place he still held in their esteem and affection. [Cheers.] There was no matter of
politics about that meeting. Their object was simply to greet an old time-honored
friend. Yet there was a feeling that was well expressed in private by a gentleman
he was glad to see present (Mr. James Anderson) : "Ah," said he, " my boy, if you
had been here a few weeks sooner, at the general election, we should have elected
you to Parliament again." Their friend, however, had other plans and prospects.
He had formed new connections and cherished other aspirations in regard to the
land of his adoption, and was about to return thither. He had been elected to Par-
liament under 22 years of age, by dint of a popularity that was all his own making.
He had been reelected three times, was the first native-born son chosen to that
position, had soon worked his way to the front among able men, and had sowed the
seeds of a colonial policy that were still growing apace, and his name would ever
remain identified with their history. He was sure he was speaking the sentiments
of all when he said that their guest would carry with him their heartfelt wishes for
the realization of the highest possible degree of prosperity and success. [Cheers.]

That is a sufficient answer to all libelers as to the past. Of the present
and of the twelve years of residence in this city, the maligned leaves his
walk and talk among men to speak for themselves. If they do not
answer for him then nothing that an honest man can say, who cannot be
either bought or intimidated, will avail.

But the question, after all, is not as to who indites these attacks upon
"the tenant of robbers' roost," but as to whether they are true or not.

If they are false they are susceptible of an easy answer. It is not possi-

ble in these days of many newspapers, with varied interests, to palm off

week after week stories that are without foundation. Party influence
alone would cause untruthful statements to be answered. Then the man
whose public course is assailed would come to his own defense if he but
knew that he had a successful defense to make. He would resent false-

hoods as we have resented them.
The broad facts, as we have heretofore stated them, are undenied, and

we believe are undeniable.
The tenancy of "robbers' roost" is well known, and has passed into

history. The blandishments of that establishment became a scandal in
Sacramento, and were bywords in all men's mouths, until at last the
house itself became contaminated by a name that has stuck to it unto
this day.
The votes that were recorded by the " tenant " and his abstinence from

voting speak for themselves. They indicate jobs, corruption; and fraud at
almost every step. They mark out a man who ought to be the last that
a great city should send as its representative to Congress. If these things
be not so, let it be shown. It is idle to apply with the tu quoque argu-
ment. It is not to the purpose if it were true that '.' you are another."
The people are concerned with tbe candidate that is before them, and not
with the humble scribe whom they know not, who does not ask for their

suffrages, and who, when he has told the truth as he knows it, leaves the
dear people to make asses of themselves by voting for a knave, or prove
that they are stalwart lovers of the right by scorning a fellow who is

the embodiment of the corruption, loose morality and low-down politics

of the period in which we live. Again we ask, " are these things so?
"

If they be untrue or unjust in any particular, let them be answered.
This is the seventh article we have written on the unsavory subject of
" The Tenant of the Robbers' Roost." The half has not yet been told,

for the reason that much of it will not bear telling. With him we have
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Us ..»n snithw It,- is pcaang aa a candidate of the Sugar RsAnai
thisosj the atranoth of liii* acquaintance with young Mr. Sprackala; y-i
we have the word of the firm that they take no «tock in hi. fight,
fast, they repudiate him. In .very attitude lie is .i pretender. Without
capital in money, in honor, in integrity, or in anything that goes to make
up a man representative of the moral or material interests of .i Real >ity.
he yet seeks to go to Washington as a scandal, a shame anil a disgrace to
the great affairs of the (,>ueen ( ity of the Pacific. Is that all true ? Neil
mannisalawyer, and known theremeily, if it is not. Ths Coasts of Jostle*
are open to him. A Bohemian, a land title shark, oorrnpt p Ii

•ting borrower of four bits, man of many unpaid debts of honor,
originator of " Robbers Roost," lover of French cooks and of Franoh
lid-bits generally, aider of the Arizona-FitehCarpenter divorce Fraud.
who makes fun of morality, cranks jokes about political purity, and
laughs to worn all the honorable and sacred relations of life, we take our
leave of him for this time. Let him be sent to Washington by all means.
Bend him anywhere out of here. Let him erect his "roost'' under the
shadows of the Capital, Let him go :us the impersonation of the corrup-
tion of the times. Let the illustrated and funny papers get hold of him,
Permit his name to become a by-word and a reproach throughout the
nation. And let San Francisco once for all be cured of its toleration of
such ignoble creatures as Paul Neumann. As for ourselves, we send him
from the toe of our boot as we would a rotten, leprosy-diseased Chinaman.
To al] this he will say nothing, but will slink iuto his hole as the conscious
iniquity that he is. And yet, strange to say, whilst all this can be truth-
fully said of hip, be remains the candidate of a great party to represent
oneof the leading cities in the Union in the halls of the Congress of the
nation. It is a sight to make men and angels weep.

CRADLE. ALTAR AND TOMB.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
POTOSI MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 9
A iint per Share 25 Cents
Levied September 11th
Delinquent in Office October 18th.
Day of Mile ol Delinquent Stork November sth

W. E. DEAN, Secretary.
Office—Room 79, Nevada Block, No. 300 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal-

fornia September 23.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
NOONDAY MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 6
Amount per Share 25 Cents
Levied . September 22d
Delinquent in Office October 30th
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock November 22d

WM. J. TAYLOR, Secretary.
Office—Room 26, No. 330 Pine street, San Francisco, Cal. September 30.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
NORTH NOONDAY MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 6
Amount per Share 25 Cents
Levied .. Sept. 22d
Delinquent in Office Nov. 1st
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock Nov. 27th

WM. J. TAYLOR, Secretary.
Office—Room 25, No. 330 Pine street, San Francisco, Cal. September 30.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Northern Belle Mill and Miniog Company,

San Francisco, Cal., October 10, 1882. - At a meeting of the Board of Directors
of the above-named Company, held this day, Dividend No. 65, of Fifty Cents (50c.)

per share was declared, payable on MONDAY, October 16, 1882, at the office in
this city. Transfer books close on Wednesday, October 11, 1882, at 3 o'clock p. m.

WM. WILLIS, Secretary.
Office—Room No. 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California. Oct. 14.

ANNUAL MEETING.
Office of the Eureka Consolidated Milling- Company, Ne-

vada Block, Room 37. - San Francisco, September 25th, 1882.—The annual
meeting ol the stockholders of the above named company will be held at the office

of the company, Room 37, Nevada Block, San Francisco, on MONDAY", the SIX-
TEENTH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1882, at 1 o'clock r. M. of s.iid day, for the election
of five Trustees to serve for the ensuing year, and for the transaction of such other
business as may be presented. [Sept. 30.] W. W. TRAYLOR, Secretary.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
' \ Hicc of the Silver King Milling- Company, Sail Francisco,
y Oct. 3, 1892.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the above

named Company, held this day, a Dividend (No. 34) of Twenty-five Cents (25c.) per
share was declared, payable on MONDAY, Oct. 16, 1882, at the office of the
Company, Room 19, 328 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal. Transfer Books
will close October 10, 1882, at 3 P. M.

[Oct. 7.] JOSEPH NASH, Secretary.
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Amitkskx sniHii.T- October 8. Peter P. Aemiuwtn to Anna K Bebmldt
AvmT-DRUMMOHS-October 0, H. J. Avorj toMarj Onimmond, both ol this dty.
Hlmr-Dkiu Oetober4, by Rev. E. J. Lion. W H i.i.

| Urew
Barklsi i'r r.i.Kv Octoher 4, William U. Barklej to inni C 1 bj
Barada-Kbvhbdt -October 4, Emeet I Barada to Mamlu B Kennoa:
i'-i uiki Ewia October 1. 1. Buntnl to Annie Ewlg,
OABRirr-AitaoN—Octobers. J, B. Garretl toM. U Ansoa
Kamman-Wkklis-October 6, Charles F. Kamman to Bertha i Weriln
LooBLiHiR-ADRLSDoaraB -October i. n. Loobtinor to Eliza Adelsdorfer
Lmu irn-Irwik—October 4, John ii. Leghorn to Haggle J, Irwin birth of bbla dfj
Labrit-Labrl—October 8, Solomon Label t<i Sophie UiU], both "f thla dl v
Morrow -Caiiy—October 6, John K. Morrow, of Oakland, to Maggie i Cadi
atosTAOOi-BuRsa—October 8, .John Montague to Mary J, BurasT
Pbilip-Wattbrr -October 8, Rev, W. K. Philip, to Maggie M Ivatfcers
Kitcihr-Mrhhitkk -October .'., Adam Ritchie to Roao Messiter, both of this dty
Rhhirotoh-Gilciirist—October 7. Nelson F. Remington to Maggie Gilchrist

'

u BiwwooD-HuaDBR—October *, WUIiam Wedgwood to Mary J. Hughes.
Wbill-Wbilii -October 8, Joseph Weill, of Vallejo.to Bertha Weill of San Francisco
Wolk-Colbman—October 8, Marcus Wolf to Jennie Coleman.

TOMB.
Andrews—October 6, Mrs. Ellen Andrews, a native of Ireland, aped (10 years.
Bvrnk—October ii, James M.Byrne, a native of Missouri, aged 31 years and 8 months
Barrr—October 7, Dehardine, widow of Alfred Baker, aged 38 years.
Brock man —October 7, Charles A. Brockntan, a native of Germany, aged Gti years
Conro -October 4, F. D. Conro, aged 07 years.
Cook—October 0, Daniel Cook, aged 42 years.
Cutter—October 7, George H. Cutter, a native of Boston, Mass., aged 04 years.
Cam rBKLL—October 10, Mattie A. Campbell, a native of Broofclin, Me., aged 28 \ ears.
Frost -October 11, Nellie Frost, a native of New York, aged l.t years.
Kittrkdok—October 0, Joseph G. Kittredge,Sr., a^cd 82 years, 8 months and 23 days.
Lamont—October 0, Joseph Lamont, a native of Illinois.

Land—October 4, Charles Land, aged 51 years.
Mkrrv—October 5, William Lawrence Merry, aged years.
Meadb—October 0, George Washington Meade, aged years, 2 months and 17 days.
McCourt—October 10, James MeCourt, a native of Ireland, aged 4a years.
Mc SIAHon—October 5, Thomas R. HcMahon, aged 43 yeaw.
Mower—October 4, Amos H. Mower, a native of Maine, aged 53 years and 3 months.
Nicholson—October 7, Michael H. Nicholson, aged 56 years.
O'Brien—October 10, Mary A. O'Brien, aged 34 years 8 months and 2 days.
ROBERTSON—October 10, R. L. Robertson, ap;ed 71 years.

Sandrrs—October 9, John P. Sanders, aged 04 years, 11 months and 15 days.
Wurrler -Octoher 8, Mrs. Caroline M. Wheeler, a native ol Illinois, aged 40 years.
Yuri—October 4, Adelaide Yuri, aged 43 years and months.
Zimmerman—October 3, Albert Zimmerman, aged 30 years.

AIKTASAB !

The Ainascab contains neither mercury, lead, bismuth, nitrate of silver, nor
any mineral or vegetable salts, which could in the least injure the most delicate
complexion. It can be used largely with perfect confidence. We earnestly ask the
public to give it a trial, and assure them that they will find that we have claimed
nothing for the Ainaxab Elixir but what it will most thoroughly do. For the ben-
efit of those who might be deterred from using the Ainaxab Egyptian Elixir, by
the fear that it might injure their skin, we herewith append a few testimonials from
well-known persons living in this city, which will satisfy the most skeptical as to

the priceless value of the Ainaxab as an article of toilet, and as to its medicinal prop-
erties in removing all kinds of skin diseases.

San Francisco, March 29, 1882.
Ainaxab Manufacturing Company, 805 Montgomery street,

San Francisco:
Gentlemen— 1 have been using your Ainaxab, and find it a most delicious Elixir,

and not only beneficial but also most agreeably refreshing for the skin. I shall con-
tinue to use it. Please send me three bottles.

Yours truly, IDA VON TRAUTMANN,
Directress Geistinger Opera Troupe.

Ainaxab Company:
I have been using your Ainaxab in my family for some time, and am very much

pleased with its action. It has a pleasant and cooling sensation to the ekin, and for
all persons affected with black Bpots, or face worms, as they are usually called, I can
heartily recommend its use, as their removal is almost instantaneous, one or two appli-
cations accomplishing the desired result.

Respectfully, DR. OHAS. "W. HIBBARD,
202 Stockton street, San Francisco.

San Francisco, April 17, 1882.
Ainaxab Manufacturing Company:
Gentlemen—I have been using your Ainaxab for tbe last two months and I find

that it possesses all the good qualities claimed for it in your circular. I thinki t is the
best thiegjone can use to remove the bad effects of paint, or dry make-up. I shall con-
tinue to use it, as it has given me entire satisfaction.

Respeotfully yours, LOUISE LESTER,
Prima Donna, Tivoli Theatre.

A large numher of testimonials can be seen at our office.

AINAXAB MTfl CO., S. F.
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REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.

Recorded in tne City and County of San Francisco, California, for

the Week ending- October 9, 1882.

Compiled fromthe Recnrdsoftke Commercial Agency, 401 California St., H.F.

Tuesday, October 3rd.

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE.
J_

DESCRIPTION.

Martin L Bassett to F Buchanan.
S R Lilienthal to S D Sullivan

Thos W Mnlford to F Caldwell.

.

F C Caldwell to Margt Caldwell..

J E Caldwell to M H Sanger
Theo D Herzog to Robt McCone.

Jacob Lewis to Selig Lewis

Henrietta Selby to J De Laveaga.

Ricbd Windrow to Henry Godin

.

Rl Estate Associates to J Coleman

Wm P Gonld to Jos W WinanB.

.

G L Page to Wm Westerfeld

Urbain Hasson to Bridget Gogan.

WJGnnn to Thos Murray

Block 54, Excelsior HomeBtead
E Capp, 130 n 26th, n 32:11x115
S Broad street, 386 w Marengo, w 20 x
125, being portion lot 3 blk G, Rail-

road Homestead
S Broad, 420 w Marengo, w 20x125
S Broad, 457:6 w Marengo, w 17:6x125.

.

Nw Harrison, 125 ne 4tb, ne 25x75—100-
vara 72

Se Clementina, 375 sw 30x75, being in

100-vara 205
Sw Page and Franklin, w 94, s 89:8, ne

115, "n 22:1 to commencement—West-
ern Addition 143

Ne Capp and 26th, e 30x65, being situ-

ated io Mission block 182
All the Estate of the Real Estate Asso-

ciates

SwBush and Hyde, w 25x57:0
Se Market, 325 sw 6th, sw 25x105, being

in 100-vara 243
E Mission, 23 s 25th. 8 25x115, Mission
Block 182
W Dolores, 101:6 n 28th, n 25xl00-Har-
per's Addition 56

PRICE
$ 5

900

36,250

950

3,500

5

1,430

650

Wednesday, October 4th.

Johann P Medan to C Turn Suden.

Elizth McKeen to J B Flanagan..

J M Conner to T B Kent

Jos S A lemany to W Cook
Isaac Levy to Florence Crowley. .

.

J J Crowley to Jno Nightingale. .

.

J M Donahue to Michl Redmond.

.

Wm F Lapidge to Robt Wilson . .

.

Michl McCoy to Robt Drought

Fredk Morlock to W S Gage

Jno Hannan to Jas McDermott..

.

Bertha Galbraith to C & Co of S F.
MaryPctch to Ricbd H Petch

W Laguna, 63 n Ellis, n 27x50—West-
ern Addition 229

S Duncan, 210 w Guerrero, w 100x114
in Harper's Addition 36
W Mason, 40 s O'Farrell, b 20x09, being
in trust

W Collins, 200 8 Pt Lobos, s 50x120 ....

Ne Valencia and 23rd, n 160x125 -Mis-
sion Block 136

N Waller, 35 %v Buchanan, w 26x120-
Western Addition 290

S Day. 130 w Church, w 25x114—Harp-
er's Addition 99
W Valencia, 145 s 18th, s 50x100—Mis-
sion Block 71

Se Folsom, 220 ne 3rd, ne 18:4x94, be-
ing in 100-vara 42

N California, 50:3 w Polk, w 25x87:
Western Addition 54

S Clement, 57:6 e 23rd, e 50xlOO-Out-
side Lands 203

Streets and Highways
Ne Sacrameoto and Prospect Place.
48x30—50-vara 99

,

Gift

$1,800

1

760

5

5

1

4,000

4,000

5,000

350
1

Thursday, October 5th.

Albert Lissis to Jnana B Lissis..

Felix Steinert to Hvman Ellis..
Elizth Pfeiffer to P V Merle. . .

.

C H Pfeiffer to Bame
F Traverso to G Traverso.

.

R White to City &C of SF.

D Van Vleck to J H Church..

T Byrne to Ferd Christophe...

C P Faulkner to Margt A Bix..CW Laird to J W Nye
,

G Laird by exr to same...
J W Nye to W E Bridge.

.

W E Bridge to Mary J Smilh..

Wm Winter to Jas McCabe

N Sutter, 137:7 w Dupont, w 41:6x126,
and sundry lots throughout Western
and Southern portion city

Lot 8, blk 104, University Homestead. .

.

Undivided 9-14 e Front, 70 s Jackson, 8

20x65
All interest in same
W Gilbert, 150 8 Brannan, s 25x80, be-
ing 100-vara 319W Valencia, 220 n of 26th, n 1:6, w 90, s

26:6, e 10, n 2o, e 80 to commencement
—Mission Block 184

E 27tb avenue, 195 s Pt Lobos avenue—
Outside Lands 258

WRondall place, 377:7 s 16th, s32:5x
46:4. being in Mission blk 40

Lots 990 to 994, Gift Map 3
LotB 7 and 8, blk 641, Pt Lobos Avenue
Homestead

Lots 38 and 39 of sameW Ferrie, 160 n Pt Lobos Avenue, n 50
x 120-Wcstern Addition 641

W Ferrie, 225 n Pt Lobos Avenue, n 50
x 120—W estern Addition 641

Undivided half, se Brannon, 412:6 ne
45:10x137:6

5

750

4,307

2,3(13

450

250

1,275

400

250
200

500

500

5

Friday, October 6th.

EW Burr to S and L Soc.

.

B B Newman to same
Gulseppc Barche to Luigi Arata..

J Shirley to B de Andreis and wf.

Frank Thibault to Geo Frink

Sam! Marks to J Wbartenby

Jos A Kelly to Chas Lutzen..

A Mccartney toElizlh Paul

Elizth Paul to Bernard Keenan...

Tide Land Comrs to Jer Maloney.

J Maloney to Ellen Dalton
ED Newton to ER Lilienthal

J S Henshaw to Dollie Mecartney.

N Filbert, 220 w Lagnna, w 27:6x137:6

-

Western Addition 246
Same
Undivided half w Bargoyne place, 117:1

a Pacific, 8 20x00, being in 50-va 1194
N Vandewater, 91:8 w Powell, w 45:10

60, being in 50-vara 1527
Lots 18 and 19, Holiday Map A, and lots
51 to 54, Gift Map 4

Se McAllister, 27:6 e Lagnna, e 27:6x60,
S Union, 137:6 e Jones, e 27:6x120; al-

so n Lincoln, 136:8 e Jones, e 10 inch-
es s 70—50-vara 846

S Union, 137:6 e Jones, e 27:6x120 ; also
n Lincoln, 136:8 eJonea, e 10 inches
x70—50-vara 846

Ne 1st, 103:1, se Harrison, se 3 incheB x
137:6-100-vara 734

Ne 1st, 69 so Harrison.se 34:4x137:6, be-
ing in 100-vara 734

N Shipley, 225 w 5th, w 25x75, being in
100-vara 193

Same
Sw 19th and Noe, w 50x86, being in Mis-

sion Block 112
Lot 12, blk 9, Junction

$1,000
5

2,200

60

3,000

2,600

7

4,200

7
5

1,500
1

Saturday, October 7th.

ORANTOR AND GRANTEE.

J Breitenbach to M Breitenbach...

Edwd Kroae to Geo Edwards ...

ARohrle to Eliza Rohrle
Jno Rohrle to same
Eliza Rohrle to Chas C Rohrle
C C Rohrle to Elizth S Gunn
S B Bo8well to Masonic S & L Bk
Masonic S & L Bk to G Plummer.
Sevin Vincent to Wm Weston

DESCRIPTION.

P Dean to Geo Hausson

AJDonnell to Marc Stangroom.

Henrietta Cox to A J Morrell
Mkt St R R Co to Mkt St Cab R R

Se Natotna, 175 sw 8tb, sw 25x75, being
100-vara 287

N BuBb, 56 w of Pierce, w 26:6x100-
WeBtcrn Addition 427

Potrero block 202
Potrero blk 203
Potrero blkB 169, 170, 202, 203
Same
W Castro, 71:9 s 15th, 8 84x120
Same

,

S Clay, 84:9 e Stockton, e 52:6x75:6, be-
ing in 50-vara 79 ,

E Noe, 101:6 n 29th, n 50x105, being in
Harper's Addition 124

N Clay, 180 e Steiner, e 31:3x127:8, being
in Western Addition 351 i 6,200

Gift

3,123

16.000

500

Fifty-vara753
W Valenci, 89 n 16th, w 60, n 11, w 137:

2, nw 258, ne 81:2, e 47:6, s 195, e 90, s

96, etc, and sundry other properties
throughout the Mission and Western
Addition

1,000

Monday, October 9th.

E A Lawrence to F P Lawrence.

.

Howell Evans to Morgan Harris.
S M Wilson to Julia Neugass

H S Dorland to S and Ln Soc.

B F Howland to Emily Wood..

S and Ln Soc to same.

.

H S Dorland to same..

J Daly to CB Williams
Paul Tract Hd Assn to G Andrews
Fredk Wieland to Jos Mcdonough
Wm H Patterson to G D Newhall.

Se Hubbell, 68:9 ne 6th, ne 45:10. ee 60,
sw 120 to commencement, being in
South Beach block 26

Lots 39 to 42 Gift Map 2
N Washington, 158 e Fillmore, e 28x127:
8—Weetern Addition 317

N 19th, 245 e Dolores, e 25x100—Mission
Block 78

S 18th, 100 w Guerrero, w 27:2, s 218, c
27:6, n 218 to commencement, being in
Mission Block 78

N 19tb, 245 e Dolores, e 25x100, being in
Mission Block 78

E Doloree, 60 s 18th, s 29x110; alBO un-
divided half, e Dolores, 78 s Liberty, 8
50x92:6; also lots 337. 339, 340 of Gift
Map4; alBO half, nw Mission & Brook
w 162, n 40, e 168, 8 40 to comraence-
mencement ; also n 19th, 245 e Dolo-
res, e 25x100; alBO s 18th, 100 w Guer-
rero, w 3, s 100, w 21, s 113, e 54, n 213
to commencement

S Henry, 205 e Cdstro, e 35x115
Lot 2, blk 40, Paul Tract Homestead
E Taylor, 137:6 n Turk, n 30x60
Ne Page and Lyon, n 71:9, ne 145:1, se

19, e 4:5, se 33:4, w 147:8 to com; also
ne Haight and Lyon, n 275, e 143, ae
275:4, w 124:3 to com; also nw Lyon
and Haight, w 340:6, nw 278:3, e 298:2,
s 275 to com: also nw Page and Lyon,
w 287:3, nw 117:3, ne 272, s 80 to com;
also nw Waller and Broderick, w 144,
nw 19, nw 125, nw 93, nw 104. nw 32,
e 369:9, 8 275 to commencement

$ 500
1,600

2,200

1,675

1,675

2,009

1,425
440
600

13,000

1,490

GEO. STREET, Agent News Letter, SO CornMll, E. C, Zondon.

umtT^PuirsT extract oTmeatT^
i ami Cbea]

Dishes and Sauces.
Finestand Cheapest Meat-flavoring: Stock for Sonps, Hade

Dishes and Sauces.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT,
An in valuable and Palatable Tonic in all Cases of Weak

Digestion and Debility. "Is a Buccess and boon forwhich Nations shouldfeel
grateful." See " Medical Press," " Lancet," " British Medical Journal," etc.

T

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
C^aation--Gennine only with fac-simile oi Baron jLiebig's
J Signature, in blue ink, across Label.
This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substitutes being in

the market.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
To be bad of all Store-keepers, Grocers and Chemists. Sole

Agents for the United States (wholesale only), C. David & Co., 9, Fenchurch
Avenue, London, England. Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, Sau
Francisco. June 10.

heSammer Sau and B-ust. Ladies and all exposed to the scorching
rays of the sun and heated particles of dust, will find that the most
cooling and refreshing preparation for the face, hands and arms, is

T3owlands' Kalydor, which eradicates all prickly Heat, Sunburn, Tan,

1~V Freckles, Stings of Insects, etc., and produces a beautiful and delicate

complexion.

Rowlands' Macassar Oil prevents the hair falling off or becoming dry
during the hot weather, and eradicates scurf and dandruff.

Rowlands' Odouto is the purest and most fragrant Tooth Powder ever used,
and contains no acid or mineral ingredients, which are so detrimental
to the teeth and gums. Its purity especially adaptB it for the teeth of

young children. Ask any dealer in perfumery for Rowlands' articles,

of 20, Hatton Garden, London.

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.
Attendance, daily, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by the under-

signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, and to furnish all information
relating to the Society. J. P. McCURRIE, Secretary,

Oct. 23. Room 4, No. 531 California st.

PROF. JOS. J0SSET,
Graduate of the University of Paris; Ex. Professor of De

la Mennais' Normal, France; late of Point Loma Seminary, San Diego. Pri-

vate Lessons in the French Language. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 p.m. Private Lessons given at the res-

idence of the pupil. Dec. 6.
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NOTABILIA.

to
1..T

w Tvormmmtrj
William Miiortui

''Do you think «o, darling? | the jrirl, M
put* : md midiIiiu- ftrchlyu ibospok*; "kum *n>l MnfarM*

. r worth »r.> rary pMM u I , t li|» an ,| warm arm* an-
1-ut truth .m.i .in, erity and loyalty and ptirity an- v.

fairer and daari r " M 1 Ml ar<> right," replied her huaband, l.n.kii
w,tfa » right, sweetheart, and I will not
ceivr

| r." *' Weal I, ft look n|
ror pacing oraf her face, "There in but one piece <<f pi<

mpeon, "and I shall Urkle it myself." There are
ranges at Da La M.-ntanva's than one, and he mippliea all coaton
Jackaou atreet below Battery-

Softly the Summer wind wooa the roae.
Like a tickle lover.

He kimea her petals ; then off he goes
The fair fields over.

\\t, sin- e he hath kitted her, for ever the roae
Her heart uncloses;

And he breathes thereafter, wherever he rocs,
The perfume of rosea.

Society in New Mexico. "How is yoor son. who went to New
Mexico, coming on? "asked Gilhooly of Colonel Verger, whoaa sou left
Austin, a year or two ago, for that Territory. " Very well indeed," was
then-ply. " I *up|ioae he has helped hang many a desperado?" "On
the contrary, he is the only man in New Uexioo who never has anything
to do with banging criminals." " How is that ! " " Well, you see, he is

a Sheriff." McDonald, the candidate for Governor on the Prohibition
ticket, is the only man in San Francisco who does not buy his liquors
from P. J. Cassia & Co., corner of Washington and Battery street**.
Retail quantities at wholesale prices.

Those people that want to know why printers call the boy the devil,
can readily bring themselves to understand it by employing a boy for a
few days,—Boston Post.

A Chicago Minister says that, among women, a passing familiarity
with current news is so rare as to excite observation. He has seen thou-
sands of men in the street cars with a newspaper before them, but floes
not recall ever seeing a lady in the same position. Well, if the News
LkITBH bad been along there, his experience would have been different.
Every woman of them would have read the Notabilia man's brilliant no-
tices of Bradley & Rulofson's beautiful photographs.

The way the servants at a Summer resort hotel would prefer to have
the notice read: " Waiters will report any inattention on the part of the
guests."

If Mrs Lydia E. Pinkham has not really discovered the Elixir Vitae,
which the ancient Alchemists sought by so much patient research and per-
sistent experiment, her medicine seems, at least, likely to command an
immense sale and universal popularity in the future. If rapid progress
and eminent success furnish any basis for a correct judgment, Mrs. Piuk-
bam is a most promising competitor for such honorable distinction as the
alchemists failed to achieve.

He who obeys with modesty appears worthy some day or other of
being allowed to command.

—

Cicero.

When a man kums to me for advice, I find out the kind of advice he
wants, and I give it to bim. This satisfies him that he and I are two az
smart men az there is living. That is why our Notabilia man is sending
so many customers to Jas. R. Kelly & Co., who sell the noted Imperish-
able Paint. It covers twice the space of ordinary paint, and is imper-
vious to sun and rain.

A fool may have his coat embroidered with gold, but it's a fool's coat
still.

"Itiaagreat art to do the right thing at the right time." The per-
son subject to derangement of the kidneys or liver has a protective duty
to perform in purchasing a package of Kidney-Wort. It invigorates these
organs and by its cathartic and diuretic effect, cleanses the whole system
of all bad humors.

If you would raise the mortgage
That on your home encamps,

Why, always dine at our Swain's,
And you'll never have the cramps.

Duties and rights are inseparable; one cannot be delegated without
the other.

Music hath charms to soothe the savage breast—that is, if it is music.
Nothing so grates on the refined ear as a bad instrument, or one out of
tune. The best toned and tuned pianos are those manufactured by Stat-
ham, 765 Mission street.

Talk of human pride, can anything equal the haughtiness of a board-
ing-house keeper who has just had two applications for one vacancy?
Can anything exceed the pleasure of a man who has just bought a stylish

hat at White's, 614 Commercial street.

All passions die with the years ; self-love alone never dies.— Voltaire.

Brain-workers are numerous in our city. Nerve and brain must be
sustained by proper food. The wearied man must replenish nature. The
way to do that is, visit Moraghan's oyster parlors, 68 and 69 California

Market, and partake of the toothsome and brain-rejuvenating oyster.

Best pictures taken at the Imperial Gallery, 724£ Market street.

Certain excavation. recently mad, ... N.^ade rmaled in the aand-*— lh ' ™* '
l:[

l
f'" ( »--:*:-. '-•. RfMtaM inrl.~ |0e«. MtlW' *!!l?

d ***•,•*". * nd >>l lh-r b*« b~n pUyfef CUoar
naaa a modern city! San tract*... l-.k. the naataet, rlsenr.i and nr»

r* m^-T.by? Th«,m»i«rilT "I th- boor* are painted by N
.v itreet, house and «ign pa

klcy .- lb* boa of the D
|

n ,. !11(11i t|1P
K*|«»Wic*n boys. Bui there it a greater I... than theru all. 1

• -rail mm
:i ^m fnr

tnetn. we refer to Hermann, th<
. *mv «tiwt

Better a dum..ti.i with a Haw than a pebble without.

J F Cutter's Old Bourbon. This elebrnUd whJakt ti for
all firnl claw, druggmtii Mid ftTOO*1 , t .»r within a shield.

SPRING VALLEY AND THE BULLETIN.
The Company offera to Submit lta Ratea to Mayor Blake and Au-

ditor Brickwedal.
7b tht Public of San Francisco; The fanii.g Hull, fin in airah.

Nflrrgrau- pabll
, Worto, *.tl. .. rlew la

hrtnglmr about the hostile action at i->liu.-»l iwrtlt*. it lahwly declares Hi
company cmlcavorvu to secure the Domination of

MAYOR ItLAKR

i remove him rrom the Hajoraltj --f San Franolieo, li flattery
declares that the rataa to watai duoed in Ban Fi

-
mIi proprlotor of tint paper has the ovlda f tho rednoUon In bis own

hill, and though proof baa been offered to Mr. Pitch, one of the proprietor*,
venteen per cent hu been made upon more tl.m one half "f

the water bills of this company, and that upon
redaction of between seven and seventeen poi a nt We hereby offer lo pubitsh In
the Bullitin the actual redactions made, pivlng the names "f oonsumen inid
residences, the June bill of this year, the Julj bill, and tho pei red on.

It falsely ehuryen that this company Is now shaping matters politically m
secures

Sl'BSIDT

FVotnUiedtyandtorfiidthepabUctraasury. TheactoflSSSpnndedthatWBtardioald
lw supplied totbedtyfree incase ofAre or other gTcat necessity, andthat thteoompani
sboold have a voice in the fixing of its rates. Wo are endeavoring to uphold this
Act by an appeal to the Supreme Court of the United stales, but so fur u the
Supreme Court of this State is concerned it bss decided, and it is nt prawul the law,
that the new Constitution has changed the Act of 1858,and thai Hh- Boards of Super
visursare to fix the rates for domestic consumers and forall municipal purposes. As
to the proportion of the cost of the water supply, which the eit \ ought to bear, that
HVvird is to judtre. Provided a just and fair nic i semretl to this corporation, it
cannot be pecur.iarily affected, whether the entire burden shall be borne, as hereto-
fore, by the domestic ratepayers, or whether it shall be borne by the domestic rate-
payers and the municinality Jointly, as the Constitution requires. Hut when atten-
tion is called to the high rates which exist in San Francisco, It la proper that we
should state the real cause—namely, that here the domestic ratepayers have home
the entire burden of the water supply, whilst in every other lar^e city in the world
the burden is divided by some just proportion between property through municipal
taxation and the domestic consumers.
This company has no concealments to make as to its policy, and has no interest

which is not entirely consistent with the best government of San Francisco and the
State.

In order, therefore, to end all discussion upon the matters in difference between
the Bulletin and this company, the Spring Valley Water Works hereby pnijiose

TO ENTBR INTO TUB FOLLOWINO AGRBBUBltT,

Namely: It will submit the framing of an ordinance for the regulation of its water-
rates, both for domestic uses and municipal purposes, to either one of the four fol-
lowing hodies:

First -A Commission of three to be selected by the board of Trade.
Second—A Commission of three to be selected by the Chamber of Commerce.
Third—A Commission of three to be selected by the Board of Underwriters.
Fourth—To a Commission consisting of Mayor Blake and Auditor Brickwedel—

they, in case of disagreement, to choose a third member of the Commission.
The proprietors of the

BULLETIN AND CALL MAY IIAVB THE CHOICE

Of either one of the four above named Commissions.
The ordinance to be framed by the Commission selected by the proprietors of the

Bulletin and Call during the month of December of this year, and to be filed in the
office of the vJlerk of the Board of Supervisors on or before the first day of January,

Provided, George K. Fitch and Loring Pickering, proprietors of the Bu'letin and
Call-in. H. de Young, proprietor of the Chronicle; J. P.Jackson, proprietor of
the Post and Exchange; The Examiner Publishing Company, proprietor of the Ex-
aminer; Frederick MaeCrellish, proprietor of the Alta, and W. M. Bunker and A.
C. Heister, proprietors of the Daily Report, will unite with the Spring Valley Water
Works in such proposed written agreement, and agree to use their influence and
that of the journals mentioned to maintain in good faith the schedule of rul*"s fixed
by such Commission for the period of five years, and urge upon the Boards of Su-
pervisors during such period its adoption and maintenance, the Spring Valley Water
Works particularly agreeing that it will not urge in any way the increase of said
schedule, and that if any ordinance should be passed increasing the rates fixed by
such Commission, it will not accept such increased rates.

It is not claimed that an agreement so made can technically be legally binding, for
the Boards of Supervisors are empowered by law to 8x the rates, but it will be mor-
ally binding upon the parties to the agreement, and we hereby pledge ourselves, in
case it should be signed, to carry it out in its spirit and letter.

CHARLES WEBB HOWARD,
President Spring Valley Water Works.

September 19, 1882.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,

Sawing-, Planing: and manufacturing—Doors. Sashes, Blinds and
Mouldings—Turning:, Scroll and Jig Sawing—Counters,

Bar and Store Fixtures.

Finishing Work for Buildings on Hand and Made to Order.

217 to 225 Spear SI., and 218 to 226 Stewart St., S. F.
The largest and oldest established mill on tho Pacific Coast.

D. A. Maodonald, Pres't. R. S. Falconer, Sec'y. W. N. Miller, Sunt

[March 25.]

t. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

360 FOURTH STREET, SAJf FBAJTCISCO.
[July 15.]
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BIZ.

The arrivals of deep water vessels, thus far in October, have been

numerous, adding largely to our tonnage supply, and increasing materially

our stocks of merchandise. During the period under review a dozen or

more Wheat Charters have been written for Europe, based upon 42s. 6d.

for wood and 45s. for iron. At this writing the available tonnage in port

aggregates 80,000 reentered tons against 7,000 tons one year ago. At
near-by ports there is an additional supply of 6,000 tons. There is on the

berth about 60,000 tons register. The fleet to arrive within five months

is about 230,000 tons register against 392,000 ton3 a year ago and 218,000

same date in 1880. The outlook for any improvement in Grain Freights

is by no means encouraging to ship owners.

Imports of General Merchandise for the week embrace the follow-

in ': From the Hawaiian Islands, per Kalakua, to J. C. Merrill & Co.,

Sugar, 3,439 pkgs.; Molasses, 577 bbls.; Rice, 3,227 bags. From Genoa,

Italy, per Eianca Cassanova, Marble, 515 tons; Olive Oil, 1,190 cases;

Vermouth, 975 cases, etc. From Hongkong, per Melrose, to Macondray
,: Co., Jute, 1,500 bales; Hemp, 1,500 bales; Tea, 1,827 pkgs.; Rice,

16,781 pkgs.; Merchandise, 4,250 pkgs. The Arcturus, from Boston, had
Cordage and Assorted Goods. The Merone, from Philadelphia, had
Nails, Coal, Iron, etc. The Hagarstown. from New York, had Cement,

Plaster, Nails, etc. The Luca A. Nickels, from Hongkong, had for cargo,

Rice, 22,000 mats; 18,000 pkgs. Mdse.; Bags, Teas, etc. From British

Columbia, Burrard Inlet, we have, per Queen of the Paci6c, Lumber,
222 M. feet.

Exports during the week have been of importance, and include numer-

ous Wheat cargoos for Europe, also the following per O. and O. steamship

Belgic for China: Flour, 6,143 bbls.; Ginseng, 9,189 lbs.; Sheetings, 560

bales—say 354.500 yards ; Bread, Hops, etc. ; value, $97,477 ; in treasure,

$74,600. To Japan, Flour and assorted merchandise ; value, §64,778.

The same steamship carried en route for Batavia, Salmon, 50 cs. ; to Cal-

cutta, Hops, 7,642 lbs.; to Manila, Paints, ISO pkgs. For the Hawaiian
Islands, the brig Consuelo, for Honolulu, had a general cargo—Sugar,

15,500 lbs.; Flour, 550 bbls., etc.; value, $23,835. The British steamer

Suez, for same port, carried Salmon, Coffee. Bread, Barley, Beans, Pro-

visions, etc.; value, $76,000. To Victoria, B. C, the Geo. W. Elder car-

ried a general cargo, valued at $67,000.

Flour. —The British bark Valdivia, for Liverpool, carries a full cargo,

16,326 bbls. ; value, $89,790. The Celestial Empire, also for Liverpool,

carries 9,996 bbls. We quote Extra Family and Bakers, $5@5 50 ; Super-

fine, S4@4 50 # 196 lbs., all in cloth.

Honey for Liverpool.—The ship Yorktown carries 1,018 cases.

Barley—Shipments by sea show a large increase as compared with

those of last year; spot price of feed $1 30@1 35; Chevalier, $1 35@1 50;

Brewing $1 35@1 42^ per ctl. These prices rule also for future months,
October and November, while for 1882 sellers option $1 29, also for De-
cember, $1 29 is paid.

Bags.—The combination in Grain bags has been dissolved. 4,000,000

Calcutta sta-jdard Spot sold at 8c cash; for June-July delivery, S^c; Spot
stock large, and it is believed that with this and orders already sent out
that the needed supply for 1S83 is secured.

Grain Charters.—Br. iron ship Cannanore, 1,600 tons, chartered for

Cork, XT. K, at 45s.; ship H. McGivery, 1,329 tons, Wheat to Cork, U.
K., Havre or Antwerp, 43s., Liverpool direct, £l 8s. 9J.; ship M. P.
Grace, 1,92S tons, Liverpool direct, £1 19s. 6d.

Beans. —Prices have advanced lc. $ lb during the week, owing to rain

damage. Sales—370 sks. Bayos, 4c; 750 sks. Pink, 3c; Butter, 34,@4c

Hops.—The market is firm at 60@65c
Tallow.—Demand active at 9Jc. for Good to Choice; Refined, ll@12c.

WooL—Overland freights on low price, defective, reduced ^c $* lb.

—

which tends to strengthen the market. Fall Clip, 12@17c for fair to
good; defective, 9@10c. Spring Clip, 20@27c.

Coffee, Sugar, Rice, Tea.—Supplies of these several staples are un-
usually large, and prices for some time past have undergone no change.
Coffee is very low in price, the world over. The production largely ex-
ceeds the consumption. Sugar rules high. Rice is within reach of all.

Teas are controlled by a pool of dealers.

Quicksilver.—The "A" brand is held firmly at 38c, otherwise 37&&;
London price, £6 per bottle. The J. B. Ford, for San Bias, will carry
100 flasks Quicksilver, valued at $3,000, and the Paradox, for Sydney,
will take 300 flasks, valued at $9,000. The exports by sea for the month
of September, and from January 1st to October 1st, 1882, were, in Sep-
tember, 2,425 flasks ; value, S69,946 : same time in 1881, 1,643 flasks

;

value, $47,394; increase this year, 782 flasks; value, $21,532. Nine
months, 27,922 flasks ; value, $820,002 ; same time in 1881, 26,874 flasks

;

value, $778,740 ; increase this year, 1,048 ; value, $41,262. The exports
for the week by sea were as follows:

To Guaymas per Mexico, hence 6th inst.:

Flasks. Value.
Wm. B. Hooper 27 $899
Thannhauser & Co 20 579
C. F. Burham 1 27

To Yokohama per Belgic, hence 10th inst.:

Wm. T. Coleman & Co 30 861
To Victoria per Geo. W. Elder, hence 10th inst.:

Huntington & Hopkins 2 64

Totals 80 $2,426
Previously since January 1, 1882 28,022 822,865

Totals since January 1, 1882 2S.102 $825,291
Totals same period 1881 28,302 820,421

Receipts since January 1st, 1882, 37,913 flasks.

Exports by rail during the month of August aggregate 324 flasks, all of
which were shipped from this city. The total exports by rail for the first

eight months of 1882 were 4,143 flasks, of which 1,503 flasks were shipped
from San Francisco.

Grain Fleet.—This season's grain fleet to Europe. 108 vessels, against
139 same date last year—dating from July 1st to October 12th—carrying
Wheat, 4,162,831 ctls.; value, $7,022,607; 5,431,364 ctls.; value, $8,450,-
487, respectively. The above values include about 50,000 bbls. Flour on
the ships.

Wheat and Flour.—The receipts of wheat at tidewater since July
1st for two seasons past compare as follows : Wheat ctls., 1882, 4,998,-

185; 1881, 6,345,630. Exports 1882, 4,177,737; Do., 1881, 5,462,974. Flour
bbls, 1,082,374, 681,751, 301,093, 222,315. The Spot price of Extra Choice
White Wheat (milling) $1 67£@1 70 per ctl. No. 1 (shipping) U 65.
No. 2 (Do) $1 62J per ctl. Futures for all the year sell at corresponding
prices.

Salmon.—Oregon is sending us more orders. The Columbia brought
1,700 cases, 150 hf-bbls. The Fall catch was of short duration, and very
disappointing to all concerned.

GRAVES' LEDGER INDEX.

HOPPER'S WRITING TABLET.

STAFFORP'S INKS.

AMERICAN SOOli EXCHANGE PUBLICATIONS.
CAREW PAPERS.

CUNNINGHAM, 0URTISS & WELCH,
Corner Sansome and Sacramento Streets,

(Sept. 23.) San Francisco,

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
The Compauy's steamers will sail for Yokohama and

Hon^houg':
CITY OF PEKING

j JANUARY
2
9
" * "' ""

CITYOFTOKIO { SSESfS? k
Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and return at special rates.

For New York, via Panama:
SAN JOSE OCTOBER 19, at 10 A. M.,

Taking Freight and Passengers to MAZATLAN, SAN BLAS, MANZANJLLO
and ACAPULCO, and via ACAPULCO for Lower Mexico and Central Amer-
ican ports, calling at SAN JOSE DE GUATEMALA and LA LJEERTAD to land
passengers and mails.

Tickets to and from Europe by any line for Bale at the lowest rates ; also for Ha-
vana and all West India ports.

For Honolulu. Auckland and Sydney:
CITY OF NEW YORK OCTOBER 21, at 2 p.m.,

Or on arrival of the English mails.

Ten Dollars additional is charged for Upper Cabin passage.

For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and Brannan streets.

[Oet. 14.] WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., General Agents.

FOR PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, OREGON.
CHANGE OF TIME.

The Oregon Railway and Navigation Company and Pacific
Coast Steamship Company will dispatch every four days, from Spcar-street

Wharf, for the"above ports, one of their new Al Iron Steamships, viz. : QUEEN OF
THE PACIFIC, COLUMBIA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA and OREGON

Sailing* Days
Sept. 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28.

|
Oct. 2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 30

At 10 o'clock A, M.
Connecting at Portland, Oregon, with Steamers and Railroads and their connecting
Stage Lines for all points in Oregon, Washington and Idaho Territories, British
Columbia and Alaska.

Ticket Office 214 Montgomery Street
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

fSept. 16.

J

No. 10 Market street, San Francisco.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,

For Japan and China, leave wharf, corner First and Bran-
nan streets, at 2 r.M„ for YOKOHAMA AND HONGKONG, connecting at

Yokohama with Steamers for Shanghai.

ARABIC Thursday, January 18
OCEANIC Tuesday, January 30
COPTIC Saturday, February 10
GAELIC Tuesday, March
BELGIC Saturday, March 17

1883.
ARABIC Tuesday, October 31

OCEANIC Saturday, November 11

COPTIC Thursday, November 23

GAELIC Saturday, December 10
BELGIC Thursday, December 28

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates.
Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.'s

General Offices. Room 74, cor. Fourth and Toiriiscnd sts.

For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific Mail Steam-
ship Company's Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN, General Passenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD, President. Oct. 14.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamers of this Company will sail from Broadway Wharf

as follows

:

For Victoria, B.C., and Puget Sound Ports: On the 10th, 20th and 30th of each
month (except when such days fall on aholiday, then on the day previous). Steamer
of the 30th connects at Port Townsend with steamer "City of Chester" for Alaska.
For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the O. R. & N. Co.: Every4 days.
For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 5th, 10th, 15th t

20th, 25th and 30th of each month.
For Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and

Ventura: Every Wednesday at 8 a.m.
For Eureka, Areata, and Hookton, Humboldt Bay: Every Wednesday, 9 o'clock.

For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc.: Every Monday.

Ticket Office, No. 214 Montgomery Street, near Pine.
GOODALL, PERKINS &. CO., Agents,

Nov. 26. No. 10 Market street.
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Then we all go out bo the fair grounds, when pjga tod paaohea!ara dn-

played, ihaap and bedqoilta, fine stock, hows and mrbJaa, beside I

stores exhibit their richest goods in every OonceJTabl« Una. All
inventions, the new stenograph, heating and cooking apparatus,ice making
machinery, which captured something of my valuable time. The art
exhibition was really fine, as was that of textile fabrics. What
concern, if one doea come home tired and dusty, and qIobm the week,
worn and separated at junctures, a rend or two, bruised sides from the
elbowing crowd; personal damage is not of moment daring this carnival
week, which I would like to detail were it not too lengthy, as n
its beat points are lost in a general description. Or better, make your ar-
rangements to visit us the first week in October of next year, you will
meet a kingly reception and will learn that all enterprise does not slumber
in the Mississippi Valley. NuTMRG,

A NOTABLE REMOVAL.
In the contest some years ago between the photographers of the

United States, it will be rocollected that Bradley & Rulofson took the
first prize from all comers. From that time to this they have kept the
lead. The remarkable excellence of their pictures has won them a wide-
world fame. Xo visitor comes to our city without gettiDga photograph ta-
ken by this firm. San Francisco leads the world in the perfection of its pho-
tography. It is not alone, perhaps, the skill of the artists, though that is

admitted to be unsurpassed, which gives this excellence of results. The clear-
ness of the atmosphere has not a little to do with it. Fromwhatevercanse,it
is certain that not even under the sunny skies of Italy are photographs tak-
en with the superiority that is attained here. Our city is just about to be
adorned by a photographic gallery for the use of Bradley & Rulofson,
that will surpass all previous efforts, and indeed it is doubtful if its equal
may be found in all the world besides. It is located in Blythe's new
building, southeast corner of Geary and Dupont streets, and is almost
ready for occupation. The gallery was specially built for the purpose to
which it is to be devoted, and is to be supplied with everything new.

Resignation of Col. George Stoneman.—The resignation of Col.
George Stoneman, U. S. A., retired, has been received at the War De-
partment, and was accepted during the present week. It will be re-
membered that Col. Stoneman is the Democratic candidate for the Gov-
ernorship of California, and it is for this reason that he has tendered his
resignation. He perhaps feels that it would not be advisable for him to
continue to draw from the Government his salary as a retired officer of the
Army while canvassing for the Governorship of the State. Since the
creation of the retired list in 1861 there is only one instance in which an
officer who had attained so high a rank as colonel resigned. That was
Col. James L. Donaldson, assistant quatermaster-general, who on Janu-
ary 1, 1874, addressed a communication to the Secretary of War, stating
that he had balanced his account with the Treasury Department, and de-
sired to tender his resignation, to take effect from that date. It was ac-
cepted. It is not known why he resigned, but it is inferred from the let-

ter that it was on account of conscience. Only four other resignations
from the retired list are known. Capt. P. T. Turnley, Q. M. D., re-

signed December 31, 1865; Captain David W. Cheek, 13th Infantry, re-

signed May 4, 1865; Lieutenant E. P. Bigelow, 1st Cavalry, resigned
January 10, 1865, and Lieutenant Wm. Ewing, 17th Infantry, resigned
February 28, 1865.—Army and Navy Gazette.

McCurrie Wins.—On the 4th of September last, the case of J. R.
Lawry vs. J. P. McCurrie was tried in the Justices' Court before Justice
Clough. The action was to recover $299 on a money claim. Tho testi-

mony went to show that plaintiff had been sick in this city, and been
cared for by defendant, who furnished him with medical attendance and
nursing; that the money sued for had been expended by defendant to pay
expenses of plaintiff's treatment. Defendant filed a cross complaint for

$299 99. Last Monday Judge Clough rendered judgment for the defend-
ant, who had claimed 8436 30 in excess of the sum of $570 15. The Jus-
tice said he was satisfied, from the evidence given in the presence of the
plaintiff, that all moneys had been judiciously and economically used for

the benefit of the plaintiff, and as the defendant bad waived S136 31, in
order to bring the suit within the jurisdiction of the Court, he would or-

der judgment for defendant in the sum of S299 99, with costs of Court
and for attendance of witnesses. The defendant considers that he is, at a
fair computation, out §300, including the bill of his lawyer, J. H. B.
Wilkins, for professional services.

In general, pride is at the bottom of all great mistakes.

—
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AN EXCELLENT NOMINATION.
I DauMwtlm waa unanimously nominated by tha Dsmooratio Muni-

Hon f,,r s '-'
1 Director. The A ,

,

handsome compliment to the gentleman. Mr. I tanlelwitz h
former member of tha Board of Education, be proved liiinmdf ;i capable,
honaatandenergetio officer. Ba waa i

the Hoard at the tune and defeated many bad meaaun
nosed and denounced everything that, sa-

he manfully stood by the teachers in the at, preventing a gen-
eral reduction of salaries contemplated at the til it.r pre-
dict* that Mr. Danielwitz will be elected by a largo majority.

Light up your houses as you would light up yourselves. No feat-
ure of a handsome house is of more prominent importance than it* gas
fixtures. To see an infinite variety of these the i

i ild pay a visit
to the famous establishment, of McXally A- Hawkins, 807 Market street,
under the Grand Hotel. Just as the ornamental part of a house depends
upon the chandeliers supplied by gas or oil (of the latter McNallv &Hhu kins have a choice collection), so do the sanitary advantages of the

nee depend upon the plumber doing his wh.de duty. McNally &
Hawkins are experienced and workmanlike in this line. They "are
prompt, thorough and extremely reasonable as to charges.

Frank Jamea, the red-handed murderer and bandit of Missouri, has
at last concluded to take his chances with the powers who run the law
machinery. Of course, he professes extreme penitence and promises re-
formation. No doubt he will square matters and soon be starring at vari-
ety shows and making a fortune. Young America will flock to see him
and will in many cases strive to emulate his example. It speaks well for
our boasted culture and morality that a showman has already offered
James §5,000 to exhibit his dirty bullet-perforated carcass at his museum.
If we want to see him at all we should prefer seeing him in a glass case,
stuffed, with a hangman's noose as a necktie. This thief-at-the-cross
business is played out.

From the United States in Seven Days.—The announcement to
this effect, on Wednesday, could hardly fail to afford extreme gratifica-
tion to a large number of people. The Guion steamer, Alaska, started
on a voyage from New York on Tuesday evening, last week, and reached
the coast of Ireland on Tuesday afternoon, entering the Mersey early on
Wednesday morning. As this is the swiftest passage on record, it must
be highly satisfactory to the ownerB, who will no doubt value the prestige
which it wins at a much higher rate than the saving which swift voyages
effect in provisions, coal and wages.

—

Court-Journal.

As the holidays are fast approaching, and the kind of embroidery and
fancy work of the present day requires more time than that of a few years
ago, we would advise the ladies to commence in time. In consideration
of that fact, Newman & Levinson, 129 Kearny street, have on display
all the newest designs in kensington, arasene, chenille work, etc., to give
their patrons an opportunity of understanding what would be a choice
and appropriate holiday present. Newman & Levinson also teach the
above Btyle of work.

Improvident young men should take warning from the late case of
a young man called Anthony, and always keep a spare pair of pants on
hand in case of burglary. In Anthony's case the burglar stole his pants
and the victim had to pursue the thief under most embarrassing condi-
tions, especially as there was an audience of the fair sex present. No, it
is far safer, under all circumstances, to be the possessor of two pairs of
trowsers.

Messrs. J. M. Litchfield 8c Co., 415 Montgomery street, have just
received a large and well-selected stock of Fall goods, and gentlemen who
wish to be seasonably and elegantly dressed should give them a call.
Messrs. Litchfield & Co. employ none but experienced, reliable cutters,
and garments turned out of their establishment invariably fit well, look
well, wear well and give satisfaction.

Headquarters for Electric Belts and appliances for the cure of ner-
vous, painful and debilitating diseases. Pamphlets, with full particulars,
free. Address Pulvermacher Galvanic Company, 513 Montgomery
street, San Francisco. Cal.

REGULAR DKMOCJtAilC NOMINEE
FOR SUPERVISOR OF THE NINTH WARD,

J. B. LEWIS. Oct. 14.

K0BEET P. HASTINGS,
REGULAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE

For School Director. Oct. 14.

HEEMAN EANKEN,
REGULAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE

For Supervisor, Tenth Ward. Oct. 14.
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
The numerous exchanges that come to the News Letter office

from all the great capitals of Europe are singularly banren, just now, of

exciting topics. The Egyptian campaign still continues the subject of

prime consideration. Nothing else appears on the political horizon worth
discussing. With the fall of Tel-el-Kebir the strange spectacle which
almost invariably follows victory in the East, presented itself. The key-

stone of the structure had been knocked out, and European papers are

commenting on the fact that England succeeded where other nations had
previously failed. Men strongly entrenched were driven out and a whole
country submitted to a decree of fate. Religious fanaticism had doubt-

less much to do with this. The Egyptian believed that Allah was against

them. They were badly beaten, and thereafter the telegraph was hardly

rapid enough to record their surrenders. While the scattered army was
still scattering, while the Bedouins were actually astride of the English
communications, whilst absolutely nothing was known except that Tel-el-

Kebir had fallen, Zagazig and. Belbeis surrendered without a blow.

The news was flashed to Alexandria, and the populace of the bom-
barded city Bhouted for the Khedive and the Queen, and the deserted pal-

ace was filled in an hour with loyal courtiers. It was flashed to Kafr Do-
war, and the second in command of the revolt, with 5,000 regulars, and
defended by earthworks thirty feet high, cut the dams which debar Alex-
andria from her water supply, and humbly begged permission to surrend-

er his fortress at discretion. It was conveyed to Cairo, not by the tele-

graph, but by Arabi, who arrived a fugitive and alone, and the populuus
capital, with its crowded university, El Azhar, center of all Egyptian
-" fanaticism," and but a day before the center of the Arab world, hailed

the Infidel conqueror as a deliverer. God is great, and has decided—He
is the master. Arabi Pasha, but two days before master of Egypt, and
known from Damascus to Acheen, the admired of every tongue, the pos-

sible Mehdi to be followed by millions, the flail of the Infidels, was
arrested by the Prefect of Police like any other malefactor, and delivered-

up unconditionally to the British General. The higher officers of the

army surrendered in dozens at a time. The men dispersed to their bar-

racks and their homes, all accepting the foreigner who had won as the

destined, ruler. There is- not only no resistance left, but no wish to resist,

no more hope that the war could still be protracted, than Englishmen
would have hope of wearing out the lightning or an earthquake; and
there would not be, if Sir Garnet Wolseley proclaimed from the Mame-
lukes' Leap that henceforward the Queen would rule in the Valley of the

Nile. The conqueror must rule; where is the humiliation in that ? If

God willed otherwise, otherwise it would, have gone. There may be trou-

ble with the Bedouins, trouble with Turks, trouble with sanitary enemies,
but of resistance from the population of Egypt there will henceforth be
none. Does the Englishman acknowledge the Khedive? Then every
Egyptian is, till a new defeat happens, the humble and loyal subject of

Mehemet Ali's house. It is a strange scene, and may explain to perplexed
minds why Plassey carried Bengal, and why two hundred millions of

Indians, half of them brave, have so long accepted their laws from the
leaders of Bixty thousand barbarians, who always win in the field.

The entrenchment of Tel-el-Kebir may yet prove a landmark in history.

Had Sir Garnet Wolseley been foiled, had he even been detained for weeks,
as the Russians were before Plevna, all Asia might have risen on the
whites, and a war have commenced to which this campaign against Arabi
would have been child's play. Thanks, however, to the genius of an
Irishman—do not let us forget that when we next face the Secessionists

—

thanks to the spirit his stubbornness in refusing to retire at Mahuta main-
tained in his troops, and thanks to the toiling energy of the Miuister at

home, to whom no one as yet gives his meed, victory was not only secured,

but secured with that completeness, that strong, irresistible dramatic rush,

which tells to the Asiatic unmistakably the voice of Destiny. At Pesha-
wur, in Patna, in Madras, in Hyderabad, at Teheran, in Damascus, in
every center of Mussulman feeling, it is known to-day that in Egypt Islam
had risen, that the battle had been fought, and that in twenty-four hours
ElMisr—the one land, except Yemen, of which every Mussulman knows

—

had been struck down prostrate at the Englishman's feet. Within a week
every detail will be known in Mecca, and the Asiatic world will have de-

cided by a plebiscite no reflection will reverse that, in the unaccountable
providence of God, the hour for slaughtering out the swine-eating InfidelB

is not yet. Be Arabi accursed!

Who and what manner of man this Arabi Pasha is, are questions that
will possess an interest for some time to come. Some months ago he waB
represented as a warrior and a patriot; since then he has posed as a liar

and a coward. What is the real truth about him ? General Loring, of

the TJ. S. army, was for ten years a Pasha in the Egyptian army, and has
recently given to the public an account of Arabi Pasha that is highly in-

teresting at this time. General Loring says: "Arabi Pasha served under
my command for more than six years, commanding a regiment of 2,500
men. I learned, from constant intercourse, to know him well. He is of

large size, over six feet high, well made, lithe and active, full of energy
and ability. He was reserved, and rarely exchanged a word with a for-

eigner, unless in official connection, as with one like myself. I never
heard him speak of but one foreigner, Col. Ward, for whose admirable
character as a man and officer he had the most unbounded admiration.
He liked Americans, and never ceased saying that they were the only
foreigners whom he had welcomed to his country. They were the only
ones, he believed, who had taken an interest in his race. He had a mor-
tal hatred of the Circassian and Turk. Tbe former he looked upon as
coming from the hotbed of the harem, and whose influence had undeserv-
edly placed them over the civil and military administration of his coun-
try, and it was rarely that any of his race obtained office, except by acci-

dent or through some one of these slaves or their minions in official posi-
tion. My Arab Adjutant-General, Loutfi Bey, like himself a pure-
blooded Arab, was born in a mud hut, and, like him, educated in the
military school. Both of them afterwards, by great industry, proved
themselves, and were among the best-informed Arabs in Egypt;
gentle and amiable in character, and, according to their idea of morals,
very religious. Loutfi, who was with me for ten years, was his most inti-

mate friend and adviser, and I think he is with him still. They prayed
together five times a day, and never approached the throne of Allah with-

out washing themselves, so as to be pure in person, as they were, accord-
ing jto their understanding, in heart. The discipline of Arabi was peculiar,
having wonderful influence with officers and men. I think his religious
character had much to do with keeping his command under control, he
having comparatively few deserters when desertion was a common tbing
in other commands. The principal punishment was ball and chain at
hard labor on the public works. For great criminals they reserved de-
portation to the Soudan. With Arabi it was a sort of personal magnatism
which attracted officers and men to him, he having a kind of religious
halo about him. That which I particularly observed was his frequent
prayers. I have been reminded of an incident only to-day by Captain
Morgan, who was one of my aides-de-camp in Egypt at the time. A
large number of men belonging to the regiment of Arabi had neglected
their accoutrements and arms. Fault being found, he openly excused
them, because when the time for preparing for inspection arrived they
were called to prayer. This will give a correct idea of Arabi Pasha.
There is no doubt he was then laying his plans deep and strong for the
power he now possesses,"

WAIFS.
Waife which singly are as light as air, but which together make

a momentous whole.
Buckley and his lambs in the Democratic Convention have taken

heed to the warnings of the News Letter.^—They are doing fairly well
so far, not because they want to, but because they know that it was their
last chance.^^If they failed this time, they were made to understand
that that would be the end of them.-^They are taking the advice ten-
dered to them last year to put up good Boards of Supervisors and Educa-
tion, and do as they pleased with the offices in which there is patronage.
-—That is conceding them a great deal, yet, with that concession tbey
can win.—They will own the Tax Collector, County Clerk, Sheriff, As-
sessor and Superintendent of Streets, because in those offices there are
places with which to repay "tbe boys " for their services.-^—They will
deal out the deputyships on condition that they receive ten per cent, of
the salaries.—That, in the aggregate, will amount to a large sum and
will keep the bosses alive for future usefulness.—^Whether it will give
the city honest officials is another and totally different question. That,
however, is the way the game is laid out. It is, perhaps, the best that
can be done at this time ; next election more may be accomplished.—
We shall keep posted as to the true inwardness of all theBe things, and
give our readers the benefit of a thorough knowledge of all that is going
on.-^—We shall know how many deputies are employed, who they are,

what they do and tell how many unnecessary ones are set to work. We
are after these fellows and shall follow them through all their tricks. In
the end we shall make bossism too odious to be tolerated.'
Meanwhile, we have done the Democratic party an incalculable
service by having compelled its bosses to put up a fairly respect-
able ticket.— The good work is not ended, but shall go
on until bossism is killed, and until honest rate-payers are enabled to
recover control of their own affairs. The movement to resurrect the
ratepayer's party at thiB time is still a movement in the right direction,

-^—That party can do good by exercising a species of electicism in choosing
between the nominees of the old parties.—About three Supervisors will

be put on both the regular tickets who will prove incorruptible. They
will be placed there to carry the ticket through. Puss on the one ticket

and Shirley on the other are the kind of men we mean.—Let the rate-

payer's party select the honest men from both tickets, and they will surely
be elected, and in that case the Mayor's honest vetoes will not be overridden
The corruptionists will be beaten, and better government will be the re-

sult. It is a glorious opportunity. Let it be availed of.—An inde-
pendent taxpayer's ticket at this time, selected from the tickets of both
farties, would sweep the city. Why cannot it be called into existence ?

t would hold the balance of power and succeed.—Mayor Stonehill has
made a good presiding officer, but his trick the other night in proposing
his opponent, Scrivener, for Mayor was too thiu to deceive anybody. It

was a trick to win over the Thirteenth District delegation, and so enable
the bosses to nominate the officers who control patronage, about which
they are so anxious. It did not work.—As we write the slate is being
put through, and by the time this meets the public eye the job of Boss
Buckley will be almost complete. At present it goes right merrily on.—The defeat of John H. Wise was the hardest task the lambs had to

accomplish. But Greathouse said it must be done, and done it was.—
The head of the party, the Chairman of the State Central Committee, a
man of purity, who made a most excellent Supervisor, was ignominiously
set aside, because tbe bosses so willed it, and an old fossil like Washing-
ton Bartlett was resurrected from the tombs of the past, because he had
become so hungry for office once again that it was believed that he could
be " used."-^—The bosses went around saying that his nomination would
placate the Bulletin. We don't believe that so shy an old bird is to be
caught with such chaff.—Bartlett with an independent nomination for

County Clerk would have been ir/the place he understands. As Mayor
he will send in no vetoes worth talking about.——He will not care who
the Supervisors are.^^Edgar's nomination for Auditor was made because
there was no patronage in the office. He was a fool for giving up the

chief deputyship for all time for the temporary advantage of a
party nomination as chief. He was simply "used" by the bosses

as an available man. He will make a good officer if he is elected.

With either Brickwedel or Edgar as Auditor, the office will be well ad-
ministered. The former is at present the nominal head, whilst the latter

tells him all he knows.^^Holtz and Badlam will make a warm fight on
each other.-^Sesnon and Wilder will make music in the air.^^O'Gra-
dy and Buckley have "made up." The eight deputies the former had in

the Convention settled the business. The boss needed them to pull Bart-
lett through.^—The two candidates for Sheriff will make the hardest
fight of the campaign.—With an ignorant,'

f
pliant and useable majority

in the Convention, Boss Buckley has made the most of them.—He took
part of the advice tendered to him last year, to "take the officeB with
patronage in them, but to keep his hands off the School Directors and
Supervisors." He has not altogether done that, but he might have done,

and he could easily have done worse.—There was an honest minority of

about 68 in the Convention, to whom all honor is due. They have been
doing much to improve the ticket.—Now that Higgins has beaten the

duffers, it will be interesting to see what he does. In any event a majori-

ty, but not all, of the Democratic ticket will win.
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GOLD BARS—925 fine par.—Rinsn. Sily«« -lsj.* 13J * not, di»-

couot. Maxicsn Dollar., 1J(c1.iJ |wr oent. due. nom.

Kxchance on New York, JOc® 25c f100 premium; On London Hank-
en, 49J1S&49R; Commen-ial. .Vka .Vlj.l. P»ri., iiKht, .'.

1

franaptrdollar. Eastern Telegram*. 26c.@30c.

"Price of Moner here, 6(310 per cent, per year—bank rate. In the
open market, 1@1J per in. -nth. Demand lU'ht. On Bond Security.

3@4J per cent, per year on Call.

Latest price of Sterling in New York, lS.'(g,486

PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND QOV. BONDS.
San FrancUeo Oct. 19, 1H82.

Bid .UktdStockt and Bond:
am.

Cal. Stale Bonds. 6'8,'67 .

S F. Citv * Co, B'dn, 0«,'5S

S. f. City ft Co. B'ds, 7a . .

.

\v. Honda
Mreet Bonds

Sacramento City Bonds
Stockton City Bonds
Yuba County Bonds
Marvsville City Bonds
Santa Clara Co. Bonds
Los Angeles County Bonds.
Los Angeles Citv Bonus
Virg'a £ Truckee R. R, Bds.
Nevada Co. M. O. R. R. Bds
Oakland Citv Bonds
Oregon B ft N. Bonds, 6s

S. 1'. K. R. Bonds
C. S.4S.

BANKS.
Bank of California

Pacific Bank
First National

INSfRASCB COMPANIES.
Union
Fireman's Fund
California

Pacific Rolling Mills, —, 127J. Cala. Dry Dock, 50,

Vulcan Powder, — , 85. Presidio Railroad, — , 69J.

Nom.
Nom.
36
60
60
105
90
90

100

101

110

109
102}
119

164}

125J

Stock* and Bond*.
DjanmajNi courAslss.

— State Investment
Nom. Home Mutual
Nom. Commercial

Western
RAILROADS.

60 0. P. R. R. Stock
C. P. R. K. Bonds ....
City Railroad
Omnibus R. R
N. B. and Mission R. R.

.

Sutter Street K. R
Oearv Street R. R
Central R. R. Co
Market Street R. R
Clav Street Hill R. R...
S. F. Gaslight Co
Oakland Gaslight Co . .

.

Sac'to Gaslight Co
Califor'a Powder Co
Giant Powder Co(newstck)
Atlantic Giant Powder
Gold and Stock Teleg'h Co.
S. V. W. W. Co. 's Stock.

! S. V. W. W. Co' Bonds..
Pacific Coast S.S. Co's Stock
California Street R R.

Safe Deposit Co., 61, 51J.
Safety-Nitro Powder, u\, 15.

100
100

107

ioa
114

110

103
120

KO
126

L26
ISO

Bid. Atktd

125

136 140

MS
110

91

115
126

92J
103

eo
Nom.
Nom.
564

30]
53

119

82J
74

118
120

110

90,
114

124)
00
102

871
100
68

Nom.
Num.
5ti

->o:
;

50
121

117

79J
71

116}

119J

109

Central Gas Stock, — , 70. Hawaiian Commercial Co.,34J, 341. Northern Pacific R.

R. Bonds, 1041, 104}.

The business of the week was hardly worthy of notice until to-day,

when the low price of Hawaiian Commercial Company Stock and that

of the Safety Nitro Powder Company brought free buyers, and a large

business was done at 34i to 354; for the former, and 15 to 15^ for the lat-

ter, both Stocks being in active demand at these prices.

Andrew Baied, 312 California st.

We have just received from Dover, England, a circular of the ex-

cursion rates of the Southeastern Railway Company. In order to show
the contrast between old country railway fares and those of California,

we quote the following: "Circular tickets are issued from Folkestone, and

enable the holder to visit Boulogne, thence by rail to Calais, returning

by steamer to Dover, and from Dover by rail back to Folkestone. Time
occupied in the round trip, three days. Fare, first class, railway and
cabin, sixteen shillings for the round trip." Where could we get a three-

days' journey in America, by land and sea, for the moderate sum of

four dollars ?

Central Pacific Railroad Earnings.—The gross earnings of the Cen-

tral Pacific Railroad Company for September and for the first three

quarters of the year compare as follows:
September. Nine Months.

1882 $2,474,000 $18,297,000

1881 2,185,300 17,063,100

Increase, 1882 $288,700 $1,863,900

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.— New York, Oct. 20,

1882. United States Bonds — 4s, 119| ; 44s, 113; ex-5s, 1004;

Sterling Exchange, 4824@487J. Pacific Mail,— . Wheat,—@— ;
West-

ern Union, 86S. Hides, —%,—. Wool — Spring, fine, 20@ 32 ; Burry,

15(5)20 ; Pulled, 20@45 ; Fall Clips, 15@1S ; Burry, 12@14. Lon-

don, Oct. 20.—Liverpool Wheat Market, 9s. 2d. @ 9s. 5d.; Cal., 9s. 5d.@

10s. Id. Red Am. Spring. Bonds, 4s. 122.; 4Js, 15|; Consols, 1017-16®

101 9-16; Money, acct., Silver, 51J.

Grain freights are the turn dearer, the latest charters reported are :

British ship Patterdalc, 1,199 tons, wheat, to Liverpool, £2 4s 3d ; ship

Ellen Goodspeed, 1,291 tons, wheat, to Cork, U. K., Havre or Antwerp,

£2 5s ; British bark Buttermere, 1,021 tons, wheat, to Cork, owners' ac-

count ; British ship Chrysolite, 1,278 tons, lumber, from Burrard Inlet to

Australia ; German bark Galveston, 619 tons, merchandise, to Sydney ;

bark M. A. McNeil, 1,011 tons, coal, from Seattle to this port, private

terms.

MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
for XnviicniliiK Ihr Air.

Offloe of the AtropUai Oompatny f..r Navigating the Air, MO \|,. r

chant street. Office hours from 1 to 2 p. if.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.
in the Ilnnti.iif Fii Id 2
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6
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Sheriff Sedgwick has proved himself the right man in the right
place. The position is a most important and responsible one, and a man
who has rilled it with as much honor to himself and benefit to the public
as the present incumbent, should receive the votes of all honest men, be
they Democrats or Republicans. Tbere are also about the office business
technicalities which it would take an outsider some time to learn. Should
the public suffer while a new man is educating himself?

John T. Doyle—Bah !—Haven't people had enough of the hypocriti-
cal pretensions of this blustering, ignorant Corkonian, but that the
Grangers must allow themselves to be imposed on and nominate him for

Railroad Commissioner. Are they so verdant as to suppose he would, if

elected, be true to their interests. If so, it would only oe because Gov.
Stanford's humblest menial would not lower his dignity by touching him
with a forty-foot pole.

Hops.—Paul J. Crowley, of this city, has just made the largest single
purchase of which we have any record—say 700 bales—and the price paid
is said to have been 67£c; total value of purchase, $88,000. This lot is

said to be of very superior quality, and goes directly to the English market
by rail overland.

Our Grain Fleet.—Dating from July 1st, 122 vessels have been dis-

patched to Europe against 151 vessels the year previous at corresponding
date. The Wheat thus compares: 4,733,805 ctls.; value, $7,967,978.
1881-5,928,683 ctls.; value, §9,271,992.

Californiana Abroad.—Geneva, Switzerland, Sept. 30, 1882: Mrs. J.
M. Page, Miss Lohmann, Miss F. Luhmann, Miss J. Lohmann, Oakland;
Mrs. E. S. Pittsbury, San Francisco. Baden-Baden: Mrs. Strauss and
nieces, San Francisco.

—

Continental Times.

Our Grain Call Boards.—Thus far during the month of October
business at the two Boards has greatly fallen off. No disposition is mani-
fested to speculate in Futures of either Wheat or Barley. The decline of

activity is very noticeable.

"Bremen's" Wreck and Cargo.—This unfortunate vessel and her
cargo of 2.000 tons coal were sold at auction Thursday by S. L. Jones &
Co. to T. P. H. Whitelaw. Ship, $950; coal, $65. the wreck is on the
rocks off Alcatraz.

The O. R. & N. Co. for Astoria and Portland, Oregon. The steamer
Mississippi, carrying combustibles and freight, will sail from Beale-street
wharf, for above ports, Wednesday, October 25, at 4 P. M. Goodall, Per-
kins & Co., Agents.

Death.—At Liverpool, suddenly, and deeply regretted, Mary, the wife
of Thomas Barton, Esq., Castle House, Lancaster (England), and only
daughter of the late William Jackson, J. P. of Lancaster.

Colonial Mails.—The sailing of the Pacific Mail Steamship Zealandia
hence for Sydney via Honolulu, is deferred until to-morrow (Sunday),
awaiting the arrival of the great English mail.

Central America.—The San Jose, hence for Central American ports,

carried coffee 13,000 lbs., corn 2,100 centals, flour 1,939 bbls., rice 1,000
lbs., and other merchandise, value $29,710.

For Mexico.—The San Jose, hence for Mexican ports, carried rice

25,252 lbs., corn 2,052 ctls., and other merchandise of the- value of $22,996.

Entered at the Post-Office at San Francisco, Cal., as Second-Class
Matter.

Printed and Published by the Proprietor, Frederick Marriott) 607 to 615 Merchant Street) San Francisco, California.
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HOW AND WITH WHOM TO INSURE.
It is an important matter to property holders in this city that they

obtain safe insurance against losses by fire. It is a comfortable thing. to

have a snug home over one's head, but there is always danger of its being

destroyed by tire. It greatly adds to the comfort to know that it is in-

sured in a company that is thoroughly sound, and whose agents adopt as

a business principle the necessity of making prompt settlements. That
greatly adds to the easy feeling and comfort of possessing a home. Its

owner rests content with the knowledge that, come what may, he is se-

cure against loss. Fire is always liable to attack such frame buildings as

our city abounds in, and the savings of a life time may be swept away in

a single half hour. With that knowledge staring every man in the face,

the only way to be conscious of absolute security is to insure.

Then comes the next important consideration as to what company to

insure in. There is one agency on the Pacific CoaBt that is preeminent
for the number of sound companies it represents, the business-like man-
ner with which it deals with all customers, and the promptness with
which it pays all losses. It goes almost without saying that we refer to

thu celebrated firm of Hutchinson & Mann, northeast corner of Sansome
and California streets. They have had a long and honorable career in

the business. They represent a most formidable list of all the best com-
panies of the East, and that they succeed in giving eminent satisfaction

to all who do business with them is a fact as familiar to the insurers of

this coast as any household word. They have, in accordance with State

laws, just published the annual statements of the financial condition of

the companies they represent, and every one is highly satisfactory. The
figures speak for themselves, and in a manner that affords the best possi-

ble guarantee to those immediately concerned. The strongest impression

left by an examination of the details given is that a marvelous amount of

property is insured at a very moderate cost to the owners. When it is

remembered how imminent the risk is, no householder ought to fail to se-

cure immunity from loss by neglecting to insure in one or more of the
companies represented by this enterprising and fair-dealing firm. Their
popularity and large business are undoubtedly owing to the fact that they
are known far and wide as a most satisfactory firm to do business with.

They raise no legal quibbleB, but honestly and promptly meet all losses.

These characteristics are well known to all business people in this city,

and fully accounts for the rapid growth of their large insurance agency.
They have succeeded most remarkably in inspiring a large constituency
with absolute confidence in a speedy adjustment of losses, and with a
sense of perfect security in the companies they represent, and thus they
have come to be considered, by all odds, the leading insurance agents of

the coast.

A DAUGHTER-IN-LAW OF HER NEPHEW.
Relationships, of course, figure largely in novels, In the old ro-

mances it may almost be said that everybody turned out in the end
to be everybody else's grandmother. One would suppose that every kind
of discovered relationship had been already utilized to form a striking

incident in novels. And yet we venture to say that the following " no-
tion " has hitherto been overlooked by inventors of plots, to whom we
freely offer it: Imagine the bride and bridegroom, after innumerable trials

and obstacles of every kind, to be at last at the altar and the marriage
service begun. The officiating Bishop (we will suppose the contracting

parties to be of such noble birth that it takes a Bishop to unite them) asks
whether any one can allege any impediment now, "or else forever hold
his peace." To the dismay of the wedding party an old woman (the evil

genius, or fairy, not invited to the christening) comes forward and ex-
plains—what she alone has known—the mystery in which the birth of the
bride's mother, long since dead, was involved. Documents are produced
which prove to the satisfaction (or rather dissatisfaction) of all present that
the bride's maternal grandmother was the bridegroom's half-sister, nearly
fifty years older than himself, " and therefore," concludes the malicious old
beldame, "as a man cannot marry his niece, the marriage is unlawful."
Great sensation, of course, ensues; but the Bishop, who is well up in

the table of kindred, etc., quietly remarks: "A man may not marry his

niece, but he may marry his great-niece," and accordingly proceeds with
the service, to the discomfort of the ancient hag and the joy of everybody
else. Such a marriage, indeed, would be quite lawful, for the relation-

ship, it will be observed, is one of four degrees, and accordingly it is not
one of the "forbidden degrees." Should such a marriage be followed, as
most marriages are, by progeny, we should have the curious result that
children would have their own mother for a " Welsh niece," and would be
first cousin to their grandmother, and first cousins twice removed to them-
selves! A marriage in high life actually took place, a few years ago, in
which the bridegroom was first cousin twice removed to the bride. Her
ladyship, therefore, became daughter-in-law to her own Welsh nephew;
and when a son and heir appeared upon the scene he figured as second
cousin to one grandfather, and as great-great-great-nephew to the other,
who was less than 60 years of age.

—

London Society.

ROSALIND.
Generally, says Truth, when a lady takes to the stage, she makes her

debut as Juliet. Her friends tell her that she will make a success ; they
rally to the first performance and applaud her, and the next day the critics

inform her that she has taken too ambitious a flight, when either she re-

tires into private life in despair, or, after some hard study, reappears in
some very subordinate part. Mrs. Langtry has been wiser. Having de-

termined to make acting her profession, she made her first appearance in
light comedy, and now, after a tour in the provinces, she has essayed
Shakespeare. To say that she is the best Rosalind that has ever appeared
would be absurd, but, on the other hand, she is very far from being the
worst. She speaks the text with intelligence, she is graceful in her move-
ments, and she looks the part. As a boy, in a tunic of gray leather, she
makes a very pretty picture, and although most young ladies imagine that
they would do the same were they similarly attired, it is really a great
test of the stage capabilities of an actress not to look awkward when she
eschews her petticoats. There is no cause why Mrs. Langtry should not,
with some experience, capture the part of Rosalind and make it her own,
as the late Miss Neilson did that of Juliet ; and if she does this, she may
go on playing it to full houses in Europe and America until she is old
enough to be Rosalind's great-grand-mother. As regards the company
that supports her, it is needless to say anything, for the public goes to see

Mrs. Langtry, and Mrs, Langtry alone.

THE JUDICIARY.
The most low-down, filthy, abominable nominations ever submitted

to the good sense of this community are those made by the Democratic
Municipal Convention for Superior Judges. How those nominations
came to be made we propose to tell by the application of some honest
truths that merit attention. The man who, with wanton revenge in his
heart and cold-blooded resolve running through his veins, could deliber-
ately disgrace the noble profession to which he belongs by telling " the
boys " they could nominate whom they pleased, so long as they did not
nominate a certain pure, able and judicially minded man whom he did
not like, may be a successful 4<

boss " to-day, but for him there is an here-
after of obscurity and contempt. We desire to be perfectly understood
Among the candidates on the Democratic side was Wm. T. Baggett, a
lawyer of marked ability, whose services have been eagerly sought in
many of the leading cases that have within the past three or four years
come before tbe Supreme Court. Singularly amiable in character, he is

without a deserved enemy; with a high sense of right, his instincts point
toward good morals as truly as the needle does toward the pole. We
indite no idle puff. He who would have done honor to the Bench, was de-
feated; and what was substituted in his place ? Greathouse, who as a lawyer
may be supposed to know the necessity of nominating learned, upright
and experienced men as judges, by a wicked piece of indirection allowed
the nomination of a Toohey, a Clough and a Maguire. It was an out-
rage upon common sense, an insult to the profession to which he belongs,
and a dirty piece of deviltry. He could nominate candidates for offices

in which there is patronage, and he could easily have prevented the de-
feat of good men and the nomination of fools as Superior Judges. But
his three pets will be ignominiously defeated, the Examiner notwith-
standing.

ACCIDENT IN THE HUNTING FIELD.
While tbe West Kent Fox-hounds were out cub-hunting on the estate

of Mr. George Wood, of West Court, Southfleet, a singular accident took
place. T. Dawson, the huntsman, was leading the hounds, when his horse
suddenly disappeared from under him, dropping into a draw-well 25 feet
deep. The rider fortunately saved himself by clinging to the boughs of a
tree. Two fox-hounds and a fox-terrier went with the horse below, and
it was naturally anticipated that the animals would be killed. The assist-

ance of a numher of laborers was secured, and a man was lowered into the
well by means of ropes. He soon attached lifting gear to the unfortunate
horse, which was then hauled to the surface by mere physical strength on
the part of the laborers, without guys or mechanical appliances, the ani-

mal materially assisting in his own extrication by pawing at the sides with
his feet as he was being lifted. On reaching the surface it was found that
the horse had sustained no injury. The fox-hounds were also recovered
uninjured, but the fox-terrier sustained a broken ieg, and had to be de-
stroyed.

—

English Paper.

We are glad to see that the Board of Supervisors are being moved to

pay attention to the nuisance at North Beach. Mr. McNeal and Captain
Blanding appeared before the Board on Thursday, in regard to the stag-
nant pool at the foot of Powell street. Mr. McNeal stated that he repre-
sented Alvinza Hayward, who, as one of the property-owners in the
nighborhood, would assist in building a sewer. Captain Blanding prom-
ised to see other property-holders, and said he thought the sewer could be
extended without legal proceedings. Supervisor Bodfish introduced a
resolution, calling the attention of the Board of Health to tbe nuisance,
and asking them to notify the Superintendent of Streets to take step3 to
compel the owners of the contiguous property to abate it. The resolution

Needles are manufactured at Borcette, in France, to a greater extent
than anywhere else. The tempering and annealing of wire for needles at
that centre require nine operations, but they are done in piles of 15 kilos,

containing more than 200,000 needles ; 1,000,000 needles are polished at
one time. There are five operations which are each repeated seven or eight
timeB. The needles are put into hollow rollers with small hard stones and
rape-seed oil ; the stones are gradually pulverized, and the friction of the
powder gives the principal polish. Fur the final polish, oil and coarse bran
is used. The sorting of the polished needles requires five operations.

Equality is the life of conversation; and he is as much out who assumes
to himself any part above another, as he who considers himself below the
rest of society.

—

Sir Richard Steele.

AUTHORS' CARNIVAL!

Third Grand Fete of Nations for the Benefit of the

Six Charities!

At the New Mechanics' Pavilion,

COMMENCES MONDAY EVENING OCTOBER 23,

And Closes Saturday. November 4th.

^T- TWELVE EVENINGS ! Doors open at 7 o'clock. Grand March by all

the participants at 8 o'clock. Closes at 11 o'clock.

Double Season Ticket, admitting gentleman and lady, or two ladies $5 00
Single Season Ticket, admitting one person 3 OO
General Admittance 50
Children ;.. 35

JOHN H, GEADT (Present Incumbent),

DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE
FOR TAX COLLECTOR.. Oct. 21.

For Sheriff,

PATEI0E CONNOLLY,
Regular Democratic Nominee. Oct. 21.
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October 19. 1882 All h*il to the sun. which hu mad* iu .,

*v» with a warmth an. I brilliancy at<*t

I hoar that among thrm can be aeen the *«ry

- the staple amtweroent of laU>, i

a number hare taken t>lao* wkntm the grand •preayj

r the East In a few day*, has been the greater
r. his friend*, whoee namei arc legion, rising with • i

njj Mr. Barred* gave a very large and elaborate ..no

to Seflor Barrio*, the President of Guatemala, who haa been here soma
i. the dinner taking pi a.

i -f-rnia street residence, he having placed not only his house
but all it contained at Mr. Barreda'a dispoaitaon. On Tnoadaj •fflnJag
another grand dinner was given at the Union Club in honor of the same
gentleman, who sails on the Panama steamer to-day for bam*
There is a good deal of talk, though ax yet nothing definite, of a grand

civic reception to be given at the Palace Hotel, vhloh will have the doable
object of welcoming the coming and speediuk' the departing Gananls,
which their names are SchotieKl and McDowell Should the affair take
place, it will, no doubt, be an event which will live in the men
those who participate, judging from the scale on which it '

be given, and the names of those suggested as managers, which give
assurance that if it is done it will be done in good style.

To-morrow night Madame Zeitaka inaugurates Lex series of Winter
receptions, and now that our city people are BO rapidly becoming settled
at home again, more evening receptions will undoubtedly soon be an-
nounced. Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Poole have taken up their quarters at the
Occidental for the Winter, and the Palace is rapidly filling up with its

usual habitues, many of whom are not only famishing their rooms them-
selves according to their own taste, but are having the walls of their ap-
partments papered and the ceilings frescoed in the most approved and
latest esthetic styles. When one considers that all this trouble and ex-

pense is gone to for two or three months at the outside, it goes to proTe
that the followers of Oscar Wilde's doctrines have more money than wis-

dom to thus embellish so transient an abode. But viva la bagatelle/

Mr. Mervin Donahue did not lose much time in making use of his new
acquisition, the yacht Nellie, but has already entertained several parties
of ladies on board of her, all of whom express delight that she has fallen

into such hospitable hands, and to one who does not believe in " stag

parties " only.

The yachting season is now rapidly drawing to an end, the closing hop
of the San Francisco Yacht Club taking place on Saturday week, and
that of the Pacific will follow in due course. Both are eagerly looked
forward to, and should the weather prove fine, will be, as usual, well
attended by our elite, whose husbands and brothers all belong to one or
both of these select organizations.

I am sorry to say that the Hall McAllisters have decided on remaining
at San Rafael for the Winter, where their Sunday-evening teas have be-

come as popular as they were in Frisco, and in that quiet little village are

looked upon as a godsend. Mrs. Marion Wise is expected up shortly

from Los Angeles, and intends making her mother an extended visit at

the domicile in Ross Valley.
Edgar Mills and his family will also remain at their country home, at

Menlo Park, all Winter; and pretty Miss Addie will thus not be seen so

much in the city as her admirers could wish.
Another one lost to society this Winter is Mrs. Harold Holderness,

who has gone East in search of the health which has failed her here sadly
of late. She will be greatly missed by her friends in 'Frisco, who hope to

welcome her back in renewed strength and all her old-time spirits.

The Theodore Paynes have moved into their new residence on Sutter

street, which I understand is to be esthetic to the last degree, both inside

and out, when all is finished; and, about the 1st of November, the Russ
Wilsons follow suit, leaving the shelter of the parental wing and going to

housekeeping for themselves on Hyde street, between Bush and Pine.

The McDowells have already taken possession of the residence on Van
Ness Avenue, which they intend to make their home for a year at all

events, if not longer.

Of weddings, which were so plentiful this time last year, this year there

seems to be a plentiful lack; the only one I have heard of lately being
that of Miss Hattie Smoot and Mr. Pierce, whose engagement was re-

cently announced, and who will, I hear, be married within a few weeks.
The young lady will be a most juvenile bride, as she is only just sixteen,

and has not yet bidden adieu to her school-books.
Mare Island theatricals are once more looking up, the representations

which took place there last week, as a farewell to Dr. Woods, being most
highly spoken of and praised by those who were present. The Wachu-
sctts arrived in port on Tuesday last, and will, it is understood, be at the

Navy Yard for several months, thus adding greatly to the liveliness of

the place and the pleasure of the young lady residents.

Mrs. John M'Mullen and Miss Susie arrived home by the Southern
route on Sunday last, the latter much improved in health, though by no
means well yet. To-day's train brings back Mrs. Bob Graves and Miss
Slide, as well as AH Haggin and his family, to visit the old folks, which
may be prolonged to quite a length.

Mr. Eugene Dewey has finally decided on leaving us for the gayer and
more inviting fields of Wall street, departing on Sunday morning next,

and, while regretfully saying adieu, all hope that he will be both happy
and lucky in the new home that he has chosen, and should the gods will

that he return to us again he will be most heartily welcome. _

'

Two more old pioneers may be added to the list of missing, in the per-

sons of "Ophir Woodworth," who was at one time quite a celebrity in

'Frisco circles, and that sterling lawyer, Mr. George Sharp, whose fu-

neral to-day, from Trinity Church, was attended by all the legal lumina-

ries of the city, and a troop of sorrowing friends, who deeply regret, not

only his death, but the sudden manner of his taking off. As one by one

these well-known names are added to those gone before, the thought

which naturally arises is, who next will go of those who were once the

bone and sinew (in an intellectual sense) of our State, and who is there

capable of replacing them?

The frirod* in San Kranriaon . | H ), rrT mi on# tjro- ne WM
U4er»h!v well known a* I
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it he make the trip
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!••» the
i ronng nobeli thai ,,.• In thi* di
heiress hunting? I am afrail! if they oomi now, they will And

the umbtrol hair***** in nur midst grown few, and by degrees growing
' utifully lew. so if that la their lay, lot them

,
tri they be

;oo late." Vn.ix.

LONDON GOSSIP FROM A LADY.
London, Sept 30. Mrs. Boot! Si.ldons haa had to put bar htmbandin

a lunatic asylum. I beard the other day from pbnfaua that all tht pub-
lic peopl I wen mad m iught to be shut op,
Hal Louise Shi I have seen

her many times ; they say over hero that, nines Lord Lorn*, DM lived in

America, nil manners have acquired a moat heavenly awNtafxa, and he
has an air about him of pins-woods, mountains and oceans, that his smile,

of being child like and bland, at of old, is now as if the spirit of
the Almighty had given him u nticrstanding—who could live in Columbia
without understanding. It is a. glorious country.
The latest news is that the Prince of Wales has been flirting with Miss

Chamberlain, an American from Ohio.
ml you with this a photo of Mrs. Langtry. We are going to see her

at the play to-night, it being her last appearance, as she goes to America.
The editor of the Detroit Free Press was here last night.
The little paper called the Youths' Companion has now a circulation

weekly of 60,000 copies ; other papers steal their matter, but that is noth-
ing, as Americans, you know, cabbage everything English.

Is it true that the rich people are leaving California and going East to
live? I cannot think it true. London is the cleanest kept city in the
world, yet, it is so dirty, and people, though they do not like it at first,

always keep coming back to reside. It is just packed full of people now,
and great rejoicing over recent victories.

We are just home from America. Had a good time. Wish I could live

on the water all the time. Another year I hope to go again and to extend
my visit to California.

I met on the steamer going over a friend of yours residing on California
street, Mr. P. A nice fellow, I think. By him I sent you lots of love
and good wishes. Laura,

THE PAPER CARNIVAL.
The ladies and gentlemen having in charge the very successful lunch-

es given in aid of the Old People's Home last week, concluded their labors
with a very happy effort in the shape of a paper carnival. The programme
of entertainment was well presented, and consisted of a drill by the '* Um-
brella Brigade " of sixteen young gentlemen ; a Swedish dance by sixteen
young ladies and gentlemen in the picturesque Swedish costume ; the
" Broom Brigade " of ten young ladies in housemaid costume, who bran-
dished new brooms greatly to the amusement of the audience ; a tableau
including national and Mother Goose characters. The entertainment con-
cluded with a social dance, in which the participants appeared in paper
costumes. The affair was a most pleasant one, and the financial result will

materially benefit a worthy object. It were invidious to mention the
names of the many ladies and gentleman who labored to make the occa-

sion a success, but the indefatigable efforts of Mrs. PhillipB deserve notice.

A serious accident happened to Mrs. Dudley C. Bates, eldest daugh-
ter of Mr. Henry C. Beals. One week ago last Friday evening, at seven

o'clock, as Mrs. Bates and her husband were dressing to go out to spend

a social evening with friends, she finding her limbs giving away involun-

tarily grasped her husband around his neck, both falling* heavily to the

floor. The result was a compound fracture of one of her knee-caps. But
strange as it may appear, this is the third time within four years that the

lady has fallen, and each time fractured the same knee-cap, although in

every instance a perfect cure had resulted from the professional services

of Dr. Paulicki, the attending surgeon, and in the interim she has once

fallen aud broken her wrist—certainly a wonderful chapter of accidents^

to befall one otherwise in the enjoyment of perfect health.

A pleasant little party assembled at dinner recently, in the Westmin-
ster Palace Hotel, London, the invitation of Mr. Charles A. Gillig, to cel-

ebrate the first anniversary of his engagement with Amy I. Crocker, of

Sacramento. Among the guests were Mr. and Mrs. Nordhoff, of Wash-
ington, Mr. and Mrs. Jarrett, Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Foss, Mr. and
Mrs. Maxgoldfinger, Mr. J. S. Gardner, etc. The guests right merrily

enjoyed themselves.

SPORTSMEN, ATTENTION !-THE SEASON OPENED.

HUNTING SUITS.
This la tbe only recognizee! Depot for the celebrated RIV-

ETED HUNTING SUITS manufactured by LEVI STRAUSS & CO.

We have also in stock all classes of HUNTING GARMENTS, and make the same
to order upon very short notice. HUNTING SUITS!

GREAT I 2C L,
CORNER OF KEARNY AND COMMERCIAL STS.

^"The Largest Establishment in its line in the United States. Price List,

with handsome Lithograph of the GREAT I X L by Electric Light, sent free on

application. SePt - 10-
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1840. 1880.

600,000 2,200,000

1,396,000 8,326,000

5,000,000 147,000,000

437 1,404

124 401

THE PROGRESS OP THE ENGLISH NATION
UNDER QUEEN VICTORIA.

In a single generation Great Britain has risen in the scale of national

wealth and greatness as much as in the interval of 150 years from the fall

of the Stuarts to the date of Her Majesty's accession. Commerce has

quintupled since 1840, the ratio per inhabitant being now £17, which is

three times the present ratio for the United States and double that of

France. In shipping, the increase is no less remarkable, our flag repre-

senting 52 per cent, of the carrying trade of the seas, while the^mercantile

navies"of the United States, France, and Italy are on the decline. Man-

ufactures continue to form our chief industry, and herein it is easy to

mark the progress of forty years:

—

Stationary engines, horse-power

Production of pig-iron, tons

Production of coal, tons

Consumption of cotton, million lbs

Consumption of wool, million lbs

Value of cotton manufactures,

Production of linen, million yds

Comparing the above figures with population, we find that in 1840 each

inhabitant stood for 1 cwt. of iron and 14. tons of coal, and in 1880 for 5 cwt.

of the former and 4^ tons of the latter. In cotton goods there is a similar

increase ; the output from our mills averaging nearly £3 per inhabitant,

or three times the ratio for 1840. As for linen, there is a popular delusion

that the proudction has fallen since the abolition of the "bounties," where-

as it has, on the contrary, become threefold greater. On the whole, our

manufactures have increased in about equal ratio with the output of coal

—that is, they have quadrupled ; while our population has risen but 33

per cent.

So striking a development of industry has brought with it an enormous
increase of national wealth, the estimates for 1880 being no less than 1,720

millions sterling, as compared with Mr. Porter's returns of 4,100 millions

in 1840. In other words, public wealth has more than doubled ; showing

at present an average of £249 per inhabitant, against £158 at the begin-

ning of the present reign. The increase appears chiefly in seven items, viz:

£26,000,000 £95,000,000
186 429

Railways,
Houses,
Capital abroad.
Shipping,
Bullion,

Furniture,
Merchandise,

£26,000,000
771,000,000
180,000,000
22,000,000
56,000,000

310,000,000
100,000,000

£729,000,000
2,142,000,000
1,260,000,000
123,000,000
115,0000,000
850,000,000
360,000,000

£703,000,000
1,371,000,000
1,080,000,000
101,000,000
59,000,000

540,000,000
260,000,000

Total, £1,465,000,000 £5,579,000,000 £4,114,000,000

Nor has this newly created wealth gone to enrich a few, but rather to

multiply the numbers of those who are above the reach of want. We find

in effect, from the Probate returns that the proportion of persons leaving

property to the total number of deaths was as 1 in 16 in 1877, compared
with 1 in 30 in the year 1840.

In the meantime the national debt has been reduced 19 millions (from

788 millions in 1837 to 769 millions in 1881), a reduction that has nowise
done any service to the country. As if to rebuke the wisdom of those

financiers who would ask us to pay taxes merely to reduce the debt, the

course of events has come gradually to lighten the debt by one-third, or

rather by one-half, thanks to the increase of population and wealth. In
1840 the debt averaged £32 per inhabitant, and amounted to 19^ per cent,

of national wealth ; in 1880 the average cost was only £22 per head, and
the amount less than 9 per cent, (say 8.8) of the public wealth.

The experience of forty years shows very clearly that the accumulative
power of the country is rapidly in the ascendant, and that its impetus is

partly due to the abolition of the duty on bricks, partly to the reform of

the customs tariff. In the first decade of the present reign the number
of houses built annually in Great Britain was 39,100, and in the years of

1871-80 it was 80,300, or more than double. In a word, without counting
houses rebuilt, the number of new houses since 1840 is 2,218,000; repre-

senting an increase of 1,371 millions sterling, or double the national debt.

That is to say, the bricklayers in twenty years have been able to pay off

the public debt, or (which is the same) to increase the public wealth, to

that amount. It is no less significant that while the customs dues have
declined from 19s. to lis. per head of population, the ratio of pauperism
has fallen in like degree. In 1850 the United Kingdom had 476 paupers
per 10,000 inhabitants, and in 1880 only 289, a decline of 40 per cent, ;

while the deposits in savings banks rose from 28 to 81 millions—that is,

from a ratio of 21s. to 46s. per inhabitant ; another unerring proof of the
improved condition of the working classes.

Abroad, as well as at home, the influence of British genius and enter-

priaa has been more signally felt than at any previous period of our his-

tory. English engineers and English gold have carried out works in every
quarter of the globe that may rank with the noblest done by the Romans,
and the stamped effigy of Queen "Victoria has become the money, not of
England, but of the world. It is remarkable that the total amount coin-

ed by all Her Majesty's predecessors on the throne was 205 millions sterl-

ing, and that during the present reign the Mint has turned out 423 millions

sterling, including 158 millions in India. No monarch ever before gave
currency to such a flood of the precious metals, emblematic as it is of the
riches, commerce, and influence of her subjects. Perhaps we might add
that in no previous reign has so much been done for the security of our
commerce, upon which so signally depends the well-being of future gener-
ations. We have built docks and harbors at London, Liverpool, Holy-
head, Glasgow, and other ports, which will probably last for centuries,
constituting in themselves no mean record of the men of the Victorian era.

All these are, indeed, evidences of material prosperity, but if we exam-
ine the statistics of intellectual progress we find no less remarkable results.

The Post Office has risen from six to forty-nine letters per inhabitant,
school population from 7$ to 11 percent., and the ratio of adults able to
sign the marriage register from 59 to 84 per cent. The newspaper circu-
lation, which averaged sixteen million sheets monthly in 1860, is now over
100 millions monthly, and the exportation of books has multiplied twelve-
fold Bince 1840.

Our colonial settlements, some of which hardly existed in name at the
Queen's accession, have in a single generation, attained the importance of

European Kingdoms. The following table shows the progress made by
them in the last twenty years:

—

I860. 1880.

Commerce, £121,200,000 £252,130,000
Population, 9,029,000 14,274,000
Revenue, 11,270,000 32,310,000
Debt, 27,100,000 ' 148,640,000

The above is, of course, exclusive of India, where we have expended 130
millions of British capital in railways and canals. These various colonies
—or plantations, as they were called in 1840—have sprung up in a single
generation to such a degree of prosperity that the aggregate of their trade
is almost equal to that of the United States or France. Such, indeed, has
been the energy of their growth, that if the United Kingdom had no other
progress to record they would suffice to stamp the present reign as one of
memorable and happy auspices in the destinies of mankind.

—

St. James'
Gazette.

BANKS.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital $3,000,000.
WM.ALVORD President.
THOMAS BROWN, Cashier

| B. MURRAY, Jr., Ass't Cashier

Agents :

New York, Agency of the Bank of Calfornia ; Boston, Tremont National Bank ,
Chicago, Union National Bank ; St. Louis, Boatman'a Saving Bank ; New Zealand,
the Bank of New Zealand. Correspondent in London, Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons. Correspondents in India, China, Japan and Australia, the Oriental Bank Cor-
poration.
The Bank has Agencies at Virginia City, and Correspondents in all the princi-

pal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.

Letters of Credit issued, available in all parts of the world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dublin, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Antwerp,
Amsterdam, St. Petersburgh, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, Italy.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter.—Capital paid up, $1,800,-

000, with power to increase to 810,000,000. Southeast corner California and San-
some streets. Head Oflice—28 Cornhill, London. Branches—Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria, New Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.

This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened Bubjectto Check
and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available in al parts of
the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents
as follows

:

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank ; Scotland—British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 18. FREDERICK TOWNSEND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Paid np Capital $1,500,000, Gold. President, R. C. Wool-

worth Vice-President, D. Callaghan ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue, Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
Correspondents—London : Baring- Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse,
Neuman&Co. Paris: Hottinguer&Co. NewYork: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-
pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal
cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Commercia
Credits issued available in Europe, Chit.a and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market ratea of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital, 82.100.000.

San Francisco Office, 434 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan a
Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid TJp $3,000,000.
Reserve, TJ. S. Bonds 4,000,000.

Agency at New York, 62 Wall street.
A.gen,cy at Virginia, Nev,

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-
elers' Credits. This Bank has special facilities for dealing in Bullion. Nov. 8.

THE ANGL0-CALIF0RNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E. Cor. Sansome and Pine Streets,

London Office, 3 Angel Court ; New York Agents, J. W. Sel-
igman & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, §6,000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, huy and sell Exchange and Bullion,
loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.

FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.
P. N. Lilibnthal, Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
guarantee: capital, • $300,000.
Officers: Vice-President, Jerome Lincoln ; Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other
Approved Securities. Office : No. 215 Sansome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14. .

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Sparnnd Leinbanlc, No 526 California street, San

Francisco. Officers : President, L. GOTTIG. Board of Directors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Eggers, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE ; Attorney, JOHN R.
JARBOE. May 18.
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CARRIVAL
We hava received » e«ntl>- hint (ram haadiinartaia lk»t oar aotio»

rth.-.min»- MWm.. ih< x tbe Aalitor.'
J h~ oUHd no rod ..( chaaria. but that do* not drl*r ... fr-n.

'"»«•« «i»>o« » law moro uVuiU. known ..nljr to too lunar oirda »o.l
.1 /

TWt'» Doihiac imu about «... W« m- do DajrjrartW, ktwpinff *J1 Um
oev* to nunalvm. Our* '. w> pun »nv mu«t .iwi that« *vrr alway* f«*rm<-t in .qvwMting knowl*.!**, m tb* n»l,
I.rrTKH m it i»u«» forth e*ch -.tunUv will u-tifv. which few word* u

rrfacr to the fo.lnv.-i-

Tbe eUbnr»U prep*r*ti.m« for \wrtect re|>rt«eoUtiotu ntxvwiutin,;
nn»r» lira*, the manatfera wt~-ly decided upon a delay of four dam in
o»*aintt. and the nealt will be a completenww rarely wittMawd. I

the UtUfttnr «|.|.n »f in our but th.- Dincton of Uh I ottad Club
Ilootfaa have decided to altera nt«* " Sconce from California I

tbe riew retr>«|>ective will add to the n-HWtivc power* ..f tbe ku
"Then and Now" affording tnotdi aoo|M fnr thrir iimihw It will not
be neceaaary to give naroee ; old n-sidenU will rvj.dilv raoon
acten repreaented, while to the uninitiated ignorance is bluts.

l PmoD, "Fall or '49, Spruh. or '.'«<>. "Tran."
Public iqiura. Enter all tin- world an-! bii wife. tAWyan, minora, a

dn.ym.in, iir-.k, ^tl.^.n kft-jHrr, washwoman, aheap-jobi keeper,
r, u^ur.-r, pnru-n*, waiters, waitresses, stage driver, nonary maids,

milkmen, ^uuhlen*, etc All join hands and dance around, ringing
"Were all a band of brothers, rjoirereal joUygood fa
and all seems merry a* a marriage bell.

TmitTv Years Latkk—" Now."
Seenene—aanie public square, in the center of which is a large golden

calf. (.'row. 1 ..f "So<i (.-ty" enter. Judges, politicians, bankers, old man
and young maidens, callow youth and hoary age. All prostrate them*

before image aod place offerings before it, consisting of principle,
honor. Integrity, health, strength, virtue and truth. Stranger enters and
ska, " Why this abasement? 1

' Old sage, who stands apart from crowd,
replies in one word: " Gold."

en No. 3—"Domestic Life."

A lady's boudoir. Couple—lady and gentleman—seated on a chaitt
tongue enjoying a utea UU, Enter hurriedly husband of lady, bludgeon
in right hand, revolver in left. Beats wife senseless, shoots friend, then
jumps from the window.

Scene 4—Political Life.

An arena, in the center a ladder labeled M Fame," crowned with a
wreath of laurel. Several aspirants come forward to try the ascent. Sev-
eral paths lead to the ladder. One narrow and steep, and threatening
much difficulty. Sign-post, "Honor." One wide and smooth. Sign-
post, " llobber's Roost," entrance fee required. One with laborer's shovel
in Land, prepared to remove obstacles for "a reasonable consideration,
said laborers attired as lambs. Principal path distinguished by a ballot-
box at entrance, guarded by " Uncle Sam," who hails tbe stars and
stripes frantically in the faces of a mixed mob of foreign-born citizens,
who assail, in turn, his stronghold. Men approach with sacks of coin and
stacks of government bonds ; offer them to United States, who is on the
point of yielding, when the American eagle swoops down, and seizing
the banner of freedom, clears the whole crowd out with " one fell

swoop." This scene it is believed will bring down the bouse.

Scene No. 5—"Society Life."

A huge mart of fashion. Men and women seen circulating ; now and
then approaching the altar where barter and sale takes place. One brings
youth and inexperience; in return receives seal-skin sacque and vial of
bitter water, labeled "Tears of Repentance." Another brings faith in
human nature, and receives a pair of eye-glasses of marvelous strength,
labeled "Disillusions." Still another exchanges rectitude for a bag of
coin. One receives a collar labeled " Corporation," another a pair of sol-

itaire earrings. The final bartar society makes is a fresh, warm heart,
clothed in lace and orange blossoms, the exchange being a decrepit old
man, with a car-load of coin.

Scene No. 6—"Justice."

A law Court. Judges on Bench, reading Byron, Swinburne, etc. Law-
yers in military uniforms, chatting informally. A man is arraigned for

killing his mother-in-law; pleads emotional insanity; verdict, "Justifiable
Homicide. " Acquittal.
These scenes will require so much time in representation, only one or

two can be given each evening, in alternation with the tableaux. In ad-
dition to the list of tableaux already given by N. £., we add a few more
that have come to our knowledge during this week, which are intended to
illustrate the works of well-known authors. Thus: Barnes receiving a
nomination for Congress will illustrate Bulwer's " What Will He Do
With It?" "Much Ado About Nothing," John T. Doyle haranguing
reporters on railroads.

General Stoneman and Estee have signified their willingness to pose as
Dickens' "Great Expectations." Prominent members of the Republican
party will group to represent the old motto, "United we Stand, Divided
we Fall."
Statuesque tableau—" Dignity and Impudence"—will represent J. F.

Dobinson and George Page. Statuesque tableau No. 2—"A Sculptor's
Nightmare." Studio. Sculptor's vision. Venus turns into "Jumbo."
Miss , a well-known society belle of many seasons, has consented to

take this difficult part, if her papa, the old war horse, will say yes. We
hear a number of society ladies have offered to pose in a Beries of statu-

esque pictures from European Art Schools, but of this more anon.

Commercial Prudence.—The prudent man of business may always
be known by the bank with which he transacts business. The clients of

the Pacific Bank are among the most prosperous and sagacious of our
business men. The natural infererce is that the system of banking pur-

sued there suits them, and is a system they can rely upon.

When you want your shirts to fit comfortably around the neck and
shoulders, let J. H. Carmany, 25 Kearny street, take your measure.

JOSEPH "OPEIR" WOODWORTH.
Another noted pioueer has gone over to the majority. There died

last week, at the residence of his daughter, Mrs. Jane Bruner, in this
city, Joseph Woodworth, who was famous in the early days as one of the
owners of the celebrated Ophir mine, which was the first location on the
Comstock to pay large dividends. Because of his connection with that
mine he was familiarly known as " Ophir" Woodworth. For quite a
long time he was Baid to have enjoyed an income of $1,000 a day. He
was the first of the Comstock magnates to become a millionaire, but, like
Sandy Bowen, he thought there was no such thing as a mine's failing to
yield, and when that time came he had but little of his wealth left. Mr.
Woodworth was born in Crawford County, Pa., sixty years ago. He came
to California in 1850, and at once began mining.
As a miner Mr. Woodworth shared in the ups and downs of life. In

1853 he moved to Marysville, where, in conjunction with Walker and
Wilson, he brought in a ditch from above Oroville to St. Clair Flat, and
supplied the miners witb an abundance of water for mining purposes. In
1855 he returned to Grass Valley, where he lived until 1859, in which
year he sold the Massachusetts Hill Quartz Mine, in Grass Valley, to
Robert and William Watt, for $20,000. The new owners went to work
upon tbe mine and in a short time took out $1,000,000. Mr. Woodworth
also at one time owned the Alta Hill Mine, at the same place, jointly
with George D. Roberts and a Mr. Bosworth, from which they took con-
siderable money.
On June 1, 1859, shortly after Comstock's discovery of the famous lode

which now bears his name, two miners came to Grass Valley, bringing
with them some of the ore-bearing rock from the new discovery, which
they exhibited to Mr. Woodworth and Judge James Walsh, who was
always closely connected with Mr. Woodworth in business relations. The
ore was assayed at the Gold Hill mill at Grass Valley and found to be
very rich. The result of the assay so excited the men that they hastened
to the new Golconday and invtheir eagerness to reach there unknown to
any one they packed their mules in the middle of the night and left the
town at four o'clock in the morning. Upon reaching the scene of the now
famous lode the party began prospecting, and on June 22, 1859, Joseph
Woodworth and eleven others located and recorded the Sierra Nevada
mine. This was the first location ever recorded in the State and the en-
try stands in Book A, page 1, of the Gold Hill records. Subsequently,
Mr. Woodworth and Judge Walsh each purchased of Comstock a one-
sixth interest in Ophir, the yield of which until 1864 was nearly $1,000 a
day. In 1863 Mr. Woodworth's fortune was almost fabulous. He came
to this city and erected the Latham house on Folsom street, now occu-
pied by Frank G. Newlands, and which at that time was looked upon as

the palatial residence of the city. In 1864 Ophir began to collapse, and
with it went Mr. Woodworth's fortune by degrees, until he was almost
penniless. The sudden change from affluence to poverty weighed upon
his mind to such an extent as to gradually produce the fatal softening of

the brain.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

No. 320 Post Street Opposite Union Square.

PROF. O. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 320 Poet
street, ia now open for Juvenile aiid Evening Classes. Office Hours, for Terms, etc.,

10 A.M. to 12 m., and 1 to 6 p.m. Oct. 22.

The wonders of modern chemistry are apparent in the beautiful Dia
mond Dyes. All kinds and colors of ink can be made from them.
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"PLEASURE'S WAND."
'We Obey no Wand but Pleasure's."—Tom Moore,

The play of Van, the Virginian, is, to me, one of Bartley Campbell's

best. It is based upon a condition of things essentially dramatic. A social

dilemma not only possible, but also plausible, for involuntary bigamy is

of frequent occurrence in this country. An episode of this kind,

with the victim struggling between conscience and sentiment,

duty and inclination, is full of forcible interest and dramatic vigor.

Bartley Campbell has treated the subject fairly, but with a moderate

amount of earnestness. He has hardly, though, risen to the occasion.

However original or forcible Campbell may be in conception, he is, as a

rule, commonplace and conventional in elaboration. His characters gen-

erally lack finish and polish, and his dialogue suffers from extravagance of

language and prodigality of rhetoric; but in this play his personages are

reasonably and intelligently drawn, and the lines spoken by most of them
are clear, neat and to the point. The cardinal fault of Van, the Virginian,

is ; ts lack of intensity. If this play was being played by a decent com-
pany, it would deserve lengthy consideration, and not these merely cur-

sory remarks; but, as acted by Mayo'a troupe, it is simply beneath intel-

ligent notice. Mayo himself does well enough, but the others— Lord !

For next week, Visit de St. Tropez is announced. I imagine this is a

translation of a well-known French drama founded upon a cause celebre

in the annals of French criminal Courts—the Lafarge poisoning case, that

occurred some forty years ago. After that comes Bartley Campbell's

White Slave. This is to be played by a strong company, which will prob-

ably consist of Messrs. Gus Levick, George Wessells, A. Thompson,
Walter Lennox and George Murray as stage manager; and Misses Helen
Bancroft, Georgie Cayvan and Charlotte Poole. Besides The White Slave,

this troupe may give us Youth, Siberia and Romany Rye.*****
Last week's programme at the Minstrels was such agood one and it was

so successful, that it is substantially repeated this week. The audiences

continue to be very large, and this little theater—the Standard—is hav-

ing a wonderful streak of prosperity. There is something in the enter-

tainment offered to please every one's taste. Charley Reed is temporarily
in the background, Ferguson and Mack being at present to the fore. The
quartette holds its position though, and if its vocal efforts are not received

with as much applause as is granted to the antics of F. M., it is the ap-

plause of taste and refinement.*****
The Winter Garden is doing a fair business with Herold's Pre aux

Clercs. The Merry War is in preparation. It is to be hoped that some
changes will soon be made in the company. Better principal performers
are absolutely necessary, if the managers of this place of entertainment
wish to keep their hold on the public.

* * * # *

At the Tivoli Lucia de Lammermoor is being given. Parolini sings and
acts like a thorough operatic artist. The others don't! Miss Leighton
acquits herself of her task, all things considered, remarkably well. She
is not an operatic singer. Her vocal qualities are not of a dramatic order,

and a satisfactory performance on her part is not to be expected ; but she
uses what natural gifts of voice she possesses, and what talents of vocal
culture she has acquired, with astonishing cleverness. As bad as the per-
formance is as a whole, it is made simply ridiculous by the vocal antics of
T. Eckert, the alleged tenor of the troupe. A small, piping voice, that
is called a tenor voice only by ignorance or courtesy, I don't know which,
is Bckert's vocal organ. He uses it without the slightest knowledge of
even the rudiments of singing. It follows, of course, that, for dramatic
singing, which is but musical declamation, he is totally unfitted. I don't
know that I ever saw or heard anything more ludicrous than his perform-
ance of "Edgardo." Imagine the grand scene in the second act, ending
with the immortal sextet, being sung with a human oboe in the tenor
part! Richard Valerga is rather weak as " Arthur," but his voice has the
merit, at least, of being a pure tenor voice. The others of the cast do
not deserve any mention whatever. Mrs. Porteous has also appeared as
"Lucia," but I have not heard her yet. After "Lucia," the company
will return to its own pastures—comic opera. These occasional incursions
into the domain of grand opera are probably necessary from a business
point of view. The variations in the style of entertainment are, I surmise,
clever strokes of management. But one thing is certain, artistically they
are failures, and very bad ones at that.*****
The German theatrical performances are rarely disappointing, but that

of last Sunday was decidedly so. Pink Dominoes is one of the cleverest
of clever French farcical comedies. Its plot is amusing, its elaboration
masterly as a piece of comical composition. It is a chef cfoeuvre of situa-
tions. Its perfect representation by the Union Square Company some
years ago is still fresh in the minds of all theatre-goers. The delicious
acting of Maud Harrison in the part of the " Maid," with its strong con-
trasts of nxullness and modest demeanor in service and abandon and free-
dom of manner when on the spree, so truthfully depicted, and Jenny's
effective eccentric character study of the old gentleman are portraits that
will never grow dim in the recollections of amusement seekers. The ex-
cellence of Mme. GeneVs company being indisputable, a capital perform-
ance of Hennequin's clever farce was to be expected. But the reverse
proved to be the fact. It was a dull and stupid evening. The actors and
actresses were all totally lacking in vim and spirit. They had no life or
jollity about them. Mrs. Heller, Miss Fischer and Kadleburg did well
enough, but the others were either mis-cast or else indifferent to their
task. Bojock was painfully stupid as the old gentleman, and Miss Ormay
made absolutely nothing out of the character of the maid. As the head
waiter, von Wegern was decidedly not typical, and Nieper as one of the
gay husbands, weak and amateurish. As a rule, anyway, German actors
are too heavy for the froth of French humor. Next Sunday Hugo Burger's
Reception Day, a social satire, will be given for Mrs. Heller's benefit.
Mrs. Heller is an admirable actress in her line.

* * * * *

They are making a good deal of fun East about the new sub-title to
Mayo's Davy Crockett—"A Symphony of Leaves and Mosses." Byrne
says that if Davy Crockett is a symphony, then The Streets of New York is

a nocturne, and Under the Gaslight an oratorio.

Mary Wadsworth is going to sing an opera East. -^—The vicinity of Mar-
shall, Texas, where Currie shot and killed Ben Porter, still seems to be
dark and bloody ground.-^—Callender's Minstrels, when leaving the
town after a recent performance, were attacked by several desperadoes,
and a lively skirmish ensued, in which one of the -performers, called
Steamboat, was seriously injured. ^—•Mrs. Langtry has played the devil
with her "Rosalind" performances by dressing the part in the wood scenes
in a very novel way. Instead of appearing in the doublet and hose,
which Shakespeare particularizes, she came on modestly attired in a ger-
kin and trowsers, vulg. pants. Fancy "Rosalind"in "pants." Young Eng-
land was simply disgusted.—Marie Van Zandt gets 5,000 francs a
month at the Paris Opera Comique. Young Planel, a San Francisco young
man of French parentage, and a first-class violinist, is a great favorite in
Paris. He hasrecentlybeen appointed Officer <TAcademic—a purely honor-
ary distinction.—William Herbert, Wallack's new leading man, has prov-
en a failure, and Osmond Tearle, now starring in England, has been engaged
by cable. His first appearance will be as " Correze" in Moths.^^M.a,\xd
Harrison will play the principal female part in Les Rantzan and not Miss
Jewett. There has been a good deal of struggling for the part, and Miss
Harrison is now rehearsing it. Sara Jewett is said to be heartbroken.^—-
An American King was such a bad play that O'Neill
has given up starring for the season.^—Mademoiselle Le-
mercier, of the Gymnase Theatre, Paris, while recently dressing
to go to rehearsal, was accidentally shot by her eight-year-old son with
his toy pistol, two or three balls lodging in her handsome shoulders. The
Paris journals, in referring to the affair, speak of the pistol as the
" systeme J.mericain."^—Haynie, the clever American correspondent in
Paris, retorts that for a Mademoiselle to have a son eight years old is

tout a fait " systeme Francais."——Gus Bruno has organized a company
for the road. Georgie Woodthorpe is to star in Only a Farmer's Daughter.
——Barton Hill has left Kate Claxton's company, and joined that of Ada
Dyas'.—Billy Florence is going to make Eileen Orge his piece de resist-

ance this season.——Another pretty sister of Eliza Weathersby has arrived
from England, and is at the Bijou Opera House, New York. The
Weathersby family must be a prolific one.*****
The new fashion in feminine head gear for theatres and evening enter-

tainments turnB out to be as bad as the old one. Big hats have been
abolished, it is true, but what has superseded them? "Small bonnets,"
say you? Yes, but how trimmed? With immense birds, great fan-like
feathers, and other monstrosities, forming as impenetrable obstacles to a
view of the stage as did the huge hats. There seems to be no remedy to
this outrage. We must bear it with that philosophy so necessary in all

our relations with women, and derive consolation from the fact that they
themselves suffer also by the fashion of these silly, selfish contrivances.

Beaucxerc.

This Saturday afternoon the juvenile party of the pupils of Mr. 0.
A. Lunt will take place at his hall, in Red Men's building, opposite Union
Square. This delightful entertainment has been looked forward to for
weeks past, tickets having been sold sufficient to fill the hall. Next Fri-
day evening Mr. Lunt will have a juvenile party at Oakland of his pu-
pils on the other side of the Bay, which, no doubt, will be equally as in-

teresting as the party this Saturday. The graceful dancing of the
children under Mr. Lunt's charge has been the wonder of all that have
seen them, and speaks volumes for his ability in teaching the Terpsi-
chorean art.

A complimentary farewell benefit will be given to-morrow (Sun-
day) evening to that veteran manager, Sheridan Corbyn. Quite an array
of talent will be present, that ought to produce a success worthy of the
beneficiare. The occasion will be graced by the first appearance of Mr.
Dana Perkins as " Iago ;" Mr. Frank Mayo as " Othello," in the second
and third acts of Shakespeare's great tragedy, Othello ; to be followed by
the third act of Streets of New York—"Tom Badger," Mr. Frank Mayo ;

to conclude with the first act of the popular Davy Crockett. This is un-
doubtedly an attractive programme. No man ever more thoroughly de-

served a full house than Sherry Corbyn.

The Daughter of Nature is a new play in five acts, by George M.
Ciprico, that is highly spoken of by able critics who have read it. It is

highly emotional, and, it is believed, will prove a success.

EMERSON'S STANDARD THEATRE.

WW. EMERKON, Sole Proprietor and Manager REAP-
PEARANCE OP EMERS0N1-EVERY EVENING (including SUNDAY)

AND SATURDAY MATINEE,
Emerson's California Minstrels!

Immense Hit of the World's Greatest Irish Comedians, FERGUSON AND MACK!
Monday, October 23d, first appearance of the LEO BROTHERS and CONCH1TA.
Curtain rises precisely at 8 o'clock. Carriages ordered at 10 o'clock.

62f* Original Popular Prices.—OperaChairs, Dress Circle or Parquette, 75 Cents;
Family Circle, 50 Cents; Matinee, 50 Cents and 25 Cents. Seats secured six days
in advance. No extra charge to Reserve. Oct. 21.

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.

J II. Haverly. Proprietor; Fre<l*k W. Bert, Manager. •--

» Haverly's attractions do not play on Sunday evenings.

This (Saturday) Evening, OCTOBER 21, Farewell Engagement of the Eminent
Actor, Mr. FRANK MAYO, who will appear in Bartley Campbell's successful play,

Van, the Virginian!
An Idyl of the War of the Rebellion. " Besides its prominent dramatic teachings,
there is a covert temperance lecture in the piece that ought to make glad the heart
of Dr. McDonald and the Prohibitionists."—fDaily Morning Call, October 17th.

Saturday Afternoon, Oct. 31st, only VAN, THE VIRGINIAN Matinee. [Oct. 21]

TIVOLI OPERA HOUSE.
Eddy street, near Market.--Iiroling Bros., Sole Proprie-

tors and Managers.—Grand Success! This (Saturday) Evening, and
until further notice, Donizetti's Grand Tragic Opera,

Lucia di Lammermoor!
Signor PAROLINI having recovered from a severe illness, will positively appear

THIS EVENING in conjunction with the following cast: Miss ROSE JOHNSTON
as LUCIA, Miss Belle Thorne as Alice, Mr. T. W. Eckert as Lord Edgar, Signor Paro-
lini as Sir Henry Ashton, Mr. E. N. Knight as Raymond, Mr. R. Valerga as Sir

Arthur Bucklaw, Mr. F. Valerga as Norman. Oct. 21.
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SPORTING ITEMS.
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that he can well afford to see the race go
of the othrr*. Sira|«on deserves to win, as he haa done more to advance

. int*re«ta than any man on the coast, and but for him the stake
neeer have been gotten up. But luck does not always accompany

merit, and a long purse nets more race-winners than a long head.—^In
p.-int of racing, the Fall meeting of the Pacific Coast Blood lit

i is an assured success. The list of antarfM is laiv*\ atnl if all re-

r>rt.«
lie true, the number of starters will be phenomenally great. In the

dssh, nine are engaged—eight in the mile for maiden*, ton in Ibt 1:

indicap, and seven in tin- 1 j mile handicap. The first day is Satur-
day, NuveiulHT 11th. on which occasion, among other events, th.

|

stake and the Vestal stake will be run. November ISth and 33d are the
other days.—The Embryo stakes for foul.-* of L87°, 1880 and 1S31, will

ba trotted at the Oakland track on Saturday. November 4th. The r*ai
ling race is a mile dash, the two-year-olds have to repeat, and the three-
year olds go three heats in five. The entry list is large.

Six-day pedestrian.sm is about to die out in an unprecedented blaze of
alary, such as no other expiring sport has ever been honored with. In a
few days New York will be all agog with a six day race between six men,
all but one of whom have borne championship honors and been heralded
as unsurpassable phenomena. The hitherto unsurmountable 600 mile
bight will, in all human probability, be easily overtopped. It will be a
race of giants such as the world has never seen before, and will never see
again, as ere long six-day racing, like prize fighting, will be so conditioned
as to hold forth no inducements to good men. Hazel comes first on the
li^f. with a record of the last championship. Charles Rowell, Fitzgerald,
X' >remac, John Hughes, Frank Hart, R. J. Vint and a new man, named
U. J. Hertz, have, with the last as an exception, all beaten 565 miles, and
he has beaten 555 miles. Fitzgerald has a record of 585 miles, and
Rowell has, when in health, never yet met a man fast enough to cause
him to exert himself. A fortune awaits the winner, of the size of which
some conception can be had from the fact that the bar privilege alone
brings in SI,000 a night.

* * * * »

The University students will hold their Field Day on the campus this

afternoon. Some oppn races have induced a few Olympic Club members
to make an attempt to win honors, and good sport may be looked for.*****

After a most successful tour through England and the Eastern States,

the celebrated Australian cricket team is about to return home via San
Francisco. The names of the team are W. J. Murdoch, Captain; F. R.
Spofforth, nicknamed "the Demon," from his wonderful skill at bowling;
H. H. Massie, T. N. Garrett, G. J. Bomior, S. P. Jones and A. C. Ban-
nerroan, all of New South Wales ; T. Horan, H. F. Boyle, J. McC.
Blackbam, G. E. Palmer and P. S. McDonald, of Victoria; and G. Gif-
fen, of South Australia. Murdoch, Boyle, Horan, Blackham, Garrett
and Bannerman are well known to cricketers in San Francisco, having
played here four years ago. Of the forty matches played in Great Bri-

tain, the team only lost four, nine were drawn, more than half of which
were in favor of the Australians. Cambridge's present team, and a team
of old Cantabs, each beat tbem a game, as did also the players of Eng-
land and the United North of England team; but they beat the All Eng-
land Eleven by seven runs, being the first time England has been beaten
by a foreign team. They played last in Philadelphia, where not less than
50.000 people turned out to witness their efforts against a local team of

eighteen first-class players. By the courtesy of the Pacific Mail Co., who
promised to hold their steamer three hours after the arrival of the over-

land train, they were enabled to play one day extra at Philadelphia, but
it will be impossible for them to play in San Francisco, as the steamer
leaves this afternoon, and even the great treat of being allowed to face

the dust and fog of the Recreation Grounds would not be likely to induce
them to lie over for the next boat. Vice-Commodore has tendered them
an invitation to take a sail around the Bay in the Aggie, but they will

probably decline to add even that much to the length of their sea-voyage.*****
Mr. Bergh is commencing a crusade against the Eastern fox hunters.

As near as can be ascertained from several long letters he has written to

the Herald, his objection to the sport is simply that it causes pain to an
animal whose meat is not eatable. As a fact, fox hunting is not a cruel

sport in any sense. It is not as cruel to the fox as the getting of one's

daily bread is to thousands of Americans, who, being only men, women
and children, and not stinking vermin, receive not one jot of Bergh's
sympathy. Whoever designed the fox foresaw that he would be the ob-

ject of man's and dog's aversion, and properly gave him speed to run from
them and cunning to outwit them. To force a fox to run at full speed
{and all the dogs in the world cannot force him to run faster) is in no
sense cruel. He was made to run, and by a beautiful provision of Nature
common to the fox, and all animals that seek safety in flight, he does not

take on fat that would impede his speed. This man Bergh is getting to

be a nuisance, and should be abated.
# * * * *

To-night, at 539 California street, the Pacific Coast Coursing Club will

hold the drawing for the coursing match that will take place at Merced
on Wednesday and Thursday tfext. This Club's excursions are always
very pleasant, and we advise all who can spare a couple of days to make
the trip with them next Tuesday.

When a ship arrives in port with a foul bottom, does it follow that

ehe has made the passage before a spanking breeze ?

WINTER GARDEN.
I.m-L Ion »lr.ri, hrlK.rn I'..*. .*n.| Hutlr-r. Ht*hl * Mnnrk.

Th« Field of Hoior!

HAY. in thrir

umoaa.

Heen-rv painted by Ocorpc IWI.
In actiw preparation, TltK HERAT WAR Oct. 21.

THE BALDWIN THEATRE.
s.i n. in., Kvrnlnic •>, i..l,.r 22d,

Complimentary Farewell Benefit
Trndrrrd to Mr. ton l lf— Cnrh tln I,,, Mr. Frank Mat/:,.

Finn appearance of Mr. DANA PERKINS aa IAOO; Mr. FRANK MA VII aa
OTHKU.O. in the Second and Third AcU of SI ls.n;..lv,

OTHELLO To be followed by Ibe Third Acl t STREETS OF NEW
YORK. l"V BADOEB, Mr FRANK M \ ..„ .ritti the Find Act
of the popular DAVY CROCKETT.

BsjT" H.-X Office open FRIDAY and SATURDAY, when neat* and Privalo boxes
may he secured. <jct. 31.

Thirteenth Senatorial Diatrict-For Member of the Assembly.

DANDEIDGE H. BIBB,

REGULAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE.
Election Novkmbbr 7, 1882. Oct. 21.

FOE SCHOOL DIRECTOK,
DE. J, 21 EATON,

Regular Democratic Nominee. Oct. 21.

T. J. L0WNEY,
DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE

For Superintendent of Streets. Oct. 21.

JAMES M. TE0UTT,
REGULAR REPUBLICAN NOMINEE

For Superior Judge. Oct. 21.

E0BEET P. HASTINGS,
REUTILAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE

For School Director. Oct. 14.

HEEMAN EANKEN,
REGULAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE

For Supervisor, Tenth Ward. Oct. 14.

Regular Democratic Nominee
FOR SENATOR, NINTH SENATORIAL DISTRICT,

JOHN J. HABEIGAN. Oct. 21.

FOR. JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT,

JAMES V. 00PEET
(Chairman of S. F. Delegation in Assembly of 1875-76 and 1877-78.) [Oct. 21

FOR DISTRICT ATTORNEY-,
LE0NIDAS E. PEATT

(Present Incumbent.) Oct. 21.

0HEIS. EEIS,

REGULAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE
For Treasurer- Oct. 21.

Regular Republican Nominee
FOR RAILROAD COMMISSIONER, SECOND DISTRICT.

OHAELES CLAYTON, Oct. 21.

DELINQUENT SALE NOTICE.

New Basil Consolidated Gravel Mining- Company.—Loca-
tion of principal place of business, San Francisco, California. Location of

works, Black Canyon, Placer county, California.

NOTICE. —There are delinquent upon the following described stock, on account of
Assessment No. 2, levied on the 12th day of September, 1882, the several amounts
set opposite the names of the respective shareholders, as follows:

No. Certificate. No. Shares. Amount.
D. F. Le Gage 8 3,100 $93 00
D. F. Le Gage 26 500 15 00
Fred Bulacher 3i 750 22 50
Fred Bulacher 32 750 22 60

And in accordance with law and an order of the Board of Directors, made on the
12th day of September, 1882, so many shares of each parcel of such stock as may be
necessary will be sold at public auction, at the office of the company, 525 Commer-
cial street, San Francisco, California, on THURSDAY, the SECOND DAY OF
NOVEMBER, 1882, at the hour of 12 o'clock M. of said day, to pay said delinquent
assessment thereon, together with costs of advertising and expenses of sale.

F. X. SIMON, Secretary.

Office—525 Commercial street, San Francisco, California. Oct. 21.
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'The World," the Flesh, and the Devil.
[By a Truthful Penman.]

Lord Dufferin will receive a marquisate for the admirable manner in

which he ha3 conducted affairs at Constantinople. The British Ambas-
sador has done something to revive the older traditions of diplomacy, and

to remind Europe that there is another, and often a better, way of carry-

ing on international negotiations than the brutal Bismarckian method.

Lord Dufferin has beaten the Turks at their own game. Their diplomacy

is always supple and dilatory, and it suited the British Ambassador to

meet the Turks with their own weapons. The truth is that neither party

was very anxious to bring matters to a point. The English Government
were not eager that the Convention should be signed ; and the Turks were

unwilling to enter into it on the only conditions on which England would

agree. Both parties had thus recourse to a dilatory diplomacy. The
Turks bad many difficulties to raise ; but Lord Dufferin more than match-

ed them. He had an unfailing supply of criticisms, objections, proposals,

and counter-proposals. When the Convention was about to be signed

some new point was always raised ; and thus the game was kept up from

day to day and week to week. Then came the victory of Tel-el-Kebir

;

and the Turks found that they had been outwitted and baffled. Lord
Dufferin told the Sultan that the Convention was no longer necessary

;

and the Sultan was bound to admit the force of the plea. The British

Minister has since been consoling the Palace with profuse assurances of

the friendliness and good-will of England. The Turks know very well,

however, that they have been out-maneuvered by the English Ambassa-
dor ; but Lord Dufferin deserves well of his country for relieving them of

dangerous allies at a critical moment. It is long since a diplomatic con-

test has been conducted with so much tact, adroitness, and success.

—

The
World.——Our American contemporaries are amusing themselves
and their readers by publishing an illustration of the appearance of the
streets of New York a short distance below the surface. The particular

spot selected for illustration ia the intersection of Wall street, Nassau
street, and Broad street. The intersection of sewers, pneumatic tubes,

gas pipes, telegraph cables, electric light cables, and water pipes, to say
nothing of innumerable steam service pipes, is calculated to give rise to

uncomfortable speculations as to what might happen in the event of an
accident. The illustration reminds one of the diagrams of the veins and
nerves of the human body which we find in medical books. We may
state that there are twenty-six different pipes, etc., which intersect one
another in endless confusion, and how the one at the bottom gets repaired

we do not know.

—

Electrician.-^—Girls who love dancing for dancing's

sake, and do not care who or what their partners may be so long as they
can waltz, ought to be delighted to hear of the following invention: " The
' irreproachable waltzer' is a stout frame of light wood, of about five feet

in hight, and remotely resembling an old-fashioned kite frame. At the
top of the frame is a padded 'rest ' for the lady's hand, and at about the
middle of the frame is a jointed arm, capable of being placed round a
young lady's waist, and securely fastened in that position with a thumb-
screw. The frame has two feet furnished with castors, each one of which
has a universal joint, so that it can turn freely in any direction. The
whole affair weighs only five pounds, and it is made to fold together, so
that a lady can carry it in her hand, either with or without a shawl
strap."^—According to the London Lancet funerals may be, and often
are, disease-breeders. It cites a case where diphtheria, by means of a fu-

neral where there was a great crowd, being spread broadcast through a
community. One hundred and forty-three physicians in England out of
400 inquired of, gave reports justifying their belief that the spread of
diphtheria may result from public funerals, and the Suffolk Medical So-
ciety has recommended that in cases of death from diphtheria the funer-
als be held privately.——The Canadians have invented a very entertain-
ing game at cards, which is now much patronized on the ocean steamers.
It is called Qaatre Valets. The cards are dealt out to the players, of whom
there may be any number playing by leaving out cards enough to make
the deal come out even. There are ten deals, and the object of each
player is to avoid taking a knave, which counts as follows: clubs, 4;
spades, 3 ; hearts, 2 ; diamonds, 1. The best hand is a low hand, which
cannot take a trick. Players follow suit, the highest card takes, and each
player tries to get rid of any knave he may have in his hand by throwing
it or any high card away when unable to follow suit. After playing ten
hands the number of knaves taken by each player is summed up, and the
person taking the lowest number wins the game. It is a favorite game
at the hotels of the Canadian watering places.

—

Court Journal.——A
Young Lady, who resides at Lake Preston, Dakota, has lately created
quite a furore among the eligible young men of the neighborhood by an
advertisement in the local newspaper. She says: " I mean business. If
there is any young man in this county that has as much sand in him as a
pound of plug tobacco, I want to hear from him. I have a tree claim
and homestead, am a good cook and not afraid of work, and willing to do
my part. If any man with a like amount of land, and decent face and
carcase, wants a good wife, I can fill the bill."—Mr. Dillon's retire-
ment from Parliament will be regretted by many who did not share his
political views, for they admired his pluck and his sincerity. Between
Dillon the patriot and Dillon the man no greater contrast could exist. As
the former, he often spoke in ungarded language of outrages that made
the hair stand on end ; as the latter, he was singularly courteous and gen-
tle, and would have shed tears over an impaled fly.——Surely we are not
about to allow the wicked system of ;onfiscation of the property of the
"rebels" to be enforced in Egypt. Every modern writer on jurisprudence
has denounced its iniquity, and it has ceased to be recognized as legitimate
in every civilized country. If it is necessary to deprive one of his revenues—a doubtful principle at all times—they pass on to his heirs.

—

Truth.

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
INSURANCE AGENCY,

No. 328 & 334 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

fire Insurance.
GIRARD of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of S. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN of New York.
ST. PAUL of St. Paul.

TEUTONIA of New Orleans.
LA CONFIANCE of Paris.
DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS

ofNewYork.
THE FIRE INS. ASSOCIATION (Limited)

of London, England.

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONCIERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented $87,000,000.
All Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid.

W. I/. CHALMERS,
Special Agent and Adjuster.

PHtENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., Estab'd 1782—Cash Assets, $5,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1833.—Cash Assets, 81,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1851—Cash Assets, $1,357,326.39.

BUTLER & MAI.I>ATV,
General Agents ror Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864.

Principal Office 406 California Street, S. F.

FIRE INSURANCE.
Capital (Paid Up in XT. S. Gold Coin) $300,000.00
Re-Insurance Reserve $171,412.75

Assets January 1, 1882 $ 684,577.83 I Premiums, since oreanization.$3,S«,412.07
Surplus for policy holders.. 674,577,83-] Losses, since onranization... 1,756,278.00

OFFICERS:
J. F. HOUGHTON President. I CHAS. R. STORY Secretary.
J. L. N. SHEPHARD.... Vice-President.

| R. H. MAGILL General Agent.

Directors of the Home Mutual Insurance Co.:—L. L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J. L.
N. Shepard, John Currey, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, C. C. Burr, J. S. Carter,
Charles Belding, D. W. Earl. April 8.

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

Unlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF LONDON FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

THE STANDARD MARINE INSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool- Capital, $5,000,000-

Aug. 12.

CALL.INGHAM * CO., General Agents,
213 Sansome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,500,000
Cash Assets 1,709,976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE * CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF LONDON.
[INSTITUTED 1803.]

London Assurance Corporation, of London
Established by Royal Charter 17S0.

Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, ofLiverpool Established 1857,

'

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANTES.
BOBBBX DICKSON, Manager.

W. JOAJfJB BOOKER, Agent and Attorney.
S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building.

[October 11.
|

THE THAMES AND MERSEY MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY,
(LIMITED),

Of Liverpool. London and Manchester,
NO. 308 PINE STREET.

(Capital Supscribed, $10,000,000; Capital Paid Up, $1,000,-
j 000 ; Reserve Fund (in addition to Capital) , §1 ,375,000 ; Total Assets June 30th

1881, S5,2S4,665. W. G. HARRISON, Agent,
October V. 308 Fine street, San Francisco, Cal.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL
(Capital $5,000,000.—Agents: Balfonr, Guthrie <fc Co., No.

/ 316 California street, San Francisco. Nov. 18.
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OF MYSELF
\y krant tnf>. th*i my means m*y li#.

-I iIom :

ill known:

tit whrn't <l<*pooda
'

!

TV

Ilookft thould, D<>t t-:-iiifM, entertain the li.-tit,

Ajm) d—Pi a- UD-li-t ii i m :..,'.),. the iiucht.

Than a palace, atnl thoold fitting be

Mv . vnlen painted o*«
With N»ture*s hand, not Art's; ami i>leoAi>rra yioU,
H>r»co tnik'ht envy in hi» Sabine tieM.

Thus would I doable my life '* fading space;
Itar he that niDB it well twiw mm his race.

And in this triu> delight,
Thewe unbnu#bt sports, thi^ happy state,

I mold not fear nor wish mv fate;
Bat boldly nay ench night,

Tomorrow let my sun bjfl W-auiH display,
Or in doodi hide them; I have lived today. —CoWLST.

A NOVEL BEQUEST.
The London Times' Philadelphia oorrapondeot wrifasa under date

September 12th:
"A remarkable circular, which explains itself, has been recently sent

to a large number of banks and banker* throughout the United States, by
an executor in Connecticut, who is charged with the duty of executing a
most novel philanthropic bequest, an.l has an estate of $780,000 to carry
out the testator's intentions. The following is the statement made:

" 'In this age of magnificent charity, where the mind and body receive
the grateful attention of philanthropists, both public and private charities

ite such handsome figures annually, it would seem that every ave-
nue in which good could be done bad been developed, or at least opened.
But the bequest of the princely sum of 5780,000 for an original and an
unostentatious charity is a complete innovation.
"' A retired banker, whose life was a thoroughly successful one, but

whose character was at all times eccentric but consistent, is the donor.
Back in the early history of his life occurred an experience which bears
on and explains the motive for this donation, and this is not altogether an
uninteresting incident.

" * A young man, comparatively grown into a responsible position in a
prominent bank in the city of Boston, fond of gay society, and possessing
a disposition to enjoyment, he became by slow but sure degrees drawn
into a rate of expenditure out of all reason to his income, and he came to
using the bank's money to promote his temporary comfort. At last he
stood upon the brink of ruin, a defaulter in the sum of $85,000. The
awfulness of his position seemed for the first time to occur to him. A
crime and its dreadful results were now set in bold array before his aston-
ished vision. One who has never stood in a like position and experienced
all the agony of mind can comprehend the situation—a pen picture is of
little account to convey matter of this kind.

*'
' A young man torn from a high social and business position, arrest-

ed, tried, convicted, and sentenced to prison are only the outward signs
to warn otherB, but the inward agony, suffering, and disgrace are not vis-

ible, not apparent—they are impossible to describe. " Verily the way of

the transgressor is hard ; oh, the wages of sin 1"

" ' A defaulter in the sum of §85,000, and every minute looking for dis-

covery, disgrace, and arrest.
" ' In this state of mind, our young banker went to a very eccentric and

wealthy friend, who had shown him some little unimportant courtesies at
various times, and, after a confused prelude, told him just how he was
situated, and, after submitting to a series of close questions, was startled

by receiving at the hands of his aged friend $85,000 in cash, to save him,
as he modestly said, to a life of usefulness. This assistance so freely given
was accompanied by two significant conditions. The first was that a care-

ful and accurate account should be daily kept of all personal expenses,
and one-third of the young man's income be saved in cash, and the ac-

counts balanced quarterly. The aged gentleman said he believed this to
be one of the best safeguards against little sins, which were so apt to grow
into great crimes, especially with people who held positions of trust and
heavy responsibilities. No interest was to be paid, no evidence of debt
taken.

i( ' The second condition was that, in after time, the money would be
used as it had been received—to save some person from ruin and disgrace;

save them to a life of usefulness and honor ; and then, when this had been
done, and well done, the debt would be canceled and transferred.

" * Observe the first, and, if you do it faithfully, the second will not be
at all difficult to perform. After years of faithful trial, this advice is

known to be good.
" ' The recipient of this strange legacy grew rich and became powerful,

and died without finding an opportunity to assist as he had been assisted.

There seemed no way to discover persons so situated before their charac-

ters were irretrievably lost, until this confidential circular waB hit upon,
and a very old and tried friend was intrusted with the carrying out of the
plan, and $780,000 was put into his hands for that purpose.

" ' The circular is sent to every bank in the United States. Persons
who do not stand in need, and within the design of this assistance, will

be too honorable to seek to advantage by pretending to, and will see that
this circular does not fall into improper hands.

** 'No publicity is sought or desired for the donor, who is simply pay-
ing a debt.

' The confidences which it solicits are sought because it is necessary,
and for nn selfish purpose, and the most profound secrecy will be observed
and expected. The executor desires to distribute and carry out the money
and instructions of his friend, within the rules and method prescribed.

Tliis is his only interest. To this end the applicant will come to my
home, a personal view being imperative, bringing this circular as an evi-

dence of his identity, and this can be arranged promptly by addressing
" ' Executor, P.O. Box No. 185, Stepney Depot, Conn.'

"

INSURANCE.
Th* Only Vmpmny am ih* faW/tr C<x,*t tt**»rw*rf h„ thv M«.*n

SftsjSSHs >->n-/W^fM |Y /.«•«*.

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF BOSTON.

Total Asset* December 31. IKS1 S16.210.465.92.
Surplus over All Liabilities

MuaftchnwtU Stxn.Unl 4 psrsSDl tJ.TOA.KlM.Kl
-i*n«Unl 4) j*r osnl

Market Value <>f rSLnk* and Bottdl over r-»t ...........

ptim
Flssr-A Plain and rimple polity, clctr of all burdenwHiv MDdlMOML ami fully

srete«sd fntn forfeiture.

n -An agency experloi R^ts, .luring whi.h. I.v

liberality »ml fair dealing m it* relation* wilh policy-hold)
gained an tin Utile reputation,

Tiiiro—Nonforfeiture for residence or travel, or for haunloua CMOOntliOM with-
out a permit.

FotRTH— I.ilieral paid-up *,w& ca*h mmndtr, values stipulated by law.

Kotm This Company chargM do more for tnsnmnoa loan IfeOM companies In
which the policy is forfeited, in osm of non-payment at - d 'inc.

Before Inrarlns; ta any other oompsny, or [otalng ini pemtlva ubmubsj
m full; examine the practical working o! the Maamobasotti law »t 1880, snd

road the polio] OOntnWt of tin 1 JVeu Kngland Life,

HENRY K. FIELD, General Agent,
an*. M. 328 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

(Organized 1803.)

FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY.
Fire and Marine Insurance.

AftftCt* 81,250,000
Lewes pai«l over i.r.nn.ooo
igrThc Largest Assets and Largest [ncome <>f all Hi.' oompaniafl bailing from

west nf New York State, anil in 1881 Pacific Coast premiums were larger thai)
those of any other company, local. Eastern or foreign.

D. J. STAPLES President I WM. J. HUTTON Secretary
ALPUEUS BULL Vice-President

|
E. W. CARPENTER Asst. Secretary

MOJtTE OFFICE:
Southwest Cor- California and Sansome streets, San Francisco.
6^" Agents in all prominent localities. Sept. 30.

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.--UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

The California Lloyds.—Establishe«l In ihoi.—Noh. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, §750,000 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates

!

Prompt Settlement of Loses!! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS.—J. Mora Moss,
Moses Heller, J. O. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Everson, A. B. Phipps, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N". G. Kittle, Joseph Brandonstcin, W. M. Hoag, Nicholas
Lulling, James Moffitt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Tonchard,
George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Scholle, Charles
Baum, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President.
Jambb D. Bailey, Secretary. Gbo. T. Bohfn. Purveyor. Nov. 6.

TRANSATLANTIC FIRE INSURANCE CO.,
OF HAMBURG.

(Capital, $1,500,000, V. 8. Gold Coin. Losses paid in Gold
J Coin immediately after Adjustment. This Corporation holds contracts of six-

teen other European Insurance Companies, re-insuring by far the greater part of

every risk, as soon as accepted in our office. The combined subscribed Capital which
our policies therefore offer to the public amounts to $26,900,000. U. S. Gold
Coin, of whi?h $7,650,000 is paid up, besides the always available Reserve Funds.

GEO. MARCUS & CO., 304 California street, S. F.,

Aug. 6. General Agents for Pacific Coast.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, of Zurich, Capital 5,000,000 francs; Helvetia,

of St. Gall, Capital 10,000,000 francs ; Baloise, of Basle, Capital 6,000,000 francs.

These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that may be sus-

ained. Losses made payable in all the principal seaports of the world. In the set-

tlement of all claims under an English policy, these Companies willstrictly adhere to

the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, and submit to EngliBh jurisdiction.

June 9. HARRY W. SYZ, Agent, 420 and 422 California st., S. F.

GENEVA AWARD.

Special and Personal Attention Given to the Preparation, Proof
and Trial of Cases

In the Court of "Alabama" Claims, in Washington, D. C. An extended experience

in the former Court, and unusual facilities for managing these causes, enables me
to render special services to claimants. The Court has jurisdiction of claims for

vessels and cargoes destroyed by any Confederate cruisers, for those officers and
men, and for war premiums paid from April, 1SG1, to November, 1865. Full

information given on application to the undersigned.

J. T. MANNING,
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW,

1424 New York Avenue, Washington, D. C; 69 Wall St., New-
York Citv; 131 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass. Sept. 23.

AMERICAN EXCHANGE HOTEL,

Sansome street, Corner Halleck, San Francisco.—This
hotel is in the very center of the business portion of the city, and has been

renovated and newly furnished throughout. The traveling public will find this to

be the most convenient as well as the most comfortable and respectable hotel in the

city. TABLE FIRST-CLASS. Board and room, $1, SI. 25 and §1.50 per day. Nice

single rooms per night, 50 ceuts. Breakfasts or dinners, 50 cents. Lunch, 25 cents.

Eighteen tickets, good for any meals, for $5. Hot and cold baths free. Free coach

to and from the hotel. Oct. 7.

$72 a week. $12 a day at home easily made. Costly Outfit Free.
Address True A Co., Augusts, Maine.
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A SHAM CAMPAIGN.
Never within our recollection has there been such a sham campaign

fought out as is the present one. It is pretended on both sides that it is

made up of railroad animosity. Each of the two great parties claims a

sort of patent right to a cinching policy as against the State railroads.

Fares and freights are to be reduced. Heaven only knows how much !

A larger number of the delegates at San Jose fixed the figure at 25 per

cent., and now comes ex-Governor Irwin and declares that the reduction

should be at least sixty-six per cent. M. M. Estee, the Republican can-

didate for Governor, would out-Herod them all. He is the only Simon-

pure hater of the railroad—that he is. All this is the veriest humbug.
The Governor has no authority in the premises. The constitution has

taken all Buch matters out of his hands. A Board of Transportation Com-
missioners has been clothed with ample powers to deal with this subject.

They are authorized to call for persons and papers, and to proceed with

judicial fairness, and to render a purely judicial decision. They have no

more right, in justice and honor, to say beforehand what their determin-

ation will be, than has a judge to Becure his election by saying what his

udgment will be in a case in which he has not heard the testimony. A
candidate for judicial position who would do that would be scouted by
the whole community. The candidates for Railroad Commissioners are

seeking judicial offices. They are charged to hear the testimony, to calm-

ly weigh all the facts, and a true verdict given according to the evidence.

He who does otherwise is a charlatan, a demagogue, and a

knave. The case the Commissioners have to try is one of vast importance.

Many millions are involved. The rights of stockholders and bondholders

are remitted to their judgment, honesty and good conscience. Railroad

property is entitled to all the protection afforded to all other kinds of

property. The Constitution of the United States provides that no man's
property may be taken except by due process of law, and then only upon
just compensation being first made therefor. Nobody will Bay that, if

ex-Governor Irwin's idea of a sixty-six per cent, reduction be carried out,

the Railroad Company's property will not be taken as " a public use," but
without just compensation. To do them justice, the candidates for Rail-

road Commissioners, with one exception, make no promises to prejudge
the case they ask to be appointed to try. Messrs. Humphreys, Carpenter,

Reed, Clayton and Gibson do not run with the crowd to do evil. They
decline to give demagogic pledges, and the fact that they do is the best

evidence of their fitness for the office they seek. They comprehend the
responsibilities of their position, and act accordingly. It is to be pre-

sumed that it was for this reason they were nominated for the positions to

which they aspire. In fact, neither nominating convention was really at

the bottom in sympathy with the insensate cry of hatred against the rail-

road that is doing so much to build up the material interests of the State.

It is only the papers and the politicians that are making much to do about
this fight, and they are shams, every one. They know the arrant nonsense
they talk, and only indulge in it to fool the people. That is what the
Chronicle is doing, and the Examiner is following suit in drivel that has
become so weak as to fool nobody ; its present squeaking little voice would
be stilled into silence by this time if it had not previously committed itself

to an anti-railroad fight. It knows, and we know, that it made its peace
two months ago, and now only utters little ineffective gTunts to save ap-
pearances. It is not now in sympathy with the fight ic is pretending to
make. On the other hand, Estee sought his nomination by railroad sup-
port, and was allowed to go ahead, unopposed, to make his own fight.

When he had it won, he turned round and out-Heroded Herod. He sought
to outbid Stoneman, to masquerade in borrowed plumes and to appear
other than he is. He is the greatest of all the shams. He will not take
away one of Stoneman's anti-monopoly votes, and he will lose friends
that he would otherwise have had. Everybody hates a sham, a delusion
and a snare. Better, far better, an open eDemy than a false, tricky and
treacherous friend. Estee will be beaten ignominiouBly. He will run
largely behind his party ticket, and principally because he elected to carry
two faces under one hat. The campaign will come to an end, the Democrats
will win, they will assume office and will utterly fail to realize the great
expectations formed of them by the people. They will disappoint every-
body, and two years hence their party will lose the Presidential contest,
principally because of the bad record that will be made by Democratic
officials between this and then. Shrewd Republicans see this and are
voting for them. They realize that if Estee were elected he would equally
weigh down the Republican party during the next two years. Thus it

comes that everything conspires to favor the election of Stoneman. It is

a campaign of shams all round.

HUMPHREY'S ELECTION SURE.
Sterling 'worth has overcome calumny. When Wm. P. Humphreys

was first nominated for the important position of Railroad Commissioner
he was at once recognized by all who knew him as the right man in the
right place. Yet he was assailed by detractors. Even his own party
organ sneered at his sincerity, but it could not answer the facts shown by
his good record, and in the end it had to admit bis honesty and trust-
worthiness. Having been in this city for over a quarter of a century,
and having been faithful to every one of the many trusts reposed in him,
it was not possible to successfully question the bonafides of the very ex-
plicit enunciations of his sentiments which he had delivered before the
whole people. No such man as he is going to throw away the good name
he has acquired through a long period of honest and upright dealing. He
has been elected to office several times, and more than once when his
party ticket was defeated. No man in his senses would care to throw
away such popularity for a mess of potage. These considerations have
had their weight with thinking men, and once again Wm. P. Humphreys
is on the high tide of popularity. His election is beyond a peradventure.

D. J. Toohy has received the Democratic nomination for Judge of the
Superior Court. From such an appointment we may, in all sincerity say,
good Lord deliver us. If our memory serves us correctly, the gallant Land
Leaguer informed his admirers not long since, " that he was obliged to
take off his coat and assist his wife to do the washing." Possibly, if elect-
ed^ the good lady may return the compliment, and assist the Judge to
write his decisions. By so doing she would undoubtedly render the state
good service, as we are credibly informed that Toohy knows as much
about law, as a cow does of a holiday.

THE SHOP IN CHINATOWN.
It seems a pity that so notable a picture as the late work of Mr. Theo-

dore Wore'B should have been so Boon withdrawn from view. It was a
subject so purely original in its character that none could charge the tal-

ented young artist with having received any sort of assistance from any
of the eminent painters who have aforetime been his tutors or advisers.
He chose his subject from among the many familiar scenes of Chinatown,
and alone he painted it. His only assistants were his copper- colored mod-
els. How well he succeeded is known to those whose privilege it was to
view the work in his studio, or at the gallery of Messrs. Morris & Ken-
nedy, during the few hours it was on exhibition.
For the most part it is a work possessing great strength of color ; the

composition is, of course, crowded quite in keeping with the tucked-up
appearance of such shops. The strange colors, which go to make up the
stock in trade, are all faithfully rendered. The stolidity of the Mongol-
ian group is most characteristic. The face of the littleone, as it is turned
full upon the spectator, is so Btrong as to almost startle one. As much
cannot be said, however, of that of the woman; it lacks the power, ro-
tundity and vigor of the other two faces. The cheek-bones are not high
enough, nor is that artificial red color always seen in Chinatown of this
class as prominent as it should be. It is the only part of the picture in
the least vulnerable to adverse criticism.

Of course, such a work has, like nearly all subjects of its character, to
be put together piecemeal. If the artist could have the entire scene as
he gives it for a model, a better picture would most likely result. A no-
table event in connection with the picture is that of its being sold to find
a home in England, Sir Thomas Hesketh being the purchaser. Sir
Thomas seems to be going the way of nearly all intelligent English gentle-
men of the present day—those who are not too utterly hide-bound to re-
cognize the fact thac there is but little art at home. Time was, and that
not long ago, when rich Englishmen went wild and paid fabulous prices
for pictures that were really worth nothing, simply because they were
painted in England, and looked, and for that matter, were, quite true to
nature, although as hard as brick-bats and about as void of artistic
merit. The English artist has been, to use a popular expression, badly
left the past few years. His continental brother has walked away from
him, and it looks as if the gap would never be stopped up.
Mr.Wores is just now engaged a little in portraiture, having on his easel

several canvases, upon which are the outlines for portraits of some well-
known citizens, among them Mr. J. G. Eastland—than whom a better
subject for a portrait cannot well be found, and we predict that Mr.
Wores will produce such a picture as will bring him more orders for por-
traits than he will care to fill for some time to come. Artists of his abili-

ty care very little for portrait work—it is to them what Mother Goose is

to literature, and when such artists are found who consent to paint por-
traits, the opportunity should not be lost sight of, for are we not overrun
with an avalanche of portraiture of the machine order? The latest in this
line is one of the next Governor in the counting-room of the Examiner.
The Keith sale passed off quite as well as was expected. Prices ruled

low, all but six of the 232 works offered being taken. Mr. Keith will
probably leave for Europe some time next month. It is possible, how-
ever, that he will spend a season in the East first.

Next week the Nahl collection of old masters and curiosities in art will
be on view to the public. A glance at it convinces us that it is a most
interesting collection, and, if properly managed, will inure to the benefit
of the Art Association.

BLAKE AND BARTLETT.
Both political parties are to be congratulated upon naming such ex-

cellent nominees for the great office of Mayor of this city and county.
Both are old and respected citizens, both are experienced, honest and able
men, and both will fill the bill with credit to themselves and with advan-
tage to the city. Judge Blake has the better knowledge of law, while
Washington Bartlett has the better knowledge of municipal affairs. We
really have no choice between them, and we think the vast majority of
taxpayers will be in much the same position. Voters will probably be
guided by their political leanings. Blake is a Republican, and we
hardly incline to the opinion that this is going to be a good year for his

party, and he may therefore be defeated along with the rest of his con-
freres. For the same reason, it is very possible that Washington Bartlett
will be elected. Blake would undoubtedly run a long way ahead of his
ticket, if he were not nominated against his own equal in nearly all

things. As it is, we think both men will poll nearly their party strength,
and at this time it would seem as if that will likely favor the Democrats.
If Judge Blake should pull through, it will be because Democrats vote
for him. In any case, a safe man will be elected.

OBITUARY NOTICE.
The announcement on Tuesday of the sudden death of George F.

Sharp, that silenced for a moment the busy hum of traffic and chilled men
into at least a momentary consideration of the tragedy of death, came
with stunning force upon our brain and heart. Leaving out the hack-
neyed maxim, de mortuis nil nisi bonum, he ever to the writer was nothing
but good. If kindly generosity, thoughtful and vigilant, and a solicitude

for the welfare of his friends, ambuscaded with almost a woman's tender-
nesB, ever imperially demanded the love of a friend, it was so in his case.

The dragging destiny of many a sad heart will still continue, that hitherto
has been assuaged by contact with him. Spread immortelles, fragrant
and eternal, upon his tomb. They belong there. Time forever goes for-

ward with healing in its wings ; but now let those that loved him weep in

silence, that never more in this world they shall meet his genial presence,
but still cheered with the hope of a reunion resting in immortality.

The popular agent of the Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy Route
Mr. T. D. McKay, sent the following distinguished gentlemen over that
favorite route in a special car for Washington, from Omaha, on Monday
last. Terashima Munenori, His Imperial Japanese Majesty's Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to the United States; Inshie
Wooyeno Kagenori, Envoye Extraordinaire and Ministre Plenipotentiaire
de S. M. du Japa to Vienna; T. Sameshima, Private Secretary ; and Mr.
D. W Stevens of the Japanese Legation at Washington. These, with a
party of six servants, arrived last Friday by the City of Peking. 12
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THE TOWN CRIER.

"Hwar tft» frUr What lb* 4**tl art ihoi*"
"OMib»l wilt [iIm th* d*«i].«ir with !•«."

' Ha'd • •llD« Id hi. tail aa lon« »* ft flail.

Which mad* him crow boldar aad boldar.'

The T. C. i« in receipt »f communication from an acrrieved citiawn,
him to call the attention ..f the pnwen I t< *: 1

certain ftree t car company, oF, rather, make a
dtio? their vehicles rik'ht oa the eroaainn m

mnat <
r tbly nt the junctioi

an. I Kenny and California. The T. C. agree* with the n.

that the practice ia one fraught with danger x* wall
would point out that the crossings are for tin MOTnunoi
of the car*, and not for pedestrian*. People have no btaafaaai on foot
anyhow, with car lines crowiinr the city in every direction. And if the
pabUc will persist in walking when they may lid*, it only HrTM thrm
rik'ht if they get run over. The company thinks the aggrieved
-h >uld be warned of the dangers of the practice referred to, hut he fear*

will go on aa they are until some unfortunate footman is knocked
down and killed, and the company is made to suffer through its purse.
Perhaps so. The aggrieved citizen appears to be a puMie wptrited kind
of a man—how would it do for him to get himself run ore* and
pro bono publico f It is doubtful whether he would be able to ooUeflt
anything, though. The T. C. once knew a person who got damaged on
one of the cable roads. The passenger being a man, the conductor
wouldn't condescend to stop the machine for him, so lie bad to jump off

and was killed. He had no relatives or friends, and didn't collect a cent.

Judging from the number of advertisements in the local dailies calling
for boys and men " not afraid of work," the people of San Francisco are
a lazy lot. Whether it is the fault of the workmen or of the work is a
moot point. If the former were canvassed for an opinion they would
doubtless blame the work, advancing the plea that too touch labor wai
required for the money. Be this as it may, the fact remains that the
city shelters a goodly number of persons who are filled with a genuine
dread of work, and who cannot by any manner of means lie induced to

face the labor problem, so Jong as there is a meal to be had and whisky to

be bought with money extracted from the pockets of the benevolent. The
recent rains have driven in from the country quite a number of the mem-
bers of the Tramp's Guild, and in his walks around town the T. C. has
fallen in with several sturdy members of the fraternity, whose faces have
a familiar look. One of these gentry, a burley ruffian of between forty

and fifty, has his stamping grounds on Post, near Market, where he
prowls about, toward nightfall, in quest of his prey, treating those who
decline to furnish him with funds wherewith to saturate his whisky-
pickled carcass, to a volley of profanity and abuse. There are a number
of others of the same kidney—some of tbein quite young—to be found in

the neighborhood, mostly on Montgomery and Sansome, and if it isn't

asking too much perhaps the police will give an eye to their proceedings.

Dr. E. T. Wiikins, Resident Physician of the Napa Insane Asylum,
lately read a paper before the State Medical Society, in which he pre-

sented some statistics of a truly startling nature. It appears from his

statement that while in 1860 the proportion of insane in California was 1

to 833, it had increased during the next decade to 1 in 489, and in 1880 to

1 in 383. Should this ratio of increase continue in the future as it has
done in the past, one in every three persons in the State will be ?ton com-
pos mentis in 118 years from now, and in the year 2,000 one-half the popu-
lation will be crazy as loons. It is evident to the meanest capacity that

it is a mere question of time when every person in the State will be a

stark, staring idiot, and that if the ratio of increase should still continue

to keep up its lick, it will be necessary to import sane citizens from other

States to save the arithmetic from the accusation of stultification. Tne
T. C. confesses his want of facility in the manipulation of figures—more's

the pity, for he might otherwise have been a wealthy man—but he has

hired an able mathematician, a graduate of one of our leading common
schools, to work out the problem, and expects to be able to show in a

week or two that on the line of reasoning adopted by Dr. Wiikins, in less

than a thousand years there will be at least ten insane persons resident in

the State per one of the population.

" What's the matter now ? " inquired a one-eyed man of a group of

young sports who were posed on the sidewalk, watching a friend, the oc-

cupant of a buggy which stood in front of a leading hotel. " Horse won't

move," returned one of the crowd, with a sly wink to his companions on

the darkened side of the inquirer. "Won't move, won't he? I'll soon

start him." And seizing a handful of mud, he made a grab for the ani-

mal's head and jabbed the mess into his mouth. The horse moved—
nearly a mile before he could be pulled up, hut the one-eyed man kept up
with him, yelling and gesticulating, and arrived, panting but triumphant,

as the animal was brought to a standstill. " Thought I could make him
move," he cried, with a well-satisfied air. "Never knew the plan to faih

It's an invention of my own, and I'll make you a present of the idea."
" Make him move!" exclaimed the amateur Jehu, with withering scorn—
" why, you inflamed idiot, I didn't want him to move. I was waiting for

a lady'in the hotel!" The one-eyed man slowly gathered himself

together and retraced his steps in the direction of the caravansary, mut-

tering savagely. They were gone, though.

The Irish Poor-Law guardians have hit upon what they conceive to

be a simple but effectual remedy for pauperism, aud are taking steps to

put it to the test. It consists in shipping off to Canada the inmates of

the various " Unions," without regard to age, sex or previous condition,

leaving the disposition of these unfortunates, on their arrival, to the Do-
minion Government. What have the Canadians done to deserve such

treatment. It was only the other day that the Kanuck House of Com-
mons passed a series of resolutions approving the action of the Kevolu-

tionists in the Emerald Isle, and it seems to the T. C. as though the Fe-

nian office-holders of Dublin and the other large cities taking part in the

movement were meditating a poor return for the sympathy shown them.

Greatness: If you want to find out how great a man is, let him tell it

himself.
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The people of Mexico are becoming civilized ; slowly it may bo, but
the less surely. The country is being opened op by means ol the

railroad, east, west, north and south, by Americana ; its vast mine]
Bnurces are being systematically developed also by Americans ; the
dan of the national religion are being made manifest to the people by
means of agnostic newspapers aud missionaries (American) ; and. latest
and greatest of all, the blessings that have been showered upon that fa-
vored country, a Stock Exchange has been established in the City o|
Mexico by Americans. The telegram announcing the last-mentioned fact,
speaks of this crowning evidence of civilization as being the work of Eu-
ropean brokers, but there is nobody in this city fool enough to swallow
such a statement as that. Its too attenuated.

The vagaries of the proof-reader have furnished matter for many an
amusing newspaper sketch, and will doubtless continue so to do until a
new method of disseminating intelligence has been hit upon by some in-
genious inventor. The blunders of the type are, in some cases, so rich
that one is almost led to believe them intentional. Here is an example
of the sort, culled from last Saturday's Chronicle: " For sale—Two beau-
tiful, small, snow-white houses, dog-cheap. No, street." The
advertiser—doubtless a lady—must have quickly discovered the ludicrous
mistake, for on the following morning the " ad." appeared in amended
form: "Two beautiful, small, snow-white house-dogs, cheap." There is

considerable difference between a house and a poodle, but the proof-reader
failed to distinguish it.

"What's the matter with the " Independent candidate for Governor,"
Sister Jerusha Mehitabel Stow? Nobody has heard from her for over a
week, while the rest of the Woman's Suffrage crowd have been cackling
and fluttering about for a month past in a highly excited state. The
T. C. caught a glimpse of Sister Stow the other morning, and thinks he
has fathomed the secret of her little success as a Social Science Sister.
She is dreadfully like a man—dreadfully! It would be hard to find a man
as ugly,, it is true, but she is terribly manish in appearance and style for
all that. She wears a " Derby " hat, and has her curly, hay-colored locks
cut man-fashion, dons the pantaloons she has had the honor of introducing
to the people of San Francisco, and wears a brogan tit for an Irish laborer.
She is a sweet creature, take her all round.

Personals are sometimes dangerous, unless carefully compiled. The
following bears out our assertion. A well-known young society man put
a " personal" into one of the Sunday papers, requesting an equally well-
known society belle to be on the corner of Kearny and Post streets at a
certain hour the following day, giving as his signature, haphazard, "Daisy
Cutter." Imagine his horror when he stepped off the car at the appoint-
ed time, to find himself surrounded by a crowd of feminine's of all styles
and classes, struggling amongst whom he espied the society lady, and all

eyeing him ferociously. Moral, avoid popular appellations if you wish to

correspond through the newspapers.

T. C. does not, as a rule, meddle with litirary criticism, there being a
department for that sort of thing ; but as he professes to be a toucher up
of things generally, he cannot avoid pointing out a sample of the style of
diction in what ought to be the leading periodical of the coast. It is not
in a captious spirit, but au contraire one of kindness, that he suggests the
study of grammar to the fair authoress, who, in an opening sentence of a
tale from her pen places the following in the mouth of one of her charac-
ters. " I smell something burning. You better see if anythimg is on fire."

Further comment is unnecessary.

" Will she that was Harriet White, of Salem, Mass,, now Mrs. King,
correspond with she that was Mary Estey, of Salem, Mass., now Mrs.
Whiting, of Clinton, Mass., as she has an important communication for

her?" Well, that depends, Mary, nee Estee, but now Whiting. If your
intentions are honorable, and there is no funny business hidden behind
this seemingly innocent advertisement, probably she will, but if you're
after that twenty-five dollars for the second-hand seal-skin sacque you sold
her, why she won't. Bet on it.

A wretched youth, given over to cigarettes and word-torturing,
speaking of the street astronomer on Market, who is just now reaping a
harvest of dimes by unvailing to the public the beauties of the Star of

Love, describes the telescope man as the Merchant of Venus. That youth
won't die in bed.

They must live very fast in the sweet by-and-by. A spiritual journal
of this city, describing the proceedings at a seance, speaks of " a young
spirit by the name of Anna, who comes to an old lady aged sixteen or

seventeen."
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SUNBEAMS.

It is not generally known, but it is neverthe-

less a fact, that Archibald Forbes favors the use

of the "cat " in the army as a discipline enforcer.

It seems Archie has been "there himself."

When he first joined he was such a "rantin'ro-

vin' laddie "that he had to be "carpeted," or

brought before bis superior twice. On the last

occasion the warrior in charge of the force plain-

ly observed: " Forbes, you are now reduced to

the ranks, and therefore liable to be flogged for

the next offence, and if you come here again, by
G— , I'll flog you." From that moment there

was not a single report ever made against the

hero of the pen and sword.

Did you ever see a woman mail a letter ? She
will undertake to drop it into the box, then she

draws it back and scans the direction ; tries the

stamp to see that it is on fast ; scrutinizes the

gummed side and runs her finger over it once or

twice ; then gives it one or two sudden jerks,

which send it rapidly into the box. She then

peeps in to see if it went through.

The Hon. Lord Ruthven is insolvent. Lia-

bilities, £4,000 ; assets, nil. His Lordship got a

bow with his certificate. And he drove away in

a phaeton drawn by a pair of £500 horses. That's

the way they do things in Basinghall-street.
" Now,"if a pore man "—but we leave the rest to

M'Elbone.

By the "way, The Referee partly belongs to

Ashton Dike, M. P., "Bradlaugh's Baby " as he

is called. He also owns the Weekly Dispatch
and the Examiner. It has been suggested that

his brother Charley should wear him on his

watch-chaiu—he is so small.

The wife of Samuel Plimsoll, M. P., "the
Sailor's Friend," has died at Brisbane, where she
arrived some months ago for the benefit of her

health. Her funeral was very numerously at-

tended.

Aa Darwin died worth £150,000 it's evident

he devoted attention to the origin of the specie.

Thompson, a Christchurch solicitor, has done
the Pacific Slope with £30,000

BROAD GAUGE.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Monday, April 10. 1882,

And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave

from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot

(Townsend at., between 3d and 4thstreets,) as follows:

LEAVE
S. F.

DESTINATION.

8:30 A.M.

t 9:30 A M.

10:40 a.m.
•'• 3:30 p.m.

4:25 p.m.
* 5:15 P.M.

6:30 P.M.

S:30 a.m.

10:40 A.M.
# 3:30 P.M,

4:25 p.m.

.San Mateo, Redwood,.
and Menlo Park....

, . Santa Clara, San Jose and

.

. .Principal Way Stations.

.

;;
10:40 A.M.1

* 3:30 p.m.I

Gilroy, Pajaro, Castroville. (|*10:(

and Salinas ft 6:(

10:40 A.M.1
+ 3:30 p.m.

.Hollister and Tres Pinos..

10:40 A.M.
* 3:30 P.M

. . . Monterey, Watsonville. . . "j

Camp Goodall, Aptos, Camp >

San Jose, Soquel, Santa Cruz. )

3:02 /

3:00 I

10:40 A.M.I. . .Soledad and Way Stations ...1 6:00 p.m.

•Sundays excepted. fSundays only.

Stage connections are made with the 10:40 a.m.
Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo, which
connect with 8:30 a.m. Train.

Ticket Officks—Passenger Depot, Townsend street,
and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.

A. C. EASSETT,
Superintendent.

H. R. JUDAH,
Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

83?" S. P. Atlantic Exprsss Train via Los Angeles,
Yuma, etc., leaves San Francisco daily via Oakland
Ferry, foot of Market obecift, at 9:30 A.M.

C. P. R. R.

Time Schedule, Monday, May 15, 1882.
Trains leave, and are due to arrive at,

SanFranciscoas follows

:

LEAVE
(for)

DESTINATION. ARRIVE
(from)

9:30 a.m.
4:00 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m.
3:30 p.m.

*4:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m.
*4:00 p.m.
9:30 a.m.
4:30 p.m.
8:00 A.M
*4 :00 p.m.
8:00 A.M.
*4:30p.m.

J8:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
8:00 A M.

5:00 p.m.
9:30 a.m.
*4:00 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.

10:00 A.M
3:00 P.M.
5:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m
5:30 p.m.

8:00 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
8:80 A.M.
3:30 p.m.

-4:30 p.m.

*4:00 p.m.

8:00 A.M
3:00 p.m.
8:00 A.M.
9:30 a.m.
3:30 p.m.

*4:00 p.m.
*4:30 P.M.

3:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m.

*4:30p.m,
*8:00 a.m

. . . Antioch and Martinez

.Calistoga and Napa..

. J Deming, El Paso > Express..

. \ and East j Emigrant

. j Gait and \ via Livermore. . .

.

. j Stockton i via Martinez

. . . Knight's Landing
" " (tSundays only)

...Los Angeles and South
. . Livermore and Pleasanton.

...Merced

. . Marysville and Chico

..Nilesand Haywards....

. | Ogden and i Express

. \ East f" Emigrant...... ..

. . Redding and Red Bluff

(Sacramento,') via Livermore,
Colfax and j- via Eenicia
Alta J via Eenicia

, . . Sacramento, via Benicia
. . . Sacramento River Steamers.

.

, . . San Jose

...Vallejo.;.

(JSundaysonly)

..Virginia City..

. . Woodland

.Willows, Williams & Tehama.

2:40 p.m.
*12:40p.m.
*10:10 a.m.

7:40 p.m.

11:40 A.M.
*10:10 a.m.
*10:10 A.M.

7:40 P.M.

2:40 p.m.

7:10 a.m.
5:40 p.m.

12:40 P.M.
5:40 p.m.

=10.10 A. M.

Jll:40 a.m.
2:40 p.m.

5:40 p.m.
8:40 A.M.
2:40 p.m.

*12:40 P.M.
5:40p.M.
5:40 p.m.
4:10 P.m.
9:40 A.M.
8:40 A.M
11:40 A.M.
6:10 A.M.
5:40 P.M.
6:40 P.M.
7:40 p.m.
11:40 a.m.

*10:10 a.m.
*6:00 A.M.
4:10 p.m.

9:40 a.m.
7:40 P.M.
2:40 P.M.

;11:40 A.M.
*12.40 P.M.
*10:10 a.m.
11:40 a.m.
*7:40 P.M.

10:10 A.M.
*7:40 P.M.

Train leaving San Francisco at 9:30 A.M. should meet
Pacific Express from " Ogden " at San Pablo ; also Pacific
Express from "El Paso" at Antioch.

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland Pier.

From "SAS FBASTCISCO," Pally.

To EAST OAKLAND—»6.00, *6:30, 7:30, 8:30, 9:30,

10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30,

7:00, 8:00, 9:30, 11:00, *12:00.

To ALAMEDA—*6:00, -t6:30, 7:00, »t7:30, 8:00, *tS:30,

9:00, «t9:30, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 1:00, 2:00, 3:00, *t3:30,
4:00, »t4:S0, 5:00, ' t5:30, 6:00, «tS:30, 7:00, »8:00, 9:30,

11:00, "12:00.

To BERKELEY — *6:00, *6:30, 7:00, "7:30, 8:00, •'8:30,

9:00, J9:30, 10:00, J10:30, 11:00, tll:S0, 12:00, 1:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,

9:30, *12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—»6:00, *6:30, 7:00, -7:30, J8:00.
*8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, "4:30, 5:00,

*5:30, 6:00. *6:30, 7:00.

To "SAM FKAIfCISCO," Dally.

From BROADWAY. Oakland-*5:32, *6:02, 6:32, 7:02,

7:32, 8:02,S:32, 9:02, 9:32, 10:02, 10:32, 11:02, 11:32,12:02,

12:32, 1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32, 5:02,

5:32, 6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

From EAST OAKLAND-*5:21, »5:51, 6:21, 6:51, 7:51,

8:51, 9:51, 10:51, 11:51, 12:51, 1:51, 2:51, 3:51, 4:51,

5:51, 6:51, 7:51, 9:21, 10:51.

From ALAMEDA—*5:15, "5:45, 6:)5, 7:10, "t7:35, 8:10,

*t8:35, 9:10, *t9:35, 10:10, *tl0:35, 11:10, 12:10, 1.10,

2:10, 3:10, 4:10, *H:35, 5:10, *t5:35, 6:10, «'t6:35, 7:15,

*t7:35, 9:15, 10:45.

From BERKELEY— *5:45, »6:]5, 6:45, '•'7:15,7:45, *8:15,

8:45, J9:15, 9:45, 110:15, 10:40, (11:15, 11:45, 12:45,

1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:15, 4:45, 5:15, 6:45, 6:15, 6:45, 7:45,

9:15, *10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY — *5:45, *6:15, 6:45, *7:15,

7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, »5:15, 5:45,

*6:15, 6:45, »7:15.

Creek Bonte.
From SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:15, 3:15,

5:15.

From OAKLAND—"6:15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

All trains ran daily, except when star I

'

> denotes Sun-
days excepted.

tTrains marked thus (t) run via East Oakland.
fflSundays only.

" Standard Time" furnished byRandolph & Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. GOODMAN, Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agt.
A. N. Towne, General Manager.

COAL OIL STOVES.
AH Sizes for Cooking- or Parlor use

Send for Circular and Prices.

WIESTEB & CO.,
* 17 New Montgomery St., SF'.

On and after Mondny, April 3d, 1883,
Boats and Trains will leave San Francisco aa

follows:

71 f\ a.m. daily (Sundays excepted), via San Rafael,
• -*^ from Market-street wharf, for Petaluma, San-

ta Rosa, Healdsburg, Clovcrdale, Guerneville and way
stations. Stages connect at Geyserville for Skaggs'
Springs; and at Clovcrdale for Highland Springs, Kel-
seyville, Soda Bay, Lakeport, TJkiah and Geysers.

Daily, Except Sundays.
2 9A p.m., via Donahue, from Washington-street
,0\J Whari.

4PZA p.m., via San Rafael, fromMarket-street wharf,
• *JLf for Petaluma, Cloverdale and way stations.

Stages for Navarro Ridge and Mendocino City leave
Cloverdale daily at 6 a.m.

Sunday Excursions.
[., Sundays only, via Donahue,

ington-street wharf, for Cloverdale and way
stations. Round Trip Tickets on Sundays to Petaluma,
©1.50; Santa Rosa, §2; Healdsburg, §3; Cloverdale,
84.50; Guerneville, §3. Returning, will arrive in San
Francisco at 6:45 p.m.

8"! fC a.m., Sundays only, via San Rafael, from Mar-
-L*-' ket-street wharf, for Miller's, Pacheco, Novato

and BurdeH's. Returning, will arrive in San Francisco
at 7:45 P.M.

GEYSERS! GEYSERS!
The Greatest Natur.il Wonder or the

World 1

Immense Seduction in Sates.

Round Trip Tickets, via Cloverdale $8 50
Round Trip Tickets, via Cloverdale and Calistoga.§12 50

Passengers will leave San Francisco at 7:10 a.m.
week days, from San Quentin Ferry, and arrive at the
Gevsers at 3:30 p.m. On Sundays, leave Washington-
street Wharf, by Steamer JAMBS M. DONAHUE, at
8:20 a.m. Returning, arrive in San Francisco by either
route the following evening.

ARTHUR HUGHES,
Gen. Manager.

PETER J. McGLYNN,
Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

SONOMA VALLEY RAILROAD.

On and after Monday, April 3d, 1882,
Boats and Traius will leave San Francisco as

follows:

O OH p. m. daily (Sundays excepted) , from Washing-
^•*J" ton-street Wharf, for the town of Sonoma.
Fare, SI. Round Trip Tickets, from Saturday till Mon-
day, SI 50.

SUNDAY EXCURSIONS.
8 0A A.M. (Sundays only), from Washington-street

m£i\J Wharf, for Sonoma, Glen Elle and way
points. Round Trip Tickets to Sonoma, SI; Pioneer
Grove, SI 20; Glen Ellen, SI 50.

ARTHUR HUGHES,
Gen. Manager.

PETER J. McGLYNN,
Gen, Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

H. S. Williams. A, Ohesebrough,

W.H.Dimond.

WILLIAMS, DIM0ND & CO.,

Shipping and Commission Merchants,
UNION BTJILDINGr,

Junction Market and Fine Streets.

AGENTS FOR

Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific

Steam Navigation Company, The Cu-

nard Royal Mail SteamshipCompany,
'* The California Line of Clippers "

from New York and Boston,

and *
' The Hawaiian Line .

'
*

San Francisco, January 31, 1880. [Jan. 31.

L.H.Newton. M. Newton.

NEWTON BROTHERS & CO.,

Importers and Wholesale Dealers in
Teas, Foreign Goods aud Groceries, 204 and 206

California street, San Francisco, Cal May 25.
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OLEOMARGARINE
New York, October 7, 1882.—My Dkab Nfcws Lfttkk: I have a

labor of love and a duty to perform, not only to myself, but to
the firm frieud. ever ready to help alonp that much abused, bad!
but always creditable enterprise— " Oleomargarine."

I learn in recent advices from San Francisco that a company lit

been organized there to manufacture "Oleo.;" that its capital stork is

large ; that James Wilson, of this city, has associated with him in its

directory William T. Coleman, George H. Eggers and others; that the
necessary machinery is on the ground, having been forwarded from New
Y«»rk ; that ample money is backing the enterprise, and that it promises
to be a phenominal success. I am as glad of all this as though I had dis-

covered a new El Dorado, for since the old days I have ever felt the pains
of the wounds received in the memorable fight that we made together in
favor of "Oleo." The enterprise then presented just as good an opening
for the investment of capital as it does now, and had the parties who
shared the losses with me of Paraf's swindles stuck to their colors, as I
urged, begged and implored them to do, West Evans would not have died
insolvent, Frank A. Davis would now be financially a great deal more
comfortable, A. L. Fish would be in your city prosecuting his business,
instead of trying to place a mining operation on this overstocked market,
and the lesser lights of the old companies would have gladly fingered their
dividends for the past eight years, and your correspondent would have
escaped the sneers, innuendoes and annoyances of an unenviable notoriety,
acquired through a persistent and well followed up personal and news-
paper persecution.

I have ever held that " Oleomargarine," sooner or later, would come to
the front in California, and now that the time has come I have a right to
use the old and trite expression to my maligners in your city, "I told
you so! " " Time, at last, makes all things even."
There are just as many " blue streaks " in Oleomargarine now as there

were in 1874. It is just as "unspeakably nasty " now as it was then. It
is just as much a "villainous fraud," just as "detrimental to health,"
just as "impure," just as " unctuous," just as much " like tallow," just
as " bogus " just as " shoddy." These are a very few of the thousands of
equally complimentary expressions that appeared in your State and city

newspapers-when I, as one of your citizens, was endeavoring, in the face
of adverse circumstances, to foster the enterprise for the benefit of local

friends. Now an enterprising New York gentleman comes to the front

(and I congratulate him sincerely) and gathers the fruit, ripe to his touch,
and naturally sends to his Eastern home the bulk of his legitimate profits.

Mr. James Wilson is the King of the Oleomargarine business in the
United States; his income from it is reputed to be enormous; everybody
here uses the vile compound " and pays for it. The feeble opposition of

my friend Shattuck and the rest of your Front-street butter men will not
kill " bull butter " this time, and they will wheel into line now, as East-
ern dealers have done, and swallow the compound, " blue streaks " and all.

To my friend, Dr. Henry A. Mott, Jr., the well-known chemist, is due
in a great measure the success of Oleomargarine in the East, and upon va-

ried occasions, with his valuable indorsements, I have endeavored since

to induce San Francisco capital to take up the enterprise, but the reply

has invariably been, " No, it will never succeed in California ; it stinks

in our nostrils
!

"

In conclusion, let me say, good friends, you will have to smell it, and
after the very thick scales of prejudice fall from your eyes and you get

over your bad attack of nasal catarrh, you will find that it looks good,

smells good and eats good.
To you, good News Letteb, belongs the full credit of being a true,

consistent friend to the Oleomargarine interest, through a prolonged sea-

son of only evil report. You are the only paper that indorsed it at its

proper value and for its intrinsic merit.

Ab for myself, its success in California will gladden my soul, clearing,

as it will, my record in connection with it in the long-to-be-remembered
efforts of the past. All this, personal in its nature, comes to me in the

solitude of my parlor this evening, and, though somewhat prolix, I can
only add that I feel justified in sending it to you. We fought the fight

Bide by side together, and though wounded in the struggle and carried off

the field sans prqfiti, sans everything, we yet gladly cheer the more suc-

cessful cavalcade in the onward march to victory. Your friend cordially,

Vernon S.

An Embassy from the Queen of Madagascar has just arrived in Eng-
land. This movement on the part of the Malagasy authorities is attribut-

able to the action of the French on the west coast of the Island, where
I the latter Power is stated to have hauled down the Queen's flag at two
Stations and committed other arbitrary acts.

—

Court Journal.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,
8»wln*. PUnlns »nd Manufftcturlnir-Doora. Si>h-a. Blind* and

Mouldlnire-Turnln*. Scroll and Jin (Uwlna-Countvn.
Bar and Stor* Fixture*.

«I7 to «*.» »p»»r H%.. „.,,! |M ... jjn HnM Ht., H. r.
The Lr-o-l tad mlnwl atfablUhnl mill r, tl.r r*.m. OnMI.

(Marrh «V)

r. H. Neuval. W. 8. Somervell.

PACIFIC ASPHALTUM COMPANY.
Established 1N6.Y

Proprietor! of the Celebrated Corral do Piedra Aaphaltum Mine.
(San I

Iholrr* in tru.tr ami Itr/lnr.t

ASPHALTUM. FELT AND ROOFING MATERIAL.
1'r.porv.l A.i.lialliim i OoOlMon tor Siili-

aha, Boob, Ft il Aaphaltum WorV All Work Ooaranl
Officrnn.l Prpol, lift. (.i,;..„„. Ilrnnrh <>fllcr,4:"i Montaomr,

M. A. QUNST & CO.,
203 Kearny Street San Francisco.

iMi'tim i us < \ a in \ i Kits ;\HAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS,
Also, Aicents for Kimball, Gaulliener & Co 's Guatemala Cigars.
BaT" Inform thr I'ltbllc that thrij rrrrirr large InroirrH of Choir*

Havana llrandx ttrirr a month. IJBtob. 19.

c. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

SAN FRANCISCO and NEW TORK.
gj^ Agents of American Sugar Ilc-fincry, corner of Union nnd Battery Streets,

San Francisco, California. jMi \jm

Glaus Spreckels. Wm. G. Irwin.
WM. G. IRWIN & CO.,

Sugar Factors and Comnj.is.sion Agents,
HONOLULU, H. I. fMarch 25.

CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY,
Manufacturers of the Standard Syrup, a superior article

put up in barrels expressly for home consumption. Also, Extra Heavy Syrup
in barrels for Export. Refined Sugars at lowest market rates. Office 325 Market
street, up stairs Dee. 21.

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,
STOCK BROKERS,

No. 314 Pine Street San"Francisco.
[May 20, ]

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY,
No. 310 Sansome Street,

San Francisco,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN FURS.
[September 21.1

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Bold Medal, Paris, 1878.

Sold by .all Stationers. Sole Agent for tbe United States:
MR. HENRY HOE, 91 John street, N. Y. Jan. 6.

C. W. M. SMITH, /?si\
The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor, /(S--^"(M

Established in 1862, ( pflJENl Jj]

Removed to 224 Sansome Street,^^r^^/

63T* MR. G. W. M. SMITH is the patent attorney for Marriott's Aeroplane Com-
pany for Navigating the Air. Oct. 22.

TABER, HARKER & CO.,
IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE GROCERS,

108 and 110 California St., S. F.
rApril 19.]

~JOHN McKEW,
WHOLESALE AND BETAIL COAL DEALER,

431 UNION STREET Between Dnpont and Kearny.
SAN FRANCISCO. Aug. 2G.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

360 EOVRTB STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.
[July 15.]

NOTICE.
lor tbe very best photographs go to Bradley •* Ku lolson's,

in an Elevator, 429 Montgomery street. Oct. 29F
ROBERT WALKINSHAW,

BEAL ESTATE AGENT 407 Montgomery Street.
Farming, Mining: and City Property.

_ [July 29.]

$&Rd a week in your own town. Terms and $5 outfit free.
»|PvU AddressR.HAIXETT A Oo., Portland, Maine.
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WAIFS.
Waifs which, singly axe as light as air, hut which, together make

a momentous whole.

Is it not a singular fact that respectable Democrats are thanking

heaven that their bosses have "Not done worse."——It is a curious spec-

tacle that men of character Bhould be so prostrate before the gang known
as "Buckley and his lambs," that they are bound to accept any ticket

that is given them, and heave a sigh of relief that it is " no worse,"

although it might easily have been much better.-^—It exhibits a misera-

ble, beggarly, contemptible condition of politics.^—It amounts to this :

That heads of families and taxpayers generally are overborne in the mat-

ter of selecting their representatives and city officials, whilst the low-

down elements, the hoodlums, street statuary, gamblers and the " boys,"

who rule the precinct clubs for Buckley, carry through any programme
they please, say who shall be taxed, how the taxes shall be spent, and
among whom the taxes shall be divided.—While this is going on the

real needs of the city are being neglected, our streets are become well

nigh impassable, our sewers are reeking with filth and disease, the offices

are being run insufficiently and at an outrageous cost and extravagance,

and corruption prevail from the center all round to the circumference.^—
While these things are patent to all men, "the bosses" are again in com-

mand, and are fixing up things to suit themselves, and there is no man
courageous enough to appeal to the honesty of the people in an effort to

suppress the vilest condition of affairs ever witnessed in this or any other

city.^—No wonder that some people are asking that " If public virtue is

so dead, can the Republic lasfc?"^—Buckley & Co. have taken the five

offices in which there are great pickings and stealings, and have put their

own weak creatures in them to make away with things, and yet heaven

is thanked that they have done nothing worse.—Our word for it, the

Democratic nominees for Sheriff, Assessor, Tax Collector, County Clerk

and Superintendent of Streets, are all men that should

be beaten.^—They procured their nominations through Buckley, and. as

the consequence of an agreement that would not bear the light of day.

-^—They may draw their own salaries if they pay Buckley ten per cent,

of it, but no other official act can they perform of their own volition.

Their patronage will not be their own. Their deputies will be named and
assessed by the bosses, and the elected heads will be mere ciphers in the

departments which the people who vote for them will expect them to con-

trol. The vilest " boy " appointed a deputy at the instance of Buckley
will be greater than his office chief.——Truly will Connolly, Holtz,

Sesson, Lowney and O'Grady be compelled to say, " I have no influence

in this department ; go see the boss." And that is the state of things to

which the great money-collecting and money-spending departments are to

be reduced, and yet the boss is thanked for having done no worse. Bah !

Out upon such politics.-^What worse thing could he have done? Could
he have done worse than own all things worth owning ? Yes, perhaps he

could. He could, as he did last year, for a consideration, put up a Board
of Supervisors specially to be defeated. No thanks to him if he has not

repeated the trick. The game has been up for him differently this time.

He is to win by the aid of the powers that be, and what a majority of

his Supervisors are to do will be as well understood by the public six

months hence as it is by us to-day.—Three of his Supervisors and three

of those on the Republican ticket should be voted for by all honest men,
irrespective of party, and they would be elected, and as a result the

Mavor's vetoes would not be contemptuously set aside, a3 now. That,

at present, is the most direct way of defeating the bosses of both sides.

-^—Party should cut little or no figure in this municipal contest.

There are many knaves and a few honest men on both tick-

ets.-^—Secure, by all means, the honest men wherever they appear, and
let the knaves take care of themselves. Scratching will be every decent

man's duty on the 7th of November next.—Between this and election

day the News Letter will supply all the information in its power to ena-

ble voters to "scratch" understandingly.—The late part of the week at

which the last of the nominations were made, prevented us doing full

justice to the many names to be dealt with. We shall make amends next
week.——The nominees for Superior Judges on the Democratic side are,

with one exception, an outrage upon common sense. «They should be

taken down without delay.^—J. V. Coffey, because of his purity of char-

acter, rather than because of his experience at the Bar, will honor the

Bench.—Toohey, Clough. and McGuire should come down without de-

lay, especially the former, who is a windbag and blatherskite, and some-
thing worse.—The principal objection to the two latter is their utter

lack of legal experience. They should have tarried at least ten years at

Jericho, until their beards were grown, before they aspired to be Superior
Judges.—•All the nominees, except Coffey, will be beaten clean out of

sight.—In the name of all that is good, preserve our Judiciary
from falling to the lowest depths of Buckleyism.^—Paul Neumann,
for this campaign only, has erected a " roost" at that very queer plaec

number 631 Sacramento street, room 4. This advertisement gratis.

-^—Said a Buckley lamb in the Municipal Convention to a candidate for

Superintendent of Streets, " You give me ten dollars and I will vote tor

you." The candidate answered, "I have only five dollars about me, you
can have that." " All right," said the lamb, " Give me that and I will

vote for you." He took the money and voted against him. He belonged
to the Smith family.—Another delegate to the Legislative Convention
took a considerable sum from a candidate and used it to defeat him.
Numerous cases like this are mentioned. One of the rich candidates
for Sheriff was told by one of the bosses that he could have the nomina-
tion for §5,000. A white man though he was, he did not see it in that

light.-^It is said that Buckley will pitch Lowney for Superintendent of

Streets, and will join Higgins to elect Ruggles.——In the same manner
it is declared that Higgins will go back on Wilder, and will unite with
Buckley to elect Sesnon County Clerk. He might do worse.^—Which
ought to be elected at this time we do notknow, but will find out by next
week.—We doubt if there is a sane man who will vote to make Toohey
a Superior Judge. He was the man who read the telegram, upon its ar-

rival, of the cruel assassination of Lord Cavendish and Secretary Burke,
and procured three cheers for the news from an excited Land
League meeting. Fancy a Judge procuring three cheers for the assas-

sination of two men who went with the olive branch of peace to Ireland.

A man with such a disposition ought not to be elevated to hold the scales

of justice equally between Celts, Saxons, Danes and Germans.-^Mc-
G-uire knows but little law, and Clough knows less. Neither ought to

have been nominated for many years to come. It is marvelous that

Greathouse did not procure the nomination of better men by a Nominat-
ing Convention that he controled in all other things. He boasts of that
control, and only repudiates it when it comes to the matter of the Judge-
ships, in regard to which he woi'ld naturally have exercised the most in-

fluence.-^—The judicial nominations are by far the worst part of the
Democratic ticket.——Following close after it, in absolute worthlessness,
is the Legislative ticket. It is simply abominable, from bottom to top.
We endeavored to get the whole -list for publication this week, but failed.

The State Central and County Committees seem ashamed to have itgiven
out, yet the bosses nominated the whole list. It is the worst ever sub-
mitted to this city and county, which is saying Dot a little.^—TheDemo-
cratic Judicial and Legislative tickets will be heavy loads to carry, and
every self-respecting man ought to vote against them. They are a dis-

grace to the party. Imagine leaders who ought to conduct the party to
future usefulness, abandoning the Judgeships to the boys. Those
nominations ought to be the most sacredly guarded on the list.

Judge Craig is a good nominee for City and County Attorney, and Judge
E. D. Sawyer would be if only he knew a little law.-^—Between Sullivan
and Pratt for District Attorney we certainly prefer the former. Of the
latter it will be necessary to Bay something hereafter. ^—Between Blake
and Bartlett we have little to say. They are both good men—slow,
cautious, safe and honorable, no mischief will result whichever is elected.—"Edgar has well deserved his nomination for Auditor. He has been
the brains of the office for years. He merits promotion, and we hope he
will get it.—^Poor Cowdery! Why did they throw him overboard? He
did better than was expected of him. He ought not to have been opposed
by Sawyer.^—McMann made a brave and creditable fight for Sheriff,

and will be heard of again some day, when he will be, as he deserves,
more successful He fought the bosses from first to last like a man.—
O'Grady got away with his re-nomination through having eight of his

deputies in the convention. Buckley could not do without those eight
votes, and so had to make up his little quarrel.^—If there had been skill-

ful anti-boss manipulators in the convention they could have beaten Buck-
ley. There were 68 votes against him. Ten more would have constituted
a majority. These could have been secured by dickering with one or two
of the candidates. O'Grady could and would have supplied nearly the
requisite number. It is idle to go into a convention without prior

organization.— Alexander Badlam has more of a fight on his

hands this time than on any previous occasion. Yet "it will be
a cold day when he gets left." We expect to see him pull through
ahead of his ticket. He has many friends on both sides.—Holtz,
being less known to fame, we will trot him out of his obscurity
next week.^^We are exceptionally glad to see honest old Phil Roach on
the ticket. There is nothing too good for him that the Democrats can
give him.^—There has been too much connubiating in the selection of

Republican Supervisors to suit us.—Russ and at least two others ought
to be elected, and doubtless will be.——It is thought by his opponents
that John T. Doyle will poll about 1,500 votes for Railroad Commis-
sioner, and that Wm. P. Humphreys will run enough ahead of hi3 ticket

to be elected.—Leverson, for the Assembly, is said to have a curious

record, which requires verification before publication.—An old man is

going around bewailing the loss of his two boys. The letter press will

give copies of articles in the Bulletin urging on the hanging, inspired by
Washington Bartlett, who doubtless was right. That is how Buckley
knew Bartlett's nomination would placate the Bulletin. "Verily politics

make strange bed-fellows. Jere Lynch, the well-known stockbroker,

has been nominated Joint Senator for San Francisco and San Mateo
counties. As times go, the only thing against him is his name. Yet he
is American-born, a well-read liberal-minded man, who is by all odds the

best Senatorial nominee from this county.—It is now emphatically de-

clared that the County Committee will take down two or three of the

judicial nominees. They had better, else the ticket will be weakened a
thousand or fifteen hundred votes.^—The Chronicle makes but little

headway in denouncing Stoneman. The General for good or ill, for truth

or falsity, is accepted by the masses as the anti-monopoly candidate, and
Estee is spurned as being neither flesh, fowl nor good red herring. Stone-

man will poll a large majority.-^—Sumner is likely to be beaten by
Edgerton, and Glascock by Morrow. With these exceptions, the

Democratic ticket will surely win.-^—It is whispered around, with what
truth we do not know, that the Alto, is soon to change hands and become
an Independent journal with Democratic leanings.—The Call is on
the fence in this campaign, and the Bulletin is pretty nearly in the same
condition.^—The Examiner is daily peddling out skim milk largely

diluted with water. It is a funny campaign all round.—The Prohibi-

tionists are the only party that means what it says, and it is honest,

though mistaken, in its purposes.^—We are not believers in the wisdom
with which Pixley and Boruck are showing their hands. Traps do not

work that are set in the sight of the birds.-^Thank heaven that as hol-

low and as false a campaign as ever was fought will now soon come to an
end. Two more News Letters will issue before then, which will be
largely devoted to the ventilating all that is good and ill in the respective

candidates.-^—Kalloch, for a consideration, has agreed to give PaulNeu-
mann the vote of his Metropolitan Temple congregation. Amen.

St. John's Presbyterian Church, Post Street.—The Rev. Dr.

Scott, pastor, will preach Sunday at the usual hours. The public cor-

dially invited to attend.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.

Andes Silver Mining Company.—Localion of principal
place of business, San Francisco, California. Location of works, Virginia,

Mining District, Storey County, Nevada.—Notice is hereby given that at a meeting

of the Board of Directors, held on the thirteenth day of October, 1882, an asseess-

ment (No. 20) of Twenty-five (26) Cents per share was levied upon the capital stock

of the Corporation, payable immediately, in United States jrold coin, to the Secretary,

at the office of the Company, Room 2, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street,

San Francisco, California. „„„„._ ,

.

Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on FRIIDAY, Jie

SEVENTEENTH (17th) day of NOVEMBER, 1882, will be delinquent and advertised

for sale at public auction ; and unless payment is made before, will be sold on

THURSDAY, the SEVENTH (7th) day of DECEMBER, 1882. to pay the delinquent

assessment, together with costs of advertising and expenses of sale. By order of the

Board of Directors. BUTLER BURR1S, Secretary.

Office—Room 2, Nevada Block, 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia. 0ct-
21 -
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CRADLE, ALTAR. AND TOMB.

CRADLE.
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»>Uu«ht«r
Joseph tUffim. a <tattrtit*r.

II. Ilenr.

vth f A II Jw|4i, a ft.ii

j. October 7, to the wile of Edwin J»hn»>n. id.
or 11. t-. th« »i(r ofl k Bl RIllrMki, * ought**

Hark Levy, a .1

.

r, October 9, to tin- wife of Alfred Lambla, a MO.
October 10, to tin.- wife of I Lewin, a d»u»;M<'r.
[>ctobar IS, lo the wife of John L. Lane, a DO.

r 15, i" the wife of J. Lindner, daughter.
.

t«r 2, to the wife of J .-'Her.
IfuDcs-In this city, October 13, to the wife of David Mi-ndes, Jr , a bod.
Nowus— In this city. October 2, to the wife nf T. W. tfowlln, a son.
O'Leart— In this citv, October 13, l<> Un wife of W .1. 0*Lauy. a daughter.
Omniuu-In this city, October 16, to the wife ->f Robert OppeDbeimer, a ton.
pKoarzxt— In thisci'y. October 14, t the wife of S .1 Padroni, daughter.
Paulkr— In this citv. October D, to the wife of WUUun Pahler, a daughter.
Qvura -In this dly, October 12, to the wife of T. II. QpinD, a daughter,
Roche—In this city, October 11, to the wife of Peter i; n, ],, .-,

. L >.

.

.,:.

Silvkktbi-Ih thi- city. October 14, to the wife of A. Sit vest ri, a son.
Tracit— In this city, October 5, to the wife of Thomas Tracey, a son.
W use — In this city, Octobers, to the wiie of J. Weiss, a daughter.

AIaTAR.
Avrr.RSK\-Kt'STAD-October 14, Andrew Anderseu to Louisa K us tad.
Bkuress-Maas—October 14, Rudolph Behrens to Anna Unas, both of Germany.
Bowma>-Collins—October 13, John Bowman to Moggie Collins, both of this citv.

Bk k.n stb i.s-Harris— October 15, Henry Bernstein to Minna Harris.
Cooill-Harvbt— October 14, John Cogill, Jr., to Laura A. Harvey.
OoUum-HORTOX—October 14, James A. Collins to Ada M. Horton.
CAiirsBLL-WEixn—October 14, D. W. Campbell to Mary Welch, both of this city.

Drestlbr-Thomsos—October Edward J. Dressier to Nettie Thomson.
Dawsos-Mitchrll—October 12, John Dawson to Mary Mitchell.
I 'am kl^-Kanky—October 17, Joseph Daniels to Jennie Nilson Raney.
Dlamasd-Kosesbero—October 15, David Dianiand to Selina Rosenberg.
DosAVAN-Mltxs—October 16, Frank Donavan to Emma V. Mills.

Rubos-Owos—September 9, Adolph Elison to Huldah Olson.
Flrrer-Rbxser—October 15, Ambrose Furrer to Josephine Renner.
Grcxkr-Rogers—October 16, William Gruner to Anna Rogers.
Galvix-Hagett—August 27, John Calvin to Alma Hagett, both of this city.

Hears-Parker—October 17, David F. Hearu to Maggie Parker.
Hardt-Dolict—October 15, William Hardtto Augusta Dolict, both of Germany,
Hoksch-Davis— October 12, William Hoesen to Ige Davis.
Hallt-De Nater —October 11, James W. Hall to Lou Kate de Nayer,
J asses-Grast—October 2, Augustus C. Jansen to Nettie Grant.
Koefod-Hassks - October 13, Christian Koefod to Martha 0. Hansen.
Locryer-Lampisg—October 2, Thomas C. Lockyer to Mary T. Lamping.
Ladd-Martin—October 15, Charles D. Ladd to "Florence V. Martin.
Lasguorne-Hayse—October 5, James P. Langhorne to Julia Hayne.
MosTAPHUNis-ScHRYER—October 11, Aristotle Montapbunis to Minnie Sehrycr.
Metrovicu-McDonald—September 24, Mark L. Metrovich to Annie McDonald.
McNutt-Vorrweck—October 10, Alexander McNutt to Mary B. Vorrweck.
Nolte-Hastorf—October 15, William F. Nolte to Anna M. Hastorf.
Obkrfeldbr-Friedman— October 10, Max Oberfelder to Leonie Friedman.
PelLF-Grsi-RisToRl—October 17, Paolo Pelleguni to Angelica Ristori.

RosESTriAL-LiscoLN—October 14, A. J. Rosenthal to Jennie Lincoln.
Sl'llivan-Bowman—Walter Sullivan to Mary Bowman.
Sullivan-Kelly—October 5, by Rev. Father O'Connor, D.J. Sullivan to Lizzie Kelly.
Wieneke-Antz -October 12, Robert Wieneke to Catie Antz, both of this city.

Wilsos-Delaney—August 5, George W. Wilson to Mary L. Delaney.
Worth-Clark—October 15, by Rev. T. K. Noble, Harry Worth to Clara Clark.
Weill-Weill—October 8, Joseph Weill to Bertha Weill.

TOMB.
Caraffa—October 17, Capt. G. B. Caraffa, aged 62 years, 5 months and 10 days.
Cunningham—October 18, Sarah E. Cuncingham, aged 62 years and 26 days.

Clark—October 16, Mrs. B Clark, a native of England, aged 46 years.

Cauill—October 17, Mrs. Ellen Cahill, a native of Ireland, aged 48 years and 6 months.
Commins—October 15, John O. Commins, aged 19 years and S months.
David—October 12, Emma H. David, a native of Philadelphia, aged 31 years,

Fox—October 15, William C. Fox, aged 53 years, 6 months and 20 daya.

Finn—October 13, Mrs. Margaret Finn, aged 52 years.

Guthrie—October 17, Mortimer J. Guthrie, a native of Ireland, aged 39 years.

Godsil—October 12, John Godsil, a native of Ireland, aged 47 years.

Gallagher—October 13, Mrs. Mary Gallagher, a native of Ireland, aged 75 years.

Harper—October 16, William Harper, aged 47 years, 3 months and 10 days.

Jones—October 16, Frank Jones, aged 26 years.

Jacobs—October 18, Caroline Jacobs, aged 28 years and 6 months.
Kemmih—October 9, William T. Kemmis, a native of Pennsylvania, aged 26 years.

King—October 12, Caroline King, a native of Fayal, Western Islands, aged 62 years.

McKeen— October 12, Elizabeth McKeen, aged >': years and 6 months.

McNamara—October 12, John McNamara, a native of Ireland, aged 39 years.

Markey—October 12, Elizabeth Markcy, a native of Ireland, aged 50 years.

Morgan—October 14, Eliza Morgan, a native of Ireland, aged 43 years.

Marvin—October 12, Louis Marvin, a native of the Isle of Wight, aged 17 years.

Muldoos—October 11, Thomas J. Muldoon, aged 48 years, 9 months and 7 days.

O'Brien—October 10, Mary A. O'Brien, aged 34 years, 8 months and 2 days.

Pohlmann—Octoher 14, Mrs. Sophia Pohlmann, aged 59 years and 7 months.
PRAo-Octoher 16, Mannasaa Prag, aged 19 years and 9 months.

Qubvedo—October 15, Jesusita Quevedo, aged 28 years, 2 months and 9 days.

SANGUiNKTri—October 11, Luigia Sancuinetti, a native of Italy, aged 26 years.

Sharp—October 17, George F. Sharp, aged 60 years.

St einfort -October 11, Katharine Steinfort, a native of Germany, aged 51 years.

Spaa el—October 14, Heinrich Spaar, aged 63 years, 3 month and 10 days.

Wbthehbee -October 17, Calvin Hale Wetberbee, aged 67 years.

Wrede- October 16, Mathilda Wilhelmine Wrede, aged 17 years, 4 months, 17 days.

Headquarters for Electric Belts and appliances for the cure of ner-

vous, painful and debilitating diseases. Pamphlets, with full particulars,

free. Address Pulvekmacher Galvanic Company, 513 Montgomery
street, San Francisco, Cal.

TO THE VOTERS OF SAN FRANCISCO !

U.n. t ,„,«.« , I, uk. bo,
AU. lifiMIrm, but of my Mh.« -num.. u luf. Ikctr »il!r«. .

1-1 III. I< lll<IIMMII(ri>t,

1
) WALTER M. LEMAN

DAVID WILDER iPnwent Incumbont'.
REPUBLICAN NOMINEE FOR COUNTY CLERK
.. I8tt-el.tlixi.607.ir.. i

U 1

WM. M. EDGAR,
KM. I I. IK DUOOBATIO M»«I>I'.K

FOR AUDITOR. Ort.ll.

ALEX. BADLAM,
Kl:i'l III.K VN < AMIIDATK

FOR ASSESSOR

FOR SUPERVISOR, SECOND WARD.
JOHN J. REI0HENBA0H,

Regular Democratic Nominee by Acclamation. 10«. It]

JOHN T. SULLIVAN,
REGULAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE

For Supervisor, First Ward. Oct. 21.

FOR SUPERVISOR, ELEVENTH WARD,
JEFFESSON G. JAMES.

Regular Democratic Nominee.

JAMES G. MAGUIRE,
RE&VLAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE

For Judge of the Superior Court.

DR, M, LEVINGSTON,
REGULAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE

FOR CORONER. Oct. 21.

JOHN SHIRLEY (Present Incumbent),

Regular Nominee
FOR SUPERVISOR, THIRD WARD. Oct. 21.

FOR DISTRICT ATTORNEY,
J. D. SULLIVAN,

Regular Democratic Nominee. Oct. 21.

Regular Democratic Nominee
FOR CITY AND COUNTY ATTORNEY,

WM. ORAIG, Oct. 2i.

JOHN SEDGWICE,
REGULAR REPUBLICAN NOMINEE

FOR SHERIFF. Oct. 21.

WM. T. SESNON,
REGULAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE

FOR COUNTY CLERK. Oct. 81.

REGULAR REPUBLICAN NOMINEE
For Treasurer,

J. H, WIDBER (Present Incumbent,) Oct. 21.

COLUMBUS BARTLETT,
REPUBLICAN NOMINEE

For Superior Judge. Oct. 21.

WM, J. BRIAN,
Regular Democratic Nominee

FOR RECORDER. . Oct. 21.

WASHINGTON BARTLETT,
REGULAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE

For Mayor. Oct. 21.

RESTTLAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE
FOR

RAILROAD COMMISSIONER, SECOND DISTRICT,

W. P, HUMPHREYS. Sept. so.

REGULAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE
FOR SUPERVISOR OF THE NINTH WARD,

J. B. LEWIS. Oct. 14.
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REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.

Recorded in the City and County of San Francisco, California, for

the Week ending: October 14, 1882.

Compiled from the Records ofthe Commercial Agency, 401 California St. , S.F.

Tuesday, October 10th.

GBANTOBAND &RANTBE. DESCRIPTION.

JBHaggin to Wm Ensbury

Thoa Rogers to Jno RBoche....

Law Gottig to Peter Spreckles...

Same to Wm A Fredericks

Anne Jones to Hans Hall

Aaa Fisk to Ignace Scherrer

PMcGowan to Jno Patterson
Henry Petit to Saml Gilmore

V Hoffto Josephine Winterbnrn.

E 2nd avenue, 125 s Pt Lobos, s 25x120,

Outside Lands 283
W Jessie, 85 n of 2lBt,n 22x75—Mission
Block 66

Se Market, 99:1 ne Ridley, ne 75, se 86:5,

b 47:3, w 75, n 19:7, nw 58:9 to com—
Mission Block 24

S Ridley, 142 w Guerrero, w 25x90, be-

ing in Mission Block 25
W York, 130 s 24th, s 26x100—MiBSion
Block 175

Sw Chesley, 250 nw Bryant, nw 25x80—
100-vara 273

E Sherman, 190 s 19th, s 55x125
N Bush, 137:6 w Devisadero, w 57:6 x

137:(;_Western Addition 502
W Taylor, 80 n Post, n 28:9x80, being in

50-varal019

PRICE

$ 375

2,600

5

1,376

800

400
5

3,100

6,600

Wednesday, October 11th.

W Jobson to JoBCuneo..

F Kelly to Julia Kelly
J Shepston to Cath Shepston..

B D Sloan to "Wm Moody
La Societe Francaise to S Theller.

C Rudolph to J Lewenstein
E De Sabla to Math De Sabla
Jno Mason to Sophia C Mason....

C L Ackerman to Mary Wolf. .

.

R Mayer by admr to same
J Scheper to Helena Scheper..

Rosanna Winch to Fredk C Winch

E Vulcan Lane, 68 n Vallejo, n 58x60—
50-vara 228, except portion described
in Liber 671 Doc 34

Lots 46 and 49, blk 106 Outside Lands.

.

Nw 2Uth and Bartlett, w 117:6 x n 65—
Mission Block 183 and Babject to deed
of truBt

S Bush, 109 e Van Ness, e 25x120
N 15th, 100 e Church, e 125, n 110, e 25,

n 100, b 100, w 25, b 110 to commence-
ment, being in Mission Block 82

LotB 1 to 4, blk 12, Fairmount
E Hyde, 87 s Clay. 8 50:6x112:6
Property aB in liber 990 of deeds, pages

88 1050 D 75 1049 D 95 1056 D 104, ex-
cept certain portions

S Harrison, 80 e 5th, e 30x160
Same; also lot 9 blk G, R R Hd No 2. .

.

Nw 22d and Dolores, n 26, w 95, n 26, w
30, s 52, e 125 to commencement
W Church 57 n 21st, n 57x105, being in

Mission Block 91

$3,400
5

Gift

5

1

600
12,000

5

2^525

1

GOO

Thursday, October 13th.

C & Co of S F to Bertha Galbraith

Bk of Napa to Edw L Smith

Geo Monck to Clemt B Moore....

Alfd Malpas to Jane Stanford

Clara O'Connor to J P Medau

C Wetherbee to Clarissa Wetherbee

Tim Paige to A Carpenter
Asa Fisk to Alex McVicker

Tide Land Comrs to Wm Archer.

.

Same to same

Edw McGrath to Peter Creegan. .

.

EHoeytoDirk Schwitters

J Spruance to M De Young

A M Carpenter toHHoyt..
Timothy Paige to same

W J Genu to Luther Rixford..

H McAlliBter to Jno MaBon

JDonohoe toS & Ln Soc

S & L Soc to Job Mcdonough
C & Co of S F to Geo Newhall. . .

.

Isaac N Thome to same.,

S Tonquin, 137:6 w Broderick, w 137:6,
being in Western Addition 559

Ne Washington and Bake--, e 137:6x127:
8— Western Addition 544

Nw Kisling 87:6 ne 12th, ne 25x42:6, be-
ing in MiBsion Block 10

Nw Steiner and Pacific, w 68:9x127:8-
Western Addition 393
W corner Delaware and Mount Vernon
avenues, bw S0x80, being portion of
blk 27 West End Map 1

S Golden Gate avenue, 57:6 w Buchanan
w 25x137:6—Western Addition 282. . .

.

S Turk, 200 w Devisadero, w 75x137:6.
Sw Chesley, 225 nw Bryant, nw 25x80-

100-vara 273
E 5th, 30 s Perry, s 50x75-100-vara 185
Se FolBom, 200 sw 5th, sw 25x90, being

in 100-vara 193
Se Market, 150 ne 5th, ne 25x100, being
in 100-vara 193.

N Sutter, 182:9 w Baker, w 22:9x137:6—
Western Addition 583

S Sutter, 180 e Stockton, e 50, b 120, w
25, n 50, w 25, n 70 to commencement
being in 50-vara 5G1

S Turk, 200 w Devisadero, w 75x137:6..
Ne Sonoma and Vermont, e 200x400—
Fotrero Block 121

E Lyon, 52:8 s Clay, b 75xllO-Wes!ern
Addition 579

Portion Potrero blkB 70, 132, 101, 71, 161
210 and 176

N Tvler, 68:6x137:6, being in 50-varas
1050 and 1055

Same
Portion of WeBtern Addition blocks 605,

603, 597, 598, 604, and b Waller, 8 e of
Lott, e 185, sw 215, n 32:6, thence n to
commencement

Sundry lots throughout Westn Addition

$4,500

600

5

Gift
10

400
15

5

3,000

5
10

10

5,G50

1

1

50,000

Friday, October 13th.

O Curry to S F Savings Union

L Geyerawaldt to F Elverson

W Corcoran to W Lev iston ,

J C Schmidt to Jacob Nickel

Adolph Schander to W Belcher.

.

Y M Hd Assn to C Marchebout.

P Stern to Jno J Gargan
,

RichdHPetch to Jane La Roche.
Same to same
Lucy Sawyer to Julia L Jones!!!!

Se Page and Gough, e 165x120, being in
consideration of cancellation of note
for $18,000 and interest

N Pt Lobos, 107:6 w let avenue, w 25 x
100 --Outside Lands 182

Nw Waller and Octavia, n 137:6, w 22:1,
Be 137:6, e 21:3 to commencement

E Lapidge, 275 n 19th, n 25x80, being in
Mission Block 71

Undivided 1:6th, n Lombard, 86:6 e of
Jones, e 27x100

Re-record, s Eddy, 129 e Webster, e 51:6
x 120—Western Addition 280

S Pine, 90:5 w Polk, w 25x120, being in
Western Addition 56

Same
Same
Se Mission, 45:9 sw 12th, sw 45:9x137:6.
being in Mission Block 15

52,100

5

600

100

984

4,500
600

5

Saturday, October 14th.

ORANTOK AND GRANTEE.

T Kelly to Patk Dockery
Odd Fels S Bk to Mary Cameron.

.

R Morrison to Calvin Kelley

Law Gottig to Andrew Conrad....

Geo EdwardB to Elizth Higgins. .

.

Emma Mills to Jane Dooley

Har McCarthy to Maria Coleman.

W Heney to Jno Greenlees

Geo Bradley to H Kenitzer

G Edwards to Val McMurray

Wm Barry to Patk McKeon

A Colton to Ang Rensche

ThoB McConnell to G Trittenbach

GTrittenbach to ATrittenbach. .

Wm Thomas to Frank Williame.

.

Jas Bowcher to Mary Bowcher...

A B Patrick to G D Newhall

Adolph Rapp to Mary McKay. . .

.

Peter Dean to Geo W Smith

Wm Muehe to Theresa Lacher..

.

Leopold Loupe to Wm Sharp ....

DESCRIPTION.

Ne 16th avenue, 275 nw R st, nw 25x100 8 500
N Geary, 112:6 e Hyde, e 80x137:6-50-
varas 1234 and 1267 24,000

Lot 16, block 308, South San Francisco
Homestead & R R Association 2,500

S Clinton Park, 162:6 w Guerrero, w 25
x 75—Mission Block 25 750

N Bush, 56 w Pierce, w 26:6x100, being
in Western Addition 427 3,600

Sw 15th avenue, 125 nw L at, nw 25 x
100

; portion lot 2, blk 308, S F F Hd
& R R Association 1,000

Se Market, 91:8 ne Fremont, ne 91:8 x
137:6-B and W 285, 286 125600

N Haigbt, 247:7 w Broderick, w 27:6 x
137:6, being in Western Addition 523. 1,500

S 0'Farrell,87 e Scott, e 27x49, being in

Western Addition 430 2,150
N Bush, 30 w Pierce, w 26x100, being in

Western Addition 427 3,600
E Steiner, 79:6 s Sacramento, s 26:0x81:

3, being in Western Addition 353 3,050
N Pine, 110 e Broderick, e 55x137:6, be-

ing in Western Addition 501 5

N Oak, 192:6 w Buchanan, w 27:6x120—
Western Addition 287, and subject to

mortgage 2,850
Undivided half of same 1,425
S Broadway, 206:3 e Scott, e 68:9x137:0,
being in Western Addition 422 2,000

E Dolores, 150 n 21st, n 50x92:6—Mis-
sion Block 76 700

Ne Page and Lyon, e 147:8, ne 33:4, w 4:

5, n 19, nw 145:1, s 71:9, to com ; also
ne Haight and Lyon, n 275, e 143, sw
137:8, w 11:2, b 137:6, w 123:10 to com;
also n Waller. 19 e Lott, nw 32, nw 68|
s 72 to com; also nw Haight and Lyon
n 275, w 298:2, e 340:6 to com; also nw
Page and Lyon, n80:9, nw272, sw
117:2,e 287:6 to com; also ne Lott and
Road Mound Park, ne215, w 185, bw
48, s 52:6 to commencement

N Califonia, 164:10 w Devisadero, w 1:

5-X in x 132:7

N29th, 80eNoe, e 25x101:6—Harper's
Addition 124

IN Prospect Place, 175 e of Folsom, e 50
I x 100
S Washington, 106:3 w Fillmore, w 56:9

I x 127:8—Western Addition 351

PRICE

50

350

5

3,405

GEO. STREET, Agent News Zetter, 30 CornJiill, E. C, London.

HjlSioMiiMPl^
tand Cfaea]

Dishes and Sauces.
friiiiest ami Cheapest Meat-flavoring- Stock lor Soaps, HEatle

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT,
An Invaluable and Palatable Tonic in all Cases of Weak

Digestion and Debility. " Is a success and boon for which Nations should feel

grateful. See "Medical Press," "Lancet," "British Medical Journal," etc.

T
R

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
Caution—Genuine only with fat-simile ol Baron Liebig-'s

Signature, in blue ink, across Label.

This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substitutes being in
the market.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
To be bad of all Store-keepers, Grocers and Cbemists. Sole

Agents for the United States (wholesale only), C. David & Co., 9, Fenchurch
Avenue, London, England. Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, San
Francisco. JuuelO.

he Summer Sun and Dust. Ladies and all exposed to the scorching
rays of the sun and heated particles of dust, will fiud that the most
cooling and refreshing preparation for the face, hands and'arais, is

owlands' Kalydor, which eradicates all prickly Heat, Sunburn, Tan,
Freckles, Stings of Insects, etc., and produces a beautiful and delicate

complexion.

owlands' Macassar Oil prevents the hair falling off or becoming dry
during the hot weather, and eradicates scurf and dandruff.

Rowlands 1 Odonto is the purest and most fragrant Tooth Powder ever used,
and contains no acid or mineral ingredients, which are so detrimental
to the teeth and gums. Its purity especially adapts it for the teeth of

young children. Ask any dealer in perfumery for Rowlands' articles,

of 20, Hatton Garden, London.

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.
Attendance, daily, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by the under-

signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, and to furnish all information
relating to the Society. J. P. McCURRIE, Secretary,

Oct. 23. Room 4, No. 531 California st.

PROF. JOS. J0SSET,
Graduate of the University of Paris; Ex. Professor of Be

la Mennais' Normal, France; late of Point Loma Seminary, San Diego. Pri-

vate Lessons in the French Language. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 p.m. Private Lessons given at the res-

idence of the pupil. Dee. 6.

COKE CHEAPEST FUEL.
Reduction in Price : Wholesale Price, 50 cents per barrel ;

Retail Price, 60 cents per barrel, at the works of the SAN FRANCISCO GAS-
LIGHT COMPANY, Howard and First streets, and foot of Second st. Jan . 12.

per day at me. Samples worth $5 free.
Address Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine,$5 to $20
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orderly woman, who h« jui

aim * situation to take car''

It i* rumored that »h« ha* bail fori

Advertisement appeared, and that .In

the celebrated Bradli
Sacrament" street*,

tone and finish them in axqnjaite itjle.

The Congregationalist telb of a Mb man who told
a clam in cranimar, " ^ on ahotitd oerar DM :\ pr*| t a -*-n
teuce with." This reminds as of the othei
that the auxiliary "had" hadn't omrht to h " ought," but
that the Itui*ri»liable Paint, which U sold by J. R. Kelly A Co.,
street, balow Raalo, comes already mixed, covi
that onlinary paint does, and i> impurrfoiu ti» sun <>r rain.

An AitkdalBfroing the rounds entitled, "How to Mike Home Happy."
The article doesn't state that the following is the way, bol
just the same: One trrand piano, $1,000: Langtry ti-

at Newport, 57,000: sealskin aaoque, S360; tea gowns, 1500, season
tickets for opera, $500; laahiuliable dogs. $300: fashionable fans, $300:
sundries, $20,000. Total, $34

"SO, that"s Congress water, ia it?" exclaimed Deacon Brown with in-
effable disgust, as he ejected the water from his mouth. " WVH.
'tin

; bat you ..an't make me b'lieve Squire Smith ever drinka any o* thai
stuff, unless he disguises it in old rye purty thurrerly." Then the !><:i

con scratched his ear thoughtfully, and remarked that ladies an-1
men who desire to get delicious pies, ice-creams, confections, etc., should
go to the Original Swain's Bakery, 213 Sutter street

When the fountains of life are not corrupted and embittered by Buffer-
ing ; when the functions of womanhood are strictly normal, woman life is

like music, with no discord to jar her delicate sensibilities and break the
vital and organic harmony. But many who suffer from vital and func-
tional disorders have found immediate relief and a permanent cure by us-
ing Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
A man on a Vermont train was heard to groan so frightfully that the

passengers took pity on him, and one of them gave him a drink out of a
whisky flask. "Do you feel better?" asked the giver. "I do," said he
who had groaned. " What ailed you, anyway?" "Ailed me?" "Yes;
what made you groan so?" "Groan! Great Land o' Goshen! I was
ringingl" The generous man will never quite cease to regret the loss of
that drink of whisky.

—

Boston Post.

"I believe you are a fool, John," testily exclaimed Mrs. Migga, as
her husband unwittingly presented the hot end of a potato-dish, which
she promptly dropped and broke. "Yes," he added resignedly, "that's
what the clerk told me when I went to take out my marriage license."
But he at once determined to have his house painted by Noble Bros., the
celebrated house and sign painters, of 642 Clay street, and she forthwith
thought him a wise man.

"Anovice is one who is just beginning, isn't it, pa?" "Yes, my
dear. Why do you ask ? " "Oh, I thought the baby was a little the
smartest novice in crying I ever saw." " Oh, well, babies are born adepts
at that, confound 'em." But, if you wouldn't remain a baby all your
life, buy your liquors of P. J. Ca3sin & Co., who sell wholesale quanti-
ties at retail prices.

A Southern darkey traded his wife off for a setter dog, the other
day, and, in defense of the trade, said his wife was his property, and he
could do as he pleased with her, and it was nobody's business. Probably
his wife was one of the happiest parties to the trade.

—

Peck's Sun.

The rival tickets are in the field, Buckley has got his lambs to-

gether. Higgins has gone through with his " boys," and now numerous
are the bets that are being made as to which side will win. The stake,
in most cases, is a hat. The best place to get a real good and fashiona-
ble hat is at Heimann's, 336 Kearny street.

Experienced operators on all sewing machines find it to their
advantage to use Brooks' Spool Cotton—glace* finish on white snools,
soft finish on black spools. Brooks 7 Machine Cotton has been awarded
the prize medal at all international exhibitions. For sale by all dealers.
Machine Cotton marked on every box.

Economy is the secret of the times. He who hoes cheaply and saves
his money, has a chance of dying a millionaire. The question is as to
how to live cheaply. The difficulty is solved by buying an Arlington
cooking range from De la Montanya, on Jackson, below Battery. They
are the cheapest, best, and most economical in the market.

"Winter finds out what Summer lays by." Kidney-Wort cures in

Winter and in Summer. There is scarcely a person to be found who will
not be greatly benefited by a thorough courseof Kidney- Wort every spring.
If you cannot prepare the dry buy the liquid. It has the same effect.

An advertisement in a Western paper offers a "fashionable" piano
for sale. Mrs. Yeast was at a loss to know what a fashionable piano
really was, but she has come to the conclusion that it must be one that is

" banged."— Yonkers Statesman.

A brain-worker speedily exhausts his system. Nerve and brain
must be sustained by proper food. The way to do that is to visit Mora-
ghan's oyster saloon, 68 and 60 California Market, and partake of the
best and most toothsome oysters, in the market.

"What sound is that?" exclaimed my darling. She thought it was
exquisite. She had never heard, she said, a musical tone to equal it. It

turned out to be one of Statham's exquisite pianos, manufactured at 765
Mission street.
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THOMAS DAY & CO.
ark mm oroih a rou. un or

Candlesticks, Sconces and Bouillottes.

Bisque and Faience Ware in Great Variety.

GAS FIXIURES AND LAMPS IN RARE DESIGNS.

122 AND 124 SUTTER STREET. .,. r,

THE QUTTA PERCHA AND RUBBER MANFG. CO.,

Ifanidacturen and Dealers in

RUBBER COODS,
"Her. tor the FALL TRADE the FINEST UNE ol RUBBER OLOTHiKO ever

mi tins market, both Heavy, Medium and Oonamer ; ata an

SOLE AGENTS ON Till-; PACIFIC COAST FOR THE BOSTON Ell BBKB
SHOE (JO'S SUPERIOR RUBBER BOOTS AND BHOE8.

Para Sum and Dull Finish Boote, Hip and Shortj Im. Sandals, Arctics,
Gaiters, Footholds, etc.

JOHN W. TAYLOR, Manager,
Cor. First ami Market streets,

ISopt.23.) San Francisco.

"WILSONIA" MAGNETIC GARMENTS
EFFECT WONDERFUL CUKES.

fcir' For Certificates of and Reference to PROMINENT CITIZENS OF SAN
FRANCISCO WHO HAVE BEEN CURED, apply to

WILSONIA AGENCY,
[Oct. 7.J 21 DUPONT STREET.

COLTON DENTAL ASSOCIATION,
PHBLAN'S BUILDING BOOMS 6, 8. 9, 10 AND 11

Entrance 800 Murlcet.

Gas Specialists. Positively extract Teeth without pain.
Tile only office that makes and gives the eclchrated " Oolton Gas." Estab-

lished in lam, over 8,000 references. Also performs ALL OPERATIONS in
DENTISTRY. Sept, s0|

Francisco Daneri. F. DANERI & CO., Henry Casanova.
DEALERS IN

'WINES, LIQUORS, GROCERIES,
27 and 39 California Street,

[Oct. 7.] Between Davis and Drumm, San Francisco.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Refinery anil Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLITESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company-
has the hest facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in their
various forms.
June 18. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,
Agents for RICORD'S RESTORATIVE PILLS,

Bits Market Street San Francisco, Cal.
PALACE HOTEL. June 34.

DR. R. BEVERLY COLE
Mas Returned from Europe,

And Resumed Practice at his New Offices.

218 POST STREET, above Vnpont. [July 29.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 215 GEARY ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.

Fob. 5] OFFICE HOURS: 1 to 4 P.M.
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BIZ.'

The weather is delieiously fine and salubrious since the rains of last

week. October, usually, is one of our pleasantest months, and the pre-

sent is certainly no exception to the rule. A week ago it was feared that

the early rain-fall of some three inches had been the occasion of great

damacre to the exposed Grain, Hay, Grapes, Beans, etc., but the fact is,

that the extent of the damage has been greatly exaggerated, and will not

amount to anything serious, for the weather since has been so warm and
genial as to enable the farmers to remedy the evils inflicted to a very

great extent ; besides, the rains have been so unusually heavy that the

soil has been thoroughly wet down, and the dry-sown grain is springing

up rapidly. The grass is growing splendidly. Pasturage, instead of

being destroyed, is being renewed by the new crop. The whole face of

the country is now clad with living green, and the cattle and sheep upon a
thousand hills are now grazing luxuriantly on the green grass. More
than this, our farmers are now laying their plants for a second crop of Po-
ts toes, and so it is, that Providence after all, knows what is best for us.

Hop-growers upon the Pacific slope are enjoying a season of great

and unusual prosperity. Hops can here be grown at a profit for 10c. $
it>, and yet the price to-day is 60c. and upwards. The crop has been
gathered, and proves to be of excellent quality, with a large export re-

quirement for the entire yield. Grape-growers are also reaping a rich

harvest this season. At present, common Grapes for the wine-press com-
mand readily S20 ^ ton, while the choice varieties have been placed as

high as $30@40 $ ton. The rains no doubt injured the late crops not a

little, and have spoiled the hopes of some that were extensively engaged
curing Raisins. Nevertheless, a goodly quantity of Raisins will be cured
on this coast the present season. As for J'igs, no great success has yet

been attained here by growers. Somehow, those that are cured come far

short in quality of those that are imported from Smyrna, etc. The time
1b coming, and near at hand, when California will become a large pro-

ducer of Almonds, Walnuts, etc., in variety. She already supplies a
goodly quantity of each.

Oranges, Lemons and Limes are now raised here very successfully

in the Southern part of our State, and the time is drawiDg nigh when
many carloads of these fruits will be sent-acroas the continent and we be-

come quite independent of the islands for our supplies of Tropical Fruits.

In regard to the shipment of green fruits overland during the Summer
and Fall months, such as Peaches, Plums, Pears, etc., very few people
can realize the magnitude of this business ; besides many carloads of As-
paragus and other early vegetables are shipped by the Pacific Railroad
Eastward. To this must be added the immense quantity of Canned
Fruits, Canned Salmon, Dried Fruits, etc., that are every year produced
on the Pacific Slope and sent abroad by sea and rail. California has be-
come in a quarter of a century a land of productiveness, not only of Gold,
Silver and Precious Stones, but also of Coal, Copper, Iron, Quicksilver,
etc. Wheat, Barley, Oats, Wool, Hops, Wine, etc., are all on the credit

side of her ledger.

Coffee. —The importations from January 1st to October 18th, inclu-

sive during the last five years, have been : 1878, bags, 110,220; 1879,
bags, 80,212; 1880, bags, 150,308; 1881, bags, 104,188; 1882, bags, 146,826.
There is no change to note in the position of this article. There is a good
demand for overland shipment, which, however, cannot be fully supplied
for want of good to prime grades of Guatemala. The stock now on hand
consists chiefly of low and middling qualities. Quotations remain un-
changed.

Sugar.—The market is active at steady prices. Refiners are free, buy-
ing of Central American Muscovadoes on the basis of the following
quotations: Refined Crushed, 12£c. f lb. ; Refined Yellow, 10@10|c. #
m. ; Hawaiian, grocery grades, 7i@8'ic iff lb. ; Central American centri-
fugals, polarizing 96 per cent., 7jc #lb. ; Central American Muscova-
does, bright, polarizing 84@94 per cent., 6@7c. $ lb. ; Central American
Muscovadoes, low refining, 5@5|c. $ lb.

Rice.—Imports from China large and free, within the range of 5@6c;
Hawaiian Table, 5c.

Wheat Charters.—The ship John T. Berry, 1,420 tons Wheat, to
Dublin direct, £2 3s. 6cL; Br. iron bark Bebington, 924 tons, Cork, own-
ers' account; Br. iron bark Moel Ellen, 1,081 tons. Cork, £2 8s. 9d. Br.
steamer Silvertown will carry 6,000 tons Wheat to Cork, U. K, via St.
Vincent, at 45s.

Salmon.—The market is firm for Canned Salmon. Sales of Columbia
River have recently been made at $1 40@S1 45 $ dozen 2-lb cans for ex-
port. Recently three ships have sailed from Victoria, B. C, to England
- bark Guivan 28,000 cases, ship Fredrick with 36,000 cases, and the
Spirit of the Dawn with 32,000 cases.

From the Orient.—The City of Peking, 28 days from Hongkong, via
Yokohama 17 days, brought Government Mails and cabin passengers, but
no Chinese. The recent law preventing the free influx of Chinese into
this country cuts off a very large item of profit to the steamers of the Pa-
cific Mail Steamship Company, as well as to the O. & O. Steamship Com-
pany. These two lines of steamers carry Government Mails, and yet no
subsidy is allowed them, neither does our Government pay the Pacific
Mail Company anything for carrying mails to the Colonies or to the
Sandwich Islands. This is not honest. They ought to have liberal pay
for the service. The cargo per City of Peking, from China and Japan,
consisted of Rice, 26,491 mats ; Teas, 10,222 packages ; Spices, 1,000
packages ; Gunnies, 90 bales ; Saltpetre, 343 bags ; Chow-chow, 4,675
packages. Also, in transit for Eastern cities, Teas, 9,700 packages;
Silks, 1,324 packages ; Curios, 203 packages ; Merchandise, 148 packages.
These latter go forward by rail.

Hawaii.—The bark. H. W. Almy, from Honolulu, brings for cargo
Sugar, 1,151 bags ; Rice 2,655 mats; Molasses, 300 barrels, etc.

Liverpool.—The British bark Mallsgate, from Liverpool, has arrived
with a valuable cargo of Chemicals, etc.

Lumber for Sydney.—The ship Sumatra has sailed to Puget Sound,
to load Lumber for Sydney.

Flour for Liverpool.—The Br. ship British Commerce loaded by
Starr & Co., has 17,600 bbls.; Vallejo Starr Mills extra, value $88,-

Wheat.—The Spot market is firm, with free purchases for export at
$1 65. Nothing doing in Futures.

Barley.—The market is less active and prices seem to easse off. We
quote Brewing U 35@1 40; Feed, $1 27i@l 37i; Chevalier, $1 35@1 50
iff ctl.

Oats.—Are firm at $1 70, for Extra No. 1 SI 65; for No. 2, SI 60 per
ctl.

Corn.—The market is weak at SI 60@1 65 tf per ctl. for Yellow.

Beans.—The market is strong, holders very firm. Bayos, 4c; Whites,
4c; Limas, 4£c.j Butter, 3i@3|c
Hops.—The market is firm at 65c. for Choice, Good 60@62£c; Oregon

and Washington Territory 60@62£. Some holders ask higher rates.

Wool.—Our Spot stock of all kinds is about 4,000,000 lbs., mostly de-
fective. Sales of this at 9@12c. for Fall clip ; Spring fleece, 20@27c. for

fair to good.

Tallow.—The market is very firm at 9^c. for good. Refined ll@12c.

Butter favors the buyer, owing to the prospect of soon having a sup-
ply of fresh Grass Roll. We quote Fancy 45c, Good 40c, Fair 37+c,
Firkin 20@25c
Oleomargarine.—The local factory is now turning out 18,000 tt>3.

daily; price 25c, in firkins. A shipment to Australia is proposed by this

steamer.

Borax.—Concentrated sells at ll|c ; Refined, in car-load lots of ten

tons, at 12£c.

Quicksilver.—Sales at 37i@37£c. The A brand is held higher.

Coal and Iron.—We have no important changes in value to record.

The market is well supplied with the various kinds.

Codfish.—This season's fleet at hand from the North, 14. The last in

is the brig Glencoe, 36 days from Ochotsk Sea, with 70,000. The total

catch is nearly 1,000,000 greater than that of last year.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Tbe Company's steamers will sail for Yokohama an«l

Hongkong:
CITY OF PEKING

{

^TOBER 21, at 2 P. ,.

CITTOFTOKIO j »|g™ 2\
Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and return at special rates.

For New York, via Panama:
SAN JOSE OCTOBER 19, at 10 A. M.,

Taking Freight and Passengers to MAZATLAN, SAN BLAS, MANZANILLO
and ACAPULCO, and via ACAPULCO for Lower Mexico and Central Amer-
ican ports, calling at SAN JOSE DE GUATEMALA and LA LJBERTAD to land

passengers and mails.

Tickets to and from Europe by aDy line for sale at the lowest rates ; also for Ha-
vana and all West India ports.

For Honolulu, Auckland and Sydney:
CITY OP NEW YORK OCTOBER 22, at 2 P. M.,

Or on arrival of the English mails.

Ten Dollars additional is charged for Upper Cabin passage.

For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and Brannan streets.

[Oct. 21.] '
-.-....,-..,.

. .WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., General Agents.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,

For Japan and China, leave wharf, corner First and Bran-
nan Btreets, at 2 p.m., for YOKOHAMA AND HONGKONG, connecting at

Yokohama with Steamers for Shanghai.

18S3.
ARABIC Thursday, January 18
OCEANIC Tuesday, January 30
COPTIC Saturdav, February 10
GAELIC Tuesday, March 6

BELGIC Saturday, March 17

1883.
ARABIC Tuesday, October 31

OCEANIC Saturday, November 11

COPTIC Thursday, November 23

GAELIC Saturday, December 16
BELGIC Thursday, December 28

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates.

Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.'a

General Offices, Room 7-1, cor. Fourth and Townseud sts.

For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific Mail Steam-
ship Compauv's Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN, General PaBaenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD, President. Oct. 14.

FOR PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, OREGON.
CHANGE OF TIME.

The Oregon Railway and Navigation Company and Pacific
Coast Steamship Company will dispatch every four days, from Spear-street

Wharf, for the above ports, one of their new Al Iron Steamships, viz. : QUEEN OF
THE PACIFIC, COLUMBIA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA and OREGON

Sailing: Days
October 2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 30,

At 10 o'clock A. M.
Connecting at Portland, Oregon, with Steamers and Railroads and their connecting
Stage Lines for all points in Oregon, Washington and Idaho Territories, British

Columbia and Alaska.

Ticket Office 211 Montgomery Street
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

fOct. 21.

J

No. 10 Market street. San Francisco.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamers ol this Company will sail from Broadway Wharf

as follows :

For Victoria, B.C., and Puget Sound Ports: On the 10th, 20th and 30th of each
month (except when such days fall on aholiday, then on the day previous). Steamer
of the 30th connects at Port Townsend with steamer " City of Chester " for Alasna.
For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the 0. R. & N. Co.: Every 4 days.

For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 5th, 10th, 15th,

20th, 25th and 30th of each month.
For Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and

Ventura: Every Wednesday at 8 a.m.
For Eureka, Areata, and Hookton, Humboldt Bay: Every "Wednesday, 9 o'clock.

For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc.: Every Monday.

Ticket Office, No. 314 Montgomery Street, near Pine.
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

Nov. 26. No. 10 Market street.
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TO BUYERS OF JCWCLRT
Tho pabUc w* cautioned to btvan of tb* bofw )*w#lry »ith wkirh

Su Fr&aehco U fl. o,Wd. and to .u*M »*r»in.t Um ufcka and arte of Um
vvniWra of aoeh till I. Ttw aafast thin*: for porchmwi to do, who daair*
to inv**t in j*w»lry. is t*> patron is* a 6r»t-claM «uf..»r.ro*nt ; f

J*welry it U ivaa mora two— try th»n vitb other cosoaoditse* to d**J
with hoawt of ertablubed reput .

| >uunoad Palac* of fnlnail
Andrew* i« nna,tM«tiooabljr th- I. vim* j#w»lry *Btahlt*acn*at
Fraocwco. Hamiu; Uw best reputation. h« aWls only Id th* best fooda,

.» only the moat expert and tasteful workmen. Those de-
purchaw jewelry f«r presenU or |-r* -nal ornamentation may he sal

riasd t« send their money lo Colonel Andrews and to depend
taste and judgment in selection. In the line of diamonds, watrhea and nil

useful and ornamental jewelrv his supply is unlimited, and his taste be-
yond criticism. The colonel will be happy to select jewelry lor any par-
pose, to any amount specified, and send it Q, O. I>. to any )>erson in Ukt
interior who may choose to purchase in that way. His reputation br in

tearrity and the reputation of the Diamond Palace for the excellence of its

stock, are sufficient guarantees that no person availing himself of thi«

method of dealing will be disappointed.

NEW PATENTS.
C. W. M. Smith, Patent Solicitor, of No. 2M Sunsome street, report*

the following list of patents issued to Pacific Coast inventors, for the
week ending October 10, 18S
Wra. T. Browne, Stockton, Cal.j rotary hammer. M. C. Dillroans,

Orland, Cal. ; feeder for thrashing machines. W. W. HaMUOOtn, Baa
Francisco, Cal.: airbrake for airs of cable railways. 0. M. LoTvridge,
Weaverville, Cal.; packing for pipe-joints. John Patten, San Francuco,
Cal.; water elevator. John Patten, San Francisco, Cal., appar

r

rai»mg water through syphon pipes. Joe. Perkins. Sau Francisco, QaLj
Bow holder and stand. Geo. W. Thissell. Winters, Cal.; coddling
moth-trap and tree- protector. Geo. W. Bedbury, assignor to A. K.
Borthwic, Portland, Oregon; car coupling.

Trade UaBKS.—George Simmondst San Francisco Cal.; whisky label.

Bishop Simsoo, Reno, Nov.; "Compound Mountain Sage."

THE ART ASSOCIATION.
The Art Association of San Francisco is to be congratulated in hav-

ing obtained the Nahl collection of paintings by the old masters for exhi-

bition. They comprise works by Francisco Albam, Corregio, Tintoretto,

Georgione, Guercino, Frederigo Baroccio, Giovanni Bellini, Paul Veron-
ese, Giovanni Baptista Piazelti, Guido Reni, Raphael, Rembrandt, Ri-

bem Titian, and others, and will be placed on exhibition at the rooms of

the San Francisco Art Association, on and after Tuesday, October 24,

1882. These pictures have descended through the "Nhal" family, of Hes-
sia-Cassel, to our fellow-townsman, Mr. H. W. Arthur Nahl, to whose
kindness the Art Association is indebted for the privilege of publicly ex-

hibiting them. An opportunity is thus offered to the lovers of art to en-

joy the view of a collection of paintings of the highest merit, which may
not occur again for many years.

The statements which are appearing, both in London and on the con-

tinent, as to the intentions of the Ministry regarding the future govern-

ment of Egypt, are altogether speculative. As a matter of fact, nothing

has yet been settled, and it will probably be some weeks before England
is able to enter into communications with foreign Powers on the subject.

Lord Granville is waiting for information from Egypt itself. The Gov-
ernment will receive Sir G. Wolseley's report on the general condition

and prospects of the country, and Sir E. Maletbas been ordered to ascer-

tain the views of the present advisers of the Khedive as to the reorganiz-

ation of the affairs of Egypt. Only one thing is settled, and that is that

the dual control will not be re-established. The Government of Egypt
must lean for some time on foreign support. That support may be Eng-

lish, it may be European, but it will not be Anglo-French. The French
Government are accommodating themselves to the necessities of the case.

In spite of the patriotic nonsense about French interests, which is written

in M. Gambetta's journal, the French Ministry have not indicated any
desire to put forward inadmissible pretensions.

—

The World.

Nothing makes a home look more pleasant of an evening than bright

ornamental gas fixtures. To see an infinite variety of these, the reader

should pay a visit to the famous establishment of McNally & Hawkins,
607 Market street, under the Grand Hotel. Just as the ornamental part

of a house depends upon the chandeliers, supplied by gas or oil (of the

latter McNally & Hawkins have a choice collection), so do the sanitary

advantages of the residence depend upon the plumber doing his _
whole

duty. McNally & Hawkins are experienced and workmanlike in this

line. They are prompt, thorough and extremely reasonable as to charges.

There Is No Time Like the Present.—As the holidays are fast

approaching, and the kind of embroidery and fancy work of the present

day requires more time than that of a few years ago, we would advise the

ladies to commence in time. In consideration of that fact, Newman &
Levinson, 129 Kearny street, have on display all the newest designs in

kensington, arasene, chenille work, etc., to give their patrons an oppor-

tunity of understanding what would be a choice and appropriate holiday

present. Newman & Levinson also teach the above style of work.

The best is in the end the cheapest. Messrs. J. M. Litchfield & Co.,

415 Montgomery street, have just received a large and well-selected stock

of Fall goods, and gentlemen who wish to be seasonably and elegantly

dressed should give them a call. Messrs. Litchfield & Co. employ none

but experienced, reliable cutters, and garments turned out of their estab-

lishment invariably fit well, look well, wear well and give satisfaction.

The " subscribers " to the " Irish Skirmishing Fund " have held an-

other meeting, at which the Committee of Investigation made a report,

which substantially recommended that nothing more be done in the mat-

ter at present, because an " eminent Nationalist " has promised to * use

all his energies and his best influence to introduce the already famous

New England Baking Powder into all homes in Ireland, and so have

comfort at every fireside."
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attained here. Oar city H Jo*t about to b* adorned by a photographic
gallery for them .>f Hra.ll.-v A Etulofann thst will surpass all pi

effort*, and, Indeed, it i« doubtful if it* equal may bi found in all tbo
vorld iMMii.les. It i* located in BlythVs new building, southeast corner
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gallery was specially built for tho parpott to which it i* to bo devoted,
and is to be supplied with everything new.

An old lady, hearing that John Bright contemplated visiting this
country, hotted that he wouldn't bring hii " diooasjo*

1 with Mm.—iKnrif-
totcn Iferald.

EXHIBITION
of the celebrated

NAHL GALLERY
(from Cassel, Germany)

of the works of the

OLD MASTERS
cf Italy, Germany, Spain,

the Netherlands, and France,

at the room8 of the

S. F. ART ASSOCIATION
(430 Pine Street.)

Begin'g Wednesday, Oct. 25th.

DAY AND EYENIHG.

ADMISSION, 25 CENTS.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office or Contention Consolidated Mining" Company, San

Francisco, Oct. 12, 1S82—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the
above-named Company, held this day, Dividend (No. 9) of Twenty-five Cents (25c.)

per share was declared, payable on SATURDAY, October 28th, 1882. Transfer
Books closed on October 18th, 1882, at 3 o'clock P. H. This dividend is payable at the
Fanners' Loan and Trust Company, in New York, on all stock issued there, and
at the office in this city on all stock issued here. D. C. BATES, Secretary.

Office—Room 79, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,
California. Oct. 21.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
JUSTICE MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 37
Amount per Share 20 Cents
Levied October 18th
Delinquent in Office November 23d
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock Decemher 12th

R. E. KELLY, Secretary.

Office—Room 2, Hayward's Building:, No. 419 California street, San Francisco, Cal-

ifornia. Oct. 21.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
NOONDAY MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 6
Amount per Share 25 Cents
Levied ."* September 22d
Delinquent in Office October 30th
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock November 22d

WM. J. TAYLOR, Secretary.

Office—Room 25, No. 330 Pine street, San Francisco, Cal. September 30.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
NORTH NOONDAY MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 6
Amount per Share 25 Cents
Levied Sept. 22d
Delinquent in Office Nov. 1st

Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock Nov. 27th
WM. J. TAYLOR, Secretary.

Office—Room 25, No. 330 Pine street, San Francisco, Cal. September 30.

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,

OCULIST.

1formerly
at No. 313 Bush street, has removed to Phelan's

' Building-, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 m. to 3 p.m.

Take the Elevator. May 27.

DR. JAMES W. KEENEY,
OFFICE AND RESIDENCE: 22 MONTGOMERY STREET.

HOURS: 2 to 4, 7 to 7:30 p.m.

SUNDAYS: 3 to 4 p.m. April 9.
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
Now tbat the Egyptian war is ended, and that something like a stable

government has been established, the European journals are discussing

the future of the Suez Canal. There is every reason to believe that Eng-
land has commenced negotiations with other Powers, looking to the free

navigation of the canal under the segiB of a European treaty. At present

the right of way through the canal rests on a very slender foundation.

A firman granted to a joint-stock company by a Khedive in 1856, and
ratified by the Sultan, declares tbat the canal shall always be open as a

neutral passage to the merchant ships of all nations, without distinction,

on payment of dues. The terms of the firman are vague and insufficient.

The subject-matter is of too great importance to depend solely upon the

disputed interpretation of such a document.

The object of English policy, as stated by its Government, is simple

enough. The present Ministry seek to raise the ditch through the Isth-

mus to the position of an arm of the sea, free to all vessels, of all nations,

at all times, subject to only one important reservation. While stipulat-

ing that the passage through the Canal shall be as absolutely unrestricted

as that through the Sound or the Straits of Gibraltar, England proposes

to exempt the Canal and its approaches—that is to say, three miles of _sea

at each end of the Canal—from all naval or military operations. War
ships of all nations, even those at war with the Porte, shall be free to

pass through the Canal in time of war as in time of peace, but no act of

belligerency shall be permitted within the Isthmus, or within three miles

of Port Said on the one hand or of Suez on the other. It is easy to point

out the anomalies of such an arrangement. It is less easy to suggest any
more practical and less objectionable expedient for meeting the necessi-

ties of the situation. A precedent for such a proposal is to be found in

the provisions of the Clayton-Buiwer Treaty, drawn up thirty-two years

ago for the neutralization of the Panama Canal. That Treaty sought to

guarantee the neutrality of the Canal, " so that it might be forever open

and free for the benefit of mankind, and on equal terms to all," not, as

some absurdly imagine, by interdicting the use of the Canal itself to

belligerents, but only forbidding belligerents to make the Canal itself the

seat of war. " "Vessels of the contracting Powers "—and the Treaty pro-

vided for the adhesion of all the Powers interested in the traffic between
the Atlantic and the Pacific

—"traversing the said Canal shall, in case

of war between the contracting parties, be exempted from blockade, de-

tention or capture by either of the belligerents," and this provision was
extended to a certain distance from each end of the Canal. The adoption

of a similar rule in relation to the Suez Canal would do little more than
extend the sanction of an international treaty to the existing rule. M.
DeLesseps maintained in 1877 the right of Russian ships to pass through
the Canal without interference from the Porte, and England in the same
year made the exemption of the Canal from hostilities a condition of her

neutrality. The negotiations for the free navigation or neutralization of

the Canal, therefore, would merely aim at securing for the existing use

and wont the authority of the public law of Europe.

It is conceivable that an Egyptian ruler, whether rebel or sovereign,

might at some future time interfere with the canal. The danger is less

now than it was before Arabi's overthrow ; but if it were to arise it could

be met either by the action of the international police suggested by the

Eastern Powers, or by giving one or more of the Powers a mandate to

protect the canal, as proposed by England and France.

The chief objection to this scheme would come from those who enter-

tain the same opinion about the Suez Canal as Mr. Blaine holds concern-

ing the projected canal at Panama. " The one conclusive mode," said

the late American Secretary of State, " of preserving any Isthmus canal

from the possible distraction and destruction of war is to place it under
the control of that Government least likely to be engaged in war, acid

able in any and every event to enforce that guardianship which she will

assume. She offers by such control that absolute neutralization of the
canal respecting European Powers which can in no other way be certainly

attained and lastingly secured." To this there are four replies. In the
first place, England, after repudiating that doctrine in her controversy

with Mr. Blaine, cannot adopt it as a principle of action at Suez.

Secondly, England has no wish to assume the sole responsibility of a work
which is essentially European. Thirdly, even if she desired to do so, such
a course would give rise to grave diplomatic difficulties with more than
one Cabinet, even if it did not precipitate war in the East. And, lastly,

England does not need to occupy the banks of the canal to control the
canal. As the first naval Power, she can seize the canal when she pleases,

and this fact constitute? her the real but informal guardian of the freedom
of the canal. Nor is there any reason to fear that any international
arrangement that may be come to will in the least impair her freedom of

action in that respect. The Power that is Sovereign of the seas is neces-

sarily by her position the real custodian of the canal.

England's greatest present difficulty is to tell what to do with the mili-

tary prisoners that have fallen into her bands. It is true that they have
been handed over to the Keedive, but the English Ministry feel that they
have some responsibility in the premises. It is a perplexing matter in
view of the humanitarian proclivities of a majority of the British peo-
ple. The Saturday Review says that "a general amnesty would have a
bad effect in Egypt, and that the minor penalty of banishment would
lead to inconvenience in the future. Independently of the fact of rebel-
lion, the massacre of Alexandria, the sacking of that city, and the out-
rages (exaggerated, indeed, but unfortunately by no means altogether in-
vented), which followed in the interior, supply ample grounds for the in-

fliction of the severest penalty. Repugnant as it may be to military feel-
ings to regard a prisoner as a criminal, the duty of the invaders to the
future peace of Egypt is clearly their first duty."

A Peking newspaper tells of the sale of a Chinese wife by her hus-
band. She had fallen in love with the purchaser, who agreed to pay $120
for her, but he neglected to bring the money when he called to take her
away, and so the husband refused to give her up. In that emergency
the enamored pair drugged him, forged his signature to thft bill of sale
and eloped. They were arrested while eating their wedding breakfast
and put into dungeons, where both committed suicide.

THE LICE HOUSE.
San Francisco is a city possessed of a history that has in it all the

elements of a romance. The lazy squalor of the Spanish " Mission " of
pious churchmen, located on a shore afar off from the reach of civiliza-
tion, in the course of time and events gave place to the bustling activity
of a trading port for a fabulously wealthy mining region—a town of tents
and shanties, where adventurous virtue and reckless vice stood cheek by
jowl. From the ephemeral mining camp period of existence the city pro-
gressed and developed into a metropolitan center of trade and popula-
tion, ranking high up among the cities of the world. The various epochs
of this changing, shifting, progressive career are indicated by landmarks
that point out the distances as mile-stonea do upon a highway. Among
these landmarks the hotel erected by the late James Lick, on Montgom-
ery street, occupies a prominent place. It may be said that it marks the
transition period between ancient and modern San Erancisco. It is of
the past ; it belongs to the present, and it promises to pass on into the
great future. The house was built by the celebrated pioneer in 1861.
Its capacity and appointments were then regarded as magnificent, and
though other and pretentious hotels have since sprung into existence, the
Lick House has never been allowed to lose its grip as a comfortable and
elegant place of accommodation for ladies and gentlemen.
The managers of the house seem to have kept awake to the fact that

they live in a progressive age, and they have exerted themselves to keep
abreast of the times. Every improvement and useful innovation in hotel
life has been utilized, and the consequence is that the Lick House of to-
day isone of the most perfectly appointed and elegantly fitted hostelries
on this great continent. A little while back, the whole of the ground
floor of this great establishment was covered with marble tiles, and as we
write the workmen have scarcely laid aside their tools after redecorating,
embellishing and improving the dining-saloon and drawing-room of the
establishment. The Lick House dining-room is, it may be here observed,
one of the most magnificent apartments of the kind, public or private,
in the United States. It is 86 feet long by 68 feet wide and 48 feet high,
the roof being arched, and as a specimen of architecture curious and im-
posing. The floor is inlaid with alternate stripes of light and dark
colored wood, and the walls are embellished with some magnificent panel-
paintings by Messrs. Hill, Denny and Marple—a trio of our most distin-
guished artists—and several magnificent mirrors. This saloon is capable
of seating 400 persons, and -fresh as it is from the painter's hands to-day, is

gorgeous and grand, yet comfortable. It is illuminated with two large
36-burner chandeliers (the metal portions of which are covered with gilt),

which sparkle with a mass of hanging crystal bars, and 36 bracket lights.

The drawing room is the apartment which has been subject to the most
radical change. In fact, it may be said to have been completely refur-
nished and redecorated. This apartment is about 35 feet long by 30 wide,
and has five windows overlooking Montgomery street. It is a bright,
cheerful room, furnished and fitted with remarkable taste. The first

thing that strikes the cultivated taste on entering this apartment is the
harmonious manner in which the colors of the various decorations and
articles of furniture are blended. The windows are hung with rich red
satin and lace curtains. The floor is covered with a magnificent moquette
carpet, which sinks like a feather pillow beneath one's foot. There are
also various rich Persian rugs distributed around. The walls are covered
with a paper which is subdued in color and attractive in design. The cor-
nices are neatly gilt, as are also the two doors which form the means of
ingress and egress. From the center of the ceiling bangs a 16-burner
chandelier, resplendant with crystals, and finished with silver. The ceil-

ing itself has just been exquisitely frescoed, and presents an interesting
and delightful picture. The furniture with which this apartment is fitted
is of ebony, covered with silk, and trimmed with plush satin. At one
side standi a sweet-toned square piano, which has quite a history. The
late Mr. Lick was, it will be recollected, a piano maker by trade, and this
instrument was made years back to his order, in Philadelphia, by Mr.
Meyer, an old friend and fellow-workman. The woods of which the frame
of this piano is constructed are Californian, and were sent by Mr. Lick
to Philadelphia for the purpose.

In addition to the improvements specifically noted, there are also con-
tinuous changes and beneficial alterations being made in the private suites
and single apartments of this well and favorably known hotel. It is, per-
haps, appropriate to add that this continued regard for the comfort and
happiness of the guests brings to the house a large volume of patronage,
and the Lick House is one of the most successful hotels on the continent.
It is under the management of Mr. Wm. F. Harrison, an experienced
business man, and affable gentleman.

JOHN TAYLOR & SONS.
We observe that, under the auspices of this "eminent firm of engi-

neers," the Henriett Mining and Smelting Company has been organized
in London. The mine is situated at Leadville, and the prospectus states
that the purchasing price is £250,000, £90,000 of which the vendor accepts
in shares or stock. The capital of the proposed company is £300,000, in
shares of £1 each. It would be a relief to us to know that the British
subscribers to this enterprise were aware of the many failures that have
occurred in this vaunted district of late, and how distrustful our own
people are of such enterprises, having already burnt their fingers to an
unlimited extent in their attempts to develop Leadville mining properties.
But doubtless subscribers have in a great measure been influenced by

the promising report of the above named " well-known mining engineers,
John Taylor & Sons, of London." We, and all mining men on this
coast, know them well. The Mineral Hill swindle, and others of a like
nature, are intimately connected with the reputation of John Taylor &
Sons. If the present enterprise pans out successfully, it will be the first

of the kind that we have heard to do so under such auspices. The "emi-
nent firm,"(?) whether in the United States or Mexico, has made such a
remarkable reputation for failures that no one here believes in tbem, and
we therefore fear that the Henriett Mining and Smelting Company (Lim-
ited) will come to grief in a way not perfectly satisfactory to British
investors.— Vanity Fair, London.

Life is made up, not of great sacrifices or duties, but of little things, of
which smiles and kindneBs and small obligations, given habitually, are
what win and preserve the heart, and secure comfort.

—

Sir Humphrey
Davy.
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GOLD BARS-925 fine par.—Rxtuced Siltm— KKjA 13) tfcent. dia-
count. Mexican Dollar*. &i@7i pw oent. disc oom.

W Kzchnure on New York, '20c.@ 25c |W00 premium; On LondnnRank-
ere, — (a i'^l ; Commercial, 50@50|<L Paria, sight, 5-12j<&,V10
franca per dollar. Eastern Telegrams, — @30c

W Price of Money here, G@10 per cent, per year—bank rate. In the
open market, l(3>li per month. Demand light. On Bond Security,

3@4J per cent per year on Call.

•T Latest price of Sterling in New York, 482@486

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.— New York, Oct. 27,

1882. United State* Bonds — 4e, 119$; 4Js, 1134; ex 5s, 101$;
Sterling Exchange. 4S2}<£486&. Pacific Mail, 40. Wheat.—@— ; West-
ern Union, 884- Hides, —@ — . Wool — Spring, fine, 20 @ 32 ; Burry,
15@a0; Polled, 20@45 ; Fall Clips, 15@18 ; Burry, 12@14. Lon-
dox, Oct 27.—Liverpool Wheat Market, 9s. — @ 9s. 3d.; Cal., 9$. 4d.@
10a. Id. Red Am. Spring. Bonds, 4s. 123.; 4 As, — ; Muney, acct, Sil

The Bank of England, during the six months ending with August,
made $3,805,405 profit, and the Directors declared a semi-annual dividend
of jive and one-quarter per cent on the capital of $72,765,000, which ab-

sorbs slightly more than the half-yearly profit. The Bank has declared

10) per cent, for the past year, a rate one per cent, greater than had been
paid for several years previously. Bank of England shares are quoted at

285, the par being 100.

The annual report of the Western Union Telegraph Company shows
that the capital stock is $80,000,000, of which 820,172 is in the treasury of

the company. The net debt is $6,009,190. For the past year the reve-

nues were $17,114,165, the expenditures 89,996,095, and the net profits

$7,245,328, of which $4,798,473 was paid for dividends, and a balance of

$1,979,666 remains on hand.

Freights and Charters.—Grain charters to Europe are on the basis of

45s. for Wood, 47s. 6d. for iron vessels. Several vessels engaged during
the week at these rates. The engaged Beet in port, 69,000 tons ; disen-

gaged in port, 61,000 tons ; en route in port, 250,000 tons, which, as a
whole, is a decrease of 80,000 tons register, as compared with same date
last year.

Extension of the Donahue Railroad.—The contract for grading
and tunneling six miles and a half of railroad between San Rafael and
Point Tiburon has been let to M. MacDonald, of Alameda. Work will

be commenced at once, and it iB to be completed by November 1, 1883.

This is an extension of the San Francisco and North Pacific Railroad,
better known as the Donahue road.

The juvenile party given by Mrs. Blitz, in the ball-room of her

house, on Friday evening last, was one of the most pleasant affairs of the

kind that our city has witnessed for some time. A large number of

young people were present, and were evidently delighted with the agree-

able and hospitable manner in which they were entertained.

From the Orient.—The O and O steamship, Arabic, 23 days from
Hongkong via Yokohama, has arrived since our last. Her cargo consist-

ed of 5,209 pkgs Teas, 28,110 pkgs Rice, 2,187 pkgs Merchandise, etc.

;

also, in transit for the East to go overland, 9,735 pkgs Teas and 88 pkgs
Silks.

Captain Webb has entered on a four days' float in a tank of water
in Horticultural Hall, at Boston. He eats from a floating table and Bleeps

with his hands clasped behind his head, leaving the water for a moment
once each day. It has been a notion of physicians that 36 hours in water
would kill any man.

The Three Brothers.—This large ship, now sailing under the British

flag, has just cleared for Liverpool with a full cargo of wheat, 88,915 ctls.

The British steamship, Silvertown, will soon follow with a still larger

cargo of wheat, say 6,000 tons.

The Superintendent of the Market Street Railway should see that

conductors clean the dust from the seats of their cars. Every passenger

on car No. 17, Friday morning, was obliged to sit in the dirtiest seat on
record.

Many interesting contributions are necessarily held over this week,

in consequence of the pressure upon our columns occasioned by the ap-

proaching election.

From the Arctic.—The schr. Leo, from Point Barrow, brought for

cargo, 1,800 lbs Whalebone, 28 pkgs Ivory, 21 bbls Seal Oil, and 7 Fox
Skins.

Quicksilver has declined in London to £5 17s. 6d per bottle.

MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For >»>li[»lli>n Hi,. Air.

Office .>f the Aeroplane Company for Nivifjatini; the Air, 600 Mer-
chant street. Office hours from 1 to 2 P. H.
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Floating Steam Fire Engine for Dom Pedro.— Rio de Janeiro has
from time to time been noted for disastrous fires among ships in its har-
bor, provisions for guarding against which have been wholly wanting. A
self-propelling floating steam engine has just been completed in England,
for Dora Pedro, which is destined for Rio. With the assistance of the
hose which it carries it is said to work efficiently one mile distant from
the boat.

John O'Brien, holding a position in the Harbor Commissioner's office,

(Rep.), at $150 per month was a defeated candidate for State Senator. He
is showing his spleen by using the most disgraceful efforts to injure
Badlam's election for Assessor. Printing 30,000 cards with a mourning
border, with Alex. Badlam signed to it, is one of Mb doings, and should
act as a boomerang.

Meteorological Summary, week ending

7

:58p.m., Thursday, Oct. 26th:
Maximum temperature, 75.5 on the 22d.; minimum temperature, 52, on
the 26th ; average during week, 59.9 ; prevailing direction of wind, west

;

total rainfall during the week, .03 of an inch ; total rainfall, season of
1882-3, 2.91 inches.

Change of Time.—The S. F. and N. P. R. R. have changed hours of

departure, leaving Market-street wharf daily at 10 a. m., instead of 7:10
a. M., and 4:45 p. m. instead of 4:50 p. m. On Sundays excursions at 8:20
A. m., via Donohue only, from Washington-street wharf.

A tumbling barrel containing 50,000 breech loading caps blew up in

the Union metallic cartridge shop, at Bridgport, the other afternoon with
terrible force, leaving hardly a vestige of the building in which it was
located. Fortunately no one was hurt.

The communication in reference to the erstwhile peddler, and now
real estate agent, and his connection with the scene at a Market-street
restaurant last Sunday afternoon, is under advisement.

Owing to the quantity of interesting and important political matter,
we are obliged to issue an extra two pages with this issue, which will be

found inside.

Latest Charters.—The British bark Cavtvale, 1,198 tons, Wheat to

Cork, £2 7s. 6d. ; German bark Carl W. Bowman, 480 tons, Merchandise
for Sydney.

Hawaii.—The schooner Anna, from Honolulu, brings later dates from
the Islands, and for cargo sugar 5,674 pkgs., paddy 558 bags, molasses 140
pkgs.

For Honolulu.—The Brig W, G. Irwin Bailed for the Islands yester-

day with Chinese passengers, 92; White, 14, and a full cargo of General
Merchandise.

Sugar.—During the month of September 3,000,000 pounds of Ha-
waiian Sugar were sent East by overland railroad.

An Invaluable strengtbener for the nerves, muscles, and digestive or-

gans, producing strength and appetite, ia Brown's Iron Bitters.

Dom Callado, Brazilian Minister, is at the Palace. He has just ar-

rived from China and will soon leave for Washington.

New York.—The ship Conqueror, 141 days from New York, to Wil-
liams, Dxmond & Co., brings a well-assorted cargo of general merchandise.

D. C. Dodge, prominently connected with A. T. & S. F. R. R., is at

the Palace.
__ i

Tea.—The overland railroad carried, in September, 3,561,410 pounds
Eastward.

Printed and Published by the Proprietor, Frederick Harriott, 607 to 615 Merchant Street, San Francisco, California,
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THE NAHL COLLECTION OF OLD MASTERS.

The exhibition, at the galleries of the San Francisco Art Association,

of paintings and drawings by masters ancient and modern, is attracting

great attention, and well it may, for it is not often, and only by chance,

that such a collection, so reasonably authentic, is accessible to the public

in a country so young as this of ours. All through the Catholic countries

of the Pacific Coast, from Mexico to Chili, are to be found great numbers
of old paintings of a religious character, sent out, most of them, in the

seventeenth century, to aid in the work which the Church had undertaken
in the colonies. Many of these, during the past thirty years, have found
their way to this city, but for their authenticity there were none to vouch.

This collection has been in the possession of the Nahl family since the
beginning of the seventeenth century, and they having been artists all of

them, it can reasonably be imagined that in making a collection of pic-

tures by artists so nearly—and some actually—cotemporaneous with them,
they made few mistakes, and were not as liable to be imposed upon as

collectors would be in this age of science in imitating old masters. Be-
sides this, the present owner, H. W. Arthur Nahl, announces that he has
the needed proof of genuineness.

It is our purpose to consider this collection in its relation to modern art,

and give it its just place, irrespective of the popular notion extant about
the marvelous superiority of ancient art. That the old masters were
painters there can be no doubt ; that they were artists is a question. An
artist should be able to draw and paint any object without error, just as

a scholar composes without mistake in orthography or grammar. It is not
enough now that a painter shall produce a picture reasonably good—nay,
excellent in certain portions—and yet make the most egregious blunders
in certain other parts of his work. Such an one is called, not an artiBt,

but an uneducated painter.

Now, in passing through this entire collection, how many works are

there in which palpable errors in drawing are not plainly seen, and as to

perspective—why, when any is found, it has the appearance of being ac-

cidental. Now, we claim that this does not impair the value of these

pictures in the slightest degree. They are curiosities in ancient art, and
as such doubtless possess great value, bnt when it is claimed that such
work excels that produced in the present century, and notably during the
past twenty years, it is a mistake. Those of our citizens whose privilege

it has not been to visit the works of the old masters in the galleries of

Europe, have now an opportunity of viewing a collection which, if not as

large and composed of as important specimens as are found in the promi-

nent galleries of the old world, gives a very correct idea of what old

master work really is.

The largest picture in the collection, and by about the oldest master
(1477 to 1511), is No. 19, by Barbarelli, "Bathing Nymph," Without
saying anything about the drawing and foreshortening of the right foot

and leg, which she is drying, it may be asked, " from what part of her

body does it come ? " It appears to originate at a point just below the

breasts. Again, by the Bame artist, No. 20, "The Rape of Lucretia."

Is the expression on Lucretia's face such as would indicate a terrible out-

rage upon her person ? Can any one imagine her suiciding on account of

it so soon as the savage's back is turned ?

Can landscapes Nos. 6 and 7 be considered in any other light than as

curiosities ? Did anything on earth ever resemble such scenes ? No. 23,

"ChristAppearing toMaryMagdalen. " Can we suppose for amoment that

the wayward Mary was possessed of sucb a face? Was such a nose ever
seen on a human being? Was ever Eve's apple—so prominent here—seen
on the neck of any woman ? Of another Magdalen, No. 63, by the noted
Rubens, it can only be said that it bears no resemblance anatomically to

anything human. A more important work by the same painter is No.
62—" Minerva Protecting Peace from War." It is a replica of the large

picture in one of the Munich galleries, in a better state of preservation,

and equally as good a picture.

One of the best works in the exhibition is No. 31, " Philip of Mace-
donia Disputing with his Son." The scene is evidently in a large apart-

ment, and yet the table at which the guests are seated has no breadth,

and Alexander, the son, seems sitting upon what little there is of it, and
to the five steps by which the floor is reached, there is not a particle of

perspective. One is exactly above the other, and yet in this picture we
find beautiful modeling and fine color. The three characteristics of the
old masters are plainly visible in this collection viz. the religious, the
heroic and the senBual. No doubt they usually excelled in the first, and
it is but reasonable that they should have done so, since in those days
nearly all the nobility were zealous followers of the church, and added to

this, was the fact that the church herself was the great art patron of that
age, and then, too, we must not forget that the painters at that time were
firmer believers in the scenes they depicted than are the artists of to-day.

This is an age of doubt and skepticism, and both painter and patron par-

take of this feeling to Borne extent.

With regard to painting the nude it is now looked upon as a means of

study. An artist who cannot first paint a good nude figure—one ana-
tomically correct in drawing and pose—would find it impossible to create
one that was draped, which would stand criticism. The old masters, most
of them, appear to have been poor students of anatomy, since so many
of their works fall fearfully short in this particular.

The pictures of greater merit we shall take occasion to refer to at a future
date. In the meantime, no one taking the least interest in art, Bhould
miss visiting this rare collection, that they may judge for themselves of

the progress made in the fine arts since the era of old masters.

Win. P. Humphreys.—The candidature of John T. Doyle has no
back bone to it, and will end in a fizzle. That he himself thinks so is evi-

denced by his own personal lack of interest in the contest. No organized
effort is being made by him or his friends, and, without organization, suc-

cess in an election is impossible. Every vote cast for Doyle will benefit

the Republican candidate and tend to defeat Humphreys. Democrats
will certainly be foolish to defeat a strong party friend and an honest
man by any such process. William P. Humphreys has always been a
staunch Democrat, and his record in office and his popularity as a man
has always been so great that he has always run ahead of his ticket. He
has always been honest and incorruptible, and he is certainly not going at
this late day to ruin his well-earned name and fame by any wrongful act.

He ought to be elected.

Reopening of the Grand Opera House, Mission Street—This
large, commodious and elegant theatre has been leased by 'Charles L. An-
drews and L. E. Stockwell, who propose to make it the theatre of San
Francisco, and they intend to popularize it in every possible way. There
will be produced in rapid succession first-class attractions, at iprices which
will be within the reach of every class of patrons. The engagements
made, and to be made, will include all the most popular stars and com-
binations, and no expense will be spared to give only first-class perform-
ances. The arrangements of the auditorium will be on the same scale,
and of the same order, as those of the leading theatres of the East, and
every attention will be paid to the comfort of the audience. The prices
will be: For orchestra and orchestra circle, 50 cents, including reserved
seats; dress circle, with reserved seat, 75 cents; family circle, 25 cents'
and gallery 15 cents; matinee prices, 25 and 50 cents. These
figures will be Bure to make the house popular. It is situated
in the most densely populated part of the city, and first-class
performances, combined with low prices, are sure to fill it. Mr.
Chas. L. Andrews, one of the lessees, has already successfully catered for
the tastes of Californians. He opened the California, as manager for
Haverly, and made a marked success, showing great ability in arranging
for the production of plays to please the people. L. E. Stockwell is
known throughout the United States in connection with the theatrical
profession. The new enterprise will surely succeed.

ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE
EQUITABLE

Life Assurance Society of the United States.

Bead the following noticeable features:

1. Cash Assets, January 1, 1882 $44,308,541 89
2. Cash Income 10,083.505 48
3. Cash Surplus 9,915,496 89
4- New Assurance in 1881 46,189,096 00

(The Largest Business In (he World.)

The policies written by the EQUITABLE are short, simple and
ea y understood, and become INOOJJTESTIBLE after three years

from their issue, Its popularity is so great that several millions of

dollars more of risks have been taken by the society thus far this

year than for the corresponding period in 1881.

For facts explaining the remarkable success of this society apply to

WM. D. GARLAND, Manager,
[Oct. 28.] 240 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal.

KINCSFORD'S OSWECO STARCH
IS THE

STRONGEST, PUREST AND BEST!
AND IS RECOGNIZED AS

THE STANDAED ALL OVEB THE WOBLD.

-FOB INTAIIDS,
KINGSFORD'S CORN STARCH

IS XIGXLY RECOMHE&DjeD -FOB ITS TTTBITY AND
DHLICA.CT. Sept. 30.

CALIFORNIA AND MEXICAN S. S. LINE.

For Ensenada, BEagrdalena Bay, Cape St. Lncas, ATaaiatlan,
La Paz and Guaymaa. -The S. S. MEXICO (Thos. Huntingdon, Master) will leave

lor the above ports on MONDAY, November 6th, 1882, at 12 o'clock m. , from Washing-
ton-street Wharf. Through Bills of Lading will be furnished and none others Bigned.
Freight will be received on Monday, Oct. 30th. No Freight received after Satur-
day, November 4th, at 12 o'clock M., and Bills of Lading must be accompanied by
Custom House and Consular Clearances. For freight or passage, apply to

J. BERMINGHAM, Agent,
Oct. 28. No. 10 Market street.

SPORTSMEN, ATTENTION I-THE SEASON OPENED.

HUNTING SUITS.
This Is the only recognized Depot for the celebrated RIV-

ETED HUNTING SUITS manufactured by LEVI STRAUSS & CO.
We have also in stock all classes of HUNTING GARMENTS, and make the same

to order upon very short notice. HUNTING SUITS

!

ghi.:e:-a.t i x l,
CORNER OF KEARNY AND COMMERCIAL STS.

E^-The Largest Establishment in its line in the United States. Price List,

with handsome Lithograph of the GREAT I X L by Electric Light, sent free on
application. Sept. 16.

COKE CHEAPEST FUEL.
Redaction in Price : Wholesale Price, SO cents per barrel ;

Retail Price, 60 cents per barrel, at the works of the SAN FRANCISCO GAS-
LIGHT COMPANY, Howard and First streets, and foot of Second st. Jan. 12.
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SOCIETY.

October 27. 1883. Th« Carnival thi. week seen* Id hart, ton th-
main ftctr*.ti..n for Um social world of Frko, ana. eicept in U,r
dinner*, there has been but little going on.

The don* of Inst week «u noCicMbW for the nomW of these imrtic.
riven u>Um dutiugnished vi.it- -r from the Sendai
kepeoa, hi* entertainer* being Consul Ssrerance, Mr \\

Mr*. Coleman, etc. and on Saturday be sailed for bu new i

Japan.

Uka ;-»vr, a* announced, ft very charm
ing reception »t her scho..:

in the roo*i delightful manner. Ths lati

other - :

to the satisfaction of all concerned, had it n•
accident whi.-h befell one of their member*, and which will, r. fa feared,
disable him for life; otherwise the affair waa a d

Preparations are being road- all over the city for sllmUln arouse-
menu lor the Winter evenings so rapidly approaching, and pi
anions them is a aeries of Mnaicalaa, planned

under the direction of Pi
time* sung in public by Madame Barton but Winter, givi
what is in store at these recital.-*, as many of hi

beard will be produced at them. They will find able ftXponanti at the
hands of Mrs. S. F. Thome, who is vocally and instrumental!*
daUghtfnl and finished morician, Miss Grim, Mr-. Barnard, and ol
Madam Berton, besides numerous gentleman aavtrtaata,

I hear also of a series of private concerts, to l>c given nt the residences
of the various pelfuiinufl thereat; bnt of this I shall be able to t

more again when the affairs assume more definite shape, At preMn
are only "talked of."

The Authors' Carnival is a moat pronounoed success, and although per-
haps not quite coming up to the first one in the variety of authoi
aented, and the social standing of the participants. In other reap
is far superior to either of those previously held in the old boil Lb

Mission street. There is a finish about the majority of the represenl
given in the different booths that make them truly enjoyable, while the
involuntary tableaux, witnessed occasionally by untimely unclosing of
the curtains are amusing, to say the least. Under these circumstances the
agility with which the " pictures" withdraw themselves from view, is

highly commendable.

I cannot help thinking that it would be better if the different booth par-
ticipants would restrain their desire to air themselves and their costumes
for the admiration of the public, and exhibit themselves only behind the
footlights of the grand stage, or in the precincts of their own special
booths, instead of mixing with the audience and wandering at will through-
out the entire evening, the whole building over. The effect would cer-
tainly be better ; and besides, though many of the costumes may look
well when viewed through the magic screen of gauze, or pass muster when
under the glamour of the enchantment that distance lends, they do not
bear to advantage a closer inspection, and this their wearers would do well
to remember when tempted to parade them in contact with the richer and
more durable materials worn by those they wish to outshine.
By the way, apropos of tableaux, I understand that sometime about

the Christmas holidays, it is proposed that the Bush-street Theatre be
taken and a series of them be given for charity by some of the best-known
society people in 'Frisco. It is necessary to add that Consul Olavonsky
is the head and front of this undertaking, and he promises that we shall
be treated to something never before witnessed not only in California, but
in these United States at large.

The weather has been watched most anxiously the past week by the
yachting fraternity, who, of course, desire a fine day on the 28th, the al-

ternations between summer heat and winter cold, brilliant sun and misty
f°£» producing in them alternately hope and despair regarding the success
of the closing hop of the San Francisco's on Saturday next. I venture to
predict that when that eventful day arrives the weather will be all that
they can wish for, and the day be thoroughly enjoyed.
The Pacifies will give their final hop three weeks later, on the 18th of

November, when they will have the advantage of moonlight during the
earlier hours of the evening, thus prolonging their season till as late as
they possibly can with prudence.
Last night Mrs. Julius Reis gave her first reception in her new resi-

dence on Sacramento street, which, although not very largely attended,
was a very pleasant little party. The house is so fresh and new it looked
very bright, the brilliancy with which the rooms were lighted adding
greatly to this effect, and the multitude of flowers used in decoration
filled the air with sweetest perfume.
The dresses, especially those of the young ladies, were mostly short and

white aud all handsome; but, again, Mrs. Schmieden's, who was there
accompanied by her husband and daughter and Miss Mattie Peters,
shone pre-eminent, as when does she not excel in the beauty of her cos-

tumes.
Colonel and Mrs. Stevenson were also there with their daughter. Miss

Kate, and Mrs. Godley was with Miss Florence, but the majority of the
guests were young people, noticeably so the men, with a delegation from
the Army and another from the Navy, all of whom were in great demand
among the girls. Mrs. Reis is noted as a housekeeper, and her supper
table on this occasion but added to the laurels she has already won in that
line. Dancing, of course, was the order of the evening, and kept up till

a late hour. So, take it altogether, it was a charming little party, and I
only hope there will be more just like it, and plenty of them, during the
winter.
Miss Nellie Hyde's wedding will, I hear, take place the last of this

month, at her fathe'r's residence, the happy bridegroom-elect, Mr. Bayard
Smith, having arrived a few days since from San Gabriel, where he has
built a charming little nest for the fair bride that is to be, and the newly
wedded couple will take their departure from San Francisco immediately
upon the conclusion of the ceremony which makes them one.

Mrs. Woodward will spend the Winter at the Palace Hotel, while the
Drury Melones have already taken possession of the house on Sutter
street, recently erected by Theo. Payne and his family, and which, it is

understood, they will in future make their headquarters.

- intended bride, and

Frank
lobe married, at an «wl\
General Willi*

•be of i

A STROLL THROUGH THE CARNIVAL.
October 25. 1882 /

nival Who ha* not! But,
•een elf th« b.-it hji to perfection. Vari
get one* mnnev'a worth, but 1 think alt will .

|

1 ia the aeaaon ticket, and then t

.

n, so to apeak, until all ar . q and MO

Ivea permanently for the evening, and thai have a Oft "f bird"-.

•ye view of :i hail and grand «Ugo (which i*

ing but a satisfactory one by thi

pari "f the building, nub frantically fj ,, ae the tinkle
of the hell announces com

; itna drawn together in each ca
k-ling humanity the other night, all pu-diiti. ir way

b lb.- crowd to see the Grand March, I waa born* by thi
to the toot of the hall, and, after with difficulty extri
Dp my Mtation near the entrance, nnd calmly surveyed the different groups
a* they passed.
The procession and the Carnival itself has been to often described it

would be absurd for me to go over it again, but each Bye finds ,

-. you know. So, perhaps, 7011 will not object to aeoupcToeti with
1 f the glittering throng and of a few noticeable features at the differ'

ud take advantage of the knowledge gained I

conversation carried on in our vicinity by a Bhrilbvoii
in so high key, that to avoid it, v, .!.,. | ihall OH bar own lan-
guage as it came to my ears, she dim >ursed rapidly on the passers-by.
"My, if here ain't the procession coming right uong, Why, there's

BUI, too; don't he just look lovely? Only took at * 'ark-ton Coleman. I
guess he feels fine; and Ned Greenway, too, I guess they think all the
girls are dead gone on them. Hum ! / ain't, for one, and I'd like thorn
to know it." Am I not charitable thus to gratify the young lady's desire?
" What a looking set of old women—Ugh! (as the executive booth came
along), i should think some one might have fixed them up better. Short
and long, broad and thin—they look awful queer. O, here comes the
Chinese booth people. Well, I declare, if some of 'em don't look ex-
actly like Chinawomen, but they are frightful at the back, so short-
waisted and humpy; and then the little trot they pat on, its just horrid.
Gracious ! Did you see that girl 9 Why, she's positively scandatous—her
dress is so low. I should think she'd be ashamed of herself, horrid thing;
but then I suppose she thinks she's too pretty for anything, all spangles
and tinsel. Lord ! what a foot that one's got. I say, look at that get-
up; did you ever see such a fright—all powder and paint. Seems to me
if I walked round in public, I wouldn't plaster myself up so. O, ain't
that fellow real sweet ? and such a lovely costoom. Wonder what his
character is? Perhaps its the only one he's got. You'd just ought to be
ashamed of yourself for saying such a thing; he's a heap better'n you,
anyway. That's a high-looking angel—My! what wings! Eh, goodness
me ! Here's a real devil. He's too fat at the hind quarters. I thought
devils were always thin. O, what little ducks the Bon Bon girls are—just
too sweet for anything. These here fellows coming now are great things,
ain't they ? with their legs all stuffed out to make believe they've got such
a shape. O, look at the Frenchy's. I gues that girl in blue knows what
she's about, for all she puts on such a grand air. That sheep's a fist-full.

I'm glad I haven't got the hauling of him, that's all. Lord ! Look at
that hijeous hunchback—and a priest, too. Well. I vow, if the Goddess
of Liberty don't look as if she was a match for that old Yankee; the idea
of calling him "Uncle Sam." What's the sense of it, I'd like to know
Here comes a lot of red things. Terra Cotta—what's that? What stuff
you do talk. Hello ! there's a fellow from our school. Wasn't he a case

;

and the idea of him being a monk !"

I had quite enough of her chatter by this time, as I dare say have you,
so I moved on and looked around for myself. I encountered many famil-
iar faces in passing—the Gwins, Maynards, pretty Dora Miller and her
father, the young lady looking* as fresh as a rose after all the fatigue of a
Washington Winter and an European trip, Natorp, the elder, Wattles,
Bill Dewey, the Bowies, Colemaus, Bob Morrow, handsome Kate Eckel,
the McKinstrys, Babcoek, Judge Sawyer, Bandmann, the widow Polack,
Dr. McNulty, Harry Williams, Capt. Moor, and lots of others whom I
can't remember now.
The Cturnips Bit/see's garden is a most alluring vision; the green foliage of

treeB and festoons, the glittering lamps, the bright-eyed maidens and the
scores of pretty women make a bewildering whole. There I saw the
lovely Mme. Recamier, of the first Carnival ; Mme. Gros, busily intent
on her labors as manager of the tableaux ; the Russian Consul was buz-
zing about in an excited state, directing everything at once, quite in con-
trast to calm bien pose Raphael Weill, who also was overseeing things
generally. The concert at the other end was in full blast as I entered, but
the tones of the voice singing was not sufficiently attractive to induce
my stay. The Salle de Concert is very prettily fitted up, and is, they say,

well worth attending. It ought to be from the list of names on the pro-
gramme each night. I saw lota of well known " society men" taking " a
drop of claret punch," ladled out by such a pretty black-eyed dame,
and in the Oyster Grotto I met Mr. and Mrs.

:

—
. I don't

give their names because they shouldn't have been there. To my regret
I found, on returning below, that I had just missed the Minuet on the
1 rrand Stage, as danced by the members of the Louis XL booth, which,
apart from being gracefully and well danced by all light couples, is a
sight worth seeing viewed from below, as there is some very high stepping
done. " The Legend of the Pond Lilly," done in the same booth earlier

in the evening, was one of the prettiest tableaux of the evening, but the
applause of the night was carried off by "Dear, blessed old Mrs. Judab,"
as Barnes calls her when she appeared as the "Nurse" \n Romeo and J idid

scenes. I hear that the attendance on Friday night will comprise a dele-

gation from Menlo Park. If so, I'll go and tell you all about it next
week. Yours, " Paul Pet."

The neckwear for Fall and Winter is elegant. A large assortment at

J. H. Carmany's, 25 Kearny street.
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WHEN THE MISTS HAVE CLEARED AWAY.
When the mists have rolled in splendor,

From the beauty of the hills,

And the sunshine, warm and tender,

Falls in kisses on the rills,

We may read love's shining letter

In the rainbow of the spray

;

We shall know each other better

When the mists have cleared away.
We shall know as we are known,
Nevermore to walk alone,

In the dawning of the morning,
When the mists have cleared away.

If we err, in human blindness,

And forget that we are dust,

If we miss the law of kindness
When we struggle to be just,

Snowy wings of peace shall cover
All the pains that cloud our day,

When the weary watch is over
And the mists have cleared away.
We shall know as we are known,
Nevermore to walk alone,

In the dawning of the morning,
When the mists have cleared away.

When the silvery mists have vailed us
From the faces of our own,

Oft we deem their love has failed us
And we tread our path alone

;

We should see them near and truly,

We Bhould trust thera day by day,

Neither love nor blame unduly,
If the mists were cleared away.
We shall know as we are known,
Nevermore to walk alone,

In the dawning of the morning,
When the mists have cleared away.

A BEAUTIFUL WOMAN.
There is a lady in Paris, an American, who is undoubtedly one of the

loveliest creatures that ever were. She is called Mme. Gautherot, and

her husband, a Frenchman, is a rich importer, who came up from Paris

from Nantes to spend his money and show his wife. Some say she is

from San Francisco, or Los Angeles, or Marysville, or from somewhere

along the Pacific coast. I have heard, too, that she hails from New York,

from Baltimore, from Lima, from Panama—from any number of places,

that ought to be, and I dare say would be, proud to own her. The pre-

ponderance of evidence is in favor of 'Frisco, and so I am going to write

her down as a bright, accidental star which has come to us a perfect spec-

imen of the kind of women that thrive apace in the "glorious climate of

Californy." I have seen her several times, but the best chance I had to ad-

mire her was a few weeks back in the magnificent saloons of Mrs. Morton,

the wife of the American Minister. A young lady of Chicago was leaning

on my arm, and we were Blowly traversing the rooms, when we came upon
Mme. Gautherot, who was standing talking with M. Clemenceau, the fa-

mous Radical Deputy, whose wife is an American. I knew from the way
my companion acted that she was deeply moved by the lovely apparition

whom she had now seen for the first time, and she whisperingly asked if

I knew who the lady was.
" Oh, yes," I replied, " that is Mme. Gautherot. She is said to be the

most beautiful woman in Paris."

"Well, they might say in the world. Of all the beauties I have ever

seen, she is, in face, form, hair and complexion, the most beautiful.

I should guess Mme. Gautherot to be 26 or 27 years of age. Her head
is strictly classical, and she wears her fair, wavy tresses in Grecian ban-

deaux. Her form is faultless. She is the Venus de Medici transmuted in-

to flesh and blood and covered by the best man or woman dress-maker of

the capital. We stood and looked at this, the loveliest woman that ever

came out of the hands of a Paris couturiere, and it seems to me my com-
panion would never be done feasting upon her splendid beauty. She was
dressed that night—the details were told me by Miss Chicago, and I wrote
them down—in corn-colored silk, part of which was covered with a net-

work of yellow beads and small white bugles. She also wore a necklace

of diamonds, a brooch, and bracelets, with Greek bandalettes in her hair,

which is of a perfect gold color. Her dress fitted her form like gloves

should fit one's hands, and her skirts cluug about her limbs in the most
classical fashion. She wore diamond buckles on her slippers. Her pale-

blue and yellow silk stockings were discernible. A murmur of admiration
greeted her wherever she went. The crowd opened to let her pass, and
she Btrolled around the most unconcerned person in the room. Her eyes
were large and limpid, and as I looked into them I could not discover the
slightest sentiment of coquetry. The texture of her ears, her neck, and
her shoulders are precisely that kind which the great Lefevre and the
equally great Bougureau paint so magnificently. There is a pink shade
which comes through the transparent white skin, and the flesh is as smooth
as a rose leaf.

It appears that the Edison Electric Light Company is to be intro-

duced to our city under auspices that cannot fail of success. The com-
pany has incorporated for the purpose of introducing the Edison incan-
descent electric light for general use in the city of San Francisco. The
capital stock is 85,000,000, in 50,000 shares, of which 35,000 shares have
been subscribed by the following local capitalists: Ignatz Steinhart, W.
E. Dean, David Cahn, Goodall, Perkins & Co., C. Adolphe Low & Co.,
E. L. G. Steele, Edgar Mills, Lewis Gerstle, M/Greenwood, F. Mc-
Laughlin, A. J. Bryant, Joseph G. Eastland, W. W. Traylor, Eugene
Dewey, Archibald McKinlay, F. Jaynes, Gordon Blanding and George
S. Ladd. The remaining 15,000 shares are taken in New York. The
Directors are Messrs. Ladd, Steinhart, Mills, Cahn, Dean, Gerstle and
Steele. We learn from Mr. Ladd that all the conductors of the electri-

city will be carried in pipes underground, with branch pipes leading into
houses, precisely as gas and waterpipes are laid, and that the elictricity

used in each house will be accurately measured by an electric meter and
charged for by the thousand feet, as with gas.

TO THE VOTERS OF SAN FRANCISCO!
Nominated for re-election to my present position, I respectfully ask, not only of

ALL Republicans, but of my fellow-citizens at large, their suffrages for

PUBLIC ADKliriSTBATOB,
AS CANDIDATE OF THE PEOPLE of the City and County of San Francisco.

[Pet 21.] -WALTER M, LEMAS.

DAVID WILDER (Present Incumbent),

BEPUBLICAN NOMINEE FOB COUNTY CLERK.

Expenses 1880-81, 8166,507J5; Expenses 1881-82, §99,057.31—Reduction, $67,449.84.

[Oct. 21.1

WM. M. EDGAE,
REGULAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE

FOB A U D I T O B . Oct. 21.

ALEX. BADLAM,
REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE

FOB ASSESSOB. Oct 21.

FOB SUPEBVISOR, SECOND WABD.
JOHN J, EEICHENBAOH,

Reg-alar Democratic Nominee by Acclamation. [Pct - 21 -1

JOHN T. SULLIVAN,
REGULAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE

For Supervisor, First Ward. Oct. 21.

FOB StTPEBVISOB, ELEVENTH WARD,
JEFFEESON G. JAMES.

Regular Democratic Nominee. Oct. 21.

JAMES G. MAGUIEE,
REGULAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE

For Judge of the Superior Court, Oct. 21.

DE, M. LEVINGST0N,
REGULAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE

FOR CORONEB. Oct. 21.

JOHN SHIELEY (Present Incumbent),

Regular Nominee
FOB SUPERVISOR, THIRD WARD. Oct. 21.

FOR DISTRICT ATTORNEY,
J. D, SULLIVAN,

Regular Democratic Nominee. Oct. 21.

Regular Democratic Nominee
FOR CITY AND COUNTY ATTORNEY,

WM, OEAIG, Oct. 2i.

JOHN SEDGWICK,
REGULAR REPUBLICAN NOMINEE

FOR SHERIFF. Oct. 21.

WM. T. SESN0N,
RE&ULAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE

FOR COUNTY CLERK. Oct. 21.

REGULAR REPUBLICAN NOMINEE
For Treasurer,

J. H, WIDBEE (Present Incumbent.) Oct. 21.

COLUMBUS BAETLETT,
REPUBLICAN NOMINEE

For Superior Judge. Oct. 21.

WM, J. BEIAN,
Regular Democratic Nominee

FOB BECOBDER. Oct. 21.

WASHINGTON BAETLETT,
REGULAB DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE

For Mayor- Oct. 21.

RE&ULAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE
FOB

RAILROAD COMMISSIONER, SECOND DISTRICT.
W. P, HUMPHBE7S. Sept. 30.

REGULAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE
FOB SUPERVISOR OF THE NINTH WABD,

J. B. LEWIS. Oct. 14.
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•rt, a Urye wuerepout wai nheerred »U>ut two miles oat to sea.
It M-i-Arr-l to pM sway bennleauy. A hes*jr thunderrtorm U nM to
have ruitetl the eoath-weat of Kni;land on the prrvi.> u. Jar. which canted
much deetruction in Gloucestershire and Somerset. In the latter t>

t on lire a hay rick on a farm at XaiUea. owned by Mr. Beskss.
the effort* of the neighbors the rick was burnt t<< thi

a rbort distance from it three valuable mil*-h oowi \*

they having, apparently, been »ti the asms time
aa the rick caught fire. Between five .

while the lightning was still very vi\i

•don, on the Bristol * !hsj q wae remark-
able Cor the ipiantity of hail which fell, the hailstones hssnSj described an

ice of marbles. Great darustre wax done to ornamental (far-

r, the lightning pawing Uuoasfa Ibt roof of
~>>e-ti a chimney, and a boy at work near the dwalUng wm

by the flash and a aaw knocked out of hi* hand, but the boy him-elf escaped
injury. Brighton was also visited by a heavy thunderstorm, daring which
a waterspout waa seen to pass over tbe north-srastsni )<;trt .<f the town.
Three houses in Hove, two in Selborne-road, and one in Wilbiun
were struck by lightning, and in one caaeaatack of chimneys wm (Uslodg-
od, doing cousidsrebls assnage. No personal injury resulted. The
sp.-.ut slfSSvdy mentioned ultimately passed westwards, and hurst in the

i-trkt. It was reported from West Cowes, Isle of Wight, 00 the
same day, that a man named Pearse was struck dead by Ughtnin
field at Skinners, two miles from the town. There was DO storm, but
distant thunder had been beard all day.

—

Electrician.

DEATH AND BURIAL OP HARRIS R COVEY.
Harris R Covey, who, by his connection with the famous Palo Alto

stock farm, had gained an almost national reputation as a horseman, died
on Thursday last. Mr. Covey was born in the western part of New York
State, and was among the early emigrants to California, settling in Sacra-
mento, where he became a leading citizen. As a member of the old Cali-
fornia Stage Company he amassed a large fortune, only to find it reduced
by mismanagement of the company to a mere pittance during his absence
on a visit to his old home, in 1853. Soon after this he engaged in the liv-

ery business at Sacramento, and later in this city, as one of the proprie-
tors of the Fashion Stable on Sutter street. Deceased was a charter
member of the California State Agricultural Society, a prominent mem-
ber of the Bay View Park Association, an organizer of the Bay District
Agricultural Association, and the originator of the plan of the Bay Dis-
trict Fair grounds. For several years past he has been commissioned to
purchase in the East for Governor Stanford, the stock, the descendants of
which have made California famous for its young trotters. Deceased was
53 years of age, and leaves many warm and sorrowing friends. His
funeral was attended by a large number of prominent men, by tbe Pio-
neers, the Masonic fraternity and others.

THE NATURE OF COMETS.
Professor B. H. H. Vander Weyde, of Montreal, Canada, commu-

nicated a paper on " Some Suggestions on the Nature of Comets, with lie-

cent Astronomical and Electrical Discoveries." Referring to the connec-
tion which has been traced to exist between meteoric showers and comets,
to the behavior of matter in the fourth state uuder the influence of elec-

tric currents, to currents in vacuum tubes acted upon by magnetic actions,

and the fact that a perfect vacuum is the best non-conductor, he thought
these suggested that the force which keeps the separate bodies constituting
a comet apart may be a permanent electrical charge, which cannot escape
from the interplanetary medium. Such an action as that described may
be imitated with a bundle of suspended light bodies charged with static

electricity. Such electrically charged clusters must be acted upon by the
sun. Practical experiments with Crookes's tubes, and the effects of mag-
netic and electric bodies on those suggest how the sun can cause changes
in, and regulate the development of the tails of comets, which always
manifest a solar repulsion analogous to that by magnets of the luminous
streams in vacuum tubes.

A Monster Time-Piece.—The large clock at the English Houses of

Parliament is the largest one in the world. The four dials in the clock
are 22 feet in diameter. Every half-minute the minute hand moves
nearly 7 inches. The clock will go eight days and a half, and will only
strike for seven and a half, thus indicating any neglect in winding it up.

The winding-up of the striking apparatus takes two hours. The pendu-
lum is 15 feet long; the wheels are cast iron; the hour-bell is 8 feet high,

and 9 feet in diameter, weighing nearly 15 tons, and the hammer alone
weighs more than 400 pounds. The clock strikes the quarter- hours, and
by its striking the short-hand reporters regulate their labors. At every
strike a new reporter takes the place of the ^ld one, while the first retires

to write out the notes that he has taken during the previous 15 minutes.

A most interesting and handsome catalogue has just been issued by
Kohlberg & Co., of 143 Post Btreet, giving a wonderfully large enumera-
tion of articles suitable for holiday presents. It is illustrated and descrip-

tive, and at a glance any purchaser can see just what he wants to buy.

Would-be purchasers, who go into our stores at holiday times, are often

dazed and fail to buy just the thing they need. They are confused amid
a vast display, and know not where to look for the thing they want. By
procuring this catalogue they will be spared this vexation, annoyance and
disappointment. By application this catalogue can be obtained post free.

It shows how fancy work, suitable for holiday presents, can be made up.

Its numerous illustrations are remarkable.

Headquarters for Electric Belts and appliances for the cure of ner-

vous, painful and debilitating diseases. Pamphlets, with full particulars,

free. Address Pulvermaoher Galvanic Company, 513 Montgomery
street, San Francisco, Cal.

JAME8 A. WAYMTRE dWnt Incumbent),
Repnallean OMMftMat*

For Jade* of the. Superior Court. OaLU.

JOHN R, 8HARPSTEIff,
DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE

./ ft*« ,s„ /ir^m* i'..wrl. Oct. 18.

DR. WM, L. NEWLAND8,
REPUBLICAN NOMINEE

For Coroner. Oat, R,

ICck'tiliir Republican NnmlnM
POR JUSTICE SUPREME COURT,

8. 0. DENSON, of Sacramento. Oct

»

For State Board of Equalization, First District,

0HARLE8 GILDEA,
Regular Democratic Nominee. Oot. SB.

SAMUEL IRVING,
ltruiiltir lt<'fMiMl<->tii Nominee

FOH SUPERVISOR, BIQHTH HARD. Oct. 88.

M. G. BLAKE,
REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE

FOB MAYOR. Oct. 28.

DANIEL HIOKS,
Regular Republican Nominee

FOR SUPERVISOR, SIXTH WARD, [Oct. 28

Thirteenth. Senatorial District—For Member of the Assembly,

DANDBIDGE H. BIBB,
KKilLAR III MIX i; \ IK NOMINEE.

Election November 7, 1882. Oct. 21.

POR SCHOOL DIRECTTJR,
DE, J. M. EATON,

Regular Democratic Nominee* Oct. 21.

T. J. LOWNEY,
D E M O C R A T I C N O M I N E E

For Superintendent of Streets. Oct. 21.

JAMES M, TEOUTT,
REGULAR REPUBLICAN NOMINEE

For Superior Judge. Oct. 21.

EOBEBT P. HASTINGS,
REGULAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE

For School Director. Oct. 14.

HEEMAN EANEEN,
REGULAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE

For Supervisor, Tenth Ward. Oct. 14.

Regular Democratic Nominee
FOR SENATOR, NINTH SENATORIAL DISTRICT,

JOHN J. HABBIGAN, Oct. 21.

FOR JUDOE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT,

JAMES V. OOFFEY
(Chairman of S. F. Delegation in Assembly of 1875-76 and 1877-78.) [Oct. 21

FOR DISTRICT ATTORNEY,
LEONIDAS E. PEATT

(Prebbst Incumbbnt.) Oct. 21.

OHEIS. EEIS,

REGULAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE
For Treasurer. Oct. 21.

Regular Republican Nominee
FOR RAILROAD COMMISSIONER, SECOND DISTRICT,

OHAELES CLAYTON. Oct. 21.

JOHN H. GEADY (Present Incumbent),

DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE
FOR TAX COLLECTOR. Oct. 21.
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"PLEASURE'S WAND."
1We Obey no Wand but Pleasure's."--Tom Moore.

Theatricals this week have been matters of but secondary importance

in the minds of amusement-seekers. The Carnival, the Carnival's the

thing—To catch the public on the wing! {Six months!) We have had

three of these so-called Authors' Carnivals. The first one was a success.

The arrangements were not good, but the girls were pretty and the cos-

tumes rich, handsome and picturesque. The second was also a success.

The arrangements were nearly perfect, but the girls were not as pretty

nor as well costumed. The present, the third one, is not a success. It is

dull and flat. The arrangements are not effective. In one or two features

there is an improvement on former proceedings, but there is a lack of

picturesqueness to the scene and an appearance of cheapness and superfi-

ciality about the whole affair. Feminine beauty is totally wanting this

year. In the whole line of the Grand March there are hardly more than a

half dozen of pretty faces, and not even as many pretty shapes, and the

age limit among female participants has evidently been raised since the

last Carnival, for, in the procession, there are two of the fat-and-forty

kind to one sweet sixteen. The Floral Temple and Palace of Sweets used

to be perfect bowers of female loveliness, the flowers withering with

jealousy and the sweets turning sour with envy. But alas! this has all

been changed! Judging by the looks of some of the girls, there must be

a Department of Stale Sweets. The men look more ridiculous than ever

in their ill-fitting, wrinkling tights and exhibition of untidy undershirts.'

The costumes have a tawdry, shoddy look—a sort of a Revels Ball look.

There are some exceptions to all this. The Japanese and Chinese booths

are resplendent with gorgeous costumes. The Terra Cotta Booth ar-

ranges its tableaux with taste and with effective rigidity of posture. The
Champs Elysees in the French department is tastefully decorated. And
that is about all there is to praise. But after all, it is for " Sweet Char-

itv's sake," and it is a good place to spend an evening in these dull times.
* * * * *

I must not forget to mention the orchestra, led by Julius Hinrichs,

which is a remarkably good one. Talking of bands, we now have with us

a most admirable military band—that of the First U. S. Artillery. The
Government does not contribute to the support of regimental bands, the

members simply receiving the pay of enlisted men. The corps of officers

does the rest. The officers of the First are proud of their band, and de-

servedly so. It is not a large one—twenty-four members (New York
militia bands generally have from forty to fifty and Continental bands
from sixty to eighty), but it is well trained and well directed, and should

be heard oftener by the public.*****
The California Theatre has continued Van, the Virginian, to small and

insignificant audiences. It is a pity that this play is not interpreted by a
company of actors—the Union Square Company, for instance. It is a
strong play—a dramatic, domestic episode well treated, but as played at
this theatre it is unworthy of notice. This is the laslfweek of Mayo and
his troupe of untrained juveniles. Glory Hallelujah !**->**
On Monday next^the White Slave, by Bartley Campbell, will be pro-

duced,* with a strong company imported from the Bast. It is as good as

stated that these people will form the regular stock company of the thea-
tre. I would give you the names of its members, but no one seems to
know exactly who is here—for the company has already arrived. Of three
or four names I am certain. Gus Levick, the leading man, stands well
in the estimation of Eastern cities. Walter Lennox is a well-known ac-

tor. He is, or used to be, at least, a popular low comedian. Barny
Maxwell has been here before on the minstrel stage, which he has now
abandoned for the dramatic. Miss Georgie Cayvan is a young actress of
great promise. She is young, intelligent, full of natural talent and very
pretty. I saw her some two years ago at the Madison Square Theatre in
Hazel Kirke, and she invested the character of " Hazel " with touches of
maidenhood far truer to nature than the almost matronly coloring which
Elfie EllBler gives to it. There was a depth of pathos to her scenes of
mental' anguish that was remarkable, and her impersonation, as a whole,
was such a good one that I confess I was very much surprised when I
heard that she was as yet almost a mere novice. Since then she has played
a wide range of characters, and has received favorable comment for
nearly everything she has attempted.*****
The Standard has had full houses, notwithstanding the great attraction

at the Pavilion. The programme for the week, while containing several
good things, was not up to the mark. In the first part the singing was
good, but the jokes old. Walsh and King are good clog-dancers, but
miserable failures as "funny men." They do not possess the slightest
atom of humor. Ferguson and Mack in their new act were as grotesque
as usual, and the Four Cupids, by Emerson, Reed and the Coghills, was
excessively amusing as a burlesque performance. The quartet gave three
selections, the " Soldier's Farewell " being particularly well sung. So far
so good. The Leo Brothers and Conchita, performers who but recently
were playing at one of the second-class theatres, were the new faces. The
Leo Brothers are clever acrobats, but nothing more, and their perform-
ance seems out of place in this entertainment. Conchita is a little
woman, with a cracked variety voice, who sings variety songs in orthodox
variety style. One of her selections I consider in execrable taste, "A
Tribute to our Late Lamented President," she calls it. It is a few verses
of ungrammatical doggerel, set to a trashy tune. Imagine this sung by a
woman in a short skirt and flashy colors. It is a breach of good taste,
and offends the feelings of refined people, and should be eliminated from
the programme.

* * * * *

The Grand Opera House will re-open on Tuesday evening, under the
management of C. L. Andrews, the former manager of Haverly's Califor-
nia Theatre, and L. R. Stockwell. The first entertainment offered will
be^ a pantomimic one

—

Humpty Dumpty, produced in good style. The
prices of admission are decidedly popular, being the lowest ever charged
at a regular theatre in this city. The managers are attempting to make
the dress circle the fashionable part of the house, the prices for the seats
there being*the highest. It is a novel experiment.******
The Baldwin is soon to be re-opened, by Gus Frohman.

Leavitt has leased the Bush-street Theater, and will open it in a few
weeks. It will be run as a first-class variety theatre, or, as it is erro-
neously called, a Vaudeville theater.

* * * * *

San Francisco has always suffered from a dearth or plethora of amuse-
ments, either of which extremes are evils. After running along for quite
a time with two theaters, we will shortly have five of them open, not
counting the beer halls. Somebody will get hurt in this excess of compe-
tition. *****
The Tivoli announce The Merry War in preparation. The Winter Gar-

den, ditto. This is the first time since these halls have been opened that
they attempted direct competition. It is a grave mistake, which can re-

sult but in loss to both places. The Winter Garden is entitled to Strauss'
operetta, having advertised its production several weeks ago. The pub-
lic will be the gainer by this rivalry, as each management will be com-
pelled to do its best. In the meantime both Lucia and the Field of Honor
are drawing but fairly.*****
Last Sunday's performance at the German Theatre was a most delight-

ful one. The play, Hugo Burger's Reception Day, is a clever satirical

comedy. It is humorous both in situation and dialogue, and is full of

little bits of realistic pleasantry. It was, all in all, admirably played.
There was no comparison between this performance and that of the pre-

ceding Sunday. Then the troupe seemed to be all at sea, but on this occa-
sion everything went off smoothly. The artists were more at home in the
more substantial lines of German humor. Mrs. Heller, the beneficiary,

was well received, and acted in her usual satisfactory way. Carlmuller,
the young comedian, made his first hit bo far, in the character of a Rou-
manian. The difficult dialect was assumed to perfection. Hirsch made
noticeable a small part by making up in perfect resemblance to Karl
Formes. The particular treat of the evening was the delicate and finished

impersonation by Miss Fischer of of a young innocent girl. It was a
charming picture of sweet girlhood. Nieper was very weak and unsatis-

factory. Next Sunday the performance is for the benefit of MiBS Ormay,
the soubrette of the company. Miss Ormay is a most talented young
lady. She is a good actress, with an intelligent appreciation of her stage
duties and the ability to execute them correspondingly. She is a culti-

vated woman, a fine linguist, and possessed of decided literary tastes. She
is a great favorite with the German theatre-goers, and an enthusiastic
11 Gruss " will reach her from across the footlights on Sunday evening.*****

Christine Nillson is promised to us next October, and Mrs. Langtry
abo next Spring. I consider the publication of her telegrams to Wales
and Hubby, on her arrival at New York, as a decidedly indelicate species

of advertisement ; but what is even worse, is the published answer from
her royal patron. The heir to the British Throne advertising Abbey's
New York Theater. Bah !******
The Marie Prescott case has created a considerable stir, and well it

might. The details of the case are immaterial, the points involved irrele-

vant. The fact is, that a man, or rather a miserable apology for one, has
been found who, indifferent to the worldly code of honor, ignorant of the
simplest ideas of decency, and lacking even the smallest spark of manli-
ness, voluntarily, without reason or object, testified and swore to his inti-

macy with a woman, revealing her confidences, her intimate secrets to
the world. That such a whelp is allowed to exist among decent men
is a reflection on their honor.

* * * * *

The company traveling under Ben Teal is said to be doing well in Ore-
gon. *****
Bartley Campbell is in town and seeing the sights. (Our glorious sights

—Chinatown, etc.)*****
The raid on the Bella Union Theatre by the police, on Wednesday

evening, is a step that Bhould have been taken long ago. I doubt, though,
that it will effectually put a stop to the indecencies that have been ram-
pant on that stage for the last year or two. If it were possible to arrest

the,'audience, that would soon finish the business. Performances of the
kind are to be seen all over the world, but never at a regular theatre open
to the general public. Latterly the evil has grown even worse, the ad-
vertisements on the bill-boards in the streets being couched in language
that will not bear repeating ; and the police finally did what they ought
to have done a year or two ago.*****

Lecocq's new opera, to be produced next February in Paris, is called

A Speck of -Dusi.^^Eleanor Calhoun intends to appear at the Imperial
Theatre, London, in An Unequal Match, and As You Like It. These are the
two plays in which Langtry appeared recently at the very same theatre.

The advertisements are worded almost identically like those employed by
Langtry in making her appearance. Whether this project is an imita-

tion or a Batire it is hard to tell. Judging by what we know of Cal-

houn's acting out here, it will probably end in a close resemblance to

satire. —-Perola is now Baid to be the title Gilbert & Sullivan have de-

cided upon for their new opera.^^Talk of big salaries paid operatic ar-

tists now-a-days, in 1750 La Mingotti received §2,000 for a single air sung
by her in the bed-room of a Spanish Princess, who, being enceinte and
unable to go to the opera, was desirous of hearing her sing. La Sainte
Huberte* received from Louis XV. the collar of the Order of St. Michael,
which was an honor fully equal to the academic honors which have re-

cently been bestowed upon Mme. Krauss. Cafarelli retired from the
stage so wealthy that he was able to purchase a dukedom without im-
poverishing himself and died Duke de Sarte-Dovato. During the pre-

ceding century Ferri was taken to Stockholm on a man-of-war that the
Queen of Sweden had sent for the express purpose of bringing him to

her capital. In London the same artist was presented on the Btage, dur-

ing the course of an enthusiastic performance in which he was en-

gaged, with a magnificent emerald, which was handed to him by a
masked lady who, at the same time, kissed him on the mouth.——Mme.
Van Zandt, the greatest of all American singers, recently made her reap-
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SPORTING ITEMS.
On Saturday last the race for the great Stanford (.take was trotted

at the Hay District Race Track. The attendance vaa but small, though
a more perfect day never greeted lovers of out door sports even in this
country of glorlou Autumnal weather. To the absence of one man was
due the dod-attendance of Governor Stanford and liii friiiuU and co-
partners in those great enterprises that have made this State faun
flag at h.df-tuast, that flapi>ed lazily or hung mournfully Uftlut the side
of the staff reared above the Club House, told the tale of aaatfa and aor
nm ; f., r there was not a man of the hundreds present who had known
hiJtint, genial, manly Harris R. Covey during his life, but mourned his
recent sad decease. Poor Covey, he died too soon. Fate was unkind, ornnh another week of life would have been given to him, that he might
see the youngster he bad trained compete for the only stake named
Ins millionaire friend and patron. Governor Stanford. Aye, friend, and
more than friend ; for the ties that bound the rich man to his superin
fcandent were no ordinary ones, and it is no mere hollow sound to say that
the loss of all his fortune would not grieve Governor Stanford as much as
the loss of his old friend and companion. In their love and intelligent
knowledge of the horse, the Governor and the trainer stood on equal
terms, and we fancy that half the pleasure the Governor has in his great
Palo Alto Farm is gone now, that he can no longer exchange reins and
share his interest with his old friend. We knew Mr. Covey passing well,
and feel that to fully express our respect and regard for him, would be all

but impossible. The life and soul of the largest and most advanced es-

tablishment in the world, he was as plain and modest a man as ever
graced this earth. His yes or no conveyed an assurance to those who
knew him that nothing in the world could shake. He was ever ready to
do a kindly act for any man. Enemies he had, perhaps ; but we never
knew it, and have yet to hear an unkind word said about him. The. as-

semblage at his grave last Sunday, and the funeral procession that fol-

lowed his body to its last home, spoke of a love and respect borne for him
such as few men have the good fortune to inspire. We missed him sadly
last Saturday, when the colts were brought out on the track. It seemed
strange to see a stranger giving orders to the Governor's driver and
grooms, and somehow or other the fancy struck us that the horse he had
trained from a weanling, missed him too. Sure it is, that Clay was fret-

ful and|unable to repeat performances he has made a dozen times before.
By a remarkable coincidence out of the twenty-one horses named in the
stake, the only three starters were spruog from the loins of that famous
getter of fast colts, Governor Stanford's Electioneer Clay; the representa-
tive of Palo Alto was by him, out of Lady Clay. Miller's Adaire was his
get from Addie Lee, and Joseph Cairn Simpson's Anteeo was also his get
from Columbia, a fine animal with a cross of Bonnie Scotland in her
blood. The race was a disappointment to those who hoped for fast time.
Adaire won the first heat in 2:34£. Clay took the second heat in 2:36 J.

Adaire won the race, and the third and fourth heats in 2:40 and 2:38.

Anteeo was third in all the heats. At the start Clay was favorite in the
pools. After the second heat the field sold two to one on the favorite, and
after the third heat Adaire changed places with the field.

The Australian cricketers arrived here a day sooner than was antici-

pated, but did not care to pl»y any match in San Francisco. Four of
them—Messrs. Laidzey, McDonnell, Massey and Horan—strolled out to
the Recreation Grounds in the afternoon and took a hand in a scratch
match that was in progress between the British sea-Captains now in port
and the Occidental Club. The match was in favor of the Occidental men,
who scored 72 against 57 runs made by their eighteen opponents.

The Baseball League championship for 1882 was won by the Chicago
Club, Providence second. Boston and Buffalo tied for third place. Cleve-
land and Detroit tied for 5th and 6th, Troy came 7tb, and Worcester 8th,

as last year. 668 games were played, of which Chicago won 55, Provi-
dence 52, Buffalo and BoBton 45 each, Cleveland and Detroit 42 each,
Troy 35 and Worcester 18.*****
W. G. George, the English amateur champion runner, is in New York,

where he will run Meyers a series of races at half, three-quarters, mile,
and mile and a half. George's records for each mile, from one (4:19 2-5)

to ten (52:56i), are all bests on record, as is also his three-quarter record,

3:8 2-5. MeyerB has the record for all the short distances—half-mile,
1:55 3-5, 1,000 yards 2:13. George is about 24 years old, stands 5:11£ and
weighs, in condition, about 147 pounds*——University games postponed
until November 4th.—-The New York Spirit of the Times, after quoting
the favorable comments of the Breeder and Sportsman, Chronicle, Clipper,

and California Spirit, and the adverse comments of the News Lemer,
positively declarea, in an editorial, to believe in Haley's alleged 9 4-5

second record. In reference to the remarks in the News Letter about
the folly of giving the average of the three time-keepers, it says: " It is

the custom in all Eastern athletic meetings, when a record is in question,
to give the slowest of the official times, instead of their average. If this

sensible and well-established plan had been followed, Haley's alleged per-

formance would not be quite so incredible." We are pleased to see from
this that the critical Spirit is willing to accept Haley as a 10-second man.

EXHIBITION
of the celebrated

NAHL GALLERY
(from Ca88el, Germany)

of the works of the

OLD MASTERS
of Italy, Germany, Spain,

the Netherlands, and France,

at the rooms of the

S. F. ART ASSOCIATION
(430 Pino Street.)

Begln'g Wednesday, Oct. 2Sth.

DAY AMD EVENING.

ADMISSION, 26 CENTS.

AUTHORS' CARNIVAL!

Third Grand Fete of Nations for the Benefit of the
Six Charities!

At the New Mechanics' Pavilion,

COMMENCES MONDAY EVENING OCTOBER 23,

And Closes Saturday, November 4th.

g&- TWELVE EVENINGS! Doors open at 7 o'clock. CranJ March by all
the participants at 8 o'clock. Closes at 11 o'clock.

Double Season Ticket, admitting gentleman and lady, or two ladies $5 00
SniL:k> Season Ticket, admitting one person 3 00
General Admittance 50
Children ,."... 1

".*.'.!!".'.! 25

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.

J II. Haverly. Proprietor.—The Leading; Theatrel llav-
» erly's attractions do not play on Sunday evenings.

This (Saturday) Evening, OCTOBER 28, POSITIVELY LAST NIGHT OF
Mr. FRANK MAYO in

Streets of New York!
Sunday Evening—Mine. OTILLIE GENEE'S German Theatre Company.
Monday Evening, October 30th— Haverly'e New York Theatre Company in Bartley

Campbell's last great success, THE WHITE SLAVE. Oct. 28.

EMERSON'S STANDARD THEATRE.

WN. EMERSON, Sole Proprietor mid Manager. EVERY
EVENING (including SUNDAY) AND SATURDAY MATINEE,

Emerson's California Minstrels

!

First week of the ONLY CONCHITA, in her inimitable Songs, Dances and Camp
Meeting Hymns. First week of the marvelous Aerial Artists, the LEO BROTHERS,
in their Wonderful Feats on the Spider Web. Third week and continued popularity
of FERGUSON and MACK. EMERSON'S "Mr. Michael Murphy." REED'S "Two
Quartern."
gg=* Original Popular Prices.—Opera Chairs, Dress Circle or Parquette, 75 Cents;

Family Circle, 50 Cents; Matinee, 50 Cents and 25 Cents. Seats secured six days
in advance. No extra charge to Reserve. Oct. 28.

TIVOLI OPERA HOUSE.

Eddy street, near Market. -.Hreliiig; Bros., Sole Proprie-
tors and Managers.— Positively Last Week of Donizetti's GRAND

TRAGIC OPERA,
Lucia di Lammermoor!

This (Saturday) Evening, Miss LOUISE LESTER as Lucia Ashton, Mr. T. W.
ECKERT as Lord Edgar, Signor PAROLIN1 as Sir Henry Ashton, Mr. E. N.
KNIGHT as Raymond, etc.

Next Week—Johann Strauss' Comic Opera, THE MERRY WAR. Oct. 28.

WINTER GARDEN.
Stockton street, between Post and Sutter.—Stabl A Sfaack,

Proprietors.—Last Week of the Comic Opera,

The Field of Honor!
(LE PRE AUX CLERCS), by the ENTIRE WINTER GARDEN OPERA COMPANY.
Continued popularity of SIEGRIST and DURAY, in their wonderful Acrobatic

Marvels. Mile. BERTHA, the favorite and graceful Danseuse, every evoniug.
Scenery painted by George Bell.

In active preparation, THE MERRY WAR, Oct. 28.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

No. 320 Post Street Opposite Union Square.

PROF. 0. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 320 Post
street, is now open for Juveuile and Evening Classes. Office Hours, for Terms, etc.,

10 a.m. to 12 M.
(
and 1 to 6 p.m. Oct. 22.

St. John's Presbyterian Church, Post Street.—The Rev. Dr.
Scott, pastor, will preach Sunday at the usual hours. The public cor-

dially invited to attend.
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"The World." the Flesh, and the Devil.
[By a Truthful Penman.]

A pamphlet on opium smokinp in the United States has recently at-

tracted considerable attention, and the writer of it states that there are

very few localities which have not their " opium den," and that laws pun-

ishing the vendors as well as the consumers of the drug have been enact-

ed in several States. Dr. Kane, the author of this pamphlet, points out

that the fondness for opium smoking, which was at first limited to the

least respectable part of the population, is gradually extending to the

better classes, and as a proof of the rapid progress which the practice is

making he states that though the Chinese population of the United States

has not increased in numbers since 1876 the imports of opium have risen

from 53,000 pounds to 77,000 pounds. Each opium smoker consumes, he

has calculated, rather less than four pounds per annum, so that there must

be about 20,000 smokers of the drug, and a third of these are native

Americans.^—The duel between Bonapartists which has just been

fought in Paris was specially distinguished from most other affairs of the

sort by the extreme ferocity with which the combatants fought, and the

obstinate rashness of the man who lost his life. The engagement lasted

scarcely one minute. M. de Massas threw himself upon M. Diehard,

striking haphazard, and the latter, without even covering himself, held

his sword forward. It entered the breast of M. de Massas, passing com-

pletely through his right lung. M. de Massas at once sank to the ground,

and after two or three convulsive movements expired in the arms of the

doctor. The duel was to be a huge advertisement—it was provoked by

M. de Massas for the sole purpose of bringing into prominence a journal

of which he had just taken the management. The result should be a les-

son to other French journalists. The four seconds are to be prosecuted

ex officio, and M. Diehard, the victor, as soon as his wounds have healed,

will be charged with homicide by imprudence.—The Paris police

have just unearthed an individual of a most extraordinary type. A few

days ago, in the course of certain investigations of a criminal offense,

the police found that an old man, calling himself M. Leblond, was impli-

cated in it, upon whom, with some trouble, they succeeded in laying their

hands. His miserable dress and generally wretched appearance induced

the belief that he was a homeless vagabond. The police were, however,

much puzzled by the fact that he was in possession of a number of im-

portant-looking keyes. Having extracted from Leblond his address, M.
Mace, the Chief of Police, accompanied him to the house indicated. To
M. Mace's astonishment he found that this was one of the largest man-
sions in the quarter of the Champs Elysees. In reply to inquiries, Le-
blond Btated that it had belonged to his family for over a century, and
that he himself had lived there without any servant, male or female, for

the past fifteen years, his explanation being that he was a misanthrope.

On entering the house and opening the shutters M. Mace found it full of

the most costly furniture, with a collection of old pictures, clocks, and
other objects of art. In the principal bedroom was an antique rosewood
bedstead, the bed of which was covered with books and engravings.

Upon the floor was a mattress with dirty linen, the nightly resting-place

of this modern Diogenes. Everything was covered with dust and dirt.

On proceeding into another part of the mansion M. Mace found a small
theatre with scenery and costumeB. M. Leblond states himself to be en-

titled to a revenue of £4,000 a year. He is to be subjected by the author-
ities to an examination in lunacy. Whether Leblond is his true name re-

mains to be seen.^—The Tichborne Claimant remains in prison in
England. Meanwhile there are some new and rather curious details in

his case. He declares that a man called Creswell. a patient in a lunatic
asylum, near Sydney, Australia, is the real Arthur OrtoD, and a sum of
money having been contributed anonymously by "a gentleman who de-
sires to see the last of the Tichborne case," a committee of two persons
are to go out at once to inquire into the matter. The wife of the "Claim-
ant" has been sent to the poorhouse, with two of her children, interest in
he1

)' being lessened by the fact that the children have been born since her
husband's imprisonment.——The Marquis of Lansdowne, with five
children, a nurse and a man servant, had a very narrow escape the other
day. While traveling in a carriage near Killarney one of the horses took
fright at a waterfall and sprang over a fence. Fortunately the other horse
resisted, and the first remained hanging over a steep precipice. The oc-
cupants of the carriage were rescued, and the harness then cut. The first

horse fell into the ravine below, and was killed at once by the fall.-^
A story which reaches us from India is worth recording. At a recent
race-meeting up the country, three horses were entered to start for the
principal cup, owned by persons whom we will call A., B., and C. Now,
one of the conditions made by the giver of the prize was that not less than
three horses should compete for it. It appears, however, that A. had
backed B's. horse for a large sum, and B. had done the same thing as re-
gards A's. animal, while C. had laid largely against his own mount. On
the morning of the race A. produced a veterinary certificate to the effect
that his animal was unfit to run ; he, however, said, that in order not to
deprive his two competitors of the chance of winning the cup, he should
start his horse and pull him up at the end of a hundred yards. B. deter-
mined to wait on A; but finding this method of no use, since the former's
horse was brought to a standstill, he caused his own mount to bolt out of
the course. Consequently C. was bound to ride over and win against his
own_interests ; but he was not to be outwitted. In galloping along he sur-
reptitiously extracted and threw away some of his weight. Consequent-
ly, when he returned to scale, vehemently asserting that he had been
cheated by A. and B., he was found to be 71b. too light. Tu this day it
is not decided who really won the cup, and consequently all bets made on
the event remain unsettled.

—

Court-Circular.

Chance is a word void of sense ; nothing can exist without a cause.

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
INSURANCE AGENCY,

No. S22 & 324 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Fire Insurance.
TEUTONIA of New Orleans.
LACONFIANCE of Paris.
DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS

ofNewYork.
THE FIKEIHS. ASSOCIATION (Limited)

of London, England.

GIRARD „ of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN of New York.
ST. PAUL of St. Paul.

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONC1ERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented $87,000,000.
All Xosses Equitably Adjusted and Trtymptly Paid.

W. It. CHALMERS,
Special Agent and Adjuster.

PHIINIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., EstaVd 1/782 Cash Assets, $5,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., EstaVd 1833.—Cash Assets, 81,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., EstaVd 1851.—Cash Assets, $1,35X326.39.

BUTLER A IfALDAN,
General Agents lor Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864.

Principal Office 406 California Street, S. F.

FIRE INSURANCE.
Capital (Paid Up in TJ. S. Gold Coin) $300,000.00
Re-Insurance Reserve $171,412 75

Assets January 1, 1882 8 684,577.83 I Premiums, since organization.$3,841,412.07
Surplus for policy holders.. 674,677.83 | Losses, since organization... 1,756,278.00

OFFICERS:
J. F. HOUGHTON President. I CHAS. R. STORY Secretary.
J. L. N. SHEPHARD.... Vice-President.

| R. H. MAGILL General Agent.

Directors of the Home Mutual Insurance Co. :—L. L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J. L.
N. Shepard, John Currey, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, C. C. Burr, J. S. Carter,
Charles Belding, D. W. Earl. April 8.

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

Unlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF L0ND0~N~~F1RE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

THE STANDARD MARINE~JNSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool- Capital, $5,000,000-

Aug. 12.

W. J. CALLINGHAM «fc CO.. General Agents,
213 Sansome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,500,000
Cash Assets 1,709,976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE & CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF LONDON.
[INSTITUTED 1803.]

London Assurance Corporation, of London
Established by Royal Charter 1720.

Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.
JBOSJBXT VXCESOy, manager.

W. IjASF BOOKER, Agent and Attorney.

S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building.
[October ll.|

THE THAMES AND MERSEY MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY,
(LIMITED),

Of Liverpool, London and Manchester,
NO. 308 PINE STREET.

cCapital Supscriben, $10,000,000: Capital Paid Up, $1,000,-
' 000 ; Reserve Fund fin addition to Capital) , §1,875,000 ; Total Assets June 30th,

1881, §5,234,665.
October 7.

W. G. HARRISON, Agent,
308 Pine street, San Francisco, Cal.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.

(
Capital $5,000,000.—Agents: Balfour, Guthrie A Co., No.

316 California street, San Francisco. Nov. 18.
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One of the most touching things we hare read in a long time is that
f a robber and a poor lone woman near Oban. The robber came

to her house at night..and demand.- 1 her money or her Ufa. She h.vln t

much money or life either, but she preferred girths op the former r.ith-t
than the latter ; so she brought her little store and placed it in hi
He looked it over carefully, to sec that she didn't palm off two shilling
pieces for half-crowns, " Haven't you anything else of value':" Inquire]
the bold, bad burglar, looking about the scantuy rorniahod apartment

;

"achild's braomlat, ring—anything will be thankfully received. "
1 bar«

Dothing mora," replied the woman, with a sigh. A thought struck him.
" Your husband was a soldier, was he not?'' he Inquired. She acknowl-
rdk'ed that he WI& and was killed in battle. " Then he must have had l
revolver." he citntinued, searching her countenance. "Ah, you grow con-
fused, you stammer ; your manner betrays you. Get that revolver at
once, and give it to me." In vain the woman implored him to spare that
harmless trinket, almost the aole memorial of the husband she had lost.
She had pawned many things when distressed, but had always clung to
that. But the robber was unrelenting. Sobbing bitterly, she went to a
bureau drawer and removed the precious relic, around which clustered so
many tender recollections. "Must you have it ?" said she, as she ad-
vanced toward the robber. " Yes, I must," answered the robber, extend-
ing his hand. " Well, then, take it," she said, gently pressing the trig-
ger for the last time. There was a loud report, and the robber tumbled
over dead. The country ought to pension that woman.

At the recent general court of the governor and company of the
Bank of England, a shareholder asked what precautions were taken by
the bank against fire. The governor said that "he had not prepared
himself to answer the question. One of the best securities, however,
was that there should be an organized body of persons for the purpose,
who periodically tested their powers andsaw that everything was iu work-
ing order. That was the bank's practice." Probably there is no place
in the world much safer. It is completely isolated, without external win-
dows, and is guarded within, besides its own watchman, by a strong de-
tachment of the Foot Guards, who take possession at sun-down, and re-
main until about six in the morning. The Bank of Ireland is similarly
guarded. The Bank of England includes nearly the whole of a parish,
an ancient graveyard, now known as the "garden," and the site of the
house and garden of Mr. Houblon, the first governor. Mr. Godfrey, the
first deputy-governor, was killed in the trenches at the siege of Namur,
whither he had gone to communicate with King William III., and in-

sisted on going to the scene of action. In the memoirs of Lord Lexing-
ton is a letter from a distinguished man of the period, who speaks of be-
ing " Godfreyed" in allusion to this. During the Chartist riots of 1848,
the roof of the bank was protected by sand-bags. It was in great danger
in the Lord George Gordon riots, when it probably owed its salvation to
the pluck and ready wit of John Wilkes.—British Trade Journal.

A paragraph in a recent issue of a London journal says : On Wed-
nesday afternoon one of the most astounding sales of colliery property
ever known took place at Barnsley, when collieries situate at Dodworth
and Higham. belonging to the Dodworth and Silkstone and Iron Com-
pany (Limited), were sold by auction at the King's Head Hotel to Mr.
Robert Wbitworth, of Manchester, for £2,000, having been floated in
1873 with £300,000 nominal capital. The sale took place by order of the
Court of Chancery. There being no reserve bid they were knocked down
for that sura, to the astonishment of everybody present. At one time
they employed two thousand hands. It was stated by the auctioneer that
there were 1,824 acres of coal, and in addition the purchaser would have
the benefit of £11,000 money overpaid for coal rents. There were 32 en-
gines, of 1,068 horse-power; 25 boilers, giving 1,000 horse-power; 134
coke-ovens, 50 miles of tramways and sidings, and one of the finest col-

liery plants in Yorkshire.

—

The American.

The Czar has come out of his seclusion at St. Petersburg and has
gone forth without any guard whatever to celebrate the fete of his patron
saint, St. Alexander Nersky, subsequently proceeding to Moscow for the
coronation ceremony. In some quarters this is looked upon as the first

dawning promise of a better day. Ever since his father's death he has
been, in all his goings out and comings in, under the shadow of the sword.
Wherever he turned he has seen precautions taken to guard him against
ever present danger, and in his own private apartments he has repeatedly,
it is said, found proofs that all precautions had failed to exclude the
agents of Nihilism. Whether he has now reason to think that the dan-
ger is lessened, or whether he has determined to behave as if life were for

him no more uncertain than for another, it is not needful to inquire. In
either case the change in his demeanor is one that every good subject

must welcome.

Of all the evil spirits abroad at this hour in the world, insincerity is the

most dangerous.—Froudc.

INSURANCE.
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NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF BOSTON.
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out a permit.
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HENRY K. FIELD, General Agent.
328 Montgomery Street. San Francisco.

(Organized 1803.)

FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY.
Fire and Marine Inanranoe-

AiW**3 81,250,000EMMS imlil over i.noo.ooo
43"Thc Largest Assets and Largest Income ol :ill tb« companies hailing from

met oj Niw York Statu, and in 1881 Pacific Coast premiums were larger than
those of any other company, local, Eastern or foreign

D. J. STAPLES President I WM. J. BUTTON Secretary
ALPI1KUS BULL Vice-President

| E. W. CARPENTER Asst. Secretary

HOME OFFICE:
Southwest Cor. California and Sansome streets. San Francisco.

E2&~* Agents in all prominent localities. Sept. 30.

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.--UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

Tbe California Lloyds.—Established in 1861.—Nos. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, $750,000 in Gold Coin, Fair Rates

!

Prompt Settlement of Loses ! ! Solid Security ! \ DIRECTORS. —J. Mora Moss,
Moses Heller, J. O. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Everson, A. B. Phipps, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Brandenstein, W. M. Hoag, Nicholas
Luning, James Motfitt, John Parrott, J. Bauin, M. D. Sweeney, Gu9tave Touchard,
George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Scholle, Charles
Bauin, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Rcqua.

QUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President.
Jambb D. Bailey, Secretary. Quo. T. Bqfwk, Surveyor. Nov. 6.

TRANSATLANTIC FIRE INSURANCE CO..
OF HAMBURG.

(Capital, $1,500,000, V. S. Gold Coin. Losses paid in Oold
J Coin immediately after Adjustment. This Corporation holds contracts of six-

teen other European Insurance Companies, re-insuring- by far the greater part of
every risk, as soon as accepted in our office. The combined subscribed Capita! which
our policies therefore offer to the public amounts to $26,900,000, U. S. Gold
Coin, of which $7,650,000 is paid up, besides the always available Reserve Funds.

GEO. MARCUS & CO., 304 California street. S. F.,
Aug. 6. General Agents for Pacific Coast.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, ofZurich, Capital 5,000,000 francs; Helvetia,

of St. Gall, Capital 10,000,000 francs ; Baloise, of Basle, Capital 5,000,000 francs.
These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that may be sus-
ained. Losses made payable in all the principal seaports of the world. In "the set-
tlement of all claims under an English policy, these Companies will strictly adhere to
the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, and submit to English jurisdiction.

June 9. HARRY W. SYZ, Agent, 420 and 422 California St., S. F.

GENEVA AWARD.
Special and Personal Attention Given to the Preparation, Proof

and Trial of Cases
In the Court of "Alabama" Claims, in Washington, D. C. An extended experience
in the former Court, and unusual facilities for managing these causes, enables me
to render special services to claimants. The Court has jurisdiction of claims for
vessels and cargoes destroyed by any Confederate cruisers, for those officers and
men, and for war premiums paid from April, 1861, to November, 1865, Full
information given on application to the undersigned.

J, F. MANNING,
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW,

1424 New York Avenue, Washington, D. C; 69 Wall St., New
YorkCitv; 131 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass. Sept. 23.

AMERICAN EXCHANGE HOTEL,
Sansome street, Corner Hal leek, San Francisco.—Tbis

hotel is in the very center of the business portion of the city, and has been
renovated and newly furnished throughout. The traveling public will find this to

be the moBt convenient as well as the most comfortable and respectable hotel in the
city. TABLE FIRST-CLASS. Board and room, SI, §1.25 and $1.50 per day. Nice
single rooms per night, 50 cents. Breakfasts or dinners, 50 cents. Lunch, 25 Cents.
Eighteen tickets, good for any meals, for $5. Hot and cold baths free. Free coach
to and from the hotel. Oct. 7.

872" $12 a day at home easily made. Costly Outfit Free.
Address True A Co., Augusta, Maine.
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"WAIFS.
The Democratic bosses are making sure of winning everything.—

They would lose all in order to win the Sheriff, Superintendent of

Streets, Assessor, Tax Collector and County Clerk.-^Those are the

offices with patronage in them, and, under existing contracts, they are the

most valuable to the bosses. There are assessments and places for the
" boys " in them.—The " boys " must be taken care of, as they will be

needed at the next election.-^—The way to hit the bosses the hardest

blow is to defeat their candidates for these five all-important places. That

is true, and don't you forget it.^—The assessment of the judicial candi-

dates by Buckley—one thousand dollars each—looks on its face an out-

rage. We are told it was done to crowd Clough and Toohy off the

ticket. That was a good thing to do, but it is not likely to effect the end

desired. It will rather cut the other way. The honest men will be most

hurt. The knaves can most easily obtain the money. Those who expect

to use them will "put up."——Waymire on the Republican ticket, and

Coifey on the Democratic, ought to be voted for by all honest men. The
other two should be taken from the Republican ticket. Toohy and
Clough ought certainly to get left.-^Greathouse calls it "my ticket,"

and appears proud of it. He would have more reason to be proud

of the ticket if he had secured better nominees for the Judiciary.

That was the part he understood best and the one he ought to have been

moat careful over. Does he want to use the creatures nominated ? Truly

there is something mysterious in this kind of Democratic party manage-
ment. The procuring of the nomination of Toohy on "my ticket" is a

feat that might well sink a 5,000-ton ship beneath the ocean.——The
Chronicle is making a brave fight for Bstee. It is too late. He is bound
to get left. If anything could avail him it is the imbecility of the attacks

of the Examiner. But the die is cast, and Stoneman will be elected by
the largest majority given in this State to a Democratic candidate for

many years. The whole Democratic State ticket will go through.^—
Paul Neumann has not addressed the voters at Union or Piatt's Hall yet.

He won't. He knows better. The hisses affright him. He, whose funny
speeches were to capture the unwashed crowd, is as dumb as an oyster.

He is cowed, and slinks abashed from the public gaze. This sensibility is

about the best sign of decency that he has yet displayed. Rosecrans will

beat him two to one.—Gildea has opposed to him a deputy in Aleck
Badlam's office, and ought easily to get away with him.-^—The disrup-

tion of the Republican Nominating Convention does not matter much.
The boss interest, which constituted the minority, would have voted

against the party ticket, and for Buckley's gang, anyhow. They did so

last time, and were badly beaten nevertheless. Bosses are good at pro-

curing nominations, but when the ticket goes before the people the bosses

can only help it by keeping shady. Their open advocacy of it would de-

feat it sure.^—There are to be several independent nominations for the

Legislature, as there ought to be. From this cause, the Democratic ticket

in the Ninth and Twelfth Districts, and the Republican in the Tenth, are

likely to be beaten. The regular tickets are wretchedly bad—in fact, they
could not be worse, and no mistake can be made in defeating them; only

good can result from such independent action.——Clough's pluck, in not

being bluffed by the assessment of the bosses, is winning hiui friends. It

was a move to drive him off the ticket. But he "saw" the bosses, and
went them two better. He was not to be bluffed that way, and accord-

ingly offered to pay a higher assessment than any other candidate was
prepared to do. By the way, these assessments are illegal, and a quiet

movement is on foot to bring the authors of them to trial.^—As Paul
Neumann has no chance, there is an organized effort by Republicans to

swap him off for votes for Morrow. It is an astute move.^—Tully, De-
mocratic candidate for Congressman in the Southern District, is making
the most statesmanlike speeches of the campaign. It is a pity that he is

not writing the editorials at this time of the chief organ of his party.^—
George Hearst is most wisely keeping out of the way until the election is

over. This campaign of shams is hateful to his honest soul.-^—Lynch,
the well known and popular broker, who is the Democratic candidate for

Joint Senator, is at San Mateo, where the greatest harmony exists as to

his nomination. He is about the best candidate on any ticket for the
Legislature, and his election is not in doubt. American born, well edu-
cated and well equipped generally, he will make a creditable Senator.^^
Leverson, for the Assembly, ought to be elected by the Democrats to stay
at home. Some time ago he walked off with a bundle of Mount Potosi
stock from the office of the company. Being chased down stairs, he was
collared, the stock was forcibly taken away from him, and the buttons of
his coat remain as trophies of war, in the hands of the Secretary, to this

day. The next thing we expect to hear of is that he has honestly come
into possession of the key of the State Treasury.-^—Sconchin would make
a better legislator than nine-tenths of the men nominated for that posi-

tion. We should vote for him in preference to Dougherty and Kelly and
their like.^—Russ for Supervisor on the Republican ticket ought to be
voted for by thousands of Democrats, just as Shirley was voted for by
thousands of Republicans last year.—There are at least three others on
the Republican ticket who ought to be similarly voted for. That is the
way to smash the ring and defeat the bosses. Vote for the few indepen-
dent candidates for Supervisors to be found on both tickets.—No one
who reads the Bulletin would imagine that a State campaign is in pro-
gress. It is a funny attitude for a leading paper to assume that has
always had such pronounced opinions. Has the Bulletin determined upon
playing a new role and, like the Gall, taken to fence straddling ?^—But
then, the position of the papers all round is singular. The Examiner
twaddles, the Chronicle scolds, the Record-Union is practising indirection,
and Boruck and Pixley are bolting faster than a horse can gallop. It is

a sham campaign all round. Its results will by and bye please nobody.
but disappoint everybody.——The Democratic State Ticket will be
elected beyond a doubt. The pretended issues of the campaign will
soon be forgotten, and railroad hate, blue Sunday laws, and aid those
things that we have lately been hearing so much about will be laid away
at rest, to be resurrected two years hence to defeat the Democratic party
in the important Presidential campaign.——The greatest sham of the age
is the politics of the period.—Why has not Newton Booth, with his
great oratorical powers, taken the stump for his friend Estee? Is it be-
cause he recognizes the certainty of defeat ?-^It is the talk of the street
that a fifty-thousand dollar sack received from " my dear Hubbell " has
recently been opened in this city, to elect Republican Congressmen with.
Many of the boys will take the money, but vote for their country all the

THE MODERN JUGGERNAUT ; A SUGGESTION.
The ordinance passed by the City Fathers a few weeks ago, re-

quiring the furnishing of all street cars with gongs, to be sounded on
approaching within a hundred yards of a street crossing, has been
modified to the extent of reducing the limit of distance to twenty-
five feet. This action on the part of de facto Mayor Bodfish & Co., as
the Chronicle man would put it, would seem to argue the possession on
the part of our local rulers of some apology for common Bense, the ex-
istence of which the promulgation of the original order was calculated to

render doubtful. Had the carrying out of the provisions of the order in
its original form been insisted upon, the ears of the public would have
been deafened, morn, noon and eve, by the continuous clangor of gongs
and bells, since it would have been found necessary to commence the le-

galized din half way along each block, and as the hub-bub would have
had to be maintained until the crossings had been safely passed, the
stretch of ground to be got over where the " necessary din " no longer be-
came necessary in the ear of the law, would be so short that the car com-
panies would doubtless have found it cheaper to keep the gong going, by
means of a mechanical arrangement, the whole time. This would then
give occasion to the successors of the Bodfishermen for the passage of an-
other ordinance, suppressing the resonant gongs as a public nuisance. If
the Supervisors would set to work and give effect to some practical
scheme, having for its object the prevention of the slaughter of inoffen-
sive citizens by the death-dealing dummy and the blundering bob-tail,

they would stand a chance of retiring into their native obscurity with less

of public censure than is likely to follow them under their present status.

As a means of approaching this desirable consummation, we would sug-
gest the passage of an ordinance requiring all street cars to be furnished
with life guards outside the wheels, such as are to be seen on the local
trains on the other side of the Bay, together with some description of
fender in front of the wheels, which would pick up and slide along the
track, until the vehicle could be halted, any unfortunate who might
chance to fall into the clutches of the street monster. An ordinary cow-
catcher would not exactly meet the case, for that otherwise useful appa-
ratus has the nasty habit of throwing the object of its attentions a con-
siderable distance to the right or left, and the rescued individual is liable

to find that, though he has managed to avoid Scylla, he has fallen into
Charybdis—in escaping destruction among the car wheels he has fallen

headlong into danger on another hand. Less than a fortnight ago, on
one of the cable lines, an accident that had every promise of ending fa-

tally was happily averted by the prompt action of the brakeman. A
small boy, who had managed to get in front of the approaching cars at a
crossing, was knocked down, but, thanks to the "skidding" of the
wheels, the brake having been instantaneously applied the moment the
danger was perceived, sot off with but trifling injuries, the secret of his
miraculous escape being that he was slidden along the rails in front of
the skidding wheels. Had the latter been revolving, he would, of course,
have been crushed to death. The passage of a by-law, such as we have
suggested, making obligatory the use on all street cars of outside wheel
guards and man-fenders, front and rear, would reduce accidents of this
nature to a minimum, and it is to be hoped that the various street car
companies will, in the interest of the public, as well as for their own bene-
fit, take our suggestions under consideration, and adopt measures for their
practical carrying out.

DANIEL MURPHY'S DEATH.
Daniel Murphy was a pioneer of the pioneers, having arrived in

this State in 1844. In 1843 he came across the plains, in company
with his father and the* latter's children—Martin, James, John, Bernard,
Johanna (now Mrs. Fitzgerald, of Gilroy), Mary (now Mrs. Miller, of

San Rafael), Helen (now'Mrs. Weber, of Stockton), Margaret (afterward
Mrs. Kell, of this county, now deceased), and Daniel, the subject of this

sketch, who was then about sixteen years old, started overland for Cali-

fornia. On the way out, crossing the Sierra, the party divided at what is

known as Truckee. John, Daniel and their sister Helen (Mrs. Towns-
end), Oliver Magnon, and one or two others, branched off and went down
to Lake Tahoe. Daniel Murphy was the first white man who ever gazed
on the placid bosom of that beautiful lake. It was the Murphy party
who chistened Truckee River and Truckee Lake, both being called after

their Indian guide. The deceased leaves a widow and two children-
Daniel and Diana—his eldest daughter, Mrs. Chapman, having died sev-

eral years ago. Daniel, Jr., is now about twenty-two years old. De-
ceased spent the greater portion of his time in Nevada, Arizona and
Mexico, for several years giving personal attention to his large stock in-

terests in the valleys and ranges of those places. His business ever since

he came to California has been stock-raising. He first had large tracts in

the south end of this county, and as his herds grew he went into the San
Joaquin Valley. The No Fence law forced him to take his cattle to Ne-
vada. He owned also about 200,000 acres of land in that State when he
died, and 6,000,000 in the State of Durango, Mexico, and large tracts in

Arizona, and was at the time of his death the largest land-owner in the
world. The main railroad running through Mexico will go through his

land. Only a few weeks ago he, with another gentleman, purchased the
great Don Juan Foster ranch, fronting on the southern coast, paying
therefor §450,000. He had also, it is stated, just completed arrangements
for the entire purchase of the cattle interests of Wm. Dunphy, of San
Francisco. Daniel Murphy, like all of Martin Murphy's family, was
very widely known on this coast and generally liked. He was unpreten-
tious, good-natured and warm-hearted.

Thanksgiving Day.—The President has issued his proclamation set-

ting apart the 30th of November as a day of public thanksgiving. He re-

cites many of the blessings vouchsafed to the nation during the past year,
and calls upon the people on that day to cease from their labors and ob-
serve it as one of national thanksgiving and prayer. He specially re-

commends that it may be made a special occasion for deeds of kindness
and charity to the needy, so that all who dwell within the land may re-

joice and be glad.

"First impressions go a great way," said a friend to Scriblerina. " I
am sorry to say I didn't find it so when I published my first volume of

puetry," replied the poor author.
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THE TOWN CRIER.
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member* of the Honio Protection A«Aociation and lb* Gold W
generally, to "he men, and vote* fi>r principle* ami for th»me who truly
represent them," meaning', of oouree, K. H. McDi nald and hi- i

water m-'iikcy*. This is an artful dodge of the hanker doctor, an 1

that hi-* ht: ad i* horizontally adjusted. It is well known tli.it Um gentler
aex constitute the greater majority <»f the members ef our local AK«.xi»
tioni having for their object the washing of the intuU .if the human ear-
caas with pure, health-giving Spring Valley. The dear creature* in, it b
true, debarred from giving practical expression to their prlnciplei at the
polk, but they are the power behind the throne, and can make it warm
for their male relatives in the event of their refusal to vote for Principle*
(with a big P), and those who represent them. Besides, the dear crea-
tures are sanguine enough to believe that, if they can only tnnnage to
elect the Prohibition ticket, Woman Suffrage, and, pari passu, the mil

lenium, will speedily follow.

The Call of last Saturday contains particulars of an interesting in

terview with Dr. C. C. O'Donnell, the sempiternal candidate (bl

ner—no connection with the funeral director of the same name—from
which it would appear that a base attempt has been made, presumably
by a jealous rival, to remove the worthy doctor from our midst by the
simple though ingenious process of shanghaing. (By the way, Wouldn't
" friscoing" be a much more expressive term ?) With that rare acumen
which so eminently distinguishes our talented fellow-citizen, the dastardly
scheme was seen through, and the designs of the unscrupulous clique of

undertakers who are known to be at the bottom of the whole affair were
thus frustrated, to their unqualified disgust, an emissary of the faction

having expressed himself on the subject, to the intended victim of the

plot, with great bitterness, on the following day. While recording his ex-

treme satisfaction at the discomfiture of the scoundrels who sought to

rob us of so valuable a citizen, the T. C. cannot refrain from giving ex-

n to the opinion that there are a number of other candidates for

State and municipal honors who might do the people some service by put-

ting themselves in the way of being friscoed, and if this should meet the

eye of the gentleman who had charge of the O'Donnell abduction scheme,
and he will call at the office of the San Francisco News Letter, he will

hear of something very much to his advantage.

The American people often come in for a good deal of ridicule at the

hands of the English press, for their multitudinous modes and styles of

advertising. But those two cablegrams to the Prince of Wales and her
" dear husband," which the Jersey Lily sent on her arrival in New York,
seems to show that the great English beauty is as au fail of all the dodges

in that line as is any stencil artist before a newly painted fence. An inti-

macy which permits the familiarity of a jocular telegram to her future

King is just the thing to make a big boom for her among the title-loving

snobs of New York, while the tender message to the obscure man who is

content to pose before the world as Mrs. Laugtry's husband has a subtile

interest of its own not difficult of detection. That she is still true to her

distant partner for life will give an added zest to the anxiety of the bald-

headed and beardless to behold her legs when **Ro3alind" is put on at the

Park Theatre, and enhance fourfold in their eyes the piquancy of a hoped-

for intrigue, productive of the usual accompaniments of flowers and
jewelry.

Micky O Connor, the Chronicle's Irish correspondent, whose London
letters usually consist of a hash-up of the different newspaper editorials

{as if nobody ever Baw the originals), has taken his red mouth and hairy

teeth over to Paris, from where he is now reproducing, in a condensed
form, the telegrams and letters from Egypt to the London press, the pith

of which everybody read in the cablegrams weeks ago. But then the

wandering " M. P. for Galway Borough " has to write about something.

The ways and manners of the "Frinch" are apparently beyond his

grasp, so he has to take the material for his pudding whenever he can get

it. I am not in Ireland," he coolly remarks in his last letter. That's

just it. Why the d—1 isn't he ? The wonder is he doesn't go there now
and then to freshen up his brogue a bit, instead of hanging about London
and Paris, picking up stale gossip. His opinions, so freely given, about

the state of his country would then have some value to them—which

they haven't now.

The various friends of the surviving partner of the live paper were
considerably startled, on last Sunday morning, on seeing in the gentle-

man's own journal a column headed " Mauled by Mike." People won-

dered who the affable gentleman had been tackling, and expressions of

sympathy for the incurable consumptive or decrepid Chinaman from the

malarial swamps of Texas, who had evidently been the subject of his

prowess, rose to their lips. A glance at the matter, however, soon dis-

pelled the illusion. It was but a sensational account, in the paper's pecu-

liarly happy vein, of a slogging match between two hoodlums, the victor

in which was known as Mike. "M. Harry "should see that it doesn't

occur again.

One of our local yachtsmen has left the "life on the ocean wave" for

a while, and turned his wavering fancy to the charms of Jehuship, if one

can judge by seeing him in a racing buggy, holding the reins over an im-

mense high-stepping piece of horseflesh. The sight is not equal to a race

on the water, but we understand the change was made to facilitate a

game of " hide and seek."
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On Sunday laat, a* the Harbor View steam cam were turning one of
thoee sudden curves which make that rood ao interesting to the unwary,

ad. They were more nr less braised, but
m their f:ire had been collected, it was a mutter of IndifTereoos to thepeo-

Sle running the line. It is qnltfl possible, however, that an action for
amages may make them slow up a trifle a* they turn. All men are not

MTobata, ana there ore such beings us women and children, WHOM lives
and comfort are worthy of some cotiHideration.

When a man partakes of a " free lunch (?)
" he is often unaware how,

when and where it has been cooked. "A gift horse should not be looked
at in the mouth," says an old proverb, but when a man puts food into nil
he at any rate likes hi know it is clean. As t«. the gift part of the propo-
sition, the saloon man is usually right end up. On a street not a thou-
sand roileB from this office is a " COoVahop," and to see the way in which
the beef is handled there would lead one to suppose that the dirt of
Men hunt street was an improvement to meat. It may be, but we don't
want any in ours.

The Call's gatherer of social events must be rather hard put for
items of interest when the poor devil has to record the movements of a
pair of downy-faced kids as such. Perhaps the fact that Georgie Berton
has gone for a few week's hunting to Lake county might be worthy of
note as showing that his papa thinks be can be trusted with a gun, but
of what earthly moment can it be to the public that " Trux Beale is next
week going to visit his pa and ma in Washington for two months."

An enterprising anti-monopoly barber on Brannan street, at the foot
of Hoodlum Hill, announces by card in the window of his Tonsorial Pal-
ace that he is prepared to undertake orders tor hair-clipping, at the rate
of 20e. per cranium. This conceit of the Tar Flat Figaro strikes the T.G.
as being a particularly happy one, the patrons of the humorous barber
having, no doubt, much of the animal nature about them. "Horse-clip-
ping" is a much more expensive operation.

When the reporter of a Democratic paper attends a Republican
meeting he denounces it as "Tbe Republican Fizzle at Merced," and goes
on to depict with destructive pathos, the empty benches and lack of vim
all around. The Republican man, however, gets back on him, desolates
the benches and detracts from the orators. And so they go. It is far bet-
ter to take both their lies for granted than to have one's ears stuffed full
of poor oratory and doubtful grammar.

As the elections approach the sidewalk and saloon politician crawls
out of his hole, gets shaved and retouched, steps into a plug hat and new
suif, and for a few brief weeks is a more or less foul butterfly. He so
soon, however, slinks back to bis rat-hole, and so soon again becomes the
bum pure and simple, that one would almost imagine that his clothes had
only been lent him, and that the butterfly was only a very sick moth.

The-go-as-you-please fiends are let loose once more, fortunately this
time, in New York. How much longer the general public will put up
coin for the benefit of these professional tramps it is bard to say ; but
there is one thing pretty certaio, that is the fact that San Francisco has
turned her back upon the business. She can stand the hard-working
walker, but she objects to the thieving managers.

Alec Badlam's political opponents have come out with a card, in
which appear the following words :

" 'Tis a cold day when Alec is left."

Most probably the weather will be extremely frigid when such a thing
occurs ; but no one who knows Badlam—and their name is legion—will
ever believe that he was guilty of advertising such a prophecy on himself.

Whenever our eye comes across a wine and spirit merchant's sign,
with " rectifier of spirits " attached to it, a little tableau presents itself to
our mind's eye, in which Spring Valley water plays a prominent part
and King Alcohol is well represented. It is a sad fact that the Kentucky
manufacturer should have to be " rectified " by the San Francisco mer-
chant. Yet such is the case.

" I'll tell you a booth I don't see here," said George to Fred, -at the Car-
nival the night before last, " and that is Newt. Booth." "I aintso sure
about that," replied Fred. "Seems to me there's a good many nude
booths about the place."

A late telegram from England strikes horror and grief into our hearts.

The intelligence which it conveys is the harrowing fact that "many mem-
bers of the Salvation Army were injured, some very seriously, by the fall-

ing of a floor at Henly, England." Consolation, however, comes to us in
the Bhape of an assurance that Providence will balance things sooner or
later.

A tan game was raided on Monday, and the arresting officers hauled
into the official net two Chinamen, two niggers and a couple of Irishmen.
This must have been a kind of black and tan game.

Are not the tones of an awkward musician notes without grace ?
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SUNBEAMS.

Fox and the Pick-Pocket.—Charles Jas.

Fox, being once at Ascot races with his intimate
companion, General Conway, missed his snuff-

box. The General was lucky enough to discover

the thief, andsieze him before he could get away.
Upon this the man fell upon his knees, and, with
many tears, besought Fox to pardon him, and not
expose him to ruin, for he was a poor weaver in

great destitution, and this was the first offense

against the laws that he had ever committed.
Fox was greatly affected, and not only let the of-

fender go, but gave him a guinea. Shortly after

this, having occasion to use his snuff, he found
no sign of it in his pocket where he had replaced
it, and, turning to General Conway, he said,

"My snuff-box is gone again!" "Yes," replied

the latter; "I saw the scamp take it a second
timewhen you gavehimthe money, but I thought
I wouldn't interfere."

An episode in the American circle of Paris
has rather startled it. It appears that a most
distinguished young lady, pretty, and rich in
her own right, has suddenly disappeared. She
went out riding one morning with her groom.
When in the Bois she sent him back for her
pocket handkerchief. He returned with the in-

dispensable article, but there was no one to use
it. The young lady had disappeared. As the
day drew on anxiety in the family increased and
intensified, and despair ensued when a letter ar-

rived from the young lady, simply saying that
henceforth she wished to be free, and had left

for Mexico! On horseback, too!

" Father," said a Cincinnati young man, as he
leaned on his hoe, "they say the balance of trade
is agin us." " They do, eh?" "And that our
bank reserves are rapidly diminishing." Du tell!"

"And that railroad extension has come to a
h: It." "Well, I'm sure!" "And that the vol-

ume of securities is substantially without a mar-
ket" " Great Snakes! Well, I never! And do
they say anything about a feller stopping to lean
on his hoe to talk, when he might just as well
talk and hoe too ?" Reuben resumed.

Notes and Queries.—The saying that nine
tailors make a man has had the light of antiqua-
rian research turned upon it, and is held to be a
misreading of " Nine tolers," or nine tolls of a
church-bell for a masculine corpse. This view is

not a cheerful one, and we prefer to think that
the phrase is of German origin, standing thus

—

" Nine thalers make a man."
"The thaler makes the man,
The want of it the fellow," etc.

BROAD GAUGE.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Sunday, October 22, 1882,
And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave

from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend st., between 3d and 4th streets), as folluws:

t 6:50 a.m
8:30 A m

10:40 a.m
* 3:30 p.m.

4:30 p.m.
6:30 p.m.

DESTINATION.

.San Mateo, Redwood,..

....and Menlo Park

8:30 a.m.
10:40 a.m
* 3:30 p.m.

4:30 p.m.

10:40 a.m.
* 3:30 p.m.

.Santa Clara, San Jose and.

. .Principal Way Stations.

.

.Gilroy, Pajaro, Castroville.
. and Monterey.

6:40 A.M
9:05 A.M

'10:02 A.M
3:37 P.M

t 5:04 P.M
6:02 P.H

9:05 A.M
'''10:02 A M

3:37 P.M
6:02 P.M

10:40 a.m. I

* 3.30 p.m.
|

10:40 A.M.

t.|| -.Hollisterand Tres Pinos.. il 6:02p.m.

.Watsonville, Aptos, Soquel.
and Santa Cruz..

. Salinas, Soledad and Way .

.

Stations

Sundays excepted. tSundays only.

Stage connections are made with the 10:40 a.m.
Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo, which
connect with 8:30 a.m. Train.

Ticket OreiCES-Passenger Depot, Townsend street,
and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H . R. JUDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

ES^S. P. Atlantic Express Train via Los Angeles,
Yuma, etc., leaves San Francisco daily via Oakland
ierry, foot of Market street, at 9:30 a.m. [Oct 28

C. P. R . R.

Time Schedule, Monday, May 15, 1882
Trains leave, and are due to arrive at,

SanFranciscoas follows:

LEAVE
(for)

DESTINATION. ARRIVE
(from)

9:30 a.m.
*4:00p.m,
*4:30p.m.
8:00 A,

M

3:30 P.M.
*4:30 p.m.

8:00 A.M
*4:00 p.m
9:30 A.M
4:30 p.m
8:00 a.m.

*4:00 p.m.
8:00 A.M.
*4:30p.m.

J8:00 A.M.
9:30 a.m.

8:00 a.m.
5:00 p.m.
9:30 a.m.
*4:00 P.M.

8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.

10:00 a.m.
3:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m
5:30 P.M.

8:00 A.M.
8:00 a.m.
8:«0 a.m.
3:30 p.m.

*4:30 P.M.

*4:0Of.m.
8:00 A.M.
3:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
3:30 p.m.
*4:00p.M.
*4:30 P.M.

3:30 P.M.
8:00 A.M.
*4 :30 p.m.
*8:00 A.M.

...Antioch and Martinez....

. . Calistoga and Napa.

.

. j Deming, El Paso ) Express....

. \ and East J Emigrant ..

. j Gait and \ via Livermore. .

.

. j Stockton > via Martinez

...lone

. . . Knight's Landing
" " (JSundays only)

. . . Los Angeles and South
. . Livermore and Pleasanton.

...Merced..

. . Marysville and Chico.

.

..Nilesand Haywards..

Ogden and I Express
East ("Emigrant........
Redding and Red Bluff
Sacramento, ) via Livermore

,

Colfax and > via Benicia
Alta ) via Benicia
Sacramento, via Benicia....
Sacramento River Steamers..
San Jose

...Vallejo..

(tSundays only)..

.Virginia City.,

.Woodland....

.Willows, Williams & Tehama.

2:40 p.m.
*12 :40 p.m.
*10:10 a.m.

7:40 P.M.
11:40 A.M.

*10:10 A.M.
10:10 a.m.
7:40 p.m.

2:40 p.m.

7:10 a.m.
5:40 p.m.

*12:40p.m.
5:40 p.m.

i!10.10 A.M.
111:40 a.m.

2:40 p.m.

5:40 P.M.
8:40 A.m.
2:40 P.M.

*12:40 p.m.
5:40 p.m.
5:40 p.m.
4:10 p.m.
9:40 a.m.
8:40 a.m.

11:40 a.m.
6:10 A.M.
5:40 P.M.
6:40 P.M.
7:40 P.M.
11:40 a.m.

*10:10 a.m.
*6 :00 A.M.
.4:10 P.M.

9:40 A.M.
7:40 P.M.
2:40 P.M.

U1:40a,m.
*12.40 P.M.
*10:10 A.M.
11:40 A.M.
*7:40 p.m.

'10:10 a.m.
*7:40 p.m.

Train leaving San Francisco at 9:30 a.m. should meet
Pacific Express from " Ogden " at San Pablo ; also Pacific
Express from "El Paso" at Antioch.

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland Pier.

From "SAW FRAITCISCO," Daily.

To EAST OAKLAND— »6.00, »6:30, 7:30, 8:30, 9:30,

10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30, 6:30, 6:30,

7:00, 8:00, 9:30, 11:00, "12:00.

To ALAMEDA—«6:00, M6;30, 7:00, *t7:30, 8:00, "t8:30,
9:00, 't9:30, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 1:00, 2:00, 3:00, "t3:30,
4:00, «t4:30, 5:00, «to:30, 6:00, «t6:30, 7:00, «8:00, 9:30,
11:00, *12:00.

To BERKELEY — *6:00, »6:30, 7:00, "7:30, 8:00, "8:30,

9:00, i9:30, 10:00, 110:30, 11:00, Ul:30, 12:00, 1:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,
9:30, *12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—*6:00, *6:30, 7:00, <7:30, J8:00,
•8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, "4:30, 5:00.

*5:30, 6:00. "6:30, 7:00.

To " SAW FRANCISCO," Daily.

From BROADWAY, Oakland—»6:32, *6:02, 6:32, 7:02,

7:32, 8:02, 8:32, 9:02, 9:32, 10:02, 10:32, 11 :02, 11:32, 12:02,
12:32, 1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32, 5:02,

5:32, 6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

From EAST OAKLAND—*5:21, *5:51, 6:21, 6:51, 7:51,

8:51, 9:51, 10:51, 11:51, 12:51, 1:51, 2:61, 3:51, 4:51,

5:51, 6:51, 7:51, 9:21, 10:51.

From ALAMEDA—*5:15, «5:45, 6:15, 7:10, *t7:35, 8:10,

*t8:35, 9:10, »t9:35, 10:10, *tl0:35, 11:10, 12:10, 1.10,
2:10, 3:10, 4:10, *t4:35, 5:10, <'t5:35, 6:10, '.'+6:35, 7:15,
*+7:35, 9:15, 10:45.

From BERKELEY—*5:45, *6:15, 6:45, "7:16,7:45, *8:15,

45, }9:15, 9:45, (10:15, 10:4D, Jll:15, 11:45, 12:45,

:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:16, 4:45, 5:15, 5:45, 6:15, 6:45, 7:45,
:15, *10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY— *5:45, *6:15, 6:45, «7:15,
7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, *5:15, 5:45,
•6:15, 6:45, »7:15.

Creek Route.
From SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:15, 3:15,

5:15.

From OAKLAND—*6:15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

All trains ran daily, except when star (*) denotes Sun-
days excepted.

fTrains marked thus (t) run via East Oakland.
(f)Snndays only.

"Standard Time" furnished by Randolph & Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. GOODMAN, Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agt.
A. N. Towne, General Manager.

COAL OIL STOVES.
All Sizes for Cooking1 or Parlor use

Send for Circular and Prices.

WIESTER & CO.,
17 New Montgomery St., SF".

On and after Monday, April 3d, 1882,
Boats and Trains will leave San Francisco as

follows:

71 C\ a.m. daily (Sundays excepted), via San Rafael,
• -1 " from Market-street wharf, for Petaluma, San-

ta Rosa, Healdsburg, Clovcrdale, Guerneville and way
stations. Stages connect at Geyserville for Skaggs'
Springs; and at Cloverdale for Highland Springs, Kel-
seyville, Soda Bay, Lakeport, Ukiah aod Geysers.

Daily, Except Sundays.
2QA p.m., via Donahue, from Washington-sfcreet'OV wh arf.

A Kf\ p.m., via San Rafael, from Market-street wharf,
rr.njyj for petaluma, Cloverdale and way stations.
Stages for Navarro Ridge and Mendocino City leave
Cloverdale daily at 6 a.m.

Snnday Excursions.
Q Oi~k A.M., Sundays only, via Donahue, from Wash-oe" ing ton-street wharf, for Cloverdale and way
stations. Round Trip Tickets on Sundays to Petaluma,
§1.50; Santa Rosa, S2 ; Healdsburg, S3; Cloverdale,
.§4.50; Guerneville, §3. Returning, will arrive in San
Francisco at 6:45 p.m.

8"| ft a.m., Sundays only, via San Rafael, from Mar-
• *-*J ket-street wharf, for Miller's, Pacheco^ Novato

and Burdell's.

at 7:45 p.m.

Returning, will arrive iu San Francisco

GEYSERS! GEYSERS!
The Greatest Natural Wonder of the

World 1

Immense Reduction in Bates.

Round Trip Tickets, via Cloverdale $S 50
Round Trip Tickets, via Cloverdale and Calistoga.S12 50

Passengers will leave San Francisco at 7:10 a.m.
week days, from San Quentin Ferry, and arrive at the
Geysers at 2:30 p.m. On Sundays, leave Washington-
street Wharf, by Steamer JAMES M. DONAHUE, at
8:20 a.m. Returning, arrive in San Francisco by either
route the following evening.

ARTHUR HUGHES,
Gen. Manager.

PETER J. McGLTNN,
Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

SONOMA VALLEY RAILROAD.

On and after Monday, April 3d, 1883,
Boats and Trains will leave San Francisco as

follows:

O Q(] P- M. daily (Sundays excepted) , from Washing-
"•*-'*-' ton-street Wharf, for the town of Sonoma.
Fare, Si. Round Trip Tickets, from Saturday till Mon-
day, SI 50.

SUNDAY EXCURSIONS.
8OA1.M. (Sundays only), from Washington-street•^" Wharf, for Sonoma, Glen Elle and way
points. Round Trip Tickets to Sonoma, §1; Pioneer
Grove, SI 20; Glen Ellen, SI 50.

ARTHUR HUGHES,
Gen. Manager.

PETER J. McGLYNN,
Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

H. S. Williams. A. Ohesebrough,

"W.H.Dimond.

WILLIAMS, DIM0ND & CO.,

Shipping and Commission Merchants,
UNION BUILDING,

Junction Market and Pine Streets.

AGENTS FOR

Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific

Steam Navigation Company, The Cu-

nard Royal Mail SteamshipCompany,
1

' The California Line of Clippers '

'

from New York and Boston,

and ' * The Hawaiian Line .
'

'

San Francisco, January 31, 1880. [Jan. 31.

L. H.Newton. M. Newton.

NEWTON BROTHERS & CO.,

Importers and Wholesale .Dealers in
Teas, Foreign Goods and Groceries, 204 and 206

California street, San Francisco, Cal May 25.
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CHRISTENING
< ;*vp«t numrnt vu flutt'rin« and filling Um iwm.
And th« 6ow*r* wm modaat from pictorv and lu-ht ;

ft hlowom vtmUwI vim, with a rial. -

Wm Um improrued font i-r Um Uptfamal riw.

Thf t»nje f«ni* to the fti*chUa in fcstoona wwa b.mn-1.

And the pan»ic« wet* kneeling tx-.lh touvwritM fair,

A« th- lilies, likt- oeiwer*, were •waving aTDaad,
And the b«li<>trupe incense arose i« the air !

Then a pause, with thf «ilenc* that nestles !.?

« the tip* of the Iftarea ;

Or the hart> i>f th.- winds, *s it murmur* * time
In tl e harvest, among the bright nheavee:

And the baby came in, with it* face just shore
The mt% wrapping of lace, with the long train below,
Which *> deftly was wroaght by the fingera of love.

That each bud ami each daisy seemed carved from the snow.

Then the pastor, in prayer, nntly Ipokfl of the strife

Which the infant had held twos the first mootbl ofl birth,

When the snn of the Booth-land had •oorohed Dp the life

That the foga of Saint Francis restored to the earth.

And each mother looked up in the sweetest surprise.

With the tears of the roses that first greet the dawn,—
For the dew of the flowera, shining hack from her eyes,
Gave the light of the love that in Kden was born.

And the Water and Blearing like rays of the night,

Seemed to mingle and fall in a silvery beam ;

As the low music floating on waves of the liis-ht

I the eyes of the baby and filled all its dream.

San Francisco, Oct. 26, 1882. J. C. Dom

LETTER FROM LONDON.
London, October 4, 1882.—Dear N. L—England is still ringing

with the victory of her troops in Egypt, and the achievements they per-

formed there, from single acts of individual daring to the dashing exploits.

of whole regiments. As a matter of course in the midst of all the

that the troops come in for as an Army, there has sprung up not a little

jealousy between certain corps as to the reported honors gained. The
palm, however, seems to be given to the 18th Royal Irish, who took the
earth -works at Tel-el-Kebir at the point of the bayonet, reserving lire,

and going into the fight with the " historic zest " of the batallion. The
84th are said to be very indignant that the 18th should have got the credit

of taking the redoubt which they claim to have taken. It will all be set

ris*ht in time, doubtless.

A curious discovery has just been made. It appears that a gunner of

the Alexandra was awarded England's bronze decoration " For Valor,"

for throwing a live shell into the water to prevent it's exploding at the risk

of his own life, but saving thereby the lives of many. It now seems, on
scientific authority, that the Atlantic Ocean couldn't put out a live shell.

As the immersion of the shell was in a tub of water on the deck of the ship

where it had fallen, it is likely that had it exploded, destruction to all

near by would have followed. Therefore, the shell could not have been a

live one, and consequently there was no danger to the gunner in picking it

up. However, as he thought there was, his bravery was just as great and
deserving of reward. But prosaic scieuce rather spoils the romance of the

episode, as is not infrequently the case in these days.

Mrs. Langtry's " Rosalind " has not made the sensation it promised to

do. The impersonation of the character is generally condemned by the

critics in and out of the press, as lacking refinement, and partaking too

much of rude and boisterous hoydenishness. Mrs. Langtry's dressing of

the part, especially in the forest, was not liked. Surprise and disappoint-

ment greeted her boy's costume. Of course, a great portion of the excite-

ment attending the performance was due to the wide-spread curiosity to

see the whilom fashionable beauty in male attire. But the chosen cos-

tume included a gray tunic of such dimensions that speculation as to the

shapeliness or otherwise of the Jersey Lily's lower limbs had to remain

partly unsatisfied. What was disclosed encased in claret-colored hose

gave promise of satisfactory results when her American "Rosalind's
1

'' dreBS

shall have been put on. Fully equal to the occasion, and alive to her in-

terests, it IB said that Mrs. Langtry has promised to have more than one

tuck run in the skirt of her tunic when she plays in New York, in defer-

ence to American expectations as explained by the artful Abbey. If so,

as the hose must be lengthened in proportion to the reefing of the drapery,

it follows that Americans will get more for their money than Englishmen

did, and it is, therefore, not improbable that the coming winter in New
York will beremarkable for the numberof Londoners who have taken a run

over to see the country. Mrs. Langtry sails in the Arizona on the 14th,

and takes with her some magnificent dresses made for her by Worth,
especially for her American campaign.
The conferring of peerages on Sir Garnet Wolseley and Sir Beauchamp

Seymour, has been accompanied by offers from the Government of annui-

ties of £2,000 for life, or a lump sum rf £50,000 each. Both have wisely

decided to accept the latter offering. The nights are getting cold and fires

are in order. Yours, Dido.

The Lunt Juvenile Matinee.—A most agreeable time was

passed at the opening juvenile matinee, given by Mr. O. A. Lunt at his

dancing academy, on Post street, on Saturday evening last, which was

largely attended by his pupils and their friends. A series of fancy dances

were rendered in a manner which reflected great credit upon all con-

cerned. The fancy dance by Mabel Love was very graceful, as was also

that of Florrie Harrison. The best evidence was| afforded of the skill of

the educator in the art of graceful motion. The pretty dances by Stella,

Witram and Olita Lunt were particularly admired. The entertainment

evidenced in a marked raannerthe skill to be attained under a trained mas-

ter. The *' Wizard of the Wave," danced by about forty pupils, delighted

all. The scarf dance and sailor's hornpipe, were further evidences of Mr.

Lunt's wonderful ability in imparting knowledge to our young people.

Explicit directions for every use are given with the Diamond Dyes.

For dyeing Mosses, Grasses, Eggs, Ivory, Hair, etc.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO..
Sawlntf. Planing and Manufacturing—Door*. Stabaa, Blinda and

Moulding*-Turning. Scroll and Jig Bawlnf—Countara.
Bar and Store Fixture*.

Bgl on ll»i..l .ml Mad. to Onto.
«I7 ta »*» Spear »(., an.l J la I., -j-ja. rSlewarl HI., H. F.

Th. l.rv-t »nd oldrat ~i .
|

it,.. !•„•«. Ooart.

-..ACT. IVrVt. »r, n. Mai.
[M.i

F. N. Nenval. W. S. Bomi

PACIFIC ASPHALTUM COMPANY.
Eatabll.hed 18&Y

Proprietor* of the Celebrated Corral de Ptedra Asphaltum Mine.

lt..ilm |h f'rii.f,- /in./ Hrflned
ASPHALTUM. FELT AND ROOFING MATERIAL.
PnouadAn i ,,„i Ooalnotan for Bide-

walks, li- . .linn \V..r'k All Work tluar.i

Offlcrantl Deyfeff.aVOiTflelbeon. Urnnrh (tfllee, 422 Montgomery .S P.

M. A. QUNST k CO.,
203 Kearny Street San Franeisoo.

TXPQRTBR8 AJfD DEALERS i\
HAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS,

Also, Agents for Kimball, GaulUener St Co 'a Guatemala Cigars.
BIT" Inform the Public that they reesfoe large invoices of Choice

Havana lirands twice a month. LFcb. •*

C. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants.

SAN FRANCISCO and NEW YORK.
65f Agents of American Suipir Refinery, corner of Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. Jan. 17.

Olaus Spreckels. Win. G. Irwin.
WM. G. IRWIN & CO.,

Sugar Factors and Commission Agents,
Honolulu, H. I. TMarch 25.

CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY,
Manufacturers of the Standard Syrup, a superior article

put up iu barrels expressly for home consumption. Also, Extra Heavy Syrup

in barrels for Export. Refined Sugars at lowest market rates. Office 325 Market

street, up stairs. Dec. 21.

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,
STOCK BROKERS,

No. 314 Fine Street San Francisco.
[May 20. ]

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY,
No. 310 Sansome Street,

San Francisco,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN FURS.
[September 21.1

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
GoW Medal, Paris, 1878.

Sold bj all Stationers. Sole Agent for the United States:
MR. HENRY HOE, 91 John street, N. Y. Jan. 6.

C. W. M. SMITH, /^\The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor, KS^iA
Established in 1862, IpATENlgl

Removed to 224 Sansome Street.^£tK^7

g^T* MR. C. W. M. SMITH is tbe patent attorney for Marriott's Aeroplane Com-
pany for Navigating the Air. Oct. 22.

TABER, HARKER & CO.,

IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE QROCERS,
108 and 110 California St., S. F.

fApril 19.]

JOHN McKEW,
WHOLESALE AND BETAIL COAL DEALER,

431 UNION STREET Between Dnpont and Kearny.
SAX ERANCISCO. Aug. 2(1.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

360 FOVRTB STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.
[July 15.]

Flor tbe
NOTICE.

very best photographs g-o to Bradley A Bulofso.rs,
Elevator, 429 Montgomery street. Oct. 29

ROBERT WALKINSHAW,
REAL ESTATE AGENT 407 Montgomery Street.

Farming, Mining: and City Property.
[July 29.]

$66 a week in your own town. Terms and $5 outfit free.

AddSSBa E. Hallett & Co., Portland, Maine.
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THE CITY ELECTION AND THE CANDIDATES.
Blake and Bartlett Shake Hands Prior to Beginning: the Pray, as

Illustrated Above.
The nominating conventions have done their work, and now it re-

mains for the people to do theirs. To select the best men will require

more than ordinary discrimination. There are good, bad, and indifferent

nominees on all the tickets. No thoughtful citizen, who cares more for

honest and economical city government than for the idle bubble of a party
name, should vote a straight ticket. There are black sheep in all the folds.

The strictest electicism Bhould be exercised, not only because it will give

us a goood municipal government now, but because it will teach the "boss-

es" for all time to come, that only the best nominees will be accepted by
the people. There is a Btrong undercurrent of feeling that the offices with
patronage in them, want looking after, and ought not to be permitted to

go to the creatures put up by the proprietor of the Bush street saloon. If

they do, they will most certainly be extravagantly administered, and will

be filled with all, and sundry " the boys " who have helped to carry the
precinct clubs, and who, by obtaining deputyships, will be maintained in
"soft " places, in order to "get in their lickB " again, two years hence.
The question, in a nut shell, is just this: will the people ratify the bar-

gain made between Buckley & Co. and certain candidates, by which the
party of the first part is to have all the patronage, and assess the deputies
at his sovereign will and pleasure, in return for bis having secured the
nomination of the party of the second part ? That bargain ib a bad one ;

it will corrupt the public service, render the city government costly and
inefficient, keep together an organized band of low down politicians who
carried the clubs, and who will do the same thing again and again so long
as, by doing so, they can obtain deputyships. No good can. come of de-

partments run under such a system. We have done our best to expose
this monstrously evil game, and it now only remains for good citizens to

give it a severe check by scratching the names of the candidates who are

believed to be parties to it. We proceed to criticise the nominees in de-

tail, giving our best judgment in regard to those known to us.

The Mayoralty.
Happily two old and well-tried public officials have been nominated for

Chief Magistrate of the city. It matters little which is elected. The
bosses on both sides felt compelled to head their tickets with an irreproach-
able name. Blake being in office and having pleased the people therein,

he was the obvious and necessary choice of the Republicans. The Demo-
crats had to find a man to equal him. That was their difficulty, and it

was well surmounted in the choice of Washington Bartlett. He and
Blake are as alike as two peas. Both are old citizens of tried ability and
with enviable records for integrity. It has been truly said that the only
difference between them is that Blake knows the most law, and Bartlett
is the better informed as to the working of our municipal affairs. It is a
happy fact that no mistake can be made, no matter which of the two is

elected. Voters in regard to this office will doubtless be guided by their
party affiliations. This is, we are persuaded, likely to be a good year for
the Democrats, but, even so, it will be no easy task to beat " old honesty."

Assessor.

The Assessorship is a very important office. The law confers upon its

incumbent very large and arbitrary powers. He should be a man who is

well acquainted with real estate values, and ready to do his duty without
fear, favor or affection. If he be not so, one man will escape a part of
his just share of taxation, whilst another will be unduly oppressed. Alex-
ander Badlam has filled this office with marked ability for several years
past, and has succeeded in giving general satisfaction. No better evidence
of his fitness could possibly be afforded than the fact that he has so long
administered the office without causing objection or complaint from any
quarter.

_
That is almost a phenomenal fact. The position of Taxing

Master is usually one that is unpopular, and subject to more than its

share of criticism. Yet Badlam has gone on, year after year, discharging
its duties with an immunity from attack that is really singular. We all

know what happened in the office before he took charge of it. This
caused more than ordinary attention to be paid to it, and that Alexander
Badlam stood the test of being closely watched is a fact that may not be

disputed. Looking to the grave importance of the functions attached to
this office, a change ought not to be lightly made. We incline to the be-
lief that Badlam will run ahead of his ticket, and will be one of the few
Republicans who will pull through. His opponent is Louis F. Holtz, of

the firm of Von Bargen & Co., liquor merchants, who is well spoken of
by his numerous friends. He is making a vigorous campaign, and will

give the astute Badlam all he can do to get away with. him.

Auditor.

This office is important principally because its incumbent has it in his

power, especially when sustained by the Mayor to prevent the payment
of unjust claims against the city. He cannot prevent extravagance on
the part of the Board of Supervisors, but he can stand in the way of the
payment of such debts as they may incur that are not warranted by law.
It was to the credit of J. P. Dunn that he often did that precise thing,
and did it successfully ; he being on several occasions sustained by the
Supreme Court. There are just two pre-requisites to an efficient auditor.
He should be a good accountant, and Bhould possess a backbone. Brick-
wedel is the Republican nominee and a worthy citizen, but, although he
is the present incumbent, he is not the Auditor, except in name. He who
has really been Auditor for several terms past is Wm. M. Edgar, who has
been Chief Deputy under Ashbury, Maynard, Dunn and Brickwedel, and
taught those gentlemen all they knew about the functions of their office.

The popularity that Ashbury and Dunn won was all of Edgar's making.
He is now the Democratic nominee for Auditor, and ought to be elected.

The faithful servant of the people for years past, he is little known to the
crowd ; yet to the members of the press, and others who have frequented
the City Hall, he is known as the real Auditor. On the principles of jus-
tice to an honest and capable man, we Btrongly advocate his promotion to
the position he has fairly earned. In this Republican-Democratic gov-
ernment it is not seemly, or right, or just that the genuine man should be
made to take a back seat to the wealthy figure-head—that Edgar, the real

Auditor, should play second fiddle to the man whom he teaches. Let the
honors go to him who really does the work. Render to Caesar the things
that are Caesar's. The fittest should survive. Edgar has made the duties
of his office the business of his life. Brickwedel, as a matter of pride,
choses to be elected because it is an honor, but his private concerns, his

inexperience, and his lack of taBte for the duties of the office, cause him
to put all its obligations on Edgar. If merit is to be rewarded Edgar
should be elected.

Sheriff.

For Sheriff, John Sedgwick, the present incumbent, has been renomi-
nated by the Republicans, and Patrick Connolly, who has charge of the
bullion department of Wells, Fargo & Co., has been nominated by the
Democrats. The struggle for supremacy between them waxes warm, and
he would be a wise man who could tell certainly which will win. Sedg-
wick has made an excellent Sheriff, has held the office for only a year, and
certainly merits re-election. We do not believe in changing officers with-
out cause, and upon a mere temporary whim. The office of Sheriff is a
difficult one to administer. It is one in which it is easy to make mistakes
involving endless litigation. Sedgwick's best eulogium is the fact that he
has not had a suit of moment brought against him. He has been careful

and well advised in all his proceedings. He has given satisfaction to liti-

gants, members of the bar, and to the Courts, and there is no reason that
we can imagine why he should not receive the merited reward of a re-

election. We believe that he is one of the Republican candidates who
will run ahead of his ticket and be elected. His Democratic opponent,
Patrick Connolly, is a pronounced Buckley lamb, and procured his nom-
ination as such. If he should happen to be elected his office will be filled

by such creatures as Buckley may choose to put in it, and of what kind
they will be can be very easily imagined. The Sheriff's office thereafter

will be a political bureau in which the " boys" will carry out the schemes
of the boss. Patrick could not have got his nomination from Buckley
upon any other termB. His deputies will have to pay 10 per cent, of their

salaries to Buckley, carry precinct clubs for him, and do his rough-and-
tumble work generally. To the credit of McMann he refused a nomina-
tion upon any such terms, openly fought the bosses from beginning to

end, and won thousands of friends by his manly course. He was the choice

of his party, but Buckley " sat down upon him," and that was enough.
We do not believe that Independent Democrats will approve of his defeat

or of the methods by which it was procured, and we know many who will

resent it at the polls. The people will do well to retain the present effi-

cient incumbent for another term. Let them preserve the Sheriff's office

from being turned into a den of iniquity.

City and County Attorney.

The law adviser of the city government is an important personage. He
can keep the departments out of litigation, advise them as to the right,

and guard them against the wrong. His duties are in the highest degree
important. Every official is pretty sure to have occasion to ask his advice

at one time or another. Perhaps no other head of a department has such
unchecked opportunities to plunge the city into losses, or to save its treas-

ury from large and unjust raids. He ought unquestionably to be a cau-

tious man and a sound lawyer. Judge Craig, the Democratic nominee,
we believe fills the bilL E. D. Sawyer, the Republican nominee, we
know to be an amiable man and a good citizen, yet we know that there is

a remarkable concurrence among the members of the bar that he knows
no law, and is about the moBt stupid blunderer the profession in this city

supplies. Lawyers without distinction of party will vote against him,
and that is about the best guide for the general public to follow. The
city, with its large interests, ought to be able to secure a safe legal ad-

viser. There is a great deal involved in its doing so. On the grounds of

his superior competency the election of Judge Craig ouglit to be beyond a
peradventure.

District Attorney.

Under the new Constitution, the District Attorney's office is peculiarly

important. The Grand Jury is virtually superseded, and the District

Attorney can present whom he pleases for trial. He can, on his own mo-
tion, put the moBt innocent man in the city and county of San Francis-

co on trial, and he can keep the most guilty rascal that ever occupied a

Penitentiary from receiving his just deserts. In view of theBe facts, he
ought to be an independent man. Then he ought, also, to be a good law-

yer. Wealthy criminals employ the best talent the market supplies; the

people ought to be equally well represented. Leonidas Pratt is the candi-
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dale of the KefjabHeeaa. and b the ii ml iecanb
with the Odd Fallow*' Ilank, and hit Venl opinion_ opiajon th.t l-ino-
Office oertitic.u.m (rood wcuritr. pretodicea o. wuut him. A mu
who wold fool away a .pierter of » million ol Um aaeeta ol th. lUnk
wboM attorney be waa. u not ihe kind of official w» woold renimmen.i.
On th. otlwr hand. J. 1>. Sullivan, who hae been nominate!
ocraU for thta office, u a oompar . mu, a good lawyer an. I ia
hia opponent's superior, and ou>;ht to he elected.

Tax Coixiotor.

It ia th« busineao of the Tax ( \.|le.-t..r to collect inch Uiea aa mar h*
aeeeeeed again»t individual.. Th. office Julie, are of a perfunctory char
acter. Any honeat man ought to be ahle u. .livhar.
torily. The trouble ia that there i» an opportunity in llii. department u
employ an unnecessary number o[ deputise. That is the tr.oil.le with
l>V,rady and the present administration. The "boya" whom Hockley
employe to carry the primaries with, crowd the T»v I trice at
this tune until there I* hanlly "standing room." The staff is three time..
at leant, larger than it ought to be. This department can be much more
economically administered, but it will not he if IVCr.vlv i. reelected
He haa contracted with the " bosses " to give them the patronage of his
office, and they will be aure to make the m<*t of it. There ia no more
wasteful or extravagant department of the Municipal I iovernment than
the Tax Collector's office. I.. B. Maattsk i« the nominee of the Repnbll-
can. and ia free to do his duty. He ia bound l.v no rook entangling alii-
ancea a» unite Buckley and O'Grady together, and therefore ho ought to
be elected.

Superior Judges.
The Democratic nominees for Superior Judges, with one exception, are

wretchedly bad. The only man who ought to be voted for is .1. V I loffey
By this we do not mean to say that Clough ami McGuire are not estima-
ble young men, but we do mean to Bay that the time has not yet arrived
when they should be elevated to the bench. For Justices of the Peace
we could aay a good word for them, but ten years hence would be soon
enough for them to dream of aspiring to the bench of the Superior I 'ourt.
In the name of all that is good, keep the courts clear of low-down parti-
san rule. Of Toohey, the Land League fool and blatherskite, we have
not a good word to say. He is too old to learn— he is not a lawyer in any
sense of the term, and his elevation to the bench would be a scandal and
a shame. We recommend thoughtful men to vote for Coffey on the Dem-
ocratic ticket, and Waymire, Bartlett and Troutt on the Republican.
There ought to be no party considerations enter in this matter. Some of
the ablest Democratic lawyers have suggested to us the recommendations
we have suggested.

Superintendent of Schools.

A. J. Moulder has been nominated for Superintendent of Schools by
the Democrats; and J. K. Wilson, of the Lincoln School, by the Repub-
licans. Wilson, as an experienced and able teacher connected with the
department, is entitled to the office. It is not wise or right to give this
appointment to an outsider, when there is a practical worker who deserves
the office, and is competent to fill it. But Moulder will probably
be elected for all that. His ticket will, as a whole, win. Besides, he has
time to attend to his canvass, whereas Wilson is busy in his school. In
this case the most deserving man is hot likely to succeed. Moulder has a
soft thing in the Public Library, and ought" to be content with it. The
able and practical teacher ought to be elected, and it will not be to the
credit of discerning people it he is defeated.

Treasurer.

The office of Treasurer is responsible but not important. That officer

has to finger a good deal of coin, but then he gives bonds for it all. He
has to pay only such warrants aa the auditor may approve of. His duties
are, therefore, principally of a perfunctory character. J. H. Widber is

the nominee of the Republicans, and Christian Reis of the Democrats.
The latter will be elected. He is an honorable man, with a most excel-
lent record—a German, and one of the best representatives of his coun-
trymen in this city. He will discharge the duties of his office ably and
well, and, being a most available man, he will, in all probability reach to
higher honors in the near future.

Public Administrator.
This is not a very important office. The incumbent has to give bonds,

and ib bound to administer his department under the instructions of the
Court. Walter M. Leman is the nominee of the Republicans, and Phil.
A. Roach of the Democrats. Like Blake and Bartlett, they are as alike
as two peas. Both are old and well known to the public, and both are
popular. True and good men both. Leman has the advantage of being
the present incumbent, and has discharged the duties of his office faith-
fully and welL

Coroner.

Dr. W. L. Newlands and Dr. Levingston are the respective nominees
for Coroner. The former is the Republican and the latter the Democratic
nominee. Newlands will be elected. The candidature of Dr.(?) O'Don-
nell has for years past beaten the Democratic nominee, and as he will
poll three or four thousand votes this year, he will do so again. It ib sin-

gular that this fraud, rascal and exposed scoundrel should draw off so
many votes from his party, but such is the fact. The consolation is that
Dr. Newlands will make a moBt excellent Coroner.

County Clerk.

The County Clerkship is principally important because the incumbent
has considerable patronage. He has a number of deputies to appoint, all

of whom ought to be efficient, and those who are Court-room clerks ought
to be agreeable to the people. He has to keep the records of all legal pro-
ceedings, and should be somewhat of an expert. Just the right kind of

a man iB never likely to be elected to the office. Whoever gets the office,

Major Ruggles is bound to be chief deputy, and to him will fall the
onerous duty of running all matters that strictly pertain to the County
Clerkship. He is the man who, like Edgar, ought to hold the principal
in name, as he has long done in fact. However, as that cannot be, we
have to select from between two men. Wilder is the candidate of the
Republicans and Sesnon of the Democrats. The " bosses" joined in the
nomination of the former, which meanB that they are, during the next
term, going to control the patronage, and that is enough to condemn him.

..
"* b*,°_r»i',J "'' •J»««*l l» Uib air. Ho lo active, honest,

and will proTo efficient.

Tn« I.nileLATl'M.
The Democratic legialati. . m, u , whole, as bed aa they

can be. Dougherty and K ., ,„- Twelfth
DietricC Th.y and •

do not enteri . ng hope, that anything wo can .ay will in

Inanee those who ere • .::•.;.-. ird to the UerlsleUre. Ap
oieotandlhe election ol • I'm'

lions th.iwill probably Infl

Iron this >wi ptl
i..r insunce. who is running f ablj t. in Um

Ninth I man who will -, and -, r ... kht poo
pie faithfully. Then, among the other men on th.. Democratic ttokot
whom wo e»n recommend, on T. J. Sullivan, : the Senate
from the Thirteenth, and 1). It. Bibb, for the U* iul.lv. from the same

On the Republican ticket Ely I. Hutchlnoon, for the Sonata,
deserve, to bo elected. Major II let for the Senate from
Ninth, will do well, as also will Prank Sperling, candidate from the
same district for the Assembly. U there are any other name! on the Dam
ocratic Legislative ticket that ought t mmand the support of d
men, we confess to be at a losa to know who they are.

Supervisors.
For Supervisors, the Democratic ticket contain, more good nnmes than

might have reasonably been expected to be found main it. The lesson of
last year has not been thrown away upon tho bosses. They then had
splendid opportunity of winning, hut threw it away by nominating tho
most wretchedly vile Hoard of Supervisor) ever submitted to tho voters of
this city. They were badly beaten in consequence, and appear to have
taken the lesson to heart, and have done better this time. Yet we would
by no means vote the Democratic ticket straight. Among the Republi-
cans nominated we should vote for Dr. Gates from the Pint Ward. Henry
White from the Third, Daniel Hicks from the Sixth, Samuel Irving from
the Eighth, and H. B. Russ from the Tenth. We should give the reBt to
the Democrats. There would thus be five Republicans and seven Demo-
crats in the Board. The schemes of the bosses would be broken up, and
the vetoes of the Mayor would not, as now, be summarily over-ridden. It

is a mistake to vote any one party ticket straight for Supervisors. Take
the good men off both, and in that case you are sure to defeat the games
and tricks put up by the corrupt elements that control nominations. We
have given the names of the five Republican Supervisors who can be de-
pended upon to enter no corrupt rings. We append the names of seven
Democratic candidates who are no less reliable, viz. : Reichenbacb from
the Second Ward, John Shirley from the Third, Chas. H. Burton from
the Fourth, Henley Smith from the Fifth, J. B. Lewis from the Ninth,
J. G. James from the Eleventh, and Thos. Ashworth from the Twelfth.
If the good men are taken in this way from both tickets, there will be no
rings and no boss power in the next Board of Supervisors. The citizen
who at this time votes for hiB party ticket for Supervisors straight, is not
wise. The way to beat the bosses is to take from each ticket the good
men they were compelled to nominate in order to give some show of de-
cency to their work. There is nothing that we have written that we so
strongly urge upon taxpaying citizens of both parties than this suggestion
of choosing Supervisors from both tickets. It is the very best thing that
can be done at this time. It will defeat the put-up jobs, if anything will.

Board of Education.

The Republicans have renominated the present Board, which has done
fairly well, whilst the Democrats have put up exceptionally strong men.
We rather prefer the latter ticket, but as both are good, it matters little

which is elected. Raphael Weill, on the Democratic ticket, ia a particu-
larly good nomination.

Police Judoes.
The Police Courts are important as dealing with a large class of caBes

that principally concern citizens in the humbler walks of life. The Dem-
ocrats ha~e nominated James Lawlor and H. Watson Webb for Police
Judges, and they are both good nominations.

Justices of the Peace.

The poor man's Court is that presided over by the Justices of the
Peace. Abler men and better lawyers, as a rule, ought to be elected to

this Court. In the present instance the majority of the nominees are
unknown men. We can recommend J. C. Pennie and Edward Gilaon,
Democratic nominees. Five are to be elected, but we are not sufficiently

acquainted with the candidates to make recommendations as to the other
three.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Andes Silver Mining; Company.—Location of principal

place of business, San Francisco, California. Location of works, Virginia
Mining District, Storey County, Nevada.—Notice is hereby given that at a meeting
of the Board of Directors, held on the thirteenth day of October, 1S82, au asseesa-

ment (No. 20) of Twenty-five (26) Cents per share was levied upon the capital stock
of the Corporation, payable immediately, in United States gold coin, to the Secretary,
at the office of the Company, Room 2, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street,

San Francisco, California.
Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on FRIIDAY, the

SEVENTEENTH {17th) day of NOVEMBER, 1832, will be delinquent and advertised
for sale at public auction ; and unless payment is made before, -will be sold on
THURSDAY, the SEVENTH (7th) day of DECEMBER, 1882, to pay the delinquent
assessment, together with costs of advertising and expenses of sale. By order of tho
Board of Directors. BUTLER BURRJS, Secretary.

Office—Room 2, Nevada Block, 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia. Oct. 21.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
JUSTICE MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 37
Amount per Share 20 Cents
Levied October 18th
Delinquent in Office November 23d
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock Decemher 12th

R. E. KELLY. Secretary.
Office—Room 2, Hayward's Building, No. 419 California Btreet, San Francisco, Cal-

ifornia. Oct. 21.
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REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.

Recorded in the City and County of San Francisco, California, for

the Week ending- October 23, 1888.

Compiledfrom the Recordsofthe CommercialAgency > 401 California St. t
S.F.

Monday, October 16th.

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE.

J O'Connor to F ARoddatz..

C Land to Caroline Land....

Lt ila Stein to O L Bradley

Her Haedrick to R Heney Jr..

U Swett to Henry Lampe....,
W Clark toEdwd P Buckley..

J M Wood to game
C Nauman to Annie LewiB.,

F Nanman to same
Annie Lewis to Jas Lowe..
J B Lewis to R C Hooker..

Leo Lonpe to J H McKay.

DESCRIPTION.

Sw 15th avenue, 175 e of Q street, e 25
x 92:6 ; portion lot S blk 305 O'Neil &
Haley Tract

E Van Ness, 103:1 n Pine, e 137:6, n 171
10 w 25, s 72 w 120:3, thence 99:10 ; se
Sansome and Bash, e 97x97, being in

50-vara 362 and lot in cemetery
Nw Stevenson, 225 ne 4tb, ne 20x70, be-
ing in 100-vara 26 ...

Nw Stevenson, 295 ne 4tb, ne 15x70, be-
ing in 100-vara 26

Lots 5, 6, 7, blk 17, West End MaD 1. .

.

Undivided l-6th w corner Montgomery
Avenne and Honston street, w 88:4, n
106:1, se 138:1 to commencement

S Francisco, 76:10 e Jones, e 40:9x60. .

.

S 21st, 92:6 e Folsom, e 30x70—Mission
Block 54

Same
Same
E Chescnnt, 50 s Ridley, s 75, e 227, nw

to a point, w to commencement, being
in Mission Block 80W Fillmore, 77:8 s Washington, s 25 x

| 106:3, being in WeBtern Addition 351.

$ 900

Gift

10

3,500
1.3U0

5

1,650

Tuesday, October 17th-

AnnieRMcDonald to Geo Barstow

Lizzie J Donnell to M Stangroom

Tide La nd Comrs to M Bo Iger ....

United Land Asen to R O'Neil....

Robt J Harrison to James Aitken.

Eliza Farrell to Joseph P Farrell.
Victor B Mason to David Poole. .

.

WBosworth to Anna Newscomb.
R C Hooker to William F Herrin.

GeoWDent to Jno J Dunn...

Same to Margaret Donn

Louis E Scholl to Margaret Meyer

Odd Fels Sav Bk to Hib S & L Soc

Julios Jacobs to Jno Johnston....

Jno S Hittell to L H Burling et als

L Meyerstein et al to Lonis "Weule

S Broadway, 68:9 e Fillmore, e 68:9x137:
6—Western Addition 319

N Clay, 130 e Steiner, e 31:3x127:8, being
in Western Addition block 351

Ne Russ, 220 nw Folsom, nw 50x100
100-vara 238

Se Howard and Russ, se 280x100, and w
Rubb, 110 s Howard; s 50x100, being
in 100-vara 239

E Buchanan, 75 n Filbert, n 25xS0, be-
ing in Western Addition 246W Scotland, 37:6 s Greenwich, s 25x28:

N California, 165:4 e Stockton, e 30:1 x
85, being in 50-vara 131

Lot 5, blk 15, University Mound Tract
E Chnrcb, 50 s Ridley, s 75, e 227, nw to
a point, thence n to beginning—Mis-
sion Block 80
W Octavia, 40 s Page, s 20x87:6—West
ern Addition 212

Sw Octavia and Page, a 40x87:6—West
ern Addition 212 '

All interest nnder will of Louis Scholl
deceased

Ne Ellis and Pierce, n 71x137:6—West-
ern Addition 385

N Haight, 25 w Scott, w 25x112:6- West-
ern Addition 443

N Greenwich, 137:6 e Kearny, e 7x137:6
Nw Market, 136:9 sw Van Ness, sw 81:4,

n 96:7, e 12, n 10, e 44, s 59:1 to com-
mencement—Western Addition 71

$ 2

5,200

20

1

800
5

6,000
250

5

1,800

4,200

1

1

1,100

5

"Wednesday, October 18th.

J Sturtevant to Catb StrubeL.
P Moriarlv to Mary Moriarty..

P Cornwall to Chas Hinkel..

Jno Cassell to Ada Hinkel ,

M J Kelly to Jos Gorman.....

Jacob Olsen to Emilie Olsen..

Geo Bradley to Jno Hampton.

.

H Blyth to Thos Collins

Thos Collins to Jas Wright..

1.614-1000 acres Silver Terrace
Ne Hampshire and 23rd, n 20 x e 100—
Mission Block 148

Ne Ellis and Laguna, n 120x75, being in
Western Addition 203

Ne Grove and Webster, e 37:6x82W Carolina, 166:8 s Nevada, s 133:4x100
Potrero Block 181

Nw Bryant, 252 sw 5th, sw 23x87:6, be-
ing in 100-vara 190 subject to mort-
gage

N O'Farrell, 116:6 w Powell, w 21x6S—
50-vara 946, and subject to a mortgage
of $4,000

S Sacramento, 132:6 e Steiner, e 25x132:
6—Western Addition 353

S Sacramento, 131:3 e Steiner, e 25x132:
6—Western Addition 353

$3,450

Gift

5
8,500

1,000

400

11,000

1

5

Thursday, October 19th.

Frederick Lnx to Henry Winkle.

John Gard to Catharine Gard

Leopold Loupe to W E Stearns..

FMHart toETMenomy

T Byrne to M C Blake
,

Antonio Milatovich to I C CowleB.
Jules Foa to RC Johnson

Patk T Garen to P Fitzgerald et al

EGnittard to Robert Balfour..

Thomas Magee to T O Brien.,

All interest in 573 Dp 378, being part of
Visitacion Valley RanchoW Scott, 75 s O'Farrell, b 25x90, bein
in Western Addition 454
W Fillmore, 27:8 s Washington, s 50 x
106:3--"Western Addition 351

Undivided half nw Channel!, 137:6, sw
45:10x020

N 17th, 117:6 e of Valencia, n 100x105—
Mission Block 40

Undivided l,0CO acres Lower California
Sw Broadway and Dupont, w 117:6, b

100, w 20, s 37:6, e 137:6, n 137:6 to
beginning

Lot 6, block 368, Pleasant View Home-
stead Association; also n Sacramento
81:3 w of Scott, w 50x127:8, being in
Western Addition 162

S Pacific, 27:6 e Laguna, e 60, 8 127:6" "w
30, b 2 inclusive, w 36, n 127:8 to be-
ginning, being in Western Addition
blk 194, e Laguna, 130:6 n Jackson, ne
163, 112, n 11:10 to beginning, being
in Western Addition 194

N Jackson, 137:6 e Steiner, e 25x127:8-
"Western Addition 349

i i

Gift

3,300

21

7,500

100

72,000

5

1,700

Friday, October 20th.

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE.

Jeremiah Kelley to F W Utter
Fred W Utter to Emma V Utter.

.

John J Donovan to A J Morrell. ,

.

James Peterson to J N BormeBter

M 3 Donovan to T J Welsh
J O A Ballou to A L Rhodes
NKMasten to J C Potter
Geo R Williams to Jno Sbephard

P H McGovern et al to L Gottig.

.

A Borel to Margaret Daly

Jas D Walker to Robert Shaezlein

DESCRIPTION.

W Chatanooga, 103 n 22d, n 27x125
Same
Ne Chestnut and Jones, e 412:6x275—
50-varas 806, 707, 753, 1499, 1498 and
property in Alameda
W Folsom, 22:3 n 23d, n 20 x 80—Mis-

sion Block 138
W Devisadero, 125 s Turk, a 25x125....
W Texas st, 100 n Nevada, n 25x100
Block No 41, University Monnd Survey.
Nw Fillmore and Pacific, w 100x127-8—
WeBtern Addition 348

E Columbia, 140, n 26th, n 45x100—Mis-
sion Block 178

Se 24tb and Vicksbnrg, e 50x90—Harp-
er's Addition 88

N Clay, 62:6 e of Broderick, e 27:6x100-
Western Addition 498

$1,800
Gift

8,000

3,000
600

Grant
1,750

604

750

1,375

Saturday, October 21st.

Bridget Fitzgerald to John Kane.

Mary Collins to same
German S & Ln Soc to M Hencken

L Gottig to same
Hib S & L Soc to J F McCormick

A Newman to H Levy ,

W B Summer to F Mc Elaney.

.

P Spreckels to L Gottig.......

W O'Brien to James Eva

G M Berry to H Levy

W Worthington to E Worthington

Seely B Lyon to Bertie M Lyon. .

.

Se Natoma, 225 ne 11th, ne 25x75, being
in Mission Block 6

Same
Se Market, 174:1 ne Ridley, ne 50, 4e 86:

5, a 79:10, w 38, n 47:3, nw 86:5 to be-
ginning—Mission Block 24

Same
E Devisadero, 137:6 n Geary, n 25x112:6
—Western Addition 556

N Geary, 62:6 e Hyde, e 25x87:5, being
in 50-vara 1267

S Eddy, 123 e Van Ness avenue, e 34:4 x
120—Western Addition 63

Se Market, 99:1 ne Ridley, ne 75, se 86:5,
e 47:3, w 75, n 19:7, nw 5S:9, to com-
Mission Block 24 ,

Nw Bntte and Pennsylvania, n 73x100-
Potrero Block 204

N Tyler, 137:6 e Broderick, e 68:9x137:1
Western Addition 577

Se B Btreet and 3lBt avenues, e 60x169:1
also e Dolores, 230 s 24th, s 30x125 ...W Mission, 130 s 25th, s 55x117:6

$1,087
362

5

5

1,250

6,500

9,009

Gift
Gift

Monday. October 23rd.

Tide Land Comrs to AHagenknap

P Theas to A Marchebout etal..

.

G L Miller to James M Haven ...

C P Troy to Susan E Emerson

A Stahl et al to Maria Porter

Same to Henry Fisher

Nw Clary, 150 sw 5th, sw 62:6xS0, being
100-vara 192
W Eureka, 54 n Ocean House Road, n
50x130-- lot 3, block 21, Market Street
Homestead

W Landers, 235 s 14th, b 25x125, being
in Mission Block 82,

Wm Sharp to Frances E Lent....
Chas L Hinkel to Lydia Goodwin.

L Gottig to S"W Thomson

A Barney to C S Barney et al.

,

E Guerrero, 80 n 16th, n 20x61—Mission
Block 36

N Ellis, 225 w Laguna, w 50x130—West
ern Addition 229

N Ellis, 275 w Laguna,w 25x120—West-
ern Addition 229

Ne Dnpont and Post, e 111:6

Se Larbin and Sacramento, s 25:6x100—
50-vara 1410.

N Clinton Park, 317 w Guerrero, w 25 x
75—Mission Block 25

P V lot 232, and also lot in Marin Coun-
ty in trust

$ 19

5

600

3,050

10

10
6,500

5

875

GEO. STRJBJET, Agent News Letter, 30 Covrihill, _E. C, JLondon.

f and Cheap
Dishes and Sauces.

Finest and Cheapest Meat-flavoring; Stoch for Soaps, Made
Dishes and Sauces.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT,
An Invaluable and Palatable Touic in all Cases of Weak

Digestion and Debility. " Is a success and boon for which Nations should feel

grateful." See " Medical Press," " Lancet," " British Medical Journal," etc.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
Cantion--Gennine only with fae-simile of Baron Iiiebigr's

Signature, in blue ink, across Label.
This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substitutes being in

the market.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
To be had of all Store-beepers, Grocers and Chemists. Sole

Agents for the United States (wholesale only), C. David & Co., 9, Fenchurch
Avenue, London, England. Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, Sau
Francisco. June 10.

he Summer Sun and Dust. Ladies and all exposed to the scorching
rays of the sun and heated particles of dust, will find that the most
cooling and refreshing preparation for the face, hands and arsis, is

on lands' Kalydor, which eradicates all prickly Heat, Sunburn, Tan,
Freckles, Stings of Insects, etc., and produces a beautiful and delicate
complexion.

on lands" Macassar Oil prevents the hair falling off or becoming dry
during the hot weather, and eradicates scurf and dandruff.

Rowlands' Odonto is the purest and most fragrant Tooth Powder ever used,
and contains no acid or mineral ingredients, which are so detrimental
to the teeth and gums. Its purity especially adapts it for the teeth of
young children. Ask any dealer in perfumery for Rowlands' articles,

of 20, Hatton Garden, London.

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.
Attendance, daily, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by the under-

signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, and to furnish all information
relating to the Society. J. P. McCTJRRIE, Secretary,

Oct. 23. Room 4, No. 531 California st.

T
R
R

$5 to $20 per day at me. Samples worth $5 free.
Address Sxinson & Co., Portland, Maine.
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NOTABILIA.

Crprw black m «'*r «*• cr
Ulo* e» MWM» W rllOil^ I

MMksf

PEDDLERS BONO.
Gold qurJj* tnd i

For ray lads to fire thatr dc*n;
lliw and poklMrtkJa of atoal.

What maidi lack from haul t

OaaaebiiTot ni«,c»roe;«tmc tmy.comobuj .

Buy, Uuti, or elar your laaaoa cry
William SiiAKsruni.

A prisoner who hM been convicted at le*at a doxen times it placed at

the bar: " Y<< ir boaor, I -'. ill like t*» have my caae postpone*! f<>r a

week. My lawyer u ill."
*' Hut you were Oftptand wtth font hand in

thia gentleman*» pocket. What cad your cminael nay in your <1> I

honor. That ia what 1 am oufou to know." Oar
i% man u never at a loss to tell of the happy effects of 1*. J. Cassin

pure and unadulterated liquors, sold at wholesale prices for retail

quantities, at the corner of Washington and Battery.

Mrs. McCoble. an Austin lady, rebuked her colored cook, Ufttilda

Snowball, in the lollowing words:— " When I hired you you mud yon
didn't have any male friends, and now I find a man in the kitchen half

the time.'' "l.or bress your soul, he ain't no male friend of mine."
'* Who is he, then?" " He am only my husband." The pair soon started

up house keeping and bought an Arlington Rang*, and sent all the way
for it to De La Montanya, on Jackson street below Battery.

I pray thee, then, wear not one mood alone,

That what thou say 'at is right, and nought but that

;

I r he who thinks that he alone is wise,

His mind and speech above what others boast,

Such men, when searched, are mostly empty found.

But for a man to learn, though he be wise,

Yea, to learn much, and know the time to yield,

Brings no disgrace. —Sophocles.

" We are living in a grand and wondrous age," remarked a railroad

passenger to a stranger who occupied the seat beside him. " Invention is

rampant everywhere." "Yes," said his companion, " that's about what
I observed to a witness in a divorce suit against me recently ; there are

more liars to the square yard now than there used to be to the acre. Jas.

R. Kelly & Cos. imperishable paint covert) three times the space of ordi-

nary paint, and is impervious to rain or sun.

"Tow" Bad.—A very bad case of adulteration affecting smokers has

been discovered. An unprincipled dealer has actually mixed pieces of old

rope with the fragrant weed. The result was " tow "-bacco with a ven-

geance. If you want to find a restaurant in the city where there is no
adulteration, but where the food is all pure, clean, and good, go to Swain's,

213 Sutter street. Beat house in the city. Nice suppers. The best peo-

ple to be met there.

The Retort Courteous:—Tom: "What on earth is the use of your
coming out shooting, old man—a short-sighted muff like you!"—Dick:
" Not much use, not much. You other fellows seem to get all the short-

sighted birds."

A little six-year-old came to her grandfather with a trouble weighing
on her mind. "Aunt says the moon is made of green cheese, and I don't

believe it." "Don'tyou believe it? Why not?" "Because I have been
looking in the Bible, and found out that the moon ia not made of green
cheese, for the moon was made before the cows." The sun was made be-

fore photographs. "As true as the sun " is what is said of Bradley &
Rulofson's pictures.

" Help yourself and others will help you." But don't fail to use Kid-
ney-Wort for all liver, kidney, and bowel complaints, piles, costiveness,

etc. The demand of the people for an easier method of preparing Kidney-
Wort has induced the proprietors, the well-known wholesale druggists,

Wells, Richardson & Co., of Burlington, Vt., to prepare it for sale in li-

quid form as well as in dry form.

A caravan orator at a fair, after a long yam descriptive of what was
to be seen inside, wound up by saying, " Step in, gentlemen ; step in.

Take my word for it, you will be highly delighted when you come out."

An American editor thus advertises his missing hat:—" The gentle-

man who inadvertently took our new beaver, and left an inferior article

in its stead, will do us infinite kindness by returning ours, and he shall re-

ceive our warmest thanks and two apologies—an apology for the trouble

we have given him, and the apology for a hat he has left us." A real

nobby hat can always be bought of Hermann, the hatter, 336 Kearny st.

The importance of a knowledge of the culinary art to ladies is illus-

trated by this incident: An old woman who had never fallen out with her
husband, on being asked the reason, said: " When I was young, I won
my husband's heart ; now that I am old I have won his stomach." Mora-
ghan, at his oyster saloon, 68 and 69 California Market, wins all men's
stomachs by his toothsome oysters.

Twelve persons will go out yachting, and each one will afterwards
tell you privately that every one was sick but me. We begin to think that
yachting is immoral.

There are sermons in stones, music in running brooks, and good in

everything. In these times, the trained musical ears are becoming numer-
ous. Education does it. The truly educated musical ear can only be sat-

isfied by a piano, manufactured by Statham & Co., 765 Mission street.

They are, by all odds, the best in the market.

Experienced operators on all sewing machines recommend Brooks'
Machine Cotton—soft finish on black spools, glace" finish on white spools.

For sale by all dealers in dry goods and notions. Machine Cotton marked
on the cover of every box.

An Unfounded Rumor.—That Mrs. Langtry has been persuaded by
her husband to give up the stage and join the Salvation Army.

Lydia B. Finkham's Vegetable Compound is a positive cure for all

those weaknesses so common to our best female population.

A good book and a g.«>d woman are excellent things for those who
know how to appreciate their value. Then art men, howe»«r, who judjW
..f both from the beauty of their oovering. Thalia how men Judge of
mort thing*. They judge of the people by the ouUtde of their dooms.
Therefore, have your pointing done by Noble Km*., 642 Clay street, tho
celebrated house and sign paintore.

The wise can ne'er grow old. for with them dwells
A soul sustained by truth in heaven's own time. —Sophocles.

The Author's carnival is nil the go. The best people are concerned
in it* get-up. The rarled styles of hats aro really remarkable. One asks
where they got them all. Well, they were all manufactured to order Id
thi-.-ity by White, the celebrated hatter, of 814 ( 'ommercial street. Hfl
excels all competitors for style and finish.

J. F. Cutter's Old Bourbon. This celebrated whisky is for sale by
all first-class dnggufal and grooars. Trade mark star within a shield.

Best pictures taken at the Imperial Gallery, 724J Market street.

THOMAS DAY & CO.
ARE NOW OFFEBINQ A ri'U, LINE OF

Candlesticks, Sconces and Bouillottes.

Bisque and Faience Ware in Great Variety.

GAS FIXTURES AND LAMPS IN RARE DESIGNS.

122 AND 124 SUTTER STREET. Oct. 7.

THE GUTTA PERCHA AND RUBBER MANFG. CO.,

Manufacturers and Dealers in

RUBBER GOODS,
Offers fur the FALL TRADE the FINEST LINE of RUBBER CLOTHING ever

in this market, both Heavy, Medium and Gossamer ; also are

SOLE AGENTS ON THE PACIFIC COAST FOR THE BOSTON RUBBER
SHOE CO'S SUPERIOR RUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES.

Pure Gum and Dull Finish Boots, Hip and Short; Im. Sandals, Arctics,
Gaiters, Footholds, etc.

rSept. S3.)

JOHN W. TAYLOR, Manager,
Cor. First and Market streets,

San Francisco.

"WILSONIA" MAGNETIC GARMENTS
EFFECT WONDERFUL. CUKES.

g®~ For Certificates of and Reference to PROMINENT CITIZENS OF SAN
FRANCISCO WHO HAVE BEEN CURED, apply to

[Oct. 7.]

WILSONIA AGENCY,
SI DTJPONT STKEET.

C0LT0N DENTAL ASSOCIATION,
PHELAN'S BUILDING ROOMS 6, 8. 9, 10 AND 11

Entrance 800 Marhet.

Gas Specialists. Positively extract Teeth without pain.
The only office that makes and gives the celebrated " Coltou Gas." Estab-

lished in 1SG3; over S,000 references. Also performs ALL OPERATIONS in
DENTISTRY. Sept. 30.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,
Agents for RICORD'S RESTORATIVE PILLS,

635 Market Street Sau Francisco, Cat.
PALACE HOTEL,. June Zi.

DR. R. BEVERLY COLE
Has Returned from Europe,

And Resumed Practice at his New Offices,

218 POST STREET, above Dupont. [July 29.

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,

OCULIST.
Formerly at No. 313 Bush street, has removed to Phelan's

Building:, Rooms 300 to 301. Houra for Consultation: 12 m. to 3 P.M.

Take tho Elevator. May 27.

DR. JAMES W. KEENEY,
OFFICE AND RESIDENCE: 22 HOKTGOHEBT STREET.

HOURS: 2 to 4, 7 to 7:30 p.m.
SUNDAYS: 3 to 4 p.m. April 9.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 315 GEARY ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.

Feb. 6.] OFFICE HOURS: 1 to 4 P.M.
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It is somewhat surprising to see the rapidity with which the

wholesale trade of our city is fleeing southward and forsaking the old-

time business streets of our city. Front street, which for years past has

been the centering point of the wholesale Grocery jobbing houses, is be-

ing rapidly deserted by the old pioneer merchants of our city. Very few

of this class now remain. At this writing we only can recall the names

of Castle Brothers & Loupe, Kruse & TThler, and W. W. Dodge & Co.

The other old-timers have fled and gone to Pine and Market streets,

where many elegant, substantial and costly blocks of stores have been

erected for their accommodation. The Arizona Block, belonging to

Walter E. Dean, is the latest structure that claims our attention, and

this is now occupied by Coghill & Simonds, G-etz Brothers and George W.
Mead & Co., who have recently deserted Front Btreet for the more commo-
dious quarters on Market street. Two of the handsomest warehouses re-

cently completed on the streets mentioned are the brick stores of Andrew
McCreary, now occupied by the extensive Agricultural Warehouse^ of

Baker & Hamilton, and not far distant is the large and extensive brick

warehouse of the Hawley Brothers Company, very extensively engaged in

the Hardware and Agricultural Implement business. Near by is the store

of W. T. Coleman & Co., Shipping and Commission Merchants—forty-
niners. Here, too, we find that Jones & Co. have established themselves

in the Grocery business, and connected somewhat with the Hawaiian Su-

gar trade. The California Sugar Refinery office, as well as that of

Spreckels Brothers, extensively engaged in the Island business, is now-

located on Market street. All of these firms having recently deserted their

old stamping ground, on Front street, for the more eligible location on

Market street. These, then, are a few of the latest removals, but there

are many others that preceded them a few months, who are delighted

with the change, which gives them all large and roomy warehouses, with

elevators and all the latest improvements, and at the same time affording

them wide streets and sidewalk room that they did not have on^ Front
street. The one great advantage the Market-street stores have is their

comparative nearness to the railroad and steamship companies.

The arrivals from sea during the week have been unimportant. At
the same time our Exports have continued to be of importance, consist-

ing of Wheat, Wool, Wine, Hops, Barley, etc.

The Markets for General Merchandise have undergone no materi-

al change during the week. Imports of Coffee, Sugar, Rice and Teas
have thus far been in excess of those of last year, causing low prices^ to

rule for these staples. In fact, it would appear as though the protection

of these several articles in the primary markets exceeded the world's con-

sumption. This is the view taken by many writers respecting Coffee and
Teas. The low prices ruling here and elsewhere for these two staples

would seem to verify the statement.

The disposition to speculate in Merchandise is of late years less pro-

nounced than in years past, notably in the staples above enumerated rea-

sons are obvious, and have often been alluded to. Steamships, telegraph

and cablegrams all' contribute to convey the intelligence of any shortage
of supply, thus affording a speedy remedy before a corner of magnitude
can be accomplished.

Wheat.—The export demand continues good. Shippers are free buy-
ers at SI 65 for No. 1 Shipping, while millers pay §1 70 $ ctl. for extra
choice parcels of White.

Barley.—A ship has been cleared this week for New York by M.
Waterman & Co., with a full cargo of Chevalier—the first of the season
to that port, though two have been previously dispatched to England.
Chevalier is worth SI 50@$1 55 $ ctl. for choice No. 1 Standard; No. 1
Brewing, SI 35@$1 40; No. 1 Feed, SI 32£@$1 35.

Oats have been advanced to SI 75@S1 80 $ ctl. during the week for
Choice, SI 60@S1 65 for Feed.

Corn.—The market for Yellow favors the buyer at SI 70@S1 75 $ ctl.

Wool.—The ship Wildwood has cleared, for New York, with 723,000
lbs. Our stock is about 4,000,000 lbs., the bulk of which is off grade,
Spring fleece and defective Fall clip, short staple. The latter rules from
9@15c, the former from 20@27c.

Hides and Tallow.—The Spot market is very firm. We quote Dry
Hides 20c. Tallow, in shipping order, ll@12c.

Butter is in large stock, and prices favor the buyer. Choice Roll, 40@
42£e.; fair to good, 32i@35c; firkin and pickled, 27£@30c.

Cheese is in better demand, and prices hardening. California 13@14c,
Western 18@20c, New York Dairy (Creamery) 18@20c.

Eggs seem to be on the down grade, owing to free arrivals from Utah;
say 25@35c. , fresh Ranch 40@45c.

Quicksilver.—The price is 37i@37£e. The A brand is held higher.

Salmon.—The City of New York for Sydney, carried 4,870 cs. ; value,
§26,992. Receipts from the North free and liberal, both in wood and tins.

We quote Columbia River at SI 40 # doz., Sacramento River SI 35.

Canned Goods.—The supply of Fruits and Vegetables is large and
free, and the combination hold to their established price list.

Grain Charters.—The Br. bark Bankfields, 835 tons Wheat to Cork,
£2 7b. 6d. ; Italian bark Blanco Casanova, 83S tons Wheat to Cork, £2
6s. 3d. ; Br. ship Bowdon, 1,624 Wheat to Cork, TJ. K.. £2 7s. 6d. ; Joho
T. Berry, Dublin direct, £2 3s. 6d.; if to Liverpool, £2 2s. 3d. ; ship
Emily Reed, 1,564 Wheat to Cork for order, £2, 5s.; ship Sachem, 1,380
Wheat to Liverpool, Havre or Antwerp, £2 53.

Liverpool.—The ship Thomas M. Reed, 129 days passage, has ar-
rived and is consigned to William Dimond & Co. Her cargo consists of
Steel Rails, 11,048 ; Sal. Soda, 300 bbls. ; Salt, 2,600 sacks.

Sydney.—The ship Solitaire, 55 days, to Williams, Dimond & Co.,
has 1,160 tons Coal, and the Br. ship Oberson, 62 days, to Dickson, De
Wolf & Co., has 1,377 tons.

Mexico.—The steamship Mexico from Mexican ports has arrived
with Oranges, 1,309 crates ; Lemons, Sugar Cane, 1,020 bdls.; 3 pkgs. of
Pearls, value S11,000, and S35,000 in treasure.

BANKS.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital $3,000,000.
Win. AITOBD President.
THOMAS BROWN, Cashier

| B. MURRAY, Jr., Ass't Cashier

Agents :

New York, Agency of the Bank of Calfornia ; Boston, Tremont National Bank

,

Chicago, Union National Bank ; St. Louis, Boatman's Saving Bank ; New Zealand,
the Bank of New Zealand. Correspondent in London, Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons. Correspondents in India, China, Japan and Australia, the Oriental Bank Cor-
poration.

The Bank has Agenciea at Virginia City, and Correspondents in all the princi-
pal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.

Letters of Credit issued, available in all parts of the world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dublin, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Antwerp,
Amsterdam, St. Petersburgh, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, Italy.

BANK OF BRITISlTcdLUMBIAr"
Incorporated by Royal Charter.—Capital paid up, $1,800,-

000, with power to increase to $10,000,000. Southeast comer California and San-
some streets. Head Office—28 Cornhill, London. Branches—Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria, New Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.

This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check
and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available in al parts of
the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents
as follows :

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank ; Scotland—British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 18. FREDERICK. TOWNSEND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Paid up Capital #1,500,000, Gold. President, R. C. Wool-

worth Vice-President, D. Callaghan ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue, Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
Correspondents—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse,
Neuman&Co. Paris: Hottinguer&Co. New York: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : Fust National Bank. This Bank is pre-
pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal

cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Commercia
Credits issued available in Europe, Chii.a and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital, $2,100,000.

San Francisco Office, *24 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid Tip $3,000,000.
Beserve.TJ. S. Bonds 4,000,000.

Agreucy at Sew York, 62 Wall street.
Agency at Virginia, Nev.

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-
elers' Credits. ThiB Bank has special facilities for dealing in Bullion. Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CAUFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E. Cor. Sansome and Pine Streets,

London Office, 3 Anirel Court : New lork Agents, J. W. Sel-
igman & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, 86,000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,

loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.
FRED. P. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.

P. N. Ltlibhthal, Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
6UARANTEE CAPITAL, $300,000.
Officers: Vice-President, Jerome Lincoln : Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other
Approved Securities. Office : No. 216 SanBome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Spar and Leililmn k, No 526 Californiastreet, San

Francisco. Officers : President, L. GOTTIG. Board of Directors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Eggers, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE; Attorney, JOHN R.
JARBOE. May 18.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold ana Silver Rennery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in then-

various forms.
June IS. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

Francisco Daneri. F. DANERI & CO., Henry Oasanova,

DEAXEK3 IN

WINES, LIQUORS, GROCERIES,
27 and 29 California Street,

[Oct. 7.]* Between Davis and Drumm, San Francisco.
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WHY THE ROYAL" IS THE BEST.
Tbe improved method by which it baa been uuule pomitile t*i prvxluce

par* crr*ai of t*rt*r has h*d »n important beariog upon the manufacture
<>f halting pow<)er. By the procew heretofore generally employed, it has
been found impoasible to remove all impurities, more particularly tbe tar-

trate >>f Hme, which remained to such an extent aa to greatly impair tbe
quality of the cream of tartar and to interfere neriously with tbe atren^th
and whnleaomeneat of tbe baking powder* Into which it entered.

In the new pn>oaaa, which w cm-ncl by the K».yiu Raking Powder Com*
pany of New Y>»rk and Roloatvely employed In its extensive tartar works,
the imported cni'ie gra(- aoid b* so treated as to remove all vestige, of tar-

trate of lime or other impurities, giving a product before unknown *

chemically pure cream of tartar.

By the employment of these superior facilities, the Itoyal Baking Pow-
der Company has made tbe K-ysl Baking Powder, am the chemists all cer-

tify, of tbe highest possible degree of strength, absolutely pure and whole-
some, and with an always uniform leavening power. It is for these rea-

sons that the "Royal ' never fails to produce bread, biscuit, cakes, etc,
that are light, sweet, digestible and wholesome, the eating of which is

never followed by indigestion or any of those physical discomforts attend-
ant upon the partaking of improperly prepared fond. In rendering possi-

ble the production of a baking powder possessed of these qualifications,

the improved method of refining cream of tartar becomes at once a mat-
ter of material importance to the culinary world.

A Good Chance to Get a Home.—The Pacific Coast Land Bu-
reau, through its auctioneer, J. 0. Eldridge, will sell on the 15th of No-
vember next, on long credit and easy terms, about 600 acres of choice
land, situated about one mile from Vacaville, in Solano county. Lots will

be sold in tracts from ten acres up. These lands are located in tbe cele-

brated Vaca Valley, in the very neart of the fruit belt, which produces
the earliest and best fruit in the world. The lands are surrounded by the
elegant paying orchards of Messrs. W. \V. Smith, Esq,, L. W. Buck,
Esq., M. K. Miller, Win. Cantelow, Dr. W. J. Dobbins and others, to

whom we make reference as to the quality of the land, as well as to all

fruit-growers in Solano county, wholesale fruit dealers in San Francisco,
Sacramento and Eastern exporters. The property has the advantage of

pore water, good roads, low taxes, near to schools and churches, and the
finest climate in tbe world, with water communication at Suisun and rail-

road direct from Vaca to all points East.

There is champagne and champagne. Much of tbe stuff sold under
that name is locally manufactured from tbe poorest of wines, into which
gas is injected in order to give it sparkle and to make it effervesce. This
is as far removed from tbe genuine article as heaven is from the earth. It
is a sham product, that ought to be eschewed. It leaves behind nausea,
and tends to produce disgust. The genuine article is the reverse of this.

It is peculiarly agreeable to the palate, and leaves only pleasant effects

behind. Purchasers should be careful to buy only the champagne of

Messrs. Krug & Co., of Rheiras, France. The bottles contain the trade-
mark. Anybody examining the cork after it is out of the bottle will find
" Krug & Cie., Rbeims," branded on the bottom. The letter K is to be
found perforated on the labels. These are the signs of genuineness. To
make sure of getting the real article, make your purchases only of Hell-
man Bros. & Co., 525 Front street.

We delight to render justice to those to whom justice is due. Let
the ladies take note of that fact. This is a timely notice. The holidays

are fast approaching, and the kind of embroidery and fancy work of the
present day requires more time than that of a few years ago; we would
advise the ladies to commence in time. In consideration of that fact,

Newman & Levinson, 129 Kearny street, have on display all the newest
designs in kensington, arasene, chenille work, etc., to give their patrons
an opportunity of understanding what would be a choice and appropriate
holiday present. Newman & Levinson also teach the above style of

work.

The holidays are approaching. Light up your houses and make
them look merry. Let cheerfulness abound. See that there is darkness
in neither your heart nor your home. Nothing makes a home look more
bright or inviting than elegant gas fixtures. The latest styles are only to

be had of McNally & Hawkins, 607 Market street, under the Grand
Hotel.. Bronzed chandeliers, plumbers' and gas fixtures, in new and
superb styles, just to hand. Best and cheapest house in the city. A call

will satisfy ali purchasers that McNally & Hawkins are ahead of all

competitors.

The Equitable Life Insurance Company of the United States makes
a wonderful showing in an advertisement in another column. Its increase

of business this year over the corresponding period of any previous year,

is one of the most remarkable facts in the history of life insurance. The
company has cash assetts amounting to $44,308,501, and its new assur-

ances in 1881 came to the enormous total of $46,189,096. This is the lar-

gest insurance business done by any company in the world.

Why, bow nice and healthy all your children look 1" said one of our
lady leaders of fashion to a friend she was visiting on " Nob Hill."
" What is the secret elixir you have discovered?" " My dear," replied

the pleasant matron, " It is no secret." "We use now no baking powder
but the New England, and as every person knows, it is the purest and
healthiest to be had for love or money.

The Bibie vindicated as the Word of God. Six lectures are being

delivered by the Rev. John Doughty, at the New Jerusalem Church, on
O'Farrell street, between Mason and Taylor. The next is to be given on
the 29th of October, and those that follow on the 5th, 12th, 19th and 26th
of November. The lecturer is an able man, who essays to defend the

Bible from the attacks of Robert Gr. Ingersoll, Tom Paine and other

infidels.

The Rev. Dr. Scott, of St. John's Presbyterian Church, proposes to

deliver a discourse Sunday night, at 11 o'clock, In young men and young
women, specially (not children). A cordial invitation is extended to all.

Seats freely provided to strangers.

1ST'. FOR SI IMlItVlSOK. MUST WARD,

DR. JUSTIN GATES,

[1HH2.

PROPRIETOR or THK

Turklnh nntl ltu**itin Hatha,
Medical Sa n itn rill m ,

.tii-t I'hartttactf.

REPUBLICAN NOMINEE
122-

Montgomery Street.
1 \ H DO SiiiMi \ i m KB. Oct. 48.

J 0. B. HUBBARD,
It • * II 1 « r It c |» n IlilrnD Ron i Of*

Tor Justice of the Peace. Oct, 28.

For Judge of Polloe Court. No. 2,

JAMES LAWLEE,
Dcmocrnllc Nominee. Oct. 28.

For Senator Tenth senatorial Ulstrlct.

DAVID McOLURE,
Republican Nominee. Oct. 28.

For Assemblyman-Tenth Senatorial District.

F. SPEELING,
Regular Democratic Nominee.— Vote for him. [Oct. 28.

For Member of the Assembly—Tenth District,

A. A. PAED0W,
Democratic Nominee. Oct. 28.

For Sheriff.

PATEI0K CONNOLLY,
RUGTJLAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE. Oct. 28.

FOB ASSESSOR,

LOUIS F. H0LTZ (of N. Van Bergen & Go.),

Regular Democratic Nominee. Oct. 28.

For Supervisor from Fifth 'Ward,

J. HENLT SMITH,
Regular Democratic Nominee. Oct. 23.

For Joint Senator San Francisco and San Mateo Counties,

JEREMIAH LYN0H,
Regular Democratic Nominee. Oct. 28.

Thirteenth Senatorial District—For State Senator,

ELY I. HUTCHINSON,
Regular Republican Nominee. Oct. 28.

WM. ASHW0ETH,
Regular Democratic Nominee

FOR SUPERVISOR, TWELFTH WARD. Oct. 28.

JAMBS B. HUGHES,
Regular Republican Nominee

For Justice of the Peace. Oct. 28.

Eleventh Senatorial District—Regular Republican Nominee,

GEO. W. GRANNISS,
FOR STATE SENATOR. Oct. 28.

Regular Democratic Nominee—Tenth Senatorial District,

JOSEPH W. SHAVER,
JFor Assemblyman. Oct. 28.

For Justice of the Peace, Unexpired and Long- Term,

W. A. S. NICHOLSON,
Regular Republican Nominee. [Oct. 28

HENEY B. EUSS,

For Supervisor, Tenth 'Ward.
(Present Incumbent.) Oct. 28.

Thirteenth Senatorial District—For State Senator,

PBANK J. SULLIVAN,
Regular Democratic Nominee. Oct. 2S.

Thirteenth Senatorial District—For State Senator,

WILLIAM 0E0NAN,
Regular Democratic Nominee. Oct. 38.
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
The English Minister of Foreign Affairs, as we learn by telegraph,

declares that the outbreak has been greatly exaggerated, and his official

authority may be taken as final. It will be interesting to know just what

the truth is, and to what extent it has been exaggerated. The first news
was certainly alarming enough. The false prophet was said to have won
over to his side all the tribes of the soudan to have attacked and defeated

the Egyptian troops under Abd-el-Kader, to have destroyed several thou-

sand of them, and to have invested Khartoum, in which place the rem-

nant of the Egyptian forces had taken shelter. Frightful stories are told

of the cruelties practiced upon prisoners by the savage followers of the

Prophet, and it is finally asserted that he is preparing to march upon
Cairo, followed by all the able-bodied men of the Soudan.

The population of the Egyptian Soudan has been roughly estimated^ at

1.000,000. According to the usual averages, this would give a fighting

strength of 100,000; but it is not at all likely that El Mehdi has any such

army behind him. No such army could subsist itself in that wild coun-

try. It is possible that 50,000 men may be in arms, however, and it is

certain that the whole of them are Bavages, whose mode of fighting,

weapons, and general condition, would render them an easy prey to 5,000

European troops. What the Egyptian soldiery amounts to has just been
seen, and it is not at all surprising that the fanatics of the Soudan should

have overcome such troops. The Egyptian Governor, however, Abd-el-

Kader, is unquestionably a gallant and able man. He is the officer who,
as Lieutenant-Colonel, was in command of Baker Pasha's " Forty
Thieves," a few years ago, and whose exploits are narrated in "Ismailia."

The " Forty Thieves" constituted a little band, which by strict discipline,

skill in the use of its weapons and good management, repeatedly defeated

ten and twenty times its own number of savages, and in fact on several

occasions saved Sir Samuel Baker's expedition from destruction. So that

it is easy to believe that the recently published accounts are grossly exag-

gerated. No great harm can come to the British occupation from that

source.

Temporarily the Soudan appears to be in danger of being lost to Egypt,
which involves a loss of revenue to the extent of about §500,000 a year,

and it will probably urge on the construction of the railroad to Khartoum.
That completed, the country can easily be reconquered at any time, but
it cannot be held until the slave trade has been thoroughly extirpated,

and there is vested in the Governor of the Province the necessary powers
to deal summarily with Egyptian as well as native Blave dealers. The
first thing to be done, however, is to meet and overthrow the daring im-
postor who has brought about this outbreak of fanaticism, and it looks
now as if this were to be the unpleasant but indispensable work of Sir

Garnet Wolseley and his army. For it is quite clear that El Mehdi
might, if let alone too long, prove a far more difficult opponent than
Arabi, and that the longer he is allowed to gather his forces the greater
must be the danger of a general Mohammedan uprising.

Arabi's trial is still a disturbing subject. Left alone to his countrymen
a pretended suicide would be the end of him. But in the hands of the
English it is a very different affair. Arabi has failed to make himself a
hero with the people of Egypt. The British Government must not make
him a martyr. If he is invested with this character he will be a more
powerful disturbing influence dead than he was while living. There seems
too much reason to believe that the sentiment of the Mohammedan popu-
lation throughout the East, though no longer in favor of Arabi—for he
has been beaten—is yet intensely anti-English. Everything that we hear
from Constantinople confirms this view. The issue to be tried in Arabi's
case may be legally very simple, but it is full of moral and political com-
plications. To be a rebel against a Viceroy in obedience to the Sovereign
is a novelty in history. It is true that the Sultan proclaimed Arabi a
rebel and a traitor to himself. But this was done under the coercion of a
foreign Power, and was accompanied by secret encouragement. As to the
moral guilt of Arabi, that is a difficult question to decide. It cannot be
measured by the suffering he has brought upon his country, for every un-
successful rebellion, even in the most righteous cause, does as much, and
unsuccessful rebellions are usually the indispensable precursors of success-
ful revolution. The language which 1b applied to Arabi has been used of
men better and nobler than he.

A BLOW STRUCK HOME.
Insignificant as the arrest of the Bella Union performers (it would be

an insult to an honorable profession to call them actors) may appear, it is

a move in the right direction. There is so much absolute filth about such
performances, that even a case-hardened man gets disgusted. Their effect
upon the youths of this city is painfully apparent in the coarse language
one hears upon our streets from lips that shoud be pure. If such shows
are permitted to exist at all, and there seems no necessity for their exist-
ence, no minors should be admitted. Upon the youths of a country depends
its future, and if the minds of our boys are poisoned by such indecent exhibi-
tions, what is the future of our girls? The old days when miner's and
men untrameled by family ties, made the sole audiences of such indecent
exhibitons, is past. In 49, such things could not well be helped, but now,
families and homes are thick around us, and it behooves us to have some
regard

_
for the decencies of life. Most of the underground melodians

which infest our popular thoroughfares give nightly to audiences made up
chiefly of young boys, performances which are not only dirty, but lacking
even the saving element of wit. They are pure, unadulterated filth. We
hope the day is not far distant when every one of theBe nurseries of in-
decency will be closed, and the public awakes to the fact that the morals
of our boys and girls needs our first consideration.

The Cavendish Memorial.—The Marquis of Ripon, K. G., who was
some years ago converted to the Catholic faith, and is now Viceroy of
India, has accepted the office of President of Yorkshire College, and has
expressed his warm approval of the decision of the Governors to raise in
the College a suitable memorial to the late Lord Frederick Cavendish, its
first President, announcing his intention to give £500 to the fund for this
purpose. The total amount required is £7,500, of which one-half has al-
ready been subscribed.

ICHI BAN!
S2 &S4 GrEARY STREET.

We are anxious to impress on the minds of the Public the fact that

ICHI BAN!
is a FREE EXHIBITION, and that all are welcome to visit it every
day or evening in the week without making a purchase. There is al-

ways SOMETHING NEW.
s*olo Agents for the Antophone.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
The Company's steamers., will sail for Yokohama and

Hongkong:
CITY OF TOKIO DECEMBER 6—FEBRUARY 22

CITY OF PEKING JANUARY 9, at 2 P. M.

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and return at special rates.

For New York, via Panama:
GRANADA NOVEMBER 4, at 10 A. M.,

Taking Freight and Passengers to MAZATLAN, ACAPULCO, SAN JOSE DE
GUATEMALA LA LTBERTAD and PUNTA ARENAS.

Tickets to and from Europe hy any line for sale at the lowest rates ; also for Ha-
vana and all West India ports.

For Honolulu, Auckland and Sydney:
ZBALANDIA NOVEMBER 18, at 2 p. M.,

Or on arrival of the English mails.

Ten DoUars additional iB charged for Upper Cahin passage.

For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and Brannan streets.

[Oct. 28. ] WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO. , General Agents.

FOR PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, OREGON.
Tbe Oregon Railway and Navigation Company and Paciflc

Coast Steamship Company will dispatch from Spear-street Wharf, for the
above ports, one of their new Al Iron Steamships, viz. : QUEEN OF THE PACIFIC,
COLUMBIA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA and OREGON.

Sailing Days,
Oct. 2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 30 I

Nov. 3, 8, 11, IS, 18, 22, 25, 29
And every following- Wednesday and Saturday,

At 10 o'clock A.. M.
Connecting: at Portland, Oregon, with Steamers and Railroads and their connecting
Stage Lines for all points in Oregon, Washington and Idaho Territories, British

Columbia and Alaska.

Ticket Office 314 Montgomery Street
QOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

fOct. 28.] No. 10 Market street, San Francisco.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,

For Japan and China, leave wharf, eorner First and Bran*
nan streets, at 2 p.m., for YOKOHAMA AND HONGKONG, connecting at

Yokohama with Steamers for Shanghai.

1883.
ARABIC Thursday, January 18
OCEANIC Tuesday, January 30
COPTIC Saturday, February 10
GAELIC Tuesday, March 6
BELGIC Saturday, March 17

1882.
ARABIC Tuesday, October 31

OCEANIC Saturday, November 11

COPTIC Thursday, November 23
GAELIC Saturday, December 16
BELGIC Thursday, December 28

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates.

Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.'s

General Offices, Boom 74, cor. Fourth and Townsend sts.

For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific Mail Steam-
ship Company's Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN, General PaBsenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD, President. Oct. 14.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamers of this Company will sail from Broadway Wharf

as follows

:

For Victoria, B.C., and Puget Sound Ports: On the 10th, 20th and 30th of each
month (except when such days fall on a holiday, then on the day previous). Steamer
of the 30th connects at Port Townsend with steamer " City of Chester " for Alaska.
For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the O. R. & N. Co.: Every4 days.
For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 5th, 10th, 16th,

20th, 25th and 30th of each month.
For Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and

Ventura: Every Wednesday at 8 A.m.
For Eureka, Areata, and Hookton, Humboldt Bay: Every Wednesday, 9 o'clock.
For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc. : Every Monday.

Ticket Office, No. 214 Montgomery Street, near Pine.
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

Nov. 26. No. 10 Market street.
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CRADLE. ALTAR. AND TOMB.

CRADLE.
. . October 4, to tb« «ifc -f Win. II. IUld» in, a urn.

• vtobcr 19, tu the *ifo ( Wm. liUck, a dugbtar.
Wt 19, to the wife <>f I'. Cm;, Jr , a won,

l daughter.
H *«* In thi» dty Ortotwr 1.'., t*> Ihc » ifr 'f J. W. 11men, a »oo.
Joamos — In thi* city. t>rt»>ber 19, to the mitt ( N. 1*. J.-hii*'n. a son.
K*T» In thi* oily, (irtiiVr 17. :.. t!u wife o( 1>.uis Katx, a daughter.

' ••-©*r SO, lo the wife of Is**.- L. Lanfr, a daughu r.

Lsrtftos In thuenjr, October t*. lo the »ife of II. l„» ;-..», a boo.
Millkk - In thit cit>. <Kt..t^r 1<». u- the wife of Louis Miller, ft daughter.
Mallit - In this CMT, October SI, to tb« wife of |*. Mil ley, a daughter.
McFxaoT-In - r 19, to the wife of .Tames MeHroy, ft son.
HATUIO- In this rity, to Um wife of Julia Navarro, a sou.

PnoBDonrs— In this city. Octobar 13, to the wife of Wm. Phoedovius, a daughter.
I'ajur? c«- In tliu oi.», '«ct<-t»er .M, t<> the wife of Edwin BL i'rviitici', a son.

' ^toberC to the wife of James Rolph, a daughter.
In this city, October S3, to the wife of Dr. Isador Sawyer, a son.

STaTTos" -In thi* city, iK.-t"ber 23, to the wife of Roht. Stayton, a son.
! city, October 33, to the e/iffl of Or. Isador Sanger, a son.

I'rrk — In thi- *. to the wif.' of Henry I'r.-n, a son.
Vooax—In this city, October 24. to the wife of A. Yog.,1, a son.

Wftioirr— In this city, October 20, to the wife of W. H. Wright, a daughter.
Williams— In this city, October 22, to the wife of Edmund Williams, a sou.
Zellkr -In this city, October 22, to the wife of Michael Keller, Jr., a son.

ALTAR.
ADLUt—SrsLLMas—October 24, Louis Adler to Augusta Spellman, both of this city.

Asuba—(Jrkkh- . Morris Asher to Fannie Greehn, both of Lassen county.
bLrM~Rosi—October 25, Gabriel Blum, of Martinez, to Myra B. Rose, of Indiana.
Baetklaos— IlaT«E.\^o.\-—October 21, August Bartelson to Anna M. Ilatmenson.
Baatil8—Brow.\ -October IS, John Bartels, Germany, to Lucinda M. Brown, S. P.
Casp«R—Pu'S^kv—October 15, Suinuel Casper to Hulda Plonsky, both of this city.
Dikriso—Ohk—October 17, J. G. Duering, of Germany, to Johanna E. Ohm, of S. F.
DkMamikl- Loan—October 21, G. H. DeMamiel to Carrie W. Loan.
EvRRSTos—Dii'TiKLD—October 19, Joseph Everstou, of Wisconsin, to Lizzie Duffield.
Fjkrkso—Johnson—October 14, Johannes Fjereno to Lena Johnson, both of S. F.
Friedman's—Isaacs—October 22, Joseph Friedman to Minnie Isaacs.

Gibson—Johnson—October 19, James Gibson to Elizabeth Johuson, both of this city.

Oambosi—Garaoli—October 25, Celestiuo Gamboni to to Adele Garzoli.

Josss—
I'
rqihart—October 13, Rennie L. Jones to Minnie E. Urquhart.

Lrll—Rotuksbuscu—October 18, Aug. H. Lell to Catharina. Rothenbusch, both S. F.
Ltm'Say—Wentwortii—October 1, Wm. Lindsay to Katie Wentworth, both of S. F.
Morse—Elliot—October 22, David Morse, Jr., of Oregon, to Ella J. Elliot of S. F.
McMillan—Robertson—October 24, John McMillan to Ella C. Robertson, both S. F.
Neumann—Cous—October 17, Louis J. Neumann to Elizabeth J, Cohn, both of S. F.
Oolk - Bkckwitu—October 19, John Ogle to Mary J. Beckwith.
Ross-Easopb—October 21, Charles Ross to Mary Easope.
Scbjudt-Sntdkr—October 19, William Schmidt to Mathilda Snyder.
Tlttlk-Glnn—October 19, by Rev. M. M. Gibson, Emory 0. Tuttle to Jessie Gunn.
Wbjll-Lkty—October 15, by Rev. Dr. Conn, Alphonse Weill to Ettie Levy,
Zipp-Fkrnhabbr—October 22, Frederick Zipp to Henrietta Fernhaber.

TOMB.
Ackbrson—October 20, John Walter Ackerson, a native of New York City, aged 65.
Blkthsn—October 19, Mary Craig Blethan, a native of Scotland.
Bonestkbl—October 21, Mrs. J. A. Bonesteel, a native of New York, aged 24 years.

Branoer—October 20, Jean Branger, a native of France, aged 59 years.

Covby—October 19, Harris R. Covey, aged 53 years, 6 months and 21 days.
Cvllbn—October 23, Delia Cullen, a native of Ireland, aged 41 years.

Dold—October 25, Charles V. Dold, aged 45 years, 1 month and 17 days.
Davis—October 24, Henry P. Davis, aged 24 years, 2 months and 14 days.
Fedbr—October 22, Rachel Feder, a native of Germany, aged 85 years and 8 months.
Feiter—October 19, Franc Feiter, a native of Belgium, aged 45 years.

Gorman—October 23, John Gorman, a native of Ireland, aged- 55 years.
Kloppbr—October 19, Henry Klopper, a native of Germany, aged 42 years.
Keating—October 23, Dennis Keating, a native of Ireland, aged 59 years.
Lvnch—October 21, Thomas Lynch, a native of Ireland, aged 40 years.
LiXEiiAN—October 24, Mrs. Delia Linehan, aged 48 years.
McLaughlin—October 28, Patrick McLaughlin, aged 50 years.

McConnell—October 23, Emma McConnell, aged 33 years.

Murray—October 22, Margaret Murray, aged 60 years.

Roach—October 24, David Roach, a native of Ireland, aged 21 years.

Robinson—October 21, Jennie Robinson, a native of England.
Schmetzer—October 18, Kilian Schmetzer, a native of California, aged 46 years.

Turner—October 19, Ann Turner, a native of Ireland, aged 53 years
Taylor—October 17, John Bradford Taylor, a native of Massachusetts, aged 40 yrs.

Wells—October 18, Rev. Robert Ransom Wells, a native of N. Y., aged 70 years.
Wbtherbeb—October 17, Calvin Hale Wetherbee, a native of N. H., aged 67 years.

AWAY UP.
It is good to rise in the world. It is well to get away up. It is par-

ticularly good to do so if you are a photographer. The higher you are, in

that case, the more you will be removed from smoke, dust and an impure
atmosphere, and the better your pictures will be. Messrs. Bradley &
Rulofson will shortly occupy their new parlors. They have taken the
whole of the upper floor of Blythe's elegant new building on the corner of

Geary and Dupont streets, and no means are being spared to make it the
finest photographic gallery in the world. All the latest improvements in
photography, together with accessories in the Bhape of backgrounds of

enchanting scenery, etc., have been obtained. The parlors are being fur-

nished in a style that would not discredit an Oriental potentate. The ele-

vator iB an exceptionally fast-running one, so that customers will not be
kept waiting. We shall be glad to congratulate our friends of this firm
upon their taking possession of their new and elegant quarters. They
have always been the leaders of their profession, and it is evident that
they mean to keep the lead.

Dress well in order that you may he respected. Remember that tine

feathers make fine birds. No man is ever scoffed at or depreciated in any
way who is well dressed. Even fools often pass for wise men because they
are well clad. Messrs. J. M. Litchfield & Co., 415 Montgomery Btreet,

have just received a large and well-selected stock of Pall goods, and gen-

tlemen who wish to be seasonably and elegantly dressed should give them
a call. Messrs. Litchfield & Co. employ none but experienced, reliable

cutters, and garments turned out of their establishment invariably fit

well, look well, wear well and give satisfaction.

An enricher of the blood and purifier of the system ; cures lasitude

and lack of energy ; such is Brown'B Iron Bitters.

DELINQUENT SALE NOTICE.

New Basil < oiiHoiithtif.i Onral Miniuir * orapanj . Loca-
, California, l

worha, Bteck Oanjron, Placer i da.

NOTICE -There nrc delinquent upon the I , ,

AwMamml No, 3, levied on the 18th dayol seven! amount!
•el opposite the names of Uie respective atif*tiiolda»,aafouV

No. Chrtificatk. No. Shams. Amocnt.
I> F. U Gayo 8 3,100 #1)3 00
I>. F. Le Oayo >G 600 16 00

I "her 31 7M) 22 60
Fred. Bulacher 32 750 29 GO

Anil in accordance with law and an order of the Board «>[ Directors, nmdo on the
12th day of September, is*2, so many sham of each parcel of such stock as may bo
necessary will bo sold at public auction, at the nllii-c <<f the ctunpiiny, f>2T» Commer-
cial street. San Francisco, California, on THURSDAY, the SECOND DAY OF
N< tVBHBEB, 1888, :it the hour of 12 o'clock m. of said day, to jmy said delinquent
assessment thereon, together with costs of advertising and expenses of aide.

P. X. SIMON, Secretary.
Omce—526 Commercial street, San Francisco, California. Oct. 21.

POSTPONEMENT.
The day of sale of the above named delinquent stock is hereby postponed to

THURSDAY, the SIXTEENTH (16th) DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1882, at the same
hour and place. By order cf the Board of Trustees.

[Oct. 38.] F. X, SIMON, Secretary.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Bullion Mining- Company.—Location of principal place of

business, San Francisco, California. Location of works. Gold Hill, Storey
County, Nevada. Notice is hereby given that at a meeting of the Board of Direct-
ors, held on the twentieth day of October, 1882, an assessment (No. 26) of Fifty
Cents per share was levied upon the capital stock of the corporation, payable imme-
diately, in United States gold coin, to the Secretary, at the office of the Company,
Room 3, Safe Deposit Building, No. 328 Montgomery street, San Francisco, California.
Any stock upon which thia assessment shall remain unpaid on TUESDAY, the

TWENTY-EIGHTH (23th) day of NOVEMBER, 1882, will be delinquent, and adver-
tised for sale at public auction; and unless payment is made betore, will be sold on
WEDNESDAY, the TWENTIETH (20th) day of DECEMBER, 1882, to pay the delin-
quent assessment, together with costs of advertising and expenses of sale. By
order of the Board of Directors. J, M. BRAZELL, Secretary.

Office- Room 3, Safe Deposit Building, No. 328 Montgomery street, San Fran-
cisco, California. Oct. 28.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
NOONDAY MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 6
Amount per Share .....25 Cents
Levied September 22d
Delinquent in Office October 30th
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock November 22d

WM. J. TAYLOR, Secretary.
Office—Room 25, No. 330 Pine street, San Francisco, Cal. September 30.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
NORTH NOONDAY MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 6
Amount per Share 26 Cents
Levied Sept. 22d
Delinquent in Office Nov. 1st
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock Nov. 27th

WM. J. TAYLOR, Secretary.
Office—Room 25, No. 330 Fine street, San Francisco, Cal. September 30.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of tbe Bulwer Consolidated Mining1 Company,

San Francisco, Oct. 25, 1882.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the
above-named Company, held this day, Dividend No. 12, of Ten Cents (10c.)
per share, was declared, payable on MONDAY, Nov. 12, 1882. Transfer books
closed on Thursday, Nov. 2, 1882, at 3 o'clock p. M. This dividend is payable at the
farmers' Loan and Trust Company, in New York, on all stock issued there, and at
tbe office in this city on all stock issued here. WM. WILLIS, Secretary,
Office—Room 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Franc-sco, Cali-

fornia. Oct. 28,

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of Contention Consolidated Mining* Company, San

Francisco, Oct. 12, 1882.—At a meeting of the Board oJ Directors of the
above-named Company, held this day, Dividend (No. 9) of Twenty-five Cents (25c.)

per share was declared, payable on SATURDAY, October 28tb, 1882. Transfer
Books closed on October 18th, 1882, at 3 o'clock p. m. This dividend is payable at the
Farmers' Loan and TruBt Company, in New York, on all stock issued there, and
at the office in this city on all stock issued here. D. C. BATES, Secretary.
Office—Room 79, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California. Oct. 21.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,

NO. 922 POST STREET.
Day and Boarding School for Tonus Ladies and Children.

KINDERGARTEN. Next Term will commence July 24th. To secure admis-
sion for boarding pupils, applications should be made as early as possible.

May 13. MADAME B. ZEITSKA, A.M., Principal.

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN
Steam Baths: Electric and Chemical Baths; Sulphur and

and other medicated vapor baths, with Swedish movements and massage.
Special apartments for ladies and families. DR. JUSTIN GATES,
July 1. 722 Montgomery street, near Washington.

PROF. JOS. JOSSET,
Graduate of the University of Paris; Ex. Professor ofDe

la Meunais' Normal, France; late of Point Lonia Seminary, San Diego. Pri-
vate Lessons in the French Language. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 p.m. Private Lessons given at the res-
idence of the pupil. Dec. 6.

A. WALDSTEIN
Lithographer and Zincograpber, No. 320 Bansome street,

Room 48, Second Floor. Aug. 19.
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D. J. TOOHY.
We- owe an apology to our readers for again alludingio this candi-

date for the Superior Bench of our city, but must plead as our excuse the

great anxiety we feel that none but men of ability and upright character

shall occupy so important a position. It is only a few years since Toohy
honored California with his presence, and he then threw himself, heart

and soul, into all Celtic movements. Money was about being raised for a

deserving object, to erect a monument over a member of the Christian

Brotherhood in Galway, Ireland, who presided over an institution for the

instruction of youth for no less a period than half a century. This was a,

popular movement for the Land Leaguer to start with, and accordingly, if

not appointed permanent Chairman, he presided in that capacity at very

many of its meetings. Of course, he subscribed liberally, but on the

names being published in a San Francisco newspaper of those who had
subscribed and paid, T. J. Toohy's name appeared in the former list; we,

however, presume it was a mistake of the Secretary's, and should like to

know if the error was corrected. The Land League reports don't an-

nounce any liberal donation to its funds by the President at San Francis-

co, but we conclude he was equally generous as in his subscription to the
" Brother Paul J. O'Connor Monument Fund." Surely he ought not to

refuse his name to the Democratic party for a paltry $450, but probably

they want money. _

THE ATTITUDE OF ITALY.
During the war in Egypt the whole of the Italian press joined in

the hue-and-cry against England. The most abominable lies were told

with a malignancy that might have satisfied even a Chicago correspond-

ent, or any of those thousand-and-one vilifiers who are so ready in this

country to exhibit their ignorance and hatred to everything that is

English. A writer in the London Times makes the following sensible

remarks on the subject, the pith of which should not be lost on ourselves:

"It is the misfortune of Italy to be essentially 'ill-conditioned,' and
this disposition, combining envy and covetousness, has had this untoward
result—that she is now without a single friend in Europe. Germany
treats her as an insignificant pawn on the political chess-board, which may
be useful or may be discarded; Austria watches her, sword in hand, con-

temptuously, it is true; and France is only waiting a favorable opportu-

nity to pay off scores which will not be soon forgotten. The time may
come when the old friendship of England might not be without its use to

Italians; but if it be appealed to by them, the response is not likely to be
the warm one it would once have been."

NEW PATENTS.
C. W. M. Smith, Patent Solicitor, of No. 224 Sansome street, reports

the following list of patents issued to Pacific Coast inventors, for the
week ending October 17, 1882:

Antonio M. Barrett, lone City, Cal. ; combined spool thimble-holder
and thread cutter. Henry I. Buller, Independence, Oregon.; trace buckle.

Clairessa B. Cook, San Francisco, Cal.; sheep-holding device. Albert
Grutter, assignor to A. S. Halidie, San Francisco, Cal. ; device for oper-

ating cable railway grips. Edgerton K. Higgins, San Francisco, Cal.;

camera attachment. James H. McCanna, Fresno City, Cal.; clothes-

driver. Henry D. Morris, San Francisco, Cal.; claw-hammer. William
Schmolz, San Francisco, Cal.; fan wheel. Giovanni N. Milco, Stockton,
Cal ; trademark, insect destroying powder.

Wine and Vineyards.— The London Combined Circulars comes to

us with a vast number of " circulars" and a very scanty text. But in the
limited amount of the latter we find many items of interest. It tells us
that " a third of the wine trade, and quite half its profits, have gone in

the space of ten years. The phylloxera, fashion, hard times and temper-
ance principles have each had a share in this." Advices in regard to the
French vintage are very unfavorable. In Spain, the production in the
Jerez district is small, owing to the drought. The Madeira vintage will

turn out well; the Hungarian is satisfactory, but the Bhineland proprie-
tors are in a most despondent mood. The Australian vineyards are being
extended, and the wines are in brisk demand.

An Iron Man who Walks.—In Tasmania a Mr. Homburg has in-

vented a curious piece of mechanism in the shape of an iron man, who
can walk like his brethren in flesh without the aid of steam. The figure,

which is dressed like a footman, is five feet ten inches in hight, and
weighs 160 pounds. Its action rises from the power of a spring concealed
on its inside, which, with the assistance of an ingenious piece of mechan-
ism, causes the legs to ascend and descend, similar to the walking move-
ments of a human being. It walks with the greatest ease, and wheels a
man's perambulator before it. It is being exhibited at the local Mechan-
ics' Institute, where it excites great interest.

The Boys' and Girls' Society of San Francisco. — This
is a most worthy charity. Since May 1st last it has furnished
1,800 lodgings and 4,411 meals to friendless boys and girls; has distributed
to these children 906 pieces of clothing ; has found employment for 98
boys and girls in this city, and placed in good homes or otherwise started
on more hopeful careers 132 children, 70 of whom were taken directly
from the courts or prisons. This excellent society greatly needs money,
and would be glad of clothing and of other trifles. Address E. T. Dooley,
superintendent, 68 Clementina street, San Francisco.

The next Philharmonic Concert will take place on Friday Evening,
November XQth, at Piatt's Hall. Owing to the Carnival, the date has been
changed to a week later than first announced. The programme will com-
prise a celebrated suite of Franz Lachner, the B minor unfinished sym-
phony of Schubert, and several novelties to be presented for the first time
in this city. Mr, Julius Hinrichs will be the soloist on this occasion, and
will play a new Violoncello Concerto by Raff.

The "Railway Age" reports the construction of 1,209 miles of main
track during September and a total of 8,075 for the nine months of the
present year. It estimates the total construction for the year at 10,500
miles, an amount far greater than ever before built in one season. The
largest amount of track constructed during the past month was 154 miles
in Iowa. The construction in the other leading States was: Pennsylvania,
91 miles; Georgia, 94; California, 89; Colorado, 84; Texas, 84; New York,
77.

ROYAL AQUARIUM.
An exhibition of considerable interest has been added to the varied

amusements at this popular place of public entertainment, consisting of
a Javanese " Gamelon," or orchestra, of fourteen male and four female
performers. These Javanese performers have brought with them a large
number of musical instruments such as they use in their own country.
The leader, or chef d'orchestte, plays on a two-stringed violin, which is

called a rehab, and another of the troupe performs on the soeling, or native
flute. "With these exceptions all the instruments used are percussion,
including large gongs, tom-toms, harmonicons and bells. The females go
through several of their native dances (if they can be called dances, in
which most of the movements are those of the arms and hands and the
upper portions of the body generally, and in which the lejfs and feet are
only used for moving from one place to another with a Blow shuffle), and
in two of them some of the male members of the company take part.
The performers are all clad in garments of native manufacture, and the
effect obtained is certainly very picturesque. The performance through-
out is novel and interesting, so that it forms a decided addition to the
many attractions of the Aquarium.

CARD FROM ASSESSOR BADLAM.
Editor News Letter : Some evil-disposed person has printed and

circulated a card in mourning, with my name attached. I desire to state
that the publication of the same is unauthorized by me and circulated by
those opposed to my re-election, and I disapprove of the methods em-
ployed. Very respectfully, Alex. Badlam.
San Francisco, Octobea 25, 1882.

Daniel Hicks, the well-known bookbinder, is a candidate on the Re-
publican ticket for Supervisor from the Sixth Ward. He has been a resi-

dent of our city for twenty-five years, during which time he has built np
a large business, and has won a most enviable reputation as a genial and
honorable citizen. There can be no mistake made in voting for him. He
is one of those independent candidates who will help smash all dishonest
rings.

I. Danielwits.—We note that this gentleman has been indorsed by
the Tax-Payers and Anti-Monopoly Party, for the position of School Di-
rector. The name of Mr. Danielwitz adds strength to any ticket. His
course in the Board has the approval of our people irrespective of politics,

and the News Letter confidently predicts that he will be elected by a hand-
some majority.

Edward Gilson, at present Justice of the Peace, is again a candidate
for the same office. Judge Gilson has shown himself to be upright, able,

and industrious, and his re-election will add greatly to the interests of
justice and the public service.

It is said that the Olympic Club have offered to give an exhibition at
the Mechanics' Pavilion during the Carnival. The offer will be accepted,
on condition that the performers wear gumboots and ulsters. No opposi-
tion "on shape" is to be encouraged.

The Californian for November comes to us filled with most excel-

lent reading. This one magazine, " native and to the manor born," ought
to be sustained as it deserves to be.

The Ainaxab contains neither mercury, lead, bismuth, nitrate of silver, nor
any mineral or vegetable salts, which could in the least injure the most delicate

complexion. It can be used largely with perfect confidence. We earnestly ask the
public to give it a trial, and assure them that they will find that we have claimed
nothiner for the Ainaxab Elixir but what it will most thoroughly do. For the ben-
efit of those who might be deterred from using the Ainaxab Egyptian Elixir, by
the fear that it might injure their skin, we herewith append a few testimonials from,

well-known persons living in this city, which will satiBfy the most skeptical as to

the priceless value of the Ainaxab as an article of toilet, and as to its medicinal prop-
erties in removing all kinds of skin diseases.

San Fbancisco, March 29, 1882.

Ainaxab Manufacturing Company, 805 Montgomery street,

San Francisco

:

Gentlemen—1 have been using your Ainaxab, and find it a most delicious Elixir,

and not only beneficial but also most agreeably refreshing for the akin. I shall con-
tinue to use it. Please send me three bottles.

Yours truly, EDA VON TRAUTMANN.
Directress Geistinger Opera Troupe.

Ainaxab Company:
I have been using yoar Ainaxab in my family for some time, and am very much

pleased with its action. It has a pleasant and cooling sensation to the skin, and for
all persons affected with black spots, or face worms, as they are usually called, I can
heartily recommend its use, as their removal is almost instantaneous, one or two appli-
cations accomplishing the desired result.

Respectfully, DR. CHAS. "W. HIBBARD,
202 Stockton street, San Francisco.

San Fbancisco, April 17, 1882.

Ainaxab Manufacturing Company

:

Gentlemen—I have heen using your Ainaxab for the last two months, and I find
that it possesses all the good qualities claimed for it in your circular. I thinki t is the
best thing>ne can use to remove the bad effects of paiut, or dry make-up. I shall con-
tinue to use it, as it has given me entire satisfaction.

Respectfully yours, LOUISE LESTER,
Prima Donna, Tivoli Theatre.

A large n lmher of testimonials can be Been at our office.

AINAXAB M'FG CO., S. F.

PRINTING AND ENGRAVING
BY THE

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.:

Oar Specialties: Fine Printing—Catalog:nes, Books, Illus-
trated Circulars, Illuminated Printing. We have the most complete facilities

for producing ENGRAVINGS by the following processes: Photo Engraving, Photo-
graphing, Wood Engraving, Photo Lithographing. Portraits, Landscapes, Build-

ings, Machinery, Interiors, etc. Parties living at a distance can have engravings

made by sending- photograph, or sketch on paper, designating- size required. Esti-

mates furnished on application. Sept. 9.
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GOLD BARS—925 fine par.—Rkfinep Silvbr—13@ 13$ tfcent. dis-

count. Mexican Dollars, 9(3110 per cent, disc nom.

Exchange on New York, 20c.@ 26o fc*100 premium; On LondonBank-
ers, 49? 1": 1. : Commercial, 50@50Jd. Paris, sight, 5-12J@5-10
francs per dollar. Eastern Telegrams, 30@30c

Price of Money here, 6(2*10 per cent, per year—bank rate. In the
open market, 1@1£ per month. Demand light. On Boud Security,

3@4£ per cent per year on Call.

" Latest price of Sterling in New York, 482@486

PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND GOV, BONDS.
San Francisco Nov. 3, 1883.

Stocks and Bonds.
BOOTS.

Cal. Stale Bonds, 6'fl,'57

S. F. City <fc Co. B'ds, 6s,'58

S. F. Cily&C-i. BMs.Ts
kfontg^ At. Bonds
Dnponl Street Bonds ...

^acramento City Bonds
Stockton City Bonds .

.

Yuba County Bonds
Marysville City Bonds..
Santa Clara Co. Bonds .

.

Los Angeles County Bonds.
Los Angeles City Bonds
Virg'a & Truckee R. R. Bds.
Nevada Co. N. G. R. R. Bds
Oakland City Bonds
Oregon B& N. Bonds, 6s..

S. P. R. R. Bonds
U 8.4a

BANKS.
Bank of California

Pacific Bank
First National

1N8URANCK COMPANIES.
Union
Fireman's Fund
California

Pacific Rolling Mills, -
Vulcan Powder, —, 83.

,67.

Bid. Asked i Stocks and Bonds. Bid. Asked
raSURUTOB COMfANIES.

— — 'J State Investment 125 —
Nom. Nom.

, Home Mutual 130 135

Nom. Nom.
,
Commercial — 123

36 Western — 110
50 RAILROADS.
50 60 ! C. P. R. R. Stock 90J 91

105 — ! C. P. R. K. Bonds 114 115

90 100 Citv Railroad 102* 1034
90 100 Omnibus R. R 60 65
— — N. B. and Mission R. R 102 —
100 — Sutter Street R. R 87i 90— 107 Geary Street R. R 95 97£
101 103 Central R. R. Co 58 60
110 114 Market Street R. R Nom. Nom.
— — Clay Street Hill R. R Nom. Nom.

109 110 S. F. Gaslight Co 56 561

102| 103 Oakland Gaslight Co 29 29J
119 120 Sac'to Gaslight Co 53 56

Califor'a Powder Co 121 —
164i 166 Giant Powder Co (new atck) 121* 124
— 120 Atlantic Giant Powder 68* 72
1251 126 Gold and Stock Teleg'h Co. 71 74

S. V. W. W. Co.'s Stock. . . . 116} 118
— 123 S. V. W. W. Co' Bonds 119* 120
125 130 Pacific Coast S. S. Co's Stock — —
112 114 California Street R. R 109 110

-, 127*. Cala. Dry Dock, 50, — . Safe Deposit Co., 51, 51*.

Presidio Railroad, 66, 68. Safety-Nitro Powder, 14*. 14*.

Hawaiian Commercial Co., 32, 33. Northern Pacific R.Ceutral Gas Stock,
K. Bonds, 104*. 105.

The weather has greatly interfered with business during the week,
therefore the volume of business transacted has been but nominal and
prices favor the buyer.

Andrew Baird, 312 California at.

Stocks.—Whither are we drifting? is a question that is giving the
brokers no little trouble to answer. Business on the street continues
dull, without any apparent prospect of improving. The market for the
past week has Bhown no material change. A few spasmodic twitches now
and then are about the only signs of life the " cats " afford us. Interest in

the North End seems to be reviving, notably in Sierra Nevada, which of

late has been quite lively and exhibited considerable strength. Of the
outside stocks, Bodie has call for most attention, having experienced
some rather violent fluctuations for the times. It closes strong, under
good news from the mine. Navajo has slipped to the front with another
divvy for the "lucky una." Eureka has "riz," presumably the effect of

the recent explosion at that mine. The street predicts better times after

the election. Let us hope so. At last writing, market more active.

Meteorological summary for week ending November 2d, 1882:

Highest barometer, 30.210 on the 27th ; lowest barometer, 29.909 on the
2d ; average during the week, 30.032 ; highest temperature, 62.5 on the

27th and 29th ; lowest temperature, 48 on the 31st ; average during the
week, 55.8; highest relative humidity, 96 per cent, on the 28th ; lowest

relative humidity, 54 on the 30th ; average during the week, 80.5; pre-

vailing direction of wind, southwest ; maximum hourly velocity of wind
and direction, 21, W. 29; rainfall during the week, 2.23 inches ; total

rainfall, season of 1882-3, 5.14 inches.

Califomians Abroad, October 14, 1882.—Paris: Mrs. J. M. Page,
Oakland; Miss Lohmann, Oakland; Miss J. Lohmann, Oakland; Miss
F. Lohmann, Oakland; Mrs. E. S. Pittsbury, San Francisco, 3 Rue Ver-
sounex; MrB. Dusaol, San Francisco, Hotel Dominici; Mr. Hare, Hotel
Gotham; Miss Houston, Hotel FAthenee; Mr. Livingston and fm.,

Hotel Rhin; Mrs. J. H. Maynard, Hotel I'Athenee; J. Phelan and fm..

Hotel Normandy. LONDON: J. C. Haselton, San Francisco; Mr. and
Mrs. Ravenstock, San Francisco. Geneva: C. E. and Mrs. Raum, San
Francisco; W. Melvin Smith, San Francisco.

8& On Page 17, in speaking- of Krng & Co's Champagne, we
erred in stating that the only place to get the genuine is of Hell-

mann Bros. & Co. We should have said that the Trade should

get their supplies only from Hellmann Bros. & Co.

MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For Navigating the Air.

Office of the Aeroplane Company for Navigating the Air, 609 Mer-

chant street. Office hours from 1 to 2 p.m.
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Albion.—We are still unable to reconcile advices from headquarters
and facts relative to the Albion, and its enormous and rapidly increasing
indebtedness, which now closely approximates $200,000—say over-draft
Bank of California, $82,000 ; known and acknowledged debt, $40,000

;

expenses for past month, some $35,000 ; floating and contingent liabili-

ties, possibly some $40,000 additional, and those blasted furnaces not yet
started, and it really looks as though a couple of month's additional ex-

penses may have to be added before any results are obtained, although we
were assured as long ago as last June that ore bodies were opening up
large and rich, and that enough ore was in sight to supply the furnaces
with 80 tons per day for an indefinite length of time. Evidently the de-

lay in starting up the new furnaces indicates that it is a big thing or a big
swindle. Unfortunately the anticedents of the present manipulators al-

most force one to the latter conclusion.

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.— New York, Nov. 3,

1882. United States Bonds — 4s, 119g ; 4£s, 113J; ex-5s, 101| ;

Sterling Exchange, 481i@485^. Pacific Mail, 40. Wheat, steady ; West-
ern Union, . Hides, —@—. Wool— Spring, fine, 20@ 32 ; Burry,
15@20 ; Pulled, 20@45 ; Fall Clips, 15@18 ; Burry, 12@14. Lon-
don, Oct. 27.—Liverpool Wheat Market, 8s. lid. @ 9s. 2d.; Cal., 9s. @
9s. lid. Red Am. Spring. Bonds, 4s. —.; 4£s, — ; Money, acct,, Sil-

ver, 51^.

Quicksilver.—The London price by cable is £5 17s. 6d. Here, 37ic.
is an outside price. Sales for less from the wharf. The exports for the
week, by sea, were as follows:

To China, per steamer Arabic, hence Oct. 31: Flasks. Value.
Wing Chong Wo & Co 600 $17,340

To Yokohama, per same: Wm. T. Coleman & Co. . . . 30 861

Totals 630 $18,201

China and Japan.—The O. and O. steamship Oceanic, 25 days from
Hongkong, via Yokohama 15 days, has for cargo : Teas, 5,928 packages ;

Rice, 27,384 mats ; Coffee, 299 bags ; Jute, 1,375 bales, and 3,500 packages
of merchandise. Also, in transit overland for Eastern cities : Teas, 6,692
packages ; Silks, 570 packages ; Curios, 71 packages , Merchandise, 101
packages, etc.

Hops from Washington Territory.—The steamer Dakota, from
ports on Puget Sound, brought down yesterday 1,800 bales of hops. Our
total receipts of hops for the season to date approximate 15,000 bales.

They have been sold here as high as 80c, and in New York at $1 07 $ tt>.—

in fact, $1 10 refused for a choice lot. Hop-raisers on the Pacific Slope
have, by reason of these high prices and big crops, made themselves quite
rich and independent.

Charters.—The bark Cassandra Adams, 1,127 tons, loads Merchandise
for New York, in the Dispatch Line ; German ship Carmdia, Wheat to
Cork, for Liverpool or Dublin, £2 2s. 6d.; British ship Mallsr/ate, Wheat
to Cork for orders, £2 7s. 6d.

Lumber.—The receipts at this port, from January 1st to September
30th, inclusive, aggregates: Redwood 73,000,000 ft., Pine 106,727,000 ft.

The export demand is active at full prices.

The Rainfall to this date, in San Francisco, approximates three
inches for November, and six inches for the season—an unprecedented
fall so early in the season.

Entered at the Post- Office at San Francisco, Cat., as Second-Class
Matter.

Printed and Published by the Proprietor, .Frederick Harriott, 607 to 616 Merchant Street, San Francisco, California,
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WAIFS.
Waifs which singly are as light as air, hut which together make

a momentous whole.

Buckley and his lambs will be in all their glory on Tuesday next.

They will be big with the fate of the city. They won't care for the State

or nation a cent. They have contracted to beat "Old Rosey," and elect

Paul Neumann, if possible. Such is the power of the sack.—If it

should turn out to be a rainy day, the lambs will vote early and often,

and will personate the "stay-at-homes." Their motto is, "Let no good

vote be lost."—The bosses don't care a cent for any part of their ticket

except those offices in which there is patronage.—They put decent men
for certain offices to carry through those who have many deputies to em-

ploy.—Bartlett and a fairly good Board of Supervisors are named, in

order to elect the Sheriff, Superintendent of Streets, Assessor and Tax
Collector. Independent voters of both parties should vote against all

four of Buckley's nominees for all four of those offices.——That is the

way to beat the Bush-street boss, and let no voter forget it. Buckley,

who two or three years ago had to borrow money to open a saloon with,

is now rich. That is the outcome of boss politics. The city has furnished

the money.—-Elect Badlam, Ruggles, Mastic and Sedgwick, and there

will be weeping and wailing in Buckley's fold. There will not be many
" boy " deputies in that case.^—Lowney, in order to get his nomination,

bargained away all the patronage of his office. So did Holtz, O'Grady

and Connolly. If they are elected, Bush street will supply all the depu-

ties, who will pay ten per cent, of their salaries to Buckley, and there-

after will run all the precinct clubs, defeat decent men and keep the

party organization in its present groove.——There will be a successful re-

bellion against that sort of thing sooner or later. It ought to be defeated

now. That is the way to secure true success to the party in the future.

^—The better elements of the Democracy will not always be content to

take a back seat to the owner of the Bush-street dive.—There is surely

somethimg more honest, nobler and better in the Democratic party than

that. Buckley and Higgins have joined hands over the offices in

which there is patronage. It is easy to tell what this means. The man
of any party who helps them is a fool.—E. D. Sawyer, the Republican

candidate for City and County Attorney, is a soft-pated man, who knows

no law, and ought to be defeated. Yet, he is an amiable and good citi-

zen, who is not corrupt. It is, therefore, an outrage for the Examiner to

charge him with being the candidate of the contractors. It should look

nearer home. Greathouse is the attorney for the contractors, and as he has

put up the Democratic ticket, it is to be presumed that he put it up in their

interests. He has large contingent fees at stake.^—He caused " his

paper" recently to puff two or three Republican Supervisors, and forth-

with the Seale claim went through. It had been scouted by the Supreme
Court and several Legislatures, yetit has been voted by the present Board
of Supervisors, and the attorney received one-half, amounting to 330,000.

That is the quarter in which to look for contractor steals.-^The Demo-
cratic Judiciary ticket, which Greathouse might have made respectable,

if he had been so minded, is beneath contempt. Coffey is the only man
on it who ought to be elected. Toohy and Clough will get left sure.^—
"Waymire, Bartlett and Troutt, on the Republican ticket, will be elected

Superior Judges sure.^—Let us by all means keep the judiciary above

contractor thefts and Bush-street intrigues. This is important, and ought

not to be forgotten by any honest man.—Low-down, filthy and impure

in the extreme, are the politics that would pollute the fountain of justice.

—Bad, indeed, is the Democratic Legislative ticket, but there are a few

exceptions. Lynch, the broker, for Senator-at-large, is the best man on

his ticket, a patriotic American-born citizen who is capable, well educated

and anxious to do right; he will make a good record.——Thos. Barry, T.

J. Sullivan, D. H. Bibb, Frank Sperling and Major Harrigan, on the

same ticket, will do well ; for the other Democratic Legislative nominees

we cannot say much. There \b a split in the Eleventh District that will

probably be effective.^—Lawlor and Webb, for Police Judges, ought to

be elected.—Bogart, of the Stock Exchange, has skipped the town. Non
est. Colonel Jackson is said to be out and injured. Thus fall all who in-

cur a I^ews Letter exposure. Our little stones of three weeks ago brought

on the final denouement. The same fate is in store for some others.^—
The Bulletin still maintains its reticence in regard to the State campaign.
——It looks as if the Chronicle had abandoned itsattacks in despair of ac-

complishing anything at this late time of day. It is not now able to cast

down the idol it set up. It is too late.—The Examine?- growB weaker
as the necessities of the campaign should make it stronger. Badlam
laughs at its weakness, Holtz curses its imbecility, Sedgwick is happy at

its silence, whilst Connolly is wrath at its inability to make his fight effi-

ciently, and so it goes all along the line. The Democratic candidates all

are dissatisfied with itsinanity. Paul Newmann likes it, and "Old Rosey"
does not know what to think. "My clients must be placated you know,
even though the ticket be defeated, you know." That's it. That is what's

the matter.^—Bartlett wonders why Buckley procured his nomination.

He says the Buckleys know that he will perform his duty no matter what
happens. We believe he will, because, in times past, he did it when men'B

souls were tried, vide the history of vigilante times.

For Supervisor for the Second "Ward, Mr. D. B. Brown, manager
of the Mattullah Manufacturing Company, is the Republican candidate.

This is one of the best nominations made by either party. Mr. Brown
has been a resident of this city since 1851, and during that long period his

character has never even been assailed. During the past eighteen years
he has been engaged in the cooperage business and the production of

cooper's materials. In this business he has, during the Winter months,
given employment to from 50 to 100 men, always paying the best wages
and treating his employees with the greatest consideration. Mr. Brown
is a man of large heart, and devotes both time and money to the ameliora-

tion of the sufferings of his fellow men. He has been an active and en-

thusiastic member of the British Benevolent Society since its start. For
a greater portion of that time he has been a member of its Board of Re-
lief, and for three years past Chairman of that Board. In the latter po-

sition he has been known to neglect his own important business affairs in

order to help the suffering and destitute. Mr. Brown is a resolute, intel-

ligent man, who cannot be cajoled, and who can be relied upon to do his

duty by the people honestly. He should be elected.

A Lucky Whaler.—The John HowlancVs cargo of Oil and Bone
from the Arctic is valued at S100,000.

LOUIS T. HOLTZ.
The "Examiner" presents short sketches of the public and private

records of some of the candidates of the Democratic party for the muni-
cipal offices. In the majority of cases nothing more than short sketches
is necessary, for the subjects are well known and acceptable to the voters
of this city. They have grown up with the city and their lives are em-
bodied in the history of the State. The following is what they say of the
Democratic candidate for Assessor :

" Louis F. Holtz, the nominee who
is fated to accomplish the herculean task of cleaning out the Assessor's
office, was born in 1834 in North Germany. His father was an officer in

the Hanovarian cavalry. Louis spent two years in a counting-house, and
in 1851 came to San Francisco. He remained some time in Downieville,
and in 1861 returned to San Francisco, where he embarked in business
with his accustomed energy. He was for some time with the firm of John
Van Bergen & Co. In 1871 he started a wholesale grocery trade, but soon
after united his house with that of Taylor, Bendel & Co., now Tillman,
Bendel & Co. He remained in that firm until 1873, when he secured an
interest in the house of N. "Van Bergen & Co., which is regarded as one
of the most prosperous on the coast. Mr. Holtz, instead of being handi-
capped by the record of an extravagant official administration, is assisted

by the popularity of an honest commercial career, and is just the man to

defeat the tricky nominee of the Republican party."

Philharmonic Concerts.—The Becond Philharmonic Concert, which
has been postponed on account of the Authors' Carnival, will positively

take place at Piatt's Hall on Friday evening, November 10th, with Gus-
tav Hinrichs conducting, as usual. The programme has been selected
with great care, and ought to satisfy all lovers of good music. Besides
some of the older classical works, a new composition by St. Saens will be
produced for the first time in this city. Mr. Julius Hinrichs, our well-

known violoncellist will play Raff's famous concerto, with full orchestral

accompaniament, which, we believe, will also be presented for the first

time in this city. TheBe concerts certainly deserve the direct support of

our entire musical public, for they are gotten up for the promotion of
good music only, especially good orchestral music, and which is rendered
by an orchestra selected from our best musicians. The gentlemen at the
head of this society are taking an active interest in these concerts, and
will undoubtedly establish them on such a firm basis that in a short time
the Philharmonic concerts will rank among the best in the United States.

Nearly all of our prominent society people have subscribed for the sea-

son. Seats may be secured at Sherman, Clay & Co.'s music store, or by
addressing the Secretary, Mr. Henry Heyman, our well-known violinist.

School Directors.—The Democracy have placed before the people of
this city an unexceptionally strong ticket for School Directors. They are
gentlemen of high standing in this community, and will assuredly reflect

credit on the people. One of the nominees, Mr. Isidor Danielwitz, the
News Letter has consistently supported throughout this campaign, Mr.
Danielwitz having been a member of a former Board, and while such he
proved himself to be a manly and energetic officer, looking after the in-

terests of the people in a judicious manner, constantly and steadfastly
standing by the teachers in the Department, favoring liberal salaries, as
well as the cosmopolitan schools. The News Letter believes that Mr.
Danielwitz will be triumphantly elected next Tuesday.

For Auditor.—Wm. M. Edgar, who for several terms was chief
deputy in the Auditor's office, was long the brains and motive power
of that department. He is versed in- all its duties, has often done
the work, and made the suggestions that have won popularity for his
figure-head chief. Let honor be given to whom honor is due. The faith-
ful chief deputy is now the nominee to fill the place in name as he has
long done in h ct. He should be elected.

Mastick for Tax Collector.—O'Grady, the pronounced Buckley
lamb, who had to barter away all his patronage to secure his nomination,
ought to be defeated. His office has been crowded for many months of
this year with three times as many deputies as there was any need for.

Mastick, his opponent, is not hampered in that way ; he will run the of-

fice much more economically, and will make a good record as Tax Collec-
tor, and therefore oughtto be elected.

To paint the lily iB, they say,
To simply throw your time away

—

You can't improve the flower.

The Baking Powder which cannot
Be improved on, one single jot,

Is the "New England."

For City and County Surveyor,

CHARLES S. TILTON,
Itegular Republican Nominee, Nov. 4.

For Superintendent of Streets,

CHARLES S. RUGGLES,
Republican Nominee. Nov. 4.

FOR STATE CONTROLLER,

JOHN P. DUNN,
Of San Francisco. Nov. 4.

FOB SntVJEI'OR-WENERAI,,

H. I. WILLEY,
Regular Democratic Nominee. Nov. 4.

D. B. BKOWN,
XE GJT X, A. X XEJPZTB1 ICAK NOMINEE

For Supervisor. Second Ward. Nov. 4.
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80CIETY.

November 2. 1882: -After long threatening oomw the storm, and
tbe glorious rmio is at l*st upon us in sil its power and might.
The Carnival managers wool! not, I daresay, have objected to a few

more days, or rather nights, of clear weather, as, of course, the damp
docs interfere more or less with the attendance at the Pavilion.

The building has been crowded nearly every night since the commence-
ment of the fetf, noticeably w> on Saturday night, when nearly nil Sam
Francisco was there to see and to be seen, and moving about was a mat-
ter of positive. difficulty. The grand march commences to be Uit specta-
cle <>f the affair, and nightly some new evolutions are introduced, which
adds greatly to the interest it already excites. Hut how weary the parti-

cipants are beginning to look. I doubt if any of them will greatly regret
it when the summons from the big bell has been rung out for the last

tilth , and tbe final tour of the floor has been made.
Many are drawn there by the really good music offered them in the

1 1 Hall attached to the French booths up stairs, which is usually
Ofowded to overflowing. To-morrow evening will, I understand, be a
gala night there, as Mine. Zeiss- 1 >eimis will then make her first and only
appearance on its little stage, she having kindly consented to sing a song
in aid of the French charities.

In the meantime other gaities are postponed till the close of the Carni-
val, and this week has been a most unmistakably dull one in social

circles.

«As I predicted, the weather on Saturday last was as perfect as if it had
been socially bespoken, and the closing hop of the S. F. Yacht Club was
a highly successful one. For this success, apart from clear skies and
bright sun, to the exertions of the Committee of Arrangements and
the Floor Managers, it is mainly due, they doing everything in their
power for the comfort and pleasure of their guests. Dancing was in-

dulged in with much vigor, while the way in which the clam chowder
disappeared would lead one to imagine the eaters had fasted for a week,
in anticipation of the feast, which was one such as is not often enjoyed.
The Pacifies will find it a difficult matter to outdo their friendly rivals

at their hop i>u the 18th, to which all are now looking forward with
many pleasurable anticipations, as at it, I am told, "something new" is to

be presented for their edification.

There is not much more to chronicle this week as to the movements of

Society than their entertainments. The Tevises are home at last from
Monterey. A portion of the Hopkins family came from the East yester-
day, and more of them can be looked for in a couple of weeks. Mrs.
Dan Cook returned from her sad trip to Rochester on Tuesday, and by
the same train came Oliver Eldridge and Albert Dibhlee, who seems to
have been over the road pretty frequently of late. The Ayres are up
from Menlo Park, and so are the Harneys. The Lents have gone East at
last (another house for sale?); also Mrs. Selby, who has, much to the re-

gret of all, taken her daughter with her. The Luning girls are looked
for soon, I understand, but aside from tbe pleasure the young ladies'
company gives in ball-rooms and sich, they cannot be said to do much for
Society. Whose fault is this ?

Miss Nina Piatt's friends will be glad to hear that she will not be lost

to them this Winter, as she will remain visiting the Haggins' till the old
folks are settled in their new home at the East. Mrs. Haggin is to be
congratulated on having a house full once more, and so many pleasant
faces that have been missing so long, surrounding her hospitable board
again. Society will be the gainers no doubt, as now there will be some
inducement for her to open the doors which remained so persistently
closed last Winter.
I have been asked, "Are all your millionaires leaving you, that so

many of their houses are for sale?" The rumor that the Stanford man-
sion on California street was in the market, I have heard frequently of
late, but whether true or not, no one seems to be sure; while the reason
for the Flood house on Ellis street having the bills up is, that the Floods
will make their home while in the city this Winter at the Palace, pending
the building of a more pretentious one upon the hill, and when not in

town will inhabit their palace at Menlo Park. Charlie Crocker is re-

ported as being in treaty for a Fifth Avenue mansion in New York, in

which event the house here would no doubt be turned over to one of the
sons. So, young ladies, Bet your caps without delay for the house with a
man attached, there still being two of the sons unappropriated.
And yet another pioneer of our Golden State is taken from us, and

kind, warm-hearted Fred. MacCrellish is among those " who have been,
but now are not." I doubt if in San Francisco there was a man better
known and more truly liked than he, nor one who will be more deeply
regretted by all who knew him and appreciated his worth. The poor and
needy have lost a friend indeed, his ear and purse ever being open to their

appeals, and none who were really worthy applied to him in vain. The
funeral ceremonies will be held in Grace Church, on Saturday afternoon,
when doubtless the edifice will be filled to repletion by all those who are
anxious to thus testify their regard and sorrow for the friend so early lost.

Felix.

A STROLL THROUGH THE CARNIVAL.
November 2. 1882.

—

Dear N, L: You are so spicy, and have so keen
a Bense of the ridiculous, I feel sure you will enter into the fun of a view
of things as they struck me during a visit to the big " Fete of all Nations,"
now going on at the Pavilion. I know it is the fashion to praise every-
thing nowadays, but surely, the candid reader will admit, that where in-

indiscriminate praise is administered to all alike, none feel complimented.
I contented myself with reading descriptions in the papers of the different

booths and the tableaux therein, having an honest hatred of crowds, heat
and glare, and decided not to go. But all resolves melt before tbe glance
of lovely woman, don't they? You know how it is yourself, no doubt, so

you will appreciate my reversal of decision, for upon hearing that the
Homer and Victor Hugo booths contained scores of pretty creatures, be-

hold me there, cap a pie as Shakespeare says, arrayed for conquest, waxed
mustache, faultless gloves, and twirling cane. As I entered the huge
building, I found myself in a motley crowd of groups, rushing hither and
thither in most admired confusion. A friend, seeing my bewildered look
kindly enlightened me as to the cause. ** The procession is forming," he
said; so, strolling up towards the Grand Stage to get a better view, I took
a suvrey of the scene before me, ere the procession began to move. The

first thing that struck me was a booth with tesselated pavement, in a cur-
tained alcove in the center of which was a chair, (I suppose it was meant
for a throne,) and on it reclined in a dopnos " don't care aceut" mainu-r, a
gorgeously attired demoiselle, whose chief aim seemed to be the most ef-

display of ft pair of pink .satin slippers, With pink silk "loiitiniia-

In the right corner of the booth sat two elderly dames in ordinary
street costumes—rather incongruous I thought—and while wondering what
on earth they were going to do at tho ( fourt of Louta XVI., my glance
fell upon the Pre-Raphaelite booth. Ye Hods and little fishes! a greater
disillusionment awaited me there. Standing in bold relief in the very cen-

tre of the scene appeared a man with light overcoat and plug hat, having
a lively chat with an angelic looking creature in gauze and spangles. Now,
as harmonious effect is so greatly to be desired, I protest against this cruel

disregard of the sensativo taste of tho public. Why does not the talented

lady who so kindly consented to arrange the tableaux in this booth, direct

thst the first one presented should not be one not down in the programme?
Rut just in the middle of this reflection the big bell sounded and the pro-

oaftston fame along. Smedburg, or whoever it is who directs the route, de-

serves to be complimented upon tbe skillful manner in which he manipu-
lated the intricate windings in and out of the counter marching after they
left the Grand Stage. On the Grand Stage itself, I quite agree with '*Bet-

sey B." the effect is lost and becomes a medley of glittering color. All
symetry was destroyed, the chief feature to my eye being Carleton Cole-

man, darting about, in and out in a frantic manner. I couldn't for the life

of me think what he was up to ; did he intend it as a sort of pas scul

Racket? My doubts were satisfied by his ckasseing up to the white-aproned
fellows bearing a banner, " Oyster Grotto," and whispering in the ear of

one of them, a private order for a fancy roast, of course. As I settled this

in my mind, the young gentleman was suddenly surrounded by some peo-

ple with huge peacocks' feathers on the end of a pole, and the curtain fell.

I turned my optics to the hall again, just in time to see Smedburg leave

the side of the grave looking party with whom he marches, and approach
timorously a young lady garbed as an angel, to suggest to her a deviation

to the right, (the gallant Colonel would never suggest anything that wasn't
right,) which course she immediately took, followed by the division to

which she belonged. About this time my spirit rose in envy, as one of the

marshals gently took each pretty milkmaid in turn by the arm, to bring
them into line on the left. I'ts not half a bad thing to be a marshal!
Ned Greenaway had charge of the Infant Brigade, styled " Kate Green-

away " on their banner ; from the expression of his face as he passed me,
I'm sure be devoutly wished the. carol sung by the youngsters, " Put me
in my little bed," had been carried out practically. I don't blame him. It

must be pleasanterto marshal fully developed beauties. Nothing is good
in embryo, to my taste anyhow.
The folks in the Louis XVI. booth sort of spread themselves one eve-

ning in a minuet on the Grand Stage. You all remember how pretty and
graceful Neilson was, in a similar scene, in Romeo and Juliet. The cen-

tral figure is a pretty blonde, Mrs. Buffandeau, who is a moat energetic

worker in the cause of charity. She is graceful, and that is more than can
be said about the males in the tableau. Great Heavens, what limbs!

The girls in the Homer booth are worthy of the, praise bestowed on
them ; not an ugly face among the whole lot, and most of them are lovely.

The Chinese, too, are nearly all pretty girls, and beautifully costumed. A
group of bona fide chinamen stood near me as they passed, and it was fun-

ny to hear their comments as they conversed with, apparently, one of the

members of their Consulate, under whose charge they seemed to be. "Me
likee that one "said one. " Too muchee fat, no good, little one heap
better," was the reply. " Me likee savey how muchee money buy him."
The French booth also has some pretty faces, also the Bon Bon brigade.

The floral belles can't came up to those of the first Carnival, by long odds.

What fearful-looking guys some of the men are ! Positively, I saw one

old fellow who bad evidently arrayed himself in his wife'B long ermine
cloak, with the jaunty hat of his daughter perched on his head. What
character did he represent? And then the military—what authors do they

represent? The authors of their being, I suppose, which no doubt they
consider they do acceptably, and who, although they may not be known
as shining lights in the literary world, may be so in the domestic circle.

But are there not too many of them in the Grand March? It makes it

look too much like a Fourth of July procession. Even the usual trium-

phal car is there, only in this case, instead of being filled with school chil-

dren, one solitary Chinawoman is carried about.

Another query : Why is it that "Uncle Sam" is always so lean and
Columbia correspondingly fat? The march ended. I betook myself to

mashing an awfully pretty Bon Bon girl, said occupation costing me all

the loose change I had for boxes of candy; sweets in every form being one

of my weaknesses. From there I strolled up to the gallery, which I "did"

pretty thoroughly, meeting many acquaintances en route—the Donahoes,
Donahues, Martins, Heads, Blandings, ("Brother Hamilton,"

looking most amiable), Gwins, Maynards, Hutchinsons, Williams, Cas-

tleB, Wilsons, Haggins, Mays, Bowies, and a host of others literally too

numerous for mention. The attractive Champs Efysees refreshment gar-

den lured me in for a glass of claret punch, the decoction of which was
wrought by " one who knows." While sipping it and chatting with a

bright-eyed kovri, I enjoyed the double pleasure of looking at the tab-

leaux and listening to the music. Attracted by some very good violin

playing, I wandered into the concert-room, but speedily made my exit

after a few bars of what some one told me was a duet from Troyatore. I

never should have recognized it. A shrill voice screaming with all its

might some English words, and a regular bellowing of the non te scordar,

made it a misery indeed.
The Japanese booth was my next stopping place, and here, regardless

of having swallowed iced-punch a moment before, I did equal justice to a

cup of scalding tea—but then the waitress was such a pretty one ! She
complimented me by joining my promenade. So we took a look at the

Terra Cotta's. Quite a wonderful idea that booth is, and admirably car-

ried out. In fact, " take it all in all," (Shakespeare again), " we shall not

look upon its like again " I fear, the Carnival I mean, not the booth—as I

understand the managers refuse to entertaia the idea of a future one.

Let us hope that time will alter this decision, for, to many, it has been a

most delightful affair, and certainly on this occasion, a pleasant lounge

to "Union Clcbite."

St. John's Presbyterian Church, Post Street—The Rev. Dr.

Scott, pastor, will preach Sunday at the usual hours. The public cor-

dially invited to attend.
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JEAMES AND JOHN CHINAMAN.
In reference to the threatened importation of Chinese servants into

England Vanity Fair has the following :

It isn't common honesty, nor dealing on the square,

It's taking mean advantages—that's what it is—so there ?

It's all along of Bradlaugh and his heathen policy,

This bringing yellow Chinese into rivalry with we.

There's Missus, mad on China, puts umbrellas in the grates,

And spends a mint at Christie's over pottery and plates

;

She'll think it mighty fine, no doubt, to call her cook Ah Sin,

And dine off mutton basted by a real Mandarin.

And Master, he's that fidgety, and speaks his mind that free,

I never was surprised that him and Thomas don't agree

;

But Thomas—that's his valet—is a Briton to the core,

So perhaps a Chinee gentleman may humor Master more.

Then a button off his collar puts his temper out of tune,

And his langwidge over starch is like a thunderstorm in June

;

I wouldn't be his laundress, not for all that I could see,

But no doubt a Mungol washerman will suit him to a T.

And then there's Jeames, our handsome Jeames, the pick of all the crew,

Whose calves are perfect pictures, and his stature six feet two ;

It's hard on Jeames bis livery on a heathen to bestow,

"Who'll have to flour his pigtail 'cause he's got no hair to show.

"Was it for this I toiled and slaved, and, when my work was done,

Attended cooking-lectures at the school at Kensington,

To see my proud dominion over kettle, pot and pan,

Made over to a yellow-visaged, petticoated man?

Alas, for poor Policeman X ! no more, when eager zeal

His midnight hunger rouses, shall he snatch the hasty meal,

And quaff a brimming beaker to the health of Mistress Cook,

Whose fond allegiance to the Force no Guardsman ever shook.

Farewell the happy days gone by, high wages, Summer trips,

The followers, the Sundays out, the perquisites, and tips I

Farewell the cozy, social meal, the buttered toast and tea

—

All, all are gone, before that Mr. Hyndman's mild Chinee !

CRIMINAL CARELESSNESS OP THE STREET RAIL-
ROAD COMPANIES.

The terrible accident by whiuh Assistant Engineer Brady lost his

life a few weeks ago recalls the fact of the numerous vehicles which come
to grief on our streets by reason of the negligence of the street railroad

corporations in keeping their track and rails in repair and on a level with
the street. It is an every-day occurrence for vehicles to have a wheel
wrenched off or an axle broken by getting into some deep hole grooved out
between the rail and the paving, and the carelessness of the company in

this respect is little short of criminal. As a general rule these wrongs are
quietly submitted to, but they should not be, as the liability of the com-
pany for such damages is beyond all question, and there is nothing which
irritates the epidermis of a soulless corporation so quickly as a judgment
against them, however small in amount.
By Section 498 of the Code it is provided that street railroad corpora-

tions shall "plank, pave or macadamize the entire length of the street

used by their track between the rails and for twofeet on each, side thereoft

and between the tracks if there be more than one, and to keep the same
constantly in repair, fiushwith the street and with good crossings." While in
some cases notice to municipal corporations, express or implied, of defects or
obstructions in the street is requisite to create a liability for damages for an
injury produced by reason of them, the rule does not apply in the case of
street railroads, whose duty it is to know of the existence of defects or
obstructions in their road, and for two feet on each side thereof. Take,
for example, the Montgomery-street road between Merchant and Califor-
nia streets. There are holes in some places nearly nine inches in depth,
laying directly alongside of the rail, and wholly uncovering the sleeper,

and this is only a sample of what may be found all over the city. This
is a crying evil. The railroad companies get their tracks from the public
already graded to their hand, and are put to no expense for building their
road, save that of purchasing and laying their rails, and they should be
held to a rigid compliance of what the law requires—" that the track and
for two feet on each side thereof be kept constantly in repair, flush with
the streets and with good crossings. The Superintendent of Streets com-
plains, and perhaps with reason, of the insufficiency of funds to enable
him to carry out the necessary improvements on the streets, but in the
case of the Btreet railroads he has only to notify them that defects in the
road exist, and that if not remedied he will do it at their expense, and
the nuisance will soon be abolished.

Still Ahead.—It is well to take the lead and keep it. It puts life and
vim into you to distance your competitors at the start, and you axe pretty
sure if you have any pluck or go in you, to keep it to the end. That is

what the six-day walkests' say. That is true in all branches of business.
This line of thought reminds us that some years ago, Messrs. Bradley &
Rulofson, the celebrated photographers, took the first prize from all comers,
and they are still ahead. To meet the increasing demands of their
business, they are having a new gallery completed to order that
will be a marvel of completeness. They have taken the whole of
the upper floor of Blythe's elegant new building on the corner of
Geary and Dupont streets, and no means are being spared to make it the
finest photographic gallery in the world. All the latest improvements in
photography, together with accessories in the shape of backgrounds of
enchanting scenery, etc., have been obtained. The parlors are being fur-
nished in a style that would not discredit an Oriental potentate. The ele-
vator is an exceptionally fast-running one, so that customers will not be
kept waiting. We shall be glad to congratulate our friends of this firm
upon their taking possession of their new and elegant quarters. They
have always been the leaders of their profession, and it is evident that
they mean to keep the lead.

For aged men, women, weak and sickly children, without a rival.
Will not cause Headache. Brown's Iran Bitters.

TO THE VOTERS OF SAN FRANCISCO

!

Nominated for re-election to my present position, I respectfully ask, not only of

ALL Republicans, but of my fellow-citizens at large, their suffrages for

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATOR,
AS CANDIDATE OF THE PEOPLE of the City and County of San Francisco.

[Oct. 21.] WALTER M. LEMAN.

DAVID WILDER (Present Incumbent),

BEPUBLICAN NOMINEE FOB COUNTY CLERK.

Expenses 18S0-S1, $168,507.15; Expenses 1881-82, 899,057.31—Reduction, 807,449.84.

[Oct. 21.1

WM. M. EDGAR,
REGULAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE

FOB AUDIT OB. Oct. 21.

ALEX. BADLAM,
REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE

FOB ASSESSOB.

FOB SUPEEVISOB, SECOND WABD.
JOHN J. REIGHENBAOH,

Regular Democratic Nominee by Acclamation. [Out. 21.]

JOHN T. SULLIVAN,
REGULAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE

For Supervisor, First Ward. Oct. 21.

FOB SUPERVISOR, ELEVENTH WABD,
JEFFERSON G, JAMES.

Regular Democratic Nominee. Oct. 21.

JAMES G. MAGUIRE,
REGVLAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE

For Judge of the Superior Court. Oct. 21.

DR, M. LEVINGSTON,
REGULAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE

FOB CORONEB. Oct. 21.

JOHN SHIRLEY (Present Incumbent),

Regular Nominee
FOR SUPERVISOB, THtBD WABD. Oct. 21.

FOB DISTEICT ATTORNEY,
J, D. SULLIVAN,

Regular Democratic Nominee.

Regular Democratic Nominee
FOR CITY AND COUNTY ATTORNEY,

WM, ORAIG,

JOHN SEDGWICK,
REGULAR REPUBLICAN NOMINEE

FOR SHERIFF.

WM. T, SESNON,
REGULAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE

FOR COUNTY CLERK.

REGULAR REPUBLICAN NOMINEE
For Treasurer,

J, H, WIDBER (Present Incumbent.)

COLUMBUS BARTLETT,
REPUBLICAN NOMINEE

For Superior Judge. Oct. 21.

WM, J. BRYAN,
Regular Democratic Nominee

FOR BECOBDEB. Oct. 21

WASHINGTON BARTLETT,
BEGULAB DEMOCBATIC NOMINEE

For Mayor. Oct. 21.

RE3ULAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE
FOB

RAILROAD COMMISSIONER, SECOND DISTRICT,

W. P . HUMPHREYS. sept. 30.

REGULAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE
FOR SUPERVISOR OF THE NINTH WABD,

J. B. LEWIS. Oct. 14.
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TRADE WITH JAPAN.
II appears, fmm * far? ftdnl bf h.r Britannia Majesty^

C>n nu I in .'a['AIi. that the trad.- with that country is W] much ever-

rat**'!, and u now in a deplorable condition. Japan in a QOtmta
nently favored In ffeofrrapnical situ.uwn. It lie* within .1 few hundred
mile* of thr porta of China, that nation which, containing a population of

one-quarter that of thr »*n tin' globe,couM Ih> rviied niton as a never•failing
market fcr tin* pro IttOB of agriculture, and

1

the hwxhaojtible Baheriafl and
aeaweed plantations of the northern portions of this empire. It is ooil

nected with the I'uited State.*- by lines of splendid steamers; and if there
were employment for them, vessels from all parts of the world would
flock to the treaty porta. The area of the empire i* nearly one third
laiyer than (Ireat Britain. The population is Urye bat not dense, averag-
ing bat -40 individuals to the square mile, as n^rainst 446 in England.
Only about one-eighth of available amble I:tn< 1 la under cultivation. If

the soil is poor, it is acknowledged to be capable of vast iinprovcitn'iit,

with profitable results far in excess of the outlay incutred. The oUmate
is temperate and jieculiarly suited to agronomy. The people are hardy,
thrifty, industrious and enterprising; ami, as farmers, have few equals in

any part of too world. Here we have all the elements of prosperity; A
. out-try of great area, only a fragment of which is utilized; a fruitful soil,

a splendid climate, an industrious people, every aptitude for commerce,
close to a market which promises an unceasing demand, and finally, to

crown all these great natural endowments, the formation of the empire is

such that north, south, east or west, the most remote portion of the in-

terior is not more than 100 miles from the safe, economical and expedi-
tious highway of the sea. With all these advantages for the foundation
of a nohle, and indeed monumental commerce, Japan presents the unique
spectacle of a nation, claiming and anxious to receive credit for progress,

standing commercially inactive, for we find in 1872 that her export per
ritjiiOi was 74 cents; in 1881, 86 cents. Thus, in ten years of the infancy
of the national commerce, when progress should be abnormally rapid, ex-
jx-rtation has increased 16 per cent only.

Frequently during the past few years we have pointed out in these col-

umns that the importance of a nation depends upon her commerce. By
that standard is gauged the usefulness of a country to the rest of the
world ; and as it is great or small so is the measure of respect, indiffer-

ence, or contempt with which she is regarded. The glamour with which
Japan was surrounded has disappeared before the hard and stern inquiry
of the world, always running in one groove. What use is Japan to the
world ? Praise Japan in London, New York, or any of the busy centers

of the earth ; speak of her progress, of the introduction of railways, tele-

graphs, and all other semblances of activity ; and the listener quickly
comes to the only standard of progress recognized, and when, in answer to

his question, he learns that the value of Japan's export trade is only $25,-

000,000, he at once classes'her with secondary countries such as Venezuela,
Uruguay, Peru and Chili, and considers her entitled to no more respect

or consideration. Plainly, a nation without trade is neither respected nor
recognized ; and unpleasant as the truth appears Japan is in that posi-

tion.

The report to which we have referred points out in unmistakable terms
the evils under which the nation labors, and a grave list it is. 1. Prohibi-
tion of the introduction of capital by foreigners. 2. No communication
by road with the interior. 3. Prohibition of cheap foreign shipping.
4. Inability to convey produce to the only ports where foreigners can pur-
chase it. 5. The imposition of restraints on competition with India and
China. And, 6. Restraints on direct dealing between the producer and
foreigner in the treaty ports ; and the interdiction of the foreigner from
visiting the producing districts for commercial purposes. Any one of

these causes would be highly prejuducial to commerce ; their existence in
combination is fatal to progress, and forms the most eloquent comment on
the oft-professed desire of the Japanese Government and people to extend
their commercial relations abroad. This condition of affairs is of such
long standing that little hope remains of its modification. The well-

meant representations of the foreign press have been treated with con-
tempt, and ascribed to motives of personal interest. Now it is authori-
tatively stated that:

" While this state of things continues and the Japanese retain their

present economical opinions which deprive trade of the freedom that is

essential to its vitality, and run it into the narrow groove of monopolists
and guilds, the commerce of the country must be expected to remain in a
comparatively stationary condition."

Highgate-Hill Tramway, on Hallidie's Patent Cable System. Author-
ized by the Board of Trade, and confirmed by Act of Parliament. The
following results of Lines worked on the Haliidie system show the extra-

ordinary profitable character of the system:

Clay-street-hill Line, San Francisoo.—No shares for sale. Now
pays 20 per cent, on capital invested. Property daily improving. Fur-
ther extensions about to be made.

California-street Line, San Francisoo.—Amount paid up per Share,
£16. Some time since a few Shares were sold for £26. There are none,
however, now on the market. Are paying about 14 per cent on capital.

Sutter-street Line, San Francisco.—£4, 16s. paid up per Share. Now
selling at £14. 8s. Paying nearly 30 per cent, on capital.

Geary-street Line, San Francisco.—Paid per share £7. 10a. Selling

at £19. Paying about 30 per cent.

Presidio and Ferries Company, San Francisco.—About one-third
only of whose Line was opened last January, has called up £10 per share;

already they are offering £15. 10s. , and are advancing rapidly.

Chicago City Tram Company, Chicago.—Although only a small por-

tion of the Line has been changed from Horse to Cable Traction, the Shares
have already risen 30 per cent, in value.

Alexander H. Stephens declared in a recent speech at Macon that

the rheumatism which has disabled him from walking for the past twelve

years was contracted during his imprisonment in Fort Warren, after the

war. " I was put in a dungeon, low down," he says, ** damp, dripping

with water, walls five feet thick. I was there for three months." "That,"
he added, " is a part of my war record."

The Scarlet, Cardinal Bed, Old Gold, Navy Blue, Seal Brown, Dia-
mond Dyes give perfect results. Any fashionable color, 10 cents.

JAMES A. WAYMTRE (Present Incumbent),
ICi-|>tihllemi 4'nii<||«lftle

For Judge of the Superior Court.

JOHN R. SHARPSTEIK,
DEMOCRATIC CANDIDAT1

For Justicr of tin- Siiprrtnr Court.

DE. WM. L. NEWLANDS,
REPUBLICAN NOMINEE

For Coroner.

Regular Republican Nominee
JUSTICE SUPREME COURT,
S, 0. DENS0N, of Sacramento. <

For State Board of Equalization, First District,

0HAELES GILDEA,
Regular Democratic Nominee.

SAMUEL IRVING,
Regular Republican Nominee

FOR SUPERVISOR, EIGHTH WARD. Oct. 2S.

M. 0. BLAKE,
REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE

Fdll JI1YIIII. Oct. 28.

DANIEL HI0KS,
Regular Republican Nominee

FOR SUPERVISOR. SIXTH WARD, [Oct. 25

Thirteenth Senatorial District—For Member of the Assembly,

DANDEIDGE H. BIBB,
REGULAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE.

Election November 7, 1882. Oct. 21.

IR SCHOOL DIRECTOR,
DE, J. M. EATON,

Regular Democratic Nominee.

T. J. L0WNEY,
DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE

For Superintendent of Streets. Oct. 21.

JAMES M, TE0UTT,
REGULAR REPUBLICAN NOMINEE

For Superior Judge. Oct. 21._
E0BEET PT HASTINGS,

REGULAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE
For School Director. Oct. 14.

HEEMAN EANKEN,
REGULAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE

For Supervisor, Tenth Ward- Oct. 14.

Regnlar Democratic Nominee

FOR SENATOR, NINTH SENATORIAL DISTRICT,

JOHN J, HABBIGAN, Oct. 21,

FOR JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT,

JAMES V. COFFEY
(Chairman of S. F. Delegation in Assembly of 1875-76 and 1877-78.) [Oct. 21

FOR DISTRICT ATTORNEY,
LE0NLDAS E. PEATT

(PRSSEST INCUMBBKT.) Oct. 21.

0HEIS. EEIS,

REGULAR DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE
For Treasurer. Oct. 21.

Regular Republican Nominee

FOR RAILROAD COMMISSIONER, SECOND DISTRICT,

CHARLES CLAYTON. Oct 21.

JOHN H. GEADY (Present Incumbent),

DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE
FOR TAX COLLECTOR. Oct 21.
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"PLEASURE'S WAND."
sWe Obey no Wand but Pleasure's."--J

1*"" Moore.

It is impossible to Buppoae that Bartley Campbell lays claim to any

originality for his White Slave, Such a claim would be absurd. Ihe

White Slave is a piece of moat obvious tbeatrieism. In concocting this

play Campbell must have been actuated by motives purely actual.

Melodrama was the raging fashion, and English melodrama, at that!

Why should not an American melodrama prove an equally powerful at-

traction ' And so with the public's coin in sight, and with perhaps an

unconscious feeling of patriotism this ollapodrida was hastily cooked and

served up. It is an odd dish, a crumb from this, a scrap from that
;
a

chunk from here, a bone from there, and all this fairly mixed, well-spiced

and savory—to those who like such ragouts. The incidents of several

plays typical of Southern life—that is, Btage Southern life, are the ingre-

dients used. The Octoroon, Uncle Tom's Cabin, Kit and other plays have

each been levied on, and the work has been hastily done. The first part

has been carefully written. There the author seems to have taken some

pains, but he has gradually hurried and become useless, and the latter

part is slipshod, both in dialogue and construction. I do not think it is

possible for any one to write a play on the condition of things in Dixie in an-

te-bellum days that will not be suggestive of some of the above-mentioned

plays. The essentials are bound to be the same and the originality of the au-

thor can be exercised only in their peculiar treatment. But this is just what

Bartley Campbell has not done. The White Slave is simply a string of

beads. Campbell has gathered the beads and furnished the string. The

beads are old and familiar baubles. While the play will not stand criti-

cism, it will please the public, for it is written for the public. The pub-

lic has its interest aroused and maintained by the development and story.

Its sympathies are played upon ; its risibilities excited, and that is all it

wishes or cares for. The new company is, as a whole, a remarkably good

one. Miss Georgie Cayvan made an instantaneous hit, acting her part

with rare tenderness and force. She is a most interesting little woman.

Interesting in face and manner. She is gifted with great personal mag-

netism, and the charm of her personality steals unconsciously over

you. There is no semblance of artifice about her. She is as fresh

and' natural as it is possible for one to be. Her voice is rich and

sympathetic; her gestures are easy and graceful, and her methods earnest

and sincere. Intelligence fairly beams on her face, and visibly directs

her efforts. Miss Cayvan's sister, who appears under the stage name of

Miss Mary Mills, is a trim little body, delightfully plump, and rather

pretty. Her acting methods are, as yet, not fully developed; they are but

evidently fashioned on those of her sister. Miss Cecil Rush, who was one

of the Strogoff Troupe last Winter, and whose performance of the hero's

mother in that play was a most graphic and dramatic one, is cast in a part

that gives her but little opportunity, but she makes the most of the char-

acter and depicts it in strong colors. Mrs. Saunders was as satisfactory

as usual. Miss Carrie Thompson was fairly good in a negro role. Miss

Louise Sylvester, a former favorite of our public, appears in a part for

which she is evidently not suited. Her forte is comedy, and not emo-
tional acting. In the play she is artificial and stagey in the ex-

treme. The Bing-song of her voice, unnaturally pitched, is, to me, very

disagreeable. Gustavus Levick, the leading man, is a fair actor. He is of

the Charley Thome school, but hardly an apt scholar. He is too stiff and
jerky; but he is intelligent, has a well modulated voice and a good stage

presence. Walter Lennox is a neat comedian. W. H. Thompson gives

a most finished impersonation of the old negro preacher. It is by long

odds the best played part in the cast. In make-up, dialect and action, it

is very creditable, and stands out as a clever piece of character acting.

Barry and Maxwell, in a short negro part, is humorous and amusing.

Max Freeman gives a strong bit of acting as the old Judge. It is a very

difficult scene to play. It is too long, and the lines are too redundant for

the physical part of the role. But for its capital acting, this scene would
be unbearably tediouB. As the gambler in a subsequent scene, Max Free-

man is very bad. He is entirely unfitted for that character, and it is a

gross managerial mistake to cast him for it. It is unjust to public and
actor alike. George Osborne is colorless as a young lover, and atrociously

bad as a " beat," a small character introduced in the steamboat scene—

a

character that is a counterpart to the Major or the Judge in Kit. George
Wessels is decidedly an hysterical actor. He was also one of the

Strogoff party, and played " Ivan Ogaroff." That was a sort of a frenzi-

cal characterization; and his villain in the White Slave is a repetition of

that character. The scenery is pretty, but not remarkably so. The stage

effects are stupid and puerile in conception, and laughable in execution.

The White Slave is a popular success. This is a reflection on the intelli-

gence of the public, but a compliment to Bartley Campbell's judgment.

One of the effects of the White Slave is a floating spar from the burned
Bteamer following the river's current. At one end it is blazing fiercely

—

to the other end three human beings are clinging and drifting to a shoal

of safety. Why the water does not extinguish the flames, or the com-
bined weight of three healthy persons sink the log, are things that no fel-

low can find out, but the absurdity of the situation does not seem to
strike the audience, for it applauds loudly and appreciatively.

* * * *

The change in the leadership of the California Theatre orchestra has
brought us back to the old, old collection of medleys and firemen's

marches that for years formed the entre act selections. Please, Mr.
Schultz, give us something new, at least once in a while.*****
The opening of the Grand Opera House under the new regime occurred

on Tuesday evening. The theatre was crowded, but the audience waa
hardly what could be called a refined or intellectual one. It was emphat-
ically a cheap audience. The entertainment waa seemingly a Buccess.

There waa not much applause, but there were roars of laughter all

through the evening. Pantomime is hardly a subject of criticism. It is

food for this troupe that it is not. The baby clown is, perhaps, the re-

eeming feature of the pantomime proper, at least, 1 can think of noth-
ing else. The fun and action consists principally of individual and gen-
eral running across the large stage. Among the specialists are Beveral
that are excessively clever. The Moores are very good skaters, and the
Miroscos more than ordinarily clever gymnasts. One of the specialists

has been a shining light at one of the very minor theatrea for several

years past, and her trashy songa were more in place there than here. The
whole show has a circus look, and fits badly into the walls of the Grand
Opera House. But the entertainment suits the populace, and the prices

of admission are low, so the chances are that Andrews' enterprise will be
a successful one.*****
The specialist I refer to above is a type of a class, that in its female

form particularly, overruns the variety Btage of this country, as well as

that of the English concert hall
— " the serio-comic artists." Their selec-

tions are trashy, both in music and words. A favorite one being an
idiotic medley, in which bits of popular aongs are abruptly atrung together
without tune or harmony. Their voices are cracked and nasal, and their

dress and attire generally flashy and immodest. These serio-comic artists

are all alike. They have the same gestures. Stiff and unmeaning move-
ments of the hands and arms, an occasional winking toss of the head that
ia not even suggestive, and a heel-and-toe kick now and then. These
women all sing in a cold-blooded, mechanical way that is simply disgust-

ing in its brazenness. Conchita is one of this class, cleverer, perhaps,
than the average. " Miss Carrie Armstrong—The Celebrated and Refined
Serio-Comic Artiste, (mind the e), late of the principal Eastern and Euro-
pean Theatres," bo reads the Grand Opera House programme, (which
translated means Adelphi and Bella Union) is another !

* * * * * j

Notwithstanding all the counter attractions, the Minstrels are drawing
large audiences. Their entertainment is so full of good things, that this

is not to be wondered at. With the delightful ainging of the quartette,

and the comicalitiea of the " Four Cupids " as essential features, one must
be hard to pleaae who will not enjoy the programme nightly offered.

This week has been so full of novelties, that I have not been able to pay
the usual weekly visit to this cosy little theatre, much to my regret.

* * * * *

Miss Ormay's benefit was well attended, and the beneficiary waa warmly
greeted by the audience. The play, L'Arronge's Common People, is an
amusing picture of life in the middle classes. The characters are well
drawn, the situations well deviaed, and the dialogue natural and typical.

L'Arronge is a clever dramatist. He understands thoroughly the manipu-
lation of light and shade in his stage pictures, and his contrasts of pathos
and humor are drawn with intelligence and effect. The plot of the play
is like that of all German plays of the class, simple and uneventful. It
moves the characters in the ups and downs of life, and graphically depicts

human nature in opposite conditions of prosperity and want. The
hits of the performance were the impersonations of Bojock Von Wegern
and Carlmuller. The former two gave clear-cut bits of character-acting,
something in which German actors, as a rule, excel, and the latter proved
conclusively his ability to Bing " couplets " with point and significance.

Miss BUmenreich, a great actress, will soon be here. She is to appear on
the 19th inst. Besides the usual Sunday performances, she will appear
on Wednesday evening's and Saturday afternoons, supported by Mrs.
Genee's company at the Baldwin.

* *******
The Merry War is a charming production, full of sparkling melody. The

airs are graceful and refined, and are enriched by exquisite orchestration,

rich in color, and abounding in delicious effects of contrast. The plot is

absurd and too complicated for casual understanding, and the different

characters need talented imperaonatora to be even in the slightest degree
effective. The Tivoli and Winter Garden are both performing this operetta,

and while hardly doing the work justice, still give us a taste of Strauss'
music, which ia written in his happiest vein. Lack of space prevents a
more extended review of both of these performances this week.*****
In a burlesque produced in London the other night, therewere no males,

but seventy females employed.^—The curtain for the New Casino in

New York is an unique affair. It is composed of plush of dark tints,

draped gracefully. In the center on panels of black aatin, Moorish fig-

ures are embroidered in gold. Peeping through the drapery, at short in-

tervals, are massive imitation diamonds and other brilliant stones, which
sparkle in the gaslight. The proscenium arch will be the tint of steel, so

as to show the curtain in bold relief.-^—Kate Putnam opens at the Grand
Opera House December 11th.—^Julia Rive-King will be out here again
next month, and will play with Thomas' orchestra of sixty musicians.
Locke will come as advance agent.—Laura Don ia recovering from her
illness.—^ Mrs. D. P. Bowers intends returning to the stage this Winter.
——A certain well-known and very homely comedian, at the sight of

whose face all exclaim I(
Professor Darwin must be right !" is the happy

possessor of a charming wife and three remarkably pretty children. "Yes,
but are they his ? Such is the question that Beveral of the actor's most
intimate friends attempt to Bolve—negatively, of course. "Why not?"
remarked a friend, a sculptor, a statue resembles the mold, and not the
molder." Beauclero.
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Kranich & Bach, {PIANOS.
ERNST GABLER,
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C. KOENISCH.

M. GRAY, 117 Post
[Nov. 4.]

Street,

San Francisco.

REAL ESTATE EXCHANGE
-AND-

GENERAL BUSINESS AGENCY,
440 California street Near cor. of Montgomery.

Q. ESTABROOK SMITH, late County Clerk of Alameda, County, General Man-
ager. All orders by mail or express promptly attended to. Large Hat of farms and

homesteads and desirable residence and business property in San Francisco and

vicinity. Nov. 4.

A. WALDSTEIN
LitliograpUer and Zlncograpner, No. 320 Sansome street,

Room 48, Second Floor. Aug. 19.
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SPORTING ITEMS.

We said, th* w«*k fofniv
•ry with .1

came h

itriaoinD was about
such as ha*» fallen t" the lot

ba folli. wiin: '

look tin' moe dosed. Tin I

; tfartWO, 667 miles 4 la|»;
-41 mile* l Up; Hughes, 635 mil**. The Del raoolpti will ba ?«ry

amalL" The fact that Howell and Hani fall out before the match was.
mure than half finished, is to 1h> accounted f.-r, not be their lack <>f ability

I to stay, but because the net raoatptj irate very null. They had Banes
I eooogh i*> see that at last New York, whloh bao in times gone by rallied

anuinil the walkers, was tired of BOcfa insipid displays, end tnen waa
neither honor nor profit in makhu :t raoora. When all expenses were
paid, the winner rooaivad less than 92,000, and we are heartily glad of it.

All the good theee shows could ever dowai done when it ma demon-
that 550 miles, a few more or less, was the limit of human travel

I in 1-IU hours, and all subsequent exhihitions were simply a proloi

the agony. Now that it has been shown that there is no more ooin in it

for six-day mixters, the reason for their existen- _ bu 7000, and they will

. disappear from off the face of the earth. They will, doubtless, make an
I

effort to secure a few shekels in San Francisco and other prominent cities,

but nothing but failure financially will reward their exertions, and people
who are asked to take stock in the shows will do well to see whether or
not they can afford a loss. We have always claimed that sport, to enjoy
permanently the respect of the m;»sses, must bave for its foundation an
object that is of intrinsic value to mankind, and we are prepared to de-
monstrate that no sport has stood the test of time that does not subserve
some valuable interest. Kven such sports may need the mere-
tricious aid of the natural love of gambling among men, in
order to be properly supported by the public; but, given a sound
foundation to any recreation, and it will surely laat. It may droop and
languish for a time, but the revival will surely come. Peace, plenty and
intelligence are the producers and patrons of sport—ignorance, war and
poverty their bane. Hundreds of attempts have been made to stop horse
racing, but, in spite of prejudice and Puritanical persevereuce, it lives,

because the sense of the people shows them that its existence is of para-
mount importance to secure and keep up a good breed of horses. Eng-
land, with a thousand races a year, supplies the world with thorough-
breds ; Germany, with scarce a dozen, has to import all her horses from
Russia. The pluck and courage that centuries of tist-figbting has given to
Britons makes them all but invincible in bayonet charges and hand-to-
hand affrays. The sports of cricket, baseball, football and the running
path have given limbs and muscle to the English-speaking races that have
made them conquerors of seven-eighths of the globe, and produced men
who can defy cold better than a Greenlander and heat easier than a Hin-
doo. But no such valuable services have been rendered the human race

by these awful agonies of six-day races, and consequently, after an
ephemeral struggle for existence, they are a thing of the past. Let us
write their epitaph, "Gone to meet Weston."——On Thanksgiving Day a
one-hundred yard race and several other events are likely to come off be-

tween K, Haley, the champion of the Olympic Club, and J. Masterson,
the new light in the local athletic world. They will form part of the pro-

lamine to be given by the Olympic Club at Oakland.—To-day the
University students will hold their field day on the Berkeley campus.
The united ability and courtesy of the institution was not sufficient to

writing out a programme in answer to our respectful request, so we are
unable to present it to the public. The lack of it may cause this paper
to suspend publication, but we trust that we will be able to survive the
fearful blow.

* * * * #

Owing to the late heavy rain and the soft conditition of the Oakland
Race Track, the Embryo Stakes for yearlings, two-year-olds and three-
year-olds, will not take place to-day, but will probably be postponed until

Wednesday next.—On next Saturday, November 11th, the introduc-
tory races of the Fall meeting of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse Associa-
tion will be run over the Bay District Race Course. We are pleased to
Bee that the initiatory efforts of the members of this association have been
successful in bringing together fine fields of horses in all the leading
events. Given a fine day, such as we generally bave at that time of the
year, the commencement of the meeting ought to be a red-letter time in

the annals of the turf of California. In the three-quarter-mile dash,

S200 purse, Nighthawk, Garfield, Premium, Forest King, May D., Jim
Douglas, Jim Renrick, Joe Howell and Atalanta will start. There is the
best lot of dash horseB ever gotten together in America, and that is a big
word to say. Jim Renrick won last Spring in 1:15, best record for the
Coast. Premium, with 40 yards the worst of the start, won at Sacra-
mento hands shown in a trifle worse than 1:16. Nighthawk has the best
mile record of the Coast, and can get to the three-quarter pole in 1:15
when fit and well. May D. is very fast, and so are all the other entries.

We predict that at the finish there will be four horses within a bare
length, and the balance not a yard behind. The mile dash for maidens
will bring out Judge McKinstry, a Thad. Stevens colt; Joe Dion, Lizzie
Martin, colt; Joe G. Bob, Patrol, Cap. Kidd and Hattie Ball—a fine lot

of youngsters—all of which have shown good work in exercise. The 1J-
mile handicap will see a rare batch at the score. George Hearst's Maria
F. heads the list. She is winner of four races and loser of only two.
Haddington, Forest King, Nathan Coombs, Ella Doane, Birdcatcher,
Fred Collier, Joe Howell, Frank Rhoads and BoIib make up the list.

Fred Collier is fit and well and should show some of the form that made
him so famous as a three-year-old. Joe Howell is a dangerous candidate.
The weights are out, and are so close to rule for all horses that have any
chance that it is evident the handicapper could see but little difference
between them. In the selling race Haddington, Euchre, Bender, Jack,
Belshaw, Joe Howell and Frank Rhoads are listed. Euchre and Bel-
shaw ought to take first and second if fit and well; but some of the
sharps are very sweet on Joe Howell.

* # * * #

Last week the Pacific Coast Coursing Club held their regular Fall
match at Merced. The first prize in the old dog stake was divided be-
tween Mark Devlin's two nominations, Tampete and Chief of the Can-
yon, who both defeated every dog they were drawn against. Devlin re-

fused to run off the final, as he had a right to do, but we would have
liked to have seen the match settled, and think that if it had been Tam-

l«st« would have scored a win. She was imported from the Trevor k. n-
oats, m England, about two years ago, by Mr. II. T.vis, ud aaver ap-
peared in good condition before. Though a small animal, she has mar-
raloua turn of apaad, and is ;i vary dose worker. In two nuirnea she

i points, counting 1 and 2 for speed, before, the other dogs
got in, and in every case She led to the hare and made the first turn. She
is a valuable addition to the blond in this Stat.-, and Mr. Tevis is to be

-dated upon having imported her. h, the puppy stake, Lily Of
Killaroey was the victor. Th.- runner up was a line young dog called
Connaught Ranger, who will yet make his mark in the field! On No-
vember 1Mb and L6th, the California club will hold their Fall match at

d. A handsome gold challenge cup will be the trophy to bo run for.
* * * » •

The new yacht built by Captain Matthew Turner, for John I). Sprock-
ets, Adolpn R Sprockets and t

'. A. Sprockets, was launched last Wednes-
day week. She will sail under the Hags of the S. F. and Bohemian
yacht Clubs. Her total cost is expected to foot up 120,000. When sho
is finished, a complete description will be in order.

* * # #

It is thought that the Golden Gate crew has the best chance to win the
cup on Thanksgiving Day.—We heartily sympathize with the Triton
l.oat Chib, who lost their boat-house and boats by fire last Wednesday.

PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY.
SECOND CONCERT FRIDAY EVENING, NOV. 10,

AT PLATT'S HALL.
GRAND ORCHESTRA- GUSTAVE HINRICHS, CONDUCTOR, ASSISTED BY

MR. JULIUS HINRICHS, VIOLONCELLIST.

Box Sheet opens at Sherman. Clay & Co's Music Store, Wednesday Nov 8th
Grand Rehearsal takes place at Piatt's Hall, Thursday, Nov. 9th, at 12 o'clock M.

'

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.

J H
; J,"ve',y ' Proprietor -The Leading Theatre! Hav-

• erly s attractions do not play on Sunday evenings
Elected by a largo majority! HAVERLY'S NEW YORK THEATRE COMPANY

in Bartley Campbell's Last and Greatest Success,

The 'White Slave!
Every Evening except Sunday, until further notice, and Saturday MatineeA perfect company, a perfect drama, t perfect performance, aud all under the ner

soual supervision of the author, Mr. Bartley Campbell.
Secure your seats early in advance and avoid the rush. nov 4

EMERSON'S STANDARD THEATRE.WM™mF,S*?' Sole Proprietor and Manager—THE AUD-ITORIUM has been ventilated in the most thorough manner
TO-NIGHT, and EVERY EVENING (including SUNDAY) AND SATURDAY

MATINEE,

Emerson's Minstrels ! -Our Great Star Company!
In preparation, Ferguson and Mack's Absurdity, AN EVERY-DAY OCCURRENCE
Curtain rises precisely at 8 o'clock. Carriages ordered at 10 o'clock.^~ Original Popular Prices.—Opera Chairs, Dress Circle or Parquette 75 Cents-

Family Circle, 50 Cents; Matinee, 50 Cents and 25 Cents. Seats secured six days
in advance. No extra charge to Reserve. Nov. 4

TIVOLI OPERA HOUSE.

Eddy street, near Market.—Kreling Bros., Sole Proprie-
tors and managers.

This Evening, and until further notice, Strauss' Comic Opera, in 3 acts

The Merry War!
(DER LUSTIGE KRIEG), with original Viennese Stage Business, New and Correct
Costumes, Grand Orchestra and Chorus, Complete Brass Band in Costume an
Ensemble of Eighty People, etc. Nov. 4.

WINTER GARDEN.
Stockton street, between Post and Sotter.—Stab] A Maack,

Proprietors.—This Evening (November 4th) and Every Evening until further
notice, the Latest Eastern Operatic Success,

The Merry War!
By Jobann Strauss. Engagement of the three most popular Stars on the Pacific
Coast, Mr. HARRY GATES, Mr. FERDINAND URBAN and Miss ETHEL LYNTON
The cast includea the Entire WINTER GARDEN OPERA COMPANY Mile"
BERTHA every evening.

Scenery painted by George Bell. Nov. 4.

GRAND OPERA HOUSE.

The Commodious and Elegant Theatre.—On this notable
occasion will be presented ANDREWS & STOCKWELL'S Ideal Spectacular

Pantomime and Star Specialty Company, in the new and sparkling Funniosity in 3
acts, entitled,

Hnmpty Dumpty's Picnic!

Prices.—15, 25, 75 and 50 cents.

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday. Regular Sunday performances. Nov. 4.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

No. 320 Post Street Opposite Union Square.

PROF. O. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 320 Post
street, is now open for Juvenile aud Evening Classes. Office Hours, for Terms, etc.,

10 a.m. to 12 m., and 1 to 5 P.M. Oct. 22.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,

NO. 922 POST STREET.
Day and Boarding School for Young Ladies and Children.

KINDERGARTEN. Next Term will commence July 24th. To Eecure admis-
sion for boarding pupils, applications should be made as early as possible.

May 13. MADAME R. ZEITSKA, A.M., Principal.
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ALONG KEARNY STREET.
Going along the street from out of the door of a dark, smoky,

greasy-looking cellar, there comes a sound of attempted song in an inhar-

monious female voice. No decent man would descend into the place, but

what you hear from the street sets one to thinking. The poor girl whose

voice is heard, may—for it is our duty to look charitably on all things

—

be struggling to earn her bread. By our false system of education, due

to the unwise policy of our public schools, she has been sent forth into the

world probably with the idea that honest domestic service is disgraceful

and most certainly distasteful ; while, in fact, the proper cooking of food

is a higher art than the assaying of ores, and to some extent involves the

same kind of work. But as she has learned the world differently, greatly

to the disgrace of her instructors, to her the world offers for her a living,

either working in a shop at starvation wages, or singing on the stage with

a much stronger chance of going to rot than of rising to something better.

In fact, the world offers to her, educated as she has been, no fair chance

.or an honest living. It is either starvation or shame. The condition of

negro slavery at the South, in its worst days, was far superior to this poor

girl's condition ;
yet there arose one, Mrs. H. B. Stowe, who, by the sub-

tle pen of fiction, stirred up the country, and at the expense of millions

of money and thousands of lives, effected a change. Will there not some

day be some one found who can as tbrillingly paint the condition of these

poor white female slaves of our boasted but false modern system of civi-

lization and education ? Is there no salt left in the land? Are we forever

to see a system of slavery of false ideas exist that make a certain class of

our own people, not because of color but of sex, a curse to themselves,

and a curse to all who come in contact with them?
These are not matters to be lightly brushed aside. "When a young per-

son grows up with false ideas of life, and such ideas as make their life a

disturbing element in the peace and good order of society, it is an ignor-

ant way to mete out justice by punishing the offender. You ought to

strike deeper, and probe out, so as to show who is responsible for the ex-

istence of these false notions of life in these disorderly persons.
_
They are

the real criminals. One who teaches assumes a fearful responsibility, the

responsibility of a life of happiness or misery to many.
A little learning is a dangerous thing, but false learning is damnation

to both soul and body.
The modern school has the effect only of making " ladies and gentle-

men." A community of ladies and gentlemen only cannot exist. Some
one must hew the wood, draw the water and cook the dinner. If we im-

port foreigners from Ireland or China, some shake their heads. But we
must do that or work ourselves, and we are educated not to work, and all

society is out of joint. Is it not more respectable to cook a good dinner

than to kick up your heels for the gratification of some bald-headed old

idiot? The effect of modern education upon the young " lady" in the

cellar has given her the idea that it is not. Her educators may say that

they did not intend to convey such ideas, but they have done so, and now
who shall be held responsible ?

VERY OBLIGING.
The foliowing story is published as a " solid fact" by a New York

paper : Only recently, it seems, the crack reporter of a Brooklyn evening

paper was sent by an early train to Plainfield, New Jersey, there to wit-

ness an execution appointed to take place that morning. Upon arriving

at his destination he found that the criminal was not to be hanged until

midday, an arrangement altogether incompatible with the dispatch of his

report in time for insertion in his paper, issued at 2 p. m. He therefore

hurried off to the Sheriff, and, after pointing out that he should be a loser

of ten dollars if the man under sentence were not turned off before twelve
o'clock, implored that official to give orders that the '* ceremony" should
take place an hour earlier. At first the sheriff flatly, and even with some
indignation, refused to entertain so unusual a request ; but the reporter,

no less persuasive than persevering, coaxed him into promising that he
would authorize the change of hour if the person chiefly concerned could
be induced to consent thereto ; for, he added, the sooner the job was over
and done with the better he, the sheriff, should be pleased. The reporter

was then admitted without delay to the condemned cell, where he briefly

explained his wishes to its occupant. Drinks were freely partaken of, and
the reporter made himself so agreeable that presently the doomed pris-

oner volunteered the statement that " he did not mind being hanged an
hour before his time to oblige so pleasant a fellow." This magnanimous
offer was forthwith notified to the sheriff, who gave the necessary direc-

tions, and the man was hung at eleven, instead of at twelve, thereby enab-
ling the Brooklyn reporter to get off a full, true, and particular account
of the execution to his paper in time for the two o'clock issue.

The Elevated Railroad decision by the New York Court of Ap-
peals, in the case of Story against the New York Elevated Railroad, is of
great importance and final. It establishes anew the principle that an
abuttor on a public street has an easement or property right in the land
to the middle of the street, for all other purposes except its use as a high-
way and for air, ventilation and light. This right is property, and can-
not be granted away by the State for public uses without due compensa-
tion to the owner for any damage done him. The Court holds that the
elevated railroad is a structure which impairs the light and usefulness of
the roadway, and was not contemplated in the purposes for which the
street was originally granted to the public. As to the idea that rapid
transit facilitates trade, and that the Legislature may grant away the
streets for elevated roads on that basis, the Court says it "is a startling
proposition, and one well calculated to fill the owners of such property
with alarm." This decision is eminently just, and will go far to re-estab-
lish popular faith in the stability of the principles of justice as recognized
by the Courts. The cases depending on this decision will now be sent
down for re-trial on the issue of tact as to whether the elevated road has
proved a damage or an advantage to real estate. In some cases it has
proved a damage, but in most cases rents have risen on account of the
demand for blocks for business purposes. The long delay in reaching a
final decision of the case has enabled the ultimate consequences of prox-
imity to the elevated road to appear.—Springfield Republican.

Editors' Sittings, Austin, Texas.—Dear Sirs: Will you please in-
form a couple of young fellows which is better to do—marry and settle
down, or stay single and settle up? Yours truly, D. M. D., S. F. S., Bir-
mingham, Ala.—[ We think you should do both. Stay single until you
settle up, and then marry and settle down.]—Texas Siftings.

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
INSURANCE AGENCY.

No. 322 & 324 California Street, San Francisco,

Fire Insurance.
TEUTONIA of New Orleans.
LACONFIANCE of Paris.

DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS
ofNewYork.

THE FIRE INS. ASSOCIATION (Limited)
of London, England.

GIRARD of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. 00 of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN of New York.
ST. PAUL of St Paul.

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA EONCIERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented $27,000,000.
All Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Pate.

W. L. CHALMERS,
Special Agent and Adjuster.

PHdNIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., Estab'd 1782—Cash Assets, $5,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1833.—Cash Assets, $1,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1851—Cash Assets, $1,357,326.39.

BUTLER A HiLDAN,
General Agents for Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864.

Principal Office 406 California Street, S.F.

FIRE INSURANCE.
Capital (Paid TJp in TJ. S. Gold Coin) . $300,000.00
Re-Insurance Reserve $171,412.75

Assets January 1, 1882 $
Surplus for policy holders..

684,577.83 I Premiums, since organization. §3,841,412. 07
674,577.83 [ Losses, since ortjanization... 1,756,278.00

OFFICEBS:
J. F. HOUGHTON President. I CHAS. R. STOKY Secretary.
J. L. N. SHEPHARD.... Vice-President.

|
R: H. MAGILL General Agent.

Directors of the Home Mutual Insurance Co.:—L. L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J. L.
N. Shepard, John Currey, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, C. C. Burr, J. S. Carter,
Charles fielding, D. W. Earl. April 8.

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

Unlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF L0ND0~N~~FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

THE STANDARD MARINE~iNSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool. Capital, $5,000,000-

Aug. 12.

W. J. OA1LINCHAM & CO., General Agents,
213 Sansome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,500,000
Cash Assets 1,709,976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR, Gl'THRIE A CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF LONDON.
[ INSTITUTED 1803. ]

London Assurance Corporation, of London
Established by Royal Charter 1720.

Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUES) BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.
ROBERT DICKSON, Manager.

(T. ZAlfM BOOKJIM, Agent and Attorney.

S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building:.
[October 11.

1

.

THE THAMES AND MERSEY MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY,
(LIXITED),

Of Liverpool. London and Manchester,
NO. 308 PINE STREET.

(Capital Supscribed, $10,000,000; Capital Paid Up, ftl.000,-
J 000 ; Reserve Fund (in addition to Capital) , $1,875,000 ; Total Assets June 30th,

1881, 85,234,665. W. G. HARRISON, Agent,
October 7. 308 Pine street, San Francisco, Cal.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.

Capital $5,000,000.--.-Agents: Balfour, Gut-brie & Co., No.
J 316 California street, San Francisco. Nov. 18.
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-Athcnceum.

LOVE AND VISION.
My km i« in -iv than life to roe,

Ami >..ii look "ii and wondtr
In what ran that enchantment bo

Yuti think I labor under.

Yet jrou
t too, have you never gone

DM wet and yellow even
Whan nuwl moon reach on and on
Beneath a windy heaven ?

—

Urown moors which at the western edge
A watery SUOMt brushes

With misty rmya yon sullen ledge
of cloud casta on the rn

Ymi see no more ; but shade your eyes,

K"rv'et the showery weather.
at the wet, teuipaetaooB skies,

And look opon the heather.

O, fairy land, O ! fairy land!
It sparkles, lives, and dances;

By every gust swayed down and fanned
;

And every rain-drop glances.

Never in jewel or wine the light
Burned like the purple heather

;

And some is the palest pink, some white,
Swaying and dancing together.

Every stem is sharp and clear,

Every bell is riuging.
No doubt, some tune we do not hear
For the thrushes' sleepy singing.

Over all, like the bloom on a grape,
The lilac seeding-grasses

Have made a haze, vague, without shape,
For the wind to change as it passes.

Under all is the budding ling,

Grey-green with scarlet notches,
Bossed with many a mossy thing,
And gold with lichen- blotches.

Here and there slim rushes stand
Aslant like carried lances.

I saw it and called it fairy land ;

You never saw it, the chance is.

Brown moors and stormy skies that kiss

At eve in rainy weather

—

Pronounce on that—what the heather is

I know, for I saw the heather.
A. Mart F. Kobinson.

QUARTZ MINING ELSEWHERE.
The experience of developing quartz mines in New South Wales

would seem to be somewhat different from that of our mining districts.

There the complaint is made that the size of the claims on quartz reefs is

too small to allow profitable working of deep mines. The cry from all

the districts is " more capital." It is urged that quartz mines worked in

large areas by one management, with a large plant of modern machinery,
could be made to yield handsome returns while they result in direct loss

to a number of small proprietors. Here the result has been exactly the
reverse. Small claims worked by their owners have almost invariably
proved remunerative, while the large claims, with all the cumbersome
machinery of a big corporation, have not only proved unprofitable, but
entailed ruin upon most of those who have invested in them. It is almost
incomprehensible that after all the bitter experience of the past, such
numbers are found willing to respond to the ever-recurring cry of the
mining leech—"Assessment," "Assessment," "Give," "Give."

The following is an unreported incident before one of the commission-
ers appointed to inquire into a certain election petition. " What is your
name?" "George Jones." " Well, what do you know of this?" "On the
day of the election I went to the ' Spotted Dog.' " " What did you do
there ?" " I see'd a man." " Well, what did he do." " He give me five

shillings, and said as how I was to vote for ." " Well, did you vote
for Mr. V " No, sir." " What did you do then ?" " Went on to the
* Pig and Whistle.' " " Well—there ?" " There I see'd another man."
" What did he do ?" " He give me five shillings, and said I was to vote
for ." " And did you vote ?" " No, sir." What did you do then?"
'" I went on to the 'Red Lion.'" "And there?" " There I see'd a man
too." "And did he give yon five shillings and tell you to vote for Mr. ?"

" He did so." " And did you ?" " No, sir." " Why, here, on your ad-
mission, you have obtained fifteen shillings to vote for one of the candi-
dates, did you vote at all f " No, sir." " Why not ?" " Because I ain't

got no vote, ifs my father, George Jones, who's an elector!" (Total collapse
of commissioner.

—

Court-Journal.

Mining Progress in Mexico.—Since the opening of the Mexican
Central Railroad there has been a boom in mining property in the districts

of Chihuahua and Northern Durango. A sale of mines was lately made
at Guanacevi, for a price said to be in the neighborhood of §300,000. The
buyers say they would not sell out for a $1,000,000. Several other good
mining properties, in the same neighborhood, were bonded last month to
reliable parties for a total of $5,350,000—(sic), at least this is the state-
ment of Mr. George Wilson, a mining engineer, who is on the spot.

An American paper suggests that the wire fences which bound a mul-
titude of Western farms might be turned into telephonic connection at a
small cost, to the great social advantage of lonely wives whose husbands
are away from morning until night. The idea is not a bad one, and on
some English estates it might be adopted without much trouble. The
country squire who could communicate with his gamekeeper by telephone
would find the wire very useful. Wire fencing manufacturers should bear
this idea in mind.

A true assistant to nature in restoring the system to perfect health,
thus enabling it to resist disease, is Brown's Iron Bitters.

INSURANCE.
The Only Comprint, on th, fwf/fc Connt <to,;rnrd by the MasMtt-

chttnrtt* .Von-Z-W/1 iturr I.air.

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF BOSTON.

Total Asset* December 31, 1881 816,210,465-92.
Surplus over All Liabilities -

HanaohoMtti Standard 4 jut oant |2,(W5,804.98
Maw York Standard 4| per cent 3,60lJ888l42
Market Value of Stocks and Bunds over cost l,47li(J91.00

POINTS.
First-.-! plain ami simple policy, clear of all bordoriBomo oondlUona. and fully

protected from forfeiture.

Su-'M> An ii^-vix'Y expcri e nf fifteen years in this State, during which, by
liberality and fair dealing- in its relations with policy-holders, the Company has
gained an enviable reputation.

Third—Nonforfeiture for residence or travel, or for hazardous occupations with-
out a permit.

Fourth—Liberal paid-up and cash surrender, values stipulated by law.

Firm -This Company charges no more for insurance than those companies in
which the policy is forfeited, in case of non-payment of premium when due.

Before insuring in any other company, or joining any co-operative assessment so-
ciety, carefully examine the practical working of the Massachusetts law of 1880, and
read the policy contract of the New England Life.

HENRY K. FIELD, General Agent,
Aug. 20. 328 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

(Organized 1863.)

FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY.
Fire and Marine Insurance.

Assets $1,230,000
Louses paid over 4,500,000
jtzTThe Largest Assets and Largest Income of all the companies hailing from

west of New York State, and in 1881 Pacific Coast premiums were larger than
those of any other company, local, Eastern or foreign.

D. J. STAPLES President I WM. J. DUTTON Secretary
ALPHEUS BULL Vice-President

|
E. W. CARPENTER Asst. Secretary

HOME OFFICE:
Southwest Cor. California and Sansome streets, San Francisco.
6^* Agents in all prominent localities. Sept. 30.

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.-UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

The California Lloyds.—Established In 1*61.—Nos. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, 3750,000 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates

!

Prompt' Settlement of Loses ! ! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS. —J. Mora Moss,
Moses Heller, J. O. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Everson, A. B. Phipps, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Brandenstein, W. M. Hoog, Nicholas
Luning, James Moffitt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweencjr

, Gustave Touchard,
George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Scholle, Charles
Baum, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President.
Jambs D. Bailky , Secretary. Gko. T. Boskt, Surveyor. Nov. 6.

TRANSATLANTIC FIRE INSURANCE CO..
OF HAMBURG.

(Capital. 91,500,000, U. S. Gold Coin. Losses paid in Gold
J Coin immediately after Adjustment, This Corporation holds contracts of six-

teen other European Insurance Companies, re-insuring by far the greater part of
every risk, as soon as accepted in nur office. The combined subscribed Capital which
our policies therefore offer to the public amounts to $26,900,000, U. S. Gold
Coin, of which $7,650,000 is paid up, besides the always available Reserve Funds

GEO. MARCUS & CO., 304 California street. S. F.,
Aug. 5. General Agents for Pacific Coast.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, oi'Zurich, Capital 5,000,000 francs; Helvetia,

of St. Gall, Capita] 10,000,000 francs ; Baloise, of Basle, Capital 5,000,000 francs.
These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that may be sus-
ained. Losses made payable in all the principal seaports of the world. In the set-
tlement of all claims under an-Engliah policy, these Companies will strictly adhere to
the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, and submit to English jurisdiction.
June 9. HARRY W. SYZ, Agent, 420 and 422 California St., S. F.

GENEVA AWARD.
Special and Personal Attention Given to the Preparation, Proof

and Trial of Cases
In the Court of "Alabama" Claims, in Washington, D. C. An extended experience
in the former Court, and unusual facilities for managing these causes, enables me
to render special services to claimants. The Court has jurisdiction of claims for
vessels and cargoes destroyed by any Confederate cruisers, for those officers and
men, and for war premiums paid from April, 1S01, to November, 1806. Full
information given on application ro the undersigned.

J. F. MANNING.
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW,

1424 New York Avenue, Washington, D. C; 69 Wall St., New
YorkCitv; 131 Devonsnire St., Boston, Mass. Sept. 23.

AMERICAN EXCHANGE HOTEL,
Sansome street, Corner Halleck, San Francisco.—This

hotel is in the verv center of the business portion >>f the city, and has been
renovated and newly furnished throughout. The traveling public will find this to
be the most convenient u well as the most comfortable and respectable hotel in tbe
city. TABLE FIRST-CLASS. Board and room, 81, 91.26 and $1.50 per day. Nice
single rooms per night, 50 cents. Breakfasts or dinners, 50 cents. Lunch, 25 cents.

Eighteen tickets, good for any meals, for $5. Hot and cold baths free. Free coach
to and from the hotel. Oct 7.

$72 J $12 a day at home easily made . Costly Outfit Free.
Address True 4 Co., Angosta, Maine.
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GENERAL ROSECRANS.
The thoughtful, dignified and expressive face of the noble old hero

who faithfully represents this great city in Congress, is well represented
in the above illustration. To recount the deeds of his life would be to fill

a goodly-sized volume, and a mere list of them would occupy more space
than can be given in an ordinary newspaper article. But we are persuaded
that there is no need to recount them at this time, for they are preserved
fresh, in the hearts and memories of bis countrymen. During the civil

war he was a foremost leader commanding the army of the Cumberland.
The battles he fought and the sieges he won will pass into history, and
will be read by generations yet unborn. In 1856 it was only by the -acci-

dent of the non-delivery of a telegram that he was not put on the ticket
as Vice-President, which was headed by the immortal Lincoln. Subse-
quently he declined the Democratic nomination for Governor of Ohio.
As Minister to Mexico, at a troubled period, he did good service in ce-

menting the bonds of friendship between that country and the United
States. As our Representative in the present Congress he has been active,
zealous and intelligent, and has been greatly honored and respected by
members on both sides of the House. The National Democracy, in view
of his great organizing ability, at once singled him out for the prominent
position of Chairman of the National Democratic Congressional Commit-
tee. It would take an unknown man half a life time to reach the posi-
tion of usefulness and influence to which he attained in a single session.
He is about to be re-elected by the largest majority ever given to a Con-
gressional candidate in this district. The notorious Paul Neumann is his
opponent.

DEATH OF FRED'K MacCRELLISH.
The death of this well-known newspaper proprietor took place at his

residence on Pine street, in this city, on Tuesday evening last. Mr.
MacCrellish had been suffering from lung consumption for the last two
years, and his death when it came was not unexpected. Born in Phila-
delphia in 1828, he came to California in 1852, when only 24 years of age,
and has resided here almost continuously ever since. Upon his arrival he
started for the mines, from which, after staying a short time, he returned
to this city, and soon became attached to the press. He served his ap-
prenticeship in journalism on the old Herald^ and subsequently founded
the Ledger. Having achieved a prominent position, he returned to Phila-
delphia in 1854, where he married. He once more started for California,
and on his arrival was offered the position of commercial editor on the
Alta California, which he retained until 1856, when he became the propri-
etor of that journal. In 1864 and 1865 he visited the Eastern States.
Mr. MacCrellish was identified with the California State Telegraph Com-
pany and the early inception of a line of overland, telegraph. The inter-
ests of both enterprises he used his best efforts to sustain and perpetuate.
He was a member of Mount Moriah Lodge, No. 44, of Free and Accepted
Masons, and of Pocahontas Tribe, No. 11, of Red Men. His funeral will
take place to-day. Mr. MacCrellish was distinguished by a most kindly
disposition, which was well marked on a countenance that was ever sunny,
cheerful and benevolent in appearance. He will be sadly missed from
his old haunts, where numerous stories will long be told of his many acts
of charity and kindness. For several of the most prosperous years the
State has ever known, his journal, the Alta California, was the leading
paper of the Pacific Coast. In Vigilance Committee times it took a deep
hold upon the community, and to this day it receives an enviable degree
of support from the mercantile classes. It has always been a cleanly
and respectably conducted journal, refraining at all times from that sen-
sationalism and gross personality which has marked and disgraced other
papers that have, however, been more successful in gaining readers. Mr.
MacCrellish leaves a wife to mourn her sad bereavement, who for the
past 28 yearB has been his best counselor and friend. The sympathy of
the whole community is hers to-day.

The neckwear for Fall and "Winter is elegant. A large assortment at
J. H. Carmany's, 25 Kearny street.

THE TENANT OF "ROBBER'S ROOST."

The Honorable (?) Paul Neumann will be, as he ought to be,

elected to stay at home on Tuesday next. It is inconceivable that the
sober second thought, the moral purposes, and the better instincts of the
thoughtful portion of our citizens, whether they be Republicans or Dem-
ocrats, will permit them to vote for this man as their representative in
Congress. He has performed no one act, expressed not a single thought,
and stands for no principle that ought to find favor with a people who
have a proper appreciation of the dignity, importance, and representative
character of the greatest lawgiving assembly in the nation. Electing a
Congressman is not a joke, or a farce, or a trick. It is the highest duty
which the people in their majesty and power can perform. The man they
select should represent them in all their better purposes. The ideal
they should keep before them is the men who adopted the Declaration of

Independence, and who pledged their sacred honor and their lives to the
winning and maintaining of American liberty. Men who take a serious
and responsible view of the representative character they would assume,
who, with sobriety of conduct, conscientious regard for their obligations
to the people, and a patriotic regard for the highest and best interests of
their constituents, and of the nation at large, ought alone to be chosen.
We speak with all seriousness. We address men who would not degrade
but would earnestly strive to elevate popular representation. The facts

are made manifest that Neumann is the representative of most that is low
in politics. A whisky-guzzler, a man without commercial honor, a Bohe-
mian in the most forcible sense of the term, a man of many debts and of
ten thousand broken promises, a land-title shark, a creature who lives

from hand to mouth, who laughs his way out of moral difficulties that
would overwhelm sensitive men, a fellow who at Sacramento was the
open-mouthed champion of all the jobs, and the conspicuous occupant of
a house that was, because of its notorious uses, appropriately and popu-
larly known as " the Robber's Roost "—is he the kind of nondescript that
is to go to Washington to represent and make laws for the fathers and
mothers of our proud State ? Perish the thought ! There is something
nobler, higher and better in the instinctB and moral purposes of our peo-
ple that will restrain them from casting their free ballots for this man.
They will not vote their own degradation. They will not send a man in
their name to create a second " Robber's Roost " at Washington, to be-

come a scandal, a shame, and a disgrace. To believe that they would
deliberately do that is to believe that there is nothing good left in repre-
sentative institutions.

THE COMING COMPLETION OF THE GREAT MON-
UMENT.

_
Washington City, since the wonderful changes made in it by the irrup-

tion of the so-called Northern element in its midst, affecting both its social

and business characteristics, and the extravagant expenditures upon its

streets and public grounds, the result of the most lavish, appropriations by
Congress, and the most outrageous extortions and invasion of private rights

by its Board of Public Works in the shape of assessments, with the com-
pletion of its magnificent public structures, some of which rival those of
the great capitals of Europe, is thought by many to be the handsomest
city in the world, and in some respects the most desirable as a place of
residence, and now its citizens are looking forward to a celebration which
it is designed to make bo attractive as to render the Capitol City for a
time at least the Mecca of all sightseers both at home and abroad. Un-
der the energetic and able supervision of Colonel Casey, U. S. Engineer,
the Washington monument is being, as rapidly as the peculiar character
of the work will permit, advanced towards completion. It is is expected
that the capstone of this magnificent structure will be posed in its dizzy
hight five hundred and fifty feet from the ground, sometime in the year
1884, and it is intended that the event shall be celebrated in a manner
worthy of the occasion. The citizens of Washington are already moving
in the matter, and it is not unlikely that the proposed celebration will
eclipse all others in real brilliancy, dignity and extent. The Washington
Sunday Herald suggests a great civic and military parade to the monu-
ment, with addresses and music there; a street pageant in the evening with
historical tableaux suited to the patriotic feelings of the day—illustrations

of Valley Forge, Yorktown, Annapolis and other scenes, to be followed
by a ball. A regatta on the river, an exposition of the art and industrial
progress of the country, and other special features to be prolonged several
days. Such an affair, if properly managed, would be apt to attract visitors

from all parts of the civilized world, who would delight to do honor to the
memory of Washington in the city he founded.

THE JUDICIARY.
The Superior Judges ought to be selected with great care. There

is nothing of party in their election. Citizens of all shades of opinion are
liable to have cases come before them. The Judges ought not to be, and
we are persuaded are not, respectors of persons. Their duty is to ad-

minister the law with calm temperament, with fulness of knowledge, and
with exact justice to the parties at bar. But to do that they must be
lawyers and jurists in the best and highest sense of those terras. They
must not be novices at their business. They must be able on the instant

to unravel the subtelties with which able lawyers would befog them. Who
will say that Clough, McGuire or Toohy are able to fill the bill we have
sketched out ? Clough was studying law the other day, and although an
estimable young man, is not yet possessed of the ripe experience neces-
sary for the Superior bench. The same thing almost exactly may be said

of McGuire. Of Toohy it is not possible to say nearly so much. He is

the Irish Land League blatherskite. He knows no law, has had no prac-

tice, and is about the last man who ought to be selected for a Superior
Judge. The nomination of these men was an outrage on the common
sense of this community. The lawyers are almost unanimously against

them. J. V. Coffey, on the Democratic ticket, and Waymire, Bartlett

and Troutt on the Republican, ought to be elected.

There "was a good deal of talk last Winter about Mrs. Abradam Lin-
coln's poverty and the necessity for the nation's supplying her wants.
Her death has shown, however, that she possessed an estate of $72,000,
and her son Robert has just given bond of $180,000 as administrator in

the County Court at Springfield,' Illinois.
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THE TOWN CRIER.

'Hur th* Cri^r 1" "Wh»l th* d»Tll trt thon?"
* On* lh*l will pl»j th« d«Ttl. «ir with too."

' IUJ ft ftitijr in hit Uil « lon« »» ft flftll.

Which rnftd* him crow boldar »nd bolder.'

What a precious lot of rogues the major portion of our local pawn*
brokers mu*t t>e, if we are to credit tin* milium of ft certain " Uncle,"
whose advertising card* are to be foond in the privicst reo>—B8 of the
household. This particular impiiruorative agent doesn't ohange the
stones in your diamonds oot ha, I nit all his rivals in business do, we arc

to IMHUllSlSllll Nor doaa he exhibit your diamonds, while they are in his

charge, in his store windows, or effect b temporary loan of them to his
wife Hannah, or his daughter Rachel, when the family go to the Tivoli
or the Winter Garden; nor, by means of a craftily woraad ticket, exact
double or treble the amount of interest to which the licenHed usurer is

lawfully entitled. Not be—that's not the kind of a hair-pin he is. The
children of Israel are not often charged with a lack of shrewdness, but
this particular Shylock strikes the T. C. as being considerable of ft dam-
phool, not to put too fine a point on it. Does be suppose, for a moment,
the public are asinine enough to believe that he, of all the fraternity of
blood-suckers, is the only honest and reliable son of Moses in the business,
and that the balance of the crowd are no better than boodle-ringers and
robbers, for that is what it all amounts to ? Go to, Uncle, you know too
much of the crooked ways of the wicked to pose as an innocent. Get
thee gone

!

" And sure, don't you know," said Michael O'Flynn,
Election is coming and I must get in.

They say that the sack is just dizzy with coin,

And I tell you I think that a troiHe is moine."
"But you are not a citizen, Mick," said his friend.

"You even have not yet declared to 'intend.'"
" That's nothing," said Michael, " all I have to do,

Is to swear that I am, and they'll see me right through.
I vote Democratic, you bet upon that,

And I tell you we'll knock the Republicans flat."

But even as Michael was sipping his beer
An open-eared traitor was hovering near,

And Michael now sadly behind prison bars,

Keeps writing Republic with miniature R's.

Seamen have been scarce, but now there is such a rush to ship at
any price that sailor boarding-house keepers can hardly buy up enough
horse meat to make the hash out of. The cause of all this baste to em-
bark is this: A few days ago a certain Miss Dickey, of Redwood City,
left home dressed in men's clothes, and declared that her home was on
the briny deep, and that she would ship as a sailor at the earliest oppor-
tunity. Now, Jack, with all his faults, is chivalrous and willing to take
desperate chances. Life is a lottery, anyhow, and why should not the
adventurous sailor meet Miss Dickey on board the ship he signs for? We
hope that Miss Dickey, if she does succeed in shipping herself as a sail-

oress, will have a pleasant passage round the Horn. Rough water is apt
to upset the feminine stomach, and make even the strongest minded fe-

male feel just a little dicky.

The wealth of literary talent that lies hid in interior districts is now
and then made manifest through the medium of the provincial press,

the San Jose* Mercury being an especially favorable vehicle for the display
of fine writing. In a recent issue of that journal we read :

" The Chi-
naman sentenced to work out a fine for gambling refused to labor, and
was sent to rot in the dungeon od bread and water ; a diet which soon
brings the white prisoner to time." Deacon Fitch or Brother Pickering
will, no doubt, make strenuous efforts to secure the services of so elegant
a writer, but it is to be feared without success. The young man is most
likely getting ten dollars a week where he is ; and who would leave San
Jose" to come to San Francisco?

The prince of snobs is the average British mercantile clerk. Hardly
recognized at home as superior to the counter-jumper, he is agreeably
surprised to find that out here his cool cheek, good clothes and supercili-

ous manners occasionally admit him into society. The ordinary San
Franciscan girl has formed her estimate of English gentlemen from these
libels on gentility, and is infinitely surprised when, by accident, she
meets the " simon-pure," to find that he does not run down the " blarsted
country" of his adoption, drop his *' b's," boast of his uncle, the earl,

or the length of the family purse. These supercilious youths would cut
an old friend if his collar-button was loose.

Weathercock Beecher's change of creed created so much fuss
among the parsons of San Francisco that nearly all of them took a flying
Bhot at the Brooklyn acrobat from their pulpits. Beecher can no more
change his creed than a car-conductor can change a half-dollar with a
hole in it. He never had any creed but greed, or any ambition but popu-
larity, at no matter what sacrifice of morality. He has, however, been
successful, and our local Gospel-grinders and soul-snatchers are green
with envy. They, roost of them, possess all of Beecher's elements of suc-

cess, but lack the most important oneB—common sense and education.

Prang, the celebrated chromo-lithographer, has just received a Califor-

nia order for a mammoth chromo, which, for size and effect, will throw in

the shade anything of the kind heretofore produced by his famous house.
The subject decided upon is an elephantine tongue labeled Chronicle, per-
forming on an Irish brogan, with a cork sole planted upon the track of the
Central Pacific. The chromo is ordered by John T. Doyle for presenta-
tion to the genius who gets up those four-line puffs scattered through the
columns of the live paper every morning.

Mrs. Scoville has made her last bow to the American public and has
been declared insane. It is odd that no one found the fact out before,

but so many people are running around our streets just sane enough to be
out of an asylum that it does not surprise us a bit to find a stray woman
or two gone wrong-. If they could resusitate Guiteau, this finding of his

sister insane would materially help his case. Fortunately, he is beyond
the assistance of even his friends.

Mrs. Lnngtry baa survived being Interviewed by thirty reporters. It
bsald thai she looks thinner line

I roc fh thU terrible ordeal,
and that an air nf pensivenen rits where it never sal before. After the
Interview, each impertinent scribbler pi English

tine man found fault with her noae, while another, atiU more
hypercritical, discovered freckle upon her alabaster brow. It is about
time that the interviewer should be Interviewed, and the introduction be
a good solid boot If a lady he on the Stage or off it, the impertinent
interviewer should be taught tlmt she is ;i U,|y still.

De Belleville, the actor, who is now in a scrape for alleged bigamy,
Bays that he let hie wife gat ft divorce from him on the ground- of adul-
tery, because he was willing to sacrifice his own reputation iu order to
get rid of her. According to nil accounts he didn't pay such a very high
price For the riddance, after all. His "sacrifice " closely resembles that
proffered to the Lord on the "exceedingly high mountain," when Satan
offered to give him all the riches of the earth if he would only bow down
and worship him. The devil offered what ho didn't own, and so did the
actor.

The already extensive list of New York caravansaries has juBt been
increased through the opening of the "New Hotel Dam," fronting
on Union Square. The name will sound a little awkward on feminine
lips, but, after all, it will he ever so much better than the " Dam Hotel."
The proprietorslwill doubtless see that their letter paper and envelops
are marked "Hotel /'otherwise they will lay themselves open to
prosecution for sending through the mails missives containing profane and
vulgar language.

At a recent inquest held on the body of Michael Burns, a laborer,
killed by the falling-in of a sidewalk arch, the jury found that "the death
was accidental, and also that great carelessness had been shown in allow-
ing teams to drive over the sidewalk before the mortar had set." We
will not stop to inquire what the teams were doing on the "sidewalk,"
hut we should like to know why, when death results from such " great
carelessness," those guilty of the latter should not beheld amenable to

some more severe punishment than the mild reproof of a Coroner's jury.

Old Beecher, the masher, has just changed his creed;
He wanted a new one right badly indeed.
The creed of one's youth will not always apply,
When the fountains of youth run exceedingly dry.
Perhaps the old boy, when he's whitewashed from sin,

May persuade good St. Peter to let him Blink in.

But he'd best hurry up, there is no time to spare,
For the scythe of the reaper is pretty close there.

The selling-off-at-an-enormous-sacrifice gentry are now up to the eyes
in business, and are putting forth their best efforts to attract the atten-
tion of customers through the columns of the local dailies. One live ad-
vertiser waxes very eloquent over his "red-hot" bargains, and beseeches
the dear public to " pick 'em up " while they may. " Red-hot " is good.
Bargains generally are pretty warm things to handle; buyers usually burn
their fingers over them.

The skeleton of a Maine hunter named Goodenough has been found
with both hands caught in the jaws of a bear trap. The death was an
awful one, but somehow we ran help imagining the merriment of the
bears as they sat in a circle round that trap, laughing till the tears ran
down their faces, and occasionally shuffling up to take a nibble at the
tempting bait it so firmly held. But the man must have felt awfully
mean about it ?

FarneU now poses in a new role before the public. This time he ap-
pears as the cruel, hard-hearted landlord and evictor of non-paying ten-
ants. It seems just a little strange to see such a staunch defender of the
rights of the sons of the "ould sod "taking a stand on the other side.

No amount of speaking, no number of rabid attacks upon landlords, can
speak as eloquently, or point as directly to the rottenness of the Laud
League business as this somersault.

Upon the hill of Clay—or, to speak more definitely, the Clay-street
hill—is a certain house with bay windows, where appears, in a conspicuous
place, "Rooms to Let." In the window facing the street sits one of the
prettiest girls it has been our privilege to gaze upon for some time. She
is one of the best advertisements out, and it seems singular that the
rooms are not gobbled up like hot cakes.

The live paper, with a recklessness as to consequences in the matter
of its Irish "ads," which is curiously suggestive of somebody's willing-
ness to square the resulting- losses, is chucking its tomahawk about the
ears of the ** Maguires, Sullivaos, Cloughs and Muldoons" of the Dem-
ocratic ticket. How about Doyle ?

W. W. Foote, the Democratic nominee for Railroad Commissioner,
is accused by his enemies of having " spoken disrespectfully of the Irish
and Germans." Isn't it pretty rough to accuse a candidate of abusing the
entire party whose votes he hopes to Becure ?

The cash clerk of a certain restaurant, not a very great distance from
the News Letter office, demurred to the changing of a five-dollar bill a
day or two ago, on the ground that it was " rather thin." Money can't
be so very scarce in San Francisco after all,

Rome howls over the election of one Cocapieller to Parliament. He
was a circus-rider, and as such might have pleased the public better. He
would be a success out here for his knowledge of the "ring" business. It
would help him out wonderfully well.

It seems singular that Brickwedel should choose the " back-parlors
"

of his corner grocery customers for registration offices. Yet such is the
case. Is there any one who can guess the reason ?

Boodle " had his bumps felt " by a professional phrenologist the other
day, and was told he was of a feminine nature. Says he guesses that's

about so, he feels so infernally wicked most of the time.

A married lady engaged in trade in Portland, Oregon, advertises " a
business enlargement." Wonder what she means?

Somebody is advertising for a man " to wait at noon for his board."
There'll be dead loads of applicants. The city is full of men waiting all

day for their board—and not getting it either.
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SUNBEAMS.
" S. A. H.," St. Thomas.—1. A is 18 years

of age ; in the fall he wants to go to the fair; his

father refuses to let him, but he goes in spite of

hia father ; his father then orders him away.

Did his father do right in dismissing A, he being

a farmer ? 2. Can A get clothes enough for him-

self until he is of age ? 3. Can A's father collect

his wages ? 4. Can a boy leave his father when
he is 18 years old ? If so, can his father collect

his wages ?— (1.) A being 18 years of age, would
naturally wish to visit the fair; if he didn't go at

least once a year the other fellow would carry off

the girl. A father who would refuse to let him
visit his sweetheart deserves to be looked upon
wit! : suspicion. (2. ) The young wan can get

clothes enough if he knows a tailor who will trust

him. (3.) His father can collect his wages if any-
body owes him any—this without regard to his

being a father. (4.) If a father is 18 years old, a

son is justified in leaving him, because he ought

by that time to be able to take care of himself.

" Yes," said the sober-faced man, "we tried

everything for her. We had allopaths and
homoeopaths and water-cures and movement
cures, and they could do nothing for her. We
finally gave up in despair, and—" "And she

lingered along for a week or two, until death at

last brought relief to her suffering," said the man
who interrupts. " No, she got well imme-
diately.

"

An Indianapolis preacher has been present-

ed with a pair of sleeve buttons by a well-known
gambler, because he said in a sermon that com-
mon gamblers were no worse than speculators in

stocks, and the preacher accepted them. Now
let him turn round and say th~ stock speculators

are no worse than common gamblers, and maybe
they'll give him a set of shirt studs.

Some man who has no sense—of smell—says

that " a lump of limburger cheese tied up in a

rag and placed under the pillow will prevent
mosquitoes from disturbing your slumbers." We
should say so. We should have a very poor opin-

ion of a mosquito that would enter a room where
such an infernal machine was concealed.

Beef is going down in price. A Philadelphia
banker went to market this morning, and after

paying for a roast, had enough money left to hire

a boy to carry it home.

Latin is a dead language, and that is why doc-

tors use it for writing out their prescriptions.

OUTHIRSMCIfli
jgy g)-RAILR PAD. <P '

BROAD GAUGE.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Sunday, October 22. 1882,
And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave

from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot

(Townsend at., between 3d and 4th streets), as folluws:

LEAVE
S. F.

DESTINATION. ARRIVE
S. F.

t 6:50 A.M.

8:30 A M.

10:40 a.m.
* 3:30 p.m.

4:30 p.m.

6:30 p.m.

r

) ...San Mateo, Redwood,..

1

]
J

6:40 A.M.
9:05 A.M.

*10:02 a.m.

3:37 P.M.

t 5:04 p.m.

6:02 p.m.

8:30 a.m.
10:40 a.m.
* 3:30 P.M.

4:30 p.m.

J .. Santa Clara, San Jose and.. 1

1
..Principal Way Stations...

j

9:05 A.M
*10:02 a.m.

3:37 p.m.

6:02 p.m.

10:40 a.m.
* 3:30 p.m.

j Gilroy, Pajaro, Castroville\ ''10:02 a.m.
6:02 p.m.

10:40a.m.|-| ..Hollisterand Tres Pinos. .

}|
6:02p.M.

10:40 a.m.
* 3;30p.m.

10:40 a.m.

j .Watsonville, Aptos, Soque
'

j- 1 6.02 P.M.

[ ..Salinas.Soledad and Way.
j-1 6:02p.M.

•Sundays excepted. ^Sundays only.

Stage connections are made with the 10:40 a.m.
Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo, which
connect with 8:30 A-M. Train.

Ticket Offices—Passenger Depot, Townsend street,
and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

^^~ S. P. Atlantic Express Train via Los Angeles,
Yuma, etc., leaves San Francisco daily via Oakland
Ferry, foot of Market rtr^ct, zt 9:30 A.m. [Oct. 28.

C. P. R. R.

Time Schedule, Monday, May 15, 1882.
Trains leave, and are due to arrive ats

SanFranciscoas follows

:

LEAVE
(for)

DESTINATION. -[ *™£fi
9:30 a.m.

*4:00p.M.
4:30 P.M.

8:00 A.M.

3:30 P.M.
*4:30 p.m.

8:00 A.M
*4:00 P.M.

9:30 A.M
4:30 p.m.

8:00 a.m
*4:00 P.M
8:00 a.m.
*4:30 p.m.
18:00 A.M
9:30 A.M.

8:00 A. M,

5:00 P.M.
9:30 A..M.

4:00 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
8:00 A.M.

10:00 A.M
3:00 p.m.

5:00 P.M,

3:30 p.m.

5:30 p.m.

8:00 A.M.

8:00 a.m.
8:»0 a.m.

3:30 p.m.
#4:30 p.m.
*4:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m.
3:00 p.m.
8:00a.M.
9:30 a.M,
3:30 p.m.

*4:00p.m.
#4:30 p.m.

3:30 p.m
8:00 a.m.

*4 :30 p.m.
*8:00 a.m

.Antioch and Martinez

. Calistoga and Napa..

j Deming, El Paso ) Express. .

.

(and East /"Emigrant.

j Gait and ]_
via Livermore. . .

.

j Stockton j via Martinez
..lone
..Knight's Landing

" " (JSundays only)

..Los Angeles and South
,

. . Livermore and Pleasanton.

.

. . Merced

. Marysville and Chico. .

.

.Niles and Haywards...

. ( Ogden and I Express

. ( East (Emigrant
..Redding and Red Bluff

(Sacramento,") via Livermore
Colfax and j- via Benicia
Alta J via Benicia

, . . Sacramento, via Benicia
. . . Sacramento River Steamers .

.

,..San Jose

...Vallejo..

(jSundays only)

..Virginia City.

..Woodland

.Willows, Williams & Tehama.

2:40 p.m.
*12:40 p.m.
*10:10 A.M.

7:40 p.m.

11:40 a.m.
*10:10 a.m.
#10:10 a.m.

7:40 P.M.
2:40 P.M.

7:10 a.m.
5:40 P.M.

12:40 P.M.
5:40 P.M.

#10.10 A.M.
111:40 a.m.

2:40 p.m.
5:40 p.m.
8:40 A.M.
2:40 P-M.

#12:40 p.m.
5:40 p.m.
5:40 p.m.
4:10 p.m.
9:40 a.m.
8:40 a.m.

11:40 a.m.
6:10 a.m.
5:40 P.M.
5:40 P.M.
7:40 P.M.
11:40 a.m.

#10:10 a.m.

#6:00 A.M.
4:10 p.m.

9:40 A.M.
7:40 P.M.
2:40 P.M.

1 11:40 a.m.

#12.40 P.M.
#10:10 a.m.
11:40 A.M.
#7:40 p.m.

#10:10 A.M.
#7:40 P.M.

Train leaving San Francisco at 9:30 A.M. should meet
Pacific Express from" Ogden" at San Pablo; also Pacific
Express from "El Paso" at Antioch.

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland JPier.

From "SAJT FRANCISCO," Bally.

To EAST OAKLAND-»6.00, *6:30, 7:30, 8:30, 9:30.

10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30,

7:00, 8:00, 9:30, 11:00, "12:00.

To ALAMEDA—*6:00, "t6:30, 7:00, »+7:30, 8:00, "t8:30,
9:00, M9:30, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 1:00, 2:00, 3:00, '~'t3:30,

4:00, "t4:30, 5:00, *t5:30, 6:00, *t6:30, 7:00, *8:00,9:30,
11:00, *12:00.

To BERKELEY — *6:00, »6:30, 7:00, «7:30, 8:00, "8:30,

9:00, (9:30, 10:00, 110:30, 11:00, (11:30, 12:00, 1:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,

9:30, *12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—*6:00, «6:30, 7:00, <--7:30, (8:00.
•8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, "4:30, 5:00.

*5:30, 6:00. "6:30, 7:00.

To " SAN FRANCISCO," Dally.

From BROADWAY, Oakland -'5:32, »6:02, 6:32, 7:02,
7:32,8:02,8:32, 9:02, 9:32, 10:02, 10:32, 11:02, 11:32, 12:02,
12:32, 1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32, 5:02,

5:32, 6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

From EAST OAKLAND—»5:21, *5:51, 6:21, 6:51, 7:51,

8:51, 9:51, 10:51, 11:51, 12:51, 1:51, 2:51, 3:51, 4:51,
5:51, 6:51, 7:51, 9:21, 10:51.

From ALAMEDA—*5:15, '5:46, 6:15, 7:10, <t7:35, 8:10,
"+8:35, 9:10, "(9:35, 10:10, "+10:35, 11:10, 12:10, 1.10,
2:10, 3:10, 4:10, "+4:35, 5:10, "+5:35, 6:10, "+6:35, 7:15,
"+7:35, 9:15, 10:45.

From BERKELEY— *5:45,.*6:16, 6:45, "7:15,7:45, *8:15,

8:45, (9:15, 9:45, (10:15, 10:4o, (11:15, 11:45, 12:45,
1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:15, 4:45, 5:15, 5:45, 6:15, 6:45, 7:45,
9:15, *10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY — *5:45, *6:15, 6:45, »7:15,
7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, *5:15, 5:45,
*6:15, 6:45, *7:15.

Creek Route.
From SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:15, 3:15,

5:15.

From OAKLAND—«6:15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

All trains run daily, except when star (") denotes Son-
days excepted.

tTrains marked thns (+) run via East Oakland.
(j)Snndays only^

" Standard Time" furnished byRandolph & Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. GOODMAN, Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agt.
A. N. Towne, General Manager.

COAL OIL STOVES.
AU Sizes for Cooking or Parlor use

Send for Circular and Prices.

WIESTER A CO.,
17 New Montgomery St., S. F.

On and afterSunday, October 22, 1883,
Boats and Trains will leave San Francisco as

follows

;

"I f\ a. m. daily (Sundays excepted), via San Rafael,
-1 x-/ from Marketr-street wharf, for Petaluma, Santa
Rosa and way stations.

2 0fi P. M., via Donahue, from Washington-street
,0\J wharf, and

4 A £T p. m., via San Rafael, from Market-street wharf,
•^t*-' for Petaluma, Cloverdale and way stations.
Stages connect at Geyserville for Skaggs Springs;

and at Cloverdale for Highland Springs, Kelseyviile,

Soda Bay, Lakeport, Upper Lake, Bartlett Springs, Na-
varro Ridge, Mendocino City, Eureka and the Geysers.

Sunday Excursions.

8 0A A. M., Sundays only, via Donahue, from Wash-
•^" ingtou-street wharf, for Cloverdale and way

stations. Round Trip Tickets on Sundays to Petaluma,
$1.50 ; to Santa Rosa, $2 ; to Healdshurg, $3 ; to Clover-
dale, $4.50; to Guerneville, S3. Returning, will arrive
in San Francisco at 6:45 p. M.

ARTHUR HUGHES,
Gen. Manager.

PETER J. McGLTNN,
Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

SONOMA VALLEY RAILROAD.

On and after Monday, April 3d, 1882,
Boats and Trains will leave San Francisco as

follows:

O QC\ P- m. daily (Sundays excepted) , from Washing-
^•OVJ ton-street Wharf, for the town of Sonoma.
Fare, $1. Round Trip Tickets, from Saturday till Mon-
day, $1 50.

SUNDAY EXCURSIONS.
8 0A a.m. (Sundays only), from Washington-street
,A\J Wharf, for Sonoma, Glen Ellen and way

points. Round Trip Tickets to Sonoma, $1; Pioneer
Grove, $1 20; Glen Ellen, $1 50.

ARTHUR HUGHES, PETER J. McGLTNN,
Gen. Manatrer. Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

EXH IB ITION
of the celebrated

NAHL GALLERY
(from Cassel, Germany)

of the -works of the

OLD MASTERS
of Italy, Germany, Spain,

the Netherlands, and France,

at the rooms of the

S. F. ART ASSOCIATION
(430 Pine Street.)

Begin'g Wednesday, Oct. 25th.

' DAY AMD EYEHIHG.

ADMISSION, 25 CENTS.

H. B. Williams. A. Ohesebrougli.

W. H.Dimond,

WILLIAMS, DIM0ND & CO.,

Shipping and Commission Merchants,
UNION BTJILDING,

Junction Market and Pine Streets.

AGENTS FOR

Pacific Hail Steamship Company, Pacific

Steam Navigation Company, The Ca-

nard Royal Mail SteamshipCompany,
*

' The California Line ofClippers '

'

from New York and Boston,

and '
' The Hawaiian Line . '

'

San Francisco, January 31, 1880. [Jan. 31.

L. H. Newton, M. Newton.

NEWTON BROTHERS & CO.,

Importers aud Wholesale Dealers in
Teas, Foreign Goods and Groceries, 204 and 2

California street, San Francisco, Cal May 25.
-i
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"The World." the Flesh, and the Devil.
[ By r Truthful Penman. ]

The return poet-cards have at length made their appearance, and
will disappoint all those people who hoped great things from them. The
perforation between the two cards is so clnmsily and roughly made that
the a)moat inevitable result will be that the slender bond of union will he
broken, and people will only receive the half on which something has
been written. The most delicate handling would be necessary to keep the
two *idi\>* together : and it is a well-known fact that letters are not deli-

cately handled at the Post Office. It would be perfectly impossible to
Harry out the business of the Department were not the letters, cards, and
papers hastily huddled together, and then speedily sorted out. The only
remedy is to do away with the perforation. It would he perfectly easy
and simple for the receiver to tear off his half, as the bend would make
it flexible. There is thus not only no necessity, but actually a decided
disadvantage in the large holes which are now made. Mr. Fawcett is a
practical man ; let him try how many return post-cards will survive the
ordeal of the pillar-box, the collection, the sorting, and the de-
livery. I believe that ninty per cent, of these cards will
be received minus the necessary reply half.

—

Court Circular.-—
The demise of Fraser's Magazine calls forth numerous reminiscences of
the London press. It appeared first in February, 1830, and a cartoon by
Maclise presented the likenesses of some of its most prominent contribu-
tors—Coleridge, Carlyle, Thackeray, Father Prout, Maginn, Ainsworth,
and others. Fra&er's then took to publishing monthly sketches of the
eminent men of the time, including its own contributors, giving a por-
trait with each—a plan followed, ten years later, by the enterprising leader
and pioneer in Philadelphia's magazine enterprise, George R. Graham.
Carlyle published his "Sartor Resartus" in Eraser's, and, as the story
goes, nearly swamped the new venture, but in later days, when his name
was valuable to it, he continued to contribute, and his last works of all,

"Early Kings of Norway," and "Portraits of John Knox," appeared
originally in it. Ultimately, the magazine outlived all its early contri-
butors of note, Carlyle and Ainsworth being among the last. In recent
years its editor, for some time, was Mr. Froude, and later Mr. William
Allingham. Some of Froude's essays were published in its pages. So far
as the publishers, MeBsrs. Longman, are concerned, their new magazine,
at 6d., is to replace Fraser, but its character is, of course, different.^—
A few days since 300 Blue-jackets obtained permission to visit the
Pyramids. For this purpose they hired donkeys, and formed a curiouB-
looking, but quite orderly, species of cavalry, riding in sections of four.
They sat down well in their saddles, and managed their animals in excel-
lent fashion. The orders for movement, the correspondent of the Daily
Telegraph says, Bounded rather odd, however, for they were " port,"
" starboard," " ease her," and such like expressions. Jack was occasion-
ally dismounted, but there were no serious casualties. Once arrived at
the end of the journey the sailors climbed the Pyramids as easily as they
would have manned the yards.-^A remarkable example of scien-
tific gunnery is mentioned in Admiral Hoskin's dispatch, published by
the Amiralty. A very effective fire was maintained by the Orion and
Carysfort on a position which could only be seen from the masthead of
the latter ship at a distance of some 4,200 yards. Lieut. Royds, at the
masthead of the Carysfort, directed the fire, the gunners training their
guns entirely by his calculations. The result was that, much to the aston-
ishment of the enemy, a train from which the ships were entirely hidden
was struck and overturned.^—The Duke of Connaught, accompanied
by Sir John M'Neill and a small party, ascended the Pyramid of Cheops
on the 23d instant., reaching the top after a fifteen-minutes' climb. The
Duke remained there about an hour, and descending entered the interior
of the great pile. The whole country for many miles round is flooded by
the Nile, out of which hamlets, groups of palms, and green fields appear
like islets, the wide expanse of water glittering in the bright sun.^^
The following general order, which was published in 1801, will be read
with interest at this time: "Under the blessing of Divine Providence
His Majesty ascribes the successes which have attended the exertions of
his^ troops in Egypt to that determined bravery which is inherent in
Britons ; but His Majesty desires it may be most solemnly and forcibly
impressed on the consideration of every part of the army that it has
since been a strict observance of order, discipline and military system
which has given the full energy to the native valor of the troops, and has
enabled them proudly to assert the superiority of the national military
character in situations uncommonly arduous, and under circumstances of
peculiar difficulty."-^The day of the knowing bell-punch—in Boston,
at least—is thought to be nearly over. " Dummies " and "little jokers

"

have trespassed on its domain and robbed it of its virtue. The manag-
ers of the Metropolitan Railroad, some fifty of whose conductors were
arrested last Spring on charges of stealing punches, using dummies, pock-
eting fares, etc., have been made still more uneasy by the continued
smallness of conductors' returns, and are now experimenting with a new
detector of dishonesty, the so-called " alarm register." Two dials in each
car, connected with iron rods running through the car, register each cash
or ticket fare before the passenger's eye, a bell tinkling at every register.

These dials cannot be hoodwinked by any method known at present.
Eighty Frenchmen, assisted by 1,400 Africans are about to construct a
railway between the Niger and Senegal rivers, Africa. Their operations
will be protected by a military column, which will plant the French flag

and erect two forts on the Niger.^—Cedar Croft, Bayard Taylor's
homestead, near Kenneth Square, Pa., was sold at auction this week for

S14.050, to a farmer named Isaac Warner, of Hatboro, Pa.^—Wild
ducks dashed themselves against the electric lights at Fairfield,

Iowa, a night or two since, and by this means managed to extinguish
but one. Nearly two hundred ducks were picked up in the streets.

FOR Nl I'KRVINOIt, I lltsi WARD, [I8H2.

DR. JUSTIN GATES,
REPUBLICAN NOMINEE

Montgomery Street.

1HI9.]

PBOriUKTOR OF THE

Turki*h and liusnintt Batht
Mrttirnl Sanitarium ,

Antl I'ltarnmctj.

in Hoc Bioko Vihois. Oct. 28.

For Judge of Police Court, No, 2,

JAMES LAWLER,
Democratic Nominee. Oct. 28.

For Senator-Tenth Senatorial District,

DAVJD McOLURE,
Republican Nominee, Oct. 28.

For Assemblyman -Tenth Senatorial District,

F. SPERLING,
Regular Democratic Nominee.— Vote for him. [Oct.

For Member of the Assembly—Teuth Ristrict,

A. A. PARD0W,
Democratic Nominee. Oct. 28

For Sheriff,

PATRICK CONNOLLY,
BEGTJXAR, DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE. Oct. 28

FOR ASSESSOR,

LOUIS P, H0LTZ (of N. Van Bergen & Co,),

Regular Democratic Nominee. Oct. 28.

For Supervisor from Fifth 'Ward,

J. HENLT SMITH,
Regular Democratic Nominee. Oct. 28.

For Joint Senator San Francisco and San Mateo Counties,

JEREMIAH LYNCH,
Reg-nlar Democratic Nominee. Oct. 28.

Thirteenth Senatorial District—For State Senator,

ELY I. HUTCHINSON,
Regular Republican Nominee. Oct. 28.

WM. ASHW0RTH,
Regular Democratic Nominee

FOR SUPERVISOR, TWELFTH WARD. Oct. 28.

JAMES B. HUGHES,
Regular Republican Nominee

For Justice of the Peace. Oct. 28.

Eleventh Senatorial District—Regular Republican Nominee,

GEO. "W. GRANNISS,
FOR STATE SENATOR. Oct. 28.

Regular Democratic Nominee—Tenth Senatorial District,

JOSEPH W. SHAVER,
For Assemblyman. Oct. 28.

For Justice of the Peace, "Unexpired and Long Term,

W. A. S. NICHOLSON,
Regular Republican Nominee. [Oct. 2$

HENKT B. EUSS,

For Supervisor* Tenth 'Ward.
(Prksknt Incumbent.) Oct. 28.

Thirteenth Senatorial District—For State .Senator,

PRANK J. SULLIVAN,
Regular Democratic Nominee. Oct. 28.

Thirteenth Senatorial District—For State Senator,

WILLIAM 0R0NAN,
Regular Democratic Nominee, Oct. 38.

Qi* l* a week in your own town. Terms and *» ontfit free.
*4p\Jv> m EL uallett £ Co., Portland. Maine.
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THE ELECTIONS.
Stoneman and Estee both Claim the Ownership of the Anti-

Monopoly Rag-Baby.
Tuesday next is election day throughout the State. Legislative, judi-

cial, State, City and County officials will have to be elected on a gen-

eral ticket. The ticket will be far too lengthy and the names on it far

too numerous for the people to exercise a wise discretion in filling every

office. It is not possible for any citizen, however well informed, to make
the very beBt selection in every case, and the vast majority of voters, who
only know the bulk of the candidates by name, will have to "go it

blind." This is not the time or place to enter into a discussion as to

whether or not this is the very best method of electing important officials.

It is enough for this time that this is the only method open to us. We
have to take it as we find it. It is for the people to make the most of the

system as it exists. It is a duty they owe to themselves to exercise the

utmost possible care in selecting the best men. Without pretending to

infallibility, the News Letter does pretend to know more about many of

the candidates than nine out of ten men, who have not bad our opportu-

nities, can assume to know. We proceed to Bpeak of men and things as

we know them.
The State Ticket.

It is now too late to serve any useful purpose to consider why the Dem-
ocratic ticket will win. That, as a whole, it will win, we have not the

shadow of a doubt. Stoneman's election, by quite a large majority, is

conceded on all hands. Just why he should be preferred to scores of good
citizens who have much more than he helped to build up the State, is a
matter of some curiosity, and not a little interest. He can hardly be said

to be a Californian in any sense of the term, although he has, first and
last, passed a good many years in the State. In some sense he is but a
mere carpet-bagger amongst us. Yet his nomination was forced upon the
Democratic party by the unbought and passionate influence of a majority
of the country delegates. We think they were mistaken ; we are very
sure they will be disappointed. We know that he will disappoint the ex-

travagant and absurd hopes they have furmed concerning him, and, per-

haps, for the good reason that their hopes and expectations are impossible
of realization. The farmers have need to employ the railroad, and they
would like to engage its services without returning therefor an adequate
quid pro quo. They desire to drive a hard bargain, and they believe that
if General Stoneman is elected, he will enable them to escape the pay-
ment of some twenty-five or thirty per cent, of what they ought in all

justice to pay. He will do nothing of the kind. As Governor he has no
power in the premises. Any intelligent reader of the Constitution knows
ne has not. He will make a cleanly and decent Governor—he will origi-

nate no new ideas ; his patronage will not be bestowed among the un-
washed crowd who are supporting him ; he will be rather a cold, lordly,

and aristocratic occupant of the office ; he will not incur the displeasure
of vested interests, but will leave office with the intense displeasure of
the politicians. He will do nothing to strengthen his party, but will be
very likely to do much to weaken it. He will be glad to escape from the
Railroad Commissionership, which was uot congenial to him, and in which
he knew he could do nothing ; because, as he was disqualified through
holding a "Federal appointment, he knew he could be put out at any mo-
ment, heDce he was content to sit back and vote " No" to every proposi-
tion ot his unpopular colleagues. He accomplished nothing, suggested
no new ideas, and yet drew his salary in a position
which he made a perfect sinecure. As Governor he can en-
joy his otium, cum dig. with nobody to say him nay. Like all

military officers he likes social distinction, hates the drudgery of routine
work, and has a supreme contempt for the vox populi. The people he
looks upon as so many soldiers under his command, to be ordered to go
hither or thither as he pleases. It is a peculiar, and, perhaps, equivocal
compliment to the press that he has obtained his present position in the
State because of his indebtedness to it. The Chronicle, for instance,
puffed him in season and out of season. His puny little opposition to his
colleagues on the railroad were made to appear like the efforts of a giant.
We knew at the time how absurd all this was. We knew that if he could
but thereby secure social distinction he would be as reticent in regard to
popular notions as a clam. Yet he was written up, made to appear a
hero, and the idea was so forced into the heads of people in the country
districts that they made him in spite of all opposition the Gubernatorial
nominee. He will be elected, but by the support of different and conflict-

ing interests. Why he should get that kind of support it is not difficult to
discern. The popular elements favoring his election have elevated him to
the place of an idol ; the calmed heads on the other side see in him a safe
and conservative man who would destroy no material interests, even if he
had the power. He has made no speeches, and is committed to nothing

in particular. His opponent, Estee, on the other hand, wanted to start
out with conservative support, but as he was not too sure of getting it, he
has become the rankest of demagogues. His defeat is sure. The election
of Stoneman is beyond a peradventure, and he will pull through with
him the whole Democratic State ticket. George Hearst would have made
a more accessible, a more congenial, and a better Governor. It was the
fault of those around him that he was not nominated. The die is cast,
and it is our confident prediction that the Democratic State ticket will
win.

The Mayoralty.
Having disposed of the State election, the next office of importance is

that of the Mayoralty of this great city. The Mayor is only second to
Governor. The Republicans have renominated Blake, who, having made
a eood record, is a strong man. The Democrats have selected Washing-
ton Bartlett as their standard-bearer. Both are men above the ways of
the politicians of the period, both are above and beyond corruption, and
both would honor the office. Blake knows the most law, and Bartlett is

immeasurably the best informed as to the working of the city depart-
ments. It is his lack of knowledge in regard to such matters that has
made Blake a weak Mayor. The Consolidated Act gives the Mayor
power to enter any city office at bis good will and pleasure, and suggest
such improvements therein as his experience may teach him to be wise
and desirable. If he knows that there is wastefulness and extravagance,
he can tell the Supervisors wherein it consists. If a perfect overhauling
of things convinces him that there is extravagance all round—that there
are too many deputies employed, and that economy of the people's money
finds no place in the city administration—he can cry a halt. But to ena-
ble him todo all this, he must have practical experience. Blake, with
the best intentions in the world, has accomplished but very little.

He knew absolutely nothing in regard to the working of the
many Municipal Departments. He is an admirable Judge of
a criminal court. He has the judicial temperament, and a
slow and an easy-going method of disposing of things, but that is

the best that can be said of him. It is not a little to say, but it is not a
guarantee that he will make the kind of Mayor this great city stands in
need of. We have had a year's experience of him. He has sent in some
excellent vetoes, every one of which has been overridden. Beyond this
he has accomplished nothing. If we could but secure a Mayor with all
his honesty, and with much more than his practical knowledge of how to
hold the various departments in check, we should obtain an ideal officer.

Bartlett has the requisite knowledge, and we believe he has the nec-
essary backbone to give that knowledge effect. He could Bave dollars
where Blake could not save'dimes. The trouble with most of the princi-
pal city offices is that they employ too many deputies and make the city
government needlessly costly. The man who can check this is the man
for Mayor at this time. Bartlett was Alcalde in the olden times. He
has been County Clerk for two or three terms, State Senator, friend and
adviser of the author of our admirable Consolidated Act, and is a man
peculiarly well versed in city affairs. He is honest and practical. Blake
is equally honest, but much more theoretical. We care little which is

elected. Either will do well. It is for the voters to say which they will
choose.

For Sheriff.

We care nothing for party in city politics, and we do not believe that
the taxpayers do in the selection of officers who will best check extrava-
gance, and give us an efficient and economical city government. National
affairs are one thing, and the management of municipal concerns quite an-
other. He who can most efficiently manage a city department and run
it at the smallest possible expense, is the man who ought to receive the
suffrages of the tax-paying portion of the community. Sheriff Sedgwick
has made great improvements in his office, has run it economically and
well, has satisfied the public, the Bar and the Courts, has made a good
officer and ought to be re-elected. His opponent, Connolly, is a Buckley
lamb. He has contracted to give all his patronage to the boss, and, if

elected, his office will be run without regard to economical considerations,
but places will be found for all the lambs, and they will thereafter de-
vote themselves to carrying the precinct clubs, to the assault of decent
men, who would exercise a voice therein, to voting early and often, and
to the perpetuation of boss rule. They will necessarily support the ma-
chine from which they draw the breath of life. A vote for Sedgwick will
mean a blow at the rule which corruptly emanates from the Bush-street
den. Patrick Connolly, the Democratic candidate, was mixed up with J.
W. Pearson, Minear and others, in the discreditable business of the Lady
Bryan Mine, which ruined thousands, and a full investigation of this un-
savory subject would show him to be an unfit person to become Sheriff of
this city and county.

For County Clerk.

David Wilder was nominated by the Republican bosses, with whom, it

is understood, he made his peace, and, in consequence, will not be able to
run his office for the next two years, except at their dictation. He at
first endeavored to make a display of independence, but the difficulty of
procuring a nomination proved too much for him. He succumbed, and
for the future will have to do as he is told. The patronage of his office

hereafter will be at the disposal of those with whom he recently compro-
mised. His deputies ought to be efficient—they should be masters of the
routine of a difficult department; they should be agreeable to the Judges
and satisfactory to the public. We don't think they will be likely to be
any of these things if Wilder is re-elected. The "boys," whom the
bosses will put in his office, will not be the right men in the right places.
Higgins and Buckley have united to run the County Clerk's office. We
know what came of Stuart's regime". We want no more experience of that
kind. Sesnon is a young man of energy, who desires to make a good
record for himself, and is free from the entangling alliances which would
mar his usefulness.

For Assessor.

That which is true in regard to the other offices in which there is pa-
tronage, is no less true in regard to the office of the Assessor. In it there
is much patronage and many deputies. They ought to be all skilled men.
They shouki be versed in real estate values. They should be selected be-
cause of their competency. They ought not to be " the boys " dictated
from the Bush-street saloon. They ought to have higher and better pur-
poses than those of holding sinecure offices in order that they may live
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while they are " getting in their lick* *' for Buckleyiam, bomism, bad city

iptfon in office, and low-down city politic* generally.

lUdhun's opponent is well ipono »f. but he got his nftmlnatifHT from
v, accepted the terran which he dictated, will employ " the boys "

as hit deputies, and will run his office as a political machine, all of which
should, in our ju<l„'inent, condemn him to defeat. Radian, has adminis-
tered a most difficult department with credit to him»elf, and with satin-

A public His is a most important office. Its occu-
pant, if honest and efficient, ought not to be lightly changed. We believe
that he will be re-elected, as he ought to be. His efficient services deserve
to be rewarded.

Fob Supervisors.

In choosing Supervisors we can but reiterate the statement we have
made again »nd again. The citizen who votes a straight party ticket is

not wise. The bosses on both sides have put up two or three good men,
in older to give an air of respectability to their handiwork. They have
usually endeavored to gain nine Supervisors with which to override the
Mayor's vetoes, and the other three they have given to the people. Let
the voten select the three "people's men " from each ticket and oleot

them. Hid then the ring will be broken up. In this course of action there

fa mora than appears at first Bight. If it does not defeat jobs, nothing
will. Among the Republicans nominated, we should vote for Dr. Gates
fn»m the Bret ward, D. B. Brown of the second, Henry White from the
third, Daniel Hicks from the sixth, Samuel Irving from the eighth, and
H. B. Run from the tenth, making five altogether. The other seven we
should give to the Democrats, as follows: C. H. Burton from the fourth,

Henley Smith from the fifth, J. B. Lewi 3 from the ninth, J. G. James
from the eleventh, and Thomas Ashworth from the twelfth. We strongly

Urge this selection. It will defeat the bosses on both sides. It is the
very beat thing that can be done at this time. It will defeat the put-up
jobs if anything will.

The Legislature.
The nominations for the Legislature on the Democratic ticket are, for

the most part, vile beyond description, and those made by the Republi-
can-; are only a shade better. Doherty and Kelly, for Senators from the
Twelfth, are said to be above the average, and in that case what must the
lowest down ones be? On the Democratic ticket there are a few good
men. Lynch, the well-known broker, heads the list as Joint Senator,
and is undoubtedly the best of the nominees. Thomas Barry for the As-
sembly from the Ninth, F. J. Sullivan for the Senate from the Thirteenth,
D. H. Bibb for the Assembly from the same district, are good men. On
the Republican ticket we can specially .recommend Ely I. Hutchinson
for the Senate. He is the son of General Hutchinson, the noted
insurance agent of this city, who has spared no pains to fit his

son for the position to which his ambition leads him. David McClure
appears on the Republican ticket for Senator from the Tenth. As that
district is largely Republican, he will be elected. As an active politician

he has his enemies, of course, but he is a man of ability above the aver-

age, and we have never heard his honor doubted even by his opponents.
George W. Granniss, from the 11th District, is the Republican candidate
for State Senator and should be elected.

Superior Judges.
If there be any man alive who will vote for the whole four of the.Dem-

ocratic nominees for Superior Judges, he must be either an arrant
knave or a most pronounced fool. There ought to be no party politics in

the matter of selecting the Judiciary. How Clough, McGuire and
Toohy came to be nominated, is one of those things that no fellow can
find out. We have tried to fix the responsibility. Buckley says that he
would have done better if he could. There was no patronage in these
offices, and so he threw them as a tub to the whale. Boss Greathouse, as
the lawyer of the concern, was left to do pretty much as he pleased, and,
as he could dictate others' nominations, there is no reason why he should
not have controlled these. It is asserted that he did. If he did not,
where is his boasted influence in putting up what he calls " my ticket " ?

As a lawyer, he should have paid special attention to such gravely im-
portant judicial nominations. J. V. Coffey, on the Democratic ticket,

and Waymire, Bartlett and Troutt on the Republican, ought to be voted
for by all citizens alike, without regard to party affiliations. ' We would
specially emphasize the fact that there is no more honest or capable
man on any ticket than J. V. Coffey. If there were more Coffeys in our
midst, public life would be infinitely better, honester and nobler than it

is. His election ought to be placed beyond a doubt this time. If we
knew how to employ stronger words to express an earnest conviction, we
would use them in regard to Mr. Coffey.

For Railroad Commissioner.

For this office Wm. P. Humphreys has been nominated by the Demo-
crats, Charles Clayton by the Republicans and John T. Doyle by
Brother Harrison. Doyle will be voted for by the few hundred railroad
cranks who exist in our midst, and by nobody else. He has no chance,
and knows he has not. He makes no effort, organizes no party, and leaves
his cause to take care of itself. This is not the course of a man who be-
lieves that he has the ghost of a chance of election. Clayton will not
poll his party Btrength. Wm. P. Humphreys is the strong candidate.
This is going to be a good year for Democrats, of whom Humphreys is

one. He has always been loyal to his party, and has several times carried
its banner to success when his party colleagues were defeated. It would
be hard to name a more popular man in this community—a fact which is

fully demonstrated by the large vote he has always polled. He has been
affable and agreeable, yet sturdy and honest. He has won a most envia-
ble reputation in this city, in which he has so long lived, and he is cer-

tainly not going to wilfully smirch it at this late time of day. The tree
is known by its fruits. Wm. P. Humphreys is known as an undoubtedly
honest man, and he is not going to prove dishonest now and throw away
the good character of a lifetime. He can be trusted and will be. Mr.
Humphreys has published in the Examiner a most manly and straightfor-

ward card, defining his position on the railroad question. It is the ablest
contribution to the subject that has yet appeared. The Examiner warmly
approves it, advocates Humphreys' election, and points out that Doyle
has no chance, and that every vote cast for him is a vote to elect Clayton.

For Superintendent of Streets.

Lowney in the nominee of Buckley. In the office to which he aspires
there is not only much patronage, but there is much room for stealing

generally. If the taxpayers could have a photognphfa view of all that
goes on in tola office they would simply be appalled, and thereafter they
would be more mindful as to whom tliey elect to it. We wish they could
net- it in all its native deformity and ugliness. Th« sight would surely
cure them of their negligence M to the election of one ol the meet impor-
tant officials in the city. Be oan order this or that street to be "mi
prOTed," he oan let thieving contractors have their own way, and he can
employ any number of worthless and corrupt deputies, and these are
generally the precise things which he is elected to do. Lowney in in the
thralls of bossism, Ruggles obtained his nomination in a way that leaves
him free to do right. We prefer the man who is not bound hand and
foot to interests that are not those of the people.

The City and County Attorney.
Litigants who have large interests at stake employ the very best attor-

ney available. They do not allow their interests to suffer through the
blundering stupidity of an incompetent advocate. The railroad thinks
nothing of paying $20,000 a year to a capable attorney. Other corpora-
tions act in a similar manner. This great city, with its multifarous in-
terests, and with the constant efforts that are being made to raid its treas-
ury, can better afford to pay a high price for the services of an able man
than to secure those of a blunderer at any price. We do not believe that
the office of its attorney ought to be elective. It should secure the time
and talents of an able man who would be constantly alert to its best in-
terests. But we have not the ordering of things. We can but take them
ae we find them. We have to choose between the nominees of the two
parties. Judge Craig, the Democratic nominee, we know to be an able
man, in whom the bar and the courts have confidence. E. D. Sawyer, his
opponent, we know to be a well-meaning citizen, but one of the most ad-
dle-pated and easily persuaded lawyers at the bar. No well-informed man
would entrust to him grave interests, and the city]ought not. Judge Craig,
being by far the abler man of the two, ought to be elected.

Police Judges.

The Police Court is a most important one. It deals with a large class
of cases. Before it appear many and varied personages. It can hold the
innocent to answer and let the guilty escape. The Democrats have nomi-
nated exceptionally strong candidates, and the Republicans peculiarly
weaWraes. James Lawlor and Watson Webb, on the Democratic ticket,
ought to be elected.

For School Directors.

The Republicans have re-nominated the present Board, with all its
virtues and its faults upon its head. Upon the whole, it has done well,
and there are some men on it whom we should be sorry to see leave the
department. The Democrats have done exceptionally well this year in
selecting the very best available material for School Directors. There
can be no harm in voting their ticket straight. Raphael Weill is an ex-
cellent nominee, as is also R. P. Hastings, son of Judge Hastings, the
founder of the law college in this city. He is married, and the owner of
two large ranches in Solano, one in Napa and one in Lake county, but,
though in possession of an ample income, he is engaged in active legal
business as partner in the well-known firm of Wallace & Hastings. Some
time since he entered the marriage state, by taking as a life partner
the step-daughter of the Rev. John Hemphill. As a graduate of Har-
vard College and a Director of the Law College, he has no mean knowl-
edge of educational matters.

City and County Surveyob.

It will take a pretty good man to acceptably fill the place so long occu-
pied by W. P. Humphreys. Fortunately, the Republicans have nomi-
nated just such a man, and he ought to be elected. Chas. S. Tilton has
for nineteen years followed his profession as a surveyor in this city. He
is acquainted with every piece of property in it, and no more competent
man could possibly be elected. Geo. H. Rogers, the Democratic nomi-
nee, is absolutely without experience, and was only nominated because
he is a politician.

Justices of the Peace.

The small Courts over which Justices of the Peace preside never receive
the amount of attention they deserve. They are the poor man's Courts.
Pennie and Gilson, Democrats, are good nominees. Joachimsen, Repub-
lican, occupied the position for several terms, and was accounted an able,
painstaking and conscientious Justice. He ought to be elected.

Public Administrator.
The contest for this, office is close between two old, well-known and

respected citizens. Phil. A. Roach and Walter Leman are rivals for the
honor of carrying off the prize. We could write a volume cf pleasant
things about both of them. We could wish that there were offices for
both of them to fill.

A, BUSWELL & CO.,
525 CLAT STREET,

BOOK BINDERS,
SAN FBANCISCO. CAL.

HAZELTON
IS UNQUESTIONABLY THE

VERY BEST PIANO
MADS IN AMERICA.

BTJY ONE AND BE CONVINCED.
CHAS. S. EATON, Agent. . . . 647 Market St. , opp. Kearny , S. F.

C. W. M. SMITH, zO\
The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor, /fef—ftp!

Established in 1863, IfATENIO/
Removed to 224 Sansome Street. xC?Tr?>J/

gg" MR. C. W. M. SMITH is the patent attorney for Marriott's Arroplaxk Com-
pany for Navigating the Air. Oct. 22.
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REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.

Recorded in the City and County of San Francisco. California, for

the Week ending October 28, 1882.

Compiledfrom the Records ofthe Commercial Agency, 401 California St., 8.2?.

Tuesday, October 24th.

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE.

Leopold Loupe to Oscar Lewis...

G P Sharp to Ignatz Steinhart....

i L Gardner to J Kentfield

G B Bayley to Winifield S Jones..

J S Alemany to Thos McCormick

H P McKoon to Jno R Hamilton.

Thos Magee to Wilfred Caldwell..

John Kearny et al to L Gottig

Ann Turner to Wra J Tnrner
Cbas A Lampher to M Vetterleiu.

Conrad Hermann to MDeYoong..

Geo D Newhall to Wm J Dingee.

.

M Reese to George B Bayley..

Samuel Merritt to same
Henry Rogers to same
J D Casebolt to Henry Casebolt..

Henry Casebolt to William Cluff .

,

DESCRIPTION.

S Washington, 106:8 e Steiner, e 50x127:

8—Western Addition 351
Commencing at ne corner Guerrero, 400-

vara lot, thence w 872 yards, contain-

ing 40 acres known as the Birds Nest
Ranch

Sw Stuart, 137:6 se Folsom, se 136:6x137

6—South Beach blk 1

W Hyde, 68:9 n Clay, n 68:9x137:6, be-

ing in 50-vara 1312
N corner Polsom and Main, ne 45:10 x
137:6-B& W 435

N Pacific, 60 w Pierce, w 77:6x127:8—
Western Addition 422

N Jackson, 187:6 e Steiner, e 25x127:6—
Western Addition 349

E Valencia, 185 n of 20th, n 25x80-Mis-
Bion Block 67 •

N Hunt, 190 e 3d, e 10x55—100-vara 33..

Nw Brannan, 100 ne 9th, ne 37:6x137:6,

being in 100-vara 340
E Franklin. 40:6 s Pine, b 34x75-West-
ern Addition 86

Ne Haight and Lyon, n 275, e 143, se

137:8, w 11:2, s 137:6, w 123:10 to com-
mencement ; nw Haight and Lyon, w
340:6, nw 278:3, e 298:2, s 275 to com-
mencement

Undivided half, nw Clay and Hyde, w
137:6x137:6, being in 50-vara 1312

Undivided half of same ...

Same M.
N of Green, 200 e Lagnna, e S9:6x275,

being in Western Addition 190; also n
Vallejo, 200 e Laguna, e 89:6x275, be-

ing in W A 191: sw Green and Lagu-
na, w 125x125 ; also n Union. 137:6 e

Lagnna, e 152:6xl37:6-W A 191. . .

.

N Valley, 200 e Lagnna, e 89:6x137:6

Western Addition 191

PRICE

$3,000

5

12,500

1,700

1,570
Gift

900

5

6.750

7,000

5

5

4,500

Wednesday, October 25th.

J J Mason to L Gottig

Robert McCone to Geo Schmalzlen

Henry Hinkel to Geo Rosenberg.

.

Michael Collins to Ellen McCarthy

M J Donovan to Joseph Donovan.
M Reese to Joseph Henry
John Dargleet to L Gottig

Ger Sv & Ln Soc to H Horstmann

L Golig to same ,

Sattella Lootnis to George Riedel.

.

Margaret Grady to Jas Donohue..
Frederick G Knacke to G D Gray,
P Heeb to Maria Heeb
A L Tabbs to Georgio Caglieri. .

.

W Barron to Agnes deRementeria

James Murphy toD Giovannin!..

John Allen to John Lynch
City and Co S F to Peter Donahue
Robt Smith to C P Blethin

Caroline Gilbert to N Rothschild.
Mary Doyle to Margaret NorriB...

E W Burr to Caroline Gilbert
Jas Donahne to City and Co S F.
S Wangenheim to M L Buckler . .

.

SB Welch to Henry Gerke

Annie E Dickinson to S B Welch.

S 23d, 100 w Dolores, 100 w Dolores, w
24x114—Harper's Addition 65

Nw Harrison, 125 ne 4th, ne 25x75, sub-
ject to mortgage

E Laguna, 72 n Ellis, e 24x75—Western
Addition 203

Nw Clementina, 102:6 ne 4th, 22:6x80—
100-vara 63

Sw Devisadero and Turk, s 100x125
Se Brannan, 200 ne 6th, ne 40x120
W Valencia, 32 b Ridley, s 25:6x90, be-
ing in Mission Block 26

N Ridley, 113 w Guerrero, w 75, n 19:7,

nw 58:9, ne 75, se 86:5, s 47:3 to com-
mencement—Mission Block 24

Same
E Taylor, 50 s Greenwich, b 40x68:3

S Everett, 25 w 3d, w 20x50—100-vara 34
N 26th, 152:6 w San Joseavenne, 30x100
Lot 8, blk A, Park Hill Homestead..
N Filbert, 112:6 e Leavenworth, e 25 x

100, being in 50-vara 442
W London, 125 b China avenue, s 22 x
100 ; portion lot 8, block 2, Excelsior
Homestead

N Pacific, 137:6 w Stockton, w 63x137:6,

being in 50-vara 107
Nw Bay and Hyde, n 137:6x68:9
Nw Brannan, 275 ne 6th, ne 63:9x275
WBroderick, 77:6 n California, nl-8tb
of an inch x 82:6—Western Add'n 541

Lot 149 and 151, Gift Map 2
Lot 1, blk 11, Sunny Vale Homestead .

Potrero Neuvo blk 171
Streets

Ne Spear, 183:4 nw Mission, nw 45:10 x
137:6-Bay and Water 620

S California, 172:3 w Octavia, w 34x137:
6—Western Addition 197

Same ,

i 5

3,500

4,400

5
2,500

2,900

4,500

5

5
1,800

2,600
1,450
Gift

700

6,300

4,750

1

150
10
5
1

10,500
5

Friday, October 27th.

Thursday, October 26th.

Malinda Rogerson to Eugenia Jure

La Soc Franchise to Mary Harker.

Geo B Bayley to Anna M Conroy.

.

Thomas M J Dehon to P Gillogley

JCGorman toMJKilley

Vincent Elliott to Charles Cocke.

.

Tide Land Comrs to Moritz Cohn.

George Morrow to Grace Lawton.

C L Hinkel to Henrietta ChiBtlich.

Saml Lachman to Job S Alemany.

Mary Maxwell to Richard Maxwell

E Gunnison avenue, 125 b Precita Place,
s 25x110, being portion Precita Valley
lots 156, 157, 158

Sw 7th, 255 nw Harrison, nw 20x85, be-
ing in 100-vara 256

Nw Hyde and Clay, n 34:4x137:6, being
in 50-vara 1312
W Hardy, 160 n 17th, n 25x80, being in
Mission Block 95
W Carolina. 166:8 s Nevada, s 133:4x100
P N block 181

Ne Pacific and Larkin, e 45x10x60, be-
ing in 50-vara 1401

Ne 7th, 115 se Folsom, ae 25x75, being
in 100-vara 250
W Steiner, 70 6 O'Farrell, s 22:6x92:
being in Western Addition 385

S Bush, 90 e Buchanan, e 23:9, s 91:6, w
11:9, n 23, w 12, n 68:6, to commence-
ment, being in Western Addition 233.

N cor Fremont and Harrison, ne 137:6,
nw 70, sw 137:6, Be 9, sw 100, Be 61 to
commencement, being in 50-vara 732

Lots 650 to 657, Gift Map 2

3,075

4,375

5

1

5,000

7

1,694

3,150

12,500
1

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE.

Andrew Brown to Margaret Brown

Clinton Winter to Louisa Breeze..

G B Bayley to S Prentiss Smith. .

.

Jos Schroder to Margt Catalow. .

.

Gabriel Winter to Clinton Winter.
Tide Land ComrB to M McNamara

Tide Land Comrs to Jos Moynihan

Robt Stephenson to E Johnston..

Philip Dengler to C Nonnemann..

Mary Carroll to Anna Haslehurst.

Caroline Was!ey to same ;..,

H Van de Casteele to R Dinsmore

DESCRIPTION.

Se Mission, 307:1 ne 13th, ne 42:11, ee
144:9, bw 40:7, w 147 to commencem't,
being in Mission Block 15

E Battery, 30 s Pine, s 61:8, e 87:6, n 91:

8, w 25, s 30, w 62:6 to commencement
beinein B & W 269, 270
W Hyde, 34:4 n Clay, n 34:4x837:6, being

in 50-vara 1312
S Liberty, HO w Valencia, w 25x115, be-
ing in Mission Block 73

B & W lots 269 and 270
Ne Garden, 100 se Harrison, se 25x75

—

100-vara 232
Se Clara 229:2 ne 5th, ne 22:11x75, being
ing in 100-vara 182.

S 20th, 105 w Sanchez, w 25x114—Harp-
er's Addition 141

E cor M st and 4th ave, ne 45:9x130 ; Be
M st, 151:3 ne 4th ave, ne 48:9x130 ; to
correct error in name of grantee in

former deed
N Jackson, 113 w Webster, w 24:6x90—
Western Addition 318

Same
E Hyde,.137:6 n Eddy, n 25x137:6, being
50-vara 1262..

5

3,500

5,000
1

7

6

300

1

4,225

3,650

Saturday, October 28th.

Willows Ld Assn to Dennis Dunne

Wm Hale to David Farquharson.

Hib Sav & Ln Soc to Jos Musto. .

.

Edmund Hindman to WF Porter.

W F Porter to Wm S Fowler

Mary Polack to Chas Schuppert.

Gilbert Flaglor to J Bachelder. . .

.

J W Bachelder to Elizth Flaglor .

.

CCClay to John Campbell

Michael Tierney to same. . .

.

J J Dolan et al to L Gottig..

L Gottig to Caroline Day ,

Robert Davis to Elizabeth Davis..

Tide Ld Comrs to Nathan M Klain

Ne of Jesse and 18th, n 85x30, being in
Mission Block 69

Lot A, block 456 South San FranciBCO
Homestead and Railroad Association.

S Clay, 271 e Dupont, e 30x120, being in
50-varas 29 and 30
W Castro, 110 n 20th, n 27:6x550-Harp-

er's Addition 193
E Sherman, 110 n 20th, 27:6x100, being

in Harper's Addition 193
S Waller, 147:6 e Webster, e 25x137:6-
Western Addition 291

Undivided half, s Natoma, 214:6 w 1st,

w 40x80, being in 100-vara 28
Same
Undivided half, n Jackson, 101:10 e of
Stockton, e 34:4x137:6, being in 50-

vara 75
Undivided half same
N Clay, 225 w Devisadero, w 27:6x127:6.
Western Addition 498

Same
N Bush, 112:6 e Broderick, e 25x237:6-
Western Addition 502

Nw Natoma, 75 ne 7th, ne 25x75—100-
vara 247

&2.000

5

15,500

5

5

1,250

900
900

10,500
10,500

4,000
5

Gift

7

GEO. STREET, Agent News Letter, 30 Cornhill, E. C, London

^BBuTMNiPAN^^
land Chea

Dishes and Sauces.
TTTCnest ami Cheapest Meat-flavoring Stock for Soaps, Made

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT,
An I n valuable and Palatable Tonic in all Cases of Weak

Digestion and Debility. " Is a success aud boon for which Nations should feel

grateful. See " Medical Press," " Lancet," " British Medical Journal," etc.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
Caution—Genuine only with fac-simile of Baron Uebig-s

Signature, in blue ink, across Label.
This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substitutes being in

the market.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
To be bad of all Store-beepers, Grocers and Cbemists. Sole

Agents for the United States (wholesale only), C. David & Co., 9, Penchurch
Avenue, London, England. Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, San
FranciBCO. June 10.

he Summer Sun and Dust. Ladies and all exposed to the scorching
rays of the sun and heated particles of dust, will find that the most
cooling and refreshing preparation for the face, hands and arms, is

owlands' Italydor, which eradicates all prickly Heat, Sunburn, Tan,
Freckles, Stings of Insects, etc., and produces a beautiful and delicate
complexion.

owlands' 9Iacassar Oil prevents the hair falling off or becoming dry
during the hot weather, and eradicates scurf and dandruff.

Rowlands' Odonto is the purest and most fragrant Tooth Powder ever used,
and contains no acid or mineral ingredients, which are so detrimental
to the. teeth and gums. Its purity especially adapts it for the teeth of
young children. Ask any dealer in perfumery for Rowlands' articles,
of 20, Hatton Garden, London.

T
R
R

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.
Attendance, daily, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by tbe under-

signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, and to furnish all information
relating to the Society. J. P. McCURRIE, Secretary,

Oct. 23. Room 4, No. 531 California st.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Gold Medal, Paris, 1S7S.

Sold by. all Stationers. Sole Agrent for the United States:
MR. HENRY HOE, 91 John street, H. Y. Jan. 5.

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN
Steam Baths; Electric and Chemical Bt»ths; Sulphur and

and other medicated vapor baths, with Swedish movements and massage.
Special apartments for ladies and families. DR. JUSTIN GATES,
July 1. 722 Montgomery street, near Washington.

me. Samples worth $5 free.
Address Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine.»to$20 P6rdw *
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NOTABILIA.

THE
Uwn u white U driven mow ;

Cypress black as e'er w»» cn>w ;

Gloves as sweet as damask rose* ;

r taem iinl for noses ;

r icelet, necklace, amber ;

lYrfumc (or a lady's chamber

;

PEDDLER 3 SONG.
0<<UI iii]«i|« and stomachers,
K.t my la*l» to (Jn tlu'ir ilcars;

Pin* and poking ttitiu "f steel.

What mauls lack (nun I

Oomeburof mo, come; come bu>

.

Buy, lads, or else your lassos cry.

William Shakhi'f.ark.

Ladies who would be in the fuhioD should inquire of their bool
for the Kail Dumber of Shriek'* Fashion Quarterly, which will he found

BMfl|] to mil ladies Who contemplate that most delightful of feminine
occupations—shipping. Within the compass of its one hundrod and
twenty pages, it contains a compendium of the whole art and mystery (if

retail purchasing, giving descriptions of the latest styles in every depart-

ment, with a complete list of prices, and a really bewildering array of illus-

tration*. Aided by this publication, a lady can plan out her shopping for

the season, with an absolute certainty that no necessary item will iy

looked, alld that every dollar will be made to do its full and utmost doty.
Whether she makes her purchases by rail or from storekeepers near home-

itkim Quarterly is equally useful. In either case it shows her just

what styles are fashionable, as well as which are most economical ; and,

studying its pages, a lady can adapt her expenditure to her means, and
avoid the vexation of finding, too late, that unwitting extravagance in one
direction entails inconvenient economy in another.

Vile stuff, indeed, is that which is too often bought as champagne. It

is made up of inferior and sour wines, doctored to suit the palate, and
then gas is injected to make it effervesce. It causes foul stomachs and bead-

aches, and ought to be avoided by all means. Yet, that is just the kind
of thing that most of the champagne in the market is. The genuine arti-

cle is the reverse of this. Purchasers should be careful to buy only the cham-
pagne of Messrs. Krug & Co., of Kheims, France. The bottles contain the

trade mark. Anybody examining the cork after it is out of the bottle will

find "Krug & Cie., Rheims," branded on the bottom. The letter K is to be

found perforated on the labels. These are the signs of genuineness. To
make sure of getting the real article, make your purchases only of Hell-
man Bros. & Co., 525 Front street.

And " He said, let there be light and there was light." When
the first morning appeared it gave new life to all living things. It set the
birds chirping, and made the woods cheerful. Let the cheerfulness abound
and extend. See that there is darkness in neither your heart nor your
home. Nothing makes a home look more bright or inviting than elegant
gas fixtures. The latest styles are only to be bad of McNally & Hawkins,
G07 Market street, under the Grand Hotel. Bronzed chandeliers, plumb-
ers and gas fixtures, in new and superb styles, just to hand. Best and
chearest house in the city. A call will satisfy all purchasers that McNally
and Hawkins are ahead of all competitors.

The Difference.—A little five year old boy was being instructed in

morals by his grandmother. The old lady told him that all such terms as

by golly, by jingo, etc., were little oaths, and but little better than other

profanities. In fact, she said, he could tell a profane oath by the prefix

"by." All such were oaths. "Well, then, grandmother, is 'by telegraph,*

which I see in the papers, swearing ?" "No," said the old lady, " that's

only lying." She referred to the associated press dispatches. It is not
lying, but cold truth to say that Jas. R. Kelly & Co's. imperishable paints

covers twice the space of ordinary paint, and is impervious to the effects

of sun and rain.

She kissed me, my beautiful darling,

I drank the delight of her lips;
The universe melted together,
Mortality stood in eclipse.

A Spirit of Light stood before me,
I heard a far rustle of wings:

The Kings of the earth were as beggars,

And the beggars of earth were as Kings.

Christmas 'will be here presently, and with it will come the usual

presents. It is well to think of these things in time. The kind of em-
broidery and fancy work of the present day requires more time than that

of a few years ago; we would advise the ladies to commence in time.

In consideration of that fact, Newman & Levinson, 129 Kearny street,

have on display all the newest designs in kensington, arasene, chenille

work, etc., to give their patrons an opportunity of understanding what
would be a choice and appropriate holiday present. Newman & Levin-

son also teach the above style of work.

Legge, Bishop of Oxford, rashly invited a couple of wits—Canning
and Frere—to hear the first sermon after his appointment. "Well,"
said he to Canning, " how did you like it ?" " Why, I thought it rather

Bhort." "Oh, yes, I am aware it waa short, but I was afraid of being
tedious." " Oh, you were tedious," said Canning. Our Notabilia man is

never tedious, especially when telling of the fashionable hats made and
sold by White, the hatter, 614 Commercial street.

Three boys and a giddy balloon
Started off for a trip to the moon ;

But they went round the Horn,
And as sure as you're born
Those boys happened back very soon.

"I hate to see a woman with rings in her ears," exclaimed the goood
deacon ;

" they ain't natural. If it was intended for woman to wear them
she would have been born with holes in her ears. The first woman didn't

wear earrings, I'll be bound." '* No," replied the quiet little man in the

corner, "nor nothing else." The discussion was brought to an abrupt close

and the house adjourned without delay. Yet, the first woman had to eat,

and if there had been in the garden of Eden a restaurant like unto Swain's,

213 Sutter street, she would have gone there sure.

J. P. Cutter's Old Bourbon.—This celebrated whisky is for sale by
all first-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

Sir Frederick Thesiger, afterwards Lord Chelmsford, being engaged
in the conduct of a case, objected to the irregularity of a learned ser-

geant, who repeatedly put leading questions in examining his witnesses.

™ I have ft right," maintained the sergeant doggedly, " to ileal with my
witnesses as I please." " To that I offer no objection," retorted Sit- Fred-
erick ;

" you may deal as you like, but you shan't lead.*
1 But you may

deal with the leading firm. Assign and house painters none can equal
Noble Bros., of (142 Clay street.

A New York clergyman who went to Boston and visited a colored
church. " How are you prospering !" lie asked the sexton. "Tings ain't

bo good as dey was, boss, was the reply. " We got a new minister, and
he ain't so good as de old one." " What's the mutter with him ?" " Well,
boss, yon see he's kiud of illiterate—comes from New York." That is not
the best place to send for good things. Right here in San Erancisco for

instance, the beat cooking range in the country can be obtained. Buy the
Arlington fiom De La Montanya, on Jackson below Battery street.

There are three things that the wisdom of the most learned man can-
not determine—which way a singed cat will jump, how a petit jury will

give its verdict, and what kind of a man a clever woman will take a fancy
to. But there is always one thing that a man can settle right away. And
that is, to where the best photograph can be taken in San Francisco.
Bradley & Rulofson, corner of Montgomery and Sacramento Btreets, are
ahead of all competitors.

A party of Texan wagoners, after a hard day's pull, were chatting
around the camp fire while they smoked their pipes. "Sambo, me bhoy,"
exclaimed Pat, a rollicking Irishman, to a jolly darkey, " tell ub what
makes your nose so flat." " Dun'no, Mars' Pat," answered Sam, " but I
'spec it s to keep me from pokin' into udder people's business."

"You know I am a member of the fire department," said Biggs, "and
if I find your spark in the house it will be my duty to put hjm out."
" But father," replied his daughter, " if you do, like as not I shall have a
new flame within a week." Biggs limbered up immediately. Put out all

flames by the cooling and comforting effects of the pure and unadulterated
liquors sold by P. J. Cassin & Co., corner of Washington and Battery
streets. Wholesale quantities at retail prices.

Mr. Gladstone is an able man. He delivers brilliant speeches, reads
Greek like English, and is one of the best scholars alive. But at the same
time he jumps around and howls like an illiterate plumber when, in kick-
ing on a tight boot, a hole in the toe of his stocking causes that valuable
article to shoot way back around his ankle. But he wore a terribly shabby
hat until Hermann, of 336 Kearny street, sent him one, and now he looks
the nobbyest dressed man in England.

" Unbidden guests are often welcomest when they are gone." Disease
is an unbidden guest which Kidney-Wort almost invariably "shows the
door." Here ie a case in point: " Mother has recovered," wrote an Illi-

nois girl to her Eastern relatives. " She took bitters for a long time but
without any good. So, when she heard of the virtues of Kidney-Wort she
got a box and it completely cured her, so that she can do as much work
now as she could before we moved West. Since she got well every one
about here is taking it."

" Mother, may I get up at daybreak and go out to look at the comet
with Charley?" " No, my daughter, but you may go into the kitchen
and peel those potatoes, p. d. q." It is in this way that many a youthful
and soaring mind is condemned to limit the realm of its knowledge to the
narrow borders of our insignificant planet.

—

Brooklyn Eagle.

The best dressed man in the city passed us the other day on his way
to his tailors. He entered the establishment of J. M. Litchfield & Co., of
415 Montgomery street, who have just received a large and well-selected
stock of Fall goods, and gentlemen who wish to be seasonably and elegant-
ly dressed should give them a call. Messrs. Litchfield & Co. employ
none but experienced, reliable cutters, and garments turned out of their
establishment invariably fit well, look well, wear well and give satisfaction.

All ladies who may be troubled with nervous prostration ; who suffer
from organic displacement; who have a sense of weariness and a feeling of
lasitude ; who are languid in the morning ; in whom the appetite for food
is capricious and sleep at proper hours uncertain, should have recourse to
Mrs. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

How times change! Our fathers knew only of the little leven, which
we are told, " levened the whole lump." Yeast or leven had to be kept
stored away from week's end to week's end. Now, you have only to keep
a little of the New England Baking Powder in the house to be able to
make bread or cakes at any time. No trouble, no inconvenience, yet, the
results far surpass those of earlier days.

Said a miserable little Cincinnati boy, who just received a scolding
from his father: "Ma, I wish I never had been born." "Why, Charley?"
" Well, I think I'd been a better boy."

Music is said to have charms, and so it has, but it must be real mu-
sic, from a sweet-toned instrument, and not such banging and twanging
as we too frequently hear in the houses of some of our best people.
Always buy the best pianos, which can only be obtained from Statham
& Co., manufacturers, 765 Mission street.

Experienced operators on all sewing machines find it to their
advantage to use Brooks' Spool Cotton—glace" finish on white spools,
soft finish on black spools. Brooks' Machine Cotton has been awarded
the prize medal at all international exhibitions. For sale by all dealers.

Machine Cotton marked on every box.

Brains are wearing out every day. The worry and anxiety of the
times are a terrible drain upon brain power. Replenish your strength
and refresh your weary brains by partaking of the delectable oysters to
be had only at Moraghau's Oyster Saloons, 68 and 69 California Mar-
ket

Headquarters for Electric Belts and appliances for the cure of ner-
vous, painful and debilitating diseases. Pamphlets, with full particulars,

free. Address Pulvermacheb Galvanic Company, 513 Montgomery
street, San Francisco, CaL

Best pictures taken at the Imperial Gallery, 734J Market street.
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BIZ.'

The Foreign Trade of the port, both as regards imports and exports,

has been of considerable importance during the month just closed. Ar-
rivals from abroad have been numerous, and the departures up to the full

average. There is at this date a large fleet of ships in port, some loading,

others loaded, with Wheat, but detained waiting crews. Sailors are very-

scarce. Many of those recently arrived have come to stay, desirous of

taking up their abode upon the Pacific Slope. Grain Freights during the

month have been much better sustained than was expected or looked for

a few weeks since. The Arutic Whaling Fleet has begun to make its ap-

pearance in our harbor. On the last day of October two steamers re-

ported at the Golden Gate, the whale ship Huwland having 1,800 barrels

Oil and 1,700 pounds Bone ; the Reindeer had 350 barrels Oil and 4,000

pounds Bone. The little schooner R. B. Handy also arrived from Fox
Islands with Whalebone, 19,000 pounds ; Ivory, 5,000 pounds ; Fox
Skins, 500, and Whale Oil, 117 barrels. The Whaling Fleet seems to

have been more than usually successful. The entire catch of the fleet up
to the last report was 200 Whales, and as the average value of the animal
is $5,000, it is a profitable business to those who are successful. The en-

tire fleet may be looked for here at any moment. The following is the re-

port of the catch of the Arctic Whaling Fleet up to October 1st: Whal-
ing bark Sea Breeze, of San Francisco, 16 whales ; steam whaler Bow-
head, of San Francisco, 15 whales ; whaling bark Hunter, 14 whales ;

whaling barks Fleetwing and Mary and Susan, 11 each ; barks Rainbow
and Northern Light, 10 each ; steam whaler Belvidere, barks Helen Mar,
Dawn, Coral, Alma Barker, brig Hidalgo, 7 each ; barks Mabel and
Bounding Billow, 6 each ; barks Francis Palmer and Louisa, 5 each :

barks Ohio, Eliza, Atlantic, George and Susan, and Jacob Howland, 4
each ; barks Stamboul, Phcenix, Arnolda and Josephine, 2 each ; bark
Gazelle, 1.

We have other and more important arrivals from the far North. The
steamship St. Paul, nine days from Kodiac, to the Alaska Commercial
Company, brought for cargo Furs 17 pkgs., 1,500 Otter Skins, and 1,112

bbls. Salmon. The Russian steamer, Alexander, 2d, twenty-seveu days
froiif Petropauloski, to Hutchinson, Kohl & Co., had for cargo Furs 97
boxes, Fur Seal Skins 22,579. These Furs and Skins will all be re-packed
and shipped overland, en route to London, for public sale.

Arrivals from Hawaii since our last include the P.M.S.S. Zealandia,

en route from Sydney twenty-four days, via Honolulu six and a half days,

with her full complement of passengers, Government mails, and for cargo
Sydney Tin 1,187 ingots; and from Honolulu Sugar 826 bags, Bananas 706
bchs. The Br. steamship Suez, sailing in advance of the Zealandia, ar-

rived one day after, with passengers and mails, and for cargo Sugar 4,441
pkgs., Rice 1,742 bags, Paddy 1,465 bags, Bananas 2,014 bchs. In addi-

tion to these two steamship arrivals from Honolulu, we have the Anna,
twenty-one and a half days, with Sugar 5,671 bags, Molasses 140 pkgs.,

Paddy 558 bags; also, the Ger. bark Adolph, thirty-four days from same,
with Sugar 9,796 bags, Molasses 259 bbls., Rice 2,263 bags. It is pleasant
to see this rapid development of the Hawaiian Treaty, under the opera-
tions of the Reciprocity Treaty.

Trie Pacific Mail steamship City of Rio de Janeiro, from the Isthmus,
arrived on the 31st ult., bringing en route to New York, Rosin 362 barrels;

and other merchandise, also in transit from New York to China : Sheet-
ings 320 bales ; from England, Cotton, 30 bales ; Linen 109 bales ; Cur-
rants 103 casks ; and from Germany 46 casks Prunes. The same steamer
also brought up from Central American ports, Sugar 200 bags ; Coffee 79
bags ; and from Mexican ports, Limes 931 cases, etc.

For the Orient.—The O. and O. steamship Arabic saided hence for

Hongkong on the 31st of October, carrying 374 Chinese, and for cargo :

Flour 3,932 barrels ; Ginseng 11,641 pounds ; Quicksilver 600 flasks ; and
other merchandise valued at $74,757 ; also in Treasure, $135,267 77. She
also carried merchandise to Japan, Calcutta, Manila, Java, etc.

Tahiti.—The French brig Paloma has sailed for the Society Islands
with Government mails, and a general cargo valued at S26,000.

Flour.—Considerable shipments of Extra Golden Gate Mills' Flour are
being made to Liverpool by Horace Davis & Co. Some 7,500 bbls. are
already on board several ships now in the harbor awaiting clearance. M.
Ellis & Son have also a vessel loaded for same destination with some 13,-

000 bbls. Patent Flour. These, with the regular monthly shipments of
Starr & Co.'s Vallejo Star Mills, ought to give the Britishers a good op-
portunity to judge of our superior extras. These we now quote at $5@
5 50 (all in cloth), # bbl.

Wheat.—The exports of Wheat by sea, hence from July 1st to No-
vember 2d, aggregate 5,544,838 centals ; same time 1881, 6,997,712. The
Spot price of Wheat is $1 65 $ ctl. for No. 1 Shipping j $1 67£ for No.
1 Milling.

Barley.—Our exports by sea, hence July 1st to November 2d, 125,017
ctls.; same time 1881, 17,170 ; Spot price of No. 1 Feed, 81 35@1 37i ;

No. 1 Brewing, §1 38@1 45 ; Chevalier, SI 40@155 # ctl.

Oats.—The market is excited by speculators. October settlements
made at §1 97|@S2 $ ctl.

Corn.—There is very little doing. We quote Yellow at SI 62£@$1 65
$ cental.

Rye.—Business is trifling at $1 75@$2 10 # ctl.

Hay.—Is scarce and high at $12 50@$17 50 $ ton.

Beans.—The crop much injured by the rainB. Bayos, 3|c.@4c; Pea
and Small White, 3e.; Lima's, 3fc.@4c.; Pink and Red, 2gc.; Butter,
3c@3£c.

Wool.—Stock large, trade dull. Prices nominal.

Hides.—Are in active request. Dry, 19@20c.

Tallow.—Is scarce and wanted at 9c.@10c. for country rendered ; lie.
@12c. for city do.

Butter.—Is on the down grade: Fancy, 37^0., Good to Choice Roll,
32£c.@35c., Pickled, 27@28c.
Cheese.—Scarce and high. California, 10c,@14c; Eastern, 18c.@20c.

Western, 10e.@16c.

Alaska.—The schooner Marion, 10J days from Kodiac, has for cargo
Salmon 2,000 barrels ; 4,300 cases do.

BANKS.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital $3,000,000.
WM, ALVORD.. President.
THOMAS BROWN, Cashier

| B. MURRAY, Jr., Ass' 4 Cashier

Agents :

New York, Agency of the Bank of Calfornia ; Boston, Tremont National Bank ,
Chicago, Union National Bank ; St. Louis, Boatman's Saving Bank ; New Zealand,
the Bank of New Zealand. Correspondent in London, Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons. Correspondents in India, China, Japan and Australia, the Oriental Bank Cor-
poration.
The Bank has Agencies at Virginia City, and Correspondents in all the princi-

pal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.

Letters of Credit issued, available in all parts of the world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dublin, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Antwerp,
Amsterdam, St. Petershurgh, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, Italy.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter.— Capital paid up, $1,800,-

000, with power to increase to §10,000,000. Southeast corner California and San-
some streets. Head Office—28 Cornhill, London. Branches—Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria, New Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.

This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check
and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available in al parts of
the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents
as follows

:

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank ; Scotland—British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 18. FREDERICK TOWNSEND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Paid np Capital $1,500,000, Gold. President, R. C. Wool-

worth Vice-President, D. Callaghan ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan. I

Directors :—E. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter
Donahue, Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
Correspondents—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse,
Neuman&Co. Paris: Hottinguer&Co. NewYork: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-
pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal
cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Commercia
Credits issued available in Europe, ChiLa and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital, $2,100,000.

San Francisco Office, 424 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said citieB and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid Tip $3,000,000.
Reserve, TJ. S. Bonds 4,000,000.

Agency at New York, 62 Wall street.
JLgency at Virgi/ndat Nev.

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-
elers' Credits. This Bank has special facilities for dealing in Bullion. Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E. Cor. Sansome and Pine Streets,

London Office, 3 Aug-el Court ; New York Ag-euts, J. w. Sel-
igman & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, §6,000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,
loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.

FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.
P. N. Lilibnthal, Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITAL, $300,000.
Officers: Vice-President, Jerome Lincoln ; Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other
Approved Securities. Office : No. 216 Sansome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deatsche Spar nnd Lelbbank, .No 526 Californiastreet, San

Francisco. Officerb : President, L. GOTTIG. Board of Directors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chaa. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. JEggers, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE ; Attorney, JOHN R.
JARBOE. May 18.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street —San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Refinery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in their
various forms.
June IS. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

Francisco Daneri. F. DANERI & CO., Henry Casanova.
DEALEBS IN

WINES, LIQUORS, GROCERIES,
27 and 20 California Street,

]Oct. 7.] Between Davis and Drumm, San Francisco.
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NEW GOODS!
IS —

DIAMONDS,
WATCHES,

JEWELRY
— AND—

SILVER-WARE,
— AT—

RANDOLPH &, CO'S,

No. 101 Montgomery Street,

Tucker's Old Stand. [Nov. i.

Democratic State Ticket.

For Governor GEORGE STONEMAN
For Lieutenant-Governor JOHN DAGGETT
For Judges of Supreme Court.. . J. R. SHARPSTEIN—E. M. ROSS
For Secretary of State T. L. THOMPSON
For State Controller JOHN P. DTJNN
For State Treasurer W. A. JANUARY
For Attorney-General E. C. MARSHALL
For Surveyor-General H. I. WILLEY
For Superintendent Public Instruction W. T. WELCKEE
For Clerk Supreme Court J. W. MCCARTHY

FOR CONGRESS.
At Large CHARLES A. STJMNER-JOHN R. GLASCOCK
First District WM. S. ROSECRANS
Second District JAMES H. BTJDD
Third District • BARCLAY HENLEY
Fourth District P. B. TULLY

RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS.
First District G. J. CARPENTER
Second District W. P. HUMPHREYS
Third District W. W. FOOTE

BOARD OF EQUALIZATION.
First District CHARLES GILDEA
Second District "W. M. CRUTCHER
Third District C. E. WILCOXON
Fourth District JOHN MARKLEY

THE GUTTA PERCHA AND RUBBER MANFG. CO.,

Manufacturers and Dealers in

RUBBER COODS,
Offers for the FALL TRADE the FINEST LINE of RUBBER CLOTHING ever

in this market, both Heavy, Medium and Gossamer ; also are

SOLE AGENTS ON THE PACIFIC COAST FOR THE BOSTON RUBBER
SHOE CO'S SUPERIOR RUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES.

Pure Gum and Dull Finish Boots, Hip and Short; Im. Sandals, Arctics,

Gaiters, Footholds, etc.

[Sept. 23.]

JOHN W. TAYLOR, Manager,
Cor. First antl Market streets,

San Francisco.

"WILSONIA" MAGNETIC GARMENTS
EFFECT WONDERFUL CUKES.

gar For Certificates of and Reference tn PROMINENT CITIZENS OF SAN
FRANCISCO WHO HAVE BEEN CURED, apply to

[Oct. 7.]

WILSONIA AGENCY.
21 DUPONT STREET.

CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY,
Manufacturers of the Standard Syrup, a superior article

put up in barrels expressly for home consumption. Also, Extra Heavy Syrup

in barrels for Export. Refined. Sugars at lowest market rates. Office 325 Market

street, up stairs. Pec. 21.

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,

STOCK BROKERS,
No 314 Pine Street SanJFrancisco.

[May 20. 1

Olaus'Spreckels. ....
Wm. G. Irwin.

WM. G. IRWIN & CO.,

Sugar Factors and Commission Agents,
HONOLDliF, H. I. TMarch 25.

SPORTSMEN, ATTENTION!- -THE SEASON OPENED.

HUNTING STJTTaS.
This Is tin- only recognised i>i'|ioi for the rplebrntc<l Rlv-

l i l n HUNTING SHI'S manufactured li\ I.M I BTRA1 ss .v CO.
We have also In atock all clai INO OARMKNT8, and mako ttai

l.. order upon »erj slum notice. IH.NTIM; BUTTS I

GRBAT I IX: Ij,
CORNER OF KEARNY AND COMMERCIAL STS.

r^"Tlic Largest Establishment in its line in tlio United States. Price List,

will. Iinmlsome Lithograph of the GREAT I X L by Electric Light, sent freo ou
application. Sept. 16.

T
PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

]ne Compnuy'g steamers will sail
Hongkong:

for Yokohama aucl

CITY OF TOKIO DECEMBER 5—FEBRUARY 22

CITY OF PEKING JANUARY 9, at 2 P.M.

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and return at special rates.

For New York, via Panama:
GRANADA NOVEMBER 4, at 10 a. m..

Taking Freight and Passengers to MAZATLAN, ACAPULCO, SAN JOSE DE
GUATEMALA, LA LIBERTAD and PUNTA ARENAS.

Tickets to and from Europe by any line for sale at the lowest rates ; also fur Ha-
vana and all West India ports.

For Honolulu, Auckland aud Sydney:
ZEALANDIA NOVEMBER IS, at 2 p. M.,

Or on arrival of the English mails.
Ten Dollars additional is charged for Upper Cabin passage.
For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and Brannan streets.
[Nov. 4.] WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., General Agonta.

FOR PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, OREGON.
The Oregon Railway and Navigation Company and Pacific

Coast Steamship Company will dispatch from Spear-street Wharf, for the
above ports, one of their new Al Iron Steamships, viz.: QUEEN OF THE PACIFIC,
COLUMBIA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA and OREGON.

Sailing Days,
Oct, 2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 30 | Nov. 3, 8, 11, 15, 18, 22, 25, 29

And every following1 Wednesday and Saturday,
At 10 o'clock A. M.

Connecting at Portland, Oregon, with Steamers and Railroads and their connecting
Stage Lines for all points in Oregon, Washington and Idaho Territories, British
Columbia and Alaska.

Ticket Office 314 Montgomery Street
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

TOct. 28.J No. 10 Market street, San Francisco.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,

For Japan and China, leave wharf, corner First and Bran-
nan streets, at 2p.m„ for YOKOHAMA AND HONGKONG, connecting at

Yokohama with Steamers for Shanghai.

1SS8.
ARABIC Thursday, January 18
OCEANIC Tuesday, January 30
COPTIC Saturday, February 10
GAELIC Tuesday, March C
BELGIC Saturday, March 17

1882.
ARABIC Tuesday, October 31

OCEANIC Saturday, November 11

COPTIC Thursday, November 23

GAELIC Saturday, December 16

BELGIC Thursday, December 28

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates.
Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.'s

General Offices, Room 7-1, cor. Fourth and Townsend sts.

For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific Mail Steam
ship Company's Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN, General Passenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD. President. Oct. 14 .

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamers or this Company will sail from Broadway Wharf

as follows :

For Victoria, B.C., and Puget Sound Ports: On the 10th, 20th and 30th of each
month (except when such days fall on a holiday, then on the day previous). Steamer
of the 30th connects at Port Townsend with steamer "City of Chester" forAlasKa.
For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the O. R, & N. Co.: Every4 days.
For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles aud San Diego: 5th, 10th, 16th,

20th, 25th and 30th of each month.
For Santa Cruz, Monterey. 8an Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and

Ventura: Every Wednesday at 8 a.m.

For Eureka, Areata, and Hook ton, Humboldt Bay: Every Wednesday, 9 o'clock.

For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc.: Every Monday.

Ticket Office, No. 214 Montgomery Street, near Pine.
GOODALL, PERKINS A. CO., Agd

Nov. 20. No. 10 Market street.

CALIFORNIA AND MEXICAN S. S. LINE.

For Ensenada, Magdalena Bay, Cape St. Lncas, Mazatlan,
La Paz and Gnaymaa. —The S 8. W EX1CI I (Thoa Huntington, Blaster) will leave

for the above ports on MONDAY, November 6th, 1882, at 12 o'clock *., from Washing-
ton-street Wharf. Through Bills of Lading will be furnished and none others signed.
Freight will be received on Monday, Oct. 30th. No Freight received after Satur-
day, November 4th, at 12 o'clock *., and Bills of Lading must be accompanied by
Custom House ami Consular Clearances. For freight or passage, apply to

J. BERMIXGllAM. Agent,
Oct 28. Mb. 10 Market street.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office Navajo Mining Company, San Francisco, Cat., NO-

VEMBER 2, 1S-S-2.— At a meeting ol the Board of Directors of the above
named company held this dav. Dividend No. 3 of Twentv-five (J5c.) Cents per share
was declared, payable on MONDAY, November 13th, lttS2. Transfer books closed

on Wednesday . November Bui, 1882, at 3 o'clock r. u. J. W. PEW, Secretary.

Office—810 Pme street, Room 16, Ban Francisco, CaL Nov. 4.
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
The latest telegrams intimate that Lord Dufferin, the British Min-

ister at Constantinople, is to go on a secret mission to Egypt, whereat the

Sultan is wroth and wants to know what it means. He is not likely to

be told very explicitly. The truth is, Lord Dufferin, all through this

Egyptian business, has proven himself the right Minister in the right

place. He has managed the wiley Turk with admirable skill. At the

very earliest stages of the business the Sultan was so distracted in his

mind with fear, rage and a Bense of humiliation that he could hardly be

restrained from outbreaks of dangerous, though apparently childish,

spite. It was at first nearly impossible to prevent him from sending

troops on his own authority ; next he refused to declare Arabi a rebel;

and finally, in an access of spitefulness, he twice attempted to pass de-

liberate insults on Great Britian. He ordered a thousand mules, which

had been purchased by the British Government in Syria, and which were

impatiently awaited by Sir Garnet Wolseley, to be seized, and insisted

for some days that they should not be allowed to go, and then, when
beaten on this point, he arrested 300 Armenian porters and threatened to

imprison them for daring to accept pay as porters from his closest ally.

His Majesty was harder to deal with than any child, yet, he still retained

such strength that an order from him might set the whole Eastern world

on fire, and compel Europe, while still unprepared, to a sudden and, there-

fore, probably disastrous settlement of the Eastern question. Lord
Dufferin, though dealing with men whose language he did not understand,

hampered by the jealousies of half a dozen courts, and surrounded by
Bpies and tale-bearers, managed the Sultan successfully, mingling advice,

arguments and threats so dexterously, and with such an appreciation of

the whims of his opponent, that he first stopped the descent on Egypt,
reducing it to a mere form, then extracted a formal, though insufficient,

condemnation of Arabi Pasha, and finally compelled the Sultan to apolo-

gize for his insulting orders and rescind them. All this, too, he accom-
plished without an open quarrel, without leaving a loop-hole for his rivals

to interfere, and without for one moment lowering the character of his

country. To say all that is to say much. Yet, it is but the British

Minister's due, and it is accorded to him by all the great leading Euro-
pean journals. Whatever his mission to Egypt may amount to, it is cer-

tain that it will be discharged with preeminent ability. The problem as

to the future of Egypt is certainly a grave one, but Lord Dufferin is just

the man to solve it successfully. It has long been the boast of England
that the right man always turns up at the right time. Her admirable
Civil Service arrangements produce this result. In Wolseley as a Gen-
eral and in Dufferin as a diplomatist she is certainly being well served in

an important crisis.

If we were to believe ill-informed and prejudiced American papers,
which cater to the prejudices of our " Irish fellow-citizens," and care
nothing for the logic of facts, or the irony of history, we should believe
that France means to take a hand in preventing England from finally

solving the Egyptian difficulty in her own way. But we take leave to

differ from these foolish journals. The French papers are certainly bet-

ter authorities on the subject. John Lemoinne, in the Debats, than
whom there is no more able or representative writer in the French press,
says: "We refused to move one step when we were in community of in-

terests, influence, authority and occupation, with England. We might,
on very easy terms, have, in concert with them, put down a barrack re-

bellion directed against Western Powers, and also against France in Al-
giers and Tunis. We refused to do anything. We left England room to
step in, and she did so, and to-day we would do against the English what
we refused to do with them ! We refused to act when our fellow coun-
trymen were in danger and appealed to us for help. We allowed the
Euglish to take the place we evacuated, and we are now recriminating be-
cause, through our own fault, they are the beati possidentes. They would
merely reply that they have looked after their own affairs, not ours, and
that we had been free to see to our own interests ourselves; and, on our
side, we are bound to admit that the policy of abstention, of effacement
and abdication, of which we have given an example, is a perfectly consti-
tutional policy, commended by an overwhelming and crushing majority,
and in perfect conformity with the strict rules of Parliamentary Govern-
ment."

Troubled with outside fears, and rent almost asunder by internal strife,

France has neither the wish nor the power to interfere with England's
disposition of the Egyptian question. It is more to the purpose to learn
what the great German Chancellor thinks about the business. The latest

dispatch says that the British Government has not yet consulted him as
to the present condition of affairs. But the almost certain fact is, that
matters were settled with him before the bombardment of Alexandria
was undertaken. In the "inspired" German press the attitude of Eng-
land is generally approved. In an uncommonly warm and friendly article

in the Gegeuwart, Brugsch Bey, a great authority on Egypt, maintains
that by her energetic action in that country, England has done the great-

est service to all Europe. The following is the writer's programme for the
re-organization of Egypt : The severe punishment of the military and
religious leaders of the rebellion, the disbandment of the unserviceable
army, the formation of a foreign gendarmie, the creation of a central
Power under British supervision, the diminution of the number of foreign
officials, and the elimination of all incapable ones, the cutting down of
high salaries, the abolition of the flourishing system of protection, the in-

terdiction of every kind of corruption, ready attention to all well-founded
complaints, with a pure and speedy administration of justice. Brugsch
Bey would have the bondholders bear the responsibility of their own rage
for speculation, and sees no reason why the British Government should
give itself so much trouble about them as hitherto, or continue the per-
nicious system, either of a joint or single Control.

The Pays has an article on the Egyptian business. It treats the affirm-
ation of the Republique that it will not permit the English to deal with
Egypt as the French dealt with Tunis as a ridiculous fanfarronade. The
Pays is right in asking the Republique by what practical means it would
enforce the proposition, " I won't allow you to do what I have done my
self." It adds that England has got just as good a right to deal with
Egypt as France had to deal with Tunis, and intimates that the English
are too practical not to make the best of their position of vantage.

ICHI BAN!
SS &. S4 GEARY STREET.

We are anxious to impress on the minds of the Public the fact that

ICHI BAN!
is a FREE EXHIBITION, and that all are welcome to visit it every

day or evening in the week without making a purchase. There is al-

ways SOMETHING NEW.
Sole Agents for the Antophone

.

The "News Letter" is printed with Shattuck & Fletcher's Ink.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,

Sawing, Planing and Manufacturing--Doors, Sashes, Blinds and
Mouldings—Turning, Scroll and Jig Sawing—Counters,

Bar and Store Fixtures.

Finishing Work for Buildings on Hand and Made to Order.

317 to 225 Spear St., and 218 to 3S6 Stewart St., S. F.
The largeBt and oldest established mill on the Pacific Coast.

D. A. Macdonald, Pres't. H. S. Falconer, Sec'y- w
. N. Miller, Supt

[March 25.]

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY,
No. 310 Sansome Street,

San Francisco,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN ETTRS.
[September 21.1

M. A. GUNST & CO.,

203 Kearny Street San Francisco.
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

HAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS,
Also, Agents for Kiniball, Gaulliener & Go's Guatemala Cigars.

jpg- Inform the Public that they receive large invoices of Choice
Havana Urands twice a month. (Feb. 19.

TABER, HARKER & CO.,

IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE GROCERS,
108 and 110 California St., S. F.

[April 19.]

JOHN McKEW,
WHOLESALE AND BETAIL COAL DEALER,

431 UNION STREET Between Dupont and Kearny.
SAN FRANCISCO. Aug. 26.

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,

OCULIST,
Formerly at No. 313 Bnsli street, has removed to JPnclau's

Building?, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 M. to 3 P.M.

Take the Elevator. May 27.

DR. JAMES W. KEENEY,

OFFICE AND RESIDENCE: 22 MONTGOMERY STREET.
HOURS: 2 to 4, 7 to 7:30 p.m.

SUNDAYS: 3 to 4 p.m. April 9.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 215 GEARY ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN

.

Feb. 6.] OFFICE HOURS: 1 to 4 P.M.

ROBERT WALKINSHAW,
HEAL ESTATE AGENT 407 Montgomery Street.

Farming, Mining and City Property.

[JulyJ9J

C. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

SAW FRANCISCO mid NEW YORK.
gg=* Agents of American Sugar Refinery, corner oE Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. Jan - *?
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CRADLE, ALTAR AND TOMB.
CRADLE.

Baldvix—In thi* city, Octob«r 4, to the wife of Wm, H. Raldwiti. a son.
Butsirt ihr wife of T. T. Iturni-tt. Jr., a son.
Bum-In this city, tktober 25. to the wife of Isaac Baer, a son.
IUrr*K i'', to ihe wife of F. C. Baxter, a daughter,

roof Jill lUillv, a son.
>. to the wife of Janus Christiansen, a son.

tii wife ol .'. A :

rifa of James Dunning, a son.
K «*.*.*

i i, to tin- wtfa .( EL FrMA, i dsngnler.
OoOOMAW In til t 30, to the wife of L. Goodman, a daughter.
Hrnkktii In: 1 niaa Husketh, a son.
Kxarr In this city, OctobsrM t H, G, Kropp,
LwurxsKt- In t

1 'In: wiff «>f Julius U-szynskv, ft son.

« vtobot 28, to the wife of DavtdMichiiw, aaaughter.
:

[• iii this liiy, October 8ft, to the wife ol John IfoBonald, b sod.

Tmmnoa— in thta dtj . October St, to the wife <-t Edward u, ThompeoD, a son.
WKKTfiiAL-In this city. Ofltobar 23, to the wife "f Oapfc EL A. K. Westphal, a son.

Wrkdi— In thi- i lie wife of Ed. Wrede, a son.
Watt -In this city, t.>clobcr 27, to the wife of William Watt, a son.

ALTAR.
BrcKlsotiAM-Houms—October — , Thomas H. Buckingham to Minnie A, Holmes.
Bka.hdt-Stki\h IS - October 20, Louis B. Brandt to Jennie Steimuan.
Cox-Dob—October 29, Robert W. Cox to Fannie Doe, both of this city.

Ckanrr-Stkus- i ictober -'.*. Adolpb n. Craner to Babetta Stern.

Clakk-Colr—October 25, George Clark to Minnie H. Cole, both of this city.

SiiLoas—October 25, Albert Cohen to Mary Shloss, both of this city.

-TRBDBR—October 2D, by Kev. G. Muehlsteph. Otto Deieke to Louise Trader.
EiTKL-CrKKiKK—No\ ember 1, Edward E. Eitel to Nettie Currier, both of this city.

Holmes-Lkitiks— October 30, Walter N. Holmes to Alma L. Leppien.
Lkioii-Lkks—October 27, Ernest A. Leigh to Ella M. Lees, both of this city.

Mktkk-Blocu—October 29, Louis Meyer to Tillie Bluch, both of this city.

OSBOBJf-CODOD—October 12, J. Osborn to Fannie Couch.
Pkkisk-James -October 26, George M. Periue to Florence G. James.
Favitza-Wynnk—October 15, Jasper Pavitza to Annie Wynne.
Rich-Slttox—October 23, George E. Rich to Theresa Sutton, both of this city.

Smitu-Kelly—September 6, John E. Smith to Mary E. Kelly, both of this city.

Smitu-Htdb—October 30, Bayard T. Smith to Nellie J. Hyde.
Wade-Pctxky—September C, George W. Wade to Nina Putney.

TOMB.
Bisonam— September 6, Thomas R. Bingham, a native of England aged 54 years.

Goby—October 27, Charles A. Cody, a native of Brooklyn, N. Y.,aged 42yrs. 11 mos.
Delaney -October 29, Patrick Delaney, a native of California, aged 22 years.

Dold—October 25, Charles V. Dold, a native of Germany, aged 45 yrs. 1 mo., 17 dys.
Hamlix—October 30, Susan Hamlin, a native of Syracuse, N. Y., aged 31 years,
Lbr—September 5, Charles Lee, a native of New York, aged 32 years.

Morrow—October 30, Georere Morrow, a native of Connorsvile, Ind., aged 32 years.
MacCkkllisu—October 31, Frederick MacCrellish, a native of Philadelphia, aged 54.

Ortu—October 29, Peter Orth, a native of Bavaria, Germany, aged 25 years.
Shields—October 24, Thomas Shields, a native of Ireland, aged 30 years.
Scott—November 1, Deborah Scott, aged 72 years, 6 months and 11 days.
SissoTT—October 29, Michael Sinnott, a native of Ireland, aged 46 years and 1 month.
Upstose—August 31, John Upstone, aged 55 years.

WAX WORKS.
Dick Kohler, the well-known musician, arrived by the mail steamer

from Australia, and has brought with him a novelty to America. A
grand wax works exhibition on a large scale, comprising 150 life-size wax
figures of celebrities of the world—Kings, Queens, Princes, Princesses,

Emperors, Statesmen, etc. Among the figures are : Ex-President Gar-
field and his assassin, Guiteau ; Her Majesty the Queen, the PrincesB of

Wales and her two sons, the " Royal Sailors," Parnell and Davitt, Brad-
laugh and the Tichborne claimant, Gladstone and Peabody, the notorious

American outlaws, Jesse and Frank James, and the Australian bush-
rangers, the Kelly gang. There is a grand scriptural group of eighteen

figures representing Moses striking the rock, modeled by Madame Tus-
sadd, artist. There will also be seen Edison's phonograph or talking ma-
chine, and the latest puzzle to scientists, the Australian Electric Youth,
or Human Torpedo, who has the indescribable power of giving electric

Bhocks to all who touch him. Mr. Kohler& Brother will perform solos and
duets on twenty different instruments, assisted by an efficient orchestra.

Mr. It. W. Kohler will perform solos on the latest musical wonder—the
" Ocarina." The exhibition opens to-day (Saturday) at Charter Oak Hall.

The ship " Labul" has just brought to this port a consignment of

Indian, Turkish and Persian goods, comprising Benare's brass ware, In-

dian-carved wooden tables, sideboards, etc., Persian rugs, camel's hair

shawls, hand screens made from peacock feathers, and a thousand other

articles of vertu. It has taken the agents two years to collect these goods,

and Western Hindostan, Afghanistan, Persia, Arabia and the Zanzibar

coast have been ransacked to produce this unique collection. The would-

be purchaser of these rare goods has no time to spare, as already the con-

noiseurs are flocking to the place. Among the rarest curios are some fine

specimens of Hindoo earthenware. All who are desirous of making their

homes look brighter and better, should not lose this opportunity. The
prices are low and there can be no mistake as they are marked in plain

figures, leaving no room for any " piling it up" upon the amateur. It is

worth any one's while to walk down to 215 California street and examine
C. Adolph Low & Co.'s choice assortment of Indian and Oriental goods.

CARD FROM ASSESSOR BADLAM,
To the Editor of the News Letter

—

Sir: Some evil-disposed person

has printed and circulated a card in mourning, with my name attached.

I desire to state that the publication of the same is unauthorized by me,
and circulated by those opposed to my re-election, and I disapprove of

the methods employed. Very respectfully, Alexander Badlam.
-San Francisco, October 25, 1882.

" So you imagined you could take a rise out of me," said one of the

boys the other day, when he caught some friends sticking election tickets

under his coat-collar. They did not take much of a rise out of him that

time ; in fact, he had rather the bulge on them, as it were, for he found
out the business in time to cave himself from ridicule. He said that he

would not mind carrying an "ad" for the New England Baking Powder all

over the world, as he knew it was genuine and the best, but to become an
electioneering dummy, not much.

TO PATRONS OF ART.
THE MOST MAGNIFICENT COLLECTION OF

JAPANESE "WORKS OF ART"
YET INTRODUCED

Will be on View in a Few Days
— AT —

27 Dupont Street, Opp. "City of Paris."

G. T. MARSH & CO. Nov. 4.

DELINQUENT SALE NOTICE.

New Basil Consolidated ©ravel Mining Company.—Loca-
tion of principal place of business. San Francisco, California. Location of

works, Black Canyon, Placer county, California.

NOTICE. -There are delinquent upon the following described stock, on account of
Assessment No. 2, levied on the 12th day of September, 1882, the several amounts
set opposite the names of the respective shareholders, as follows:

No. Ceotificate. No. Suarbs. Amount.
D. F. Le Gaye 8 3,100 §93 00
D. F. Le Gaye 26 500 15 00
Fred Bulacher 31 750 22 60
Fred Bulacher 32 750 22 50

And in accordance with law and an order of the Board of Directors, made on the
12th day of September, 1882, so many shares of each parcel of such Btouk as may be
necessary will be sold at public auction, at the office of the company, 525 Commer-
cial street, San Francisco, California, on THURSDAY, the SECOND DAY OF
NOVEMBER, 1882, at the hour of 12 o'clock m. of said day, to pay said delinquent
assessment thereon, together with costs of advertising and expenses of sale.

F. X. SIMON, Secretary.
Office—525 Commercial street, San Francisco, California. Oct. 21.

POSTPONEMENT.
The day of sale of the above named delinquent stock is hereby postponed to

THURSDAY, the SIXTEENTH (10th) DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1882, at the same
hour and place. By order of the Board of Trustees.

[Oct. 28.] F. X. SIMON, Secretary.

IMPORTANT
To Gentlemen seeking- a Healtuy, Profitable and Pleas-

ant Country Residence, only Two Hours Ride from San Francisco.—VALUA-
BLE FARM FOR SALE-320 ACRES. -This is one of the most desirable farms in
the State for vineyard or orchard. Situated in the warm belt of Santa Clara county,
6 miles from Santa Clara, 3 miles southeast from Mountain View Station; soil, grav-
elly loam; can be plowed at any season of the year; Stevens creek flows through the
entire length four months in the year; easily irrigated; 2£ acres of orchard in full

bearing of choice trees; large house, 8 rooms, hard finished; large new barn with
stalls for 16 horses; cow-barn and chicken-yard; entire place is well fenced; large
windmill with 10,000-gallon tank, and waterpipes laid to barn and house. The cli-

mate is delightful; large live oak trees in the yard and scattered over the farm.
The land adjoining is being planted in vines, and is said to be the best vineyard laud
in the State. Trains run to Mouutaiu View four times per day. Lands around sell

for §100 per acre; vineyards four years old sell for §200 per acre. Safe, desirable
and profitable investment. The roads are graveled and never get muddy. The
place is desirable as a country residence. I will exchange for city property, or will

sell for all cash, or part cash, and balance at low rate of interest. Stock and imple-
ments will be sold with the farm if desired. Inquire or address

[Nov. 4.1 I. J. TRUMAN, 327 Market street, San Francisco.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Andes Silvor mining Company.—Location of principal

place of business, San Francisco, California. Location of works, Virginia
Mining District, Storey County, Nevada.—Notice is hereby given that at a meeting
of the Board of Directors, held on the thirteenth day of October, 1882, an asaeess-
ment (No. 20) of Twenty-five (25) Cents per share was levied upon the capital stock
of the Corporation, payable immediately, in United States gold coin, to the Secretary,
at the office of the Company, Ruom 2, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street,

Sau Francisco, California.

Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on FRIIDAY, the
SEVENTEENTH (17th) day of NOVEMBER, 1882, will be delinquent and advertised
for sale at public auction ; and unless payment is made before, will be sold on
THURSDAY, the SEVENTH (7th) day of DECEMBER, 1882, to pay the delinquent
assessment, together with costs of advertising and expenses of sale. By order of the
Board of Directors. BUTLER BURRIS, Secretary.
Office—Room 2, Nevada Block, 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia. Oct. 21.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
JUSTICE MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 37
Amount per Share 20 Ceuts
Levied October ISth
Delinquent in Office November 23d
Day of Sale of Deliuquent Stock Decemher 12th

R. E. KELLY, Secretary.
Office—Room 2, Hayward's Building, No. 419 California street, San Francisco, Cal-

ifornia^ Oct. 21.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Bulwer Consolidated Mining Company,

San Francisco, Oct. 25, 1882.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the
above-named Compauy, held this day, Dividend No. 12, of Ten Cents (10c.)

per share, was declared, payable on MONDAY. Nov. 12, 1SS2. Transfer books
closed on Thursday, Nov. 2, 1882, at 3 o'clock p. m. This dividend is payable at the
Farmers' Loau and Trust Company, in New York, on all stock issued there, and at
the office in this city on all stock issued here. WM. WILLIS, Secretary.

Office—Room 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia^^ Oct. 23.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

360 JFOVRTU STREET, SAJf TBAJfCISCO.
[July 16.]
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THE waht, COLLECTION OF OLD MASTERS.
No. 2.

As expected, the collection of pictures and sketches now on view at

the Art Booms," No. 430 Pine street, is attracting large numbers of

people. To most of them such works are a novelty, and, of course, not a

few are greatly disappointed, but above all there seems to be a general

impression that the works are just what they are represented to be, in-

deed, it is doubtful if any well-informed connoisseur—one familiar with

the works of the old masters—can be found having a doubt as to their

genuineness. It is all very well to prate of manufactured old masters,

how they can be bought in the European art centers for a song, etc.;

these things deceive none but the most ignorant. It is true that occasion-

ally experts have been deceived in thinking a certain picture the work of

some noted painter, when in fact it was by another who lived at the same

time, and painted in much the same style, hut modern manufacturers of

old paintings deceives no intelligent person who has paid even a little at-

tention to such matters. In this collection, too, we find a large number
of sketches by these same masters, many of them mere outlines, just such

as a collector—an artist—like John Wilhelm Nahl, would have made

;

he was evidently an art miser—no available scrap escaped him, and the

whole is left to posterity, nor is it strange that the heir to them shouldbe

one of our citizens. The lack of what we call merit in this collection

may be taken as the best evidence of its genuineness, but in its place we
find the characteristics of the artists named, which is all that is needed to

give value to it.

No. 38 is represented by the catalogue to be the gem of the collection,

and so it is. It is attributable to Raphael, although finished by another

artist. Raphael having died before its completion, there is no mistaking

the artist's style in this work, as evidenced by the many pictures in the

noted collections known to have been painted by him.
Another fine example of ancient art is No. 78, " Dying Cato," by Ri-

bera. The tragic death of this eminent Roman patriot occurred sixteen

centuries before the birth of the artist who painted it ; but, as before re-

marked, the old masters went a long way back in history for heroic sub-

jects. The figure in this picture is painted remarkably strong and muscu-

lar. The flesh is well done and in good color.

Another notable picture is by Guido Reni, "Slaughter of the Inno-

cents," No. 37. Age has somewhat dimmed the color of this work, but

yet it give3 evidence of being a good example.

It is understood that the collection will go from here East to be exhi-

bited. It will remain on view here till the close of the present month.

DEATH OF JAMES W. SIMONTON.
James W. Simonton died at his home near Napa, on Thursday

evening last. Mr. Simonton was born in New York in 1822, and started

in life a poor boy, who was thought to have been well provided for when,

at an early age, he was apprenticed to a tailor. He very early developed

a faculty for news gathering, which resulted in his adopting the profes-

sion of journalism, in which he was so long prominently engaged. When
he was only about twenty years old he took service on the New York
Courier and Enquirer. He was then connected with Whig papers, and
upon the beginning of the California gold excitement, in 1849, he con-

ceived the idea of starting a Whig paper in San Francisco. With his

own savings and with the assistance of some friends he purchased in New
York a complete newspaper outfit, including a steam press, which he sent

to this city. In 1850, Mr. Simonton first arrived in San Francisco, ahead
of his printing material, and discovered that Crane and Rice had been
before him in founding a Whig paper, the California Courier. He imme-
diately entered upon a professional engagement with the proprietors of

the California Courier, selling his own material when it arrived, part in

this city and part in Sacramento.
In 1860 he became one of the proprietors of the Bulletin, and subse-

quently acquired an interest in the Call, which he retained up to the time
of his death. In 1867 he became the agent of the Associated Press, and
removed to New York. Failing health compelled him to resign that po-

sition a year ago. Mr. Simonton was twice married. By his first wife,

whom he married when he was scarcely of age, and whom he survived

about four years, he leaves two sons and one daughter, all married and
living with families in New York. About a year and a half ago he mar-
ried Miss Minnie Bronson, of Brooklyn, N. Y. His was an active and
busy life, and at last he passed away peacefully in the lovely California

home in which he chose to end his days.

For Supreme Judges.—Judges, especially those of the highest appel-

late court, ought not to be lightly changed. Justices Sharpstein and Ross
are an honor to the bench. They are two of the most capable men on it,

and are so recognized by the members of the bar who will vote for them
without regard to party. Politics ought not to enter into the question of

electing the judiciary. Judge Sharpstein is admitted on all hands to be
an able man, a sound jurist, and an upright Judge. He has hardly his

equal on the bench, unless it be Judge McKinstry. Judge Ross has won
the confidence of his associates, and of the bar generally, by his urbanity
of manner, his industry and the soundness of his judicial opinions. Both
have adorned the bench, honored their profession, and given able and
righteous decisions ; and, being the present incumbents, ought to be re-

elected. ^___
Darwin on Revelation.—A German student wrote to Chales Darwin,

inquiring his relation to the Christian faith, and received the following
reply:

Sir: I am very busy, and am an old man, in delicate health, and have
not time to answer your questions fully, even assuming that they are ca-

pable of being answered at alL Science and Christ have nothing to do
with each other, except in as far as the habit of scientific investigation
makes a man cautious about accepting any proofs. As far as I am con-
cerned, I do not believe that any revelation has ever been made. With
regard to a future life, every one must draw his own conclusions from
vague and contradictory probabilities. Wishing you well, I remain your
obedient servant, Charles Darwin.
Down, June 5, 1879.

All who have seen the minuet as danced by the Louis XVI. booth,
at the Carnival, are delighted with the grace in which it is rendered.
Mrs. Ada Clarke deserves great credit for teaching the participants.

Mr. J. H. Bowman, one of the best known and most respected citi-

zens of Cloverdale, Sonoma Co., was taken to his last resting place on
Saturday. The funeral procession was a long one, and many a tear dim-
med-eye testified to the respect in which the departed one was held.

Obituary.—Two noted California journalists died this week—Fred
McCrellish, of the Alta California, aged 54, and John W. Simonton, of
the Bulletin, aged 60 years.

DO NOT FAIL TO VISIT

THOMAS DAY & CO.,
122 AND 124 SUTTER STREET,

— AND—
EXAMINE THE NEW GOODS.

THE CHOICEST DESIGNS IN

Fixtures and Fine Lamps,Q-as
And a Fine Collection of

Bisque, Faience and Other Novelties.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Bullion Mining- Company.—Location of principal place of

business, San Francisco, California. Location of works. Gold Hill, Storey
County, Nevada. Notice is hereby given that at a meeting of the Board of Direct-
ors, held on the twentieth day of October, 1882, an assessment (No. 26) of Fifty
Cents per share was levied upon the capital stock of the corporation, payable imme-
diately, in United States gold coin, to the Secretary, at the office of the Company,
Room 3, Safe Deposit Building, No. 328 Montgomery street, San Francisco;" California.
Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on TUESDAY, the

TWENTY-EIGHTH (28th) day of NOVEMBER, 1882, will be delinquent, and adver-
tised for sale at public auction ; and unless payment is made before, will be Bold ou
WEDNESDAY, the TWENTIETH (20th) day of' DECEMBER, 1882, to pay the delin-
quent assessment, together with costs of advertising- and expenses of sale. By
order of the Board of Directors. J. M. BRAZELL, Secretary.

Office—Room 3, Safe Deposit Building, No. 328 Montgomery street, San Fran-
cisco, California. Oct. 28.

KINCSFORD'S OSWECO STARCH
IS THE

STRONGEST, PUREST AND BEST!
AND IS RECOGNIZED AS

THE STABDAED ALL 0VEB, THE W0ELD.

JFOB INVALIDS,
KINGSFORD'S CORN STARCH

IS BIGBTLY ItMCOMMENCED EOB ITS PTTBITY AND
DELICACY. Sept. 30.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Bodie Con. Mining Co., Room 62, Wevacla

Block, San Francisco, Oct. 27th, 1882.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors
of the above-named Company, held this day, a dividend (No. 12) of twenty (20c.)
cents per share was declared on the capital stock of the Company, payable WEDNES-
DAY, November 15tb, 1882, at the office of Messrs. Laidlaw & Co., New York,
only on stock issued from the Transfer Agency in that city and at the San Francisco
office only on stock issued here. Transfer Books will close on Thursday November
9th, 18S2, at 3 o'clock p. m. [Nov. 4] GEO. W. SESSIONS, Secretary pro tem.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of Hio Standard Con. Mining Company, Nan Fran-

cisco, Cal., Nov. 2, 1882.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the
above-named Company, held this day, Dividend No. 47, of Twenty-five Cents (25c.)
per share, was declared, payable on MONDAY, Nov. 12, 1882, at the office in this
city, or at The Farmers' Loan and Trust Company, in New York.

WM. WILLIS, Secretary.
Office—Room No. 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California. Nov. 4.

CHARTER OAK HALL, MARKET STREET.

Dick Kohler's Waxworks Exhibition and Promenade Concerts,

COMMENCING SATURDAY NEXT, NOV. 4.

150 Life-Size Figures, 150
Including Garfield, Guiteau, Parnell, Davitt, the James Brothers and Australian

Bushrangers, the Kelly Gang, etc.

ADMISSION, 25 CENTS; CHILDREN, 15 CENTS.
Open daily from 10 A. M. to 10 r. M. GRAND CONCERTS SUNDAYS at 2 and 8

o'clock. Nov. 4.

C0LT0N DENTAL ASSOCIATION,
PHELAFS BTTrLDINa ROOMS 6, 8, 9, 10 AND 11

Entrance 806 Market.

Gas Specialists. Positively extract Teeth withont paiu.
The only office that makes and gives the celebrated " Colton Gas." Estab-

lished in 1863; over 8,000 references. Also performs ALL OPERATION^ in
DENTISTRY. Sept. 30.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,
Agents for RICORD'S RESTORATIVE FILLS,

635 Market Street San Francisco, Cal.
PALACE HOTEL. June 24.
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GOLD BARS—925 fine par.—RFriSKD Silver—13@ 13J tfcent. dis-

count. Mexican Dollars, 11(2)10 percent, disc. nom.

• Exchange on New York, 20c.@25c tf 100 premium; On London Bank-
ers, 4<t£@49gd. ; Commercial, 50@50|d. Paris, sight, 5-12£@5-10
francs per dollar. Eastern Telegrams, 30c.

• Price of Money here, 6(2)10 per cent, per year—bank rate. In the
open market, 1(2)1$ per month. Demand light. On Bond Security,

3@4J per cent, per year on Call.

• Latest price of Sterling in New York, 48H@485£

PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
Son Francisco Nov. 10. 1882.

Stocks and Bond*.
BON'DS.

Cal. State Bonds, 6's,'57

.

S. F. City St Co. B'ds, 68, '58

S. F. City & Co. B'ds, 7d . .

.

Montg'y Av. Bonds
Dupont Street Bonds
Sacramento City Bonds
Stockton City Bonds
Tuba County Bonds
Marysville City Bonds
Santa Clara Co. Bonds
Los Angeles County Bonds.
Los Angeles Citv Bonds. . .

.

VirVa & Truckee R. R. Bds.
Nevada Co. N. G. R. R. Bds
Oakland City Bonds
Oregon B & N. Bonds, 6s

S. P. R. R. Bonds
U S.4s

BANKS.
Bank of California

Pacific Bank
First National

INSURANCE COMPANIES.
Union

Bid.

Nom.
Nom.
36
50
50

105
90
90

100

101

110

109

102J
119J

164J

125J

Asked\\ Stocks and Bonds. Bid.
INSURANCE COMPANIES.— l|State Investment

Nom. Home Mutual
Nom. Commercial

Western
RAILROADS.

C. P. R. R. Stock
C. P. R. K. Bonds .. .

100 City Railroad
100 Omnibus R. R

N. B. and Mission R. R.
Sutter Street R. R

107 Geary Street R. R
103 Icentral R. R. Co
114 Market Street R. R. . .

.

— Clay Street Hill R. R ..

110 S. F. Gaslight Co
102i Oakland Gaslight Co . .

.

120
i

Sac'to Gaslight Co
Califor'a Powder Co ....

166 Giant Powder Co (new stck)
Atlantic Giant Powder

126 Gold and Stock Teleg'h Co
S. V. W. W. Co.'sStock.x-d
S. V. W. W. Co' Bonds
Pacific Coast S. S. Co's Stock
California Street R. R,

lis
130

114

102J
60
100

87J
95
58

Nom.
Nom.
55
29
53

121
122

681
73

112J
119}

Asked

130
135
123
110

115
103}
65
102
90
97}
60
Nom.
Nom.
55}
29}
56

127
71

118
120

Fireman's Fund
California I 115 118 California Street R. R 109 110

Pacific Rolling Mills. — . 127}. Cala. Dry Dock, 50, —. Safe Deposit Co., 51, 51}.

Vulcan Powder, — , 80. Presidio Railroad, 65, 65}. Safety-Nitro Powder, 14}, 14}.

Central Gas Stock, —,67. Hawaiian Commercial Co. , 37}, 37J. Northern Pacific R.

R. Bonds, 104}, 105.

There has been more business done this week, but, aB a rule, at reduced
prices, owing in a measure to the disturbed condition of the money mar-
ket in New York.

Andrew Baird, 312 California st.

Albion Hotel, Albion Mine, Eureka, Nevada, indulged in a "Grand
Opening Ball" last Saturday night. We learn that, in consequence of the

labors attending the starting of the furnaces so long delayed, the commit-
tees on invitations, arrangements, direction, floor managers, etc., were
necessarilly limited to Superintendent Robinson, President Robinson and
81 other gentlemen. It was indeed a grand affair, and guarantees a suc-

cess calculated to throw the production of the mine rather in the shade.

It is certainly good for a net profit of 815,000 per month. We should like

to own the controlling interest in the "Albion Hotel." It recalls forcibly

the old "Restaurant " days of " New Coso," where any regular habitant

and good amateur drinker could always command employment without
special reference to physical ability or fondness for manual labor. We
suggest that instead of the " Albion," it be called the "Robinson Crusoe,"

a more familiar name, and indicative of real ownership.

The Orient.—The Br. steamer Coptic, 23 days from Hongkong, via

Yokohama 15 days, with passengers aud merchindise, arrived Thursday
night to the O. & O. S. S. Co. Her cargo for this city consisted of Teas,

1,918 pkgs ; Rice, 34,404 mats ; Spices, 200 pkgs ; Sugar, 196 bags ; Cof-

fee, 250 bags ; Jute, 1,100 bales ; Grain Sacks, 80 bales ; and 3,200 pkgs
Chow Chow. Also, in transit for the East, overland : Teas, 3,929 pkgs;
Silks, 808 pkgs ; CurioB, 55 pkgs ; Merchandise, 67 pkgs ; for British

Columbia, 270 pkgs Merchandise, and for Central and South America :

Rice, 1,300 pkgs ; Merchandise, 93 do.

Quicksilver.

—

Flasks. Value.

Exports by sea since January 1, 1882 31,448 8924,950

Same time 1881 29,287 851,569

Receipts since January 1, 1882 42,192

The above exports are exclusive of railroad shipments Eastward over-

land, which for 9 months of 1882 were 4,822 flasks. Spot price, 37£c.

Coal.—The receipts for October, 73,800 tons, from all sources, for ten
months, 782,500 tons in 1881; 1882, 701,300 tons. The receipts of Carbon
Hill are used entirely by the railroads, and do not enter into this calcu-

lation, nor the liberal receipts at Wilmington, largely used by the rail-

roads. Markets steady, with full stocks.

The Quicksilver mines in this State are believed to be inexhaustible.

MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For Navigating the Air.

Office of the Aeroplane Company for Navigating the Air, 609 Mer-

chant street. Office hours from 1 to 2 p.m.
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Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.—New York, Nov. 10, 1882.
United States Bonds—4s, 1191 ; *&, 113 ; ex-5s, lOlf ; Sterling Ex-
change, 481i@485£; Pacific Mail, 38+,; Wheat, steady ; Western Union,
79£ ; Wool— Spring, fine, 20@32 ; Burry, 15@20 ; Pulled, 20@45 ; Fall
Clips, 15@18; Burry, 12@14. London, Nov. 10.—Liverpool Wheat
Market, 8s. lld.@9s. 5d. ; California, 9s.@9s. lid.

The popular route to the East is via the Great Burlington Road.
A special car was sent through on Monday last, containing distinguished
guests from the Australian colonies and Hawaiian Islands. T. D. Mc-
Kay, the agent of this road, is a live man and never fails to take advan-
tage of any point to be made for the road he represents.

Honolulu.—The British steamer Suez sailed for the Islands on the 9th
inst., carrying passengers, Mail, and for cargo a large assortment of Mer-
chandise, valued at $125,000, consisting in part of Refined Sugar, 16,838
lbs.; Coffee, 13,439 lbs.; Barley, Corn, Beans, Flour, Fruit, Hay, Oats,
Onions, Potatoes, Salmon, Wheat, etc.

Look out for the Christmas number of the Lews Letter. Its title

fage will be illumiuated with a most beautiful picture in several colors.

t will be a double number, filled with stories, graphic sketches of Califor-
nia, original poetry, etc. It will be a very fitting present to Bend to
friends abroad.

At the annual meeting of the stockholders of the Nevada Bank, of
San Francisco, the following officers and Directors were elected for the
ensuing year : President, J. U. Flood; Vice-President, G. L. Brander

;

Secretarv and Cashier, J. S. Angus; Directors—John W. Mackay, J. G.
Fair, J. L. Flood.

Cable Repaired.—The Eastern Telegraph Company notifies the re-

pair of the Hongkong-Shanghai cables, thus restoring telegraphic comncu-
tion with Amoy and Shanghai via India.

Metallurgy in Colorado.—The Colarado Coal and Iron Company is

said to be now turning out 125 tons of steel rails per day on a contract of

30,000 tons.

Electric Light in Troy, New York.—The Common Council of

this city have passed a resolution allowiug electric lights to be introduced
into their streets.

The Iron and Copper mines of the State are being utilized and de-.

veloped to some extent by the establishments of Nail and Stove factories,

etc.

For Liverpool.—The ship Yorktoicn will carry 2,000 bbls. Flour ; Sal-
mon, 1,800 cases ; Honey, 1,000 cases ; Copper Ore, etc.

Bank British Columbia.—Dividend at the rate of six per cent.

$10,000 carried to the Reserve Fund, bringing it up to §200,000.

For Dublin.—The ship John T. Btrry has cleared for Dublin direct,

with Wheat, 44,503 ctla.; value, *75,655.

To Antwerp.—The ship C, C. Chapman sails for Antwerp direct with
Wheat, 51,534 ctls.; value, $52,454.

Grain Sacks—The Fannie Tucker, from Havre, brought us 2,000 bales

second-hand Grain Sacks.

H. H. Pearson has taken a five-year lease of the Baldwin Hotel.

Entered at the Post-Office at San Francisco, Cal., as Second-Class
Matter.

Printed and Published by the Proprietor, Frederick Harriott, 607 to 615 Merchant Street, Ban Francisco, OiMoroia.
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CRADLE, ALTAR, AND TOMB.
CRADLE.

Arnold—In this city, November 1, to the wife of 0. M. Arnold, a son.

Altfield—In this city, November 4, to the wife of Simon T. Altfield, a son.

Boqan—In this city, November 6, to the wife of John Bogan, a son.

Bucbman—In this city, Novembfr 5, to the wife of Myer Buchman, a son.

Britckmann—In this city, November 6, tn the wife of M. K. Bruckmann, a daughter.

Clark—In this city, October 29, to the wife of S. P. B. Clark, a daughter.

Egleston—In this city, November 6, to the wife of A. A. Egleston, a son.

Esbkrg—In this city, November 3, to the wife of M. Esbenj, a son.

Foreman—In this city, October 28, to the wife of A. Foreman, Jr., a son.

Fodbert—In this city, November 2, to the wife of E. J. Foubert, a son.

Hancock—In this city, November 1, to the wife of Robert S. Hancock, a son.

Hillenbrand—In this city, November 2, to the wife of Wm. Hillenbrand, a son.

Hunter— In this city, November 7, to the wife of Robert Hunter, a daughter.

Jardine— In this city, November 3, to the wife of James B. Jardine, a daughter.

Levy—In this city, November 6, to the wife of D. P. Levy, a daughter.

Lowrv—In this city, November 5, to the wife of J. B. Lowry, a daughter.

Lang—In this city, November 1, to the wife of J. B. Lang, a daughter.

Marlow—In thiscity, November 4, to the wife of James Marlow, a daughter.

Millkr—In this city, November 5, to the wife of Henry Milbjr, a son.

McBride—In this city, November 2, to the wife of Thomas McBride, a daughter.

Mueller—In this city, November 5, to the wife of Henry Mueller, a son.

Pbrry—In this city, November 3, to the wife of J. C. Perry, a son.

Reardon—In this city, November 1, to the wife of T. J. Reardon, twins.

Ransom—In this city, November 5, to the wife of A. Ransom, a son.

Smack—In this city, October 29, to the wife of F. Smack, a son.

Sullivan—In this city, October 25, to the wife of Daniel Sullivan, a daughter.

Swreney—In this city, November 2, to the wife of M. M. Sweeney, a daughter.

Soet.ie—In this city, November 5, to the wife of Henry Soetje, a son.

Tenney—In this city, October 4, to the wife of Joseph A. Tenney, a son.

Wait—In this city, November 1, to the wife of Edward Wait, a daughter.

Walcott—In this city, November 6, to the wife of E. Walcott, a son.

Zaohariab—In this city, November 2, to the wife of M. Zacharias, a son.

ALTAR.
Buckman-Clark—November 6, Frank W. Buckman to Nettie E. Clark, both of S. F.

Blood-Merrill—November 5, by Rev. A. T. Needham, J. N. Blood to Mary Merrill.

Bullerdieck-Harde- -November 4, Nikolaus Bullerdieck to Bertha Harde.
Cannon-Pease—September 18, Eron Cannon to Alice Pease.

Fleming-Smith—November 1, Edward E. Fleming to Mollie E. Smith.

Fifield-Cook—November 8, Paul O. Fifield to Amelia Louise Cook.
Gilfillan-Hayen—November 4, by Rev. Muelsteph, James C. Gilfillan to E. Hayen.
Hansen-Halvorsen—November 5, Hartvig Hansen to Hanna P. Halvorsen.

Henredan-Jones—October 11, by Rev. Mr. Beckwhith, John Henrehan to Zue Jones.
Johnson-Mueller—November 4, James C. Johnson, to Mary Mueller.

Millner-Blinn—November 7, William Millner to Clara A. Blinn, both of this city.

O'Kell-Knack—November 4, C. H. O'Kell to Lena Knack.
Pease-Cannon—November 5, Arthur C. Pease to Lizzie Cannon.
Gilfillan-Hager—November 4, James C. Gilfillan to Emma Hager, both of this city.

Smith-Mhoon—October 30, Charles J. Smith to Annie H. Mhoon.
Schmeicuel-Walter—November 6, William Schmeichel to Dorothea Walter.
Stbele-McKee—November 4, Dr. C. H. Steele to Hattie B. McKee.
Tinis-Hingley—November 3, by Rev. Father Larkin, M. Tinin to Mrs. R. Hingley.
Urrn-Jameson—November 1, Charles E. Uren to Maggie A. Jameson.
Warkowsky-Hermann—November 2, William Warkowsky to Florentine Hermann.
Williams-Urquhart—November 6, Earl P. Williams to Jennie Urquhart.
Wolkbnhauer-Wabsmann—Nov. 2, E. A. Wolkenhauer to Wilhelmina Wassmann.
Wilson-Norris—November 7, M. T. Wilson, M, D., to Frances L. Norris.

TOMB.
Abondeim—November 5, Rosalia Abonheim, aged 38 years and 8 months.
Augustds—November 5, Jos. Augustus, a native of New York, aged 47 years
Brown—November 7, Michael Brown, a native of Ireland, aged 60 years.

Carey—November 1, Mary Carey, a native of Massachusetts, aged 28 years.

Fitzpatbick—November 1, Morgan Fitzpatrick, a native of Ireland, aged 90 years.

Friedrich—November 3, Frederika Friedrich, a native of Germany, aged 68 years.

Gilli kin—November 4, Mrs. Margaret J. Gillikin, aged 54 years and 6 months.
HimmelmANN—November 6, Edward C. Himmelmann, aged 19 years, 9 mos., 21 days.

Isaacs—November 5, Hannah Isaacs, a native of Prussia, aged 54 years.

Killen—November 6, Francis Killen, a native of Scotland, aged 81 years.

Lacy—November 1, Catherine T. Lacy, aged 18 years and 9 months.
LaR8EN—November 7, Gustave Larsen, aged 27 years, 8 months and 15 days.

Newman—November— , Bridget Newman, a native of Ireland, aged 44 years.

Pearson—November 4, Edward Pearson, a native of Massachusetts, aged 51 years.

Petersen—November 7, Charles J. Petersen, aged 54 years, 4 months and 4 days.
Stratton—November 5, Eben N. Stratton, aged 77 years, 9 months and 14 days.
Schuldt—November 7, Wilhelm Schuldt, aged 52 years, 7 months and 28 days.
Tobin—November 7, Catherine Sarah Tobin, aged 26 years and 4 months.
Winkley—November 4, Emma, L. Winkley, aged 21 years and 11 months.
Wewpe—November 2, Frank Wempe, aged 31 years and 7 months,

GET A HOME IN THE COUNTRY.
Homes in the country are the successes of the period. The city man

sighs to get away from the noise, Bmoke, filth, bad sewage, and the worry
and weariness of town life. The man who has been raised in the coun-
try soon tires of the city and wants to get back to his native habitat.

He of all men knows the value of a home in the country. We would all

get away to the purer and better atmosphere of the country, if we could.

Can we ? An opportunity that does not often occur is just offered. The
Pacific Coast Land Bureau, through its auctioneer, J. 0. Eldridge, will

sell on the 15th of November next, on loDg credit and easy terms, about
600 acres of choice land, situated about one mile from Vacaville, in So-
lano county. Lots will be sold in tracts from ten acres up. These lands
are located in the celebrated Vaca Valley, in the very heart of the fruit-

belt, which produces the earliest and best fruit in the world. The lands
are surrounded by the elegant paying orchards of Messrs. W. W. Smith,
Esq., L. W. Buck, Esq., M. E. Miller, Wm. Cantelow, Dr. W. J. Dob-
bins and others, to whom we make reference as to the quality of the land,
as well as to all fruit-growers in Solano county, wholesale fruit-dealers in
San Francisco, Sacramento and Eastern exporters. The property has the
advantage of pure water, good roads, low taxes, near to schools and
churches, and the finest climate in the world, with water communication
at Suisun and railroad direct from Vaca to all points East.

Ladies who have leisure enough to indulge in fancy work of the moBt
dainty kind, should visit the establishment of Kohlberg & Co., 143 Post
street, between Kearny and Dupont. Apart from its regular assortment
of Worsteds, Yarns, Crewels, Embroideries, Chenilles, Fets, Plushes,
etc., this famous bouse has just received a small lot of Kensington Em-
broideries on Satin, Plush and Lapestry, consisting of Cushions, Stripes,

Slippers, etc., at very low prices. Open evenings.

Lord Mayor's Day.—The ninth of November is a gTeat day in Lon-
don. The new Mayor is then inaugurated. He goes in Btyle to West-
minster, and is accompanied by a procession the like of which is not to
be seen in all the world beside. The Lord Mayor who came into office

on Thursday last is President of the London Fire Insurance Company,
and in honor of the occasion the agency on this coast held high festival.

The rooms of the Company were thrown open to all comers, and they
were numerous and influential. The health of the Lord Mayor of Lon-
don was drank with all the honors. Continued success to the London
Fire Insurance Company, and long life and happiness to its local agent,
W. J. Callingham, Esq., were also done justice to in bumpers of cham-
pagne.

The Genuine Private Cuvee Krug Champagne, from Reims,
France, is sold by all wine dealers, jobbers and grocers. Look to the cork
when out of the bottle for Krug & Cie., branded on the bottom of it. The
letter " K " is perforated on the labelB. Beware of California wine imi-
tations.

Property Wanted in Alameda—The advertiser deBires a small house
and lot in Alameda, situated between Mastic Station and Park street,

San Antonio avenue and Central Pacific Railroad. Address with descrip-
tion and price, M., box 6, Chronicle office.

TheO. R. and N. Co.'s steamer Mississippi will sail for the above portB,
Astoria and Portland, Oregon, Monday, November 13th, at 4 P. M., from^^ street wharf. Freight and combustibles received on the morn-
ing of sailing. Goodall, Perkins & Co., Agents.

The Commencement Exercises of the Dental Department of the
University of California, which were held at B'nai B'rith Hall on the 8th
inst., were extremely interesting to the large company present.

So long as the quality of coal ordered, and full weight is sent, the
purchaser is happy. To insure this result order your coal of Charles E.
Allen, 120 Beale street.

Hellman Bros. & Co., 525 Front street, are the sole agents on the Pa-
cific Ceast for the celebrated Krug champagne.

TO PATRONS OF ART.
THE MOST MAGNIFICENT COLLECTION OF

JAPANESE "WORKS OF ART"
YET INTRODUCED

Will be on View in a Few Days
— AT —

116, 118 Post St., Opp. Cray's Music Store

G. T. MARSH & CO. Nov. t

SPORTSMEN, ATTENTION I---THE SEASON OPENED.

HUNTING SUITS.
Tbis is the only recognized Depot for the celebrated RIV-

ETED HUNTING SUITS manufactured by LEVI STRAUSS & CO.
We have also in stock all classes ot HUNTING GARMENTS, and make the same

to order upon very short notice. HUNTING SUITS!

G-mEJ-A-T I X L,
CORNER OF KEARNY AND COMMERCIAL STS.

J3^The Largest Establishment in its line in the United States. Price List,

with handsome Lithograph of the GREAT I X L by Electric Light, sent free on
application. Sept, 16.

DO NOT FAIL TO VISIT

THOM.A.S DAY & CO.,
122 AND 124 SUTTER STREET,

— AND —

EXAMINE THE NEW GOODS.
THE CHOICEST DESISNS IN

Gras Fixtures and Fine Lamps,
And a Fine Collection of

Bisque, Faience and Other Novelties.

GRAND OPERA HOUSE.
Tbe Commodious and Elegant Theatre.—Andrews A Stock

WELL'S Ideal Spectacular Pantomime aod Star Specialty Company. New
Specialty Acta! New Tricks and Transformations! And the new and sparkling
Funniosity,

Humpty Dumpty's Picnic!
Scale of Prices.—Orchestra, 50 cents; Dress Circle, 75 cents; Family Circle, 25

cents; Gallery, 15 cents; Matinee prices, 25 and 50 cents.

Next Monday, Mrs. F. M. Bates and Company in EAST LYNNE.
Regular Sunday performances. Nov. 11.
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SOCIETY.

November 9. 1882. There i- inch en ebeolote dearth of sveota in
bionahle world at the present moment, I md Inclined to believe that

whrn tl l bye, thtr>* will be :t regular avalancheof them.
•'Arrival daring wh owing; to tta superior attraction*,

it wan - ittempt t i open one"* door*, h now thing of
tb« |>ut. Tli. 'line >*** 1 1 l»*il down Into their nana!

>f city life again. The w b beginning to aasnme fa
Wint.-r aspect at last, and everything shows that the Winter
owfal t<

How onld the mornings and evenings an beoomug, and how every one
• nowadaji Ear these sharp touches in the air to aware

them th.it Winter in come at last, and the time for town festivities to be-
gin baa ;it length arrived. Time was that this was not considered neoee-
c.try, the bell Ming kept rolling the whole ye;ir round; hut all the good
old time.-* mama to be ebanguur, and with the growth of the city, has
come a corresponding growth of the BOcial circle, and in place of one large
family party * it is here, the sets can now he counted by the dozen, who
more religiously observe the proper seasons for each kind of amusement
to take place than they observe the forms and ceremonies necessary to as-
sure them a good hereafter.

ml events in the gay line to occur in the near future have lately
OOmeto my knowledge, but I do not feel at liberty to speak of them as
yet, fearing a hauling over the coals for premature announcements by the
fair hostesses in futuro.
The germans, however, which are in preparation at Saratoga Hall,

promise to be very enjoyable, which goes without saying when 'tis known
that that well-known veteran, Carleton Coleman, has taken them in hand
and will lend all his energy and valuable experience to bring about that
desired result. But, joking apart, anything he undertakes is sure to be
well done, and a series of brilliant little parties may be looked for as
certain.

To-night there will be a merry party at Mare Island, in honor of the
recently returned Wachusctt from the frozen North, for which event extra
preparations have been made at the hospitable Navy Yard. Quite a
number of belles from 'Frisco will add lustre to the scene, and your corre-
spondent hoped to have been one of the fortunate hombres present, but I
am afraid that the Republicans of our noble city are not the only ones
who feel cold at this present moment. In other words, I got left.

To-morrow evening there will be no end of a fashionable crowd present
at the postponed Philharmonic Concert, at Piatt's Hall, the good things
on the programme giving promise of a most enjoyable evening. By the
way, I am hearing nearly every day of new musical clubs being formed
here, so that we bid fair to rival Boston in the number and variety of
them this Winter.

In the wedding line, the only ones that are on the immediate tapis are
those of Mr. Johnson and Miss Williams, which will take place in Oak-
land this evening ; and Mr. Pierce and Miss Smoot, who will be united
in about two weeks from now. Farther on in the season, there are others
to be looked for, but Mr. Brown's and Miss Glassell's, whose engagement
is just out, will of course be solemnized in Los AngeleB.
Two more deaths have taken place in our midst this week, of ladies

who were well known in society : Mrs. Bailey, wife of Dr. Bailey of the
Army, who, as Miss Ada Marye, was very popular many years ago with
all who had the pleasure of knowing her, her bright face always being a
welcome addition in every circle ; and Mrs. Kohert Tobin, Jr., daughter
of our old townsman, Mr. D. J. Oliver, whose sudden death occurred
yesterday. She was greatly beloved, nut only by her friends and acquain-
tances, but by the poor, to whose tales of distress her heart ever warmly
responded. For her husband and father much sympathy is felt in thus
being so untimely deprived of their much-cherished wife and child.
Mrs. Selby did not leave for the East till Monday last, when her Cali-

fornia friends saw her depart with much regret. Many tried in vain to
induce her to leave with us pretty Miss Jennie, or amiable, warm-hearted
Miss Annie, but she would not be persuaded, and the young ladies will no
doubt become as great favorites in Cambridge as they have always been
in 'Frisco.

Captain Smith, and his bride of last February, are looked for in town
ere long, when they will take up their residence on Octavia street for the
Winter. Bob Graves and his wife are located at the Palace for the sea-
son, where the E. B. Crockers can also be found. Mrs. Louisa Brecken-
ridge is at the Tevis family mansion on Taylor street. The Harneys are
on Bush street; the Adams's on Van Ness Avenue. The Hemphills are
at the Grand, where they will remain till they bid San Francisco adieu,
which Mrs. Hemphill's friends hope will not be an eternal one. Mrs.
and the Misses Grayson are at home again in Oakland, after their very
pleasant journeyings. The Heskeths have safely arrived at their home
near Liverpool, Rufford Hall, and Eugene Dewey is reported as having
reached New York in a good state of preservation.
Mrs. J. B. Haggin and party went East on Monday by the Chicago

and Burlington route.
Governor Stanford and family left for the East Wednesday. The Gov-

ernor has rented a home on Fifth Avenue for one year. Felix.

Mdlle. Claire Gambetta, artiste lyrioue, hopes to be one of the curi-
osities of Paris during the Winter. She is to appear at one of the music-
halls, and trade on the re8ected glory of her second cousin, the statesman,
Le*on Gambetta. While Thiers was Minister, a certain Madame Ripert
advertised her table d'hote in the Rue Drouotas * tenue par Madame veuve
Ripert, ne'e Thiers, soaur du President du Conseil des Ministres.' The
late Emperor, too, was troubled by a lyric artiste, Mdlle. de Bleschamps,
who used to advertise herself as ' cousine de l'Empereur.' Mdlle. Claire
Gambetta has been interviewed of late by the leading journals. Public
curiosity is excited, and a " Claire Gambetta Concert Company " might
be good stock for a month or two. The young lady in question is described
as a plump little black-haired Provencal girl, twenty-four years of age,
and gifted with a tongue that runs like a whip-saw.

Two young people were recently slightly injured by lightning while
out riding. Her left cheek and his right one was scorched. It is evident
that they were not married, or the lightning would never have struck
both.

THE AUTHORS" CARNIVAL.
November 8, 1882 DearN. L.: I don't see why a Union Clubite

should have it all his own waj In dilating upon the charms of the Au
thom' Carnival. It seems to me the views of the Pacific I 'luh :ue just as

ting ft* those of the Union. What if we are almost all married
men? Can't benedicts admire beauty? Ought they not, rather, to be
the best judges thereof, from being possessore of so much of it in their
wives? And then, the odd widowers and bachelors we have among us
are noted for their gallantry. So, again, I repeat that their opinion on the
pretty women tableau qneBtion is surely :i thing of public interest. It ia

in this light that I address you these few lines, not out of jealousy of
that other fellow, Union Clubite, who wrote a lot of stuff last week, fro,
sir, nothing of the sort, I assure you. Well, then, I must tell you that
on Saturday last, upon reading his letter in your spicy columns, a Com
mittee of three met in the dining room of the Pacific and paBsed a resolu-
tion to visit the Carnival that evening. So at 7:30 we {I being one of the
three) jumped into a hack and were rapidly whirled to the Pavilion door.
line I, uning, who insisted on joining us, became almost uninanagable
from his desire to follow an angel whose wings were disappearing through
the door marked *' participants' entrance." The Boft whispering in his ear
of the well-known lines of who "rush in where angels fear to tread,"
brought him to reason, but I noticed he kept her form in view when she
passed in the procession. Charley Howard, whom we met inside, wanted
us to get seats in the gallery, but I said a closer, therefore better, view
could be obtained from the floor itself. So thither we betook ourselves,
and luckily got a bench near the stage, thereby getting a view of ascend-
ing and descending ankles. I Btrained my eyes for several divisions to
discover some beauty to note down, and the first of the kind that at-
tracted me was a lovely creature in white satin and pearls, with nice lit-

tle feet, but she was so wedged in between a couple of continentals she
was soon lost to view. Ned Greenaway discarded escort duty as Marshal
to a division, and devoted himself to escorting one fair dame solely. He
looked " too too " in his white wig.
What a graceful creature Madame Buffandeau is! 'Tis a pity more of

the ladies didn't walk with her stately glide. The different gaits of the
procession was a thing to catch the attention of an observer. First, the
dignified, important executive step ; then the " here we come " air of the
Homers; the minuet high poise of the Louis XVI.; the carefully studied
pose of the pre-Kaphaelites ; the "go-as-you-please" of the Bon Bon
and Flower girls; the mincing trot of the Chinese; the waddle of the Old
Folks ; the statuesque glide of the Dore

-

; the saunter of the Longfellows
(what a beauty the buxom Miss Laidley was in that crowd!); the quaint
movements of the Chaucer; the vivacious tripping of the French; the ma-
jestic swim of the Terra Cotta—all keeping time to the Btrains of the or-

chestra as they marched. By the way, things got a little mixed toward
the end, for I saw a fireman and two soldiers accompanying some of the
pretty girls arm-in-arm.

I watched Carleton Coleman particularly to see if he was going to or-

der more oysters, but, just as luck would have it, all I saw of the young
gentleman was a glimpse as he darted on the grand stage to order the
opening of the curtain, and darted off again like a streak of lightning. I
had been so busy with my own mental reflections I quite forgot my com-
panions, and so, on looking round at last, discovered, to my surprise, that
they had vanished. I found old Nick later, presenting a stick of chew-
ing gum to a Terra Cotta enslaver. She had been vainly trying to per-
suade him to "eat for Mercy's sake." My other whilom companions I
found playing a game of "flies in the web," at the end of the gallery.
Sam Meyer seemed to be having a good time of it. So did Wattles, but
I won't tell on them—not now, at least—but Ned, my boy, don't play
with fire. This is meant for one Ned—not all. 'Tis true there is an
adage, "When the cat's away," etc., but it don't always work. Ask
Barnes!

I also saw the young Doc. round canvassing; ten to one he's beaten. Hand-
some Madame Gros I saw in the Victor Hugo booth, and pretty Mrs.
Sanderson among the Japs, having wandered from her own booth appar-
ently—even the dark, red dye couldn't spoil her sweet face. Matronly
Mrs. Felton made the Chinese booth lively with her vivacious conversa-
tion. There I met Tevis, and listening to the babies singing at the Green-
away booth, stood Judge McKinstry. Wallace was in the Oyster Grotto,
surrounded by the dames who carried the half shell in the parade. Near
the Longfellow booth I spied Judge Hoffman spouting the " Viking
Bold" to a robust dame in black velvet and satin. As I came up he was
blowing " the sea-foam lightly" into her left ear, as Billy Emerson says.
I hope she was edified. Alvord was parading in front of the Chinese
booth, admiring the big, gaudy chandelier. Wash Elliott, looking like an
old-time farmer, was leading a do re arrangement in the adjoining booth,
where, by-the-bye, Sam Booth was to be found also. Bob Morrow was
piloting through the crowd a petite damsel in spangles. I dare say her
costume consisted of something else too, but the spangles are all I can re-

member.
Jim Freeborn and his wife were disputing at the head of the stairs,

evidently at a standstill as to which turn to take. At the foot of the
stairs near the soldiers' encampment, Mrs. Coleman and her sister were
enjoying an animated chat. They were laughing with visible enjoyment
at the goings on in their vicinity. No wonder! " Esmeralda " was try-

ing to drag her unmanageable sheep into line, as the French division were
betaking themselves upstairs again, and young Marye, who happened to
be standing near by, was appealed to by the young lady with a beseeching
glance for help with the refractory beast. As he gallantly responded and
took the cord in his hand, the tableau presented provoked general laughter
from the crowd. Why ?

Ned Eyre and Jo Jones were at the Bon Bon booth giving taffy to the
girls, and murmrring iu their own peculiar dulcet tones, "Sweets to the
sweet." One of the girls fainted.

Just this moment our committee thought a " smile " would revive our
noble selves. So, bidding adieu to the brilliant Carnival, we hailed our
hack and returned to the Club. You may think you've had enough of

the big show, but I am sure your sense of justice will convince yon that
our views are as well worth airing as those of our Union rival. Ain't
they ? Pacificus.

St John's Presbyterian Church, Post Street—The Rev. Dr.
Scott, pastor, will preach Sunday at the usual hours. The public cor-

dially invited to attend.
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COURTSHIP AND MATRIMONY.

Moonlight talks,

Midnight walks,
Longing eyes

;

Soothing sighs,

Front gate,

Very late.

Parlor scene:

Feeling mean,
"Dearest Bess,

Answer yes."

Kind kiss,

Blind bliss.

Interview,
Papa, too.

Nothing loth,

Happy both,

Couple glad,

Have it bad.

Organ swells,

Marriage bells.

Honeymoon,
Ended soon,

Double brown,
Settled down.

One year,

Skies clear

;

Years two,
Rather blue

;

Years three,

Can't agree.

County Court,
"Splendid sport.'

Sorrow—sin
;

Jury grin.

Divorce given,

Fetters riven.

Worried wife,

Lonely life,

Husband roams,
Wife foams.
Care—cost,
" Love lost."

Moral:
When you wed,
Look ahead,
Might fall,

That's all.

A FRENCH STORY ABOUT THE QUEEN.
The Gaulois publishes the following, but whether as a joke or as a

piece of serious information we must leave the reader to decide for him-

self: "The Empress of India is at her Royal residence of Balmoral in

Scotland, that residence which she prefers to all others because it belonged

to Prince Albert, whom she has been mourning for twenty-one years.

The devoted faithful of widows, the most kindly and respected of sove-

reigns, believes that at Balmoral, more than elsewhere, she meets the

Consort she has lost, and communicates with his spirit. Faithful John
Brown, who is a medium, serves as a connecting link between the Queen
and the deceased Prince. People have often wondered why the Queen
manifests such singular favor for Brown; why Bhe offered him titles of

nobility which the modest servant refused, only accepting that of esquire;

why the marble statuette of Brown by Boehm is placed in the Queen's
bed-chamber on a what-not, amidst portraits of members of the Royal
family. The reply to the question which has excited such curiosity in

France and England is this: John Brown is the Queen's Minister for her

spiritual relations with the late Prince Albert. In the Cabinet Councils,

Her Majesty will sometimes say, * I must first consult the Prince.' It is

at Balmoral that she invokes the Prince and that he replies to her. She
goes into the study of the deceased, who is still alive for her; sits in an
arm-chair he formerly used. On a chair near her are placed his night-

clothes, as if in readiness for him. A large fire burns in the spacious tire-

place of the signorial chateau. John Brown brings respectfully on a tray

the basin of gruel which his master was accustomed to take every even-

ing, and places it on a table as if the Prince were about to come and take
it. The Queen has a sheet of paper on her knees and a pencil in her hand.
The chair moves about, creaks and strikes the ground. According to the

Spiritist alphabet, each letter is indicated by so many raps. The Queen
puts the question, and John Brown interprets the answers of the Prince.

The living and the dead converse on topics of this world and the next.

The mind of the Queen is calmed, if not consoled, by these pious conver-
sations, for her grief is of that kind which ends only with life. We pity

those who may be tempted to smile at this faithful picture. Is it only
an hallucination ? Who can say ? The worst of hallucinations is that of

those men who imagine they have fathomed all the laws of Nature."

A HINT TO SMOKERS.
A curious, commendable practice obtains in Northern Germany and

the Rhenish provinces. Smokers of cigars in the cafes in this part of Ger-
many make it a rule to cut off carefully the end of the cigar before pro-
ceeding to smoke it, and to deposit the piece so severed in a metal box or
tray placed to hold it in the center of the room. At first this may seem
a simple measure of cleanliness and propriety, but the solicitude of the
Germans in this matter of the cigar-ends is due to other causes. The
trays are, in fact, placed in the cafes by a benevolent society which has
numerous branches in these provinces, and the aim it has in view is to
supply a certain number of poor children with a new suit of clothes at
Christmas each year. The statistics furnished by nineteen of the branches
in the Rhenish provinces show that in 1881 no less than 4,500 pounds of
tobacco were collected in this way. This was sold for £1,200, a Bum which
sufficed to provide an outfit for over 1,700 poor children at an expense of
about fifteen shillings each. The branches of the society are steadily in-

creasing in number, and have, in fact, doubled within the last three years.

To our mind the man who teaches his countrymen to make a good
Irish stew is a greater benefactor than he who teaches them to vanquish
Egyptians. Therefore, we extract from this interesting work Sir Garnet's
receipt for this excellent dish:

Ieibh Stew.—16& lbs. meat, 16 lbs. potatoes, 4 lbs. onions, 6 oz. Bait, 1
oz. pepper, ^ lb. flour. Cut the meat away from the bone, and then into
pieces of £lb. each, the loin and neck of mutton into chops, disjoint the
shoulder, and cut the blade-bone into four pieces (if leg, cut into slices) §
inches thick, rub them with the salt, pepper and flour, and place the meat
in the boiler with some fat, brown it on both sides, then add the onions
whole, and then the potatoes, and enough water to cover the potatoes,
stew gently for two hours, keep the fire down, and well covered during the
cooling.

—

Truth.

Four tidal "waves accompanying earthquakes overwhelmed or badly
damaged six or seven small villages of the San Bias District of the Isth-
mus of Panama, on the Atlantic Coast, September 7, drowning 70 persons.

A pure, strengthening tonic, free from whiBky and alcohol, cures
dyspepsia, and similar diseases. It haB never been equaled. Brown's
Iron Bitters.

BANKS.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital $3,000,000.
WDf.ALvORD President.
THOMAS BBOWN, Cashier

|
B. MURRAY, Jr., Ass' I Cashier

Agents :

New York, Agency of the Bank of Calfomia ; Boston, Tremont National Bank ,
Chicago, Union National Bank ; St. Louis, Boatman's Saving Bank ; New Zealand,
the Bank of New Zealand. Correspondent in London, Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons. Correspondents in India, China, Japan and Australia, the Oriental Bank Cor-
poration.

The Bank has Agencies at Virginia City, and Correspondents in all the princi-
pal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.

Letters of Credit issued, available in all parts of the world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Duhlin, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamhurg, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Antwerp,
Amsterdam, St. Petershurgh, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, Ital3'.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter.—Capital paid up, $1,300,

-

000, with power to increase to §10,000,000. Southeast corner California and San-
some streets. Head Office—2S Cornhill, London. Branches—Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria, New Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.

ThiB Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check
and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available in al parts of
the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents
as follows

:

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal ; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank ; Scotland—British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 18. FREDERICK TOWNSKND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, GAL.
Paid up Capital $1,500,000, Gold. President, B. C. Wool-

worth Vice-President, D. Callaghan ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue, Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
Correspondents—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse,
Neuman&Co. Paris: Hottinguer & Co. NewYork: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-
pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal
cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Commercia
Credits issued available in Europe, Ohii.a and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital. $2,100,000

San Francisco Office, 424 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all partB of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid TJp $3,000,000.
Reserve, TT. S. Bonds 4,000,000.

Agency at New York, 63 Wall street.
Agency at Virginia, JTett.

Bays and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-
elers' Credits. This Bank has special facilities for dealing in Bullion. Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E. Cor. Sansome and Pine Streets*

London Office, 3 Ang-el Court ; New York Agents, J. W. Sel-
igman & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, 86,000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,

loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.

FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.
P. N. Lilikhthal, Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITAL, $300,000.
Officers: Vice-President, Jerome Lincoln ; Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other
Approved Securities. Office : No. 215 Sansome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Spar nnd Leihbank, Wo 536 Californiastreet,San

Francisco. Officers : President, L. GOTTIG. Board of Directors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Eggere, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steiuhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE; Attorney, JOHN R.
JARBOE. May 18.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Refinery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in their

various forms.
June 18. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

THIRTY DAYS' TRIAL FREE!

We send free on thirty days' trial, Dr. Dye's Electro-Vol-
TAIC BELTS and other Electric Appliances, to men suffering from nerv-

ous Debility, LoGt Vitality and kindred troubles. Also for Rheumatism, Liver and
Kidney Troubles, and many other diseases. Speedy cures guaranteed. Illustrated

Pamphlets free. Address VOLTAIC BELT CO.

,

(Sept. 23.

)

Marshall, Michigan.
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SOCIETY DUCKS.
The Swell.

With pants so tight he cannot sit.

Without a fear of some fell split.

Woo think-* the world is at his feet.

And that ho is—well, just too sweet.

Tmf. Deih taste.

She trembles when you touch her hand,
And fain would have you understand

Her very inmost thought
Her views of love are somewhat crude,
But yet to criticise were rude,

I do not think we ought.

The Shoppy Man.
Who cannot tear himself away
From business, or shake off the clay

That clogs the wheels of life.

Who talks of stocks and dreams of dollars,

Such mules will soon wear out their collars.

The Flibt.

Having no heart herself, she feels

No heed for others, and she peels
The tender cuticle from life,

And smiles, too, as she wields the knife.

The Old Boy.

Still light of foot and gay of mien,
One wonders what he might have been

Had Fate been more unkind.
How, trammeled with domestic cares,

He could escape the many snares
Where blind men lead the blind.

The Blue Stocking.

She makes you feel quite ill at ease,
By asking questions such as these :

" Is abstruse thought a thing?"
Then racks her memory to find
Things that escape the common mind.

Her neck we'd like to wring.

The Funny Man.
His wit is of that funny sort,

Whose punning falls a trifle short
Of really being clever,

And although Pinafore is dead,
And what he says has oft been said,

Still says: "Well, hardly ever."

The Nice Young Man.
He is so proper that one scarcely knows
If any blood within his body flows;
He ne'er should leave the side of his mamma,
She can alone avert the sad/aux pas.

The Beauty.

She's pretty, but alas ! she knows it,

That very self-complacent manner shows it.

'Tis odd how consciousness will mar
Even the beauty of a star.

The Cynio.

He says but little, yet his searching eye
Allows no "unconsidered trifle" to go by.
In every phase of life he sees a point,
Yet wonders that the " times are out of joint."

San Francisco, November 11, 1882.

OSCAR WILDE AND HIS SUNFLOWERS.
Mr. Oscar Wilde's teachings seem to be producing widespread misery

and turmoil in the United States. There has been of late the most pain-
ful excitement at North Volney, New York, all arising out of aestheti-

cism. It seems that since Mr. Wilde's unfortunate expedition to America
many of the young people of North Volney have taken to wearing
sunflowers as "button-holes." This has given great offense to Deacon
Campbell, of the Methodist Church, and he recently expelled from a
prayer-meeting two young men who came in thus decorated, and gave no-
tice that in future no oue would be admitted into the church wearing
these badges of aestheticism. On the following Sunday the Deacon pub-
licly denounced young Mr. Bartletfc for appearing in church with a sun-
flower. Bartlett, instead of paying attention to this denunciation, again
came to church the week after with a sunflower attached to the front of

his coat. He had special reason to repent of his imprudence, for Parson
Brown, who joins Deacon Campbell in bis crusade against this form of

wickedness, descended from the pulpit, and taking Mr. Bartlett, a youth
of slender stature, up in his arms, carried him to the church doors and
deposited him outside.

—

European Mail.

London Bridges and their Traffic.—According to an official state-

ment just submitted to the Metropolitan Board of Works, the following
was the average traffic over the bridges of the metropolis in twenty-four
hours in August: London bridge—110,525 pedestrians, 22,242 vehicles;

Southwark—25,507 pedestrians, 3,340 vehicles; Black friars—79,198 pedes-

trians, 13,875 vehicles; Waterloo—32,815 pedestrians, 10,370 vehicles;

Charing Cross—16,130 pedestrians, no vehicles; Westminster—44,460

pedestrians, 11,750 vehicles; Lambeth—9,800 pedestrians, 810 vehicles;

Vauxhall—17,828 pedestrians, 5,453 vehicles; Chelsea—14,500 pedestrians,

2,338 vehicles; Albert—8,134 pedestrians, 725 vehicles; Battersea—10,260
pedestrians, 1,342 vehicles; Wandsworth—1,900 pedestrians, 386 vehicles;

Putney—5,245 pedestrians, 1,407 vehicles; Hammersmith—7,740 pedes-

trians, 1,167 vehicles. The total was, therefore, 384,042 pedestrians and
75,235 vehicles per day.

Steinway Sl Sons, 1

Kranich «C Bach, j piANos.r:
,:£r

M. GRAY, 117 Post Street,
(Nov. 4.] gan Francisco.

REAL ESTATE EXCHANGE
-AND-

GENERAL BUSINESS AGENCY,
no California street Near cor. of Montgomery.

G. ESTABROOK SMITH, late County Clerk of Alameda County, General Man-
ager. All orders by mail or express promptly attended to. Large Hat of farms and
homesteads and desirable resideuce and business property in San Francisco and
vicinity. Nov. 4.

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY,
No. 310 Sansome Street.

San Francisco,

w jar o i mi ALE DEALERS IN EUSS.
[September 21.1

M. A. GUNST & CO.,
203 Kearny Street San Francisco.

IMPORTERS AND DEJlLERS IN
HAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS,

Also, Agents for Kimball, Gaulliener & Co 's Guatemala Cigars.
C^*" Inform the Public that they receive large invoices of Choice

Havana Brands twice a month. [Feb. 19.

TABER, HARKER & CO.,
IMTOXTEXS AND WHOLESALE QROCEBS,

108 and 110 California St., S. F.
'April 19.]

JOHN McKEW,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL COAL DEALER,

431 UNION STREET Between Dnpont and Kearny.
SAX ERANCISCO. Aug. 26.

• 1
C. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.

Commission Merchants,
SAN FRANCISCO and NEW YORK,
6^* Agents of American Sugar Refinery, corner of Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. Jan. 17.

Olaus Spreckels. "Wm. G-. Irwin.
WM. G. IRWIN & CO.,

Sugar Faotors and Commission Agents,
Honolulu, H. I. fMarch 25.

Prancisco Daneri, F. DANERI & CO., Henry Casanova.
DEALERS IN

WINES, LIQUORS, GROCERIES,
27 and 29 California Street,

]Oct. 7.] Between Davis and Drumm, San Francisco.

C. W. M. SMITH,
The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor,

Established in 1862,
Bemoved to 224 Sansome Street.

ggg" MR. 0. W. M. SMITH is the patent attorney for Marriott's Aeroplane Com-
pany for Navigatiin; the Air. Oct. 22.

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,

OCULIST.

1formerly at No. 313 Bush screct, baa removed to Pbelan's
' Building:, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 m. to 3 p.m.

Take the Elevator. <" May 27.

DR. JAMES W. KEENEY,
OFFICE AND RESIDENCE: 22 HONTOOMERT STBEET.

HOURS: 2 to 4, 7 to 7:30 p.m.
SUNDAYS: 3 to 4 p.m. April 9.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 215 6EABT ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.

Feb. 6.] OFFICE HOTTRS: 1 to 4 P.M.

ROBERT WALKINSHAW,
REAL ESTATE AGENT 407 Montgomery Street.

Farming;, alining: and City Property.
[July 29J

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,

STOCK BROKERS,
No. 314 Pine Street San'.Francisco.

[May 20.]

i. Samples worth $-°> free.
Address Stinson it Co., Portland. Maine.$5 to $20 ,>erd*r '
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"PLEASURE'S WAND."
'"We Obey no Wand but Pleasure^."--row Moore.

The American stage is to-day in a rather pitiful condition. It is a

circus and nothing else. Stock companies have been abolished, circuits

for traveling combinations established, and the theatrical business has

fallen into the hands of a lot of uneducated, ignorant, vulgar showmen-
men without knowledge of dramatic art, but shrewd, sharp at bargains,

and of purely commercial instincts. And, unfortunately, these men are suc-

cessful. There are a few theatres that are still managed on old principles,

and in which art and refinement still reign, but the rest are all run on the

clap-trap, humbug system. Excessive advertising of all kinds, brazen

falsehoods, flashy posters, brag and bombast, etc., etc., etc., all the re-

sources of the side showman, all the tricks and deceits of human ingenu-

ity are used to attract the public, and the public is attracted. Humbug
forever ! Our authors are quacks, our managers charlatanB. What is the

average entertainment offered on the stage to-day ? Melodrama, in which

brutality is represented as proper, scenes of misery that excite amusement

instead of sympathy, absurd representations of human suffering that

harden human hearts to the reality. Melodrama i. e. misrepresentation.

Comedy that is pointless, witless, ridiculous, improbable and idiotic.

Cheap and ignorant actors who cannot speak their own language, who are

coarse in manners, vulgar in habits and dress, and who lack sufficient in-

telligence to grasp even the slightest phase of human character. And
this is the American stage to-day !*****
The California has had large houses all the week. One or two of the

houses have had a suspicious look of—paper. The play will be contin-

ued next week. Georgie Cayvan has ingratiated herself thoroughly in

the hearts of theatre-goers. She is a delicious little actress. 1 was wrong

as regards Miss Mills. She is not a sister of Miss Cayvan. She is a

Pittsburg girl, and was discovered by Bartley Campbell, who has a keen

eye for dramatic talent. Her methods are similar to those of Miss Cay-

van, in a less developed condition. Extreme naturalness, intelligent col-

oring and artistic fervor are the characteristics of these two bright little

women.*****
The "Winter season is to be a very lively one. Siberia is to be produced

at the California, with a grand ballet. A good comic opera company is

also coming there, and Bert thinks of having Sara Jewett and Charley

Thorne out here during the Rantzan run at the Union Square Theatre.

Then there is Geiatinger, Christine Nillson, Thomas' Orchestra, Ellmen-

reich, and Link, the German comedian, and at the Grand Opera House
the Kiralfys, and with the BuBh-Street Theatre open as a first-class va-

riety theatre, and the Baldwin playing the Madison Square repertoire,

and the beer halls in full blast, a perfect epidemic of amusement will

prevail.
* * * * *

Mrs. F. M. Bates and Company will produce East Lynne the coming
week, and after that Jay Rial's Uncle Tom's Cabin folks will appear. They
pass through here en route to Australia. The attractions that will fol-

low will be of a higher order.*****
In the specialty act of the pantomime, the first week, there was a very

thrilling, but rather brutal, gymnastic performance by the Morosco broth-

ers. It involved a good deal of thumping and knocking for the younger
brother, a mere boy. The attention of the Society for the Prevention of

Cruelty to Children was called to the performance, and it was stopped.*****
On Monday evening I went and saw the new bill at Emerson's. In the

first part the overture was wretchedly played. Wyatt sings an original

composition, " Sweet Roses will Bloom Again." It is a pretty tune, well
harmonized, but conventional in melody and treatment. The finale,
" Dancing Mad," is very amusing. Walsh and King dance a few clog-

steps, and assume a few ungraceful and unmeaning attitudes, which in

the programme are entitled " Living Statues." One of these tableaux (!)

is called "Arrest of Cain" (!!!). Is represents the original murderer be-

ing taken in, in a decidedly nineteenth-century policeman style. After
this, Charley Reed appears, and, as usual, delights everybody by the de-
cided originality of his humor. The Cogills, in their antics, have become
rather stale. In "Arrival of Patti," Emerson attempts legitimate vocal-

izing, and sings with a good deal of verve " Let Me Like a Soldier Fall."
His voice has certain very good natural qualities. The Leo Brothers do
an act of tumbling that is remarkable for the neatness and care with
which they execute difficult feats. The quartet sing with their usual pre-
cision of tempo and expression, and delightful blending of voices. Their
selections on Monday were Vogel's waltz. Emmet's Lullaby most
effectively harmonized, and the sweet and delicate Slumber Song I spoke
of some weeks ago. I would suggest, as old and welcome favorites,

Marsehner's Serenade, "Lovely Night," and "The Two Roses." The per-
formance closes with Eerguson and Mack in a so-called absurdity, which
is anything but an absurdity.*****
Johann Strauss' music is sui generis. It is voluptuous in its dreaminess

and fragrant with exotic perfumes. It is in turn spicy and vivacious, and
dreamy and spoony—the language of a ball-room in musical form. It is

sensuous muBic—the music of beating hearts and heaving bosomB. But it

is not operatic music, for it lacks dramatic quality.*****
The Merry War has a plot that is not clear and simple. Its characters

are clever and strongly satirical, but they need intelligent delineation.
The production of this operetta at the Tivoli has been a failure, and on
Wednesday evening it was withdrawn and Lucia substituted. The Merry
War was badly done. Eckert is not an actor, neither are Cornell and
Valerga, and they only played at their parts. The costumes were pretty
and the mise en scene very brilliant, but that waa all that was praise-
worthy in the performance. The opposition of the Winter Garden at
lower rates was also a cauBe of failure.

* ****** w

At the Winter Garden the operetta was as badly done, no one but Ur-
ban seeming to understand hia character, or knowing how to sing the
music. Urban was, as usual, thoroughly satisfactory. He is, bo to speak,
an educated comedian, who understands a character and develops it be-

yond the superficial indications of the dialogue. And be sings well, with
taste and expression. The audiences here have been fairly large, and the
first contest between these two houses has been decided in favor of the
Winter Garden. The " two bits " did it!***** *

The leading motif of the charming waltz assigned in its entirety to the
" Marquis," in the Becond act of The Merry War, is the composition of

Mrs. Jacoby, a talented lady amateur of New York City. It so hap-
pened, on one occasion, that this lady and Johann Strauss were passen-
gers on board the same steamer, and she, possessing a really marvelous
gift of musical improvisation, was frequently in the habit of amusing
herself at the piano. The Viennese composer happened to be present
when this delightfully dreamy, yet piquant waltz, occurred to her, and he
was so struck with it that he begged permission to record it in his sketch-
book. His request was complied with, and he afterwards presented Mrs.
Jacoby with an interesting autograph, including the melody in question,
and a delicately worded compliment to the fair improvisators After-
ward he used it in The Merry War, of which it is one of the most popular
numbers.

The Philharmonic Concert last night was well attended,
reserved.

Notice

Last Sunday evening's performance of the German company was a cap-
ital one. All of the actors and actresses were in good form. Even Nieper
appeared to advantage. The play, Doctor Humbug, is an amusing trifle,

very Bhort and very insignificant, but still amusing and laughter provok-
ing. It is full of allusions to America, that are, to say the least, far-

fetched. Next Sunday the favorite comedian, Von Wegern, will take a
benefit, and will appear in a farce entitled Three Months After Date. This
will bring to an end the best of farcical comedies, so far produced, and
the attention of the theatre-goers will be called to Eraulein Ellmenreich,
the celebrated German actress, whose repertoire is a large and strictly le-

gitimate one.
* * * * *

Wax works are a novelty in this city. An old favorite of the local public,
Dick Kohler, is now here with a most interesting collection of " figgers."

Besides the show itself, there are several other interesting exhibits. A
promenade concert is given every afternoon and evening, at which Kohler
performs upon a score or so of different instruments, mostly odd and pe-
culiar ones. Charter Oak Hall is the hall engaged, and it makes up in
availibility what it lacks in adaptability.*****
The company under Ben Teal's management had a very successful trip

to Portland. They played there two weeks to crowded houses. The
Banker's Daughter and The Lights o' London each enjoyed a week's run,
a remarkable fact for such a small town as Portland. The troupe arrived
here on Wednesday morning and left on Thursday afternoon for a trip

East as far as Ogden. Our friend Ben has proven himself an efficient

manager.*****
The pantomime at the Grand is a decidedly mediocre performance, and

even the low prices can not make it draw. Pantomime performancea to
be successful and interesting require perfection of mechanical detail and
precision of action, and this troupe lacks both of these essentials.******

" I wish that Adam had died with all his ribs in his body."—Bouci-
cault.—All very well for you to say that, Bouey, now that you are too old
to enjoy the little rackets you used to have with those self-same ribs
years ago.—Haverly himself is coming out here.^—The fact that most
Italian opera singers are not Italians has produced a letter from Sir Geo.
Bowyer. He ascribes the falling off in the supply of good Italian singers
to the unity of Italy and the abolition of the little princes who used to
play at Kingship on a small scale. Sir George Bowyer seema to argue
with Roaaini that ainging is a lost art since the spread of heresy stopped
the creation of male soprani.^^John J. Tighe, formerly a supe in the
old California Theatre stock company, but now a minor leading man, re-

cently broke his leg while skylarking in his dressing room.^—Sam
Wetherill was robbed the other day in New York of one hundred and
eighty dollars and a cameo ring. This will sound funny to many old
Californians.^—Old man Erank Rae has turned up at last. He is in
New York, and it ia announced that he will play his original part (?) in
the forthcoming production of the Passion .Pfo?/.^—Bronson Howard
will shortly leave for England, there to reside permanently. He has sold
his New York residence.^—Jennie Reiffarth is making a reputation
as an eccentric actress.—Wales is again in the telegram business. He
sent one to Wyndham last week in which he congratulated him on the
succeaa of the revival of Betsy at the Criterion in London.——The Wynd-
ham Comedy Co. is a success in New York.^—The latest advices state
that Tearle will not be able to reach New York until January, when he
will probably appear in Tennyson'B new play, at Wallack's. His salary
is much larger than that called for by hia first contract with Wallace. It
ia humorouBly related in New York that a number of Tearle's frienda, in-

cluding Lester Wallack himself, have sent him a letter, "begging that his
determination to return be reconsidered. They explain, aa their reason,
that since he left, last Summer, their wine-bills have been small, and they
are able to get to bed occasionally before daylight.——Ada Lee has
sailed for England.——The athletic Mr. Stevenson, husband of the
famous Orphan, purchased a bicycle in Rochester the uther day.—^John
Howson baa been bothered by a swelling on his face. He says it'a neu-
ralgia, but the true cause ia the patter aung, at special express-train speed,
by "John Wellington Wells" in Act I. of Tlie Sorcerer.^—One of the
Hazel Kirke Companies has, including a trip to England the coming sea-

son, dates booked ahead for three years.—^A favorite anecdote of Co-
quelin is one touching his experience during his first visit to St. Peters-
berg. One day he complained of its being cold. The next morning the
Chief of Police Bent for him. " Sir," said the Russian official, " you in-

dulged in some very seditious remarks yesterday. Take care not to do so
any more, or I will be obliged to be aevere. It is not cold, and it cannot
be cold in the capital of the Czar." Prom that day, and for three years
afterwards, Coquelin and comrades played at a cafe with a pack of cardB
in which the ace of hearts was wanting, but they never dared to com-
plain of its abaence, for fear that the Government would send them to
Siberia for so seditious a remark. Beauclerc.
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SPORTINC ITEMS.

A few months ago. enrolling ft Tight most undeniably their'*, some
San Fl tletneo pinvluiuwd a lease of certain lands funning a
part of the preAt SolaOn marshes, and of what was originally known li
Che Boqoel want. The lend was leased solelv And wholly for tin- reioe
it has as a headquarters for dnok*ehooting. The gentlemen formed two
or mon clubs, fitted up nrks, bought bonti and aaaoys, end desiring to
keep the place for their own private nee put it in the hands of t keeper,
who hail orders to drive away all trespassers. It happens that in m]
the hind they took up nearly all the pood ponds near San FranoisoO, and
thereby offended a large number of persons, whit, for years past, have
been In the bafatt Of Bhooting dnoka in these excellent spots. The out-
siders rafnaed to raoogniae tu« right of the dubs to hold the land for their
own ihootlng exclusively, and committed many acts of trespass upon
what the clubs claim are their private domain. The clubs threatened to
use force to eject trespassers, and threatened all such with a " rough hand-
ling." Shortly after this declaration, the Chronicle published a short
article denouncing the clubs for their greedy exchisivenesa, and stating
that certain outsiders proposed to test their right to keep others from
shooting on the marshes. There was nothing particularly wrong in the
article, but it seemed to arouse the ire of some of the club men, and one
of them penned an article to the Argonaut, over the signature of Nimrod,
He should have published his real name like a man and not concealed his
identity, because the article was one calculated to make its author
famous. We hope that he will, on some future occasion, come out from
behind his blind and let the world know the author of sentiments which
are so much akin to those of Nero, Herod, Caligula and Guiteau, as to
make one believe that the man who uttered them is a lineal descendant of
one or all of these worthies. Such a man ought not to live in obscurity.
He should come out into the full light of the public's gaze to receive the
reward he has earned. The gentlemen who happen to differ with him as
to the legal rights of shooting- clubs, and who propose to test the question
in a legal manner, he calls " marsh bandits" and " duck-thieves," and, to
add emphasis to his remarks, he puts the nasty adjectives in italics. He
threatens to hire a gang of roughs to chastise any one who dares to lay
the foundation for a test case in the Courts, and promises them a rough
handling. It is about safe to say that this fellow, " Nimrod," is a light-

waiated dry-goods clerk, who never struck a man in his life, except for a
raise from the spool-cotton to the ribbon department, and it is positively
certain that, whoever he is, he is neither a brave man nor a gentleman.
It is not customary among men of honor to hire bravos to chastise those
who incur their displeasure. His epithets of " bandit " and " thief " are
misapplied, for no man can steal wild game when alive, for the law says
it is the property of whoever takes it or kills it. The club have the right
to fence in their land and cause the arrest ot trespassers, under the Act of

1877, specially passed to protect sucb rights as appear to be at issue in
this case. We believe that they know how to proceed in this matter, and
will do so in a proper manner. We do not believe that " Nimrod " voices

their sentiments, but as he claims that position, and as yet none have dis-

puted his right so to do, we cannot positively deny that he is the chosen
champion of the clubs.*****
Mr. R. Kohler, of wax works fame, before leaving Australia for this

country, purchased of J. Montague, of Sydney, the well-known grey-
hound, Peasant Boy, by Mark Twain ; Whinston's Old Beb, both of the
best stock in the colonies. Clem Dixon says that Peasant Boy is a first-

class animal in appearance, and Clem's judgment anent a dog is unde-
niable. On Tuesday next the California Coursing Club will leave San
Francisco for the regular Fall match, which will take place at Merced on
Wednesday and Thursday next. To-night the Club will receive entries,

draw dogs, and elect the usual officers of the meeting. A good big stake
is certain to be run. The Club owns much of the best stock in the State;
dogs that can kill a hare without going five miles to make a turn. The
success of the Club members at the late election has put them in the best
of spirits, and a high old time is anticipated. Tickets can be procured
from any member of the Club.*****
This afternoon, good day and track, the Fall races of the Pacific Coast

Blood Horse Association will commence at the Bay District race course.

The programme has already been published in full in the News Letter,
and we have only to add that, though all the owners point to a fine day's
sport, a small number of spectators is all that the promoters can expect.

There seems to be no interest or enthusiasm about these races except
among the very few who follow the turf regularly, and there is not likely

to be any increase of those factors indispensable to success until betting is

simplified and put within the reach of all.*****
The different rowing clubs have selected crews for the four-oared shell

race, to take place on November 30th. The Ariel crew will be composed
of Oscar Branch, Albert Branch, Fred Smith and Samuel Watkins. The
Golden Gate crew will be made up of P. Keegan, J. Keegan, James
Brown and J. Walthouer; the Pioneer four are John Sullivan, R. C.
Lyne, Robert Crowley and Mike Long,*****
Hanlan is in New York. He offers Courtney $500 to make a match for

$2,500 a side.*****
The University field games were postponed until to-day. Meyers beat

George a half-mile race last Saturday week. Time, 1:56 3-5. George's
time, 1;57.*****
Dames & Butler, the Photographers have in their window a capital

picture of the Cordelia Shooting Club.

Sound Banking.—The success of all banking depends upon the sound-
ness of the system under which its business is carried on. By adhering
to the practice of advaucing money only on the most stable collaterals, the
Pacific Bank has at this day the reputation cf being one of the most
prosperous and solvent institutions on the coast.

Profeeaor O. A. Lunt'a new Dancing Academy, at the " Red
Men's Building," 320 Poet street, is now open for juvenile and evening
classes. The rrofeaor'fl proficiency is bo wefl known that no recommend-
etfon from 08 could further his fame. Those desirous of seeing him and
making terms, etc., should call at bis office between ten aud twelve in the
forenoon, or between one and five in the afternoon. Professor Lunt's new
Academy is the talk of the town.

Miss Cecil Rush has also made a most formidable impression on the
public, and, if as it is hoped, this troupe is to remain hero as a stock com-
pany, she will, undoubtedly, be one of it* most, popular members. In
the White Slave, the character she assumed is hardly important enough
for a demonstration of her abilities.

The cause of many colds is the poor quality of underwear. J. W.
Carmany, 25 Kearny street, has a superb assortment of warm underwear.

w

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.

JH. Haverly, Proprietor.—The Lending Theatrel Ilav-
• erly's attractions do not play on Sunday evenings. A Hit!—Success!

The White Slave!
Produced under the personal supervision of the author, Mr. Bartley Campbell.

Every Evening except Sunday, until further notice, and Saturday Matinee.
Secure your seats early in advance and avoid the rush.
Carriages mav he ordered at 10:45. Nov. 11.

EMERSON'S STANDARD THEATRE.
M. EHEBSON, Role Proprietor aud Manaffer.—EVERY
EVENING (including SUNDAY) AND SATURDAY MATINEE,
Emerson's Minstrels, in a Carnival of Fan 1

A great company and a glorious entertainment!
Curtain rises precisely at 8 o'clock. Carriages ordered at 10 o'clock.

EST* Original Popular Prices.—Opera Chairs, Dress Circle or Parquette, 75 Cents;
Family Circle, 50 Cents; Matinee, 50 Cents and 25 Cents. Seats secured six days
in advance. No extra charge to Reserve. Nov. 11.

WINTER GARDEN.
Stockton street, between Post and Sutter.—Stanl * Ittaacfa,

Proprietors.—This Evening (November 11th) and Every Evening until further
notice, the Latest Eastern Operatic Success,

The Merry 'War!
By Johann Strauss. Engagement of the three most popular Stars on the Pacific

Coast, Mr. HARRY GATES, Mr. FERDINAND URBAN and MiaB ETHEL LYNTON.
The cast includes the Entire WINTER GARDEN OPERA COMPANY. Mile.
BERTHA every evening.
Scenery painted by George Bell. Nov. 11.

TIV0LI OPERA HOUSE.

Eddy street, near Market.-Krellng Bros., Sole Proprie-
tors and Managers.

This Evening (Saturday, November 11th), Donizetti's Grand Tragic Opera, in 3 acts,

Lucia di Lammermoor!
With Miss LOUISE LESTER as Lucia Ashton, Signor PAROLINI as Sir Henry
Ashton, etc.

Monday evening, November 13th—Bellini's Grand Opera, in 3 acts, LA SON-
NAMBULA. Nov. 11.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

Mo. 330 Post Street Opposite Union Square.

PROF. O. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 320 Post
street, is now open for Juvenile and Evening Classes. Office Hours, for Terms, etc.,

10 a.m. to 12 m., and 1 to 5 P.M. Oct. 22.

CHARTER OAK HALL, MARKET STREET.

Dick Kohler's Waxworks Exhibition and Promenade Concerts.

150 Lifo-Sized Figures of Celebrities, 150
lucluding Garfield, Guiteau, Paruell, Davitt, the James Brothers and Australian

Bushrangers, the Kelly Gang, etc.

ADMISSION, 25 CENTS; CHILDREN, 16 CENTS.

Open daily from 10 A. M. to 10 p. M. GRAND CONCERTS SUNDAYS at 2 and 8
o'clock. SCHOOL CHILDREN'S MATINEE to-day (Saturday) at 2 o'clock. Ad-
mission, 10 cents. Nov. 11.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
' \ nice of the Silver King: Mining Company, San Francisco,

/ November 8, 1882.—At a meeting: of the Board of Directors of the above
named Company, held this da v, a Dividend (No. 35) of Twenty-five Cents (25c.) per

share was declared, payable *on WEDNESDAY, Nov. 15, 1882, at the office of the

Company, Room 19, 328 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal. Transfer Books
will close November 10, 1SS2, at 3 p. ai.

[Nov. 11.] JOSEPH NASH, Secretary-

DIVIDEND NO. EIGHTY-SIX.

The Home Mutual Insurance Company will pay Its regu-
lar monthly dividend of ONE DOLLAR (SI) per share upon its capital stock

on November 10,1882 [Nov. 11.] CHAS. R. STORY, Secretary.

CONSUMPTION.

I
have a positive Remedy for the above disease; by Its nse
thousands of cases of the wont kind, and of long standing, have been cured.

Indeed, so strong is my faith in its efficacy that 1 will seed TWO BOTTLES FREE,
together with a YALCA.BLE TREATISE on this disease, to any sufferer. Give

Express and P. O. address, DR. T. A. SLOCUM, 1S1 Pearl street, N. Y. (Nov. 11.

MRS. PODOERS, late of Ceylon, since In San Francisco—
Your mother desires to hear of your safety. Address, care of Mr. SHORTER,

Seymour Villa, Surbiton, Surrey, England, Nov. 11.
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"The World," the Flesh, and the Devil.
[By a Truthful Penman.]

Laboucbere says that France ib now one gigantic gambling establish-

ment. At Paris, every one, from the fine lady to the cabman, speculates

at the Bourse, and in every French tuwn of any pretension to civilization

there are one or more public casinos, which derive large dividends from al-

lowing the game of baccarat to be played. " Now, for my part," he says,

" I hold that, a fool and his money being made to part, it signifies very

little to the State whether money be in the pocket of fool A or fool B—or,

indeed, for the matter of that, of swindler C. But I would point out to

the British traveler in France, that if he risks his cash at baccarat, it is

about fifty to one that he will be cheated. Anyone may hold the bank,

and there are numerous gangs organized for this purpose. One of the gang

holds it and deals the cards, whilst another of the gang makes a sign to

him, to let him know the exact value of the cards given to the players.

With this advantage, it is not, perhaps, surprising that the gang should

win, and that the unsuspecting traveler should lose.
5'-^— In a part of

country where it is customary for public men to carry revolvers, any one

who invades an editor's room to demand an explanation or retraction,

should understand that he does it at his own risk. Colonel Slayback, of

St. Louis, would not have been shot by Mr. Cockerill, of the Post Dispatch

if he had complained on paper instead of in person. The deceased is said

to have been an able lawyer and good fellow, and the journalist who shot

him is known to many of his craft at the East as a modes 1

;, genial, good-

tempered gentleman, who would rather help an enemy than hurt him.

But if the gentle Apostle John was now alive and in journalism, writing

personalities with those in which some Western newspapers see fit to in-

dulge, his life would not be safe unless he wrote with a revolver within

easy reach. Personal paragraphs are sometimes as necessary and useful as

dynamite, but as playthings they are altogether too dangerous, and it can-

not be denied that the tendency of every man who writes them is finally

to use them as playthings.— The World.— "Is there anything I can

do for you, darling ?" he said, indiscriminately getting his mouth in close

proximity to her Grecian and highly sensative nose, and then, as she avert-

ed her head with a shrug of disgust, hastily throwing a few fresh carda-

lnon seeds into his mouth. " Yes," she answered, without turning round,

"open the window and give me a little fresh air."-^— The swells of
Bordeaux, in concert with the English, Russian and Spanish colonies,

have founded a Foxhound Club. They opened their season at Arcachon,
and reported good sport. More recently they hunted in the forests of Fon-
tainebleau, Compiegne, and Chantilly. Shooting is in great vogue amongst
the high-life chatelaines. The favorite costume is the Breton: boots and
gaiters, loose Irowsers, white cloth double-breasted waistcoat, embroider-

ed jacket, and the charming La Rochejacquelin felt hat. In the forest of

Pambouillet the deer and the rabbits have multiplied to such an extent

that the prefect of the Seine-et-Oise has ordered battues for their destruc-

tion. In the Sologne and the Cote du Nord the wolves are unpleasantly
abundant. Is this a sign of a rigorous Winter? The " louvetiers " have
their hands full ; and if any American sportsmen wish to carry themselves
back to the feudal times they have only to go into the Orleanais, where
their assistance, it is quite unnecessary to say, would be welcomed.^—
'lima' remarks that the monstrous crinoline has step by step come upon
ns. The advance has been gradual, yet, from its resolute persistency,

none the less sure. Already, before the summer was out, the swelling and
bulging propensities of the so-called improver attracted the eye. Now
its proportions have developed into the unwieldy petticoat. Many are

the inconveniences it causes its patrons, while its advantages are nil. The
crinoline is a superfluity that can easily be dispensed with. At times its

appearance is singularly grotesque, swinging backwards and forwards as

its victim moves, with the steady movement of a pendulum. When in a
carriage or theatre it unblushingly takes the place assigned for two,
and the damage done by it in shops in knocking down wares is countless.

That was a gallant bit of pluck performed by a man and a boy at Dover
last week, in the endeavor to save a drunken soldier's life. They saw
him roll off the extreme edge of a cliff to a ledge a little lower. The man
held the boy by a handkerchief, while the lad trusted his lesser weight
to sobriety above him, while trying, with all his youth's might, to hold
up the dead weight of the drunkard below him. It was magnificent, but
it was not equal warfare, and the Boldier got the best and the worst of
it, for he was killed by the ultimate fall. But if medals go for anything,
surely the man and boy deserve them.— World."—A Nice journal says
that Baron de San Malato, the fantastic fencer, is to give a few represent-
ations of his art in that town during the Winter. The journal adds that,

in order to arrive at the degree of suppleness necessary for the
success of his particular method, the Baron de San Malato trains
severely, eats only one meal a day; but before sitting down
to table, he swallows about two Bpoonfuls of excellent olive oil.
" The Baron finds that this liquid makes him supple interiorly."—
New French Ironclads.—As a result of a number of experiments
lately carried out in France with armor plates of a variety of patterns,
and obtained from various sources, both French and foreign, a contract
has been concluded between the Minister of Marine and the managers of
the Creusot Works for the supply by the latter of the armor for the For-
midable and Capitaine Bavdin, two new ironclads of 11,441 tons each, or
of almost exactly the same size as the Euglish Inflexible, the displacement
of the latter being 11,406 tons. The plates are to be 22 inches thick at
the strongest, and 14 inches thick at the weakest part of the armor, and
consequently the new French vessels will be defensively stronger than
any English ironclad at present either afloat or being built. The Creusot
firm is also at the present time supplying the armor plates for the Terrible,
a vessel of 7,184 tons, and for the Furieux, a ship of 5,695 tons. The
plates for both these vessels are to be nearly 20 inches in thickness.

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
INSURANCE ASENOT,

322 A- 324 California Street, San Francisco, Cal,

Fixe Insurance.
TEUTONIA of New Orleans.

LACONFIANCE of Paris.

DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS
ofNewYork.

THE FIRE INS. ASSOCIATION (Limited)
of London, England.

GIRARD of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark,
WATERTOWN of New York.
ST. PAUL of St. Paul.

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONCIERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented $27,000,000.
All Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid,

W. L. CHALMERS,
Special Agent and Adjuster.

PHENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., EstaVd 1782.—Cash Assets, $5,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., EstaVd 1833.—Cash Assets, $1,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1851 Cash Assets, 31,357,326439.

BITIJEK A HALDAN,
General Agents lor Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864.

Principal Office 406 California Street, S.F.

FIRE ISSIP.AXIE.
Capital (Paid Tip in TJ. S. Gold Coin) $300,000.00
Re-Insurance Reserve $171,418.75

Assets January 1, 1882 § 684,577.83
|
Premiums, since organization.S3,841,412.07

Surplus for policy holders.. 674,577.83 j Losses, since onjanization... 1,756,278.00

OFFICERS:
J. F. HOUGHTON President. I CHAS. R. STORY Secretary.
J. L.N. SHEPHARD.... Vice-President.

|
R. H. MAGILL General Agent.

Directors of tiie Home Mutual Insurance Co.:—L. L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J. L.

N. Shepard, John Currey, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, C. C. Burr, J. S. Carter,

Charles Belding, D. W. Earl. April 8 .

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.
Capital, 810.000,000-

"Unlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF L0ND0T~FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

THE STANDARD MARINE~lNSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool. Capital, $5,000,000-

Aug. 12.

CALLINGHAX dc CO., General Agents,
213 Saosome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,500,000
Cash Assets 1,709,976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR, G1THEIE A CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF LONDON.
[ INSTITUTED 1803.]

London Assurance Corporation, of London
Established by Royal Charter 1720.

Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.
ROBERTDICKSONj Manager.

W. JLAJfE BOOKER, A.gent and Attorney.

S.E. Cor. California and HEontg-omery Sts., Safe Deposit Building:.
[October 11.

)

THE THAMES AND MERSEY MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY,
(LIMITED),

Of Liverpool. London and Manchester,
NO. 308 PINE STREET.

/Capital Snpscribed, $10,000,000; Capital Paid Up, 81,000,-
\j 000 ; Reserve Fund (in addition to Capital) , $1,875,000 ; Total Assets June 30th,

1881, 85,234,665. W. G. HARRISON, Agent,
October 7. 308 Pine street, San Francisco, Cal.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL

oCapital $5,000,000.—Agents: Balfour, enthrle <fc Co., No.
316 California street, San Francisco. Nov. 18.
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COUNT ZWAGERDORFF.
A Fashionable Lay.

Mur Ktiiil-. \,ath» Jane

Fell in love with th<? •lafsnt Ooonl Zw»pertlorff,
A fareJgiMr just from the Dnieper.

He had cash )>y tfi-- oomd. tin' in-oplo all said.

And yet, I persist in it. stoutly.

That it never occurred to Miss Agatha's 'ma,
When she smiled on the Count so devoutly.

Count ZwafferdnrfTs whiskers were largo, and so black!
Ami hi.H hair l.iy in such pretty ringlets;

Who ooojd wondor that love, who is blind as they say,
Found the curls tangled up with the winglets?

Count ZwagerdoHTs eyes—ah, how soft and how blue!
And his voice was like zephyrs that mingle

Their murmurs at eve on the oosom of June:
He wore on his 6nger a single

Gold ring, with a stone of remarkable cost

;

His waist was as small as a lady's,

And bis cheek and his lip were as red and as warm
As they say are the girls' of Cadiz.

Hi? feet and his hands were of noble blood size,

And he trod the old earth with such hauteur,
No w.mder Miss Agatha's suitors all fled

In despair, when Count Zwagerdorff sought her.

Count Zwagerdorff danced and Count Zwagerdorff sung

;

Count Zwagerdorff played very finely ;

Spoke Russian and Spanish, Italian and French,
And lolled on a sofa divinely.

In English he'd learned a thousand sweet songs,
Whose virtue some think rather brittle

—

Could repeat Parisina, Don Juan, and all

Of Tom Moore in his soubriquet, Little.

Count Zwagerdorff spoke to Miss Agatha's pa,
And declared his affections were blighted

Unless the sweet hand of his daughter he'd grant-
Miss Agatha's pa was delighted.

So the thing was all settled at once.

Ere June a May blossom had wilted.

The day was appointed. The cake and the dresses
Were done, and the comforter quilted.

Count Zwagerdorff sat at his hotel at tea,

With a noli me tangere phiz on,

When the sheriff came in, in Bearch of a chap
Who had broken from the Sing-Sing State Prison.

Count Zwagerdorff laughed and Count Zwagerdorff frowned,
But the sheriff grew saucy and bolder,

Walked up to his chair, " How are ye, my bird!"
And laid a broad hand on his shoulder.

Count Zwagerdorff looked at the man with a stare,

And called on the landlord to take him
Away ; then ordered his servant, black Sam,

To collar the scoundrel and shake him.
But the fellow just gave Count Zwagerdorff's curls,

A brush with his hands in the scuffle,

And, alas! 'twas all up with Jim Brown, and his wrists
Were quietly graced with a ruffle. .

So they marched Count Zwagerdorff back to Sing-Sing,
With a face that could not be painted

;

Poor Agatha's pa and Agatha's ma!

—

One swore, and the other she fainted:

And the laugh of the town waB the source of great pain,
When the Count left the place with his keeper.

To—ladies, the moral I pray you will heed

—

Miss Angeliue Agatha Sleeper.

C. Eastman.

MR. LOWELL A3 A REJECTED CONTRIBUTOR.
A correspondent of the Boston Transcript declares that Mr. James

Russell Lowell once made up his mind to play a joke upon the Atlantic,

and to that end wrote an article called the " Essence of American Hu-
mor," which was said by the friends to whom he read it to be among the
best of his writings. " He employed some one to copy it," says the cor-
respondent, " and signed it ' W. Perry Paine,' and sent it to the Atlantic
with the request that, as it was a maiden effort, the editor would give
an opinion in writing to said Paine. He waited a fortnight, but hearing
nothing from his paper, when being in Boston, he dropped into the office

of the Atlantic, and, meeting James T. Fields, adroitly turned the con-
versation upon humor, and remarked it was singular so little was written
upon the subject. Fields replied, ' We get a great deal of manuscript on
humor, but it is so poor we cannot use it. I threw into the wastebasket
the other day a long screed christened the " Essence of American Hu-
mor," which should have been styled the "Essence of Nonsense," for a
more absurd farrago of stuff I have never seen.' Lowell, much to the sur-

prise of the editor, burst into a roar of laughter, and informed Mr. Fields
of the authorship of the article. The editor turned all colors, and Bwore
it was one of Lowell's jokes. ' Indeed it is,' responded Lowell, ' and the
best joke I ever played. I never thought highly of my scribbling, but I
didn't believe it was the most ridiculous farrago of stuff you had ever
seen.' By way of self-defense, Fields declared he did not read|the thing,
but that he did not believe that a man who signed his first name with the
initial and the second full could write for the Atlantic. That was about
as ingenious an excuse as he could make for his partiality."

Frank Ii. Chase, of Chicago, Chairman of the Cook County Demo-
cratic Committee, is a defaulter for from §50,000 to $70,000. Drink,
harlotry and speculation caused his downfall.

Faded articles of all kinds restored to their original beauty by Dia-
mond Dyes. Perfect and simple. 10 cents, at all druggists.

INSURANCE.
The Only Company on thr rnriflr Ooatt (lovrrned by the Matta-

ehusrtt* Xon-Vorfrlture Law.

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF BOSTON.

Total Aeaet* December 31, 1881 €16,210,465.92.
Surplus over All Liabilities—

KMAdhttsettB Standard -i per cent $2,035,894.93
New Fork Standard 44 per cent 3,601,888.42
Market Value of Stocks and Bonds over cost 1,474,601.09

POINTS.
First—A Plain and simple policy, clear of all burdensome conditions, and fully

protected from forfeiture.

Bboovd—An agency experience of fifteen years In this State, during which, by
liberality and fair dealing in its relations with pol icy-holders, tho Company has
gained an enviable reputation.

Third—Non-forfeiture for residence or travel, or for hazardous occupations with-
out a permit.

Fourth—Liberal paid-up and cash sujvender, values stipulated by law.

Fiftu—This Company charges no more for insurance than those companies in
which the policy is forfeited, in case of non-payment of premium when due.

Before insuring in any other company, or joining any co-operative assessment so-
ciety, carefully examine the practical working of the Massachusetts law of 1880, and
read the policy contract of the New England Life.

Aug. 26.

HENRY K. FIELD, General Agent,
328 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

(Organized 1863.)

FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY.
Fire and Marine Insurance.

Assets 91.250,000
Losses paid over 4,500,000
jJSTThe Largest Asset3 and Largest Income of all the companies hailing from

west of New York State, and in 1881 Pacific Coast premiums were larger than
those of any other company, local, Eastern or foreign.

D. J. STAPLES President I WM. J. DUTTON Secretary
ALPHEUS BULL Vice-President

f
E. W. CARPENTER Asst. Secretary

HOME OFFICE:
Southwest Cor. California and Sansome streets* San Francisco.
6^* Agents in all prominent localities. Sept. 30.

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE-UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

The California Lloyds.—Established in 1461.—Nos. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, 4750,000 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates !

Prompt Settlement of Loses!! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS.—J. Mora Moss,
Moses Heller, J. O. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Everson, A. B. Phipps, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Brandenstein, W. M. Hoag, Nicholas
Luning, James Moffitt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Touchard,
George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Scbolle, Charles
Baum, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President.
Jambb D. Bailky, Secretary. Qao. T. Bona*. Surveyor. Nov. 6.

TRANSATLANTIC FIRE INSURANCE CO.,
OF HAMBURG.

£ Capital, 91,500,000, V. 8. Gold Coiii. Losses paid in Gold
V> Coin immediately after Adjustment. This Corporation holds contracts of six-

teen other European Insurance Companies, re-insuring by far the greater part of

every risk, a." soon as accepted in our office. The combined subscribed Capital which
our policies therefore offer to the public amounts to $26,900,000, U. S. Gold
Coin, of which $7,650,000 is paid up, besides the always available Reserve Funds.

GEO. MARCUS &. CO., 304 California street, S. F.,

Aug. 5. ___^_ General Agents for Pacific Coast.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, of Zurich, Capital 5,000,000 francs; Helvetia,

of St. Gall, Capital 10,000,000 francs ; Baloise, of Basle, Capital 5,000,000 francs.

These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that may be sus-

ained. Losses made payable in all the principal seaports of the world. In the set-

tlement of all claims under an English policv, these Companies will strictly adhere to
the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, and submit to English jurisdiction.

June 9. HARRY W. SYZ, Agent, 420 and 422 California St., S. F.

GENEVA AWARD.

Special and Personal Attention Given to the Preparation, Proof
and Trial of Cases

In the Court of "Alabama" Claims, in Washington, D. C. An extended experience

in the former Court, and unusual facilities for managing these causes, enables me
to render special services to claimants. The Court has jurisdiction of claims for

veseels and cargoes destroyed by any Confederate cruisers, for those officers and
men, and for war premiums paid from April, 1861, to November, 1865. Full

information given on application to the undersigned.

J. F. MANNING.
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW,

1424 New York Avenue. Washington, D. C; 69 Wall St.. New
YorkCitv; 131 Devonshire St., Boston. Mass. Sept. 23.

AMERICAN EXCHANGE HOTEL,

Sansome street, Corner Halleck, San Francisco.—This
hotel is in the very center of the business portion of the city, and has been

renovated and newly furnished throughout. The traveling public will find this to

be the most convenient as well as the most comfortable and respectable hotel in the
city. TABLE FIRST-CLASS. Board and room, $1, $1.25 and $1.50 per day. Nice
single rooms per night, 50 cents. Breakfasts or dinners, 50 cents. Lunch, 25 cents.

Eighteen tickets, good for any meals, for $5- Hot and cold baths free. Free coach

to and from the hotel. Oct. 7.

$72 A WEEK. $12 a day at home easily made. Costly Outfit Free.
AddressTBUE 4 Co. .Augusta, Maine.
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WHAT WILL THEY DO WITH IT ?

The Democrats have won everything. They went to San Jose with

the motto painted in large letters and conspicuously displayed over the

stage on which they did bo much tall and insincere talking, "from Siski-

you to San Diego ; from the Sierras to the sea." It was looked upon as

an extravagance of speech. Its literal fulfillment was not anticipated by
the most florid speaker that mounted that stand. Yet, to-day, it is more

than realized. Not only is this State carried in all its parts, but a tidal

wave has swept over the whole nation. It is not only from the "Sierras to

the Bea," but from the North to the South, and from Massachusetts to

California, that we hear the same story. All along the line it is a Demo-
cratic triumph. It amounts to a revolution. New York rolls up a Demo-
cratic majority of nearly two hundred thousand. Pennsylvania goes Dem-
ocratic throughout the whole State for the first time since Buchanan was

elected, and even that old, puritanical and dyed-in-wool commonwealth,
Massachusetts, elects that terribly wicked Democrat, Ben Butler, by

twenty thousand majority. It is a clean sweep, a tidal wave, a revolu-

tion, or anything else you like to call it. We know no name for it ; for we
have witnessed nothing like it in our time. If we cared, we could tell of a

great many things that have brought it about. But at this moment we
are concerned about no such matters. Let the dead past bury its dead.

We say good-bye to yesterday and care only for the events of to-day. We
know that the Democrats have carried all before them. They have won a

Waterloo victory. The only question is as to what they will do with it ?

They have entered into a big contract with the nation. They have agreed

to establish civil service reform, to keep in office all those who have

proved themselves qualified, to prosecute the authors of Hub-
bell circulars, to cut down the tariff, to introduce econo-

my and entrenchment, to reduce the national expenditure

by many millions, to drive the thieves, one and all, out of the

people's temple, to know no Robesons, Dorseys or Arthurs, to

run the Government as clean as the beautiful snow. Will they do it?

We have great confidence in the Tildens, Hancocks, Thurmans, Bayards,

Pendletons and Lamars of the Democratic party. We do not see their

equals on the other side. The Republicans have allowed their best men
to be driven from public life by the latter-day influence of the bosses.

There is no reason why the Democrats should not only hold their own,

but there is every reason why they should solidify their strength, and
come before the nation in 1884 far stronger than they are to-day. We
say that there is every reason why they should do that, but we don't be-

lieve that they will. Experience has made us afraid of them. They are

given to throwing away opportunities. They are adepts at blundering.

The ablest men among them are from the South, and they do not under-

stand the North, West and the Pacific coast. We hope that they will,

but fear that they will not fulfill the contract they have entered into with
the nation. We believe that a change of ruling parties would be good
for the whole people, and only fear that the Democrats have not politi-

cal prescience enough to engineer their change to its final denouement.
In this State we know something of those who assume to lead. We know
that greater blunderers never pretended to lead a party. It is a case of

the blind leading the blind. They have just fought a State campaign on
issues that not one of them believes in. They have, by false pretenses,

excited the public imagination to the highest pitch. They have said that
they will sinch corporations, whilst in their heart of hearts

they know very well that they mean nothing of the kind.

They have elected Railroad Commissioners whom they pretend
to believe will reduce fares and freights below the cost of

running the railroads. They know full well that nothing of

the kind will be attempted, but that things will be permitted
to remain pretty much as they are. They are for to-day, and not
for to-morrow. They have laid themselves out to win a temporary tri-

umph without regard to the more important affairs of a Presidential year.
They have made promises to the State which they know, as well as they
know any fact in life, will not be fulfilled. The same state of affairs ex-

ists in regard to city politics. They have, in the face of large deficiencies,

engaged to run the City Government for one dollar in the hundred. They
will not do it, and they know they will not. Out of all there will come a
reckoning. The people will want to know why they have been fooled,
and when the answer is demanded there will be only a few imbeciles, who
have meanwhile wrecked the party, to vouchsafe a poor, impotent and
most unsatisfying reply. If there be any men in the Democratic party
of this State, any far-seeing politicians and highminded statesmen, let

them now come to the front. Their party is sorely in need of them. We
confess that we know not where to seek for them. It is very possible
that they exist, but most certainly they are not in sight among the pres-
ent leaders. They are not to be found among the Buckleys, Greathouses
or Englishes who at present rule and shape the methods of the Democratic
party. Weaker, sillier or more impotent pilots were never permitted to
take command of a ship. The Governor forced upon them knows noth-
ing of party management; the State officers they have elected are a poor
lot, and their city officials are a corrupt crowd—all these, left to such
leadership as the Democratic party at present affords, will ruin things in
the next two years, and at the end of that time we shall see the rejuve-
nated Republican party arise in its strength and sweep away such imbe-
ciles as are to be permitted to masquerade before the people as statesmen
during the next two years. That is the truth. We wish it were other-
wise. We but speak of that whereof we know.

The medical department of the University gave a right royal ban-
quet last evening at B'nai B'rith Hall. The faculty, students and friends
were well represented. Science, wit and humor were all indulged in, and
some good and true things were said as to the future of medical education
in connection with our State University. The banquet was held too late
in the week to permit of our doing it justice in this issue, but we shall
take an early opportunity of referring to some of the subjects discussed.
We take a deep interest in medical education on this coast. It is a mat-
ter that concerns every home and every family in our midst. We are
gladto know that it is proposed to be improved and elevated by the au-
thorities of our University. Every movement in that direction will re-
ceive, at our hands, all the encouragement we can give it. We have done
something in the past to rid the State of quacks ; we shall be glad to do
much more to help along every effort to supply their places with true
physicians.

ELECTION BULLDOZING.
A peep at the polling-place of the third precinct, Third Ward, on

Tuesday, gave one some idea of how elections are won by that rough ele-

ment which is such a disgrace to politics. Men sunk so low that no
decent man would recognize them, even had he the misfortune to have
even run across them. On Tuesday a number of Buckley's roughs, with
a lot of kindred bruisers, convicts and bummers, stood around the poll-

ing-place in question with handafull of Democratic tickets. Crowding
around the booth were the refuse of the Barbary Coast and the habit-

ue's of the lowest haunts this city possesses, and their number is legion.

These are the men who sell their votes at from a dollar to fifty cents.

Every few minutes one of the "boys" would bring along a man willing

to vote as requested for fifty cents, whereupon another " Buckley lamb "

would go to the alleged challenger, who stood at the entrance to the poll

with a Precinct Register, on which he tallied or checked off each name as

voted; from this person the name and address of some party that had not
yet voted would be got. This name would then be repeated to the "will-
ing voter," a Regular Democratic ticket given him, already folded, and
he would march direct to the polling place, accompanied by the man that
made the bargain. Should his vote be challenged, as it generally was, a
party inside the poll would simply say, " Swear him." Up went his

hand, and he would swear the name and address was his, the ballot was
dropped into the box, the voter would walk off, first receiving fifty cents
for his services, and no doubt went on to another precinct to repeat the
operation. We saw this done repeatedly. In four different instances the
supposed real voter came along and desired to vote, but was told his name
was already voted on. In these cases, as they objected to the proceed-
ing, they were sworn, their ballot marked on the back for future refer-

ence, perhaps, and then dropped into the box. In a close contest these
votes might make a vast deal of difference. A Governor of Massachu-
setts was once elected by a majority of one. One of these frauds was de-

detected {a mere drop in the ocean of corruption) and arrested. No
sooner was the voter " run in " than a hack started off for the Demo-
cratic State Central Committee rooms, and a party sent to bail him out.

If elections cannot be won without the assistance of these frauds and
thieves it is about time some change was made, and some stricter man-
ner of judging adopted. It is fair to presume that the eight detected
represented a very small minority, and that were the number of fraudu-
lent votes to be properly got at its magnitude would astound those not
acquainted with such matters. Is there no way in which this Augean
stable, this hog-pen of filth and fraud, can be cleaned out ? There is

only one way that is feasible—that is to limit the suffrage, and so confine
the power of voting to men who have qualifications which entitle them
to have some say in the affairs and welfare of their country.

SUCH A JUDICIARY!
Toohy and Clough are, by grace of a boss convention, and by vir-

tue of Democratic votes, two of the Superior Court Judges of thiB city
and county. Their election is the greatest humiliation that ever befell

the Judiciary of this city. Their like has never before been elevated to
the Bench in this State. Yet the Examiner on the morning before the
election said they were "good nominees," and lawyer T. J. Clunie said
that " there were no better men presiding over the Courts of any State."
Heaven save the mark ! To such extravagances do party ends drive men
and organs. The lawyer of the Examiner, as well as lawyer Clunie, knew
when they said so that they were doing violence to their consciences, and
were endeavoring to impose upon those who listened to them. Not too
put too fine a point upon it they falsified. It is a grave mistake to have
elevated two such men to the judicial bench. The party responsible for

it will greatly suffer in consequence, or we are not prophets. It is some-
thing new that such creatures should be elected to hold the scales of
Justice. It is a sad commentary upon the politics of the period that
a Clough and a Toohey should be made Superior Judges. It is

the best evidence that the leaders who procured such nominations
are as dishonest as they are weak, foolish and imbecile. Buckley, to do
him justice, washes his hands of the whole proceeding. .He says that he
favored Freelon, Botts, Baggett and Coffey, but that Greathouse wanted
to defeat Baggett, and told the " boys'" that they could do what they
pleased so long as they did not nominate Baggett, and hence an Irish con-
vention left to itself gave us Clough, McGuire and Touhy. Now isn't

that low-down politics ? Is that not personal spite carried to the extreme
of destroying the character of the judicial bench, and that by a lawyer
who ought to know better? The new Judges will be chaffed, guyed, and
entrapped in all sorts of ways by members of the bar, and innumerable
paragraphs will appear in the papers illustrating the ignorance and stu-

pidity of the men elevated to the bench by the Democracy, and yet the
men responsible for such elevation are the would-be leaders of the Democ-
racy to-day ! That is but a fair sample of the leadership that is to pre-
vail for some time to come. What is to be said of leaders who had the
littleness to give us a Clough and a Toohy for Superior Judges? How can
so small a pint pot hold a large gallon measure, when we come to the con-
sideration of the gravest matters of State politics ?

A DEFEAT.
Paul Neumann has been defeated, and General Rosecrans has been

elected to represent this great city in the halls of Congress. This is emi-
nently proper. Simple honesty has prevailed over Jews, Greeks,
Italians, Robbers' Roosts, and curious and devious ways. The Pacific
Coast is spared the indignity involved in the establishment of a second
Robber's Roost in Washington, that would surely have become, under the
pens of the bright men of "NewspaperRow," a national shame and disgrace.

The defeat of a man of a national reputation like Rosecrans, by a nonde-
script like Neumann, would have been a sad commentary upon the intelli-

gence of our people. The pronounced majority in favor of the former, of
some 7,000 or 8,000 votes—the largest ever given to a Congressman in

this city—is the best vindication of the good sense of our people, and of

the good fight made by the News Letter, which drove every daily in

San Francisco either into opposition to Neumann or into silence by our
array of terrible facts, that could not be ignored, gainsayed or lied away.
Whilst taking pride in the result, we but did our duty. We had no per-

sonal feeling in the matter at all. Never was there a fight more disinter-

estedly made. Rough as our assaults may have appeared, we dealt with
the materials at our command with great moderation, and selected only
such as seemed suited to the good purpose in hand.
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THE TOWN CRIER.
' llur lh» OftorT "VVhn th» d»Til art ihon?"
"On» ih»*. will pUy lb* d»Til.air with sea."

' Ils'd ft •iifi* In hi* Mil m long u » fUil.
Which m»J» him crow bolder uid bolder."

On election day, one of our aon-roting stock-brokers decided to shake
off the dn«t of the city and play Nimmd. All. or neat, "f the saloons in

the city were closed, and a considerable amount of his Interest in town
life was consequently gone. He heeled himself with a No. 12, a handled
oartridgee and, as he thought, a flask of good old Bourbon. Mario
County was chosen as his happy hunting-urrouud, and the vicinity of Sau-
celito was favored as the particular locality, l^uail were the intended
game, but six chippys and a humming-bird filled up the bag at the finish.

He says that one ground squirrel had a narrow escape. It escaped into
its hole. But the worst w yet to be told. When he felt just a trifle ex-

hausted be was going to take a pull at his flask, when, horror of

horrors ! he discovered that his wife bad utilized his flask as a re-

ceptacle for a hair-blanching mixture. He did not swear—at least not to

speak of. He only cursed so lightly that the grass withered for ten square
yards around where he stood. That night there was quite a little muss
around that domestic hearth, and the six chippys and humming-bird were
chewed in a silence which could be felt.

Last week Captain P arrived from Alaska. The Cap. is un-
sophisticated, for long years of sea life have made the genial old man
nsanapicdona of bis fellow-man. As soon as he landed he made for a
saloon on Clay street, whose proprietor was an old friend. They both
had the same tastes. The Captain liked bis glass and was fond of spin-

ning a yarn; so was the other. They both also loved the study of natu-
ral history. After B- - had poured forth his eloquence for sometime,
and also poured forth considerable of the fluid which cheers but still ine-

briates, a happy idea struck him. " Cap.," said he, " down at Warner's
North Beach museum is a rare curiosity." " What is it?" eagerly asked
the innocent toiler of the sea. " It's an animal half bear and half dog."
" Great Ciesar! " said the Cap., "you don't say so !

" And seizing his

stick, he started off at once for the purpose of feasting his eyes upon
such a singular freak of nature. He returned in an hour one of the mad-
est men you could meet. B had gone home, but the Cap. was look-

ing for the man who sent him four miles to look at a French poodle with
half its body bare.

After this date the T. C. gives due warning that any man remarking
" It's a cold day" in his presence will immediately be flayed alive, and hia

liver and entrails fed to swine. His carcass shall be stuffed and added to

the collection of preserved bores which adorns the News Letter office,

and which only limited space prevents us from making into one of the
finest ever produced. There are a number of good specimens we have long
had our eye on, and we give them due warning that, unless they change
their field of action, the office executioner will step out, and in course of

a few days they will be in a glass case, where time will be no object, or
whisky a consideration. We particularly address this to the "cold day"
bore, as we hanker after a specimen of this new genus; but, however
great our desire to increase the museum may be, we make a point of

never obtaining a subject without giving him due warning.

There cannot be much objection to a good heartfelt " damn," for the
best of us are, under certain conditions, liable to use the expression, but
the coarse oaths that one hears on every side, on our streets, in saloons and
restaurants, cannot but offend the ears even of men, much more those of

refined women. Our boys, too, are fast being contaminated, and it is the
exception to the rule if, in the conversation of boys, and they not coming
under the head of hoodlums, some oath does not interlard each sentence.

It was all very well for the red-shirted '49er to expand his lungs in curs-

ing his luck, for then women were scarce and his companions could not
well be contaminated. It did not hurt the tall pine or offend the ears of

the fierce grizzly. But times are changed, and the police should stop
public cursing.

The following item appears in an evening paper, and the public is

asked to swallow it without salt :
" Dr. Harvey Smith, a wealthy physi-

cian of Blanchester, 0., recently warned his family that he was losing his

mind. While walking with his wife, a few days later, he drew an am-
putating knife from his pocket and, like a flash, beheaded himself." The
days of miracles are past, and a man who can behead himself comes too
near the miracle business to be a.reality. The only men who have be-

headed themselves, to our knowledge, are the men who have lost their

heads over love, elections, or their wives little peculiarities.

The Latest " Popular Science Monthly " has a most lucid article

upon " How Elephants Multiply," and it is pleasing to note that the
female elephant does not become a parent until it reaches the age of 30.

At that mature age the fond mother is not so liable to give the baby too
much soothing-syrup or set it to sleep upside down. Fond husbands, whose
olive branches increase with too much rapidity, must often envy the ele-

phant when he learns that only " six young are capable of being produced
during the parental period." The late father of the Oakland triplets

must especially wish that he belonged to the elephantine race, where
threes don't count.

On election day Merchant street looked as if all the slums of the city

had been ransacked to provide the men who choose our officials and select

our legislators. The prisons, too, had provided a strong contingent of

voters who went to the poll fresh from crime, and unwashed either in
body or (we were going to say soul), but that mythical arrangement has
been forgotten in the making of these human brutes. The time is not far

distant when a limit to the ballot must be made, or we shall soon have
men in office who will steal quietly and with good grace as now, but
openly and in broad daylight.

It is extremely dangerous for the reporter to touch upon art mat-
tens unless he has some knowledge of the subject treated. The Examiner
critic last week decidedly put his foot in the hole and tripped up badly.

He was writing a critique upon Nahl's collection of old Masters. As
probably no one read it, it is a a matter of supreme indifference to all but
the exhibitor and the critic ; still it shows by its gross errors that a slight

knowledge of art is worse than none.

"Actresses, umthe Dramatic World, "are now wearing kid-gloTM
dear to the shoulder. This piece of Information will be of value to
certain local authority on Ladies underwear, who complains that while be
baa been told that feminine hose are now worn quite the same length aa
the moat fashionable glove, the onmpariaon partakes of the sin
of chalk explanation, since we are in possession of do reliable data as to
the exact length of the glove. The thing's as plain as a hay stark now.
Gloves are worn clear up to the shoulder; hose are worn the same length aa
glove* ; therefore, hose are worn clear up to the shoulder. Quod erat
demonstrandum.

11 Confound It," said a somewhat impecunious youth, " why should a
man be bard up when barbers are advertised for at *4 from Saturday to
Sunday- " He did not know how to shave, but he pitched in. His career
was brilliant but brief. Fourth street was the locality he chose for his
field of action, and his first patient happened to be a sturdy 'longshore-
man. The novice got on well with the lathering part of the operation,
but when he began to tear at the weak old beard of the martyr, a howl
went up, a fist flew out, and a barber lay wondering if he had made a mis-
take and tackled a mule wrong end first.

At last we are to have a new Bible. It is about time, for so many
folks have quarreled and squealed about the old one that a new one will
give fresh work for cavilers and preachers. It will take a long time, how-
ever, to run the old book out of the field. Though we may be inclined to
doubt the little story of the snake, and Adam and Eve, and be a trifle

skeptical about Jonah and the whale, still there are points about the old
Book which it will be bard to beat. One is apt to stick to the tales of
one's youth, even though they be Jack and the Beanstalk, Robinson Crusoe,
or the Bible.

" Cornelius Crowley tumbled off Vallejo-street wharf on Tuesday
into a small boat moored near at band. It is supposed that he attempted
suicide." When a man intends suicide he does not usually tumble into a
boat, that is to say, unless he means to take water. The reporter goes on to
say, " there was a rope around Crowley's neck." Probably he meant to
hang himself as well as drown. The idea is original and does him infi-

nite credit. When the arresting officer pulled him out of the boat he
booked him aa a drunk. This rather takes the gilt off the gingerbread.

'Twas just a conversation,
And it was very brief,

She held a fig toward him
And he held up a leaf

;

She said: "Sir, here's a fig for you;"
He said: "Lady, a leaf."

It might be just as well observed,
Her dress was very brief.

The attention of persons given to sneer at the capabilities of the
English tongue, in the way of nervous terseness, is called to the following,
which appeared in the "Personal" column of one of the dailies this
week: "If the party will return the old man's cane he took from the
Boomerang last Wednesday evening, to Dan Somerville or Officer Conboy,
the little joke will be laughed at; otherwise, otherwise." Is it possible
to conceive of anything more suggestive than this last clause? " Other-
wise, otherwise." There is a volume in it.

At desert the other day, at the house of one of our cleverest ladies, a
smart tongue battle took place. Satire was the weapon, though the ra-

pier wore a button of fun. Said she, holding out a fig between her
finger and thumb, " a fig, sir, for you." Said he, lifting a tig leaf from
the dish, " a fig leaf for you." It may be as well to observe that the in-

stigator of this combat of wit wore her dress more below than above
the margin.

Realizing that the people of California are sick of his flatulent ver-

bosity and overbearing self-asserted superiority, and such being the nec-
essary qualifications of the Land League leaders of the day in his native
green isle, Juhn T. Doyle is thinking seriously of going back to Cork and
running for Parliament on the Home Rule ticket. What a team of
howlers it would make—Bigger, Healy, O'Connor and Doyle.

The Lord be praised, the turmoil's o'er!

No longer shall the unwashed bore,

With badly smelling breath,
Tight fasten on a button-hole,

And talk a man to death.

"Sabbath bells" may sound romantic, but at five o'clock in the
morning, when a tired working man or a sick child is trying to sleep, they
are a nuisance. If religious folk cannot remember the time church opens
and the show starts without disturbing the slumbering sinner, " the
times must be out of joint," and religion, if not dead, awfully sleepy.

The officers of the steamer Silvcrtown , which is now loading at Port
Costa, should be a little more particular in their gets up. There is an
air of slovenliness about them which does not do credit to officers of so
fine a steamer. Living upon the water, it seems odd that they should
use so little, inside or out.

Peace once more. The elections are over and the blatant politician

will either crawl back to his former obscurity or flutter a brief space as a
success. No longer will our ears be annoyed by the foul-mouthed scum
who float upon the political pot until sucked into space and lost in some
fresh whirpool of iniquity.

The Democrats are jubilant and the hands that have been shaken,
and the glasses that have tinkled still leave a tingle. It has been a cold
day for the party for a long time ; at last it comes to the front. It re-

mains to be proved whether the winners will steal more than the losers.

When Alec Badlam awoke on Wednesday morning he found on his
doorstep a lump of ice whose proportions nearly approached the size of
an iceberg. Alec is a practical joker himself, and must have appreciated
the pun, cold as the weather was.

When a law abiding citizen closes his saloon on election day it makes
him just a trifle mad when he sees the law openly defied and bouses that
are " in with the police " open. One saloon was open just behind a
prominent polling place.

John T. Doyle says he is out of politics. He went out by a large ma-
jority last Tuesday.
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SUNBEAMS.

A burst of golden sunshine,

A whispering- of the leaves,

A music-ripple on the brook,
A joy, a wonder in each nook

;

A sweeping shadow o'er the land,

A flushing of the tree-tops,

A crimsoning of the lake,

A peaceful mildness in the air,

A thought of hidden mysteries there,

A glorious fading of the sun

—

A summer's day is done.

A joy in childhood's playthings,

A casting them aside
;

A flash of golden youthhood's hour,
When joy breaks through the passing shower ;

A castle building in the air

;

A cherished hope defeated ;

A smile, a joy, a doubt,
A gleam reflected from the past

;

A sigh upon its bosom cast

;

A mystery of a world unknown

;

And then—a soul has flown.

" Native " Zeal.—Anew oyster-bed, two-hun-
dred miles in extent, has been discovered in the
North Sea. Yes, that is an extensive bed, truly;

but we think that England, if time be given her,

will be equal to the task of " tucking it in."

Some of the manuscript offered to printers is

so bad that it ought first to be sent to the House
of Correction, with its author.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Sunday. October 22, 1S82,
And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave

from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot

(Townsend St., between 3d and 4th streets),as follows:

LEAVE
S. F.

t 6:50 a.m
3:30 a M.

10:40 a.m.
* 3:30 p.m.

4:30 p.m.

6:30 p.m.

DESTINATION.

..San Mateo, Redwood,.
and Menlo Park—

J
8:30 a.m

10:40 A.M
* 3:30 P.M

4:30 P. m

J . .Santa Clara, San Joseand..
|_

I ..Priucipal Way Stations... j"

10:40A.M.|( Gilroy, Paj.ru, Castroville
* 8:30 P.M.

1
1 and Monterey

ARRIVE
S. F.

6:40 a.m.
9:05 A.M.

*10:02 A.M.

3:37 p.m.

t 5:04 p. Mi
:02 p.m.

:05 a.m.
^10:02 a.m.

3:37 p.m.

6:02 p.m.

10:02 a.m.

6:02 p.m.

*"!{ Hullister and Tres Pinos.

10:40 A.M.] J . Watson ville, Aptos, Soquel. 11
<* 3.30 p.m.

I | and Santa Cruz \\

10:40 a. „ | ( . .Salinas.Soleilad and Way. . | 1 „ A„ „ „
Hi .Stations ... \\

6-02 r.M.

Sundays excepted. tSundays only.

Stage connections are made with the 10:40 A.M.
Traiu, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo, which
connect with 8:30 a.m. Train.

Ticket Offices—Passenger Depot, Townsend street,
and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

%W~ S. P. Atlantic Express Train via Los Angeles,
Yuma, etc., leaves San Francisco daily via Oakland
Ferry, foot of Market g*j?et, ^t 9:30 a.m. [Oct. 28.

H. B. Williams. A. Ohesebrougli.

W. H-Dimond.

WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO.,
Shipping and Commission Merchants.

UNION BUILDING,
Junction Market and Pine Streets.

AGENTS FOR
Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacifi,

Steam Navigation Company, The Ca-
nard Royal Mail Steamship Company,
" The California Line ofClippers"
from New York and Boston,
and '

' The Hawaiian Line .
*

'

San Francisco, January 31, 1880. [Jan. 31.

L. H. Newton. M. .Newton,

NEWTON BROTHERS & CO.,
Importers and Wholesale Dealers iu

Teas, Foreign Goods and Groceries. 204 and 2
California street, San Francisco, Cal May 25.

C t > R. R.

Time Schedule, Monday, May 15, 1882.
Trains leaves and are due to arrive at,

San Francisco as follows:

LEAVE
(for)

DESTINATION.
{ £*

RITir

^from)

9:30 a.m. ....Antioch and Martinez 2:40 p.m.
*4:00p.m. " " " 12:40 p.m.
*4:30p.M. ( cc (i *10:10 a.m.
8:00 A.M. 7:40 p.m.

ii

*4:00 p.m. 7:40 P.M.

9:30 a.m. . . ( Deming, El Paso } Express 2:40 p.m.

4:30 P.M. 7:10 A.M.
8:00 A.M. .. j Gait and \ via Livermore

. . j Stockton } via Martinez
5:40 p.m.

*4:00 P.M. +12:40 P.M.

J8:00 A.M. 111:40 A.M.
9:30 A.M. 2:40 f.H.
8:00 a.m. .. .Livermore and Pleasanton. .

.

5:40 p.m.
5:00 P.M. " " " 8:40 A.M.

*4:00 p.m. *12:40 p.m.
8:00 a.m. Marysville and Chico 5:40 p.m.

<( t< tt

5:00 p.m. " » " 8:40 A.M.
3:30 P.M . . ( Ogden and ) Express

..(East ("Emigrant
11:40 a.m.

5:30 p.m. 6:10 a.m.
. ..Redding and Red Bluff 5:40 p.m.

8:00 a.m. .. 1 Sacramento, \ via Livermore. 6:40 p.m.
8:«0a.m. . . < Colfax and

J-

via Eenicia. . .

.

7:40 P.M.
3:30 P.M. 11:40 a.m.

*4:30 p.m. Sacramento, via Benicia. . .

.

*10:10 A.M.
*4:00 P.M. Sacramento River Steamers.

.

*6:00 a.m.

3:30 P.M. .... " (JSundaysonly) ill:40 A.H.

*4:00p.m. " .... *12.40 P.M.

*S:00 A.M. Willows, Williams & Tehama. *7:40 p.m.

Train leaving San Francisco at 9:30 A.M. should meet
Pacific Express from " Ogden" at San Pablo; also Pacific
Express from "El Paso" at Antioch.

LOCAL TERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland Pier.

From "SAM FRAHTCISCO," Daily.

To EAST OAKLAND—•e.OO, *6:30. 7:30, 8:30, 9:30.

10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30.

7:00, 8:00, 9:30, 11:00, »12:00.

To ALAMEDA—*6:00, *t6:30, 7:00, »t7:30, 8:00, -tS;30,

9:00, "t9:30, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 1:00, 2:00, 3:00, "t3:30,
4:00, *t4:30, 5:00, -t5:30, 6:00, «+6:30, 7:00, »8:00, 9:30,

11:00, «12:00.

To BERKELEY — "6:00, *6:30, 7:00, «7:30, 8:00, <'8:30,

9:00, t9:30, 10:00, (10:30, 11:00, JU:30, 12:00, 1:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,

9:30, *12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—»6:00, «6:30, 7:00, "7:30, J8:00.
•8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, "4:30, 5:00.

*5:30, 6:00. -6:30, 7:00.

To " SAN FBAWCISCO," Daily.

From BROADWAY, 04Kt,AKD-»5:32, »6:02, 6:32,7:02,

7:32. 8:02, 8:32, 9:02, 9:32, 10:02, 10:32, 11:02, 11:32, 12:02,

12:32, 1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32, 5:02,

5:32, 6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

From EAST OAKLAND—*5:21, *5:51, 6:21, 6:51, 7:51,

8:5i, 9:51, 10:51, 11:51, 12:51, 1:51, 2:51, 3:51, 4:51,

5:51, 6:51, 7:51, 9:21, 10:51.

From ALAMEDA—*5:15, '5:45, 6:15, 7:10, *+7:35, 8:10,

*+8:35, 9:10, «t9:35, 10:10, *+10:35, 11:10, 12:10, 1.10,

2:10, 3:10, 4:10, «t4:35, 5:10, <--t5:35, 6:10, *+6:35, 7:15,

*t7:35, 9:15, 10:45.

From BERKELEY— *5:45, *6:15, 6:45, *7:15, 7:45, *8:15,

8:45, 19:15, 9:45, J10:15, 10:45, Jll:16, 11:45, 12:45,

1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:15, 4:45, 5:15, 5:45, 6:15, 6:45, 7:45,

9:15, *10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY — *5:45, *6:15, 6:45, »7:15,

7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, »5:15, 5:45,

*6:15, 6:45, »7:15.

Creek Route.
From SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:15, 3:15,

5:15.

From OAKLAND—«6:15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

All trains run daily, except ivhen star (*) denotes Sun-
days excepted.

tTrains marked thus (+) ran via East Oakland.
(t)Snndays only.

" Standard Time " furnished by Randolph & Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. GOODMAN, Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agt.
A. N. Towne, General Manager.

COAL OIL STOVES.
A .1 Sizes for Cooking or Parlor use

Send for Circular and Prices.

WIESTEB & CO..
17 New Montgomery St., S. F.

Great

JrrftOUTE

EASTWARD
Is the Old Favorite andPRINCIPAL LI1STEPHOM

Omaha, Kansas City, Atchison and St. Joseph

For CHICAGO,
ST. LOUIS,

MILWAUKEE,
Detroit, Niagara Falls,

NEW YORK, BOSTON!
And All Pomfs East and South-East.

THE LINE COMPRISES
Nearly 4,000 miles. Solid Smontn Stepl Track. All

connections are made in UNION DEPOTS. It has
a National Reputation as being THE GREAT
THROUGH CAR LINE, and is universally conceded
to be THE FINEST EQUIPPED Railroad in the
World for all classes or travel.
Try it, and you will find traveling a luxury Instead

of a discomfort.
Through Tickets via this Celebrated Line for sale

at all offices in the West.
All information about Rates of Fare, Sleeping Car

Accommodations, Time Tables, &c, will be cheer-
fully given by applying to

(. J. POTTER, PERCEVAL LOWELL,
Oen'l Manager, Gen'l J-jssenger Agt.,

Chicago, Ills. Chicago, Ills.

T, D.McUY, Gen. Agt., Occiaental Hotel, sau Francisco.

On and after Sunday. October 22, 1SS2,
Boats and Trains will leave San Francisco as

follows:

"I f~\ a. m. daily (Sundays excepted), via San Rafael,
J- ^-' from Market-street wharf, for Petaluma, Santa
Rosa and way stations.

2 0f\ p. m., via Donahue, from Washington-street
.OU Wh^rf, and

4 A £T P. M., via San Rafael, from Market-street wharf,
•^ti for Petaluma, Cloverdale and way stations.

Stages connect at Geyserville for Skaggs Springs;
and at Cloverdale for Highland Springs, Kelseyville,

Soda Bay, Lakeport, Upper Lake, Bartlett Springs, Na-
varro Ridge, Mendocino City, Eureka and the Geysers.

Sunday Exeariious.

8 0A A. M-, Sundays only, via Donahue, from Wash-
• £\J ington -street wharf, for Cloverdale and way

stations. Round Trip Tickets on Sundays to Petaluma,
SI.50 ; to Santa Rosa, %% ; to Healdsburg, S3 ; to Clover-
dale, S4.50; to Guerneville, S3. Returning, will arrive

in San Francisco at 6:45 p. m.

ARTHUR HUGHES, PETER J. McGLTNN,
Gen. Manager. Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

o
SONOMA VALLEY RAILROAD.

i and after Monday, April 3d, ISS2,
Boats and Trains will leave San Francisco as

follows:

2 C\ p. M, daily (Sundays excepted), from Washing-
mOXJ ton-street Wharf, for the town of Sonoma.

Fare, SL Round Trip Tickets, from Saturday till Mon-
day, §1 50.

SUNDAY EXCURSIONS.
8 9f\ a.m. (Sundays only), from Washington-street
m£\J Wharf, for Sonoma, Glen Ellen and way

points. Round Trip Tickets to Sonoma, SI; Pioneer
Grove, SI 20; Glen Ellen, SI 50.

ARTHUR HUGHES, PETER J. McGLYNN,
Gen. Manager. Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.
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DEATH OR LITE?
Do bloaoma die ? We watch them fade,

W« see their petals fall

And wither in the orchard glade

;

But— tell me—U this all?

Mnaenm iliea ; though breexea blow
Its tender leaven away

—

IU life remains, and it will grow
A hBctooi fruit some day.

The withered (»ee<l». — they surely die,

What signs of life have they?
Where they are scattered they must lie,

And turn to mould or clay.

The seed dies not ; though in the earth

It dried and withered be,

—

But finding there a second birth,

Becomes a noble tree.

The worm mutt die ; a single day
Will all sufficient be

lV>r him to crawl his little way
From life to vacancy.

The worm still lives. His life but makes
A change. Ue does not die

But sleeps a living sleep, and wakes
A brilliant butterfly.

And man? What lot to him shall fall?

To die, and dead remain ?

When insect, seed and blossom all

Return to life again ?

Mcnlo Park, Nov. 3, 1882. H. N.

OUR NEW ZEALAND LETTER.
[From our Wellington Correspondent.]

Business generally has been improving, and the financial aspect of

the Colony, which at one time was seriously under a cloud, is now viewed
hopefully by all. Although laboring under a heavy load of debt, the in-

ternal prosperity of New Zealand was never more assured than at the
present time. The native trouble has, in a great measure, been adjusted,

and permanent peace in that quarter has b9en secured by the determined
but just action of the New Zealand Government. The reception of the

Maori deputation, with Taiwhanga at its head, in London has caused any
amount of amusement to Colonials, who well know the antecedents of

Taiwhanga ; it has elicited severe comments from the press. He was li-

onized in England as the redresser of Maori wrongs, and of course was
immediately taken in hand by the Aborigines' Protection Society, an as-

sociation which invariably does more harm than good, their motives being
referable to notoriety and publicity rather than to the attainment of any
honest end.

In Parliament the subject of the defenses of the Colony was brought
forward, a vote of £50,000 being agreed to for that purpose. During the

discussion, Vincent Pyke, an old fossil who has long outlived his popu-
larity, distinguished himself, among others, in enunciating the doctrine

that the sooner New Zealand hoisted its own flag, independent of Eng-
land, the better it would be for her. This assinine proposition was scout-

ed by the majority, and the vote was passed.

A number of " old liners " have passed away. Among these occurs the

death of Ellerslie Wallace, a brother of Wallace the auctioneer. The
former was in early times known by the sobriquet of " Pickford," from
having been, whilst at home, apprenticed to that carrying firm. Both
brothers may be rembered in the time of the early settlement of the Col-

ony as occupying a Maori warre on the (then) beach, in which the passer

by might observe occasionally the figures of two wyenas Maori, with
their long, black, straight hair, their figures clothed with the Maori mat.
These housekeepers were a necessary appendage to an establishment in

early days, but alas ! the goold old custom has now been relegated to re-

mote parts of the country. In those days when Wakefield was agent for

for the New Zealand Company, a great latitude was allowed to all. Who
that lived at that period does not recollect the early days of the Honora-
ble Walter Mantel, as he stood at the dingy post-office, spectacle on nose,

without his coat, aud in a most unclean boiled shirt, distributing letters

to the outside public 1 And who can forget that his surliness and disre-

gard of the feelings of others gained him the name of Ursa Major? But
"Alfred Mantelicia," as he was playfully termed at other times, no long-

er turns a mangle, or distributes letters in foul linen. He is now among
the salt of Colonials, and an Honorable to boot. Such is life.

Our Public School system, if not equal to yours, approaches nearly to.

yours in efficiency. What tells against it is, in many cases, the bad char
acter and incompetency of those who are appointed as inspectors and
officers of the School Boards. We have a notable example of this in two
persons, one of whom named Lee, is Inspector of Schools, and the other,

named C. C. Graham, having been a former Secretary to the School Board,
is now promoted to the honor of being Town Clerk. The former of these,

Lee, is neither a man of education, nor is he a gentleman. He is, in

fact, an unmitigated blackguard. Whilst this worthy was residing in

Nelson, where be was master of a Church School, he was severely horse-

whipped by the Resident Magistrate, a Mr. Sharp. He was heavily fined

for a brutal assault on a youth named Stanton, and was afterward sound-
ly flogged by one of his scholars for cruelty to his pupils. These are some
of the qualifications for an Inspector in our Public Schools ! Graham is

a scoundrel, who has failed three times in business, and is generally dis-

liked. But these facts do not tell where "kissing goes by favor."

I will afford you a few more interesting particulars in my next.

Veritas.

The Princess Eugenie's Diamonds.—A pretty story is told about
the Princess Eugenie, sister of the King of Sweden. She recently sold

her diamonds in order to raise funds to complete a hospital in which she
is interested. When visiting this hospital after its completion a suffering

inmate wept tears of gratitude as she stood by his side, and the Princess
exclaimed, "Ah, now I see my diamonds again !

"

An effective medicine for kidney diseases, low fevers and nervous
prostration, and well worthy of a trial, is Brown's Iron Bitters.

NEW BOOKS.
" Under Green Apple Boughs " in the title of a novel jutt pub-

lished. The authoress ia Helen Campell, who hu already made a name
for herself in the Bald of action. It is n delightful book, breathing
through every page the freshnessof a clover field. The heroine, "Sylvia,

"

is a well-drawn character, aa also is the Professor. Although the dots] [i

by no maaua a strong one either in plot or language, it ioterssts one al-

most from the start Borne of the conversational parte of the book are
just a little too metaphysical to suit tin uler, and are apt to
prow wearisome on account of their length; but, taking the book as a
whole, it is mil worth rending, and will leave behind it a most agreeable
impression. For sale by A. L. Bancroft & Company.

" The Magazine of Art " for November is to hand, and, as usual, is

brim full of engravings—some good, some indifferent, and one or two de-
cidedly bad. Tbefrontespiece, "The Shepherdess and Her Flock," 1b such a
poor plaoe of engraving that it seems surprising to find a magazine like
the one in question producing such an abominable daub. On the other
hand, " Jolly Companions" is a really good engraving, life-like and nat-
ural. The reading matter throughout the magazineis good and will simply
repay the reader for his trouble. The monthly record of Americau art
forms a most useful appendix to this brochure.

" The Constitutional History and Political Development of the
United States," by Simon Sterne, contains an amount of useful informa-
tion which cannot fail to make it a standard work. It is a most careful
review of American political and constitutional history, and should be
read by all who desire to be au fait upon the subject treated, and who
does not? For a concise epitomy of such a comprehensive subject it will
take the foremost rank among kindred works. It contains also statistics
of the utmost value to the politician or statesman. For sale by A. L.
Bancroft & Co.

AI1VAXAB !

The Ainaxab contains neither mercury, lead, bismuth, nitrate of silver, nor
any mineral or vegetable salts, which could in the least injure the most delicate
complexion. It can be used largely with perfect confidence. We earnestly ask the
public to give it a trial, and assure them that they will find that we have claimed
nothiner for the Ainaxab Elixir but what it will most thoroughly do. For the ben-
efit of those who might be deterred from using the Ainaxab Egyptian Elixir, by
the fear that it might injure their skin, we herewith append a few testimonials from
well-known persons living in this city, which will satisfy the most skeptical as to
the priceless value of the AiNAXABas an article of toilet, aud as to its medicinal prop-
erties in removing all kinds of skin diseases.

„ , « „«. « San Fbancisco, March 29, 1882.
Ainaxab Manufacturing Company, 8)15 Montgomery street,

San Francisco

:

Gentlemen—1 have been using your Ainaxab, and find it a moat delicious Elixir,
and nob only beneficial but also most agreeably refreshing for the skin. I shall con-
tinue to use it. Please send me three bottles.

Yours truly, IDA VON TRAUTMANN,
Directress Geistinger Opera Troupe.

Ainaxab Company:
I have been using your Ainaxab in my family for some time, and am verymuoh

pleased with its action. It has a pleasant and cooling sensation to the skin, and for
all persons affected with black spots, or face worms, as they are usually called, I can
heartily recommend its use. as their removal is almost instantaneous, one or two appli-
cations accomplishing the desired result.

Respectfully, DR. OHAS. TV. HIBBARD,
202 Stockton street, San Fronoisco.

Ainaxab Manufacturing Company:
San Fkancisco, April 17,

1

Gentlemen— I have been using your Ainaxab for the last two months, and I find
that it possesses all the good qualities claimed for it in your circular. I thinkl t \s the
best thing one can use to remove the bad effects of paint, or dry make-up. I shall con-
tinue to use it, as it hasgiveu me entire satisfaction.

Respeotfully yourB, LOUISE LESTER,
Prima Donna, Tivoli Theatre.

A large nuniher of testimonials can be seen at our office.

AINAXAB M'F« CO., S. F.

THE GUTTA PERCHA AND RUBBER MANFG.
Manufacturers and Dealers in

RUBBER COODS,
CO.,

Offers for the FALL TRADE the FINEST LINE of RUBBER CLOTHING ever
in this market, both Heavy, Medium and Gossamer ; also are

SOLE AGENTS ON THE PACIFIC COAST FOR THE BOSTON RUBBER
SHOE CO'S SUPERIOR RUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES.

Pure Gum and Dull Finish Boots, Hip and Short; Im. Sandals, Arctics,
Gaiters, Footholds, etc,

JOHN W. TAYLOR. Manager,
Cor. First and Market streets,

[Sept. S3.] San Francisco.

"WILSONIA" MAGNETIC GARMENTS
EFFECT WONDERFUL CURES.

6S* For Certificates ol and Reference to PROMINENT CITIZENS OF SAN
FRANCISCO WHO HAVE BEEN CURED, apply to

[Oct. 7.]

WILSONIA AGENCT,
21 DTJPONT STREET.

CALIFORNIA S0GAR REFINERY,
Manufacturers of the Standard Syrup, a superior article

put up in barrels expressly for home consumption. Also, Extra Heavy Syrup
in barrels for Export. Refined Sugars at lowest market rates. Office 325 Market

street, up stairs. Dec. 21.

NOTICE.
or the very best photographs go to Bradley A- RulotVon's,
in an Elevator, 429 Montgomery street. Oct. 29

week in your own town. Terms and $5 outfit free.
98SXL. HtT.i.FiT A Co., Portland, Maine.

P
$66'
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WAIFS.
Waifs which, singly axe as light as air, hut which together make

a momentous whole.
Tuesday was " a cold day"—a remark that we have heard some-

where before.-^—The "Boss "is boss now, and don't you forget it.—

—

Every man in search of an office, from the highest to the lowest, will now
have to go to the Bush-street saloon, crook the bended hinges of his knees
before the boss, and then pay handsomely in order to get it. " Nothing
for nothing" is his motto.^—The patronage is his by right of stipulation
and contract, and it is useless to disguise the fact. To the victor belongs
the spoils. Buckley is boss, and Marye, English, Greathouse and the
rest are but his creatures, bound to register his edicts. He is monarch of
all he surveys. From the centre all round to the sea, he is lord of the
fowl (the figure heads) and the brute (the " boys "). It is even said that,
when the San Jose Convention adjourned, he, by threats of defeating
Stoneman, brought him to his knees and extorted a promise that he
(Buckley) should be consulted as to all of the State offices that come to
this city, as they nearly all do.^—It is a nice condition of things. If
Duke Gwin wanted to be Poundmaster, he would have to go to Buckley
to get the place.

_
If Maynard desired to be the Sheriff's deputy, he

would be hardly likely to get the office because he was not one of the
" lambs," and if, by an act of condescension on the boss's part, he did, he
would have to pay 10 per cent, of his salary for the favor. That is to be
the method of the new regime.-^—This may seem an exaggerated ad-
vertisement of the Bush-street business, but we gratuitously advertise
only a patent fact. There is no gainsaying it. Verily, great is the
power and much the reward of having a few hundred "boys "at your
disposal to vote " early and often," and to carry precinct clubs with.—
Marvelous it is that the pivot on which the whole city organization of a
great party revolves should center in Bush street. But so it is.—Stone-
man is influential because he is Governor, Greathouse is a power because
he represents those who control the party organ; but greater, more poten-
tial, and away up above all these, is the voice of the boss.-^He controls
the primaries, and they are the king-pin of politics. He can cast down
and smash one idol, and set another up. He 1b the master of them all.

And why? Because they are cowards every one. He would never have
risen above the crushing defeat of a year ago, if it had not been for those
who foolishly put George Hearst's money in his hands.^—He would not
capture three out of the forty-seven precinct clubs, if the County and State
Central Committees were not so largely made up of his " lambs," and if

leading Democrats would do their duty. In that case his repeating,
frauds, bulldozing, driving away of respectable Democrats from
the clubs, and his use of the " boys " generally, would be
put a stop to. Oh, what cowardice ! What yielding of the
good to the evil ! What a deplorable plight for a great and
successful party to be in ! What a sight for men and angels
to weep over. Yet, it is but too true. We picture things as they are.
We know whereof we speak.^—When even the candidate for Governor
must needs succumb to the demands of the boss, when every candidate
on the city ticket owes him allegiance, and must pay him largess, and
when he controls the party organ, runs its manager as a docile " lamb,"
and demands that its editor shall be aman who will obey his every nod, hint
and whim, and must not express the better instincts of the party, no matter
how well he understands them—then, of a verity, is the most anomalous
sight furnished that ever politics produced.—Yet, that is the condition
of things to-day.—That is the thrall in which the conquering Demo-
cratic party is held.——The burning question for it now to consider
is as to how to throw off this terribly demoralizing burden.^—Can it

do it ? Can it take itself out of pawn ?-^—If the spirit of the country
districts, as displayed at San Jose, could be brought to bear, bossism
would be killed off in an hour, and the Democratic triumphs of to-day
would be perpetuated for many long years to come. But when the elec-
tion is over, the self-seeking intrigue and superior management of the
city generally prevail—If the better men in the party will now take
things in hand, they will honor themselves and save the Democracy two
years hence. If they do not, ignominious defeat then awaits them sure.— We congratulate the Republicans on their defeat. We are persuaded
that it is the best thing that ever happened.—The fact that the rank
and tile refused to follow the bosses, but rose up in their might to de-
stroy the machine of their own party, is the grandest moral sight that has
been witnessed in the politics of our time.——If the Democrats do not
profit by their example and go and do likewise, there will be no Demo-
cratic party in this State in two years from now. We say that in sorrow
and not in anger. We chasten only in order to reform.-^The medicine
of defeat all over the land will do the Republicans all the good in the
world. It was the only preventive against absolute destruction.—The
party will now reorganize. New and better men will come to the front.
Life and vigor will be renewed. The Robesons, Keifers and Dorseys will
be sent into obscurity, and the party that rightly or wrongly has the ex-
clusive credit of having "saved the nation," will come to the front in
1884 like a giant refreshed.^—Do our Democratic friends realize how cer-
tain that is to happen ? Will they now so act as to be then as strong as
they are to-day ? Certainly they will not if they are everywhere gifted
with no more political presence, public spirit, political virtue and high
resolves than those which at present inspire the Buckleys, the Great-
houses, the Englishes and the Maryes, who to-day, in this State, hold the
destinies of their great party in the palm of their hands. In saying this
we but speak the truth with sobriety and conscientiousness.^—
Let those who ought take heed. Happy are they who are forewarned of
impending danger.—So much for that sermon.—Now for a fling at
many minor matters.—The newly-elected Democrats will now have to
look up their bondsmen.-^—By the contract with the boss, that will give
most of them little or no trouble. He is to find the bondsmen, and for
that and his other services is to enjoy all the patronage, and assess the
deputies ten per cent, of their salaries, which, he says, he will apply to
political (?) purposes. Ahem ! Political purposes is good.—Strange to
say he will get all the bondsmen he needs for his many elected creatures.

vT"~j
W^ get t^iem from well-to-do men who are awaiting favors at his

hands.—We know them nearly all.—In good time we will give a list
of their names, and tell just what they expect in return for making them-
selves responsible for the honesty of men they know little or nothing
about.-^We shall also keep a sharp eye on all the " boys" appointed as
deputies, and will tell just how they earned their places at the hands of
the boss. Eroin time to time we shall give a good account of the offices,

of how they are run, and of what the boss is up to.—We mean to make
this a special feature of the News Lettek, and shall pursue it with our
accustomed vim and energy.—-Nothing going on in any of the depart-
ments shall escape our all-seeing eye.^—If low-down methods are made
to prevail in the city government, as we know they will, it will not be our
fault if they are not checked by being held np to public scorn and indig-
nation.—-We know beforehand some of the schemes on foot.—^We
know the men behind the throne and what they expect from having
elected " my ticket."—The Legislature will need special attention, and
it shall have it. If any "robber's roosts" are set up, we shall not fail to
tell of their true inwardness as effectually as we did of the origi-
nal concern founded by the awfully defeated Paul Neumann.—
English who only got one vote from his own county for delegate to San
Jose says he carried Alemada against Page.^—The mouse controlled the
elephant. How's that for high '—Poor Stoneman ! The men who did
their level best to defeat his nomination say they now control him. How's
that for politics ? We don't believe it. Is John H. WiBe or the fools of
the Buckley fold on top—which ?^—Can English and Greathouse dictate
the filling of a single office? We doubt it.—Can the enemies in the
camp rule out the honest soldiers?—That's the question.-^—We shall
watch the first three months of the next administration to see.^—Upon
that it will stand or fall.—The even-numbered Senatorial districts,
which " hold over," are nearly all Farley's friends. In that matter
Greathouse has made another of his woeful blunders.——George
Hearst, disgusted and heart-sick at what was going on, left the
State, and like a wise man kept out of the way until all was over.^—
Had he been here the Railroad Commis&ionership would have been differ-
ent, and Clough and Toohy would not have been nominated.-^—The
" Chivs " all over the State voted against Sharpstein, but he is elected,
and Greathouse will have to practice before him for the next twelve years
all the same. He will be treated as a "gentleman" of the bar and re-
ceive "justice " notwithstanding, which he would not reciprocate if he
could change places. But then it would be monstrous to hold the
" Chivs " responsible for the action of a man who is not one of them.-^—
Now for changes in all the offices. Tharp will have to go. Legislation
will change the State Prisons, the Harbor department, the Port Wardens,
the Immigration Agent, the Lunatic Asylums, the University, the Yo-
Bemite Commissioners, the Militia officers, the Pilots, the Board of
Health, and all the rest.——Simpson and Gibbons and Murphy will have
to go. So will Lawlor. So will Johnny Martin, and Phillips, and Ames,
and McComb, and every mother's son of them.-^To the victors belong
the spoils.—^Buckley has in his pocket one or more names to fill every
office.—-We could give a tac simile of it if we chose.—Pat Connelly
will appoint every deputy he is told to do; so will O'Grady, Lowney and
the others.—It will be interesting to learn who are named " lady copy-
ists " in the County Clerk's and Recorder's offices. We could tell them
nearly all in advance. For the most part they reside in Alhambra House,
next door to the Bush-street saloon. We shall, in the near future, have
some plain things to tell about these matters.—The members of the bar
will have some fun out of Clough and Toohy in the next six years.—
For ways that are dark and tricks that are vain, the methods of the poli-

ticians are peculiar. Which we are free to declare.—The Democrats have
pledged themselves to run the City Government for one dollar on the
hundred, and this with large deficiencies left over. They can't do it un-
less Holtz doubles the assessment, which he can easily do, but which will

render his party unpopular. The merchants ought to stand it, but they
will not.—The fifteen freeholders will be allowed to have their
own way thus, and the majority of the people, through weariness,
will this time ratify whatever they do. The Legislature will not be so
complacent. We are far from a city charter yet. It will be hard to beat
the handiwork of old Horace Hawes.—Charley Felton got left.—
Young Coleman has fairly won his spurs. He defeated a millionaire and
a " gentleman." Lynch, the broker, has secured an enormous majority
for joint Senator, and if he does not do well will disappoint his friends.

He has a fine opportunity amongst the wretched lot who have been re-

turned to the Senate.—There will be some -curious legislation next ses-

sion.—It will be in order to legislate alot of fools out of office.—We
hate to say who they are, yet we know them.—For four years more Ned
Marshall's phillipics will be silenced.—Charley Sumner will go to Con-
gress, and we shall see what we shall see.—Poor Pa^e ! He got left,

and does not yet know how. We will whisper it into his ear some day.
Watch O'Grady's office; there will be some fun there —More anon.—Bartlett, for economy's sake, will do without a clerk.—The
new Assessor will do without deputies, he says, and will himself
write up the books at night.—John P. Dunn deserved to come by his

own and has been elected Controller. He haB little to do, but if he had
would make a good record.—J. V. Coffey, as Superior Judge, will honor
the position by his industry, and above all, by his devotion to duty, and
if he only succeeds in curbing his temper, will delight his thousands of

friends. His is an illustration that honor in the end will win. The
bosses have beaten him for years, but now he is on top. The most curi-

ous specimen of a brave, noble but impracticable man that the politics of
our city can supply.—Wilson and Rix are left.——Phil Roach we are
glad to congratulate in being elected to a fitting office. He will well ad-

minister the estates of men whom he knew in his lifetime.^—The
Murphy family of San Jose" and San Luis Obispo, will be a
power with the next administration. They will get nearly anything
they want, as they deserve do to.^— City and State officers will

not take their places until the 1st of January next.—There are already
one hundred and one applicants for every position that it is possible to

make.^^Buckley has promised away every office at least three times.

When he has disappointed at least two out of every three applicants

there.will be some ugly facts leak out.-^That is bound to happen.^—
Waymire defeated by a Toohy, and such is the unterrified.—Oh, the

gift to see ourselves as others see us.—The able lawyers will guy the

newly elected judgeB during the next few years, but will be firm to them—
will be death to the litigants.^^This campaign has been a sham through-
out.-^Capital always has, and always can, take care of itBelf.^—

•

Raids may be made on vested interests, but they will come out ahead all

the same.^—The Examiner has done good service in the campaign for

our friends. It has rallied the cranks to our ticket, and we have voted it

all the same. Doyle is defeated. He had only the votes as we predicted,

and Humphreys is elected right away ahead of his ticket, and so it is all

along the line. We are greatly indebted to the Examiner for assistance
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in Waging about thin nn)t*^))d Leoniilw Pratt, with bia tall

talk, bii oratory, bii Odd Fellowship, ami hi* hnmbng, Iim rot l«-ft.

Thank I tm m fraud from the arotd c<»- SoIflVma might ooim
in with cleaner hands than he does, but he is a vast improvement on
Pratt. We shall watch thi» oflWtt, It is a very important one. Th«'y
•care innocent men there, and guilty ones escape, Dolliver oonld toll a

j-tut thnt.^—»They at last tried to get money oat of Doncmn. bnt
didn't. Th<» nnfortannte man did his beet with a losing onnvrn, and hu
the sympathy of those who know him besb^^Thfl oontractan, their at-

torney, and their ornan want to use the n.w Mayor and llnimi of Super-
visors. Will they? We shall see and telt what we see.

ST. LOUIS CHAT.
St Louis, Oct 26th.—Out of this busy week I catch a few straying

minutes t<» tell yon of a visitor we have, in whom you will feel ft keen in-

He hi Rev. Chas. Spurgeon, dr., of London, the eon of the cele-

brated Baptist divine. To the eon baa desoended much of the sire's ora-

torical grace and tire. Never having seen the elder I cannot speak com-
paratively, hut I am assured by those who have enjoyed that privilege

that the young mfto is, pr mouucedly, " SpurgBonasque.'1 Certain it is,

that all who listened to Spurgeon, Jr., felt the full power of his argument-
ative discourse. He is at home on the platform as in the pulpit. In looks

he is plainly English—light, with the inevitable side-whiskers, and one is

not attracted by him until he speaks. His expression is full of warmth
and life. His gestures possess oratorical finish, with a high grade of power.
His language is elegant and powerful ; his eloquence is faultless. In his

address he made a touching reference to his father, which told strongly of

the love he bore his illustrious parent. We can but regret our powerless-
ness to retain in our midst so brilliant a scholar. Dramatically, we have
Stmkosch with a passable company. The White Store, which is an Uncle
Tom drama. Chispa had a failing week here. John McCullough is still

here, and this evening gives a grand performance for the benefit of Col.

Slayback's family. He is assisted by members of the Strakosch company.
The entertainment will have many fine features, and the house will be
crowded ; so much was Col. Slayback beloved. Some of the boxes sold
for $1,000, and the lowest admission fee is SI. This admits the buyer to

the gallery only. A conspicuous front seat was bought by the Veiled
Prophet Association for §500, and is to be occupied by flowers of emblem-
atic design, a tribute from the V. P. to the deceased lawyer. Many
other features, tokens of affection, wilt combine to make the occasion one
of peculiar pathos.
Saddest among the mourners is Col. Cockerill, by whose hand Col.

blayback was slain. Silently he moves among us an object of pitiful sym-
pathy. To one of his fine organization the present season of trouble is a
most severe crucial test, and with him there will linger to the close of his

life that keen regret for his position in the sad occurrence. However
blameless he may be, it will not alter nor take from him his memories of

the horrors of that tragedy.
Life is a thing of sudden transitions, and I am but a being of the world

if 1 here abruptly pass to a lighter subject, saying : This is the molting
season, and the fair sex are, by consequence, in motion. Old plumes are
dropping off, and since kind Nature permits human femininity to choose
her own feathers, she makes the most of her advantage and spends most
of her time in the selection. It is wonderful to note the untiring patience
of a small creature in her efforts for a harmonions effect. Bruce never
tried to match a piece of satin, and Job never went down town for a yard
and a half more and found it all gone. The climax of vexation was
never reached by mortal man ; mortal women alone know the tor-

tures of distress without restraining conditions, exemplified by the state

of mental circumstance when her neighbor sweetly informs her her waves
do not blend well in shade with her own ungenerous provision of nature.

It is with pure, fiendish, malicious envy she watches her 'band plunge his

cropped head into the water, dry on a Turkish, and brush out his hair into

respectable condition in three exact minutes, while she has been a truth-

ful hour and a half adjusting the folds of her back limited supply of fila-

ments. To the uninitiated be it known the difficulty has a ten-fold in-

crease since the abolition of store-hair. It is far simpler to braid strands
handily hung on the gas-fixture, than to carry the arms high above and
around to the back of the head ; which latter process is productive of a
disjunction of joints and tendons. Followed by a battle with crimping-
pink and hot curling-iron. Then the provoking masculinity, adjusting
himself to a more satisfactory crural stretch, remarks on her folly for do-

ing these things. Yet he would wonder why his wife was not as natty as

other women, if she did not. So her trial continues and will, until Ga-
briel sounds the rescue. To-day our girls all wear pigeons, full size, upon
the capote, the white, spotted and tinted. The general whole lends the

appearance of a flock of fashionable pigeons, which on their way for a
Winter in the South, had been stricken with some fell disease, and had,

after assuming attitudes of grace, accommodatingly expired. Nutmeg.

A GENEROUS KINDERGARTEN DONATION.
Mrs. Sarah B. Cooper, Superintendent of the Jackson Street Kin-

dergarten Association, has just received from Mrs. Leland Stanford a
check for $500, in aid of the work among the little children in the desti-

tute portions of the city. This, with former donations, aggregates $940
given by Mrs. Stanford to this noble work. We learn that this kind-

hearted lady visited these schools and saw their workings, and felt their

value to the city. The News Letter has warmly advocated this sort of

work from its commencement ; for we believe if there is any chance for

making a true man, it is in starting him right. If you want to reform a

man you must begin with his grandfather. We are of the same opinion

now that we were a year ago, when Deacon Roberts was trying to tear

down these Kindergarten schools as " Infidel Institutions." We believe

that Deacon Roberts comes nearer being an " Infidel Institution" him-
self. Deacon Roberts needs to be "born again." We hope Brother Cur-
rie will take hold of him ; there may be hope of his conversion yet. Let
Brother Currie labor with him by all means.

Our old friend, Henry Lund, so long and favorably known here as

head of the house of Henry Lund & Co., has established another house
in Liverpool, under the firm name of Lund, Beveridge & Co. We sin-

cerely wish him the success which he so richly merits.
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Invite the Public to

INSPECT THEIR NEW GOODS,
WHICH CONSTITUTE THE

Finest Display of Furniture
EVER SHOWN ON THIS COAST I

AND WHICH

Cannot be Excelled for Variety and Beauty
OUT THIS CONTINENT!

BRING- YOUR FRIENDS ALONG!

THE RICH CAlf GRATIFY THEIR TASTES!
THE POOR CAN SUPPLY THEIR WANTS! [Nov. 11

DELINQUENT SALE NOTICE.

New Basil Consolidated Gravel Milling: Oompany.-Loca-
tion of principal place of business, San Francisco, California. Location of

works, Black Canyon, Placer county, California.

NOTICE. —There are delinquent upon the following described stock, on account of
Assessment No. 2, levied on the 12th day of September, 1882, the several amounts
set opposite the names of the respective shareholders, as follows:

No. Certificate. No. Shares. Amount.
D. F. Le Gaye 8 3,100 $93 00
D. F. Le Gaye 26 600 15 00
Fred Bulacher 81 750 22 50
Fred Bulacher 32 750 22 60

And in accordance with law and an order of the Board of Directors, made on the
12th day of September, 1882, so many shares of each parcel of such stock as may be
necessary will be sold at public auction, at the office of the company, 525 Commer-
cial street, San Francisco, California, on THURSDAY, the SECOND DAY OF
NOVEMBER, 1882, at the hour of 12 o'clock m. of said day, to pay said delinquent
assessment thereon, together with costs of advertising and expenses of sale.

F. X. SIMON, Secretary.
Office—525 Commercial street, San Francisco, California. Oct. 21.

POSTPONEMENT.
The day of sale of the above named delinquent stock is hereby postponed to

THURSDAY, the SIXTEENTH (16th) DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1882, at the same
hour and place. By order of the Board of Trustees.

[Oct. as.] F. X. SIMON, Secretary.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Andes Silver Mining? Company.---Location of principal

place of business, San Francisco, California. Location of works, Virginia
Mining District, Storey County, Nevada.—Notice is hereby given that at a meeting
of the Board of Directors, held on the thirteenth day of October, 1882, an assess-
ment (No. 20) of Twenty-five (26) Cents per share was levied upon the capital stock
of the Corporation, payable immediately, in United Stales gold coin, to the Secretary,
at the office of the Company, Room 2, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street,
San Francisco, California.
Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on FR1IDAY, the

SEVENTEENTH (17th) day of NOVEMBER, 1882, will be delinquent and advertised
for sale at public auction ; and unless payment is made before, will be sold on
THURSDAY, the SEVENTH (7th) day of DECEMBER, li*82, to pay the delinquent
assessment, together with costs of advertising and expenses of sale. Bv order of the
Board of Directors. BUTLER BURRIS," Secretary.
Office—Room 2, Nevada Block, 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia. Oct. 21.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
JUSTICE MXNTNG COMPANY.

Assessment No. 37
Amount per Share 20 Cents
Levied October I8tfa

Delinquent in Office Novemher 23d
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock December 12th

R. E. KELLY, Secretary.
Office—Room 2, Hayward's Building, No. 410 California street, San Francisco, Cal-

ifornia. Oct. 21.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Bnlwer Consolidated Ml nine Company,

San Francisco, Oct. 25, 1882.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the
above-named Company, held this day, Dividend No. 19, of Ten Cents (10c.)

per share, was declared, payable on MONDAY. Nov. 12, 1888, Transfer hooka
closed on Thursday, Nov. 2, 18S2, at 3 o'clock p. M. This dividend is payable at the
Fanners" Loan and Trust Company, in New York, on all stock issued there, and at
the office in this city >.n all stock issued here WML W I LLIS, Secretary.

Office—Room 2D, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia.
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REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.

Recorded in the City and County of San Francisco. California, for

the Week ending: November 6, 1882.

Compiledfromthe Records ofthe CommercialAgency,401 California St. , 8. F.

Monday, October 30th.

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE.

C P Duane to Ludwig Axt

Mary A Feehan to Thos F Feehan

Same to Same

Same to Ellen Feehan .

Same to Same

Same to Same
Same lo Thos E Feehan .

Same to Maty E Feehan

Valentine Zahn to Jno Cribbin

Tide lid Comrs to Wm Leventhal .

.

L Gottig to Henry Stewart

Tide Ld Comrs to Peter Mitchell .

.

C E Hayes by Comrs to A Morrison
Ellen Chase to Cornelias Crowley.

A Nagle to Christianna Walther ..

Chas H Reynolds to Thos|Bell....

Danl S Shnte to Jos M Shotwell..
Richd Tobin to Robt Tobin

DESCRIPTION.

Nw Howard. 250 ne 7th, ne 25x90—100-
vara 247

N Fell, 82:6 e Franklin, e 27:6x120, being
in trust for Marg E Feehan, a minor.

Nw cor 1st and Natoma, w 50x38, being
in trast for J E and E M Feehan, both
minors

Lot 8, blk 5, West End Map 1

Lots 410, 414, 416, 418, 419, 420, Holiday
Map A

Lot 6, bib 45, TJuiversity Homestead

—

Nw Webster and Francisco, n 120x137:

, being in Western Addition 328
N Fell, 110 e Franklin, e 27:6x120, being

in Western Addition 73
N Liberty, 171:8 w Dolores, w 16:8x114

—Mission Block 88
Sw 6th, 250 se Howard, se 24x80, being

in 100-vara 228
W Broderick. 137:6 n Post, n 55x110—
Western Addition 537

Sw 7tl), 180 nw Harrison, nw 25x85, be-

ing in 100-vara 256
S Geary, 25 w Hyde, w 45x87:6
N Powell ave, 150 e Mission, e 25, n 100,

w 20^ s 10, w 5, s 90 to commencement
—PV 352 and 352

N Powell avenue, 56 w California ave,

25xl00-P V 352 and 353
Outside Lands, blk 78 and lots 1349 to

1459, Gift Map 2
W Fair Oaks, 122 n 23d, n 61x117:6....
W cor Natoma and 5tb, nw 30x75, bein;

in 100-vara 196

PRICE

% 1

5

5

Gift

Gift
Gift

Gift

Gift

10

7

1,500

225

10,100
500

Tuesday, October 31st.

W J Walker to Geo Hildebrandt

.

Sylvester Merrill to Margt Given.

Ellen K Gould to S J Tichenor.

.

N Provost to J F Minor

Lucius H Allen to T Freehill

Jennie J Kruse to H Manning...

N Fell, 165 e Laguna, e 27:6x120, being
in Western Addition 209

Nw Buchanan and Fell, n 120x55, being
in Western Addition 286

Sw "Webster and Jackson, s 25x87:6—
Western Addition 317

Nw 24th and Shotwell, w 32x90, Mis-
sion Block 153, and subject to a mort-
gage for $1 ,500

Nw Washington and Davis, n 60x75....
W Collins, 275 s of Point LobOB avenue,

B 25x120

$4,000

21,000

4,250

5,000

100

Wednesday, November 1st.

J P Dameron to J Long..

Robert Dickson to James Glynn.

Ira McCray to Annie Black

Tide Ld Comrs to John Carberry.

Same to James Gaul

Jno A Mehrten to Melchoir Vogel.

Jno Connor to Benjamin Bates....

Edward Power to James E Gordon

J M Spafford to G Friedlander
J M Johnston to S Johnston & Co

Tide Ld Comrs to Rchl Rotenberg

Bank of Napa to Thos L Lyons. .

.

George Poultuey to Joseph Smith.

Same etal to same
Jno A Miller to Veronica Miller.

J B Warfield to Wm Feehan.,

Sw 5th, 275 se Harrison, se 66:9x85; al-

bo sw 5th, 62:6 nw of Bryant, nw 55 x
82:6; also n of Ridley 105 e Valencia,
e 33:3 n 108, w 16, bw 110 to the com-
mencement .

.

W Stockton, 84:6, n Lombard, n 25x85—
50-vara 667

Commencing at a point, 3.50 chns from
nw cor sec 7, tp 2, a r 5 w, thence, n
70 deg, 7:93 chains, s 42:9 deg, e 50:40

chainB, n 35 degrees, e 10 chains, n 48:

9 deg, e 5:8 chains, n 62:1 beginning e
2:25 chains, etc

Ne Garden, 150 se Harrison, se 25x75

—

100-vara 232
Ne Harrison ave, 100 se Folsom, Be 25 x

75, being in 100-vara 170
W Powell, 62 s Clay, s 30:6x75, being in

100-vara
Se HarriBon, 300 bw of 3rd, sw 25x85,
being in 100-vara SO

Nw Tehama, 200 ne of 6th, ne 25 x 75—
100-vara 219

Assigns all est for benefit of creditors
W Howard, 50 n 18th, n 25x95 -Mission
Block 60

Sw7th, 175 se Folsom, Be 25x80, beine
in 100-vara 257

Outside Lands, blk 274
Undivided one-half, nw of Brannan, 297
sw 2nd, sw 2nd, bw 65:6x90, being in

100-vara 105
Same
W Valencia, 178 s 20th, b 50x90, being
in Mission Block 74 ; also w of Va-
lencia, 150 n 19th, n 50, w 100, b 25, w
80, b 25, e ISO to commencement, be-
ing in Mission Block 1

Se Clementina, 250 sw 8th, bw 25x75,
being in 100-vara 289 ; nw of Folsom,
225 sw 8th, bw 50x90—100-vara 289....

10,500

1,500

5,000

7

7

2,950

4,250

4,000

5,000

8
5

5,300

5

Gift

8,000

Thursday, November 2nd.

Andrew Bosquet to G Quandt

John W Clark to Hib S & L Soc.

.

E W Chapman to Alfred Bramah..

Lloyd Tevis to Richard Roberts..

Geo B Bayley to Harriet McCarthy
Jas Carroll to George O Carlisle..

Jno Sullivan to Warren Olney

S John, 113:6 w Powell, w 24x61:3, be-
ing in 50-vara 160

Nw 25th and Church, w 75x74—Harpers
Addition 89

N Turk, 52:6 w of Franklin, w 25x80,
being in Western Addition 134, and
subject to mortgage for $4,000

S Pt Lobos, 82:6 w 1st avenue, 25x100—
Outside Lauds 283

Nw Jones and McAlliBter, n 137:6x137:6
E Devisadero, 55 n Fine, n 27:6x100, be-
ing in 100-vara 460

Undivided half, nw Devisadero and Ful-
ton, w 137:6x137:6, being in Western
Addition 512

$4,100

1,346

5,500

525

10

10

Friday, November 3rd.

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE.

ThoB Muldoon to Jennie Muldoon

E Loewenstein to A L Lengfield..

Robert Sherwood to J D Walker.

.

J D Walker to James B Randol. .

.

Thos Magee to F S Wensinger. . .

.

Francois Larrocho to Henry Mohr

E Bartlett tojl L J Mc D Bensley.

M L J Mc D Bensley to Isaac Pool
Arnold Heynan to same
WmTColeman to same

H Hoyt to Asa A Hoyt
J C Gumbleton to John J Lane. .

.

John Jennings to Emma McCann

.

Tide Ld Comrs to Michl Corcoran

Isaac Wormser to Victor Masson.
F P MasBon to Victor B Masson. .

.

Thomas "Winters to Mary McCann

Odd Fellows Sv Bk to Rose Wynn

Lanrel H) Cemetery to Cath Bryce
C Metzler to Odd Fellows Bank

"W JDingee to N T Smith

Chas McLaughlin to same ,

Jane Stockmeyer to John Wright

DESCRIPTION.

E MisBion avenue, 200 b of 17th, b 25 x
105, being in Mission Block 70

N Sutter, 25 e Fillmore, e 25x100, being
in Western Addition 311

Se Market, 45:10 ne Stuart, ne 45:10, se
137:6, sw 91:8, nw 30, ne 45:10, nw 107
6 to commencement, Beach and Wa-
ter lots 577 and 578

Same
S Pacific, 175 w Fillmore, w 25x125:8-
WestM-n Addition 349

Sw 1st avenue, 282 se PoBt, se 34x200,
being portion ot block 23 in Dunphy
Tract

Se Saneome and Union, e 40x97:6, being
in 50-vara 570

Same e 40x97:6—50-vara 570
Same -

S Union, 40 e Sansome, e 40x97:6, being
in 50-vara 570 , , . h

-

S Turk, 200 w Devisadero, w 75x137:6.

.

LotB 10 and 11, blk N, Railroad Hpme-
stcad No 2

E Mission, 75:8 s 26th, & 25x75, being in

MisBion Block 199, and subject to a
mortgage for S6C0

Se Bryant, 100 sw Zoe, sw 25x80, being
in 1(,0-varal62, 163, 169

Sw Powell and O'FarrelH s 22:9x137:6..
Undivided half, s Commercial, 104:7, w

Battery, w 60:7x73:10
E Columbia, 208 n 23d, n 26x100, being

in Mission Block 147
Sw Mary, 47 se Minna, se 24x56:6, being

in 100-vara 202
Lot 1921
S Greenwich, 206:9 w Powell, w 47:9, b

57:6, se 74:62-100, n 8-1:44:100 to com-
mencement, being in 50-vara 473

Ne Haight and Lyon, n 275, e 143, Be

137:8, wll:2, s 137:6, w 23:10, nw of
Haight and Lyon, w 340:6, nw 278:3, e

288:2, s 575 to commencement
Same
W Mission, 85 B20th, s 35x90, being in

Mission Block 66

Gift

6,500

600
5

1,350

1

5
5

2,000
10

2,200

8
27,250

5

1,225

2,600
60

100
1

Saturday, November 4th.

Tide Ld Comrs to Julia Horan..

S D Mathews to James Moriarty.

.

Chas C Lombard to G H Percy.. .

.

Tide Land Comrs to P J Kennedy.

John Murphy to John Sullivan...

L Gottig to Thomas Loughran. . .

.

Same to Catharine Ruhling

G F Poultney to Delia Carvill....

Same to same
Rose Fallon to Bridget Fallon.

Jas E Connors to Hester Skucc.

John Sullivan to John Murphy..

T A Mitchell to Martin Kedon..

L Lane to Cooper Medical College

Simeon Sawyer to same

Nw Natoma, 100 sw 7th, bw 25x75, be-
ing in 100-vara 260

E Sanchez, 136:6 s 23d:6xl00—Harper's
Addition 84

Undivided half, n Bush, 54:3 e Steiner, e

27x77:6—Western Addition 355
Sw Moss, 125 nw Folsom, nw 48x80, be-
ing in 100-vara 249

W7th, 100 sHarriBon, e 25x80, being
in 100-vara 255

EValencia, 185E20th,n25xS0—Mission
Block 67

N Clinton Park, 180 e DoloreB, e 38x75
—Mission Block 25

Undivided half, nw Brannan, 320 ne 3d,

ne 72:6x80
Same
Lot 29, block 27, Fairmotint Homestead
and 25 acres in Contra Costa

Se Boyd, 60 bw Cbesley, bw 20x60, being
in 100-vara 272

Se Precita Place and Washington ave-
nue, e 35x100—P V lot 152

E FolBom, 300 n Precita Place, s 50 x
100. being portion P V lots 22 and 63.

Ne Webster and Sacramento, n 127:8 x
137:6, being in "Western Addition 270.

W Devisadero, 117:11 n Fulton, n 19:6,

w 137:6, s74:4, thence to commence-
ment, being in Western Addition 515.

.

* 1

1,400

1,700

10

3,505

5

1,330

5

3,000

Gift

Gift

2,000

250

Monday, November 6th.

Mary M TompkinB to F Layman..

D Powers to JC Reilly

H Hinkel to Louise Hardie

Tide Ld Comrs to H Gilhuly

Same to H Hetherington

G Carter to Mary T Valentine
E W Blaney to M M Lavillan

M Lavillan to Mary F V Lavillan.

W J Bryan to Christian Ruppel.

.

Wm Winter lo Thornton Sharp. .

,

T W Sharp to R L Higgins
EHztuMcKeeu to Robert McKeen

G W L Post to JameB Fisher. .

.

McCann to Winnefred JenningB

Mary F Lapott to Wm Carroll....

L Gottig to Frederick Dieling

Same to Job Sullivan

S Lombard, 77:6 w Taylor, w 60x137:6,
being in 50-vara 520

S Clementina, 175 w 8th, w 25x75, being
in 100-vara 289

Ne EIHb and Laguna, n 75x24, being in
Western Addition 203

3e Clary, 227:6 ne 6th, ne 22:6x75, being
in 100-vara 216

Sw Mobs place, 251 nw Folsom, nw 24x
80, being in 100-vara 249

Lot 1486, Gift Map 3
Undivided 1-3, commencing n corner
Lagoon, lot 6, bw 68:9 x se 275 ; and
all interest in Soto Claim

Same
Lots 13 to 36, block 92, O'Neil and Haley

tract

S Jersey, 215 w Noe, w 25x114, being in
Western Addition 162

Same
W Bartlett, 65 b 24th, s 40x117:6; e How-

ard, 65 n 19th, n 30x122
W Fillmore, 77:6 s Pine, s 25x81:3, being

in Western Addition 355
Nw Lea Court, 250 ne 9th, sw 23x75, be-
ing in 100-vara 294

S Clipper, 160 w Church, w 80x114
Nw Ridley and Guerrero, w 50x90, be-

ing in Misaion Block 24
N Ridley, 50 w Guerrero, w 25x80, being

in Mission Block 24

$ 5

1,800

6,370

6

7
100

650
400

1

7,125

1,600
500

5,125

1,625

COKE CHEAPEST FUEL
Reduction In Price: Wholesale Price, 50 cents per barrel ;

Retail Price, 60 cents per barrel, at the works of the SAN FRANCISCO GAS-
LIGHT COMPANY, Howard and First streets, and foot of Second st. Jan. 12.
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NOTABILIA.

THE PEDDLERS BONO.
Lawn m whlU M drirtn now

;

Gold quo.p* and Hbmiachcrs,
CYpras black m o'er w»* crow ; For my l&dg* to g\\ . their dears;
QloTw m iwvet u damark rxmm ; and pokiiw-«Uckj of «t«el,
Maak-i (or tmem and for oosea ; What maid* lack from head to heel

:

Buffttvbraerlct. necklace, amber; Come bur of me. come; come buy,come buy.
Perfume for a lady's chamber ; liny, lads, or else your lasM* l rj

William ShakspraRR-

Buy good, sound wines and you won't h*vo * headache. Poor stuff

is not worth a cent a gallon. Yet that is just the kind of thing that iiuwt

of the champage in the market is. The genuine article is the rn
this. Purchasers should be careful to bay only the champagne of Messrs.
Krtig A Co., of Kheinie, France. The bottles contain the trail.

Anybody examining the Dork ;ifter it is out of the bottle will timi " Crag
& Ufa, Kheims," branded on the bottom. The letter K is to be found per-

forated on the labels. These are the signs of gennineiuss. To make sure-

of iflrtthM the real article, make your purchases only of Hellman Bros. &
Kront street.

Tying her bonnet under her chin
She tied her raven ringlets in.

Hut not alone in the silken snare
I >id she catch her lovely floating hair,

For tying her bonnet under her chin
She tied a young man's heart within.

—Nora Perry.

And many a time that little chin
He's heard from since, you bet and win !

And bonnets she's had for her raven hair,

And many a time he's been called a bear ;

And now she is throwing her ringlets back,

And says she'll have a sealskin sack?
'* My bouse is the brightest in the block," said he. It was found to be

bo. But the fact was accounted for because it was lit up for exceptionally
good gas-burners and chandeliers. Nothing makes a home look more
bright or inviting than elegant gas fixtures. The latest styles are only to

be had of McNally &, Hawkins, 607 Market street, under the Grand Hotel.
Bronzed chandeliers, plumbers' and gas fixtures, in new and superb Btyles,

just to hand. Best and cheapest house in the city. A call will satisfy all

purchasers that McNally & Hawkins are ahead of all competitors.

Look spry and neat and all the world will respect you. We saw tbe
best-dressed man in San Francisco the other day. He entered the estab-

lishment of J. M. Litchfield & Co., of 415 Montgomery street, who have
just received a large and well-selected stock of Fall goods, and gentlemen
who wish to be seasonably and elegantly dressed should give them a call.

Messrs. Litchfield & Co. employ none but experienced, reliable cutters,

and garments turned out of their establishment invariably fit well, look
well, wear well and give satisfaction.

" la this woman your wife?" asked the Justice of a colored man, and
pointing to a woman. "Is what my wife?" "Is that woman your
wife?" " I don't see no 'oman; I sees a lady, an' de lady is my wife." " Is

this man your husband?" asked the Justice of the woman. " Dat gen'le-

man is my huBband." " Well, ladies and gentleman, I have investigated

this case, and have decided to send this lady and gentleman to jail for six

months.

—

Arkansas Traveler.

" Skill and patience succeed where force fails." The quiet skill and
patient research which brought forth Kidney-Wort illustrates the truth
of the fable. Its grand Buccess everywhere is admitted. Disease never
comes to us without a cause. Ask any good physician the reason and he
will tell you something interferes with the working of the great organs.

Kidney-Wort enables them to overcome all obstructions and preserves
perfect health. Try a box or bottle at once.

Kate Field honors the journalist " because he is the contemporary
historian and quietly submits to oblivion." After having sprung a piece

of carefully guarded views on the public the journalist naturally seeks
oblivion. It is the best place for him. But it is not bo with our Nota-
bilia man, who writes of the great business successes of the period. Jas. R.
Kelly & Co., as the sellers of the imperishable paint, dispose of an arti-

cle that covers three times the space of ordinary paint, and it is imper-
vious to rain or sun.

Ex-parte Shooting.—A quiet little ex-parte shooting affair, in which
two well-known citizens of Albany figured, one as a poor marksman, and
the latter as a target, enlivened Broad Btreet yesterday morning. —Albany
(Oa.) Constitution.

Progress of Science.—An English chemist analyzed a red stocking,

and got out of it twenty-two grains of tin. We shouldn't think he got
enough to pay for his trouble—and yet he couldn't expect to find a gold-

mine in one red stocking. A pair of red stockings, however, frequently
contain something that a gold-mine couldn't buy. It couldn't buy, for

instance, an Arlington cooking stove from De La Montanya, on Jackson,
below Battery. Yet it is the best in the market.

Old Chief Pocotello, now at the Fort Hall Agency, in answer to an
inquiry relative to the true Christian character of a former Indian Agent
at that place, gave in very terse language the most accurate description
of a hypocrite that was ever given to the public: "Ugh 1 Too much God
and no flour." He did not know the firm of P. J. Cassin & Co., of this

city, who sell pure and unadulterated liquors. Wholesale quantities at
retail prices. Corner of Washington and Battery.

A Beauless Beauty : A bevy of girls were on their way home from
& "foliage excursion " when one of them exclaimed :

" Ob, dear ! I wish
I were an Autumn leaf." " Why, what a silly idea 1" said her companion.
" Suppose your wish were granted ?" " Well, then I would know what
it was to be pressed," blushingly replied the beauless beauty. But with-
out being pressed we go to Moraghan's Oyster Saloon, Nos. 68 and 69
California Market, where we always get the best of oysters.

Experienced operators on all sewing machines recommend Brooks'
Machine Cotton—soft finish on black spools, glace" finish on white spools.

For sale by all dealers in dry goods and notions. Machine Cotton marked
on the cover of every box.

Fata of some fat men :

Twil good King 1 b Boo,
Bald bo his oook :

" W hero*i my mtnut
I'm enriiiveronsly faint J

I'll .line.

Produce the bill and bring the wine."
Cook answers: "Sin', the f;it menu
lino ordered cooked are in the ateW." —Puck:

The signal service is now ready to Announce the approach of cy-
clones over six hours in advance, This will give the farmer who bean of
it time to go and sell his Btock and tools and other property to the man
who doesn't know what's coining. But we know what is mining. NoBLB
Bros., «>f 642 Clay street, are bound to distance all competitors in the art

ind house painting.

Dr. Hall says that taking a walk before breakfast has put more people
into their coffins than the ailments they were seeking to get rid of. The
attention of tramps is particularly called to this statement. 1'ut a nice

little supper after the theatre is just the thing. The place to get it is at
Swain's, 213 Sutter street, the best restaurant in the city. The cleanest
oi everything and the best people there.

"Grandpa, the sun is brighter in Summer than in Winter, is it not?"
" Yes, and it's warmer and enjoys better health." " Why does it enjoy
better health?" " Because it gets up earlier."

An Exchange acknowledges the receipt of two books called " Matri-
mony" and " Heaps of Money" from Harper & Bros. The publishers
were very thoughtful When a man indulges in "matrimony" he feels

the need of " heaps of money." But without being so well off, he can
always have bis photograph taken by Bradley & Rulofson, corner of
Montgomery and Sacramento streets.

The latest tract issued by the American Society is headed: "Can I
attend the theatre?" Yes, old boy, you can, but if you go to kicking up
a disturbance, or trying to spot the leading man in the eye with your
programme rolled into a wad, you're liable to be thrown out. But if you
want to look stylish when there, get a hat from White, 614 Commercial
street.

" Why do dogs have fleas?" a young naturalist asks us. Dear boy,
that's just what the dogs are anxious to know.—Boston Post.

It is said that trained dresses for evening wear are coming back into
favor. It is very evident that if they were not trained it would be very
hard for the wearers to manage them. But the trained ear is a very dif-

ferent thing. Good musicians say that the best piano in the market is

that sold and manufactured by Statham & Co., 765 Mission street.

It is impossible to disguise the fact that the Vegetable Compound,
prepared under the personal direction of Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham, with
the superior science and art of modern pharmacy, is the most successful
medicine for female debility, and diseases hitherto known.

Headquarters for Electric Belts and appliances for the cure of ner-
vous, painful and debilitating diseases. Pamphlets, with full particulars,
free. Address Pdlvermacher Galvanic Company, 513 Montgomery
street, San Francisco. Cal.

When luck knocks at the door it often finds the man inside too lazy
to lift the latch.

J. F. Cutter's Old Bourbon.—This celebrated whisky is for sale by
all first-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

Best pictures taken at the Imperial Gallery, 724£ Market street.

GEO. STREET, Agent Wetvs Letter, 30 Cornhill, E. C, London.

F
LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.

finest ami Cheapest Meut-flavortu;
Dishes and Sauces.

Stock for Soups, Madf

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT,
All In val liable autl Palatable Tonic in all Cases or Weak

Digestion and Debility. *' Is a success and boon for which Nations should feel

grateful. See " Medical Press," " Lancet," " British Medical Journal," etc.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
Caution—Genuine only with fac-simile of Baron jLiebig's

Signature, in blue ink, across Label.
This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substitutes being in

the market.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
To be had of all Store-keepers, Grocers and Chemists. Sole

Agents for the United States (wholesale only), C. David & Co., 9, Fenchurch
Avenue, London, England. Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, San
Francisco. June 10.

The Summer Sun and Dust. Ladies and all exposed to the scorching
rays of the sun and heated particles of dust, will find that the most
cooling aud refreshing preparation for the face, hands and arais, is

Rowlands' Knlydor, which eradicates all prickly Heat, Sunburn, Tail,

Freckles, Stings of Insects, etc., and produces a beautiful and delicate

complexion.

Rowlands' Macassar Oil prevents the hair falling off or becoming dry
durinir the hot weather, aud eradicates scurf and dandruff.

Rowlands" Orion to is the purest and most fragrant Tooth Powder ever used,
and contains do acid or mineral ingredients, which are so detriment d
to the teeth aud gums. Its purity especially adapts it for the teeth of

young children. Ask any dealer in perfumery for Rowlands' articles,

of 20, Uatton Garden, London.

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.
Attendance, daily, from lO a.m. to 1 p.m., by the under-

signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, and to furnish all information
relating to the Society. J. P. McCURKIE, Secretary,

Oct. 23. Room 4, No. 531 California st.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
GoM Medal, Paris, 1S78.

Sold by all Stationers. Sole Aural for the lulled States:
MR. HENRY HOE, 91 John street, N. Y. Jan. 6.
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The advent of tbe Arctic Whaliog Fleet in port, after a very success-

ful season, gives considerable life and animation along the water-front,

when coupled with the large fleet of square riggers now in port. The
Customs valuation placed upon the several cargoes from the Arctic Whal-
ing Fleet is as follows: Whale Oil, 45c; Whalebone, SI 25; Walrus Ivory,

75c. Eastern advices are very favorable for the sale of the above Oil,

the markets on the other side of the American continent being unusually

bare of Whale Oil.

The Hop market, both here and in Atlantic cities, is greatly excited,

and prices have hopped up here to more than $1 $ R>.; in New York, to

SI 25 for best German, while prices in the United Kingdom seem to be
on the rampage. The Pacific Coast crop is estimated at 28,000 bales.

Of this, more than one-half has already been shipped by railroad East-

ward, and the flow is still continued. The steamship Dakotah, on her

list trip from Puget Sound, brought us 1,761 bales, and the Columbia,
from Oregon, 475 bales. Hops can be raised in this State, at a profit,

for 9c.

The Wool market continues in a dull and dormant state, under a
load of more than 4,000,000 pounds in warehouse. In point of fact, our
Wool stores are filled to repletion, the bulk of which is of Short Staple

Fall Clip, and all more or less defective, while the Spring Clip that re-

mains is not first-class by any means, and the present outlook for the

disposal of this Fleece is by no means encouraging to holders. Wool
growing upon the Pacific Slope for two years past has been very unpro-
fitable to sheep men, and has induced some owners of huge flocks to drive

them Eastward and Southward across the mountains. Many thousands
have thus been sent out of the State, our farmers finding it more to their

advantage to cut up their ranches into small farms for Fruit, Hop and
Grape raising. In Fresno and other Southern counties Grapes, Cotton
and Hops are likely to receive increased attention in the near future.

Pacific Coast farmers are rapidly becoming rich, now that they have
learned how to cultivate their lands to the best advantage. This year's

fruit crop has panned out splendidly to the growers. Apricots, Cherries,

notably good, and so of Apples, Peaches, Grapes, etc. There is a mar-
ket for all first-class dried fruit, and the quantity cured and to be cured
into Raisins, etc., will steadily increase year by year. The distillation of

Grape Brandy and the making of pure juice Wines in this State is stead-

ily increasing in value and importance.

The Coal and Lumber interests of the Pacific Slope are being rap-

idly developed and add great wealth to those prosecuting the business.

Our forests of timber are of vast extent and high prices rule therefor.

New and extensive Coal fields are opening up to those in search of min-
eral wealth, and for this very remunerative prices are likely to rule for all

time to come.

Our Woolen Mills and Cordage Factory are prosecuting their sev-

eral interests very successfully, but we need a Cotton Mill for the en-

couragement of those desiring to cultivate this article extensively.

The Iron Foundries and Rolling Mill in this city have all the busi-

ness they can possibly attend to, and with profit to the large capital em-
ployed therein.

Increased attention is being given to the manufacturing of all kinds
of Agricultural Implements upon this coast, the consumption of these
bulky goods being very large.

The Flouring Mills in this city and State are quite numerous and
some of them of large capacity, notably the Golden Gate Mills, Golden
Age and others in this city, the Vallejo Starr Mills, Sperry's Stockton
City Mills, Lambert Mills, at Sacramento. Oregon also boasts of her
large Flouring Mills, and of the superior quality of her Flour, but, not-
withstanding all this, there is no Flour superior to that made in this city

by the Mills above named, and it has keeping qualities for long voyages
not possessed elsewhere in the United States.

Flour for Liverpool.—The British bark Peri carries 11,510 barrels
Extra. Cleared by M. C. Ellis.

Quicksilver for San Bias.—The schooner American Girl carries 100
flasks, shipped by J. B. RandoL
Sandwich Islands.—The bark D. C. Murray from Honolulu, brings

for cargo : Sugar, 2,889 bags ; Rice, 3,456 bags ; Molasses, 196 kegs.

British Columbia.—The steamer Victoria, fromNanaimo, brings: Sal-
mon, 1,500 cases and 273 barrels ; also Coal, 1,369 tons. The steamer Sar-
donyx from Victoria has Salmon, 1,950 cases and 367 packages.

Oregon.—The Portland from Oregon, brings : Flour, 2,800 packages;
Wheat, 1,029 sacks ; Flaxseed, 4,860 sacks ; Hops, 340 bales, etc.

Wheat—The spot market is Btrong at SI 62Jc.@$l 67£c. $ ctl.
"

Barley.—The market is firm for Feed at $1 35c.@$l 37£c.; Brewing,
SI 40c.@§1 47£a; Chevalier, SI 40c.@S1 55c. ft? ctL

Oats.—The market is strong at SI 85c.@S2 tf cental.

Whaling Fleet. —So far as reported up to the end of November 8th,
the catch of the several Arctic whalers amounts as follows : Oil, 18,294
bbls ; Bone, 239,000 pounds ; Ivory, 60,000 pounds.

Our Grain Fleet—Since July 1, 1882, 152 vessels have been dis-

patched with Wheat 5,945,621 ctls.; same time 1881, 197 vessels, 7,650,702
ctls. Relative values of Wheat and Flour combined, 1882, 89,993,162;
1881, 812,161,144. There are at this date 51 vessels on the berth,
of 66,292 tons register. Tbe disengaged fleet, 51 vessels, 73,982 registered
tonnage. At this writing, Grain freights to Europe are more or less dull
and nominal at 42s. 6d.@45B.

Coffee, Sugar, Rice, Tea.-—The market is well supplied with these
several staples. Prices have undergone no special change for some time
past.

Coal, Iron, Salt.—Spot stocks are more than liberal, causing low
prices to prevail.

Salmon.—Supply of barreled Fish is light and the demand active at
S10@12 50 #? bbl., according to quality. Case Salmon is quiet at the
moment, with few sales to record.

NEW GOODS!
— IN—

DIAMONDS,
WATCHES,

JEWELRY
— AND—

8ILYEE-WAEE,
— AT—

RANDOLPH & CO'S,

No. 101 Montgomery Street,

Tucker's Old Stand. [Nov. i.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
The Company's steamers will sail for Tokobnma and

Hongkong:
CITY OF ToKIO DECEMBER 5—FEBRUARY 22
CITY OF PEKING JANUARY 9, at 2 p.m.
Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and return at special rates.

For New York, via Panama:
CITY OF RIO DE JANEIRO NOVEMBER 18, at 10 a. m.,

Taking Freight and Passengers to MAZATLAN, SAN BLAS, MANZANILLO and
ACAPULCO, and via Acapulco for Lower Mexican and Central American Ports, call-
ing at SAN JOSE DE GUATEMALA and LA LJBERTAD to land passengers and mails.

Commencing December 1st, the steamer for Panama will leave on
the 1st and 15th, instead of 4th and 19th, as heretofore.
Tickets to and from Europe by any line for sale at the lowest rates ; also f r Ha-

vana and all West India ports.

For Honolulu. Auckland aud Sydney:
ZEALANDIA NOVEMBER 18, at 2 P.M.,

Or on arrival of the English mails.
Ten Dollars additional is charged for Upper Cabin passage.
For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and Brannan streets.
[Nov. 11.] WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., Geoeral Agents.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,

For Japan and Cbina, leave wharf, corner First and Bran-
nan streets, at 2 p.m., for YOKOHAMA AND HONGKONG, connecting at

Yokohama with Steamers for Shanghai.

ARABIC Thursday, January 18
OCEANIC Tuesday, January 30
COPTIC Saturday, February 10
GAELIC Tuesday, March 6
BELGIC '. Saturday, March 17

1883.
ARABIC Tuesday, October 31
OCEANIC Saturday, November 11
COPTIC Thursday, November 23
GAELIC Saturda3', December 16
BELGIC Thursday, December 28

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates.
Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.'s

General Offices, Room 74, cor. Fourth and Townsend sts.

For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific Mail Steam-
ship Company's Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN, General Passenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD, President. Oct. 14.

FOR PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, OREGON.
Tne Oregon Railway and Navigation Company and Pacific

Coast Steamship Company will dispatch from Spear-street Wharf, for the
above ports, one of their new Al Iron Steamships, viz. : QUEEN OF THE PACIFIC,
COLUMBIA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA and OREGON.

Sailing: Days,
NOVEMBER 3-8-11-15-18-22-25-29,

And every following WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
At 10 o'clock A.. 31.

Connecting at Portland, Oregon, with Steamers and Railroads and their connecting
Stage Lines for all points in Oregon, Washington and Idaho Territories, British
Columbia and Alaska.

Ticket Office 214 Montgomery Street
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

TNov. 11.] No. 10 Market street, San Francisco.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamers ol" this Company will sail from Broadway Wtaarl

as follows

:

For Victoria, B.C., and Puget Sound Ports: On the 10th, 20th and 30th of each
month (except when such days fall on aholiday, then on the day previous

1

). Steamer
of the 30th connects at Port Townsend with steamer "City of Chester" forAlasica.
For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the O. R. & N. Co.: Everyi days.
For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles aud San Diego: 5th, 10th, 15th,

20th, 25th and 30th of each month.
For Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and

Ventura: Every Wednesday at 8 A.M.
For Eureka, Areata, and Hookton, Humboldt Bay: Every Wednesday, 9 o'clock.

For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc.: Every Monday.

Ticket Office, No. 214 Montgomery Street, near Pine.
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

Nov. 26. No. 10 Market street.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

360 FOTTBTB STREET, SAJf FSAJTCISCO.
[July 15.]
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THE ARLINGTON.
THE ARLINGTON HOTEL is the best appointed hotel in California outside of San Francisco, being designed

and specially built for first-class patronage.

The house occupies a whole square of five acres of ground, which is superbly laid out in lawns, flower gardens, etc.

As a delightful home for families or invalids THE ARLINGTON OF SANTA BARBARA has no equal on the

Pacific Coast.

Horse-cars lead directly to the ocean beach, where excellent SEA BATHING can be had.

DIXEY W. THOMPSON, Manager,
[Xov. 11 ] SANTA BARBARA, CAI„

ICHI BAN!

22 AND 24 GEARY STREET.

We are anxious to impress on the minds of the public
the fact that

ICHI BAN!
— 13 A—

Free Exhibition, and that All are Wel-
come to Visit It

Every day or evening in the week without making a

a purchase. There is always something new.

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE ATJTOPHONE

£5TThe News Letter
Fletcher's ink-

printed with Shattuck &

DELICIOUS

CIGARETTES!
AST Over One Hundred Millions

sold in 1881.

Unrivaled for Purity.

FRAGRANT VANITY FAIR,

THREE KINGS and

NEW VANITY FAIR.
Nine First Prize Medals.
WH. S. KIMBALL A CO

Peerless Tobacco Works,
Rochester, N. Y.

ROEDERER CHAMPAGNE.-NOTICE.
The Trade and the Public are Informed that

WE RECEIVE THE GENUINE LOUIS ROEDERER

CARTE BLANCHE CHAMPACNE
Direct from Mr- Louis Roederer, Reims, over his Signature

and Consular Invoice.

Each case is marked upon the side, "MACONDRAY & CO., SAN FRANCISCO,"
and each hottle bears the label, "MACONDRAY & CO., SOLE AGENTS FOR '

THE PACIFIC COAST."

[Nov. 11.]

MACONDRAY & CO.,

Sole Agents for the Pacific Coast.

KINCSFORD'S OSWEGO STARCH
IS THE

TRONGEST, PUREST AND BEST!
AND 18 RFC0QN1ZCD AS

THE STANDARD ALL OVER THE WORLD.

FOE INVALIDS,
KINGSFOKDS CORN STARCH

IS HIGHLY RECOMMENDED FOB ITS BVRITT AND
DELICACY. Sept. 30.

C0LT0N DENTAL ASSOCIATION,
PHELAS'S BUILDING BOOMS 6, 8, 9, 10 AND 11

Entrance 806 Market.

Gas Specialists. Positively extract Teetb wltnont pain.
The only office that makes and gives the celebrated " Colton Gas." Estab-

lished in 1863; over 8,000 references. Also performs ALL OPERATIONS in I

DENTISTRY. Sept, 30.

EXHIBITION
of the celebrated

NAHL GALLERY
(from Cassel, Germany)

of the works of the

OLD MASTERS
of Italy, Germany, Spain,

the Netherlands, and France,

at the rooms of the

S. F. ART ASSOCIATION
(430 Pine Street.)

Begin'g Wednesday, Oct. 25th.

DAY AND EVENING.

ADMISSION, 25 CENTS.

A. BUS-WELL & CO.,
535 (LAY STREET,

BOOK BINDERS,
SAN FBANCISCO, CAL.

THUU HAZELTON
IS UNQUESTIONABLY THE

VERY BEST PIANO
MADE IN AMERICA.

BTJY ONE AND BE CONVINCED.
CHAS. S. EATON. Agent. ..647 Market St., opp. Kearny, S F.

THE PANTHEON.
ESTABLISHED IN 1S6S BT W. H. BLOSSOM.

THE FINEST LUNCH HOUSE
— AND—

Oldest 'Wines and Liquors in the 'World!

G. DAWSON, Proprietor,

331 California street Bet Sausome and Battery,
Rax Francisco. Nov. 1L
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
The full reports of the Parnellite Convention, held in Dublin, are to

haDd, aod show that Irish grievances increase in number, and that agita-

tion is still destined to keep the people in a state of turmoil. The truth

is that the Irish people are taught and encouraged to devote their atten-

tion to the pursuit of some will-o'-the-wisp, instead of being urged to as-

sist in that labor which would bring them plenty and comfort. They are

induced to believe that, if they could only get Home Rule, some magic
influence would convert their penury into opulence. Without, appar-

ently, using their own powers of reason, which would assuredly demon-
strate the folly of the hare-brained schemes put forward for their accept-

ance, they follow the advice of the agitators, and keep the country in a
state of disturbance. Until the people think and reason for themselves,

they will continue to be the prey of those individuals whose interests are

inconsistent with the tranquility and prosperity of Ireland. At the Con-
ference various schemes of a more or less impracticable nature were advo-
cated and approved. The Land Act, supplemented by the Arrears Act,
is not to be permitted to exercise its beneficent influence in peace; but the
public mind is to be kept disturbed. That the people, who have had such
substantial evidence of the good-will of their Government, should be in-

duced to follow chimeras, abandoning tangible advantages that are virtu-

ally within their reach, is a fact of most depressing import. Meanwhile,
it is said that military arrangements of a very elaborate character are be-

ing made in Dublin, confidential directions having been given, in some
cases, that at least one-half of the available force should be retained in

barracks at one time. Justice having been done to the Irish people by
the removal of both sentimental and practical grievances, the Govern-
ment can conscientiously administer the affairs of Ireland with firmness

and vigor. Crime must be rigorously punished, and there must be no
paltering with sedition or disloyalty. In time, we hope the people of

Ireland will recognize the futility of pursuing Utopian projects, and will

see the advantage of devoting their energies to those practical works of

which prosperity i8 the natural outcome.

At the Lord Mayor's Banquet on Thursday evening, Mr. Gladstone, in

reply to the toast, " Her Majesty's Ministers," referred with satisfaction

to the difference between to-day and two years ago, in regard to State af-

fairs in the South and in Europe. He said the Government had great
difficulties to contend with in Ireland, but relied more confidently upon
the measure of justice they had introduced than upon any Btringent

measures placed in their hands by Parliament. He was glad to say that
during the past year the stage had been cleared, and many difficulties had
disappeared. Commerce and trade are improving, and crime decreasing
to a very great extent. He looked forward to the recent Irish legislation

as a firm and enduring foundation of greater harmonies between the dif-

ferent ordersof society, and social order is not now endangered. Some, who
have been betrayed or seduced in doctrines of illegality, have arrived at

the conviction they had not to regard England otherwise than friendly to

a sisterly nation ; they bad come to believe that every just and legitimate
endeavor to amend the law would be found the best specific for whatever
will be yet required to supply the wants of Ireland. He recorded his

thankfulness at the remarkable achievements of British arms in Egypt,
which he believed would be memorable in history.

The Post says that France will apparently have to resign herself to the
loss of the predominant influence she bad enjoyed in Egypt up to the out-

break of Arabi's rebellion. The Government organs speak in a very fa-

vorable tone of Lord Dufferin's last note to the Porte. That his lordship

should inform the Sultan that the withdrawal of the British forces from
Egypt will be dependent on circumstances, is regarded by the Nord
Deutsche as only natural. To expect England at the present moment to

fix a date for the complete evacuation of the Nile valley by her Majesty's
forces is absurd. In the face of all these things, it is obvious that Eng-
land will be left free to dispose of affairs in Egypt as she pleases, and we
may be very certain that she will not stay her hand until a firm and sta-

ble government and general prosperity are established, and until her
right of way through the Suez Canal is forever placed beyond danger.

If other authorities be needed we quote from the Paix, the Ministerial

organ, which says : "As a continental Power France had not the same
freedom of action as England. Europe would not have acquiesced in the
Anglo-French intervention, as it was compelled, of necessity, to do in the
case of England. This hostility to the joint intervention was shown on
three separate occasions (1) when the identical note of 8th January up-
holding the status quo and joint control was sent to the Khedive

; (2)

after the sending of the allied squadrons ; and {3) immediately after the
Alexandria massacre on the 11th ot June, when the four Great Powers
forced the unwilling Khedive to patch up a peace with Arabi. Without
declaring war with France, the four Great Powers could not more dis-

tinctly have manifested their opposition to our joint action. The only
reason of their acquiescence in the English action was because they could
not help themselves.

Lord Granville, in speaking of the Egyptian difficulty, vindicated
the Khedive's character and said Lord Dufferin's mission was to hasten
the attainment of a state of affairs giving security for future good govern-
ment to the Egyptians, thus accelerating the moment when the responsi-
bility of maintaining British occupation of Egypt may cease, and Eng-
land might feel her work done in a manner satisfactory to Egypt, Eng-
land and Europe.

Not in Favor.—The present would seem to be a favorable time for
placing mining or other American ventures on the London market. A
dispatch from London says: At least half a dozen American mines and
railroads are being privately offered for sale in this market, but there is

no earthly chance of selling them at present, as the continual disturbance
in the New York Stock Exchange makes people over here shy about touch-
ing anything new. People upon your side of the water with enterprises
to float may as well save themselves the trouble and expense of coming
across to England so long as this feeling lasts. There will be brisk specu-
lation in recognized stocks as soon as things in "Wall street become more
settled, but new projects will not be looked at.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,
Sawing-, Planing- and Manufacturing—Doors, Sashes, Blinds and

Mouldings—Turning, Scroll and Jig Sawing—Countars,
Bar and Store Fixtures.

Finishing Work for Buildings on Hand and Made to Order.

217 to 225 Spear SI., and 21S to 226 Stewart St., S. F.
The largest and oldest established mill on the Pacific Coast.

D. A. Macdo.nald, Pres't R. S. Falconer, Sec'y. W. N. Miller, Supt

[March 25.]

F. N. Neuval. W. S. Somervell

PACIFIC ASPHALTUM COMPANY.
Established 1865-

Proprietors of the Celebrated Corral de Fiedra Asphaltum Mine,
(San Louis Ooispo County).

Dealers In rude and efined

ASPHALTUM, FELT AND ROOFING MATERIAL.
Prepared Asphaltum for Country Orders always on hand. Contractors for Side-

walks, Roofs, Floors and General Asphaltum Work. All Work Guaranteed.

Officeand Depot, 420 Jackson.
\
Branch Office,422 Montgomery,8. F.

KINDERGARTEN BAZAAR AND EXHIBITION.
UNDER THE AUSPICES OF

THE PUBLIC KINDERGARTEN SOCIETY,
AT DASHAWAY BALL,

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 11.

AFTERNOON. - Doors open at 1 o'clock; Marches and Games by over one hun-
dred little children. EVENING.—Doors open at 7 o'clock; Musis, Recitations and
Allegorical Tableaux.

ADMISSION—ADULTS, 25 CENTS; CHILDREN, 10 CENFS.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Bullion Mining Company.-Location of principal place of

business, San Francisco, California. Location of works, Gold Hill, Storey
County, Nevada. Notice is hereby given that at a meeting of the Board of Direct-

ors, held on the twentieth d;>y of October, 1882, an assessment (No. 26) of Fifty
Cents per share was levied upon the capital stock of the corporation, payable imme-
diately, in United States gold coin, to the Secretary, at the office of the Company,
Room 3, Safe Deposit Building-, No. 323 Montgomery street, San Francisco, California.

Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on TUESDAY", the
TWENTY-EIGHTH (28th) day of NOVEMBER, 1882, will be delinquent, and adver-
tised for sale at public auction ; and unless payment is made betore, will be sold on
WEDNESDAY, the TWENTIETH (20th)dayof DECEMBER, 1882, to pay the delin-

quent assessment, together with costs of advertising and expenses of sale. By
order of the Board of Directors. J. M. BRAZELL, Secretary.

Office— Room 3, Safe Deposit Building, No. 328 Montgomery street, San Fran-
cisco, California Oct. 28.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Bodie Con. Mining Co., Room 62, Nevada

Block, San Francisco, Oct. 27tb, 1882.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors
of the above-named Company, held this day, a dividend (No. 12) of twenty (20c.)
cents per share was declared on the capital stock of the Company, payable WEDNES-
DAY, November 15th, 18S2, at the office of Messrs. Laidlaw & Co., New York,
only on stock issued from the Transfer Agency in that city and at the San Francisco
office only on"stock issued here. Transfer Books will close'on Thursday, November
9th, 1882, at 3 o'clock p. m. [Nov. 4.] GEO. W. SESSIONS, Secretary pro tern.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Standard Con. Mining- Company, San Fran-

cisco, Cal., Nov. 2, 1882. —At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the
above-named Company, held this day. Dividend No. 47, of Twenty-five Cents (25c.)

per share, was declared, payable on MONDAY, Nov. 12, 1882, at the office in this
city, or at The Farmers' Loan and Trust Company, in New York.

WM. WILLIS, Secretary.
Office—Room No. 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

Cal ifornia. Nov. 4.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office Navajo Mining- Company, San Francisco, Cal., NO-

VEMBER 2, 1882.— At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the above
named company held this day. Dividend No. 3 of Twenty-five (25c.) Cents per share
was declared, payable on MONDAY, November 13th, 1882, Transfer books closed

on Wednesday, November 8th, 1882, at 3 o'clock p. at. J. W. PEW, Secretary.

Office—310 Pine street, Room 15, San Francisco, Cal. Nov. 4.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,
NO. 922 POST STREET.

Day and Boarding School for ¥onng- ladies and Children.
KINDERGARTEN. Term commenced July 24th. To secure admission for

boarding pupils, applications should be made as early as possible.

May 13. MADAME B. ZEITSKA, A.M., Principal.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..
DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,

Agents for RICORD'S RESTORATIVE PILLS,
635 Market Street San Francisco, Cal.

PAI<ACJE_HOTEI<. Jane 24.

"TURKISH^ND RUSSIAN
Steam Baths; Electric and Chemical Baths; Snlphnr and

and other medicated vapor baths, with Swedish movements and massage.
Special apartments for ladies and families. DR. JUSTIN GATES,
July 1. 722 Montgomery street, near Washington.

PROF. JOS. JOSSET,
Graduate of the University of Paris; Ex. Professor of De

la Mennais" Normal, France; late of Point Loma Seminary, San Diego. Pri-

vate Lessons in the French Language. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 r.M. Private Lessons given at the res-

idence of the pupil. Dec. 6.

A. WALDSTEIN
Lithographer and Zlucogprapher, So. 320 Sansoinc street,

Room 48, Second Floor. Aug. 19.
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GOLD BABS 996 6n« par.—RsriNXD silver—13J@14 foent dla

at, Mexican Dollars, 11®12 percent, disc. num.

' Exchange on New York, 20c.(2 25c \< 1 <"W> premium; On Lond
; Commercial, 50@50ft<t. Paris, eight, 5-12£@5 10

francs per dollar. Eastern Magnums,

' Price of Money here, 6(3)10 per cent, per year—bank rate. In the
market, 1@1£ per month. Demand light. On Bond Security,

r c.nU per year on (-'all.

' Latest price of Sterling in New York, 480@484

PRICES OF LEADINQ STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
Ann Francisco Kor. I 7. 1X83.

Stock* and Bonds. Bid.
BONM.

Cal. Sute Bomi8,6V57 .... —
S. F. City .* Oa B'ds, 88, '66 Nam

Num.

60
50
105
90
90

100

101

110

109

1029

119J

127

Athd Stocks and Bonds.
inDRAmn oompakus,

— State Investment
Norn. Home Mutual
Noni. Commercial

Western
RAILROADS.

O. P. R. R. Stock
C. P. R. K. Bonds
City Railroad
Omnibus R. R
N. I :. and Mission R. R.

.

Sutter Street R. R
Geary Street R. R
Central R. R. Co
Market Street R. R
Clay Street Hill R. R . .

.

S. F. Gaslight Co .

37J
00
60

100
100

107
103
114

110
102|

|

Oakland Gaslight Co .

114

102J

57

Nom.
Nom.
56

S. F. City 4 Co. Bds,
is

Duponl Street Bonds
Sacramento City Bonds....
Stockton City Bonds
Yuba County Bonds

CiU Li..l>d3

Santa Clara Co. Bonds
Los Angeles County Bonds.
L"s Angelas Cifey Bonds....
Vtar*a ft Truckee K. R. Bds.

HermdaCo. H. O. K. R. Bds
Oakland City Bonds
Oregon B & N, Bonds, 6s

S. P. H. R. Bonds
I" 9. 4,

BANKS.
Bank of California

Pacific Bank
First National

INSl'RANCE COMPANIES.
Union
Fireman's Fund
California

Pacific Rolling Mills, — . 127 1
. Cala. Dry Dock,

Vulcan Powder, 73, 77. Presidio Railroad, 64J. — . Safety-Nitro Powder, 10, 18J.

Central Gas Stock, — , 67J. Hawaiian Commercial Co., 344, 34J. Northern Pacific R.

R. Bonds, — . 104J.

We continue to report a dull market, with slightly lower prices. At
the same time there is not, apparently, much disposition to sell.

Andrew Baibd, 312 California st.

120

167
120

1215
135

Sac'to Gaslight Co
Califor'a Powder Co
Giant Powder Co (new stck)
Atlantic Giant Powder. . .

.

Gold and Stock Teleg'h Co
S. V. W. w. Co. 's Stock. x-d
S. V. W. W. Co' Bonds
Pacific Coast S.S.Co's Stock
California Street R R.

51, — . Safe Deposit Co.

125

63
120

124J
68i
74"

U2t
119J

135

125
110

89
115

102

100
fO
Nom.
Nom.
56

29J
56

130
71

80
113
120

111:!

-,50.

Trade with Yarkand.—A letter from Mr. Dalgleish, who has gone
to Yarkand on a commercial venture, appears in a late number of a La-
hore paper. He states that he has been most hospitably received by the
Chinese authorities, and has obtained permission to dispose freely of his

goods. The Amban, or Governor of Yarkand, asked many questions

about India, and spoke of the lasting friendship between England and
China. Mr. Dalgleish describes the Chinese army of occupation as a dis-

orderly rabble, armed with rusty spears and tridents, and whom a few
hundred Cossacks could easily put to flight. No Russian merchants have
yet appeared in Kashgaria ; and he thinks that they would not be well

received if they came, as the natives of Russian Turkestan coining to Kash-
garia are not allowed to live in the city, but only to enter during the day-
time. On the other hand, the English name stands high, and entire free-

dom was accorded not only Mr, Dalgleish, but also to native traders from
British India.

Californians Abroad, October 28, 1882.—Paris: Miss Houston,
San Francisco, Hotel TAthenee; E. H. Howard, San Francisco, Av.
Hoche; Mr. and Mrs. Lamb, San Francisco, Hotel Liverpool; Mr. Liv-

ingston and fm., San Francisco, H. Rhin; H. Martin, San Francisco,
Hotel du Helder; Mrs. J. H. Maynard, San Francisco, Hotel TAthe'nee.

London: L. Bridges, San Francisco; Chas. Livingston. E. Muniur, San
Francisco. Geneva: R. G. Hooker, San Francisco. Rome: Mrs. S. O.
Mayer. San Francisco. Heidelberg: G. F. Raum, San Francisco; Mrs.
S. F. Raum, San Francisco.

—

Continental Gazette.

Freights and Charters.—There has been a ten days' lull in the char-

ter market, but now we have to note the following freight engagements :

British ship Sutherlandshire, 1,549 tons, Wheat, to Cork, £2 6s. 3d. The
Hawaiian bark Kale, 815 tons, was chartered to load Wheat for Cork,
orders prior to her arrival, at £3. The ship Sovereign of the Seas, 1,502

tons, is to load for New York, in John Rosenfeld's Dispatch Line. The
new whip W. F. Bahcock, 2,000 tons register, is chartered to load Coal at
Baltimore for this port.

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.—New York, Nov. 16, 1882.

United States Bonds—4s, 119$ ; 4Js, 113J ; ex-5s, 101& ; Sterling Ex-
change, 481@485; Pacific Mail, 38S; Wheat, steady; Western Union,

82J ; Wool— Spring, fine. 20O32 ; Burry, 15O20 ; Pulled, 20@45 ; Fall

Clips, 15@18; Burry, 12@14. London, Nov. 16.—Liverpool Wheat
Market, 9s.@9s. 3d. ; California, 9s.@9s. lid.

MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For ,\im i -jii in- the Air.

Office of the Aeroplane Company for Navigating the Air, 609 Mer-

chant street Office hours from 1 to 2 P.M.
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Look out for the Christmas number of the News Letter. Its title

page will be illuminated with a most beautiful picture in several colors.

It will be a double number, filler! withstories, graphic sketches of Califor-

nia, original poetry, etc. It will be a very fitting present to send to

friends abroad.

Counterfeit Dollars.—Chief Brooks, of the Secret Service of the
Treasury Department, has received a sample of counterfeit silver dollars,

which are being extensively circulated, especially in the West. The coin
is very heavily plated, and resists acid tests unless deeply cut before ap-
plied. It has a ring similar to the genuine and is of the exact weight.
The officers of the Department consider the counterfeit one of the most
dangerous that has yet appeared.

Silvertown.—The large British steamer bearing this name, and here-
tofore engaged cable-laying, has just been cleared From tbis port by John
Rosenfeld, for St. Vincent. Her cargo consists of wheat 107,059 centals,
value $187,354. She carries as fuel 1,500 tons of coal, and for ballast 140
tons of cable. This is believed to be the largest cargo that ever went
from this port. She draws 27 feet of water.

Tonnage.—Disengaged fleet in port, 66,000 tons, against 30,500 same
time last year. At San Diego and Wilmington, 8.204 tons. To arrive within
five months, 212,000 tons. Same time, 1881, 307,000 tons. Same time,
1880, 207,000 tons. On the berth we have 44,000 tons. Same time last
year, 98,000 registered tons.

University expenses are considerably lower in America than in this
country. At Yale and Harvard, which are considered the most expensive
Colleges in America, the average cost is about £180 per annum, while at
Brown it sinks to £90. The whole course of four years invol^s an outlay
of about £500 at most American Colleges.

The Produce Exchange Call Board is now doing a rushing busi-
ness in Barley Futures. Nine thousand tons changed hands at Thurs-
day's session. The boys have just found out "how to do it," as they
say. The secret things are now being revealed to them.

Latest Wheat Charters.—Br. ship Oberon, 1,194 tons Wheat, to
Cork, U. K., or Continent, £2 2s. 61. French ship France Ckerrie, 668
tons Wheat, to Cape Town, £2. Barkeotine Catherine Sudden, 368 tons
Mdse., to Central America.

Sugar and Syrups — The local refiners have reduced the wholesale
prices of refined sugar 2&C, per pound, and of Golden Syrup 7iu. per
gallon.

For the Colonies, via Honolulu, the P. M. steamship Zealandin will
sail on Monday, at 2 p. M., or immediately after the arrival of the Eng-
lish mails.

For Panama and wav ports, the P. M. steamship City of Rio de Ja-
neiro will sail this (Saturday) afternoon, at 4 o'clock.

Quicksilver.—The spot market is languid ; recent sales from wharf at

36jc@36gc
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HOW TO MAKE "A CLEAN SWEEP."

Tbe Democrats want to make " a clean sweep" of the officials now
occupying offices, and they don't know just how to do it. Harbor Com-
missioners, Port Wardens, State Prison officials, and all and sundry the

State officeholders, remain for stated periods, and are protected by stat-

utes that remain unassailable until repealed by the Legislature. The
question is as to bow far public opinion will tolerate legislation that will

make a clean sweep. That is what the Democrats want to find out.

Timorous and afraid, they do not know just where to put their foot down.
They have the will, but do not see the way. We will tell them. It is

not desirable, or wise, or in consonance with American politics that one
party's nominees should hold over for the larger part of the other party's

period of office. No administration can be held responsible if that state

of things exists. Yet that is just what is now going on. The new Con-
stitution threw things out of gear. It gave only three years tenure to

the first elected State officers, but it did not change or in any way inter-

fere with the terms of the minor offices. The result is that vacancies

fall in long after one administration has come in, and when the
Legislature is not in session to confirm new appointees. The overlapping of

the periods of appointment is not good. It is a principle coeval with the

reign of the fathers that the chief officials should be in sympathy with
the administration. How can Stoneman be held responsible when all the
administrative officials are the appointees of his predecessor, as they will

be if the law is not changed ? That is the cue for the Democrats to take
up. That is the argument, and the only one, that will justify a clean

sweep. Let all the State officials come in about March, after the guber-
natorial election. That will give the new Governor time to make his se-

lections, and will enable the Senate then in session to ratify them, and in

that case the Government in all its parts will be in accord. A general
law that will compass these ends will defy opposition, cavil and dispute,

and can be maintained on grounds that will meet with public appproval.
In that way, and that only, can a " clean sweep " be made at this time.

We have no patent right in the suggestion, yet it is an original one, wor-
thy of all consideration, for which a good fat office ought to be ours.

THE GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY OF THE PACIFIC.

On Tuesday last the new rooms of the Society, at 411 Post street,

were crowded to the utmost. A paper was read on " The Discovery of

America by the Norsemen," by C. Mitchell Grant, which embraced all

that is known of the voyages of the Vikings to America till the time of

Columbus. After some remarks by the Chairman, Th. E. Slevin, L. L. D.,
General Cullum, Vice-President of the American Geographical Society,

and one of the delegates to the Geograpical Congress of Venice, made a
lengthy speech in which he stated that the Newport Tower was no longer
considered a relic of the Norsemen, but a windmill built by General
Arnold. He was satisfied, however, of the antiquity of the Dighton
rock, for he had himself devoted much time to decipher the characters
thereon. One represented Snorre, the first white child ever born in

America, and another the Bull which so terrified the Skraellings. Judge
Peabody, of New York, spoke in favor of the proposed universal meridian.
Upon being called upon again, General Cullum gave a history of the
American Geographical Society, which now numbers fifteen hundred fel-

lows. He regarded the Geographical Society of the Pacific as being far

more advantageously situated for the purposes of geographical research
than that of New York, and he had no doubt that San Francisco would
be largely benefited by the work that had already been done. He wished
the society all prosperity.

THE NEW EMMA MINE.
Everybody is conversant with the old Emma Mine—with the large

interest involved, and the subsequent litigation and discreditable exposures
which ensued. All these troubles, however, have in a measure been over-

come, and it will interest many of our readers to peruse the following ex-

tract from the London Mining World;

Tbe shareholders in the New Emma Mining Company are to be con-
gratulated that the old company has now been decently interred, and that
the new one has held its statutory meeting under auspices which augur
well for its future career. With the whole of the capital alotted, with the
title clear, with a nest egg of £25,000 available for development purposes,
and with a mine of which all qualified to give an opinion speak in the
highest terms, there seems no cause to doubt, but rather every reason to
believe, that Emma shares will again be sought after at prices which will

cause many changes to take place in the holdings of the 1,600 persons who
are now interested in them. If the shareholders have any one to thank
for the bright prospects they have now before them, it is Mr. Frederick
W. Snell, of the firm of Snell, Son & Greenip, who, at a tiaie when the
company's affairs were in extremis, so guided and worked with Mr. Mc-
Dougall, the chairman of the old company, that in the end a compromise
was effected which at the time we did not hesitate to call "creditable to
all parties."

"BON MARCHE."
Aa the holiday season approaches there is quite a stir among our

large dry goods houses, and every effort is made to make the best showing
possible. The White House, always to the front in matters where good
judgment and tine taste are concerned, has the third floor of the estab-

lishment already filled with holiday goods, making such a grand show as

has rarely been seen in San Francisco. The Barbedieune bronzes are
alone worth going a long distance to see. The firm is also just now clear-

ing out an immense stock of plushes and velvets in all colors, great re-

ductions having been made in prices. On Monday and the following days
there will be offered for sale dress goods in Scotch Cheviots, French
Heps and Foules, also genuine Scotch Plaids. This almost everlasting

material is offered at the low rate of ©1.25 per yard. Ladies who wish to

purchase warm winter dresses for the cold weather should not allow this

opportunity to go by. The White House is to San Francisco what the
" Bon March^ " is to Paris, and no lady should fail to call in and see for

herself the bargains which will too soon be snapped up. San Francis-
cans are shrewd perple, and it is not likely that many days will pass be-
fore the goods in question will be all sold. So, the sooner a purchase is

made the better.

ALBION—LEAD BARS.
r waiting patiently for years, the expenditure, including present

indebtedness of 8650,000, and the increase of 50 per cent, in the capital
stock, the Water Jacket furnace, recently erected by the company, com-
menced smelting ores on the 4th inst., with the following result: The
first shipment, 400 bars, weighing 21 tons 200 pounds, was made the 10th
inst., the furnace working 50 tons ore per diem. The second shipment of
400 bars was announced for the 14th inst., and we are advised, per wire,
that the third shipment of 400 bars would be made on Thursday of this
week—say 1.200 bars, after twelve days' working, and that the bullion
was yielding some 8300 per ton, exclusive of the value of the lead.
Many shareholders and dealers are anxious to learn something definite

as to the exact value of bars shipped, and have found it impossible to do
so, many false and conflicting estimates having been actively circulated in
stock circles. Having the means at our command, we have taken care to
learn, and present herewith, a statement of their commercial value

—

which will serve to remove false ideas as to what should be called lead
bars, and not bars of bullion. Assuming Superintendent Robinson's as-
says to be correct, at that the lead {present value $90 per ton) would cover
transportation per railroad, and hauling to and from depots—$25 per ton
—and separating charges—S35 per ton—and $25 to cover incidental ex-
penses and discrepancies in weight, etc., and that the bars will continue
to average 105 pounds each—say 19 bars weighing 1 ton—the commercial
value, with lead at 4£c. per pound and silver at SI 12 per ounce, will not
exceed -$16 for each bar shipped. This is a liberal estimate, but close
enough for all speculative purposes.

DEATH OF GENERAL WM. IRVINE.
During the past month or so death has been busy among our lawyers,

smiting them down with ruthless hand, and without a moment's warning.
The latest victim is General William Irvine, who died suddenly from
heart disease, on Sunday evening last. The deceased was a gallant sol-

dier, a talented lawyer and genial friend. The deceased was born at
Whitney's Point, near Binghampton, New York, in 1820, and first prac-
ticed law at Corning. When the war broke out, he at once enlisted and
served with distinction until, as Colonel commanding at Beverley Ford, he
was taken prisoner. He was then Colonel of tbe Tenth New York Cav-
alry. After the war the deceased settled in Elmira, New York, which
place he twice represented in Congress. Iu 1871 he was invited to asso-
ciate himself with Patterson, Wallace & Stow, the well-known law firm,
and remained with them until Mr. Stow withdrew from practice. Gen-
eral Irvine then went into partnership with W. H. Patterson, and in 1877
joined A. J. LeBretoD, with whom he was associated at the time of his
death. The deceased leaves a wife and daughter in this city, and a mar-
ried son in Elmira, New York.

The liberality of W. T. Coleman in requiting every faithful ser-
vice rendered him or his firm is well known. It is only another example of
his generosity that Frank Johnson, when he was married, on the 9th in-
stant, received from Mr. Coleman a check for $5,000 aB a token of his es-

teem and good will. On the same occasion General Williams presented
Mr. Johnson with a check for $10,000, and gave his daughter a handsome
house in this city, which he had specially erected and furnished for her
use. The employe's of the firm of W. T. Coleman & Co. contributed a
handsome service of silver to their head on bis entering upon married life.

Scene at Balmoral.—Mr. John Brown, having been sent by Her
Majesty in quest of the Lady-in- Waiting, who happened to be the Duch-
ess of M , suddenly stumbled against her. J. B., loquitur, "Hoot,
mam, yer just the woman I was looking for." Enraged Duchess dashes
incontinently into the Royal presence, and expostulatingly exclaims to
Her Majesty, "Madam, J, B. has insulted me; he has had the imperti-
nence to call me a woman!" To which the Queen replies, with cutting
serenity, "And pray what are you?" Exit Duchess in a tantrum.—Van-
ity Fair.

"I say, fellows," exclaimed Fogg, " have you heard the news ? Brown
and bis wife have separated." "No!" "Is that so?" "How did it

come about?" " I always thought it would come to that." " Guess it'll

be better for both of 'em." These were a few expressions that fell from
the lips of the boys as they eagerly crowded around Fogg. " Yes," said
Fogg, " the Brown's have separated. I saw Brown kiss Mrs. Brown
good-by at the depot just now. He said he would be. back to-morrow."
The boys retired in disgust. The boys were, of course, terribly disap-
pointed.

—

Boston Transcript.

The Genuine Private Cuvee Krug Champagne, from Reims,
France, is sold by all wine dealers, jobbers and grocers. Look to the cork
when out of the bottle for Krug & Cie., branded on the bottom of it. The
letter " K " is perforated on the labels. Beware of California wine imi-
tations. The Agents for the Pacific Coast for the celebrated "Krug"
from France, are Hellmann Bros. & Co., 525 Front Street.

We are pleased to see our old friend, Dan O'Connell, occupying the
place of editor-in-chief of that bright paper, the Daily Exchange. A more
brilliant paragraphist, or better all-round journalist than Mr. O'Connell
cannot be found on this coast. He is a great improvement upon Bogart,
who has skipped the town.

The Pacific Asphaltum Company is looming up wherever good pav-
ing or roofing is appreciated. From country and town-orders are said to

be pouring in for the prepared material, which the company furnishes and
guarantees to be all that is claimed for it.

The Vacaville fruit land sale, this week, by J. O. Eldridge, auc-
tioneer, was an extraordinary success. The attendance was large, the
bidding very lively, and the prices obtained were good. The total sum
realized was over §80,000.

St. John's Presbyterian Church, Post Street.—The Rev. Dr.
Scott, pastor, will preach Sunday at the usual hours. The public cor-

dially invited to attend.
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Senatorial labors, at Washington, was the cause of an unusual number of

dinner* being given last week, .is previous to their going many wished to

do them that mneh honor at least. Toe most noticeablo were those given
by ntiaa Plors Low on Wednesday, Mrs. Frank Pixley on Thursday, and
by Mr. \\at-. .n .m Friday, the latter being at the Maison Dora, aud ex-
clusively composed ol pentlemen,
On Saturday the party left for the East, and with much regret were

adieus said to Miss Dora, She is a universal favorite, and I never see her
depart without fearing that some other locality than California may be
fortunate enough to become her home in the future. General Mc-
Dowell has also betaken himself East, and Miss Edes, who has made
quite a long visit in 'Frisco, left for Washington last week. What fol-

lows, she hope-;, will be the ex Senator.

The Philharmonic concert, on Friday night, drew out a large crowd of

our fashionables, who all appeared to enjoy the music, whether they did
or not. Much of it. I fear, was not understood, and hence not appreciated
as it ought to have been. The Loring Club concert, too, was, I believe,

well attended, but it is a pity that the young people who most affect

them cannot be induced to pay a little more attention to the music, and
less to each other, than is usually the case.

Speaking of concerts, the forthcoming complimentary one to the ladies
of Sam. Mayer's choir promises to be quite an event in the near future,

in which "Brother" Barrows is officially announced as tenor, and little

Eva Shaw, nee Towne, will figure as pianist.

I often wonder when I see private performers thus eagerly rushing into
public would professionals as willingly change places with them, as in

vice versa, and with what result.

The benevolent Britons were out in full force at The Baldwin last

night, aud when the curtain drew apart on Mrs. Mason and Miss Scott in

the opening scene of On Guard, they faced a completely filled house of

friendly faces, not a seat being vacant in either dress-circle or parquette,
and even standing room was at a premium.
While a good portion of the audience was composed of those of Her

Majesty's subjects who are only drawn from the seclusion of their homes
to enter a theatre on a charitable occasion like this, there was a goodly
share of the fashionable element of Society present as well, and all were
evidently determined to be pleased with the efforts of the amateurs who
had so kindly placed their services at the disposal of the British Benevo-
lent Society.

They all did wonderfully well, Mrs. Mason probably carrying off the
honors of the evening, although on Miss Scott's shoulders seemed to rest

the burden of the play, aud bravely did she bear it. Of the men, with
the exception of Mr. Houseman as the African traveler, and Mr. St.

Aubin as the London attorney, none of them seemed to think it necessary
to make up for their parts, and, as a consequence, looked years too young
for the characters they assumed.
Mr. Housman's voice, also, was the only one that was at all times dis-

tinctly audible, and he read his lines with much feeling and intelligence.

The acting of amateurs is something seldom criticised, but really the
ladies and gentlemen who appeared in On Guard last night need not fear

any amount of it, and I must compliment the entire company on the ex-
cellence of their memories, all being letter perfect in their parts, and the
office of prompter was, therefore, a sinecure. The ladies' costumes were
pretty and most becoming, while those of the gentlemen were not inap-
propriate. Why do they not produce some of Robertson's pretty plays

—

Caste or Ours? I am sure they would do excellently^ I hope they will

think seriously of this suggestion.

The partial destruction to-day, by tire, of Sam Wilson's residence on
Fine street, recalls memories of the time when it was considered the
pleasantest house in the city to visit. I refer to the period when it was
occupied by different members of the Walkinshaw family, when—and
especially during Mrs. Fepe Barron's reign- -some of the most delightful

parties that ever took place in Frisco, were given beneath the roof that
to-day has fallen a victim to the flames.

The east wind with which we have been favored the past few days, has
been regarded with anything but a friendly spirit by the invitees of the
Pacific Yacht Club, it being generally looked upon as a sure precursor of

rain, which, should it come this week, will put a decided damper on their

anticipated fun for Saturday next, when their closing hop of the season
takes place in their Club House at Saucelito. The prayers of those in-

terested are earnestly solicited that the fine weather may continue till

after that day, at least, and then let it rain for a month if it will, say
they all.

I should not be very much surprised if we had Stuart Taylor and his

charming wife back here again as dwellers iu our midst, he having become
tired of his Colorado farm and returned to New York, where he and Mrs.
Taylor purpose spending the Winter.

In the list of arrivals to-day I see the names of several well-known old

Californians, chief among them being Mr. J. G. Kellogg, Mr. C. Adolph
Low, and Com. Baldwin, of the navy, whose son has recently entered
the house of C. A. Low & Co., and whom he has doubtless come out to

see established in business. As Captain Baldwin, he will be best remem-

by alt old residents, with whom he was always very popular. Ho
has recently married a wealthy New York widow, and his home at New-

described as bei in the extreme, and tilled with all the
i| in art that, wealth and tast« combined can pn

Mr. and Mrs. James Coleman went Bast on Sunday Inst for a brief
rpseting to return about the New l'i:i.i\.

THAT BRITISH AFFAIR.
Thursday, Nov. 16. 1882: Dear Julia: I suppose you want to

hear all aboul the British Amateur Theatricals, which have b& n balked
about for so long, and which really can it" last night. Baldwin's was
packed, and I think all the Britishers in town were there hrom the Con-
sul downwards. The Bunkers had one proscenium-box, and a tribe of
voung Englishmen bad the next, the Sherw Is bad .'mother, and in the
little boxes we .-aw the Bennetts, and Charley Mason iii the bosom of
bis interesting family, and the ultra-British Dr. Parsons, surrounded
by a bevy of ladies. Scattered about in the orchestra and divss-
eircle were the Scotts, Boardmans Wards, Murrays, Harry Walker,
Russell, Nicholson, and all the Balfour, Guthrie, and Falkuer, Bell young
men. and the Matthias Grays with a large party, including genial Mitch-
ell Grant, and Alexander the Great, who bad come direct from the office

iu a hurry, and consequently was the only man win. had not had time to
change his coat. It seemed a regular British family party, and everybody
was nodding and shaking hands all round before the play began. The
orchestra was an amateur one, led by Charley Mathien. . It was a little

thin, perhaps, but they kept good time and played well. The play was
Gilberts On Guard, and the curtain rose upon Mrs. Charles Mason and
Miss May Scott, as " Mrs. Fitz Osborne," and " Miss Blake." It was a
great misfortune that neither of these ladies spoke louder, for in the first

act, the greater part of what they said was lost. Jim Bell did the villain,

a new role for him, and did it well. But after all, was " Kavanagh " a
villain, he was ever so much pleasanter than the hero, and our sympathies
went entirely with him. His end was somewhat vague ; did he get the
money, or who was he, anyhow ?

Some one told us, towards the end of the play, that Ned Greenawaywas
a heavy dragoon. Poor Ned ! Where did he get that funny little polka
jacket? Mr. Culbertson ought to have made a great deal more of his
part. " Baby Boodles " is a remarkably good role, and in the hands of a
good actor would have been very amusing. As it was, most of the points
were utterly lost, The part of the '* Guard, Denis Grant," was taken by
John Housman. Every word of it was heard. The gentleman has a
good voice and knows how to use it. They all knew their lines perfectly,
but somehow there was a want of "go " in the whole thing. Indeed, the
only real hit of the evening was made by Mr. St. Aubin, as "Grouse."
He won a round of well-deserved applause iu the second act. Miss May
Scott did some very pretty acting in that yacht ; she does such little

scenes very charmingly. Frank Mathieu made the most of a small part,
and, taken altogether, it was very fairly acted for amateurs. Monetarily,
it must have been a great success, and Mr. McCurrie fairly beamed! No
wonder. Yours, ever, Nancy.

SOMETHING UNTOLD ABOUT THE POLICE BALL.
Although the Policemen's Ball given last Wednesday evening has

been pretty freely reported, several important items have not hitherto
appeared in print. For instance, it is not generally known that after

Captain Kentzel had announced his intention to dance, the flour of the
hall was strengthened with heavy timbers. Nor have we seen any men-
tion of the fact that when the slim and agile Captain opened the grand
march, he was preceded by a twelve-ton steam roller to test the strength
of the supports. The trouble was, however, that while the roller was
safe enough, the Captain got his feet through several times, and was only
kept out of the cellar by his rotundity bringing him up suddenly. The
Captain began tn dance at 10 o'clock precisely, and by a singular coinci-

dence, all of Thursday's papers contained the following item: "At 10 P. M.
last night a severe shock of earthquake was felt in the neighborhood of

Hayes Valley. It seemed to have its center immediately under the Me-
chanics' Pavilion, and lasted for several minutes. Further than the break-
ing of a few windows, no damage was done." Furthermore, it has not
been noted that an event most important to science happened at this ball -

nothing less than the discovery of the "missing link." It was a pair of

handcuffs, dropped by one of the dancers.

Meteorological summary for week ending November 16th, 1882:
Highest barometer, 30.430 on the 12th ; lowest barometer, 29.1*74 on the
15th ; average during the week, 30.219 ; maximum temperature, 62.5 on
the 15th ; minimum temperature. 45 on the 13th ; average during the
week, 51 ; highest relative humidity, 86 per cent, on the 14th ; lowest
relative humidity, 34 on the 16th ; average during the week, 60.8; pre-
vailing direction of wind, northwest; maximum hourly velocity and di-

rection of wind, 28, N. 15 ; total rainfall during the week, .00 inches ;

total rainfall, season of 1882-3, 6.90 inches.

The new enlarged series of the Magazine of Art promises to come out
in tine style in the first number. The best artists and writers will enrich
its pages, and the spirit of " Culchah" will overshadow the enterprise.

SPORTSMEN, ATTENTION!—THE SEASON OPENED.

HUNTING SSTTITS.
This Is the only recognizee! Depot for the celebrated RIV-

ETED HUNTING BOITS manufactured l.v LEVI STRAUSS & CO.
We have also in stock all classes ol HUNTING GARMENTS, and make the same

to order upon very short notice. HUNTING SUITS!

GREAT I X L,
CORNER OF KEARNY AND COMMERCIAL STS.

C3y~The Largest Establishment in its line in the United States. Price List,

with handsome Lithograph oi the GREAT I X L by Electric Light, sent free on

application. Sept. 16
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EARTH.
Br Ernest W. Shortlefi*.

With what glory breaks the dawn
Above the purple eastern hills I

Each day the world anew is born,
With all her thousand streams and rills,

With all her vernal glens and woods,
Her mighty sea, her quiet lakes,

Her stately mountain solitudes,

Where mortal step no echo wakes.

Ob, what a varied language swells
Prom out her broad, harmonious breast!

Her tongue of life and grandeur tells

Of joy and beauty, peace and rest.

On every side her music flows,

On every side her charms are seen,

From icy Winter's frosts and snows
To golden Summer's shades of green.

No power profanes her voice sublime,
No stain her growing beauty mars,

As in the azure dome of Time
She smiles among the Bister stars.

O man, thou child of mortal birth,

Thou child of sorrow and of fear,

He whose broad arm upholds the earth
Is not unmindful of thy tear I

MAKEWHERE THE SAN FRANCISCO LAWYERS
THEIR HOME.

San Rafael is getting to be more and more a favorite resort of San
Franciscans as a place of residence. It is claimed to have many advan-

tages over our across-the-bay neighbor, Oakland, inasmuch as it is en-

tirely free from malaria of every description and is unsurpassed in cli-

mate. Many complain of the want of variety in the scenery in and about

the immediate neighborhood of Oakland, while that of San Rafael af-

fords every variety of mountains, Tamalpais towering above all, wooded
to their tops, verdure-clad hills and glens of surpassing beauty, inter-

sected everywhere with mountain springs, the waters of which are clear

as crystal. Just now, Hall McAllister, who is said to possess in his little

tract of 6fty acres one of the most beautiful sites in the township, is

erecting a residence on the grounds, which are being laid out in the most
elaborate style of landscape gardening. Another fine location has been
selected by C. Temple Emmet, who is just having completed a unique
and beautiful uottage, though the term is rather a misnomer, as it is a
large and spacious house. On these grounds grow one of the most mag-
nificent laurel trees in the State. It is nearly eight feet in diameter, and
is still in full and vigorous growth. Here, enjoying to the full his otium

cum dignitate, and withdrawn from the active bustle of a city life, lives

John H. Saunders, formerly a practicing attorney of this city, where he
accumulated a handsome fortune, and was once a member of the State

Senate. He is the owner of two beautiful residences, which are rented

out, as the owner is a bachelor, but without the inclination to keep a
bachelor's ball, preferring to make one in the social circle of a neighbor-

ing family. The trees and shrubbery on his grounds were planted by
himself in years long gone by, and the former have already attained mag-
nificent proportions. Wm. T. Coleman is a large landholder, and occu-

pies a spacious and handsome house, surrounded by a beautiful park.

William Barber, another attorney of this city, has established himself
permanently at San Rafael. Here, too, Sidney V. Smith has made his

home, while at the distance of a few miles is the ranch and home of Adolph
Mailliard, the brother-in-law of Sam Ward and Mrs. Julia Ward Howe.
Mr. Mailliard for along time had the entire charge of Jim Keene's racing-

stable in England.
Here, with his wife, for many years before his death lived the chival-

rous Fairfax (Charley), and his life-long friend, Dr. Taliaferro, is still

the leading physician of the place. Few are aware that Charley (Lord
Fairfax) as he was familiarly called by bis friends, left a brother to in-

herit his title. He is quoted in the peerage of England as " Fairf x,

Lord John (Contee Fairfax,) cr. 1627, younger and only surviving son of

the late Honorable Albert Fairfax, who died 1835, by Caroline, daughter
of Richard Snowden, Esq., of Oakland, Md., and brother of Charles
Snowden, tenth Lord, born 1835; succeeded his brother 1869, married
Mary, daughter of Colonel Edward King, U. S. A., is a physician in

Northampton, Oak Grove, Prince Georges County, Maryland." John
Fairfax gives but little attention to his profession, devoting most of his

time to the cultivation of his farm, which, strange to say, forms no part
of the once vast possessions of the Fairfax family, but is in Montgomery
County, that portion of " My Maryland," near Washington City, of
which it is said, " the more land you have the poorer you are."

A noted place near San Rafael is Laurel Grove, on the lands of W. T.
Coleman, a favorite resort of picnickers. Situated in a beautiful valley, it

is conspicuous for its growth of the laurel tree, which reaches an enor-
mous size and are most peculiar in their development, some of the largest
growing directly from the decayed stumps of others, which bear the marks
of having been in their prime centuries ago. These, again, throw off la-

teral branches of great size, from which spring vertically, at regular dis-

tances, other huge trunks, making altogether a most curious exhibition of
the freaks of nature, which, aside from the other attractions of the val-

ley, will well repay a visit. This place was formerly known as Texas
Jack Caiion, from the fact that a somewhat noted character, onr-e a mem-
ber of Jack Hays' Texas Rangers, squatted here and built a cabin, where
he resided until some mistake in regard to the ownership of certain horses
resulted in Jack's imprisonment, who complained bitterly of his sentence,
saying " while in Texas he had never stolen anything but blooded stock,
and was never punished there, yet, in this cussed country he was sent to
jail for taking a couple of old mustangs from a California greaser."

BANKS.

"We have been reading the "Soldier's Pocket-Book," by Sir Garnet
Wolseley, and gather from its perusal that, should he take his seat in the
House of Lords before his £50,000 has been voted him, he will himself
oppose it, for he says :

" The only rewards that are justly our due, are
the gratitude of our country and the praise of our superiors."

—

2'ruth.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital $3,000,000.
WM. ALTORD President.
THOMAS BROWN, Cashier

|
B. MURRAY, Jr., Ass't Cashier

Aghntb :

New York, Agency of the Bank of Calfornia ; Boston, Tremont National Bank »
Chicago, Union National Bank ; St. Louis, Boatman's Saving- Bank ; New Zealand,
the Bank of New Zealand. Correspondent in London, Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons. Correspondents in India, China, Japan and Australia, the Oriental Bank Cor-
poration.

The Bank ha3 Agencies at Virginia City, and Correspondents in all the princi-

pal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.

Letters of Credit issued, available in all parts of the world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dublin, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Antwerp,
Amsterdam, St. Petersburgh, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, Italy.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter.—Capital paid up, §1,900,-

000, with power to increase to 810,000,000. Southeast corner California and San-
some streets. Head Office—28 Cornhill, London. Branches—Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria, New Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.

Phis Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check
and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available in al parts of

the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.

Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents
as follows

:

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank ; Scotland—British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 18. FREDERICK TOWNSEND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Paid tip Capital $1,500,000, Gold. President, R. C. Wool-
worth Vice-President, D. Callaghan ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.

Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter
Donahue, Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
Correspondbnts—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse,
Neuman&Co. Paris: Hottinguer&Co. New York: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-

pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal

cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Commercia
Credits issued available in Europe, Chit-a and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital, $2,100,000.

San Francisco Office, 424 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainswortb's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid Up $3,000,000.
Reserve, XT. S. Bonds 4,000,000.

Agency at New York. 62 Wall street.

Agency at Virginia, Nev.

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-
elers' Credits. This Bank has special facilities for dealing in Bullion. Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E. Cor. Sansomo and Pine Streets,

London Office, 3 Angel Court ; New 1'ork Agents, J. W. Sel-
igman & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, §6,000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,

loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.

FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STE1NHART, Managers.

P. N. Ltlibnthal, Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITAL, $300,000.
Officers: Vice-President, Jerome Lincoln ; Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other

Approved Securities. Office : No. 215 Sansome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Spar and Leilibitnk, Mo 526 California street, San

Francisco. Officers : President, L. GOTTIG. BoARn of Directors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Eggers, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,

Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTB ; Attorney, JOHN P..

JARBOE. May 18.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street • San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Refinery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in thoir

various forms.
June 18. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

360 FOVB.TM STREET, SJJf FXAXCISCO.
C July 15.]
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FASHION'S VOICE.
Now that poBtSci h»»* taken main mv \- m

i wperatins t.- write for the
he i>*lit-T in hUmlest tone*

tuwapulo^eticAlly infornuMl me week after week, but I have mv diluun
: 1 I mean t" make the most >( it. I wm thinking --f

mourning border, suitable f<>r the
into beat v black, but, on Moond thought*

ahead in politics, provided I am head ->i the
refore I will proceed to explain how v<

an in the shape "f maul
I

i, voluminous enough to cover two slim forms, have Be-

ta tightly fitting garments. Ax I prophesied long
certain amount of masculinity are

strictly in order. The trimming of cloth Jackets Is con6ned to n

braid and brandebourgs, and with these most be worn the regulati
lar and cuffs of pan white linen with a white
in whirl) h placed a fancy pin, ;i hone's head, ;i bone*sh it a mono
gram, the larger ;»"•' mon outre the pin, the mon fashionable the

looking jackets it is advisable to wear kilted
skirts, two deep kiltings being preferable to three, .inrl even one, reaching
almost to the waist, having a - -:*rf tabreu round the hips for a top finish,

is allowable, It nan old fashion revived this season, and admirably
1 for warm, plain goods, this kilting ; mule of the least suspicion of

embellishment, what can be mon effective for a lady's street dress than this
simple style, showing in severe contrast with the loud and elaborated
toilettes that some women will insist upon wearing1

, in defiance of all

Bsstbeticism. Commend me to simple purity of style, especially in the
winter, when rain and storm are so capricious that to be prepared to
me^t them is always wise.

The Jersey pelisse is a compromise betweeu a jacket and a cloak, very
elegant in design and detail; it fits the figure perfectly, buttoning up the
front, and falling some eight inches from the feet. The base and sleeves
have a deep fur trimming, while wide panels fall from the waist, braided
in heavy round braid, finished at the ends by a heavy fringe correspond-
ing with the braid. Another cloak, which more inclines to a wrap, is

formed of satin brocade lined with flannel and silk, plain and semi-tight
in front. The back is allowed a becoming fullness in the skirts, which
are confined at the waist with cords and tassels, the wide, open sleeves
ornamented accordingly.
Corresponding with the heavy braiding worn, cords and tassels are

much patronized. For example, in woolen dresses the paniers are looped
with these ornaments; also a girdle surrounding the waist is held in long
loops in front. It looks rather like a plethora of bell ropes, but then
even bell ropes, if in fashion, must not be reviled.

I see red dresses are de rigueur. I fondly hoped that some spirited
woman would put a veto on this inflammatory display, so far from becom-
ing to any but extraordinarily pretty young girls. Nevertheless, I see
the homeliest specimens of humanity proudly displaying themselves in
flame colors; and, by the way, The Woman in Red is to be put on at The
Baldwin. Is it a parody ? _
Apropos of this subject, 1 may say that all darker shades of this color,

are highly adaptable for young people, only the mothers will insist

upon modeling their dresses after the similitude of their daughters per-
petually. For instance, cleandron, the new color, and terra cotta in vari-

ous degrees of shade, are exceedingly stylish, and their novelty comprises
a charm. With these subdued tones of color, ficelle lace collar and cuffs

are not misappropriate, but quite permissible. I must not forget to add
that dark cloth jackets are constantly trimmed with narrow gold braid.

Now, it is important to know that an over-display of any kind of tinsel

is mal apropos, but a mere suspicion of gold, horizontally placed on the
edge of a cloth garment, blue or green, is an exquisite finish. Let it sur-

round the edge, the pockets, the cuffs, in the narrowest form ; but, for

Heaven's sake, supplement not such trimming with gilt buttons. The
bare idea gives me a thrill of horror.

Yours to command, Silver Pen.

FCBMINA TRIUMPHA.
Comfort for Mary Walker and Susan B. Anthony.—" The duties

of Women," a new book by Frances Power Cobbe, of London, is attract-

ing a good deal of attention at the East. In the preface to the seventh
American edition it refers to the recent passage by the British Parliament
of the Married Woman's Property Act, not miscalled the Magna Charter
of women ; the dreary legal fiction that " husband and wife constitute
one person, and that person is the husband, :] has been at last renounced
and abolished. Of the wrongs endured under the old Common Law of

England—of the pitiful pennilessness and utter dependence of many a
rich man's wife, of the general deconsideration of women in consequence
of their shackled condition, of their own still sadder loss of the sense of
justice, blinded, like the poor Proteus of the Adelsburg Cavern, where
light never shines—all this it is needless now to recall. The authoress
says :

" Let the dead past bury its dead," " it is a" good thing, not only for

us here in England, but for our sympathizing sisters in America, to recog-
nize that a new era for women has been inaugurated, and that the strong-
est wave in the rising tide of our progress has this Autumn rolled vp the
shores of Great Britain. No woman can fail to take courage from such a
victory, gained in the country where social changes are slowest ; and none
will fail to recognize with gratitude how generously men of the highest
order are now laboring to obtain for us, one after another, the measures
of justice for which we plead." But how will women use this new power
of the purse? " Will they, as a rule, spend well and wisely the funds
which henceforth will be at their free disposal ? Infinitely shameful will

it be should any fresh exhibition of feminine folly, any added extrava-
gance of already excessive expenditure on dress or luxury be traceable to

this new departure. I do not fear it. I believe rather that much of the
past and present disgraceful waste of money by women on dress has been
the consequence of their condition as mere dolls, played with (so lung as

they seem pretty) by man-babies, and that with new freedom will come
the sense of responsibility and self-respecting moderation."

Rheumatism, disordered blood, general debility, and many chronic
diseases pronounced incurable, are often cured by Browu*s Iron Bitters.

THE MEAN SEA-LEVEL AT BOMBAY AND MADRAS.
General J. T. Walker, C. B., Sui \ ,j [ndia, hi

I much care to the investigation of a remarkable anomaly appar-
ent on the conclusion of theej itedin oonneo
Uon with the Indian tidal the peninsula

. mbay to Madras. Tins
, oneii ted in the deduction that the mean

si Is about three feet higher a1 Madras than al B bay. That
there an vibrations in the general level ul the ocean*surfaoe at different
planes whan referred, say, to i he sari h's center, is poi Bible enough when
the attractive influence- of mountains are taken into consideration, Bat
the Surveyor i General points oul that Um would not be appreciable be-
cause they could not be measured by instrumental means, as the causes
by uhirh they are produced must funnily affect both the spirit-levels of

the instruments and the water-levels of the ocean, when both are Bub-
footed alike to the same influences. After patient investigation, General
Walker comes to the conclusion that the cause is to be found in an accu-
mulation of minute errors in the course of the leveling operations, due to
the fart that when the general direction of the linen of levels 1b toward
the sun or opposite to it the observer gets a side view of the bubble, re-

fracted obliquely through the thickness of the glass tube, and is thus in-

clined to regard the outer edge of the rim of the bubble at the end nearer
the light and the inner edge of the run at the other end, for the bubble
itself. Consequently there is a tendency to assume the instrument to be
level when in reality the end toward the light i* depressed. This personal
error, in leveling during the hours of sunrise and midday (the working
hours in India), would produce a maximum effect on lines running south-
east and northwest, the result being to make the southern stations appear
the higher. Now this has been found to occur in a greater or less degree
in all the lines connecting tidal stations, and all the discrepancies agree in
raising the southern points relatively to the northern. The conclusion
that the difference in night between Madras and Bombay is due to this

cause is clinched by the fact that a single error of the kind described,
when measured and multiplied by the number of stations at which it

would occur between Madras and Bombay (which meridionally are 400
miles apart), would produce about three feet, the very discrepancy in
question.

—

Proceedings of the Roi/al Geographical Society.

The Salvation Army in India.—An application was made to the
Bombay High Court to quash the conviction of members of the Salva-
tion Army under Section 151 of the Penal Code. The Court, however,
refused to interfere. The Judge, in delivering the judgment of the
Court, said that, knowing as they did the classes who lived in Bombay,
their feelings and the inflammable materials of which the population is

composed, and also the character and mode of preaching of the members
of the Salvation Army, there was very good reason for supposing that an
assembly of such persons would be likely to lead to a breach of the
peace.

TO PATRONS OF ART.
THE MOST MAGNIFICENT COLLECTION OP

JAPANESE "WORKS OF ART"
YET INTRODUCED

Will be on View in a Few Days
— AT —

116, 118 Post St., Opp. Cray's Music Store

G. T. MARSH & CO.

THE GUTTA PERCHA AND RUBBER MANFG. CO.,
Manufacturers and Dealers in

RUBBER GOODS,
Offers for the FALL TRADE the FINEST LINE of RUBBER CLOTHING ever

ill this market, hoTh Heavy, Medium and Gossamer ; also are

SOLE AGENTS ON THE PACIFIC COAST FOR THE BOSTON RUBBER
SHOE CO'S SUPERIOR RUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES.

Pure Gum and Dull Finish Boots, Hip and Short; Im. Sandals, Arctics,
Gaiters, Footholds, etc.

JOHN W. TAYLOR, Manager,
Cor. First and Market streets,

fSept. 23.) San Francisco.

"WILSONIA" MAGNETIC GARMENTS
EFFECT WONDERFUL. CUBES.

^g-For Certificates of and Reference to PROMINENT CITIZENS OF SAN
FRANCISCO WHO HAVE BEEN CURED, apply to

[Oct. 7.)

WILSONIA AGENCY,
21 DTJPONT STREET.

CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY,
Manufacturers of the Standard Syrup, a superior article

put up in barrels expressly fur liome consumption. Also, Extra Heavy Syrup

in barrels for Export. Refined Sugars at lowest market rates. Office 325 Market

street, up stairs. Dec. 21.

Q/i£* a week in yonr own town. Terms and $5 outfit free.
*pUU iLLETT 4 Co., Portland, Maine.
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"PLEASURE'S WAND."
''We Obey no Wand but Pleasure's."--Tom Moore*

There is a peculiar feature attached to dramatic criticism, and that

is the wide difference of opinion held and expressed by different writers

on the same subject. Cursorily it would seem that this should not be,

and that the opinions of able critics should coincide on main points.

If a critic could rid himself of his individuality, and judge of a play by
the simple and infallible standards of merit alone, such would be the case,

but while this may be possible theoretically, practically it is not. Every
man has a different temperament, and his emotions are differently played

upon. Individual likes and dislikes and specialties of information exist,

and all these different mental phases affect and influence a man's opinion.

What would be the value of individuality in criticism if all critics wrote
alike ? The opinion of a Sarcey or that of a Sainte Beuve would go for

naught in such a case. There are certain primary facts. A play is either

witty or not witty, natural or unnatural, probable or improbable, plausi-

ble or implausible, moral or immoral, well written and cleverly con-

structed or lacking of both of these qualities. These are facts, and are

above controversy. But beyond, there are questions of treatment and
elaboration, of thought and expressions of knowledge and belief or dis-

belief in human nature, of insight into human minds, of charity for hu-

man weaknesses, of admiration for certain things and contempt for

others, that are and can only be based on individual thought, on individ-

ual character, on individual intelligence and experience.
* * * * *

The third week of the White Slave has been a good one. The success

of this play is due more tn the good acting it receives than to the merits

of the play itself. I do not think that full justice has been done to some
of the members of this troupe. Max Freeman's death scene in the first

act is a remarkably strong bit of character acting, full of strong touches

of realism. W. H. Thompson, as the negro preacher, is a truthful study
of the race. Miss Mills is fresh and charming. Miss Cayvan is one of

those earnest little women who create interest and maintain it. Her
methods are the result of thought and intelligence. Since the 6rst night

some changes have taken place. Mrs. Saunders has refined her appear-

ance and, so to speak, sweetened her manner; and Wessells has most de-

cidedly changed his style of acting. He is made up differently, and his

brutality is now calculated and cynical, as befits the character, and not
maniacal, or rather frenzical. The troupe is, without doubt, a very good
one, whose efforts deserve the appreciation of the public. On Monday
Campbell's My Geraldine will be produced.

* * * * *

Another week of jammed houses at Emerson's. A good bill was offered

the steady patrons of this theatre, and it was duly appreciated and en-

joyed. Charley Reed in his way, and the Quartette in theirs, are grow-
ing more popular with every appearance. A double encore is now the
regular thing nightly awarded to the Quartette. The Leo Brothers ap-
peared in a horizontal-bar act, that was noteworthy for its many novel
and difficult feats. For the holidays, the company will be joined by
Barry Maxwell, now at the California Theatre, and Burt Haverly, a
very droll fellow.*****
The Grand Opera House has been occupied this week by Mrs. F. M.

Bates and her company. Several plays—old and well-known ones—have
been produced. Mrs. Bates' style of acting is so familiar to the local

public that it is no longer subject for criticism. She is an actress of an
old school, of which exaggeration is the foundation—a school of acting
which is declamatory, both in speech and gesture, where it should be col-

loquial in expression and natural in movement. The company is a fair

one. Crosbie is a good comedian, and there are others that do well
enough. Next week will probably be one of big houses. The ever popu-
lar Uncle Tom's Cabin will be given by Jay .Rial's troupe. After that
come several attractive novelties, which have been secured by the active
management of this theatre.

* * * *

The Winter C-arden has still The Merry War on its boards. It has
decidedly *' caught on." Urban has become as popular on the American
stage as he used to be on the German. He is a comedian of rare ability,

and being a good tenor besides, is particularly suited to operetta. Stable
& Maack, the proprietors, are jubilant over their success. It fills their
pockets and gratifies their pride.

* * * * *

At the Tivoli La Sonnambula is the attraction. As a whole, it is a
far better performance than any of the former Italian opera productions.
The orchestra, under the able direction of Gustav Hinrichs, is more
effective, and the chorus is better drilled. As "Amjna," Louise Lester
is, if not classically brilliant, at least popularly satisfactory. She is not
a finished singer, but a clever one. Her voice is but superficially culti-

vated, and it lacks smoothness and finish, but it is clear and fresh, and
has what might be called an ambitious tone. Miss Murtha Porteus is a
decided acquisition to the Tivoli company. Her voice is of delicious
quality, soft and velvety in texture, and cultivated in good form. She
is as yet ill at ease on the stage, but this will soon wear off. Miss
Tillie Valerga does remarkably well as "Theresa." On Monday evening
Eckert being indisposed, the tenor part—"Elvino"—was read from the
score by Richard Valerga. He has a good voice, but totally lacking in
reserve power. Parolini, is as usual, satisfactory. Miss Leighton alter-
nates with Miss Lester in the role of " Amina." '

* * * * *

Mrs. Henry Norton announces her third Song Recital to take place
Friday evening, November 24tb, at Dashaway Hall. She will be assisted,
as usual, by Mrs. Carmichael-Carr. The programme is full of gems of
song. These evenings are delightful ones to all lovers of good music.

* * * * *

Three Minutes after Date is a stupid farce. It was well played by the
German Company last Sunday evening. These " posse " may amuse the
German public ; they are tedious to a German-American audience. I
think it is time that this country produced a drama that should truly
represent German-American life. The little jealousies of the old German
nobility, the small local interests of antiquated German towns, the nar-
row prejudices of privileged classes, and all the importance of detail
which is characteristic of life in the Fatherland, whether seriously or hu-

morously treated, no longer satisfy our Teutonic citizens, and fail partic-
ularly to interest or amuse their native descendents. What is wanted are
the broad delineations of a freer life, of a nobler development of human-
ity, the representation of wider aims of existence and of a less trammeled
mode of living. That this is true is shown by the applause and apprecia-
tion awarded to allusions in dialogue and couplets to American interests.
Of course these remarks do not apply to the classical dramatic literature
of the German stage—the great masterpieces of Lessing, Schiller and
Goethe, or the historical dramas of less noted authors. They apply to
the class of plays that illustrate the life of the present, the goings and
comings of to-day.*****
Next Sunday evening Miss Francisca Ellmenreich will appear in Mary

Stuart. Ellmenreich is one of the foremost German actresses. She
is a star of the first magnitude. On Wednesday she appears at The
Baldwin in Jane Eyre.*****
The orchestra of the Philharmonic Society is this season hardly as

strong as it was last. Particularly in the first violins is the weaknes
s

apparent. Henry Heyman is there, but the Schmidts, Pipers and other
s

are aSsent. There is abundant material in the city for a large and efficient
orchestra, but the musicians are scattered in the different theatres and
cannot participate in concerts. This makes the task of giving good
orchestral performances a most difficult one. It is greatly to Hinrich's
credit that he succeeds, with the small force at his disposal, in giving such
good concerts. If this community was more music loving, and accorded
due patronage to orchestral entertainments, the different instrumentalists
would devote themselves thereto, instead of to the nightly humdrum of
a_ theatre. Still, there seems to be a growing taste in this respect in the
city, and the audience on last Friday evening was sufficiently large to be
encouraging. The different numbers of the programme were executed
with precision and effective coloring of tone and tempo. Julius Hin-
richs, the soloist of the evening, played a Raff concerto with brio.
His technique is good, and he plays with the feeling of a true musician.
The next concert takes place December 1st.******
Next Thursday evening, an interesting concert will be given at the

First Congregational Church. Mrs. Howell, Mrs. Stetson, Mrs. Norris,
Miss Rice, Mrs. Shaw, Messrs. Barrows and Mayer, and the Orchestral
Union, will figure in the programme. Most of the ladies named are
well known amateurs.

* * * * *

Langtry has appeared in New York. Contrary to expectation, the
New York critics have not, as a rule, gushed and slobbered on the sub-
ject. Most of their criticisms seem to us out here, fair and sensible.*****
The Wyndham Troupe is a big success in New York. Fourteen Days,

judging by a synopsis of the plot, resembles a good deal the story of
Fledermaus, Strauss' operetta. Both Wyndham and Langtry may possi-
bly visit San Francisco.*****
By-the-by, Oscar Wilde will be here soon.*****
Manager John F. Ford is a Baltimore Councilman.——Cottrelly has in

troduced in New York a new style of opera glass. It is in the form of a
pair of ordinary eye-glasses, but the lenses are so arranged as to suit the
vision of the owner. It is worn like the ordinary eye-glasses, and for
convenience is a neat thing.——Sol Smith Russell is doing a big "biz"
down South.^—Dave Anderson is doing well in New York. ^—Lester
Wallack positively refuses to read any manuscript plays that are sub-
mitted to him which are not written by the type-writer. He has no time
to waste deciphering the pot-Hooks and hangers of bad penmen.——The
members of Charles Wyndham's Company are stopping at the Grand
Central Hotel. They are clever (English) actors, and clever (American)
men. -^Octave Fenillet has had to undergo a fearful operation on the
left cheek.^—The little Vaidis Sisters, who were here a long while, are
now in Spain.—In a telegram sent to the Boston veteran, William
Warren, on the occasion of his festival, Edwin Booth said :

" One of
the legacies left me by my father was that of love and honor to William
Warren." Dr. Damrosch intends using the " low pitch " during the con-
certs of the Oratorio Society and on his provincial tour.——The name of
Gilbert & Sullivan's new opera has again been changed. This time from
Perola to Iolanthe, or the Peer and tlie Peri. "- "—The Barton Comic Opera
Company broke up in Baltimore last week, Mr. Barton being unable any"
longer to meet the current expenses. The disaster is attributable in the
first instance to the pronounced failure of the Vicar of Bray, on which a
good deal of money had been spent.—— Nillsson re-appeared week before
last in Boston. The reception given her was an enthusiastic one, a novel
feature being the throwing of a live baby on the stage. I say thrown,
but it was probably lifted on. It carried a floral offering as big as
itself, and the Boston papers remark, with sweet, young enthusiasm, that
the Queen of Song stooped and kissed the little darling with " unaffected
guile." I trust that the custom of adding babies to bouquets will not
spread. Our Bociety for the protection of infants would probably make
the admirers substitute young tenors or bald-headed old baritones.

Franecbi, Patti's agent for so many years, is said to be richer than she is

—

all made out of her.——Carl Rosa is positively coming over next year
with his English Opera Company. Beauclerc.

Messrs. Leavitt and Hayman, who have secured a long lease of the

Bush-street Theatre, will, after thoroughly renovating and decorating the

same, open December 25th, with Leavitt's All Star Specialty Company.
The following attractions have already been secured by Mr. Leavitt, to

follow in rapid succession: Rice Surprise Party, Minnie Palmer, Harry
Aimer's Big Four Combination, the Harrisons, Minnie Maddern, Roland •

Reed, Tony Pastor Combination, and other attractions, of which due no-

tice will be given.

The present cold snap reminds one most forcibly that we are ap-

proaching Christmas. Now is the time to purchase warm underwear from

J. H Carmany, 25 Kearny street. For all gentlemen's furnishing goods, -

this house is the best.
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SPORTINC ITEMS.
The Blood Horse Riw. I tinttu-t Kaiv Tnwk

Deo was barely lnrye

k, in-i DO "iu> will make a
: khfl bar, knd wbon

i extortion than the >kull and
croas-bnoes <>f the old froe-bootem I'm vport opened with a dMh nl

i x mile, fVr which were started a field "f six. Premium
made the rannioff. but Douglas bad the most bottom, and

won with comparatii D. l'i»<»1 third.

|im]s Jim Raowick's baston.raoord for the PaoiBc
coast, made at the Spring meeting nf the Association. The track was
heavy ami rather oappy, so the jK'rfiinimnce may be looked apon as si*

jiial to that of the beat on record Bast A mtlfl d asfa

For maidooi cams next, and brought four starters t.- the post, out of the

abthl eotrto* Patrol and Bob msae the rnnnun?, bul shot their holtsosoon
that Jam. - Hee*s colt*Judge McKinstry, byQrinstead, dam Katie Pease,

was able t.i win with ease in 1:46, Patrol second, Boba (rood third. For
tin- 1 i jnile handicap, nil the entries started, except Hearst's Maria F.
Frank \ a jjreat deal of trouble at the start, and kept the field

waiting nearly twenty minutes, but a good start was finally secured. Had-
dtngton and Kll.i Doane out «<tit the work from the start, with Joe Howell
well up. At the half-mile, Joe Howell commenced to push forward for

the lead, but BUa Doane responded well, and led the field two lengths

less than 200 yards from home. The race looked as if Doane and Had-
dington would have to fight it out alone, when, much to the surprise of

all, Joe H-'well, who had not seemed to have much in hand, let out a few
links, and, coming up with a tremendous rush, wou by fully two open

BUa Doane second, Haddington a poor third. Time

—

A Belling race, 1{ miles, finished up the day's sport. The
Starters were Kilmer's Euchre (101), Judson's Belshaw (98), and
Frank Rhoads (113). Belshaw was a slight favorite over the other

pair, Rhoads being scarcely considered at all on account of the hard race

he bad already run and his fractiousness on the track. Euchre made the

pace up to the mile, where Belshaw came up and won easily, Rhoads a
poor third. Time, 2:14.—The Embryo Stakes, trotted at Oakland last

Monday, turned out in a most unsatisfactory manner all through, and
caused more kicking and rough talk than any race we have attended for

years past. The yearling race was won by a colt named Dawn, owned
by Mr. Whitney, Antevolo second. Time, 1:59. Before the race Dawn
was protested on the ground of improper entry, and a reference to the

books showed that while Dawn was entered for the race of 1883 and 1884,

no entry was made for the race of 1882. Strange to relate, the judges

decided that Dawn could start, and an appeal will be taken to the Board
of Review of ton National Trotting Association. The mile-and-repeat

for two-year-olds was won by Dr. Hicks' Pride by Buccaneer. L. Rose's

Neluska took the second heat in *pite of a severe lameness in the off fore-

foot. Time—2AZh, 2:35,f and 2:33^. The three-year-old race was won by
Governor Stanford's Bonnie by General Benton, Electioneer, in three

straight heats. Time—2:34^, 2:37 and 2:40£. Johnson's Fred Arnold
second, J. Cairn Simpson's Anteco, Electioneer-Columbine, third. In
the last heat of this race Fred Arnold was ahead at the finish, but was
set back to second place on account of the fotil driving of Hinds, who
yelled and shouted so as to interfere, in the opinion of the judges, with
the chances of Bonnie. When Judge McM. Shafter left the stand Hinds
saluted him with a torrent of abuse and foul language sufficient to cause

his eternal ruling off every track under Association rules. An appeal
will be made against the detision to the National Board of Review. If

Hinds' conduct is allowed to go unpunished, judges in the future will he

compelled to hire a body-guard of prizefighters to protect them from
the insults of disappointed losers. Had the heat been given to Fred
Arnold, it would have made little or no difference in the end, for Bonnie
is fully six seconds the better horse.—The Blood-Horse Association hold
their stc nd day s races to-day.

* # * * *

Once again the Golden Gate Club is bidding for unenviable notoriety.

Their old four-oared crew disorganized a few days ago, and the new crew,

feeling sure of being beaten on Thanksgiving Day, intimate that they
will not row for the cup unless certain absurd -conditions are complied
with. It makes but little difference whether they row or stay at home,
as the race lies between the Pioneers and the Ariels. The Ariel's crew is

composed of James Cochran (stroke), Albert Branch, Oscar Branch, and
Leander Stevenson (bow).^^Hanlan is out with a series of challenges

offering to row Courtney, Lee, Riley or any one else for any amount of

money.-^The Turf, Field and Farm offer to give a championship cup
on competition between the big guns of the oar.—-The friends of Tom
Flynn and Leander Stevenson are talking about a race. The principals

have nothing to say about the matter, and probably do not intend to row.******
Invitations are out for a closing dance at the club house of the Pacific

Yacht Club this afternoon. This club is generally very successful in

giving entertainments, and its franks are consequently in great demand.
—^Stone has an order for a 70-foot yacht for a young amateur.-^The
rigging of the new yacht built for the Spreckels Brothers is all but fin-

ished. *****
We bear of large bags of ducks being made by club members in the

upper marshes, but shooters less fortunate in the possession of preserved
grounds, complain that good birds are very scarce. A few fairly decent
bags have been made off the Millbrae and San Bruno marshes, and once
in a great while the Alameda hunters report good luck. Mr. Fuller of

the Teal Club and Senator Traylor of the same organization appear to

lead the list this season with bags of eight dozen and seven dozen respect-

ively. The islands of the San Joaquin are bare of game, recent cultiva-

tion seeming to have driven the birds away.*****
The coursing-match given by the California Coursing Club, at Merced,

last week, ended in a wrangle that will probably cause several members
to leave the club if the organization survives. Four dogs were left in at

the end of the third ties in the Old Dog stakes—Belfast Maid and Specu-
lation, owned by J. Franklin, Monarch, owned by J. Carroll, and Black
Cloud, owned by H. Hart. Franklin's dogs should have been paired
with the other two, under the rule in relation to guarding, but, by care-

lessness, the others were slipped together, Franklin claimed that the

D error went for nothing, and tl tx paired oox
This the President of th< l to allow, and Franklin

Id, while U nvii, who beat Blank Olond and
I'aul Jones, another dog in the i | wd Bsoond prizes.

The match was prolil ate, J, M. Keatin ;*a Fides, after an oi

dent, run a " no course " and a do en by the judge, was finally

beaten by Jackson's imported Australian Maid. Sum.' injustice was
done to Keating in the matter.

Kohler "a Waxworks, at Charter Oak Hall, 771 Market street, and
fast opposite the Phelan Block, are attracting great attention. The fig-

k life-like and are well arranged. The group representing the no-

torious band of robbers known as the Kelly i Jang, is extremely realistic,

bo mii.li bo, in fact, that one naturally recoils with horror at the brutal
expression of the desperadoes' faces. Besides this gang, there are also

life sized figures of celebrated criminals, including Guiteau. Edison's
phonograph is also on exhibition, and is worked by Mr. John Kohler.
The electric boy causes much fun, as, no matter where you touch him, he
gives yon a shock. A band plays nearly all the time, and is under the
leadership of Dick Kohler, which fact alone vouches for its excellence.

We have had many spurious paintings foisted upon us as the work
of " Old Masters," and in some cases our would-be connoiseurs have been
fooled, but never before has San Francisco been treated to a view of such
a collection of paintings, of undoubted antiquity and merit, as that
which Mr. Nahl has now on exhibition at the Art Association Rooms,
No. 430 Pine street. Among a number of pictures, nearly all of which
claim attention, there are two which would make by themselves a study
worth going miles to see. We refer to "The Danse d'Amours," by Ra-
phael Sanzio d'TJrbino, 1483—1520. " Dying Cato," by Giusppe Ribera,
1588—1656.

The Slavonic Iliyric Benevolent Association hold their annual
ball at Piatt's Hall to-night. This is the twenty-fifth anniversary of the
Association, and every effort will be made to insure good music and a
pleasant time. These balls are always select and well managed.

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.

J II. Haverly. Proprietor.—The Leading; Tbeatrel Hav-
« erly's attractions do not play on Sunday evenings. This Evening (Nov. 18th),

Last Night of Bartley Campbell's Great Drama,

The "White Slave!
Perfectly represented by HAVERLY'S NEW YORK THEATRE COMPANY.
Saturday Afternoon, November 18th—Last Grand Matinee.
Sunday Evening, Nov. 19th—The Distinguished German Artist, ELLMENREICH.
Monday Evening, Nov. 20th—First representation of Bartley Campbell's romantic

Irish Drama, MY GERALDINE. Nov. 18.

EMERSON'S STANDARD THEATRE.

WM KHEltsOX. Sole Proprietor and Manager.—EVERY
EVENING (including SUNDAY) AND SATURDAY MATINEE,

Emerson's Minstrels

!

Uninterrupted Success!—Indorsed by Press and Public!—Many New Acts This
Week!—All the Favorites will Appear!
Curtain rises precisely at 8 o'clock. Carriages ordered at 10 o'clock.

62T* Original Popular Prices.—Opera Chairs, Dress Circleor Parquette, 75 Cents;

Family Circle, 50 Cents; Matinee, 50 Cents and 25 Cents. Seats secured six days
in advance. No extra charge to Reserve. Nov. 18.

GRAND OPERA HOUSE.
Tbe Commodious and Elegant Theatre.—The Favorite

Actress, Mrs. F. M. BATES, suppoi ted by a carefully selected Company.
Saturday Matinee—CAMILLE.
Saturday and Sunday Evenings,

Under the Gaslight!
Scale of Prices.—Orchestra, 50 cents; Dress Circle, 75 cents; Family Circle, 25

cents; Gallery, 15 cents; Matinee prices, 25 and 50 cents.

Regular Sunday performances.
Next Week-The JAY KIEL UNCLE TOM'S CABIN COMPANY. Nov. 18.

WINTER GARDEN.
Stockton street, between Post and Sutter.—Stahl A ftfaach,

Proprietors.—To ird week and continued popularity of Strauss" RomanJc
Comic Opera,

The Merry War!
The most attractive Operatic production ever witnessed in America! Rendered

by the strongest cast that has ever attempted the opera as composed by the author.
Crowded houses every evening!

Mr. HARRY GATES, Mr. FERDINAND URBAN, Miss ETHEL LYNTON. Misa
ANNIE AINSWORTH and all the favorites, every evening. Nov. IS.

TIVOLI OPERA HOUSE.
Eddy street, near Mnrket.-Kreling; Bros., Sole Proprie-

tors and Managers.—This Evening (Saturday, November ISth) and until fur-

ther notice, Bellini's Grand Opera, in 3 acts,

La Sonnambnla!
With the following artists in the cast: Miss LOUISE LESTER, Miss MURTHA
PORTEUS, Signor PAROLINI, Mr. E. N. KNIGHT, Miss LOUISE LEICHTON,
Miss TILLIE VALERGA, Mr. T. W. ECKERT, Mr. HARRY NIEMAN, and a
Grand OrcbeBtra and Chorus.
General Admission, 26. Cents: Reserved Seats, 25 Cents extra. Nov. 18.

771.- MARKET STREET. 771.

WAXWORKS EXHIBITION TATO PROMENADE CONCERT.

150 Life-size Figures of Celebrities, THE ELECTRIC YOUTH and EDISON'S
PfcUNuGKAPH. Patronized by families, ladies and children. Concerts oommenoe
at 2:30 to 7:80; the Electric Youth, 8:50; Edison's Ph nograph, 9; Kobler's Marvel-
ous Solos, 9:15. Special Concerts every Sunday at 2 and 8 o'clock. Open daily
from 10 a. it. till 10 p. si. Admission, 25 Cents; Children, 15 Gents.

School Children's Matinee To-Bay (Saturday) at 2 o'clock.

i>>n, 10 Cents. Nov. 18
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"The World," the Flesh, and the Devil.
[By a Truthful Penman.]

There is sometimes humor in even so dismal a thins as an inquest,

and one held recently upon an "artist" was not deficient in this quality.

John Jennens, at the age of sixty-five, had fallen from a condition of con-

siderable prosperity through an alliterative love for litigation and liquor.

Moreover, if the evidence of the witnesses may be relied on, the claim-

ant in "the great Jennens case " was intemperate, not only in his cups,

but in his plats ; for do but imagine an elderly gentleman returning home
at three o'clock in the morning so tipsy as to be incapable of sitting else-

where than on the floor, eating a meal of rump-steak and cold cauliflower,

and finishing the feast with half a dozen apples ! It is no wonder that

the poor old artist—with whose works I am not acquainted—was taken ill

the next day, and died suddenly. The word gluttony has almost gone out

of our language, and intemperance is supposed to apply only to excess in

drinking ; but it is quite probable that his final eating bout should have

been taken into account in the jury's verdict.— World.— We enjoyed
our afternoon, but I must tell you of a rather wicked thing we did. A
girl who went down in our party wore two sweet little gray doves in her

hat, and boasted that some one had shot them especially for her. We
boycotted her, Amy. We made all the men of our party promise not to

dance with her—all but one, who said he didn't think it was fair—and
we girls would scarcely speak to her. When we had been dancing for

more than an hour, during which time she looked dreadfully puzzled and
mortified, Maud took pity on her, and told her why it was. She jumped
up directly, took her hat off, and every one was round her in a moment,
asking for a dance. She told Maud that she had never thought of the

cruelty to the birds, and so it is, I am sure, with dozens of girls. Why
are we not taught to think bX school, instead of being turned out miserable

dabblers in water-colors, wretched linguists, weak singers, and worse play-

ers ?

—

Correspondent in Truth.——A vegetable, little known in England is

the egg-plant. It may occasionally be seen in Covent Garden, and is like

an enormous purple egg. We have often watched our noble countrymen
abroad, partaking freely of this esculent. Without going into the more
intricate methods of cooking them, farcies or a la Lanquedocienne, they
may be cut into slices about an inch thick, dipped into flour, and fried in

oil. They will be found very delicate. Some twenty years hence an in-

genious market-gardener, with miles of glass, will .cultivate it and swear
be introduced it into England. It requires warmth, being a native of the
East Indies.—Public Opinion.-^—The Duke and Duchess of Albany-
are now in residence at Claremont. Since the acquisition of that estate

by her Majesty a new approach has been made to the house direct from
Esher and Cobham road, and a handsome lodge is being built which will

soon reach completion. This is not the only event which is likely to be-
come a fait accompli during the next few months at Claremont.-^ The
difference of character between the Prince of Wales's two sons was very
remarkably evidenced at a dinner given in their honor in Queensland by
the Governor, Sir Arthur Kennedy. Prince Albert Victor was silent and
thoughtful, Prince George all vivacity. The waiters were all Chinamen

;

and whenever the Governor was not looking, Prince George gave hard tugs
at their pigtails. The Chinamen, with true Oriental politeness, main-
tained an imperturbable gravity.— TFo?'?gE.-^— " Sir Moses Montefiore
has sent £98 for distribution by the Jewish Board of Guardians. The
number of pounds represents the age he attains to-day." Sir Moses of

the Flowery Mount Of his age keeps strict account ; Ninety-eight pounds
(as a sign That his years near ninety-nine) Sends he to those brethren
poor Were never yet chased from his door. May Time enrich thine alms
and story With figures three, mio Montefiore!

—

Vanity Fair. -One or
Two Notes on Tomatoes.—The Germans in making tomato sauce
put one or two slices of lean ham at the bottom of the stewpan. This isa
great improvement but a little too extravagant. Fried eggs with to-

mato sauce are excellent. It is a preeminently bourgeoise dish, but none
the less good for that. So is macaroni with the same condiment. By the
way, why does not some one translate a good book on the cuisine bour-
geoise, such as Kidalin's, for example?-^We hear that Walton, the
American plunger, plunged to some purpose, winning £8,000 the first day
and scarcely less the second. The badge for next year is to consist of a
small medal, with a horse and rider, taken from the Elgin marbles, stamp-
ed on it in relief, while the Prince of Wales's feathers, done in gold, is to
constitute the insignia for the ladies.— World.—— A correspondent
now residing at Cairo, Egypt, who had an interview with the Khedive
states that his Highness appeared to be strongly impressed with the ne-
cessity for condign punishment being inflicted on Arabi. He was hope-
ful as to some solution being found of the present difficulty. The Minis-
try express the deepest gratitude for English intervention, but hope that
the British Government will not insist on foreign counsel appearing at
the trial, Arabi being free to choose from a list of eighty native advocates
which has been submitted to him. In the course of their conversation,
the Khedive expressed the hope that he would soon be able to fulfill the
ambition of his life by visiting England.—Some French papers re-
port that, on the night of the 25th and 26th of last month, a thief ab-
stracted from the Musee at Grenoble, a collection of medals in gold
which have been valued at 800,000 francs. The works were contained
in thirty-five cases, all of which were opened with false keys, except one,
which was forced. In all, 1,911 medals have been, it is said, taken away
by the thief or thieves. The intrinsic value of the metal stolen is esti
mated at 20,000 francs. Access was obtained by an unguarded door in
the basement.

The Diamond Dyes always do more than they claim to do. Color
over that old dress. It will look like new. Only 10 cts.

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON
INSURANCE AGENCY.

No. 322 A 324 California Street, San

& MANN,

Francisco. Cal.

GIRAKD of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN of New York.
ST. PAUL of St. Paul.

fire Insurance.
TEUTONIA of New Orleans.
LACONFIANCE of Paris.

DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS
ofNewYork.

THE FIREINS. ASSOCIATION (Limited)
of London, England.

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONCIERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented $27,000,000.
All Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid.

W. L. CHALMERS,
Special Agent and Adjuster.

PHffNIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., Estab'd 1132.—Cash Assets, $5,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1S33.—Cash Assets, $1,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1851—Cash Assets, $1,357,326.39.

RUTLER & HALDAN,
General Agents for Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized JSt>4.

Principal Office 406 California Street, S. F.

FIRE INSURANCE.
Capital (Paid Up in TJ. S. Gold Coin) $300,000.00
Be-Insurance Reserve $171,412 75

Assets January 1, 1882 § 6S4.577.83 I Premiums, since organization. $3,841,41 '2.07

Surplus for policy holders.. 674,577.83 | Losses, since organization... 1,756,278.00

OFFICERS:
J. P. HOUGHTON President. I CHAS. R. STORY Secretary.
J. L. N. SHEPHARD .... Vice-President. | R. H. MAGILL General Agent.

Directors of the Home Motual Insurance Co.:—L. L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J. L.

N. Shepard, John Currey, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, C. C Burr, J. S. Carter,
Charles Belding, D. W. Earl. April S._

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

Unlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF L0ND0T~FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, SlO.O0O.O0O.

THE STANDARD MARINE~JNSURANCE CO., LIMITED,

Aug. 12.

Of Liverpool. Capital, $5,000,000-

W. J. CALLINCBAU .1 CO., General Agents,
213 Sansome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

©F LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,500,000
Cash Assets 1,709,976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE A CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF LONDON.
[ INSTITUTED 1803. 1

London Assurance Corporation, of London
Established by Royal Charter 1720

Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.
ROBERT DICKSON, Manager.

W. LANE BOOKER, Agent and Attorney.

S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building.
[October 11.

|

THE THAMES AND MERSEY MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY,
(LIMITED),

Of Eivernool, London and Manchester,
NO. 308 PINE STRE&T.

(Capital Supscribecl, $10,000,000; Capital Paid Up, $1,000,-
J 000 : Reserve Fund (in addition to Capital) , 81,875,000 ; Total Assets June 30th,

1881,85,234,665. W. G. HARRISON, Agent,
October 7. 308 Pine street, San Franc isco , Cal.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINeInS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL

(Capital 95,000,000.—Agents: Balfour, Gnthrie & Co., No.
/ 316 California street, San Francisco. Nov. 18.
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NOVEMBER IN ENGLAND.

No daw

t'other side the wa\

H Indication! when fch« " i-rescents "—
ipla -

ognltioni of familiar pnoplt
for showing 'em

—

No knowing 'em!

No traveling at alt no locomotion-
>«"> inkling of the way -no notion

—

'." DJ land ->r i-ooaii

—

No moil ii"

No news from any foreign coast

—

No park, no ring— no afternoon gentility

i my, or nobility

No warmth. n*> cheerfulness, no heathful ease,

No comfortable feel in any member

—

No nhaflV— no shine—no butterflies, no
No fruits, no Bowers, no leaves, no birds

—

November! — T. Hood.

INSURANCE.

A WARNING TO WIVES.
One Joseph Carpeotier, of North Carolina, married a handsome

young woman, and being about to enter the Confederate service at the
commencement of the Civil War, tnade a deed to his wife for the whole of
hi? land, and a bill of sale for all of his personal property. Subsequently,
he died while in the service, and soon after his wife gave birth to a
mulatto infant—the fruit of an adulterous intercourse between her mother
and a negro, one of her slaves, commenced before and continued during
the husband's absence. She afterward married one White, and with him
held possession of the land. In a suit brought by a sister of the deceased
to have the deed set aside. Judge Ruffin, of the Supreme Court of that
State, said : By the rule of the common law which regards man and
wife as one, every deed of gift made directly from husband to wife is void.

B\it a Court of Equity, having a greater regard to the intention and con-
venience of the parties, and treating the deed merely as a defective cun-
veyance, will uphold it in favor of the wife, if a clear and present pur-

pose on the part of the husband to make the gift can be seen, and the gift

itself appear to be no more than a reasonable provision for the wife—but
under no circumstances would it interfere in behalf of a wife whose own
conduct had not been meritorious. If a wife be an adulteress no Court
will interfere to have a settlement made for her even out of her own choses,

"because she is unworthy of the Court's notice or interference." Cir-

cumstanced as the defendant is, seeking the aid of a Court of Equity to

give effect to her husband's intentions in her favor—the Court finding her
unworthy of its interference, simply declines to act, upon the principle

that he who seeks equity must do so with clean handB. Hence, Mrs.
White, her husband and the yellow baby lose their plantation.

ABOUT "ARTISTS."
According to the musical critics who padded the columns of the Au-

thors' Carnival Record, during its two week's term of life, San Francisco
must be suffering at the present time from a plethora of " artists." Prima
Donne from opera houses of European towns undiscoverable on any pub-
lished map ; tenors whose chest notes and high C's have pleased the ears

of more trans-Atlantic monarchs than there are countries to rule, but
who, somehow or other, have never seemed to be able to impress any
operatic managers with their marvelous voices far enough to get them an
engagement even in a chorus; pianists and violinists who have taught and
been decorated by Kings and Emperors who would have difficulty in re-

cognizing the decorations displayed on thebreasts of these cat-gut scrapers

and key thumperB as any they ever saw before ; gifted amateurs whose
voices and instrumental accomplishments are the admiration of every list-

ener, but who are content to live a private life, when their fortune would
be assured upon the public stage, could they but be prevailed upon by
their friends to adopt it as a profession. And so on, ad nauseam. They
are all artists, each and every one of them. In other places the term ar-

tist has a definite, fixed acceptation, and means something when it is ap-
plied to a musiciau. Here, of course, it is different. The elasticity of its

comprehensiveness in San Francisco enables it to embrace everybody from
the festive crank turner of the barrel organ to the lung-cracking bellower

who strides the beer garden stage for four bits a night. They say NilsBon
is coming here. We wonder how she will like her brothers and sisters

when she meets them. She won't want to be an " artist" any more, we'll

bet our oldest hat.

Pipeclay on Active Service.—A remarkable fact in connection
with the recent campaign in Egypt is that the marines and some of the
other regiments abolished pipeclay, directly they took the field. The
pipeclay was washed out, and the buff belts stained with tea and tobacco-

juice to a serviceable brown color. In addition to this, the white helmets
were also, in many instances, stained by the same process, it having been
found that the pure white cover, glistening in the sun, gave an attractive

mark for the enemy at any distance. These points are worthy of notice.

Whether it is desirable to stick to pipeclay merely for parade purposes,

and always wear what is found to be most appropriate for active service,

is a question yet to be decided. A gala, or full dress, of attractive appear-
ance, is, however, a necessity.

—

Army and Navy Gazette.

It is now the correct thing at tony weddings to hire 810,000 worth of

bonds to exhibit as the gift of the bride's father; and for a small sum,
with acceptable security, a room full of handsome gold and silver presents

can be rented. Pretty soon, amac of average wealth can give his daughter
a $100,000 wedding at a cost of §50. The world moves—despite Brother
Jasper's assertions to the contrary.

Overworked men and women, persons of sedentary habits, and others
whose system needs recuperation, nerves toued, and muscles strengthened,
should use Brown's Iron Bitters.

I"** Only Company on thr Vacidr Const Gorrrtted by the Masta-
chtisrft* \im-rnrfrttur* J.mr.

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF BOSTON.

Total A»«et« December 31, 1881 816.210.465. 92.

18,686,894 93

1,601,888.48

1,474,001.09

Surplus over All Liabilities—
Masmchusetta Standard i per cent
Now York Standard i pel cent
Market Value "i Stocks ami Bonds over cost,

POINTS.
Finn—A Plain and fimple policy, clear of all burdensome conditions, and fully

protected from forfeiture.

stcxD- An agency experience of fifteen years In tins state, during which, by
liberality and fair dealing in its relations with polioy-holderS, the Company has
gained an enviable reputation.

Third—Nonforfeiture for residence or travel, or fur hazardous occupations with-
oul a permit.

FOURTH—Liberal paid-up vad cash surrender, values stipulated by law.

Fifth—This Company charges no more for insuranee than those companies in

which the policy is forfeited, in case of non-payment of premium when due.

Before insuring in any other company, or joining any co-operative assessment so-
ciety, carefully examine the practical working of the Massachusetts law of 1880, and
read the policy contract of the New England Life.

HENRY K. FIELD, General Airent,
Aug. 26. 328 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

(Organized 1863.)

FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY.
Fire and Marine Insurance.

Assets 91-250,000
Losses paid over 4,000,000
jfSTTbe Largest Assets and Largest Income of all the companies hailing from

west of New York State, and in 1881 Pacific Coast premiums were larger than
those of any other company, local. Eastern or foreign.

D. J. STAPLES President I WM. J. DUTTON Secretary
ALPHEUS BULL Vice-President

|
E. W. CARPENTER Asst. Secretary

MOMF OFFICE:
Southwest Cor- California and Sausome streets, San Francisco.
K^T* Agents in all prominent localities. Sept. 30.

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.--UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

Tbe California Lloyds.—Established in 1*61.

—

Nos. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, §750,000 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates

!

Prompt Settlement of Loses ! ! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS. —J. Mora Moss,
MoseB Heller, J. O. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace t-verson, A. B. Phipps, Samuel
Hart, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Brandenstein, W. M. Hoag, Nicholas
Luning, James Moffltt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Touchard,
George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Scholle, Charles

Bauui, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.
GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President.

James D. Bailey, Secretary. Geo. T. Bo"»". Surveyor. Nov. 6.

TRANSATLANTIC FIRE INSURANCE CO.,
OF HAMBURG.

(Capital, $l,5O0.000, IT. 8. Gold Coin. Losses paid in Gold
j Coin immediately after Adjustment. This Corporation holds contracts of six-

teen other European Insurance Companies, re-insuring by far the greater part of

every risk, as soon as accepted in our office. The combined subscribed- Capital which
our policies therefore offer to the public amounts to $26,900 000, U. S Gold
Coin of which $7 650,000 is paid up, besides the always available Reserve Funds.

GEO. MARCUS & CO., 30-1 California street, S. F.,

Aug. 5. General Agents for Pacific Coast.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, of Zurich, Capital 5,000,000 francs; Helvetia,

of St. Gall, Capital 10,000,000 francs ; Baloise, of Basle, Capital 5,000,000 francs.

These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that may be sus-

ained. Losses made payable in all the principal seaports of the world, In the set-

tlement of all claims under an English polity, these Companies will strictly adhere to

the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, and submit to English jurisdiction.

June 9. HARRY W. SYZ, Agent, 420 and 422 California St., S. F.

GENEVA AWARD.

Special and Personal Attention Given to the Preparation, Proof
and Trial of Cases

In the Court of "Alabama " Claims, in Washington, D. C. An extended experience

in the former Court, and unusual facilities f.ir managing these causes, enables me
to render special services to claimants. The Court has jurisdiction of claims for

vessels and cargoes destroyed by any Confederate cruisers, for those officers and
men, and for war premiums paid from April, 1861, to November, 1805. Full

information given on application to the undersigned.

J. F. MANNING,
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW,

1424 New York Avenue. Washington, LV C; 69 Wall St., New-
York Citv; 131 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass. Sept. S3.

AMERICAN EXCHANGE HOTEL,

Sansome tttree
hotel is in the ver

Corner Hallerk, San Francisco.—This
he business portion of the city, and has been

renovated and uewh furnished throughout The traveling public will find this to

be the most convenient as well as tbe most comfortable and respectable hotel in the

citv. TABLE FIRST-CLASS. Board and room, $1, SI. 25 and $1.50 per day. Nice

single rooms per night, 50 cents. Breakfasts or dinners, 50 cents. Lunch. 25 cents.

Eighteen ti< kets, g i for any meals, for $5. Hot and cold baths free. Free coach

to and from the hotel 0ct- 7-

$72 A week $12 a day at home easily made. Costly Outfit Free.
AddressTRUE4Co.,AugTisU,Maine.
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GREAT EXPECTATIONS.
The people have done all that was within their power for the Demo-

crats. The question is now being eagerly asked: "Will the Democrats
return the compliment, and do all that they can for the people?" There
is every reason why they should. Gratitude for victories just achieved,

and a selfish purpose to secure still greater triumphs in 1884, offer them
as strong inducements to do right as were ever submitted to a political

party. They have been accepted on trust. They have been tolerated

rather than approved. They have been placed on trial and will be

judged ia no captious spirit. The generous disposition of the people,

which has given them an opportunity to do well, will not fail them if

they but avail themselves of the great possibilities of the occasion. They
have won because of the lamentable shortcomings of their opponents,

rather than because of any positive virtues of their own. The people had
become sick and tired of the latter-day methods of the Republicans.
Extravagance, high taxation, Hubbell circulars, bossism, hunger for the

spoils, Mahonism and repudiation., unseemly tights between Stalwarts

;nd half-breeds, Committees of the House, fixed up in the interests of all

the jobs, the leadership of Robeson; the toleration of Dorsey, the thief,

as Secretary of the Republican National Committee; the shameful viola-

tion of the Chicago platform on the Chinese question; the absence of all

pretensions to statesmanship, and the presence of an abiding and all-ab-

sorbing passion to loot the Treasury, as if it were a generous milch cow,
capable of being drained of all the good that is in it. These are some few
of the things that have brought the Republican party of to-day into utter

disrepute.

The voters in nearly every State in the Union have repudiated it at the

polls. If we were to judge by the mere surface indication of things, we
should say that that party is dead beyond the possibility of resurrection.

But it will not do to so judge of matters political between the two great

parties that have so long influenced the opinions and swayed the passions

of the multitude. In the Republican party there is a marvelous recupera-
tive power. Among the Democrats there is a wonderful capability for

blundering, and for alienating the sympathies of the great bulk of the

Northern voters, who, in the end rule the country. The elections of 1874
were the best illustration of that whereof we speak. A " tidal wave,"
then, as now, passed over the country. The Republicans were beaten,

"horse, foot and dragoons," the House of Representatives was Demo-
cratic by a large majority ; soon they even controlled the Senate, and, if

they had proved at all equal to the expectations of the nation, they would
have gone on from conquering to final conquest, and would have ruled

the country until this day.

They did nothing of the kind. They failed in every particular. From
them much was hoped, but little was realized. The old methods con-

tinued to prevail. Little or nothing came from the change. The people
went back to their original allegiance, and the Republicans once again
controlled the Administration and both Houses of Congress. They, in

their turn, had forgotten nothing and learnt nothing. They resumed
their corrupt sway just as if nothing meanwhile had happened. To-day
they are suffering the consequences, and the Democrats are basking in

the sunshine of popular favor, or at least of popular toleration. In these
changes and mutations of political life there is surely something to be
learnt. The great mass of the people are hungering and thirsting for a
condition of things that neither party, so far, has seemed willing to bring
about. They are tired of war expenditures, of high taxation, of corrupt
ways, and of numerous other things that they plainly see are dangerous
to the Republic. The question that must soon be determined is as to

whether either of the existing parties is abreast of the aspirations of the
people. If they are not, it is certain that there will be a reorganization
of parties, and that a new one with higher, better and nobler resolves,

will be created to supercede both the old ones. It is now for the Demo-
crats to say how that shall be. This is their opportunity. Will they
avail themselves of it? Will they comprehend and give effect to the
popular longings ? Or will they once again throw away a grand opportu-
nity, and fail back a discredited and defeated party ?

Those are the questions which the next two years will have to answer.
If there is any lesson to be taught by long ostracism from power, if there
is any medicine, as is claimed, in defeat, then, of a verity, ought the Dem-
ocrats to be the wisest of politicians. They have had a great many years
of chastisement. The rod has not been spared, and it remains to be seen
whether or not the child has not been spoiled. It has given forth hyster-
ical promises of reform. The civil service is to be taken out of politics,

the public business is to be economically administered, taxation i3 to be
reduced, cleanly ways are to prevail, and the methods of the last few
years are to be altogether changed. All these things have been promised,
and nothing less will bring success in 1884. Will the Democrats fulfill

the great expectations formed in regard to them? We wish we could sin-

cerely say that we believe they will. We know somewhat of their lead-

ers on this coast. To be sure, they may be small fry compared with the
leaders East. Yet we fear that they are but too true exemplars of all the
rest. If they are, then, of a certainty, is public expectation doomed to
disappointment. Smaller brains with more impotent purposes never ruled
party destiny. We would that it were otherwise. It is time that the
outs changed places with the ins. It is necessary for the political well-

being of this great nation that there should be a complete and thorough
reversal of the ways that have too long prevailed at Washington. If the
Democrats will give us that reversal, all will be well. If they do not,
there will inevitably ensue a reconstruction of existing parties.

"The Corwin " has shelled an Alaskan village. We were certain
that the States would not be left behind in this shelling business, and
that the Alexandrian affair would soon be eclipsed by our splendid naval
force. Another feather in our cap is the fact that the fortifications were
of the hardest kind of wood—a substance offering far more resistance
than ordinary stone or earthworks. Indemnity will have to be paid by
the enemy in the shape of 400 blankets. For the future, no American
need go to sleep cold. His dreams can be of freedom, our glorious navy,
and the preponderance of the Eagle, both on land and itt sea. " Cock-a-
doodle-do," with a tiger ! We knew that the excellence of our navy only
wanted a show to prove how much superior a wooden vessel with small-
bore guns was to those lumbering things made of iron, which the British
call men-of-war, and those absurdly large guns, which make such a horri-
ble noise and are so much trouble to load, and so dangerous if they burst.
No ; we won't be left, when it comes to the real, square business.

A MALIGNER ANSWERED ACCORDING TO HIS
FOLLY.

A. D. Bell, a man who, as a mere reporter, was such an insatiate libeler
that he involved the Bulletin in costly libel suits, and used and abused
the columns of that paper until he was dismissed therefore, had the
temerity during the recent election to attack the News Letter and one
of its writers. This fellow, Bell, is now the publisher of a grocers' jour-
nal, or something of the sort, and derives his principal sustenance from
the men who employed him to resent our opposition to Paul Neumann.
Instead of attempting an answer to what we had to say, as the circum-
stances sternly demanded, he ventured to assail the person whom he as-

sumed to be the writer of the articles in question. The moment he had
published his abusive epithets he evidently thought better of it, for an
employe" of his came to this office and begged that as Bell " had a dead
chrld in his house he was off his head," and was not at that time able
to sustain "the shock" of such a reply as he knew the News Letter's
editor had it in his power to give. He knew the generosity of the man
he appealed to, and did not appeal to it in vain. Yet at that moment he
was engaged in penning another attack, of which the following extract is

a fair specimen: " No misshapen, gibbering imp in hell has more envy,
hatred and malice, and more greed for dishonest coin than this fellow,
Neilson."

It is charitable to suppose that Bell's too faithful employe* knew whereof
he spoke, and was well within the facts when he said that his employer
was "off his head." Of the man wantonly assailed the News Letter
has no hesitation in saying that Bell is not fit to clean his boots. We
have had reason to know them both. Bell is a failure in all things—

a

morose, soured misanthrope. He is at war with himself and at enmity
with all the world. Without a good word to say of anybody, nobody has
a good word to say of him. Dismissed, for cause, from the Bulletin, fired

out of the Post, and disappointed and poverty stricken through faults
that are largely his own, he is too full of spleen to be comfortable, too
malicious to be healthy, and too unhappy generally to make life other
than a torment to him. There is nothing left for him in this world except
to leave it. Of Mr. Neilson, we know of no more truthful, high-minded,
generous or honorable man. Widely kuown during his thirteen years of
residence in this State, he may well allow the purchased attacks of a fel-

low like Bell to pass unnoticed. If bis walk and conversation among
our citizens will not answer for him, nothing will. He can afford to cher-
ish in silence the contempt for his libeler that we know he feels. Yet
that is not his disposition. Combative, perhaps, to a fault, he has, as
most people well know, been only too ready to answer all comers, as he
wishes to do now. But the News Letter interposes an objection, and
says that-the effort, ia this case, is not worth the candle. A tried man,
with troops of friends, spends his energies in vain when he attempts to
answer a fool according to his folly, or troubles himself to reply to a fel-

low who is utterly unworthy of notice, and especially so when the sub-
jects employed for attack are thrice-told tales that have been satisfacto-

rily answered over and over again. It is well for Bell that for these rea-

sons we suppress a communication that would render him a greater mis-
anthrope than he is, and would give him cause to curse his unwise temer-
ity as long as he might live. His is, we can assure him, a happy escape.

WHO WILL RUN HIM?
Stoneman, from and after the eighth of January next, will be Gov-

ernor. The politicians are busily concerned in discussing the question as
to who will run him. They say that he has been a recluse, a farmer, an
orchardist and anything but a politician, and that he does not know who is

who; that if left to his own unaided judgment he will not know who he ought
to leave out in the cold and who ought to bask in the sunshine of guber-
natorial favor. They say that the party must be built up, and that he
must build it. They declare that the future depends upon the parceling
out of the offices. Bah ! We don't believe a word of it.

If every one of the so-called politicians be ignored, if the bosses be
treated with the contempt that the people feel for them, and if new and
cleanly men be brought in, we are very sure the people will be satisfied,

and the party strengthened. Stoneman's nomination came not from the
dens, the gambling hells and the sewers of San Francisco, but from the
pure, exhilarating atmosphere of the country. Let him drink in some-
what from the unbought and unpurchasable elements that made him at
San Jose, and in that case he will show that he reads the signs of the
times aright ; in that case hs will be decent, cleanly, grateful and right,

and will consolidate his streugth and become a still greater power in the
future. His hereafter is in his own hands. Moreover, he has in his own
keeping the great possibilities of his party. Let him bow the knee to

Bael ; let him succumb to the low down, discredited bosses who tried

their level-best to defeat him, and he will leave the Gubernatorial chair
the most unpopular man who ever occupied it. It was his good fortune
to have the bosses and the corrupt elements opposed to him. He advan-
taged greatly thereby. Will he forget that fact ? Will he fail to remem-
ber that against money, bossism, corruption, and what is supposed to be
power, he prevailed? If he does, he will be an ingrate, and will deserv-
edly pass into history as a failure. We believe better things of him—we
do not believe that tie will permit the low-down elements to run him. We
think he has a higher ambition. We are very sure he did not give up a
life-pension for so inglorious an ending. We hope that he has better read
the signs of the times. He saw and profited by the earnest, honest and
glorious uprising in his behalf at San Jose. He knows that that meant
death to bossism, to tricks that are vain and to ways that are dark, and
that its outcome ought to be the fullest possible fruition of the better in-

stincts of the people. The bosses claim him. The people believe that

he is theirs. Which will be deceived ? He is a military man. He knows
the value of officers loyal to his command and in sympathy with the com-
mon cause. Will he go over to his and the public enemy, or will he
stand by those who stood by him and went into the thick of the fray, and
carried him through triumphant?
We believe he is too good a soldier to strike his colors in the hour of

triumph. We think he is too wise a general to falsify the hopes of those
who have followed his fortunes, and shall feel disappointed if he sells out
to those who would have compassed his defeat. Yet, they say that is

what he will do. They even hint that that is what he has agreed to per-

form. They declare that he was so eager for success that he went over to

those who at the outset opposed him. If this be true, then good bye to a
future of Democratic prosperity. We shall see what we shall see.
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THE TOWN CRIER.
' Hatr tht at th* -l#Ttl art thoof "

'Ob* that will i>Uj tb* d«vi).«ir with too-"

1

l!*'d a tunc in hi* tail aa lone *» * n»it.
Which mada him crow boldar and boldar."

We bave no patience with the "clove ehewer," nor sympathy with
thr m in a !.,, -inik- in at a side door (o gel hi-* drink ; therefore, it did
not harT"\\ .-tir soo] v. r\ much whan wi heard th.ii Deacon Slytippler

t with an *« k. We noticed that the (rood old gen-
tletuaii 1 with itickinq plaster, but, in oar in

_ ii»*-< i that he hail been trying to shave himself with a jack-
knife. it the true inwardness ol the and affair : On

happened to call in at a certain sal* urn >n Market
He want in t" see what time it wis, and regulate Ins watch.

WhiKt manipulating his timepiece, who should drop in but four old-time
nV They were Democrats, baa last "got in on the

ii, I were determined to lu ime. Alas, for frail human
itv ! The deacon toppled from bis pedestal of virtue, and became "one
of the boys.'

1

lie would insist upon getting up on a chair and singing
" Pull Down the Blind, Love" and other BODgS of doubtful morality.
At about two in the morning the party broke «p and started for their va

riooa domiciles. Thedeaoon lives on Clay street, and the naughty old
man thought he would make a short cut through Waverly Place. Al-
though as chaste as a vestal, the deacon was just a trifle curious, and

; through more than one green shutter. At one place he was more
attracted than at any other, and was studying human nature in its va-

rjous moods and tenses eo intensely that he did not notice a girl who
crt-pt up beside him and slipped half a dozen cards into his pocket. Now,
the deacon has a better-half who, to use a slang phrase, bosses him con-
siderably. She is a heavv weight, and is in the habit of emphasizing her
remarks with practical illustrations of the strength of the female frame.
When she gathered the deacon in that night and went through his pink-

was her wont, what was her horror and wrath at discovering six

cards, ivith a suggestive address upon them. The deacon says he
I lie had the nightmare and tumbled out of bed. It seems

strange that he should just fall upon the ten nails of his wife.

The Oakland flea has, from time immemorial, been celebrated
for his prodigious appetite, great gymnastic powers and ferocity when at-

tacked. A most painful illustration of these combined qualifications

came under our notice last week. A lady living near Sycamore street has
a pet dog. It belongs to the black-and-tan persuasion, and is in every
respect a most estimable canine. Last Tuesday it was noticed to be act-

ing in a peculiar manner, but, being naturally a playful creature, nothing
was thought of its undue hilarity. On Thursday, however, more serious

symptoms showed themselves. The little dog cleared the back-yard in

one jump, rising in the air stiff-legged, like a bucking-horse, and alighting
in the same manner. The folks at the house were scared, imagining that
it was some new phase of hydrophobia. The assistance of an expert on
dogs was considered necessary and one was sent for. In the meantime
the erratic beast had twice jumped on to the roof of the house and off

again, had skipped over an eight-foot fence as though it were a straw,
and all without any apparent exertion upon its part. As soon aa the dog
sharp arrived and had caught the dog on the fly, he gave it as his opinion
that the millions of fleas which infested the poor beast must have held a
council and agreed to all jump together at the word "go." We beg to
call the attention of the S. P. C. A. to this true but painful story.

Some men have a gall before which the elephant hides his diminished
head and the rhinoceros fairly squeals with envy. One of the possessors
of this abnormal development is Francis Reid Porter, the gentleman who
first made his bow to San Francisco as the getter up of a baby show and
an infidel lecturer, next as a forger, for which last offence he served a term
of imprisonment at the House of Correction. Now this nice duck, hav-
ing obtained a position as night clerk at the Brooklyn Hotel, seduces a
young country girl into marrying him, and proposes that to support him
she live in ill fame. He then has the gall to say that the young lady did
the proposing. It is to be devoutly hoped that Miss Woods' father or

brother, or the love-stricken conductor, who bore off the remains of his

soiled dove, will give Porter, the forger, infidel and seducer such a thrash-
ing as will penetrate even his hippopotamus-like hide.

At a recent funeral back East, the parson put in a prayer for the
undertaker. He was just a little too late, for no doubt that worthy in-

dividual had already handed in his bill. The papers do not state whether
the relatives of the deceased stood in with the pious divine:

Just fancy the grin

On Jimmy McGinn,
If a parson gave him taffy.

He'd wink his fat eye,

That never gets dry,

And might be a trifle chaffy.

Juat when typhoid fever, clothed in Us most ghastly garb attacks our
homes, lays low our bread-wiuners, and brings grief into our homes, with
death waiting at the door, the authorities awake to the fact that our
drainage system is defective. This fact has been painfully evident to
every citizen gifted with any olfactory appreciation of things, for a long
time past. A glance at the death record for the past month will demon-
strate to the most skeptical the truth of what we assert. Diptheria, an-
other form of malaria, is depleting our homes, and seems to defy the
skill of our best physicians. The true cause of these diseases is expressed
in two words—defective drainage.

Ovid tells us that in his day girls were taught to smile gracefully.

What a pity it is that some professor of smiling has not taken up his

abode here. Most of our girls, instead of the graceful smile, prefer the
open grin (the better their teeth the more opeu), while others consider the
doubtful smirk to be the correct thing. The true art of " taking a smile B

ia left to our males.

An unknown man and woman were found in a room at the Astor
Place Hotel, New York, asphyxiated. It is supposed that they ate garlic

with their dinner and were unwise enough to kiss each other afterwards.

What the T. C. can't understand is this: Why basa-ball is called

dl player has often
p regret to him, ami he has sharply rail

when such expressions as "hot halls." " ha-.rV "bases on
" runs •

. ,, hisnon-
live ear. Smarting, I

with a yearning to know something of a pastime wl

y rtyw "'
ii rti himself on last Sunday afternoon

to the Recreation Grounds, to see a match played. By dint of Interview-
ing his neighbors, to whom be now apologises for being snob a bore, he
soon gained an intimate acquaintance with the intricaolee of theplay,
Hut in another nspeet he came away more puzzled than before. There

igbteen players on both sides, and of the eighteen Meegan, Swee
.troll, Gagus, Denny, Irwin, Riordan, Sheridan and Creegan were

the names of ten of them. Had the Democrats captured the game like
everything elee^or did the term "national," as applied to its title, have
some obscure affiliating reference to the National Land League, whose
"passed balk" and "foul hits'* lire the features of the "base-ball"
game they have been playing in Connemara and Tipperary ?

ItwaBwitb tears in our eyes that we read in Tuesday's telegrams
that the very lately arrived daughter of the King and Queen of Spain,
babel, was seriously ill. People who will hand around babies in dishes
before they have had time to get cooled down, must expect to suffer more
or teas for their rashness. In our opinion, the better wrapped a baby is,

the nicer it looks. For choice and safety to child and admirer, a big "bot-

tle of alcohol, hermetically sealed, seems to recommend itself as a proper
receptacle.

They handed round poor Isabel
Upon a golden dish

(The consequence it's hard to tell)

As if she were a fish.

But when the royal cherub sits

Upon her blue-cloud throne,
The King will give the doctors fits

And let the next alone.

One hates to comment on the suit now pending between Wilkeson
and Beecher, to recover §10,000 for breach of contract, in writing the life

of Christ. One hardly knows whether to be more disgusted with the
publisher for paying out 810,000 for such a purpose, or with the minister,
accused of adultery, for undertaking it. It is a case of Arcades ambo.
The pot is as black as the kettle. No one can tell to a Christian or a
Jew, for the matter of that, anything about His life which cannot be
gleaned from the New Testament, and it was not until the infidel Rental
wrote his book, that the idea was conceived in America that it would be
a good speculation to bring one out here. Beecher undoubtedly bilked
his publishers, and they knowing this man to be accused of being a dainty-
mouthed, reverend professor of illicit commerce, a trafficker in salacious
tragalism, deserve to lose all the money they gave him to undertake a
task which has never before been given to other than pure and holy men
to execute.

A man in Portland, Oregon, this week was sentenced to seven years
in the State Penitentiary for stealing a few cigars from a saloon. The
dispatches do not say how many he stole, but probably he took thirty
dollars' worth, or between five and six hundred of the best quality of the
Portland domestic cabbage leaf, imported from Havana. If they were
Chinese cigars, he perhaps stole ten boxes, or one thousand cigars, which
is as far as we can go, and he will work out his theft at the rate of just
two and one-half days for each cigar, and premising, which is very
doubtful, that these stolen cigars were worth six cents apiece, then the
State will have to keep him the same length of time at a cost of about
forty cents a day for a theft of $G0. At this point things begin to get a
little mixed, but if you multiply the cigars by the years, add in the pris-
oner and divide by the empty boxes, it seems as if there should be some
kind of an answer. Perhaps Professor Welcker knows.

A daily newspaper is seldom elevating, either editorially or tele-

graphically. For the edification of our readers, we subjoin some of the
headings of telegraphic dispatches taken from last Wednesday's papers,
in the following order: Alta— "All for a Kiss;" result, a young man killed.
" Made a Killing," a double tragedy. " Family Poisoned." "Sargeant
Bertz Found Dead in a House of III Fame." "Hughes and Davis Mur-
dered at SI. Joseph.*' Then comes the Chronicle— "A Texas Merchant
Kills Two Men in Self-Defence. " "Dead Men Tell No Tales," and so
on with the others ad nauseam. The fault is not with the daily papers,
whicli, through their telegraphic editors, reprint such news as comes over
the wires. The oollaters alone are to blame, and they would sooner wire
the news of a quarrel in a brothel than the intelligence that the Brooklyn
bridge was built.

Just now there is a general exodus of the lately elected for the coun-
try. Holtz has suddenly been seized with a rabid desire to slaughter
quail. Bartlett thinks that deer should not be allowed to browse unmo-
lested upon our bill-sides, while Connolly has awoke to the realization
of the fact that fishing is excellent sport. Why this fierce spirit of de-
struction should have seized these men, it is hard to say. Some ill natured
persons have suggested that the seekers after " positions " have driven
them off. Such cannot, however, be the case, for men who before elec-

tion overflowed with the milk of human kindness, cannot have soured ao
soon.

The "Call," came out this week with an editorial in which it stated
that Sir Garnet Wolseley had chosen as his titular appendage, " Egypt."
It may be so, but we have some crude idea that however much the victor's

head might have been carried away with his " walk-over.*1 that he would
have better taste than to choose such a comprehensive handle. "Lord
Wolseley of Egypt" sounds just a trifle ton- too. If his Lordxhip really

has chosen such a title, all we can say is that his zeal outstrips bis judg-
ment.

Two cases of explosive materials have been discovered in the South-
ern station at Madrid, One case was labeled " Dennis Kearney—this

side up with care ;" the other, " F. Pixley—either end up, don't care."

The authorities have taken charge of both and have our heartfelt pity.
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SUNBEAMS.

We Americans are very fond of talking about
the vast amount of toadyism and tuft-hunting

which we alledge exists in England, but to judge
by the letters from " Special Correspondents "

which appear in the papers concerning the move-
ments of President Arthur during bis recent hol-

iday, it would seem that we are quite the equals

of our British cousins in the art of flunkeyism.

There seems to be a Correspondent's eye at the

keyhole of every room inhabited by the Presi-

dent, while the Correspondent's ear naturally

flaps over the open transom. They know just

what he eats and drinks, and express themselves

as being " highly gratified " if served by the con-

descending cook with the remnants left from the

Arthurian table. They give us minute informa-

tion as to when he rises (which is late,) and when
he goes to bed (which is early—in the morning).
They confess that the free American maiden
would sell her soul for an introduction to the il-

lustrious bachelor, and they own up to all sorts

of toadying on their own private account. Here,
this kind of thing is called a " journalistic enter-

prise ;"' if it happens in England it is " base ser-

vility."

A pretentious person said to the leading

man of a county village, " How would a lecture

by me on Mount Vesuvius suit the inhabitants

of your village ?" " Very well, sir ; very well in-

deed," he answered; " a lecture by you on Mount
Vesuvius would suit them a great deal better

than a lecture by yon in this village."

RAILROAD.<o ;

BROAD GAltiE.

-WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Sunday. October 22,1882,
And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave

from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend St., between Sd and 4th streets), as follows:

S. F.
DESTINATION.

. P.

8:30 A u.

10:40 A.M.
* 3:30 p.m.

4:30 p.m.

6:30 p.m.

.San Mateo, Redwood,.

....and Menlo Park

8:30 a.m
10:40 A.

M

* 3:30 p.m.
4:30 P.M.

10:40 a.m. j
* 3:30 P.M (

. . Santa Clara, San Jose and .

.

..Principal Way Stations ..

.

Gilroy, Pajn.ro, Castroville

and Monterey

6:40 am.
9:05 a.m.

*10:02 a.m.

3:37 P.M.

t 5:04 p.m.

6:02 p.m.

9:05 A.M
•10:02 a.m.

3:37 p.m.

6:02 p.m.

'10:02 A M.

0:02 p.m.

10:40 a.m. -j . .Hollister and Tres Pinos..

10:40 a.m. I j . Watsonville, Aptos, Soqucl.
* 3.30 P.M.

[
| and Santa Cruz j-l 6.02 P.M.

10:40 a.
»-H:

. Salinas, Soledad and Way.
Stations

Sundays excepted, tSundays only.

Stage connections are made with the 10:40 a.m.
Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo, which
connect with 8:30 a.m. Train.

Ticket Opficrs—Passenger Depot, Townsend street,

and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

^^~ S. P. Atlantic Express Train via Los Angeles,
Yuma, etc., leaves San Francisco daily via Oakland
Ferry, foot of Market strict, -st 9:30 a.m. [Oct. 28.

H. 3. Williams. A. Ohesebrough.

"W. H. Djmond,

WILLIAMS, DIM0ND & CO.,
Shipping and Commission Merchants.

UNION BUILDING,
Junction Market and Pine Streets.

AGENTS FOR
Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacifi,
Steam Navigation Company, The Cu-
nard Royal Mail Steamship Company,

* * The California Line of Clippers >

'

from New York and Boston,
and '

' The Hawaiian Line . '

'

San Francisco, January 31, 1880. [Jan. 31.

L. H. Newton. M. .Newton,

NEWTON BROTHERS & CO.,
Importers and Wholesale Dealers in

Teas, Foreign Goods and Groceries. 204 and 2
California street, San Francisco, Cal May 25.

C. P. R - R.

Time Schedule, Monday, May 15, 1882.
Trains leave, and are du e to arrive at

.

San Francisco as follows:

LEAVE
(for)

DESTINATION. J ARRIVE

t (from)

9:30 a.m. .

4:00 p.m.
•4:30 P.M.
8:00 A.M.
3:30 p.m.

#4:30 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
*4:00 p.m.
9:30 a.m,
4:30 p.m.

8:00 a.m
*4:00 p.m.

8:00 A.m.
*4 :30 p.m.
tS:0OA.M.
9:30 a.m.

8:00a.M.
5:00 p.m.
9:30 a.m

*4:00 P.M.

8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.

10:00 a.m
3:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
3:30 r.M
5:30 p.m.

8:00a.M.
8:00 A.M.
8:«0 a.m.
3:30 P.m.

'4:30 p.m.

*4:00 p.m.
8:00 A.M
3:00 p.m.
8:00 A.M.
9:30 a.m.
3:30 p.m.

*4:00 p.m.
*4:30p.M.
3:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m.

*4:30 p.m.

*H:00 a.m.

. . . Antioch and Martinez.

.

. . Calistoga and Napa..

. ( Deming, El Paso ) Express

. ( and East J Emigrant ..

. j Gait and \ via Livermore

. | Stockton j via Martinez

...lone

. . . Knijrht's Landing
" " (tSundays only)

...Los Angelos and South
. .Livermore and Pleasanton.

.Merced..

.Marysville and Chico..

.Nilesand Haywards..

. ( Ogden and ) Express

."[East f Emigrant........
. . Redding and Red Bluff

{Sacramento, \ via Livermore,
Colfax and > via Benicia
Alta ) via Benicia....

. . . Sacramento, via Benicia

. . . Sacramento River Steamers.

.

...San Jose

.Vallejo.,

({Sundays only)..

.Virginia City..

.Woodland

.Willows, Williams & Tehama.

2:40 P.M.
+12:40 P.M.
10:10 A.M.

7:40 P.M.

11:40 a.m.
*10:10 a.m.
'•'10:10 a.m.

7:40 p.m.
2:40 P.M.
7:10 A.M.
5:40 P.M.

*12:40 P.M.
5:40 p.m.

#10.10 A.M.

tll:40 a.m.
2:40 p.m.

5:40 p.m.
8:40 A.m.
2:40 P.M.

12:40 p.m.
5:40 p.m.
5:40 p.m.
4:10 P.M.
9:40 a.m.
8:40 a.m.
11:40 a.m.
6:10 A.M.
5:40 p.m.
6:40 p.m.
7:40 P.M.

11:40 a.m.
10:10 a.m.
6:00 A.M.
4:10 P.M.

9:40 A.M.
7:40 P.M.
2:40 P.M.

11:40 A.M.

12.40 P.M.
10:10 A.M.
11:40 A.M.
7:40 p.m.

#10:10 a.m.
7:40 p.m.

Train leaving San Francisco at 9:30 a.m. should mfiet
Pacific Express from " Ogden " at San Pahlo ; also Pacific
Express from "El Paso" at Antioch.

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland Pier.

From "SAN FRAiVCISCO," Pally.

To EAST OAKLAND-«6.00, *6:30, 7:30, 8:30, 9:30,

10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30,

7:00, 8:00, 9:30, 11:00, *12:00.

To ALAMEDA—«6:00, ^6:30, 7:00, »t7:30, 8:00, *t8:30,

9:00, M9:30, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 1:00, 2:00, 3:00, "t3:30,

4:00, *t4:30, 5:00, *t5:30, 6:00, «t6:30, 7:00, «S:00,9:30,

11:00, *12:00.

To BERKELEY — "6:00, *6:30, 7:00, «7:30, 8:00, "8:30,

9:00, J9:30, 10:00, J10:30, 11:00, }11:30, 12:00, 1:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,

9:30, »12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—»6:00, *6:30, 7:00, "7:30, 18:00,

"8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, "4:30, 5:00,

*5:30, 6:00. "6:30, 7:00.

To " SAN FRANCISCO," Dally.

From BROADWAY, Oakland -»5:32, *6:02, 6:32,7:02,

7:32,8:02, S:32, 9:02, 9:32, 10:02, 10:32, 11:02, 11:32,12:02,

12:32, 1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32, 5:02,

5:32, 6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

From EAST OAKLAND—5:21. *5:51, 6:21, 6:51, 7:51,

8:51,9:51, 10:51, 11:51, 12:51, 1:51, 2:51, 3:51, 4:51,

5:51, 6:51, 7:51, 9:21, 10:51.

From ALAMEDA—*5:15, '5:45, 6:15, 7:10, »t7:35, 8:10,

"+8:35, 9:10, *t9:35, 10:10, "+10:35, 11:10, 12:10, 1.10,

2:10, 3:10, 4:10, "+4:35, 5:10, "+5:35, 6:10, "+6:35, 7:15,

"+7:35, 9:15, 10:45.

From BERKELEY— *5:45, *6:15, 6:45, "7:15,7:45, *S:15,

8:45, }9:15, 9:45, 110:15, 10:4o, }11:15, 11:45, 12:45,

1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:15, 4:45,5:15, 5:45,6:15,6:45, 7:45,

9:15, *10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY— *5:45, *6:15, 6:45, *7:15,

7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:15, *5:15, 5:45,

*6:15, 6:45, «7:15.

Creefa Route.
From SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:15, 3:15

5:15.

From OAKLAND—*6:15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

All trains run daily, except when star (*) denotes Sun-
days excepted.

tTrains marked thus (+) run via East Oakland.
(i)Sundays only.

"Standard Time" furnished by Randolph & Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. GOODMAN, Qen. Pass, and Ticket Agt.

A. N. Towne, General Manager.

COAL OIL STOVES.
All Sizes for Cooking1 or Parlor use

Send for Circular and Prices.

WIESTER & CO.,
17 New Montgomery St. , S. F.

K

Great

Mil

IROUTE
r£CA*»GT0*>

EASTWARD
Is the Old Favorite and

Omaha, Kansas City, Atchison and St, Joseph

For CHICAGO,
ST. LOUIS,

MILWAUKEE,
Detroit, Niagara Falls,

NEW YORK, BOSTON!
And All Pomfs East and South-East.

THE LINE COMPRISES
Nearly 4,000 miles. Solid Smooth Steel Track. All

connections are made in UNION DEPOTS. It lias

a National Reputation as being THE GREAT
THROUGH CAR LINE, and is universally conceded
to be THE FINEST EQUIPPED Railroad in the
World for all classes of travel.
Try it, and you will find traveling a luxury instead

of a discomfort.
Through Tickets via this Celebrated Line for sale

at all offices in the West.
All information about Rates of Fare, Sleeping Car

Accommodations, Time Tables, &c, will be cheer-
fully given by applying to

V. J. POTTER, PERCEVaL LOWELL,
Gen'I Manager, Gen' I Jrjssenger Agt.,

Chicago, Ills. Chicago, Ills.

T. D.McKAY, Gen. Agt., occidental Hotel, Sat) Francisco.

On and after Sunday. October 22, 1882,
Boats and Trains will leave San Francisco as

follows;

1 f\ a. m. daily (Sundays excepted), via San Rafael,
J-", from Market-street wharf, for Petaluma, Santa
Rosa and way stations.

2QA p. m., via Donahue, from Washington-street
•OU wharf, and

^f^Cp.M., via San Rafael, from Market-street wharf,
"X.^fctJ for Petaluma, Cloverdale and way stations.

Stages connect at Geyserville for Skaggs Springs;

and at Cloverdale for Highland Springs, Kelseyville,

Soda Bay, Lakeport, Upper Lake, Bartlett Sprinys, Na-
varro Ridge, Mendocino City, Eureka and the Geysers.

SPECIAL XOTICE.
The Sunday Excursion Trips via tbe

steamer JAMES M. DONAHUE have been discon-

tinued for this season. Commencing Sunday, No-
vember 19, 1882, and every Sunday until further notice,

an Excursion Train will leave this city via San Rafael

Ferry, at 10:15 A. si., for Miller's, Pacheco, Novato, Bur-
dell, Petaluma, Santa Rosa and Fulton. Returning,
will arrive in'San Francisco at 5 p. m.

ARTHUR HUGHES, PETER J. McGLYNN,
Gen. Manager. Gen. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

SONOMA VALLEY RAILROAD.

On and after Monday, April 3d, 1882,
Boats and Trains will leave San Francisco as

follows:

2 0A p. m. daily (Sundays excepted), from Washing-
•OU ton-street Wharf, for the town of Sonoma.

Fare, SI- Round Trip Tickets, from Saturday till Mon-
day, SI 50.

SUNDAY EXCURSIONS.
a.m. (Sundays only), from Washington-street
Wharf, for Sonoma, Glen Ellen and way

points. Round Trip Tickets to Sonoma, §1; Pioneer

Grove, §1 20; Glen Ellen, §1 50.

ARTHUR HUGHES, PETER J. McGLYNN,
Gen. Manager. Gen, Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

8.20 '
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LETTER FROM PARIS.
Pail*. October IX 1882 J

than ;

>rmliar to

n pedestrian?

j
with hi* front »nd hack placanla, to the aori- ly. The
crik.tr haa ak

.' being laid ii> London, and the
) a* lately been taken up with s\ dual of

the well-known family of bankern,
Uaxlo be a kind of ne'er-do-weU ; n hi*

biker, to, pat an advertiaement in the
I I warning j*> i nld no longer open his purae for his son. Max-

* he i-. took the mutter aa ;» food joke and sent

ment to the iliag to his frienda for funds

j

to reacue him hram Ilia dire misery into which hi-* heartless parent hadEl him. M. Meyer, editor of the GotrJ I
t<> ro to the

that afternoon and was met by M. Gastan Dreyfus, anothi i

ber of the family, who upbraided him for inserting uiudmusa impudent
ler. High words and blows followed, and oards were ezal

at once arranged duel, which took place next morning ;

when M. M. v- r «:.-• wounded in the chin, and honor! was declared sat-

isfied.

Paris tbeatre*goen showing vtrtnoua indignation is a novelty. At the
in d'Ean, a drama entitled " La Dame an I> tmino ftom, a produo-

tion whioh, aa a play, throws "Nana" ,iml "Atsommoiv" into the shade,
has been biased by the audience. French audiences are generally not over
delicate, but they thought it necessary to draw the line somewhere, and
show their distaste at this attempt to turn the filthy creatures of the pave-
ment into stage heroes and heroines. Hiss Grriawold, an Atnericau favor-

ite, has re-appeared at the Opera Comique. Miss Nordica, the American
prima donna, is t<> make her second debut at the opera in " William 7V//."

Paris has been full of royalty of late. We have had a thirty six hour
visit from the King and Queen of the Hellenes, long enough for the Queen
to go shopping, and the King to visit the Varieties Theatre.

The Prince of Wales with his two sons, has been staying at the Hotel
Bristol on his way to Lausanne, for which place he left last night.

The Duke and Duchess of Edinburg are also here, and the Grand Duke
of Saxe Wmmer and his daughter, the Princess Elizabeth, are at the Con-
tinental Hotel.

A curious sight was witnessed by early risers taking their morning stroll

along the Boulevards the other day. It consisted of a procession of gen-
tlemen in faultless evening dress, proceeded and followed by members of

the Garde. They were no more nor less than a collection of fashionable
visitors to a gambling and baccarat salon, whom the police had captured
during a visit to the place.

There is a prospect that Mabille is to be revived, and all Paris, resident

and transitory, is delighted. It will be placed in the environs of the
Champs El&sees, but will be known as the Jardin des Flews. But " a
rose by any other name," etc.

The last rage in jewelry consists of diamond spiders, ranging in size

from money-spinners to tarantulas. They are worn over the bodice in

demi-toilttte, from side to side, the last spider being made in the act of de-

vouring a fly. Banckoche.

LETTER FROM LONDON.
Loudon, October 21, 1882.—Dear N. L: The re-assembling of Parlia-

ment on Tuesday next is bringing people back to town in shoals, and that
unusual thing, an autumn "season," is predicted in fashionable circles.

The two important questions to be considered by Parliament will be Par-
liamentary Procedure and Egyptian Affairs, and as the latter subject is

supposed to be prolific in opportunities to assail the policy of the Govern-
ment, the conservative members of the House of Commons have been
urged by a circular from Sir Stafford Northcote, to be in their places
when the session opens.

While the Sir Garnet Wolseley " boom " still echoes through the land,
and no honor seems great enough to confer upon him for his " walk river,"

as it has been termed, there are many people who have begun to grow tired
of the hero-worship that is going on. Some of the papers have got from
faint praise into downright ridicule of " our only General," as the lucky
Irishman is called. He is to be made "Lord Wolseley of Egypt," and
Sir Beauchamp Seymour given the title of " Baron Alcester." It is said
also that Sir John Adye will be made a peer, and that Admirals Dowell
and Hoskins are to be knighted. All the forces who took part in the cam-
paign are to get medals. The Queen has just issued her commands to
that effect. The ribbon will have two clasps: one with the word " Alex-
andria," and the other inscribed " Tel-el-Kebir."

The musical sensation just at present is the Ladies' Orchestra and
Chorus of Miss Lila Clay. The company consists of seventy pretty girls

who, when the curtain rises, are seen sitting on the stage in rows. The
first row are dressed in red, the next in yellow, the third in blue, and so
on up to the last rows which shade away into lilac and primrose. The
dresses of the young ladies are short, and descend to the knee when they
stand ; but when sitting down the hoseal display is more extensive. Apart
from this, there is nothing to be said against the exhibition. The girls

sing and play well, and large audiences rill the Opera Comique, and ap-
pear to go away satisfied. The papers have been rather lenient.

Miss Jennie Chamberlain is again in London, where she is known as
the " American Beauty." It is predicted that she will have completely
ousted Mrs. Langtry by the time she gets back from America.

There is a rumor that two new additions to the Royal family may be
looked for in due course of time, the donors being the Duchesses of Con-
naught and Albany.

A legal decision, which is alike important and interesting to newspaper
publishers, has just been made by Thomas Hughes, ("Tom Brown, at
Rugby.") who is Judge of the Nantwich County Court. He holds that
an editor may alter an advertisement to prevent its being libelous, and re-

cover payment from the advertiser at the same time. Yours, DlDO.

Steinway A Sons,
}

hranirtt A Bath, I PIANOS.
I I It > NT <• VIII I It.

' C. ROENISCH.

M. GRAY, 117 Post Street,

Son Francisco.

REAL ESTATE EXCHANGE
- AND-

GENERAL BUSINESS AGENCY,
440 California street Near «ir. of MontKOmery.

}TABBOOB SMITH, Into County Clerk „r Alameda t\. Qaunl Han-
111 orders l.y mail or express pr itlj attended to, Large list ,,( rarmi

V ida and dosirable residence and business proportj in Ban Francisco and
vicinity. SOT. 4,

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY,
No. 310 Sansomo Stroet,

San Francisco,

WHOLESALE DEALERS I If FURS.
[September 21.1

M. A. GUNST & CO.,
203 Kearny Street San Francisco.

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS INHAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS,
Also, Agents for Kimball, Qaulliener & Co.'s Guatemala Cigars.
tW Inform the Public that they receive large invoices of Choice

Havana Brands twice a month. [Feb. 19.

TABER, HARKER & CO.,
IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE OROCERS,

108 auil 110 California St., 8. F.
rApril 19.]

JOHN McKEW,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL COAL DEALER.

431 UNION STREET Between Dnpont and Kearny.
SAX FRANCISCO. Aug. 26.

C. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants.

SAJT FRAJfCISCO and NEW YORK,
&£?* Agents of American Sugar Refinery, corner of Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. jan . 17.

Glaus Spreckels. "Win. G-. Irwin.
WM. G. IRWIN & CO.,

Sugar Factors and Commission Agents,
rMnrch 25.Honolulu, H. I.

Francisco Daneri, Henry Oasanova.F. DANERI & CO.,
DEALERS IN

WINES, LIQUORS, GROCERIES,
27 ami 29 California Street,

]Oct. 7.] Between Davis anil Drumm, San Francisco.

G. W. M. SMITH,
The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor,

Established in 1S62,
Removed to 234 Sansome Street.

^^* MR. C. W. M. SMITH is the patent attorney for Marriott's Akroplank Com-
pany for Navigating the Air. Oct. 22.

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,

OCULIST.
Formerly at No. 313 Bash street, has removed to Phelan's

Building, Rooms 30u to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 m. to 3 p.m.
Take the blevator. May 27.

DR. JAMES W. KEENEY,
OFFICE AND RESIDENCE: 22 IHONTGOMERT STREET.

HOURS: 2 to 4, 7 to 7:30 p.m.
SUNDAYS: 3 to 4 p.m. April 9.

^drTwilliam e. taylor7~
OFFICE: 215 GEART ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.

Feb. 5.] OFFICE HOURS: 1 to 4 P.M.

ROBERT WALKINSHAW,
REAL ESTATE AQENT 407 Montgomery Street.

Farming?, Alining; and City Properly.
[July 29.)

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,

STOCK BROKERS,
No. 314 Pine Street San'Francisco.

[May 20.]

4££v +#s ^9n perdayat me. Samples worth fcs free.
tJpcJ lO %p.i \J Address Stikson £ Co.. Portland, Maine.
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"WAIFS.
Waifs which, singrly are as light as air. but which tog-ether make

a momentous whole.
The election is over, and now begins the selection. Some sixty or

seventy officials have been elected, and now some eight or nine hundred
deputies or understrappers have to be selected.^—The majority of them
have to be chosen by the new heads of departments in the city govern-

ment. The fewer, but the farther offijes, go to the State administration.

—Who will control the former was supposed to be a settled question.

It was believed tbat the Bush street boss was the sole power in regard to

such matters. And so far he is. Several of the newly-elected, however,
now want to give him the go-by, and desire to run matters on their own
account. They say that tbey have " no further use for him."—Whereat
the boss is kicking and fuming, and says that they are an ungrateful set of

scoundrels," but knowing they have the people with them, they smile at

his anger, and with a knowing wink, say that "there are no precinct

clubs and no nominating conventions to be carried fortwo years to come."
This independence bodes good, and if it is maintained to the end,

will be of great party advantage. Public opinion is strongly against boss

rule, and the newly-elected will be wise if they remember that fact.—

—

The decent people of our city do not desire to see the women copyists of

the County Clerk's and Recorder's offices filled with " maidens " from
the Alhambra House, Bush street. Nor do they wish to see the "lovers,"

pimps, gamblers, street statuary, and "boys" generally, who are used to

carry precinct clubs, placed in positions, at the dictation of the boss, for

which they are utterly unfit. Let that be done, and then adieu to an-

other Democratic success for many long years to come. The party is now
on trial. We shall see what we shall see.^—The State patronage is an-

other matter. The wire pullers are reckoning upon the fact that Stone-

man is not a politician, and that he will easily succumb. We don't be-

lieve a word of it. He has nothing to thank our wretched, low-down city

bosses for. Tbey did their level best to defeat him at San Jose, and were
unable to give or withhold votes from him at the popular election. He
is what he is in spite of their opposition. If he now sells out to them,
and ignores those who stood by him from first to last, he will be the most
unpopular Governor California ever had. But he won't do it, and that is

an end of it. The question then arises, " Who will control him?"
That is what all the office seekers are asking. We do not believe that

many city men will have much voice in that matter. His support came
from the country.^—John H. Wise and John C. Maynard will have
power, or nobody will.——Then General Thomas H. Williams, of Ala-
meda, Steve W7

hite, of Los Angeles, David S. Terry, of San Joaquin, and,

above all, John Daggett, the shrewdest of politicians, who has just been
elected Lieutenant-Governor, will tell Stoneman what he does not know
about politicians, and will direct him how to make safe, cleanly,

worthy and just appointments.——If he trusts in the main to such
advisers, he will come out ahead sure.——He will not have
as much patronage as some people suppose. —The Harbor Com-
mission, State Prison officials, Port Wardens and numerous other
officials hold over for a long time to come. But they can be legis-

lated out. Will they be? The Republicans did it. But public feeling

does not now favor that kind of proceeding. If it is adopted, it must be
conducted upon some principle that will commend itself to popular ap-
proval.^—Fortunately one is at hand. The tenure of office of State of-

ficials ought to be made nearly co-terminus with that of the State admin-
istration.^—The Governor is sworn in during the first week of January.
The officials ought all to go out in March following. That would give
him time to select the new men and procure their confirmation by the
Senate.-^—It would, moreover, be in accordance with the American princi-

ple that the officials should be in sympathy with the administration of

the day.——Besides, it would avoid that unseemly sight that we have wit-

nessed for some time.—New appointees have been walking around with
commissions in their pocket some sixteen or eighteen months in advance
of the time when they coald take possession. —That was not good to

them nor to the men they were destined to succeed.^—The latter had no
ambition to do well in office because their successors were already ap-
pointed, and the new men idled around and neglected to employ them-
selves in any useful business, because they were office holders in expect-
ancy.——It was bad all around. The true method is to make the office-

holding period nearly co-terminus with that of the State administration.
^—That principle will commend itself to all parties, and will justify the
Democrats in doing that which they are so anxious to do, namely, legis-

late all the present men out of office. Let them take up that cue a»d
they will win.— Whatever else happens, it is certain that all the present
State officials will have to go, under one protest or another. To the vic-

tors belong the spoils.—Stoneman must now either consolidate the
power of his party or receive its anathemas. He is a sturdy General, and
knows the value of having true and loyal officers.—Bills are now being
drafted, and will be early introduced to the Legislature to enable him to
make all the changes he wants.——There will be a clean sweep in all the
appointed officials, just as the people made a clean sweep in all the elected
ones. It is right and proper to give full force and effect to the popular
verdict, and we have foreshadowed the only way in which it can be done.—The two steamship officials will have to go from the Harbor Depart
ment, and so will Johnny Martin as Port Warden, Ames from San
Quentin, McComb from Polsom, and so on all along the line.—So
much for State officials. In the city offices we shall see what
we shall see. We look upon the result with dismay, and believe that they
bode no good to the newly elected or to their party.—If the game is

played out as it was put up, the Bush-street boss will name all the depu-
ties, and insist upon collecting ten per cent, of their salaries.——It is

better to break faith with him than with the people, who expect an
economical, cleanly, competent and just administration of affairs, besides
the new men owe that much to their party.——Will they give it? Not if

the boss can prevent it.—They now say that there is a clique of Ala-
meda bosses who will carry off more State patronage than the bosses of

this city. English is not one of them.^—Foote's first anti-monopoly
vote will be for Andrus, for Secretary.—Irwin's excellent private Sec-
retary, Maslin, hopes to fill the same bill for Stoneman.——Buckley's
man, Ned Drumm, is to run Lowney, the Superintendent of Streets.

—

His friend Merrill is to do the same thing for Holtz, and it is the same
thing all along the line.—The "boys " are all eagerly awaiting the first

week of January, when tbey are to come by their deputyships. Mean-
while they are living on credit.——Connolly will have a good book-keeper

in McGrath.^—Wells, Fargo & Co. have shown their old-time considera-
tion for their employe's bv refusing to accept Connolly's resignation, and
by giving him two years' leave of absence instead. Good treatment like
that is the secret of this company being always so faithfully served by its

employe's. ^—Walter Levy, Joe Napthaly and T. J. Clunie are seeking
to succeed McClure in the collection of delinquent taxes. There is money
in it. Walter is ahead.——Graves will be one of the prosecuting attor-
neys of the Police Court. Capable and popular he will win sure.——The
fifteen framers of a new city charter have no time to lose. They must
hurry up or their handiwork will not be approved for two years to come.

1

' We hear of as many new charters as there are days in the year.
Everybody has a proposal. Too many cooks will spoil the broth.—
There is so much work for the Legislature to get through that there will

be an extra session sure. The San Francisco delegation will not occupy
much time, for it has but few talkers.—In regard to State patronage,
Los Angeles is being watched very narrowly. That county has applica-
tions enough to fill every office, and Stoneman is expected to honor them
all. It is a close run between Los Angeles and Alameda. San Francisco
is out in the cold.^—But then there are few city men candidates for

office who are not under the control of the bosses, and it will be well for
all such creatures to get left.^—That will strengthen Stoneman and not
weaken him, and even our best city people will delight at bis backbone
if he gives the bosses the go-by.—The city patronage was settled before-
hand, although some of the favored ones want to "go back" on their
bargains. They will be whipped back again into the traces before they
are through. The boss owns them.——The only question is as to the
State offices, and there are few of them to give away until legislation
takes place.——The new Supervisors say that they are beseiged night and
day.—Some of them have gone out of town, and most of the newly-
elected heads of departments have already gone.—Their offices, houses,
and even the streets on which they walked were waylaid by office-seekers.

—There are a thousand hungry, angry candidates for every office who
declare that they must be appeased, and that's the way the " reformed "

Democratic party is setting out to reform things. We but give the facts.

^^Nepotism is to run rampant under the new order of things. Every
official, from the Superintendent of Public Schools upwards, is to appoint
his "sisters, his cousins and bis aunts."—Welcher, Willey, McCarthy
and all of them are going to do it. They will make hay while the sun
shines.-^—John H. Wise could have been Mayor had he chosen to aban-
don the chairmanship of the State Central Committee and Stoneman.
That was the bid made to seduce him. But he remained steadfast. It
remains to be seen whether the new Governor will forget loyalty to his

person and his interests. Those who gave a half-hearted support to the
election of the new regime now want to control it. There are many Re-
publicans who did more for Stoneman than some of the Democrats we
could name. Will the latter control him. We shall see.

DOCTORS OP THE FUTURE.
The Medical Department of the University of California held its

commencement exercises at B'nai B'rith Hall on Wednesday evening.
Professor W. E. Taylor delivered the opening- address, and the Hippo-
cratic oath was administered by Professor R. Beverley Cole, Chairman of

the Faculty. The Rev. Horatio Stebbins was present and assisted in the
exercises. President Reid, of the University, conferred degrees upon the
following-named graduates of the session of 1882: Bernhardt H. Bau-
meister, R. Innis Bromley, Leonidas H. Burchard, James M. Mathew-
son, George W. Merritt, Mary W. Moody, Henry L. Muenter, Thomas J.

Patterson, Joseph R. Payne, John B. Pressley, Thomas B. Reardon, Eliz-
abeth S. Senter, James Stanton, John M. Stuart, Albert P. Tarter.

ROEDERER CHAMPACNE.-IMOTICE.
The Trade and the Tublic are Informed that

WE RECEITE THE «E.\II\£ LOUIS ROEDERER

CARTE BLANCHE
Direct from Mr. Louis Koederer, Reims.

and Consular Invoice

CHAMPACNE
over his Signature

Each ease is marked upon the side, "MACONDRAY & CO.. SAN FRANCISCO,"
and each bottle bears the label, "JIACONDRAY & CO., SOLE AGENTS FOR
THE PACIFIC COAST."

[Nov. 11.]

MACONDRAY & CO.,

Sole Agents for the Pacific Coast.

KINCSFORD'S OSWEGO STARCH

TRONGEST, PUREST AND BEST!
AND IS RECOQNIZtSD AS

THE STANDAED ALL OVEE THE WOELD.

JFOB INTAXJCDS,

KINGSFORBS CORN STARCH
HIQHI.T JCECOMHENDBD FOB ITS PZTBITT

DELICA-CT.
AND

Sept. 30.

C0LT0N DENTAL ASSOCIATION,
PHELAN'S BUILDING ROOMS 6, 8. 9, 10 AND 11

Entrance 806 MarTcet.

Gas Specialists. Positively extract Teeth without pain.
The only office that makes and gives the celebrated " Colton Gas." Estab-

lished in 1863; over 8,000 references. Also performs ALL OPERATIONS in

DENTISTRY. Sept. 30.
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CRADLE, ALTAR AND TOMB.

CRADLR
Boon—In thi* 4 K- E, Borer, * >t>

C I » WLX. 1 » !

.

.mall, a d*Ughl

v ft non.

DtftBko* J. M Duron*w
(J ;

i

Katun, a •on,
Errvrn - ton.
Guai ifeof Henry J Geary, a daughter.

_ney, a son.

Qtuta -In ibis dty, Nov. 10, to the wife of William Canus, a son.
Hubs— In 18, t" the wife ••( Benrj Hess, a son.

lo the wife "I Robert Hunter, a daughter.
ti> the wife of John Hilpert, a

i
. > son.

i, to the wife "f Dick Lohsen, a son.

,
N.<v 13, t" the wife of John H. Linderuann, a son.

[q this dtr, N< fool M l.« -win, a daughter.
, Nor. 10, to the wife of John T. Mel 'all, a son.

Hvrpbt—In this dtj , Nov. 11, to the wife of Dan J. Murphy, a son.
Niwull—In this city, Nov. 11, to the wife of John Newell, a daughter,

of Horatio Nelson, twin sons.

Pflkokr—In tins city, Nov. 9, to the wife •( F. PHager, a son.

Pun*—In thtsd'.y, Not, -4. to the wife ol William F'. Patten, a aon,
Smstii -In ih; to the wife of Antonio Svaio is Smeth, a daughter.
Schmidt— In thi* city. N>>v. it, to the wife of Adolpfa Schmidt, a daughter.

BACB -In this city, Nov. 4, to the wife of H. E. Truebenbach, a son.

In thi* city. Hot. 7, to the wife of David Wilson, a daughter,
Waukman—In this city, Nov. 10, to the wife of L. H. Wahnnin, a daughter.
WiiirB—In thb city, Nov. li, to the wife of George W. White, a son.

ALTAR.
BoswoKTll-WtLLtAMs — Nov. 13, Charles W. Bnsworth to Sarah Williams.
Cakbt-Boyston -Ocl 24, James A Carj to Miss Beulah A, Boynton.

Hlirroa -Non 13, Andrew J. Coffee, Jr., to Edith Hinton, both of this city,
l'onselly-Mullex—Vov. 3, John J. Connelly to Maggie Mullen.
Eldkii < .v. 12. Edward E. Eldridge to Margaret Peebles,
pRANRLlH-Lovil -Nov. 12, by Rev. T. K, Noble, Louis Franklin to Annie Lovie.

-Bah -Oct '-J7, George F. Fisher to Emma Roh, both of this city.

KwasBN-Qo linank-Nov. 11, Michael Klassen to Eliza J. Guiltnane.
OOOD-Obifvih—Nov. 9, by Father Gallagher, Thomas Good to Annie Griffin.

i-LoRAGGKN— Nov. 15, Joseph Mari Jauoh to Josephine Lgraggen,
Joussos-Owkss—Nov. 13, by Eev, Dr. Jewell, Edward E. Johnson to Lillian Owens-.
KiBBLKR-OkDWAY-Nov. 8, Wm. T. Kibbler to Martha A. Ordway, both of this city.

Kins.klla-0'Conxkll-Oct. 30, James T. Kinsella to Annie T. R. O'Connell.
Lirbsciier-Brodbeck -Nov. 9, Edward Liehscher to Caroline Brodbeok.
Mi.'.AHTHY-DruAX -Nov. 9, Jeremiah .McCarthy to Mary Dugan, both of this city.
McCorkell-Marsiiall—Nov. 11, James A. McCorkell to Annie E. Marshall.
all RRA-GftABAH -Nov. 9, Selkirk Muura to Kate S. Graham, both of this city.

HlUtXRR-BLlffN—Nov. 7, William Slillner to Clara A. Blinn.
Maooim-Guisbppisa—Nov. 13, Alexander Magtrini to Scaroni Guiscppina.
Rkdmusd-Bradv—Sept 23, Henry Redmond to Mary Brady.
Stmkk-B( aiAXAX—Nov. 2, Jacob Stauer to Miss Nellie Buchanan.
Sliikiikk-Schmidt—Nuv 9, George Scheret to Mrs. Josepha Schmidt.
Scni'RMASx-scin BSbBfl—Nov. 15, Adolph Louis Sehurmann to Elisa Schussler.
Taylor-Lewis Nov. 8, by Rev. T. K. Noble, Charles R. Taylor to Ada E. Lewis.
White-Brow.v-Nov. a, Harlow H. White to Nellie S. Brown.

TOMB.
Bailey—Nov. — , Marriam Bailey, a native of Missouri, aged 20 years.
Brooav—Nov. 10, Isabella Brogan, aged 51 years, 2 months and 23 days.
Bassett—Nov. 11, Win, Bassett, a native of New York, asjed 45 years
Bovce—Nov. 8, Richard Boyce, a native of Ireland, aged 73 years.

Barti'ti -Nov. 12, AbrogiO R Bartuti, a native of Ita'y, aged 00 years.
Covert—Nov. 11, Caroline E. Covert, aged 30 years, 6 months and 9 days.
Cabby—Nov 13, James B. Casey, a native of Ireland, aged 59 years and 8 months.
CoTTB—Nov. 14, Oscar Cotts, a native of France, aged 55 years and 7 months.
Doerr—Nov 11, Charles Doerr, a native of New York, aged 28 years.

Da Cusua - Nov. — . Edmundo Marcie] da Cunhi, aged 29 years, 6 inos. and 13 days.
Deaves—Nov. 10, Charles W. Deaves, aged 30 years, 9 months and 10 days.
EqlesTON—Nov. 14, Augusta M. l-.gleston, aged 44 years, 2 months and 23 days.
Edqar—Nov. 9, Thomas Francis Ed^ar, aged 11 years, 9 months and 3 days.
Flanagan—Nov. 14, Captain John Flanagan, a native of Ireland, aged 53 years.
Farrbn—Nov. 9, Marthy \. Farren, a native of New York City, aged 48 years.

Graham -Nov. 13, Herbert Graham, aged 28 years.

GIBBONS—Nov. 14, Mrs, Margiret Gibbons, a native of Ireland, aged 44 years.

Galvin—Nov. 8, Mrs. Annie Galvin, a native of Ireland, aged 46 years.

Gabs—Nov. 15, JoMeGass, a native of New York, aged 14 years and 9 months.
Harris—Nov. 12, Mrs. Neiliv- F. Harris, a native of Rhode Isl nd, aged 42 years
Jkefers—Nov. 10, Elizabeth Jeffers, a native of Ireland, aged 43 years.
Jameson—Nov 10, Horace D. Jameson, a native of Ve rnont, aged 49 yrs , 9 months.
Kinsella — Nov. 11, Harriet E. Kinsella, a native of New York, aged 32 years.

Lynch—Nov. 8, Mathew Lynch, a native of Ireland, aged 60 years.
Levy— Nov. 11, Joseph Nathan Levy, aged 11 years and 8 months.
Martin— Nov. 15, Abraham Martin, a native of England aged 51 years and 7 months.
McMasos—Nov. 14, Mary McManus, a native of Ireland, aged 56 years.
Marshall—Nov. 12, August Marchall, a native of France, a«ed 26 years.

Miller—Nov. 10, Edward Miller, a native of Maryland, aged 56 years, 2 mos. , 3 days.
O'Keefe—Nov. 15, John O'Keefe, a native of Ireland, aged 38 years.

O'Beykn— Nov. 11, Catherine O'Bryen, a native of Ireland, aged 62 years.
Rkaoan—Nov. 14, Patrick Reagan, a native of Ireland, aged 4:i years.
Roche—Nov. 12, John Roche, a native of Ireland, aged 43 years.
Rice—Nov. 11, John Rice, a native of Ireland, aged 59 years and 8 months.
Rt. doers—Nov. 9, Mary E. Rodgers, a native of San Francisco, lfi yrs., 2 mos., 2 dys.
Simmons—Nov. 11, Grace M. Simmons, a native of England, aged (i0 years.

Tobin—Nov. 7, Catherine Sarah Tobin, aged 26 years and 4 months.
Wieseniiavern — Nov, 8, L. Wiesenhavern, native of Germany, 51 yrs., 8 mos.,29dys.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of Contention Consolidated Mining: Company, San

Francisco, Nov. 13, 1882-—At a meeting of the Board of Directors ol the
above-named Company, held this day, a Dividend (No. io) of Twenty-five Cunts (26a)
per share was declared, payable on TUESDAY, November 28th, 1882. Transfer
Books closed on November 18th, 1882, at l£ o'clock m. This dividend is payable at the
Farmers' Loan and Trut Company, in Now York, on all stmk issued there, and
at the office in this city on all stock issued here. D. C. BATES, Secretary.
Office—Room 79, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California. Nov. 18.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
The Company"*. »%%m r* uill null for Yokohama and

IIouk Uoiijc:
CITY O

I

UKCEMBER fi FEBRUARY 23
CITY OF PEKING ,i \\i \kv O.al -2 r. m.

I

For Mew York, via Paannam
CITY OP RIO DE JANEIRO NOVEMBER 18, at Ip.h.,

rakiM lr.i,i.t and Passenger* to KAZATLAN, BAN Bl IS, MANZANI1 i

ACAPULCO, and via A-eapiilou for Lower Mexican and Central American Ports, ell-
I N JOSE DEOI VTiCMALAand LA i

I md mails,

Oommtncina December 1st, th*»teamer for Panama trill lean- on
iht tstand 16th, instead of 4th and I9th,an heretofore,

lo and from Europe bj aoj line for aate al the lowest rates ; also f r ila-

vana and all West India porta.

For Honolulu, Aacklnml ami SydneyI

ZBALAMD1A NOVEMBER 20, at 2 P. u.,
nr on arrival of the Engllsl

Ten Dollars additional is oharfced For I ppot Cabin passage.
For freight or passage a\.\-\\ at Mie mliee, e<.r, Kirwl uml Kninnan Htrcits.

18J
WILLIAMS. D1MOND ACQ., General \tfonts.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,
For Japan aud China, leave « barf, earner FlrM ami Bran-

nan streets, at 2 p.m., for YOKOHAMA AND UONGKONG, connecting at
Yokohama with Steamers for Shanghai.

188*.
ARABIC Thursday, January 18
OCEANIC Tuesday, January 30
COPTIC Saturday. February 10
GAELIC Tuesday . afarcfa 8

BELGIC Saturday, March 17

1882.
LB IBIC Tuesday, October 31
OCEANIC Saturday, November 11

COPTIC Thursday, November 23
GAELIC Saturday, December lfi

BELGIC Thursday, December 28

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Redui ed Kates
Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.'s

General Offices, Room 74, cor. Fourth and Townsend sts.
For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific Mail Steam-

ship Company's Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.
T. H. GOODMAN, General Passenger Agent.

LELAND STANFORD, President. Oct 14.

FOR PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, OREGON.
The Oregon Railway ami Navigation Company and Pacific

Coast Steamship Company will dispatch from Spear-street Wharf, for the
above ports, one of their new Al Iron Steamships, via. : OUEEN OF THE PACIFIC,
COLUMBIA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA and OREGON.

Sailing Days,
NOVEMBER 3-8-11-15-18-22-25-29,

And every following: WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
At 10 o'clock A. M.

Connecting at Portland, Oregon, with Steamers and Railroads and their connecting
Stage Lines for all points in Oregon, Washington and Idaho Territories, British
Columbia and Alaska.

Ticket Office 214 Montgomery Street
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

fNov. 11.] No. 10 Market street. San Francisco.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamers ol this Company will sail from Broadway Wharf

as follows :

For Victoria, B.C., and Puget Sound Ports: On the 10th, 20th and 30th of each
month (except when such days fall on a holiday, then on the day previous). Steamer
of the 30th connects at Port Townseud with steamer "City of Chester " for AlaSKa.
For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the O. R. & N. Co.: Every ± days.
For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 5th, 10th, 15th,

20th, 25th and 3oth of each month.
For Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and

Ventura: Every Wednesday at 8 a.m.
For Eureka, Areata, and Hook ton, Humboldt Bay: Every Wednesday, 9 o'clock.
For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc.: Every Monday.

Ticket Office, No. 214 Montgomery Street, near Pine.
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

Nov. 26. No. 10 Market street.

PACIFIC MAIt STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
SPECIAL ><> I l< i: Tbe Steamship City of Rio <le Janeiro,

FOR PANAMA, will anil on

SATURDAY, AT 4 T. M., INSTEAD OP 10 O'CLOCK A. M,,
A8 previotisl) advertised.

[Nov. 18.J WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., Genera] Agents.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Bullion Mining Company. -Location of principal plnce of

business, San Francisco, California. Location of works, Gold Mill. Storey
County, Nevada. Notice is hereby given that at a meeting ol the Board of Direct-
ors, held on the twentieth d j 61 October, 1882, an assessment (No. 26) of Fifty
Cents per share was levied upon the capital stock of the corporation, payable imme-
diately, in United States gold coin, to the Secretary, at the office of the Company,
Room 3, Safe Deposit Uuildinir, No. 32S Montgomery street, San Francisco, California.
Any stmk upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on TUESDAY, the

TWENTY-EIGHTH (28th) day of NOVEMBER, 1882, will he delinquent, and adver-
tised for Bale at public auction ; ami unless payment is made betore, will be sold on
WEDNESDAY, the TWENTIETH (20th) day of DECEMBER, 1882, to paj the delin-
quent assessment, together with costs of advertising and expenses of sale. By
order of tbe Board Of Directors. J. M. BRAZELL, Secretary.

Office- Room 3, Safe Deposit Building, No. 328 Montgomery street, San Fran-
cisco, California. Oct. 28.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
JUSTICE MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 37
Amount per Share 20 Cents
Levied October IStfa

Delinquent in Office Norem
Dav of Sale of Delinquent Stock Decemher 12th

R. E. KELLY, Sen,
Office—Room 2, Hayward's Building, No. iU' California street. San Fran. ;

ornia. Oct. 21.

A. WALDSTEIN
-

LtthO£rnplier mil Ziuco^ruplier, So. 320 SatiMome street.
Room 4S. Second Floor. An- 19.
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REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.

Becorded in the City and County of San Francisco, California, for

the Week ending: November 14, 1882.

Compiled from t he Records ofthe Commercial Agency, 401 California St. ,
6'. F.

Tuesday, November 7th.

GRANTOBAND GRANTEE.

George C Icke to Annie M LieBe.

.

Harriet A Blake to A W Braner .

.

Chloe F Tilton to John Wulbern..

\V 3 Seabnry to Maria K Seabury.

Tide Land Comrs to E McGivney.

Same to Wm French

Same to Jas Gleason

Geo Forsyth to Jno Fursyth

L H Thomas to Isidore Burns

DESCRIPTION.

S Pacific, 137:6 e of Powell, s 67:6 x w
23, being in 50-vara lot 115
W 31st avenue, 59:11 s A street, w 165:'*,

se 50, e 156, n 50 to commencement

—

Outside Lands 314W Lagnna, 90 n Filbert, n 25x87— West-
ern Addition 246

N Sacramento, 00:6 w Fillmore, w 28:3

x 128, being in Western Addition 352.

Nw Naioma, 125 ne 7th, ne 25x75, being
inlOO-vara 247

Se Folsom, 225 sw 7th, sw 25x90—100-
vara 257

Nw Minna, 125 sw 7th, sw 25x75, being
in 100-vara 261

N O'Farrell, 96:6 w Scott, w 26:6x110-
Western Addition 455

Sw Stewart, 137:6 se Market, se 45:10 x
i 137:6, being in 50-vara 597 -.

I

PRICE

$ 5

300

750

Gift

7

Wednesday, November 8th.

E W Burr to Benjamin S BrookB.

R Seiders to Annie W Clark

J Shineberger to Mary MacCrellish

Frederick McCrellish to same
Harriet E Case to George Wells..
Root Feige to Joe Rosenthal
LF J A Bordeloi to F Berton

Sophia C Mason et al to J E Mason

Jno Turner to Jno Mason el al . . .

.

50-vara lots 4 and 5, being in Western
Addition 119

Undivided half, n 9th avenue, 200 e of K
street, e It 0x100

iFifty-vara 192, Potrero Valley lot 403,

416
Same
Lot 26, bik 290, O'Neil & Haley Tract.

.

W Stockton, 40 s Sacramento, b 67x80. .

N Washington, 107 e Montgomery, c 20
x 60 ; s Pacific, 98:1 w Stockton, s 72:

10 x w 19:5, being west half of 100-

vara 161
Undivided half of property in 1049 D
377, and 41 of Miscellaneous, page 1991

excepting certain lots
|

E Potrero avenue, 55 e Center, s 12x100,

1

Potrero Nuevo 72 |

950

200

Gift
Gift
400

6,700

Thursday, November 9th.

C D G Coffin to Mary M Hosmer

MargaretDunne to John O'Connor
Henry Hinkel to Geo W Hinkel . .

.

E Jones by exra to T Brown

Hib S & L Socy to TDelaney

Danl Simpson to Timothy Norton,

Jane Scott to P F C Sander

Thos W Mulford to Delia Murphy.

Delia Murphy to Milton H Sanger
Daniel Carmody to Cath Carmody

Wm J Bryan to Wm Patterson..

Lot 12, blk 402, lots 5 and 7, blk 269, S
S F Hd & R R Association

Sw Leavenworth and Pacific, s 40x60..

Nw Baker and Sacramento, n 127:8 x
137:6; ne Baker and Sacramento, n

127:8x137:6
N side of A street, w 23d avenue, w 53:

4x100
S Tyler, 197 w Franklin, w 25x120, be-

ing in Western Addition 136
N Liberty, 105 w Dolores, w 25x114—
Mission Block 88

Commencing at se line of Survey of 100
vara Lagoon lots, 550 feet sw e corner
of said survey, sw 275 x nw 275, being
100-vara 11 nf said survey

S Broad ave, 320 e Capital, e 5x125, pori
lot 3, blkG.RR Homestead

Same
N Valley, 126 w Gnerrero, w 25:8x114-

Harper's Addition 37
Lot 274, Precita Valley

i 1

3,000

Gift
600

Friday, November 10th.

J O Dean by exr to J Dockendorff

Mary Petch to A Carpentier

C L Hinkel to Michl O'Donnell. .

.

Wm Hale to George B Davis

CbloeF Tilton to Robert Gil!

Tide Ld Comrs to Jno McHaffie. .

.

R McKeen et al to J F Naughton.

.

I N Tborne to Wm Hessler and wf
Alexr O Erksou to same
H N Cook to Jacob Beisel

E Castro, 137:6 n 20tb, n 27:6x125, being
ing in Mission Block 112

N California, 29 w Selina place, w 29 x
55, being in 50-vara 151

Se Eldridge, 80 sw 40x80, being in 100-

vara 273
W Webster, 55 s Sutter, s 27:6x93, being
in Western Addition 310

W Laguna, 115 n Filbert, n 25x87, being
in Western Addition 246

Nw Folsom, 325 ne 6th, ne 50x85, being
in lOU-vara 2C5

WBarllett, 55 s 24th, s 40x117:6
Nw Post and Devisadero, n 37x86:3. . .

.

Same
W Pennsylvania avenue, 150 n of Mari-
posa, n 150, w 100, nlOO, sw 269 to

Mississippi, e to commencement, be-

Elizth M Gnnn to Jos Olcovich. . .

.

H Horstmann to Peter Spreckels.

.

ing in Potrero Nnevo 300.

N Clay, 177:6 w Franklin ; w 2S:9xl27:S.

being in Western Addition 123.

N Ridley, 113 w Guerrero, w 75 n 19:7,

nw 58:9, ne 75, se 86:5, s 47:3 to com—
Mission Block 24

$ 450

350

500

1

750

17
422

500

3,600

Saturday, November 11th.

Tide Land ComrB to W J Brady.,

Same to Same

United Ld Assn to B PaBquale...

D P Marshall to Jose Baptista ...

J A Lukin to Henrietta Lukin..,

Tide Ld Comrs to Patk Enright.

O F Meldon to Cath Davison

SHydenfeldt to Saml Hart
Tide Ld Comrs to Mary E Venker

Sw Rausch, 100 nw Folsom, nw 25x112,
being in 100-vara 269

Se Clary, 100 sw 5th, sw 25x75, being in

100-vara 192
Se Howard, 50 ne 6th, ne 25x80, being

in 100-vara 219
S Geary, 264 w Steiner, w 22xS2:6
Se Howard, 115 sw 3rd, sw 20x80, being

in 100-vara 52 1

Se corner Howard and Ransch, bw 10-

11, ne 14:6 to Rausch, thence 8-10 to

commencement
Sw side of ^Nevada, 158 se 22:6x63, being

in Mission Block 9-

Ncor Harrison and Spear, ne 275x275..

Sw Dora, 155 nw Harrison, nw 25x80—
100-vara 256

10
3,650

Saturday, November llth—Continued.

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE. DESCRIPTION. [PRICE

L Aiglctinger to Henry Fromberg,

H Fromberg to L Aigletinger

Jno Mnrphy to 3 T Getchel!

J T Getchell to Jno Murphy

N Grove, 68:9 e Fillmore, e 68:9x137:6—
' Western Addition 301
Ne Fillmore and Grove, e 68:9x137:6—
Western Addition 310

Se Precita Place and Washington Ave-
nue, e 35x100

Lots 1445 to 1 J47, Gift Map 3

$4,500

6,500

2,000

Monday, November 13th.

John Folsom to Geo AsmiiBsen..

Michael Brown to Margt Brown

.

Same to Same

Wm Harney to Leland Stanford.

V Wackenreudcr to Cath Urbais.

Henry Smith to Elizth H Smith..

Cath Riley to Louis Golder...*

Wm H Hart to Mary A Hartley. .

.

L Gottig to Same

E Mission, 195 s 24th, e 115, n 98:6, sw
135:1 to Mission street, thence s 27:6
to commencement

Se Perry, 425 sw 3rd, sw 25x80, bein
100-vara 80

Nw Silver, 405 sw 30th, sw 25x75, being
in part of 100-vara 83

N Pine, 91:8 e Stockton, e 15:10x69:9; ne
corner Pine and Stockton, e 91:8x45:

10, being 50-vara 298
E Potrero Avenue, 100 -Potrero Nueva
Block 81

Nw Pine and St Marys, n 57:6, being in

50-vara 274
W corner Howard and 10th, bw 33, be-
ing in Mission Block 6

E Harrison, 208 n 23d, n 26x110—Mission
Block 140

E Folsom, 65 s 23rd, s 30x90, being in

Mission Block 152

$2,550

Gift

Gift

19,000

1

Gift

5,000

1,700

950

Tuesday, November 14th.

Lawrence Drake to Saml Drake.

Milo Hoadley to Sarah Hoadley..
Eliza Gunter to E Walgamot
Jas Jeffries to H H Warburton...
FD Cottle et alto P A Cook

H JameBon to Annie B Jameson.

Calvin Brigham to E E Whitney.

Edward Plaes to Mary Fanbel..
Annie Touhill to Lorenz D Feil.

Edward Cahill to J M Byrne

Jas Keene to C Howard, Trustee.

Alex Boyd to John F Merrill

Thomas Magee to Michl J Curdy.

S Washington, 137:6 w Stockton, w 137:

6x137:6, being in 50-vara 102 ; subject
to mortgage for $27,500

Nw Bush and Lyon, w 215x275
N Green, 35 e Taylor, n 40 x e 25
Lots 9 and 10, hlk 11, College Hd...
Nw Howard, 337 sw 5th, sw 47x75, be-

ing in 100-vara 203
W Devisadero, 26:7 s Sacramento, s53x
100—Western Addition 500

Sw 15th avenue, 262:6 se L st. se 27:6 x
100; portion of lot 5, blk 309.SSF
Hd &RRAssn

Lot in Laurel Hill Cemetery
Nw Ellis and Hyde, n 25x62:6—50-vara
1330

E Dupont, 20 n Pine, n 20x50, being in
50-vara 287

SeGt-aryand Stockton, e 137:6x137:6-
50-vara 917.. . -

Se Kearny and Ver Mehr place, e 80, s

60, w 20, n 20, w 60, n 40 to com
S Pacific avenue, 150 w Fillmore, w 25x

127:8 1-4 W A 319

17,000
5,000

8,000

500
5

8,550

8,000

120000

140000

1,300

GEO. STREET, Agent News Letter, 30 Cornhill, E. €., London.

F
LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.

finest and Cheapest Meat-flavoring
Dishes and Sauces.

Stock for Soaps, Made

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT,
Anlnvalnable ana Palatable Tonic in all Cases of Weak

Digestion and Debility. " Js a success and boon for which Nations should feel

grateful." See " Medical Press," " Lancet," " British Medical Journal," etc.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
Caution--Genuine only with fac-simile oi Baron Ijiebig's

Signature, in blue ink, across Label.

This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substitutes being in
the market.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
To be had of all Store-keepers, ttrocers and Chemists. Sole

Agents for the United States (wholesale only), C. David & Co., 9, Fenchurch
Avenue, London, England. Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, San
Francisco. June 10.

The Summer Sun and Dnst. Ladies and all exposed to the scorching
rays of the sun and heated particles of dust, will find that the most
cooling and refreshing preparation for the face, hands and arms, is

Rowlands' Kalydor, which eradicates all prickly Heat, Sunburn, Tan,
Freckles, Stings of Insects, etc., and produces a beautiful and delicate
complexion.

Rowlands' Macassar Oil prevents the hair falling off or becoming dry
during the hot weather, and eradicates scurf and dandruff.

Rowlands' Odonto is the purest and most fragrant Tooth Powder ever used,
and contains no acid or mineral ingredients, which are so detrimental
to the. teeth and gums. Its purity especially adapts it for the teeth of

young children. Ask any dealer in perfumery for Rowlands' articles,

of 20, Hatton Garden, London.

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.
Attendance, daily, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by the under-

signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, and to furnish all information
relating to the Society. J- P. McCURRIE, Secretary,

Oct. 23. Room 4, No. 531 California st.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Gold Medal, Paris, 1S78.

old by all Stationers. *Sole Agent for the United States:Sold by all Stationers. Sole Ag
MR. HENRY HOE, 91 John sfreet, N. Y Jan. 5.

COKE CHEAPEST FUEL.
Reduction in Price : Wholesale Price, 50 cents per barrel ;

Retail Price, 60 cents per barrel, at the works of the SAN FRANCISCO GAS-
LIGHT COMPANY, Howard and First streets, and foot of Second st. Jan . 12.

NOTICE.
——

or the very best photographs gro to Bradley A Rulofson's,
in an Elevator, 429 Montgomery street. Oct. 29.F
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NOTABILIA.
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Preparations with Uebig's Name. It may b* remember
in the Mir, Hi m! journal* n* t.i the

certain Obstetric Beg, wherein two eminent {ryuae-

ited the iu*ht nf priority to certain improvements; others
tod tlii- wordy warfare wai dignified with the name "f

"the battle of the ban." Thi* titue, another battle is raging over the use

of Liemg*a name, which i- at present confi 1 to the lay press, bnt as we
hare been Jrawn into the dispute and the weight of our authority solicited,
we would briefly summarize the «;*- thus: nany years a«o, the original
Baron Justus v. in Liebig, after extensive experiments, introduced to the

don and the public his celebrated "Bxtraotam Oarnia,
11

whiofa soon
became, and i-» still, justly popular as a dietetic article of great value. A

in after l.iehi^'s death, a cocoa was introduced under the style of
Baron Li(big'$ Coroa, with the sanction and pecuniary support of the sec-

n of the original Baron von Liebig, and this has been advertised
"Baron Liebig, the eminent chemist and analyst, who has invent-

ed and who superintends the manufacture and analysis of this preparation,
as well as the Liebig Company's extract of meat, etc, etc." It \a to this
misleading statement that khe present controversy is due ; and it is but
right that the matter should be placed on a proper footing. That the em-
inent chemist eras the originator of Liebig's extract of meat is certain, and
it is equally certain that he had nothing whatever to do with Lieblg*8 co-

coa, inasmuch as this was not brought out until several years after bis

death. It is therefore untrue that he invented the two articles ; and it is

equally misleading to call the present possessor of the name "the eminent
chemist.*' The cocoa should be called plainly Baron Hermann von Lie-
big's Cocoa, and no miscouception would be possible.

—

The Medical Press
and Circular.

" Let there be light ?" said the maker of the universe when he first

what to others would seem an arduous task but to him was mere
child's play. It is extremely difficult to work in the dark ; in fact, there
are but few living creatures that can. Pickering, groping for an idea is

a fair sample of man's work, while the cat after the mouse is another, and
probably better example of the same thing. Get your gas fixtures, chan-
deliers, burners, etc., from McNally & Hawkins, 607 Market street, un-
der the Grand Hotel, and you will be all right.

When the fascinating ticker is a-ticking,

Is a-ticking,

And by points the market rises one by one,

One by one,
The enterprising broker's never kicking,

Never kicking,
And the speculator counts his profits won,

Profits won.

But the fascinating ticker gets a-ticking,

Gets a-ticking,

And by points the market tumbles two by two,
Two by two,

And the enterprising broker, never kicking,
Never kicking,

Looks for other lambs that he can " do,"

He can do.

When Noah stepped gaily into his floating museum, he did not have
much time to spare. He did not even stop to buy an umbrella. Let us
take warning. Winter is coming, and ere the heavy rains eat the wood-
work of our houses away, let us hurry up and get them painted over with
the " imperishable paint." It alone can Tlefy the elements and keep our
houses waterproof and sound. James R. Kelly & Co., of Market street,

below Beale, are the agents for this coast.

Photography is a sunny art. There is no gloom about it. It is, as
it were, stolen rays of sunshine drawn to earth for our especial benefit.
Had the art been discovered in the days of the Ancients, we very much
doubt if it would have received the sanction of the priesthood. It savors
too much of magic. We never really understood its' range, capacity and
beauty, until we visited the studio of Messrs. Bradley & Rulofson, now at
the corner of Montgomery and Sacramento sts., but soon to remove to the
corner of Geary and Dupont.

A " Cloture."— Liberal Landlord. " What are you doing in my stack-
yard?" Irish tramp (engaged in mending his clothes.) "I was jista
gatherin' in me rints, sorr!" The squire drops the subject, and retires."—Punch.

The Republicans have had to take a back seat this election. And
why? Simply because the puritanical, methodistical element amongst
them took umbrage at a man's having his liquor on Sunday. They make
a deuced sight more noise over their worship than a man does over his

glass. But then, they are the salt of the earth. Salt kills grass, but it

cannot kill the fame of P. J, Cassin & Co's. whiskies. Call in at the cor-

ner of Washington and Battery streets, and if you are a buyer you will be
suited.

Among the ladies who may read this there may be several sickly ones
who have made up their minds to act on the old saw which specifies that
" What can't be cured must be endured." While the truth of the old

proverb is self-evident it is just possible they may have erred in judg-
ment as to the possibilities of the healing art outside of the medical pro-
fession, and before giving up in despair they bad better test the efficacy of
Mrs, Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, which is now attracting
universal attention.

An aesthetic butcher gazed on a beef carcass just opened, put up his

hands and murmured " What a beautiful interior."

In a rushing cosmopolitan oity like San Francisco, them an thousands
•f ladli imen who prefer taking the extra half-hour's sleep to
having I lumie. We call the attention of th< to the faot that
at Swain's, 213 Sutter street, breakfast, lunch and dim. id with
nil home comforts. It is a house where .» lady without an i

ways be safe from insult, and can d.pend u| receiving the bast of meals
and polite attendance.

Tea. she was straight from London Town,
Bui it doth us behove.

To tell the truth, and BO, of course,
She oalllei itove,
And her old man " a CO! ••."

Nevertheless, ahe knew what ahe wa about when she bought afl Arling-
ton from Ds La Montanya, on Jackson streel below Bal

"Papa, what is a tornado '.'" asked a young hopeful. " My son," - rid

the father, glancing cautiously around to see if the coast * mi clear, "did
yo u hear your mother tell me this morning what she thought of a man
who would stay out all night to see the comet '.'" " \\s, sir," replied the
awe-Stricken boy. "Well, that Was about as near a tornado as a man
can get without being hurt. But you needn't tell your mother 1 said Bo."

Many of our most distinguished painters have graduated from the less
pretentious, but none the less honorable ranks of the sign painters. The
sign painter's work is always before the public, while the artist's master-
piece may grow cob-webby in its dim obscurity. The public is the best
judge of artistic merit, and it has awarded the place of honor to Noble
Bros., of 642 Clay street, as demonstrating to what a high standard out-
dour painting can be brought.

"Middle measures are often but middling measures." There are no
"middlings" about Kidney-Wort. It is the most thoroughly refined
" flower" of medicine. It knows no half-way measures, but radically up-
roots all diseases of the kidneys, liver and bowels. It overthrows piles,

abolishes constipation and treats the system so gently and soothingly as to
prove its true kinship to nature in all its praises. It is prepared in both
liquid and dry form.

New Cable to Western Africa.—According to the Paris corre-
spondent of The Times a cable will, before long, be laid between France
and Senegal.—Electrician.

"Have you been East?" said a friend of ours the other day."
" No," we replied. " Why ?" " Because," said he, " the cut of your clothes
seem to say, 'New York.'" "That's just where you're wrong," we re-
plied, rather nettled that he should not be aware of the fact that Messrs.
Litchfield & Co. make gentlemens' clothes in a style which New York can
hardly equal, and never hope to surpass. It is almost unnecessary to add
that their place of business is at 415 Montgomery street.

The head has universally been acknowledged to be the seat of wisdom,
wit, humor and common sense. There that mystic series of globules, the
brain, lies snugly ensconced in its bony chamber. From thence are flashed
the telegraphic messages which move our muscles, and command our
course. Therefore, we should not insult the head by wearing any hats
but those bought from White, 614 Commercial street.

We have often seen a fast-drivenA St. Louis horse chews tobacco,
horse smoke.

—

Lowell Courier.

"Oysters," said she, And away they went,
"Allright," said he! Both well content,

To Moraghan's oyster saloon, Nos. 68 and 69 California Market.

Brooks' Machine Cotton is the best that can be had. It never breaks
or frays, and can be depended upon to be always the same. Those who
have used it once never change for any other.

Headquarters for Electric Belts and appliances for the cure of ner-
vous, painful and debilitating diseases. Pamphlets, with full particulars,
free. Address Pulvermacher Galvanic Company, 513 Montgomery
street, San Francisco, California.

J. F. Cutter's Old Bourbon.—This celebrated whisky is for sale by
all first-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

Best pictures taken at the Imperial Gallery, 724£ Market street.

ENTERPRISE MILL ANO BUILDING CO.,
Sawing, Planing and Manufacturing—Doors, Sashes, Blinds and

Mouldings—Turning, Scroll and Jig Sawing—Counters,
Bar and Store Fixtures.

Finishing Work for Buildings on Hand and Made to Order.

217 to 225 Spear SI., anil 2 is to 226 Stewart St., S. F.
The largest and oldest established mill on the Pacific Coast.

D. A. Macdonald, Pres't. R. S. Falcoser, Sec'y. W. N. Miller, Supt
[March 25.]

P. N. Neural. W. S. Somervell

PACIFIC ASPHALTUM COMPANY.
Established 1865.

Proprietors of the Celebrated Corral de Piedra Asphaltum Mine,
(San Louis Obispo County),

Dealers in rudr and ejined

ASPHALTUM, FELT AND ROOFING MATERIAL.
Prepared Asphaltum for Country Orders always on hand. Contractors for Side-

walks, Roofs, Floors and General Asphaltum Work. All Work Guaranteed.

Office and Depot, 420 Jackson. \
Branch Office,422 Montgomery,S.F.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..
DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS.

Agents for RICORD'S RESTORATIVE PILLS.
635 Market Street San Francisco. Cnl.

PALACE HOTEL. June 24.
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BIZ.

The weather during the week has been clear and cold, with more or

less frost every night. Farmers are beginning to be anxious as to the

future—more rain is needed to keep alive the Wheat plant that was early

sown, while the Grass needs further nourishment in order to secure good
pasturage for cattle and sheep. A good deal of virgin land will be brought
under cultivation this coming season, while the aggregate acreage to be
planted will be much greater than ever before. Plows are now running
in all directions, and the good prices that most of the cultivators of the

soil have realized this year is a great incentive for more active farm-work
than ever before. Those that cultivated Hops this year have been made
rich by the extraordinary prices realized, and this fact alone has set

growers wild in their endeavors to increase their acreage to the utmost
limit. We fear that the business will be overdone in the United States,

if not upon the Pacific slope. In Wisconsin, contracts are now being
made for the crop of 1883, for 50c. $ lb.—the present price, SI—while

they can be raised with profit at 10c. $ lb. The Sacramento Bee has this

to say on the subject: "It looks as though every available piece of bot-

tom land in this section will henceforth be utilized for Hop-growing. The
unprecedented advance in the price of Hops this season has stimulated
many persons to engage in the business of growing that staple, and all

old Hop-growers are enlarging their fields. When men make a profit of

between $1,500 and §2,000 per acre—as has been done this season by all

wlio received the highest rates for their crops—it is no wonder that many
persons should be anxious to engage in the same industry. There is dan-
ger, however, of the business being overdone, for ordinarily there is not

much profit in Hop-culture. It is only when there is a shortage in

Europe that American growers reap such big profits as they have this

year."
Perhaps it is safe to say that the growing of Wool upon the Pacific

slope is no longer considered as profitable as in years past. Land has be-

come more valuable, and the vast tracts of Government land \ipon which
the sheep were, heretofore, allowed to graze without restraint, is now being
entered upon and cultivated with grain or laid out into graperies, orchards,
etc. We have now a stock of Wool in warehouse of 4,000,000 pounds,
and to a very considerable extent it is defective, or short staple of the
Fall clip. At present the few sales making are to Scourers, who are giv-

iug more attention to this business than heretofore. There are no East-
ern wool buyers here at present. Concerning the Pall Wool crop in the
northern part of the State, the Ked Bluff Cause states that the market
has been quite dull of late, prices ranging from 12^ to 14 cents per pound,
according to quality and its freedom from grass-seeds. A good many clips

contain foxtail in small quntities,.and if but a dozen seeds are found in a
sack the whole crop is condemned. Wool-growers will have to change
their shearing grounds and Pall ranges before shearing, after coming
out of the mountains. Foxtail seeds are said to be more damaging to
the wool than burs, and if our wool-growers would keep Wools up to their

high standard of excellence, they must, in the future, either shear their

sheep in the mountains, or procure places in the valley that are free from
foxtail grass.

Fruit Growers have had a very successful season of it, and have real-

ized handsomely therefor. Grapes have been sold for $20 to §5100 per ton,

the latter rate only for choice table varieties. Some native wine Grapes,
at the close of the season (after the rain), were sold at S18@20 #? ton ;

others from S25@35. The raising of good claret wine Grapes, such as
Zinfendel, can never be overdone. The Zinfendel claret has the world
for a market, and it is the best claret the world produces. It is not prob-
able that too many table Grapes—early varieties that will bear transplant-
ation—can be produced in this State. The Raisin culture will not be
overdone. We produce 200,000 boxes, and consume annually millions
that are imported from Spain. The fruit market at present is well sup-
plied with Apples, Grapes, etc. The shipment of green fruit eastward by
rail, notably Bartlett Pears, etc., has been attended with good results
and to a large extent, and now we are feeding Eastern markets with dried
Apricots, Peaches, Plums, Apples, etc.

Imports during the week have embraced the usual variety from the
Orient. The steamship Coptic, 23 days from Hongkong, via Yokohama
15 days, had for cargo Teas 1.918 pkgs., Rice 34,404 mats, Jute 1,100
bales, besides Coffee, Spices, etc.; also, 3,200 btls. Chow Chow. She also
brought, in transit for Eastern cities, to go forward by rail, Teas 3,929
pkgs., Silks 808 pkgs., Mdse. 67 pkgs.; also, in transit for South and
Central America, 1,300 mats Pice.

Hawaiian imports for the week include two cargoes per sail—the
barks D. C. Murray and Kala—the two bringing Sugar .6,000 bags, Rice
8.000 bags, besides Molasses, etc.

Exports to the Sandwich Islands continue to flow uninterruptedly.
The steamer Suez, hence on the 9th instant, carried Coffee 13,439 lbs.,

Sugar 16,838 lbs., and other Merchandise valued at $125,000.

The Br. steamship Oceanic, of the O. and O. line, sailed hence for
China and Japan on the 11th instant, carrying Flour 3,500 bbls., Quick-
silver 300 flasks, Ginseng 6,000 lbs., Cotton Shearings 192,000 yards, and
other Merchandise, to Hongkong, valued at $60,000, besides Treasure
$87,848. To Japan, Merchandise valued at $11,600; to Saigon, 500 bbls.
Flour.

The ship Yorktown has sailed for Liverpool, carrying for cargo
Canned Goods 1,000 cs., Salmon 868 cs., Flour 5,407 bbls., Honey 1,018
cs., Wheat 47,087 ctls.—value $131,973.

Flour.--The British ship Patterdale has sailed for Liverpool with
13,323 bbls., and the British bark Peri, 11,510 bbls. The British ship
Steelfield, for same, has 500 bbls.

The Whaling Fleet. -The Arctic fleet to date :

Bone, Oil. Ivory.
Pounds. Barrels. Pounds.

1882-24 vessels with 282,917 18,094 14,656
1881—24 vessels with 350,125 21,321 7,400
1880—20 vessels with 339,000 25,226- 15,250

A very considerable portion of the above catch will, without doubt, be
reshipped Eastward.

Kodiac.—The schooner Kodiac, 12 days from Kodiac, to the Alaska

Commercial Company, has arrived with Salmon, 114 pkgs.; Furs, 33
pkgs.; Fur Seal Skins,'61 bdls.

Samoan Islands.—The Amethyst has arrived with 9,600 Cocoanuts.

Cardiff.—The British ship Brodicle Castle has arrived with Steel
Blooms, 1,000 tons ; Coal, 1,450 tons.

Dundee.—The Argonaut, from Dundee, brings for cargo : Pig Iron,
800 tons ; Coal, 1,205 tons.

Havre.—The ship Fannie Tucker, from Havre, has arrived with :

Champagne, 375 cases and baskets; grain sacks, 2,000 bales second-hand
return wheat bags, etc.

New York.—The ship Manuel Laguna, from New York, 128 days,
has a large and well assorted cargo of general Merchandise.

Sugar.— Yesterday the refiners reduced their prices to the trade £c. $
lb. on all grades. Whites are now 12c.

Coffee.—The prices of all Central American grades are unchanged,
ranging from ll£c. down according to quality.

Rice.—The market is well stocked with all kinds. Hawaiian, 4|c.

;

China, 5i@6£c. for the better grades; Mixed, 4|@5c.

Teas.—Stocks of all kinds are large, and the Fall trade has thus far

been disappointing to the importers.

Wheat.—The market is very firm, with a good, steady demand both
for export and milling. No. 1 White, $1 674; No. 2 do., $1 65; Extra
Choice, $1 70 $ cental.

Barley is being largely dealt in speculatively on the Call Boards for

Futures. We quote Spot Lots of Brewing at SI 45@1 55; Feed, $1 37J@
1 42^; Chevalier, $1 45@1 60 # cental.

Oats.—Holders are firm and prices steady. Extra Choice, $1 90; No.
1, $1 85; No. 2, $1 75 $ cental.

Rye.—Choice is scarce at $2 10; No, 2, $1 75@1 90 $ cental.

Ccrn.—Very little selling. White is scarce at $2; Yellow, $1 62£ $ ctl.

NEW GOODS!
— IN—

DIAMONDS,
WATCHES,

JEWELRY
— AND —

8ILVEE-WAEE,
— AT —

RANDOLPH & CO'S,

No. 101 Montgomery Street,

Tucker's Old Stand, [Nov. 4.

DO NOT FAIL TO VISIT

THOMAS DAY & CO.,
122 AND 124 SUTTER STREET,

— AND —

EXAMINE THE NEW GOODS.
THE CHOICEST DESIGNS IN

Gas Fixxures and Fine Lamps,
And a Fine Collection of

Bisque, Faience and Other Novelties.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

No. 320 Post Street Opposite Union Square.

PROP. O. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 320 Po
street, is now open for Juvenile and Evening Classes. Office Hours, for Terms, etc.,

10 A.M. to 12 M., and 1 to 5 P.M. Oct. 22.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,
NO. 922 POST STREET.

Day and Boarding? School for Toon? Ladies and Children.
KINDERGARTEN. Term commenced July 24th. To secure admission for

hoarding pupils, applications should be made as early as possible.

May 13. MADAME B. ZEITSKA, A.M., Principal.

CONSUMPTION.

I
have a positive Remedy for the above disease; by its use
thousands of cases of the worst kind, and of long1 standing, have been cured.

Indeed, so strong is my faith in its efficacy that 1 will send TWO BOTTLES FREE,
together with a VALUABLE TREATISE on this disease, to any sufferer. Give
Express and P. O. address. DR. T. A. SLOCUM, 181 Pearl street, N. Y. [Nov. 11.
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THE ARLINGTON.
TilK ARLINGTON HOTEL is the best appointed hotel in California outside of San Francisco, being: designed

and specially built for first-class patronage.

The house occupies a whole square of five acres of ground, which is superbly laid out in lawns, flower gardens, etc.

As a delightful home for families or invalids THE ARLINGTON OF SANTA BARBARA has no equal on the

Pacific Coast.

Horse-cars lead directly to the ocean beach, where excellent SEA BATHING cau be had.

DIXEY W. THOMPSON, Manager,
[Nnv.llO SANTA BARBARA, ( Al.. i

ICHI BAN!

22 AND 24 GEARY STREET.

We are anxious to impress on the minds of the public
the fact that

ICHI BAN!
— IS A—

Free Exhibition, an<l that All nre Wel-
come to Visit It

Everyday or evening in the week without making a
a purchase. There is always something new,

SOLE AOENTS FOR THE ATJTOPHONE

iESTThe News Letter is printed with Shattuck &
Fletcher's ink.

ADORN YOUR HOMES.
Since Oscar Wilde lectured in San Francisco upon the art of adorn-

ing our homes there has been a noticeable stir in domestic circles, and
many a young lady has developed artistic talents of no mean order,
which, had they not been stirred into activity, might have lain dormant
forever. There are a thousand and one ways in which our girls can pro-
fitably employ their spare time, and at the same time improve their
minds. Panel and placque painting, and the now most fashionable and use-

ful pastime—the ornamenting of mirror frames. The first step to be
taken by the amateur is to purchase materials. When doing this it is al-

ways best to go to the place where the largest and most varied stock is

kept. Such a place is the extensive store of T. J. Bass & Co., 14 and lfi

Ellis street, near Market. There both the artist and amateur can find

every accessory of art. Boxes of water-color or oil paints, with all the
necessary appendages are to be found there, at prices to suit any class of

purchaser. An immense stock of the finest cake, tube, pan and bottle
colors is on hand, and are of the very best English and German make.
Paint brushes from Windsor & Newton, of a quality which it is hard to

obtain, are kept. They can be had of any size or fiueness. In a show-
case near the entrance door is a splendid selection of Christmas and New
Year's cards for the holidays. One of the main features of this establish-

ment is the manner in which the immense and varied stock is stored and
arranged. There is no confusion, and if the visitor calls for a cake of
" ultra marine " or a "burnt sienna," the lady or gentleman in charge of

the department can at once get what is wanted. A full line of crayons,
pastels, chalks, etc., is to be found, and in another department every de-

scription of paper used by the artist is on hand. Even plaster casts, for

studies, are kept for sale. In addition to the artists' goods, there is

also a full line of paints, oils, glass, varnishes, etc., suitable for the
house and carriage painter ; also, stencils and material used by fresco

painters. In fact, to sum up the whole thing in a nut-shell, T. J. Bass
& Co. have the largest and best selected stock of artists' materials we
have ever seen, either here or at the East.

EXHIBITION
of the celebrated

NAHL GALLERY
(from Cassel, Germany)

of the works of the

OLD MASTERS
of Italy, Germany, Spain,

the Netherlands, and France,

at the rooms of the

S. F. ART ASSOCIATION
(430 Pine Street.)

Begin'g Wednesday, Oct. 25th.

DAY AND EVENING.

ADMISSION, 25 CENTS.

A PALACE OF ART.
Owing to an increase of business, which rendered their rooms on Mont-

gomery street too small, Messrs. Bradley & Rulofson have taken the
whole of the two top floors of Blythe's new building, on the corner of Geary
and Dupont streets, and hope some time next week to occupy them. We
have no hesitation in declaring them to be the most perfectly fitted-up

rooms for the purposes of photography, and the comfort and convenience
of the visitors, to be found in this or any other city. The Art Room is

very spacious, and, having a glass roof, will enable the visitor to form a

correct idea of the merits of the works of art before him. The Reception
Room is elegantly furnished, and contains two handsome mirrors, one of

which is ten feet in hight. This will enable the tallest girl to see the
whole of herself. The Ladies' Parlor is a cosey little room, where private
consultations can be had as to "how my hair looks," etc. Dressing-
rooms abound, both for ladies and gentlemen; one great advantage being
that these dressing-rooms open directly into the Operating Room, so ena-

bling those who wish to be photographed in costume to escape the gaze of

other visitors. These rooms have every modern convenience. On the
upper floor are the Printing Rooms, and there are stowed away upwards
of 63,000 negatives. These Printing Rooms are simply perfect in their

arrangements, each department—such as the dark-room, retouching-room,
printing-room, etc.—being especially adapted to the purpose. As soon
as the workmen have finished work on the hallway leading into the build-

ing from Dupont street, Messrs. Bradley & Rulofson will move in.

DELICIOUS

CIGARETTES!
4^-Over Ono Hundred Millions

sold in 1881.

Unrivaled for Purity.

FRAGRANT VANITY FAIR,

THREE KINGS and

NEW VANITY FAIR.
Nine Firat Prize Medals.
\XM. S. lilllltUI, A CO

Peerless Tobacco Works,
Rochester, N. Y.

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN
Steam Baths; Electric and Chemical B»ths; Sulphur and

and other medicated vapor baths, with Swedish movements and massage.
Special apartments for ladies and families t>R. JUSTIN GATES,
July 1. 722 Montgomery street, near Washington.

A. BUSWELL & CO.,
525 CLAT STREET.

BOOK BINDERS,
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
Mr. Stauley'B unexpected return from the Congo has been the signal

for a lively controversy between him and M. de Brazza, if indeed the

pretensions of the French explorer have not precipitated his rival's visit

to Europe. A proneness to call things by their wrong names is not a

weakness of the energetic American, and in the speech which he delivered

at the banquet given in his honor at Paris, he certainly left no room for

his enemies to assert that Mr. Stanley's tendency to plain speaking has

deteriorated during his prolonged residence in Africa. For in so many
words, he told his audience that M. de Brazza, " Enseigne de Vaisseau,"

says what is not true in asserting that he has acquired proprietary rights

for France on the Upper Congo, and that in attempting to do so he was
playing false to the mission on which be was dispatched to West Africa

by the International Committee for conducting explorations in that region.

Soon after the publication of the narrative of his last expedition to

Africa, Mr. Stanley was asked by the King of the Belgians to undertake

a mission, the sole object of which was to introduce commerce and civili-

zation among the tribes who so thickly inhabit the banks of the great

river which he had explored almost from its source to its debouchment in

the Atlantic. How admirably he has performed this work we shall doubt-

less soon learn. The Middle or Upper Congo forms a noble waterway to

inner Africa, but the lower course of the river is impeded for a long dis-

tance by an impassable series of cataracts. To overcome this obstruc-

tion, Mr. Stanley has been laboring for the last three years. Already he

has built, under unhpard-of difficulties, a substantial road from below the

cataracts, two hundred and thirty miles along the north bank, far beyond

Stanley Pool, and therefore well into the navigable upper waters of the

river, where in former day3 he bad his conflict with the ferocious canni-

bals whose villages line its banks. At intervals along the road stations

have been built, and so regular a service of couriers established that let-

ters and papers reach the farthest outpost with rather more regularity

than they do at some of the outlying portions of the United States.

Meantime, while his men were laboring at the road, the head of the

expedition was ranging the neighboring country, making friends with the

suspicious barbarians, and exploring the region in order to acquaint him-

self with its capabilities for commerce. The river has thus been exam-

ined for four hundred miles above Stanley Pool—seven hundred miles

above its mouth—and the steam launch taken up a new river flowing out

of a lajce, the shores of which were thickly inhabited by fishermen. By
rigid fair play and a conciliating manner he has overcome the hostility of

the natives. Already they are alive to the advantage of trade. A mil-

lion yards of Manchester goods have been distributed amongst them in

the way of wages. The soil is rich, and as the people have shown some
inclination for work, a bright future, it is hoped, lie3 before that portion

of the " Dark Continent."

Mr. Gladstone is putting his closure bill through with much less diffi-

culty than was at first apprehended. Its principal result will be to put
an end to obstruction and to render the House of Commons a much more
effective legislating body than it has been for some years past. To it are

committed the care of the vast interests of the Empire, and the improve-
ment in its methods of procedure has not been effected one moment too

soon. It is believed by many thoughtful men that at no very distant day
the various Colonies will send representatives to the House of Commons.

The Gladstone Government has fallen on good fortune in these latter

days, and is now stronger with the people than at any previous period of

its history. It was Beaeon sfield's misfortune to have the Afghan and
Boer wars forced upon him just prior to a general election, and he suf-

fered in consequence. The success of its Egyptian policy has been the

making of the Gladstone Ministry, which six months ago showed signs

of weakening. In Ministerial, as well as in regard to all other affairs of

life, nothing succeeds like success.

TAXATION THE TEST.
Let the Democrats see to it that they not only behave politically

well, but that the officers-elect try and break away from the system of

patronage which has so long been the curse of so many States. The Dem-
ocrats of San Francisco should all understand that they could roll up no
such majorities as 10.000, 8,000, and generally 7,000. without the sincere

and honest help of Republicans. "It was a cold day when Aleck Bad-
lam got left." is the jeering cry of a great many Bourbons. Two years
from now, if he again desires office, he will show the unterrified that
their gait is far too slow for his next race. It is useless going into the
details of the late contest. It was won, firstly, on President Arthur's
veto of the Twenty-Years bill; secondly, on a very corrupt Board of Su-
pervisors, and, thirdly, on a general and special disgust for a few
officeholders, among whom were, markedly, the School Directors. AH
fair Republicans are contented with the result, knowing that so many
Municipal Governments, both Democratic and Republican, have been
had that there is every hope for improvement in the future. Taxation
will be the test of their honesty and administrative ability, and to that

the people will principally look. A number of dissolute underlings will

be turned out of the New City Hall. Let the Democratic party see to it

that the unchaste desks are filled by better men. If the officers-elect

have come intn office with their necks strung around with party pledges,

they will fill all the minor places with the offal of the Democracy. It is

to be hoped that this is not going to be the case, for there will not be a
deputy in a single office whose name will not be published in the daily
papers, and although they will not trouble themselves with the small-fry,

one and all will form an accurate estimate of the value of the heads of
departments by the tone of the men to whom they give official patronage.
This and taxation will, in a great measure, test the merits of the newly-
elected Supervisors. The time for juggling in politics has passed. We
all look now for good, honest work, for economy and square personal
fidelity. The safety and prosperity of the city and county of San Fran-
cisco depend on these points. If the Democrats, allowing for a margin
of mistakes, help these ends, they will help themselves. If they prove
themselves corrupt and extravagant, they can rely on it that they will

never see office in San Francisco again.

THE BOMBARDMENT OF KILLISNOO.
The revenue cutter, Thomas Corwin, returned to this port from her

northeru cruise on Tuesday night last, and the full report of her adven-
tures has already been laid before the public in the daily papers. It is a
record, however, that needs some comment. The story it tells is, upon
the face of it, plausible enough, but underlying the report are facts po-
tent to every intelligent reader, which silently tell a tale of a very differ-

ent kind frnni that which the concoctors of the narrative intended to give
to the public. We refer particularly to that part of the report which de-
scribes with so much bninbastic self-satisfaction the destruction of the
Indian village of Killisnoo. situated on Chatham Strait, about eighty
miles from Sitka. The facts are briefly these. A prominent Indian med-
icine man was accidentally killed by the premature discharge of a clum-
sily-handled whaling-gun. The Indians, in Btrict accordance with their
invariable custom, demanded damages to the extent of two hundred
blankets, and threatened to destroy the buildings of the Northwestern
Trading Company's station if the payment was not made. Thereupon
the agent of the Company set forth in the Company's tug, Favorite, pre-
sumably for the purpose of getting the blankets, and proceeding to Sitka
found there the Corwin, Lieutenant Healy commanding, and the United
States steamer Adams, Commander E. C. Merriman. The disturbance
being reported, a force of some seventy sailors and marines was placed on
board the Favorite, which at once started for the scene of action, closely
followed by the Corwin, with the redoubtable Captain Merriman on
board. The result may be told in very few words. On his arrival at
Killisnoo, Merriman, in a lofty and cavalier way, at once fined the Indi-
ans four hundred blankets, under pain of having their village bombarded.
A man of sense and moderation would, at least, have made some show of
inquiry into the rights of the dispute before arbitrarily inflicting a pen-
alty which, to these poor shivering wretches, was the heaviest
that could possibly be imposed. No lives had been lost save that of the
unfortunate Indian accidentally killed, and no harm had been inflicted

on the whites beyond the alleged vague threats of vengeance, that may or
may not be true, in case the damages claimed were not paid. And these
damages, it must be remembered, were claimed under an unwritten In-
dian law, which to the natives is as sacred as any of our laws are to us.

But Captain Merriman, clothed in a little brief authority, scorned, from
his place of safety, to attempt conciliation. The 400 blankets he must
have, or he would leave the offenders shelterless for the Winter. Well,
the poor devils did the best they could. They stripped themselves and
their wives and children, and scraped together some 80 tattered blankets,
which they brought aboard as a peace offering. Merriman kept the rags,

and his word, too, for he forthwith bombarded and burned the little ham-
let of huts, and drove his naked victims into the woods, there, probably,
to be frozen to death. Nor is this all. The village was looted as well as
burned, for we read that "the sailors and marines secured a quantity of
curios," which they brought to this city. Moreover, in order that the
misery of the Indians should be complete, this gallant officer of the U. S.

navy destroyed the canoes by means of which they gain their scanty liv-

ing from the sea. The manner of their destruction is grimly humorous.
The canoes were turned adrift and tired at by the Comvin's guns; but the

gunners couldn't hit them, so the}/ were broken up ivith axes. Now, isn't this

a pretty story all about a great war? And ought we not all of us to be
proud of the exploits of our redoubtable navy ? If Merriman were serv-

ing any European Government, he would be court-martialed and
cashiered as a coward and a bully, and one utterly incompetent to pro-
tect, with justice and discretion, the interests of his country. As it is,

we suppose his performance will be lauded, and the bombardment of
Killisnoo will take rank in our school-histories with that of Alexandria.

A THING TO BEWARE OF.
Hawaiian leprosy is a thing to beware of. Its subtle character would

startle our marriageable sons and daughters if they were acquainted with
it. The Hawaiian Islands are but a few days' sail from here, steamers
run regularly, and many of our people visit them in search of health and
recreation. Some of them have caught the contagion, and their offspring,

to the third and fourth generation, will suffer the consequences. The Ex-
aminer of Wednesday has a long and interesting article upon the subject,

which we commend to the attentive consideration of all who, by marriage
or otherwise, expect to have anything to do with returned visitors from
these leprosy-cursed islands. It appears from the account of our contem-
porary that when the victim leaves the Sandwich Islands and comes to

the colder atmosphere of San Francisco, all outward signs of the disease

leave him, but the evil thing lurks in his veins all the same, and is trans-

mitted to his progeny. The moment he goes back to a warmer climate
it breaks out as before, and wards off all comers by the ugliness of its ap-
pearance. The danger here is that in this climate it hides itself, disap-

pears, but is no less surely present. Mothers of marriageable daughters
are consequently unable to discern it, and are deceived accordingly. The
Examiner says that

:

" One particular case now in this city has a certain romantic phase at-

tached to it, which delicacy for the parties interested therein must shroud
it in mystery except to the initiated few."

Our contemporary goes on to indicate several other cases, and we could
add to the list. Suffice it to say that Hawaiian leprosy is a disease the
end of which no man can tell, and to cure which science is at fault. It is

calculated to make havoc among generations yet unborn.

W. T. Baggett, the editor of the Pacific Coast Law Journal, is doing
good service to the profession in issuing an index to that work, embracing
as it does all the decisions of the Supreme Court of California and the
important decisions of the U. S. Circuit and U. S. District Courts for the
District of California, and of the United States Supreme Court and
higher Courts of other States, from February 25, 1882, to August 19,

1882. A syllabus of the most important cases is given with the index,

and the whole number of cases reported is 472.

At Brownsville, Ont., William Tremble and his two blooming
daughters were poisoned from drinking " herb tea," to cure a cold. "Herb
tea " is a comprehensive term, but if any one imagines that he or she can
fool around nature, cull her leaves and make tea of them with impunity,
th at individual is very apt to get badly left. Foxtail soup is said to be
exciting, but all who imbibe are bound to be "in at the death."
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GOLD BARS—925 fine par.-ItCTism Silver—i:(j<a 14J ICcent. dis-

count. Mexican Dollars, 11@1'2 [>er cent. disc. noui.

•»" Exehftnet on New York. 25t . («. 25c t* 100 premium ; On London l'.uik

era, WS(|:49}d. ; Commercial, 50@50£d. Paris, sight, 5-12J(S5 10
francs per dollar. Eastern Telegrams, 88a,

tV Price of Money here, 6(3)10 per cent, per year—bank rate. In the
open market, 1@H per month. Demand light. On Bond Security,

3@4J per cent per year on Call.

•a- Latest price of Sterling in New York, 480(3)484

PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
San Francisco Xov. 24, 1H82.

Stock* and Bonds. Bid. Asked
BOSDS.

C*l. Stale Bonds, 6'9,*57 — —
S. F. Citv Jt Co. B'da, 6e,'69 Nom. Nom.
S. F. Citv A Co. Bds, 7s ... Nom. Nom.— 371

50 60
Sacramento City Bonds.... 50 60

105 —
90 100
90 100—

Los Angeles County Bonds. 100 —
Los Angeles City Bonds....
Vinr'a A Truckee R. R. Bds.

— 107
101 103

Nevada Co. N. G. R. R. Bds 110 114
|

Oakland City Bonds —
Oregon B& N. Bonds, 6s.. 109 110

102J i02§
;

U. S.4s 119 119$
BANKS.

100

127

INSURANCE COMPANIES.

125
1214

I

135 !

116 120 '

Stocks and Bonds.
INSIK\XCE COMPANIES.

State Investment
Home Mutual
Commercial
Western

RAILROADS.
C. P. R. R. Stock
C. P. R. K. Bonds
City Railroad

, Omnibus R. R
'N. B. and Mission R. R
Sutter Street R. R

: Gearv Street R. R
Central R. R. Co

. Market Street R. R
! CIay Street Hill R. R

i 8. F. Gaslight Co

J

Oakland Gaslight Co
j

Sac'to Gaslight Co
1

1
Califor'a Powder Co

1

;

Gia til Powder Co
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Pacific Rolling Mills, —, 1274- Cala. Dry Dock, 51, — . Safe Deposit Co., —,50.
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Central Gas Stock, —, 67J. Hawaiian Commercial Co., 314,324. Northern Pacific R.
R. Bonds, — , 104J.

The disturbances in the New York money market during the week, and
its effect on exchanges, is in a measure a reason for reporting a very lim-

ited business. Securities have also been affected by the recent decision of

our State Supreme Cuurt regarding the taxation of franchises, which has
created some anxiety on the part of owners, and consequently kept buy-
ers from the market. Spring Valley Water stock suffered the most, hav-
ing fallen from 112£, our quotation of last week, to 105 yesterday. At
the close, however, there appeared more disposition to purchase, and now
we rather look for some reaction. In other securities no special change
took place. Andrew Baird, 312 California st.

ALBION CONSOLIDATED—LEAD BARS.
The whole product of the water-jacket furnace started on the 4th

inst., will approximate 1,900 bars- say '95 tons, of an average value of

S280 per ton—say $26,600 for the tirst three weeks' run on selected ores
;

this will barely cover running expenses, and the indebtedness of the com-
pany December 1st will exceed §200,000. The impetus given the market
through starting the furnace, and Superintendent Robinson's extraordinary
telegrams, that he was turning out 3,000 bars daily, and that the product
would shortly be §180,000 monthly, advanced prices to §3 90 per share^but
want of faith in the Superintendent's advices caused prices to fall to $3 20
(5:S3 40, a depreciation on the value of the property of about $100,000
within a few days. The furnace is working badly, and is liable to
Bhut down at any moment. Dealers appear unwilling to put up much
coin upon Superintendent Robinson's telegram, after the past eighteen
months' experience, and appear to think Albion shares " a good thing to
leave severely alone."

Meteorological summary for week ending November 23d, 1882 :

Highest barometer, 30.344 on the 17th ; lowest barometer, 29.991 on the
23d; average during the week, 30.187; highest temperature, 58.5 on
the 21st ; lowest temperature, 45 on the 20th ; average during the
week, 50.4 ; highest relative humidity, 96 per cent, on the 20th and 22d

;

lowest relative humidity, 48 per cent, on the 17th ; average during the
week, 82.6 ; prevailing direction of wind, west ; maximum hourly velocity
and direction of wind, 20, North, 23d ; total rainfall during the week,
.16 inches ; total rainfall, season of 1882-3, 7.06 inches.

The Orient—The P. M. S. S. Co.'s steamer City of Tokio, 25 days
from Hongkong, via Yokohama 164 days, arrived on the 23d inst., bring-
ing passengers and Goverment mails, and for cargo : Teas, 849 pkgs

;

Rice, 32,343 mats ; Sugar, 170 bags ; also, 6,000 pks Chow Chow ; also,
in transit for Eastern cities, overland : Teas, 5,929 pkgs ; Silks, 919 pkgs ;

Curios, 98 pkgs.

MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For NavIkaIIuk the Atr.

Office of the Aeroplane Company for Navigating the Air, 609 Mer-

chant street. Office hours from 1 to 2 p.m.
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Look out for the Christmas number of the News Letter. Its title

page will be illuminated with a moat beautiful picture in several colors.

It will be a double number, filled withstories, graphic sketches of Califor-

nia, original poetry, etc. It will be a very fitting present to send to

friends abroad.

Ben Holliday, the once-noted mail contractor on this coast, is again in

Washington, busied in laying the ropes to carry through Congress, at its

coming session, his big claim against the Government. If fine dinners,
lavish disbursements, and the aid of a strong body of lobbyists, can effect

it, Ben will eventually succeed. He has, however, a host of enemies to

tight, who are always looking for an opportunity to pay off old scores,

and a man of positive character like Ben, who has a claim to engineer at

Washington, is apt to have a good many unsettled accounts on hand, both
personal and pecuniary.

Solving a Problem.—A Belgian engineer has been experimenting with
a secret process, which he claims to have discovered, for welding steel at a
red heat. The surfaces to be united are polished and smeared over with a
liquid, then brought to a red heat and welded. Several of the bars united
in this way were placed in a testing machine and strained to breaking,
but in no case did they separate at the weld. The secret has been sold to

a Railway Company for a large sum.

Californians Abroad, November 11, 1882.—Paris: Mrs. DusboI,
San Francisco, Hotel Dominici; Miss Houston, San Francisco, Hotel
FA-thenee; Mrs. Maynard, San Francisco, Hotel l'Athenee; Mrs. Savage,
San Francisco, Hotel Richmont. London: J. Haseltine, San Francisco,
80 Mortimer street. Rome: S. B. Breese, San Francisco; Mrs. A. J.
Stiles, San Francisco. Heidelberg: Mrs. J. Raum, San Francisco. -

Continental Gazette.

Lateat from the Merchant's Exchange.—New York, Nov. 24, 1882.
United States Bonds-4s, 1183 ; 4£s, 112^ ; ex-5s, 1014 ; Sterling Ex-
change, 480£@484A; Pacific Mail, 34^; Western Union, 79| ; Wool
—Spring, fine, 20(a>32 ; Burry, 15@20 ; Pulled, 20@45 ; Fall Clips, 15®
18; Burry, 12@14. London, Nov. 24.—Liverpool Wheat Market, 9s.@
9s. 3d.; California, 9s.@9s. lid ; Consuls, 112 l-16@1024j Silver, 51J.

We have lost all interest in the discovery of the North Pole, the
squaring of the circle, the philosopher's stone, the principle on which
plumbers' bills are made out, and secrets and mysteries. What we yearn
for is the capture of the heartless miscreant who sent that forged tele-

gram to poor Mr. French.

Cardiff.—Br. ship Doionskire, 148 days from Cardiff, brings for cargo :

Steel Blooms, 5,692 ; Coke, 1,885 tons ; Old Iron, 3,782 rails.

New South Wales.—The Br. ship Greta, 65 days from Newcastle,
has 1,794 tons Coal.

Adelaide.—Br. ship Eskdale arrived off port from Adelaide, and was
ordered by pilots to Astoria.

Cork, TJ. KL—The Br. iron ship Clan McFariane, 1,484 tons, is chart-
ered to load Wheat, as above, at 42s. 6d.

Diamonds, in matched pairs and single gems, in great variety. Geo. C.
Shreve & Co., 110 Montgomery street.

Entered at the Post-Office at San Francisco, Cal., as Second-Class
Matter.

Printed and Published by the Proprietor, .Frederick Marriott, 607 to 616 Merchaat Street, San Francisco, California.
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FASHION'S VOICE.
The innovation on skirts is rapidly asserting itself ; no longer need the

votary of fashion place her kid clad foot carefully over the impeding
mud, fearful lest the narrowness of her dress (precisely two yards wide),

should cause her to tip forward and fall on her well-fixed face, thereby

damaging not only the paint, but also the prominent features thereon ; for

an increase of fullness will allow ladies to even run in the future without

fear of tripping. As a side issue, I may remark that I have frequently

Been lovely woman embarassed on Kearny street when placing her pretty

little foot over the curbstone, below which a muddy or watery streamlet

has wandered as though bent on doing mischief to the owner, who hitherto

has only dared to step out so far, and no further ; but all this is changed;

a wide skirt, plain in front, with deep gores pleated in full behind, will

permit of a freedom of carriage unknown for some time. These round
skirts will, of course, necessitate the supplementing of the under gar-

ments by a small crinolette, which in the transformation sceDe not far

distant will become crinoline. Ought we to be thankful or not, is an open
question. For myself, I think the tight skirt is infinitely more graceful

than the old-time hoops, which are so embarassing especially in street-

cars, where space is limited. A velvet skirt made in this voluminous style

is simply ornated by a small pleated frill round the base, while a tight-fit-

ting jacket, cut out in tabs, is the accompaniment ; truly a ladies dress,

and one to be patronized by old and young alike. To wear with such a

toilet a long outside wrap would be absurd, since, if you have a velvet

dress, why not show it? Therefore, the garment suitable for such a suit

is a mantle, or half-fitting sacque, reaching only to the knees. Materials

are richer than ever this season, and for this reason wraps are undeniably

shorter than they were last Winter.
Seal-skin and fur will reign supreme as fashionable adjuncts for street

wear, and these somewhat cumbersome garments will be made to half fit

the figure, all wide wraps being obsolete. Shoulder capes of either of

these fabrics are made an almost perfect fit, having one button at the
neck, the cape falling away at the waist in front. As a trimming for seal

skin sacques light rich fur will be prominently used, chinchilla, beaver,

and otter being the favorites. For mourning garments, black fox is the
fur universally approved. Some long seal skin cloaks are seen, but in

all cases these are shaped to the figure, and have coat-sleeves fitting well

the arm. There is also another style with square sleeves, chacune a" son
gout. All ultra-fashionable out-door wraps and costumes will be fur-

trimmed this season, the kind of fur beiDg simply a matter of choice on
the wearer's part.

The usual winter under-skirts, for the inclement season, appear in forms
various. All are made fitting the figure perfectly at the top by means
of gores, while the base, half way up, is wadded and quilted. Some
skirts are improved by having three small pleated frills placed round
the bottom, with an inch of space between each ; othefs have one deep
flounce. In either case the quilting need not be very elaborate, but for a
well-quilted skirt the addition of a wreath of velvet leaves sewed on in
button-hole stitch, or three bands of velvet placed at distances, is a grace-

ful Snish, and prevents the skirt from drooping. I have my own idea
about a winter skirt. Any lady having a chain-stitch sewing machine
can employ her time profitably by procuring shtin or silk enough to make
five frills, each five inches deep—black is the most stylish color—and
these frills should be stitched in any color preferred, haviog the chain
outside. Make a skirt of fine alpaca, wadded to the knees, and place the
frills, slightly full, on, each touching the other. The fullness thus given
is much more effective in keepiDg the dress in form than a quilted skirt,

which invariably falls after a time. Three narrow whale-bones run in the
skirt, at distances of six inches, will prove of use, especially if a heavy
dress is worn. What one requires is a light, full skirt, and yet a warm
one, to wear beneath such a dress.

The capote, which is merely an apology for a covering, will be the pro-
per head-dress for middle-aged ladies. I was just thinking why not a fig-

leaf, or even the frond of some heavy fern, fashioned in velvet and placed
on the top of the cranium, which would prove quite as useful as these
scraps of velvet called bonnets, which are not even pretty. Small as is

the bonnet for the old, the hats for young ladies are of gigantic size, hav-
ing, I should suppose, the entire plumage of an ostrich wreathed about
the crown. I saw a girl at the California with such a hat, enormous in
size, in color gray, slouched down over one ear, turned up over the other,
while falling over was a perfect avalanche of 'tips,' an enormous double
frill of wide white lace falling over her shoulders to her waist, a chate-
laine of many-colored flowers commencing at the throat, and also mean-
dering down to the last button of her corsage, while her fan—well, it sim-
ply extended half-way across the box in which she sat—a little woman
largely advertised; and, leaving you in wonder, I conclude.

Silver Pen.

One of our wealthiest mining men was asked, the other day, for a few
hundred dollars by a man whose only claim for the favor was the fact
that some years back, when rich and powerful, he placed the other in an
affluent position, which furnished him the means and opportunity to be-
come the millionaire of to-day. Seeing this was a petition which could
not well be refused, yet not willing to beggar himself to such an extent,
our mining sharp put the question to one of his partners, and between
them they arranged in this way: Mr. A. who wanted the funds, was pre-
sented with a bill drawn up for services rendered to a large mining cor-
poration controlled by the others, whom we will designate as Messrs. B.
and C. This bill was signed by A., cashed, and actually charged on the
book of the corporation. All parties are happy, and the Recording Angel
has placed another notch to the credit of the charity account of Messrs.
B. and C, the stockholders, as is very often the case, bearing the brunt.

Fires are most acceptable this cold weather, and housekeepers cannot
do better than paying a visit to the depot of C. E. Allen, 120 Beale street.

There every description of Coal can be bought at moderate prices.

Mr. Schafer, the well-known Dusseldorff artist, has just finished
several pretty landscapes, which may be seen at his studio, at 209 Sutter
street.

Novelties in great variety for Holiday Gifts. George C. Shreve &
Co., Manufacturing Jewelers, No. 110 Montgomery street.

A NIGHT MEDICAL SERVICE FOR SAN FRANCISCO.
It is extremely desirable that steps should be taken to establish a

night medical service in San Francisco. In no city is it more difficult to
obtain the service of a competent physician late at night. We have re-

peatedly known calls to be made upon a dozen physicians before one could
be induced to leave his bed to rescue a suicide from poison or afford the
assistance necessary in a shooting case or accident. Physicians can
scarcely be blamed for pleading illness or engagement, when there is so
little prospect of a fee, and the almost certain notoriety of being associ-
ated with an unpleasant business. Nor is it always convenient to send
the patient to the City Receiving Hospital. At best the advantages of
that subterranean refuge are only problematical ; indeed, if choice were
offered, we should prefer the open air. But even this place cannot be
safely or expeditiously reached, because there is no public ambulance,
such as may be seen in New York and other Eastern cities.

A night medical service was first established in Paris two years ago,
and a report of its work was recently published by Dr. W. A. Ewing,
Executive Officer of the Night Medical Service of New York. In 16
months 573 calls were made on 132 out of 450 physicians, whose names
were enrolled at the Police offices. Dr. Ewing was convinced of the
great value of the service, not only to the sick and poor but to the well-
to-do classes, and to physicians in general, who are thus enabled to de-
cline attendance with an easy conscience, knowing that every policeman
has a list of competent physicians who are willing to attend for the fee
assured by the organization. The urgency of the night calls is further
attested by the fact that of 573 patients ten died before the arrival of
the physician. A similar service has been established in New York,
Brooklyn and Washington, where the calls at present average about two
per night.
The service in Paris was established by a special law, and if such be re-

quired here the Board of Freeholders now sitting may well suggest the
necessary enactment. In New York the police are provided with proper
ambulance equipment, and are taught the proper method of handling the
sick and wounded in cases of emergency. Here the only place for certain
help is the City Receiving Hospital, and the unhappy patient is liable to
be jolted to death in a transfer wagon long before he gets there. It would
surely be a comfort for every one to be assured that in the absence of the
family doctor assistance may be surely and promptly furnished by the
policeman on the beat.

The Philharmonic Society's third concert is announced for Friday
evening, December 1st. Judging from the constant increase of attend-
ance at these concerts, and the great success of the last one, we can con-
fidently expect to Bee Piatt's Hall filled at the next one, and, in a musical
point, we are promised an unusual treat, under the conductorship of Mr.
Gustav Hinrichs, who has been drilling the orchestra with bis usual care.
There will be rendered the great Beethoven Symphony No. 8, a work
rarely heard here; Brahm's celebrated Hungarian Dances, and the Intro-
duction to Lohengrin will also be included in the finely selected pro-
gramme. The soloists will be, viz. : Fraulein Emma Hopf, a young lady
just from Berlin, said to possess a beautiful contralto voice, and who will
sing a grand aria from Bruch's Odysseus {first time in San Francisco).
This lady comes to us with excellent recommendations from Max Bruch,
the great composer, under whose personal direction she has studied and
sang the above work. Herr Bruno Gortatowsky will make his debut as a
pianist, playing a concerto by Mozart. He is a pupil of Oscar Raif, of
Berlin, and Profs. Lebert and Pruckner, of Stuttgart. The box-office is at
Sherman & Clay'B music store, and the grand rehearsal takes place on
Friday morning, December 1st, at ten o'clock. Henry Heyman, besides
being the leading violinist in the orchestra, has the entire management of
these concerts in his hands.

George T. Marsh & Co. have just opened the most magnificent col-
lection of Japanese "Works of Art" ever brought to San Francisco.
They are on view at 116 and 118 Post street.

Watches, in new and unique designs, for ladies and gentlemen. Geo.
C. Shreve & Co., 110 Montgomery street.

PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY.
Q. HINRICHS Conductor.

THIRD OONCEKTrAT PLATT'S HALL,
FRIDAY EVENING DECEMBER 1.

SOLISTS—Fraulein EMMA HOPF, Vocalist, from Berlin; first appearance. Herr
BRUNO GORTATOWSKY, Pianist, from Stuttgart; first appearance.

Box Sheet opens at SHERMAN & CLAY'S MUSIC STORE,
Wednesday, November 29th.
GRAND REHEARSAL December 1st, at 10 o'clock A. M. Nov. 25.

ART ASSOCIATION.

An Opportunity of a Lifetime to See the Most Celebrated

COLLECTION OF PAINTINGS, BY OLD MASTERS,
WHICH EVER LEFT EUEOPEI

COMPRISING

150 Examples by Raphael, Titian, Rembrandt, Oorreggio and others,

OPEN 1>A.Y AJNI> EVENING. Nov. 26.

771. MARKET STREET. 771.

Kohler'w Australian Waxworks and Promenade Concerts.

150 Life-size Figures of Celebrities, THE ELECTRIC YOUTH and EDISON'S
PHONOGRAPH. Patronized byfamilies, ladieB and children. Concerts commence
at 2:30 to 7:30; the Electric Youth, 8:50; Edison's Phonoernph, 9; Kobler's Marvel-
ous Solos, 9:15. Special Concerts every Sunday at 2 and 8 o'clock. Open daily
from 10 a. M. till 10 p. M. Admission, 25 Cents; Children, 15 Cents.

School Children's Matinee To-Bay (Saturday) at 2 o'clock.
Admission, 10 Cents. Nov. 25,
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"f the uninvited public, tropical plants in the corner* of the

lilax in the chandelier* and around the masaive win
'Hiding the pnnch-t tbla, just outside the par]

HUT, auppor in toe small upper dining-room,
ni.lt smilingly inperviang the whole affair, guests and all.

It was a rory pleasant gathering, and although the first efforts in that

the young hostess, it* succeea ought oertainly to induce her to re-

peat it.

il OlnTonalnr plajod the port of escort gallantly and with all his
accustomed grace, for, seeing bo many young ladies there who were un-
attached, so to say, hi -cue, taking them into the
room by squads, and at one time I counted no less than seven in one
partj, :i 'I under the shadow of his wing. Happy be to be so favored. It

seerail d like old times again to see Bodie out with 90 many of the Smiths.
How untiring he has always been in bis kindness to them.
White seemed bo be the favorite drees with the ladies. Waltzes were

the Gsvnrites with the dancers. And now one word as to the successor of

the racket—the fashionable waltz now danced by some of our young peo-
ple, happily not by all of them. It is not only frightful, but ungraceful
in the extreme, and the performers —I won't call them dancers—when
well under weigh, look like a lot of jumping-jacks when the strings are

!

i< ally pulled. Could they but see themselves as others see them, I am
ooofiaent they wouldn't do it any more.

Mr. Sheldon has been improving his occupancy of the Collier residence
by giving another very pleasant little party, last Thursday night, when
music and dancing, particularly the latter, were indulged in without stint;

and, although the assemblage was 'said to be of young people exclusively,

I saw a grandmother sprinkled here and there among the guests.

Mrs. Lohse's dance on Friday evening was, I hear, a very enjoyable
one, though, as she unfortunately chose the same evening that the hop at

the Presidio took place, she was thereby deprived of the presence of the
young officers who are always Buch an addition.

The hop was a delightful one, and the girls are all charmed that they
have been resumed. The Olympics also had a party the same evening,
which was well attended. In fact, society circles are now becoming so
large that several parties can be given the same night, and there will be
enough to go round and even to spare.

In army circles I hear there will be a good deal of gaiety this Winter.
The Schofields have taken up their quarters at Black Point, and although
their tastes are quiet, it is understood that they will entertain by-and-by,
though, perhaps, not on the extensive scale of their predecessors there.

Angel Island will also be heard from when weather permits, while the
Presidio gatherings are too well known to need panegyric from me.
Much regret is felt at the prospect of losing General and Mrs. Kautz,

who are talking of an European trip, as their loss will be indeed a great
one, and not easily filled. However, we shall have them for a couple of

months longer anyhow ; so let us make the most of them while they are

here.

The infusion of new blood into yachting circles has not yet apparently
proved a success. The weather on Saturday last was everything could be
desired, and certainly contributed its share towards making the closing
hop of the Pacific Yacht Club a successful one, and although the mem-
bers of the various committees certainly added their's, the affair, though
pleasant enough, was sadly wanting in the spirit which has characterized
similar affairs in previous years. Everything passed off well, however, and
those who were there said they enjoyed themselves, although it was in

but a tame sort of a way, and now I daresay the fraternity will improve
the time of enforced inactivity in devising something new against the
opening of the next yachting season in the Spring.
The announcement of Miss May Crittenden's engagement to Tim Hop-

kins, although received here as a surprise in some quarters, in others has
been an open secret for quite a time. If you remember I hinted at it

several months ago, as I did not feel at liberty then to speak of it more
openly. Although regretting that the wedding itself does not take place
in San Francisco, society will be the gainers by the festivities that will

assuredly take place here to celebrate that event as soon as the young
couple arrive, which will be in a few weeks now. The Crockers also are

looked for some time next month.
I am afraid that the concert mania is going to be run into the ground

this Winter, and that ere the season ends the very name of one will pro-

duce a feeling of satiety in every mind. The ladies of the Grand Hotel
were meditating giving one to help the fund in aid of the French Church
debt, but I am glad to say the project fell through, for although the
musical material in that coterie may be good enough for the amusement
of invited guestB to an hotel reception, something better is necessary
when people are expected to contribute the ''dollars of their daddy's,"
for the privilege of listening thereto; and fearing the balance-sheet turn-
ing in the wrong direction the idea was wisely given up.
The concert to-night will, I dare say, draw out a very fashionable

attendance; the beneficiaries are both favorites and all the performers
well known in our most exclusive circles. I hear rumors that our
ears are ere long to be astonished by " a sweet singer of Israel; " but of

this more anon.
The idea of the Thanksgiving kettledrum, which takes place next

Monday, is, I believe, due to the prolific fancy of Mrs. McDowell, who is

never so happy as when devising some fresh form of entertainment
wherewith to occupy her time and untiring energy. Society is to be con-

gratulated that the lady remains in 'Frisco this Winter, and while she is

here they may always be prepared to hear of new and startling proposi-

tions for their enjoymeut. Flowers, candy and tea will form the staple

investment of the coming entertainment, and all are expected to pur-

chase UberaJlr, and thus help a most worthy and deserving obarity. The
name* of the lady patronesses are an assurance thai the attendance will
Im1 a fashionable one at all events.

afcMulUns are. I am glad I In town, at their ohai min
Callforuia-stn tfcMullin's hospitable procli iti

a. 11 known, there i- ever) p that she will soon open hei

1 her friends, especially as she h daughter to debut this
Winter. Already her DOUSS has been filled with friends visiting her from
the country, and more are expected, and as her daughters have both im-

in health, it is safe to say thai merriment and gaiety will this
Winter, as heretofore, reign supreme tinder her roof tree,

Thenretty Misses Corbett are also m town, domiciled at the Palace,
Mrs. W. T. Coleman is looked for next month at her renovated and im-
proved Taylor-street residence, and Mr. Evan < loleman is reported as be-

route with his g&y young widower brother aa companion. I
v that something results from that visit.

By the way, I see it announced that the Gwins are going to join the
Tuesday Evening Receivers, of whom there are already such a number
up on the hill. Why don't they take it iu turn? Say, once in every two
months or BO ; that would be often enough, and also give a fellow a chance
to get round to them all. Felix.

A SIGHT THAT ATTRACTS.
It is not possible just now to pass along Kearny street without ob-

serving a sight that attracts. Crowds stand intently gazing at those show
windows in which there are things of beauty that are calculated to prove
joys forever. We, of course, refer to the scene at the White House. Go
there when you will, from dewey morn to the cold shades of evening, and
you will find a crowd interested in viewing the marvelous display of holi-
day goods now on exhibition. It is really wonderful how this house
keeps ahead of all competitors. The marts of all the world Beem to have
been drawn from in order to please the tastes of our luxurious citizens.

Show windows to surpass those of the White House are not to be seen in
either London or Paris. The Barbedienne bronzes are alone worth going
a long distance to see. The firm is also just now clearing out an immense
stock of plushes and velvets in all colors, great reductions having been
made in prices. There are now being offered for sale dress goods in
Scotch Cheviots, French Reps and Foule"s, also genuine Scotch Plaids.
This almost everlasting material is offered at the low rate of $1 25 per
yard. Ladies who wish to purchase warm Winter dresses for the cold
weather should not allow this opportunity to go by. The White House
is to San Francisco what the Bon Marche" i3 to Paris, and no lady should
fail to call in and see for herself the bargains which will too soon be
snapped up. The sight outside attracts all beholders, but that within is

a thing that, once seen, may never be forgotten. The White House was
never so well worth a visit as now.

The Pioneer Lawyer of San Francisco.—General Francis J.
Lippitt, the pioneer lawyer of San Francisco, has been removed from
his position as associate counsel in the Department of Justice at Wash-
ington, which he held for several years, on account, as it is alleged, of

his refusal to subscribe to the campaign fund. General Lippitt came to

this country in command of one of the companies of Stevenson's Regi-
ment, and on its practical disbandment at the time of the discovery of
gold, established himself in his profession of the law in this city, where,
for a time, he was highly successful. He had strong military tastes, and
at the commencement of the Civil War volunteered his services to the
Government, but, for some reason, he was kept on duty on this coast, and
afforded no opportunity of displaying his abilities, which were of a high
order. At the close of the war he resigned and resumed the practice of

his profession at the East, finally locating at the Capitol.

Thanksgiving Day comes but once a year. The President of the
United States and the Governor of California have appointed next Thurs-
day, November 30th, to be observed. To this end, the S. F. Fruit and
Flower Mission have taken it upon themselves to be the almoners of the
city's bounty. They therefore solicit donations of Money, Flowers, Vio-
lets, and all kinds of " Goodies " suited to the sick poor of the city, to be
personally distributed on that day. They hope to be able to visit, in

person, all the hospitals and benevolent institutions of the city, besides
relieving the wants of some seventy-five destitute families that are sick

and needy. Who will help these ladies? Send your offerings to their

Hall on Wednesday and Thursday, November 29th and 30th instant, at

713 Mission street. . __
"We have just received " The Redpath Lyceum Magazine," an an-

nual published in the interest of lecturers, readers, etc., who appear under
the auspices of the "Bureau." Finely executed photo engravings are
given of most of the prominent lecturers, etc., now in the field, with short

biographies and press comments. The book is gotten up in Boston, and
does great credit to the "Hub."

M. Gray has just published " The Old Minstrel," a song by Albert
B. Cheney.

SPORTSMEN, ATTENTION !-THE SEASON OPENED.

HUNTING SUITS.
This is the only recognized Depot for the celebrated Iti v-

ETED HUNTING SUITS manufactured by LEVI STRAUSS & CO.
We have also in stock all classes of HUNTING GARMENTS, and make the same

to order upon very short notice. HUNTING SUITS!

CORNER OF KEARNY AND COMMERCIAL STS.

£5F"The Largest Establishment in its line in the United States. Price List,

with handsome Lithograph of the GREAT I X L by Electric Light, scat ir-'j mi

application. Sept. 16
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OUR NATIONAL TRADITION.
The lamented death of Colonel Balfour, and the calm heroism with

which Captain Gill, Mr. Charrington and Professor Palmer met massacre,

are convincing evidence that any dirges which may have been composed

over the decadence of English manhood are, to say the least, premature.

What Englishmen were once, and have been always, they are now. The

conduct of those whose names have just been mentioned illustrates not

the exception but the rule. What they did hundreds of others would

resolutely do. The young men who simper and drawl in drawing-rooms,

and whose apparently effeminate presence is the ornament of Pall Mall,

are made of the same stuff as their forefathers. They can change their

toothpicks into bayonets and their crutchsticks into swords, and handle

them effectively when the occasion arises. Balfour was the type of a

class whose name is legion. His constitution was not strong. When he

arrived, in Egypt he was only in indifferent health. He soon became

feebler, and before the day of Tel-el-Kebir must have had a presentiment

that the hand of death was upon him. Yet he went through it all

bravely, strongly, eagerly, and when the work was done returned home,

stricken with a mortal disease, tranquilly to die. Many more instances

of the same sort might be mentioned. One has already heard of half a

dozen men who concealed their Bufferings and their weakness—sprained

joints, and even broken bones—that they might not be excluded from a

share in the honors of the campaign. There runs throughout the whole

of our national history, with no solution of its continuity, one single

thread of gold. It is this which holds the centuries together, and which

gives unity to the character of the English race. It traverses the darkest

and least creditable of our episodes; it is never lost sight of ; its lus-

tre is perennially undimmed; it is as bright now as it was in the days

of Agincourt, or Waterloo, or the Crimea, or the Indian Mutiny.

The truth is that our British youth are saved from demoralization by

the greatness of a tradition whose inspiring force has never yet been per-

ceptibly weakened. The young man of the period isnot an agree-

able spectacle to those who, without having lapsed into fogeydom,

are youths no longer. His manners are bad ; the monotony of his

conversation is intolerable ; he appears to be without a single in-

tellectual interest in life, to be unable to think for himself, rnd

to have no resource but to fall back upon the commonplaces of

the newspapers when they wish to express what they are pleased to

call an opinion. But as it is with the young man in London, so it is with

the young man elsewhere. It would be impossible to find a more odiously

self-conscious and opinionated specimen of juvenile humanity than the

average Oxford or Cambridge undergraduate or newly fledged don. His

mannerisms, his little conceits, his set phrases, the small pedantic formulas

in which he dismisses any subject that may suggest itself as dinner-table

talk, his mixture of stale priggishness and boyish impetuosity—these

things make him a thoroughly objectionable companion. But it is only a

phase of his development. He can no more help it than he help falling

in love, or having religious doubts, or than he could, a few years earlier,

avoid the measles, scarlet fever, and other puerile epidemics. That mass

of ruddy shapeless pulp, known as a newly-born baby, is not an agreeable

object ; but the baby develops into the free and wholesome boy ; the boy

into the priggish or slangy young man ; and the priggish or slangy strip-

ling may ultimately become the sober and sensible man of the world.

Meanwhile, just as the youngsters of Pall Mall are quite ready to leave a

stall at the Gaiety, or a cigarette, for the field of battle, and will quit

themselves gallantly when there, so the academic enfant t&rible lacks

none of the prowess of his ancestors. He can play cricket, and row, and
ride as well as ever could they. His powers of endurance are as great,

his dread of danger as little, his spirit of adventure as strong. Morally

and physically he is identical with those who were born a couple of gen-

erations ago. Nor is there any trace of intellectual inferiority. If he is

not as elegant, he is a far more scientific scholar. His Greek and Latin
composition gains iD virility what it wants in grace. In all other depart-

ments of knowledge he is infinitely ahead of his predecessors. Excepting
the offensiveness of his bearing, the falsetto of his voice and of his general

strain of conversation, his all-devouring egotism, and his finicking ways,

there is nothing but good to be said about him. His society is unwelcome
to persons of maturer years ; but that is only for much the same reasons

that a traveler suffering from small-pox is not an eligible occupant of a

railway carriage.

The salvation of our youth lies in the unbroken perpetuation of the

dominant traits of the English character. These are the traditions spoken
of above, and they exist in this country as they do in no other in the

world. It is impossible to walk through a French street, to enter a

French theatre, or to take up a French newspaper, without being con-

fronted by some fresh evidence of the deterioration of the manhood of

the race. The Second Empire not only depressed France, apparently for-

ever, in the scale of national greatness, and poisoned the soil in which
French statesmanship strikes its roots, but bequeathed a legacy which
operates as a deadly blight upon the personal character of Frenchmen.
' All the glories of France' commemorated by the Arc de Triomphe are a
historic memory and phrase. The spirit of the successive epochs in which
they were achieved does not animate the individual Gaul now. He is

taught and bullied, drilled and cuffed, in his lycees ; but he carries away
from them no overmastering sense of manliness. And so when the time
of trial comes he finds his amusements and his luxuries, his scabrous nov-
els and his photographic curiosities, essential to him, as he did at Sedan.
Englishmen enjoy an immunity from this corruption, because, steeped as

they have often seemed to the lips in political selfishness, they have never
ceased to take a serious view of life, and to respect the lessons of rough
fortitude which are part of the discipline of their youth. There is a pub-
lic feeling in England of irresistible strength in favor of the performance
of duty. It is this which is the supreme controller of our private action,

which makes the weak strong and the timid brave. It exists in England
as it exists in no other country in the world. It is the national tradition,

which is the secret of all our national greatness, and is worth more than
our national wealth. Happy the people which possess such a treasure!
happier they in whom, as with us, its vitality is, after the lapse of eight-

een centuries, undiminished, and its splendor undimmed!

—

World.

11 What did you think of my train of thought ? " asked a lecturer of a
supposed friend. " I thought it lacked only one thing," replied the sup-

posed friend. "Ah! " responded the delighted lecturer, what was that ?
"

"A sleeping-car," was the answer.

BANKS.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital ,. t $3,000,000.
WH. ALTORD President.
TH03IAS BROWN, Cashier j E. MURRAY, Jr., Ass't Cashier

Agents :

New York, Agency of the Bank of Calfornia ; Boston, Tremont National Bank ,

Chicago, Union National Bank ; St. Louis, Boatman's Saving Bank ; New Zealand,
the Bank of New Zealand. Correspondent in London, Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons. Correspondents in India, China, Japan and Australia, the Oriental Bank Cor-
poration.
The Bank has Agencies at Virginia City, and Correspondents in all the princi-

pal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.

Letters of Credit issued, available in all parts of the world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dublin, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Antwerp,
Amsterdam, St. Petersburgh, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, Italy.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter.—-Capital paid up, $1,800,-

000, with power to increase to §10,000,000. Southeast corner California and San-
some streets. Head Office—28 Comhill, London. Branches—Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria, New Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.

This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check
and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available in al parts of

the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.

Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents
as follows

:

NewYork, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank ; Scotland—British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered. Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 18. FREDERICK TOWNSEND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, GAL.

Paid ap Capital $1,500,000, Gold. President, R. C. Wool-
worth Vice-President, D. Callaghan ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.

Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter
Donahue, Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
Correspondents—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse,
Neuman&Co. Paris: Hottinguer& Co. NewYork: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-

pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal

cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Commercia
Credits issued available in Europe, Chii.a and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital, 32,100,000.

San Francisco Office, 434 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid Up $3,000,000.
Beserve.TT. S. Bonds 4,500,000.

Agency at New York, 62 Wall street.
Agency at Virginia, Nev.

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-
elers' Credits. This Bank has special facilities for dealing in Bullion. Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E, Cor. Sansome and Pine Streets,

London Office, 3 Angel Court ; New Tork Agents, J. W. Sel-
igman & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, SIS,000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,

loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.

FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.
P. N. Lilibhthai., Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITAL, 9300,000.
Officers : Vice-President, Jerome Lincoln ; Secretary, W.

S. Jones; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other
Approved Securities. Office : No. 215 Sansome Btreet, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Spar nnd Leihbank, No 526 California street, San

Francisco. Officers : President, L. GOTTIG. Board op Directors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Eggers, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE; Attorney, JOHN R.
JARBOE. May 18.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Refinery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in their
various forms.
June 18. PBENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

360 FOURTH STREET, SAJf ERAXCISCO.
[July 15.]
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INTAGLIOS.
Ah. rail . . ihoaufc

K •full \mt» lii
|

ml ilwk:-
Wbo kiiowi when death *h*U Mt nn

-Front thf lUillan.
wing thy flight, my faithful I W|L» Mill.

Tmke to her heart this U\v which thou hiutt heard
Full from her lip*. *> oft tikau w it h idc

Fly. fly. DOC stop t<> rest tliv tu I

Twill weary not as Urea my heart the whilfl ;

Breathe in her ear that she may hid thee bring
Hack to my waiting lips x tin or emite.

Haste, haste, sweet messenger, take wing and start,
An<i in thy absence think how I must bam ;

.v drop in her breast this throbbing heart,
Ami bring bach hen. >>i neTermore return.

1771

*'The lady of my life, whose lovely eyes
inu'. or waking, lure me. I shall know her

By Love's own pUnat o'er her in the skies,

And Beauty's blossom in the grass below her!»••*##
" We were together.

Where? What matter? Somewhere in a dream,
Drifting, slow drifting, down a wizard stream -

Whither? Together; then what matter whither?

" It was enough for me to clasp her hand

—

To blend with her love-looks my own. No more.
Enough (with thoughts like ships that cannot land,

Blown by faint winds about a magic shore)
To realize, in each mysterious feeling,

The droop of the warm cheek so near my own,
The cool white arm about my shoulder thrown,

Those exquisite frail feet, where I was kneeling."
—The Wanderer, Owen Meredith.

A BUSINESS SHARP.
A precious document, purporting to come from John R. Whitley &

Co., Poultry England, has been in circulation. It appears that this per-
son lately visited o,ur benighted country, and made aome money. We
have recollections of bis visit to this State, where he engaged the services
of people, putting them to much expense and inconvenience. He sud-
denly disappeared, leaving his friends with their labor for their pains, and
not so much as thanking them for what they had done for him. Mr.
Whitley has evidently a keen relish for imposing upon confiding people.
Now that he has opened shop in London, he proposes to continue the
game. Accordingly, he issues the document above referred to, in the
shape of a prospectus. Three pages of foolscap explain what Mr. Whit-
ley terms his modus operandi. He will undertake any business for any-
body who will trust him, in consideration of a fixed salary of SI,000, but,
in case of his making a bad debt for his principal, he is not to be held
responsible. The misery of losing an anticipated commission is regarded
as a sufficient punishment!
We do not know which more to admire—the excessive cheek of the

fellow, or the tacit compliment he pays us in taking us to be fools enough
to swallow the bait he hangs out to the public. We extract from his
prospectus two of the conditions on which John R. Whitley offers to do
business with us, and they constitute the gist of that classical production:

'* Terms—Our services are {to be) remunerated by a ten per cent, com-
mission upon sales effected, and a fixed annual charge of $1,000 to cover a
portion of our administrative disbursements. This fixed charge is paya-
ble in advance. And again:

" In the improbable event of a loss being incurred at any time * * *

such loss is, of course, borne by our principal, we sacrificing our commis-
sion upon the balance remaining due to him by the customer." Too, too
thin altogether, John R.

STEAM SERVICE BETWEEN SAN FRANCISCO AND
LIVERPOOL.

A steamship line will shortly ply between San Francisco and Liver-
pool, and it is fully expected that it will divert some of the traffic of the
Southern Pacific. One iron steamer of 3,800 tons, destined for this serv-
ice, has already been launched at Middlesbrough, and another is being
built. As adverse winds and calms have injured and delayed sailing ves-

sels, the steamers will have the advantage. Much complaint is made by
business men of the railway tyranny that is practiced, the Central Pacific
being specially singled out for animadversion. As a sample of the extor-
tion complained of, it may be stated that the railway claims the right to
cnarge, say, merchant A, §500 for a carload of grindstones, and merchant
B, $600 for another carload coupled behind A's car. The merchant 500
miles on the road nearer to New York is forced to pay for his freight
being carried past to San Francisco and returned, although the car may
be switched off at his door on its way westward. The tyranny of the
company has gone so far that, it is alleged, one firm has been openly
threatened with being crushed unless they ceased shipping part of their
goods round the horn. The Southern Pacific, which is an offshoot of the
Central, proposes to transport the wheat by rail to New Orleans, the
steamers thence to Liverpool returning with immigrants to be packed in

the wheat cars, fitted with temporary seats and berths. But the mer-
chants, for their own protection, have resolved on establishing a steam
line, assisted by an English syndicate representing a million sterling.

—

Jjondon Times.

The Genuine Private Cuvee Krug Champagne, from Reims,
France, is sold by all wine dealers, jobbers and grocers. Look to the cork
when out of the bottle for Krug & Cie., branded on the bottom of it. The
letter " K " is perforated on the labels. Beware of California wine imi-

tations. The Agents for the Pacific Coast for the celebrated "Krug"
from France, are Hellmamn Bros. & Co., 525 Front Street.

LIFETIME OF VARIOUS ANIMALS.
Cameli live from forty to fiftj - average from twenty-five

t.. thirty; oxen, about twenl hi or nine: and doga, twelve to
fourteen. ( opoernmg the agaa attained by nondomeaticated animals.
only a few isolated facts are known. The Baa! [ndiani believe that the
hfe period M the elephant is about 300 years, i ,

• recorded of
tnimala having lived 130 years in confinement after capture at an

unknown age. Whales are estimated to n ich the Age of 400 years.
n poles are very long lived, an in

|
, famished by a tor-

toiae which was oonfined In 1633, and existed until i:;.;t, whan he perished
bj accident Birds someti a reach a greal age, the eagle and the swan
having been known bo live 100 years. The longevity of fishes la often
remarkable. 1 lie ear|> has been known to live "JIM yeft] ; I ommOD river
tn.ut. fifty yean; and the pike, ninety ve.us; while Geaner, a Swiss na-
turalist, relates that a juke caught in 1497 bore a ring recording the cap-
ture of the same fish 2G7 years before. Insects are very short lived, usu-
ally coniplHin- the term of their existence in a few weeks or months.
Smne even pensh within a few hours after emerging from a grub state,
and die upon the very day of entering on their new life. As a general
rule, not to be applied too closely, larger types of animals live longer than
smaller.

Leonardo da Vinci.—We are able to give some further details about
the forthcoming writings of Leonardo da Vinci, which Dr. J. P. Richter
has for the first time edited from the autograph MS. preserved in so many
libraries of Europe. They will be published in two volumes imperial oc-
tavo, with 220 original drawings reproduced by photo-engraving and about
450 other fac simile illustrations. All Leonardo's writings on painting,
sculpture, and architecture will be given ; also, his observations on geo-
graphy, geology and astronomy, philosophical maxims, and miscellaneous
notes on personal events, literature, etc. The price to subscribers will be
eight guineas. The publishers are Messrs. Sampson Low.—Academy.

CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY,
Manufacturers of the Standard Syrup, a superior article

put up in barrels expressly for home consumption. Also, Extra Heavy Syrup
in barrels for Export. Refined Sugars at lowest market rates. Office 325 Market
street, up Btairs. Dec. 21.

NEW GOODS!
— IN—

DIAMONDS,
WATCHES,

JEWELRY
— AND—

SILVER-WAEE,
— AT—

RANDOLPH &, CO'S,

No. 101 Montgomery Street,

Tucker's Old Stand, [Nor. i.

THE GUTTA PERCHA AND RUBBER MANFG. CO.,
Manufacturers and Dealers in

RUBBER COODS,
Oflers for Hie FALL TRADE the FINEST LINE of RUBBER CLOTHING ever

in this market, both Heavy, Medium and Gossamer; also are

SOLE AGENTS ON THE PACIFIC COAST FOR THE BOSTON RUBBER
SHOE CO'S SUPERIOR RUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES.

Pure Gum and Dull Finish Boots, Hip and Short; Ira. Sandals, Arctics,
Gaiters, Footholds, etc.

TSept. 23.]

JOHN W. TAYLOR, Manager,
Cor. First and Market streets,

San Francisco.

DO NOT FAIL TO VISIT

THOMAS DA.Y &, CO.,
122 AND 124 SUTTER STREET,

— UTD —

EXAMINE THE NEW GOODS.
THE CHOICEST DESIGNS IN

Gras Fixtures and Fine Lamps,
And a Fine Collection of

Bisque, Faience and Other Novelties.
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"PLEASURE'S WAND."
**We Obey no Wand but Pleaanre'B."--gV»» Moore.

Bartley Campbell's great talent is a thorough understanding of the

public's wants. His plays are written for the general public, and n^t for

the discriminating few. He knows what the public wants and exactly

how they want it. He has correctly ganged the amount and sort of hero-

ics, and the quantity and style of humor that will suit them. This makes

him a popular dramatist. But he is not an original dramatist. He is

not one of literary ability. He works out his plots well, but they are

never new or novel in conception. Situations and effects are constantly

occurring that are more than familiar. His dialogue is commonplace.
Turns of speech, bits of word-imagery, and Dogberryisms that are more
than hackneyed, appear in every phrase. He loves big words, grand-

iloquent expressions, and "high falutin" speeches generally, and he puts

them in the mouths of all sorts of characters, high and low, educated and
ignorant. All of his characters speak alike. Differences of position, or

rank, of race, of education, of breeding, are not taken by him into ac-

count. And his dialogue is bo singularly barren of thought and depth

that the extravagant language used becomes ridiculous. Complicated

speech does not suit lines that are words—mere words. It is thought that

should be emphasized by elaboration. Rhetoric is out of place in matter-

of fact conversation. Poetical eimilies are absurd and unmeaning
when applied by ordinary minds to casual events. But he is a

popular dramatist. His scenes are cleverly constructed. He knows
now to build up to a climax, and he is a master of "curtains."

And, being successful in these elements of piay-building, he " hits
"

the public every time. For the good public admires and ap-

preciates the drama more through the eyes than through the ears.

My Geraldine is a good specimen of the Bartley Campbell drama. It

has all of his faults, and all of his merits. Its plot is not strong, but
its incidents are striking. Its motif is insufficient-there being no good
grounds for the exercised villainy—but its development is highly dramatic.

It is not original in basis or elaboration. There are scenes that are from
the Colhen Baton, The Duke's Motto, and other well-known plays, but these

scenes are effectively handled. All the Campbell faults of commonplace-
ness, and of plagiarism are here, but treated with the Campbell sauce

that makes them popularly palatable. The dialogue is pure Campbell.
Servants, butlers and hostlers, farmers and laborers, peasant girls, young
and old of the gentry, all speak in the same way. Devious phrases, tor-

tuous sentences, with polysyllablyic words, are the form used for the

most casual expression, the most matter-of-fact thought. But the public

applauds, for the scenes are exciting ; there are appeals to sympathy, and
funnyisms in number. The plot is not clear to any one, but what of

that. It is astonishing to look into this fact and discover how few persons

in an average audience understand a plot, or care to, anyway. The hero-

ine is in a terrible situation. Horrors and dangers surround her. The
public is all agog with excitement and panting with sympathy. It does

not know why she is so situated. The absence of cause, the want of

probability, the evident absurdity does not affect or interest ; the fact re-

mains she is there ! and the hero steps in at the critical moment, sacri-

ficing everything to effect and goes through the usual heroics, which con-

sists principally of attitudinizing, and enthusiasm rules the audience.

Campbell hardly ever reaches the hight of the situation. Superficially

Ms scenes are strong, but it is a mere assumption of strength. The dia-

logue is not up to the action. There is an exaggerated intensity that is

almost laughable to an attentive listening mind. If his plays were pan-
tomimes they would be chef d'ceuvres. But they are not. My Geraldine

is an amusing and interesting play to see, when well acted, but it must
not be analyzed, or studied. Swallow it as you would hash.*****
The acting that is bestowed upon My Geraldine is better than it de-

Berves. It is very good in every respect. The company is one of un-
doubted talent, and the good impression created by its work in The
White Slave is intensified by its efforts in My Geraldine, Miss Cayvan
makes of the part of the heroine a delicious portraiture. It is a piece
of acting that fairly bubbles with freshness and truth to nature. The
charm ot this talented little woman's acting is more potent in the part of
" Geraldine " than in that of the slave, for it is shown there in the contrasts
of happiness and misery. I doubt if any other actress has ever so rap-

idly and effectually established herself as a favorite in this city. Miss
Sylvester acts the part of the " Silent Woman,"—who is continually talk-

ing—with feeling and pathos. Miss Mary Mills—as pretty as a rose

—

was, on Monday evening, so nervous that her efforts should not be criti-

cized. She has good methods, but lacks power. Gustave Levick plays
a conventional hero, Wessells a ditto villain, and they both do it well.

W. Thompson is very effective in a rather important part, that of a con-
fidential servant. He gives to it a great degree of local color. Walter
Lennox gives a forcible impersonation to an eccentric character, of the
"Danny Mann" stripe. Barry Maxwell makes a regular song-and
dance Irishman of the Irish peasant boy, which is not satisfactory. R,
C. White plays the part of an Irish farmer as he would " Othello" or
" Richard III.," or any other excessively tragic character, and the result
can be imagined. The scenic effects are fair.*****

Siberia is the next attraction at the California. It is to be grandly
mounted. The cast will include all of the company, with several addi-
tions from the ranks of local talent. Cornalba will dance, supported by
a strong corps de ballet. An army of supernumeraries will also be em-
ployed. Max Freeman is directing the whole affair, and his ability in
stage management is well known.

* * * * *

Uncle Tom's Cabin is being played to go)d houses at the Grand Opera
House. This may seem strange, but it is a fact. It is nightly listened to
with attentive interest. One would think that it was a new play on a live
topic, instead of a hackneyed drama based upon a dead issue. The
propriety of keeping upon the American stage, in this era of reconcilia-
tion and forgetfulness of the past, an overdrawn and prejudiced picture
of slavery days, is a serious question. It was a proper subject for dra-
matic treatment in the dark days of the past. It is no longer so now.
The press, the pulpit and the stage are accounted as mentors of public
opinion. The former two are enlisted upon the side of fraternal feeling.
Should not the stage be in the same camp ?

The Jay Rial Company is a strong one and does full justice to the
play and all its requirements. It is headed by Frederic Bock, a talented
actor, who deserves a better berth than the one he now fills. He was un-
fortunate in his speculation—the production in New York of The Living
Age—hence his present position. The sensational effects produced in the
play are well managed and are thoroughly effective on the stage of the
Grand.

* * * *

Nothing seems to interfere with the steady run of patronage that the
Standard now enjoys. Counter attractions of all sorts are existing, but
there is no visible diminution in the size of the audiences that gather
nightly for a couple of hours amusement at Emerson's. There is some-
thing to suit every one's taste. Charley Reed and the quartette are, as
ever, the striking features of a capital programme.

* * * * *

Sonnambula, at the Tivoli, is running along smoothly.
* * * * *

Continued success of The Merry War at the Winter Garden. On Mon-
day Girofie-Girofla, with Hattie Moore.*****
There are benefits and benefits. One is announced for next Sunday,

at the Baldwin, that is in every respect commendable to all theatre-
goers. A. D. Bradley is the beneficiary. He is an old and valued actor,

who has prominently and very successfully been on our local stage for

several years. He is an actor of ability, Shakesperean parts being his

forte. He is popular, not only as an actor, but also as a man, possessing
a genial and warm nature that attracts friends and keeps them. He is

just recovering from a severe illness, which proved almost fatal. This is

a benefit that appeals to one's sympathy and friendliness.
* * * * #

Ellmenreich is not a disappointment. She is, emphatically, in the first

rank of actresses. She is of medium hight, has a comely face, a sympa-
thetic voice, and is graceful in movement. In her delineation of emotion
there is a ring of truth, a depth of feeling and sincerity that satisfies the
intelligent critical mind. Her declamation is perfect, the meaning of the
lines being well emphasized. She interprets her characters with artistic

feeling and with thorough sense of intellectuality. The only defect ap-
parent is a lack of tragic power. To be forcible she is compelled to resort

to vocal and physical vehemence. This leads one to believe that she is

more suited to the emotional characters of the modern so-called society

drama than to the tragic characters of the classical stage. When in re-

pose her acting has a remarkable degree of intensity. Ellmenreich's per-

formance of " Maria Stuart" was an uneven one. In the scenes at the be-

ginning there were evidences of an unmistakable desire to do too well—

a

strain after effect. The famous scene of the interview with " Elizabeth"
was rather too vigorously acted. In the last act Ellmenreich was at her
best. The resignation of the unfortunate Queen, was rendered to perfection.

It was full of genuine womanly feeling, of touching abandonment of every-
thing earthly, and of that calmness that reigns in a mind that has turned
to religion for strength and courage. In " Jane Eyre" Ellmenreich ap-
peared to still better advantage. The character was sustained with praise-

worthy consistency to the author's conception. There was an attention to
detail, a shading and coloring of every bit that made of the whole a dra-

matic portrait signed by a master hand. The support that has been given
to the star by the German Dramatic Company has been but fair. In
"Mary Stuart" no one deserved mention but Schererand Nieper. Scherer,
as " Shrewsbury," recited Schiller's lines as they ought to be recited. The
declamation was perfect, but it was not artificial; it had the ring of gen-
uine emotion. Nieper surprised everybody by the tire and vigor of his act-

ing. It was very creditable, all the more so by contrast with this actor's

usual weak and colorless efforts. In Jane Eyre Mrs. Heller, aB "Mistress
Reid," alone rose above mediocrity. Next Sunday Adrienne Lecouvreur
will be given, and in this it is safe to say that Ellmenreich will appear in

this to the greatest advantage.*****
N/ext Friday the Philharmonic Society give their third concert of the

season.
* * * * *

In Octave Feuillet's new play, A Parisian Romance, one whole scene is

taken up by a supper. As played at the Gymnase the supper is genu-
ine. There are twelve covers laid, and there are seven courses served,
each course with its own wine of the rarest and best vintage. The well-

known restaurateur, Margery, furnishes the meal. Besides, the Major
Domo, or "Butler," who, of course, oversees everything, and himself
serves the wines; three of Margery's well-trained gargons, dressed in fine

livery, are on the stage and do the waiting.
* * * *

Talking of eatables and drinkables on the stage, reminds me of what I
saw on the California stage last Monday evening. In the first set there
stood R. L. E., a sideboard with several elegant decanters—crystal decan-
ters, with huge stoppers. These several decanters were filled with the
same liquid—some stuff with a pale yellowish color. One of the charac-

ters stepped up to the sideboard, and saying, " I'll have some of the fine

old Burgundy, "(!) proceeded to pour out some of the stuff, and mirabile
dictu! he did it without taking out the stopper! No realism about that!

* * * * * * *

Sara Jewett has retired temporarily to Milwaukee, to consult a physi-
cian.—In London there are 41 theatres, with a total seating capacity
of 55,326.^—John McCullough has "sworn off." After war, peace.—
The Khedive of Egypt has engaged a comic opera company and a ballet

from Paris.^— 27ic Passion Play chorus is being rehearsed by Fred Lys-
ter. Oscar Weil, the composer of Pyramus and Thisbe and well-known
musical critic, formerly of this city, has written original music. This is

talent thrown away. If the police interfere in the production, Morse
will call it The Adventures of Krischna, the Hindu Christ.—Pinafore
has been translated into Pennsylvanische Deutsche, which is not simplv
a dialect, but a language, with a grammar and literature—prose and po-

etry. In the cast and chorus are such good old typical names as Schoch,
Schmucker, Shankweiler, etc.^^Louise Sylvester will star next season.

-—Listen to what Pearl Etynge says of herself: "Make no deep in-

quiry into her history—virtue too pliable. All that you hear of her

—

though very queer of her—alas, is reliable!" Dalziel, of the Chicago
News Letter, suggests that she now bring suit against herself for $12,500

Baucleeo.
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SPORTING ITEMS.

Entries f<-r v close at 8 i\ w. November 26th,
with ! Rod end Gun Club, Gilroy. The
trials will commence at GilroT nn Men bar 97th. Tin' entries

il op tt» the time U -
. nt t.> PTM are sk follows :

Frank .1. Ahole, Portland) Gordon end Irish; EL K. Bjbee. Portland,
I Irish; M. I Portland, LUwUyn ; w, Hederoen. San Fran-

: M. P. \Vl,ittitr. 3. F., Llewellyn ];,). N. Moore, s. i ..

Ilyn; M II. ltrii-'^s. Itiln-y, Llewellyn and Irish; Dan Leddy, Sad
I Jo«e. ** Field Trial;" Charles Dormer, Ben Joee, Field Trie] ; K. Lea*

vealey, OUroy, Don; Jono end Duke, "KieU Trial," anil Mollis English;
.1. L Nickel s. K, Field Trial ; H. D. Bartlett, 3. I ., Field Trie! ; D.

i
M. l'vi.-. s. F., Llewellyn. Becretery Leevealej writes that be is oonfi-

]

dent of at least twenty-four entries, and he hopes that poeeibly three-
doaen will h« paired before the match commences. There is no reason
why that should not be the case. There are hundreds of fine dogs in this

I State good enough to compete in puhHo anywhere. To hear their owners
talk is enough to convince one that they are also as well trained as tbey

I are well bred, and not only fit to run but to win. When the last dog-snow
was over all the looen in setters and pointer's classes vowed and declared
that though their dogs could not win on the show bench, they ooold knock
the everlasting socks off the dogs that had beaten them in the Held. Now
here U a grand chance to get even, but we do not see ttoat many of the
talkers have availed themselves of it. Perhaps it is as Leavesley says,

that they are all waiting for the last moment before making an entry, for

fear their doge should be taken sick. Mr. Deety, of Oakland, has a dog
eougb to win. Dr. Toland has several, and so has Dr. Chiamore.

Mr. <lale, of Oroville, the only pure Laverack setter man, and Mr. Post,
of Sacramento, who writes such charming letters about field sports, have
all got dogs far above the average. Mr. Kohler, of wax works fame, has
a brace of English winners, and Dr. Jessup is equally well off in this re-

spect. How the medicos do show up in the sporting line ! Then there
are the Teal Club and the Alameda Club and the Tule Club not repre-
sented. Surely with all their opportunities they ought to have good dogs
enough to make at least one entry. John K. Orr, Charles Kaeding, J.
Golcher, Frank Maskey, Crittenden, Robinson, Gerber, R^utier, would
all laugh to scorn the man who durst insinuate that their dogs were not
the best canines in the State, yet for some strange reason their names do
not appear in trtfe list sent to us by Mr. Leavesley. It is better to try and
be beaten than not to try at all, and while there are so many good things
to be said in fun of these field trials, it is rather hard to understand why
the owners of first-class dogs are so backward in making entries. One
consolation lies in the fact that the trials will be a success without their
assistance.

* * * *

The duck boom is only a very small, weak premature sort of a boom
so far this season, and as soon as one fancies he has got on to the boom for

sure it fades away and eludes his grasp. Dan O'Connell, the poet of
the stock Exchange, tells a good story anent this matter, of bow it took a
good sized yacht, a nigger steward, five dozen champagne, ten gallons of

whisky and four sportsmen three days to kill one duck, three mud-hens
and one sand-hill crane, the latter falling to the unerring aim of that
prince of sportsmen, Ed. Fay. From this it will be seen that ducks are
scarce, and further, that the ultra exclusives who have preserved all the
good grounds near the city have got no use for their new toys, but simply
keep out keener sportsmen. All this may seem irrelevant, but it is not.
The mattex is simply this: All the good grounds are in the hands of men
who can't and won't shoot so long as the morning is chilly or the bottle is

full, while the men who can shoot, and would like to shoot a few ducks,
have been driven away from every good piece of ground that can be
reached from this city. The Alameda Club, which has secured the land
near Washington Corners, is blessed with a thrifty spirit. It does not
exclude outsiders, but it collects a fee of S5 from every non-member who
shoots over the preserve. And they call this a Sportsman's Club. We
suggest that Billy Toole and the other anti-monopolists of this Club open
a stall in one of the markets to dispose of-their game. It will eke out
the little crumb they make by renting specia privileges. To be sure the
member who invites the stranger has to pay the $5, but the day was
never yet found so cold that an Alameda sportsman got left on the $5 for

want of a chance to collect from the guest, if any one wants a couple of
days' good shooting, and can spare the time, Merced is the place to visit.

Every kind of game, from quail to wildcats, from geese to snipe, sand-
bill crane, plover, coyotes, hares and ducks of all kinds, can be found
there now in greater abundance than in any other part of the State.*****
After all, the Blood-Horse Races have proven a greater success finan-

cially than we expected, though, as usual, the balance is on the wrong
side of the books. Looked at entirely in a sportman's light, too much
cannot be said of their success. Big fields of horses competed in every
event, and the quality of the racing was unexceptionable. The muster
on the track shows how well the Association is doing the work for which
it was organized. We saw in one day on the track more first-class thor-

oughbreds than the whole State could track before this Association began
its labors. Another noticeable fact is the great improvement in the num-
ber and quality of saddle-horses used in this city during the past two
years. Some of the large Btables had to make drafts of their geldings,

and they soon found a place for ladies* and gentlemen's saddle use. The
miserable mustangs and sway-backed pacers of the past are rapidly being
superseded by blooded horses that can trot squarely under saddle and can
gallop a couple of miles without breaking their run and their riders'

heads. A novel feature for San Francisco was introduced last Saturday
in the shape of a hurdle race. Hattie won with ease, her opponent, Nel-
lie H., assiduously kicking down the hurdles to make her task lighter.

One ambitions youth, who wanted fame, got a bad spill from Mollie at
the first hurdle before the race started. He was either too much shaken
or too scared to remount, and another rider was put in his place. The
seven-eightlis of a mile dash was won by Premium; May D., second;
Douglas, third, Douglas would have won but for a wretched start.

Time, 1:29. The mile one-eighth heat race was won with ease by Fred
Collier. Time, 1:58J—1:59 £. The three-year-old handicap fell to Jocko
(100); Forest King (100), second; Garfield (100), third. Time, 2:11.

Jocko is a Montana horse, by Cariboo, a son of Lexington; his dam Re-

ply, by Knqmrer, from Colleen Bawn, by Endorser. On Wednesday last
it rained and the track was very heavy. Jim Douglas won the half mile
de*h. The Finnigan Stake, a mile dash for two-year-olds, f.-ll bo E. .1

DO, wh,» romped iii as ho pleased; Luckj B., second; Mai
i.ni. third. Time. 1:474- The Fame Stake, two-mile dash, was won by
Governor Stanford's cb. o., by Foster, Plai Mee'e Judge
Mi Kinstry, a poor second; Forest. King, nowhere. This afternoon the

ted hurdle race, the " great four-mile " race, and the ooneolidation
• 11 be rim off. Collier is favorite for the four-mile, but Governor

Stanford's PredoUfl ought to win if she is in order*****
A prize glove tight is on the carpet between Jack Howard and Joe

Martell, both ambitious young San Franciscans. Hogan finds a purse
of >1.">0, for which they will mill on December 11th.

* * » * «

Owing to a split in the Golden Gate Club there will probably be four
crews start for the cup on Thanksgiving Day. Supervisor Sullivan de-
clines to row with the Pioneers, for fear that his official dignity will be
hurt In speaking of this the other day, Dan Leahy said rather a good
thing, though the joke does not go exactly as he intended. Said Dan :

"Sure, Sullivan need not be putting on airs because.he was elected Super-
visor. I never did when I was made a policeman. I spoke to the boys
just the same as before."******
After endless postponements the Berkeley students had their Field Day

last Saturday. None of the events were first-class, McGillivray's high
jump being about the best. The winners were as follows: Throwing
base-ball, Sutton, '85,277.6 feet. 2—100 yards dash (U. C), Pond, '84,

ICHj! Beconds. 3—Mile walk, McAllister, '85, 9 min., 7$ sec. 4—100 yards
dash, class race, Conner, '83, 12| sec; Pond, '84, 12 sec; Robinson, '85,

11 sec ; Wellman, '86, 12 sec 5—100 yards dash, handicap, open, Robin-
son, '85, 10 4-5 sec 6—Standing wide jump, Scheld, '84, 9.3 feet. 7—
100 yards dash, (former field day winners), McGillivray, '81, ll£ sec 8—
Putting weight 16 pounds, Ramm, '84, 28.9 feet. 9—Mile run, Gorevan,
of Golden Gates, 5 min., 32 sec 15—Running hop, step and jump
Palacne, 37.2 feet. 11—Three-legged race, Deamer, '83, and Conner, '83,

14 sec. 12—100 yards dash, (final, No. 4), Pond, '84, 11£ sec. 13—440
yards run, open, Robinson, '85, 5541 sec. 14—Running wide jump, Mezes,
'84, 17 feet. 16—Running high jump, open, McGillivray, '81, 5.2 feet. 17
—220 yards dash (U. C), Robinson, '85, 25 sec. 18—220 yards handicap
open, Stewart, (0. C.) 19—120 yards hurdle-race, Deamer. '83, 23} sec

BALDWIN THEATRE.

SUNDAY EVENING NOVEMBER 26,

COMPLIMENTARY BENEFIT
TENDERED TO

MR. A. D. BRADLEY.
A. Great Sill of Attractions will be presented. Nov. 25.

GRAND OPERA HOUSE.
The Commodious and Elegant Theatre.—Stronger than

EVER! The justly celebrated JAY RIAL COMPANY in a massive and ma-
jestic revival of the Famous Moral and Picturesque Drama,

Uncle Tom's Cabin!
A Powerful Dramatic Company!—New and Realistic Effects!—New and Gorgeous

Scenery!—A Superb Transformation Scene! The Donkey, " FRISCO! " THE MAG-
NOLIA JUBILEE SINGERS! Only GENUINE TRAINED BLOODHOUNDS!
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.
Our Popular Prices: 15—25—50—and—75—cents. No ex tras; no higher prices.

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.

J II. Haverly. Proprietor.—The Leading Theatre! Ilav-
• erly's attractions do not play on Sunday evenings. This Evening (Nov. 25th),

Last Night, of Bartley Campbell's Romantic Irish Drama,

My Geraldine!
Perfectly interpreted by HAVERLY'S NEW YORK THEATRE COMPANY.
Saturday Afternoon, November 25th—Only Matinee. MY GERALDINE.
Sunday Evening, Nov. 26th—The Distinguished Artist, ELLMENREICH.
Monday Evening, Nov. 27th -SIBERIA. Nov. 25.

w EMERSON'S STANDARD THEATRE.
91. i;nI':K.M»\, Sole Proprietor and Manager.—EVERY
EVENING (including SUNDAY) AND SATURDAY MATINEE,

Emerson's Minstrels! -Change of Programme.
Our Star Company is the Strongest Bill of the Season!
Curtain rises precisely at S o'clock. Carriages ordered at 10 o'clock.

8^* Original Popular Prices.—Opera Chairs, Dress Circle or Parquette, 75 Cents;
Family Circle, 50 Cents; Matinee, 50 Cents and 25 Ceuts. Seats secured six days
in advance. No extra charge to Reserve. Now 25.

WINTER GARDEN.
Stockton street, between Post and Sutter.—Stab I A Maack,

Proprietors.—Fourth Week and Last Nights of Strauss* Romantic Comic Opera,

The Merry War!
The most attractive Operatic production ever witnessed in America! Rendered

by the strongest cast that has ever attempted the opera as composed by the author.
Crowded houses every evening!
Mr. HARRY GATES, Mr. FERDINAND URBAN, Miss ETHEL LYNTON, Miss

ANNIE AINSWORTH and all the favorites, even evening.
In preparation—G IROFLE-G IROTLA. Nov. 25.

TIVOLl OPERA HOUSE.
Eddy street, near Market.—Kreling Bros., Sole Proprie-

tors and Managers.—Pronounced and Glorious Success! Bellini's Grand Ro-
mantic Opera,

La Sonnambnla!
Cast for this Even inc. (Saturday, November 25th].—Miss LOI'ISE LEIGHTON

asAmina; Miss MURTIIA PORTECS as Lisa: MissTILLA VALERGA as !

Mr. T. W. ECKERT as Ehino; Signer PAROL1NI as Count Rudolphu; Mr. E. N.
KNIGHT as Alexis, etc.

General Admission, 25 Cents; Reserved Scats, 25 Cents extra. Nov. 25.
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'The World," the Flesh, and the Devil.
[By a Truthful Penman.]

Extensive Diamond Robberies.—An extraordinary robbery of dia-

monds, the property of Messrs. Wellby, of Garrick street, London, was

quite recently effected. It appears that a person went into the shop of

Messrs. Hancock, and said he had come from Messrs. Attenborough, in

the Strand, and desired to select some handsome jewelry for them. The
manager suggested that he had better go to Messrs. Wellby's, the firm

with which Messrs. Attenborough were known to deal. On the follow-

ing day the man called there, and presented one of Messrs. Attenbor-

ough's business cards, stating that he had been sent to select a diamond

suite. Suspicion being aroused, it was resolved not to supply the stranger

with the articles he required, but upon his suggesting that some person

should accompany him be was supplied with a diamond bracelet, two pair

of diamond earrings, and two diamond brooches, the value of the lot

amounting to £320. He afterwards took a hansom, and with the assist-

ant drove towards the Strand. When they reached Messrs. Attenbor-

ough's the stranger got out and went into the shop, telling the assistant he

would be back in a moment. He ran out again without his hat, saying,

"All right, the customers happen to be there now." He took the^ bag

containing the jewelry from the assistant, who believing that all was right,

went away after paying the cabman. The man stated when in Messrs.

Attenborough's shop that he had promised to meet a Mr. Hamilton there.

As Mr. Hamilton did not put in an appearance, after a few minutes the

stranger left, carrying the bag and the diamonds. The fraud was subse-

quently discovered, and the matter has been placed in the hands of the

police.—A man named Manes ha3 also been charged at the Clerken-

well Police Court with being concerned with another not in custody in

stealing £600 in Bank of England notes from Mr. Solomon Gompers, a

diamond dealer, of Hatton Garden. The prosecutor's statement was that

he had been induced, by means of a forged letter of introduction from a

customer at New York, to viBit the prisoner and his friends at the Mid-
land Hotel for the purpose of purchasing some diamonds, and that they

very ingeniously got possession of his £600 and disappeared. On finding

that he had been duped he communicated with the police, and the pris-

oner was arrested in a railway carriage at Cannon street, some notes which

were in his possession being identified by the prosecutor as a portion of

those stolen from him. The prisoner's solicitor intimated that the de-

fense would be that the prosecutor had lost his money to the prisoner and
the other man at cards. The case was remanded, bail being refused.

—

Public Opinion.——In a Cincinnati grocery, a few days since, was found

an ear of corn described as follows: Length, 11 inches, 18 rows of grain,

containing 60 grains each, making in all 1,080 grains, weighing, when
shelled off, 19 ounces ; measuring If pints ; circumference at middle of

the ear before shelling, 81 inches ; the grains measured § of an inch in

length ; circumference of the cob at middle, 4£ inches, weighing 4J ozs.

Grew in Butler county, Ohio.^—S. H. Green, a worthy farmer and
miller in Georgia, was recently married. His wife was visiting the grist

mill, but venturing too close to the water-wheel, the folds of her dress

became entangled in it and she was instantly drawn in and dashed around
and around until she was a perfect pulp.

—

Atlanta Constitution^—A
good story comes from Limerick. Two years ago Miss Ellard, the

owner of a fine estate at Newtonellard, Oola, was fired at, but, fortunate-

ly, both she and her coachman escaped the bullet of the assassin. Shortly
afterwards police protection was afforded Miss Ellard, two constables be-

ing drawn for that purpose from the New Pallas station. One of them,
named Sheehy, a fine young fellow, acquitted himself so well that Miss
Ellard resolved to render his protection a permanent duty. The sub-
constable is now the husband of a beautiful wife, and a landed proprietor,

with an income of some £10,000 a year. The happy pair are at present in

London, spending the honeymoon.

—

Pall Mall Gazette—^Truly we live

in parlous times. Reflect on this, O kings ! "A difficulty arose the oth-

er day when the mummy of King Merenra, the father of the Pharaohs,
recently found in Egypt, was being conveyed by train. At the station

the booking-clerk refused to pass the dead monarch through what was
once his own dominions without a declaration of his value and a corre-

sponding payment. After a long dispute the mummy was paid for as a
first-class traveler." It is rumored that the papa of the PharaohB was
placed in a smoking compartment, and exposed to the chaff of ubiquitous
" 'Arry," who always manages to pop up like a Jack-in-the-box where ex-
citement is going on, whether in Egypt, Russia, Turkey, Timbuctoo, or
Hades. Surely they could have placed the old gentleman in a cattle
truck, where the company is at least respectable, and the companionship
less degrading than "-'Arry's." Shade of Merenra, old boy, accept our
condolence.— Vanity B'air.-^—England, upon whose empire the sun never
sets, has systematically pursued her geographical control through unjusti-
fiable conquests. Says the London Echo, a paper published in the heart
of London, within a stone's-throw of Buckingham Palace and Downing
street, and moreover a professed supporter of the Gladstone Government:
"During the forty and four years of the reign of the Queen, England has
been engaged in as many wars. In every part of the world—in Asia, in
Africa, in America, in Australasia, we have warred with races weaker
than our own. We have bombarded Canton and sacked Pekin ; burnt
Kagosima and destroyed Beyrout, Acre and Alexandria ; invaded and an-
nexed half of India and twice occupied Cabul ; decimated the Maoris,
harried the Zulus, worried the Boers and fought the Czar. The most in-

significant of these wars cost many millions and many lives, and what
have we to show for them all? In two at least of the three wars with
China men of both parties now admit that England played a shameful
part. Mr. Disraeli condemned the first Afghan war and Mr. Gladstone
the second ; while the ablest men who ever ruled India have left it upon
record that both were unnecessary, and therefore unjustifiable."

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
INSURANCE AGENCY,

No. 322 & 324 California Street. San Francisco, Cal.

Fire Insurance.
GIRARD of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO ot N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN of New York.
ST. PAUL of St. Paul.

TEUTONIA of New Orleans.
LACONFIANCE of Paris.
DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS

ofNewYork.
THE FIRE INS. ASSOCIATION (Limited)

of London, England.

marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London
LA FONC1ERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented $27,000,000.
All Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid.

W. L. CHALMERS,
Special Agent and Adjuster.

PHtENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., Estab'd 1782—Cash Assets, $5,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1833.—Cash Assets, $1,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1851

—

Cash Assets, $1,357,326.39.

BUTLER «fc IIAIDA.V,
General Agents lor Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864.

Principal Office 406 California Street* S.F.

FIRE INSURANCE.
Capital (Paid TJp in TJ. S. Gold Coin). $300,000.00
Re-Insurance Reserve $171 ,412 75

Assets January 1, 1882
Surplus for policy holders.

.

684,577,83 I Premiums, since organization. $3,841,412.07
074,577.83

|
Losses, since onramzation... 1,750,278.00

OFFICERS:
J. F. HOUGHTON President. I CHAS. R. STOKY Secretary.
J. L. N. SHEPHARD.... Vice-President.

| R. H. MAGILL General Agent.
Directors ok the Home Mutual Insurance Co.:—L. L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J. L.

N. Shepard, John Currey, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, C. C. Burr, J. S. Carter,
Charlesgelding, D. W. Earl. April 8.

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

XTnlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF LONDON "FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

THE STANDARD MARINE INSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool. Capital, $5,000,000-

Aug. 12.

W. J. (AI.1.ISG1IAJI A CO., General Agents,
213 Sansome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,500,000
Cash Assets 1,709.976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR, til"I'll HIE A CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF LONDON.
[INSTITUTED 1803.]

London Assurance Corporation, of London
Established by Royal Charter 1720

Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.
ROBERT DICKSON, Manager.

W. JjANE BOOKJEjR, Agent and Attorney.

S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building.
[October ll.|

.

THE THAMES AND MERSEY MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY,
(LIMITED),

Of Iiiveroool. London and Manchester,
NO. 308 PINE STREET.

(Capital Supscribed, $10,000,000; Capital Paid Up, SI ,000,-
J 000 ; Reserve Fund (in addition to Capital) , $1,875,000 ; Total Assets June 30th,

1881, 85,234,665. W. O. HARRISON, Afc'ent,

Octoher V. 308 Pine street, San Francisco, Cal.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL
(Capital 85,000,000.—Agents: Balfour, Guthrie & Co., No.

/ 316 California street, San Francisco. - Nov. 18.
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A BOYS BONO.
BV THK EITUUC SUKI'Hf

Where the pooh an- l<rik*lit and deep.
Where the nr»y tnmt lkw atdeep,

I*j> the river, and otw the lea,

That** the way for Hilly and me.

Win ra the black bird ring* the Lfttati

Where the hawthorn blooms the sweetest,

Whva the MBtltaga ohiip ud Baa,

That's the way for Billy and me.

Where the mower mows the aloaowt,
Where the hay lies thick and greenest,

—

There Co track the hontMwwd I

That's the way for Billy ami me.

Where the haxel-bank is steepest,

When the shadow faila the deepest,
Where the clustering nuts fall free,

That's the way for Hilly and me.

Why the boys should drive away
Little sweet maidens from the play,

Or love to banter and tight so well,

That's the thing I never could tell.

But this I know, I love to play
Through the meadow, among the hay

;

Up the waters, and over the lea,

That's the way for Billy and me.

FROZEN SALMON.
A London exchange says : The second year's cargo of frozen sal-

mon from Ungava, brought by the Hudson Bay Company's steamer
Diana, has proved in every respect satisfactory. A correspondent who
boarded the vessel when she arrived at Plymouth, remarks that he wit-

nessed " as pretty, as Arctic-like a spectacle as can possibly be imagined.
From one side of the vessel to the other, were ranged in rows, large rough
crates containing the salmon. The refrigerating chamber, of course, gave
forth a perceptible odor of fish. This was, however, not at all as power-
ful as I had anticipated. Assisted by Mr. Fraser (engineer), I carefully

inspected the salmon. Such fine specimens of this description of fish I
have never before seen. ' What was their average weight ?' ' Their aver-

age weight was from sixteen to thirty pounds.' So said Captain Riches,
and the salmon were assuredly all that was said in reference to them.
Naturally, I could not look upon the fish in their frozen condition—they
seemed withal, as if they had been caught but the previous day—without
taking up one or two to practically demonstrate their weight and hardness.
Mr. Fraser kindly, but with difficulty, drew forth a salmon—literally a
monster. He directed attention to its splendidly fresh appearance, its

gills especially.
( Why,' said he, ' the fish, if allowed to thaw sufficiently,

would, when cut open, bleed as profusely and as naturally as if just

caught. The insertion of a knife in the salmon at that moment would,
however, have proved a matter of impossibility, inasmuch as the speci-

men, which was held up as illustrating the condition of all, seemed as

hard as iron itself.'* The voyage home of the Diana was exceedingly
pleasant. Not a pound of coal had been spent in steaming on the way.
The steamer had sailed splendidly, favored by a fair wind, going from the
Labrador coast to the Scilly Islands in eighteen days. By this means
much fuel was saved. The fish on board comprised 4,900—equal to 25
tons. This, we understand, will pay handsomely. Speaking from per-

sonal experience, our correspondent remarks that, so far as excellence in

taste is concerned, the difference cannot be detected between frozen sal-

mon from the Labrador and fresh salmon taken in England.

NEW PATENTS.
C. W. M. Smith, Patent Solicitor, of No. 224 Sansorae street, reports

the following list of patents issued to Pacific Coast inventors:

No. 2G6.338, Peter H. Baker, assignor of one-half interest to G. W.
Watts and J. S. Bacon, San Francisco, Cal.; fastening for tappets of

stamp stems. No. 266.421, George W. Blake, Port Townshend, W. T.;
snap-hook. No. 266,442, Duane B. Cooley, Yankton, Dacota Territory;

trace-carrier. No. 266,469, Marquis, D. L. and J. M., Hartley, San
Diego, Cal.; single tree. No. 266,475, Louis Herbert, Hicksville, Cal.;

adjustable piston-packing. No. 266,326, Anton Stamon, Leadville, Col.;

process of and apparatus for making coal gas. No. 266,398, William A.
Stoddard, Dallas, Oregon ; can-opener. No. 266,401, John J. Thomas,
Salt Lake, TJ. T., lounge support; David P. Belknap, San Francisco,
shirts; Richard F. Bridewell, San Francisco, combined lock and latch;

Charles M. Derrick, Howlaud Flat, Cal., hame clip; Pierre J. M. Jam-
bers, assignor to A. Tam, Nevada City, Cal., leg and foot rest; Hiram
Kenton, Albany, Oregon, magnetic gold separator; Almerin H. Light-
hall, San Francisco, combined header and thrashing machine; Almerin H.
Lighthall, San Francisco, grain separator; Thos. McLaughlin, Judson-
ville, Cal., grafting-wax; Geo. C. Mueller, San Francisco, corn crusher;
Evan L. Reese, Alameda, Cal., lubricating oil cup; David W. Smith,
Port Townshend, W. T., buckle; Michael C Taylor, Grass Valley, Cal.,

waterwheel; Alfred J. Van Drake, San Francisco, ore stamp battery.

FASHION IN CHAMPAGNE.
When the Prince of Wales suddenly decided, about two years ago,

that no wine was saitable for the royal palate but Pommery Sec, the rea-

son was certainly apparent—in fact, just as apparent .is it is that kings
and princes generally prefer the best of everything. All other wines
were banished from the little suppers which the Prince gave to his friends,

and Pommery became the proper thing. If a nobleman prepared a ban-
quet, Pommery was the first consideration. The London dealers were so

surprised that, until they commnuicated with the French headquarters,
they could hardly supply the demand. It was the same way in America.
New York society was seized with the craze, and in every fashionable
novel of the season Pommery Sec figures prominently. The witty corre-

spondent of the Cincinnati Enquirer writes from the fashionable Virginia
White Sulphur Springs that at that gay resort Pommery was at a pre-

mium. In fact, this boom may be said to have attained immense propor-
tions ; for last year the sale in this country amounted to 38,000 cases.

—N. Y. Paper.

INSURANCE.
The Only Company on the "Pacific Const Governed by the Massa-

chusetts Xun-b'nrfiiturr /.air.

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF BOSTON.

Total Asset* December 31, 1881 816,210,465-92.

Surplus over All Liabilities
Munohnsetts Standard i per cent $2,635,894.93
New York Standard 44 per cent :(,60l,S88.42
Market Value of Stocks and Bonds over cost l,474,<f ,.}1.09

POINTS.
FtnsT—A Plain and simple policy, clear of all bunK-n* conditions, and fully

protected from forfeiture.

Skoim.-Ah agency experience of fifteen years in this State, during which, by
liberality and fair dealing in its relations with policy-holders, the Company has
gained an enviable reputation.

Third—Non-forfeiture for residence or travel, or for hazardous occupations with-
out a permit.

Fourth—Liberal paid-up nan cash surrender, values stipulated by law.

Fiftu—This Company charges no more for insurance than those companies in
which the pplicy is forfeited, in case of non-payment of premium when due.

Before insuring in any other company, or joining any co-operative assessment so-
ciety, carefully examine the practical working of the Massachusetts law of 1880, and
read the policy contract of the New England Life.

HENRY K. FIELD, General Agent,
Aug. 26. 328 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

(Organized 186.3.)

FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY.
Fire and Marine Insurance.

Assets ^1,250,000
Losses paid over 4,500,000
jJSfTbe Largest Assets and Largest Income of all the companies hailing from

west of New York State, and in 1881 Pacific Coast premiums were larger than
those of any other company, local. Eastern or foreign.

D. J. STAPLES President I WM. J. DUTTON Secretary
ALPHEUS BULL Vice-President | E. W. CARPENTER Asst. Secretary

SOME OFFICE:
Southwest Cor. California and Sansome streets, San Francisco.
6^* Agents in all prominent localities. Sept. 30.

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.--UN10N INS. CO. OF S. F.

The California Lloyds.—Established in 1961.—Non. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, $750,000 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates !

Prompt Settlement of Loses!! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS.—J. Mora Moss,
Moses Heller, J. O. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A, E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Eartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Everson, A. B. Phippa, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Brandenstein, W. M. Hoag, Nicholas
Luning, James Moffitt, John Parrott, J. Bauni, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Touchard,
George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Scholle, Charles

Bauia, J. G-. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.
GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President.

Jambs D . Bailey, Secretary. Geo. T. Bop^v. Surveyor. Nov. 6.

TRANSATLANTIC FIRE INSURANCE CO.,
OF HAMBURG.

(Capital, $1,500,000, U. S. Gold Coin. Losses paid in Gold
j Coin immediately after Adjustment. This Corporation holds contracts of six-

teen other European Insurance Companies, re-insuring by far the greater part of

every risk, as soon as accepted in our office. The combined subscribed Capital which

our policies therefore offer to the public amounts to $26,900,000, U. S. Gold
Coin, of which $7,650,000 is paid up, besides the always available Reserve Funds.

GEO. MARCUS & CO., 304 California street, S. P.,

Aug. 5. ^___ General Agents for Pacific Coast.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, of Zurich, Capital 5,000,000 francs; Helvetia,

of St. Gall, Capital 10,000,000 francs ; Baloise, of Basle, Capital 5,000,000 francs.

These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that may be sus-

ained. Losses made payable in all the principal seaports of the world. In the set-

tlement of all claims under an English policy, these Companies will strictly adhere to

the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, ami submit to English jurisdiction.

June 9. HARRY W. SYZ, Agent, 420 and 422 California St., S. F.

GENEVA AWARD.

Special and Personal Attention Given to tne Preparation, Proof
and Trial of Cases

IntheCourtof "Alabama" Claims, in Washington, D. C. An extended experi

in the former Court, and unusual facilities for managing' these causes, enables me
to render special services to claimants. The Court has jurisdiction of claims for

vessels aud cargoes destroyed by any Confederate cruisers, for those officers and
men, and for war premiums paid from April, 1861, to November, 1S65. Full

information given on application to the undersigned.

J. F. MANNING,
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW,

1424 New York Avenue* Washington, J>. C; 69 Wall St., New
YorkCitv; 131 Devonshire St.. Boston, Mass. Sept. 23.

AMERICAN EXCHANGE HOTEL,
Sansome street. Corner Halleck, San Francisco.—This

hotel is in the very center oE the business portion of the city, and has been

renovated and newlj furnished throughout The traveling public will find this to

be the most convenient as well as the most comfortable and res|»ecUib!e hot«l in the

citv. TABLE FIRST-CLASS. Board and room, $1, $1.25 and tl.60 K*r daj

Binele rooms per night, 50 cents. Breakfasts or dinners, 50 cents. Lunch, -

Eighteen tickets, good for any meals, for $5. Hot and cold baths free, free

to and from the hoteL 0ct- 7-

$72 a week. $12 a day at home easily made. Costly Outfit Free.
Address Teue* Co., Augusta, Maine.
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TIDAL WAVES.
Tidal waves present curious phenomena in the material world. They

come without warning1

, recede without notice, rise to a hight that no man
may predetermine, and in their reaction they not unfrequently leave the

tide lower than it was before their advent. They sweep all before them,
causing wrecks that are either stranded high and dry, or are drawn back
into the ocean and engulfed, bequeathing to us only a memory of the

things that once were. In the political world there are phenomena that,

in their results, are very like unto those in the physical. Tidal waves in

politics are not unknown, as we have recently had very good reason to

know. The country has just had its experience of one. It came unex-
pectedly, was the effect of causes that are rather guessed at than certainly

known, it forged ahead with a mighty force that was irresistible, carrying

away all obstructions, and, in fact, making, as the phrase of the time has

it, a clean sweep. It has left some wrecks behind to remind us of its de-

structive ability; others have been carried out into an ocean of oblivion,

to be heard of no more forever, but leave us with a memory of what they
once were, and with a warning to the politicians to be at all times pre-

pared for tidal waves in public opinion. There are, perhaps, those who
will tell us that they knew what was coming. The people who, after the
event, are ever ready to say "I told you so," are always a numerous, if

not a very truthful, crowd. In this case they egregiously falsify. Prior

to the 7th of the present month of November, there were no true pro-

phets visible along the line anywhere. The press was utterly at fault.

It totally failed to indicate what was coming. No man pointed to any
signs of what was in the air. Those who profited by the great wave were
as unprepared for it as were those who suffered from it. The Democrats
in Congress have left a record of how little they hoped, and the Repub-
licans of how little they feared. The Democrats, by a mysterious pro-

cess of figuring that they did not believe in themselves, claimed a slight

majority in the next House of Representatives. The Republicans, on the
other hand, demonstrated, to their own satisfaction, that they would at

least hold their own. The ante-election estimates of both parties are on
record, and are conclusive testimony that neither side had even a lurking
suspicion of what was about to happen. The truth is that the workings
of the human mind are oft-times inscrutable. Great masses of men occa-

sionally move in a mysterious way, their wonders to perform. It is clear

that we have all been at fault as to what the people were thinking about.
That New York would reverse its last recorded decision by the enormous
majority of 200,000, that the old Puritan Bay State would elect the
wicked Ben Butler for its Governor, that the Second Congressional Dis-
trict of California would defeat Page, and that from the Atlantic to the
Pacific there should be one unbroken chain of Democratic gains, are the
astounding political facts of the times for which no man was wise enough
to be prepared.
Yet, there are no effects without causes. We see the results, and they

are marvelous in our eyes. The why and the wherefore of them are hid-
den, and we wonder as to their nature. But they none the less certainly
exist. Fuller information, better experience and clearer thought, will one
day make us wiser, and enable us to penetrate that which is now to some
extent a mystery. The tidal waves of the material world that are to-day
beyond our ken, may one day be thoroughly understood, and the causes
of them be made as clear to the ordinary understanding as the more mani-
fest effects of electricity have been in these latter days. When our sci-

entific knowledge is more fully developed we may know more of the pres-
ent hidden secrets of the earth that produce earthquakes and tidal waves.
Franklin, with his little kite, brought down electricity from the clouds,
and to-day the power he invoked is flashing news around the world. In
like manner we may soon comprehend why the ocean occasionally sur-
passes itself, and why waves are thrown up beyond all ordinary experi-
ence. For the present we may long for the future of knowledge, but
may not realize it.

But in regard to political tidal waves we ought not to be so far out into
the ocean of the future. The wonder is, not that a political tidal wave
has come at last, but that it did not come sooner. The causes fur one
have long existed. In the ruling party there has been nothing to appeal
to the better instincts of the people since Grant's second term. From the
era of the Credit Mobilier until now there has been nothing in national
politics upon which a thoughtful mind could rest with satisfaction. It has
been one continuous movement downwards, until at last we have arrived
at Arthur in the Presidential chair, Robeson as leader in the House of
Representatives, and Mabone has the corruptible and corrupted balance
of power in the Senate. To those who understand these things, and all

that they imply there need be no wonder that there has been a tidal wave
in public opinion. The marvel is that it did not come sooner. There has
been cause for it any time during the ten years last past. Everything
that a Government could do, has of late been wrongly done. High taxa-
tion has prevailed, extravagance has everywhere assumed sway, and the
language of corruption has been the common parlance of the politicians.
The infamous count of 1S76 ought to have produced a tidal wave but it

did not, and thereafter the press and the politicians thought they could
play with public opinion. For our own part we have been amazed that
this upheaval has not come earlier. That it came at last is the best evi-
dence that the people will, sooner or later, do the right.
So much for the past. We now come to the present, and the outcome

of the future. The tidal wave has given the Democrats power. What
will they do with it ? Will they read the signs of the times aright ? Will
they so shape political ends as to retain the confidence of the many ?

The figures of the recent election show that some half million voters have
temporarily, at least, changed their party affiliations. Will the Demo-
crats so act as to retain these new converts ? Will they give us new meth-
ods, cleanly government, lower taxation, retrenchment, a better civil ser-
vice, and wiser government generally? If they do not, if they fail to
realize the underlying forces that have ushered them into power, they will
find themselves in 1884 the victims of a tidal wave higher, more potent,
more lasting in its effects and infinitely more disastrous in its consequen-
ces to them than that of 1882 has been to the Republicans. The old is-

sues have at last been most happily buried. Public opinion is in suspense.
It is ready to support the party that will do best. Wise are they who
take note of what is occurring and govern their future accordingly.

Arctic Ocean.—The whaling barks, George and Susan, 44 days from
the Arctic and 24 days from Fox Island, brings Oil, 900 bbls.: Bone,
9,000 lbs.

CHARTER MAKING.
This city, through its fifteen elected freeholders, is now busy charter

making. We confess that we have no great hopes of the result. It is

obvious thus early that too much is likely to be attempted. The people
are in no humor to try dangerous experiments in regard to fundamental
laws. The dangers we have long endured we comprehend, and these,

from their very nature, make us dread others that we know not of. Ours
has never been at any time a well or wisely governed city. We have,
first and last, raised a good deal of money for which there is very little

to show. Our sewage system is woefully defective, and if it had not been
for our strong trade-winds, would have long ago bred a pestilence; our
streets are a scandal and disgrace. They are utterly unfit for vehicles to

travel upon. They are inferior to those of any great city with which we
are acquainted. The trouble is that property-owners only too well know
their masters. The bosses run the City Government for their own per-
sonal purposes. It is a preserve which they consider their own and upon
which they grow fat. It is the merit of the present Consolidation Act
that it cuts down their power to a minimum. Under it their capacity for

mischief is confined within the narrowest limits. Taxpayers are not
likely to abandon safeguards that have protected them for many years,
and most certainly they are not going to call into existence Boards of
Public Works and other new-fangled notions that may lead them into
difficulties. All those things may appear well enough in the abstract, but
in the hands of a Buckley they would surely prove intolerable. The
right thing to do is to codify the existing Consolidation Act and amend it

in some few particulars. It is not well to attempt too much at this time.

THE LOS ANGELES HEGIRA.
The Democratic politicians have been very lately moving towards

Los Angeles. The Governor-elect resides in that locality. A returned
visitor assures us that the hotels in the city of all the angels are crowded
with men who want to whisper a word ioto Stoneman's ear. Their claims
need to be presented, and they want to present them. They line the road
between Los Angeles and the Governor's ranch at San Gabriel; they way-
lay him on his road to town, and intercept him at every step. His mail
is loaded down with cunningly devised epistles, all of which refer to the
dispensation of Gubernatorial patronage. Boss Buckley had arranged to
visit him uninvited, and was to have left this city on Sunday last for that
purpose, but untoward events prevented him. Holtz and Connolly, and
some others, were inclined to act independently, and deny him the sole
control of the patronage of their offices, and hence he stayed at home to
look after things. He, however, sent a plenipotentiary in his place. That
pronounced Buckley lamb, Mayor Stonehill, was sent along. From his
tone since he returned, he did not meet with a very warm receptiou, and
it looks as if the boss men are to be left out in the cold, as they deserve
to be. He says Stoneman is as cold as an iceberg, which is a remarkably
good sign. If the newly-elected Governor reads the signs of the times
with any intelligence whatever, he will leave "the lambs," the pimps, the
gamblers, the street statuary, and all and sundry the creatures whom
Buckley uses, to revel in the sewers. Happily, he owes them nothing.
He was nominated in spite of them, and, in order to relegate them to
their native obscurity, he is giving signs that he understands that fact,
and therein consists the hope of his success and popularity as Governor.

TAXATION.
Recent decisions of the Courts are calculated to teach some element-

ary truths in regard to taxation. The new Constitution, being in some
sense a demagogic measure, took cognizance of mortgages. Its framers
wanted to cinch capital. They exempted all property from paying taxes
upon any sum for which it might be mortgaged, and left the taxing-mas-
ter to reach the mortgagees as best he might. His was a difficult task.
The property he could always make sure of finding, but the man who
had loaned money upon it might not be so easily reached. Yet that is

what the new Constitution men undertook to do. They laid down the
principle that the sum for which property might be mortgaged should be
subtracted from its capital value, and that its owner should only pay
taxes on the balance. They did not say how the mortgagee should be
reached. He might be a foreigner, beyond the reach of our Courts. They
were so intent upon pleasing the many that they perpetrated a grave mis-
take. They provided no means of reaching the foreign loaner of money
on our State values. That, in a nutshell, is the difficulty of any revenue
law that can be framed under the new Constitution. The Assessors of
the various counties were at once met with that difficulty. The Consti-
tution was a general law and had to be generally applied. If the owner
of a house and lot had to be exempted from paying the tax upon a mort-
gage, so also had the owner of a railroad. It was not possible to make
two different and opposite principles apply to the taxation of property.
In that short, pithy and clear statement consists the difficulty about
which so much is now being said in regard to the taxation of railroads.

THE GONG NUISANCE.
The ordinance of the Supervisors, for the ringing of gongs at the

street-crossings, is a wisely conceived measure, and ought not to be lightly
repealed. It was needed, and should, in some form or other, be retained.
The silence, rapidity and danger with which the cable cars used to cross
such streets as Kearny, was a danger to the life and limbs of the citizens
of this municipality. The ordinance which put an end to this condition
of things had its origin in a pressing public necessity. Whether or not it

was framed in the wisest possible language, is another question. On that
point we do not pronounce with any pretense to infallibility. But we do
say that greater care was essential to the crossing of crowded streetB. The
engineers of the respective roads have done their level best to briug this
excellent ordinance into disrepute. They have been ringing their gongs
for the past week incessantly; they have annoyed passengers, awoke sleep-

ing citizens, and jarred the nerves of men and women that were that way
inclined. But, for all that, the spirit and intent of the newly framed law
was beyond reproach. It may be recast with good effect, but it ought not
to be let go of altogether. There is an intent in it that is just what the
people want. Its spirit is good, although its letter may be imperfect. If
it wants amending, let it be amended, but let not its substance be lost

sight of. The traveling public protest against the old state of affairs.

The Australian Legislative Council and House of Assembly have
resolved to hold an exhibition in 1886. That settles the hash of the comet.
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THE TOWN CRIER.
"IlMr th* CrUr'" "What th* d»Ti) art thoa !

"On* that will pl&j th* d«Tll.ttr with yon."

" H**d a •ttnc in hi* tail »• lone u m flail.

Which nudt hins crow bolder and bolder."

The traditional Kilkenny cat* were boaoin friend* compared with the
officers of the JtannfUe expedition. A mtfn repulsive exhibition of per
»««nal spite than the present " jn,irftigiti"wy

1 " charges,
1
' " counter*

charges," etc,, display it baa never hitherto bee ii our misfortune to wit-
ness. It i* not only the living against the living, but ttia also the living
against the dead. Anil even the wives and daughters of the Us m
are dragged into the disgusting ooafliofc One would think that where
men have toileil and Miffered together, as these men have, there would ex-
ist between them a bond of sympathy so strong that the greatest wrongs
would bo forgotten, to say nothing of anon little petty jealousies as are
now be in:,' brought before the public. Hut such, unhappily, is not the
case. The dead are maligned by the living, and (so far as journals and
diaries can go) the tiring are deepitefnUy used by the dead. In the name
of all that is decent, let the matter drop. An investigation which might
tend to correct future errors is one thin?, and investigation which aims
only to heap disgrace upon the pallid corpses of the dead is another thing,
and the present " investigation " appears to be strictly of the latter
order.

It would greatly interest us to know who, in the name of the Foul
Fiend, is responsible for the telegrams, from the uttermost ends of the
earth, with which we are daily furnished by the morning and evening pa-
pers. Bloody murders, rapes, seductions, adulteries, burglaries, highway
robberies, lynchings, bank-cashier elopements, clerical scandals, and all

kindred abominations—these are fair game. We can understand the wis-
dom and business acumen of those who cater freely to the popular taste
for everything indecent, criminal and malicious. The public hog would
waste away and die unless it had its cesspool to wallow in; and, since the
brute is willing to pay for the luxury, we don't blame the journalistic en-
terprise which makes money by providing the necessary bath. But this
does not prevent us from wondering why, " at great expense," it should
be telegraphed all over the Union, from some obscure Eastern town, that
the brother of a certain famous American poet has had a toe amputated.
Yet anybody might have read this important bit of news a day or two
ago, and it is only a sample selected from hundreds of equal interest and
value.

Spiing-bottomed pants are not often the cause of crime. Without
exactly knowing what spring-bottomed pants are, it is to be inferred that
they are of the genus worn by the pantophagous hoodlum, or dissolute
boy, which differ from the ordinary pair of outer coverings for the legs
worn by males, inasmuch as they are tight around the thick, fleshy part
of the leg below the knee, and blossom out like a four-bit umbrella all

over the foot. An inverted mushroom is the most adaptable simile for
spring-bottomed pants. Leaving out, however, the exact determination
of the term, it is on sad record that one William Cronin, a virescent and
vermiculate hoodlum, dissatisfied with the way in which he was trowsed
by his immediate progenitors, extended his prognathous jaw and tempora-
rily got even with his inconsiderate parents by stealing enough money
from various sources to compensate and satisfy the artist tailor for the
construction of his nether garments. All this only means that Mr. C is

now in the Industrial School for stealing money to buy the regulation
hoodlum S. B. pants.

Police Officer Pattleton, of Oakland, has been distinguishing himself,
and the columns of the dailies of the Paci6c Athens are filled with arti-

cles praising his heroism and devotion to duty. It appears that Mr. Pat-
tleton was quietly eating his supper at home when he heard a cry of
" Stop thief !" Rushing from the house, revolver in hand, he pursued the
fleeing criminal and actually caught him, after a run of three blocks. At
first sight it may appear that there is nothing very extraordinary about
this exploit, but a moment's consideration will show that it possesses three
extremely phenomenal features: First—That an Oakland policeman
should ever leave a meal under any consideration whatever. Second-
That an Oakland policeman should so far sacrifice his sense of dig-
nity as to break into a trot. Third—That an Oakland policeman's run
should ever come up with any thing that moved. We much suspect that
th*i supper was bad ; that the officer thought the runaway was taking the
opposite direction, and that the thief was a blind paralytic.

The street-cars have been running amuck with a vengeance during
the past week, and have made business very lively for the Coroner.
Judging from the verdict of the jury it has never varied in a single in-

stance from the set form which calls the death " accidental " and exoner-
ates the driver from all blame. We are inclined to believe that the suicidal
epidemic now raging in the city must have extended to the children, but
we are at a loss to imagine why the little ones should choose this particular
mode of death, than which none could be more ignominious. Sooner than
be crushed out of existence by one of the ramshackle old Noah's arks which
pass muster for cars on most of the city lines, we would even hang our-
selves with a jack-towel as a watchmaker did last Tuesday, or blow half
our head into oxxe neighbors' back-yard, as the tailor did on the same day.

The cruel war ia over, and we in San Francisco await anxiously the
arrival of the Egyptian contingent. The aged warriors in our midst have
fought their battles over so often that their recitals have ceased to be a
marketable commodity. Hotel clerks no longer lend their ears or cash to

the " heroes of a hundred fights." We want a change, and yearn for

some one fresh from carnage ; some one with the aroma of fresh human
blood still hanging around him ; some one who has proof positive that he
has anticipated a mummy and made sausage meat out of a lineal descend-
ant of the Pharaohs. When this glorious addition to our civilization

does arrive the hard hearts of our hotel clerks will soften like an as-

phaltum sidewalk on a warm day. P. S.—No bogus warriors need apply.

Nobody can sneer any more at Company G. One of its members has
met his fate nobly, with his face to the foe, at Lake Valley, New Mexico,
where, says a morning paper, " a man was killed recently for wearing a
medal on his breast and having a fob dangling from the end of his sus-

penders." Of course, we can't swear to the fact, but we like to give the
lardy-dah soldiers a show, and the description seems to fit.

" Confounded difficult these keyholes are to find, these dark nights,"
muttered Deacon siytippler as he made thrust after thrnet in the direo-
tion of where hfa latch-key need to connect Somehow or other, the hole

bi k' enough, and the deacon was jn-t about going to most on the
-l.-ur step, when, to his intense relief, open Hew the door. The shock was
a little too much for the deacon's norvcH, and lie entered in a more hur-
ried than dignified manner. A soft bundle of something, topped up with
a riightoap, made its presence painfully evident. A sad eyed man, with a

bful expression <>f countenance, was on time at th.* office next
morning. There had been something in bed with him which knocks spots
out of an alarm clock.

The Czar and his wife have lately been driving about St. Petersburg
10 an open sled, punting riding-schools, attending church, and reviewing
regiments, just as if they had never heard of such a thing as a nihilist in
their lives. This sort of conduct puts the papers of the United States
into a great passion. They don't like the ( !zar to take an airing— not so
much because they object to his young wife for a buggy-ride now and
then, as because, in the light of past editorials, it shows them up to be
either witless liars or men very ignorant of the true state of things in
Kussia. The truthful journalists of the Chicago dailies, in particular,
are said to be nearly broken-hearted over this Imperial rebuke to their
baby-talk.

The hurricane, which, according to the United States Signal Service
was to have done so much damage along the northern coast of California,
merely brushed its whiskers among the breakers, shook up a few schoon-
ers, and is now solemnly reported to be "lost at sea." As there were a
good many fine vessels off the coast at the time when the hurricane's ar-
rival was expected, the unscrupulous wreckers of thoHe regions have
passed resolutions, lamenting its untimely demise, and at the same time
anathematizing the Signal Service of the United States in language so
strong that we daren't print it, for fear of bursting our " chaces."

The Poat has unearthed a centurion in Tulare County. He is one of
the legitimate sort, which newspapers, when short of news, dig up. Of
course, he gets a lick in at Washington. A hundred-year-old man would
not be worth a cent, from a newspaper point of view, unless he had sad-
dled a horse for his father to go to Washington's funeral, or put a lick in
somehow at " the father of his country." While the Post proprietors are
meditating as to the beat way to turn their coat inside out, without show-
ing the holes, news is, of course, a secondary consideration. Next week,
perhaps they can discover an aged dame who might mate with the ante-
diluvian curiosity from Tulare.

Rear-Admiral J. Blakeley Creighton, has been, at his own request,

Elaced on the retired list. Great guns ! At his own request ! Why, we
ad always fondly believed that when an army or navy officer of high

rank "retired" it was because all the Government mules in the country
were hitched up to drag him out of " active service " by main force. The
old man's retirement, however, doesn't give any one else promotion, and
we'll stake our knowledge of official human nature against a peanut that
if it had done so the venerable Admiral would have stuck to his post with
even more heroism than the immortal Cassabianca.

The eudden increase of a dollar a ton in the price of coal has so
seriously alarmed both dealers and consumers that a movement is said to
be on foot to get up a big subscription list for the purpose of inducing
Aleck Badlam to emigrate to some other State. It is further alleged
that the same gentleman has received handsome offers from the Govern-
ments of several excessively tropical countries, if he will only contract to
reside within their dominions for the rest of his natural life. Between
the two of these arrangements, our friend A. B. ought to get rich.

Beecher is being sued for breach of contract in not coming to time
with his MSS. for "The Life of Christ." Sam Wilkinson is the plaintiff
in the case, but we see no plea put in for the party most injured in the
case. A life of Beecher, written by himself, if written truthfully, would
sell well, and many a pious Brooklyn girl would shiver in her shoes, were
the old gentleman to turn penitent and confess his sins. When Beecher
calmly sits down to write a " Life of Christ," the devil must smile, while
the angelic choir sings songs of consolation to the aggrieved Saviour.

Mr. Mark Gray Lyon, the gentleman who some years ago was placed
in a lunatic asylum for shooting at Edwin Booth in a Chicago theatre,
announces bis intention of starring as "Hamlet" in small towns next
Winter. The managers of the aforesaid small towns are consequently
throwing up intrenchments around the dress circles and barricading the
galleries of their respective theatres. Each prompter's box is to be fur-
nished with a Gatling gun, and the members of the various orchestras are
to be provided with bomb proof suits of armor.

Three pot hunters were arrested Wednesday for shooting ducks at
the foot of Powell street. We do not know much about the particular
foot in question, but we have had some experience of the vile pool
which adorns the end of that fashionable thoroughfare, and all we can
say is, that any one who could eat a duck that ever dipped its bill in

there must have a copper-lined stomach and a nice sense of smell.

At the recent sale of masterpieces by our local artists the prices
offered and taken averaged about a dozen dollars a daub. As the raw
material of most of them cost a good deal more than that, the pot-boiling
brotherhood are sitting in sack-cloth and ashes, and cursing the discrimi-
nating faculty of a public which recognizes the fact that poor talent can
spoil good canvas with costly pigments.

Jumbo has ceased to be an attraction, and Barnum is now casting
around for a new sensation. Cetewayo has escaped back to Zululand,
and Beecher has farmed himself out to lecture. Arabi Pasha, however,
is still left, and would, no doubt, draw well if properly billed. He
would look remarkably well stuffed.

Just when we were congratulating ourselves that " poor Emma Bond
'"

had subsided, up she pops again, and once more harrows our feelings with
a recital of her late accident. Miss Boud has our heartfelt sympathy,
but if she would only keep out of print, we should feel considerably
better.

When the Princess Louise was last in San Francisco, the loyal

Britishers presented her with an illuminated address. It seems odd, but
it is nevertheless true, that, out of all that loyal crowd, there were only
two who had not foresworn their allegiance to her royal mother.
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SUNBEAMS.

What is it that is known so well?

Let every one bis praise go tell.

Who knoweth how to keep hotel ?

The landlord.

Who meets each guest with smiling face ?

Who's rich in bonhomie and grace ?

The right man who in the right place ?

The landlord.

Who knoweth every one he meets ?

Who cordially all comers greets ?

But who is down on hotel heats?
The landlord.

Whose bouse is open every day
That all mankind quite freely may
Come in and eat their fill, if they
Have got the ready cash to pay ?

The landlord.

Picture of the Red Sea.—A man undertook
to paint the destruction of Pharaoh's host in the

Red Sea on one of the walls of a room. After a
very short time he much surprised his employer

. by asking him to come and view the finished pic-

ture. On going to inspect it he found the walls

covered with red paint. *
' Where are the child-

ren of Israel ?" he asked. " Gone over," answer-

ed the painter. " Where is Pharaoh's host?" he
next inquired. " All drowned;" said the painter.

"What is that nois? we hear, mother?"
" That is a man learning to play the violin, my
child." " Is he sick, mother? " "No," he is not
sick, my child, as you suppose, but every one in

the neighborhood is. They wish he would be
sick and die." " Will he die, mother ? " " No,
my child, he will not die. He will keep on in

this way for years, and finally get so he can play
second fiddle in a very poor orchestra."

Somebody heard a Boston girl say: " I think
he looked like a perfect raving angel in his uni-

form ! He was awful heavenly." She got in-

troduced to him, however, and found him so

lacking in culture that baked pork and beans
choked him. She would not go back on the an-
gel business, but qualified it by dubbing him Lu-
cifer.

Jones, who is engaged in the real estate busi-

ness, was riding along one day, when he saw this

sign: "This farm for sail." Seeing a woman pick
up an apron full of chips at the wood-pile, he po-

litely asked her when the farm was to sail?

"Just as soon as the man comes along who can
raise the wind."

A Suezcidal Course.—Mrs. Muddlecrop has
no patience with that " Mounseer Lesseps."
"The silly man," she says, "deserves all his

trouble for having gone and dug his canal in such
a savage place as that Egypt. Why ever couldn't

he stop at home like a sensible man and dig it

in Prance ?"

"It's my last resort, my last resort," mur-
mured a dejected looking individual as he braced
himself against a lamp post last night. " What
is that ? " inquired a sympathetic bystander.
" Home," was the mournful reply, "home, sweet
home."

If you want to win the good graces of a ma-
tronly lady and have her ever after speak of you
as that " polite, pleasant gentleman," innocently
mistake her for her very youthful and charming
daughter. It's a safe scheme and a sure one.

" It was terribly oppressive in the theatre last

night," said Brown; "it was so hot that the
blood all rushed to my head." " Well, it found
plenty of room there, didn't it ? " replied the un-
sympathetic Fogg.

"Yes," said the man with the curled mus-
tache, " Charley is a good fellow, but he is so
eccentric, you know. Why, he asked me to-day
for a five I borrowed of him last summer.

" Were you guarded in your conduct while in
New York ? " said a father to his son, who had
ust returned from a visit to that city. "Yes,
sir ; part of the time by two policemen."

It takes only thirteen minutes to load an ele-

phant on a railroad train, while it takes twenty
for any sort of woman to kiss her friends good-
bye and lose the check for her trunk.

A young man in Des Moines loved a girl so
wildly that he wrote her fifteen letters a day for
five weeks. At the end of that time he was
killed with a green tomato.

An Irishman, eating his first green corn,
handed the cob to the waiter and asked: " Will
ye plaze put some more banes upon me sthick?

"

The candidate shakes hands with the boys
on Monday. On Wednesday, after the election,

he will give them a different shake.

- C. P- R . R.

Time Schedule, Monday, May 15, 1882.
Trains leave, and are due to arrive at,

SanFranciscoas follows:

LEAVE
(for) }- DESTINATION.

-j

ARRIVE
(from)

9:30 A.M.
4:00 P.M.
*4:30p.m.
8:00 A.M.

2:40 p.m.
*12:40 p.m.
*10:10 a.m.

7:40 p.m.

it

*4:00 p.m.
9:30 a.m.
4:30 p.m.
8:00 A.M.

*4:00 p.m.

.. J Deming, ElPaso ) Express....

. . | Gait and ) via Livermore

. . ( Stockton j via Martinez

2:40 p.m.

7:10 a.m.
5:40 P.M.

*12:40 P.M.

{11:40 a.m.
2:40 p.m.

5:40 p.m.
8:40 A.M.
•2:40 P.M.

*12:40 p.m.

9:30 a.m.
8:00 A.m.
5:00 p.m.
9:30 A.M.
*4:00 p.m.

....Los Angeles and South
. . . Livermore and Pleasanton. .

.

8:00 A.M. Nileg and Haywards 5:40 p.m.

3:00 p.m. tt ii <(

6:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
8:00 A.M.
8:*0 a.m.
3:30 p.m.

*4:30 p.m.
*4:00 P.m.

. . ( Ogden and I Express

..
j

1 Sacramento, "I via Livermore.
. . < Colfax and > via Benicia. . .

.

.... Sacrameuto, via Benicia. . .

.

Sacramento River Steamers.

.

8:40 A.M.
11:40 A.m.

6:10 a.m.
5:40 p.m.
6:40 p.m.
7:40 p.m.

11:40 a.m:
*10:10 a.m.

*6:00 A.M.

3:00 p.m.

3:30 P.M.
*4:00 p.m.
*4:S0 p.m.

" (JSundaysonly) 111:40 a.m.

*12.40 p.m.

3:30 P.M. ....Virginia City 11:40 a.m.

*8:00a.m. Willows, Williams & Tehama. *7:40 p.m.

Train lea
Pacific Ex
Express fr

ving San Francisco at 9:30 a.m. s

press from " Ogden " at San Pablo

;

om "El Paso" at Antioch.

lonld meet
also Pacific

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland JPier.

Froia " SAN FRANCISCO," H ally.

To EAST OAKLAND—*6.00, «6:30, 7:50, 8:30, 9:30.

10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30.

7:00, 8:00, 9:30, 11:00, »12:00.

To ALAMEDA—»6:00, "t6:30, 7:00, »t7:30, 8:00, "t8:30,
9:00, «t9:30, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 1:00, 2:00, 3:00, *t3:30,
4:00, "U.S0, 5:00, -t5:30, 6:00, St6:30, 7:00, *8:00, 9:30,
11:00, «12:00.

To BERKELEY — *6:00, *6:30, 7:00, '7:30, 8:00, "8:30,

9:00, t9:30, 10:00, J10:30, 11:00, tll:30, 12:00, 1:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,

9:30, *12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—*6:00, *6:30, 7:00, <7:30, {8:00.

•8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, "4:30, 5:00.

*5:30, 6:00. *6:30, 7:00.

To "SAN FRAJVCISCO," B»ily.

From BROADWAY, Oaklakd-»5:32, *6:02, 6:32, 7:02,

7:32. 8:02,8:32, 9:02, 9:32, 10:02, 10:32, 11:02, 11:32, 12:02,

12:32, 1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32, 5:02,

5:32, 6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

From EAST OAKLAND—«5:21, »5:51, 6:21, 6:51, 7:51,
8:51, 9:51, 10:51, 11:61, 12:51, 1:51, 2:51, 3:51, 4:51,
5:51, 6:51, 7:51, 9:21, 10:51.

From ALAMEDA—*5:15, *5:45, 6:15, 7:10, *+7:35, 8:10,

<t8:35, 9:10, *t9:35, 10:10, *tl0:35, 11:10, 12:10, 1.10,
2:10, 3:10, 4:10, "+4:35, 5:10, *t5:35, 6:10, *t6:35, 7:15,
*+7:35, 9:15, 10:45.

From BERKELEY—*5:45, *6:15, 6:45, *7:15, 7:45, *8:15,

8:45, J9:16, 9:45, J10:15, 10:40, }11:15, 11:45, 12:45,
1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:15, 4:45, 5:15, 5:45,6:15, 6:45, 7:45,
9:15, *10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY — *5:45, *6:15, 6:45, *7:15,

7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, *5:15, 5:45,
•6:15, 6:45, »7:15.

Creek Route.
From SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:16, 3:15,

5:15.

From OAKLAND—*6:15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

All trains run daily, except when star (*) denotes Son-
days excepted.

tTrains marked thus (+) ran via East Oakland.
fflSnndays only.

" Standard Time " furnished byRandolph & Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. GOODMAN, Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agt.
A. N. Towkb, General Manager.

COAL OIL STOVES.
All Sizes for Cooking- or Parlor use

Send for Circular and Prices.

WIESTKB A CO.,
17 New Montgomery St., S. P."*

Great

o&oute
^QWGT°N,

EASTWARD
Is the Old Favorite andFRINCIPAIj XjIKTOS

—FTIOTML-
Omaha, Kansas City, Atchison and St. Joseph

For CHICAGO,
ST. LOUIS,

MILWAUKEE,
Detroit, Niagara Falls,

NEW YORK, BOSTON!
And Ail Pomfs East and South-East.

THE LINE COMPRISES
Nearly 4,000 miles. Solid Smooth Steel Track. All

connections are made in UNION DEPOTS. It has
a National Reputation as being THE GREAT
THROUGH CAR LINE, and is universally conceded
to be THE FINEST EQUIPPED Railroad in the
World for all classes 01 travel.
Try it, and you will find traveling a luxury instead

of a discomfort.
Through Tickets via this Celebrated Line for sale

at all offices in the West.
All information about Rates of Fare, Sleeping Car

Accommodations, Time Tables, &c, will be cheer-
fully given by applying to

{. J. POTTER, PERCEVaL LOWELL,
Qen'l Manager, Gen'l l-j&senger Agt.,

Chicago, Ills. Chicago, Ills.

T. D-McKAY, Hen. Agt,, Occidental Hotel, San Francisco.

BROAD GAUGE.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Sunday, October 22, 1882,
And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave
from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend at., between 3d and 4th streets), as follows:

t 6:50 a.m.
8:30 a.m.

10:40 A.M.
* 3:30 p.m.

4:30 p.m.
6:30 P.M.

DESTINATION.

..San Mateo, Redwood,...
and Menlo Park

8:30 A.M.
10:40 A.M.
* 3:30 P.M.
4:30 P.M.

10:40 A.M.
v 3:30 p,

. Santa Clara, San Joseand

.

. .Principal Way Stations.

.

m. 1 .Gilroy, Pajaro, Castroville. I *10;

m.
(

and Monterey

ARRIVE
S. F.

40 A.M.
05 A.M.
:02 A.M.
:37 P.M.

;04 p.m.

02 p.m.

):05 a.m.
):02a.m.
3:37 p.m.

i:02 p.m.

02 a.m.
02 p.m.

. Hollister and Tres Pinos.,

10:40 a.m
* 3:30 p.m

IJ

If

Watsonville, Aptos, Soquel

H
6.02 p.m.

10:40 A.M
II

. Salinas, Soledad and Way.
H

6:02 p.m.

Sundays excepted. tSundaysonly. (SportBmen's Train.)

Stage connections are made with the 10:40 a.m.
Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo, which
connect with 8:30 a. m. Train. EXCURSION TICKETS
sold on Saturdays and Sunday mornings—good to
return Monday: To Santa Clara or San Jose, $2 50; to

Monterey or Santa Cruz, §5 00; also to principal points
between San Francisco and San Jose.

Ticket Offices—Passenger Depot, Townsend street,

and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, h. r. judah,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

ffW S. P. Atlantic Express Train via Los Angeles,
Yuma, etc., leaves San Francisco daily via Oakland
Ferry, foot of Market street, it 9:30 a.m. [Oct. 28.
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THE GOOD ANQEL DEATH.
Why drooldfet thou fear the U'l.utifu. angel, l>catt],

Who wait* thee at the portal* of tin' BUM,
Ready to kiss away thy strung). ntr breath

Ready with gentle hand to close thine eyes.

How many a tranquil soul has pass'd away,
Fled gladly from fierce pain and pleasures dim,

To the eternal splendor of the day.
And many a troubled heart still calls for him.

Spirits too tender for the battle here
Have turn VI from life, its hopes, its fears, its charms,

And rhiMren, shuddering at a world so drear,

Have, smilinir, pass'd away into his arms.

He whom thou fearest will, to ease its pain,

Ijay his cold baud upon thy aching heart:

Will soothe the terrors of thy troubled brain,

And bid the shadow of earth's grief depart.

He will give back what neither time, nor might,
Nor passionate prayer, nor longing hope restore,

(Dear as to long blind eyes recover'd sight)

He will give back those who have gone before.

O, what were life, if life were all ? Thine eyes
Are blinded by their tears, or thou would'st Bee

Thy treasures wait in the far-off skies,

And Death, thy friend, will give them all to thee.—Household Words.

THE FUTURE OP GAS.
Since the advent of the electric light, few subjects have been more

thoroughly discussed by scientists and lay writers than the probable fu-

ture of gas. After more or less searching analysis of the situation predic-

tions have at times been freely made that the long-popular municipal il-

luminant had seen its best days ; that it only remained for Mr. Edison,

Mr. Maxim, Mr. Swan, or others, tu perfect their incandescent lamps,
and for Messrs, Brush, Fuller, Maxim, Jablockotf, and others, to con-

tinue to offer their large arc lights to anxious purchasers, in order that
the electric illuminator may monopolize the field. Writers of different

bias, or those whose investigations are based on other data, have naturally

seen in the electric light only another and more expensive method of il-

lumination, possessing novelty, but not necessarily vital advantages, and
which would therefore find favor only with those willing to increase their

outlay for light. Between these extreme views there are others covering

all the grades of preferment between the old and new systems of lighting.

But the need for this kind of discussion has been done away with. In the

Sun, on Monday last, the formation of the Equitable Gas Company of

New York City was announced, with particulars which suggest further

light on this heretofore somewhat befogged subject. It was stated that

the capital of the new gas company is $2,000,000, and that it proposes to

furnish a superior illuminating gas, which, by a new process of manu-
facture, can be supplied at prices which, inferentially, are so low as to

defy competition. Between thirty and fifty candles "'
is given as its il-

luminating power, against a paltry sixteen to twenty candles, which the
average coal gas registers. The new gas is said to be formed by the de-

composition of steam and *' liquid hydrocarbon " on highly heated lime.

Pure hydrogen is given as the result which, it is added, " is carburetted
in the usual way." The process is Baid to have been suggested by Tessie

du Montay, who came to this country a number of years ago with an in-

vention for making an oxy-hydrogen gas, which was introduced into sev-

eral cities. But, as it required a double set of pipes and as several explo-

sions and upheavals of pavements resulted from the accidental union of

the two gases, the oxy-hydrogen process was dropped. Du Montay'B com-
rade, Jerzmanofsky, it appears, has succeeded in perfecting the hydro-
carbon invention, and is interested in the new company. Perhaps as sig-

nificant a feature of the management of the Equitable Gas Company as

any other are the names of three prominent members of the Standard Gil

Company among the incorporators.

Meanwhile, the outlook is unquestionably for a revolution in the man-
ufacture of illuminating gas. Not a sudden one, perhaps, but one which
must and will surely take place. A cheaper and better gas is what is now
needed above all things. The inroads made by the electric light fairly

necessitate the discovery of some offset to the onslaught of the latter—and
at last it is found. The invention has been no secret in gas circles for a
long time, and in that fact, to a large extent, is found the explanation of

the surprising indifference of the old gas companies at the progress of the
electric system of illumination.

The elements are, therefore, present which point to a new era in the

use of gas. The fuel gaB of the future will, to a large extent, heat the
kitchen ranges, warm the houses and drive the motors in work-shops, at

less outlay than is paid for those results at present. Inquiry is naturally
suggested at this point as to the effect on the coal trade of the country.

The latter must be affected seriously, but here is little reason to doubt
that the laws of natural adjustment will come to its relief.

—

BradstreeVs.

Cleverly Sold.—A charming sell was lately practiced upon a body of

Land Leaguers. A man owing four years' rent had been evicted from a
farm upon which was standing a nice crop of oats. The agent, having
tried in vain to procure laborers on the spot, applied for Emergency Men
to reap the Boycotted corn. Meanwhile the local Land League prepared
a counterplot. At night a number of men proceeded to the farm and cut
the oats; about 5 A. M. they adjourned for breakfast and mass, intending
soon to return and carry their harvest for the benefit of the evicted

patriot. Imagine their dismay when, on revisiting the scene of their

nocturnal labors, they found nothing but stubble. The unscrupulous
agent had been before them, and whilst they were occupied with their

devotions, the protection men, soldiers and police, with the agent at their

head, had swooped down on the spoil and carted it all away. By the
time they had recovered from their dismay the agent was several miles on
the road to " insure " the crop in the neighboring town.

Debilitated persona, and sufferers from wasting diseases, such as con-
sumption, scrofula, kidney affections, will be greatly benefited by using

Browns Iron Bitters.

Stoinwny & Som

Kranich .C Itach, ! pianos.!*:
\vr <.aih i it.

AS II

C. ROENISCH.

M. GRAY, 117 Post Street,

San Francisco.

REAL ESTATE EXCHANGE
— AND —

GENERAL BUSINESS AGENCY,
440 Cnlifornla street Near cor. of Montgomery.

Q. ESTABBOOK SMITH, late County Clerk i.r Alameda County, General Man-
ager. All orders by mad or express promptly attended to. Largo list of (arms and
I esteada and desirable residence and business property in San Francisco and
vicinity, Nov. 4.

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY,
No* 310 Sansomo Street,

San Francisco,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN FURS.
[September 21.1

M. A. GUNST & CO.,
203 Kearny Street San Francisco.

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN
HAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS.

Also, Agents for Kimball, Gaulliener & Co.'s Guatemala Cigars.
|^~ Inform the Public that they receive large invoices of Choice

Havana Drands twice a month. (.Feb. 19.

TABER, HARKER & CO.,
IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE QROCERS,

108 and 110 California St., S. F.
fApril 19.1

JOHN McKEW,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL COAL DEALER,

431 UNION STREET Between Dupont and Kearny.
SAST ERANCISCO. Aug. 2(1.

C. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

SAN ERANCISCO and NEW TORK,
Ht^" Agents of American Sugar Refinery, corner of Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. Jan. 17.

Olaus Spreckels. Wm, G-. Irwin.
WM. G. IRWIN & CO.,

Sngar Factors and Commission Agents.
Honolulu, H. I. fMurcb 25.

Francisco Daneri. F. DANERI & CO., Henry Casanova.
DEALERS IN

WINES, LIQUORS. GROCERIES,
U7 and 29 California Street,

]0ct. 7.] Between Davis and Drumm, San Francisco.

c. w7 m71mith7 /^nThe Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor, /njrWrVtlM
Established in 1S62, (p/\TEN|Ql

Removed to 224 Sansome Street. ^cd/^S'
gg=* MR, C. W. M. SMITH ia the patent attorney for Marriott's Aeroplanb Com-

pany for Navigatiiur the Air. Oct. 22.

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,

OCULIST.
Formerly at No. 313 Bush street, has removed to Phelan's

Building, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 m to 3 p.m.

Take the Elerator. May 27.

DR. JAMES W. KEENEY,
OFFICE AND RESIDENCE: 32 HONTGOKERT STREET.

HOURS: 2 to 4, 7 to 7:30 p.m.
SUNDAYS: 3 to 4 p.m. April 9.

HlRTlvlLLIAM^irTAYlbRi
-

OFFICE: 215 (iCARV ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.
Feb. 5] OFFICE HOURS: 1 to 4 P.M.

ROBERT WALKINSHAW,
REAL ESTATE AGENT 407 Montgomery Street.

Farming:, Jlinin; ami City Property.
[Jul;

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,

STOCK BROKERS,
No. 314 Pine Street San Francisco.

(May 20.)

&C +* CSOn per day at home. Samples worth 96 free.

<pO TO QZU Address Stixsok 1 Co.. Portland. Maine.
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"WAIFS.
Waifs which singly are as light as air. but which together make

a momentous whole.
ChriBtopher Buckley, Esquire, intended to leave for Los Angeles

last Sunday morning to interview Mister Stoneman in regard to the dispo-

sition of the State patronage.—^He had all his arrangements made, but

was compelled by circumstances to remain and look after things in the

city, which were inclined to go awry.^—He concluded that he had better

look after the bird he thought he had in his hand, rather than run a will-

o'-the-wisp chase after the one that was in the bush.——In other words,

he thought it better to see to the patronage he had contracted to obtain

from the heads of departments in city offices, rather than waste his ener-

<nes on the Governor-elect, upon whom he had no claim.-^—Holtz, Con-

nolly and others showed symptoms of giving him the go-by. This was
unexpected, and greatly exercised him. "Scoundrels, every one," said

he. " I nominated them, and they are bound to take care of my men."
—They did not see it in that light. They vowed that they had paid

fjr their nominations and owed him nothing further. "A nomination is

not an election—no, not by a good deal," said they, and, "we had to

make promises to win that we are not now going to ignore. Buckley
might help to nominate us, but could do nothing but injure us in the

popular election. We owe him nothing."^^That is the sentiment of

nearly all the newly-elected heads of departments, and if they adhere to

such wise and just sentiments they will have the people at their backs,

and will win a renewal of that confidence that has just been reposed in

them.—The test will prove their independence of or subserviency to

boss rule.——If they succumb, that will be an end of them.^—If they act

independently, the future is theirs.——Let them lay that well to heart,

for it is a chunk of political wisdom at this time.-^—The signs of the

times may not be misread. Buckleyism, bossism, Bush-street dens,

Kearny-street statuary, gamblers, lovers, hoodlums and the filth of the

sewage are "played out."^—They must be left to their own reeking,

filthy ways.-^—Every man in office from the Governor downwards must
turn his back on such low-down elements.—That is what the people

expect; that is what the recent tidal wave means, as all thoughtful people

realize; that alone can lead to the reforms that must needs come from

the Democratic party if it would perpetuate its successes.——As Buckley
had at the last moment to postpone his intention of visiting the Governor-

elect, he sent Major Stonehill instead.^^The Major has returned wiser

than when he left. He went with much wool on his back, but came home
shorn.——It was laughable to listen to his lamentations yesterday.—^He
says that Stoneman was as cold as an iceberg, and froze him to death.—

—

That is a good sign. It would seem to mean that the military Chieftain

of San Gabriel is alive to what is expected of him by the cleanly

elements that made him what he is.—It was not the dens, slums, nor

the " Buckley lambs " of San Francisco that either nominated or elected

him.—It was his good fortune to have these opposed to him. Their

action drove all the decent men to his side. The people are expecting

that he will remember that fact, and he will not disappoint them.——The
reports that reach us all point to that satisfactory conclusion.——Mayor
Stonehill's wails tend in that direction. He says that Los Angeles is filled

with visitors wanting an assurance from the Governor-elect that their ser-

vices " will be remembered," but that he gives them all the " cold

shuulder." More power to him. He is doing just right. Not one of the

fellows that are pursuing him for place did him any good in the recent

election, and not one of them can serve the Democratic party in office.

He has got to look higher, and will.^—Meanwhile, the Bush-street boss

stops at home looking after things.^—His saloon is daily crowded by ex-

pectant " boys " who now want their deputyships. —-He fumes and
frets because the tide is inevitably running against him. -^—The newly-
elected are not inclined to honor his drafts.——He sent to Holtz the other

day the following message: "You may appoint three deputies, but I

will send you the names of the remainder early in December." " Go to

blazes," replied Holtz, "when I want your assistance I will ask for it."

——Connolly was not quite so blunt, but his answer meant substantially

the same thing.—O'Grady, as might have been predicted, yielded at

once, and has already dismissed four deputies, who served him faithfully

but too well. The boss did not like thenj.-^—They had to go although
they helped to nominate him.——The new County Clerk, Recorder, and
Superintendent of Streets have all yielded to the demands of the boss,

and the departments will, in consequence, disappoint the just expectations
of the people.^—The News Lettek will keep a close watch on all the
departments and give an account of all that transpires. No gamblers,
lovers, or pimps shall be placed in office by the boss without our saying
who they are. The people demand "light" and they shall have it.-^—
The politicians are all busy discussing the excellence of the News Letter's
idea that the period of all offices shall be made nearly co-terminus with
that of the State Administration.-^It was seen at once that there was no
answer to the argument.^^The new Constitution has rendered it neces-
sary that there should be a re-casting of the laws in regard to the period
when all State office holders should go out. The chief officials should
be in accord with the administration, or there can be no responsibility
anywhere.——Once put this matter on a proper footing and then Repub-
licans and Democrats alike will pro6t by it.^^It is anomalous, un-
American, and absurd, that the appointees of one administration should
hold over until the middle of the term of the next.^—The fifteen charter
makers are evidently at sea. They are proceeding to disturb so many in-

terests that their handiwork is pretty nearly sure to be regretted. They
should leave everything alone that the new Constitution does not require
them to disturb. In that case they would give us the present Consolida-
tion Act with only two or three important changes. Patch and mend
that which already exists is the true secret of charter-making. Abstrac-
tions are all very well in their way, but should be avoided by practical
men. —Ex-Senator Enos wants Register Tharp's place, and he will

likely get it if he insists upon it, but he might surely go for a position
more suitable to him.^—Broderick is the most experienced and is entitled
to it for services rendered. He was the man who headed off partisan ap-
portionment at the last session, and will have to show how it is to be
equitably accomplished at the next.^—Stonehill will be satisfied to be
the District Attorney's chief of staff.——O'Grady is thus early making
the changes in his office that the boss demands.^—The new members of
the Board of Education are worrying over the question as to who is to be
their President.—Hastings is said to be the coming man.^—Moulder
will appoint his rival for the nomination, O'Connor, as his assistant as per
arrangement.—Holtz will select Merrill as his chief deputy.

OUR SANITARY ADMINISTRATION.
It is to be hoped that the opportunity afforded by the proposed New

Charter will not be lost, to put our sanitary administration on a better foot-

ing. There is no question of greater public interest. For years past we
have been scourged by diphtheria, typhoid and malarial fevers, and by
other preventable diseases. No one doubts that the high and increasing
mortality is chiefly due to the defective condition of the sewers. It is ac-

knowledged that they have been constructed without plan or principle.

That the materials employed have been rotten and unsuitable, and the
workmanship scandalous. And it would, indeed, be lamentable to confirm
and continue official arrangements under which so gigantic an evil has
been created, continued and persistently increased.

As, however, a knowledge of the disease is essential to a successful cure,

we may briefly review some of the salient defects of the existing arrange-
ments, and first of all we note the absence of any sewer authority worthy of

the name. There is no Board or individual who can be held responsible for

the planning, execution and maintenance of our sewers. There is no defi-

nition of the powers and functions of any of the numerous authorities

who appear to have control of them, or at least to have something indefi-

nite to do with them. Although it is well known that the City and
County Surveyor is a sanitary engineer, who has himself drawn up the
plans for many of the existing sewers ; although he has prepared a plan
of the sewers throughout the city; although he has received a high pre-

mium for a comprehensive scheme of sewerage, yet he has no official re-

sponsibility whatever. There is not a word about the sewers in his annual
report. His opinion is not asked. If we refer to the reports of the Su-
pervisors' meetings, we might suppose that the sewers are under the direc-

tion and management of the Board of Health. At a recent meeting Dr.
Meares reported that certain sewers were choked and needed repair, and
we find that the inspectors of the surface nuisances occasionally report
that the sewers in their respective districts are in a more or less favorable
state. No better proof could be afforded of the complete absence of a
competent sewer authority. Dr. Meares is the Medical Officer of Health.
He is called upon to verify smallpox, to order the removal of domestic
nuisances, the disinfection of infected premises, the repair of drains and
a great variety of sanitary work, but to make him inspector of sewers is

an anomaly not to be found in any other city in the world.
Nor is the Street Superintendant a more responsible person, or a more

satisfactory authority. Mere election by the people affords no guarantee
that he knows anything watever of public sanitary engineering. He may
know infinitely more of mixing drinks than he does of mixing mortar,
and if evidence were wanting of his incapacity we might point to the con-
dition of the city roadways as evidence that the commonest rules of good
workmanship are everywhere and universally ignored.
We will leave the amateur sewering of property-owners done on their

own account, and the occasional efforts of the Harbor Commissioners to

help the escape of sewage to the sea-front, and come to what should be
the controling power. The Board of Supervisors are now the persons who
control the purse, and those who control should have no finger in the ex-
penditure. This is the blot of the present system. The men who order
the expenditure pass the work, and they pay the bills. No wonder that
sewers have been made larger than they need be. No wonder sand has
been used for cement. Who passed the rotten bricks of which so many
sewers are constructed ? Who made the gradients run the wrong way ?

The Board has made by-laws to enforce on others and neglect themselves.

They have, themselves, created some of the foulest nuisances in this city.

As for example, that at North Beach. Can we not realize that it is hope-
less to expect an elected Board of citizens to constitute a sewer authority,

whether under the name of Supervisors, Common Counsellors, or a Board
of Works?
We desire to deal gently with the Board of Health. We cannot but

acknowledge that the citizens owe the members a deep debt of gratitude

for their honest,unremitting, unacknowledged and unremunerated services.

They and their officers are the redeeming feature of the city sanitary ad-

ministration. They alone have striven to palliate the evils which have
grown up outside their control, and often in defiance of their protests.

If their advice had been promptly taken by the Supervisors how many
mistakes would have been avoided—how many improvements would long
ago have been made. Nevertheless, it must be admitted, that the posi-

tion of this Board is altogether anomalous. The members are but figure-

heads. They dispense a little patronage, and occasionally promulgate
some professional opinion with doubtful unanimity. They do not even
indorse the recommendations of their own chief officer. In fact, they
perform no duties which might not be administered as well or better by a
less professional body.

Surely, sanitation is a more important question for the public than for

those who live on sickness, and if we are to have a Board of Health, we
pray that the citizens shall form its chief part. For ourselves, we have
no faith in unpaid medical services, and we are satisfied with the experi-

ence and advice of Dr. Meares on sanitary subjects.

The conclusion, then, at which we arrive is that the first want of this

city is a competent Sanitary Engineer, to act under the authority of the
municipal authorities, who are to control the expenditure; in other words,

a responsible sewer AUTHORITY, whose position and duties we propose

to consider next week.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

No. 320 Post Street Opposite Union Square.

PROP. O. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 320 Po
street, is now open for Juvenile aud Evening Classes. Office Hours, for Terms, etc.,

10 a.m. to 12 M-, and 1 to 5 p.m. Oct. 22.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,

NO. 922 POST STREET.
Day and Boarding School for Tonus Ladies and Children.

KINDERGARTEN. Term commenced July 24th. To secure admisBion for

boardintr pupils, applications should he made as early as possible.

Mavl3. MADAME E. ZEITSKA, A.M., Principal.

$66 a week in your own town. Terms and $5 outfit free.
p

Adlra3SiSi, Hallett <fc Co., Portland, Maine.
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CRADLE. ALTAR. AND TOMB.
CRADLE.

AXMUox In ihU city, Nov. 11, to the wife *»* J*in, . .» son.

Arrum -

BaiDon
. 14, t<> the »i(o of f, w Appiariua, » daughter,

n w. Brldfi a

Dl I'h. Bernstein, a daiik'hur.
'tin F, Coakley, a daughter.

r, .i daughter.
to the wile of Churlc* Ferris, edtOghter,

i M. Goodman, a daughter
i*n In this city. Hot, IT, to the wife oJ John C Heussmann, a daughter.m-In thi* city, Nov, 18, to the wife of H. H. UchtMttttlD, a eon.

ffoJtntM Nov. 81, to the wife of ixon Nordman, a daughter.
Olhis— In tlii* ctly, Nov. — , to the wife of Captain John Olson, e son.
Kukk iii thii oltj , Nov. is, to the wife of Jacob Reber, a son.

BttJOfO—In this eUy, Nov. 16, to the wife of George Sj>nn^, :i daughter.

ALTAR.
BiuRDetCT-FaitNCH— Nov. 19, Qeorge F. IScardslcy to Maude Earlo French.
Canill-Norton Nov. its, by Rot, Father Montgomery, J. Cahillto 1). Norton.
Cramkr-Ks ai i- Rot. is. Otto L. Cramer to Loutse Knepp,
CaiirBiLL-FRiKrtKi-.ii^.— Nov. is, WUlbun H. Campbell to Johanna Kriedrichs.
Dimiu.t»-CoRLETT -Nov. 16. Henry A. Dultield to Ada S. Corlctt.

Fbrrk-Rbilt—Nov. 15, by Rev. W. I.. Githens, William H. Fcrro to Susie O. Relly.
Forstrr-Smvth - Nov. U, hy Rev. John Hemphill, David Forstcr to Arabella Smyth.
Garratt-Obboxs—Nov. 16. William T. Oarratt to Anna P. Gibbons.

Mot, is, Thomas R. Hiding to Mary ML Joyce.
McCor-HrKKR— Nov. 15, by Rev. Father Nugent, .lames McCoy to Mary J. Burke.
MAN<ir.i.s-l{Rowsisa—Nov. 16, Claus Mangels to Wilheinina Browning.
Portkr-Wilmk—Nov. 30, Andrew Porter to Mrs. Isabella Wilkie.
PoLLARi>-Yofso—Nov. 16, John \V. Pollard to Nettie F. Young, both of this city.

SoDCRQr ist-Williamsos—Nov. 10, Andrew O. Soderquist to Mary I. Williamson.
Strvknson-Herqo—Oct. 26, by Rev. Dr. Beers, Frank M. Stevenson to Mary Hergo.

TOMB.
Brrq—Nov. 17, Ferdinand Berg, a native of Germany, aged 43 years.

-Nov. 21, Henrietta Cohen, a native of Berlin, Germany, aged 43 years.
Gallaqubr—Nov. Ill, Peter Gallagher, a native of Ireland, aged 59 years.

Hyman—Nov. 16, Deborah Hyman, a native of New York City, aged 35 years.
Hampshire— Nov. 17. Mary A. Hampshire, a Dative of England, aged 38 yrs., 6 mos.
Jbffkrs—Nov. 18, Adam J. Jeffers, a native of Nova Scotia, a<*ed 39 years, 11 mos.
Josas—Nov. 21, Isaac Aaron Jonas, a native of England, aged 71 years.
Lentmall—Nov. 19, Thomas Lenthall, a native of England, aged 63 years.

HaMM—Nov. 20, J. Warren Mason, aged 75 years and 10 months.
Mbtcalfb—Nov. 19, Peter Metcalfe, aged 74 years.

Minor—Nov. 21, John T. Minor, aged 62 years, 2 months and 25 days.
Park—Nov. 19, Robert Park, aged 67 years.

SciiKSK—Nov. 17, Charles Schenk, aged 63 years, 6 months and 12 days.
Turner—Nov. 18, Harry Turner, aged 28 years.
Will—Nov 20, Adelheide Will, aged 37 years, 1 month and 15 days.
Wolfe—Nov. 17, Mary A. H. Wolfe, aged 68 years and 9 months.

A NOTABLE CHANGE OF BASE.
It is to the credit of all successful San Franciscan firms that they keep

up with the advance of the times. Those who would stand still are sure
to get left. A notable instance in point is the movement of Messrs. Brad-
ley & Rulofson, photographers, in removing from their old quarters, on
Montgomery street, to new and spacious parlors in Blythe's new build-

ing, on the corner of Geary and Dupont. Their new arrangements are
simply immense. No gallery for photographic work, surpasses the abode
into which they have this week moved. We say this after a personal in-

spection. Every part of it is designed with surpassing skill. The Art-
Room is very spacious, and, having a glass roof, will enable the visitor to

form a correct idea of the merits of the works of art before him. The Re-
ception Room is elegantly furnished, and contains two handsome mirrors,

one of which is ten feet in night. The Ladies' Parlor is a cosy little room,
where private consultations can be had as to "how my hair looks," etc.

Dressing-rooms abound, both for ladies and gentlemen ; one great advan-
tage being that these dressing-rooms open directly into the Operating
Room, so enabling those who wish to be photographed in costume to es-

cape the gaze of other visitors. These rooms have every modern conven-
ience. On the upper floor are the Printing Rooms, and there are stowed
away upwards of 63,000 negatives. These Printing Rooms are simply per-

fect in their arrangements, each department—such as the dark-room, re-

touching-room, printing-room, etc.—being especially adapted to the pur-
pose. The removal has been going on during the present week, and every-
thing is now being got into shape. The many customers of this noted firm
will enjoy a treat in calling to view the new, costly, and marvelously per-

fect arrangements they have completed. Take the swift running elevator.

Thanksgiving Day, the great feast so peculiarly National to the
American people, is rapidly approaching. In another issue of the News
Lettek the festival will have come and gone, let us hope satisfactorily to

all. Already the markets show myriads of turkeys, without which dish

no table is supposed to be en regie, and huge barrels of cranberries adorn
the fruit stands ready to be served as sauce to the royal bird. We venture
to say that every household, boasting Northern descent or proclivities, is

busy in the preparation of mince meat and pumpkin pies, the secret of

which manufacture has been handed down from generation to generation
of good old Yankee housewives. What happy home gatherings will as-

semble under the patriarchial roof-tree all through New England. And
even here, on this far-away coast, amid cosmopolitan surroundings, there
will be found family circles large enough to boast of grandparents, pa-

rents, children and grandchildren—nay, even great grandchildren—added
to their different branches, relatives and intimate friends. So one can
readily imagine what a spirit of happiness and whole-souled thankfulness
will pervade the assemblage. Thanks to the giver of all good for the
blessings bestowed during the year in health and prosperity. Nationally,
we have much to be thankful for ; as a State, still more ; and as private
individuals there are none so poor or miserable who cannot feel that for

some cause they, too, can "give thanks."

We beg to acknowledge the receipt of a series of slips represent-

ing various animals in motion. They were taken from the instantaneous
photographs of Mr. Muybridge, which a few years ago so revolutionized

the popular ideas on motion. These slips are intended for use in the Zoe-

trope, a toy to be had at any variety store in town. Mr. Muybridge is

now preparing the original photographs for publication.

F
ARABIC Thursday, January IS

OCEANIC Tuesday, January 30
COPTIC Saturday, February 10
GAELIC Tuesday, March
BELOIC Saturday, March 17

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,
Sawing, Planing and Manufacturing—Doors, Sashes, Blinds and

Mouldings—Turning, Scroll and Jig Sawing—Counters,
Bar and Store Fixtures.

Finishing w,.rk for Buildings on Hand and Made '•• Ort *

ai7 to 225 Spear SI., and IMS lo 336 Stewart St., S. F.
The largest and oldest established mill oo the Pat itii- OoMt,

D. A. Macdosald, Prea't. R. S. PaLOOHIR, Setfy, W. N. Millkr, Sunt

[March 26.]

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
The Company's steamers will sail lor Yokohama and

Hongkong:
CITY OF TOKIO DECEMBER fi-FEBRUARY 22
CITY OF PEKING. JANUARY 1), at 2 p. M.

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and return at special rates.

For New York, via Panama:
COLIMA DECEMBER 1, !it 10 o'clock A. M.,

Taking Freight and Passengers to MAZATLAN, ACAPULCO. CHAMPERICO,
SAN JOSE DE GUATEMALA, ACAJUTLA, LA LIBERTADand PUNTA ARENAS.
Tickets to and from Europe hy any line for sale at the lowest rates ; also for Ha-

vana and all West India ports.

For Honolulu, Auckland aurt Sydney:
CITY OF SYDNEY DECEMBER 16, at 2 P. M.,

Or on arrival of the English mails.

Ten Dollars additional is charged for Upper Cabin passage.
For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and Brannan streets.

[Nov. 25.] WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., General Ascents.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,
or Japan and Cbl aa, leave wharf, corner First and Bran-
nan streets, at 2 p.m., for YOKOHAMA AND HONGKONG, connecting at

Yokohama with Steamers for Shanghai.
lftBO

ARABIC Tuesday, October 31
OCEANIC Saturday, November 11
COPTIC Thursday, November 23
GAELIC Saturday, December 16
BELGIC Thursday, December 28

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates.
Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.'s

General Offices, Room 74, cor. Fonrtb and Townsend sts.

For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific Mail Steam-
ship Company's Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN, General Passenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD, President. Oct 14.

FOR PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, OREGON.
The Oregon Railway and Navigation Company and Pacific

Coast Steamship Company will dispatch from Spear-street Wharf, for the
above ports, one of their new Al Iron Steamships, viz. : QUEEN OF THE PACIFIC,
COLUMBIA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA and OREGON.

Sailing Days,
NOVEMBEE 3-8-11-15-18-22-25-29,

And every following: WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
At 10 o'clock. A. M.

Connecting at Portland, Oregon, with Steamers and Railroads and their connecting
Stage Lines for all points in Oregon, Washington and Idaho Territories, British
Columbia and Alaska.

Ticket Office 214 Montgomery Street
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

fNov. 11.] No. 10 Market street, San Francisco.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamers of this Company will sail from Broadway Wharf

as follows

:

For Victoria, B.C., and Puget Sound Ports: On the 10th, 20th and 30th of each
month (except when such days fall on aholiday, then on the day previous). Steamer
of the 30th connects at Port Townsend with steamer "City of Chester" for Alassa.
For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the O. R. & N. Co.: Every4 days.
For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 5th, 10th, 15th,

20th, 25th and 30th of each month.
For Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and

Ventura: Every Wednesday at 8 A.M.
For Eureka, Areata, and Hnokton, Humboldt Bay: Every Wednesday, 9 o'clock.

For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc.: Every Monday.

Ticket Office, No. 214 Montgomery Street, near Pine.
GOODALL, PERKINS * CO., Agents,

Nov. 26. ^__ No. 10 Market street.
_

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Bullion Mining Company.—Location of principal place of

business, Ban Francisco, California. Location of works. Gold Hill, Store]

County, Nevada. Notice is hereby given that at a meeting of the Board of Direct-

ors, held on the twentieth day of October, 1882, an assessment (No. 20) of Fifty

Cents per share was levied upon the capital stock of the corporation, payable imme-
diately, in United States gold coin, to the Secretary, at the office of the Company,
Room 3, Safe Deposit Building-, No. 328 Montgomery street, San Fran ci-.cn, California.

Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on TUESDAY, the
TWENTY-EIGHTH (28th) day of NOVEMBER, 1882, will be delinquent, and adver-

tised for sale at public auction ; and unless payment is made belore. will be sold ou
WEDNESDAY, the TWENTIETH (20th) day of' DECEMBER. 1882, to pay the delin-

quent assessment, together with costs of advertising and expenses of sale- By
order of the Board Of Directors. J. M. BRAZELL. Secretary.

Office— Room 3, Safe Deposit Building, No. 32S Montgomery street, San Fran-

cisco, California. o.-t. 28.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.

Office of Contention Consolidated Mining Company, San
Francis I lite Board of Direct'

above-named Company, held this day, a Dividend (No, lu) of Twenty-five Cents (25c.)

per share was declared, payable on TUESDAY. November 28th, 1882. Transfer
Books closed on Novemta d 12o'clock m This dividend is payable at the
Fanners' Loan and Trust Company, in New York, on all stock issued there, and
at the office in this City On all stock issued here. D. C. BATES. Secretary.

Office—Room 7n, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, E

California. Nov. la.
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REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.

Recorded in the City and County of San Francisco. California, for
the Week ending November 21, 1882.

Compiled from the Records of the CommercialAgency,401 California St. >S.F.

"Wednesday, November 15th.

SBA2JT0K AND GRANTEE.

John Conly to Alexander H Crew.

L Solomon to Mary Jamieson ....

David Rutherford to Jno Wheeler

Wm J Gnnn to Ales W Whelden.

Thoa Magee to Clark McAfee

John O'Kane to Joseph Taylor...

E J Weeks to Alexander Brack...

C Sprecklee to Cal Sugar Refinery

Same to same..
Same to same..

Same to same..

DESCRIPTION.

E Taylor, 137:6 n O'Farrell, e 115, 8 22:

6, w 22:6. a 42:6, w 92:6, n 65 lo com.
mencement—50-vara 99

E Washington ave, 375 a Precita place,
b 25x100, heing in P V 149. Subject
to mortgage

Lot 10, block 309 South San Francisco
Homestead & R R Association

C Clement, 32:6 e 9th avenue, e 50x100
-0 L 189

S Pacific, 225 w Fillmore, w 25x127-5 1:4

-Western Addition, 349W 24th avenue, 190 North Carolina st,

n 35x240, being in Ootside Lands 357
Sw Broadway and Powell, s 93:6x100-

50-vara 163
Portion of Presidio blocks, 465, 464

443, 476, 477, 490,.430, 491, 502, 429....
Portion of Preaidio blocks, 490, 508....
Ne8th,125 ae Harrison, se 50x165, being

in 100-vara275 .*

Ne 8th, 100 se Harrison, se 25x85, beim
in 100-vara 275

15,375

500

1

650

1,435

1

9,250

5

5

5

5

Thursday, November 16th-

R C Margraf to T Quackenbnah...

Jean Vermeil to Henry Hortsmann

J Morrison to Alex Loughborough

Alex Loughborough to J Morrison
Jacob Rcmmel to Henry Byson.,

.

Alvinza Hayward to Jno E Mason

Jno Davidson to Chaa Hancock

Same to John Center
ChaB Hancock to same et al..

Wm Center to John Kelso etal..

.

Benj Hermann lo Solomon Jacobs

H A Depierri to Elizth Hastings..

S Mosgrove to F N Woods

Otto Mnser to Same
Samuel Mosgrove to same....
Chas Hancock to Jno Kelso..

Alex Powers to Henry Koenler..

Henry Hyman to Thos Downing.

David Cahn toJJO'Brien

J O'Brien to Marian Gonzalez...
AHinchmann to R C de Temple.

E Dupont, 97:6 a Pine, s 40:10x60, being
in 50-vara 286

Se Berry, 215 sw 5th, sw 45:10x240, be-
ing in S B Block 22

S Geary, 25 w Hyde, w 45x87:6, being
in 50-vara 1327

Same ; undivided half to each
Ne Harriette, SO se Howard, Be 20x75

—

100-vara 228
Ne Utah and Santa Clara, n 193x100, be-
ing in PN 95

Undivided half, se Harrison and Butte,
e200x408-P N 12

Undivided half, same
Undivided half, se Kearny and Chest-
nut, a 114:7x91:8—50-vara 1445

Undivided 3-4, sw Montgomery and
Lombard, w 127:6x137:6, being in 50-

vara 1457
S Geary, 208:11-2 e Gough, e 23:61-2x120
—Western Addition 131 _

Ne Chestnut and Powell, e 137:6x137:6
—50-vara 698

S 19th, 155 w Church, w 50x228; s 19tb %

205 w Church, w 50x114, being in Mis-
sion Block 92

Same
Same
Undivided 1-4 se Butte and Harrison, b

408x200-P N 12; Undivided 1-4, ae
Potrero avenue and Napa, e 280x153
— PN77; Undivided 1-2, sw Solano
and Bryant, w 200x100, beine in P N
29 ; Undivided 1-2, aw Florida and
Butte, s 69x50, being in P N 15; Und
1-4, se Kearny and CheBtnut, a 114:7x
91:8, being in 50-vara 1445 ; Undivided
1-4, aw Lombard and Montgomery, w
137:6x137: 6-50-vara 1457

E Nebraska, 6 n Yolo, n 50x100, being
in PB111

,

N Geary, 220 w Franklin, w 27:6x120—
WeBtern Addition 130
W Octavia, 99 n Bush, w 100, n 30, w

I 37:6, n 35, e 137:6, e 65 to commence-
ment—Weetern Addition 198

Same
Lot 9, block 33, Tide Lands, and other
property

$1,200

5

1

1,650

5

10
10

10

10

8,000

19,000

5
8,000

1

1,300

9,000

5
16.400

Friday, November 17th.

W B Clnff to Susan Gardiner

Francisco Balbino toTBalbino.

Same to same

Patk Whalen to John Center. . .

.

Cath Whalen to Patrick Whalen.

Mary McManus to B McManus...

ThoB Jones to Henry Lockwood.

L Gottig to Aaron Rosenheim

W D Sullivan to Isabella Miller.

Alex Boyd to Charles Holbrook.

.

E Sbotwell, 155 s 19tb, s 30x122:6, being
in Mission Block 57

Undivided 1-4 nw Leavenworth and Fil-
bert, n 37:6x87:6—50-vara 972

E Harwood alley, 98:9 s Filbert, s 19;
41-2x60-50-vara 423

Sw Butte and Mississippi, s 200, w 111:

91-2, ne to Butte, e 34:9 to commence-
ment; e MissbsiDpi, 200 s Butte, s lOOl
xlOO ; s Butte, 100 e Pennsylvania, e

23, sw 107:7, n 99:3 lo commencement
ne Duncan and Noe, e 55x114 ; Lots 9
to 15, Gift Map 1

Nw Butte and Mississippi, s 200, w 111:
91-2, ne to Butte, e 34:9 to commence-
ment ; e Misaiesippi, 200 a Butte, s
100x200 ; se Butte and Pennsylvania,
a 125, e 91:51-4, ne to a point, w 133 to
commencement; e Pennsylvania, 100
n Butte, n 100x100 ; ne Duncan and
Noe, e 55x114, and lots 9 to 15, Gift
Map 1

Se Natoma, 75 aw Rusa, sw 25x75 ; se
Natoma, 75 sw 8th, sw 25x75

E corner of Bryant and Decatur, ne25x
63, being in 100-vara 212; subject to
mortgage for $1,000

S Clinton Park, 180 e Dolores, e 25x75
— Mission Block 25

Lot 7, block 160, South San Francisco
Homestead & R R Association

E corner of Market and Beale, ne 137:6
x37:6, being in Beach and Water Lots

| 289,290,and 291

Saturday, November 18th.

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE. DESCRIPTION.

W S Cox to James H Saville..

James H Saville to Walter S Cox.
E B Perrin to George A Tripp....

W Dan^erfleld to J Fitzpatrick...
Jno E Mason to A Hayward

D McKay to J B Lewis

J M Manning to Fannie Martin.

Al) residue of Estate of Catharine Pear-
son, deed in trust for her daughter,
Eliza Patterson

Same
W Folsom. 210 n 22nd, n 72x122:6, be-
ine in Mission Block 55

E Scott place, 62:6 n Pacific, n 25x56..

.

Nw Nebraska and Santa Clara, n 193
xlOO

Sw 5th avenue, 100 se M street, se 50x
100 ; portion of block 97, Centra! Park
Homestead

N California, 165 w Broderick, w 27:6x

|
132:71-4-Western Addition 541.

5,000
1,000

Monday, November 20th.

Fisher Ames to Mary L Romer...

TbomaB Jones to Robert JoneB...

RobtD Turner to Danl E Martin.

Eugene Chcnot to Cath Chenot...

L Latimer to Pardon A Cook

Kate Finn to David A Finn
A Titcomb to Nathan Hawley..

Patk Linchey to Annie Mooney..

.

Tide Land Comrs to Richd Bishop

N Sacramento. 55:9 e Pierce, e 26x103-
W^stern Addition 391

N Saint Roses, 192:6 w Wood, e 17:6, n
100, w 25, s 88, thence to commence-
ment

Lot 29, block 307. Case tract subject to

mortgage for $280
Lot 10, block 247, South San Francisco
Homestead & R R Association

Se Pine and Webster, e 137:6x137:6, be.

ing in Western Addition 273
N Jackson, 114:6 e Mason, e 23x65:6
S 25tb, 254:5 w Dolores, w 28:4x114, be-

ing in Harper's Addition 61
Ne 29th and Noe, e 30x101:6 -Harper's
Addition 124; subject to mortgage. . .

.

Se Howard, 275 sw 7th, aw 28x100, be-
ing in 100-vara 268

$4,000

1,000

5

Gift

5
Gift

5

300

11

Tuesday, November 21st.

J B Lewis to Chas Nonneinann.

J Eatchelder to Rebecca Shipman

C G Shipman to same
Joanna TeBSier to Thotnaa Leach.

Tide Ld Comra to J Scheideler. . .

.

John H Coleman to William Lyne

Egbert Judson to Chas Edwards..

Robt Thompson to John Slane...
Caroline Garrone toRDinsmore.

A Carpentier to same

Seth Pinkham to Alexander Boyd.

Sw 5th avenue, 100 bc M street, se 50x
100; portion of block 97, Central Park
Homestead

S Golden Gate avenue, 82:6 e Buchanan,
e 27:6X137:6, being in Western Addi-
tion 225

Same
Se Minna, 275 ne 4th, ne 20x70, being
in 100-vara 16

Sw Raosch, 125 nw Folsom, nw 50x112.
being in 100-vara 269W Hyde, 87:6 s Jackson, g 50x112:6, be-
ing in 50-vara 1309

S Haight, 162:6 w Buchanan, w 30x120
—WeBtern Addition 290

N Sutter, 22:6 e Baker, e 25x87:6
N California, 137:6 e Stockton, e 27:101-2

x 55—50-vara 131
N California, 29 w Selina place, w 29x
55—50-vara 131

Block bounded by Pine, Davis, Front
and Market, except the portion Bold to

J Phclan

$ 250

5,650
Gift

3,000

6,150

2,400
700

1,950

350

GEO. STREET, Agent News Letter, 30 Cornhill, E. C, London.

F

A

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
Inest ami Cheapest Meat-flavoring: Stock for Soaps, Made
Dishes and Sauces.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT,
n Invaluable and Palatable Tonic in all Cases of Weak
Digestion and Debility. " Is a success and boon for which Nations should feel

grateful. See " Medical Press," " Lancet," " British Medical Journal," etc.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
Caution--Genuine only with fac-simile of Baron jLiebig's

Signature, in blue ink, across Label.
This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substitutes being in

the market.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
To be had of all Store-keepers, Grocers and Chemists. Sole

Agents for the United States (wholesale only), C. David & Co., 9, Fenchurch
Avenue, London, England. Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, Sau
Francisco. June 10.

The Summer Sun and Dust. Ladies and all exposed to the scorching
rays of the sun and heated particles of dust, will find that the moat
cooliug and refreshing preparation for the face, hands and arms, is

Rowlands" Kalydor, which eradicates all prickly Heat, Sunburn, Tan,
Freckles, Stings of Insects, etc., and produces a beautiful and delicate

complexion.

Rowlands* Macassar Oil prevents the hair falling- off or becoming dry
during the hot weather, and eradicates scurf and dandruff.

Rowlands" Odonto is the purest and most fragrant Tooth Powder ever used,
and contains no acid or mineral ingredients, which are so detrimental
to the teeth and gums. Its purity especially adapts it for the teeth of

young children. Ask any dealer in perfumery for Rowlands' articles,

of 20, Hatton Garden, London.

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.
Attendance, daily, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by the under-

signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, and to furnish all information
relating to the Society. J. P. McCURRLE, Secretary,

Oct. 23. Room 4, No. 531 California st.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Gold Medal, Paris, 1878.

Sold by all Stationers. Sole Agent for the United States:
MR. HENRY HOE, 91 John street, N. Y, Jan. 5.

COKE CHEAPEST FUEL.
Redaction In Price : Wholesale Price, 50 cents per barrel ;

Retail Price, 60 cents per barrel, at the works of the SAN FRANCISCO GAS-
LIGHT COMPANY, Howard and First streets, and foot of Second st. Jan. 12.'
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NOTABILIA.

THE PEDDLERS SONG.
Lawn w while u driven mow ;

Crpreai black u e'er «w crow ;

Gkm o» u tweet u daiDMk roeee ;

Uuk< (or faces and for noaea ;

r wckt. necklare, amber ;

Perfume for a lady's chamber

;

loJpa and ntomachen,
Wat ni> In olr dean;
Pin* and poUnjr-ftlcks "1 iteol.

What maids lack (rum head to heel

:

Oomobuyal mo,oom6;QrinM )>u.v,come buy,
Bay, lads, or else your lasses ay.

William Skaksi-kakx.

A Boston editor bounced the cook, cuffed two children, left his wife

in tears, and made a bee-line for the office, ami wrote: '* If you want to

make the world brighter and better, begin by being kind and loving to

those in the small circle of your own family, and from that, as a centre,

work out as you are permitted to go." But, of all things, be well dressed,
which you can only do in San Francisco by employing as your tailors J.
M. Utehfield A Co., 415 Montgomery. They turn out work equal to
London and Paris fashions.

Coal oil has caused more loss to individuals and Insurance companies
than any other material through which light is drawn. Its smell is ob-
noxious, while the necessary surroundings make the housekeeper's task
still more arduous. Gas is the light; but good as it undoubtedly is, a great
deal depends upon the way in which the light is conducted. An immense
saving can be made in the gas bill by using the chandeliers, burners, etc.,

sold by McNally & Hawkins, GOT Market street, under the Grand Hotel.

A man came to hire a house the other day. " Have you any chil-

dren?" said the landlord. "No," was the prompt response. The man
moved in, and it was discovered that he had three olive branches. The
house-owner was mad, and he said :

" Why did you deceive me ?'' " I
did not," was the reply ;

" the baby don't count, the boy is away at
school, and I don't call a girl of twelve years in these days a child."

Herbert Spencer was astonished to find so much more civilization in
this country than he expected. The philosopher evidently attended the
grand dog fight in Brooklyn, a few nightB ago, in which $15,000 is said to
have changed hands. But, then, he took in his view of our civilization by
being charmed with P. J. Cassin & Co's Whisky, a sample of which he
pronounced the best in the world. The corner of Washington and Bat-
tery is the place to obtain it. Wholesale quantities at retail prices.

"Oh, do you paint," the maiden said,

She blushed, in fact, looked very red.

"I do not paint my face, but I
Shall never let a chance go by

of painting my house with the ' Imperishable Paint.' " That paint laughs
at rain, and proudly cries when the storm is over: " We're solid."

A peasant comes to a broker to exchange a hundred-mark note for sil-

ver. The broker gives him a hundred-mark roll, which the peasant opens
to see if it is all right. He counts up to seventy-one and then puts it all

in his pocket. " It was all right bo far, so I suppose the rest is right too."

Ever since scientific men with adaptable talents first tangled them-
selves with the art of photography, and immolated themselves at the shrine
of Daguerre, photography has climbed up and on, until it now stands up-
on a pedestal not easy to upset. Probably, it would be better to call it a
foundation for art, and advise those who wish to live to get photographed
at Messrs. Bradley & Rulofson's gallery, corner of Geary and Dupont.

It is a law among certain tribes of Indians, as the Omahas, Iowas,
Otos and Missouris, that a widow must remain Buch four years before re-

marrying. It 1b unnecessary to state that a woman of those nations is

very careful of a husband while she has one in the house. She keeps his

temper good with well-cooked meals. She accomplishes this result with
an Arlington Cooking Stove, obtained from De La Montanya, on Jack-
Bon, below Battery.

Little two-year-old went to church for the first time, and the choir
were in a high gallery, with a clock on the front. " What did you see at
church ?" asked auntie when he came home. " I saw some folks sing up
on the clock-shelf."

" Where can I take my sister to breakfast ?" is a question which some
of us are at a loss to answer. Unfortunately, the public mind has been
mis-directed—and runs in channels which pure water would never take.

Amidst this oasis of corruption, one bright light shines out. It can be seen
from a long distance, and is felt by a crowd who know " what is what."
We refer to Swain's Bakery, 213 Sutter street.

Both ends ob life is shrouded in mystery. A man don't know when
he's born or when he dies. Dar's room enough, howeber, between dese
two acks ter get in a mighty heap of debilment. But if a man would
make the most of his upper end, he would dress it in the most fashiona-
ble style. To that end he must go to White, the celebrated hatter, 614
Commercial street.

An Iowa farmer bet a new bat that he could cross the railroad track
with his team before the train came up. He lost by ten feet. The dis-

tance was measured by his heirs.

A single drop of blood will furnish the mosquito food for a week,
and yet people who drink heartily themselves begrudge the poor mos-
quito that single drop. The best blood and brain-producing food in the
world is the toothsome oyster, and the best can only be obtained at Mor-
aghan's Oyster Saloon Parlors, at No. 08 and 69 California Market.

That wonderful catholicon, known as Mrs. Lydia B. Pinkham's Veg-
etable Compound has given the lady a world-wide reputation for doing
good. It is like a living spring to the vital constitution. Her Blood Puri-
fier will do more to cleanse the channels of the circulation and purify the
life of the body than all the sanitary devices of the Board of Health.

Wouldn't it be a joke on Miss Emily Faithful], who has come over
from England to lecture Americans on their extravagance, if she met with
an empty hall, with cards upon the seats stating, " We could not afford

to come.

'

Revitalizing the blood is absolutely necessary for the cure of general
debility, weakness, lasitude, etc. The best enricher of the blood is

Brown's Iron Bitters.

Experienced operators on all sewing machines1

find it to their
advantage to use Brooks' Spool Cotton glace* finish on white Bpools,
soft finish on black spools. Brooks" Machine Cotton has been awarded
the nri r.e medal nt all international exhibitions. For sale by all dealers.

Machine Cotton marked on every box.

"Too late to whet the sword when the trumpet sounds to drawit."
But never too late to whet your appetite by taking Kidney Wort, restor-

ing health, and making yourself a well, strong, hearty man. It is un-
eqaaled aB a remedy for all liver, bowels and kidney diseases. All drug-
gists keep and recommend it.

The Rochester Express says the Indians make their wives split the

Wood for the kitchen fire. But it is not generally known, perhaps, that
while the female is performing this menial labor her husband Bita in the
parlor, playing a fugue or something on the piano.

Look well on the outside, and you are pretty sure to be well fixed on
the inside. Make your houses pleasant to the passers-by, and take care
that the interior is agreeable to yourself. Frame bi'ildings should he
painted once a year. The best house and sign painters in this city are
Noble Bros., No. 642 Clay street.

Headquarters for Electric Belts and appliances for the cure of ner-
vous, painful and debilitating diseases, Pamphlets, with full particulars,
free. Address Pulvermacher Galvanic Company, 513 Montgomery Btreet,

San Francisco, California.

Jokes about the poverty of newspaper men have 'been laid on the
shelf. They are not funny any more, because people have found out that
they are not true. Look at James Gordon Bennett and Jay Gould and
Robert Bonner and—the rest of us.

J. F. Cutter's Old Bourbon.—This celebrated whisky is for sale by
all first-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

Best pictures taken at the Imperial Gallery, 724£ Market street.

ROEPERER CHAMPACNE.--NOTICE.
The Trade and the Public are Informed that

WE RECEIVE THE GENUINE LOUIS KOEItEltER

CARTE BLANCHE CHAMPAGNE
Direct from Mr- Louis Roederer, Reims, over his Signature

and Consular Invoice.

Each case is marked upon the side, "MACONDRAY & CO., SAN FRANCISCO,"
and each bottle bears the label, "MACONDRAY & CO., SOLE AGENTS FOR
THE PACIFIC COAST."

[Nov. 11.]

MACONDRAY & CO.,

Sole Agents for the Pacific Coast.

KINCSFORD'S OSWECO STARCH
IS THE

TRONGEST, PUREST AND BEST!
AND IS RECOGNIZED A8

THE STANDARD ALL OVER THE WORLD.

FOX INTAJLIDS,

KINGSFORD'S CORN STARCH
IS HI&XLY XMCOMMENJDED FOX ITS FXTXITY AJiI>

DBLICA.CT. Sept. 30.

TO PATRONS OF ART.
THE MOST MAGNIFICENT COLLECTION OF

JAPANESE "WORKS OF ART"
YET INTRODUCED

Will be on View in a Few Days
— AT —

116, 118 Post St., Opp. Cray's Music Store

G. T. MARSH & CO. Xnv . 4 .

C0LT0N DENTAL ASSOCIATION,
PHELAN'S BUILDING ROOMS 6, 8. 9. 10 AND 11

Entrance S06 Market.

Gas Specialists. Positively extract Teeth wltbont pain.
Theonlv office that makes and gives the celebrated " Colton Gas." Estab-

lished in lSti3; over S,000 references. Also performs ALL OPEKATI
DENTISTRY. Sept. 30.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..
DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,

Agents for BJCOKD'S KESTOKATIVE PILLS,
6S5 Market Street Sail Francisco, Cal.

PALACE HOTEL. June 24.
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BIZ.'

The Wheat market exhibits considerable strength with some advance
in prices, the natural result of a decline in freights to the United King-
dom. Extra Choice Milling is now held at SI 72|c.@$l 75c. |j? cental.

No. 1 White, $1 G7£c.@$l 70c; No. % White, *1 62^c.@Sl 65c. Ex-
porters are free buyers in the country for the dispatch of vessels now on

the berth.

C. A. King & Co. of Toledo, Ohio, send us their weekly Grain Circu-

lar, and in that of November 14, we find the long and short of it in

wheat : "Wheat continues without material change. The " bears " look

at the recent accumulations both at home and abroad ; an acknowledged
surplus of nearly a hundred millions in the world's crop ; absence of spec-

ulation ; favorable prospects for growing Winter Wheat, and probable
large increase in acreage of Spring Wheat, if weather is favorable for

sowing
;
probable advance in freights after navigation closes ; the invisi-

ble supuly of flour, owing to the increased milling capacity, is probably
the largest ever known. The " bulls " expect speculation in Wheat to in-

crease after the excitement, in ear corn subsides ; the season of bad roads
is approaching and we have probably had our largest receipts ; the amount
in sight is ten million bushels less than the previous two years ; two-thirds

of the amount on passage to the United Kingdom is from our Pacific

ports, requiring four months' voyage ; the low range of prices prevents

British India from being as great a competitor as last year ; navigation in

Northern Russia is closed, leaving the importing countries more depend-
ent on our Atlantic ports during the next few months ; the Fall sowing
of Wheat in England has been delayed by floods ; our farmers are in a
better condition to hold, while the low prices will have a tendency to in-

crease the consumptive demand." In a previous issue they give the follow-

ing statistics :

Bushels.

Wheat crop of United States of 1882 520,000,000

Exports, Flour to Wheat, July, August, Septem-
ber, and estimated for October 72,500,000

Consumption 55,000,000 people, 4 months at 4£
bushels per annum.. 82,500,060

Seed 26,000,000 acres Winter Wheat at U bushels
per acre 39,000,000

Increase in Visible Supply compared with July 1st 6,000,000

200,000,000
320,000,000

Amount disposed of

Surplus Nov. 1st
Consumptive requirements 8 months ending July

1st, 1883 165,000,000
Seed 14,000,000 acres Spring Wheat at lh bushels 21,000,000 186,000,000

Exportable surplus Nov. 1st, 1882. .

.

154,000,000
Exports 8 months ending July 1, 1882 71,000,000

8 " " " 1, 1881 106,000,000
" July, Aug., Sept. and Oct. 1881... 51,000,000

" " 1880... 80,000,000

Barley comes again to the front at the Produce Exchange Call Board.
Heavy transactions in Futures are to be noted. Speculation is quite rife,

and the every-day sales on Call will now average 1,000 tons or more. The
Spot price of Brewing is now SI 47^@S1 57A per cental ; Feed, SI 40@
SI 45; Chevalier, SI 47i@Sl 57i. "The stock of Barley in the State is

estimated at 2,000,000 centals. Of this, 300,000 centals are stored in this

city—in fact, locked up, awaiting delivery on Call Board contracts. The
ship Camelia has sailed for Antwerp with 23,056 centals Chevalier, and
the steamer City of Rio de Janeiro carried en route to New York, via

Isthmus, 2,454 centals.

Cora.—There is very little movement. The steamer City of Rio de
Janeiro carried to Mexican ports 1,486 centals. We quote White, 2@
2£c.; Yellow, Igc.

Rye.— Spot price SI 75@S2 15 per cental. Call sales, 1882, at SI 85

@S1 90 per cental.

Oats.—Stocks are light. Price, SI 65@1 90 # ctl.

Bran.—Spot price S18 $ ton ; December, S17 50@16 50.

Hay.—The market is firm at S12@15 for Fair to Good ; Choice, $17®
17 50 tou.

Hops.—There is less inquiry, and the price has declined to 90c@$l.

Hides.—A good demand for Dry, at 20c@21c.

Tallow.—A little weakness is discernible. Good to Choice rendered
9c@9^c ; Refined, ll^c@12c ; Grease, 7c@7£c.

Wool.—Tbe demand is light and prices entirely nominal. Stock ex-

cessively large." Fall Clip, 13c@17c ; Spring, 20c@25c ; Defective Fall,

9c@llc.

Butter, Cheese and Eggs.—Each and all continue to command good
prices. Choice Roll Butter, 35c@.37^c; Fair to Good, 30c@34c ; Pickled
Roll, 25c@28c ; Cheese, 10c@16u for Western Eastern ; Creamery, 18c@
20c ; California, 14c@15c ; Eggs, Fresh Ranch, 50c@55c ; Eastern, 35c to

45e. Many Utah Eggs frostbitten en route.

Beef is scarce and prices have been materially advanced during the
week. First quality, 9c@10c ; second quality, 7Ac@8£c ; third quality,

6c@7c.
Bacon.—Government has contracted with Merry, Facell & Co. for 30,-

000 lbs. for U. S. army, terms withheld.

Potatoes.—Arrivals are large and stocks accumulating. The range of

the market is 65c@70c for Reds ; Choice, Sl@l 15 $ ctl.

Coffee.—There is no life to the market. Stock large, chiefly Central
American low grades; price, 9@llc. for good to choice Greens.

Sugar.—The Ido Schuauer, from Hilo, brought 2,649 sks. We quote
all White Refined at 12c, Yellow and Golden 9|@10ic, Hawaiian Gro-
cery grades 7i@9c.

Wines.—The City of Glasgow, for Liverpool, carried of Native Grape
1.896 galls, and 45 cs., and the steamer to Panama carried, en route to

New York, 27,087 galls same.

Flour.—There is more tone to the market. The City of Glasgow, for

Liverpool, carried 5,1S4 bbls. The Panama steamer carried for Central

America 2,512 bbls., and for Panama 729 bbls. We quote Extras at S5@
S5 50 tf bbl.

Bread. —We note a good export demand. The steamer carried to Cen-
tral America 8,090 lbs.

Salmon.—There continues to be a brisk demand for Salmon in bbls.

Considerable purchases of this have latelv been made for export to the
Colonies. Bbls. are worth S12@13 50; half-bblB., S6@7.

Liverpool.—The ship Montgomervshire has arrived from Liverpool,
with steel rails 890 tons, Tin Plate 4,320 boxes, IroD, etc. Also, Salt 80
tons, Rock, and 2,100 sks. Factory filled.

Quicksilver.—We note the arrival from Oregon of 50 flasks to the
Bank of British Columbia. This is a new source of supply. Price 36^
@37 cents. . _
Coal.—The house consumption of coal having increased recently, the

dealers have improved the occasion to put up the price about one dollar

per ton to all small buyers. The. cargo price for all imports continues
very low.

For the Colonies.—The Pacific Mail Steamship Zealandia, hence on
the 20th inst., for Sydney, via Honolulu, carried her full complement of

passengers and a full cargo of merchandise, valued at $40,000 for Syd-
ney, S16.000 for Auckland, S12,000 for Melbourne, S28,000 for Hono-
lulu, S433 for Fiji Islands.

For Victoria, B. C—The Geo. W. Elder, hence on the 20th, carried a
general cargo, valued at S26.000, which included Sugar, Rice, Coffee, etc.

For Dunkirk.—The Italian bark B. Cassanova sailed hence on the
21st inst., with Wheat, 28,562 centals ; value, $47,842.

For Honolulu.—The bark D. C. Murray, hence for the Islands, car-

ried a full cargo of Merchandise, valued at $25,400.

The arrivals on Wednesday were numerous, and consisted of the fol-

lowing : Ship General Knox, from Baltimore, with a cargo of Coal; two
vessels from New Tacoma, with 3,400 tons Coal for S.P.R.R.; two vessels

from Sydney, with 3,300 tons Coal; ship Glendanel, from Newcastle, N.
S.W., with 2,313 tons Coal; Coringa, from N.S.W., with 550 tons Coal

;

from New Bedford, bark Mary S. Ames, 180 days, with Whalemen's
Stores; wh. bark Atlantic, 41 days from the Arctic, with Oil 730 bbls.,

Bone 7,000 lb3.; three vessels from Honolulu, with Sugar 16,560 pkgs.,

Rice 4,398 bags, Molasses 300 bbls., etc.

Ounalaska.—The steamer Dora, 12 days from the North, brings Furs
and Skins to the Alaska Commercial Company.

Freights and Charters.—Wheat charters have declined during the
week to 40s.@45s.; latter for Iron to Cork for orders. The Er. ship
Star of Erin loads Wheat to Cork upon owner's account. The disengaged
fleet in port on the morning of the 23d inst. was 74,211 tons ; same time
last year, 17,162 tons. There is also in ports adjacent 8,800 tons. The
fleet to arrive within five months 216,400 tons register ; 304,000 tons 1881;
216,000 tons 1880. There is on the berth 33,661 tons register, against same
time last year of 116,000 tons.

For China and Japan.—The steamer Coptic, for Hongkong, via Yo-
kohama, carried a general cargo io Hongkong, including Flour, 5,810 bbls;

Ginseng, 2,885 lbs., and in treasure $141,492 50. She also carried to Japan
225 bbls. Flour.

Grain Bags.—It is said that 1,000,000 Calcutta Grain Sacks have been
sold for June-July delivery at 8 '30.

DELICIOUS

CIGARETTES!
SST Over One Hundred Millionfr

sold in 1881.

Unrivaled for Purity.

FRAGRANT VANITY FAIR,

THREE KINGS and

NEW VANITY FAIR.
Nine First Prize Medals.
WM. S. KIMBALL & CO

Peerless Tobacco Works,
Rochester, N. Y.

A. BUSWELL & CO,,
535 CLAI STREET,

BOOK BINDERS,
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

H. 3. Williams. A, Ohesebrougli. W, H. Dimond,

WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO.,

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
UNION BUILDING,

JUNCTION MARKET AND PINE STREETS.

Agents for Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific Steam Navigation Company,
The Cunard Royal Mail Steamship Company, "The California Line of Clippers"

from New York and Boston, and " The Hawaiian Line."

San Francisco, January 31. 1880. Jan. 31.

L.H.Newton. NEWTON BROTHERS & CO., M.Newton.
IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

TEAS, FOREIGN GOODS AND GROCERIES,
204 AND 206 CALIFORNIA STREET,

San Francisco, Cal. May 25.
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THE ARLINGTON.
THE ARLINGTON HOTEL is the beat appointed hotel in California outside of San Francisco, being designed

and specially built for first-class patronage.

The hcuse occupies a whole square of five acres of ground, which is superbly laid out in lawns, flower gardens, etc.

As a delightful home for families or invalids THE ARLINGTON OF SANTA BARBARA has no equal on the
Pacific Coast.

Horse-cars lead directly to the ocean beach, where excellent SEA BATHING can be had.

[Nov. 11.]

DIXEY W. THOMPSON, Manager,
SANTA BARBARA, CAL.

ICHI BAN!

22 AND 24 GEARY STREET.

We are anxious to impress on the minds of the public
the fact that

ICHI BAN!
-IS A-

Free Exhibition, anil that All are Wel-
come to Visit It

Every day or evening; in the week without making: &
a purchase. There is always something- new.

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE ATJTOPHONE

iCy*The News Letter is printed with Shattuck &
Fletcher's ink.

TEA CULTIVATION IN ASSAM.
In connection with the subject of Indian tea,

discussed in a recent issue of Bradstreefs, the fol-

lowing from the Japan Weekly Mail will be of in-

terest : The year 1881 was more or less a favorable
one for tea cultivation in Assam, the prices obtained
being much higher than those of 1880, though the
outturn was not quite so good. On December 31,
1881, there were 2,058 gardens in existence in the
province, which represent an increase of 31 over the
figures of 1880. The area under cultivation was 158,-
427 acres. Of this, 133,293 acres were under ma-
ture plants, and 25,134 under immature plants. The
yield of tea during 1880 is said. to have been 37,571,-
311 pounds, or an increase of 3,557,728 pounds over
the outturn of last year. The average yield per
acre has been 292 pounds of mature plants, which
is the same as that of 1880. Of the tea districts.

Kachar heads the list, with an outturn of 10,455,982
pounds, and Sibsagar comes next, with 1,049,086
pounds. The other districts come in the following
order : Lakhimpur, Durrung, Silhet, Now gong.
Kamrup, Goalpara. Khasi Hills. There has been
a continuous increase in the production of tea in
Assam during the past four years. There are no
means of ascertaining the profits derived during the
year from tea cultivation as a whole, as several of
the tea companies are not registered in India, but
have their headquarters offices at home. Of the
companies registered in India—53 in number—

2

show no paid up capital, while the remaining 51
represent a paid up capital of Rs. 1,67,16,152. Ten
of these rendered no accounts for the past year, 24
concerns made a profit of Rs. 4,70,508, 14 a loss

of Rs. 2,20,839, while 3 show neither pmfit nor Ios*.

These figures scarcely indicate great prosperity in

the trade, but the planters take a hopeful view of
the prospects of the industry.

Callao.—German bark Hekne, 44 days from Cal-
lao, has 497 tons Scrap Iron.

ONLY

$8.

OUR NEW
AMERICAN LEVER WATCH!

After months of lnbor and experiment, we have at last brought to perfec-
tion a NEW WATCH, it la a Key Winding Watch with the
celebrated Anther Lever Movement, Expansion Balance, Fully Jeweled.

They are made of the beat material, and in tho very best manner, so ns to
Insure Riod tlrae-ke ping qualities. Tho Cases aro made of our Celebrated
Composition metal known asAluminum Cold. This metal has a sufficient

amount of gold In the composition to give tho watch a
genuine gold appearance. Indeed It cannot be told
from a genuine Gold Watch except by tho best judges as
the metal stands tho acid tost as well a3 pure gold. The cases
arc finely engraved or engine turned find are massive and
strong and very handsome uinking it just the watch for Rail-
road men, Mechanics and all laboring men who require a
good strong watch and an accurate time-
keeper, '''or trading and speculative purposes, It i-. su-
perior to any watch ever before offered. Tho/ can bo Bold
readily for*i5 ami $20 each, and traded so as to realize double
those amounts. Farmers as well as Agents can handle these
watches to advantage, na they can "be readily exchanged for

stock or goods. We send tho watch freo by registered mall,

onrecelptof $8.00. Or we will send It 0. O D. on receipt
of$ | -OO "" a. count; the balance can bo paid at the 0' press
office Wo also have very fine Aluminum <;old chains at

Sl.OOoach Beautiful Medallion Charms 50 cents. Wj
j have Hundreds or toatlmunials, but have room for i.uly two.

Hot Springs, Ar't. Juno 3d, 18B2,

World Mas'f'G Co. Gents :—Tin New American Aluminum
Bold Watch 1 ordered of you some time ag.» w, is duly ra-

ce v d, and I am so well pleased with it tha' 1 enclose Seven
D liars, P. O. order, on account, for which please forward by
express C. O. D. lor balance, Mireo more of the Borne stylo

with chains to match. Respectfully, Carleton Taylor.

Leavenworth, Kan-, Aug. 7th, 189*.

WORLD MaN'F'G CO. Gents.—The Aluminum Gold American
Lever Watch purchased from vour firm has proved a good
tljne- keeper, and gives perfect satlsiactlon. Enclosed find

cast for two more, same style. Yours, G. P. ECKERT.

Seud all orders to WORLD MANUF'C CO.,
122 Nassau Street, New York.

It is seldom that we meet with an article that so fully corresponds
with its advertised good qualities as does the yew American Lever
Watch, It has the advantage of being made of that precious metal
Aluminum Gold; its works are of the best make, and the general style

of the case rank it with the best Watches made anywhere. We recom-
tnendit to our readers as a Watch that will give entire satisfaction*

F. N. Neuva . W, Somervell

PACIFIC ASPHALTUM COMPANY.
Established 1865.

Proprietors of the Celebrated Corral de Fiedra Asphalturn Mine,
(San Louis Obispo County).

Dealers in rude and eflned

ASPHALTUM, FELT AND ROOFING MATERIAL.
Prepared Asphaltum for Country Orders always on hand. Contractors for Side-

walks, Roofs, Floors and General Asphaltum Work. All Work Guaranteed.

Officeand Depot, 420 Jackson. \ Branch Office, 422 Montgomery,8.F.~~

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN
Steam Baths; Electric and Chemical Baths; Snlphnr and

other medicated vapor baths, with Swedish movements and massage Special
apartments for ladies and families. DR. JUSTIN GATES,
July 1. 722 Montgomery street, near Washington.

THE PANTHEON.
ESTABLISHED Z2f 1863 BY W. M. BLOSSOM.

THE FINEST LUNCH HOUSE
— AND—

Oldest Wines and Liquors in the World!

G. DAWSON, Proprietor,

321 California street Bet. Sansome and Battery,
Sas Francisco. ypv. 11.

A. WALDSTEIN
Lithographer and Zlueographer, No. 320 Sansome street.

Room 48, Second Floor. Aug. 19.
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
Speaking editorially of the alarming spread of communism in France,

the London Daily News says: Russia, as we know, ie honeycombed with

nihilistic and anarchic confederacies. Agricultural outrages and incendi-

ary fires are becoming as common in the Baltic provinces of Russia as ever

they were in Russia proper. Patriotic German journalists are eager to

contend that these doings are fomented for Borne mysterious purpose by
the Russian authorities themselves. In Germany itself—educated, scho-

lastic Germany, which has to take prematurely to spectacles because it

blinds its eyes with over-study—the socialistic movement is more rife than

it is in the most ignorant parts of Europe. So long ago as the days of

Ferdinand La Salle, Prince Bismarck saw the importance of the move-
ment and endeavored to become its patron and to turn it to his own ac-

count. Much more recently he has brought forward scheme after scheme
of a tempered socialism by virtue of which he endeavored to make the

government the great annuity society, life insurance company and co-

operative store for all the poorer populations. The strange socialistic re-

public which was started some years ago in Carthagena, and which had
to be suppressed as Cavaignac suppressed the Paris Commune in 1848,

was evidence enough that socialism had taken hold of the Latin race out-

side the limits of France. It iB quite possible that the present disturb-

ances in Lyons and the alarms spread throughout France may be easily

got rid of, but it is none the less evident that a spirit of revolt is growing

up among the poorer classes all over Europe, which, by the very necessi-

ties of its condition, suggests a sort of common brotherhood with a com-
mon watchword. The nest great struggle of what is called authority will

undoubtedly have to deal with a social rather than a political revolt. The
wisest thing authority can do will be to endeavor to make the struggle

one against the conditions which tend to this revolt rather than against

the revolt itself.

The Sultan evidently does not like the tendancy of things in Egypt.
He insists upon sending an agent to Cairo to checkmate Lord Dufferin,

and the English Government says he shall not, and makes a sort of inti-

mation that if he does, it will send the fellow back again " bag and bag-

gage." Turkey let Egypt run wild. It, as is believed, encouraged Arabi
in all bis ways even to the burning of Alexandria, and the massacre of the

foreign residents. It begins to look as if the days of the Sultan's nominal
head-ship of Egypt were numbered. He has done nothing for a country
that has long paid him a heavy annual tribute. To draw money from his

suzerainty seems to be about all he cared for. But Egypt is now so bur-

dened with debt that it may well be allowed to escape from an intolerable

burden. It may not be generally known, but it is a fact that the tribute

paid by the Egyptian Government to the Sultan amounts to about £700,-

000 a year, being about 8 per cent, of the whole revenue of the country,

which in 1880 was £8,410,000. The annual charge for interest on the con-

solidated debt is £3,520,000, or rather more than the entire outlay on ad-

ministration, which, by the liquidation law, is limited to £3,450,000. The
latter total, it is worth noting, included last March £373,000 for the sala-

ries of 1,272 Europeans holding office in the country. If it is considered

that this addition of 4h per cent, to the expenditure is necessary either in

order to guarantee the payment of the bondholder's interest or to assist

in the good government of the Egyptians themselvss, the £700,000 sent

to Constantinople is an altogether unjustifiable burden imposed on the

nation, and its remission would Bave the taxpayer eight cents on every
dollar drawn from him.

The British Government are dealing so liberally, not to say generously,

with all who took part in the Egyptian embroglio, that foreign wars are

likely hereafter to be exceedingly popular with both the army and navy,

and the "Jingoes" of the clubs will be more pronounced than ever. Gen-
eral Wolseley and Admiral Seymour have been made peers. The Queen
has reviewed the returned troops, and addressed them in glowing terms.

Nor is this all. They are not to be put off with empty words. All officers

who have been certified to have received wounds in action in Egypt which
shall have occasioned the loss of an eye or a limb, or the use of a limb, or

have received bodily injury equivalent, or nearly equivalent, to the loss

of a limb, are to receive a gratuity in money of one year's full pay of the

appointment held by them at the time they were wounded. At the ex-

piration of twelve months the officers will appear before medical boards,

when reports will be made as to whether the pensions should be renewed
or made permanent. From the expiration of one year the pensions to

officers will be calculated according to the following rate, viz: Lieut.-Gen-
eral, £400 j Major-General, £350 ; Colonel or Lieut. -Colonel, £300 ; Major,
£200 ; Captain, £100 ; Lieutenant, £70.

The troops recently returned from Egypt are now most popular in the

British capital. The officers are the lions of all social circles, and the

men are cheered wherever they in numbers appear. The other day they
were reviewed by the Queen, the Prince of Wales and the elite of society

being present. Decorations and honors were liberally distributed. The
Queen said :

" I have called you here to-day to express my best thanks
for the gallantry and devotion you displayed in the short but decisive

campaign in Egypt, and to say how proud I am of my soldiers and sail-

ors, who have added fresh laurels to those obtained in previous campaigns,
and of their devotion to their Queen and country." The conferring of

decorations was then begun. The total number of decorations presented
to the troops, including those given to the Indian contingent, was 370.

Lord Dufferin who is now busy in Egypt seems to be the diplomatic
equivalent of Sir Garnet Wolseley. Whenever a difficult bit of work
has to be done he is sent for to do it. Lord Dufferin has taken in hand
the many difficulties that are daily cropping up in Egypt, and if any
man can succeed in dealing with them we may be very sure that he will.

He is capable of judging of thing3 for himself, and is not likely to be
misled by local prejudices or official misdirections. What to do with
Arabi is one of his greatest difficulties. How to make secure the future
of Egypt is a still graver matter.

Hoods, scarfs, ribbons and any fancy articles can be made any color

wanted with the Diamond Dyes. All the popular colors.

A fine assortment of English chime clocks. Geo. C. Shreve & Co.,

110 Montgomery street.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
London, November 4, 1882.—Dear News Letter: During the past

fortnight the country has been busily engaged in welcoming home and en-
tertaining the soldiers and sailors who have been fighting for and under
its flag in Egypt. The reception given to the Household Cavalry, as
they marched through London from the docks to Knightsbridge barracks,
was a perfect ovation. The streets were thronged, notwithstanding a
downpour of rain as the triumphal march began. Piccadilly was so
packed with vehicles and human beings that tbe squadrons filed along the
middle of the street in twos, flanked on either side by the cheering, hat-
waving crowd. The marines, too, have had an enthusiastic welcome at
Chatham. No praise seems too high for the "sea soldiers" nowadays, and
all kinds of tokens of recognition of their good behavior in Egypt are
talked about. It has been suggested that one of the Prince of Wales's
sons be sent into the corps to give it eclat. After that no one would dare
hint that dubious yarns should be related to the marines, as has been the
custom in the past. It seems that there is a danger that the Household
Cavalry will be deprived of the honor of having "Egypt," and the differ-

ent battles, inscribed upon their regimental escutcheons. The cavalry, as
it went out to Egypt, consisted of detachments of a squadron each from
the three regiments, and it was decided by the army authorities, a Bhort
time ago, that a regiment who had had some companies in the action at

Quecec, under General Wolfe, and who had applied to have the word
"Quebec" placed upon its flag, could not do so, on the ground that having
representatives of a regiment in battle does not entitle the regiment, as
such, to commemorate the event. It is hoped that the Horse Guards will

reconsider its decision. It would logically include the marines and artil-

lery, which certainly had only representatives present during the whole
campaign.
London is uncommonly gay for this time of year. Parliament has

.brought a great.many people to town, and the number of weddings lately

has been especially remarkable. The theatres, also, are doing a good
business all round. Miss Calhoun's venture in the two characters Mrs.
Langtry had just played, at the Imperial, has not been a failure, as was
predicted, though it can hardly be called a very brilliant success. "Hester
Grazebrook " was liked better than "Rosalind." There was not quite
the same anxiety to see what the hose was like as was shown in Mrs.
Langtry's case. By the by, I have heard that the latter lady's over-
long doublet was worn more in Vanity's than Modesty's cause, and that
people who were disappointed at the curtailed view would have been dis-

appointed more had the drapery been scantier. Henry Irving has made
another hit with Muck Ado about Nothing. It is surprising the hold this

actor seems to have on London theatre-goers. I think a more grotesque,
over-rated tragedian will never have visited the United States profes
sionally than he. That such will be the verdict when you see him, is

my prediction. It is simply because they have no one else here. I have
heard that Gillig, of the American Exchange's engagement, had been
broken off. It seems strange, as only the other day he gave a dinner in
honor of its first anniversary. Yours, Dido.

We bear from Spain that a very important dispatch, couched in terms
so strong that had it been published it would have caused an outburst of
indignation, was some time since transmitted by the Spanish Cabinet to
the English Government, in reference to the interview of Mr. Morier and
Senor Gamacho, upon the proposed Commercial Treaty with Spain. The
account of the interview is contained in a Blue-Book already published,
but the dispatch in question has been suppressed.

—

Vanity Fair.

St. John's Presbyterian Church, Post Street.—The Rev. Dr.
Scott, pastor, will preach Sunday at the usual hours. The public cor-
dially invited to attend.

RAILROAD BONDS!
FOR SALE IN LOTS TO SUIT.

Bonds of the Northern Pacific Eailroad,

Bearing Interest at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum, and due in 1921. Coupons

payable January and July.

Bonds of the Oregon Railway and Navigation Company,
Bearing' Interest at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum, and due in 1907. Coupons

payable January and July.

£3T These Bonds are, without question, the safest investment that can be offered
to the public, and at prices far below what similar securities are now selling at in

this market. For sale by

ANDREW BAIRD,
[Nov. 25.] No. 312 California Street.

CONSUMPTION.

I
have a positive Remedy for the above disease; by its nse
thousands of cases of Che worst kind, and of long- standing-, have been cured.

Indeed, so strong- is my faith in its efficacy that I will send TWO BOTTLES FREE,
together with a VALUABLE TREATISE on this disease, to any sufferer. Give
Express and P. O. address. DR. T. A. SLOCUM, 181 Pearl street, N. Y. [Nov. 11.

PROF. JOS. J0SSET,
Graduate of tbe University of Paris; Ex. Professor of I>e

la Mennais' Normal, France; late of Point Loma Seminary, San Diego. Pri-
vate Lessons in the French Language. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 p.m. Private Lessons given at the res-
idence of the pupil. Dec. 6.

NOTICE.
For tbe very best photograpbs go to Bradley & Rulofsou's,

in an Elevator, 429 Montgomery street. Oct. 29

Designs furnished and diamond work manufactured to order at low
priceB. Geo. C. Shreve & Co., 110 Montgomery street.
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GOLD BARS—925 fine par.—Rknxkd Silver—13?<5» 14? tfcent. dis-

count. Mexican Dollars, 11 \(a)V2 per cent. disc, nom.

»W Exchange on New York. 2.
r>c@30c fc* 100 premium; On London Bank-

ers, v>„ :> i',',.1. : Commercial. 50(^50^1. Paris, eight, 5-12£@5 10
francs per dollar. Eastern Telegrams, 40c.

aW Price of Money here, 6<SJ10 per cent, per year—bank rate. In the
open market, 1@1& per month. Demand fight. On Bond Security,

3(5.4$ per cent per year on Call.

93" Latest price of Sterling in New York, 480@484

PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
San Francisco 2>ec. 2, 1H82,

Stocks and Bonds.
BONDS.

Cal. State Bonds, 6's/67

S. F. City & Co. B'da, 6s,'58

S. F. City & Co. B'ds.78 ...

Montg'v Av. Bonds
Dup- 'in Street Bonds
Sacramento City Bonds
Stockton City Bonds
Yuba County Bonds
Marysville City Bonds
Santa Clara Co. Bonds
Los Angeles County Bonds.
Los Angeles City Bonds
Virg*a & Truckee R. R. Bds.
Nevada Co. N. G. R. R. Bds
Oakland City Bonds
Oregon B & N. Bonds, 6s

S. P. R. R. Bonds
U. S.4S.

BANKS.
Bank ol California

Pacific Bank
First National

1NBCRANCB COMPANIES.
Union
Fireman's Fund
California

Pacific Rolling Mills,

Vulcan Powder, 71. 73.

Nom.
Nom.

60
60

105
90
90

101

no

109
1023
119

127

Asked
t

Stocks and Bonds. Bid. Asked
!: INSURANCE COMPANIES.

— State Investment — 130
Nom. Home Mutual — 134
Nom. Commercial — 125

374
,

1
Western — 110

60 RAILROADS.
60 ! C. P. R. R. Stock 85 87— 1 C. P. R. k. Bonds 114 115
100 I City Railroad 100 103
100 I Omnibus R. R fll 61
— N. B. and Mission R. R — 102
—

|

Sutter Street R. R 87$ 90
107 I

Geary Street R. R 97 100
103 Central R. R. Co — 60
114 Market Street R. R Nom. Nom.
— -

! Clay Street Hill R. R Nom. Nom.
110 I S. F. GaslightCo — 55

102J ! Oakland Gaslight Co 29 29J
119J : Sac'to Gaslight Oo 54 56

Califor'a Powder Co 120 —
166 Giant Powder Co 120 122
120 Atlantic Giant Powder 70 73

Gold and Stock Teleg'h Co. 74 80
S. V. W. W. Co.*s Stock..... 106} 106
S. V. W. W. Co' Bonds 116* 116}
Pacific Coast S. S. Co's Stock — —
California Street R R — 110}

51, —. Safe Deposit Co., — , 50.

Central Gas Stock,

-

R. Bonds, — . 105.

1B1J
135

120
-, 127}. Cala. Dry Dock
Presidio Railroad, 64), Safety-Nitro Powder, u§, 15.

,65. Hawaiian Commercial Co., 36}, 40. Northern Pacific R.

We have again to report a week of but nominal business; and with the
exception of the stock of the Hawaiian Commercial Company, which sud-

denly advanced to 36 £, all other securities are weak, and our quotations
barely maintained.

ALBION.
Bullion shipments have ceased, after an inglorious run of three weeks.

The gross product will cover about two-thirds of November's current ex-

penses. Furnace No. 1 Bbut down for repairs and improvements, with
the promise that No. 2 would start within a few days. All this in the
face of letters and telegrams that they were producing §3,000 daily, and
would, within a few days, be turning out $180,000 per month. Certainly

San Francisco dealers are most gullible, or they would not touch the stock

at all. The indebtedness Of the company at the close of the month will

exceed $250,000, and a large percentage in the shape of time checks,

which are becoming most troublesome and selling at a heavy discount in

Eureka. The outlook is most unpromising. However, they manage to

hold the stock at about $3, and are quietly unloading about ten thousand
shares weekly. We shall be in possession of some interesting facts for

our next issue. We think President Robinson's telegram " that it is a
grand mine," and Badlam's " cold day when I get left," had better join

partnership—they will soon become as familiar as household words.

London, November 29th.—Lord Granville, on introducing the Dean
of Westminster to a deputation from the Longfellow Memorial Com-
mittee to-day, said that they asked the Dean's consent to allow the bust

of Longfellow to be placed in Westminster Abbey, as a testimonial to

the graceful and tender poet. He pointed to the number and eminence of

the members of the Committee, numbering nearly 500, as scarcely having

a parallel, they being distinguished in all the departments of intellectual

activity. Lord Granville asked the Dean to accede to the request, and
thus bind yet more closely in friendly common feelings ourselves and the

citizens of the United States. The Dean, replying, unhesitatingly con-

sented, and after paying a graceful tribute to Longfellow, referred touch-

inglyto Washington Irving and to the relations between the two countries,

whose ties were strong as links of iron.

Aerial Navigation.—The engineers and scientific men having in view
he numerous revelations of newly discovered and applied forces, are now
ascertaining the relative merits of such forces as applicable to the Aero-

plarte. When their decision is arrived at, a public test of the Aeroplane
will be made from Woodward's Gardens, when the question of aerial navi-

gation, it is believed, will be most satisfactorily solved.

MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For \avi-iiiiii- the Air.

Office of the Aeroplane Company for Navigating the Air, 609 Mer-
chant street. Office hours from 1 to 2 p.m.
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Look out for the Christmas number of the News Letter. Its title

page will be illuminated with a most beautiful picture in several colors.

It will be a double number, filled with stories, graphic sketches of Califor-

nia, original poetry, etc. It will be a very fitting present to send to

friends abroad.

MANITOBA.
We beg to acknowledge the receipt of a well-written pamphlet de-

voted to the industries of the Canadian Northwest. This pamphlet
treats chiefly of Manitoba, that vast country hitherto so little known to
the outside world, but which the old and hardy settlers have kept their
eyes on, and are now the chief occupants of its fertile soil. Brandon, the
capital of Manitoba, is a city, which, while young in years, has grown
and improved with a rapidity which shows that men who live in cold
climates have the push in them which has made the Anglo-Saxon race
the main factor of civilization and industry. The pamphlet goes on to
enumerate the main business houses of the city, and clearly demonstrates,
by facts and figures, that the young town of the great Northwest is

soon likely to take a prominent place among the cities of the Dominion.

Mint Coinage.—The coinage executed at the United States Mint at
San Francisco, during the month ending November 29th was as follows :

Denomination. Pieces. Amount.
Gold—Double Eagles 114,000 S2,280,000

Total gold 114,000
Silver—Dollars 000,000

Total Silver 600,000

Total coinage. 714,000

82,280,000
8600,000

$600,000

£2,880,000

Meteorological summary for week ending November 30th, 1882:
Highest barometer, 30.283 on the 30th ; lowest barometer, 29.991 on the
24th; average during the week, 30.130; maximum temperature, 63.5 on
the 30th ; minimum temperature. 47 on the 27th ; average during the
week. 52.5; highest relative humidity, 96 per cent, on the 36th

;

lowest relative humidity, 65 per cent, on the 29th ; average during the
week, 82.1 ; prevailing direction of wind, north ; maximum hourly velocity
and direction of wind, 16, North, 29th ; total rainfall during the week,
.04 inches ; total rainfall, season of 1882-3, 7.10 inches.

The steamer "San Jose." from the Isthmus, arrived on the 29th
inst. from Panama and way ports, bringing for cargo : New York, Nails,

1,066 kegs; Rosin, 610 bbls; Iron, 5,931 bars; Merch., etc.; England Cur-
rants, 300 bbls. Milk, 100 cases, condensed; Sardines, 130 cases,

etc.; Centra) American Coffee, 68 sacks; Sugar, 236 sacks, etc.; Mexican
Limes, 566 cases; Oranges. Pine Apples, etc., San Bias; Oranges, 193
cases, etc.; also, in transit from New York to China: Dry Goods, 1,275
bales, Cottons, etc.

Flour for Dublin. —The British bark Ravenswood has sailed for Dub-
lin with 17,750 bbls. Vallejo Starr Mills Extra ; value, $88,700.

London. —The British ship British Merchant, from London, has for
cargo : Cement, 10,080 bbls.. Iron, etc.

Entered at the Post-Office at San Francisco, Cal., as Second-Class
Matter.

Printed and Published by the Proprietor, Frederick Marriott, 607 to 616 Merchant Street, San Francisco, California.
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SPORTINC ITEMS.

Quite a number of farmers owning large tracts of land, over which

there is excellent shooting, have recently issued notices prohibiting shoot-

ing over their lands. Coupled with this, the fact that it daily becomes

more and more difficult to obtain permits to shoot over enclosed land, has

set sportsmen wondering why the farmers are so reluctant to admit shoot-

ers to their grounds. The farmers all allege as a reason for their apparent

churlishness that they have lost heavily in the past by carelessly lighted

camp-fires and by having colts, calves and all kinds of live stock slaught-

ered by verdant hunters
(
who did not know the difference between do-

mestic animals and game. The real sportsmen have tried hard to relieve

themselves from this odium, but as soon as they began to get a little in

favor with the farmers, something would happen to make them more sus-

pected than before. A case of this kind occurred recently, near Antioch.

A party of duck-shooters were out shooting, leaving in charge of their

camp Robert Tallant, who said that he felt too lazy to bother about shoot-

ing. Young Tallant had not been left alone many minutes before the te-

dium of solitude and the utter vacancy of his own mind began to bore

him terribly. At this time tbe devil, who is always providing mischief

for idle hands to do, induced a fine Berkshire hog to wander across young

Tallant's line of sight. As soon as Tallant saw the animal, he was pos-

sessed of an insane desire to end its earthly career, and, being a young

man accustomed to give way to his desires, he shot the animal dead. As
he viewed the dead porker, he was smitten with the quaint conceit that it

would be improved by premature carving ; whereupon he took his hunt-

ing-knife, and cut and slashed the carcass until it was utterly valueless.

When his friends returned and saw tbe dead hog, they asked Tallant why
he had ruined the property of their host. Tallant, who scorns to tell a

lie, promptly replied that he did it for fun, and doubtless, when he finds

that the value of the animal is §20, he will forward that amount to the

owner of the hog, with whose name and address he is well acquainted.

^—Canvas-back ducks appeared in large numbers on the Suisun marshes

during tbe past week.^—Several good bags of ducks were shot this week

on the marshes near Petaluma.*****
The close of the Blood Horse Association's races at the Bay District

Track last Saturday was marked by a far larger attendance than has been

seen on the track for years. The attraction was the four-mile race, a

species of sport to which Californians are very partial. The reason for

this is hard to tell, except that a four-mile race possesses that element of

the circus so dear to the California sight-Beer. From a sportsman's stand-

point a four-mile race is to the track what a six-day race is to tbe running

path—a mere matter of endurance that tells nothing which could not be

determined by a race one-half the length. Barring accidents it may be

accepted as an indisputable fact that the horse which wins at four miles

could beat its competitors over any distance longer than a mile and a

half. The extra distance is simply prolonging the agony, and it is only

because the public demand such a lengthening out that horse owners con-

sent to the affliction. Four horses started in the races last Saturday:

Gov. Stanford's Precious, Ayers' Fred Collier, Baldwin's Clara D. and

Coutts' Nathan Coombs. Coombs broke down dead lame at three miles,

Fred Collier was distanced, and Precious, after trailing Clara D. under a

strong pull for 'dh miles, was given her head, and won as she liked in

7 :45^_about the slowest time on record, but not so bad considering the

fearfully heavy state of the track. The handicap was won by Joe How-
ell, who beat Frank Ehoads out by a bare nose, after a hard and exciting

finish. The Consolation Race was won by Frank Rhoads in a common
canter. The mile-and-repeat hurdle race was a great surprise to the bet-

ting men. Hattie B. was a hot favorite at odds of 4 to 1. The first heat

Mollie H. beat ber by a head after each of them had knocked down a

hurdle. The second heat was an exact copy of the first. A match race

was made for 8500 a side between Joe Howell and Baldwin's celebrated

colt Sam, to be run last Thursday. The Howell party paid forfeit.

The attendance at the extra races at Oakland, last Thursday, was
wretched. The three-quarter mile dash was won by Chase's Marian. Jim
Renwick and Euchre started in the 1£ mile, the former winning easily.

Frank Rhoads won the l£ race easily.

* * * * *

The Old Dog Stake, at the Gilroy Field Trials, was won by D. M.
Pyle's Darius ; H. M. Brigg's Belle second. T, G. AbelTs Scott won
the puppy stake.

The four-oared shell race for the Breeder and Sportsman's cup attracted

a large crowd to Long Bridge on Thanksgiving Day. The boats started

shortly before 1 a.m. The Pioneer boat went to the lead from the start,

her crew rowing a snatchy, uneven stroke, not as one man, all together,

but as four men, each having much individuality. The Brown crew fouled

a buoy near the start, and were put out of the race by the loss^of their

outrigger. The Golden Gate crew, after blowing so much as to seriously

increase the windage rate of the past month, failed to start, so all the

Ariel crew had to do was to quietly wear down the Pioneers. This they

did at the end of the cattle-wharf, and from there out they were never
headed, winning as they liked in 20 minutes 17 seconds; course, 3 miles,

with turn. The Ariel crew was composed of James Cochrane, stroke
;

Alfred Branch, Oscar Branch and Leander Stevenson, bow. The Pioneer

crew were J. M Long, bow; R. Crowley, R. C. Lyne and Supervisor Sul-

livan, stroke. The judges and times were James Kerr, Charles G. Gale,

M. C. Conroy and George H. Strong. The Ariel's victory gave universal

gatisfaction. The club is always ready and willing to row races, never
blows, never raises false issues as excuses for not starting, and is always a
respectably conducted body.*****
The athletic sports of the Olympic Club, at Oakland last Thursday, at-

tracted quite a fair-sized crowd. The games started with a baseball match,
in which the Redington's beat the Olympics by 16 to 6. The gold medal
for best record was awarded Bennett, of the Redington's, who went to

bat five times, made two runs, no base hits, one put-out, nine assists and
no errors. He was the pitcher of his side. Ebner, of the Olympics, was
awarded the silver medal. He made three errors, two assists, three put-

outs, no base hit and no runs. This prize should have gone to Redman,
who made three assists, two put-outs and one base hit. R. Robinson won
the 100-yards scratch race—10f. H. C. Fiukler tried and failed to ride

his bicycle a mile better than 3:15£. V. C. Duffield (0. A. C), won the
one-half-mile handicap, with 40 yards, in 2:11 ; Gonevan second, and the
famous Masterson nowhere. W. F. Fisher won the mile bicycle race

—

3:33. The 220-yard handicap fell to Slater, scratch, R. Robinson, scratch,
second. Harriman, the well-known six-day walker, is in town, and last

Thursday, at the Recreation Grounds, walked a mile for exhibition in 7:30.

CUPID AMONG OUR FRIENDS.
On the 28th of this month Timothy Hopkins, the adopted son of the

late Mark Hopkins, was married in St. Thomas' Church, New York, to
Miss May Crittenden, the niece of Mrs. Hopkius. The Rev. W. H.
Piatt, late of Grace Church, in this city, tied the knot. Arthur Lock-
wood, William Newell and William H. Crocker of San Francisco, were
the groomsmen. The ushers were : C. S. Hurd, J. D. Grant, E. H. Par-
dee and J. K. Nuttall. They wore turquois pins, set with diamonds, the
gift of the groom. The bridesmaids, who walked with the groomsmen,
were Miss Mary Miller, Miss Easton and Miss Hattie Crocker, of San
Francisco. Henry Ivison escorted the bride and gave her away. The
groom walked up the aisle with Mrs. Hopkins. After the ceremony was
over the bridal party met at the Windsor Hotel, where Mrs, Mark Hop-
kins was staying, and were given a grand reception. Among the guests
were ex-Governor and Mrs. Stanford of California ; Mr. and Mrs. C. P.
Huntington, Miss Huntington, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Crocker, Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Ivison, Mr. and Mrs. D. O. Mills, Ogden Mills, Mr. and
Mrs. James A. Parsons, John A. Livingston, Miss Livingston, Miss Bar-
rett, Mr. Dewey of San Francisco, Mrs. Sibley Severance, the bride's sis-

ter, of San Francisco, Cyrus W. Field, David Dudley Field, Mr. and
Mrs. A. D. Guilliard, Lloyd Tevis. After the entertainment was over the
bride and groom went to their country house in Massachusetts. Mrs. Hop-
kins will give them a reception, on December 28th, at her magnificent
house on California street. The Isews Letter wishes the young couple
a long and happy wedded life.

The Masquerade Ball to be given by the First Infantry Regiment
at the Mechanics' Pavilion, on Friday next, December 8th, bids fair to be
a great success. It only needs a glance at the names of the Committee
of Arrangements to see that no pains will be spared to insure the proper
working of everything. The full regimental band will be in attendance
in full uniform. The prizes to be given away are twenty in number, and
will be on exhibition at the White House next week. Cash prizes will be
given to clubs or companies of not less than twenty most originally cos-
tumed. These prizes will be : 1st. $100. 2d. §50. The tickets for the
ball are SI each, and can be obtained, from members of the Regiment at
any time, or at the Pavilion upon the night of the ball.

Crowds flock nightly to see the Kohler Waxworks, and no one sees
them once without wishing to see them again. Nothing like them have
ever been seen in San Francisco before. Tbe figures are life-like, and
more than one person has mistaken them for live figures. The Electric
Boy creates lots of fun, and is presided over, as is also Edison's Phono-
graph, by John Kohler. The elder Mr. Kohler attends to the orchestra,
and is too well and favorably known as a musician to need any comments
from us.

The Bush Street Theatre, under the management of Messrs. Leavitt
& Hayman, will re-open Saturday evening, December 23d, with Leavitt's
All Star Specialty Company as the attraction. The house is now under-
going a thorough renovation.

J NO. LEVY & CO.,

MAKERS AND IMPORTERS
— OF —

FI^TE JEWELEY,
Have made extensive preparations for the HOLIDAY TEADE,
and have added a most exquisite and odd line of NOVELTIES
to their already ELEGANT STOCK of DIAMONDS, PEE0I0US
STONES, WATCHES, SILVEEWAEE, 0AEEIAGE and MAN-
TEL 0L0CKS, OPEEA-GLASSES, FANS, etc., together making

the handsomest display of Goods eyer exhibited in this city. We
cordially invite an inspection of our stock, it being no trouble to

show goods. Everything marked in plain figures and strictly one

price. We sell .at closer prices than any house in our line.

118 SUTTER STREET.

GRAND OPERA HOUSE.

MR. HENRY E. ABBEY respectfully announces the FIRST APPEARANCE IN
SAN FRANCISCO of

Mine- Christine Nilsson in Four Grand Concerts!
C mmencing TUESDAY EVENING, DEC 12, at 8:15. lime. NILSSON

will be assisted by a Full Concert Company.

SCALE OF PRICES—Season Tickets, for the Series of Four Performances, 814.
The sale of Season Tickets ONLY will commence on Monday, December 4th, at
10 A. m., at SHERMAN, CLAY & CO'S (Agents Haines' Pianos) MUSIC STORE,
southwest corner Kearny and Sutter streets, for ooe day only. Single Tickets—*2,
S3 and 84, according to location. The sale of Single Tickets will commence on
Wednesday, Dec. 6th, at 10 A. M., at above place. Dec. 2.
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SOCIETY.

December 1 1882. Wb»1 -ingular weather bu our peniiumU been
tr*«l*-l • i»Mt week. The rain has certainly been doing it*

«imd« down no far, with hut little success, evidently unwilling t*>

k with city dwellers by it--* un*
praam Htic.-il it over and done with, the sooner

N.it Christinas ihopplag .mil preparations for
» lin-tmait gaiety be not interfered with, as that season inure Dearly up
dtcmImb,

-rta were the principle amusement, and dinners again fnrmed the
staple entertainment o| the put week. Of the latter, the most promi-
nent ones were those of Madame de Guique, in honor of the doe. Dona-

who soon leave to join their daughter and her husband in Europe,
where Mm. l'arrott, senior, has already preceeded them, and Mrs. J. B.
HageinX in honor of AH Hanrln and his wife (a purely family affair),
wh.. left on Saturday for the Bast, Miss Nina Piatt accompanying them.
The- all well attended. The Howell-StetBon one, at Dr,

Chnrch on Thonday evening, tilled the building with a fashion-
able crowd, who were apparently quite satisfied with the programme of
fered them. .Mrs. Norton's, on Friday evening, was equally well attended
by her friends, who came forth in goodly numbers, Airs. uarmicbel Carr
sharing the honors with the before mentioned lady ; and on Saturday eve-
ning the concert of the Lyre Francaise was another jam, great curiosity
being felt to heal Mrs. Solomon, of whom great things were expected,
hut which, I fear, were hardly realized, owing somewhat to a alight cold',

from which 'tis said she was suffering.
Tonight, the third Philharmonic offers an attractive programme, but

the list of subscribers presents such an array of society people's names,
they are always sure to be fashionable assemblages, no matter what the
bill may be.

The kettledrum at B'nai B'rith Hall on Monday night was a novel idea
well carried out. The hall was beautifully decorated; the tables pre-
sented a most tempting display of good things for the inner man; the la-

dies in waiting all looked their very best, and were amiability personified;
but I fear the result hardly equaled expectation in any sense, and the at-
tendance, though highly fashionable, was not what it was hoped it would
be. Many were no doubt kept away by thinking it was a private enter-
tainment, and not one open to all who paid their dollar fee for entrance,
and thus helped one of the greatest and most deserving charities in the
city.

The telegraph has brought us the details of the Hopkins-Crittenden
wedding, which took place at St. Thomas' Church, New York, on Mon-
day evening, the Rev. Mr. Piatt, being the officiating parson, and at
which the whole California colony now in Gotham were well represented.
The grand reception takes place in this city on the 28th inst., at the Hop-
kins mansion on California street, where the young couple will reside
with Mrs. Hopkins, Sr.

I have often thought what a trying time it must be to a woman not yet
quite past the meridian of life, when the son brings home a wife who, of
course, is known by the soubriquet of " young," while the elder lady be-
comes par consequence "old Mrs. So-and-so."
By the way, what an amount of wealth the Californians now in New

York represent, and how many of the old-time faces once so familiar on
California and Montgomery streets, can be seen daily in Wall street and
Broadway. I hear hundreds of others who talk of leaving us sooner
or later, the last name mentioned being that of Mr. Tevis, who, 'tis said,
has for some time had a leaning that way. Mrs. Tevis, however, being
unwilling to leave the home of her early affections and first successes in
life, San Francisco, they are still among us, but it is generally believed
that it is but a little time now ere they, too, be missing.
Los Angeles seems to be the coming place as a matrimonial market, it

apparently only being sufficient for a 'Frisco girl to show there to be at
once snapped up. Quite a number of engagements and marriages have
taken place in that little city of late, the last wedding being that of Miss
Lutie Cole and Mr. Waring, which took place there last week ; and the
fact that the Cole girls and their cousins, the Whitings, have all paired
off since leaving our non-appreciative city, and are settled down happily
in bowers of their own in that land of oranges and grape-vines, has been
productive of mixed feelings to their quondam admirers here. It is well
known that men sometimes have dog-in-the-manger proclivities.

t

Yesterday was very generally observed as a holiday throughout the
city, although perhaps the cloudy weather of the morning prevented so
much of an exodus among those of the male persuasion as usually takes
place. In the evening there was scarcely a home that could not boast
its dinner party, and the wedding of Miss Hattie Smoot and Mr. Pierce,
which also occurred, was a fit way of celebrating the national holiday,
though I believe they named their day long before President Arthur
named his.

Everything in connection with it was of the simplest character. At St.
John's Church, where they were married, there was no attempt at deco-
rations of any kind. The guests were all dressed in walking costume
and the bride looked very pretty and girlish in a modest dress of puffed
tulle, with, of course, the customary veil. Dr. Scott performed the cere-
mony which united the young couple, but at its conclusion the bride was
so overcome by emotion of some kind as to be unable to leave the chan-
cel for several minutes, thereby throwing the procession out of church into
a good deal of confusion. They are both very young—in my humble
opinion far too much so—for taking the cares and responsibilities of life on
their own shoulders. But love works wonders, and they have ray sin-
cerest good wishes for a long and happy life together.
For the coming week, the Thornton party, on Wednesday evening, is

the moat talked of at present. The Grand Hotel musicalta are also going
to be recommenced, and will no doubt be quite as successful as they were
last Winter. An early resumption of the Palace Hotel hops are also
being agitated, but when, or even if they take place, is not yet decided.
Eastern people are in the habit of declaiming against the sad state of

morals existing in California. From the various scandals that have from
time to time enlivened the columna of the newspapers and society circles
of the several Eastern citiea where the said affairs have " cropped up," I
have always maintained that the morals of our 'Frisco people were fifty

per cent, better than in any place east of the Rockies. I have ofteu
thought -that the state of St. Louis society must be at a very low ebb

a* regards propriety of conduct, pis, the two fastest young
ladies who ever graced San Fran*

I
i u - were knov.

St Louis blonds. They w belong to the
of society in that city, and dnril ||

oonduot snob aa no California girl calllri ,n m would
dream of pursuing.

Th.-y kM but two instances „f many that 1 Could name, so in future,
I hope that St. bonis ] pie, at. le: Lst. will not cast Stones in this direction.

i renaral Kosecrans and his family hai

.

, Washington for the
Winter, and the c.^i-r Gibbs have departed for an indefinite period, in-
tending to visit Europe err t.bey return. Thi Sara Wilsons can be found
domiciled at the Palace, while tfa t residence is beinc; made
habitable .-(gain. Mrs. William Norris i^ home again after her Eastern
in]., looking remarkably well. Mrs. Sam Holliday arrived yesterday
from her tour of Europe, which has lasted longer than she anticipated at
starting. The J. D. Walkers have gladdened San Rafael by theirreturn
there from foreigu parts last Saturday; and apropos of San Rafael.it
will be good news for the young ladies' hosts of friends and admirers to
hear that Mrs. and the Misses Forbes will spend the Winter at the Grand
Hotel. Felix.

BEWARE OF CHEAP JEWELRY PRESENTS.
This ie the period for buying jewelry presents. The show windows

are attractive, and crowds surround them. Yet, for the most part, frauds
only are exposed to view, and buyers are fooled into paying prices that
are grossly disproportionate to the value of the trumpery,' and sham arti-

cles purchased. At this time of the year large sums are spent. It is well
that some facts should be told that are not generally known in regard to
bogus jewelry. In England no ornament of gold can be aold without
first being submitted to and officially marked by the Government Aasayer,
who tests its quality, which, under the English law, must equal 18 karats
fine. If it equals 18 karats it is stamped by the assayer 18 K. Should it

in the test fall below 18 karats, no matter how delicate or beautiful the
workmanship ; no matter who the manufacturer, high or low, it is broken
up with a hammer and aent back to the maker. There are in this city
two or three first-class firms who will not send out jewelry unless of the
proper standard, 18 karats. But again, there are a vast number of jew-
elers in this city who sell gold jewelry claiming it to be 16 or 18 karats,
that will not assay 12 karata. Gold chains should assay 14 karats ; watch
cases, 18 karats, and on this being made the universal quality, there is no
chance for fraud. But when a respectable jeweler Bells 18 karats and an-
other sells the same article in gold of only ten karats fine, the one has a
great advantage over the other. Now, what is a karat? It is a basis to
represent the fineness of gold ; 4} cents is the decimal used to obtain the
value. If an article is eighteen karats fine, you multiply it by 4h, and
thus ascertain that its intrinsic gold value is 81 cents per pennyweight, or
$16 20 per ounce. If it is only ten karats fine, it falls in value in a pro-
portionate degree, and the purchaser is swindled accordingly. This shows
how large a margin there is for wrong. The jeweler who sells an orna-
ment that is but ten karats fine, when it should be 18, steals from the
buyer 36 cents on every pennyweight. We know that this precise thing
is taking place in this city at this time to a large extent, and we know
that purcbaaers, if they do not buy from a house of established character,
are sure to be shamefully defrauded. In some caaes there is little or no
gold at all in the article bought. It is not even ten karats fine. Gold
coin is made of gold of 22 karats fine, yet we know of jewelers in this
city who sell ornaments aa if they were made of coin gold. They take
the jeweler's balances on one side, place a chain or other article that the
customer wishes to purchase, in the other balance ; place enough gold
coin to balance it in weight, and then offer the chain for that much coin,
with the remark :

" My stock of chains is so large that they must be
reduced, and all I desire is to sell them for the gold that is in them."
Now, gold chains are never made to exceed 14 karats, while the majority
are of 10 or 12 karats. The only way for persons desiring to guard them-
selves against fraud to act is to buy only of jewelers of known and estab-
lished reputation. No reputable jeweler will sell articles that are less

than the standard of fineness. The moment an article is offered for less
than its apparent gold value, depend upon it, it is a fraud.

A splendid collection of fine glass and porcelain, and other artistic

work, has just been received by O. Lawton & Co. This includes Sevres
Porcelain, Placqnea, French and Japanese, plain and mounted in velvet

;

Cuivre Repourse, Argenteuil, Saracen, Hiapanola, Nuage D'or, Belleek.

Just opened, new figures in French Bisque; Parisian Porcelain Flowers
;

Hungarian Gilt Faience Ware. Colored Optic Glass—Carlsbad Flower
Goods, Barbotine Relief Vases; Baccarat Glass, Clocks, Bronzes, Dresden
and Vienna Cups and Saucers. These rare works of art are just the
thing for Christmas presents, and a call at 16 Post street will amply re-

pay the visitor.

St. Johns Presbyterian Church, Post Street—The Rev. Dr.
Scott, pastor, will preach Sunday at the usual hours. The public cor-

dially invited to attend.

Underclothing is most necessary in a climate like ours, and those who
are wise will lose no time in calling at J. H. Carmany's, 25 Kearny st.

SPORTSMEN, ATTENTION !—THE SEASON OPENED.

HUNTING SXJITS.
This is the only recognized Depot Tor the celebrated RIV-

ETED HUNTING Sl'ITS manufactured l.v LEVI STRAUSS 4 CO.
We lm« also in slock all classes of HUNTING GARMENTS, and make the same

to order uiHin very short notke. HUNTING SUITS!

CORNER OF KEARNY AND COMMERCIAL 3TS.

|3F~The Largest Establishment in its line in tho United States. Price Lis
,

with handsome Lithograph of the GREAT I X L by Electric Lipht, sent fr

application. Sept. 16
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RALPH WALDO EMERSON.
His soul was one with nature everywhere

;

His seer and prophet and interpreter,
He waited in her courts for love of her,

And taught the lessons that he gathered there

—

The songs the wild birds sang j why flowers were fair ;

The sense of that divine, tumultuous stir

When spring awakeB, and all things minister
To love ; and hope and joy are in the air.

Do the winds miss him, and the fields he knew,
And the far stars that watched him night by night,

Looking from out their steadfast dome of blue
To lead him onward with their tranquil light

—

Or, do they know what gates he wandered through,
What heavenly glory opened on his sight?

ARABI AND HIS HOUSEHOLD.
Lady Gregory sends to a contemporary a long account of Arabi

Pasha and his family. Lady Gregory warmly defends Arabi from the

charges of cruelty and cowardice. She says :
" As a matter of fact, I

believe him to be exceedingly gentle and humane. An English official,

one of the fairest of his class, said to me, ' He has too much of the gen-

tleness of the fellab, arid too little of the brute in him to succeed. If he
would take lessons in brutality at 100 francs a week, he would have a
much better chance of getting on. * * * I do not understand Arabic,

the only language spoken by Arabi, so could not judge of his eloquence.

It is said to be striking, and his words well chosen. His intimate knowl-
edge of the Koran and all the literature of his religion, including our own
Old Testament books, will account for this, just as a life-long study of the
English Bible is said to lend force and vigor to the language of one of our
own great orators. He speaks very earnestly, looking you straight in the

face with honest eyes. I have an entire belief in his truthfulness
;
partly

from his manner
;
partly because from every one, without exception, who

had known him long or watched his career -some of them members of

the Viceregal family—I hear on this point the same report--' He is in-

capable of speaking untruth.'"
The first noteworthy action of Arabi's of which Lady Gregory has

beard was in the days of Said Pasha: " Said devoted himself to his

army, its drill and discipline. At one time he took it into his head that
keeping the Fast of Ramadan was injurious to the troops, and he issued
an order that the fast was not to be observed. After a few days he was
told that some of the soldiers were neglecting his orders. Indignant at
their disobedience, he himself went out, and, walking along the ranks,
asked each man, 'Do you fast?' 'Do you?' A few confessed with
fear and trembling—many denied. At last a young soldier stepped for-

ward and said very respectfully: ' Oh, Effendina, I have read in the
commandment of God given in the Koran that we must fast. If I neg-
lect the commands of nry God, how shall I be faithful to those of an
earthly ruler?' 'What is your name?' 'Ahmed Arabi.' 'Take him
from my sight.' No one expected ever to see him again, but next day he
was not only sent back to his regiment, but with the increased rank of

corporal. This is the man of whom we read in the dispatches of last

Winter that the motive power of all his actions is cowardice." The fol-

lowing is condensed from Lady Gregory's description of Arabi's domes-
tic life: " It was not until the end of February that I went, with Lady
Anne Blunt, to see Arabi's wife. They had moved some little time be-
fore to a new house, large and dilapidated looking, and which Arabi was
represented as having fitted up in a luxurious style—in fact, at that
time, the crime most frequently alleged against him was that he had
bought carpets to the amount of £120. I must confess that there were
some pieces of new and not beautiful European carpets in the chief
rooms, but I must add that if Arabi paid £120 for them he made a very
bad bargain.
The sole furniture of the reception-room of Arabi's wife consisted of small

hard divans covered with brown linen and a tiny table with a crochet an-
timacassar thrown over it. On the whitewashed walls the only ornaments
were photographs of him in black wooden frames and one larger photo-
graph of the Sacred Stone at Mecca. In the room where Arabi himself
sat and received were a similar hard divan, two or three chairs, a table,
and an inkstand covered with stains. His wife was ready to receive us,

having heard an hour or two earlier of our intended visit. She greeted us
warmly, speaking in Arabic, which Lady Anne interpreted to me. She
has a pleasant, intelligent expression ; but, having five children living out
of fourteen that have been born to her, looked rather overcome with the
cares of maternity. She wore a long dress of green silk- ' My husband
hates this long train,' she told me afterwards ;

' he would like to take a
knife and cut it off,' but I say I must have a fashionable dress to wear
when I visit the Khedive's wife and other ladies.' An old woman with
white hair, dressed in the common country fashion—a woolen petticoat
and blue cotton jacket—came into the room and occupied herself with the
children. Presently we found that she was Arabi's mother. She spoke
with great energy and vivacity, welcoming us and talking of her son with
much affection and pride. ' I am only a fellah woman,' she said,

( but I
am the mother of Ahmed Arabi.' She took me twice into another room
to see an oleograph, of which she was very proud, representing him in star-
ing colors.

A day or two before we left I went again to see his wife. She looked
a little sadder, a little more anxious, than when I had last seen her. She
seemed troubled, poor woman, because the Khedive's wife, who used to
be kind and good to her, now says: ' How can we be friends when your
husband is such a bad man?' The old mother sat in the corner attending
to the children and counting over her beads. I said: 'Are you not proud
now your son is a Pasha?' 'No,' she said, 'we were happier in the old
days when we had him with us always and feared nothing. Now he gets
up at daybreak, and has only time to say his prayers before there are peo-
ple waiting for him with petitions, and he has to attend to them and then
go to his business, and often he is not back here until after midnight, and
until he comes I cannot sleep, I cannot rest ; I can do nothing but pray
for him all the time. There are many who wish him evil, and they will
try to destroy him. A few days ago he came home suffering great pain,
and I was sure then he had been poisoned; but I got him a hot bath and
remedies, and he grew better, and since then I keep even the water he
drinks locked up. But, say all I can, I cannot frighten him or make him
take care of himself. He always Bays : God will preserve me.' "

FINE WINE.
The Wine which is now all the rage in Europe and the "United States

is the Dry Pommery. It is not only most agreeable to the palate, but has
medicinal qualities which particularly recommend it to the notice of deli-
cate persons. So popular has the Pommery Sec brand of Champagne be-
come, that it is often quite difficult to purchase it in any large quantities.
So great has been the demand for this fashionable beverage, that, large as
are the headquarters in France, they are taxed to the utmost to keep pace
with the rapidly increasing demand. Last year the sale of Pommery in
the States alone footed up to 38,000 cases. When we come to take into
consideration the fact that these figures only represent a fraction of the
whole, we begin to realize the enormous business done by the Pommery
vineyards. There seems now to be no demand to speak of for the old
fashioned brands which have been completely knocked out of the market
by the fashionable Pommery Sec.

BANKS.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital $3,000,000.WM . ALVORW .'President.
THOMAS BROWN, Cashier

| B. MURRAY, Jr., Ass't Cashier
AGENT8 :

New York, Agency of the Bank of Calfornia ; Boston, Tremont National Bank

,

Chicago, Union National Bank ; St. Louis, Boatman's Saving Bank ; New Zealand,
the Bank of New Zealand. Correspondent in London, Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons. Correspondents in India, China, Japan and Australia, the Oriental Bank Cor-
poration.
The Bank has Agencies at Virginia City, and Correspondents in all the princi-

pal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.

Letters of Credit issued, available in all parts of the world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dublin, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Antwerp,
Amsterdam, St. Petersburgh, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, Italy.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter.—Capital paid up, $1,800,-

000, with power to increase to 310,000,000. Southeast corner California and San-
some streets. Head Office—28 Cornhill, London. Branches—Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria, New Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.

This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check
nd Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available in al parts of
the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents
as follows

:

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank; Scotland—British Linen Company; Ireland—Bank of Ireland-; Mex-
ico and South America,—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 18. FREDERICK TOWNSEND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Paid up Capital $1,500,000, Gold. President, B. C. Wool-

worth Vice-President, D. Callaghan ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue, iBaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
Correspondents—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 6 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse,
Neuman&Co. Paris: Hottinguer& Co. New York: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-

pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal
cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Commercia
Credits issued available in Europe, China and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital, $2,100,000.

Sail Francisco Office, 424 California street; IiOndon Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid Up $3,000,000.
Beserve, TT. S. Bonds 4,500,000.

Agency at New York, 62 Wall street.
Agency at Virginia, Nev.

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-
elers' Credits. This Bank has special facilities for dealing in Bullion. Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E. Cor. Sansome and Fine Streets,

London Office, 3 Angel Con rt ; New York Agents, J. W. Sel-
igman & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, 86,000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,

loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.
FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.

P. N. Lilibnthal, Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITAL, «300,000.
Officers : Vice-President, Jerome Lincoln ; Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other
Approved Securities. Office : No. 216 Sansome Btreet, San FranciBco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Spar and L,eihbanK, No 526 California street, San

Francisco. Officers : President, L. GOTTIG. Board of Directors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Bggers, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE ; Attorney, JOHN R.
JARBOE. May 18.
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SOCIETY'S CHARITY AND THE FUN OF IT.

Dear N. L: You always want to know nil that i* going on, don't
you? and you ran appreciate the funny side of things, t<>-». Of conns,
yon know "Society, as it is constituted among us, has many funny OB-

IS constantly going on, sometimes only known to the Inner i ir.le,

toes, though rarely, coming tothe knowledge of the outsiders. So,
su* I think, a case in point too good to he kept just among our nobis
•elves—by which I mean the crtmt dt la creme—l am going to whisper it

into your left ear.

You must know that the world and his wife have been all agog for the
past few weeks in anticipation of a novelty in society circles, which ma
nothing more nor less than a " kettledrum," but this was to be offered to
the public ; or, rather, let me correct myself and say the Mifotaf public,
in the sacred name of charity, as the affair has to be held in a public hall,
ticket* BottL and the proceeds devoted to the State Woman's Hospital.

Urn, McOowell got the credit of originating the idea. I don t really
know if such was the case, but I do know that much of the success of the
undertaking was due to that lady's great energy and brisk sale of tickets,

her ample donations to the tea tables, and her agreeable presence at the
kettledrum itself ; her beaming face and polished manner creating an air
of enjoyment wherever she appeared.

I was telling you how eagerly the beau mondc have been looking for-

ward to the entertainment, there's so little going on you know, and this
being Thanksgiving week, the managers endorsed the affair with the pre-
fix or Thanksgiving, to make it more chic Welt, the evening at last ar-

rived, and how delighted all us girls were to find the cloudy sky of Sun
day had given place to Heaven's own blue. (A fine night is so awfully
nice for a walk home by moonlight, instead of being huddled together hig-
gle lv pigglety in a close street-car.

The matrons were busy all day, having the tables set in order and fixed
up beautifully. I tell you the effect was just lovely when everything was
done. Flowers, smilax, greens, flags and decorations made the hall look
real festive, and took away the cold, bare look it generally has, and the
tasteful arrangement of the tables, particularly the good things set out
on them—which were all from the homes of the ladies themselves—made
a most appetizing show. All the girls waited on the tables, and some of

them were dressed very appropriately, others were too much dressed ;

but then, I suppose, they didn t care a speck if their velvets and satins
were spoiled. They could get more easy enough. I wore a real sheet
but I forgot, I musn't be personal—and besides, I started in to tell you of

a funny thing that happened, but remember you must not breathe your
authority, no matter who gets mad, though really there is nothing to get
mad at ; it's all only fun. Well, you know, evert/body was there—the
Floods, McDowells, Blandings, Durbrons, Tevis's, Godleys, Martins,
Thorntons, Wallace's—0, everybody you can think of. Well, I had just
said to Carleton Coletnan (he looked awful sweet) how I'd like to have a
turn to the lovely waltz the band was playing, when up rushed a young
lady who shall be nameless. I felt real mad at the interruption, because
C. C. walked off, and I was hoping he'd take the bint and ask ine to
dance. Well, Sallie said the greatest joke had just taken place at the
other end of the room, and everybody was just splitting their sides over
it. To make a long story short, and not to take up too much of your
time, I'll condense what she told me for your benefit. It seems, a charm-
ing grass widow, who sings, had asked a gentleman friend to bring her a
list of new songs to the kettledrum, and when they met over a cup of tea
she reminded him of bis promise.
Holding his cup in one hand, he proceeded to take a folded paper from

his Bide pocket with the other, and as some girls came up to offer flowers

and bon bons, he hurriedly handed the paper to Mrs. . She opened
it, of course, but what was the result? A suppressed scream and a pro-

longed titter. Of course, all the girls clamored to know what was the
matter, and then the men joined in the chorus, or, as one of Balfour's

young men said: "What's the row?*' Mr. had made a mistake,
and instead of giving a list of songs, as he supposed, had handed her a
list of the Christmas presents he intends giving to the ladies of his ac-

quaintance, and the cost of each set down opposite the names, with com-
ments like this: "For Mrs. So and So, a holiday book—$20; rather
steep, but I have dined there so often must do it. Miss , a fan—$10;
know where I can get one cheap. Two MisBes , gloves ; get a dozen
good, and ditto inferior quality, mix together, best on top "—and bo On
ad lib. Poor fellow ! He tried his best to recover the paper, but Mrs.

holds on to it, declaring it was a bona jide offering. I think it's

rather mean of her, but then I'm not a bit sorry for him, for he's a real

mean old thing, and has been going through society since before ma was
married, and he's such a gossip himself its nice to see the tables turned
once in a while. I expect he'll be right mad with me, but I don't care so

long as I can sign myself your friend, dear N. L. Josie.

EXPENSIVE LACE.
A very good story, and, what is more, an authenticated one, is told

of the wife of a well-kown and respected Nottingham manufacturer, who,
being with her husband in Paris, and occupied with the colossal shopping
which Buch visits seem inevitably to entail, fell in love with a lace fichu

of exquisite fineness and delicacy, which was offered to her for the mod-
erate sum of 240 francs. She would instantly have purchased it, had she

not been deterred by various mysterious signs of dissuasion from her hus-

band, which surprised her not a little, as she knew him to be a judge of

good lace, and wondered, therefore, at his lack of appreciation of this

beautiful specimen. She examined the fichu again, half doubtfully, but
it was soft in texture and beautiful in design—a very cobweb in execution,

and anything but dear. She cast one beseeching glance at her husband,
but he was grave and inflexible ; so with a sigh of resigned regret she
turned away, and the moment they left the shop her disappointment
broke forth :

"John! why did you keep me from buying that lovely thing? And
only £10 ; I am sure you could not think that dear ? Why did you not

let me have it ?"

" You are quite right, my dear ;" was the reply of the unmoved John.
" We conaider that a very superior article ; and the reason I did not want
}'ou to buy it, is because it came from one of my own frames, and I can
et you have as many of the same kind as you like, for fifteen shillings

apiece !"

—

Blackxoood.

Diamonds, in matched pairs and single gems, in great variety. Geo. O.
Shreve & Co., 110 Montgomery street.

SOCIETY'S AMUSEMENTS.
There Is a season in agriculture which the farraera call " between hay

and grass. Humanity has Its similar seasons, when the callow vouth
(generally of the male species), has not yet left the realms of Caithness,
«' to speak—not yet entered upon the broad plans of manhood. " So-
ciety, "too, has its transition Btate, when its members, assembling from
their different Summer resorts, are settling down in town for the Winter
round of gaities, and all await the opening ball. Entertainments are few
and far between, aud of an unsatisfactory character. They have neither
the informal jollity of small gatherings between balls, nor the stately for-
mality of the big ball itself. At such a time it is not to be wondered that
the beau mondc eagerly seize upon any pretext of gaiety and enjoyment,
and have to exercise their brains for devices to kill time. In other sea-
sons various have been the methods adopted the clubs formed, etc. Com-
merce parties served their turn last Winter. Lawn Tennis Clubs, gotten
up with all the fuss and feathers of a directory of "Gilded Youth," have
also had their day. So far, this season, our fashionables desired something
not before thought of, and new ideas were eagerly sought.
Novelty was the great thing needful, A brilliant mind suggested a

Pinafore club, and that each member should wear pinafores as uni-
form, and sing the music of Gilbert & Sullivan's opera as pastime. Many
of the young men, having recent tender recollections of the " pinafore,"
and rejoicing in having but a little time escaped therefrom, vetoed this
energetically. Patience was then proposed, but an anxious mamma, keen
to perceive the state of society, feared too realistic a portraiture of
" twenty love-sick maidens," so that proposal fell through also. The son
of a quondam official, noted for his modest assurance, boldly ventured an
idea that they should all do something that they were capable of, and,
as they were all more or less musical, why not take some instrument and
form a coterie devoted to its use ? This idea was voted a success and car-
ried unanimously. Now came the difficulty which to choose, for in this
highly accomplished age the young people are educated up to—nay, far
beyond concert pitch. After much debating the bones were choBen, as,

aside from the originality of the club, the playing of the bones is calcu-
lated to the display of pretty arms and hands on the ladies' part, and a
show of muscle on the men's.
A lady noted for her wealth and patrician proclivities thought she

might add eclat to the club by importing, at great expense, the bones of
her ancestors, no matter whose, bo long as they were ancestral ; the name
was the chief thing. But the young people thought the jaw bones of an
ass were much more come-at-able, and quite as easy of manipulation. The
first meeting of the Bones Club takes place in the near future. We shall
be there, of course—where does iV. L. not appear—and will have much
pleasure in describing the details of what, it is a foregone conclusion, will
be a brilliant success.

THE PRINCESS LOUISE.
As our royal visitor will soon be here again the following extract

from an article in the London Truth cannot fail to be of interest : "H.
R. H. is not ascetic, but she practices in many things rigorous self-denial.

She is often called upon to exhort school children, is expected to set a
good example, and is terribly afraid of degenerating into a humbug.
Hence the sharp self-impoBed discipline. When traveling with a suite

and without the Marquis, she chooses in the hotel where apartments have
been engaged the worst room for herself. If she is in a wild place, where
the table is rough, she picks out the coarsest morsels. When she was
new to Canada, she did not understand the people there, and treated the
struggling colonists too much as English poor folk who know their proper
stations, and are content to vegetate. She has now come to see that what
is most wanting in the colony is that kind of enthusiasm for ideas which
exists in New England. Princess Louise is well qualified to give a mental
and artistic stimulus to the rich Canadians who are admitted to her circle.

She is highly accomplished, and much more than a dilettante. Her land-

scape paintings from nature, her portraits, and her designs for wood-
carvers are not executed in the feeble style of the mere amateur."

A RARE OPPORTUNITY.
Each succeeding year the White House gives us some new artistic

surprise. Not content with an assortment of Dress Goods, Scotch Plaids,

Reps, Foules, etc., such as no other house, either here or East, can sur-

pass, this enterprising firm has a collection of fine Barbedienne Bronzes
for sale and exhibition, such as has never before been offered to the public

of San Francisco. There is not a single rich fabric which does not find a
place in the show rooms of the White House. The near approach of the

holiday season has of course had its influence upon the largely increased

stock of seasonable articles, and mothers, daughters and family men who
desire to give Christinas presents to their friends and relations should not

fail to visit the White House before purchasing elsewhere. The immense
and varied stock on hand offers bargains such as are not to be had else-

where. Sacrifices, too, are being made to dispose of a vast surplus stock

of plushes, which are let go at very low prices.

At Yeovil four members of the Salvation Army were convicted of

causing an obstruction in the street. The cases were tried before county
magistrates, the defendant's solicitor having objected to borough justices

adjudicating upon the matter. Two of the defendants, " Captain'* Joseph
Foot and "Lieutenant" John Wale, were each fined 19s. and costs ; and
the others, John Delamont and James Gould, 6s. and costs each. The
magistrates granted a case for a higher Court, but requested the defend-

ants to hold no processions during the appeal.

When the Committee of the Mechanics Fair awarded the medal to

T. J. Bass & Co. for the best exhibit of Art Material, it was a decision en-

dorsed by every one having any knowledge of such matters. We do not

believe that throughout the length and breadth of the States such a large,

well-selected and varied lot of everything used by the artist or amateur
can be found. All who wish to encourage art at home should visit Bass

& Co's. store, 14 and 16 Ellis street, near Market, and judge for them-
selves.

A man who once served as a member of Congress now holds the posi-

tion of assistant engineer, and helps run the elevator in one of the public

buildings at $18 a month, and yet thoughtless people sometimes say that

going to Congress stands in the way of honorable promotion.
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"PLEASURE'S WAND."
*' Wo Obey no Wand but Pleasure's."—Tom Moore.

As a spectacle Siberia will prove a success. It has all tbe features

that please the eye—beautiful scenery, Btartling effects, picturesque cos-

tumes, a great deal of movement on the stage, large crowds of supernu-

meraries, and exciting episodes of all kinds. And a ballet! There is also

a plot and some dialogue, but the plot is obscure and decidedly mixed,

and the dialogue is simply stupendous in its extravagance. But the plot

and dialogue are but humble adjuncts to the spectacle. Its production on

Tuesday evening was its first on any stage. This fact considered, it was a

remarkable piece of work. Bartley Campbell, the author, is un-

fortunately very ill, and has not been able to attend rehearsals. Tbe re-

sponsibility of the whole thing fell upon Max Freeman, the stage man-
ager, and the work done is of great credit to his skill. The disjointed

story is an ollapodrida of Nihilism and anti-Semiticism. It commences
with a massacre of Jews, and ends with an emigration of Jews. It is in

bo lar of a contemporaneous interest, but, unfortunately, the intervening

portions are wild freaks of the writer's license. Most of the striking inci-

dents are familiar to play-goers, but are exciting as revamped. I believe

the secret of Bartley Campbell's success lies in the sharpness of his ob-

servation. Telling bits of other plays are carefully collected, and, with
slight variations, distributed among his own works. That he does this well is

an undeniable fact. The scenery throughout is very fine. The different

scenes are all set, and the skill of the scenic artist and that of the stage

carpenter are combined with due effect. The management of the super-

numeraries is admirable. The tableau at the close of the second act is a
triumph of stage management. The introduction, inside of a palace, of a
procession headed by a military band, seems rather incongruous to me, and
it does not look exactly right to see a detachment of Tartar
soldiers approach the dignitaries and kneel before them. If troops do
march around in halls of palaces and up and down stairways, I am pretty
sure they leave their heavy overcoats and knapsacks at the barracks, and
if a Russian soldier should amuse himself by wearing a Hussar cap, and
go on long marches with his accoutrements, the chances are that he would
get as far as the guardhouse, and no further. And -hen, again, to see a
handsomely-dressed officer walk around with his trousers so short that at
every step he displays variegated hose in low-cut shoes, shocks one's good
taste. These are all petty details, maybe, but as a spectacle depends upon
the completeness of costumes and appointments for its merit, these strict-

ures are in place. Cornalba is a magnificent dancer. She has all the tricks

of ballet dancing at her toes ends. She is muscular and graceful. Her
pirouettes, entre-chats, etc., are all perfectly done. In the ease of her
movements lies her charm. The secondas are fair dancers. Among the
first coryphees there are two that attract attention. One a thin, dark
girl, who trips along as light as a fairy, and the other a little fat blonde,
so short and dumpy that her well-meant attempts at agility are simply de-

liciously ludicrous. Among the second coryphees who adorn the back-
ground, there is one whose leg development is highly grotesque. Legs
on the stage become, so to speak, typical. This unfortunate young
person has her'B of the Quasimodo style. But a truce to this. The acting
is remarkably good. I will postpone a review of this until next week. It
will do, though, to mention as the best-played parts, Miss Cayvan's
" Sara, and Thompson's " Garcon de CafeV' Miss Cayvan's " Sara " is a
most forcible impersonation. She give3 to tbe character a dramatic col-

oring that is most apropos. Thompson is a very happy actor. This is the
third part that he has played here, and to each one he has given a most
effective local treatment. His " Garcon" is admirably conceived and car-
ried out. The orchestra, though strong enough in numbers, is weak in its

share of the performance. The theatre is, of course, nightly crowded, for
spectacle, and well-mounted spectacle at that, is popular with all classes.*****
"Adrienne Lecouvreur " is a favorite character with actresses of re-

nown. It holds a prominent place in the repertoires of both Sara Bern-
hardt and Modjeska. It is a character that is so strongly drawn, so full

of telling bits, and so essentially dramatic, that it gives actresses remark-
able opportunities for displaying their abilities. Ellmenreich is a good
actress, but a great one only at times. For instance, in the fourth and
fifth acts of Scribe's graphic play. In these scenes her acting was a won-
derful exhibition of dramatic power. In the earlier scenes of the play
she was, to put it tersely, too heavy. The character was played with too
much tragic depth. This gave to the acting a stagey and forced effect,

that made the character appear Btilted and unnatural. There was also a
tinge of coarseness about it. Too much German solidity weighed the
character down. It wanted French briskness and volatility. Even in
the most serious or purely sentimental phases of the Gallic mind, frivolity
predominates. The passion depicted by Ellmenreich was almost sombre in
its intensity. The charming scene in the second act—the reading of the
Fable of the Two Turtle Doves by "Adrienne," to " Maurice, of Saxe "

—

was played with too much precision and calculation. It is a delicate lit-

tle scene of romantic dalliance—of refined " spooning," in fact—and must
be deftly handled to be natural. As played, it was too arti-
ficial, and lacked spontaneity. However, in the fourth and fifth

acts, as I said before, Ellmenreich was above criticism. The
intensity of the situation in those scenes makes the character of
"Adrienne " rise to the peculiar tragic powers Ellmenreich possesses,
and criticism ceases for want of cause. The whole of the fourth act was
a magnificent effort. The emotions of the actress, brought face to face
with the hated rival, so long unkown and so ardently sought for, are of a
nature that make their delineation graphically possible. The taunts and
jeers of the Duchess, which she in the guise of polite condescension, and,
thanks to her superior rank and position as hostess, with impunity show-
ers on the defenceless actress, excite her almost to a frenzy of rage and
jealousy—a frenzy that must be quieted and smothered. But at last for-
bearance ceases to be a virtue, and, using the weapons of her profession,
the actress, by a magnificent burst cf tragic declamation, pillories the
hated rival before the eyes of the awe-stricken assemblage. In this scene
Ellmenreich was powerful beyond description. In the last act she drew
upon all her resources of mimic powers, and gave to the death scene a de-
gree of realism that was positively painful in its excellence. The passion
of the woman for life and love surged through her frame. It was seen in
her face and form, in her look and gesture. The heated blood madly rush-
ing through the veins, the frantically pulsating heart, could be felt by alL

The condition of nervous agitation—a sort of feverish animalism peculiar
to the sex under strong emotional pressure—was assumed with a truth to
nature that was simply wonderful. This act was a triumph of art—as
the French say, cliapeaux bas ! The support was not remarkable in any
respect. To-morrow evening Ellmenreich appears in Lessing's great
play of Emilia Galotti.

* * * *

This week's programme at Emerson's was a capital one, as far as the
vocal selections were concerned. The solos in the first part were splen-
didly sung, and the quartette was as satisfactory as ever. One of their
numbers was a very happily harmonized arrangement of " Old Folks at
Home." The rest of the bill was not as good as usual. Emerson pleased,
as usual, in his songs and dances, and one or two of the features in the
afterpiece were clever. But the Cogill's have become tedious; Walsh and
King have always been very bad, and Malcolm, the female impersonator,
is only such as regards extravagant dressing. Next week the company
will be reinforced by Ainsley Scott, a capital middle-man and an old ac-

quaintance, and Maxwell and Haverly, both clever fellows in their way.*****
The second week of Uncle Tom's Cabin was a fair one, from a business

point of view. Next week Milton Nobles and company occupy the Grand.
After that the theatre will be used for a higher order of entertainment,
the Nilsson Concert Troupe.*****

Besides the world renowned diva, there are others in this company who
are acknowledged virtuosi. Miss Glenn is said to be an admirable con-

tralto. The tenor, whose name I forget how to spell, is a young artist of

great promise, possessing a splendid voice. Del Puente, tbe baritone, will

simply create a furore here. Mark the prediction. Pratt, the accom-
panist, is well-known in this city, and what shall I say of the Mendelssohn
Quintette Club. The great artistic talent of this organization has been
praised in this column over and over again. They are thoroughly appre-
ciated, and their unexpected return to this city is a source of great grati-

fication.*****
The coming of Langtry depends upon the success of Nilsson, Abbey

being manager of both of these celebrities.******
The Tivoli proposes to revive Donna Juanita next week, for a short

season. After that, Weber's Oberon will be produced in the usual Tivoli
effective Btyle. It is rumored that Talbot will soon join the company as
leading tenor. His robust, and at the same time sweet voice, will prove
very acceptable to tbe patrons of this establishment. He is very effect-

ive in opera, being thoroughly schooled in its requirements. The Kre-
ling's are enterprising managers.

» * * *

The Winter Garden is nightly crowded. Hattie Moore is once more
before the public, and appears in Girojle-Girojla. This tuneful work
of Lecocq's is well rendered. The company at this house is very strong,

and can do justice to almost anv comic opera.
* *

" * * *

The third Philharmonic Concert took place last evening. Notice re-

served.*****
Mrs. Henry Norton's Song Recital was well attended. A programme

full of gems of song was offered, and the concert was a delightful one
from an artistic standpoint. A second entertainment of a like char-
acter will be awaited with interest.

* * * *

Ben Teal's traveling company has returned from its tour through East-
ern California and xfevada, and the rising young manager reports success
everywhere. The company will rest awhile here, and then Bert will send
it out through Southern California. Los Angeles will be visited during
the holidays. Ben Teal says that some of the troupe—local artists—are
doing wonders in some of the well-known characters in The Banker's
Daughter and Lights o' London.******
Bradley's benefit was but fairly attended. It was too hurriedly ar-

ranged, and there was not enough time to work it up properly. Better
luck next time.

* * * * *

The Dramatic World tells the following good thing: Bartley Campbell
and Dion Boucieault once had a discussion over their plays. Campbell
was about to produce Fairfax at the Park Theatre. " I don't know how
it is," said Campbell, " but I feel very nervous over this production."
" Nonsense," replied Dion, " it will be all right. Now, I never get nerv-
ous over the first production of my plays." "You are always certain of
success," returned Campbell ; " you see, your pieces have all been tried
before!" So far the Dramatic World. To me, there is a good deal of " the
pot calling the kettle black" in this.*****
A funny incident occurred on Tuesday evening at the premiere of

Siberia. The scene is a settlement in Siberia. The convicts have just
successfully revolted. A large sleigh enters, bearing a courier with dis-

patches. All is lost ! No! Deception is successfully practiced and the
courier orders the driver to go on. But it was no "go on." No aperture
had been made large enough to drive through, and the horse, frightened
and balky, refused to turn. Pulling and tugging were to no purpose,
and finally the convicts, who were hiding, had to step out and bodily lift

the sleigh off the stage. It disappeared, and then the hero, the leader of
the revolt, stepped forward and spoke the next lines: " Freedom ! It
was the work of God." The audience was convulsed with laughter.

* * * * * *

Charley Dungan is to leave Rice and to appear in the Boston produc-
tion of lolanthe.——The last new tenor from Milan is blessed with the
exasperating name of Georgie Gigli.^—A Pennsylvania paper speaks of
Barton Hill as " a rising young actor," and he is nearly 60.^—Another
celebrated character is to return to the stage. Lizzie McCall-Wall has
almost sufficiently recovered from the shock of being held for the murder
of her husband to be able to resume her stage duties. She will probably
be lionized, and the accidental shooting of husbands will become quite
popular.-^— " Do you buy your music by the roll?" inquired a young
man of the deacon's daughter. " Oh, no," she replied, " I always wait
until Sunday, and then I get it by the choir." Beaoclero.
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THE SEWER AUTHORITY.
It may be safely stated that thiee-fborthi of th« prcvenuhle «iUoa*o

ti <lue to the defet live sewerage* The sewer authi>rity

refine, that which is t.. improve the aanitary oondltion >>f the city.

In other words, it becomes, by necessity, the lV>ar<l «>f Health, Now, let

M apprehend the w.mtt of the city in thin respect* In the first

place, it it admitted that there are some very ndloal defects in the pres-

ent sewerage arrangement*, and the first necessity is the determination of
a complete scheme for future action. We doubt terj much if toy d<hd>
inated or elected Board of Citizens is in a positioo to say what ought to

be done. The only scheme ever presented to the public is that of Mr.
Humphreys, but we believe that it is not the best, at all events, in .-ill pjtr-

ticulara, and that it is desirable that further advice should be obtained.
The determination of this important question cannot be delegate i

Board of W.-rks, either sleeted or nominated. It in the, our question whlan
should be jealously preserved in the hands of the whole Municipal
Council. It nmst require a large expenditure, and the public require a
better guarantee than has heretofore been afforded by election, for two
years, that the work will be faithfully, economically and successfully car-

ried out. The raising and the control of the taxes required for new sew-
erage must be fixed by the direct representatives of the people, viz., by
the Aldermen and Common Council. Unless the people approve the
work it will not be done, and no Board is likely to carry the pub-
lic with them in so large an undertaking;. We want a Board of Works as
little as a Board of Health.
But, in the next place, no municipal body composed of elected citizens

are likely to adopt a scheme of sewerage without professional advice.
They should have an executive officer well skilled in the sewerage of
large cities—that is, a first-class sanitary engineer, who may be to San
Francisco what Mr. Bazalgette has been to London. With such an ex-

ecutive officer the Council will have no occasion for a Board of Works,
the members of which would be beyond control, and liable to displace-

ment long before the scheme is carried out. The Council will nominate
a Sewerage and Health Committee, and the officers of thiB committee
will be the Sanitary Engineer and the Medical Officer of Health.
These officers should certainly be appointed by, and amenable to, the
Alderman and Common Council, with or without the veto of the Mayor.
In the interests of the people, these appointments must be permanent,
either during good behavior or for a term of years. The sewers of this
city cannot be reconstructed in two years, and, even when reconstructed,
they will need continual supervision and repair. This Engineer should
also be entrusted with the paving of the streets—indeed, it will be found
quite impossible to separate these duties. The longer the Sewer Engineer
retains the confidence of his employers, the more valuable will his services

become to the public. The Engineer will advise and assist the City
Council in all matters relating to pavement and sewerage. The sewers,

from the domestic drain to the outfalls in the bay, will be under bis sole

charge and direction. He will have a moderate staff of assistants and
subordinates to repair promptly holes in the roadways and defects in the
sewers. He will have a staff for flushing the sewers and removing ob-

structions therein. He will prepare, and be responsible for, the contracts
laid before the City Council, and when these contracts have been adopted
and signed on behalf of the city, he will report the progress of the
work and certify that the stipulated materials have been used. With-
out his approval, no contract should be valid, and without his authority
no money should be paid. The whole of the officer's time must be de-

voted to his public duties. The public will have in him an intelligent,

well-paid and responsible servant, who may lose his position should he
neglect any part of his duty. He should make periodically, as ordered,

an official report to the Committee on Sewerage and Health, and, having
no vote, he is the simple employ^ of the Council. He should be provided
with a public office, where the plans of all sewers and drains will be de-

posited. He will submit to the Common Council by-laws for the making
of domestic drains and connections of all kinds with the public sewers,

and he will see those by-laws are duly observed. If the City Council take
power to make by-laws for building houses, workshops, etc., and for the
ventilation of house drainB, he will also see they are observed. He should
have nothing to do with the sweeping and cleansing of the streets, or the
removal of house refuse. These, like all other possible nuisances, should
be relegated to the nuisance authority. The Sewer Engineer will have
enough to do without looking after the erection and repairs of public

buildings, hospitals, school houses, etc., which is the special province of

an architect ; but he may be properly required to make plans for such

f>remises as may be required for sanitary purposes as disinfecting estab-

ishments, mortuaries, etc., and of apparatus for the ventilation of public

buildings, sewers, etc. Next week we propose to consider the nuisance
authority. ____^

THE GIRLS WHO MARRY WELL.
It is an acknowledged fact that most girls are, if not exactly eager

for marriage, at least not backward in accepting a chance where the

heart does not say imperatively no, or the general surroundings are

such as to preclude a fair chance of a happy home. Our California

girls are no exception to this rule, but unfortunately too many of our best

and prettiest are not any more adapted to home life than a butterfly

would be if bound to live with less sunshine than it had been accustomed
to. The average San Francisco young man, who may fairly be looked
upon as possessing most of the attributes which make married life pleas-

ant and domesticity an assured fact, does not possess the bottomless
purse of the millionaire, or that insatiable taste for excitement which
makes balls and parties several nights a week things of necessity. It

may be that he has lived in the giddy vortex of pleasure and early been
satiated with its garish hollowness, or it may be that the marrying man
in question has different and more subdued tastes of life. It is very cer-

tain, however, that few men care about marrying girls whose only ideas

of happiness in life are the theater or ballroom, and who shrink from the

idea of maternity with as much horror as an artist's model whose success

in life depends upon her figure. No ; the girls who marry well and live

happily at home are those who prefer home to any other place, but who
still can enjoy themselves away from it. Girls who are not too proud or

ignorant to turn up their sleeves and make a loaf of bread. Girls who
look upon maternity as one of the joyful duties of a woman's life, and
whose hearts are wrapt up in their domestic circle. Girls who strive to

make home a place where a husband may find his truest pleasure. Girls

who never nag or tease but take life's sours with its sweets.

A. F. NYE &, CO.,
lilrnUTKits OF

GAS- FIXTURES, CLOCKS, BRONZES
AND

ORNAMENTS.

600 A.T$T> 611 MARKET STREET,
(GRAND HOTEL), SAN FKANCISCO. [Doc. 2.

771. MARKET STREET. 771.

Kohler's Australian Waxworks—The Electric Youth and Edison's
Phonograph.

Concerts commence at 2 and 8 o'clock. The Electric Youth, 8:50. Edison's
Phonograph, 9:00.

Kohler's New Invention—The New Zealand Bush Piano.
Admission, 25 cents; Children, 15 cents. Special Matinee Saturday for School

Childreu. Admission, 10 cents. Dec. 2.

ART ASSOCIATION-ONLY TWO WEEKS MORE!
An Opportunity of a Lifetime to See the Most Celebrated

COLLECTION OF PAINTINGS, BY OLD MASTERS,
WHICH EVER LEFT ETJBOPE]

COMPRISING

150 Examples by Raphael, Titian, Rembrandt, Oorreggio and others,

OPEN DAT AND EVENING. Nov. 25.

GRAND MASQUERADE,
TO BE GIVEN BY THE

FIRST INFANTRY REGIMENT,N G. C,
Friday Evening, Dec, 8th, at the Mechanics' Pavilion,

63^- Everything will be done by the officers of the regiment to make it select

and enjovable.
TICKETS OSE DOLLAR; reserved seats 50 cents extra. To be had at SHEKMAN,

CLAY & CO'S on and after Monday, December 6th. Dec. 2.

EMERSON'S STANDARD THEATRE.

WM EMERSON, Sole Proprietor i»h<I Manager—EVERY
EVENING (including SUNDAY) AND SATURDAY MATINEE, EMER-

SON'S MINSTRELS.

Emerson as The Artful Dodger ! Charley Reed's Zwei
Bier I Yah !

Dress Circle and Parquet, 75 cts. ; Family Circle, 50 cts. ; Matinee, 50 cts. and 25 cts.

No extra charge to reserve. Dec. 2. _

WINTER GARDEN.
Stockton street, between Post and Sutter.—Stabl A Maack,

Proprietors.—This Evening (December 2d) and Every Evening (including Sun-
day) until furtDer notice,

Girofle-Girofla !

Opera Douffe in 3 acts, by Charles Leoocq. Re-engagement of Miss HATTTE
MOORE, and her first appearance since her return from the East, where she met
with great success in Boston and New York. MissflATlIE MOORE as Girofle-

Qirofla. Dec. 2.

TIV0L1 OPERA HOUSE.
Eddy street, near Market.—Kreliug Bros., Sole Proprie-

tors and Managers.
Positively Last Nights! This Evening (Saturday, December 2d), Bellini's Grand

Romantic Opera in 3 acts,

La Sonnambnla!
Monday Evening, Dec. 4th-Suppe's Comic Opera in 3 acts, DONNA JUANITA.
General Admission, 2d Cents- Reserved Seats, 25 Cents extra. Dec. 2.

GRAND OPERA HOUSE.
The Commodious and Elegant Tbeatre.—Grand Matinee

TO-DAY. To-night (December 2d),

Last Nights of J. Rial's Company !

Last Nights the Bloodhounds!—Last Nights the Trained Donkey!— Last Nights the

Grand Scenery!—Last Nights the Gorgeous Transformation!— Last Nights the Jubi-

lee Singers! Last Matinee, this Saturday.

OcR Popular Prices: 15—25—50—and—75—cents. No extras: no higher prices.

Monday, December 4th—Milton Nobles and Company in INTERVIEWS and
PllGSNIX. Dec 2.

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.

J 11. Hnverly. Proprietor.—The Leading Theatre! Hav-
m erly's attractions do not play on Sunday evenings. Success! A Positive, a

Great Hit! The Most Perfect Production of the Age! To-night (Saturday, Decem-
ber 2d), Hartley Campbell's Original Speetacular Drama, entitled,

Siberia !

In which tbe entire strength of HAVERLY'S NEW YORK THEATRE COMPANY
appear, augmented bv a Large Force of Guards, Prisoners, Populace. ADELE
CORNALBA. Premier Danseuse Assolu'a. and a Graud Ballet, Grand Military Band,

etc, forming a magnificent assemblage, and embracing over 200 auxiliaries.

Entirely new scenery. Dec. 2.
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REV. W. H. PLATT.
Laboring ever with wonderful fervor,

Golden the words from his lips and from pen ;

Serving with faith before the high altar,

Teaching of peace and good-will to all men.

Using the talent the Master had given,

Gaining ten-fold in his mission of love

;

Counting no cost in the work of the vineyard,

Raising the Cross on the wings of the Dove

!

Learned in the lore of the past and the present.

Working with zeal, and with heart and with brain ;

Science but led to the grand truths Eternal,

"Wisdom of man made the pathway more plain.

Steadfast and true to the one great Revealing,

Seeking no strife as to sect or to creed

;

Bearing aloft the unchanging Evangel,
Nazareth gave to a world in its need

!

Friend, when the skies were as blue as Italia's,

Friend, when they darkened as storms at the Cape,

To the new home where the snow-flakes are falling,

"Warmest love from the land of the olive and grape.

Love through the frosts of the years ever flowing,

Calling the flowers of Memory forth

;

Like the famed stream in the midst of the ocean,

Blessing with Spring the far isles of the North.

J. C. Duncan.
San Francisco, December 2, 1882.

FASHION'S VOICE.
A3 Christmas approaches, the all-engrossing question of " What

shall we wear ?" gives way for the nonce to " What shall we make ?" for is

it not time to plot and plan bright surprises for our friends, male and fe-

male? With the males as donors, I have nothing to do, but haply say
" Thank you" for any favor received in the near future, but being myself

one of those unfortunate creatures who are expected to make presents,

whether I like it or not, I have consequently ramhled about a good deal

in quest of novelties as to ideas, the items gathered being at your service,

ladies fair. The whole female population in the city are at present busily

employed on gift-work for gentlemen. The most available thing seems

suspenders. You see, it is so difficult to know what to give a man; there-

fore suspenders, which might some day prove useful to hang himself with,

is the most approved cadeau, doubtless with that very thought behind.

Satin ribbon, an inch and a half wide, may be employed, and beautifully

adorned either with satin stitch embroidery or velvet leaves, cut out and
appliqued on with silk in button-hole stitch, veining them also with silk.

Another pretty design is to take fine red cloth, braid with gold braid, and
among the braiding distribute steel beads, simply dotted here and there ;

the effect is massive and beautiful. The Buspenders must be lined with

silk, the necessary straps and adjuncts being purchasable at any fancy
store. A cigar-case is another gift, which may be composed of velvet or

cloth. I invented one some time ago, which was of green velvet braided

in gold. The case was long, like the old-fashioned needle-cases of our
grandmothers. The lining, made of stiff black linen covered with green

silk, had four cases run in, each one large enough to hold one cigar, the

lining and outside being kept in place together by an over-sewing, each
stich of which held a gold bead, thus forming a rich finish. This case is

rolled up and fastened by a button, and should be presented with the ci-

gars inside. A cigarette case may be made after the same model, only let

it hold ten cigarettes. A pin-cushion may be given to a tidy man, and
he who is not tidy will be benefited by the same gift for his bureau, as it

may further an idea. The gifts for womankind, made by womankind, are

bo numerous that it is pleasant to be able to give hints without wearing
out one's brains for an hour. A footstool, worked in colored crewels on
felt, is quite a pretty present, and, if you can surreptitiously

secure the dimensions of your friend's mantel, you may make
a lambrequin in the same style. Or, another mode is to purchase
some dark red rep, also a pretty piece of cretonne; shape your lambrequin
either for folding doors or mantle, as you wish ; line it with some stiff fa-

bric, and place ball fringe on the edge, while, having cut out the flowers

from the cretonne, you paste them on in small groups, or a thick wreath.

The effect is as a painting. A pretty table, which may be purchased for

a dollar or two, made with a white pine top, and three black legs crossed

in the center, can be beautified to an amazing extent. Over the top nail a

piece of fine cloth. As to color, please yourself. Now cut out points of

the cloth which you can have pinked out at a fancy store, round the
points, sew narrow ball fringe, and on the points work a spray of silken

flowers, or paste a bunch of cretonne ones, as you like. This table is in-

expensive and a pretty gift ; a frill of yellow-colored maltese lace, with
bows of satin ribbon here and there, is just as effective as the points. It

is a matter of the taste as to working a center for the table top ; the
pasted on flowers would not be serviceable. Wall brackets, made of com-
mon wood and draped with silk or velvet, trimmed with coarse white lace,

are a much more elegant ornament than those cut out in Swiss style,

which are common enough to be obnoxious. As to tidies strips of darned
net or torchon insertion may be made up effectively, with many colored

strips of satin ribbon, the ends of which should be formed into a point by
doubling down and finished by a small silk tassel. The lace ends should
be button-holed. Tidies of two-colored cassimeres—that is, two-corner
pieces to form a square—may have a group of flowers done in Kensington
stitcb on one color, while a large flat bow, well sewed down, adjoines the
other corner. This style is pretty for sofa cushions or pin cushions. In
fact, the more odd these trifles are the better. Apropos of Kensington
stitch it is neither more or less than old tapestrie stitch revived, but, of
course, a novel nom de plume is necessary in this advanced age. It is

the most effective of all stitches and the quickest to do. There is no
measure or counting about it, and the smallest girl may learn it in no
time. Silver Pen.

Designs furnished and diamond work manufactured to order at low
prices. Geo. C. Shreve & Co., 110 Montgomery street.

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
INSURANCE AGENCY.

No. 322 & 324 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Fire Insurance.
GIKARD of Philadelphia. TEUTONIA of New Orleans.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y. LA CONFIANCE of Paris.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS
PEOPLES of Newark ofNewYork.
WATERTOWN of New York. THE FIRE INS. ASSOCIATION (Limited)
ST. PAUL ofSt.Paul of London, England.

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONCIERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented $27,000,000.
All Zosses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid.

W. L. CHALMERS.
Special Agent and Adjuster.

PHCNIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London. Eng„ EstaVd H82 Cash Assets, $5,266,312.35.

BRITISH AMERICA "ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., EstaVd 1833.—Cash Assets, 81,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., EstaVd 1851 Cash Assets, 81,357,326.39.

BUTLER & HALDAN,
General Agents for Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
I

[July 10.1

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864.

Principal Office 406 California Street, S.F.

FIRE INSrRAXE.
Capital (Paid Up in U. S. Gold Coin) $300,000.00
Re-Insurance Reserve $171,412 75

Assets January; 1, 1882 % 684,577.83 I Premiums, since organization.83,841,412.07
Surplus for policy holders.. 674,577.83 | Losses, since organization... 1,756,278.00

OFFICERS:
J. F. HOUGHTON President. I CHAS. R. STORY Secretary.
J. L. N. SHEPHARD.... Vice-President.

| R. H. MAGILL General Agent.

Directors of the Home Mutual Insurance Co.:—L. L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J. L.
N. Shepard, John Currey, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, C. C. Burr, J. S. Carter,
Charles Belding, P. W. Earl. April 8.

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.
Capital, 810.000,000-

"Unlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF LONDON FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, 810,000,000-

THE STANDARD MARINE~INSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool. Capital, $5,000,000-

W. 3. flLLIXGHAH A CO., General Agents,
Aug. 12. 213 Sansome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,500,000
Cash Assets 1,709,976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR, Gl THRIE & CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF LONDON.
[INSTITUTED 1803.]

London Assurance Corporation, of London
Established by Royal Charter 1720

Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.
SOBMSTDICKSOX, Manager.

W. ZAXE BOOKElt, Agent and Attorney.

S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building.
[October 11.

1

THE THAMES AND MERSEY MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY,
(LIMITED),

Of Liverpool. London and Manchester,
NO. 308 FINE STREET.

(lanital Supscribed, 910,000,000; Capital Paid Up, $1,000,-
J 000 ; Reserve Fund (in addition to Capital) , Sl,875,000 ; Total Assets June 30th,

1881,85,234,665. W. G. HARRISON, Agent,
October 7. 308 Pine street, San Francisco, Cal.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. COT OfTiVERPOQL.
("lanital $5,000,000.—Agents: Ballonr, Gnthrie A Co., No.

/ 316 California street, San Francisco. Nov. 18.
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THE CHINESE MUST GO.
We bold these truths to b*> cclf eviuVnt: that all men are created equal

;

that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienalilc rigbti ;

that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.— Declara-

tion of American Indeprtfi'

We open our doors in welcome.
That all may come who ohoow,

To Ireland's famished peasants.
To Muscovy's banished Jews,

To Italy s strolling players,
To men from the Zuyiler Zee,

To African, Arab, Moslem,
Barbarian, bond or free.

We point to our rolling prairies.

Where sleeping harvests lie,

At the touch of their hands to waken—
"There is room for you all," we try,

"Cime follow the plow and reaper.
Come, stand at the forge and loom

And fashion our tools and garments
;

We will lighten your lives of gloom."
Uncouth are their garb and manner

;

They speak in an unknown tongue ;

And yet to our land of plenty
We welcome them, old and young,

And say, "You shall learn of freedom
As you bow to its peaceful sway ;

Your ignorance all shall vanish
In the land of the bright to-day.

From shackles of superstition,

Of vice, and crime set free,

At the touch of our Lord and Master
Your blinded eyes shall see.

But, hark ! o'er the rushing waters,
O'er the spindles' busy hum,

Above the myriad voices
That call to the stranger "Come,"

Rings in harsh, discordant accents
A word that is like a blow

;

With fierce, imperative mandate,
It cries to a people

—"Go!
You have finished our miles of railroad

;

Built firm on the shifting sands;
You have lifted the heavy burdens

We dropped from our wearied hands

;

You have worked where work was needed
With never a thought of pride

;

You have dared to gather the fragments
We scornfully tossed aside.

We have found you teachable, gentle,

And ready to be of use,

Submitting in patient silence

To hatred, contempt, abuse.
But now that our need is over

We have others to take your place

;

You are crowding our native workmen,
Begone, accursed race !

Go back to your crowded hill-sides,

Whence, over an unknown way
You sailed, that for wife and children

Might open a brighter day.
Go back to your heathen darkness—

Not for you hath our light been shed—
And live on a pitiful pittance

The life that your fathers led.

But when to your idols bowing,
O tell them on bended knee

That this is a Christian nation

—

This is the land of the free
!

"

Ella W. Ricker.

MOON POISONING.
Tbe late poisoning of the Sullivan family from eating herring re-

calls public attention to the fact that, although the herrings may have
been perfectly healthy when caught, exposure to the moonlight is apt to
turn them into a most deadly poison. It is a significant fact that just at
the date of the poisoning the moon should be full, or very nearly so. Sev-
eral cases have come under the notice of the writer where, it death did
not ensue, as in the Sullivan case, it was only because the sufferers had
sense enough to immediately call in medical assistance, or knowledge
enough of the cause to at once take strong emetics. One case in point
was that of Dr. Jessup, the dentist. Some years ago he and his family
were camped upon one of our Btreams, fishing for trout. They caught
more than they could eat one day, and hung them up outside the cabin
or tent to keep them fresh for breakfast. At this time the moon was
full. The whole party ate of the moonstruck trout, and narrowly escaped
with their lives, the symptoms being almost exactly the same as in the
late case. "It is well known," says a writer in The Sunday at Home,
" that in tropical countries the moon's rays occasion the rapid decompo-
sition of flesh and fish. A number of bonitas having been caught one
evening near the line by a friend of mine, the spoil was hung up in the
rigging of the ship, and was thus exposed to the moon through the night.

Next morning it was cooked for breakfast. Symptoms of poisoning
were soon exhibited by all who partook of it, their heads swelling to a
great size, etc. Emetics were promptly administered, and happily no one
died. The natives of the South Pacific are careful never to expose fish

—

a constant article of diet in many islands—to the moon's rays by any
chance. They often sleep by the seashore after fishing, but never with
the face uncovered. The aboriginals of Australia do the same as well as

they can with their fishing-nets, etc. A fire answers the same purpose."
That the ancients believed in the baneful influence of the moon's rays
upon mankind is evident from the Old Testament text, which says: " The
sun shall not smite thee by day nor the moon by night." Sleeping in the

moonlight, especially in the tropics, la almost certain to result injuriously,

many authenticated oases are have only space to quote one or two
from the same authority as the last:

" On voyage to the Antipodes, when near the line, a Maltese tailor,

who was a> most comical fellow, slept for some hoars on the boom with
bti hue toward the full moon. Oi in the morning, the mnsoles
of the right side of Ins fai itracted, ««» that every attempt tn

speak was attended with the most ludicrous contortions. Feeling sure
that something was aerioualy wrong, he spoke to another sailor, who, sup

posing that as usual he was at his odd tricks, borst oat Into laughter. Off
ne went to another, with exactly the same result, The poor fellow now
:ut into :i rage, thereby adding not a little to the luilicrousness of the
scene. After a while the truth dawned upon the captain and officers of

the vessel. The doctor gave him some medicine, the muscles gradually
relaxed, and in the course of a week our Maltese friend was well again.

Some five or six years ago, when sailing from Tahiti to Mangaia, a Tittle

boy of mine, in perfect health, was thoughtlessly placed by his nurse in

his berth, the slanting beams of the moon falling on his face. Next morn-
ing he was feverish and ill, and it was two or three days before he was
himself again."

Diamond Dyes are so perfect and so beautiful that it is a pleasure to

use them. Equally good for dark or light colors. 10 cts.

INSURANCE.
The Only Company on the Pacific Coast Governed by the Massa-

chusetts Non-Forfeiture Law.

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF BOSTON.

Total Assets December 31, 1881 $16,210,465-92.

Surplus over All Liabilities—
Massachusetts Standard 4 per cent $2,635,894.93

New York Standard 4J per cent 3,601,888.42
Market Value of Stocks and Bonds overcast 1,474,691.09

POINTS.
First—A Plain and simple policy, clear of all burdensome conditions, and fully

protected from forfeiture.

Second—An agency experience of fifteen years in this State, during which, by
liberality and fair dealing in its relations with policy-holders, the Company has
gained an enviable reputation.

Tuird—Non-forfeiture for residence or travel, or for hazardous occupations with-
out a permit.

Fourth—Liberal paid-up and cash surrender, values stipulated by law.

Fifth—This Company charges no more for insurance than those compauies in

which the policy is forfeited, in case of non-payment of premium when due.

Before insuring in any other company, or joining any co-operative assessment so-

ciety, carefully examine the practical working of the Massachusetts law of 1880, and
read the policy contract of the New England Life.

HENRY K. FIELD, General Agent,
An-. 26. 328 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

(Organized 1863.)

FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY.
Fire and Marine Insurance.

Assets $1,250,000
Losses paid over 4,500,OOo
jt3TThe Largest Assets and Largest Income of all the companies hailing from

west of New York State, and in 1881 Pacific Coast premiums were larger than
those of any other company, local, Eastern or foreign.

D J. STAPLES President I WM. 3. DUTTON Secretary

ALPHEUS BULL Vice-President | E. \V. CARPENTER Asst. Secretary

SOME OFFICE:
Southwest Cor- California and Sansome streets. San Francisco.
B^j

-
'Agents in all prominent localities. Sept. 30.

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE. -UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

The California Lloyds.—Established in 1861.—Nos. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, $750,000 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates

!

Prompt Settlement of Loses!! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS. —J. Mora Moss,

Moaea Heller, J. O. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Everson, A. 8. Phipps, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Brandensteiu, W. M. Hoag, Nicholas

Luning, James Moffitt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Touchard,

George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Scholle, Charles

Baum, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.
GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President.

Jambs D. Bailey, Secretary. Geo. T. Bo«<"=, Surveyor. Nov. 6.

TRANSATLANTIC FIRE INSURANCE CO.,
OF HAMBURG.

CCapital, 91,500,000, 17. S. Gold Coin. Losses paid in Gold
J Coin immediately after Adjustment. This Corporation holds contracts of six-

teen other European Insurance Companies, re-insuring by far the greater part of

every risk, as soon as accepted in our office. The combined subscribed Capital which
our policies therefore offer to the public amounts to $26,900,000. V. S. Gold
Coin, of which $7,650,000 is paid up. besides the always available Reserve Funds.

GEO. MARCUS ..v. CO., 304 California street, S. F.,

Aug. 5. General Agents for Pacific Coast.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, of Zurich. Capital 5,000,000 francs; Helvetia,

of St. Gall. Capital 10,000,000 francs ; Baloise, of Basle, Capital 5,000,000 francs.

These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that may be sus-

ained. Losses made payable in all the principal seaports of the world, In the set-

tlement of all claims under an English policy, these Companies will strictly adhere to

the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, and submit to English jurisdiction.

June 9. HARRY W. SYZ, Agent, 420 and 422 California Si, S. f.

$72 A WEEK 212 a day at home eAsilv made. Costly Oatflt Free.
Address TbdE A Co

.
, Augusta. Maine

.
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A PEEP INTO THE CHINESE EMPIRE.
Because Californians do not like John Chinaman as a labor competi-

tor, they are inclined to know as little as possible of the great Chinese

Empire. If John will only abstain from immigrating to the Pacific Coast

our people seem unwisely bent upon leaving him and the immense possi-

bilities of his country to whomsover may desire to cultivate this new and
marvelous field for enterprise. A people numbering four hundred millions,

or one-fourth of the entire population of the globe, are to get their manu-
factures, their railroads, their telegraphs, their ships, their cheap food

supplies, and all else that their new requirements are demanding from

our commercial rivals, if only they will abstain from sending a handful of

immigrants to our shores. We helped to knock down the walls of exclu-

sion that China set up, but see no inconsistency in erecting barriers of

our own that are more exclusive still. Whilst this seems to be our new
policy others are traveling in an opposite direction, and are making
gigantic advances that are little known or understood on this coast. Our
papers are only busying themselves with Chinese affairs to the extent of

Ending out things that are disagreeable and repelling. The press of other

countries, especially that of England, is engaged in seeking for all that

means business and that promises good in the affairs of the teeming mil-

lions of the Celestial Empire. The people for whom they cater and
whose industrial interests they are building up, are largely profiting by
these labors. Though there is but " a silver Btreak " between us and
China; though we are the next door neighbors of people who offer the

biggest opportunities for trade that the world knows, we are content to

be oblivious to what is going on, and are willing to permit distant rivals

to enter upon and occupy a field which of right ought to be ours. If this

is wise then we know not the use of language or the force of facts.

Let some wholesome truth be told. Too much of that kind of thing,

by reason of the pandering of our local press to the prejudices of the ig-

norant, does not find its way to the ear and judgment of our people.

They are not told it, but the fact remains that the highest industrial rev-

olution of these, or any other times, is now presenting new and kaleides-

copic transformations among the untold millions of China. The wall of

exclusion is slowly but most surely crumbling to pieces, and the advance
movement, like an avalanche, is gathering force as it proceeds. The signs

are manifest that the Chinese will soon be no less eager than the Japan-
ese to receive and cultivate foreign innovations, and, indeed, the progress

made during the five years last past is really astonishing.

We find the China of to-day with a mercantile steam fleet which so far

as the coasting trade is concerned, shares equally with Great Britain in

carrying commerce from port to port ; we find it alive to the uses and
power of aggregated capital in great corporations ; tramways are extend-
ing in all the populous cities, ships are being built, steam engines are be-

ing manufactured, cotton, wool and silk fabrics are being woven with all

the latest and best accessories that improved machinery can supply ; sugar
manufacture is making immense strides, coal-mining is just being under-
stood and is destined soon to assume gigantic proportions ; the known
beds of that useful article are immense, and the demands for it in India,
Japan, and the strait settlements, to say nothing of the local require-
ments, are at an early day to assume proportions beyond the possibility

of present computation. In all of the many greater enterprises that
have been recently started the capital invested is highly remunerative.
We hear of failure nowhere. On the contrary, the interest earned is no-
where so high. Twenty to thirty per cent, is not an unusual amount of
earnings there derived from invested capital, though, of course, in the
first years of their inception there are enterprises^ that are not so profit-

able. These facts are stated in general terms. We only wish we had
space at our command to enlarge upon the details, and a local audience
ready to give them all the attention that their inherent consequence de-
mands. We are led to this line of reflection by the reading of a series of
articles being published in the London Engineering, a journal of great
ability, in which the facts of industrial and speculative progress in China
are stated at length and with great particularity. It is very certain that,
near as we are to China, our people know little or nothing of the mighty
business revolution and industrial transformations now in progress of
rapid development in that country. Yet we, of all people, ought to be
precisely informed and keenly alive to those things. Our position on the
map of the world should give us an interest in Chinese affairs surpassing
that of any other quarter of the globe.

THE CHARTER BUSINESS.
We do not often agree with the Bulletin, yet we think it is the best-

advised of our contemporaries when it says that our new Charter-makers
are attempting too much, and that they would do well to put a patch
here and there on the Consolidation Act, and content themselves with
bringing it into conformity with the new Constitution. If they stop at
that, they will be likely to frame a measure that will be ratified and ap-
proved by the Legislature and by the people. If they go further, and
launch into new theories of municipal government, that may, or may not,
prove wise in practice, they will almost surely be doomed to see their
handiwork defeated. If we are to judge from the recent discussions upon
which the fifteen freeholders have entered, they are inclined to disturb all
that is, and to make new departures. We do not think the taxpayers
are in the humor to embark upon unknown seas. We are persuaded that
the disposition is to hold fast to the good we have. There is much that is

excellent in the Consolidation Act. Its various parts have been the sub-
jects of judicial determinations. Under it we know where we are sailing.
There are no unknown shoals or rocks. A bran new charter might land
us high and dry. The people will not let go the anchors that have ena-
bled them to ride out many a storm, until they are assured of safety in
the future. We assert confidently that the new Charter-makers are at-
tempting too much.

The demand for herrings this week has not been great, and that most
edible fish will soon be a drug upon the market. Of course, the Sullivan
poisoning case is the cause. This may or may not be right, but when
Mr. Shrieber, politely designated by a local reporter as " a meat-dealer,"
but who, we presume, to call a spade a spade is a butcher, tells us that
" he wonders there have not been more deaths from eating herring" on
account of animalcule, etc., it looks very much like saying that meat is
the only food, and I. Shrieber sells it. We have seen meat sold in this
market which, for poisoning qualities, is far superior to the much-abused
herring.

ODONNELL'S VOTE.
The fellow O'Donnell was a candidate for Coroner at the recent city

election, as he was at many preceeding ones. He polled, astonishing to
say, over eight thousand votes. The Bulletin is specially exercised to
know just how this came about. It figures out that he received three
thousand Democratic votes and five thousand Republican, and in that es-

timate we think it is approximately correct. But it proceeds to account
for this singular phenomena in a way that is very seriously open to ques-
tion. It says that the people were tired of the bosses, which is true, and
that they showed their displeasure by voting against both the regular
nominees for Coroner, and in favor of O'Donnell. That is a curious way
of flying from evils that we have t:> others that we know not of. We
don't believe that is a reasonable or reliable explanation of what has hap-
pened. We think O'Donnell's large vote is to be accounted for in another
and less creditable way. We think there are about eight thousand votes
in this city owned and controlled by fellows who do not look to the ulti-

mate good of things, but who rather sympathize with this exposed fraud
and bilk. That is a pretty strong statement to make, but close observa-
tion leads us to believe that it is true. We have seen the bosses of both
parties run things. We have wondered at their power to control the pri-

maries ; we know that the instincts of all honest men is against them,
and yet we know that they have votes with which to carry precinct clubs
and primaries, and we ask ourselves from whence do those votes come.
From watching things we are satisfied that there is a large element that
sympathizes with low-down methods. That element is made up of pimps,
lovers, gamblers, street statuary, and all and sundry the gutter snipes of

a curiously constituted city. These are the men who voted for O'Don-
nell ; these are the creatures who thought it fun to give judicial powers
to a rascal exposed in the courts as an abortionist, a scoundrel and a ruf-

fian. These are the men who perpetuate the boss power of a Buckley.
These are the unmentionable nondescripts who crowd precinct clubs, si-

lence decent men, and render the future of city politics dangerous and
uncertain. These are the scallawags who make it difficult to frame char-
ters, keep the city government decent, and party politics clean. There is

no blinking the fact that there is a large, corrupt and low-down element
in our city that, so far from being coddled and cuddled, should be put un-
der the heel of a stern authority, and the vote for O'Donnell is the meas-
ure of that element's strength. In that ugly fact there is much food for

reflection. Let charter-makers and thoughtful men take heed of O'Don-
nell's eight thousand voters, and say who they are and govern themselves
accordingly.

A PRESS THAT DOES NOT WANT TO REFORM.
The New Charter-makers recently sent up a sort of wail that is

highly suggestive. They asked that the Press would criticise before, rather
than after, the event. They had in view the defeat of the last framed
Charter. In that case the Press was silent uutil the work was accom-
plished, and then it damned all that had been done, and an inglorious de-

feat before the people was the result. The Press is a power ; there is no
doubt of that. Yet, it is not always as honest and as outspoken as it

ought to be. It should be an educational rather than a critical influence.

To criticise is good ; to control is better. To mold things is better than
to destroy them after they are shaped. If this lesson were taken to heart,

it would influence a great many things that are about to take place in the
near future. Our dailies, for instance, know how thoroughly determined
our people are that the bosses shall have no part or lot in the dispensa-
tion of the patronage of either our City or State Governments. Yet the
Press is dumb upon the subject. It would rather that mistakes should be
made than avoided. It would sooner abuse than prevent. It would
rather scold than warn. That is not our disposition. We would prefer
to prevent than cure. We think we are doing good work when we point
out how evils may be avoided, and we point to our warnings in regard to

the bosses as evidence of what we mean. A general warning from the
daily Press now would save a thousand scoldings hereafter.

WANTED A LEADER.
The Democratic party of this State is badly in need of a leader who

will embody and express the better instincts of the masses. It is, per-
haps, idle to expect the newly elected Governor to occupy that position.

It will be enough if he gives us a cleanly and decent administration that
his party will have no reason to apologize for. That is about all he can
do. He is not a politician, or a manager, or a born leader. He will prob-
ably prove an estimable gentleman, a conscientious Governor, and a figure

head that thoughtful, honest and self-respecting citizens may point to
with pride, but he will not be a pronounced leader of men. That is not
his role. He will undoubtedly do his part ; he will give his party nothing
that it need be ashamed of ; he will do nothing that will binder its future
progress, but he will hardly rally it to future success. We must look else-

where for those strong and popular expressions that will lead on from con-
quering to conquer. Thoughtful Democrats are asking where they are to
look. We confess that we do not know exactly in what direction to point
them. In the matter of brains, honesty and popular instincts, David S.

Terry was the greatest power in the late San Jose Convention. Yet, he
has disqualifications that may be better understood than described. If

there is to be a success in 1884; if new methods are to be made to take
hold of the popular imagination ; if, in short, the Democracy is to hold its

own and grow in popular favor, there must be leaders higher, nobler, and
better than any we see occupying the field of late politics at present.

CLEAN APPOINTMENTS.
It is said that Governor-elect Stoneman's mail is daily loaded down

with letters from applicants for appointments. The largest proportion of

them is said to come from the city, and from men that are in no sense
representative of the higher, better and nobler instincts of the Democratic
party. Those who are looking to the future are afraid of these things.

They want to win in 1884, and they know that the only way to do that is

to deserve to win. A new era has been entered upon. There must be
more cleanly ways in the immediate future than in the recent past.

There is a fear lest the earnest desires of the people be thwarted. There
is anxiety lest the road to success be not laid in wise and appropriate acts.

We think the Governor-elect can be safely trusted. He has begun fairly

well. His Secretaries are well chosen. If the remainder of his appoint-
ments are equally wise, there will be no reason to complain. His course
is being watched with anxiety and hope.
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THE TOWN CRIER.
*Bhi itaa Cnir" 1 "What lha datil art ttaoa ?
' Ona thai will pUy tha d»ri\, air with too."

' Ha'd a tttDf Id hit tall aa Ion* aa a flail.

Which mada him irow boldar and boldar."

On Tuesday last, when we had duly gi»eo thanks to the Giver of all

Good f«>r our share in a robust turkey, and had done ample justice to the
rest of the good thin*:* ol lift , we asms right down to the serious basinets
of the day, and irave thanks in this wisej It wilt be M well to simplify
thine and place them down in our prayer catalogue aa mercies received ana
afflictions avoided. That (bough the Democrats earned the State and

ry, a Republican element was visible which might be apt to balance
the influence of aclasi of foreign politicians whose interest in the country is

confined to furnishing OUT criminal element and tilling our jails. That
the puritanical element which drinks at home, but say it the poor man or
the general public shall not and must not drink on Sunday, had to take a
back seat. For this especial mercv we included that recreant .Tew, Frank
l'ixley, in our vote of thanks. That the Lord had not made us as he
had made some of the most prominent factors in the winning of the Dem-
ocratic victory, and that we had not been by his mercy made bosses by
using that powerful hand which dispenses poison, makes perjurers of its

followers and coupled the worthy name of King Alcohol with all that is

dirty and vile. That we did not run for Governor in opposition to Macdon-
ald, and so be left to swop toddies with him at his family pump, or make
our fellowship of woe a thing of pleasure by pledging each other in aglass
of his Vinegar Bitters. That (here we must condense matters and re-

mark), that the Lord still permits the people of San Francisco to have a
fearless organ, whose name is one known to the Anglo-Saxon race, in no
matter what clime, and upon whose dominion, like that of the Empress
of India, '* the sun never sets." We modestly allude to ourselves. P. S.

—

We also thank the Giver of all Good that Christmas, if not stopped by
the comet, will soon be here, and that with it will appear the Xmass edi-

tion of the News Letter, where the talent of our State has vied with one
another to astonish and please the reading public, and give a rare treat to

those who have a taste for artistic engravings. Here the good kind Lord
must excuse us, as we have a Sunday service to attend, and always go to

bed early on Saturday to do it justice.

The more we know of the character of Deacon Slytippler the less

we are impressed with the virtues of that pretentious individual. Last
week the Deacon got into another scrape (and his scrapes are close

scrapes.) It looked like rain, and being a cautious man he purchased a
four-bit umbrella. Now this species of rain-shunter is rather unreliable.
Its color is not fast to start with, and the Deacon when he arrived home
the night of the rain looked like a negro minstrel who had been badly
squirted at. This was not the worst of it, for the foolish old boy inad-
vertently placed the sheltering rag upon the spotless counterpane of the
marital couch. Mrs. S. was out, but she did not admire the chromo
which the Deacon's umbrella had left upon the bed. Her language was
most forcible, and certain expressions Bhe used could hardly be said to
slide gracefully from the mouth of a Deacon's wife. Her first care was
to pitch the guilty thing out of the window, her next to go for her offend-

ing spouse. She was just making him think that future life without her
would be bearable, when a violent ring came at the door-bell. As the
Irish girl had gone to see a cousin, Mrs. S. answered the door. What
was her horror and amazement to find there, a man holding the unlucky
umbrella in one hand, and a severely demoralized hat in the other. Alas !

the wretched stick with the dusky rag upon it had impaled this passer
by's hat. He would not leave until the Deacon had forked out a good
gold 55 piece for that hat. The Deacon says that in future he may get
wet.

And now is the season when the young man in moderate circum-
stances feels a trembling of the inwards as he contemplates the near ap-
proach of the high and glorious old season of Christmas, and wonders
what double-distilled and copper-riveted fiction he can invent to evade the
making of presents to his young lady acquaintances. Before him floats a
visionary cloud of handkerchief-boxes, cigarette-cases, and other six-bit

bric-a-brac, which he has no earthly use for, and only too well he knows
that for every one of these he must return in value seventy times Heven,
or be set down for a stingy fraud. Sophronisba Jane can give Reginald
Augustus a sawdust pincushion with the best of grace. It was presuma-
bly stuffed and stitched by her own fair fingers, and that settles its ines-

timable value. But Reginald Augustus must give Sophronisba Jane a
ring, or a bracelet, or a pair of earrings, or be held forever after in con-
tempt. No wonder the flower of our youthful chivalry spend the blessed
Christmas season in dodging every one they know, and perjure their im-
mortal souls by swearing that they are taking a vacation in the virgin

wilds of Alameda or the impenetrable fastnesses of Petaluma.

If you see a man walking shiftlessly and lazily down the street, as if

he had no spirit left in him, it is ten to one that, before he is halfway
down the block, he will turn into a grocery and pay the proprietor to put
ten cents' worth of spirits into him. Then the scene changes. The pro-

prietor loses his spirits and the customer his dime, but the dimensions of

the former's till are augmented and the pockets of his visitor diminished,
and his dollar decimated. Sometimes the thirsty and spiritless soul di-

midiates his dime and takes only a five-cent glass of beer, but the mutual
cockles of their cardiac cheerfulness are evenly balanced—those of the
one by the aggregation to his funds, those of the other by the joy mo-
mentarily inspired by the absorption which the ecstasy of half a gill of

three-dollar whisky brings to the soul of the weary loafer. This is rather
a roundabout way of saying that when you see a human being resembling
" a glad valley smiling with wavy corn " {spiritus frumenti), it is safe to

bet that he considers he can carry a ton all round town, and only finds

out his mistake when he hears the dread words: " Five dollars, or forty-

eight hours."

"A partially insane man," says Wednesday's telegrams, " was
dumped off the cars at Foreston, Mo. He was en route for California."

We are pleased to see that the natives are taking good care of him. He
had better stop right where he is, for the San Francisco market is glut-

ted with men of his calibre. We can stand the thoroughly insane—at

least, the State can—but we have no place in our bosom for the men who
draw the line too finely.

Once more the datryman'a old n, oleomargarine, has
in.t jumped on his back. When properly manufao-

turrd it is better, by far. than some of that powerful yellow stuff which
we have too often bad to accept as batter. Tha dairyman has had ft soft
time of it for a good long while, and baa pinched, iqueesed and poisoned
the public to his heart's content We do not particularly hanker after
the article usually known as " bull batter," but science tells us that there
is more nourishment and warmth to be derived from the fat than from
that much-abused article sometimes known as cream.

The dairyman supped on hi- mi n i..i, !,
, h, ,

It was better and cheaper he said.

With rancid butter and sodden bread,
Than meats the taste of a cannibal please.

But the dairyman dreamed a dream that night,
Which made him break out in a sweat,
Nor could he that dream forget,

When the blaze of the morning cheered his sight.

He dreamed that a monster that night he'd seen,
Which gobbled him up at a go.
And not e'en a chance of a show,

Alas ! it was, Oleomargarine.

Extracting teeth by electricity (?) is the latest dodge of the itiner-
ant quack. One of these gentlemen lately drew up his wagon in front of
one of our public schools, and paid the children 10c. apiece to be operated
upon, in order to demonstrate to his street audience the efficacy of his
modus operandi. One plucky youth earned 50c, but probably in a few
years will regret his investment. If this sort of thing is allowed to go on,
the rising generation will soon be toothless, and a serious loss will be in-

flicted upon the manufacturers of that delectable compound known as
chewing gum. Home industry should be protected, and, in the name of
the candy men, we protest against this wholesale sacrifice of jurenile
molars.

We were never scared so badly as when we read that Chief Brooks,
of the Treasury Secret Service, had received a sample of a counterfeit
dollar, which he prouounces " the most dangerous which has yet ap-
peared." Its danger consists in its close resemblance to the genuine arti-

cle. Most counterfeits are so bad that when a man gets one he has to
either nail it to his desk or give it away in charity. *' There is a silver
lining to every cloud," and we pluck up courage when we muse over the
fact that these " duffers " will be easily passed off again upon those kind
friends who always want to " borrow a dollar until Saturday." For this
benevolent purpose we will pay 25 cents apiece for counterfeits.

With beating of drum, and wailing of hymn, the sad-eyed Salvation
Army patrols our city. It is not an imposing array, or one which would
be apt to make the Satanic host turu tail without a close scrutiny of the
condensed force of the skirmishing brigade. Did they, however, get one
glimpse of the ancient monstrosities and libels on womanhood, which
compose the most formidable element in the show, we have some kind of
idea that the drums of the hosts of Lucifer would beat a retreat and the
phalanxes of sin retire to a place where, we are credibly informed, pretty
women are not scarce, and scarecrow hides stuffed with Gospel are not
allowed to enter in.

The Vermont Legislature has refused to pass certain bills prohibit-
ing the sale and manufacture of intoxicating liquors, cigars, cigarettes or
tobacco. This is very disappointing. We had confidently hoped to see
these bills become law, and to hear next that the saloons of the Green
Mountain State had forbidden citizens to walk the public streets without
a passport from a church deacon. There is altogether too much liberty
in this country when ordinary people are allowed to enjoy a toddy and a
pipe without permission from the parsons.

The Federal Government has decreed that, on and after Tuesday
last, Fort Point shall be known as Fort Winfield Scott, and the Fort at
Black Point as Fort Mason. The Government might have chosen more
lasting mementos for the two dead generals, for the first hostile ironclad
that enters our harbor will knock Winfield Scott as flat as a flounder,
and leave nothing to mark the place where Mason was. A couple of
good large drinking-fountains would have been a far better tribute, as no
one ever touches them, friend or foe.

It is hard to imagine that we are fast approaching the twentieth cen-

tury, when we read of such beastly exhibitions as those given by that
brutal slogger, Sullivan. If this lump of Irish muscle, with a pimple for

a head and the brain of a monkey inside it, were a scientific boxer, we
could possibly endure him, but he is not. All he professes to do is to

knock men down so many times. It is fervently to be hoped that he will

butt a steam-car some day, and get worse left than he was with Tug
Wilson.

We like novel terms, and a contemporary recently alluded to a man
who tried to commit suicide by cutting his arms as one " who bad played
a long engagement as a drunk." This opens up a whole field of ideas,

such as a star burglar and a leading lady in a petty larcenist cellar. It is

suggestive of a low comedian in the Magdalen Asylum and a soubrette at

the House of Correction. Iu a word, it is a dramatic description of a
weak-hearted sot.

" Tennyson has been denounced by the 'Marquis of Queensbury." We
have not the pleasure of knowing the noble Marquis, but fancy we have
heard of Tennyson. It seems very cruel in men of intellect to denounce
each other, and it seems to us that a man so well and favorably known to

fame as the author and instigator of a fistic code should have some mercy
upon a man whose only offence against morality has been to be the poet
Laureate.

Monaco has had a new experience, iu an attempt to blow up the
Monte Carlo gambling saloon. It would be a pity to destroy the last
" hell " left in Europe. Besides, it is so full of nice reminiscences of

scattered fortunes and bullet-pierced brains, that we ne'er should see its

like again. Mons. Blanc, too, is so poor.

The Sultan has just discovered that he is a prophet—in fact, the boss

prophet himself. It is a great pity he did not find it out sooner. It would
have saved a heap of bother all round. Probably the new prophet will

find some heaven-born mode of meeting the Turkish bonds when they
come due.
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SUNBEAMS.

One hurried kiss, one switt and short embrace,
Then out he dashed—with fear upon his face

—

Clear through the window, whose dismantled
frame

Hung round his neck like aureole of flame.

He turned not back, for there, with looks ma-
lign,

Stood her stern pa, who wore a number nine.

And o'er the hills and far away,
E'en to their utmost purple rim,

He sped, nor stopped till the sun's rays

Shone on the sash that clung to him.

Childish Kindness.—A lover's private gym-
nastics: How beautiful is the exhibition of hu-

manity in the young. A little boy found a poor,

half-frozen wasp in the garret and placed it upon
a chair before the parlor fire to thaw out. Sure-

ly, the angels must have looked down approving-

ly ou such an act of kindness. When sister

Mary's beau called that evening he glanced at

the chair, and seating himself in it, murmured:
"Ah, bless her heart, how thoughtful she is of

my comfort." Two minutes later there was as

much noise and racket in that parlor as if it had
been turned into a den of demons. The wasp
had thawed out ; that is why Mary isn't mar-
ried yet.

For the benefit of the boys who may have
forgotten the recipe for our favorite army dish,

we reproduce it, as it may be needed at our re-

unions: '* Take a pail of water and wash it clean;

then boil it till it is brown on both sides ; pour
in one bean : when the bean begins to worry, pre-

pare it to simmer ; if the soup will not simmer,

it is too rich, and you must pour in more water ;

dry the water with a towel before you put it in
;

the dryer the water the sooner it will brown."

" Do you want to hire an editor?" inquired a
dapple-faced man with a prominent nose, who
had just kicked a strong oak button off from the

door and walked in on us with the gall of a map
peddler. "No, not to day. We are quite so-

ber, thank you," was the gracious reply. *' Don't?
Well, can I shovel in that pile of coal down on
the sidewalk, and whattle yer give?"

Some men have tact, said the bridegroom
who didn't wish either to offend hia bride or die

of internal disturbance: ** My dear, this bread
looks delicious ; but as it is the first you have
ever made, I cannot think of eating it, but will

preserve it to show to our children in after years

as a sample of their mother's skill and deftness."

When you see a prominent citizen, a bright

and shining light in society and an energetic

man of bnsiness, and all that sort of thing, pause
in the middle of the sidewalk and gaze about
him with a glassy look in his eye, you needn't
think of apoplexy and paralysis. He is simply
trying to remember an errand his wife told him
to do.

A young gilded {or, as they say now, nickel-

plated) youth of New York ordered a pair of

pantaloons of his tailor, and returned them as

too tight. "You told me to make them skin
tight," said the man. "Yes," said the youth,
" but I can sit down in my Bkin, and I can't in

these.

Lieutenant.—"John, I have noticed for some
time that my shirts always come from the laun-

dry one week too late. How is this?" John:
"Excuse me, lieutenant, but your shirts are al-

ways so clean that I think it a pity to send them
to the laundry, and so I wear them another week.

"How shall I have my bonnet trimmed?"
asked Maria, " so that it will agree with my
complexion ?" " If you want it to match your
face, have it plain," replied the hateful Harriet.

"You are an idiot," angrily exclaimed a
domineering wife. " So my friends said when I
married you," replied the husband. And she be-
came more infuriated than ever.

A Milwaukee editor claims that water can
be used for fuel. He has probably noticed that
when he drank about a quart in the morning,
his interior seemed to hiss.

A lad crawled into a sugar hogshead and the
first exclamation was: "Oh, for a thousand
tongues."

When summer leaves the bible leaves are
ope'd to press the autumn leaves.

Musical Problem.—If a man blows his own
trumpet, can his opinions be sound.

Why is the nine-year-old boy like the sick

glutton ? Because he's over eight.

C. P. R- R.
Time Schedule, Monday, Nov. 27, 1882.

Trains leave, and are due to arrive at,

San.Francisco as follows:

LEAVE
(for)

DESTINATION. ARRIVE
(from)

9:30 a.m.
•3:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
3:30 p.m.
8:00 A.M,
*4:0Op.m.
9:30 a.m
4:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m.

*4:00 P.M.

8:00 A.m.

3:30 P.m.

J8 :00 a.m.
9:30 A.M.
8:00 A.M.

*5:00 P.M.

9:30 A.M.
*4:00 P.M.

8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.

10:00 a.m.
3:00 P.M.
5:00 p.m.

3:30 P.M.

5:30 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
8:#0 A.M
3:30 p.m.
4:00 P.m.

8:00 A.M
3:00 P.M

*S:00 A.M
8:00 A.M
9:30 A.M
3:30 P.M

#4:00 P.M.

3:30 P.M
8:00 A.M

*3:30 P.M

....Antioch and Martinez

. . . Benicia.

.

:A

. Calistoga and N8pa

* Deming, ElPaso ) Express
and East /Emigrant..
Gait and \ via Livermore.

.

Stockton ) via Martinez...
..lone
. .Knight's Landing

" " (JSundays only)

. . Los Angeles and South
. Livermore and Pleasanton.

. . Madera and Fresno . .

.

. . Merced
. . Marysville and Chico.

,

..Nilesand Haywards..

. | Ogden and ) Express

. t East ("Emigrant.......
..Redding and Red Bluff

{Sacramento, "1 via Livermore
Colfax and > via Benicia. .

.

Alta ) via Benicia...

. . . Sacramento River Steamers.

. . . San J ose

. . .Tehama and Willows.

,

...Vallejo

.(JSundays only).

.Virginia City..

.Woodland.....

2:40 p.m.
*10:10a.m.
*12:40 p.m.

7:40 p.m.

11:10 a.m.
*10:10 a.m.

7:40 p.m.

2:40 p.m.

7:10 a.m.
5:40 P.M.

12:40 P.M.
5:40 P.M.

11.10 A.M.

2:40 P.M.

5:40 P.M.
#8:40 a.m.
2:40 p.m.

*12:40P.M.
5:40 P.M.
5:40 P.M.
3:40 p.m.
9:40 A.M.
#8:40 a.m.

11:10 A.M.
6:10 A.M.
5:40 P.M.
6:40 p.m.
7:40 p.m.
11:10 a.m.
*6:00 a.m.
3:40 p.m.

9:40 a.m.
#7:40 p.m.

7:40 P.M.
2:40 P.M.

*10:10 A.M.

tll:10 a.m.
*12:40 P.M.

11:10 A.M.
*7:40 P.M.

11:10 A.M.

Train leaving San Francisco at 9:30 a.m. should meet
Pacific Express from " Ogden " at Highland ; also Pacific
Express from "El Paso" at Antioch.

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland JPier.

From " SAN FRANCISCO," Daily.

To EAST OAKLAND—»6.00, «6:30, 7:30, 8:30, 9:30,

10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30.

7:00, 8:00, 9:30, 11:00, »12:00.

To ALAMEDA—»6:00, ^6:30, 7:00, »+7:30, 8:00, "t8:30,

9:00, M9:30, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 1:00, 2:00. 3:00, *t3:30,
4:00, *t4:30, 5:00, "t5:30, 6:00, -^6:30, 7:00, *8:00, 9:30,

11:00, *12:00.

To BERKELEY — *6:00, »6:30, 7:00, '7:30, 8:00, *8:30,

9:00, {9:30, 10:00, J10:30, 11:00, }11:30, 12:00, 1:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,

9:30, *12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—*6:00, *6:30, 7:00, *7:30, }8:00.

"8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, "4:30, 6:00,

*5:30, 6:00. "6:30, 7:00.

To " SAN FRANCISCO," Daily.

From BROADWAY, Oaklakd-»5:32, *6:02, 6:32, 7:02,

7:32. 8:02, 8:32, 9:02, 9:32, 10:02, 10:32. 11:02, 11:32, 12:02,

12:32, 1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32, 5:02,

5:32, 6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

From EAST OAKLAND—*6:21, *5:51, 6:21, 6:51, 7:51.

8:51, 9:51, 10:51, 11:51, 12:51, 1:51, 2:51, 3:51, 4:51,

5:51, 6:51, 7:51, 9:21, 10:51.

From ALAMEDA—*5:15, *5:45, 6:)5, 7:10, <t7:35, 8:10,

*t8:35, 9:10, *t9:35, 10:10, "flO^, 11:10, 12:10, 1.10,

2:10, 3:10, 4:10, «+4:35, 5:10, *t5:35, 6:10, *t6:35, 7:15,

<t7:35, 9:15, 10:45.

From BERKELEY—»5:45, *6:15, 6:45, *7:15,7:45, *8:15,

8:45, )9:15, 9:45, J10:15, 10:45, tll:15, 11:45, 12:45,

1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:15, 4:45,5:15,5:45,6:15,6:45, 7:45,

9:15, *10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY — »5:45, *6:15, 6:45, "7:15,

7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, *5:15, 5:45,

*6:15, 6:45, »7:15.

Creek Ronte.
From SAN FRANCISCO—»7:15, 9:15, 11:16, 1:15, 3:16,

5:15.

From OAKLAND—*6:15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

All trains run daily, except when star (*) denotes Sun-
days excepted.

.

fTrains marked tbnB (t) ran via East Oakland.
(t)Sundays only.

" Standard Time " furnished by Randolph & Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. GOODMAN, Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agt.

A. N. Townb, General Manager.

COAL OIL STOVES.
All Sizes for Cooking- or Parlor use

Send for Circular and Prices.

WIESTER & CO.,
17 New Montgomery St., S. F.

If

Great

iiouTE-
iUNGTOv

EASTWARD
Is the Old Favorite and

FRINCIFilXj XjXJNTE
ipmoiwi

—

Omaha, Kansas City, Atchison and St. Joseph

For CHICAGO,
ST. LOUIS,

MILWAUKEE,
Detroit, Niagara Falls,

NEW YORK, BOSTON!
And All Pomfs East and South-East.

THE LINE COMPRISES
Nearly 4,000 miles. Solid Smooth Steel Track. All

connections are made in UNION DEPOTS. It has
a National Reputation as being THE GREAT
THROUGH CAR LINE, and is universally conceded
to be THE FINEST EQUIPPED Railroad in the
World for all classes or travel.
Try it, and you will And traveling a luxury Instead

of a discomfort.
Through Tickets via this Celebrated Line for sale

at all offices in the West
All information about Rates of Fare, Sleeping Car

Accommodations, Time Tables, &c, will be cheer-
fully given by applying to

f. J. POTTER, PERCEVAL LOWELL,
Gen'l Manager, Gen'l I-assenger Agt.,

Chicago, Ills. Chicago, Ills.

T. D. McKAY, Gen. Aft, Occidental Hotel, SanFraacta

BBOAD GATJGE.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Sunday. October 22, 1882,
And until further notice, Passenger Trains will le*ve
from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend St., between 3d and 4th streets), as follows;

t 6:50 a.m.

8:30 A.M.

10:40 A.M,
# 3:30 P.M.

4:30 p.m.

6:30 p.m.

DESTINATION.

.San Mateo, Redwood,.

....and Menlo Park....

8:30 a.m.

10:40 a.m.

10:40 a.m.
* 3:30 p.m.

. Santa Clara, San Joseand.

..Principal Way Stations.

.

.Gilroy, Pajaro, Castroville. ( <'10:0:

and Monterey
J 6:0:

ARRIVE

6:40 a.m.
9:05 a.m.

#10:02 a.m.
3:37 P.M.

t 6:04 p.m.

6:02 p.m.

9:05 A.M.
#10:02 A.M.

3:37 p.m.

6:02 P.M.

A.M.

. Hollister and Tres Pinos.

10:40 a.m.
# 3:30 P.M.

.ij .Watsonville, Aptos, Soquel. (I Hr
1

\
and Santa Cruz.. f|

°' u

10:40 A.M.
. Salinas, Soledad and Way.. J

Stations j

6:02 p.m.

Sundays excepted. tSundays only. (Sportsmen's Train.)

Stage connections are made with the 10:40 a.m.

Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo, which
connect with 8:30 A. M. Train. EXCURSION TICKETS
sold on Saturdays and Sunday mornings—good to

return Monday: To Santa Clara or San Jose, §2 50; to

Monterey or Santa Cruz, $5 00; also to principal points
between San Francisco and San Jose.

Ticket Offices—Passenger Depot, Townsend street,

and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Superintendent. Asst, Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

j^~ S. P. Atlantic Express Train via Los Angeles,
Yuma, etc., leaves San Francisco daily via Oakland
Ferry, foot of Market street, nA 9:30 a.m. [Oct. 28.
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"The World." the Flesh, and the Devil.
i Br a Truthful Penman. 1

A rather remarkable fact has been brought to light by one of the
French newspA|Hani in connection with the explosion of the bomb at the
Lyons cafe. It seems that so far back as the 12th of March an article

appeared in the Ihrouti Social with reference to this very cafe. It is

headed "A Sty," and the "sty" is described in this fashion: "We see

there, especially after midnight, all the fine flower of the bourgeoisie and
of trade, merchants, advocates, journalists, students, grisettes. The
whole company drinks, eats, guzzles, gluttonizes, wallows, makes a brute-
beast of itself, squanders fabulous sums of money. Here is an employer
who makes his workmen die of starvation, gorging himself on truffles and
champagne ; there is a lawyer with a paunch a la Gambetta laughing at
the leanness of his clients ; here is a Messalina, covered with satin and
glittering with jewels, mocking the wretched seamstress who sits up half
the night at her slavery to earn a piece of dry bread. All this odious Bo-
hemia, in a word, gloats over the misery of the poverty-stricken and the
hungry. The first act of the social revolution ought to be to root out such
haunts as these ; if we would destroy the evil, we must strike it at the
root. Go to, you heartless coxcombs, debauchees, scoundrels, vagabond
sons of Bohemia—dance, take your fill of fun, drink until you are drunk,
laugh, sing, mock at us until that day comes—a day not far off, we hope,
when the people, at last the master of its own destinies, shall come to de-

mand a reckoning from you for all your insolences, your orgies and your
crimes! " Seven months later the day was supposed to have arrived.^—
God Save the Queen.—A somewhat novel gathering took place at the
Mansion House the other day, the object being to familiarize the Nation-
al Anthem to all the inhabitants of Her Majesty's Indian Empire ; for

this purpose "God save the Queen" has been translated into fifteen dia-

lects, comprising all the tongues spoken from the Hindoo-Koosh to the
southernmost point of the peninsula. These translations are to be distrib-

uted broadcast over Hindostan ; and the special purpose of the Mansion
House meeting was to collect funds to enable the distribution to be car-

ried out on a sufficiently large scale.

—

Court-Journ

a

£.—-The following
is a new verse which has lately been added to England's National Anthem

:

Saved from each traitor's arm, Thou, Lord, her shield from harm Ever
hast been. Angels around her way Watch, while by night and day, Mil-
lions with fervor pray God save the Queen!—An amusing case has
been brought before the Brighton County Court Judge. The action was
brought by a dressmaker, named Coffen, to recover from a lady named
Taylor the sum of thirteen shillings for work done. Plaintiff having
giveu evidence in support of her claim, the defendant said she refused to
pay because the plaintiff spoiled her dress. It did not fit her, and could
not be made to fit. Plaintiff, in an indignant tone, said, " I did make
it properly, but the lady has no natural figure whatever. She said she
was suffering with her liver, and could not be squeezed ; and how could I
make her look like a Venus when it was all wadding ?" This created much
laughter, in which His Honor joined. Defendant: " I did not want you
to make it tight; I like my dresses lose." Plaintiff: " You should say
how very deformed your arms are." Defendant (excitedly): "I am not
deformed. I am a better figure than you. I have no deformity ; my hus-
band is in court. Ask him." Plaintiff: " Will you allow me to try the
dress on in court ?" Defendant: "Yes, before all the gentlemen." His
Honor: "You must put the dress on, and I will see it." The parties then
retired into the solicitors robing-room, and after the plaintiff had put on
the dress, His Honor was informed by the bailiff that she refused to come
into court. His Honor accordingly entered the robing-room with the
registrar, and on his return into court he said he did not think the plaint-
iff had followed the model or pattern given to her to work by, and the
work was very indifferently done. He did not, therefore, think she had
earned the money claimed, and the verdict would be for defendant.-^—
Dr. Mittendoif states that American students are less afflicted with
near-sightedness than German students. The affection iB developed by
sedentary occupations and lack of exercise, women being therefore more
liable to contract it than men. It usually appears in childhood, rarely
after the twenty-first year. Weak glasses of slight blue tint should be
worn early to stay its progress, as blindness often follows neglect of treat-
ment. In his paper on this subject Dr. W. tells of a fine horse in Berlin
which became intractable and was found to be suffering from nearsighted-
ness, but was as docile as ever after a pair of glasses had been fitted to
its eyes.——Arabi Pasha's tent which was captured at Tel-el-Kebir,
and which was brought home in the transport Nepaul, is now at Ports-
mouth, and is exciting much interest, although of course the tent and
equipage are jealously kept close. It is intended to forward the tent to
General Higginson, commanding the home district. It is fitted with true
Oriental splendor, and is lined with silk fringe and bullion in the most
Bumptuous style.—The largest sheep-owner in Texas is a woman
known as the "Widow Callahan." Her sheep, of which she has more
than 50,000 in number, are divided into flocks of 2,000 head each.^—
Dublin society is hopefully speculative regarding the prospects of the
coming season. With peace in the country, and Lord and Lady Spencer
presiding at the castle, life in Ireland may once again be looked for to

Bhow pleasant social aspects.—Truth.——Mr. Hunt, the U.S. Minister at
St. Petersburg, has informed the Navy Department that the burial cases
intended for the bodies of De Long and his comrades, have been received
at St. Petersburg and forwarded to Orenburg, there to await the arrival
of Lieutenant Harber with the bodies. Mr. Hunt has received no news
of Harber, and he fears that the advancing season may interfere with the
execution of the orders sent them by the Department.

—

American,

A fine assortment of English chime clocks. Geo. C. Shreve & Co.,
110 Montgomery street.

Steinway A Son*,) Q I I II n A |

hranlch * Itach . I T I M I 1 U Ul f

I It % ST < llll 1 It.

C. ROENISCH.

M. GRAY, 117 Post Street,
I
N"v

-
4

1 San Francisco.

REAL ESTATE EXCHANGE
-AND —

GENERAL BUSINESS AGENCY,
410 California street Near cor. of Montgomery.

c: B8TABROOK SMITH. Into County Clerk of Alameda County, General Man-
I ii orders b] mall or express promptly attended to. Large Mat of farms and

ho Bteada and desirable reaideneo and business property in San Prancieco and
vicinity. _^^^ ' nov , 4 .

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY,
No. 310 Sansome Street,

San Francisco,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN FVRS.
[September 21.1

M. A. GUNST & CO.,
203 Kearny Street San Francisco.

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS INHAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS,
Also, Agents for Kimball, Gaulliener & Co. '3 Guatemala Cigars.
%£?" Inform the Public that they receive large invoices of Choice

Havana Rrands twice a month. [Feb. 19.

TABER, HARKER & CO.,
IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE GROCERS,

108 anil 110 California St., 8. F.
[April 19.]

JOHN McKEW,
WHOLESALE AND BETAIL COAL DEALER,

431 UNION STREET Between Dupont and Kearny.
SAN FRANCISCO. Aug. 20.

C. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

SAN FRANCISCO and NEW YORK,
6®* Agents of American Sugar Refinery, corner of Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. Jan. 17.

Olaus Spreckels. Wm, 6, Irwin.
WM. G. IRWIN & CO.,

Sugar Factors and Commission Agents.
Honolulu, H. I. [March 25.

Fiancisco Daneri. F. DANERI & CO.,
1JEALER3 IN

'WINES, LIQUORS, GROCERIES,
27 and 39 California Street,

]0ct. 7.] Between Davis and Drumm. San Francisco.

Henry Oasanova.

C. W. M. SMITH, /^\The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor, /ril-^'Oi
Established «m 1862, Ij^TENl

Q)
Removed to 224 Sansome Street.VSrS^?/

£3§" MR. C. W. M. SMITH ia the patent attorney for Marriott's Akroplaxk Com-
pany for Navigatimr the Air. Oct. 22.

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D..

OCULIST,
Formerly at No. 813 Bush street, has removed to Phelan's

Building, Rooms 300 to 804. Hours for Consultation: 12 m. to 3 p.m.
Take the Elevator. May 27.

DR. JAMES W. KEENEY,
OFFICE AND RESIDENCE: 22 MONTGOMERY STREET.

HOTJES: 8 to 4. 7 to 7:30 p.m.
SUNDAYS: 3 to 4 p.m. April 9.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 213 6EART ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.

Feb. 5.] OFFICE HOTJBS: 1 to 4 P.M.

ROBERT WALKINSHAW,
REAL ESTATE AGENT 407 Montgomery Street.

Farming, Mining ami City Property.

_ (July 29.)

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,

STOCK BROKERS,
No 314 Pine Street San Francisco.

[May 20.]

CfiPC +— tfiOfi per day at home. Samples worth fcs free.

V*-' aU O— V_' Address StiNbOK A- Co.. Portland. Maine.
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"WAIFS.

Waifs which singly are as light as air. bat which together make
a momentous whole.

The forty thousand voters of San Francisco have recently passed
through an exciting election. They deliberately set to work to do what
they supposed to be best. They chose heads of departments to whom they
delegated the power of setting the municipal machinery in motion.—
They desire and hope that cleanly methods, decent resolves and honest
purposes will prevail. Do they know precisely that which is taking place ?

We think not.—We know that the bosses are striving to control all

things. There is a struggle going on in regard to local affairs that bodes
no good to the future of Democracy.——As goes this city so goes the

State. San Francisco alone gave General Stoneman one-half his total

majority.^—Will he recognize that fact?^—Will he do all he can to help

the thoughtful men who would rescue the Democratic politics of the city

from the slough of despond, into which they have fallen ? Will he assist

the worst or the best elements ? We entertain strong hopes that he will.

——His first two appointments are good. Senator Moreland is a well in-

formed and industrious man, whose record as a State Senator is above re-

proach. He will prove a useful private Secretary, whose advice will

always be on the side of cleanly methods.^—Young and handsome Harry
Dam will discharge the lighter duties of Executive Secretary with accep-

tability. There is nothing that savors of the bosses in the first two ap-
pointments, and we have good hopes that we will be able to say the same
thing of all the rest. In that case the popularity of the new administra-

tion will prove lasting.-^—It is whispered that Mrs. Governor Stoneman
is going to prove not the least important personage in the new regime. A
lady of fine natural ability, and of considerable will-force, it is said that
she will stamp her characteristics upon the social and entertaining portion

of the Gubernatorial duties, and popularize the Governor by her womanly
tact. That is well.——Major Stonehill says he did not go to San
Gabriel in the interests of boss Buckley. He says he simply went to

pay his " respects." It must have cost him at least one hundred dollars

to do that. Surely he could have done the same thing at less

cost a few weeks hence. Perhaps he thought that the early bird catches
the worm.^—Sam Shear says he went for the same purpose only. Who
believes bioa ? He is one of the bosses' right bowers, - —The Gover-
nor's mail is said to contain an average of five hundred letters a
day, and the road between Los Angeles and the ranch at San
Gabriel is fairly lined with vehicles containing visitors going to pay their

"respects." Eliminate those who are seeking office and there would not
be many left.—Louis Holtz is still firm in declaring that he will stand
no dictation from the bosses, but will select his own deputies. More
power to him. That's the way for the new officials to strengthen them-
selves in popular estimation, and that is the best way to serve their party
in the long run.^—Connolly temporizes more, but is said to be no less

firm.—O'Grady has dismissed his best deputies at the dictation of the
boss.——Bartlett paddles his own canoe.^^Poor, weak Lowney, who
ought to have been beaten, is in the thralls of bossism.^—When all the
deputies are appointed we shall tell who they are, and hew they secured
their positions. We shall tell how many of them derive their support
from Bush street ; who are pimps, gamblers, lovers, and street statuary.

There are a number of rumors afloat in regard to newspapers. It is

said that negotiations are on foot for the purchase of the Alta. That an
evening Democratic paper of small size and cheap price is about to be
started. That Greathouse intends to retire from journalism, and apply
himself to the large law practice of his firm. That W. H. Mills, of the
Sacramento Record-Union, will become land agent of the Central and
Southern Pacific roads vice B. B. Redding, deceased. A man of loyalty
and ability he deserves the promotion. ' That De Young is East nego-
tiating with the Field family. That the Bulletin and Call are considering
the wisdom of coming down from the fence, but they won't.—That the
Examiner, in the face of a great political success, is losing more money
than it ever did. Its advertising columns were never ao ragged and so

full of nothing.^—Who is to be Registrar of voters in place of Tharp?
Enos, Kaplan. Choynski and Broderick are the candidates. The
first should seek some other place, and the latter should get it on the
good grounds that he has earned it, is the best qualified, and would in-

spire the most general confidence, and, above all, because he is opposed by
the bosses, who are importuning everybody to sign a petition in favor of

Kaplan, who has never survived the Chronicle's exposures.——Who is to
be President of the new Board of Education ? We do not like what is

going on. The younger members are conveniently interviewing school-
marms, and endeavoring to leave the older and better members of the
newly elected Board out in the cold.—^The young and handsome Hast-
ings is said to be the coming man.-^—For State Printer there is consider-

able of a fight. The Governor-elect has intimated that he will appoint
anybody that the Typograpical Union can agree upon. Wm. T. Hassett
and L. P. Ward are prominent candidates, and are both capable and
honest.^—Tuttle is to be chosen Secretary of the new Board of Railroad
Commissioners. He is believed to be a competent man. Foote is said to
favor Andrus, the present incumbent, but Carpenter and Humphreys
prefer Tuttle, and therefore he will be elected.«^—The newly elected
members of the Legislature from this city, or a number of them, at least,

met in caucus the other day to consider what legislation should be at-

tempted at the next session.—The opinions expressed were exceedingly
diversified, and nothing was accomplished.^^The country members be-
ing, upon the whole, the ablest and most disinterested, will take matters
very much into their own hands, and will, to some extent, ignore the city
men, whose purposes are not, in some cases, supposed to be of the beBt.

^—The idea that a general law should be passed making the period of
office-holding nearly coterminus with that of the State administration,
has taken firm hold of the legislative mind, and something of the kind is

sure to be carried out. It is difficult, if not impossible, to answer the
argument in favor of that course. It is un-American and bad that the
appointees of one administration should hold over into the middle of the
term of the next. Responsibility cannot be fixed anywhere in that case.

The proposed change would, in the end, benefit both political parties alike.

It will be accomplished.

Novelties in great variety for Holiday Gifts. George C. Shreve &
Co., Manufacturing Jewelers, No. 110 Montgomery street.

AUSTRALIA.
By* the City of Sydney we have received our usual files from Aus-

tralia to the 2nd, and New Zealand to the 8th inst. The finances of New
South Wales are certainly in a most prosperous condition, the Treasurer's
statement showing a surplus of £1,827,000 ($9,135,000). Further railway
construction, to the extent of 700 miles, is proposed, and the Government
calculates that no loaD will be required. Heavy rains have fallen all over
the Colony, gladdening the hearts of both farmers and sheep-raisers, as
rain ie everything to them in that sometimes droughty climate. The
Colony has to mourn the loss of two of its most prominent men—Sir Wil-
liam MacArthur, one of the foremost of the earlier colonists, at the ripe
age of eighty-two. He it was who founded the world-famous Camden
Park flock of Merino sheep ; and the Hon. William Forster, late repre-
sentative of the Colony in London. These men had the interests of all

Australia, in its best sense, at heart. The Episcopal Bishops have finally
selected the Rev. Dr. Parry Bishop Suffragan of Dover, England, for the
vacant See of Sydney and the Primacy of Australasia.
Under the Free Trade policy of the Government, New South Wales is

making extraordinary progress, as the enormous surplus demonstrates,
and everything tends to show that next year's balance will be still greater.

It is worth notice that the Art Gallery was opened, for the first time
on a Sunday, on October 15th, 4,000 persons visiting it, and every one
behaving as well as could be desired. The long struggle between masters
and men on the Newcastle collieries has ceased, the masters conceding the
extra 6 cents demanded by the men. In the inquiry into the cause of
the fire by which the International Exhibition building was destroyed,
the verdict of the jury was to the effect that there was no evidence to
show how the fire originated. A rider was added, censuring the Govern-
ment for the want of care exhibited.
The rains seem to have been general, Victoria coming in for her share

just in time to make probable losses into certain gains. There will, how-
ever, be a loss in wool, the estimated exports showing 50,000 bales less

than last year. Dr. Julian Thomas, "The Vagabond," at one time our
Australian correspondent, has produced a play, No Mercy, which has met
with pronounced success. We congratulate our "Vagabond" friend.
The Victorian Government is gaily putting on the English market a

four per cent, loan of 820,000,000, which they expect to sell well above
par. The programme of the new Federation League has been issued,
amongst other things affirming the necessity of the following practical
measures: (1) the adoption of a system of mutual and general defense ;

(2) the arrangement of railway tariffs, where border or through trade is

affected ; (3) the free interchange of local manufactures and indigenous
produce ; (4) the conservation and distribution of storm waters for the ir-

rigation and reclamation of dry lands ; (5) making the Colonies an at-
tractive home for millions of our race and language ; (6) the exclusion of
the Mongolian race and the prevention of the institution of slavery in
any part of Australia. This project of the Federation of Australia is the
coming political problem for the colonists to solve. The two great stum-
bling blocks to its realization are the totally different fiscal policies of the
two greater Colonies, Victoria and New South Wales, and the jealousy
existing between the two cities of Sydney and Melbourne as to which
should be the seat of Federal Government. It is certain, however, that
Federation cannot be much longer delayed.

It is gratifying to the Victorian winegrower that they have been
awarded nine (9) first prizes at the Bordeaux Wine Exhibition. The
town of Sandhurst, one of the great mining centers, has employed the
electric light in its deep mines, at a great saving of cost. All the other
Colonies participate in the general prosperity.

The only scientific Iron Medicine that does not produce headache, etc.,

but gives to the system all the benefits of iron without its bad effects, is

Brown's Iron Bitters.

NEW GOODS!
— IN—

DIAMONDS,
WATCHES,

JEWELRY
— AND—

SILYEE-WAEE,
— AX—

RANDOLPH & CO'S,

No. 101 Montgomery Street,

Tucker's Old Stand, [Nor. 4.

A. BUSWELL & CO.,
525 CLAY STREET.

BOOK BINDERS,
SAN FBA1TCISCO, CAL.

All who use sewing machines state that Brooks' Spool Cotton is by
far the strongest and best in use. It never breaks or frays and has a fine

finish, which makes it run as smoothly as silk.
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CRADLE, ALTAR. AND TOMB.
CRADLE

CftovLBT—In IhJa dtjr, Hoy. tS, U> the wife of John J. Crowtrv. ft Ma
iMrrrwRL" In thu city, Nov. *J, to the wife of Ireorpr Dicttcrlc. a ion.

FmoMALD-ln '
.i». to the wife of T. FltxvvrmHI, * KML

llRArr

Out
II' i

Lfs
txx

Bm

SiLVKiwnM

the wife of Kitbert W. Onff. a

thr *if,- ..( t II. GoYcito, K dkughuir.

M. to Um wifa ol .1 m *. Av&gmn, * mm.
lewon, a nn,

Hurry Hunt, a ton.
' I ) Lonnon, n dautrhur.

I W 0. Iseml*. ft ilftiik'hlcr.

f Geonra Lmwo, daogbtor.
"Niill. ftdaughter.

Um »iff of Chariot Kenner, ft son,

it>. Nov. £>, to the win of l'. Bohmldt, a daughter.
In this city. Nov, K, to the wife of Julius SiUvr-tnu', a son.

STSAWBi-RdBR-In this city. Nov, aj, to the wife of lsa*c Straxshiirper, a son.
Wright— In i Jo, to the wife of Wm. Wright, Jr.. a
Wi« km,— In thi-* city. Not. 23, to the wife of August Wlssel, a daughter.
Webttual— Id this city, Nov. 27, to the wife of A. Westph&l, a daughter.

AX.TAR.
Axdrrson-Maoi'ibb—Nov. 20. Frod. A. Anderson to Rosetta Mamiire.
BiRPaBLL-MlTCMBLL—Nov. 1. William Hirdscll to Haggle Mitchell, both of this city.
Battos-Whitmorb—Nov. 2fi, W. S. Bayton to Annie H. Whitmore.
CrLVBR-ALiiRBD -Nor. 23. James E. Culver to Ma^rvie Aldred.
Ooiis-Elras—Nov. 26, by Rev. A. Brown, Isaac O. Cohn to Augusta Elkan.
FLBJiiso-BiRsa—Nov. 25, J. J. Fleming to Man- E. Burns, both of this city.

FRiBD-WitfTRRa—Nov. 20, Charles Fried to Hattie Winters, both of this city.
HoRX-DrvTY— Nov. 84, In Rev. Father Meiler, George L>. Horn to Mary Duffy.
Johnston-Wilson—Not. 28, Edward Johnston to Jane M. Wilson, both of this city.
Jacobs-Jacobs—Nov. 19, Bernard Jacobs to Rebecca Jacobs, both of this city.
Lkvinqstoke-Cohn—Nov. 26, Adclph Levingstone to Flora Cohn. both of this city.

Monson-Sheltox—Nov. 23, Frederick H. Monson to Joyce A. Shelton.
Robinson-Loveland—Nov. 23, William E. Robinson to"Mary F. Loveland.
Smith -Johnson—Mot. 29, J. C. Smith to Alice If. Johnson, both of this city.
Stkwart-Stkwart—Nov. 25, Hugh A. Stewart to Catherine Stewart.
Tompkisb-Kiso—Nov. 17, Thomas W. Tompkins to Effie A. King, of San Jose.

TOMB.
Barnard—Nov. 27, T. G. Barnard, a native of Nantucket, aged 74 years, 7 months.
Collins—Nov. 29, Catherine Collins, a native of Ireland, aged 56 years,
Frankenthal--Nov. 23, Max Frankenthal, a native of Bavaria, aged 52 years.
Howland—Nov. 28, E. D. Howland, a native of Massachusetts, aged 69 years, 3 mos.
Jahx—Nov. 26, Ollie Jahn, a native of New York, aged 31 years.

Kino -Nov. 25, Philip King, a native of Ireland, aged 65 years.
Moore— Nov. 23, Kate Moore, a native of Ireland, aged 56 years.
Marshall.—Not. 22, J. D. Marshall, native of Ireland, aged 49 years, 4 mos., 10 dys.

Orr—In Oakland, Nov. 23, Sadie M. Shatter, aged 6 years, 1 month and 11 days.
Ooden—Nov. 21, Fred. Ogden, a native of England, aged 40 years.
Pattison—Nov. 25, Maria E. Pattison, a native of Ireland, aged 44 years.
Rknner—Nov. 25, wife of Chas. Renner, native of San Francisco, 22 yrs., 1 mo., 15 ds.

Scott—Nov. 26, Elizabeth Scott, a native of England, aged 64 years.
Thompson—Nov. 29, Frances L- Thompson, a native of Iowa.
Van Wvck—Nov. 26, Thomas W. Van Wyck, a native of New York, aged 69 years.
Wright—Nov, 22, Elizabeth Wright, a native of Ireland, aged 24 years.
Wilkinson—Nov. 26, Minnie Wilkinson, aged 13 years.

Wkbtbero—Nov. 29, Brigitta C. Weatberg, native of Sweden, 83 yrs.,I0mos.,23dys.

BOOKS.
"Her Crime" is a new noTel, published in the " No Name series."

The authoress, evidently a raw Vassar school-girl, ahows great discrimi-

nation in not giving her name to the public. We can, however, forgive

her " Her Crime " if she will promise to Bin no more, and con6ne her lit-

erary talents to soiling the pages of her friends' albums. For sale by A.
L. Bancroft & Co.

America Revisited. By George Augustus Sala. Two volumes profusely illustrated.

London: Vizeteily & Co.

These graphic sketches of American life and character have in part ap-
peared previously. In addition, however, to the letters contributed by
Mr. Sala while in the States to a morning contemporary, there are several

capital ones from Salt Lake City and Chicago that are altogether new.
The author has also considerably amplified and carefully revised the older
part of his text, and the book, has, therefore, sufficient freshness to make
good reading even for those who had the good fortune to read the pub-
lished letters as they first appeared. That the contents are bright, lively

and amusing passes without saying. And, however superficial they may
be considered by some, these volumes, says the Globe, exhibit the lights

and shadows of American society much more vividly than many a work
which has been expressly devoted to that purpose. Nor does Mr. Sala
Bcorn to be instructive. His pages are full of scraps of information, use-

ful or entertaining, as the case may be. Thus he ascertained, while at

Salt Lake City, that the under-garment enveloping the whole body, which
has been considered a Mormon specialite, is the same as the "combina-
tion " article of raiment which has come into vogue among European la-

dies during recent years. Did the fashion come from Utah ? There
seems no doubt that it was in existence as a Mormon institution long be-

fore the Old World adopted it. But whence did Joe Smith or Brigbam
Young get the idea? Here Mr. Sala comes in with his recondite learning
and reminds his readers that the correspondence between Abelard and
He'loiee relates how a certain devout abbess was much exercised in her
mind because the nuns under her charge persisted in wearing a garment
precisely similar to the "Temple clothes "of the Mormon community.
His descriptions of New Orleans, of Chicago, and of San Francisco are

among the best of the innumerable admirable word-photographs which,
during his long and varied career, he has penned, and it may be safely

said that there is not a dull chapter among the forty-four into which the

story of his wanderings is divided.

In connection with the increasing fashion among ladies of changing
the hair to a golden tint, we note several instances where cheap and un-
reliable nostrums have ruined the hair. The only reliable mediums are
Robare's Aureoline and Wakelee's Aureoline, both of which have stood
the test of years. These are harmless and in many cases stimulate and
improve its growth to a marvelous degree.

Tou are sure to Ret the best of Coal by purchasing that useful and

neces8ary article of C. R. Allen, 120 Beale street.

HOW NEWSPAPER CORRESPONDENCE IS MANUFAC
TURED.

The correspondence published in many of our dailies is really won*
dorfol reading. The writers pretend to know all about everything that
the leading men of the country are not only doing, but of what thevare
thinking about. We have often ha o marvel sttheir wondrous
productions. It really seemed a* if Huntingdon, Qould, VanderbUt, D.
< i. Mills and others had nothing to do but to Bit down and talk to the
writers. It has often occurred that the pretended information afforded
was opiKwed to what we knew to be true, lor the Xkws Lkttku does not
seek its facts at second hand. But it made no matter; the people were
humbugged all the same. It is safe to say that not one tithe of the alle-

gations in regard to important financial movements, which are sent broad-
cast throughout the country, are true. Readers would do well to take all

such statements with a grain of allowance, and look only to proved and
tried authorities for their information. As evidence of the methods by
which newspaper correspondence is manufactured, we append the follow-

ing letter, just received at this office:

BlskelsT Hall, The Sun- C. E. Haynos, The Tribune.-Hall & Havms, Regula
New Fork Correspondents: Washington Star, Cleveland Leader. Intuanapoli8

Sentinel, Louisville Commercial. San Francisco Argonaut, Pittsburg Dispatch,
Minneapolis Tribune, Savannah News. -Address, Cure New York Sun.

New York, November 20, 1882.
Editor Weivs Letter—Dear Sir: We would be pleased to enter into an arrange-

ment with you for supplying the News Letter with regular weekly New York cor-
respondence. Our facilities for obtaining fresh sensational and breezy bits of gossip
and bright personal stuff about Vanderbilt, Gould, t.lrant and other notables are
exceptional, and enable us to give the letters characteristics not found in any of the
New York dailies.

Mr. Hall has been on the staff of The Sun for several years, and Mr. Haynes has
been long connected with The Tribune. Our relations with these papers give us
many advantages not enjoyed by othtr New York correspondents. We make a
feature of sketches of life in New York, and the sensation of the week receives our
personal attention. Whenever the situation warrants it the entire letter is devoted
to political topics. We have found that paragraphs touching the latest novelties in

fashions are of great interest to lady readers.
Our terms for an original letter of this kind are S3, bat we have a system of

duplication which enables us to send a two-column duplicate letter for §3 ftO. The
duplicate is in subject matter and style equal to our original letters, and your read-
ers would probably never know the difference between them.
The duplicate we propose to send you would appear in another paper in the far

East on the day of its publication in the News Letter.
We would be pleased to hear from you.

Very truly yours, HALL & HAYNES, (Per S.)

Notice.—Mr. Bradhurst Schieffelin, to whom the world is indebted,
in a great measure, for the use of Petroleum, for he was the first to de-

velop and manufacture into oil that valuable natural product, is now pro-

prietor of House and Home, an illustrated journal devoted to the beat in-

terests of the people. Mr. Schieffelin is a retired merchant of abundant
means, and a gentleman of high culture, and always disposed to d<> the

greatest good for the greatest number (an amiable characteristic of his

family), gentle and good-hearted, the dispenser of unnumbered gifts to

the poor and needy. During the late hard times Mr. Scheffelin fur-

nished, at his own expense, over 250,000 free lodgings to the homeless
and destitute in New York City alone. He is a gentleman of attain-

ments, Riving him great superiority as a conversationalist, commanding a

ready pen and effective utterance—just the man to successfully conduct
an enterprise like House and Home.

TO PATRONS OF ART.

THE MOST MAGNIFICENT COLLECTION OP

JAPANESE "WORKS OF ART"
TET INTRODUCED

NOW OI»EN
— AT —

116, 118 Post St., Opp. Cray's Music Store

G. T. MARSH & CO.

THE PANTHEON.
ESTABLISHED IK 1SOS BY W. H. BLOSSOM.

THE FINEST LUNCH HOUSE
— AND—

Oldest Wines and Liquors in the World!

G. DAWSON, Proprietor,

321 California street Bet. Sansome and Battery,
San Francisco. Nov. 11.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Bulwer Consolidated Mining Company . San

Francisco, November 25. 1SS2.—At a meeting of the Board ot Directors of the

above-named Company, held this day, Dividend No. 13. of Ten Cents (I

share, was declared, "pavable on TUESDAY. December 12, 18S2. Transfer books

closed on Saturday, December 2. 1883, ,i IS o'clock >i. This dividend is payable at

the Farmers' Loan and Trust Company, in Ne« fork, on all stock issued there, and

at the office in this city ,.n all stock issued here. « M. V> ILLIS, Secretary.

Office—Room 20, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia. ^°- 2 -

The boat of shirts, and all that pertains to underclothing, are to be

found at J. H. Caronany's, 25 Kearny street.
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REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.

Recorded in the City and County of San Francisco, California, for
the Week ending: November 27, 1882.

Compiled fromthe Records ofthe CommercialAgertcy, 401 California St. > 8.F.

Wednesday, November 22nd.

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE. DESCRIPTION.

Masonic Cem Assn to J Spruance,
Sarae to same t .

Danl Martin to Margt Sullivan
PBHewlett to John Watt
Lizzie Sherburne to N Varni
Ferd Reis to V Wackenrender....

V Wackenreuder to Morris Windt

Clara Oeborn to L Gottig

L Gottig to Thomas Winsor....
Warren Olney to Mary Sawyer..

J J O'Brien to H Cobn

John Swales to Timothy Collins.

Cbas Kellet to Henry Beck

J Landers to Helen A Landers. .

.

JasKeene to John Coleman

John Coleman to C Webb Howard
Jno Sampson to H C Drover. ..

H C Droger to Jno Sampson..
F S Bnller to Jno I Sabin

Lot 53, Section 95
Lot 52, Section 22
Nw Jessie, 455 ne 4th, ne 25x85
N19th, 155 w Sanchez, w 25x114
Lots 2, 3, 4, block 5 ; West End Map 1

Commencing at a point in s line of Mor-
ris Windt' s land, 20 feet e from Ne-
braska street, e 80, s 75, e 100 to w
line of Vermont street, b 28, w 80, nw
175 to commencement, being in Po-
trero Nnevo 113 .

E Nebraska, 561 b Yolo, s 48:9, se 28:9,

e 86:3, n 75, w 100 to commencement.
E Webster, 90 n Busb, n 23:9x81:8—
Western Addition 273

Same
Nw Fulton and Devisadero, w 137:6, n

63:1, e to Devisadero, s 117:11 to com-
mencement, being in Western Addi-
tion 512
W 8th avenne, 275 s Point Lobos, s 25x

120, being in Ontside Lands 276
W Fair Oaks, 91 n 22nd, n 31x117:6—
Mission Block 75

"W Treat avenne, 70 s 24th, s 25x112:6—
Mission Block 173

Undivided two-thirds, sw Broom and
Knox, w 120x100

Se Geary and Stockton, e 137:6x137:6—
50-vara 917

Same
N John, 187:6 e Mason, e 22:11x60-50-
vara 170

Same
ELaguna, 132:6 n California, n 30x105:

, being in Western Addition 196

PRICE

i 117
132

2,600
400

1,150

3,000
5

1,250

205

712

550

Gift

5

1

10
10

3,300

Thursday, November 23rd.

C de Bernal to Sophia Brignardello

Hib Sav & Ln Soc to L Flanagan

J O'Donnell to Wm T Baraett..

D P Barstow to David Paul....

S Lavenson to Mege Pac Com Co.

Henry Mahan to 1st Ave Ld Assn.

T R E A to Rl Est & Building Assn

Rl Est & Building Asts to M Joyce
Martin Joyce to Lonis Jones
Louis Jones to Margaret Henry.

.

Undivided one-half s Sansome, 45:10
n Jackson, n 22:11x137:6 ; undivided
three-tenths, e Sansome, 6S:9 n Jack-
son, n 22:11x137:6 ; S Greenwich, 60 w
Taylor, w 30x90

Sw Duncan and Guerrero, s 114, w 50,

D 5, w 50, s 5, w 110, n 5:4, w 5:8, n
108:8, e 116:4 to commencement

Nw Clementina, 150 ne 5th, ne 25x80. .

.

Sw Indiana and Nevada, w 100x30, be-
ing in Potrero Nuevo 334 .

,

.

Lots 16, 25, 26, block 123, Central Park
Homestead

Ne 1st avenue and Turk street, e 416, n
225, w 392:3, s 226:3 to commencement
—Western Addition 785
W Mission, 163 n 21st, n 24x90, being in

Mission Block 66
Same
Same
Same

$7,700

4,150
1,350

600

25,000

16,500

5

250
5

3,500

Friday, November 24th.

Louis Finery to Jos Curdy

W EaBton to Patrick O'Brien

Henry Mahan to Emeline Wallace

Same to Wm H Wallace

Nat Brady to Fannie Laughlin..,.
ChaB Goodall to ChaB M Goodall..

Danl Haskell to Ann E Woods

R Brush to Paul Kingston
John Oburgh to Cath Mallon....
Martin Hencken toEdwdKrnsc.

IstAveLdAssn toCPHoweB...

C Randall to Florencia Portener.

HHLynch to Ella H Lynch

AT Noble to ElizthjF Noble
Jos Morizio to Jacob Hartmann . .

.

Und 1-8 ne Sacramento and Dupont, e

46:9x25—50-vara 54
W Scott, 112:6 n Haight, n 25x100, being

ln Western Addition 443
Ne Point Lobos and 21st avenue, n 600,

e 240, s 375, w 120, s 125. e 70, s 100, w
190, to commencement, being in Out-
side Lands 201

Nw Point Lobos and 34th avenue, n 600
x 240, being in OutBide Lands 215

E Hyde, 71:6 s Lombard, s 22x51:6
N Falton. 137:6 e Pierce, w 40 x n 90—
Western Addition 380

Und 1-2 nw Folsom, 275 ne Price, sw 275
x 275—100-vara 278..

Lot 35, block 37, Neclens Hd
W Vermont, 333:4 n Nevada, n 33:4x100
Se Market, 174:1 ne Ridley, ne 50, se

~"

5, s 79:10, w 38, n 47:3, nw 86:5 to
commencement, being in Mission Blk
24

Ne 1st avenne and Turk st, e 100x51:3-
Western Addition 785

N Washington, 137:6 e Taylor, e 137:6x
e 137:6-50-vara 626

S Haight, 106:3 w Fillmore, w 50x120-
Wcstern Addition 372

Se 22nd and Capp, s 80x122:6
Sw Gough and Fulton, s 60x82:6....

£8,000

4,600

500
100
5

5

1,500

12,500

Gift
3,000

7,000

Saturday, November 25th.

Thos W Malford to T L Lyons. .

.

D Perry to Henrietta Perry

B Levaggi to G Rolando

Meiegs Wharf Co to I C Moore. .

.

L Heydencber to C C "Varrach..
C C Varrach to I C MooreWm Scnolle to S Silverberg..

.

Cbas Brown to G W Haight...

Ne Bush and Taylor, n 100x22:11, being
in 50-vara 645

E Hyde. 68:6 n Jackson, n 23x60, being
"n 50-vara 1285,

Nw Church and Vale, n 34x100—Harp-
er's Addition 95

Same to Jas E Gordon
J E Gordon to George W Haight.

S Bay, 137:6 e Mason, e 45:10x120, being
in 50-vara 1526

Leasehold, same
Same
Ne Ellis and Octavia, e 192:6x120—West-
ern Addition 154

Ne Dolores and 16tb, e 63:8, nw 137:6, w
24:5, se 60:6, w 21 to Dolores, s 75 to
commencement, being in Mission
Block 37

N 16th, 40 e Dolores, e 61 x n 137:6

Nw Tehama, 200 ne 6th, ne 25x75, be-
ing, in 100-vara 219 ,

Monday, November 27th.

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE.

L L Bradbury to Simona Bradbury

Jas Keene to Jas Freeborn

Same to same

HButtner to H Barroilhet

M Davidson to S Rosenstock

G Jacobs to same

R Ryan to G Linare

F B Bad lam to Geo Burgess

J Bacon to Bacon & Co

J Flood to AlbertW Siason

Hannah Nieman to Chas Moore..

MHonig to M Lichenstein
Safe Dep Co to Cal Safe Dep Co.

,

Emma Baker to Henry Brower. . .

.

Hib Sv & Ln Soc to Jas Lakeman

Mary Anthony to Margt Anthony.

W Lapidge to David Farquharsori

CPDoane to Sarah McPhun

J McClelland to Chas Haleey

W Jones to H N Chauncpy
Geo Smith to Henry Michaels

S Arnheim to Fanny Arnhelm....

DESCRIPTION.

S California, 137:6 w Scott, w 100x137:6,
being in Western Addition 460, se
Valley and Ellen, e 203:8x1 14

Se Polk and O'Farrell, e 80x137:6-
Western Addition 9 .....'i..':. .

.

NBush, 137:6 w Taylor, w 82:6x137:6—
50-vara 1034

N 6th avenue, 75 eK street, e 25x100;
portion of lot 237, Central Park Home-
stead

Undivided one-fourth, ne Franklin and
Paee, e 54x100, being in Western Ad-
dition 71..

Same, also, s 16th, 86 e Guerrero, e 84:3
x 130:8—Mission Block 39

N Vallejo, 117:6 w Powell, w 20x76:6—
50-vara 228
W Franklin, 60 n Bush, n 30x70, being

in Western Addition 127 ; subject to

mortgage
Lots 16 and 17, block 5, University
Mound; lots 84 and 85, block 578,
Central Park Hd

S Ellis, 137:6 w Jones, w 82:6x137:6-50-
vara 1113 ...

Sw Stanley place, 254 nw Bryant, nw 21
xl25-100-varaS8

NwTownsend, 150 sw 6th, sw 75x137:6
Se California and Montgomery, a 137:6x
68:9-50-vara 273
W 38th avenue, 250 s J street, e 50x120
—Outside Lands 731

Ne Beale, 80 se Harrison, se 126:3,

137:6, nw 68:9, sw 27:1, nw 57:6, sw
110 to commencement, beingin Beach
and Water lots 72 to 75 and 78

S corner Stevenson and 3rd, se 45x75 ; n
corner 5th and Harrison, nw 80x62:6.

Lots 7 to 10, block 1030, South San Fran-
cisco Homestead and Railroad Asso-
ciation

S Shipley, 100 e 5th, e 25x75, being in

100-vara 181
S Greenwich , 75 w Hyde, w 17x40, be-

ing in 50-vara 787
Lot 38, block 14, Flint tract Homestead
Ne 7th, 150 se Bryant, se 100x85, being
in 100-vara 213

Sw Stuart, 45:10 se Market, se 21:6x45:

10, being in Beach and Water lots 579:

lots 8 and 9, block 365, South San
Francisco Homestead and Railroad
Association ; lot 16, block 288, lots 6

and 11, block 268, lot 1, block 286,

South San Francisco Homestead and
Railroad Association ; lot 7, block 58,

and lot 2, block 52, Paul tract Home-
stead

PRICE

Gift

32,500

30,500

250

5

5

10

38,000

3,200
11,000

800000

100

12,600

5

5

1

100
5

Gift

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,

Sawing:, Planing- and Manufacturing-—Boors, Sashes, Blinds and
Mouldings—Turning-, Scroll and Jig Sawing-—Counters.

Bar and Store Fixtures.

Finishing Work for Buildings on Hand and Made to Order.

217 to 225 Spear SI., and 219 to 226 Stewart St., S. F.
The largest and oldest established mill on the Pacific Coast.

D. A. Macdonald, Pres't. R. S. Falconer, Sec'y. W. N. Miller, Supt

[March 25.]

THE GUTTA PERCHA AND RUBBER MANFG. CO.,
Manufacturers and Dealers in

RUBBER GOODS,
Offers for the FALL TRADE the FINEST LINE of RUBBER CLOTHING ever

in this market, hoth Heavy, Medium and Gossamer ; also are

SOLE AGENTS ON THE PACIFIC COAST FOR THE BOSTON RUBBER
SHOE CO'S SUPERIOR BUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES.

Pure Gum and Dull Finish Boots, Hip and Short; Im. Sandals, Arctics,

Gaiters, Footholds, etc.

JOHN W. TAYLOR, Manager,
Cor. First and Market streets,

San Francisco.fSept. 83.]

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

No. 320 Post Street Opposite Union Square.

PROF. O. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 320 Po
street, is now open for Juvenile and Evening Classes. Office Hours, for Terms, etc.,

10 a.m. to 12 m., and 1 to 6 P.M. Oct. 22.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,

NO. 922 POST STREET.
Day and Boarding? School for Tonng I,adie8 and Children.

KINDERGARTEN. Term commenced July 2«h. To secure admission for

boarding pupils, applications should be made as early as possible.

May 13. MADAME B. ZEITSKA, A.M., Principal.

CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY,
Manufacturers of the Standard Syrup, a superior article

put up in barrels expressly for home consumption. Also, Extra Heavy Syrup

in barrels for Export. Refined Sugars at lowest market rates. Office 326 Market

street, up stairs. Dec. 21.
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NOTABILIA.

PEDDLERS BONO.
Lawn u whlu a* driven ioo* ;

Cyprus black aa e'er was crow ;

Uloi'ca m twecl aa rlamaak rosea ;

Maaks (or face* and for noses ;

UiU'lc bracelet, in- Wla.-?. amber ;

Perfume for a lady's chamber

;

Gold qaolpa and •tomachere.
For my lads to give their dears;
Plus and poklmr-sticks of steel,

What maids lack (runt head to heel

:

(".•in. huvof me, come; oooio buy,come buy,
Bny, lads, or else your losses i-ry

William BsUUrUM.

Good things sxe always the cheapest in the long run. They wear bet-
ter and look always the same. It makes an immense difference in the
lighting of a bouse and in the saving, of gas what burners and fixtures are
used. All who have bad any experience in such matters, and who has
not, are unanimous in declaring that the chandeliers and burners Hold by
McXally At Hawkins, of 607 Market street, are the best in use. The store
is under the Grand Hotel.

The Jersey Lily is about to visit our coast, and there will be, no
doubt, a rush to see the far-famed beauty and form a judgment as to her
capabilities. We have not yet had a show to see the lady in question,
but of one fact we are certain, and that is that P. J. Cousin & Co.'s
Whisky is the best that cau be had in any market. Call in at the corner
of Washington and Battery and sample it.

French Wit.—The old General sends an orderly to announce to his
young wife that he shall be home to dinner, instead of leaving town on a
tour of inspection. "Well," says the General, when the messenger re-

turned from the errand, did she say anything—send any message ?"

"She didn't say anything, General," replied the orderly, " but she looked
whole circulating libraries!"

A young man advertised for a wife. His sister answered the "ad,"
and now the young man thinks there is no balm in advertising, while the
old folks think it's pretty hard to have two fools in the family. Now, if

the couple had only been photographed at Bradley & Rulofson's Gallery,
at the corner of Geary and Dupont streets, all this bother would have
been saved.

The weather sharps are unanimous in prophesying a hard winter this

year, and householders cannot do better than see that their houses are wa-
ter proof. There is no surer way to effect this than to use the Imperisha-
ble Faint. No amount of rain can penetrate it, and it lasts just twice as
long as other paint, besides always looking well.

Helping Himselt—" Can you help me a little ?" said a tramp, poking
his head into a country shop. " Why don't you help yourself ? said the
proprietor angrily. "Thank you, I will," said the tramp, as he picked
up a bottle of whisky and two loaves of bread, and disappeared like a
lightning streak, followed by a half a dozen lumps of coal.

The most fashionable place in town for ladies to dine at is that old
established and well-known establishment of Mr. Swain's, at 213 Sutter
Btreet. At Swain's Bakery one is always certain to get good food and
polite attendance, which is more than we can say for some of our restau-
rants. Everything kept at this house is first class.

If a man wears good clothes and a poor hat, he never appears to be
dressed properly, and great attention should, therefore, be paid to this

part of a man's costume. All those who care about being respectably
dressed, patronize that chief of hatters, White, of 614 Commercial street.

His hats never fail to give satisfaction.

Albion's Daisy Millers.—Two English girls are romping with boister-

ous laughter in a hotel at Nice. Then comes the shocked matron: " For
heaven's sake, Mabel, dont'! They'll take you for one of those horrid
American girls." One of this sweetly-designated class, chancing to over-

hear, says gently, " I guess not, with those awfully big feet."

Hungry husbands are not nice things to have around the place, as

their tempers are apt to get away with them. Housewives will do well
to see that their kitchens are fitted up with an Arlington Cooking Kange,
from De La Montanya's place, on Jackson below Battery. These stoves
are the best in use.

" Men condemn in others what they practice themselves." Those who
practice the use of Kidney-Wort never condemn its use by others, but
commend it to all affected with piles, dyspepsia, constipation and all oth-

er diseases resulting from a disordered state of kidneys, liver or bowels.

Conversation overheard at the sea-side between two children who were
playing on the sands together. Small boy to little girl: " Do you wish to

be my wife?" Little girl, after reflection: "Yes." Small boy: "Then
pull off my boots."

Headquarters for Electric Belts and appliances for the cure of ner-
vous, painful and debilitating diseases. Pamphlets, with full particulars,

free. Address Pulvermacher Galvanic Company, 513 Montgomery street.

San Francisco, California.

The best oysters in the city are to be found at Moraghan's Parlors.

Nos. 68 and 69 California Market. Great attention is paid by the pro
prietor to his customers

1

wants.

"Don't smoke, boys," yells an exchange. Who is smoking them
Some boys are altogether too fresh, but we don't think they would be im
proved by smoking, unless they were first killed.

—

Norrtetown Herald.

A medicine of real merit, prescribed by many leading physicians, and
universally recommended by those who have used it, as a true tonic, is

Brown's Iron Bitters.

J. F. Cutter's Old Bourbon.—This celebrated whisky is for sale by
all first-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

You never know how much water an umbrella is capable of holding
until you stand it against the wall and on the pearl-colored carpet that
cost five dollars per yard.

"There's nothing like it, dear," she said ;

She spoke of Brooks' Spool Cotton Thread.

Best pictures taken at the Imperial Gallery, 724$ Market street.

The best possible way of advertising, next to inserting what you want
read in the JrVv* fatter, is to apply bo some artistic Sign Painters. Suoh
painters are th« Noble Bros., whose signs are seen ami admired all over
the city. No. 643 Clay street is their pl.i They aro better
artist* than many who make greater pretension

A man in praising ale, said that it was an excellent drink, though if

taken in (treat quantities it made people fat "
I have seen it make you

lean," said an acquaintance.

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound strengthens the stomach
and kidneys, and aids digestion.

RAILROAD BONDS!
FOR SALE IN LOTS TO SUIT.

Bonds of the Northern Pacific Eailroad.

Boarimj Interest at the rate of <J per cent, per annum, and due in 1021. Coupons '

payable January and July.

Bonds of the Oregon Railway and Navigation Company.
Bearing Interest at the rate of per eent. per annum, and due in 1907. Coupons

payable January and July.

i3T These Bonds are, without question, the safest investment that can be offered
to the public, and at prices far below what similar securities are now selling- at in

this market. For sale by

ANDREW
[Nov. 25.]

BAIRD,

No. 312 California Street.

H. B. Williams. A. Ohesebrough. ¥. H.Dimond.

WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO.,

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
UNION BUILDING,

JUNCTION MARKET AND PINE STREETS.
Agents for Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific Steam Navigation Company,

The Cunard Royal Mail Steamship Company, "The California Line of Clippers"
from New York and Boston, and " The Hawaiian Line."
San Francisco, January 31, 1880. Jan. 31.

L.H. Newton. NEWTON BROTHERS & CO., M. Newton.
IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

TEAS, FOREIGN GOODS AND GROCERIES,
204 AND 206 CALIFORNIA STREET,

San Francisco, Cal. May 25.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Refinery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in their
various forms.
June 18. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

F. N. Eeuval. W. S. Somervell.

PACIFIC ASPHALTUM COMPANY.
Established 1865-

Proprietors of the Celebrated Corral de Piedra Asphaltum Mine,
(San Louis Ooispo County).

Deale-rs in Crude and Refined

ASPHALTUM, FELT AND ROOFING MATERIAL.
Prepared Asphaltum for Country Orders always on hand. Contractors for Side-

walks, Roofs, Floors and General Asphaltum Work. All Work Guaranteed.

Officeand Depot,420 Jackson,
|
JBranch Office,422Montgomery,8.F.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..
DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,

Agents for RICORD'S RESTORATIVE PILLS,
635 Market Street San Francisco, Cal.

PALACE HOTEL. June 24.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

300 FOUKTH STREET, SAJf FSAJfOISCO.
[July 15.)

PROF. JOS. JOSSET,
Graduate of the University of Paris; Ex. Professor of De

la Mennais' Normal, France; late of Point Loma Seminary,. San DiogO. Pri-

vate Lessons in the French Language. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 p.m. Private Lessons given at the res-

idence of the pupil. Dec. 6.

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN
Steam Baths: Electric anil Chemical Both*: Sulpli nr aikI

other medicated vapor baths, with Swedish movements and massage Special
apartments for ladies and families. DR. JUSTIN GATES,
July 1. 722 Moni£omery street, near Washington.

A. WALDSTEIN
Lithographer and Zlucographer, So. S20 Sai

Room 4S, Second Floor.

street,
Aug. 19.
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BIZ.

Several large Aucbiou Trade Sales have been held this week by T. L.

Jones & Co., H. M. Newhall & Sons, and others, all looking to the com-
ing holiday season, Thursday of this week being set apart by the authori-

ties as a day of national thanksgiving. Extensive preparations were
made by all classes of the community, and in a way suited to the peculiar

views of our citizens. As a State, California has great cause for thank-

fulness. Crops have been good, and high and remunerative prices have
been realized therefrom. Other blessings have been showered upon us,

that are too numerous to be here repeated. Business at this season of the

year is usually rather sluggish, and the present is no exception to the rale.

On the 28th instant, the P.M. steamship City of Sydney arrived from
the Colonies, bringing Government Mails, passengers, and for cargo 1,211

bales Australian Wools and 432 ingots Tin. From Honolulu she brought
Sugar 2,923 bags, Bananas 1,300 bch., etc., besides 2,690 bags Wheat from
the wrecked ship Niagara.

The City of Tokio, from the Orient, 25 days from Hongkong, via Yo-
kohama 16$ days, brought for cargo. Teas 849 pkgs., Rice 32,343 bags,

Sugar 170 bags, Chow-chow 6,000 pkgs. Also, in transit to go to Eastern
cities, overland. Teas 5,929 pkgs., Silks 919 pkgs., Curios 98 pkgs.

Several 'whalers have arrived during the week. The fleet consists of

some thirty vessels. The total catch for the season : Whalebone, 316,580

pounds ; Ivory, 17,786 pounds ; Whale Oil, 21,095 barrels. The Bone will

be shipped by rail overland and possibly the Ivory, but the Oil will, for the
most part, be reshipped to New York and New Bedford. The ship Sover-
eign of the Seas is now loading Oil for New York. The Mary S. Ames
that recently arrived here after a long passage of 180 days from New Bed-
ford with whalemen's stores, will load up with Oil and return from whence
she came. The ship Charter Oak will also load Oil for New Bedford.

Ho! For Sydney.—The German bark Carl W. Bowman has cleared

for Sydney with a cargo valued at S60.672, consisting in part of Broom
Corn, 18,478 lbs.; Canned Goods, 2,362 cases; Dried Fruit, 1,024 pkgs.;
Quicksilver, 300 flasks; Salmon, 850 cases, 1,000 bbls. and 30 half bbls.;

also, Lumber, Doors and Shingles, 250 M feet, and 3.800 gallons Oil, etc.

Flour for Liverpool.—The British ship Carnarvonshire has cleared

for the above destination with 7,477 bbls. Flour, of which 3,500 bbls. was
shipped by Horace Davis & Co., of the Golden Gate Mills; 2,977 bbls.

West Coast Mills ; 1,000 bbls. Sperry's Stockton City Mills.

Domestic Produce.—A fair degree of activity has been observable
during the week at the several Call Boards, both in Wheat and Barley,
notably the latter. The Spot demand for Wheat, both for export and
milling, is quite active for all good lots of White. Amber and Coast
Wheats are less called for. Extra Choice White Wheat commands SI 72£

@1 75; Good No. 1 do, SI 70; No. 2, SI 62£@1 67£ # ctl.

Barley.—Spot Brewing may be quoted at SI 45@1 55; Feed, SI 37h@.
1 42£ # ctl.

Oats are held with firmness at $1 95@2 for Extra Choice; No. 1, SI 75
@1 82i $ ctl.

Cora—We quote Yellow at SI 60@1 65 W ctl. Very little doing.

Hops.—There is a lull in the Spot market, quotable at 90c@Sl # lb.

The receipts from the North are liberal. We note free shipments over-

land.

WooL—The market is flat. Spot stocks large and priceB entirely nom-
inal.

Freights and Charters. —Grain Charters to the United Kingdom
have declined. The Br. ship Euphrates, 1,643 tons, goes to Cork, U. K.,
at 41s. 3d. The disengaged fleet in port, 65.000 tons; in ports near by,
7,500 tons; to arrive within rive months, 224,000 tons register; 301,000
tons 1881; 203,000 tons 1880. On the berth 38,000 tons, same date last

year, 99,715 tons register.

Coffee, Sugar, Rice and Teas.—Stocks are of each free and lib-

eral, but the demand is not great. Prices of all remain unchanged.

Coal, Salt and Iron.—The stock of Coal is liberal, and cargo prices
remain the same as for some time past, but the dealers have put the
screws on to the house consumers, and put up the price on them Sl@
•SI 50 per ton. Salt is in full supply, and. prices both low and nominal.
The market for Pig Iron is lifeless. Tin Plate and Sydney Pig are un-
changed in values.

Our Grain Fleet now numbers 181 vessels, dating from July 1st. In
1881, 252 vessels at corresponding date. Wheat, centals, 1882, 7,514,943;
value, S12,622 T

919. In 1881, centals, 9,708,479; value, S15,663,428. The
above values include considerable Flour, etc.

Barley Exports by sea since July 1st, 1882, centals, 156,910; value,

5234,859. In 1881, centals, 67,576; value, S102.253.

Quicksilver.—The market is dull at 36f@37c The exports for the
week by sea were as follows:

To Sydney, per Carl W. Bowman, hence 27th inst: Flasks. Value.
J. B. Randol 100 $3,000

To Melbourne, per same:
J. B. Randol

,
200 6,000

Totals 300 S 9,000
Previously, since January 1st, 1882 32,448 954,221

Totals since January 1st, 1882 32,748 §963,221
Totals same period 1881 25,939 859,255

Receipts since January 1st, 1882, 43,318 flasks.

Exports by rail during the month of September aggregate 677 flaskB,

of which 377 flasks were shipped from this city. The total exports by
rail for the first nine months of 1882 were 4,822 flasks, of which 1,892
flasks were shipped from San Francisco.

The duties paid at the Custom House from January 1st to date were
as follows:

Total since January 1st, 1882 §8,585,560 30
Same time in 1881 6,851,058 39

Increase in 1882 $1,734,501 91

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
The Company's steamers will sail for Yokohama and

Hon^faoog:
CITY OF TOKIO DECEMBER 5-FEBRUARY 22
CITY OF PEKING JANUARY 9, at 2 p. m.
Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and return at special rates.

For New York, via Panama:
COLIMA DECEMBER 1, at 10 o'clock A. M.,

Taking Freight and Passengers to MAZATLAN, ACAPULCO, CHAMPERICO,
SAN JOSE DE GUATEMALA, ACAJUTLA, LA LIBERTAD and PUNTA ARENAS.
Tickets to and from Europe by any line for sale at the lowest rates ; also for Ha-

vana and all West India ports.

For Honolulu. Auckland and Sydney:
CITY OF SYDNEY DECEMBER 16, at 2 p. M.,

Or on arrival of the English mails.

Ten Dollars additional is charged for Upper Cabin paeBage.
For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and Brannan streets.

[Dec. 2.] WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., General Agents.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,
For Japan and China, leave wharf, corner First and Bran-

nan streets, at 2 p.m., for YOKOHAMA AND HONGKONG, connecting at
Yokohama with Steamers for Shanghai.

1882
ARABIC Tuesday, October 31
OCEANIC Saturday, November 11
COPTIC Thursday, November 23
GAELIC Saturday, December 16
BELGIC Thursday, December 28

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates.
Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.'s

General Offices, Room 74, cor. Fourth and Townsend sts.
For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific MailSteam-

ship Company's Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.

1883.
ARABIC Thursday, January 18
OCEANIC Tuesuay, January 30
COPTIC Saturdav, February 10
GAELIC Tuesday, March 6
BELGIC Saturday, March 17

LELAND STANFORD, President.
T. H. GOODMAN, General Passenger Agent.

FOR PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, OREGON.
The Oregon Railway and Navigation Company and Pacific

Coast Steamship Company will dispatch from Spear-street Wharf, for the
above ports, one of their new Al Iron Steamships, viz. : QUEEN OF THE PACIFIC
COLUMBIA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA and OREGON.

Sailing Days,
NOVBMBEE 3-8-11—15-18-22-35-39,

And every following WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
At 10 o'clock A.. Jtt.

Connecting at Portland, Oregon, with Steamers and Railroads and their connecting
Stage Lines for all points in Oregon, Washington and Idaho Territories, British
Columbia and Alaska.

Ticket Office 214 Montgomery Street
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

("Nov. 11.] No. 10 Market street. San Francisco.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamers of thi§ Company will sail from BroadwayWharf

as follows

:

For Victoria, B.C., and Puget Sound Ports: On the 10th, 20th and 30th of each
month (except when such days fall on aholiday, then on the day previous). Steamer
of the 30th connects at Port Townsend with steamer " City of Chester " for Alassa.
For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the O. R. & N. Co.: Every 4 days.
For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 5th, 10th, 15th,

20th, 25th and 30th of each month.
For Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and

Ventura: Every Wednesday at 8 a.m.
For Eureka, Areata, and Hookton, Humboldt Bay: Every Wednesday, 9 o'clock.
For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc.: Every Monday.

Ticket Office, No. 214 Montgomery Street, near Pine.
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

Nov. 26. No. 10 Market street.

CALIFORNIA AND MEXICAN S. S. LINE.
For Ensenada, Slagdalena Bay, Cape St. Lucas, Itfazatlan,

La Paz and Guaymas. -The S. S. MEXICO (Thos. Huntington, Master) will leave
for the above ports on WEDNESDAY, December bth, 1882, at 12 o'clock M., from
Washington -street Wharf. Through Bills of Ladingwill be furnished and none others
signed. Freight will be received on Friday, December 1st. No Freight received after
Tuesday, December 5th, at 12 o'clock m., and Bills of Lading must be accompanied
by Custom House and Consular Clearances. For freight or passage, apply to

J. BERMINGHAM, Agent,
TDec. 2.] No. 10 Market street.

PRINTING AND ENGRAVING
BY THE

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.:
Our Specialties: Fine Printing—Catalogues, Books, Illns-

trated Circulars, Illuminated Printing. We have the most complete facilities
for producing ENGRAVINGS by the following processes: Photo Engraving, Photo-
graphing, Wood Engraving, Photo Lithographing. Portraits, Landscapes, Build-
ings, Machinery, Interiors, etc. Parties living at a distance can have engravings
made by sending photograph, or sketch on paper, designating size required. Esti-
mates furnished on application. Sept. 9.

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.
Attendance, daily, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by the under-

signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, and to furnish all information
relating to the Society. J. P. McCURRIE, Secretary,

Oct. 23. Room 4, No. 531 California at.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Gold Medal, Parts, 1878.

Sold by all Stationers. Sole Agent for the Hutted States:
MR. HENRY HOE, 91 John street, N. Y. Jan. 5.

CtCt G a week in your own town. Terms and $5 outfit free.
tjpUU Address eu Hallbtt A Co., Portland, Mains.
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AN ACTUAL OCCURRENCE.
"It tl an erect countenance -it i. the poww.oi reaisting f*l«e shame

irii] fn

.

that uMiirc to in the oooBduicc of m_mkind,"
muii'l Burke. Id this ;u:r when dissimulftlion h of gsnsrsj prscttos, it ti

reframing too meet a man who can look TOO in Ihc FaM, sod wtihool dilu-

tion, m plain, unvarnished tale dsliver. Toil toomli*
the rvmilt of an actual iMX-urrence on the street :i few .lavs ,i_-... A

man, an utter stranger, about forty years of «ce, with the aft. :

dinner-air, in a seedy black »uit and silk hat, halted tts. Raising bis fast

ami kkoUng u* in the very centre of the pupils, he said: "
i

me nth ten cent* to get a aria! " Urn- was do hidden motive! Ifere waa
do drawiuic on the invention for a good current lie! Hero, as Mrs. M:d.i-

Erop would say, was do attempt to extirpate one's self from the mutter.

ton was no dejected bavior of the visage, such as thosA with hightailed
complexion and rubicund uoses assume when they plead for ten cents "for
a morsel to o:it." Soofa ingenuousness quite overwhelmed us. Such frank-
ness quite disarmed us. We gave him ten cents, almost tempted with
bared head and a salve magna parens to do reverence to such a colossal
monument of cheek. " Tu M.ireellus exi.! Manibus date lilia plenis,"
said we. He looked inquiringly, (took us for a Frenchman we suppose),
but sail! nothing, and raising gracefully the worn tile, departed. As we
gazed admiringly on his retreating form, we thought he was the happy
possessor of advantages far beyond Artemus Ward's heru, who had brass
enough to make sufficient kettles to boil all the soap that will be required
by the ensuing sixteeu generations.

AN ENLARGED NUMBER.
As the holidays approach the demands upon the News Letter's

advertising space increases, and to-day we are, iu consequence, compelled
to publish eight pages of cover, on which will be found many important
notices which we commend to the attentive perusal of our readers. The
first page is suggestive of important dress reforms. The cuts show how
corsets and ladies* underwear generally are now being manufactured and
sold by Mrs. M. H. Ober & Co., at the Boston dresB reform rooms, No.
326 Sutter street. We recommend the ladies to call there and see for
themselves the value of recent improvements. Those who are in search
of fancy goods, fine stationery, and novelties, will do well to read the ad-
vertisement of H. S. Crocker & Co., on the second page. They will see
a list of novelties peculiarly suited to this present-making period. The
stock on exhibition by that firm has never been equaled in this city. It
must be seen to be fully appreciated. Then for fashionable holiday cloth-
ing special note should be taken of the Great I. X. L. advertisement on
the fourth page. The store is at the corner of Kearny and Commercial
streets, where an immense display of the latest and most stylish goods
may be seen. The prices are put down low to suit the times. It is already
obvious that this is going to be an active and prosperous holiday period.
People from the country, are, thus early, beginning to visit the city to
make their purchases. Tradesmen who best advertise their wares are
sure to do the largest business.

THE HOME DESOLATOR.
There &, among this community, an element which is either too proud

or too lazy to even protect its own interests, by polling its vote for the
men it knows are upright and honest. This may be classified as the
"stay-at-home" school of politicians. On their native heath they can
declaim with the force of a Cicero, but it ends there. To this class is, in
a great measure, due the defective condition of our city drainage, and its

natural sequence is the presence in our midst of that fell and hitherto al-

most invisible foe, diphtheria. We have among us doctors who profess to

struggle with the disease. Profession is, in nine cases out of ten, all they
can do. Prevention is better than cure, and if men who have a stake in

the country and who propose to stay here cannot accommodate them-
selves sufficiently to circumstances to know that every " stay-at-home,"
with sense, is a direct loss to the cause of the health, wealth, political

cleanliness and the welfare of this city, they must not grumble if by their
own negligence the health of our city is relegated to men who laugh at
the death rate, as they pocket the dollars.

A RISE, BUT NOT IN PRICE.
The days of jollification and good living began on Thursday,

and from that day to New Years housewives and confectioners will

have most of their time taken up with ministering to the gastronomical
tastes of those who consider puddings, cakes, pies, etc., as indis-

Eensable adjuncts to the holiday season. The trade and the house-
eepers,, however, are fairly staggered when they price the necessary

ingredients and find that currants have risen, raisins have followed
suit, butter touched the top notch, and eggs so dear that none but the
very wealthy can afford to use them. It is then that the caterers to the
sweet-toothed ones see with infinite satisfaction that the only rise which
has not been affected by the times is the New England Baking Powder.
It is as pure as ever, nothing but bi carbonate of soda and cream of tartar

being used, and has not risen in price.

The Holiday season iB upon us, and naturally enough young and
old alike desire to know where they can obtain the precise thing they
want. People start out in search of presents with no very definite idea of

where they buy just what best suits them. B. Nathan & Co. of Nos. 126
and 130 6utter street, extend an invitation to the public to examine their

really marvelous display of holiday goods. Three immense floors teem
with the latest novelties in glassware, chinaware and art goods, all selected

personally for this market from the principal marts of the world. The
rush of customers to this establishment exceeds anything to be witnessed

elsewhere ; showing conclusively that the goods in stock meet the require-

ments of purchasers.

The Genuine Private Cuvee Krug Champagne, from Reims,
France, is sold by all wine dealers, jobbers and grocers. Look to the cork
when out of the bottle for Krug & Cie., branded on the bottom of it. The
letter " K " is perforated on the labels. Beware of California wine imi-

tations. The Ageuts for the Pacific Coast for the celebrated "Krug"
from France, are Hellmann Bros. & Co., 525 Front Street.

"THE LORD DOWNSHIRE."
The largest sailiug ship in the world, with one exception, k :it. pre-

•ent in onr harbor on her maiden voyage, Shi wu launched ran
from the ways of Messrs, Harland ft Wolf, of Belfast, whose model u
noted all over the world for their b_ ate displayed
in their finish. Her owners are Messrs. Dickson ft Co., of Belfast,
lbs Is commanded by Captain Dunn, a gentleman long and favoi i

known iu this port, who is aocompanier' on this trip by his wife aad fam-
ily, whose cheery presence lighten op the i le int saloon, giving It quite
a nome-like appearance. The Downshir, measures 296 feet over all with
beam of 41 feet and 28 feet depth of hold. Her carrying capacity la large,
The oargo here amounts to Borne 3,600 tons of coal and iron, with room
bo spare. Those interested in marine architecture will have now an op-
portunity to inspect the latest improvements, as there seems nothing
wanting in this ship that science or skill can devise, from Sir William
Thompson's patent sounder aft to the steam windless and anchors for-

ward. Aloft she is lightly rigged—too much so, we would say for a ship
of her size, but being very square withal, she must be able to spread quite
a cloud of canvass. Space not permitting, we cannot do justice to the
various objects of interest on board in the way of machinery, etc. We will
only remark that, as neither time nor money has been spared to make her
the most perfect ship afloat, a visit to her will be very interesting and in-
structive.

A month ago there was no happier home in California than that of
John K. Orr. To-day there is no sadder. Within a few weeks Mr. and
Mrs. Orr have lost by diptheria their only son, John, a bright, handsome
lad of eight, full of promise ; their second daughter, Inda, a beautiful
girl of nine; and, then, as if the destroying angel was not satisfied, Sadie,
aged five, the pet of all who knew her, and the youngest of the family.
Out of a family of four the bereaved parents have now but one child,
their eldest, a daughter, left to cheer their desolated home. Mr. and Mrs!
Orr have our sincere sympathy. Condolence from man in an affliction
like this seems mockery. God alone can give that.

Great preparations have been, and are being made by the art dealers
for the holiday trade. Objects of art were always popular as presents,
and are now so, in view of the great interest manifested by people gener-
ally in art matters.

^
The variety and beauty of the Christmas cards this

season is quite bewildering, and their popularity is even on the increase.
Among those who have made special provision for the Christmas trade is

the well-known house of Snow & Co. of Post street. Among their many
novelties, we will now only mention the Christmas Cards which they are
offering for transmission to Eastern and foreign friends. To reach Great
Britain, France and Germany, these cards must leave here by next
Wednesday, the 6th.

We like to see true business enterprise succeed, and industry re-
warded by substantial results. No more complete or worthy success could
be quoted than that of M. Schmidt & Co., the lithographers and printers,
who have just moved into their new place on Main street, 25 to 31. This
firm started on a small scale, and has gradually but surely kept on the
rise until its success has culminated in the possession of the largest and
best appointed lithographic and printing establishment on this coast.
The latest styles of presses of all capabilities are to be found there, and it

is very doubtful if there are many houses in the large Eastern cities which
can turn out finer work.

A short tims ago Mr. Moses Mintz was unfortunate enough to lose
one of his legs by catching it in some machinery. He feels the loss of it

keenly, and his friends have tendered him a benefit to-night at Ixora Hall
in order to raise funds for the purchase of an artificial one. There will be
a musical and dramatic entertainment, winding up with a ball. Most of
the prominent glee clubs, etc., have offered their services, the whole bein»
under the charge of the Damtian Musical Club.

In these times of many nuisances and of various evil odors that are
producing diphtheria and other diseases, it is the duty of all good citizens
to call for suppression and remedies. The vile smells that arise from "as
leakage on Post street, between Montgomery and Kearny, cry aloud and
ought to be abated. The Health Officer should put an end to this'nui-
sance.

Turkey and Cranberry Sauce.—By the kindness of Dr. Titus, Su-
perintendent, seconded by Mr. Bell, Steward of the City and County
Hospital, the inmates were, on Thanksgiving Day, provided with a sump-
tuous dinner of turkey and other fixings. Some ninety inmates sat down
to the dinner-table, while others less able were cared for in the several
wards.

The ladies of the San Francisco Fruit and Flower Mission did a big
day's work on Thanksgiving by the distribution of 74 boxes turkey,
chickens, etc., to as many poor sick families (a square dinner), besides
sending loads of goodies, fruits and flowers to the hospitals.

*' Consider the lilies," said Solomon the wise. "They toil not, neither
do they spin." Unfortunately some of us have to toil and do a consider-
able amount of spinning, or we should not succeed as J. M. Litchfield &
Co., the Tailors and Gentleman's Furnishing House of 415 Montgomery
street, have done.

The Annual Pair and Festival of Dr. Scott's Church will be held
December 13th, 14th and 15th, in the Church parlors.

A YOUNG LADY,
Tjldncated in England, wishes a morning engagement as
_Pj GOVERNESS. English in all its branches, thorough music, Spanish and
the rudiments of French. Address M. A . office of Ihis paper. Dei.-. 2.

COKE CHEAPEST FUEL.
Reduction In Price: Wholesale Price, 50 cents per barrel

;

Retail Price, 60cents per barrel, at the works of the SAN FRANCISCO GAS-
LIGHT COMPANY, Howard and First streets, and foot of Second st. Jan. 12.______

or the very best photographs go to Bradley A Ralotfson's,
in an Elevator, ___ Montgonier) street. Oct. 29F
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
France seems to be in a bad way both financially and politically. A

special from Paris, dated November 30th, says: "A widespread feeling

of distrust exists at the present juncture throughout France. One effect

of anarchist and socialistic movements and the recent dynamite scare was
to create grave doubts as to the power of the Republican Government to

maintain order. The meeting of the Chambers always produces some
disquiet, and the prevailing want of confidence is increased and compli-

cated by the recent alarming financial disclosures by M. Leon Say, and
by reports respecting M. Grevy's health. The impression is very general

that any sudden disturbance of the present very unstable political equi-

librium would result in political chaos, complicated by a financial crisis

of the most perilous kind. The number of credit companies which would
collapse in the event of a political crisis is appalling to contemplate, and
the great public works, which form such a heavy burden on the finances

of France, would come to a sudden stand-still. Some very eminent finan-

ciers, including M. Leon Say, have urged the contraction of the public
works, and have censured their expansion, but the misfortune is that their

discontinuance would be equivalent to a gigantic lock-out.

France needs a strong Government—strong in authority, and in per-

sonal composition as well—because a disturbance in any quarter of Europe
produces a parallel shock in France. It is the boast of the French that

they are hospitable to all ideas, and nothing becomes European until it

has come to Paris. There is truth in the boast, but danger in the fact.

The latest of the ideas received with this characteristic hospitality seems
to be Russian Nihilism. For years past an active propaganda of the
Nihilist school has been spreading its ideas from Geneva and Zurich as

centers of inflammation. Moving on the lines of least resistance, this

revolutionary force has been felt most strongly in the parts of Italy and
of France which lie most adjacent to Switerland. Marseilles and Lyons
are the home of large landless populations, justly discontented with their

lot, and disposed to hold any and every Government responsible for its

inequalities. Both cities are the traditional centers of disturbance. The
whole South of France is the home of a people more mercurial and ex-

citable than even the Parisians of the Faubourg St. Antoine. No finer

field for the dissemination of anarchial opinions could be devised ; and it

seems that Prince Krapotkin and his friends have had marked success in

spreading their new gospel of dynamite from Geneva.

Although the recent illness of the President was by all accounts most
trifling, it is natural that it should have created no small sensation in po-

litical circles, and it is no wonder that the question of what would hap-
pen if President Grevy dies is a chief topic of discussion. Most people

regard that possible contingency with dismay. There is no doubt that the

respect with which he is regarded by all classes of politicians causes him
to be looked on as a sheet-anchor, which prevents the ship of State from
drifting. Under the circumstances the opinion is widely entertained that

the Government ought to revise the Constitution and provide for the elec-

tion of a Vice-PreBident, to take Grevy's place in the event of his death.

The anarchists and socialists are singularly active and daring in Paris,

and there is a strong feeling of insecurity largely developed, which would
be greatly intensified were a serious political crisis to supervene.

France, of all countries in Europe, can least afford to have a weak
Government, and just at present the Government is singularly weak.
The two really able men who aspire to rule the republic have been turned
out of office—M. Gambetta for very good reasons, M. de Freycinet for

bad ones. A mere ad interim Ministry has taken their place, led by a re-

spectable gentleman of very second-rate abilities, and made up of superior

clerks. Nor does M. Grevy, aB President, furnish any compensation for

the deficiency of his chief advisers. What he might do under a system
which left him any room for action, must be matter for conjecture. What
he can do, under the mongrel system of the French Republic, is simply
nothing. He does not enjoy the prestige and the indirect influence which
accrue to the English sovereign, for he is a temporary and elective official,

and not by any means the fountain of honor to Frenchmen. He does not
enjoy the independence of action accorded to the American President, for

he must select his constitutional advisers and heads of departments with
deference to the wisheB of the Chamber of Deputies. In a word, the
French Executive has the restraints imposed on both the English and the
American Executives, with the advantages accorded to neither.

Affairs in Germany are not either as happy a3 they might be. There
is a large deficiency in the budget and a loan is proposed, but the Legisla-

tive Chambers are likely to prove intractable. Bismarck has not a ma-
jority, unless he can placate the Ultramontane s, and that appears a diffi-

cult if not an impossible achievement. There is a hitch, and a pretty

serious one, in the reconciliation between Church and State in Germany.
The negotiations are at a standstill. The Catholic hierarchy is utterly im-
practicable. They insist on making Prince Bismarck go the whole way
to Canossa, and the Chancellor thinks he has gone quite far enough al-

ready. The importance of this feud is chiefly domestic, but it has a bear-

ing on foreign affairs. When Austria goes to Salonica, it is popularly
believed in the East of Europe the Fatherland will be ronnded off by the
absorption of the German provinces of Austria. But as these provinces
are Catholic, Prince Bismarck would not care to take them as a gift until

he is at peace with Rome. Every difficulty in the way of a modus Vivendi

with the Vatican, therefore, is held to postpone the realization of the
" Drang nach Osten."

'The coming Winter is to be a hard one in parts of Irelend. Already,
in several portions of the South and West, gaunt hunger is staring people
in the face. The Government proposes to do all in its power to relieve

distress. The remittances that Irishmen in America were accustomed to

send to their relatives in the old country, are said to have fallen off con-
siderably; the belief being thatof late the subscriptions to the Land League
largely took their place. It was not a wise substitution. Money em-
ployed to drive want from the door was much better used than in further-

ing agitation. Then it is certain that there has been more attention paid
to agrarian and political strife than to that steady industry which alone
wins bread. The people have been engaged all Summer in agitation and
have failed to provide as best they might for the Winter that is now upon
them, and the very natural consequences we now see.

The mischief is that the evils arising from criminal outrages and vio-
lent agition seem as if they were about to be renewed in unhappy Ireland.
The agitators are again at work, and Davitt and others are threatened
with prosecution for their incendiary speeches. It is true that Parnell,
the recognized leader, appears to be satisfied with the good that has.been
accomplished, and is willing to wait an opportunity to obtain more. Not
so with the restless men he would control but cannot. There is much to
dishearten in these outbreaks of the spirit which has made hitherto the
insurmountable difficulty of English statesmanship in Ireland. Itis almost
as if thespirit were implacable and not to be appeased or extirpated. The
Peace Preservation Act has so far acted well, and we believe it will end
by reducing agrarian crime to a very narrow compass. But will it root
out the crime ? There is the rub and the doubt. The mischief-makers
are bard at work getting up a new movement. They will have to act
with circumspection thiB time ; and it is earnestly to be hoped that if

they come by any chance into collision with the law, and in the least de-
gree, they will have the fact promptly impressed upon them.

THE GRISCOM ELECTRO-MOTOR.
The utilization of electricity for driving machinery, or in other words,

the electrical transmission of power, continues to receive attention at the
hands of electricians. Among those who have successfully solved the
problem is Mr. William W. Griscom, of Philadelphia, who has produced
a simple and efficient electro-motor, which is being introduced by the
Electro-Dynamic Company, of Philadelphia. The machine consists sim-
ply of a small Siemens' armature, revolving in a fixed ring of malleable
cast iron about 2£ inches long and 2 inches diameter. The ring is covered
with two coils of coarse wire, the coih being connected with each other,
and also with a bichromate battery specially devised by Mr. Gris-
com. This battery is so arranged that the motor is started by a treadle,
and the plates are lifted clear of the liquid by means of a spring, and al-

lowed to drain when not in use, thus avoiding waste. The motor is easily
fixed to a sewing machine or other light apparatus, which it will drive at
very high speeds, which can be regulated by the depth of immersion of
the plates of the battery in the liquid. The battery is enclosed in a neat
box, and the whole apparatus commends itself for use for domestic or
dental purposes, as it is simple, efficient, and by no means expensive.
Where the electric current is being employed for lighting purposes, the
Griscom motor can be applied for driving machinery without the battery,
in which case the motor is much larger, but is still comparatively light,
weighing only 40 lbs, per horse-power. The smallest motor, for sewing-
machines, etc., weighs 2£ lbs., is about 6 inches long, and develops a
quarter man-power.

—

London Times.

THE NEED OF THE DEMOCRATS.
The Governor of a State is supposed to be the local leader of his

Earty, but he is not necessarily so. He is often nominated because of
is availability, because he has not made enemies and because he is not

potent for either good or of evil. But a great party must, in these ag-
gressive times, live on more substantial food. It must stand for some-
thing that appeals to the sympathies of the people. It must mean
thought, ideas and action. The New York Times has some timely sug-
gestions on this point. It says that " the friends of men who have suc-
cessfully, and almost unexpectedly, arrived at a Governorship are swift
to claim for them all those qualities which only a great leader can pos-

sess. The sheer force of votes is supposed to give to a man a certain no-
bility of character, executive ability and superhuman wisdom with which
he was never before accused of being endowed. Thus Butler is hailed as
'Thane of Cawdor, King that shall be,' by one enthusiastic admirer,
while the heretofore obscure Mayor of Buffalo, Mr. Cleveland, instantly
becomes the cynosure of eyes turned to worship the rising sun." In a
modified degree the same suggestions apply to our own newly elected
Crovernor. General Stoneman will not hurt his party. On the contrary
he will do much to improve its position before the people, but he will

not aggressively lead it to those higher purposes that the people are anx-
iously looking for. The local Democracy knows no greater need than
wise, thoughtful and able exponents of the popular instincts.

Perhaps the best criterion of the return of society is the appearance of

the great London churches on Sunday. At St. Peter's, Eaton-square,
the morning congregation reminded one of the hight of the season. Canon
Wilkinson preached a most eloquent sermon, considerably seasoned with
quotations from Tennyson's poems, a volume of which the reverend gen-

tleman brought with him into the pulpit. An appropriate quotation from
the ' Lotus Eaters' enchained his audience ; but a verse of the much-paro-
died ' Locksley Hall ' very nearly provoked a different feeling ; it was,
however, prefaced by an assertion that the preacher would not be answer-
able for the religious opinions of the bard. Meanwhile, service over, half

the world went to the ' morning Row,' where the half-world was not alto-

gether conspicuous by its abscence.— World.

After a delay of two weeks, the magnificent clipper ship Irby came
alongside the Mission-street wharf to discharge her cargo. She is one of

a new line of packets, built expressly for the Australian and California

trade, and is fitted with all the latest appliances and conveniences for the
comfort of the passengers and crew. Under the command of Captain J.

Cummins, an able and conscientious gentleman, she makes some remark-
able fine passages. This is her Becond voyage to this port, and is well

worthy of a visit, as she iB one of the finest vessels afloat, and a credit to

her officers.

Michael Davitt has visited Aberdeen, where he addressed a tumultu-
ous meeting in favor of his scheme for the nationalization of the land; he
declared that, in the Land movement, he stood upon a moral platform
with justice and right. Whatever could be done for Scotland could be
done best by Scotchmen, and he urged them to commence a land agitation

within the lines of law and the Constitution.

The Italian OPera Company, reinforced by recent arrivals of tal-

ented artistes from Italy, are to open their season at the Lyceum Theatre,
early in November.

—

Shanghai Mercury.

Watches, in new and unique designs, for ladies and gentlemen. Geo.
C. Sbreve & Co., 110 Montgomery Btreet.
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GOLD BARS—MB fine pw.—Kf.finep Silver—14J<5» 15] tfcent. dis
t. Mexican Dollars, 12J<aS12 percent, disc. nom.

Exchant:.' on New Fork, 35a®30c I*' 100 premium; On London Bank-
;

Commercial, 50@50Jd. Paris, sight, 5-12i@5 10
franca per dollar. Eastern Telegrams, 40c.

"Price of Money here, 67SU0 per cent per year—bank rate. In the
open market, 1@1£ per month. Demand light. On Bond Security,

3@4£ per cent, per year on Call.

' Latest price of Sterling in New York, 480@484

PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
San Francitco Dec. 8, 1889.

Stocks and Bonds. Bid.
BONDS.

Cal. Slate Bonds. 6*s,'57 —
S. F. City & Co. B'di,6s,'68 Nom.

Nom.. F. City & Co. B'da,7s

Hontg^ At, Bends
Dupout Street Boodfl
Sacramento City Bonds
Stockton City Bonds
Tuba Coimtv Bonds
HarysvUlfl City Bonds
Santa Clara Co. Bonds
Los Angeles County Bonds.
I»s Angeles City Bonds. . .

.

Virg'a & Truokee R. R. Bds.

Nevada Co. N. O. R. R. Bds
Oakland City Bonds
Oregon li St N. Bonds, 6s..

S. P. R. R. Bonds
U. S.4S

BIHKB.
Bank of Ca' :fornia

Pacific Bank
First National .

INSl'KAKCK COMPANIES.
Union
Fireman's Fund
California

Pacific Rolling Mills, — , 127£. Cala. Dry Dock, 5]

Vulcan Powder, U0£, 02. PreBidio Railroad, 00, 62.

Central Gas Stock,"—,61. Hawaiian Commercial Co,

R. Bonds, — . 105.

50
50
105

B0

90

100

101

110

109

LOSS

L10|

127

1B7J
114

Nom.
Nom.
37*
60

100
100

107
103
114

110

102a

119J

166
120

121 i

117

Stocks and Bonds.
INSURUtOl COMrANIBS.

State Investment
Home Mutual
Commercial
Western

RAILROADS.
C.P. R. R. Stock
C. P. R. K. Bonds
City Railroad
Omnibus R. R
N\ B. and Mission R. R
Sutter Street R. R
Geary Street R. R
Central R. R. Co
Market Street R. R
Clay Street Hill R. R
S. F. GaslightCo
Oakland Gaslight Co
Sac'to Gaslight Oo ,

Califor'a PowderCo
Giant Powder Co
Atlantic Giant Powder
Gold and Stock Tele^'h Co.
S.V. W. W. Co.'s Stock....
S. V. W. W.Co' Bonds
Pacific Coast S. S. Co's Stock
California Street R. R.

—. Safe Deposit Co.,

Safety-Nitro Powder, 13J,' 14.

m, 40. Northern Pacific R.

Bid.

Nom.
Nom.
50

29J
54
120
110
65
71

107
1161

Asked

129
134
125

109

87
115
102

100

874
98
59
Nom.
Nom.
52J

66

114
70
75

108
117

1104
50.

We have again to report a week of but nominal transactions ; and to ef-

fect sales lower prices were accepted.

The Triennial Conclave.—We observe that every preparation is be-

ing made by the Knights Templar to insure a grand demonstration in

August. 1883, upon the occasion of the Grand Conclave of Knights Tem-
plar, which is to be held here at that time. The News Letter, ever
alive to what concerns the best interests of our City and State, will, from
time to time, keep its readers posted as to what is going on in Masonry
in this connection. It is estimated that from eight to ten thousand Sir
Knights, many of them accompanied by the lady members of their fami-
lies, will visit San Francisco, and our citizens, without distinction, must
unite in giving them a right royal reception. Thousands of visitors from
Oregon, Nevada and our own State will be present to : ssist in the splen-

did ceremonies of the celebration, besides those who will be attracted
from beyond the Rocky Mountains to visit California at that time.

Death.—On Wednesday evening, December 6th, S. L. Mastick, of the
lumber firm of Mastick & Co., died of typhoid fever at his home near
Mastick Station. He was a native of Cleveland, Ohio, and crossed the
plainB, on his way to California, in 1852. He first engaged in mining,
but soon settled down in the lumber business with his brother, Levi.

Mr. Mastick was universally beloved and respected by all who knew him
for his business integrity and genial temperament.

Counterfeit Bank of England notes for large amounts have been suc-

cessfully disposed of by two Englishmen in Paris. They succeeded in de-

frauding one great banking establishment alone of £16,000, and the total

nominal value of the worthless notes which they got rid of is, so far as as-

certained up to the present time, no less than two millions of francs, or
£80,000. The police are making inquiries.

There can be no doubt left in the minds of householders, and others
interested in the preservation of wood and other perishable property,

that the only reliable paint is %\\e Imperishable, sold by J as. R. Kelly & Co.
has stood the most severe tests and has alwavs come out victorious over
weather. It has a well-earned and widespread reputation.

T. J. McKay is the polite agent of the Great Burlington and Q.uincy

line. We are glad to see that the travel over that line is steadily on the
increase. It was always a popular line, but, thanks to his services, now
stands ahead of all others.

Br Bark Snowdon, 1055 tons, goes to Cork, TJ. K., with Wheat at

£2, Is. 3d.
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Death's Doings.—The world of letters has sustained a regretable
loss in the deaths of Louis Blanc and Anthony Trollope, both of
whom have distinguished themselves in their respective branches of
literature. Blanc's radical ideas have found earnest expression in his
writings for over forty years past, and have had not a listle effect in
moulding French public opinion. Trollope was, perhaps, the most in-
dustrious novelist of the age. He wrote much and always interest-
ingly. Had he written less, he might have produced more that would
find an enduring fame.

Tonnage is steadily and rapidly accumulating in this harbor, causing a
decided decline in grain freights to Europe. Charters to the United
Kingdom for orders have this week been written at 40s. for iron, and for
large American ships considerably less has been accepted, say 35@37s. 6d.
Tonnage on the berth, 45,000 tons register, against 102,000 tons a year
ago ; disengaged fleet, 85,000 tons here, and 20,000 tons at near-by ports;
the fleet to arrive within 5 months, 213,000 tons register; same time,
1881, 286,384, and 1880, 186,000 tons.

Bank Management.—Banks may always be known by the commer^
cial reputation of the men who manage them. We have had so many in-
stances in this city of bank failures occurring from lack of care in this re-
spect that it behooves business men to consider this matter Beriously.
Where such men as Dr. R. H. McDonald, and his coadjutors of the Pa-
cific Bank, are at the helm, the public knows that its interests will be
jealously guarded.

Our friend, the Chevalier B , who is a good linguist, prefers the
French expression to the Latin one. " Venus in transitu" is very well
{says he), but "Venus en permanence" is far better, besides being more
Eleasant to the vision. One has no need of smoked glass to spy her—at
sast, in San Francisco. Crede experto.

Butter, Cheese and Eggs.—The market i3 well supplied with Choice
Roll Butter

; Fresh Grass at 32@35c ; for Fancy, good to choice. 30@33c;
Pickled, 20@2oc, as to package. Cheese is scarce at 10@16c for Western;
Eastern Creamery, 13@20c ; California. 14@15e. Eggs have declined to
30@35c for Eastern ; California Ranch, 37&@42£c ^ doz.

On Call.—Wheat sales the past two days have largely increased. 200
tons No. 1 White, January, SI 73$ ; 200 tons do., March, $1 80; No. 2
White, February, 100 tons, SI 70 ; 1,000 tons do., March delivery, SI 72
$ ctl. Buyer, December, 400 tons No. 1, SI 73* ; 500 tons do., §1 73

;

500 tons do., $1 73] ; 500 tons No. 1 White, $1 7%
New Postoffice Building.—The Chamber of Commerce petitions

Congress for a new Postoffice. The rapid increase of business renders
this absolutely necessary.

G. A. Bencke, Chief Engineer Royal Navy, arrived in this city
from Her Majesty's dockyard, Esquimalt, B. C, on the 4th inst., en route
to Portsmouth, England.

Ho, for Honolulu!—The Br. steamer Suez sails this day (Saturday)
for the Islands, at 12 if., with Government mails, passengers and general
cargo.

Whaling Fleet.—Several whalers now in port having discharged their
Arctic Oil, Bone and Ivory, are now departing for a cruise after sperm
whales.

Mr. I. N. Choynski, editor of Public Opinion, is candidate for the
office of Registrar of voters for this city.

For Cork.—The British ship /roy, 1,488 tons, Wheat, U. K., £2.

Entered at ths Post-Office at San Francisco, Cal., as Second-Class
Matter.

Printed and Published by the Proprietor, freaeriek Marriott. 607 to 616 Merchant Street, San Francisco, California.
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CHRISTINE NILSSON.—A GLANCE AT HER CAREER.
Madame Christine Nilsson, in visiting San Francisco, comes to an

assured financial succesB. Whether she will leave behind her the mem-
ory of a correspondingly great artistic success remains to be seen. Un-
fortunately for San Francisco, Madame Nilsson comes here rather late

in the day, with, truth to tell, some of the freshness of a marvelous voice

rather worn off, and with such amplified physical charms a*, while sug-
gesting maturity of power, deprive the famous prima donna of no little

of that spirituality which, in such roles as "Marguerite," in Gounod's
Faust, and " Ophelia," in Ambrose Thomas' Samlet, lent such grace and
sweetness to her impersonations. She comes, however, with a bright record
of years of successive triumphs in the European capitals, where for

nearly two decades she has divided the honors of the operatic firmament
with Patti. For this San Francisco will welcome her, if for nothing else.

It would be unfair, nevertheless, to speak of the Swedish cantatrice as
having passed that period of ripeness which leaves the voice but an echo
of its original self ; she is yet one of the four or five greatest singers in

the world, and by force of the strong artistic sense that lies within her,

and controls every note of her voice, by force of the deep sincerity that
possesses her and the almost devotional fervor with which she invests her
every effort, she is bound to make a favorable impression in San Fran-
cisco. As yet, she has not reached the farewell-upon-farewell stage of

her career, aud it is to be hoped that she will be saved from such un-
happy exhibitions as have dimmed the fame of great vocalists like

Catalani, Pasta, Grisi, Mario, and we may even say Sims Reeves, who
still goes on piling farewell on farewell, and gulling the British public with
vocal strainings after effects which are now and forever totally beyond his

power to realize.

Nilsson's romantic history has done much to endear her to the music-
loving public. Born in very humble circumstances, compelled while but
a child to warble her " wood-notes wild " in the streets as a ballad-singer,

the magic of her voice captivated the ear of a wealthy dilettante, and to

his generous aid the world owes the cultivated singer which subsequent
years of hard, efficient, and well-applied study—at the Conservatoire at

Paris, and elsewhere—made of the simple Swedish peasant girl, Christine

Nilsson. When once she had made her debut upon the operatic stage,

her position as one of the foremost lyrical artistes of the time was secure.

She sprang into fame at a single bound, and operatic impresarios vied

with eacb other in the pecuniary inducements which they showered upon
her for the privilege of giving her an engagement. Paris, London,
"Vienna, St. Petersburg, all acknowledged the unparalleled charm of her
voice, and in each capitol she not only reaped a golden harvest, but the
enthusiastic applause and admiration of all who heard her.

She and Patti were the two great queens of song of the day—both be-

came a necessity to the thorough success Cf a European operatic season,

and the sums that were paid them for their services were of a truly fabu-

lous character. Nilsson and Patti did not clash, either. The former had
a mind of a more serious cast than the latter, and in parts calling for deep
emotional display—such as "Marguerite," "Ophelia," "Elsa," "Lucia"
and the like—seemed to probe depths which were inaccessible to Patti.

On the other hand, Patti excelled in the lighter r61es, her brilliant execu-
tive ability being equal to all the demands of the parts of Rossini's, Doni-
zetti's or Meyerbeer's heroines. Both touched perfection in their separate
spheres, and seldom have their vocal paths crossed. Nilsson has never
had a Nicolini. To her, such an "arrangement" would have been a sim-

ple impossibility. Like her famous compatriot, Jenny Lind, she married
for love. Patti married a title and matrimonial misery ; Nilsson married
a plain French citizen, with nothing to recommend him but a good name,
and, while it lasted, she had a happy married life. When Nilsson and
M. Kozeaud were married in Westminster Abbey, the Prince of Wales
thought it an honor to be present at the ceremony, and Queen "Victoria

herself sent the bride a message of warm congratulation and a handsome
wedding present. For several years Nilsson's married life was unaccom-
panied by a cloud ; she continued her lyrical career with unabated success,

and she and her husband laid by a large fortune. M. Kozeaud, however,
it would seem, was in too great a hurry to amass wealth. Not content
with the steady accumulation which resulted from his wife's engagements,
he used her earnings in stock-broking speculations, which, during the
French financial panic of last year, made such inroads upon their savings
that from a position of great wealth they seemed suddenly to be plunged
into comparative poverty. The strain of this time of excitement proved
too much for M. Pozeaud; his mind became affected and he had to be
taken to a lunatic asylum, where he lingered only a few weeks and died.

Thus it was that Christine Nilsson had to start afresh, as it were, and,
after the period of mourning had elapsed, she once more appeared before
the public, winning, this time, not only their applause but their sympa-
thy. It is not probable she will ever again seek to resume her position as

an operatic star ; with her the day for the portrayal of character has
passed, for, as was to be expected, she allows her mourning to sit some-
what heavily upon her. In the concert-room, however, she has always
filled a larger space than Patti has done, her genius being more strictly in
sympathy with the demands of a concert audience. In some selections

from the sacred works of the great composers—notably in her fervent ren-

dering -of "Angels Ever Bright and Fair"—she has never been surpassed,
while her range amongst compositions of a secular character, of both the
ancient and the modern school, is such as accords well with the tastes of

cultivated audiences.

SEASONABLE PRESENTS.
Christmas presents are now being sought for by both high and low.

As the holiday season approaches the purse strings of even the most par-
simonious are loosened. No better place in the city can be found to buy
useful as well as ornamental presents than the large store of H. S. Crocker
& Co., 215, 217 and 219 Bush street, where is" on view an elegant assort-

ment of Albums, Dressing Cases, Work Boxes, Jewel Cases, Writing
Desks, Port Folios, Purses, Gilt Goods. Opera Glasses, Ink Stands, Olive
Wood Goods, Nail Sets, Russia Calendars, Card Cases, Cigarette Cases,
Scent Cases, Traveling Bags, Gold Pens and Pencils, and a thousand and
one useful articles which we have not space enough to enumerate, but
among which the purchaser is sure to find a suitable present for a lady,
gentleman or child. The goods have been selected with great care and
wonderful judgment.

Should you be a sufferer from dyspepsia, indigestion, malaria or weak-
ness, you can be cured by Brown's Iron Bitters.

TWENTIETH ANNUAL BANQUET OF THE ST.
ANDREW'S SOCIETT.

Last Monday night the St. Andrew's Society gave its twentieth an-
nual banquet, at the Palace Hotel. The attendance was good, but the
President elect, Mr. McKinlay, Manager of the Bank of British North
America, Mayor Blake and the Reverend Dr. McKenzie were absent on
account of sickness. The company, however, numbered among it many
representative men of the British Colony of San Francisco, but more es-
pecially of the Scottish element of it. Mr. David Porter presided in the
absence of Mr. McKinlay, and discharged the duties of Chairman with
rare tact and discrimination. The room was tastefully decorated, and the
banquet reflected credit upon host Sharon, while the wines were of the
choicest vintage. A highland piper, in the picturesque costume of Old
Gaul, preceded the party in their march to the dining-room and played at
intervals during dinner. A band was likewise in attendance. The eve-
ning passed off most enjoyably, a variety of toasts and sentiments proper
to the occasion being proposed and responded to. Among the more nota-
ble speeches were those of Colin M. Boyd, in response to the toast of
" The Land o' Cakes ;" P. S. Moore, of the Eisdon Iron Works, on the
toast, " The Land We Live In," and W. G. Harrison, in response to an
impromptu toast by the Chairman in compliment of the various benevo-
lent societies supported by men of British birth and descent. Mr. Con-
sul Booker delivered a neat speech on the toast, " Our Sister Benevolent
Societies," having more especial reference to the British Benevolent So-
ciety, of which he is the President. Dr. McNutt was not so fortunate in
his response to the toast of "The Literature of Scotland" in lieu of the
Rev. Dr. McKenzie, who was down for it, and Mr. Burnett, District
Attorney, who responded in the absence of Mayor Blake, for " The Civic
Authorities of San " Francisco," took occasion to chaff him good
humoredly on the tone of national egotism pervading his speech. " The
Press " was replied to by Robt. J. Creighton, of the Post. "The La-
dies" and a string of volunteer toasts followed, songs and recitations re-

lieving the monotony of the speeches. The Reverend John Hemphill
having arrived late in the evening, his health was heartily drunk, and in
response he took leave of bis old and tried friends of the Society in a
well-phrased speech. Altogether the event was one of the most enjoya-
ble of the many enjoyable evenings provided by the St. Andrew's Society
for the social entertainment of its friends. The banquet was postponed
from November 30th (St. Andrew's Day) to the 4th inst. to enable the
Marquis of Lome to be present, but at the last moment a telegram was
received from His Excellency excusing himself, as it would be impossible
for him to be present on the occasion.

Mrs. J. E. Cotter, M. D., Doll's Physician and Surgeon, having had
many years experience in treatment of the various ills that wax dolls are
subject to, such as Burns, Bruises, Cuts, Loss of Noses and Eyebrows
and Eyelashes, Paleness of Complexion and General Disfiguration, caused
by inexperienced mothers and careless nurses, aud being in sympathy
with little mothers of suffering dolls, I have consented to devote part of
my time to the alleviation of such cases as may be brought to my notice
during the " trying " season. Invalids residing at a distance can be sent
for treatment by express. No medicines used—not even St. Jacob's Oil.
Operations performed with or without the use of chloroform as desired,
N. B.—Wax Dolls only. Consultation free. Office hours from 3 to 5
p. M. Mrs. Cotter has successfully treated many almost hopeless cases in
this and other cities. Office and residence, 100 O'Farrell street, San
Francisco.

A complimentary benefit has been tendered Miss May Wells by
several amateur dramatic clubs, at Piatt's Hall next Tuesday eveniug, the
12tb. Miss Wells, who has adopted the stage as a profession, is the
daughter of the late Sam Wells, the popular basso vocalist and Ethiopian
delineator. She is said to have fallen heir to considerable of her father's
talent and wit, and to have given evidence of the possession of histrionic
ability of no mean order. The charming three-act comedy of The Honey-
moon will be presented with an exceptional cast, embracing a number of
the best amateur performers in the city, with a sprinkling of professional
talent.

The finest stationery in town can be had at the store of J. J. Evans.
He has made a specialty of Christmas Goods, Cards, etc., and those who
wish to purchase seasonable and useful presents should call in at 436 Cali-
fornia street and examine the large stock on hand.

J NO. LEVY & CO.,

MAKERS AND IMPORTERS

FINE JEWELEY,
Have made extensive preparations for the HOLIDAY TEADE,

and have added a most exquisite and odd line of NOVELTIES

to their already ELEGANT STOCK of DIAMONDS, PRECIOUS

STONES, WATCHES, SILVERWARE, CARRIAGE and MAN-
TEL CLOCKS, OPERA-GLASSES, FANS, etc., together making

the handsomest display of Goods ever exhibited in this city. We
cordially invite an inspection of our stock, it being no trouble to

show goods. Everything marked in plain figures and strictly one

price. We sell .at closer prices than any house in our line,

118 SUTTEE STREET.
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The lower part of the house was canrased, and devoted to dancing, f->r

which lUllenbery, stationed in the square hall at the foot of the itata,
furnished the moaio, and the floral decorations were chiefly gmr]
smilax, around and over the mirrors, and wound in and out of the rut-

§lass chandeliers. The house is a perfect little bijou, the fresco's in the
rawing-rooms being studies in themselves.

The hostess, assisted by Miss Lucille, and the debutante. Miss May
Thornton, received her guests in the back parlor, and their gracious run!

easy manners made each and all feel at home at once. Later, Mrs. I'ull

helped her sister in her arduous duty, relieving the young Ladies, who
joined the " merry dancers." They were dressed in white, Mrs. Bessie
Thornton in black, and Mrs. Fall in a combination costume of gray and
maroon-colored silk. White was almost universally worn by the young

ind with a dress or two of pink, and several of rose-color to enliven
it, the scene was a bright and pretty one. One dress of black. Looped
with garlands of tea-roses, I thought particularly effective, and very be-

to its wearer.

The army, too, were well represented, and all the society young men in
town were there in full force. By the way, how closely the young men
of the present 'lay resemble each other! "like as peas iu a pod," and
when one is described you have the likeness of them all. They all aeeni
to be built upon the same model.
A delicious supper was served about midnight, and it was far on toward

morning ere the last guest said adieu.
This has been the principal entertainment ot the week, so far. For

other amusements our social world has had no less than two Church Fairs
at the same time, that of the "Cheerful Workers," at Dr. Barrow's
Church, and the other of the Unitarian Congregation, at Dr. Stebbin's,
both of which have been very successful.

To-morrow night the Grand Hotel gives its first muslcalc, for which
elaborate cards have been sent out, and great preparations are being made.
Apropos of sweet sounds, what a feast of them is in store for the music

lovers of 'Frisco, in the approaching concerts of Nilsson next week. It
looked like old times yesterday, to see the long string of patient and
weary standers on Kearny and Sutter streets, waiting for a chance to buy
a ticket or two for the banquet. I could not help wondering as I looked
at them, how many of them were going to hear the music, and how many
to see, and to be seen, simply.
The Army at the Presidio and the Navy at Mare Island are covering

themselves with glory, in giving what are acknowledged by all to be most
charming entertainments. The hop at the Presidio last Friday night
was, as usual, a very pleasant one, and at which nearly all of San Fran-
cisco's bells were to be seen. This evening the officers of the Wachusset
give a German at Mare Island, to which quite a number from this city as
well as from Benicia and Sacramento are asked, and many are going.
How captivating the buttons are, to be sure, and how much those who

are unlucky enough not to wear them envy those who are so privileged
on occasions like these.

Of weddings I have not heard any mention, made of late, though ru-
mors have been afloat for some time of a hoped for (on the part of the
gentleman's family) engagement between Willie Sullivan and Miss
Mamie Donahue, but to this, 'tis said, another young gentleman stren-
uously objects. Another rumor of a wedding about to take place between
Mr. D. J. Oliver and a "fair and forty" widow has been going the
rounds also, and also denied, but what truth there is in any of these re-

ports I cannot say, and merely give them for what they are worth.
I have been informed that I have done the young couple of last week

(by the way, the groom's name is Price, not Pierce) great injus-
tice in speaking of their youth, he being twenty-six, and senior partner
iu a commission house, and she eighteen. A personal friend of the young
lady told me she was two years younger, and of him I judged by appear-
ances. Be that as it may, I still think them young, and bad each four
years added to their age, I should consider it quite early enough for them
to enter the marriage state. However, though young in years they may
be old in wisdom, and therefore quite able to judge what was best for

their happiness.

The St. Andrew's banquet, at which it was hoped the Marquis of Lome
would preside, took place at the Palace Hotel on Monday evening. It
was very well attended by our Scottish residents, thoroughly enjoyed, and
the toasts were of the most patriotic character. We may look for the re-

turn of the vice-regal party very soon now. They return here by way of

Portland, but their stay in 'Frisco will be a very limited one.
"Another old pioneer gone"—words becoming painfully frequent in our

midst. Mr. S. L. Mastick is the one to whom I refer, having been here
since early in the fifties, when he made the journey across the Plains to

this land of the West. He was highly esteemed as a man of sterling char-

acter, a strictly honorable business man, and a good citizen. He leaves
a wife aud child, two brothers—L. B, Mastick, who was his partner iu
business, and E. B. Mastick, the well-known lawyer.
Among those recently returned from the East is our esteemed towns-

man, Captain Eldridge, who, during his comparatively brief absence, vis-

ited Yarmouth, Cape Cod, Boston, New York, Washington, Baltimore
and Chicago. His journey was one of business; nevertheless he managed
to enjoy the trip, too, and has been warmly welcomed home again.

Mr. William Watt, of the firm of Langley & Michaels, accompanied
by his wife, has just left us for Scotland, whither they have been called

by the sad news of what it was feared would be a fatal accident to their
only son, who is there at school. During a tit of somnambulism he
walked out of a window, sustaining such serious injuries it was feared he
would not survive. However, since their departure more favorable news
has been received, and 'tis hoped that, ere they reach Old Scotia, the lad

will be out of danger. Tl Moral*, and b
; tda their horn and de

vnedly. pupnl liked.
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01 the newly arrived al Hotel for the Winter, are the
DfoDermotte, who have pent the Summer in Oakland, and Henry Weth-
erbee and wife, from their Fruitvale ho The George Lows are also
in town again, after their long visit at Sun Ral
Among those who registered at the Palace Hotel hist week were Sir

John and Lady LiBter-Kaye, from England, [t may not be generally
known that Lady Listcr-Kaye is a aiater of the beautiful Miss [gnoza,
who married Lord Mandeville (he visited San Francisco with his father,
the Puke of Manchester, some years ago), and who is therefore the future
1 tachess. The Lister-Kayes were married about a year ago, about which
event some of the Eastern press made what Sir John thought some very
inni oeBsary and uncalled-for remarks, and he threatened all sorts of ven-
geance; but the matter was, I believe, hushed up, an apology or some-
thing of that sort being accepted by him.
While I think of it let me mention that I have been asked regarding

the club of young men whose rooms are ou Sutter street, and who style
themselves "B. B.'s "—whether those initials stand for " Blasted
Britishers," or "Beastly Bachelors," as, all being young, they canscarcely
be entitled to the appellations of " Bloated Bondholders." Can any one
inform me ? Felix.

MRS. LANGTRY.
Because Mrs. Langtry and Mrs. Labouchere have not arrived in

Boston together, the scandal-mongers have been hard at work trying to
discover a cause, which may have a sensational tone to it. A deputation
of these dirty-minded panderers to the bald-head's thirst after insinua-
tions against virtue, waited at the New York depot a whole day to see if

any of the admirers of the "Jersey Lily" took the cars for Boston.
Their weary wait was at last rewarded by the appearance in traveling

dress of a certain Bob Hutchings, an ex-Tammany lawyer, who took a
ticket to the " Hub." This was egg and milk tor those swill-swaliowers
of the press, and the news, with their own base comments, was at once
flashed all over th*e States. It seems strange that a lady, who has hither-

to escaped even the breath of scandal, though mixing with the gayest
and most aristocratic cliquejn England, should risk her reputation for the
sake of some insignificant quondam shyster, and, probably, ill-bred boor.

Possibly this may be the way in which Mr. Abbey advertises his stars,

and his keen knowledge of what an American public hankers after may
have induced him to at least refrain from sitting upon such a scandalous
lie. If so, we pity both, but at the same time beg to state that none of

these sensational stories are believed by those who know Mrs. Langtry to

be like Caesar's wife, above reproach. Unfortunately, among a certain
class of journalists, a pure woman's reputation is considered a fair target.

Never having met such women in their own immediate circles, they have
no faith in what they cannot comprehend. We wait anxiously for the
next Truth, when, no doubt Labouchere, himself, will be the first to do
justice to a lady about whom the educated classes of Great Britain have
never breathed or given credence to one word of scandal.

At the regular monthly meeting of the British Benevolent Society,
held on Tuesday, the5thinst., W. L. Booker, Esq., President, in the chair,

tbe following resolution was passed :

Whereas, This society learns with regret that the Rev. John Hemp-
hill, a member in good standing for eleven years, is about to leave San
Francisco to reside permanently in Philadelphia,

Resolved, That while wishing him God speed in his new sphere of duty,

the Secretary be instructed to convey to him in writing an expression of

its high appreciation of his character as a citizen and Christian gentleman,
and of his many and valuable services to this society iu the cause of benev-
olence.

Unanimously adopted.
It was moved by Mr. Theobald, seconded by Dr. Bennett and carried

unanimously, that as the success of the entertainment in November, as

well as the previous affair, was principally due to the individual interest

anil exertions of Mrs. Chas. Judson, that in accordance with section 10 of

the bydaws, that lady be elected by acclamation to honorary membership
of this society.

Christmas Cards are now in great request, and people are anxiously
looking around for the best and most artistic designs. Messrs. L. Prang
& Co., of Boston, took the main prizes at the Prize Christmas Card Ex-
hibition held in New York November, 1881. The cards of Prang & Co.
are sold in three forms : plain, with silk fringe, cord and tassels, and on
heavy gilt-edged mountings. These cards can be bought at any stationer's

or at the agency, 529 Commercial street.

SPORTSMEN, ATTENTION!—THE SEASON OPENED.

HTTlNTIlVG SUITS.
This is the only recognized De|iot for the celebrated Kiv-

ETED HUNTING SUITS manufactured by LEVI STRAUSS & CO.
We have also in stock all classes of BUNTING GARMENTS, and make the same

to order upon very short notice. HUNTING SUITS!

CORNER OF KEARNY AND COMMERCIAL STS.

fc^-The Largest Establishment in its line in the United States. Pri

with handsome Lithograph of the GREAT 1 X L by Electric Light, sont b

application. Sept. 10.
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FAREWELL.
The boat went drifting, drifting, over the sleeping sea,

And the man that I loved the dearest sat in the boat with me.

The shadow of coming parting hung over the great gray swell.

And the winds that swept across it sobbed on "Farewell, farewell."

The boat was drifting, drifting, in the lingering northern night,

And the face that I loved the dearest paled with the paling light.

We strove to join light laughter, we strove to wake a jest,

But the voice that I loved the dearest rang sadly 'mid the rest.

The boat went drifting, drifting, while the dull skies lowered down,
And the "ragged rims of thunder" gave the rocky head a crown.

The boat went drifting, drifting, while to the darkening sky,

For the man that I love the dearest the prayer rose silently.

O true, strong hand I touch no more : brave smile I may not see

;

"Will the God who governs time and tide bring him back to my life and
me? —All tlie Year Round.

CHINA.
The U.S. Consul at Amoy makes the following statement: "In China

there are supposed to be 400,000,000 peuple, all of whom clothe them-
selves principally with cotton. Allowing 20 yards to each person, 8,000,-

000,000 yards are annually required. The imports leave a balance of

over 6,000,000 yards, an amount which is made of native home-spun wool
and foreign warp, or wholly of native home-spun yarn, and woven on

hand-looms that have come down from pre-historic times. Our manufac-
turers being nearer to the cotton-fields of the South, the weight of advan-

tage in future competition is in our favor." His reference to transporta-

tion is as follows: " This matter of transportation can never be rightuntil

the States of the Northwest, Texas and the Soubhwest have their share of

factories connected with the ocean by the Northern and Southern Pacific

Railroads, or the great commercial climax of the country has been
achieved—the construction of the Darien Canal. The carriage by rail

across the continent or the Isthmus of Panama raises rates to almost pro-

hibitory figures. If through freights by railroad and Pacific steamers
cannot be reduced to a scale that will admit of shipment by that route,

a line of steamers from New York to China, via Suez direct, is the next
thing to be desired, and there would seem to be no reason why it should
not be started at once."
Tea has never been imported at the Atlantic ports of -the United States

in any considerable quantities via the Isthmus of Panama. The difficult-

ies connected with the transfer of packages from ship to railway cars,

and from railway cars again to ship, have caused that route to be re-

garded as an impracticable one under present circumstances. Whilst the
commerce of China with other nations is steadily progressing, it is appar-
ent that the United States does not secure what its merchants consider a
proportionate share of increase. Whilst British tonnage entering and
clearing from the Chinese treaty ports has advanced from 5,181,643 in

1876, to 10,332,248 in 1881, American tonnage has declined from 2,400,421

tons in the former year, to 224,730 in 1881. The wonderful increase in

Chinese shipping has not been without its influence.

The Chinese Government has made an application to the United States
Government to allow of a certain number of intelligent Chinese youths
entering the military academies of this country.
An experiment in silk culture is about to be tried on a somewhat ex-

tensive scale in the State of New Jersey, about twenty-five miles from
New York. Land is to be purchased, divided into silk farms of three to

ten acres each, and planted with mulberries.

Japan teas have cut into China greens a good deal in this country.
Japan as well as other green teas have only found partial favor in the
Eastern States, being principally used in the Western and Southwestern
States, where strong stimulants are required. The great consumption in
the Eastern and Middle States is in Oolongs and other high-flavored
" black teas." China green teas that come to this country now consist
chiefly of country packed chops, and are assorted as Gunpowder, Imperial,
Young Hysons, Skin, Twankay. A good part of the teas are covered
with native indigo, and as a whole are free from seriously injurious adul-
teration. The tea supply of the States and Territories lying on the Pa-
cific slope is now obtained almost exclusively through the Pacific ports,

and chiefly through the port of San Francisco. It is found that the aroma
of tea is better preserved by being brought overland to the East by rail

from San Francisco, and as more speedy transportation is secured, all tea
imported direct from China to the Eastern States will almost certainly go
by the overland route. I regret to say, however, that nearly all classes

of tea show losses more or less heavy for this season.

VICTORIA AT BALMORAL.
The Graphic recently published a supplement wholly devoted to Bal-

moral, which, however, contains several blunders. The Queen is not
awakened every morning by bagpipes played beneath her window from
eight to nine o'clock, because Her Majesty never breakfasts later than
nine, and if the weather is tolerable she usually takes a short walk before
the meal; nor does the Queen spend the interval between breakfast and
luncheon in walking in the "policies," as the four hours between these
repasts are entirely devoted to " affairs," as at Windsor, the exigences of
the railway rendering it necessary that all business should be completed
before one o'clock. Directly after breakfast the bags and boxes which
have just arrived from London are brought to the Queen, who proceeds
to deal with their contents (the Minister in attendance, who works in the
next room, being consulted when necessary), so that tbey may be sent
back to London the same day. The Queen's walks and drives always
take place in the afternoon between three and seven, and the evening is

usually devoted to buoks and newspapers.

—

Truth.

A menagerie, while on exhibition at Rouen Fair, has been the scene
of a tragic occurrence. A woman employed in the show having occasion
to approach a dangerous elephant, was seized by the beast, which dashed
her to the ground and gored her with both its tusks. The elephant was
at once attacked by the assistants, but the woman was only released after
sustaining very serious injuries.

Designs furnished and diamond work manufactured to order at low
prices. Geo. C. Shreve & Co., 110 Montgomery street.

A MAGNIFICENT SIGHT.
It is always a pleasant treat to see the rare taste which the pro-

prietors of that vast emporium of all that is handsome, the White House,
exhibit in the arranging of their windows and show-rooms. Always well
worth a visit, these rooms are just now fairly teeming with all that a lady
could desire in the way of Silks, Satins, Dress Goods, Scotch Plaids,
Peps, Foules, etc. There also may be purchased, singly, if desired, a
splendid collection of Barbedienne Bronzes. These bronzes are true
works of art, and would make most handsome Christmas presents. Many
of the dress goods are being now sold off at almost a loss, in order to
make room for other stock. This is an opportunity which ladies should
not let slip, as it is a well-known fact that Messrs. Davidson & Co. never
keep any but first-class goods in stock. There is no other house in town
where such a varied exhibition of tempting Christmas presents is to be
found and purchased at moderate rates. No lady should fail to visit

the White House.

BANKS.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital $3,000,000.
WM. ALVORD President.
THOMAS BROWN, Cashier

| B. MURRAY, Jr., Ass' I, Cashier

Agents :

New York, Agency of the Bank of Calforaia ; Boston, Tremont National Bank ,
Chicago, Union National Bank ; St. Louis, Boatman's Saving Bank ; New Zealand,
the Bank of New Zealand. Correspondent in London, Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons. Correspondents in India, China, Japan and Australia, the Oriental Bank Cor-
poration.
The Bank has Agencies at "Virginia City, and Correspondents in all the princi-

pal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.

Letters of Credit issued, available in all parts of the world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dublin, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Antwerp,
Amsterdam, St. Petersburgh, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, Italy.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter.—Capital paid up, 81,800,-

000, with power to increase to 310,000,000. Southeast corner California and San-
some streets. Head Office—28 Cornhill, London. Branches—Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria, New Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.

This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check
and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available in al parts of
the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents
as follows

;

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal ; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank ; Scotland—British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 18. FREDERICK TOWNSEND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, GAL.
Paid op Capital 91,500,000, Gold. President, R. C. Wool-

worth Vice-President, D. Callaghan ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue, Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moititt, N. Van Bergen.
Correspondents—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse,
Neuman&Co. Paris: Hottinguer & Co. NewYork: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-
pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal

cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Coinmercia
Credits issued available in Europe, Ohii.a and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital. S2,lO0.0OO.

San Francisco Office, 434 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid TJp $3,000,000.
Reserve 4,500,000.

Agency at Sew Tork, 63 Wall street.

Affenci/ at Virginia, Nev.

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-
elers' Credits. Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E. Cor. Sansome and Fine Streets*

London Office, 3 Ang-el Court ; New Tork Agents, J. W. Sel-
ignian & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, $6,000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,

loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.
FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.

P. N. Lilibkthal, Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITAL, 8300,000.
Officers: Tice-President, Jerome Lincoln; Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other

Approved Securities. Office : No. 215 Sansome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Soar ii ml Leilibank, No 520 California street, San

Francisco. Officers : President, L. GOTTIG. Board of Directors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Eggers, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE; Attorney, JOHN R.

JARBOE. May 18.
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A VALEDICTION.
At hut, Bummer, do pan di-

-h.-uiir, chagrin, despair,
Who. cnvi.'ii- rival, dan d t-« r]«

Id grace* with my lady fur ;

• inly Bought
The bwntiw n mv bora to mutch :

Your "wn rii jrou wrought
In laboring bar charm* to catch.

t - of hat cheek.
You thought th« Bowan to on

O foolish vanity. I

I ..linty tints to imitate ;

You beard her hiiichtcr's malody,
You hoard the ritar of her roii

A thousand brooks began to be,
A thousand wngaten to rejoice!

iw the azure of her eves.
You saw the unbar of her hair,—

You lit the depth* of limned skies,

You tinged the tender sunsets there ;

3Ton saw her face beneath her hood,
\ ou heard her whispers sweet to me,

—

You flecked with flitting shades the wood,
\rou stirred the leaves to minstrelsy,

lint, vain !— the flowers, defeated, paled
In grief, or burned in shame, and died,

The brooks swelled aulleuly or failed.

The birds fled far with wounded pride,
The skies but weep or bleakly stare.

The leafless woods but moan and sigh,—
You cannot match my lady fair,

And so, O Summer, do you die

!

—Harrison Robertson, in the Critk.

THE BRITISH BOARD OF TRADE RETURNS.
The Board of Trade returns for October are only moderately satis-

Eactory. There is an increase of about £2,845,000, or 9 per cent., in the
value of the imports, but the exports show a slight falling off, amounting

63,000, or \'i per cent., as compared with last year. The increase in
the import* is very general, few articles which are imported in large quan-
tities snowing diminutions. The most important decrease is in maize, in
the landings of which there is a reduction of nearly £391,000, or 49£ per
cent. Several other articles of food show small decreases, and the arrivals
of wool, flax, jute, and silk were all less this year than last. We may ob-
serve that the reduction in the value of the imports of wool and jute arises
from the fact that their prices are lower than they were last year, the
quantities of both these articles having increased. The landings of wheat
and wheat flour show large increases, as also do those of timber and raw
sugar. The arrivals of cotton during the month show a slight increase,
as compared with last year. Tea and coffee were both imported in de-
cidedly larger quantities. The chief cause of the falling-off in the exports
is the continued decrease in the shipments of cotton piece-goods, which
amounted to about 7£ per cent. No other article of much importance
shows a large decrease. The shipments of copper, of hardware and cut-
lery, and of woolen fabrics were smaller this year than last. On the oth-
er hand, the exports of iron and steel again show a satisfactory increase,
amounting to 74 per cent., and those of machinery and mill work were
also in excess ot the shipments for the corresponding period last year.
The minor textiles, such as linen, jute, and silk, show diminutions. There
is a large increase in coal and coke. It is important to notice that the di-
minution in the shipments of cotton piece goods is no longer due to the re-
duced exports to India, as was the case earlier in the year. The decrease
is mainly in the shipments to China and Turkey.

POSTAGE STAMPS.
Numerous complaints have reached us of the loss of postage stamps

after they have been attached to letters which have been duly mailed.
We have before us a foreign letter, from which we extract the following
" It has several times happened that your letters arrive here with the
stamps gone." Parties abroad receiving letters in that condition are com-
pelled to pay double postage. The question arises: Who is responsible
for the loss of Btamps from letters in transitu ? Complaints have been
made to the Postmaster, but his answer is that the stamps have been
knocked off in the mail box or bags; but if so, the poor mucilage used by
the postal authorities should be no longer used to the detriment of the
public, and a more adhesive substance should be substituted. It is mon-
strous to compel people, who have complied with the postal regulations,
and paid for stamps, to pay 200 per cent, over and above the cost of the
original stamp because that stamp was not sufficiently prepared by the
authorities, whose business it is to see to its efficiency. Small a matter as
it appears, a continuous loss on missing stamps soon amounts to a consid-
erable sum where correspondence is extensive. A single letter to England
requires a 5-cent stamp. If that letter arrives there without the stamp,
the sum of 5 pence or, 10 cents, ia charged on delivery. Thus the postage
in reality amounts to 15 cents in all. The sooner this evil is looked to
and corrected, the better for the public generally. The question naturally
occurs, Who benefits by the lost stamps ? We have heard that it is pro-
fitable to sweat gold coins. Would not " sweating" postal bags be equally
profitable ?

Messrs. O. Lawton & Co. have just received a choice consignment of

fancy glass, porcelain, china, etc., for the holiday trade. This includes
Sevres porcelain; placques, French and Japanese, plain and mounted in
velvet; Cuivre repouse, Argenteuil, Saracen, Hispanola, Nuage d'or,

Belleek. Just opened, new figures in French Bisque, Parisian porcelain
flowers, Hungarian gilt Faience-ware. Colored Optic Glass—Carlsbad
flower goods, Barbotine relief vases, Baccarat glass, clocks, bronzes,
Dresden and Vienna cups and saucers. These rare works of art are just

the things for Christmas presents, and a call at 16 Post street will amply
repay the visitor.

Any one wanting a fair and amusing account of what really occurs
to * i

America, should read Q. A. Bala's book called
"America Revisited. I cannot help ! never 1 think of the
remarks ol a gentleman from th< whom be met tnthe

Lttroea the Continent, and who thus held forth upon the difference
between reality nod guide-books: "There aint no bottling op tl In

about me. Tins overland journey's ;i fraud, and yon onghter know it.

IWt tell me. 1 1 s fraud. This Ring must be busted op. Where are
your hnffalere? Perhaps you'll tell me that them oows Isbuffalera They
ain't." Where are your prairie dogs? They ain't dogl to begin with,
they're squirrels. Ain't you ashamed to call the mean little cusses doge?
But where are they '! There ain't none. Where are your ^-ri/./Jien ? Y on
might have imported a few grizzlies to keep up the name of your railroad.
Where are your herds of antelopes Boudding before the advancing train?
Nary an antelope have you got for to send. Book? Mountains, sir?
They ain't rocky at all they're as flat as my hand. Where are your

gorges? I can't see none. Whereare your wild Injuns 1 Do you
call them loafing tramps in dirty blankets Injuns? My belief is that
they're -leasers looking out for an engagement as song and dance men.
They're 'beats,' sir, 'dead beats;' they're 'pudcocks,' and you onghter
be told so." Another passenger in the train with Mr. Sala was of a
poetic mind, and be softly sang to himself during the whole journey over
the Rocky Mountains, the following effusion :

Beautiful snow,
Beautiful snow,
Be-e-e-eutifnl snow,

How I'd like to have a revolver and go
For the beast that wrote about " beautiful snow."

____ —Truth,

NEW ZEALAND HARBORS.
A question of no small local interest is agitating the public mind of

Auckland at present. It is understood that Sydney, as the headquarters
of the Australian squadron of her Majesty's navy, is becoming more un-
suitable as the size of vessels on the station is being increased. H. M. S.
Nelson has apparently brought the matter to an issue. This vessel draws
29 feet, and at present the eastern channel over the bar, at the mouth of
Sydney Harbor, has been scooped out, at great expense, to admit vessels

to enter at low water drawing 27 feet. It is evident that such a barhor
must be eminently unsuitable to be the headquarters of a squadron con-
taining vessels drawing 29 feet. The rise and fail of the tide at Sydney
is only 4 feet, so that little advantage is gained by the flood tide. The
Nelson has been at Wellington recently, and it is whispered that Com-
modore Erskine's object in visiting New Zealand at present is to select a
more suitable port than Sydney as the headquarters of the squadron he
commands. The harbor of Port Chalmers, the port of Dunedin, has a
shallow and dangerous bar at the entrance, with only some 19 feet to 20
feet of water, and is therefore wholly unsuitable. Lyttleton was believed
to have a chance of being selected, but the commodore found that this
harbor, though possessing sufficient depth of water, had not sufficient

room for the squadron. He has therefore deemed it necessary to pay it a
visit. Wellington possesses a good harbor, and it is said that the choice
will be between Auckland and Wellington.

A NEW RAILWAY CARRIAGE.
Prom our London files we learn that the London and Northwestern

Railway Company have introduced into their fast passenger service be-
tween London and Liverpool, and vice versa, a vastly improved system of
railway saloon, for the accommodation of first-class passengers. The car-
riages are described as being the most complete and comfortable yet
built, and they have this other and material advantage—that they will be
open to any passengers who have paid ordinary first-class fares. The sa-

loon, which is seventy-six feet in length and has a gangway running
throughout, is equally divided between accommodation for ladies and
family parties and gentlemen, and at the extreme end of each compart-
ment is found to be a well appointed lavatory, together with all the other
necessary accommodation, the absence of which frequently makes a long
railway journey, with unfrequent stoppages, a matter of absolute terror.

Between the two compartments there is a place for luggage, and a small
closet in which an attendant, who may be summoned instantly by electric

bell to any part of the saloon, prepares tea, coffee and other light refresh-

ment for the passengers, of whom each saloon will carry eighteen ladies

and twenty-one gentlemen. The lighting apparatus is fitted with burners
consuming compressed gas, made from oil, and the necessity for using
foot-warmers is obviated by an ingenious arrangement of hot water pipes
running under the seats and round the compartment.

Fifteen Americans own §920,000,000, as for instance: W. H. Vander
bilt, *2o0,000,000 ; Jay Gould, $100,000,000; Leland Stanford, §100,000,"

000; C. P. Huntington, 6100,000,000; Charles Crocker, §60,000,000; Mrs-
Hopkins. §50,000,000 ; Kussel Sage, $40,000,000; James Flood, §40,000,"

000; J. (I. Fair, §40,000,000; J. G. Mackey, §30,000,000; Cyrus W. Field'

$25,000,000; James Keene, §20,000,000; estate of Thomas Scott, §20,000,"

000; John \V. Garett, §20,000,000; Samuel J. Tilden, §15,000,000. The
Saturday Evening Herald, of Chicago, in mentioning the above, very pro-
perly remarks: " If equitably distributed, this wealth would enrich and
redeem from misery countless thousands. No wonder that socialism
thrives."

—

Fort Wayne Call, Ind.

[ The editor of the News Letter concludes, after reading the above
remarks of the Saturday Evening Herald, that, were the huge sum just

mentioned distributed in cash, as suggested, it would be all gone in a year,
and the recipients ready for a like amount next year, to be dispersed with
equal ease.]

He was Positive.—" You say you heard both shots fired ?" asked an
Austin lawyer, who was cross-examining a witness in a murder case.
** Yes, sah, I heard bofe shots. Dey was fired simultaneously, sah."
"Are you sure of it?" " Yes, sah, bofe ob 'em was fired simultaneously.

I wasn't more dan forty feet off at de time." *' But, on the direct exami-
nation, you swore the shots were fired one after the other, and now you
say they were fired simultaneously." "Jess what I said, sah. Bofe shots

were fired simultaneous- like, one after anudder."

—

Texas Siftings.
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"PLEASURE'S WAND."
*'We Obey no Wand but Pleasure's."--Tom Moore.

The acting in " Siberia " is remarkably good. Miss Cayvan's "Sara"

is a ciear-cut dramatic gem. It is strong, and naturally so. There is no

strained attempt at effect, no forcible making of points. The impersona-

tion is perfectly even in its tone. The pathetic, as well as the tragic,

scenes are acted so earnestly, so spontaneously, that they lose all sem-

blance of mimicry, all trace of artificiality. Its degree of realism is all

the more apparent when thrown into contrast with. Miss Sylvester's effort

as "Marie." This is a good piece of acting, from a purely melodra-

matic point of view, not from a natural one. The lines are intelligently

spoken, the gestures are appropriate, the voice is excessively "larmoy-

ant." but everything lacks the stamp of genuineness. It is counterfeit

—

agLod counterfeit, though, I will grant. Miss Rush, who has but on©

short episode in the play—the frantic mother seeking food for her child

—

makes a good deal of the little dramatic bit. Miss Mills is as pretty

—

well, as pretty as Miss Mills—but I have come to the conclusion that her

good looks have dazzled us and made us all blind to her shortcomings as

an actress. A certain simplicity and maidenly way, that fitted well her

character in the White Slave, was taken for art, but it was merely help-

lessness. She speaks her lines as a child reads from a primer, and with

about as much feeling. But she is too pretty not to be bright, and will

probably improve in time. Miss Charlotte Tittel is a slight, fair-haired

little thing, with a tiny voice—as yet a mere novice, but evidently pro-

mising. Miss Connie Thompson plays a small part with a good deal of

brightness. Levick is manly and heroic in attitude and delivery, and that

is all the part calls for. Wessels is a very villainous villain. Lennox is

neat, but not exactly amusing. Thompson, as the waiter, is rather outre
1

,

but it is a very clever sketch, even if too grotesquely drawn. Most of the

minor parts are effectively acted. The stage management is admirable,

but I think that the- third tableau, which should be the most gorgeous

one, is very much neglected. The scene is tamely painted, and there is

not enough stage room. There are idiosyncrasies of costume that are un-

pardonable. The appearance of a detachment of troops in a hall of festivi-

ties, attired and accoutred in heavy marching order, is absurd. The ballet

is very good, several of the secundos being clever dancers. Cornalba is,

by all odds, the best prima ever seen here. Her grace and feathery light-

ness are charming. Her dancing has the perfection of technical skill and
the maximum of artistic refinement. Big houses every night

Ellmenreich's "Katherine" in the Taming of the Shrew I was unfortu-

nately unable to see. Of her "Emilia Galotti," nothing but praise can
be recorded. It was acted in the true spirit of the author. The impres-

sion produced upon her by the Prince's gallantry, though one of fear and
pain, has a tinge of romance in it. Her modesty has been attacked and
wounded, but her heart has also been touched. The Prince, by his youth
and beauty and the glamour of his position, has awakened a little senti-

ment that she feels and is conscious of, that would soon make her defense-

less to repeated assaults. This phase of the character Ellmenreich delin-

eated with great delicacy. In speech and action it was traced with effect-

ive subtlety. As the Countess Orsina, the neglected mistress, a wild,

passionate woman—Ellmenreich acted with great power. It is a hard
character to act effectively, but the difficulties were all surmounted by the
gifted German actress. It is a character that cries for the depicting of

strong and vicious emotions, and Ellmenreich did this with life-like effect.

As the Prince, Kadelburg did some good work. Nieper was perfectly sat-

isfactory, and the same may be said about Mrs. Heller, Scherer and
Hirsch. The Wednesday evening performances at the Baldwin have
been abandoned.

* * *

Milton Nobles advertises Interviews as "an American comedy, by an
American author, correctly interpreted by American actors." Barring
the " correct interpretation," there is a deal of truth in this announce-
ment. It is an overdrawn burlesque of situations that in themselves
form the basis of American humor. The dialogue is a very complete col-

lection of all the jokes, sayings, slang phrases and funnyisms that have
gone the rounds of the American press. Nobles is an amusing fellow to
see on the stage. There is a certain quaint dryness about him that is

highly effective, and as the characters he plays are written to fit with this

and other individual peculiarities, there is an entente cordiale between
part and performer. The supporting company is a good example of a
cheap combination troupe. Next week the Boston Opera Company will

appear on the off-nights of the Nillsson Concert Troupe. This Boston
Company has reached San Francisco by way of the great North-
west, having appeared along the line of Villard's big railroad. Miss
Bessie Louise King is the star, and The Magic Doll is the performance of
these meandering Hubites.******
Emerson's boom still continues. The new members of the troupe have

been well received. Ainsley Scott is a good middle-man, but one whose
efforts are too aggressively emphasized. He is probably trying to justify
in some way the extravagant manner in which he is advertised. He
hardly possesses the flow of language or spontaneity that have made
others famous in the middle seat. Maxwell is a very clever aged darkey
impersonator, and Burt Haverly is objectively funny. Charley Keed,
pei- contra, has a fund of innate humor. If he tells a story, the fun is as
much, if not more, in his way of telling it as in the gist of it. He has
the gift of natural pleasantry. Morant is this week singing as a solo

"My Fair Young Colleen." It is a pretty little song, of the popular
stripe. On Tuesday evening Frillman sang, by request of some people in
the audience, " The Bridge." This was a treat. It is a very effective se-

lection, and was sung with genuine taste and expression. The choruses
to the different solos in the first part are harmonized with rare skill. I
think, though, that the addition of a fifth voice spoils the effect, espec-
ially as Malcolm's contralto, the extraneous voice, is seldom in perfect
accord. Minstrelsy is probably the most popular sort of amusement in
California, and this troop caters most effectually to this taste.******
The Bush-street Theatre is being cleaned and renovated for its ap-

proaching opening. It is in the hands of energetic managers, who will

make a strong bid for popular patronage. It will open December 23d. A
long list of attractions have been secured.

TrvoLi.

—

Donna Juanita, splendidly produced, fills this house nightly.*****
Winter Garden.- -Girojle-Girofia, 1b a great attraction. Urban is a

capital "Don Bolero."*****
The city is experiencing a Nillsson craze. Everybody wants to hear

the Swedish nightingale, the woman who has come nearer rivaling Patti
than any one living. The demand for seats has been a remarkable one.
The sight of a long line of people, of all classes and conditions, of all

ages and sex, standing and patiently waiting forhours for their turn for seats

is one that is most astounding. The success of this concert enterprise is

assured. Nillsson's fame is world-wide. Miss Glenn has a well-earned
reputation. Biorksten, the tenor, is well spoken of. Del Puente is a
baritone de grazia, who will delight everybody, and the Mendelssohn
Quintette Club is fully at home here. With such component parts, this

troupe is sure to please the public.*****
I have a personal reminiscence of Nillsson that may be interesting to

relate. I was in Paris in 1866, and was one evening dining at the house
of one of the largest music publishers of the city. The company was an
interesting one, representing most of the artistic professions- One of the
guests was Theophile Gauthier, who was a delightful conversationalist;

another was Wartel, who was then one of the most distinguished singing
teachers of Paris. Music was the principal theme of conversation. Gau-
thier was poetically raving about Patti, when he was interrupted by
Wartel, who said that in a very short time a pupil of his would make her
debut, and that she would rival the diva in every respect. Wartel was
pressed for information, and related all he knew about Nillsson. Shortly
afterwards she made her first appearance, and justified almost completely
her teacher's sanguine opinions. Since then her career has been one of

triumph.*****
The Philharmonic Concert on Friday evening was but fairly attended.

The orchestra was very uneven. The second and third movements of the
Symphony (Beethoven's No. 8, in F major) were played with precision,

but the rest of the orchestral work was but mediocre. The first violins

are weak, Henry Heyman being the only first-class one; their attaque is

faulty and ragged. The reeds and brasses on Friday lacked concert of

action. Miss Emma Hopf, the vocal soloist, has a full, rich, mezzo voice.

She sings well, but lacks expression. Her selection, Bruch's Penelope
mourning aria from Odysseus, is a magnificent composition. But it is a
composition that must be sung with depth of expression and pathetic power,
and these requirements Miss Hopf failed to develop. Mr. Gortatowsky is

a very good pianist. His technique is admirable, and there is about his

playing an air of sincerity and earnestness that is very satisfying.

Mozart's Concerto for Piano in C minor, with cadences by Hummel—

a

most difficult work—was played by this pianist with great skill. He was
at a disadvantage, having to use a very inferior piano. The next concert
takes place on January 5th.*****
Among the actors who will appear at the Baldwin under Frohmann,

are E. J. Buckley, Thomas Whiffen, Leslie Allen, Georgie Cayvan, Syd-
ney Cowell, Mrs. Whiffen, Louise Dillon and Viola Allen.

* * * *
*

Ben Clark i3 back from New York. He was under contract to

McCann, understudied several parts, but never appeared. He sang in
several sketches with success. He says that the weather is too cold for

him, since his return.-^—There are actors, who, knowing that they are
popular favorites, are arrogant and unapproachable. They seem to think
that there is a noblesse descoulisses, with extraordinary egotism. A
Marshal de Segor once remarked to an actor of this class: " My dear
sir, I thought since '89 we were all equal !"^—Tagliapietra is singing in
The Mascotte in English, out West.^^The report that Barry Sullivan
had consented to stand as the Home Rule candidate for Belfast, at the
next Parliamentary election, is now contradicted. Sullivan is a be-
liever in Parnell, and his proclivities are Fenian in the widest degree,

but he prefers the stage of a theater to the arena of St. Stephen's. —
Sheridan was the only actor who ever sat in the British Parliament. —
Irving and Wyndham are both University men, and accomplished schol-

ars and speakers.—^lolanthc is said to be a failure in New York, and but
a partial success in London.^—The North American Hevieio, for Decem-
ber, has six articles under the caption " Success <m the Stage," from as
many different pens. The writers are John McCullough, Helena Mod-
jeska, Joe Jefferson, Maggie Mitchell, Lawrence Barrett and William
Warren. Very interesting reading.—Oscar Wilde has cut his hair !—

^

Abbey is to have charge of the National Opera House in New York.^^
Eth'e Ellsler has decided not to play Hazel Kirke next Beason. She is

sick of it, and desires to star !—'Oscar Wilde likes Mrs. Langtry chiefly

because she is a Jersey Lily. "What a grand air she has," he said at

the Lotus Club. "We saw her walk down a room with a thousand
people staring at her, as if she did not know they were there. I call that
elegance !" "Is that what you call it?" said George Holland, the actor,
" Well, we call it gall /" Beauclerc.

"Doctor," said a little girl, "why are physicians like mackerels?"
The doctor gave it up, whereupon the little girl said: " It is because
neither is apt to be caught out of his own school."

GRAND OPERA HOUSE.

MR. HENRY E. ABBEY respectfully announces the FIRST APPEARANCE IN
SAN FRANCISCO of

Mme. Christine Nilsson, in Four Grand Concerts!
Commencing Tuesday Evening- December ititli, at S:I5.

Mme. NILSSON will be assisted by a Full Concert Company.

SCALE OF PRICES. —Season Tickets, for the Series of Four Performances, $14.
The sale of Season Tickets ONLY will commence on Monday, Dec. 4th, atlO a. m., at

SHERMAN, CLAY & CO'S (Agents Haines' Piauos) MUSIC STORE, southwest cor-

ner Kearny and Sutter streets, for one day only. Single Tickets—92, $3 and 84,
according to location. The sale of Single Tickets will commence on Wednesday,
Dec. 6th, at 10 A. M-, at above place. Bee. 9.
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SPORTINC ITEMS.
The la«t trotting race > NHOD -» OJ.it. Ii fl

.-- vara J. M

d d>« ncs miuJa the tann " gmtleman's rotdaters ' i horrible
immunity i person who ^

i

during the late raid they mada upon a nami
u in, :in<l the \

j't the entry. When Mr. Marks found t !)*•

-M with whom ha ana expected to compete, be left Inn

to have anything to do with thence. McKillop^i
r. waa supposed t-> be able bo win easily, and the

on him. He won the Bra
heat, an. I then the rush to buy poola was so great that Bra!

high np in the hundreds. The second heal was won by V. Scott's horse
1

.

Ffsher, wh" showed so Weil that the betting instantly reared around, and
fisher was favorite at $100 against t96 for the remainder. Fishes
treturtheiied bfa baoker'fl good opinion by winning the third heat, in spite
of the oombined Jookeying >>f all the other driven in the race. TM
porting men saw that their only chance to win with Stranger was in a
postponement, and accordingly various devices were brought into play td
wast« time. A wrangle was gotten up about the right of certain mi a U
drive, and before it was settled the fog, which had been coming In irom

in all the afternoon, became so dense that the back-stretch wag
Invisible, and the race had to be postponed. On Monday, the final heat
was decided. Fisher won with ease in iMn 1

,, the fastest heat of the race.

This time is really excellent. The horse was driven in a common road-
.

. and the track was anything but fast.

• * * * #

Shooters complain that ducks are very scarce in all places accessible to

the genera] public. At San Bruno, Alvarado, and the lower marshes that
.skirt the bay, there have been no bags made worth mentioning since the
middle of last mouth. Reports from the islands of the San Joaquin are
good, and large bags have also been made on the club grounds around
Snisun marshes. The largest flights of ducks appear to be going south-
east, and we learn of huge bags being shot in the vicinity of Tulare
Lake, and the tules on the west side of the San Joaquin river, in Merced
county. Several fair kills were made off the Alameda wharf, last Sun-
day, while the Alameda marsh gained additional notoriety, by the usual
gunning accident. This time the name was Jones. He drew a loaded
shotgun toward him, muzzle first. As is customary in such cases, the
trigger caught a projection in the boat, and the next time Jones goes gun-
ning it will be in company with the Celestial Wing Shooting Club, in the
Happy Hunting grounds aloft.

* * * * #

The boxing boom seems destined to die away almost as quickly as it

amse from nothing to its present huge proportions. The match between
Tom Allen and John L. Sullivan will never be fought, and it now trans-
pires that it was never intended to be more than an advertisement for a
Bash paper, and a money-making scheme for the excursion train specula-
tors. On the strength of the match Tom Allen was tendered a five-thou-
sand dollar benefit, in Madison Square Gardens, New York, a crowd be-
ing drawn by the announcement that Allen & Sullivan would " wind up."
After a lot of dreary work by fifth-raters, Allen came forward and said
that he would " wind up " with Rooke in the absence of Sullivan. Sulli-
van then got the floor and said that he did not propose to play any more
engagements for the benefit of others ; that the Allen match was a gate-
money scheme and that he would pay no more attention to challenges in
the future. Allen and Rooke then sparred. In the language of the New
York Herald, the affair was most painful, and drew hisses, instead of ap-
plause, from the spectators. Allen was a mere wreck, and the folly of

his fighting with such a man as Sullivan was made most apparent.^—
W. Madden, known here as Professor Woods, is in England looking for a
man who can whip Sullivan.—Local bruisers have made a nice record
for themselves during the past two weeks—Maynard whipped in a brawl at
the race track, his brother whipped in a quarrel on Bush street, Lawlor ar-

rested for stabbing a man, Riley whipped in a brawl on Bush street, Sav-
age whipped in seventeen seconds by a New York sailor, and Mc-
Cormack and Dave Condon yet to hear from.—-Howard and Martello
will indulge in a glove fight at Old Turn Verein Hall on Monday night.
The match is a square one.*****
There was a private coursing match at Newark last Sunday between

Chris. Johnson's Delebute and W. Dugan's Lady Plaice. Lady Plaice
won two courses out of three. Johnson challenged the winner to run the
match over again for §100 a side at Merced next March.—John Carroll
has purchased Stonewall Jackson.—The popularity of the sport of
coursing in England can be estimated from the fact that in the month of

November no less than 87 meetings were held, the average being 16 dog
stakes and 7 for the puppies.

* * * * # •

Harriman, the champion heel and toe pedestrian, who is now in San
Francisco, challenges any man in the State to walk a match of 24 or 48
hours duration before he goes to Australia. Callahan, it is understood,
will accept provided he is given a handicap of 12 miles in each 24 hours.
—The international races between Meyers and George have resulted in
an unseemly wrangle and disclosures that show how little real love of
sport for sport's sake alone there is among the Ieadiug amateurs. It ap-

pears that the clubs to which these men respectively belong have been in
the habit of giving them a portion of the gate money as a reward for run-
ning at club meetings. We are glad to be able to say that such a travesty
on amateur running has never taken place in San Francisco.

Kohler's Waxworks are nightly drawing crowded houses, and the
general opinion seems to be that they are in every way a success. The
figures are tastefully draped and arranged, and there can be no difficulty

in picking them out on the programme, as each figure is labeled with a
number. The orchestra is presided over by that accomplished musician,
Dick Kohler, while his brother John manipulates the Electric Boy and
the Phonograph. The show is at 771 Market street.

THE FREE KINDERGARTEN.
The Third Annual Report of the Ja k Street Free Kindergarten

has junt been sent at, and perusal of it-* pages shows the hnm
amount ol good which this institution i« iong the small child-
ren who swarm around the filthy alleys o| theCity Front, Second street
and other localities whieh ai dj orime. For three

i,i- noble and philanthropic in§titution has opened Its doors to these
I ildren, and many an embyrn hoodlum has, by its means, been led

to have higher aspirations than leading a life «-f crime or shame, State
aid should be given to so worthy an object, and it is to be hoped at any
rate that the in ains School Board will recognise and support It in a

nil manner, Mrs. Small B. Cooper is the able and energetio Su-
perintendent of the Free Kindergarten.

The Great Salmi Morse has chosen one William M. Wannemaoher,
"a young temperance lecturer," to act the part of the Nazarene in the

Play to be produced in New York. Salmi's selection is made on
round that " there is a strong resemblance between the pictures of

Christ and Wannemaeher." Surely if that is a passport to "eligibility,"
Salmi would be wise to pose as Judas Iscarlofe,

GRAND O PERA HOUSE.

Monday, December 11th, Firs t. Appearance of the Celebrated
JRoston J*ri?na Donna

y

MISS BESSIE LOUISE KING,
Alternating: with the Swedish Nightingale, MME. CHRISTINE NTLSSON

in B. K. Woolf's Musical Extravaganaa,

THE MA G- I C DOLL!
Popular Prices—15c, 35c, 50c, and 75c Dec. 9.

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.

JH. Haverly, Proprietor; Freil'k W. Bert, manager.
m The Leading Theatre! Haverly's attractions do not play on Sunday evenings.

Second week of Hartley Campbell's Original Spectacular Drama,

Siberia ! Siberia !

Every Evening (except Sunday) and Saturday Matinee. The most perfect produc-
tion of the age! HAVERLY'S NEW YORK THEATRE COMPANY—CORNALBA
and Grand Bullet— Military Band—Mounted Horsemen—New and Magnificent Scen-
ery—200 Auxiliaries! In all combining to complete the picture of dramatic per-
fcetion. Dec. 9.

EMERSON'S STANDARD THEATRE.

WM. EMERSON, Sole Proprietor and Manager.—EVERY
EVENING (including SUNDAY) AND SATURDAY MATINEE, EMER-

SON'S MINSTRELS.
THREE NEW STARS: M. AINSLEY SCOTT—BARRY MAXWELL-BURT

HAVERLY. FOUR END MEN: MAXWELL-HAVERLY- EMERSON-REED.
The Great Irish Comedians —FERGUSON and MACK, in New Specialties.

An Entirely New Programme !

Every member of our Star Company will appear.

6^** Original Popular Prices.—Opera Chairs, Dress Circle or Parquette, 75 Cents;

Family Circle, 50 Cents; Matinee, 50 Cents and 25 Cents. Seats secured six days
in advance. No extra charge to reserve. Dee. 9.

WINTER GARDEN.
Stockton street, between Post ami Sutter. Stahl A Manck,

Proprietors.—To-Mylit (Ducxmber 9th.) Second and Last Week of Lecocq's

Romantic Comie Opera, in 'A acts,

Giroile-Girofla !

Rendered during the past week by the following acknowledged artists to crowded
and appreciative audiences: Miss HATTIB MOORE. Miss HELEN BARRINGTON,
Miss KATE MARUHI. Mile. BERTHA, Mr. HARRY GATES, Mr. FERDINAND
URBAN, Mr. FRANK RURAUACK.
In preparation lor the Holidays—TRIP TO THE MOON. Dec. 9.

TIVOLI OPERA HOUSE.
Eddy street, near Market.—Kreliug Bros., Sole Proprie-

tors and Managers.
This EveniuL' (Saturday, December 9th), and until further notice, Franz Von

Suppe's Charming Comic Opera, in 3 acts,

Donna Jnanita !

An Unequaled Cast! Largely Increased Chorus! AN ENSEMBLE OF 80 PEO-
PLE! Beautiful Costumes! Children's Ballet, etc.

Id preparation for the Holidays—C. M. Von Weber's Grand Spectacular Opera,

OBERON.
General Admission, 25 cents; Reserved Seats, 25 cents extra. Dec. 9.

GRAND OPERA HOUSE.

The Commortions and Elegant Theatre.—This Evenlugr (De-
oember 8th), the Foremost American Character Actor, MILTON NOBLES,

assisted bv DOLLIE NOBLES and a Company of unquestionable merit, in the

unique and powerful melodrama,
Phoenix !

New scenery and effect-. Remember the Saturday Uatmee!
Oi'R Popular Prices: 15—25—60—and—75—cents. No extra charge for reserved

seats. Dec
-

*»•

TU-MARKET STREET.- Til.

Kohler's Australian Waxworks, etc., and Promenade Concerts.

Open from 9 a. m. to 10 r. M. Admission, 25 cents; Children, 15 cents.

ART ASSOCIATION. ONLY ONE WEEK MORE!

An Opportunity of a Lifetime to See the Host Celebrated

COLLECTION OF PAINTINGS, BY OLD MASTERS,
WHICH EVER LEFT EUROPE!

COMPRISING

150 Examples by Baphael, Titiap, Bembrandt, Oorreggio and others.

OPES Bjr ASL> ETEXIXO. Nov. IB.
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OLD LOVE.
I met her, she was thin and old :

She stooped and trod with tottering feet

;

The hair was gray that once was gold,

The voice was harsh that once was sweet

;

Her hands were wrinkled, and her eyes,

Robbed of the girlish light of joy,

Were dim ; I felt a sad surprise

That I had loved her when a boy.

But yet a something in her air

Restored me to the vanished time
;

My heart grew young and seemed to wear
The brightness of my youthful prime.

I took her withered hand in mine,
Its touch recalled a ghost of joy

;

I kissed it with a reverent sigh,

For I had loved her when a boy.

PICKLED EGGS.
As batter is pickled when it is plentiful, in anticipation of the dry

season when it shall be scarce and high, so eggs are packed by the thou-

sands of dozens when they are down to about 9d. or lOd. per dozen, pre-

paratory to the time when from 2s. to 2s. 6d. per dozen will have to be

paid for a fresh article. Some of the largest dealers pack down enormous
quantities, generally in lime, which is also a favorite preservative with
some of the commission houses. The eggs are simply placed loose in a
barrel—and, by the way, it seems a little singular that so fragile a thing
as aD egg can bear the weight of hundreds of dozens of its fellows with-

out breaking, when very slight pressure between your fingers will crush
it; but such is the case, and box after box is emptied until the barrel is

filled. Then lime is mixed with water and poured into the barrel until it

is full, when it is covered over and left until the market has advanced 100
per cent, or more, when its contents are drawn upon. The eggs come
forth, in outward appearance, as fresh as though laid but an hour previ-

ously, and the candle shows them to be beautifully clear—the action of

the lime and the water keeping air from them have prevented them from
changing in the slightest degree since their immersion. Break one of

tbem open and there is no smell, even though they might have been
packed the year previously. Eat it raw and you detect nothing about it

different from a freshly-laid egg. Use it in pastry, or boil and eat it,

and you find nothiug to excite any suspicion of ag-e or anything else. But
fry it and you will note that it acts strangely iD the pan—more especially

if they have been packed for a long time—for it " spatters " and sends the
grease flying in minute drops in every direction; the white of the egg has
become impregnated in a slight degree with the lime and water solution.

These are known to the trade as "lime eggs," and thousands of dozens
are sold every year to a trusting public as " fresh laid." It is worthy of
note that half the time the grocer himself thinks they are fresh eggs, and
if here and there in his box a little lump of lime is found clingng to an-

egg, ten to one he fancies it was there when the egg was laid, though occa-
sionally he knows what it means. The only way in which they can be
detected is in the presence of lime carelessly left adhering to the shell,

and by the spattering in the pan. There are very many ways of "putting
down " eggs so that they will keep for a long time, but lime is the most
inexpensive, and, as it is more generally used than anything else, it is

probably the best. The writer has seen eggs preserved by a process which
necessitated the employment of a chemical acid. The eggs came out af-

ter a six months' immersion, looking in every respect, inside and out, as
though they were just from the hen-bouse; but there was a disagreeable
smell about them which induced the return of them all to a grocer, who
had bought a case of them on the strength of their general good looks,
supposing them to be perfectly fresh. Anything which will absolutely
keep the air from an egg will preserve it; but, as stated above, lime-water
is regarded by the egg-merchants as the best agent yet produced. Chemi-
cals are both dangerous and expensive to use, and if not they are very apt
to leave strong evidences of their presence behind them.

—

Fi-earson's Aus-
tralian Weekly,

THE NEWSPAPER PRESS.
The present week is one of some note in journalistic annals. On

November 7, 1665, was issued the first number of the existing London
Gazette, the oldest paper in England, though not in Europe, it being some
thirty years junior to the Gazette de France. The London Gazette was
first published at Oxford, whither the Court had retired on account of
the plague, the first London number appearing on February 5th in the
following year, During some years it was the only paper allowed to cir-
culate—hence the News Letters. Germany is said to have waited for a
regular nowspaper till the year 1715; for a free press she is still waitiug.
Of English unofficial papers the Reading Mercury claims to be the most
ancient, and is certainly upwards of 150 years old. The Times lacks
rather more than five years to complete the first century of its life—at
least, under its present name. The Daily Universal Register first appeared
on January 13, 1875, its appellation being changed to The Times on Janu-
ary 1, 178S. The Morning Post, the senior of the great London dailies,
completed its hundredth year in 1881.

We know of no better proposal so far made than that embodied in
Senator Logan's bill, which gives the income from the whisky-tax for pub-
lic education. The passage of that bill would effect two good purposes

—

it would give the. Southern States a reason for supporting the Government
in the collection of a tax which they now regard with hostility; and it

would help to settle, before the new Congress met, the question of whole-
sale reductions in the tariff. Once the measure has become law, no Con-
gress would venture on its repeal. The bill is not entirely to our liking.
We should have preferred to see a more statesmanlike disposition of the
national surplus, by a distribution like that of 1835. We think the pay-
ment of State debts—repudiated or acknowledged—and the relief of the
people from the burden of direct taxation, are legimate objects of national
concern. But until a better measure is presented, we give the Logao bill
our hearty support. —Philadelphia American.

Ton are sure to get the best of Coal by purchasing that useful and
necessary article of C. R. Allen, 120 Beale street.

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
INSURANCE AGENCY,

No. 332 <fc 324 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Fire Insurance.
TEUTON1A of New Orleans.
LACONFIANCE of Paris.

DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS
of New York.

THE FIREINS. ASSOCIATION (Limited)
of London, England.

GIRARD of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN of New York.
ST. PAUL of St. Paul.

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONCIERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented $27,000,000.
All Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid,

W. L. CHALMERS,
Special Agent and Adjuster.

PHffNIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., Estab'd1782—Cash Assets, $5,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1833.—Cash Assets, $1,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1851—Cash Assets, $1,357,326.39.

HITLER <S HALBAN,
General Agents for Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864,

Principal Office 406 California Street, S.F.

FIRE IXSIRAXCE.
Capital (Paid TJp in TJ. S. Gold Coin). $300,000.00
Re-Insurance Reserve $171,412 75

Assets January 1, 1882 S 684,577.83 I Premiums, since organization.$3,841,412.07
Surplus for policy holders . . 674,577.83 | Losses, since organization .. . 1,756,278.00

OFFICERS:
J. F. HOUGHTON President. I CHAS R. STORY Secretary.
J. L.N. SHEPHAR1).... Vice-President. [ R. H. MAGILL General Agent.

Directors op ins Home Mctoal Insurance Co.:—L. L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J. L.

N. Shepard, John Currey, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, 0. C. Burr, J. S. Carter,

Charles Belding, D. W. Earl. April 8.

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

Unlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF L0ND0~N~FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

THE STANDARD MARINE INSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool- Capital, $5,000,000-

XV. J. CALLIXGUAX <fc CO., General Agents,
Aug. 12. 213 Sansome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,500,000
Cash Assets 1,709.976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BAIFOVK. GUTHRIE A CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF LONDON.
[ INSTITUTED 1803. 1

London Assurance Corporation, of London
Established by Royal Charter 1720

Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.
BOBEBX DICKSON, Manager.

W. IiANE BOOKER, Agent ana Attorney.

S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building.
[October 11.

1

THE THAMES AND MERSEY MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY,
(LIMITED),

Of Liveroool, London and Manchester,
NO. 308 PINE STRE ^T.

/ lapital Snpscribeil, $10,000,000: Capital Paid Up, SI.000,-
V> 000; Reserve Fund (in addition to apit.il), $1,875,000; Total Assets June 30th,

1881,85,234,665. W. G. HARBISON, Agent,
October 7. 308 Pine street, San Francisco, Cal.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.

Capital S.->.0O0,OOO..~Asreiils:
/ 316 California street, San Francisco.

Bnlionr, Gutbrie * Co., No.
Nov. 18.
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IN OCTOBER.
I saw tho (timlu'lit glinting down,
Where the tall brew »(>hh1 gaunt ami brown,

I saw the anft pathetic light

the stream's foam to glistening white.

I saw the tearful lustre shed.
When* felling \n\\, s heaped i,'»»hl and red.

I heir. I tin- n iu-y make —
The becks that rattle through tin- l>rak.-.

And t<«*s the withered tVrn fronds by.

And laugh beneath tin* sombre sky.

kid tin* river's ceaseless song,

Sweeping fir created hills en

The chirpings of each lingering bird

That brevet the angry North, I heard.

And a fresh yearning woke and cried,

A voice of Love unsatisfied

;

And all the lovely Autumn day,
In burning tears seemed blurred away.

To wood and glen; to bill and plain,

For Nature's balm I asked iu vain.

Then I said, low and suddenly,
"God keep my darling safe for me."

—Su.tan K. Phillips, in MacmUtari'a Magazine.

POSTPONEMENT OF A MARRIAGE.

One of the must singular scenes that has ever occurred at Sheffield, Eng.,
was witnessed at the Parish Church recently, when Mr. E. Knowles
Binns. a well-known solicitor, led a lady to the altar under circumstances
«-f considerable difficulty. A short time ago Mrs. Ada Caroline Milne, a
widow, who is possessed of £18,000, put an advertisement into a paper
stating that she was desirous of meeting a gentleman with a view to mat-
rimony, and Mr. Binns replied to the advertisement. His attentions
were not repulsed, but the course of true love was disturbed by the lady's

brother, Mr. Liebert, of Harewood House, Tunbridge Wells, who charged
Mr. Binns with mercenary motives, and used physical means to eject

him from the house. The brother's statement is that the lady is unsound
in mind and not fitted for the marriage state. Still she seemed deter-

mined to marry Mr. Binns. The ceremony was arranged to take place
at half-past o'clock, and at that time Mr. Liebert, who had come to

Sheffield in the hope of preventing the wedding, had a carriage and pair

ready at the church gates, intending to carry off his sister by force rather
than let the marriage proceed. Punctually at half-past 9 o'clock a cab
drove into St. James street and stopped at the church gates. Out of the
vehicle stepped Dr. Spowart, a local medical man, and on his arm leaned
Mrs. Milne, the intended bride. As soon as she alighted her brother
stepped forward, seized her by the arm, and said, "Ada, Ada, come
along with me." But she refused to do so, and clung with great
resolution to Dr. Spowart, the "best man," in a very hysterical state.

The brother wa3 held back by the police, and the lady, accompanied by
Dr. Spowart, ran swiftly across the churchyard, followed by a crowd of

excited spectators. Mr. Liebert, finding himself foiled, chased his sister

into the church, and seemed quite overcome with emotion. Dr. Spowart
took the lady into the vestry, where she was shortly afterwards joined by
Mr. Binns, who, although rather pale, seemed the least concerned of the
party. The brother appeared half stunned with the turn events had
taken, and leaned with his head in his hands against a pew. But when
his sister and Mr. Binns appeared at the altar, and the service had gone
on to the place where the clergyman says, " If any one can show just

cause why these two should not be joiued together in holy matrimony,"
he stepped forward to the altar rails and said, " I can, sir. I protest

against this marriage." He then stated that the lady was not of sound
mind, and the facts appearing to sustain him, the marriage was postponed
for the production of further testimony.

An extraordinary attempt at abduction has just been made at the
Convent of the Dames Blanches at Nantes. A young gentleman living

in the town got some papers printed bearing an exact resemblance to those
used by the Procureur de la Republique. These he filled up in due form,
appending thereto the signature of a well-known magistrate. The result

was that to all outward appearance a certain commissary of police was
ordered to arrest and hand over to the legal authorities a young lady re-

siding at the convent, the motive assigned for such an unusual step being
one that was by no means complimentary to the morals of the innocent
maiden. The forgery was most cleverly contrived, but unluckily for the
Lothario, the Superior had still to be faced. Having invested in the or-

thodox tricolor scarf this romantic citizen of Nantes persuaded one of

his friends to play the part of the commissary of police, and proceeded
with him to the convent, where the forged papers were produced. The
Superior, however, proved equal to the occasion. Experience had ren-

dered her acquainted with the features of the local commissaries, as well

as with the rudiments of legal procedure. This commissary was totally

unknown to her, nor had she ever heard of an arrest under similar cir-

cumstances. The worthy lady, therefore, declined point blank to surren-

der the girl or to restore the sham document, sending out at the

same time for a bona-fidc Commissary of Police. The young men immedi-
ately decamped, and, although an active search has been since instituted,

the inventor of the ruse, whose initials are given as C. de B., has not yet

been found.

The Genuine Private Cuvee Krug Champagne, from Reims,
France, is sold by all wine dealers, jobbers and grocers. Look to the cork
when out of the bottle for Krug & Cie., branded on the bottom of it. The
letter " K " is perforated on the labels. Beware of California wine imi-

tations. The Agents for the Pacific Coast for the celebrated "Krug"
from France, are Hhi.lmann Bbos. & Co., 526 Front Street.

MEXICAN STEAM NAVIGATION.
An important scheme i* atxral being carried into execution by several

wealthy fifexicens, under
; u the Mexican Government, f<>r

the establishment of never;*! linen nf •
, Bntto the United

States an d afterwards to Italy. Two have been formed for
this purpose, both m nt, and almost the entire
stock, amounting to s4,0(ni,tn>o,

| M !.. u, , . Bermajtdo
Brothers, Spanish merchants and cotton manufacl urers; Messrs. Pornlla,'
who own some ,.f the largest woollen factories in Mexico; and Mew*rs.
Arena Brothers, also largely engaged in manufacturing, toother gentle-
man interested is [guacio Pomba, Senator from the Stats >>f Oaxaca.
They have made :> deposit :is a. guarantee for the fulfillment of the terms
of the contract. According to the stipulation, the Mexican Continental
Navigation Company, as the new en operation is to 1 ailed, is to estab-

lish two services •>"• with steamers of l',000 tons burden from Vera < Irua
to ProgresSO, Havana and New York ; and the other with steamboats of
at least 600 tons burden, for Vera Crux, and Mintillan, Frontera de Ja-
basco, Leguna de Terminos, Campeachy and Progresso. The trips of the
New York line are to be weekly, and the coastwise steamers are to be run
in connection with them. The second contract is for the establishment of

two other steamship lines—one from Vera Cruz to New ( frleans, ami the
other to the Gulf ports of Tuxpara, Tampico, Bagdad and Galveston.
These continental lines are to be in operation before November 1, IHH'.i.

A new steamer of 1,500 tons burden is to be placed on the New Orleans,
and one of 500 tons burden on the Galveston line. The Government is to
pay the company a subsidy of $1,800 for each round trip. It is supposed,
further, that the rates charged shall be from 10 to 15 per cent. less than
those charged by Messrs. Alexandre & Son, whose contract expires in

September, 1883. The New York lines are to receive from the Govern-
ment $1,000 for each round trip, the others $1,800.

Schoolboy (kept in): '"Let's Bee—one t'ra's ought's ought. Twice
ought's ought. Three t'm's ought— oh, must be something—stick it

down one."

INSURANCE.
The Only Company on. the Pacific Coast Governed by the Massa-

chusetts Non-Forfeiture Law.

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF BOSTON.

Total Assets December 31, 1881 $16,210,465-92.
Surplus over All Liabilities—

Massachusetts Standard 4 percent §2,635,894.93
New York Standard Ak per cent 3,501,888.42

Market Value of Stocks and Bonds over cost 1,474,091.09

POINTS.
First—A Plain and simple policy, clear of all burdensome conditions, and fully

protected from forfeiture.

Secind—An agency experience of fifteen years in this State, during which, by
liberality and fair dealing in its relations with policy-holders, the Company has
gained an enviable reputation.

Third—Non-forfeiture for residence or travel, or for hazardous occupations with-

out a permit.

Fourth—Liberal paid-up and cash surrender, values stipulated by law.

FiKrn—This Company charges no more for insurance than those companies in

which the policy is forfeited, in case of non-payment of premium when due.

Before insuring in any other company, or joining any co-operative assessment so-

ciety, carefully examine the practical working of the Massachusetts law of 1880, and
read the policy contract of the New England Life.

HENRY K. FIELD, General Agent,
Aug. 20. 328 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

(Organized 1863.)

FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY.
Fire and Marine Insurance*

Assets 81,250,000
tosses paid over 4,500,000
jt3T The Lugest Assets mid Largest Ineorae <>f all the companies hailing from

west 01 New York State, ami in 1.MS1 Pacific Coast premiums were larger than
those of any other company, local, Eastern or foreign.

D. J. STAPLES President
ALPHEUS HULL Vice-President

WM. J. DUTTON Secretary
E. W. CARPENTER Asst. Secretary

HOME OFFICE:
Southwest Cor. California and Sansome streets, San Francisco.
e^- Agents in all prominent localities. Sept. 30.

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE-UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

The California Lloyds.—Established In 1861.—Nos. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, §750.000 in Gold Com. Fair Uates !

Prompt Settlement of Loses!! Bolid Security ! 1 IHUECTOKS. —J. Mora Moss,

Moses Heller, J. O. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatic, Charles Kohlcr, E. L.Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, 1. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Stcinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Everson, A. B. Phipps, Samuel
Hurt. H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Rrandenstein, W. M. Hoag, Nicholas

Lulling, James Mbffitt, John P:irr.>lt. J- Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Tnuehard,
George C. Hiekox, J. H. Freeman. John Oonly, J- H. Baird, Wm. Scholle, Charles

Bauni, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Heqm.
GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President.

Jambs D. Bailey, Secretary. Gbo. T. Bof»k S-ir-eyor. Nov. 6.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerlmul. of Zurich. Capital 5,000,000 francs; Helvetia,

of St. Gall, Capital 10,000,000 franca ; Baloise, ol Basle, Capital 5,000,000 francs.

These thre :;re liable jointly and severally for all losses that may be sns-

ftlned. I. pahle in all the principal seaports of the world. In the set-

tlement of all claims under an English policy, these Companies will strictly adhere to

the conditions and coston Lloyds, and submit t" English junsd
June 9. HARRY W. SY2, Agent, 420 and 422 California St., S. F.

Watches, in new and unique designs, for ladies and gentlemen. Geo.

C. Shreve A Co., 110 Montgomery street,
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THE JUDICIARY.
The tendency of recent selections for Superior Judges shows that the

people will do well to earnestly consider whether the New Constitiition

framers did not make a mistake in lowering the character of the Judici-

ary. To reduce the salaries of the Judges was undoubtedly to lower the

standard of fitness of the men who aspire to the Bench. The value of a

thing is what it will fetch. You cannot have a ten-thousand -dollar man
at a four-thousand-dollar salary. You get a Toohey and a Clough at the

latter figure, whereas you would surely obtain a McAllister and a Wilson
at the former. Lowness of price is not always cheapness. Some articles

are dear at any sum, whilst it is true economy to obtain others at any
reasonable figure. This is especially and peculiarly true in regard to the

services of men who have to hold the scales of justice. Weak and inex-

perienced men on the judicial bench would be dear even if they gave their

services for nothing. Able jurists with trained, unfailing and unerring

judgments, are in comparison cheap at any sum that will suffice to lure

them into the public service. The people in the end pay dearly for inex-

perienced, blundering and worthless Judges. The Judge on the bench
ought at least to be the equal, in point of capacity, of the ablest man at

the bar. When he is not, the mere pleader before him is the master, and
he the creature. That condition of things ought to be as nearly as prac-

ticable reversed. A judicial office ought to be a prize that the ablest law-

yers should covet in their older and more matured days. They should

think themselves fortunate to attain to it after twenty years of successful

practice. It should be surrounded with dignity, social influence and ade-

quate emoluments. It is so in the older countries, and it ought to be in

the new. It is the hight of folly to call into existence a cheap and nasty
Judiciary, and that is nowhere so true as it is in the United States, for

with us the Courts have powers that, in some sense, transcend those of

State Legislatures, and even those of the National Congress. In Eng-
land, whatever Parliament does is final law. It is not so here. The Ju-
diciary is a co-ordinate branch of the Government, with exceptional pow-
ers conferred upon it by the State and National Constitutions. It can,

and very frequently does, override all laws which in its judgment are ul-

tra vires, or in any manner in conflict with constitutional requirements.

It brushes aside State laws and Congressional Acts as if they were so

many cobwebs. The judgment of the Judiciary is supreme and final. It

treats Congressmen and State legislators as nobodies, and reduces their

acts to nullities. In the last resort it is the highest authority in the

land, rendering abortive the will of Presidents, Senators, Representatives

and legislators. Its powers are the vastest known to our Government,
and for good or evil are correspondingly great. It follows that there is

no subject upon which our people should be more pronounced than in

their determination to preserve the Judiciary on a high plane of integrity

and ability. The very highest talent should be obtained, and nothing
should be lacking that would be calculated to draw such talent into the

public service.

That i3 very far from being the case at present. The New Constitu-

tion reduced judicial salaries, and the result is only too painfully appar-
ent. At every election that has taken place since that instrument be-

came law, the tendency has been downwards. Remarkable as the deteri-

oration has been, it is only what might have been expected. You cannot
expect to buy a thing for less than it is worth. You cannot reasonably
hope to secure it for less than others are prepared to pay for it. If pri-

vate litigants are ready to pay a man ten thousand dollars a year for his

services, the public cannot expect to secure them for four thousand dol-

lars. A four thousand-dollar man is in reality the very last kind of a
creature that the people need. The public treasury is always the subject

of attack through the courts, and if it is assailed by a ten thousand dol-

lar man, and protected by a four thousand-dollar one, the former is

pretty sure to successfully pick its locks and get away with its contents
every time. Hence it comes that from a public point of view alone a cheap
judiciary is, in the long run, the dearest. The same thing is .true in regard
to private litigation. The honest suitor only wants a fair, just and legal

decision. The knave wants anything but that, and, as he has everything
to gain, he employs the ten thousand-dollar lawyer to mystify and fool

the four thousand dollar judge. Unquestionably the procuring of the
highest priced article is, in the end, the truest economy. The common-
wealth can, and ought to, afford to outbid all competitors for the procure-
ment of safe, able and upright jurists.

The other day there was a proposition before the men at present en-
gaged in framing a charter for this city, by which the salaries of the Su-
perior Judges were to be supplemented by two thousand dollars a year
additional from the City Treasury. Of course, the extra payment would
only take effect at the expiry of the terms for which the present Judges
are elected. It was objected that the proposed payment would be uncon-
stitutional, and the authority for it void. That dictum is very seriously
questioned by able minds. The city can assume any responsibility it

pleases that is not positively interdicted by the Constitution. That in-

strument nowhere says that San Francisco may not, if it is so minded,
supplement the salaries of Superior Judges. It seems absurd to say that
the money of our citizens is not their own to do what they will with. It
is surely their right to contribute to a fund for any lawtul purpose. If
they choose to approve and ratify a charter making a donation to the man
in the. moon, it is within their right to do it, or otherwise. Where do
the powers of the governed come in? We believe that the city can do
the precise thing that was suggested, and we are very sure it could not do
a wiser thing. The low salaries have been tried and we know the result.

There are two or three promising men on the Superior Bench of this city,

but even they might well have practiced at the Bar for several years yet
before aspiring to their present positions. As for the rest, it is doubtful
whether any amount of training would have endowed them with qualifica-

tions that nature has denied them. It is very certain that, sooner or
later—and the sooner the better—something will have to be done to
attract the ablest men to the Bench of our Superior Courts.

Another African Expedition.—It is reported that the Council of
the Royal Geographical Society contemplate the equipment of another
expedition to the " Dark Continent," in order to explore the mountains
Kenia and Kilimanjaro, and the country which separates them from the
eastern shores of Victoria Nyanza. This expedition is to be under the
command of Sir. Joseph Thomson, and will start on its mission early
next year.

The British Government has ordered a war ship to Madagascar.

CIVIL SERVICE REFORM.
A proposition has been submitted to the charter-makers embracing

two principles that are important to the last degree. They are asked to

say that no deputies shall hereafter be appointed to any city office who
have not first submitted to a competitive examination, and that when
once appointed they shall not be removed except for cause. Can any
thoughtful, experienced or sane man say that the soundess of those pro-
posals are not incontrovertible? Are not those principles the very ones
that wise business men apply to their every day affairs? It is true that

the banker or merchant who wants a clerk has no means of applying a

competitive test ; that is what he would like to do if he could, but as he
cannot, he uses his judgment as a man of the world in selecting the most
available talent, and when once an able and honest employe" is obtained
he is retained during good behavior. Why should not the ordinary, com-
mon sense principles of every day life be applied to public as well as to

private business ? Why should a capable man be obliged to give way to

a pimp, a lover, a street-incubus, or a hoodlum? Why should a respect-

able citizen's son be driven out of an office for which he is fitted, by an
incapable " bruiser," who has a boss at his back? There is every reason
in good morals, in social propriety, in decency, and in wise government
generally, why none of those things should take place. With cleanly ap-

pointments, obtained by merit, rather than by ability to carry a Kearny
street club, the affairs of the city would be better administered. Nor is

this all. The prizes would be held out to the ablest, instead of, as now,
to the most incompetent. There would be a survival of the fittest.

Common school education would be greatly enhanced, for every boy
would have an incentive to surpass bis associates. That is exactly the
effect the opening of the offices to competitive examinations has had in

every country where the system has been tried. The writer has
seen that whereof he speaks. He is corroborated by the must thought-
ful men of the age. Common sense reflection leads even the inexperi-

enced to the conclusion that these results are the natural outcome of any
method that eliminates fitness from unfitness. To take lower ground,
any system is better than that which enables a boss to say that none but
Alhambra house " maidens " shall be "lady copyists," and that dictates

pimps and " lovers " as deputies in important city offices. Politics would
be improved, because the struggle for minor places would cut no figure

in carrying primaries. The charter-makers have an opportunity to do
themselves credit by inaugurating this reform. It would be a feather in

the cap of San Francisco to be the first city to establish a pure, cleanly
and efficient method of appointment to public office, that is sure, sooner
or later, to prevail throughout the entire country.

AN UNDESIRABLE CLASS.
In British India there is a class of black beggars that are the most

despicable creatures on the face of the globe. They will bow before you,

make obeisance, "salaam "you in an attitude of humility that reminds
you of nothing so much as of a creeping, crawling serpent. They would
sting you if they could, but as they cannot they ask for alms, or " bak-
sheish." Some little experience of the fellows who at this moment are

seeking emploj'ment under the new State and City governments, reminds
us of thiB class. These beggars for office are unworthy the manhood of

the times, and a disgrace to the sturdy independence that should prevail

in a republic. There is room enough in this State of manifold resources

for all who have energy to carve out a future for themselves. Nobody but
a self-confessed failure should in this prosperous country be content to be
a hanger-on to the skirts of Providence ; and anybody who is, is a fraud
and a bilk. It is to be hoped that the time will soon come when an honest,

self-reliant man will no more think of importuning you to help him to a
paltry deputyship than he would ask you for alms on the street. Both
acts are alike degrading. Each, in its way, lowers the standard of man-
hood. We abhor and detest the kind of creatures who are on the streets

just now, asking every man of supposed influence to sign a petition in

their behalf. Surely there is something better in American manhood
than that. Blaine says that there are one million applicants for Federal
offices registered in Washington. Our charter makers say that there are
one thousand offices in this city, and ten applicants for every office. The
demand for the payment of pensions this year will amount to $150,000,000;
so that, with National, State and City officers, and pensioners, we are
fast becoming a people one-half of whom depends upon the other half.

The tax eaters are living on the tax earners. The sooner we try back,
the better. The men who won the independence of thiB country, con-
quered its forests, pioneered its waste places and developed its early

industry were not made of such stuff. The sooner the cringing suppli-

cants for office are rendered odious, the better. They should be deemed
pariahs, outcasts and low-down beggars, whom sturdy, manly men should
avoid. They are certainly the most undesirable class that this commu-
nity supplies. Out upon them and all their ways ; they are unworthy of

their race and of the bounteous land they inherit.

HOLD-OVERS.
Several of the dailies have recently spoken of hold-over Senators, as if

some of them certainly went out, and others of them as certainly re-

mained in, after two years from now. We defy them to point out any-
thing in the Constitution that justifies the belief that anybody will go out
for four years to come. If an Apportionment bill had been passed at the
last session, and the State had been divided into forty Senatorial dis-

tricts, there is no question but those from the uneven-numbered districts

would go out two years hence. But that did not happen, and the New
Constitution does not become operative until the requisite legislation takes
place. The Senator is elected for a four-years' term, and it is explicitly

so declared in the Constitution, and hence no question can arise under the
provision that no period of office-holding shall be extended ; and in that
case all the present State Senators will hold over until 1886, and will take
part in the next United States Senatorial contest. In the Apportionment
bill that will probably be passed at the forthcoming session, the present
Senators will undoubtedly provide for this contingency, and the Gov-
ernor, in his proclamation of 18S4, will not include a Senatorial election

—

so that the party in power has nearly all the winning cards in its hands.
If this be true, Farley will be chosen to succeed himself.

Diamonds, in matched pairs and single gems, in great variety. Geo. C.
Shreve & Co., 110 Montgomery street.
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THE TOWN CRIER.
* H»*r ih» Crivr '" " Whu th* d»vil «rt tboo r

* On» tb*t will pUjr tb» d«ri1. «tr with yon."

' HVd > •tin* in hit 1*11 « Ion* ft* a flail.

Which nud* hiiu crow boldtr and bolder."

We have Always been of tin- opinion thai California was ahead of

rid, ami that the old naying "can heat all creation" tit-* her
N iw we are sure of it. \ dentist of this city has hit upon a

{Ian tl> utilize loxcombe ! Think of the wonderful results that will ensue
from tl ip my « J looms Up into the front rank of utility,

and Instead of bayonets will hereafter be bristling with molars. At
length the old saying "armed to the teeth" will have some sense in it

. hare been seriously affected at hearing of the
dentist's discovery ; young roosters are at premium. But only think of
the transformation bosom that will take puce In the office of the officiat-

ing practitioner. Old hen* (dowagers) will have new wisdom teeth planted
freah from a gamecock; young pullets will have eye teeth cut to order;
and «'l'l roosters will have a fresh supply of jaw tackle set from the rosy

month teen, No more shall the aptitude of the old savin- be
apparent, "scarcer than hens' teeth." Still another effect may be looked
fur : the infusion of blood taken along with the planting of the tooth will

in all probability produce startling result*. Crowing women will be in

order ; old chaps will strut like bantams ; while the tooth carpenter shop
ill rival the coops at the market. Owners of Black Spanish fowl

have given orders for double locks on their back gates.

The mistakes that occur, even in very well regulated families, are so

often met with that they have passed into a proverb. A very amusing
affair happened, the other day, which may have serious results. The sys-

tem af budding flats, so universal in France, is gaining ground rapidly
with us, but the only thing we Americans may not meet with the sang
froid our French friends do is the style of neighbors we may have in

them. A very nice suit of apartments took the style of the wife of a
prominent citizen, the other day, as she passed them in the car, and as

her husband had promised her that very morning that she should move
from their oountry home to city quarters for the Winter, she thought a
look at the flat would not be a bad idea. No sooner conceived fian acted
upon. The visit proved satisfactory, and the rooms were engaged. The
whole details of the affair are not necessary. Suffice it to say, for the
moral of the story, that the prominent citizen and his wife had not been
many days installed in their new quarters when a rencontre between par-
ties going in at the side by side doors showed him and one of the ladies so

met that he was the lessee of both upper and lower flats. This state of

things may have its conveniences—during rainy weather, for instance

—

but it's mighty dangerous, and Mrs. — may find it so to her cost, as
suspicions are already aroused.

The Presidio authorities are very strict about the grounds, and a
civilian dare no more fire off a shotgun or rifle there than he dare sing

"Yankee Doodle" at the Church of the Advent. The mixed crowd,
however, which serves to represent Columbia militant, and by way of a
joke is called " the Army," is different. It is privileged, and though sea-

gulls are protected by a State law, the fierce warriors who make up the
institution, finding no worthier foe, spend their spare time and Govern-
ment ammunition shooting innocent seagulls. We would ask General
Schofield if he cannot find some more worthy employment for the spare
time of his warriors. Playing at marbles is a pastime just fraught with
sufficient of the elemeut of danger to suit these defenders of our country.
It is unfair to risk such valuable lives by allowing them to trifle with the
ferociouB seagull. It might also be as well to add that a certain glass ball

out in the bay was not put there for the purpose of " teaching the young
idea to shoot," but to guide vessels.

Not long ago, some European scientists sat down to a banquet of

fungi. No commonplace fungus, like the usually accepted mushroom,
was on the bill of fare, but those hideous excrescences, which from child-

hood we have all associated with speedy dissolution. The gentlemen in

question were in a position to trust to their own judgments in such mat-
ters, having no doubt experimented upon their wives before risking their

scientific reputations and learned carcasses at a public banquet. That
was all right, but any one who has looked into the window of a certain
restaurant nearly opposite the Postoffice on Washington street, and Been
the bilious-looking toadstools exhibited in the window, will hesitate before

he orders "stake with mushrooms." There are friends (?) of ours we
would gladly treat to a big feed of these deadly looking vegetables, and
feel sure that, in the event of a happy termination, science would benefit

more by the result of the autopsy than a long-suffering community does
by their sojourn here.

On Thanksgiving day a number of philanthropic ladies and gentle-

men clubbed together to give the newsboys of this city a turkey blow-out.

A large supply of gobblers was laid in, and whole bakeries desolated to

provide pies. At the last moment, however, fears were entertained that
the supply would not meet the demand ; so a strong-miuded female doctor
was hired to see if she could not damp the boys' appetites by a lecture on
diseased livers, rotted kidneys and other appetizing subjects, illustrated

with delightfully realistic diagrams. These purported to show what
drink might do. It was an ingenious idea of the charitable ones to hire

this female, but it failed signally. Her diagrams did not hurt their appe-
tites worth a cent, and her blood-curdling explanations only acted as a
very bitter cocktail upon her patients. And O shame ! the coin paid to

that she pill-slinger would have purchased three more antiquated gobblers
and a whole window full of pies.

An Energetic local composer, whose eye to business is never obscured
by his love of art, has composed a new song, which promises to create a
big boom among the Van Ness avenue and other Western Addition lady
amateurs, who are beginning to tire of " Come buy my Roses Red !" and
want something fresh to carol through the open windows from 8 p. m. till

the next morning. The new composition is entitled " The Twelve O'clock

Whistle," and is intended not only to develop the voice, but to supply in

its ornamental cadenzas a chance to display the vocal abilities of the
many high sopranos, ex-artistes and others, with which the city at present
abounds.

On Wednesday, the man who runs the bi« telescope on Market street,
I
.rich harvest, and no doubt w Venui would transit

every week. The humbler itndenta ol wtronomy contented them
selves with smoked i d the inrinite satisfaction of attains '

looked like a black spit ball 00 a gas lamp.

Vanns hi pom the sun, Twas but a transitory glanoe,
Impinged hi-* smiling face,

This transit business all is dun,.

And sin's back in bar place.

But O ! a nicer transit far,

t >n Kearny street 1 Bpied.

"Twas Venus .stepping on a car,

With Btockiaga gayly dyed.

And limbs are oommon things,
Which ladies from thelandof (Trance,
Oft show beside the wings.

Alas ! the shapely Limbs I saw
Went scooting up the hill.

I turned and left, my heart felt raw,
Methinks 1 see them still.

A young lady of Portland, Oregon, got married last week. Ab is
customary upon such occasions, | ier lately acquired spouse shared with
her the peaceful slumbers which the happy climax of a courtship is said
to produce. Somehow the bride was uneasy. There was a something
which would first tickle her shapely feet and then in a flash would gently
glide over her left ear. The girl was unsophisticated to an alarming ex-
tent for a " webfooter," and fondly imagined that it was part of the pro-
gramme. Several times when her lord and master was snoring with all
the fervor of a well wined-up bridegroom, she made a sly grab at the
ubiquitous tickler, but caught on to nothing. At last in sheer despair
she rolled over with a jump and went to sleep. In the morning, when
she got out of bed to peep in the glass and see how she looked as a wife,
what was her horror to discover that she had rolled over on, and smoth-
ered, a horrid mouse. It was wrong, very wrong, for her female confi-
dants to tell the story, but they did.

Many nice young men, who affect considerable style with but little
to support the affectation in the way of collaterals, sport extra fine silk
pocket-handkerchiefs. These they do not strive to hide, but, on the con-
trary, allow their vanity to get the better of their common sense by ex-
posing a considerable portion of said silks to the gaze of an envious, and
not always honest, public. One young man in particular attracted our
attention by his aggravating exposure of dry goods. For three weeks we
kept our official eye upon him, but found no change in the pattern of his
flag of gentility. Yesterday, on suddenly turning a sequestered corner
off Market street, we ran against this youth vigorously blowing bis nose
with a dusky cotton rag, that had not paid tithes to a washerwoman for
weeks. The fell secret was out—the silk was a dummy.

Beauty seems, indeed, to be a " fatal gift " to the poor little Jersey
Lily. Not content with wantonly heaping unkind and unjust abuse upon
her acting, finding fault with the size of her feet, and sneeringly deliver-
ing the opinion that she is no beauty anyhow, the generous and chivalrous
" gentlemen " of the Press are now busily assailing the little lady's honor
and purity, and trumping up all manner of preposterous lies to give color
to their vile and false inuendoes. It is our private belief and opinion
that it is the homely sisters, the envious cousins, the maiden aunts and
the jealous wives of these journalists who inspire these vicious and cow-
ardly attacks. There is a cat-like spite about them which gives their real
authorship dead away.

Sauntering along Clay street one night this week, the bang, bang
of a rifle attracted our attention and roused that slumbering curiosity
which marks the item-seeker. Arrived at the scene of action, no bleeding
corpse or policeman perforated citizen was found. It was only a shooting
gallery, where John Chinaman does his rifle practice in order to graduate
as a first-class highbinder or an able exponent of the fact that the " Chi-
nese must not go." Whilst there, and we only stayed half an hour, no
less than Bix revolvers were sold to Chinamen. We left inwardly im-
pressed with the idea that the "Kearny man" will not have a walk-over
when he sackt. Chinatown.

A Kansas paper, called the Modern Argo, in its last week's edition,
did the News Letter the honor of quoting in full some original verses,
called " Society Ducks," which appeared in our issue of November 11th.
This was all right, but why they should, besides giving no credit, put the
name of R. G. Ingesrotl at the bcttora of them, we are at a loss to com-
prehend. The verses were written expressly for this paper by Wm. L.
Eyre, who did not consider them of sufficient importance to put his name
to, so simply wrote "San Francisco, November 10th." If verse is worth
copying, it is at least worthy of being credited where it belongs.

The barometer is away down below zero for Dr. Bliss. His modest
little bill of S20,000 for not doing Garfield any good has been remorse-
lessly cut down to a little more than a fifth of the original demaud. This
naturally makes the worthy doctor think that this is a cold, cold world,
indeed. It is true that he may manage to worry along even with such a
paltry fee as §6,500, especially when he has earned it without curing his
patient, but nevertheless it might be interesting to the doctor to know
that several of our Indian tribes on the west coast have an awkward
habit of killing the medicine man who undertakes a cure and doesn't ef-

fect it.

Truly, the ways of our shoddy aristocracy are wondrous. At a cer-

tain house ou Sutter street, the folks are so high-toned that the servant
bringing a letter into the room, on a silver salver, has to back out as if in

the presence of royalty. Itseemsa big jump from surroundings a little lower
than those of a decent washerwoman to the punctilious observance of
court etiquette, and it is a pity these nickel plated mushrooms cannot see
how ridiculous they make themselves. It is a most difficult task to make
a silk purse out of a sow's ear.

The reporters back East have got their knives into the Jersey Lily,
and accuse her of quarreling with her chaperon, Mrs. Labouchere. It
must be extremely pleasant for Mrs. Langtry to have all her little private
squabbles fanned into the tierce fury of a quarrel by the "enterprising
press.'' We shall never for a moment credit the scurrilous telegrams un-
til better proof is forthcoming than that furnished by the rag-pickers who
feed slush to the Associated Press.

*Why is the Prince of Wales like Mrs. Langtry's "Rosalind's " doublet
Because she brought both down to her knees.
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SUNBEAMS.

My Dear Miss :—If you'll only be mine,
You shall have every fall a new hat

;

And we'll live in the cosiest rooms
To be had in the gorgeous new flat.

My Dear Sir :—I don't want to be yours,

Though, of course, I should like the new hat

;

Yet I never could make up my mind
To inhabit a flat with a flat.

A stranger journeying in France fell sick

unto death ; his friend called in a phvsician, who
demurred about giving his professional services,

fearing the wherewithal might not be forthcom-
ing to settle his bill. The friend, producing a 100-

franc bill, said: "Kill bim or cure him, this is

yours." The sick man died and was buried, and
the doctor finding his money slow to appear, re-

minded the survivor of the debt. " Did you
cure hitu ?" he asked. "No sir." "Did you
kill him?" "Certainly not." "Then you have
no claim on me, sir ; I wish you good day."

" When did the first train leave Austin for

Sau Antonio?" asked a stranger at the depot of

Gilhooly. " The first train left for San Antonio
when the railroad was completed between the
two cities. That was about two years ago. You
don't expect to go over on it, do you ?"

—

Texas
Si/tings.

When spelling is " reformed," she'll write :

" I'm sailing on the oshun,
Tbe se is hi, no sale in site.

It fills me with emoshnn."
But one spell will not change its name,
For she'll be seasick just the saim !—Detroit Free Press.

We are glad that tbe ladies are learning so

generally to play the violin, because in that case

they are liable to use a chin-rest.

—

Folio. But
their beaus will be pliant in their hands all the
Bame and do their will.

—

New Jersey Enterprise.

A. little three-year-old girl, while her mother
was trying to get her to sleep, became interested

in some outside noise. She was told that it was
caused by a cricket, when she sagely observed :

" Mamma, I think he ought to be oiled."

—

Ex.

A. Montana woman sued for a divorce

because her husband kissed the servant girl.

"You want this man punished?" asked the

Judge. "I do," said she. "Then," said the

Judge, " I shall not divorce you from him."
" I never pretend to know a thing that I do

not," remarked Brown ; "when I don't know a
thing, I say at once ' I don't know.' " " A very
proper course," said Fogg; "but how monoto-
nous your conversation must be, Brown."

A " Cloture."—Liberal Landlord. "What
are you doing in my back-yard ?" Irish tramp
(engaged in mending his clothes.) I was jist

a gatherin' in me rints, sorr !" The squire drops
the subject, and retires.

—

Punch.

Man has but little here below, but when he
dies he gets a lot.

—

Chicago Inter-Ocean. And
has to be contented with his lot, although be
finds that his best friends have put him in a
hole.

A boy, describing how he had a tooth drawn,
said: "The doctor collared me, pulled like

wild horses, and just before my head came off

the tooth dropped out."

"Kissimmee" is the name of a thriving
town in Florida. Young ladies living there do
not dare to name the place of their residence in

the hearing of strangers.

" Plug hats cause baldness," says an exchange.
"We don't believe it. Take a watermelon, for

instance. That is bald long before it is old

enough to have a plug. -N. Y. Commercial.
" I aim to tell the truth." " Yes," interrupted

an acquaintance, " and you are probably the
worst shot in America."

—

Cin. Saturday Night.

A prima facie case: When a clock is ac-

cused of being behind time there is something
wrong on the face of it.

—

Troy Telegram.

A fellow who was told that the wages of sin

hadn't been cut down one iota, remarked: " Iota
have learned that trade long ago."

*' By George !
" exclaimed a Frenchman.

"I've slept sixteen hours. I went to bed at 8
and got up at 8."

Eat, drink and be merry while you can, for

to-morrow you will wish to repeat the same.

The mosquito-bite season is no longer with
us, and that tuneful bore must-eat-a-bite else-

where.

Why are boots and shoes like door-mats ? Be-
cause they are worn by the feet.

"

C. P. R. R.
Time Schedule, Monday, Nov. 27, 1882.

Trains leave, and are due to arrive at,

San Francisco as follows:

LEAVE
(for)

DESTINATION. ARRIVE
(from)

9:30 a.m.

*3:00p.m.
*4:00 p. m.

8:00 a.m.

3:30 p.m.
8:00 a. m
*4:00 p.m.

9:30 A. M
4:30 p.m.

8:00 a.m
*4:00 p.m
8:00 a.m.
*3 :30 p.m.

18:00 A.M
9:30 a.m,

8:00 A.M
*5:00p.m.
9:30 a.m.

*4:00 p.m.

8:00 a.m,
8:00 a.m.

10:00 a.m.

3:00 P.m.
5:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m
5:30 p.m.

8:00 A.M.
8:00 A.m.
8:«0 A.m.
3:30 p.m.

*4:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m.

3:00 P.M,
*S:00 a.m.

8:00 A.M.
9:30 a.m.
3:30 p.m.

M:00 p.m.

3:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m.

*3:30 P.M.

. ..Antioch and Martinez.

.Benicia.,

. . . Calistoga and Napa

. ( Deming, El Paso ) Express. ...

. ( and East j Emigrant ..

. J Gait and \ via Livermore

.
"1 Stockton j via Martinez

...lone

...Knight's Landing
" " ({Sundays only)

. . . Los Angeles and South
. . Livermore and Pleasanton.

.

. . Madera and Fresno . .

.

..Merced

..Marysville and Chico..

..Nilesand Haywards..

( Ogden and I Express
\ East ("Emigrant
. . Redding and Red Bluff
Sacramento,

")
via Livermore

.

Colfax and > via Benicia
Alta ) via Benicia
Sacramento River Steamers..
.San Jose

.Tehama and Willows.

.

.Vallejo

.(JSundays only).

.Virginia City..

.Woodland....

•2:40 p.m.
10:10 a.m.
*12:40 p.m.

7:40 P.M.

11:10 A.M.
#10:10 A.M.

7:40 p.m.

2:40 p.m.

7:10 a.m.
5:40 P.M.

12:40 p.m.
5:40 p.m.
11.10 A.M.

2:40 P.M.

5:40 P.M.
*8:40 a.m.
2:40 P.M.

12:40 P.M.
5:40 P.M.
5:40 P.M.
3:40 P.M.
9:40 a.m.

#8:40 a.m
11:10 A.M.
6:10 A.M.
5:40 P.M.
6:40 P.M.
7:40 P.M.

11:10 a.m.
6:00 A.M.
3:40 p.m.

9:40 a.m.
#7:40 P.M.
7:40 P.M
2:40 P.M.

10:10 A.M.

111:10 A.M.
12:40 P.M.

11:10 a.m.
7:40 p.m.

11:10 a.m.

Train leaving San Francisco at 9:30 a.m. should mRet
Pacific Express from " Ogden " at Highland ; also Pacific
Express from "El Paso" at Antioch.

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland Pier.

From "SAN FRANCISCO," Dull} .

To EAST OAKLAND-*8.00, *6:30, 7:30, 8:30, 9:30.

10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30.

7:00, S:00, 9:30, 11:00, »12:00.

To ALAMEDA—*6:00,
v
t6:30, 7:00, »+7:30, 8:00, '18:30,

9:00, M9:30, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 1:00, 2:00, 3:00, *t3:30,
4:00, *H:S0, 5:00, "t5:30, 6:00, "t6:30, 7:00, »8:00,9:30,

11:00, *12:00.

To BERKELEY — "6:00, »6:30, 7:00, '7:30, 8:00, *B-M,
9:00, 19:30, 10:00, J10:30, 11:00, Jll:30, 12:00, 1:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4-30, 5:00, 6:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,

9:30, *12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—»6:00, »6:30, 7:00, <7:30, J8:00.
•8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, "4:30, 5:00.

«5:30, 6:00. "6:30, 7:00.

To " SAN FRANCISCO," Daily.

Frosi BROADWAY. Oakland -»5:32, »6:02, 6:32.

7:32,8:02,8:32, 9:02, 9:32, 10:02, 10:32,11:02, 11:32,

12:32, 1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32

5:32, 6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

Prom EAST OAKLAND-»5:21, *5:51r6:21, 6:51

8:51, 9:51, 10:51, 11:51, 12:51, 1:51, 2:51, 3:51.

5:51, 6:51, 7:51, 9:21, 10:51.

From ALAMEDA—*5:15, *5:45, 6:15, 7:10, "t7:35,

"t8:35, 9:10, "t9:35, 10:10, "+10:35, 11:10, 12:10,

2:10, 3:10, 4:10, "+4:35, 5:10, <t5:35, 6:10, "+6:35.

*+7:35, 9:15, 10:45.

From BERKELEY— »5:45, *6:15, 6:45, "7:15,7:45,

8:45, J9:15, 9:45, 110:15, 10:45, {11:15, 11:45,

1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:15, 4:45, 5:15, 5:45,6:15, 6:45,

9:15, *10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY — *5:45, *6:15, 6:45,

7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, *5:15,

»6:15, 6:45, »7:15.

, 7:02,

12:02,

5:02,

, 7:61,

4:51,

8:10,

1.10,

7:15,

*8:15,

12:45,

7:45,

»7:16,

5:45,

Creek Route.
From SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:15, 3:15,

5:15.

From OAKLAND—"6:15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

All trains ran daily, except when star (•) denotes Son-
days excepted.

tTrains marked thus (+) run via East Oakland.
(t)Sundays only.

" Standard Time " furnished by Randolph & Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. GOODMAN, Gen. Pass, and Ticket- Agt.

A. N. Townb, General Manager.

COAL OIL STOVES.
A 1

1 Sizes for Cooking or Parlor use
Send for Circular and Prices.

WIESTEK & CO.,
17 New Montgomery St., S. F.

It

GreatM
J&OUTE*

»V.X«GT0*

,

EASTWARD
Is the Old Favorite and

Omaha, Kansas City, Atchison and St. Joseph

For CHICAGO,
ST. LOUIS,

MILWAUKEE,
Detroit, Niagara Falls,

NEW YORK, BOSTON!
And All Pomis East and South-East.

THE LINE COMPRISES
Nearly 4,000 miles. Solid Smooth Steel Track. All

connections are made in UNION DEPOTS. It has
a National Reputation as being THE GREAT
THROUGH CAR LINE, and is universally conceded
to be THE FINEST EQUIPPED Railroad in the
World for all classes of travel.
Try it, and you will find traveling a luxury instead

of a discomfort.
Through Tickets via this Celebrated Line for sale

at all offices in the West.
All information about Rates of Fare, Sleeping Car

Accommodations, Time Tables, &c, will be cheer-
fully given by applying to

(. ). POTTER, PERCEVhl. LOWELL,
Gen' I Manager, Gen'l Jrussenger Agt.,

Chicago, Ills. Chicago, Ills.

T.MoKAY, G-en. Agt., occidental Hotel, Sau Francisco.

BROAD GAUGE.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Sunday. October 22, 1882,
And until further notice. Passenger Trains will leave
from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend st., between 3d and 4th streets), as follows:

LEAVE
S. F.

t 6:50 a.m.

8:30 a m.
10:40 a.m.

* 3:30 P.M.

4:30 P.M.
6:30 p.m.

DESTINATION.

.San Mateo, Redwood,.

....and Menlo Park....

8:30 a.m.
10:40 a.m.

1 3:30 p.m.
4:30 P.M.

10:40 a.m.
' 3:30 P.M.

. Santa Clara, San Jose and

.

. .Principal Way Stations.

.

Gilroy, Pajaro, Castroville.

and Monterey

;40 a.m.
,05 A.M.

:02 A.M.
:37 P.M.

:04 p.m.

:02 p.m.

05 a.m.

02 A.M.

37 P.M.
02 p.m.

):02 a.m.

3:02 P.M.

,„.|{. Hollister and Tres Pinos .

.

10:40 a.m. I j .Watsonville, Aptos, Soquel.
f 3:30 P.M.

[
| and Santa Cruz

,„..« . „ I ( - Salinas, Soledad and Way..
10.40 a.m.|-j

Stations
6:02 p.m.

•Sundays excepted, fSundays only. (Sportsmen's Train.)

Stage connections are made with the 30:40 a.m.
Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo, which
connect with 8:30 A. M. Train. EXCURSION TICKETS
sold on Saturdays and Sunday mornings—good to
return Monday: To Santa Clara or San Jose, S2 50; to
Monterey or Santa Cruz, §5 00; also to principal points
between San Francisco and San Jose.

Ticket Offices—Passenger Depot, Townsend street,

and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

[y S. P. Atlantic Express Train via Los Angeles,
Yuma, etc., leaves San Francisco daily via Oakland
Ferry, foot of Market street, at 9:30 a.m. [Oct. 28.
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"The World/' the Flesh, and the Devil.
[ Br a Truthful Penman. 1

On tbe subject <>f political corruption in Turkey Truth Bays: "Let
be under any error m t<> the objects of the Sultan end liis corrupt

k»ih; of pashas and eunucha. At the present moment these oreaturea are
utterly impecunioaa. They want money, ami it goes to their hearts to
think «.f the Egyptian fleshpoui being full, without their being allowed to

pluntre their fifty tinners int<» them. There fa absolutely nothing nohle in

the character of the ruling Turks. They have a certain amount of low
conning, and this they use with a riew to steal all that they can. llrli-

gi n in a mere mask with them, ae it is with many of the most dangerous
scamps tu England, They would sell their Prophet with as little scruple
as they would sell their honor. The conviction is also growing stronger
that the Turkish Kmpire is as great a curse to Europe as was the exist-

ence of the piratical government at Algiers. Tbe Turkish villager is not
worse than his neighbor the Christian. But the ruling Turks are, per-
haps, the vilest and most contemptible set of knaves that ever lived and
ruled. Their stock-in trade is a certain low ._ mining ; and I hardly think
that I am exaggerating wheri I say that they are destitnte of one single

redeeming virtue. For my part, in default of their subject races being
unable to achieve their independence, I should like to see the Russians in

Armenia, the Austrians at Salonica, and the Greeks in Epirus and all the
islands of the Levant. As for Constantinople, whether it be Greek, llus-

siau, Austrian, or a Free Town, is a matter which signifies little to us.

This is the doctrine that we ought to proclaim in the conference, and at
the same time we should say that we intend to regard Egypt hencefor-
ward as within the orbit of uur Empire. We need not annex it, and there
are many objections to such a course, but our influence ought to be par-
amount there. There is no government that the mind of man is capable
of conceiving, so bad as that of the Turks, and there is no Power whose
rule of Turkey would create such perpetual troubles and embroilments as

do its present rulers. They seem to have been created to show that Livy's
description of the Carthagenians was not overdrawn."— Mr. Edison
has lately advanced the opinion that fatal accidents from electric currents
would continue to increase with the multiplication of wires carrying pow-
erful currents, till some dreadful accident occurred to arouse public indig-

nation and compel the placing of all such wires underground. In case of

fire particularly, the breaking of a great number of wires which would be
thrown down in inextricable confusion by the fall of a roof, might have
serious results. Mr. Park Benjamin, a well-known scientific man, has
called attention in New York to the fact that a stream of water from a
hose nozzle, striking a broken arc-light wire, might easilyserve to conduct
the current through the body of the fireman who held the hose, with fatal

consequences ; while the cutting of such a wire with an axe, particularly

if the handle of the axe were wet, might have a like effect.——" About
twenty newspapers are soon to be started in the provinces advocating
the claims of Prince Jerome Napoleon to the Throne. It is said that
Prince Napoleon will take up the Socialist case as a platform. The Im-
perial Party has been divided between Prince Napoleon and his son Vic-
tor, whom the Prince Imperial named as his successor ; but the tendency
now is to place the claims of the father first.—— A Scotch doctor has
won three million francs at Monte Carlo. Noticing that some numbers
came up more often than others at the roulette tables, he came to the con-

clusion that the cylinders must be faulty, and by the employment of pro-

fessional piqueurs he discovered the numbers that had come up most fre-

quently during the space of a week at two of the tahles, and these he
backed with the result we have stated. Hem !-^— The Court will re-

main at Windsor Castle till Dec. 16, when the Queen will go to Osborne
for two months. Her Majesty will then, we presume, come to London
for the Review, returning to Windsor in the evening; and another
visit will be made to the Metropolis during the stay at Windsor ; but the

report that the Queen is to reside for several days at Buckingham Palace
is without foundation. Her Majesty's time will be greatly taken up dur-

ing the next month with reviews, investitures and receptions, and succes-

sions of visitors have been '"commanded" to dine and sleep at the Castle,

including Ministers, Ambassadors, Opposition leaders, and a selection of

what Lord Beaconsfield termed "the high nobility." There will be a
flow of Royal hospitality till December 9.——The eldest sister of a well

known Marqnis, a lady who has just completed her fortieth year, has
lately married a young baker of exactly half her age, who was taught his

trade at a charity-school of which his present wife wa3 a patroness.>^—
A Dumfriesshire tenant farmer will shortly come into a vast fortune,

as one of the heirs of the late Mr. A. T. Stewart, of New York. Seven-
teen of the millionaire's relatives have been discovered in Scotland, and
in America, on the father's side ; and the United States authorities are

now seeking for his relatives on the mother's side, who will share equally
with the others, if any can be found. There was always a mystery about
Mr. Stewart's origin ; but it has been discovered that he was the son of a
couple who were married at Dolmellington, in 1798, his mother being a
Miss Hunter. Mrs. Stewart, the widow, has already received her portion

of four millions, but nearly twelve remain for division.

—

Truth.*—'-It ap-
pears from official statements recently published that, among the recruits

of last year, the proportion of those born in England or Wales was higher

than that of the previous year by 21 per 100 ; while of those born in Scot-

land the proportion was, on the contrary, 15 per 1,000, and of those born
in Ireland 8 per 1000 less. The natives of England and Wales represent

702 per 1,000 of the entire number. Ireland stands next for 202 per 1,000,

while Scotland furnished only 82 per 1,000.

Novelties in great variety for Holiday Gifts. George C. Shreve &
Co., Manufacturing Jewelers, No. 110 Montgomery street.

Stotmway ft Son*.

)

hranirh ,C ttarh. \

HI I MHO I
KKKKT OABUR,

rlANUo.i
C. ROENISCH.

M. GRAY, 117 Post Street,
San Francisco.

REAL ESTATE EXCHANGE
-AND-

GENERAL BUSINESS AGENCY,
i in California street Near cor. of HoiilKomcry.

G ESTABB IOB SMITH, late County Olerk ..f Alamoiln County, Ootioral Hall-
ixge: AH ordora by mail or express promptly attended to, [jaige list ol firms and

sad* and desirable residence and business property in Sat] Prauefaco and
1 ><>»}<± Nov. i.

H.S.Williams. A. Ohesebrough. W. H. Dimond.

WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO.,
SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

UNION BUILDING,
JUNCTION MARKET AND PINE STREETS.

Agents tor Pacific Mail Steamehip Company, Pacific Steam Navigation Company,
The Cuoartl Royal Mail Steamship Company, "The California Line ol Clippers"
from New York and Boston, and "The Hawaiian Line.
San Francisco, January 31. 1SS0.

lippers

Jan. 31.

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY,
No. 310 Sansome Street,

San Francisco,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN PURS.
[September 21.1

M. A. GUNST & CO.,
203 Kearny Street San Francisco.

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS ISHAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS,
Also, Agents for Kimball, Gaulliener & Co.'s Guatemala Cigars.
t^" Inform the Public that they receive large invoices of Choice

Havana Rrands twice a month. [Feb. 19.

TABER, MARKER & CO.,
IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE OROCERS,

108 ami 110 California St., 8. F.
I
April 19.)

CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY,
Manufacturers of the Standard Syrup, a superior article*

put up in barrels expressly for home consumption. Also, Extra Heavy Syrup
in barrels for Export. Refined Sugars at lowest market rates. Office 325 Market
Street, up stairs Dec. 21.

JOHN McKEW,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL COAL DEALER,

i:tl UNION vi'KKKT Between Dnpont and Kearny.
SAX FRANCISCO. Aug. 20.

~c7 aIhjlphT LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants.

8AN FRANCISCO and IfEW YORK.
ggt* Agents of American Sugar Refinery, corner of Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. Jan . 17.

Olaus Spreckels. Win. G. Irwin.
WM. G. IRWIN & CO.,

Sngar Factors and Commission Agents,
Honolulu, H. I. fMarch 25.

Francisco Daneri. F. DANERI & CO., Henry Casanova.
DEALERS IN

WINES, LIQUORS, GROCERIES,
27 and 29 California Street,

]Oct. 7.] Between Davis and Drumm, San Francisco.

C. W. M. SMITH,
The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor,

E»t*bli*hed in 1862
Removed to.. 224 Sansome Street.

g^* MR. C. W. ,M. SMITH is the patent attorney for Marriott's Aeroplank COM-
PANY for Navigating the Air. Oct, '22.

ROBERT WALKINSHAW,
REAL ESTATE AGENT 407 Montgomery Street.

Fanning;, 7oTiniii$r and City Property.
[Julv ».]

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,

STOCK BROKERS,
No, 314 Pixie Street San Francisco.

I.May 20.)

t{£^ +^ C500 Per day at home. Sample* worth *s free.
<|p<-> lO ip.i \J Address SlISSONi Co., Portland. Maine.
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WAIFS.
Waifs which singly are as light as air, but which tog-ether make

a momentous whole.
Office-seeking, in both the State and City Governments, is just now

being pursued with eager, anxious and insatiable greed.——Office hunger

is a thing endowed with a marvelously voracious appetite.——Under its

influence men become more like wild beasts of prey than moderate, rea-

soning and self-respecting human beings.—They seek to destroy those

who stand in their way as an hungry tiger would devour that which stood

between it and its scent of blood.—This overpowering passion to feed

at the public crib wants to be checked in some way, or it bids fair to de-

moralize the best manhood of the country.^—There are said to be 1,000

office-holders in this city, and there are ten applicants for every place.—
There are 100,000 offices under the national Government, whilst it is of

record in Washington that there are a million applicants for places.

Where is this thing to end ? Have we become a nation of insatiable and
unappeasable office-hunters ?^—The hotels of Los Angeles are said to be
crowded with people anxioua to whisper their claims into the Governor
elect's ear ; the road to San Gabriel is fairly lined with office-seeking

visitors, and Stoneman's mail is said to be loaded down with applications

for places, and this, although as the law stands, he has not at present a
dozen offices in his gift.^^The majority of newly elected heads of de-

partments in this city have recently been rusticating in the country, for

no better or other purpose than to escape the unendurable importunities

of office-seeking bummers.-—The thing has assumed such dimensions as

to constitute ic a shame and a disgrace to the manhood of our people.^^
It is becoming a libel upon our race.—With a great country to occupy
that is full of material resources, there are openings enough for all, and
honest and remunerative work for every one to do.—No capable or in-

dustrious man, with a spark of right feeling in his composition, should be
content, in a country like this, to become a hungry and debased suppli-

cant for permission to feed at the public trough. To-day they are con-

tending together like so many eager, famished hogs.^—It is a degrading

sight that may well make thoughtful men despise their kind, and despair

of the small spark of manhood left in a too large proportion of the peo-

ple, who have turned aside from manly employment and industrious ways
to become despicable sycophants, in search of pelf, pay and plunder.^—
The sooner office-hunting, like street begging, becomes odious the better.

— .-There are few engaged in it to-day who respect themselves or ought
to be respected. They are a mean crowd, possessed of less manliness

than any race of beggars that ever lived. Craven-hearted creatures, every

one of them ! Too lazy to work, too barren of resources to strike out a

path for themselves in a world full of opportunities, they are the most
wretched lot of nondescripts that poor humanity supplies.—When the

feeling becomes general that they are a contemptible crowd, and when
they are, as they deserve to be, treated as such, then, and not until then,

may we expect their numbers to decrease. That feeling is growing apace.

—When a man tells you that he is an applicant for some petty office,

and asks your aid or solicits your signature to a petition in his behalf,

you instinctively feel that he has lowered himself in your estimation and
that he is a very poor specimen of a man.—If ever there is to be a class

distinction in this country, the line Bhould be drawn at the point where a

man sacrifices his independence for the purpose of becoming an
office-seeker.——There should be a marked difference betweeen a tax-

payer and a tax-eater ; between the sturdy man who is the architect

of his own fortune and the miserable bummer who humbly sup-

plicates to be allowed to suck pap from the public teat. The one is a
bread-winner, and the other a bread-beggar; the one a man, and the other

a- leech. Upon this latter class of blood-suckers we look with loathing

and contempt.—It will not be our fault if they are not made as odious

as they deserve to be. We are on their track, and propose, before we are

through, to give a good account of them. We shall name them and all

their ways. A close watch shall be kept on things. Henceforth a spe-

cialty shall be made of this particular department of facts. Every hungry
office-hunter shall be made conspicuous and notorious until the day ar-

rives when men will repudiate the imputation that they desire to be quar-
tered at the public expense, as earnestly as they would resent the allega-

tion that they had asked alms on the public highway.—The Buckley
lambs will be described, named, aod otherwise have justice done to them.
—Meanwhile those who have patronage to dispense should seek, and
not be sought. They should secure the right men for the right offices by
causing the office to seek the man, and by giving the cold shoulder to the
man who would seek the office.—The fellow who cringes and hegs for a

.deputyship is pretty sure to be a valueless and ignoble creature.^—The
manly man, who is more entitled to it, and better qualified to fill it, is

more likely to stand aloof. Therefore seek out the manly men. Eschew
the hoodlums, gamblers and street-statuary, which alone the bosses
arc sure to recommend, because that is the class alone which they can use.

In that piece of advice there is a world of good politics at this time. Let
those to whom it is offered take notice and govern themselves accordingly.— Holtzis still said to be standing up like a man and insisting upon be-

ing the Assessor of this city and county, with the control of all the
patronage belonging to his office. The bosses are threatening and vowing
vengeance, and the knowing ones are predicting that Holtz will back
down. Time will tell.-^—The Chronicle says Connolly has agreed to di-

vide four-fifths of his patronage among certain bosses, retaining only one-
fifth himself. We don't believe it, and shall be disappointed in our esti-

mate of the man if that proves to be true.—•Most of the other newly-
elected officers have succumbed, and in consequence the departments will

be filled with loafers and " boys," nominated by the bosses, and
Democratic rule will not, for that reason, be as popular as it might be if

cleanly and competent men only were appointed.-^—The story is now
current among the "boys" that Boss Buckley has recently shown evidences
of growing unduly rich. It is said that he attempted, the other day, to

deposit §10,000 in the Hibernia Bank; but as that institution does not
now take more than §2,000 from any one depositor, his money was not
accepted. It is further alleged that he has recently bought certain valua-
ble city lots. As he was known to be poor three years ago, it becomes
obvious that political bossism pays. And he still has two fruitful years
before him.—•He is said to have received ten thousand thanks from the
powers that be, to put up a Board of Supervisors, last year, made up of
material that was sure to be beaten.— The Hearst fight ib

said to have panned out well for him.*^— His sudden wealth
is greatly exercising the " boys," to whom he owes all that he is.^—They

say they have "no use for a boss who does not divide fair,"^—It begins
to look as if he will be dethroned at the first opportunity, which will be
bad for Marye, English and all the other "respectable " figure-heads who
have future axes to grind. But it will be good for his party and for the
people.—His next big haul is to be made out of certain "cinch
bills " that he is going to Sacramento with. Tom Bishop. Fisher Ames,
and other legal allies of his, are busy preparing them. -^—He is to be per-
mitted to open a whisky-mill in the basemeut of the Capitol, contrary to
law.—The Secretary of State is custodian of the building.^—It is a
misdemeanor to " sell or give away liquor in the Capitol or on the grounds
adjacent thereto," but then the lobbyists need accessories, and whisky is

one.^^The Democrats at Washington did themselves credit by driving
the lobby away ; those who will presently assemble at Sacramento should
do likewise.—There will be much need of their doing so, for the boss is

organizing and says he has "a great lay-out" for the occasion, which
being interpreted means that he has in hand schemes with money in them.
^—It will be bad for the Democrats if all such things are not frowned
down from the outset. There will be no divided responsibility for the
doings of thin Legislature, and it will be "a cold day" for those who
pander to corruption. We shall faithfully expose all that goes on. The
true inwardness of every rascally move shall be made knowo.-^—Farrelley
wants his old place as Sergeant-at-Arms of the Assembly, and Haley, of
San Francisco, is a candidate for chief Clerk.—Ed. Smith, of Sacra-
mento, seeks to be Secretary of the Senate. The San Francisco Sena-
torial delegation will be led by either Jere Lynch or Frank Sullivan.^^
Leverson aspires to be chairman of the Assembly delegation.——The
dailies have just found out that which the News Letter announced a
week ago, namely, that Tuttle at present has the inside track for Secre-
tary of the Railroad Commission. A good appointment that will create
little or no dissatisfaction, except among the disappointed candidates.-^—
The liveliest of all the fights is that for Registrar of voters. The candi-
dates are Kaplan, Enos, Choynski and Broderick. Kaplan is Buckley's
candidate, and heaven and earth and all between them are being called
into requisition to aid him. But his appointment is impossible until
those explicit and startling charges of the Chronicle are answered. The
live paper is now keeping quiet in the hope that Stoneman will make the
"mistake" of appointing Kaplan, and if he does the Chronicle will then
dance with delight, and open up such exposures as will bring dismay to
Democratic well-wishers. It will be well for the Governor to avoid being
led into so huge a blunder. There is a record in tbat very office that may
not be wiped out.-—Enos has claims to office but should seek a more
fitting place. ^—Choynski was one of the earliest and proved one of the
staunchest of Stoneman's supporters.—Broderick, by every reason that
springs from experience and fitness fo±- the place, ought to get it, but, as
times go, those are the kind of reasons that do not often prevail.-^
Craig will appoint his partner chief deputy in the City and County At-
torney's office.-^—Major Harry Hammond was to have succeeded Craig
as official reporter of the Supreme Court, but we regret to say that the
Major's ill-health has compelled him to relinquish the place he had
secured, and now several new candidates have sprung up. W. T. Bag-
gett, by reason of his services, his ability, his character, his acceptability
to the Judges, and his ownership of the Law Journal that publishes the
reports, is naturally the right man for the place, if he wants it.—Major
Stonehill, who efficiently presided over the late Democratic Municipal
Convention, is to be first assistant District Attorney, and Judge Freelon.
is to be the second assistant ; Stonehill is capable and would be unobjec-
tionable if he were not so useful a Buckley lamb.-^—M. H. De Young
has returned from New York, whither he had gone on a scare about
telegraphic news. G. K. Fitch is still East on the same business.—^
There have been some important changes in the Associated Press lately.

De Young is "in" with all the new arrangements.—Governor Stone-
man does not expect to visit this city prior to his inauguration, but will

go straight to Sacramento. Wise man.^^Boruck does not like Harry
Dam's appointment because he has been a Republican, but that is a curi-

ous objection to come from Boruck. Stoneman's majority indicates that
ten thousand Republicans have become Democrats, and the new element
ought to be represented.—A paper in his own county disapproves of

Moreland as private secretary, but as a State Senator no man ever made
an honester record. He is undoubtedly honest ; his capability remains to

be proved.—"All the newly elected Senators from both the even and un-
even numbered districts claim that they hold over. The question is one
that is by no means free from doubt and difficulty.-^McGinness, who
has so long and faithfully aided Register Gitcbell in the Bankruptcy
Court, has been selected by Judge Toohey as reporter of the Court over
which he will preside. An excellent choice. McGinuess will keep the
Judge straight if anybody can.^—The outgoing Supervisors made fools

of themselves by their vain attempt, in their expiring hours, to reorganize
the fire department. They will fail.^^Walter Graves and Walter Gal-
lagher are likely to be the prosecuting attorneys of the Police Courts, and
Walter Levy will be the collector of delinquent taxes in the place of
McClure. The Walters are looking up.—The litigation that the State
has and is likely to have will make the Attorney General's department
more important than it has ever been. The new incumbent has a fine

chance to win honor and repute. His ability is beyond doubt ; bis appli-

cation to steady office business is not so certain.-^—Aleck Badlam will

after all be able to retort upon his opponents tbat it will be a cold day
when he gets left. In the end he won't be left out of the good things of

this world. He is placing his money where he will make more than if he
had remained in office.-^—Sneath, for the first time of late, has got him-
self elected to something ; but it was only an honorary office in the Mer-
chants' Exchange. Geo. T. Marye, Junior, pulled him through. What
a Buckley lamb does not know about winning an election is not worth
learning. It took the President of Buckley's " own club " to elect Sneath
to anything.-^—Sani Flyshaker is the Buckley candidate for assistant

secretary of the Board of Education, and therefore ought not to be brought
into contact with the ladies of the department. The new directors will

do well to take notice and govern themselves accordingly.^—H. P.
Wynne is a worthy candidate for the place Flyshaker is unfit for.—The
handsome Hastings is to be the new President, whereat the ladies are

—George Hearst is expected in this city to-morrow.

St. John's Presbyterian Church, Post Street.—The Rev. Dr.
Scott, pastor, will preach Sunday at the usual hours. The public cor-

dially invited to attend.
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PROTECTION AGAINST DIPHTHERIA AND TYPHOID
FEVER

We are constantly hearing expression* of wonder ml. I surprise that
cur in newly-built housen of the

bwt kind. litustol in farorable localities and provided with the latest win-
r, i»n inquiry could In* held in every case

of diphtheria and *
, the public would soon discover Upon

whst a fr.nl rapport they are depniding f<-r the UcJuslOD dI fchflM terrible

bas given sufficient attention to the sub
thai typhoid fever and diphtheria are tin usually prevalent

and fatal in tin- city, and have been for some time past ; 2d that these
diseases .have not been confined t<> the lowest and most unwholesome lo-

calities, but have fatally invaded many first class residences in the higher
parts of the dty, in which the drainage aud sanitary arrangements were
supposed Ui be perfect ; 3d—nor can it be doubted that the prevalence of

these diseases is associated with a defective and dangerous condition of

the sewers.
Nov. the germs of zymotic diseases are multiplied in the bodies of the

Eok, and when removed therefrom they are kept alive and propagated by
foul air, impure water and milk, by one or other of which they are Intro-

duced into the bodies of susceptible persons. But the diffusion by the aid
of water and milk has not yet been demonstrated in this city. Fresh
Spring Valley water is probably free from danger; but it is obvious that
tank and artesian waters are both liable to be infected by disease germs.
To be quite safe, both water and milk should be well boiled before use.

Special inquiry has generally revealed sewer gas and foul cesspools as foci

of infe tion, and, as the sewers are practically gigantic cesspools, we are
driven to the irresistible conclusion that sewer gas is the chief source of

danger. In spite, therefore, of the confident assertions to the contrary,
diphtheria and typhoid fever must be considered proof of defective sanita-

tion ; and let those who have suffered persist in their efforts to discover
and amend the fault. Long ago the richer householders of London lost

faith in builders and contractors; aud in order to protect themselves, they
formed a Sanitary Institute. For a moderate annual subscription their
houses are inspected periodically by a physician and sanitary engineer.
A large percentage of dwellings in the most fashionable districts were
found in a defective state. Nor have we greater faith in those who drain
the houses of this city. We have watched the drainage of some first-class

houses by persons entirely ignorant of the principles of domestic sanita-

tion. Nearly every builder has his own idea of good drainage. Some de-

pend on the multiplication of syphon traps, others on automatic flushing,

others on patent apparatus. The defects of the public sewers condemns
their contrivers aud builders of worse than wilful ignorance, and we have
no reason to believe that house-drainage is more satisfactory. We have
seen a drain-pipe with a hole in it, for which a cover is manufactured and
used by the builders, and yet that opening was intended to be free—proof
positive that neither manufacturers nor builders were acquainted with the
purposes for which that hole was made. We propose, then, the inaugura-
tion of a Sanitary Institute, whose officers shall be experienced sanitari-

ans. Flans of domestic drainage should be drawn up and published, and
the officers should make periodical inspection of the houses of the mem-
bers, with the object of putting and keeping the sanitary arrangements in

a proper state to afford some protection against the admission of disease

germs. So may the rich escape some of the evils of sanitary neglect.

THE NUISANCE AUTHORITY.
The question of nuisances tending to the production of disease and

death is one which can only be determined by a medical officer of health,
that is, by a physician who has paid special attention to vital statistics

and sanitary administration. He is the chief of the nuisance department.
He should be appointed by the Aldermen and Council—should receive an
adequate salary—should be debarred from private practice, lest his pri-

vate interests clash with his public duty. His appointment should be as
permaneut as possible—during good behavior or for a term of years. The
Chairman of the Health Committee rightly proposes that he should keep
the register of births, deaths and marriages, and for this purpose he should
be provided with a Registration Clerk. It is his duty to publish the
mortuary lists and to notify the public of increased mortality or the prev-
alence of epidemics. At present all medical practitioners are required to

report cases of smallpox, diphtheria, scarlatina. But the Council of the
city should take powers to add typhoid fever or other infectious disease
to this list.

The medical Officer of Health is the chief of the nuisance inspectors.

These officers visit all cases of complaint and proceed against the offenders
if the nuisances are not removed. Their proceedings should be sanc-

tioned by the Officer of Health, and no action at law should be taken ex-

cept by his express orders. All repairs of domestic drains, alt new drains
and sewers, should be executed under the direction of the sewer author-
ity, and should be approved by the Sanitary Engineer. The sweeping of

the streets and the removal of household refuse, ashes, offal, dead ani-

mals, etc., should be placed under the Inspectors of Nuisances, to report
any neglect on the part of the contractors. The Inspectors, to make a
daily return of the work done. The medical Office of Health, should also

in their districts have charge of all preventive measures—vaccination,
removal of the sick to hospitals, the destruction of infected clothing, the
disinfection of bedding and apparel, the disinfection of infected houses
and apartments, etc. Until now but little has been done in this direction.

A few weeks ago we encountered a case of typhoid fever in which the
patient had been put into a bedroom from which another had been just

removed, no precautions whatever having been taken to prevent infection.

, From the next room another patient was removed a week or two before

who died a fortnight afterwards. These rooms should have been disin-

fected under the direction of the Health Officer. At present the linen of

typhoid patients is continually sent to the Chinese and other laundries,

and the same remark applies to scarlatina, measles and diphtheria. A
public laundry and disinfecting room would be appreciated by all classes.

The Market Inspector should also act under the direction of the Officer

of Health. He should be forbidden to receive presents of the best cuts

of salmon and beef. A great quantity of meat and fruit unfit for human
food now escapes condemnation, as witness the Sullivan tragedy, which
has occurred so recently.

Lastly, the question of food adulteration should form a department of

the Sanitary Office. Poo] wells should be declared a public nunuuv
adulterations of all kinds should be published in the newspaper*, Wt
have little faith in tines, ami none the protection of
fool* If people prefer to buy adulterated articles, we havo no objection,
only let them do H with their eyes open.
The sewer and the nuisance authorities should act in harmony, with

and under the direction ..f a Sanitary Committee, appointed 1-v the Al-
dermen and Common Council, to which we may refer next Week.

NEW GOODS!
— IN —

DIAMONDS,
WATCHES,

JEWELRY
— AND—

SILVEE-WARE,
— AT—

RANDOLPH & CO'S,

No. 101 Montgomery Street,

Tucker's Old Stand. [Noy. 4.

GENEVA AWARD.

Special and Personal Attention Given to the Preparation, Proof
and Trial of Cases

In the Court of "Alabama" Claims, in Washington, D. C. An extended experience
in the former Court, and unusual facilities for managing these causes, enables me
to render special services to claimants. The Court has jurisdiction of claims for
vessels and cargoes deitroyed by any Confederate cruisers, for those officers and
men, and for war premiums paid from April, 1861, to November, 1865. Full
information given on application to the undersigned.

J. F. MANNING,
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW,

1424 New York Avenue, Washington, D. C.J 69 Wall St., New
YorkCitv; 131 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass. Sept. 23.

AMERICAN EXCHANGE HOTEL,
jansome street, Corner Halleck, San Francisco.—This
_ hotel is in the verv center of the business portion of the city, and has been

renovated and newly furnished throughout. The traveling public will find this to
be the most convenient as well as the most comfortable and respectable hotel in the
city. TABLE FIRST-CLASS. Hoard and mom, si, 81.25 and $1.50 per day. Nice
single rooms per n.ght, 50 cents. Breakfasts or dinners, f>0 cents. Lunch, 25 cents.
Eighteen tickets, good for any meals, for $5. Hot and cold baths free. Free coach
to and from the hotel. Oct. 7.

GEO. STREET, Agent News Letter, 30 Comhill, E. C, London.

S8

T
R

he Summer Sum and Dust. Ladies and all exposed to the scorching
rays of the sun and heated particles of dust, will find that the most
cooling and refreshing preparation for the face, hands and arms, is

owlands' Halydor, which eradicates all prickly Heat, Sunburn, Tan,
Freckles, Stings of -insects, etc., and produces a beautiful aud delicate

complexion.

Rowlands' Macassar Oil prevents the hair falling off or becoming dry
daring the hot weather, and eradicates scurf and dandruff.

Rowlands' Odonto is the purest and most fragrant Tooth Powder ever used,
and contains no acid or mineral ingredients, which are so detriment.il

to the teeth and gums. Its purity especially adapts it for the teeth of

young children. Ask any dealer in perfumery for Rowlands' articles,

of 20, Hatton Garden, London.

F
LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.

inest and Cheapest Meat-flavoriu;
Dishes and Sauces.

' Stock for Soups, Made

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT,
An Invaluable and Palatable Tonic in all Cases or Weak

Digestion and Debility. " Is a success and boon for which Nations should feel

grateful." See " Medical Press," " Lancet," " British Medical Journal," etc.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
Caution—Genuine only with fac-simile of Baron Liebig's

Signature, in blue ink, across Label.
This caution is necessary owing GO various cheap and inferior substitutes being in

the market.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
To be bad of all Store-keepers, Grocers and Chemists. Sole

Agents for the United States (wholesale only), C. David & Co., P, Fenchurch
Avenue, London; Englaud. Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, San
Francisco. June 10.
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REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.
Recorded in the City and County of San Francisco, California, for

the Week ending- December 4, 1882

Jnmpiled from the Recordaofthe Commercial Agency, 401 California Sl.^S.F.

Tuesday, November 28th.

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE. DEBCRIPTION.

Wm Hale to John Kane.,

John Kane to Jacob Baner
Jas Carroll to F B Wilde

T Williams to Maria Coleman..

GnBNenman to Jacob Levi...

Isaac Lyon to John Jiarrold.,

Jno Harrold to Isaac Lyon..

Ann Johnston to J Comerford..

CFDoe to John Hatch
W Hayne to Gershon Jetisup..

Homer King to Wm H Dimoud.

N Pine. 131:3 e Webster, e 25x137: 6-

Westeru Addition 272
Same, snhjeet to mortsace for $1130...
N California, 81:3 w Baker, w 25x90:2-
Western Addition 5SU

S.' California and D*vis, s 137:6, n 45:10

s to Market, ne to e line of Beach and
Water lots 547, n to California, w 183:

4 to commencement, being in Beach
and Water lots 547 to 550 and 552....

Assignment for benefit of creditors

S Filbert, 2015:3 e Mason, e 08:!>xl37:(i-

50-vara431; w Sbotwell. 125 n 21st, n
30xl22:ti, being in Mission Block 5fi

;

fw Merrimac and Michigan, s 100x50.
S Filbert, 137:6 e Mason, c 68:9x137:6—
50-vara 431 ; w Shotwell, 155 n 21st, n
30x125:6, being in Mission Block 56;
5 Merrimac, 50 w Michigan, w 50x110

S 27th, 128 e Chnrch, e 24x114, being in

Harper's Addition 27
Same
IS Clay, 150 e Davis, e 25x119:6 ; City Slip
I lolslSand 14
Ne Clay and Hyde, e 137:6x6S:9, being

I in 50-vara 1281

$ 1

2,300

1,070

5
1,600

13,000

9,000

Wednesday, November 29th.

Peter Develin to Wm Birch...

J Lukin to Henrietta Lukin.,

FG Witt to George Gam per

H C Newhall to T V de Ormart..

EHall loHCNewhall....
G Burrows to Geo Potter..

E W Church to same
Simon Glazier to same....
Thomas H Selby to same..
Henry Pichoir to same

George Dowsett to same..
H S Huntington to same..

G Potter to Spring V W Works.

M Cabn to Jos Herzog ,

Same to Augusta Htrzog..
Mary Kelly to Rose Unger.

W Tardif to C Nonnenmann.,

Ne Sutter and Pierce, e 27:6x100
Se Howard, 115 sw 3rd, sw 20x80, being

in lCO-vaia 52
S Eddy, 162.6 e Scott, e 25xl37:0-West-
ern Addition 432

N Washington, 89:3 e Montsomery, e

17:9, n 60, e 20, n 20, w 37:9, s 80 to

commencement, being in Beach and
Water lots 110 and 111

Same..
Block 66, University Mound
Block 50, University Mound
Block 56, Unmrsity Mound.
Block 57, University Mound
Lots 1,2,3,7,8, block 67, University
Mound

Lot 4, block 67, University Mound ....
Lots 5 and 6, btock 67, University
Mound

Blocks 50, 56, 57, 66 and 67, University
Mound

Undivided one-half, sw 15th and Do-
loreB, s 71, w 187, n to 15ih, w 192 to

commencement, being in Mission
|

Block 83
Undivided one-half, same
E Jessie, 20S e 2nd, e 22x60 ; s Minna,
77:6 e 3rd, e 20x80—100-vara 12

Nw one-half of lot 137, block 97, Cen-
tral Park Homestead ,

.

$2,100

5

3.000

11.000
10 otto

3,500
3,500
3,500
3,500

2,250
600

3,500

6,0

Gift

600

Thursday, November 30th

MaBonic S & L Soc to L Altshuler
Thomas Dnnn to Peter Bohl...

A Simmons to T Robinson...
W Barnett to C In^wersen
Margaret O'DonueTl to aame..

Mary Sexton to Agness Griffin.

SallleRoundey to V Le Roy...

Jas Cox to Henry SchuKz

C Dnane to Manuel Audemard

F Woods to Josophinc Woods

S Ellis, 56:10 e Larkin, e 26:10x87:9
NMcrVlisitr, 222:6 e Hyde, e 25x137:6;
subject to mortgage for $12,000

E Folsom, 125 s 21st, e 45x152:6
Nw Clementina. 150 ne 5th, ne 25x80. .

.

S:tme, also, nw Folsom, 125 e, ne 5th,

ne 25x80
L,ol 33, block 227, O'Neil and Haley tct

All interest in Estate of Theodore Le
Roy's deed

E Folsom, 475 n Prospert place, n 25x
110—Prccita Valley 145

N Tehama, 100 e 6th, ne 25x75, being in

100-vara 2-19

S 19th, 155 w Church, w 100, a 114, e 50,
s 114, e 50, n 228 lo couimencetuetit-
Mistion Block 92

$6,800

315
1,600

250

Gift

Friday, December 1st.

H Butler to Caroline Butler.

J T Haviland to Jno McKay.

.

Robt Thompson to Jno Miles..
Margt Latson to H Lachman..

Jno Lucas to Bridget Lucas
Oliver Hnff to Mary Huff.
F Elverson to Ulrika Elver-eon..

F Hellwig to Btnj De Leon

Andrew Fraser to Jno Kelso...

Pauline Grant to A H Merrill
Thomas B Grant to same
Abner Doble to Peter Grey...

H Jameson to Annie B Jameson.

Calvin Brigbam to E E Whitney.

Edward Plass to Mary Faubel...
Annie Toubill to Lorenz D Feil..

LotB 1 and 2, block 46, City Land Asso-
ciation ; n 8th avenue, 100 e N street,

e 100x100
E Stein er, 77:6 n Bush, n 25x81.3, being

in Western Addition 355
Ne Sutter and Baker, e 22:6x87:6
Nw Market, 96 sw Chnrch, sw 25, nw

100, ne 22:10, e 2:10, se 98:1, being in

Mission Block 98
E Dolores, 183 s 22nd, s 36x117:6
S Sutter, 70:6 w Mason, w 23:6x87:6
N Point LoboB, 107:6 \y 1st avenue, w
25x100 -Outside Lands 182

Se Dupont and Morton place, s 20x60 —
50-va ra 904

NwPotreroand Mariposa, n 150x200—
Potrero Nuevo 67
W Noe, 200 s 181 h, s 25x125
Lot 6, block P, Railroad Hd
Nw Everett, 275 sw 3rd, sw 60x80, be-

ine in 100-vara 35
W Devisadero, 26:7 s Sacramento, s 53x
100— Western Addition 500

Sw 15th avenue, 262:6 se L st, se 27:6 x
100

;
portion of lot 5, blk 309, S S F

Hd &RRAssn
Lot in Laurel Hill Cemetery
Nw Ellis and Hyde, n 25x62:0—50-vara
1330

1.30(1

915

5
6

Gift

Gift

25,000

4,000
2,$00
600

500
5

Saturday, December 2nd,

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE. DESCRIPTION.

EphraimSHii! to Frances Hill...

T White to Lizzie Gunnison

ChasHanson to Chas Kirby

Wm Ashcroft to Chaa Shattuck. .

.

Jae Leahy to Jas O'Connor

Ann Pinkham to Mary Jones

Merch's City Ld Assn to J O'Brien

Jno W Carrick to Wm Hale

Henry Levy to Schewa Levy

Edwin Lewis to Mary Kennedy. .

.

H Schwcrin to A McGilvery

J Simpson to Jno Thornton

Wm Kennedy to Martin Kennedy,

Martin Kennedy to Jno Sullivan .

.

America Rus Com Co to L Marsil;

Nw Ellis and Larkin.n 60x95, being in
Western Addition 9

N 21st, 242:6 w Gnerrero, w 25x114—
Mission Block 76.

J Jackson, 120 e Fillmore, e 50x127:8—
Western Addition 317

N Jackson, 112:6 w Jones, w 25x112:6—
50-vara 860W JoneB, 82:6 n Vallejo, n 27:6x110—50-
vara 866
W Mississippi, 175 s Santa Clara, s 50x

100, being in Potrero Nuevo 279
Lota 33, 40, 41 and 43, block 277, Out-

Bide Lands
Lot 2, block 1030. South San Francisco
Homestead and R R Assn

Nw Franklin and Post, w 54x137:6, be-
ing in Western Addition 129

S Jackson, 80 e Webster, e 50:6x127:6—
WeBtern Addition 268

S Virginia avenue, 100 e Mission, n 40x
60, lots 36 and 37, Godeus Map of Po-
trero Nuevo lots

N 22nd, 151:9 w Church, w 25x114—
Harper's Addition 83

Se Freelon, 105 sw Zoe, sw 20x80—100-
vara 162

Same
S Broadway, 91:8 e Front, e 45:10x137:6

PRICE

Gift

5

5

4,600

10

730

250

Gift

5

720

1,650

500
1,900

9,250

Monday, December 4th.

W B Carr to T McCauley

Danl Green to TB Valentine..

S F Sav Union to R Hughes...

Thos Varney to J H McKay

J H McKay to Julius Conradt
A Hinchman to R C de Temple..

,

Margt Winkler to H Strasser,

Fanny Green to Patk Donahue...

Sophia Mason to Fanny Green

J Shotwell to Sam! Hortop

J Rosenthal to Rosa Leszynsky.

.

Natl Gold Bk & Tr Co to L Gotti<

EKCooley to G W Ellis
W Johnston to Conrad Auchick.

W San Jose avenne, 367:9 s 24th, s 75:6
x w 292:4, being in Harper's Addi-
tion 8 $8,000

90 acres nw one-fourth of ne one-fourtb
section 27, township 2, south range,
6 west 1

Se Howard, 315:6 ne 4th, ne 25x80—100-
vara 53 4.550

S Geary, 197:6 w Scott, w 30x137:6-
Weetern Addition 456 5

Same 1,825
Tide Lands 5
Ne Fillmore and Kate, n 24x81:3—West-

ern Addition 294 1,100
E Potrero avenue, 137:6 a 16th,s37:6x
100 1,600

E Potrero avenue, 225 n Santa Clara, n
37:6x100, being in Potrero Nuevo 72.

.

10W Pair Oaks, 122 n 23rd, u 61x117:6 -
Harper's Addition 26 5

Lot 4, block 29, Railroad Avenue Llome-
stead ; lot 11, block 11, College Home-
stead 100

Ne Green ana Laguna, e 50x100; n
Green, 75 e Laguna, e 125, n 137:6, w
100; s 37:6, w 25, s 100 lo commence-
ment, being in Western Addition 190;
se Green and Laguna, e 200, s 137:6, w
100, n 37:6, w 10<\ n 100 to commence-
ment, being in Western Addition 191. 5

Undivided one-half of 100-vara isfi i

E Treat avenue. 70 n 25th, n 25x112:6—
|

Mission Block 175
| 100

ENTERPRISE Mill AND BUILDING CO.,
Sawing, Planing and Manufacturing—Doors, Slshea, Blinds and

Mouldings—Turning. Scroll and Jig Sawing—Counters,
Bar and Store Fixtures.

Finishing Work for Buildings on Hand and Made to Order.

217 to 225 Spear SI., and 218 to 226 Stewart St., S. F.
The largest and oldest established mill on the Pacific Coast.

D. A. Macdonald, Pres't. R. S. Falconer, Sec'y- w. N. Miller, Supt
[March 25.)

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,
Agents for RICORD'S RESTORATIVE PULLS,

635 Market Street San Francisco, Cal.
PALACE HOTEL. June 21.

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,

OCULIST.

1formerly
at No. HI* Buoh street, has removed to Phelan's

J Buililin^, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 M. to 3 P.M.
Take the fclevator. May 27.

DR. JAMES W. KEENEY,
OFFICE AND RESIDENCE: 22 MONTGOMERY STREET.

HOURS: 2 to 4, 7 to 7:30 p.m.
SUNDAYS: 3 to 4 p.m. April 9.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 215 GEARY ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.

Feb. 5.] OFFICE HOURS: 1 to 4 P.M.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL, AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

300 FOVB.TB STXEJST, SAJf FKAJTCISCO.
[July 15.]

$72 A week, $12 a day at home easily made. Oostly Outfit Free.
Address True A Co., Augusta, Maine.
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NOTABILIA.

THE PEDDLERS SONG.
Lawn u whlt« u itiiren snow

;

.1 »t<>niachcra a

Cvprea* bUck u err *a« crow ; IV r i

Ulore* u ivert as lUm&sk roots ;

Maakn (or faces ami fur dom ; >»id* lack from head to heel

:

l, necklace, amber

;

Perfume (»r a l*d\ \» ch&mbcr ; liny, I»d», n
William Siiakspkarii.

Geutlemen who have ladies asdar their escort cannot be too careful
In- nsturute they patronise. There are places where Udia oan

go with parfsct safety from insult or robbery. 6*60 when alone, ami there
are places, on the other hand, where it woold be tantamount to insult to

take a dec«nt woman. By far the best place to go to is Swain's, 213 Sot-
ter street. There polite waiters disponae tho best of foot!. Look out for

the Christmas mince-pies at Swain's.

On Monday next the sight-seeing and present-purchasing public of
San Francisco is invited to visit the establishment of R Nathan & Co.,

L26 and \'.W Sutter street, where such a show of chinaware, glassware
and art goods will be on exhibition as will dazzle and astonish all. The
Urge premises will be brilliantly illuminated, and no one should miss this

Christinas treat.

Business all the time : "Widder Jenkins," said an Ohio farmer, as

be bustled into her house one morning, "I am a man of business, I'm
worth $10,000. and want you for a wife, I give you three minutes in which
to answer." I don't want ten seconds, old man !" as she shook out the
dishcloth ;

*' I'm a woman of business, worth $16,000, and wouldn't marry
vou if you were the last man on earth ! I give you a minute and a half

to git." He got.— Wall Street Neics.

It is sometimes awkward for a conscientious man to congratulate a
newly married couple, especially if he happens to know well the failings

of both. A friend of ours, however, put his foot into it badly when he
said to a presumedly happy couple: " I cannot felicitate you, and I know
you so well I cannot felicitate her." He made peace by sending them a
demijohn of P. J. Cassin's Whisky, from the corner of Washington and
Battery.

There is nothing about a house so all-important as the stove. With-
out its assistance there would be no breakfast and dinner would be a hol-

low mockery. To insure three good meals a day, cooked as they should
be, an Arlington Range must be bought at De La Montanya's place of

business, on Jackson, below Battery. Housewives say that these ranges
have no equals for saving of fuel and heat-producing qualities.

When you have caught a tartar, don't appeal to the girl's friends for

comfort or consolation. They will only laugh at you. Take warning
from the unfortunate young man, who, every time he met the father of

his wife, complained to him of the ugly temper of his daughter. At last,

upon one occasion, the old gentleman becoming weary of the grumbling
of his son-in-law, exclaimed :

" You are right, sir* she is an impertinent
jade ; and if I hear any more complaints of her I will disinherit her."

All consumers of gas, but those who use the very best burners, chan-
deliers, etc., complain of the great waste of illuminating power. If these
people would only purchase their gasfittings, chandeliers and burners
from people who make a specialty of the business, they would save them-
selves a good deal of trouble and expense. McNally & Hawkins, of 607
Market street, under the Grand, are the people to go to.

The woman who seeks relief from pain by the free use of alcoholic

stimulants and narcotic drugs, finds what she seeks only so far as sensi-

bility is destroyed or temporarily suspended. No cure was ever wrought
by such means and the longer they are employed the more hopeless the
case becomes. Leave chloral, morphia and belladonna alone, and use
Mrs. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

" Shoot the hat," shouted a nasty little hoodlum boy, as he guyed a
man whoBe head-gear was just a little peculiar. The man in question had
bought a very cheap hat at some store, and the morning fog had
wilted it considerably. Now, if he had gone to White, of 614 Commer-
cial street, for his hat, he would have had a good article, and need not
have been " guyed."

" Montgomery street looks altered, somehow," said a friend of ours,

the other day, as we strolled along that busy thoroughfare in quest of our
hash. "I can tell you why," I answered. "Why?" said he. "Be-
cause," I replied, " Messrs. Bradley & Rulofson have moved their photo-
graphic establishment from Montgomery to Geary and Dupont streets.

A very quick child made an observation to her governess, the other
day, which had a great deal of truth in it. " How is it, my dear," in-

3uired the lady, "that you do not understand this simple thing ?" "I
o not know, indeed," she answered with a perplexed look, " but I some-

times think I have so many things to learn that I have no time to under-
stand."—Capital.

"Wise men say nothing in dangerous times." Wise men use nothing
in dangerous diseases but the best and most approved remedies. Thus
Kidney-Wort is employed universally in cases of diseased liver, kidney
and bowels. It will cost you but a trifle to try it, and the result will be
most delightful.

Headquarters for Electric Belts and appliances for the cure of ner-
vous, painful and debilitating diseases. Pamphlets, with full particulars,

free. Address Pulvermacher Galvanic Company, 513 Montgomery street,

San Francisco, California.

An Ironical Remark.—"That prisoner has a very smooth counte-
nance," said the Judge to the Sheriff. " Yes," said the Sheriff, " he was
ironed just before he was brought in."

At Moraghans, in the California Market, the best of Oysters can be
had at most reasonable prices. Ladies patronize the place and swear by
the bivalves to be got there.

Best pictures taken at the Imperial Gallery, 7'2-i\ Market street.

A little brown-eyed five-year-old had heard his mother tell how she
put down egga so they would keep, by setting them on their ends in salt.

The next day he had some company, i lot of little girl*, to pUy with him
during the afternoon, and he wanted them to stay total ted hie
mother t<- make them stay, but thi h Aleve the ooald keen
them. Se went down to the kitchen and came up with boi of BS.lt ami
aid :

" Mamma, 1 know how you can keep them. Keep them the way
you keep egge," That aettled it. Peck's Sun.

The Spool Cotton, made by Brooks' & Co., is the best for machine
and other purposes, ever manufactured. It never breaks, and has bo tine

a gloss that fraying is an impossibility,

J. F. Cutter's Old Bourbon. —This celebrated whisky is for sale by
all firBt-clasa druggists and grocers. Trade murk star within a shield.

THE GUTTA PERCHA AND RUBBER MANFG. CO.,
manufacturers and Dealers In

RUBBER GOODS,
offers for the FALL TKADE the FINEST LINE of RUBBER CLOTHING ever

in this market, both Heavy, Medium and Gossamer; also are

SOLE AGENTS ON THE PACIFIC COAST FOR THE BOSTON RUBBER
SHOE CO'S SUPERIOR RUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES.

Pure Gum aud Dull Finish Boots, Hip and Short; Im. Sandals, Arctics,
Gaiters, Footholds, etc.

JOHN W. TAYLOR. Manager,
Cur. First and Market street9,

[Sept. S3.] San Francisco.

L.H, Newton, NEWTON BROTHERS & CO., M. Newton,
IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

TEAS, FOREIGN GOODS AND GROCERIES,
204 AND 206 CALIFORNIA STREET,

San Francisco, Cal. May 25.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Refinery and Assay Offiee.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONK. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in their
various forms.
June 18. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

T. K. Neuval. "W. S, Somervell.

PACIFIC ASPHALTUM COMPANY.
Established 1865.

Proprietors of the Celebrated Corral de Piedra Asphaltum Mine,
(San Louis Obispo Count}-).

Healers in Crude and Refined
ASPHALTUM, FELT AND ROOFING MATERIAL.
Prepared Asphaltum for Country Orders always on hand. Contractors for Side-

walks, Roofs, Floors and General Asphaltum Work. All Work Guaranteed.

Office and Depot,420 Jachson.
\
Branch Office, 422 Montgomery,S.F.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

No. 320 Post Street Opposite ITuion Square.

PROF. O. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 320 Po
street, is now open for Juvenile and Evening Classes. Oltice Hours, for Terms, etc.,

10 A.M. to 12 M., and 1 to 5 p.m. ' Oct. 22.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,

NO. 922 POST STREET:
Day ami Hoarding; School Tor Young Lailles ami Children.

K1NDKKGAKTEN. Term commenced July 24th. To tecure admission f.,r

boarding pupils, Mfoyicationfl should he made as early as possible.

May 13. MADAME B. ZEITSKA. A.M., Principal.

PROF. JOS. JOSSET,
Gradoate of the University or Paris; Ex. Professor of De

la Mennais' Normal, France; late of Point Loma Seminary, San Diego, Pri-

vate Lessons in the French Language. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 p.m. Private Lessons given at the res-

idence of the pupil. Dec. 6.

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN
S ten 111 Batbs: Electric anil Chemical Belli*: Sulphur ami

other medicated vapor baths, with Swedish movements and massage Special

apartments (or ladles and families. I>R- JUSUN gates,
July 1. 1-- Montgomery street, near Washington.

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL
Attendance, daily, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by the under-

signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, and to furnish all information

relating to the Soatefcp J- P- McCURRIE, Secretary.

Oct. 23. Room 4. No. 531 California st.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Gold Medal, Paris, 1878.

Sold by nil Stationers. Sole Agent Tor tbe lulled states:
MR. HENRY HOE. 91 Johu street. N. Y. »"> 6.

i^dii a week in your own town. Terms and $5ontnt free. ...
tJpDO A:'

j^3-^2LHaixbit A Co., Portland, Maine.
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CRADLE, ALTAR, AND TOMB.
CRADLE.

Bailey—In this city, July 15, to the wife of Charles A. Bailey, a daughter.

Bertuier—In this city, Dec. 3, to the wife of Albert C. Berthier, a daughter.

Flatow— In this city, Dec. 2, to the wife of P. Flatow, a daughter.
Gamble—In tbis city, Nov. 29, to the wife of Samuel Gamble, a son.

Hastings—In this city, Dee. 1, to the wife of Robert P. Hastings, a daughter.

Hbndrickson—In this city, Dec. 5, to the wife of Wm. HendricksOD, a son.

Howard—In this city, Nov. 30, to the wife of Fred Howard, a son.

Jbwrtt—In this city, Dec. 2, to the wife of George 0. Jewett, a daughter.
McDonnell—In this city, Dec. 5, to the wife of J. P. McDonnell, a daughter.
O'Brien—In this city, Dee. 1, to the wife of John J. O'Brien, a son.

Pearson—In this city, Nov. 29, to the wife of Edwin Pearson, a daughter.
Robinet—In this citj , Dec. 4, to the wife of T. Robinet, a son.
Sullivan— In this city, Dec. 5, to the wife of J. D. Sullivan, a son,

Wilson—In this city7
, Dec. 2, to the wife of E. V. Wilson, a son.

Young—In this city, Nov. 28, to the wife of Capt. A. S. Young, Jr., a daughter.

ALTAR.
Bickxbll-Fargo—Dec. 6, Frederick T. Bicknell to Carrie E. Fargo.
Grondel-Eickhorn—Dec. 3, J. G. Grundel to Elise J. Eickhorn.
Lamberth-Tordiff—Dec. 5, H. N. Lamberth to Charlotte Tordifl, both of this city.

Miller-Elberling—Dec. 3, W. J. H. Miller to Annie M. Elberling.

Nelson-Pidoux—December 3, John Nelson to Josephine Pidoux.
Pendery-Dickson—Dec. 3, Dr. B. F. Pendery to Miss Edith Dickson.
Russell-Rains—Nov. 30, Thomas Russell to S. A. Rains, both of this city.

Schad-Price—Dec. 4, Paul T. Schad to Maggie E. Price.

Schaefer-Hermann—Dec. 2, Frederick Schaefer to Julia Hermann.
Smpllen-McCann—Nov. 30, Francis Smullen to Nellie McCann, both of this city.

Tu iessen-Fletcher—Dec. 2, W. J. H. Thiessen to Emma Fletcher.

Warren-Jounson—Nov. 29, by Rev. F. F. Jewell, M. L. Warren to Mary Johnson.
Watbrs-Hayes—Dec. 3, William D. Waters to Sadie Hayes,

TOMB.
Agnew—Dec. 1, Annie Agnew, a native of Maine, aged 29 yrs. , 5 months and 21 days
Bingham—Dec. 5, C. V. S. Bingham, a native of Connecticut, aged 54 years.

BvsH—Dec. 3, Alonzo Bush, aged 50 years.

Boyle—Dec. 3, Dr. George S. Boyle, a native of New Jersey, aged 36 years.

Coi'lter— Nov. 20, Miss Jennie Coulter, a native of Massachusetts, aged 26 years.

Fannon—Nov. 28, John Fannon, a native of Ireland, aged 37 years.

Goldsmith—Dec. 2, Julius Goldsmith, a native of Germany, aged 39 years.

Label—Dec. 5, Mary Label, a native of Bohemia, aged 52 years.

McCatfery—Dec. 2, Hugh McCaffery, aged 65 years ,

McDevitt—Dec. 1, James McDevitt, a native of Ireland, aged 62 years and 11 mos.
Mustard—Dec. 2, Adaline Mustard, aged 48 years and 11 months.
Sandstron—Dec. 2, John Sandstron, a native of Sweden, aged 54 years and 2 days.

Shelley—Dec. 1, Andrew Jackson Shelley, a native of Pennsylvania, aged 50 years.

Sakud—Dee. 5, John 31. Samud, a native of Malta, aged 54 years, 8 mos. and 25 days.

Watson—Dec. 3, Thomas Watson, a native of Arizona, aged 6 years and 3 months.
Wolfe—Dec. 2, Simon Wolfe, aged 63 years.

White—Dec. 1, Charles Walter White, aged 64 years, 5 months and 28 days.

THE TRANSIT OF VENUS.
Last Wednesday, December 6th, was a red letter day among the

astronomers of all nations, for then occurred the last transit of Venus
across the sun's disc which will take place for a hundred and twenty-two
years. As we shall probably feel very little interest in the next transit, a

few notes on the one of Wednesday will not be out of place. The last

transit of "Venus was in 1874, but the observations then taken are said to

have been very unsatisfactory—at least so it would appear, from the fact

that the TJ. S. Naval Department has not yet worked out the results of

that transit, although they have had eight years to spend over it. This
year, so far as we have heard at present, the observations have been most
satisfactory. Owing to the lateness of the sun's rising, the first part of

the transit could not be seen on this coast, and the planet wa3 well on her
way across the sun's disc when visible here. The first of the two last con-

tacts took place at 11:42, and the second at 11:54. By the term contact is

meant when the outer edge of Venus is level with the outer edge of the
sun, and when the inner is on the point of clearing the sun. Professor
Gilbert was busy at his observatory on the Clay-street hill, assisted by
Messrs. Hill, Dickens and Westdahl. The results of their observations

have been duly recorded, and when worked out will be given to the public.

At the Lick Observatory on Mount Hamilton, Professor Todd succeeded in

securing 125 first-class photographs of the sun and planet, and also success-

fully observed the contacts of egress. The weather was extremely favor-

able. The earliest recorded observations of the transit of Venus were taken
by Horrocks in 1639. The next, which took place in 1761, roused the whole
astronomical world and parties of observation were sent all over the globe,

and some most useful knowledge was acquired. When the time ap-
proached for the

1

transit of 1769, the eager and expectant astronomers
were doomed to a sad disappointment, for the sky at all points of observa-

tion was so clouded that nothing could be seen of the phenomena.
Wednesday's whole transit was visible on that half of the globe whose
center is the eastern portion of South America, taking in the South Pole,

the Pacific Ocean almost to the Marquesas Islands, South America, that

part of North America lying east of a line drawn from the head of the
Gulf of California through the center of Hudson's Bay, Iceland, part of

Norway and Sweden, the rest of Europe to the Black Sea, Asia Minor, a
strip along the east shore of the Black Sea, Africa and Madagascar.
The main difficulty in the observing of " contacts " is caused by the at-

mosphere of Venus, which, as it causes a band of darkness all round, the
planet is apt to deceive the observer by making Venus appear in contact
when she has in reality passed the edge of the sun's disc some seconds.
One of the chief advantages derived from accurate observations of the
transit of Venus, is the determining with greater accuracy the earth's

distance from the sun. which being once known with absolute accuracy,
will certainly help to determine other astronomical problems. The
following are the dates of the occurrence of the next six transits of

Venus : June 8, 2004 ; June 16, 2012 ; December 11, 2117 ; December 18,

2125 ; June 11, 2247 ; June 9, 2255.

If a man does not dress well he is soon put down by his friends to be
on the down-grade. This is not pleasant, however untrue it may be, and
it behuoves every man to see that he does not get shabby or ill-fitting

clothes. To insure a fashionable cut and good cloth go to J. M. Litch-
field & Co., tailors and gentlemen's furnishing store, 415 Montgomery
street. There you will get suited.

Millions of packages of the Diamond Dyes have been sold without a
single complaint. Everywhere they are the favorite Dye3.

A. F. NYE & CO.,
IMPORTERS OF

GAS- FIXTURES, CLOCKS, BRONZES
AND

ORNAMENTS.

609 AND 611 MARKET STREET,
(GRAND HOTEL), SAN FRANCISCO. [Dec. 2.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Tbe Company's steamers will sail for Yokohama and

Hongkong-:
CITY OF PEKING JANUARY 9, at 2 p. M.
CITY OF TOKIO FEBRUARY 22.

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and return at special rates.

For Xew York, via Panama:
SAN JOSE DECEMBER 15, at 10 o'clock A. M.,

Taking Freight and Passengers to MAZATLAN, SAN BLAS, MANZANILLO and
ACAPULCO, and via ACAPULCO for Lower Mexican and Central American ports,

calling at SAN JOSE DE GUATEMALA and LA LIBERTAD to land passengers
and mails.
Tickets to and from Europe by any line for sale at the lowest rates ; also for Ha-

vana and all West India ports.

For Honolulu, Auckland and Sydney:
CITY OF SYDNEY DECEMBER 16, at 2 p. M.,

Or on arrival of the English mails.

Ten Dollars additional is charged for Upper Cabin passage.
For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and Brannan streets.

[Dec. 9.] WILLIAMS, DIMOND& CO., General Agents.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,

For Japan and China, leave wharf, corner First and Bran-
nan streets, at 2 p.m., for YOKOHAMA AND HONGKONG, connecting at

Yokohama with Steamers for Shanghai.

1882.
ARABIC Tuesday, October 31
OCEANIC Saturday, November 11

COPTIC Thursday, November 23
GAELIC Saturday, December 16
BELGIC Thursday, December 28

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates,
Cabiu Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.'s

General Offices, Room 74, cor. Fourth and Townsend sts.

_ For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific MailSteam-
ship Company's Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.

1883.
ARABIC Thursday, January 18
OCEANIC Tuesday, January 30
COPTIC Saturday, February 10
GAELIC Tuesday, March 6
BELGIC Saturday, March 17

LELAND STANFORD, President.
T. H. GOODMAN, General Passenger Agent.

Oct. 14.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamers oi this Company will sail from Broadway Wharf

as follows

:

For Victoria, B.C., and Puget Sound Ports: On the 10th, 20th and 30th of each
month (except when such days fall on aboliday, then on the day previous). Steamer
of the 30th connects at Port Townsendwith steamer "City of Chester" forAlasKa.
For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the O. R. & N. Co.: Every* days.
For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 5th, 10th, 15th,

20th, 25th and 30th of each month.
For Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and

Ventura: Every Wednesday at S a.m.
For Eureka, Areata, and Hookton, Humboldt Bay: Every Wednesday, 9 *clock.

For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc.: Every Monday.

Ticket Office, No. 214 Montgomery Street, near Pine.
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

Nov. 26. No. 10 Market street.

FOR PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, OREGON.
The Oregon Railway and Navigation Company and Pacific

Coast Steamship Company will dispatch from Spear-street Wharf, for the
above ports, one of their new Al Iron Steamships, viz. : QUEEN OF THE PACIFIC,
COLUMBIA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA and OREGON.

Sailing Days,
DECEMBER 2-6-9-13-16-20-23-27-30,

And every following WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
At 10 o'clock A. M.

Connecting at Portland, Oregon, with Steamers and Railroads and their connecting
Stage Lines for all points in Oregon, Washington and Idaho Territories, British
Columbia and Alaska.
Ticket Office 214 Montgomery Street

TDec. 9. J

GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,
No. 10 Market street, San Francisco.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
CALIFORNIA MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 6
Amount per Share 20 Cents
Levied November 25, 1882
Delinquent in Office December 29, 18S2
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock .' January 26, 1883

C. P. GORDON, Secretary.
Office—Room 23, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California. Dec. 9.
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COMMENTS ON rOREION AFFAIRS
The latest ilispatch intimate* that Umm fa Y\\<- r all, a

itic nipturr between Kranre antl Fn^land in rv^ar't to * :

tiu affair*. v however, thai oothii

MritMH i«»-<'itu- t" happen. K.n^Uml will go ri^ht along with her plana in

ille at home will temporize with Frei
humor the whims of the weak French Minis-

If in an awkward position, in regard to ite

failure
;
uttiiii.* down Arabi'a revolt. Knglaml <li>l all

that shi r ally >>n the other aide <<f the < 'hannel (> unite
with her in a ct'iniuiin effort !• achieve reeoil in which both alii

interested. To the mmnise of Europe, the French Cabinet declined the
offer. Internal dissension* in the .Ministry, and the n&oertain
public opinion at that time. n-> doubt ren<lere4 the French A-linim
afraid to embark in an andartaking that threatened to be aeriona Btng*
land not being so hampered, boldly nndartook the inevitable task, and
alone • !• in the fruits of her success. The French Cabin
sees its mistake. Public opinion i* strongly exercised that France baa no

rf with which England's achievements are rw
and French nuceptibOitiee are wounded in oonBequence. Hut Frenchmen
will k'et over all that. The facta and the logic of the situation are

them. They had their chance and missed it, and now have only them-
selves to blame.

The difficulty in regard to the disposition of Arabi has been happily
settled by skillful manipulations, in which the expert hand of Lord
Dnlferin is clearly visible. An open and public trial bid fair to prove
a scandai that would have weakened the Khedive, rendered the Sultan
obnoxious to the whole of Europe, and would have done a great deal
of harm generally; for it is very certain that Arabi was aided and abet-
ted in influential quarters, and was not alone to blame. In this state
of facts the mission of Lard Dufferin was wisely conceived. He suc-
ceeded in inducing Arabi to plead guilty to acts of rebellion, and he
influenced the Khedive to reduce the penalty to simple banishment.
The law was sustained, the Khedive's authority acknowledged, scandal
averted, and a result reached that satisfles the conscience of Europe.
Arabi publicly thanks England for her interposition in his behalf, and
well he may. Had he been left to the tender mercies of his Oriental
countrymen, he would have been disposed of in the most approved
Oriental style. He elects to reside in Damascus, but, if that be not per-

mitted to him, his next choice is England. This settlement of a diffi-

culty that threatened to prove an embarrassing one, is creditable to the
skill of Lord Dufferin and worthy of his country.

Reliable and Standard
CIGARETTES AND
TOBACCO.

Unequaled for Purity and Excel-
lence. Manufactured by

WM. S.KIMBALL & CO.
The Connoisseurs and Pioneers of

America in Fine Goods.
Established, 1S46; Twelve First-

Prize Medals !

Fragrant VanUn, Three Kings,

New Vmtity Fair, Orientals.

Peerless Tobacco Works. Sold in

all parts of the World.

GRAVES' LEDGER INDEX.

HOPPER'S WRITING TABLET.

STAFFPRP'S INKS.

AMERICAN ROOK EXCHANGE PUBLICATIONS.
CAREW PAPERS.

CUNNINGHAM, OURTISS & WELCH,
Corner Sansome and Sacramento Streets,

(Sept. 23.) San Francisco,

CO
DO NOT FAIL TO VISIT

THOMAS T3^Y &
122 AND 124 SUTTER STREET,

— AND —

EXAMINE THE NEW GOODS.

THE CHOICEST DESIGNS IN

Gas Fix-cures and Fine Lamps,
And a Fine Collection of

Bisque, Faience and Other Novelties.

A YOUNG LAPY,
W,i«lu<*ai*Mi in England, wishes a morning: engagement as
JCi GOVERNESS. English in all its branches, thorough music, Spanish and
the rudiments of French. Address M. A , office of this paper. Dec. 2.

A. WALPSTEIN
Lithographer and Ziueogrjipher, No. 320 Sansome street,

Boom 4S, Second Floor. Aug. 19.

KINCSFORD'S OSWEGO STARCH

STRONGEST, PUREST AND BEST!
AM' 1> III I DXUCD AS

THE STANDARD ALL OVER THE WOELD.

FOR INVALIDS,
KINGSFORDS CORN STARCH

18 HIGHLY REC03I3lF.\l)En FOR ITS FVRITY ANJ>
DELICACY. Bepl 80.

LOUIS ROEDERER CHAMPAGNE.

New BOttnd Wine "f the above brand, made fin- this market, is to lie had <mlv
through merchants who buj of MACONDRAY & CO., whose importations
an DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER, and Bhipped bj aim under Consular
invoices from Reims, All otber Wine purporting to be of his make has been gath-
ered up in all the European ports, AND WHEN tIENI INE is old, heintr manufac-
tured for Great Britain, Germany, Holland, ete . unadaptod for shipment here, and
defective, injuring dealers' trade, and giving no satisfaction to consumers.

IN GENUINE WINE
Every Bottle is Labeled with the Name of and Guaranteed by

MACONDRAY 6c CO.,

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST,

Nos. 204 and 206 Sansome Street. Dec. 9.

ENGLISH COKE
— AND —

(ANTHRAOITE) EGK3- OO.A.L,
Now Discharging- and for Sale in Lots to Suit.

BLACK DIAMOND COAL MINING CO.,

fDec. 9.] Corner Spear ami Folsom streets.

PUBLIC OPINION.
The Only Liberal and Anti-Monopoly Organ on the Pacific Coast.

PUBLISHED BY I. X. CHOYNSKI,
At 34 Geary street, and lor sale everywhere. Yearly Subscriptions, $2.50.

REGULAR DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office ol ttie Standard Con. Mining Company, San Fran-

cisco, December 2, 1882,—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the
above-named Company, held this dav, Dividend No. 4S, of Twenty-five Cents (25c.)
per share, was declared, payable on TUESDAY, DECEMBER TWELFTH. 18S2, at

the office in this city, or at The Farmers* Loan and Trust Company, in New York.
WM. WILLIS, Secretary.

Office—Room No. 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,
California. Dec. 9.

EXTRATDIVIDEND NOTICE"
Office of the Standard Con. Mining Company, Snn Fran-

cisco, December 2, 1882.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors "f the
above-named Company, held this day, an extra dividend, No. 49, uf Twenty-five

Cents (25c.) per share was declared, payable on TUESDAY, DECEMBER TWELFTH,
1882, at the office in this city, or at the Farmers' Loan and Trust Company, in New-
York. WM. WILLIS, Secretary.

Office—Room No. 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,
California. Dec. 9

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of tne Bnlwer Consolidated Mining Company, San

Francisco, November 25, 1882.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the
above-named Company, held, this day, Dividend No. 13, of Ten Cents (10c.) per
share, was declared, payable on TUESDAY, December 12, 1882. Transfer books
closed on Saturday, December 2, 1882, at 12 o'clock m This dividend is payable at
the Farmers' Loan and Trust Company, in New York, on all stuck issued there, and
at the office in this city un all stock issued here. WM. WILLIS. Secretary.

Office— Room 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia. Dec. 2.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Navajo Mining Company, San Francisco, Cal.,

December 4, 1882.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the ah
named company . held this day. Dividend No. 4, of Twenty-five (S5c.) Cents per share,
was declared, payable on WEDNESDAY. December 13th, 1882. Transfer books
closed on Thursday-, December 7th, 1882, at 3 o'clock r. M.

J. W. PEW, Secretary.
Office—310 Pine street. Room 15, San Francisco, Cal. Dec. ''.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
'"\iliee of the Silver King Mining Company, San Francisco,

' December 8, 1882.—Al a meeting of the Board of Directors of the al

named Company, held this day, a Dividend (No. 36) of Twenty-five '

share was declared, payable on FRIDAY, December 15, 1882, at the office of the
Company, Room 19, 828 Montgomery Btreet, San Francisco, Cal Transfer Books
will dose December :\ 1882, at 3 r. M. [Dee. v ] JOSEPH NASH. Secretary.

DIVIDED NO. EIGHTY-SEVEN.
The Home Miiiiial Insurance Company will pay Its regn-

larinonthh dividend of ONE DOLLAR ($1) per share upon Its capital stock
on December ll.'lSSS. [Dec. 9.\ CHAS. R STOR Y, Secretary.

A FIRST-CLASS MACHINIST
Wants a Steady BfttMfttoa— Experienced on Mill and En*

[fine Work; is a steady, m irried man. Address, stating wagea, EL T.

EARLE, 257 Mackinaw street, Buffalo. N. Y
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There is very little life or animation discernible in trade circles.

This is particularly to be noted in the entire absence of any disposition to

operate speculatively in any of the staple articles of imports. Yet at the
same time the wholesale jobbing trade of the city is admitted to be unu-
sually good for the season. Our stocks of Coffee, Sugar, Tea and Bice,

are all large, and some are excessive, particularly those of Tea and Coffee.

The production of these several articles appears to be in excess of the
world's consumption. Rio Coffee in New York has declined to 8c, while
in this market Central American has been sold, of low grades, at even less

than this rate, though the range of the market for choice lots runs up to

lie. There is considerable newspaper discussion going on at the East
respecting the enormous profits that the consumer has to pay for all the
Tea which he consumes. There is no doubt of the truth of this statement,
and it is equally true here on the Pacific slope. Every one conversant
wich the Grocery trade knows that the jobber makes no profit on the Su-
gar which he sells; in fact, he is oftener a loser by it; but it is a leading
article that is a tempting bait to the buyer. Neither is there much money
profit on Coffee sold in the berry, and this, too, is a leading staple, and is

often sold at cost. Not so with the Burnt or Ground Coffee. Here there

is a big chance for profit, and dealers are not slow to improve it by the
free use of chiccory and burnt bread, etc., with which to adulterate it.

Our leading Coffee-masters all understand this business to a nicety. The
buyer for consumption has his remedy, if he chooses to apply it. As
for Tea, a fair to good article of Japan Greens can be purchased at
auction for 15,@25c., and Tea Dust for 2@,3c. $ lb., and it is seldom
that any Tea can be bought at under 50c. $ lb. This is one of the
reasons why Tea sales at auction have been, with us, in the main dis-

continued ; leading importers having made a pool of their stocks, and
the jobbers agreeing with tbem to take their pro rata of the same with-
out subjecting the same to public vendue. New Yorkers are now endea-
voring to perfect like arrangements, and thus keep Tea from sale under
the auctioneer's hammer. Our Eastern exchanges now state that the
prices of Coffee and Tea, etc., have fallen so low that there is no margin
left for even the broker, who has for years past handled all the Coffee,

and much of. the Tea. Sugar and Kice. It would thus appear that a
strong effort is now being made in Eastern cities to do away with brokers,
auctioneers and middlemen generally.

On the 4th inst., C. A. Low & Co., of the American Sugar Refinery,
informed us by letter of a reduction of ^c $ lb. on Sugar, thus making
the price of all Whites ll£c ; Yellow and Golden, 9i(Sf9|c. This reduc-
tion is occasioned by a like decline in the New York Market. The Sugar
consumption of the Pacific Slope is large and is increasing rapidly. Dur-
ing the past three years the great bulk of our Sugar supply comes from
the Sandwich Islands.

Exports of Wheat, Flour, etc., are continued upon a liberal scale.

On the 5th inst., the Pacific Mail Steamship City of Tokio sailed hence
for the Orient, carrying passengers, Government mails, 200 Chinese, und
for cargo : Flour to Hongkong, 4,529 bbls. ; Ginseng, 6,414 lbs. ; Pearl Bar-
ley, 486 bxs.; Quicksilver, 200 flks.; Cotton Sheetings, 765,000 yds., etc.;

value, §106,000 ; also in Treasure, §145,286 50; to Japan, Assorted Mer-
chandise; value, §10,584.

Our trade 'with Hawaii is steadily growing and expanding under the
Reciprocity Treaty. The Bark Calbarien sailed for Honolulu on the 6th
inst. with a large and well-asBorted cargo of Merchandise ; value, 838,600.

The Produce Exchange Call Board Association has already become a
powerful adjunct to the Grain business of this coast. During November
the Barley transactions in futures—notably for December delivery—were
great, and for the most part these were all settled the first of the current
month ; since then January futures have come to the front with large
every day transactions. The Grain Exchange Call Board is also doing
more business in Barley futures.

The Weather has of late been been very good for the agriculturists.

The early rains softened the ground so that plowing and seeding were in
order almost universally. The November rains were timely and season-
able, and they have been improved by the farmer to the greatest possible
extent in seeding. A week or so more the bulk of the seeding will be com-
pleted, and then all hands will turn to to pray for rain. Some there are
who now predict a dry season, but it is too early yet for croakers to do
much.

Coal arrivals during the week have been liberal, and yet up to this

time, for the year that is passing, our total receipts are about a 100,000
tons less than those of the same time in 1881. Prices of foreign continue
to rule low for cargoes, rates that leave small freight money for the
carrier. Prices to consumers have of late been advanced to Sll 50 for
"Wellington, which is the highest price for coal in the market.

Silk Worm Eggs.—The O. & O. steamship Gaelic, from China and
Japan, brought en route for France, 267 packages Silk Worm Eggs. Also
for Eastern cities, to go overland, 403 packages of same.

From China and Japan.—The O. & O. steamship Gaelic, twenty-
three days from Hongkong, via. Yokohama 18 days, reached port on the
6th instant, bringing for cargo Tea, 2,338 packages ; Rice, 33,559 mats ;

Beans, 1,000 bags ; Saltpeter, 308 bags ; Gunnies, 221 bales ; 6,000 pack-
ages Chow-Chow. Also in transit for Eastern cities, Silk, 736 packages

;

Tea, 2,654 pkgs.; Curios, 62 packages, etc.

From Hongkong.—The bark P. J. Carleton, 67 days from Hongkong,
to Macondray & Co., brought for cargo Hemp, 1,002 bales; Tea, 1,113
packages ; Rice, 5,771 packages ; Merchandise, 14,000 packages. The
Emblem, 84 days from Hongkong, also to Macondray & Co., brought for
cargo Hemp, 1,000 bales; Teas, 2,487 packages ; Rice, 16,926 mats;
Chow-Chow, 15.790 packages.
Wheat—The Spot market is firm at SI 72J

5 for Extra Choice Milling ;

No. 1, Choice, SI 70 ; No. 2, Shipping, SI 62£@1 65 # ctl.

Barley.—The market is governed by the Call Board ; Spot, price
;

Feed, SI Z7h@l 45 ; Brewing and Chevalier, SI 45@1 55 # ctl.

Oats.—The market is steady at §2 for Extra Choice ; No. 1, SI 85@
1 90 ; No. 2, SI 75@1 82J # ctl.

Corn.—Very little business. White is scarce at SI 90 ; Yellow,
SI 65 # ctl.

Rye.—We quote No. 1, $2 10@2 15 ; No. 2, SI 75@2 00 # ctl.

Buckwheat—Very scarce at 2|c $ lb.

Hay.—Choice Wheat, S17 50 ; Wild Oats, $16 ; Alfalfa, S14 # ton.

Hops.—The market is dull at 80@90c. No business.

Wool is without movement. Stock of Fall Clip large at 15@20e for
Choice ; Fair, 13@14c ; Defective, 9@llc.
Tallow is in good request at 8c for Choice ; Refined. ll@12c : Grease,

7@7ic.

Hides.—The market is strong at 20@21c for Dry. Usual selections.

Quicksilver.—The market is dull at 36£a@36fc.
Cement.—During the week some 16,000 bbls. of English Portland

Cement arrived here, the bulk of which was placed prior to arrival.

Mustard Seed.—The ship East Croft, for Liverpool, carried 44,927
lbs.; and the Sovereign of the Seas, for New York, will take a large in-
voice of the same : We quote : Brown, 3£c.@3£c.; Yellow, 2}c.

Potatoes.—Sweets are scarce and high, at 2ic. # lb.; Irish, 50c.@
SI 15 # 100 lbs.

"

Onions—Of choice quality, 60e.@75c. # 100 lbs.

Honey.—Extracted, 5c.@9c. for dark ; 10c.@llc. for extra White

;

Comb, 12c.@20c. # lb.

Fruits.—The market is well supplied with Apples, Grapes, Oranges,
Limes, Bananas, etc.

Nuts.—The California supply of Almonds. Walnuts, etc., is increasing
year by year, and we will soon be entirely independent of imports.

Raisins.—This year's output of RaiBins will be much short of last
year, caused by early rains.

Hops.—Overland shipments in October, by rail, aggregated 1,276,080
lbs. We have as yet no report of November shipment.

Beans.—Overland shipments, by rail, in October: Limas, 2,324 ctls.;

other kinds, 6,152 ctls.—the former worth 3fc. Bayos, 3|; Butter, 3c.

@

3|c; Pea and Small White, 3@3£c.

Wool.— Overland shipments in October, 2,096,110 lbs.; Raw, 483,230
lbs.; Scoured, 11,760 lbs.

PRANG'S PRIZE XMAS CARDS.
A full assortment of Prang's Cards may now be found in the Art and

Book stores.

Japanese Art Goods are now all the rage, and so great is the de-
mand and so large the Btock carried that G. T. Marsh & Co. have been,

obliged to temporarily open a branch store at 116 and 118 Post street,

in order to better display their rare collection of Japanese Ware. Their
store at 625 Market street, under the Palace Hotel, could not begin to do
justice to the quantity of articles of "virtu" which this enterprising
firm have selected with such fine judgment. It is not at all surprising

that Japanese goods should be so popular, for, besides being wonderfully
cheap, they possess artistic merits of no mean order. In bronze work es-

pecially they excel, and at the establishments of G. T. Marsh & Co. a
splendid variety is to be found. With all our vaunted skill as manufac-
turers, there are hundreds of little things in which the Japanese are
ahead of us. All who desire to brighten up their homes this Christmas
time should most certainly visit the establishments of Marsh & Co., and
we will guarantee that they do not leave without making a purchase.

The California Christmas Card.—Since the introduction of Christ-
mas cards, there has been no lack of them in this market, and the variety
is greater this season than ever before, and yet there were none appropri-
ate to send to Eastern friends. And now comes the California Christmas
Card, comprising original designs, portraying the contrast between the
writers of California and those of the East. Texts appropriate accom-
pany each card, which is mounted on a plush panel, making a beautiful
picture for a wall or table easel. These cards should be seen by all who
desire to send an appropriate souvenir to Eastern friends. Tney were
originated and are for sale by Messrs. Snow & Co., of 12 Post street,

Masonic Temple.

The time-honored name of "Campi," as connected with all that
is good in the eating line, is a sufficient guarantee of excellence without
further comment ; still, we would call attention to the fact the gentlemen
upon whom the mantle of the late Mr. Campi has fallen, N. Giamboni &
Co., are well worthy to wear it. So well patronized has been their res-

taurant on Clay street, that to accommodate the immense rush of business
they will shortly open a branch house of Campi's Italian Restaurant at

33, 35 and 35J O'Farrell street, below Stockton, where meals will be sup-
plied at a moment's notice, with separate apartmentg for ladies and family
parties.

The public will be pleased to bear that H. H. Pearson, the late popu-
lar manager of the " Cosmopolitan Hotel," has leased the " Baldwin " for

five years. This hotel has always been a popular one, and with Mr. Pear-
son at its head we feel sure that within a short time there will be " stand-
ing room only." " The Baldwin " has been declared by all who have stay-

ed there to be the most comfortable hotel in town, and as the prices are
reasonable there is no wonder at its popularity. Mr. Pearson will, no
doubt, attract a host of his old friends to his new hotel.

For the best of Shirts and Underwear go to J. W. Carmany, 25 Kearny
street ; there you will be able to get the things you want, and at reason
able prices.

M. Gray has just published "20 Bold Mariners." Song by August
Mignon.

A full feeling after meals, dyspepsia, heartburn and general ill health,
relieved by Brown's Iron Bitters.

A fine assortment of English chime clocks. Geo. C. Shreve & Co.,
110 Montgomery street.
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GOLD BAKS—925 fine par.—Renseli Silver—14j(<a IS] If cent, dis-

nt. Mexican Dollars, 12^3112 per cent. disc. nom.

• Exchantre on New York. 25c.@30c t?100 premium; On London Bank-
era, 4»£@49jtl. ; Commercial. 50@50jd. Paris, sight, 5-12J@510
francs per dollar. Eastern Telegrams, 40c

" Price of Money here, fkglO per cent, per year—bank rate. In the
open market, 1@1J per month. Demand light. On Bond Security,

3@4J per cent per year on Call.

Latest price of Sterling in New York, 481@485

PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
San FratuHsco Dec. 15, 1889.

Stock* and Bonds. i Bid.
KHCD6.

C»l. State Bonds, 6's,*57.... —
S. P. Citv Jt Co. B'dB, <'.s,'55 Nom.

1 NomS. K. City & Co. B'ds,7s

Montg'y Av. Bonds
Dupont Street Bonds
Sacramento City Bonds—
Stockton City Bonds
Yuba County Bonds
Marvsville City Bonds
Santa Clara Co. Bonds
Los Angeles County Bonds
Loa Angeles City Bonds. . .

.

Vinr'a & Truckee R. R. Bds.

tfevadi Oo. N. G. R, R. Bds
Oakland City Bonds
Oregon B& N. Bonds, 6s..

S. P. R. R. Bonds
U S. 4s

BANKS.

Bank of California

Pacific Bank
First National

INSl'RANCB COMPANIES.

Union
Fireman's Fund
California

Pacific Rolling Mills, —, 125. Cala. Dry Dock, 61

Vulcan Powder, G0£, 62. Presidio Railroad, 58, 60.

1U1

110

100

102.]

120}

127

127J
114

Bid.

Nom.
Nom.
37i
60
60

100
100

1214
130
117

Asked

116
100

55
97}

Nom.
Nom.
53 J

54
120
105

63
71

108

116J

129
134
125
109

118
102
60

98)

874
98
59

Nom.
Nom.
55
30
56

110
65
75

1084
117

1101

Stocks and Bonds.
INSURANCE COMPANIES.

State Investment

I

Home Mutual
Commercial

I

Western
RAILROADS.

C. P. R. R. Stock
C. P. R. K. Bonds
[City Railroad
Omnibus R. R ,

JN. B. and Mission R. R
Sutter Street R. R
Geary Street R. R ,

Central R. R. Co
I Market Street R. R
IClay Street Hill R. R
'S. F. Gaslight Co
Oakland Gaslight Co
Sac'to Gaslight Oo
Califor'a Powder Co
Giant Powder Co
Atlantic Giant Powder
Gold and Stock Teleg'h Co
S. V. W. W. Co.'BStock....
S. V. W. W. Co' Bonds....
Paciec Coast S. S. Co's Stock
California Street R. R.

-. Safe Deposit Co., 474, 60,

Safety-Nitro Powder, 13, 134.

Central Gas Stock,'— , 61. Hawaiian Commercial Co., 32, 33. Northern Pacific R.

R. Bonds, — , 105.

The approaching holidays, payments of taxe3 and the close of the year,

all influence transactions in these securities, and the business of the week
is but nominal. Andrew Baird, 312 California Street.

OUR DISTINGUISHED VISITORS.
Queen Victoria's daughter, Princess Louise, and her husband, the

Marquis of Lome, Governor-General of Canada, are still visitors among
us, and are domiciled at the Palace. They entertained Christine Nilsson at

dinner on Wednesday evening last, and they have honored that lady by their

presence at both the concerts she has given during the week. A dispatch

from Ottawa, Canada, says: It is understood that the Marquis of Lome
and the Princess Louise intend making a tour of four or five weeks in the

United States, visiting Los Angeles in Southern California and other

cities of the Union. During Lord Lome's absence it is probable General
Sir Patrick McDougall will assume the duties of administration

Meteorological summary for week ending December 14th, 1882:

Highest barometer, 30.313 on the 13th ; lowest barometer, 29.987 on the

11th; average during the week, 30.196; highest temperature, 60 on the

13th; lowest temperature. 47.5 on the 8th and 9th; average during the

week, 52.3; highest relative humidity, 96 per cent, on the 8th, 9th and
11th ; lowest relative humidity, 58 per cent, on the 9th ; average during

the week, 83.5; prevailing direction of wind, north; maximum hourly
velocity and direction of wind, 20, North, H>h ; total rainfall duriug the

week, .08 of an inch ; total rainfall, season of 1882-3, 7.18 inches.

Hawaiian Sugar.—The Collector of Customs at New York has re-

ceived a letter from Secretary Folger, who has decided that the Island

Sugar recently imported at that port direct from Hawaiia, is free of duty
under the operations of the Reciprocity Treaty. Such sugar having; beeu
imported into the United States from Hawaiia, both before and after the

adoption of the treaty, in large quantities, and is therefore entitled to

free entry.

Vanderbilt's Doings.—The New York Sun says that William H.
Vanderbilt is seen more frequently in public of late than formerly. He
has been a very regular visitor to the Windsor Hotel during the evenings.

A well-known broker heard confidentially from Vanderbilt's broker that

Vanderbilt made $20,000,000 in the stock market during the past year.

A railroad man said: " Vanderbilt fixes his own salary as President of

the New York Central at $35,000 yearly."

A specimen sheet for the use of canvassers on the Daily Directory

will be ready next week.
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MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For Navigating the Air.

Office of the Aeroplane Company for Navigating the Air, 609 Mer-
chant street. Office hours from 1 to 2 P.M.

Look out for the Christmas number of the News Letter. Its title

page will be illuminated with a most beautiful picture in several colors.

It will be a double number, filled withstories, graphic sketches of Califor-

nia, original poetry, etc. It will be a very fitting present to send to

friends abroad.

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.—New York, Dec. 15, 1882.

United States Bonds—4s, 120& ; 4£s, 113i ; ex-5s, 103| ; Sterling Ex-
change, 4814@485i; Pacific Mail 42| ; Western Union, 83§ ; Wool-
Spring, fine, 24@31 ; Burry, 16@20 ; Pulled, 18@40 ; Fall Clips, 15@20

;

Burry, 12@14. London, Dec. 15.—Liverpool Wheat Market, 9s.@9s.
3d. ; California, 93.@10s. 2d@10s. Id. Red Am. Spring. Bonds, ex-6s.

Correction.—A typographical error made it appear last week that Mrs.
Charles Judson was elected an honorary member of the British Benevo-
lent Society. It was Mrs. Charles Mason, wife of the British Vice-
Consul, who was elected to that position.

Storing Electricity.—Professor Brush, an eminent electrician, it is

stated, has invented a battery in which, by means of lead plates immersed
in acidulated water, electricity can be stored for any length of time and
carried wherevc wanted without danger.

Hawaiia.—Two sailing vessels from the Island arrived on Thursday,
bringing valuable cargoes. The Jane A. Falki/iburg brought : Sugar,
3,886 bags ; Rice, 3,812 bags. Schr. Ka/aqua had : Molasses, 148 kegs

;

Sugar, 4,443 bags ; Rice, 3,741 bags ; Copra, 1,005 sacks.

Grain Fleet.—This season's fleet to Europe, dating from July 1st :

1882, 207 vessels, Wheat, 8,096,628 centals, value, $12,007,856; 1881, 281
vessels, Wheat. 10,929.384 centals, value, §17,704,857. The valuations
embrace Flour, etc., on said ships.

Wheat.—The Spot market at the close exhibits increased firmness.
The price advanced to SI 80 # ctl. for Extra Choice Milling; No. 1
White, $1 75@1 774 ; No. 2, SI 70@l 72J. with free sales.

Verdict for the Plaintiff.—In the case of S. L. Jones vs. J. & P. N.
Hanna, for the recovery of $899 64. on account of breach of contract in
selling a lot of grease, etc., as beeswax. This was a just verdict.

Nails and Carpet Tacks.—There are now factories inOakland busily
engaged in the manufacture of these useful articles, and those exhibited
are said to be of tine finish and of tjood quality.

Capetown, Africa.—Messrs. Balfour, Guthrie & Co. have cleared the
ship Pactotus for Capetown with 3,000 bbls. Flour, 28,683 ctls. Wheat,
600 cases Salmon, etc.

Governor-elect Stoneman arrived in this city yesterday afternoon.
He has intimated that Ayres, of Los Angeles, will be State Printer. An
excellent choice.

Queenstown.—Robert Sheeny has cleared the Br. bark Oberon for

Queenstown with 33,604 ctls. Wheat—value $59,000.

Liverpool—The ship W. O. Davis, 119 days, from Liverpool to Will-
iams, Dtmond & Co., brought for cargo : Steel Rails, 8,419.

Entered at the Post-Ojjice at San Francisco, Col., as Second-Class
Matter.
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NILSSON'S FIRST NIGHT.
Dear News Letter:—Of course you want to know all about Nilsson's

first night, don't you ? And equally, of course, I shall tell you, although

no doubt you were there yourself, yet, still you know a woman's eye

takes in so many little points man lets Blip, that very likely had we been
sitting side by side we should each have taken an entirely different view.

Well, then, to begin, I was among the lucky ones who had a friend

kind enough to include me in a "box party," and with the invitation

came the request to us girls to make ourselves look as lovely as possible,

for dress was to be the order of the box, and all our escorts were to be in

swallow-tails. I chose pink, and the other girls white, blue and canary,

so we made a very pretty blending of colors and bright eyes I am certain,

even though I do say it.

Such an awful crush as it was as we drove up to the Theatre, and right

in the middle of the crowd a man, perched up on something, was selling

tickets by auction. Wasn't it a funny idea? After pushing and squeez-

ing through shining silks and shimmering satins at length we got to the

box, and after getting seated with a view to the most effective posing* I

took a long breath and looked around, and, being rather late the audience

was nearly all assembled and in their seats. What a mass of vivid color-

ing and flashing jewels, but Ned, who was one of our party, is an old

Californian, and he remarked that the house couldn't come up to 3ome
seen at the old Academy of Music, on Pine street, ages ago. But he is

always making those sort of remarks, and, as we girls tell him, he " lives

in the past." As luck would have it, we were on the side opposite the

Royal box, so we had a splendid view of the Vice-regal party when they
entered. Place aux Royante, so I will tell you first of all that each side

of the stage had been closed in to make two boxes, one on each side, the

left-hand one for the Governor General and suite, the other for the man-
ager. The box occupied by His Excellency and the Princess was, as I

say, just opposite to us. It was very tastefully gotten up, and draped
with American and English flags, with the crown in the center. The en-

trance of the party was made so quietly it was only when Lord Lome
took his seat that the crowd in the theatre became aware Queen Victoria's

daughter was among them, and the knowledge caused around of applause

as welcome, which her Royal Highness acknowledged by peeping from
behind the lace curtain and bowing, and immediately subsiding into the

corner again remained seated with her back to the audience during the

entire concert. She was enveloped in a magnificent cloak of ruby velvet

and wore roses in her coiffeure. One of the ladies in waiting sat facing the

audience at the other end of the box, Lord Lome in the center, and a
gentleman of the suite on either side.

Now, then, having; done justice to royalty, let me tell j-ou how the

house looked. Every seat was filled, but the new ordinance prohibiting

crowding of the aisles kept them clear, and consequently the theatre did

not have the packed, familiar look of old, on "extra" first nights. In the

two lower proscenium boxes opposite were seated the Bonanzas of the

past and present—Mrs. Kalston and Joe Nougues in one, the Floods in

the other. Over them were W. T. Coleman and the Parrotts, and on top
of all some professionals, musicians and members of the troupe. On
our side the proscenium boxes were occupied by the Dunphys, Fairs,

May-Colemans, JameB Robinsons, etc. Continuing the view from our
box, the first person my glance fell upon iu the dress-circle front row was
.Louis Haggiu, smiling lanquidly in appreciation of the animated conver-

sation kept up by Mrs. Kate Saulsbury. Then came Mrs. Haggin and Miss
Kita, Barnes and Webb Howard, Alvord and Mrs. Keeney, Miss Lita Og-
den and young Alvord. Down in the parquette in front were Harry Wil-
liams and wife and Mrs. Molly Poett, Jim Whitney and wife, and behind them
the Ponton D'Arce crowd—the Schmiedells, Chris. Keiss's and Madie Pe-

ters looking, as Ned remarked, "too too," in a lovely pink costume. Tom
Madden was all alone. (Why don't he ever ask any one to share his

pleasures? Can you solve this problem, dear N. L.?) Dotted all over
the house were familiar faces. On our side were the McAllisters, Janniu
and his party, Bergin and his, the Wilsons, John Perry and wife, the
Eyres and Durbrous.
The Jewish element of society was out in full force; par consequence the

display of diamonds was brilliant in the extreme. Many of our best peo-
ple had crept up to the family circle, as now and then I caught a glimpse
of well-known faces far, far away. After this rapid survey I turned my at-

tention to the stage to see the divine Nilsson come sweeping in, who, after

a low courtesy to the Royal party in their box, advanced to the front of

the stage and bowed to the public. "What a queenly looking woman!"
was the first thought. And after she opened her mouth and let out the
magic strains, "How delicious! " was the next. SurelySan Francisco has
never before enjoyed such a treat. But I am not going to fill my space
with musical criticisms, so suffice it to say that the charming singer has, I
think, more than realized expectations, and each of the troupe was most
satisfactory, but Miss Hope Glenn will be the favorite, I venture to say.
The flowers offered the Queen of Song were simply " immense"—that's

Ned's expression, but it fits exactly—for not only were they so in quantity
but size. One thing struck me forcibly—the number of crosses in the
collection. One would have thought the gifted lady has had her share of

them to bear, of late years, without adding to the number even in flowers.

I haven't told you what the toilettes were, and now I haven't time, but
the bonnets were really all one could see. Those ladies wearing ermine
cloaks were, Mrs. Ban Jose Clarke, Mrs. Chris. Reis, Mrs. Ralston and
Mrs. General Barnes. The Parrotts were all in white with huge bouquets.
The Floods were in pink and blue satin. The majority of the ladies wore
opera bonnets, and most bewitching things are those "loves of bonnets,"
too.

Well, good-bye now. Perhaps I'll tell you some more after the last

concert.

Till then, adios. Nellie.

The Messrs. Rothschilds, the bankers of world-wide fame, early
established an agency in this city, and many and profitable were the in-

vestments they made. Death haB made sad havoc with the agents in
whom they early reposed confidence, until at last there is none left to tell

the tale. Davidson, Gansl and Cullen have all departed, each of them
leaving a memory behind worthy of the great financial house they repre-
sented. Now the agency of Messrs. Rothschilds has passed to the Bank
of California, This tribute to that institution, by a house that makes no
mistakes, is a sure evidence of its soundness and of the esteem in which it

is held by the most unquestionable authorities.

PRESENT TO HER ROYAL HIGHNESS THE PRIN-
CESS LOUISE AND THE MARQUIS OP LORNE.

On Wednesday, at the Palace Hotel, Colonel Wm. Harney, Presi-
dent, and Donald McLennan, Manager of the Golden Gate Woolen
Mills, accompanied by W. Lane Booker, Esq., British Consul, by ap-
pointment met Her Royal Highness, Princess Louise, and the Marquis,
and after the usual ceremonies of introduction Colonel Harney presented,
on behalf of ex-Governor Stanford, in a neat and most becoming manner, a
pair of the most elegant blankets ever made in this country, with the
British coat of arms woven in the center, and the case inclosing the same
embellished with the arms of Great Britian. The royal personages re-
sponded in very appropriate remarks. A card was then handed to the
royal party by Colonel Harney containing the following: " Her Royal
Highness Princess Louise, and His Excellency the Marquis of Lome,
with compliments of ex-Governor Leland Stanford," We must confess
that these acts of generosity, kindness and noble atttributes speak volumes
to Governor Stanford and those gentlemen who carried out his request,
all of which are fully appreciated by our British and American people.
Her Royal Highness Princess Louise, and His Excellency the Marquis

of Lome, together with Hon. Miss McNeil and Col. De Winton, paid a
visit to the Golden Gate Woolen Mills. They were received at the mills
by Colonel William Harney, the President, and Donald McLennan, Vice-
President, and spent two hours inspecting the mills, and expressed them-
selves greatly pleased at all they saw. Indeed, the Royal party enjoyed
the visit, and the unostentatious manner in which the elegant blankets,
manufactured at the mills at the request of Governor Stanford, were pre-
sented to Her Royal Highness and the Marquis, reflect credit on the
officers of the mill, Colonel Harney and Mr. Donald McLennan. Of
course nothing else could be expected from these gentlemen.

OLEOMARGARINE.
With unprecedented rapidity, oleomargarine is finding its way into

the restaurauts of this city; and well it may, if we only bear in mind the
yellow stuff misnamed butter that is regularly supplied to the customer.
There is nothing objectionable in oleomargarine as an article of food, pro-
vided the stomach is strong enough to digest animal oil intimately incor-
porated in the cheesy matter of milk—a Bubstance far lesB likely to disa-
gree with delicate people than rancid butter, whether fresh or salt.

We are led to offer these and a few other pertinent remarks by the re-
ports, which of late days have appeared in our daily contemporaries, of
the doings and sayings of the elite of the cow-counties. The bucolic
mind—unable, of course, to understand the law of demand and supply

—

addressed itself to the task of manipulating the markets, and kept the
supply of butter as low, and prices as high, and weights as short, and salt
and water as abundant, as ingenuity could devise. And for years the
denizens of this ill-governed city had to bear up with bad and dear butter
and milk among their many other afflictions.

Now the remedy has come, and for once the sufferers are joyful. It is

ouft-butter, but that is more wholesome than rancid cow-butter. There is

joy in the city and wailing in the land. Friends, dwellers in the cow-
countieB, you had your day, and a long one, too; and you may still have a
longer one; and the News Letter, with that attention which it always
pays to the best interests of the State, will tell you briefly how to secure
the enjoyment of it. Make good butter; and if you don't know how, try
to learn, sell it cheap and fresh, and 16 ounces of butter—not salt and
water—to the pound, and you need fear nothing from oleomargarine; and
we know you can afford to do it, and, if you cannot, give up the dairy.

Each year the demand for the quaint and artistic articles of " virtu "

from Japan is steadily increasing. These goods, besides being really
works of art, are comparatively cheap. G. T. Marsh & Co., appreciating
the increased demand, have striven in every way to satisfy the public
taste, and have succeeded in collecting the finest specimens of Japanese
ware ever seen on this coast. Among their collection are to be found
unique and rare works of art which have never before found their way
into the American market. These curiosities are offered to the public at
remarkably low rates, owing to the large stock in hand and the dissolution

of co-partnership. Marsh & Co. have such a large supply of these goods
that they have been obliged to open temporarily a branch house at 116
and 118 Post street for the better display of their Japanese art collection,

their store at 625 Market street, under the Palace Hotel, being too small
to show the large stock to advantage. No nicer presents could be chosen
for Xmas than Japanese vases and other choice and artistic ware.

The Genuine Private Cuvee Krug Champagne, from Reims,
France, is sold by all wine dealers, jobbers and grocers. Look to the cork
when out of the bottle for Krug & Cie., branded on the bottom of it. The
letter " K " is perforated on the labels. Beware of California wine imita-
tions. The Agents for the Pacific Coast for the celebrated " Krug " from
France, are Hellmann Beos. & Co., 525 Front Street.

Great improvements are being made at the Bush-Street Theatre pre-

vious to the opening, Saturday evening, December 23d, Leavitt's All Star
Specialty Company appearing as the inaugural attraction.

BUSH-STREET THEATRE.
M. B. LEAVITT Lessee and Manager

|
AL. HAYMAN Associate Manager

G-rand Opening Night, Saturday Evening, December 23d.
Every Evening (including Sunday) at 8.—Wednesday and Saturday Matinee at 2-

MR. M. E. LEAVITT respectfully announces having secured an extended lease of
this elegant Theatre, and will, after thoroughly renovating the same, inaugurate his
season with

Leavitt's All Star Specialty Company!
Specially* reorganized, being the Greatest Vaudeville Organization in Americ

SPECIAL MATINEES CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR'S DAY AT 2.

Prices of Admission.—Reserved Seats, Orchestra and Dress Circle, $1 50; Ad-
mission, Orchestra and Dress Circle, $1; Family Circle, 50 cents. Seats on sale
WEDNESDAY, and may be reserved two weeks in advance. Dec. 16.
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December 14, 1883. - Oar cloriotu wither still continues, at which,
on account of the stranger* within our gmtes, I greatly rejoice, as it afford*
them a chance of seeing 'Frisco at its best, ami enables them to speak
knowingly of the delightful climate we enjoy, which so few of our resi-

dents appreciate as they ought.
The cuming nf Nilsson, and the unlooked-for arrival of Lord Lome and

party, have sufficed to engross the attention of our people, which, added
to the usual Christmas shopping, will account for the dearth of events' in
the social world ; but, during and after the holidays, I hear that an unu-
sual amount of gaiety is anticipated.
Among events already announced as certain, may be mentioned a party

at the Palace Hotel on the '21st. Mrs. McLaughlin being the hostess on
that occasion; a meeting of the Banjo Club at Mrs, Jarboe's on the "J»»t h

;

and the grand wedding reception of Mr*. Hopkins to her son Tim and his
wife, on the 28th, which 'tis said will eclipse, if such a thing wore possi-
ble, the famous reception given by that lady in honor of Lord Beaumont
faring his never-to-be-forgotten visit to California. The Hopkins' are
looked for some time within the next ten days.
Royalty is once more among us, the booming of cannon on Sunday

morning announcing, to the surprise of all and the astonishment of not a
few, the arrival of the Governor-General of Canada and his Princess wife
on the Comus, which so unexpectedly put in its appearance that Hay.
They arrived In time to give added eclat to Madame NilssorTs lirst con-

cert, the Royal box on that evening containing Her Koyal Highness the
Princess Loui*e, Lord Lome, Miss Hervey, lady -in •waiting, Major Bagot,
A. I. (..'., and Lieutenant Neville, of the L'omwt, and, it is needless to say,
they divided the honors of the evening with the Swedish nightingale, it

being an even thing as to which were the more earnestly gazed at by the
flat throng in attendance. The Vice-regal party had spent the day at
Governor-Stanford's stock farm at Menlo Park, a special traiu taking them
down in the morning. After seeing all that was to be seen at that most
perfect of equine establishments, they were very handsomely entertained
at lunch, returning to town at nightfall. They will be present at the con-
cert to-night, 1 understand, and will, no doubt attract even more atten-
tion than ou their first appearance.
Her Royal Highness has enjoyed her visit to San Francisco in a quiet

way, visiting many of the stores, and making numerous purchases. 'Ihey
leave to-morrow afternoon, going from here to the Sierra Madre Villa,
near Los Angeles, where they will remain a few days, and then go East
via the Southern Pacific Railroad.

It was a pity that Madame Nilsson did not have a more propitious day
for her arrival, hut the ovation she received at the bauds of her country-
men and women on reaching the Palace Hotel, more than compensated
for the gloominess of the weather. Flowers to tread upon; flowers to
inhale the perfume from ; flowers of every form and hue she had to deco-
rate her rooms in the greatest profusion, while her professional brethren
gave her two such serenades as are not often listened to in these parts;
one in the morning, the other in the evening of Monday, and both
attracting large audiences in the Palace courtyard and corridors.

Social attentions of all kinds have been offered the fair cantatrice, but
the briefness of her visit compels her to decline the majority of them.
On Wednesday she dined and spent the evening with the Princess Louise,
who is an old friend and admirer of the gifted bird of Bong, and whom it

has been a great delight to her to meet so unexpectedly so far away from
home. Her reception on Tuesday evening was another ovation; but, alas!
time with its relentless touch has marred the beauty of her glorious
voice, and many of the notes I had listened to with such pleasure at
" Her Majesty's " in London, but a few years ago, and had ringing in
my ears ever since, were missing—gone forever—never to return.
Of the entertainments of the past week, Mr. Henry Jannin can be

credited with a new depaiture, his being in the form of a lunch to a
few of his lady friends, at the Casino in the Park, which he has under-
taken to make the fashionable resort for such purposes, vice the Cliff

House, to be deposed. Success to his undertaking. It is certainly a
more come-atable place, being within the reach of all, and instead of
the barking of the sea-lions, one can, by choosing a "band day," have
sweet sounds to enliven the meal, instead of harsh ones, while the rum-
ble of passing wheels on the drive will replace the roar of the breakers
dashing against the rocks.
On Friday evening, the Musicale of the Grand Hotel, which has been

so long in preparation, came off, the vocal and instrumental numbers be-

ing listened to with pleasure and received with much applause by the
friends of the fair performers. Dancing followed, and was enjoyed even
more than the music, if that could be, by the guests, who all hope for a
speedy repetition of a very pleasant evening. Just before the last selec-

tion was rendered, Mr. Edward Curtis, on behalf of the ladies of the
Grand Hotel, in a felicitous little speech returned their thanks for the
large attendance, kind attention and liberal applause. He also announced
that the Musicales would be continued from time to time during the
Winter.
On Saturday, Mrs. Eyre and her daughters gave a matinee, or after-

noon tea, as it is now called, to which the majority of the elder guests
made an early response, not even the well-known excellence of the refresh-

ment tables that Mrs. Eyre always provides tempting them to forego their
dinners. However, the younger portion of humanity remained till a late

hour ; and as youth seldom cares when or how or what they eat when a
dance is to be had, I have no doubt that to them the afternoon was a
charming one. An old fogy like myself can be pardoned for preferring a
substantial meal at the usual dinner hour, and I have no doubt our pres-

ence is as gladly dispensed with by those who think otherwise. The
ladies receiving all looked charming, their costumes being in almost every
instance very becoming, and their amiability inexhaustible.

This evening Consul Booker gives a reception at his residence on Stock-
ton street, with which I fear Nilsson's concert will somewhat interfere,

and for to-morrow night cards are out for a dance at Mare Island, to be
given by the officers of the Wachusset. The Olympics also give their

usual monthly dance to-morrow evening, at their rooms on Post street.

More rumors of engagements are rife, among them one which comes
from New York, to the effect that Eugene Dewey contemplates taking to

wife C. P. Huntington's fair daughter. I wonder what his numerous ad-

mirers in this city will say to that piece of news ? Of those that are fixed

facts can be named Miss Nina Baldwin, daughter of the late Joe. G.

Baldwin, to a Mr. Grey, of Tucson, which means that Arizona gains
what Oakland loses.

After all it seems that we are not to have Mrs. and Miss Crocker back
hen- this Winter, Mr. Crocker alone intendim: to return with his son,
after the formal opening through of the new trans continental road in
Texas. The ladies preferring the (ralUee ..f New York to the more quiet
routine of life on the Pacihc Slope, will remain there for some time
longer, probably returning here about the beginning of Lent
Colonel Wherry. General Sohofleld's life long aid. and a most genial and

popular gentleman, has arrived and assumed the duties of his position as
Chief of the St;itT. His charming wife is not yet with us, but all her old
friends are looking eagerly for her return to 'Frisco.
The Borels have returned to town fur the winter from their country

home at San Mateo, and the Burkes can be found at the Occidental, hav-
ing left their summer residence at Menlo Park for the season. The Smiths
are also back in town from Menlo Park.

Mr. Edgar Mills and his pretty daughter have gone East to enjoy the
season in New York, where, under the charge of her aunt, Mrs. D. O.
Mills, Miss Addie is sure of seeing Gotham society to the best advantage.

_
Felix.

'

' THE PATHFINDER.

"

General Fremont is at once the most fortunate and unfortunate man
of the age. Born the son of a French exile, who had settled among
strangers in Richmond, Virginia, he had but little prospects, notwitstand-
ing his conceded ability of acquiring either fame or fortune among a peo-
ple where the blue blood of the old settlers was a necessary qualification
for promotion or advancement, and yet he succeeded, despite the opposi-
tion of her father, in capturing for his wife, the brilliant Jessie, daughter
of the imperious Senator Benton, under whose auspices he was enabled
to make his world-wide reputation as the " Pathfinder " and explorer.
This was offset to some extent, however, by the determined jealousy
and opposition of many of the West Pointers in the regular army, who
in every possible way belittled his performances and ridiculed his claims
to the title of either. He purchased, years ago, the noted Mariposa
Ranch, out of the sale of which, subsequently, nearly a million of dollars
was realized. Commodore Garrison asserts that at one time Fremont was
in possession of over three-quarters of a million in Government bonds,
and at that time was the owner of a princely residence on the Hudson
River, but a few years later, owing to unfortunate investments, all was
lost. He was the nominee of a great party for President, and was de-
feated. He was induced to enter into what promised to be a most suc-

cessful speculation in Paris, but through his too confiding nature he was
misled, and the result proved disastrous to all concerned. He was offered

a foreign mission, but his experience in Paris made it undesirable to ac-

cept it. At length he was made Governor of Arizona, and his adminis-
tration there was a successful one, but the position was not congenial and
he resigned. Now it will gladden the hearts of many to know that there
is again before him the prospect of redeemed fortunes. Congress at its

last session passed a bill declaring the title to Black Point, near the
Presidio, to be in his wife, and referred the matter to the Court of Claims
only to ascertain its value at the time she was dispossessed by the Govern-
ment, over twenty years ago, with an allowance of six per cent, interest

per annum during the whole term. This can hardly fail to produce a
fund which will amply provide for the old hero (for he is now waxing old)

and his family in the coming years. Black Point is now occupied, pre-

sumably as the property of the Government, by General Schofield, as his

headquarters. The deft hand and untiring energy of his brilliant wife,

Jessie Fremont is seen in all this. Beyond all women of her time she has
exercised an influence and power at Washington, and this by sheer dint
of her natural talent and fascinating manner, without resorting to the
dark and dubious ways which characterize the professional lobbyist. One
of the sons of General Fremont is in the Navy and the other in the Army,
where both have made favorable records. It has been suggested that the
post of Minister to one of the South American States may yet be at his

disposal. His past record and vast experience would seem to make it an
eminently fitting position for the great " Pathfinder."

SHAM JEWELRY.
Christmas Presents are at this season in order. Some people may

think that they are making "a very nice present" when they give a
showy article of jewelry that is not genuine but bogus, but they are

surely taking steps to advertise their own meauness, and will in a very
short time find themselves exposed. The gilt will rub off' and the brass

will become apparent. Then they cheat themselves and fool their friends

when they buy jewelry-that is about V-i or H karats fine instead of 18.

They pay for the genuiue article but obtain a very inferior thing. The
city at this time is full of this cheap and nasty jewelry, and many
thousands of dollars will be paid for presents that will not only not be
"joys forever," but which will soon show their sham character, and be-

little those who bought such bogus articles. The only way to secure the

value for your money, and obtain a present that will bear the test of

time, and do credit to your generosity, is to buy of a tradesman of estab-

lished reputation, who will guarantee in writing the character of the
goods lie sells you.

SPORTSMEN, ATTENTION !—THE SEASON OPENED.

HUNTING SUITS.
Tbis is the only recognized Depot for the celebrated RIV-

ETED HUNTING SUITS manufactured by LEVI STRAUSS & CO.
We have also in stock all classes of HUNTING GARMENTS, and make the same

to order upon very short notice. HUNTING SUITS!

orsat i :x: l,
CORNER OF KEARNY AND COMMERCIAL STS.

p^Thp Largest Establishment in its line in tho United States. Price List,

with handsome Lithograph of the GREAT I X L by Electric Light, sent free on

application. Sept. 16.
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THE BRIDE'S TOILETTE.
The following short poem is from Harper's Weekly for November. It

is headed by an exquisite sketch of a young, beautiful and stately^ lady,

proudly issuing from a prison door, surrounded by guards, and. in view of

the populace, on her way to the scaffold. The legend is, " La Conckrgerie,

1793:

"

" Now these long locks must go-
Monsieur is waiting;

Short is the hour he gives

To wooing and mating.
Thedie, you fool, the shears!

Time this was ended."

"Dame, how the momeuts go.

And the bride is not ready.

Call all her tiring-maids—
Paul, Jean and The"die.

Is this your robe, mv dear ?

Faith! but she's steady.

The bridegroom is blessed who gets Down falls the golden hair,

Such a brave lady.

" Pardi! that throat is fair;

How he will kiss it!

B>re is your kerchief, girl

—

Did you not miss it?

Quick! don those little shoes;

White as your foot is,

He. Jean, St. Guillotine,

Loves these fine beauties.

Once lovingly tended.

So from her prison doorB
Forth went the lady;

Silent the Bridegroom stood

—

Not a sound made he.

Oh, but he clasped her close!

'Twas a brave lover.
** Dance, dance La Carmagnole!
The bridal is over! "

FASHION'S VOICE.
Though I have often remarked that the men of this city ridicule with

a species of vindictiveneBs, impossible to understand, the dress of the de-

spised Englisman, "you know," I see they are rapidly assuming the

mode of dress worn by those quiet individuals ; and I must say the little

short coats, tightly buttoned up, with the regulation stick or umbrella,

carried around through our golden weather is somewhat mirth-provoking.

However it may be, the mode de tequeur for business suits is an English

t-ut-a-way coat, fastened by a single button, which may or may not be

buttoned. The same style of coat is also made with four buttons, which
must be made fast, so revealing the proportions, good or bad, as the case

may be, of the male biped; a little man in such a uoat, which must be

made quite high on the chest, looks to me always like a bantam rooster,

so pert and neat, only lacking the feathers round his heels, to make the

simile complete. I should, therefore, strongly advise small, narrow-
chested gentlemen to rather patronize the one-button garment, so giving

that width to the chest which nature has denied him. A fine, tall, well-

proportioned fellow can button up his four buttons and glory in the ex-

pansive bosom that looks so pretential in fair ladies eyes. I shall be

abused for thus flouting my opinion publicly, but I can bear it. Rough
tweeds, and small checkered cloths are the most stylish for morning wear.

The fashionable dandy may attire himself in a brown Scotch tweed sack-

suit ; it has a jaunty, " la de da " air, which is extremely attractive in the

eyes of bread-and-butter misses, who are so fond of what is called by
tbera "an awfully sweet young man.' 5 I saw some hats in a store the

other day, in Brigand form, wood color, or brown, with a wing of a red

bird at one side. I even saw the same hat in scarlet, either of which
would go admirably with the brown neglige* sack for the " masher," who
does duty on street corners and in theater vestibules.

For that portion of the day in which rank and fashion loves to disport

itself oa Kearny and other streets, say from two to five, he who can
afford an extra suit may indulge in a four-buttoned cutaway English coat

of diagonal cloth, any color he pleases. The vest should match, but the
pantaloons must be different ; very narrow stripes i3 the most fashionable

pattern, called whip-cord patterns.

Wedding suits are always black or dark bine. The frock coat known
as the "Prince Albert" is the mode preferred, though why the long-cold

asheB of the Prince should be disturbed by having his name affixed to the

coats now-a-days, when " Wales " would do as well, does not appear.

The newest form of hat for dress purposes has a low, well-shaped
crown about six inches high ; the young dandy may have his made some-
what lower. The " Derby " in black felt is the model used for morning
hats ; and there is a square-crowned stiff hat in felt, made in shades to

match the suit, which is a happy change. A bit of colored silk still sticks

out of the breast pocket. I have seen some young men who had not a

solid handkerchief g».t their sister to sew a bright end inside the pocket.

It answers just as well and saves expense. Since the world is full of

shams, why not this? This is evidently the English era. Even gloves

for les hommes are in order. Oh ! how I despise a gloved male attendant
on these cosmopolitan streets; but how beneficial gloves are at hops, for

instance, where I have often seen a bare-handed misplaced man.
Shirts ought to have one stud as a fastening. Collars are made without

a band, and stand up high round the neck—a very ugly fashion, I opine ;

but then, being a woman, possibly I don't know. These collars meet at

the throat, others overlap and some slope in front, making them narrower
than behind. Turned down collars are wide in the points, which fly open
somewhat like small wings.

Scarfs, when worn with standing collars, have a slight puff at the top.

For turned down collars a straight satin tie may be tied in a sailor's knot.
For dress purposes the wide cambric tie gives place to repped white silk,

or satin folded very narrowly, so much more durable than cambric; also

more handy in case the Chinaman keeps your washing for arrears of pay-
ment. " You no likee pay, me no likee bung clothes." It is quite a usual
ocurrence, I assure you.
Moral.—Secure a white silk tie. Silver Pen.

Sir Andrew Agnew was famous for giving broad hints. The nature
of them will be best ascertained by the following anecdote: Sir Andrew
having for sometime been pestered by an impertinent intruder, it was one
day remarked to the baronet that this man no longer appeared in his com-
pany, and he was asked how he contrived to get rid of him. " In truth,"
said the baronet, "I was obliged to give the chiel a broad hint." "A
broad hint! " replied the friend, " I thought he was one of those who
could not take a hint.'* "By my faith! but he was forced to take it,"

answered Sir Andrew, "for, as the fellow would not go out by the door, I
threw him out of the window."

Novelties in great variety for Holiday Gifts. George C. Shreve &
Co., Manufacturing Jewelers, No. 110 Montgomery street.

BANKS.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital $3,000,000.
WJI. ALVORD President.
THOMAS EBOWK. Cashier

| B. MURRAY, Jr., Ass't Cashier
Agents :

New York, Agency of the Bank of Calfornia ; Boston, Tremont National Bank -
Chicago, Union National Bank ; St. Louis, Boatman's Saving Bank ; New Zealand,
the Bank of New Zealand. Correspondent in London, Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons. Correspondents in India, China, Japan and Australia, the Oriental Bank Cor-
poration.
The Bank has Agencies at Virginia City, and Correspondents in all the princi-

pal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.

Letters of Credit issued, available in all parts of the world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dublin, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankiort-on-the-Main, Antwerp,
Amsterdam, St. Petersburg^, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourae, Sydney

, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, Italy.

~BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA^
Incorporated by Royal Charter.—Capital paid up, $1,SOO,-

000, with power to increase to §10,000,000. Southeast comer California and San-
some streets. Head Office—28 Cornhill, London. Branches—Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria, New Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.

This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check
and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available in al parts of
the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents
as follows

:

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank ; Scotland—British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America—Loudon Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank Panama
May 18. FREDERICK TOWNSEND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Paid np Capital 91,500.000, Gold. President, B. C. Wool-

worth Vice-President, D. Callaghan ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue, Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
Correspondents—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : HesBe,
Neuman&Co. Paris: Hottinguer& Co. New York: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-
pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal
cities of the United StateB, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Commercia
Credits issued available iu Europe, Chma and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital, 82,100,000.

San Francisco Office, 424 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid Up $3,000,000.
Reserve, 4,500,000.

Agrency at New York, 62 Wall street.
Agency at Virginia, Nev.

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-
elers' Credits. Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E. Cor. Sansome and Pine Streets,

London Office, 3 Ang-el Court ; New York Ag-ents, J. W. Sel-
igman & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, $6,000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,
loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.

FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.
P, N. Lilibnthal, Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITAL. $300,000.
Officers: Vice-President, Jerome Lincoln; Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other
Approved Securities. Office : No. 215 Sansome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Spar and Leihbauk, No 536 California street, San

Francisco. Officers: President, L. GOTTIG. Boarh of Directors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Eggers, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE; Attorney, JOHN R.
JARBOE. May 18.

AMERICAN EXCHANGE HOTEL,
Sansome street, Corner Halleck, San Francisco.—Tnis

hotel is in the very center of the business portiou of the city, and has been
renovated and newly furnished throughout. The traveling public will find this to
be the most convenient as well as the most comfortable and respectable hotel in the
city. TABLE FIRST-CLASS. Board and room, SI, S1.25 and $1.50 per day. Nice
single rooms per night, 50 cents. Breakfasts or dinners, 50 ceuts. Lunch, 25 cents.

Eighteen tickets, good for any meals, for $5. Hot and cold baths free. Free coach
to and from the hotel. Oct. 7.

THIRTY DAYS' TRIAL FREE!

We send free on thirty days' trial. Dr. Dye's Electro- Vol-
TAIC BELTS and other Electric Appliances, to men suffering from nerv-

ous Debility, Lost Vitality and kindred troubles. Also for Rheumatism, Liver and
Kidney Troubles, and many other diseases. Speedy cures guaranteed. Illustrated
Pamphlets free. Address VOLTAIC BELT CO.,

(Sept. 23.) Marshall, Michigan.
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LOVE SONG
Err the lovely dream i* broken, ere the glamour fade* awar,

e tender muU ->f morning melt beneath the perfect ilay;
yet an>und the ihrine we kneel at, lingers the nweet, roey glow,

the music keeps true measure ; darling, let me go.

rink* back in terror from the path that I mail tread.
Where dim ghoata each step are haunting, and the cloud frown-* ...

my hand clings wildly toil, the fond clasp whose strength I know,
v heart half break* t<> hear it ; darling, let me go.

Aye, the true eyes look undaunted down the future's devious way,
ll of faith is thrilling in each earnest word you say ;

• sad eye of experience sees beneath youth's radiant glow,
Slow and sure Time works his mission ; darling let me go.

Worse than all—aye, worse than parting, though the word knells like
despair-

To watch the flower closely, fondly, and find the wign of canker there ;

To read the first faint touch of languor, the first impatient chafe to know;
Ere you feel the chain you cherish ; darling let me go.

Dearest, truest, loved so fondly, loved with passion never told,
Better death itself than feeling touch grow careless, tone ring cold,
While the light is fullest, freest of the bliss I treasure so,

While my idol is mine only; darling, let me go.

I not forget me, all too weak to lose it quite.
It, the glory and the gladness, flooding every sense in light

;

If. in youth's sweet potence, scarce could firmer faith bestow,
Vrt. just because I love so dearly; darling let me go.

—Alt The Year Round.

DONT BUILD ON ASH-HEAPS.
In a recent number nf the New York Sun there appeared an item of

news which should have an especial interest for property owners in certain
portions of San Francisco, and for Companies who insure the same. The
item in question related to a subterranean fire which was eating its way
through several acres of made land at Trenton, and was threatening to
Undermine several large buildings of the New Jersey Steel and Iron Com-
pany. It smoked like a volcano, and an iron bar thrust down in several
places to the depth of twelve feet was pulled out red hot each time. At
night long stretches of the river could be seen to glow with fire. It ap-
pears that many years ago, the Company began to dump its furnace re-

fuse on the bank, and at this time six or seven acres of this made land
have teen formed. Cinders are often dumped while they are red hot.

There is enough coal left in the refuse to afford food for a slow fire, and
the cinders! lie loosely enough upon each other to afford space for the ne-
cessary air. Thus all the conditions for a subterranean fire are present.
Some indications of the fire were noticed four months ago, but they were
not heeded, the result being that it is still doubtful whether the efforts of
several hundred workmen engaged in digging water trenches will prevent
the fire from spreading. In many parts of San Francisco our property
owners are in imminent danger of being placed in exactly the same pre-
dicament. At the Mission, at the Potrero, at North Beach, along the
City Front, out on Union street and in other localities too numerous to
mention, this careless dumping of ashes and all Borts of inflammable re-

fuse is constantly going on. Somebody has a lot of ground in a hollow,
and rather than go to the expense of bringing it to the level of the street

with proper material, he invites scavengers, dustmen—any body in fact

who wants to get rid of anything—to help him make his grade. The in-

vitation is only too readily responded to, and the result can be easily im-
agined. Ashes still smouldering are heaped up in tons or mingled indis-

criminately with refuse that is the choicest food for fire, and upon this

threatening, disgusting, foetid mass, the lord of the soil builds a ginger-
bread dwelling for somebody else to rent, and possibly insure it for more
than its full value. AH the parties may be equally ignorant of the dan-
ger they are running. Certainly, the Insurance Company would not
knowingly take a risk on a house built upon an active volcano ; nor would
the tenant wittingly occupy such a habitation. But that does not alter

the fact that " made lauds " of this sort are becoming far too frequent in

and about the city. For all we know some of them may already be red
hot subterranean furnaces liable to cave in at any moment, and it is cer-

tain that one and all of such " lots " are an evil smelling nuisance, and a
constant source of disease. A man might as well build his house over fire

as over malarial fever, but he does both who builds on these rubbish heaps.

A NEEDED REFORM.
We are glad to observe that the Civil Service Reform Association

have had an interview with the Board of Freeholders, with the object of

introducing competitive examinations and permanency of appointments
in the case of subordinate offices in the public service. They are proba-
bly right in limiting competitive examinations to this class. But why
the higher civil officers should not also be made permanent passes com-
prehension. Changes in the executive officers are nearly always detri-

mental to the public interests. Years of experience are required to make
a good Chief of Police. Legislative measures were taken a year or two
ago with the object of giving permanence to the Officer of Health, and
the Superintendents of the Alms House and County Hospital. The last

City and County Surveyor was obliged to give place to the present incum-
bent, who, from long connection with the city is a most efficient officer.

The continued change of Street Superintendent is one of the chief causes
of his inefficiency. The street and sewer engineer should be a permanent
officer in order to carry through reforms which must extend over many
years. The Board of Education should be permanent. Even Aldermen
and Councillors should go out of office in rotation, in order to prevent
those violent changes which are liable to be produced by political convul-

sions. Men appointed by the people become the most uncontrolable of

autocrats during their term of office, and it is not too much to say that

they generally make the most of their opportunity. Your paid officer is

the only one who can be dismissed for neglect of duty.

Designs furnished and diamond work manufactured to order at low
prices. Geo. C. Shreve & Co., 110 Montgomery street.

NEW BOOKS.
" The House that GUI Built," by EC. 0. Gardner, is one of the "Our

Continent lenea, It is a most useful book, devoted to home building,
ind h evidently written not only by a man who has an intimate knowl-
edge of technical architecture, but by one who has alao studied those
practical and domestic points which the mere house builder never think?
of allowing to enter into Ins plans. Mr. (Jardner shows 01 at. every page
that he has devoted deep and earnest study anon th.- labjeot In hand,
which appear* indeed to be with him a labor of love. " The Houso that
GUI Built" i* no weary treatise upon arohlteoturo, but is a pleasant nar-
rative with a vein of merry humor running through the whole of it, and
while we chuckle over the fun we insensibly take in the useful Inform*-

i

.I je contains. The value of this little work to those who own
homes or DOpe fco do ho (and who does not?) cannot be over estimated. A
perusal of its bright pages will be of benefit to all, and the householder
will save many a dollar by taking the hint! which are so lavishly distrib-
uted through the book. "The House that GUI Built " i* published by
Ford. Howard & Hulberfc, of New York, and is for sale by A. L. Ban-
croft <fe Co., San Francisco.

"The Problem of the Poor." In taking hold of so comprehensive
a subject, and one of such vital importance to the community at large,
the authoress, Helen Campbell, haB set herself a giant task. The author-
ess treats especially of the swarming poor of New York. That the lady
who writes the book has had a large and varied experience nf the subject
a perusal of her sketches will at once prove. They are life-like and real-
istic. Many interesting anecdotes are interwoven with "the Problem,"
and make its reading amusing yet pathetic. Very wisely Helen Camp-
bell has not presumed to solve a problem which has puzzled the wisest
ones in the world for centuries, but has given information, and useful
suggestions that may help in the solution of one of the most knotty
problems of the age. Ford, Howard & Hurlbert, N. Y. For sale by
A. L. Bancroft & Co.

"Tennent's Nautical Almanac and Tide Register for 1883" is

just to hand, and too much cannot be said for the skill of its able com-
pounder, Mr. Thos. Tennent. It is a complete digest of all marine mat-
ters, and contains information which is of inestimable value to all who
have anything to do with maritime matters. Mr. Tennent is the great
San Francisco authority on time, and has had the regulating of the city
time for the past seventeen years.

"Summer Saunterings," by "Derrick Dodd," is a series of what the
author is pleased to call semi-humorous sketches of his own experience in
the various places of interest in California. The humor spoils some very
good descriptions of scenery and sketches of character. On the fly-leaf
the reader is treated to a wretched wood cut of " Derrick Dodd " himself
(Frank Gassaway).

THE MEDICAL AND SURGICAL APPOINTMENTS AT
THE CITY AND COTJNTY HOSPITAL.

It has been suggested to the Freeholders to repeal that section of the
Charter which provides that the visiting physicians of the City and
County Hospital shall be selected upon the recommendation of the Facul-
ties of the Medical Colleges; and very excellent reasons are given for the
change. In Medical Colleges generally, the Professors of Medicine and
Surgery are selected from the surgeons and physicians of public hospitals
on account of the vast experience they have gained from their connection
with such institutions. Here the process appears to be reversed. Young
physicians and surgeons are first made Teachers and then appointed
to the hospitals to gain the necessary experience. These appointments
are self-remunerative. They are the honoraria of the profession. They
lead to lucrative employment, and are not salaried in any city in the
world. They belong to the profession at large, and it is the duty of the
Hospital Managers to appoint the best men, irrespective of their connec-
tion with the cliques called Faculties. Nor ought such appointments to
be made by the Board of Health— first, because the Board itself, as now
constructed, is nothing but a clique of four doctors, nominated as much
for their political as their professional reputation. Every duly qualified
physician and surgeon in the city should be declared eligible, and their
interests and those of the sick will be safer in the hands of the munici-
pality than in those of any strictly professional body whatever. We pray,
therefore, that outsiders may have a fair chance of these appointments,
and be sure the interests of the Medical Schools will not suffer for the
want of experienced Teachers.

SOME FASHION NOTES.
A mashed-potato colored opera cloak is trimmed with butter-colored

braid.

A vinegar-brown dress is lined with gun-barrel blue.

A goat-yellow bonnet has feathers of shingle-green.
A basque of smoothing-iron gray is stampeded with blue-bottle-fly

beads.
A hash-brown bonnet is trimmed with golden hair.

Peach-pit colored gloves are worn with ginger-snap red.

A cauliflower warmed up with potato-colored plush is adorned with
poached-egg daisies.

Cabbage-stalk green has beads of potato-bug brown.
Angostura purple has epigrams of rag-carpet chenille.

Bean-colored yellow has a busted coal-scuttle old gold braid.

The Board of Education.—We venture respectfully to suggest two
important matters in respect to public education. One that the medical
Officer of Health should be an ex officio member of the Board of Educa-
tion ; and secondly, that every school-house should be provided with a
gymnasium. The sanitary condition of the school-houses is a matter of
great importance, and the physical condition of the scholars requires more
attention than it now receives. In case of epidemics, the public schools
often become foci of disease, and require to be closed and fumigated. The
advice of a competent medical officer cannot be otherwise than useful in
the training of the young.

Make your old things look new by using the Diamond Dyes, and yon
will be happy. Any of the fashionable colors for 10 cents.
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"PLEASURE'S WAND."
'*We Obey no Wand but Pleasure's."—Tom Moore,

Nilsson's opening concert was most successful. A magnificent

house, distinguished guests, and a serious attempt on the part of the

audience to conform to the etiquette of dress, made of the affair an event

in San Francisco society. To those who heard x^ilsson in the hight of

her fame, nothing but a comparative impression could be produced.

There never was anything extraordinary about her singing. She possessed

a remarkable purity of tone, and sang with excellent method, but vocal

facility or brilliancy of execution she never had. She sang with rare taste

and deep feeling, her notes were sincere in expression, and, above all,

there waa a certain charm about her Binging—a refining or idealizing of

the music. I speak of twelve to thirteen years ago. To-day her voice

shows but very little wear and tear. It has lost almost nothing in power
or quality ; in expression it has decidedly gained. Her maturity of

womanhood has intensified its tone and expression. Its pathos has been
deepened by the Borrows of life, but it is less flexible and supple. It has

lost its poetic charm and become material, etc., to a certain degree coarse.

But the great secret of her success lies in her personal magnetism. She
holds and rules her audience, she plays and toys with it, fondles it,

teases it, aggravates it, and then beams on it—in fact, coquets with it to

the fullest extent, conscious of her power and sway. The audience
like her independence, her sans gene—it tickles them, it humors them. Her
first selection on Tuesday evening was Handel's great air, "Angels Ever
Bright and Fair." This was sung with rare effect and exquisite pathos.

The simplicity of her execution was its charm. The tones breathed rever

ence and solemnity. As an encore to this sbe sang at the piano a little

Swedish song of a popular stripe—a trivial little melody, full of rollick-

ing humor and jest—and Nilsson sang it with more chic than anything
else. Her next number was the jewel song from Faust, followed by " Old
Folks at Home" as an encore. Operatic scenes always seem out of

place on the concert Btage. The absence of dramatic surroundings always
makes such selections dull and stupid. In this Nilsson, while singing
with her rare taste, Bhowed in her technique signs of wear Her attaque
was rough, and runs, here and there, were slurred. But, after all, the
details are unimportant. The depth and breadth of her Binging appeals
to the heart and disarms all criticism. "The Old Folks," etc., she sang
with a Blightly exaggerated affectation of pathos that pleased the masses.
Miss Glenn has a pure contralto voice. It is rich and mellow in the lower
register, her deep notes being superb in their bass tone ; in the upper reg-

ister it is rather thin and weak. She sings well, although slightlv monot-
onous in expression. Del Puente is a baritone of baritones. His voice

is strong and melodious, and he sings with a dash and freedom that is

very captivating. There is such a suggestion of operatic ability about him
that it makes one wish to see him free from the restraints of a concert stage.

Bjorksten has a genuine tenor voice, or, rather, a sample of a voice. It is

sweet in tone, but it is a mere thread of a voice. The QuiLt.tte play a,

delightfully as ever. The instrumental precision and ensemble of shad-
ing, which are their chief characteristics, are continually improving, and
as an organization they stand with the most noted of the kind. The
prospects are that all of the concertB will be as successful as the first.

From a purely musical point of view, it is to be regretted that the selec-

tions are not of a higher order of music.

* * * * #

Scribe wrote for the few, not the many. His plays are aristocratic in
theme and treatment. The emotions are idealized, the incidents refined,

and the dialogue intellectual and full of Esprit. The characters think,
talk, move and act in an atmosphere of elegance, of politeness and for-

mality. They live within the bounds of that emotional repression,

within the limits of that material restraint that evidences education and
good breeding. His plays are like games of chess—games of skill, not of
chance or accident—and, like chess, Scribe's plays are above the under-
standing and appreciation of ordinary minds. Refined intrigue and
brilliant dialogue are lost upon the average audiences. To represent char-
acters the proper delineation of which depends upon shading and modula-
tion, is a difficult task, and one that but few actors can fulfill. A good
performance of one of Scribe's chef cCceuvres is a rarity. It is not surpris-

ing, therefore, that last Sunday's representation of The Tales of the Queen
of Navarre was a very mediocre one, as a whole. Bojock was very bad
as Charles the V. There was a total lack of dignity, of majesty to his
impersonation. In manner and speech he was a decided bourgois. His
make-up was entirely wrong. The historical incidents which Scribe has
paraphrased with romantic flights of imagination occurred in 1525;
Charles V. was then but twenty-five, and Bojock represented him as a
middle-aged man. It was decidedly an unintelligent piece of acting.
Carlmuller was terribly mis-cast as " Guatinara," the Emperors Minis-
ter. It is a crafty, scheming character, but has no appearance of such in
the actor's hands. Wegern gave to his part a decided tinge of low com-
edy, which was out of place. Nieper, Miss Kamm and Miss Fischer
were simply uninteresting. But for all this unsatisfactory acting compen-
sation waa given by the efforts of Kadleburg and those of the gifted star,

Ellmenreich. Kadleburg's "Francis I." was a capital impersonation. It
was correct in make-up and intelligently acted. Ellmenreich's " Mar-
guerite " was a delightful performance. It had a merit which was lacking
in the other characters she has so far shown us—that of evenness. She
was not better in this scene than in that. She was satisfactory in all.
" Marguerite," as depicted by Scribe in this play, was more woman than
queen, and this Ellmenreich delineated to perfection. Sincere sentiment
and delicate humor alternate in the character, and Ellmenreich succeeded
admirably in both phaseB. It was something well calculated to please and
interest the intelligent few.*****
What a vivid picture the Massacre tableau in Siberia is ? It is a clever

bit of stage management, reflecting great credit upon Max Freeman. I
wish I could say as much of the Palace scene. But there things seem all

wrong. The set is but indifferently painted, the colors are dull, the cos-
tumes look dingy, the groupings are bad, the military display absurd in
detail, and the stage room too limited for the ballet. The full stage is

probably not used for fear of diminishing the dramatic effect of " Ma-
rie's " mad scene and " Sara's " bloody work; but things might have been
arranged differently. The plot has not much continuity anyway, and it

would not suffer much from any transposition of incident that might be
made. Cornalba dances every night to great applause. She is a danBeuse
the like of which few exist.*****
Georgie Cayvan is an actress that grows on you. She has the knack of

creating an interest for herself in the audience. Her methods are full of
sincerity and earnestness, and she possesses the great merit of never over-
doing anything. Levick has also become a favorite, and deservedly so.

He ought to make a good "Michael Strogoff." This spectacular drama
will soon be revived, but not until The Naiad Queen and Clio—something
new(?)—by Campbell, have been produced. The Naiad Queen is a good
old fairy spectacle, rather hackneyed, perhaps, but it will be so well
mounted that it is bound to draw immensely. It will revive reminis-
cences of one kind or other in the minds of all theater-goers. In the days
of its first production ballet was unknown on the American stage, and for
titillation the bald headed brigade looked to fairy pieces. "There is

blood on the face of the moon; our Queen is in danger! "

* * *

I was speaking of Marie's mad scene in Siberia above. Did any one
ever hear of a Jewess by that name ? It sounds odd to me, and impossibe
from religious grounds.*****
The Bush Street Teeatre will look as bright as a dullar when it is re-

opened. Leavitt's Specialty Company will remain four weeks.*****
The Baldwin is also in the field. It will open nest Saturday with Leon-

ard Grover and company in My Son-in-Law. Popular pric *s will prevail,
brover is a clever playwright, and has written many successful plays. Jay
Rial is the entrepreneur of this season.

Every theatre in town will be open Christmas week.
Who says this town is played out theatrically?

A regular boom

This week's programme at Emerson's was a grand one. Its musical
features were marred by the absence of Morant, the tenor, who was ill.

His sympathetic voice was missed. Maxwell, Kaverly and the Cogills
were excessively amusing in a clever "4" act. In fact, everything was
good except Walsh and King, whose burlesque sparring bout was stupid,
coarse and vulgar. Reed shines as much as ever. Crowds every night.*****
The state of affairs on Monday evening at the Grand Opera House was

not anything to the management's credit. A miserable company on the
stage, and a house full of complimentary tickets. The audience ap-
plauded ; of course they did—it was a free show. From Btssie Louise
King, " the charming Prima Donna," who is simply a flashy singer,
with oue of those semi-developed voices, down, the whole company is

beneath all criticism. The whole thing is a miserable imitation of At-
kinson's Jollities, who were at the Bush some two years ago. Such sing-
ing ! Great heavens

!

*****
On Wednesday, the 20th, Andrews and Stockwell, will produce the

great melo-drama of Youth. This is a military spectacle with stirring
stage pictures, and it will be presented in grand style. The large stage is

perfectly adapted to such displays ; and the two great scenes, that of the
departure of the troopship, and that of the defense of Rorke's Drift, will
be managed with due realistic effect. The leading parts will be played
by W. Aveling and Signora Majeroni.

* * * * *

The "Winter Garden has revived its success, The Merry War, pendiug
the production of A Trip to the Moon, which will be its holiday attrac-
tion. *****
Donna Juanita. splendidly performed, nightlypleasestheTivoli patron6.

Oberon is in preparation for the approaching season of pleasure.*****
Les Bautzau is a legitimate success in New York. In Stephen's and

Soloman's opera, Virginia-, which is to follow The Sorcerer, at the New
York Bijou, Digby Bell will sing a comic song, entitled " Which My Sally
Wasu't True to Me." It is a companion song to "All on Account of
Eliza." This is the song John Howson got mad about. He said it was
too good, and wanted it himself. -Sergeant Ballautine, the celebrated
barrister has arrived in New York, un ler contract to D'Oyley Carte, to
lecture. 'Barrett has at length realized that be can not play Shylock.
M .i—Walden Ramsay has applied to Lawrence Barrett for the position of
juvenile man for next season.——The receipts for Laugtry's four weeks
at Walluck's, were over $50,000.——Nilsson is fond of little neck clams
and cauvas-back ducks. Patti prefers terrapin and Chateau Laiitte.' —
Boucicault is writing a play for Irving, based upon Don Quixote——
Charley Thome has seceded from Palmer, and gone over to Stetson. The
latter paid Palmer S7,200 for Thome's two years' contract. Thome will
star in several romantic plays, commencing with the Corsican Brothers.

vlapleson is going to produce Semiramide, with Patti, Schalchi and
Gal. ssi. This used to be a favorite opera of Genevieve Ward, when she
was on the operatic stage, under the name of Guerabella. Kubenstein
has just completed a ballet, The Vineyard.—Cary says she has posi-
tively retired from the stage. Chas. E. Locke seems to be on hiB legs
again. He is negotiating with Joachem and Saint Saens for a tour of
this country next season. -^—Marcus Mayer is proving himself a very
efficient manager, and Abbey can congratulate himself upon having such
lieutenant. Bkauolero.

As an author George M. Ciprico combines scholarship with dramatic
instinct, as evinced in his Adolph Chalet, produced with great success a
year ago at the Baldwin Theatre. His new emotional play, Daughter of
Nature, just completed, is said to be a work of exceptional merit, possess-
ing intenBe human interest, thrilling incidents, magnificent stage settings
and a beauty of language rarely surpassed. Whether it will be first ren-
dered in this city, or New York, is yet undecided.

Frank Prayne has registered a solemn vow that he will never shoot
another gun. Wouldn't it have been better for him to have sworn that
he would never shoot another human being ? We might say more, but
frankly we re-frayne.
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It Is to long tince th<r« h.M been a good match trotting r.i. . in this

city thai the public are eagerly looking forward to the race that §* to take
place no the Bay Di between < >. Bii kol

'rerman, an I known pray hi

Thia match * was brought ba» k from his

nunpaiKii in the I reoord ol %ffl£,

I tat half of the mile in 1:07$. It wm just About the same
kt«n col liU record down t.> 3:19§. and the fact

tint two California horses bad U riy even raised much specu-
woold win it they q*im toffether. The obviom vr*j to

was to make a race, and no rooiht was the matter
.Ti Inith the owners accepted readily. There was no fuss or
1

"it preliminariea, K pn xentativt-M of the gentlemen met
the stake money, $4,000, in the hands of Mr.

roll. The three best heats in rive to harness, National rules to

. were the terms agreed >>n, and this Saturday afternoon selected as
the time t<> decide the contest. As was to be expected, when pool selling

oommenoad last Wednesday night there was little or do odda in the bet-
ting. The ifiSOQlston nivned that if two such smart horsemen as rliokok

B willing to bet $2,000 even up, there was no odda on
either horse. Those who had backed Romero through the last local cam-

mi! who have seen him win their money in seven well contested
races, felt that the Riy was good enough for them to stay with, and bet
their money accordingly. The backers of Overman belong for the
most part to that class of men who are always ready to bet against any

ritton, and that other equally numerous class who, when a horse
trots easily in 2:20, are sanguine that, had he been pushed, the record
would have been 2:15. There lies just the difference between Overman
and Romero—Overman is a poor starter, but can always trot the second
half-mile fast, and finish to all appearances with a bit in baud: Romero,
on the contrary, is the fastest horse at the start that can be found in this

part of the country. He can get away like a shot. From the half-mile
to the three quarters he does his fastest trotting, but always tires away
on the homestretch, and finishes with an effort. He seldom breaks, and
when he does lose his feet catches very quickly. One reason, perhaps,
that Romero tires at the end of a mile can be found in his early life.

When rising four years old he was taken out of training and turned out
with a band of mares. The following Spring he was taken up, and with
but little preparation put into a hard campaign. His first race was a ter-

rific contest, and on account of split heats had to be postponed. He has
done a hard season's work this year, though a long interval was secured
between his races on account of Bickness. There is considerable differ-

ence of opinion about the time likely to be made to-day. Some argue
that 2:17 will be made, while others say that, as both horses are to go
East next season, their drivers will not be likely to take them out of the
2:20 class. In our opinion they could not do so if they tried. The late

rain has made the track very heavy on the upper turn. The weather will

probably be cold, and though both horses are in the best of condition,
their late let-up from work will not help them to make the time very fast.

Still the race will be fast enough for any one, and will be won by the best
horse.

* * * # *

There was a football match at the Recreation Grounds last Saturday
afternoon, between the Phoenix Club and a team from the University of
California. The University team was composed of the full complement
of fifteen men, while the Phoenix club played only nine. Another advan-
tage in favor of the students was the fact that they have splendid facili-

ties for practice, and have nothing else to do but smoke cigarettes, assist

at " rushes," " mash " the female youth of the district, and keep them-
selves in good condition, while the Phoenix club generally belong to the
British Bank clerk persuasion, and having more or less business to attend
to have bot few opportunites for training. In spite of all these disad-
vantages, the Phoenix club won the game by a <roal neatly kicked by
Cadogan, from a cleverly made "touch down " by Wooley. By force of
numbers and main strength the students scored two "touches " but no
results followed. Not more than 100 spectators looked on at the game.

* • * * * *

That irrepressible old gentleman, ex-Supervisor Torrey, seeks by means
of the new charter to close up the Kecreation Grounds, and make the
establishment of a public athletic ground in San Francisco impossible.
Torrey is one of those nondescript species of men, who, though married,
have no children, and consequently he has a standing grudge against the
children of bis neighbors. He docs not like to see the boys en-
joy themselves, cares nothing about their physical and moral health,
and, in fact, is oppost d to boys as an institution altogether. A base-
ball or football match is gall and wormwood to this childless man,
and lawn tennis or La Crosse are liable at any time to give him an attack
of heart disease. He is far more to be pitied than the boys against whom
he has inaugurated a crusade, and it is certain that if Messrs. Tobin,
Marye, Harrington, Hager, Kohler and the other sensible men of the
Charter Board do not sit down on Mr. Torrey's pet section, the charter
they make will need a fearful lot of backing before it will pass. Every
single member of the San Francisco delegation in the Legislature has been
or is now interested in athletics. Two of the Senators are old ball play-
ers ; one is the editor of a sporting paper. One Assemblyman has been a
baseball reporter for leading American journals for years, and three others
are at the present time active ball players. The element that enjoys this

Bport has 10,000 votes in the Democratic ranks and as many mare in the
Republican party, and we can promise the charter-makers their undivided
opposition if Mr. Torrey's section is not expunged. The athletes can get
along without a charter, but the charter cannot be passed without the
votes of the athletes.

# • * * *

A diplomatic correspondence is now being carried on between J. Kittle-
man, of Iowa, and F. Harrison, of this city, looking to the making of a
125 yards or 100 yards foot-race, for $2,000 a side. Harrison is one of the
best men in America. Kittleman was recently beaten by Smith, of Pitts-
burg, 125 yards in 12$. He was 6 feet behind" at the finish, but that tells

nothing, as he may not have run it out. The match will probably be
made.

The last relic of the old St. George's Rowing Club—a double-scull shell
—wan sold for $30 to the Triton Club leal week. Ws are sorry to think
tlmt the St. (ieorge club lefl the Held, and relegsted rowing to the bands
of those who at present form the local aqustlc contingent. We hold the
opinion thai it la a case of the sorvWal of the fittest, though the defunct
club had faults also. Rowing Is destined to be n great tporl out here, but
the present crop of oarsmen will have to die or leave the busloeea before
the milleniutu 00

* • • •

Shooting BXOU&d the Bay i9 very poor, the btrda having gone down
south on their usual Christinas excursion. All the finest ducks found in

the market now oome From Tulare, Fresno and ofsroed, and to these
plaoee one moat go if ;i day*e sport and a good bag are wanted.

GRAND OPERA HOUSE.
cnAKLES O. LORD „.. Lessek.

Saturday and Sunday Evenings, December 16th and 17th
t

THE BOSTON COMIC OPERA COMPANY,
WITH TUB UNARMING TR1MA IH1NNA,

MISS BESSIE LOUISE KINO.
In B. E Woolfs Musical Extravaganza, THE MAGIC DOLL!

Popular Prices-15c, 26c., 60o. and 75c. Dec. 16.

ANDREWS & STOCKWELL^ GRAND OPERA HOUSE.

MR. HENRY E. ABBEY respectfully announces the THIRD APPEARANCE IN
SAN FRANCISCO of

Mine. Christine Nilsson in Grand Concert 1

Satnrclay Matinee. December 16th. at 2:15 P. 91.; Monday
Evening, December IStb, at 8: >.l.

PRICES.-82, 93 and 94; General Admission, 92; Gallery, 91. Seats now
on sale at Box Office, Grand Opera House. Carriages may be ordered at 10:15 p. M.

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.

J II. II AVfr.K TV, Proprietor; Freri'k W. Bert, Manager.—
» The Leading 1 heatre! Haverly's attractions do not play on Sunday eveninjjs.

Third and last week but one of Bartley Campbell's Grand Spectacular Drama.
This Evening (December 16th),

Siberia I

Which, notwithstanding its enormous success, will positively be withdrawn after
Saturday evening, December 23d, to make room for other noveltieB long since
contracted for.

In active preparation—THE NAIAD QUEEN. Dec. 16.

EMERSON'S STANDARD THEATRE.
WM. KMEBxON. Sole Proprietor and Manager—This Even-

ing (December 19th), Every Evening (including Sunday) and Saturday
Matinee, bMERSON'S MINSTRELS. Unabated success of our Star Company.
FOUR END MEN: EMERSON-REED MAXWELL-HAVEKLY. Great Hit of
THE VIENNA WARBLERS. Last week of FERGUSON and MACK. First week
of Charley Reed's Farce, INNOCENTS ABROAD.

The Entire Company in New Specialties!
6S~ Original Popular Prices.—Opera Chairs, Dress Circle or Parquette, 75 Cents;

Family Circle, 50 Cents; Matinee, 50 Cents and 25 Cents. Seats secured six days
in advance. No extra charge to reserve. Dec. 16.

WINTER GARDEN.
Stockton street, between Post and Sutter.—Stahl A Maack,

Proprietors.—This Evening (December 16th), for one week only, by universal
request,

The Merry War!
The most popular Romantic Comic Opera ever product in America. The cast of

characters will include thi following artists: Miss ANNIE AINSWORTH, Miss
ETHEL LYNTON, Miss HELEN HARRINGTON, Mr. FRANK RORABACK, Mr.
HARRY GATES, Mr. FERDINAND URBAN.

In preparation for the Holidays—VOYAGE TO THE MOON. Dec. 16.

TIVOLI OPERA HOUSE.
Eddy street, nenr Market.—lireling Bros., Sole Proprie-

tors and Managers. Last wetk of Suppe's Charming and Best Opera. This
Evening (Saturday, December 16th)

,

Donna Juanita !

An Unequaled Cast! Largely Increased Chorus! AN ENSEMBLE OF 80 PEO-
PLE! Beautiful Costumes! Children's Ballet, etc.

Next week-C. M. Von Weber's Grand Spectacular Opera, OBERON.
General Admission, 25 cents; Reserved Seats, 25 cents extra. Dec. 16.

T71-MARKET STREET.-TU.
Kohler's Australian Waxworks and Promenade Concerts,

Now addtd—EMPEROR NORTON and TOM MAGUIRE. Open from 10 a. m.

to 10 P. M. Admission, 25 cents; Children, 15 cents. Dec. 16.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,

NO. 922 POST STREET.
Day and Boarding School for Young Lndies and Children.

KINDERGARTEN. Next term will commence January 4th, 1883.

(Dee. 16.] MADAME B. ZEITSKA, A. M., Principal.

FRANK TURK,

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
224 Sausome street. Dec. 16.

Will JAMES FORBES, who left Aberdeen, Scotland, In
1S44, on the Ship MbSSENGER, of that port, communicate with his Sister,

AGNES FORBES, or TAYLOR, now residing at 43 North Broadford, Aberdeen.
Address as above. Dec. 16.

COKE CHEAPEST FUEL.
Reduction In Price: Wholesale Price, 50 cents per barrel ;

Retail Price, 60 cents per barrel, at the works of the SAN FRANCISCO GAS-
LIGHT COMPANY, Howard and First streets, and foot of Second st. Jan. 12.
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"The World," the Flesh, and the Devil.
[By a Truthful Penman.]

A terrible disaster occurred lately at the Bidel Menagerie, Rouen,
France. There had been an old woman attached to the circus, whose
custom it was to sell the little cakes and rolls given by visitors to the

animals, and on the night in question she was passing near an elephant,

who tried to seize hold of a cake. The poor woman preventing it, the

animal, with its trunk, caught her up and dashed her violently to the
ground, thrusting its horns into the poor creature's side. Help was soon
at hand, and Marie Cordick, terribly wounded, was conveyed in all speed
to the hospital, where in great agony she succumbed the next day.——
A young lady of Chelsea, who had been shopping in Boston, visited

the office or a prominent physician on Saturday. She was flushed and
excited, and said she had a very strange sensation which led her to appre-
hend some serious brain trouble—in short, insauity. The peculiar sensa-
tion she described was a feeling running round in a circle on the top of
her head. The doctor took off her hat and examined her head, but found
nothing, and she remarked that the seusation had left her. She put on
her hat, and, after sitting a few moments, jumped up with a scream, say-

iug that it had come again. Another examination followed, first of the
head, then of the hat, and in the hat a small but active mouse was dis-

covered. If we can only convey the impression to all ladies who wear large
hats to the theatre that they are liable to be infested with mice, we shall

have earned the thanks of thousands. Tbe little story is true.—

—

My grandfather was on intimate terras with Talleyrand, the diplomat-
ist. One day a newspaper reviled my relative, as they often do his grand-
son. He showed the article to Talleyrand, and asked him what he should
do. " Follow my example," said Talleyrand, "and do nothing." 1 have
been reviled in newspapers for many years. I have never obliged them
by taking notice of their effusions, and I have got on, as you must admit,
pretty well.——A silly attempt was made recently to lay down that
in all cases the House of Commons should adjourn at 12 p.m. The result
would have been, had the proposal been carried, that the Conservatives
would have rendered all legislation impossible by always talking up to
that hour.—-- 'There are two illusions that statistics dispel, one is that a
country life is more healthy than a town life, the other that existence is

prolonged by going to bed early. If a person wishes to live long, he
should not allow his intelligence to grow rusty, and he should pass at
least eight hours of the twenty-four in bed. This was the secret of Lord
Palmerston's vitality. He always slept for eighthours, and never allowed
any one to disturb biirj whilst he was taking this rest. Mr. Gladstone,
too, although he does not go to bed early, takes his fair share of rest. A
medical man was telling me the other day, that he found that if a person
who exercised his intellect became one of his patients, his chances of
recovery were fifty per cent, greater than a mere bovine vegetator.-—

—

The Married Women's Property Committee and their friends had good
reason to congratulate themselves, at their late meeting, on their exer-
tions; for by the Act which comes into operation next year, married
women, so far as regards property, are placed in precisely the same posi-

tion as their hnsbands. This is right and proper, but it deprives those
who advocate giving women votes of theirstrongestargument. My own
impression is that the vast majority of women would prefer not having
the suffrage. Much may, no doubt, be said in favor of their being granted
it, but more, I think, against it. Most of the male advocates for the
former, are, 1 observe, wedded to ladies who entertain strong views upon
the subject, and probably this marital zeal is due to the desire to have a
quiet life at home.

—

Trutfi. . —The Bulletin des Adjudications (Paris,
Nov. 9th), mentions that an Austrian engineer named Petit, has invented
a substitute for dynamite, called " dyuamogene." Its manufacture and
use are free from danger, audit costs 40 per cent, less than gunpowder.
As an illustration of the beauty and looseness of the divorce laws of this

State, it has lately transpired that a resident of a neighboring city ob-
tained an absolute divorce from a second wife on a Thursday of one week,
and on Tuesday of the next week attended the funeral of his first wife,
from whom he had also been divorced, and on the Wednesday following
married a third wife—and all these events occurred within seven days and
within the past month. According to the Suffolk County records, there
is a lady residing in a town not over five miles from Boston, who is now
seeking a divorce from her fifth husband. She is a handsome milliner,
and not over thirty years of age. The ministers in the State are going to
move on the next legislature and see if they cannot have something done
in the direetion of modifying the divoree laws of the State. People here
used to say some bard things about the divorce laws of Indiana, but there
is no need* of that now.——The Rev. M. Fressense is the leading Cal-
vinist Minister in Paris, and a politician of the liberal school. He is a pub-
licist, and was a Deputy. In a work which he has just published, he sol-
emnly asserts—aud he is an avowed Republican

—

ll that an atheistical and
materialistic republic would be a terrestrial hell; its liberties could only
lead to dupery and certain to end in despotism, while annihilating the
moral life of the country."

The Resurrectionists.— The revival of the Resurrectionists in Phila-
delphia affords another strong argument in favor of cremation. There
would be no body-snatchers if there were no purchasers, and that the
professors of anatomy are obliged to have recourse to such persons for the
means of teaching practical anatomy is sufficient proof of the scarcity of
subjects as provided by the law. Our belief in the sanctity of the grave
is rudely shaken by such an occurrence, and the alternative of cremation
is a fitting safeguard.

Diamonds, in matched pairs and single gems, in great variety. Geo. CJ.

Shreve & C»>., 110 Montgomery street.

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
INSURANCE ABEHCY,

322 * 324 California Street. San Francisco, Cal.

Fire Insurance.
TEUTONIA of New Orleans.
LAOONPIANCB of Paris.

DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS
ofNewYork.

THE FIREINS. ASSOCIATION (Limited)
. of London, England.

G1RARD of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN of New York.
ST. PAUL of St. Paul.

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONCIERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented $27,000,000.
All Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid.

W. L. CHALMERS,
Special Agent and Adjuster.

PHOENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., Estab'd 1782—Cash Assets, $5,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1833.—Cash Assets, $1,343,908,54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1851.—Cash Assets, $1,351,326.39.

BUTLER A- HALDAN,
General Agents for Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[Jnly 10.1

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864.

Principal Office 406 California Street, S. F.

FIRE INSURANCE.
Capital (Paid Up in TJ. S. Gold Coin) $300,000.00
Re-Insurance Reserve $171,412 75

Assets January 1, 1882 $ 681,577.83 I Premiums, since organization.83,841,412.07
SurpluB for policy holders.. 674,577.83

|
Losses, since organization... 1,756,278.00

OFFICERS:
J. F. HOUGHTON President. I CHAS. R. STORY Secretary.
J. L. N. SHEPHARD .... Vice-President. | R. H. MAGILL General Agent.

Directorb op the Home Mutual Insdrance Co.:— L. L. Baker, H. L. Dodge. J. L.

N. Shepard, John Currey, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, C. C. Burr, J. S. Carter,
Charles Belding, D. W. Earl. April 8.

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.

Capital, $10,000,000-
"Unlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF LONDON FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

THE STANDARD MARINE~1nSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool. Capital, $5,000,000-

Aug. 12.

W. J. CALLINGHAM <fc CO. General Agents,
213 Sansome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,600,000
Cash Assets 1,709,976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE <fc CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Streets San Francisco.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF LONDON.
[INSTITUTED 1803-1

London Assurance Corporation, of London
Established by Royal Charter 1720

Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.
ROBERT DICKSON, Manager.

W. ZAJTE BOOKER, Agent and Attorney.

S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building.
[October 11.

1

'

THE THAMES AND MERSEY MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY,
(LIMITED),

Of Liverpool. London and Manchester,
NO. 308 PINE SIEEaT.

(Capital Subscribed. 810,000,000; C.ipital Paid Up, 81,000,-
j 000; Reserve Fund fin addition to capital), SI ,875,000; Total Assets June 30th,

1881, 85,234,665. W. O. HARKISON, Agent,
October 7. 308 Pine street, San Francisco, Cal.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.

(Capital 85,000,000.—Agents:
/ 316 California street, San Francisco.

Balfonr, Gnthrie A Co., No.
Nov. 18.
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[red ; let ai nival

The cmwn I will not know!"
over sew,

ll.-r time i* p i"t. Her WimmI
. nnl her ru-t.tl sword from out

will draw n»> more!" And >>

With gibing, Sang with omnl hands the seeds
and of hate amidst her

Hut from the East there came a Hut too loud.

Ai from tli.- We-t than name a taunt too much :

And ihe, awakiiii:, raited her head and saw
Around her all her faithless friends, and all

Her larten and her ohildren jeering her.

And crying, "She. is old!" and meting out
rXat lands am«>nt**t themselves and parceling
H'T honor. Then, nrift as lightning flashes.

From the blue skie-», her glance of acorn fell on them
An.l tli.-y orouohed like wolves that are o'er- mastered.

I ind Btntched out her hand, and touched the world

—

England arose, and spake, and calmly said,
" Nay ! I am mistress still." —Ouida, in Harper's Weekly,

OUR LONDON LETTER.
London, November 18. 1882—Dear News Letter: Honors to

Sir darnel and his soldiers, London is beginning to tire of. People think
they have had enough bv this time of the returned conquering heroes,
who, after all, did but their doty. Two Peerages, two Knigh tings, and
some hundreds of medals, together with cheerlnge ad libitum, congratu-
latory speeches and entertainments without stint have been lavished
upon them ; and the reaction is setting in. The name of Lord Charles
Beresford causes weariness, and the grant of £50,000 to Sir Garnet
Wolseley, to accompany his elevation to a seat in the House of Lords,
will be opposed when its voting is proposed in the House of Commons.
But everything is not colcur de roue with the back home warriors. While
Lord Charles Beresford has been the fete'd guest of the Savage Club, at a
grand banquet. Sir John WHlou^hby, a gallant officer of the Blues, has
been doing some entertaining in his own way. He and Lord Lurgan a
few oightfl ago, had a couple of friends, named Sandys and Browne, gen-
tlemen residing in Onslow Gardens, to dine with them at the Orleans
Club. That the dinner was a convivial one, the best evidence is furnished
by the guests, who, after the meal was over, went out into the streets
and engaged in a chaffing encounter with a pair of policemen, continuing
their exploits by dancing down the side pavements with one of the ladies
thereof, and climbing the lamp-posts to deliver speeches. The natural
result was that they were " run in," and next morning brought before
the Magistrate at Marlborough street. But Sir John Wtlloughby and
Lord Lurgan came forward most generously and swore their friend-- were
as sober as judges, and the charge of "drunk and disorderly "was dis-

missed by the obliging "beak." There is no great harm in it all,

perhaps, hut it was not exactly the kind of business for a hero to be
engaged in so soon after his return from the wars.

Quite a romantic story of Nilsson, the great prima donna, has been go-
ing about, and, as she has to extend her American concert tour to San
Francisco, it may be of interest to your readers. It appears that, during
our visit to Stockholm last Autumn, she was followed about by a crowd,
which persisted in surrounding her hotel iu hopes ot seeing her as she
went in and out. There was one young man among them who made
himself 60 conspicuous in his admiration that the fair singer was greatly
annoyed. She received one evening a serenade, during which she was
struck by a tenor voice, whose clear notes rose above the others. She
sent for the singer, and discovered that it was her youug admirer. But
her admiration for his voice got the better of her resentment towards
him, and, taking him uuder her patronage, she seut him to Paris and
placed him under one of the best singing teachers there. The young
man, who is of good family in Stockholm, improved so rapidly in his vo-
cal studies that when Nilssou went to America she took him with her as
the tenor of her troupe. Nilssou is thought a great deal of in England,
where she is received into the best society, her spotless name and clean
history, as well as her charming and vivacious manners, making her a
welcome guest everywhere, and she goes whore Patli's present, and Marie
Rose's past, would forbid their admittance. That she will be an immense
success in San Francisco ought to be a foregone conclusion, but I dare
say she will be criticized by music sharps of the daily press as though her
reputation had not been assured for years in the capitals of Europe.
Among prospective weddings is that of Fred. Archer, the famous

jockey, who is to be married next month. He is a rich man, and has a
tine income from well made investments. Talking of jockeys, Tom Can-
non receives from Jim Keene $10,000 a year simply as a retainer to give
him first claim on his services in any race that Keene may run a horse.
He is employed, also, by Lorillard, the New York "tobacco" horseman, as

trainer of his horses.
The usual Autumn American return home goes on, and the London

colouy gets smaller as the three American steamers a week draw upou it.

Spring generally sees many of the same faces back again, and hundreds of
new ones as well, every year. Yours, Dido.

INSURANCE.

It is really a treat to see the wonderful assortment of Christmas pres-
ents which H. S. Crocker & Co. have collected together for the holiday
trade. There can be no doubt that the judgment shown in the selection
of such goods has an immense deal to do with the beauty and utility of

the display, and in this instance we must congratulate Crocker & Co.
upon their good taste. The Albums, especially, are as a whole the pretti-

est lot we ever saw, the covers of most of them being fine works of art.

We have not space enough to give a list of the many useful and orna-
mental presents which are on exhibition at 215, 217 and 219 Bush street,

but a reference to the advertisement of H. S. Crocker & Co., on our sec-

ond page of cover, will give the reader some idea of the wonderful variety
which is on hand.

Tkm Only Company on thr Pueifte Const Qursmsd '».'/ the, Mamaa-
chu.irtt* Xnn-Ft>rfriturt< I.atr.

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF BOSTON.

Total A«aet« December 31. 1881 S16.210 .465.92-
Surplus over All Liabilities

Hi—iihiiiM>H»nuiiilnnl i perowit 12,635,894 08
Rbw York Standard 41 per cent .. ;;. r>01, 638. i"

Market Vain*; -<i Storks :>ml r. U over cost L,474,69L0U

POINTS.
First- A Plain and simple policy, clear of all burdensome conditions, and futly

protected from forfeiture.

BMtKD-An (ujency experience of fifteen years In this State, during which, by
liberality and fair dealing in its relations with policy-holders, the Company lias

gained an enviable reputation.

Third—Nonforfeiture for residence or travel, or for hazardous occupations with-
out a permit.

Fourth—Liberal paid-up and cash surrender, values stipulated by law.

Fifth -This Company charges no more for insurance than those companies In

which the policy is forfeited, in case of non-payment of premium when due.

Before insuring in any other company, or joining any co-operative assessment so-

ciety, carefully examine the practical working of the Massachusetts law of 1880, and
read the policy contract of the New England Life.

HENRY K. FIELD. General Agent,
Aug. 20. 328 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

(Organized 1863.)

FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY.
Fire and Marine Insurance-

Assets 81.250,000
Losses paid over 4.500,00"
j!g*Tlie Largest Assets and Largest Income of all the companies hailing from

west of New York State, and in 1881 Pacific Coast premiums were larger than
those of any other company, local. Eastern or foreign,

D. J. STAPLES President I WM. J. DUTTON Secretary
ALPHEUS BULL Vice-President

|
E. W. CARPENTER Asst. Secretary

HOME OFFICE:
Southwest Cor California and Sansome streets. San Francisco.
gs^" Agents in all prominent localities. Sept. 30.

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.--UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

The California Lloyds.—Established in 1*01.—Nos. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, $750,000 in Gold Coin. Pair Rates

!

Prompt Settlement of Loses ! ! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS. —J. Mora Moss,
Moses Heller, J. O. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Lverson, A. B. Phipps, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Brandenstein, W. M. Hoag, Nicholas
Luning, James Moffitt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Touchard,
George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Scbolle, CharleB
Baum, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Req.ua.

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President.
Jambs D. Bailey, Secretary. Gso. T. BoFw,w

t
Surveyor. Nov. 0.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, of Zurich, Capital 5,000,000 francs; Helvetia,

of St. Gall, Capital 10,000,000 francs ; Baloise, of Basle, Capital 5,000,000 francs.

These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that may be sus-

ained. Losses made payable in all the principal seaports of the world. In the set-

tlement of all claims under an English polity, these Companies will strictly adhere to

the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, and submit to English jurisdiction.

June 9. HARRY W. SY2, Agent, 420 and 422 California St., S. F.

PUBLIC OPINION.
The Only Liberal and Anti-Monopoly Organ on the Pacific Coast.

PUBLISHED BY I. X. CHOYNSKI,
At 34 Geary street, and for sale everywhere. Yearly Subscriptions, $2,50.

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN
Steam Batbs; Electric and Chemical Buths; Snlpbnrand

other medicated vapor baths, with Swedish movements and massage Special

apartments for ladies and families.

July 1.

DR. JUSTIN GATES,
722 Montgomery street, near Washington.

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.
Attendance, daily, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by the under-

signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, and to furnish all information
relating to the Society. J. P. McCURRIE, Secretary,

Oct. 23. Room 4, No. 531 California st.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Gold Medal, Paris, 1878.

Sold by nil Stationers. Sole Agent for the I lilted Stntes:
MR. HRNRY HOE, 91 John street, N Y. Jan. 6.

A YOUNG LADY,
T^dncated in England, wishes a morning- engagement as
Pj GOVERNESS. English in all its branches, thorough music, Spanish and
the rudiments of French. Address Jf. A., office of this paper. Dec 2.

A. WALDSTEIN
Lithographer and Zlucograpber, No. 320 Sansome street.

Room 4S, Second Floor. Auar- 19.

Q*t*U a week id your own town. Terms »nd $5 outfit free.

«JpUU :

." .-.llsxt 4 Co.. Portland, Mains.
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THE "NEWS LETTER" AND CHRISTMAS.
Christmas is nearly here, and it is fitting and right that the happy sea-

son should be ushered in with all that literature and art can do for it.

The News Letter recognizes the requirements of the occasion, aDd is

making- very thorough arrangements to supply them. It is sate to say
that the Christmas News Letter, which will be issued to the reading
public on Thursday next, will be a publication that has never been
equaled on this coast. It will be brimful of good things, from the title

page to the end. There will be fun and frolic for the young, love stories

for the marriageable folks, and solid, thoughtful and useful articles for

people of staid and reflecting ways. There will be wit for the witty,
humor for the humorous, caustic hits at local follies for those who like a
dash of Bpice with their condiments, poetry for those who relish high and
pure sentiment, elegant illustrations for the many who have an eye for
the beautiful, and good things for everybody. No worthy or creditable
taste will be left unsupplied with something that will be satisfying.
There will be sixty pages of original matter, drawn from the brightest
minds the Pacific Coast affords. Something like thirty different pens will
contribute to the columns of the Christmas News Letter. As there are
many mindB, so there are many and different tastes, and the aim has been
to cater for them all, to the end that none may lay down the Christmas
number of the News Letter without feeling that his or her special lik-

ings have been ministered to. Variety has been sought for, aul we think
it will be found that it has been supplied to an extent that will do no dis-

credit to the writing, printing, engraving and publishing capacities of the
State. There will be over thirty engravings in it, all of which are from
original designs. The frontispiece will be "a thing of beauty," executed
in five different colors. Our new Campbell combination press is turning
out work which for fineness of execution and excellence generally has
never been surpassed anywhere. The designing, engraving, printing,
publishing and every mechanical detail are being carried out on the prem-
ises, under the new and enlarged facilities which the News Letter has re-

cently secured for perfecting every part of its business necessities. In short,
we expect to point with pride to our Christmas number, and venture the
assertion that in all its parts it will be a worthy exemplar of the writing
and mechanical skill of our young, ambitious and thriving State.

"We may take this occasion to say a few words more. The News Let-
ter has now lived for considerably over a quarter of a century. Begin-
ning in 1856 as a two-paged sheet, with a blank for foreign correspond-
ence, it was, what its name implies, simply a news letter. It printed the
facts and quotations of the day, and left room for a written communica-
tion. It at once supplied a want, and was eagerly availed of by business
men, who mailed it to well-nigh all the world. It has gone on from that
pioneer period to this, improving its make-up and extending its usefulness
all the time, until its two pages have extended to twenty, and until it is

recognized in every land in which our language is read, as an intelligent
and thoughtful exponent of the thoughts that move the world. The value
of thought in all its varied forms has always received consideration
from this paper. Broad in its conceptions and cosmopolitan in its tone,
the columns of the News Letter have always been open to every man
who could think and possessed the capacity to express what he thought.
Thus it has come that the best talent has had full sway in these pages.
Mark Twain did his earliest and Bome of his best work for this paper.
Bret Harte through these columns first learned the valuable secret that
an interested public ear was willing to give attentive consideration to
what he had to say. Scores of other celebrities might be named who at
one time or another have figured in the bright galaxy of talent that has
illumined the pages of the News Letter. It has been not the least of
our functions to say true things that the dailies dare not say. We have
never known what it was to succumb to the idle clamor of the hour.
Mere buncombe has always been exposed as the hollow sham that it is.

Tall talk has been taken down from the stilts upon which it has been wont
to parade itself, and has been made to appear as the little inconsequen-
tial thing that only demagogues indulge in. The weak have invariably
been supported as against the strong. When others have yielded to the
passing passions of the hour we have always resisted. Sand-lots, vigil-
ance committees and anti-Chinese riots have ever found in us sturdy
opponents. We cater not for the unwashed and ignorant crowd, and ask
not for their patronage. Hence we have dared to say many things that,
whilst they were approved by the consciences of our best citizens, were
excessively unpopular with the mob. "We expect to go on in that path.
We know what panderers the dailies are.
We know the obligations they feel themselves nnder to bid for the

thoughtless, and often unworthy, support of the many. We 6hall in the
future, as in the past, not only avoid following in their footsteps, but will
do what we can to correct their errors. Therein, we are persuaded, con-
sists one of the principal uses of the News Letter. Published for the
thoughtful minority, we are under no temptation to pander to the ignor-
ant majority, it is ours to tell the truth, even if it shames the devil.
That always has been, and always will be, our field of usefulness, and that
is why we have a strength that is all our own, and which cannot be lied
away, gainsayed or denied. It is true that to effect these higher, nobler
and better ends we have had to live. We have done innumerable things
for the love of the good that was in tbem. But we have helped others to
make money for their own and our advantage. We have been loyal to
our friends, true to the city's best interest, and have endeavored to make
money, in which, as our present prosperous condition shows, we have not
altogether failed. The actor plays for coin, the singer sings for it, and
the preacher prays for it, and it is no imputation against them that they
do. Gain is the world's great incentive to mighty deeds. The man or
paper that pretends to be altogether uninfluenced by personal considera-
tions lies. Such as the Mews Letter has been, and is, it will continue
to be. We shall continue, as ever, to fear God, tell the truth and make
money. The mentor, whip and mirror of the town, our shadow will never
grow less, but will increase and extend as our people multiply, as they
are busily engaged in doing.

Superintendent Dooley, of the Boys' and Girls' Aid Society of San
Francisco, furnishes some interesting statistics regarding the work done
in that institution since May 1st last. The Society has furnished 2,640
lodgings and 6,811 meals to friendless boys and girh ; has distributed 1*345
pieces of clothing ; has found employment for 175 boys and girls, and res-
cued from crime or misery 186 children, of whom 100 were taken either
from the courts or the prisons.

FIFTY YEARS OF FUBLIC LIFE.
Mr. Gladstone has lived in public life for fifty years, and yefc he is

ruling over the mightiest empire the Bun ever shone upon, and is still hale
and hearty. His daily routine of work involves an amount of labor that
the youngest of us might despair of going through. It has recently been
said that the holding of high office in England means slavery, and that is

true. The responsible chiefs have not only to administer their depart-
ments, but to attend Parliament as well. It is measurably true that they
have to sit up all night in order to explain and defend whatever they have
been doing all day. They are at the mercy of every Parliamentary ques-
tioner. They are liable at a moment's notice to be called upon to give a
reason for the most secret thing that they have done. They can have no
hidden ways that the prying eyes of over six hundred members of the
House of Commons may not peep into. Mr. Gladstone has been subject
to this kind of espionage for fifty years. Taking office as an under-Sec-
retary when only twenty-three years of age he has mounted step by step
until he is a unique figure in English history. To-day he has no rival

and can hardly be said to have a peer. Since the death of Lord Bea-
consfield the Conservative party has had no leader who can in any
sense be classed as a competitor with Gladstone for popular favor and
confidence. He rules alone, a star of the first magnitude. On his own
side the Hartingtons and Fosters will not compare with him. In the op-
position there is nothing in a Salisbury or a Northcote that seriously
competes with him. Fifty years of political activity, aided by a strong
and original mind, has made him master of the situation. He has occu-
pied nearly every leading office known to the Governmentof his country.
He knows the workings of the departments thorougly. If anything goes
wrong he can detect it instantly. Is there not something in this stability
that should recommend itself to us Americans ? We have no fifty-year

veterans. There is hardly a man in Congress to-day, who was known to
fame a score of years ago. That system is not good which relegates a
man to private life as soon as he has acquired the experience which is best
calculated to equip him for future usefulness. There is the case of ex-
Senator Thurman, for instance. He was admittedly a most experienced,
able and upright statesman, whose every utterance was of value. Yet in

the maturity of bis manhood, and at a period when his judgment is most
ripe, he is dismissed from the councils of a nation that is not being too
wisely advised. We do not believe that such trained minds as his should
be lost to the services of their country. We think there should be some
way of continuing their public usefulness. Recruits are essential to the
perpetuation of an effective army, and apprentices are necessary to the
continuance of skilled workmen, but that is no reason why old soldiers,

able mechanics or skilled statesmen should be dismissed in favor of green
hands.

THE POLICE FORCE.
It is no secret to those who know what is going on, that the recently

triumphant Bush-street bosses are devising plans to bring the police
force of this city completely within their control. They intend to go to
Sacramento with a bill to accomplish that purpose. How the thing is to
be done we do not pretend to say exactly, but as to the eod aimed at we
are perfectly well informed. The police force is to be made a political

machine of. Not only that; it is to be run in.the interests of those who
use the gamblers, comer statues, and low-down elements generally, to
carry precinct clubs with. It is to be an instrument to not only keep the
Democratic organization in the bad hands that it is now in, but to fur-

thermore license such ruffianism as will contribute to the reigning bosses.

The gamblers are to pay largess, and Chinatown ib to be placed under
tribute. Tour easy-going citizen will say this is all so outrageous that It

is impossible of attainment. But the average citizen knows but little of
what is going on. He is immersed in his own personal concerns, and has
no time, except on election day, to attend to those of the body politic. He
would rather, as Herbert Spencer has so well pointed out, submit to
wrongs than spare time to correct them. Yet we know whereof we
speak when we say that violent hands are proposed to be laid upon the
police, that it is intended to get rid of the present Police Commission,
and render the whole force a machine accessory. We are very certain
that such an endeavor ought not to succeed, and we are equally sure that
it will be to the interests of thoughtful Democrats to see that it does not.

If it does there will be an indignant and outraged people to reckon with
at the next election.

THE APPOINTING POWER.
The new charter-makers, or at least a majority of them, propose a

new departure in the mode of selecting certain city officials. They think
that the city and county attorney, for instance, should be appointed and
not elected. We believe that they are right, and we would go further and
say that he should not be removed except for cause. There is always im-
portant litigation pending againBt the city. The amount involved is often

large. It is not safe or wise or good that an attorney should be changed
in the middle of a case. Private litigants do not do that unless there is

reason to distrust the motives of the lawyer. An attorney familiar with
the city's business should be obtained and retained. As the case stands
at present, the city attorney goes out about as soon as he masters the suits

that are pending against the city, and a new one comes in who has no one
to post him, and who too often goes to trial utterly unprepared to present

the case of the taxpayers in a way likely to win. It thus happens that
the city nearly always loses. It will be well to change all this. We be-
lieve in the selection of experts by appointment rather than by popular
election. In that way the fitteBt will survive. The people in the aggre-

gate are not the best judges of learning and skill. If they will take care

to elect honeBt mayors and supervisors, the rest may wisely be left to

those officials.

A recent dispatch says that Pendleton's civil service reform bill is

likely to pass. If it does, and if it is honestly administered according to

its true intent and meaning, it will be a new departure for the better in
the good government of the country. The scramble for office has become
a national shame and disgrace. The bill was originally drafted by the

Civil Service Reform Association of New York, and Mr. Pendleton, when
it was submitted, had the good sense and fidelity of purpose to substitute

it for the bill he had already offered in the Senate, which he recognized
as inferior in many respects to theirs.

Paralytic strokes, heart disease and kidney affections prevented by
the use of Brown's Iron Bitters.
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THE TOWN CRIER.
* Il«tr U>« Ogfat P " WhU th« d»T»] art thoa ?
' Oa« ib*t will pUj tha tUvll. nr with joo."

' H»*d ft ttinc to hit tail t> Ion* u a (Uil.
Which dkIi him not bold*r and bolder."

When a gentleman of culchaw from rWimr visits San Francisco
u« occasion to corresi>ond with another gentleman «>f col

Maaaachuwtt*, he usually describes oar city and ourselv.-
Iowa, tilling out his letter with considerable amount of •dvio*, such as:
" If yea ever dream cif coming to this barbaric and windy Wast, bring
1-lentv of nickels with you. and leave your lo»e of art delicacy, refinement
and honesty at home. The first day I arrived here I sprained my ankle
in a horrible hole on the wharf. At the hotel, after dinner, 1 gave a
rather attentive colored waiter five cents as a douceur, and he wi
boojrht me an evening paper with it, and then offered me one of bia two-

*rs, which was a delicate act. It is true I was ahead on that trans-
action, but I have been victimized in almost every other. You dare not
put down a quarter of a dollar in a saloon for a ten-cent cocktail, for they
will deliberately rob you of five cents in the change. I get even with
them, bowwfw, on this point by going into the best free-lunch houses at
midday and eating at least more than the value of the drink. This prac-
tice, however, is bringing on dyspepsia, I have moved from the Palace
Hotel to some quiet 25 cent lodgings on Commercial street. They are not
so flashy, but infinitely more simple and esthetic I find, now that I am

: acquainted, that one can obtain all the delicious retirement o
Boston, with a peanut dessert, for about 49 cents a day. I would not say
BO cents lest you might be discouraged and think me changed. If yon
think of coming, remember to obtain all your coin in nickels, and I will
meet you on the sidewalk and help to carry your things. The lilies here
are lovely, but the sunflowers not so beautiful. Particularly remember to
bring your blacking-brush, and read up some good arithmetic which ex-
plains the difference between a long and a short bit," etc. When we come
to think of it, what brutes we are in California! Let us get civilized.

Most people who control the business part of the churches are smart
and successful in their secular avocations, exacting principal, interest and
the typical pound of flesh besides, wherever it is obtainable. They do
this on the same principle which governs many an old woman who buys
ten cent's worth of soup meat at a store, and before leaving gets the
butcher to throw in three carrots, a couple of onions, some turnip-tops
and a bit of meat for the dog. The sublimity of economy was, however,
reached by an advertisement in a daily paper last Sunday, which in eight
lines afforded the exact location of the church, the pastor's name, the
hours of services, the announcement that the pastor would preach morn-
ing and evening, and that a praise service would also be held. Following
this, without a break came the intelligence that the ladies will shortly hold
a fair, and sell dolls, toys, pictures and all sorts of holiday goods during
certain days in December. Leaving the newspaper to its desolation at be-
ing as cruelly and cheaply stuffed as a Strasburg goose in the dark, one is

confronted with this abomination of abominations spoken of by the
Prophet Isaiah, and known to modern times as a " church fair," with its

religious blackmail ecclesiastical faro-banks, and all sound temptations to
dishonesty. " If this be piety, why, say we, piety let it be." Yes, let it

be severely alone, for in these days the monetary value of a popular
preacher is to that of a sincere minister as is that of a genuine Beal-skin
sacque to a six-dollar imitation ulster.

It is surprising that there are not more wooden-legged men in San
Francisco, and it is also evident that the fact that there are so few of the
dot-and-go-one fraternity proves conclusively that there is something
wrong. It is estimated in the Western Addition that there are 42.9 holes
in the wooden sidewalks between each gas lamp, yet we never hear of a
man's breaking his neck or his leg out there when he comes home late.
Surely the Supervisors are not to blame for this terrible dearth of desira-
ble damage to our best citizens. The lamps are not to be censured for
their effulgence on a windy night, though reported to equal that of sixteen
farthing rushlights. This is only so in theory. How, then, shall it be
accounted for that on such sidewalks as are to be found on Larkin street
from Lombard to Broadway, and in fifty other sections where three or
four planks are often missing and the drop is about two feet, no one is

ever fatally injured nor sues the city for broken arms and legs? There
are groceries redolent of $2 whisky, beer galore and brown-sugar rum,
north, south, east and west. We must search deeper for the cause, and
it is to be found in the fact that the citizens who live anywhere west of
Larkin, and are, perforce, out late, invariably walk in the center of the
road, on the principle, " In medio tutissimus ibis."

"From the cradle to the grave, the altar to the tomb," yelled Mr.
Moody, recently, "there was never any instance of liquor being anything
but a curse. Throughout the good book, the almost spotless characters of
the patriarchs, from Noah downwards, were blurred by this sin. The
great cause of all their falls was drink. If any one can give me one in-
stance where drinking liquor did good, I will eat Mr. Hollenbeck's
boots." "Bully for you !" roared a voice in the gallery. "Start in on
his heels ; masticate the upper leathers. Liquor don't do no good ? I'm a
'sub' on the Daily Enquirer, and my regular got b'iling four days last
week, and I made twelve dollars and forty cents. Here's half a dollar for
yer if ye won't try and convert him—but chew up bis boots, boss." At
this juncture he was firmly removed by four of the brethren, hallooing :

" Liquor don't do no good, don't it, you blamed idiot ?"

Colonel De Winton, who holds the honorable and responsible post of
Secretary to the Governor General of Canada, and his princess wife, be-
longs to one of the most ancient families in England—the Smiths. When
a decade or two ago the family became enormously rich by the discovery of
valuable minerals on the ancestral lands, Herald's College soon traced the
Smiths back to the time of the Norman Conquest, and not only was
Smith found to spell Winton, but the unmistakably aristocratic prefix
which separates the Colonel's military title from his surname was fished

up. It is expected that when his present secretarial duties are concluded
the Colonel will have given to him even another Sir-name. It is gener-
ally admitted, however, that he eminently deserves all the honor that has
fallen or may fall to him.

A meesage was received from a Federal office here desiring our im-
mediate pretence at the Custom house, this week, as a insplcJoufl package
bad been received directed to our office marked " private, and sup
to be contraband. I

1

on the cover was "Booh Post," at the
head and underneath our usual ,,. California." But
the clerk who received it at the Post Office evidently thought it was
dynamite, or a box of scorpions, and bo he had stamped across it in red
ink. " Suspected, liable to United States Customs Duty." We complied
with the summons.
"Wo will now proceed to open this very, very doubtful package," said

the seven-dollar and-ii half a-day-from-niiM' to four ponderous official.
"(Jo ahead with your opening," Baid tin- T. C. cheerily. "I'm your

io oyster, I'm your willing clam, your helpless mussel, torn tempor-
arily from the great rock of San Francisco')* safety-valve, the S. P. NSWB
Lettku—the organ of the helpless."
"That will do, sir," said the P. O., (that is the $74 a day from 9 to 4

Federal Mogul), " I shall cut the string of this extremely suspicious and
evidently contraband package."

" Amputate," said the T. C, and while the junior clerks stood round
covering their faces with ledgers, the cord was cut and there fell to the
ground a very pretty English edition of the revised New Testament.
There was a general shriek among the clerks, who all fled to the furthest

end of the office. " Take it away," they yelled in chorus, "Take it away,
we've no use for it here."

" Perfectly aware of it," said the T. C, replacing it carefully in the
cover and wiping the dust off it with a silk hankerchief. " Perfectly
aware of it, gentlemen ; but we have use for it at the New3 Letter,
where we have but eight copies, which scarcely suffice to go round among
the printers." And for this red tape the public pays taxes, but there's a
lessou sticking to this true, if even slightly embellished story, somewhere.

If any gentleman of moderate stature ever catches a glimpse of Nila-
son from his opera chair—that is, if the lady in front of him has on one
of the new Albatross bats—he can call at this office and ask for a twenty-
dollar gold piece. To begin with, these preadamatic mushrooms are of a
soft downy white, with a fourteen-inch brim, on which reposes a whole
seagull, a molimawk, and for very fashionable parties an entire albatross,
curled all around a platform seven feet in circumference, garnished with
four satin bows of six inch gros grain ribbon. The birds and things come
in useful to send to funerals on the tops of broken pillars, with the strict
proviso that they are to be returued to the owner next day. The dry
goods dealers are particularly down on these hats, as there has not been a
parasol sold since they came into general fashion.

The people of Tucson must be somewhat hard up for amusements
when they have recourse to a bull-fight for their Sunday diversion. This
sort of thing always did seem cowardly, even amongst Spaniards, but in
its imported form the sport lacks every element of picturesqueness and
becomes essentially brutal. Tucsonians had better imitate the Califor-
nians and go in for pugilism. That's the sort of ring to bring them to
their senses; and if the ring won't do, let them wring their necks.

Of vice we surely have enough,
Both legal and illegal,

But now there comes another here
With the party styled vice-regal,

Langtry'a new cavalier has caused a sensation. Being green, he natu-
rally sought to enter the green room, but had to retire looking very blue.

Mrs. Labouchere not being able to brook a rival near the Langtryan
throne, made ready for departure. The verdict on this move is, " Servia
right; go home and tell the Truth," At the same time, it is difficult to
see why Mrs. Labouchere should make such a virtuous outcry against the
Gebhardt folly, having previously condoned, if not countenanced, the
Chetwynd liaaon. It would be well for Mrs. Labouchere to remember
also that once upon a time she was Miss Henrietta Hodson.

An enterprising speculator is buying up all the kid gloves in which
the young men of this community invested for the Nilsson concerts, and
which they cannot use on account of the Marquis of Lome not wearing
any on the opening night. About 1,100 young bloods with season tickets
bought four pair of gloves each, for no one would wear the same pair

twice, and, as young Smiley, the broker's clerk, said to Billy Moore: "I
intend to put on fresh gloves between the parts, so that the Marquis may
6ee that we San Francisco boys ain't particular about a pair of three-but-
ton lemon-colored Jouvins, when the singing is really high-toned. The
glove market has dropped 30 per cent., with no buyers.

The Star-routers, it is said, are straining every nerve to get their
cases before some other Judge than Wylie. Many persons think, how-
ever, the Wylie er the Judge, the better.

The wishy-washy Chinaman The case of Smith vs. Ryan proves
Vile odors doth emit, The Chinese boast all "bosh;"

And Hunted in Superior Court Ah Sing at la3t has something found
Fresh notice gets to quit. He's forced to own won't wash f

The butter 'war goes on fiercely, aud the dairymen are singing the
lamentations of Job, for one merchant here openly advertises oleomar-
garine for sale, and is ready to prove by the best analysts that butter is

nothing but beef fat, aud that you cannot make it from lean. cows. It is

not positively estimated how much oleomargarine Captain Kentzel would
make if he were slaughtered, but an approximate estimate would be four
carloads.

It is generally understood that the variegated colors and blazing
toilettes worn at the first Nilsson Concert caused Princess Louise to re-

mark, as she looked over the house, " Oh, isn't that pretty? It reminds
me of the toy we used to have—a tube full of bits of broken glass, a
kaleidoscope, I think it was termed." She surely meant no allusion to

the magnificent diamonds of our San Francisco society ladies in referring

to bits of broken glass.

Truly, the medicinal mind is full of strange developments. The
latest is "cockroach tea," made out of the hen animal. Bright's disease

of the kidneys is bad enough, but if the only cure is "cockroach tea," we
certainly prefer the disease. Already the Russians have accepted the
cockroach as a pleasant and beneficial addition to the matutinal cocktail.

We prefer ours straight.
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SUNBEAMS.
As they lunched, she pressed her bodice,

With a grimace fierce and strange

;

And her beau said, bending near her,

"Darling, why this awful chaDge?
If I've rashly thee offended.

Then a cruel wretch 1 am '"

" O—oh !" she moaned, " that Frankfort sausage
Has perturbed my diaphragm."
" Why didn't you deliver that message as I

gave it to youV" asked an Austin gentleman of

"his stupid servant. "I did de best 1 could, boss."

"You did the best you could, did you?" imi-

tating his voice and look. " So you did the best

ycu could. If I had known that 1 was sending
a donkey 1 would have gone myself."

A Kentucky paper, speaking of the death of

a citizen, says; "In a personal altercation he
kiiled the father of James Marsden once." We
should think once was often enough to kill any
man. It is impossible to conceive of a punish-

ment severe enough for the wretch who kills

one man three or four times.

A hat, a cane, a nobby beau!
A narrow lane, a whisper low,
A smile, a bow, a little flirt,

An ardent vow that's cheap as dirt!

A hand to squeeze, a girl to kiss

Quite at one's ease must needs be bliss.

A ring, a date, a honeymoon,
To find too late it was too soon.

A neighbor complained to an Austin clergy-
man that the latter's little boy was throwing
stones at the neighbor's house. " I don't know
what to do with that boy. The devil himself
can't break that boy of throwing stones. I've
tried faithfully.

A quick-tempered maid of Saguache
Made a mash on a man from Osbkosh

;

She rocked on his toe,

And in fullness of woe,
He ripped out a tearful O, Gosh

!

The Pittsburg Leader says: "John L. Sul-
livan, the champion pugilist, was encountered
at the Union depot by a Leader reporter this

morning." It doesn't say whether the reporter
is likely to recover or not, but the probability
is that there was only one round.

An English servant-girl who had returned
from the United States, to visit her friends at
home, was told that she " looked really aristo-

cratic." To which she responded: "Yes, in

America all of us domestics belong to the hire
clas6."

There is one little national matter that has
been neglected long enoujrh, it seems to us. If
the Goddess of Liberty is to go barefoot for an-
other century, her delicate toes will spread out
over this nation like the shadow of a great woe.

A tramp applied to a citizen of Austin for a
nickel to buy a loaf of bread. "Can't you go
into any business that is more profitable than
this?" "I'd like to open a bank if 1 only could
get the tools," was the candid reply.

Against thegrain: Widow woman (to chemist,
who was weighing a grain of calomel in dispens-
ing a prescription for her sick child)—"Man, ye
need na' be sae schrimpy wi' it; 'tis for a puir
fatherless bairn.

"What station is this?" asked a lady pass-
enger of an English tourist near by. Looking
out of the window and reading a sign on the
fence, he replied: "Kough on Rats, I guess,
mum."
A midnight bell, a parting groan,
These are the sounds we feed upon

;

Then stretch our fcones in the still, quiet valley,
Nothing's so dainty sweet as lovely melancholy.

An exchange says :
" lee six feet thick has

already formed in some parts of Lake Superior."
Ice six feet thick may not be too thin, but the
story is.

The explanation is given that Boston young
ladies wear eye-glasses because they are too
modest to go about with naked eyes.

A great deal is said about the size of Lang-
try's foot. It is to be presumed, however, that
6he has more than one.

A drunkard, upon hearing that the world
was round, said that accounted for his rolling
about so much.

Whom the gods love die young. The gods
do not love a Spring chicken.

A whine press—A dog's tail in the crack of
a door.

Bound over to keep the peace— a torn book.

The jaws of death—Doctors' quarrels.

Hard to have—a soft corn.

C i R. R.
Time Schedule, Monday, Nov. 27, 1882.

Trains leave, and are due to arrive at,

SanFranciscoas follows:

LEAVE 1

(for) I
DESTINATION. J ARRIVE

\ (from)

9:30 a.m.

*3:O0p.m,
*4:00p.m.
8:00 am.
3:30 p.m.

8:00 A.M.
*4:00 P.M.
9:30 a.m.
4:30 p.m.
8:00 a. m
4:00 p.m
8:00 a.m.
3:30 p.m.
18:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
*5:00p.m,
9:30 am.
*4:00 p.m
8:00 A.M.
8:00 A.M.

10:00 A.M.

3:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m
5:30 P.M.

8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
8:«0 a.m.
3:30 P.M.

*4:00 P.M.
8:00 A.M
3:00 p.m.

*8:00 A.M.

8:00 A.M.
9:30 a.m.
3:30 P.M.

*4:00 P.M.

3:30 p.m.

8:00 A.M.
*3:30 P.M.

. . .Antioch and Martinez.

.

..Benicia..

. . . Calistoga and Napa

. f Deming, El Paso ) Express.

.

. (and East j Emigrant

. j Gait and \ via Livermore. . .

.

. j Stockton > via Martinez

. . . lone

. . . Knight's Landing-
" " (JSundays only)

...Los Angeles and South

. . Livermore and Pleasanton.

. . . Madera and Fresno

...Merced

. . . Marysville and Chico. .

.

. ..Nilesand Haywards....

( Ogden and f Express
(East f Emigrant........
.Redding and Red Bluff
{Sacramento,") via Livermore
Colfax and > via Benicia. . .

.

Alta ) via Benicia....
.Sacramento River Steamers..
.San Jose ,

.Tehama and Willows..

.VaUejo J ...

.({Sundays only).

...Virginia City..

...Woodland

2:40 p.m.
*10:10a,m.
*12:40 p.m.

7:40 P.M.

11:10 a.m.
*10:10 a.m.

7:40 p.m.
2:40 P.M.
7:10 a.m.
5:40 p.m.

+12:40 p.m.
5:40 p.m.

11.10 A.M.

2:40 P.M.

5:40 P.M.
*8:40 a.m.
2:40 P.m.

*12:40p.m.
5:40 P.m.
5:40 P.M.
3:40 P.M.
9:40 A.M.

*8:40 A.M
11:10 A.M.
6:10 a.m.
5:40 p.m.
6:40 P.M.
7:40 P.M.

11:10 a.m.
*6:00 a.m.
3:40 P.M.

9:40 A.M.
*7:40 P M.

7:40 p.m
2:40 P.M.

*10:10a.m.
Jll:10 A.M.
12:40 p.m.

11:10 A.M.
*7:40 P.M.

11:10 A.M.

Train leaving San Francisco at 9:30 a.m. should meet
Pacific Express from " Ogden " at Highland ; also Pacific
Express from "El Paso" at Antioch.

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland Pier,

From "SAN FBAJfCISCO," Pally.

To EAST OAKLAND—»6.00, *6:30, 7:30, 8:30, 9

10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:

7:00, 8:00, 9:30, 11:00, »12:00.

To ALAMEDA—«6:00, M6:30, 7:00, *+7:30, 8:00, 'tS:

9:00, *t9:30, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 1:00, 2:00, 3:00, »t3;
" 4:00, "t4:30, 5:00, *t5:30, 6:00, »t6:30, 7:00, «8:00,9:

11:00, »12:00.

To BERKELEY — "6:00, *6:30, 7:00, «7:30, 8:00, *8:

9:00, J9:30, 10:00, }10:30, 11:00, tH:30, 12:00, 1:

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:

9:30, »12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—»6:00, *6:30, 7:00, *7:30, }8:

•8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, "4:30, 5:

*5:30, 6:00. "6:30, 7:00.

To " SAN FRANCISCO," Dally.

From BROADWAY. Oakland -»5:32, *6:02, 6:32,7:

7:32.8:02,8:32,9:02, 9:32, 10:02, 10:32,11:02, 11:32,12

12:32, 1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32, 5:

5:32, 6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

From EAST OAKLAND—*5:21. *5:51, 6:21, 6:61, 7

8:51, 9:51, 10:51, 11:51, 12:51, 1:51, 2:51, 3:51, 4
6:51, 6:51, 7:51, 9:21, 10:51.

From ALAMEDA—»5:16, *5:45, 6:16, 7:10, <t7:35, 8

"t8:35, 9:10, *t9:35, 10:10, *tl0:35, 11:10, 12:10, 1

2:10, 3:10, 4:10, "+4:35, 5:10, "+5:35, 6:10, "+6:35, 7

"+7:35, 9:15, 10:45.

From BERKELEY—*5:45, *6:15, 6:45, "7:15,7:45, *8
"45, J9:15, 9:45, J10:15, 10:45, 111:16, 11:45, 12:

45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:15, 4:45, 6:15, 5:45, 6:15, 6:45, 7:

*10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY— *5:45, *6:15, 6:45, *7

7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, *5:15, 5:

»6:15, 6:45, "7:15.

Creek Route.
From SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:15, 3:15,

5:15.

From OAKLAND—*6:15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

All trains run daily, except when star (*) denotes Snn-
days excepted.

+Trains marked thns (+) ran via East Oakland.
(t)Snndays only.

" Standard Time" furnished by Randolph & Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. GOODMAN, Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agt.

A. N. Townb, General Manager.

COAL OIL STOVES.
All Sizes for Cooking: or P , rlor use

Send for Circular and Prices.

WIESTER <fc CO.,
17 New Montgomery St., S. F

fi

Great

iSoute-

EASTWARD
Is the Old Favorite andPRINCIPAIj XjiaXTEFROM

Omaha, Kansas City, Atchison and St. Joseph

For CHICAGO,
ST. LOUIS,

MILWAUKEE,
Detroit, Niagara Falls,

NEW YORK, BOSTON!
And All Pomfs East and South-East.

THE LINE COMPRISES
Nearly 4,000 miles. Solid Smooth Steel Tract. All

connections are made in UNION DEPOTS. It has
a National Reputation as being THE GREAT
THROUGH CAR LINE, and is universally conceded
to be THE FINEST EQUIPPED Railroad in the
World for all classes of travel.
Try it, and you will find traveling a luxury instead

of a discomfort.
Through Tickets via this Celebrated Line for sale

at all offices in the West.
All information about Rates of Fare, Sleeping Car

Accommodations, Time Tables, &c, will be cheer-
fully given by applying to

f. J. POTTER, PERCEVfli. LOWELL,
Qen'l Manager, Qen'l 1-j.ssenger Agt.,

Chicago, ills. Chicago, Ills.

T. D. McKAY, Gen, Agt,, Occidental Hotel, San Francisco.

RAILiROAD.i
BROAD UAIIWE.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Sunday. October 22, 1882*
And until further notice, Passeoger Trains will leave
from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend st., between 3d and 4th streets}, as follows:

LEAVE
S. F.

t 6:50 a.m.

8:30 A M.

10:40 a.m.
>'' 3:30 p.m.

4:30 p.m.
6:30 P.M.

DESTINATION.

I

id,... I

. . and Menlo Park ... f

J
8:30 a.m

10:40 A.M
> 3:30 P.M.

4:30 P.M

. . Santa Clara, San Joseand

.

..Principal Way Stations.

.

10:40 a.m. j Gilroy, Pajn.ro, Castroville
fc 3:30 p.m. ( and Monterey

.Hollister and Tres Pinos.

10:40 a.m.IJ .Watsonville, Aptos, Soquel.
''' 3.30 p.m.I J and Santa Cruz

10:40 A.
„ I ( .. Salinas, Soledad and Way..M
-|l Stations

ARRIVE
8. F.

40 a.m.
;05 a.m.
:02 a.m.

:37 P.M.
:04 P.M.

:02 p.m.

J: Oft a.m.
5:02 a.m.

3:37 p.m.

i:02 p.m.

):02 a.m.
3:02 p.m.

6:02 p.m.

•Sundays excepted. tSunday8only.(Sport8men'sTrain.)

Stage connections are made with the 10:40 a.m.
Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo, which
connect with 8:30 a. m. Train. EXCURSION TICKETS
sold on Saturdays and Sunday mornings—good to
retu n Monday: To Santa Clara or San Jose, §2 50; to

Monterey or Santa Cruz, §5 00; also to principal points
between San Francisco and San Jose.

Ticket Offices—Passenger Depot, Townsend street,

and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

ff5g~ S. P. Atlantic Express Train via Los Angeles,
Yuma, etc., leaves San Francisco daily via Oakland
Ferry, foot of Market stoefc, it 9:30 A.M. [Oct. 28.
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REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.

Recorded to the City and County of San Praaotsco, California, for

the Weak endln* December 7. 1882

'XtmpiUd fromtfu fanmUvftht L'vnmfTrial A^ncy.MiX (W(/..r»i.i Si., S. K

Monday. December 4th.—Continued

UKtKTOK ASill ORAKTII. '.I1TION.

Jdi> Frntrin lo Susie FenlOD..

.

Same lo Bath M Kmion

LGoltl>c to John Stand

J IVtrni to A mo- Mccixlnry..

LWWte lo Nellie Stewart

BMilW to Sophia Ml

S F Morri- lo GfeO Butler, . ..

Geo Bnt.er to Mary Chapman

Tuesday

T Vheafaw lo W C Hamerton....

City & Oo of8 K 10 S BlgeUnv.

C Duane to Engine Kohlnet

Ajaljpu all Folate for benefit of crrd-l
Horn

S Birch, MlwOrtavla. w 2T.X.IW), betEg
Men Ad«ltti..ii 9OT
i-iock IS, Cllj Land AmocIs-

Iton
s nth. BOOH nth, w i'.xiiio.-MUsion
Block 1%

N*w La pirn a and O'Farroll, w 101:83CM:6
W.-l.-rn Addition 380

E 'Jriri avtnuc, iss n 17th, u 36x129—
Mt^plon Block 89

ro, Sfc6sa7ih.a2Snl:l-l!arp-
er'i Additions; and Iota 28 and 29.
Mock -tli. City Land As-ocistion

Nw Tehama, 355 sw let, sw 25x80-100-
varo 47

Same

mid

I 1

oirt

5

3,300

2,000

(Jilt

i;irt

December 5th

J Comerford to Spring V W Work

C F Doe to fame
C Ntmneman to liana Kroger.,

leancDaviato Henry Fiahcr...

C F Doe to Jos M Comerford. .

.

J Comerford to Jno Downing.,
L Gottig 10 Frank Wharff

Tide Land Comra to Aaron Wolf..

John Croft to Michael Savage....

Tim Paige to Levi Chamberlain..

Robert White to JameB Ryan

G Thornton to Edward Perrln...

Jag Robinson to Cath Byrnes. . .

.

Odd Fellows Bank to C Nelson..

C Blethen to Mary C Blethen

iw Church, w 25x11-1—Harp-
er 9 Addition 98,

50-vara 6, being in Western Addition
380

Sw comer Folsom and Harrison ave-
nue, ae 90x25; se Folsom, 150 ne Fol-
Fom, D6 25x90

s 27th. at intersection of w line of
Southern Pacific Railroad fence, w 46
s T.i. ne to commencement—Harper's
Addition 57

Same
Ne 6th avenae, 100 se M street., se 50.x

100; nw of one-half lot 137, block 97,
Central Park Homestead

N Geary, 87:6 e Jones, e 50x77:6—50-
vara 1065

S 27th, 150:6 e Sanchez, e 23:6x105-
Harper'a Addition 94

Same
N Green, 75 e La«unn, e 25x100— -Vest-

em Addition 190
Ne Rauscu,125nw Folsom, nw 25x112—100-vara 269
Nw Clementina, 450 sw 4th, sw 25x75—

1 00-vara 205
Sw 27th and Diamond, w 560x228 —
Harper's Addition 25; subject to mort-
gage

N Haight, 110 e Steiner, e 27:6x105, be-
ing in Western Addition 371

S Claa, 82:fi e Gough, e 52x127:8—West-
ern Addition 124 ,

Nw Lagnna and Fell, w 27:6x120
Western Addition 221. ,

Se Mission, 160 sw 3rd, sw 115, se 100,

ne 60, se 15, ne 40, nw 15, ne 15, nw
100 to commencement, being in 100-

vara 14

Ne California and Buchanan, n to Sac-
ramento, « 137:6. to a point, half
way between California and Sacra-
mento, e 53:9, 8 to California, w to
commencement, being in Western Ad.
dition 236

f 425

500
500

1,125

11

3,400

5

1,400

6

5

Gift

Wednesday, December 6th.

B C Duffy lo Uih Sav & Ln Socy.
Honora Kerr to Chas Williams..

C Hinkel to Charlotte Clarke.,

H A Francis to B P Moore.. ..

B Oliver to Margt Merrllt

Lydia Porter to Ellzth Dotz. . .

,

Elizth Dotz to Wm P Barns . .

.

Erederick Pape to M C Pape..

Abraham Kraus to Watson Henry

Amelia Snowball to B Reynolds.

Edward St John to «ame
Alex Forbes to F G New kind

AGDonnall to Edwd Duane.,
John Roach to Elizth Welsh..

Geo Sharp to Martin Heller

Martin Heller to Satul Steiner...

Odd Fellows Sav Bank tu same.

.

S Steiner to Jas V Coleman
Masonic Cem Assn to C Mitchell.
Jane Benckent to Cath Burns

Geo Story to Nelson Cody
Jane Palmer to C Shattuck
C Shattuck to Chancellor Hanson
Wm Corcoran to Egbert Judson..

.

W Eureka, 220 n 19tb, n 75x125
Ne Bush and Devisadero, n 137:6x137:6
—Western Addition 459

S California, 137:6 e Buchanan, e 27:5x
137:6, being in Western Addition 235.

N Bash, 231:3 w Webster, w 25x127:6-
Western Addition 312

Sw Folsom avenue, 175 se Folsom et,

se 50x62:6, being in 100-vara 277
Lots 4 and 5, block 13, College Home-
stead

Same
W Leavenworth, 87:6 n Filbert, n 50 x

137:6 -50-vara 792
W Noe, 76:6 n 23rd, n 25x105, being in
Harper's Addition 158 ; subject to

mortgage for $1,100
N California, 102:11 w Steiner, w 25:10x
120—Western Addition 390

Same
N Folsom, 330 e Third, e 45x160-100-
vara 60

Se 17th and Sanchez, s 79x24:5—Mission
Block 94.

N Towosend, 188:4 ne 5th, ne 91:8 x nw
120-North Beach blk 14

Undivided one-half, e Main, 137:6 se
Folsom, s 137:6x137:6

NeMain, 137:6 se Folsom.ee 137:6, ne
137:6, nw 87:6, ne 187:6, nw 50, nw 275
to commencement

Same
Same
Lot. 16, Fountain plot, North Addition..
Nw Laguna and Fel», w 27:6x120—
Western Addition 221

S 20lh, 205 w Guerrero, w 25x114
SSSrd, 125 e Douglass, e 51:8x228
Same
Nw Herman and Valencia, n 176:11, sw
272:4, e 207:6 to commencement, be-

ing in Mission Block 23
|

$ 498

9,652

1,000

4,600

2,700

1

600

6,000
652

10,500

9,00

Gift

5,000

1

30,300
35,000

450

Gift
100

5
5

Thursday, December 7th.

22,000

Kit*- Block to Mary Blatr

Mary Blair to .lnnu-s Ooli
itr Land Ass»n to ! Wren

Saml Brodlc lo John BDHell

TbOt Reynolds to ,1 I'.dlir

Jo* Haw ken to name
,

N Van Btrgrn to Ma

Same to Matilda s llaytr ...

S II Brown tO D II Ward

Jno O'Connor to Benj Bates...

Charles Hinkel to Win llaker,

.

Willis Davis to A Waldstein...

F Wti.il- to Martin Bnzzini

1st Ave Ld Assn to Jno Rietow.

.

Chas Hinkel to Wm Lynde

John O'Hara to Jno Quigley

G Edward b to Asa Wangaman...

S Mofgrave to Wm Cluff.

Wm O'Brien to Jas O'Brien.

D S PriDdle to Jos Macdonough.

Eliza Habn to Harriet Faseett. .

.

Bun ... . ... 10,000
Lot 45, block 277. being Id
Unlit

Sw M'Allwter, 137:6 w Bnchaoan, w &3:
Western Addll n 3150

Lot id. blk :i, Hnnnj Vale lid BO
Lot M, Mission str-ct Rjiiiroad Home-
Plead 5

K Van Ne** avenue, ho »' Bacramento. s
81 8x187:11 Won |em Addition M Girt

lv Van Nef .. | Surnimcnto,
.. Wfatern Add!-

- Gift
s oiay, '.is- Mason, e 19:6, « 187:6, w 46,

60, e6 Inches, n 15, e i>, 62:6 to
comment emnnr, being In 50-vara 841. 8,000

Se Harrison, 300 SW Third, nw :

100-vara 80 5
S California, 104:11 o Buchanan, c'27:7x

187:6 -Western Addition 286 5
KT« Channel, 91:8 sw 6th, a 91:8x240,

oejnE in South Beach, block 89 20,000
Undivided one-hall', sw Sacramento and
22nd avenue, w 140x37:0. belnp in On»-|
side Lands 93, Iol.s4andl0, block 3 ;

lots 3, 7, 8 and 9. block 20 ; lots 13 and
14, hlock 21. being in Paul tract
Homestead 400

N Turk, 264 e lnt avenae, e 52x112:6—
Western Addition 785. 1,100

E Larkin, 81:6 s Sacramento, s 31x137:6
—50-vara 1410

,
5

Se Precita avenue and Gnnnison ave-
nue, e 28x100, being in Precita Val-
ley 156 1 650

S 19th, 225 w Valencia, s 100, e 25, B 14,
w29, nw to 19th, e 35 to commence-
ment 3,250

Undivided 64 one-twelfth, being in Out-
side Lands, blocks 387,388,389,390,1
391, and portion of 393, 368. 369, 370,
371,372, 373 and 374; Undivided one-
sixth, being in Outside Lands, block
392. 2,025

S Broadway, 112:6 w Fillmore, w 25 s
137:6-Western Addition 348: To cor-
rect error } 000

N Eddy, 137:6 w Taylor, w 50x137:6—
50-vara 1046 15,000W Fair Oaks, 61 u 22nd, n 30 x 117:6-
Mission Block 75

| 2,000

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

No, 320 Post Street Opposite Union Square.

PROF. O. A. LUNT respectfully announces that hia new Academy, No. 320 Po
street, is now open for Juvenile and Evening Classes. Office Hours, lor Terms, etc.,

10 a.m. to 12 m., and 1 to 6 p.m. Oct. 22.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,

NO. 922 POST STREET.
Day and Boarding: School for Young: Ladies and Children.

KINDERGARTEN. Term commenced July 24th. To secure admission for
boarding pupils, applications should be made as earlv as possible.

May 13. MADAME B. ZEITSKA, A.M.. Principal.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,
Agents for BICORD'S RESTORATIVE FILLS,

633 Market Street San Francisco, Cal.
PALACE HOTEL,. June 24.

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,

OCULIST.
Formerly at No. 313 Bash street, has removed to Phelan's

Building:, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 H. to 3 p.m.

Take the Elevator. May 27.

DR. JAMES W. KEENEY,
OFFICE AND RESIDENCE: 23 MONTGOMERY STREET.

HOURS: 2 to 4, 7 to 7:30 p.m.
SUNDAYS: 3 to 4 p.m. April 9.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 315 GEARY ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.

Feb. 6.) OFFICE HOURS: 1 to 4 F.M.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

360 FOVSTB STREET, SAJf FKAMCIBCO.
[July 15.]

PROF. JOS. JOSSET,
Graduate of the Uiilverwlky of Paris; Ex. Professor of De

la Mennais' Normal, France; late of Point Loma Seminary, San Diego. Pri-

vate Lessons in the French Language. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 p.m. Private Lessons given at the res-

idence of the pupil. Dec. 6.

$72 a week, fl'2 a dav at home easily made. Costly Outfit Free.
Address Tbde & Oo., Augusta, Maine.
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WAIFS.
Waifs which, singly are as light as air, hut which together make

a momentous whole.

As the holidays are approaching, the average citizen is engaged in

preparing therefor.-^—Not so with the bosses and politicians.^^They
were never more active than at this time.—That is the danger with a
system of government which demands eternal vigilance on the part of the
many. While the people are engaged in business or pleasure, the bosses

are laying wires for mischievous purposes. While the cat is away, the
mice are at play.—We hear of many schemes that are being hatched
that are not for the public good. Buckley is going to the Legislature with
a batch of bills, not one of which are in the public interest, and all of

which ought to be defeated, and they must be or the Democratic party in

this city will be buried out of sight.—Among other thiugs, the fire and
police departments are to be made boss machines of.——The boss claims

that he owns the entire San Francisco delegation, and expects through it

to run the whole legislation for this city.—^He says he will make a clean
sweep of all existing things, and strengthen the machine beyond all previ-

ous experience.^—That is a bad way to begin the exercise of newly ob-

tained power. It is a way that will defeat itself.^—The people are not
in the humor to tolerate that sort of thing. They have recently been en-

gaged throughout the country in destroying one set of bosses, and they
will certainly not long permit another and lower set to arise in the place

of the deposed ones.——If it were the special mission of Buckley and his

lambs to destroy the Democracy in this city and county, they could not
take more efficient means to accomplish that end than they are now doing.
^—The intention to lay violent hands on the police force and to run it in

the interests of the gamblers and the habitues of the Bush-street saloon
will arouse a bitter resentment among our people as soon as the facts are

fully developed.——It will be seen only too plainly before long that we
point to no imaginary danger.—The time is near at hand when the
people will better realize than they now do how well we were informed
of all that Buckleyism was intended to lead to.^—It will soon be seen
that we have not warned without cause. <

—The developments of the near
future will show that the worst machine has been established that any
city in this country has ever known, which is saying a good deal.

Governor-elect Stonemar. was looked for here on Wednesday quite
unexpectedly. The bosses endeavored to find out when he was coming,
but failed. An agent is seeking a fitting residence for him at Sacra-
mento.-^—It is said that under the good management of Mrs. Stone-
man the gubernatorial hospitalities will be brilliant.—Lieutenant
Governor Daggett came to the city t» meet his chief, and they
were in close consultation for some time. Daggett is the best

political manager in the new regime". What Stoneman does not
know he can teach him. A downy bird, undoubtedly.—Kaplan, Enos
and Choynski, are still fighting for the position of Registrar of voters. The
bosses are getting a petition numerously signed for Kaplan. Broderick
stands on his fitness, his experience and his strength generally, and says
he will resort to no such methods.-^—Dorney, of Sacramento, rivals

Haley, of San Francisco, for chief clerk of the Assembly.^—Smith, of
Sacramento, is ahead for Secretary of the Senate—a competent man.—
Abe Neumann, who was on Governor Irwin's staff, is a candidate for Ad-
jutant-General. So are Harney, of Sacramento, and Metcalf, of San
Francisco.^^There is much talk of what the San Francisco delegation
means to do. Every member has half-a-dozen bills in his pocket. The
New Constitution did no better thing than to interdict special leaislation.

It is not thought that the new charter-makers will frame an instru-

ment that will be ratified by the people and reach the Legislature, and in

view of that contingency efforts will be made to pass general laws, after

the fashion of the Hartson Act, to reach this city.—The slickens bosses
have recently been busy among the members elect. What they want has
not transpired.^—George Hearst has been expected home this week, but
has not yet arrived.—There have been some telegraphic changes East,
about which the dailies have recently been exercised. De Young has fixed
things and returned. G. K. Fitch has just got back, and the Examiner
has sent a representative East.——The outgoing Board of Supervisors has
endeavored to contract for the official advertising for two years to coine,

and has favored the Stock Report, whereat the Examiner is angry. There
will be an attempt to unsettle this settlement when the new men come
in.—The handsome Hastings, as we predicted, is to be the President of
the new Board of Education. The young schoolmarms rejoice.-^Geo.
T. Marye and Fisher Ames are the Presidents of the ninth and tenth pre-

cinct clubs, which are dubbed " Buckley's own." The other charter-
makers would do well to view with suspicion anything they propose.—
They are in the interest of the bosses all the time, and do just whatever
they are told.—The Alta is soon to change hands, and its future dispo-
sition is talked of among newspaper men.-^—W. H. Mills has taken pos-
session of his office as land agent of the railroad.^^The Prison Commis-
sioners have refunded over $11,000, which they improperly abstracted
from the State Treasury. That is a loose system which permits illegal

payments to be made in thiB fashion.— Governor-elect Stoneman had
decided not to visit this city prior to his inauguration. He wanted to
keep out of the way of the bosses, but he has accepted an invitation to
attend a dinner at the Baldwin on the 19th of the present month.—^He
will arrive in the evening and depart outside the city limits next morning.—-The occasion of his visit will be a pleasant one.——General Barnes
and other members of Governor Perkins' staff will give a banquet in
honor of the parting guest. They will bow to the setting sun and salute
the rising one.—They will laud Perkins and praise Stoneman. This is

a very worldly world of ours. ""The contractors who have claims on the
city hold a meeting to-day. They propose to attempt to get through the
Legislature a bill to pay them about 75 cents on the amounts they have
hitherto claimed. Greathouse is their attorney.^—There is money in it.

Don't they wish they may get it?——Little Maurice Schmidt, the broker,
is a candidate for Bank Commissioner, although there is no vacancy at
present. We shall pay some attention to his claims hereafter, and tell of
that scene at the Poodle Dog the other night. Morrow and Wilson hope
not.^—We hear of gas, water, street contractors, slickens and other jobs
innumerable.—^The San Francisco delegation to the next Legislature is

claimed by the bosses, with the exception of about four members. They
will have a hard road to travel. The eyes of the community are upon
them.^^Marye and Ames say they do not want the charter to pass; they
believe that their owners, the bosses, will fare better at the next Legisla-
ture.

AN INVITATION.
The motto to " welcome the coming and speed the parting guest," is

commercially represented at all seasons, in Winter, Spring, Summer and
Autumn, by our San Franciscan " Worth," known to us as the " White
House." By this is meant that J. W. Davidson & Co. are forever clear-
ing cargoes of silks, plushes and dress goods, so that they may make room
for the latest importations from Europe and the East, selected by their
buyers. Christmas, however, is the special time when the windows of
the White House are ablaze with a thousand novelties, and when delicate
bric-a-brac lies by soft satin, and fans worth fifty or sixty dollars repose
on the latest imported fabrics. * This house is now selling out at very low
prices all its woolen dress goods, Scotch Plaids, Silk Plushes, Reps,
Foules, Camel's Hair and Shoodas in all colors. Seal-skin Plushes and
Ottoman Silks are all marked down to actual cost, so as to make room for
the superb Christmas importations, over which the whole town is agog
with excitement. Unlike the cheap houses which hesitate at nothing in
advertising their goods, the White House can proudly say to-day that it

never sold a yard of any material by misrepresentation. Hence the
respect that is entertained for it.

TO NORTH BEACH AT NIGHT.
Why do not the street-railroad companies that run to North Beach at-

tempt to supply the wants of that portion of the city for which they pre]
eumably cater? The California-street road runs up to half-past twelve
o'clock, whilst the last car to North Beach leaves at 10:55. After the
theatre it is very much the custom to take your wife, sister or sweetheart
to supper; but if you live at i,he north side of the city, that is not possible
at present, unless you are willing' to trudge two or three miles through
the darkness. A little more accommodation on the part of the North
Beach car companies would be greatly appreciated by those most con-
cerned. It is always well to have the good will of your customers.
Some day they may turn upon you and compel you to do that by legisla-
tive enactment which it had more profited you, to do as a matter of good
will and business sagacity.

JNO. LEVY & CO.,

MAKERS AND IMPORTERS
— OF —

FINE JEWELEY,
Have made extensive preparations for the HOLIDAY TRADE,

and have added a most exquisite and odd line of NOVELTIES
to their abeady ELEGANT ST00E of DIAMONDS, PKE0I0TJS

STONES, WATCHES, SILVERWARE, CARRIAGE and MAN-
TEL CLOCKS, OPERA-GLASSES, PANS, etc., together making

the handsomest display of Goods ever exhibited in this city. We
cordially invite an inspection of our stock, it being no trouble to

show goods. Everything marked in plain figures and strictly one

price. We sell .at closer prices than any house in our line,

118 SUTTER STREET.

THOMAS DAY & CO.,

las A-ND IS4 SUTTER STREET,
HAVE NOW IN A FULL ASSORTMENT OF

BRASS AND BRONZE, BISQUE, FAIENCE
— AND OTHER—

RARE ORNAMENTS FOR THE HOLIDAYS.

Gas Fixtures and Choice Lamps Arriving" Daily.

The Best of PLUMBING GOODS always on hand. Dec. 16.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street .-««^. San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Refinery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for working: GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in their

various forms.
June 18. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

F. tf. ffeuval. W. S. Somervell.

PACIFIC ASPHALTUM COMPANY.
Established 1865.

Proprietors of the Celebrated Corral de Piedra Asphaltum Mine,
(San Louis Obispo County).

Dealers in Crude and Beftoied

ASPHALTUM, FELT AND ROOFING MATERIAL.
Prepared Asphaltum for Country Orders always on hand. Contractors for Side-

walks, Roofs, Floors and General Asphaltum Work. All Work Guaranteed.

Officeand Depot, 420 Jackson. \
Branch Office, 422 Montgomery, 8.F.
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CRADLE, ALTAR, AND TOMB.
CRADLE.

.1. to the vfh of A. 0. lUkor, » dui

-•h, * ton.

I'mmi
|!>

X (Mill.

ml ii, ho Um "id ol Mu-h*d w»inii, ft uaghtor.

ALTAR
BMruv M^hn-IV,-. 7, Thomas ltr.».IUv t.> Nellie Mormn, bolh of this litv.
Brtokll-Fahoo— Dec. 8. F. T. Btckiwll to Carrie K. F»rjro.
RnroRD-HuLLocK l>ec S, Bear? C. 0«tford to UoUta C. BaUoott, both of Nap*.

Barmm—Dee. 2, Charles It. Kendall to FU>n
. 10. David Livingston I nhauer.

Deo 9, W. l> M.irris to Com B
I
this r-itv.

Dae. 13, bj EUn W. L Gitbeos,J Wal
na AuMftaoK— Dec. 6, George T. KevnoM- to Sophlfl i: Anderson.

Richard* to Ida Stenhouso
\ki)NKK - I>e.-. 6, Harry C. Souien to H. (Jirtrtule Gardner.

i Ius J. Schennan imee, both of 11

William 20, Cba& J. Williams to EUaabeth E, K.i.lv
, both ol thta city.

ZtiiLKK-pRics—Dec. 6, by Etov. J. M. Buabler, Qeorge Zuhlke to Katie Price.

TOMB.
Bloomkr— Dec. 9, Eliza A. Bloomer, a native ol Now York, aged 00 yean, 6 months.
Cossom— Dec. 6, Michael Connors, a Dative ol Inland, aged i yean.
Cai>v- Dee 7, Dennis Cad v. a native ol England, aged 3tt years.
Di >\—Dec. 9, James Dunn, a native •>( New York, aged US years.

Golden— Dec. IS. If F. Qolden, a native ol New York, aged '27 years, into., 23 dys.
GAtTLitY-Dec. 10, Patrick Gaittey, a native ol Ireland, aged 50 years.
IlraBRLL— l'e '. >, Clark l*. Hubbell, r native of utiehuFao, aged 54 years, 9 months.
H in metis—Dee. 10, Helen Binrichs, native of Germany, aged 3fiyra., 10 mos., 16 dys.
Jotoi -Dec, -, Thomas 0. Joyce, a Dative ol San Francisco, aged 15 years.
Kklly—Dec 11, John N. Kelly, a native of San Francisco, aged 24 years, 9 months.
McLan'B-Dcc 7, Kate McLane, a native of New Orleans, aged 33 years.
Mi 'llaskv — Dec. 8, Annie T. Mullaney, native of Massachusetts, 22 years, months.
Rochos—Dec. 6, Zephron Itoehon, a native of Canada, aged H4 years.
Stanley— Dec. 7, John G. Stanley, a native of England, ajjed 42 years.
SyiTH—Dec. 9, Amelia Smith, a Dative of New Jersey, aged 60 years.

FASHION'S VOICE.
There is general rejoicing over the new style of skirt. Being new,

of course they will please the people, who run madly after novelties,

whether they are becoming or not ; and it is an open question as to
whether the present skirt is pretty or ugly. It is perfectly plain and very
full, this skirt of which I write. The front breadths are gored as usual,
to fit the form closely, but the back is composed of several widths of ma-
terial, pleated down in wide, flat pleats, without a suspicion of any trim-
ming save a thick cord round the base, which is about the same size as an
old-fashioned bell-rope. I opine that for young ladies this simple mode of
making a dress, with a plain tight jacket over it, is very pretty and ex-
tremely youthful ; but when " mamma" puts it on she immediately lookB
ten years older than she really is. The stout lady I know, who rejoices

in a "fine form" when fixed up in a tightly fitting skirt, has adopted the
plainer mode, and has already added largely to her mature looks, for in
any case they are more adapted for slim figures than those rejoicing in en
bon point ; still, plain skirts for outdoor wear have their advantage, and
they are being very generally adopted.
Since the season of gaiety has commenced, it is all important to know*

exactly what fashion has decreed 6hall be worn in the evening. Tulle
plain, and silver-sprinkled, or French crape, which is almost transparent,
are materials faultlessly lovely, worn over silk skirts, and with which a
velvet corsage is the proper accompaniment. These tulle dresses may be
made over silk or satin ; as a rule the front breadths are pleated, and lie

flat, somewhat in kilted style, while the back is caught up in voluminous
drapery which resemble billows of snow; over this charming skirt a
velvet corsage of any color may be worn, aud the skirt itself is effected

at the back by brocaded velvet falling from the waist and looped up care-

lessly, so revealing the tulle beneath. Sleeves for evening dress are
merely in the name, two ruches of tulle serviog the purpose. The cor-

sage may be made extra high or low ; if high, then it should be cut away
in front square, poiuted, or in narrow points or squares; if the latter

the inside may be filled up with tulle, to which the points are attached.

A dinner dress, the skirt composed of cardinal velvet, full, and having
ouc petite pleating round the base, has an over-dress of chene silk, in

shade rosey brown, besprinkled with pink shaded roses. The renewed
fashion of chene Bilk is regarded with much favor, as it consorts well

with the heavy beauty of velvet, which is generally the material associ-

ated with it. Scarlet brocade is about the most universally worn fabric

in Parisian circles, that is to say, red in every shade Also crushed
strawberry and shrimp pink hold their own, but you see it is still on the
side of red, whether pale, or deep, that fashion lingers. Colored bead
passmeuteries are considered a beautiful addition to a velvet dress. For
my part, I think It ruinous to the grave beauty of the fabric.

For opera or theatre costume, red velvet bats, bonnets and mantles are

useful in reminding one of a sea of blood; but still they are exactly

the light thing to wear. Then your opera cloak should, to be perfect, be
wreathed around with feather trimming, the ethereal-looking marabout
tips which appear like the dim wraith of a feather. Young ladies can
make their own opera wraps by purchasing inexpensive satin, and lining

the same with the striped plushes which are so soft and beautiful. Again,

a thrifty needlewoman may have her crimson short circular stamped, and
with her own hands braid or embroider the same in gold braid, or silk if

preferred. People who find timedraging wearily may do a great deal toward
beautifying themselves during the long evenings; with which advice I

will eay aurevoir. Silver Pen.

St. John's Presbyterian Church, Post Street.—The Rev. Dr.

Scott, pastor, will preach Sunday at the usual hours. The public cor-

dially invited to attend.

You are sure to get the best of Coal by purchasing that useful and
necesBary article of C. R. Allen, 120 Beale street.

KINCSFORDS OSWEGO STARCH
D THK

STRONGEST. PUREST AND BEST!
THE STANDABD ALL OVER THE W0ELD.

IS

FOR INVALIDS,
KINGSFORDS CORN STARCH

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED FOR ITS PURITY AND
DELICACY. Sept. 30.

LOUIS R0EDERER CHAMPAGNE.

New sound Wine of the above brand, nude for this market, is to be had only
tlirouRh merchants who buy ol MACONDRAY Sc CO . whose hnnitrtatioiM
areL.lKK.'T PROM THK HANUFACTUKKR, : „„l ,l„H,ed Vl» ESoSSSSl
invoices from ijeiins. All other Wine purporting t f his nuke lias been with-
ered up in all the European ports, AND W1IKN ubnuine is old, being manufac-
tured for Great Britain, Germany, Holland, etc . unadapted for shipment here and
defective, injuring dealers' trade, and giving no satisfaction to consumers.

IN GENUINE WINE
Every Bottle is Labeled with the Name of and Guaranteed by

MACONDRAY & CO.,
SOLE AGENTS FOB THE PACIFIC COAST,

Nos. 204 and 206 Sansome Street. Dec. 9.

A. F. NYE & CO.,
IMPORTERS OF

GAS- FIXTURES, CLOCKS, BRONZES
AND

ORNAMENTS.
609 AND eil MA-JEiKKT STREET,

(GRAND HOTEL), SAN FBANCISOO. [Dec. 2.

THE GUTTA PERCHA AND RUBBER MANFG. CO.,
Manufacturers and Dealers in

RUBBER COODS,
Offers for the FALL TRADE the FINEST LINE of RUBBER CLOTHING ever

in this market, both Heavy, Medium and Gossamer; also are

SOLE AGENTS ON THE PACIFIC COAST FOR THE BOSTON RUBBER
SHOE CO'S SUPERIOR RUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES.

Pure Gum and Dull Finish Boots, Hip and Short; Im. Sandal9, Arctics,

Gaitera, Footholds, etc.

rSept. 23.]

JOHN W. TAYLOR, Manager,
Cur. First and Market streets,

San Francisco.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,
Sawing, Planing: and Manufacturing—Boors, Sashes, Blinds and

Mouldings—Turning, Scroll and Jig Sawing—Counters,
Bar and Store Fixtures.

Finishing Work for Buildings on Hand and Made to Order.

217 to 225 Spear SI., and 218 to 226 Stewart St., S. F.
The largest and oldest established mill on the Pacific Coast.

D. A. Macdonald, Pres't. R. S. Falconkr, Sec'y. W. N. Millsr, Supt
[March 25.]

L.H.Newton. NEWTON BROTHERS & CO., M.Newton.
IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

TEAS, FOREIGN GOODS AND GROCERIES,
204 AND 206 CALIFORNIA STREET,

San Francisco, Cal. May 25.

Watches, in new and unique designs, for ladies and gentlemen. Geo.
C. Shreve & Co., 110 Montgomery street.
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(^PALACE HOTELS
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

ALEX. D. SHAEON, Lessee.

The Largest and Best appointed Hotel in the United States.

Guests entertained on either the American or European Plan.

The RESTAURANT is an adjunct to the Hotel and is the finest in

the city.

NABOB SAUCE.

THE WORLD'S FAMOUS RELISH.

FOB

STEAKS,

CHOPS,

HASHES,

Etc.

A MOST DELICIOUS TONIC.

Only "PEBBLE" Establishment

Muller's Optical Depot,
135 Montgomery St., near Bush.

SPECIALTY FOR 33 TEARS.
»9^S^ The most complicated cases of defective
i9*ifi&~^vi8ion thoroughly diagnosed, free of charge.
Orders by mail or express promptly attended to.

Compound Astigmatic Lenses Mounted
to Order- Tiro Hours' Notice-

CALIFORNIA FRUIT SALT!
A Pleasant and Efficacious Remedy !

KIDNEY-WORT
FOR THE PERMANENT CURE OF

CONSTIPATION.
Mo other disease is so prevalent in t-Mff coun-

try as Constipation, and no remedy r»fm ever
equalled the celebrated, Kidney-Wort as a
cure. Whatever the cause, however obstinate
the case, this remedywill overcome it.

T-tLiS distressing ci

plaint Is very apt to be
complicated withconstipation. Kidney-Wort
strengthens the weakened parte and quickly
cures all kinds of Piles even when physicians
and medicines have before failed.
43- t3?1f you nave either of these troubles

PRICE <l. | USE I Druggists Sell

KIDNEY-WORT

H. AND H, W. CATHERWOOD'S

OLD WHISKIES

"A. A. A." "Cranston Cabinet,"
"DoubleB," "Old Stoclc,"

"Century," "Henry Bull," etc.

UNRIVALED UPPER TEN,
In Cases of One Dozen Each.

The above well-known brands of fine OLD WHIS-
KIES, equal if not superior to any in this market,
are offered to the trade on favorable terms.

DICKSON, DE W0LT& CO., Sole Agents,

SAN FRANCISCO.

THE HAZELTON
IS UNQUESTIONABLY THE

VERY BEST F-IANO
MADE IN AMERICA.

BUY ONE AND BE CONVINCED.
CHARLES S. EATON, Agent,

647 Market street, opposite Kearny, S. P.

NEW GOODS!
— IN—

DIAMONDS,
WATCHES,

JEWELRY
—AND—

8ILVEE-WAEE,
— AT—

RANDOLPH & CO'S,

No. 101 Montgomery Street,

Tucker's Old Stand, [Nov. i.

GRAVES' LEDGER INDEX.

HOPPER'S WRITING TABLET.

STAFFORD'S INKS.

AMERICAN BOOK EXCHANGE TTTBLICATIOITS.

CAREW PAPERS.
CUNNINGHAM, OUETISS & WELCH,

Corner Sanaome and Sacramento Streets,
(Sept. 23.) San Francisco,

GENEVA AWARD.
Special and Personal Attention Given to the Preparation, Proof

and Trial of Cases
In the Court of "Alabama" Claims, in Washington, D. C. An extended experience
in the former Court, and unusual facilities for managing these causes, enables me
to render special services to claimants. The Court has jurisdiction of claims tor

vessels and cargoes destroyed by any Confederate cruisers, for those officers and
men, and for war premiums paid from April, 1861, to November, 1805. Full
information given on application to the undersigned.

J, F. MANNING,
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW,

1424 New York Avenue, "Washington, D. C; 69 Wall St., New-
York City; 131 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass. Sept. 23.
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NOTABILIA.

irrr JTM crow ;

THE PEDDLERS BONO,
i »• whit* m driran now

;

Gold qootp* »nd
i *r»;

PtlH »nd pottM -i" Wi. ..( MML
What roiid* belt trutn head to he«l

:

<Vm« buv ol nw, ooom; omne buv.com* buy,
Ituv. U'ii. or elav rour 1mm> cry.

William shami^ki.

Mull, for tatm awl for ooaca ;

ttaffto-bracrlrt. nacclara, unbar

;

Pwfum* for a m

"Now. my love," aaiil onp of our lending citizen* to hi* wife, "tell
me what too would tike for OimtiuM prevent, to that I can get it bo-
fore all the i;r»od thing* ar " The lady hesitated a moment,
*.« her tnin-1 ran o*W tin- long list of a wnnntn'n want*, but at last she ro-

ft.ikt* mo, John, down to ]}. Nathan ft Co. 1
! itore, I'Jfi and

tar street, and let no pick out BOOM of tin- elegant China :tinl ( .Itw
they have for sale, and I shall be happy." Of course he did as requested,
and thrir Christmas has already begun.

On© OQfcbl to get as much consolation as possible out of one's fcriev-

l^isons will ndmirc the cheerful and hopeful spirit of the
eotored man. vbo, when struck by Hgotolnjr;, simply rubbed toe al

ipol "f bla :»kull and remarked : " Dal makes free times I've been struck
;

now 1 sboaldo*! wonder if it let me alone."

Unless the kitchen fixings about a house are Rood, the sunshine of
peace will not long hover around the place. tll-OOOlted fond will sour the
temper of an an^el and tempt the most mild husband to use language
which is antipodal to Scripture. To avoid these little contretemps, the

mould purchase an Arlington Range from De La Montanya,
on Jackson street below Battery. These ranges are the best to be found
for all practical purposes.

The present state of the weather makes it a duty we owe to our-
selves to keep warm in-ide and out, and there is no better preventive for

disease than good pore whisky. But then again the question arises,

where i To such a question we have only one answer, and
that is, go to I'. .1. Cssaios, at the corner of Washington and Battery

and it yon cannot be suited there you are hard to please.

A gentleman who was given to boasting, and was apt to make critical

comments on the company whenever he was invited out, said to Jerrold

:

" 1 dined at the marchioness's the other dny. and, would you believe it,

they bad no tish !" Jurrold thought a moment, and then replied :
" Ah,

well, I suppose it was all eaten upstairs."

" Where do you dine on Christmas day?" is the question one now
hears on every side. There are a good msny people living in San Fran-
cisco who have no family ties, and who, as a rule, eat down town. We
have spoken to a number of persons on the subject of dinner, and find
them unanimous in declaring that Swain's, 213 Sutter street, is by long
odds the best place to get a comfortable meal.

Every one is rushing to get photographs taken to send away to friends
back East this Christmas time, and the business is naturally lively in
consequence. A call in at the elegant art rooms of Bradley & Rulofson
showed us that it was indeed time they enlarged their premises, for a
large and fashionable crowd was assembled there. The rooms, however,
on Geary and Dupont streets are so roomy that there is lots of space for all.

A Memphis man wanted to kill a mosquito on the back of a friend's
neck, and, without stopping to mention his design, hit the insect a belt,

and when his friend got up and brushed the sand out of bis mouth and
eyes, four men had to hold him while the matter was explained.

" I won four hats on the late election," said a friend of ours the other
day. He was lucky and we congratulated him on his good fortune and
walked with him as far as White's hat store on Commercial street, where
we charged him nothing for the excellent advice we gave him as to what
style of hat to choose. There is such a large stock at this store that it

was no light task to pick out one.

A room never looks well unless it has for a center piece a handsome
chandelier, with all the latest improvements in gas burners. McNally &
Hawkins, of 607 Market street, have made a specialty of this business,
and a call at their store, under the Grand Hotel, will be au agreeable sur-

prise to those who have not seen the latest styles. They have on hand a
large and varied assortment of artistic chandeliers.

An Illinois youth invested half a dollar in a firm to discover bow to
appear well in society. The receipt which he received by return mail was
short, simple, and readily understood; "Always keep your nose clean,
and don't, suck more than one finger at a time."

"Men are but sorry witnesses in their own cause." The praise of
Kidney-Wort comes from the mouths of those who have been made strong
and healthy by it. Listen : "It is curing everybody," writes a druggist.
"Kidney-Wort is the most popular medicine we sell." It should be, by
right, for no other medicine has such specific action on the liver, bowels
and kidneys.

Now is the season for oysters, and all who enjoy eating the luscious
bivalves should call in at Moraghan's, in the California Market, where
they will find the best which the market produces, and will receive every
possible attention.

It is said that the deepest gorge in the world has been discovered in
Colorado. We always had the impression that the biggest gorge in the
country might be witnessed at a railway station, where the train stops
" five minutes for dinner."

Headquarters for Electric Belts and appliances for the cure of ner-
vous, painful and debilitating diseases. Pamphlets, with full particulars,
free. Address Pulvermacher Galvanic Company, 513 Montgomery street,

San Francisco, California.

Brooks & Co. have justly laid claim to being the manufacturers of the
best Spool Cotton now on the market. It is so Btrong that it would do to
harness an elephant with.

J. F. Cutter's Old Bourbon. —This celebrated whisky is for sale by
all first-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

Dr. B. B. Brittan says: "Ai a rule. phyatoUai do not, by their pro-
feasional methods, bmld up the tonal* oonititution, while thsy aaldom
OBN the OHMIM t-< whlofa it it balway* IfabU in our vftriabl.
under our imp J r«med[oa ar* often r«-. pared to

organic bar ly and itrsngthen th ifeebled powan ol woman-
hood, and for moal ol the** we are Indebted to panou outridaof the

I
profession. Among the very boat of those remadlai I assign a

prominent place to Mrs. Lydia K. PukbUDi Vegetable Compound.

Nursing mothers gain strength by using Browns Inn Bitters. It
acts like a charm in restoring to health and strength overstrained nature.

Beat pictures taken at the Imperial Gallery, 724J Market street.

S toinway SC Sons,
|

Kranich A Bach, I PIANOS.
|

I It \ ST (Mil I II.

S AND
' C. ROENISCH.

M. GRAY, 117 Post Street,
(Nov. 4] San Francisco.

H.B.Williams. A. Ohesebrough. W. H.Dimond.

WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO.,

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
UNION BUILDING,

JUNCTION MARKET AND PINK STREETS.
Agents for Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific Steam Navigation Company,

The Cunarrt Royal Mail Steamship Company, "The California Line of Clippers"
from New York and Huston, and " The Hawaiian Line."
San Francisco, January 31, 1880. Jan. 31.

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY,
No- 310 Sansome Street.

San Francisco,

WHOLESALE X> E A L E R I

[September 21.1

IN E VRS.

M. A. GUNST & CO.,
203 Kearny Street San Francisco.

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN
HAVANA AND KEY "WEST CIGARS,

Also, Agents for Kimball, Gaulliener & Co. 'a Guatemala Cigars.
pg" Inform the Public that they receive large invoices of Choice

Havana Brands twice a month. \Feh. 19.

TABER, HARKER & CO.,

I3TP0BTEBS AJTD WHOLESALE GBOCEBB,
10S ami 110 California St., S. F.

fApril 19, )

CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY,
Manufacturers of the Standard Syrup, a superior article

put up in barrels expressly for home consumption. Also, Extra Heavy Syrup

in barrels for Export. Refined Sugars at lowest market rates. Office 325 Market

street, up staira Dec. 21.

JOHN McKEW,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL COAX DEALER,

131 UNION STREET Between Dnuont and Kearny.
SJ.X FBANCISCO. Aug. 26,

C. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants.

SAN FRANCISCO and NEW YORK.
ga§- Agents of American Sugar Refinery, corner of Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. Jan. 17.

Olaus Spreokels. "Wm. G. Irwin.

WM. G. IRWIN & CO.,
Sugar Factors and Commission Agents,

Honolulu, H. I. fMarch 25.

Francisco Daneri. F. DANERI & CO., Henry Casanova.

DEALERS IN

WINES, LIQUORS, GROCERIES,
27 and 29 California Street,

]0ct, 7.] Between Davis and Drumm, San Francisco,

C. W. M. SMITH, /@&\
The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor, lnSS\r0\

Established in 1863, UjBKSlJ)
Bemored to 224 Sansome Street.^Sy/^/
g£^" MR. C. W. M. SMITH is the patent attorney for Marriott's Aeroplane Com-

pany for Navigating the Air. Oct. 22.

ROBERT WALKINSHAW,
REAL ESTATE AGENT 407 Montgomery Street.

Farming, Mining and City Property.
[July 29.1

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,

i BROH

(May 20.]

STOCK BROKERS,
No. 314 Pine Street San Francisco

4££x +« QOfl per day at home. Samples worth i* free. M ,

tjptj 10 ijp^ \J Address Stihsok A Co., Portland. Maine.
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The returns of the overland railroads for ten months of the current

year have been received, and from the details published of the carrying
trade Eastward and Southward, we find that the aggregate freight car-

ried amounted to about three hundred millions of pounds. This included
that of the Central and Southern Pacific Railroads. We have no means of

knowing the amount of freight brought over these roads to the Pacific

Slope, but we imagine that the weight is fully equaled if not excelled by
that carried Eastward and Southward. It will be interesting to note
some of the leading items carried across the continent

:

Pounds.
Potatoes 7,500,000
Quicksilver 500,000
KaiBins 500,000
Silks 2,080.000

Salmon 20,000,000
Sugar 29,615,500
Teas 22,000,000
Wine 12,500,000
Wool M 23,000,000
Wheat 31,350,000

Pounds.
Barley 4,400,000
Borax 2,350,000
Beans 3,386,000
Canned Goods 21,750,000
Oanned Fruits 4,300,000
Coffee 3,028,000
Fruit, dried 2,500,000
Flour 12,500,000
Hops 3,000,000
Leather 2,000,000
Lead 17,420,000

To this must be added an immense quantity of green Fruit, etc.

Business is now quite active in what are called Holiday Goods. All
the stores having fancy articles suited to gifts, etc., are doing a rushing
business. The beautiful weather that we have been enjoying here for

weeks past (no rain having fallen here since the 8th of November) is being
improved by the masses of the people in shopping.

In Staple Merchandise there is very little that is new or of interest
to remark upon, prices having undergone no change for some time past.
Stocks of Coffee, Sugar, Rice, Tea, etc., are large and free. In point of
effect, imports of Coffee and Tea seem to be greatly in excess of the con-
sumptive wants of the Pacific Slope, consequently very low prices rule,
notably for the former. Our Sugars come mainly from the Sandwich
Islands and are well controlled by the Refiners, who manage to keep
prices to suit themselves, based upon Eastern quotations of Refined.

Barley continues to be dealt with freely on call, and prices for Futures
aft'ected more or less by the weather. A good heavy rain would cause a
big decline, while a continued dry spell would cause a hardening of values.
The present Spot price of Brewing is SI 45@$1 50 #? ctl.: Feed, $1 35@
U 40 # ctl.

Oats find ready 6ale at $1 95@$2 for extra choice, $1 85(&$1 90 for No.
1, $1 75@$1 82£ for No. 2.

Corn.—A quiet market at SI 90 for White, SI 65 $ ctl. for Yellow.

Exports of Flour and Wheat continue upon a liberal scale at the
Call Boards. Wheat has of late been receiving increased attention specu-
latively, and Futures have been run up to §1 80@$1 84 $? ctl., while Spot
lots of Extra Choice now command $1 75 from millers, while shippers
have been forced to pay $1 70 for No. 1. Oregon is sending us some of
her supplies at present—about 13,000 sks. received this week by steamer.

Rye.—No business at SI 75@2 $ ctL

Hay.—Fair supply at $12 50@17 50 $ ton.

Beans.—A good demand. Bayos, 4c; Pink and Red, 3@3ic; Limas,
3|@4c.

Hops,—Market sadly demoralized. 90c. asked; 75c. offered.

Wool.—Little traffic. Stock of Spring Clip exhausted. Fall sells at
15&20e. for Choice, 13@14c. for Fair, 8@12c. for Defective.

Tallow.—Choice Rendered, 8@9c; Refined, ll@12c.

Butter is on the down grade. Fancy Roll, 31c; Fair to Good, 28@
30c; Pickled, 20@25e,

Freights and Charters.—Grain Freights to Cork, U. K., British
Iron, has declined to 40s.

From Antwerp.—Ship Geo. F. Manson, 140 days' passage, brings
Window Glass, 15,422 cases ; Zinc, 50 cases, etc.

Triumphant, from New York, 138 days, to Williams, Dimond & Co.,
brought a large and valuable cargo of Merchandise.

Sardinian, from Shields, England, brought a valuable cargo consisting
of Window Glass, Coal, Coke, Iron, Cement, Sodas, etc.

Br. Ship Lake Superior, from Cardiff, has arrived with Coke, 900
tons; Steel Blooms, Old Iron, Rails, etc.

Brimstone.—The Minnie Burrill, from Hiogo, Japan, brought 248 tons.

Wines.—Now that the holiday season is near at hand, we beg to re
mind our readers that they can procure the best of Old California Wines, -

Port, Sherry, Angelica, etc, of Kobler & Fruhling; Eclipse Champagne
of Arpad Haraszthy; Imported Champagnes, Louis Roederer's, of Ma-
condray & Co.; Piper Heidsieck of Hy Lund & Co., and the genuine
Private Cuvee, Krug, from Reims at Hellmann Bros. & Co.

Quicksilver sales are reported during the current month at 36@36£e.
The demand is light and the receipts are moderate. The steamer San
Jose will carry 200 flaskB for Manzanillo, shipped by Thannhauser & Co.
The exports for the week by sea were as follows:

To Mazatlan, per Cometa, hence 8th instant: Flasks. Value.

J. B. Randol 300 §9,000
W. Loaiza 50 1,415

Totals 350
Previously since January 1st, 1882 33,100

$ 10,415
973,288

Totals since January 1st, 1882 33,450 §983,703
Totals same period 1881 33,164 965,801

Receipts since January 1st, 1882, 45,162 flasks.

Exports by rail during the month of October aggregate 116 flasks, all
of which were shipped from this city. The total exports by rail for the
first ten months of 1882 were 4,938 flasks, of which 2,008 flasks were
shipped from San Francisco.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
The Company's steamers will sail for Yokohama and

Hongkong:
CITY OF PEKING JANUARY 9, at 2 P.M.
CITY OF TOKIO FEBRUARY 22.
Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and return at special rates.

For New York, via Panama:
SAN JOSE DECEMBER 15, at 10 o'clock A. M.,

Taking Freight and Passengers to MAZATLAN, SAN BLAS, MANZANILLO and
ACAPULCO, and via ACAPULCO for Lower Mexican and Central American ports,
calling at SAN JOSE DE GUATEMALA and LA LIBERTAD to land passengers
and mails.
Tickets to and from Europe by any line for sale at the lowest rates ; also for Ha-

vana and all West India ports.

For Houoinlo, Auckland and Sydney:
CITY OF SYDNEY DECEMBER 18, at 2 p. M.,

Or on arrival of the English mails.

Ten Dollars additional is charged for Upper Cabin passage.
For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and Brannan streets.

[Dec. 16.] WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., General Agents.

FOR PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, OREGON.
The Oregon Railway and Navigation Company and Pacific

Coast Steamship Company will dispatch from Spear-street Wharf, for the
above ports, one of their new Al Iron Steamships, viz.: QUEEN OF THE PACIFIC,
COLUMBIA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA and OREGON.

Sailing l>ays,
DECEMBER 2-6-9-13-18-20-23-27-30,

And every following WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
At 10 o'clock A.. M.

Connecting at Portland, Oregon, with Steamers and Railroads and their connecting
Stage Lines for all points in Oregon, Washington and Idaho Territories, British
Columbia and Alaska.
Ticket Office 314 Montgomery Street

GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,
TDec. 9.

J

No. 10 Market street. San Francisco.~
PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

Steamers of this Company will sail from Broadway Wharf
as follows :

For Victoria, B.C., and Puget Sound Porta: On the 10th, 20th and 30th of each
month (except when such days fall on a holiday, then on the day previous). Steamer
of the 30th connects at Port Townsend with steamer "City of Chester" for Alaska.
For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the O. R. & N. Co.: Every4 days.
For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 5th, 10th, 15th,

20th, 25th and 30th of each month.
For Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and

Ventura: Every Wednesday at 8 A.M.
For Eureka, Areata, and Hookton, Humboldt Bay: Every Wednesday, 9 'clock.

For Point Arena, Mendociuo, etc. : Every Monday.

Ticket Office, No. 214 Montgomery Street, near Pine.
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

Nov. 26. No. 10 Market street.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,
For Japan and China, leave wharf, corner First and Bran-

nan streets, at 2 p.m., for YOKOHAM A AND HONGKONG, connecting at
Yokohama with Steamers for Shanghai.

1883.
ARABIC Thursday, January 18
OCEANIC Tuesday, January 30
COPTIC Saturday, February 10
GAELIC Tuesday, March 6
BELGIC Saturday, March 17

1882.
ARABIC Tuesday, October 31
OCEANIC Saturday, November 11
COPTIC Thursday, November 23
GAELIC Saturday, December 16
BELGIC Thursday, December 28

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates.
Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co/a

General Offices, Boom 74, cor. Fourth and Townsend sts.

For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific MailSteam-
ship Company's Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN, General Passenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD, President. Oct. 14.

GEO. STREET, Agent News Letter, 30 Cornhill, E. C, London.

he Summer San and Dust. Ladies and all exposed to the scorching
rays of the sun and heated particles of dust, will find that the most
cooling and refreshing preparation for the face, hands and arms, is

owlands' Kalydor, which eradicates all prickly Heat, Sunburn, Tan,
Freckles, Stings of Insects, etc., and produces a beautiful and delicate
complexion.

Rowlands' Macassar Oil prevents the hair falling off or becoming dry
during the hot weather, and eradicates scurf and dandruff.

Rowlands* Odonto is the purest and most fragrant Tooth Powder ever used,
and contains no acid or mineral ingredients, which are so detriments
to the teeth and gums. Its purity especially adaptB it for the teeth of
young children. Ask any dealer in perfumery for Rowlands' articles,
of 20, Hatton Garden, London.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
Inestand Cheapest Meat- flavoring- Stock for Soups, Made
Dishes and Sauces.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT,
An Invaluable and Palatable Tonic In all Cases of Weak

Digestion and Debility. " Is a success and boon for which Nations should feel

grateful." See " Medical Press," " Lancet," " British Medical Journal," etc.

T
R

F

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
Caution—Genuine only with fac-simile of Baron Llebig's

Signature, in blue ink, across Label.
This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substitutes being in

the market.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
To be had of all Store-keepers, Grocers and Chemists. Sole

Agents for the United States (wholesale only), 0. David & Co., 9, Fenchurch
Avenue, London, England. Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, San
Francisco. June 10.
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BOOK REVIEW.
Younff Folks' History: The Queena of Entilind A»»rtdkT,t and »,| ,,,1oJ

from StrvkUnd* ** &oc«n« at KntfUml.** by He
mud. Barton. PubiUhcd b> K»v« * Uurul. SOl-Stt Wwl
IMft

This work, which t* T«rjr hmut»r>n)«lr illustrate! with fcbo
v .lone, will pn>vp ».f crrat i

that .-f tbo •

- c. A- tli.- ml.- >f tfa* l>.»>k would lead ona to Infer,
it will t* morv rr»<li!y perused by young frirls than by boys, bat do pret

-cnt nook) l>e made than this to any y-Mirn: j

litical events of the different reitrn* are given very Ironically, while Ml
entaj traits of character, and all IntsTeating points in the

lives of the twenty-6ve Queens, their sorrow*, the good ana evil which
. are narrated most attractively.

The London wine merchants were completely nonplutwod a year
nr two a<o by receiving orders f<>r a wine which ha»l DOt Qp to thai time
Wvn iu threat demand except by a few connoisseur* of chump i M". The
mystery was speedily solved when it was ascertained that It R, tl. the
Prince of Wales used no other brand except the Pmninery S -,-, ,t l>ry
P^mmery Champafrne. It Immediately became dc rigueur for <

m

bleiu.;in who entertained the Prince to see that this and no other brand
was served. The head manufactory was telegraphed to and the wine
brouk'bt up as fast as possible. All other brands for aristocratic
tainments fell into disuse, and so remain. The news spread to the United
States, and, as a matter of course, rich Americans, who must always have
the best that the market can afford, immediately followed suit, so that
last year 38,000 cases were consumed in this country, and this year the
demand is still greater. Wolff & Rheinhold are the Pacific Coast agents*

The following resolution of condolence was adopted at the meeting
of the British Benevolent Society on the 5th instant

:

Whereas, It has pleased the Almighty to take from us our worthy
friend and fellow member, Jeffrey Cullen, who was one of the founders of
this Society, and to whose faithfulness and energy much of its prosperity
is due ; therefore, be it

Retohtd, That we tender to his widow and family the heart-felt sympa-
thy of the members of this Society in their irreparable loss.

Mr. Cullen was a member of the firm of Davidson & Co., who for many
years were Rothschild's agents in this city. He was a most worthy gen-
tleman, who was honored and respected by all who knew him.

To the Charitable.—It has been brought to our notice that Mr. F. B.
Evans, an old pioneer, who is hopelessly blind through an accident re-

ceived in the mines, is in want. He is a worthy man, who would not
seek assistance could he help himself. He is recommended by Mayor
Blake, W. Lane Booker, British Consul, and others. He desires to secure
sufficient means to start a small store, so that he may no longer be de-
pendent upon charity, which is repugnant to his feelings. In this sea-
son of plenty and good cheer kind people should remember that they
have duties to perform. Here is a fitting opportunity for the display of
the best side of human nature.

The greatest compliment paid during the present season to the
excellence of American art comes curiously enough from England and
Germany. The English press acknowledges that for excellent drawing,
originality of design, aud marvelously beautiful coloring, no such work
can be found in Europe as is seen in Prang's Christmas Cards, while the
Crown Princess of (Jemany actually telegraphed to New York for an
immense and special supply of them. They beautify all the windows
of our book-stores in Sau Francisco, and are lovely mementos of the
season.

There is no more enterprising firm than that of 0. Lawton & Co.,
and that they have determined to keep up with the times is evident. A
half-honr spent in their large store is time well employed. The whole
of the world which devotes itself to Porcelains, Chinaware, Glass, etc.,

has been ransacked to provide material for the holiday customer. Be-
sides these goods, Messrs. O. Lawton & Co. have a choice lot of Clocks,
Bronzes and other articles of veitu. There can be no doubt that persons
looking out for Christmas presents will find it to their advantage to make
a tour of inspection at 16 Post street.

The mere fact that Holder's Wax Works are the only ones that have
ever been seen on this coast, is in itself sufficient attraction to draw full

houses, but when in addition the show is excellent, one ceases to wonder
why such a steady stream of visitors pours into No. 771 Market street.

The music of course, is excellent, and the fun created by the Electric Boy
and Edison's Phonograph, is alone worth the wonderfully cheap price of

admittance, 25c. Mr. Kohler is to be congratulated upon the success of

his enterprise, and well deserves it.

Reception at Calvary Church.—Asocial reception was given by the
congregation of Calvary Presbyterian Church, on Tuesday evening last,

to the retiring pastor, Rev. John Hemphill. Short addresses were made
by Mr. Romaine, Rev. Mr. Hemphill and Rev. Dr. Sprecher, the new
pastor. A series of resolutions expressing the regret of the congregation
at the departure of their pastor were presented to Mr. Hemphill by
Alfred Clarke. ^_
The fifth annual report of the Young Women's Christian Associa-

tion is before us. They support a district nurse and diet kitchen, have a
Relief Committee, keep up a reading-room, a Bewing school, a Children's

Aid Society, a Fruit and Flower Mission, a Strangers' Home, a training

class and kitchen garden, a kindergarten, and various other Christian so-

cieties which spread, like the branches of a tree, in all directions. Dona-
tions may be forwarded to Mrs. P. D. Browne, President, or to any of

the lady managers.

W. S. Kimball & Co., of Rochester, N. Y., has sent us a souvenir in

the shape of a most artistically gotten-up little almanac and memoran-
dum. One side represents a cigarette ease, with matches, etc.; the other
a pocket containing a splendid imitation of a hunk uote aud two stamps.

A* long b.tck u history wilt alio* ... |„ both men and
it factor of

mt than now, and but fen men can afford to be slovenly In
d ids never lit like I

who under-tan. I- In- Dployed
'.\ .i \l Lltchtteld ft I

oompltlo about the lit or material.

The prevailing Impression mmi to be that th« California Christmas
;iml N.-w Year Cards put ... Snow & Co.. "f No. 12 Post
treat, la, like the usual ran of Ohristmaa Cards, painted one, or In
other words, a cbrora . ], VAVt \ Uj painted by
hand, and Moh >* different from the other ; all, of ooune, contain either s
Christmas or New Year's greeting from the Winter verdure of Califor-
nia to the snows of the East.

Mr. Qreely, formerly of the Occidental Hot«L and more recently of
the AuseraiB House, San .lose, has been appointed Caterer for the Bald-
win Dotal, ;i fact upon which the new lessee of that establishment is to be
congratulated. Mr. Greeley has no superior on this ooast in hlfl particu-
lar line of business.

During the recent presentation of the Egyptian War medals, the Queen
stood upon a carpel presented to Her Majesty by the Duke of Connaught,
Who baa slept upon it iu Arabi's tent, ou the night of the battle of Tel-
cl-Kcbir.

There is only one way to keep clear of colds aud coughs, and that
way Is to purchase your underwear. Bhlrts, etc., from J. W. Carmany, No.
25 Kearny street. His goods can always be depended upon.

N O TIC E

.

Iu commemoration of the visit ol His Excellency the
Governor of Canada, with that of Her Royal Highness the
Princess Louise, to the Pacific Coast, I shall Issne at 8 A.

M., every morning, a four-page sheet entitled

THE MUNDANE NEWS LETTEE and DAILY DIRECTORY.
All the news by Wire. Local Press, Postofflce, and other

channels, will be accurately supplied. Price 25 cents per
quire.
Further particulars iu our Xmas Issue.

F. MARRIOTT.

COAL! COAL!

3VE^LCI>OaNrOXJC3HI,

41 MARKET STREET. Dec. 16.

PRINTING AND ENGRAVING
BY THE

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.:
Our Specialties: Fine Printing-—Catalogues, Books, Illus-

trated Circulars, Illuminated Printing. We have the most complete facilities

for producing ENGRAVINGS by the following processes: Photo Engraving, Photo-
graphing, Wood Engraving, Photo Lithographing. Portraits, Landscapes, Build-
ings, Machinery, Interiors, etc. Parties living at a distance can have engravings
made by sending photograph, or sketch on paper, designating size required. Esti-

mates furnished on application- Sept. 9.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
CALIFORNIA MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No 6
Amount per Share 20 Cents
Levied ' November 25, 18S2
Delinquent in Office December 29, 18S2
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock January 26, 1883

C. P. GORDON, Secretary.
Office—Room 23, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California. Dec. 9.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of Contention Consolidated Mining Company, San

Francisco, Dec. 12, 1882.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the
above-named Company, held this day, a Dividend (No. 11) of Twenty-five Cents ('25c.)

per share was declared, payable on THURSDAY, December 28th, 1882. Transfer
Books closed on December 18th, 1882, at 3 o'clock p. m. This dividend is payable at the
Farmers' Loan and Trust Company, in New York, on all stock issued there, and
at the office iu this city on all stock issued here. D. C. BATES, Secretary.

Office—Room 79, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,
California. Dec. 16.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the [Northern Belle Mill aud Mlnlug: Company,

San Francisco, Cal., December 9, 1882. -At a meeting of the Board of Direct-
ors of the above-named Company, held this day, Dividend (No. 67) of Fifty Cents
(50 per share was declared, payable on FRIDAY, December 15, 1882, at the office

in this city. Transfer books close on Monday, December 11, 1882, at 3 o'clock P. M.
WM, WILLIS, Secretary.

Office—Room No. 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,
California. Dec. 16.

DIVIDEND NO. EIGHTY-SEVEN.
The Home Mutual Insurance Company will pay its regu-

lar montlih dividend of ONE DOLLAR (§1) per share upon its capital stock
on December 11, 188& [Dec. 9.

J

CHAS. R STORY, Secrctarv.
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
The real cause of the recent and still continuing trouble in Egypt lies

far back of to-day. The outbreak was the culmination of a series of po-

litical and financial events covering many years. Under the reign of Is-

mail Pasha, the father of the present Khedive, Egypt was brought to the

verge of bankruptcy. To save himself, he, in 1876, signed a convention,

giving the control of Egyptian finances to England and France, until such

time as the creditors could be insured of the safety of their loans. It was
found, however, that he was secretly aiming to defeat the attempts of

England and France to improve the finances of the country, and was de-

posed in 1879, being succeeded by the present Khedive, Tewfik Pasha.

Under his administration three political parties have grown up, whose
struggles for supremacy have precipitated the present crisis. The first

party is represented by the Khedive, who is the alleged tool of England
and France, and he is unpopular, and has been maintained in his seat by
the foreign powers against the wishes of the people. The second party is

the Turkish party, supporting the Sultan as commander of the faithful

everywhere, and aiming at more closely uniting Egypt with Turkey, mak-
ing the former a dependent of the latter. The third is the real Egyptian,

or home-rule partjr
, seeking to establish and maintain a national suprem-

acy opposed alike ta foreign occupancy and Turkish supremacy. Arabi
Bey, the Khedive's late Minister of War, is the leader of this party. On
taking his position, he at once began an attempt to throw off foreign con-

trol. He withdrew the finances from the English and French Control-

lers-General, and discharged foreign office-holders right and left, giving

their places to native Egyptians. In Mav last the Khedive commuted
the death sentence pronounced on fifty officers of the Army, by Arabi
Bey, for conspiracy against him. The Bey and the people attempted to

depose the Khedive and would probably have succeeded but for the ap-

pearance of English and French war vessels, at Alexandria, to sustain the

Khedive ; remaining inactive for several weeks, the Nationalists again be-

came bolder, and a massacre of European residents took place on the 11th

of June. The powers then called upon the Sultan to suppress the Nation-

alists. Arabi Bey was summoned to Constantinople, but refused to go.

France withdrew from the joint intervention, and left to England the

task of bolstering up the weakening destinies of the Khedive and the

maintainence of order. Thus we see that England is fighting to maintain

her position as supervisor of Egyptian finances and for a controlling voice

in the government. Arabi Bey strove to throw off the foreign yoke, to

depose the Khedive, and to establish an Egyptian nation, free alike from
European supremacy and Turkish interference.

The enormous indebtedness of Egypt, amounting to $400,000,01)0, was
created in this way: Ismail Pasha was in part educated in France, and
while there he imbibed with eagerness the French ideas of splendor and
material progress. A man of ability, and with unbounded ambition, be
aimed to make Egypt a secoDd France. He borrowed money in England
and France with which to build railroads, factories, bridges, palaces,

canals, roads, and to carry on every conceivable internal impro\emeot,
far in advance of the ideas or needs of his people. Taxation, to pay the
interest on his enormous indebtedness and to run his expensive govern-
ment, was laid heavily upon the people, until each cultivated acre paid an
average of §12 a year, and every fruit tree and shrub paid tribute. The
fellaheen were forced to work for him, carrying out Ms improvements,
for nothing. He managed to get nearly one-fifth of the land into his

possession, and this was worked without pay to the laborers. The poor
people laid all their trouble to the Europeans and European ideas. Arabi
Bey is but the leader of the oppressed and rebellious. They wish to blot

out all European institutions and influences, a feeling that cannot be
wondered at, however just the rights that the European nations have
obtained, through the reckless Bway of the Khedives.

In some quarters it is supposed that England's interference in Egyptian
affairs arises wholly from the interests her people have in Egyptian public

debt. That interest is a very large one, and there are those who claim

that it is the business of a government to protect its people from debt re-

pudiation by foreign powers. But that is not now, and never has been,

the policy of Great Britian. Mexico and Peru, and even Turkey, have
neglected to pay interest on vast sums borrowed from English investors,

yet nothing has been done by the Government to enforce payment. Mr.
Gladstone has over and over again declared that the collection of debt cut

but a very small figure in the Egyptian difficulty. The true secret of

England's interference consists in her vital interest in the Suez Canal,

which runs through Egyptian territory. She cannot afford to have her

road to India endangered. She largely supplies the wants of her 240,-

000,000 Indian subjects, and anything that would stop the outflow of that

vast stream of commerce would bankrupt her merchants and manufac-
turers in a very short time. As self-protection is the first law of nature,

she has the highest possible concern in providing that neither Egyptian
anarchy nor foreign interference shall menace the gigantic interests she

has in maintaining inviolate her road to India.

Mr. Justice Lawson is the best hated man in Ireland ; there can be no
doubt of that. The full accounts of the recent attempts upon his life are

now to hand, and they leave no doubt that he was to be made away with,

if possible. He is the subject of a vendetta simply because he has done
his duty. The Judge has signalized himself by the vigor, the fearlessness

and the success with which he has grappled with crime and restored the
supremacy of the law. To succeed in this was to incur the hostility of

those engaged in perpetrating outrages, and the attempt on his life was
the result. He escaped for the time being. What the future may betide
him is another question. All this is discouraging to those who have been
hoping that the recent remedial legislation was having its desired effect

in unhappy Ireland.

Excursionists Coining.—C. P. Huntington, General Butterfield of
New York, T. W. Pierce of Boston, Chas. Crocker, W. E. Brown and
others, making up an excursion party, passed through Louisville upon
the 5th instant, on a special train, eu route to San Francisco, via the
Southern Pacific line. The Boston excursion party were at Kansas City
on the 5th instant. They pay $500 each for the tieket from Boston to
California and return, which includes every expense, and will visit every
place of note in the State.

ENGLISH LIONS AND AMERICAN LIONLZBRS.
The reception given to Mrs. Langtry in New York is thoroughly

creditable to the American public from every point of view. It has been
at once enthusiastic and discriminating. The woman has been applauded
chivalrously and to the echo; the actress has been closely but not ungen-
erously criticized. She has been judged upon her own merits, and has
been exposed to as little of detraction as of undue panegyric. The har-
mony of common-sense comment has been broken ouly by the critique
which Mr. Oscar Wilde is reported to have penned, and which is described
as being a dreamy rhapsody about beauty in the abstract and the concrete.
It is the old story cesium non animvm, etc., aud Mr. Wilde's outbursts
apparently are the sole exceptions to the sobriety of utterance which the
New York press has exhibited. There is probably no public in the world
so grossly and systematically misrepresented as that of the United States.
It is, Englishmen are requested to understand, wholly given to the idol-
atry of monstrosities; it prefers eccentrieity to excellence, and asks not
for what is good, but for what is bizarre. So long as the new-comer has
the reputation of being a British lion, it will, we are told, ilock to see him,
although the only thing geuinely leonine about him is the skin. Such is

the conventional idea; and it is impossible to imagine anything that is

more wide of the mark. The distinctive qualities of the American people
are really their intelligence and perception, and they show, in regard to
artists of every description, the mingled shrewdness and refinement of
taste in which they are supposed to be wanting. Mere names are not
enough for them. They will take nothing for granted. They give every
candidate for their favor a fair chance; but they are not content merely
to register the judgment of others. Mr. Froude crossed the Atlantic
heralded by a reputation which had few European superiors. His works
were as deeply and as deservedly admired in Baltimore and in Boston as
in London. Everything was in his favor, and it was predicted that his
visit would prove an unprecedented success. And so it would Liave
proved if the citizeus and eitizenesses of the great Republic had no other
wish but to gaze upon the presence of a distinguished man. They were,
however, impelled by a sentiment of something more than mere idle
curiosity. They wished not to look at Mr. Froude, but to hear him lec-
ture; as a lecturer Mr. Froude failed; aud, therefore, his expedition
faiied too. The truth is, that the Americans are as keen and correct
judges as modern civilization knows of the genuine and the spurious, of
the true and of the false. The decisions of their tribunal may not be
absolutely final, but they are denounced only by those who have failed to
satisfy its requirements.
Auother British star besides Mrs. Langtry and Oscar Wilde has lately

shot athwart the Transatlantic firmament. Mr. Herbert Spencer only left
the United States a few days ago. It cannot, perhaps, quite be said of
Mr. Spencer that he is a prophet without honor in his own country; he
is certainly a philosopher more deeply worshiped, and better known, in
the land where he has been a guest. The truth is that the American
public, which sometimes confirms the verdict of the English, often equit-
ably redresses the unjust balance; and while it is more critical, is fre-

quently more appreciative. The welcome which Mr. Spencer has enjoyed
on the other side of the Atlantic must be a new experience to him. In
England he is the author only of a very limited class. For every one
reader he has here, he has probably not less than half-a-score in America.

The Keely Motor.—The long-talked-of Keely Motor seems to be
looming up again. The New York Herald's Philadelphia dispatch says :

Bockel, the custodian of Keely's Motor secrets, asserts his profound con-
viction that the engine for the utilization of Keely's newly-discovered
force will_ be entirely successful, and that be is faithfully imparting the
philosophical precepts involved in his discovery in the construction and
in the mode of operation of his generator and engine, and that this is be-
ing done with all the celerity possible under the circumstances, "I use
no extravagance of language when I assert that, beyond question, both
men of science and practical engineering skill alike would stand amazed
to-day if they realized what Keely has already accomplished," said Mr.
Bockel.

The charter-makers will be wise to take the advice of those who
counsel them not to attempt too much. Bran-new constitutions and
charters that unsettle all things are not over-popular just now. Better,
far better, to adopt a fundamental law the operations of which are under-
stood, that has been the subject of scores of judicial decisions, and which
our people are in sympathy with. If the Consolidation Act be accepted
in its exact language, and only such changes be made as the new Consti-
tution has rendered necessary, the result will be a charter that will be
ratified by the Legislature and approved by the people. If more than
this is attempted no man may foretell the end.

The Jamaica fire has destroyed property to the value of $15,000,000,
which is a pretty big loss for so small a community to suffer. The fire,

which was of incendiary origin, began in a quantity of shingles, and in
the high wind prevailing gained great proportions. All warehouses,
wharves and stores were consumed. Four hundred stores, in all, were
destroyed. Buildings regarded as fire-proof did not escape the destruc-
tion, and nearly every one of that class which the fire attacked suc-
cumbed to the flames. The fire was attended with loss of life. Five
persons are known to have burned to death. A new law will be passed
prohibiting the use of shingles hereafter.

A Manufacturing City.—San Francisco does not cut such a bad
figure after all as a manufacturing city. General Walker, in the census
bulletin just issued, furnishes a tabular statement of manufactories in
twenty of the principal cities, showing San Francisco to be the tenth in
the aggregate of gross product, but first in what he calls individual pro-
ducts, that is, the average product per hand employed. It also stands
tenth in amount of wages, and eleventh in the numbur of bands em-
ployed.

It is reported through the columns of European papers that Chris-
tine Nilsson is engaged to be married again. The bridegroom is stated
to be M. De" Miranda, a young gentleman attached to the Spanish Em-
bassy in Paris.

A dinner is a subject that never ought to be brought up.
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(lOLD BARS—WO lino par.-REriN«D Silver—10 a 17 V cent, dii-
* count. Mexican 1 Lilian.. 13nl3J ;.er cent. disc. num.

' Exchange on New York. 15c.@20V t' 100 premium; On London Hank-
ers. 4»: l. 4'.i; |.

;
Commercial. StMiaOJI- Paris, light, 6-1

franca* per dollar. Eastern Velegrams. 33.-.

• Price of Money here, 6@10 per cent, per year—bank rate, tn the
open market, 1@1& l>er month. Demand light. On Bond Security,

3<c4J per cent, per year on Call.

Latest price of Sterling in New York. 4Sl@4S.'i

PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
•Son F+aneUco n- r 29. 1HH'4.

Stocks and Bond*.
oraa,

Cal. State Bonds, 6'8,*67

S. F. City * Co. B'da. 68,'5s

S. F. City tt Co. B'ds, 7s . .

.

Monttf') Av. Bunds
DnpOOl Street Bonds
Sacramento City Btuds
Stockton City Bonds
Yuba County Bonds
lUrysvllta City Bonds
Santa Clara Co. Bonds
Los Angeles Cmnty Bonds.
Los Angeles City Bonds . ,

.

Virg'a & Truckee R. R. Bds
Nevada Co. N. O. R. R. Bds
Oakland City Bonds
Oregon B* N. Bonds, «s

S. P. K. R. Bonds
U S.4S.

BANKS.
Bank of California

Pacific Bank
First National

IN81.KA.VCR COHPAN1R8.
Union
FiremaD's Fund
California

Pacific Rolling Mills, —. 125 Oala. Dry Uoek, 5L

Vulcan Powder, 5'), S3. Presidio Railro-d, 69}, eU

Aid. Aittdi

Solo. Nom.
Nom Nom.— 37|
41) 4!>

60 60
un —
90 100
90 100

100— 107
101 103

no 114

100 110
102} 102|

LiOJ 121

... 1(6— 120
127 -

_ 121J
1-27J ISO
112 IIS

Stock* ana llondt. hid.
IN8CRANC8 C0UT4MKS.

State luvestinent —
Borne Mutual —
Commercial —
Western —

RAILROADS.
0. P. R. tt. Stock £6
C. P. K. K. Bonds 110
City Railroad 100
Omnibus R. R H5
N. B. and Mission R. R 9?J
Sutter Street R. R 85
Geary Street R. R 08
Central R. K. Co —
Market Street R. R Nom
Clay Street Hill R. R Nom.
S. P. Gaslight Co 54
Oakland Gaslight Co 80}
Sac'to Gaslight Co 54
Califor'a Powder Co 120
Giant Powder Co 102
Atlantic Giant Powder.. .. (15

Gold und Stock Teleg'h Co 71

S. V. W. W. Co.'e Stock .. . 105)

S. V. w. W. Co' Bonds.... 1101
Pacific Coasts S. Co's Stock —
California street R R. . .

.

Ill
Safe Deposit C ... 47A, 60

Safety-Niti-o Powder, 12§, 13.

AnkeU

in
134
125

lit)

83
US
111*

no
'.IS

I

87j
no
69
Nom.
Nom.
60
81)
Ml

110
C8
76

1

1.7

113

Central Gas Stock, —, 01. Hawaiian Commercial Co., 344, 35. Northern Pacitij It.

R. Bonds. — . 1115.

'1 here is but little doing, and there is really nothing of interest to re-

port. Andrew Baird, 312 California Street.

OVERLAND FREIGHT MOVEMENT.
Tb© East-bound overland freight movement from California in

Novemher was as follows, according to the statement of General Freight
Agent Gray

:

Recapitulation.

C. P. R R.
From San Francisco 10,638 4:10

From Sacramento 578 730
From San Jose 541.470
From Stockton 288 610
From Marysville 318 170
From Oakland 559 430
From Los Angeles 54,531)

S. P. R R
6,174 000
803 530
542.170
77,380

920
529.260

1,915,250

Grand totals 13.029,370 10,042 510

The principal itpms were as follows: 9,142 centals Beans, and 2.944
ctls Lima B-ans. 46,240 Its Honey. 195.160 tbi Mustard Seed, 543,480 lb,

Hops, 1.072 760 Ib-i Dried Fruit, 2,132,680 lbs Wool, 29,000 lbs Pulled
Wool, 526,670 lbs Scoured Wool.

Meteorological summary for ween ending December 28th, 1882:
Highest barometer, 30.353 on the 24th ; lowest barometer, 30 092 on the
28cli; average during the week, 30.265; highest temperature, 57.5 on the
22,1; lowest temperature, 45 5 on the 25;h ; average temperature during
week, 51 1 ; highest relative humidity, 96 per cent, on the 23d and
24th ; lowest relative humidity, 46 per cent, on the 25th ; average during
the week, 79 3; prevailing direction of wind, northwest; maximum hourly
velocitv and direction of wind 16, west 28th ; total rainfall during the
week, 0.31 of an inch ; total rainfall, season of 1S82 3, 8.35 inches.

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.—New York, Dec. 29, 1882.

United States Bonds—4s, 120J- ; 4.J-.. 113i ; ex 5s 1031; Sterling Ex
change, 4813)485; Western Union, 81j ; Wool— Spring, fine, 24 'ri 31;
Burry, 16.a<2il ; Pulled, 18@40 ; Fall Uiips, 15u20;Burry, 12@14. Lon-
don. Dec. 29.—Liverpool Wheat Market, 8s.@lls. 9d. ; California, 2j.

(glOs. ld.@10s. Id.

Melbourne.—The bark O. B. Kinney. 1.073 tons, has been chartered
to load lumher from Pnget Sound to Melbourne at £2 12-L fid.
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MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For Nttvltfailiig; the Air.

Office of the Aeroplane Company for Navigating, the Air, 609 Mer-

chant street. Office hours from 1 to 2 p.m.

The Bulletin and Cbronicle are just now engaged in a Bpiteful dis-

cussion, that savors, of the shop, as to what paper should have a fat fee
for publishing the proponed new City Charter. Now it is conceded on
all hands that the job should go to the paper with the widest possible
circulation. In that case we submit that the News Letter ought to have
it. Onr last week's issue amounted to 35,000 copies, and our circulation
extends to every civilized country on the face of the globe. Compromise
your differences, gentlemen, by agreeing that the News Letter shall
have the business.

A telegram just received by T. D. McKity, agent of C. B. and Q. E.
R., from T. Samesuiiua. says that the Japanese Prince Arisuyawa and
party left Washington, Thursday, by the Chicaifn, Burlington and Quincy
liailroad, the yreat Burlington route, fur San Francisco.

1 Electric Tricycle.—Professors Ayrtnn and Perry write us that
lectro motor uaed for driving the tricycle has been patented, and it
V,. ....i.. i... ....„„ t... *u , ...,i,i:.» «... a ™ 1..W ,1 _:..*.:.._ ' s u. .. »,__

An :

the electro „ ,..,

will shortly be open to the public to read a full description of the motor.

—

Electrician,

To the Orient,—The and O. steamahin Beluic, hence on the 28th
inst., carried to China cotton sheetings 960 000 vard-i, duck 11.400 yards,
flour 4,020 bbls., ginseng 9,019 lbs., borax 2,000 lbs.: to Japan, uinseng
452 lbs., etc.

Grain Fleet— Since July 1-t (B month-) : 1882, 220 vessels, wheat,
8,753,231 ctls.. value, 814,757,311; 1881, 305 vessels, wheat, 12,021,242
ctls., value, 819,507.433

Mexico— The steamship Mexico, from ports in Mexico, is at hand,
bringing in Treasure, $105,200 ; Oranges, 683 bxs, 443 pkgs and 125 crates;
Sugar Cane, 580 bdls ; Hides, Ores, etc.

On the Berth.—There are at this date 35 vessels, 49,454 tons register,
on the berth for Europe to loud breadstuff.

Wheat and Flour Fxporta—Since July 1st (0 months) : 1832, flour,
511 647 bids.; wheat, 8,777,804 ctls.; 18S1, Hour, 402.833 bbls.; wheat, 12,-

305,283 ctls.

Liverpool —The ship Kninht Companion. 116 days, has for cargo; Tin
plate, 14,928 bxs. ; pig iron, 300 tons; iron, 6,094 bars; chemicals, wine, etc.

Honolulu.—The hark H. W. Almti. 19 days from the Sandwich
Islands, brings sugar 2,189 bags, rice 5.-I38 bags.

Shanghai —The British ship Mabel Taylor takes a cargo of lumber
from Puget Sound to China.

Wheat Charter.—The British bark Inqomar, 740 tons, to Cork for or-
ders, £1 17s. Od.

Trea Marias —The brig J. li. Ford, from Mexico, has 624 ceiar logs.

Printed and Published by the Proprietor. Frederick Harriott. 607 to 616 Merchant street, San Francisco. California.
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"REAL JAM."
Human ingenuity, however much it may be taxed, seems always to

rise to the occasion needing its assistance. We have long, for instance,

become familiar with the idea of butter which is not butter, but oleomar-

garine. An English trade journal now comes forward with the dreadful

statement that the jam of our childhood, always believed implicitly to be
that delicious concoction of sugar and fruit universally known and loved

as jam, is not necessarily compounded of fruit at all, but is made out of

turnips skilfully flavored with coal-tar and Bprinkled with seedB, bo as to

give it the outer semblance of genuine strawberry, raspberry and currant,

or any other variety. The narrator of this latest revelation of the arts of

the adulterator goes on to declare that before his astonished eyes jams of

various descriptions were being turned out " with neatness and dispatch
"

—only there was not one atom of fruit used from the beginning of the

manufacture to the end of it. It was all turnip. This reminds one very
forcibly of Sam Weller's explanation to Mr. Pickwick of the clever way
in which the pieman made his pies to suit the market. He could make
them, although compounded of defunct cats, assume the taste and appear-

ance of veal or ham or mutton, as the case might be. According to that

veracious chronicler, "it was the seasonin
1

as did it." Kidneys might be
"out," but cats were always in. But, however great the ingenuity of the

pieman, the creation of delectable jam out of the despised and vulgar tur-

nip is a still greater triumph of this branch of art. Whether the palate

of a gourmet would not detect something wrong and uncanny about this

strange mess (of which we are told, by the by, that a very coarse and
common sugar was the only genuine ingredient) is open to doubt. Tur-
nips, with coal-tar flavoring, sounds fearfully, but it is asserted that it

resemble?, real jam beyond possible detection. "A thick, black, viscid,

opaque liquid, which condenses in pipes where gas is distilled from coal."

This is a dictionary definition of the principal ingredient of our modern
jam. But how dreadful it is to think of the consternation in families

when these facts become known. Children deprived of the sweet solace of

jam will hardly consider life worth living. How can they be bribed to

show the doctor their little tongues, or in what vehicle will they take his

powders ? If they ever discover the gasometer fraud, they will inevitably

lose all faith in human nature, doubt all moral goodness, and begin in the
nursery a career of scepticism.

—

The Hour.

A ROMANCE IN REAL LIFE.
The following romance of real life is creating a great sensation in

"Vienna. Some years ago, at Prague, Monsieur D married a lady of

high rank and of great beauty. Contrary to the expectations of all who
knew the parties to it, the marriage did not turn out happily. Within a
few months of its celebration, M. D deserted his wife, who since that
event has led a quiet and secluded life in one of the suburbs of Vienna,
under an assumed name, and in the character of a widow. Now, it so

happened that a young lady, more remarkable for her personal attractions

even than Madame D , occupied apartments in the same house.
Naturally enough, they struck up an acquaintance, which soon ripened
into intimacy. Misfortune, of which each had her share, exerted its pro-

verbial influence in drawing the ladies more closely together and riveting

their mutual regard. Very soon they had no secrets from each other, and
Madame D became the recipient of all her young friend's confidences.

Chief among these was the fact that a gentleman in the prime of life was
paying his addresses to her with a view to marriage. Congratulating her
friend, but at the same time warning her to be upon her guard, Madame
D expressed a wish to be introduced to the young lady's suitor. Judge
of her feelings when, on presenting himself, he turned out to be her own
husband. The shock was so overwhelming that Madame D poisoned
herself. Her husband learnt the sad news from a note, in which she in-

formed him that, rather than be an obstacle to his marriage with Madem-
oiselle , she had resolved to commit suicide, and which concluded
with the expression of a hope that he would render her friend happier
than he had rendered her. Madame D 's romantic Belf-sacrifice, how-
ever, was entirely thrown away, for on becoming acquainted with the
facts, Mademoiselle summarily dismissed her lover, who has since
disappeared. It iB generally believed that he has followed his wife's ex-
ample, and made away with himself.

OFFICIAL MOURNING IN CHINA.
A correspondent of an American newspaper, writing from China,

describes the conduct of officials there when a parent dies, thus: " The
mother of Li Hung Chang has died, and in consequence that eminent
public servant has withdrawn temporarily from office. It has been
known for some time past that the old lady, who was over 80 years of

age, was in a very precarious condition, and speculation was rife as to the
effect which the event might have on the political fortunes of her illustri-

ous son. It is well known that Chinese etiquette strictly demands retire-

ment from office for the space of three years on the death of either parent.
To this there is hardly ever an exception. The theory is that the grief of
the bereaved son is so inconsolable as to incapacitate him for his public
functions, and moreover, the sacred duties of attending to the funeral
ceremonies and performing the sacrifices at the grave must necessarily ab-
sorb his time and attention. Whatever his rank or wealth may be, he
must go about clad in a coarse hempen garment, unstitched at the bor-

ders; he must sleep for forty-nine nights on the bare floor, with a brick
for his pillow, beside the coffin; he must remain unshaved and uncombed
for one hundred days; and for the whole period of three years he can
have no music or joyous event of any kind in his house. At such a time
public duty must give way to private, and the official, no matter what his

standing, who would omit to report the fact of his father's or mother's
decease and request permission to retire, would certainly incur grave
censure and probably be dismissed from office altogether."

The Buckeye State used to be noted for the breadth and liberality of
its opinions, but this week they have asked two of their judges to step
down from the bench on the frivolous charge of habitual drunkenness in
office hours. We kick occasionally in San Francisco when a Justice of
the Peace gets a little off and pulls his revolver on people, but may the
day be far off when we shall ever hold up our State to obloquy by expos-
ing the frailties of our Superior Bench. We would suffer the tortures of
the Inquisition sooner than admit that any member of our bench or bar
ever bestrode a cocktail.

NEW GOODS!
— IN—

DIAMONDS,
WATCHES,

JEWELRY
— AND—

SILVER-WAEE,
— AT—

RANDOLPH & CO'S,

No. 101 Montgomery Street,

Tucker's Old Stand, [Nov. 4.

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.

Jli. HATKRLY, Proprietor.—The Leading Theatre! Haverly's attrae-

« lions do not play on Sunday evenings. This Evening (December 30th), Grand
Production of the Fairy Spectacle, entitled.

The Naiad Queen!
Instantaneous success of ARIEL, the FLYING DANCER, THE GIRARDS, the

Great CORNALBA and GRAND BALLET.
In active preparation, and will shortly be produced—MICHAEL STROGOFF.
Secure your seats in advance. Dec. 30

GRAND OPERA HOUSE.
Tbe Largre, Commodious and Elegant Theatre.—Positively

no Free Tickets issued. Crowded houses at everv performance of the Eclips-
ing Success,

Youth !

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday. Regular Sunday Evening Performances.
Grand Holiday Matinee New Year's.

Ooa Popular Prices.—15 cents, 25 cents, 50 cents, 75 cents. Nothing extra to
reserve seats. Dec. 30.

BUSH-STREET THEATRE.

MB. I.FAVITT. Lessee and Manager: Al. Hayman. As-
* sociate Manager.—Every Evening (including Sunday) at 8. Wednesday and

Saturday Matinees at 2. Great Success ! Great Success !

Leavitt's All Star Specialty Company,
Dudley McAdow, Manager. The Greatest Vaudeville Organization in America !

Grand Matinee Saturday at 2. Next week entire change of Programme ! All the
Company in New Acts ! New Features ! New Specialties !

Box Office open from 9 A. m. to 10 p m. Dec. 30.

BALDWIN THEATRE.

JAT RIAL, II F. WEED. This Evening. Delighted Audi-
ences ! A Genuine Hit ! The LEONARD GROVER'S COMEDY COMPANY,

direct from New York City, in Leonard Grover'a Sparkling Comedy,

My Son-In-Ijaw.
Prices—25c.—50c.—75c— SI. Gala Matinee Saturdays. Matinee Prices, 25c, 50c,

75c. No Extras whatever. In Preparation—Mr. Grover's latest success, CAD, THE
TOM-BOY ! Dec. 30.

EMERSON'S STANDARD THEATRE.

WM. EMERSON , Sole Proprietor and Manager—Great Suc-
cess of our New Bill! Every Evening (including Sunday) and Saturday

Matinee,
Emerson's Minstrels and Muldoon's Picnic!

New First Part and Olio—Emerson in his Specialties—First week of Professor Harry
Tyler's Mastodon Dog Circus.

Origisal Popular Prices.—Orchestra and Dress Circle, 75 cents; Balcony, 60
cents; Matinee, 60 cents and 25 cents. No extra charge to reserve. Dec. 30.

WINTER GARDEN.
Stockton street, betweeu Post and Sutter.—Stabl * Maaelt,

Proprietors.—This Evening (December 30th), and until farther notice, the Ro-
mantic Spectacular Opera,

A Voyage to the Moon!
With its Grand and Beautiful Scenery, Startling and Surprising Scenic Effects, Gor-
geous and Elaborate Costumes. All the favorites every evening.

Special Holiday Matinee—New Tear's Day at 2 p. m.

Admission, 25 cents. Dec. 30.

TIV0LI OPERA HOUSE.

Eddy street, near Market.— Breling Bros., Sole Proprie-
tors and Managers. To-night (December 30th), and Every Evening until fur-

ther notice, C. M. Von Weber's Grand Spectacular Opera,

Oberon!
Produced in the form of a Gorgeous Holiday Spectacle, with Wonderful and Brilliant

Effects, and the handsomest Transformation Scene ever produced in this city.

TT1-MARKET STREET.-TU. '

Kokler's Australian Waxworks and Promenade Concerts.

Now added—EMPEROR NORTON and TOM MAGUIRE. Open from 10 A. H.

to 10 P. M. Admission, 25 cents; Children, 15 cents. Dec 23.
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FOR ARTHUR'S
SAKE.

A Christmas Tale.

(BY D. W. C. NE3FIELD.I

ESTON BEOOARD li Um ui
quiet little village in Hereford*! I

I j «U mil's by the way of Lugwardini

^y the town •! Hereford, in England. The
village jHtMewiea a lovely old 3axon church
with nn octave of bells and excellent ring-

STB. Who succeed each other in eeri
father to HnL and perpetuate tin- fame of
the local chimes. The neighborhood is

lebmfeed f«»r its good cider, wheat,
mill onsital mnnii

It waa Christmas Km- in 1804, and two brothers, who had
ctime into this world together—Arthur and Biohard Mordaunt
- w.-re sitting by the kitchen tire, in the farm house, listening

to the bell*, whi-h seemed to say: "N-o-e-1, N-o-e-1,

Half a mile away from the church stood the mansion of Sir

Abel Emerson, who was lord of the manor, and who was uni-

versally recognised as one of the moat generous landlords Id

the county. Among his small tenants was the Mordaunt fam-

ily. The father came there s widower, bringing with him two
sons and a daughter. He had scarcely occupied the farm a
vear when he caught typhoid fever and fell a victim to it.

The farm had l>een regularly leased for three years, and the

two brothers, Arthur and Richard Mordaunt, continued liv-

ing on it with their sister, Violet, who acted as housekeeper.

It was hard work, of course, for the sons were indifferent farmers and the

daughter but • poor housekeeper, and the father's sickness had surely

diminished their resources. But Arthur had the heart of a lion, and from

early morn till dark he was guiding the plow, Bowing the grain or work-

ing in some way in the Gelds. Richard seemed indifferent after his

father'* death, gloomy, sullen and broken hearted.

It was on this Christmas Eve that the brothers were sitting together

being the great Log tire in the kitchen, while Violet was dustiug, brush-

ing and scrubbing upstairs. The chimes, which to some were so joyful,

brought nothing but pain to Arthur's heart.

"They are ringing a long time to-night, Richard, and I keep thinking

of last Christmas and father. He was with us then and we hoped for

such a good year, and now that he has gone we are so, so poor. Violet has

been trimming up one of poor mother's old dresses because she was shabby,

and my shoes are ao thin that if I step in a damp place, I am wet to the

skin."
" The ringers have left off," said Richard, " and they have no right. I

<*ave them ten shillings to keep on until eleven, and it is only half-past

nine now."
" You gave them ten shillings ? " and Arthur s face grew pale as he left

his seat and knelt by his brothers side. " You gave them ten shillings ?

Oh, Dick, tell me the truth. Where have you got all the money which

you have been spending lately, while I and Violet are so shabby and

poor? Tell me for our own sakes, for we came into the world almost to-

gether, and on this Christmas Eve I seem to love you more tenderly than

ever. Think of our babyhood, our childhood, our manhood, of our bereave-

ments, and, above all, -if our Sister, Violet ; look me in the face and tell

me that you have done nothing wrong."

"Arthur," said Dick, "I have made a little money, but I wanted to

keep the matter a secret from you, but I have made it honestly."
" Oh, Dick," cried Arthur, " will you swear to me, on your word as my

own twin brother, that the ten shillings which you gave the ringers to-

night were come by honestly?"
" I swear it," answered Richard. " I didn't know your shoeB were

thin," he continued, "here is a sovereign; take it, and here is a five-

pound note for Violet. Ask her to get a new dress and a bonnet, and take

the gig into Hereford to-night."

But Arthur stood erect and only answered, "Until you tell me how
and where you made this money, or how you came by it, neither Violet

nor I can touch it." Just then Violet panie in, and kissing them both

said, "Happy Christmas." Richard turned away and muttered some-

thing about seeing the ringers, while Arthur held Violet in his arms and
whispered, " God bless you."

" Violet," said Arthur next morning, to his sister, as they were walking

arm-in-arm on Christmas day to the village church, "Richard was out

all night, and he has been out several nights lately, and it's breaking

my heart. He wanted to give me six pounds for you and me, and I

wouldn't take it. I couldn't take it. He should not make any money
without telling me how he made it, and a thought came to me this morn-

ing in bed, which is too dreadful to tell you."

Violet only gave a quiet little sob, for she had the same wretched sus-

picion that Arthur had.

It was a very cold morning, and the brother and sister walked sadly to

the church, feeling little in humor to hear the Adeste fideles and the other

joyous Christmas hymns. As Arthur Mordaunt approached the church,

and, with Violet, wound their way up the path among the gravestones,

to the porch, a hard-featured man in plain clothes, approached him and
said : " Arthur Mordaunt ?"

" That is my name,"- -

" I have a warrant for your arrest on a charge of burglary. It is issued

at the instance of Sir Abel Emerson. The amount stolen is £3,200, and
£50 has been found within the last half hour, secreted under your bed."

Arthur said nothing. He Beemed to understand it all, and he looked

into Violet's eyes, and then said gently :
" Violet, you will have to go to

church this Christmas morning alone. If you fear what I fear, and I

think that vou rfo, you must let me suffer whatever the penalty may be.

Sir Abel Emerson's house has been entered by burglars, and he has been

robbed of £3,200 in money, and of a considerable quantity of jewelry."

only said: " Arthur, tl
| iron lot cither "f QJ this

mas morning. Where you . 1 i«r, and you arc my
own, until the end.

"

months afterward, at the Hereford Amuses, Arthur Mordaunt
n the dock to answer the oharge >t feloniously entering 1 1 *

*- dwell

Ins ot Sir Abel Bmi dine therefrom tni 100, lie

'I'l-- jewelry. innocenoobad lustained Arthur,
and he never looked ('iter, for, from Chrlstms morning until late in

H*n b (
when bin trial came on, D \ lolot daily, and they had
that for the lore they bore eauh other, they would suffer silently.

dumbly and mutually, trusting each in the love Of the other, ami never
breathingithe Brat word against Richard.
The chief evidence offered eras 'lie testimony regarding the footprints

found In 8ir Abel's garden, and th< nth the shoes of the
aOOUSed, The jury were shown plans and affidavits, and it appeared very
clearly that the foot-printa were those made by Arthur Moraaunt's shoes,

On the left side they were worn away; on the right side they still bad
sturdy hob-nail-*. Tin- shoes were produced in evidence, and Arthur
admitted that they were Ins. All he denied was that lie had left the
t'. inn house ou the evening of the burglary. Yet the wretched footprints
stood in apparently solemn evidence against him. Violet could say noth-

ing, because on the evening of the burglary she had been on a visit to an
aunt in Hereford.

(

"Call Richard Mordaunt," said the prosecuting attorney. As Richard
took the stand Arthur looked full into his eyes, but they were fixed
steadily on the floor.

" What do you know about this case ?" asked the counsel.
" Nothing, sir, except that my brother was out all that night, anil I

was alone. You must not ask me to testify against my own brother, for
my heart is already broken."

" What do you know about the £50 found under his bed ?'*

" Nothing; for I never saw the money."
There was a piteous little cry from the Court-rcom, and those who sat

near her, heard Violet say, " Ob, Richard, you are swearing away
Arthur's life.

But Arthur looked sorry, ami when it was admitted that the footprints
were those of his shoes, he only wondered, confusedly, bow his brother
could have committed this crime, and used his poor shoes to disguise it.

There was o le witness who volunteered—the parish clergyman. He
said, between his sobs :

" As I hope to save my own soul, I could swear
that this man is innocent of the crime with which he is charged. If he
has stolen all this money, why was only £50 found upon him?"
And the Judge said gravely :

" You are not here to plead for him. If

you have any evidence to offer which will acquit him, you can tender it.

What you think has nothing to do with this serious case."

So the case went to the jury, and, as they retired, Richard slunk out of

Court, with his handkerchief before his eyes, and was never more seen in
Weston Beggard, or Hereford.
Arthur was very brave, for the jury were out ten hours, and though he

could not eat himself, he forced Violet to take nourishment, and attended
to her wants as though she were his baby instead of his sister. After a
little he said : "Violet, this is our secret. Richard took my shoes, and
he has got this money, and he put that £50 under my bed. The jury will

find me guilty, and our farm is lost, but you must never give up hope.
Something tells me that I shall not be long deprived of my liberty, and
that our lives will be closer than ever after a while." " Don't cry, Violet,

for you unman me. Help me to bear up as I have often helped yon. It

is enough for me that you know that I am as innocent of this crime as

an unborn babe."
The jury came in, and the Judge asked them if they had agreed, and

what their verdict was. The foreman with a stifled sob said :
" Guilty."

And then, when the jury was discharged, the foreman went over to where
Arthur stood, and put his arms around his neck, and cried :

" May God
forgive the eleven jurors and myself, for I at least know in my heart that
you are innocent, though convicted by circumstantial evidence."
Arthur answered :

" You will have to excuse me. You see my sister

has fainted."
The Rev. Edward Harding went to his home on that bleak March

night a very sorrowful man, for Violet was his guest and Arthur was in

prison. Mr. Harding's sister was nursing the poor, pale girl, and help-

lessly trying to comfort her. The parsonage was to be Violet's home for

five years, until Arthur's sentence had expired, and the two wrecked lives

of the brother and the sister were stranded on a shore of misery. The
rector's supper was untasted, and he sat thinking of Arthur in prison,

when the servant announced Sir Abel Emerson. Mr. Harding was hardly
disposed to accord him an interview, but his visitor was in the room before

he could plead inability to receive him.
" Pardon me, Harding," he said, "for intruding on you at this hour,

but I could not sleep without seeing you. I have arrested and imprisoned
the wrong man ; the real thief has got away. I have just learned that

Richard Mordaunt was seen around the manor house for several nights
before the robbery, and that Arthur was actually alone in the farm house
on that evening. I was very imprudent to have had so large a sum of

money in my house; but the tenants had all paid their rents that day,
and Richard Mordaunt saw the steward placing the several amounts in a
secretaire in the library. I might have known it when he cringed and
elbowed his way out of court. He has disappeared since, and there

is no trace of him. I might catch him by sending detectives after

him, but I can't do it. Let the money and the thief go ; it is no use

sending good money aftei such a scoundrel. The first thing is to liberate

Arthur."
" We make terrible mistakes in our lives, Sir Abel," said Mr. Harding.

" This is one of yours. Richard, you say, has disappeared ; Arthur is in

jail ; Violet is under my sister's care, and my guest ; their farm house is

empty, and the furniture has been sold to meet the expenses of this un-
happy trial. What are you going to do ?

"

" You shall see."

[ To be concluded next week.]

A gentleman, hearing of the death of another: "I thought," said he
to a gentleman in company, " you told me that Tom Wilson's fever had
gone off?" " Oh, yes," replied the latter, " I did so, but I forgot to men-
tion that he had gone off along with it."



SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER AND Dec. 30, 1882.

'FRISCO BALLADS.

A Sleeping-Car Adventure.

'Twas od the South Pacific rail that I to 'Frisco rode,

With many queer companions of manners very broad.
Fruit-farmers from Los Angeles, rich miners fresh from camp,
Share-gamblers of the genus denominated "scamp."
Fat, wealthy politicians, who their pockets well have lined,

Brave editors, who've passes free as long as they are kind,

Weak invalids from Eastern chills escaping while they can,

And that proud chief of railroad bores, the traveling Englishman,
And ladies fair, and gallants young, and spinsters old and gray,

All mixing in strange friendship, just. to pass the time away.

We filled a first-class sleeper, and when darkness spread around
The themes of conversation were not easy to be found

;

First one began a-yawning, then another followed suit,

Until our tongues declined to wag and all the car was mute
;

The nigger laid the berths well out responsive to our call,

And soon we tumbled into them and sleep held us in thrall

;

And through the rumbling, rolling car, harsh Morphean sounds arose,

And snores—base, tenor, baritone—twanged out from mouth and nose,

And on that one-line track we sped in quiet, curtained ease,

Through Californian fairy-land fanned by Pacific breeze.

But, we well know, night's stillness breeds disasters, crimes and sius,

And oft when silence reigns supreme dire turbulence begins ;

Tis at this time that burglars prowl, and murder stalks abroad,

Defying every man-made law as well as Nature's code.

'Tis not surprising then, I claim, that while we snored and slept,

Some weird, mysterious, sacred thing amongst us should have crept.

More silent than a thief it came, more silent than the dead,

And, shade of mighty Lucifer! it came unto my bed;
It gripped me by the naked throat, it grabbed me by the hair,

It was that worst of midnight fiends—the grizzly, grim nightmare.

Throughout that solemn sleeping car there went a furious yell,

As if a thousand furies had burst in with sudden knell.

That yell was all my own, my patent yell, my yell unique,
That's warranted the Sleepers Seven to wake, with horrid squeak.
Not once or twice, but fifty times I yelled, and yelled, and yelled,

And none knew whence the noise did come, so it could not be quelled.

Out from each berth, as if shot out from catapult, there leapt

Each male and female passenger who up to then had slept,

And up and down in night array they hurried left and right,

And some did faint and some did swear, to still their awful fright.

'Fire!" "Murder!" "Thieves! ' Hed Indians !" were cries that now
uprose,

As passengers went scattering without a bit of hose ;

And out sprang the conductor, and the porters, one, two, three.

Much shocked and much bewildered at the sight that they did see.

"Go stop this blessed engine !" roared a miner from the South,
But another man requested him to close his " blessed mouth ;"

And wives unto their husband's clung, and child to parent pressed,
But not a soul among them seemed to feel they were undressed

;

When terror strikes the heart so deep, propriety we spurn,
And not until we're sobered down can it make its return.

Then I myself awoke at last, and knowing I'd been tossed
Upon wild dreamland's stormy waves till almost wrecked and lost,

My pallid face I craned without the curtain of my bunk,
And saw a scene that made me think the passengers were drunk,
But presently the truth I grasped, and saw what I had done

;

And in that berth I laughed until I feared my race was run.
For tumbling o'er and o'er I saw a score of night-gowned shapes,
All mixed, as from they knew not what, they made their hot escapes

;

'Twas then I joined the ghostly crew upon the sleeper floor,

And told them I the nightmare had—just that, and nothing more.

Upon my poor devoted head they then heaped curse on curse,

And to their berths departed back to make confusion worse,
For in their shame and hurry their berth numbers they forgot,

And tumbled into other berths, and joined they knew not what;
One husband found another's wife had lodged his berth within,
An ancient maiden lady saw a bachelor step in,

And screams were heard much louder than the screams at first they'd
screamed,

And I myself a sister was by one fair creature deemed ;

That sister—this is entre nous—has since heard love's sweet tale,

And one day I may owe a wife to that nightmare on the rail. j. b.

San Francisco, December 30, 1882.

TELLING OTHER PEOPLES THOUGHTS.
Those who are so anxious to know other people's thoughts, and who

sometimes offer the liberal sum of Id. to the thinker as their value, had
better buy the plethysmograph, said to be invented by M. Mosso, of
Turin. This instrument does not quite divine the thought, but it goes
very near it. It consists of a case round the arm, filled with water and
communicating with capillary tubes. As the heart pumps the blood
through the arm, the water in the tube rises and falls perceptibly, as in a
steam-gauge, according as the quantity of blood in the arm increases or
decreases. In efforts of the brain, the blood goes to that organ, and it is

the amount of blood which goes there that determines the intensity of
the effort. This blood is abstracted from the arm, among other parts,

and the depression of the water in the tube increases accordingly. These
variations are transmitted to an indicator. M. Mosso asked a gentleman
to multiply 267 by 8. He had left school some time, and the effect on the
tube was alarming. A literary gentleman, who was under the impression
that he read Latin and Greek with equal facility, was at once disillu-

sioned; and the same instrument applied to schoolboys will, no doubt, re-
sult, if not in abolishing competitive examinations, at least in checking
the results arrived at by the examiners.

CORNERS.
An investigating committee is at present engaged in New York in

inquiring into the causes, dangers and means of preventing " corners."
The phrase is an American one, and the practice which it describes has
been pushed to its extremest limits here. Yet, the thing meant is by no
means new. The laws that exist on the English Statute Book show that
the system is as old as the hills. " Forestalling"—that is, anticipating
the future demands of the market—was practiced by our forefathers in
the old country even before Columbus or the Northmen discovered
America. Wheat was bought up and stored in barns until its price was
raised to a monstrous figure. The necessity of the people to live, and
their inability to pay the fabulous prices exacted, led to riots, to seizures
of food and to barn burnings. In a monarchical and capitalist country
the first remedy applied was imprisonment, banishment and expatriation
for those who dared to tresspass on the " rights of property." The men
who broke into barns and stole the food they could not buy were trans-
ported to penal colonies. But there came a better condition of public
opinion. The view dawned upon the public mind that the " forestalled"
were the real criminals, and not those who seized the grain they would
have willingly bought at reasonable prices. Then there came laws against
"forestalling," and it became a heinous offense to buy up food and so
anticipate the requirements of those who must needs be fed. Algerine
penalties were attached to the offense, such as the cutting off of noses, the
branding of the forehead, and the like, and so in time the practice fell into
disrepute, was abandoned and almost forgotten. A " paternal Govern-
ment " had stamped it out. It remained for this " land of the free " to
revive it. There have been with us corners in grain, in pork, lard, and
even in gold, as on the occasion of the celebrated " Black Friday," when
money was at a premium of two per cent, a day. This vicious " fore-

stalling " of trade has reached such a pass in this country that it is felt

that something must be done to check it, and hence the inquiry to which
we have alluded. The great capitalists of our country have been ex-

amined, and they pretend that they know nothing about corners. Gould
and Keene swear that they were never engaged in getting up one in all

their lives. Innocent chicks ! We would have liked to have been there
to have refreshed their memories. They begged the question, and falsi-

fied, and know they did. Under the abstractions of the United States
Constitution, every one of which are proving untrue as time progresses, it

may be claimed that a man may do what he will with his own ; he may
buy up the food of the world, and leave all creation to starve, or he may
form a syndicate and purchase all the available land of our entire globe,
but the " higher law" will come in. Men will live, no matter who pre-
tends to own the means of sustenance. Corners are an evil, and there
ought to be an easy way of preventing them, and we believe it is not diffi-

cult to formulate one. The principle of "eminent domain" that is so

frequently, in this country, applied to land, ought to be extended to
corners in food. If a man owns a lot that is necessary for " public use,"
it can be condemned, appropriated, and taken at a fair valuation. Why
should not this excellent principle be applied to a stored-up food supply ?

THE MODERN JUGGERNAUT.
There have been altogether too many accidents lately with " dum-

mies," and it is about time that the subject of their utility as compared
with their danger should be considered. If they are absolutely necessary,
could not some sort of " cow-catcher " be fixed in front, which would pre
vent the person struck from getting his or her legs under the fatal wheels?
One thing is very certain, and that is this : that no children without es-

corts should be allowed to ride outside, but should be placed inside the
car by the conductor in charge. It is asserted by the conductors that
they do not know whether the children are in charge of any one or no. It
seems strange that these most observant creatures should allow anything
to escape their lynx-like eyes. In the darkest night they can detect a
filled-in hole in a ten-cent piece, but it appears are not sufficiently enough
judges of nature to see when a child or children travel without a grown-up
person in charge of them. So noiselessly do these cable cars glide along
that persons who are a little deaf, absent-minded people or children are
apt to be run over before they are aware that the car is near. One reason
for this is that the cable itself keeps up such an incessant noise that one
cannot hear the approaching car. It is a matter of serious importance to
all who consider life and limb to be worthy of consideration, that some
steps should be taken to lessen the danger of accident.

The death of "Mylord," the big black dog—faithful friend and fol-

lower of the late Czar Alexander—has given the greatest sorrow to the
Princess Dolgorouki, who had adopted the creature as pet and companion
ever since the catastrophe which had deprived the Czar of life. Mylord,
who was already growing old at the time of that dreadful event, had for
some time previous but seldom left the bearskin rug before the fire in the
Emperor's study; but on the morning of the fatal occurrence he had
evinced so great a determination to accompany the Czar that it was with
the greatest difficulty that he was kept back. Twice did his master re-

turn to place the poor creature on the rug, and still would he crawl to the
door, whining piteously to be allowed to accompany him, a thing he had
not done for more than a year before. While the corpse of the Emperor
was lying in state Mylord was found crouching close up to the foot of the
bed. He had been shut up and forgotten during the whole of the time
that the excitement had lasted, and no one could ever tell how he had es-

caped, nor by what instinct he had been led to the church. It was to the
Princess Dolgorouki that Mylord attached himself at once, and the young
Czar, with true delicacy, never sought to claim him. The Princess, who
had a splendid picture taken of Mylord during her stay in Venice, has
had the natural hair cut from the head and ears to adorn the portrait,

and the effect is most striking. Even by those who question the taste of

this innovation the result is greatly admired. -Court Journal.

" Charley " Wyndham is the son of a once noted London quack doc-

tor, Dr. Culverwell, whose pamphlets on "What to eat, drink and avoid,"

and less palpable subjects were once upon a time advertised through the
length and breadth of England. Culverwell was probably as much an
assumed name as Wyndham is ; but the old doctor still lives, we believe,

and is justly proud of bis actor son. At one time the doctor officiated as

treasurer to his son's traveling provincial company, and was generally

voted "a cheerful old cock."
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then prayer* have been offered up daily by the fair sex that the
rain keep * ff until after New Year's, "rat least that It be pleasant Fm
M™. Hopkins* urand hall to-nfcbt; sod the d*v of the momentou

arrived without soy seriuue duwurall, all are happy that tfa

peale have nn| so f tr been in vain, and hope therefore they may still be
of avail till Janoarf 8, 188a

I think nearly all the city intend receiving tbifl year, as, op to date,
less thau half a dozen of ray holy friends have replied in the negative to
my inquiry. Ones that day is parsed and done with, I hear that a nam*
l*r ofl stnaU parties—or inform il hops, as they are called— will iie given,
and the interesting lime between then and Lent will be made the moBt
of in »HJety circles. So far, I hear it said, the season has not quite
equsledexpe tations.

alra. McMnilin i« collecting quite a galaxy of beauty to assist her on
New Year's Day, Miss Miller is already with her, and will remain for
ten days or two weeks longer, an 1 beside the large number who will he
there all day, more young ladies are asked for the evening, which she in-

tends to tin n into a dance, and thus inaugurate 1883 in as merry a manner
as she knows how, and there are few who understand the art so well.
So far, the event has, beyond doubt, been the heantiful ball given by

Mrs. McLaughlin, at the Palace Hotel, last Thursday night. How can I
du it justice? Everything that could be done to beautify and emhellish
the drawing rooms and corridors was attempted, and most successful was
the result. The rlneed-in galleries, surrounding the court, looked like a
series nf conservatories with the multitude of plants, and greens, and
garlands, and bright flowers and berries that met the eye at every turn.
The guests were composed of the very topmost crust of 'Frisean society,

and the costumes more elegant than any I have seen this Winter, many
of them, I «a< told, having been ordered from Worth expressly for this

occasion. The trio of fair blossoms who attended the Queen Rose of the
evening, came in for their share of vocal admiration, and many were the
coi'|j]iinents bestowed upon the trin, as they stood grouped together, re-

ceiving with untiring amiability, the vast throng of guests who assembled
at Mrs. McLaughlin's bidding.

In short, everything was perfect, and the supper and wines something
to dream of, as I fear 'twill he h-ng till we meet their like again.

I shall not attempt a description of the dresses, as to mention even one
tithe of those most admired would till double the space I am allowed.
Suffice it to say that all the ladies looked charming, and all the men
looked as if they thought so.

For to-night, it is needless to say, the whole city is on the tiptoe of ex-
pectation, in anticipation of all the wonderful things in store for them at
Mrs. Hopkins' ball. It is equally neeiless for me to say that, being
Thursday night, it would be utterly impossible for me to attempt to do it

justice in this letter ; but yon may expect no end of an account next week,
should it not in the meantime be quite done to death by other scribblers.

But even if it is, I flatter myself that I can find something to tell you that
the rest have failed to find out, as / shall be there to see and to hear for

myself.
The Inaugural Ball at Sacramento, which of late years has been given

the go-by by all but a few of our young ladies, promises this year to be
quite an eveut, nearly every Southern family of our society intending to
send, I hear, one or more representatives to add lustre to the scene which
welcomes the Democratic party into power again ; and as the Southern
element in our little village is by no means a small one, the "Frisco belles

will be largely in the majority at the Capital next week, it all who now
anticipate going do so.

Mrs. Bob Johneon has taken herself to Honolulu on a visit to King
Kalakaua. whom she entertained so handsomely when he was last in

'Frisco. Numerous other of our residents purpose making the trip there
next month, and anions: the names of those I have heard mentioned as

likely to go are Mrs, Spaulding, Mr. and Mrs. Severance, Mrs. Adam
Grant, Mrs. and Mies Crocker, et al., all of whom are anxious to be pres-
ent at the coronation of His Majesty, for which great preparations are
being made in Kanakadom.

I am sorry to say that we are likely to lose that verv charming lady,
Mis. Kantz, who will be a real loss to the Society of 'Frisco, she antici-

pating an early departure Eastward next month. We must only hope
that she will not find any place more to her taste than this, aud that
therefore we Bhall the sooner be able to welcome her back again.
Miss Flora Low will, I bear, be among the missing at the rest of our

festivities this season, as she accompanies Mrs.. Bu ford and Mr. Crocker
Ea-sr, tut will return with the dockers in time for the wedding of her
friend, Miss Slade (who has been spending the Winter with her), to Mr.
Newhall, which will take place in the early Spring.
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Hooker have gone from our gaze for a couole of

months' visit to Washington. Mr. and Mrs. Towne, the StubbB'and the
Goodmans, at present in New York, are already talking of returning, and
may be looked for within the next three weeks. Mr. Tevis, Mrs. Blanche
Haggin and her youthful daughter returned last week by the Southern
route, which seems to be becoming very popular.

It is crood news to Mrs. Hearst's friends to hear that she may be looked
for back avrain some time next month, when an inauguration of her new
home on Van Ness avenue, may be regarded as certain. The Colliers are

also e\ ;
'lie asm* time ; the who went Bast with

then have already returned, bating found Philadelphia t" > awfully atupid
for anything.

n weddtnn of Mr. and Mr- Angus Mi Kay took place on
mas nik'bt. at their residence, 2403 S\

i buter street, It wan a most
• ud pleasant t.ff,iir. and th< re numerous aud beautiful.

The house wai rated with fsrne and evergreens, The nutate
departed at a late hour after most delightful evening, and wishing the
happy onnple sll the j >y they desi

Mi" Nelli.- Hoibrook Bllnn, isai-tod by Mrs. Lottie Sturtsvant and
Mrs. J. B. Mstto >n, will receive at 1527 Pnel street, New Year's Day.

rh- engairement ie announced of Mr. Alfred Kslly, son of Jamei R
Kslly. of thie citv, to Mis-. Fannie Raleigh, of Portland. The young
lady, who is n society belle in Portland, is pretty, accomplished', amiable.

oted and wealthy, and will be an acquisition to the society of
ourofty, The marriage ceremony will take place at Portland on the 15th of
January next,

The Bournes are at the Palace for the rrst of the season, where can
found the George Lows. And now, dear News Letter, wishing

yon and your readers a happy and prospermia New Year, and that you
all may live to Bee a thousand of them, 1 will, for this year, say adieu.

__ Felix.

The Gift of Lady Bartlett Burdett-Coutta.—Mr. Augustus Laver
baa been requested by the Right Reverend Lord Bishop of New West-
minster to visit his diocese for the purpose of consultation as to the elec-
tion of a massive stone tower to the Cathedral to receive the valuable
chime of bells—the munificent gift of Lady Bartlett Burdett-Coutta.—JVew
Westminster Cor. News Letter.

The Princess Louise, the Marquis of Lorne aud their party, after
visiting all the leading Japanese stores in the city, concluded to make
their purchases, which were quite extensive and sheeted with rare good
taste, at the store of Geo. T. Marsh & Co., G25 Market street. Numerous
beautiful things were bought as Christmas presents to be sent to friends in
British Colombia, Canada and England. Many and curious were the
"thingsof beauty"selected for presents to the youngermembersof the Royal
family, the Princess remarking that they would set all the more value
Upon them because they came from far-off San Francisco. Geo. T, Marsh
& Co. are to be congratulated upon being chosen to supply Royalty with
so large a share of its Christmas pleasures. They have a large and bril-
liant display of the rarest and richest Japanese noveltieB.

A fine assortment of English Chime Clocks. Geo. C. Shreve & Co.,
110 Montgomery street.

PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY.

Fourth Concert at Flatt's Hall, Friday AFTERNOON, Jan. Stn,
at 3 o'clock.

Orchestra of 60 Mnsicians, Q HINRIOHS. Conductor. Proeramme Include,
BeBthoveu's " EKOI' 'A" Symphony, and, for the first t me in th!s city,

Warner's P.tltslFAl, vorxpiel ami WALui'lEX BITT.
Grand Reheaml January 4th, at 10:30 a. m.

Box Sheet at SHERMAN * CLAY'S MUSIC STORK. Deo. SO.

A GREAT TREAT FOR COUNTRY VISITORS/

771-MARKET 8TKEET.-77I.
KOHLER'S GRAND EXHIBITION!

150 LIFE-SIZE WAX-FIG "RES.-150.
KIV&S, QUEENS, PRESIDENTS and other CELEBRITIES Local and Foreign.
Promenade Concerts at 2 and 8 o'clock. Admittance, 25 cents; Children, 15 ceuta.

ANNUM MEETING.
(California Mining < omimny. I he Animal Meeting- of the
J Stockhol lersof

.
the CALIFORNIA MINING COMPANY will be held at tha

office of the company. Ro^m 23, Nevada BIoi k, 309 Montgomery street, San Fran-
cisco, Ca\, on WEDNESDAY, January seventeenth (17th), ls-!», at 1 o'clock p.m.
for the election of a boird of Dfreut9rd to serve 'or the ensuing yeir, and for tha
transact on of such "the- bu iness as may properly come before the meeting.
Transfer books will be closed Jauuary 15, 1833. C. P. GORDON,

fDec. 30.1 Secretary.

ANNUAL MEETING.
Consolidated Virginia Mining 1 otn puny .—The Rernlnr An-

nual Meeting of the Stockholders of the CONSOLIDATED VIRGINIA MIN-
ING COMPANY wilt be held at the office uf the company. Room 26, Nevad% Bio k,

309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal., on THURSDAY, the 1 1th day of Janu-
ary, 1883. at the hour of 1 o'clock p. m., for the election of a Boird of Trustees to
serve du ing the ensuing year, and the transaction of such other business as may
come befire the meeting. Tranuf-r broks will close on Saturday, the 6th diy of Jan-
uary, I8i3, at 12 o'clock noon, and remain closed until a'ter the meeting.

A. W. HAVENS, Secretary,
San Francisco, December 20, 1S82. Dec. SiflL

SPORTSMEN, ATTENTION I—THE SEASON OPENED.

HUNTING »TJIT!Si.
Thin l<i the only rerogr nize<l Depot for the celebrated Rtv-

fc/TED HUNTING SUIl^ manufactured by LEVI STRAUSS & CO.
We have also in stock all classes o' HUNTING GARMENT;*, and make tha same

to order upon very short notice. HUNTING SUITS!

G-HTE^T I X Xj,

CORNER OF KEARNY AND COMMERCIAL STS.

fyTh* Largest Establishment in its line in tho United States. Priea Lilt,

with handsome Lithograph of tho GREAT I X L by Electric Light, sont free ou

application. Sept. 18.
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SPIRITUALISM.
We shall not be in want of contributions supplying us with marvel-

ous anecdotes of ghosts and extraordinary phenomena now that theappeal

has been made. For instance, a correspondent, who does not wish his

name to appear in print, says :
" Some years ago there was a ' doctor ' in

Bolton who kept a small druggist's shop. He was also a mesmerist and
clairvoyant. Seeing some account of his doings in the journalsof that

day, I determined to consult him about a brother I had in America, and
from whom I had not heard for Borne time, and about whom I was uncer-

tain whether he was alive or dead. I was taken into his back room and
the doctor called his servant, who could neither read nor write, and flung

her into a mesmeric sleep. I had no sooner taken hold of the girl's hands
than she exclaimed :

' Oh, doctor, this gentleman has such a strange

hook in his pocket ; it is not printed like any of yours, and its about

spirits.' Well, the fact was I had a small phonographic magazine in my
j ocket, published by Isaac Pitman, and printed in phonographic charac-

ters, and in this magazine was an article on mesmerism and spirit inter-

course. Now, I had not shown this book to the doctor (he could not read

phonography), nor said anything to him about it, and it was hidden away
out of sight. How was it that a completely ignorant girl, who could not

read the simplest spelling-book, should be able to see, hidden down in my
pocket, a book invisible even to my own eyes, and be able to tell its nature

and contents, although printed in characters which the doctor could not

read, and which even very few of our most learned and scientific men
could read at that time.
Having so clearlyand powerfullydemonstrated her powers, all scepticism

was banished from my mind. The doctor then briefly told her my busi-

ness—that I wanted to know whether my long-lost brother in America
was alive or dead, and if alive, where living and what doing. For a quar-

ter of an hour she was silent, all which time I held her hands in mine.
She then began to complain of excessive heat, although comparatively
cool in the room. She said she had passed over a vast expanse of water,

and had seen a lot of ships which were very nice, but now she had come
to a country which was very hot (it was July), and the clocks seemed to

be all wrong, for they were about 4A hours late. (Of course, she knew noth-
ing about the difference in time between here and America.) Presently
she exclaimed: 'I have found him, but he is very sickly. He is just re-

covering from a three months' sickness, and is having a short walk.' She
described his personal appearance so accurately that I did not doubt she
had discovered my long-lost brother. She told me he was married and
had a little girl and described his wife and child to me. She said he was
not a householder, but lived with his wife's parents. She even described
his library, and told me which were his favorite books—all which state-

ments I afterwards verified and found to be true as gospel."

—

Court Journal.

ARE MUSHROOMS POISONOUS?
The deaths which are frequently reported from the consumption of

supposed edible fungi render this subject an important one. Professor
Ponfick, of Breslau, has lately made experiments on the common mush-
room, and the practical results obtained are interesting and valuable. It

appears that all common mushrooms are poisonous—a fact not sufficiently

understood—but cooking deprives them in a greater or less degree of their

poisonous qualities. The repeated washing with cold water which they
usually undergo to clean them takes away a portion of the poison, and
boiling does the rest ; but the water in which they have been boiled is

highly poisonous, and should always be carefully disposed of. Experi-
ments which Professor Ponfick made on dogs showed that if a dog ate its

own weight of raw mushrooms it fell sick, but recovered ; if it ate one and
a half per cent, the poison had a more violent but not fatal effect, and if

it ate 2 per cent, it was inevitably fatal. The water in which mushrooms
had been boiled was far more poisonous than the raw mushrooms, while
the mushrooms thus boiled could be taken without hurt to the amount of
10 per cent, of the weight of the dog's body. Washing with cold water
does not remove all the poison, bo that mushrooms thus prepared were
poisonous when taken in large quantities. Dried mushrooms are still

dangerous for from 12 to 20 days, and also the water in which they have
been boiled. They require to be dried for at least a whole month, and are
really only safe after four months' drying. These are important facts to
be borne in mind.

THACKERAY.
It ia worth noting that the cost of producing the 1,000 copies, which

constitute the edition de luxe of the collected works of Thackeray, was
between £15,000 and £20,000. In this sum is not included the original
outlay for the steel plates and woodcuts ; for these, of course, were
already in existence, otherwise the charges would be increase'! to the
extent of at least another £10,000. The chief difficulty of the printers
was in regard to the China paper upon which the plates are printed.
The waste of this paper in printing was something prodigious, at least
50,000 pieces having to be canceled as unfit for use. Messrs. McQueen, the
copper-plate printers, have stated that each part of the work passed
through seventeen distinct stages, and that no such work was ever pro-
duced before. The printers of the wood engravings, all upon India paper,
which are interspersed about the text, had the greatest difficulty in devis-
ing a plan for mounting the impressions and in preventing the sheets of
letterpress from becoming crumpled or cockled. The publishers adopted
the system of dealing with booksellers only, and of declining private
subscriptions. The booksellers were left free to fix the price at which they
retailed the work to their customers, the publishers reserving to them-
selves the right of raising at any time the price of such copies aB might
remain in their possession. Since the first issue of the work the price
has been raised four times, and is now some fifty per cent, higher than it

was originally.

"There are still some left," said a friend of ours the other night, as
we strolled along Sutter Street and pulled up in front of B. Nathan &
Co's. large Chinaware, Glassware and Art Goods' Establishment. We
strolled in and were astonished at the vast and varied show which greeted
us. A call in at this store is as big a treat to the lover of Artistic Goods
as a visit to any picture gallery in town.

Why is a cab-horse the most miserable of all created beings ? Because
his thoughts are ever on the rack, and his greatest joy is wo-e.

NEW-YEAR RESOLVES.
Nearly every one begins a JSew Year with more or less desire to turn

over a new leaf, as it were, and, looking back over the past, determines to
erase the bad habits and hold fast to that which is good. N. L. is ubi-
quitous, as its numerous readers are aware, and, taking advantage of that
power, it has paid a round of visits to many of our leading citizens, and,
peeping beneath the surface, has been able to ascertain the different re-

solves made for the New Year. With a view to benefit the human race
in general, and 'Frisco in particular, it gives the public a list of those it

saw:

Charlie Crocker's breast was glowiDg with satisfaction. The Christmas
gift bestowed by N, L. was more than satisfactory, and a resolve to hitch
on and act as tender, as a train of circumstances allow, is the result.

J. B. Haggin's inner man disclosed a resolve to cease New Year's calls

by dinner-time, nocturnal visitB not being suited to the Palace Hotel.
Lloyd Tevis' resolve to lend 25 cents without security will astonish oiir

readers as much as himself.
J. C. Flood's mind resolved itself into a determination to send checks to

the public at large.

J. G. Fair resolves to reply to no more billet-doux.

Judge Hoffman—Not to utter a word.
Judge Hager—To speak his mind at home and abroad.
Judge Wallace—To abjure politics.

Judge Evans—To enter the arena.
Frank Newlands—To get a retainer from the Water Company.
G. T. Marye, Jr., resolves 'tis as well to be a black sheep as a white

lamb.
Hall McAllister- -To say, " Hammer and tongs," but no more poker.
Tom Bell—To return to No. 1 in Scotland.
Ned Hall—To stay with No. 2 at home.
Bill Dewey—To send the bill for his Christmas gifts to 'pa in New York.
Ned Eyre—To Bend the Social Editor a new " dot" item.
Harry McDowell—To ask history which was the greatest battle of the

war. ^
Nick Luning—Not to do it again, s'help me grashus.
Pat Finegan—To go slow a little.

Peter Donahue—To send a remittance to T. O'Connor.
Reub. Lloyd—To buy out the other man.
Joe Jones—To sell the other woman.
Clarence Greathouse—Not to stand the Press.
Pickering and Fitch—A dual resolve to let the Press stand them.
Geo. Page—To break his looking-glass.
W. L. Booker resolves to make a possibility a probability.

W. H. L. Barnes—To forget, no matter how hard he may be driven to

remember.
Winfield Jones—To alter his ways, his old soubriquet of "Safety"

having become tiresome.

Henry Jannin—To try Banting.
H. M. Newhall, Jr.—To learn to drive a tandem team.
George Sheldon—To leave Germans severely alone this New Year and

try Americans for a change.
Joe Hoge—To abjure things that are dark.
Joe Austin—To try another month at housekeeping.
Jim Whitney—To dye game.
Alex. Badlam—To go to some country where he'll never hear of Winter.
Phil Poach—To have his hair cut.

Wm. Matthews—To let his hair grow.
Charley Howard—To change his addreBS.
Sam Wilson—To take Kearny street trottoir for Saturday afternoon

exerdse.
David Porter—To Bwear off.

F. Berton--To swear on.

H. Barroilhet—To swear no more.
Henry Schmieden—To drop boutoniers.

The Examiner—To drop "Social Items."
Tiburcio Parrott—To learn to say No.
Judge Freelon—To take a reef in his shirt-collar.

Warren Payne—To apply for the blue ribbon.
Drury Melone—To avoid old Sacramentans.
Charlie Low—To re-open the vocal studio.

Wm. Alvord—Not to put his foot in it again.
Dr. Gwin—Not to refuse the Senatorial nomination, if it is offered him.
Charlie Felton—To prove the absurdity of old Weller's advice to his son.

Fred Low—To have nothing more to do with the Mint.
L. A. Garnett—To study the " Complete Letter-Writer."
Marquis Oliver—To accept no more patents of nobility. Enough being

as good as a feast.

Joe Donahoe—To lay in a stock of Fleur de Lis and Pearl Powder.
Harry May—To buy a suit of blue serge—for a change.
W. T. Coleman—To try Chewing-Gum himself.

No wine is now more popular than the celebrated Pommery Sec. It
has steadily but surely worked its way into favor, until it now almost mo-
nopolizes the Champagne Market. Its popularity|is due to its merits
alone, for, where other brands have been more extensively advertised,

Pommery Sec has quietly advanced in public estimation. Last year the
United States alone consumed 38,000 cases. In Europe, Pommery Sec
has long held the first place, and at the best houses in London, Paris, Vi-
enna, etc., one seldom seeB any other wine placed upon the table. If the
demand for this brand increases as fast as it has done during the past year,
it will be a question whether the growers will be able to keep pace with
it. Messrs. Wolff & Rheinbold are the agents for this Coast, and have al-

ready tilled immense orders for this favorite Champagne. All who have
once tried Pommery Sec will agree that for a fine, clean, dry Champagne,
it has no equal.

A good old Quaker lady, after listening to the extravagant yarn
of a person as long as her patience would allow, said to him: " Friend,
what a pity it is a sin to lie when it seems so necessary to thy happiness."

Ladies and sickly girls requiring a non-alcoholic, gentle stimulant, will

find Brown's Iron Bitters beneficial.
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HEROES Or PEACE
HeroM ot p**c* oar CataMl wrrr

When o'«t the Atlantic*! hrM*t
Ther ••ilr-1. two hundred yean •**>.,

To Mek a borne and reel.

A rest fmm Kumj* '» road turin.nl.

A home of peace and I

I-ed hy the man in whom were blent
The lion and the dove,

A fa in the tight of faith.

At home the dove of j»eace,

Wht»e holy aim wu, while on earth.
That war and strife should ceaae.

WIWM trenchant sword was not of steel.

Who fought with words of might,
Who sought to (five to every man

His conscience and his ri^-lit.

And not alone are English hearts
By Penn's great virtues moved.

Hut savage tribes, in Western wilds.
The might of truth have proved.

And Ona's name is still revered,
And Una's virtues sung.

By happy squaws on hunting ground.*.
Where once the war-whoop rung.

—Public Opinion,

FASHIONS VOICE.
What is novel and beautiful? was a question propounded by me to a

petite French woman, dressed a la mode. "Ah! Madame," she replied
with an emphatic shrug of her shoulders, " Zare is nosing what you may
call la mode, particular inen t. Mais, every sing is la mode, comtne vou
voulez

; Voila ! My skirt is close, close to my form, and you see, Madem-
oiselle, la, her skint full, very full ;" again with that expressive shrug,
and a wide display of her palms, peculiarly a French woman's gesture,
" as to the bonnets, Ah ! Mon Dieu ! you take a ribbon thus," she said,
deftly weaving a bow, " this is an Alsatian bow, place her on ze top of ze
head, avec une petite fleur on ze side, and you have one bonnet, tout a
fait chamant." And so it is. You may dress in any fashion, Bince noth-
ing yet is obsolete. Drvsses are, as a rule, plain in the skirt, the expensive
goods, such as velvets, brocades, etc., are perfectly so ; lighter materials
are effected round the base of the skirt with a frill, or puffing ; a wreath
of peacock feathers on a brown rep silk skirt is one of the novelties that
few have copied, but very exquisite and peculiar. Some Pn-ris skirts take
three bands of plush velvet, or shell trimming round the front widths,
while the back is voluminous but well pleated down with large box-pleats.
Referring again to my French modiste friend, I may echo her little

amused laugh, as she displayed a pelisse with a long slender sleeve.
"Voila, Madame, this is the sleeve of ze angels; Ah! it is unique. I
call it ze angel's wing, but here ze name, Angel Sleeve." This sleeve
which has an under one fitting the arm closely, is tight to the elbow,
whence it falls straight and narrow almost to the knees. The
coat itself is English cut. and partially tight to the figure. Short
mantles are endowed with full bishop sleeves, and house dress sleeves
have a narrow puffing at the top, resembling an officer's epaulette.
A new conceit is to have a different fabric for sleeves and side
pieces ; the combination is of velvet or plush with brocade, but
fancy runs riot and anything is allowable. Only let short mantles be or-
namented with feathers or lace round the edge. Hats are so various in
shape that to particularize is futile, but flaps, turned up at one side, with
as many feathers as can be crowded on, are the mo3t favored. Won't it

be nice when we can each buy our own ostrich and pull the feathers ad
libitum, as will be the case when the new farm is under way! The differ-

ence between a flap hat and an Alsatian bow avec nul petitejleui, is a step
from the sublime to the ridiculous, seen on Kearny street every day,
therefore, I say, dress your head as you please. The Langtry pug has
now a downward tendency, and in place of the knotted twist of hair on
the neck, a thick braid is looped so low down that it falls, in some in-

stances, to the center of the bank, the only disparagement to this pretty
mode being that it soils the dress invariably; the front hair is still frizzled

on the forehead; again, hair is dressed high in contradistinction—combed
away up to the top of the head, and coiled round in twist or braid. Long
loops of ribbon, attached to the side of the waist, are chic and dressy, or
one of these same ornaments may catch up one side of back drapery.
Sleeves are now finished by a narrow ruche of lace or tulle at the wrist;
other Bleeves, being cut out in points, have a handsome frill of lace be-
neath, but in every case sleeves now come to the waist, which is servicea-
ble for ugly arms; for if there ever was one fashion more exasperating
than another it was that half-way-down sleeve that revealed skinny, red
and otherwise unlovely portions of the human frame, which neither paint
or powder could beautify. The basques of dresses are now much orna-
mented with braiding or pleats, from the neck to the extreme point; oth-
ers may be made tasteful by a jabot of white or black lace intermixed
with narrow ribbon loops. Shoes are very pointed at the toe, which is of
patent leather, and the button gives way to the swifter mode of fastening,
mainly the lace, which is used as that of a Foster kid glove.

Silver Pen.

Russia and China.— The Times' St. Petersburg correspondent tele-

graphs : The Commission for finally settling the Russo-Chinese frontiers,

on the Kuldja borders has been obliged to suspend its labors on account
of the great quantity of snow in the mountains. It is also reported that
although the Chinese soldiery continue to indulge in occasional raids and
attacks to the annoyance of the Russian nomads—which is natural to

them, as they are mostly convict troops—the Russian merchants do not
appear to have any more serious complaints to make against the Chinese
officials, and seem on the whole pretty well satisfied with the changes
effected by the Kuldja treaty.

"Julia," my little cherub, when does your sister Emma return ?" " I

don't know." " Didn't she say anything before she went away?" " She
said, if you came to see her, she'd be gone till Doomsday."
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PLEASURE'S WAND.
"We Obey no "Wand but Pleafiure*s."«Tom Moore.

"Youth, 1
* at the Grand Opera House is one of the best productions

seen here in many a dav. The play, as such, is fur above the average of

modern melodramas. The story is probable. It-is not exaggerated either

in plot or treatment. It is fairly acred as a whole. Aveling is a very

good leading man. His manner is easy and natural, his voice is strong

and melodious, and there is an air of sincerity and earnestness about all

hid efforts. He plays the hero. " Frank Darlington," very well. Under
the name of Caufraan in the cast—figures a well-known actor—Stetson.
He has two good scenes and acts them with good effect. His death scene

is strong and realistic. The small part "f " Slaughterford," a desperate

convict, is played by S. S. Hicks with alm<>st brutal realism. In make-
up and manner the part is admirably carried out. Mrs. Bates is—well,

Mtb. Bates, and that is all I can find to say about her. Mme. Majoroni,
who will be remembered here on the Italian stage, speaks English with a

nice little accent. She seems to have all the stage business at her fingers'

ends and makes all her points effectively, but Bhe does not Beem to under-

stand the character she is aettnir, for she utterly fails to portray its features

of. duplicity and hypocrisy. She is goody goody, which is hardly the au-

thor's idea of "Eva de. Malvoisie." The other characters are fairly acted.

But it is the scenic effectB of the play that stand to the great credit of

the management, and for which public recognition is deserved. Every-
thing is grandly done. The first tableau is a pretty picture of a rustic

church and landscape. The second is a view of the Thames with a most
novel moving change of scene. In this tableau a spirited four-in-hand

twain is introduced. The skillful evolutions of the horses, guided by
the reins in the hands of a master whip, are nightly received with great

applause. The fifth tableau represeuts the embarkation of troops, and
the sc^ne, with the huge ship moving off the sta^e with its living cargo, is

a triuinpu of stage machinery. The battle Bcene is well managed, but its

realism would he increased if the damage done by the enemy's fire was
made apparent. It detracts from the truth of the picture to have all the

wounding and killing postponed until the final grouping at the fall of the

curtain. This city has never Been a better production of the kind, and
when the low prices of admission are considered, it would Beem that the

Grand Opera House should prosper.
* * * * f

For a pleasant evening's entertainment, I recommend all to My Son-in~

Law at the Baldwin. A farcical comedy, in which the situations, though
old, are treated with humor, and in which the dialogue is pungent and
full of sarcastic hitB at facts and nsatres, is Grover's work. The incidents

are laughable, the lines are laughable, and the acting is funDy. What
more can an amusement seeker desire ? The acting is both good and bad.

The author, Grover, is evidently a clever fellow, not only as a writer, but
also as an actor. His French dancing master is a neat bit of huruorons
comedy acting. The dialect is good, the make-up also, and there is noth-
ing overdone either in tone or manner. Raymond Holmes has an amus-
ing character to represent, and does it in a genteel comedy style. He also

reserves praise for an avoidance of exaggeration. My Son in-Law is sum"

cieutly farcical in its incidents anil clever in its language to do withoi.t

excessive or broad acting. Grover junior should take his father as a
model, and curtail the extravagances of his acting. Holland plays a con-
ventional low comedy part in a conventional way. Tt is amusing without
originality. The other male members of the troupe fill their respective

characters nicely. On the female side there are several novices, whose
tff »rtB are very unsatisfactory. Miss Waugh, whose appearance is in

strange contrast with her lithographs, is a robust, boisterous actress,

whose peculiarities are well suited in the part of the mother in law. Miss
Wren is a neat soubrette, who will, from all appearances, do well in a
prominent character. Alma Stuart Stan'ey ! Prick up your ears, boys,
both old and young, bald-heads and shrimps. I must, perforce, use slang;

she is a daisy. A very tall womau, with a lovely face that is strangely-

contradictory in expression the eyes beaming with youth and innocence,
*nd the mouth smiling with experience and rouerie— a nice voice, life and
vim in every movement, chic in every word and gesture, arid a je ne sais

quoi something about her that seems to say to ynu, " What I don't know
about things isn't worth knowing." This is Alma Stuart Stanley, and if

you don't believe me, go and see her. Her appearance on the sta<re acts
on the audience like a glass of champagne on a sletpy individual. I think
of other siuiiles, but they won't look well in print. The Grover troupe
has decidedly "caught on."*****
The variety troupe at the Bush-street Theater is a very good one.

Several of the acts were old and hackneyed, but there are several that
;ire decidedly new and novel, and the programme, as a whole, is a satis-

factory one. FieldB and Hanson, as musical mokes, are amusing, and
their p rlormanceB on different instruments are clever. Morris, in his

Dutch (?) cbarautcrizttions introduces some very original by-play. Kelly
and Ryan are probably the first in. their particular line. Alphon-
sme is graceful in her gymnastic act, and the St. Felix Sisters do their

act with pretty neatness. These are the best features of the programme.
The theater has been brightened up considerably. A long list of attrac-
tions are to follow the variety company, nearly all of which are Eastern
successes.

* * *

I have bad so many places to go to this week, that my visit to Emer-
son's has been delayed too late for a reference in this number to the pres-

ent programme. From hearsay, I glean that it is one of the best yet
arranged, and that Muldoons Picnic, as played by Reed, Ferguson and
Mack and others, is an excruciatingly funny performance, creating in
the audienca a periect epidemic of cachionation.*****
The Xaiad Queen is a plain, simple " fake." The scenery is from the

stock—it is old and faded. The costumes are dirty and dingy. The
Amazons and coryphees are frights iu appearance—badly dressed, and
ugly in face and figure. The acting is bad, very bad. Louise Sylvester
cannot sing, Wessels is tedious in his attempted melodramatic intensity,
and Thompson as a low comedian is a most gorgeous failure. The general
effect of the whole performance is a cheap one. It is something unworthy
of the first theatre in the city. But, fortunately, there are several special-

ties introduced that make up for the worthlessness of the rest of the show.

Cornalha dances with as much spirit and poetry of motion as ever. The
Girards—four of them assisted by four of the secundas—dance an eccen-
tric quadrille. It is exceedingly funuy and clever, an admirable bit of
grotesque gracefulness. One of the girls—a thin, black-eyed one—is

charming in her movements, full of ravishing abandon. The performance
of "'Ariel " is a remarkable one. It cannot be very well described. It is

a combination of natural grace and ingenious machinery. She flits across
the stage, bounding and rebounding—grace itself. Her every move, her
every pose, is a picture of beauty that charms and delights.*****

Ellmenreich's " Ksetchen Von Heilbronn" is a most poetical piece of
acting. It is a character of ideal tendencies, and can only be vivified by
intellectual handling, and such treatment Elluvmreich gives to it. Nieper
and Kadelbnrg were strong in support. The pressure on these columns
prevents a more extended review of this performance. Suffice it to say
that with every new character Ellmenreich adds to her success with
our German Theatre public.

* * * • # *

The next Philharmonic Concert is announced for Friday afternoon,
January 5th. The change from evening to afternoon haB been mads of
necessity. Every theater in town is open at present, and it is simply im-
possible to get any good musicians of an evening. An afternoon concert
will enable Hinrichs to get them all, and for this occasion the orchestra
will number sixty performers. The programme will include two great
orchestral novelties—Wagner's Vospiel to Parsifal, and his " Walkiiren
Rttt, {from Niebelungen). Another number will he Beethoven's E Flat
Symphony, (Eroica). This will, indeed, be a musical event.*****
Obemn, splendidly mounted, is drawing well at the Tivoli. The prin-

cipal singers are hardly up to the requirements of Weber's music, but the
mise en scene, the chorus and the orchestra are, each and all, bo satisfac-

tory, that the entertainment offered is a most attractive one. To the
lovers and admirers of the female form divine, a Bight of Miss Mnrtha
Porteus is a treat. She is what the Germans call a '* reizende Erschien-

At the Winter Garden A Trip to the Moon ib being played. It is put
on the stage in remarkably good style. The present company at this pop-
ular resort U a very strong one. and the public iB evidently aware of the
fact, to jidga by the large patronage bestowed upon it.*****
Lait Tuesday evening waa Boxing Night in England. I have often

wondered what that meant, and I feel certain that but few are aware of
its significance. Byrne, in one of his late numbers, gives an explanation
which is very readable: "On ChristmasDay, iu England, you are expected to

give a "box "to everybody who has done anything for you during the
whole year—from your butcher's boy to your landlord. It don't matter
that your butcher's boy gets regular weekly pay from your butcher, or
that your landlord gets about four times as much rent as he ounht to. you
have got to come forward with the " box " all the same. A " box" consists

of a piece of money or several pieces of money, as you like. You pay all

these people from half-a-crown to a sovereign apiece, according to the ex-

tent of their swindles up to date. The more they have swindled, the
more you are expected to come down. Then your butcher, your grocer,

your milkman and your various other tradesmen give -' boxes" to your
servants. This is a delicate way of indicating to them that it w 11 be just
as well for them to audit the accounts as correct, without regard to factf.

A " box " is a Christmas gratuity to inferiors. Hence "Boxing Day,"
"BoxiDg Night."

• * * *

Manager Abbey hinted while here that Langtry would probably make
this country her permanent abiding place. That is exactly what I have
always maintained. She cannot return to England. Society will not
receive her, and the public will not tolerate her as an actress She is

declasse'e. In this country she has an extensive field. She can follrw an
existence here that her former position in London has there made impos-
sible. It would be more than awkward for the aristocracy to have the
former protegic of Royalty—one who had appeared at Court—reign as the
queen of " Le Monde ou Ton S'amuse." But here in the States she can
hold court ot her own, disposing of the wealth of yonner monopolist-*, etc.,

and create a class that as yet does not here exist—Le Demi-Monde. Not
the demi-monde as it is coarsely and vulgarly understood bv the masses
in America, but as it is understood by the men of the world—the Demi-
Monde of Dumas Fils. That will be the future sphere of Langtry.

* * * ' * •

The revival of Victor Hugo's Le Roi VAmvse—known to our stage as

The Fool's Revenge—has been the great dramatic event of the year. The
first representation took place just fifty years ago. The war between the
Romanticists and the Classicists was then at its hight, and "a stormy even-

ing was the result. Next morning, the further representation of the
piece was forbidden by the Censor. From that time to this it has not
appeared on any French stage. The reason assigned by the Ct-nsor for its

suppression, was its representation of Francis the First, and the House
of Bourbon, (theu reigning), would not sanction any attack on the House
of Valois. Victor Hugo always hoped tn see his favorite piece on the
stage again, and that its exlat might not be dimmed by imitation or

rivalry, he was unwilling to give permission for the production of Vt-rdi's

Rifjnletto, which has the same plot with changed names. The recent per-

formance was the second. It was attended by all the celebrities of every

rank and profession. The performance wasalmoBt a disappointment, at

best a succe's de curiosite". There was no enthusiasm, the public remained
cold and unmoved. An old-timer, then a Btudent, now a dignitary, ex-

plained the difference between the first and second performances by
swing :

'' The people who were in the gallery in 1832, are to-day in the

orchestra stalls. They have become less demonstrative."
* * . » * * *

At the performance I speak of in the above paragraph among the

many people present there was the celebrated Dr. Ricoid. A French
paragraphist remarked (caustically, I Buppose): "Very appropriate,

considerii g that Francis I. is the play's bero."^— Carl En /el, aged Rixty,

the gie it est living authority on music in Europe, recently married a chi rul-

ing young lady and committed suicide the next morning. Beauclebc.
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SPORTING.
Ifertr, during the p**t eev^n ynr* in San Fraefeoo, have sporting

CL*ttT> l**n a- dull as at lh*> prrwnt time, and the p\»* Cbriatoiaa wm
tba d •W *ffn. It wa» alovala gixUrnd when Jrm Msec,

aWssplesl <f the world, diuppad in fr-m Um AoatrsJlsn
rlumtr »nJ aaoowacvd thai hr bad come MR to make trouble f-r Sullt-

*an TbrfT i» nothing that ran ><e aaid by any San Fram i-

that cwnld avt 1 |a off takr fmm the reputation of Jem Mm <• as a tighter

tuelraa to ditcoae that subject However, ws
amy that Mac* is teu, aye, or even fifteen years loo old to Bgbt Sul-

livan, evm if the latUr i- a quarter as good a man as he it mm noted to

!>e ; an I aa our reader* know we were never pooh impressed with Sulli-

van's skill either aa * boxer or fighter, and consider him nothir .

than a hard hitting rusher, whose gameness is still an unknown quantity.

Jem Mat-* i* S2 yean old, has fought and boxod 100 tltDM, and now
weigh" shoot ttB pounds. At his ace, he cannot trnin to a ren^on ihle

weight with -nt Iom of that viulity which in so nrc-ssarv to carry a man
thr«uu;h a hard fight. And further, Jem Mnce knows all this better than
any one else, and we have his inrrsonal assurance that he has not the re-

lea of tilth line Sullivan a regular battle. He simply esys that
Sullivan caonol ktuik him out in four rounds, and he will stand in front
of ihe 11' stonisn for that length o( time for as big a stake as he can raise.

Mace makes no pretension that he wilt whip Sullivan ; he simply says
that the champion bully cannot whip him with the gloves, nor can any
man living. Now, this only amounts to an exhibition, but it will proba-
bly create aa great a furore as the biggest fight ever fought, for it will

determine whether or not Sullivan really i* a tir?t-c!a*s man. If he
can "get on" to Mace, then be is a non panel ; if not, he will
i« proven to be what we | have estimated him—a big, strung rusher,

who is thought to he game because his bottom has never been
called up<-n. Jem Mace always had a weakness for picking up some big

man to travel with. It looks clever for a m»n of Mace's inches to knock
a ifiant about, and no one is a better judge of the value of t-ffect in puhlic
than Mace. Last time Mace was here he brought big Frank Lavarnie
along, and illiiftraUd the power of science over size and strength by
knocking him about at his pleasure. This time Mace has in town Herbert
Slade. the big longdistance foot-racer and jumper and wrestler < f New
Zealand. Slade is a half-breed Maori, stands 6 feet 2 inches, is built in
proportion, and has good arms and legs. His only we ik points are his

heart and neck. He is too much like a triangle in ships— broad at tue
base and very narrow at the apex—to be a model of physical manhood

;

hut for all that he has the look of a dangerous customer. Mace has bad
him in band for about a year, and says that he is a 'vonderful boxer aid
tighter. He is to fight John L. Sullivan as soon as a match caa be made,
and Mace says that be will whip the Bostonian sure. We saw Slade set-

to with Mace last week, and consider him a good one, though Mace had
the beBt of the bout. When he meets Sullivan it will be a case of Greek-
and-Greek, with the advantage of experience in favor of Boston. Sladt s

sameness is also an unknown quantity, though in rough fighting he Iijoj

whipped every man he ever met in the colonies. Mace and Slade will

give an exhibition on the evening of January 8tb. They will spar four

round*. Qoeensberry s rules, ar/d Slade will meet all comers on any terms
they choose. He is also open to wrestle in three styles. They secured
Ralloch's Hammam on Fifth street to spar in, but perhaps Hogan, who
has charge <>f the affair, when he comes to consider the bad reputation of

that place, will change his mind and take another hall. Sullivan will be
here in two weeks.

• • * • •

R. Haley, of the Olympic Club, and J. Masterson, of the La Crosse
Club, have arranged for another 100 yard race for the amateur champion-
ship of the Coast, and a silver cup, given by the proprietor of the Rec-
reation Grounds. Both men are in training for the match and expect to

make fa-t time. Haley, who feels rather badly at the discredit thrown
on the statement that he ran 100 yards in 9 4 5 seconds, says he feels con-

fident he will get below even that time, and extraordinary precautions
will be taken to have the time taken in a way to leave the record beyond
dispute. We sincerely hope that he will be successful, and feel confident

that at least he will get close to record time if he is in good order at the

start. Ab it is, there is little doubt but that his recent improvement has

made him the equal of the best American amateurs, many of whose re-

cords are more open to suspicion of error than was Haley's 9 4 5. The
match c tlU for a penalizing start from the shot of a pistol in the hands
of a mutually acceptable starter -^— His late defeat seems to have damp-
ened Kettleman's ardor for a race with Harrison, and nothing definite has

ince been done about the matter. We do not think that the race will

ever come off. If it does, Harrison ought to win rather easily, if Kettle-

man's late public form is correct.

• # - # • *

The Olympic, Haverley and Reddington Basehall Clubs have arranged a
series of fourteen gaiurn, the first of which took place last Sunday at the

Oakland grounds, between the Olympics and Haverleys. The game
ended in a draw— 9 to 9. To-morrow the Olympics and Re idingtons will

play at Oakland.-^—Sandy Irwin will take a benefit at the Recreation

Grounds, January 7th.—An amateur club, styling themselves the Bay
Oitya, has organized for the Bwawn of 1883. The clilh is made up of the

following named players: H. Has*, pitcher; J. Cusick, catcher; J.

Finn, tirst-hasej J. Smith, second base; N. Barr, third base ; H. Rvan,
shortstop; T. Farrell, right field; W. N. Farrell, center field, aud D.
Egan, left field.

• • • • •

Mr. Tristam Burges, of San Francisco, has lost by death bis Champion
Llewellin setter bitch, Queen Mab, from blood poisoning, the result of

whelping. Champion Queen Mab was bred and trained by R. Le. P.

Llewdllin, Ashby de la Zoucb, England; imported by Arnold Burges,

Hillsdale, Michigan ; whelped August 24th, 1874, by the celebrated Dan
out of Nelly ; registered No. 8.223, English Kennel Club Stud Book

;

registered No. 495, National American Kennel Club Stud Book. Winner
of the following prizes—1st and champion, Chicago, 187G; l*t and cham-
pion, and special for heat brace with " Druid," St. Louis, 1878; 1st aud
champion, and special fur best brace with '* Druid," Detroit, 1S79 ; 1st and

champion, and roscJal for best brace with ' Druid," St. Louis, 1H70 ; l«t

and champion. New York, 1880; \*t in claas, and siawltl fur moat perfect
peewnen of dog or bitch in show, San Fr*ui laou, 188L

• • • * •

Favne, late of the Sui-oin mar-.li>*. ft arranging foi a duck ihootlng
lutna marshes. Another prsserfe i« being Uld out »t

Alrtto. If the Legislature doe* not interfere every bit uf duck ground
in tl' State will soon he fenced in.

• • • • •

Commodore Harrison and vice-Commodore MoDoBOilftfa are about to
leave for a trip to Europe, They will be much misled during the yacht-
ing season.^—Mr. Tevia' new schooner will be ready for launching early
in the season.

WAIFS.
Waifs which singly are as light as air, but whloh together make

a momentous whole.

This being an off week the politicians are either too stuffed with turkey
or too stuffed with their own importance, to show their hand.——They
have been lying low ; keeping shady as it were. -^—Yet a few fact* have
lern bandied around, Goternor-elect Stoneman has been in the city

all week, and has permitted all comers to interview him in the office of

the l'.iUce Hotel. He has lent attentive ear to all talker*, but has said

nothing of importance himself. He has not promised a single office.—
He laughed the other day as he said that *' every man who opposed his

nomination, now pretended that he favored it."^— He keeps a oopy of

the final roll-call at San Jose, and frequently refers to it. This "lets
out " a number of aspirants.——The Adjutant General's, State Printer's

and Registrar of Voter's fights wax warm.^—The outlook is thttt Met-
calf, Ay res and Broderick will occupy those offices, and, if they do, it

will be the most noted case of the " sunWal of the fit teat" on iec>rd.-^—
The ruruors point that way, but then Dame Rumor is ofteu a lying j tde.

Such appointments are too good to be expected in these degenerate days.

If Stoneman were to begin that way, God only knows where he
would end. That much discernment and backbone, has not, heretofore,

been evinced by Governors hereabouts. The inauguration ceremo-
nies, which take place at the Capitol next rat nth, a • to be of the
simplest possible description. Stoneman says he h.nes ceremony. He
will repeat the Lord's Prayer in monotones, and Daggett will wind up
with a blast on a fish-horn. Coleman and Sullivan and Lynch, and the
other rich young swells who have been elected to the Legislature, are
busily engaged selecting homes fur themselves in Sacramento during the
earning Winter. -^—The house opposite the Capitol steps known as "The
Robber's Roost," was offered to Coleman at half-price, but he said he
could not afford to occupy it, even if it were offered to him for nothing.

^—There is a Paul Neumnnn-hke savor that goes up from there, that

Bme'.ls to Heaven. The odor thereof is bad.^—General Thos. H. Wil-
liams and Rose and Parka have taken three suites of rnums in the Golden
E*gle. and mean to make a new deal in slickens,*or know what it sticks

at.—Higgins, Gannon and Chute show by their extensive arrangements
that they expect to make as much out of a Democratic Legislature as they
ever did ont of a Republican one.——Buckley says he will be as much
boss in Sacramento as in San Francisco. He proposes to open a saloon
in the basement of the Capitol, contrary to law. We shall take note of

what the new Administration his to say about that.^— We hear of nu-
merous "cinch " bills already prepared. We shall give a Ibt of

them hereafter, and tell who not them up, and what legisla-

tors are introducing them, in the hope of raking in coin.—
A young legislator, recently elected, is about to marry the daughter of an
old legislator, who has also beeu recently elected. The ceremony is to be
performed in the Capitol and at night, amid much pomp and circum-
stance, at least so it is said. < Mrs. Stoneman has somewhat reluctantly
determined not to go into house keeping at Sacramento, but will entertain
in truly gubernatorial style in elegant rooms at a leading hotel, that are

being specially prepared for her four years' occupancy. Attorney-Gen-
eral Marshall will not move his family to the State Capital, and Superin-
tendent of Instruction Welcher will stick to the classic Bhadea of Berke-
ley, and hence Sacramento will know less of the families of the new ad-

ministration than of any preceding one.—There is a movement on foot

to get up the largest Democratic club this city ever saw. It is to be
called "The Anti-BoS3 Club." Its chief aims are to be, first, the chok-
ing off of the present iniquitous and corrupt bosses, and Becondly, to

guard and keep clean Democratic politics. If it accomplish those

things, it certainly has a large field of usefulness before it. It u said

that every decent man in the party standB ready to join it.—The
ways of the bosses are to be watched, exposed, published and made
public. Good. -There is nothing like publicity as a cure for the
dark and devious ways of bossism.——If the new club goeB to work
in earnest, it will Bave the Democratic party in this city and
county. It is proposing to itself the right means to attain the right

objects.——Several of the newly-elected city officials held a secret meet-
ing the other day. Their purpose was to see if they could unite with
each other to oppose the claims of the boss to appoint their deputies.—
Nothing was accomplished, for the reason that every man was afraid of

his neighbor.——It was generally admitted that nine out of every ten nf

the nominees being fotcsd upon them were unfit for their positions. Yet
they will be appointed. Such are the effects of bossism.'^—Sam Shear,
the lowest of Buckley lambs, who frequents the Bush-street saloon,

drinks, chews tobacco, spits, dresses uncleanly, swears, gambles, pulU
w.res, lays pipes, pursues politics for a living, and is one of the ** boys,"

is to D3 appointed Superintendent of the Huu;-e of Conection, on the sole

recommendation of boss Buckley. That will be a bad beginning for

the new Supervisors to make.-—-Fancy such a man as the stern disci-

plinaiiin, high moral teacher, and chief reformer of a House of Correc-
tion !—We shall in this manner go on from time to time telling the
kind of men that Buck leyism meaus to place in office in this city.—The
whole pedigree of all the new deputies will be told soon after the eighth
of January.-By these means we hope to expose and render odious

evils that we have been powerless to prevent.

Watches, in new and unique designs, for ladies and gentlemen. Geo.
C. Sbreve k Co., 110 Montgomery street.
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"The World," the Flesh, and the Devil.
[By & Truthful Penman.]

Romance is not yet dead, in spite of all the croakings of latter-da.

v

cvnicism. The other day at Ipswich the marriage of Count Carl Ester-

hazy with Miss Mary Charters, of Stoke Park, was duly celebrated. The
details up to the happy event afford more than sufficient materials for a

realistic Btory. A boat capsized on the Nik—the occupants struggling in

the water until the gallant rescue by the Count, who was passing in his

yacht. Further acquaintance ripened into affection, and then the hap-

piest consummation of all.-^—A Cheap Toy.—A mechanical mouse,

selling at 15 centimes (say l£d.), has appeared in Paris. By pulling a

cord, which represents the tail, a double cone on an axis under the^ metal-

lic body is rotated, unwinding the cord, but also winding up a thin strip

of caoutchouc. The mouse being put down and liberated, thereaction of

the caoutchouc makes it run forward, while the tail, of impossible length,

is wound in. These toys are sold in San Francisco at 15 cents each.—
Kate Vaughn, the popular little actreBS of the Gaiety, has just figured

in the divorce court in the case of Wellesley vs. Wellesley. The Hon.
Frederick Arthur Wellesley, son of Lord Cowley, was married in Decem-
ber, 1873, to the daughter of one of the English Ambassadors. At the

time, Colonel Wellesley was Military Attache* at the British Embassy.
When the Russo-Turkish War broke out, Colonel Wellesley's duty took

him to the seat of war, and upon his return to England they lived at Lord
Cowley's house, but the husband was cold in his manner towards her, and
refused to occupy the same room. She then went to live at her father's

house at Queen's Gate. When in London, he insisted upon constantly vis-

iting the Gaiety Theatre and seeing Miss Vaughan act. Miss Vaughan
went to Vienna, and they left there together. She offered to forgive him
if he returned, but without success. Evidence was given to the effect

that at Adelphi Terrace Colonel Wellesley and Miss Vaughan lived

together as man and wife. His lordship granted a decree nisi, with costs,

and gave the petitioner the custody of the child of the marriage.—
The vicissitudes of fortune are strange. At the last Norwich Assizes

Lord Justice Lindley was called upon to sentence a solicitor's clerk,

named EdwardB, for a series of forgeries. Edwards and "my lord,"

strangely enough, had been many years ago fellow clerks, and it was
current at the circuit mess that the former was attesting witness to the

deed of settlement by which, on his marriage, the latter participated in

property to no small degree.^—It is stated that the Clyde ship-joiners'

strike, now terminated, after lasting twelve weeks, has cost about £100,-

000. Three-fourths of this sum represent penalties incurred by the em-
ployers for delay in contracts, and the other fourth represents loss of

wages and the maintenance of the men on strike. Many of the men who
have resumed their employment have been working all night upon over-

time, so great is the demand for their services.—The casket selected

by the General Purposes Committee of the Corporation of London, will

form a very handsome receptacle for the address to be presented to Sir

Garnet Wolseley. Both the shape and ornamentation are in the Egyp-
tian style. The casket is of 18-karat gold, and the various devices are

enameled in proper heraldic colors. The actual casket is 5| inches by 4^,

but the onyx marble stand covers a space of 10 inches by 6 inches.—
Londoners are particularly partial to Ostend rabbits, and thousands of

these rodent quadrupeds find their way weekly into the poorer districts of

the metropolis. A fact has just come to light which should tend to check
the demand for this article of food. The wife of a working-man in Ber-
mondsey, having some doubt concerning the anatomy of her purchase,

took fher "Ostend rabbit" to the medical officer of health, who at

once pronounced it to be a cat ! The subject was brought before the

local authorities, and fears were expressed that this was not an isolated

case—not a stray tabby, in fact, but an indication that the skins

of cats were in demand amongst the Bcrmondsey tanners !^—
M. J. Oiler, the proprietor of the St. Germain racing establishment, is

preparing to organize night races. He intends to build a central light-

house, of which the rays will be directed on the contending horses so that

spectators sitting in the center may follow the proceedings with as much
accuracy as in open day. Another swimmer aspires to the notoriety

of swimming the " silver streak," which is dreaded so greatly by ordinary
mortals, even when on board a well-appointed steamer. Dr. Jennings, of

the South Coast, is, notwithstanding the failures of other members of his

profession, willing to stake £100 to £2,000 that he is able to accomplish
the feat of crossing from Dover to Calais.^—There is a young lady
in North Britain who is 6 feet 4 inches tall, and she is engaged to be mar-
ried. The man who won her did it in these words: *' Thy beauty Bets my
soul aglow—I'd wed thee, right or wrong; man wants but little here
below, but wants that little long."

Now that red in all its variety of shades is so fashionable, coral orna-

ments to match are in great vogue. Few persons are aware that in the
middle ages coral occupied a high place in the pharmacopoeia. Ten grains

given to an infant in milk were, it was believed, effectual in protecting it

from epileptic and other fits during life. It was considered an excellent

antidote to poison. Worn as a talisman, its reputed virtues were very
great. It averted the evil eye, was a protection against enchantments,
thunder storms, marine tempests and other similar dangers, whilst if the
life of the wearer of the talisman were threatened, it was asserted the
crn-al would turn a pale or livid hue: A relic of this superstition seems
to linger in our nurseries in the red coral and bells, the former being ac-

credited with power to repel witchcraft, whilst bells were originally used
to scare away evil spirits.

" I shouldn't care so much about the bugB,'* said a thin, pale lodger to

his landlady, " but the fact is, ma'am, I've not the blood to spare."

INSURANCE.

Si... X22 A

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
INSURANCE AGENCY

324 4'nllloruin Street. *nu Krn.ieliM*.. t'Hl.

Fire Insurance.
of Philadelphia. TKUTUN1AUIRARD

NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN of New York.
ST. PAUL ot M. Paul

of New Orleans.
LA CONFIAVCF. of Paris
DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS

of New York.
THE FIRE INS ASSOCIATION (Limited)

of Loudon, Lnylalid.

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONC1ERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented $27.000.COO.
All Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid.

W. L. CHALMEBS,
Special Agent and Adjuster.

PHGNIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng„ EstaVd nS2.--Cash Assets, 85,266.372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., EstaVd 1833.—Cash Assets, $1,343 £ 08.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can.. Estab'd 1851—Cash Assets, 81,351 326.39.

IU I I lit A HAL1IA.V.
General Aleuts for Pacini* 4'oaMt,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10 "1

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864.

Principal Office 406 California Street. S.F.

FIRE INSURANCE.
Capital (Paid TJp in TJ. S. Gold Coin) :...$300,000.00
Re-Insurance Reserve $171,412.75

Assets January 1, 1882 $ 684,577 81 I Premiums, since orgamza'ion.*3,841,412.07
Surplus for policy holders.. (174,577.83

| LosseB, since organization... 1,75«,278.00

OFFICERS:
J. F. HOUGHTON President. I CHAS R. STORY Secretary.
J. L. N. SHEPHARD.... Vice-President.

| R. H. MAGILL General Agent.

Directors op the Home Mutual Insurance Co.:— L. L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J. L.
N. Shepard, John Currey, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, C. C Burr, J. S. Carter,
Charles Belding, D. W. Earl. April 8.

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO^
Capital, SIO.OOO.OOO.

Unlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF L0ND0N~FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, SIO.OOO.OOO-

THE STANDARD MARINE~JNSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of L verpool- Capital, 85 OUO 000.

Aug. 12.

W. J. < All. I M. II AM A- CO. (al'llernl 4treiit«,
21:1 .aliaouie Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,600 000
CashAssets ... 1.709.976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BAl.HtlK. UlTTHRIE * CO.. General Atcen-M.
March 20. 316 California Street. San Pranrinrn.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF LONDON.
[INSTITUTED 1803- i

London Assurance Corporation, of London
Established by Royal Charter 1 720

Northern Assurance Corporation of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUKD BY TrU FOl'K COMPAN'IKS
ROBERT DICKSON, Manager.

W. LAJfE BOOKER, Agent and Attorney.

S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building
[October u.'

THE THAMES AND MERSEY MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY,
(LIMITED),

Of Liverpool. London and Manchester,
NO. 308 PINE STREET.

/Capital Supscrf l>e.l, 810,000,000; Capital Paid Up, 81.000.-
000; Reserve Fund ("in addition to capital'

1881, 35,234,665.

October '/.

, 81,875,000 ; Total Assets Juno 30th,
W. G. HARKISON, Agent,

8 Pine street, San Francisco, Cal.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.

Capital S5,0011,01111.-—Agents: Ballbnr. Ontnrle A Co., No.
/ 316 California street, San Francisco. Nov. la.
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• re so rife that the few remaining respectable (dttaemi
in the Infant I'oiumunity were fain to form themselves into a Vigilanov
Committee, and summarily hang the ringleaders of tbe ruffian hordetj
whom the nporteol the discoveries of gold had attracted to thi

Bldorado, The eity yet contains a sufficiently dangerous elemei
In-h laboring class, who loath the cheaply lalu.rini; Chinaman, but in

1880 the mere threat of the re-establishment of a Vigilance Committee.
and the prompt arrest and imprisonment of Dennis Kearney, the sand
lot agitator—a kind of Irish Arabi seen through the small end of an op-

iai -were enough to terrify the " hoodlums," and San Francisco is

now as law-abiding a city as New York, or Chicago, or St. Louis. It is,

!>erhaps, more cosmopolitan than any other community in the great Re-
public. It has no Puritan antecedents, as Boston ; no Quaker ones, as

Philadelphia; no Dutch ones, as New York ; no English Cavalier ones,
as Kichmond and Charleston ; no French ones, as New Orleans has.

Iu fact, San Francisco may practically be said to have no antecedents
at all. The Spanish element, which yet lingers alongside the French in

tna, and is still manifest in Texas and Florida, has all but com-
pletely vanished from California. A few Spanish names of things and
place survive, but *' San JostS " has been corrupted into " Sanhozay " and
"St. Jo," and to a corresponding extent the Mexican " greaser " has been
absorbed in Anglo-Saxondom. All nations flock to 'Frisco, but English
is the dominant tongue, and European customs are tbe prevalent usages.
Sume peculiarly American customs have been imported from the East.
The cocktail flourishes supreme over all other beverages, the tram-car is

the most favorite mode of conveyance, and poker and euchre are games
extensively patronized ; but otherwise San Francisco is iu appearance the
least American of all American cities. It is one of the gayest cities in

the world and one of the most church-going. Young Men's Christian
A-s>.i'iations are as popular as theaters and masquerade balls. There are
plenty of temperance associations, and the consumption of champagne is

prodigious. Merchants and speculators of immense wealth abound, and
there are numerous bankruptcies every week, and a permanent contingent
of beggars, who, as a rule, decline to accept a smaller donation than ten
cents. Finally, it may be hinted that there is still a good deal of revolver

practice, especially among the editorial class ; but the climate, happily,
continues to be "eminently favorable to the cure of gunshot wounds."

A correspondent writes from London, December 6th, to the World:

Here is a specimen of the blasphemous rubbish spoken by the "officers'

of that intolerable nuisance (not mentioning, for shortness, other things),

the Salvation Army. These charlatans, it must be remembered, have
been taken by the hand by certain clergymen of the Church of England,
and at least one Bishop has patted them on the back. It was at a
crowded meeting at (I suppress the name of the town for particular

reasons), and the following was a part of the prayer: "O Lordy, Lordy,
come among us! We know the room is crowded, and that Thou mayest
not be able to get in at the door; but make a hole in the ceiling, Lordy

—

we do not mind the expense—and come among ua." Then there followed
a hyinu set to an obvious popular tune. This is the refrain:

" If you cannot get in at the Golden Gate,
Climb over the garden-wall."

Messrs. Moody and Sankey have been "doing" Torquay this last week
It is incredible that people of the slightest intellect can listen to the fluent

twaddle poured forth by Mr. Moody, always accompanied by the offens-

ive familiarity with which he speaks of the Deity and sacred subjects.

Nor would he be listened to, were it not for the really admirable singing
of Mr. Sankey. There is no reason why they should not adopt the fam-
ous " The Heart Bowed Down," from the Bohemian Girl, as one of their

hymns. Mr. Sankey would certainly cause the gifted Borrani of our early

youth to fade from our memory.
The humbug of the whole matter is so disgusting. The " evangelists,"

as Stiggins and Co. profanely call them, profess to take no money. Nor
do they. But they sell thousands and thousands of their hymn books at
every meeting for various sums. I will venture to say that the profit on
their twopenny hymn book is at least a hundred per cent., judging from
the way in which it is turned out. Mr. Catnach's style was certainly as
good, if not superior, and a halfpenny secured a good deal of literature.

And so with the Blue Ribbon Army. Their leaders take no money,
but they stipulate that their hotel bills shall be paid. They cannot deny
it, because I was asked to subscribe for that purpose, and I can produce
at any moment the person who twice asked me. And a very comfortable
way of surveying mankind. They convert our housemaids and kitchen-

maids (if they would guarantee me a sober cook I would pay one of their

hotel bills, even if it included a few bottles of champagne), and I have told

those young ladies, who make one's life so agreeable and free from worries

and cares, that if I catch them binding themselves to any such tomfoolery
I shall stop their beer money.

"Keep the body warm," says the physician, and he is correct. In
order to do this be sure and buy your TTnderware from J. W. Carmany,
No. 25 Kearny Street. Carmauy^s Shirts never fail to please.
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NEW ENGLANO MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF BOSTON.
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Surplus over All Liabilities
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niii. parcfiill;- examine the practical workimr .1 ihe Massuciiosctts law of lsso, and
read the policy contract ol the iVeio England Life.

HENEY K. FIELD, General Agent.
A,u-' -'' 328 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

(Organised 18G3.)

FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY.
Fire and Marino Insurance.

Assets $1,250,000
L»w»t?s paid over 4,500,000
jfcjTThe Largest Assets and Largest Income of all the companies hailing from

vyest of New York State, and in 1881 Pacific Coast premiums were larger than
those of any other company, local, Eastern or foreign.

D. J. STAPLES President I WM, J. BUTTON Secretary
ALPHEUS BULL Vice-President

| E. W. CARPENTER Asst. Secretary

HOME OFFICE:
Southwest Cor California and Sansome streets, San Francisco.
K^~ Agents in all prominent localities. Sept. 30.

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE-UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

The California Lloyds.— Established iu 1861.—Nob. 416 and
118 California street. Cash Capital, §750,000 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates

!

Prompt Settlement of Loses!! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS. —J. Mora Mobs,
Moses Heller, J. 0. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabutie, Charles (Colder. E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Lverson, A. B. Phipps, Samuel
Hurt, H, C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Brandenstein, W. M. Hoag, Nicholas
Luning, James Moffitt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Touchard,
George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Scholle, Charles
Baum, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President.
James D. Bailey, Secretary- Geo. T. Bo "", ^"-veyor. Nov. 6.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
UHii/.erliUMl, ol /m mIi. Capital 5,000,000 francs; Helvetia,
IO of St. Gall, Capital 10,000,000 francs ; Baloise, of Basle, Capital 6,000,000 francs.
These three Companies are liable jointly and severally fur all losses that may he sus-
ained Losses made payable in all the principal seaports of the world. In the set-
tlement of all claims under an English policy, these Companies will strictly adhere to
the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, and submit to English jurisdiction.
June 9. HARRY W. SYZ, Agent, 420 and 422 California St., S. F.

PUBLIC OPINION.
The Only Liberal and Anti-Monopoly Organ on the Pacific Coast.

PUBLISHED BY I. X. CHOTNSKI,
At 34 Geary street, and l'or sale everywhere. Yearly Subscriptions, $2.50.

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN
Steam BatUs; Electric and Chemical Baths; Sulphur aud

other medicated vapor baths, with Swedish movements and massage. Special
apartments for ladies and families.

July 1.

DR JUSTIN GATES,
722 Montgomery street, near Washington.

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.
Attendance, daily, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by the under-

signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, and to furnish all information
relating to the Sodetj J. P. McCURRIE, Secretary,

Oct. 23. Room 4, No. 531 Californiast.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Gold Medal, Paris, 1878.

Sold by all Stationers. Sole Agent for the United States:
MR- HBNKY HOE, 91 John street, N. Y. Jan. 5.

A YOUNG LADY,
~|/ldncated In England, wishes a morning: engagement as
JCj GOVERNESS. English in all its branches, thorough music, Spanish aud
the rudiments of French. Address M. A,, office of this paper. Dec. 2.

A. WALDSTEIN
Lithographer and Zlncographer, No. 320 Sansome street,

Room AS, Second Floor. Aug. 19.

CLt^ft a week in your own town. Terms and $.5 outfit free.

tJpUU .
'.'-. H.allett & Co., Portland, Maine.
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CHRISTMAS WEEK.
It would ba the basest ingratitude to let the present Christmas week

pass by without saying a good word for it. It has been an exceptionably

good, prosperous, enjoyable and happy Christmas. That is the general

verdict. Oar storekeepers admit that they have not done so well for

many years. Business in all departments has been unusually well sus-

tained. Our farmers have had a succession of successful harvests, and
find themselves " well fixed." Their debts are paid, they have money in

hand, and the outlook for the next season U already most cheering. One
result of this has been that they have visited the city during the present

holiday season, and have made purchases liberally, and to that cause is

owing not a little of the improved trade which business men are rejoicing

over. There has been a good time generally which has not yet come to an

end. This is an off week—a period between Christmas and New Year's

Day—during which we shall not take final leave of the old and seriously

enter upon the new. It will he the middle of next week before that is ac-

complished. Meanwhile our people are enjoying the present with a pe-

culiar zest, and are looking forward with li 'ht hearts to the overflowing
promises of a new and even more prosperous year.

The years, like the tides, come and go with inexorable precision, never

resting, never ceasing their noisy beat upon the shore of Time. Few of

us care to take thoughtful note of their rapid flow, or measure them, as

we might, by heart-throbs. It is only now and then, as we come to the

festivals strewn here and there, like smiling gardens, or as we find unex-
pectedly a touch of silver gray in our hair, that we pause to consider how
many stages of our journey we have passed, and contemplate seriously

the narrowing vista that lies before. We sail the seas of Time careless

and unconcerned, thinking only of the present while favoring winds speed
our course; when wreck and disaster come we cling to drifting spars of

Hope and think mostly of the future, but when we touch at the Islands
lying green and fragrant midway in the trackless waste and drop anchor
iu their benignant shadows, things present blend with things past and to

come, and we take our reckoning with suberest earnestness of thought
and purpose. To those who are disposed at this thoughtful season to

make up such a reckoning, we commend the perusal of an original article

on our sixteenth page, entitled " Retrospective and Prospective. "

This Christmas tide has been peculiarly enjoyable. The underlying
idea of the festival has rightly a world-wide significance. First and fore-

most, in conspicuous eminence, stands the truth of brotherhood, and the
obligations which it entails. All men are of kin ; all partition walls of

class ami caste are factitious ; the one great sacrifice was made for all—
that is the lesson that Christmas enforces, and that has been largely prac-
ticed in our City, State and country. The doing of kindly deeds has lent
spice to our feasts, and a perfume to our garments which will remain with
us, piquant and sweet in taste and memory, through all the coming year.
In our merry-makings, the recollection that we have brightened some life

that was dark before will sharpen every sense »f enjoyment, while in the
sober moments of prayer and praise the thanksgivings of those we have
helped will sound in our ears like benedictions which it were worth a life-

time of effort to win. And when, spreading sail again at the opening of

the New Year, we drift away upon the seas, setting our prows towards
the unknown future—hoping, if God will, to touch at some other isle of
spices in the years to come —the thought that we have been faithful to the
suggestion of the Christmas season, obedient to that law of love which
came in with him who taught that we should ''do unto others as we
would have them do unto us," will be at once helm and anchor, guiding
us steadily iu hours of calm, and holding us firmly and securely in the
time of storm and disaster. In that consciousness and in that spiiit, let

us all prepare for and hail the advent of a Happy New Year.

CIVIL SERVICE REFORM WITH A VENGEANCE.
Our Charter-makers have gone back on themselves. They started in

to give us Civil Service reform in the management of the local offices.
All those who understood the true inwardness of things rejoiced at what
they did. They decided that there should be '"a new deal," based on
merit, as ascertained by competitive examinations. A man's fitness to be
a deputy was to-.be determined by an inquiry, and when once appointed
he was not to be removed, except for cause. That was excellent. It gave
pleasure to all who know what boss appointments means. It revived a
hope in the breasts of those who had corne to despair of wood and cleanly
municipal government. But that hope has since been dashed lo the
gri md. The Charter-makers have reconsidered their first conclusions.
They finally decided that the men who might be in office when the new
Charter goes into effect shall not be removed, except for misbehaviur. In
that determination there is a little joker. During the next two years,
every deputyship will be filled by "a Buckley jamb," whom it is hoped to
retain in perpetuity if the new Charter passes. Now, the essence of true
Civil Service reform is to begin aright. First fill the offices with men who
have proved their competency, and then it is highly proper to keep them
there. If you commence, as is now proposed, by filling the offices with
Buckley lambs, street-statuary and men who carry precinct clubs, and then
perpetuate them in office, you inaugurate a back-handed kind of reform.
All depends upon the start. Get good men iu and keep them there. The
new Charter-makers commenced with the boldness of lions, but have
ended like ridiculous mice.

NEW BIDS FOR THE AUSTRALIAN LINE.
The ten years' contract of the Pacific Mail Company fur running the

Australian line is soon to expire, and the colonial governments interested
have invited bids for a continuance of the service. There are likely to be
three or four competitors. First, of course, comes the Pacific Mail Com-
pany, which has prior claims over all others from the fact that it is in
possession of the route. Its position will, however, be hotly contested.
The White Star line, that has just commenced to run steamers to the
Hawaiian Islands, will, it is understood, be competitors. The Oriental
line, that runs via the Suez canal between England and the colonies, will bid.
There are possibilities in this service that are very far from being under-
stood at this end, which would not be the case if we were the commercial
people we ought to be. We are making much fuss about the Hawaiian
Islands, but there are other islands on this route before which the
Hawaiian group sinks into insignificance, and which are capable of pro-
ducing sugar enough for the whole world, and that is almost the leaBt of
their uses. •

A CHEAPER BREAKFAST TABLE.
There is some useful discussion going on in regard to tariff revision,

bnt there is a great deal more of it that is stupidly ignorant, delusive and
altogether misleading. Those who favor protection for protection's sake
want to abolish the whole internal revenue system. They want to abol-
ish the taxes on wines, spirits, tobacco, etc. Their ohject is, of course,
plain enough. If they destroy those sources of revenue the deficiency
will have to be made good by the maintenance of a high tariff. We re-

spectfully suggest, however, that there is a better way of accomplishing
their end. No thoughtful man will ever agree that wines, spirits and to-

bacco are not about the very best articles that can be taxed. At best
they are but luxuries, and not necessities. There are those who go fur-
ther, and believe that they cannot be made too difficult of procurement.
The wide world over those vicious articles that pander to a depraved taste
are fruitful sources of revenue to all civilized governments. With prohi-
bition making rapid headway in many of the States, it would be a curious
sight to witness the national Government exempting intoxicants from the
payment of dutv. Better, *far better, to let in, duty free, " the cup that
cheers but not inebriates." Better a free breakfast table than free whisky.
If a deficiency must be created, if the present excess of revenue must be
dispensed with, and the time has arrived when it ought to he, then let the
duties on tea, sugar and coffee be abolished, and let us enjoy that greatest
of luxuries, " a free breakfast table, which our English cousins, under the
lead of John Bright, long t>go insisted upon and obtained. The consump-
tion of whisky per capita in this country exceeds that of any other known
people on the face of the globe. The consumption of tea in the United
States is much smaller than in Great Britain ; there it is five pounds per
capita, while here it is not over one and one half. Let us not make the
difference still greater by making whisky free. Rather let ub decrease the
disproportion by cheapening the better beverage.

AN INTERMINABLE QUESTION.
Has anybody reflected why the question of a just payment for the

water advantages accorded to this city cannot be brought to an end? It
is kept open as a burning question. It dislocates local politics. It brings
a powerful corporation into the arena of municipal affairs. Money i"b

put up to secure Supervisors, and all other things are ignored or forgot-

ten. The bosses are traded with, get the spending of the money, and
with it do much more than they bargained to do. They secure Spring
Valley Supervisors, and at the same time elect creatures of their own that
they can use for all other purposes. The money placed in their hands to

enable them to accomplish one purpose is a fulcrum which gives them the
power to lever a number of other purposes of their own. This has gone
on for years. Is it nut about time that it should end ? The Bulletin

craze should be ignored, and a new departure taken. One of two courses
should he adopted. Either the city should determine to own its own
waterworks, or it should arrive at a conclusion as to what is a fair sum
to pay Spring Valley. There need be no great difficulty in solving either
problem. Three business men would end it in a trice. We are sick and
tired of the whole business. There is a lack of truth aud honesty on
both sides. We have, like most of our ratepayers, patiently awaited for

some time the outcome of it all. We begin to feel like taking the matter
in hand, and telling some truths that may not suit either side, but which
it will benefit city people to hear. Settle your differences, gentlemen, or
we will tell what is the matter between you.

THE BOARD OF HEALTH.
The members of the Board are squirming under the proposal to make

their duties subservient to the Board of Supervisors. These gentlemen
claim to be the physicians of this city, and therefore ask to be endowed
with great powers. Whilst granting the valuable services rendered hy
the Board, we venture to controvert this statement. The real medical
adviser of the city is the Health Officer. He U alone bound to give his

advice and services. He alone is paid for them. The Board of Health
is not responsible for the sanitary administration. It does not sign the
reports, ii'>r has it power to remove a nuisance or promulgate an ordi-

nance. The Board exercises no function which could not be performed as
well, or better, by a committee of ordinary citizens acting in conjunction
with its own officers. If the Supervisors stand lower than the Board of

Health in public estimation, there may be reason that the status of the
Supervisors should be raised; but none whatever for the continuance of a
Board which exists chiefly to exercise a little patronage and help to keep
the medical appointments at tbe p-iblic institutions in the hands of a
clique of doctors. Here also the public require more direct responsibility.

The Officer of Health should be the employe
1

of the Board of Supervisors,
who provide his salary. He should be exclusively engaged in his public
work, and should receive a sufficient salary. He should act as the ad-
ministrator of the sanitary law, and we venture to think that the citizens

will be more faithfully and efficiently served by such an officer than by
any nominated and unsalaried corporation.

POLITICAL BLUNDERING.
There were numerous Republicans who did not look upon defeat at

the recent elections as a calamity. They said it would prove good party
discipline, and that they could depend upon their opponents to out blun-

der the Republicans. Already is that prediction being verified. Scarcely
had Congress reached its second week when that anticipation began to be
realized. Senator Pendleton called up tbe bill to promote that civil ser-

vice reform which both Republicans and Democrats agreed that the coun-
try bail demanded at the polls. Thereupon Democratic Senators, like

Brown and Voorhees, unmindful of what had taken place, objected, say-

ing in effect that the Dem-'cratic party was evidently going to carry the
Presidential election in 1884, and that it had better d^fer reform until a
more convenient season. Leading Democratic papers echoed tlii* view.

Journals that had previously championed this reform suddenly took p.

back tra k. When the vote to take up the bill was recorded it was found
that it was sustained by a unanimous Republican vote, whilst only six

Democratic Senators voted to take it tip. We note this regrettable fact

in sorrow rather than in anger. We believe that it would be good for the
country to have a change of ruling parties, hut we d > not see how that

change is to be secured if the Democrats " go back ,: on all their promises
the moment they think that power is within their grasp. There never
was a more pronounced case of political blundering.
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TOWN CRIER.
••Hmt tha Drier What tba 4»ti1 art tboo ?
"<**• lt*i «lll [>Uj tb* davit, air *itb jo*-'

" Had ft t.n» la hia tail a* loot • • flat'.
Which BAda him irow boldar and boldar."

The New York "Sun" ha* a very clever story about * trained Hog,
which »«• l«t anil recovered b» iU muter, a man named Brandfakr.
Mr. It (nood the doe, and tnade it tin wven circni sola in a Ju-tuVa

kblfaifa the uwasranip nf the canine. This remind* m ul a
Hi*K that *« had ouraeke* once, and le*t any one should d >ubt iba truth
nf Um narrative, it is a* well to explain that it has been sworn to before
Mr Kinjiwall, the champion Notary Public of the Pacific Coast, for tb<
pries <f the beer. Thi-> df»/a name was "Ginifer," and he was lost in the

f New York in the year 1361. It was our hahit about that
time to g*t Min-rie of seven w* ktails Iwfiwe breakfast every morning, and

. t-H.k hi- bitter* t<n>. A- i* well known, we reformed after attend-
Ins; » revival meeting and an Kvangelical tent meeting, " (Sinner" aaw
thmti.'h the whole thing, and with a broken heart he le t home. He found
a reatliui place with a wl-un keeper, and positively refused to recognise:
any memtn-r uf our family. A year afterward the chronicler of this Item.
returned to hi-* muttons, and pit inwardly full and outwardly unsteady.
The noble hound, recognizing his master'* return to the paths of virtue,
found him in .1 gutter on Broadway, and led him home. Since that day
his attachment has been remarkable, but he bus bitten three Teinpetaice
lecturers in the leg, and has to be muzzled whenever an apcstle uf cold
water is around.

Oa the 8th day of January next the Cirar Stores and Saloons on
Kearny Street will no more be ornamented by unemployed Democrats.
With the avidity of c trmorants they will warm the cane-bottomed chairs
out at the New City Hall, and for two years at least repose on a sybaritic
Ivd of ronse undisturbed by anything except the extravagant rates de-
manded by the local Shyloeks for the discounting of their warrants. It
i» !-afe to say that nine-tenths of the incoming civil servant, deputies,
Janitors ami clerks in general will have securely and safely assigned their
warrant* for salary to the obliging man of gold by the 10in instant. And
if the reader beholds a md and sombre man waiting for an invitation to
imbibe in a statuesque position, on or after the 8th day of January next
in the immediate vicinity of an emblazoned hostelry, he can assuredly
say to himself: " So this is a Republican who has been left. He huggeth
his overcoat and pondereth gloomily over the ingratitude of a commu-
nity which has temporarily deposited him in the creche of a bankrupt
fuundling hospital."

Our John.—John McOullongh recently undertook to broaden out the
Hews of a clergvinan in New Haven. The pharisaical parson would not
sit at the table with a lady of Mr. McCullough's company, holding her to
be impure society because she was an actress. But "Our John," finding
ti.e lady, Mrs. Foster, weeping, and ascertaining the cause walked up to
the reverend sycophant, whose name was Hyde, and said: "You have
taken the liberty to use my name in public in an unwarranted manner.
You have furtb> r cast a slur upon a lady member of my company, a lady
whose character is above suspicion. Any one who could be guilty of such
an act as yours is unworthy of the profession you follow. If it was not
for the cloth you wear and which you so dishonor, I would give you a per-
snual chastisement that yon would never forget. You are a miserable
dog." Tbisshould be a lesson to psalm smiting pulpit-pounders who hold
all men who differ with their bigoted ideas, as unclean. It was a pity while
Mr. McCullough was about it that he didn't warm his Hyde.

A contemporary states that the Hebrew Orphan Asylum thankfully
acknowledges a Christinas gift from Jimmy McGinn of $25. This pres-

ent from the pious Catholic undertaker to the unregentrate Israelites
proves that not only is his heart as broad and burly as his stomach, but that
lie believes in the text, '* Cast your bread upon the waters, ami it shall
return to you in the shape of an order for a casket, after many days,"
These are the days of far sightedoess and liberality of thought, but an
average calculator would put that $25 to the account of spilt milk, or
profit and loss. However, James counts on his reward in the next world,
where you can bake waffles in fifteen seconds.

Mr. Sullivan, the steam slogger, does not want to fight Jem Mace
because he is 54 years old, and it would be cruel. He promises to lay

him out with boxing-gloves in four rounds, if he ever meets him. This
muscular mastodon does not seem to understand that there are other
brutes in the world, who j>y in mHhetically smashing noses, breaking
ribs, and otherwise injuring their fellow-men for life. He is not a boxer,
nor has he intelligence enough to study pugilism as a science, and the day
will come when he will get so horribly pounded that he will have to plead
the baby-act, open a saloon, and exercise his muscles on the vagrant ine-

briates who may patronize him.

New York has a four-year old boy who is a confirmed smoker, and is

enmmensurately proud. The name of the abandoned youth is Joseph
Grander. Singularly enough his attentive parents do not remember how
he came to get hold of a pipe, but have a vague idea that at the advanced
age of eighteen months there was not a wrinkle in a tobacco leaf that Joe
did not know. This sounds pretty well for a yarn when matter is scarce,

but, exchanging the teat for the pipe at oue full jump, and that without
his parents knowledge, is even more than one can swallow in this advanc-
ed age of demoralization.

Ever since Oakland has located itself upon the "scroll of fame,"
it has been famous. Out of infamy grew the word fame. The fellowB

who were not in claimed the fame as their own. The otherB sadly said
" they were in."' The proud city of Oakland has always touched ns with
its native excellence. There is an aroma of something about it, which
smells of the ocean. This ocean being a bay—we wilt.

Victoria. British Columbia, is just beginning to kick about the
wholesale importation of Chinese women to that hitherto coldly chafte

shore. Nothing could be in worse taste than this unseemly kickirg.

Poor John's life is not so full of j..y that he can afford to lose that boon
of all boons, *' female society." The squaws are the only ones who have
any right to growl.

The Undertakers' National Association held a meeting last week,
the object of which w« to deprecate the cutting down of prices by certain
mriurtrr* of the "gentle craft." A pall like gloom, bowsvsr. came over
the whole aaaeiuhUge when a gentleman, irreverently dressed in a huht
salt, got up. would not sit down, and delivered himself of the following
appropriate lines:

We are in with the coffin- makers,
The sextons are in our pay.

But we're down on the senseless "fakers,*
Who would take o'jr trade away.

I allude t .> that mad creation
Of the scientific brain,

Which is commonly called cremation:
It would rob us of our gain.

Far well to the rosewood casket, then.
Farewell to the hearse and plumes.

So long mixed up in the minds of men
With what appertains to totnha.

The gifted poet was just starting in upon his fourth verse when he wa*
suddenly pulled up by the Chairman, Mr. Scully, who gracefully wafted
a femoral bone in his direction and observed that remarks on ancb a sub-
ject were out of order. The poet being sat upon, it was next in order to
distribute the Association prize for the most lugubrious undertaker
present. The Committee appointed to decide this sad but momentous
question at once picked out Jimmy McGinn. The wholesale cuffin-manu
facturer who gave the prizes at once had Jimmy measured for a neat arid
artistic casket. The measurement, as near as could be learnt, was four
by four.

There Is a craze in the East to make rhymes for "Langtry.*' As it

is a very useful waste of time, we like to help it along. Puck has suo*
ceeded twice, so we venture to tack oo a little of our own idiocy:

When Jenny Lind came out and sang, tre-
Mendous were the shouts which met her:

When Rosalind appenred as Langtry
The audience went thousands better.

—Puck.
The many colored cards by Prang, try

Other firms to equal, but despair:
His latest work of art is Langtry

Deserted by th* prudish Labouchere.

We were offsred this week a very tempting position to edit and
manage a paper in Tucson, Arizona. The terms were sixty dollars a
week and a present of two navy self cocking revolvers. The gentleman
who made the overtures explained that the existing vacancy was caused
by the editor leaving his position. In an unguarded moment he went into
a saloon and called for a glois of beer, which so irritated a bystander that
he put eleven bullets into him, besides cleaning out tbe rest of the visit-

ors with tbe aid of a bowie-knife. This, however, does not scare us.

One of our most prominent iron foundries is turning out an elegant suit
of bullet-proof iron underclothes, styled "the editor's safeguard, or the
baffled cowboy." It is true that it does not cover the head, but the most
eminent physicians all concur in stating that no bullet would ever go
through a newspaperman's skull.

" Uncle Tom's Cabin " has not been received in tbe Sontb with tbe
favor which the enterprising proprietor of the five live bloodhounds and
the star company had a right to expect. In fact, at Richmond, Va., the
bipeds and quadrupeds only bad an audience of a dozen persons. In the
face of the present Democratic boom, it will be good policy for the itin-

erant star companies to fake up some thrilling dramas in which the chief
character is a Northern carpet-bagg«-r, who robs everybody in three acte,
and finally gets shot down by a negro woman whose husband he has boiled
in oil in the previous scene. We commend to Milton NobleB some such
title as "Repudiation, or the Slaughtered South." Another good idea
would be to introduce a tableau, in which all the heroes south of Dixie's
line are seen toeing the line and accepting their pensions. The drama is

very pliable.

We have to acknowledge the gift of several cases of champagne,
two fat bullocks, and a thousand and one other presents suitable to the
holiday season. We say " we have to acknowledge them-." that is, when
they come. Up to date—well, perhaps it was forgetfulnesB, but a four-
column article on the stinginess of our commercial friends has been sup-
pressed in the hope that .the gushing liberality of the bus ness community
ib being withheld until next week. In the meantime, Mr. Biagolettini
has our thanks for half apound of green coffee, and we are indebted tu a
gentleman from North Be«ch for some shrimps, which would have been
better if they had been cooked two days previously.

Some men like their truth just a trifle sweetened with fiction, while
others prefer taking it straight. The former mode of taking it is prefer-

able, unless the patient has a remarkably strong stomach and tough epi-

dermis ; in which case he may venture to take it straight. Experience,
however, teaches that those who take it mixed suruve the longest, and
when they do finally succumb to the inevitable, leave more sorrowing
friends behind than those who used tbe straight article. We have these
useful statements from one of the leading " Taffy " Blingers of San Fran-
cisco, and they are substantiated by statistics which want of space will

not permit of our publishing.

The ladies have had very little to say about their husband's red noses
during the cold snap this week. There were more rubicund female pro.

braces to be met on Kearny street tbiB week than any bard dr'nker could
match after a still drunk of twenty years duration. And it is generally
to be noted that when the female nose gets very cold it assumes a purply
blue hue suggestive of a cocktail in the morning, and a cocktail all day
long, which no amount of violet powder will assuage. This has been a
gala week for ben-pecked husbands, who are perpetually being lectured
about "showing it on their noses."

It is awkward and embarrassing to be famous, and Jim Mace, the
prize fighter, bos just tasted the sours of celrbrity.^ An Examiner report-

er has given him a severe buzz, and managed to pile up a c -lumn on tbe
result. Mace says he can stand a facer, smile at acroesbuttock, but "them
hlarsted newspaper chaps gets him between wind and water."
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SUNBEAMS.

The following is attributed to the Secretary
of the Navy: "Mr. Chandler, what do you think
of the election ? " The Secretary did not seem
to heed the inquiry, but told the following story:

There was once a man who was so ill that he
called in a number of physicians for consulta-

tion. In order to get the opinion of the medical
gentlemen, he directed his servant to conceal
himself in the consultation room so as to hear
what was said by the doctors. When the doc-

tors had gone the sick man called his servant.
" John, what did the doctors say?" "Master,"
was his reply, "I didn't rightly undherstan'
maunch that they say, but a dale was said of

what somethin' they called the autopsy would
show."

Matrimonial dissension now and again cul-

minates in the flight of one or other of the con-

tending parties. A Frenchman living in Louisi-

ana amused his neighbors by telling them how,
when his wife deserted him in this way, he got

ber back without further trouble. " Did I run
after her and beg her to come back ? " he dra-

matically asked. " No ; I did not run after her.

I zhust publish in ze papiere zat I have drawn
fifty thousand dollaire in ze lottery, and she was
back much quicker as no time."

A teacher in a suburban school was giving

her class an object lesson a few days ago, and
drew a cat upon the black-board for its inspec-

tion. She then asked what there was on the cat,

and the unanimous reply was "hair." "What
else?" she queried. There was a long pause of

consideration, but finally the hand of a bright-

eyed little five-year old shot up, and almost sim-
ultaneously came her triumphant answer, "fleas!"

A mathematical professor had been invited

by a city friend to visit him at his residence in a
certain square, and had promised to do so.

Meeting him some time afterward, the friend in-

quired of the professor why he did not come to

see him. " I did come," said the mathematician,
"but there was some mistake. You told me
that you lived in a square, and I found myself
in a parallelogram ; so I went away again."

A man who bought a badly-fitting suit that
was much too large for him, was constantly tak-
en to task by bis good wife for his folly. One
evening as their little daughter was retiring, they
were much surprised to overhear the following
conclusion of her evening prayer: " Please, God,
make pa over again, so as his clothes'll fit him,
and then ma won't nag at him no more."

In a crowded railway car: First Traveler
—I say, do open that window, or I'll suffocate.

Second Traveler—Don't you open that window,
or it'll give me an attack of pneumonia. First
Traveler.—That makes no difference. If you
have pneumonia, you won't have it for a week ;

whereas, if I am suffocated, I'll be suffocated
now. Open that window !

A couple from the country dined table d'hote
the other day, and opposite was a young man
who took a Btalk of celery from the dish and
commenced eating it. The old lady looked at
him a moment with an air of disgust, and then,
nudging her husband, said in a stage whisper:
"D'ye moind ther blackguard atin' ther bokay?"

Fuller Wenham is a very objectionable per-

son. They were speaking in his presence of a
septuagenarian millionaire. "The state of his
health," said one of his nearest and dearest rela-

tions, " causes us all the gravest anxiety."
"Probably," remarked Mr. Puller Wenham,
" but the state of his illness wouldn't."

Niceties of language: Mile. Berthe has two
suitors—Andre, who is neither handsome nor
young, but who is rich, and Paul, who is charm-
ing, but has not a cent.

u Which of the two do
you like the beBt ? " asked one of her friends.
"Oh," replied Berthe, "I like Paul the best,

but I prefer Monsieur Andre."

A California paper says: "One of our
wealthiest citizens left his Eastern home sixteen
years ago, and arrived in San Francisco with
only one shirt to his back, since which time he
has accumulated twelve million. Just think of
it, twelve million shirts. A. big shirt tale, that.

Traveler: You ask us what is the best seat in
case of a railroad accident ? We do not feel able
to answer with confidence, but would suggest
from our experience of railway accidents, that
the safest seat would be on a rail fence about
three miles from the sceue uf the disaster.

C. P. R. R.
Time Schedule, Monday, Nov. 27, 1882.

Trains leave, and are due to arrive at,
San Urancisco as follows:

LEAVE
(for) } DESTINATION. { *™™

9:30 i.M.
•3:00 p.m.
•4:00 p.m.
8:00 A.M.
3:30 P.M.

8:00 a.m.
•4:00 P.M.
9:30 a.m.
4:30 P.M.
8:00 A.M
*4:00p.M.
8:00 A.M.

t8:00 A.M.
9:30 a.m.

8:00 a m.

*5:00p.m.
9:30 a.m.

*4:00 p.m
8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.

10:00 A.M
3:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
8:00 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
8:10 A.M.
3:30 P.M.

•4:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m.
3:00 P.M.

*8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
3:30 P.M.

"4:0d P.M.

3:30 p.m.
8:00 A.M.
*3:30P.M.

2:40 p.m
*10:10a.m
*12:40 p.m.

7:40 p.m.

Calistoga and Napa #10:10 A.M.

. . | Deming, El Paao 1 Express

.. (and East ("Emigrant..

. . t Gait and \ via Livermore

. . ( Stockton ) via Martinez

2:40 P.M.

7:10 A.M.
5:40 p.m.

+12:40 p.m.
5:40 P.M.

.... " " (JSundays only]

.... Los Angeles and South
. . . Livermore and Pleasanton, .

.

.... Madera and Fresno

2:40 p.m.

5:40 P.M.
*H:40 A.M.
2:40 P.M.

Nilesand Haywards 5:40 P.M.
3:40 P.M.
9:40 A.M.

Redding and Red Bluff

. . I a . 1 via Livermore.

| and Colfax { via Benicia....
Sacramento River Steamers..

6:10 A.M.
5:40 P.M.
6:40 p.m.
7:40 P.M.

11:10 a.m.
*6:00 a.m.

....Vallejo

#7:40 p M.

7:40 P.M
2:40 p.m.

*10:10 a.m.

£11:10 a.m.

*7:40 P.M.

11:10 a.m.

Train lea
Pacific Ex
leaving at
" El Paso'

ving San Francisco at 8:00 A.M. should meet
press from " Ogden " at Port Costa; and that
9:3U a.m. should meet Pacific Express from
at Antioch.

LOCAL FGSBY TRAINS,
Via Oakland Bier.

Frona "SAN FRAWCISCO." Daily.

To EAST OAKLAND-*6.00, "6:30. 7:30, 8:30, 9:30,

10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30, 2:30, 3:30. 4:30, 5:30, 6:30,

7:00, 8:00, 9:30, 11:00, '12:00.

To ALAMEDA—*6:00, t6:30, 7:00. *t7:30, 8:00, "t8:30,

9:00, *19:30, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 1:011, 2:00, 3:00, *t3:3U,

4:00, "t4:30, 5:00, "+5:30, 6:00, *W:3(I, 7:00, '8:00, 9:30,

11:00, »12:00.

To BERKELEY — "6:00, »6:30, 7:00, "7:30, 8:00, "8:30,

9:00, )9:30, 10:00, 110:30, 11:H0, Jll:30, 12:00, 1:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 430, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,

9:30, *1!:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—*6:00, *6:30, 7:00, "7:30, J8:00'

"8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, "4:30, 5:00,

«5:30, 6:00. "6:30, 7:00.

To "SAN FEAIfWSOO," Oally.

From BROADWAY. Oakland »5:32, »6:02, 6:32,7:02,

7:32,8:02,8:32. 9:02, 9:32, 10:02, 111:32,11:02, 11:32,12:02,

12:32, 1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4J32, 5:02,

5:32, 6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

From EAST OAKLAND -*5:21, «5:51, 6:21,6:51,7:51.

8:51,9:51, 10:51, 11:51, 12:51, 1:51, 2:51, 3:51, 4:51,

5:51, 6:51, 7:51, 9:21, 10:51

From ALAMEDA— *5:15, "5:45, 6:15, 7:10, "+7:35, 8:10,

"+8:35, 9:10, *t9:35, 10:10, "+10:35, 11:10, 12:10, 1.10,

2:10, 3:10, 4:10, "+4:35, 5:10, "+5:35, 6:10, "+6:35, 7:15,

«t7:35, 9:15, 10:46.

From BERKELEY— «5:45. *6:15, 6:45, "7:15,7:45, *8:15,

8:45, 19:15, 9:45, J10:15, 10:45, [11:15, 11:45: 12:45,

1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:15, 4:45, 5:15, 5:45, 6:15, 6:45, 7:45,

9:15, *10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY — »5:45, «6:15, 6:45, *7:15,

7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, '5:15. 5:45,

•6:15, 6:45, '7:15.

Creek Route.
?rom SAN FRANC1» .'<>- -*7:15, 9:15 11:15 1:15,8:1 ,

5:15.

From OAKLAND -•6:15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15 4:15.

All trains run daily, except when star (") denotes Sun-
days excepted. „ _ ,

,

tTrains marked thus (+) run via East Oakland.
{^Sundays only.

Standard Time" furnished by Randolph & Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. GOODMAN, Gen. Pase. and Ticket Agt.

A. N. Towne, General Manager.

COAL OIL STOVES.
AU Sizes for Cooking orParlor use

Send for Circular and Prices.

WIESTER A CO.,
17 New Montgomery St. , S. F.

Great
W ^-fe- E

IROUTE-

EASTWARD
Is the Old Favorite and

fhiktcif^ij XjXRte:
Omaha, Kansas City, Atchison and St. Joseph

For CHICAGO,
ST. LOUIS,

MILWAUKEE,
Detroit, Niagara Falls,

NEW YORK, BOSTON!
And All Pomts East and South-East.

THE LINE COMPRISES
Nearly 4,000 miles. Solid Smooth Steel Track. All

connections are made in UNION DEPOTS. It has
a National Reputation as being THE GREAT
THROUGH CAR .LINE, and is universally conceded
to be THE FINEST EQUIPPED Railroad in the
World for all classes 01 travel.
Try it, and you will find traveling a luxury instead

of a discomfort.
Through Tickets via this Celebrated Line for sale

at all offices in the West.
All information about Rates of Fare, Sleeping Car

Accommodations, Time Tables, &c, will be cheer-
fully given by applying to

i. J. POTTER, PERCEVml LOWELL,
GenH Manager, Gen'l }J,ssengel, Agt.,

Chicago, Ills. Chicago, Ills.

T. D.McUY, Gen. Agt., Occidental Hotel, Sao Francisco.

BROAD GAV6E.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Sunday, October 22*1882,
And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave
from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend st., between 3d and 4th streets), as follows:

LKAVE
8. F.

DESTINATION. ARRIVE
8. F.

t 6:50 A.M.
8:30 a M.

10:40 A.M.
* 3:30 p.m.

4:30 p.m.
6:30 p.m.

f }

) ... San Mateo, Redwood, . • I

"j and Menlo Park... (

{ )

6:40 a.m.
9:05 a.m.

''10:02 a.m.

3:37 p.m.

t 5:04 p.m.

6:02 p.m.

8:30 a.m.

10:40 A.M.
* 3:30 p.m.

4:30 P.M.

J ..Santa Clara, San Joseand.. 1

I ..Principal Way Stations. . .
j

9:05 A.M
#10:02 A.M.

3:37 P.M.

6:02 P.M.

10:40 a.m.
h 3:30 p.m.

j Gilroy, Paja.ro, Castroville 1
•'10:02 A m.

6:02 p.m.

A -M
-ll-

.Hollister and Tres Pinos..

10:40 A.M. I ( .Watsonville, Aptos, Soquel. II „ ng
* 3.30 p.m. R and Santa Cruz..:.... f I

0,u* r,M -

10:40 a„.|
j ;;

s^-.ltas

and
.

Wa
!:: f I

™2 - » •

Sundays excepted. tSundays only. (Sportsmen's Train.)

Stage connections are made with the 10:40 a.m.

Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo, which
connect with 8:30 a. m. Train. EXCURSION TICKETS
sold on Saturdays and Sunday mornings—good to

retu-u Monday: To Santa Clara or San Jose, $2 50; to

Monterey or Santa Cruz, 55 00; also to principal points

between San Francisco and San Jose.

"Ticket Offices—Passenger Depot, Townsend street,

and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.

A. C. EASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,
Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

g5P~ S. P. Atlantic Express Train via Los Angeles,

Yuma, etc., leaves San Francisco daily via Oaklaud
Ferry, foot of Market steeet, it 9:30 a.m, [Oct. 28.
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We are In receipt
»ud New Zealand tin-

rio* <iin«trr< "

learner Autt
morning >•( the 11th, §h
• •n ibr top of * collier .i

to allow tbe hi<

hn»L I'ufortunately.

AUSTRALIA
• 1 exchangm fmni Australia to the 2*1

uU One of those almost inexplicable ma
than occur h»i'i-ii.'l la the mmifiosnt
whiUt at anchor. At -I o'clock on the

•d without rsoovsring herself, and can*.

ide. She remained in this poailion on',,

me to net clear, when down she irsul

OJ the crew were drowned, including the
I'lrwr. The jury stated that the captain, mate, i hief tngtowriu
(•enter had committed n grave error in judgment in failing to take proper
precautions for the safety of the vessel.

The Australian cricketen* have been splendidly received by their fellow
potollirti up>.n their return, ami we think richly deserved it.

Mr. Kli Johnson, a celebrated American temperance lecturer, fell in-

enelble after delivering a lectore at Beaufort, was taken to the hospital,
ami there remains.

Sir .lohn l'ope Hennessey, Governor of " Hongkong," is to be the new
Quwrnorol Queensland. Sir John, when in Parliament, rapported the
late Lord Derby's government, but he had a practice of asking very per-
tinent question at verv inconvenient times. Lord Derby could not stand
it, so gave him the " Windward Islands;" thence he rose to Hongkong,
whete he has given great satisfaction, hence his further rise.

Her Majesty has bestowed a Baronetage upon J. W. Clarke, certainly
the most popular man in Victoria. Upon the death of his father he came
in for great wealth, which he has used liberally, always doing his lust t<>

forward the interests of the colony. He is trie second Victorian Baronet
Dr. Beaney, a candidate for Legislative honors, is an expert in advertis-

ing. His latest dodge is to have the shadow of bis face thrown on a wall,
whilst above it appears the words, "Vote for Beaney."
A magnificent pearl was found in Roebuck Bay, Western Australia.

It weighed 37 J carats, and was sold in London for £2,000, In Victoria, a
comparative return of the yield of gold for the first nine months of 1882
and 1881 has been prepared by the Mining Department, and shows an
increase of 20,000 ounces in favor of this year.

The Honorable Tbos. Mcllwraith, Premier of Queensland, has been
created a Knight Commander of St. Michael and St. George.
The Brush Arc Light has been used at the railway station, Melbourne.

The platforms were illuminated with sixteen lights, which burnt bril-

liantly and steadily, the experiment altogether being a great success.
The Rhoderick Dhu, a labor Bchooner, has been doing business in a very

original manner. At one time she landed some of her returned Kanakas
on the wrong islands, where they had met a murderous and cannibal re-

ception. This last time she failed to land at all a large proportion of her
time-expired passengers, but brought them back again to Maryborough
(Queensland) as recruits. The poor boys, in their broken English, made
complaint, the Government stepped in, seized the schooner and arrested
the Captain. A thorough investigation is ordered.
A gentleman named Malcolm has chartered a vessel for South Africa,

to bring 100 ostriches to Adelaide.
Three hundred and thirteen tons of sugar have been exported from

Queensland during one fortnight in November.
A large shipment of mutton by the Cuzco was placed on the London

market at 12c, and cleared off. That is a good paying price.

The iron-clad fleet at Alexandria was served with Australian meat, and
it was very much appreciated.
A shocking railway accident occurred, December 2d, on the Melbourne

and Hawthorne line. A special train returning from a land sale came
into collision with a train from Melbourne. The engine of the Melbourne
train was driven into a first-class carriage next it, which it completely
telescoped. Tbe trains were crowded, but the casualties could not be as-

certained when the steamer left Auckland.
The Intercolonial llifle contest commenced on November 21st, at Mel-

bourne, and was won by Victoria, Tasmania second, N. S. Wales third..

Hanlan expressed to one of tbe Australian team his desire to visit Aus-
tra U, and mi»ht do so in the Fall of 1883.
The New Zealand Government is negotiating with Tawhaio, the Maori

King, to cede his sovereign rights; offering him £400 per annum, house
and land, and a seat in the Legislative Council. The old boy is likely to
iiccept. If so, there will be ended the Maori difficulty, which has cost
hundreds of valuable lives and millions of treasure.

At Tel-el-Kebir, Juno, an old Irish Better, belonging to the First
Battalion Gordon Highlanders, bravely ;

* rushed "the entrenchments at
tbe head of the Higlunders, and displayed a coolness inside and a courage
which elicited universal applause—no more minding the rain of bullets

than if she was out snipe-shooting. Whether she tackled the enemy we
do not-, know ; the rest we can vouch for. But even if her teeth did not
meet in any Egyptian leg, her appearance must have spread consterna-
tion in the rebel ranks. Here they thought, no doubt, was one of the
" 2,000 bloodhounds " which Sir Garnet Wolsely was credited with keep-
ing in reserve ; and tbe dauntless pluck exhibited by Juno must have im-
pressed upon their timid minds the awful consequences which would
befall them if they waited for the arrival of her 1,999 canine comradeB.
They did not wait, but bolted for their lives, with Private Juno merrily
snapping at their heels. Juno has long been a pet of the regiment.
When the order came to proceed to Egypt, every one said that Juno
must go to ; and go she did, very much to the delight of the men.

A wealthy and hospitable American lady, Mrs. Bloomfield Moore,
has had three ot her trunks opened between Milan and Genoa, with the
result that a sealskin mantle trimmed with Russian sable, and a camel's-
hair ulster trimmed with sable tails, and other things, have been ex-

tracted. The hasps of the trunks were unscrewed, and the thieves did
not, I believe, even take the trouble to put back the screws. So frequent
are these robberies now in the north of Italy that the Consuls of the vari-

ous countries are taking tbe matter up, and one, Mr. William Welsh, the
new American Consul at Florence, has written a stirring letter to the
papers on the subject.— World.

Now this cold snap is over, fires are most acceptable. By calling in

to see C. R. Allen, 120 Beale Street, you can obtain tbe best Coal at the
most moderate price.

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS.
English Naval Forces.—A confidential return, prepared by order of

the Admiralty, and reviled up to October M, show* that at the home
porta kfaere an M reseeli in commission, armed with 348 guns, and
Banned by 4,809 officer* and men. 88 boyi and 1,312 marine*; at the home

119 ships, armed with 749 nuns, and manned by 9,583 officers and
men, 688 boys and 2,798 marinas; an foreign stations, inclusive of tbe
Mediterranean, where there are 30 ships, armed with 164 guns, and
manned with MSB officers and men, 360 boys and 924 marines; North
Anurias and West In. lies, southeast coast of America, Pacific, Cape of
Good Hope and West Ooaat of Africa, Bast Indies, China and Australia
there are 101 ships, armed with 022 guns, and mauned by 13,733 officers

anil men, 1,368 boys and 2,672 mariues; and on particular surveying and
trooping service, or ordered home. 38 vessels, armed with 137 guns, and
manned by -1,616 officers and men, 250 boys and 576 marines. -Emj. paper.

A Rajah's Throne.—Although the power of the native Indian Bajahs
has decline,!, there appear to be no corresponding fa)ling-off in the splen-
dors by which they have been accustomed to surround themselves. The
Hindu Patriot's correspondent at Burdwan states that a splendid throne
of gold has just been prepared by two native artists of Calcutta for his

Highness the Maharajah. The names of the artists are Harokumar Roy
and Kamulkumar Roy. There are 7,000 tollahs of gold in the throne (the
tollah is nearly half an ounce troy), and it is exquisitely decorated with
vignette work on all sides. On the top of the back there is the Mahara-
jah's crest surmounted with magnificent jewels of great beauty. It is

added that the throne does great credit to native workmanship.
Although the New York journals are unanimous in pronouncing Mrs.

Langtry's histrionic attempts "a fizzle," there is no doubt that socially
she is a great success. And the following extract from a private letter
shows that she has captivated the most delightful man on " the other
side," Uncle Sam Ward: "Dear Uncle Ham dined with her (Mrs.
Langtry), and he is perfectly ' enthused ;' and, from what I was told,

she reciprocates tbe sentiment. This is so true a fact, that the day after
they had be< n introduced she wrote to invite him to pass the evening with
her, and began her note, 'Dear Uncle Sam,' and signed it, 'affection-
ately yours, Lillie.' I saw it with my own eyeB ! Lucky, happy, and
delighted old friend."—The World.

The Christmas number of the Illustrated London News is accompa-
nied thiB year by a brilliant colored supplement, being a reproduction of
Mr. Millais' ''Cinderella," exhibited in last year's exhibition of the Royal
Academy. The illustrations of the number, by popular artists, are more
than ordinarily numerous and attractive. The literary features comprise
a novelette, or "Christmas Carol in Prose, by Mr. Robert Buchanan, and
stories and sketches by Mr. F. 0. Burnand (editor of Punch), Mr. G. A.
Sala, and other well-known writers." The whole is enclosed in a hand-
some colored wrapper, and is, we need hardly say, entirely distinct and
apart from the ordinary weekly number of this popular companion of the
family circle.

Hearing the Aurora by Telephone.—An observer of the recent
aurora at Mont Clair, N. J., August 4, writes that on connecting the two
Eoles of bis telephone, one with the water pipe leading to a cistern near
is dwelling, and one with the gas pipe leading all over town, he heard

the electrical crackle going on, substantially the same as is heard when
the same connection is made during thunder-storms. He, however, re-

ports that the auroral crackle was more delicate in its sound than the
thunder-storm crackle, and that beside the crackle there were, at intervals

of perhaps half a second each, separate short caps on the telephone dia-

phragm that gave a slight ringing sound.

—

Scientific American.

Wheat Clop of Australia. The following are statistics of the cereal

crops of Australia: In the Colony of Victoria, in 1840, the total quan-
tity of wheat raised was 12,600 bushels ; in 1870 it increased to 5,697,056
bushels ; and ten years later—that is, in 1880—the quantity returned was
9,398,858 bushels. In South Australia the yield of wheat was at the
same date 11,260,964 bushels ; the grand output in wheat for the various
members of the Australasian group was in 18S0 computed to be 36,356,950
bushels. As tbe total population was then 2.721,747 all told, a very large
margin indeed exists for export, and accordingly the value of the bread-
stuffs shipped from the Colonies now runs to seven figures.

At its last sitting tbe Geographical Society of Hamburg resolved to
send a new expedition into the center of East Africa. Its chief will be
Dr. Fischer, who was one of Denhardt's companions in 1879, and re-

mained behind at Zanzibar when his leader returned home. Dr. Fischer
applied this Summer to the Hamburg Geographical Society for means to
enable him to cross the Snow Mountains and then penetrate to the north
of the Gallas regions, and as the enterprise seemed likely to favor the de-

velopment of certaiu branches of the Hamburg trade, a sum of 15,200
marks was immediately subscribed for its furtherance.

The secret of Mrs. Lamrtry's beauty is out, for the lady recently told
an American interviewer that she was the only girl in a family of seven
children, and shared the out-of-door sports of six stout brothers. Most
American ladies whose beauty has survived their thirtieth birthday can
tell similar stories, and so can a few red-cheeked, bright-eyed women,
who, though past three-score, are daily getting more enjoyment and solid

comfort out of life, at home and abroad, than their over-indulged daugh-
ters can ever hope to do.

Two Lives Saved by a Newfoundland Dog.—As a number of

boys, who were fishing in the New River near Northampton Park, High-
bury, were running away to escape the keeper, four of them slipped and
fell into the water. Two scrambled out, but two others, brothers, sank.

A servant girl at a house near the bank of the river, who saw what had
happened, unchained a large Newfoundland dog, which sprang into the
water and seized the arm of one of the boys and swam to the side. The
other boy was found clinging to his brother, and they were both saved.

The price obtained at a London show for the prize bull-dog Lord Nel-
son, who had won every cup for which he ever competed, was £225. His
aspect is described as that of the "most unprincipled ruffian that ever
ran on four legs to help his master in the attack on a helpless traveler on
a starlight night." His coat is milk-white, his eyes red and blood-shot,

his chaps fall down on each side of his jaw, and when he raises bis lips

aud shows his teeth the spectators draw back in terror.

—

Court Journal.
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RETROSPECTIVE AND PROSPECTIVE.
Tbe hour glass of the year 1832 has nearly run out all its sands.

Only a few more particles have to fall and then we shall have balanced

the ledger of a year, turned over a new page and opened a fresh account

with the period of 1883.

Standing on tbe edge of the old and on the fringe of the new, the pe-

riod is one of reBectiun. It is impossible to avoid thinking of the energy

with which the inexorable Mower has been busy cutting a wide swath
ampng the men we koew. Early pioneers, useful citizens and dear

friends have gone over to the majority. The hearty laugb, the merry
mind and the generous, whole-souled disposition of all too many of our
friends have forever passed away, leavintr only a cherished memory bt-

hind. Time, the inevitable avenger of all things, has during the past

twelve months launched a valued and valuable throng of Californians on
tbe unknown and unknowable tide of eternity. Life is but a dream. Tbe
past is but a barren account, and the future, who can tell it. We kn>>w
not whither we are trending, for no man has ever returned to tell us. We
may believe, but we know not the hidden mysteries of the future. We can
but hope and rely, and trust that, as we know not from whence we came,
so there may be a hereafter of beatitude no less unfathomable, and yet

ascertain as tbe past of creation. We are told that "out of nothing
nothing comes." We are assured that that is a natural and unalterable

law, and logically it must necessarily be so. Yet, we are here. Whence,
then, came we? What was the origin of matter? Who formed the

smallest grain of sand on the ocean beach, and who set the universe in

motion? Scientists, in their latter-day wisdom, tell us that men came
from molecules or protoplasm. But that in no manner solves the strange

and inscrutable problem of onr existence. For in that ca?e the question

still remains as to who created the protoplasm and who gave substance to

the most infinitesimal of the molecules. Fiuite wisdom fails to realize

an answer. It cannot comprehend the beginning of things.

That man is, we well know, for the substantial reasons that we can see,

hear, smell and feel him, but that is the limit of our comprehension. We
know not whither he came, and are as ignorant as to whence he is going.

His past is inscrutable. Tbe fact that he exists at all is an abrogation of

any natural law within the ken of human wisdom. We know that he is

fearfully and wonderfully made, but that is all we know. We compre-
hend not who first fashioned him, and if we did, we should be still fur-

ther lost in speculation as to who designed the designer. In that direc-

tion we can no further go. Speculation becomes the most uncertain of

uncertainties, and reason is utterly at fault in the presence of an existing

state of facts which, logically speaking, ought never to have had a begin-

ning. Reason has to remain unsatisfied. It knows what is, but may not

B'irely determine the why of it. It cannot tell the beginning, why there-

fore should it bother about tbe equally uncertain end? As there was an
initiation incomprehensible to human judgment, why may not there be a

future equally unfathomable to mental reasoning? Tbe broad and palpa-

ble fact that we exist, is evidence that there are things in heaven and
earth that are not dreamt of in our philosophy. As reason fails to start

us at the dawn of things, why should we expect it to carry us certainly to

the end of them ? The man who says he will not believe what he caunut
reasonably explain is a fool. He knows that he exists, but cannot tell the
how, the why or the wherefore. As the fact that he is here is unexplained
and unexplainable, so he may well believe that there is a bej'ond that is

equally unknowable. He may well take something for granted. He can
lose nothing by such a course. There is solid comfort in t^e pleasures of

hope. There is something exhilarating and enobling in imaginings that
beyond

*' There is a land of pure delight, where Baints immortal reign,

There infinite day excludes the night, and pleasures banish pain."

And then, if, after all, there is no beyond, if this is all, and death ends
•verything, who will in that c se be the worse off for having in this Hie
cherished the hope and believed that there is a landing on the other side,

where friends will again be united ? Or if the reader's mind be so excess-

ively rationalistic that he will not believe in a future that be cannot
account for, even though he has had a beginning that no less surpasses
his understanding, then let him stop bothering altogether. Hope and
faith are not his, and reason fails him. He will hardly he punished for a
lack of belief when tbe capacity n:is been denied him. Happier, bow-
ever, is he whose imaginings of the future make a heaven of the present.

In any event none may avert the inevitable. Death is but sleep, and
sleep is tbe rest of the weary. At tbe end of a well spent life there ou^ht
to be no more in it tl>an there is in turning one's face over to the wall and
going to sleep after a day's hard toil. To those who are parting with the
old year in that Berious frame of mind which the season brings to a large

c'a*s of reflecting people, we commend this line of thought. \V« are not
sure that there is over-much profit in pursuing it, or in attempting an
anticipation of an end that, if it may not be welcomed, ought not at
least to be feared. In reviewing the death roll of the year and thinking
of departed friends, such thoughts will Bteal in upon us whether we will

or not. If nut morbidly indulged in they can do no harm, and may do
good.

The healthy and robust mind will, however, soon throw them off. It
will realize that it is rather with life than death that we have to deal.

Thi- great, big, round, busy world of ours presents such pressing demands
upon our preaent as to leave only time for the most passing reflections as
to the future, and it is well that it should be bo. The vigur and activity
required by the necessities of today are tbe best possible antidotes for

morbid reflectious in regard to a period with which we are not so imme-
diately concerned.

It more betides us to intelligently pursue happiness to-day, for we
know not what to-morrow may bring forth. To do them justice we be-
lieve that is the philosophy as practiced by the vast majority of our
people. They have markedly exhibited that fact during these Christmas
holidays. They have eaien and drank and been merry. They have been
satisfied that the past year has treated them fairly well, and they are very
willing to trust tbe new one to be no less generous. Our State \* pros-
perous and the outlook for the future is bright. We have had a Merry
Christmas and are now about to enter upon a Happy New Year.

••: W. M N-

Diamoods, in matched pairs and single gems, in great variety. Geo. C.
Shreve & Co., 110 Montgomery street.

F. NYE & CO.,
IMPORTERS 01

GAS- FIXTURES, CLOCKS, BRONZES
AND

ORNAMENTS.
GOO ^V.-\r> Oil MARKET STREET,

(GRAND HOTEL), BAN FRANCISCO. [D« !.

PACIFI3 MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
r RThe Comi.ii.i.v'i iteamera will sail for Yokohama an-i
JL Ilomrlioii^:

CITY OF PEKING- JANUARY 9. at 2 r. if.

CITY OF T.JKIO FEBRUARY M.
Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and return at special rates.

For New York, via Pannmn:
GRANADA DECEMBER 3^, at 4 o'clock r. M.

Taking Freight and Fasseng'-rs to MAZATLAN, ACAPULCO. OHAMPERICO, SAN
JOSE DE GUATEMALA, ACAJUTLA, LA LIBERTAD and PUNTA ARENAS.
Tickets to and from Europe by any line for sale at the lowest rates ; alBO f r Ha-

vana aod all West India ports.

For Honolnln, Auckland and Sydney:
AUSTRALIA JANUARY 13, at 2 r. M.,

Or on arrival of the English mails.

Ten Dollars additional is charged for Upper Cabin passage.
For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and brannan streets.

[Dec. 30.] WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., General Asrentfi.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,

For Japan and China, leave wharf, corner First and Bran-
nan streets, at 2 P.M., for YOKOHAMA AND BuNGKONG, connecting at

Yokohama with steamers for Shanghai.

1883.
BELGIC Thursday, December 18

188 1.
ARABIC Thursday, January 18

OCEANIC Tueeaay, January 30
COPTIC Saturday. February 10
GAEl IC Tuesday, March 8

BELGIC Saturday, March 17

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates.
Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.'s

General unices. Room 74, cor. Fourth and Townsend stff.

For Freight, apply to GEOKGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific MailSteam-
ship Company's iV'hart, or at No. 202 Market street, Union lilock.

T. H. GOODMAN, General Passenger Agent.
LELAND STAN'F >HD. President. Oct. 14.

FOR PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, OREGON.
The Oregon Kail w ay and XavivatJon Company and Pacific

Coast Steamship Company will dispatch from Spear-street Wharf, for tl e
above ports, one of their new Al Iron Steamships, viz. : t^UEEN OF THE PACIFIC,
COLUMBIA. STATE OF CALIFORNIA and OREGON.

Sailing Pays,
DECEMBER 2-6-9-13-16-2O-23-27-30,

And every following WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
At io o'clock A. 01.

Connecting at PMi-tlan. I, Oregon, with Steamers and Kailroads and their connecting
Stage Lines for all (Hunts in Oregon, Washington and Idaho Territories, British
Columbia ann* Alaska

Ticket Office 214 Montgomery Street
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

[Pec. 9.

J

No. in Market street. San Francisco.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamer* ol this Company will waij i'roiu Broadway Wharf

as follows

:

For Victoria, B C, and Puget Sound Porta: On the 10th, 20th and 30th of each
month (except when such da>s fall on aholiday, then on the day previous}. Steamer
of the 30th connects at Port TowiiBend with steamer "City of Chester" for Alasna.
For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the O. R & N. Co.: Every 4 days.
For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 5th, 10th, 15th,

20lh. 25th and 30th nf each month.
For Sau ta Cruz, Monterey. San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and

Ventu ra: Every Wednesday at 8 A.M.
For Eureka, Areata, and Hookton, Humboldt Bay: Every Wednesday, 9 'clock.

For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc.: Every Monday.

Ticket OraVe, No. 214 Montgomery street, near Pine.
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agent?,

Nov. 26. No. 10 Market street.

CALIFORNIA AND MEXICAN S. S. LINE.

IJ^or Eusen ail a, Nagdalena Bay, <npe St. Lucas, Mazatlan,
7 La Paz and Guaymas. -The S S. MEXICO (Thus. Huntington, Master) will leave

for the above ports on SATURDAY, January 0th, L88«, at lz o'clock M., from
Washington-st-eet Wharf. Through Bills of Lading mil befurnisbed and none others

Rigned. Freight will be received on Tuesdav, January 2d. No Freight received after

Fr clay, January nth, at 12 o'clock M., and Bills of Lading must be accompanied
by Custom House and Consular Clearances. For freight or passage, apply to

J. BIRMINGHAM, Agent,
[Dec. 30 J No. 10 Market street.
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THE SEASON'S ENJOYMENTS.

[A Raclcetty "New* Letter" Rbyme.J

l *» b**n, mi er*d in |.wii. my boys,
I heirtv an 1 bale,

il» pleaaant and j - 1 1 >• days,

I trim care anil hia minium to quail
"i our fair honor*.

Tb>atrv* o'trfiowinR were, fsstiva plsjfl allowing worm,

Vrtsbdi wrre uniudng us. drinking, confusing ut,

Tttpphu "ff. whipping off,

B'luyantly slipping off.

Letting do trammels whatever avail.

Now there are aching haada, wisd >m cr.nies shaking baada,
After the fenst men can alway* be wise;

Ah, it waa risky, firs, lapping that whinkv, sirs,

PuDiabtnent comes when one reason defies.

AH are convivial, li^hts-une and trivial,

D it net fitting ia. sa th* ysai flitting it,

Saying good by t«> us, giving hut sigh to us.

Leaving ua, grieving us,

Greatly bereaving ua,

Just as the newer year opens its eyes.

Bat when this festive time, rackettv, restive time.

PaasM away anil things are as before.

Over these pages look, where tinny aayes look.

Help us a steadier day to restore;

Stick by your News Letter, reason's best views Lettib,
Aider of older days, bright'ner of colder days,

Teacher of charity, foe to disparity,

S-lliog wide, telling wide,

Knowledge dispelling wide,

Speakiug of 'Frisco to every shore. j. b.

THE BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS.
Tbe constitution of the proposed Board of Public Works has not

yet been finally settled. The committee now advise that the Mayor be a
member and act as President, and two other members shall be elected by
the people. In any case, some of the most important functions of mu-
nicipal government will be taken out of the hands of those representa-
tive of the people authorized to tax the citizens, and will h<i transferred
to three persona, who will be virtually irresponsible during their term of

office. The Board is to appoint an Engineer, Architect, Superintendent of
Works, beti b b a crowd <>f Secretaries, Clerks, Inspectors, Messengers]
etc. Before long they will want a staff of workmen to repair roadways,
flush sewers, wash windows, paint public buildings, etc. The Supervisors
will be required to raise taxes for the use of this Board, but will have no
voice in the expenditure. A member of the Board of Freeholders sug-

gested that they would spend one or two millions annually. One of their
first duties will be the reconstruction of tbe sewerage. This is a question
in which every citizen is personally interested. Life as well aR property
is at stake. The scheme to be adopted must be well considered, and must
command the approval of the citizens at large. It is not a question to be
Fettled by doctrinaires nor to be relegated to any commission whatever.
It requires to be discussed in the city parliament. And there is not the
smallest guarantee that aay three gentlemen, whether nominated or

elected, will be able to command the public confidence. They will not be
more qualified for the duties imposed upon them than the average run of

citizens. It is not proposed that the Board shall consist of sanitary ex-

perts or civil engineers. They will have no exclusive sources of informa-
tion. And if there is one single question which should be retained in the
direct control of the city government, if. is that of public sanitation.

But if it be affirrae'l that a Board of Puhlic Works is necessary to carry

out a scheme, we would ask for some evidence of fitness. Will these gen-

tlemen be prepared to guarantee either the propriety or fulfillment of the
contracts entered into? Will thev Bee that the grades of the sewers are
correct, and that proper material is used in their construction? We be-

lieve not, and that they will in these matters depend upon the skill nf

their officers—tbe engineer, architect and Superintendent of Works ; and
if the Board is reduced to this alternative, why should not the public rely

upon officers of their own, without the intervention of a Board which
assumes a false responsibility, and protects the official in case of malfeas-

ance or neglect? What the city wants is a responsible executive officer,

tti be appointed by the Supervisors, and to be amenable to them—a sani-

tary enuineer of the highest reputation, prepared with a scheme which
shall command the approval of the citizens. This officer would uot be

overpaid by a salary equal to that of the whole Board of Works. He
ought to be a man of distinguished reputation, altogether above being

bought. His office should be permanent—that is. during good hehavior.

His work must extend over many years. He will be responsible fur the
sewers and the pavements ; he will provide all working drawings ; he will

draw up all contracts, and none will be admitted for consideration with-

out his signature and the approval of the Committee of the Supervisors,

with whom he ought to act; he will certify to the exact fulfillment of all

contracts, and present all bills and demands for payment. If such a man
neglects his duty, he may be told to " get ; " but there can be no author-

ity to depose the Mayor or to impeach the Board of Public Works. The
thing most wanted in this city is direct responsibility. It is impossible to

fix tbe responsibility for a rotten sewer on a Street Superintendent or a
Board of Publiu Works; but if we had a civil engineer in ;he employ of

the public authority, we should have the advantage of calling him to ac-

connt in ca.se of gross neglect.

The deacon's son was telling the minister about the bee stinging pa,

and the minister inquired. "Stunt; your p*. did they? Well, what did

your p;i s:iv ? " "Step this way a moment ." said the boy; "I'd rather

whi-per it to you."

Designs furnished and diamond work manufactured to order at low

prices. Geo. C. Shreve & Co., 110 Montgomery street.

CRADLE, ALTAR. AND TOMB.
CRADLE.

A*vu.b- In IhtsdlT, DtS IB. to tin wlfool Q. W Ann. Id. * daughter.
I \ arrnson, ion,

U) the wife of John 1. Car son, a %-n,
. lotho wife of T. II Dempwy, % daughter

LHl In this i i lh« wife of O 8. Day, • dsoahter
Kimki — in tills city, Doe. 27, to tbe wife <-t Henry c. lUngslSf, a daughter.
v, BU4MI In this City. luv. IB, to tin- trite ol l>. I. MoShans, a daughter.

in ihti city. Doo J'. iu the wl of Herman Nathan, a « ill

Pauott In till* city, Dec is, la the wire of John I'arrott, a daughter.
Hoiifkt- Dec 17. to the «I»oJ T. II, u.-u-rt*. a ion.
Ws»T- ID thin eity, Dec. 17. to the wife uf A. A. Wort, a »ou.

ALTAR
Barkbb-Cullbn— Dec. 26, Chariot <_'. Barnes to Kelly A. Cullcn.

p Mali. Nov. 18, Richard Blst to Haggle Ball, both of tide city.

Doskb-UoOartuy Now Si), Thomas Dunne to Kroma UoCartby.
KiANN-r* his-.- Dec. 84, P. H. Flynn to Katie Cairns,
Uisbm k-Kasbil Deo. 26, Lachiuan Lelbeck to Bather Battel, both ol tide city.

Mbkkiit-Ki'm'kk-Dec. 20, George W, Merrht to Hay Knnoko, both of ihu cltj.

IfQWoaTST-RoBlKsoN -Deo. 24, I tlwin McWorth) toEllsaH. Bobluson.
KuUV-QAaTKBR- Deo. 24, i'liilip II. Hoise to Emma Qsrtneri both of this city.

I aicRSBS—Deo 20, John f»ten to Annie U, Brlckiso.
OLBBX-OlBBS- l>eo ll>, Kasmua 0, Olseil to Roglne B. 01*011,
Ordwat-Hawriks-Doc. 24, Will P. Ordwttj to (Jharli tte V. Hawkins,
PRO! r-WsiSBR—Dee. 24, Ge.trge P. Pn.ut to Annio Weiner, both of this city,

PLSAOR-SKOWDBN—Dec. — , Henry b Plenceto Mary H, Miowdcu, both of thle city.

HmvEit-LUtKW Dec. 24, Julius heinier to Nellie Drew, both of this city.

Vkbklaxl-Ro ixsos— Uec. 27, Plirank L. Vice'aud to Lolite. Hobinion.
Wkstfield-Bulow— Dec. 24, Harry P. WestCeld to Lilie A. bulow.

TOMB.
Burkb—Dec. 21, Mrs. Johanna Bu'ke, a native of Ireland, aged AS ycara.
BiiKsa-Dec. 23 Williu.ui burns, a native of Ireland, uged fi4 y.arB.

B*Mis— Dec 23, John Bankn, a native of Maine, aired *'& years.
Cassidv- Dec. 24, John Cassidy a native of Ireland, aged 67 yrara
DlBDBRUCQ—Dec. 19, Leo Diederhig a native of Germany, asrtd 40 yearp, 8 months.
Hbhtbl—! Dec. 2 '; \\ illiam Mentel, a native of Germany, agtd 56 years, 9 months.
Manchester— Dec. 22, Esther K. Manchester, native of New York.aOyra, 4 mosSds.
McKvor— Dec. 21, JameB MoEvoy, a native of Ireland, aged 47 years.
Suliso— Dec. i>5, WillHm Suling, a native of Germany, aged 27* years and 9 roonthB.
White— Dec. 26, Patrick White, native of Ireland, aged 62 years, 6 nionthB, 26 daya.

Wilde— Dec. — , Mrs. tuiily Wilde, a native of Georgia, aged 73 years and 2 mouths.
Welsh -Dec 24 James Wei h, a native of Ireland, aged 60 years.

A CURIOUS CORRESPONDENCE.
Dorsey, ex-Senator and Star Route thief, rinding himself in danger of

beinjr driven to the wall, is publishing a correspondence between himself
and Garheld, which was carriert on during the laBt campaign and from
which it certainly appears that Dorsey was a bigger man at that time
than Garfirdd. The object of the publication no doubt is to create sym-
pathy and enlist the services of the Garfield Republicans. It is a desper-
ate resort for a desperate thief in a desperate case. It is of local interest
for Californians and Nevadians to note that Garfield says in one of hia

letters: "See Mackay and induce him to prevent his bonanza associates
from throwing their influence against ua." That influence was thrown
against them, notwithstanding, and Nevada went Democratic and James
G. Fair was elected a Democratic Senator. A point of striking interest

in Dorsev's correspondence with candidate Garfield is the extremely poi r
opinion Dorsey entertained of Wayne McVeagh, who ultimately bronght
him to justice, and of reformers and indepeLdents generally. There is

no meanness or villany he did not think them capable of. The excessive
virulence of hie language with regard to Mr. McVeagh seems almost to

indicate very gloomy forebodings on his part as to what might be in store

for hi in in case Mr. McVeagh should occupy a seat in President Garfield's

Cabinet. In that respect he was not disappointed. His remark in one of

hia letters to Garfield that he would much rather see a representative
Democrat than an Independent Republican in a Republican Cabinet, is

thoroughly characteristic of tbe machine politician. Far more than the
" common enemy " he hates and fears men in the ranks of his own party
who are hostile to machine methods. With a Democrat who is » thorough
partisan a Republican machine mau can strike bands; with him he can
come to an understanding ; with him he has sympathies, views and ob-

jects in common ; with him he can co-op-rate—with an anti-maohine
man, never. Dorsey s wish to have a good Democratic partisan in Gar-
field's Cabinet, in preference to an anti-machine Republican, is therefore

perfectly logical and intelligible. We have had similar things in this

city quite frequently, and invariably the co-operation of the two machines
was an expensive luxury to the public.

A JUBILEE.
Tbey are about to celebrate in England an important jubilee. On

the fiftieth anniversary of his election to Parliament, Mr. Gladstone is at

the hight of bis popularity, power and just renown. The career of no
British statesman of the first rank was ever more unsullied; no British

Minister ever achieved more for tbe true glory of England. Of immense
force of character, and of great intellectual independence, a man of the
amplest and most various accomplishments, a great Bcholar, a trreat orator,

a great financier, a great constructive statesman, he has steadily advanced
with tbe developing spirit of the age, from the conservatism of the era
before the Reform Bill to the Liberalism that recotrnizeB justice as the
true basis of wise and efficient government. His life is part of the grand
heritage of our race and of the time in which we live. It is a career un-
precedented in the hiBtory of his country, and not its least service is that
it increases respect for that country from which we sprung, by showing
that a man bo just and sagacious and conscientious, is the most honored
En»li>hman of his time. The sincerity and solidity of his character and
services are an illustration of that heart of oak which Englishmen fondly
hold to he typical of Englaod, and the only feeling of regret that mingles
with such an anniversary in that Mr. Gladstone is more than three score

years and ten. Is it not helittleinj; to believe that for such a mind, such a
soid, and such aspirations as his there is not a beyond? But then who
believes that?

Novelties in great variety for Holiday Gifts. George C. Shreve &
Co., Manufacturing Jewelers, No. 110 Montgomery street.
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Tbe holiday season is never fruitful of important mercantile trans-

actions in staple goods, and the present is no exception to the general rule.

It is to be remembered, however, and it is an admitted fact by all in the

business, that the holiday traffic in Fancy Goods, Jewelry, Ti>ya, etc,

waB never before so great, so extensive and so satisfactory to those en-

gaged in these several lines as was the present season. The fact is our
citizens as a general rule have been successful in tbeir several callings,

and the people as a whole are more able to buy and to give presents than
heretofore, not perhaps, buying the more costly articles, but those more
and better adapted to the amusement of the young people.

On the morning of the 25th inst, the Pacific Mail Steamship Aus-
tralia arrived from the Colonies, 25 days, via Honolulu 7 days, bringing

G n-eminent mails, passengers, and for cargo : Wool, 1,726 bales ; Tal-
low, 85 cks ; Tin, 538 ingots ; Rice from Honolulu, 2,056 bags ; Sugar,

546 hags ; Bananas, 546 bunches.

From the frozen North we have two vessels to the Western Fur and
Trading Company. The Czar, from Kodiac, with Fur, 10 cases, and
Salmon, 318 bbls. The schooner Ounalaska, 16 days from OunalaBka,
had a like cargo of Furs and Fish. The Ocean Spray, from Alaska, had
Salmon, Seal Skins, eta

Flour for England.—The bark Suowden has cleared for Queenstown
with 18,250 bbK
Coal and Iron.—Imports of late have been liberal, notably that of tbe

former. The bulk of the cargoes were, however, placed before arrival.

The market for both Coal and Iron is without life or animation.

Rice.—Shipments northward have of late been very heavy, both to

Oregon and to British Columbia, sent, we suppose, to feed the Chinese
flocking thither and those at work on the northern railroads. There are

now four vessels in China waters up for Victoria, B.C. Overland ship-

ments of Hawaiian Bice in November, 1,118,900 lbs.

Coffee.—This staple article has of late been selling very extensively at

tbe Call Board in New York as low as 5£@6c. for Brazil—January, Feb-
ruary and March delivery, but at last advices the tone of the market had
improved, with a rising tendency. This has had its effect here in creating

an increased demand for the better grades of Central American, which
with us is a leading article. There is, however, great room for improve-
ment, as prices here have for some time past been ruling at ruinously low
figures, rates that entailed a heavy loss to the importers. Tbe shipments
overland in November were 132,690 lbs. only.

Teas and Silks.—Overland shipments of Tea in November, 1,130,570
tbs.; of Silks, 304,340 lbs. The above was chiefly in transit from China
and Japan.

Hops.—The Spot market is flat at 75@85e. Overland shipments in

November, 545.480 lbs.

Wneat. -The Spot price of Extra Choice Milling is now SI 77i ; No.
1, $1 75@1 76£ ; No. 2, $1 70@1 72£ V ctl., with a good demand. Fu-
tures are much higher.

Barley is largely dealt in on Call, with great fluctuations daily. We
quote Spot FeeJ at SI 20@1 27£ ; Brewing and Chevalier, SI 30@1 40

tf ctl.

Oats.—Tbe range of the Spot market, SI 65@1 90 tf ctl.

Corn.—The market is very sluggish at SI 55c.@Sl 57ic. for Yellow;
White, SI 70c. t? cental.

Rye—Is dull of sale at SI 75c.@S1 90c. # cental

Wool.—Stocks are large, the demand very slack. Fall clip rules from
15c. to 20c. for Choice ; 13c.@14c. Fair, and 8e.@12c. for defective.

Tallow- - Continues in good request at llc.@12c. for Refined ; Choice,
8c.(a8^c; Common, 7c.@7£o.

Hides—Dry sell at 19£c<S120c.; wet salted, 9c.@llc.

Butter and Cheese.- F »ncy Roll Butter. 29c. @30.; Good to Choice,
27c@28c; Pickled Roll, 2Jc.@24c; Cheese, 14e.@15c. for California

;

Western, 10c.@12c; Eastern Creamery, 18c.@20c.

Sugar.—Overland shipments of Hawaiian in November aggregated
1,708,720 lbs. The present price of Cube and Crushed is llic.; Yellow
and Golden, 9i@10c.

For New York.—The ship Sovereign of the Seas carries to New
York a valuable cargo, consisting in part of: Lead (in pigs), 990,597 lbs.;

Mustard See I, 342,600 lbs.; Copper Ore, 228,884 lbs.; Chrome Ore, 269,-
000 lbs.; Tea Dust, 16,460 lbs.; Wine, 22,346 galls.; Wool, 836,200 lbs.;

Bone Dust and Bone Block, 460,590 lbs.

Quicksilver.—Sales this week at 35£@35£c. London price, £5 14s. $
bottle.

Calcutta Goods.—The Br. ship Thos. Bell is now en route to this port
from Calcutta, her cargo consisting of: Grain Bags, 1,400 bales; Jute,
1,400 bales; Gunny Cloth, 833 bales. Sales recently of several large in-

voices of Calcutta Grain Sacks, standard, July delivery, at 8c.

Wines and Brandies.—Overland shipments in November, of Wine,
120,000 galls.; Native and Grape Brandy, 12,265 galls.

Borax.—Overland shipments in November, 226,930 lbs.

Beans.—Overland shipments in November, 1,208,520 lbs.

Mr. Cowdery has gravely informed the License Collector, in answer
to a question propounded by the latter official, that if the sale of wooden
legs and glass eyes can be proven to cure diseases, the vendor comes under
the act relating to the practice of medicine. Undoubtedly they do. We
once knew a boy who was cured of swearing and lying by being frequently
kicked by his father's wooden leg, and the stony stare of a glass eye has
wrung many a confession from a previously impenitent murderer and
brought the kleptomaniac to a sense of meum and tuum. Undoubtedly
they »ome under the act.

You are sure to get the best of Coal by purchasing that useful and
necessary article of C. R. Allen, 120 Beale street.

KONI LA!-VOLCANIC WATER!
Facts vs. Theories—Science vs. Nature.

C^ive me a place to rest my lever oo," says Archimedes,
X "and I will move the world." " Give me natural waters," says Medicus of the

olden times, ' and I will cure disease." In one aense, both of these learned pundits
were the veriest charlatans. They knew there was no place to rest their lever on,
either to move the world or cure disease. Mechanism was in a backward state, and
the medical profession was but another name for sorcery, and all the adjuncts of
magic fitters and charms of the " evil eye." etc.
But these latter days have brought unto us something more than even supersti-

tion and its crew ever dreamt of in their maddest philosophy. In these days of
practical science, what was theory of yesterday is fact to-day, and all the old-time
notions become as bubbles in the sun, and burst and break with every breath we
draw.

Let Archimedes shoulder his lever, and we will find a resting-place for it to move
the world. Let mine ancient Medicus pant and toil no more for the waters he so
sorely needs, for we have them at our hand, ever ready to serve them at his beck
with Koni La Volcanic Water, the medical triumph of this enlightened century,
already indorsed by our most eminent physicians and rhemists, representing the
skill and intelligence of both branches of the medical scieice. This new and power-
ful curative agent, Koni La, eliminator in all Kidney Complaints, Blood Purifier in
Skin Diseases, Female Complaints, affords the sufferer immediate relief, insures a
positive and quicker cure than can be obtained by any other remedy used for similar
ailments. In this effect it is totally different from all other Mineral or Volcanic
Waters now before the public, and defies all competition, remarkable for the com-
plexity of its wonderful composition, superior to all in its magical curative proper-
ties, which we cheerfully can indorse.
To prove its merits, not only a single trial of the Koni La Volcanic Water will

convince the most skeptical, but already spurious, fraudulent imitations are offered.
We must, therefore, caution the public to beware of parti' s offering for sale Volcanic
Water without the trade mark, KONI LA, sold only by the

PACIFIC MINERAL WATER CO-
DEPOT 360 Fourth street, cor. Harrison.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
CALIFORNIA JHNIN3 COMPANY.

Assessment No. 6
Amount per Share 20 Cents
Levied November 25, 1882
Delinquent in Office December 29, 18S2
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock January 26, 1883

C P. GORDON, Secretary.
Office—Room 23, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California. Dec. 9.

AMERICAN EXCHANGE HOTEL,
Sansome street, Comer Hal leek, &nn Fr>tnclNco.—This

hotel is in the very center of the business portion .>f the city, and has been
renovated and newly furnished throughout. The traveli g public will find this to
be the most convenient as well as the most comfortable a d respectable hotel in the
city. TABLE FIRST-CLASS. Board and room, §1, Sl.io and $1.50 per day. Ni»e
single rooms per night, 50 cents. Breakfasts or dinners. ~i0 cents. Lunch, 25 cents.
Eighteen tickets, good for any meals, for $5. Hot and e • d baths free. Free coach
to and from the hotel. Oct. 7.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS.
Agents for RICOED'S RESTORATIVE PILLS,

635 Market Street *mi Frnncifcco, Cat.
PAJLACE HOTEL. June 24.

WILLIAM F. SNttTH, fcU).,

OCULIST,
Formerly at No. 31{ Bash stret", haw removed to Pbelan's

Building1

, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 m. to 3 p.m.

Take the Elevator. May 27.

DR. JAMES W. KEENEY,
OFFICE AND RESIDENCE: 22 JIOJI1 liOMEKT STREET.

HOURS: 2 to 4, 7 to 7:30 p.m.
SUNDAYS: 3 to 4 p.m. April 9.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 215 GEARY ST. BESS BES< ': THE BALDWIN.

Feb. 6.] OFFICE HOURS: 1 to 4 P.M.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

360 FOTTB.TM STKEET, SAJf 1'ltASCISCO.
[July is.]

PROF. JOS. J0SSET,
Graduate of the University of Pnris: tix. Professor of De

la Mennais' Normal, France; late of Poi it Loma seminary, San Diego. Pri-

vate Lessons in the French Language Residence: 11:4 Stockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 p.m. Private Lessons given at the res-

idence of the pupil. Dec. 6.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

No. 330 Post Street Opposite Union Square.

PROF. O. A. LUNT respectfully announces ihat hi> new Academy, No. 320 Po
street, is now open for Juvenile and Evening classes, office Hours, for Terms, etc.,

10 A.M. to 12 m., and 1 to 5 P.M. _^ Oct 22.

ROBERT WALKINSH W,
REAL ESTATE AGENT 4 7 Montgomery Street.

Farming, mining aii.l Citj Property.'
[July 29.

4&"70 aweek. $12aday atbomeeasily made. Cosi!-. Outnt Free.
%? i £i A 1 dress I ije A Co. . Augusta, Maine.
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Cbiiatmas i* |.*-t bat Nsw Y<»r'« Day still loOBM Dp in ilie future.
iniufiit fostara In Um festivities of that
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When fortune fails and friends grow oold,
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1*11 hie me t" friend Canln*i 8

Ami purchase my "Whiakue."
N. It. I*. J. CasntD'a wholesale liquor establishment Is situated npon

lagton and battery Streets.

Said a poet t-> an unfortunate speculator: " Don't you think that the
opening Unes •( Tannyaon's little |M>em, ' Break, break, break,' are plaint-

1 aa*I?'* " Yes." was the melancholy reply, "but I think that
' Broke, brake, bn>ke* is a good deal sadder.

All Interested In the illuminating and beautifying of their homes,
should visit M.-Nally ft Hawkin's Store, under the Grand Hotel. Tina
firm is about to remove, and for a short period offer chances of bargains
in gas burners, chandeliers and everything appertaining thereto that will
not be apt to occur again. The firm has a large stock, and in selling it at
just nver cost.

"With tbe New Year should come new clothes, and without a new
bat the whole outfit is as nothing. The hat covers the head, the head tops
up tbe body, and White, of 614 Commercial Street, is the man to buy

He has a large assortment on hand to choose from, and his taste
can be relied upon if his advice is asked. Anyway, call in and see him,
and you will be pleased.

" Won't yon have a glass of soda, Dorothy ? " asked one girl of another
at Houston's, the other night. " No, thank you," was the reply :

" I

haven't any cuffs on, an' dassent raise my arm."
" Confound this stove," my good wife cried,

Her face with just wrath blazing,
" I'll get an Arlington. They say

They're really quite amazing."
01 course 1 had to "pungle up," but I have never since regretted my

purchase from De la Montanya, on Jackson Street, below Battery.

Humanity's great hope for the future is alone to be realized in improv-
ed conditions of matrimony. What a profound obligation does this fact
involve! Those who realize the responsibility can hardly do better than
take advice from Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham, whose wonderful remedies for

tbe cure of all diseases peculiar to women are so justly celebrated. Send
for pamphlet.

With exceptional truthfulness, a quack doctor begins his advertise-

ment : "I offer my valuable services to all who are so unfortunate as to

require them."

Count o'er the joys thine eyes have seen,
Count o'er thy days from anguish free;

But know, whatever thou hast been,
'Tis something better not to be.

When Byron wrote the above he was not aware that Messrs. Bradley &
Rulofson, the celebrated photographers, had moved to Geary and Dupont
Streets.

"No eye like the master's eye." Had zEsop lived in our day he might
well have added, "No popular curative like Kidney-Wort." All eyes are

beginning to turn to it for relief from diseases of the liver, bowels and
kidneys. Kidney-Wort is Nature's remedy for them all. Those that can-

not prepare the dry can now procure it in liquid form of any druggist.

People who wonder why men's hair turns gray before their whiskers,
should reflect that there is about twenty years difference in their respect
ive ageB.

O, you must be an awful fool

If you buy cotton on tbe spool,

Which is not made by Brooks.

For the best of oysters, served in the best of style, go to Moraghan's,
in the California Market. There you will find just what you are looking
for and will leave pleased, satisfied and glad that you read the above. Po-
lite waiters are always on hand, and are prompt as well as attentive.

The Medallion Company, of 609 Merchant street, San Francisco, is

prepared to furnish 500 perfect portraits for $5. These are the size and
shape of a postage stamp, and are gummed and perforated. All that is

necessary is to send the company your photograph and name.

Jones declares that his wife is the most thrifty woman he ever knew.
"Why," he exclaimed, "she has made ten patchwork quilts during the

last two years out of the samples she collected while shopping."

Headquarters for Electric Belts and appliances for the cure of ner-

vous, painful and debilitating diseases. Pamphlets, with full particulars,

free. Address Pulvermacher Galvanic Company, 513 Montgomery street,

San Francisco, California.

J. P. Cutter's Old Bourbon. —This celebrated whisky is for sale by
all first-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

Nervous debility, tbe curse of the American people, immediately
yields to the action of Brown's Iron Bitters.

Best pictures taken at the Imperial Gallery, 7*24& Market street.

COAL! COAL!

J. a«LA.0I>O3NroXTC3-:^.

41 MARKET STREET. >••• ">

M. A. QUNST A CO.,
203 Kearny Street S»» FrsnoLoo.

EXPORTERS AND EtE.41.KRH EX
HAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS,

Also. Agents for Kimball, Gaulliener & Go's Guatemala Clears.
%F Enform the Puhlic that they receive large invoice* of Choice

Havana Etrandt tteice a month. iFcb. 11).

TABER, HARKER A COT,
EXPORTERS AJfD WHOLESALE OROCERS,

108 and 110 California »„ (I. r.
IAprill9.]

CALIFORNIA SUOAR REFINERY,
Manufacturers or the Standard Syrup, a superior article

put up in barrels expressly for home consumption. Also. Extra Heavy Syrup
in barrels for Export. Refined Sugars at lowest market rates. Office 325 Market

street, up stairs Dec. 21.

JOHN McKEW,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL COAL SEALER,

4:11 UNION STREET Between Dnnont and Kearny.
SAN FRANCESCO. Aug. 20.

C . A LP H E L W * CO .

,

Commission Merchants,
SAN FRANCISCO and *. NEW YORK.
6.^ Agents of American Sugar Refinery, comer of Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. Jan. 17.

Francios Daneri. F. DANERI & CO., Henry Casanova
DEALERS IN

WINES, LIQUORS, GROCERIES,
«7 and 29 California Street,

"Oct. 7.] Between Davis and Drumm, San Francisco. .

C. W. M. SMITH,
The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor, ftjj&~ v

Established in 1862, l|WE"lljj
Removed to 224 Sansome Street. '

B-fc"/"* MR. C. W. M. SMITH is the patent attorney for Marriott's Abr.opla.nk Com-
pany for Navigating the Air. . Oct. 22.

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY,
No- 310 Sansome Street.

San Francisco,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN *URS.
[September 21.1

Olaus Spreokels. Win. G. Irwin.
WM. 0. IRWIN & CO.,

Sugar Factors and Commission Agents,
Honolulu, H. I. "March 25.

GEO. STREET, Agent News Letter, 30 Cornhill, E. C, London.

he Summer Snu and Dust. Ladies and all exposed to the scorching
rays of the sun and heated particles of dust, will find that the most
cooling- and refreshing preparation for the face, hands and arms, is

OWlandS* Kalydor. which eradicates all prickly Heat, Sunburn, Tan,
Freckles, Stings of Insects, etc., and produces a beautiful and delicate

complexion.

Rowlands" Macassar Oil prevents the hair falling off or becoming dry
during the hot weather, and eradicates scurf and dandruff.

Rowlands' Odonto is the purest and most fragrant Tooth Powder ever used,

and contains no acid or mineral ingredients, which are so detriment tl

to the teeth and gums. Its purity especially adapts it for the teeth of

young children. Ask any dealer in perfumery for Rowlands' articles,

of 20, Hat-ton Garden, London.

T
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LIEBIQ COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.

Inestand Cheapest Meat-flavoring: Stock for Soaps, Made
Dishes and Sauces.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT,
An Invaluable and Palatable Touic In all Cases or Weak

Digestion and Debility. " Is a success and boon for which Nations should feel

grateful. See " Medical Press," " Lancet," " British Medical Journal," etc.

LIEBIQ COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
(laotlon-Oenalne only with fac-wlmlle ol Baron sLleblg-'s

J Signature, in blue ink, across Label.
This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substitutes being in

the market.

LIEBIQ COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
To be had of all Store-Keepers, Orocers and Chemists. Sole

Agents for the United States (wholesale only), C. David & Co., 9, Fenchurch
Avenue. London, England. Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, San
Francisco.

" June 10.



SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER AND Dec. 30, 1882.

COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
France once more begins tTi be a disturbing element in Europe. The

Empire was said to be peace, but turned nut to be war, and went down in

diBa-ter. The Republic no less declared itself to be peace, but it is no less

certainly of late tending towards foreign embroilment, and it will be
fortunate if it does not terminate in like effacement. The Ministry of

the day is weak, and it has no possible successor in sight that can cer-

tainly be stronc. Weakness in a reigning power is not good. In that

case, the tendency is to seek cause for a foreign war that may give it

Btrength with the people. . The eclat and glory of war too often fires the
popular imagination, aud not infrequently domestic differences seem to be
forgotten. A knowledge of his weakness at home led Louis Napoleon
into the fatal war with G-ermany. Had he succeeded, he would have
gained a life lease of power ; but he failed, and all was lost. It was a des-

perate gambling withtate, in which hlood and treasure were the gambling
tools, and an Empire the stake. Necessities like those which urged him
nu are not wanting in France at this present moment. The people are

dissatisfied; they are weary of party intrigues and frequent changes of

Ministry. Taxation is oppressive, and socialism is alarmingly spreading.

The Ministry seeks to distract attention from home affairs by engaging
in troubles in China, Madagasgar, Tunis, and on the Congo. These, to

be sure, are comparatively small affairs, but they show the teudency of

things. France missed an important opportunity when she hesitated to

accept the invitation of England to join in settling the Egyptian diffi-

culty, and her rulers and people are now conscious that they did, and are

none the less sore on that account. The glory to be made out of the affair

would have sufficed to keep things quiet at home for awhile.

But whatever the desire of the French Ministry, it is not easy to Bee

how France can embroil Europe in a war at present. She is in no condi-

tion to disturb the peace. She is without money, and without allies.

The good understanding believed to exist between Germany, Austria and
Russia forbids any airtrreBsive move on the part of France, and with Eng-
land no burning questions can arise that diplomacy will not assuage. It
is true that the Eastern question may at any moment be reopened and
burst out into an European flame. The condition of the Sultan iB not re-

assuring on that point. Trouble may arise at any hour.

In England, the feeling is that Constantinople, though still of conse-
quence, iB not nearly as important a position as it was once deemed to be.

The possession of Gibraltar, Cyprus, Malta, Egypt, and the command of
the right of way through the Suez Canal, has so strengthened England's
roadway to India that she need not now feel as excessively anxiuns about
the future of Constantinople as she used to do. If that be true, she is

relieved of the task that has long been odious to her of maintaining the
Turk in Europe. Mr. Gladstone's feeling on that point is well known, for

he long ago Baid he would like to " drive the unspeakable Turk, bag and
baggage, out of Europe."

The English radical view upon the outcome of the Egyptian troubles is

that " Great Britain shall ceaBe to regard the Tnrks as one of the family
of civilized nations. The Crimean war—that hideous folly- -cost Europe
£100,000,000 and a million lives. Since then vast sums have been ex-
pended in connection with these Turks, and many valuable lives have
been lost. To Turkey the Turks are a blighting curse, to Europe a per-
petual cause of ill feeling. It cannot too often be repeated that they exist
for two ohjectB alone—to rob European investors and to sow jealousies
between European States. They lie, they cheat, and they intrigue. In
Egypt they have been at the bottom of the revolt <>f Arabi. And why ?

For the simple reason that they hankered after the Egyptian fleshp >ts,

and wish to create rival interests in order that they might be bribed by
all parties.

"

The following is an interesting account of Rnssian views of England's
altered position in the Eist, taktn from the A'oroe Vremya. This paper
hazards the supposition that the temporary removal of England's chief
base of diplomatic operations in the East, from Constantinople to Cairo,
may turn out to a permanent change. It continues: " England has ap-
parently beciime quite iudifferent to reforms in Asia Minor, and to the
internal affairs nf Turkey in Europe and Asia generally. This indiffer-

ence is, no doubt, partly owing to recent changes in the Balkan Penin-
sula, and partly to the conscientious investigation of Asia Minor by Eng-
lish agents. The Balkan territory having become the bone of contention
between Slavonic, German and Greek elements, England sees no chance
there of properly applying her commercial policy. In fact, efforts in this di-

rection would only lead to the result that was very nearly attained by the
late Lord Beaconstield—namely, a war with Russia—to the advantage of
Austria, by facilitating the latter's conquest of the Balkan Peninsula.
It would doubtless be inuch more profitable for the English, if the strug-
gle between the populations continued, and the contending parties, count-
ing upon the support of England in the future, were now to make conces-
sions suitable to English commercial interests."

The leading Rnssian Slavophile organ, alluding to the same subject,
says : "England's interest in the East with her successes in Egypt have
greatly changed. She has even lost interest in the construction of the
railway through Asia Minor and Persia to India. All her attention is

concentrated on the water way to India, on E^ypt and the Suez Canal.
The advantages to be gained through Egypt, to Bay nothing of an unin-
terrupted communication with India, have diminished the imDortance, in
English eves, of commercial connection with Eastern Ronmelia and Asia
Minor. Here no great Buccess is to be effected. On the one fide the
markets are dominated by Austria, and on the other, aB al^o in Central
Asia, Russian trade is showing signs of entering into open conflict with
that of England ; whereas in Africa and more distant Asia English com-
merce has^ made brilliant progress during the last ten years. On Eng-
land's main line of commercial and colonial policy Egypt appears as the
central position that must be secured by military furce and diplomatic
skill. When once Turkey has ceased to have a decisive voice on the Nile,
England, without loss to herself, can afford to leave the Sultan and the
Porte to their fate, as well as a great part of the Turkish dominions,

provided only that no time be lost in firmly settling in E.rypt, while the
rest of the European Powers are thinking over the matter and collecting
their strength. By withdrawing herself from among the guardians of the
integrity and inviolability of the Turkish Empire, and drawing France
after her, England has set free the hands of Austria, who already has one
foot on the Balkan Peninsula. Mr. Gladstone could not now conacien
tionsly cry 'Hands off' to Austria. In order to consolidate the conquest
of her present preeminent position in Eeypt, England must show herself
indulgent towards the conquerors in European Turkey. At VieDna, it

Beems that the Austrians are not backward in taking advantage of this
new phase of the Eastern question.

Economy in Coal.—There i<* an open secret in laying in a Winter's
supply of coal that everybody ouyht to know, but with which all are not
arquainted. It is that there is true economy in buying the coal from the
South Prairie Mine in Washington Territory, which is sold by the Ren-
ton Coal Company, whose offices are at 22 and 24 Sacramento street. The
article supplied is the very best American coal obtainable in this city, and
only needs to be tried to be appreciated. It is a bituminous coking coal,
fully equal to the justly popular West Hartley. It burns briyhtly, lasts
lonsr, kindles quickly, leaves a small amount of ash, and is in every way
suited to household uses. It is also superior for steam purposes, being
used by the Pacific Rolling Mills, where it gives the very best results. It
makes in open pits a very tine quality of coke, and with the improved
methods of ovens, etc., the coke is found to be equal to English foundry
coke, and thus it is about to prove a boon to the various industries of the
coast. We confidently commend purchasers to bay of the Renton Coal
Company, 22 and 24 Sacramento street.

Don't wear dingy or faded things when the ten-cent Diamond Dye will
make them good ae new. They are perfect.

Stelnway & Sons,
)
Q I II

f%
ft | ERA ST GABJLER,

Sranich <fr JBacIi, j I I A I 1 U Vl | C. ROENISCH.

M. GRAY, 117 Post Street,
[Nov. 4.] San Francisco.

A. BUSWELL & CO.,
535 (LAV STREET,

BOOK BINDERS,
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

KINCSFORD'S OSWECO STARCH
IS THE

TRONGEST. PUREST AND BEST!
AND IB RICOQNIZ£D AB

THE STATJDAED ALL OVEE TEE W0ELD.

x-ob invalids,
KINGSFORD'S CORN STARCH

IS XHGHLT BECOMXEXDED FOB ITS JPUBITT AND
DELICA

C

P. Sept. 30.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
The California Saviiijf"* and Loan Society, corner Powell

and KdiJy streets —To- the half-year ending December 31, 1XS2 the Boaid of

Directors of the CALIFORNIA SAVIN'GS AND LOAN SOCIETY has decla-ed a
dividend on term defod's at the rate of four and tliirty-two one-hundredths(4 8i 10 )

per cent, per annum, and on ordinary deposits at the rate of three and six tenths
(3 tJ-10) percent per annum, free from Federal taxes, and payable on and after the

2J day of January, 18S3, By order.

Dec 30. VERNON' CAMPBELL, Secretary.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Bnlwfr <'oi)H<ill(lateil Mtnlntr Company. Kan

Francisco, December 26, 1S82 —At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the
abuve-named Company, held this day, Dividend No. 14, of Five Cents (5c. ) per
share, was declared, payable on FRIDAY, January 12,18-3. Transfer hooks close

on Tuesday, January 2, 1883, at 3 o'clock p. M This dividend is payable at the
Fanners' Loin and Trust Company, in New York, on all Btock issued there, aud
at tbe office in this city on all stock issued here. WM. WILLIS, Secretary.

Office—Room 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Fraucisco, Cali-

fornia. Dec. 30.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
The Gfrmnn Savings aud l.onii .Society.—For the half-year

ending December 3lst. 1883, the Board of Directors 6f THE GERMAN SAV-
INGS AND L'»AN SOCIEI Y has declare I a Dividend on term deposits at the rate of

(our and thirty-two one hundredths (4 32-100) per cent, per annum, and on ordi-

nary deposits at the rate of three and six-tenths (3 6-10) per cent per annum, free

from Federal taxes, and payable on and after the 2d day of Januarv, 1883. Bv order.

[Dec. 30.] GEO. LETTE, Secretary.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.

San Francisco "avlng* Union, 532 California afreet, cor-
ner Webb. For Ihe half year ending vith Decemher 31, 18*2. a dividend has

been declared at the rate of four and thirty-two one-hundredtbs (4 32-I00) psr cent,

p^r annum on term deposits, and three and sixty one-hundredths(3 B'M'O) per cent,

per annum on ordinary deposits, free of Federal tax, pavable on and after January
17th. 1883. |Dec. 3<\] LOVELL WHITE, Cashier.
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the Anglomania with which Paris continues bo be so
Prince de Sagan has set to work to make

fashionable the Kn^lish sport of stag-hunting. He has organized a society
with the object of popularizing the Bport of capturing half-tame stags in a
park, and then letting them loose to be bunted down again. The privilege
of belonging tu the society costs 1,000 francs or 1800. The Due de Morn]
is a warm supporter of the Prince. The young Due, seemingly not satis-

tied with the sensation his name has already made in Paris, in connection
with the distressing Keyghine episode, still fresh in mind, has been mak-
ing himself notorious again, though in a small way this time. He ap-
peared at an entertainment, t<> which he was invited the other evening, in
a scarf of tremendous size wound round his neck and glittering with dia-
monds. It was suggested it was mourning for the Mdlle. This young
Doc is somewhat of a sensation-loving mountebank.

tjuite a number of prominent members of the French aristocracy are
going over to England for the enjoyment of fox-hunting, the Prince and
Princess de la Tour d'Auvergne, the Marquis de Talleyrand-Perigord, the
Comte de la Rochefoucauld, the Comte de Maulmont and the Baron de
Vitrae being among them.
A curious whim has lately shown itself, and one decidedly in keeping

with the ideas of Oscar Wilde. People have been going into mourning
for their dead pet dogs,

An affair decidedly French has lately transpired. A rich young gentle-
man of title has left Paris, accompanied by two friends, for Italy, where
be is to revenge himself upon a rival, who two years ago deprived him of
bis mistress by marrying her. It is a long time to have waited for ven-
geance, but the interim has been passed most judiciously in the practice
of fencing and pistol-shooting, and the mistress-bereft young man goes
fully prepared to get even.
Mrs. Mackay is said to be slowly recovering from her late illness. There

is a report that a certain noble English Viscount (name not mentioned),
who having divorced his first wife and sought to touch up his tarnished
escutcheon with Miss Mackay 's wealth, got delightfully snubbed. The
young lady declined the proffered honor, and in doing so announced again
her intention of only marrying an American. Gossip lovers are, how-
ever, much exercised over the fact that she omitted to fix the date.

Bakcboche.

A NOVELTY.
Aa an Autumn novelty, we are to have a troupe of Javanese game-

lang players and dancers, consisting of "fourteen gentlemen and four la-

dies." The gamelang, the reader will doubtless require to be told, is an
orchestraconsisting of a series of gongs, from the double bass instrument
five feet in circumference to the diminutive treble of as many inches in
breadth. The smaller gongs are arranged on stands according to certain
scales understood by the Javanese, and all are beaten with drumsticks of
varying shape. There are also several bamboo harmonicons, and good or-
chestras comprise as well the plaintive suling (a small bamboo flute) and
the rebab (one-stringed fiddle); but I am unable to say whether these in-

struments will be found in the company that is shortly to make its bow at
the Royal Aquarium. The gongs cost a deal of money, and give forth
very mellow sounds, which, heard from a distance, remind the traveler of
his village bells. The rebab is also at times a very expensive instrument,
and fetches high prices for much the same reasons that violins do in
Europe. It usually finds a place of honor in the reception- hall of Java-
nese Princes wealthy enough to afford such a luxury, which far from all

are. The serimpis, or female dancers, are of course as gorgeously attired
as funds will admit of, and their garments are of a shape worn by no one
else, defying description by means of European similes. The singirg,
being Eastern, is of course nasal, aud overladen with exasperatingly slow
shakes and runs. The dancing is merely posturing in slow time, grace be-
ing given to the movements by means of a long silk scarf (slendang),
which is waved in the air and twined about the dancer's person. That the
Eerformance will satisfy our musical taste, I do not anticipate; but it may
e curious to learn what sort of harmony it is that pleases the educated

Javan, and even soothes him in his hour of sickness. So recently as last

year a splendid gamelang, which cost as much as £3,000, was sent to Hol-
land, at the expense of the late Mangko Negoro, Prince of Solo (Java), to
play before the King. Although the thing was done better than would
have been possible in other hands, the success attained was very qualified

indeed.— World.

"If whistling will drive away the blues, why shouldn't the girls

whistle? "—Phrenological Journal. Pshaw ! If they did, puppies would
run after them more than ever.

—

Salem Sunbeam.

If A i R Mi' IN

BRASS AND BRONZE, BISQUE, FAIENCE
I

i.tiu: o/.-.v.i m i:\rs for im: holidays.

Om Fixturea and Choioe Lumps Arriviste Dally.

Thr BHI •/ 1'I.IM 111 M. i.(Hll>\ ,, l,,„,,, „„ /,„„,/. |,,

THE GUTTA PERCHA AND RUBBER MANFQ. CO.,
Manufacturer! and \>- tvlon in

RUBBER GOODS,
Offers r,.r the PALL TRADE Aa FINEST MM .„ i;i BBEB CLOTHING ever

"i this market, both Be&vy, Medium and Gossamer; a's.. arc

soli: AGENTS ON THE PACIFIC COAST run THE BOSTON RUBBER
SHOE cos SUPERIOR RUBBER MOOTS AND SHOES.

Pare Gum end Dull Finish Boots, Hip and Short; Im. Sandals, Arctics,

Gaiters, Footholds, etc.

fSeptM.]

JOHN W. TAYLOR, Manager,
Cur. First ami Market streets,

San Francisco.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,
Sawing, Planing and Manufacturing—Doors, Sashes, Blinds and

Mouldings—Turning, Scroll and Jig Sawing—Counters,
Bar and Store Fixtures.

Finishing Work for Buildings on Hand and Made to Order.

217 to 225 Spear 81., anil 218 to 226 Stewart St., S. F.
The largest and oldest established mill on the Pacific Coast.

D. A. Maodohald, Pres't. R. S. Falcone*, Sec'y. W. N. Miller, Sunt
[March 26.)

L.E.Newton. NEWTON BROTHERS & CO., M. Newton.
IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

TEAS, FORE GOODS AND GROCERIES
204 AND 206 CALIFORNIA STREET,

San Francisco, Cal. May 25.

F. N. JTeuval. W. S, Somervell.

PACIFIC ASPHALTUM COMPANY.
Established 1865-

Proprietors of the Celebrated Corral de Piedra Asphaltum Mine,
(San Louis Obispo County),

Dealers in Crude and Refined
ASPHALTUM, FELT AND ROOFING MATERIAL.
Prepared Asphaltuui for Country Orders always on hand. Contractors for Side-

walks, Roofs, Floors and General Asphaltum Work. All Work Guaranteed.

Officeand Depot, 420 Jackson,
\
Branch Office,422 Montgomery,S.F.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Refinery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphureta. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the hest facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in their
various forms.
June 18. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

H, S. Williams. A. Ohesebrough. W. H.Dimond.

WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO.,

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
UNION BUILDING,

JUNCTION MARKET AND PINE STREETS.
Agents for Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific Steam Navigation Company,

The Cunard Royal Mail Steamship Company, "The California Liue of Clippers"
from New York and Boston, and " The Hawaiian Line."
San Francisco, January 31, 18S0. Jan. 31.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,

NO. 922 POST STREET.
Day and Boarding? School for Young Ladies and Cbildreu.

KINDERGARTEN. Next term will commence January 4th, 1883.
[Dec. 16.] MADAME B. ZEITSKA, A. M., Principal.

FRANK TURK,

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
224 Suiisiimc street. Dec. 1C.
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REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.

Recorded In the City and County of San Francisco. California, for

the Week ending' December 16, 1882.

Compiled from the Hecnrds ofthe Commercial Agency, 401 California St. , S.F.

Friday, December 8th,

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE. DESCRIPTION.

Solomon Cohen to Philip Cohen.

ChaB Mayo lo Kyme Connor

Jas Haven lo Edgar Brisgs

C Hermann to Geo E Webber. . .

.

E McKinstry to Marks Harris. . .

.

Marks Harris to Mary Harris

Jas Sullivan to Emma Koppen ...

Edwd O'Day to J J Doyle

D de Oasembroot to Niete Iverson

Masonic S & Ln Soc to E Howard

N Liming to Frank Tillman

G Ladd to City & Co of S P
Annie Botsford to Danl Sullivan.

Thomas Morffen to same

S Golden Gate avenue, 112:9 e Gough, e

25x120 -Western Addition 136
W Montgomery, 103:9 s Green, s 33:9 x
80— 50-vara 245

Se 21st and Fair Oaks, e 58:9x122 -Mis-
sion Block 75

E Franklin, 40 s Pine, s 6 inches x75—
Western Addition 36

Nw Park Lane South, 194 ne Third, ne
26, nw 97:6, aw 21:6, s 35:1, se 72:4 to
commencement, being in 100-vara 104

Same
E Gnerrero, 90 n 22nd, n 24x105—Mis-
sion Block 89

E Church, 104 n 22nd, n 26x125—Mission
Block 89

E Utah, 250 n Yolo, n 50x100—Potrero
Nnevo 86

Se Howard and 8lh, nel37:6xl37:6-100-
vara 579

N Commercial, 60 e Battery, e 25x59:9,
being in Beach and Water Lots 163
and 164

Streets and Highways
S 26th, 240 w Church, w 25xll4-Harp

er's Addition 92 ,

Same

PRICE

Gift

$2,800

2,500

5

4.000
Gift

3,375

1

2,500

29,000

16,000

925
100

Saturday, December 9th.

Mary McDonald to Kate Lincoln.

Eugenie Brasca to J Bockmann..

Tide Ld Corars to Jas Donelly...

Bella Wellman to Edwin Godall.
Marian Hill to A M Hill

T Rutherford to Mary M'Mahon.

Ger Genl Becev Soc to A Lusk.

.

Ann Swanson to E Snmmerville.
Luther Knight to Cath Knight...

Same to same
Saml Bigelow to Chaa Goodall..

Jos Emeric to Danl Callaghan..

Joana Teseier to Jno Donnelly..
Frank Shay to Clara Foltz

N Jackson, 85:11 e Fillmore, e 51:8, n
255:4, w 6:7, sw 258 to commencement
—Western Addition 318

N corner Brannan and Ritcb, ne 58x70
-100-vara 103

Ne Sumner, 250 se Howard, se 25x58—
100-vara 279

Block 65, Excelsior Hd
S Union 137:6 e Pierce, e 137:6x137:6; ne
Green and Pierce, n 137:6x137:6; s of
Laidley, 113 ne Roanoke, ne 100x100

;

portion of block 6, Fairmount; nw
Mateo, 144 se Arlington, nw 94 x ne
113; portion ofblock 10, Fairmount

;

nw one-half of lot 19, block 32, Fair-
mount, Lot 5, block D, Railroad
Homestead, and all other real estate
in the City and County of San Fran-

E Douglas's',' 21

8
"a Win," s ' 19x125 - Harp-

er's Addition 205
Se Brannan, 275 sw Third, ^sw 137:6 x
275—100-vara 161

Se 18th and Castro, e 55x100
N Broadway, 86:8 e Van Ness, e 52:4 x
137:6—WeBtern Addition 48

E Jones, 82:6 n Pine, n 35x72:9
Sw Steiner and McAlliBter, w 275x137:6
—Western Addition 380

Nw Marketand Jones, sw 102:11, nw
79:8, e 130:1 , s 4:5

LotB91 and 93, Gift Map 1

Assigns all property of whatever nature
for benefit of creditors

$4,000

5,200

5

800

25,000
Gift

Gift
Gift

72,000
200

Monday, December 11th.

Patk Quinlan to Martin Quinlan..

3 Hahn to A Ifred Marns

Chaa Ronicke to Geo Conway

Michl Monahan to Jno Switzer..

.

Geo L Bradley to Jno Pcirano

Lamour Boynton to Walter Lcmau

Wm Nelson to Wm O'Brien

S Duncan, 150 e Church, e 25x100 -
Harper's Addition 56 $2,000

N Geary, 137:6 w Franklin, w 27:6x137:
6—Western Addition 130 9,000

E 8th avenue, 37:6 n Point Lobos, n 25x
120—Outside Lands 188 260

Lot 10, block 291, Haley & O'Nei] tct. . . 500
S Washington, 70 e Kearny, e 47:6x34:8
—50-vara 20 [16,100

S Hill, 52 e Guerrero, e 25x90—Mission
Block 74 i 000

S Broadway, 103:1 w Fillmore, w 33:4 x'
137:6, being in Weatern Addition 348 5

Tuesday, December 12th-

Ida Sessions to Anna Leonard

—

Edmond Wall to Chas Holbrook.

,

Bridget Rice to Elizth Pan! ,

N Luning to Geo B Bayley

La Societe Francaise to A Dwyer.

J J Doyle to Edward O'Day

E Dunphy to Hib Sav & Ln Soc.

Johanna Leary to Law Felvey

—

B H Miller to Mary Anthony

Geo Carlisle to Benj Bates

Egbert Judson to Henr/ Frezise..

Gonz Ziegler to Philippe Thease..

Colin Baker to James Baker.,
James Baker to L Stevens. .

.

W Gough, 110 s Post, s 27:6x110, bein^
in Western Addition 156 ; subject to
mortgage for $4,000

Beach and Water lots 289, 290, 291
N Jackson 67 w Kearny, n 137:6, w 48:6

s 137:6, e 2:6, n 90, e 24, s 90, e 22 to
commencement, being in 50-vara 33 .

E corner 7th and Stevenson, ne 75x75—
100-vara 244

LotB5 nnd 6, block B, Railroad Home-
Btead

E Church, 194 n 22nd, n 25x125—Mis-
sion Block 89

N corner of Bryant and Dora, ne 75x80
being in ICO-vara 354

Se Stevenson, 175 sw 5th, sw 25x75, be-
ing in 100-vara 199

N California, 105 e Webster, e 27:6x132:
2, beiDg in Western Addition 271

N Pine, 135 w Larkin, w 25x137:6, be-
ing in Western Addition 15

S Haight, 212:6 w Buchanan, w 25x120 -
Western Addition 290

Sw Montgoemry Avenue, 25:10 se Ad-
ler, se 25:10, w 79:4, n 20, e to com-
mencement

All proporty for benefitof creditors....
All right, title, and interest of C. C.
Baker, in firm of Stevens & Baker. .

.

$8,000
5

9,030

22,000

400

1

4,000

4,412

12,000

6,150

1,925

7,500
1

"Wednesday, December 13th.

3RANT0R AND GRANTEE. DESCRIPTION.

AdolphDlel to Ulvilsa Diel

E Cook to A M'Kenzie. .

Hib Sv & Ln Soc to G Edwards.

M Conroy to T Connaughton .

,

J R Robinson to M J Bnrke
U H Diel to T Dierks

T Winsor to Charlotte Winsor.

.

C Garrison to R Chandler

La Soc Franchise to H Nenberger
J Keene to J W Coleman

Mary Jamison to Lewis Sober...,

Thoe Magee to Ida Butler

C Doe to Elizth McCutchen

All interest in Estate of Valentine Diel,
deceased
W Mississippi, 175 s Santa Clara, s 50x
100—Potrero Noevo 279

S Bush, 137:6 w Scott, w 100x110:11, be-
ing in Western Addition

E Mason, 112:6 8 Greenwich, s 25x75:6,
being in 50-vara 474W Guerrero, 228 s 24tb , b 32x125—29. .

.

Nw Mission, 375 ne 6th, ne 50x90, be-
ing in 100-vara 201

E Webster, 90 nBush, n 23:9x91:S, be-
ing in Western Addition 273

Ne Drumm and Washington, n 120, e
260:5, se to Washington Btreet, w 96:2
n 60, w 160, 8 60, w 95 to commence-
ment

Block 118, University Mound Survey...
Nw Gough and Ellis, w 137:6x120, be:
ing in Western Addition 154: also, 16
other [lots

S O'Farrell, 137:6 e Mason, e 38; s 57:6
V

e 20, s 40, w 68, n 97:6 to commence-
ment, being in 50-vara 954

N Jackson; 100 w Fillmore, w 25x125:4
being in Western Addition 349

N Duncan, 128 w Church, w 23x105, be-

ing in Harper's Addition 94

PRICE

5 5

900

5,000

1,900
3,600

9,000

Gift

10,000
1,750

17,000

1,775

600

Thursday, December 14th.

Henry Pierce to Harriet McCarthy

ThoB Knight to same
Herman Scbafer to J Schafer
J Schafer to F Seidel

L McGlanfliii to Henry Mathews..

H Helms to A Breul
Chas Keane to Rose Levy
C Gould to Seraphina Staimer. . .

.

Martha Bncknell to L McGlauflin.

Abbie Chase to Michael Powers.

,

Sv & Ln Soc to Wm McAlester..

Bernard Gattel to F Wensinger...

Same to Louisa Breeze

Michl Quinn to R P Keating

R P Keating to Thomas Magee...
Thomas Magee to W Walker
Wm Brown to Patk Connelly

Luke Doe to A Moore

Se Turk and Leavenworth, e 137:6x137:
6 -50-vara 1154 40,000

Same 5
Lot35, Haley Map 1 250
Same 350
N Sacramento, 29:9 e Pierce, c 26x103—
Western Addition 391 5,200

Lot 9, block 303. Haley tct 300
S Clay, 137:6 Broderick, e 27:6x127:8. . . 2,500
W Guerrero, 100 8 24th , s 60x125, being

in Harper's Addition 79 9,500
W Devisadero, 27:10 n Clay.n 25x120,
heing in WeBtern Addition 498 5,2

S Clipper, 190 w Dolores, w 25x114, be-
ing in Harper's Addition 60 1,200

Se Natoma, 250 ne 1 ltb , ne 25x75, being
in Mission Block 6 4,000

Nw Market, 100 ne City Hal! avenue, ne
25X100 15.875
Ww Market, 225 ne City Hall avenue,
ne 25x100 15,875

EOctavia, 150 s Tyler, s 25x100, being
in Western Addition 152 1

Same
Same 2,550
N Sutter, 72:6 e Baker, e 50x137:5, be-

ing in Western Addition 538 1,700
Ne 12th, 187:6 nw Folsom, nw 30x75,

|
being in Mission Block 10 | 5

Friday, December 15th.

Wm H Petit to Chaa Scanlan.

Chas Fox to Danl Buck . .

.

Danl Buck to Solon Pattee..

BMcManns to Wm Ehrenpfort.

Mary Irving lo Heinrich Wempe

D Coughlin to Visitacion Water Co

J Springmuller to A Le Cante.

Chas Grant to Michl Heffeman.
Edward Cullen to L Gottig

W RDunn to Asa Fisk..

G W Meade to J R Ridley
J Concannon to Thos M Brann .

N Point Lobos avenne, 440 yards, e from
the Toll Gate, near Cpntral avenne, n
168 yards to Laurel Hill Cemetery, w
to a point, s to Point Lobos avenue,
e 165 rods to commencement, contain-
ing 50 acres
W 21st avenue. 200 s Point Lobos, s 50x

120; w 16th avenue, 96:1 s California,

825x120
Same, e 16th, 103 a California, s 75, e 69:

9, nw 102:3 to commencement; e 24th
avenue, 125 n from se corner of 24th
avenue and A Btreet, n 25x120

Se Natoma, 75 sw 8th, ew 25x75, being
in 100-vara 287

N Lily, 137:6 e Buchanan, e 27:6x60, be-
ing in Western Addition 219

LotB4, 5, 8, 12 and 13, block 485, Bay
View Hd

Commencing 80 n Post, and 137:6 w
Taylor, w 20x57-6, being in 50:vara
1038

Nw Guerrero and Columbia, w 100x58..
Lot 75, Mission Block 17. City Garden
property

Commencing 250 n 14th, and 90 w Guer-
rero, n 105 x w 50; e Maple Court,
279:6 n 14th, n 6 inches, x w 49:10, be-
in? in Mission Block 25, and lot 69,
in block 333, being in O'Neil and
Haley tract

S Broadway, 30 c Laguna, e 30x112:6..

.

W Harrison, 100 s 24th, a 25x112:6, be-
ing In Mission Block 173

|

100

1,6'

1,200

5

2,000
5,000

3,500

300

Saturday. December 16th.

Annie Cannon to Jane Cannon.

Geo Plummer to J B Firth

Christian Voigt to Wm Foye..
E A Wilson to Susan Wilson..

A Deucher to Louise Rahwyler.

.

Henry Vizard to Elizth Vizard...
R Bergfeld to Ella Grogan

S Collins to Robt Stevensou
A Stevenson to S Collins

,

Pk Ld Invest Co to J McCloskey.

.

Rbbt Stevenson to Agnes M'Lean.

N Natoma, 119:6 w 1st, w 23:6x7$, being
in 100-vara 28

Nw Tehama, 175 ne 2nd, ne 25x80, be-
ing in 100-vara 48...

Ne Ellis and Gough, n 120x137:6
S 19th, 150 w Valencia, w 25x114, being

in Mission Block 72
Commencing at nw corner 50-vara lot

293, s 71:6 x e 30, being in 50-vara 293
S Geary, 176 w Steiner, w 22x82:6
E Church, 26:6 n 29th, n 29x100, being

in Harper'B Addition 54
Sw Calafornia and Montgomery, w 5x59
Same
Nw Tyler and Willard, n 100x26
Undivided one-eighth sw California and
Montgomery, w 120, s 65, e 60, n 6, e
60, n 59 to commencement

3,000
100

5

Gift

500
1

4,216
560
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ARMENIAN ANTIQUARIAN DISCOVERT.
The AligemetiM Zeitung uin in -* that \ dJaooTerr, th* Imp

of which can hardly be nv^rrateii, h*.« been nuule latelr by * llavnrian
arcl* -.i-.jMt, Heir S*eUr, at Ihe |w>int where tl

v
l the Taurus Kane*- Hew in a wild mmanti>- diittri.-t,

twwo Mattatieh and Saniftat, hr found a line of maff&lithic n.

•vrrvi'i.- 1-tw^n 16 metre* and 18 metre* in hight, and bearing bMortp
»re in a remarkable xtate of preservation, an.l II.

ban d<> doubt t.i*t they formeil part of some great national sanctuary,
datiiik* back mm three thousand mn ->r not* There was formerly at
this

j
[the old Commagene Kings, wj that it m

•onablf* t *ttril»nt<* the*e o»li**sal tnnmimenU lo tlm ancient Mop]*, (lit-

the Assyrians. Very little is known about them. The
J writan allude to then only in casual pajwagefl, and tin

», although mentioning them very often, have hitherto
•ornate information. Merr Beater porpoa— vUttng the pla

1

\ 1 »r 1'
i thcti n >, i pupil of the Berlin \

I

- conjectured that they will lw found to

tri the obaH f remains which Profemoi Sayce has designated " ('hettite
I monument*, '" all that has come down to us from the once powerful race
of the CbatUor Chattt

THOUGH LOST TO SIGHT, TO MEMORY DEAR.
London just now is crowded with American vUitors, not of the atmlen

holiday type, hot the inquiring orders of trans-Atlantic humanity. The
gentlemen go behind guide-books and dive into oooks and corners of his-

toric interest undreamt of by the casual pleasure-seeker. An illustration

of this, writes a correspondent, was brought under my notice to-day.
Having Docufcm to pay a visit to Highgate, it occurred to me that I

might improve the occasion by a visit to the resting-place of the "old man
\
eloquent' —the great dreamer, talker and poet—-Samuel Taylor Coleridge.
After considerable difficulty, for no one in the locality seemed to know
anything about the matter, I found the custodian of the keys of the now

d bnryinirplace. I need not describe my feelings on witnessing the
scene uf desolation and decay which met my view when once within the
uates. Sn trice it to say that I felt humiliated, and I should have felt

j
more so, I fancy, if I had belonged to *' kith or kin " of the great philoso-

', pher. As a matte iof curiosity, I made inquiry of the man in charge how
I many people were i the habit of troubling him weekly. " Weekly, sir?"

, in a tone Isurprise ; "why, I have only had twelve applications
during the past year, and eleven out of the twelve have been made by
Americans. —Th World.

ORIENTAL IRRIGATION.
The opening of the Sirhind Canal by the Viceroy of India, an ac-

j
count of which will be found in our Calcutta telegram, is an event of

j
great importance for the Punjab and of great interest for this country,

j
It is one of the greatest works of the kind in the world, and is designed

I

to irrigate the enormous area of over twelve hundred square miles. The
' canal itself is over five hundred miles in length, and of subsidiary
! channels there are some two thousand miles more. The engineering diffi-

culties of bringing the waters of the Sutlej to three quarters of a million
acres of thirsty soil have been, as may well be imagined, both great and
numerous. But it is not only as one more triumph of a science which now-
a-days is almost regarded as invincible that the Sirhind Canal claims our
attention. It is at the same time a gratifying proof of political enlighten-
ment and concord. It passes through the territory of several native
chiefs as well as through what is directly under our own administration.
They have one and all given not only assent but active co-operation and
assistance, thus ranging themselves alongside of the Imperial Government
in the efforts it makes for the amelioration of the poverty that presses
with terrible severity upon large classes of the Indian populations.

—

Lon-
don Times.

MANUFACTURE OP INFERIOR WINES.
It is calculated that 2,300,000 hectolitres of wine are now annually

made in France from dried raisins ; the mode of fabrication iB by crush-
ing about 65 to 75 pounds of Smyrna or Cyprus raisins in 22 or 24 gallons
of water, heated to 85 degrees ; this is left to ferment from twelve to

twenty days according to temperature, when a white wine is produced
with an alcoholic strength of 7 to 9 degrees. It is also estimated that

2,130,000 hectolitres of inferior wine were last year made from the skins
of grapes, in the following manner : After the wine is drawn off from
the grapes a quantity of water equal to the volume of wine run off is

poured on the skins before they are put under the press ; to every 22 gal-

lons of water, heated to 85 degrees, about 35 pounds of sugar is added,
and sometimes a little tartaric acid ; the fermentation goes on for eight to

twelve days, and the wine obtained has from 8 to 10 degrees of strength,

according to the natural richness of the grape. On an average it takes
about 3?j pounds of sugar to make one degree of alcohol for every 22
gallons of water. By these means, 4,450,000 hectolitres of wine, or 97,-

943,000 gallons, have been supplied, bringing the wine production of

France in 1881 to 38,000,000 hectolitres, or 849,353,000 gallonB.

How a Plot was Betrayed.—It rather startled Sir Charles Dilke a
short time ago when a couple of ladies arrived at his house very late one
night and insisted on seeing him to give important information, which
was nothing less than an accidental circumstance having revealed to one
of them an intention to blow up the yard at Purfleet. By the timely
warning this was frustrated ; and report says that the way the plot be-

came known was by one of those extraordinary trifles in human lives

which, apparently of no moment, have often been the turning point of

some great event. A window left open, a watcher sitting alone without a
light, waiting the return of one of the family from a late dinner ; two
men standing upon the step conversing in low tones, little thinking they
were overheard, or that the words they spoke could have betrayed to that
listener the intended scheme of destruction.

—

London World.

" Come here, my little fellow," said a gentleman to a youngster of

five years, while sitting in a parlor where a large company were assem-
bled, "do you know me?" " Yeath thir." " Who am I ? let me hear."
" You are the man who kithed mamma when papa was in New York."

A SAD CHRISTMAS FOR SOME.
While aonie are feasting »nd diilog j-i-n, to the good thing* of Ibil

world, then- tire iii.mv i.. whom Christmas dav «itl be a day
Balling only by rods riaja whan !». "yule log" bhued upon the I rth ->f

Id tuntry bnuaa *tt home in Kh.-i.um1
, bringing back r iU<

..f the time »ben tb« mistletoe hang l.ik'li in the armor llnad and
i

hong . and the village choir wa ted al midnight to
ping. " Hark, the Herald Angola 8tog ;

" when .% long line ol pictored an-
•earned t.. smile down upon the Innocent reveu. add oven tbogiim

! the battle worn oavaliere relaxed, u if the Influence >-f th
around affected them : when snan-dragon and blind-mane but! kept the
little ones amoaad, while their elders cracked many a bottle of old port
aad emptied many punch bowl to the health ..f King Christmas, To
mnny « one -"if here these reolleottoru will come flooding back ea he eats
hi-« humble four-bit meal at eome restaurant, with no faces but those ol
strangers around, and no streak of light shining in the leaden sky ol his
future.

TWO WORKS OP ART.
San Francisco i* doing much to adorn the homes ol her prominent

citizens. Ceiling frescoes, pictures ol beauty, and works oi art generally,
to adorn the homes of our beat people. These truths are den -

tnted throughout a thousand palatial residences in our suburbs. The
tastes of a far older community are here ministered to. The latest in

stance of what we mean is to be formed in two pictures by K. Nergnr, oi
our city. Their size is fifteen feet by ten, and their destination is the
ceiling of the residence of M. H. De Young, on California street. The
subject of the painting intended for the drawing-room, is that of " Homer
Introduced by Iris to Apollo and the Muses." The subject of that in-
tended for the music-room is appropriately that of " Music." Both are
scenes in cloudland, are full of atmosphere and distance, and have been
painted in soft yet luminous tints.

There ia more than one petty outrage tolerated in the community
which should be remedied. For some of these the law, if properly ad-
ministered by those whose duty it is to see it applied, affords a specific—
notably the encroachments on the sidewalks by tradesmen for the display
of their goods. If a poor devil in trying to pick up a livelihood essays
to establish a stand for the sale of fruits, etc., upon a street corner, he is

pounced upon at once and fined for his audacity in attempting such an in-

fringement of the law. Let another, on a larger scale and more audacious
still, copy the example of others, unaware that such others are either po-
litically influential or have friends among the power3 that be, and he will
soon learn that for him a like privilege is not to be accorded. Of course,
in the parts of the city devoted to the wholesale trade more or less of ob-
struction on the sidewalks is unavoidable, but in such streets as Mont-
gomery, Market, Kearny and others, which are daily thronged by crowds
of people, it is an insufferable and inexcusable nuisance. On one of these
streets, in one instance, over three-fourths of the entire sidewalk is taken
up by outriggers, tables, boxes, etc., for the display of dry goods, and in
another a like portion for the parade of carriages and vehicles of every
description.

Some experiments have been recently made as to the action of
alcohol upon the digestion. It was found that ten per cent, or less of
alcohol has no influence as such upon artificial digestion. In the propor-
tion of twenty per cent, of the digestive fluid it makes artificial digestion
slower, and in larger proportions stops it. Beer, when not diluted, arrests
artificial digestion, and makes it slower when diluted. Red and sweet
wineB act similarly, but white wines, even when undiluted, only make it

slower. Both beer and wine hinder digestion in the stomach, even when
in small quantities. The artificial digestion which was made in these ex-

Seriments consisted in adding alcohol to artificial digestive fluids in a
ask, and after a while examining the fluids to see how much food re-

mained after the addition of alcohol, or when none had been mixed with
it. The conclusion is that alcohol should be given either in very small
quantities or not at all when there is any catarrh of the stomach.

—

World.

There are many persons who aspire to be artists, and there are Borne
who imagine they are good tailors. The good tailors are the most scarce,

and it is with feelings of intense pleasure that we point out the fact that
for a perfect fit, the firm of J. M. Litchfield & Co. are not to be beaten.
Their house, at 415 Montgomery Street, is the moat fashionable place in
the city, the reason being that there excellence of material and a perfect
fit are assured.

Standing on the platform of a car, the other night, we passed the tele-

scope man on Kearny street, whereupon a somewhat verdant countryman
inquired what it was, referring to the telescope. He was informed; but a
young man, who quite evidently wanted to show the countryman his

utter ignorance of such things, Baid in a know-it-all manner: " I guess
Satyr is out to-night." Fact.

St. John's Presbyterian Church, Post Street.—The Rev. Dr.
Scott, pastor, will preach Sunday at the usual hours. The public cor-
dially invited to attend.

Scotch Whisky.—Fine old Lochaber, Auctertool, Glenlivet, and
and V. 0. W. H. Campbell, 402 Front street.

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,
STOCK BROKERS,

No. 314 Pine Street San Francisco.
[May 20.]

COKE CHEAPEST FUEL.
Redaction in Price : Wholesale Price, OO cents per barrel

;

Retail Price, 60 cents per barrel, at the works of the SAN FRANCISCO GAS-
LIGHT COMPANY, Howard and First streets, and foot of Second at. Jan . 12.

Will JAMES FORBES, who left Aberdeen, Scotland; in
1S44, on the Ship MESSENGER, ol that port, communicate with his Sister,

AGNES FORBES, or TAYLOR, now residing at 43 Nurth Broadford, Aberdeen.
Addresa as above. Dec. 16.
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DEATH OF TRBNOR W. PARK.
The death of this Californian pioneer of '49 took place on the steamer

San Bias, while on a voyage from New York to Aspinwall, on the loch of

this month. It was in this State that Mr. Park spent the early portion

of his career, and in pioneer timeB he was a most prominent figure in

politics, finance, law, real estate speculations, and in many enterprises.

He was a member of the one** noted law firm of Halleck. Peachy, Bil-

lings & Park. The Halleck of the firm was Henry W. Halleck, who
during tfie war was at one time in command of the Union armies. A. C.

Peachy still resides in S<in Francisco. Fred Billings has hecome promi-

nent in railroad management. All the members of this quartet became
prominent and wealthy. Afterwards he was a member of the firm of

Williams, Shatter & Park, and subsequently of the firm of Shafters,

Park & Heydenfeldt. During the litigation on the Maripnsa estate he
became trustee, and bis connection with the affairs of that company laid

the foundation of his fortune. Hon. Jewett W. Adams, Governor elect

of Nevada, was a protege* of Mr. Park's, and book-keeper and cashier of

the estate. In 1863 he was a candidate for United States Senator from
California, in the contest which resulted in the election of John Couness.
This was a contest notable in its time for its bitterness and intrigue.

In 1865, Mr. Park left California and settled in New York, where be
became identified with tbe management of several railroads in New Eng-
land, and a prominent speculator and a leading light on Wall street. Mr.
Park's greatest financial stroke was in obtaining control of tbe Pacific

Mail and Panama Railroad, and making a deal which put him in tbe list

of American millionaires.

At the time of his death, Mr. Park was President of tbe Panama Rail-

road Company, and was making a voyage to the Isthmus on official busi-

ness He was a man of strong will, who let nothing stand in the way of

his success, yet he had numerous kindly traits, and was noted for being

as true as steel to his friends. Mr. Park visited this city last Summer,
on which occasion he married his second wife, a daughter of A. C.

Nichols, of thiscity. His family consists of this lady, three daughters
and a son. One of the daughters is married to F. B. Jennings, a New
York lawyer, and another to J. G. McCullough, Vice President of the
Panama Railroad Company. His fortune is estimated at from $5,000,000
to 87,000,000.

THE FUTURE OP ELECTRICITY, GA9 AND LIGHT.
From the scientific addresses delivered at the recent annual meeting of

the Social Science Association, in England, it would appear certain that
we are on the eve of great changes in beating and illun inating processes.

Most important, forcible and instructive were the remarks on this topic

made by Dr. Siemens, in connection with tbe question of light and heat,

in his opening address to the Association. Whilst believing that tbe
power of electricity, regarded merely as an illuminant, is yet far from full

development, and that it will ultimately attain general use in streets and
houses, Dr. Siemens holds that the best present agent, both for light and
warmth, is gas. Raw coal, as he somewhat quaintly designates it, has
disadvantages when burned in open grates, of being unhealthy, uncleanly
and wasteful. The various products preserved by its use in gasworks far

exceect the value of the coal from which they are extracted. These are
not only lost in ordinary coal fires, but form the most deleterious portion
of the cloud of smoke, which has been estimated, on a Winter's day in

London, to contain fifty tons of soot. Another source, both of waste and
danger to health, is imperfect combustion. The half-burnt atoms of coal

rise into the atmosphere tu produce injurious gas-tar, to cenerate poison-

ous carbonic oxide in terrible proportions, and, by attracting the floating

vapors, to give form and solidity to tbe pall of fog which, with more or
less density, hangs overhead or descends to fill the streets and the lungs
of the people. It is difficult to believe that such words of warning, ut-

tered by the calm voice of Bcience, can fail to make a great impression.
They refer to an evil which must either be decisively checked or vastly
increased each succeeding year with the rapid spreading of large cities,

and for which evil, moreover, remedies alike easy and efficient are procu-
rable. Professor Siemens, than whom there is no higher authority, be-

lieves that electricity will do all onr illumiuating, and that coal gas will

do all our beating. He thinks that stoves and grates will be re-modeled
to suit the new idea, and that economy, a better atmosphere and improved
conditions of health will be the invaluable results that will flow there-
from. Instead of the business of the Gas Companies being annihilated, it

will he very greatly enlarged. Whatever the future of electricity—and
we believe it is to be a sure, certain, useful and profitable one— it is very
certain that the uses if foal eras are soon to be enormously increased.

FLOY BROWN THINKS SO.
We are nothing in California if we are not ahead of tbe times, and

one of the must curious illustrations of this fact is to be found in a prize
article written bv a Miss Floy Brown, of Oakland, on the virtues of
Messrs. Newton Brothers & Co. 'a New England Baking Powder. The
article in question goes down deeply into the apparent effects of ammon a
and alum when used in tbe preparation of baking powders, and the tri-

umphant young essayist must have exhausted a whole library of chemical
works iu her successful efforts to prove that the New England Baking
Powder was the best in the market. The little authoress has gone to work
and found out all the deleterious mixtures which are used to raise bread,
and it is quite arousing to follow the juvenile sagacity with which certain
articles are condemned and their chemical proportions and properties dis-

cussed. The little prize authoress even travel* in her researches as far as
the Rocbelle Powders, and the amount of effervescing carbonic acid gas
which they throw off. The young people of ikland who have failed to
write intelligently about the New England Baking Powder are not r'ow
in insinuating that the composition was never penned by the young lady to
whom the premium was awarded. To these it is in order to suggest h t

all subjects for prize essays are within their reach, and if they will only
consult competent authorities they will have as little trouble in writing a
good essay about the New England Baking Powder as Miss Floy Brown
had. Any child of fourteen year-*, who has been in our public schools,
should be capable of hunting up facts for an article of this nature. At
least, Floy Brown thinks so.

The second invitation party of the TJ. S. C, took place at Lunt's
Hall, last Wednesday evening, and was a very pleasant affair.

BROKERS AND MINE MANAGERS.
The San Francisco Board of Brokers recently appointed a com-

mittee to investigate the management of certain listed mines. The com-
mittee has been diligently at work for some time, and is said to have come
across a good deal of crookedness of one kind or another. We hear of
a >me most ominous facts. It is said that the public would stand appalled
if they but knew how they have been swindled for some time past. We are
told that there are millions of fair average ore in several of the Comstock
mines, which, if economically milled, would pay moderate dividends for
many long years to come. The output might not be equal to that of tbe hal-
cyon days of Con-Virginia or California, but it would continue longer,
and in the end the dividends would be steadier, more prolonged and more
satisfying. But it is said that it is the purpose of the managers to freeze
nut the stock-holders by needless assessments and to secure the stock of
the mines at a figure greatly less than it is worth. If this be fact, it is a
gigantic swindle. The people who have paid so much money to develop
mines ought to have the benefit of all that is in them. On the other hand,
it is answered that the brokers are pure mischief-makers; it is alleged
that the bottom has dropped out of their business, and that they are sore-
heads who must needs growl about something, and that they are manu-
facturing grievances where none in fact exist. By way of punishing
them, it is threatened to take several of the mines off the list, to remove
a number of mining offices from the Exchange building, and generally to
reduce the income of the Board. But all this is no answer to the original
allegation. It is about equal to saying :

*' We are rogues, but you are the
same. Keep quiet or we will punish you." We shall watch the outcome
of these difficulties with more than a passing interest.

COSTLY BOOK-BUYING.
It la stated that Mr. Quaritch, the noted London dealer in rare books,

paid for the "Petrarch of Bernardino Di Novara," the other day, the
second largest price ever given for a book printed on paper. The price
was $9,750. A friend accomplished in such knowledge reminds us that
Dibiiin in his " Bibliographical Decameron," describing the sale of the
Koxburghe Library, gives a characteristic account of the sale of the work
which brought the first largest price ever paid for a book printed on
paDer. The book was the "Valdarfen Boccaccio's Decameron" of 1471.
Earl Spencer and the Marquis of Blandford bid against each other in

person. " Dibdin's protracted description of the competition," says our
correspondent, *' is written in language simitar to what he might have
used had he been describing a gladiatorial combat in ancient Rome."
"A thousand guineas were bid by Earl Spencer, to which the Marquis

added 'ten.' You might have heard a pin drop. All eyes were turned,
all breathing well-nigb stopped. Every sword was put home to its scab-

bard, and not a piece of steel was seen to move or glitter save that which
each of these champions brandished iu his valorous hand. See! Hee

!

they parry, they lunge, they hit, yet their strength is undiminished, and no
thought of yielding is entertained by either. Two thousand pounds are
offered by the Marquis," etc.

Ac last the duello ended, and the book was knocked down for £2,2G0,
or §11,300.

The fame of our California Cutlery reached the East years ago,

and no greater compliment has ever been paid to our local art in the man-
ufacture of steel than by the recent order from the East of four full sets

of carvers from the factory of Mr. M. Price, the well-known cutler of

Kearny street. The order came through Mr. Eugene Dewey, who took
the four sets of carvers with him on his recent trip to the East. The
price of each set was $250. and they were on exhibition for a few days at

Mr. Price's store before Mr. Dewey left. They were seen, admired and
gazed on. The reBult was that Mr. Price received orders for four more
sets to match those already made. These are now in process of manufac-
ture, and are beyond all question tbe finest specimens of cutler's ware
ever turned out.

It bas always been an accepted idea among men and women of
education that the stage was meant to elevate communities or to amuse
them, according to the grave or humorous nature of the pieces presented.

It seems, however, now that certain companies use the mimic world to

advertise quack medicines and Jew pawnbrokers, mentioning tbe names
of their patrons, who, presumably, pay well for the privilege, as uriblush-

ingly as if they were distributors of handbills on a street corner. As a
stitch in time is popularly supposed to save nine, so this hint may he
taken in reason by those theatrical managers who introduce the names of
the Knights of tbe Three Balls and tbe compounders of nostrums into
the bill of fare given to the public. If this warning does not suffice, tbe
next admonition will be not only more personal but less obscure.

Fruit and Flower Mission.—The ladies sent on Thursday an express
wagon load of holly berry wreaths, emblems, etc., to the City and County
H<<s|'ital; also an illustrated picture card (400) for each patient, besides
apples, oranges, limes, etc. On Saturday, at 3 P. M., they have their

Xmas Tree Festival at their hall, 713 Mission street.

The forty-third assessment has just been levied by the Ophir Mining
Company, and yet there are millions of tons of ore in sight that would
Day for milling and leave handsoaje dividends for the stockholders. That
is one of the mines abont which the investigating committee of the Board
of Brokers are Baid to know a thing or two.

Tbe dummy fiend bas been busy in our midst, and is fast growing
into a sort of modern Juggernaut. Juries are getting a little too lenient

with the car men, and an example made of a driver or two would perhaps
make them a trifle more careful.

QUICKSILVER,
PROM NEW ALMADEN MINES.

Prompt shipment—LOWEST PRIC3 for purest uniform quality.

J. B. RAND0L, : : : 320 Sansome Street, Pan Francisco.
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GOLD BAK.S—KO fine par. -Rarixen Silver— 1(1 a 1A IC i-ont. dii-
Dt. Mexican Dnllarv, l.«al.: :

i>er cent, disc Dom.

- Kxchancr >n New Y,.rk. UK) premium; On London Rank-
era, Commercial, MXHflOJd. Paris, sight,
francs per dollar. Eastern Telegrams. 10c

" Price of Money here, ikglO per cant, per year—hank rate. In the
open market, 1®1J per month. Demand light On Bond Security,
Ma 4 J per cent, per year on Call.

" Latest price of Sterling in New York,

PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND 00V. BONDS.

Stock* and Bond*.
ONML

Gal. Suu Booda. rt'3,'57 ....

Bid.

Nom.
Nom.

50
105
90

100

101

110

100

102}

USJ

164J

128i

116

127J

Atktd

Nom.
Nom.
40

Stocks and Bond*.
nraonAHm comtamks.

Bid.

ISO

107J

SO

110

97

Notu.
Nom.
54i
30
64
120
106
65

1085

116J

111

Aektd

8. F. City * Co. B'ds. 69,'5S

B. k. (my ft Co. B'da,7a ... 125

1)0
|

100
105

RAILROADS.
C. P. R. R. StOLk 88
C. P. R. K. Bonds , 118

Los Angeles County Bonds.
Los Angeles Citv Bonds....

V1nr> ft Trackee tt, R. Bds.
Nevada Co. N. O. R. R. Bda

Oregon Bft N. Bonds, 6s..

S. P. K. K. Bonds

100

87J
901
58
Nom.
Nom.
55j

107
]

103 !

114
,

128

no
1023

120i

166

Central R. R. Co
Market Street tt. R
Clay Street Hill R. R

Oakland Gaslight Co
561

BANKS. Califor'a Powder Co

INSl RASCB COMPAMKg.
Qold ami Stock Teleg'h Co.

IIS. V. W. W. Co.'sStock.....
121 S. V. W. W.Co' Boada
133

!
Pacific Coast S.S.Co'a Stock

118 -California Street R R

75
1001

-

Pacific Rolling Mills, — , 125. Cala. Dry Dock, 52£. —. Safe Deposit Co., 48$ 481-
Vulcan Powder, — , 58. Presidio Railroad, — , 02. Safety-Nitro Powder, lb, 14.

Central Gas Stock, 58,60. Hawaiian Commercial Co., 34&, 35. Northern Pacific R.

R. Bonds, — , 103.

STOCKS.
It is Dearly twenty-four years since the first accidental discovery of

argentiferous ore by a camping party in Washoe Valley, and from that
time to the present what wondrous enterprises and results are included.
From the rude arastras of the Meldanados to the ponderous and compre-
hensive machinery now employed ; from the surface work of one claim by
hard windlass to the many miles of shafts, winzes, galleries, drifts and
crosscuts, extending 3,000 and more feet below ; from the bold barrier

elopes of Mt. Davidson and the forbidding rocks of Six-Mile Canon and
Devil's Gate to the grown city and adjacent camps, domiciling many
thousand prosperous people ; from the primitive and devious mountain
trail fcn the splendid Geiger grade, and from that to the most expensive
and most profitable short railroad in the world ; from the little slug of

silver disclosed by a camp-fire to the hundreds of millions since added to

the world's wealth ; from crude inexperience and temporary methods to

highest education and mechanic skill ; from conditions of privation, pov-
erty and dependence to men raised to vast wealth and concurrent power

—

these are but some of the established facts attending the discovery and de-

velopment of the Comstock lode. It is well to indulge this retrospect

even in the pressure of a most discouraging outlook. A balance sheet be-

tween the Comstock and the world's commerce would show large credit

to Comstock, and so we render unto Caesar his due.

Meteorological summary for week ending January 4th, 1883

:

Highest barometer, 30.269 on the 29th ; lowest barometer, 29.747 on the

1st; average during the week, 30.071; highest temperature, 53.5 on the
3rd ; lowest temperature, 34.5 on the 31st ; average temperature during
week, 45.4; highest relative humidity, 96 per cent, on the 3rd; low-
est relative humidity, 39 per cent, on the 30th ; average during the week,
75 per cent; prevailing direction of wind, north ; maximum hourly velocity

ana direction of wind 28, northeast 1st ; total rainfall during the week,
1.33 of an inch ; total rainfall, season of 1882-3, 9.68 inches.

No society belle can rival the Chinese Minister at Washington in ex-

tent and richness of costumes, if reports are true. It is said that his

wardrobe is worth §150,000, all of the richest silks and satins, and that

he never appears at a reception twice in the same dress.

Chili Walnuts.—The French bark Prudent brings up 400 bags of

W alnuts.
'

Snow fell for five days last week on the Pyrenees.
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MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For Navigating; the Air.

Office of the Aeroplane Company for Navigating the Air, 609 Mer-

chant street. Office hours from 1 to 2 p.m.

Latest from the Merchants Exchange.—New York, Jan. 5,1883.
United States Bonds—4s, 119g ; 4k, 113$ ; ex-5s, 102. Sterling Ex-
change, 481@485. Western Union" 82. "Wool—Spring, fine, 24@31

;

Burry, 16@20 ; Pulled, 18@40 ; Fall Clips, 15@20; Burry, 12@14. Lon-
don, Dec. 29.—Liverpool Wheat Market, 8s.lld.@9s. 5d. ; California Red
American Spring, 9s. 2d.(g)10s. Id.

Corporal Blucher, of Fort McHenry, who is to become a member of

Baker Pasha's staff, is a direct descendent of Marshal Blucher who fought
at Waterloo. After graduating at Bonn and Heidelburg, and serving on
the German Legation in Egypt, Blucher came to this country in 1880, and
joined the Second Artillery as Schoolmaster sixteen months ago.

The O. E. & N. Co's. steamer Oregon sails Sunday at 10 a. m., for Port-
land. The Eureka, for Nanaimo and Alaska, sails Monday, January 8th,

carrying freight and combustibles only. Passengers for Alaska should
take the Dakota, sailing hence January 10th, transferring to Eureka at

Port Townsend. Goodall, Perkins & Co., are the

The County Treasurer of White Pine, Nevada, has been found
dead, lying between two empty safes with a bullet through his heart.

This is indeed a singular case. There is nothing extraordinary in finding1

the County Treasurer's safe empty; that occurs very frequently. The
singularity lies in the Treasurer being found, dead or alive.

Germany and India. —The leading German merchants have prepared
a petition, praying the Government to exert its influence to hasten the
junction of the Austro-Hungarian and Ottoman railways, so as to open a

new route from England through Germany, via Salonica, to India.

Grain Charters.— The ship General Knox, 2,218 tons, has been taken
for Liverpool direct at 31s. 3d. ; ship Baring Brothers, 2,166 tons, same
voyage and Bame rate. The British ship Western Monarch has also been
chartered for wheat to Cork, for orders private.

We are pleased to notice that Mr. Timothy Hopkins, who has
just returned from the East with his young bride, has been elected Treas-
urer of the Central Pacific Railroad, vice Mr. E. W. Hopkins, who has
resigned.

Queenstown.—The British ship Kingsport, which returned to port

some time ago in distress, has again cleared for the United Kingdom with
a full cargo of wheat.

Lumber.—The arrivals from Puget Sound and other mill ports of rail-

road ties, lumber, etc., is very great, finding ready sale at good prices.

Flour for Liverpool.—McEllis has cleared the ship Argonaut for

Liverpool, with 24,453 bbls. Extra ; value, $132,531.

Grain Sacks.—There is a renewed inquiry for Calcutta Wheat Bags,
8^c. asked, 8Jc. offered for June and July delivery.

Iquique.—The French bark Prudent, 49 days from Iquique, brings

Nitrate, 18,862 bags for the Powder Works.

New York.—The ship Dakota, 144 days, to Williams, Dimond & Co.,

has a well-assorted cargo of Merchandise.

Printed and Published by the Proprietor, Frederick Marriott,, ©07 to 615 Merchant street, San Francisco, California.
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THE ROSE TO THE DYING YEAR.
[ The verses below were suggested by the snow-storm of December 31st,

1882. Such a downfall has not been seen in San Francisco or the neighbor-

hood for at least thirty-three years: ]

"Father ! your Autumu nurs'd Making it Bhower down
My budhood into bloom. Its load for other lands,

I cannot see you go Shaking the snowrlakes o'er

Without a tinge of gloom." Francisco's golden sands.

So sang a fresh blown rose,

Drinking the sunshine in
;

Never a butterfly

Had tempted her to sin.

The old year kiss'd that rose,

Telling her, " do not fear,

Your bridal dress shall be
Pure as the unborn year."

' Cold ! cold !" cried the rose,

As laden down with snow,
She bowed her lovely head,

Losing her old-time glow.

Born upon Christmas day.
Her life was brief as sweet.

Her natal hour was May,
Her ending, Winter's sleet.

But ere the dying year " Is this the dres3 you give

Had spun his cold white shroud, To those about to wed?"
Ere cruel winds had lorn A wind blast struck that rose !

—

And rent the passing cloud. She and the year were dead.

San Francisco, Dec. ZUt, 1882. w. i..

AUSTRALIAN MARRIAGES.
Marriage among such a rude peoule cannot be attended with any re-

ligious ceremonies or mysterious rites. It is essentially marriage by force.

The following is the method in which the Sydney natives used to obtain

wives, and the manners of the Australian natives have not much im-
proved for the better since the time this was writtea. " The poor wretch
is stolen upon in the absence of her protectors. Being first stupefied with
blowB, inflicted with clubs or wooden swords, on the head,, back and
shoulders, every one of which is followed by a stream of blood, she is then
dragged through the woods by one arm, with a perseverance and violence

that, it might be supposed, would displace it from its socket. The lover,

or rather the ravisher, is regardless of the stones or broken pieces of trees

that may lie in his route, being anxious only to convey his prize in safety

to his own party, when a scene ensues too shocking to relate. This out-

rage is not resented by the relations of the female, who only retaliate by a
similar outrage when they find an opportunity. This is so constantly the

practice among them, that even the children make it a play-game or ex-

ercise." Again, Mr. Oldfield, an intelligent writer on these people, re-

marks that in Australia the men are in excess of the other sex, and " con-

sequently many men of every tribe are unprovided with that especial

necessary to their comfortable subsistence, a wife, who is a slave in the
strictest sense of the word, being a beast of burden, a provider of food,

and a ready object on which to expend those passions the men dare not
vent on each other. Hence, for those coveting such a luxury, arises the
necessity of stealing the women of some other tribe ; and in these expedi-
tions to effect so laudable a design, they will cheerfully undergo privations

and dangers equal to thoBe they incur when in search of blood revenge.

When, on such an errand, they discover an unprotected female, their pro-

ceedings are not of the most gentle nature. Stunning her with a blow
from the waddy (to make her love him, perhaps), they drag her by the
hair to the nearest thicket to await her recovery. When she comes to her
senses they force her to accompany them ; and as, at the worst, it is but
the exchange of one brutal lord for another, she generally enters into the
spirit of the affair, and takes as much pains to escape as though it were a
matter of her own free will." Between the wives and the husbands little

real affection can be expected. The husband avowedly looks upon his

wife as a beast of burden ; a slave to whom every labor is to be delegated,
and who is to be brutally beaten and ill-used on the most trivial provoca-
tion. Ex-Governor Eyre, who was for some years one of the Australian
"Protectors of Aborigines," declares that few women "will be found
upon examination to be free "from frightful sears upon the head, or the
marks of spear wounds about the body. I have seen a young woman,
who, from the number of those marks, appeared to have been almost rid-

dled with spear wounds. If at all good-looking, their position is, if pos-
sible, even worse than otherwise." So brutal, indeed, is the way in which
these wretched wives of wretched men are treated, that, a recent eminent
ethnological writer—Sir John Lubbock—feels himself bound, in respect
to the feelings of a certain section of his readers, to translate into Latin
the description of how they are treated.

—

Peoples of the World.

BRITISH TRADE AND THE SUEZ CANAIr.
The East India and China trade section of the Liverpool Chamber

of .Commerce have been recently furnishing an estimate of the value of
British trade passing through the Suez Canal, at the request of the
Board of Trade. The particulars show the extent to which the Canal is

serviceable to the trade of this country with the East and Australasia.
The total of the trade of the countries lying beyond the Isthmus of Suez,
inclusive of Australasia, is £164,000,000. Of this, £104,000,000, including
treasure, and gold, pass through the Suez Canal. This is about two-
thirds of the whole, but the trade of India, China, Japan, the Phillipine
Islands, etc., passes through in still larger proportions. The separate
trade of the Eastern countries north of the equator amounts to £109,000,-
000. Of this, £92,000,000, or five-sixths of the whole, pass through the
Suez Canal, namely—five-sixths of the trade of British India, two-thirds
of the trade of Ceylon, the Straits, and the Phillipines, and nearly the
whole trade of China and Japan. The trade of Australasia amounts to
£55,000,000. Of this, £12,000,000, including gold, pasB through the
canal. The canal is not such a necessity to this trade, but a growing
proportion of steam vessels make use of it, the wool trade by this route
having increased £1,000,000 in value during the present year. Since
1879, when the tonnage through the canal had been stationary for five

years at 2,000,000 tons per annum, the increase to the end of 1881 doubled
those figures, or amounted to 4,000,000 tons.

The late snowstorm has taught us all the value of.good, warm, TJqder-
clothing, and experience has directed the wise to purchase such goods frotfi
J. W. Carmany, No. 25 Kearny Street.

FASHIONS VOICE.
The reoent snow-storm and the present cold snap is altogether sug-

gestive of warm and heavy clothing, and puts me in mind of a pretty
conceit in the shape of a dress, which an Eastern lady friend says is the
style in New York. It is a walking-suit heavily trimmed with fur. The
skirt of cloth, or rep silk has a deep straight flounce of fur reaching almnst
to the knee, were it is headed by three rows of rich, thick cord, above
which is a braiding pattern also effected in the same cord. From the
waist falls a pleated drapery which is simply taken round the hips and
tucked up negligently behind. The barque, which is tight-fitting, has a
deep band of fur at the edge and trimmed with cord to match the skirt

;

a piece of fur is taken down the front, which is crossed by the cords of

the frogs which constitute the fastening. Collar and sleeves of fur.

Sealskin, the delight of every San Franciscan heart, would be advisable
in place of the heavy fur suitable only for colder climes, and sealskin thus
combined with black rep silk would be a beautiful novelty. Frilling and
and knife pleatiugs are still favorably regarded as skirt trimmings, and
are, in fact, the most appropriate adornments for heavy dresses. As to
basques, it seems absolutely necessary to have them cut out in square
tabs, which are much improved by beint: braided or filled up with a pat-
tern worked in jet bugles. Sleeves are taking a particularly lanky
forrr. Happy she who has an arm whoBe rounded proportions will bear
the severity of a sleeve which should fit " like ze paper on ze wall," and
whose sloping shoulders will not be rendered hideous by the padding
which is used to give squareness to the tout ensemble.

For evening wear all fabrics are admissible. Most beautiful w s an
evening robe I saw, fresh from the fingers of the great and only Worth.
First came a skirt of pale blue satin, with a kilting to the knee, over this

fell, to meet the kilting, a ruby satin Bkirt, perfectly plain, being gathered
up in a knot of pleats at the left knee, and finished by a wide bow and
fringed ends. From the waist behind a rich drapery of ruby brocaded
velvet fell en traine, being looped up at intervals; the basque, square in
front, was cut in tquare tabs taken plain over the hips, and finished be-
hind with a coat-tail. From the front of the basque a wide brocaded rib-

bon was taken to the right knee and there finished with loops and fringe,
while at the neck folds of blue satin and two frills of Honiton lace were
brought from the back to half way down the corsage in a print, and fin-

ished by a flat bow; half-lony sleeveB, with a cuff, turned down with blue
satin and two frills of Honiton lace. It was a scrumptious toilette in
every way.
Just a few words about the novelties in jewelry. It is absolutely bad

style, ladies, to wear your highly colored gold necklaces spread over your
bosoms, as heretofore, and to those who love the display of yellow metal
I may say that brooches will be larger in the near future. Flowers of
gold, mounted on slight stems which shake at the slightest movement, are
the most recherche designs for a brooch, which will till the place at the
throat or in the hair. Indeed, gold ornaments will take a prominent
place, and bangles as fine as a hair, with one costly pearl or diamond for

adornment, will be worn. These are so thin that a number may be worn
together (if you can afford it). All India designs are preferred this sea-
son ; if bands of gold are used, they should be very narrow. For evening
wear, a silver collar fitting the neck closely is worn ; and for full dress,

the chain or necklace must be simply the suspicion of a golden thread. A
row of pearls or diamonds will befit the millionaires, of conrse, and be in
good form, but all heavy golden ornament's are pronounced obsolete.

Black velvet bands maybe worn round the throat, plain, or ornamented
with pearl or steel beads. Young girls wear these, and at the same time
bands for the wrist may be similarly embroidered. Silver Pen.

EDITORIAL QUALIFICATIONS
The editor of the British Medical Journal, at a professional dinner, in

returning thanks for his health being drunk, quoted a humorous American
poem, in which these lines occur:

Can he leave all his wrongs to the future, and carry his heart in bis cheek?
Can he do an hour's work in a minute, and live upon sixpence a week?
Can he courteously talk to an equal, and browbeat an impudent dunce?
Can he keep things in apple-pie order, and do half a dozen at once ?

Can he press all the springs of knowledge with quick and reliable touch,
And be sure that he knows how much to know, and knows how to not

know too much ?

DoeB he know
t
how tot spur up his virtues, and put a check-rein on his

pride?
Can he carry a gentleman's manners within a rhinoceros' hide?
Can he (know all, and do all, and be all, with cheerfulness, courage and

vim I

If so, we perhaps can be making an Editor "outer of him."
And 'tis thus with our noble profession, and thus it will ever be; still

There are some who appreciate its labors, and some who, perhaps, never
will

BOOKS, MAGAZINES, ETC.
A Breeze from the Woods."—We are pleased to hail a second edi-

tion of Mr. Bartlett's charming little collection of country sketches.
There is about tnem a freshness which does not belie the name given to

the whole, for each and all of them smell of the pine, the bracken, and
that undefinable something which is the chief charm of morning in the
country. The last article in the series, " Literature and Art," shows deep
study and an appreciation of the merits of men and subjects treated,

which speak volumes in favor of the author, W. C. Bartlett. The book
is published by the California Publishing Company.

It is with, pleasure we hail the reappearance of the old Overland
Monthly. Why its name was ever dropped has always been a puzzle to

us, associated as it is with some of the brightest names which have
adorned the literature of California. The prose matter is excellent, and
some of the verse far above the average merit of local productions. The
continued story, " Tbaloe," by Bishop Kip, has a great deal in it that re-

minds us of some of the classic novels of Bulwer Lytton, and shows
that the writer is thoroughly at home with ancient lore. The January-

number of the transformed Californian is, taken as a whole, a credit to

the Pacific Coast.

Scotch Whisky.—Fine old Lochaber, Auctertool, Glenlivet, and
and V. O. W. H. Campbell, 402 Front street.
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SOCIETY-
Januaiy 4th. 1883 : Thr oldeat inhabitant wu treated %o sorh a

•i;ht last Similar as h« nrrtr witneaaed hare before - a genuine snow-
storm—and 'Frisco wrapped in brr mantle of white looked must attract
We. The entire pnoaUtion seemed Xn go wild over it, and ttarnes of
•now-balling wert iodnbjed in till far on toward night, by old and young
alike, maay of whom never aaw the article before, and if they remain
here may never a** it again.

It waa, however, unfortunate that the visit could not have been post-
poned a couple <>f dars, for, although it made a ne*er <rndini; topic for
ullc on New Year's Day, it resulted in making the walking disagreeable

Jay, and the weather overhead also being most unpmpitious, the
calling was not so general as anticipated, but those who did venture out
were eo warmly received by the fair dames, the cold without was un-
heeded as they went from house to bouse.

I never saw the ladies look more charming, and baskets at the door
were the exception and not the rule, as in other years.

The Hopkins ball waa a grand success, as bow could it be otherwise
with everything done that an unlimited supply of money allowed in the
way of decorations, flowers, music, lights, wines and supper. Every one
wss there, the dresses of the ladies, in many instances, simply georgeous,
and in nearly all the handsomest I have seen tbe wearers attire themselves
in this Winter.
The party itself was very similar to the celebrated reception given by

Mrs. Hopkins to Lord Beaumont, which was as nearly perfect as could
be. I can only say the same for this one, and all is told.

On Saturday night took place the annual ball of tbe San Francisco
Verein, which are always such popular affairs the demand for invitations
far exceed the supply. It was in every respect fully equal to the others pre-
viously given—pretty women, beautiful costumes, flashing diamonds, ex-
cellent music, rare wines and choice viands—items making up a whole
that could nut be excelled, and which was so thoroughly enjoyed morning
light appeared ere it came to an end.

Last night Miss Amy Crocker gave a fancy dress ball at her home in
Sacramento, to which quite a number went up from this city. As I was
not one of the lucky ones, I can only mention the fact without being able
to tell you anything about it.

To-night Mrs. Hopkins is *'at home." Music and refreshments will be
provided, and a good time generally is anticipated.
Tomorrow night a hop will be given at Mare Island, and to-morrow

afternoon takes place the Philharmonic Concert, which is sure to be a
fashionable gathering, including as it does music never before heard in
this city.

On Monday next Mrs. McLaughlin will be "at home," and will no
doubt be the happy hostess of a delighted crowd of callers.

Mrs. G win's cards are out for one of those economical gatherings yclept
kettledrums, on Saturday afternoon, I am astonished that ladies who
can give such delightful balls as that family do, and who so well under-
stand the art of entertaining, should choose this nondescript style of af-

fair, which pleases none, and which are looked upon by the men as utter
abominations only second to those other detestable things, "ladies'
lunches." 'Frisco ladies being such close followers of the prevailing
mode, I had hoped we had seen the last of these kettledrums here, as else-

where they are quite out of date.

The must sensible invitations I have seen issued for affairs of the kind
are those of tbe Pixleys to celebrate their silver wedding, when the hours
named are from three to five in the afternoon and Beven to ten in the eve-
ning, thus giving their gueBts their choice as to which of the receptions
they will attend ; or if they elect to make a day of it and do them both,
allowing them time to go home and get a good comfortable dinner and
make a change of toilette if it so pleases them. This is surely better than
donning ball dress in the middle of the day, to dance by gaslight in a
darkened room, and preparing for headaches next day by dining on ice

cream and lemonade, with a sandwich or two thrown in by way of

ballast.

Next Monday evening the ladies of the Grand Hotel give another
calico party, such as they attempted this time last year. If I remember
correctly, the men who made guys of themselves on that occasion were
few and far between, and this year I hear they will be even less. I really

don't think they ought to make it conditional for those of the male per-

suasion to appear in suits of that article, for although lovely woman never
looks lovelier, to most masculine eyes, than when habited in calico, the
same cannot be said of the men, who look simply ridiculous, and deserve
to be laughed at for consenting to appear so. I fear, if the rule is strictly

enforced, the result will not be a successful ball.

Pretty, piquante Mrs. Cora Floyd is back in town again, and she and
her handsome husband have been giving a series of very elegant dinner-

parties at her beautiful home on Rincon Hill.

She understands to a nicety what pleases best, and after all, is there any
form of entertainment more satisfactory than a well-cooked, well-served

dinner, especially where all the guests are in accord with each other, and
the hostess as charming a one as the little lady already mentioned ? I
think not, and am sure ninety-nine out of a hundred will agree with me.
So we are at last going to lose Mr. Booker, who has been here so very

many long years that he has come to be looked upon as one of the
institutions of the place. He is immensely popular, with both the Eng-
lish and American residents, all of whom will see him depart with regret.

His probable successor, Mr. Charles Mason, bids fair to follow in his

predecessor's footsteps in this respect, as he is already much and deservedly
liked by all who know him, and he will be a worthy successor to the
vacant chair in the British Consulate.
More rumored engagements are talked of, but I am almost afraid to

mention them for fear of treading on somebody's toes. One is that of

Mr. Richard Pease and pretty Lita Ogden, and should it be true, I
heartily congratulate the gentleman^ as he has won a prize indeed. An-
other, is of one between Miss Amy Crocker and Mr. Porter Ashe, and I
think in this instance I can congratulate the lady, for young Ashe is said

to resemble hie late father in a marked degree, and he wsb everything
that was generous, high-minded and honorable, and a good specimen of a
perfect Southern gentleman.

In fact, the young gentleman comes of good stock on both sides, and
cannot be otherwise than a desirable parti, but, par parenthese, how about

that anniversary dinner given by Gilleg, Just before leaving London?
We are soon to lose a very charming bod* in the person of Mrs. Met-

calf, whose husband having bttn promoted to the charge of one of the
ompany's st«araers between Liverpool and Now York, she will in
future makt. her home in England much to the regret of her friends here,
who are sincerely attached to her, and regret extremely her departure
from their midet.
Another departure that will take place at an early data is Mrs. Willie

Howard's, who leaves us for the purpose of surgical treatment for one of
her children, aa she is not satisfied with what she has here in that line.
She will be a loss to San Mateo County, as during the season she enter-
tains very handsomely at her lovely homo there.
The Iocs of one is the gain of another ; and the English Princess having

gone, she is replaced by the Japanese Prince, who is next heir but one to
the Mikado. He arrived with bin suite yesterday, and is domiciled at
the Palace Hotel ; but not being of a very sociable disposition, I daresay
he will keep himself to himself almost, if not quite, as much as did her
Koyal Highness till he sails fur home next week. FELIX.

THE HOPKINS BALL.
Dear N. L. : Would you like a few lines from an "insider " about the

Hopkins ball ? The daily press has given so many descriptions of the
scene perhaps you may consider it superfluous, but then there is a great
difference between an account of how the rooms looked from hearsay and
how the ball went on from one of the guest*. So, knowing that you will
recognize the difference, I thiuk I'll drop you the few lines anyhow.
The night proved fine after all, notwithstanding an alarming drizzle

during the day, and. looming up against the sky, the electrically lighted
towers stood out in bold relief as we drove up. The guests were ushered
through the conservatory, and then on to the broad stairway leading to
the dressing-rooms. O such luxurious dressing-rooms! One wonders why
the owner of such an abode ever cares to leave it. Stairways, halls, door-
ways and walls were hung with garlands and wreaths, and the scent of
the exquisite exotics made the air actually heavy with sweets.
In the long drawinc-room on the right of the entrance, we found Mrs.

Hopkins, and the bride and groom, in whose honor the ball was given, sta-
tioned near the door to receive and welcome their guests. The hostess
was in white brocade trimmed with .broad black velvet, while tbe gypsy-
looking bride looked more lovely than even in her bridal robes. The only
thing I didn't like was her wearing the wedding vail. I thought that was
always considered a distinguishing feature of maidenhood. Well, it don't
do to be too captious where so much splendor and enjoyment was pre-
pared for one, and really one's senses were almost dazzled by the magnifi-
cence of the scene. I think that partly accounts for the fact there were
so many people walking around through the rooms all the evening, disre-
garding even dancing, to view the different magical "effects" produced by
the aid of skill, taste, and, most powerful of all, wealth.
The ballroom itself was perhaps the most gorgeous spectacle of the

whole. With its myriads of HghtB (electrical) glimmering through shim-
mering crystal, the magnificently frescoed ceiling, the art treasures in
pictures adorning the walls, the rows of tropical plants and palms, the
wreathed pillars and cosy long bowers between, and last, though not
least, the gliding mass of lovely women and brave men (we'll call them
bo for the sake of phrasing), but aux serieux, there were lots of pretty
women, and O ! such lovely dresses.
Mrs. McLaughlin waa just a sight in one of Worth's masterpieces, I

heard it called.

Mrs. Barnes' dress was real ugly and so unbecoming. I wonder she
didn't know that terra cotta was awful trying from the way the women
looked at the Carnival.
Mrs. John M'Mullen was superb in black velvet, as was Mrs. Pixley.
Mrs. Adam Grant looked remarkably well in black relieved with white.
Mrs. Schmieden is always one of the best, if not the best-dressed woman

at every entertainment, and on this occasion she fully sustained herself.

The Blanding girls looked like twins, dressed alike in white, little blue
bodices, and looked fresh and girlish.

If / had Miss Jenny Flood's millions, I think I'd dress more simply
than in Batin and diamonds, and wait for those things till I donned the
title of Mrs. However, we don't know what we'd do, any of us, till we
were tempted.
What a delight it is to dance to Ballenberg's matchless strains, and how

thankful society should be to Mrs. Hopkins for giving them so delightful

a ball. I only hope the owners of some of the other big houses will follow
her example.
The supper was grand ; but then I'm not much on supper, so you can

take all that for granted.

I think I've written you a pretty good allowance for a few lines, but I

haven't said half I want to, and fear if I go on I shall say too much ; so I
will wish you a Happy New Year, and only say I am
Your friend and admirer, Jennie.

On Wednesday evening, the 27th of December last, Miss Jovita
Ferrer was united in marriage with Mr. Chesley Knight Boneatell, at the
residence of the bride's parents, No. 1810 Pine street. The ceremony
was performed by the Rev. Father Andres Garriga, in the main parlors,

which had been beautifully decorated with smilax, lilies, roses and ever-

greens. The bride was attended by Misses Eugenia and Carmelita Ferrer,

and the groomsmen were Messrs. Cutter L. Bonestell and Roderick
Stebbins. Before a temporary altar the young couple stood, immediately
under a beautiful bell made of tube-roses and other flowers. An elegant
repast was served after the wedding, only the immediate friends of the
two families being piesent. The bride is an accomplished musician, and
one of our best singers, a talent which she inherited from her father,

Senor Manuel Ferrer. The groom is a rising young lawyer, and the
News Letter wishes them both all the happiness that they can desire.

Richard H Pease, Manager of the Goodyear Rubber Company in

th/s city, leaves for the East next Monday, for a visit of four weeks. On
bis return here he will be married to Miss Lita P. Ogden, daughter of R.
L, Ogden, of Sau Francisco. The happy pair then contemplate a tour
in Europe. The bride is one of the fairest of our California daughters,
and Mr. Pease has by his business energy and genial disposition made
hosts of friends here. We wish him bon voyage, a safe return, a brilliant

future, and to both contracting parties a smooth path in life.
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FOR ARTHUR'S SAKE.
A Christmas Tale.

LBY D, W. C. NESEIELS.]
[ Continued from our last issue.]

The evidence against Richard came all too late. He was tracked to

London and there loat. The chase was given up, and Arthur's case was
reopened on new evidence. It was proven that Richard had no means of

support except such as were derived from the farm, and that he had ex-

hibited and spent money very freely in Hereford ; and then other ugly

facts connected with his moral character cropped up, and the community
generally was convinced of his guilt. Sir Abel went to see Arthur con-

stantly, and after the first interview was assured that he was utterly

ignorant and innocent of the robbery at the manor house. He did more;
for he went to London and Baw the Home Secretary, and Arthur had been
in jail just thirty days when a new trial was granted on grounds of error,

and he was acquitted and once more a free man. The Judge charged the

jury that there was no reasonable doubt but that the absconding brother had
committed the robbery, and so Arthur Mordaunt was cleared without the

jury leaving the box.

But before Arthur left the court room, he said huBkily : "Your Honor, and
gentlemen of the jury, it is true that I leave this room without a fleck or

a stain on my character, but in leaving it I bid you all good-bye, for I

cannot, nor can my sister, stay here any longer. I have been twice tried

for a crime which I never committed, and it has broken me down. I wish
you all good-bye."
"Arthur," said Sir Abel, as he took his arm and left the court, " I am

going to Stuttgart to-morrow on important business, and I want you to

come with me as my secretary ; and Violet has already consented to go as

companion to Lady Emerson."
He was telling a little fib, for he had no important business in Stuttgart

or in any other place ; but Sir Abel wanted to repair the wrong he had
done, and to change the scene for this poor brother and sister.

When they started, Mr. Harding came to see them off, and he looked
as if he wanted to go very badly too, and as he squeezed Violet's hand he
gave her a little ivory-bound prayer-book and asked her to think of him
sometimes. Poor Violet crouched in the corner next to Lady Emerson
and had a little cry, while Sir Abel and Arthur talked politics and dis-

cussed the relations between Germany and England.
Any one who has ever made the trip between England and Stuttgart

knows what a delightful voyage it is. You leave the Thames and land
placidly in Antwerp, thence by Aix La Chapelle to Cologne, up the
Rhine to Mayence, and thence by Darmstadt, Heidelburg, Bruchsal and
the minor towns of Wuertemberg to the capital.

Arthur enjoyed hiB trip. Sir Abel stopped at Cologne, and they all

went over the cathedral and inspected the bones of the virgins. Of course
it was not the season for the Rhine, but the river is in places as lovely
" Im Fruehling " as " Im Herbst." When they got to Stuttgart, Arthur
asked Sir Abel when he Bhould commence his duties ; but the baronet
always put him off with an evasive answer, and told him there was no
immediate hurry.
One day Violet came to Arthur and said : "Let us go away from Sir

Abel and Lady Emerson. I understand it all ; we are simply living on
their charity, and they have undertaken this trip merely to try to restore

our spirits. They are very good and kind, but I would sooner live in a
hovel with you, Arthur, than be dependent on the richest people in the
world."
Arthur felt that this was true and right, and so there appeared in the

newspaper of the following morning, andfor a week afterward, this adver-
tisement :

"WANTED.—By an active Englishman and his sister, a place on a farm. Both re-

liable and with the beat of recommendations. Apply Hotel Marquardt."

As Sir Abel and his wife never took up a German newspaper and would
probably not have Been this advertisement if they had looked at one,
there was little danger that they would come across it. A reply came
within twenty-four hours.

" Call at 321 Kcenigstraese and ask for Mr. Hereford."

Then Arthur went to Sir Abel and told him what he had done, and
that he could not go back to England, but would stay in Germany, and
that he wanted his recommendation.
"Who is Mr. Hereford ?

" asked Sir AbeL
"I have no means of knowing," aswered Arthur, "but from his letter

I judge that he is Agent for some wealthy Englishman, for he asks if my
siBter could act as governess and teach the English branches. I have an-
swered that she could, and that I could fulfill any position from that of a
coachman up to manager of an estate. I am to see Mr. Hereford to-mor-
row morning." " I will go with you," said Sir Abel.

When Richard Mordaunt left the court-room on the day of his broth
er's trial, he hurried to a hollow tree which grew by the side of an old
carp pond on the farm, and from under a pile of leaves drew out the pro-
ceeds of his burglary, money and jewels. It was a very common robbery,
and he had made up his mind to it weeks before. When he went to pay
the rent he had been invited, as was Sir Abel's custom, to take a glass of
wine. When the baronet's back was turned he took the key out of the
secretaire, and, pressing it into some specially prepared wax got an accu-
rate impression of it. Nobody saw the act ; nobody would have even sus-
pected him if they had seen him take the key out. Then he took the im-
pression to a locksmith in Hereford, who had just Berved a term in New-
gate for a similar offence, and who had prepared the wax for him, and in
two hours he had the new key. The rest was easy work. Richard Mor-
daunt entered the conservatory at two in the morning, and passing into
the library effected his object. Sir Abel blamed himself and the steward
more than any one else, and he fretted worse over the loss of a few family
rings than over the money. Naturally Richard had to stay in WeBton
Beggard when the suspicion reBted on his brother. He had worn hiB shoes
and he was too selfish to save him at his own expense. If he had confess-
ed his crime and made restitution as far as he could, Sir Abel would have
pardoned him, but he had placed £50 under Arthur's bed, paid £50 to the
locksmith, and that artisan being wanted for a similar transaction had
luckily disappeared. So Richard felt secure.

Then, after the trial, when he had gathered up the proceeds of his burg-
lary, Richard Mordaunt left Hereford for London, and catching the night
express was in Paris the next day. Thence be went to Strasbourg, and
from there to Baden-Baden. HiB flight had been so utterly unsuspected
that no attempt was made to trace him until he was far beyond London.
When he took the train at Hereford he said to a friend between well sim-
ulated sobs, that he was off to London to get special counsel for hiB broth-
er and obtain a new trial for him.
Richard was no fool even if be was so foul a knave. He had not been

forty-eight hours at Baden, in a strange country, before he had visited the
Kursaal and commenced the study of the mysteries of rouge et noir. He
did not play, but be took a card and pricked it night after night until he
had formulated a plan for betting on the red and the black. Then, with
the shrewd cunning which was the bad element of his character, and as-

sisted by the luck which the devil temporarily gives to his own, he com-
menced opperations, and in less than a week quitted Baden a winner of

400,000 francs, having on three separate evenings forced the bank to close.

Nobody knew in England when a paragraph went the round of the pa-
pers to the effect that Mr. Samuel Stifiwell had won 400,000 francs at
Baden, that it was the young farmer who had robbed the manor house of

Sir Abel Emerson. But Richard had a nervous dread of being recogniz-
ed. He feared to make acquaintances lest he Bhould betray himself, and
bo he changed hiB name as he traveled from place to place, and he shaved
his beard, wore dark spectacles, and even had his hair dyed.
Sometimes in the night he would wake up in a cold sweat, brought on

by a delirium, occasioned by a wicked conscience. He never dared to
drink even a glasB of light wine, for he was afraid to trust himself for a
single second lest he should betray his secret while under the influence of

even the mildest stimulants. He bought a little property near the village

of Berg, and when he saw the application of his brother and sister, he an-

swered it, ignorant of course as to who the advertisers were.
So it came to pass that Sir Abel Emerson and Arthur Mordaunt took a

Droschke one morning in August and drove up the Kcenigstrasse in Stutt-

gart.

Neither Sir Abel nor Arthur sent in their names; they merely told the
porter that the man who had advertised for a position, and whose ad-

vertisement had been answered by a Mr. Hereford, was below. They
were ushered into an anteroom, and a full half hour elapsed before the
door was opened by a white-haired man, wearing slippers and a colored
dressing gown, who had on black spectacles and exhibited an unsatisfact-

ory beard, which had sprouted without ripening.

In a voice such as one often hears from an invalid or a decrepit man,
he bade the gentlemen be seated. He recognized neither of his visitors

for a moment, for he had been out all night, at the gambling table, and
had just got home a few minutes before they called. When his eyeB reBt-

ed on Arthur he tottered to a lounge, and, with a cowardly cry, moaned
"Oh, my God! has it come to this?

"

It was the work of a moment to run to the sofa, for it was the old voice

—Richard's voice- that had uttered these words. It was the work of a
moment to snatch the dark glasses from his eyes, and the white wig from
his closely shaven head, and Richard lay facing his brother and Sir Abel
Emerson.
When Sir Abel looked at him and saw an opal and a diamond ring on

his fingers which had been stolen from him, he lost all command of him-
self, and rushing to the bell he rang it violently until the porter appeared,
when he roared "Get me a Polizei-diener, or whatever you call your in-

fernal policemen in this State!"
What happened before the officer came in can be better imagined than

told. Only when that functionary did arrive and entered the room he
saw a man lying on the sofa, and another very like him with bis arms
around his neck, while an old gentleman was huskily saying:

"Well, I will; I will"
"Foe Arthur's Sake."

* # * * *

" Officer, I made a mistake in sending for you," said Sir Abel in very
bad German, but that official understood the matter thoroughly when
five gulden were squeezed into his hand, and Sir Abel with a bow opened
the door and said, " Guten Tag."
"You forgive me?" said Richard.
" "For Arthur's sake," replied the Baronet. No other word passed from

the wretched man's lips, but he slipped the rings from hiB fingers, and,
going to a bureau, unlocked it and took from it the balance of Sir Abel's
jewelry, and he counted out in bills and currency an amount three times
greater than that which he had stolen and laid it on the table.

The Baron delivered his restored jewels into Arthur's care, and counted
out as nearly as he could the amount of which he had been robbed. The
rest he left lying there.

"Take it all," sobbed Richard, " I don't need it."

"No," said Sir Abel, "not under any condition."
Sir Abel and Arthur left the room as silently as though they were quit-

ting a chamber where one lay dead, and they returned to the hotel with-
out uttering a word. But as they were descending the stairs Arthur said

to Sir Abel, " Neither Lady Emerson nor my sister must know what hap-
pened this morning. You must promise me this."

"Why?"
And with a lump in his throat he managed to say, "For my sake."
It is needless to say that Richard took the first available train that day

which would bear him out of Stuttgart. Not because he was afraid of

prosecution, but because he was a selfish coward.
No one knew what ailed Sir Abel and Arthur that day, for they took

the train to Cannstadt, and with Violet and Lady Emerson went to the
Sommer-Theater, and pretended to be immensely interested and amused
over "Orpheus in der Unterwelt." Yet both women knew there was
something wrong.
A week or two afterward Sir Abel said to Arthur, "I want you to come

with ub to see a little farm that I think is one of the prettiest I have seen
in Germany. I know you like to see a well managed farm, and I stumbled
across this one accidentally when I was out riding yesterday. Arthur
was still fretting, but he tried not to show it, and as he and his sister

bowled along up the hills over Stuttgart in Sir Abel's carriage, while La-
dy Emerson admired the vineyards, the boy gave way for the first time,
for his thoughts were far off, in the old farm in Herefordshire.
He only turned his head away and let the grateful tears ease his sorrow
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I* there any need to tell what Sir Abel had done ? When Arthur rend

the de*»d of purchase and the deed of gitt he knew it all.

All that Sir Abel aaid to him before he left was " I never wTongod
man knowingly, but I have blighted your life and that of your sinter. I

I hare robbed yon of your home in England. Here is one for vou in Ger-
many. Yon will are ua here every year, and though I have done you so

I deep a wrong you must forgive me, for I have tried to make restitution.

All your personal effects and those of your sister are here, and in your
bedroom you will find the secretaire which Richard opened. In it is the

. exact sum of money which your brother took and the jewelry. The mon-
r you and the trinkets are for Violet. Don't say one word, for we

are soon going. Only try and think that I have repaired as far I could
the wrong that I committed."

Violet had heard it all, and as Sir Abel left the halt he met her, white
with pain, that good sweet pain which makes us gentler to our neighbors
end stricter to ourselves. In a dumb, helpless way, she stretched out her
arms, and in another moment she was close to the old baronet's heart.

" Now Violet," said the old gentleman, " life is too short for prolonged
emotions ; you just come and see the dairy, ttie chickens and the pretty
German girl who uow calls you mistress. It wilt be dark soon and we are
g.-ing to eat our first meal with you before we go."
He hardly knew what he was saying, but he wanted to cut a painful

scene short, and he would have invented a pack of foxhounds for Violet
if he had thought that it would have made her feel better for the mo-
ment.
They went into the pretty dining-room. The walls were all covered with

English pictures, Landseer engravings and other choice subjects. Over
;
the mantelpiece hung a full sized portrait of Sir Abel himself, which had
been painted by Arthur Moore.

It was a happy supper. The Niersteiner and Esslinger Champagne, the

,

menu and the sense of restoration to independence, all contributed their
quota to Arthur's happiness. His sorrow was over, and though Violet
sometimes laughingly accused him afterward of " having had a wee drap-
pie in his een " that night, it did him no harm. When Sir Abel and Lady
Emerson left them, Arthur stood on the porch of his own house and said
bravely and cheerily:

"Good-bye, Sir Abel; good-bye, Lady Emerson. When you come over
next year I will show you what a Herefordshire faimer can do in Schwa-
benland.
The following week was one of bewilderment, and Arthur and Violet

often sat down and shed a little tear from pure happiness. She went to
work making butter, and her girl made excellent cheese. It was Autumn
now, and Arthur soon learnt with the aid of an old German servitor the
art of gathering the grapes and packing them for the market. The neigh-
bors, who, in Wuertemberg are so " gemuetlich," all called and rendered
them assistance, and by Christmas Arthur's grapes were all sold, his vine-

yard ready to trim and his land prepared for plowing. They worked
from early morning until night and were as happy as the swallows in the
eaves, and thus three years passed away.
The Baronet and his wife came over every year, and on their second

visit they were accompanied by Mr. Harding and his sister. He had re-

signed from active ministerial work on account of his health, and before
he had been in Germany a month he was Arthur's partner, and well—Vi-
olet was his wife. Sir Abel never seemed to know when to cease heaping
benefits on Arthur. Now it was a pure-bred Hereford bull which he ex-

portad ; then some rare grape cuttings or some Cotswold sheep, and his

only trouble was that Arthur persistently refused to set foot again in

England.
Richard's name was never mentioned, nor had they seen him or heard

of him since the day when he had been discovered in the Koenigstrasse.
One day Arthur came riding up the avenue at full gallop as Violet and

her husband were working in the garden, and little Violet was toddling
round the porch, and said:

*' Harding, take my horse and go and see Johann Hess at his farm. I
think he is dying." When supper time came and Mr. Harding had not
returned, Violet became anxious, but about eight o'clock he came teariog
up the avenue and walked into the dining-room looking very white.

iftGive me some brandy Arthur, quick. Hess is all right but there is a
man lying near the gate and I nearly rode over him."

It touk scarcely a moment to run out with a lantern and restoratives,

and there in rags and gasping for breath lay all that was left of Richard
Mordaunt. They helped him into the house and laid him on a mattrass.
As he opened his eyes and saw Violet again he murmured, "Do you all

forgive me?" and Violet answered in a broken voice, " Indeed we all do
for Arthur's sake." And then he passed away.

• * » * *

A pretty cross markB his resting place, and Violet has planted roBe trees

and other flowers around it. The next time Sir Abel came over he went
to see it all alone. Sir Abel is getting very gouty and stout, and he spends
all the Bummer now with Arthur. As be looked at Richard's grave a
tear fell on it, and when he turned away he said quietly: "I too, forgave
you for Arthur's sake."

Violet's second child was a boy, and Mr. Harding, of course, christened

- name is Abel Mordaunt, and if he is not spoiled by the baronet,
hti go I father, by and by, it will nnly bo a miracle indeed. Hut

he is heir to the beat farm on the estate, and Arthur nn if hll god father
keep* on nodiofl him toys they will hare to build an addition to the farm-
house to store them in.

San Francitco, January 1883.

Tbe President has made an admirable appointment for our new Per-
sian minister In Rev. I'r. Henry M. Jesaup, of New York, for many
yean a missionary in tin- Bast, and familiar with the language and cus-
toms of the people with whom he ha-* to live. A first-class missionary is

vastly to be preferred over a second rate politician, and the American
interests will be well represented by I>r. Jesaup, He will set about
securing a trade treaty with Persia. -Springfield /iepuMirav.
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THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital $3,000,000.
WH.ALVOBD President.
THOMAS BROWN, Cashier

|
B MURRAY, Jr., Aas't Cashier

Agbnts :

New York, Agency of the Bank of Calfornia ; Boston, Tremont National Bank,
;
Chicago. Union National Bank ; St. Louis, Boatman's Saving Bank ; New Zealand,
the Bank of New Zealand. Correspondent in London, Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &

, Sons. Correspondents in India, China, Japan and Australia, the Oriental Bank Cor-
poration.

The Bank has Agencies at Virginia City, and Correspondents in all the princi-
pal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.

Letters of Credit issued, available in all parts of the world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dunlin, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfnrt-on-the-Main, Antwerp,
Amsterdam, St. Petersburg!., Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, Italy.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter.—Capital paid up, 81,800,

•

000, with power to increase to $10,000,000. Southeast corner California and San-
some Btreets. Head Office—28 Comhill, London. Branches—Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria, New Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.

This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check
and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available in al parts of
the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.
Draws direct at current rates upon itB Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents
as follows

:

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal ; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank ; Scotland—British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 18. FREDERICK TOWNSEND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Paid op Capital 81*800,000, Gold. President, R. C. Wool-

worth Vice-President, D. Callaghan ; CaBhier, E. D. Morgan.
Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue, Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
Correspondents—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse,
Neuman&Co. Paris: Hottinguer&Co. New York: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-

pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal

cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Commercia
Credits issued available in Europe, Chii.a and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital, $2,100,000.

San Francisco Office, 424 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all partB of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid Up $3,000,000.

Reserve 4,500,000.
Agency at New York. 6a Wall street.

Agency at Virginia, Nev.

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers.

Biers' Credits.

Issues Commercial and Tray-
Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E. Cor. Sansome and Pine Streets,

Louden Office, 3 Angel Court ; New York Agents, J. W. Sel-
igman & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, S6.000.000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and Bell Exchange and Bullion,

loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.

FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.

P. N. Lilibmthal, Cashier. Sept. 18.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITAL. »SOO,000.
Officers: Vice-President, Jerome Lincoln; Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other

Approved Securities. Office : No. 215 Sansome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Spar iin.l Lelnbank, No 536 California, street, Snn

Francisco. Officers : President, L. GOTTIG. Board of Directors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Eggers, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE ; Attorney, JOHN R.

JARBOE. May 18.
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PLEASURE'S WAND.
•' Wo Obey no Wand but Pleasure's."--!'©*** Moore.

The performance of "Ariel," the flying fairy, is (me of the moat

graceful sights that can be conceived. In pose and movement all sem-

blance of materiality is absent. It is ethereality itself. All idea of machia-

ery, which, though invisible, is still obvious, is forgotten; and "Ariel," bird-

like, hovers and flutters in mid-air, a thing of grace and beauty. The
Girards in their grotesque quadrille are excessively amusing, but most of

the effect is due to the assistance of the four ballerinas. One particularly,

a slight, dark-eyed girl, to whom I referred last week, is so picturesque in

dress and so full of graceful laissez-aller that the eyes of the audience are

fixed on ber, indifferent to the grotesque gyrations of the others. As for

the rest of the show, silentium altum. It is too bad for wordB.
* * * * *

On Monday, Michael Strogoff will be produced, with Levick, Cayvan,

Wessels and Rush in the leading parts. This insures a good dramatic

representation, and if the mise-en-scene is only nearly as good as it was
when the same play was presented a year ago, it will till the theatre for a

good while.
* » * * *

It is pleasant to be able to state that Youth is a success, and that the

Grand Opera House is nightly crowded. The production iB such a com-

plete one and the prices so low, that it would indeed have been a strange

fact if failure had been the result of this combination of merit and cheap

prices. While the spectacular side of the play is the great attraction, its

dramatic part need not be slighted. As a drama, Youth has undoubted

merit. The story is both plausible and probable. It is developed with

due regard to scenic effect, without thereby losing its coherence or con-

tinuity. The possibilities are not unduly strained for the sake of the

work of either the scene-painter or the machinist. The " effects " are

not lugged in or thrown in hap-hazard as in the World and other melo-

dramas, but come in naturally and smoothly. The dialogue is fair and

far above the commonplaceness that characterizes the other plays of the

game authors. The actiug is good as a whole. Aveling, Stetson and
Hicks are particularly deserving of good mention. As the run of Youth

is as yet indefinite, nothing new is announced, but aB the managers feel

encouraged by their success, something good will follow.*****
The amusing comedy, My Son~in-Law, has had a good run. Its fun,

humor, and the clever acting of Grover, Holland, Holmes and others

have been thoroughly appreciated by our theatre-goers. The merits of

Alma Stuart Stanley have been discussed pro and con, but the possession

on her part of a remarkable amount of animal magnetism is admitted by
all. Cad, the Tom Boy, is the next play on the list. Carrie Swain, who
appeared some years ago at one of the local melodeons, and latterly with the

Tourists, is starring East in this play, and is making a success every-

where. Martha Wren will here assume the title role. I wonder if this

actreBS is the Bame one who some ten years ago appeared at the old AI-

hambra Theatre, with one James Collins, in a variety act ?*****
On the 22d the Baldwin will pass into the hands of the Frohmann's,

and Esmeralda will be produced with the following good cast: " Elbert

Rogers," Leslie Allen ;
" Lydia Ann," Mrs. Allen ;

" Esmeralda," Miss
Viola Allen; "Dave Hardy," E. Buckley; " Esta Brook." Thomas
Whiffen ; "Jack Desmond," F. Oaks Rose; "Nora Desmond," Miss
Sydney Cowell ; " Kate DeBmond," Miss Clayton.

* * * + *

The second week of Leavitt's troupe has been a more profitable one
than the first to the manager. Prices of admission have been reduced to

a popular standard, which will probably account for the increased patron-

age. With three theatres out of five running at popular prices, it is folly

to charge the full admission for shows of this kind. The programme of

thu week has been a very amusing and attractive one, and the different

specialists, who are all very prominent in their respective lines, have done
their best. For next week Squatter Sovereignty is announced. This is

last season's success at Harrigan and Hart's Theatre, and is said to be
very funny. Though considerable of its humor lies in its local color, still

it is drawn with sufficient broadness to catch the general public.*****
The musical gems of this week's entertainment at Emerson's were the

songs, "I've Gathered Them In," and "Bonnie Sweet Bessie," sang re-

spectively by Frillman and Morant. Both songs were well sung as solos,

and the harmonized quartette choruses were also well rendered. As end
men Maxwell and Haverly are rather tame and stupid ; their jokes are

decidedly old and stale. Charley Reed, by the cleverness of bis style,

brightens up the first part considerably. The dog circus is an interesting

exhibition of animal training, but seems out of place on the small stage.

The odor of the sawdust ring clings to the dogs, and is unpleasantly no-

ticeable. Malcolm appears with a white face, and, for the first time since

his connection with this troupe, makes his act effective. The assumption
of femininity is very realistic, both in appearance and manner. Muldoons
Picnic is a screaming farce as played by this company. Reed and Mack
give very life-like representations of Irish characters. Ferguson is neither

funny nor amusing as "Mrs. Muldoon." Flora Walsh, who has grown a
good deal since last before the public, is neat and graceful, but self-pos-

sessed to a disagreeable degree. For next week the Thuzets, gymnasts,
are announced.*****
•A Trip to the Moon is drawing steadily at the Winter Gardeu. It is a

very creditable production in all respects. Urban is a great favorite with

the public, and deserves well his popularity, for he is a clever singer and
comedian.*****
The transformation scene of Oberon is a beautiful exhibition of stage

gorgeousnese. The eye is fairly dazzled with the gold leaf and bright colors

of the scene. The machinery of the scene is well managed, particularly

so, the restricted limits of stage-room being considered. Lester is to

appear soon in Traviata.

Russia, with its peculiar forms of society, its despotism, its sharply-drawn

lines of class privileges and prejudices, and its great contrasts of wealth and
misery, and of intelligence and ignorance, has of late been a favorite

subject for dramatic writing. The Russian life with its struggles of the
individual against the Government, with its suppression of personal free-

dom and thought, is fraught with dramatic episodes. Schewitch's 2'ania
is a play that deals with such subjects. It is a strong and dramatic play,

original and forcible in plot, but it is crudely treated and carelessly devel-

oped. The characters are in Bome cases well drawn, in others exaggera-
tion is too evident. The dialogue is good, but at times too extravagant
for its purpose. In the technical construction of the play there is much
that is at fault. Tania was admirably acted by Mme. Genee's Company.
Ellmenreich in the title role was admirable, and was well supported by
Kadelberg, Wegern and the others. Miss Ormay gave a surprisingly

good performance of a character quite out of her line—that of an old
woman. Odette to-morrow.*****
We all have our hobbies, and we like to know those of others. The pub-

lic delights in seeing its favorite actions divested of all the glamor and il-

lusion of the stage; loves to see them what the French call en robe de
chambre. I have gathered a few actors' hobbieB that may prove interest-

ing reading. Joe Jefferson is a bobby-rider of the first water—or, rather,

oil—for his weakness is painting. It is a weakness only in a general
seuse, for he has artistic ability. Landscape is his forte, and he has done
some good work among the scenery of Louisiana, where he spends most
of his vacations on his fine plantation. A bayou view by Jefferson hangs
on the wall of one of our local club3.——Miss Laura Don is an artist with
the brush, and is in addition a clever authoress.——F. F. Mackay, the
husband of Louise Sylvester, is also a painter. He is a pupil of Edward
Moran, the well-known marine artist, and among the decorations of his

luxurious home in Thirty-sixth street, New York, are not a few
clever specimens of his skill. He paints with a bold, strong touch, which
betrays no vestige of amateurishness.^—Charley Thorne also has lean-

ings towards pictorial art. He is a fair draughtsman and a tolerable

painter, principally in waler-oulors.—In the literary line, Lawrence Bar-
rett probably heads the list since the death of John Brougham. Barrett
is a student, a devoted reader and a writer of considerable power. His
"Life of Forrest" is his most ambitious work, but his papers on acting
and the stage possess more critical value. Barrett aspires to shine in

type, as well as in tights, and off the stage mingles almost altogether in

that dilletanti social world for which Boston has become renowned. He
is a personal friend of Howells and the rest of the Atlantic Monthly co-

terie, and is really prouder of that distinction than of any he has won on
the stage.-^McCullough's tastes are more robust and adventurous than
studious. His hobby is an odd one. He has a craze for col-

lecting old theatrical wardrobes, aud possesses an immense col-

lection, which includes nearly all of Forrest's stage dresses, and of

Booth's, Davenport's and other great actors'.——As far as associations

can render them so, the McCullough's sumptuary treasures are priceless.

He employs a man to keep them in good order.^^Edwin Booth has no
particular weakness except bis fondness for coloring meerschaums.^^
Tom Keene is a furious collector of dramatic books, and now has a won-
derful library of the kind.—Janueschek has a studious hobby. She
goes in for classical study. She possesses the polyglot genius of the Hun-
garians and Russians, speaks most of the living languages, and has a
mania for studying dead ones. Like a female Porson, she never travels

without a Greek or Latin classic to keep her company. While lighter

weights in the drama kill time on the rail with cheap novels, massive
Janueschek revels in the sounding numbers of Homer and Aristophanes,
and luDches on the rhetorical periods of the great Roman orators. Next
to dead languages, Jaoueschek's hobby is live diamonds ; but then that is

not a personal weakness, but one that is every woman's.^—Our old friend

Harry Edwards is, as every one knows, a great entomologist. He is also

a litterateur of ability. —Charley Bishop's taste runs to medicine and
surgery.-^—James Lewis has an absorbing passion for the collection of

wigs. So has Fanny Davenport. This peculiarity is said to be charac-

teristic of many actors and actresses.—And so on. Every one has his

particular hobby, and as a rule they are such that indicate both intelli-

gence and refinement in the Thespians of the day.^—Patii's opinion of

the Langtry business is the only sensible one. The Lily's private affairs

should concern no one, and their public discussion is a piece of disguating

impertinence.^^Theresa Corlett has gone East to join the Windsor Comic
Opera Company of Boston, as Prima Donna.—^The capitalists back-

ing the Passion Play have made arrangements to produce Midsummtr
flight's Dream should the former be prohibited or prove a failure.-^Ed-
win Booth's business in Liverpool was very large.-^Somebody seeing

Margaret Mather, who will be out here soon, play "Juliet," and noticing

that the young lady was gasping and choking and looking very purple in

the face, asked Hill, the manager, what she was trying to do. "Do!"
said Hill, "why, she's voicing the deep, tragic emotion of the most in-

tense tragedy that ever was penned." Wana !-^—John Parselle is losing

his power of study. He had the part of " Mr. Florence," in the Ratzans,

for two months, rehearsed it forty-two times, and was still not only im-

perfect in it on the first night, but was also "flutey " in the lines for a

week afterwards. This item gives one an idea of the Union Square Thea-

tre methods. Forty-two rehearsals!^—There was a play written once in

which two rivals for the hand of the heroine swallowed a slow poison and
then threw dice for an antidote.-^Here is the last one on Johnny Stetson:

Seeing a man fast asleep in his theatre, he asked indignantly, " Who is

that?" " 0, that is Major Blank, a very wealthy inan," was the answer.
" I don't care ; if he is as rich as Creosote he can't sleep in my theatre,"

said John. Beauclero.

The last number of London Truth is before us, and we note with
pleasure that Mr. Labouchere with excellent taste is perfectly silent as to

the Langtry movements, which were a seven days' wonder in America.

His ignoring any allusion which led to Mrs. Labouchere ceasing to act as

the chaperone of Mrs. Langtry is what might have been justly expected

of a paper of so influential a tone as Truth.

Mr. All Kelly leaves Sunday for Portland, accompanied by his sister.

He will be married on the 15th inst. to Miss Fannie Raleigh, a charming
society belle. Bon Voyage.

Quicksilver.—The market is flat at 35£c.
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• • • • •

The Haverlys and Renos will play a match pame of baseball at the
Recreation Grounds to-morrow, for the benefit of Sandy Irwin. Jerry
Denny and Sandy will play with the Renos.^—Last Sunday's game at
Oakland was postponed on account of the snow, and the game set for to-

morrow will also be hud over.
• • • • »

The Triton Rowing Club evidently proposes to be in the race next
year, for they have bought from the Golden Gate Club the four-oared
shell which the Golden Gates bought to row against the Pioneer Club.
^—Whenever rowing matters are dull both East and West and there is

nothing for the eminent oarsmen, whose shapes decorate Long Bridge on
Sundays, to talk about, the jokers invariably hint mysteriously at the
likelihood of a match race between Leander Stevenson, of the Pioneer
Club, and a prominent member of the Pioneer Club. This old, old yarn
was dug up last week, re-decked, caulked and varnished and set afloat
once more, but there is nothing in it. Leander Stevenson does not want
to row any one, and besides one of the most stringent rules of the Pioneer
Club is that no member or crew shall engage in any match or race unless
it is positively certain that the Pioneer Club will win. As Stevenson is

supposed to be able to row a little, no member of the Pioneer Club will
be allowed to race with him.

• • • • •

The prize ring, as an institution, has long been dead and buried. Tt took
sick on that memorable day when at Farnborough the roughs cut the
ropes and broke up the fight between Sayres and Heenan, and the last
flicker of light went out when Jem Mace and Joe Coburn held their cele-
brated affair at New Orleans. The body was interred with haste, and for
fear of a future resurrection the bones were afterwards taken up and cre-
mated. From the ashes a new form arose—a sort of spurious prize fight
ing with the gloves, called knocking out in four rounds. The growth of
this practice has not been watched with a kindly eye by the American
public, but still no special efforts have been made to check it, and from
the smallest start the new game has grown to almost the dignity of a na-
tional sport. The steps in its progress are familiar to all. Men who
never knew how to fight, men who were too old to fight, and young men
who can fight a little, all hailed the new rage with eager joy. It was the
one thing needed to put the ring on the same plane to which Yankee
greed for gain had relegated all other sports—the stage. Foot-races had
been run in theatres, glass ball matches shot in music halls, wrestling con-
fined to the circus, pole leaping made an adjunct to variety troupes, base-
ball reduced to a scheme of traveling combinations, swimming confined to
a tank on a stage, archery made an adjunct to a poor theatrical show, and
at last the American theatrical manager found a means to put the prize
ring in his list of attractions, and eagerly sought to sicn contracts with
the high priest of tbe pugnaces, John L. Sullivan. Thus the new prac-
tice was born, and the bones of all the buried and forgotten votaries of
the old ring turned uneasily in their graves, for rumors came that green
hands were making dollars by thousands, and no hard knocks, while
they had fought hard battles for a mere pittance. It was more than their
spirits could stand, and as with a common consent tbey burst forth from
the tomb and hurried to find peace and plenty in the ranks of the
" knockers out." Jim Elliott headed the ghostly retinue, and then came
Tom Allen. Tug Wilson after eleven years retirement and eleven years
hard work came across the pond, got one good bite at the cake, and went
back to his tomb. Joe Coburn after five years retirement and about four
years in jail, got a sympathetic Governor to pardon him, that he might
get a share of the spoils. Jem Mace, the only one of the crew who ever
was a fighter worthy of the name, crossed 8,000 miles of water to join

tbe new procession, and with more than usual smartness, had the honesty
to tell the public just where he stood, and what he intended to do. " I
am to old to fight," said Jem, "but as you are willing to pay well to see

men 'knocked out,' I want to get a litt'o of the fun and money." Knif-
ton, a big Englishman, wanted a share too, but a Milebank butcher,
named Bill England, knocked him out so easily that he bad to stay at
home, and England sends Bill England to take a try at Sullivan. Giants
are in big demand, and Slade, Mace's New Zealand half-breed, has already
a greater reputation in America than men had in the old days after fight-

ing a score of hard battles. It is true that Sullivan sneeringly remarked
a short time ago that he can whip any half-breed they might bring along,
but that is not going to hurt Slade's chances, as Sullivan is known to be
as big a blower as he is a hard hitter. The worst part of this revival is

that all the old battles of the ghosts have got to be fought over again in
the newspapers. Coburn's ghost commenced the trouble by telling how,
when in the flesh, he had whipped Jem Mace in New Orleans—a state-

ment which throws discredit on tbe belief that ghosts cannot lie. Then
Allen's ghost has to blow the bom of the deceased Allen, which brings
forth a warm reply from tbe ghosts of half a dozen other fighters. Now,
this thing has got to be stopped, and to do it we have a proposition to
make. Get all the ghosts together—Mace, Coburn, Allen, Elliott, Steve
Taylor, Capt. Dalton and as many more as want to take a hand—hire a
large hall, pair the ghosts off and let them try to knock each other out.

The winners pair off again until there is only one ghost left. Then let

** p«M a law making it a felony for any man tn dispute the title or
•landing of the main ghost, and we shall hear no more of the matter.-^
Mace and Slade will (rire an exhibition at the Mi-tmpolitan Temple on

I
night next.

SPORTSMEN, ATTENTION! -THE SEASON OPENED.

HUNTING J-STJIT!*.

Tlil« In the only r. ••>« ni /. ,i >.,... r for I ho celebrated Rlv-
RRD HUNTING M ITS m.nufoctural by LEVI STRAUSS A CO.

Wa bin tbo In flock all cU- \n:yr.s, >nd m»kc th« «•
to order upon vcrv slmrt iinti. r, hintim. .sins'

CORNER OF KEARNY AND COMMERCIAL STS.

|^F"The Largest Establishment in its line in the United S»at«n. Price Lift,
with handsome Lithograph of the GREAT I X L by Electric Light, sent free on
application. Sept. 16.

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.

J II . HAVEBLT, Proprietor—Tho Leading Theatre! Harorly'a attrac-

. tiongdo not play on Sunday evenings. This (Saturday) Evening, January fith,

Laat Night of

The Naiad Queen!
ARIEL, THE FLYING FAIRY-THE GIRARDS-COBNALBA.

Saturday Afternoon, January 6th—Last Grand Matinee.
Monday Evening, January Sth— Grand Production of MICHAEL STROGOFF.

GRAND OPERA HOUSE.
The Large, Commodlons, Elegant Theatre.—ITneqnaled

Success! The Grandest Production ever seen iu San Francisco! Crowded
Houses at Every Performance to see the New Scenic, Realistic and Domestic Drama,

Youth !

Three Hundred People Employed! THE MOVING SHIP—THE REALISTIC BAT-
TLE SCENE—THE STAGE-COACH AND HORSES, and all at our POPULAB
PRICES : 15 cents, 25 cents, 50 cents, 75 cents.

"Daily Examiner," December fUflt: "Old theatre-goers who have seen almost
every notable production in this city, declare YOUTH to be the handsomest as well
as most effectively mounted play ever witnessed in San Francisco."
Wednesday and Saturday Matinees. Jan. 0.

BUSH-STREET THEATRE.
MB. LEAVITT, Lessee and Manager; Al. Hayman. As*

• sociate Manager.—Great Hit of our New Programme! Every Evening at 8,
M. B. LEAVITT'S ALL-STAR SPECIALTY COMPANY in New Acts, New Special-
ties, and John T. Kelly's New Comedy,

Married Life!
To-daj (Saturday) at 2 o'clock—Grand Bouquet Matinee. Every lady and gentle-

man visiting the theatre will receive a handsome bouquet.
Monday Next, January 8th—First Time of the Great EaBtern Success, SQUATTER

SOVEREIGNTY, with KELLY and RYAN, FERGUSON and MACK, FLORA
MOORE and ENTIRE COMPANY in the cast.

Admission.—50 ceute and 31; Matinees—25 cents, 50 cents and 75 cento. [Jan. 6,

BALDWIN THEATRE.

JAT RIAL, II. F. WEED.—This (Satnrday) Afternoon, Mr.
LEONARD GROVER'S NEW YORK COMEDY COMPANY. Last Perform.

ance of Mr. Grover's Sparkling Comedy, MY SON-IN-LAW I

Prices : 25 cents— 50 cents—75 cents - $1.

This (Saturday) Evening, First Time of the production of

Cad, the Tomboy!
Upon which occasion Mr. Grover'B intensely interesting melodrama will b« produced
in an elaborate manner. Jan. 6.

EMERSON'S STANDARD THEATRE.

WM. EMERSON, Role Proprietor and Manager—Every Ev-
ening (Sunday included) and Saturday Matinee,

Emerson's Minstrels and Muldoon's Picnic!
Great First Part and Olio—Billy Emerson Specialties -Professor Harry Tyler'i

MASTODON DOG CIRCUS.
Monday, Januarv 8th—First Appearance In America of the Marvelous Trepeze

Artists, JEAN ard'ROSA THUZET.
Original Popular Prices.—Orchestra and Dress Circle, 75 cents; Family Circle,6>

cents ; Matinee, 50 cents and 25 cents. No extra charge to reserve. Jan. tf.

WINTER GARDEN.
Stockton street, between Post and Sutter.—Stabl A- Maaok,

Proprietors.—This Evening (Jan. 6th), and until further notice, the Romantic
Spectacular Opera,

A Voyage to the Moon!
With its Grand and Beautiful Scenery, Startling and Surprising Scenic Effects, Gor-
geous and Elaborate Costumes. All the favorites every evening.
Admission, 25 cents. Jan. 6.

TIV0LI OPERA HOUSE.
Eddy street, near Market.—Krellng- Bros., Bole Proprie-

tors and Managers.—Instantaneous Success! This (Saturday) Evening and
Until further notice, C. M. Von Weber's Grand Spectacular Opera,

Oberon!
With the finest Transformation Scene ever presented in this city.'

General Admission, 25 cents; Reserved Seats, 25 cents extra. Jan. 0.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING.

No. 320 post Street Opposite luion Sqonrf.

PROF. O. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 3*20 Po
street, is now open for Juvenile aud Evening Claase*. Office Hours, for Terms, etc.,

10 A. M. to 12 U.. and 1 to 6 P.M. . Oct. 22.
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BIZ.

The year 1883 opens auspiciously for the husbandmen. The rains

thus far in the season have been liberal and timely; the grass and grain are

having a fine start; pasturage is uncommonly good for the season, and the

cattle and sheep are thriving finely.

Tonnage is in full supply, the disengaged fleet large, approximating
80,000 tons register. The fleet to arrive within five months aggregates
170,000 tons, while that on the berth foots up 50,000 tons register. Ves-
sels on the berth are having the usual dispatch. The latest charters writ-

ten for the United Kingdom, Cork, for orders, 37s. 6d.; to a direct port,

35s. At this writing there is little disposition manifested by wheat ex-

porters to enter into any new engagements. Charters are, therefore,

nominal.

Wheat Exports are continued upon a liberal scale. Stocks are, how-
ever, running light. Extra Choice i now worth SI 80; No. 1 Shipping,
31 75@177i; No. 2 White, SI 70@1 72£ # cental.

Barley, at the Call Boards, has greatly declined for future months,
rihce the high figures ruling in December. The present spot price of

Feed is SI 20@1 25; Brewing and Chevalier, SI 30@1 40 # cental.

Corn has of late declined materially, with very little business. White
may be quoted at SI 65@1 70 W cental; Yellow, SI 47£@1 52$.

Rye is very dull at SI 75@1 90 $ cental; Eastern, $1 80.

Buck-wheat is in limited request at S2 25@2 50 p' cental.

Flaxseed.—Oregon sends us full supplies for the oil mill; price, 2^@3c.

Coffee Imports in 1882, 152,705 bags; 1881, 107,867 bags; 1880, 153,109
bags, chiefly Central American. Low prices have ruled for a year past,

the business having been very unprofitable to the importer. The stock
on hand January 1, 1883, 8,288 bags; at same date the year before, 8,419
bags; and the year previous, 22,504 bags. The sales during the year past
aggregated 152,092 bags. The very low prices ruling have occasioned an
increased consumption. Some new crop Central American is expected to

reach us during the current month. The late advance in the New York
market for Rio to 8£e. has had a corresponding improvement here. We
quote good to choice Costa Rica at 9@10$c.

Sugar.—The City of Peking from Hongkong brought a cargo of Ma-
nilla for the Refinery, the first importation of the kind in many months,
say 18,317 mats. The Suez from Honolulu brought 15,550 packages of
Hawaiian, and the bk H. W. Almy 5,189 bags. Last week we referred to
shipments by rail overland Eastward and Southward, remarking that the
bulk of it was probably Hawaiian. This, we have since learned, was an
error, as no Island Sugar has been shipped East in months past. The
Sugar referred to, 1,708,000 lbs, was all refined, and was destined to the
States and Territories adjoining, or rather those west of the great rivers.

It is this trade that causes so much opposition on the part of Eastern
Refiners and merchants engaged in the distribution of Sugars, to the ex-
isting Hawaiian Reciprocity Treaty, admitting sugar into the United
States free of duty. We quote Refiners prices as follows : Extra Fine
Cube, in bbls, Ilia; (A) Crushed, in bbls, lljc; (A) LoaveB. in bbls.

ll^c; Fine Crushed, in bbls, lljc; Powdered, in bbls, life; Fancy Ex-
tra Powdered, in bbls, 12$c; Dry Granulated, in bbls. lie; Confec-
tioners' Circle A, in bbls, 10^c. ; Extra Golden C, in bbls, 10c. ; El Dorado
C, in bbls, 9fc; Mariposa C, in bbls, 9^c; Nonpareil C, in bbls, 9Jc;
Golden C, in bbls, 9§c. For half barrels, £c. additional on all kinds

;

100-lb boxes, ^c. do.; tor all other boxes, ^c. do. Terms, net cash on de-
livery. Prices subject to change without notice. No order taken for less

than 25 barrels, or its equivalent. There is no doubt but that a liberal

discount is made to distant buyers in order to compete with Eastern
Sugars and to average freight charges. All in the business here know
that this is a very common course of procedure on the part of Eastern
railroads and others to secure distant trade.

Rice.—The steamship City of Peking, from Hongkong, brought us
17,146 mats China Rice; the Suez, from Honolulu, 565 bags; and the
bark H. W. Almy, from same, 5,438 bags. The market is liberally sup-
plied with all descriptions. Shipments north to Oregon and British
Columbia have of late been unusually large, not only directly from this
port, but from Hongkong direct to "Victoria. In fact, there are now sev-
eral vessels en route to British Columbia from Chinese waters.

Teas.—The City of Peking, from China and Japan, brought us 6,339
pkgs.; also in transit for Eastern cities, to go forward by rail, 1,948 pkgs.
The ship Sovereign of the Seas, for New York, carried 16,460 lbs. of Tea
Dust, worth about 25c. $? lb., which is a good thing for the Eastern deal-
ers to use in the adulteration of Teas. Our stock of Teas is large, and the
Spot market very dull, even at the extremely low prices ruling for all

descriptions.

Fruits, Etc.—The Br steamer Suez, from Honolulu, brought us for the
holiday trade Bananas 2,221 bunches. The City of Rio de Janeiro,
from Mexican ports, brought us Limes 328 bxs.;*also, Oranges and Pine
Apples. The steamer Mexico, also, from Mexican ports, brought us 1,250
pkgs. Oranges. California Oranges are now coming in, and will soon be-
come both plentiful and cheap. Japanese Persimmons are now being suc-
cessfully cultivated in this State, and this beaujbiful, as well as delicious,
fruit can be purchased in our markets for 10@12?ec. $ R>.

Hops.—The market is very dull and sluggish; the last sale coming to
our knowledge was of 270 bales Washington Territory at 80 cents $ lb.

Woo?.—Our Spot stock is now placed at 10,000,000 lbs., a large protion
of this is of the Fall clip, short staple, and more or less defective. We
quote Choice Fall fleece 15c.@20c; Fair, 13c.@14c; Defective, 8c.@12c.

Butter, Cheese and Eggs.—Choice Fresh Grass Roll Butter is now
worth 28c.@30c; Fair to Good, 26c.@27ic; Pickled Roll, 22£c; Cheese
is quite scarce at 18c.@20c. for New York Creamery; Western, 14c.@
15c; California, 14c.@16c; Eggs, 35c.@37Ac.

Now the New Year has come is the time to buy new clothes, and it

is just as well to find a place where such clothes can be had of first-class

make and material. All one has to do is to call in at 415 Montgomery
Street and get measured by J. M. Litchfield & Co.

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
INSURANCE AGENCY,

& 324 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Fixe Insurance.
TEUTONIA of New Orleans.
LACONFIANCE of Paris.
DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS

ofNewYork.
THE FIRE INS. ASSOCIATION (Limited)

of London, England.

GIRARD of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN of New York.
ST. PAUL ofSt.Paul.
STANDARD FIRE OFFICE.. of London

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONC1ERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented $27,000,000.
All Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid.

VT. L. CHALMERS,
Special Agent and Adjuster.

PHttNIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., EstaVd 1182—Cash Assets, $5,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., EstaVd 1833.—Cash Assets, S1,343,S08.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., EstaVd 1851—Cash Assets, 81,357,326.39.

BUTLER * HALDAJT,
General Agents for Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864.

Principal Office 406 California Street- S. F.

FIRE ISSIRMCE.
Capital (Paid TJp in TJ. S. Sold Coin) $300,000.00
Be-Insurance Reserve $171,412 75

Assets January 1, 1882 i

Surplus for policy holders..
684,577.83 I Premiums, since organizaUon.S3,841,412.C7
674,577.83 | Losses, since organization.. . 1,75H,278 00

OFFICERS:
J. F. HOUGHTON President. I CHAS. R. STORY Secretary.
J. L. N. SHEPHARD.... Vice-President.

| R. H. MAGILL General Agent.

Directors of the Home Mutual Insurance Co.:— L. L. Baker, H. L. Dodge. J. L.
N. Shepard, John Currey, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, C C. Burr, J. S. Carter,
Charles Belding, D. W. Earl. April 8.

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINe7ns7c0.
Capital, SIO.OOO.OOO.

Unlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF LONDON FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

THE STANDARD MARINE~INSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool- Capital, $5,000,000-

Ang. 12.

W. I. C1LHXGHAJI & CO., General Aleuts,
213 Sansome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,500,000
Cash Assets 1,709,976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE A CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF LONDON.
[ INSTITUTED 1803. 1

London Assurance Corporation, of London
Established by Royal Charter 1720

Northern Assurance Corporation, of London . .
. .Established 1836.

Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.
ROBERT DICKSON, Manager.

W. LANE BOOKER, Agent and Attorney.
S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts. , Safe Deposit Building.

[October 11.

1

THE THAMES AND MERSEY MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY,
(LIMITED),

Of Liverpool. London and Manchester,
IHO. 308 FINE STREET.

(Capital Snpscribed, SIO.OOO.OOO: Capital Paid Up, SI,OOO,-
J 000 ; Reserve Fund fin addition to Capital) , 81,875,000 ; Total Assets June 30th,

1881, $5,234,665. W. G. HARKISON, Agent,
October 7. 308 Pine street, San Francisco, Cal.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.

(Capital 95,000,000.—Agents: Balfour, Guthrie & Co., No.
/ 316 California street, San Francisco. Not. 18.
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BAU.ADa
M. Tiir Li -kko or Oliff Hooai.

Aw*k#, my lyre, »wik»: A mora baraio tb«m* IV got
Than Any too have twan^vd up>»n jut recently, I wot.
And dow, if yon srs ready and in ttinr, well softly sing
A fam-nw Cliff Room Lrgrntl, which will claim your every •trine.

A damaal rary fair th«ra vu, who lived in 'Friaco city,
Kull wia» ab« wu, and brave withal, and calculated witty.

Her name waa Seraphina Bruce, her age hut sweet seventeen;
bd (if I may quote the hard) of " purest ray serene."

She dwelt apart from other inrla, went never to the dance,
The opera, or concert, or, indeed, gave any chance
To Airta of gender maaculine who prowl by ni?ht and day
To trap such maiden innocent* as may come in their way.
The windows car *°d radiant of crowded Kearny street
Delayed not with temptations vain fair Seraphina's feet;

hinese fancy knicknack stores, or Sutter's blaze of toys,

The bright and glitt'ring jewei'ries more prised by girls than boys.
The fairies made of sugar fine the candy shops within.
The daxzle and bewilderment, the whirl, and maze and din,

.•title Seraphina had no shred of an allurement

;

Her soul was of a loftier mold, and only for things pure meant
Romance had eTaimed her for its own—ah, yes, its very own

—

And deep within her inmost heart its secret seeds had sown

;

In novels ot the "Ouida" stamp, or in warm Swinburne's verse.

She reveled all the length of a not over well-tilled purse,
And with these grand imaginings she loved by day to roam
Up by the high Cliff House, where dashed the surging foam
(Or should I write the "foaming surge?" I swear I hardly know.
Though what I've got 's the better rhyme, you '11 probably allow).
Upon the Cliff House balcony that fronts the broad Pacific,

Where oft the lashing, sun-kissed waves dash round with force terrific,

The languid Seraphina, lonely seated on a chair,
Towards the Sandwich Islands turned ber fixed and earnest stare,

And though she saw the Islands not, nor China, nor Japan,
Her eyes with warmest fancies filled, and off her vision ran
From earth to heaven, from sea to sky, and e'en from pole to pole.
Yet not in their broad limits found she any peace of soul.

The visitors from England came, from France and German-«e,
But with their tourist minds she bad no kind of sympath-ee.
They gazed through their great glasses down upon the shiny lions,

The young sea-dogs, and old sea-dogs, the greasy 'una and Bly 'una,

Who howled and sprawled like monster worms about the jutting rocks,
Impervious to the water, its wild leapings, or rude shocks ;

But gentle Seraphina of the gazers took no note,
Her vision still was seaward, as if looking for a boat.

And days and weeks passed over, but there nothing to her came,
Except a San Franciscan, whose young heart she'd set afiame,
For he was captivated by her odd, romantic tricks,

And asked her if her fate with his she graciously would mix
;

In fact, he * popped the question ' did this fascinated fool,

But Seraphina sharply said he'd "best go back to school."
But Ferninand Fandoozle—such the name the young man bore

—

Said "Never! Never! Never!" and a great big swear he swore,
Swore never to give up his suit, e'en Bhould it last his life

—

He called the gods to witness Seraphina he'd call wife.

And then instead of only one moon-stricken soul to sit

And while the weary hours away in lonsome, crazy fit,

The Cliff House now had two—of each sex one—to sigh and sigh,

As if the only thing they bad to live for was to die.

The sight was queer, and though the boards themselves could not be
quieter,

The thing became so patent that it drew down the proprietor,

And Ferdinand and Seraphina grew as much a show
As the crawling, sleek sea-lions on the rocky peaks below.

But time works many wonders—though the maxim's old, 'tis true

—

And Seraphina's vision once gave in a mile or two;
She ceased to stare at vacancy, and let her blue eye rest

Upon some object nearer than points out beyond the west,

And slowly, very slowly
—

'twas the work of many years

—

She let her optics lower till they touched more earthly spheres,

And settled with sweet calmness on the damp sea-lion rocks,

Where day and night the monsters congregate in ugly flocks.

The patient, loving Ferdinand observed this welcome change,

And sought the six-and-fortieth time for marriage to arrange,

But Seraphina answered still with coldness and disdain:
' I'm wedded to romance," she said, "and cannot wed again."

And now, as day by day she went to sit, and Bit, and Btare,

She came to view the lions with a sympathetic air;

In time she grew to love them, and their antics wild and free,

And Ferdinand was jealous of these maggots of the sea.

He: "Oh, why, sweet Seraphina, all your fond attention pay
To monsters who can ne'er return your love in any way?"

She: "Oh, cease, rash Bir, these pleadings vain, and leave me if

you can,

I'd sooner wed with one of those than wed with any man."
"You'd wed me if a seal I were?"

"Ah, well, I dare say that."

"Then even now I will not cease to hope."
" Get hence, you flat

!

"

He:
She:
He:
She:

Next day, and next, and many more, fond Ferdinand came not,

And Seraphina lonelier was upon that favorite spot.

Still on the great sea-lions she her frenzied gaze kept fixed,

Till every seal was known to her, no matter how they mixed.

But one fine day a strange seal came, a monster broad and long,

And threw himself with many flops the other seals among.
The other seals reBented this intrusion fierce and new,
And treated him quite distantly, as Christian might treat Jew

;

From what far sea he'd wander'd none could hazard e'en a guess,

Bat jnntln Seraphina aaw and pitied his distreaa

;

When other lions crowded off and left him all alone.
Her heart went out to that new seal which never made a moan.
She followed all his motions with a feeling bora of rapture,
Until she saw the other seals were plotting for his capture;
She saw them in conspiracy and knew thty planned his death,
And as she saw the sentence passed sho almost lost her breath ;

She saw them ready for the spring, she saw their eyeballs gleam,
And as thoy made the deadly rush she raised a piercing scream.
The scream was swiftly answered by the new seal's sudden bound
Up to tho topmosTbit of rock that there was to be found,
And standing straight upon his tail, and throwing off his head.
Revealed tho form of Ferdinand, his aspect hot and red.
He uttered Seraphina's name and his six-shooter seized,
At sight of which the lions all to nothing swift decreased.
They left the rocks to Ferdinand and plunged into the sea,
And then he cried, "Now will you wed? or shall I cease to be?"

* Oh, hold your cruel haud," Bbe cried; "for this heroic deed
You well deserve that in your Buit at last you should succeed."
And in due time the nuptial knot 'twixt S. and F. was tied—
By taking on another skin the lover won his bride.

Moral :

The moral of this legend 's plain, all readers muat declare.
In courting a young lady never give up in despair

;

Adapt yourself unto her mind, and fear not sea or land,
And one day you will catch consent as did brave Ferdinand.
San Francisco, January 6, 1883. j. b.

INSURANCE.
The Only Company on the Pacific Coast Governed by the Maita-

ehusetts Non-Torfeiture Law.

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF BOSTON.

Total Assets December 31, 1881 * 1 6,210, 165 92.
Surplus over All Liabilities-

Massachusetts Standard 4 per cent $2,635,894.98
New York Standard H, per cent 3,501,888.42
Market Value of Stocks and Bonds overcost 1,474,691.00

POINTS.
First—A Plain and simple policy clear of all burdensome conditions, and fully

protected from forfeiture.

Second—An agency experience of fifteen years in this State, during which, by
liberality and fair dealing in its relations with policy-holders, the Company has
gained an enviable reputation.

Third—Non-forfeiture for residence or travel, or for hazardous occupations with-
out a permit.

Fourth—Liberal paid-up and cash surrender, values stipulated by law.

Fifth—This Company charges no more vfor insurance than those companies in
which the policy is forfeited, in case of non-payment of premium when due.

Before insuring in any other company, or joining- any co-operative assessment so-
ciety, carefully examine the practical working- of the Massachusetts law of 1880, and
read the policy contract of the New England Life.

HENRY K. FIELD, General Agent,
Aug. 26. 328 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

(Organized 1863.)

FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY.
Fire and Marine Insurance.

Assets 81,280,000
Losses paid over 4,500,000
it^The Largest Assets and Lamest Income of all the companies hailing from

west of New York State, and in 1881 Pacific Coast premiums were larger than
those of any other company, local. Eastern or foreign.

D. J. STAPLES .President I WM. J. DUTTON Secretary
ALPHEUS BULL Vice-President

I
E. W. CARPENTER Asst. Secretary

HOME OFFICE:
Southwest Cor. California and Sansome streets. San Francisco.
62T* Agents in all prominent localities. Sept. SO.

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.-UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

Tbe California Lloyds.—Established In 1861.—Nos. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, 8760,000 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates I

Prompt Settlement of Loses ! ! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS. —J. Mora Moss,
Moses Heller, J. O. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Saoatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Everson, A. B. Phipps, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Brandenstein, W. M. Hoag, Nicholas
Luning, James Moffitt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M, D. Sweeney, Gustave Touchard,
George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Scholle, Charles
Baum, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President.
James D. Bailey, Secretary. Gso. T. Bohhn, Surveyor. Nov. 6.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, ofZurich, Capital 5,000,000 francs; Helvetia,

of St. Gall, Capital 10,000,000 francs ; Baloise, of Basle, Capital 6,000,000 francs.
These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that may be aus-
ained. Losses made payable in all the principal seaports of the world. In 'the set-

tlement of all claims under an English policy, these Companies will strictly adhere to
the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, and submit to English jurisdiction.

June 9. HARRY W. SYZ, Agent, 420 and 422 California St., S. F.

A YOUNQ LADY,
Tj^dncated In England, wishes a morning engagement as
JCj GOVERNESS. English in all its branches, thorough music, Spanish and
the rudiments of French. Address M. A., office of ibis paper. Dec 2.
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A CURIOUS DISCUSSION.
The discussion in the United States Senate, on the Civil Service Re-

form bill, is not calculated to impress one with an exalted sense of the

wisdom of the first Assembly in the land. Be it remembered that Mr.
Blaine has told us that there are over a million applications for office

registered in Washington, that the President of the nation has become a

mere purveyor of patronage, that the office-holders control elections in

order to perpetuate their pay, and that insatiate greed for place led to the

assasaination of Garfield. A very common-sense proposal for a reform of

these crying evils was met by objections that were comical. Mr. Ingalls,

for instance, remarked that he knew all about the bill. It was the work
of certain holier-than-thou men outside of the Senate, and had been forced

upon that body. The Senator implies by such a sneer that everybody

who proposes to correct an abuse or extirpate an evil assumes a Pharisaic

superiority of Banctity. They certainly assume that tbeir proposition

would be an improvement upon the existing situation, or they would be

very great fools to take the trouble to urge it. By the Senator's reason-

ing, the Long Parliament in England, and the sons of Liberty in the

American Revolution, and the advocates of the Reform bill of 1832, and
of the repeal of the Corn laws in 1846, and of the restriction of slavery

in the United States, and even Christ teaching the doctrine of fair play

in Judea—in fact, the advocates of everv progressive measure in political

history and in every other department of human progress were all holier-

than-thou men. The Senator, with his nimble fancy, can doubtless

imagine a sneak-thief caught in the act by a policeman withering the

guardian of order by calling him a holier-than-thou man, who pretends

to be above prigging coats and hats.

Senator Voorhees objected that some foolish questions were alleged to

have been asked at an examination. According to this acute statesman,

to vote for the bill would be to vote for the foolish questions. The bill is

a humbug, he declared. Yet, not so much a humbug as such opposition.
" We are higgling over a few thousand places," he said in substance, " as

if there were not great questions before us." Is the public welfare one of

those questions? If it be, the Senator could pause for a moment to hear

a member of his own party, possibly of not less political perspicacity

than himself. Mr. Hewitt, of New York. He writes on the 25th of Octo-

ber, 1882: " Unless the system which now prevails of appointment to office,

and of organizing the office holders into a ring for keeping themselves in

office, shall be reformed, our system of free government will be de-

stroyed."
Senator Plumb objected that the project came from outsiders. What is

the sagacious Senator in the Capitol for?—to represent insiders or out-

siders? The people and public opinion, as the Senator will remember in

his better moments, are outside of the august Chamber which he adornB.

If he had done his part toward permitting them to be heard inside of the

Chamber, the people would not have been compelled to speak so very
audibly at the late elections. The outsiders, although not Senators like

Mr. Plumb, are not pariahB. They are the people of the United States.

It is their will which Senators are elected to represent. It is their will,

honestly and lawfully expressed, which iB the government of the country;
and it is because certain abuses interfere with that honest expression that

they—to-wit, the outsiders—propose to correct them, as they correct all

abuses, by respectfully stating their desire and electing representatives

who will carry it into effect. It is a sorry thing to see the Democrats
going back on themselves and opposing this reform, now that they think
they see national power in sight.

TWO AUSTRALIANS.
The Australasians are looking up. Their cricketers have beaten

Englishmen at their own game. Trickett, until the Canadian, Hanlan,
appeared, was the champion rower of the world. Mace has found an
" unknown " fighter in the Colonies, who i3 to defeat all creation. But
these are comparatively small affairs. In England, where family, and
influence, and wealth are supposed to have an undue influence, poor colo-

nists, or comparatively poor, are making their way to the foremost posi-

tions in the Government. Mr. Childere, who is to take Mr. Gladstone's
place as Chancellor of the Exchequer, is the second person who haa under
him held that position, after receiving his political training in the Legis-
lature of Australia—a curious illustration of the reflex influence of the
colonies on English social and political life. The career of Mr. Lowe,
familiarly called in the colonies, " Bob Lowe," and recently raised to the
House of Peers, as Lord Sherbroke, and who was Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer in the last Gladstone Adminstration, remarkably resembles that
of Mr. Childers. Both are sons of clergymen, both graduated with
honors at Cambridge, and both went to Australia as soon as they left

college. In the Colonial Parliament they were not considered men above
the average of their fellows. There were a dozen or more of public men
who were considered their superiors. Both of them mixed in the rough-
and-tumble of colonial life, both entered the Australian Parliament, both
returned to England and got elected to the House of Commons, and both
became Chancellor's of the Exchequer ; the highest office in England next
to that of Prime Minister. England has lately copied many of the
Australian laws verbatim et literatum, and she may well adopt more of
them. There are no abler men, cleaner politics, or better administered
affairs generally than are to be found among our Anglo-Saxon relatives at
the antipodes. California could learn not a little from them in the mat-
ters of water supply, Government-owned railroads, wise management of
public lands, cheap and safe transfer of real estate, civil service reform,
well-paved streets, low rate of taxation, and sundry other things.

Investigation (?)—The other day a gentleman interested in the pend-
ing election of directors in a certain mining company in this city called
upon a well-known broker and requested his proxies. These were re-

fused, for the stated reason that proxies could only be given for and in
the interest of parties appointed by the Investigating (?) Committee of the
Board. When we heard this and recall to memory the past regime of a
list of the vilest cats and sagebrush rabbits that were ever trotted out
from the wilds of Nevada, we felt inclined to smile audibly.

It is a curious coincidence that, at about two o'clock on the morn-
ing of December 7th, 1867, Her Majesty's Theatre was in flames, and a
little later in ruins. At the Bame hour of the same day in 1882 the Al-
hambra Theatre Buffered an exactly similar fate.— World.

HE WILTED.
{See cut from Puck.)

r>» faced the cannon's angry roar,
I've seen the shells burst round,

I've seen the field all wet with gore,

And dead men strewn around.

Yet I have never felt a touch
Of what is known aa fear,

And makes most men curl up so much
When grim old death draws near.

But still I'll own on Sunday last

My heart went pit-a-pat,

As by a snow-ball fort I pass'd,

And thought of my new hat.

Three wirked urchins ambushed lay,

Three Bnow balls struck ray head.
My courage failed, I'll own, that day—

My lion heart had fled.

San Franctico, January, 1883.

THE NEW CONSUL GENERAL.
The news that the British Consul, Hon. Wm. Lane Booker, was to

be removed from San Francisco and be promoted to the Head Consulate
of New York, was received by the English residents here with mingled
feelings of sorrow and joy. A residence of twenty years here has en-
deared Mr. Booker to all with whom he ever came in contact, whether
Americans or Englishmen. His universal courtesy and accurate apprecia-
tion of the duties of his office are among the least of his good qualities.

To hundreds of distressed fellow countrymen he has accorded substantial
aid from his own private purse, often never to be repaid, and has secured
positions and otherwise helped thousands time out of mind, who since

1862 sought his advice or assistance. His promotion to the Consul Gen-
eralship of New York ia a well-earned tribute to his blameless and up-
right life, and to his fidelity to the trust reposed in him by Her Majesty,
in guarding the interests of her subjects. At date of writing we have no
means of knowing whether Mr. Booker has received his final orders from
the Foreign Office, but the dispatches from Earl Granville and Sir Ed-
ward Arcbibold leave no room to doubt that our Consul ia to be trans-

ferred to New York. The British residents and merchants generally pro-

pose, it is understood, to wish Mr. Booker farewell and Godspeed in some
way not yet decided upon, and in leaving us he will carry away the truest
and most heartfelt wishes for his own health and happiness, and that of
bis amiable wife, that were ever accorded to any one so thoroughly identified

with California as is Wm. Lane Booker.

THE NEW CHARTER.
The charter-makers have completed their work, and are about to

submit it to the people. We shall therefore soon be engaged in another
election. The voters have to say whether or not they approve the new
instrument. At this time, it is not easy to say with certainty what the
reault will be ; but we think the chancea are very much against ratifica-

tion. In the first place, there ia a very general feeling that no particular

harm will happen if it is rejected. We have got along tolerably well

under the consolidation act of Horace Hawea. We understand its work-
ings thoroughly, and there ia a conservative feeling abroad that it is bet-

ter to " bear the ills we have than fly to others we know not of." If the
new charter is adopted, it will be next to impossible to amend or alter it,

and, whilst that is a good thing, for there is too much tinkering with
fundamental laws, it ought to make us careful how we adopt a charter

that is practically unalterable. Then Spring Valley is not likely to look
on with complacency. The new charter is for that company a " cinch-

in? " measure. It makes a reduction of some three or four hundred thou-

sand dollars in its annual income. The opposition to the charter will be
organized, whilst there ia hardly likely to be a auatained effort on the
part of the many in its behalf. Its ratification, therefore, seems at this

time exceedingly problematical.

INAUGURATION.
On Monday next there will be a good deal of inauguration in this

city, county and State. The new heads of departments will come
in. The outgoing Mayor will introduce his successor. The present
greatly and wrongly abused Supervisors will give place to men who will

do well if they do no worse than their predecessors. ISew brooma will be
introduced to the school department, but whether they will keep the
establishment cleaner than it is now, is a question about which it ia too
early to hazard an opinion. Then at Sacramento there will be a lively

scene. Governor Perkins will make his exit, and Governor Stoneman
his debut. The Legislature will convene, a Speaker will be elected, the
law-making machinery will be set in motion, and young legislatora will

air their eloquence. The effects of the recent " tidal wave " will aoon be-

come apparent. Yet the tides will continue to ebb and flow, the sun
will rise and set, the world will revolve upon its axis, and things will go
on pretty much as they did before. Happily the affairs of the world go
right straight along without much regard to the creatures of the hour.

Advice to Educators.—The French Minister of Public Instruction

has recently issued a circular to the masters of the public schools of

France, which would be extremely useful here. He recommends that the

young pupils should not be overburdened with a multiplicity of Bubjecta.

He suggests that ample time should be allowed for meals, and more leis-

ure should be given to corporal exercises. Masters are further enjoined to

study the constitution and natural abilities of their pupils and to divide

the hours for study according to the average amount of intelligence of

the boys of the same class, leaving them sufficient time for play and rest.

They are also reminded that physical development is not to be neglected,

and the Government has wisely provided that gymnastics and athletic

exercises shall be introduced into every school and college.
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TOWN CRIER.
"fUtf U I m ib« ditilin ifioc *

'On Ihftl w.ll pUy ifa. d.Til ttt vitb io«-

"H»'4 • Mini In hi* i*i 1 u ion« aft ft flfttl.

i mad* him grow boldvr »nd bolder."

On New Tear's Day the wril«r happened to hear two haekroen dii-
1 cwftin. c*. h subject which made him prick bft ear*. Thev

*n who hft.l just reeled eJofla the Mr
*.h*t villainous ooapooad which the saloon- keepers give a« a

' >r*hnft upon the advent of mother year. Eggno^ i< tl|.

eck-driver No. 1; "If I hud the inanageim-nt "f him,
im a couple of the drinks that retell 'era, and while he

wa» t\ him straight to the Home.'* Answered backman X •.

I'd <i-. it. too. Them certificates is easy to Ret, and ooapb
of drink* of m know what, would *>on make him as still asu:
ThU set the T. C. thinking. If the disposal of men who may he
well a* drunk, is left at the mercy of such ignorant brutes as these, who
first would drug a man with vile whisky and then haul him off to that
money-making institution, falsely run as a charity, known as the " Home
of the Inebriates," it is high time that the public should have a say En the
matter. Probably the members who share the profits of the institution
are nut aware that they are liable to be sued for false imprisonment for
e»ery case they "send up" upon their own responsibility. Only a jury or
a Police Judge has the risbt to commit e man to prison. How much
blackmailing has been done through its instrumentality it is hard to say.
Another thing, if hackmen will drug a person for a pseudo humanitarian
object (standing in, no doubt, with the Home in profits derived from men
of means), tbey would not hesitate to drug a man for baser (?) objects.

As the arrangements for the reception of the Knights Templars
here are not fully understood in this city, and it is still a problem as to
where our expected 50,000 visitors are to be safely housed next Summer,
the T. C. takes the liberty of throwing a little light on the subject. All
the private boxes in our principal theaters will be converted into cabins
after 11 p. M , as it is well known no good Knight Templar ever goes to
bed before 1 o'clock in the morning. Special cars will run out to the
Small-pox Hospital, which will be handsomely fitted up and fumigated
and decorated with the familiar motto :

" God bless our Home." Two
hundred Sir Johns and Sir James can be accommodated here. Our local
Pound will be entirely refitted, the dogB slaughtered or sold, and their
kennels at the disposition of our visitors. The roof of this office is still

to let on moderate terms, and it is understood that Sir Claus Spreckles
can accommodate at least two thousand guests in the new sugar factory.
All the old steamers which have adorned our bay at anchor for several
years past will be brought into requisition at S3 a bed, and the Bar Asso-
ciation will give up their private offices at moderate rates. The idea of
utilizing the Bpare beds in the Inebriate Asylum and the City and County
Hospital is a scandalous rumor utterly without foundation. The open
doors of many of our wealthiest citizens forbid the possibility of any
tuch expedient being resorted to. *

There was more fan in the old City Hall on Tuesday than has been
Been there for many a day. A Chinese wash-house, between Jones and
Leavenworth, was burnt down on Thursday week, and the Fire Marshal
ordered the saved linen to be exhibited in a room at the old City Hall in
order that the owners might claim their property. A prominent member
of the Stock Board was among the first to put in an appearance. He was
in search of a dozen collars of immense hight and nineteen inches round.
After groping around the unsavory pile for some time, he fished out two
of these gigantic monstrosities and left in disgust. Next came the wife of

a sort of half-way millionaire. She was French, and handled the pile

with that artistic touch which denotes at Bome not very remote period an
intimate acquaintance with the wash-tub. It was heart-rending to hear
her exclaim, as she left with an armful of well-soiled underclothes : "Bad
cess to yez arl for a gang of thaves. What have yez done wid my four
new 'broided pitticoats?" An impecunious quasi Bohemian next put in
an appearance. He did not poke about much, but selecting six shirts
about his size, left, hoping that laundry fires would occur every week, and
only regretting that the shirts were not in a fit state to put on at once.
M It is an ill wind that blows no one any good."

There is a police officer in this city who is compelled to wear a wig,

and hi3 beat is not a thousand miles away from Sacramento and Mont-
gomery streets. Last Sunday afternoon a number of journalists were en-
joying the unusual pastime of snowballing, when it occurred to the burly
Teutonic guardian of the peace and proprietor of the perruque aforesaid,

that the fun was altogether too fast and furious, and that many of the
missiles were aimed at his usually sacred person. So, singling out one of

our best-known newspaper men, he essayed to grab him, and by putting
him behind the bars debar him of his fun and liberty. This was the
signal for a volley of editorial and local articles of snow, all to the point,

which was the head of the officer. So the regulation hat was knocked off by a
shot from the commercial man, and before he could pick it up a squib
from a well-known humorous writer divested him of his wig. Then he
gave up the struggle, and turning tail to the enemy, he jammed on his

locks, reeking with Bnow, picked up his battered helmet, and retired, a
wiser and a wetter man, to the stove at headquarters. Fact.

It seems strange that no class of people is so insanely antagonistic to

the Chinese as the low Irish. Surely jealouBy cannot be the motive, for a
son of the Emerald Isle could never stoop to be jealous of a " heathen
Chinee." In point of beauty, the Chinaman most certainly has the pull

over moBt of his baboon-faced assailants, and in point of courage, the

blackguards who stone inoffensive Chinamen cannot compare with the
people they pretend to despise, but in their hearts are afraid to compete
with and jealous of.

An Eastern Mayor lately hung himself at the expiration of his term
of office. This is a move in the proper direction and simplifie3 the second-

term business wonderfully. If one of the San Franciscan Mayors we
know bad adopted this method of driving away dull care before going into

office, the Mayoralty of this city would have been saved from becoming a
by-word for communism and sham religion. The community can guess
who is alluded to.

A good and true tale ii told of roar young men who live upon the
thmhoM of society, hut put on more aim than the emne de la ereme.
With wonderfol oondesceDafon these four youths gave out that, though
they did not go muoh on Weetern nociety, they would n far conform to
what used to be etiquette as to call upon a few eepeebl friends upon New
Year's Day. These enccuiJ friends heard of t!..- tumor about to be con-
f-rrrd ui>on them but did not appreciate it, as the four youths in question
were greedy, sordid, •elfsufflctent, arrogant unobe. They therefore ell
agreed to keep a lookout and " njxtrt the oak " ae soon as the quartette
appeared. Names Are withheld to give the four a chance to change for
the better:

Four snobs all dressed in shining black
Clubbed together and hired a hack

Their lady friends to see,
Also to have a ipi

All their neckties were snowy white.
All their pants were extremely tight,
Each had a powerful appetite.

Alas ! the friends they went to see
Were fond of fun and mildish spree.

But did not relish snobs,
With watch chains at their fobs,

And who put on excessive airs,

And prated of their own affairs,

And stumbled a* they climbed the stairs.

And bo they all shut fast their doors,
And watched to see the snobbish bores

Ring loud, but ring in vain,
Then knock and ring again,

And then in dudgeon leave the place,
Each showing by his sullen face
He felt the merited disgrace.

The first difficulty in the Party of the Unterrified is reported to have
occurred between the Coroner elect and a man who wanted to be his
messenger. Failing in his prospective political patronage, the would-be
messenger, yclept "Shorty Simpson," countered on Dr. Leimaster's ear
and nearly knocked the drum out of it. This was the punishment for
neglecting the wishes of the bosses. Applicants for positions to-day are
all shoulder hitters, and if Jem Mace were only naturalized he could have
the chief deputyship in any municipal office that he wished. It will be
interesting during the next two years to chronicle every week the little

personal difficulties which will occur between disappointed office seekers
and ingrate office holders. The ball is set a rolling and Mr. Simpson haa
scored one. If the dailies chronicle all the difficulties which are on the
tapis, the Police Gazette will yet be comparatively polite reading.

The King of Asbantee lately drank a bottle of wine on Queen Vic-
toria's birthday. He did not steal it and drink it on the sly, but did her
Most Gracious Majesty tho honor of drinking it in public. At a
first perusal of the above startling intelligence, one would think that
peace would be forever cemented between the two potentates, but when one
learns that his Majesty also gave $70 to a Wesleyan Missionary, a suspi-

cion creeps in that the King does not indulge his taste for that delicious

but harmony-breaking dish, roast missionary, until they are well fattened.
A missionary should get as round as an apple and oily as a pat of butter
on $70.

There has been fine "duck" hunting around the city front and
North Beach, the last day or two, and fine bags have been made. The
guileless duck, tempted by the large lakes and delicate aroma of the
locality, has fallen an easy prey to the wary Barbary CoaBter. The weapon
most in vogue is a sand-club, and the decoys used are of the bottle de-
scription. The duck, upon a sight of the decoy, at once plunges into a
glutinous preparation peculiar to these localities. He soon becomes mired
and asphjxiated, and is dispatched or preserved alive, according to the
will of the hunter.

The latest invention of the devil is a collar stud in two pieces. The
ordinary bone or pearl abomination was hard enough to find, but when
one has to hunt for two pieces to make a whole, profanity, if not insanity,

is bound to be the result. It is proposed by the community of unhappy
bachelors, whose buttonlesB condition placeB them at the mercy of the
collar-stud fiend, to scalp all venders of the double-barreled article, make
a robe of the collection of skin and hair after due purification, and present
it to the society for the prevention of cruelty to adults.

A 'woman at Mattoon, 111., celebrated the arrival of the New Year
by presenting her husband with something quite unique in the baby line.

It was nothing less than two fine male children with only one head be-

tween them. The pull that this single-headed monstrosity has over Siam-
ese Twins, Two-Headed Nightingales, and other creatures which Bhould
have been smothered in early youth, is that he can have all the fun of

supplying grub to two bodies through one mouth.

Mr. Gowan of No. 1016 Geary street had made big preparations for

a New Year's reception. He did receive, but the guests were burglars,

who were not even polite enough to wait for New Year's day, but got
away with the provisions on New Year's Eve. How they must have
chuckled as they gorged themselves with the Btolen provender, and how
Gowan must have quietly condemned them to a locality where snow-
storms are unknown. Truly man proposes but the burglar disposes.

During the rain storm which followed the snow of Sunday an um-
brella fiend was plying his humanitarian trade upon one of our well

watered thoroughfares, when he met with a slight rebuff. Accosting a
citizen who had just stepped into a puddle knee deep with: '* Umbrella
to-day, sir ? only four bits," the injured and damp taxpayer replied:
" Umbrella be blowed ! Give me a life preserver or a boat."

A Herald, (N. Y.) correspondent from Raleigh, N. C, reports the
drowning of eighteen convicts by the upsetting of a flat-boat on the
Tuckaseegee, and says that it is the most awful accident that has ever
happened in the State. Why, only last week we read that a little boy
was drowned in the same river. The two accidents, in point of loss to the
community, are certainly not to be compared.
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SUNBEAMS.
Why He Looked Sad.

He was a true picture of sorrow;
A deep gloom o'ershadowed his brow;

Had he a note to pay on the morrow?
Did he meditate suicide now?

Had he lost a million of money
By investing in silver-mine stock?

Were his hopes, once so fair and Bunny,
As dead as the famed Plymouth liock?

Had his girl eloped with a barber?
Were his boots three sizes too Bmall ?

Why all this melancholy harbor,
Which covered him as with a pall?

*' What," T asked, "has caused your dejection?

Has the world put you under its ban ?
"

And he said, with a mournful inflection,
" N-naw! I'm a newspaper funny man."—The Judge.

Mr. Feet, a rather diffident man, was unable
to prevent himself being introduced one evening
to a fascinating young lady, who. misunder-
standing his name, constantly addressed him as
Mr. Peters, much to the gentleman's distress.

Finally, summoning courage, he bashfully, but
earnestly remonstrated: "0, don't call me Peters
—call me Peet." "Ah, but I don't know you
well enough, Mr. Peters," said the young lady,

blushing, as she playfully withdrew part way be-

hind her fan.— Yale Record.

A colored blacksmith, of Vienna, Ga., was
shoeing a mule not long ago, when the animal
disengaged itself and drove one of its hind feet

against the negro's head with the force of a bat-
tering-ram. A few days afterward, some one
asked the owner if the blacksmith sustained
severe injuries. " I can't say he did," responded
the man, dejectedly, " but the mule goes on three
legs."

"You can't add different things together,"
said a school-teacher. "If you add a sheep and
a cow together, it does not make two sheep or
two cows," A little boy, the son of a milkman,
held up his hand and said: "That may do with
sheep and cows, but if you add a quart of water
to a quart of milk, it makes two quarts of milk.
I've seen it tried."

A contemporary tells a yarn about a setter

dog, which once trotted up to a small boy, and
dropped from his mouth into the boy's hand a
new jack-knife, which the dog had just found.
This, however, is no circumstance to the Phila-
delphia dog, which trotted up to a boy and
dropped at his feet a tin can and a piece of string.

" And so you love June better than any other
month ? " she said, gazing at the young farmer
from the blue abysses of her soft, dreamy eyes.

"Beautiful, leafy June, with its roses and its

Bong birds and its fragrance-laden zephyrs ?

"

"Yes," he replied, nonchalantly; "it's the best
month to wean calves."

The painter Z. has a comical little servant.

The other day Madame Z. scolded her for being
away all day. " Madame does not know," re-

plied the ingenious soubrette, that monsieur or-

dered me to go to the Salon and remain all day."
" What for ? " " To be a crowd in front of his

picture."
" What is the meaning of the word ' tantaliz-

ing' ?" asked a teacher. " Please marm," spoke
up Johnny Holcomb, "it means a circus proces-
sion passing the school-house, and the scholars

not allowed to look out."

Said the rich and quiet-loving citizen: "If a
man bores me, and I don't like him, and want
him to keep away from me, I don't snub him—

I

just lend him $5.

—

Boston Post.

"What is the national fishery question?"
pompously exclaimed an orator ; and a squeaking
voice in the audience responded :

" It is, ' Have
you got a bite ?

'

"

An Eastern paper wants to know where the
hats go? The big ones go to the theatre and
prevent people from seeing the stage.

—

Detroit
Free P> ess.

A correspondent asks :
" Do canary birds

like fish? Well, we cant tell whether they do or

not; but they manage to catch a little perch
every day.

The mouthpiece of the telephone may be
perfectly respectable, but there are a great many
things said against it.

—

Marathon Independent.

A correspondent is informed that it is not
practicable to feed the live stock on an ocean
Bteamer in the trough of the sea.

A Lazy Cook—One that "fritters" her time
away.
An Enormous Swell—A balloon.

c. P. R. R.
Time Schedule, Monday, Nov. 27, 1882.

Trains leave, and are due to arrive at,
San Franciscoas follows:

LEAVE >

(for) I
DESTINATION.

{ fig^f

9:30 A.M.

•3:00 P.M.
•4:00 P.M.

8:00 A.M.
3:30 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
*4:00 P.M.

9:30 A. M
4:30 P.M.

8:00 A. m
*4:00 P.M
8:00 A.M.

*3:30P.M.

J8:00 A.M
9:30 A.M,

8:00 A.M
*5:00p.M,
9:30 A.M.

*4:00 P.M.

8:00 a.m.
8:00 A.M.

10:00 A.M.

3:00 P.M,
•6:00 P.M,

3:30 P.M.

6:30 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
8:00 A.M.

8:00 A.M.
3:30 P.M,
•4:00 P.M,

8:00 A.M,

3:00 P.M,

*8:00a.m,
8:00 A.M.

9:30 A.M.
3:30 p.m.

*4:00 P.M.

3:30 P.M.
8:00 A.M.
*3 :30 p.m.

. . . Antioch and Martinez. .

.

..Benicia..

. . . Calietoga and Napa

.( Deniing, ElPaso ) Express..

. t and East J Emigrant

. J Gait and )_ via Livermore

. i
Stockton j via Martinez

...lone

. . . Kniffht's Landing
" " (ISundays only)

... Los Angeles and South
. .Livermore and Pleasanton.

. . . Madera and Fresno . .

.

. . . Merced
. . . Marysville aod Chico.

.

...Nilesand Haywards..

( Ogden and I Express. .

.

{ East f Emigrant.

.

.Redding and Red Bluff

Sacramento )

via Livermore
f-via Benicia,...

J via Benicia . . .

.

.^Sacramento River Steamers.

.

..San Jose

and Colfax il

. .Tehama and Willows.

.

..Vallejo

.(ISundays only).

. Virginia City.

.Woodland....

•2:40 P.M
*10:10a.m
•12:40 r.M.

7:40 P.M.

11:10 A.M.
'''10:10 A.M.

7:40 P.M.

2:40 P.M.

7:10 A.M.
5:40 P.M.

•12:40 P.M.
5:40 P.M.

11.10 a.m.

2:40 P.M.

5:40 p.m.
*8:40 A.M.
2:40 P.M.

•12:40 p.m.
5:40 P.M.

5:40 P.M.
3:40 P.M.
9:40 A.M.

"8:40 A.M.
11:10 a.m.
6:10 A.M.
5:40 P.M.
6:40 P.M.

7:40 P.M.
11:10 a.m.

•6:00 A.M.

3:40 P.M.

9:40 A.M.
*7:40 P.M.
7:40 P.M.
2:40 P.M.

•10:10 A.M.

111:10 A.M.
•12:40 P.M.

11:10 A.M.
•7:40 P.M.

11:10 A.M.

Train leaving San Francisco at 8 :00 A.M. should meet
Pacific Express from " Ogden " at Port Costa; and that
leaving at 9:30 A.M. should meet Paoific Express from
" El PaBo" at Antioch.

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland Pier.

From "SAN FBAJfCISCO," Dally.

To EAST OAKLAND—*6.00, *6:30, 7:30, 8:30,

10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30, 5:30

7:00, 8:00, 9:30, 11:00, »12:00.

To ALAMEDA—»6:00, -t6:30, 7:00, »t7:30, 8:00,
'

9:00, «t9:30, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 1:00, 2:00, 3:00, <

4:00, *t4:30, 5:00, '!t5:30, 6:00, "+6:30, 7:00, *8:00

11:00, »12:00.

To BERKELEY— ''6:00, *6:30, 7:00, "7:30, 8:00,

9:00, 19:30, 10:00, 110:30, 11:00, tll:30, 12:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00

9:30, *12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—*6:00, «6:30, 7:00, "7:30,

'8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, "4:30,

•5:30, 6:00. "6:30, 7:00.

18:30,

t3:30,

"8:30,

1:00,

, 8:00,

18:00
5:00,

To "SAN FRANCISCO." Pally.

From BROADWAY. Oakiaxd-*5:32, *6:02, 6:32,7:02,

7-3-2, 8:02,8:32, 9:02,9:32, 10:02,10:32,11:02, 11:32,12:02,

12:32, 1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32, 5:02,

5:32, 6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

From EAST OAKLAND-*5:21, *5:51, 6:21, 6:51, 7:51,

8:5l, 9:51, 10:51, 11:51, 12:51, 1:51, 2:51, 3:51, 4:51,

5:51, 6:51, 7:51, 9:21, 10:51.

From ALAMEDA— *5:15, '5:45, 6:)5, 7:10, "+7:35, 8:10,

"+8:35, 9:10, "t9:35, 10:10, "+10:35, 11:10, 12:10, 1.10,

2:10, 3:10, 4:10, "+4:35, 5:10, "+5:35, 6:10, "+6:35, 7:15,

"+7:35, 9:15, 10:45.

From BERKELEY— »5:46, *6:]5, 6:45, "7:15,7:45, »8:15,

8:45, $9:16, 9:45, J10:15, 10:45, 111:15, 11:45, 12:45,

1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:15, 4:45, 5:15, 5:45, 6:15, 6:45, 7:45,

9:15, *10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY — *5:45, *6:15, 6:45, »7:15,

7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, «5:15, 5:45,

•6:15, 6:45, '7:15.

CreeK Route.
From SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15, 9:16, 11:15, 1:15, 3:15,

5:15.

From OAKLAND—»6:15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

All trains run daily, except when Btar (*) denotes Sun-
days excepted.

fTrains marked thus (+) run via East Oakland.
(t)Sundays only.

" Standard Time " furnished by Randolph & Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. GOODMAN, Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agt.

A. N. Towne, General Manager.

COAL OIL STOVES.
All Sizes for Cooking or Parlor use

Send for Circular and Prices.

WFFSTER <fc CO.,
17 New Montgomery St., S. F.

I.

y

Great

Aoute-
»\.U»GT0*r,

EASTWARD
Is the Old Favorite and

i?ro:ive

Omaha, Kansas City, Atchison and St. Joseph

For CHICAGO,
ST. LOUIS,

MILWAUKEE,
Detroit, Niagara Falls,

NEW YORK, BOSTON!
And All Pomfs East and South-East.

THE LINE COMPRISES
Nearly 4,000 miles. Solid Smooth Steel Track. All

connections are made in UNION DEPOTS. H baa
a National Reputation as being THIi! GREAT
THROUGH CAR LINE, and in universally conceded
to be THE FINEST EQUIPPED Railroad in the
World for all classes of travel.
Try it, and you will find traveling a luxury instead

of a discomfort.
Through Tickets via this Celebrated Line for sale

at all offices in the West.
All information about Rntes of Fare, Sleeping Car

Accommodations, Time Tables, &c, will be cheer-
fully given by applying to

f. 1. POTTER, PERCEVai. LOWELL,
Gen'l Manager, Gen'l 1-assenger Agt.,

Chicago, Ills. Chicago, Ills.

T. D. MCKAY, Gen, Agt., Occidental Hotel, San Francisco.

G> RAILROAD.-(p :

BROAD OAU44E.
-WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Sunday, October 22, 1882,
And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave
from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Town send st., between 3d and 4th streets), as follows:

t 6:50 A.M.

8:30 A M
10:40 A.M,

-' 3:30p.M.
4:30 p.m.

6:30 p.m.

DESTINATION.

.San Mateo, Redwood,.

....and Menlo Park....

8:30 a.m.I (
10:40a.m. I .. Santa Clara, San Jose and.

" p.M.H ..Principal Way Stations.

.

..ni. i ,

10:40 a.m.] j .Gilroy, Pajaro, Castroville.
' 3:30 P.M. I | and Monterey

6:40 A.M.
9:05 a.m.

*10:02 A.M.

3:37 P.M.

t 5:04 p.m.

6:02 p.m.

9:05 A.M.
'10:02 a.m.
3:37 P.M.

6:02 P.M.

'10:02 A.M.
6:02 P.M.

10:40 A, «.|{. . Hollister and Tres Pinos

.

10:40 A.m. I j , Watsonville, Aptos, Soquel
» 3:30 p.m.

I
( . and Santa Cruz.

.

10:40 A,
•HI:

Salinas, Soledad and Way..
Stations'.

Sundays excepted. tSundaysonly. (Sportsmen'sTrain.)

Stage connections are made with the 10:40 a.m.

Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo, which
conuect with 8:30 A. m. Train. EXCURSION TICKETS
so]d on Saturdays and Sunday mornings—good to

return Monday: To Santa Clara or San Joae, $2 50; to

Monterey or Santa Cruz, $5 00; also to principal points
between'San Francisco and San Jose.

Ticket Offices—Passenger Depot, Townsend street,

and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

%W S. P. Atlantic Express Train via Los Angeles,
Yuma, etc., leaves San Francisco daily via Oakland
Ferry, foot of Market street, at 9:30 a.m. [Oct. 28.
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"The World/' the Flesh, and the Devil.
. Br » Truthful Penman. 1

A sad donatio affliction baa recently overtaken a New Zealan i

h.'M, swing t-< the overweening confidence of its master in his abi

r himself." Thi« xt-ntlernan. so we are tuld, VM mffotiog I

violent headache, and, ** throwing phytic BO tin* doO.** sought hi- OWD
It proved OTontnally worse than thodi ifrhthe Boffonr

(

iTeren, pretends to be delighted with at A
gum-tree flourished at the bottom of hi- paddock, end, arguing that if it

would ilUpel a miasma it night posribly cure a headache, be made a pool*
rom leaves and applied it to hb head. After fmlrmfl bia bead in

the mash for some time, he was as well as ever, but at the expense of a
strange metamorphosis. His hair had changed in color and was now a

blueish green. Soap is useless: the Colonial Truer!tts are nonplused, not
being acciist< 'im-d t<> deal in fast colors. His wife and relations were in

despair. But as the wind is tempered to the shorn lamb, so he consoles
himself with the reflection that such {esthetic colors will at least entitle

him to take a high rank among Mr. Oscar Wilde's disciples.^—It ia to be
hoped that no theatrical astrologer will augur evil from the conjunction of

three such bright and particular stars as Mdmes. Nilsaon, Patti and Lang-
tor, who have all appeared at New York. If we may judge from the re-

ceipts, Mdme. Patti is the most popular of the trio aud Mrs. Langtry the
least. The lurmer drew a house valued in the rough American fashion at

£".1,000. Mdme. Xilsson's house was worth £1,320, while Mrs. Langtry 's

was only estimated at £439. Mrs. Langtry's engagement, however, con-

tinues to be signally successful. Her four weeks' performances at Booth's
Theatre—by no means the largest in New York—have realized £12,360,

without reckoning premiums paid to speculators in tickets. The odd
thing is that this unprecedented harvest of dollars has been reaped under
a constant drizzle of adverse criticism. According to the American news-
papers, no one has played worse or drawn better than Mrs. Langtry.—

—

Messrs. Cross, Benson and Co. remark in their new circular that the
past mouth is likely to be remembered as a period of the greatest activity

ever known in American stocks. The sweeping Democratic victories, and
the consequent possibility of a change of administration at the next
Presidential election, gives a blow to a market already unsettled by the
difficulties of some of the new railroads, and the reports of the depression
in the iron trade, coupled with a war of rates among the Northwestern
railroads, greatly aggravated the situation. As an example of the scale

on which business has been done during the past ten days, it may perhaps
be worth remembering that on the 23d ult. a million shares of stock—

a

nominal value of £20,000,000—were sold on the New York Stock Ex-
change, the largest dealings hitherto known in a single day, and as the
coatom there is to deliver each day the stock sold on the previous day
(instead of bi-monthly settlements as in London), an exceedingly feverish

condition of the money market has been produced. The nigh license
law which went into operaiion in Nebraska last year is said to work ad-

mirably. Under it Baloon-keepers get certificates of personal respecta-

bility signed by thirty freeholders, give $5,000 bonds, and pay $1,000 a
year in large and §500 in small towns ; and the result is that the

number of saloons is greatly diminished, and the law carefully ob-

served. In Omaha the income from licenses is at the rate of $90,000
a year—twice as much as before—while the number of saloons is less

by one-quarter, and all are closed after midnight and upon Sunday^—
An aristocracy for the United States.—A movement has been
started in the United States to establish an aristocracy for that Kepub-
lic The matter was taken in hand by a convention lately held at Balti-

more, which boldly grappled with the difficulties of the situation, and
solved the question so satisfactorily that there will be no difficulty in

deciding who is and who is not an American aristocrat. The aristocracy

is to be banded together under the name of the " Aryan Order of Ameri-
cans." of which General A. P. Stewart, of the University of Mississippi,

has been elected Provost-General. Those only will be entitled to join the
order who belong to one of the following classes : 1. Male descendants
from the Colonial Governors, Generals, and Chief Justices. 2. Male
descendants from the Bigners of the Declaration of Independence. 3.

Male descendants of the Knights of the Order of the Cincinnati (Revolu-
tionary field officers.) 4. Resident European nobility. It is considered
probable that the decision of the Baltimore Convention will not be
a "cepted without violent protests, Mai.y persons in the States conceive
mat they are unfairly excluded from the ranks of the proposed aristoc-

racy. It is, moreover, urged with much force that no aristocracy in these

days can be a success unless provision be made for its being "bloated."

At the moment it must be admitted that the tendency of the Paris

rate, at all events, is likely to be rather in favor than against London, so

long as the French operators continue to buy Egyptian bonds as they did

a few days ago. Whatever the French politicians may tbink about the
exclusive possession of Egypt by England, the Bourse speculators are to

all a p trance pleased, for they have been almost the sola buyers of

Egj ptiaii bonds, and as the buying tends to spread to all otuer interna-

tional securities, the French market is likely to get into our debt. Should
this state of things continue there will really be nothing to justify dear
money or a continuance of a high nominal rate at the Bank of England.
Both President Arthur's utterances and the report of the Tariff Com-
mission, recommending reductions in the customs duties, will be wel-

comed in this country (England) with a certain pleasant surprise.

Everybody presumed that the President was wedded body and soul to

the party of monopoly, and common rumor always had it that the Tariff

Commission was a Protectionist's device, a mere device for amusing the

people and blocking the way of reform. It has turned out otherwise, and
the President and Commission alike figure as moderate tariff reformers.

iggwtl the reflection that the late elections have probably
inn "f the Republican partly ; bul

caum-o ' "f front what they may, ii is trident tariff reform
raised pari of Repnbltoaa party policy.— l ntil the detailed recommendation! «i the Commtadon reach at,

says the PaU Mall Budget, it is impossible to m> whether they are hap-
hazard or what their Influoi Any reduction of

dutir* moat do good, and en avei i eroant should effect

mob ohangei to the course of American businese to make the adoption of

free trade at do distant day inei itable. That la, Indeed, the end for the
tariff reformers to aim at. There [a still too much talk about " proteol

log nati
i

l
; and mouthings of that kind, which it ought to be the

task of men of all parties to put an end to, No customs or other fleoal

duties can "protect" labor in any sense. Their mission ia to orlpple
labor, and where they are excessive and inducriminattng, as in the States.
to rob it. Perhaps the approaching severe struggle between capital
and lahor in the States will do much to drive that truth home, and
to make the American people demand complete freedom of trade—
Tbe state of their revenue indicates that they oan concede this demand
better than any other country in the world. According to the report pre-
sented by the Secretary to the Treasury, the surplus revenue of the year
ended the 30th ot .Tune last was £24,000,000, and that, too, after large
sums had been, as they always are, positively wasted in pensions and in

numerous extravagances. Tbe States, in fact, have far more money than
they know what to do with. Their exceeding riches is a daily embarrass-
ment to them, and a standing danger to the commerce of the country.
Nothing can be done with this huge surplus, except to pay off debt ; but
that also has been done with a rapidity which threatens to bring on a
currency crisis unless it can be stopped. The note circulation of the Na-
tional Bank is secured upon a deposit of Government bonds in the Gov-
ernment Treasury; but there will soon be no bonds to deposit if the debt

Sayment goes on as it is doing. In point of fact, the reduction of the
ebt is itself becoming a mischief. It is like throwing the ballast out of

a ship, in the belief that the weather will always be calm. The States, by
reducing the pension frauds to the extent of some £8,000,000 or £10,000,-

000 a year, and by devoting only £3,000,000, instead of £30,000,000, to
the payment of debt, might abolish every Customs duty on its list, do
away with a large army of officials, and draw to themselves an incalcula-
ble amount of the international commerce of the world. Something very
like this they will one of these days have to do.

Remarkable for overcoming diseases caused by impure water, decay-
ing vegetation, etc., is Brown's Iron Bitters.

ENTERPRISE Mitt AND BUILDING CO.,
Sawing. Planing- and Manufacturing:—Doors, Sashes, Blinds and

Mouldings—Turning-, Scroll and Jig Sawing—Counters.
Bar and Store Fixtures.

Finishing Work for Buildings on Hand and Made to Order.

217 to 225 Spear St., aud 218 to 226 Stewart St., S. F.
The largest and oldest established mill on the Pacific Coast.

D. A. Macdonalu, Pres't, R. S. Falconek, Sec'y. W. N. Miller, Supt

[March 25.]

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Refinery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid fur Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphureta. Manufac-
turers of BL'TESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the hest facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in their
various forme.
June 18. PKENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

360 FOT7XTJI STREET, S4JV FXAJfCISCO.
[July 15.]

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,

NO. 922 POST STREET.
Day and Boarding School for Young' Ladies and Children.

KINDERGARTEN. Next term Mill commence January 4th, 1888.

[Dec. 16.] MADAME U. ZEITSKA, A. M. , Principal.

PROF. JOS. J0SSET,
Graduate of tbe University of Paris; Ex. Professor of De

la Mennais' Normal, France; late of Point Loma Seminary, San Diego. Pri-

vate Lessons in the French Language. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 p.m. Private Lessoua given at the res-

idence of the pupil. Dec. 6.

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.
Attendance, dally, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by the under-

signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, and to furnish all information
relating to the Society. J. P- McCURRIE, Secretary,

Oct. 23. Room 4, No. 531 California st.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Gold Medal, Parts, 1878.

Sold by all Stationers. Sole Agent for tbe United States:
MR. HENRY HOE, 91 John street, N. Y. Jan. 6.

A. WALDSTEIN
Lithographer and Ziucogrrapher, No. 82© Sansome street,

Room 48, Second Floor. Aug. 19.

4£f^£v a week in your own town. Terms and $5 outfit free.

tJpUO B B E, iJALLETT A Co., Portland, Maine.
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CRADLE, ALTAR AND TOMB.
CRADLE.

Bethell—In this city, Dec. 29, to the wife of G. Bethel), twins sons.

Besnett—In this city, Dec. 3t, to the wife of WiPiam H. Bennett, a son.

Brandt—In this city, Dec. 31, to the wife of Fred Brandt, a son.

Benson—In this city. Dec. 27, to the wife of 15. Benson, a daughter.

Cohn—In this city, Dec. 29, to the wife of Marx Conn, a son.

Daly—In this city, Jan. 1, to the wife of John B Daiy, a son.

Englauder—In this city, Jan. 2, to the wife of F. E. En^lander, a son.

Grimm—In this city, Jan. 1, to the wife of H. Grimm, a son.

Jackbon—In this city, Dec. 29, t<> the wife of Marcus A, Jackson, a son.

Jewell—In this city, Jan 1, to the wife of R. C. Jewell, a son.
Meagber—In this city, Dec. 30, to the wife of A. J. l'eagher, a daughter.

Steinwat—In this citj, Dec. 18, to the wife "f Edward Steinway, a son.

Woiting—In this city, Dec. 27, to the wife of CJ. H. Whiting, a son.

Bcrton-Payse—Jan. 1, Henry Burton to Annie E. Payne, both of this city.

Blaci;man-Sadler -Dec. 31, Cash Blackman to Annie Sadler, hol-h of this city.

Bonestell-Ferrer—Dec. 27, Chesley A. Bonestell to Jovita A. Ferrer

Oolman-Heyman — Dec. 31, Julius Colman to Mary Heyman, both of this city.

Crane-Evey— Dec. 31, Frank L. Crane to Laura A Evey, both of this citj*.

Johnson-Barnard—Jan. 2, E. A. Johnson to Lillie Barnard, both of this city.

Mixer-Wyman—Dec. 31, George H. Mixer to Mrs. Nellie.A. Wyman.
Noryel-Gibson—Dec. 26, Charles H. Norvel to Matilda Gihson.

Swain-Hall - Dec 31, Edward Robinson Swain to Annie Hall.

Vincbnt-Banks—Jan. 1, Frank O. Tincent to Lizzie M. BaDks, both of this city.

Webster-Newsom—Dec. 31, Walter B. Webster to Mary E. Newsom, both of this city.

TOMB.
Erzgraber—Dec. 29, Robert Erzgraher, a native of Germany, aged 34 years.

Glair—Dec. 29, Thomas H. Glair, a native of England, aged 51 years.

Hl'ST—Dec. 31, Coranna Almauza Huut, aged 30 years, 4 months and 18 days.

Halb—Dec. 30, Hubbard A. Hale, aged 48 years 6 months and ti days,

Hansek -Dec. 31, Louise Johanne Hansen, a native of Germany, aged 4S yrs., 10 m s

Leszinsky—Dec. 31, Mrs. Sarah Le zinsky, acred 70 years and 2 days.

McCarty—Dec. 30, Redmond McCarty, a native of Ireland, aged 7li years.

McCredie—Jan. 2, Samuel McCredie, aged 51 years, 11 months and 2i days.

McKown—Dec. 27, J. O. McKown, a native of Kent 'cky, aged 42 years.

Newman—Dec. 29, Addie M. Newman, aged 37 years, 5 months and 26 days.

O'Bbisn—Dec. 29, May Winn O'Brien, a native of Illinois, aged 21 years and 23 days.

Pibrce—Dec. 31, Miss Juliet Pierce, a native of Vermont.
Peterson—Jan. 2, John Frederick Peterson, aged 35 years, 5 months and 7 days.

Postlk— Dec 3 i, Henry Howard Postle, a native of England, aged 42 years.

Walker—Jan. 2, Sarah Walker, a native of England, aged 62 years and 9 months,

PUBLIC EDUCATION.
Whilst tbe address of Professor Welcker on Public Education was

one of ability and interest, it seems tn us that it fails to grasp the

importance of two of tbe most glaring deficiencies of the present

system. He admits, indeed, that health is the first requisite of

edueatiou, but propounds some sirange fallacies. He says, for ex-

ample, that it is probable that teu times as many deaths result from
draughts as from impure air. Considering that impure air is far more
common, both in schools and bedrooms, this statement is probably
quite erroneous. He states, also, that the instincts of nature will,

when time and opportunity are afforded, generally carry on the develop-

ment of tbe physical man. But where is the time and opportunity?
With the exception of a short hour for the mid-day meal, the scholars are

kept in school from nine to three and then sent home with lessons to pre-

pare which occupy the evening. There are no playgrounds, no gymna-
siums connected with the schools, and any moral training inculcated in

the building is lost in the associations of the streets. The Professor

claims that the schools of California are such as to iuspire a well founded
pride so far as mental training is concerned, but he acknowledges that in-

tellectual cultivation does not necessarily result in honesty, which is the

great want of the present time. The demand for honesty must be met,

but he seems again to be errose in expecting that honesty may be taught
by preaching. The fact is that knowledge is the chief incentive to dis-

honesty. First, by degrading the idea of physical labor, and, secondly,

by creating the desire to subsist on smartness in lieu of industry.

The fact is that Professors of Education seem to forget that industry is

the teacher and associate of honesty, and that the two cannot be sep-

arated in any public system of education without danger. The Professor

eays, indeed, that the young should be taught to give a proper portion of

their time to labor, but with a good object and under the incitement of a
high motive such as the assistance of parents, and where there is no need
of that, then of the hired servants or needy neighhors. But this is

merely putting the question in a false light. If labor is the lot of man-
kind it ought not to be left to the incitement of a high motive—but be
made a fundamental principle of education. Every man ought to be
made industrious as a matter of principle, and that system of education
is a monstrous delusion if it fails to make them so. Industry is a ques-

tion which cannot be left to the caprices of friends and relations any
more than writing or arithmetic. Industry is the foundation of honesty,
as it is of all property, and in these days there is a lamentable de-

cline in public honesty, because intellectual cultivation has been
largely substituted for patient and necessary industry. Our grand-
fathers lived in a time when the necessities of labor were much
greater than tbey are now. There were no factories, no m-i^hinery.
Every man and woman in those dayt were taught in their child-

hood to knit and weave. Bpiu and sew. These accomplishments
have been, to a large extent, displaced without tbe introduction of a fitting

substitute. Continuous intellectual labor is a physical impossibility with
the majority of children, and is injurious whenever it is practiced. Tbe
young need lessons in patience, perseverance and physical industry, which
cannot be acquired either from books or preaching, and are certainly not
given effectually in the public schools. The introduction of physical labor
into the system of public education, wherever it has been adopted, has
proved a complete success. When half the school-time has been devoted
to industrious pursuits, the intellectual education has uniformly improved.
Half-timers beat the whole-timers in all subjects of study, therefore, we
venture to assert that the great want in the public system of education is

the introduction of some physical employment which will relieve the
intellectual capacities of the young from the strain which now oppresses
them, and make industry a necessary prelude to intellectual success.

Nor Bhould the labor introduced be altogether useless. If tbe high

incentive of working for others at home be good, why should it

be discarded from the system of public education ? Why should works of

industry and charity be left to adults? We cannot conceive a greater
improvement in our school system than the systematic cultivation of phys-
ical labor for tbe interest of others.

Professor Welcker will deserve well if he should succeed in teaching
honesty more thoroughly; but let him believe that the only means of

doing so is by a complete industrial reform.

HOW THEY RECEIVED.
Dear News Letter : I don't think I can begin the new year better

than by dropping a screed to you, giving you an item or two as to how
the day was spent among tbe lovely fair ones who adorn society in 'Frisco.

J. and I had made a sort of compact to make our round of calls together,

having pretty much the same set of acquaintances, but I bad some diffi-

culty in keeping him up to his engagement, the dismal rain (how even a
poet can call it beautiful beats me) necessitating a carriage, and he dreads
expense. However, I made matter* easy on that score, for I'd rather be
out a few dollars than not to have J. along ; be is so domesticated, if I
can so express it, at some of the Nob Hill houses, it makes a fellow feel

good to hear the ladies say: " Dear me, Mr. J., so glad to see you, do
tell us all the news,'' etc. ; and then when he is surrounded by the matrons
who all crowd round to hear tbe news, I slip off quietly with the girls,

and we have our own fun on the sly. We agreed not to begin too early.

The ladies don't like to be hurried in making themselves look " too too,"

and a man likes to have his morning smoke and etceteras before starting.

So it was near noon when I called for J., (having made as excruciating a
toilette as I knew how), and he with his innocent, guileless ways, made a
good foil.

After a little discussion as to which was the correct end of town to

commence our list we decided on Taylor street, as J. said Mrs. T. had no
end of good things spread in her hospitable dining room. We found a
perfect bevy of dames and demoiselles assembled in her long drawing
room to meet us. Mrs. T., her daughters, M. and L.. her sister, Mrs.
H., with her daughters, R. and L., and daughter-in-law, the B. family
and talkative Mrs. S. Marriage does not seem to have made, her lose her
spirits, and she kept tbe others in incpssant laughter. The B, girls were
enthused over the snow, never having seen the like before, and Mrs. L.
H., who has just returned from atrip East, listened to their raptures with
great amusement. Whata very pretty woman Bbe is ! And little Mrs. W\,
too, we found quite charming. Having done ample j ustice to the good cheer
provided, we reluctlantly left so many appetizing morsels in every way
and drove to the H. mansion, where again our senses were regaled with
beauty animate and artificial. The black-browed bride looked none the
worse for the fatigues of the brilliant ball. Pretty Miss Mary M. was
the most attractive of the assistants, to my eye, at least.

The next house that claimed our attention was the G-'s. Here daylight
was shut out, and gas lent a softening influence to mellow the touches of

numerous New Year's Day's. The family connection " received

"

here, and the eeg-nog, which is so notable a feature of their receptions,

was eagerly patronized. J. told me there was a story extant ahont the
too seductive allurements of Miss C. G., and the same pnnch-bowl, exer-

cised to the detriment of some weak-headed young Army official. And
here let me do a little bit of moralizing. How little ladies think, when
pressing men to imbibe on New Year's Day, that they may be sowing
seeds of fatal growth. From the G'a we called on the .\IcMV. Jupiter !

What a phalanx of loveliness, dress and diamonds, bright eyes and bright
wits. Mrs. McL. was simply gorgeous in her toilet. Henry Redington
was describing it so accurately to some girls I'd advise some society pa-

per to offer him a big salary to "' do " the dress items. He can do it, you
bet, gussets, tucks and all. Mrs. General K. was tbe center of mi admir-
ing group, her amiable manners and genial hospitality making h°r a Gen-

eral favorite. Mrs. and Miss M., Miss Carrie M., Miss Maud F., Miss
Ada J. and pretty Miss Nellie T., made a perfect garden of girls. Here,
too, the gas was lighted, and the scene so pleasing it made a fellow loathe
to leave such delightful surroundings for the cold, damp air outside. But
" duty before pleasure " 1s a good maxim to follow on such occasions, so,

bravely making our adieux, with the promise to return in the evening, we
hied ourselves to Van Ness Avenue, where we, in rapid succession, made
our devoir to the agreeable T. family, who had Mrs. Maggie T. and B.
with them; also Mrs. F., who is one of the most entertaining ladies it is

iny good fortune to know. The W's, H's, where old Mrs. R. from Sacra-
mento put in an appearance, and then back to Stockton street, to Mrs.
B's, where we found the P. girls—Miss A.. Miss L , Miss B. and Miss
W.—all looking somewhat subdued, while B.. of B. & G., was trying to

mash the crowd. Leaving him still engaged in that pleasing (to him) oc-

cupation, we hurried off to the Palace Hotel, where we saw Mrs. R., who
had Miss H. and Miss D. with her, and Mrs. W., who was "assisted" by
Mrs. R. and Mrs. F. Mrs. S., who was a pleasure to look at, so exquisite

in design and fit was her dress—as when is it not?—was flanked by her
daughter and Miss P. Of course, we called at many other places, but
these were our principal calls; at least so J. said, and he is always a safe

one to quote in all matters pertaining to society.

The J's, for instance, on Pine street, had a charming set of ladies and
most delicious refreshments. One would think practicing the banjo
would roughen those little fingers, but it don't seem to. We wound up
the evening at the McM's—at least I did. J. went to the T's, on Taylor
street. Well, it is impossible to go on after this ; all I can remember is

sweet voices and bright eyes, good music, another glass of wine, Happy
New Year and good-night, which I think I can do no better than repeat
to you and sign myself as ever your friend, Occasional.

The Gran Concierto of the Sociedad Espafiola, at Piatt's Hall last

Saturday, was a most enjoyable affair. The Society, which is one of
mutual benefit, must have reaped substantial aid from tbe entertainment,
under the able conduct of Seilor Santiago Arrillaga, and the pleasant ball

which followed.

Do not freeze to death when you know that C. R. Allen has on hand
all kinds of Coal at reasonable prices. His place of business is at 120
Beale Street.

Diamond Dyes will color anything any color, and never fails,

easiest and best way to economize. 10 cents, at all druggists.
The
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WAira
W*tt« which singly are as light as air. bat which together make

a momentous whole.

The holidays si* o^r. »n«i now we -rule dowo l" srarib Tt
srnor i* 'he **mp d»y the l.-uuU-
ture tnr«-t«. »n«1 the >> -^—Tin*re i« m
the »ir a» t<> th* appointment 'f >lepnti«a. Many of thast being

6 new men are otterly incompetent, ami will have t<> I* pot not
iter * trill fliiTniTlfiT elect Stoosman hiu» broken away from thi city

mil will not return until after :

r*t*«l.^— Hi* tir»t me*»a^f i* bothering htm .* good deal. Hi- will Baa
but few recommendation*, ami will follow the policy foreshadowed in the
platform adopted at B —The Sunday law will Ih» n*|>eftle<l. al-

though it matter* little whether it h or not, as it remains a ile.vl IsUor on
the statute h- — I ris will not be as much as alhnleil to, yet the
bosses are preparing to make it a live issue durii ^^—<M-neral

Williams, Parke* and Rose will be on hand t" see In that little miitt'-r.

The decision of the Supreme Court troubles them. They have, neverthe-
less, taken Winter quarters at the Capital, and have soUsted the M
of the boassi of both parties.^—The State, as a whole, will not consent to

be taxed for the benefit of a few.^—There is to be legislation to worry sll

sorts of interest*.^—The pilots are to, be remodeled, the Port Wardens
•. the Harbor Commissioners are to be legislated out, and all State

appointments are to be made nearly coteruiinus with the period of office,

of the administration. —'The Prison Commissioners are to be put out for

cause. The cause is to be found in their having appropriated to their own
usee large sums, which the Supreme Court has decided they must pay
back a^ain into the Treasury.—Ex Senator Enn.s has the inside track
for Registrar of voters, and it is useless for the other candidates to fight

against the inevitable.-—There will be a clean sweep, which will be

brought alwiiit by a general law changing the teuure of office.

Hereafter all officers are to go out six weeks after the new Gov-
ernor comes in.^—Thus every State government is to be made re-

sponsible for its own administration. That is all right.—— It is

anomalous and absurd that the appointees of one administration should
hold over for two-thirds of the reign of the incoming une.—The Bank
Commissioners, Insurance Commissioner and others are to go, Stone-
mau is to have the opportunity to bring every part of the State
machinery into accord with his administration. It will take a good deal

of cunning legislation to accomplish all that, and at the same time keep
clear of the Supreme Court decisions.^^There will be attempts at " spe-

cial " legislation for San Francisco, and it is said that the decision in re-

gard to the Hartson Act opens the door for that kind of thing.^— If laws
may be made applicable only to cities of over a hundred thousand
inhabitants, it is very certain that San Francisco can be reached in that
way.——This view has led to the preparation of a number of "cinch''
bills hy the lawyers who are advising the bosses.^^Some hot bills are
in store for the foreign Insurance Companies. It is the same old game
over again.-^—The bosses say that the new City Charter will not be rati-

fied by the people, and they are preparing special legislation in view of

that contingency.^—Spring Valley may be expected to be " forninst" the
new Charter.^—So will all the bosses be.——All the active elements will

be against it, and the people on the other side will not bother themselves,

and hence it will be defeated. Johnston, of Napa, and La Rue, of

Sacramento, are the prominent candidates for Speaker.—'Smith, of

Sacramento, is a candidate for Secretary of the Seriate. A capable and
obliging man. The press representatives favor him. -—Buckley claims
to own the new Supervisors, and says his men will be appointed to the

House of Correction and the Industrial School—a curious quarter to draw
moral reformers from.^^There is talk as to how State Prison affairs

may be reformed. The Governor, under the Constitution, can only re-

move Directors " for cause." It is said that cause will be found in their

having drawn fees illegally, and in some cases dishonestly. A majority
of the Directors can remove the Warden.^^Morelaud says he has the

Governor's Message ready for bis approval, and Harry Dam has prepared
the list of guests who are to be invited to Gubernatorial festivities.—
Dick Sintou is pursuing a still hunt for Registrar of Voters.—People
are wondering at the bad taste of Superior Judges in clutching office a
week before their time. As there was a doubt about the question, they
ought to have resolved it against themselves.—All the newspaper men
want to be correspondents for the dailies. What's in it. Flynn and
Ward go for the Examiner, Squires for the Chronicle, Morrison for the

CaZfand Burke for the iM/e(£n.^—Buckley, Murphy, Higgins, Gannon,
Chute, Brady, Manix and all the bosses have taken quarters at the capi-

tal. What's in the wind ?«^—There is to be legislation at the next session

in regard to the University. Party complexion is to be destroyed and
the Regency equally balanced. Nepotism is to reign with the incoming
of several of the new office holders. They propose to appoint their blood
relatives on the principle that blood is thicker than water.^—Boss Buck-
ley, now that he has become a capitalist, wants to support Counsellor
Clarke as money lender extraordinary to all city officials. The interest

iB large and city warrants are good security.

FRED GEBHARD ON THE i'URP,

The "Hour" says " that few men have risen to prominence on the

I turf more rapidly than the young man whose name is sixth on the list of

J

winning owners, and who continues to pose as the ridiculous hero of the

j
Langtry scandal. Possessed of ample means and some intelligent love for

sport, he associated himself a year ago with Mr. Arthur Hunter, the

gentleman rider, and formed the Pelham stable, which raced with con-

siderable success last year. The star performer of the establishment waa
the three-year-old eolt Eole, by Eolus, out of War Song, by War Dance.

At the end of the season Mr. Gebhard purchased Mr. Hunter's interest

in the horse, and this year he sported his own colors tor the first time,

and so successfully that he winds up the year with $17,230 on the right

side of the ledger. All this money was won by Eole." The colt started

altogether in fourteen races, of which he won seven, getting second place

in five, and third in two, thus finishing in the first flight each time. Mr.
Gebhard seems to win most things that he goes for.

The London price of Quicksilver has declined in London to £5 10b.

per bottle.

Stelnway & Son*,

)

Kranich .C llarh. I PIANOS.
,llf\N| 4- Mil I It,

j 0. ROENI9CH

OCEANIC Tuesday, January SO

POPTH Saturdav, February 10

iii Tuesday, March 6

i .1
i I

.i
l Saturday, March 17

M. GRAY, 117 Post Street,
(No. • Ban FrancUco.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,
1'«*r Jttimii tin« i China, leave arlinrt, comer FlMl ami Uran-

ium treeW, at Br.n., (or Yokohama a\|i UONUKONO, oonneotun at

Yokohama with Btoamem f"r Shanghai.

1898.
BELOIC Thursday, Deoembei '

IHHS.
ARABIC Thursday, January 18

Ejwmu
I o fokohama and B

I duced Rates,
i Plana on exhibition and Passage Tickots on nloatO. P.R.R.Co.s

General Offices, Koum 74, cor. Fourth and Towiucud sis.

For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. kick, Freight Agent, at the Pacific MailSteam-
ihlp Oompany'fl Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.

V. U. GOODMAN, General Passenger Agent.
LKLAND STANFO RD. President. Oct. 14.

CALIFORNIA AND MEXICAN S. S. LINE.

For Euaeiiaila, Nag<lalena Bay, t'ape St. i.m-us, Mazatlan,
La 1'az and Qaaymas. -The S. 8. MEXICO (Thus. Huntington, Master) will leave

f.ir the above ports on SATURDAY, January 6th, 1883. at 12 o'clock m., from
Washington-street Wharf. Through Bills of Lading will ho furnished and none others
signed. Freight will be received on Tuesday, January 2d. No Freight received after
Friday, Jan'iary 5th, at 12 o'clock m., and Rills of" Lading must be accompanied
by Custom House and Consular Clearances, tor freight or passage, apply to

J. BEKMINGHAM, Agent,
fJan. j No. lOMarket street.

ANNUAL MEETING.
Consolidated Vlr^riuia Mining Coin |»any.—The Regular An-
j Dual Meeting of the Stockholders of the CONSOLIDATED VIRGINIA MIN-

IMA t OMPANY will be held at the officeof the company, Room 26, Nevada Block,
809 Montgomery street, San Francisco. Cal , on THURSDAY, the Uth day of Janu-
ary, 1863, at the hour of 1 o'eloe ; v. m., for the election of a Boird of Trustees to
serve duiing the ensuing year, and the transaction of such other business as may
come before the meeting. Transfer books will close on Saturday, the 0th day of Jan-
uary, lbs3, at 12 o clock noon, an l remain closed until alter the meetiug.

A. W. HAVENS, Secretary
San Francisco, December 20, U82, Dec. 30.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
The California Saving.* mitl Loan Society, corner Powell

and Eddy streets.—Foe the half-year ending December 31,1882,11)6 Board of
Directors of the CALIFORNIA SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY has declared a
dividend on term deposits at the rate of four and thirty-two one-hundredths(4 32-100)
per cent, per annum, and on ordinary deposits at the rate of three and six-tenths
(3 0-10) per cent, per annum, free from Federal taxes, mid payable on and after the
2d day of January, 1883. By order.

Dec. 30. VERNON CAMPBELL, Secretary.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Bulwer Consolidated

Francisco, December 20, 1882.—At a meeting
ahuve-named Company, held this day, Dividend
share, was declared, payable on FRIDAY, January
on Tuesday, January 2, 18S3, at 3 o'clock p. M.

'

Fanners' Loan and Trust Company, in New York
at the office in this city uii all stock issued here.

Office -Room 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgon
fornia.

Hiiiin- Company, San
of the Board of Directors of the
No. 14, of Five Cents (5c.) per
12, 1883. Transfer books close

This dividend is payable at the
on all stock issued there, and

WM. WILLIS, Secretary.
ery street, San Fraucisco, Cali-

Dec. 30.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Standard Con. Mining Company, Kan Fran-

cisco, January 2, 1883. —At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the
above-named Company, held this day, Dividend Mo. 50, of Twenty-five Cents (25c.)

per share, was declared, payable on FRIDAY, JANUARY TWELFTH, 1883, at
the office in this city, or at the Farmers' Loan and Trust Company, in New York.

WM. WILLIS, Secretary.
Office—Room No. 29, Nevada Block, No. 300 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California. Jau. 6.

ANNUAL MEETING.

CCalifornia Mining Company.—The Annual Meeting of the
J Stockholders of the CALIFORNIA MINING COMPANY will be held at the

office of the compauy. Room 23, Nevada Block, 309 Montgomery street, San Fran-
cisco, Cal., on WEDNESDAY, January seventeenth (17th), lsti3, at 1 o'clock P. m.,

for the election of a Board of Directors to serve or the ensuing year, and for the
transaction of such other business as may properly come before the meeting.
Transfer books will be closed January 15, 1883. C. P. GORDON,

[Dec. 30.] Secretary.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Navajo Mining Compauy, San Francisco, Cal.,

January 3, 1883.— At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the above-
named companj , held this day. Dividend No. 5, of Twenty-five (25) Cents per share,
was declared, payable on FRIDAY, JaaUAKY TWELFTH, ls»3 Transfer books
closed on Saturday, January 6th, 1333. at 12 o'clock si. J. W. REW, Secretary.
Office—Room 15, No. 310 Pine street, San Francisco, Cal. Jan. 6,

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
The German Savings aud Loan Society,—For the half-year

ending December 3lst. 18S2, the Board of Directors of THE GERMAN SAV-
INGS AND LOAN SOCIETY has declared a Dividend on term deposits at the rate of

four and thirty-two one hundredths (4 32-100) per cent, per annum, and on ordi-

nary deposits at the rate of three and Bix-tentbs (3 0-10) per cent, per annum, free

from Federal taxes, aud payable on and after the 2d day of January, 1883. By order.

[Dec. 30.] GEO. LETTE, Secretary.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.

San Francisco savings Union, 532 California street, cor-
ner Webb. For the half-year ending with December 31, 18&2, a dividend has

been declared at the rate of four and thirty-two one-hundredths (4 32-100) per cent,

per annum on term deposits, and three and sixtyone-hundredths(3 (S0-U0) per cent,

per annum on ordinary deposits, free of Federal tax, payable on and after January
17th, 1SS3. [Dec. 30.] LUVELL WHITE, Cashier.
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REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.

Recorded in the City and County of San Francisco, California, for

the "Week ending- December 27, 1882.

Co**-- .ed from the Records oj the Commercial Agency, 401 CediJ'orniaSt.^ti.F.

Tuesday, December 19th.

GRANTOR AND SRANTEB,
J.

DESCRIPTION.

J D Casebolt to Chas Monaon

—

Jas B Chase lo S Heydenfeldt....

S P Savs Union to Jas Simpson..

J C Brown to Wm H D Arcy
Si'.me to W A Samuel
Same to Chas K Graham
WmMooser to Henry Pichoir

Richd McCann to Maurice Conklin

N Harry place, 220 e Laguna, e27:6x
80—Western Addition 188

N Jackson, 60 w Drnmm, w 40x120
Se Page and Gousb, e 165x120, being in

Western Addition 143W Sherman, 273 n 19th, n 24x125
S 18th. 50 e Sherman, e 75x75
Se 18th and Sherman, e 50x75
Sw Poet and Lasuna, w 30x137:6, being
in Western Addition 231

N Duncan, 80 w Sanchez, w 80x114, be-

ing in Harper's Addition 127

$1,534
13,000

25,000
5

1.050
720

12,500

2,500

"Wednesday, December 20th.

Savs & Ln Socy to F V Hubbard.

.

Geo Mearns to E W Burr

JnoMcDermot to Thos I Bergin..
Adele C Furness to Chas F Reed.
Jas M Forrest to Mary McCIosfcey.

JSAlemanyto Geo A Golden

Wm M Seaton to Jas Clancey

ChaB K Graham, Jr to Kate Sharp

Sw Hyde and Greenwich, w 92x40, be-
ing in 50-vara 787

Ne Union and Gough, n 137:6, e 115, se
138, w 107:1 to commencement

Sw Minna and 10th, se 60x120:3
Nw Steiner and O'Farrell, w 68x41:3. .

.

Se Mission, 435 ne Virginia avenue, ne
23:4x100, being in Precita Valley 366.

N St Roses, 110 w Masonic avenue, w
25x100
W Boyce, 154 n Pt Lohos, n 64, w 113:

10, s 54, e 111:7 to commencement,
being in Western Addition 643

Se 18th aud Sherman, s 75x25—Harp-
| er's Addition 196 ..

$2,750

5

7,122

7,000

2,000

475

500

500

Thursday, December 21st.

C B Elliott to Chas Lind

Sava & Ln Socy to Geo W Haight

Henry Heidmann to Henry Burns

Jas M Haven to Wm F Newbold.

.

1st Ave Ld Assn to Mary Hanson

.

JnoWEgan to Le Roy Pratt....
C E Nooges to Edmond Flynn...

M Shaughnessy etal to L Gottig..

N McAllister, 212:6 w Pierce, W 32:6 x
137:6, being in Western Addition 434.

N 16th, 63:8 e Dolores, e 45:6, nw to a
point, w 48:10, se to commencement,
being in Mission Block 37

S corner First and Frederick, se a0x80,
being in 100-vara91

E Fair Oaks, 122 s 21st, s 61x107:6, be-
ing in Mission Block 75

N Tnrk, 133 e First avenue, e 27x112:6,
being in Western Addition 785

N Henry, 152 e Castro, e 52x115
S Post, 90 e Taylor, e 29:3, s 72:5. e 18:3,

s 2:6, w 47:6, n 75 to commencement,
being in 50-vara 994

Nw Bryant, 460 sw Third, sw 22:6x80.
being in 100-vara 83

$3,400

2,150

3,000

1,500

600
1,100

9,500

3,344

Friday, December 22nd.

Jane Hyams to Jeremiah Manning

M Reese to Peter Donahue

A J Morrell to E P Buckley.,

A M Starr to Anna Meade..,
Geo W Meade to same
D R S Stewart to G B Root..

Jos Cone to Jos S Alemany...
JosePoico to Jose de Sta Marina
J de Sta Marina tc W 8 Somerviile
Wm D Walah to Wm Leviston.

S Turk, 130 e Scott, e 27:6x120, being in

Western Addition 433, subject to a
mortgage for $800

N Pine, 77:6 e Montgomery, n 97:5, e 90
s 32:6, c 22, s 65, w 82 to commence-
ment, being in 50-vara 201, 272

Se Jonea and FranciBco, e 137:6 x 137:6,
being in 50-vara 773

Sw Fillmore and Jackson, w 195x3S:8..
Same
W Octavia, 68:9 s California, s 34:4x137:

6, being in Western Addition 197
Same
Lot 50x137:6, Pettit Claim
Same
Lot 1496, Gift Map 2, and lots 397, 867.

1,650

5

13,00 J

Gift

4,800
1,000

1,000
1

Saturday, December 23rd.

Edwd Graham to David Cohn

A E Head to Rob t F Morrow

Thos McCauley to Jane McCanley

J D "Walker to Alex Boyd..

Jno Forsy to D Gerlach

Nelson Cody to Cornelia Thompson

Maaonic S & Ln Bk to I Nuttall . .

.

D J Doolan to Wm Corbett

D E Knight to Mathew Magrane.

.

Nw Sutter and Broderick, n 137:6x137:6
—Western Addition 538

Nw Jones and Clay, nw 137:6x137:6, be-
ing in 50-vara 827

N Welch, 105 w 4th, w 25x75; n Clemen-
tina, 105 e 3rd, e 25x80, being in 100-
vara 60

N California, 67:6 w Sansome, w 40x80,
being in Beach and Water lots 206 and
207

N O'Farrell, 96:6 w Scott, w 36:6x110,
being in Western Addition 455

S 20th, 265 w Guerrero, w 25x114, being
in Mission Block 76

Sw Baldwin Court, 330 nw Folsom, nw
15x40

Se Minna, 175 sw 1st, sw 20x80, being
in 100-vara 2

E Fillmore, 87:6 s Greenwich, a 32:6 x
82:6, being in Western Addition 324..

$4,500

10,000

Gift

126500

2,500

3,500

650

1,900

4,000

Tuesday, December 26th.

Hall McAllister to Mary McDonald

Wallace Eversou to A Kendall. . .

.

Thos Lindenberger to Ellen Bass.

Jas Quinn to Margt Wheelan

A P Hayne to J H Corley

Maria EFiske to Chas A Miller...

Robt S Bonynge to Jaa Simpson.

.

Se Jefferson and Leavenworth, e 137:6x
137:6. being in North Beach Block 3..

Se Laidley, 288 sw Roanoke, aw 25x100.
S 15tb, 7o e Castro, e 25x115, being in
Miaaion Block 117

N 13th, 50 e Berenice, e 25, n 73:2, w 25,
u 75:5 to commencement, being in
Mission Block 17

S O'Farrell, 137:6 w Pierce, w 25x137:6,
being in Western Addition 430

Se Beale and Harrison, ne 30x80, South
Beach, block 333; subject to mortgage
for $3,730

N Sutter, 161:3 w Jones, w 25x137:6, be-
ing in 50-vara 1122

100

1,800

556

1,100

7,400

11,500

Wednesday, December 27th.

H Donovan to Savings & Ln Socy

Geo T Marye Sr to Thos Magee. .

.

Horatio N Stevens to C H Bailey,
F Wieland to Barbara Sackmann.
Geo Edwards to JaB P Crane

Chilion Beach to A O Cook

Jno A Miller to Veronica Miller.

,

Wm P Fuller to Jos McDonongh.

Timothy Connelly to Jane Floyd.

.

J Pendergast to Mary PendergasL.

EJBowen to Andrew Bosquet..

.

Se Perry, 205 sw 4th, sw 25x80, being in

100-vara 173
SW Gough and Haight, w 137:6, a 124:

21-100, ne 169:5, n 25:18-100 to com-
mencement, being in Western Addi-
tion 144

W Fair Oaks, 122 n24tb,n 31x117:6
S Poat, 134:7 w Octavia, w 25:10x120. ..

.

N 24th, 125:4 w San JoBe avenue, w 22x
137:6, being in Harper's Addition 10 ;

Bubject to mortgage
E Fair Oaks, 143 s 18th, a 42x135:10, he-

ins io Mission Block 78
W Valencia, 17S a 21st, a 50x90, being

In Mission Block 74; W Valencia, 150
n 19th, n 50, w 100, s 25, w 80, a 25, e
180 to commencement, heing in Mia-
aion Block 71

Se Market, 125 aw 6th, sw 50, ce 90, ne
25, Be 75, ne 25, nw 165 to commence-
ment, being in 100-vara 224 :

E Mission, 305 s 21st, s 30x122:6, being
in Mission Block 64; subject to mort-
gage for §1,800

E Folsom, 65 n 22nd, n 60x122:6, being
in Mission Block

N Washington, 170:6 w Franklin, w 33:

9x127:8—Western Addition 122

55,250
4,250
4,130

Gift

5

6,000

Gift

4,542

GEO. STREET, A.gent News Letter, 30 Cornhill, E. C, London.

The Summer Suu and Dost. Ladies and all exposed to the scorching

rays of the sun and heated particles of dust, will find that the most
cooling and refreshing preparation for the face, hands and amis, is

owlands' Kalydor, which eradicates all prickly Heat, Sunburn, Tan,

Freckles, Stings of Insects, etc., and produces a beautiful and delicate

complexion.

owlands' Macassar Oil prevents the hair falling off or becoming dry

during the hot weather, and eradicates acurf and dandruff.

R
R
Rowlands' Odonto is the purest and most fragrant Tooth Powder ever used,

aud contains no acid or mineral ingredients, which are so detriment il

to the teeth and gums. Its purity especially adapts it for the teeth of

young children. Ask any dealer in perfumery for Ruwlaoda' articles,

of 20, Hatton Garden, London.

F
LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.

iuest a ii ;i Cheapest Meat-flavoring Stoch for Soups, Made
Dishes and Saucea.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT,

An Invaluable and Palatable Toulc in all Cases or Weak
Digestion and Debility. "Is a success aud boon for whiuh Nations should feel

gfrateful." See " Medical Press," " Lancet," " British Medical Journal," etc.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
C"1aution--Gennine only with fac-sj.mile ol Baron JMebig's
j Siipiature, in blue ink, across Label.

This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substitutes being in

the market.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.

To be had of all Store-beepers, Grocers aud ChemlstN. Sole
Agents for the United States (wholesale only), C. David ik Co., 9, Fenchurch

Avenue, London, England. Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, San
Francisco. Juue 10.

C. W. M. SMITH,
The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor,

Established in 1862,
Removed to 224 Sansome Street.

ggj* MR. C. W. M. SMITH is the patent attorney for Mxaaiorr's Akroplane Com-
pany for Navigating the Air, Oct. 22.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,
Agents for KICOKD'S BESTORATIVE PIXLS,

635 Market Street San Francisco, €al.
PALACK HOTEL. June 24.

WILLIAM F. SMITH,
OCULIST,

M.D.,

1formerly
at No. 313 Bash street, has removed to Pbelan's

J Building1

, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 m. to 3 P.M.

Take the Elevator. May 27.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 315 GEARY ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.
Feb. 5.] OFFICE HOTTES: 1 to 4 P.M.

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN
Steam Baths; Electric and Chemical Baths; Sulphur and

other medicated vapor baths, with Swedish movements and massage Special
apartments for ladies and families. DR. JUSTIN GATES,
July 1. 722 Montgomery street, near Washington.

JOHN McKEW,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL COAL DEALER,

431 UNION STREET Between Daponl ami Kearny.
SAN FSAJfCISCO. Aug. 26.

$72' $12 a day at home easily made. Costly Outfit Free.
Address Thue A Co., Augusta. Maine.
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NOTABILIA.
THE PEDDLERS SONG.

Ltn u whlu m driv«a mo*

;

Oold .juoir* and
CfprM bfack M •«•». » Ud«V>ffit*th«lrd«trv;

• «~I pofctor«lkJ» of .twl.
rioMi htdi Iron h«wl to hMl

:

0—tbin •* tnr..'

H>i> . !»!•, or *1m ran
Will

cry.
ILLIAM SllAR«rMAli>.

Warm your bouses »n<l have your diontn pfopariy ooofcfd, ind you
fy Im element*. So uv th-w who h»ve had lome txpai

MOb matters, and who bars brought common wnw to bear upon thorn.
They all *UU? that the Arlington Hin t,'e, sold by De La Sfontanya, of
Jackson street. Mow lUttory, ia the stove •• par excellence." lt^ dm i-

now universal, and the pndaai lavished upon it are echoed on all IJ

Illuminate properly anil there will be no more complaint*
k eye*. Half the battle is In the selection of K«*»d chandaliers and

boraon A- UoNaflyA Hawldnt are about t<> remove from under tfai
Grand Hotel to larger premises, they oso accomodate customers at lower
rates than other stores in town. They have a large and varied ri

hand and are bound to suit the taate and purses of all.

We tread the same hills that OUT forefathers trod,
UV ibed the same tears that our fathers have shed,

We have tbe same horror of boarding-house hash,
And we mash the same girls that our fathers would mash,

If they could.

We see the same sun that for ages has rolled,
We listen to tales that our forefathers told,

The same inspiration conies down from above
That Idled their long lives with beauty and love.

That is granted.

We breathe the same air that our fathers inhaled,
We sail the same waters our fathers have Bailed,

We've the same high ambition, the yearning for fame,
And our highest officials get drunk all the same.

Won't they always?

"Evil dispositions are early shown." Evil tendencies in our systems
are to be watched and guarded against. If you find yourself getting bil-

ious, head heavy, mouth foul, eyes yellow, kidneys disordered, symptoms
of piles tormenting you, take at once a few doses of Kidney-Wort. It is

Nature's great assistant Use it as an advance-guard—don't wait to get
down sick. Read advertisement.

There could not be a more acceptable present this cold weather than
a demijohn of fine, old Bourbon or Rye Whisky. But where to get the
pure article is the question which has to be solved. We solved it some-
time ago by ordering some forty gallons from P. J. Cassin & Co., on the
corner of Washington and Battery Streets. There, only the pure article
is kept, and no hurtful trash sold.

A smart little girl, who played cleverly on the organ, was asked by her
father, " Minnie, my dear, will you play for these two gentlemen on the
organ?" Minnie replied, "Papa, I don't see anybody on the organ, but
I'll play for these two gentlemen off the organ !

"

The immense business done by a certain house during the late holi-
days, and the steady run of first-class custom which never at any time fails

speak volumes for that house. The house we have reference to is the cel-

ebrated Swains, on Sutter Street. Meals are served there in such a man-
ner that the most festidious could not grumble, while the pies and cakeB
are a marvel of the confectioner's art.

The many advantages of a clear climate are evident to most people,
and to none more so than to those who travel hundreds of miles in order
to have their photographs taken by the famous firm of Bradley & Ru-
lofson, whose handsome studio is now situated on the corner of Geary and
Dupont streets. The reception and dressing rooms are the best fitted up
in the city.

They were discussing an elopement, and one lady, turning to her
friend, said: " Don't you believe it would kill you if your husband was
to run away with another woman?" "It might," was the cool reply.

"Great joy sometimes kills."

So many hats were used up during the late snow ball campaign that
there has been a general rush to White's, on Commercial street, to get new
ones. All who have got hats there once never fail to go again, and if they
are Christians advise their friends to "go and do likewise." Now is the
time to get the latest Eastern and European styles.

Headquarters for Electric Belts and appliances for the cure of ner-
vous, painful and debilitating diseases. Pamphlets, with full particulars,

free. Address Pulvermacher Galvanic Company, 513 Montgomery street,

San Francisco, California.

A lady, reproving a gentleman during the late hard frost for swearing,
advised him to leave it off, saying it was a very bad habit. " Very true,

madam," answered he, " but at present it is too cold to think of parting
with any habit, be it ever so bad."

For the best oysters, crabs and other dainties, there is no place to
come up to Moraghan's, in the California Market. There all that culin-

ary art and politeness can do, is done, and customers never fail to call

again.

J. F. Cutter's Old Bourbon.—This celebrated whisky is for sale by
all first-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

LydiaE. Finkham's Vegetable Compound ranks first as a curative
agent in all complaints peculiar to women.

When your wife's health is bad, when your children are sickly, when
you feel worn out, use Brown's Iron Bitters.

Best pictures taken at the Imperial Gallery, 724£ Market street.

THOMAS DAY & CO.,
l-^-o VINO ivm 8UTTEB STBEET,

IIAMt HOI
. <i)

BRASS AND BRONZE, BISQUE, FAIENCE
iso era

HARE ORXA.MKXT.s FOR THE 1101,1 days.

Qu Flxtnrei and Choice Lump. Arrivintc Dully.

Thn Brtt of J-I.l'M III Xli BOOBS aiwayt on hmul. 1

THE GUTTA PERCHA AND RUBBER MANFQ. CO.,
Manufacturer;* :ui<l healers in

RUBBER COODS,
oners tot the FALL TRADE the FINEST LIME "f RUBBER CLOTHING over

in this market, tt.itli Heavy, Medium ami Clossamor; also aro

80LE AGENTS ON TI1E PACIFIC COAST FOR THE HUSTON RUBBER
SHOE CO'S SUPERIOR RUBBER HOOTS AND SHOES.

Pure Gum and Dull Finish Boots, Hip and Short; Ilu. Sandals, Arctics,

Gaiters, Footholds, etc.

Sept. 23,]

JOHN W. TAYLOR, Manager,
Cor. First and Market streets,

San Francisco.

L.H.Newton. NEWTON BROTHERS & CO., M.Newton.
IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

TEAS, FOREIGN GOODS AND GROCERIES
204 AND 206 CALIFORNIA STREET,

San Francisco, Cal. May 25.

H.B.Williams. A. Ohesebrough. W. H.Dimond.

WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO.,

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
UNION BTJTLDING,

JUNCTION MARKET AND PINE STREETS.
Agents for Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific Steam Navigation Company,

The Cunard Royal Mail Steamship Company, "The California Line of Clippers,"
from New York and Boston, and " The Hawaiian Line."
San Francisco, January 31, 1880. Jan. 31.

C. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

SAN FRANCISCO and NEW TORS,
6S= Agents of American Sugar Refinery, corner of Union and Battery streets,

San FranciBco, California. Jan. 17.

Prancios Daneri, F. DANERI & CO., Henry Casanova
DEALERS IN

WINES, LIQUORS, GROCERIES,
27 and 29 California Street,

]Oct. 7.] Between Davis and Drumra, San Francisco.

M. A. GUNST & CO.,
203 Kearny Street San Francisco.

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN
HAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS,

Also, Agents for Kimball, Gaulliener & Co.'s Guatemala Cigars.
t5F" Inform, the Public that they receive large invoices of Choice

Havana Brands twice a month. \F%\>. 19.

TABER, HARKER & CO.,

imvorters Aim wholesale grocers,
108 and 110 California St., S. F.

rApril 19.]

CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY,
Manufacturers of tne Standard Syrup, a superior article

put up in barrels expressly for home consumption. Also, Extra Heavy Syrup
in barrels for Export. Refined Sugars at lowest market rates. Office 325 Market
atreet.up stairs Dec. 21.

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY,
No. 310 Sansoine Street,

San Francisco,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN EVRS.
[September 21.1

Olaus Spreokels. Wm, 6. Irwin.
WM. G. IRWIN & CO.,

Sugar Factors and Commission Agents,
Honolulu, H. I. TMarch 25.

4£^ +*\ d&On per day at home. Samples worth $s free.
<t\pO LU tjp-jl_j Address StinsonA Co., Portland, Maine.
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WILL.
There is no change, no destiny, no fate

Can circumvent, or hinder or control /
The firm resolve of a determined bouI ;

Gifts count for nothing—will alone is great

;

All things bow down before it soon or late ;

What obstacles can stay the mighty force
Of the sea-seeking river in its course,

Or cause the ascending orb of day to wait?
Each well-born soul can win what it deserves.

Let the fool prate of luck ; the fortunate
Is he whose earnest purpose never swerves

—

Whose slightest action or inaction serves
The one great aim. Why, even death stands still

And waits an hour sometimes for such a will

!

—Hawaiian Gazette.

THE TRUTH OF GAMBETTA'S ACCIDENT.
Under this beading the Qaulois says :

" M. Gambetta did not wound
himself. We have reason to believe that he was wounded by another.

The revolver bullet fired at him entered the palm of the right hand and
issued above the thumb, tore the Bkin, and slightly abraded the chest.

We have already pointed out how improbable it is : 1st, that a man ac-

customed to fire-arms and not left-handed should hold his revolver in the
left hand ; 2nd, that the ball, which entered the palm above the thumb,
should almost make a right angle in the air to strike the forearm, that is

to say, Bbould change its direction. The truth is that somebody fired at

Gambetta. Who is somebody ? A woman, Mdme. L X , the
mother of the child who has been sent by M. Gambetta to Germany to be
educated under the name of Leon Massabie. On dit that violent disputes
have Beveral times arisen between the father and mother. M. Gambetta's
intimate friends have often let slip allusions to scenes between him and
Mdme. L X before the departure of Le"on Massabie for Leipzig,

and it has even been said that the lady in question often allowed her
anger to go to extremes. We have no wish to enter into the details,

though they are perfectly known to us, of these domestic storms. When
he came to Paris a few months ago for his holidays, young Massabie was
attacked by typhoid fever. When he got well again and returned to

Leipzig, he left his father and mother at daggers drawn. On Sunday
last the latter went to Ville d'Avray. She bitterly reproached M. Gam-
betta for having been the cause of all her unhappiness, and having sepa-

rated her from her child. While Bpeaking, she mechanically took up a
revolver that was lying on the table. * Take care !

' cried M. Gambetta ;

' it is loaded !
' and stretched out his hand to take the weapon. It went

off, and the bullet struck him as has been described. Such is the history
of the accident of which M. Gambetta is the victim, without having been
its involuntary author, as he has given out, and of which, to speak cor-

rectly, there is no responsible author."

A MODEL EXECUTOR.
The Morning Call, with its usual recklessness, has the following in

Thursday's issue

:

The Woodward Estate.—Judge Finn, of the Probate Court, was yesterday
engaged in hearing the application of Isaac Hyde, one of the executors of the late R.
B. Woodward, asking that he fix. his compensation as said executor, and setting up
that he had had charge of Woodward's Gardenp, the What Cheer House and the City
Railroad since Mr. Woodward's death. The application was opposed by Drury
Melone, son-in-law cf Mr. Woodward, on the ground that the estate was being ad-

ministered in Napa, and that Judge Finn has no jurisdiction; further, that the
youngest heir to the estate will become of age during the present year, when the
estate will be distributed and compensation made to the executors.

No such thing. On the contrary, the heirs are endeavoring to have the
conditions of their father's will carried out to the letter, and with this

view have had the executor cited before Judge Finn, that his salary may
be fixed, as provided in the will, while the executor resists their applica-

tion, preferring to adopt the dark and devious ways known to the profes-

sion of trying to gobble the lion's share. It is the old story of the million-

aire choosing his dear friend as executor, and that sweet-scented official

soon thereafter mistaking himself for the testator's only heir. We hap-
pen to know R. B. Woodward long and intimately, and never knew a
fairer-minded gentleman. Moreover, we know Wm. Woodward and R.
B. Woodward, the son, and Drury Melone, the son-in-law, and we mis-
take the character and capacity of those gentlemen if this modern Isaac
is permitted to wrong these heirs in the end. We shall watch this closely.

WHY NOT APPLY IT HERE?
We note in an Eastern paper the following copy of an ordinance

adopted by the Board of Aldermen of New York City, on April 11, 1882,
and approved by the Mayor April 13, 1882:

Section 1.—That no turkeys or chickens be offered for sale in the city

unless the crops of such turkeys and chickens are free from food or other
substances and shrunken close to their bodies; that all fowls exposed for

sale in violation of this ordinance shall be seized and condemned; such of
them as shall be tainted shall, upon examination, be destroyed, and the
rest, which is fit for food, shall be used in the public institutions of the
city.

Sec. 2.—Every person exposing for sale any chickens or turkeys in con-
travention to this ordinance, shall be liable to a penalty of $5 for each
chicken or turkey bo exposed for sale.

The incoming Board of Supervisors will do well to consider the advisa"
bility of applying a similar ordinance to this city, where the consumption
of turkeys and chickens is probably greater, in proportion to the popula-
tion, than in New York.

Though the holidays are over there is still a rush to see Kohler's
Grand Waxwork Exhibition, and people are in the habit of visiting the
exhibition regularly. The main cause for this is, of course, the waxworks,
but the excellent music of the Orchestra, under the charge of Dick
Kohler, his own wonderful performance in playing upon so many instru-
ments at once, the Electric Boy and the Edison Autophone have also
great attractions for all. A call at 771 Market Street will please, instruct
and amuse both young and old.

THE UNIVERSAL BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION.
The rapid growth and prosperity of this Association has astonished

all but those who are acquainted with the advantages to be derived from
membership. The main object of the Universal Benevolent Association
is to place young men and women in a position to marry. There are
thousands of struggling youths in our midst who make quite enough to

support a wife, but not having the ready cash on hand to start housekeep-
ing are afraid to hazard a step which might lead to discomfort and unhap-
piness. There are already 5,441 members, and although 116 claims have
been paid, only eight assessments have been called for. The initiation

fee is only §12 and the yearly dues $6. Marriage should most certainly
be encouraged in every community, more particularly so in one like ours,

where young girls have so many temptations thrown in their way to go
wrong. A glance at the prospectus of the Universal Benevolent Associa-
tion will suffice to show any person of intelligence the benefits of mem-
bership to the unmarried. The names of the officers of the Association
are in themselves alone sufficient guarantee of its financial soundness and
standing, while a look at the books will convince the most skeptical that
figures cannot lie. The simple way in which the marriage assurance, if

such it may be called, is conducted cannot fail to make the Association
one of the institutions of San Francisco.

OUR STREETS AND SIDEWALKS.
Surely no city of the size of San Franciseico can boast of such

wretchedly kept streets and sidewalks. Mud everywhere and no attempt
made to sweep it off ! Holes in planks that are liable at a moment's
notice to throw a man down and break a limb, and no one to see that they
are mended. A day or two ago the streets in the business part of the
city were nearly impassable. Ladies who had to walk, and in these strin-

gent times there are many who have to, went home with shoes wet
through, their dresses bedraggled with mud, and their tempers proportion-
ately out of order. The crossings on Market-street are the worst
in the city, and their present condition makes them extremely dangerous.
Most of our business men prefer walking home to riding. It is, perhaps,
the only exercise they get during the day, and nature has ordained that
man cannot remain sound either in mind or body unless some sort of ex-

ercise is taken. It behooves them and all other citizens interested in the
city's welfare, to see that the Superintendent of Streets does his duty,
and has ample resources at his disposal to do it with. The first remark
that an Eastern or European visitor makes is, " what terrible streets and
sidewalks." They speak the truth, and the fact is a standing disgrace to

the public in general, and the municipal authorities in particular.

In a land of sunshine like California it is sometimes advisable to soft-

en down the rays of "old Sol " by artificial means, and by far the best
method is the use of Stained Glass. As, however, the great expense of

such a mode is a fatal Btumbling block to many who are artistically inclin-

ed, an imitation has been manufactured which is in every respect equal
to the more expensive article, and whose cheapness brings it within the
reach of all. Mr. Robert Blum, of 126 Kearny Street, (Thurlow Block)
has a large collection of Imitation Stained Glass, Parquette and Inlaid
Floors and Lincrusta Walton. The wonderful effect of Parquette and In-
laid Floors, and the immense saving in Carpets are a matter of interest

to all housekeepers. The Lincrusta Walton is all that art or good taste
could desire in beautifying a house.

A curious plea in insolvency was made by a bankrupt grocer in this

city lately. His liabilities were $3,200, and his assets 1,100 cans of bak-
ing powder, which he could not sell, and which was valued at nil. He
explained that two years ago he had bought an immeuse stock of different

baking powders at low rateB, but that for nine months he had never sold

a single can of any brand except the New England Baking Powder, and
that when he did make a sale of any other brand he at once lost a cus-

tomer, because all others were more or less impure, and housewives at

once detected it. The lesson was a bitter one, but it will not have been
in vain if other grocers profit by it.

J. P. Foulkes, Jr., M. D., has lately returned to Oakland from
Philadelphia, having resigned his appointment as Surgeon to the Jefferson
College Hospital. This Hospital is one of the largest institutions in
Philadelphia. The reason for Dr. Foulkes' resignation is the failing

health of Mb father, who for so long has held a prominent position among
the first medical men of Oakland. Dr. Foulkes, Jr., comes here
indorsed by such men as Agnew, Gross, De Costa and others, and will
enter practice with his father, who will gradually retire. Dr. Foulkes, Jr.,

will devote his attention principally to surgery.

Coal and Iron.—We are indebted to J. W. Harrison, of this city, for

his annual circulars of Coal and Iron. From these we glean that the re-

ceipts of the former for 1882 aggregate 845,880 tons. The amount does
not vary 10,000 tons from that of the year previous. Of Pig Iron Im-
ports, 20,000 tons, which is more than double that of the year previous.
Average price for the paBt six years, $29 70 per ton. Stock on hand,
5,000 tons.

George Abbott, successor of E. Grisar & Co., has placed upon our
table his annual Wool circular, showing the California product of 1882 to
be 39,448,349 pounds, which is a falling off of the three previous years of
abont 5,000,000 pounds per annum. In 1876 the product was 56,550,000;

1877, 53,000,000. Present stock, 10,000,000 poundB ; total shipments of

1882, 35,051,797.
'

Young Bilkins, who is an adept at the art of getting away with land-
ladies of the Mrs. McStinger type gave some useful information to his

friends the other day. He informed them that it was extremely unwise to

leave the key of one's trunk around. When questioned as to the honesty
of his landlady he replied that she was perfectly honest, but if you left

your trunk open female curiosity would impel her to peep in, and the
sight of seven or eight bricks (not bullion) were apt to suggest thoughts
which might render her life miserable to all in any way connected with
her.
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THE HUSBAND TO HIS WIPE.
If I should die before you, love,

I pray you da not keep
Your wo«? beyond the first few tear*

The world will have you weep ;

But say : " I make his heaven less

By moaning thus in dreariness."

And plant my violets white and blue
Above my place of rest,

And tend them with those dear kind hands
I have so oft carest.

And say : "These flowers were his last will.

And for his sake I watch them still."

And when the spring that I so loved
Shall Hush the land with life,

I pray you seek my quiet grave,

But not with tears, sweet wife

;

And, if tii* fl iwers in bloom shall be,

Say: "Lb! he sends his love to me." -Temple Bar.

MADAGASCAR.
The telegrams tell us of a trouble between France and Madagascar,

but not one in a million of our people know what it is all about. The
editors of the daily peHs wisely refrain from discussing the subject from

a want of understanding of it. They do not watch European affairs close

enough to know that France is in search of a foreign policy, and that, in

lieu .if anything better turning up, has alighted on the affairs of the great

Island of Madagascar. France has recently, and to those who do not

understand the drift of things, unaccountably exhibited a sudden and a

strong greed for territory in the East, with a view to building up her de-

caying commerce. All reports indicate that she is suffering from financial

depression, due to wild speculation, of which the explosion of the Union
Generate affords a verv satisfactory example. It has always been in- the

teeming brain of th* French statesman in such travail to look abroad for

new colonies with which to establish trade relations. This was really the

genius of the Tunisian campaign, so costly to the French Treasury. And
now France, casting her eye on Madagascar, which, in many respects,

would be a valuable national appendage, finds the Queen in high dudgeon,
and Malagese envoys have been sent to Paris and London with a view to

arrest the proposed invasion of her rights.

This, however, is not the first time that European Powers have sought

a foothold on the island. Portugal, England, France and Hungary have
made repeated attempts to compass its conquest. It was as early as 1642

that France first made the attempt to possess herself of Madagascar; but
while she succeeded in making an apparent conquest of the island, she

was soon obliged to abandon the enterprise because the soldiers and colo-

nists could not successfully battle with the climate and the native warrior.

In 1745 they again sent a powerful expedition to reduce Madagascar, but
with no better luck than before. A Frenchman, however, without the

sanction of his Government, about the same period, made the island the

base of piratical operations, and was only subdued by an international

naval demonstration. Until 1845 the French did not again appear in

Madagascan waters, and then it was to bombard the capital in concert

with the English.
The anxiety of France to possess Madagascar, in view of her activity

on the Congo and elsewhere, will be readily understood when it is re-

membered that this Island contains nearly 4,000,000 of people, is rich in

every species of tropical products, and would be a bonanza to any Euro-
pean Power anxious to extend her commerce. And one of the conspicu-

ous features of this desire of conquest in Africa is the eagercess with
which the French have tried to seize upon the fruits of Mr. Stanley's

hazardous explorations on the west coast. Altogether, an interesting sea-

son of African questions is promised.

Two gentlemen paused before an owl set up in a window, and dis-

cussed it for five minutes, and decided it was the worst case of botchery
in stuffing they ever saw, and then thjd bird woke up and moved its head,

and they felt terribly embarrassed. —Chicago Herald.

KONI LA! VOLCANIC WATER!
Facts vs> Theories—Science vs. Nature.

Cllve me n place to rest my lever on," says Archimedes,
~% " and I will move the world." " Give me natural waters," says Medicus of the

olden times, " and I will cure disease." In one sense, both of these learned pundits
wo ro the veriest charlatans. They knew there was no place to rest their lever on,

either to move the world or cure disease. Mechanism was in a backward state, ana
the medical profession was but another name for sorcery, and all the adjuncts of

magic fitters and charms of the " evil e,\e," etc.

But these latter days have brought unto us something more than even supersti-
tion and its crew ever dreamt of in their maddest philosophy. In these days of
practical science, what was theory of yesterday is fact to-day, and all the old-time
notions become as bubbleB in the sun, and burst and break with every breath wc
draw.

Let Archimedes shoulder his lever, and we will find a resting-place for it to move
the world. Let mine ancient Medicus pant and toil no more tor the waters he so
sorely needs, for we have them at our hand, ever ready to serve them at his beck
with Kom La Volcanic Water, the medical triumph of this enlightened century,
already indorsed by our most eminent physicians and chemists, representing the
skill and intelligence of both branches of the medical Bcience. This new and power-
ful curative agent, KONI La, eliminator in all Kidney Complaints, Blood Purifier in

Skin Diseases, Female Complaints, affords the sufferer immediate relief, insures a
positive mid quicker cure than can he obtained by any other remedy used for similar
ailments. In this effect it is totally dlaereiit IVuiu all other Yi »e"al or vy.i,;,.,)..

Waters now before the public, and defies all competition, remarkable for the ioni-

plexity of its wonderful composition, superior to all in its magical curative proper-
ties, which we cheerfully can indorse.

To prove its merits, not only a single trial of the Kosi La Volcanic Water will

convince the most skeptical, but already spurious, fraudulent imitations are offered.
We must, therefore, caution the public to beware of parties offering for sale Volcanic
Water without the trade mark, KONI LA, sold only by the

PACIFIC MINERAL WATER CO,
DEPOT 300 Fourth street, cor. Harrison.

PRINTING AND ENGRAVING
BY THE

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.
Oar Specialties: Flue Printing:—Catalogues, BoohN, Illus-

trated Circulars, Illuminated Printing. We have the most complete facilities

for producing ENGRAVINGS by the following processes: Photo Engraving, Photo-
graphing, Wood Engraving, Photo Lithographing. Portraits, Landscapes, Build-
ings, Machinery, Interiors, etc. Parties living at a distance can have engravings
made by sending photograph, or sketch on paper, designating size required. Esti-

mates furnished on application. Sept. 9.

AMERICAN EXCHANGE HOTEL,
Sansome street, Corner Halleck, San Francisco.—This

hotel is in the very center of the business portion of the city, and has been
renovated and newly furnished throughout. The traveling public will find this to
be the most convenient as well as the most comfortable and respectable hotel in the
city. TABLE FIRST-CLASS. Board and room, $1, $1.25 and -$1.50 per day. Nice
single rooms per night, 50 cents. Breakfasts or dinners, 50 cents. Lunch, 25 cents.

Eighteen tickets, good for any meals, for $5. Hot and cold baths free. Free coach
to and from the hotel. Oct. 7.

QUICKSILVER,
PROM NEW ALMADEN MINES.

Prompt shipment—LOWEST PRICE for purest uniform quality.

J. B. RANDOL, : : : 320 Sapsome Street, fan Franoisco.

GEORGE & HICK0X 4, CO.,
STOCK BROKKRN,

No. 314 Pine Street San Francisco
[May 20.]

COKE CHEAPEST FUEL.
Redaction In Price: Wholesale Price, SO cents per barrel .

Retail Price, 60 cents per barrel, at the works of the SAN FRANCISCO GAS-
LIGHT COMPANY, Howard and First streets, and foot of Second st. Jan. 12.
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
Gambetta is dead. With his too early demise, the first of Frenchmen

has been lost to his country that sorely needed hiin, and never moreso
than at this juncture. The signs all along the line are not too promising1

at this time for the perpetuation of the Republic. The French Ministry

is weak, and it seems impossible to replace it with a stronger one. The
Chamber of Deputies is split up into factions, and no great leader is in

sight who commands the confidence of his countrymen. We think that a

crisis in the affairs of France is at hand ; that a reaction is impending ;

that the mercurial Gauls are weary of weakness and ministerial changes,

and are almost ready for " a strong government," even though it be given

to them by an Orleans Prince or by the Count De Chambord. If any-

thing could have stemmed the strong current that has evidently set in, it

would have been the stern will, the personal magnetism, the undaunted
courage, the magnificent eloquence, and the matchless ability of Gam-
oetta. We say, from a somewhat close observation of what is going on,

that his country never stood so sorely in need of just such qualities as he

possessed as now. The past did not bring him all the honor that his

merits deserved ; but we are firmly convinced that, had he lived, the near
future would have made him a greater power than he had ever been in

the past. There are lively times ahead for France, or the signs are all

misleading. Nihilism has been imported from Russia, the socialism of

local growth was never so rank and poisonous a weed as now, the work-
men of Lyons and Marseilles are hardly restrained from open treason

against the Republic, Belleville is excited, and a weak Ministry is seeking

adventures abroad in order to distract attention from home affairs. In
this condition of things a strong hand was needed. Gambetta's "oppor-
tunity " seemed to be fast approaching. Assuredly, if he could not have
dealt with the crisis in French affairs that seems imminent, it is ceitain

that he has left no successor who could hope to be more potential. That
he should have died at the early age of 44, and just when his country
most needed him, is one of those inscrutable decrees of Providence that is

past comprehension. All lovers of France and Frenchmen—and they are

to be found wherever vivacity, intellect and liberty are admired—will

regret the great loss that has overtaken that country in the death of its

foremost citizen, its most eloquent tribune, and its ablest statesman

—

Leon Gambetta.

Now that the English papers are to band that comment on the final dis-

position of Arabi Pasha, it is apparent that Lord Dufferin has managed
things most skillfully in Egypt. He has shaped the results with great

adroitness. He has played Arabi off against the Khedive and the Sul-

tan. They ought to have been staunch friends of England, seeing all that

England in the past has done for them. But with true Oriental insincer-

ity they were playing fast and loose and intrigury with England's ene-

mies. The private papers of Arabi made this very clear. As long as he

lives he is a witness against them. His life is worth something. If the

Khedive proves false Arabi may be brought back to supplant him. Arabi
owes his life to the British Cabinet and knows he does, and if he does not

requite this kindness by future usefulness it will be because the opportu-

nity is not offered. At any rate, as long as he lives an exile in a British

Colony he will have his uses to those who hold him in possession. He has

been sent to Ceylon, from whence he can be brought back at a moment's
notice. If the Khedive proves false, or if the Sultan plays tricks on
Arabi, who has undoubtedly a strong hold on the Mahomedan mind, may
be brought back to checkmate his false allies and befriend his generous
conquerors. The wily Orientals are being beaten at their own game.

In accordance, no doubt, with prior arrangements, the Egyptian na-

tional leader pleaded guilty. Thereupon sentence of death was passed

which was immediately commuted into banishment. It is quite clear

from the papers to hand that when Mr. Broadley had once laid his hand
upon Arabi's private papers, if the trial proceeded, facts very damaging
to the Sultan, to high Turkish officials, and to the Khedive himself,

would have come out. Lastly, the policy of the English Government, is

with a change of the principal agents, so completely the policy of Arabi,

the patriotic rebel, that to punish him for resorting to arms for its vindi-

cation would be to impeach the Gladstone Cabinet, and condemn the war
which has brought so much glory, and so many rewards, to the army and
the navy. The truth is, what the English Government appear to be en-

deavoring to initiate in Egypt is Arabi's programme minus Arabi himself

and his army. The unfortunate Colonel fought to get rid of the Dual
Control ; Lord Dufferin has killed it outright. His motto was, "Egypt
for the Egyptians ;" that we understand to be the leading principle in the

arrangements which Mr. Gladstone contemplates introducing under Eng-
lish infiuence. Representative institutions were Arabi's dream ; they are

Lord Granville's purpose. The reduction of the number of overpaid
European officials was part of the scheme of the rebel Government ; it is

a leading feature in Lord Dufferin's reforms. In short, the action of the

English Government goes far to prove that Arabi was an intelligent, far-

seeing, devoted patriot, who had only to be got rid of because he was a
marplot, a mischief-maker and a disturber of England's highway to India.

Russia looks on complacently at the course of events in Egypt. The
Golos says: "Political events begin to show the probability of a division

of the whole of Africa between England and France. When England,
having planted herself in Egypt, gets ready to subjugate to herself that
part of Africa extending between the Suez Canal and the Cape of Good
Hope, France, having strengthened her protectorate over Tunis, prepares
to take possession of the Congo, in consequence of the treaties signed by
M. de Brazza with the native chiefs. The two Western Powers will

finally meet on African soil, and that meeting will in time be transformed
into a firm alliance. The Eastern Question, in its present form, then
would become a question interesting only Austro-Hungary and Russia, or

perhaps, only indifferently, Germany. The first signs of that change are
already apparent. The English Government have left off caring for the
sympathy of Turkey, and have abandoned her to her own fate. A strong
party is agitating at Constantinople to engage the Sultan to seek support
and protection from 'Germany. Austro-Hungary visibly intends to make
Bosnia and Herzegovina a starting-point for further annexations in the
Balkan peninsula. A time will come when the fate of Turkey will be
settled in favor of one of the two Powers directly interested. We think
it would be very useful if by that time Russia would prevent the further

encroachments of the Austro-Hungarian coalition, which Italy might
easily join if Austria would abandon that part of her territories in-
habited by Italians. We then might most easily defend our interests by
means of an alliance with England and France.

WHITED SEFUTiCHERS.
There are no prettier girte in any part of the world than the Califor-

nian girls. None dress better, and few, to take them as a whole, who can
make themselves more agreeable in society. Nature has given to most of
them complexions which are the envy of their Eastern sisters. But still

they will daub, or rather dab themselves over with powder and paste un-
til they look like female clowns, all but the mouth. Why is this? And
what are parents doing to allow their young and fresh daughters to pa-
rade the streets, gotten up like stale old maids whose many wrinkles art
alone can hide. Granted that man is a stupid beast, which like a bull
should be led by the nose, he is not such a consummate ass as to be fooled
into imagining that this is Nature. Did he think so and blindly accept it

as such, he were much to be pitied. Letting alone the ghastly effect of
this white-washing business, it will in time destroy the beauty which lies

concealed beneath its poisonous surface and render a necessity what at
first was a work of supererogation. Were the subject not such a grave one
a plea for the coat of the unsuspicious male might also be put in, but the
above remarks are meant in all seriousness. Mothers of California ! in-
sist upon your daughters never using cosmetics and you will often not
only save them from being mistaken for fallen sisters but will also enable
them to retain one of the chief attractions of girlhood, a clean complexion.
Of course there are many girls here who have too much sense to make
guys of themselves. To them we do not address ourselves except in warn-
ing, for such fashions as the use of cosmetics are as catching as the small-
pox, and but little less likely to Bpoil their beauty. When Solomon spoke
of the absurdity of painting the lily he was unconsciously giving to future
generations a valuable hint.

AN EXEMPLARY YOUNG MAN.
Exemplary young men, as the papers are pleased to term them, are

apt to slip up at times, though what exactly constitutes the term it is

hard to say. To be exemplary must a young man teach Sunday School,
sing in the church choir and be a member of some Good Templars'
Lodge? Or may he simply be a guilelesB youth without much assump-
tion of virtue, but Btill honest and capabable ? The latest case of " exem-
plarism " is Mr. Maro P. Kay, the defaulting Deputy of Alameda
county. He was considered, so the dailies inform us, " an exemplary
young man," and yet "his wife did not live with him on account of his
intimacy with other women ; he was an enthusiastic race-horse man and I

frequently made large losings at draw-poker, dice and faro." But still, '

with all this, he was "an exemplary young man." If this is a qualifica-

tion for the name, we could pick out hundreds of such models of perfec- |

tion. Probably the true reason why Kay was considered so nice and good
|

was the fact that he could carry his "tod," and the innocent Oak- I

landers so admired him that they at once dubbed him "exemplary."
Webster tells us that the term " exemplary " meanB " serving as a pat-
tern." We had hitherto considered that the village across the Bay prided
itself upon its numerous churches and its strict morality. The churches
are visible but the morality we have yet to find. However, if Kay is to
serve as a pattern, all we have to say is that there are lots of young Oak-
landers who will not want much fixing up to match him, especially in his
" intimacy with other women."

NOISY TOYS.
The present season is essentially the season of toys. A few of the

more fragile ones may have already succumbed to rough usage, but the
more sturdy and most noisy still remain. We allude to fish-horns, drums,
whistles and other instruments of torture which considerate fathers de-
light in presenting to their interesting offspring. The music of a well-

tooted fish-horn may be music to the parent's ears, far surpassing Nils-
son's sweetest notes. The martial ardor of an ex-militia father may be
tickled into a brief flutter of resuscitation upon hearing his son and heir

pounding away at a four-bit drum. The mellifluous strains of a forcibly-

blown whistle may bring back to some fathers and mothers thoughts of

the " dog days "in the East. All these considerations have been care-
fully weighed, but do not kick the beam when consideration for the com-
fort of others is put in the other side of the scale. The toys enumerated
above do not tend to either physically or morally improve a child, but
simply make the heretofore innocent infant a public nuisance. The child
is not to blame in the matter, but the parents are, and every father that
presents his child with toys of an extremely noisy nature should be forced
by law to live within fifty yards of a fog-horn the remainder of his miser-
able existence. While he remained sane, some remorse might creep into
his hardened soul, and he might have the infinite satisfaction of writing
in his last will and testament that the feelings of others ought sometimes
to be respected.

FAITHFUL SERVICE.
When Mr. J. W. Taylor was nominated for Superintendent of

Schools we opposed his election, having been informed that he was not a
suitable man for the position. We are now glad to say that we were then
mistaken, and that Mr. Taylor has proved himself a capable and
enthusiastic Superintendent, and that under his administration the
schools have flourished in a vigorous manner. We have watched
his course closely, and observed that he has put the interest of the

schools always first and foremost. He has contended for their in-

terests when the Board of Education was about to adopt measures
which he thought would prove injurious, and he has endeavored to

arouse a professional interest among the teachers by encouraging them in

their work and adopting a system of Teachers' Institutes, in which were
discussed the best methods of teaching and developing the children's

minds. Mr. Taylor leaves the department with the good will of all the

teachers and the appreciation of the public. We are glad thus to speak
in his favor, and are as willing to give him credit for his good work
as if we had favored his election.

Kalakaua, King of the Hawaiian Islands, is to be crowned February
12th, and mighty preparations for Jhe ceremony are in progress.
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PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
San Francisco .Tun. 19, 1H8.3.

Stocks and Bonds.
BOSD8.

Cal.SUte Bond-.
S. F. Cilv & Co. B'da, 6a, '68
S. F Civ 4 Co. B'ds,7s ...

Montg'y At. Bonds
Dupont Street Bonds
Sacramento City Bonds....
Stockton City Bonds
Yuba County Bonds
Uarysvillc Citv Bonds
S* nta Clara Co. Bonds
Los Angeles County Bonds.
Los Angeles Citv Bonds. . .

.

Virg'a & Truckee R. R. Baa.
Nevada Co. N. G. R. R. Boa
Oakland City Bonds
Oregon B & X. Bonds, 6s .

.

S. P. R. R. Bonds
U. S.43.

BAXKS.
Bank of California
Pacific Bank
First National

INSURANCE COMPANIB8.
Union
Fireman's Fund

Bid.

Nom.
Nom.

10]

ioe

106
LOSS

119J

165

Asksd

127J

1X6

127J

Nom,
Nom.
40
50

MR
ioa
no
126

108
102,

km;

120

120
133
118

Stocks and Bonds.
INHiRAXCRCOMrAMRS.

State Investment
Boom Mutual
I'luninoTvial

Western
RAILROADS.

C. P. R. R. Stock
C. P. R. K. Bonds
City Railroad
Omnibus R, R
N. B. and Mission R. R
Sutter Street R. R
Geary .street R. R.

Central R. R. Co
Market Street R. R
Clay Street Hill R. R
S. F. Gaslight Co
Oakland Gaslight Co

120j ,

(

Sac'to Gaslight Co
Califor'a Powder Co
Giant Powder Co
Atlantic Giant Powder
Gold nnd Stock Teletr'h Co.
S.V.W.W.Co.'a Stock
S. V. W. W.Co' Bonds
Pacific Coast S.S. Co's Stock
California Street R R,

Bid.

132J
123
109

86
114

57i

57
07

Nom
Nom.
55
30A
54
120

110
64

103J
116

California
Pacific Rolling Mills, —, 125. Cala. Dry Dock, 52£, — . Safe Deposit Co., 40j, 47J.

Vulcan Powder £6. Presidio Railroad, 66, 67j. Safety-Nitro Powder, 18, 14.
Central Gas Stt ,rK) 58,60. Hawaiian Commercial Co., 34, 34J. Northern Pacific R.
R. Bonds, —

, Jog

The market shows symptoms of great weakness for the miscellaneous
securities, and it is difficult to maintain our quotations. There has been
a slight increase in the demand for money, which has had some influence.

THE MILWAUKEE FIRE.
The burning of the Newhall House in Milwaukee is one of those

I shocking calamities in the contemplation of which humanity stands

j

appalled. The loss of life is something terrible to think of. The dying
groans of the victims ought to be taken as so many appeals to the authori-
ties of all our large cities to see that due precautions against fire should
be taken in regard to all great hostelries. It is not creditable to the con-
structive skill or to the humanity of the age that buildings in which a
large number of people are boarded, are permitted to remain so many

\
death-traps in the case of fire. There must have been something woefully

!
defective in the construction of the Newhall, or it would not have proved

> such an appalling charnel-house. It is terribly suggestive that escape
I from it should have proven, next to impossible. The ugly fact should
lead to a close investigation everywhere as to the safety of our great
hotels and boarding-houses. The calamitous lessons of the Milwaukee
fire ought not to be lost upon us as a people, if we would have any regard
whatever for the value of human life.

Meteorological summary for week ending January 11th, 1S83

:

Highest barometer, 30.570 on the 8th ; lowest barometer, 30.018 ; average
during the week, 30.327 ; highest temperature, 56.5 on the 9th ; lowest
temperature, 38 on the 11th ; average temperature during the week, 47.4

;

highest relative humidity, 96 per cent, on the 0th and 7th ; low-
est relative humidity, 48 per cent, on the 9th ; average during the week,
83.4 percent; prevailing direction of wind, north; maximum hourly velocity

and direction of wind 22, north 8th ; total rainfall during the week, .00

of an inch ; total rainfall, season of 1882-3, 9.0S inches.

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.—New York, Jan. 12, 1883.

United States Bonds—4s, 119; 4Js, 113',; ex-5s, 102. Sterling Ex-
change, 482@486. Western Union^ 81g. Wool—Spring, fine, 24@31 ;

Burry, 16@20 ; Pulled, 18@40 ; Fall Clips, 15@20; Burry, 12@14. Lon-
don, Jan. 12.—Liverpool Wheat Market, 9s.ld.@.9s. 4d. ; California Red
American Spring, 9s. 3d.@10s. 2d. Silver 50 cts.

Treasure for China and Japan.—The City of Peking, hence January
10th, carried in silver bars 8144,547; Mexican Dollars, $51,810; Gold
Coin, 36,895; Gold Dust, §890. Total. 8204,144.

MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
lor \m IttHtlUK ''"' Air.

Office of the Aei-.'plaiu' Company [or Navigating the Air, G0!t Mer-

chant street. Office hours from 1 to 2 P.M.

Asktd
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ALBION CONSOLIDATED.
The recent and continuous depreciation in values, an assessment of

50 cents per share (which shares cover one-third of the present debt) was
to present an altogether gloomy outlook to all but insiders, and demon-
strates how faithfully and impartially the News Letter has served its

readers, and prevented them from being swindled out of hundreds of
thousands additional. The annual election was held on the 10th inst.,

and the entire Board, with the exception of Irving Scott, who declined to
serve, were elected ; Julius Jacobs being placed in the vacancy. The
present indebtedness largely exceeds $200,000, The furnaces are at pres-
ent, and have been for a long time past, working upon selected ores, and
though, as near we can learn at writing, they are nearly exhausted, we

suspect it will be a good stock to leave severely alone for a long while to
come.

Jem Mace called twice to see the proprietor of the News Letter,
and we beg to acknowledge his courtesy in so doing. We are always glad
to see representative men from the old country, be they Prime Ministers
or prize fighters. It is ten years since this able exponent of the manly
art called in at this office, and for the sake of old times we should be glad
to see him again. Unfortunately the proprietor was out when Mr. Mace
called last.

The Nevada Bank, in compliance with a State law, has published a
statement of its assets and liabilities, and it makes a wonderful showing.
Its capital paid up in coin, and its reserve fund amount to 912,500,000,
whilst its liabilities to depositors and other banks only sum up a total of
86,459,032. The balance to the good is mostly held in interest-bearing
United States bonds.

Grain Charters.—The latest Grain Charters reported are: Ship Alec
Gibson, 2,121 tons, Wheat to Liverpool, £1 12s. 6d.; ship St. Frances,
1,898 tons, Wheat to Liverpool, same rate; ship St. Nicholas, 1,709 tons,
same voyage, £1 12s.

For Hawaii.—The Pacific Mail steamship Australia, for Honolulu,
en route to the Colonies, will sail on Tuesday, the 16th inst., or immediate-
ly after the arrival of the English mail.

Pacific Oil and Lead Works.—Linseed Oil, 57@60o. for Raw and
Boiled respectively. Castor Oil, §1 25@$1 30 for No. 1 and 2 resp
ively. Cocoa Oil, 40@45c.

Flour for China.—The City of Peking, hence for Hongkong on the
10th inst., carried the bulk of 5,000 barrels of Flour.

Quicksilver for China.—The City of Peking carried 925 flasks. She
also carried 50 flasks to Japan. Price, 34^ cents.

Dry Goods for China.—The City of Peking, for Hongkong, carried
1,150 bales domestic sheetings, etc.

Ginseng for China.—Several invoices, aggregating 20,104 pounds, went
forward to Hongkong, per Cit// of Peking.

For British Columbia.—The Dakota has sailed with a valuable
of rice, flour, sugar, coffee, etc.

British ship Emblem, 1,052 tons, has a wheat charter for Liv
direct at £1 12s. 6d.

The City of Rio de Janeiro sails for Panama and way ports on Mon-
day, the 15th instant.

Printed, and Published by the Proprietor. Frederick Marriott, 607 to 615 Merchant street, San Francisco, California.



SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER AND Jan. 13, 1883.

A PUNGENT LOVE AFFAIR.
"0 don't!" she cried, "repeat each word
And turn our talk to fun absurd.
Of Jokes among * the common herd

'

I do not like thine echo."
"I am a brute, my dear, I heard,
But still I like ," he paused, yet spurred
By glance that to her form had erred,

He sighed and said "Thy neck, Oh! ,:

He watched so eagerly her pet
The playful yellow bird that set

Its tiny bill in lips that met
Bound sugar fur its nipping,

That she, through laughter's tears that blurred,
Asked: "You would be canary-bird?"
He answered wildly: "Nary bird!"

Her mouth with his ec-lips-ing.

She boxed his ears. " Sir, you forget
I told you I no man's kiss met!"
He, smiling, only said: "Kismet!"

She scoffed : "What poor devising
Of shallow wit ! You make me falter

And all my thoughts of marriage alter."

"Like mine," said he, "at marriage altar

Tin bent on sacrificing."

She— Here's Ma!
He— My pleasure all to mar?
She— O do keep still, the door's ajar !

He— A 'transformation scene'? A jar!

She— O hush ! Go ask Papa.
He— Make him par-ticipant of bliss?

She (sighs)—He will so much his daughter miss !

He— Miss? Mrs., 'twill be on from this.

She (laughs)—He-he !

He- He! Who? Me?
Both (JautfA)—Ha-ha ! e. f. d.

FASHION'S VOICE.
This being the season that woman delights in, when all her charms are

supplemented under the gaslight by the addition of gorgeous apparel, I

shall give a brief synopsis of some of the startlingly lovely novelties

which have fallen beneath my notice. Beads, gold and silver, are dow
unsparingly employed in the detail of evening dresses, and the hand em-
broidery, which has bo briefly held its reign, gives way before these

brilliant adjuncts ; for is not Fashion made for woman, fickle as a
woman's fancy ? Brocades are heavily beaded in gold, steel and colored

pearls, while bullion is freely used on more elaborate toilettes. Young
ladies can now decorate their own evening dresses, for upon a stamped
pattern nothing is easier than to work an elaborate pattern in beads.

White or strawberry pink satin- is remarkably elegant embroidered in

flowers, either beads or silver cord being used, the material employed
with such heavy goods being silver tissue or tulle,, the vests and panels of

the robe being the parts to be embroidered. Pearls of all colors are used
—bronze, white, brown, pink, etc. Bronze is particularly rich on wood-
colored satin, and I have seen a Nile green ottaman silk with a pattern of

darker green glass beads which was remarkably effective. Lace also is

sprinkled heavily with beads, steel, silver, pearl and gold. In some in-

stances a pattern of roseB, say crimson, are veined and stemmed in gold
beads, the employment of silk embroidery as a mixture being even more
effective than the head work alone. Trains are exceedingly long for full

dress, and are tucked back over a rich embroidered petticoat, which for
the most part is a mass of bead brocade. The newest train is made in

two points, while many skirts which appear have the brocaded front fin-

ished by puffings round the base, finished at the edge by gold bead
fringe. The pointed train is quite apart from the dress below, being
in fact, a court train, which necessitates the dress being trimmed
completely round the base, as in dancing or walking the train can be lifted

over the wearer's arm. Combinations are very general ; for example, a
dull red velvet dress has a sage-green velvet lining on the side of the train,

which by being caught back on the tornure form revers of a distinct color,

while Hie panels are of another|color, in brocade of beads, or embroidery
of gold or silver thread. Japanese designs are much in vogue, birds and
animals being festively disported over the dress. I saw a white satin
dress, the entire front of which was covered with large birds embroidered
in silk and sparkling beads. Over this was a train of chandron velvet,

which falling from the hips was tucked back so as to form small paniers,
and then traveled its sweeping length in two distict points, the edges of
which were studded with pearls. Another gorgeous costume may be thus
rendered: A short white satin skirt, round the base of which sew small
groups of artificial flowers tied with loops of white pearls, vest of white
satin, with large bouquet to match; train of ruby velvet, with points of
bluesatin turned backallroundfromthehipsdownwards, each point finished
by one large pearl. Bouquets are extravagantly large, and should always
be placed on the side of the corsage, never in front. A long piece of black
velvet tied round|the throat, with immense loops and ends, and a rose or
bunch of small flowers tied in, iB a chic adornment for the white neck of a
young girl, but let the knots be worn under the ear, not either back or
front, and a waist bouquet must also be placed on one side.

A pretty set-off to a rich dark dress is a few rows of narrow gold braid
round the standing collar and sleeves; a white lace bow placed on a velvet
one may be worn below the neck, though the bow should be so fashioned
that some portion of it extends almost to the throat. Gold card is also
introduced on muffs of velvet, and a new conceit is to trim your muff to
match your bonnet. Silver Pen.

There can be no doubt that the tailor makes the man, or if he does
not actually make bim, he helps him along wonderfully. To prove how
true this is one only has to call in at J. M. Litchfield's, 415 Montgomery
street, and get measured for a suit of clothes. It will then be seen how
much a man's appearance is improved by the tailor's art.

Brooks' Spool Cotton is the only reliable Machine Cotton in use. It
never breaks or frays, and those who know beat say it cannot be beaten.

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS.
In the memoirs of the late Sir Archibald Alison, just published, we

find the following anecdote. Her Majesty Bpoke chiefly of the early his-

tory of Scotland to him, and was very inquisitive about the battles of
Stirling, Falkirk, Torwood and Bannockburn, and the ground on which
each was fought. " I described," says Alison, " the localities as well as I
could, and she promised to observe the placeB the next time she passed in
the railway. When I mentioned the singular circumstance that both ar-

mies at Bannockburn were commanded by her ancestors, the one being
led by Edward II., the other by Robert Bruce, she said: " It is so; but I
am more proud of my Scotch descent than of any other. When I first

came into Scotland, I felt as if I were going home." Soon after, the con-
versation turned upon Queen Mary and Elizabeth, and she said: " I am
thankful I am descended from Mary. I have nothing to do with Eliza-
beth."

—

Court Journal.

It is not pleasant for an Under-Secretary for Foreign Affairs to have
to confess that he knows nothing—or next to nothing- -about an important
dependency like Madagascar ; and yet Sir Charles Dilke had to make
such an admission the other night when asked in the House of Commons
for some statistical information concerning this island. It appeared from
his answer that Her Majesty's Consul sent home a few figures in 1879,

but they were very vague, and afforded a most inadequate idea of the na-

tionality of the European residents in the colony. The Foreign Office

has also no accurate statistics of the trade of Madagascar. In the present
circumstances of the island this state of things is much to be regretted,

and it is the duty of the Foreign Office to see that this serious defect is

remedied at the earliest possible moment.

Two venturesome Englishmen have done good service to the cause
of British trade by visiting the capital of that blood-stained land, Corea.
They have returned without sustaining even a scratch at the hands of the
natives, and are able to dispel that idea of irreclaimable hostility on the

part of the Coreans, which has so long been fostered. The recent dis-

turbances are to some extent explained by the travelers. The serious

interest of their report lies in the fact that the 20,000,000 of Coreans who
inhabit one of the richest countries in the world, are not personally
fanatic. If English traders are made of the stuff that their fathers were,
they will take advantage of the state of things ruling just now to estab-

lish themselves in the country.

The paper makers of the past generation would turn in their graves

if they knew of the " base uses" to which paper is now applied. The
latest thing is a water-proof manila paper, which is used for lining both

the outside and the inside of buildings. It is also used for floor cloth

when prepared and treated in almost precisely the same way as ordinary
oilcloth. The paper in this case takes the place of the canvas bottom or

foundation of the oilcloth, and, it is said, possesses many advantages.

Among others, it does not, like oilcloth, expand with age. Probably we
shall soon read of an American company advertising their patent paper
water-proof coats. There are many things much more unlikely.

High-Friced Dirt.—We learn from New York that dirt in that city

is fetching a high price. At a recent sale a small lot of ground, sixteen

feet by thirty, situated at the corner of Wall and Broadway streets,

which is really the best corner in the whole city, brought §168,000, being

at the rate of $16,000,000 per acre. This is the highest price ever ob-

tained for any real estate in America. The opposite corner is occupied

by the Drexel building, and the price paid for it was at the rate of $14,-

000,000, but that was during the inflation.

Another story about Madame Nilsson and the autograph hunters :

A few days ago she yielded to an important application. Glancing through
the book, she saw on the last page the inscription, " Last, but not least,

Adelina Patti." Seizing a pen, she wrote on the inside of the cover, fac-

ing this, "Last and least, Christine Nilsson Rouzeaud."

A new industry in Japan is paid to be that of lacquering plaster in

a way which causes it to resemble marble. On a basis of clay this lacquer-

work is especially novel. The clay is baked after the fashion of porcelain,

and the hardness and ring of the material combine with the skill of the

lacquerer to produce a result only distinguishable by the expert from
marble itself. An excellent mantel-piece of this description may be ob-

tained, says the Japan Mail, for about £5.

"Oh! if Wives only Knew."—Brown : "Ain't seen Robinson
lately. What's become of him?" Jones: "You're not likely to see

him, dear boy. Fact is (I wouldn't have believed it, you know), he's got

into trouble through marrying two wives." Brown; "Bah! what of

that ? Look at me—awful example—I've got into trouble through mar-
rying one. Ta ! ta ! old man ; don't forget to meet me at the ' Pav.' to-

night."

—

Fun.
" What do you call them ? " asked a "small brother " of young Brown,

who was making a call. " What do I call them ? Why, I should call

them beans." " There," said the small brother, turning triumphantly to

his sister, " you said that Mr. Brown didn't know beans, but he does."

And a nine-year-old boy left the room wearing a twelve-year-old smile.

We are to have our food resources, and our table delicacies also, in-

creased by a new kind of cheese. It is a Chinese production, and is

made from a species of bean, which has long been used by the Chinese

and Japanese. It more closely resembles animal food than any other

vegetable known to us, containing much greasy matter and albumen, and
so it is easily cooked and eaten like other vegetables. The husk of the

bean serves as a very good fodder for horses and cows. The cheese is

declared to have a very delicate taste, much like Parmesan.

Philadelphia is just now excited over the capture of a band of grave-

robbers, who were caught with six bodies, intended for the Medical Col-

lege, in their possession. An investigation shows that these ghouls had
almost cleared one of the cemeteries of its occupants. The recovered

corpses have been identified. This capture was planned by some newspa-
per reporters attached to the Philadelphia Press, who carried it out suc-

cessfully, as amateur detectives. The men captured are now in jail

awaiting their trial.

Scotch Whisky.—Fine old Lochaber, Auctertool, Glenlivet, and
and V. O. W. H. Campbell, 402 Front street. ,
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The i J rand Hotel ( 'alieo Party and Mrs. UoLaOfffaiin*! reception at the
Palace, on Monday evening, were both well attended. The former may,
however, be set down as a negative success, inasmuch as it was not a fail-

ure. The attendance, though large, was not what was anticipated on the
part of the promoters, and though the majority of the ladies looked
charming in the prescribed garments of calico, the men, with almost one
accord, appeared in the customary garb of solemn black, and refused to
make spectacles of themselves in other attire.

On teat Monday evening, also, Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Lyons, of Eddy
street, gave a very pleasant party iu honor of their eldest daughter's
debut into Society. The spacious parlors were covered with canvas and
decorated with flowers arranged in various exquisite designs. Dancing
was the order of the evening, to the music of Ballenherg's full band, and
at midnight a most delicious supper was served. For the excellence of

her viands the hostess is justly noted, and on this occasion full justice
was done them, after which dancing was resumed and kept up till far on
towards morning. The party was one of the most enjoyable of the sea-

son so far.

On Tuesday evening Mrs. H. H. Bancroft gave a very large reception
in honor of her niece, Miss Kate Bancroft, who has just returned from a
long absence in Europe, and who expressed herself as much pleased to be
at home airain.

Wednesday afternoon and evening took place the Pixley wedding anni-
versary reception, at their charming home on Union street, and "which
was pronounced perfect and much enjoyed by all who were present; and
to-night the officers of thr Presidio give another of their delightful hops
at that post.

Last night St. Mary's Cathedral was comfortably filled, though by no
means crowded, to witness the marriage of Miss Sophia Cutter and Mr.
John Downey Harvey. The altar was brilliant with lights and decorated
with tropical plants, and just outside the altar rails was an arch of smi-
lax, from which depended a floral shield bearing the monogram C.H. and
two white doves.
During the seating of the guests, the organist gave a selection of airs,

through them running a strain suspiciously like the old hymn tune, "I
would not live alway," and promptly on time entered the bridal party,
composed of the six ushers, two of whom, Messrs. Mervie Donahoe and
Casserley, had been doing most efficient duty, and the bride with her un-
cle, Mr. Robinson, the groom, meeting her beneath the arch; and, as they
stood there together they looked a very well matched little pair, there
not beiDg, seemingly, a hairs breadth difference in their hights.

One of the Jesuit Fathers then delivered an address, during the first

half of which he treated the assemblage to a lesson in arithmetic, follow-

ing it up by a short discourse on valid marriages and the law of divorce.

Then followed the marriage ceremony, which was very brief and exceed-
ingly simple for a Catholic one, during which Mrs. Henry Norton sang
"Love, the Pilgrim," and all was done.
The bride looked very fair and pretty in a long robe of white satin and

simple tulle vail. Her mother, Mrs. Cutter, was entirely in black, bon-
net and all ; her sister, Miss "Tot " Cutter, in a pearl-colored satin of in-

describable make and huge white hat. The groom's mother, Mrs. Mar-
tin, was gorgeous in black velvet and point lace, and with her were Geo.
Downey and his beautiful wife.

The Roman Catholic element were largely represented, among them
being Mr. and Mrs. Peter Donahue, Mr. and Mrs. Con O'Connor, Mr.
and Mrs. Con Sullivan, Eugene Casserley and family ; and I also saw Mr.
and Mrs. Tom Findley, Geo. Boardman and family, Theodore Payne and
wife, Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton Smith, Phil Roach, Miss Lawton and Mrs.
Walsh.

I heartily congratulate the young couple on the happy ending of their

courtship, as the engagement has been on the tapis for a year or more,
but it met with such decided opposition on the part of the groom's uncle,
Downey, (by the way, it was only when the invitations were out that
many of young Harvey's acquaintances would be persuaded that his name
was really Downey by right, as they had always considered it a very ap-
propriate pet name bestowed by those who knew him best) that the
match was several times almost given up. But the happy thought strik-

ing Miss Sophia of becoming a Catholic, she at once acted upon it and
did so, thus smoothing the way greatly for a solution of their difficulties,

the ceremony to-night being the happ> result.

Later in the evening, a very pleasant reception was held at the resi-

dence of the bride's mother, on Van Ness Avenue, which was very
numerously attended.
For next week, first in importance to many will be the Inaugural ball

at Sacramento, to which quite a large party of our 'Frisco belles are
going, and should the fine weather continue a most delightful time is

anticipated.

The week following, the B. B's. of Sutter street, give a frolic—has it

yet been decided what those initials stand for, by the bye ?—and other
good things are also in preparation.

Mrs. W. T. Coleman's cards are also out for an afternoon reception to

her friends, and many regrets are expressed that it is not a ball she has
decided on giving, as she entertains so delightfully ; but her house is

always one of the pleasantest in town to visit at, and she is so agreeable
a lady, no doubt a good time will be had no matter what the style of her
party may be.

Another dance at Mare Island is also on the tapis, as well as several
very large gatherings here in town, but of them hereafter.

The streets are being looked forward to with the most pleasurable an-

ticipations, i. c. the proposed Mlardi Gras spectacle, for which prepara-
krd already began, with, I understand, every prospect of success

;

and why ihoald we DOl have 006 7 With everything in our favor, and the
promised rfall of the richest man in the world, the Railroad King, Van-
derbilt, who le*v« N.-w York with a party of friendi the last of this
month, to make his long anticipated journey to the tiolden West. The
party will DO doubt be extensively and handsomely entertained by our
nabobs, and all society are hoping that nothing will interfere to prevent
the trip.

I hear that the A*he-< 'rocker wedding will take place at an early date;
but whether before or after the Sandwich Island visit, has not yet been
decided. Some think it would niako a very appropriate and pleasant

OR trip, but I think it more likely not to occur till after Lent, but
ront.

The last rumored engagement is between flred Sharon and Miss Ma-
mie Maynard, of San Mateo, and Miss Edes, of Washington, is credited
with having made the match. I do not vouch for the truth of this re-

ports, but only give it as being one of the on dits of Society at present.

I see the announcement in Eastern pauers of the approaching wedding
of Miss Alice Blaine, daughter of the ex-Secretary, and Col. J. J. Cop-
pinger, of the U. S. Army. The prospective groom will no doubt be re-
membered as one of the ornaments of society in 'Frisco about the time of
the close of the war, when he was for some time stationed in this city,
and, if I remember correctly, was for a while on General Halleck's staff.

Apropos, what has become of Mrs. Tom Cash, who flourished here about
that period ?

The Jim Coleman's are back again, having enjoyed their Eastern trip
exceedingly, and are domiciled at the mother's home on Sutter street.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank S. Johnson have just moved into their new resi-

dence. No. 1,500 Taylor street. Thursdays will be their reception day.
Major Whitney and his lovely bride, who were visiting 'Frisco during

the holidays, have returned again to their quarters at San Diego.
Felix.

THE PHILHARMONICS.
Dear News Letter :—You are so welcome a guest in the circles of

the elite, those of them who were not present at the last Philharmonic
Concert, will no doubt be glad to learn through your pages how it went
off. The audiences at the Philharmouic's in all parts of the world, are
of the most select and " toney " character, and those to be found at
Piatt's Hall upon the occasion of our local concertB of that denomination
are no exceptions to the rule. Society, both musical and fashionable,
has reason to thank the energy of Mr. Henry Heyman, the accomplished
violinist (who acts as Secretary), for the success attained by the organiza-
tion in this city.

The concert of Friday afternoon was an unusually brilliant one, boast-
ing sixty musicians, thus enlarging the orchestra and enabling them to
give with fine effect the Vorspiel to Parsifal, by Wagner, as well as his
Walkuren Ritt.

The " Eroica " of Beethoven was also greatly enjoyed, in fact, every
number was greeted with applause. My own individual preference lay
with Wagner and the beautiful movement for strings only, of Abendruhe.
But you will not, I daresay, care to have a musical critic ; what you want
to know is who were there ! Almost everybody. The old society ele-

ment who seem to have a sort of feeling of aristocracy " dating back "

running through them, were out in full force. In one box were Mr.
Alvord and Mrs. Dr. Keeney. In another were the Parrott girls, (why
will they wear such unbecoming coiffures, and such long thin gloves ?)

Consul Olavonsky I saw chatting with pretty Mrs. Fred Low, whose
daughter Flora has j^st gone East for a visit to her friend Miss Hattie
Crocker. Mrs. Newton, whose big solitaires blazed with splendor, had
the Blanding girls with her. By the way, how strong a likeness Miss
Lena bears to the vocalist. Miss Ellen Coursen. Mrs. Ward and Mrs.
Head were together in the front of the gallery. Below, seated near me
in the body of the hall, were Mme. Berton, and Voight, the organist,
while to the left above I spied Mrs. Louise Breckenridge and Janin. I'll

venture a bet that those two couples enjoyed the concert more than any
one there, judging by the devoted attention they gave to the perform-
ances. Oscar Herold and Sam Mayer each had a lady in charge. Mrs.
W. T. Coleman, Mrs. Garnett, Mrs. L. T. Haggin and Miss Rita, Mrs.
Holmes, Mrs. Mariner-Campbell, Mme. Zeiss-Dennis, Mrs. Helman,
Mrs. Grey, the Smiths, Mrs. Robinson, Arrillaga, John Benson, O'Lay-
rnan and Colonel Irving, were scattered through the hall, here and there,

familiar faces rising from the sea of heads ; and in the crowd coming out
one heard pleasant salutations on all sides, and unanimous expressions of
approval of the music given. San Francisco may congratulate itself that
such a worthy undertaking has met with so great and merited a success.

Occasional.

Kobler'a Waxworks are still the main attraction on Market street,

and the public never seem to tire of looking at these close imitations of

nature. The music is excellent, and the Electric Boy and Edison's Pho-
nograph create immense excitement. The exhibition is so popular that
no one who can possibly get there stays away.

M. Gray has just issued a new song, "Kisses Tell the Tale."

SPORTSMEN, ATTENTION !—THE SEASON OPENED.

HUNTING STJITSsi.
This Is the only recognized Depot for the celebrated RIV-

ETED HUNTING SUITS manufactured hv LEVI STRAUSS A 00.
We have also in stock all classes of HUNTING GARMENTS, and make the same

to order upon very short notice. HUNTING SUITS!

c>:r.:e2^t i is: l,
CORNER OF KEARNY AND COMMERCIAL STS.

tS^The Largest Establishment in its line in tho United States. Price List,

with handsome Lithograph of the GREAT I X L by Electric Light, sent free on

application, Sept. 16.
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THE 'FRISCO BALLADS.

IH.—The Legend of the Clock.

The corner clock, with a tick and a tock,

From morning swings till night,

And we may he sad, or we may be glad,

Its face is always bright

;

From side to side, from side to side,

It swings from day to day,
From week to week, from month to month,

It swings the years away.

It Bwings away as it swung on the day
When Mary and I were wed,

When we stopped before our cottage door,

And " This iB our house," I said

;

And there when we opened it what should we hear
But a welcoming tick, tick, tock,

And the very first thing that Mary saw
Was the face of the corner clock.

And every day as it ticked away
She polished it till it shone,

And the steady light of the gas at night
Made itB face as bright as her own.

It ticked for the happy weeks and months,
It ticked to the cradle's rock,

And seemed as happy as all the house,
The grand old corner clock.

Then little feet pattered across the floor,

And Mary would sew and sing,

And the tick and the tock of the corner clock
Kept time to everything.

To work all day for the oneB you love
Is happiness nought can mend

;

There ne'er was a happier time than that

—

It seemed as 'twould never end.

But slowly, slowly a change we knew,
And the dear little face grew pale

;

It seemed as likely the clock should stop
As the pattering feet should fail ;

But the feet were still, and the face grew pale
And paler every day,

Till at last we knew God loved our child
And was taking it away.

The last night came, we sat and watched
The little bedside around,

And the tick and the tock of the corner clock
Had a dreary, dreary sound

;

From side to side, from side to side,

The sounds of the seconds fell,

Each louder and louder than the last,

Like the toll of a passing belL

And all was quiet but the ticking clock,
Or sometimes a half-hushed sob

;

And every Bwing and tock of the clock,
Gave my heart an aching throb,

But suddenly as I watched it swing
It seemed to give a thrill,

And stopt its swinging from side to side,

And trembled—and then was still

And all at once on the house fell a hush,
We looked, and our child was dead;

The strange old corner clock had stopped
When the dear little spirit fled.

It might be the wind, or a touch on the wall
That stopped it—or many a thing.

But we thought that the angel who took our child
Had touched it with his wing.

Ah, it was a sad, sad time, was that,
I don't know how it passed,

Till the burial came, and the grassy sod
Grew over the grave at last

;

And the days went by—strange, quiet days

—

When our hearts were tired and chill,

When we spoke in whispers, and hushed our feet,

And the very clock was still.

So Winter went by, till a morning came,
A Sabbath day in Spring,

When church bells rang, and birdies sang
For joy to hear them ring

;

But I listened, and heard another sound,
A Btrange, strange, tick, tick, tock,

And I started as if I had seen a ghost

—

'Twas the sound of the corner clock!

From side to side, from side to side,
It ticked and ticked away.

And seemed as bright in the morning light
As the sunny Sabbath day.

It might be the wind or a careless hand
But I rather would believe

'Twas our child's own angel sign to us,
That we should cease to grieve.

And our days once more as they passed before
Went by in work and rest

;

Our children since then are women and men

—

But the first one was the best

;

And on Winter nights their children sit

On my knee, and at my side,
While Mary will knit, and tell how the clock

Was hushed when our first one died.

And ever the clock, with a tick and a tock,

From morning swings till night,
And we may be sad, or we may be glad,

Its face is always bright

;

From side to side, from side to side,

It swings from day to day,
From week to week, from month to month,

It swings the years away. J. B.

Sail Francisco, January 13, 1883.

BANKS.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital $3,000,000.
WM.ALTOBD President.
THOMAS BROWM, Cashier

| B. HUBBAT, Jr., Ass't Cashier

Agents :

New York, Agency of the Bank of Calfornia ; Boston, Tremont National Bank

,

Chicago, Union National Bank ; St. Louis, Boatman's Saving Bank ; New Zealand,
the Bank of New Zealand. Correspondent in London, Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sona Correspondents in India, China, Japan and Australia, the Oriental Bank Cor-
poration.
The Bank has Agencies at Virginia City, and Correspondents in all the princi-

pal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.

Letters of Credit issued, available in all parts of the world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dublin, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Antwerp,
Amsterdam, St. Petersburgh, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, Italy.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter.—Capital paid up, #1,800,-

000, with power to increase to $10,000,000. Southeast corner California and San-
somestreets. Head Office—28 Cornhill, London. Branches—Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria, New Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.

This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check
and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available in al parts of

the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents
as follows

:

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal ; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank ; Scotland—British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 18. FREDERICK TOWNSEND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Paid up Capital 81,500,000, Gold. President, R. C. Wool*

worth Vice-President, D. Callaghan ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C, G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue, Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
Correspondents—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse,
Neuman&Co. Paris: Hottinguer&Co. New York: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-

pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal

cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Commercia
Credits issued available in Europe, Chu.a and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital, $2,100,000.

San Francisco Office, 424 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid TJp $3,000,000.
Eeserve 4,500,000.

Agency at New fork, 62 Wall street.
Agency at Virginia, 2Tev.

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers,

elers' Credits.

Issues Commercial and Trav-
Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E. Cor. Sansome and Pine Streets,

London Office, 3 Angel Court : New Tork Agents, J. W. Sel*
igman & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, 5(1,000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,

loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.
FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.

P, N . Lilibkthal, Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITAL, 8300,000.
Officers: Vice-President, Jerome Lincoln; Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other
Approved Securities. Office: No. 215 Sansome street, San. Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Spar und Lei hbank, 9)o 526 California street, San

Francisco. Officers : President, L. GOTTIG. Board op Directors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Eggers, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE; Attorney, JOHN R.
JARBOE. May 18.

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,
STOCK BROKERS,

No. 314 Fine Street San Francisco*
[May 20.]
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BIO CHURCH BOOM IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.
Reports it of the work <-f the Bar. S. <;. Lines,

liar in hta new field oi labor a* he

Msociste- the Re?, F. \V. Reed, have been in San Bernar-
. but bave already establish-

i.lin... OoltOD ud Riverside, and
have vetted

i beir eburch.
racte from * long article in The /Vviw and Boriicultur*

Mid elegance of their new surrounding!
! and which they are held by the |tetiple:

' Rii eraide hu been fav.>re-l in many things, but in nothing mure highly
than in the coming of the od earnest yonng clergymen, I lev.

S. 6. Lines and RaV, K. \V. Read, who have taken charge of the BpiROO-
i
pal Oongregations In Ban Bsrnardino < Soanty.
The congregation that welcomed them at the opening service in "All

remporary C*iaDel
n

an Christmas Eve bore ample testimony to
' that Riverside t-ontains a class of people capable of appreciating
and «-f appreciating also the beautiful and ornate service of the
pal Church.
Dg and baUenng that ire Bhonld strive not less earnestly to make

<;...1V honas more beautiful than our own homes, Mr. Lines ami Mr. Reed
have spare. 1 thither tiin>\ money nor labor in fitting up the Chapel. The
high altar with it-s rich hangings, its set of carved oak cross, candle-sticks
and eases filled with lovely Sowers thrown into relief by the rich dosel

;

a stall at each side of the altar steps ; lectern and chancel rail complete
I

the church I y effect. These undoubtedly show more respect for God and
i

His House than do plain surroundings. They are impressive and beau-

j

tiful. They teach the plainest and moat scriptural truths, and are associ-
ate .1 with earnest work, plain preaching of the Gospel and success of the

I

Church.**
Speaking of the sermon by Rev. Mr. Lines, the same writer says that

j

it "was eloquent, forcible, impressive and appropriate, and delivered in a
I
manner that chains every thought, and gives the impression of underly-
ing force and power." The same article contains the following description
of the Chapel's surroundings :

"The waving branches of trees—green as in Summer—pass and repass
the shaded windows, which are frames for charming views of the fertile

!
and lovely valley, looked down upon by grand old mountains on every
side ; miles of orange -roves give it beauty and promise it prosperity ; the
warmth and brightness of Summer linger over it, and the lovely homes
that are set in the midst of blooming flowers and ornamental trees con-
tain a class of people fully abreast of the age, cultivated, intelligent, re-
fined."

NEW BOOKS.
The United States Art Directory and Year Book, compiled by

S. R. Koehler, is an art guide-book for artists, students and travelers,
and contains information relating to art which has never before been
published. Besides giving a list and description of all the acadamies, art
schools, collections, exhibitions, art societies, art clubs, etc., in the U. S.,

the book in question includes an artists' directory, a statistical table of
exhibitions, a summary of the various art journals, and the law of copy-
right in the United States, taken from the revised statute, which came in
force in December, 1K73, and was amended in June, 1874. Mr. Koehler
must have worked like a beaver to gather so much information from so
many sources and reduce the whole to the space it now takes up. To art-
ists, travelers and all who feel an interest in art matters this little book
cannot help but prove a great boon, enabling them as it does to refer in a
moment to the art schools, pictures, etc., which are to be found through-
out the length and breadth of the States. "The United States Art
Directory and Year Book " is tor sale by A. L. Bancroft & Co.

The Japan Weekly Mail and the Japan Gazette are unusually interest-
ing this month. Both papers are doing excellent service in the cause of
civilization, good government, and trying to break down the barriers
which have so long kept this industrious and peculiarly-gifted people so
much aloof from the rest of the world.

The German Geographical Society and similar associations the
world over are waiting with eager interest for the details of Lieutenant
Wissmann's exploring expedition in Africa. He has made a desperate
journey from Loanda on the west African coast to Zanzibar, 2,000 odd
miles away "as the crow flies," but a much greater distance as the ex-
plorer traveled. The German society sent out this expedition in 1880
under the command of Dr. Paul Pogge and Lieutenant Wissmann. The
former made a valuable ally, as he had already traveled in Africa, and it

was agreed that he should follow his old route so far as the capital of
Muata's realm, and secure from the king the promise of an unmolested
passage for Lieutenant Wissmann toward the northeast. But as the
traveler learned at Kimbundo that Muata would not allow such a
journey, they followed a caravan route northeast from Kimbundo, finally

reaching the people of the Tussilanges, who live beyond the largest south-
ern tributary of the Congo. The expedition, it is said, has been rich in
scientific discoveries which will soon be made public. A Berlin corre-
spondent notes that the list of African explorers haB taken on an inter-

national character. Livingstone and Cameron representing England,
Stanley America, Serpa Pinta Portugal, Wissmann Germany, De Brazza
Trance and Italy.

A Cunning Dog.—He had the habit of rushing out and attacking
passing vehicles, and his master, thinking to cure him, attached a piece
of wood by a chain to his collar. This answered admirably, for no sooner
did the dog start in pursuit of anything than the clog not only checked
his speed but generally rolled him over. But, to the surprise of all, dog-
gie was soon at his old work nearly as bad as ever. This is how he man-
aged. He did not attempt to drag the clog on the ground and allow it to
check and upset him, but before starting he caught it up in his mouth, ran
before the passing horse, dropped it and commenced the attack, and when
distanced would again seize the clog in his mouth and resume his position
ahead, and thus became as great a peat as ever.

Persons recovering from wasting diseases, such as malaria, fevers, etc.,

will be greatly benefitted by the use of Brown's Iron Bitters, a true tonic.

PERTINENT REMARKS.
On taking bis seat among th« new School Directors, Mr. I. Daniel-

wiu made :» ipeeoh which, though short, was to the point, and expressed,
in concise language, those high-minded sentiments which have made him
BO justly popular. We have only "pace enough to quote a few lines:

"We are here, I hold, not M the representatives of party or faction,

but :is the delegates of a great people. To us they have entrusted a work
of responsibility, greater by far than that confided to any other depart-
ment of government. Our legislation will affect not merely our own day,
but will influence, to some extent, the destiny of future generations of
American citizens."

On the subject of salaries Mr. Dnnielwitz remarked :
" I favor a compe-

tent corps of teachers, and I recognize the fact that what is worth having
is well worth paying for ; so, while I shall carefully watch the expendi-
ture for public school purposes, 1 shall never favor that penny-wise econ-
omy which thinks by saving in the salaries of a few primary teachers to
conceal the waste and extravagance in a hundred other departments of
government."

Embarrassed.—The Reverend Mr. was one of the most bashful
men in his profession, and was constantly getting into scrapes through his

nervous mistakes. At one time he rose in his pulpit to give out the
hymn, " This world is all a fleeting show," and after clearing his throat,

he struck a high pitch of voice and began solemnly, " This world ia all a
floating shoe." Everybody smiled except the deacons, and the minister
was covered with confusion as he began again, " This world is all a shout-
ing flow," This only made matters worse, and the unhappy man cleared
his throat with tremendous force and began once again, "This world is

all a floating she." Then he slammed down the hymn-book, and, wiping
his clammy brow, said, " Brethren, for some reason I cannot read that
hymn as it should be read. We will omit it, and the choir will please
sing the grand old line beginning, 'Just as I am, without one flea.'

"

Steinway & Sons,
|

Kranich & Bach, )

r\| I II A A (ERNST GABLER,

PIANOS. C. ROENISCH.

M. GRAY, 117 Post Street,
[Nov. 4.] San Francisco.

PRINTING AND ENGRAVING
BY THE

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.:

Our Specialties: Fine Printing1—Catalogues, Books, Illus-
trated Circulars, Illuminated Printing. We have the most complete facilities

for producing ENGRAVINGS by the following processes: Photo Engraving, Photo-
graphing, Wood Engraving, Photo Lithographing. Portraits, Landscapes, Build-
ings, Machinery, Interiors, etc. Parties living at a distance can have engravings
made by sending photograph, or sketch on paper, designating size required. Esti-

mates furnished on application. Sept. 9.

ANNUAL MEETING.
CCalifornia Mining- Company.—The Annual Meeting: of the
j Stockholders of the CALIFORNIA MINING COMPANY will be held at the

office of the company. Room 23, Nevada Block, 309 Montgomery street, San Fran-
cisco, Cal„ on WEDNESDAY, January seventeenth (17th), 1883, at 1 o'clock r. m.,

for the election of a Board of Directors to serve (or the ensuing year, and for the
transaction of such other business as may properly come before the meeting.
Transfer books will be closed January 15, 1883. C. P. GORDON,

[Dec. 30.] Secretary.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
The California Savings and Lonu Society, corner Powfll

and Eddy streets.—For the half-year ending December 81, 1688, the Board of

Directors of the CALIFORNIA SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY has declared a
dividend on term deposits at the rate of four and thirty-two one-hundredths (4 32-100)

per cent, per annum, and on ordinary deposits at the rate of three and six-tenths

(3 6-10) percent, per annum, free from Federal taxes, and payable on and after the
2d day of January, 1883. By order.

Dec. 30. VERNON CAMPBELL, Secretary.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
The German Savings and Loan Society.-For the half-year

ending December 3tat, 1882, the Board Of Directors of THE GERMAN SAV-
INGS AND LOAN SOCIETY has declared a Dividend on term deposits at the rate of

four and thirty-two one hundredths (i 32-100) per cent, per annum, and on ordi-

nary deposits at the rate of three and six-tenths (3 6-10) per cent, per annum, free

from Federal taxes, and payable on and after the 2d day of Januarv. 18S3. By order.

[Dec. 30.] GEO. LETTE, Secretary.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.

San Francisco Saving-* Union, 532 California street, cor-
ner Webb. For the half-year ending with December 31, 1882, a dividend has

been declared at the rate of four and thirty-two one-hundredths (4 32-100) per cent.

per annum on term deposits, and three and sixty one-hundredths (3 60-100) per cent,

per annum on ordinary' deposits, free of Federal tax, payable on and after January
17th, 1883. [Dec. 30.] LOVELL WHITE, Cashier.

THIRTY DAYS' TRIAL FREE!
e send free on thirty days' trial. Dr. Dye's Electro-Tol-
TAIC BELTS and other Electric Appliances, to men suffering from nerv-

ous Debility, Lost Vitality and kindred troubles. Also for Rheumatism, Liver and
KiJno\ Troubles, and many other diseases. Speedy cures guaranteed. Illustrated

Pamphlets free. Address VOLTAIC BELT CO.,
(Sept. 23.) Marshall, Michigan.

A YOUNG LADY,
T/ldueated in England, wishes a morning- engagement as
JDi GOVERNESS. English in all its branches, thorough music, Spanish and
the rudiments of French. Address M. A., office of this paper. Dec. 2.

a week in your own town. Terms and $5 outfit free.
Address H. Haixett A Co., PortUnd, Mains.

w
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PLEASURE'S WAND.
We Obey no Wand but Pleasure's."--Tom. Moore.

" Cad, the Tom Boy," is a play that will not redound to the credit of

its author. Leonard G-rover has been rather successful as a playwright. He
has demonstrated his ability to construct a play consistently, his ability

to write clever lines, and also the faculty of being humorous without

broadness, and amusing without exaggeration. But " Cad " is a sorry

piece of trash. It will probably be a successful play, for it possesses ele-

ments of cheap popularity. The dialogue is couched in the slangiest slang

of the day, and the central figure is a female hoodlum. This is enough

to amuse and enchant the denizens of the gallery. The sole attraction

that the play has for the better class of theatre-goers is in the uninten-

tional humor of the seriously written scenes. There is nothing so ludi-

crous as a very bad play, something that can be ridiculed and guyed.and
" Cad " serves this purpose to perfection. If this play had been written

as a burlesque on modern melodrama—a sort of Gilbertian satire—it

would be a very clever thing. This can still be done by a little rewrit-

ing The second act opens with a scene that has caused much comment
and criticism. It is hard to determine just where the line should be

drawn as to what is proper to represent on the stage before a mixed
audience. It is purely a question of locality, and is altogether de-

pendent upon the codes of propriety prevailing in different places.

While it might be asserted that, practically, anything that an audience

will tolerate is permissible, there is above this a question of good taste,

and this is seriously violated by Mr. Grover when be places on the stage a

scene which represents nothing more or less than a brutal panel game. It

is especially in bad taste as it is entirely extraneous to the plot, and
serves no purpose. Mr. Grover claims for the scene the quality of a

moral lesson, of a striking example of the wiles of this wicked world. It

seems to me that Mr. Grover can hardly be serious in making any such

claim, for the scene is treated with such a coloring of humor that it is

amusing, not instructive. It is taken by the audience not as a warning,

but as a very good joke on the unfortunate victim. From a purely real-

istic point of view, the scene is beyond criticism. It is played with won-
derful truth to nature, particularly by Alma Stuart Stanley. Martha
Wren is a fair actress, but with hardly sufficient protean ability to carry

the character through. She makes her points neatly, and the slang of

her lines flows naturally from her lips, but her style is decidedly

monotonous. Her singing is, to put it mildly, bad. George Holland is

entirely mis-cast as the villain. He plays with so much bonbommie that

the audience is utterly unable to discover the true character of the man.
But this pleasing uncertainty forms a good part of the unintentional hu-

mor I have before alluded to. Raymond Holmes plays a comedy role

with a good deal of comic talent, and is undoubtedly a very clever actor.

Mr. Stacy plays a small part—that of a policeman—with so much charac-

terization that it becomes prominent beyond its relacive position in the

cast. The rest of the cast was in indifferent hands.*****
There is an episode in Cad—the escape from "Ward's Island—which

with all its details of action, dialogue and costume, while intended to be

perfectly strious, is simply a screaming burlesque. Cad enters, a small,

slim woman disguised as a messenger boy. She comes to rescue her blind

mother, who is unjustly held in the insane asylum. They meet. " Cad!
you here !" Yes, Mother ! I will save you, dear mother! (Ap-
plause, of course.) "But how?" "We must exchange our clothes!

You will put this uniform on, and I will don the asylum dress
!"

(Manifest signs of expectant curiosity in the audience), for the afore-

said mother is of even more than ample proportions, and the uniform
trowsers look very small.) They disappear, and return. Cad as pa-

tient No. 6S, and the mother—but no, the audience is fooled and disap-

pointed, and a figurante with closely averted face is led on to the New
York boat. A child enters !

" My sister," cries Cad. " I will save her,

too I" She grabs the child and throws it into the river. The child is evi-

dently a good swimmer, for it does not cry, and seemingly waits patiently
under water to be rescued. Off goes Cad's gown and she stands in a
fashionable bathing-suit ! A few lines of heroics and a few attitudes,

(child still in the water), and she plunges in. She is then seen swimming
( ?) away with the child, but in a position that simply defies all laws of

physics. But what of that ! Tremendous applause and curtain.
* - * * * *

Nothing new to be said about Youth. It is drawing well, and for once
the public here is showing that it does possess some appreciation of merit-
orious performances. If the managers of the Grand always do as well as
with Youth, neither they nor the public will have cause to complain.#***#
The revival of Michael Strogoff is in every way equal to its original pro-

duction. The scenery, costumes and appointments are the same as used
then; the ballet is nearly as good; the specialties introduced — the
Girards and Ariel—are additional attractions ; and the acting is, as a
whole, better. Levick is a better "Strogoff" than Bangs was, in so far
that the youthful fire and vigor that are his chief characteristics are mora
suitable to the rash bravery and heroism of the courier than was the older
actor's more mature methods. A comparison between Cayvan and
Frankie McClellan is of course ridiculous ; one is a remarkable actress,

the other a mere -figurante. Mrs. Rush as "Martha Strogoff " is strong
and forcible, Louise Sylvester makes a picturesque " Sangarre," and Wes-
sells is more vividly intense than ever. 1 have heard of and seen many
blood and thunder actors, but Wessells o'ertops them all in wildness.
The two journalists are very indifferently acted ; Thompson has no Amer-
ican characteristics, and Osborne is a very bad stage Englishman. Bar-
rows and Morris are regretfully remembered in this connection. The lit-

tle tiff between Cornalba and Bert, the manager, as to the proper scene
for Ariel to appear in. has been settled. Cornalba carried her point, but
I think made a fool of herself.*****

Squatter Sovereignty, as given at the Bush-street Theatre, is but a man-
gled version of Harrigan & Hart's great success. It is but a synopsis of
the funny incidents of that wonderful caricature of Irish shanty life. It
is a clever burlesque upon a phase of life that is perfectly unknown in
this city, and our audiences can be amused only by the general character-
istics of boisterous humor, aggressiveness and irrisistible fighting propen-

sities of the Irish race. Irish-American life has also peculiarities of its

own, and these are strikingly "hit" yd. Squatter Sovereignty. On6 can
imagine Ed. Harrigan, the roughest diamond on the American stage,

making a perfect creation of "Felix Mclntyre." Kelly in the Bush-
street version is amusing, but nothing more. None of the others in the
cast are sufficiently strong to do anything with their respective charac-
ters. The first part of the programme is full of entertaining specialties.

The Rice Surprise Party follow. Their field is musical extravaganza,
and it will no doubt prove, as usual here, attractive and popular.*****
The novelty at Emerson's this week was the trapeze performance of the

Thuzets. They give a very clever act of equilibrium wonders, full of
danger, hence exciting and interesting to the audience. The quartette
sang several selections very well, and Charley Reed was more amusing
than ever, which is saying a good deal. No change in the size of the au-
diences. The theatre is crowded every evening.*****
Tivoli—Oberon ; Traviata to follow. Winter Garden

—

A Trip to tke

Moon is successfully running. Nothing new to speak of.*****
Odette, is as are all of Sardou's plays, a masterpiece of dramatic con-

struction. The story is developed with wonderful skill; the incidents are
worked in with rare ingenuity, and the dialogue is natural, sharp and in-

cisive. The theme is one which French dramatists particularly love to
dwell upon—infidelity in woman. Their liking for this subject is not due
to any strong belief in the weakness or inconstancy of the sex, but simply
from the fact that the results of marital infidelity on the part of the wife
under the peculiar and abnormal condition of the French laws on the sub-
ject, are far-reaching and terrible. Property, as well as persons, are af-

fected by a wife's escapade, and complications legal, moral and social, en-
sue. From this state of affairs events arise that are inherently dramatic,
and are naturally seized upon by dramatists. The divorce question is the
burning social topic in France, and until legal separation is engrafted on
the Code, French authors will play upon the emotional misery that linked
honor and shame, wedded love and hate will generate. What stronger
subject can there be for the imagination of novelist or dramatist to dwell
upon than woman's tears and sufferings? But in all the pictures that
have been drawn there is a disposition of uncharitableness towards the
erring woman. There is no hope for her. One false step, and she is eter-

nally doomed. An exile from all that is true and beautiful in life, the
angel is soon transformed into a demon; but withal there remains in her
nature an imperishable germ which, when watered by the tears of human
sympathy, will bud forth into true womanly heroism. In Odette Sardou
vividly depicts this. The faithless wife, degraded and debased, driven
from here to there, has sunk to the lowest depths of infamy. But, with
every other feeling destroyed and dead, maternal love is still smouldering
in her heart, and her sin is expiated in the mother's sacrifice. Ellmen-
reich's acting of the difficult part was an admirable dramatic effort. It
was a grand exhibition of those powers of emotional portrayal that stamp
her as a wonderful artist. The support was excellent in every respect.*****
The Philharmonic Concert on Friday afternoon of last week was a

most noteworthy event. The orchestra was a large one, and contained
all the good instrumentalists of the city. Of the performance of the
Eroica I can only speak by hearsay, and the general opinion seemed to

be that as a whole it was a very creditable one. The Rossi Fest Marsch
is a martial piece of music, but is neither strikingly original nor very
masterly treated. Abendruhe, by Kretschner (for strings), is a delicious
reverie, full of languor in tune and rhythm, and was admirably played.
The Rossini overture, Siege de Corinthe, is a well known selection. It was
well played, the excellence of the orchestra being demonstrated by the
well rendered opening phrases for reed and brass instruments, and by the
evenness and precision of the rapid passages that the violins perform.
The Wagner numbers which followed were the novelties of the pro-
gramme, and as such deserve analysis. It is unquestionable that in
formal originality, and in intellectual vigor, Wagner is the greatest com-
poser of our time. But his music as an art is made vital so to speak by
borrowing from other arts. Wagner gives u> the words and action the
same importance as he does to the music in his work. He does not write
" dramatical music," but "musical dramas." Wagner disregards "form,"
hence writes no arias or duets (in the strict form), nor recitatives in which
the music is subordinate. While there is melody, it is not of the custom-
ary kind, that comes to a regularly rounded and defined close, but is " per-
petual melody" that goes on and on with the emotions of the text. It
seems a pity that Wagner did not feel any inclination to write instru-

mental music in the general sense of the term. What might not such a
genius have done in the symphonic form and in minor works. And then
his music would have been known less by hearsay and criticism, and
more by actual performances, for, as it is, the technical difficulties of a
Wagnerian production make it impossible outside of world centers. The
Parsifal Vorspiel is probably, as a prelude to the sacred melodrama, and
performed in that connection a most impressive preface, but given in a
detached form, it fails through its lack of continuity, its abruptness of

motifs and general incoherence, to make a deep impression. But these
qualities are atoned for by the gorgeous richness of the scoring.

The Holy Supper theme is first heard. It is a tender melody given in
long drawn accents by the 'celli unaccompanied, then taken up
by the brass and reeds, with a pianissimo accompaniment, trembling
softly as if it were carried on angel's wings, the accompaniment
dying away in ascending syncopated chords. Then the second motif, the
Grail, is softly introduced by the wind instruments, accompanied by the
strings. The "Faith" motif comes in shortly afterwards, given in a dig-

nified and stately manner by the brass. These three themes are subjected
to the most involved contrapuntal treatment, in a manner familiar to all

conversant with Wagnerian tradition, the orchestra literally glowing with
color and sonority of tone. The " Walkuren Ritt"is a most exciting
piece of musical composition. It is built on two prominent themes, which
are carried along with a wealth of harmonic elaboration in a whirlwind of

tempo. It was most magnificently played. Hinrichs proved himself a
leader of thorough knowledge and ability by this concert, and the orches-
tra did wonders with the different selections, most of which bristled with
extreme technical difficulties. Beauclerc.
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SPORTING.
Mace bttcoiM and pone, lie has twice exhibited bfi skill in pub-

lic in tlii- city. He hiw renins) a goodly nod deserved harvest of shekels,
ami bet tnaneitBd t«- mtisfj . ho saw him Unit neither Sullivan

other man of thi* dey oeo perform thai remarkably es
hi, known a-* koockiQg him ontoftfme in four i

sxhibition in tlit* Metropolitan Temple, on Monday night hist,
was a iw'l Mow to those superlatively pious people who insist that I

ir and brntaluring sport, and that boxing exhibitions are only »t

landed by tin- babitnes of Tar Plat and the Barhary Coast. Last Mun>
'it the wealth, the genius, the learning ami the chivalry of Saa

Efancboo gathered together to see Jem Maoeand hfaoels Maori, Slade.
A more reepeotahle orowd never sat beneath the roof of ECallochs Tern

md nerer was epeeoh, song orsermon riven more respectful atten-
ooo than was aooorded the performers. It is true there were no ladies

; present, but there might as well have been, for there was more to please
.in.l leas to shook one's modesty In the performance than occurs in the

' many refined dramas presented upon what is boastingly called the legit
imate stage. The boxing was above the average all through, the Bet-to
between Frank Krayne ami Tom Palmer receiving the most applause!
Frayne and Palmer both belong to the new Bchool of " knockers out,"
ami true to their teachings rushed at each other with the force and fury
of an actual battle. Strange as it may seem, they took each other's blowi
as a matter of course, never Btnching ami never Bhowing the least ill-

temper or annoyance. Among the local men the best display of science
was between W. Riley aod Mike O'Brien, who varied the show by giving
an exhibition of bbxing instead of slogging. Mace and Slade wound up
the show. Mace was heavy in Hesh and looked as if he would weijfh a
few pounds more than his huge pupil. The triangular appearance of
Slade. noticed before in the News Letter, was very apparent when he
stripped, and he showed an utter lack of condition, his flesh being loose
and soft and his muscle entirely hidden. His arms looked small and light
for bis body, his best features being his legs and shoulders. He and
Mace went at each other in merry fashion, but it was plain to see that
Mace was not giving the Maori the best he had, for he made no use of
that wonderful skill with the head that has made him famous in the ring.
Slade's right did him good service several times, and Mace also made more
use of his right hand than he generally doeB. The set-to showed conclu-
sively that, no matter what is Slade's ability as a fighter, he is but a sec-
ond-rate boxer, and will have to improve a great deal before he is up to
championship form.*****
The Olympic Club benefit in Piatt's Hall last Wednesday night wag

really a benefit to the Club, for it netted considerably more than $600.
The managers of the exhibition had but scant notice, which must be their
excuse for the several shortcomings apparent to the most careless observer.
The members of the Club who exhibit in public do not take adverse criti-

cism kindly, and never seem to surfeit of the sweet sayings dealt out to
them by the flattering writers for the daily press. Out of respect to this
super sensitiveness in the Club, we shall pass over the bad features of the
exhibition by simply saying tbey were the worst we have ever seen, and
shall refrain from hurting the feelings of the perpetrators by giving their
names to the public. The commendable features of the entertainment
were numerous. First, the management was excellent except in the mat-
ter of the programme, which was not only incorrect, but showed an utter
absence of the kind of information most needtd by the spectatois. G. M.
Robinson's dumb-bell lifting was good, and so were the horizontal bar ex-
ercises by John Hammersmith and two other first-rate performers, whose
names are enveloped in the mysterious appellation of " the class." To us
they seemed more like experienced public performers than an Olympic
Club class-

. Hiram Cook's club-swinging was a graceful and clever ex-
hibition, worthy of the highest commendation, and the acrobatics by R.
T. Stombs and J. Garbut were also very good. The set-to between L. P.
Ward and J. Van Court was very fair, though Van Court was decidedly
overmatched and Ward hit him at plessure. Ward is a firm, pleasing and
graceful boxer, and has no equal among the light-weights of the Club.
Slade and G. M. Robinson were expected to give a warm display, but un-
fortunately Slade either could not or was not able to keep Robinson busy.
Robinson, who is a big, strong man, though full 2£ inches shorter than
Slade, not only showed the most science, but led all the time, Slade wait-
ing for a chance to counter or swing his right hand. Slade was beaten at
every point by Robinson, though it is only fair to him to say that Robin-
son was in far the better condition, and had the advantage of a friendly
attendance and the cheers of his club-mates. Many of the spectators ex-
pressed the opinion that Slade was a big duffer ; but in that they are mis-
taken, and fail to give any credit to Robinson's skill. Slade is a good
man, and in a fight will make it lively for any but a really first-class

man, in spite of his poor show on Wednesday night. The performance
closed with a set-to between Mace and L. R. Fulda, of the Olympic Club.
Mace had it all his own way and literally played with Fulda, where-
upon Fulda's erstwhile admirers pronounced him a duffer. The fact is,

Fulda is a good man, though a trifle slow, and Mace could have played
with any other man in San Francisco just as easily.-^—On Thursday
Mace and Slade started for the East, giving an exhibition at Sacra-
mento en toute.*****
The Golden Gate Athletic Club, a vigorous and growing institution,

held an election of officers last week, which resulted in the selection of

the following gentlemen: President. T. J. Pettit; Vice-President, W.
Welsh; Secretary, Andrew Lober; Financial Secretary, John Thoruton ;

Treasurer, John Lynch; Directors—Messrs. J. McGowan, David Ma-
hony, James Conolly, F. Stone and D. J. Mahony, Jr.*****
We are informed, on good authority, that Messrs. Green and Willard

caught 21 large salmon trout, in the lagoon in Salmon Creek, last week.
The smallest of the catch is said to have been a four-pounder.*****

This (Saturday) afternoon R. Haley, of the Olympic Club, and Joe
Masterson, of the La Crosse Club, will run 100 yards, ut the Recreation
Grounds, for a valuable silver cup presented by M. Piercy, and for the
amateur championship of the State. The meu feel good, and are confi-

dent that they will on! bha amateur record a notch below its present sta-

tus. Haley i« sure that he can beat in seconds, and in order that he may
not be refused credit for his performance, has invited an nnnsually nu-
merous force of timers. \\Y

i annot speak for the future, hut we believe
that under the proposed conditions, even if the official record was an
Bounced at ' >

\ seconds, it. would have to l<- accepted aa correct. A firat-

clans athletic programme, to precede the big event, will make an enjoya-
ble afternoon's sport, ami should ensure a good attendance.
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BALDWINJTHEATRE.
Preliminary Announcement,

The opening- of the Baldwin Theatre on
Monday Evening1

, January 22d, will be char-
acterized by two special features, namely:
The FIRST VISIT ABROAD of the "HOME
COMPANY" of the MADISON SQUARE
THEATRE, NEW YORK, and the PRO-
DUCTION OP "ESMERALDA" (which ran
over 350 nights in New York), with every
attention to detail to make it a counterpart
presentment. GUSTAVE PROHMAN,

Lessee.

+
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HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.
Aii Arabian Night's Dream!
Gorgeous and Monstrous Revival of J.

JH. HAVGRLY, Proprietor.
a The Culminating Spectacular Event

H. HAVERLY'S Spectacular Pageant,

Michael Strogoff!

HAVERLY'S NEW YORK THEATRE COMPANY, the Great Cornalba; Ariel, the
Flying Dancer; The Girards, New Grand Ballet, New Scenery, New Costumes.
Nearly 300 People required for this Magnificent Production! Twenty Horses and a
Band of Tartar Trumpeters! Secure your seats early in advance. Jan. 13.

BUSH-STREET THEATRE.

MB. LEAVITT, Lessee ami Manager: AI. lliiymnn, As-
» sociate Manager. —Great Success! Great Success! Everybody Convulsed

with Laughter! Every Evening at 8, Wednesday and Saturday Matinee at 2, the
Great New York Success,

Squatter Sovereignty I

With KELLY and RYAN, FERGUSON and MACK, FLORA MOORE, ST. FELIX
SISTERS and M. B. LEAVITT'S ALL-STAR SPECIALTY COMPANY in thecast.
POPULAR PRICES -Admission, 50 cents and $1; Matinee, 25 cents, 60 cents and

75 cents. Secure your seats. Jan. 13.

BALDWIN THEATRE.

JAT RIAL, 11 F. WEED. This (Saturday) Evening. Jan-
uary 13th, another Solid Success! Mr. LEONARD GROVER'S FAVORITE

COMPANY iu Mr, Grover's Latest Successful Melodrama,

Cad, the Tomboy!
A Drama of Tears and Smiles. " *Cad, the Tomboy,' is a dramatic conception that
defies cold criticism, and will take the popular heart by storm."— (S. F. Call, Jan. S.

PRICES — 25 cents, 50 cents, 75 cents, $1; Matinee Prices—25 cents, 60 cents, 75 Ctfl.

Remember Saturday Matinee and Sunday Nights. Jan. 18,

ANDREWS & STOCKWELL'S GRAND OPERA HOUSE.
Tbe Large, Coinmod loom, Elegant Theatre.—New Additional

Phenomenal Success of the Grandest Production ever presented an Apprecia-
tive Public. New and Important Improvements!

Youth!
The New, Grand. Realistic, Scenic Play in 7 Acts! 300- People Employed-300. A
Perfect Cast of Characters!
POPULAR PRICKS.—15 cents, 25 cents, 50 cents, 75 cents.

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday. A new novelty in preparation. Jan. 18.

EMERSON'S STANDARD THEATRE.

WM. EMERSON, Sole Proprietor anil Manager—Every Ev-
ening during the Week (Sunday included) and Saturday Matinee. Every-

thing New!
Emerson's Minstrels!

First Appearance in America of Huns. JEAN and Mine. Rosa THU-ZET, the

Celebrated French Gymnasts and Equilibrists, in their Marvelous Aerial Perfon
Great First Part and Olio. BLUE GLASS—Alexander, BILLY EMKKSON, Timo-

thy, CHARLEY REED.
ORIGINAL POPULAR PRICES.—Orchestra and Dress Circle, 75 cents; Family

Circle, 50 cents; Matinee, 50 cents and 85 cents. Seats can be secured by telephone.

No extra charge to reserve. J-". 13.

WINTER GARDEN.
Stockton street, between Post anil Salter.—Stall I A Maaek,

Proprietors.—This Evening (Jan. ISth), and until further nut ice, the Romantic
Spectacular Opera,

A Voyage to the Moon!
With its Grand and Beautiful Scenery, Startling and Surprising Scenic Effect-;. Qor-
geous and Elaborate Costumes. Ferd. Urban, Harry Gates, Fred Bornemann. Frank

Roraback, Ethel Lynton, Annie Ainsworth, Helen Harrington, Kate Marchie, The
Allen Sisters and all the favorites every evening.

The next production will be Gilbert and Sullivan's Latest Success IOLANTIIK.
Admission, 25 cents. Jan. 13.

TIVOLI OPERA HOUSE.
Eiltly street, nenr Market.-KrelinR Bros., Sole Proprle-

t.irs and Manairers.— Positively Last Week! This (Saturday! Evliiii..;. r M.

Von Weber's Grand spectacular Opera,

Oberon!
In4 Acts, and a Beautiful Transt.irmati.. n Scene. Rezia, Miss LOIISE LEIGHTON;
Oberon, Mise WJKFHA 1't'RT
Next Week -Verdi's Grand Tnuric Opera, LA TRAVIATA.
General Admission, 86 cents: Reserved Seals, 2T. .cuts extra. Jan. 13.
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"The World," the Flesh, and the Devil.

[By a Truthful Penman.]

T^ie funeral of the Archbishop of Canterbury was not so private as

was desired by his family and his own expressed wishes. It is so univer-

sally felt that a " great man had fallen in Israel " and the voluntary trib-

ute to his memory could not be repressed. Most of the Royal Family
were present. The Prince of Wales, who was shooting at Colonel Tom-
line's, at Orwell Park, was represented by the Marquis of Hamilton,

and the Duke of Edinburgh sent also a proxy, while the Dukes of Albany
and Connaught were in person amongst the mourmers assembled in the

quiet little churchyard of Addington. Speculation is still rife as to the

successor of the saintly Archbishop, but the general report is that the See

will be given to a junior Bishop in the prime of vigor, at present working
hard and well in a northern county.—^The wholesale destruction by
fire of one large theatre, some millions worth of warehouses and one of the

finest old country seats in England, will mark the first week of December,
1882, as one of the most disastrous in the annals of fire. Sir Francis
Winnington's grand old house, Stanford Court, not only was a palace in

itself but contained inestimable treasures in ancient manuscripts and pic-

tures, which have perished in the flames. The insurance was sadly below
the value, and will only cover the mere walls. In these days of easy in-

surance it behooves us all to look to our policies and see w^at they really

do.— Vanity Fair.-^—By order of the Princess of Wales a large room in

Malborough House is, at this season of the year, always set apart for the

especial use of a number of Her Royal Highness' tradesmen, and each one
fits up a handsome stand with his best and most attractive goods, natur-

ally including specimens of alibis Christmas novelties. The Princess ot

Wales can thus make her purchases, which are usually very extensive,

with comfort, and bestow that time and attention upon their selection

which it would be impossible to give were she to visit the shops. Her
Royal Highness always invites a number of her friends to join in the

amusing inspection of this recherche little fair.

—

Court Journal—-The
Queen has, through General Sir Henry Ponsonby, forwarded a post-

office order for the relief of the immediate necessities of Mrs. Wright,
of Bull-lane, Rochester, who on Sunday was delivered of four children.

Three of them were born dead, so that Mrs. Wright did not have the
usual claim to what is called the Queen's bounty. Mrs. Wright, whose
husband is a laborer, has had nineteen children altogether.^—Marriage
with a Deceased Wife's Sister.—A case of great importance to

friendly societies came before Mr. E. J. Athawes, the stipendiary at

Sheerness, last week. Daniel Corner, a shipwright in Sheerness Dock-
yard, sued the Philharmonic Lodge of the Manchester Unity Independ-
ent Order of Odd Fellows for the sum of £10, the allowance due to him
on the death of his father. The deceased had been a member of the Odd
Fellows since 1844, paying his subscriptions regularly till the time of his

death, but the Society resisted the payment of the funeral allowance to

the plaintiff and his brother, on the ground that they were illegitimate

children, their father having married his deceased wife's sister, whose is-

sue they were. The magistrate said the case was such an important
one that he should reserve his decision for careful consideration. At
the same time he thought the Society were morally wrong in
resisting the claim, as the facts of the case were well known
to them, and they continued to receive the deceased's subscriptions.-^
"Vinegar for the Sick-Room.— There is a French legend that during
the plague at Marseilles a band of robbers plundered the dying and the
dead without injury to themselves. They were imprisoned, tried and
condemned to die, but were pardoned on condition of disclosing the secret
whereby they could ransack houses infected with the terrible scourge.

They gave the following recipe, which makes a delicious and refreshing
wash for the sick-room : Take of rosemary, wormwood, lavender, rue,

sage and mint a large handful of each. Place in a stone jar, and turn
over it one gallon of cider vinegar; cover closely, and keep near the fire

for four days ; then strain, and add one ounce of powdered camphor gum.
Bottle and keep tightly corked. It is very aromatic, cooling and refresh-

ing in the sick-room, and is of great value to nurses.——The Ether
Spray an Immediate Cure for Neuralgia.—Dr. Mr.Colganan extols
the value of the ether or rhigolene spray for the instantaneous relief prin-

cipally of facial neuralgia. He first had occasion to observe its good
effects upon his own person, he having suffered greatly from facial neural-
gia. Since curing himself, he has had occasion to test its efficacy in about
twenty cases. The result was invariably a most gratifying success. In
many instances a permanent cure was established. He attempts to ex-

plain its action by supposing a complete change to take place in the nutri-

tion of the affected nerve in consequence of the intense cold acting as a
revulsive.

—

Souikern Practitioner.—The following is an incident in
Anthony Trollope's life : He was in the small coffee-room of a wayside
inn warming his back at the fire, after the manner of Englishmen. Two
youths of the true novel-reading age were seated at an adjacent table dis-

cussing mutton chops, but still more eagerly discussing the merits of
Trollope's novels of the Barsetshire period. Their summing-up was de-
cidedly favorable and eulogistic, save on one point. They both agreed in
declaring themselves heartily sick and tired of "that eternal Mrs.
Proudie." At this juncture, with a gesture of his arm, Anthony Trollope
interrupted by saying, "Gentlemen, I happen to be the author of those
novels, and I have overheard all you have said ; and now I'll tell you
what I'll do—I'll go home and hill Mrs. Proudie ! " And he was as good
as his word, for in the very next number of "The Last Chronicles of Bar-
set" she died suddenly of a fit of apoplexy.

—

Vanity Fa»-.—Lord
Houghton had looked forward with much interest to the fulfillment of
an engagement to visit America in the Spring. He recently bought some

thousands of acres of fat pasture land, and had a great fancy to go and
see it. He is not the only member of the Peerage who is a large landed
proprietor either in Canada or the United States. Of late years there
has been a curious and significant disposition on the part of the members
of tbe Peerage to possess themselves of land in America. One reason for

this may well be that land in England does not pay ; but in most cases,

including that of Lord Houghton, the purchases bave been of a specula-
tive character. Lord Houghton's land, for example, will become valua-

ble only at some at present indefinite date when a railway shall run
within measurable distance of it. The fact remains that purchase of land
in America is a favorite enterprise of the British Peerage.

—

Court Journal.

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
INSURANCE AGENCY.

A 324 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Fixe Insurance.
TEUTONIA ot New Orleans.
LACONFIANCE of Paris.
DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS

ofNewYork.
THE F1REINS. ASSOCIATION (Limited)

of London, England.

GIRARD of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES ...of Newark.
WATERTOWN of New York
ST. PAUL of St. Pan!
STANDARD FIRE OFFICE.. of London

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONC1ERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented $27,000,000.
All JLosses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid.

W. L. CHALMERS,
Special Agent and Adjuster.

PHtENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., Zstab'd 1782 Cash Assets, $5,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA "ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1833—Cash Assets, $1,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can.. Estab'd 1851.—Cash Assets, $1,357,326.39.

BUTLER A HALIIAN.
General Agents for Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864.

Principal Office 406 California Street, S.F.

FIRE INSURANCE.
Capital (Paid Up in U. S. Gold Coin) $300,000.00
Re-Insurance Reserve £171,412 75

Assets January 1, 1882 $
Surplus for policy holders..

Premiums, since organizarion.S3,841,412.{;7

Losses, since organization... 1,750,278 00
684,577.83
074,577.83

OFFICERS:
J. F. HOUGHTON President. I CHAS. R. STORY Secretary.

J. L. N. SHEPHARD.... Vice-President.
|
R. H. MAGILL General Agent.

Directors of the Home Motpal Insurance Co.:— L. L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J. L.

N. Shepard, John Carrey, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, C. C. Burr, J. S. Carter,

Charles Belding, D. W. Earl. April 8.

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

Unlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF LONDoT~FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $10,000,000

THE STANDARD MARINE~INSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool. Capital, $5,000,000-

Aug. 12.

W. 3. CALLIXGIIAJI A CO., General Agents,
213 Sansome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,500,000
Cash Assets 1,709,976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE * CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF LONDON.
[ INSTITUTED 1803.

1

London Assurance Corporation, of London
Established by Royal Charter 1720

Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.
ROBERT MCKSON, Manager.

W. I.ANE BOOKER, Agent and Attorney.

S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building.
[October 11. J
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THE FRISCO ALPHABET.

MT«-neY*r » ono
Ifu been in Frisco since Frisco begun.

U the UrLLtm.x |«i>cr which found
A bullet In ptrto] <lnl OHM MM r»mn.i.

I« the curomilk, bold »n. I amkontod.
Who gives and receives much more than is wanted.

1- the DinoiT that creeps up the hills,

And silently steals on its victims and kills.

Stands fur RaKTBQVAKI which som-.-timeH we hoar,

—

• It seU us all feeling Old Nick's rather near.

Is the bravo Fortt-Ninhr who'll boast
Ik- t'uilt up the fame of this gnat (.olden Coast.

for ititRMANs, who thrive on this strand,
' And take up the work that eonies nearest to hmul.

Stands for Havrklv's, where there's always a show
of something leg-.lunate, don't you know.

Stands for liin dknck, sometimes styled "cheek,"
Whose presence in Frisco is never to seek.

Stands for Jkws—in Kearny there's scores of 'em,

—

If wanting a loan keep outside the doors of 'em.

Stands for Kkaknt, where from three until Ave
You'll see as much fashion as here well can thrive.

Stands for Ladiks, who powder and paint
t Till rendered as ugly as church-window saint.

Is the Monet that's worshipped above
All the angelB in heaven and all earthly love.

Is Nob Hill, where the Nob-hillity rest.

It is also News Letter—of all papers the best.

Is the Opera Hocse, commodious and fine,

Where youth ean Youth see in a manner divine.

Is the Palace Hotel, owned by Sharon,
A palace well named, a big and a rare 'un.

Is the Queer. Street so many reside in,

Because they're unable to rein their great pride in.

Stands for Revolver, the use of which should
Be silenced by letttDg blood answer for blood.

For Sea-Lions will do very well,

—

1 Their howls are more hideous than any death knell.

Stands for Tenements, where people mix
Till they can afford themselves better to fix.

Stands for Upstart, and 'Frisco is full of them.
And *s an upstart itself, and there has the pull of them.

Stands for Vice, which here seems to culminate.
Would that to crush it some law we could fulminate.

's the Windows, resplendent and gay.
Which chain your attention and force you to stay.

Is X-pense,—its a word that you nurse
When Frisco has emptied your once well-filled purse.

Is the Youth that's so gilded and vain,
And everything useful and good doth disdain.

ZIs the Zeal that is oft thrown away
In running a business too honest to pay.

San Francisco, January 13, 1S83.

EARLY PRINTING IN CHINA.

In an interesting article on printing in China, the North China Her-
ald says that the first great promoter of the art of printing was Feng Ying
Wang, who in 932 a. d. advised the Emperor to have the Confucian clas-

sics printed with wooden blocks engraved for the purpose. The first

books were printed in a regular manner, and in pursuance of a decree in
953. The mariner's compass and rockets were invented about the same
time, showing that at this period men's minds were much stirred toward
invention. Twenty years after the edict, the blocks of the classics were
pronounced ready, and were put on sale. Large sized editions, which
were the only ones printed at first, were soon succeeded by pocket edi-

tions. The works printed under the Lung Emperors at Hangchow were
celebrated for their beauty, those of Western China came next, and these
of Fokhien last. Movable types of copper and lead were tried about the
same time, but it was thought that mistakes were more numerous with
them, and therefore the fixed blocks were prepared. Paper made from
cotton was tried, but it was found so expensive that the bamboo-made
paper held its ground. In the Sung dynasty, the method was also tried
of engraving on soft clay and afterward hardening it by baking. The
separate characters were not thicker tl.an ordinary copper coins. Each
of them was, in fact, a seal. An iron plate was prepared with a facing of
turpentine, wax and the ashes of burnt paper. Over this was placed an
iron frame, in which the clay types were set up until it was full. The
whole was then sufficiently heated to melt the wax facing. An iron plate
was placed abrve the types, making them perfectly level, the wax being
just soft enough to allow the types to sink into it to the proper depth.
This being done, it would be possible to print several hundred or thou-
sand copies with great rapidity. Two forms prepared in this way were
ready for the pressman's use, so that when he had done with one he would
proceed with another without delay. Here is undoubtedly the principle
of the printing press of Europe, although western printers can dispense
with a soft wax bed for types, and can obtain a level surface without this

device. Perhaps the need of capital to lay in a stock of types, the want
of a good type metal, easily cut and sufficiently hard, and the superior
beauty of the Chinese characters when carved in wood, have prevented
the wide employment of the movable types which are so convenient for

all alphabetic writing. The inventor of this mode of printing in movable
types five centuries before they were invented in Europe was named Pi
Sheng.

Castle Garden. New York, was Ray with music and dancing the
other night in celebration of the DUptiala "f two runaway lovers from
Hungary. They were children of Wespriffl farmers and old neighbors,
nd have loved from childhood

; but the parents set their faces as flints

against the match and young love bad to baffle old wisdom by running
away to this country. When they landed awhile ago, Paul O. D'Ester-
hazy, President of the Hungarian Colonization .Society, learned their
story and took the wedding in hand. Tho ceremony was performed by
Rev. Mr. Eeoaksnell, pastor of the chapel connected with the Church of
the .Strangers, the Cypsy band of the five Hungarian clubs of New York
furnished the music for dancing. Messrs. D. A. Mayer, L. Karacsonyi
and other Hungarian merchants and many women of the same nationality
furnished flowers. Two hundred and fifty Hungarian immigrants quar-
tered in the garden, attended. Clerk Guillera gave them a banquet in a
hotel after the marriage, and they will be his guests until a permanent
home is found for them.—Dora Huber, who tried to kill herself the
other day with phosphorous because her lover, Frank Huber, to marry
whom she recently came from Germany, refused to have her, was put on
trial this week. Scarcely had the trial begun, however, before Huber
came into Court and offered to right his wrong and marry the girl. She
being willing the Judge performed the ceremony on the spot, the bride-
groom blushing and the bride crying as only a woman can.

The much vexed question whether Longfellow's bust should be
placed in Westminster Abbey has been settled by the decision to place
the bust in the Abbey, but outside the poets' corner. This is not very
satisfactory. If the American poet is to be let in at all, it should be into
the company of poets.

INSURANCE.
The Only Company on the Pacific Coast Governed by the Massa-

chusetts Non-Forfeiture Law*

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF BOSTON.

Total Assets December 31, 1881 816,210,465-92.
Surplus over All Liabilities-

Massachusetts Standard 4 per cent $2,035,894.93
New York Standard 4J per cent 3,501,888.42
Market Value of Stocks and Bonds over cost 1,474,691.00

POINTS.
First—A Plain and simple policy clear of all burdensome conditions, and fully

protected from forfeiture.

Second—An agency experience of fifteen years in this State, during which, bj
liberality and fair dealing in its relations with policy-holders, the Company has
gained an enviable reputation.

Third—Non-forfeiture for residence or travel, or for hazardous occupation* with-
out a permit.

Folirtii—Liberal paid-up and cash surrender, values stipulated by law.

Fifth—This Company charges no more for insurance than those companies In

which the policy is forfeited, in case of non-payment of premium when due.

Before insuring in any other company, or joining any co-operative assessment so-

ciety, carefully examine the practical working of the Massachusetts law of 1880, and
read the policy contract of the New England Life.

HENRY K. FIELD, General Agent,
Aug. 26. 328 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

(Organized 1S63.)

FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY.
Fire and Marine Insurance.

Assets 81,250,000
Losses paid over 4,500,000
£2TThe Largest Assets and Largest Income of all the companies hailing from

west of New York State, and in 1881 Pacific Coast premiums were larger than
those of any other company, local. Eastern or foreign.

D. J. STAPLES President I

ALPHEUS BULL Vice-President
|

WM.
E. V

.1. DUTTON Secretary
. CARPENTER Asst. Secretary

Hu.VE OFFICE:
Southwest Cor. California and Sansome streets, San Francisco.
6^" Agents in. all prominent localities. Sept. 30.

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE-UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

Tbe California Lloyds.—Established in 1861.—Nos. 416 and
418 California street Cash Capital, £750,000 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates

!

Prompt Settlement of Loses 1 ! Solid Securitv ! '. DIRECTORS. -J. Mora Moss.

Moses Heller, J. O. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence

Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Lverson, A. B. Phippe, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Brandenstein, W. M. Hoag. Nicholas

Lulling, James Moliitt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney. Gustave Touchard,-

George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Win. Scholle, Charles

Bauui, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.
GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. O. KITTLE, Vice-President.

Jamss D. Bailey, Secretary. GEO. T. Bo""«, Surveyor. Nov. 6.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, of Zurich. Capital 5.000.000 francs; Helvetia,

of St. Gall, Capital 10.000.000 francs ; Baloise, of Basle. CapiUl 5,000.000 francs.

These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that may be sus-

ained. Losses made payable in all the principal seaports of the world. In the set-

tlement of all claims under an English policy, these Companies will strictly adhere to

the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, and submit to English junsd

June 9. HARRY W SYZ. Agent, 150 and 482 California St.. S. F.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.

(Capital 85,000,000.—Agents: Balfour, Gnthrle * Co., Jfo.

/ 316 California street, San Francisco. NoT - 18 -
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THE RISING AND THE SETTING SUN.
Perkins has gone and Stoneman has come. The outgoing Governor

has bowed himself off the political stage, and the incoming one now
"holds the audience." The sovereign will of the people, as made known
at the recent election, has been given effect to in a manner creditable to

the departing Governor, and full of promise as to the future course of the

new incumbent. The last official utterances of Governor Perkins were

delivered through a message to the Legislature that is replete with pre-

cise information as to every department of State. It is highly gratifying

to learn that California is practically out of debt. It is true that there

is an apparent bonded indebtedness of §3,293,500, but it is more apparent

than real. The State itself holds the bonds in trust for educational pur-

poses to the amount of $2,690,000, leaving only §603,500 worth of bonds

in the hands of private individuals, and for the redemption of these there

is §500,000 available in the Treasury, so that the State is virtually in-

debted in only the meagre sum of §103,500. This is a financial showing
that the vast majority of the States may well envy. There is hardly one

of them that can show such a record. Debt is the Nemesis that haunts

too many of them. Happy is it for our State that notwithstanding it

has passed through an era of exceptional extravagance, our people have

always steadily set their faces against mortgaging the future. Of course

this objection to incur obligations may be carried too far, as we
believe it was when the city refused to purchase the Spring Valley Water
Works. Bonds issued for reproductive enterprises is not rightly considered

indebtedness. The works, if economically purchased or carried out, can

be sold at least for what they cost, and as population increases they will

be pretty sure to advance in value. Debt is not always necessarily a bur-

den. The Australian colonies, for instance, owe large sums, yet, as they

own railroads, telegraphs and water supplies which could be sold to syn-

dicates to-morrow for two or three times what they cost, the colonies

have a large balance to their credit, if not in money, yet in that which is

better-- namely, in public works, that are ever increasing in productive-

ness, and consequently in capital value. We are not sure that the time

is not approaching when California may follow their example. If the

alienated swamp lands could be repurchased by the State, it would be a

profitable undertaking to reclaim them. In that case there would not be

so much objection to drainage and debris-impounding schemes. If the

State, and not private individuals, were to reap the profits, a wise ex-

penditure might well be incurred. Then, there is money and future pros-

perity in wisely conceived and economically carried out irrigation and
water supply schemes. Sooner or later these subjects will come up for

earnest discussion. Meanwhile, it is well that the State, free from debt

and with established credit, may unhampered face such considerations as

the future may present, and Governor Perkins did well to point out our

happy condition in this respect. The retiring Governor takes leave of

office with the respect of his fellow citizens, without regard to party affil-

iations. He has been a pains-taking and conscientious executive, who
has made a record that has never been successfully or even seriously as-

sailed, and which, in all time to come, may be appealed to without fear

and without reproach.
Governor Stoneman has been inaugurated in a manner befitting the

honest simplicity of his character. There was no fuss or feathers, music
or military parade; and that was well. General Jackson rode unaccom-
panied to tbe National Capitol and was inaugurated President of the

United States; General Stoneman rode in a hack to the State Capitol,

and was sworn in Governor of the State of California. These precedents

may well be maintained in spirit for all time to come. The vast expendi-
tures and gorgeous displays made in Washington during late inaugura-
tions are not wise departures from tbe earlier practices of the Fathers.
Our new Governor's inaugural address is a pointed and manly declara-

tion from beginning to end. Every word of it indicates directness of pur-

pose and is instinct with honesty of aim. We have read it closely be-

tween the lines and with critical judgment, and we think we discern in it

sure omens of an unimpeachable and successful administration, that will

do much to keep California in the line of Democratic States in 1884.

Governor Stoneman has grasped the true ideas of governing when he says
that he will endeavor to " lighten the burdens of taxation, to reduce the
expenses to the lowest feasible standard, to allow the largest personal
liberty consistent with the general welfare, not to govern except where
government is necessary, to administer the law evenly and impartially on
all classes and interests, these are my ideaB of the requirements of the
day and the true theory of our form of government, and whatever of

ability I may possess shall be devoted to the administration of the Gov-
ernment on these principles." Those lines of action being persistently
and intelligently pursued, the complete success of General Stoneman in
the highest office of the State is beyond a peradventure. Our people are
to be congratulated that the era of agitation has passed away, that Sand-
lotism has become obnoxious, that safe and conservative, yet liberal and
progressive views of government are firmly installed in the minds of the
officials as well as in the hearts of the masses. California, in all its parts,

is prosperous; its Government is in safe hands, Providence is favoring
us with another good season, and contentment and prosperity reign in all

our borders. Governor Stoneman has been inaugurated at a happy time
and under most propitious circumstances.

OUGHT TO BE CONFIRMED.
General Dimond was some time ago appointed Brigadier-General and

assigned to the command of the Second Regiment. His nomination has
to go to the Senate for confirmation or rejection. It is there being opposed,
but for what cause does not very clearly appear. In some curious and indi
rectway he is being held responsible for tbe mustering out of the Third Regi-
ment. But that measure was determined upon prior to his appointment,
and in regard to it he was not consulted and had nothing to say. Then
it is urged that General Clunie, who was nominated by Governor Irwin
for the position now claimed by General Dimond, was defeated by a Re-
publican Senate, and that a Democratic one cannot do better than follow
the example. But two wrongs do not make a right. There ought to be
no politics in military matters. The office in question involves an ex-
penditure far beyond the small pittance allowed to its occupant. General
Dimond spends liberally, is efficient and popular, and the men in his com-
mand, without regard to their political sympathies, desire to retain him.
No Democrat seeks the place. General Dimond ought to be confirmed,
and nothing but pure cussedness will cause his defeat.

THE NEW CHARTER.
The new charter prepared by the fifteen freeholders has been com-

pleted and is now being published in certain of the dailies. It is a
lengthy document extending to thirty-one columns of cloBely printed
matter. We doubt whether more than one in a hundred of our citizens

will take the trouble to read it through, and we are very sure that not all

those who embark on that wearisome enterprise will fully understand
what they read. The publication of the document for twenty days is re-

quired by law, and the business has been given to the Examiner and
Bulletin. In supplements to those papers every reader will have an
opportunity of making himself acquainted with the contents of the
dreary document. But we venture to say that it will be from the editor-

ial comments in the respective journals that the vast majority of readers
will derive their information and form their opinions. Up to this time
the dailies are fighting very shy of the subject. They have not yet
learned the trend and direction of public opinion, and for the good reason,
perhaps, that nobody has yet arrived at a judgment upon the subject.

Temporarily the whole subject is in suspense. That condition of things
will pass away in a short time, and soon the whole city will be plunged
into a heated contest as to whether the proposed new charter shall be
ratified or rejected, not unlike that which led to the adoption of the new
coostitution. The document is o long, embraces so many sul jscts, and
demands for its consideration so much close study that we have not had
time this week to form a conclusive judgment in regard to its merits and
demerits, but will have our say at an early date. Upon the whole it is

safe to say that it very largely embodies the views that have from
time to time been advocated in the columns of the Bulletin. That
journal has for many years made a specialty of city affairs. It has done
much to popularize three distinctive principles. In the first place, it has
led the tax-payers to believe that they should not incur a debt for any
purpose, but that the city should "pay as it goes." In the next place, it

has declared that the tax limit should not exceed one dollar on the hun-
dred ; and it has been incessant in its declarations that Spring Valley's
charges for water should be reduced at least one-third. These views have
been adopted by the fifteen freeholders, and are carefully and effectively

embodied in the new instrument. Yet the Bulletin has all along declared
that the city cannot possibly do better than hold on to the consolidation
act of Horace Hawes, in which view we have invariably agreed with it.

We are still disposed to think that the safest and best opinion, but must
take another week before making up a final judgment. The subject is a
large one, and many varied and conflicting interests have to be consid-
ered. Except in regard to the matter of street improvements, in reference
to which the Legislature is abundantly competent to pass a general law,
it is by no means certain that the city is in need of a new charter, which,
when once adopted, it will be next to impossible to amend or alter. The
charter election is to take place on the 3rd of March next.

THE UNITED STATES SENATE.
Senatorial elections are now engaging attention in several States,

and as the United States Senate is close, the coming elections are of ex-

ceptional importance. The only States in which there is a possibility of

change is in Massachusetts and Minnesota, and even in these there is only
a bare possibility of a change, the probabilities being the other way. It

therefore begins to look as if the two Virginia Readjusters will continue
to hold the balance of power for two years to come, in which case it would
seem wiser to let the organization of the Senate go to the Democrats than
to purchase the cooperation of the Repudiationists upon the extravagant
terms they have heretofore placed upon their alliance. The Democrats
recently carried the country by overwhelming majorities, and it will be a
curious anomaly in popular and representative government if two debt re-

pudiators are permitted, in consideration of Federal patronage, to defeat
the expressed will of a vast majority of the people. If the Republicans
insist upon holding on to power by such means, their final punishment
will assuredly be all the more pronounced, certain and severe.

PORi' CHARGES. \
The Legislature will have no more important business before it than

to consider how to make the harbor of San Prancisco, as nearlyas may be,

a free port. The Committee on Commerce and Navigation will do well
to apply itself earnestly to that subject. Our merchants are out of all

patience with the condition of things that has too long continued. It

costs altogether too much to bring a ship in and take her out of this har-

bor. No such charges as here prevail are known in all the world besides.

Shipowners justly complain, and importers and exporters pay unduly
heavy exactions, which finally fall upon the people. It is not good for

commerce that this state of things should continue. It is rendering our
excellent port unpopular with shipmasters the wide world over. Pilotage,

wharfage rates, tonnage, water charges, quarantine exactions, and all

other harbor levies are far too high. We are glad to see that our mer-
chants are taking these matters in hand, and that they propose to submit
a bill to the Legislature securing the necessary relief.

QUARANTINE.
The new Charter makes provision for quarantine officers and quaran-

tine laws. In that respect, we think the new Charter*.makers went be-
yond their proper functions. Matters pertaining to quarantine rightly
pertain to the State, and not alone to this city and county. The incom-
ing of contagious or infectious diseases affects the whole people alike.

Moreover, the principal functions of a quarantine officer must be exer-

cised beyond the limits of the city and county. He must board vessels

snon after thev enter the Golden Gate, and no matter whether they are

bound to Port Costa, Oakland wharf, or San Francisco. Quarantine du-
ties are not merely municipal affairs. They should be taken in charge by
the State, and paid for out of State revenues. They have not heretofore

been too effectively performed, and the Legislature now in session cannot
do a better thing than to put the whole business on a sounder, safer and
better footing.

Spinks went home the other night afflicted with double vision. He
sat for some time with his sleepy eyes riveted on Mrs. S., and then com-
placently remarked : "Well, I declare, if you two gals don't look 'nough
like to be twins."
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TOWN CRIER.
•" Hur tha Crtar \" "Whit tb« daiil »rl tbon ?
" Una that will play lb* devil, atr with jroa.*'

" Ha*d a atimt in his tail a* ton« as a flail,

Which mada him crow boldor and bolder."

The night before last a San Francisco merchant, whose oonvirial
habit* occasionally lead him astray from the direct path* of sobriety, got
lightly under the weather. Not caring to face his better half while mi
der the influence of the rosy god, the gentleman in question stayed the.

night at the rooms of a bachelor friend. Before retiring to the room, the
inebriated one had purchased a large crab for two bits, probably with
some hazy idea that it might propitiate the powers at home. As soon as
he (track the bed the jolly merchant, more from the force of habit than
anything else, removed four false teeth that he wore, and placed them
upon a chair by the bedside. On that chnir also reposed the monster
crab. His friend, after seeing him into bed, went out again, and upon his
return found him fast asleep and snoring like a grampus. Seeing the false
teeth iu such proximity to the crustacean, a fiendish idea struck him, and,
lifting up the tail of the defunct monster, he quietly inserted the four in-

I'lacim: them in the stomach of the crab. He then carefully wrap-
ped the shellfish in paper, addressed it to his friend's wife, and gave it to
a messenger boy to deliver first thing next morning. When the festive
gentleman awoke, about eight o'clock the next morning, he had entirely
forgotten the existence of the crab, but missed his front teeth. Of course
his friend professed entire ignorance of their whereabouts, but said he had
some faint recollection of seeing him throw something solid, which he
took out of his mouth, at an imaginary rat on Market street. The victim
of this cruel joke went home to lunch that day at twelve o'clock, having
first prepared an elaborate excuse for his absence and that of his teeth.
This he rehearsed most carefully on the road home, and had it off quite
pat when he faced the enemy. The production, however, of that crab,
and the undoubted identification of those teeth, created a domestic storm
and an unexplained mystery, upon which the perusal of the above can
alone throw any light.

It is said that a convention of genuine negro minstrels was recently
held in a prominent Southern city, and that the object of their meeting
was to devise some means of protecting their race from the mean imita-
tions of burnt-cork artists, who simulated the glorious ebony of the col-

ored man by low and artificial means. The result was the formation of
a company which agreed to start out with blonde wigs, and to make up
their faces with a mixture of bismuth and chalk or plaster of Paris, and
sing nothing but popular American ballads and imitate the follies, grim-
aces and oddities of the white man. The idea worked splendidly until
one night the interlocutor asked Bones how he was feeling and got no
reply. Turning to the other end man he put the same question with
similar results. It was evident something was wrong, as both men were
gesticulatiug violently, but unable to move their jaws. At last Bones
with a gigantic effort blurted out: "Feeling bully, but I can't talk."
The struggle to speak was so great that the white coating Bplit right down
his face, and fell on the floor with a rattle. This was too much for the
rest of the troupe, who all burst out laughing, till their faces all cracked
like old China. The boy had put in too much plaster of Paris, and it

had set like a cast on their faces, ruining the prospects of the Georgia
"White Minstrels, and bursting up the season. That is what comes of
imitating the white trash.

Deacon Slytippler escaped from the thraldom of domestic tyranny
on Monday and attended the sparring match at the Metropolitan Tem-
ple. The Deacon was so impressed with the noble art that he waited out-
side to interview one of the participators in the business, and insisted
upon his joining him in a friendly drink at a neighboring saloon. Drink
followed drink, and the Deacon at laat so far forgot his dignity as to in-

vite the man of muscle to have a " set-to " with open hands. The " pug "

had taken just a trifle too much whisky and hit out with more force than
the circumstances called for, stretching the Deacon flat upon his ample
stern upon the sawdust floor. When the Deacon awoke on Tuesday
morning he was somewhat surprised to find one eye closed and his good
wife as unsympathetic as a clam in frost. At first he thought there must
have been a little domestic storm, but upon collecting his scattered
thoughts the true solemnity of the situation dawned upon him, and he as-

sured Mrs. S. that he had fallen against a tree. That astute lady, how-
ever, was not to be fooled in that way, and declared that no raw beef-
steak should be forthcoming unless he confessed the truth. He told her
part of it, and now hunts secluded parts of the house to nurse his woe
and escape her music.

A good joke was played upon Taber, the photographer, on the day
of the buow storm. Anxious to preserve a lasting memento of so rare an
occurrence, Taber brought his camera on to the sidewalk and prepared to
hold the mirror to nature. In order to make the picture more effective,

he marshaled into line some dozen " gamins," who with snowballs in their
hands were to represent the funny part of the business. When all was
ready, General Taber gave the following order :

" Boys, when I say one,
two, three, fire, let fly your snowballs." The camera was all fixed, and
the general's voice was heard from under the cloth at the business end of

the machine, calling out, "One, two, three, fire." The boys did fire, but
with such deadly effect that camera and operator both rolled over in the
snow.

Is there any other place upon the face of the globe but San Francisco
where a sparring-match could be given in a place devoted to the supposed
worship of God? We imagine not. The late sparring exhibition at the
Metropolitan Temple was probably the first occasion upon which the
interims between sets-to were relieved of their monotony by the solemn
organ's forgetting its sad mission and allowing itself to produce such fear-

fully secular music as " Over the Garden Wall." We have a kind of
idea though that God might be just as well pleased with the show of
Monday night as with the rantings of an ignorant hypocrite.

A 'writer in the Musical Review describes Wagner's Parsifal as " two
Roman Catholic services with an Alharabra ballet between." This is one
way of calling it divine, with glimpses of the better whirled.

Last week the T. C. noticed a man. who a few months ago had lots of
money and Bpent it with the prodigality of a prince,:slink into a saloon
where he had dispensed many a twenty-dollar piece, lie came out quicker
than he went in. The light suggested thu following:

His OOat was thin and his boots were hurst,
And his nose like a glow-worm shone,

Knawing his vitals the demon thirst

And his very last dime was gone.

A barkeep there was who knew him well
When his pockets were full of oaafa ;

He said: "To this man my tale I'll tell,

And ask him to set up the hash."

Alas for that barkeep's stony heart,
And alas for the dimeless one !

The tale of woe would not make him part,
But he shoved him outside for fun.

A moral draw from this poor man's state,
And know when your cash has flown

The barkeep is apt to turn ingrate

—

Keep your money and let him alone.

On the 3:30 boat for Oakland, which left on Saturday last, we recog-
nized the faces of a good many of the " chosen " ones who go to represent
us at the Capitol. The most of them looked pretty green at the business,
and we await with anxiety their maiden speeches. Most of them had
little bundles, no doubt containing their tooth brushes and paper collars.

The only statesman that we saw with anything like a decent show of bag-
gage had a demijohn and a band-box. He will probably be heard from
at no very far distant period.

The exemplary Maro Kay has been captured, and part of the plun-
der recovered. As usual, there was a woman in the case, and thiough
her he was captured. Like most "exemplary" young men, Mr. Kay
squealed when he was caught, and attributed his thieving co playing faro.

That is all very well, Mr. Kay, but fast women and fast horses are just
as deadly as the ferocious tiger; but then it is so handy to have some-
thing to blame which no one has the courage to defend.

"Come over the bay," said an interested resident of Bird's Point to
the writer this week, " and you will have a rare chance to get rid of a
few score of cartridges at ducks from off the wharf." He went. There
was a splendid chance to get rid of many hundred cartridges, but, unless
you had a gun that would kill at 100 yards, the chance of "getting rid

"

of a duck was about 1,000 to 1. Sportsmen, beware!

It is about time people stopped naming vessels after the city of Brus-
sels. The first ill-fated City of Brussels was lost with all on board, and no
clue was ever obtained as to the manner of her wrecking. The second has
just been run into and sunk near the coast of England. If the T. C. had
a vessel, he would sooner call it the Sodom and Gomorrah than the City of
Brussels.

It is said the Georgia undertaker who presented a bill of $3,100 to
the TJ. S. Senate for Ben Hill's funeral, intended, if it had been paid, to
have gone with a Washington undertaker on a lark to New York. Two
undertakers on a spree would certainly be a case of esprit de corps.

A local " young lady " writer, who is nothing if not sensational, and
who in her strainings at originality of expression at times strives to out-

Ouida Ouida, has been thinking seriously of describing in her next novel-
lette the two weary sighs heard by the heroine as "a pair of pants."

A New York doctor has had one medical man twist a towel around
his neck while another watched and tested his sensations, and concludes
that slow strangulation is more comfortable than the jerk that breaks a
neck. More necromantic ?

The reports about the Baldwin shooting affair are so mixed up that
one is at a loss to know whether the shooter is "his sister or his cousin or
his aunt." It has been suggested that she may be his grandmother, but
we scarcely credit the story.

An article in the New York World speaks of Mrs. Langtry's manner
iu The Honeymoon as " the fragrant fun of a charming woman." She is

evidently "in good odor" with the writer.

The Dubuque barber who cat off his rival's nose, and flung it away,
truthfully remarked that it would end his conquests. If his beauty were
put to vote, the noes would carry it.

One of the Winter styles is a perfumed petticoat, made by secreting
scent-powder in the wadding. Gentlemen will thus find a new centipetal
force about petty coteries.

The advertisement of a new plaster states that " the old plasters de-

pended on the naked faith of their wearers." It has been equally sup-
posed to be the wearer's naked back.

The Danville, (Ky.) preacher who offers to marry couples for two
bushels of corn, means to have a corner in his business, and thinks a
desire for matrimony is ingrain.

The Japanese believe the first man was Hu Sing, who made his wife
of clay and baked her forty days. No wonder if she proved crusty and
perhaps a little cracked.

The young man who went off like a shot probably found too much
powder on the girl's cheek.

—

Boston Commercial Bulletin. He must have
been her spark.
Charles Flint has five charges of embezzlement placed against his

name. Somehow flint and steel seem to naturally go together.

A Western young man of eighteen eloped with a married woman of

threescore. His was a minor fault, but she acted like sixty.

The London Graphic reports a successful trial of luminous railway
carriages. Railroad companies will object if they make travel light.

The Massachusetts Senator's popularity began to decline when
Hoar frost appeared on the bill against Chinese immigration.

Bayard Taylor called snow-flakes the " wild, white bees of Winter !"

When they swarm it is stinging cold.

The naming of a canalboat for Mrs. Langtry cannot be classed among
her un-tow-ard events.
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SUNBEAMS.
THE LAWYER,

I slept in an editor's bed last night,
When no other chanced to be nigh;

How I thought as I tumbled the editor's bed.
How easily editors lie.

THE EDITOR.

It the lawyer slept in an editor's bed
When no lawyer chanced to be nigh;

And though he has written, and naively said,

How easily editors lie

—

He must then admit, as he lay on that bed
And slept to his heart's desire,

Whate'er he may say of the editor's bed,
Then the lawyer himself was the lier.

" You have driven horses a great deal,
haven't you, George, dear ? " said a girly-girly
voice from the depths of a S350 sealskin sacque.
*'0 yes.'

1

replied George, chirping to his trotter,
" I flatter myself that I can handle a horse as
well as the next one." " Do you think you could
drive with one hand without any danger of the
horse running away ? " came softly through the
night air. An hour later we saw George driving
with one hand, and it looked very dangerous,
but not that the horse would run away. O no,
indeed; the danger was of a different kind.

Thoughtful, Very.—"Do you think. Mary,
you could leave father and mother, this pleasant
home, with all its ease and comforts, and emi-
grate with a young fellow who has but little be-
sides his strong right hand to depend upon, and
with him search out a aew home, which it should
be your joint duty to beautify and shape, delight-
ful and happy like this?" Dropping her head
softly on his shoulder, she whispered, "I think
I could, Archy." "Well," said he, "there's
Tom Jones, who's going to Australia, and wants
to get a wife. I'll mention it to him."

" Biddy, bring Mrs. Smith a glass of sherry."
Exit Biddy. " You must be so tired from ynur
walk." Biddy brings the glass of sherry. "Not
that way, my good girl. You should always
bring it on a plate or salver." Exit Biddy. "She
is very willing, but really she knows so little."

Biddy, re-entering with wine in a soup-plate

—

" Shill I bring a spoon, ma'am, or will the lady
lap it up?"
To remove starch and roughness from flat-

irons, hold- the iron on a large grindstone for
twenty moments or so, then wipe off carefully
with a rag. To make this effective, the grind-
stone should be in motion while the iron is ap-
plied. Should the iron still stick to the goods,
while in use, spit on it.

To clean ceilings that have been smoked by
kerosene lamps, or the fragrance from fried salt

pork, remove the ceiling, wash thoroughly with
borax, turpentine and rain-water, then hang on
the clothes-line to dry. Afterwards pulverize
and spread over the pie-plant bed for Spring
wear.

A Methodist Clergyman, who had been
assigned to a congregation that began to criticise

his preaching, said that they only ridiculed
themselves, " because, friends, if I could preach
well, do you think I would have been sent out
here to minister to a lot of lunkheaded ignoram-
uses like you ?

"

A Chicago young man, in a rash moment,
told his girl that if she would hang up her stock-
ing on Christmas eve he would fill it to the brim
with something nice. When he saw her stock-
ing he was undecided whether to get into it

himself or buy her a sewing-machine.

A Toronto lady, in her hurry to start for
church, took from her closet a pair of her hus-
band's trowsers by mistake for her dolman,
threw them across her arm, and did not discover
her mistake until she had thrown the trowsers
over the back of the pew in front of her.

A San Francisco woman advertised as fol-

lows: " For sale—two beautiful, small, snow-
white house dogs, cheap." She was threatened
with hysterics when she read this the next morn-
ing :

" Too beautiful, small, snow-white houses,
dog-cheap."

" Now, my dears, you must do as the Romans
do," said old man Scroggins to his daughters, on
their arrival in Italy. And the first thing the
girls saw was a boy trying to stand on his head
in the corner of a railway station.

There are some people so eaten up with curi-
osity that they would turn a rainbow to see what
color its back is.

Now the snow begins to fall

In the lea,

And the maiden fair and tall

Waits to see

If the fellow

Named Costello,

Who resides at Monticello,

And sent her red and yellow
Flowerets, may up to-day ride,

And invite her to the gay ride,

Which through the land
Is called the grand
Exhilaration sleigh-ride.

"An absent-minded woman in Kentucky
put a corn-plaster on a letter and stuck the post-

age-stamp on her corn." Neither the letter nor
the ccrn went away, she having neglected to

write " In haste " on the left-hand corner of her

stamped corn.

A Rochester girl gets out of bed at mid-
night and goes to work sawing wood in the back
yard. It is needless to add that she is insane;

but a good many men round those parts Bort of

hanker to marry her.

To give relief to a burn, apply the white of

an egg. The yolk of an egg may be eaten or

placed on the shirt-bosom, according to the taste

of the person.

The New York Herald asks :
" Does moon-

light soothe?" It does, with the trifling assist-

ance of a pretty girl and a rustic bench.

Where did Monday's Truth get the informa-
tion that "a neatly-dressed man was found in a
nude condition."

When a book agent ib taken sick, the first

thing that is paralyzed is his tongue, but his

cheek never blanches.

Novel design for the season: A young lady
has set her heart on a gold bracelet. The effect

must indeed be charming.

" No, sir," said the practical man, " I don't

go hunting; I find enough to lie about as it is."

Wilkins says that in making wills some are

left out and others are left tin.

Why do they make washing-day, Monday,
and hanging-day, Friday, so far apart ?

The man who is hanged by mistake can never
see the point of the choke.

It's scold day when a man's wife gets left at

the station.

To Call a laundress a bosom friend is flat-irony.

OUTHEMCtft
BROAD GAUGE.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Sunday. October 22, 1882,
And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave

from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend St., between ?d and 4th streets), as follows:

LEAVE
8. F.

DESTINATION. ARRIVE
S. F.

t <3:50 A.M.
r

,
\ 6:40 A.M.

8:30 A M.
1

9:05 a.m.

10:40 a.m. i. .San Mateo, Redwood,. 1 #10:02 A.M.
* 3:30 p.m. j

.

3:37 P.M.

4:30 p.m.

i J
t 5:04 p.m.

6:30 P.M. 6:02 P.M.

8:30 A.M
10:40 a.m
* 3:30 p.m.

4:30 P.M.

10:40 a.m.
* 3:30 p.m

. San ta Clara, San Jose and .

.

. .Principal Way Stations.

.

j Gilroy, Pajaro, Castroville

| and Monterey

9:05 a.m
'10:02 a.m.

3:37 p.m.

6:02 p.m.

10:02 a.m.

6:02 p.m.

M.|{. Hollisterand Tres Pinos..

10:40 a.m.
* 3.30 p.m.

10:40 a.m.

j .WatsonviUe, Aptos, Soquel.

I and Santa Cruz

j . .Salinas, Soledad and Way..
( Stations

j-
]

6.02 p.m.

6:02 p.m

•Sundays excepted. tSundaysonry,(SportBinen*sTrain.)

Stage connections are made with the 10:40 a.m.
Train, except Peseadero Stages via San Mateo, which
connect with 8:30 a. m. Train. EXCURSION TICKETS
sold on Saturdays and Sunday mornings—good to

retmn Monday: To Santa Clara or San Jose, $2 50; to

Monterey or Santa Cruz, $5 00; also to principal points
between San Francisco and San Jose.

Ticket Offices—Passenger Depot, Townsend Btreet,

and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

|5^~ S. P. Atlantic Express Train via Los Angeles,
Yuma, etc., leaves San Francisco daily via Oakland
Ferry, foot of Market street, at 9:30 A.M. [Oct. 28.

I

C. P. R. R.
Time Schedule, Monday, Nov. 27. 1882.

Trains leave, and are due to arrive at,
San Francisco as follows:

LEAVE
(for) \ DESTINATION.

j

ARRIVE
(from)

*3:00p.M.
*4 :00 p.m.
8:00 a.m.

2:40 P.M
*10:10a.m
*12:40 p.m.
7:40 P.M.

8:00 A.M.
4:00 P.M.
9:30 a.m.
4:30 p.m.
8:00 A M
*4:00 p.m.

Calistoga and Napa

..J Deming-, El Paso ) Express....

.. (and East (Emigrant..
j Gait and ^ via Livermore

*10:10 A.M.
7:40 p.m.
2:40 P.M.

7:10 A.M.
5:40 P.M.

12:40 P.M.

tS:00 A.M.
9:30 a.m.
8:00 A.M.

*5 :00 p.m.

" " (^Sundays only)

....Los Angeles and South
.. . Livermore and Pleasanton. .

.

2:40 P.M.

5:40 P.M.
*8:40 A.M.

8:00 A.M. Marysville and Chico 5:40 P.M.

10:00 a.m
3:00 P.M.

3:40 P.M.
9:40 A.M.

3:30 p.m
5:30 P.M.

8:00 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
S:80 a.m.
3:30 P.M.

*4:00p.m.

. . j Ogden and i Express

.. (East ("Emigrant........

. .. Redding and Red Bluff

• - ( c™™,™* ) via Livermore.

}
and Colfax | via Benicia....
Sacramento River Steamers.

.

11:10 a.m.
6:10 A.M.
5:40 P.M.
5:40 P.M.
7:40 p.m.
11:10 a.m.

*6;00 a.m.

9:30 a.m.
3:30 P.M.

2:40 P.M.
*10:10 a.m.

111:10 A.M.

*7:40 P.M.

*3:30 P.M. 11:10a.M.

Train leaving San Francisco at 8:00 a.m. should meet
Pacific Express from" Ogden" at Port Costa; and that
leaving at 9:30 a.m. Bhould meet Pacific Express from
" El Paso" at Antioch.

LOCAL PERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland Pier*

From "SAN FRANCISCO." Daily.

To EAST OAKLAND-'6.00, *6:30. 7:30, 8:30, 9:30.

10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30.

7:00, 8:00, 9:30, 11:00, »12:00.

To ALAMEDA—»6:00, •f6:30, 7:00, »+7:30, 8:00, "»8:30,

9:00, M9:30, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 1:01), 2:00, 3:00, "t3:30,

4:00, "t4:30, 5:00, '<t5:30, 6:00, "+6:30, 7:00, '8:00,9:30,

11:00, »12:00.

To BERKELEY — "6:00, *6:30. 7:00, '7:30, 8:00, "8:30,

9:00, [9:30, 10:00, (10:30, 11:00, (11:30, 12:00, 1:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4-30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,

9:30, *12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—»6:00, *6:30, 7:00, "7:30, (8:00

*8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, "4:30, 5:00.

5:30, 6:00. "6:30, 7:00.

To "SAW FRANCISCO." Dally.

From BROADWAY, Oakland -»5:32, »6:02, 6:32,7:02,

7-32 8:02,8:32.9:02,9:32,10:02,10:32,11:02,11:32,12:02,

12-32, 1:02. 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32, 5:02,

5:32, 6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

From EAST OAKLAND-*5:21. »5:51, 6:21, 6:51, 7:51.

8-51, 9:51, 10:51, 11:51, 12:51, 1:51, 2:51, 3:51, 4:51,

5:51, 6:51, 7:51, 9:21, 10:51.

From ALAMEDA—»5:15, '5:45, 6:)5, 7:10, *t7:35, 8:10,

"+8:35 9:10, "t9:35, 10:10, "+10:35, 11:10, 12:10, 1.10,

2:10, 3:10, 4:10, "+4:35, 5:10, "+5:35, 6:10, «t6:35, 7:15,

"+7:35, 9:15, 10:45.

From BERKELEY— *5:45, »6:15, 6:45, "7:15,7:45, «S:15,

8:45, (9:15, 9:45, (10:15, 10:45, (11:15, 11:45, 12:45,

1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:15, 4:45, 5:15, 5:45,6:15, 6:45, 7:45,

9:15, 10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY— *5:45, *6:15, 6:45, »7:15,

7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, *5:15, 5:45,

•6:15, 6:45, «7:15.

Creek Route.
From SAN FRANCISCO—»7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:15, 3:15,

5:15.

From OAKLAND—«6:15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

All trains rnn daily, except when star (*) denotes Sun-
days excepted.

tTrains marked thns (+) run via East Oakland.
($]Snndays only .

" Standard Time" furnished by Randolph & Co., Jew
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. GOODMAN, Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agt.

A. N. Towns, General Manager.

COAL OIL STOVES.
All Sizes for Cooking- or P-rlor use

Send for Circular and Prices.

WIESTER A CO.,
17 New Montgomery St., S. F.
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Last we*k tha Nbws Letter published a cablegram from London
j iickalver t. bottle.

which »•»» :»n iiiiiu in thin market ta

Thit i" the taking price, but m before tales From the wharf
Ei low price. The estimated pr

largely interested us produ
i decrease for tin- year as compared with that

: of abont 10,000 flanks. The largest yearly production of which
wm in 1879, the amount given for that year at 79,396

m prioM ruling ben tha peat you or two has resulted in

the dosing down of several mines, which under other circumstances
mjghl I,

On the 9th inst, tfeevra, C. &dolphe Low, of tin- American Su^ar
BeBnery, noti6ed us of a decline of ten cents per gallon in the price of

Golden Syrup, now
I in bbls. and half bbla. respectively ; five-

gallon kegs, Ulon tins of same, 6S

From the Orient.—Since our last weekly reference the steamer
Arabic has arrived, *_*»» «!ays from Hongkong, via Yokohama 10 days,
bringing f.-r cargo Hnmp, 1,300 bales; Rice, 25,251 mats; Teas, 511
pkga.; Silks. LSoaj Spices. 160 pkga.; also Sugar, 10,685 bags, besides
4,519 pkga Chow Chow. This Bteamer also brought in transit for Eastern
cities ro go forward by Pacific Railroad, Silks, 683 pkgs ; Teas, 3,154
l-k-s. ; Fane, 71 oases, etc

Sugar.—By the last two steamers from China we have received some
30,000 bags of Manila Raw Sugars. These Sugars were ordered by our
local refiners to enable them to execute the large export orders that are
constantly pouring in upon them for Refined Sugars to go to British Co-
lombia, Tahiti, Mexican, South and Central American ports, and which,
when so exported, are entitled to a drawback, the same being a duty-paid
article. The Sugars from Hawaii being free, paying no duty, are not en-
titled to a drawback. The preseut price of all White Refined Sugar is

Hie
New Bedford. -The ship Charter Oak has sailed for New Bedford,

carrying for cargo: Oils, 200,000 galls. Whale and Sperm, chiefly the
former; Ivory, 1,000 lbs.; Shingles, 1,205,000.

New York. —The ship Cassandra Adams has cleared for New York,
carrying a valuable cargo, consisting in part of: Brandy, 4,240 galls. Na-
tive Grape; Cedar Logs, 403; Lumber, 100 M feet; Shingles, 500 M;
Lead, 409,168 lbs., in pigs; Copper Ores, 19,190 lbs.; Wine, 10,000 galls.;

Wool, 477,033 lbs.; Oils, 96,000 galls. Whale and Sperm, mostly the
former—value, §182,635.

Hawaii,—The Br. steamship Suez sailed hence for Honolulu on the
9th inst., carrying her full complement of passengers, Government mails,
and for cargo: Bread, 12,000 lbs.; Hay, 1,060 bales; Bran, 1,892 sks.; Po-
tatoes, 1,658 bags; Salmon, 300 pkgs.; Sugar, Refined, 100,267 lbs.; To-
bacco, 5,300 lbs.; Iron, Machinery, etc.— value, $95,543.

Flour.—For Liverpool, Starr & Co. have dispatched the ship Thessabes
with 26,139 bbls. Vallejo Star Mills Extra. We quote Extras at $5fSl

5 50 ^bb)., all in cloth.

Wheat.—There continues to be a good export demand for this cereal.
Spot price for No. 1, $1 80; No. 2, $1 65 # ctl. On Call Futures, Feb-
ruary and March delivery may be quoted at $1 824 # ctl. for No. 1. This
latter grade is now becoming quite scarce in the State, and large export-
ers are now compelled to content themselves with No. 2 grade.

Barley, both for Spot and Futures, has declined considerably of late.
We quote No. 1 Feed at $1 224; No. 2. $1,174: Brewing and Chevalier,
$1 25@1 35 # ctl.

The New York Shipping List of the 8th inst., in an article on
the grain trade, says the grain exported from the port of New York,
during the year 1882, presents some very remarkable features. The
steady decline of shipments by sailing vessels in the last few years is very
marked. In 1880 the exports were 19,007,000 bushels. In 1881 our
wheat and corn crops were both short, and as a consequence our exports
in 1882 were naturally restricted. Shipments for that year were 6,284,-
289 bushels, while those by steamer were 3,987,844 bushels. After mak-
ing due allowance for the shortage of 1881 in its effect on the exports of
1882, the conclusion is irresistible that the manifest destiny of steam is

to crowd sailing vessels from the grain trade. Another very important
fact to be noted is that not a single bushel of grain was shipped to Europe
from New York in a vessel under the American flag. The total number
of steamers engaged in the trade was 1,069 ; sailing vessels, 240. British
vessels carried over 26£ million bushels, but the Italians led in the amount
carried by sailing vessels.

As Oregon and Washington Territory are soon to come to the front

upon the completion of the Northern Pacific Railroad, it is well for us to

look at the Columbia River exports for 18S2. The Astorian says that
during the past twelve months just ended, 136 vessels cleared from the
Columbia, bound to foreign ports ; in 1881, 126 vessels cleared ; in 1880,
63. This illustrates sufficiently the growth of our commerce. During
1882 there cleared from the Columbia river, merchandise as follows : 597,-
632 cases of Salmon, worth $3,112,593 ; 3,261,055 centals of Wheat,
worth $5,204,527; 509,314 barrels Flour, worth $2,546,570; 20,735,000
feet of Lumber, worth $359,187. The greater part of the Wheat, Flour
and Salmon went to foreign ports, principally Queenstown and Liverpool

;

the Lumber was consigned to California, with two exceptions. The
above constitute the prinicipal items of exports. Besides there crossed
the bar, outward bound, merchandise as follows : 191,362 centals Oats

;

7,321 centals Aople.s ; 1,573 centals Butter; 4,091 centals Potatoes; 52,-

803 centals Wool ; 11,419 centals Hides; 2,673 centals Tallow; 252 cen-
tals Pickled Beef and Pork, 56 flasks, or 42 centals Quicksilver ; 1,163
centals Hay ; 8,263 centals Dried Fruit ; 374 centals Leather ; 1,478 cen,-

talfl Bacon and Lard ; 393 centals Corumeal ; 14,063 centals Hops ; 17,-

832 centals Bran j 174 centals Cheese; 128,400 centals Flaxseed; 36,324
ceuthla Barley ; 2,437 centals Shorts ; 491 centals Corn ; 53 centals Kye.

The value of that miscellaneous assortment is $4,713,460, This gives an
tte of 309,173 tons that went out from the Columbia in 1883, the

total value being 115.836,336, By way of contrast we state that the
total value of Colombia river exports for L881 was 17,656,616. The
k'reat dierence illustrates the InoreftM in our commerce during the past
twelve months,

Hops. In the local market there has been a decided improvement
both in prices and demand, which is chiefly for shipment to the Eastern
States bj overland railroad. The present price is 90c.@$l (J? It).

Wool.—As stated in our last, the holdover Spot stock approximates
10,000,000 lbs. The market is very dull at 15@20c. for Choice Fall ; Fair,
13@14c; Defective, 8@12c. 4t? lb.

Beaoa.—There is an Eastern demand, with some improvement in
price. Bayos, 4}@4Jc; Limas, 3&@3£c; Whites, 3.{c. $ lb.

Potatoes.—The supply is free and liberal, with sales at 80@85c. for
Common ; SI 15@1 25 $ cental for Good to Choice.

Freights and Charters.—A number of Grain Charters have been
written during the week for the United Kingdom, upon the basis of 35@
40 shillings for Wood and Iron respectively. On the berth we have 53,-

000 tons register; disengaged, 60,000 tons, and to arrive within five
months, 53,000 tons.

The Stock of Wheat in the State is stated in a private circular be-
fore us to have been, on the first of January, 1883, 8,000,000 centals,
equal to 400,000 short tons.

Bags.—The stock here is 15,000,000 Grain Sacks and 10,000,000 more
ordered from Calcutta, now en route. Price 8@8£c.

Coal and Iron.—The market for the former, to arrive, exhibits some
improvement. We quote largely of Australian, $7@7 25 ; Liverpool
Steam, $7@7 25 ; Scotch Splint, $7 50@7 75 ; Cardiff, $7 25@7 50. For
Eglington Pig Iron, to arrive, we quote $26 50 ; Glengarnock, $27 50@
27 75 ; Clay Lane White, $25@26.

Salt—The supply of Liverpool is large and free, and prices both low
and nominal.

Butter, Cheese and Eggs.—Choice Roll Butter, Fresh Grass, is in
free stock at 28@30c. Cheese is scarce and high, say 14@20c. Eggs are
also scarce at 35@36c.

Fruits.—Winter Apples are very plentiful ; Good to Choice, 75@$1 25
$ box ; Common, 30@50e. California Oranges are now arriving quite
freely.

L.E.Newton. NEWTON BROTHERS & CO., M.Newton.
IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

TEAS, FOREIGN GOODS AND GROCERIES
204 AND 206 CALIFORNIA STREET,

San Francisco, Cal. May 25.

H. B. Williams. A. OhesebrougL W, H. Dimond.

WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO.,

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
UNION BUILDING,

JUNCTION MARKET AND PINE STREETS.

Agents for Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific Steam Navigation Company,
The Cunard Royal Mail Steamship Comi any. "The California Line of Clippers,"
from New York and Boston, and " The Hawaiian Line."
San Francisco, January 31, 1880. Jan. 31.

C. AD0LPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants*

SAN FRANCISCO and NEW YORK.
gS5~ Agents of American Sugar Refinery, corner of Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. Jan. 17.

Franci os Dane ri . F . DANERI & CO., Henry Casanova
DEALERS IN

WINES, LIQUORS, GROCERIES,
27 aiirl 29 California Street,

]Oct. 7.] Between Davis and Drumm, San Francisco.

M. A. GUNST & CO.,
203 Kearny Street San Francisco.

IMPORTERS ANI> DEALERS IN
HAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS,

Also, Agents for Kimball, Gaulliener & Co.'s Guatemala Cigars.

13^ Inform the Public that tlte// receive targe invoices of Choice
Havana Brands twice a month. (.Feb. 19.

TABER, HARKER & CO.,

IMPORTERS AJfD WHOLESALE GROCERS,
10S anil 110 California St., S. F.

fApril 19.1

Olaus Spreckels. Wm. G. Irwin.
WM. G. IRWIN & CO.,

Sugar Factors and Commission Agents,
HosoLrLr. H. I. fMarch 25.

CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY,
Manufacturer** of I he Standard Syrnp. a superior article

put up in barrels expressly for home consumption. Also, Extra Heavy Syrup

in barrels for Export. Refined Sugars at lowest market rates. Office 325 Market

street, up stairs Dec. 21.
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THE MADISON SQUARE THEATRE, NEW YORK.
A Chat with Mr. Blanchett

Said he :—The phenomenal success of the Madison Square attractions

may be attributed to two causes :

First, in the annals of amusement there has never been furnished by
any amusement caterer a theatre so perfect in every detail, where the

comfort and pleasure of its patrons has been studied. Commencing at its

cellar, with its machinery for the double stage apparatus, the hot and cold

air dispensing machines, the large 20-horse fire pump, and various pipes,

shafts, etc., represents the best and very latest patents, and an outlay for

expense has not been questioned, Mr. Mallory authorizing engagement of

the most skillful architects, artists and inventors in the country. After
protracted labor and an outlay of several hundred thousand dollars, a the-

atre was completed with so many innovations, inventions and improve-

ments and violations of theatrical traditions that the critics were per-

plexed, if not amazed, at their inability to foretell the exact future of

what they acknowledged to be the most beautiful temple of art in Amer-
ica ; in fact, the old world, with its wealth and genius, furnished no prece-

dent for the success or failure of Mr. Mallory's remarkable theatre. It is

doubtful if any new and so comprehensive a dramatic enterprise has ever

been carried out without discouragements and accidents. The exception

is the Madison Square Theatre. Every critic of known ability, as soon

as he recovered his presence of mind, predicted that the double stage

would not work smoothly but for a few months. However, not the slight-

est accident or delay has occurred to this day. Hazel Kirke, the initiatory

production, ran continuously to full houses four hundred and sixty-one

nights, until its profits alone reached $100,000. Then followed The Pro-

fessor for one year, then Esmeralda, which ran continuously for over four

hundred nights, and no doubt could have continued double that time, or

to this day, were it not for a contract previously made for the production

of a manuscript then in the hands of the management.
The disturbance caused by the retiring of gentlemen between acts and

reentering after the curtain has risen is entirely dispensed with by the

mechanism of the double stage. Ice water in silver and cut glass goblets,

passed around between the acts, furnishes no excuse for the male patrons

to step out and get a clove.

In Summer the auditorium is cooled by air forced from the dry, well-

ventilated cellar, over tons of ice, making a temperature really more agree-

able than the out-door Summer nights in New Y ork.

So far as danger from fire goes, it is certainly the best protected theatre

in the city. Its aisleB are wide, the space between the seats are ample,
and the exits and aisles so independent of each other that every person on
ordinary occasions is out of the house within three minutes after the drop
of the curtain. In case of fire, there is an automatic fire pump in the

cellar, which would deluge the place at a moment's notice, and a man is

stationed in the cellar night and day to start the pump if necessary.
All carpenter work, stage props and scenic work is carried out in a

building adjoining, separated by heavy brick walls and the entrances pro-

tected by massive iron doors. The orchestra box, arranged as it is at the

top of the proscenium arch, is quite a novel feature, and attracts nearly
as much attention from strangers visiting this theatre as does the double
stage, and the music furnished is of a high order and by the most skillful

artists.

The other and most important reason of this house's great popularity
is the plays that have been presented. Only the best authors' works are

accepted. The manuscripts are carefully read, and the morals are pure,
effective, with a realistic picture of the triumph of virtue. Such teach-

ings, embellished with such luxurious surroundings, can only meet with
one result. Mr. Daniel Frohman, who presides over this delightful tem-
ple, has been so identified with every detail connected with it, that the
names Frohman and Madison Square Theatre are synonymous.
The extensive business of the theatre and fourteen traveling companies

are under the immediate supervision of him and Messrs. Gustave and
Charles, his brothers; and a more systematic and better regulated depart-
ment does not exist in any mercantile establishment in this country.

The office established in San Francisco for the Baldwin Theatre will be
under the same discipline, and as far as possible the same regime of affairs

carried out.

The Madison Square Theatre Management have established an elegant
office in the Baldwin Hotel. A suite of rooms on the parlor floor, in close

proximity to a private entrance to the theatre, have been fitted up. Here
everything is in active preparation for the advent of the Home Company,
January 22. Elegant placques, numerous souvenirs, frames of photo-
graphs, lithographs and any quantity of printing matter is seen in abund-
ance. Mr. Blanchett is assisted in his pleasant quarters by a corps of
advertisers, while Mr. Dave Belasco is giving orders to the scenic artists

and stage carpenters.

FIRES, TELEGRAPH WIRES AND POLES.
The News Letter has time and again called attention to the increase

of danger caused to our not over safe streets by the accumulation of tele-

graph wires and poles. Our warnings have in a striking manner been
fortified by what has just occurred at the disastrous and lamentable burn-
ing of the Newhall House at Milwaukee. The thrilling account contains
this statement: "A terrible obstacle to the saving of life was found in a
network of telegraph wires, which hedged the building in. Not only did
they prevent the firemen from placing ladders against the building, but it

was impossible to hold a canvas in such a position that the unfortunates
would not strike the wires first. Even the crowd saw what was the mat-
ter, and a number of prominent business men stood in front of the Cham-
ber of Commerce building and anathematized the Telegraph Companies
until their throats were parched. There were frequent shouts of "Cut
the wires down!" "Chop down the poles!" but no movement was made to
take them down." That emphatic statement of facts ought at once to
condemn the present system of placing telegraph wires on poles, which at
best are unsightly and obstructive, and are well calculated to prove a
menace and a danger to the life and limbs of the people. All telegraph
wires should be placed under ground. They would then be out of sight
and out of danger. Those used for telephonic purposes would be ren-
dered infinitely more effective. The wires that are above ground are
continually being crossed with one another, which interfere with the reli-

ability of messages. Our Supervisors cannot too soon see that this desir-

able change is made.

REDUCTIONS!

PRONOUNCED AND
UNPRECEDENTED BARGAINS

— AT THE —

Commencing TUESDAY, January 2, 1883, and continuing' until

further notice, we will offer our stock of Imported and Domestic
DBY GOODS, amounting- to upward of half a million dollars, at

an average reduction of 33 1-3 per cent, from regular prices.

Although, our Annual Clearances in former years have been

noted for the genuineness of the bargains offered, yet we are in

a position to outdo ourselves this year, our stock being almost

entirely imported, and nearly double in size.

Without further comment, wo simply request the public to note

the prices. (See "Call" for astounding bargains in SILKS,
VELVETS and PLUSHES, "Examiner" for bargains in HOS-
IERY, GENTS' GOODS and LADIES' UNDERWEAR, and
"Chronicle" for bargains in DRESS GOODS, DOMESTICS and
GLOVES.

Ladies intending to purchase Dry Goods should not fail to call on us during this

BONA FIDE CLEARANCE, as we positively announce that it has never beeu in

our power to offer such vast inducements as we shall lav before them this month.

All Goods marked in plain figures. No misrepresentation.

J. J. O'BRIEN & CO.

THE ARCADE,
93-4, 936, 938 MARKET STBEKT.

CALIFORNIA SCHOOL OF DESIGN.

This School will Opeu for the Next Term on Monday, Jan-
nary 15, 1883.

TERMS (Payable in Advance. )—Oil Painting:, $30 for the Term, or $12 per month;

Drawing-, $24 per Term, or S10 per month.

For further particulars inquire at the Rooms, 430 Pine street.

By order Committee School ol Design. VIRGIL WILLIAMS,

[Jan. 13.] Director.

DANCING ACADEMY,

IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,
No. 320 Post Street Opposite Union Square.

PROF. O. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 320 Po
street, is now open for Juvenile and Evening Classes. Office Hours, for Terms, etc.,

10 a.m. to 12 m., and 1 to 5 P.M. Oct. 22.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.

Office of the Northern Belle Mill and Mining- Company,
San Francisco, Cal,, January 10, 18S3. - At a meeting of the Board of Dirett

ors of the above named company, held this day, dividend (No. 6'3) of Fifty Cents
(50c.) per share was declared, payable on MONDAY, January 15, 1883, at the office

in this city. Transfer books close on Thursday, January 11, 1883, at 3 o'clock p. m.

WM. WILLIS, Secretary.

Office—Room No. 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California. Jan. 13.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
\fficco( the Silver King Mining Company, San Franeisco,

' / January 2, 1883.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the above
named Company, held this day, a Dividend (No. 37) of Twenty-five Cents (25c.) per
share was declared, payable on MONDAY, January 15, 1883, at the office of the
Company, Room 19, No. 328 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal. Transfer Books
will close January 6, 1883, at 12 m. [Jan. 13.] JOSEPH NASH, Secretary.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.

Office of the Hibernia Savings and Loan Society, N. E. cor.
Montgomery and Post streets, San Francisco, January 5th, 1883.—At the reg-

ular meeting of the Board of Directors of this Society, held this day, a dividend at

the rate of 4 per cent, per annum, for the six months ending with December 3ist,

1882, was declared on all deposits, payable from and after this date, free from Federal

tax. [Jan. 13.] R. J. TOBIN, Secretary.

DIVIDEND NO. EIGHTY-EIGHT.

The Home Mutual Insurance Company will pay its regn-
lar monthly dividend of ONE DOLLAR (§1) per share upon its capital stock

on January 10, 1883. [Jan. 13.J CHAS. R. STORY, Secretary.
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WAira
Every-The politicians have nearly all dtooratd to Sacramento,

body ami " hi* mult**' i* there. »Higgtm and Cannon, Buckley and
Rainey are on hand. What do they want? What do they expect to

gain ? Office* Brat and to pass cinch bills afterwards. The disposition of

loffislators is to "set down Qpoo them. Thev defatted a good man for

speaker. Johnson would have > n elected had not they supported him.
The Gowrnor and members elect will frown down bossism.—The Ban

D, with four exceptions in the Assembly and perhaps
two in the Senate, are at present ownad by the bosses, Dot several are
awaiting an opportunity to emancipate themselves. We think they need
not be lone in finding an occasion. If they do not avail themselves of the
first opportunity their influence is surely gone. The atmosphere at Sac-
ramento i* against the success of bossism.^—Some of the new men are

risk on their promises to their more honest and independent sup
porters and will make bad records, when they pledged themselves to make
good one*. They better cry a halt, or they might as well have a mill-

stone hung around their necks and be drowned in the depths of an ocean
of politir.il oblivion. A word la the wise should suffice.^—It is a happy
omen that there is so strong a feeling at Sacramento to sit down upon the
bosses. We hope it will continue, and, like a snowball, increase as it rolls.

^—Perkins' final farewell was graceful, creditable and will ever be re-

membered to his credit.—Stoneman's inaugural was manly, outspoken
and in keeping with the expectations of those who elected him. He
bids fair to satisfy the hopes of his friends. His modest demeanor,
simple manners and accessibility to all comers are adding to his hosts of

admirers.^—He appears to have commenced on a path that is surely to

lead to increased political strength and popularity.-^—Moreland is mak-
ing a safe, discreet and fairly able private Secretary. «^—Harry Dam is

doing the shape, muscle, politeness and presentability of the new Admin-
istration, and is doing credit to the accomplished lady to whom he owes
Ids appointment.-^—It is to be regretted that nearly all the newly elected

State officials have appointed their sisters, their aunts and their cousins
to positions for which they are nearly all utterly unfit. We shall allude
to this phase of things more particularly hereafter.-—Flaven was to

have been appointed Adjutant-Ueneral, but "influential " representations

caused the Governor to reconsider his announced decision. ——Enos was be-

lieved to have the inside track for Registrar of voters. This belief was
founded on a knowledge of his services to the Governor. He put the
Railroad Commission bill through the Senate, voted at San Jose for

Stoneman first, last and all the time, and stumped the State for him, and
largely helped to get him the VVorkingmen's nomination for Railroad
Commissioner. If his ability, character, good record in the Senate, and
personal services are not remembered, then there will be ingratitude
somewhere. It is said, falsely we believe, that Stoneman wants to for-

get that he was indebted to the Workingmen's Party. ——Daggett made a
mistake as an appointer of Senate Committees in using his influence in

favor of Leake, and against Smith, as Secretary of the Senate. He pot
left, and now the Presiding Officer is in antagonism to the Secretary.
Lieutenant-Governors should not engage in such small business. That,
and other kinds of lobbying, should be left to smaller fry.^—Attorney-
General Marshal is promising great things, and his friends hope
that his performances will not come out at the small end of

the horn.——Assemblyman Barry is undoubtedly the foremost man in

the San Francisco delegation.^—It is poor, miserable, puerile opposition
which objects to the confirmation of General Dimond in an office in which
he spends more money than he receives. Stoneman Democrats ought not
to be choked off that way.——The course of the Democratic organ, as ex-

pressed in its new and more vigorous editorials of the past few days, has
met with the approval of the best men in the party. It undoubtedly
turned the scale in favor of Speaker Larue.—That presiding officer is

an earnest and honest man, with a dash of prejudice in his composition.
—^There are to be more attempts at " special legislation " by the bosses

than is likely to be good for the ruling party or for the people. Buckley
boasts that he has fifteen *' cinch " bills. They should be "sat down"
upon, and they will be.—The boss has, through an agent, opened a
groggery in the basement of the Capitol, and this in defiance of the law
that "liquors shall not be sold or given away in the Capitol or in the
grounds adjacent thereto." To do so is a misdemeanor, punishable by fine

or imprisonment, or by both, yet the custodian of the building allows the
law to be defied by the boss who rules the Democratic politics of this city

and ciiunty.-^—O'Grady has manfully withstood the bosses and appointed
men whom he thought most fitted. Sesnon has done the same thing, and
is being vehemently abused in the region of Bush street. Holtz, contrary
to expectations, is said to have succumbed to boss dictation.——Buckley
left Sacramento on Tuesday in order to attend a caucus of the Board of

Supervisors, with what result has yet to be learned.—He has got the
Board of Education and has formed a ring therein.^—Raphael Weill is

proving the honest man we always believed him to be, in kicking against
the unseemly and corrupt arrangement.—Ex-Governor Johnston has
been appointed Registrar of Voters, and, if it is true that William Bro-
derick is to be his Chief Deputy, the office will be effectively filled.—
Johnston has been Congressman, Lieutenant Governor and a prominent
candidate fur Governor, and now Registrar of Voters. In this country a
man is fit for anything he can get. Johnston's character will be a guar-

antee to his political opponents that there will be a fair registration.^—
General Cosbie has been appointed Adjutant General. A good adminis-
trator and an accomplished gentleman, he will not be long in winning the
popularity that he does not commence with.^—Judge Terry, John II

Wise. Secretary Moreland and Senators Langford and Mnrdock are cred-

ited with being " nearer " to the Governor than most oilier men.
Coleman, of San Mateo, has got one of the most important Committees
of the session, that of Commerce and Navigation. He will do himself
creditor we are greatly mistaken. There will be much for that Commit-
tee to do.——Archy McAllister wants to be Chief Wharfinger, and is

strongly backed far the place.— Messic's appointment as Sergeant at-

Arms of the Senate was a graceful tribute to the character and services

of a Mexican veteran, a Texas Ranger and a California pioneer.—The
Democrats will be fools if they do not find some way of bringing all the
administrative departments into accord and sympathy with the State ad-
ministration. Public opinion will approve of the popular verdict being
given full effect to.

The original soar head—the balloonist.

" I'm conaamed if I know what to do with that hoy," said old Uncle
Joe, as he itoopad to undo a knot in the cat's tail, which his hopeful son
and heir had tied. Uncle Joe was just hunting through the house
for some sticking-plaster bo pat on the places where the ungrateful cat
had scratched him, when his son came in through the door upon ;i dead
run. In a moment he pounced down upon that youth, and after a consid-
erable struggle succeeded in extricating a box of New England Baking
Powder. " Now. se«- here. Will," angrily cried the outraged parent,
•you can't stuff mo with no lies about that Baking Powder. The
New England Baking Powder don't get dropped promiscuous around.
Now own up. What made you steal that ere New England Baking
Powder?" "Well, dad, I couldn't very well steal no other kind, for
our grocer don't keep any other sort, and says people will ha\e the
New England or none." A faint smile lit up the wrinkled visage of
the old man as he condoned the offense and dwelt in delight upon the vis-

ion of good light biscuits for breakfast next morning.

BARGAINS.
Every large house has to take stock at least once a year, in ordeJ

that a new start may be made with a clear idea of how things are going.
During the remainder of the month J. J. O'Brien & Co. will hold a per-
emptory sale of goods, prior to stock taking. In order to the more readily
dispose of the silks, velvets, plushes, etc., this firm has marked down the
prices to ridiculously low figures, barely leaving a margin for profit.

Ladies should not miss such an excellent chance of obtaining bargains,
but should lose no time in calling upon J. J. O'Brien & Co., at the
Arcade, Noa. 924, 926, 928 Market street. Once inside the store we feel

certain that the prices would tempt all good judges to invest.

Mrs. Skidmore has made up all her elegant feathers, ribbonB, velvets,

plushes, etc., into the latest and most fashionable style of hats. The im-
mense stock which Mrs. Skidmore has to carry has accumulated to such
an extent that she desires to turn it into cash, even at a sacrifice, in order
that she may be enabled to make room for other goods. The entire stock
is new, having all been purchased within the last few months, and ladies

who have an eye to business should not neglect such an opportunity of
obtaining bargains. The sale of stock will commence on Monday next
and will continue for thirty days. No more opportune time could have
been chosen for such a sale, for the small bonnets, which once were all the
rage, have now given place to the larger and more elaborate ones, or the
hats which are now so fashionable.

The Princess Louise Compliments I. W. Taber.—The following
extract from coir^spondence with Captain the Hon. W. Bagot, Aide-de-
Camp to Her Koyal Highness the Princess Louise, speaks for itself:

"Her Royal Highness was much pleased with the photographs of Mme.
Nilsson and thought them wonderfully good." The above compliment, in
conjunction with the satisfaction expressed by Mme. Nilsson herself, at
the excellence of Mr. Taber's photographs of her, is surely the highest
praise Mr. Taber can desire. Mme. Nilsson, having been photographed
by the leading photographers of Europe, acknowledges Mr. Taber's por-
traits of her to be the most satisfactory that she has ever had taken, and
has given orders to supply her European agents with them.

Lack of space prevented the News Letter from publishing last week
a notice of the Children's Matinee, which came off at Lunt's Dancing
Academy on December 30th. It was a grand affair for the youngsters,
and a most pleasing sight for their relatives and friends. Mr. Lunt's
pupils all belong to the " upper ten," and the costumes worn by them
upon this occasion were as rich and ' tasteful as varied. Mr. Lunt pos-
sesses a rare faculty for imparting to children not only the art of danc-
ing, but also what is even more important, a graceful carriage and deport-
ment. At these quarterly reunions parents and friends have a chance to
see how the children progress.

A vast improvement in Chimneys has been made and patented by
J. Browell, of 727 Montgomery street. These Chimneys can be placed
in any part of a house, or attached to the outside of any building with
perfect safety. All the best buildings in San Francisco and Oakland use
these Chimneys. J. Browell has patented these improvements upon the
old style, botli in the United States and England, and architects agree
that for safety and convenience the Browell Chimney has no equal.

The best tire-proof material is used in their construction.

Our Distinguished Japanese Visitors.—His Royal Highness Prince
Arisugawa, attended by Messrs. Nyashi, Nissi, Yamamoto and Piato,
yesterday visited Mr. I. W. Taber's photographic parlors, opposite the
Grand and Palace Hotels, and sat for their photographs. The Royal
party were greatly interested by the collection of views and portraits of
celebrated men on exhibition at Mr. Taber's elegant establishment.

All housbolders are agreed in declaring that the only paint that can
withstand the elements is the imperishable. No matter how it may rain
or storm this paint will hold its own and preserve intact the wood or
brick which it covers. J. R. Kelly, on Market below Beale, is the agent
for this wonderful preservative, and orders come in with a rapidity which
would astonish those unacquainted with the merits of the article sold.

The School of Design will open on Monday next. As most persons
are aware, the school is situated on Pine street, where the Art Associa-
tion has its rooms.

MARBLE WORKS.
MANTELS and ORATES, MONUMENTS and HEADSTONES,

In Marble and Scotch Granite,

827 Market street bet. Fourth and Firth.

6S" Send for Designs and Prices. W. H. JfeCOBMICK.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,

NO. 922 POST STREET.
Day and Boardlufr School for Young Ladles and Children.

KINDERGARTEN. Term commenced January 4th, 1883.

[Jan. 13 1 MADAME B. ZEITSKA. A. M., Principal.
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REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.

Recorded in the City and County of San Francisco, California, for
the Week ending January 6, 1883.

.ed fromthe Recordsofthe Commercial Agejicy,401 California St. , S.F.Co-

Thursday, December 28th.

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE. DESCRIPTION.

J C Coleman et al to Wm Sharp . .

.

Savs & Ld Socy lo Jean B Stoope.

Edwin Goodall to Hans Madison.

Matthew Kavaoagh to I Jacobs...

G W Beckh to Aug WolterB

Jacob R Snyder to same

Geo S Maun to Jno S Barrett

Nw Market, 100 sw City Hall Avenue,
sw 25x100, being in City Hall lot 77 .

S Clay, 1 ,0 w Lackin, w 31:9x127:8, be-
"

ig in Western Addition 17
W Mission, 130 n 20th, n 30x90, being

in Mission Block 67
N Ellis, 150 w Laguna, w 25x120, being

in Western AddfUon 229
Nw Bnchanan and Jackson, w 34:4x127:

8, being in Western Addition 207
Same ; also, nw Taylor and Lombard, n

80x87:6, beins in 50-vara 065
Undivided one fourth, nw Jones and
Green, s 137:6x137:6, being in 50-vara

Geo EdwardB to Martin C Walton

F S Wensinger to J S Barrett

J B Stoupe to Zoe Stonpe

E Lantermilch to Thos P Stoney.

beingS Bush, 237:6 w Scott, w 25x110.
in Western Addition 458.

N Pine, 165 w Mason, w 27:6x150, being
in 50-vara 634, 633

S Clay, 100 w Larkin, w 31:8x127:8, be-

ing in Western Addition 17
N Sacramento, 206:3 w Scott, w 50x127

8, being in Western Addition 462

PRICE

16,500

3,600

6,100

2,000

4,500

6,256

5

4,000

5,000

Gift

2,400

Friday, December 29th.

Annie Wade to Chas E Parks..

WmNicol toJJShoen

J J Shoen to Emilio di Vecchio...
AHimmelmann to Chas QuaBt

Jas Gillespie loDenuis Kearney..

L Gottig to Lewis H Drews

Wm H Brown to H W Newbaner.

Bernard Getleson to Same

1st Ave Ld Aasn to Ellen Moore..

Job Frank to Robt Thiele

Thos Tonng to Bartlett Doe

Jno C Stedman lo Lillle Wellock.

Jno D Heins to C F Von Issendorf

Augusta Lawton to A J Bryant...

T M J Debon to Chas F Hornung

C C Burr to A Drown.

Same to Same..

Mary Hudson to Same.,

E Jones, 107:6 s Turk, s 30x82:6, being
in 50-vara 1056
W Webster, 24 n Kate, n 24x81:3, being

in Western Addition 294
Same
Se Mission, 175 sw 6th, sw 100x275, be-

ns in 100-vara 226
W York, 234 n 24th, n 26x100, being ir.

Mission BlockW Howard, ISO n 18th, n 25x122:6, be-
ing in Mission Block 60

S Post, 128:9 w Octavia, w 25:10x120, be-
ing in Western Addition 201

N Sacramento, 197:6 w Franklin, w 32:6

Sl27:8, being in Western Addition 124
N Turk, 212 e First Avenue, e 53x113:6,
being in Western Addition 785
W Brenham place, 102:6 n Clay, n 25x68

-50-vara 51

S Sutter, 30 w Larkin, w 45x70, being in

Western Addition 12
W Dolores. 50 n 17th, n 64x100, beinfi in

Mission Block 84
Nw Harrison and Freemont, nw 45x92:

i, being in 50-vara 731
Lots 1 to"24, block 845, lots 9 to 20, blk

850, Tide Lands
W Church, 23H n 17th, n 100x85, being

in Mission Block 95 ; subject to mort-
gage for $600

Ne Union and Gongh, e 2S9. n 38, nw to

Gough, s 78:6 to commencement ; nw
Main and Gongh, w 194:11, n 108:3, sw
to Gough, e S3:S to commencement . ..

S Jackson, 137:6 w Hyde, w 34:4x137:6,
being in 50-vara 1379 ; undivided one-
half w Stockton, 75 s Bay, s 75x137:6
—50-vara 1514

Sw Bay and Stockton, vv 55x75, being
in 50-vara 1530 ; undivided one-ball'.,

w Stockton, 75 s Bay, w 137:6 x .- 75!

being in 50-vara 1,530, 1,514

£9,500

3,800

5,200

10,000

1,200

15,000

5

Gift

4,950

30

4,000

Saturday, December 30th.

M. L Ferguson to D Van Denburg.

J Doan to Same
Phillip Stern to Mika Stern

LucyE Braus to Watson Henry..

C CBu-rto JPM Perbam....
Richd O'Neill to Daol Dodge..
N Byrne to Cath Byrne

Geo Bradley to Fredk Hellwig...

Chas Weber to Patk McGec

L Miller to Saml Newmao
JosSedgley to J O Earl

Lizzie Z Sinton to J D Thompson

F F Low to W H Warden et al.

A Wolters to Julius Baum

Anna Ressiquie to Sarab KilleeD.

E Scott, 109:6 n Turk, n 28x118, being in

Western Addition 432
Same
N Sntter, 222:6 w Franklin, w 27:6x120
—Western Addition 123
W Noe, 76:6 n 23rd, n 25x105, being in

Harper's Addition 158, subject to
mortgage for $1,100

All property for benefit of creditors

Ne Main, 51:8 se Howard, se 20x45:10..
Se Minna. 320:8 ne 2th, ne 30x80, being

in 100-vara 133
Ne Dupont and St Marks Place, n 20x60

-50-vara 902
W Lirkin, 97:8 n Sacramento, n 30x100,

bei nir in Western Addition 17
All properly for benefit of creditors
Se Mission, 412:6 ne 5th, bw 25x80, be-

' ig in 100-vara 133
Se Tehama, 80 ne 3rd, ne 25x80, being

in 100-vara 51

Se Mission, 2H6:3 ne 3rd. ne 68:9x160
100-vara 12

W Webster, 104 n Clay, n 23:8x102:6—
Western Addition 316
W Wetmore Place, 60 n Clay, n 32:6x56,
being in 50-vara 17a

$3,402
2,251

Gift

1.000

4,500

Gift

22,250

7,400

7,500

2,865

5

6,250

1,812

Tuesday . January 2nd.
Patk Martin lo Jane M Campbell.

Eliza G Johnston toJnoEaston.

M Reese to Denis Buckley ,

SametoJno Riordan

R J Tecbau to Jno Simpson

D L Randolph to Arch Stoddard.. jSe Geary and Gough, e 30x137:6—West-
I ern Addition 131.

W Baker, 87:6 n Sntter, n 25x112:6—
Western Addition 584

S Turk, 160 w Jones, w 23x137:6, being
in 50-vara 1109

Se Mission. 382:4 ne 2nd, ne 35:6x80—
100-vara 4

Nw Minna, 347:6 ne 2nd, ne 63:4x80—
100-vara 4

S Post, 137:6 w Scott, w 25x70, being in
Western Addition 456

2,600

5,750

5

5

1,500

10

"Wednesday, January 3rd.

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE.
_L

DESCRIPTION.

MA A Murray to T F Murray

ChaB J Woodward to A M Whittle
Barney Fletcher toANockin..

Robt Sherwood to G M Josselyn.

GSimi toPSimi

MichlDittes to Henry Jones

N Broadway, 43 w Montgomery, vv 69:6

x 137:6 ; also, interest in the estate ol

Michael Murray deed .-

W Castro, 149 n 19th, n 74x125
N Broadway, 87:6 e Hyde, e 20 x 60—50-

vara 2,289
W Montgomery, 25 n Commercial, n 25
x 50

Se Union and Kearny, s 52:6x60, being
in 50-vara 383

Se Stevenson, 355 sw Third, sw 20x70,

| being in 100-vara 26

fti.onn

1,200

1,600

20,000

7,750

Thursday, Jannary 4th.

E N Torrey to Jas B Stetson

H Van de Casteele to J Dusinbery

M Hutchinson to R Hutchinson..

D Schonfeld to Cath Himmelmaim

Teresa Casserly to W Strucven...

Chas McFaddin to Henry Pichoir.

Mary McMahon to Jno Collins....

Undivided one-half ne Hyde and Turk,
e 25x87:6- 50-vara 1259W Sansome, 69:9 n Bush, n 24:3x67:6,

being in 50-vara 204; subject to mort-
gage for $13,500

N 17th, 160 w Guerrero, w 50, n 158:7,
ne 50, s 168:3 to commencement—Mis-
sion Block 3S

Ne Vallejo and Maiden Lane, e 60x68,
w Taylor, 98:9 n Green, n 51:3x55

Sw Shotwell and 26th, w 245, se 162, St 1

100:9 to Shotwell, n 97 to commence-
ment—Mission Block 200

Nw Guerrero and 18th, n 27x80 -Mis-
sion Block 79
W Bryant, 182 n 24th, n 26x100—Mis
sion Block 150

2,500

46,500

7,000

2,800

1,000

5

875

Friday, January 5th.

Jas Henderson to Leo Lauterinilch

Cbas Lemnie to William Sharon..

Wm Sharon to Wm W Young....

Jas Roeeberry to Garland M GateB

JeromeEnglish to Isabel Stockflelh

Thos Magee to A P Hotaling

Jos Schoder to S Johnston & Co.

Undivided one-half n Sacramento, 156:3
e Devisadero, e 50x127:8—Western
Addition 162 §1,100

S Ellis, 137:6 e Leavenworth, e 27:6 x
137:6—50-vara 1113 7,500

So Berry. 183:4 sw 5th. sw 91:8x275. lots

13, 14, 31, 32, South Beach, block 22. . 25,000
E Alabama, 234 s 20th, s 26x100—Mis-

sion Block 142 2.200
E Bartlett. 80 n 23rd, n 40x125 -Mission
Blockl36 10

Undivided one-half, sw Haight and
Gough, w 137:6, s 124:21, ne 169:45, n
25, 18 to commencement— Western
Addition 141 5W Howard, 50 n ISth, n 25x95—Mission
Block 60

J
5,000

Saturday, January 6th.

Thos Magee to Andrew J Hatch.

WmMatibews to Chas Maync.
C L Place lo Mary E Nelson....

Hannah Van Winkle to J Whitney

J D Walker to Jules Gariot

H H Bancroft lo Albert L Bancroft

Etizth Robertson to D Greninger.

Jno J Wells to ChaB J Holmes. .

.

E Fillmore, 50 n Jackson, n 50, e 103:5,
sw 50:9, w w 04:7 to commencement,
being in Western Addition 318

Ne8th, 155 se Folaom.se 30x120
S Golden Gate Avenue, 137:6 w Broder-

ick, w 137:6x137:6—Western Addition
530
W Jones, 77:3 n Turk, n 50x68:6—50-
vara 1,098

Ne4th, 34 nw Cleary, nw 51x80—100-

vara 72
Undivided one-half, se Market, 200 sw
3rd, sw 75, se 170, ne 80, nw 70, sw 5,

nw 100 to commencement
W Buchanan, 113:6 n Kate, n 24x137:6—
Western Addition 291

S Ridley, 80 e Valencia, e 40x160 -Mis-
sion Block 27

2,850
5

3,200

3,750

10,000

5

1,500

4,500

T
GEO. STREET, Agent News Letter, 30 Cornhill, E. C, London.

he Summer Sun and Dust. Ladies and all exposed to the scorching
rays of the sun and heated particles of dust, will find that the most
cooling and refreshing preparation for the face, hands and arms, is

owlauds' Kalydor. which eradicates all prickly Heat, Sunburn, Tan,
Freckles, Stings of Insects, etc., and produces a beautiful and delicate
complexion.

owlauds' macassar Oil prevents the hair falling off or becoming dry
during the hot weather, and eradicates scurf and dandruff.

owlands' Odon to is the pureBt and most fragrant Tooth Powder ever used,
and contains no acid or mineral ingredients, which are so detrimental
to the teeth and gums. Its purity especially adapts it for the teeth of

young children. Ask any dealer in perfumery for Rowlands' articles,

of 20, Hatton Garden, London.

R
R
R

F
LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.

lnestand Cheapest Meat-flavoring' Stock Tor Soups, Made
DisheB and Sauces.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT,
An Invaluable and Palatable Touic in all Cases of Weak

Digestion and Debility. "Is a success and boon for which Nations should feel

grateful." See " Medical Press," "Lancet," " British Medical Journal," etc.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
Caution—Genuine only with fac-simile of Baron f*iebigr's

Signature, in blue ink, across Label.
This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substitutes being in

the market.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
To be had of all Store-keepers, Grocers and Chemists. Sole

Agents for the United States (wholesale only), C. David & Co., 9, Feuchurch
Avenue, London, England. Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, Sau
Francisco. June 10.

. $12 a day at home easily made. Costly Outfit Free.
AddressTauE & Co., Augueta.Maine.$72'
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NOTABILIA.
THE PEDDLERS SONG.

t*wn m while as driven snow ; i.>ir* and stomachers.
Cypress black u r'rr *ra* cn-w ; Rot my |sdl t.. |ln their dears;

** swwi as lUmiik roses ; king ticks, ol Mioel,

r hm and taf DOM ;
Wliii maids lark tram b«d to heel:

' . necklace, amber
;

bu>,come buy,

tor * lady 's chamber . Kuy, lads, or else your lasses • r>

William Siiakspkark.

McNally & Hawkins are still offering the public wonderful bargains

Bta&A Chandeliers, and all that appertains to the lighting up
nd oniUMDtulg of a house. This well-known tinn will soon remove to

more spacious promises, and so can afford to sell off their large stock at

their store under the Grand Hotel at cost price. This is a rare chance for

those whose burners are defective, or who wish to improve the appearance
of their houses.

Artists are fond of praising " the old masters " in oil. There are about
m old masters in oil, fishy-looking varments that hang around the

city Front, that one never hears praisea. But the boss master in oils is

old " Fusel.
-

' He paints such fantastic pictures upon men's braius that

he is hardly appreciated. Keep clear of him and buy your whisky from
P. J. Cassin's wholesale store, corner of Washington and Battery.

What if a girl whistle ?

'Twon't make your hair bristle

Or scratch like a thistle.

A whistling lassie

Need not be sassy
Or vulgar or brassy.
No psalm or epistle

Has thrown the first missile

At women who whistle.

It's quite as becoming
As singing or humming,
Or playing or strumming.
Be just philosophic,

O men, on this topic

;

Not misogynistic
Nor grumpy nor mystic

!

Venus will have forgotten all about her transit long before the astron-

omers have got through figuring, but the Venus of the kitchen, the good
true housewife, will never forget that since she purchased one of those
charming Arlington Ranges from De La Montanya, Jackson street, below
Battery, life has been worth living for, and the luxury of a well-cooked
dinner an every-day occurrence.

The difference between a tree and a dog is that the bark of the latter

is more than skin deep. That is the reason why so few people find any
beauty in it. But alas! we stray from the subject of our conversation.

You ask us which is the best restaurant in town to take your wife to. We
answer without a moment's hesitation, that Swain's, on Sutter street,

above Kearny, is the best place.

The other day Mr. Blaine related a story, giving the geometrical ratio

of telling secrets. Said he :
" If I had a secret which must be intrusted

to others, it is best to keep the number of confidants limited. You tell a
story to one man, and that makes one," indicating the one as he said it by
drawing his right fore-finger across the palm of his left hand. " When
you tell your secret to the second man," he continued, drawing down an
imaginary second line, " that makes eleven."

" Better be wise by the misfortunes of others than by your own." Take
warning in time. Avoid quack nostrums by which thousands annually
perish. Use only Buch remedies as are demonstrated above suspicion,

foremost among which is Kidney Wort. For torpid liver, bowels or kid-

neys, no other remedy equals it. It is sold in both dry and liquid form
by all druggists.

If you are a woman and would contribute your influence to redeem
humanity from its numberless ills, make all things else subordinate to
health. If you possess this inestimable treasure you may transmit the
same and your offspring may rise up and call you blessed. To secure this

it will be well to seek the motherly countenance of Mrs. Pinkham, Lynn,
Mass.

"Why did you speak to that policeman? Are you acquainted with
him?" asked Milligan's wife, as she and her husband were walking home
from the theatre the other night. "Oh, no, I don't know the man," re-

plied Milligan ;
" it was simply my duty as a citizen to see if he was

The spots upon the surface of the sun are growing larger every day,
at least so the astronomers say, and we presume they know something
about the matter. However that may be one thing is certain, and that is

the fact that the photographs taken by Bradley & Kulofson, corner of
Geary and Dupout, knock spots out of any photographers in the world.

"A hat 1 a hat ! what would I give for a hat?" cried a man whose
head cover blew off as he crossed on the Oakland boat one day this week.
We were standing near him and said: "Sir, lose not your temper with
your hat, but come with us?" He did, and at White's, in Commercial
street, soon bought a better one than he had lost.

A Chicago young man has a collection of five hundred pipes, no two
alike. The youth is certainly "long" on pipes, but isn't he a little

"short " on brains ?

Headquarters for Electric Belts and appliances for the cure of ner-
vous, painful and debilitating diseases. Pamphlets, with full particulars,
free. Address Pulverraacher Galvanic Company, 513 Montgomery street,
San Francisco, California.

Good Oysters, well served, are a treat to all of us, and there is no
place where they can be had ,better served than at Moraghan's, in the
California Market, and not expensive either.

If you are roasting so hard that your collar is almost melted, and you
want to get cooled off, don't go and pay fifteen cents for a glass of lemon-
ade. Just attempt to light a cigar with your last match. Then a breeze
will start up.

.
If you wish to keep clear of the colds which are so prevalent at this

time of the year, be sure and get your underwear at J. W. Carmany's,
No. 25 Kearny street.

A witty nobleman ..nee asU..l * clerical gentleman at the bottom ol

the table why the goose, when then was one, was always placed next to
U» parson, "Really, my lord," said the clergyman, "your question is

somewhat difficult to answer, anil BO remarkably odd that I snail never
see a goose again without being reminded of your lordship."

In countries where malaria is prevalent, or where the climate is sub-
sudden changes -ehould be found in every house Brown's Iron

Bitters.

Coal, of the best kinds, can be bad at «
'. R. Allen's ( !oa] Depot, at No,

SO Beale street. Moderate prices and a good article are the rule at C.
R. Allen's.

" It is hardly fair in you to steel my thunder," as the cloud remarked
to the lightning rod. " Oh, I shall draw it mild," the rod replied.

J. F. Cutter's Old Bourbon. —This celebrated whisky is for sale by
all first-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

Best pictures taken at the Imperial Gallery, 724£ Market street.

KONI LA! VOLCANIC WATER!
Facts vs. Theories—Science vs. Nature.

C1iv«' me a place to rest my lever on," says Archimedes,
J(

" and I will move the world." " Give me natural waters," says Medicus of the
olden times, *' and I will cure disease." hi one sense, both of these learned pundits
were tiie veriest charlatans. They knew there was no place to rest their lever on,
cither to move the world or cure disease. Mechanism was in a backward state, and
the medical profession was hut another name for sorcery, and all the adjuncts of

magic fitters and charms of the " evil eye," etc.

But these latter days have brought unto us something more than even supersti-
tion and its crew ever dreamt of in their maddest philosophy. In these days of

practical science, what was theory of yesterday is fact to-day, and all the old-time
notions become as bubbles in the sun, and hurst and break with every breath wc
draw.

Let Archimedes shoulder his lever, and we will find a resting-place for it to move
the world. Let mine ancient Medicus pant and tuil no more for the waters he so
sorely needs, for we have them at our hand, ever ready to serve them at his beck
with Koni La Volcanic Water, the medicil triumph of this enlightened century,
already indorsed by our most eminent physicians and chemists, representing the
skill and intelligence of both branches of the medical science. This new and power-
ful curative agent, Koni La, eliminator in all Kidney Complaints, Blood Purifier in

Skin Diseases, Female Complaints, affords the sufferer immediate relief, insures a
positive and quicker cure than can be obtained by any other remedy used for similar
ailments. In this effect it is totally different from all other Mineral or Volcanic
Waters now before the public, and defies all competition, remarkable for the com-
plexity of its wonderful composition, superior to all in its magical curative proper-
ties, which we cheerfully can indorse.

To prove its merits, not only a single trial of the Koni La Volcanic Watbr will

convince the most skeptical, but already spurious, fraudulent imitations are offered.

We must, therefore, caution the public to beware of parties offering for sale Volcanic
Water without the trade mark, KONI LA, sold only by the

PACIFIC MINERAL WATER CO,
DEPOT 3«0 Fonrth street, cor. Harrison.

THE GUTTA PERCHA ANO RUBBER MANFG. CO.,
Manufacturers and Dealers in

RUBBER GOODS,
Offers for the FALL TRADE tne FINEST LINE of RUBBER CLOTHING ever

in this market, both Heavy, Medium and Gossamer ; also are

SOLE AGENTS ON THE PACIFIC COAST FOR THE BOSTON RUBBER
SHOE CO'S SUPERIOR RUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES.

Pure Gum and Dull Finish Boots, Hip and Short; Im. Sandals, Arctics,

Gaiters, Footholds, etc.

JOHN W. TAYLOR, Manager,
Cur. First and Market streets,

fSept. 33.) San Francisco.

C. W. M. SMITH, /^\
The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor, m^^rv^

EdtahlUhed in 1802, \\(jrUEN I Q
JRemoved to 224 Sansome si r<-<>t. \^rrr7>->/

6^" MR. C. W. M. SMITH is the patent attorney for Marriott's Aeroplane Com-
pany for Navigating the Air. Oct. 22.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,
Agents for EICORD'S RESTORATIVE PILLS,

635 Market Street San Franelsco, Cal.
PALACE HOTEL. June 24.

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,

OCULIST.
Formerly at No. 813 Bush street, bas removeil to Pbelan's

Bulldlngr, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 *

Take the Elevator. May 27.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 215 GEABT ST. RESIDENCE : THE BALDWIN.

Feb. 6.J OFFICE HOURS: 1 to 4 P.M.

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN
Steam Baths: Electric and Chemical Baths; Sulphur an.

I

other medicated vapor baths, with Swedish movements and massage Special
apartments ftw ladies and families. DR. JUSTIN GATES.
July I. 722 Montgomery street, near Washington.

4£Pk +*\ ©OH per day at home. Samples worth $S free.

<JpU IO Kp^i\J Address Sti>-sos;4 Co., Portland. Maine.
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CRADLE, ALTAR, AND TOMB.
CRADLE.

Adams—In this city, Jan. 4, to the wife of L. 0. Adams, a daughter.
Bruce—In this city, Dee. 27, to the wife of J. T. Bruce, a sod.

Benjamin—In this city, Jan. 10, to the wife of A. F. Benjamin, a son.

Cohen—In this city, Jan. 6, to the wife of Henry F. Cohen, a son.

Cardosa—In this city, Jan. 1, to the wife of George Cardosa, a daughter.

D'Akcy—In this city, Dec. 24, to the wife of James J. D'Arcy, a daughter.

Driscoll—In this city, —, to the wife of John Driscoll, twin daughters.
Gvndlacu—In this city, Jan. 5, to the wife of F. Gundlach, a son.
Goesch—In this city, Jan. 3, to the wife of Theo. Goesch, a son.

Klages—In this city, — , to the wife of Heinrich August Klages, a daughter.
McDermott—In this city, Jan. 8, to the wife of Frank McDermott, a son.

Merkitt—In this city, Jan. 2, to the wife of C. A. Merritt, a son.
Newman—In this city, Jan. 8, to the wife of Simon Newman, a daughter.
O'Donnell—In this city, Jan 7, to the wife of T. O'Doonell, a daughter.
Iaulucci—In this city, Jan. 2, to the wife of L. V. Paulucci, a daughter.
Rampe—In this citj, Jan. 5, to the wife of H. J. Bampe, a son.
Stadtmuller—In this city, Jan. 6, to the wife of F. D. Stadtmuller, a daughter.

Toal—In this city, Jan. 4, to the wife of Leon C. Thai, a daughter.
Vanprooybn—In this city, Jan. 5, to the wife of H. Vanprooyen, a son.

Woodruff—In this city, Jan. 2, to the wife of Charles Woodruff, a son.

ALTAR.
Abrams-Bessemer—Jan. 7, H. C. Abrams to Sadie L. Bessemer, both of this city.

Beer-Levy—Jan. 7, Bernard Beer to .Rose Levy, both of this city.

Cook-Canham—Jan. 5, Albert B. Cook to Jennie Hunton Canham.
Craig-Fanjoy—Jan. 7, by Rev. F. F. Jewell, Chas. H. Craig to Jennie Fanjoy.
Downing-Barr—Dec. 28, Cass Downing to Leonora Barr, both of this city.

Felker-Gorman—Jan. 3, Frank Felker to Nellie Gorman.
Fass-Kirschbaum—Jan. 7, A. S. Fassto Pauline Kirschbaum.
Gallbr-Renner—Jan. 8 Henry Galler to Pauline Renner.
Heim-Wagner—Jan, 7, by Rev. J. M. Buehler, Jacob F. Heim to Lena Wagner.
Koford-Poulson—Jan. 4, Peter T. Koford to Cecilia Poulson.
Lausieister—Bernal—Jan. 8, Anton Laumeister to Delphina Bernal.
Linck-Holmgren—Jan. 6, Theo. Linck to Hannah b. Holmgren.
McKenzie-O'Neil—Jan. 3, James J. McKenzie to Mary O'Neil, both of this city.

McDevitt-Kane—Jan. 7, Arthur McDevitt tu Bridget Kane, both of this city.

Nesbitt-McDonald— Jan. 6, William Nesbitt to Marv McDouald,
Owens-Roqers—Dec. 31, Omund S. Owen* to Rose Rogers, both of this city.

Paul-Trainor—James Paul to Cecilia Trainor, both of this city.

Stanford-Runyon—Jan. 9, Jerome B. Stanford to Florence Runyon.
Travers-Hart—Jan. 3, Dominic Travers to Eliza A. Hart.
Webster-Hewson—Dec. 31, Walter B. Webster to Mary E. Hewson.
Wieland-Anthes—Nov. 23, Conrad Wieland to Mrs. Mary Anthes.

TOMB.
Alderson—Jan. 4, Alice Alderson, a native of England, aged 24 years and 8 months.
Boyle—Jan. 6, Michael Boyle, a native of Ireland, aged 48 years.

Carlile—Jan. 7, William E. Carlile, a native of Maryland, aged 50 years.

Eklund—Jan. 3, Christina Eklund, a native of Sweden, aged 38 years and 4 months.
Frank—Jan. 10, William A. Frank, a native of Kentucky, aged 29 years, 9 months.
Flood—Jan. 8, Mary Ann Flood, a native of Ireland, aged 65 years.

Guthrie—Jan. 3, Jonathan B. Guthrie, a native of England, aged 69 years.

Gibson—Jan. 10, Charles Gibson, a native of Scotland, aged 50 years and 4 months.
Hand—Jan 7, Frederick Hand, a native of Ireland, aged 38 years.

Kelley—Jan. 5, John M. Kelley, a native of Maine, aged 26 years, 2 nios., 3 days.

Lynch—Jan. 6, John Lynch, anative of Ireland, aged 56 years.

McColgan—Jan. 10, Daniel McColgan, a native of Ireland, aged 74 years.

Manning"—Jan. 5, Dr. D. E. Manning, a native of New York, aged 41 years.

Nordbruch—Jan. 7, Antchen Nordbruch, a native of Germany, aged 41 yrs., 3 mos.
Nicol—Jan. — , Charles H. Nicol, anative of England, aged 43 years and 10 months.
O'Meara—Jan. 6, Mrs. Mary O'Meara., a native of Ireland, aged 70 years.

Puillips—Nov. 23, Alfred S. Phillips, a native of London, aged 41 years.

Rowland—Jan. 6, James Rowland, a native of Ireland, aged 52 years.

Simpson—Jan. 7, Mrs. Elizabeth Simpson, a native of Ireland, aged 30 years.

Snell—Jan. 3, Jolm C. Snell, a native of England, 37 years, 1 month and 20 days.

Stille—.Ian. 6, George Stille, a native of Germany, aged 38 years.

Varley— Jan. 5, Thomas Varley, a native of England, aged 40 years.

Woodthorpe—Jan. 5, Mrs. Georgiana Woodthorpe, aged 64 years.

Walsh—Jan. 5, William Walsh, aged 41 years

HON. THOMAS COLTRIN KEEPER, C. E. OP CANADA,
Who haB been sojourning at the Palace Hotel for a week past, left us

yesterday for Los Angeles, where he will join his family for the Winter
months. Mr. Keefer visits this coast on a scientific research, and is him-
self a writer of considerable fame on engineering and kindred scientific

subjects, of which he is master, and shows a most remarkable activity in

engineering pursuits ; he was the Chief Engineer of the Erie canal as

early as 1838-1839, and on the Welland canal from 1840 to 1845, then
Chief Engineer of the Ottawa river works from 1845 to 1848. He pub-
lished in 1849 the "Philosophy of Railroads," which gave the first im-
pulse to Canadian Railways, and caused him to be designated the "father
of the Canadian system." In the same year he was the successful com4

,

petitor for Lord Elgin's prize for the best essay on the canals of Canada
and their influence on its agriculture. He was appointed Chief Engineer
of the Grand Trunk Railway from Montreal to Toronto, and in 1851
made the first plan for the Victoria Bridge, over the St. Lawrence at

Montreal. He constructed the water works for Montreal, Hamilton and
Ottawa, and was consulted as to those of Quebec, Montreal and St. Cath-
erines. He was appointed Chief Commissioner for Canada to the Paris
Exhibition of 1878, and spent that year in Paris. He was selected by
the French Government as one of the British Jurors for Class 66, " Engi-
neering and Architecture." Was made a Companion of the Order of St.

Michael and St. George by the Queen, and officer of the Legion of Honor
to the French Government. He was sent by the Canadian Government in

1850 to Boston to assist the United States Consul in preparing the Report
on the Treaty of Reciprocity between Canada and the United States,

and again at New York, (two years later), for the same purpose ; he waB
one of the first advocates of the Canadian Pacific Railway, now in rapid
course of construction. We extract the foregoing sketch of Mr. Keefer's
career from the " Biographies of Eminent Canadians," and also from the
"Canadian Portrait Gallery." Mr. Keefer is the first Canadian ever
elected to hold office as a Director of the American Institute of Engi-
neers, and has also had honors accorded to him, as one of the few promi-
nent engineers of the nineteenth, century, amongst the professional insti-

tutes of Europe.

The London Lancet says that people who sneeze often are the health-

iest. That's enough.

WE AME NOW OFFERING THE CHOICEST
DESIGNS IN

G-AS FIXTURES
EVER OFFERED ON THIS COAST,

CALL AND SEE THEM.

THOMAS DAY & CO.,

1SS AND 1S4 SUTTER STREET.
PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

The Company's steamers will sail for Yokohama and
Hongltong:

CITY OF PEKING JANUARY 10, at 2 p. m.

CITY OF TOKIO FEBRUARY 22.

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and return at special rates.

For New York, via Panama:
CITY OF RIO DE JANEIRO JANUARY 15, at 10 A. M.

Taking freight and passengers to MAZATLAN, SAN ELAS, MANZANILLO and
ACAPULCO, and via ACAPULCO for Lower Mexican and Central American Ports,

calling at SAN JOSE DE GUATEMALA and LA LIBERTAD to land passengers
and mails.
Tickets to and from Europe by aiiy line for sale at the lowest rates ; also for Ha-

vana and all West India ports.

For Honolulu, Auckland and Sydney:
AUSTRALIA JANUARY 16, at 2 p. M.,

Or on arrival of the English mails.

Ten Dollars additional is charged for Upper Cabin passage.

For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and Brannan streets.

[Jan. 13.] WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., General Agents.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO,,

For Japan and China, leave wharf, corner First and Bran-
nan streets, at 2 p.m., for YOKOHAMA AND HONGKONG, connecting at

Yokohama with Steamers for Shanghai.

-1888.—
ARABIC Thursday, January 18
OCEANIC Tuesday, January 30
COPTIC Saturday, February 10

GAELIC - Tuesday, March 6

BELGIC Saturday, March 17
Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates.

Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.'s

General Offices, Room 74, cor. Fourth and Townsend sts.

For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific Mail Steam-
ship Company's VVbarf , or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN, General Paosenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD , President. Jan. 13.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamers of this Company will sail from Broadway Wharf

as follows

:

For "Victoria, B.C., and Puget Sound Ports: On the 10th, 20th and 30th of each
month (except when such days fall on aholiday, then on the day previous). Steamer
of the 30th connects at Port Townsend with steamer " City of Chester " for Alastta.

For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the 0. R. & N. Co.: Every4 days.

For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 5th, 10th, 15th,

20th, 25th and 30th of each month.
For Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and

Ventura: Every Wednesday at 8 a.m.
For Eureka, Areata, and Hookton, Humboldt Bay: Every "Wednesday, 9 'clock.

For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc. : Every Monday.

Ticket Office, No. 214 Montgomery Street, near Pine.
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

Nov. 26. No. 10 Market street.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.-SPECIAL NOTICE.

The Steamship Australia, for Honolulu. Auckland and
SYDNEY, will sail

TUESDAY January 16th, at 2 P.M.,
Or immediately on arrival of the English mails.

[Jan. 13.1 WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., General Agents.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Hale & Noicrosji Silver Mining: Company.—Location of

priucipal place of business, San Francisco, California. Location of works,
Virginia Mining District, Storey county, Nevada. Notice is hereby given that at a
meeting of the Board of Directors, held on the 10th day of January, 1883, an assess-

ment (No. 76) of Fifty Cents per Bhare was levied upon the capital stock of the cor-

poration, payable immediately, in United States gold coin, to the Secretary, at the

office of the company, Room 68, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San
Francisco, California.

Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the FOURTEENTH
day of FEBRUARY, 18b3, will be delinquent, and advertised for sale at public auc-

tion ; and unleas payment is made before, will be sold on WEDNESDAY, the

SEVENTH day of MARCH, 1883, to pay the delinquent assessment, together with

cost of advertising and expenses of sale. By order of the Board of Directors.

JOEL F. LIGHTNER, Secretary.

Office—Room No. 58, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California. Jan. 13.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.

GOULD & CURRY SILVER MINING COMPANY.
Assessment No. 44
Amount per Share 50 Cents

Levied January 10th, 1883

Delinquent in Office February 15th, 1883

Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock March 8th, 1883
ALFRED K. DURBROW, Secretary.

Office—Room 69, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California. Jan. 13.
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OUR LONDON LETTER.

London. December 16. 1882. Dm X. L.. The Autumn Session of

ParlimiL tad th« Autumn BnOTOIl in Loudoo. nuch as it was,
with it. 1' it the town is full as usual thin week, and there are as many
private carriage* with coronets on their door-panels, and rar-Oftped

men an ! D their boxes to l»e seen rolling up ami down I

l'icadilly and Bond Street*, or standing in long lines at the doors ol

nam and Mason, Thornhill's or the different co-operative "stores" u
there are in the middle of June. The week or ten day in the middle ol

December is a busy period in Loudon, and every year it is notable i'-r the
crowds of people it keepe in town or brings up from the country to pur
chase presents and lay in a stock of rood things for the holidays.

The most important event of public interest since my last has been the
opening of the Royal Courts, of Justice. The attempted " show " at the
opening was rather a failure, and there was a dullness about the proceed-

ings that destroyed all ideas of a festival. Contrasting it with the reoep-

tion of the troops a few days before, it is looked upon as a practical proof
1 as to where the source of popular enthusiasm lies. The heroes of the law

I

were actually jeered at by the mob whenever their big-wigs and crimson
i robes appeared. The latest law suit in high life has been one between
Lord Marcus Bereaford (Lord Charles' brother) and Prince Batthyany,
about an alleged contract to sell the Warren House estate at Newmarket
to Lord Marcus for £12,000. There was a good deal of swearing done on

both sides, the marked conflict in the evidence having a curious look when
the high position of the parties is considered. Lord Marcus Bereford's

reputation as a sporting man is not by any means an enviable one, that

is, in the minds of some men. The Court of Appeal decided in favor of

the Prince.

The Earl of Aylesford, who, notwithstanding his bankruptcy, manages
to go swelling it about in tours through the United States, and who is, I

believe, at present in New York, has been having some trouble with a
Brighton wine merchant who wanted to be paid for the Mumm and Jo-

hannisberger the Earl ordered before starting on his American tour with

a party of distinguished friends. It was charged that his Lordship had
left England with intent to defraud his creditors ; but the Registrar

thought otherwise, and decided against the vender of grape juice.

Portia, by the author of Phyllis, is announced as in press by Smith, El-

der & Co. The author, who is known as the The Duchess, has been said

to be the Duchess of Southerland. But it is doubtful if the pictures of

high life in the novels are described by one who is " to the manner born."

The cause of the Bocial downfall iu England of Miss Jennie Chamber-
lain, the Ohio beauty, is said to be that the Prince of Wales got to raving

too openly about the smallness of the young American's feet and the slen-

derness of her ankles, attributes of feminine beauty that he has a great

fondness for, and that the Princess got jealous about it, as her own ex-

tremities do not call for the same admiration.

A public dinner to Arabi is the latest sensation. Should the terms of

his exile permit his visiting London he will be entertained by the members
of the new National Liberal Club. The matter ia being seriously consid-

ered. •

The work of removing the Duke of Wellington's statue from Hyde
Park corner has begun.
Another monthly magazine is suggested. It is to be called the National

Review, and will have the support of Lords Lytton, Carnarvon, Stanhope
and Cranbrook, and the heads of the Conservative Party generally.

Yours, Dido.

LETTER FROM PARIS.
Paris, Dec. 23, 1882.—Paris has been in a flutter of anticipation for

some time past, as the time approached for the presentation of Sardou's
new piece, Fedora, at the Vaudeville, written expressly for Sara Bern-
hardt, and in which the great tragedienne, as it is now the fashion to call

her, played the title rdle. It was rumored that in this drama Sardou had
outdone himself. Never before had the great dramatist been more ex-

cited than at the rehearsals, every one of which he invariably attends
when one of his plays is to be brought out ; and, as a general thing, the
length and number of these rehearsals can be guessed by the condition of

his shoes. It is Sardou's very curious habit to wear a pair of very old

ones day after day when he has a play in preparation, and the longer the
opening ia delayed, the more nearly shoeless does he become. He has
also other strange ways at rehearsals. He constantly shifts his position

so as to judge of the effect from all parts of the house. He takes bon-bons

and other eatables into the boxes, and from there distributes them to the
actors who gain his approval. The next minute he is heard shouting
fiercely against some piece of stage mismanagement, and swoops down
like an angry bird of prey to remove the offending " Hat" or "property"
with his own hand. He went through all these varied actions at the
Vaudeville, and in the end got Fedora precisely to his liking. Therefore
its extraordinary success ; for the play has produced great excitement in

Paris, and ia certain of a long run. The attraction has doubtless been
greatly hightened by a letter written by Sara Bernhardt to the Gaulois,

in which she declares it is the first rdle she has found in which she can
give full scope to her powers. People who have seen Sara in other piecea

can imagine that this means a good deal. Space doea not suffice to give
the plot, except in ao far as to Bay it is in its action, so far as the heroine
ia concerned, a hunt for the assassin of her huabaud, who when found
wins her pity and then her love ; an elopement with him follows, and
after a fortnight's bliss " Fedora " poisons herself and dies on the stage,

a la the "Sphinx"—all of which is decidedly French, and preeminently
Bernhardt-ish.

Society has returned; visiting and shopping are the orders of the day,
and the "petit diner" is in high favor. The shops are full of tasteful

and pretty " articles de Paris," and the mild weather lias enabled the gay
saunterers to admire them. We are threatened with more crinoline, and
fur revels over the ladies' costumes. Grey lynx with long fleece has many
admirers, though black Persian lamb is also a favorite. Bcbe bonnets in

colored velvet, covered with feathers, attract the eye, while capotes of

plaited velvet and gold, surmounted by a large bird, cover many a piquant
face. For evening wear, double-breasted bodies, fastened with two rows
of steel buttons and called " Menteurs," are much affected. An exhibi-
tion of a collection of " old boots " is shortly to be given at the Musee de
Cluny, which, though rather vague, is said to mean a display of boots of

former times to illustrate the history and progress of bootmaking. Prac-
tical joking still continues proper. Among the latest victims is the Com-
tess de B., who gave a reception, the other night, and had mingled with

ita six sulphur baths, a dentist, a hairdresser, a corncutter, a liv-
ery staid.- man and six wet-nurees, who were each in possession of an
order to be present, signed by the Uomtesse, who was overcome with
tears at the ridiculous aspect of her recherche salons. Bancroche.

While a Colonel Devine was dining with some friends at Washing-
ton the other day, he had the bad taste to die at the dinner table, thus
probably spoiling the dinner of the more sensitive ones present. Imme-
diately before he committed this gross breach of etiquette, the Colonel
remarked that though the Washington monument was growing pretty
high he Boon expected to go higher. " Pride comes before a fall, and a
haughty spirit before destruction." Probably the Colonel did not rise at
all ; at any rate, not superior to the occasion.

For one dime get a package of Diamond Dyes at the druggist's. They
color anything the simplest and most desirable colors.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,
Sawing:, Planing and Manufacturing:—Boors, Sashes, Blinds and

Mouldings—Turning-, Scroll and Jig Sawing—Counters.
Bar and Store Fixtures.

Finishing Work for Buildings on Hand and Made to Order.

217 to 225 Spear St., and 219 to 226 Stewart St., S. F.
The largest and oldest established mill on the Pacific Coast.

D. A. Macdonald, Pres't. R. S. Falconbr, Sec'y- W. N. Millkr, Supt
[March 25.]

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Refinery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver ajad Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in their
various forms.
June 18. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

QUICKSILVER,
FROM NEW ALMADBN MINES,

Prompt ehipment—LOWEST PRICE for purest uniform quality.

J. B. RANDOL, 320 Sansome Street, Uan Francisco.

AMERICAN EXCHANGE HOTEL,
Sansome street, Corner Halleck, San Francisco.—This

hotel is in the verv center of the business portion of the city, and has been
renovated and newly furnished throughout. The traveling public will 9nd this to
be the most convenient as well as the most comfortable and respectable hotel in the
city. TABLE FIRST-CLASS. Board and room, *1, 31.25 and $1.50 per day. Nice
single rooms per night, 50 cents. Breakfasts or dinners, 50 cents. Lunch, i5 cents.
Eighteen tickets, good for any meals, for $5. Hot and cold baths free. Free coach
to and from the hotel. Oct. 7.

PROF. JOS. J0SSET,
Graduate of the University of Paris; Kx. Professor of De

la Mennais' Normal, France; late of Point Loma Seminary, San Diego. Pri-

vate Lessons in the French Language. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 p.m. Private Lessons given at the res-

idence of the fupil. Dec. 6.

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY,
No. 310 Sansome Street,

San Francisco,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN FURS.
[September 21.1

JOSEPH QILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
(fold Medal, Paris, 1S7S.

Sold by all Stationers. Sole Agent for the lulled Stales:
MR. HENRY HOE, 91 John street, N. Y. Ju. 6.

A. WALDSTEIN
Lithographer and Zlnco&rapher, So, 320 Sansome street.

Room 48, Second Floor. Aug. 19.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

360 FOURTH STREET, SAlf FRAXCISCO.
[July 15.)

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.
Attendance, daily, from lO a.m. to 1 p.m., by the under-

signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, and to furnish all information
relating to the Society. J. P. McCURRIE, Secretary,

Oct. 23. Room*, No. 531 California 8t.

JOHN McKEW,
WHOLESALE AMD RETAIL COAL, DEALER.

431 UNION STREET Between Dnpont and Kearny.
SA.X FRAXCISCO. Aug. 26.

COKE CHEAPEST FUEL.
Redaction In Price : Wholesale Price. 50 cents per barrel

:

Retail Price. 60 cents per barrel. »t the works of the SAN FRANCISCO GAS-
LIGHT COMPANY, Howard and First streets, and loot ol Second St. Jan 12.
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
It is to be sadly regretted that death is making havoc among the

more reliable men that the French Republic could depend upon in the

hours of soreBt need. When monarchy is no more and the people as-

sume sovereign sway, it is above all things desirable that there should be

able, wise, strong and safe tribunes of the people. Such men are to the

ship of State what a sheet anchor is to a vessel in danger of dragging her

moorings. In the too early death of Leon Gambetta and General

Chanzy the French Republic has suffered an irrepairable loss. The one

was a wise adviser, an able statesman and a true patriot ; the other was
a great commander, whose sympathies were as true to the Republic as the

needle is to the pole. Both were strong pillars in the support of the Re-
public. Their early demise is a loss to France and a calamity to the

world of liberty and progressive thought. In civil and military life they

have left no apparently fitting successors behind. No wonder that France
mourns. In an hour of imminent danger she has lost two of her most

tried, trusty and reliable public men.

If the object of the publication of the AuBtro-German treaty was to

set Europe talking, it has been completely attained. Yet not the fact

only but all the essential circumstances were as public three years ago as

they are to-day. All that the publication of the treaty has told is that

certain formalities which are customary in connection with such docu-

ments have been observed in this case. It is, perhaps, natural that con-

tinental nations should be greatly busied with the precise motive which
has prompted the publication of the treaty. They see in it another evi-

dence, when they have already more evidence than they want, of the

unstable condition of Europe. Tbey hear rumors of fresh wars on every

hand ; and though this kind of ihing is not new to them, it is impossible

wholly to disregard it when the reports are confirmed by suspicious move-
ments of troops on their own and their neighbors' frontiers. Strategical

railways are being constructed here, armies are being massed there ; and
it is impossible that the people who have to pay for the one and serve in

the other should not ask themselves what these things mean.

The energy which Austria has recently shown in the completion of her

fortifications may be due to the representations very innocently made by
Prince Bismarck. In this respect Germany is very much in advance of

her partner in the alliance; and, as she is to be held responsible for the
defense of Austrian territory equally with her own, Prince Bismarck may
have called upon Austria to put her military preparations on a level with
those of Germany. As regards Russia, it is always difficult to say
whether at any given moment the Czar or the Panslavists count for most
in determining the foreign policy of the empire; and the preparations
which are being pushed forward may merely mean that the war party is,

for the moment, the stronger. In presence of an alliance which is obvi-

ously directed against Russia, it is difficult for Russians not to feel that it

is their business to leave nothing undone that can possibly avail them
anything in the war which they may, in the end, find unavoidable. Still

there is the fact that these three Powers, not one of whom has any money
to spare for superfluities, are one and all spending all tbey can lay their

hands on on men, arms and fortresses. Russia, we are told, needs peace,

in order to avert bankruptcy. Austria needs peace in order to consolidate

the empire. Germany needs peace because the military burden which
preparation for war imposes on her as greater than even her frugal and
patient people can bear with ease. Statements of this kind are often

made in the apparent belief that they are reassuring. These people, the
suggested inference is, cannot want to fight because they have not got the
money. That they do not want to fight may be true enough; but we
have no possible right to say that they do not mean to fight. When
economy is of so much importance, and when economy can only be at-

tained by disarmament, the fact that they go on arming can only be ex-

plained in one way. Those who have the best meanB of judging what is

likely or unlikely, cannot divest themselves of the conviction that these
costly preparations may after all prove to be not in excess of the demand.

The Cologne Gazette publishes a letter from Berlin, in which the writer
calls attention to the extensive scale on which the construction of rail-

ways is proceeding on the western frontier of Russia, and remarks that
these lines are not, so as can be perceived, required for commercial pur-
poses, nor can mere considerations of peaceful traffic justify the large ex-
penditure involved. That the works in question, continues the letter, are
for military purposes can scarcely be doubted, especially when at the
same time the cavalry is being reorganized, the horse artillery increased,

and fortifications are being raised on a large scale in the western provinces
of Russia. The correspondent then enumerates eight such railways, and
goes on to observe that the Russian Government is also taking care to
provide for the swift transport of troops from its eastern dominions to the
frontiers of its western neighbors by undertaking the construction of great
railway lines which will effect this object. The work on these lines, the
writer points out, is being pushed forward so rapidly as even to render it

questionable whether they will possess the requisite solidity. All this,

he says, may apply just as well to defensive as to aggressive measures.
Germans are willing to believe and would gladly entertain the firm con-
viction that the Russians are as amicably disposed towards them as it i9

beyond doubt that they, for their part, are determined to maintain the
good relations which at present subsist between the two Empires ; but
preparations which may serve as well for attack as for defense compel the
neighboring country to adopt corresponding measures, and a government
which hesitated to take such steps in good time would incur serious re-

sponsibility.

From all of these facts it appears obvious that the peace of Europe is

not too well assured at this moment. The great Powers are viewing each
other with suspicion, and are arming and spending money at a time when
they want nothing so much as peace and lighter taxation. The under-
lying causes for these preparations for war it may be, and is, difficult to
explain, at this time and at this distance. But that they exist is beyond
a peradventure or such expenditures would not be incurred. The diplo-
mats know what they are about. In our judgment the greatest guarantee
for the peace of Europe is the continuance of a good understanding be-
tween France : nd England. With the capacity of the one to raise men,
and of the other to find money and an unparaleled navy, it is difficult to

see how anything can stand against them. For this reason we view with
regret that there is danger of the good feeling existing between these two
Powers being broken up by disagreements over the Egyptian question.
England must protect her road to India at all hazards. France has little

real interest at stake in Egypt. Yet she is sensitive over her loss of
prestige in that locality. Bismarck comprehends the situation exactly
and encourages England to annex Egypt in the hope that it will break up
the Anglo-French alliance. We have confidence that the wise men at
the head of British affaire will avert mischief in this direction.

THE READY REVOLVER.
On Monday morning, about 4 o'clock, Police Officer Michaels shot

and instantly killed William Pierson. It appears that Pierson was lying
drunk upon the sidewalk, when Officers Michaels and Bingle approached.
Pierson had a dog with him. Bingle stirred up the sleeping Pierson and
ordered him home, when, so the officers state, he (Pierson) attacked
Michaels with a cobble stone. -Bingle shot the dog, while Michaels fired
at Pierson, hitting him behind the right ear, and killing him at once.
Michaels was examined before Judge Webb on Wednesday, and as
"dead men tell no tales," the police had it all their own way. It is a
suspicious and regrettable fact that the police gave to the press for publi-
cation a statement purporting to be a record of the man Pierson's career,
which painted him in very dark colors and made it appear that he was
one of those roughs who are better out of the world than in it. The
truth, however, turns out to be that this alleged record is false, almost
from beginning to end. We confess that we have very grave doubts
about the hasty taking off of this man being justifiable. If two brawny
police officers are not able to get away with one drunken man, a cobble-
stone and a dog, without killing the man, it is high time that " men "

were put upon their beats, and such too hasty Bhooters removed.
Entirely too much power is vested in the night watchman, whose dis-

crimination in taking life cannot and should not be depended upon.
There is no proof that Michaels knew who he was shooting at that dark
Winter's morning, and it is perhaps just as well for Michaels that it was
not some one with powerful friends behind him. Tl e policeman has no
right to use his pistol until the virtues of his club have failed.

A FITTING USE.
Kalloch's Temple has just been put to the most honest use to which

it has been applied in its whole history. To be sure, it is not a very moral
or ennobling sight to witness two men pounding each other's faces into
jellies, and beyond all recognition. Images fashioned after the semblance
of their Maker might be turned to much better uses. Pugilism is brute
force personified. It is an appeal to the lower as opposed to the higher
instincts of our nature. It is disgusting, brutish, and unworthy of the
refinement, intellect and good sense of gentlemen. Yet, it is immeasura-
bly better than the pistol. If there must be an appeal to force, it is bet-

ter that muscle, that breaks no bones, should decide than that there
should be an appeal to powder and lead, which kill. It were better that
reason should arbitrate in all disputes. Yet the late entertainment at the
Metropolitan Temple was an exceptionally honest one compared with all

that had preceded it in that building. There was no hypocrisy about it.

The men were what they seemed to be. They attempted to humbug no-
body. They wore no cloak, religious or otherwise, but stripped to their

skins and showed themselves as they were. They were loyal to their call-

ing, paraded in no borrowed plumes, and certainly did not " steal the liv-

ery of Heaven to serve the devil in." They were honest fellows, gentle-

men, and even saints compared with the Bocial leper and immoral ruffian

who, in the name of purity, sanctity and holiness to the Lord, has too
long defiled the place that has more fittingly been turned into a prize

ring.

"UNLUCKY" BALDWIN.
A very recent despatch says that the "New York Tribune has a sav-

age editorial on Lucky Baldwin, ending that if he dies he will not be
mourned by any one." This article was doubtless penned by Whitelaw
Reid, who, probably during his recent residence in this State heard some
few of the stories current in regard to the unhappy man who is the sub-

ject of this notice. Such stories, reliable and well authenticated, are as

numerous as blackberries in season. It will be remembered that some
two or three years ago the News Letter took exception to Baldwin's re-

maining in charge of the Hotel that bears his name. The whole facts

that moved us to speak we did not publish, for the good reason that they
were unpublishable. Yet, they were none the less real. Since then Bald-
win has relinquished the control ot his Hotel to a man in whom the pub-
lic have every confidence, and that is well. We advise him to get out of

his latest scrape as noiselessly as possible. It is possible to say things that

may put him in a worse plight. He knows what we mean and should
govern himself accordingly. Knowing what we did when we warned him
three years ago, our only wonder is that a worse " accident " did not over-

take him ere this. . .

The following is a correct cast of characters who will appear in Es-
meralda at the Baldwin: Play, in four acts, by Miss Frances Hodgson
Burnett and W. H. Gillette.—"Elbert Rogers" (a North Carolina
farmer), Mr. Leslie Allen; "Mrs. Rogers" {"Mother, ye know"), Mrs.
Thos. Whiffen; " Esmeralda " (their daughter), Miss Viola Allen; "Jane
Hardy" (a young North Carolinan), Mr. E. J. Buckley; "Estabrook"
(an atmospheric artist), Mr. Thos. Whiffen; "Jack Desmond " (an Ameri-
can painter in Paris), Mr. F. Oakes Rose; ""Nora Desmond," " Kate
Desmond" (Jack's sisters), Miss Sidney Cowell, Miss Enid Leslie; "Mar-
quis de Moutessin" (an adventurer), Mr. Harry Rich; "George Dreud "

a mining engineer), Mr. Henry Talbot.

Nahl's collection of paintings by the old masters has been replaced

upon exhibition at the Art Association Rooms, on Pine street. Tins

rare collection will only be left on view for a short time, as many of the

Eastern cities have expressed a desire to see the collection, which is by
far the most complete and valuable one of its kind which has ever been
seen in the United States.

Many a self-made man would have done better by himself had he let

the contract out to somebody else.
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GOLD BARS—920 fine par.—Refined Silver—16@ 17 & cent, dis-
count. Mexican Dollars. l.tai;U percent, disc. nom.

" Exchange on New York. 15c.@par. ^ lOOpreiniura; On London Bank-
ers. 41M49 11 10.1. ; PariB, sight, 5-12£@5 10 francs per dollar.

Extern Telegrams. 20c.

"Price of Money here, 6@10 per cent, per year—bank rate. In the
open market, 1@1J per month. Demand light. On Bond Security,

3@4J per cent per year on Call.

" Latest price of Sterline in New York. 483@487.

PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
San Francisco Jan. 19. 1HS3.

Stock* and Bonds.
BONDS.

Cal. State Bonds, 6's, '57

S. F. Citv * Co. B'ds, 6s,'58

S. F. City & Co. B'ds, 7a . .

.

Montg'y Av. Bonds
Dupoot Street Bonds
Sacramento City Bonds
Stockton City Bonds
Yuba County Bonds
Marysville City Bonds
Santa Ctara Co. Bonds
Los Angeles County Bonds.
Los Angeles City Bonds
Virg'a & Truekee R. R. Bds.
Nevada Co. N. G. R. R. Bde
Oakland City Bonds
Oregon B & N. Bonds, 6s

S. P.R. R. Bonds
U S.4s

BANKS.

Bank of California

Pacific Bank
First National

INSURANCE COMPANIES.
Union (ex div.)

Fireman'B Fund (ex div.).

Bid.

Nom.
Nom.

100

101

10S

106

10B|

1193

165

127J

112
1-25

112

Asked

Nom.
Nom.
40
50

107
103
110
126

108

Wl
120J

166
120

Stocks and Bonds.
INSURANTS COMr&NlES.

State Investment
Home Mutual
Commercial
Western

RAILROADS.
C. P. R. R. Stotk
C. P. R. K. Bonds
City Railroad
Omnibus R. R ,

N. B. and Mission R. R
Sutter Street R. R
Geary Street R. R
Central R. K. Co
Market Street R. R
Clay Street Hill R. R
S. P. Gaslight Co
Oakland Gaslight Co
Sac'to Gaslight Co
Califor'a Powder Co
Giant Powder Co
Atlantic Giant Powder
Gold and Stock Teleg'h Co
S.V. W. W. Co.'s Stock....
S. V. W. W.Co' Bonds ....
Pacific Coast S.S. Co's Stock
California Street R R.

Bid.

130
123
110

83
114

67*

77
97

Nom.
Nom,
64J
30$
54
120
115
70

97

115i

111

Asked

125

113

116

IWJ
62}
100
81

99}
56
Nom.
Nom.
56
31

118
71
76

98}
110J

California (ex div.)

Pacific Rolling Mills, —, 125 Cala. Dry Dock. 52}. — . Safe Deposit Cn., 46J, 47}.

Vulcan Powder, — ; 52. Presidio Railro id, 67}, 69. Safety-Nitro Powder. 12, 13.

Central GasStooK, 58,60. Hawaiian Commercial Co., 33£, 34. Northern Pacific R.

R. Bonds, — . M3.

Spring Valley Water Stock has steadily declined until to-day, when
some sales were made at 97. The continued dry weather no duubt has

created some alarm. Other causes, if any, are unknown publicly. This
decline has affected the market for other securities, making buyers
cautious.

Meteorological Summary.

—

Week Ending Jan. 18, 1883, 7:58 p. m. :

Highest barometer, 30.318—16th; lowest barometer, 30 018—11th; aver-

age barometer during the week, 30.149; highest temperature, 51°—17th;
lowest temperature, 37°— 14th; average temperature during the week,
43° 1'; highest relative humidity, 94 per cent.—13th; lowest relative

humidity, 56 per cent.—17th; average relative humidity during the week,
7.79 Der ceut.; prevailing direction of wind, northwest; maximum veloc-

ity of wind and direction, 31, west—17th; total rainfall during the week,

.03; total rainfall during the season of 1882-3, 9.71 inches.

Chamber of Commerce.—The annual meeting of this body was held

in their rooms at the Merchants' Exchange January 16tb. The retiring

President, Wm. F. Babcock, Esq., presented an interesting and exhaust-

ive report of its business operations during the year, with a vast variety

of statistics of the port, all of great value, going to show the wondeiful
proRress of our business. After this was read and submitted, Mr. Bab
cock introduced his successor, Hon. Horace Davis, after which the thanks
of the Chamber were presented to the retiring President and the Board
adjourned.

During the session many of our citizens will have occasion to visit

Sacramento. The principal hotels are overcrowded, expensive, and do

not supply the very best of accommodation. On the northeast corner of

K and Ninth streets, only one block from the crowded Golden Eagle,

furnished rooms of a most desirable kind can be obtained by the day,

week or month. There is an excellent restaurant attached to the house,

and visitors cannot do better than stay at this well-ordered establishment.

Bibb's Courage.—Assemblyman Bibb, of Sin Francisco, is a cour-

ageous man, as he has just demonstrated. A man who faces the responsi-

bility of law-making and matrimony in one week would hardly flinch

from any daring undertaking. Mr. Bibb was married last week to Miss
Clara McMullen, a young lady of beauty, who is as good as sbeis pretty.

We wish the young couple long life, and no other troubles but little ones.

Tahiti.—The brig Patoma, 3*2 days from the Society Islands, has cot-

ton 89 bales, Pearl Shells 876 bairs, Cocoa Nuts, etc.

MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For Navigating the Air.

Office of the Aeroplane Company for Navigating the Air, 609 Mer-
chant street. Office hours from 1 to 2 p.m.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.
Sunbeams 12
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Wells, Fargo & Co's Bank has just published an interesting state-

ment of the affairs of the foremost institution of its kind on this coast.

Wells, Fargo & Co's Bank is run in connection with the express business
of the same company, and the affiliation is a natural and most profitable

one. All over the Pacific Coast the company has connections and busi-

ness agencies, and it is certain that we have not another domestic institu-

tion that does so much useful work. The paid-up capital is $500,000, and
it has surplus earnings amounting to the large sum of $2,288,346. At
"Virginia City, Carson, Salt Lake City, New York and other centers, it

has large cash balances. The concern was never more flourishing than
now, and, with the marvelous developments of our coast, its future is be-

yond the possibility of even the best business foresight to set bounds to.

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.—New York, January 19,

1883.—United States Bonds— 4s, 119£; 4is, 113J ; ex-5s, 102£. Sterling
Exchange, 483@487. Western Union, 84f. Wool—Spring, tine, 24@31

;

Burry, 16@20; Pulled. 18@40 ; Fall Clips, 15@20; Burry, 12@14. Lon-
don, January 19.—Liverpool Wheat Market, 9s. 2d.@9s. 5d.; California
Red American Spring, 9s. 6d.@10s. 2d. Silver, 50Jc.

Ho! for China.—The O. and O. steamship Arabic sailed yesterdav for

Hongkong, carrying as part cargo 700 flasks Quicksilver, valued at $18, •

620, shipped by Wing Chong Wo & Co.; 4,165 pounds Ginseng 8.773 bar-

rels Flour and 2 500 pounds Sugar. For J apan she takes 235 barrels Flour:
for Farther India 500 barrels Flour, and for Singapore 100 cases and 50
barrels Salmon, etc.

For the Colonies.—The Pacific Mail Steamship Australia, hence,
carried a cargo valued at §66,425, including 1,346 Doors, 1,594 half bhla.

Herring, 567 do Salmon, 120 bbls. do for Sydney, 10,000 lbs Sugar for

Auckland, 20,242 do Broom Corn for Melbourne.

The California and Sierra Nevada Mining Companies have held
their annual meetings during the past week. The acts of the outgoing
Boards were in each case ratified and confirmed, and the old Directors
were reelected.

Latest Charter.—The British ship Ben more, 1,368 tons, has been
taken for Liverpool direct at £1 17s. 6d. to carry Flour and Merchandise.
F. H. Hausman & Co. are the charterers.

Liverpool.—The British ship Benmore, 125 days from Liverpool, to

Meyer, Wilson & Cn., has a large quantity of Iron and Steel Rails, Tin
Plate7,200 bxs., Salt 2,000 sks,, Fire-brick, etc.

Any person knowing the whereabouts of Miss Florence Gilmer will

confer a favor by sending her address to P. Box 2344, San Francisco.

Honolulu —The brig Gonsudo, 14 days from the Islands, has for car-

go: Sugar 5,000 bags, Rice 1,200 bags, etc.

Br. Ship Emblem is undergoing extensive repairs at Beale -street

wharf, costing 915,000 and upwards.

Wilfred B. Chapman, 123 California street, has been appointed
Consul for Belgium.

" Felix " has been indisposed this week, so our Society Letter has not
come to hand.

Quicksilver. —The price has fallen to 34.

Printed and Published by the Proprietoi. Frederick Marriott, 607 to 615 Merchant street, San Francisco. California.
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AN AMERICAN PEERAGE.
" We are tne intellect and virtue of tbe airth, the cream of human

natur, and the flower of moral force," and—we're determined to have an

aristocracy. At least, this is what we gather from the report of a meet-

ing held the other day in Baltimore, U. S. A The " fust families " were
largely represented, and the talk was of the kind which used to be asso-

ciated with tbe conversation of the gentlemen known as "Chevs."
" Mudsells " were excluded. Pocahontas Randolphs were on the platform,

and the "muniment " calling the meeting expressly stipulated that patriots

who had never owned negroes, or suffered in the late unpleasantness,

were not specially invited ; but there was nothing disagreeable. Bowies
were left at home, six-shooters were pronounced bad form, and spittoons

were distributed liberally. These preliminaries dismissed. General A. P.

Stewart, who, in spite of his warlike title, is in private life a Mississippi

schoolmaster—was called to tbe chair ; and the question of establishing

an aristocracy among the people who have hitherto affected to loathe dis-

tinctions of rank was calmly considered. It is true that the preliminary

diificulty of settling who was to be an American aristocrat promised, for

a moment, to create civil feud in the convention, since some of the virtue

of tbe airth seemed inclined to resent the imputation of not being as

good as everybody else, "and a deal better too." One of the McCarthys
threatened to let loose the genealogies of bog kings on the gathering ; and
a German, with sixteen quarterings, had to be ousted before he could be

convinced that "Dutch immigrants" were only included among the

flower of moral force by the courtesy of the muniment. Finally, the

warlike schoolmaster was duly elected "Provost-General," and the
" Aryan Order of Americans " solemnly constituted.

The new trans-Atlantic peerage is to consist of four grades, correspond-

ing, we presume, with tbe dukes, marquises, earls and barons of the Old
World hierarchy. The dukes are to be the male descendants of colonial

governors, generals and chief-justices. The marquises are to be confined

to the male offspring of the signers of the Declaration of Independence.
The earls are to be represented by the male descendants of the Order of

the Cincinnati, which for tbe first time, we learn, is in no way connected
with either pork-curing or the mother of the Gracchi, but was a club of

the militia colonels who made military life unpleasant for General Brad-
dock and Lord Cornwallis. Lastly—and this is really cruel—the barons
are to embrace " the resident European nobility," who are likely to be
found keeping corner groceries and lager beer breweries ; these industries

being those which are chiefly affected by the sons of the many-baroned
Bavarian families, who seek bread and sauer kraut in the Vereinigte
Staaten. As for tbe British scions of aristocracy, the moBt promising
place to recruit them for the Aryan order will be among the unfortunates
sent to Sing Sing for swindling, or at the bar of the public house nearest

to the last attempted "English colony" in Tennessee or Nebraska.
" Milor3 " are also numerous in every town ; but should the Aryans keep
a herald, it may possibly be among his earliest duties to extrude these
sham peers from the sacred precincts of the Yankee Valhalla. " It is

considered probable," we learn from our source of information, " that the
decision of the Baltimore Convention will be accepted under violent pro-

test. Many persons in the States conceive that they are unfairly ex-

cluded from the ranks of the proposed aristocracy," and threaten to "bust
up the bogus genealogies" if they are not permitted to air themselves
among the Aryans. It is, however, urged with much force that no aris-

tocracy in these days can be a success unless provision be made for its

being "bloated." They love to call their State Governor " His Excel-
lency," and every place-holder short of a policeman "Honorable"; but
not even Senators and descendants of Governor Spottiswood's Knights of

the Horseshoe are considered fit for tbe Aryan order.

It cannot be denied that this is exceedingly funny, and all the funnier
because "General" Stewart and the " F. F. V." who figured in the
ridiculous display are evidently gravely in earnest. The only instructive
feature in the proceedings is the yearnings which pervade certain classes

in America to separate themselves from the vulgar herd. A pew in
Beecher's chapel and a brown stone house in the Fifth Avenue were at

one time the apotheosis of New York respectability. A " piazza " and a
black coachman with a bug in his hat are now even more indispensable, and
by and bye it may be considered necessary for au Aryan to have a place in

one of those books of American pedigrees and arms, which as works of fic-

tion run the reports of the Commissioners of Indian affairs so very
closely. A European noble must be cheap indeed if he is not bent the
knee to in the New World. The "Tuileries Americans " have long been
a proverb iu the States. Since George Curtis satirized them in the
" Potiphar Papers " they have not mended their ways. The Emperor is

gone, but the Jew baronial hotels are perfectly good substitutes for those
Republican hunters after nobility and European titles. There is a nest
of them in every Continental city. Rome has of late been a favorite
haunt of theirs, for tbe Italian prince is generally poor and ready, for
dollars, to sell himself and his name to any daughter of Petrolea or
Shoddeia. For a time the class described in Henry James' " Europeans"
tried hard to snap up serene Highnesses in Germany, until it became pal-

pable that the reigning Prince and the Residenz Stadt were awkward
lions in the path. Paris is still the Baron-hunter's cherished lair. It is

notorious that no class of war correspondents so pester Generals and petty
Princes for crosses as those who hail from the other side of tbe Atlantic.
Mr. Stanley figures in public with a star or two, each as big as a soup-
plate; and a certain Boston dentist, not content with being a Papal Mar-
quis, makes it his glory that he has an order for every royal tooth he has
drawn in Paris. American aristocracy will, however, be a trifle mixed.
There has always, as Wendell Holmes puts it, been the white*-pine and
tbe pitch-pine Yankee, and if we recollect aright he sketches the elements
which enter into a Brahmanic family in New England. The Aryans ex-
clude the Mayflower people and Captain John Smith's fellow adventurers.
They also take no account of the scions of ancient English stocks, who
came both to North and South in the early colonial times, and value
themselves as such to this day. The Knickerbocker family in New York,
or the stiff inhabitant of the old homestead in Philadelphia, does not de-
spise the latest arrival from a Cunard steerage more thoroughly than do
the Lees, Pages, .Nelsons, Grymes, Digges, Randolphs, Spottiswoods,
Harrisons, Burwells, Carters, Talbots, Bowdoins, Dabneys or Masons,
the poor white trash of their own complexion. Yet, after all, though it

may grow up in time, as a protest against the vulgarity of petroleum and
dollars, American aristocracy, as John Saxe has it, will be a "fantastic
thing."

—

London World.

A SAFE CITY TO LIVE IN.

Each succeeding year the traveling public is becoming more and
better acquainted with California in general and our city of San Francisco
in particular. A few years ago Europeans looked upon us as a set of
murderous desperadoes, who walked the streets armed to the teeth, and
had no appetite for our breakfasts unless we had killed our man. Even
in the earlier days of California these things were grossly exaggerated,
and to-day there is no more quiet or safe city to live in in the Union than
San Francisco. In all large cities there must be a criminal element, but
our efficient police force has that element under complete control. It is

true that if a man staggers along some of the streets near the city front,
with more gin than he can decently carry, he is apt to get " rolled " ; but
can any one name a city where such is not the case? Garroting iB a thing
almost unknown here, and the footpad has long since found this city and
its suburbs very unsafe ground to practice his business upon. Burglaries
are few and far between, and the best test of the security felt by our citi-

zens lies in the fact that many of them never even take the trouble to
bolt their doors and windows at night. To the intending visitor to San
Francisco we would say : Leave your bowie-knife and six-shooter at home,
keep within the bounds of propriety, and you will find our city as safe, if

not safer, than most of the cities of Europe and the United States.

THE FAST DYING "BIT.'
Eastern and European visitors to California have always been

puzzled by the " long bit " and " short bit," which have so long held their
own in tbe retail business of California. The time has now arrived
when these terms will have to sink into oblivion. It has always seemed
absurd that a person should have to pay fifteen cents for an article whose
real commercial value was only ten cents, while on the other hand the
dealer often only received ten cents for an article valued at twelve and a
half cents. The great demand for nickels, which has taxed the Philadel-
phia Mint to its utmost capacity to supply, clearly proves that the "bit

"

will soon be a thing of tbe past, and that in the not far distant future the
copper cent will be welcomed as a necessary adjunct to the retail trade.

It may seem strange to those who have lived here in the old days of §50
slugs and four-bit drinks, to see small coin in circulation, but it will be a
welcome boon to many. Some would argue that such a circulation tends
to prove a downward step in the grade of prosperity. Such is not the
case. It merely proves that we are getting into the true business grooves,
where money is money, and the value of goods so finely calculated as to
leave no margin for the hermaphrodite bit. For years to come, no doubt,
force of habit will make people continue to call ten cents a " bit," but the
days of the " long bit " are numbered.

TWO NOTABLE EVENTS.
The two notable events in England were the celebration of Glad-

stone's fiftieth anniversary and the changes in the British Cabinet. The
Gladstone celebration was the occasion of a long retrospect over English
history, for the Premier has taken prominent part in the events of the half
century. All in all, his career has been a grand one— full of moral cour-
age and full of true statesmanship. He has changed his opinion several
times, but he always did it heroically whenever facts changed. He is not
one of the greatest diplomatists of Europe, but he is one of the purest,
and that is saying more than can be said of Bismarck. He is a man of
whom Britons can well be proud. The new members of the Cabinet re-

ferred to above are Lord Derby, Lord Kimberly and Lord Hartington.
We do not credit the rumor that Hartington will eventually succeed
Gladstone. Hartington has not been a success as a Liberal leader. He
has not the tact of Gladstone. Gladstone is a harmonizer ; Hartington is

not.—The World.

LABOUCHERB ON EGYPT.
A good many years ago Moses " spied an Egyptian smiting an He-

brew, and he looked this way and that way, and when he saw that there
was no man, he slew the Egyptian." We are not told what the Hebrew
had done to be smitten, or whether, which is very probable, he was
insisting upon the Egyptian paying high interest on money which he had
never borrowed; but we know that even the countrymen of Moses con-
sidered that his proceedings had been somewhat high-handed, for we learn

that shortly afterwards one of them said to him: "Who made thee a
Prince and a Judge over us ? Intendest thou to kill me as thou killedst

the Egyptian ? " It is curious how events repeat themselves. We have
been killing Egyptians for the benefit of the foreign element in that coun-
try, and the foreign element is about as grateful as was the Hebrew to

Moses. Would it not, therefore, be well that we should follow the exam-
ple of Moses and withdraw from Egypt ?

Arabi Pasha, and his so-called fellow-conspirators, are now on their

way to Ceylon's spicy isle. He might certainly have worse quarters.

Ceylon, believed by the Brahmans of Hindostan to be the original Para-
dise, is wonderfully rich and beautiful, and, besides, it possesses almost
every degree of temperature. The lands around the coast lie low and
are hot and unhealthy, but let the ghauts which lead to the interior be
ascended, and at once a remarkable change takes place. Kandy, the
ancient capital of Ceylon, lies in a basin surrounded by mountains, and
is generally pleasant in temperature ; but over the mountains, on the
beautiful plains of Neuer Elliya, which lie 6,000 feet above the level of

the sea, the air is as enchantingly cool as the surrounding scenery is

lovely.—2V. Y. Hour.

Never before have the ladies of San Francisco had such a rare chance
to obtain good bargains as that now offered by Mrs. Skidmore. That
lady appreciating the fact that hats are coming more and more into fash-

ion each day, has made up her immense and elegant stock of feathers,

ribbons, velvets, plushes, etc., into hats. In order also to clear out her
stock Mrs. Skidmore, on Monday last, commenced selling off at such low
rates that all can be suited. The sale will last for thirty days, and will

enable those who desire to purchase cheaply a splendid opportunity to in-

vest. Tbe entire stock is new, having only lately been purchased, and the
goods are not only of superior quality but have been purchased with that

good taste for which Mrs. Skidmore has always been so justly famous.
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FIVE MILLIONS FOR ART.
It la related of Win. EL Vaodcrbilt that he ha*

|

nf New V«.rk t" «-\(»rnd the above sum in the bafldlng ud tqolpfl
f art, provided a certain tract of land, belonging to the

city and lyin*r near bi« residence, be set apart fur that purpose. Tbia
mu»t be OOMMnd the most liU-r.tl proposition in aid "f art ever mad.- in

thi* or any Other country, and points clearly to the rapid strides art i*

making in thli o-iintry.

i, has ever been the neat promoter of the fine arts. In no
other direction can such a field be found for the exercise of taste and
the expenditure of vast sums of money. Mr. Vanderbilt is on Ins way

i'.y, but whether he is, as some aver, intending to absorb the
Ueeoon of old masters, now on exhibition at the Art Galleries,

on Pine treat, i* s question. It has been visited bj about ten thousand
people, and has been again placed on exhibition for a f.'w days only.

Tna Bchool of Design opened on Monday with seventy-five pupils.

This institution it growing rapidly in favor, people see finding out that
it is not only advantageous in an soonoxoiosj point of view, but that it is

the best school of art on the continent, not excepting that of New York,
It is open to visitors at all times, and then is not an art pupil in the city

who should nut avail themselves of the privilege of seeing It for them-
selves, and not listen to the stories told of it by some of the unprincipled
private teachers about the city. These people ply their victims with
yarns about pupils being kept in the drawing classes for an unreasonable
length of time, just as though Mr. Williams was not as anxious to have
his pupils advance as the professor in any other branch of study. There
is no profit for any one to keep pupils in the school, it costs every dollar

they pay for tuition- -and more too—and why should it not be to the
interest and credit of the school to advance pupils as rapidly as possible ?

The fact is it is no place for that class of people who desire to learn orna-
mental penmanship before they can properly form pot hooks and strokes.

On the 8th of next month an auction sale will be held in the large art-

gallery of the association. It will comprise the works of two of our local

artists, Mr. Ferdinand Reicbardt and Norton Bush. It is six years since

Mr. Bush had a public sale, and Mr. Reicbardt has never had one during
his nine years* residence here. The entire collection will number over
300 canvases, portraying scenes not only Californian but from various
parts of the world. Mr. Bush offers principally tropical views, a class of

subjects he has made his study for many years, having visited Central
and South America several times in sketching tours. Mr. Reichardt
gives us a different style altogether, the more notable of which will per-

haps be the various views of Niagara Falls and vicinage, scenes in the old

country and several from the Southern States, together with sketches
from Nature in various places in California, including a number in the
vicinity of Oakland. Easton & Eldridge will be the auctioneers. The
pictures will be on view one week before the sale, and will be sure to at-

tract great attention.

ROYALTY ON ITS TRAVELS.
The Princess Louise and the Marquis of Lome and their party

arrived at Richmond, Virginia, on Wednesday last. A special dispatch
says : The vice-regal party were strictly confined to their apartments by
very unfavorable weather and again their departure had to be postponed.
This delay was due also to the indisposition of the Princess, who is suffer-

ing from severe cold, and from some unexplained trouble as to the terms
for transportation over the railroads to Charleston. In spite of this

latter, however, it has been decided to leave here to-morrow evening for

Charleston. I have authority for stating that the trip to Bermuda has
not been abandoned, and that neither the Marquis nor the Princess is

awaiting information as to the health of the island. There is no founda-
tion for the report that either fever or other contagious disease exists

there. The Princess will leave Charleston for Bermuda as soon after her
arrival there as the weather will give promise of a safe and comfortable
voyage. The Marquis will then return to Canada, stopping only a day
in Washington, upon invitation of the President. A request from the
British Association of Petersburg to stop the train sufficiently long for

the Marquis and Princess Louise to be presented with an address, has
been politely declined, on the ground that a similar demonstration had
been declined throughout the entire journey. A reception by the military

of Charleston upon arival of the distinguished party in that city was also

politely declined. There is considerable disappointment here on account
of the exclusiveness of the Princess. Not a dozen people have had a good
look at Queen Victoria's daughter. This, however, is partly forgiven on
account of the fact that the Princess is indisposed.

THOSE HIDEOUS POLES.
The telegraph poles that not only crowd our streets but are in every

way hideous, unsightly and out of place, ought to be removed and be
made to give way to a better, because a safer and more scientific system
of arranging such matters. This is rapidly becoming the feeling all over

the country. The network of wires and poles that existed opposite the
Newhall House in Milwaukee caused the fire to be much more disastrous

than it would otherwise have been. The municipal authorities of Indian-
apolis have adopted a plan which they think may result in the removal of

telegraph poles from the streets. It is to tax the telegraph companies
two dollars a year for each pole. The companies can avoid payment of

this pole-tax by putting their wires under ground. That is the right

place to put them. The insulation in that case is better, street dangers
are lessened, and the wires are greatly increased in efficiency. Our Super-
visors should see that this reform is carried out at an early day.

Anything connected with the saving of human life during great con-

flagrations must be of supreme interest to us all. It is therefore with
great pleasure that we are enabled to announce the invention of anew fire

escape by Mrs. Jane W. Bruner, of this city, a lady well known in literary

and artistic circles. Mrs. Bruuer has applied for a patent. We have
seen the model, and are surprised at its excellence and marvelous simpli-

city. The only surprise is that no one ever thought of the idea before. In
our next issue a full description of this invention will be piven. Several

experienced firemen have examined the model, and pronouueeit an inven-
tion which will be universally adopted as soon as it is known.

We believe there is no foundation in the report of the engagement be-

tween Miss Edith Blanding and Mr. Carlton Coleman.

THE INAUGURAL BALL.
The inaugural bell given En the Stat,- Capitol, in honor of the in-

oovalog "f the now admirustretfon, was in every way s suooess. We have
seen huver attendance* on similar occasions, but no inaugural ball within
.•in reoollection was attended by better people, or was entered into with

il by those present than that which took place on Tuesday even-
Fur dancing purposes, the two chambers in which Legislators

are aooQstomed to congregate are admirably adapted, and the accommo-
dations of the building, asa whole, leave nothing further to be desired,
The great circular court beneath the dome made ;> most convenient bud*

am. The tables, burdened with a cold collation, extended from the
main court down the Long, wide corridors and furnished sitting room for

everybody, which has Beldoin been the case on previous occasions. All
the offices leading from the corridor on the Assembly wing of the Capitol
were arranged for ladies' dressing rooms, and the library and all the offices
on the Chamber floor were thrown open for the reception of the guests.
Promptly on time the official party formed in the Governor's office, on the
main floor. It consisted of Governor Stoneraan, leading and escorting
Mis. Perkins, followed by ex-Governor Perkins, escorting Mrs. Stoneman.
After these were the other State officials and their ladies. The party

ascended the stairs on the Senate side of the Capitol, and walked the
length of the corridors to the Assembly Chamber, followed by numbers
of couples from the corridors; and dancing was immediately commenced,
and was kept up with rare vim and spirit until twelve o'clock, when sup-
per was partaken of. The ladies were pretty, and their dresses stylish
and in good taste. After supper the guests returned to the ball-rooms,
and dancing was resumed and kept up until after three o'clock, when
" Home, Sweet Home," was played. The affair was a success, largely
owing to the personal exertions of Mr. Ed. Smith, the manager, who la-

bored under great disadvantages, and succeeded in bringing the ball to a
successful issue.

PROGRESS IN ALAMEDA.
There is probably no part of the State in which building ia in such

active progress as in Alameda, particularly in that portion lying between
Bay and Park streets. The number of wealthy people buying lots in that
locality, and the large number of elegant residences in course of construc-
tion, plainly indicate that it is to become to Alameda what " Nob Hill

"

is to San Francisco. It will be the popular, aristocratic and fashionable
quarter of the suburb on the other side of the bay. We are led to these
reflections by observations made during an hour's stroll in that neighbor-
hood during the week. We were agreeably surprised by the really re-

markable signs of progress we witnessed. Clearly, our citizens have not
done building yet. They are providing themselves with handsome homes
in Alameda that will vie with the best dwellings anywhere.

The Universal Benevolent Association for the promotion of matri-
mony and the endowment of the happy couples, is in a most prosperous
condition, and bids fair to become more so each succeeding year. The uni-
versal favor with which the Universal Benevolent Association has been
received by the public, is due to the intrinsic merits of the plan and the
honesty with which the whole thing is conducted, besides the low price of
initiation fees and dues, place it within the power of all to become mem-
bers. The initiation fee is only twelve dollars, and the yearly dues six
dollars. There are already 5,441 members, and although 116 claims have
been paid, only eight assessments have been called for. It is impossible
to speak too highly of the immense value of such an institution, making,
as it does, matrimony an easy step from solitary bachelorhood and sad old
maidism. All who have any common sense can see at a glance the bene-
fits to be derived by becoming members of the Universal Benevolent As-
sociation.

The business boom at the Arcade still continues to assume larger
and larger proportions. The ladies of San Francisco are as fond of a
bargain as their Eastern and European sisters, and as soon as it became
generally known that the reduction sale of J. J. O'Brien & Co. was not
a humbug, like so many so-called sales are, they flocked in a body to pur
chase for a mere song Silks, Velvets, Plushes, Dress Goods, Corsets, and
a thousand other things, for which other houses are asking big prices. As
all the goods are marked in plain figures, ladies can make no mistakes;

It is rumored in polite society that the Arcade must be losing money by
this large clearance sale. However that may be, one thing is certain, and
that is this: It will be a long time before such bargains will again be
offered to the public. - Ladies should not fail to call at the Arcade, 924,

926, 928 Market street.

O. H. RBYANT. .4. NFVILI.K,

NEVILLE & CO.,
31 A 33 CALIFORNIA and

16 to 30 DAVIS STREET.

TWINES, HOSE.BAGQ
I ENTS, AWNINGS, FLOUR SACKW
Orders Rasp lot fally Solicited.

SPORTSMEN, ATTENTION !—THE SEASON OPENED.

HUNTING SXJIXSsi.
Tbis Is the only recognized I>epot for the celebrated RIV-

ETED BUNTING SUITS manufactured by LI-.VI STRAUSS St CO.
We have also in stock all classes of HINTING GARMENTS, and make the same

to order upon very short notice. HUNTING SUITS!

Gt-XUE3A*T I X Xi,
CORNER OF KEARNY AND COMMERCIAL STS.

^^The Largest Establishment in its line in tho United States. Price List,

with handsome Lithograph of the GREAT 1 X L by Electric Light, sent free on

application. Sept. 16.
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THE FRISCO BALLADS.

IV—The Ghost at the Palace HoteL

[A Story told by One of the Waiters.]

Do I believe in ghosts? Well, no; except this single one,

And that I shan't deny at all ; no more would you have done.

Why, sir, 'twas just as plain as you and me a-standin' here,

—

I never shall forget it if I live for sixty year.

"Tis nut so many weeks ago—not more than six, I guess:

The Lome's were here, and Nilsson too, and many folks much less ;

Indeed, it was the busiest time that we had known for long,

And Smith declared the Palace, sir, should come out mighty strong.

And Smith, you know 's our manager, and sees to all that's goin',

If e'er you meet a brisker chap he'll be well worth the showin .

Why, sir, there's not a blessed thing in all this splendid house,

Prom washin' up the crockery to cookin' fist or grouse,

Prom seein' that full duty 's done by every maid and waiter,

To watchra' that the boys don't sleep that work the elevator,

But that there Smith is in it, sir, and has the proper care on,*—

Yes, Smith, sir, is the man who does the catering for Sharon.

But now, sir, for the ghost, and for the story I've to tell,

—

You mustn't mind me wanderin' for this one little spell.

Well, sir, the swells flocked thick and fast, and filled up every room,

'Twas just as if for Pashion we had rushed a splendid 'boom.'

What dinners! My! My mouth now melts e'en at the very thought

Of all the precious eatables that in those days were brought.

Of course, the Lornes and Nilsson did not come down stairs to dine,

And only now and then appeared and showed their feathers fine ;

But all was gay and radiant, and buzz, and dash, and show,

Por San Francisco loves the smell of Royalty, you know.
'Twas Monday night, the first hot rush of diners had cleared out,

We waiters were just moving off, few guests remained about,

The 'lectric light was shinin' bright, above, below, around,

And then our fine orchestral band struck up a joyful sound,

And Royalty came grandly out and listened to the band,
And scores of well-dressed visitors stood near on every hand ;

Yes, sir, that time was niffh as good as any time could be,

And not a thing of discord was there anywhere to see.

I got a moment's liberty to peep at all this throng,

And just as I was sauntering right quietly along,

I saw a lank and grizzly shape appear down by the door,

At sight of which I almost sank in fright upon the floor.

'Twas not a mystic midnight form that on the vision plays,

But there it stood and beckon'd me beneath the 'lectric blaze ;

It was not robed in Bpotless white as ghosts so often are,

But dressed in rags and tatters, and too real, sir, by far.

' What can this ghastly figure want in such a place as this ?
'

I asked myself, and truly thought some serious thing amiss.

None stopped to note its presence, or its lean and sorry air,

The music was the only thing for which they seemed to care ;

But I could not go past it, sir, do whatsoe'er I would,
But in the corner shade I stopped and near that figure stood.
" I'm dying, sir," the figure said, and raised to me its head,

And, strange as 'tis, I felt relief to know it was not dead ;

But why a man should come to die—to die just there and then,

Was all to me a mystery, and quite beyond my ken.

I turned to call the foreman up, the business to decide,

When that lean person touched my arm and piteously cried:

"Oh, drive me not away like this, with hunger I am mad
;

Oh, give me some few crumbs to eat, my case is hard and sad

;

I never begged before, and oh, to do it almost chokes,

—

But surely you have bread to spare from all these wealthy folks."

I could not grasp the case aright, for I had always thought
'Twas only in far eastern climes where people sank to nought,
On California's golden shores, I thought, men never want,
And still right there before me stood this spectre pale and gaunt.
" Ah, sir," that grizzly ghost went on, " you're happy and well fed,

You doubtless never knew the want of food, or fire, or bed,

But all these wants have long been mine, and in this wealthy city,

Where every man is for himself, and never one shows pity.

I came out here my mind all fired with promises most fair,

I came from crowded England, where the poor with poor will share;

They said that all was glorious here—the climate, and the trade,

—

That fortunes had not to be built but were all ready made,
And only needed picking up by any one who choose,

—

That everything there was to gain and nothing was to lose.

But all was hollow promise—yes, they lied—the thieves!—they lied,

They'd got my passage money and they cared not if I died.

Prom place to place I searched about, and if some work I got
The Chinaman's cheap labor came and drove me from the spot.

No, sir, this land is only for the man who's got some gold,

And he has opportunities to reap a hundred fold ;

But that which makes a paradise for men who riches own
Makes often for the very poor as bad a hell as known.
The country's grand, I will admit, the people hard and cold,

The rich enjoy all luxury, the poor feel woes untold.
Oh, give me from your palace here some little thing to eat,

And I will bless you from my heart as long as it can beat

;

Deny me not this little boon, for see, I pine and die,'-'

And with that word he drooped his head, and heaved a deep-drawn
sigh.

Impressed and saddened by this tale, I said, " A moment wait,
And I will to the foreman go and tell him of your state ;

I'm sure he'll lend a kindly ear, and give you something good,
And perhaps a little money I can get as well as food."

Forgetting all about the stir, the music, and the crowd,
I left that feeble ghostly one in silent anguish bowed ;

I went to find the foreman, but he'd somewhere taken flight,

And up and down I hunted him to tell him of my fright

;

At last I found him ordering dessert for Mrs. Lome,
And told him of this creature and his aspect wan and worn

;

"Oh, nonsense! Most ridiculous!" the foreman sharply said,
" It's some vile knave in drink, or else some fool who's lost his head."
I pleaded still so urgently that he the man would aid,

That in a while he softened down, and with me sought ' the Bhade,'

And tears of gladness filled my heart to think that one so sad
Would by my intercession thus be saved from going mad.

The music still was ringing through the glorious marble ball,

And crowds of eager listeners were kept by it in thrall

;

But I'd no thought for music now, my mirth was changed to sighs,

I only thought of my poor ghost, his looks, his tears, his cries.

I led the foreman swiftly on to that unhappy spot
Where I had left that wretched man and where he now was not!

A moment's search, a hurried glance, by fears most fiercely tossed,

And then, alas ! though strange it sounds, we found what we had lost.

The man had vanished ; vanished, too, had sundry coats and things

—

To five and sixty dollars' worth that ghost had given wings.
San Francisco, January 20, 1883. J. b.

BANKS.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital $3,000,000.
WM. ALTORD President.
THOMAS BROWN, Cashier

| B. MURRAY, Jr., Ass't Cashier
Agentb :

New York, Agency of the Bank of Calfornia ; Boston, Tremont National Bank",
Chicago, Union National Bank ; St. Louis, Boatman's Saving Bank ; New Zealand,
the Bank of New Zealand. Correspondent in London, Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons. Correspondents in India, China, Japan and Australia, the Oriental Bank Cor-
poration.
The Bank has Agencies at Virginia City, and Correspondents in all the princi-

pal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.

Letters of Credit issued, available in all parts of the world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dublin, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Antwerp,
Amsterdam, St. Petersburgh, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, Italy.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter.—Capital paid up, #1,800,-

000, with power to increase to 310,000,000. Southeast corner California and San-
some streets. Head Office—28 Cornhill, London. Branches—Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria, New Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.

Thie Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check
and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available in al parts of

the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.

Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents
as follows

:

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank ; Scotland—British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America,—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 18. FREDERICK TOWNSEND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Paid up Capital $1,500,000, Gold. President, R. C. Wool-

worth Vice-President, D. Callaghan ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue, Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
Correspondents—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse-,

Neuman&Co. Paris: Hottinguer&Co. NewYork: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-

pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for Bale on the principal

cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Commercia
Credits issued available in Europe, Chii^a and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital, $2,100,000.

San Francisco Office, 434 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid TJp $3,000,000.
Reserve 4,500,000.

Agency at Mew Tork, 62 Wall street.
Agency at Virginia, Nev.

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers,

elers' Credits.

Issues Commercial and Trav-
Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E. Cor. Sansome and Pine Streets*

London Office, a Angel Court ; New York Agents, J. W. Sel-
igman & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, $6,000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,

loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.

FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.

P. N. Ltlibkthal, Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITAL $800,000.
Officers: Vice-President, Jerome Lincoln; Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other

Approved Securities. Office : No. 215 Sansome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Spar and Leihbank, No 526 California street, San

Francisco. Officers : President, L. GOTTIG. Board of Directors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Erase, George H. Eggers, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,

Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE; Attorney, JOHN R.

JARBOE. May 18.
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FASHIONS VOICE.

It is absolutely ridiculous and certainly amusing to see how women
will ii. Dialog one particular form of dross, though then »rs
st lf.v-t s hundred style*, each differing altogether from the other, and

illy correct. Why will not pome one try >'

I always prefer piottng oot Mnaethfng which DO one elafl
1 has. Ultra -fashionable people prefer raying so imported dress which has

Mmufit every dressmaker lias one pet model, by whictl
'* dresses are as well known on the street a* the weerenG

" Mr*. A. made that dress, and Mrs. B. that," one constantly hears,

,

whereas it should be a dressmaker's chief study to make a difference in

robe that passes under her tinkers. Since the makers da not make
! this a rule, the wearers should. 1 remember going to * reception nol long
ago and nontng four :-.]> the same in every particular. Even
the onlor and material of these were ditto, ditto. These four ladies looked

I
puuled, but as the lunch went on and the wine went round they opened
their mouths and minds. No.lsays: " Excuse me, but yon bad your dren
made at M rs. Blank's ? " No. 2 nodded and then spoke :

'* She told me mine
was the only one she had ever made of this pattern." No. 3 looked at her
garnet velvet new satin confection, and a shadow passed athwart her
otherwise gloomy face. " Me also," she said, in sepulchral tones. No. 4
got up re:il lively. " I guess she's had my last .order," she said, irefully.

"Ladies," 1 said, "I was more amused than I can tell when I saw you
had all been to Mrs. Blank. I go for fashion items sometimes, and have
seen as many as twelve dresses made in that very style. In future choose
your model from the journals, and don't be overruled." For an afternoon
dress, a soft cashmere dress, with plain skirt and apron front, is pretty if

made with a pointed plastron of velvet down the front of the corsage
;

place an end of wide ribbon on one side of the velvet, cross it over
the bust, and tie in a bow at the other side ; repeat three times down
the plastron, which gives three bows as a side trimming, and it is

charming. Plastrons or jabots of lace are very much worn in Paris,
though little seen in our city, where things come in about a year
after they have appeared elsewhere. An entire front of white
mull, shirred across at intervals and allowed to fall from the
waist like a small apron, being frilled round with lace, and con-
hoed by a belt, is remarkably pretty for a young lady ; on the left side of

the apron place a large bouquet ; or the plastron may have straps of black
velvet across. Black velvet collars made stiff, with wide lace ends are
very generally worn. On either end of the collar a lace leaf or butterfly
must be sewed, or a piece of lace may he twined over, round the top. A
piece of satin folded in small pleats, with immense ends of white lace
attached, is another form of collar. The satin must be made long enough
to tie once over, then fasten by a breast-pin, or rose and leaves. One
other collar is a stand-up one of velvet with designs in lace sewed on ;

from this falls a pointed plastron in figured velvet, with a jabot of wide
white lace falling down one side, and a small bouquet at the throat. A
pretty throat ornament is a baud of ribbon velvet embroidered in small
pearls. Take three pieces of the velvet, one longer than the other two,
point them and also embroider them, placing them on the band. A pearl
must be placed on each point, while the- band is fastened at the back by
long loops and ends.

Little lace caps are much worn for morning dress, made chiefly of Swiss
with a frill of lace, or composed wholly of lace. Bows of ribbon may be
placed either at the top or on one side.

A pretty style of muff is made to comprise both muff and satchel. The
satchel is made on the top of the muff, while the hands are slipped in at
the back, the top being drawn in a frill. It has the appearance of a
satchel standing upright. A large bow ornaments the front, the muff
itself being made of plush. Silver Pen.

LAX MORALITY.
The laxity of public morals is a matter of common comment. The

moralist will point to politics, business, the Courts of Justice, and tell

you the spirit of license has crept in and obtains in all of them, and
alas ! we must reluctantly acknowledge he has much truth in his dictum.
But does any one stop in the whirl of life to sagely consider how the
standard of private morality is lowered, and will soon be out of sight in
what we call "Society?" It is not difficult to trace the cause of this.

One of the oldest maxims in the world teaches us that " the love of
money is the root of all evil," and to this may be attributed the woeful
state of both public and private morals. Boys, from their earliest years,
see court paid to the men who have achieved success in life by amassing
money. Thus, " get rich, no matter bow, only get rich," is the motto of
their lives. Political advancement is gained not by merit and talent, but
by the most skillful disburser of coin. " The sack " carries the bearer of

it into the highest offices in the laud. Even the ermine of the judiciary is

not exempt from the taint, and open charges can seemingly be made with
impunity that decisions go to the highest bidder.
Honor, apparently, is an obsolete word

;
good enough for the old days

of the Pilgrim Fathers, when men had time to attend to such things, but
"it's not business ; no, sir ; no money in it," and so it goes. Can we
wonder then, when public opinion is at such a low ebb, that private lives

are not up to the mark? And woman, who used to be placed on the
highest pedestal of our thoughts, and crowned with our respect and
esteem, as well as our admiration and love, openly forfeit the one and
trifle with the other. The holiest and purest emotions are debased
and lowered, and we are told "nature will have its sway." Every now
and then society is startled at the disclosure of some monstrous evil

which has been secretly corroding the life of one of its fairest daughters,
who, to retain their position before the world, live a life of deception and
rottenness. Coin can generally cover the taint, but shame ! we say, on
the man who can be bought to give himself and his name as a cover to

the canker spot; and shame on the woman, unworthy descendant of the
matrons of old, who, while pointing the finger of scorn on erring poverty,
opens wide the arms of welcome to gilded fashionable vice. If any feel

our remarks as personal, all we can say is, apply the old saying, and '* let

him whom the cap fits, wear it."

"Whenever Handel dined alone at a tavern, he always ordered dinner
for three, and when it came on, he said : "I am de gompany."

Scotch Whisky.—Fine old Lochaber, Auotertool, Glenlivet, and
and V. O. W. H. Campbell, 402 Front street.

USEFUL INFORMATION.
Clyde Shipbuilding Trade.—The amount of Dew shipping launched

from the various ship building yards on the Clyde, In December last, was
47,310 tons, and largely exceeded that of any former month, being 5,600
tone in excess of the amount launched in June of last, year, (41,810) tons,
As compared with the amount of tonnage launched in the corresponding
month or 1861, there was an increase of 14,944 tons, and as compared
with tin- monthly average over the ten months of this year, the increase
was 17,456 tons. For the eleven months of last year the total is 345,845
tons, or 64,044 tons over the quantity of new shipping launched in the
same period of last, year, and more than double that of the same period
of the year 1879. In all, twenty-eight vessels were launched last month.
One was the Fvlda % 5,100 tons, and 4,000 horse-power (indicated), built
by Messrs. John Elder & Co., for the North German Lloyd's mail service
between Bremen and New York. The Paramatta was the next in size,

being a vessel of 5,000 tons and 4,000 horse-power (indicated). She was
bnilt by Messrs. Caird & Co., for the Peninsular and Oriental Steam
Navigation Company. The other steamers ranged from 2,800 tons down-
wards. No fewer than nine sailing ships were launched during the month,
several of which were of very large size—1,950 tonB, 1,800 tons, 1,790
tons.

Italian Asbestos.—The mining for asbestos in Italy is at present lim-
ited to the provinces of Sondrio and Turin. The asbestos in the former
occurs in regular strata, varying in thickness from three to four inches,
although in some cases it has been found twenty inches thick. The en-
closing rocks are chloritic and telcose schists of a greenish color, and the
asbestos is found chiefly in fibrous masses of a yellowish white color. Iu
some cases the fibres are long and firm, resembling a skein of thread of a
yard or more in length. It has also been found that asbestos abounds in

the fissures of serpentine rocks, and it is often accompanied by other
minerals, among which garnites of a green color have been found in

minute crystals, to which miners have given the name of " Semenize Dell
Amiento," meaning seeds of asbestos. The excavations are carried on in
forty different places, and as a rule the enclosing rock is quarried by
blasting. In some cases, where too much material would have to be re-

moved, the workings are driven forward in the asbestos-yielding stratum,
leaving pillars here and there to support the roofs of the workings.

Coal in Japan.—The field from which the main supply of coal for the
Nagasaki market is obtained is situated along the coast line extending
northward from Cape Noma, in the south, up to the entrance of Nagasaki
Harbor, and thence in a westerly direction almost to Hiradoshima, the
most northerly of the Goto Islands. Along the coast line of the main
land the coal measures are found to be much broken up and of limited
extent, owing to the heavy denudation and upheaval which the strata
have undergone in former periods. In all the various groups of islands,

however, with which the sea in the district is studded, the coal has, to a
greater or less extent, been worked in the past, and it is to these islands
that in the future Nagasaki may look for adequate supplies of coal. The
coal-bearing stratum of the district seems by common consent among
geologists to be referred to the tertiary period. The coal is described aB
being highly bituminous, of irregular fracture, inclining towards cubical,
having when freshly broken a lustrous black appearance, which changes
by protracted exposure to atmospheric influence to a dull, rusty black.

Sir Archibald Alison in his recently published autobiography says of

Mr. Bancroft, during his mission to England, that "like all well-bred
Americans he was simple and unpretending in his mannerv and without
affecting republican simplicity, his establishment was unostentatious, and
made no attempt to vie with the magnificent display at the Russian and
Prussian embassies. But nowhere in London at the time was the society

moie instructive, or the conversation on a higher strain in point of

thought or expression. I could not but feel flattered," he modestly re-

marks, " by the manner in which on all occasions Mr. Bancroft endeav-
ored to bring me forward.'' And our Mr. Prescott pleased him, too.

"The more I saw of him," says Sir Archibald, " the more was I struck
with his talents and acquirements."

In Philadelphia, recently, Mr. Wilhelin Steioitz, the famous chess-

player, offered to pit himself against any thirty players that could be pro-

duced, and to play the thirty games simultaneously. Only sixteen play-

ers came forward. The first few moves, stereotyped openings for the
most part, were made rapidly, the champion stopping for only a moment
at each board. As the games progressed he gave more thought to his play,

but seldom hesitated* more than half a minute. Three hours from the
beginning he had won all the games but one.

When Stephen Girard died, fifty-two years ago, and left two mill-

ions of dollars to found a college for orphan boys, he little thought that
his bequest would be so carefully and successfully managed as to be worth,
in half a century, over twenty millions, and every year shows a large ad-

dition to its residuary fund. Its income in 1882 amounted to $1*022,'

807 98. The college now contains 1,110 pupils, and there are 432 candi-

dates for admission.

An investigation has just been made into the possessions of the
Protestant Cathedral at Berne, during which several chests have been
discovered in long-forgotten receptacles, which contained articles of great
value, and of considerable historical interest, among them the cloak and
insignia worn by Charles the Bold as Grand Master of the Golden
Fleece. The art treasures in this cathedral are estimated to be worth
£120,000.

The State of Minnesota recently found its treasury empty. The
Railway Commissioner requested the managers of the trunk lines to ad-
vance a part of the three per cent, tax on the gross earnings of the roads,

which would not be due for several months. The roads immediately came
to the rescue with $00,000, and the State was enabled to keep its depart-
ments open.

The recent overflow of the Kiver Seine drove vast numbers of rats

out of the Paris sewers, and it is said that the residents in certain quar-
ters were fairly overrun by the rodents, finding them in their shoes, in

their dressing-case drawers and in all sorts of odd places, when they arose

in the morning. Cats and rat-catching dogs were in great demand.

For tremulousness. wakefulness, dizziness and lack of energy, a most
valuable remedy is Brown's Iron Bitters.
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PLEASURE'S WAND.
'We Obey no Wand but Plea8nre'B."—Tom Moore.

The Rantzaua' last season's success at the Comedie Franchise has been

a failure at the Union Square, in New York, notwithstanding the unani-

mous acceptation of the play by the critics. In this city Cad, the Tom
Boy, has received popular approval against the unfavorable judgment of

the Press and of the intelligent among theatre-goers. These two facts are

additional evidence that merit and popularity by no means go hand in

hand. The Dramatic Editor of the New York Tribune speaks as follows

on the subject: " As to the value of public admiration, considered merely

as a proof of worth or weakness in a play, no one should be tempted to

set too high a value upon that. The greatest actors and the worst are

equally popular, and both the greatest and the worst have their ups and

downs in public admiration. The same truth may be said of plays.

Those plays which are fine and vigorous and those which are as empty of

merit as a drained stream-bed of water have often the same measure of

success. If criticism has any place or value in thought, it is clearly be-

cause criticism takes its ground, so far as it can, upon merit, not upon in-

secure public feeling. It is such feeling which identifies itself in the end

with right objective criticism, when the criticism stands for truth." This

is a clear, sensible and intelligent statement. Criticism is not a mere re-

port upon the likes and dislikes, whims, fancies, caprices or prejudices of

the public, or upon its superficial appreciation and faculty of being

amused, but it is an analytical examination of the literary and dramatic

merit of the play, according to a certain standard of excellence and
guided by the critic's personal experience and study. Byrne, of the

Dramatic Times, says that most managers and actors never can under-

stand that a newspaper criticism of a play does not, or at least should

not, take into consideration the approval of the public. These are the

men who will always appeal to the box office receipts to prove the critics

wrong. But, after all, managers are all trying to make money, and if they

were to cater solely to the refined and intelligent theatre-goers, ignoring

the unthinking masses, their receipts would be but small and the bank-

ruptcy court would soon end their career.*****
Nothing new this week at any of the theatres. Youth at the Grand,

Strogoff at the California, Cad at the Baldwin, Squatter Sovereignty (in

which Ryan took the part of " Widow Nolan ") at the Bush, and a but

slightly changed programme at the Minstrels. All of these shows drew
fair houses.*****
At Emerson's the novelty next week will be Johnson and Powers, a

well known song and dance team. At the Grand and California the re-

spective attractions will remain unchanged.*****
At short notice, in consequence of an accident to Mrs. Rush, Miss Cay-

van assumed the part of " Martha Strogoff." It was a rather remarkable
performance, all things considered. The good opinion held and expressed

by critical people as to Miss Cayvan's talent and dramatic abilities was
fully justified by this casual impersonation. The part of "Nadia" was
taken by Miss Tittel, a local novice, and her efforts were decidedly prom-
ising.

* * * * *

The Rice Surprise Party opens at the Bush on Monday next in Pop.

This is a musical extravaganza by George Fawcett Rowe. The music is

all of the popular character, being taken from all the operatic successes

of the day. The troupe is a strong one. There are good comedians and
singers and pretty women. It is a good while since this style of enter-

tainment has been before the public here, and Pop will no doubt please

every one. This season should really be considered as the opening of this

theatre under its new regime*. Variety shows are all very well in their

way, but they hardly appeal to a very good class of theatre-goers. The
list of attractions that are to follow the Surprise Party is full of good
things.*****
The commencement of the Frohman season at the Baldwin is an im-

portant event. The success of the Maiison Square Theatre and its trav-

eling companies is a most remarkable fact. The business done by this

theatre is really on the wholesale plan. It is as well arranged and sys-

tematized as the operations of a large corporation. A perfect array of

actors and actresses, musicians, journalists, artists of all professions, and
employe's of all descriptions, are on the pay-rolls of the Mallory's.

Everything is done to please the public, and the public are satisfied. The
company that is to play Esmeralda is a strong one, and a furore can al-

most with certainty be predicted.*****
One of the acts in Esmeralda represents the studio of an American art-

ist in Paris. At the Madison Square this scene was set with wonderful
beauty and remarkable realism. It was not a mere scenic effect, but it

was an actual room filled with gems of bric-a-brac and esthetic decora-
tions. There being two stages, on the elevator principle, at that theatre,

the studio scene was permanently set on one of them, and never touched
until the run of the play was over; the other stage being used for the
other s>:enes. I don't know how the Baldwin production will be arranged,
but it is safe to expect something that will please the eyes.*****
The importance of correct costume and realistic stage settings has only

come to be fully appreciated in late years ; but now, happily, these
matters are receiving the attention they merit, The theatrical " shams "

which were the rule in the past are now the exception, and are fast being
swept away. The velvets and satins of the stage to-day are real velvets
and satins ; the jewels of the great actresses are real jewels ; the furni-

ture and ornaments are no longer the handiwork of the property-man,
evolved from bits of board, paper pulp and shreds of rope, sized and
painted over, but come from the carefully selected stock of the intelligent

dealer in beautiful things of the past and present. Even the stage
viands and wines are real, and the player who sits out a stage banquet
need simulate little—even of intoxication, if it comes in his line and he is

duly diligent. The costumes worn, if historial, are literal copies. The
scenery is no longer of the stock kind available for almost anything, con-

sisting of a single flat canvas background with <l wings " at the sides,

and paioted without regard to country or period. There were no " set
"

scenes in those days, such as we have now, showing the three sides of a
room or the wing of a house projecting into the stage. In fact, realism
in this respect, was not thought of. The scene painter of to-day must be
a first-class artist, with a vast amount of technical knowledge and facility

of execution. He must be a man of education and general intelligence.

He must be familiar with all methods of art, and must be able to pro-
duce all classes of subjects upon short notice. Landscapes of all coun-
tries, climes and seasons, marines representing all the various conditions
of the sea, reproductions of architecture of all countries and ages, of
costly interior decorations of all times, frescoes, tapestries, velvet hang-
ings and so forth, may be required at any time, and the painter must be
equal to the task. He must study the plays for which he is to prepare
the scenery almost as carefully as if he were to assume a speaking part.

He must refresh his local knowledge from history, from guide-books,
photographs and engravings, of which he must possess a comprehensive
collection. And the stage manager of to-day must not only be a student,
but also a man of taste and refinement.*****
Ellmenreich proved on Sunday, in Bauernfeld's comedy, Romantic and

Practical, that she is a delightful comedy actress. She was simply charm-
ing. She is Boon to appear in English, and a treat is in store for our the-
atre-goers.*****
The Winter Garden presents lolanthe next Monday.*****
Traviata is now being given at the Tivoli. Notice reserved. Louise

Lester had a rousing benefit. This little lady is ambitious, and will prob-
ably rise in her profession ere long.*****
The success of Booth in Berlin is very gratifying to all of us in this

country. It is well merited, for he stands at the head of the profession.*****
Our charming little Binger, Mrs. Tippett, has made her first appearance

in concert, in Boston. It will be good news to hear that her success was
genuine and unequivocal.*****

Offenbach's music is evidently full of adaptability. The romance of the
fourth act of Les Contes d*Hoffmann was sung at the composer's funeral to
the words of the Agnus Dei, and at Mile. Pepita's wedding to the words
" Salutaris."-^—Operatic singers have made use of all sorts of excuses for

non-appearanceB, but Mile. Juch, of Mapleson's troupe, has, to be slangy,
" taken the cake " in this respect. She sent word on a certain day that
she could not sing that evening on account of a troublesome in-growing
toe-nail. Maplesnn got mad and published the story. Juch cried and
resigned, and now Mapleson has sued her for $3,000 damages. -^—As De
Ville in Virginia, Howson will make up as Herrmann, the magician.—
The New York Casino is said to be the most gorgeously decorated build-
ing of the kind in the world.——When Herbert Spencer said that Ameri-
cans work too hard, he certainly lost sight of the fact that they have to if

they want to see English celebrities, at the prices demanded.^^How
different is the public taste in different cities. Planquette's Kip Van
Winkle was a big success in London ; in New York it was a bad failure.

How is this for an advertising dodge? The day before Minnie
Palmer appeared in Chicago—a Sunday—a regular stand was erected at
the corners of each of the principal streets and an absolute election was
started to determine whether the people of Chicago were in favor of Eng-
lish, American or African beauty. Mrs. Langtry, Minnie Palmer and
Miss Palmer's black maid were the three candidates. This scheme cre-

ated a great amount of popular confusion, which the police ineffectually

tried to stop. Over 48,000 persons amused themselves by depositing bal-

lots in the different boxes. Miss Palmer received a majority of 14,000
votes. The police made numberless arrests for disturbance, and Miss
Palmer's agent was arrested on over twenty charges of obstructing the
sidewalks, and on a dozen of disorderly conduct on the part of his em-
ploye's. This will probably prevent a repetition elsewhere of this out-

rageous piece of tomfoolery.——Burt Haverly is sick with pneumonia.*****
In a paragraph on " actors' hobbies," a couple of weeks ago, I alluded to

F. F. Mackay, a well-known actor, and to his artistic tastes, and spoke of

him as the husband of Miss Louise Sylvester. When these two persons
were members of the dramatic company at the Baldwin some years ago
that was the relationship popularly supposed to exist between them, and
it was mentioned in the columns of the Press at the time—particularly
on the occasion of a farewell benefit—without contradiction. Hence,
my mistake. I regret to have been the cause of the "too, too," "real
mean, there " letter of Miss Sylvester, and hope she will accept my con-
gratulations on her marriage to Mr. Barry Maxwell as an amende. The
Chicago News Letter says it took place New Years' Day. Beauclerc.

Daughter of Nature, the new emotional play by George M. Ciprico,

has taken hold of the public eye, and its early production is eagerly
looked for. The difficulty in obtaining a suitable cast is quite pronounced
as regards the character of "Ada" (the daughter of nature), which would
fit very few actresses in America outside of Etfie Ellsler or Georgie Cay-
van. It is an emotional part of gre-tt simplicity and modesty of bearing,

and represents a girl of fifteen with the dignity aud judgment of a ma-
tured woman. The author is determined that the piece shall not be ren-

dered in this city unless strict attention is given to every necessary detail.

That is right. What made his Adolph Chalet at the Baldwin such a suc-

cess was not only the fine performance of Tearle and Lewis, of the Wal-
lack Company, but the magni6cent settings Maguire gave it. Several
dramatic critics, who have read the play, claim that Mr. Ciprico has a
bonanza in Daughter of Nature.

The Culinary Ball will take place Tuesday evening, February 6th,

at B'nai B'rith Hall. Numerous new features will be introduced this year,

including hot dishes at their now famous supper.

Max Freeman and a "dresser" named Hill had a lively set-to out-

side the California Theater, on Wednesday night. Freeman is now look-

ing around for a head-dresser and court-plaster applier.
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SPORTING.
The Haley•Masterson race At the Recreation Grounds last Saturday

tu a very heavy blow t<> Haley's friemU and a great disappointment to

the young sprintst himaalf, (or not only did he lose the race ami .ill his

l<K«e change, hut he l*<st the boat chano* bt aver bad to make an authen-
tic record. Wi do nol daoirt to say anything that will add to the bitter*

neaa of defeat, but a* this race more than vindicates the position we have
taken r- I racorda for the put three years, it i*

necessary t-> refer t«> Haley's baseless pretensions somewhat fully. For a
Ions; time the Olympic Club claimed that Haley was a ten-second man,
and attacked moat savagely any person who dared to throw doubt upon
the assertion. Last Kail. Haley and Maatereon ran on the Olympic
Ohlbs Oakland track. Haley won the race easily, and was given the ex-
traordinary record of 9 4 5 seconds. We never for one moment doubted
the honesty of the timekeepers, n<>r that Haley really believed that he
had really made the record, but felt sure, and so stated, that an error had
crept in somewhere. Haley felt sore that a local newspaper should be the
first to question his performance, and when the race was made with Mas-
terson he said that he would take good care that the newspaper gave him
credit for all he did this time, for he would get two or three promi-
nent papers to send representatives to time the race, in conjunction with
the other official timers. The fact that a man is connected with a news-
paper, or is sent to represent one, does not add to his skill as a timer, and
no one knows that better than Haley. His idea in asking the papers to

send representatives to time was not that he had any great faith in their

ability, but because he wanted to show to the public that he did not have
to depend upon friendly timers fur his records, and had such confidence
in himself that he welcomed the must stringent test possible. Several of

the papers sent representatives, and, as the News Letter stated last

week, the conditions of the timing were such that, bad 9.^ seconds been
announced, it must have been accepted as correct. The story of the race

can be well told in three lines. Haley made a stumble at the start, losing

between four and five yards. He ran himself clear to a standstill, but
was unable to catch Masterson. who won by two yards, in 10 2-5 seconds,
no less than seven watches agreeing on the time. Masterson ran his best

up to seventy-five yards, where he looked around. He finished pretty
strong, however, and could hardly have beaten his time more than a yard
if he had been pushed from end to end. Allowing that Haley made
up three yards of the distance be lost at the start, and this is a most
liberal estimate, his performance was only one yard better than 10 1-5,

and if he was able to run in 9 4 5, or even 10 seconds, he could have won
the race in spite of his bad start. But there were attendant circum-
stances which show that Haley's performance was not nearly as good as
we have estimated. The track had a fall of about three feet from start

to finish. Haley wanted to run up hill, " for," said he, " if I make fast

time, they will dispute the record. I can run down hill in 9h seconds
easily, but would sooner have a record for running up bill in 10 seconds."
The track was rather soft in places, but when Haley lost the toss, and it

was decided to run down hill, all of his friends were confident that he
would cut the record, and bets that 10 1 5 seconds would be beaten went
begging with no takers. In starting, Masterson went over his mark, and
should have been penalized, but Haley generously said he did not want
to win by an accident, and alluwed him to start from scratch. This
incident was seized upon by some of the losers as a pretext to demand
that the race be declared off, but George M. Robinson, the referee, and
Peter Mclntrye, one of the judges, very properly refused to accede to

the clamor, and the race had to stand. Haley sold for two to one in the
pools, but the pool-box had no influence on the race, which, in our judg-
ment, was honestly, even bitterly contested. The 100-yard and repeat
race last Saturday, was won by Jones, Slater second. Best time, 10 3 5.

Haley is anxious for another race with Masterson.

* * * # *

San Francisco has bad a long rest from professional pedeatrianism,
but the threatening signs of an impending invasion of tramps are gather-

ing on every hand. A professional 100 yard handicap is on the cards at

the Recreation Grounds, to take place on February 4th. Harmon, Gib-
son, Mike Geary and others will probably start. Harmon is the fastest

man in America. Gibson beat Harmon a week ago, at Santa Cruz, in a
15 yard race. Geary onee beat a Chinaman, at Olema, and then retired

from the path. Pendergast, Archie MeCorab, Baker and the rest of the
crowd are yet to be heard from.—«W. H. Scott wants a 50 mile race,

heel and toe, with Charles Harriman. Charles Harriraan has not yet
been heard in reply, but as he can beat Scott any distance over ten miles

with ease, he will probably accommodate the gentleman.—Charles Gib-
son, who vanquished Harmon, the fastest man in the world, ran a race at

Woodland last Saturday with Charles Pendergast-. Gibson won easily.

—Kittleman, of Chicago, will come out here to run Harmon, if the lat-

ter will give him a start. He is also anxious to run Archie McComb a
75-yard race. Harmon, who is the fastest man in America, declines to

give Kittleman two yards, but Gibson says that if Kittleman will come
out here with Moulton, his backer, he shall have a race on his own terms.
——When Harmon beat Gibson, at San Jose, the race was perfectly

Bquare, only Gibson was out of condition. When Gibson beat Harmon,
at Santa Cruz, the race was perfectly square, only Harmon was out of con-

dition. Nowadays professionals never run job races ; they simply get

out of condition. It is simpler and looks better than throwing off, and
pays just as well.*****
At Newark, last week, John Dugan's bd. b. Sallie Henry beat John

Egan's champion two straight heats.^—John F. Carroll has issued a
challenge to match a dog against any greyhound in the State for S100 or

$200 a side, or he offers to match four dogs against any four dogs in the

State for $1,000. He would prefer a race,with Lady Franklin, Chief of

the Cafion, Tampete, Lady Plaice or Sallie Henry. He wants the race to

come off some time in February, before the Pacific Club's match, which
is booked for March 7th and 8tb.^—The match between John Dugan's
Lady Plaice and Fowlers Delebute for §100 will be run at the Pacific

Club's meeting.*****
On Washington's birthday, the Merrion Cricket Club will give an ath-

letio meeting at tb« Recreation Grounds. The programme will include
all the standard OUt-door Sports for valuable prizes.

• * * * •

Last Thursday morning, in the show window of the Maison Dore* res-

taurant, on Kearny street near Sutter, were four fine California trout ex-

posed for sale, id defiance of the game laws, which forbid the catching or
selling or having En possession trout at this season of the year. When
snob n public infraction of the game laws goes unpunished, we are reluct-

antly compelled to confess that the present Fish Commissioners are a
failure, and the sooner a change is made in the commission the better.

Every day the papers teem with notices of infractions of the fish law, but
nothing seems to be done about it. Mr. Tbockraorton should resign.

* * * * *

We are pleased to learn that Congress has awarded to W. H. Daily,
the well-known life-saver, the gold Congressional medal for heroic deeds.

Daily richly deserves this reward, which has been a long time coming,
and would not have been granted yet but for the kindly exertions of

Governor Perkins, Senators Fair and Miller, Colonel Jackson and other
distinguished gentlemen. The medal will probably be presented by Gov-
ernor Stoneman in presence of both Houses of the Legislature.

GRAND OPERA HOUSE.
The JLarge, Commodious and Elegant Theatre.

REMEMBER!
TO-NIGHT,

YOUR LAST OPPORTUNITY!
YOUTH ! YOUTH

!

Three hundred people employed! Don't forget closing nights. Regular Sunday
Evening Performances. IN ACTIVE PREPARATION-CHAFF. Jan. 20.

BUSH-STREET THEATRE.

MB. I.EWITT, Lessee and Manager: Al. Hayman, As-
• aociate Manager. -Every Evening at 8, Wednesday and Saturday Matinee

at 2, Last Nights of

Squatter Sovereignty I

And M. B. LEAVITT'S ALL-STAR SPECIALTY COMPANY.

Monday next, January 22d, RICE'S SURPRISE-PARTY, in the new and highly
sensational melodramatic operatic comedy melange, entitled, POP.
Secure your seats. Jan. 20.

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.
J. H. HAVERLY Proprietor | FREDERICK W. BERT Manager.

This, and Every Evening, Except Sunday.

IMMENSE SUCCESS OF MICHAEL STROGOFF

!

Saturday Afternoon, January 20th, Grand STROGOFF Matinee.

Secure your seats early in advance. Jan. 20.

EMERSON'S STANDARD THEATRE.
Witt. EMERSON, Hole Proprietor mid ,Uaiia«er--Every Ev-

ening (Sunday included) and haturday Matinee,

Emerson's Minstrels! Our Star Company in a Great Bill!
First Week of the Laughable Afterpiece, REED'S JOLLY WAXWORKS.
Monday e^ening, .January 22d —First appearance in San Francisco of the Greatest

Song and Dance Artists in America, JOHNSON AND POWERS, late of Birch &
Backus' San Franciso Minstrels, New York.
ORIGINAL POPULAR PKICfcS.—Dress Circle and Orchestra, 75 cents; Family

Circle, 60 cents Matinee, 50 cents and 25 cents. Seats can be secured by telephone.

No extra charge to reserve. Jan. 20.

WINTER GARDEN.
Stockton street, between Post ami Stit lor.-Slnhl * Manrk,

Proprietors.—This Evening (Jan. 20th), and until further notice, the Romantic
Bpootacular opera,

A Voyage to the Moon !

With its Grand and Beiutiful Scenery, Startling and Surprising Scenic Effects, Gor-
geous and Elaborate Costumes, All the favorites every evening.

Monday evening, January 22d, will be produced, Gilbert & Sullivan's Comic
Esthetic < pera, I<»LANTHt.
Admission, 25 cents? Jan. 20.

TIVOLI OPERA HOUSE.

Ed«ly street, near Market.—Krellng Bros., Sole Proprie-
tors and Managers. —This (Saturday) Evening, Verdi's Grand Lyric Opera,

La Travlata!

Will be rendered, with M'ss Louise Lester as Violetta, Miss Edith Woodthorpe as

Flcre, Miss Tillie V.lerga as Annua, Sig. Parolini as Germont, Mr. K. D. Valerga as

Alfred, Mr. E. N. Knight as Dr. Grenvil, etc. Jan. zO.

KINCSFORD'S OSWECO STARCH
13 THE

TRONGEST, PUREST AND BEST!
ASD IS RECOGNIZED A8

THE STANDARD ALL 0VEE THE W0BLD,

tor iyvAj-rAs,

KINCSFORD'S CORN STARCH
JS HIOHLY JtECOMMEyDED FOB ITS EJTRITY AX1D

BELICACT. Sept. SO.
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"The World," the Flesh, and the Devil.
[Br a Truthful Penman.]

Miss Catherine Lewis, whose sprightly ways in opera bouffe win for

her hosts of male admirers in every city she visits, has evidently given a

good deal of thought to the art of kissing. She wraps her arms about
the neck of her mock lover as if she wanted to make them go twice

around, and when she is sure of her grip she gives a hungry snap, and
then all is still for a few seconds. Suddenly there is a loud pop, and the

operation is over. Her sister, Miss Jeffreys Lewis, is something like her,

but her methods are more subdued. A favorite bit of business of hers is

to have the lover sit in a chair and she conies before him. She walks cau-

tiously around him first, as though she were watching for a place to light

on. With a whirl she falls on her knees and bends backward over his

right knee, tossing her arms about his neck and drawing his face close to

hers. For a moment she looks into his eyes, and then proceeds to busi-

ness. The kiss is long, quiet and dreamy, and means whole volumes.

—

Phil. Times.^—A. little incident which happened to Fawcett, the blind

English Postmaster-G-eneral, shortly after he took his seat in Parliament,

is worth noting. He had ordered his dinner in the dining-room of the

House one evening, when some one came up to him and said: " Professor

Fawcett, as you appear to be alone, have you any objection to my dining

at the same table with you?" Mr. Fawcett replied, " Certainly not,"

but with rather a puzzled expression. He could not imagine who the
speaker was, for he failed altogether to recognize his voice. His unknown
companion, noticing his perplexity, said quietly, "I see you do not know
who I am. I am Mr. Disraeli." Mr. Fawcett could hardly believe his

-ears, and for once in his life was fairly taken aback. This little act of

friendly good nature on the part of the great Tory leader toward a young
member whose views were so utterly and irreconcilably at variance with
his own, touched Mr. Fawcett very much, and in spite of their political

differences and their passages at arms in after years, the recollection of

Mr. Disraeli's graceful courtesy on that occasion always remained en-

grafted in his mind.—Truth.——Mother Shiptons prophecy having
failed of fulfillment, somebody in France has brought to light an ancient
uracle scheduling the end of the world for that year in which G-ood Fri-

day shall fall on St. G-eorge's Day and Easter on St. Mark's. These co-

incidences, it is said, will occur in 1886. The amount of confidence to be
placed in this prediction depends mainly on the arrival or non-arrival of

Wiggins' March storm. -^—Forty electric lights in a Chicago store sud-
denly ceased to burn a few nights since, and a rat was found under the
dynamo, one leg raised as if to take another step. The rat was dead and
rooted to the spot. He had leaped first on one of the copper conductors
underneath the brush, and in stepping on another closed the circuit so
that the entire current from forty-eight machines passed through his body
and prevented it ascending.-^The Duke of Buccleuch has seven va-
cant farms on hi3 Boughton estate, in Northamptonshire, extending over
2,400 acres. All are near railway stations and market towns, and they
have excellent houses and ample buildings, and are in thorough order

;

yet they have been on hand for some time. Considering that the Duke
has for fifty years borne the character of being one of the most consider-
ate and liberal landlords in Great Britain, this, indeed, is significant of
bad times for owners of agricultural property.——As there is to be an
inquiry in regard to the medical staff attached to the Egyptian expedi-
tion, I trust that some evidence will be forthcoming as to the rumor that
many of the men in one of the Highland regiments engaged at Tel-el-Ke-
bir were wounded by Martini Henry bullets. If this was the case, one
regiment must have fired into the other, for the Egyptians had no Mar-
tini-Henry rifles. In the army of Frederick the G-reat the third line of
soldiers were always ordered to tire into the first line if it flinched ; it

would be curious if our only Generals victory was achieved by the same
system.^—Hanging, as a mode of execution, is a barbarous anachron-
ism. It would be done away with to-morrow but for the fact that capi-
tal punishment is a delicate matter to handle in these days—so many peo-
ple are against it altogether. These good people don't reflect that when
we execute a man who must otherwise be condemned to perpetual penal
servitude, it is not bis life we take from him—that must go in any case

—

but merely twenty, thirty, forty or fifty years of hopeless and unuttera-
ble misery ; still, of course, juries don't like hanging. Judges do. They
seem to enjoy the importance which it gives them, and the " luxury of a
good cry" while passing sentence; moreover, their wives like to hear
about it when they come home to dinner.—Truth.—$17,000,000 is a
large amount to spend for the purpose of maintaining Tewfik Pasha on
the throne. According to an excellent authority, "Tewfik is a little more
than an undeveloped child, so far as mind goes. His chief amusement is

to harness the ladies of his seraglio one before another with bits in their
mouths, and to drive them round and round a room. Riaz Pasha, his
chief adviser, is a scamp of the first water. Both of them are exceed-
ingly angry that they are not permitted to establish a reign of terror, and
to cut off the heads of Arbi and all who sided with biin."^—Mrs. Lang-
try, when she was in this city, proved not only that she had an appetite
for admiration, but also that she had an aversion to receiving m scellan-
eous presents. A sharp tradesman in Fulton street sent the Lily an in-

genious ring, which contained a revolving disc beneath the stone setting.
Touching a spring, there out shot the disc and revealed the words " God
bless you," or something else equally appropriate. She wrote a letter
thanking the jeweler, who is just now about as proud as any tradesman
in town, because he has the Lily's autograph. Mrs. Langtry, as might
be expected from her strong lower jaw and broad shoulders, writes a sin-
gularly bold hand for a lady.

—

New York il'uur.—Wbat is that debt for
which you cannot be sued?" The debt of nature.

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
INSURANCE AGENCY,

& 334 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Fire Insurance.
TEETONIA of New Orleans.
LACONFIANCE of Paris.

DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS
of New York.

THE FIREINS. ASSOCIATION (Limited)
of London, England.

GIRARD of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN of New York.
ST. PAUL ofSt.Paul.
STANDARD FIRE OFFICE.. of London

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONCIERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital EepreBented $87,000,000.
' All Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid.

W. L. CHALMERS,
Special Agent and Adjuster.

PHSNIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., Estah'd 1188—Cash Assets, $5,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1833.~Cash Assets, £1,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1851 Cash Assets, $1,357,3264)9.

BUTLER <fc K1LMK,
General Agents for Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[Jnly 10.1

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864.

Principal Office 406 California Street, S.F.

FIRE INSURANCE.
Capital (Paid Up in TJ. S. Gold Coin) $300,000.00
Re-Insurance Reserve $171,412.75

Assets January 1, 1882 S 684,577.83 I Premiums, since organization.§3,841,412.07

Surplus for policy holders.. 674,577.83
| Losses, since oriranization... 1,756,278.00

OFFICERS:
J. F. HOUGHTON President. I CHAS. R. STORY Secretary.

J. L.N. SHEPHARD.... Vice-President.
| R. H. MAGILL General Agent.

Directors of the Home Motual Insurance Co.:—L. L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J. L.

N. Shepard, John Currey, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, C. C. Burr, J. S. Carter,

Charles Belding, D. "W. Earl. April 8.

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.

Capital, $10,000,000-
Unlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF LONDo¥~FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

THE STANDARD MARINE~INSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool- Capital, $5,000,000-

Aug. 12.

CALLINGS AM & CO., General Agents,
213 Sansome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,500,000
Cash Assets 1,709,976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE * CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF LONDON.
[INSTITUTED 1803.1

London Assurance Corporation, of London—
Established by Royal Charter 1720

Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.
MOBEBTDICKSON, Manager.

W. LANE BOOKER, Agent and Attorney.

S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building.
[October 11.

1

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.--UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

The California Uoyus.—Established in 1861.---Nos. 416 and I

418 California street. Cash Capital, 3750,000 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates

!

Prompt Settlement of Loses ! ! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS. —J. Mora Moss,
Moses Heller, J. O. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Eartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Everson, A. B. Phipps, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Brandenstein, W. M. Hoag, Nicholas
Liming, James Moffitt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Touchard,
George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Scholle, Charles
Baum, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President.
Jambs D. Bailey, Secretary. Geo. T. Bohkft, Surveyor. Nov. 6.
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TWO TEARS AFTER.
[BY JOSVa TBI MAN.

|

The winter morn in t; a* I writ*—
In the grim city's gloomy light,
Mi<!*t fogi that choke street, river, church.
And the nut mlHng flakes besmirch —
How pan "Vr that far country side
Must gleam the snow- waste drifted wide ;

In my mind's eye I see it rolled

Oer stre»mgaj»hed glen and bratnhly wold;
OVr wheat sown slope and ellmblog lane.

And ridge that bounds the battle plain ;

And orchard, lawn, and garden-award

—

That same white raiment of the Lord !

The church stands on the woodland hill.

The pine-trees fence the churchyard still :

Eastward it looks, that home of hers,

The robin whistles in her tirs.

All seems the same ; but where is she
Whose name is breathed from brake and tree?
When lives and soars that noblest one
It raised our life to look upon ?

Shall spring-tide wake the world again,

And summer light the eyes of men?
Shall throstles thrill her oaken glade,

The primrose star her hazel shade ?

This icy mist, these clouds of gray,
Will they not all be swept away?
And western airs blow kindly through
Large lucid skies of tender blue?

And shall no vernal dawn await
The hopes by Death left desolate

!

No shining angel brood above
The sepulchre of human love ?

The brain of strength, that heart of fire,

That liquid voice, a living lyre—
Do not these vibrate, throb and burn
Where the lost lights of time return?

The aspiration, passion, power,
That crowd with fate a mortal hour,

Are these crude seeds no bloom may bless,

Beginnings bright of emptiness?

Love's shattered dream—shall it not rise

Re-builded for immortal eyes?
Life's broken song end where round Him
Still quire the "young-eyed cherubim?"

—Macmillan's Magazine.

LETTER FROM PATJ.

After many weary weeks of incessant rain, the Pyrenean sun has at

last condescended to shine upon us residents in this little Beauvais city,

and the Winter season has opened in full force. The hotels are filled.

The English and American colonies have asserted themselves with their

usual vigor. The hounds, for the last two seasons kept by Mr. J. Gordon
Bennett with so much liberality, and so admirably conducted by his

friend and representative, Mr. Burgess, have, on Mr. Bennett's resigna-

tion, been placed by the resuscitated " Pau Hunt Club " in the hands of a
committee of six members of the hunt, amongst whom are Lord Howth
and Mr. Stewart, two past masters; and we may therefore look forward
to their efficient and sportsman-like management. The first of the sub-

scription balls has taken place with success. The prospects, weather per-

mitting, are, in consequence, full of promise. We are a singular and a
motley assemblage, we exiles from " Great Britain " and " the States," as,

with the exception of a few resident French families, the entire socety of

Pau from November to May is formed of the Anglo-American element.
Our occupations are numerous and varied—hunting, shooting, golf play-

ing, lawn-tennis, polo, a flickering attempt at cricket, pigeon-shoocing,

dining, dancing, gossip, and some flirtatious, a few new and many time-
honored affaires, but no marrying. The climate and the social habits of

the place seem to be averse to the latter amusement, although just at this

moment we have rumors floating in the air that the labors of the last few
seasons in this direction may not prove quite so unproductive as we sup-

posed.
Well, the list of occupations above given you offers, it would seem,

sufficient attractions; but above all, and in addition, we have a brilliant

sunshine and a superb atmosphere. What more can the best or the
worst desire ? But there is still more to be said of Pau. Recently our
little community was greatly surprised by the appearance, from the pub-
lishing establishment of Messrs. Roberts Brothers, of Boston, United
States, of an extremely well written novel, which, although issued in ac-

cordance with the practice of that firm, anonymously, as one of their "No
Name Series," it is an open secret to say comes from the hand of a lady
well known and admired here, who has, with her family, been long
resident at Pau. The book is called " Her Picture," and is admirably
done. It abounds in bright and graphic description, and evinces a remark-
able power of narrative. The interest of the story, with its changing and
eventful scenes, is well sustained to the end, giving large promise of future

success, if only the author determines to devote attention to her cora-

pOSltion and to adhere strictly to nature for her inspirations. As 1 think
there is much reason to offer a word of encouragement to this young lady,

I refer to her book, although it is somewhat foreign, perhaps, from a gos-

siping letter, which is all I proposed to send you.

—

Cypher, in Truth.

Our Distinguished Japanese Visitors.—His Royal Highness Prince
AriBUgawa, attended by Messrs. Nyashi, Nissi, Yamamoto and Piato,

yesterday visited Mr. I. W. Taber's photographic parlors, opposite the
Grand and Palace Hotels, and sat for their photographs. The Royal
party were greatly interested by the collection of views and portraits of

celebrated men on exhibition at Mr. Taber's elegant establishment.

AN EDITOR AT HOME.
The editor is rightly the foremost man of the day, and he ought to be

aed 80 in fact, [f he i* Dot bo regarded in California, it is because
men have not yet hereabouts Bbaken down into their right places. As
men and things assume their proper relative positions, the writers who do
the thinking <>f the period will be more and more esteemed. The press is

the greatest power in the laud, and those who shape its course are in
truth a real power far beyond anything exercised by governor, legislators
or politicians. The thinkers of the press create that public opinion which
shapes many things. In California they are not as well paid as they
ought to be, have not the worldly or social status they ought to possess,

and are not held in the esteem which their characters, occupation and in-

fluence entitle them to. But that is an abnormal condition of things that
will pass away. It is not so elsewhere, and it will not be much longer s<>

here. Here is a pleasant little sketch of the surrouudings of a New York
editor. Writing of Mr. Hurlburt, editor of the New York World, Har-
per's Wcckhj says that " he is a bachelor, and lives in three rooms in the
building of the University of the City of New York. Few visitors enter
his room. Their portal has no bell, no knocker, no knob ; only a slit for

a Yale-lock key, and a larger slit for letters. But they are said to be
furnished in a style of barbaric splendor. Trophies of travel hang thick
on the walls—rare paintings, china, glass, silver and gold arms and armor.
The floors are covered with Oriental rugs and Arctic furs ; and there are
many choice souvenirs, such as an autograph letter from the Shah of Per-
sia, the letter from the Khedive Tewfik giving the city of New York,
through Mr. Hurlburt, the famous obelisk, and many other similar
tokens of Mr. Hurlburt's wide acquaintance among the notabilities of for-

eign lands. He goes to the World office late in the evening, and stays
until the very early morning. At other times, he communicates with his

lieutenants by a private telephone line. He is a very handsome man, a
highly cultured scholar, and is a charming companion and brilliant social

star."

The Old Masters, which Nabl, the artist, has had upon exhibition,

can again be seen for a short time at the Art Association Rooms, on Pine
Street. This collection is undoubtedly the finest which has ever been seen
here, and those who have not seen it should embrace this last opportunity,
for it is not likely that Buch a chance will offer itself for sometime. These
pictures are all genuine, and each one has a history of its own.

INSURANCE.
The Only Company on the Pacific Coast Governed by the Massa-

chusetts Non-Forfeiture Law.

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF BOSTON.

Total Assets December 31, 1881 $16,210,465.92.
Surplus over All Liabilities—

Massachusetts Standard 4 per cent $2,635,894.93

New York Standard 4£ per cent 3,501,888.42

Market Value of Stocks and Bonds over cost 1,474,691.09

POINTS.
First—A Plain and simple policy clear of all burdensome conditions, and fully

protected from forfeiture.

Second—An agency experience of fifteen years in this State, during which, by
liberality and fair dealing in its relations with policy-holders, the Company has

gained an enviable reputation.

Third—Non-forfeiture for residence or travel, or for hazardous occupations with-

out a permit.

Fourth—Liberal paid-up and cash surrender, values stipulated by law.

FIFTH—This Company charges no more for insurance than those companies in

which the policy is forfeited, in case of non-payment uf premium when due.

Before insuring in any other company, or joining any co-operative assessment so-

ciety, carefull;' examine the practical working of the Massachusetts law of 1880, and
read the policy contract of the New England Life.

HENRY K. FIELD, General Agent,

Auir. 26. 328 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

(Organized 1863.)

FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY.
Fire and Marine Insurance.

Assets 81.250,000
Losses paid over 4,500,000
43* The Largest Assets and Largest Income of all the companies hailing from

west of New York State, and in 1SS1 Pacific Coast premiums were larger than

those of any other company, local. Eastern or foreign.

D. J. STAPLES President I WM. J. DUTTON Secretary

ALPHEUS BULL Vice-President |
E. W. CARPENTER Asst. Secretary

HOME OFFICE:
Southwest Cor. California and Sansome streets. San Francisco.

$$~ Agents in all prominent localities. Sept, 80.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, of Zurlcb. Capital 5.000,000 francs: Helvetia,

of St. Gall, Capital 10,000,000 francs ; Baloise, of Basle, Capital 5,000.000 francs.

These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that may be sus-

ained. Lossas made pavable in all the principal seaports of the world. In the set-

tlement of all claims under an English policy, these Companies will strictly adhere to

the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, and submit to English jurisdiction.

June 9. HARRY W. SVZ, Agent, 120 and 422 California St., S. F.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.

(lapital *3.OOO.OOO. ---Atfeuts: Balfnnr. Gntbrie A Co., No.
J 316 California street, San Francisco. Nov. 18.
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THE POLICE IN DANGER.
The police force is intended to be not only brought back into politics,

but to be a mere appurtenance of Boss Buckley's. Assemblyman Flynn,

under instructions from bis Bush-street chief, has introduced a bill for

that purpose. It provides that the Supervisors shall make appointments

to all vacancies in coramissionerships, etc. It is claimed that, as the Po-

lice Commissioners have held office beyond the constitutional limit of four

years, their successors may now be lawfully appointed, and the power to

do that is to be taken from the Governor and conferred upon a ring of

Buckley lamb3 in the Board of Supervisors, who, as a condition

upon which they received their nominations, promised to let the boss

have the naming of any Fire or Police Commissioners that, during their

term, they might have to vote for. In accordance with that understand-

ing, the boss had the bill in question prepared in advance and introduced

at the earliest possible moment, and it now stands fourth in order on the

Assembly file. It is to be pushed for all it is worth. Buckley is now at

Sacramento giving it bis personal attention, and he does not hesitate to

tell his lambs that he cares more for the success of that little bill than for

all of the many others in which he is, or expects to be, interested. They
are instructed to swap votes and do anything and everything possible to

secure the passage of the bill. The whole power of the machine is to be

brought to bear to accomplish that end. We guarantee the entire relia-

bility of each and all of the foregoing statements, having watched the

Eroeeedings in regard to this matter very closely for some time past.
_
We

ave long had an inkling of what was intended, and have made a specialty

of watching the scheme during its various stages of progress until it now
stands fully developed.

It has been no secret for some time past that the police was to be seized

by violent hands in the interests of dives, gamblers and criminal ele-

ments generally, and our very precise information on that subject has not

been the least of our many good reasons for warning our readers against

Buckleyism and all its ways. As time rolls round and the secret schemes
are developed, it will become only too painfully manifest to our citizens

that the News Letter never undertook a more righteous, a more difficult

or a more imperative duty than that of exposing and opposing the vilest

and most obnoxious political machine ever set up in this city.

What the control of the police in this case is intended to mean is prob-
ably not fully apparent to our busy people. Some easy-going, well-mean-
ing Democrats may suppose that it only implies a strengthening of party
machinery, and, as such, tolerable if not justifiable. But it means noth-
ing of the kind. Let the plans of the boss in regard to the police succeed
and thereafter there will not be a muster of Democratic voters in this

city and county worth counting. Our people are very independent voters.

In 1881, they gave the Republican municipal ticket a majority of 3,000,

but in November last they completely reversed their judgment, and they
are prepared to similarly change again and again if necessary, and if the

primaries are to remain in the hands of the bosses there will be a peoples'

or taxpayers' party that will sweep the field. Certain it is that the in-

famous schemes now being developed will never be tolerated for a single

instant longer than they can be cured, and, moreover, there will be such
a storm of indignation arise against Democratic management as will

sweep it out of existence.

WHAT IT DOES MEAN.
The control of the Police by Boss Buckley means that the creatures

who enabled him to carry the primaries are to be allowed to follow their

own criminal ways to the top of their bent. They crowded the ward
clubs, silenced decent men and voted five or six times at as many clubs

during a single evening. By such aid the clubs were carried, delegates
elected and nominating conventions packed. The " boys " were promised
their reward. The gamblers were to have their way, the closed dives
were to be re-opened, the lovers were no longer to be hunted down, as

they recently have been, and the lowest criminal elements were to obtain
an immunity that they have not lately known. That was the secret of

all these elements rushing to the precinct clubs and carrying them. We
now see how they are to come by the reward they worked so hard to se-

cure. The owner of the Bush-street den is virtually to own the Police
force, and run it in the interests of the classes that make him what he is.

That is what the control of the Police force means. It not only means
that but a good deal more. Through the efforts of the Police no less than
$80,000 have been collected in fines from Chinese gamblers during the

f>ast three years. That golden stream is now to be diverted from the pub-
ic treasury into private bands. Three hundred dives have been closed,

but are now to be re-opened and pay a monthly stipend for the privilege.

Bunko steerers have not been permitted to victimize country visitors, but
are soon to be allowed to resume their bad vocation and expect to reap a
rich harvest during the visit of the Knights Templar. In short, the con-
trol of the police means votes to carry primaries with, money from China-
town, the revival of dives and gambling, the triumph of the lowest and
most criminal classes, and the assurance that the votes of those classes
will always be cast in favor of the boss regime" that maintains them, and
against honest citizens.

No new legislation is required to sustain the legality of the present
Police Commissioners. Under both the constitution and civil code they
bold over until their successors are appointed. And if this were not so
they could be reappointed under existing laws by the Governor. Section
8 of Article 5 of the constitution provides that " when any office shall
from any cause become vacant, and no mode is provided by the constitu-
tion and law for filling such vacancy, the Governor shall have power to
fill thesame." It is, therefore, within his right to reappoint the present
Commission that has given satisfaction to our people, and is certainly an
immeasurably safer and better body than any that is likely to replace it.

We do not suppose that there will be established at this session any
such "robber's roosts" as that which the News Letter made so notori
ous. The open and flagrant business is rather dangerous ; but we are well
persuaded that corrupt methods are being carried on notwithstanding.
At Sacramento it is an open and notorious fact that certain Legislators
are "on the make." Their names are freely bandied from mouth to mouth.
Some of their attempts are even thus early noised abroad. It is said, for
instance, that General Dimond could have been confirmed the other night
if two members had been paid $250 each. This may be idle rumor, but it

takes on a wonderfully substantial shape. The people who only read the
dailies know little of the real inwardness of these things.

THE LEGISLATIVE MARKET.
The state of things at Sacramento

{Woe is me, that I must speak!)
Is not quite what honest patriots

Prom their legislators seek.

I have heard of base corruption,
Itching palms and brazen bribes,

But the deeds of these men place them
Beyond the usual diatribes.

A hand sticks out from every coat-tail,

Open—waiting for a fee;

Make it large, or make it trifling,

As your cause or hopes may be;
But give something, or turn homeward,

"Gold, gold, gold!" is all the cry.
Beason? Justice? Merit? Nonsense!

If you need a vote—then huy.

'Tis the Legislative Market;
Listen to the gavel's blows—

'Law on Police: Who bids highest?
Going—gone." Pat. Crowley goes.

'Street Improvements: Fine law, gen'l'men!
I am offered—who speaks last ?

i am offered—thank you—take it;

Passing—passing—passing

—

Passed."

Some things can't be bought, however

—

Season's rather late, you know.
Ask for Honor—what's the answer?

"All sold out, sir, long ago!"
Dignity—Good Paith—a Statesman?

Such demands create a shock,
For the Legislative Market

Never keeps such trash in stock.

Sell away! Bring down your gavels!
Every blow shall drive a nail

In the coffin of the nation
That puts up her laws for sale.

From her soiled, degraded statutes
Time shall weave her shroud at last,

Echoing from your lips her death-song:
"Passing—passing—passing

—

Passed! "

THE COUNTRY vs. CITY REPRESENTATIVES.
This city may well feel thankful that the country representatives at

Sacramento are in a majority. The city delegation of the ruling party is,

with the exception of perhaps four in the Assembly and three in the Sen-
ate, a corrupt band of thieves. They have gone to Sacramento on the
make. They are scenting out things with money in them with the keen-
ness of sleuth hounds. The public interest is the last thing they think
of. They are hunting "cinch" bills, and give not a thought to the larger

and better interests they are supposed to represent. If our citizens could
rightly understand what is going on, they would feel humiliated, and
even appalled, at the conduct of their representatives at Sacramento.
Legislation of a truly public and beneficent character costs them hardly a
thought, but their one undivided and all-absorbing thought is as to how
they may introduce or favor bills in which there is money. We know
whereof we speak. We have been there and learned the true inwardness
of things. The atmosphere, whenever a San Francisco representative
hove in sight, was oppressively laden with corruption, fraud and illegiti-

mate money-making. Whenever one talked to a country representative,

there was a refreshing frankness and honesty of demeanor that led us to
thank Heaven that the city delegation was offset by the purer purposes
of the better men from the country. Such men will honor themselves,
strengthen their party, ennoble politics, and do the right thing generally
when they "sit down" on every scheme the city men present. The wrong
of the thing proposed may not always be apparent, but it will surely be
there in some lurking form or other, although not always discernible to

the eye that is not expert in the ways of the tricksters. We have care-

fully examined almost every bill introduced by representatives from this

city, and we have yet to come across one that has an honest intent.

There is money, or corruption, or rascality, or party injury in every on^e

that has reached our hands. But that is just what was to be expected
from the creatures sent to Sacramento by the bosses. Such men should
have about as much influence as they have character. The hopes of San
Francisco are centered on the country representatives.

CINCH BILLS.
Everything there is money in is about to come under review at Sacra-

mento, and there is not one of us who has a business or a property to he
endangered who may not wake up to-morrow morning and find it to be
the subject of assault. Of course it is not expected that many of these
cinch bills will pass. They are merely introduced in the hope that those

interested will " come down." The authors of these multifarious and ne-

farious schemes do" not ask themselves what is good for the public inter-

ests, but what is there money in. A list of interests already involved is a
long one. Everything and everybody is to be assessed for the benefit of

the bosses and their creatures. Steamers are to be inspected, pilots are
to be controlled, the construction of the sea wall is to be made a job of,

harbor commissioners are to be taken in hand, the police is to be made a
machine of, the dives of the city are to be made boss accessories, China-
town is to be made to supply grist to the mill, quack doctors are to be ad-

mitted to practice as " regulars " on condition that they " ante up," port

wardens are to be compelled to pay a monthly dividend, insurance men
are to have a " shake-up," the street car companies are to be alarmed by
a proposed three-cent fare, a general law reducing gas charges is to be
shaken in the face of the companies, the debris and anti-debris men are

to be pitted against each other and the one Bold out to the other that will

pay the most money, the city charter is to be passed or rejected, just as

the corporations pay or fail to pay, the stock brokers are to be invited to

"see " the bosses, and so it goes all along the line. Ingenuity is being
exhausted to formulate " cinch billB."
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TOWN CRIER.
"Hmt tt>* Cri»r ' •' Whu th» d»Til »rt thou?
"Oo« that will pltj th* devil, nr with ion'

' H*'d a itinc In hit uil » lor* a* a flail,

Which mad* htm crow bolder and bolder.'

When Englishmen, by the united efforts of the common sense, bone
and sinew of the country obtained the right of tri.il by jury, ft grand
step was made towards freedom. In our time here in San Francisco it

seems better to trust to one capable Judge than twelve assiuiue jurymen.
The follnwing is a case in point : A few days ago a well known sneak-
thief st"le an undershirt and pair of drawers from a store on the corner
of Minhant and Montgomery streets. He was caught in the act by the
proprietor and one of his assistants, and, with the spoil still in his

;

si. mi. was handed over to a policeman. The thief demanded a jury trial

and the case was tried before Judge Ferral on Wednesday. The prisoner
was acquitted by the twelve intelligent citizens composing that jury
That is all right, but here is where the joke comes in. The Judge, after
the trial was over, made out an order to the property clerk at the Police
Court, telling him to hand the underwear found in possession of the
accused, to the prosecuting storekeeper. Now, if the accused did not
steal the goods found on him from the prosecutor, that prosecutor cer-

tainly has no right to have them, and vice versa. Truly we live in a
curious age.

It is no new fact in San Francisco that many of our so-called young
society gentlemen are the lowest blackguards unkicked. Two of these

—

whose names by rights should be given, but who may be alluded to by
their occupation of bank clerks—went to the California Theatre matinee
last Saturday, and amused themselves by shooting small shot from their
foul mouths at a lady in front of them in the dress circle. The trick is a
very old one, and well enough among schoolboys, but the lady in question
was at last so annoyed that she had to call an usher to her relief. Even
then these burly snobs did not cease their annoyance until the lady left

her seat and went home in tears to her husband, who would have taken
summary steps to punish the shot-fiends, had he known who they were.

A friend who has just returned from Texas, after a brief but exciting
stay of a week, when asked why he did not conclude to settle there re-

marked, as he scratched the place where his left ear used to catch the
8eeting voice of song, and complained that his new glass eye was a poor
fit, " Well, you see, I somehow didn't hitch with the boys down there,

and when a man finds he ain't popular it's just as well to get." In re-

moving his pocket handkerchief to blow his nose, a finger, half an ear
and the tip of a human nose fell out on the floor. The Texan wanderer,
as he wrapped these little mementoes up in a piece of tin-foil off some
chewing tobacco, added: "I just took these off the boys, however, to
show there was no ill-feeling."

It is said that when Oscar Wilde gets hard up again in England he is

coming over here clad in a Roman toga, or, as he would say, " aw Row-
man towgar," and that be will discourse against dining on anything ex-

cept "rowcbes," and putting wine into anything else except goatskin
sacks and Pompeiian jars. In this he sees a clear corner on tailors, up-
holsterers and coopers. As nearly all the girls wear sandals of a fashion,

there will be no money in advocating them. After that it is understood
he will go through the Endowment House and open a grocery store in Salt
Lake.

Texas stockmen, recognizing the desperate character of the "cow-
boy," have determined to put a little restraint upon this wild child of

nature, and have resolved to hire no men or boys who carry deadly
weapons. This will be, if properly carried out, a fatal blow to the ten-

cent novelist, for to his readers an unarmed "cow-boy" would be about
aB uninteresting as a Methodist parson. It will not surprise us to hear
that the cow-boy of the future attends Sunday-school, washes himself
once a week, and when smitten turns the other cheek for a similar com-
pliment.

In commenting upon the late unveiling of the statue erected to the
Prince Imperial, the Irench press goes out of its way to call the English
army " a drove of cattle " and " a crowd of women." We notice that the
last time these "cattle" and "women" crossed arms with "Johnny
Crapau," the Frenchmen were only too glad to cry "Hold, enough."
Besides, the thorough whipping which the French received from the Ger-
mans is still too fresh in the world's mind to permit of the former calling

other armies by insulting nicknames. Remember Sedan !

The Democratic Bosses are said to be working, purse, tooth and
nail, to get the control of the police force of this city. If they succeed
in so doing all the roughs in town will be let loose, adorned with stars and
armed with clubs and revolvers. We presume that the bosses imagine
that a thief can best catch a thief, but we have been trying that plan so

long that if there is a change it must be to let honest men see what they
can do at the business.

Our Hebrew friends are agitating for a change which shall make the
Sunday of the Gentiles also their day of worship. We have always
thought that the pious Jew, who observed the old-fashioned day, must
have had bis devotions seriously interfered with by the thought that,

while he was praying, his neighbor. Smith, was raking in the shekels. It

is all a matter of coin, anyway, and the parsons, priests and rabbis are

bound to get in some way.

Salmi Morse will not be choked off. He says he is. determined to play
the thing somewhere. There is a place not far from San Francisco where
he would be free from all interruption—the Farallone Islands. There,
amid nature's grandest scenery, the thing could be done justice to. Salmi
could find his two thieves to trim the cross with in any of our stock

boards. Business is so dull, most of them could well spare the time.

At the point where Montgomery Avenue intersects Jones street is

dumped a pile of filthy corruption. This sweet-scented heap has been set

on fire and quietly smoulders away, poisoning the atmosphere with its

vile smoke. We should like to seat the Board of Supervisors upon this

pile for a few hours, just to see how they liked it themselves. Smoked
ham is good.

Freddie Gebhart still chases the Jersey Lily like a sick butterfly
after an artificial Bower, and now the Eastern papers oome ont and say
thai hs i* part of the show. It may he so, but It is a little hard upon the
pul-lic to pay for a peep at a puppy, when full grown 'logs can be looked
at, and even stroked, for nothing.

We always thought that Freddie
Was acting like a cad.

But never for a moment thought
He'd sell out for an "ad."

A butterfly has every right
To worship the sweet rose,

But has no need to follow it

To every place it goes.

The lily is a rarer flower,

Supposed to be more chaste,
And to keep hovering near it

Is certainly bad taste.

But money in the present day
Does work like wondrous charm,

If gilded youths to asses turn,
So slight a change can't harm.

If the bar lessee, Sheller, turns out to be the incendiary who caused
the late disastrous fire at the Newhall Hotel, Milwaukee, mankind must
blush to think that such a brute demon ever inhabited a human form.
Murder is bad enough, even when passion or injury of some kind is the
motive, but when a man (?) burns up seventy odd fellow creatures to
gain a paltry insurance upon his bar fixings, the human mind stands ap-
palled at such a depth of degradation. No death could be bad enough for

such a creature ; he should be let live.

The Pharm. Zeitung says that if you want to clean your watch you
must wind it up and soak it in benzine. It must soak three hours and
must be slightly asritated before removal. This kind of treatment should
be good, for we have seen a man soaked in that fluid for even less time,
agitated before removal, and thoroughly cleaned out at the finish. What
is good for a man ought to fix up any little irregularities in a watch.

"I love to sit in my room and write my editorials, gazing now and
then at the reflection of my beautiful garden in the mirror above me,"
said a certain member of the press whose tastes run to the aesthetic, with
a strong flavoring of garlic and stale beer mixed. A visitor tells us that
the lovely view in question consists in the reflection of an ash-heap and a
mud-bank. Fancy goes a long way in such matters.

Brooklyn, N. Y., has passed an ordinance abolishing one-horse cars
in that city, but still the Athens ot the Pacific over the bay sticks to
them, and the haughty Oaklander continues to smile benignly as he rolls

into the lap of the female Berkeley student in a vain endeavor to main-
tain his equilibrium, while dropping a polished button into the box on a
dark night.

The Call's society supplement has now a rival in thrilling interest.

The new charter runs it a very close race, and the society man is green
with envy, while Miss McMulIigan languishes because the groceryman
round the corner is too pre-occupied with the new charter to read about
her doughnut party on Second street.

Mrs. Langtry is said to be so much bothered by ill-mannered reporters
that she looks under the bed every night before she gets into bed. One
very small reporter has been a source of much annoyance to this lady,
being most difficult of discovery. This enterprising youth was last found
secreted in one of the lily's shoes.

A late telegram states "a multitude plowed Parnell's farm yester-

day." "A multitude" seems a sort of a comprehensive term. Later tel-

grams may possibly mollify the thing down to the less sensational but
truer fact that six or seven evicted tenants did the business at a shilling a
day and free whisky.

" Gold in Alaska !" is now the cry, and as the fools are not yet all

dead, no doubt a rush to those frozen regions will take place. People
who would not walk across the street to find the North Pole, would will-

ingly undertake an almost equally perilous trip in order to worship the
golden calf.

Religious papers have a nasty knack of propounding conundrums.
The latest is from the Advocate. "Where would Christianity be to-day
if it were not for the ministers of the Gospel ?" Probably there would
be less noise and more music, more heart-worship and less tongue rattle.

The man who bullies a waiter not only forgets his manners, but neg-
lects his stomach. There is a tough side to every roast, and fag-ends can
assume, under his magic touch, the form of what should be an entre\ Be-
sides, in this land of many changes, "you may be there yourself."

On Monday, the Austrians had a little experience of what an earth-

quake is like. Carlsbad got a bad shock. It is so long since we have
had one here that we can afford to pity the countries which indulge in

such antedeluvian amusements.

Mr. Evangelist Moody has been presented with three valuable Ayr-
shire cows. Moody should be a good hand at milking. Hitherto the

public has been his cow; now he has milked it dry he can go ahead on his

Ayrshires.

It seems strange, but is nevertheless true, that every woman who
wears a fur-lined cloak is bound to have a corner turned over to show the
fur. proving conclusively that the cloak is only worn for the sake of

warmth.

The Sacramento Ice Company is an enterprising institution. In
Winter it deals in coal, in Summer in ice. The bartender, however, is

apt to growl when he dumps a lump of coal in a punch, in mistake for ice.

M. Gray has just published a new pong called "Kisses Tell the Tale."
We should imagine they did, especially if she has laid on the war paint

pretty thickly and forgot to brush off one's coat collar.

Miss Garrison, who has caused so much fuss in St. Louis, has at last

been taken to an asylum. The garrison was evidently not strong enough
to hold the fort.
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SUNBEAMS.

"How did you ever come to run for the legis-

lature, anyhow?" asked Chas. O'Bear of Myer
Hudgins, a newly elected member of the Mis-
souri legislature, and who is visiting Austin for

his health. "I did it to bring disgrace on my
uncle. He treated me badly when I was a boy,
and I took a fearful vow I would humiliate him,
and I have done it." What business is your un-
cle engaged in ?" " He is making shoes in the
Ohio penitentiary.'

1

Clara bad been practicing one piece for at
kast a month, until mamma declared she was
perfect. When she was asked to play for the
company soon after, of course she had to be
pressed a little before going to the piano, and of

course after playing her piece she had to excuse
herself because she did not read music very fast,

and she had never tried it before; but she wasn't
a bit pleased when Professor Fugue remarked in

a sympathetic way, "So I perceive."

Bill Nye has got no more music in his soul
than a peg-legged Chinaman. He tried to sing
at the Press banquet in Denver a year ago, and
the chandelier fell down, and the hotel keeper
wanted to charge the boys two dollars extra per
plate. As for Major Ward, of the Leadville
Chronicle, he is the critic who announced that
Emma Abbett was the finest baritone who had
essayed the role of Othello di Lammermoor since
the days of Maccaroni.

The grandma of a little four-year-old had
been telling her one day not to say people lied,

but rather that they were mistaken. Her grand-
mother, to amuse her, told her a bear story,

which was a tough one to believe. After she had
finished the little girl looked up into her face
and exclaimed, " Grandma, that is the biggest
mistaken I have ever heard."

A gentleman dining at a hotel where servants
were few and far between, despatched a lad
among them for a cut of beef. After a long time
the lad returned, and placing it before the hun-
gry gentleman, was asked, "Are you the lad who
took my plate for this beef?" "Yes, sir."
" Bless me," resumed the hungry wit, "how you
have grown."

A ragged little urchiu came to a lady's door
asking for old clothes. She brought him a vest

and a pair of trowsers, which she thought would
be a comfortable fit. The young scapegrace took
the garments and examined each ; then, with a
disconsolate look, said, "There ain't no watch-
pocket."

" So your business is picking up, eh ? " said a
facetious cobbler to a rag-picker, who had just

commenced operations on an ash barrel in front
of his shop door. "Yes, and I see yours is mend-
in'," quickly replied the ragged urchin, glancing
at the dilapidated boot in the cobblers hand.

One of the prettiest and wittiest compliments
ever passed, is contained in the lines by Sheri-

dan addressed to Miss Payne;
'Tis true I am ill, but I cannot complain,
For he never knew pleasure who never knew

Payne.

Red Cloud, the Sioux chief, refused to be in-

terviewed by the Washington correspondents.
He says Mrs. Langtry was interviewed and the
next she knew she was mixed up in a scandal,
and he isn't going to take any risks.

"Bitter Root Jim" has disappeared from
Lewiston. A voice was heard wailing from the
river one tight, and it is believed that Jim was
drowned by his own endeavors with some slight

assistance from the neighbors.

A darkey who said he had insured his life on
the "pontoon " plan, when asked to explain the
scheme, said he didn't rightly know what it was
but guessed it would get him over Jordan dry
shod.

A paragraph states that a certain actress is

under contract with her manager not to marry
for five years. Maybe she hopes to arouse the
obstinacy of some man by this means, and in-

duce him to propose.

Why bugle trimmings are so called: "Why
are those things on your dress called bugle trim-
mings?" George wanted, to know. "Oh,"
Emily replied, "because pa blows so over the
bill."

A New Jersey man has patented a stove
that explodes at ten o'clock at nigh 1

;. He has
four daughters.

Colorless women should wear no blue save

the very dark, shunning the electric and cadet

shades.

—

Fashion Journal. That's all right.
Now tell us what a colored woman ought to

wear.—Philadelphia News.

Here is probably the shortest courtship on re-

cord. A miser in California fell in love with a
girl at first Bight. She was equally smitten with
him. and the entire courtship was : "My pet?"
" You bet."

Now the maiden gathers worsted,
Slippers her best beau she'll send,

But the man who gets the slippers

Will get worsted in the end.

The cowboys think they see a wonderful
wild man in Idaho. He travels by somersaults,

and haB tusks. Can it be that Howard Carroll

has taken to the deserts since election ?

A Yale man is so color-blind that he chum-
med around with a negro all one day, under the
impression that he was merely a little tanned
from exposure on the ball-field.

Run in debt whenever and wherever you can.

A man who pays cash is no better treated than
a man who tells 'em to scratch it down. Notice
it with tradesmen.

There are 500 men in Chicago who work
every expedient to keep their names out of the
city directory. Their creditors have to bill 'em
as they run.

" Whistlers are always good-natured," said a
philosopher. Everybody knew that. It's the
folks that have to listen to the whistling that
get ugly.

It seems hard for a school graduate to be
turned out on the world with nothing more to
learn in cases where study has been a pleasure.

The shark is worshipped by some of the
dwellers along the African Coast. Members of

the bar should make a note of this.

The earth is said to have two motions ; but to
a druken man coming home at 11 o'clock at night
it doubtless has more than 200.

The Detroit Free Press advised its readers
to pay their debts, that some one might be made
happy on Christmas.

The man who lends his influence rarely gets
it back.

(
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BROAD GAVOE.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Sunday. October 22. 1882,
And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave
from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend at., between 3d and 4th streets),as follows:

t 6:50 a.m.

8:30 a m,

10:40 a.m.
* 3:30 P.M,

4:30 P.M.

6:30 p.m.

DESTINATION.

.San Mateo, Redwood,..
and Menlo Park...

ARRIVE
s. F.

6:40 a. m,

9:05 A.M.
*10:02 A.M,

3:37 P.M.

t 5:04 p.m.

6:02 p.m.

8:30 A.M
10:40 A.M
* 3:30 P.M.

4:30 P.M.

! ..Santa Clara, San Joseand.

1
..Principal Way Stations.

.

}
•J

9:05 A.M
"10:02 a.m.

3:37 p.m.

6:02 p.m.

10:40 A.M.
* 3:30 p.m

1 Gilroy, Pajuro, Castroville

\

'10:02 AM.
6:02 P.M.

10:40 a.m.
J-j

..Hollister and Tres Pinoa. [1 6:02 p.m.

10:40 A.M. j .Watsonville, Aptos, Soquel

in..n , ». 1 i . Salinas, Soledad and Way.
iu.wa.m.j-j

stations

j-| 6.02 p.m.

•|| 6:02 P.M

Sundays excepted, tSundays only. (Sportsmen's Train.)

Stage connections are made with the 10:40 a.m.
Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo, which
connect with 8:30 a. m. Train. EXCURSION TICKETS
sold on Saturdays and Sunday mornings—good to
retu-n Monday: To Santa Clara or San Jose, $2 50; to

Monterey or Santa Cruz, $5 00; also to principal points
between San Francisco and San Jose.

Ticket Offices—Passenger Depot, Townsend street,
and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

O^* S. P. Atlantic Express Train via Los Angeles,
Yuma, etc., leaves San Francisco daily via Oakland
Ferry, foot of Market stjr*ei, <xt 9:30 A.M. [Oct. 28.

9:30 a.m,
3:00 p.m,

*4:0Op.m.
8:00 a.m.

3:30 P.M
8:00 A.M.
*4:00 p.m.

9:30 A.M
4:30 p.m
8:00 a.m

*4:00 P.M
8:00 a.m.

3:30 p.m.
{8:00 A.M
9:30 A.M.

8:00 a.m.
«5:00P.M.
9:30 A.M.

*4:00 P.M.

8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.

10:00 a.m
3:00 P.m.
»5 :00p.M.
3:30 p.m
5:30 p.m.

8:00 A.m,
8:00 A.m,
8:60 a.m,
3:30 p.m.
*4:00p.m,
8:00 a.m
3:00 P.M,
*8:00a.m,
8:00 A.M,

9:30 a.m.
3:30 p.m.

*4:00 P.M.

3:30 P.M.
8:00 a.m.
*3 :30 p.m.

C. P. R. R.
Time Schedule, Monday, Not. 27, 1882.

Trains leave, and are due to arrive at,
San Francisco as follows:

LEAVE
(for)

DESTINATION. ( ARRIVE

t (from)

.Antioch and Martinez...

.Benicia

. Calistoga and Napa.

.

. I Deming, El Paso 1 Express....

."[and East /Emigrant..

. J Gait and \ via Livermore

.
"j Stockton ) via Martinez

. . . lone

. . . Knight's Landi ng
•' " (JSundays only)

. . . Los Angeles and South
. . Livermore and Pleasanton.

.

. . . Madera and Fresno

...Merced

. . . Marysville and Chico. . .

.

...Nilesand Haywards....

. | Ogden and I Express

. j East f Emigrant........
. . Redding and Red BlufE

(c a. "l via Livermore.

±T™»fM via Benicia....
and Colfax

j via Bemcia . . .

.

. . . Sacramento River Steamers.

.

, ..San Jose

. .Tehama and Willows.

.

..Vallejo

.(tSundays only).

.Virginia City..

.Woodland

2:40 P.M
•10:10 A.M
•12:40 P.M.
7:40 P.M.

11:10 a.m.
"10:10 A.M.

7:40 P.M.
2:40 P.M.

7:10 A.M.
5:40 P.M.

•12:40 P.M.
6:40 P.M.

11.10 A.M.

2:40 P.M.

6:40p.M.
"8:40 a.m.
2:40 p.m.

•12:40 P.M.
6:40 P.M.
5:40 P.M.
3:40 P.M.
0:40 A.M.

"8:40 A.M.
11:10 A.M.
6:10 A.M.
5:40 P.M.

6:40 P.M.
7:40 P.M.
11:10 a.m.
•6:00 A.M.
3:40 p.m.

9:40 A.M.
"7:40 P.M.
7:40 P.M.
2:40 P.M.

•10:10 A.M.

tll:10A.M.
'12:40 P.M.

11:10 A.M.
•7:40 P.M.

11:10 A.M.

Train leaving San Francisco at 8:00 A.M. should meet
Pacific Express from " Ogden " at Port Costa : and that
leaving at 9:30 A.M. should meet Pacific Express from
" El Paso" at Antioch.

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland Pier.

From "SAN FRANCISCO." Daily.

To EAST OAKLAND-»6.00, *6:30, 7:30, 8:30, 9:30.

10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30,

7:00, 8:00, 9:30, 11:00, »12:00.

To ALAMEDA—»6:00, -16:30, 7:00, »t7:30, 8:00, -+8:30,

9:00, «+9:30, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 1:00, 2:00, 3:00, "t3:30,

4:00, "t4:S0, 5:00, "+5:30, 6:00, "+6:30,7:00, •8:00,9:30,

11:00, *12:00.

To BERKELEY — "6:00, *6:30, 7:00, '7:30, 8:00, "8:30,

9:00, (9:30, 10:00, 110:30, 11:00, (11:30, 12:00, 1:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,

9:30, *12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—*6:00, «6:30, 7:00, "7:30, (8:00

•8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, "4:30, 5:00,

•5:30, 6:00. "6:30, 7:00.

To " SAN FRANCISCO," Pally.

FitOM BROADWAY. Oari,ani>-»6:32, *6:02, 6:32, 7:02,

7-32 8:02,8:32,9:02, 9:32, 10:02, 10:32,11:02, 11:32,12:02,

12-32 1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32, 5:02,

5:32, 6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

From EAST OAKLAND -*5:21, *5:51, 6:21,6:51,7:51.

8-51, 9:51, 10:51, 11:51, 12:51, 1:51, 2:51, 3:51, 4:51,

5:51, 6:51, 7:51, 9:21, 10:51.

From ALAMEDA—»5:15, *5:45, 6:15, 7:10, "+7:35, 8:10,

"+8-35, 9:10, »t9:36, 10:10, "+10:35, 11:10, 12:10, 1.10,

2:10, 3:10, 4:10, "+4:35, 5:10, "+5:35, 6:10, "+6:35, 7:15,

"+7:35, 9:15, 10:45.

From BERKELEY—*5:45, »6:15, 6:45, "7:15,7:45, '8:15,

8:45, [9:15, 9:45, (10:15, 10:45, (11:15, 11:45, 12:45,

1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:16, 4:45, 5:15, 6:45, 6:15, 6:45, 7:45,

9:15, "10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY — *5:45, *6:15, 6:45, «7:15,

7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, *5:15, 5:45,

•6:15, 6:45, '7:15.

Creeb Route.
From SAN FRANCISCO—»7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:16, 3:15,

5:15.

From OAKLAND-«6:15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

All trains run daily, except when star (*) denotes Sun-
days excepted.

rTrains marked thus (+) run via East Oakland.
(t)Sundays only.

" Standard Time" furnished by Randolph & Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. OOODMAN, Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agt,

A. N. Towns, General M anager.

COAL OIL STOVES.
AH Sizes for Cooking or P rlor use

Send for Circular and Prices.

WIESTER A CO.,
17 New Montgomery St., S. F.
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Thia has been a very quiet week in commercial circle*. Tha weather
has been remarkably cola ami frosty far Ban Fr.uicisi'n, ami this xeems to

have a frigid ii D, and no public or private trans-

Mi|K>rtant character have been brought bo our notice. Since

Inning "f the current month two aDimpartant men untile failures.

oorraa among the Front-street Jobban, but they were not of a
character Ui shake the faith >>f onr peopla in tlie ganaraj stability o( oi*r

merchants. The honaai referred to were tnnaaotina I very lim-

ited business, while their combined liabilities will not equal $100,000.

Imports of Home of our tending grooary staples now command our
ii. During the year L882, onr Coffee imports aggregated 21,000,*

000 lbs., chiefly of Central American grades. The estimate of consump-
tion is placed at 17.000,000 lbs. This estimate, however, includes 1,000,-

000 lbs. sent to Mexico, British Columbia, etc. The shipments overland
were o.liOO.OOO lbs., which is somewhat less than each of the three

years preceding, owing, no donbt, to the very low prices ruling in Atlantic
r Brazils. The stock of Coffee in this city, on hand January 1st,

placed at 4,848,857 lbs. against 3,302,252 lbs. at same date the
year previous. Very low prices have ruled here all through the past

The average price of Rio in New York, *' fair to good," during
1883, waa 9.77c, being the lowest average since 1853; on December 30th
last 8c. was the quoted price in that city, and has since declined to 7_^c.

The average price of strictly good Green Coffee, in this market, during
1882, was 9.77c. ayainst 11.31c. the year previous. The very low prices

ruling here for Green Coffees during the year past inflicted a heavy loss

upon the importers. It should, however, be stated that a very large per-

centage of the Central American Coffee received here during 1882 was of
very inferior quality—very little of it being up to the average standard.
During the year passed some Hawaiian Sugar found its way Eastward;

but the bulk of our shipments overland was to the Territories—markets
opened up to us by the several railroads, and this trade in Refined Sugar
promises to increase steadilv. The product of Beet Sugar in this State,
in 1882, is placed at 1,000,000 lbs., against 1,410,533 lbs. in 1881. The
?u;ility of this Sugar is fully up to the standard. The price of Sandwich
sland Sugar during the year ranged from 6^@7ic. for good, and 5^@6ic.

for medium grades. Central Americau sold at 6@7jc, duty paid. The
Hawaiian crop for 1883 is estimated at about 60,000 tons. Imports of

same for 1882 fall short of the estimates. Prices of Refined fluctuated
during 1882 from ll£@12|c, for White, 9£@ll£c. for best Yellow Sugar.
The total imports ot Raws into this city in 1882, including Eastern, New
Orleans, etc. , aggregated about 105,000,000 lbs. , against 1 15,400, -

000 the year previous. Of this large import Hawaii furnished
about 98,000,000 lbs. in 1882, against 88,438,581 lbs. the year
previous, and 64,300,000 lbs. in 1881. Imports of Manila, last

year, were very light—say 1,52$, 156 lbs., against 16,462,269 lbs.

in 1881. The next largest contributor was Central America with 1,670,-

437 lbs., and then China, etc., 940,956 lbs. The Eastern and Southern con-
tribution to our State during 1882 was less than 3,000,000 lbs., against 6,-

600,000 lbs. in 1881. The above Sugar figures show our estimate of the
year's consumption to approximate an increase of about 22,000,000 lbs.

over that of 1881, but this increase is more apparent than real, because of

our increased shipments to the States and Territories as above spoken of.

Since the New Year we have had several cargoes of Manila Sugar arrive

to the Refinery, some alluded to in last week's News Letter. This week
the Oceanic, from Hongkong, added to this 19,840 bags. We have also

received this week three cargoes from the Sandwich Islands, ot about
12,000 pkgs.

Rice and Tea imports have both been large during the past year.

Prices of Hawaiian Rice have lately ruled as low as 4£c., and of this con-

siderable has been shipped Eastward, notably in the first six months of

the year, when the crop of the Carolinas proved to be short. The Chi-
nese prefer the product of their own country or that of Siam ; the grain is

smaller and suits their taste better than that from the Islands. Prices of

Tea have ruled low during the past year, with a heavy stock now on hand.
Flour and Wheat.—Exports of these staples continue upon a liberal

scale. For the first six months of the harvest year we exported 532,430
barrels of Flour and 9,007,031 centals of Wheat! against 420,391 barrels of

Flour and 12,5:>0,337 centals of Wheat for the corresponding period of the
previous year. The stock of Wheat in the State during January is esti-

mated at 8,000,000 centals; from this deduct consumption, etc., and it

will leave us only about 250,000 tons for export for the last six months of

the cereal year, which endB June 30th. Prices of Flour have not varied

much during the year past ; now $4(fc5 50 |fJ barrel. Wheat has been ad-

vanced during the current month from $1 75 to $1 82£@1 85 $ cental.

Barley and Oats.—The present spot market for Feed Barley is in buy-
ers' favor, say SI 20@$1 22A; Brewing, §1 30@§1 40 per cental. For
future months some advance on these rates is to be noted. Oats arrive in

quantities from the north, but are well controlled. Spot lots from the
wharf, $1 82^; Choice; $1 85@Sl 90 percental.

Corn and Rye.—Not much traffic in motion.

at U 55@|1 60 per cental; White, $1 60@$1 65.

$1 6o@$l 75 per cental.

Hops are healthy with firmness. Stock light.

We quote Yellow Corn
Rye is slow of sale at

Price 95c.@Sl.

Beana.—There is more inquiry. We quote Bayos at 4@4Jc; Limas,
34c; Whites, 2J@3£c.
Wool.—Spot stocks are very burdensome, but with a slight increasing

demand the past week for the better grades. Common, Sfa 12c. ; Northern
Fall Free 15@20c; Eastern Oregon, 18@23c; Valley Oregon, 22@26c

Tallow.—Stocks very light. Demand in excess of the supply—7A@8Jc.
for Good. Refined, ll@12c.

Hides.—Prices favor the buyer. We quote Dry at 19c. Wet Salted,
9@10c.

Bacon, Hams and Dard.—High prices continue to rule. We quote
Bacon at 14&@ 17c; Sugar Cured Hams, 15$(S l'-'jC for Californian and
Eastern respectively; Lard, 13@15c, according to package.

Butter. Cheese and Eggs. -A shipment of 20,000 pounds Butter has
been made thia week Eastward by rail a speculation. We quote Freeh
Crass Roll at 25@27c; Fair to Good, 22@24e Cheese i* scarce and
high at IKSISO. for California

j I L8a BffgS, 12\c. per do/..

Coal and Iron—Have been without movement. Cargo tales of Aus-
tralian arc quoted very low. Pig Iron remains a-* for some time past.

Bags and Bagging. Storks of Grain Sacks here and to arrive are
large, with a fair outlook for low prices this Summer, even if the cereal

crop Should prove better than average. Spot quotation : 8£c.@8£c.
June July

J
8&c.@8£o. for Calcutta Standards. The Spot stock is esti-

mated at 15,000,000, and large supplies are en route by ship.

Cement— English Portland has now the call of the market and prom-
Ises to crowd out the Eastern ltosendale, even at the difference in price.

Salt -The market for Liverpool is sluggish, and prices exhibit no im-
provement.

Coal.—The supply from all sources during 1882 are placed at 843,500
tons, which is said to be 35,000 tons less than the year previous. But no
account is here taken of the cargoes landed at Wilmington or San Diego,
neither is any account obtainable of the large amount brought from the
mines along the route of the Central Pacific Railroad, and which forms a
very important item of the consumption of the railroads and workshops
of the company. For the past two years our annual consumption equals
about 900,000 tons.

Grain Freights now rule from 40s. down. The ship Matterhorn,
1,850 tons, takes Wheat to Cork at 38s. 9d.

Wheat Vessels in Port.—There are on the European berth a fleet of
36 ships of 52,000 registered tons.

Disengaged Fleet.—In port, 60,000 tons; to arrive in five months,
170,000 tons. These figures are much less than those of a year ago.

The Orient.—The 0. and 0. steamship Oceanic, 23 days from Hong-
kong, via Yokohama, has arrived since our last, bringing for cargo: Rice,

25.9S8 mats; Oil, 1,290 pkgs.; Tea, 753 pkgs.; Sugar, 19,840 bags; Coffee,

200 bags; also, in transit for Eastern cities, to go overland: Teas, 2,854
pkgs.; Silks, 887 pkgs.; Curios, 257 pkgs., etc.

Hawaaii.—Three sailing vessels have arrived this week from the Sand-
wich Islands: J. D. Spreckels, from Honolulu, with—Sugar, 5,457 pkgs.;
Molasses, 400 bbls. D. C. Murray, from same port, with—Rice, 2,525
bags; Sugar, 4,278 pkgs.; Molasses, 443 pkgs. Also Poinare, from Kahu-
lui, with—Sugar, 2,170 pkgs.

Hongkong.—The ship Rockhurst, 64 days from Hongkong, to Macon-
dray & Co., brought for cargo: Rice, 15,627 mats; Tapioca, 325 pkgs.; Tea,
153 pkgs.; Cinnamon, 50 pkgs.; also 246 bales Calcutta Hessians.

Salmon.—Arrivals from the North are still in order. The steamer
Mary D. Hume, from Smith's River, brought 1,907 cs., 77 bbls., and 10
hf-bbls.

Herrings.—British Columbia has of late been sending us, in transit,

considerable quantities of Herring for the Colonies.

Lumber from Burrard Inlet.—At the close of the year we received
two full cargoes of Lumber from British Columbia Mills.

Senator Voorhees says that he will not be in favor of civil service

reform to any great extent until after 1884. If the Democrats then make
"a clean sweep" and place their own kind in office, he will then be in

favor of even the most pronounced kind of civil service reform. And that
is the way with your reformers generally. A Democratic Congressman
says that if he thought his party would make "a clean sweep 1

' in 1884, he
would not be a Democrat. He is satisfied that success cannot be won on
that line. He is right. Let the people once believe that a change of ad-

ministration means a change in all other things, and then there will be
no change. It is lamentable to witness the tergiversation of Democratic
organs on this subject.

GEO. STREET, Agent News Letter, 30 Comhill, E. C, London.

he Slimmer Sun mid Dnttt. Ladies and all exposed to the scorching
rays of the sun and heated particles of dust, will line! that the most
cooling and refreshing preparation fur the face, hands and arms, is

Rowlands' Kalydor, which eradicates all prickly Heat, Sunburn, Tan,

Freckles, Stings of Insects, etc., and produces a beautiful aud delicate

complexion.

owlands' Macassar Oil prevents the hair falling off or becoming dry
during the hot weather, and eradicates scurf and dandruff.

Rowlands" Odonto is the purest and most fragrant Tooth Powder ever used.

and contains no acid or mineral ingredients, which are so detrimental
tu the teeth and puna Its purity especially adapts it for the teeth of

young children. Ask any dealer in perfumery for Rowlands' articles,

of '20, Hatton Garden, London.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
Inestaud Cheapest Meat'flavoring Stock for Soaps, Made
Dishes aud Sauces.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT,

An Invaluable and Palatable Tonic in all Cases of Weak
Digestion and Debility. " Is a success and boon for which Nations should feel

grateful/' See " Medical Press," " Lancet," " British Medical Journal." etc.

T

R

F

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
(^antlou—Oenniiie only with fac-simile of Baron Lleblg's
j Siguature. in blue ink. across Label.
This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substitutes being in

the market.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.

To be bad or all Store-keepers, Wrocers and Chemists. Sole
Agents for the Cnited States (wholesale only). C. David & Co., P. Fenchurch

Av hue, London, England. Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, San
#

Francisco. June 10

$72 J *12* day at home easily made. Costly Outfit Free.
Address True ± Co., Augusta, Maine

.
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"WAIFS.
Waifs which singly are as light as air, but which together make

a momentous whole.

Sacramento will be the chief point of interest for the next sixty days

Every material interest will be represented there at one time or another,

during the session.-—-The majority of the San Francisco delegation are

in charge of cinch bills. They mean to make everybody with money
" come down."——That man must have blunted moral perceptions and a

stomach like an ostrich who can stand the kind of talk certain represent-

atives of the people indulge in at Sacramento.^—Our hope is in the more
honest delegates from the country. There is as much difference between

their demeanor and that of the seventeen or eighteen Buckley lambs as

there is between day and night, or as there iB between the conversation of

a gentleman and a brigand.—-The question at Sacramento now is,

"How much are votes worth this session ?
,l>^—It has been said that

the tariff has come down, and that several of the San Francisco men
are to be had for $250 a vote.—It is a known fact that the debris men
two years ago paid from $500 to 81,000 a vote.—The bosses of both

parties are at the Capitol and are living in high style. It may safely be

believed that they are not there for nothing.^—Daggett did not, as re-

ported, put up his committees in favor of corporations. What he did do

was to put a number of members on them who sought the places in

order to cinch corporations. He favored the corrupt elements un-
doubtedly, and this stamps him as a man who will bear watching. He is

needy, and begins as if he meant to be naughty. His salary of §1,000

a year will not pay his expenses. He was sick at the thought of the

scorn that would be hurled at him when his list of committees was read,

and so he stopped away. He will always be away and let Del Valle pre-

side when there is trouble in the wind.—^That was how the game was
put up to shelve Del Valle, and thus he was made President pro tern.

His ambition prevented bim from seeing how he was being used. Earn-
est, honest men are often turned into foolish ones by ambitions. The
bold man of to-day becomes timid to-morrow, if he wants friends to send
him to Congress, or otherwise promote him. It begins to look as if that

were what is the matter with Del Valle. When ne first went to Sacra-

mento he was as bold as a lion ; he is now as tame as a mouse in the hope
that he may placate those who have the power to send him to Congress.

We should not be surprised if he miscalculates.-^Yet he is immeasura-
bly above the average San Francisco Senator, and for that reason we are

glad to see Sullivan in his good company.——The latter begins to loom up
as the only really independent Senator among the San Francisco delegation.

The others, the Joint Senator included, are owned and follow the bosB

like so many sheep. Of this, more hereafter.—Nelson has introduced a
bill to let in all the quacks, and a corruption fund has been put up.^—
The joint Committee on Commerce and Navigation is coming to San
Francisco to investigate things. The two chairmen are not on the make,
but nearly all the other members are. Their only object in the forthcom-

ing inquiry will be to find out how to frame cinch bills in which there is

money.—There is to be considerable legislating out. The Harbor Com-
missioners are to go, so are all the State Prison officials, the Port
Wardens, the Park Commissioners, the pilot men, and there is to be a
clean sweep generally, and in nearly every case political rascals are to

take their place, if Governor Stoneman can be successfully fooled, about
which we have considerable doubt. Leverson is the crank of the San
Francisco delegation, and there are worse men in it than young Bibb,
whom his colleagues want to "sit down" on.—We have hopes of Barry
and Hughes in the Assembly, and of Sullivan in the Senate, but of very
few others. The rest have nearly all declared themselves as Buckley
lambs.—Dimond could have been confirmed if he had paid two Senators
a small sum.^—General Williams, W. H. Parkes and A. H. Rose are at
Sacramento. They are the strong team that put through slickens.^—-If
the Legislature would pass an Apportionment law, a County Government
bill, a Road Act and one or two other public measures, and then adjourn,
the majority party would be greatly advantaged thereby. But no such
wise counsel will prevail.

SAN FRANCISCO GAS COMPANY.
The San Francisco Gas Company has just held a most successful

annual meeting, and the prospects of the company never looked brighter,

and this in the face of an opposition which ill-informed people supposed
to be serious. Peter Donahue was reelected President, and W. G. Bar-
rett reelected Secretary. The following Directors were chosen : Peter
Donahue, J. B. Haggin, Thomas Menzies, E. P. Murphy, Joseph Dur-
brow, E. B. Cotter and W. E. Norwood. In January last a rival gas
company took away 1,935 customers, but the total number of customers is

now only 536 less than formerly. The company has paid a dividend of 4
per cent, on the par value of its stock. Other statistics are as follows :

Number of lanip-pnsts, 5,468 ; miles of mains, 205 ; new meters put in

during the year, 3.620 ; meters removed, 4,156—net loss, 536 ; deposited
against meters, S20.000 ; labor bill for the vear, 8351,000—S14,000 less

than in 1881. Asset* of the company, 86,591,967—including 81,350,000 in
real estate, S560.000 for coal, lime and other supplies, 8112.000 for bills

receivable, 8328,700 due from the city ; cash on hand, 816,000. Liabili-

ties, 8343,566, including $315,900 taxes due the city.

Mrs. L. L. Chisholm, wife of the defaulting Secretary of the "Albion
Consolidated Smelting Company," informs us that in one of his letters to
Prest. L. S. Robinson she had been requested to convey to him her home-
stead for sale, the proceeds to be applied in partial payment of his defal-
cation ; and further, that Robinson had threatened to commence criminal
proceedings against her husband should she refuse. After consultation
with friends, and in view of the fact that this property was acquired long
since, and that she has been left without one dollar for the current ex-
penses of herself and children, and that, although the property has appre-
ciated in value during the past two years, it would go but a short way
toward the extinguishment of his obligations, she has definitely deter-
mined under no circumstances whatever to part with her title to the
homestead, and promises, in the event of Robinson's carrying out his
threat, to make some disclosures which would prove particularly interest-
ing to that gentleman.

Wheat Crop.—The California Wheat crop of 1882 is variously placed
at 30,000, 000 and 32,000,000 bushels—say 950,000 tons.

Messrs. Fish, Blum 8c Girvin, grain and wool brokers, review the
market in their weekly circular as follows : During the past week Wheat
has been firm, with holders not ready sellers at current prices. No doubt
favorable weather for the new crop would have a tendency, by inducing
freer offerings, to temporarily weaken prices. As long as the dry weather
continues and the English markets remain firm, we look for an upward
movement, on account of the position of freights, which is extremely ad-
verse to the interests of ship-owners. The quotations at the close are
SI 80@1 82£ $ cental for No. 1 shipping—round lots of good No. 1 ship-
ping commanding the latter figures, while few holders of simply No. 1
would not part with their Wheat at the former price. Millers have been
offering 81 83|@1 85 for Choice Milliner, but we doubt if any large quan-
tity has been secured at these prices. Barley has shown some considera-
ble weakening, and prices have declined. In Wool we have to report
more activity, but no change in quotations. Some slight improvement,
however, is looked for in prices. The stock of Fall Wool on hand in San
Francisco, as compared with former years, is large. This, no doubt, will
have a tendency toward preventing any appreciation in values here for
the present.

Stein-way & Sons,) f\ I 1 ft I f\ ft (ERNST

jTlANUO.i
GABLER,

Eranich & Bach, C.
AND

BOENISCH.

M. GRAY, 206 Post Street,
[Nov. 4.] San Francisco.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Hale & Norcross Silver Alining Company,-Locution of

principal place of business, San Francisco, California. Location of works,
"Virginia Mining District, Storey county, Nevada. Notice is hereby given that at a
meeting of the Board of Directors, held on the 10th d«y of January, 1883, an assess-
ment (No. 76) of Fifty Cents per share was levied upon the capital stock of the cor-
poration, payable immediately, in United States gold coin, to the Secretary, at the
office of the company, Room 5X, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San
Francisco, California.

Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the FOURTEENTH
day of FEBRUARY", 18b3, will be delinquent, and advertised for sale at public auc-
tion ; and unless payment is made belore, will be sold on WEDNESDAY, the
SEVENTH day of MARCH, 1883, to pay the delinquent assessment, together with
cost of advertising and expenses of sale. By order of the Board of Directors.

JOEL F. LIGHTNER, Secretary.
Office—Room No. 58, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, Sau Francisco,

California. Jan. 13.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
GOULD & CtJBKY" SILVER MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 44
Amount per Share 60 Cents
Levied January 10th, 1883
Delinquent in Office. February 15th, 1883
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock...... March 8th, 1883

ALFRED K. DURBROW, Secretary
Office—Room 69, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California. Jan. 13.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
The California Savings and Loau Society, corner Powell

and Eddy streets —For the half-year ending December 31, 1882, the Board of

Directors of the CALIFORNIA SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY has declared a
dividend on term deposits at the rate of four and thirty-two one-hundredths(4 32-100)

per cent, per aunum, and on ordinary deposits at the rate of three and six tenths

(3 6-10) per cent, per annum, free from Federal taxes, and payable on and after the
2d day of January, 1883. By order.
Dec. 30. VERNON CAMPBELL, Secretary.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
The German Savings an«l JLoru Society.- For the half-year

ending December 31st, 1882, the Board of Directors of THE GERMAN SAV-
INGS AND Li iAN SOCIE l Y has declared a Dividend on term deposits at the rate of

four and thirty-two one hundredths (4 32-100) per cent, per annum, and on ordi-

nary deposits at the rate of three and six-tenths (3 6-10) per cent per annum, free

from Federal taxes, and payable on and after the 2d day of January, 1883. By order.

[Dec. 30.] GEO. LETTE, Secretary.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.

Office of the Vtfibemia *avlngr.>* ami Lonn Society, N. E. cor.
Montgomery and Post streets, San Francisco, January 5th, 1883.—At the reg-

ular meeting of the Board of Director s of this Society, held this day, a dividend at

the rate of 4 per cent, per annum, for the six months ending with December 3lst,

1882, was declared on all deposits, payable from and after this date, free from Federal
tax. [Jan. 13.1 R - J- TulilN, Secretary.

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.
Attendance, daily, Iron* 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by the under-

signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, and to furnish all information
relating to the Society. J. P. McCURRIE, Secretary,

Oct. 23. Room 4, No. 531 California st.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Gold Medal, Paris, 1S7S.

Sold by all Stationers. Sole Agent for (lie United States:
MR. HENRY HOE, 91 John street, N. Y. Jan. 6.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

360 FOURTH STREET, SAJf JFRAJfClSCO.
[July 15.]

COKE CHEAPEST FUEL.
Reduction in Frice : Wholesale Price, 50 cents per barrel ;

Retail Price, 60 cents per barrel, at the works of the SAN FRANCISCO GAS-
LIGHT COMPANY, Howard and First streets, and foot of Second st. Jan. 12._______
Lithographer and Zlucogranher, No. S20 Sansome street.

Room 48, Second Floor. Au?. 19.
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CRADLE, ALTAR. AND TOMB.
CRADLTJ.

wife of Leopold Altsehul, a son.

Cunmi , Jan. t6,Ui the wife ..f t;. M, Carpenter,a daughter.
I, a son.

FotB's—In ttatedtv, Jan. 18, to the wife of Frank G, Forbes, aeon.
iiv. Jan. io, to tho wife of s Fi«her. a i*on.

Jan. 10, t" the wife of .1 D. bTarrlgao, a daughter.

[o this vitv. Jan. ]<;, t.» thu wife of P. M. Bogan, twin daughters.
Hmduaii—In this city, Jan. 14, to the wife of ibain, a son,

Q -lii (his city, Jan. 14, to t*< m Ok-oviuh, ;i son.

TnoMPSoH— In this city, Jan. 16, to the wile "f Q M Thompson, ;i daughter.
Valuuu —In this city, Jan. L6, to the wife ot Andrew L. Yulleau, a son.

hi this city, Jan. 11, to Hie wife of E. B. Young, a soa.

AI/TAR
BARBT-BARVi'M-Jan. 11, .Tames H. Barry to Nellie V. Barnum.
BlBB-McMlLLRN—Jan. 14, by Rev. Dr Stebbins, Daniel B. Bibb to Clara McMullen.
Uarvev-Cittkr—Ian li, John D. Harvey to Sophie Cutter.
Kipp-Rtax—Jan. 10, Matthew Kippto Mary Ryan.
Lspm-LTMAM—Jan. 7, Thomas Lippin to Sarah Lyman, both of this city.

Maxwell-St. Clair—.Ian. 12, by Rev. Dr. Scott, Eugene Maxwell to Mabel B.

St. Clair, of Boston, Massachusetts.
Robttgek-Otto— Ian. 14 Fritz Ruettger to Minna Otto, both of this city.

\Vi\all-Keyes—Jan. 3, Stuart A. Winall, Jr., to Al ce B. Keyes, both of this city.

Yol'xo-Werxsr- Jan. 13, by Rev. Dr. Mackenzie, John B. Young to Pauline Werner.

TOMB.
Botox—Jan. 12, John Bowen, a native of South Wales, aged 62 yeara.
Caxtt—Jan. —, Thomas Canty, a native of Ireland, aged 31 years.

Gallaoher—Jan. 14, Thomas* H. Gallngher, aged 49 years, 7 months and 3 days.
Hi'MPitRKY—Jan 16, G. W. Humphrey, a native of California, aged 23 years.

Manning -Jan. 5, D. F. Manning, a native of New York, aged 41 years.

Peoos—Jan. 12, James Peggs, a native of Ireland, aged 58 years.

Pratt -Jan. 16, Charles Pratt, a native of England, aged 42 years.

Pierce—Jan. 15, Lucia A. Pierce, a native of Massachusetts.
Rasmcskx— Jan. 15, Anna Rasmussen, a native of Denmark, 22 years, 9 mos., 6 dys.
Rodriquiez -Jan. 13, Julian Rodriquiez, a native of Mexico, aged 24 years.
Ricuards—Jan. 13, Calvin Richard?, a native of Massachusetts, aged 61 years.
Vreela.xd—Jan. 11, Phrank L. Vreeland, a native of New York, aged 23 years.

Webb—Jan. 12, Matthew Rymer Webh, a native of England, aged 47 years.

OUR SANITARY PROSPECT.
It must be confessed that the sanitary prospect is not encouraging.

In the past no department of the City Government has been worse ad-
ministered. All sorts of nuisances have been constructed without hin-

drance, and not a few by the authorities themselves. For a few years the
citizens were permitted to enjoy a fool's paradise. The population of the
city was greatly over estimated and the annual rate of mortality was
represented to be 14.75 per thousand, almost the lowest of any city in the
world. But the delusion was dispelled by the census of 1880. Instead
of 300,000 it was found that there were only 234,000 inhabitants, and the
annual death rate rose at once to 18.50 per thousand. In 1881 it fell to

18.27, but last year it rose to 21.34, at which figures it contrasts unfavor-
ably with many larger cities. The total deaths last year were 5,419 as

against 4,178 for 1881, an excess of 1,241—and makes the death rate for

the year 23.1 per thousand, and in the last six months of 1882 there was a
further comparative increase. There were registered 2,317 deaths, as

compared with 1,970 fur the same period the year before. An actual in-

crease of 347 in six months and a relative increase of nearly 3 per thou-
sand annually. This increase is certainly not accounted fur by a corre-

sponding advance of population, nor is it due to the prevalence of any
special epidemic. At the beginning of 1882 there was a great mortality
from pneumonia; after this some fatality from measles, but throughout
the year there seems to have been an increase of fatality amongst all

classes, all ages, all localities and from all forms of disease. And it is

nearly the unanimous opinion of the medical profession that the chief

cause of the increased death rate is the defective condition of the sewer-
age. This opinion is fortified by the prevalence of typhoid fever during
the latter months of the year. This disease is the direct outcome of im-
purity. At a recent discussion at the Academy of Medicine, in Paris,

which city has just passed through a frightful epidemic of typhoid fever,

it was concluded that the English opinion of its cause was the true one,

viz., that it is chiefly caused by sewer impurities, taken into the system
either by the lungs or by means of contaminated water and milk. The
propagation of the germ is also favored by overcrowded and ill-ventilated

apartments. The presence of typhoid fever is therefore the special indi-

cation of sanit ry defects, and is the warning of approaching danger. It
it* a warning which no community can afford to despise or neglect, and it

needs no prophetic power to say that, unless the causes of typhoid fever

are removed, there will he no diminution of the death rate.

Now, what are the facts? In this city typhoid fever was prevalent, to
some extent, at the beginning of the year. There were 10 deaths fmm it

in January and 12 in February. In March there were 6, in April 8, in

May 9, in June 5, in July 7, in August 6, in September 9. In October
there was an increase to 17, in November to 23, in December 22—making
a total of 134 in the year, 71 of which ocuu. red during the last 4 months.
This is 13 above the annual average of ten years, and a large inorease
over the last two years. It is at the rate of 53 for every 100,000 of the
population, and by this we may compare it with other cities. In New
York only 35 persons die annually for the same number, in Boston 50, in

Jersey City 50, in Liverpool (England) 56, whilst in London the mortality
from typhoid has been reduced nearly half by sanitary improvements and
the provision of proper fever-hospitals, and is now only 23 annually in

100,000 persons. In London, which is more than fifteen times larger than
San Francisco, the deaths from typhoid average 884 annually. If the
rate were the same in San Francisco, the deaths would number 54—80
leas than the mortality last year. But it must not be forgotten that it is

not simply a loss of 80 lives, but a corresponding loss of money
and services of some 400 persons who suffered, but escaped death; many
of them suffering severely in the shape of debility for many months, and
some with constitutions permanently damaged.
But it is not only for the immediate effects that typhoid is to be held

responsible. The coudition which gives rise to typhoid is that which
favor* the spread of all zymotic diseases. Side by side with it we have
fatal diphtheria, measles, croup, pneumonia, cholera, diarrhosi, infantile

convulsions, etc., nay, it is scarcely doubtful that the mortality from con-

sumption is not also augmented by the same conditions. Now, in the

face of these important warnings, what is the prospect of deliveran-e ?

We fear absolutely none. A bankrupt treasury, a changing government,
b public indifference to the value of human life. An entire want of
appreciation of the value and importance of sunitiiry «pi--st.ions. A pre-
vailing Idea that every thing will be made right by the new charter. And
lastly, the positive fact that it will take several years to elaborate a
scheme and carry it out, even after the public has been aroused to its

necessity. Our conclusion, therefore, is, that a few more thousand lives
must be sacrificed before deliverance comes. In the meantime, the public
will raise a great fuss about the necessary expenditure of a few thousand
dollars, out of course, and the great questiou of sanitary reform will be
again postponed.

WE ARE NOW OFFERING THE CHOICEST
DESIGNS IN

G-ASSt FIXTURES
EVER OFFERED ON THIS COAST.

CALL AND SEE THEM.

THOMAS DAY & CO.,

13Q A.TVT3 1S-4 SUTTER STREET.
PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

The Company's steamers will sail for Yokohama and
Hongkong:

CITY OF TOKIO FEBRUARY 22, at 2 P.M.

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and return at reduced rates.

For New York, via Panama:
COLIMA FEBRUARY 1, at 10 o'clock A. M.,

Taking Freight and Passengers to MAZVTLAN, ACAPULCO, CHAMPERICO, SAN
JOSE DE GUATEMALA, ACAJUTLA, LA LIBERTADand PUNTA ARENAS.
Tickets to and from Europe by any line for sale at the lowest rates ; also ivT Ha-

vana and all West India ports.

For Honolulu, Auckland ami Sydney:
CITY OF NEW YORK FEBRUARY 10, at 2 p.m.,

Or on arrival of the English mails.

Ten Dollars additional is charged for Upper Cabin passage.
For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and Brannan streets.

[Jan. 20.] WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., General AgentB.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,

For Japan ami China, leave wharf, corner First and Bran-
nan-streets, at 2 p.m., for YOKOHAMA AND HONGKONG, connecting at

Yokohama with Steamers for Shanghai.

-1883.—
ARABIC Thursday, January 18

OCEANIC Tuesday, January 30
COPTIC Saturday, February 10
GAELIC Tuesday, March 6
BELGIC Saturday, March 17
Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates.
Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.'s

General Offices, Room 74, cor. Fourth and Towusend sts.

For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific MailSteam-
ehip Company's Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN, General Passenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD, President. ___ Jan. 13.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamers of this Company will sail from Broadway Wfaarl

as follows

:

For Victoria, B.C., and Puyet Sound Ports: On the 10th, 20th and 30th of each
month (except when such da>s Fall on a holiday, then on the day previous}. Steamer
of the 30th connects at Port Townaend with steamer " City of Chester " for Alaska.
For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the O. R. & N. Co.: Every 4 days.

For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 5th, 10th, 15th,
20th, 25th and 3uth of each month.
For Santa Cruz, Monterey. San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and

Ventura: Every Wednesday at 8 A.M.
For Eureka, Areata, and Hookton, Humboldt Bay: Every Wednesday, 9 'clock.

For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc.: Every Monday.

Ticket Office, No. 214 Mouticomery Street, near Fine.
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

Nov. 26. No. 10 Market street.

FOR PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, OREGON.
The Oregon Railway and Navigation Company and Pacific

Coast Steamship Oompany will dispatch from Spear-street Wharf, for the
above ports, one of their new A 1 "iron Steamships, viz : QUEEN OF THE PACIFIC,
COLUMBIA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA and OREGON.

s,ilium nay*.
EVEEY WEDNESDAY AND SATUEDAY,

At 10 o'clock A. M.
Connecting at Portland, Oregon, with Steamers and Railroads and their connecting
Stage Lines for all points in Oregon, Washington and Idaho Territories, British
Columbia and Alaska.
Ticket Office 214 Montgomery Street

GOODALL. PERKINS 4 CO., Agents.
fJan. 6.J N - 10 Market street. San Francisco.

JOHN McKEW,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL COAL DEALER.

131 ismjr STREET Between Dnpont au<l Kearny.
S.1.V FBJUSCISCO. Lag
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REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.

Recorded in the City and County of San Francisco. California, for

the Week ending January 16, 1883.

Co**- .cd fromthe Records ofthe Commercial Agency, 401 California St.^S.F.

Monday, January 8th.

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE.
_L

DESCRIPTION.

Bridget Seery to Cornelia Scbreiber

John J Hocks to Amos Mecartney

Johanna Murphy to D Sullivan..

.

Anson Harris to Wm M Fowler..

.

Jas Whiting to Anne Whiting

1
PRICE

W Sbotwell, 250 s 14th, s 25x120—Mis-]
sion Block 32 $1,050

Lote 1 and 2, block 75, Excelsior Home-
stead

N corner 5th and Clary, nw 20x80—100-
vara 182W Webster, 82:6 s Haight, s 27:6x110-
Western Addition 295

E Franklin, 90s Turk, s 30x110, being
in Western Addition 78

10

1,200

1,500

Gift

Tuesday, January 9th.

Jno J Crowley to Jno H Crow. . .

.

Jno Conly to Wm D Heath

Jno L Hopkins to Sarah A Maclay

Wm Scott to Jno Loftis

L Gottig to Jno E Williams

Jos Rosenthal to Jno W Allyne. .

.

Lonisa Lebmann to Wm Hausler.

N Waller, 37:6 w Buchanan, w 25x120-
Weelern Addition 290

Ne Geary and Larkin, e 30x30, being in

50-vara 1,421

S Haven, 197:6 w Leavenworth, w 17:6

x 63:9, being in 50-vara 1206
Ne Day and Dolores, e 100x26:6 -Harp-

er'B Addition 39
S Clinton Park, 80 e Dolores, e 25x 75—
Mission Block 25W Stockton, 40 s Sacramento, s 67x80,
being in 50-vara 128
W Hoff Avenne, 172 s 16th, s 50 x92:6—
Mission Block 40

$1,700

5

1

1,140

875

5

7,650

"Wednesday, January 10th.

GustaveReis to Francis Kirk

Jno JSabin to E H Miller

M B Lichenstein to Juo S Capron

Wm Church to Elizabeth Hickey..

Robt White to L L Wheelock

Cbas J Holmes tri Rosette Holmes

W Kentucky, 125 s Sierra, s 50x100, be-
ing in Potrero Nuevo 393 i

E Laguna, 132:6 n California, n 30x105:3
—Western Addition 196

N Eddy, 162:6 w Leavenworth, w 27:6 x
137:6—50-vara 1.340

S ISlh.lSO w Sanchez, w 25x114, being
in Mission Block 106

N Haight, 82:6 e Steiner, e 27:6x105, be-
ing in Westi-rn Addition 371

S 13th, 80 e Valencia, e 40x160, being
in MlsBion Block 27

Thursday, January 11th.

Duncan Campbell to J Harrington

Jno H Morehouse to Chaa Norton

Kate A Ball to Saml Sossman....

Jas Simpson to Chas C Stevenson

Masonic S & Ln Soc to J De Loge
Edward N FiBh to Wm S Taylor.

.

Alex Hay to Tullis Argenti..

E Montgomery, 48 n Union, n 25x87:6—
50-vara 148.... $1,500

Undivided one-third ne Tark and Lar-
kin, n 22x50 1,000W Octavia, 103:1 s California, s 34:4 x
137:6—Western Addition 197 4,500

N Sotter, 161:5 w Jones, w 24:10 x 137:6
-50-vara 1,122 12,450

Nw Tehama, 130 sw 1st, bw 25x80 2,990
E Mason, 70 s Eddy, s 22:6x75, being in

50-vara 962 10,500
. E Bartlett, 100 s 26th, s 25x75, being in

I Mission Block 198 j 850

Friday, January 12th.

Chria Leek to Mollie J McKnight.
1st Ave Land Assn to A A Paul.

Same to J D Evans

J C Brown to Wm H D Arcy...
Same to W A Samuel
Same to Chas K Graham
Wm MooBer to Henry Pichoir..

Richd McCann to Maurice Conklin

E Dolores, 122 n 22nd, n 30:5x117:6 $1,200
E First Avenue, 151:3 n Turk, n 50x100,
n Turk, 181 e First Avenne, e 26x112:
6, being in Western Addition 785 1,900

E First Avenue, 126:3 n Turk, n 25x100,
being in Western Addition 785 625W Sherman, 273 n 19th, n 24x125 10

S 18th, 50 e Sherman, e 75x75 1.050
Sel8th and Sherman, e 50x75 I 720
Sw P<>sl and Lagnna, w 30x137:6, being!

in Western Addition 231 12,500
N Duncan, 80 w Sanchez, w 80x114, be-|

ing in Harper's Addition 127 1 2,500

Saturday, January 13th.

Wm Sharon to Martin Padey..

JosLMartell to Jno Larsen

Jno GZiegler to Philippe Theas..

JasPurcell to Geo W Tyler

Wm J Kinney to Anr.ie Sellinger.

Jos T Goodman to Andrew Welch

Edwd Gentz to Wm A Hayne

N Chestnut, 114 ty Taylor, w SO, n 120,
e 34, s 50, e 46, s 60 to commencement
—50-vara 706, 707

NwNatoma, 391:6 ne 6th, De 21x80, be-
ing in 100-vara 203

Sw Montgomery Avenue, 25:10 se Adler
se 25:10, w 79:4, n 20, e to commence-
ment

Undivided one-half se Stevenson, 225
sw 6tb, sw 105x75
W Hyde, 112:6 n Geary, n 25:87:6 -50-
vara 1,326 ; subject to mortgage for
$3.500

Ne Octavia and Eddy, e 137:6x120—
Western Addition 153

N Clay, 55 e Stockton, n 68:9, e 13:9, n
4:4, e 13:3, s 4:4, e 28, 8 8:9, w 55 to
beginning

$3,250

1,500

7,500

2,500

3,700

26,000

18,500

Monday, January 15th.

Wm Gilleran to Jno~W Farren

Patk F Benson to Jas H Sullivan,

JaB Mackey to Calh Shay ...
T M J Debon to H M Quast..

JasPurcell to Jno Sbarkey...

Jas Judson et al to G Rotanzi.

Elizth M Gunn to Sarah J Keatin<

Lot 18, block 786, Park Land Home-
stead

S Hill, 105 e Guerrero, e 25xl04-Mis-
sion Block 74
W York, 234 s 24th, s 26x100
E Sanchez, 118 s 16th, s 28x90—Mission I

Block 95
Undivided one-half, se Stevenson, 225
aw 7tb, sw 105x75
W Valencia, 125 s 21st, s 25x90—Mis-
sion Block 74, subject to mortgage
for $2,500

N 17th, 27:3 e Sanchez, e 27x110—Mis-
sion Block 95 ; ,

1,150

2

5

2,500

5,750

5

Tuesday, January 16th.

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE.

1st Avenue Ld Assn to J Kennedy

GBuccoli toGBullo

CE Williams to J B H Cooper....

J S Porteous to Nellie J Wood ....

Annis Merrill to C Schoenmakers.

DESCRIPTION.

E 1st Avenue, 51:3 n Turk, n 25x100—
Western Addition 785

Undivided one-sixth, 11, 12, 13, block
483, Bay City Hd

Ne Bush and DeviBadero, e 82:6x100—
Western Addition 459

Nw Page and Lott, w 111:3x137:6- West-
ern Addition 655

E Powell, 45 s Chestnut, 22:6x69-50-
vara 682

PRICE

$ 650

2,120

5,087

4,000

3,500

K0NI LA! VOLCANIC WATER!
Facts ve. Theories—Science vs. Nature.

("1 i ve me a place to rest my lever on," says Archimedes,
Jf " and I will move the world." " Give me natural waters," says Medicua of the

olden times, " and I will cure disease." In one sense, both of these learned pundits
were the veriest charlatans. They knew there was no place to rest their lever on,
either to move the world or cure disease. Mechanism was in a backward state, and
the medical profession was but another name for sorcery, and all the adjuncts of
magic fitters and charms of the " evil eye," etc.

But these latter days have brought unto us something more than even supersti-
tion and its crew ever dreamt of in their maddest philosophy. In these days of
practical science, what was theory of yesterday is fact to-day, and all the old-time
notions become as bubbles in the sun, and burst and break with every breath we
draw.
Let Archimedes shoulder his lever, and we will find a resting-place for it to move

the world. Let mine ancient Medicus pant and toil no more for the waters he so
sorely needs, for we have them at our hand, ever ready to serve them at his beck
with Koni La Volcanic Water, the medical triumph of this enlightened century,
already indorsed by our most eminent physicians and chemists, representing' the
skill and intelligence of both branches of the medical science. This new and power-
ful curative agent, Koni La, eliminator in all Kidney Complaints, Blood Purifier in

Skin Diseases, Female Complaints, affords the Bufferer immediate relief, insures a
positive and quicker cure than can be obtained by any other remedy used for similar
ailments. In this effect it is totally different from all other Mineral or Volcanic
Waters now before the public, and defies all competition, remarkable for the com-
plexity of its wonderful composition, superior to all in its magical curative proper-
ties, which we cheerfully can indorse.
To prove its merits, not only a single trial of the Koni La Volcanic Water will

convince the most skeptical, but already spurious, fraudulent imitations are offered.
We must, therefore, eaution the public to beware of parties offering for sale Volcanic
Water without the trade mark, KONI LA, sold ouly by the

PACIFIC MINERAL WATER CO.,
DEPOT 360 Fourth street, cor. Harrison.

THE GUTTA PERCHA AND RUBBER MANFG. CO.,
Manufacturers and Dealers in

RUBBER COODS,
Offers for the FALL TRADE tlie FINEST LINE of RUBBER CLOTHING ever

in this market, both Heavy, Medium and Gossamer; also are

SOLE AGENTS ON THE PACIFIC COAST FOR THE BOSTON RUBBER
SHOE CO'S SUPERIOR KUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES.

Pure Gum and Dull Finish Boots, Hip and Short; Im. Sandals, Arctics,

Gaiters, Footholds, etc.

JOHN W. TAYLOR, Manager,
Cor. First and Market streets,

rSept, 23,] San Francisco.

C. W. M. SMITH,
The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor,

Established in 1SG2,
Removed to 224 Sansome Street.

63?" MR. C. W. M. SMITH is the patent attorney for Marriott's Aeroplane Com-
pany for Navigating the Air. Oct. 22.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,
Agents for BICOBD'S BESTOBATIVE PILLS,

635 Market Street San Francisco, Cal.

PA1ACB HOTEL. June 24.

'WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,

OCULIST.
Formerly at No. 313 Basb street, has removed to Pnelau'a

Building, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 m. to 3 P.M.

Take the Elevator. May 27.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 213 GEARY ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.
Feb. 5.] OFFICE SOUBS: 1 to 4 P.M.

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN
Steam Bath*: Electric and Chemical Bbths; Sulphur and

other medicated vapor baths, with Swedish movements and massage Special
apartments for ladies and families. DR. JUSTIN GATES,
July 1. 722 Montgomery street, near Washington.

CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY,
Manufacturers of the Standard Syrup, a snperior article

put up in barrels expressly for home consumption. Also, Extra Heavy Syrup

in barrels for Export. Refined Sugars at lowest market rates. Office 325 Market

street, up staira. Dec. 21.

dljpr + dlJOA per day at home. Samples worth $S free.
i\pO TO t\p^J\J Address Stinson* Co., Portland, Maine.
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NOTABILIA.
PEDDLERS SONG.

Lawn u white u rtriren now ; QoM qoolpi and *t.<in»ehcr»,

Cvjirws black u e'er «m crow ; For my lads to gin tluir dears;

ti wwvvt as damask roaes ; Ptnwd poktnMttokl of steel,

- !-k,,- and for noaoa; What maids lack from head to DMl

:

Buifle-braiTlct, necklace, amber ; Cotucbuvof DM,OOmo; OQOM lmy.i*omcbuy.
Perfume for a lady's chamber ; Buy, lads, or else your IMSOS lt\

William SlIAKSHtARR.

" When time which steals our years aw iy

Shall steal our pleasures too,

The memory of the past will stay
Though all around looks blue."

So sang a man who was leaving San Francisco forever, as he turned
ami looked back regretfully at Swain's, 313 Sutter Street, where he had
dined so often and so well.

A San Francisco drag store man who prides himself upon knowing
the true inwardness of drugs, remarked yesterday that all bitter things
were hot. He was just a trifle out in his reckoning, for next day we found
him hugging one of De La Montanya's Arlington Ranges, and asked him
how hot B " a hitter cold day was." He did not get mad, but advised us
to call in on Jackson Street, below Battery, and get a range like his.

A young man suffering from hereditary gout, said he didn't mind the
pain of it so much as the thought of some old ancestor, who had all the

fun of acquiring this precious heirloom, while he had to suffer without the

previous pleasure.

The pebble in the streamlet scant,

Has turned the course of many a river.

The dewdrop on the lowly plant,

Has warped the giant oak forever.

But P. J. Cassin's pure old Rye
Or Bourbon give me when I'm dry.

At the corner of Washington and Battery.

No lady of refinement likes to resort to superficial devices to supply a
becoming semblance of her former beauty. It is health alone that kindles
the fire that lights the countenance and brings back the fresh tints of the
apple blossoms to the faded cheek. If anything on earth will do this it is

Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound which has already
brought health to multitudes with whom all other means had failed.

Lord Russell said :
" Mr. Hume, what do you consider the object of

legislation?" "The greatest good to the greatest number," "What do
you consider the greatest number?" "Number one" was Mr. Hume's re-

ply.

Friend after friend departs

!

Who hath not lost a friend?
There is no union here of hearts,

That hath not here its end.

Alas ! this is too true ; so hurry up and get your photograph taken at

Bradley & Kulofson's, corner of Geary and Dupont Streets, so that when
you pass out people can see what manner of man you are.

"Example is better than precept." It is well known that dyspepsia,
bilious attacks, headache and many other ills can only be cured by remov-
ing their cauBe. Kidney-Wort has been proved to be the most effectual

remedy for these, and for habitual costiveness, which so afflicts millions
of the American people.

A loquacious lady commenced to tell her complaint to Dr. Abernethy.
The doctor said :

" How long will it take to tell the story ? " " Twenty
minutes," said Bbe. He said : "Go on, I will be back from the next
street by the time you have done."

Though rain pour down, and bitter frost,

Nips off my neighbors paint,
And makes him swear the price it cost,

Would irritate a saint,

I sit and smile, perfectly aware that the Imperishable paint which I

purchased of J. R. Kelly, on Market Street, belaw Beale, will resist any
sort of weather.

Surely, there is no place where a person can get such an enjoyable feed
of oysters as at Moraghan's, in the California Market. There you can get
the gentle bivalve, cooked in any style you want, and warranted the very
best.

A testy old man went into the cellar with a handsome mug to draw
some beer. He stumbled and fell heavily over a box. His wife called out:
" My dear, have you broken the mug?" Smarting with pain, he replied :

"No, but I will," and immediately dashed it against the wall.

Troops of beautiful tall angels,

Some quite thin and others fat,

Merrily the dice were throwing,
And the Btakes a tine new hat.

'Twas a hat of style and neat,

Bought at Whites, Commercial Street.

Headquarters for Electric Belts and appliances for the cure of ner-
vous, painful and debilitating diseases. Pamphlets, with full particulars,
free. Address Pulvermacher Galvanic Company, 513 Montgomery street,

San Francisco, California.

It has stood, like the sturdy oak, defying the ware and tear of rough
usage. We allude, of course, to Brooks' Spool Cotton. It cannot be beat-
en for strength and tine finish.

Dr. Franklin's mother-in-law hesitated at letting her daughter marry
a printer, as there were then already two printing offices in the United
States, and she was uncertain whether the country would support a third.

Best pictures taken at the Imperial Gallery, 724$ Market street.

If you want good fitting shirts or underwear be sure and buy them at

J, W, C.<rni;uiv\s. This store, as every person knows, is situated at No.
26 Kearny Street, and does an immense trade in choice goods.

Do not go and buy black lamps of anbnrnable trash often palmed off

;is ooal, but see that you buy the true material from i '. U. Allen, No, 120
Heale Street. It will burn and give out Rome warmth.

J. F. Cutter's Old Bourbon. -This celebrated whisky is for sale by
all tir.stel.iss druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

A very talkative youth came to Socrates to study oratory. The phi-
losopher charged him double price, stating as a reason, that he must teach
tin- youth two sciences ; how to bold his tongue and how to speak.

Ladies and all sufferers from neuralgia, hysteria and kindred com-
plaints, will find without a rival Brown's Iron Bitters.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,
Sawing, Planing' and Manufacturing:—Doors, Sashes, Blinds and

Mouldings—Turning, Scroll and Jig Sawing—Counters,
Bar and Store Fixtures.

Finishing Work for Buildings on Hand and Made to Order.

217 to 225 Spear SI., ami 218 to 226 Stewart St., S. F.
The largest and oldest established mill on the Pacific Coast.

D. A. Macdonald, Pres't. R. S. FALCoNBfi, Sec'y. W. N. Miller, Supt
[March 25.]

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Refinery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUEST/ONE. Also, Lead. Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in their
various forms.
June 18. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

QUICKSILVER,
PROM NEW ALMADBN MINES.

Prompt shipment—LOWEST PRICE for purest uniform quality.

J. B. RANDOL, ; ; : 320 Sansome Street, gan Francisco.

L.H.Newton. NEWTON BROTHERS & CO., M.Newton.
IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

TEAS, FOREIGN GOODS AND GROCERIES
204 AND 206 CALIFORNIA STBEET,

San Francisco, Cal. May 25.

H. S. Williams. A. Ohesebrough. W. H.Dimond,

WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO.,

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
UNION BUILDING.

JUNCTION MARKET AND PINE STREETS.

Agents for Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific Steam Navigation Company,
The Cunard Royal Mail Steamship Company, "The California Line of Clippers,"

from New York and Boston, and " The Hawaiian Line."

San Francisco, January 31. 1880. Jan. 31.

c. • I
ADOLPHE LOW & CO.
Commission Merchants,

SAJf FRAJfCISCO and NEW YORK.
©jgT* Agents of American Sugar Refinery, corner of Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. Jan. 17.

Francois Daneri. F. DANERI & CO., Henry Casanova
DSALBBS IN

WINES, LIQUORS, GROCERIES,
27 and 29 California Street,

]Oct. 7.] Between Davis and Drumm, San Francisco.

M. A. GUNST & CO.,
203 Kearny Street San Francisco.

IMPORTERS AXI> JDEALERS IN
HAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS,

Also, Agents for Kimball, Gaulliener & Co 'a Guatemala Cigars.
?&~ Inform the Ptthlic that they receive large invoices of Choice

Havana lirandtt ttvice a month, [Feb. lfl.

TABER, HARKER & CO.,

IMPORTERS AJfD WHOLESALE OROCERS,
108 nml 110 California St., 8. F.

[April 19.]

Olaus Spreckels. Wm. G. Irwin.

WM. G. IRWIN & CO.,
Sugar Factors and Commission Agents.

Honolulu, H- I. nfurii ::-

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,
STOCK BROKERS,

No. 314 Pine Street San Francisco.
[May 20.)
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LLOYD TliVls. President, San Francisco.

JNO. J- VALENTINE, Vice-President
and Gen. Superintendent, San Francisco

JAMES 1IEKON, Secretary. San Francisco.

H B. PAKSONS, Ass'tSec'y. New York.
II. WADSWORTH, Treasurer, San Francisco.
Wallace, Greathouse & Blandinc,

Attorneys, San Francisco.

office of the
Vice-President and General. Supt.

t) v v y

Sew eT'&cvHcioco, ^a>wua&u 1, 1883.

Dear Sir : The following is a copy of our Annual Statement of Precious Metals produced in the States and

Territories west of the Missouri River, including British Columbia (and receipts in San Francisco by express from the west

coast of Mexico) during 1882, which shows aggregate products as follows: Gold, $30,193,355; Silver, $50,155,288;

Copper, $4,055,037; Lead, $8,008,155. Total gross result, $92,411,835.
California shows a decrease in Gold of $1,696,351. Nevada shows a total falling off of $1,484,188; the yield

from the Comstock being $1,333,018, as against $1,726,162 in 1881—a decrease of $393,144. The product of Eureka

District is $3,176,656, as against $4,127,265, in 18S1—a decrease of $953,609. Utah, Colorado, New Mexico and
Arizona each show a notable increase on the products of last year.

The increase of transportation facilities for carrying bullion, pig metal, ores, etc., has increased the difficulty of

verifying the reports of products from several important localities; and the general tendency is to exaggeration when the

actual values are not obtainable from authentic sources, but the aggregate result as shown herein, we think may be relied on
with reasonable confidence.

STATES AND TERRITORIES.

California

Nevada
Oregon
Washington

Alaska

Idaho
Montana
Utah
Colorado

New Mexico
Texas
Arizona

Dakota
Mexico (West Coast).

British Columbia.

Gold Dust and Bul-

lion by Express.

fl4.733,643

752,506

431,024

93,892

1,091,208

2,150,000

76,954
2,536,500

43,728

386,517

2,595,570
5ro,i92

537-476

$25,939,210

Gold Dust and Bul-
lion by other

conveyances.

$736,682

2i5>5 12

46,946
240,000

191,568
215,000

6,201

21,864

100,000

259,557

134,369

$2,167,699

Silver Bullion by
Express.

$5 9,342

6,588,023

882,890
4,065,000

3,139,020

4,803,925

919,047

257,597
5,631,083

r, 710,249

$28,506,176

Ores and Base
Bullion by Freight.

$352,831
3,022,847

1,160,072

1,574,000

4,921,000

18,592,840

2,682,493

3,180,667

312,000

$35,798,750

$16,332,498

10,363,376

646,536
140,838

240,000

3.3 2 5,738
8,004,000

8,i43,i75

25,933,265

3,667,132

257,597
9,298,267

2,855,127

2,532,441

671,845

$92,411,835

The gross yield for 1S82, shown above, segregated, is approximately as follows :

Gold 3 2Ty¥% $30,193,355
Sllver

54t¥-u-% 50,155,288
Copper 4^% 4,055,037
L^d S^V/o 8,008,155

$92,411,835

ANNUAL PRODUCTS OF LEAD, COFPER, SILVER AND GOLD IN THE STATES AND TERRITORIES WEST OF THE MISSOURI RIVER, 1S7'0-1S83.

YEAR.

Products as per
W. F & Co's Statements,

including Amounts
from British Columbia

andWest Coast ofMexico.

Product after

deducting Amounts
from British

Columbia and West
Coast of Mexico.

The Net Product of the States and Territories west of the Missouri River, exclusive of British
Columbia and West Coast of Mexico, divided, is as follows :

Lead. Copper. Silver. Gold.

1870 $54,000,000
58,284,000

62,236,959

72,258,693

74,401,045

80,889,057

90,875,173

98,421,754
81,154,622

75,349,501

80,167,936

84,504,417

92,411,835

$52,150,000

55,784,000
60,351,824

70,139,860

71,965,610

76,703,433

87,219,859
95,8n,582

78,276,167

72,688,888

77,232,512

81,198,474

89,207,549

$I,o8o,000

2,100,000

2,250,000

3,450,000
3,800,000

5,100,000

5,040,000

5,085.250

3,452,000

4,185,769

5,742,390
6,361,902

8,008,155

$17,320,000
19,286,000

19,924,429

27,483-302

29,699,122

Zh^S, 229
39,292,924
45,846,109

37.248,137

37.032,857

38,033,055

42,987,613

48,133,039

$33,750,000
34,398,000

38,177,395
39,206,558

38,466,488

39.968,194
42,886,935
44,880,223

37,576,030
31,470,262

32,559,067

30,653,959
29,ori,3i8

1871

1872

1873
1S74

187^

1876

1877
1878

1879
1880 $ 898,000

1,195,000

4,055,037

l88l

1S82..

The exports of silver during

Southampton, $27,390,000. From
Total, $43,266,000, as against $2

the present year to Japan, China, India, the Straits, etc., have been as follows : From
Venice, $9,695,000. From Marseilles, $806,000. From San Francisco, $5,375,000
7,000,000 from the same places in 1881.

JNO. J. VALENTINE,
Viee-President cV Gen'/ Superintendent.
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THE IMMORTAL SONG

There in a »t<n? wlnwy undent notes

All BOW umoat unheeded ;

And vt-t iti music toftlj float!

Around the world, from MUteVl throats—
A sons that is much in

It i* the long of love and peace,
Chanted throughout the ages,

That bids the world's (Treat discord cease,

Brintriup to hearts a large increase

In joy, in rest, in wages.

For he that reaps love's golden fields,

With songs of peace resounding.
Shall find no want when winter yields

Its barrenness and icy shields

—

No woodland echoes sounding.

man of strife and busy brains !

Stunu'd by conflicting voices,

Stand still awhile, and hear the strains

That float to you from heavenly plains,

Kebuking Manamon'a noises.

Open your hearts, O restless men !

Unfold the soul's bright portal
;

While to the angels' holy strain

Your faith repeats the loud "Amen !"

And hails the song immortal.

etc.]

TRADE EMBARRASSMENTS.
There were 257 failures in the United States reported to " Brad-

street's " during the week last past, 15 more than the preceding week and
105 more than the corresponding week of last year. This is the largest
number in any one week during the past two years. Compared with the
previous week the Middle States had 60, an increase of 11; New England
States 46, an increase of 19; Southern States 61, an increase of 8; West-
ern States 78, a decrease of 16; Pacific Coast States and Territories 12, a
decrease of 7; Canada and the Provinces 8, a decrease of 9. Among the
important failures were U. H. Dudley & Co., brokers in canned goods ;

Brower & Leeds and John I. Brower & Son, hardware ; Kerr & Smith,
brewers ; Zucca Brothers, wholesale fruits ; James Miller, publisher, all

of New York City. In the principal trades they were as follows: Gen-
eral traders, 35; grocers, 34; clothing, 15; dry goods, 15; fancy goods, 14;
liquors 12; jewelry, 11; manufacturers, 11; hardware 9; shoes, 9; to-

bacco and cigars, 7; produce and provisions, 7; hotels and restaurants, 7;
drugs. 7; millinery, 6; butchers, 6; gents' furnishing goods, 5; furniture,

4; hats, 3; books, 3; commission, 3; millers, 2; crockery, 2; bakers and
confectioners, 2. The following business failures are given for California:
Auburn.—W. A. Jackson, general store, has been attached.
Chico.—Farrell & Co., hardware, have been attached.
Nevada City.—S. M. Shurtleff, formerly general store, has filed a pe-

tition in insolvency.

San Francisco.—Burnham & Lynch (Oriental Tea Company) have
filed a petition in insolvency. Liabilities, $20,500; assets, $10,878.
San Francisco.—C. C. Burr & Co., manufacturers of mustard, have

assigned.

San Francisco.—H. S. Dawson, cattle dealer, has filed a petition in
insolvency.
San Francisco.—William Geistlich, gents' furnishing goods, has been

attached.
San Francisco.—J. Herspring, jewelrv, has been sold out by the

Sheriff.

San Francisco.—The liabilities of M. B. Lichtenstein & Co., whole-
sale jewelry, who were recetly attached for $5,585, owe about $40,000,
principally to Eastern creditors. They are advertised to be sold out by
the Sheriff.

San Francisco.—A. O'Beirne, butcher, is advertised to be sold out by
the Sheriff.

The French Premier is a born gardener, and has been recently ex-
changing ideas on horticulture with the correspondent of a London jour-

nal. M, Dnclerc's, at Biarritz, is one of the sights of that place. The
roses are kept in such fine health that Atlantic winds charged with brine
do them no injury. M. Duclerc manages to keep them in bloom in

August and the first half of September. He has, as a successful pro-
moter and financier, rubbed shoulders a good deal with hard and cunning
people, and seen much of the dark side of human nature. Although of a
tolerant and obliging disposition, he would have long since become, he
owns, a misanthrope, were it not for the refreshment that his flowers
bring him. If worried with business cares and State perplexities, he goes
to saunter in a flower market, and returns home in better mental tone.
When he was a young and struggling man, he cultivated a " hanging gar-

den " on the roof of a six-story house. His attic window opened upon a
flat expanse of lead, which he appropriated for horticultural purposes,
and turned to such good account as to win a medal at a flower show.
There he learned the use of old finely-powdered mortar as a manure. It
is to this material he ascribes the strength and beauty of his tea-roses.

—

N. Y. Hour.

'"Twaa a moonlight night," the trapper began,
As we lay by the bright campfire,

—

Come fill up your pipes, and pile on the brands,
And draw a little nigher."

Here the story teller was interrupted by a man who said, "I don't
want to draw any nigher. I hwd these clothes made by J. M. Litchfield

& Co., of 415 Montgomery Street, and though they are old I don't want
to frizzle them up, for there are heaps of wear left ia them."

For five cents, Wells, Richardson & Co., Burlington, Vt., will send
colored samples of all colors of Diamond Dyes, with directions.

REDUCTIONS!

PRONOUNCED AND
UNPRECEDENTED BARGAINS

— AT THE —

Commencing: TUESDAY, January 2, 1883, and continuing- until

further notice, we will offer our stock of Imported and Domestic
DRY GOOD9, amounting- to upward of half a mil ion dollars, at
an average reluction of 33 1-3 per cent, from regular prices.

Although our Annual Clearances in former years have been
noted for the genuineness of the bargains offered, yet we are in

a position to outdo ourselves this year, our stock being- almost
entirely imported, and nearly double in size.

Without further comment, we simply request the public to note
the prices. (See "Call" for astounding- bargains in SILKS,
VELVETS and PLTJSHES, "Examiner" for bargains in HOS-
IERY, GENTS' GOODS and LADIES' UNDERWEAR, and
"Chronicle" for bargains in DRESS GOODS, DOMESTICS and
GLOVES.

Ladies intending to purchase Dry Goods Bhould not fail to call on us during this

BONA FIDE CLEARANCE, as we positively announce that it has never been in

our power to offer such vast inducements as we shall lay before them this month.

All Goods marked in plain figures. No misrepresentation.

J. J. O'BRIEN & CO.,

THE AEOADE,
934, 936, 938 MARKET STREET.

AMERICAN EXCHANGE HOTEL,
Sansome street, Corner Hal leek, San Francisco.—This

hotel is in the very center of the business portion of the city, and has been
renovated and newly furnished throughout. The traveling public will find this to
be the most convenient as well as the most comfortable and respectable hotel in the
city. TABLE FIRST-CLASS. Board and room, SI, §1.25 and Si.50 per day. Nice
single rooms per night, 50 cents. Breakfasts or dinners, 50 cents. Lunch, 25 cents.
Eighteen tickets, good for any meals, for $5. Hot and cold baths free. Free coaoh
to and from the hotel. Oct. 7.

PROF. JOS. JOSSET,
Graduate of the University of Paris; Ex, Professor of De

la Mennais' Normal, France; late of Point Loma Seminary, San Diego. Pri-
vate Lessons in the French Language. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 p.m. Private Lessons given at the res-

idence of the pupil. Dec. 6.

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY,
No. 310 Sansome Street,

San Francisco,

WHOLESALE D E A X E H S IN EUE8*
[September 21.1

MARBLE WORKS.
MAJTTEL8 and ORATES, MONVHENTS and HEADSTONES,

In Marble and Scolcji Oranite,
827 Market street bet. Fonrth ami Fifth.
Kg- Send for Designs and Prices. W. M. MeCOKNICK.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,

NO. 922 POST STREET.
Day and Boartllnf? School for Young Ladles and Children.

KINDERGARTEN. Term commenced January 4th, 1883.

[Jan. 18.] MADAME B. ZEITSKA, A. M., Principal.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

No. 320 Post Street Opposite Union Sqnare.

PROF. O. A. LTJNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 320 Po
street, is now open for Juvenile and Evening Classes. Office Hours, for Terms, etc.,

10 A.M. to 12 m., and 1 to 5 p.m. Oct. 22.

A YOUNG LADY,
T^cincated in Englaud, wishes a morning engagement as
JHj GOVERNESS. English in all its branches, thorough music, Spanish and
the rudiments of French. Address M. A., office of ibis paper. Dec. 2.

Wixi^ a weeki n your own town. Terms and t* outfit free.
«pUU 5, Hallett & Co., Portland, Mains.
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
Tnree weeks ago the News Letter said that French politics were

not in a condition to reassure those who hoped for the perpetuation of the
Republic. The government was weak, socialism, as a sure sign of discon
tent, was rampant, and nowhere were evidences apparent of lasting

strength. There was a simmering and bubbling of the political caldron
that indicated that it might soon boil over. Prince Jerome Bonaparte
seems to be entirely of our way of thinking, for he has just issued a pro-

nunciamento summarizing the very weaknesses we had pointed out, and
in language very similar tu our own. He very clearly sees that France
has a weak government at a time when it wants nothing so much as a
strong one. He is not wrong as to the disease, but the value of his pro-
posed cure is more than doubtful. He wants the Republic by a popular
vote to elect its President, as in the United States, and of course he de-

sires to be the President. That accomplished, all other things are to go
well. That is precisely what his relative, Louis Napoleon, Baid over
thirty years ago. Plon Plon is but imitating the role so successfully en-

acted hy his cousin. One would think his chances of success not very
great, yet they are by no means as desperate as were those of Louis when
he landed at Bologne in 1840, displaying a tame eagle, and was arrested
and sentenced to a life imprisonment in the fortress at Ham, from which
he escaped and was afterwards elected President of the French Republic
by an immense popular vote. Jerome's first effort to gain power ends in

bis being made a prisoner ; Louis' ended in the same result. Jerome bases

bis pretensions on the claim that he is the only possible protector of

France against both legitimists and socialists ; Louis urged precisely the
same thing, and with success. History so far is repeating itself. It re-

mains to be seen whether or not the analogy will be maintained to the

end. It ought not to be possible to successfully play the same trick twice.

In this connection and at this time it will not be uninteresting to

briefly recall the measures by which Louis Napoleon finally became
Emperor and dictator of France. In the first instance, elected President
for four years of the Republic, which he swore to maintain, he early availed

himself of opportunities to quarrel with the Assembly, which he dissolved

by force on December 2d, 1851. The members were arrested and many
of them sent out of the country. Louis Napoleon had made such stern

and effective arrangements that the whole machinery of government was
soon under his complete control. Order was restored, but not until the
streets of Paris were deluged with innocent blood. An early appeal to

the people resulted in the confirmation of bis usurpation, and his election

to the Presidency for ten years, by over 7,000,000 against less than 1,000,-

000 negative votes. He promulgated a new constitution reaffirming the

principles of the Republic, but it soon became manifest that he was
again bent on diregarding his pledged faith. The Senate, obedient to his

behests, voted almost unanimously in favor of the restoration of the Em-
pire, and he resorted once more to hiB favorite measure of a plebiscite.

Nearly 8,000,000 votes were cast in hiB favor, and December 2d, 1852, he
ascended the throne as Napoleon III., hereditary Emperor of the French,
by grace of God and by the will of the nation. It remains to be seen
whether or not his cousin Jerome can successfully imitate his example.
It must be, perhaps, regretfully confessed that the times do not seem to

be altogether unpropitious for making the attempt. The death of 6am-
betta, has left France without its strongest, ablest, and most honest Re-
publican leader, and the people are exhibiting signs of weariness at a
succession of weak administrations. No man may surely predict what
the near future may have in store for France.

Mr. Parnell and hiB ]National League do not succeed. The farmers are
accepting the new land act and are deserting him. He is now bidding
for the Irish laborer. At a recent meeting at Cork he said:

4t
I know of

no class in Ireland who have suffered so patiently as the laborers. It is

absolutely necessary that those who are interested in the future of Ire-

land should see that they are bound to do their best to afford remunera-
tive employment to these men." And if this remunerative employment
cannot be immediately obtained, Mr. Parnell's one remedy is, of course,

that of agitation. For it must be particularly observed that he entirely

repudiates, except under impossible conditions, the emigration plans, re-

garding the efficacy of which Lord Derby recently talked in so optimist a
spirit. "If England desires to emigrate our people," Mr. Parnell says,

let them be emigrated in a respectable way. England is rich enough to

do it. Let them be placed on land in America. Let them have houses
furnished for them to cover their heads during the first winter after their

arrival, and let them be furnished with the means of raising a crop in the
first year of their residence, and then we will talk to the Government."
It is the same wretched story retold for the hundredth time. The Irish

must subsist on charity, or they cannot subsist at all. English or Scotch
or German emigrants require no subsidy when Beeking a livelihood in a
foreign land. It is only the Irish who must be helped at home and abroad
out of the public purse or the pockets of the honest and industrious

classes.

In regard to Parnell and Irish affairs, Vanity Fair makes these very
pertinent remarks: " Does Mr. Parnell really love the Irish ? We know
that Swift, the firBt and greatest of Irish patriots, in his secret heart re-

garded both tbe country and the people with unutterable scorn, and that
the one great chagrin of his life was his being compelled to live amongst
them. Mr. Parnell's speech at Cork was certainly the utterance of a
man who felt for rather than with his audience. He set forth with frigid

arithmetic the tangible benefits Mb agitation had won for them; but
no touch of living sympathy or personal emotion warmed the exposition.

In truth, Mr. Parnell has as little of tbe Irish traits in bis character as
he has of Irish blood in his veins. Cool, calculating, business-like, with-
out fancy and without passion, a Saxon by race, a Yankee by sympathy,
he irresistibly reminds one, when performing with his wild Irish troupe,
of the lion-tamer amongst his feline "friends." There is the same demon-
stration of playful familiarity blended with complete control; but the ob-
servant eye may detect vigilant, not to say suspicious, glances around,
and possibly there is the same sigh of relief when the performance is

ended. It is not entirely off the cards that, should Mr. Parnell manage
to sell his Irish property, he may throw up the game altogether, cultivate
the society of people who wear clean linen, and leave the organization of
disturbance in the unwashed hands of the 'enthusiastic' convict, aided
by the female fanatics who collect money for suspected assassins."

THE NEW CHARTER.
The proposed new Charter is being published in two of the dailies,

for the information of those whom it concerns, and people generally are
expected to read, mark, learn and inwardly digest its true inwardness.
But that is what they are not doing. We have yet to meet with the first
honest man who admits he has either read it through or mastered its mul-
tifarious details. It may be an excellent Charter, but it is a dreary
wilderness of verbiage that is, for the most part, unintelligible to the
average reader. It iB safe to say that the vast majority of voters will
neither understand it, nor make up their minds as to how they will vote
until the press warms up to its work, takeB sides and educates public
opinion. Very few citizens have either the time or the inclination to mas-
ter such a formidable document. They will draw their 'inspiration from
the press, and therein they pay tbe greatest possible compliment to the
power of that institution. Meanwhile the press is waiting to get some
sort of a clew from public opinion, and hence nothing is being said or
done in regard to the ratification of the new Charter. All parties are
holding off until they see clearly which way the cat jumps. The import-
ant fact is that the city can get along very well under the present Con-
solidation Act. If a general street law is really needed, the Legislature
is abundantly able to pass one. If the new Charter be adopted, it will
be next to impossible to alter or amend it. These may not be conclusive
reasons for its defeat, but they are considerations that deserve to betaken
into account by those who want to make up a safe judgment in regard to
its ratification.

THE BANK COMMISSIONERS.
The Bank Commissioners want to reduce their work one-half, and

have caused a bill to be introduced to the Legislature for that purpose.
At present they have to make examinations twice a year. They seek to
change that to annual investigations. As our own and recent experience
in other States show that a bank may be solvent to-day, and yet become
bankrupt to-morrow through the crookedness of some of its officers, the
next half-year it would seem to be unwise legislation to dispense, at the
discretion of the Commissioners, with semi-annual examinations. From
the seventy Savings Banks of the State there were due to depositors, on
the 1st of July last, §53,208,788, and the sixty-one Commercial Banks
then in existence, $35,543,785—a total of $38,752,573. It is due to these
depositors that the law of 1878 should be strictly adhered to. The State
should afford them the means of knowing exactly twice a year just what
the condition of every bank is, on what kind of security its loans of its

money are made, and whether its assets are equal to its liabilities. There
does not now exist a tendency to wild speculation, such as resulted
in the necessity of a Bank Commission; but no man can forecast what
may occur financially and commercially between the meeting of thiB

Legislature and the next. The Bank Act of 1878 ought, it seemB to us,

to remain as it is with reference to the requirement of the half-yearly
examinations by the Commissioners.

THE PRESS AT SACRAMENTO.
Our City dailies were probably never better represented by able cor-

respondents than at the present session. The Examiner has its two very
best reporters there, the Bulletin and Call are hardly less ably represented,
and the Chronicle of course is as "live " as ever. The men who represent
these important journals are energetic enough to ferret out all crooked-
ness, and abundantly able to expose it with trenchant pens. But that is

hardly what they can be said to do. They report the formal proceedings
of the Legislature and all matters that crop up on the surface faithfully
and well, but that is all they apply themselves to do. The reason, no
doubt, is that they are not encouraged or instructed by their employers to
do more. The fault, we are well assured, is not theirs. For several ses-

sions past we have noticed that the true inwardness of things is not ex-
posed as they might be. The people are only told of those matters that
are apparent. It is the things beneath the surface that it more concerns
them to know. Though tbe operations of the "robber's roost " were fully
understood by everybody in Sacramento three years ago, it remained for

the News Letter alone to make them known. The great dailies had
better look to this subject or we shall have more to say about it.

WELLS, FARGO & CO. S ANNUAL STATEMENT.
We publish elsewhere to-day Wells, Fargo's annual statement of

precious metals produced in the States and Territories west of the Mis-
souri during 1882. It is an interesting document that will attract world-
wide attention. It shows at a glance what the Pacific Coast is contribut-
ing towards that stream of specie which the commerce of the world so
largely depends upon. It shows aggregate products as follows: Gold,
$30,193,355; Silver, $50,155,288; Copper, $4,055,037; Lead, $8,008,155.
Total gross result, $92,411,835. California shows a decrease in Gold of
$1,696,351. Nevada shows a total falling off of $1,484,188; the yield from
the Comstock being $1,333,018, as against $1,726,162 in 1881—a decrease
of $393,144. The product of Eureka District is $3,176,656, as against
34,127,265 in 1881—a decrease of $953,609. Utah, Colorado, Montana,
New Mexico and Arizona each show a notable increase on the products
of last year. All this is pregnant with meaning to commerce and to the
future of this Coast.

The growth of Wells, Fargo & Co. is one of the notable features of
Western development, particularly of the Pacific Coast. The company's
lines, now covering 32,500 miles, run over railway, stage and steamer
lines throughout the west, extending from St. Paul to New Orleans, and
from Puget Sound to the Gulf of California.

THE WOODWARD ESTATE.
We had occasion last week to refer to the issues then pending be-

tween the heirs of the estate of E. B. Woodward and the executor thereof,

touching the matter of the latter's compensation, the heirs resisting his

claim to commissions and insisting on his accepting a monthly salary for

services, in compliance with the will of the testator. We are gratified to
know that our view of this issue has prevailed—the Judge having fixed

the salary at $400 per month—and it now remains to be seen whether the
executor will accept this eminently fair award or whether he will persist

in his attempted extortions of this estate and enriching himself by grossly
violating the last request of that good man, R. B. Woodward, this same
executor's benefactor in life.
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GOLD BARS-920 fine par.—Refined Silver—16@ 17 # cent, dis-

count. Mexican Dollars, 13@13£ percent, disc. nom.

• Exchange on New York. 25c@par. ^ lOOpreimuni; On London Bank-
ers, 49$t« 49 11-16.1. ; Paris, sight, 5-12£@510 francs per dollar.

Eastern Telegram a, 35c

"Price of Money here, 6@10 per cent, per year—bank rate. In the
open market, 1@1£ per month. Demand light. On Bond Security,

3@4£ per cent, per year on Call;

Latest price of Sterling in New York, 483@487.

PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
San Francisco Jan. 26, 1883.

Bid. Asked

Nom. Nom.
tfom. Nom.— 40
-- 50
SO —
10 1

) —
IK) 100— 105

100— 107
101 108
106 108— 126
106 108
102} 102J
119) 119}

Ui'21 163J— 120
125 28

112 115
125 128
110 112

Stocks and Bonds.
INSURANCE COMPANIES.

Bid.

130
123

83
114

571
96
75

96)

Nom.
Nom.
53
30}
54
120
103
63

97}
116

111

Asked

125

113

RAILROADS.
85

C. P. R. K. Bonds 116
101

62)
N. B. and Mission R. R 98

79
97)

Market Street R. R
Clay Street Hill R. R

Nom.
Nom.
53)

Oakland Gaslight Co 31

56)
Califor'a Powder Co

107

Gold and Stock Teleer'h Co.
S. V. W. W. Co/sStock....
S. V. W. W. Co' Bonds
Pacific Coast S.S.Co's Stock

70
75
98)

116)

Stocks and Bonds.
BONDS.

Cal. State Bouds, 6's,*57

S. P. City &, Co. B'ds, 6s, '68

S. F. City & Co. B'ds,7s .,

Montg'y Av. Bonds
Dupont Street Bonds ....

Sacramento City Bonds .

.

Stockton City Bonds ....

Yuba County Bonds
Marysvitle City Bonds.....
Santa Clara Co. Bonds
Los Angeles County Bonds.
Los Angeles City Bonds. . .

.

Virg'a & Truckee R. R. Bds.
Nevada Co. N. G. R. R. Bds
Oakland City Bonds
Oregon B & N. Bonds, 6s .

.

S. P. R. R. Bonds
U. S. 4s...

BANKS.

Bank of California (ex div.)

Pacific Bank
First National (ex div.)

INSURANCE COMPANIES.

Union (ex div.)

Fireman's Fund (ex div.)..,

California (ex div.)

Pacific Rolling Mills, —, 125. Cala. Dry Dock, 52$, —. Safe Deposit Co., 45, 46$.

Vulcan Powder, — ;52. Presidio Railroad, 67,69. Safety-Nitro Powderr 122, 13$.

Central GasStouK, 68,60. Hawaiian Commercial Co., 34$, 35$. Northern Pacific R.

R. Bonds, — , 102i@103$.

The decline in Spring Valley Water stock has ceased anyway for the

present. Transactions in other securities are very limited, and our quota-

tions must be considered as nominal.

Death of Geo. T. Marye, Sr.—This estimable gentleman died sud-

denly of heart disease, at his rooms in the Occidental Hotel of this city,

on Wednesday last. Deceased was a pioneer of '49, and has long been
highly respected in this community. Of fine personal appearance, lib-

eral culture and of generous characteristics, he was a general favorite.

His age was 76. He leaves two sons, namely : Major W. A. Marye, of

the regular army, now in charge of the arsenal at Augusta, Georgia, and
Geo. T. Marye, of this city, an active citizen, who hopes to go to Con-
gress, and who is " winning his spurs " as one of the charter- makers,
Chairman of the Democratic County Committe, and President of the

Board of Brokers. The funeral of the decased will take place at 2 P. M.

to-day, at Trinity Church. The remains will be embalmed, and taken to

Luray, Virginia, for interment.

Nothing more disgraceful in journalism has appeared for a long
time than the Examiner's long and labored defense of the Buckley police

bill, which appeared in its edition of yesterday morning. The proprietors

of that paper are men of property, interested in the peace, order and
good L'i'vernment of the city. If they understood the fc'ue iuwjirdnt-ss of

what their paper is advocating they would hardly sleep comfortably in

their beds of nights.

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.—Mew York, January 26,

18S3.—United States Bonds— 4s, 119; 4As, 113; ex-5s, WSL Sterling

Exchance, 483(5>4S6.)
. Western Union, 82. Wool—Spring, Hue, 24@31;

Burry, 16@20j Pulled, 18@40 ; Fall Clips, 16@20j Burry, 12@14, LON-
DON, January 20,—Liverpool Wheat Market, 9s. 2d.@9s. 5d.; California

Red American Spring, 9s. 6d.@10s. 2d. Silver, 53£c.

Lumber for Scotland.—The German bark Htlene, 372 tons register,

has beeu chartered to load a cargo of Lumber for Leitte, Scotland—quite

a new departure for us.

When the wedding came out he was called Porter Hash, but now peo-
ple are taking it back.

Sydney.—The ship Majestic, 85 days from this port, has 5,700 tons of

Coal to Parrott & Co.

MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For NavlKa tin if the Air.

Office of the Aeroplane Company for Navigating the Air, 609 Mer-
chant street. Office hours from 1 to 2 p.m.
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Meteorological Summary.—Week Ending Jan. 25, 1883, 7:58 p. m.:
Highest barometer, 30.504—21st; lowest barometer, 30.106—19th; aver-
age barometer during the week, 30.348; highest temperature, 57°—24th;
lowest temperature, 36°— 20th; average temperature during the week,
45° 2'; highest relative humidity, 96 per cent.—25th; lowest relative
humidity, 26 per cent.— 19th; average relative humidity during the week,
6.13 per cent.; prevailing direction of the wind, north; maximum veloc-
ity of wind and direction, 33, north—19th; total rainfall during the week,
1.30; total rainfall during the season of 1882-3, 11.01 inches.

Syrup.—On the 24th inst., the Sugar Refinery marked up prices of
Golden Syrup ten cents per gallon, thus reinstating old rates as follows :

American Golden Syrup, in barrels 55c.

"in half barrels 57 he.
" in 5-gallon kegs 62*c.

Golden Syrup, in tins, 1 gallon each 72Ac.
Golden drips, in tins, 1 gallon each 72jc.

Grain Charters. —The latest charters for Wheat include British iron
ship Silverbow, 1,221 tons, for Cork, £2 2s. 6d.; British ship Stonell Brown,
1,370 tons, Wheat to Cork, £1 16s.; American ship Charger, 1,372 tons,
Wheat to Cork, private.

"Young America. "--This favorite ship has arrived at Portland, Oh,
with general cargo, and when discharged will proceed to this port, and
will then be laid on for New York in the Dispatch Line.

Mexico.—The steamship Mexico, eight days from Mexican ports,
brought for cargo Hides 1.942, Ores. Orchilla, Sugar Cane 2,070 bdls.,

Oranges, Pearls, etc.: also, Treasure §130,000.

Quicksilver.—The schooner Mary Sioann, for San Bias, carried 500
flasks shipped by J. B. Randol. The Arabic, for Hongkong, carried 930
flasks, value $24,740.

Valparaiso.—The British ship Edinburgh Castle, 66 days from this

port, to Balfour, Guthrie & Co., is safe at hand ; also, French bark
Augustin, 45 days.

Rain.—After a long spell of cold, frosty, dry weather, the State at
large was visited, on Wednesday afternoon and night, with a good soak-
ing rain.

Cape Town.—The British bark Parthcnia, 94 days from Cape Town,
is in ballast to Lowenthal, Livingston & Co,

Charters.—The ship Dakota, 1,271 tons, has a Grain charter—if to
Liverpool, £1 17s. 6d.; if to Antwerp. £2.

Hilo.—The schooner Ida Schnauer, 16J days from the Hawaiian
Islands, brought Sugar, 2,085 pkgs., etc

For the Orient.—The O. and O. steamship Oceanic sails for China
and Japan on Tuesday next.

New York.—The ship Florence, 131 days from Yew York, has Mer-
chandise to John Rosen feld.

Boras to Liverpool.—The ship Bering Brothers carries to Li

100,837 IbB., value $9,832.

Printed and Published by the Proprietor, Frederick Marriott, 607 to 615 Merchant street. San Francisco. California.
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AL fresco—a summer memory.
[by p. b. doveton,]

Who wants to stay in a stuffy room
When the days are long;

When he can nestle in banks of bloom
That are wreathed with song ?

Who'd look at the ceiling who has the sky
For a glorious purple canopy,

With the birds and the breeze for minstrelsy ?

Never I. Not I.

That day I looked o'er a yellow sea
Of the dancing grain

;

Though never a sail shines fair and free

On that mimic main.
Yet o'er its bosom did light winds blow,

Swaying the slim stalks to and fro,

Revealing the beautiful blooms that grow
In the depths below.

Down into the depths of that sea of gold
Did I sometimes gaze;

For there were treasures of hues untold
In itB winsome ways. *

The knantias purple gleam shot through
Its billows along with the speedwell's blue.

And the scarlet flag of the poppy, too,
Flashed upon the view.

But worn at length with the scorching beat,

And the blinding glare,

I sought the shade of a dim retreat,

And I rested there.

My lips I cooled with some Rhenish wine
In a natural bower of eglantine,

Whilst the west wind whispered of bliss divine
In those ears of mine.

For music flowed from a beck at hand",

And the belted bees,

Those rare musicians, became my band
As I took my ease.

The mullein's sceptre of gold, it lay
Close by ; 'twas fit for a king to sway,

And I almost felt like a king that day
As a dreamer may.

FASHION'S VOICE.
This being the season in which evening dress is more studied than any

other, I propose to give a description of Borne faultlessly elegant costumes
which I have seen. So lovely are they, that I feel as though I should
almost like to array myself in one of them and take the trouble of making
a fool of myself by once more going to one of those most disappointing of

all places, a dinner party or a ball, which are at the finale generally a fail-

ure—that is, considering the envy, hatred, jealousy and all uncharitable-

nessthat crops up out of them, when Mrs. A. gnashes her teeth because
her chaudron satin was eclipsed by Mrs. D's terra cotta velvet ; when
Miss Green grows pale with jealousy because Miss Black had on a Worth
toilette of shrimp pink, while her Nile green was half a season old, and so

forth. But all this by the way. A dress that particularly took my fancy
was made with a skirt composed of alternate flounces of white silk em-
broidery and pale lavender gauze puffs. A shawl drapery, which means
a long point falling at one side to the top of the second flounce, was orna-

mented by a thick wreath of Marguerites and wild grasses. This garland
came to the right hip, while the drapery was blown together, as it were,
in billowy folds at the back. The pointed corsage of satin, matching the
gauze, was cut square, being effected round the neck with white em-
broidered satin, which came to a narrow point at the waist, and hence
diverged somewhat until it ended at the edge of the corsage. A bunch of

Marguerites filled the neck. The sleeves of gauze were fulled in and con-
fined twice across the arm, a frill of embroidery depending from the elbow.
The whole thing looked so poetical that I am constrained to give way to

a little gush and call it a melody in gauze.

Another Nile green satin struck me as exquisite. The under skirt was
fashioned of frills of point lace over the satin, from which peeped out
loops of ribbon thrown between the frills, as it were without any set form.
A sweeping train of satin, frilled round with lace, seemed to commence
at either side of the front, crossing over and being tucked up in some
mysterious way until it fell into a shimmering stream of green light. A
Jersey corsage, with square-cut neck, was trimmed with folds of satin in-

terwoven with lace, and one perfect bouquet of crimson roses nestled at
one side of the bust.

Another dress for demi-toilette is made of terra cotta satin in dark
shade, having two deep kiltings on the skirt, over which falls a pointed
apron front, box pleated, each pleat ornamented with embroidery in
chenille and gold thread ; the basque falling away in front and perfectly
plain, is also finished by the same embroidery ; square cut neck, round
which stands a frill of wired lace, while the embroidery encircles the lace.

A multitude of long narrow loops alone finish the front. Elbow sleeves,

with widely falling lace frills and loops of ribbon, seeming to tie the same.
There is an evident disposition to force upon us a new sleeve, that is, a

full one—tied in puffs down the arm, each tie having a bow of ribbon on
the outside of the arm. This is a pretty Bleeve for light material, and
very much prettier than a long, straight sleeve for such material as gauze,
lace or grenadine. A very lovely finish for a satin ball dress is a lace pan-
ier, which is fastened on one hip, draped round the edge of a pointed cor-
sage, carried round and brought back to the starting point, where a bunch
of roses hold it in form, the last end falling somewhat low; to match this
a lace berthe should be similarly adjusted round the shoulders. Such
drapery is always more graceful, placed on when the dress is fastened on
the wearer ; with a few safety pins a much better effect can be obtained
than by formally sewing on in the first place. Those elegant and blown
together looking toilettes we see on the stage when some great artUte

drops in our midst are all pinned on when the close fitting dress is adjust-
ed. Of course, it needs taste to accomplish this, and every woman has
not got it ; for those who have not leave it to the dress-maker ; but for
those who have I give the pointer. Painting on panels of dresses is much
used in Paris, but as the novelists say, this requires a new chapter; there-

fore, I hold it over till next week; until then, au revoir, Silveb Pen.

LETTER FROM A VISITOR.
Falace Hotel, January 20, 1883.—Dear N. L.: I am an old bach-

elor tourist, who, in the course of many miles of travel have found my-
self on the gorgeous Pacific Slope, and in your far-famed wonderful city.

Having among other things a fondness for a good newspaper, I have
been gratified at finding one so thoroughly satisfying as your roseate little

journal; and as I observe your keen sense of the ridiculous crops out into
much humorous reading matter, and that you have strong perceptions of

what is honest and true, the thought has struck me that perhaps a few
ideas, formed during my sojourn among you, may not be altogether unac-
ceptable, treating, as they do, of the Bhams of the day. The age is one
of appearances, more or less. In all quarters of the globe I have found
men and women, too, appearing what they were not ; but I think this

seeming is more strongly marked here in your young Queen City than any
place I have visited, and my good friend, I have been in every part of the
world.

In older countries there is a solid basis for things—lacking here. Busi-
ness houses founded generations ago still keep on in the beaten track
made by forefathers. Californians would call them old, fogyish and be-
hind the age. In some sense this may be true, yet surely, they are more
than they seem. No sham in their credit ; no sham in their solidity and
probity. So, too, with corporations and associations. Companies found-
ed by men of character as well as capital, do not end in collapse, wild
cat and sham.
Gathering my impressions from what I read in the local papers and the

conversation of men about me, I should say your Courts of Law are a
sham. I have seen it openly declared in print, have heard it openly said
by word of mouth, that such and such a jury was bought; such and such
a judge had his price ; so and so couldn't stand against a large corpora-
tion, etc., etc.

The Pulpit, too, has its share of humbug, and here, too, most of all the
innocent suffer for the guilty, as scoffers and "free thinkers" will gladly
avail of the opportunity of deriding all professors of religion, because an
instance like that of Cox, or a life such as Kalloch's or Beecher's can be
cited as a " sham."

Social shams are perhaps the saddest of all to " a looker on in Vienna."
When one stands in a corner of a ball-room, calmly surveying the brill-

iant scene, how clearly his vision penetrates the coating of convenance,
and sees the craving for admiration that lowers the purity and worth of
womanhood ; the love of display that costs so many heartaches, first to
get and then to pay for : the anxieties which are eating into the lives of

those who so smilingly seem happy and content. How many a life is lived

as all that is pure and Holy, which, if the truth were known, would be
rotten to the core. Conjugal love is a sham. Mind you, I am speaking
now of what goes on in the "Society life" I have seen here, and princi-

pally is my last remark drawn from what I have met in this great cara-
vansarie. Bat lest you should deem my words impertinent and fault-find-

ing, let me finish by saying there is bo much to admire and marvel at on
all sides in San Francisco, Burely, a growl over which is a blot upon its

beauty* may be taken as not unkindly meant by A Visitor.

It seems unfair to make one law for the white man and another for
the Chinamen, and the lately passed laundry ordinance, which obliges
poor John to shut up his wash-house and knock off work at 10 P. M., is a
fair example of such unjust law making. If the struggling Chinaman
wishes to work all night to earn the few dimes he wrests with Buch labor
from the white man, why should he not be permitted to do so ? However
much we may dislike the presence of these heathen in our midst, we
should at least treat them with some show of decency so long as they are
here. If white men cannot compete with them without the passage of

such arbitrary ordinances, the sooner we acknowledge the inferiority of
our race, the better.

Moliere was once aBked why, in some countries, the king may assume
the crown at the age of fourteen, but cannot marry until eighteen. " Be-
cause it is more difficult to rule a wife than a kingdom," was his reply.

It is even more difficult still to find a place where you can get clothes

made to fit. There is one place, however, where they never make a mis-
take, and that is at J. M. Litchfield & Co's., 415 Montgomery street.

One of the most attractive salons in Paris will be closed this Winter.
Mrs. Mackay starts this week for Mentone, where she will spend some
time, in order to regain her health. Mr. Mackay, who has just returned
from America, will join his wife in the South. It is said they intend in

the Spring to give up residing in Europe.

Cocoanut shells ground in quantities and mixed with black pepper,
indicate that the season will be mild.

SPORTSMEN, ATTENTION !-THE SEASON OPENED.

HUNTING SUITS.
This is tbe only recognized Depot for the celebrated JFU v-

ETED HUNTING SUITS manufactured by LEVI STRAUSS & CO.
We have also in stock all classes of HUNTING GARMENTS, and make the same

to order upon very short notice. HUNTING SUITS!

GrRSSAT X 3C X-i,

CORNER OF KEARNY AND COMMERCIAL STS.

£5g-The Largest Establishment in its line in the United States. Price List,

with handsome Lithograph of the GREAT I X L by Electric Light, sent free on

application. Sept. 16.
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SOCIETY.
January 25, 1883: The change in the temperature, which brought

the much wtabad for rain yesterday has been hailed with delight by all

old Califoraiaaa, who cannot take kindly to the nipping Croats and icy cold
with which we have been favored since the year Damn. Why il is th.it

Californiana feel the cold so sensibly when it comes is a conundrum often

a»ked, but seldom answered satisfactorily. The fact remains that what
i i -.-pie call a refreshing, bracing atmosphere is deemed by us as

almost unbearable, and heaven help us should our thermometer often go
I fear depopulation would be the result.

The cold weather, however, Beamed to prove a stimulus to gaiety, and
every evening for the past fewo weeks has been filled with one, two and
even three engagements for the same night.

Mrs. Coleman's kettledrum but Saturday might, under other dream*
stances, have proved a greater success, but, although the ladies were all

most beautifully costumed, some of them in bran new dresses, the male
sex were, during the earlier part of the day, painfully conspicuous by
their absence. Added to this the news had just been received of the ter-

rible railroad accident in which so many friends and acquaintances were
involved, so that little else could be talked of, and thus a damper was
cast upon the festivities that it was impossible to remove. Otherwise
everything was done to make it a pleasant reunion of friends. Music,

flowers, refreshments and a hearty welcome all were there, and yet the

dish of horrors provided outside proved more powerful than all found
within the hospitable mansion, and it was almost with a feeling of relief

to the majority when the hour for adieus at length arrived.

On Monday evening, Mrs. Chris. Reis gave a small musicale at her

rooms in the Palace Hotel, her guests voting the informal little party one
of the pleasantest enjoyed this Winter.
Tuesday night Mrs. Wooster gave a good-by dance to her daughter,

Mrs. Metcalf, who for the future expects to become a resident of Great
Britain. The parlors were covered with linen, wreaths of evergreens and
flowers profusely used in decoration, and a handsome supper provided

;

but either preparations were made for too many guests, or else they did

not respond as expected, for, while I remained, there was a lack of life

about the affair rather depressing, and which, I hear, continued in spite

of Captain Metcalf's untiring endeavors to instil a little of his vitality

into those assembled. He has become a great favorite with his wife's

friends in 'Frisco, and he, as well as Bhe, will be much regretted when
they finally depart from among us.

Last night a very pleasant party was given at the old-fashioned, hut

most cosy home of the Babcock's, on Rincon Hill. The Babcock's are

good specimens of the old school, and every one was made to feel most
thoroughly at home. The house was redolent with not only the sweet

perfume of flowers, but that of welcome also, and the evening proved one

of the most delightful of the season, in spite of the rain, which it was
feared would prove detrimental, owing to the difficulty of access to the

house.
To-night's ball at the Tubbs', on California street, will, it is expected,

be one of the events of the Winter, having such a charming house to en-

tertain in, and every adjunct to make it a success, even pleasant weather.

But of it I must tell you next week, as it is always difficult for me to

make mention of Thursday night parties in time, as you go to press so

early next day, especially when I stay so late at them as I intend to do

to-night.

For next week there are no less than three gay events on three succes-

sive nights, and I venture to prophesy that, by the |time theend of the

week arrives, there are some who will feel pretty thoroughly tired out.

First in importance comes, on Tuesday night, the fancy dress german
of young Mrs. Hopkins, or "Mrs. Tim," as she is familiarly called,

which is limited*to thirty couples of her young unmarried friends, old

people and those bearing the magic circlet on their third finger being rig-

idly excluded from the list of invitations.

On Wednesday night Mrs. Cora Floyd introduces a new idea and gives

a dual sort of entertainment, the early hours of the evening being given

to the elders, who, punctually as the clock strikes 11, are expected to

leave the gay and festive scene to the juveniles, who will then indulge

in the " german " till
*' morning light appears." But how are those young

women who have careful papas to get home? Is paterfamilias expected

to wait outBide till the german comes to an end, or will he be provided

with a room wherein he can doze in comfort over the evening paper and a

cup of coffee? These are questions now daily asked, but which can only

be answered on Thursday next.

On Thursday night, Mrs. McMullin gives a domino party at her pleas-

ant house on California street ; the invitees being informed in their invi-

tations in what colored garment they are expected to appear, and also

provided with a curiously written card of admission, thus making it diffi-

cult for any outsider to gain entrance to partake of pleasures to which

they have not been asked. A most wise precaution.

There is not much to note in the movements of society people this

week. The Willie Howards are at the Palace._ Mrs. J. C. Fall has

taken a house on Van Ness Avenue, in anticipation, I hear, of the com-

ing of Mrs. Stuart Taylor, who, it is expected, will shortly arrive from

the East on a lengthy visit to her mother.

Captain Kempf, who married one of the Selby girls, has been ordered

to Mare Island, at which the other dwellers there rejoice, for Mrs. Kempf
is always much liked by those among whom she dwells, and is a most
pleasant and hospitable lady. The Sandersons are expected home next

month, and the formal debut of Miss Sybil into society, which has al-

ready been made in Washington, will no doubt be supplemented by an-

other in 'Frisco after Lent.
Porter Ashe has certainly managed to get his name pretty well before

the public of late, first by marrying an heiress on thesly, and then by the

part he played on the occasion of the dreadful accident at Tehachapi.

Well, let some people sneer at him as they will. He has, beyond doubt,

displayed much courage in both affairs, and in the latter proved himself a

brave fellow, with plenty of calm presence of mind, and worthy all the

praise that can be bestowed on him.
The accident of Saturday has been and continues to be the subject

most talked of. So many well known in 'Frisco being among the suffer-

ers. How little I thought when telling beautiful Mrs. Downey at the

Harvey wedding, that she had not changed in the least during twenty

years, that the last great change was so soon to take place. She was a
charming woman, thoroughly devoted to her husband, and almost idolized

by him and her friends.

Again rumor is busy with the name of Miss Dora Miller, it having her
engaged to no less than three Washington dignitaries at the same time,
but, although I have no doubt the young lady has many sighing swains at
her feet, I do not thiuk she is favorably disposed toward any of those
named.
Apropos of engagement notes from the Nation's Capitol, a friend writes

me WOKJ that Truxton Beale has aapirationa in the direction of Miss
Crocker, and that his family are working like beavers to bring about a
favorable result. I don't think their efforts will be crowned with success,
for two reasons at least. One is the difference in age being on the wrong
side, and another, that Miss Hattie's friends have always given her credit
for good taste.

Another death of a man well known in business circles can be noted,
Mr. G-. T. Marye, Sr., having suddenly quitted this mundane sphere
yesterday. He was a kindly, courteous old gentleman, very popular with
those who knew him well, and among his friends he will be deeply re-

gretted. His daughter, Mrs. Bailey, died only a few weeks ago, and
being greatly attached to her, 'tis Baid by those who best knew, that he
had never quite recovered the shock of her loss.

General Beale gave at Washington, D. C, a most recherche compli-
mentary dinner to General Grant and Charles Crocker, on Wednesday
evening last.

His son, G. T. Marye, Jr., is one of the most successful young men of
the day, both politically and otherwise, and for him who has lost both
father and sister, much sympathy is expressed. Felix.,

ALBION CONSOLIDATED.
D. B. Chisholm, late Secretary, absconded last week, thus abruptly sev-

ering his connection with the Company, which at present, through the
rapid depreciation in value of the stock and shutting down of the furnaces,
is attracting considerable attention. He bequeathes President L. L. Rob-
inson and others several prettily written letters, expressing regret that
speculation in Albion had ruined him, that they should hear from him
again, that there was no over issue of stock, and that his defalcation did
not exceed §8,000. The assurances appear to command the full confidence
of the Directors, although they are not worth the paper required to write
them on. Chisholm secured his position, and could have controlled it as

long as he may have desired, simply because he was known as an acco?n-

plished accountant, and his financial achievements in former responsible po-
sitions fitted him for what was wanted. The financial status ot the "Al-
bion " becoming rather embarrassing, and it becoming evident some scape-
goat had to be introduced, consented to step into the breach, (for which
service he was most probably well paid), and thus temporarily appease
the indignation of shareholders. His carefully prepared letters clearly

indicate that the whole programme was pre-concerted. Chisholm could
readily command several times the amount of his defalcation had he wish-
ed to do so. Readers of the News Letter know how earnestly and fre-

quently we cautioned them as to the character and antecedents of the
manipulators of the Albion, the value of their several claims, etc. We
are only too happy to know we have saved them at least $1,000,000. Dis-

bursements so far approximate one and one-quarter millions—the ex-

penses for 1882 exceed $450,000—net receipts from bullion about §112,500.

Snares when the Company commenced smelting last May were worth $4
—at present, after payment of assessments, command less than 20 per

cent, of that amount, and about 10 per cent, of the whole amount paid

out, and present indebtedness of some $300,000, which we suspect owners
of Btock will be slow to advance, and should not be surprised to learn

that the whole property has been covered with attachments, and the ex-

traction and smelting of ore stopped for a long time to come. Mr. David
Wilder was placed in charge of the books, and after an examination for

twenty-foui hours reported that there was no over issue of stock, and that

the stealings only amounted to S7.800. R. L. S. Shainwold
(<
Esq., was

elected Secretary. We advise shareholders who may feel an interest in

the past or present status of the Company, to employ a competent person
to make a thorough examination of the books and history of this property
since its incorporation some four years since. Unquestionably he would
unearth a mass of interesting information calculated to astonish modest
operators, and lead to a more careful man to control such large sums of

money. We can, and shall willingly give them material assistance. We
call attention to an advertisement in to-days issue. "Chisholm return ;

all settled. Write L. L.* E. N. and your family." We confess the whole
thing is incomprehensible to us. Shareholders must draw their own con-

clusions.

THE RECENT RAILROAD ACCEDENT.
The late railroad catastrophe in this State has, naturally enough,

caused considerable discussion. It was an appalling event, which the

railroad managers no doubt feel no less keenly than their fellow citizens.

It is to be sincerely regretted that the partisan journals are endeavoring

to make capital out of it. That is a wicked and, we are persuaded will

be, an abortive attempt. Accidents of a like kind have occurred every-

where. In well regulated England they are more, rather than less, fre-

quent than here. Nobody believes that all ordinary precautions are not

taken on the Central andSouthern Pacific Roads. Those companies have

carried during the past seven years no less than 48,163,245 passengers, and
only twenty-seven have been killed or injured, and in every instance the

victim contributed by his own carelessness to what befell him, and, in-

deed, was in every instance the direct cause of it. That is an exceedingly

small percentage of accidents, and no railroad in any country can show a

better record. The real cause of the Tehachapi accident has yet to be de-
|

termined conclusively. Two tramps were burned and two were found
alive. They were seen and recognized at Tehachapi before the train ar-

rived, and must have got on there. The extreme probability seems to be
that they lifted the brakes in order to run the train ahead and rob it, and
that they then lost control. The engine could not for a moment have sep-

arated from the train unless the brakes had been down. It looks as if the

tramps got on to rob the train, a by no means uncommon occurrence. The
matter needs thorough investigation, and we are satisfied that tbe theory

we have advanced will, in the end, be sustained bythe facts. The acci-

dent was a deplorable one, and it may well be believed that no one re-

grets it more than the managers of the road.
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TWO ACCIDENTS, AKD WHAT CAME OF THEM.
By tlie Author of "An English Novel."

Paet I.

It was the afternoon of the last day of December, 1877. It might,

perhaps, with more propriety, be called night, for, though the clock in

the railway station at Brableigh Junction marked but the hour of 4:37,

the lamps in the booking-office and waiting-room had been lit full half an
hour ago, and lanterns gleamed here and there along the platform like

beacon-fires, through the chill mist, as the porters trundled their luggage-

barrows about, or made periodical trips of inspection to the clock over

the station door. The London Express, due at 4:25, w;is twelve minutes
late—an event unprecedented in the experience of the station-master since

hi* promotion from Botcherton, seven years before—and no one seemed
able to account for it. There could not be a block on the line. It is true

the snow lay thick on the ground, and the neighboring housetops and bay-
ricks stood out in heaps of dingy white against the dark, leaden sky,

while the trees visible in the surrounding fields, and the hedges that

skirted the lane leading from the station to the high-road were traced out
in variegated patterns of dim lace-work in the gathering gloom. But the
snow-fall of the night before had not been heavy enough to interfere with
traffic, and the signals showed the line clear both up and down.

Brableigh was a smallish place for a junction. It had, indeed, been no
more than an ordinary station on the London and MidcountieB Railway
for twenty odd years; bat a branch line from the cavalry depot at Maid-
enstone had been built to connect with the main bine from London, two
years before, and since then Brableigh Station had been dignified into

Brableigh Junction.
Several muffled passengers stood on the platform, awaiting the tardy

Express. Among them was a young man, tall, straight and slight, envel-

oped in an ulster. Between the peak of his closely drawn down tweed
traveling-cap and the upturned collar of his ulster enough of his face

could be seen to show that his features were handsome, his eyes blue, and
that his hair and mustache—the former closely cut and the latter twisted
at the ends—were reddish brown. He held a cigarrette between his teeth,

his fingers, encased in thick worsted gloves, being unequal to the success-

ful manipulation of so delicate an article, and by his side on the platform
lay a strapped roll of rugs and walking-sticks, a yellow leather portman-
teau and a black leather gun-case. The two latter were liberally plastered
over with partially defaced labels, and bore in plain letters, the portman-
teau in black and the gun-case in white, the inscription:

" Lieut. Reginald A. Be T. Harcourt,
17th D. C. 0. Lancers."

At that moment the ting-ting of the signal-bell from the next station
above on the line rang out on the chilly air. " Train's just passed Darley,
sir," said a porter, coming up. " Be here in four minutes now, sir.

Where for, sir ? " he added, taking up the portmanteau and other things,
seeing that Harcourt heeded him not.

"Oh, I don't want them labeled at all," answered Harcourt, impa-
tiently. " I'll take them in the compartment with me."

" Very good, sir. First smoking, sir ?"
" No. Second."
The porter's face fell at Harcourt's gruff reply, and the expected tip

fell fifty per cent, with it.

It was but a sudden caprice of Harcourt's to answer as he did, for there
was no earthly reason why he should travel second class. He had three
thousand a year, and was the heir to the title and estates of his bachelor
uncle, the Earl of Binswater, whose years were many, and to whose
house (Leyton Manor) he was now on bis way for the enjoyment of a fort-

night's leave in hunting and shooting. Had he no other reason to deter
him, to get out of a second-class compartment before the face and eyes of
his uncle's groom, who would be waiting for him with the dog-CEft*t at
Leyton station, was a thing not to be dreamt of. He had simply been
bored with the porter's attentions, and had said it thinking to get rid of
him. But the reply hadn't the desired effect. Half a loaf was better
than no bread, the man thought, and so staid on.
A shrill and more audible growing whistle, a flashing of increasing

light, and a puffing black monster dashed in out of the misty distance and
drew up, with a long line of red windows behind it, at the platform. The
cause of the delay was soon made known—nothing more than a hat box.
"By Jove, I can't belie myself, before the man," thought Harcourt.

"It's a beastly nuisance, of course, but I can change before I get to Ley-
ton." Grabbing the handle of the first door on which he saw "Second,"

I
he jumped in; the porter who bundled the traps in after him forgetting
to touch his cap, in his double astonishment at finding a first-class tip in
his palms, as the guard banged the door to and the train went rushing on
again.

The two things that struck Harcourt most forcibly, as he seated
himself beside the window, were that there was no foot-warmer, and that
the only other occupant of the compartment was a young lady. The first
subject of thought quickly surrendered unconditionally to the second.
Harcourt looked round stealthily, then fearlessly. The young lady was
asleep ; at all events, she appeared to be.

" I say ! what a pretty girl—quite the prettiest girl I ever saw, in fact

;

and how smartly dressed !" were his first unspoken comments, as he took
a mental inventory of the features and apparel of the sleeping girl.

Harcourt was right ; she was a pretty girl, and no mistake. A soft,
rounded, pink-and-white cheek and a dimpled chin rested with uncon-
scious grace in the palm of a small and perfectly gloved hand ; a pair of
rosy lips, smiling in their sleep, disclosed the tips of a row of pearly teeth

;

the pink nostrils of a straight little nose dilated almost imperceptibly as
the breath came and went ; waves of dark brown hair were drawn back
from a smooth, white forehead over a tiny, shell-shaped ear, in which was
the only visible article of jewelry, a small coral heart with a gold arrow
through it ; while deeply fringed eyelids, closed in slumber, hid under
their cover the yet unseen eyes. A sealskin cap and jacket, closely fitting
a dainty figure ; a blue serge traveling dress, from beneath which peeped
two exquisitely shaped and booted little feet—such was the picture that
invited Harcourt's gaze and seemed to hold him spell-bound. To him she
was, as he had said, the prettiest girl he had ever seen in his life ; and as
he sat and looked, he grew vaguely conscious of the awakening of a senti-
ment in his heart that dozens of match-making mammas with marriage-

able daughters had hitherto vainly endeavored to arouse in him in behalf
of their offspring. He was a man who had always laughed at the idea of
love at first sight, but he began to feel that if he wasn't in love already,
he very soon would be.

" There's some mistake about her being alone, I'll bet," he cogitated.
" She's a lady, that's certain. By Jove! I'd like to know the color of her
eyes." Unconsciously he spoke the last words aloud, and his curiosity
was gratified. The girl opened her eyes and shivered.

"How cold it is, papa," she said in a soft, sweet voice, drawing her
jacket closer about her throat. Then she turned and looked full at Har-
court. "They are gray," said Harcourt to himself, "and how beautiful!"

"Why, where am I," she asked in a frightened tone. "O yes, I re-

member now. Pardon me, sir ; I did not know where I was at first—

I

had forgotten," and she dropped her eyes and sighed wearily.
" It is I who must ask your forgiveness for having awakened you as I

did," Harcourt answered gallantly, taking off his cap and bowing. " You
said you were cold. Pray accept as a peace offering one of my rugs. I
have two, you see," and he began to unstrap the roll.

"0, thank you so much," she said. "If you have two, yes; other-
wise, no."
"Then see for yourself," said Harcourt, as he took the largest and

warmest of the wraps and spread it over her lap, and tucked it in care-
fully. Then he went most properly back to his seat at the window again
and lapsed into silence. It was not Harcourt's way to be backward in
ladies' society. He felt an odd restraint that was new to him, and a
quickening of his pulse that gave the surest sign of the beginning of the
old, old story.
"0 please don't go and sit away by yourself, like that," the girl said,

laughing archly. " I'm sure we needn't be afraid of each other. I dare
say you must wonder at seeing me here—I don't mean that exactly, for

you don't know who I am, of course ; but it aD happened so unfor-
tunately. Shall I tell you about it?"
Harcourt confessed to having his curiosity excited. He would have

liked to have added his admiration too, but he left that to the future. So
he came over and sat in the seat opposite to her.

" Well, then, you must know," she began, "that papa and I are on our
way home." Harcourt gave a surprised glance round the compartment.
"Nevermind, I know he's not here as well as you do," she went on.
" We left London at one o'clock this afternoon, and got as far as Tan-
bridge all right. There the train stopped five minutes, and as the refresh
ment room looked so nice and warm, I told papa I would just go and get
a cup of coffee to warm myself. Papa wanted to come with me, but I
wouldn't let him. I wish I had, though. Well, I went and got the
coffee, but the woman was busy flirting with a young man at the counter
who was sipping cherry brandy, and kept me waiting so long that the
first thing I knew before I had swallowed two scalding mouthfuls, I
heard the bell ring, and heard, " Take your seats ?" called out. I dropped
the cup and rushed out. But alas ! it was too late. The train was half

out of the station before I could reach it, and there I was all by myself,
left behind. At first I was rather frightened and was going to cry. But
I soon got over that nonsense, and set about thinking what was the best
thing to do. Follow papa in the next train, was, of course, what first

came into my head. So I went and found out when the next train was,
and then I remembered that Papa had both the tickets. I looked in my
purse and discovered that I lacked just ten pence of first-class fare. The
ticket man didu't know me, and, hard-hearted worldling, would'nt trust

me ; so there was nothing for me to do but take a second-class ticket, and
—well, here I am, as you see. Luckily I had enough over to send a tele-

gram to papa to set his mind at rest about me." " Awfully hard lines,

I'm sure," was all Harcourt could say, he was so wrapt up in his admira-
tion of his companion's beauty, enhanced ten-fold by her animation and
play of expression during the recital. Then he pulled himself together
with an effort, and added :

" I was certain there was some mistake the minute I looked at you.

But it's an ill wind, etcetera—you know the time-honored axiom, I dare
say.

"

" Oh, yes," she replied with a little laugh, " My loss is your gain, and
all that sort of thing. I know what you mean. But I'm not so sure

about that. I'm not altogether sorry myself, now—that is," and she
blushed prettily at the unpremeditated avowal ;

" of course papa wouldn't
mind if he knew I was so well taken care of." Then she blushed anew,
and looked down.

" Oh, please don't say nice things like that to me," said Harcourt,
chokingly. " It were kinder of you to be positively rude."
" I'm sure I don't know what you mean," she replied, looking up and

straight into his face with a dignified and serious expression. " I don't

know how to say ' nice things,' as you term them, to any man. I am hon-
est and straightforward, and I say what I mean—no more. And as to

being rude to you- -why should I be? You have been very kind to me,
and I feel very grateful to you. Papa will be, too, when I tell him. By-
the-bye, I wonder if you know papa ? But, pshaw, of course you don't.

What am I thinking of ?
"

[ Continued next week. ]
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THE COMING WAR.
We have already Mid in these columns that the only Europeans

who ever have definite knowledge of the future course of political events
are the member* of secret node tie*. Long before Skobeleff up
Paris ; long before the Cologne Qaatttt pabHshad the artfala whiob bai
sent the English press into a fremy *>f prophecy and huge capitals, w<>

d the approach of trouble between Germany and Bnwia. White
d journal*, cli-verly inspired by the revolutionary pressmen, were

informing us that Krapotkin was enjoying idyllic leisure by the Mediter-

|
ranean shore, we said that KrapotUn was Hitting from town to town like

i the stormbird be is. Tin- Prime dm how been captured, and his papers
prove that our information was right, and that the revolutionists are in

full activity. They have not at present much power, but they have a
very great deal of useful information, and there is not a man of them who
is not awaiting the sound of the gun.
These secret rulers never deal in conjecture ; their organization is so

perfect that they see clearly where the persons described as statesmen
only grope blindly. From the convict towns ou the White Sea to Odessa,
from Tobolsk to Dresden and Paris, their unseen machinery extends.
While the police of St. Petersburg are blundering hither and thither ;

while Western statesmen are sitting in dignified ignorance, the revolu-
tionist leaders are receiving accurate news from cities and towns and vil-

lages. Ordinary politicians rely on organs of public opinion, forgetting
that the men who pretend to represent public opinion have no means of
learning the truth. But the secret society men make no such mistake

;

their agents, especially in Russia, live with the people, work with them,
suffer with them, and gauge their thought rightly. At this present mo-
ment there are about eight thousand well-born and well educated men
and women in Russia who are working in factories ; toiling in the fields ;

plying in ferry-boats between obscure villages on the banks of obscure
streams ; setting up the type of journals; drinking with the lower classes
in vile vodka-shops, and sleeping in the dens where the poorer subjects of
Holy Kussia pig together. A secret system of correspondence brings all

these threads of propagandism to one center ; and thus the heads of com-
mittees in Switzerland or London know every passing tremor that agitates
the national mind.
People in England ask: " Why should there be war between Germany

and Russia?" The revolutionist answers: "1 cannot stop to discuss
whys and wherefores. I only know that war cannot be avoided. I only
know that the people of Russia want war with Germany and that they
will have war, whether official Russia likes or not." Then the common-
sense reasoner comes in and remarks with proper gravity: "Russia is

just recovering from an exhausting war ; her finances are disordered
;

her population suffer here and there from starvation. She cannot enter
on a contest with a first-rate Power." The man of facts once more makes
answer: " I can show no reason for the warlike feeling that would satisfy a
maker of logic books. I may, however, say in passing that if nations rea-
soned, there is not a leading statesman in Europe whose neck would be safe.

The Russian people, in the present case, are not moved by reason at all,

but only by emotion. What has raised the present feeling in Russia we
do not know; we only know that a blind, violent hatred of Germany has
become the ruling passion in Russian society of all grades, and that
Skobeleff spoke with the voice of a national majority when he declared
that the Slav must crush the Teuton. Reason and foresight are put
aside and eager ferocity has taken their place. When Skobeleff made his
tour, the official classes were in doubt as to what steps they should take.
It was after the young General was attacked by " contusion of the heart

"

that the men of the Sections and the Cabinet saw where to go. A curi-
ous position has now arisen. The figure heads of the Departments and
the leaders of the revolution are both pushing toward one end. Terror-
ism has ceased for a time, because the acute men who handle the vast
and murderous Russian caucus think proper to leave the ruling classes

alone.

The more the men who wield the force and the finance of Russia choose
to prepare for war, the more the revolutionists encourage them, so that
the national tendency is not being stayed by the slightest drag. If a
Russian of the advanced school hears war mentioned, he only says, " The
sooner the better for us." The rulers hope for a prolonged lease of power;
the conspirators hope to get rid of the Germans, and to cause a regenera-
tive anarchy. Thus it is that war is impending. The newspaper man in

a foreign capital goes about gadding with junior diplomatists and with
other newspaper men ; then he telegraphs home and informs us that "the
clouds have passed," and then the writer of leading articles tells us in
slipshod English the tidings of great joy. Neither the correspondent nor
the scribbling paragraph-monger know anything about the matter. They
guess before the event and prophesy after the event, while the stirrings

and advances of national feeling are totally darkened to them.
No one can say with an approach to nearness at what time the war will

break out ; but it is rapidly coming, and any morning may bring news of
the final and momentous step. The Russians fully expect to be defeated
heavily at first, but they are strangely confident. When reminded of the
way in which the Prussian hosts moved upon Paris, they smile. They
say, " The cases are altogether different. You crush Paris and you para-
lyze the central ganglion of France. But Russia is, as it were, a creature
of another organization. Crush one ganglion, and there are still a hun-
dred national nerve-centres unharmed." The zoological simile is perfectly

apt and true, and no one knows better than Prince Bismarck what a task
Germany has before her. But, at any rate, it is to be feared that nothing
can now avert the catastrophe, and we can only await the events which
aie marching towards us so quickly.— Vanity Fair.

Physical Education in Germany.—The Minister of Instruction in

Germany has recently issued a circular to the Directors of the Public
Schools, dwelling upon the importance of providing rooms and open
spaces for the systematic practice of gymnastic exercises. He calls at-

tention to the arrangements which he considers necessary for carrying out
the saggestions made by competent authorities as to the exercises most
appropriate to the various classes of scholars and to the schools in connec-
tion with the Government.

Poor Michot, the tenor who created the part of " Vasco da Gama" in
"Verdi's Africaine in Paris, and sang with success in London, is now re-

duced to singing at a second-rate cafe concert on the Boulevards. Sic
transit

!

UNIVERSITY OP CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY, CAL., 1882-3.

COLLEGES OF LETTERS AND SCIENCE.

The situation of our State University, at Berkeley, about an hour
and a half by boat and railway from San Francisco, is probably not sur-
passed for beauty and healthiness, range and picturesque variety of land-
scape ; with high hills, uplands, low-lands, natural and artificial wood-
lands ; quiet Bubnrbs, bustling cities, and the grand bay of San Francisco,
with the life and activity ever moving upon it ; and over and above all a
warm, clear, blue sunlit sky, such as can rarely be found out of sub-
tropical regions. The University grounds comprise many hundred acres,
which are laid out with plantations of useful and ornamental trees, as well
M botanical and experimental gardens.
The buildings adapted to the uses of the several Halls, Museums, Li-

brary, and Laboratories are admirably situated at convenient distances
on the middle bench of the upland, for both utility, safety and picturesque
effect.

The University having just now issued, in the form of a bulletin, the
curriculum of studies for 1882-3, we consider an analysis of it, made as
brief as may be with clearness, will be acceptable to the readers of the
News Letter. There are two separate courses of study—the Regular,
which leads to a Degree—and the Irregular, which leads to a certificate
only. Of the courses, which upon a satisfactory examination, lead to a
degree, there are eight. All candidates have to pass examination in the
five following subjects: Leading to a Degree and Candidates for the Stu-
dent-at-large Course. Also:

1. English.
2. 3. 4. Mathematics (2), Arithmetic (3), Algebra through Quadratic

Equations,—except in Classical and Literary Courses—they reaching only
to Quadratics.

4. Plain Geometry.
5. History and Geography. All must pass in the above.
From this point the courses assume a special direction. For example:

"The Classical Course " takes in Latin and Greek, History and Geogra-
phy, both Greek and Roman.
The Literary Course enters upon Physics, Chemistry, Botany, Physi-

ology, Freehand Drawing, Mineralogy, any two of which the student is

at liberty to select. Course in Letters and Science, and the Course in

Science, embracing Agriculture, Mechanics, Mining, Engineering and
Chemistry, require more history and more thorough knowledge of the
English lauguage and literature.

A satisfactory examination in the above subjects has to be passed by
the candidate for admission to the University, who must not be less than
sixteen years old. Read as seen in this " bulletin " there is nothing in it

that a youth of ordinary ability ought not to have become master of be-
fore he was fourteen years old. We think, in a new country—or indeed
in any system of elementary education—free-hand Drawing should form
one of its must prominent features.

The initiatory or pass examination papers seem very low, indeed, for
youths of sixteen years, while among them Greek is conspicuous by its

absence. If any degrees were conferred at the close of last year, it is to
be regretted that the test examination papers have been withheld. By
them the actual working of the Institution could be proved to a certain
extent at least.

Why the examination papers set for the examination leading to 'a De-
gree last year have not been supplied is a subject for regret, as they would
have thrown all requisite light on the often discussed question—Why pa-
rents and guardians should feel it their duty to send their sons to Eastern
Universities, to the Colleges of the Jesuit Fathers, and even to Europe?
This is no carping criticism. The News Letter has always, during more
than a quarter of a century, devoted its columns to the advancement of
every great interest, beneficial in any country, but especially so in a new
and rapidly progressing State. We intend to return to this matter again.

A GOURMAND'S PARADISE.
There is no place in the world where a man can live more cheaply

and better than in San Francisco. A stroll through our markets will
convince the most skeptical that for variety of game, fish, meat and fruit
we are hard to beat. Our restaurants are numerous and, as a rule, good,
while the prices and bills of fare are modeled to suit either the man in
moderate circumstances, the millionaire or the very poor. Our hotel ta-

bles and charges are arranged in the same proportion, and for the most
part will compare very favorably with European and Eastern menus. At
some of the more expensive restaurants the rich man who desires to
" dine with Lucullus," can have his tastes gratified and his purse light-

ened to an extent that will astonish if it does not delight him. Again,
the man of moderate means can get as good a dinner and bottle of French
claret as he could wish for one dollar, or if that sum be deemed too
much, at an outlay of fifty cents he can get a first-class dinner and half a
bottle of really good sound claret. The poor man can find houses where
for twenty-five cents he obtains two good dishes of meat, fish, soup, pie,

etc., and a pint of good Californian claret. Of course there are cheaper
places, but we take cognizance only of such places as are respectable,
clean and orderly, and which supply food tit for any man to sit down to.

When one contrasts the prices here with those in Europe and at many
parts of the East, it is not surprising that those who have once lived for

any length of time here are always anxious to return to dear old Califor-
nia. After all, eating is one of the most important factors in our exist-

ence, and its quality, variety and cheapness are points which no one can
afford to despise.

The Illustrated Tourists' Guide of California is by far the best and
most comprehensive book of the kind that has ever been published upon
this or any other coast. The reading matter not only informs the traveler,

tourist or sportsman where to go for scenery or sport, but it also tells him
how to get there and where to house himself with comfort. The book
contains 240 odd pages and is cram full of illustrations. The cover itself

is a masterpiece of artistic lithographing in colors. Colonel Ben Tru-
man's is the master mind from which this brochure emanated, and H. S.

Crocker 4 Co. did the lithographing, printing, etc The present edition

consists of 25.000 books, of which the Central and Southern Pacific Rail-

road Companies take 20,000 for free distribution.
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PLEASURE'S WAND.
viWe Obey no Wand but Pleasure's."--Tom Moore.

Mrs. Francis Hodgson Burnett is an essentially dramatic writer.

Sbe is not, it is true, known to any extent as a play-maker, but all of her

novels are dramatic— vital, forcible books like " Haworth's," "Louisiana"
and " That Lass of Lowrie." A strong dramatic instinct may be traced

in the broad and yet simple and impassioned treatment of human rela-

tions, and in the vigorous life-likeness of her characters. The play of

Esmeralda, possesses to a great extent such elements of strength. It is a
play that is pure and pastoral, charming in its genuine freshness, and so

decidedly unconventional that it is a welcome relief to habitual theater-

goers. The stage, nowadays, is unfortunately, so taken up with theatri-

cal unreality that it forgets to be truthful. Plays that are simply a
hodge-podge of situations, are taken as works of real merit. Plausibility

or probability are not taken into account, and fidelity to nature is scouted

at. There is no particular merit in the mere juggling of "effects "and
" points." But there iB in a living, speaking picture of life, with sincerity

of character and truth of emotion. The story of Esmeralda is a rather

too simple one for a long play ; and it lacks decided theatrical elements.

But it is a genuine story of human nature, with its strength and weak-
nesses. It is rational in play of emotions, and contemporaneous in detail

of development. Its interest springs from sympathy with human nature,

and its simplicity is natural and not mere nonsense. The dialogue ib

clever from a literary point of view. There is no exaggeration of lan-

guage, the sentiments are properly expressed, the pathos is simple, and
the humor is neat and taking. In technical construction the play has but
few faults, and these are too insignificant for comment. Such a play,

with its subdued realism, its bright characterization, and its perfectly

satisfactory construction, is a good work—one that charms and interests

everybody. The popularity of the play would seem to indicate good taste

on the part of the public, but unfortunately, such an opinion can not be en-

tertained, when it is known that Hazel Kirke is even more successful.

These two plays are coupled together, being the two productions of the
Madison Square Theater. Hazel Kirke is as bad a play as Esmeralda is a
good one. These two plays have but one point in common, and that is in

the resemblance of their respective comedy features. Esterbrook and
Nora are close relations to Pittacus Green and Dolly Dutton. I have
always thought that the comedy element of Hazel Kirke was the great
merit of its success. And in the same element in the play of Esmeralda
lies its popularity, for the general public does not appreciate the merits of

any play per se. In both of these plays, the humor takes the form of

chummy badinage. This is charming to everybody, for in its texture runs
a thread of love and friendship. It is fun founded on sentiment and affec-

tion. The acting of Esmeralda is admirable. As "Old Rogers, "Leslie Allen
gives a piece of character-acting that merits the highest encomiums. It is

an impersonation full of depth and sincerity, striking in its details of
make-up, manner and dialect. As the lover, Buckley is manly and sin-

cere. His attempt at dialect is hardly successful. Considering the
thorough lack of ability that was Buckley's characteristic during his for-

mer local theatrical career, his " Dave Hardy" is a meritorious effort, in-

dicating a wonderful improvement. Whiffen, as "Esterbrook," is the life

of the play. His humor is natural and buoyant. He is facetious and
serious in turns, alternates from levity to sentiment, and does it all with
graceful dexterity and delightful ease. As " Nora," Miss Sydney Cowell
is a charming pendant to Whiffen's "Esterbrook." She makes out of the
character a most perfect American girl. Neat and stylish, lively and
spirited, jolly and bright, affectionate and " offish," a tease, a torment, a
girl who loves and aggravates, who won't, and won't, and finally does.

The character of " Mrs. Bogers" is a difficult one to act. Mrs. Whiffen
acquits herself remarkably well of the task. She acts with discretion and
intelligence. Miss Enid Leslie, a pretty girl, takes the minor part of
" Kate." She is a cunning little body, most agreeable in appearance, and
flits around attired in delicious costumes of esthetic cut and color. Miss
Viola Allen, the "Esmeralda" of the cast, is the only disappointing mem-
ber of the troupe. In the first act she is a most acceptable rustic beauty,
a delicate and modest flower of innocence; a docile, helpless child of Na-
ture, loving and clinging; a naive little heart, whose whole world is her
lover's arms. Later on, she has developed into a young lady of wealth
and education. In the third act there is a forcible scene. Her crushed
heart rebels, and, declaring her independence, she defies her mother.
This is an opportunity for dramatic acting ; but Miss Allen overacts so
much in this scene that it becomes melodramatic in its exaggeration and
jars with the surroundings. In the last act she is again seen to advantage.
Mis3 Allen evidently lacks dramatic force, and supplies the want by un-
meaning vehemence of voice and excessive gesticulation. The remaining
characters are neatly and satisfactorily acted by Messrs. Rose, Talbot
and Rich. The stage settings run to both extremes. The studio is one
of the most admirably gotten-up scenes ever beheld on the local stage,

and is even superior to the famous library scene in A Scrap of Paper, at
the same theatre some years ago. The drawing-room scene, in the third
act, is, on the contrary, a most abominable effect. It is vulgar and
cheap, and defies all feelings of artistic refinement. The success of
Esmeralda in thus city is an assured fact.*****
There is a suggestion of Dickens in some of the characters of Esmeralda.

"Old Rogers" and " Mother " bear a strong resemblance to Joe and Mrs.
Gargory, "on the rampage and off the rampage," and "Esmeralda" is a
good deal of a Pip in petticoats.*****
Such a genuine success as Pop is has seldom been seen here. It is a

well-merited one, too, for the performance given by the Rice troupe is one
of the most enjoyable and amusing ones I have ever seen. The extrava-
ganza, or whatever Pop can be called, does not bear the slightest criticism.

It is simply a framework for all the good things that are shown the audi-
ence ; and it serves its purpose admirably. The central figure is " Pop,"
an unrecognized dramatic author. This part is taken by John A. Mackay.
A cleverer or more original comedian cannot be imagined. He is a most
delightfully amusing fellow, and his equal cannot be found. His eccentri-
cities are all conceived and executed in the most striking manner, and while
his voice and manner are strongly reminiscent of Stuart Robson, Willie

Edouin, James Lewis and Goodwin, there is nothing of the imitation about
him. He is originality itself, and so full of " new business " that old the-
atre-goers are astonished to laughter and applause. Fortescue is amusing
principally from his appearance. Mestayer has made a good deal out of
his obesity, but he is nowhere alongside of this giant. Gorman is an
amusing burlesque actor, and has a remarkable gift of dialect. The others
of the male side of the troupe are very satisfactory. The girls, of which
there are five, are pretty, attractive and clever. They all have the sense
of humor, sing well, and dress in lovely costumes. Two or three of these
costumes are charming in their revealing tendencies. Miss Perry is arch
and cute, and fairly sparkleR in her specialties. MisB Castleton has more
of what the French call chic than any woman I ever saw on the American
stage. In her Quaker dress she is a picture. Her mock modesty and the
spicy touch of naughtiness that animates her, indicated by a most fasci-
nating suggestiveness of facial expression, and movements that are grace-
fully degage, " take " with the audience most effectively. Miss May
Stembler is the best vocalist of the lot. She has a clear, high voice and.
uses it with good effect. With good Binging, lotB of fun, and feminine
beauty capering and titillating its way into susceptible male hearts, the
Rice Surprise Party has caught the town.*****
Have you noticed the resemblance that Kate Castleton bears to poor,

dead Neilson. To me it iB very striking, particularly in the expression of
the mouth. 1 don't know who the scenic artist (?) of the Bush is, but
whoever he may be, he is the worst that ever worked here. A more mis-
erable daub than the Union Square scene in the last act of Pop, it is hard
to conceive. Just look at the Washington monument, and at the railing
around it, particularly at the railing.

* * * # *

Ariel's performance this week is more wonderful than before. She now
takes a flight into the middle of the auditorium—a most remarkable
effect. This is the last week of Michael Strogoff. On Monday The Tour
of the World in Eighty Days will be produced, and the ballet, the Girarda
and Ariel will appear for their last week. Grismer is now the stage-
manager of this theater.

* * * * *

In the ballet last week, the coryphees danced with American flags.

The incongruity of this proceeding in the camp of a Tartar Emir struck
me as being very marked, especially, as in the preceding dialogue, Ogar-
eff more or less derides the American nation, when the American journal-
ist appeals to his nationality as a protection against viol~nce.*****
With to-night's appearance Miss Georgie Cayvan takes her leave of

San Francisco. We part with her with regret, and with the hope that
she will soon again visit us. Miss Cayvan is a most sympathetic actress

;

she is talented to a high degree ; she possesses dramatic force intelligently

controlled, great powers of expression and earnestness of purpose, and
has besides the charm of personal magnetism. Her future is one of great
promise. In her progress she will have the good wishes and encourage-
ment of all lovers of the stage. Au revolt I*****
The success of Miss Cayvan in this city seems to have offended the

other members of the troupe, and spite and malice has been engendered
and manifested beyond belief. Come to think of it, it was real mean on
Miss Cayvan's part to play " Marfa Strogoff " so well.*****
Paul Lindau's Countess Lea is a play that is strikingly German in plot

and treatment—a play that would be a bore to an American audience.
As the heroine, Ellmenreich was not at her best. She presented an in-

telligent sketch of the character, but it was a sketch that was too heavily
shaded, drawn in lines that were too marked and heavy. Ellmenreich is

apt at times to do this. Sbe intensifies some characters to a point of dis-

agreeable staginess. This is a fault that she must guard against in her
approaching English-speaking de*but.*****
Andrews and Stockwell have skipped, and the swindled personnel of

the Grand Opera House give two performances of Youth to-day and one
to-morrow, as an attempt to get even. This is an appeal that should be
well treated.*****
The programme this week at Emerson's is not as good as usual. John-

sou and Powers, the novelty of this week, hardly deserve the reputation

tbey are said to possess in their special line. Next week, four or five new
faces will appear in the company.*****

Iolant?iet at the Winter Garden, is a hit. Notice reserved.*****
La Traviata is drawing well at the Tivoli. The feature of the perform-

ance is the orchestral work by the small, but very efficient body of

musicians under Hinrichs. The principals are, with the exception of

Parolini, hardly up to the requirements of the opera, but do well enough
in what is now termed a popular way—a significant admission as to the
worthlessness of the vox populi. Miss Lester and Miss Leighton alternate

as " Violette," and, as both have their respective camp of followers, they
are both successful.*****
The fifth Philharmonic Concert takes place next Friday afternoon. The

programme includes the following numbers: Schumann's B flat Sym-
phony, Raff's Overture, " Ein Feste Burg," St. Saen's " Rouet d'Om-
phale," and by request "The Parsifal Vorspiel"and "The Walkiiren
Ritt."

W * * * *

Locke is in town. He is trying to get up a guarantee subscription list

for the coming out of Theo. Thomas and orchestra of sixty in June.
For a series of Beven concerts the price is set for a double ticket at $25.

This is, all things considered, a very reasonable price, and the proposition
ought to be a success.*****
I have never alluded in this column to the Langtry-Gebhardt affair, as

I consider the whole thing a most vulgar piece of sensationalism. I do
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n-i.ler thul Um private Ufl UStrMM i-- in uiv way pub-
li. pio«rty. The assumption that it is, in thi« country. Hid the f>>nn«U-

doa "f this awmmptinn upon Puritanical mobility is limply • piece of

hypocrisy. Tbs whole Uebhanit uproar is a : ndenoeof pru-
rient curiosity. The bogus interview published in a St. Louis paper, kfid

which was the cause of a quarrel between Gebhardt and one Cunning-
ham, the author thereof, has been printed in this city in the daily PrMfc
A perusal of the article makes one feel sorry that Qobbardt did not kick

the scalawag who concocted it into an apology. It is one of the DM It

scurrilous and indecent things I have ever read, and could only be writ-

ten by a being like Cunningham, whose character can beat be determined

by the fact that he received the most terrible verbal castigation with \>rr~

feet equanimity and without resentment. Gebhardt would have been a
foul to risk his life with such a cowardly cur.

• • • « •

Pearl Eytinge is playing Led Astray. There is a good deal of humor as

well as nerve about this young woman. Harry Edwards has the larg-

est entomological collection in the country. It contains 250,000 speci-

mens uf insects, arranged under 60,000 classified heads. In his house in

New York he has several large rooms devoted exclusively tn the collec-

tion. In his cabinets there are butterflies from the ends of the earth. Ice-

land, Greenland, Patagonia, Siberia, Terra del Fuego, and the South Sea
Islands, are brought as it were face to face. No country is too cold, no
country is too hot for the butterfly. In the cabinets may be seen the
various devices resorted to by insecta in nest-building, or in secreting

their eggs : leaves, shells, cones, tree-knots, wool and cotton, etc.

Beauclerc.

The veteran guitarriat and ever popular Seiior Manuel Y. Ferrer
announces a Soiree Musicals at Dashaway Hall, on Wednesday evening,
January 31st. He will be assisted by the first talent in the city, includ-

ing Mrs. U. K. Bonestell {nee Miss Jovita A. Ferrer), Miss Daisy Bullock,
Miss Eugenie Ferrer, Mr. Ben. Clark, Mr. C. A. Howland, Mr. W. C.
Stadfeld, Mr. J. R. Jones, Mr. Charles Goffrie, Mr. C. L. Mathieu, Mr.
Louis Harrison. Mr. C. J. J. Smith, Mr. A. M. S. Mayer, Mr. L. W.
McGlauflin, and Seiior S. Arrillaga. The programme is undoubtedly the
best and musically the richest ever offered to the public by Sefior Ferrer,
and a new feature will be the introduction of a quartette between two
mandolins and two guitars. Seiior S. Arrillaga will preside as musical
conductor and accompanist.

Now is the time to obtain bargains at the Arcade. The immense
stock at this house has to be cleared off, even at a sacrifice, to make room
for other goods. The prices of the goods are all marked in plain figures,

so that no one can make a mistake. The stock of Velvets, Satins, Silks,

Moires, now offered for sale is a very large and varied one, embracing all

shades. J. J. O'Brien & Co. have also decided to let their Mousquetaire
six-button Gloves go at the ridiculously low price of 40c. per pair. It is

impossible to over-rate the importance of this sale, and the ladies of San
Francisco are quite alive to the fact, and have lost no time in taking ad-

vantage of the opportunity. As this sale will only last a short time, those
persons who desire to obtain bargains had better lose no time, but call in

at 924, 926, 928 Market street, while the opportunity is offered.

SPORTING.
The Merrion Cricket Club will give a regular field day of athletic

sports at the Recreation Grounds on Washington's birthday, February
22nd. As the Merrion Club is not an athletic association, its manage-
ment will afford a fine opportunity for the members of rival athletic clubs

to try conclusions with each other. The committee are B. I. Benjamin,
J. B. Benjamin, F. L. Mathieu, C. Creighton and C. Hill. The pro-

gramme is as follows : 100-yards scratch race, open to all students San
Francisco Boys' High School; 100-yards scratch race, open to all students
San Francisco Grammar Schools ; 100-yards handicap race, open to all

amateurs ; 100-yards scratch race, M. C. C. members ; one-mile walk,
handicap, open ; one-mile run, handicap, open ; one-mile bicycle race,

handicap, open ; quarter-mile run, handicap, open ; standing high jump,
open ; standing wide jump, M. C. C. members ; running wide jump, M.
C. C. members ; throwing cricket ball, cricketers ; kicking football, foot-

ballers ; juniors' archery contest (under 18). Prizes—For Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

6, 7 and 8, gold and silver medals ; for No. 9, gold medal ; for Nos. 10,

11, 13 and 14, silver medals ; for No. 12, prize cricket bat.
# * * * #

The Pacific Coast Blood Horse Association have made up the following

programme for their Spring meeting, which commences April 21st.: First

regular day, April 21st—California Stake, half-mile dash for two-year-

olds. Hearst Stake, three-quarter mile dash, free for all. Winter's

Stake, 1^ mile dash for three-year-olds. Hurdle race, 1£ mile dash. Ex-
tra Day, April 25th—Five-eighths of a mile dash for two-year-old fillies.

One and a quarter mile dash for three-year-old maidens. Mile dash free

for all. One and one-eighth mile selling race. Second regular day, April
28th—Five-eighths of a mile dash for two-year-olds. One and three-

eighths mile handicap for three-year-olds. Pacific Cup dash of 2J miles.

Hurdle race, 1£ miles. Second extra day. May 2d—Five-eighths of a
mile dash for two-year-olds, winners excluded, five pounds penalty for sec-

onds. Handicap free for all, li miles. Handicap for three-year-olds,

three-quarter mile heats. Third regular day, May 5th—Gano Stake,
three-quarter mile dash. Spirit of tlie Times Stake, 1^ mile dash. Free
for all, two-mile dash. Hurdle race, mile heats.

» # * * *

The challenge issued last week by John F. Carroll to match one or four

dogs against any dogs in the State for $100 a race soon found an acceptor.

Last Wednesday, Mark Devlin, the President of the Pacific Coast Cours-

ing Club, put up $100 to cover Mr. Carroll's challenge, and a match was
made between Carroll's w. d. Monarch and Devlin's bd. & w. d. Chief

of the Canon for $200 ; the match to be best two courses in three, to be

run at Point of Timbers near Byron Station, on February 27th. No diffi-

culty was met in the selection of a judge, John Sellery being acceptable

to both parties. There has long been a genuine rivalry between Mr. Car-

roll and Mr. Devlin in coursing matters, dating from the time when Dev-
lin's Chief of the Cafion beat Carroll's Paul Jones at Merced. Circum-

Ktaooae have kept, their respective dogs apart until this match, and there
is even- reason to believe that before the match is run a good deal more
coin will be bet on the result. Point of Timbers is » good place to run off

a single match of this kind, and the trip will give a fine opportunity to
many to see a little sport.

* * * • *

Mace has put himself in a bad light with the people of San Francisco,
by his unblushingly false statements in reference to the Slade-Robinson
set-to. Mace's judgment may be good if lie chooses to use it, but it is

not enough for him to say that Slade " let up " on Robinson—he should
prove it. Every one in Piatt's Hall, who understood boxing, saw that
Robinson had the best of the match, ami that Slade not only did the best
he cnuld, but savagely tried to hurt Robinson. He had a perfect right to
knock Robinson out if he could. He tried to do so, and as every one
could see, failed miserably. His challenge to Robinson, a gentleman who
had obliged him, is unworthy, and shows that there is a touch of the bully
about Slade or his mentor.

PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY.
Fifth Concert at Piatt's Hall, Friday AFTERNOON, February 3d,

at 3 o'clock.

ORCHESTRA OF 60 MUSICIANS G. HINRICHS, Conductor.

Programme includes Mozart's Jupiter Symphony; Novelties, by Raff, Saint-Saens
and Brnch; also, by general desire, WAGNER'S

PARSIFAL. Vorspiel and WALKUEREN RITT.

E^" Box Sheet opsns at SHERMAN & CLAY'S MUSIC STORE, January 31et.

GRAND REHEARSAL THURSDAY, Feb. 1st, at 10:30 A. H. Jan. 27.

BALDWIN THEATRE.
Gl STAVE FROHMAN, Lessee.-Snccess! Esmeralda! A

Great Hit! The Marvelous Change of Scene! Presented with the Powerful
Cast of

The Madison-Square Theatre Home Company!
A Brilliant Performance! Magnificent Stage Setting!
ESMERALDA Every Evening, and Matinee Saturday. Jan. 28.

EMERSON'S STANDARD THEATRE.
WM. KMFKSOX. Sole Proprietor and Manager—To-Nlfflit

(Saturday), Every Evening (Sunday included) and Saturday Matinee, EM-
ERSON'S MINSTRELS! Great Hit of JOHNSON and POWERS in their Original
Specialty,

The Shakers' Picnic!
BILLY EMERSON as Brown, the Tragedian. CHARLEY REED'S NIGHT ON
NOB HILL. Our New Season of Minstrelsy! 4—New StarB—1: WM. COURT-
WRIGHT, D. R. HAWKINS, BURTON STANLEY, W. B. BLAISDELL.
ORIGINAL POrULAK PRICES.—Dress Circle and Orchestra, 75 cents; Family

Circle, 50 cents; Matinee, 25 cents and 50 cents. No extra charge to reserve.
Telephone 5,094. Jan. 27.

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.

J II. HAVERLY, Proprietor.—This (Saturday) Evening.
* Last Night of

Michael Strogoff!

ARIEL, in her New and Startling Flight from the Stage to the Gallerv—a distance
of 80 feet; the most wonderful uct of the agel The Great CORNALBA! THE
GIRARDS!
Saturday, January 27th.—Last Strogoff Matinee.
Monday evening, January 20th. -THE TOUR OF THE WORLD IN 80 DAYS.

BUSH-STREET THEATRE.

MB. MvWITT, Lessee ami Manager: Al. Hayman, As-
* sociate Manager.—" For goodness' sake, don't say I told you!"

livery Evening at S; Wednesday and Saturday Matinees.
Brilliant Triumph of the Original and Only KICE SURPKISE PARTY in the

new Sensational Melodramatic Operatic Melange,

Secure seats in advance.
Pop!

Jan. 27.

WINTER GARDEN.
Stockton street, between Post and Satter.—Sfalil A Haack,

Proprietors.—This Evening (Jan. 27th), and until further notice, Gilbert &
Sullivan's Latest Success,

Iolantlie! (Or the Peer and the Peri.)

Produced in New York and Boston to Crowded houses nightly. Mr. FERDINAND
URBAN as the Lord Chancellor.
Admission, 25 cents. Jan. 27.

TIVOLI OPERA HOUSE.

Eddy street, near Market.—Kreling Bros.. Sole Proprle.
tors and Managers.—To-nljjht (Saturday, Jan. 27th), and Every Evening

until further notice, Verdi's Grand Lyric Opera,

La Traviata!
Upon a Grand and Elaborate Scale. Miss LOUISE LE1GHT0N as Yioletto, etc.

BILL NYE'S PAPER.-THE BOOMERANG.

Two .Dollars per Tear and Freight, or $3,000 for 1,000 Teart.

[Jan. 27.]

ADDRESS, BOOMERANG.
LARAMIE CITY, WYO. TY.

PERSONAL.
CHISHOLM Return : all settled. Write to I.. L. E. !f..

and your family. J. H. DAME. UBS. CH1SH0LM. Jan. 27.
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"The World." the Flesh, and the Devil.
[By a Truthful Penman.]

Tne Guards' Club of London has just had an interesting financial

experience. A well-dressed young man, with a sufficient swagger, walked
into the Club, bung up his hat, put his stick in the rack, scanned the

play-bills, and sauntered into the coffee-room, where he sat down and or-

dered luncheon. While this was being got ready however, the waiter,

who did not recognize his face, consulted with another waiter and then

came to him saying, "Beg pardon, sir, are you a member of the Club,

sir ? " " Oh, yes," replied the young man. " I am Mr. D , and have
just "joined the Coldstream." The doubt being thus allayed, the lunch-

eon was served, after which Mr. D asked for a blank cheque and drew
a cheque to the Guards1 Club or bearer for £10, out of which he paid for

his luncheon. This was on Saturday, and on the Sunday he again ap-

peared, dined at the Club, drew and got cashed another cheque for anoth-

er £10, and went away—apparently forever. The most earnest and affec-

tionate inquiries have since been made about him by the Club, but have
only resulted in surrounding hira with the mystery which so often hangs
over great men in their youth. Meantime, by some strange mischance,
both the cheques have been contemptuously returned (unpaid) by the

banker on whom they were so very successfully drawn

—

Vanity Fair.—
Some idea of the enormous expense of the Belt libel trial can be form-
ed from the fees paid to the defendant's three counsels alone. Mr. C.

Russell's brief was marked 200 guineas, Mr. Webster's 150 guineas, and
Mr. Lewis Coward's 100 guineas, exclusive of ' refreshers,' which were 50
guineas a day for the leader, 40 guineas for Mr. Webster, and 20 guineas
for the junior, to whom Mr. Webster paid such a flattering public compli-
ment. The trial lasted forty-three days, and the aggregate fees amount-
ed to 5,180 guineas. The jury, by arrangement, received a guinea a day.
^—The floods in England bid fair to be as severe and disastrous as those

in Germany and Italy. DuriDg the last six weeks all the low-lying lands
have been under two feet or more of water. In many parts of Norfolk,
Suffolk and Cambridgeshire the marshes are tour, five and even six feet

deep in water, and the consequences to sport have been most serious.

Hundreds of pheasants and hares have been drowned in the low grounds
round covert3. Meanwhile, there never was a year when wild-fowl was
so scarce. Except in decoys, such a bird as a wild-duck or teal is scarcely

to be seen, and very few have as yet fallen to the gun of the sportsman.
Snipe and woodcock are equally Bcarce. In Ireland there has been some
good snipe and woodcock shooting, especially up in the north.

—

World.
^—The wrath of the Scotch at the loss of the historical portion of the
Hamilton manuscripts has by no means abated, and as these papers relate

to one of the most interesting periods in the history of the country, 1532-

85, the public exasperation is not surprising, but it should be consoling to

reflect that for generations they have been locked up at Hamilton Palace,
where nobody has ever been able to get at them, while at Berlin they
will in due time be freely accessible to all respectable people. It does
not seem to be generally known that there is a partial catalogue of man-
uscript printed in one of the Yolumes of the Maitland Club, in which it

is stated that the original state papers and letters on Scotch affairs, during
the reigns of James and Mary, extend over 6,000 pages.——Benjamin
Moran, late United States Minister to Portugal, and for twenty-five

years Chief Secretary of our Legation in London, lies mortally ill at
London, in the home of Joshua Nunn, England's late Vice-Consul Gen-
eral in this country. Mr. Moran has been a valued officer of our diplo-

matic service, and during the long term of his office at the Court of St.

James often had entire charge of the Legation's affairs. Even the Lon-
don Times condescended to praise his faithfulness and courtesy, and pro-
nounced him " above all and everything an American." Mr.. Moran was
fitted by experience and ability for the post of Minister to England, and
should have succeeded to that office; but the Government unhappily saw
fit to " promote him to Portugal." His malady is of a paralytic nature,
and it is believed that he cannot long survive.——The Letter-Bags be-
tween the station and the village of Cardross, Scotland, have for some
time been carried by a collie dog, who has never made the smallest mis-
take respecting his destination, nor has he ever lost anything. The Post-
office authorities at Edinburgh, however, ordered his services to be dis-

continued, so the faithful and intelligent dog bad to be sold.

—

Truth.^—
If the great prices for shorthorns realized at Lord Dunmore's sale are
no longer paid in this country, big figures still prevail in Australia. The
' Duchess' hull, ' Eighth Duke of Tregunter,' bred by Colonel Gunter, of
Wetherby Grange, and sold by him to Mr. Eisher for exportation in 18S0,
was recently sold by auction at Melbourne, and brought 4,000 guineas,
the purchaser being Mr. Gardiner, of Bui.doora Park.——An order has
been received in Vienna for 500 live partridges, which are to be sent to
England and turned out on the estates of a noble sportsman.——A sub-
terranean telegraph wire is being laid between Paris and Marseilles.
Nearly three hundred men are employed on the undertaking, which will
cost §8,000,000. The wire is to be connected with the Atlantic and Med-
iterranean cables.—An advertisement in the London Era runs thus :

" Died. Kate (the beloved wife of Professor Van Hare), formerly a fa-
mous equestrian, after a long but painless illness, took her last and final
leap, without fear or excitement, on the 21st ultimo, we hope to a better
world, where envy and ambition are unknown. Interred (27th) at the
Brompton Cemetery."

—

World.

" wnat kind of slippers do the angels wear?
smaller than their feet, or else the shoemakers lie.

About three sizes

Composed of the best known tonics, iron and cinchona, with well-
known aromatics, is Brown's Iron Bitters. It cures indigestion and all

kindred troubles.

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
INSURANCE AGENCY,

A- 324 California Street, San Francisco,

Fire Insurance.
TEUTONIA of New Orleans.
LACONFIANCE of Paris.

DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS
of New York.

THE FIRE INS. ASSOCIATION (Limited)
of London, England.

GIRARD of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN of New York.
ST. PAUL of St. Paul.
STANDARD EIRE OFFICE.. of London

marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONCIERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented $27,000,000.
All Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid.

W. L. CHALMERS,
Special Agent and Adjuster.

PHtENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., Estab'd 1782 Cash Assets, 85,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1833.—Cash Assets, 81,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can.. Estab'd 1851.—Cash Assets, 81,351,326.39.

BUTLER & HALDAN.
General Agents for Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864.

Principal Offloe 406 California Street. S. F.

FIRE INSURANCE.
Capital (Paid Up in XT. S. Gold Coin) $300,000.00
Be-Insurance Reserve $171,412 75

Assets January 1, 1882 $ 684,577.83 I Premiums, since organization.S3,841,412.07
Surplus for policy holders.. 674,577.83

|
Losses, since organization... 1,766,278.00

OFFICERS:
J. F. HOUGHTON President. I CHAS. R. STORY Secretary.

J. L. N. SHEPHARD.... Vice-President.
|
R. H. MAGILL General Agent.

Directors of the Hours Motcal Insurance Co.:—L. L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J. L.

N. Shepard, John Currey, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, C C. Burr, J. S. Carter,
Charles Belding, D. W. Earl. April 8.

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.

Capital, $10,000,000-
TJnlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF LONDON FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

THE STANDARD MARINE~JNSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool. Capital, $5,000,000-

Aug. 12.

W. J. fALHSOHAJI * CO. General Agents,
213 Sansoine Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,500,000
Cash Assets 1,709,976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR, GITTIIKIE A CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF LONDON.
[ INSTITUTED 1803. ]

London Assurance Corporation, of London
Established by Royal Charter 1720

Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.
ROBERT DICKSON, Manager.

W.IsAJfE BOOKER, Agent and Attorney.

S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building:.

[October 11.

1

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.--UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

The California Lloyds.---Established in 1861.—Kos. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, S750.000 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates

!

Prompt Settlement of Loses ! ! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS. —J. Mora Moss,
Mosea Heller, J. O. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Eartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Everson, A. B. Phipps, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Brandenstein, W. M. Hoag, Nicholas
Luning, Jamea Moffitt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Touchard,
George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Scholle, Charles
Bauio, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Renua.

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President.

Jambs D. Bailey, Secretary. Geo. T. Bohbs s
Surveyor. - Nov. 6.
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MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS.
American Freight Rates. In a report on fcba internal <<>mmorce of

Si tu-n by Mr. Nuntno, chief <>f the Bnreau of Statistics, pnb-
Hlbed in 1881, there iKX-urx t*l»le <>f the- Average nnnuil OOMVes for the
tranni- of wheal per bushel from Cbioagoto New York
from lsiis t*» Lbel, a period of fouteeo nan. Thin tools shows thai

< halves were ateadily redaoed from li'i". <vnts in 1868 to 14

in L88L the average rate for the whole paiiod being -'7.1 cents. In :m
appeaou to the Mine report will be (bond another table giving the charges
per ton per mile on all freight moved on thirteen of the leading railroads
of the I'liite.l States in the two prosperons years, 1873 and 1880. The
average rate onarged by these thirteen railroads in 1873 was 1.77 cents,

and in 1SS0 it had been reduced to 1,07 cents.

—

Engineering.

Chief Justice C. P. Daly recently told the Long Island Historical
Society, in a lecture, that the air of " Yankee Doodle " is to be found in

an old Basque sword dance; and now somebody writes to the Critic that
he once heard the late French archaeologist, F. de Saulcy, play a number
of old Arabic times, among which were the airs of "Home, Sweet
Home," and " We won't go home till morning," just as we have them,
except that they were played in the minor key. Pretty soon somebody
will be finding the music of "Hail Columbia " wrapped about an Egyp-
tian mummy.

The proposed second Suez Canal and the projected Euphrates Valley
railway, both of which schemes have had in view cheaper and increased
opportunities for reaching India, are supplemented by a third plan sug-
gested at Berlin. A dispatch from that city to the London St. James 1

Oazettt states that leading German merchants have prepared a petition
praying the Government to exert its influence to hasten the junction of

the Austro-Hungarian and Ottoman railways, so as to open a new route
from England through Germany, via Salonica, to India.

Costly Bivalves.—A correspondent encloses a bill to the London
Truth which he paid the other day at Kettner's, in Church street :

Three dozen oysters £1 1
One bottle St. Marceaux 12

Total £1 13

Although oysters are now costly, they seem to us to be somewhat over-
costly at Kettner's. Compare this with our prices here, and let no San
Franciscan grumble when he pays for his plate of Eastern on the half-

shell and his bottle of Zinfandel.

French, and American Steel Rails. —M. Brossard, an inspector on
the Paris, Lyons and Mediterranean Railway, reports : "During the first

years the wear and tear on our rails iB, on average, .310 of a millimetre on
the main line, outside of stations and tunnels. The wear decreases after

this period, and declines after ten years to .15 of a millemetre per annum,
and as the rails may wear to the extent of 12 millimetres, it may be rea-

sonably concluded that the present steel rails will last eighty years, even
on lines with very heavy traffic. American rails would last on the French
lines some 100 or 150 years."—Engineering.

The Annual Review of the Commercial Herald and Market Review
was issued last week. It contains a vast amount of statistical matter,
representing the commerce and finance of San Francisco for 1862. The
quicksilver tables are exhaustive, and so of all other articles produced on
this coast. The operations of the Hawaiian sugar business, and the mode
of calculating the price, etc., paid in this market, will be found of value.

Altogether, the Herald is an invaluable paper for all interested in Cali-

fornia affairs.

Trees on the Northern Pacific.—A railway running along hundreds
of miles between rows of shade trees will soon be one of the novel charac-
teristics of the Northern Pacific. This extensive tree planting is being
carried out to protect the line from storms and snowdrifts. In addition

to having a large force of men engaged at this work between Fargo and
Bismarck, Dakota, the officers of the company have distributed large

quantities of Beedlings and cuttings to the farmers settled on the land
grant, and have offered prizes for skill in forestry.

Petaluma has been burglarized and eight hundred dollars-worth of

jewelry stolen at one fell swoop. Hitherto we had fondly supposed that

such a sum would have purchased all the nickle watches in the town, and
would have gone a long way towards paying for the city itself. Now we
bow our stricken heads before the golden calf, and for the future will

accord Petaluma a place among the wealthy cities of the United States.

While the ten Brooklyn Aldermen were confined recently in the Ray-
mond-Street Jail, for contempt of court, one of them was accosted by a
tramp whom he bad himself sentenced while sitting in the place of a
police justice. Speaking in a husky voice, the tramp reminded the Al-
derman of their previous meeting, said he was to be released on the fol-

lowing day, and kindly inquired whether he couM do anything for him.

During the year 1882 there were 8,679,537 passengers carried by the
Bteam vessels, ocean and inland, of the San Francisco Inspection District,

without a single loss of life from collision or other casualty, reflecting

much credit on the commissioned officers of the Steamboat Inspection Ser-

vice at thiB port, and on the licensed officers of steamers for the careful

and vigilant performance of their duties.

"Have you read the new Charter?" is the question which greets one
on every side. Of course we have, and consider that, next to the Magna
Charter, it is the best on record; at least, a close perusal of the headings
led us to form that opinion. We shall read the rest when the days grow
a little longer, and the scramble for bread and butter has somewhat
abated.
The Stock Report says : "The telegraph wires caused much of the

loss of life at the Milwaukee fire. It will not be long before our people

will get very tired of the ugly and obstructive pole and wire."

The rising young man of the future is one who will be willing to jump
up and build the morning tires.

Twenty-four beautiful colors of the Diamond Dyes, for Silk, Wool,
Cotton, etc., 10 cents. A child child can use them with perfect success.

INSURANCE.
The Only Company on </«. Vactfte Coast Governed by the Massa-

chusetts Non~Forfelt%tre Law,

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL ~L1FE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF BOSTON.

Total Assets December 31, 1881 $16,210,465.92.
Surplus over All Liabilities

Massachusetts Standard 4 per cent ... .$2 636 804 93
New York Standard 4£ per cent .7.7

.'."".'. ...."."'.',
3)50l,'88&42

Market Value of Stocks and Bonds over cost !'...'.'. i'474'g91."09

POINTS.
First—A Plain and simple policy clear of all burdensome conditions, and fullv

protected from forfeiture.
*

Skcond—An agency experience of fifteen years in this State, during which, by
liberality and fair dealing in its relations with policy-holders, the Company has
gained an enviable reputation.

Third—Non-forfeiture for residence or travel, or for hazardous occupations with-
out a permit.

Fourth—Liberal paid-up and cash surrender, values stipulated by law.

Fiftu—This Company charges no more for insurance than those companies in
which the policy is forfeited, in case of non-payment of premium when due.

Before insuring in any other company, or joining any co-operative assessment so-
ciety, carefully examine the practical working of the Massachusetts law of 1880, and
read the policy contract of the New England Life.

HENRY K. FIELD, General Agent,
Auir. 26. 388 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

(Organized 1863.J

FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY.
Fire and Marine Insurance.

Assets , , 81,250,000
JLosses paid over j- 4,500,000
itgrThe Largest Assets and Largest Income of all the companies hailing- from

west of New York State, and in 1881 Pacific Coast premiums were larger than
those of any other company, local. Eastern or foreign.

D. J. STAPLES....
.
. President I WM. J. DUTTON Secretary

ALPHEUS BULL Vice-President
|
E. W. CARPENTER Asst. Secretary

MOME OFFICE;
Southwest Cor. California and Sansome streets* San Francisco.
6^~ Agents in all prominent localities. Sept. 30.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, of Zurich, Capital 5,000,000 francs; Helvetia,

of St. Gall, Capital 10,000,000 francs ; Baloise, of Basle, Capital 5,000,000 francs.
These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that may be sus-
ained. Losses made payable in all the principal seaports of the world. In "the set-
tlement of all claims under an English policy, these Companies will strictly adhere to
the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, and submit to English jurisdiction.
June 9. HARRY W. SYZ, Agent, 420 and 422 California Bt., S. F.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.

(
Capital $5,OOO,OOO.-—Agents: Balfour, Gnthrle A- Co., No.
/ 316 California street, San Francisco. Nov. 18.

GEO. STREET, Agent News Letter, 30 Comhill, E. C, London.

be Summer San and Dost. Ladies and all exposed to the scorching
rays of the sun and heated particles of dust, will find that the most
cooling and refreshing preparation for the face, hands and anus, is

T
R
R
Rowlands 1 Odon to is the purest and most fragrant Tooth Powder ever used,

and contains no acid or mineral ingredients, which are so detrimental
to the teeth and gums. Its purity especially adapts it for the teeth of

young children. Ask any dealer in perfumery for Rowlands' articles,

of 20, Hatton Garden, London.

owlamls' Halydor, which eradicates all prickly Heat, Sunburn, Tan,
Freckles, Stings of Insects, etc., and produces a beautiful and dclicato

complexion,

owlands* Macassar OH prevents the hair falling off or becoming dry
durine the hot weather, and eradicates scurf and dandrufF.

F
LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.

tnest and Cheapest Meat'flavoring? Stock for Soups, Hade
Dishes and Sauces. ^___^^

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT,
An Inval liable and Palatable Tonic in all Cases of Weak

Digestion and Debility. " Is a success and boon for which Nations should feel

grateful. See " Medical Press," " Lancet," " British Medical Journal." etc.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
Caation»Genniue only with fac-simile of Baron T.iebig-'s

Signature, in blue ink, across Label.
This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substitutes being in

the market.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
To be had of all Store-beepers, Grocers and Chemists. Sole

Agents for the United States (wholesale only), C. David & Co., 9, Fenchurch
Avenue, London, England. Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, Bu
Francisco. June 10

$72 A week. $12 a day at home easily made. Costly Ootflt Free.
Address Tbub £ Oo. , Aagosta. Maine.
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THE DESIGNS OF THE BOSSES.

Said Boss Buckley to one of his most docile lambs in the Legisla-

ture : "I care more for that little bill to give the Supervisors the power
to appoint Police and Fire Commissioners than for any thing else before

this Legislature." And well he may. The control of the fire and police

departments means a firm grasp on the machine politics of the city, and
that grasp means power and a fortune for the Boss. It means something
very different, however, for the people. It means debased and corrupt

politics, the silencing of honest citizens who desire a voice in the manage-
ment of their municipal affairs, the selling of nominations and deputyships,

the blackmailing of corporations, levying largeBS on Chinatown, licensing

of gamblers, protection for favored specimens of the criminal classes,

the reopening of the three hundred dives that have been closed within
the past two or three years, and a bad and wicked condition of things
generally. We do not exaggerate. We know precisely whereof we
speak. We have watched these things closely for months past, and tell

that whereof we are well informed. We declare, without fear of suc-

cessful contradiction, that if the clear road which the bosses think they
have to a perpetuation of their power be not blocked, there will soon
result a disgraceful condition of things that has never been surpassed iu

any city in this Union, which is saying not a little. The mischief is that

politicians, who have ambitions to gratify, have allowed themselves to be-

come possessed of the belief that the bosses are so strongly entrenched in

power that nothing can dislodge them, and the result is that countenance
is given by men who ought to withhold it. Greatbouse, Marye, English,

and a majority of the Supervisors are among the men we mean. It is

lamentable that such men, of recognized character, should lend them-
selves to tbe furtherance of the schemes of creatures whom in their

innermost souls they abhor. But such, nevertheless, is the fact. They
have little jobs of their own to put through, and to secure these they are

willing to wink at and even indirectly aid rascalities that, if rightly un-

derstood, would shock this community. We say, knowing personally well

whereof we speak, that politics in this city are getting into a groove that

it will be very difficult to get them out of, and that the results are likely

to be more corrupt, debasing, injurious and discreditable to our city than
anything heretofore known in our history.

We shall be told that the Supervisors are men of fair fame and name ;

that they would not lend themselves to the appointment of Police Com-
missioners for ignoble purposes. That line of argument is plausible on its

face, but those who use it know little of what is going on. The majority
of the Supervisors obtained their nomination from the bosses. They are

what they are by the grace of Buckley & Co. In return for a nomina-
tion, nine out of the twelve promised to give such patronage as fell to

them to the bosses. They have already proceeded to carry out that pro-

mise. Let us take a specimen instance. Sam Shear is a Buckley tool; he
leads the blind boss around, and is one of his most obedient creatures; he
spits, chews, swears, gambles, and lives on the plane of the Bush-street
saloon. Yet, at the dictation of the boss, he is the caucus nominee of the
present Supervisors for the highly important office of Superintendent of

the principal reformatory institution of this city. Good men and noble
women advised the establishment of a House of Correction, in order that
young offenders might be reformed. Sam Shear, without a reformatory
idea in his head, is to be appointed to run that establishment. Who shall

say, in the face of that regrettable fact, that a majority of the Super-
visors are not completely under the control of the boss? We know they
are. We say that there are undreamed-of daagers ahead, and only do our
duty by warning our citizens accordingly. It may be difficult to arouse
them to a full realization of all that we mean, but stern facts will awaken
them in time, and then it will become apparent that a well-informed
mind and a true story-teller has been indicting these notes of warning.
To the politicians who think their sole chance of success lies in serving
the bosses, we say that they egregiously err. The time is near at hand
when no man who has been known as a Buckley lamb will have a politi-

cal future. We shall take care that they are well known. Meanwhile,
the daily press is far from doing its duty in the premises. Ifc is, for the
most part, Republican, and would rather see wrongs grow and increase
than endeavor to prevent them, and cares little how much the city may
suffer if only a party advantage may be derived therefrom. That is not
wise or good, or patriotic, and is altogether unworthy of an independent
press. Every well-posted reporter in the city knows what is going on, but
their proprietors prefer that there should be Democratic "mistakes," even
though the city suffer incalculable harm therefrom. All this is lamenta-
ble. The present reign of the bosses is fraught with dire mischief to the
best interests of this municipality.

HOW TO AVERT CALAMITIES.

There is a great deal of inventive skill in the United States. Our
numerous appliances for the saving of labor are the wonder of the world.
There is money in dispensing with labor, and therefore the genius of the
age is all directed towards that one end. It would be well if there were
equal rewards for devising methods for saving life. It is not creditable
that, in the presence of the appliances of a great city, numerous persons
in the Newhall House, Milwaukee, should from the windows have ap-
pealed foh aid in vain. It is disgraceful that nothing better than open
coal stoves should be available for trains that are always liable to collision
and upset. The number of lives that have been sacrificed to this cause
is terrible to contemplate. TrainB might, as it seems to us, be easily
heated without risk or danger, by steam. But the trouble is that which
we have stated. There are rewards for labor-saving appliances, and Bkill
and ingenuity are turned in that direction. There is no apparent profit
in saving life, and therefore nothing ib done to promote that most bene-
ficial and humanitarian of all purposes. But, in this age of civilization,
that all ought to be changed. Rightly considered, there is money in hu-
man life. Every industrious citizen is worth so many dollars and cents
to tbe commonwealth. Twenty lives are worth at least twenty thousand
dollars to the State. That amount of standing reward would surely lead
to the discovery of a means of heating trains better and safer than that
now in vogue. All travelers are interested in seeing that done and it

ought to be done. The present imperfect system, which prevails all over
the country, is mainly responsible for the terrible accident which occurred
the other day on the Southern Pacific.

THAT INVESTIGATING COMMITTEE.
A joint Legislative Committee iB in session in this city, acting un-

der a resolution authorizing it to investigate all official acts of the Board
of State Harbor Commissioners, the Board of Pilot Commissioners, the
question of towage and towage rates, and all other matters pertaining
to the injury of the commerce of the State. That, it must be confessed,
is a very wide field for investigation. Those at all acquainted with the
Bubject matters of inquiry know that facts might easily be developed
which would conclusively show that there is wide scope for reformatory
measures in regard to nearly everything pertaining to port charges. The
truth is that we have not yet accommodated ourselves to the times in re-
gard to such affairs. We are Btill going on the basis of the high prices
for every insignificant service that were peculiar to the golden era. Port
matters to this hour have been in the hands of a coterie, or clique, and
judging from the men we saw crowding around the rooms of the Investi-
gating Committee and taking charge of the inquiry, we are very sure that
the bed-rock facts are not going to be reached at this time. The same old,
old swindles are going to be perpetuated. Commerce is not to obtain the
much needed relief. The swindlers are going to be changed, that is all.

The Democratic investigators are only too palpably concerned in finding
a way, a how and an excuse for legislating out Republican extortionists in
order to put Democratic ones in their places. That, we plainly discern, is

at present the true inwardness of all this pretentious investigation. The
men who have taken the members of the Committee in charge, who whis-
per to them, and who dictate the trend and direction of the inquiry, are
so well known that their objects are not to be mistaken. They are not
reformers of port charges in the interests of commerce. No, not by a
great deal. They are one and all concerned in perpetuating a " soft thing."
They would not for their very lives' sake lessen towage rates, or pilotage,
or wharfage, by so much as one jot or tittle. They have not taken the
Committee into keeping, and do not own and run a majority of its mem-
bers for any such purpose. They are after an excuse for changing the
men who are at present enjoying the "soft thing " for another set. That
is the whole thing in a nutshell. We regret exceedingly to say so, but it

is the fact. There was before the Committee, if it had been honestly
constituted in the interests of the commerce of the port, a wide field for a
searching investigation and beneficial legislation, but nothing of that
kind was within its aim, end or purpose. It was appointed to accomplish
very different results, and its individual members hardly disguise the fact.

It is true that two or three members are intent on honest purposes.
Among these, we believe, the Chairman and vice-Chairman may be reck-
oned, but a majority are believed to have sinister purposes. It is under-
stood that they favor a report already prepared, and action already pre-
determined. If they will eschew personal and party advantages, admit
that all parties alike have hitherto been to blame for the management of
harbor matters, and earnestly go in for a reform of the many grievances
that exist, they will belie our predictions, but will do themselves honor
and confer inestimable advantages upon commerce. The harbor of San
Francisco is the most expensive in the world. It has long stank in the
nostrils of shipowners, and has suffered in consequence. It ought to be
made, and can be made, much more nearly a free port than it is.

A MOVE IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION.
Assemblyman Clement is after a very wicked and corrupt state of

things that has too long been tolerated in our courts of justice. The
stenographic reporters have a soft thing of it. They are appointed by the
judges, and, we regret to Bay, are in too many cases partners with those
functionaries. The judges get $4,000 a year, and the stenographic re-
porters often make $10,000 a year. The judges and reporters are believed
to divide in some cases. The law allows tbe judges very wide latitude in
ordering notes written up, and orders have, in cases that have come under
our notice, been issued in so unnecessary and capricious a fashion as to
lead to the inevitable conclusion that the court was interested in the fees
to be paid. If this be true, it is a crying grievance that cannot be too
soon remedied. At present reporters are allowed S10 per day and 20 cents
per folio for writing up their notes. That is an extortionate charge. It
has enabled men whom we know to make as much as .?100 per day. But
Assemblyman Clement has hardly hit upon the right remedy. His bill

should provide for a staff of duly examined reporters, and leave litigants
to make their own terms with stenographers, as they now do with attor-
neys. Perhaps it would be well, in addition, to provide that in no case
the charge for writing up notes should exceed six cents per folio. That
payment would be ample. We wish we had one third of the work we
could do at that price. It would be infinitely more profitable than the
best-paid editorial writing. The system which at present prevails in our
courts is a scandal and a disgrace that is doing much to pollute and render
mercenary our temples of justice.

QUACK LEGISLATION.
It is generally known that there is a well-meaning law at present on

the statute book intended to prevent quacks without diplomas, and with
out any pretensions to medical knowledge, from entering our sanctums
and from taking possesion of those near and dear to us, and from prac-
ticing their wiles in ignorance, destruction and death. The law is by no
means as stringent as it ought to be. It lets in many who ought to be
kept out. It errs on the side of liberality. But it was the best that
could be done at the time it was passed. If it should be amended at all,

the amendment should be in the direction of greater exclusion. In the
hour of calamity a doctor is sent for in haste. It is not always possible
to stop to inquire whether or not he has a diploma, and whether or not it

is from a college of education, standing and repute. The issues of life and
death ought to be sacredly guarded. The people who are not capable of
protecting themselves by law in regard to so serious a matter are incapa-
ble of any act of self-preservation whatever. Yet it is proposed to repeal
the present too liberal law in the interests of quackery. A fellow from
this city, a pronounced Buckley lamb, Senator Nelson by name, has in-

troduced a bill to let every ruffian practice medicine at his good will and
pleasure. The quacks have employed Attorney Travers to go to Sacra-
mento to advocate it. It ought to be defeated without hesitation. It is

a rascally measure, conceived in sin and shapen in iniquity. Money
has been put up to pass it. There is coin in being permitted to treat and
kill poor suffering humanity. We shall make conspicuous the name of
the Legislator who has the temerity to favor this infamous measure.
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TOWN CRIER.
' Hut tha Criar I" " Whit tba daYil art tboo f

'On* that will play the devil, air with roa.'

' Hs'd ft nine In hit Uil a* Iodr u a tlail.

Which m*d* him crow bolder and bolder.'

The great Wagner having redeemed classical music from the follies

of Beethoven, Uosart, Haydn and Hantlel, has how turned his attention
to comic songs, and will produce at Bayreiith next year a comic song
vblofa will last two days, there being 480 lines to each stanza without the
ohonu and 108 stanzas. The name of the song is, " My features are to

the girls of Bordogogotzeuburg youst so well known as, by the well-in-

.stnutel-and-long-deep-read scientist, the plaster cast of the ruins of the
Coliseum of Rome understood is." It is rather a long title, but then it's

a pretty long song. The hero's name is Kameel, and he is beloved by all

the girls in the village of B. (vide supra). He will have none of them, be-

ing deeply enamored of himself. He therefore prays the God Blutwurst
to make onedialf of him a maiden and the other a gallant and split him
in two, as it were. It takes 32 double basses to convey the musical idea

of bisection by the god in question, while the entire chorus sings "Ach du
dudel du," etc, which is equivalent to the modern "Titty fol loo ral,

titty fol li do." Having only read one and a half octavo volumes of the
plot, it is impossible to say how it ends, but the disunited halves don't

agree and go off and marry other fellows and girls ; and then, when
Kameel gets put together again, he finds he has two wives and a husband
and forty-seven children, and they were just going to Utah as we go to

press.

There's a heap of solid philosophy in Vanderbilt's reply to a pestilent

interviewer who had the audacity to mention the " convenience of the

public " in connection with the management of some great railroad. " The
public be d—d," said the railroad king. And so the dear public ought to

be d—d, not once or twice, but seventy times seven, for in this matter of
*' monopolies " the aforesaid D. P. is simply a malicious idiot. The idea

of grown men going about squeaking like pigs with their tails twisted be-

cause they are " so shamefully ill-used and oppressed by these greedy mo-
nopolies." There isn't one of them who wouldn't set up as a first-class

"monopoly" himself, if he was only smart enough to accomplish it. In-
deed, a good many of the heaviest growlers are monopolists in their own
little tin-pot way, but then, of course, the moral code that should be
thrust upon railroad, telegraph, gas and water companies is in no sense

applicable to their, particular business, whatever that may happen to be.

Vanderbilt understands that in this connection the "public" merely
means those who are mad because they are out of the ring, and he very
properly damns it.

Kohler—he of the Waxworks—is a peculiarly inventive genius, who
wears his sixty odd Winters as ligbtly as a Kearny-street masher does his

Spring overcoat. When he read the details of the Milwaukee fire, he im-
mediately whipped out a model of Tom Thumb from his collection, and,

placing him in the arms of a murderous-looking model of an Australian
bushman, set the pair up in the front window and placarded them: "Tom
Thumb saved from the great Newhall fire by the heroism of a Milwaukee
fireman." When reminded that firemen in the United States were not
usually the color of burnt toast, and did not wear ragged hats, nor carry

small hatchets, the veteran replied: "That's so, Cully, but what in thun-

der's a fellow to do? I sent all over town to borrow a helmet and a
speaking-trumpet, and the darned things were scarcer than virtue in

Chicago."

A New York paper is very sad over the number of suicides which
take place annually in San Francisco, and calls us "an apple of gold with
a deadlv core." On the other hand, our Coroner and his assistant, who
gets $20 for the autopsies, are complaining that business is decidedly dull,

and predict that things will remain stagnant unless we shortly get a holy
old crash in stocks, or a far more generally despondent tone prevails than
now exists. Dr. Levingstone, however, proposes to see that all the Eng-
lish comic papers are put in conspicuous places in our public libraries,

with a view to making our surplus population generally weary of life.

Another cause of a weak suicide market is the present high price of

arsenic, but good results are shortly expected from the large crop of dis-

appointed Democratic office-seekers.

To any one who has noticed a well-known photographer, this week,
with a scratched face resembling a melon-patch all harrowed up and
ready for seeding, the following explanation may prove of interest: A
well-known actress, who has just tilled her second engagement here, while
waiting in the elegant atelier to have a new set of pictures taken, was at-

tracted by a basketful of cabinet portraits labeled: "This lot, all slightly

soiled, cheap." Whether it was the discovery of her own picture among
the number that awoke her ire, will probably never be known, but that

establishment was closed for repairs for the remainder of the day, and the
proprietor is now thinking of making a specialty of either photographing
none but ministers, or ceasing to advertise soiled photographs.

Assemblyman Haley has introduced a righteous bill to prevent
pawnbrokers exacting unlawful interest. If he would introduce a bill

compelling your Uncle to give you more than S5 on a S100 watch, and
then advertise it six months afterward as a "great bargain for $175, cost

$450," Mr. Haley would be a still greater public benefactor. A better

bill, perhaps, would be to adopt the Russian policy toward the Knights
of the Three Balls. It is somewhat drastic and purgative in its opera-

tion, but very purifying in its after-effects. The delegate from Solano to

the last Republican Convention would make an admirable President of

any little association of this kind which may be started hereafter.

The night clerk at the Newhall House states that he had twenty-five

minutes to spare from the first outbreak of the fire up to its mastery over

the building, during which time he could have run through all the halls

and awakened all the inmates ; but he deemed it of more importance to

gather up the papers and valuables in the office safe, which, like the

building, was not fire-proof. It is a pity that this criminal lunatic lives

to tell the tale by which he stands self-convicted of supreme idiocy, if not
of moral murder.

"Cutter, of Yuba, said: ' Mr. Sneaker, what bill are we voting on ? I,

as well as the gentleman from San Pranclsoo, thought we were voting on
Bill 103.' Mr. Booth rejoined: 'So did I.' The house then ascer-

tained that the Sunday Law Repeal Bill was under consideration."—
Examiner's Sacramento Correspondence.

He snorted in his sleep, then woke, The other Legislative logs
And thusly to the Speaker spoke: Rolled over in their seatB like hogs
"I dreamt, sir, that I voted, That wallow in the mire.

And if I really did do so, "I also, sir, was napping caught;
Perhaps it were as well to know What might my nasal vote import?
What 'twas my snore denoted." If, sir, I might inquire?"

"You've voted for the Sunday Law!"
The Speaker said. "Forevermore

Your votes stop Sunday toddies.
Snores count for 'Ayes,' as I suppose."

"Nay! " shrieked they, "snores come from the 'noes 7

In Legislative bodies."

It now turns out that the hoax regarding the foundering of the
Bteamer Columbia off the bar, at the mouth of the river of the same
name, was regularly transmitted by the Associated Press agent of this
city to New York, whence the first intimation came to the owners here.

The agent's excuse was that he heard the rumor on the street. This is

about the usual amount of foundation for three-quarters of the Associated
Press dispatches, with which we are deluged morning and evening by the
dailies. Another happy knack which the A. P. has of mystifying its

readers is by wiring the tail end of a story of which it has never sent the
first word of explanation previously. By these and similar capers is un-
derstood the expressive term " telegraphic facilities."

So the blind pensioner, Hill, has actually recovered his stake from
the all-devouring maws of Hallelujah Cox and Lawyer Aiken. We have
heard of many hair-breadth escapes by flood and field, but, barring the
case of Jonah (whom we take to be a liar), this is the first instance on
record of a man being rescued from the very belly of the Bhark, or rather
sharks, for verily Hill was torn in two and swallowed by halves. Special
Pension Examiner Morgan must have used a forty-horse power emetic to
have effected this unheard of disgorgement. One of its ingredients, we
are told, was that potent restorative known by the Latin name of fearof-
sanquentiness.

Chicago is very sarcastic over the late sparring exhibition in Kalloch's
Metropolitan Temple. Perhaps the following telegram, just received
from Jem Mace at this office, will make them change their tune: " En.
New3 Letter—Slade and I arrived here (Chicago) all right, and were
met by Elliott and Fox and all the local Fancy. We have any quantity
of offers to give an exhibition here, four of them from prominent
churches, with the offer of the basements for bar rooms. You can rely
on it that we'll never fight in a Baptist Church again, as the trap doors
over the ducking tanks are liable to give way at any moment."

It will be remembered that about two years ago an elevator boy at

the Lick House swallowed a half-dollar piece, which up to the present
time still remains in his system and can occasionally be heard rattling
against his backbone. He says it is very hard lines to have money in
bank which you can't draw out, and every time that he is hard up and
wants fifty cents to go to a matinee it nearly breaks his heart. That boy
should turn essayist and contribute an article to the Century on " The
Wealth of the Interior."

The Evening Poat, with a sagacious curiosity which is peculiarly its

own, wanted to know last Wednesday when it was going to rain. Con-
sidering that everybody who had any out-door business to transact was
thoroughly wet through that afternoon, and that the Bulletin of the same
date gave a full account of the rainfall from Oregon to the southern part

of the State, it would seem that " what the Post would like to know," is

pretty much what everybody else knows already.

The people of San Francisco may consider themselves test-mediums,
to whom ministers of the gospel are sent to ascertain their worth. If found
wanting they are left here ; if discovered to be scholars or orators, vide

Piatt or Hemphill, they receive a call from some Eastern city and hasten
to accept it. Not to make a greater amount of filthy lucre, the T. C.

has been assured, but to gather larger flocks of sheep to the fold. And
we believe it?

A big funeral is a regular bonanza to the neighboring corner-grocery-

man, who dispenses lager beer and bad whisky to the attending hackmen
and the thirsty-sympathizing-male-friends of the bereaved family. " By
crazious," said a Dutchman the other day, "I vos vorked hard by dot pig
funeral, just now," and the vendor of teas, spices, canned fruits and
liquors sighed and smiled, as the last carriage of a funeral cortege drove
out of sight.

Nitro-Glycerine manufactories and magazines may be summary and
effectual means of disposing of the " heathen Chinee.' Far better than
the ten years' restriction law. But it would be considerate to consult the
white laborers engaged and the residents in the vicinity as to their will-

ingness to be jointly sacrificed as whole burnt offerings on the altar of

Confucius.

In Boston they are so cultured that when a theater is full down stairs

and the only vacant space is in the gallery, the managers hang out a
placard, on which is printed "Apotheosis only," by which is meant that
visitors can still be placed among the gods.

One of the old time-honored proverbs had to take rather a back seat

on the eighth of the month in Oakland, when (ride Wednesday's Chroni-

cle) Mr. lieorge Locke was married to Miss Alice Smith. Love didn't

laugh at a locksmith that time.

Salmi Morse proposes to bring out the Patsion Play with 634 people

in the cast. What an awful strike there will be for salaries after the first

week among the camel drivers, beggars, cripples, the 71 tenors, the forty

Jewish mothers, etc. I

Time rolls on, and we still speak of " Wheeler, the Strangler." Won-
der if any of us will live long enough to be able to allude to this hitherto

unpunished fiend as " Wheeler, the Strangled?"
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SUNBEAMS.

We call the attention of our Eastern friends

to the Fall styles of lynching- in Wyoming and
to the advancement thus being made in crude
justice. The telegraph pole has about played
out here now as a Western aid to speedy vin-

dication, and the day is not far distant when a

car fitted up like a wrecking car, only with a
Vigilance Committee, Coroner, Coroner's jury,

rope, etc., will be the popular thing. Wyoming
may not be very recherclie in many ways, but
she has made some gallant strideB in the way of

judden equity. Justice may be slow in the Old
World, but in Wyoming results come treading
upon the heels of crime, and effect somehow
seems to follow rapidly on the trail of cause.

The Pullman palace lynching car will have every
convenience, and be managed so as to give per-

fect satisfaction to all. When business is good
and several telegrams have to be attended to,

the first man can be hung while the car is mak-
ing forty miles per hour on the way to the sec-

ond man. No doubt, there are croakers who
will sneer at this suggestion and claim that it is

impossible, but other inventors besides us have
been hooted at. When Galileo invented the
steamboat, and Archimedes discovered the lever,

and Edison found out that the earth revolved on
its hind feet, they were all laughed at because
they were so far in advance of the age in which
they lived. That may be our fate, but we can-
not help it. When we get one of these glorious
ideas we just go to work and print it and then
let humanity avail itself of the statement, or

turn its back upon us and grope on through the
black night of ages.

Two gentlemen of this city having a differ-

ence, the one went to the other's door early in

the morning, and wrote scoundrel upon it. The
other called on his neighbor, and was answered
by the servant that "his master was not at

home, but if he had anything to say he might
leave it with him." " No, no," said he, " I was
only going to repay your master a civil visit, as
he left his name at my door this morning."

Rather Roundabout.—She was asked what
she thought of one of her neighbors, of the name
of Jones, and with a knowing look replied :

"Why, I don't like to say anything about my
neighbors, but, as to Mr. JoneB, sometimes I
think, and then again I don't know, but, after
all, I rather guess he'll turn out to be a good
deal such a sort of a man as I take him to be."

The asinine Hatton has placed before all the
Republican members of Congress lithographed
letters to Postmasters, to be signed by the mem-
ber, requesting the Postmaster to push the Na-
tional Republican newspaper. He is a good man
to kick out of the place of First Assistant Post-
master-General.

A gentleman returned from a voyage in-

quired of a person respecting an acquaintance
who had been hung after he had left, was told he
was dead. "And did he continue in the gro-
cery line ? " said the former. " Oh, no," replied
the other, " he was quite in a different line

when he died."

An attorney and an apothecary of very in-

different characters in their profession, were dis-

puting a matter of etiquette at the young bloods'
ball, viz; Who should dance first? The master
of ceremonies decided immediately that the
rogue should go first and the executioner follow
after.

Herr Detrich, a German scholar, has dis-

covered that " Hamlet " was " the constable of
Providence." If this be true, it is a marvel he
didn't arrest half the characters in the play.
" Ophelia" is the only one for whom he appears
to have had an attachment.

At an auction sale of old Government medical
supplies, at St. Louis, among other things one
man bought 17,308 pills for 30 cents. A local
paper says: "The books and instruments sold
have been used before, but the pills were
entirely new."

An old man said one day to a young lady:
" I never see you, my dear, but I am a score of
years the younger." "Then, pray,*' wittily re-

plied the girl, " let us not meet often, or you
will soon be in your second childhood."

Never despise the meanest metal. Remem-
ber that even tin-can be useful on the tail of a
dog.

That woman is an idol to a man who has an
eye dull to his faults.

Among the professional reminiscences of

Daniel O'Connell, when at the Irish Bar, was
the following unique instance of a client's grati-

tude. He had obtained an acquittal, and the
fellow, in the ecstasy of his joy, exclaimed

:

"Och, Counsellor, I've no way here to show your
Honor my gratitude, but I wisht I saw you
knocked down in my own parish, and maybe I

wouldn't bring a faction to the rescue."

Some of the newspapers refer to Gambetta
as the James G. Blaine of France. In some
ways they were totally unlike. For example,
Gambetta was not able to accumulate a fortune
of §10,000,000 in fifteen years on a salary of

§5,000.
A lady writes a story about *' My Husband's

Secret." He must have been a young husband
to have admitted he had one. The old married
man knows better than to do so.

The pen may be mightier than the sword, but
when a religious editor has a rivet fitted to a
couple of swords he can beat a dozen pens in get-

ting up original matter.

Said the Colorado man: "Eastern people call

the Atlantic Ocean ' the drink.' They know
what's right, they do; they understand what the
size of a drink ought to be."

Mrs. Smith told her new hubby that Bhe
would like a likeness of herself to hang on the
wall, that; she could take pleasure in looking at.

He bought her a large mirror.

A person once hearing a lady sing who had a
disagreeable breath, was asked how he liked it.

"The voice is good," said he, "but the air is

intolerable.

"

A Philadelphia gentleman broke his arm
in saving a young lady skater from drowning.
But gentlemen will continue to offer their arms
as soon as the ice is broken.

A sharper, having observed that there was
no knowing one's friends till they were tried,

was asked if most of his had not been tried
already.

A Buffalo girl never has her wedding dresB
made in that city for fear that somebody will
say she was married in a buffalo robe.

The girl who lost her hair in the ball-room
haB been distanced by the man who lost his head
in the bar-room.

A married coquette, whose husband has
stopped her frivolous ways, says she is check-
mated for life.
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BROAD «Al'«E.
-WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Sunday, October 22, 1882.
And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave
from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Town-send st., between 3d and 4th streets), as follows:

t d:50 a.m.

8:30 A M
10:40 A.M

* 3:30 P.M.

4:30 P.M.

6:30 p. m,

DESTINATION.

.San Mateo, Redwood,,..
and Menlo Park...

8:30 A.M
10:40 a.m
* 3:30 p. m

4:30 p.m

10:40 A.M.
* 3:30 p.m

. . Santa Clara, San Jose and.
..Principal Way Stations.

.

Gilroy, Pajuro, Castroville

and Monterey

ARRIVE

6:40 a.m.
9:05 a.m.

*10:02 a.m.
3:37 p.m.

t 5:04 p.m.

6:02 p.m.

9:05 a.m
40:02 a.m.
3:37 p.m.

6:02 p.m.

10:02 a.m.

6:02 p.m.

. Hollister and Tres Pinos.

10:40 A.M. I

" 3.30 p.m.
|

. Watson ville, Aptos, Soquel.
and Santa Cruz

. Salinas, Soledad and Way..
Stations

Sundays excepted. tSundaysonly.(Sportemen'sTrain.)

Stage connections are made with the 10:40 A.M.
Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo, which
connect with 8:30 a. m. Train. EXCURSION TICKETS
sold on Saturdays and Sunday moming-s—good to
return Monday: To Santa Clara or San Jose, ®2 50; to

Monterey or Santa Cruz, §5 00; also to principal points
between San Francisco and San Jose.

Ticket Offices—Passenger Depot, Townsend street,

and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Ag-t.

H££T~ S. P. Atlantic Express Train via Los Angeles,
Yuma, etc., leaves San Francisco daily via Oakland
Ferry, foot of Market stwot, nt 9:30 a.m. [Oct. 28.

C. P. R. R.
Time Schedule, Monday, Nov- 27, 1882.

Trains leave, and are due to arrive at,
SanFranciscoas follows:

LEAVE
(for)

DESTINATION. ARRIVE
(from)

9:30 a.m.
3:00 p.m,

*4:00p.m.
8:00A.m.
3:30 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
*4:00 P.M.

9:30 A.m
4:30 P.M,

8:00 a.m
4:00 P.M
8:00 A.M.
*3 :30 p.m.

t8:00 A.M
9:30 a.m,

8:00 A.M.
*5:00f.m,
9:30 a.m.

*4:00 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
8:00 A.M.

10:00 A.M,
3:00 P.M,
5:00 P.M.

3:30 P.m.

5:30 p.m.
8:00 A.m.
8:00 a.m,

8:80 A.M,
3:30 P.M.

*4:00p.m.
8:00 a.m.
3:00 p.m.
*8:00A,M.
8:00 A.M.
9:30 a.m,
3:30 P.M.

*4:00 P.M.

3:30 P.M.
8:00 A.M.

*3:30 P.M.

. .Antioch and Martinez..

.Benicia..

. . . Calistoga and Nspa

. f Deming, El Paso ) Express .

.

. ( and East j

-

Emigrant
. j Gait and \ via Livermore. . .

.

. ( Stockton > via Martinez

. . . lone

. . . Knight's Landing-
" " (tSundays only)

...Los Angeles and South
,

. . Livermore and Pleasanton.

,

. . Madera and Fresno . .

.

..Merced
. . Marysville and Ctaico.

,

..Nilesand Haywards..

. ( Ogden and 1 Express

. \ East f Emigrant. ...,..,

. . Redding- and Red Bluff ,

f Sacramento )
v

!
a^Pore

• { „„j n„if„ „ r via Benicia. . .

.

I
and Colfax / via Benicia . . .

.

. . . Sacramento River Steamers .

,

. . . Sao Joae

. . . Tehama and Willows.

.

...Vallejo

.({Sundays only).

.Virginia City..

.Woodland

2:40 P.M
•10:10 a.m
•12:40 P.M.

7:40 p.m.
11:10 a.m.

"10:10 a.m.
7:40 p.m.

2:40 P.M.

7:10 A.M.
5:40 P.M.

•12:40 P.M.
5:40 P.M.

11.10 A.M.

2:40 P.M.

5:40 P.M.
"8:40 A.M.
2:40 P.M.

•12:40 P.M.
5:40 P.M.
5:40 P.M.
3:40 P.M.
0:40 A.M.

"8:40 A.M.
11:10 a.m.
6:10 A.M.
5:40 p.m.
6:40 p.m.
7:40 P.M.
11:10 A.M.
•6:00 A.M.
3:40 P.M.

9:40 a.m.
"7:40 p.m.

7:40 p.m.
2:40 p.m.

•10:10 a.m.

tll:10 A.M.
•12:40 P.M.

11:10 A.M.
•7:40 P.M.

11:10 A.M.

Train leaving San Francisco at 8:00 A.M. should meet
Pacific Express from" Ogden" at Port Costa; and that
leaving at 9:30 A.M. should meet Pacino Express from
" El Paso" at Antioch.

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland Pier.

From "SAN FRANCISCO," Dally.

To EAST OAKLAND-«6.00, «6:30, 7:30, 8:30, 9:30,

10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30,

7:00, 8:00, 9:30, 11:00, '12:00.

To ALAMEDA—»6:00, *t6:30, 7:00, »t7:30, 8:00, "+8:30,

9:00, «t9:30, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 1:00, 2:00, 3:00, "t3:30,

4:00, <'t4:30, 5:00, "t5:30, 6:00, "+6:30,7:00, •8:00,9:30,

11:00,,»12:00.

To BERKELEY — "6:00, »6:30, 7:00, *7:30, 8:00, "8:30,

9:00, 19:30, 10:00, 110:30, 11:00, 111:30, 12:00, 1:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,

9:30, •12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—»6:00, »6:30, 7:00, "7:30, )8:00

8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, "4:30, 5:00,

•5:30, 6:00. "6:30, 7:00.

To "SAN FBANCISCO." Pally.

From BROADWAY, Oari,ahd-»6:32, »6:02, 6:32, 7:02,

7-32 8-02, 8:32. 9:02, 9:32, 10:02, 10:32,11:02, 11:32,12:02,

12:32. 1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32, 5:02,

5:32, 6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

From EAST OAKLAND-*5:21, »5:51, 6:21, 6:51, 7:51,

8:51, 9:51, 10:51, 11:51, 12:51, 1:51, 2:51, 3:51, 4:51,

5:51, 6:51, 7:51, 9:21, 10:51.

From ALAMEDA—*5:15, *5:45, 6:15. 7:10, "t7:35, 8:10,

"+8:35, 9:10, "t9:36, 10:10, "+10:35, 11:10, 12:10, 1.10,

2:10, 3:10, 4:10, "t4:35, 5:10, "t5:35, 6:10, "t6:36, 7:15,

"+7:35, 9:15, 10:45.

From BERKELEY— »5:45, »6:I5, 6:45, "7:15,7:45, *8:15,

8-45 19:15, 9:45, 110:15, 10:45, [11:15, 11:45, 12:45,

1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:16, 4:45,5:15,5:45,6:15,6:45, 7:45,

9:15, *10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY — *5:45, *6:15, 6:45, *7:15,

7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, *6:15, 5:45,

•6:15, 6:45, »7:15.

Creek Route.
From SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15, 9:15, 11:16, 1:15,3:15,

5:15.

From OAKLAND— *6:15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

All trains run daily, except when star (") denotes Sun-
days excepted.

IT rains marked thus (t) run via East Oakland.
(t)Sundavs only.

" Standard Time" furnished by Randolph & Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. GOODMAN, Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agt.

A. N. Towne, General Manager.

COAL OIL STOVES.
All Sizes for Cooking1 or Parlor use

Send for Circular and Prices.

WIESTEIt A CO.,
17 New Montgomery St., S. F.
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LETTER PROM LONDON.
London, January 4. 1883. /Mir X. /.. The New Year, an in raw-

ally the ca»e, opens dull in London. Society it ofl auni*ini* itself in the
oomtiT, with i> mnty balls, boose partial f"r the hoUdaya and private

ild. Parliament fa proroffnad til! the l.~>th of next mooth, and all

that mtvw to make the me trmmlis gay, anil bring an oootalona] visitor to

town, are the pantomimes. The latter, even, are not near no generally
pot "ii at the theatres* thin year iw they used to l>e. It in said the custom
is dying out, the expense of prodnoing them in these days of stage effect

rthlng detailing oaotMna managers fn>m incurring it. The tiiue-

ttacles of onr youth are, however, not quite put on the shelf.

Six or right of the leading theatres are running them. SMOOcf. at Drury
Dana, in a gorgeous affair, with hundreds of auxiliaries, a miniature
Kgyptian army, and a procession of English Kings and Queens—all put
on the stage with the same lavish display that distinguishes everything
that Augustus Harris attempts. Harry .Jackson, the quondam comedian
of Maguires Opera House, appears as "Napoleon," and the makeup is

immense.
After forty three days of trial, the Belt libel case has ended in a verdict

for the plaintiff, with £5,000 damages. The costs in the case are said to

be something gigantic; 2,;i00 guineas alone was the fee of Russell, Q. C,
who led the defendant's case, and the jury's fees amounted to 516 guineas.
Baron Huddlestone, the Judge before whom the case was tried, is known
as a legal aesthete, and the Court-room during the trial was a favorite
lounge of the dilettanti, for whom the Judge made it most agreeable.

Another accident at a shooting party has just occurred. The Hon.
Earnest Curzou was out shooting with his brother inlaw, Mr. Walter
Bassett, and the latter stumbling over a bramble, the charge from his gun
entered the neck and face of Mr. Curzou, who, although severely
wounded, is progressing favorably. Several new additions to the already
plethoric Royal Family, in the shape of grandchildren to the Queen, are
announced as expected in the near future. The wives of the Dukes of
Connaught, Albany and Edinburgh, it is said, will provide them. In the
case of the Duke of Connaught, it is the second within a year. Lord
Chancellor Selborne has been formally gazetted as Viscount Wolraer of
Blackraoor and Earl of Selborne, and Lord Napier, of Magdala, has been
made a Field Marshal on his retirement from the active list. The latest

scandal in high life is the elopement of Lady McNaghten, the wife of
Sir Francis McNaghten, an Irish Baronet, with an agent named Thorn-
hill. The latter is a young man, while her ladyship is the mother of four
children. The affair will shortly come up in the Dublin divorce Courts,
and it is said will not be defended by the lady. Though the weather has
been unseasonably mild, the days of late have been dark and cloudy, the
sun not showing his face in two weeks. There are few Americans about
at this time of year ; most of them, when in Europe at this season, pre-
ferring, with many Englishmen, the blue skies of the sunnier Continent.
I hear that Mr. and Mrs. Mackay have got tired of Europe altogether,
and will next year return to America for good. They are now wintering
in the South of France. Yours, Dido.

OUR ANNUAL TRADE REVIEW.
California product of Wheat in 1882, 32,000,000 bushels.
Wheat and flour exports in 1882, 21,635,906 centals.
Wheat and flour exports for 26 years, 168,131,980 centals.
Domestic exports by sea for last 12 years—wheat, wool, wine, quick-

silver, etc., §317,186,395.
Barley crop of California in 1882, 9,000,000 bushels.
Sugar importB for 1882, 106,445,600 pounds.
California beet sugar product in 1882, 1,000,000 pounds.
Imports of foreign sugars for last 13 years, 904,901,706 pounds.
Coffee imports for 1882, 21,719,912 pounds.
Rice Imports for 1882, 54,397,344 pounds.
Tea imports for 1882, 24,170,616 pounds.
Gold and silver yield in 1882. $80,500,000.
Gold product of the Pacific coast since 1848, $2,016,665,000.
Silver product of the States and Territories west of the Missouri River

since 1858, $579,891,000.
Combined gold and silver product of the Pacific Slope since 1848,

§2,596,554,500.
Gold and Bilver exports in 26 years, §950,201,216.
Coinage in San Francisco Mint in 1882, $37,915,000.
Coinage of Mint from 1854 to December 31, 1882, $709,128,750.
Merchandise export values by sea in 1882, $55,752,428.
Combined exports of merchandise and treasure (exclusive of merchan-

dise by railroad) in 1882, $66,135,732.
Federal revenue at the port of San Francisco in 1882, $13,143,553.
Lumber receipts at this port in 1882, 264,098,814 feet.

Domestic coals received in 23 years. 4,759,799 tons.

Wool clip in 1882, 40,000,000 pounds.
Product of wine for 1882, 10,000,000 gallons.
Tonnage movement of Central Pacific Railroad in 1882, 5,027,733,000

pounds.
Freight movement of Southern Pacific Railroad (northern division) in

1882, 571,835,229 pounds.
Quicksilver product in California in 1882, 50,820 flasks.

Value of manufactures in San Francisco in 1882, $100,000,000.
Sale of real estate in San Francisco in 1882, $15,127,750.
Increase of immigration in 1882. 39,529 souls.

Banking capital of the State, $175,000,000.

The Consumption of Tobacco.—Some interesting statistics on the
consumption of tobacco have been recently published in a French jour-
nal, from which we learn that in Russia, France and England the annual
consumption amounts to about one pound per inhabitant, in Italy to 1£
pounds, in Austria to 2 2-5 pounds. In the United States and Germany
the consumption amounts to 3 pounds per head, in Belgium, to 4 4-5

pounds, whilst Holland heads the list with a consumption of 5i pounds.
It is evident that the phlegmatic Dutchman does not enjoy his name
without a cause.

Scotch Whisky.—Fine old Lochaber, Auctertool, Glenlivet, and
and V. O. W. H. Campbell, 402 Front street.

WE ARE NOW OFFERING THE CHOICEST
DESIGNS IN

G-AS FIXTURES
EVER OFFERED ON THIS COAST.

CALL AND SEE THEM.

THOMAS DAY & CO.,

\%2>2 A.ND 1Q4 SUTTER STREET.
THE GUTTA PERCHA AND RUBBER MANFG. CO.,

Manufacturers and Dealers in

RUBBER GOODS,
Offers for the FALL TRADE the FINEST LINE of RUBBER CLOTHING ever

in this market, both Heavy, Medium and Gossamer ; also are

SOLE AGENTS ON THE PACIFIC COAST FOR THE BOSTON RUBBER
SHOE CO'S SUPERIOR RUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES.

Pure Gum and Dull Finish Boots, Hip and Short; Im. Sandals, Arctics,

Gaiters, Footholds, etc.

[Sept. 83.]

JOHN W. TAYLOR, Manager,
Cor. First ana market streets,

San Francisco.

C. W. M. SMITH, /5^\
The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor, /kJ^-^cA

Established in 1862, ipATErllgj
Removed to 224 Sansome Street.^cgr??/
635" MR. C. W. M. SMITH is the patent attorney for Marriott's Aeroplane Com-

pany for Navigatine; the Air. Oct. 22.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,
Agents for RICORD'S RESTORATIVE PILLS,

635 Market Street San Francisco, Cal.
PALACE HOTEL. June 24.

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,

OCULIST.
Formerly at No. 813 Bosh street, lias removed to Phelan's

Building, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 m. to 3 p.m.

Take the Elevator. May 27.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 215 GEARY ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.

Feb. 5.1 OFFICE HOURS: 1 to 4 P.M.

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY,
No. 310 Sansome Street,

San Francisco,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN Jf'URH.
[September 21.1

MARBLE WORKS.
MANTELS and QKATES, MONUMENTS and HEADSTONES,

In Marble and Scotch Granite,
827 Market street bet. Fourth and Fiflli.

g4T" Send for Designs and Prices. W. II. MCCORMICK.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,

NO. 922 POST STREET.
Day and Boarding; School for Yonng Ladles and Children.

KINDERGARTEN. Term commenced January 4th. 18S3.

(Jan. 13.] MADAME B. ZEITSKA, A. M., Principal.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING.

No. 320 Post Street Opposite Union Sqnare.

PROF. O. A. LUNT respectfully uraouncea that his new Academy, No. 320 Po
street, is now open for Juvenile aiid Evening Classes. Office Hours, for Terms, eU:.,

1 A.M. to 12 *., and 1 to 5 P.M. Oct. 22.

JOHN McKEW,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL COAL DEALER,

431 UNION STREET Between Dupon I and Kearny.
SAN FBANCISCO. Aug. 26.

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.
Attendance, daily, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by the under*

signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, and to furnish all information
relating to the 8oi J. P. McCURRIE, Secretary.

Oct. 23. Room 4, No. 531 California St.

$66* weeki n your own town

.

Terms and $?> outfit free.
: 3. HaLLETT £ Oo., Portland, Mains.
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"WAIFS.
Waifs which singly are as light as air, but which together make

a momentous whole.

The Legislature has got through one-third of its allotted period of ex-

istence, but so far has accomplished absolutely nothing. But perhaps
this is not an unmixed evil. The leBS done, the better. There are enough
laws on the statute-book. What is wanted is a better enforcement of the
good ones that are there.^—If the present Legislature will pass an ap-
portionment, a county government bill, a road law and one or two other
measures, and then adjourn, it will do better than anj of its recent prede-
cessors.—So far there have been no displays of oratory and very little

talking, and that is well. Hard work in the committees is what is wanted.
—Investigating committees are the order of the day. It is right and
proper to first get reliable information on which to base legislation, and
then go ahead.——The State prison management will be changed sure.

Men of culture, pure morals and high reformatory resolves ought to be
appointed Directors, and none others. Exceptional men, with leisure,

special characteristics and love of the work, should be sought out.—It

may well be considered whether or not a trained penologist for Warden
should not be imported, for if there be such a man in our State, we con-

fess we know not who he is.——If port charges are greatly reduced as the
result of the inquiry now going on, that will be a good thing undoubtedly.
It is time that the easily entered harbor of San Francisco were made as

inexpensive as other great ports, which it is not now by a very great
deal.—But it won't do to carry out the policy we have heard talked of

to "maintain the soft thing for the benefit of our friends." There must
be a change of practices as well as a change of men.——The wharfage rates

are expensively and dishonestly collected. There is money in them. The
collectors were largely assessed for political purposes, and if stealings were
unknown, they could not and would not stand it.-^Crane ought to be
called to tell all he, as an expert, discovered in regard to the sea-wall
steal.—Our badly constructed wharves will have some day to be swept
away and replaced with something better. The whole city front, from
Hunter's Point to Bla^k Point, needs to be better managed.—The Com-
mittee on Commerce and Navigation are said to have in hand a report and
a harbor bill, submitted to them by Harbor Commissioner Blanding, and
prepared by Clarence Greathouse.——We hope it is a good bill in the
interests of commerce, and not prepared cunningly for those who want to
preserve the "soft things."^—There is a great deal of fraud and hum-
bug in this world. Things are not always what they seem to be.—

>

Democratic legislators are troubling themselves as to what to do with a
State University, two-thirds of whose members are Republican.^^Sena-
tor Nelson has, for coin, introduced a bill to license quacks, and their
counsel, Charley Travers, has gone to Sacramento to advocate it. It is a
rascally measure, such as might be expected from the fellow who has
introduced it, and ought to be defeated. If we thought it had any chance
of being nursed into life, we should say a good many more things about
it. But at this time of day it surely ought not to be necessary to tell

legislators that low down quacks ought not to be admitted to treat
their wives in their hours of direst distress.—In the name of female
sanctity and of all that is good defeat such a measure. Those who are
advocating it are doing so wholly and solely because there is money
in it. The laws as they at present exist are not too stringent,
but on the contrary, are too lax, as against the unmentionable
enormities of the criminal quacks who abound in our midst. -^—
The sham bubble of opposition to the confirmation of General Dimond
has been pricked. He has been recognized as the best man for the place,
and is to be confirmed. Walter Turnbull is placated and is to be made
Major- General. All right, but what becomes of the political principles
which originally were said to be involved?—Laven for Adjutant-Gen-
eral, and Enos for Registrar, are wondering what the Governor meant
when he promised them their places. Verily, politics are mighty uncer-
tain.——As between Wise and English, for Harbor Commissioner, there
can be no doubt of the result. Wise fought for Stoneman from first to
last. English was on the other side. But then some men go back on
their friends.^—It is absurd to consolidate the Bank and Insurance Com-
missioner. The two duties are distinct. We know who drew the bill and
there is a job in it.——Captain Travers says he wishes he had not offered
himself as a witness, and his friends entirely agree with him. The man
with the "softest thing" ought to have been kept in the background.

—

We are endeavoring to prepare a list of the low-down creatures Buckley
has put into deputyships. The work is one of great difficulty, as every-
body wants to disguise the facts, but we shall get at the true inwardness
of things before we are through. The published list will be complete in
the end. We shall tell who and what they are.—Mayor Bartlett is do-
ing well, and the bosses, in consequence, are calling him names that it

would not do to print. More power to him. May his shadow never
grow less !—Grady and Sesnon are also being abused by the bosses,
which is their best praise.—Holtz and Connolly are being approved,
which is their surest condemnation.

HYDROPHOBIA.
For some time past Mr. Pasteur, the celebrated investigator of germ

diseases, has been engaged in experiments on the communication of Hy-
drophobia, and the results so far have been recently laid before the Acad-
emic de Medicine. He finds that there are two forms of rabies, one dumb,
the other furious. They are both caused by the same virus, and depend
on the parts of the nervous system with which the virus comes in contact.
The symptoms are associated with several kinds of organisms. These are
found in the saliva, and after death, in all parts of the brain and spinal
cord. They persist even after the commencement of putrifaction. The
period of incubation is always shortened by the inoculation of the
blood, or by bringing the virus into direct contact with the brain. Un-
der these conditions the effects are manifested at the end of six, eight or
ten days.

_
In few cases the disease stops at the initial stage—but it may

be resuscitated at the expiration of several months, and then pursue
its fatal course. Of three dogs inoculated in 1881, one recovered after
the initial symptoms, and to this day is now proof against further inocu-
lation, no matter how the virus is communicated. Mr. Pasteur states
that he has now four dogs which will not contract rabies. This is proba-
bly the first step towards the discovery of a method for preventing rabies
by inoculation. But Mr. Pastein confesses that the object to be attained
seems to be at present still distant.

AUSTRALIA.
By the " City of New York " we have advices from Australia to the

28th ult, and New Zealand to the 2nd inst.

:

New South Wales.—The once popular Parkes' Ministry was defeated
on its Amended Land Act, and appealed to the country. The country
indorsed the views of the opposition in a very pronounced manner, Sir
Henry Parkes himself being defeated for Sydney, finally getting into the
House for a country constituency. By telegram we learn that the Minis-
try had resigned, and the leader of the opposition (Mr. Stuart) was en-
trusted with the formation of a new one.
The " Transit of Venus " party, stationed at Lord Howe Island, off the

coast of the colony, had returned, having failed to make an observation.
On December 26th, the steamer New England struck on the bar at the

Clarence River Heads. Twenty-tive lives were loBt, and the steamer
afterwards broke up.
A very practical test as to the efficiency of the Naval Volunteer Artil-

lery was given early in December. They were taken out to sea on board
H. M. S. Wolverene, distributed amongst the crew, did their work as
well as any of the others-, and received cordial praise from the Captain on
their return.

The Government has let a contract for the construction of a high-level
bridge across the harbor from Sydney to the north shore for £850,000
($4,250,000).
The colony had splendid Christmas weather, rain having fallen consid-

erably, making everything look its best.

Victoria.—A sad mining disaster had occurred at Creswick, near Bal-
larat. The men (27) working in the Australian Mine tapped an old shaft,
letting in sufficient water to flood their mine. Twenty-two lives were
lost. The colonists subscribed the noble sum of over £16,000 ($80,000) for
the benefit of the widows and children.

The late three railway accidents had cost the Government £63,500 ($317,-
500) in compensations, law expenses, etc.

On Christmas Eve, at Melbourne, the oratorio of the Messiah was per-
formed at the Choral Eestival by a band and chorus of 1,400, to an audi-
ence of 8,000.

The French Government has signed a contract, subsidizing |for fifteen

years a line of steamers to run from Marseilles via the Suez Canal, the
Seychelles Islands, Mauritius, Australian Colonies, terminating at
Noumea, New Caledonia. The first steamer, the Natal, is now on the way.
A vote of want of confidence in the Victorian Government, on the 14th

ult., was defeated, the Legislative Assembly sustaining the Ministry by a
majority of 11.

On account of the late railway disasters, there is a strong feeling in the
colony that the control of the railways Bhould be under a permanent head
instead of a political chief.

Private landed property in Victoria is assessed at £91,000,000
($455,000,000).

The Victoria Champagne Co. have received an order for 5,000 dozen
from a large wine-salesman in London.
In South Australia there have been heavy floods, washing away the

Great Northern Railway in eight different places. Traffic suspended.
The balance of the £1,000,000 ($5,000,000) loan was subscribed for at

par. An English syndicate offered to take it, if allowed 1 per cent,
commission. The offer was refused.

The Queensland Government has concluded a contract on the alternate
block land-grant system, with an Australian syndicate, for the construc-
tion of a trans-continental railway to Port Parker on the Gulf of Car-
pentaria.

The same government proposes, when its borrowing power ceases
(which is soon likely to occur), to initiate and complete all great public
works on the same land-grant system.
The South Sea Islanders having failed to give general satisfaction on

the cotton and sugar plantations, the Government have .negotiated with
the authorities in India for the introduction of coolie labor, which is being
carried out.

The New Zealand Shipping Company have determined to establish
direct steam communication between London and New Zealand. Their
first steamer, the British Ezng, 3,550 tons, was to leave London on the
20th inst. for Wellington. This looks like a bid for the mail contract
(soon to expire), sending direct instead of via San Francisco.
The transit of Venus party, sent by the United States Government,

was most successful in its observations at Wellington.
The New Zealand Government deserve great credit for the admirable

manner in which they are settling the native difficulty. In a very short
time the whole of the northern island will be open to white settlers.

VENTILATION OP SEWERS.
The English Local Government Board have laid down the following

rule's for the ventilation of sewers by openings at the level of the streets.

There should be a shaft at every hundred feet, at every change of gradi-

ent, at every junction and at every blind end. It is also recommended
that each shaft, including its aperture in the road level, should irl point of

size equal the sectional area of the sewer which it ventilates. If the
sewers are well designed, properly constructed, and periodically copiously
flushed, the danger to health from the escape of sewer gas into the center
of the roadway is not great. No other system of sewer ventilation is so

simple and so practical. In the proposal to ventilate the sewers by
means of shafts raised to the hight of the houses or above them, there is

a great difficulty in supplying the necessary down current of fresh air.

Hence the number of shafts would require to be greatly multiplied ; in-

deed, one should be erected against every house. A proceeding which
would greatly iD crease the cost without adding correspondingly to the
safety of the sewers.

THIRTY DAYS' TRIAL FREE!

We send free on thirty days' trial, I>r. Dye's Electro-
VOLTAIC BELTS and other Electric Appliances, to men suffering from

Nervous Debility, Lost Vitality and kindred troubles. Also for "Rheumatism, Liver
and Kidney Troubles, and many other diseases. Speedy cores guranteed. Illus-

trated pamphlets free. Address, VOLTAIC BELT CO.,
[Jan. 27.] Marshall, Michigan.
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CRADLE, ALTAR. AND TOMB.
CRADLE.

Rutin -Id this city, Jan. 14, to the wife <<( J.J, Bamber, a daughter.
IVtian, h son.

i Um wife ( It. Oordee, % daughter.
DicmBKM . Jan 21. lo tin- wife >( John N i son.

. Jan. is, to tl U'htvr

QUMDXl—Ifl this city, Jan. -I. tothe tttfeof N QUmbOOt, twins. 100 .iml i

Jan. 20, l" the wife of B. Oats, a daughter,
d. SO, to the wife of frank \V. CtoUgh,

. .'an. 17. U> the wife of Captain Chariot T. BUtOff, a 9011.

I1abroli< In ill I, to tlio wife, of Frank Qarrold. daughter.
Jort -in ihhi i ity, Jin. 17, lo Um win "t J. h. Jury, • daughter.
Kramer- In this city. Jan. 15, to the wile of H. Kramer, t Bon.

Luwuuko—Id IMb city, Jan. 81, to the wife of W. Lowenberg1

, a son.

M.tRTRLt, Id this city. Jaii. LB, to the. win of John C, Kartell,

O'SrLLivAV — la this city, Jul. is. t<' the wife Of M. O'Sulliv.m, a son.

SciiRADRR-In this cit\." Jan. is, to the wife of J. Bounder, Jr., a daughter.
Ward—In this city, Jan. 1$, to the wife of Tfaomu \V. Vera, a son.

ALTAR.
Glapwix-Holloway—Jan. 24, Edward Henry Gladwin to Maggie Holloway.
UARRisoTt>N-t;RAT—Jan. 88, Wilhird 1;. Harrington to Mrs. Kmma A. Gray.
HALriN-RoTRR—Jan. 17, M. Usjpin.of 8aJD FrauaiBOO, to Maggie Royer, of Smartsville.

Hardrr-Voss—Jan 17. John Harder to Annie Voss.

Korb-Hododos—Jan. 9, John H. Korb to Carrie Hodgdon, both of this city.

Litton-Vosnolly—Jan. 19, Bearse Litton to Mary Connolly, both of this city.

Marpkn-Gilmbr- Jan. 10, John C. Marden to Elizabeth Gilmer.
O'Shba-IU'nworth—Jan, 14, John F. O'Sheato Hannah Dunworth, both of this city.

RoiA-Dtun—JUL 16, Edward J. Rule to Cassie Deane.
SrA»mR-UictoiNH—Jan. 21, Peter Spadier to Ella Higgins.
Scott-Ball—Jan. 20, M. Ainsley Scott to Ida M. Ball, both of San Luis Obispo.

Spretzes-Schi'LZB—Dec. 26, C. A. Speetzen to Louisa A. Schulze.

TOMB.
Balk -Jan. IS, Governeur Septimus Balk, aged 23 years, 5 months and IS days.

BUUOS—Jul 19, James N. Bursou, a native of Michigan, aged 50 years and 9 nios.

Fll'egorr—Jan. 23, John Carl Fluegger, a native of Germany, aged 53 years, 4 nios.

Fitzokrald—Jan. 21, Thomas Fitzgerald, a native of Ireland, aged ;i0 years.

Hkndrkson— Jan. 17, Robert Henderson, a native of New York, aged 43 years.

Ham -Jan. 17, Alonzo Ham, late of Aqueduct City, Amador comity, aged 35 years.

HALprjf—Jul SB, Catherine Halpin, a native of Ireland, aged 39 years.

Morgan—Jan. 19, Mary J. Morgan, a native of New Brunswick, aged 49 years.

NoRDMAN-Jan. 22, Henrietta Nordman, aged 2 months and 2 days.

Pirrson—Jan. 22, Henry Pierson, aged 53 years, 1 month and 9 days.
Skip—Jan. 20, Henry Seip, a native of Germany, aged 47 years and 6 months.
Williams—Jan. 21, John H. Williams, a native of Pennsylvania, aged 40 yrs., 2 nios.

Wolfe—In Salt Lake City, U. T., Jan. 15, Hiram S. Wolfe, aged 47 years.

SANITARY LEGISLATION
We should be glad to see some sound and comprehensive legislation

on sanitary questions. Mr. Dougherty's bill to put the plumbing and
drainage of house property under the guardianship of the Board of

Health, cannot be supported until the constitution of the Board of Health
is placed upon a more satisfactory footing. At the same time, the pro-

posal itself is right. House drains ought to be submitted to the approval

of the City Sanitary Engineer, and plans ought to be kept in the Survey-
or's office. But as regards plumbers' work outside that connected with
the drainage, there is no need for public supervision so long as the water
is not owned by the municipal authority, the principal reason for super-

vision being the prevention of waste. It is of far greater need that the
operations of builders should be submitted to public approval. Every
large city in the world has suffered in its health from the structures

erected by speculative builders. In New York the erection of cheap
tenement houses is one of the chief causes of increased mortality; and, of

late, attempts have been made to improve their sanitary condition. In
Boston there is a stringent building-law, but, unfortunately, it is discon-

nected with the sanitary administration. To give but one example of the
public importance of this question, \iz., that of cellar dwellings : In this

city there are numerous underground apartments occupied as living and
sleeping rooms, which the Health Inspectors should have power to close.

Indeed, the use of cellars for domestic and business purposes ought to be
very carefully defined. In most of the English large cities it has been
found necessary to register tenement buildings, and the sanitary authori-

ties have full powers for enforcing proper ventilation and drainage, and
to prevent overcrowding. Such a law would be far more effective than
the Cubic Space Ordinance, now so useless, and it would be more easily

carried out.

There are also in San Francisco many hotels and boarding houses in

which the sanitary defects are frightful, and in which scarcely a room is

provided with efficient ventilation. We repeatedly hear of deaths from
Buffocation when the gas is blown out by ignorant country visitors. Such
occurrences would be impossible if the rooms were adequately ventilated,

and ought to be made impossible. We observe also that it has been pro-

posed to have an Inspector of Milk. But surely this is only one of the
articles in common use subject to criminal adulteration. San Francisco
could well afford to employ a Public Analyst to afford information on all

questions of adulteration and criminal or accidental poisoning, and it is

obvious that such an officer should act in cooperation with and under di-

rection of the sanitary administration. Even the opponents of oleomar-
garine ought to be satisfied with insisting that it shall not be sold as but-

ter. The Senator who wishes to put down its use by law will certainly

fail. It may be, and probably is, a perfectly wholesome article of diet,

though not one which will be preferred by those who have been accus-

tomed to genuine butter. Nevertheless, each to his taste, which is be-

yond the control of law. All we ask is that the public should not be de-

luded into buying a low-priced article at the highest rate.

Dr. Briceland, of Trinity, has introduced a measure intended to estab-

lish an overland quarantine. It gives the State Board of Health power
to station a Health Inspector so as to examine all incoming trains, with
powers to shunt the trains, to stop the passengers, isolate the sick, disinfee

the cars, vaccinate the immigrants and enforce the same kind of quaran-
tine that is observed in respect to ships. To this proposal there are seri-

ous objections and difficulties which will be found inseparable. In the

multiplication of railroads, in the interference with travel and commerce
and in the fact that after all the game will not be worth the caudle. The
probability of the introduction of any infectious disease, except perhaps

smallpox, is Infinitesimal, and against smallpox the community have the
protection in their own bands. End 1, it may be doubted whether the
public would be kept as well vaccinated aa the; are, were the danger of
smallpox absolutely withdrawn by such arrangements. Hut this [aim-

'I'ii-.' oontagion of smallpox may be conveyed into the State in

a thousand channels entirely beyond the detection «>f any number of quar-
antine officers, as by tramps on foot, clothing made up in New York, let-

ters and Eastern merchandise of many kinds.
We believe that the time for effective sanitary legislation has not yet

arrived. The first requirements are still wanting, viz : the people are
not yet sufficiently alive to the great importance of a good sanitary or-
ganization, and are too ready to leave these matters in the hands of raedi-

caJ experts. We should, however, be glad to hear of the proposal to
constitute popular Sanitary Boards, both in city and county districts.

Not forgetting that sanitary defects are just as prevalent and just as dan-
gerous in the village as they are in town. The best proceeding would be
to appoint a Committee of Inquiry as to the best mode of establishing
local Sanitary Boards, and of enacting a general building law. Such an
inquiry would serve to instruct the public and form a sound basis for
future legislation.

This Week, at The Arcade,
— WILL BE OFFERED—

THE GREATEST BARGAINS
EVER KNOWN IN SAN FRANCISCO!

SILK DEPARTMENT.
3,200 yards Colored Velvets, reduced to SI.25 PER YARD.
1,600 yards Colored Pekin Satin, reduced to 75o. PER YARD.
2,600 yards Black Satin and Moire Stripe (warranted all silk),

reduced from $2.50 to $1.25 PER YARD.
4,800 yards (all Silk) Colored Brocade Stripe, reduced to

$125 PER YARD.
6,750 yards Black and Colored Moires, reduced from $3.50 to

$1.50 PER YARD.
2,400 yards Colored Ottomans (warranted pure Silk), reduced to

$1.25 PER YARD.

SPECIAL
3
BARGAINS!

50 pieces 36-inch All-Wool Black French Cash-
mere, regular price 65c, reduced to

40c. per yard.

100 dozen Mousquetaire Gloves, 6-hutton lengths,

reduced to 40c. per pair.

35 dozen Black Skirts, lined and trimmed with
six inches of quilting, reduced from $1.50 to

75c. each.

J. J. O'BRIEN & CO.,
THE ARCADE,

934, 036, OSS MA-KKET STREET.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.

Hale «v Norcross* Silver Mining- Company.—Location of
principal place of business, San Francisco, California. Location of works,

Virginia Mining District. Storey county, Nevada. Notice is hereby given that at a
meeting of the Board of Directors, held on the 10th day of January, 1888, an assess-

ment (No. 76) of Fifty Cents per share was levied upon the capital stock of the cor-

poration, payable immediately, in United states gold coin, lo the Secretary, at the
office of the company. Room 5s, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San
Francisco, California.

Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the FOURTEENTH
day of FEBRUARY, 1SS3, will be delinquent, and advertised for sale at public auc-
tion; and unless payment is made belore, will be sold on WEDNESDAY, the
SEVENTH day of MARCH, 1883, to pa] toe delinquent assessment, together with
cost of advertising and expenses of sale. Bv order of the Board of Directors.

JOEL F. LIGI1TNER, Secretary.

Office— Room No. 5S, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,
California. Jan. 13.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
GOTJLD & CURRY SILVER MINING COMPANY.

Assessment - No. 44
Ann nint per Share BO Cent*
Levied January II

Delinquent in Office February- 15th, 1883
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock, March -

ALFRED K. DURBROW, Secretary

Office—Room 69, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,
California. Jan. 13.
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REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.

Recorded in the City and County of San Francisco, California, for

the Week ending January 23, 1883.

<Jo*r .edfromthe Hecards ofthe CommercialAgency, 401 California St. , S. F.

Wednesday, January 17th.

GRANTOBAND GRANTBE.

F Dmmtnond to J H Sullivan

R McMillan to Jos Macdonongh..
Dennis M Sullivan to C Sullivan..

Maurice Betaan to Cath Brauer . .

.

Amelia F Bowden to Jno M Todd.

Martin Lynott to R J Dunn

W J Gnnn to Johanna Hefferon.

.

Joa Jenkins to Jules Disdier
Jesse G Gobey to Fredk A Colley.

Elizth Woodhead to B H Campion

Jno M Nolan to Jos A Morgan. .

.

DESCRIPTION.

S 22nd, 75 e Guerrero, e 25x114
Se Folsom and Main, e 45:10x137:6
Se JesBe. 206 sw 9th, sw 50x70, being in
Mission Block 4

N Union, 97:6 e Mason, e 40x137:6-50-
vara 405

N Sutter, 137:6 e Mason, e 68:9x137:6—
50-vara 359

E Otavia, 137:6 s Sutter, s 17:6x82:6-
Western Additions 157

E 8th avenue. 320:6 n Point Lobos Ave-
nue, n 25x120, being in OntBide Lands
188
W Mason, 55 n Vallejo, n 22x70
N Hill, 165 w "Valencia, w 25x114—Mis-

sion Block 74
Se Stevenson, 115 sw Third, bw 20x70—

100-vara 25
S 19th, 100 w Guerrero, w 25x114, being

in Mission Block 77 ; subject to mort-
gage

$2,050
14,500

5,000

6,000

31,000

250
1,700

1,500

3,800

Thursday, January 18th.

J Kohlmoos to Asa Fisk. . .

.

Hib Sv & Ln Soc to J McMillen..
Frank Graul to ChaB Hagmaier..

Louis Soher to Adisson M Starr.

Wm Dale to same
FJ White to Richard McCann.

Peter Naylor to Henrietta I Selby.

S Rand et al to Mary A Babcock..

Alice T Toomy to Jno Sproance.

Nw HayeB and Buchanan, w 65x95, be-
ing in Western Addition 285

E Guerrero, 52:6 n Liberty, n 50x100. .

.

S Haigbt, 99:6 e Fillmore, e 25x137:6-
Western Addition 295

Nw Bush and Webster, n 100x54:3—
WeBtern Addition 312

Same
N Kate, 137:6 w Buchanan, w 50x137:6
—Western Addition 281

Undivided one-half n California, 87:6 e
Front, e 50x137:6
W Valencia, 152 a 16th, s 30x88, being

in Mission Block 39 ; n 16th, 102 w
Valencia, w 30x100, being in Mission
Block 36, and property in Alameda
Conniy

Se Sutter and Franklin, e 42:iixl37:6—
WeBtern Addition

$5,600
2,000

5,000

5

3,000

40,000

6,030

9,660

Friday, January 19th.

Esther White to Michl Murphy

P B Cornwall to Emma M Carle.

.

1st Ave Ld.Assn to Henry Mahan.

Anthony D wyer to E Y Mason ....

Jas M Taylor to Frank A Smack.

,

F S Wensinger to Adam Grant

A Grant to Sutter Street RRCo..
Win Shineberger toGWL Post.

.

Peter Craig to Frank H Burke

Mary ChaBe to Eleanor Mahoney

S Vandewater, 68:9 w Mason, w 22:11 x
60, 50-vara 1,508

N Ellis, 50 w Laguna, w 25x90
N Turk, 160 e First Avenue, e 26x112:6
'—Weatern Addition 785
SW York and 25th, s 1C4, w 100, n 54, n

80, e 40 to commencement- Mission
Block 175

N Cortland Avenue, 71:8 e Prospect
Avenue, e 43:4x77

Se Polk and Sutter, e 137:6x120-West-
ern Addition 12

Same
N Pine, 87:6 w Mason, w 25x62:6—50-
vara 595

Se Tyler and Laguna, e 105x100—West-
ern Addition 205

N Filbert, 154:8 e Dupont, e 17:2x137:6-
50-vara

12,000

350

51,000
32,000

4,000

23,050

1

Saturday, January 20th.
Thos Magee to Mary W Edwards.

Louise F Stahl to Lonis Froman.

,

Bridget Bruner to Jas Gallagher.

.

Eliza B Mason to Win E Davis

Cath Shay to Jno H Wilson
Eredk Beckman to Emma Kaiser,

S Haight, 167:6 w Gougb, s 127:9, nw 2S
n 115:7, e 25 to commencement
Western Addition 144

N Washington, 33 w Fillmore, w 25:6 x
102—Western Addition 350

N Clay, 105 e Brodericb, e 27:6x127:8
Western Addition 498 _

N corner Harrison and Ritch, ne 30x75
—100-vara 70
W York, 234 s 24th, s 26x100
N Grove, 110 e Octavia, e 27:6x38:9
Western Addition 150

$3,590

6,700

4,000

4.250
1.000

Monday, January 22d.

Tide Ld Comrs to Thos LarkinTTT

Carlos F Galan to Michl Landers.

Amelia F Bowden to Jno M Todd
Margt Mnrphy tojMary McCormick

L Gottig to Rosalie Kaufman.....

HC Seals et al toLGotlis
Michl Hession to Joanna Heasion.

Se Howard, 300 ne 7th, ne 25x85—100-
vara 239
W Shotwell, 109:4 s 22nd, s 81:8x122:6-
Mission Block 138

N Sutter, 137:6 e Mason, e 68:6x137:6..

.

W lat, 65 n Howard, n 20xS0—100-vara

Sw Laguna and California, w 27:6x107:6
--Western Addition 235

Same
W Polk, 47:6 s Broadway, s 21x100—
Western Addition 49.

5
6,241

Tuesday. January 23d.
Mary E Ames to Estelle Manning

EEShotwell toChasLux
Danl Vincent toZenaa U Dodge.

Chas Lille to Phillippe Lille. ...

Chas D Shed to C C Stevenson...

A W SisBon to Jas Taylor

Undivided one-half, e Chattanooga, 156
s 22nd, s 26x125, being in Harper's
Addition 67

Nw Jones and Francisco, w 137:6x137:6
N Geary, 232:1 e Laguna, e 25:10x120—
Western Addition 391, 201

Undivided one-half, n Bay, 137:6 w
Webster, e 137:6x275—Western Addi-
dition329

N Sutter, 186:3 w Jones, w 20x137:6— 50-
vara

S Ellis, 56:7 e Hyde, e 27x87:6-50-vara
I

1262...

4,500

2,500

6,000

8,500

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,
Sawing1

, Planing: and Manufacturing-—Doors, Sashes, Blinds and
Mouldings—Turning*, Scroll and Jig Sawing—Counters,

Bar and Store Fixtures.

Finishing Work for Buildings on Hand and Made to Order.

217 to 225 Spear SI., and 218 to 226 Stewart St., 8. F.
The largest and oldest established mill on the Pacific Coast.

D. A. Macdosald, Pres't. R. S. Falconer, Sec'y- W. N. Miller, Supt

[March 25.]

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Refinery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for working' GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in their
various forms.
June 18. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

QUICKSILVER,
PROM NEW ALMADBN MINES.

Prompt shipment—LOWEST PRICE fur purest uniform quality.

J. B. RAND0L, : 320 Sansome Stieet, San Francisco.

L.E.Newton. NEWTON BROTHERS & CO., M.Newton.
IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

TEAS, FOREIGN GOODS AND GROCERIES
204 AND 206 CALIFORNIA STREET,

San Francisco, Cal. May 25.

H.S.Williams. A. Ohesebrongh. W. H. Dimond.

WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO.,

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
UNION BUILDING,

JUNCTION MARKET AND PINE STREETS.

Agents for Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific Steam Navigation Company,
The Cunard Royal Mail Steamship Company, " The California Line of Clippers,"

from New York and Boston, and "The Hawaiian Line."
San Francisco, January 31, 18S0. Jan. 31.

C. AD0LPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

SAJf ERAJTCISCO and 1TEW YORK.
^g- Agents of American Sugar Refinery, corner of Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. Jan. 17.

Francois Daneri. Henry OasanoyaF. DANERI & CO.,
DEALERS IN

"WINES, LIQUORS, GROCERIES,
27 and 29 California Street,

]Oct. 7.] Between Davis and Dramm, San Francisco.

M. A. GUNST & CO.,
203 Kearny Street San Francisco.

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN
HAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS,

Also, Agents for Kimball, Gaulliener & Co.'s Guatemala Cigars.

%W Inform the Public that they receive large invoices of Choice
Havana Brands twice a month. |_Feb. 19.

TABER, HARKER & CO.,

IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE GROCERS,
108 anal 110 California St., S. F.

lApril 19.]

Olans Spreokels. Wm, Gr. Irwin.
WM. G. IRWIN & CO.,

Sugar Factors and Commission Agents,
Honolulu, H. I. TMarch 25.

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN
Steam Batbs; Electric and Chemical Baths; Sulphur and

other medicated vapor baths, with Swedish movements and massage Special
apartments for ladies and families. DR. JUSTIN GATES,
July 1. 722 Montgomery street, near Washington.

CALIFORNIA SUGAR REFINERY,
Manufacturers of the Standard Syrup, a superior article

put up in barrels expressly for home consumption. Also, Extra Heavy Syrup

in barrels for Export. Refined Sugars at lowest market rates. Office 325 Market

street, up stairs. Dec. 21.

GEORGE C. HICK0X & CO.,

~

STOCK BROKERS,
No. 314 Fine Street San Francisco.

[May 20.]

' +_ ©OA per day at home. Samples worth $5 free.
I TO ijpZ yj Address Stinsok Sov& Co., Portland, Maine.
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NOTABILIA.
THE PEDDLERS SONG.

Lawn aa white m driven now

;

Cypres* black u e'er *aa crow ;

Gloves u sweet aa d»mmrt rosea

;

Masks for feces and for noses ;

Bujflc-bracelet, necklace, amber ;

Perfume for a lady's chamber

;

U>'M <|uoi]is and stomachers.
Fur my lads to gin their dears;
Pin* and poldng-suckl ol steel.

What miuln lack from head to heel

:

Oonwburol iiH',i-.iiin-.ii'iiH-lniy,coniebuy,

Baj , teds, ok an your Issm cry
William Siiakspkarr.

woen the Princess Louise visited San Francisco she was so very
much struck with the beauty of our photographs that she carried away
with her quite a laiye collection of cabinet anil other photographs. The
Princess was charmed with the establishment of Bradley and RulofaoD.
and stated that it was by far the most perfectly arranged place she had
ever been in. As every one knows, this firm has left nothing undone to
make their photographic rooms, on Geary and Dupont streets, the most
complete in the world. #

Merchants, lawyers, brokers and professional men generally, are in
the habit of iroing miles out of their way in order to purchase hats at
White's, on Commercial street. These hats are the best that can be found
and never vary. Mr. White keeps none but the best quality, and when
one sees his name inside a hat it is a guarantee that it is a good one.
There is no economy in buying a poor hat. It never looks well, and will
last no length of time.

They were talking over music and the drama, at the table of their host,
who, as they were already aware, owed his fortune to his own unaided ex-
ertions. "You are fond of Rossini?" asked one of his guests. *' Pas-
sionately," replied the host. " How do you like his Barber?" "Don't
know, sir -never patronized the man ; have shaved myself for the last

forty years."

Many people complain that their gas bills are too heavy, but never
for a moment pause to discover the reason. Half the waste of iras is caus-
ed by people using defective burners. To insure oneself against such a
loss a person should go to McNally & Hawkins, under the Grand Hotel.
This farm carries a very large stock of chandeliers, burners, etc., and are
selling off just now at a great reduction.

Both Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and Blood Puritier
are prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue, Lynn, Mass. Price of

either, SI. Six bottles for 35. Sent by mail in the form of pills, or of
lozenges, on receipt of price, SI per box tor either. Mrs. Pinkham free-

ly answers all letters of inquiry. Enclose 3c. stamp. Send for pamphlet.
Mention this paper.

There is a young lady in this city who is six feet four inches tall, and
is engaged to be married. The man who won her did it in these words :

" Thy beauty sets my soul aglow—I'd wed thee, right or wrong ; a man
wants but little here below, but wants that little long."

No house can be said to be complete unless the kitchen is properly
equipped. It is there that one expects to see everything Deat and clean.

A most important factor, too, is the stove. An ill burning, smoky thing is

an abomination. De La Montanya's Arlington Ranges are acknowledged
to be the best. They are found on Jackson street, below Battery.

Strangers visiting San Francisco are at once Btruck with the perfect
restaurants which are so numerous on almost every block. Pre-eminent
among these is Swain's, on Sutter street. Ladies are pretty good judges
of what is nice, and they all agree that there is no place in town that can
come up to Swain's for comfort and excellence of cooking. It is there
that most of our hest people eat when down town.

An exchange wants to know : "What are our young men coming to ?"

Coming to see our girls, of course.

Now is the time to lay in a supply of the good things of this world,
and among them we must not forget good Bourbon Whisky. The best

that can be obtained in town is got at P. J. Cassin's, on the corner of

Washington and Battery streets. There is not a headache in a gallon of

it, and for medicinal purposes it cannot be beaten.

"One man's meat is another man's poison." Kidney-Wort expels the
poisonous humors. The first thing to do in the Spring is to clean house.
For internal cleansing and renovating, no other medicine is equal to Kid-
ney-Wort. In either dry or liquid form it cures headache, bilious attacks,
constipation and deranged kidneys.

A fashionable authoress remarks, "women do not fall in love any
more." Of course not ; they can't perform impossibilities, and they can-
not fall in love any more than they do, unless the years are made longer.

Headquarters for Electric Belts and appliances for the cure of ner-
vous, painful and debilitating diseases. Pamphlets, with full particulars,
free. Address Pulvermacher Galvanic Company, 513 Montgomery street,

San Francisco, California.

A sure cure for impoverished blood, pimples and sallow complexion,
is Brown's Iron Bitters. It will produce a healthy color, smooth skin,

and is absolutely not injurious.

This is just the weather for oysters, and Moraghan's, in the California

Market, is the place to get them. There you will meet with polite atten-

tion and the best of cooking.

A cheerful fire makes a home look brighter, and good coal is half the
battle. C. K. Allen, of 120 Beale street, keeps the best of coal, and sup-
plies it in any quantity desired.

No thread can touch Brooks' Spool. It will wear well, and is guaran-
teed not to break or fray. Those who have used it once will use no other.

J. P. Cutter's Old Bourbon.—This celebrated whisky is for sale by
all first-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

Best pictures taken at the Imperial Gallery, 7'2ih Market street.

when I feel my virtues fail,

And my ambitious thoughts prevail,
I'll take a turn among the tombs,
And see whereto all glory cornea.
Then if I die I'll be a saint.
And sell Imperishable Paint

like J. R. Kelly does, and you can just bet that the public appreciates it.

For a good fitting shirt there Is no place like .1. W. t'armany's, No.
2S Kearny street. A man must indeed be hard to please who cannot get
suited there.

The trunk which was stolen from Mrs. Labouchere contained fourteen
hats. If it is her intention to wear them contemporaneously at the thea-
tre—and the idea is not preposterous—one cannot feel altogether misera-
ble because of their timely taking off.

BANKS.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital : $3,000,000.
WM. ALVOBD President.
THOHA8 BROWN, Cashier

|
It MIKK A V, Jr., Ass't Cashier

Agents :

New York, Agency of the Bank of Calfornia; Boston, Tremont National Bank,
Chicago, Union National Bank ; St. Louis, Boatman's Saving Bank ; New Zealand,
the Bank of New Zealand. Correspondent in London, Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons. Correspondents in India, China, Japan and Australia, the Oriental Bank Cor-
poration.

The Bank has Agencies at Virginia City, and Correspondents in all the princi-
pal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.

Letters of Credit issued, available in all parts of the world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dublin, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Antwerp,
Amsterdam, St. Petersburgh, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, Italy.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter.—Capital paid up, 81,800,-

000, with power to increase to §10,000,000. Southeast comer California and San-
somestreets. Head Office—28 Cornhill, London. Branches—Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria, New Westminster and Carihoo, British Columbia.

This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check
and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available in al parts of
the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents
as follows

:

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal ; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank ; Scotland —British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 18. FREDERICK TOWNSKND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Paid op Capital 81,500,000, Gold. President, B. C. Wool-

worth Vice-President, D. Callaghan ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue, Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
Correspondents—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse,
Neuman&Co. Paris: Hottinguer & Co. NewYork: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-

pared to transact a general Banking husiness. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal
cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Commercia
Credits issued available in Rurope, Chii.a and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 10.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital. S2.100.000.

San Francisco Office, -124 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainswurth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager. WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co. ; Boston. Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all. parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid Up $3,000,000.
Reserve 4.500,000.

Agency at Hew York. 62 Wall street.
Agency at Virginia, yev.

Buys and sella Exchange and Telegraphic- Transfers,
elers' Credits.

Issues Commercial and Trav-
Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CAUFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E. Cor. Sansome and Pine Streets.

London Office, 3 Angel Conrt : New York Agents, J. W. Sel-
igman & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock. 56.000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,

loau Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world

FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.
P. N. LiLHtNTDAL, Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITAL, 83O0.O0O.
Officers: Vice-President, Jerome Lincoln; Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney. Sidney V Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other
Approved Securities. Office : No. 215 Sansome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Dentscbe Spar and Leibbank. N*> 526 California street, San

Francisco. Officers : President, L GOTTIG. Board or Directors.—Fred.
Roedinjr, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Eggers, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE; Attorney, JOHN R.
JARBOE. Hay 18.
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THE INVESTIGATION OP THE PRISON DIRECTORS.
The Legislature now in session at Sacramento has ordered an investi-

gation into the manner in which the present Board of Prison Directors

has discharged, or rather betrayed, its trust. An investigation of this

kind, if conducted in a thorough manner and without unseemly partisan

malice, cannot fail to result in the uncovering of an infamous system of

business management, under which the fundamental law of the State has
been evaded, and private individuals have been dishonestly enriched.

Under the State Constitution, which was adopted in May, 1879, the
employment of convict labor, under what is known as the contract sys-

tem, is absolutely prohibited, and the employment of such labor for the

benefit of the State is directed. This Constitutional provision was designed

for the purpose of remedying a grievous wrong. Under the old system
the labor of the felons who were confined in the penal establishments of

this State was hired out by contract for a trifling remuneration, and the

employers who contracted for the labor were permitted to erect their fac-

tories within the Prison walls. In this way a double wrong was done.

San Quentin became a great manufacturing center. A few favored indi-

viduals enjoyed the benefits of free rent and cheap labor. The honeBt
manufacturers and artisans of the State were brought into an unfair, un-
just competition, and the State received next to no financial benefit. Man-
ufacturers and artisans were taxed to support San Quentin, and San
Quentin was used to deprive them of the means of making an honest live-

lihood—and tbat, too, for the benefit and enrichment of a few private

individuals and firms. This was the system which the Constitution
makers endeavored to break up, by prohibiting the hiring out by contract

of convict labor, and directing its employment for the benefit of the State.

This constitutional provision, however, has been evaded {practically

nullified) by the Prison Directors. The spirit of the law has been vio-

lated, if, indeed, its actual letter has not been broken, and it is to this

point that the legislative investigators could with profit direct their atten-

tion. It is true that the management of our penal establishments is in

every respect bad ; it is true that the State Prisons, located at Folsom
and San Quentin, and more particularly the latter, are, as institutions for

the punishment of crime and the reformation of criminals, complete fail-

ures ; it is also true that a flavor of dishonesty, venality and corruption
runs through the entire administration of the present Board of Directors.

But then these things are known, and no investigation is necessary to

bring them out. The investigation which was held a year and a half ago
left no doubt in any unprejudiced mind that San Quentin was not a place

for the punishment and reformation of criminals, but was, on the contrary,

a school of crime from which no inmate could emerge without being de-
based beyond the possibility of regeneration. The evidence adduced at

the same time left no doubt in any one's mind of the fact that the present
Board of Directors are "on the make" and are not very particular as to

the means which they employ in gratifying their avarice. Those facts

stand unchallenged to-day, and they constitute a good and sufficient rea-

son for legislating the present Board out of office without further investi-

gation.

The constitutional provision affecting the contract system has gone in-

to operation since that investigation. To speak with exactness, it was to
have gone into operation on the 1st of January, 1882, but in reality it has
never gone into operation. The firms and individuals who formerly con-
tracted for the labor of the convicts, still have their manufactories at
San Quentin ; their machinery is hired by the Prison Directors, and they
supply the raw material. When this raw material is made up it is

shipped back to the individuals and firms who supplied it, (the old con-
vict labor contractors), and they are charged for the labor expended on it,

computed at the rate of 50 cents per day per man for green hands, and
SI per day per man for expert mechanics. The large margin of profit
between this rate of wages and the rate which these manufacturers would
have to pay honest mechanics, who subsist outside of jails, pay taxes,
support families, etc., goes into the pockets of these private individuals
and firms. Whether they divide with the Prison Directors or not we do
not know. This is obeying the constitutional mandate to the effect that
convict labor shall be employed for the benefit of the State, with a
vengeance ! The News Letter desires, particularly, to call the atten-
tion of the Committee of investigation to the fact that not a dollar's

worth of the goods manufactured at San Quentin has been put on the
open market to be sold for what they will bring, and that there is a very
shameful "steal " in this thing.

BOOK NOTICES.
The first number of the new series of " The Theatre" (London: David

Bogue, 3 St. Martin's Place, W.C.) should be in the hands of every actor
and every lover of the drama and music. It is not easy to describe it.

Tn appearance it is about the size of Harper's Magazine, contains two
gems in the way of photographs—one of Wilson Barrett, and the other of
Mrs. Bernard Beere—while its criticisms are written from a very high,
artistic standpoint, each bearing the name of the author. Its selected
poetry is excellent, and, in addition to other new features, a complete
record of every new play produced in England since December, 1881, is

appended. It is a complete monthly compendium of all the dramatic,
artistic and lyric work, as it is brought out in London and the provinces.

The February number of "The Magazine of Art" (Casaell, Petter,
Galpin & Co., New York, London and Paris), is an exceptionally good
one./ Not that this magazine does not always maintain the highest
approachable standard in its illustrations and the elevated tone of its

articles, but the number before us is unusually varied in its themes. The
article on " Millet as an Art Critic," though wandering at times from its

point, is remarkably well done, and is offset by a profusely illustrated
sketch of the home and habits of Hubert Herkomer, the Anglo-Bavarian
painter, who, with his father, has an exquisite artist's residence at
Bushey, near London. An interesting article on the " Pipes of All Peo-
ples " ie followed by an illustrated sketch of the great sculptor, Giovanni
Dupr6, by Leander Scott. The rest of the number is equally interesting,
Kate Greenaway's sketches of "Art in the Nursery" being wonderfully
clever.

A gentleman in company, who had, the day previous, conversed with
Mrs. Langtry, on being asked if he thought she was the handsomest wo-
man of her time, gallantly replied to his lady questioner, "Madam, I
thought so yesterday."

TO CUBE OB NOT TO CUBE

WITHOUT KONI LA!
TBAT IS THE QUESTION.

In tills age of investigation and analysis some of the be-
liefs, doctrines and opinions that were considered to be firmly supported by

evidence " strong as proof of holy water," are, in the light of reason, research and
proving to be but stubborn facts, so is

KONI LA VOLCANIC WATER!
Which is no MYSTIFIED SECRECY of springs in an unknown location of Northern
or Southern California, nor like a gilded pill, made to suit the eye, taste or smell, but
in its effects, and on account of its genuine MERIT, is now prescribed by our most
eminent physicians as Blood Purifier, a powerful eliminator in all Kidney Complaints,
Skin Diseases, a valuable curative in Female Complaints, and, in fact, as a truly
household remedy. One' fair trial will convince the most skeptical that

KONI LA VOLCANIC WATER!
— WILL PROVE —

The Sufferer's Best Ready-Relief Friend, "Worthy of Confidence.

PACIFIC MINERAL WATER COMPANY.
DEPOT 360 FOURTH STREET,

CORNER HARRISON. Jan. 27.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Tbe Company's steamers wilt sail for Hong-hong? and

Yokohama:
CITY OF TOKIO FEBRUARY 22, at 2 P.M.

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and return at reduced rates.

For New "Fork, via Panama:
COLIMA FEBRUARY 1, at 10 o'clock A. M-,

Taking Freight and Passengers to MAZATLAN, ACAPULCO, CHAMPERICO, SAN
JOSE DE GUATEMALA, ACAJUTLA, LA LJBERTAD and PUNTA ARENAS.
Tickets to and from Europe by any line for sale at the lowest rates ; also for Ha-

vana and all West India ports.

For Honolulu, Auckland and Sydney:
CITY OF NEW YORK FEBRUARY 10, at 2 p.m.,

Or on arrival of the English mails.

Ten Dollars additional is charged for Upper Cabin passage.
For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and Brannan streets.

[Jan. 27.] WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., General Agents.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,

For Japan and Cbina, leave wharf, corner First and Bran-
nan streets, at 2 p.m., for YOKOHAMA AND HONGKONG, connecting at

Yokohama with Steamers for Shanghai.

-1883
ARABIC Thursday, January 18
OCEANIC Tuesday, January 30
COPTIC Saturday, February 10
GAELIC r-J * Tuesday, March 6
BELGIC Saturday, March 17
Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates.

Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.'s

General Offices, Room 74, eor. Fourth and Townsend sts.

For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific Mail Steam-
ship Company's Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN, General PasBenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD, President. Jan. 13.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamers of this Company will sail from Broadway Wharf

as follows

:

For Victoria, B.C., and Puget Sound Ports: On the 10th, 20th and 30th of each
month (except when such days fall on aholiday, then on the day previous). Steamer
of the 30th connects at Port Townsend with steamer "City of Chester" for Alaska.

For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the 0. R. & N. Co.: Every4 days.

For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 5th, 10th, 15th,

20th, 25th and 30th of each month.
For Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and

Ventura: Every Wednesday at 8 A.M.

For Eureka, Areata, and Hookton, Humboldt Bay: Every Wednesday, 9 'clock.

For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc. : Every Monday.

Ticket Office, No. 214 Montgomery Street, near Pine.
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

Nov. 26. No. 10 Market street.

FOR PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, OREGON.
The Oregon Railway and Navigation Company and Pacific

Coast Steamship Company will dispatch from Spear-street Wharf, for the

above ports, one of their new Al Iron Steamships, viz. : QUEEN OF THE PACIFIC,
OOLUMBIA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA and OREGON.

Sailing Bays,
EVERY WEDNESDAY AND SATURDAY,

At 10 o'clock, A. M*
Connecting at Portland, Oregon, with Steamers and Railroads and their connecting

Stage Lines for all points in Oregon, Washington and Idaho Territories, British

Columbia and Alaska.

Ticket Office 314 Montgomery Street
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

(Jan. 6.J No. 10 Market street, San Francisco.

A. WALDSTEIN
Lithographer and Ziucograpber, No. 320 Sansome street,

Room 48, Second Floor. Aug. 19.
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We have bad a very quiet week in commercial circles. The weather
1 has be«n clear and cold, and thin dry and frosty air seems to exert a chill

inn feeling upon all transactions of a business nature. The terrible disas-

ters upon land and sea, at home and abroad, have also tended to depress
tin- 'pints of the people in general. These calamities entail heavy losses

upon the underwriters, and the loss of valuable lives by the railroad disas-

ters and Giant powder explosions will, without donbt, be taken advantage
of by survivors to seek a measure of relief by instituting claims for dam-
age. This has already affected the market value of powder stock, and
perhaps, indirectly, of others that do not yet come to the surface.

The) iVirie Mail Steamship City of New York arrived at that port at
an early hour on the morning of the 23d inst., from the British Colonies
via Honolulu. She brought her full complement of passengers and Got-
eminent mails. Her cargo was almost entirely in transit, she bringing DO
Sugar or Rice from Hawaii for this market. By this arrival we have
Sandwhich Island papers of the 13th inst., and from these we glean that
the Island crop of Rice for 1882, was 22.595.500 lt>s. Of this, 12,059,000
lbs. was sent to this coast. Kx ports of Island Rice from Honolulu for

three years were as follows :

1880 6,639,000 Pounds.
1881 7,623,900

1882 12,059,000

The present price of Hawaiian Rice in this market is 4^c.

The British steamship Suez, (Spreckels line) which sailed hence for the
Islands on the 9th inst., with passengers, mail, and a valuable cargo, re-

turned to this port on the 22d icst., having broken her propeller. Re-
pairs will be made at once when she will again proceed on her voyage,
probably before the close of this month.

We have now to note the arrival of the brig Consuelo, from Honolulu,
in a short passage of 13£ days, with Sugar, 5,100 pkgs ; Rice, 1,905 bags.

Tahiti.—From the Society Islands we have the French brig Paloma,
with Government mails, and for cargo : Cotton, 89 bales ; Pearl Shells,
375 bags ; Cocoa Nuts, 25,000 ; Logs and Knees, 575.

The British ship Benmoore, from Liverpool, has arrived, bringing for
cargo Tin Plate, 7,200 boxes; Fire Brick, 30,000; Salt, 2,000 bags and a
large quantity of Iron, Steel Rails, etc.

Coffee.—By the Pacific Mail Steamship Colima we are in receipt of
1,916 bags New Crop Central American Coffee, prices of which have not
yet been fixed. Our imports of Coffee in 1882 aggregated 21,719,912 lbs.,

and of this Central America contributed the chief supply, Bay 20,000,000
lbs. Prices ruled very low during all of 1882, leaving no profit to the
importer.

Sugar.—The Colima, from Central America, brought up 1,136 bags,
and we have recently recorded the arrival of several thousand bags of
Manila Sugar, all for the refiners. This Sugar all pays a duty to the
Government, and when refined and re-exported is entitled to debenture (a

drawback), whereas the Sugar from Hawaii, being free of duty under the
Reciprocity Treaty, is not entitled to any rebate, and as the export de-
mand for Refined Sugar is increasing here the refiners are compelled to
import the above Central American and Manila Sugars for that particu-
lar branch of our trade. As stated last week in the News Letter, the
total imports of Sugar into this port in 1882 aggregated 106,445,600 lbs,,

and of this about 98,000,000 lbs. came from the aforesaid Sandwich
Islands free of duty. The crop of Beet Sugar in California in 1882 is es-

timated at 1,000.000 lbs., against 1,410,533 lbs. in 1881. The presenc Spot
price of White Refined Sugar is Ilia; Yellow and Golden, 9J@10c. The
price paid for Hawaiian Sugar in this market in 1882 was based entirely
upon the Manila basis of like grade, duty paid, the Islanders as produc-
ers getting the full benefit of free Sugars.

Teas.—Imports during 1882 from China and Japan aggregated 117,735
packages, two firms getting the lion's share—say Siegfried & Branden-
atien, 25,839 pkgs.; Macondray & Co., 22,231 pkgs. The former aggre-
gated 1,100,000 lbs. The Custom House returns exhibit an import for
the year of 231,171,751 lbs., value $5,654,328. The bulk of these Teas
was, however, in transit for Eastern cities, and carried by rail. The total

imports of Tea into this port for 20 years were 231,171,751 lbs., value
$74,890,166, Custom House returns. Prices here and elsewhere during
1882 ruled low, and believed to be generally unprofitable to the importer.

Coal.- -Total receipts of home and foreign in 1882, 882,896 tons ; in

1881, 899,680 tons ; in 1880, 654,118 tons. Prices ruled low all through
the year, many cargoes selling at an absolute loss to the shipper. Aus-
tralian ruled from §5 87 in September to $7 25 in December, this being
the range for twelve months. The Seattle mines in Washington Terri-
tory contributed 154,611 tons ; English and Scotch, 188,771; Australian,
158,901 ; British Columbia, 157,762 ; Mt. Diablo (California), 113,225 ;

Eastern (Hard), 24,996 ; Eastern (Cumberland), 14,860 ; balance, scatter-

ing, Wellington has become the favorite House Coal here, and is the
highest cost of any unless it be English Cannel or West Hartley.

Quicksilver.—California produced in 1882—that is, the receipts in San
Francisco were—45,310 flasks, against 58,635 in 1881. The present Spot
price is 33£c. The actual production of all our mines last year was 50,820
flasks—say 10,000 flasks less than 1881, and about the same in 1880. The
annual issue of the Commercial Herald, dated Jauuary 18th, contained a
tabulated list of prices and production of Quicksilver for 32 years; also an
exhaustive article upon the subject, of great value to all dealers and
producers of Mercury. It is too lengthy for the News Letter, or we
would gladly extend the knowledge thereof.

Borax.—The United States production of this article in 18S2, including
that from (imports) Boracic Acid, 6,500,250 lbs.; shipments Eastward by
rail, 1882, 2,708,090 lbs.; by sea, 1882, 508,631 lbs.—total to Atlantic
States, 3,216,721 lbs.; exports foreign, chiefly to Liverpool, 504,115 lbs.

—

total exports, 3,720,835 lbs. The average price in New York and Loudon
last year, 13c. The actual production on this coast, in 1882, of Borax
was 4,235,291 lbs., being an increase over that of 1881 of only 5 per cent.

Those interested in this article will do well to consult the annual issue of
the Commercial Herald, of January 18th, for an extended article upon this

subject.

Bags, Etc. -Last year's consumption of Grain Bags, on this Coast, was
27.000.0(H), chiefly Calcutta: in 1880, upwards of 35,000,000 were

I

This was the banner year of California's grain production. In 1881, the
consumption reached 31.noo.000. The lowest prices in 1882 were from
January to September 8fc; the highest 10c. for Standard 22x16 Calcut-
ta The present price for June-Jalydelivery, The Jute Bag
Factory has retired from the field. The State Prison Is doing more or
le*8, but our chief supply la to come this year from Calcutta, four vessels
now being en route with more or lesa; Spot stocks are believed to be large.

Grain Freights. —During the current week four or more American
Ships (large carriers) have been chartered on the spot to load Wheat for
Liverpool :it 35s., which is an advance of 2s. 6d. over the lowest rate of
the season. At this writing we have on the berth 50,000 tons register;
disengaged, 47,000 tons; to arrive within five months, a 8eet of 40,000
tons, against 51,000 cons at a corresponding period of last year.

Cereal Crops.—The crop of Wheat in California in 1882 was 32,000,-
000 bushels, of Barley, 9.000,000 bushels. Recently the Spot price of
No. 1 Wheat has been advanced to SI 85c. $" ctl. asked ; $1 82Jc. bid for
No. 1 White. Some few sales made at both rates. Future months are
held higher.

Barley-May now be quoted at SI 20@$1 22i # ctl. for No. 1, and
for Brewing, SI 35.

Oats -Now commaud SI 80@S1 92| tf ctl. for Good to Choice.

Wool—Stock is large, chiefly of low and defective grades. A demand
exists for all choice lots, but prices are hard to quote.

Tallow—Continues scarce and high ; 7£c@8c. for Choice Rendered
;

10c. for Refined.

Hides.—Dry are the turn cheaper now, 18c.@19c, Wet Salted, 10c.

Hops.—We hear of no sales. Stock light and holders firm at 95c.@$l.
Hay—Continues to rule high, say S14 50@$17 50 # ton.|

Liverpool Exports during the week have been free and liberal, and
embrace the following to Liverpool per British ship Merchant : Flour,
21,545 bbls. ; Wheat, 8,213 ctls. ; Cotton, 42,178 lbs. ; Canned Goods,
5,564 cases; Fruit, 1,732 pkgs. ; Oil, Coke, Meal, 28,700 lbs. ; Orchilla,
33,000 tbs.; Copper Ore, 209,630 lbs.; Wine, 50 gals., etc.—value S174,719.

For New York.—The bark Mary S. Ames, hence for New York,
carried—Cedar Lumber, 199,000 feet ; Iron Ore, 124 tons : Redwood
Lumber, 172,000 feet ; do. Shingles, 375 M.

Victoria, B. C—The Geo. W. Elder, January 20, carried a general
cargo valued at S30,000.

The British steamer Charles T. Hook, 17 days from Victoria, B. C,
via Astoria 2 days, arrived here on the 23d inst. with 160 Chinese passen
gers, en route to Honolulu. She is consigned to Henry Lund & Co., and
will remain here for a day or »wo for necessary stores, etc., and may take
some additional freight to the Islands.

The City of New York, from Sydney, brought only 284 ingots Tin,
and from Honolulu 1,046 bunches Bananas. She has in transit 900 bales
Wool, etc.

Honolulu.—The bark Discovery, 21 days from the Islands, arrived on
the 23d inst. with—Sugar, 10,600 bags ; Rice, 1,974 bags, etc.

New York.—The fine ship Snow & Burgess, 140 days, has arrived
with a valuable cargo to John Rosenfeld.

MURDERERS AS HEROES.
Since the days of '49 there has been a class of men here for whom a

person who "has killed his man" has a wonderful fascination. This
class is not represented by dime-novel-reading boys or hoodlum girls, but
by people who by right of position, intelligence and education should
know better. That this worship of the bloody hand is not confined to
California is proved by the success and popularity, both here and at the
East, of Ed. Stokes, the cold-blooded "murderer of Jim Fisk. While here
Stokes was not only popular among horsemen and gamblers, but was also
in hand and glove with one of our biggest millionaires. Now he is the
pride and envy of the nickle-plated youths of New York, and has just
opened a drinking saloon, which is said to be a palace of art. And still

this is the man who a few years ago was decried as the meanest man un-
hung, and who only saved his neck by the astuteness of an unscrupulous
old Bailey lawyer, who understood the mode of obtaining access to the
heart of a juryman through the medium of his pocket.

PRINTING AND ENGRAVING
BY THE

SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.
Our Specialties: Flue Printing—Catalogues, Books, Illus-

trated Circulars, Illuminated Printing. We have the most complete facilities

for producing ENGRAVINGS by the following processes: Photo Engraving, Photo-
graphing, Wood Engraving, Photo Lithographing. Portraits, Landscapes, Build-
ings, Machinery, Interiors, etc. Parties living at a distance can have engravings
made by sending photograph, or sketch on paper, designating size required. Esti-

mates furnished on application. Sept. 9.

AMERICAN EXCHANGE HOTEL,
Sansome street, Corner Halleck, San Francisco.—Tula

hotel is in the ver? center of the business portion of the city, and has been
renovated aud newly furnished throughout. The traveling public will And this to

he the most convenient as well as the most comfortable and respectable hotel in the
city. TABLE FIRST-CLASS. Board and room, 31, $1.25 and 31.50 per day. Nice
single rooms per night, 50 cents. Breakfasts or dinners, 50 cents. Lunch, 25 ceuts.

Eighteen tickets, good for any meals, for Jo. Hot and cold baths free. Free coach
tu and from the hotel. Oct. 7.

PROF. JOS. JOSSET,
Graduate of the University of Paris; Kx. Professor of De

la Meunais' Normal. France; late of Point Loma Seminary, San Diego. Pri-

vate Lessons In the French Language. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 p.m. Private Lessons given at the res-

idence of the pupil. Dec. 6.
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HEROES.
Perhaps the only redeeming feature in the recent calamities are that

they have brought heroes to the front, Rpss, who was in charge of Wells,

Fargo & Co's express when the train of which it was a part was assailed

by seven masked robbers, stood by his trust manfully and proved himself

a hero. The highwaymen captured the train, shunted it on a side track,

and shut up the employe's in a water tank. But there was one man they

failed to capture ; that was Ross, the express messenger. He alone found

that bravery was the better part of valor in that emergency. Seven des-

perate highwaymen did their best to riddle him ; but he proved game to

the end, They poured volley after volley into the express car, hit its

faithful and lone occupant three times, but could not drive him from his

post, and could not carry off the treasure. These seven robbers and assas-

sins, who had captured a whole train, less the messenger, were foiled by
his pluck, and slunk away without the booty. There was no throwing

out of treasure-boxes, after the fashion of some of the less plucky stage

drivers, but a hand-to-hand contest of one man against seven. This one

man won a substantial victory. Let his name be honored. He is alive,

with his three scars and his hard-earned fame. That is the stuff of which
heroes are made. Ross put his life against seven desperadoes in defense

of his trust, and, winning the day, is a hero ; and one who, if opportunity

had served, would have won on a much larger field.

The other instance of coolness, pluck and true heroism was to be found

in the case of Porter Ashe, one of the occupants of the sleeping cars at

the Tehachapi horror. Only a few days ago he was the subject of a local

sensation. He loved a Sacramento belle of beauty and wealth, and mar-
ried her despite the opposition of her surviving parent. He was bound
overland on his marriage tour, in company with his young wife and her
maid. The train, at half past one in the morning, when all were asleep

in the berths, having been detached from the engine, broke away and
rushed down a steep decline. The swaying to and fro upset the coal

stoves, set the car on fire, and the faster it proceeded, the higher rose the

flames. The passengers were locked in a furnace, and nearly all of them
were burned into cinders. Mr. Ashe was awakened, as were others, by
the fearful swaying of the cars as they flew down the rails. His wife and
himself were thrown against the side of the cars, where the maid, Minnie
Peterson, had been sleeping, and who was buried under broken timbers
and loosened articles about the state-room.

Mr. Ashe, after the first shock, proceeded immediately to save his wife

and the girl. As he set about doing so, Howard Tilton, another hero,

came staggering up to them. He occupied the berth next to the Downey
room. The two men broke out a pane of glass, through which Mr. Tilton

climbed out to the open air, and Mr. Ashe handed up to him Mrs. Ashe
and Miss Peterson. Mr. Tilton said that Ashe displayed rare presence

of mind and splendid coolness in remaining inside the sleeper to scrape
together some covering and a mattress, which he threw out and followed
after, just as the smoke became stifling. When the little party was mov-
ing along the top of the car, trying to get tiown to the ground, Mrs. Ashe
fell through one of the panes of glass into the car again. Like a flash

her young husband plunged into the stifling smoke and yawning grave,

reappearing a moment after with his wife in his arms. The two men suc-

ceeded in getting the woman to a place of safety and rushed back to
more work of jeopardizing their own lives to save those of others. Mr.
Ashe, hearing an. appealing voice from within the burning car, leaned
down, and seeing hands held up, grabbed them tightly, and with strong
and muscular efforts drew poor Downey from the jaws of death, which
had already opened for him. Thus he saved the life of his young wife,

that of Minnie Peterson and Governor Downey. The reporter called at
the Pico House to secure an interview, but Mr. Ashe declined to write
the details of the matter, on the ground he had done no more than any
other man would have done, and did not wish any heroism attributed to

his conduct, which was entirely natural. As the foregoing narrative,

however, was given in substance by Mr. Tilton and Miss Peterson, the
splendid disregard of self and of danger exhibited by the gentleman en-
title him to admiration which such bravery will bring him, in spite of his

efforts to the contrary.

He was right in saying that he did only what was "natural." But
then how few have the coolness and self-command to do just the right
thing under such trying, exceptional and dazing circumstances. He was
suddenly awoke, but yet he did the one only thing that could save him
and his. He proved himself a man. He has shown himself worthy of

the young, beautiful and wealthy conquest he had made. He should be
taken to the heart and affections of those who erstwhile objected to him,
for to-day he is a hero who is being talked of throughout an entire conti-

nent. Any family should be proud of such a man, for the nation is

proud of him. Of the material of which be is made heroes are consti-

tuted.

SANITARY ADMINISTRATION IN BRUSSELS.
The death rate in Brussels from zymotic diseases, and especially

from typhoid fever, has been diminished half by recent improvements in
the sanitary administration. There is no law to compel the notification

of infectious diseases, but the practice is general, and the good results
which follow are fully recognized. The notification is made to the Di-
rector of the Sanitary Department, and is immediately followed by a visit

from a Divisional Inspector to the infected house. If the retention of the
sick person in the house be a source of daneer to the other inmates, he is

at once removed to the hospital by an ambulance provided for the pur-
pose. A surveyor is at the disposal of the Sanitary Director, who exam-
ines the sanitary condition—the state of the drainage, and who disinfects
where necessary. In cases where alteration, repairs or cleansing is re-

quired to put the house into a proper condition, it is done at once. The
administration applies later on to the owner to refund the money spent.
In Brussels, every evening at 5 P. M., the Director of the Sanitary De-
partment sends to the Burgomaster a map of the town, on which are in-
dicated with colored pins the cases of infectious disease which have come
to his knowledge during the day, and attention is drawn to those meas-
ures which from urgency require immediate attention.

The formulating of cinch bills has become the first, last and sole
thought of nine-tenths of the San Francisco delegation. We shall keep
a sharp eye on their schemes, announce what they are and denounce every
man concerned in them, and shall perhaps give the Legislature some work
to do to investigate charges of corruption against certain of its members.

COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
It begins to look as if Freneh affairs are soon to culminate in a crisis.

It is certain that matters cannot long go on as they are. The Ministry is
divided, lamentably weak and on the point of resigning, and probably
will have resigned by the time this meets the public eye. President
Grevy, sick and enfeebled, is not equal to the very grave difficulties of
the situation, and the worst of the matter is that the man for the hour is

nowhere apparent among Republican statesmen. With the death of
Gambetta, the Republic lost a mind of singularly strong and fearless
grasp. Unhappily, it would seem that no fitting successor has been left
behind. The needs of the hour are apparent and great, but they do not
produce the man. In that condition of things, the public mind is bewil-
dered and ready for a change. A condition of things bordering on panic
has set in. The holders of rents and other securities are throwing them
on the market, in the fear that they may be greatly depreciated by revo-
lution. These are dark hours for the Republic, and they may be its last.
At a moment when the administration ought to be strong, itis weak ; at
a time when it ought to be sternly repressing every overt act looking
towards anarchy or confusion, it is weakened by divided councils and is

on the point of resigning. A moribund government is not calculated to
save the Republic in its hour of direst peril. The outlook is certainly not
reassuring to the friends of the existing form of government, and it would
seem as if nothing short of a miracle could now preventa very early change.

The question arises as to what is to come next. It seems hardly possi-
ble to believe that the long and patient waiting of the Duke De Cham-
bord is at last to be rewarded by his accession to the throne of his ances-
tors. There is not in him a single element of popularity. He is

possessed of not one quality that is calculated to fire the imagination or
even win the silent acquiesence of the Frenchmen of to-day. Slow, big-
oted and unyielding, he insists upon reviving the white flag and all that it

represents. The advanced opinion of his nation and of the age has left

him a mere relic of a by-gone time. It seems impossible to believe that he
can ever be called by the people to reign over France as Henry V. To
do him justice, he has steadily refused to plot and scheme for that posi-
tion, and he will hardly be likely to lay violent hands on it now. If he
does not, it is inconceivable that he can become King of the French by
any other means. The Orleans Princes are more popular and would
stand a better chance of success if they were to make an attempt to seize
power. But it has for several years past been understood that they would
waive their own pretensions in favor of those of their relative, De Cham-
bord, during bis lifetime. That would seem to place them out of the reck-
oning at this time, unless, indeed, the voice of the people should give
them an excuse for breaking their compact.

The Bonapartists, more active and unscrupulous, are ready by any
available means to take advantage of their country's weakness. Nothing
will be permitted to stand in their way that can be removed. Jerome
would very willingly swear allegiance to the Republic in order that he
might be its President. He would then violate his oath without the
slightest hesitation, in order that he might become Emperor. He would
only thereby be imitating the examples of his uncle and cousin. It re-
mains to be seen whether the opportunity will be afforded him to prove
himself the third traitor in his family. It is hardly likely that France
is ready so soon after Sedan to revert to the imperious, corrupt and dis-

astrous rule of the Bonapartists. Yet it would seem, as we have said,
that only a miracle can prevent a change. What it is to be it is difficult

to even surmise. If a strong man were to unexpectedly loom up among
Republican statesmen, the prospects might happily be changed for the
better, but we look in vain for any signs of a coming man at present.
Anything is possible in France, and the wisest of to-day may not tell

what to-morrow may bring forth. If increased vigor can be infused into
the administration, the threatened crisis may be warded off for a time,
but it is certain that the ultimate form of the Government has yet to be
determined.

THE NAHL COLLECTION OF OLD MASTERS.
It is a little singular that so far no movement has been made to keep

the Nahl collection here. No public institution, not even the Art Asso-
ciation or those managing it, seems to have reached for it. Of course the
collection was brought here for a market, not by piecemeal, as many of

the works could have been sold during the two exhibitions, but as an en-
tirety, drawings, engravings, paintings and all. The truth seems to be
that we are a fresh lot here, all of us preferring the modern and looking
out for that which is yet to come in art as well as in everything else. Of
course no one can doubt that in time San Francisco will be a great art

center, and then will be seen the lack of just such a collection as the one
referred to. In New York it is the same. They care but little so far for

the antique in art. No doubt Mr. Vanderbilt's five millions will be spent
almost entirely in modern works, and the old masters will in all proba-
bility be ignored. The idea of art collectors generally is to excel, and in
this country this can only be done in pictures which are modern, for it is

well known that the best examples of the old masters are quite out of

the reach of Mr. Vanderbilt's millions, and so we have to content our-
selves with home productions, and such works by living artists abroad as
our plethoric' purses enable us to obtain.

The second exhibition of the Nahl collection, which was instituted at
the earnest and persistent request of a large number of our art patrons,
seems to have been less successful than the first. The attendance has
been meagre in the extreme. As but three days yet remain, it is hoped
that all who have not seen these pictures will avail themselves of the op-
portunity to do so, as on Wednesday they will be removed to make room
for the Richardt-Bush collection, which, it is said, will comprise nearly
four hundred pictures of various sizes, and representing scenery in all

parts of the world. It will be an exhibition well worth visiting, and as it

will, of course, be free, no doubt a great many art admirers will be in

attendance. The exhibition begins promptly on Thursday next, the 1st

of February, when catalogues will be ready, and will remain open day
and evening till day of sale—the following Thursday, the 8th. The sale

will be both afternoon and evening, beginning at 12 (noon) and 7:30 in the
evening.
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GOLD BARS—990 Gm par.—Refined Silver—15@1(J $ cent, dis-

count. Mexican Dollars, 12}@13 per cent. disc. nom.

' Exchange on New York, 30c.@par. ^ lOOpremium; On London Bank-
4'.< 9-ied.j Paris, sight, 5-12j@5 10 francs per dollar.

Eastern Telegrams, 40c.

" Price of Money here, 6@10 per cent, per year—bank rate. In the
open market, 1@1£ per month. Demand light. On Bond Security,

3@4£ per cent, per year on Call.

Latest price of Sterling in New York, 4S3£@487.

PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
San Francisco Feb. 2,1X83.

Stocks and Bonds.
BONDS.

Cal. State Bonds, 6's,'57 .

S. F. City & Co. B'ds, 0s,*68

S. F. City & Co. B'ds, 7s ...

Montg'y Av. Bonds
Dupont Street Bonds
Sacramento City Bonds ....

Stockton City Bonds
Yuba County Bonds
Marysville City Bonds
Santa Clara Co. Bonds
Los Angeles County Bonds.
Los Angeles City Bonds. . .

.

Virg"a & Truckee R. R. Bds.
Nevada Co. N. G. R. R. Bds
Oakland City Bonds
Oregon B& N. Bonds, 6s..

S. P. R. R. Bonds
U. S.4s

BANKS.
Bank of California (ex div.)

Pacific Bank
First Natioual (ex div.). ....

INSURANCE COMPANIES.
Union (ex div.) ,

Fireman's Fund (ex div.)..

California (ex div.)

Nom.
Nom,

101

106

106

102J
119J

162J

Asked I Stocks and Bonds.
I INSURANCE COMTANIES.

—
I [State Investment

Nom.l Home Mutual
Nom. ' [Commercial

107
103
108
126

108
102^

119J

163*
120

128

115
128
111

Western
RAILROADS.

C. P. R, R. Stotk
C. P. R. K. Bonds
City Railroad
Omnibus R. R ,

N. B. and Mission R. R
Sutter Street R. R
Geary Street R. R
Central R. R. Co
Market Street R. R
Clay Street Hill R. R
S. F. GaBlightCo
Oakland Gaslight Co
Sac'to Gaslight Co
Califor'a Powder Co
Giant Powder Co
Atlantic Giant Powder. . .

.

Gold and Stock Teleg"h Co
S. V. W. W. Co. 's Stock....
S. V. W. W. Co' Bonds....
Pacific Coast S. S. Co's Stock
California Street R K. 112

134
120 125— 110

83 85
113 115— 101
50 CO
96 98
75 79
96} 97}— 55

Nom. Nom.
Nom. Nom.
49i 50}
s»t 30
55 67
120
103 107
68 70— 75
94+ 95)
116 116}

115

Pacific Rolling Mills, —, 125. Cala. Dry Dock, 624,—. Safe Deposit Co., 45, 464-

Vulcan Powder, — ; 62. Presidio Railroad, 67,68. Safety-Nitro Powder, 12, 12*.

Central Gas StucK, 58, 60. Hawaiian Commercial Co., 32, 35. Northern Pacific K

.

R. Bonds, — , 103@104.

We have to again report a decline in Spring Valley Water stock, which
yesterday touched 94£; also San Francisco Gaslight Company's stock, to

50. Other securities sympathize, to a greater or lesser extent. The con-
tinued dry weather, and the weary controversy with the authorities, has
the effect of making holders nervous, and of course takes buyers from the
market.

ALBION.
Secretary Chisholm's abrupt departure without leaving his address

continues the subject of grave animadversion. Almost daily new victims

are disclosed. Tbe amount of his defalcation is small, compared with
losses sustained through his adroit management of the Albion swindle.

Evidently those in command recognized his ability and selected him, chief of

the curb-stone brokers and outside dealers with capital anxious for an invest-

ment. Expressing our surprise to one of these, a gentleman of acknowledged
ability in this particular line of mining operations, that he was one of the
victims, he remarked he did not care for the $1,400 coin loaned him, but
the loss upon several thousand shares of stock he was induced to purchase
upon being shown strictly confidential letters and telegrams from the
President and Superintendent, which were not to be placed on tile for

shareholders to see, but intended solely for his own benefit. They in-

formed him as to the enormous amount of ore in sight and its great value,

but the one that caught him worst was the private telegram informing
him that negotiations with certain English capitalists were about closed,

and that the whole mine would be sold within a few days at §8 per share.

The News Letter has been instrumental in giving dealers authentic in-

formation as to the ultimate value of the Albion shares, which, nearly
commanding $4 50 a short time since, are now selling at 70 cents, subject
to an unpaid indebtedness of some §2 each. Another illustration is

afforded that swindles of this character can no longer be placed in this

market through artistic manipulation, false telegrams and subsidized

papers.

Meteorological Summary.—Week Ending Feb. 2, 1883, 7:58 p. m.:

Highest barometer, 30.454—29th; lowest barometer, 29 859—1st; aver-

age barometer during the week, 30.296; highest temperature, 59° 5'—3lst;

lowest temperature, 42°—1st; average temperature during the week,
49° 5'; highest relative humidity, 100 per cent.—27th and 28th; lowest
relative humidity, 53 per cent.—l*t; average relative humidity during the

week, 86.4; prevailing direction of the wind, southeast; maximum veloc-

ity of wind and direction, 31 miles, west—1st; total rainfall during the

week, .02; total raiufall during the season of 1882-3, 11.03 inches.

MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For \uvi-uinix the Air.

Office of the Aeroplane Company for Navigating the Air, 609 Mer-

chant street. Office hours from 1 to 2 p.m.
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Stocks.—After long continued apathy and infidelity the stock market
has experienced a "revival." Its priests and elders hold "protracted
meetings " at their sanctuary, while many of backsliding faith, and some
new converts, press forward to the "anxious seat." Whether this re-

newed interest is insDired by grace of " Divine Truth," or is another
device of the devil and assessment gatherers, is one of those sublime
doubts which abound inevitably in all moral and physical philosophy.
The pivot of restored confidence seems to be Hale & Norcross, from the
reported cutting of a small seam of ore in its main drift, and immediately
the stock responded in increased value from influences both of hope and
fear. Hope of them who saw in this slight showing, prospect of a profit-

able ore discovery, and fear and necessities of those who have too long
Bported with and depreciated other men's property, by selling what they
did not own. From 90c. to $4 90, and back to SI 50, within three days,
embracing transactions of many thousands of shares is exceptional in
these latter days, and it is no wonder that the old devotees came forward
to worship again at this shrine of folly and fluctuations. Savage, Chol-
lar and Potosi participate in the activity, and changes of prices, and these
have lent vitality to other Comstocks, so that the week has been busy
and tolerably satisfactory to commission brokers, with the usual varied
successes and sorrows of outside speculators. At latest writing the market
is demoralized and everything drooping.

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.—New York, February 2,

1883.—United States Bonds— 4s, 119 ; 4JK 113} ; ex 5a, 103£. Sterling
Exchange, 483£@487. Western Union, 81A. W<»»1—Spring, fine, 24(5)31

;

Burry, 16@20; Pulled, 18@40 ; Fall Clips, 15@20j Burry, 12@14. Lon-
don, February 1.—Liverpool Wheat Market, 9s. 3d.@9s. 6d.; California
Red American Spring, 9s. 5d.@10s. 5d. Silver, 53c.

The Southern Pacific commenced on Monday last to run tbe Atlan-
tic Express through from San Francisco to New Orleans, via El Paso,
San Antonio and Houston, Texas. Sleepers will run through to New
Orleans.

Albion Assessment No. 12 —We advise shareholders not to pay the
present assessment until March 5th. Important developments prior to
that date will most probably prove the value of this suggestion.

Isthmus of Panama.—Tbe Pacific Mail Steamship San Jose arrived
here on Wednesday, 19 days, with merchandise, en route from New York,
Germany, France and England and way ports.

British Columbia.—The British steamer Btvnard Castle and ship
Valley Forge brought from Departure Bay 4.000 tons Wellington Coal,
and the steamer Walla Walla from same, 2,300 tons.

Hongkong.—The Britis'i ship Jtutkin, 82 days from Hongkong, to
Macondray & Co., had an assorted cargo of Tea, Sugar, Rice, Tapioca,
etc.—in all, 17,000 pkgs.

Grain Charters.—The British bark Flora has a Grain charter to Cork,
U.K., for orders, or to Continent, between Bordeaux and Antwerp, at £2.

Mexico.—The San Jose, from Mexican ports, brought up 350 cases
Limes and Oranges, also Cedar Logs, Mahogany, Silver Ore, etc

Central America.—The San Jose brought up from Central American
ports Coffee, 937 bags new crop, and Sugar 791 bags.

China.—The San Jose brought up from the Isthmus, Cotton Sheetings
700 bales, in transit from New York.

London. Feb. 2. -Latest Price of Consols. 102 l-16d.

Printed and Published by the Proprietor, Frederick Marriott, 607 to 615 Merchant street, San Francisco. California.
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FASHION'S VOICE.
Last week 1 promised some items anent painted dresses, and, not to

be worse than my word. I proceed to inform my lady friends how they

may embellish their evening dresses, at little or no expense, and yet pro-

duce an enviable toilet. A dress whose beauty riveted my attention was
one brought by a lady friend from Paris. The foundation of the garment
was pale lavender satin, the skirt of which was made in stripes corded

with satin piping. On each stripe was a long velvet panel, pointed at

either end and reaching from the knee to the edge of the skirt. These
slender panels were beautifully painted on velvet of darker shade than
the silk; the basque was also so effected to match. Now, the general ef-

fect of a painted satin dress is simply exquisite, and easily attainable.

Embroidery in silk floss is, ot course, beautiful, but it requires time and
labor, which is done away with in the painting, this being an embellish-

ment quite as effective and more rapidly accomplished. For a ball dress

take white satin or any pale color. The design may be a plain, full skirt,

if you have the front width stamped, the pattern being much wider at

the foot than the waist. 'Paint in, let us say, a mass of roses with leaves,

to make which more effective the stems and centers of the flowers may be

worked in gold beads. Pansies being an open flower, if painted in purple

shades, may have the centres most effectively worked in beads, as hinted.

Long stripes of satin, or wide satin ribbon, may also be painted in a trail-

ing spray, which stripe cau be \ised either to lay on a plain skirt or to

hold down puffings of silver tulle. A deep flounce may also be painted ;

but let me observe that she who would paint a dress effectively should
have the garment made up with the pattern previously stamped. It is

easy to lay the robe on a large table, and, by placing a block of wood be-

low the parts requiring ornamentation, to paint by which means
the design will appear fresh and beautiful. Since handling of

painted silk destroys the effect, a silk dress with satin square-

cut collar and deep cuffs, with sash all painted in simple style,

is a pretty demi-toilette r-jbe for a young lady. A black silk dress

may have a cut-away basque, round which a wreath of ivy leaves, in gold

paint, has a gorgeous effect. The same trimming running round the skirt,

and, if wished, a side panel, may also be so decorated, A brown silk may
be painted in lighter shades of brown and dull green leaves. I have seen

a sage-green silk dress just finished hy collar and cuffs painted with small
groups of crimson rose-buds and leaves. But we are behind the times,

and these pretty caprices have not appeared much in our self-poised city,

which, ever straining after novelty, appears to me too hesitant in entering
upon any adoption of fashion unless every one goes in for it in a rush.

Like schoolgirls who would peep at a ghost, it is "You go first and we'll

follow." I wish our fashion leaders would be more courageous in taking
up some of the lovely toilettes and confections that come to us from Paris
while they are still a novelty. Apropos, a fashionable friend of mine
came from England a little while ago. She had on a traveling dress

which had been worn one >ear. Going along Kearny street with me, she
stopped suddenly before one of our most fashionable stores, and laugh-
ingly turning to me, said :

" You, who are a fashion writer, please ex-

plain why that dress which is ticketed ' The latest made ' iB a /etc simile of

the one I have been wearing twelve months ; and yet in your city you
boast of being the most fashionably dressed women in the world." I
hung my head, abashed, and merely said :

" I never in my life could un-
riddle a riddle. Our women are conundrums hard to read." It is so ; we
are a year behind, with all our fastness, ladies fair. Now I hope some
one will repay me by trying her hand upon a painted dress. If any ad-
venturous female will come to me, I will put her right in the way of look-

ing lovely in a dress which no one else has. Silver Pen.

ANSWER TO "A VISITOR'S" LETTER.
Editor News Letter : Every now and then some grumbling, fault-

finding tourist (nearly always a Britisher) airs his howls and slings at the
American people, in print, and I have noticed in your last week's issue

that some old fellow, who styles himself "A Visitor," pitches right and
left into everything he has seen and met with during his visit to our young
city; social, political and religious, nothing has escaped his censure.
Now will you allow me to say just a few words in defense of our much-

abused community, and show this " visitor" that he has drawn his sham
conclusions from a surface view merely? Let any unprejudiced mind
compare business here and in the old country and declare which system
has the most " go " in it, as well as energy, push, quickness and general
ability. Why, sir, while an Englishman is endeavoring to get a proposi-
tion through his head, an American will have acted upon it and cleared up
a profit which astonishes his British rival. Grant that there is a swin-
dling operation now and then, doesn't the dishonest trick obtain in other
countries as well ? How about the Glasgow Bank and that magnificent
fraud, Baron Grant ? These are only two instances I cite, but they will
outvie anything we have produced, notwithstanding our sham and want of
integrity in business. Social humbug is quite as prevalent the world over
as in our remote corner ot it, although I concede that the keeping up
appearances is more liable to be met with in our country than in one
where social position has been fixed for generations past, and only depart-
ure from social laws, or the breaking of the eleventh commandment,
" Thou shalt not be found out," forfeits it. So, too, I most reluctantly
admit, "Visitor " can, with some show of truth, make his charges against
our Courts of Law. " Pity 'tis 'tis true;" but our judicial ermine has
been sadly smirched, aye, even the highest Court in our land has not
been, like Caesar's wife, above suspicion, while the probity, honor and
unsullied reputation of the legal luminaries of England stand like shining
lights. The powerful influence coin brings to bear upon our juries is also
a matter of grave reproach. You see I am willing to own where a stone
can be thrown, but as to such wholesale onslaught on our public men, the
shoe fits just as well on the British foot as ours; the bribery and corrup-
tion business goes on just as bravely in old countries as in our new ones.
" Visitor says, " Conjugal love is a sham." Possibly he knows very little

about it, as he avows himself a bachelor; and as to the illustrations of
domestic life, as given by our neighbors, where are marital ties more
openly disregarded than in his own little island? The heir to the throne
sets a most illustrious example and all, more or less, follow it.

I trust you will pardon my taking so much of your valuable space, but
you are so fearless an advocate of the right I am sure you will not grudge
me the opportunity to let this "Visitor " hear a few wholesome truths
from A Resident.

A FINANCIAL WARNING.
There is> an ominous cloud arising on the financial horizon. Since

the re-monetization of silver the United States Treasurer has purchased
over §160,000,000 worth of that metal, nearly all of which is now stored
up in the Government vaults, the people throughout the country steadily
refusing to take it. Silver has been substituted for gold, to that extent,
in the Treasury, and the process of substitution still goes on, and is not
likely to end unless Congress changes the law in regard to compulsory
purchases, until the inferior metal has completely replaced the superior,
or, in other words, until there is no more gold to buy silver with.
Whether or not things be allowed to reach that extreme pass, it is certain
that enough has already been accomplished to bring us face to face with a
very grave financial danger. It was urged by the advocates of the bill

for the restoration of the silver dollar to the currency of the country, and
its compulsory coinage at the rate of §2,000,000 a month, that it would
increase the value of silver until the worth of the standard dollar was
equal to or exceeded, in the intrinsic value of its material, its denomina-
tional rate. Whether they actually believe this or not, may well be
doubted; but the argument was used with considerable effect as showing
a method for the appreciation of the value of an important native pro-
duct, and favoring a large native industry, in which we of the Pacific
coast are specially interested. But a slight examination would have re-

sulted in the knowledge that the compulsory purchases of the Govern-
ment would not keep pace with the products of the mines, and that it

could do no more, if as much, than to sustain a falling market. As.

a

matter of fact, it has not been able to do as much as that. Although, as

we have said, the Treasurer has bought over $160,000,000 worth of silver,

nearly all of which is piled up in vaults and withdrawn from use, the
value of silver has, notwithstanding, been constantly depreciating until

the bullion value of a standard dollar is only 83 cents, and its tendency is

constantly downward in the scale. It is doubtless true that, if the Gov-
ernment should cease its purchases, the price of silver would fall still

lower; but the failure of the experiment to bolster up its market value
has got to be admitted sooner or later, and the sooner the better, for al-

ready we have gone far enough to involve a great danger to the credit of

the nation, and a serious loss and disturbance to the whole people.
It is supreme folly to under-estimate or ignore the danger that results

from the presene'e of a large amount of currency inferior in value to the
real standard. This actual standard is now sustained by the good sense

of the people, who refuse to use the depreciated currency to an extent
that makes it harmful. But this is only because money is plenty and the
balance of foreign trade is in our favor. Let there come a commercial
crisis or a stagnation of industry, resulting from speculation or over-
production, or let the balance of trade turn against us, draining the coun-
try of gold— and one or all of these things are sure to come round in the
cycle of events—and this depreciated currency would at once fix the stand-
ard at 83 cents, instead of the dollar, to the utter confusion and unsettle-

ment of values, and to general loss and damage. The money which is

seventeen cents less in value than gold or greenbacks, so long as the
latter are payable in gold, would at once come into use as a basis of

currency, and gold would disappear as completely as it did from the
Eastern States in the days of the depreciated greenback currency. This
is a menace and danger the startling character of which grows upon one
the more it is considered. It is madness to trifle with a danger which is

sure to become real through the vicissitudes of trade and industry, and
the laws of the ebb and flow of property.
Not one of the predicted advantages have resulted from the large com-

pulsory purchases of silver. The people are not taking the silver dollars

to any extent, the price of silver has not been made equal to that of

gold, and there iB not the slightest possibility that foreign nations will

adopt the Bilver standard, and we are only preparing for the danger of a
non-exportable and depreciated currency, for no sensible purpose or
practical benefit whatever. The coinage of the legal tender dollars

should, with the least possible delay, be stopped where it is. Nonneed
this give occasion for an attempt to banish silver as a circulating medium.
From its nature it must be, in a great measure, subsidiary. Boom could
be made for a large amount with the withdrawal of the Treasury notes of

the smaller denominations, and a contraction of the bank note currency

of the same kind. This would neither be inconvenient nor dishonest,

but would do for silver all that safely or reasonably can be done for it.

But this piliny up of depreciated dollars to be let loose upon credit and
the stability of values upon the Erst breath affecting the general pros-

perity, or the first accident changing the balance of foreign trade, is a sin

against absolute knowledge, and the light of experience, which is alto-

gether inexcusable.

"I go to bring culture to a continent," said Mr. Oscar Wilde, when,
enveloped in furs, he left England for the United States. He returns, he

says, much disappointed. He has worn velvet and knee-breeches. He
has spoken about art, and criticised Niagara ; but instead of leaving the

country amid enthusiasm, he has come away neglected. America will

not accept his form of culture. Still is he disappointed ? He has made
something like £10,000 by his journey. The Americans did not accept

his culture, but they gave him their dollars, and 'he is probably more dis-

posed to be thankful for what he has received than to be gloomy for the

gifts which he offered, but which were rejected. It is understood that he
intends to lecture at home upon what he has seen in America.

—

Court

Journal.

People continue to rush to the Arcade, where .such wonderful bar-

gains are now to be had. Never before in the history of the Dry Goods
trade of this city has such a chance been offered to lady purchasers. J.

J. O'Brien & Co. carry such a large stock that it is absolutely necessary

for them to clear it out at least once or twice a year. In order to insure

doing so, this enterprising firm has marked its goods down to such a low
figure that those wishing to purchase Velvets, Satins, Silks, Moires, etc.,

can find no place in town to suit them better than the Arcade. This oppor-

tunity will not be offered the public for long, so that those desiring to

share the benefit should call in at 924, 926, 928 Market street, before the

chance is lost.

The next Annual Culinary Ball will take place at B'nai B'rith Hall

Tuesday, February 6th. It will be a superb affair. The supper will sur-

pass anything of the kind ever before attempted.
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SOCIETY.
February 1, 1883 : The month of January certainly tried hard to

redeem iu reputation of being the pleatantest of the twelve, for what
could be more truly delicious than the weather was during its final week ?

The week was also sn hlled to repletion with events in the gay world, it

is with a feeling of positive satisfaction that one thinks the next one will

lining the now longed for Ash Wednesday, for society acknowledges itself

to be thnrooghlj tired out.

The Tubbs ball last week was a grand success, as how could it fail to be
with **very adjunct to aid it that money mold provide. In the tir*t place
tin- boat*, winch is now occupied by them, is a good one for entertaining.
Built originally by Mr. Bancroft, it was a noticeable one for many yeur* in

that part of the town, before Mr. Redington bought it. He greatly en-
larged it, and when it passed into the possession of Willie Howard he
still further improved it.

not think I was ever in a more perfectly lighted bouse than it

was that evening : every spot was bright, and flowers in profusion placed
in every imaginable position. The music and supper could neither of
thetn have been excelled, and the guests comprised nearly every one
known in 'Friscan society.

I have heard several of my lady friends complain that their guests were
nut content with the parties they gave iu the first place, but many of
them determining to make their party calls on the same evening, they
thus managed to get a second entertainment where only one was intended.
AU I can say is, that if they objected to being thus imposed on, as it

were, it was very easy for them to simply say "not at home," when the
imposers arrived, and thus teach them a lesson.

On Monday evening, Mrs. Hager received her party calls at the Palace
Hotel, and quite a large gathering with music, dancing and refreshments,
was the result.

On Tuesday evening took place the long-talked-of Hopkins fancy-dress
German, and, although unmarried, I am unfortunately not what might
be considered "yountr," so I was not included among the invited guests,
and therefore cannot speak of it knowingly. However, I heard that the
same lavish expenditure which characterizes all the Hopkins' entertain-
ments, was noticeable everywhere. The costumes were pretty, though
none very original, and the favors for the German were handsome and
appropriate. Many of the gentlemen, taking advantage of the clause of

fancy dress for them being optional, appeared in plain evening dresB,

while others made the same guys of themselves that men usually do when
donning any other dress than what they are accustomed to wear.
Mrs. Cora Floyd's reception last night w&s the most pretentious enter-

tainment which has been given within the doors of that house since it has
passed into her possession. During the McAllister regime it was noted
for the numerous and delightful parties that were always taking place in
it, some of them being the handsomest ever till then given in San
Francisco.
Last night Mrs. Floyd seemed determined to outdo all previous gather-

ings held therein, and evidently spared neither trouble nor expense to ac-

complish that result.

An awning, closed in on every side, was spread from the door through
the garden to the very edge of the sidewalk, probably fearing rain, but,
though none fell, the night was cold and boisterous, the wind up on that
hill almost rising to the dignity of a hurricane; so, no doubt, many of
her lady guests were delighted at the thoughtfulness that spared their be-

ing blown to pieces between their carriage and the house.
Within, the house was bright with lights, sweet with the perfume of its

floral decorations, and gay with pretty faces and beautiful costumes. The
hostess herself looked her very best, and she has lost none of the graceful
vivacity which made her so great a favorite in society when she was Cora
Lyons.
The musicians were ensconced in a specially closed-in, porch -like place

off the parlors, and were composed of as full a band as one meets with
nowadays. There were many old-time faces seen among the guests, the
supper was handsome, and altogether the evening was a very pleasant one.
The majority of the dresses were white, and mostly short. Several car-

ried huge bouquets, and I also noticed one or two floral fans, which,
though pretty to look at, were heavy and difficult to manage.
Not being one of those requested to remain for the German, I took my

departure before it began, but I heard the favors were to be something
novel as well as pretty in design. Among the guests were Judge and
Miss McKinstry, Mr. and the Misses Brumagen, Mr. W. Norris, Col.

and Mrs. Smedburg and Miss Bessie Eaymond, Capt. and Miss Eldridge,
all the Babcocks, including Dr. and Mrs. Brigham, Tiburcio Parrott and
the Misses Parrott, Henry Chaiincey, Mrs. and Miss Eyre, Miss Ford,
Miss Charlotte Chamberlaine, Mr. Charles Mayne, Harry Tevis, Carle-
ton Coleman, Judge, Mrs. and the Misses Thornton, Mrs. Fall, Miss
Brooks, Capt. M. Fletcher, Miss Loyall, Mr. and Miss Ashe, Mr. and
Mrs. Isaac Poole, Consul Booker, Major and Mrs. Rathbone, Mr. A.
Godeffroy, Mrs. Macondray Miss Atherton, Faxon Atherton, and L. L.
Robinson, who looked as if such a thing as "Albion " never existed.
To-night Mrs. McMullin will give a domino party at her residence on

California street, and will have her house full of guests for the occasion,
among them Miss Marshall and Miss Peters, who are such favorites with
the 'Frisco beaux. As it takes place on Thursday night, I must defer
mention of it till next week, but all are looking forward to having a good
time. A lady told me last night at Mrs. Floyd's that some of the domi-
nos were going to be " perfectly gorgeous affaire."
Next Monday night the Misses Wallace give their long-promised dance,

at the Judge's residence, on Van Ness avenue, and the same evening the
Grand Hotel fancy dress party takes place, but I scarcely think the two
events will conflict, as the acquaintances of both sets are not the same.
Mrs. E. B. Crocker has issued cards announcing the marriage of her

daughter to Porter Ashe. He and his wife are still in Los Angeles,
where there is every probability they will finish their honeymoon.
" Honor to whom honor is due," is a good old axiom, yet still I think the

thing can be overdone, and a man made a subject for hero-worship upon

most slight foundation. In the name of common-sense, what husband
(especially one of so short a time), would not have done just what Porter

Ashe did, t. &, save his wife under the same circumstances. Individual

praise where all did so well, is, I think, out of place, and I am quite sure

young Ashe has too much good sense to relish the indiscriminate glorias

which have been Bang in his honor ,i<i na
I hear that the reported Coleman- Blanding engagement has been em-

phatically denied, but I believe it is one that would give much satisfac-

tion to the families on both sides. However, iu this free and enlightened
country yonng people do not always marrv to please their mammas, but
generally follow their own sweet will and inclinations.

Pretty Mrs. Fearon, net Emily Torbert, accompanied by her husband
and child, arrived by the last China steamer, and Grandma Torbert is

the happiest woman in San Francisco at having her little grandson to ex-
hibit to admiring friends. Mr. Fearon will prolong bis trip East and per-
haps to Europe, his wife remaining here on a visit to her parents.
Captain and Mrs. Metcalf left us yesterday for England, Capt. M. be-

ing about to take command of the new White Star steamer Doric between
New York and Liverpool.

Another old social landmark has been removed in the death of Dr. C.

C. Keeney, who has been a resident of San Francisco from almost its

earliest days. He was always a great favorite in society, his cordial man-
ner and bright, cheerful disposition making him a valued and welcome
guest everywhere, while his fame of being popular with the fair sex was
only second to that as a practitioner in the medical world. Of late years
he has been almost lost to view, owing to an attack of paralysis, which
made him a confirmed invalid and finally caused his death. His funeral
to-day at Trinity Church was very largely attended. Felix.

THE GERMAN FAIR.
Dear N. L. : Of course you have been to the German Fair; but, aB it is

possible many of your readers haven't, and as I know you always like to

tell them about everything that is going on, I will give you some items
for their benefit. If any one had any doubt as to the beauty and taste

of our German population, surely these doubts must have been dispelled

by a visit to the Pavilion this week, where the Fair for the benefit of the
German Hospital is being held. It is seldom one sees so many pretty

girls as greets the eye, and the decorations of the different stands reflect

much credit upon the taste and ingenuity of the decorators. I say inge-

nuity, because there is a good deal of originality displayed—the Floral

Temple, for instance, being unlike the traditional affair one is accustomed
to see at such places, and is quite the prettiest thing of its kind I have
ever seen. It stands in the centre of the hall, and is in the form of a
mosque; the light framework of wire, of which it is composed, is wreathed
with flowers and smilax so completely the whole thing looks like a verita-

ble bower of roses, and the gilt bird-cages filled with canaries hung about
it strengthens the illusion. Scores of lovely madckens, attired in Grecian
costumes, are the attendants, presided over by Mrs. Peter Spreckels, who
deserves a special vote of thanks for the untiring energy she has displayed

in producing so charming a result. I saw—by the way, it is as well to

say here that I won't mention any names, because I might thus unwit-
tingly slight some, and to do justice to all would be impossible within the

limits of this letter, but the descriptions I give will easily be recognized

by those who know—well, then, I saw young H., who is so noted for his

graceful, manly physique, buying a boutonniere from Miss M., his blue

eyes sparkling with admiration as she pinned it on his coat; his staid

brother refusing like service from Miss W., evidently shunning the danger
of her gypsy-like beauty. The roulette table was largely patronized

each evening I was there, and I saw pretty much the same set of devotees,

which proved that something must have been most " drawing." It is

strange what an attraction chance possesses for human nature,

for the different lotteries were eagerly patronized. I dare say
some millionaire will draw the coal oil stove and a bachelor the

piano, but the latter would not be so inappropriate, for the majority of

our young German gentlemen play on that instrument more or less. Mrs.

I., who presides over the roulette, is getting rather matronly, but then

she lives again, as it were, phcenix-like, in the budding charms of her

young daughter. Mr. K., who surely Bhould be a good judge of what is

fit to drink, was treating some ladies to the national beverage, which they

called maitrauk. I tasted it myself, and found it decidedly palatable.

The refreshment stand reminded me of the Champs Elysees Garden of

the recent Carnival, as the pretty nymphs in attendance wore the Alsa-

tian dress. Mrs. Frank has charge of the perfume stand, and on Tues-

day evening I heard N. spouting the old saying, " Sweets to the sweet,"

as he handed a bottle of perfume to little Lennie W. One of the novel

features of the Fair is- the photographic gallery, where a fellow can be

posed by lovely creatures, fluttering with gay ribbons and flounces, and
be taken for life by one, too, if he wishes.

_
Should, however, his desires

be limited merely to a pasteboard counterfeit, no less a person than Thors
will assist in gratifying his wishes. Miss D. is in this tent, and her sis-

ters, the Mesdames N., I saw promenading in the audience. One of the

most amusing sights I got was not intended for public view, and which I

caught a glimpse of in the " Mistletoe Oyster Grotto." A youth and
maiden were evidently taking it au serieux, as they had placed themselves

under the old-time branch and were bent upon carrying out its legend.

I wonder if the magic mirror told Otto what he looked for so anx-

iously on its surface? Katie M. told me he had been greatly bothered at

something the fortune teller showed him on the cards. These are but a few

of the attractions which increase in interest every night, and I hear that

for Saturday evening some wonderful sights are in preparation. If this

be so, expect a full resume next week, as, of course, I shall be there to

see for myself. Occasional.

An Oat.—Some of the members of the legal profession in this city are

fond of playing practical jokes upon each other. Reub Loyd got off a
pretty fair one upon Hall McAllister on Thursday. Going up to McAl-
lister in the most serious manner at the club, he said :

** There's a note for

yon at the Recorder's office." McAllister jumped up, and leaving Loyd
to play his hand in a " jack pot," started post haste for the New City

Hall. There is more of the bear than the squirrel about McAllister, and
when he reached the City Hall he was puffing like a grampus. When he

had sufficiently recovered his breath, he said to the Recorder :
" Merrian,

I hear you have a note for me." A smile flitted over Merrian's face like

that which illuminates a man's when he has made his mother-in-law be

lieve he loves her, as be opened a drawer and handed McAllister a single

oat. " Sold," said Mac, " but for God's sake don't tell Reub !

"
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TWO ACCIDENTS, ATO WHAT CAME OF THEM.

By the Author of "An English Novel/'

[ Continued from last week's issue*]

Part I.

Harcourt had felt rather uncomfortably to know what to say, but the

change of subject relieved his embarrassment. "I don't, see why not,"

he said. "If I maybe straightforward, too," he added with a smile,
" may I ask what is your country? "

" I wish I could tell you," the girl replied, "but I can't. We don't

trouble ourselves much about countries out our way, you know. A State

satisfies us."

"A State ? Wh—why, what can you mean ? " said Harcourt, with be-

wildered eyebrows. You said just now you and your father were on your
way home."
"And so we are," laughed the girl. " We are Americans, and we are

on our way home to California."
" You an American ?" exclaimed Harcourt. " You surprise me. Why,

you are just like us."
" You don't say so ? " said his companion, with a merry laugh. "Am

I, really? How immensely gratifying, to be sure. And why shouldn't I

be, pr. y ? You can't make it out at all because I don't say ' guess ' and
' reckon ' and ' cal'late ' every second word, and call you ' Stranger,' and
begin all my sentences with ( why, certainly.' Come now, confess."

"Perhaps you are right," said Harcourt, with one eye shut and his

head a little on one side to show uncertainty of opinion.
" I know I am," replied the girl.

"And you are going home directly," asked Harcourt, coming to a sud-

den recollection of that dire calamity and its consequences to his new
born, and so far, short lived happiness, that made his heart ache within
him.
"Yes, we sail to-morrow in the Britannic for New York. I'm on my

way to Liverpool now," she said. " I wish you were going all the way

—

to Liverpool, I mean. Perhaps you are," she added, hopefully.
" And why not farther than Liverpool ? " Harcourt asked in a low tone,

with sudden tenderness in voice and eyes. The 'future,' to which he had
left much that be had planned to Bay, had come upon him sooner than he
expected, and there wasn't much of it left. " And why not farther than
Liverpool?" he repeated softly, his companion affecting not to have
heard the question.

" Oh, I don't know, I am sure," she said, studying the buttons of her
gloves, and then with a quick, upward glance, through half-closed lids,
" Because you wouldn't want to come, you know."
"Wouldn't I, though?" cried Harcourt, his head fast following his

heart. " I have half a mind to go on and take my passage, just to show
you."
" You know you couldn't leave your regiment so long," replied the girl

seriously. " Could you, now, Mr. Mr. Harcourt?" and she laughed a
sly little laugh all to herself behind her glove.

"Why, how the deu—ahem, I beg your pardon—how did you know
my name and that I was in the army ? " Harcourt exclaimed in unfeigned
surprise.
" I've got eyes, I suppose," she replied, pointing to his portmanteau

and gun-case in the rack over his seat. " And now let me ask you some-
thing which has been puzzling me for the last ten minutes."
"I thought you had a pre-occupied manner for some time," said Har-

court, " and I'm glad to know the cause."
" That is not answering my question," said the girl with a pout. "You

are as bad as an Irishman who answers one question by asking another."
Harcourt laughed. "Well, then, I don't mind telling you—that is, if

I can, you know—provided, that now you know my name, you will tell

me yours."
"Agreed," said she. " And now tell me what D. C. O. means?"
" Is that all ? " asked Harcourt with a disappointed sigh. " I thought

it was about something else." (Said something else meaning himself, poor
fellow.) " Why, D. C. 0. means 'Duke of Cambridge's Own.'
His companion laughed merrily.
"And I have been thinking it meant 'District of Columbia,' and won-

dering how that could be; or that it was an English version of what is

put on unpaid parcels in America."
" And what's that ? " asked Harcourt, incautiously.
" C. O. D., which means, ( Collect on Delivery," laughed the girl.

"Thanks, awfully," said Harcourt in a hurt tone. "So you thought I
was some cad bringing home some things from a trunk shop."

" Nonsense. Don't be silly. You know I didn't. But don't you want
to know my name ?

"

Harcourt brightened up at once. Her manner or words were either
sunshine or rain to him already.
" It is," she contimied ;

" it is—guess!"
"Guess!" exclaimed Harcourt. " What' an extraordinary name. I'm

sure you must be an American, now."
" Don't be absurd," cried the girl. "Come guess my name.'
"I'm no good at riddles," said Harcourt. " You will have to tell me."
"Well there," and she took a long breath, "it's—Smith."
" Nonsense," said Harcourt grandly, "what's the good of going on like

that ? " We shall be at my station in five minutes and I must before then
know."
"Honest, it's Smith. Honest injin, as we say in America," answered

the girl. " But you needn't be so horrified about it. There are worse
names than it. I can tell you papa—General Smith he is called—as
thought a good deal of in San Francisco," she added proudly.
"I have no doubt of that," said Harcourt apologetically. "And his

daughter, too, I should imagine. But Smith isn't all your name, is it ?
"

"I should hope not. I've got lots of others. Ethel, Blanche, Maud,
Evangeline

; but I only use one—Ethel. It don't go well with Smith, I
know. But then, you see, I can get rid of Smith whenever I like," she
added innocently.
"I should think so," said Harcourt, decidedly ; and he wished with all

his heart he dared ask her to take his instead. "Ethel Harcourt,"
he whispered to himself over and over ; "how pretty it sounds." The
train was fast nearing Leyton, and that would be the last place it would
stop at before reaching Liverpool. Harcourt's heart sank at the thought

of leaving Ethel so soon. Why not indeed go on to Liverpool with her,

and see her safe to her journey's end, if no more? He ought not to leave
her unprotected. He would be one hour more with her, and then, per-

haps, he might find words to say what he felt. Already there was the
clattering over points and the slackening of speed that told of their ap-

proach to the station. Yes, he would go on. Suddenly there was a dis-

tant whistle, followed instantly by a shriek from their own engine, and
then a Bhock and a crash, and with a dreadful mingling of cries and
groans, and a deafening din of creaking and wrenched wood and iron, the
carriage gave a sickening quiver and broke in two.
At the sound of the two whistles Harcourt was upon his feet. He fear-

ed some awful catastrophe—he knew not what, and his first thought was
of Ethel. Their mutual danger ; the fearful dread that perhaps that min-
ute was their last on earth, flashed like lightning through his brain. He
sprang forward and catching her in his arms, kissed her straight on her
lips and cried, " Ethel, darling, I love you!"
Then all was dark and silent to him.*****
When Reginald Harcourt opened his eyes again it was ten days after,

and he was lying at Leyton-Manor, with a dull, throbbing pain through
his temples and his left arm in splints.

Of course, he knew nothing—could remember nothing—could be told

nothing. It was a tedious, weary time for him, for disjointed recollections

he could not connect would come darting into his brain and as quickly fly

away again. At last the doctor thought him well enough to bear the ex-

citement and they told him all.

There had been a dreadful collision between his train and a goods-' train,

and many lives had been lost—all the fault of a poor, overworked, under-
paid pointsman. Harcourt had been found among the ruins insensible,

and was thought at first to have been killed. But a skillful surgeon and
careful nursing had brought him round, and now he had nothing to do but
to get well as quick as be could. Strange to say all remembrance of his

traveling companion had vanished from his mind as though she had never
been. At least, so it appeared. But had it? Memory is a curious phe-
nomenon in its way. One day, when nearly well, he was looking on his

dressing table for something and came across a woman's earring among his

jewelery lying about. He picked it up and examined it. Rattier a pretty
device, be thought,—a coral heart with a gold arrow through it. Where
could it have come from ? He would ring and inquire. The footman who
had looked after his things while at Leyton answered the bell.

" Do you know where this came from, Stevens ? " Harcourt asked, hold-

ing up the earring.

"Oh yes, sir," the servant answered. "It was caught in one of the
button-holes of your ulster when they found you the night of the acci-

dent, sir."

It was as though a flash of electric light had been let into his mind to

illumine the past. Everything came back to him. He remembered all.

But where was she and how had she fared?
"Was—was any account of the accident published- in the papers?" he

asked in a husky tone.

"Yes, sir," replied the footman. "His Lordship gave orders that it

should be kept for you to read if you wished when you got well."
(

' Bring it to me at once.

"

The footman retired and returned with the paper. Harcourt threw him-
self into an arm chair, and, unfolding the paper with trembling fingers,

glanced anxiously over it. Yes, here it was:
" Railway Disaster—Collision of Two Trains—Many Killed and Injur-

ed—List of the Killed." He looked that through with his heart in his

mouth, and breathed a sigh of relief at the end. Among the injured the

first name he saw was his own, with "supposed fatally" after it; and
then, all the blood in his body seemed to rush back into his heart, as he
read: "A young woman named Smith, residence unknown, both legs

broken and severe internal injuries." Further down the column, under
" Later Intelligence " was, " The young woman, Smith, has since died of

her injuries." The paper fell from his hands, and moaning: " Poor little

darling—Ethel—Ethel—gone from me forever," he placed the little ear-

ring to his lips ; and then, his already overtaxed system gave way under
the renewed strain upon it: his head fell forward on his breast, and he be-

came unconscious.

[ Conclusion next week. ]

Steinway &
KranicJi & Jiuch,

s

~lPIANO$.r"
GABLER,

AND
EOENISCH.

M. GRAY, 206 Post Street,

[Nov. 4.] San Francisco.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Refinery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the hest facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in their

various forms.

June 18. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN
Steam Baths; Electric and Chemical Batbs; Snlphnr and

other medicated vapor baths, with Swedish movements and massage, Special

apartments for ladies and families. DR. JUSTIN GATES,
July 1. 722 Montgomery street, near Washington.

GEORGE C. HIGKOX & CO.,

STOCK BROKERS,
No. 314 Fine Street San Francisco.

[May 20.]
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JIMS LETTER.
What's thu? A letter from Jim?

Qod Me* him. what has be to say?
Hrtv, Lizzie, tuy light 'n tT'-ttin" <lim,

'. rra<I it. girl, rik'ht ntraight away.
You trvmMt*, I.iz

J
what is thwt up]

About your «>wn oOfU&O y«»u surely can read!
His ways very oft have made hitter ray cup,

But there— I forgive him—read on—never heed.

That's it — 'as it fosNi me at present*—
His father's expression — yea? yes?

on, I.i/..— the beginning's bo pleasant
It coultln't be mended, I Ulinwi

What's that? He has 'stiii n surprise'?

What is it ? <.<> on ! A new gown I'll be bound,
Or may be a nugget of famous gnat si/.e, —

Whatever it is its welcome we'll Bound.

Aye, lad, I dare say 'life is rough^
For the beet of it isn't so smooth,

In Kngland it's hilly enough.
Never name with those diggers uncouth.

But there, Liz, look sharp and lets have his surprise,

—

Where can you have got that queer stammerin' cough—
You read a deal better than that. My eyes!

< rood gracious ! What's the matter! She's fainted right off!

Oh, Liz, I am frighten'd ; come here,

And sit where you'll get some fresh air

;

You're looking so bad that I fear

You're worse than I e'er was aware.
That's right, girl, get to it once more.

Just read it now right to the end,
And then we will walk to the door,

Till you feel more yourself, my good friend.

What ! Bless us ! Our Jim gotten wed !

It is a surprise, on my word !

Who is she? That 's all he has said? •

I wish, then, I never had heard.
At one time I thought perhaps you he'd admire—

And that's how we all should have liked it to be
But look ye! What's that, Liz, that burns on the fire?

It's the ribbon Jim bought you! Ay, ay, Liz, I see.

San Francisco, January, 18S3. J. b.

PARISIAN WOMEN.
Apropos of Parisian women, somebody who ought to know tells

me that next season the Londoners are to have the privilege of seeing, on
the stage of the Gaiety, a feminine trinity which it would be hard to

match : Madame Pasca, Marie Magnier and Mdlle. Brindeau, all of the
Gymnase. For elegance, tine manners, grace, and beauty, the modern
French stage can show nothing above these ladies. Marie Magnier is to

create the rOle of Marianne Kayser, in Jules Claretie's forthcoming piece,

Monsieur Ic Ministre, now in preparation at the Gymnase, and Dumas,
who is coaching her, is enthusiastic about her dramatic power. I must
add that Alexandre Dumas takes a profound interest in M. Claretie's

piece—so deep an interest indeed that he has undertaken to transform,
and almost to rewrite M. Claretie's manuscript. From what M. Dumas
himself told me last night, the idea, the plot and the dialogue of the
piece will remain M. Claretie's, but the development of the plot and the
arrangement of the action will be Alexandre Dumas'. In reality, Mon-
sieur le Ministre will be almost as good as a new piece by Alexandre
Dumas. I have intimated above that for actresses in elegant modern
comedy the company of the Gymnase is at present uneqnaled. This is,

indeed, a fact. I might cite amongst the men actors like Marais, Landrol
and Saint Germain. But you will ask, What about the Comedie Fran-
oaise ? Ah ! the Comedie Franchise, from an artistic point of view, is at

present in a very bad way, that is all. The recent election of new socie-

taires was a proof of this ; and as long as the financial administration of

the reputedly first theatre in the world remains what it is, the Come'die
Franchise will have difficulty in enlisting new recruits. As it is, an
artiste of the first order, who is careful of his immediate financial inter-

ests, will hesitate before entering the Comedie Francaise, great as are the
profits of that establishment.

I cannot here enter upon the complicated details of the finances of the
Comedie Francaise, but I will simply mention a few figures relative to

the receipts of 1882. The total receipts, including the State subvention,

are $525,727. The total expenses, including the fixed salaries of the ar-

tistes are $370,797. After withdrawal of reserve fund and pension, fund,

the sum left to be divided amongst the sfidetaires is $154,930, which makes
the full share of a societaire amount to $8,000, half of which sum is paid
down and the other half deposited at the Mont de Piete, to be paid at the

moment of the societaire s retirement. M. Got, who has an entire share
ae societaire, will receive this year, together with extras and his salary of

12,000 francs a year, a sum of 46,000 francs, pins 20,000 francs deposited

at the Mont de Piete". Delaunay will receive the same amount. Coque-
lin, who has less extras, will receive about 40,000 francs and 20,000 francs

deposited at the Mont de Pie*te*. Besides this sum Coquelin gains at

soirees and by starring tours some 100,000 francs a year. MM. Maubant,
Febvre, Thiron, Mounet, Worms; Mesdames Madeleine Brohan and
Jovasaain, all have entire shares and receive about the same sums, vary-

ing from 35,000 to 45,000 francs, plus 20,000 francs at the Mont de Pie*te.

The other soi-U'tairfs receive in proportion to their fractions of parts,

which vary from A\\ to 8£ twelfths, each share being divided into twelve

parts. The Manager, M. Perrin, has a salary of 24,000 francs, plus one
share of 40,000 francs. All artistic questions apart, it cannot be denied
that the Come'die Francaise is in a singularly prosperous financial condi-

tion. But the division of this prosperity amongst those who have jointly

contributed to it is far from fair, to say the least.

Scotch Whisky.—Fine old Lochaber, Auctertool, Glenlivet, and
and V. O. W. H. Campbell, 402 Front street.

BANKS.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital : $3,000,000.
wn. AI.VOKD President.
THOMAS BROWN, CaMhler

| B. MURRAY, Jr., Ass't Caaliter
Aornts :

Now York, Agency of the Bank of Oalfornla ; Boston, Tromont National Bank,
Chicago. Union National Bank ; St. LouiH, Boatman's Saving Bank ; Now Zealand,
the Bank of Now Zealand, Oorrespondont in London, Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons. Correspondents in India, China, Japan and Australia, tho Oriental Bank Cor-
poration.

The Bank has Agencies at Virginia City, and CnrresiH>ndonts in all tho princi-
pal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of tho Pacific Coast.

Letters of Credit issued, available in all parts of tho world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dublin, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Antwerp.
Amsterdam, St. Petersburgh, Copenhagen, Stockholm, ChriBtiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, Italy.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter.—Capital paid up, 81,SOO,-

000, with power to Increase to $10,000,000. Southeast corner California and San-
some streets. Head Office—28 Corn hill, London. Branches—Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria, New Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.

This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check
:in<l Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available in al partsof
the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents
as follows :

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank ; Scotland —British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 18. FREDERICK TOWNSEND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Paid up Capital $1,500,000, Gold. President. R. C. Wool-

worth Vice-President, D. Callaghan
; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.

Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter
Donahue, Isaac Wormser, James Phvlan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
Correspondents—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Bircbin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse,
Neuman&Co. Paris: Hottinguer & Co. NewYork: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-

pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal
cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Commercia
Credits issued available in Europe, Chma and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital. $2,100,000.

Sau Francisco Office, 424 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street, Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid TJp $3,000 .OOO.
Reserve 4.500.000.

Agency at New York, 6*2 Wall street.
Agency at Virginia, Kev.

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers,
elers' Credits.

Issues Commercial and Trav-
Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E. Cor. Sansome and Pine Streets.

London Office, 3 Angel Court; New Tork Agents, J. W. Sel-
igman & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, SO.000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,

loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.

FREU. F. LOW, ION. STEINUAKT, Managers.
P. N. Lilisnthal, Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITAL, 8300,000.
Officers: Vice-President, Jerome Lincoln; Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other
Approved Securities. Office : No. 21f> Sansome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Spar nnd jLeihbank, Mo 526 CallTornlastreet, San

Francisco. Oppiokrb : President, L. UOTTIG. Board ok Dirrctors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. KobJer, Edw. Kruse, George H. Eggers, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckds, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE ; Attorney, JOHN R.
JARBOE. May 18.

QUICKSILVER,
FROM NEW A L M A D E N MINES.

Prompt shipment—LOWEST PRICE fur purest uniform quality.

J. B. RANDOL, : : : 320 Sansome Street, fan Francisco.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Oold Medal, Paris, 1878.

Sold by all Stationers. Sole Agent for the lulled States:
MR. HENRY HOE, 91 John street, X. Y. J»n. 6.

PERSONAL.
CHISIIOI.M Return: all sel«le<l. Write to In I.. E. N..

and your family. J. H. DANE. MRS. CHISHOLM. Jan. 27.
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PLEASURE'S WAND.
' We Obey no 'Wand but Pleasure's."—Tom Moore,

Large audiences have been the rule at the Baldwin Theater. The
success of Esmeralda is a most gratifying one. As a whole the acting

is perfectly satisfactory. The play is a most pleasing one. A simple,

pretty story, well defined and cleverly elaborated, with finely written

dialogue and strong and effective characterization. The run of Esmeralda
is inde6nite. Young Mrs. Wintkrop will follow.

It seemed as if every other person in the audience at the Baldwin on
M mday night was affected with pulmonary complaint. An old lady just

behind me started the concert. She gave a short, shrill bark. Immedi-
ately, from a point a little in front, came back an answering bronchial

growl in very low D. A tenor cough instantly yelped out a high C in the

gallery, ftext followed a double quartette in all voices—diphtheritic,

laryngial, pneumonic, lungy and otherwise. Then the singular music
ceased for awhile. But before long it was resumed with additional vigor.

This time it resembled a grand historical musical cyclus of frogs at night

on the banks of a stagnant pond, with special treble accompaniment of

toads and locusts. In one part of the auditorium the bassi rumbled, else-

where the tenori almost split their throats in coughing-spasms that almost
equaled the paroxysms of the amateur vocalists of a certain club, that

shall be nameless. Then there were baritone explosions, soprano squeaks,

and alto reports. A minor key of epizootic snuffle was kept up mean-
while by a numerous corps of auxiliaries. The place was more like a
ward in the county hospital than a theater. By-and-bye the music sub-

sided, to break out again at irregular intervals. The strangest thing
about it was that although the sounds were often so loud as to drown the
words of the actors, nobody except myself appeared to take note of what
was going on. The audience seemed to be accustomed to the noises em-
anating from an epidemic of coughs and colds. I would suggest to

Frohman to have his ushers hand around cough mixtures and bronchial
troches in lieu of ice-water.*****
There is not much to say about The Tour of tlie World in Eighty Days, at

the California. It is a hasty, ill-prepared production, necessary to fill out
the last week of the engagement of the ballet and specialists. The acting
does not call for much comment. Phcebe Davis is a forcible " Aouda."
Thompson evinces a good deal of versatility in the different disguises in-

cidental to the character of " Fix," and Louis Imhaus plays " Passepar-
tout " with a very good French accent and fair characterization. Wessella
has been extracting a large amount of personal amusement out of the part of
" Bennett,"' to the detriment of the audience's enjoyment. Such cutting-

np is an insult to the audience, and should not be tolerated.—Next
Monday, Ellmenreich makes her English-speaking de*but. She appears
first in Camille, to be followed by Mary Stuart and Adrienne Lecouvreur.
It is the intention of this talented artist, if successful, to permanently
adopt the English-speaking stage. Such being the case, her performances
during the coming week will be watched with interest. In her new un-
dertaking she has the good wishes of all those who have applauded her
efforts in her own language.

* * * * *

EUmenreich's farewell performance in German was quite an ovation,
and floral tributes were handed her in great numbers. The play was
Donna Diana. This is a German translation by Schreyvogel of a classical

Spanish play by Moreto. The character of " Donna Diana "' is a difficult

one to properly represent. It is an admirable sketch of woman, with all

her inconsistencies—with her charms and faults, her strength and her
foibles. EUmenreich's impersonation was a remarkable one, worthy of
unstinted praise. The lights and shades of the character were contrasted
with striking effect. It was a piece of acting fraught with intelligence
and true womanly feeling. The support waB excellent.*****
Pop is as great a success as has been seen here in many a day. And

what speaks well for the genuine fun and amusement of the show is the
fact that all who attend make a second visit. The susceptible young men
and the bald-headed brigade turn out in great force every evening, for
charming femininity is now holding court on the boards of the Bush
Street Theatre. Kate Castleton is one of those women, of whom some
well-known author said :

" It is man's privilege to fall in love with her."
She breathes a delicious wickedness that would tempt an anchorite.
The others of the pretty girls have each their clan of admirers, and the
Perryites, the Stemblerites, the Grubbites and the Smithites, taken al-

together, comprise all the available males in the city. It is a perfect
" levee en masse.'" Mackay is full of new gags, and in every performance
introduces some novel and original freak of fun and absurdity. His imi-
tations of well-known actors are extremely clever and truthful. The coin-
ing week is the last of this coterie of bright and lively people.

This week's programme at Emerson's has for its chief merit the novelty
of new faces. The interlocutor, Hawkins, possesses the requisite dignity
and fluency of speech for his position, and the two end men are amusing.
Their respective styles of fun are a good contrast. Courtright is dry and
eccentric ; Johnson voluble and boisterous. Most of their jokee and
gags are refreshingly new. Stanley and Blaisdell are clever in the hu-
morous sketch of " Prima Donna and Reporter." The vocal part of the
programme is very good. In the first part Frillman 3ings "Down by the
Sea " with fair effect, and Mordant's sweet tenor is heard to advantage in
a lovely song entitled " The Fisherman and the Child." The gem of the
programme is the double act of Reed and Emerson. The latter gives a
very life-like imitation of Oouldock's " Dunston Kirke," and Charley
Reed is excruciatingly funny in a take-off of Kate Castleton in her song
of " For Goodness Sake Don't Say I Told You," swagger, giggle and all.

The usual large and pleased audience is to be found every night.*****
I wonder if anybody has any idea of the large salaries that minstrel

performers receive. As a rule, they are very improvident, and spend
their money as fast as they make it. They love fun and pleasure, and
there is scarcely any limit to their extravagance. Haverly used to pay

Emerson $250 a week. Billy Rice was paid S100 a week. Thatcher, the
stuttering comedian, received §>125 a week, before becoming a manager
and proprietor. Frank Cushman got §50 a week last season, is getting
@75 now, and will soon have S100. The only Leon receives S160 and ex-
penses for a week's work. Quartette singers receive from $35 to 840 for a
week's warbling. Good banjoists are paid $75 a week ; good clog dancers
from S40 to $60. Even the genuine darkies on the minstrel stage com-
mand pretty good salaries. Billy Kersands, the man with the wonderful
mouth, who three years ago got only $15 a week, now receives $80, and
has his own and his wife's traveling and hotel expenses paid. In the case
of all traveling companies of minstrels, black and white, the manager
pays all fares and hotel bills.*****

Ferrer's concert on Wednesday evening was well attended. The differ-

ent selections were well played and sung. Mrs. Bonestell, nee Jovita
Ferrer, sang a cavatina from Lucia very sweetly. Miss Eugenie Ferrer
played Ketten's "La Castanette" in good style. Miss Daisy Bullock
was very much remarked on account of a striking resemblance to the
Langtry. She has a clear, contralto voice. Mr. Goffrie would be a good
violinist if he were to subdue the exaggerated style of his execution.*****
The Philharmonic Concert took place yesterday afternoon. It will be

noticed next week.
* * * * *

At the Tivoli the bill is unchanged; La Traviata is drawing good houses.
The next production will be Offenbach's Bridge o) Sighs.*****

lolantke, at the Winter Garden, is a performance that cannot be classed
among the good productions of this popular place of amusement. No
idea of Gilbert and Sullivan's last work can be formed from the misdi-
rected efforts of the company. Hardly a word of the dialogue is intelli-

gibly sung or spoken, and the music is sung in the tamest of ways.*****
In an Eastern exchange I read that Grover's actuality, Cad, has been

an immense success in this city, and that the newspapers here pronounce
it a wonderfully constructed play, with every element of popularity.
This is strange news indeed. Cad was not a legitimate success, and it did
not receive the approval of the critics. It is a most absurd, idiotic work,
and has the sole merit of being, while intentionally perfectly serious, un-
intentionally side-splitting in its exaggerated improbability. Its drawing
powers were limited to one sceue, a realistic bit of immorality and
indecency.*****
The revival of Sardou's Monsieur Gnrat is a success. This part is now

played by Celine Chaumont, the great "Cyprienne" of Divorcons. It was
originally played in 1860 by Dejazet. This celebrated actress first opened
to Sardou the path to fame by producing two plays at her little theajre.
She always treated him with maternal affection, and he was more devoted
to her than her own son, who squandered all her money. Dejazet died at
Sardou's house at Cannes, and he spoke the eulogy over her grave. The
revival of Monsieur Garat brings to mind a good story connected with
Dejazet's appearance in it. Soon after its first production she went on
the road. At Dijon she was visited by two ladies, who wanted to ask
her if the piece was one which two maiden ladies could with propriety
witness. She assured them that the piece was quite inoffensive, but they
still kept up their questions. At last she assumed an air of confidence,
and said in a low, solemn tone: " Now I'll tell you everything. I usually
play without my clothes on, but to-nigbt, on account of your scruples, I
will keep on my stockings." The spinsters fled.*****
There seems to be considerable disaffection in the Comedie Franchise,

and several secessions are to take place. Mile. Reichemberg, the most
perfect ingenue on the stage is one of the seceders. Mile. Broisat, Mile.
Madeline Brohan, Messrs. Delaunay and Barre* are the others. The loss

of these artists will be severely felt by the first theater of the world.
Rose Coghlan and Osmond Tearle will be here in May. A Japanese
play by T. Arthur is to be produced in New York. Campanini was
hissed in Carmen, in his native town Bologne. A carpet-bag and a min-
iature ship were passed to him on the stage. Rather significant !

Boito's long expected opera Nero is soon to be produced in Brussels.
Vanity Fair tells a story of how Anthony Troliope once heard two novel-
reading youths, in a wayside inn, discussing one of his " eternal " charac-
ters, of whom they were tired. He rose, acknowledged himself to be the
author, and promised to go home and kill the character. In the following
installment, she died of appoplexy. There are a good many dramatists
to whom something of the kind ought t > happen. The famous dancer of

the Paris Grand Opera, Rosita Mauri, has recovered from the sprained
ankle, which has for some time kept her from the stage. In gratitude to
her patron saint, Saint James, of Compostello, she had a model of her
foot made in gold and forwarded to his shrine. The church is full of such
ex-voto offerings, mostly however, in wax, representing every part of the
human body. One of the leading actors of the Parisian stage will next
season desert the scenes of his present triumphs to seek for fresh suc-

cesses on the other side of the Atlantic. The actor in question, Frederic
Achard, will play in English, a language which he speaks almost as per-

fectly as his native tongue. He has only the slightest possible accent,
and that he will soon get rid of. Beauclerc.

"Our Orchestra" will give their seventh annual Reception Concert
at Saratoga Hall, Geary street, near Larkin, on Monday evening, Febru-
ary 5th. This amateur society numbers among its members musicians of
more than ordinary merit. There will be dancing after the Concert.
Eight o'clock sharp is the time set for commencing.

A CARD.
1am prepared to give instrnctfou in Drawing1

, Landscape
and STILL-LIFE PAINTING (in Oil) to a limited number of Ladies, at my

new Studio, 14 Dupont street, Rooms 61 and 70, beginning Feb. 1st. Applications

received from 10 to 12 A. M. and 2 to 4 r. m. [Feb. 3.] M. STRAUS.
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SPORTING.
The outlook for a good representation of California hoiMfl in the

a races daring the coming Spring i-« good, Trainers having hoiMa
in charge DA**, swing to the favorable weather, been doing good work in

log thrir stables to enter the different MOM in gOOfl condition.

There i* a vast amount of work to be done in preparation, and a fair idea
»f the chances taken by owners and trainers is gathered from the fact

that lees than ten percent of bonas who nn entered In noes arrive: at
that point of condition to enable them to start in the race for which they
have been named. In our comparatively small stables on this coast we
find goodly number to represent our interests in the racing annals.^—0.
A. Hi. k.k will gn Best about February 1st, taking his stable of trotters

to Lexington, Kentmky, where they will remain until the Summer cam-
He wilt t.ike St. Juii.ni, Overman, Eva, J. W. Mackay'a

filly, Kuby, winner of the Two-year old Stakes at Oakland an. I Sur.i-

mento last year, with a record of 2:23. "^J. A. Goldsmith will have charge
of and ko East with Mr. Salisbury's stable, including the wonders, 1.H-

Knm.ro, and Sweetness.— It is not yet announced what selec-

tion will be made from the Palo Alto Stables, but we are assured that

the Palo Alto will be well represented.— E. J, Baldwin will also send
representatives from his extensive stables.—Theo. Winters' loss by the
death of the Duchess of Norfolk will make his entries rather uncertain, as he
himself thinks he has nothing to represent his stahles except Princess of
Norfolk ami a filly from Mattie A-——Ayera & Steraler will probably
send Joe How-ell, Fred Collier and Jim Kenwick.—The Breeders' Oa-

misteken in supposing that E. S. Stokes was not authorized to

make a match—Overman against Ewing. 0. A. Hickok telegraphed to

.Mr. Stokes to make the match for §5,000 a side, one-third forfeit to be
put up, and on the arrival of Overman at Salt Lake the balance to make
good the usual half forfeit. So that Colonel Sbaughnessy can be ac-

commodated whenever he feels inclined to put up the money,

* * * * #

afaoe and Slade have succeeded in creating a furore in New York, and
the stopping of the exhibition at Madison Square Gardens by the authori-

ties seems a cute dodge of the promoters of the exhibition. Fox and
Mace are sly and fly, and may have been interested in causing the injunc-
tion to be issued themselves. For, with the intense f eling against the
Sunday Law in New York, and now the fact that their week-day amuse-
ments are to be cut off, the two-thirds of New York society in favor of

athletic sports will go to Jersey City, or Brooklyn, to see the Maori.

t
Mace, it seems, got off his cabeesa, on his arrival in New York, and, as

he Eastern papers state, was flush-faced, and walked with an unsteady
step up Nassau street, with a crowd of 200 following him and Slade, visit-

ing the different drinking-saloons. The account of the bout between
Robinson and Slade, at Piatt's Hall in this city, preceded Mace and Slade
to New York and took the scare off. Mace's assertion that Slade could
beat any tighter he ever saw does not seem to go down with the New
Yorkers, aud one of the rough-and-tumble sort made at Slade in a bar-

room, and wanted to try him then and there, but Mace and the crowd in-

terfered, and so Jem lost another chance to show what Slade could do to

substantiate Jem's boastful assertions. It is announced that Mace and
Slade are to go to England, and return with Mace's family, settle in New
York and open a gymnasium. We have seen Mrs. Mace, who travels

with her husband, but we have never heard of Jem's family before. We
predict no meeting between Slade and Sullivan, and if Jem enters the
ring to stand four rounds for the gate money, and wins, a la Tug Wilson,
there is a strong probability that Jem will stay in England when he goes
there, as Tug did.*****
The Sullivan party were at Troy, New York, last Tuesday. Plaisted,

the athlete and oarsman (who was known as Brown when here), is with
the Sullivan party, and will come here with them. This would no doubt
give an impetus to rowing, and it is evident that we need the impetus.
The Ariels fly their pennant high, and no club seems inclined to wrest
their laurels from them. Peterson has received a new boat from the
East, and, as a consequence, the single-scullers are beginning to stir up a
little.

* * * * -ir "

i ue o.^y_...ao .„ .^proving the fine weather.—The local pedestrians
are trying to get up a six-day go-as-you-are-able to. .--Harriman, the East-
ern champion, is in town, ready to walk anybody.—Callahan and Pier-
son (colored), of Vallejo, are matched to walk for an alleged $250 a side,

fair heel and toe, 10 miles, at Vallejo, on the 12th of February. Pierson
is a really good walker, well known locally, and should give Callahan a
close race. 'Prof. Allen, the well-known heel-and-toe-ologist, is in

training for the expected tournament, his walk from Arizona to this city

having been preparatory exercise merely.*****
There promises to be an exciting competition for the $250 gold medal

in Patsey Hogan's hands for the best general boxer of the Pacific Coast.
The medal is worth hitting hard for.*****
The different swimming baths are beginning to clean up for the Sum-

mer's work. The Terrace is adding more dressing-rooms. Joe Bamber is

making arrangements to build a concrete basin, covered in with glass, at

Harbor View, pumping water from the bay and heating it for swimming
purposes.*****
A lively cocking main took place at Berkeley, in which San Jose beat

Berkeley, and San Francisco beat Alameda. The Voting Men's Chris-
tian Association Cox also came near beating Hill—out at the Alms-house.

O. A. Lunt'a Monday-night socials are one of the features of the
week, and there one can see how well most present have benefited by his

method of teaching. His ability for teaching dancing and deportment to

children is really wonderful. His Academy is the most popular in town,
and none but nice people and children are to be found there.

When is a girl like a music-book? When she is full of airs.

BALDWIN THEATRE.
1:1 siw i: from MAN Lrasiut.

3d -W E E K 3d
— OF—

JI3S3VtIi:X1.^VLID^V !

Approaching the 400th Performance! -Seats Sold

Week in Advance!

In I'rcpartition, " Young Mrs. Winthrop."

GRAND NEW ORLEANS MAROI GRAS AND BAL MASQUE,
To he Held at Mechanics' Pavilion, February 22, 1883.

The grandest spectacle ever witnessed in California. Similar to those given in

NSW Orleans and other Southern States. Excursion trains from all parts of the
State to this city. The Prizes for Clubs and Societies, together with Prizee offered

for Characters, will be gorge -us and costly, and will be on exhibition at SHERMAN
& CLAY'S, corner Kearny & Sutter streets, on or ahout February 3d, The Proces-
sion will be a grand feature, and will move on the Night of the Mardi Gras at 8
o'clock, through the principal streets, led bv King Carnival. Clubs desirous of par-
ticipating will please communicate with' D L. LEVY, 305 KEARNY STREET,
Business Manager of the New Orleans Mardi Gras Association. TICKET, admitting
gentleman and lady, $1. Reserved Seats, 50 Cts. extra. Feb. 3.

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.
JH.HWt.KLY. Prourietor.-Frederiek W.Bert, Manager.

* The Leading Theatre! Haverly's attractions do not play on Sunday evtnings.
Last Night of

The Tour of the World in 80 Days!
Last Night of ARIEL, in her mar'clous flight from the stage to the dress-circle!

Cornaiba and Grand Ballet!

Saturday afternoon, February 3d—Only Matinee TOUR OF THE WORLD.
Monday evening, February 5th—The Distinguished Artiste, ELLMENREICH AS

CAMILLE; her first appearance in English.

Box office for the sale of reserved seats now open. Feb. 3.

BUSH-STREET THEATRE.

MB. LKAYITI', Lessee ami Manager: Al. Haytnan, A»-
* soeiate Manager — " For goodoe>s' sake, don't say I told you! "

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday. Every Evening until further notice.

Second Week. Brilliant Triumph of the Original and Only RICE SURPRISE
PARTY in the new Sensational Melodramatic Operatic Melange,

Secure seats. Popular pr'ces.

Pop ! Pop

!

EMERSON'S STANDARD THEATRE.
WM. ENEKsON, Sole Proprietor anil Itlamtfrer—Every Ev-

ening ami Saturday Matinee Great Hit! EMERSON'S MINSTRELS! Our
New Company—Courtright, Hawkins, Johnson and Powers, Stanley and Blaisdell,

Emerson, Reed-in the must brilliant programme ever presented to the public.

Monday, February 5th, will be produced, for the first time in San Francisco, a
Musical Comedy Uddity, by Mr. Courtright, entitled,

Hash, or a Garden-Party on Van Ness 1venue!
ORIGINAL POPULAR PRICES.—Opera Chairs, Dry J,rcie and Orchestra, 75

cents; Family Circle, 60 cents; Matinee, ^ cent
, lllt i ,n cents. Feb. 3.

E

'".;.7ER GARDEN.
CJtoCaitSfi-bffetet, between Fosit and Suiter. Stall I A Maacfc,
(O Proprietors.—This Evening (February 3d), and until further notice, Cilbcrt &
Sullivan's Latest Success,

lolanthe! (Or, the Peer and the Peri.)
Produced in New Yurk and Huston to Crowded houses nightly. CAST OF CHAR-

ACTERS. Mr. Ferdinand Urban aa The Lord chancellor, Mr. Frank Etoraback a?

Lord Tolloller, Mr. Fred Borncinuu ay Earl of Mount Ararat, Mr George Harris aa

Private Willis, Mr. Harry Gates us Strephon, Miaa Etliul Lynton as Phjllis, Mi;*
Annie Ainsworth as lolanthe, Miss Helen Harrington as Queen of the Fairies, Miss
Kate Marchi as Leila.

Admission, 25 cents. Feb. 3.

TIVOLI OPERA HOUSE.
tidy street, near Market.— Hreling Bros., Sole Proprie-

' tors and Manaicers.—Last Nights of Verdi's Grand Open,

La Travlata!
With Miss Louise Lester as Violetta, Miss Edith Woodthorpe aa Flora, Miss Tillie

Valerga as Anina, Sig. Parolini as Germont, Mr. R. D. Valerga as Alfred, Mr. E. N.
Knight as Dr. Grenvil, etc.

Monday eveniny, February 6th—Offenbach's Charming Comic Opera, in 4 acts,

THE BRIDGE OF SIGHS; first production in America. Feb. 3.

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA.

The preliminary Course of Lectures In the Medical De-
partment. University of California, will be given at TOLAND HALL, STOCK-

TON STREET, near Chestnut.

Monday, February 5th. at 9 A. M.
Students are roquested to call on the Dean at once and register.

R. A. McLEAN, M. D., Dean,

[Feb. 3.] 603 Merchant street, near Montgon

CHARLES F. HANLON
a* removed his Lan Office to Pbelau's Bonding, Market

street. Rooms 46 and 44. second story. Feb 3.H



SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER AND Feb. 3, 1883.

"The World," the Flesh, and the Devil.
' [By a Truthful Penman.]

Sir Rose Price has just returned from a two years' hunting, shooting

an rl fishing tour, which extended to nearly every part of our "Domin-
ion " in North America, and I understand the adventurous Baronet will

soon give the public the benefit of his sporting experiences over this im-
mense area. Those who recollect his interesting volume, The Two Ameri-
cas, will be glad to see Sir Rose in print once more and writing on a very
congenial theme. Fancy three hundred ducks shot in four days on Lake
Manitoba, by one gunner, and nearly all single shots! I should have
added, " picked up," for shooting a duck and picking him up are two very
different things.— JToWt/.^—Mr. Oscar Wilde arrived in London on Sat-

urday, the 6th, characteristically and cyclonically conveyed across the
Atlantic on board of the Bothnia. So rough was the passage that not
only was the steering geer, on one fatal night, fatally devoid of artistic

merit, but upon his arrival at Liverpool Oscar was bound to admit to the
eager interviewer that bis previous criticism on the Atlantic was "possi-
bly somewhat harsh." His American pilgrimage has been a success both
financially and artistically. From Park street he goes straight to Paris,

where he means to work out some new and startling notions of a literary,

and possibly dramatic character. His impressions concerning America
generally are paradoxical, puzzling, and, as yet, unpublished, but I can
vouch for their originality and graphic eccentricity. He goes back to

America in the Fall, then to Australia, ultimately to heaven.

—

World.—
"The Zulus, in fact, are more than ever bewildered by the action of

the Government." This is the statement of the Times' correspondent in
South Africa ; it refers to the confusion caused in the native mind by the
return of Cetewayo. The Zulus mourned the loss of their ruler as a man
mourns the loss of his wife ; but the blow had fallen, and other arrange-
ments had to be made. Cetewayo, however, has reappeared ; the case
therefore is analagous to that of a widower who, having provided himself
with a second wife, is unexpectedly confronted by the first, who has re
turned to earth and home. In such a case, the poet tells us that

—

" Tears shed into the grave of the connection
Would share most likely in its resurrection."

What is more, a domestic broil would probably ensue. It is to be hoped
that the analogy will not hold good in Zululand.— Vanity Fair.—A.
letter in the Turkestan Gazette, from Vyerno, states that on October 14th
a large number of Chinese troops, with guns and colors, arrived at Alin-
tinsky Station, which had been abandoned by the Russians in accordance
with the treaty of the 1st of that month, and laying hands on the former
Elder of Ananiskin, who had returned for some property left behind, tor-

tured him to death. The same fate befell a clerk of the merchant Tarasoff.
Both bodies were burnt, seemingly alive. On the 17th were found t.he

bodies of two Cossacks, cut in pieces by the same Chinese, and two days
after their comrades saw their horses near those of the Chinese. The Chi-
nese authorities pretend to disbelieve the whole story, which the Consul
i" Kuldja is engaged in unraveling. It is difficult to restrain people on

the iL.-^^^de of the border from taking their revenge. The frontier

guard has beeiT increased. This story must be accepted with caution,

but I give it as it staiu^; as ^anything likely to affect peaceful rela-

tions between Russia and China I" °f vast importance to England.-^—
A forlorn man has started a corresL^ryle.nce about the affliction of

Christmas cards. The ladies of his family speu*"?."'.. pounds ten shillings,

and the distressed householder resented the tax. It wii iiK"C-^"^|_*-J f an
outcry is be^un against one of the most graceful of our modern customs.
We have so few pretty fashions to brighten our unlovely lives that we
cannot afford to drop even one. A correspondent writes to ask me
what is the largest bag ever made by one man. The largest individual
bag ever made, or at least officially recorded, was that made by the pres-

ent Lord Walsingham on the 28th of August, 1872, when he killed 842
grouse to his own gun. Sir Frederick Millbank and Lord De Grey have
also slauhtered vast numbers of grouse in one day, but their scores are
inferior, we believe, to Lord Walsingham's.

—

Vanity Fair.>^—At a
meeting of the National Woman's Suffrage Association, held in
Washington the other day, Lillie D. Blake wrestled on the platform with
the conundrum: " Is it a crime to be a woman?" It entirely depends
upon the kind of woman she is, Lillie dear. Some women commit a hor-
rible crime in simply permitting themselves to exist ; while others, again,
are a glory, a boon, and a blessing, increasing in value with every breath
they draw. It is certainly no crime to be a woman who recognizes the
fact that her legitimate mission in life is to grace the fireside, spank the
children, sew on buttons, look pleasant when her husband comes home a
little rocky from the lodge, and perform other kindred domestic functions.
Indeed, a woman of that sort is quite a useful sort of article to have abuut
the house, and the longer she lives the better. But, Lillie, a woman
who wants to wear pants, and run elections, and sit in the Senate, and
otherwise usurp the functions of her lord, ought to go right out and die.
The world has no use for that sort of female, Lillie, aud her existence is

literally a crime against nature.

A gentleman who had tarried late at his club, found his wife awaiting
bis return in a high state of nervousness. She said: "Here I've been
waiting and rocking in the chair till my head spins round like a top."
" Jess so, wife, where I've been," responded he ;

"1 think it is in the at-
mosphere."

What gives a healthy appetite, an- increased digestion, strength to the
muscles, and tone to the nerves ? Brown's Iron Bitters.

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
otstjrance asenct,

A 324 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Fire Insurance.
TEUTONIA of New Orleans.
LA CONFIANCE of Paris.
DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS

ofNewYork.
THE FIREINS. ASSOCTATION(Ltaited)

of London, England.

GIRARD of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN of New York.
ST. PAUL of St. Paul
STANDARD FIRE OFFICE.. of London

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONC1ERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented $27,000,000.
Jill Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid.

W. L. CHALMERS,
Special Agent and Adjuster.

PHENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., Estah'd 1182—Cash Assets, $5,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., EstaVd 1S33.—Cash Assets, $1,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estah'd 1851.—Cash Assets, 81,351,326.39.

BCTLEK <£ HALDAN,
General Asenls for Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864.

Principal Office 406 California Street, S.F.

FIRE IXSl'RASfE.
Capital (Paid Up in TJ. S. Gold Coin) ,.$300,000.00
Re-Insurance Reserve $171,412.75

Assets January 1, 1882 $ 684,577.83 I Premiums, since organization.83,841,412.07
Surplus for policy holders.. 674,577.83

| Losses, since organization... 1,756,278.00

OFFICERS:
J. F. HOUGHTON President. I CHAS. R. STORY Secretary.
J. L.N. SHEPHARD.... Vice-President.

|
R. H. MAGILL General Agent.

Directors of the Home Mutual Insurance Co.:—L. L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J. L.
N. Shepard, John Currey, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, C. C. Burr, J. S. Carter,
Charles Belding, D. W. Earl. April 8.

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

TJnlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF LONDON FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

THE STANDARD MARINE INSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool- Capital, $5,000,000-

W. jr. (ALL1S«1IA)I A CO., General Agents,
Aug. 12. 213 Sansome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
'lSKSGN AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL. ' ""

Capital $7,500,000
Cash Assets 1.709.976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE A CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF LONDON.
[ INSTITUTED 1803. ]

London Assurance Corporation, of London
Established by Royal Charter 1720

Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.
EOBEET DICKSON, Manager.

W. IsANE BOOKER, Agent and Attorney.

S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building:.

[October 11.

1

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.-UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

The California Lloyds. ---Established in 1861.—-Nos. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, S750.000 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates

!

Prompt Settlement of Loses!! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS. —J. Mora Moss,

Moses Heller, J. O. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Everson, A. B. Phipps, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Brandenstein, W. M. Hoag, Nicholas
Luning, James Moffitt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Touchard,
George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Scbolle, Charles
Baum, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President.

James D. Bailey, Secretary. Gbo. T. Boes". Surveyor. Nov. 6.
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TOWN CRIER.
•" H»»r lb» CrUr '." " Wbtt th» diril »rt thoo T

On* th»t will pl*jf th» devil, nr with yon.'

" H*'d » atloc in hit tail u long m a fl&tl.

Which m*d« him grow holdvr And bolder."

A well known hut very amateur sportsman returned on Wednesday
from a hunting trip in the tolas. He had a bin patch of plaster on his
nose, which tempted our curiosity. On being questioned as to the cause
of the wound, be drew us to one side and unfolded his tale of woe, It

appears that, just a* he ww thinking of returning home with his well-

: tilled (?) bag, he heard strange sounds in the air, which drew nearer and
i
nearer. Hastily putting in a couple of cartridges, he hid and awaited
results. These results came in the shape of a flock of large, weird, long-

legged bmK with necks like giraffes. As soon as they got near anoogn,
he let go both Iwirrels and down came one of the monsters. It fell in some
thick tule about ten yards from where he stood. In a second the de-
lighted amateur dashed in after his prey. It was then getting quite dark
and he was groping about, when he was suddenly made aware of a pres-

ence. It announced itself by a blow, which drave a six-inch bill through
his cheek to the bone. In the meantime his dog diverted the ferocious
bird's attention by an attack from the rear. After a desperate struggle
the bird was captured, but our friend B. will carry to his grave the scar
derived in the tight with his first sandhill crane.

The penny 'Wise and pound foolish policy of our City Government
may be shown by the fact that the Golden Gate Park, upon which so
much money has been spent, will soon go to ruin unless some more money
is appropriated for its improvement. At present there is only the sum of

six thousand six hundred dollars in the Park Improvement Fund, while
the expenses are thirteen hundred and twenty per mouth. All the sala-

ries have been cut down some half per cent., and thirty-four out of fifty-

four workmen discharged. No guards now remain, and very little sprink-
ling can be done. Will San Franciscans sit quietly by and see the only
available drive or promenade they have go to the dogs ? We imagine not,

and hope the Commissioners will see the matter pushed.

The late cold spell had one good effect, it helped to clear our side-

walks of those " strikers " who choose the neighborhood of Pine and Cal-
ifornia streets, as points of vantage, from which to pounce upon the in-

tended victim. The cold virtually froze them out, and with their fellow
pests, the curbstone brokers, they had to seek the friendly shelter of those
subterranean dens where the gentle Teuton dispenses the 5c.-beer and
provides the edible Bausage. To pedestrians it was a boon, and ladies
whose dresses have hitherto been defiled by their copious expectorations,
and whose ears have been shocked by their vile language, eagerly look
forward to the next " cold snap."

The art of swindling is each day nearing perfection. When that
happy point will be reached it is hard to say. The nearest approach,
however, to true excellence has been attained by some Chicago professors.

A number of firms have, under the pretense of investment in stock and
grain, received through the U. S. Mail $75,000 from dupes who hoped, by
the investment of §10, to make a fortune. So long as greed exists, fools

will suffer and swindlers live. The Postotfice authorities have very prop-
erly stopped the delivery of all mail matter addressed to these firms

—

firms which probably exist only in name.

While admiring many of the new ideas introduced by the managers
of the Madison Square Company, at Baldwin's Theatre, let us enter our
protest at the manner in which they allow their colored ushers to pajo the
women when showing them to their seats. We watched them attentively

at last Saturday's matinee, and not a female escaped their " laying on of

hands." Old or young, pretty or the reverse, it was the same with them
all, excepting that the young and pretty ones got the most of it. From
a white jackanapes this would be bad enough, but from a nigger—Faugh!

A famine in Ireland is predicted for the present year, to be in full

force about March. Now is the time for the Irish-American citizen to

show true patriotism, and instead of furnishing funds for assassins, in-

cendiary speeches, land leagues and such-like murderers and humbugs, to

come out with his cash. Patriotism in a smalt way might be shown also

by sending home the money that some might spend on St. Patrick's Day,
for the hire of a car horse and the purchase of a feather, to say nothing
of the liquor required to do honor to the great snake squelching saint.

The rampant Talmage at last has a wrong to complain of, and is

happy. Some evil-disposed persons whose appreciation of that eloquent
gas-bag does not come up with that of his own, have posted up what are

said to be caricatures of the great divine. The placards are meant as

advertisements for a play, and represent "Wellington Wells," but Tal-

mage, although the likeness is said to be flattering, takes the business

sadly to heart. It seems odd, too, when he permits photographs of him-
self to be Bold.

To some weak-minded girls and women there is a wonderful fascina-

tion about a burnt cork performer. Why it should be so it is hard to Bay,

as when on the stage they certainly do not appear prepossessing, while off

of it they are often the most unmitigated blackguards. The latest case of

misplaced confidence in burnt cork is that of Mrs. Ball, who married a
minstrel who had not yet hung his former harp on a willow tree, so the
lady affirms, but the bold, bad man claims to be innocent.

Sing Iium, the Chinese murderer, is having a pretty fair struggle for

his neck, and must feel pretty bad if that useful piece of his anatomy has

to be dislocated. Sing Lum is a Chinaman of means, or long since now
he would have had to sing low. He murdered his partner. This mode of

dissolving a partnership may be thought the correct thing in China, but
Americans are a little prejudiced against so high-handed a proceeding.

The" Call," of Tuesday, had a long and possibly instructive article

headed, "How Uncle Sam's Ducats are Stored in San Francisco." If

that sapient sheet could tell us bow they are stolen and what dividend it

gets on the transaction, it might be accepted as news—old, perhaps, but

still fresh to the public.

Again the Insatiable Buckley and his wolves in sheep's clothing
are at work arranging the wires in order to rapture the Fire and Polios
departments, and turn into political machines what the city's safety de-

pends upon. Already the members of these departments are about to be
assessed to make a fight, and put more money into the capacious Buckley
sack.

Once more the Iambs are in the field,

Still looking f<T inure spoil ;

Not half contented with the lamp,
They want to steal the oil.

They want the Fire and Police
Which hold within their power,

The city's safety, and the weal.
Of all at any hour.

But there are men among us left

Who will not see this done
;

And when they go to work you'll see,
It will not be for fun.

People here are far too careless about the safety of the walking pub-
lic. No person has the right to leave a team standing unhitched upon a
crowded thoroughfare, unless he or she be at hand to stop it in case of ac-

cident. The case of Mrs. Augusta Frederichs is a painful incidence of

such neglect. This old lady was crossing Montgomery Avenue, near Du-
pont, when a driverless horse attached to a delivery wagon ran over her
and injured her, probably fatally. There are some men who consider
that a horse is a fixture, no matter how long he is left standing. At
times, however, the horse gets weary, and once started, soon scared.

Such careless horsemen should be held responsible by the law.

Messrs. Mace, Slade, Sullivan and the rest of the "gate money
sloggers " are working up things pretty well. The refusal of the New
York police to allow Mace and Slade to spar will act as a splendid adver-
tisement ; and when the authorities do relent, as of course they will, such
a crowd will greet the pugilists that the whole lot will be able to retire

upon handsome annuities. It seems a bitter satire upon American intel-

ligence that, while thousands will go to see a boxing match, hardly many
enough to pay for the rent of the hall will pay to hear our most talented
lecturers.

A certain Englishman writes to Truth recommending a holiday
Bchool for boys. He must, indeed, be a crusty old fogy, who cannot bear
the noise and innocent fun which children indulge in when home for the
holidays. We should like to see how such a proposition would be met here,

and if worked upon how the American boy would stand it. The masters
of these suppository schools would have such a time that Job's troubles

would be fun as compared with theirs. No, for goodness sake let the
boys have their fun, while they can enjoy it.

There seems a lull in this Gebhardt-Langtry business. This has
probably been caused by the St. Louis reporter's challenge. Although
one has not much sympathy with the adolescent Freddie, still, if reports

are true, the Western interviewers, as well as their Eastern brothers, have
behaved with great indecency and rudeness. Here we may not possess

the reputation for culture which our Eastern friends claim for themselves,
but we, at any rate, do not insult foreign ladies when they visit us, either

professionally or otherwise.

A lady in New Jersey named Mrs. Mary Treat is making spiders her
especial Btudy. Like Sir John Lubbock, of art fame, she devotes her en-

tire attention to these insects. It is said that she intends shortly to pub-
lish a book "for ladies only," telling them, from information thus gained,

how to spin webs for rich male flies with a certainty of capture. Our San
Francisco girls have got the thing down to so fine a point that they have
not got much to learn.

Since Jesse James, the Ford brothers, and such like thieves and
murderers have posed as heroes, there has been a great desire Bbown by
some of our lawless spirits to go and do likewise. It is hard work though
to get well up in the business, and some are apt to break down in the
training. The Montello case is an example of the way in which budding
heroism may collapse. It is to be feared that it will have a dampening
effect upon our ardent and aspiring youths.

It is amusing to see our stall-fed police force being trotted out each
day for a little exercise and more food. With a very few exceptions, the
rotund and rubicund visages of our city protectors speak for themselves
of the good living and free whisky consumed. If these highly-paid ser-

vants of the public would study politeness as well as they study pistol

practice and politics, it would be better for the public at large.

" Reach me down that Webster, Pat," said one of our lately elected

Judges to his clerk. " One of thim dog-goned thaving newspapers has
been libeling me, and, be jabers, I won't stand it. The thaving black-

guard calls me a forensic light." The legal lumiuary was somewhat ap-
peased when he discovered that the name was not a libelous one, though
no doubt it was misapplied.

Mrs. Malaprop says that she is sick and tired of seeing in every pa-

per she picks up little telegraphic items headed "The Floods in Europe."
She wants to know why their especial movements should be so continually

chronicled, to the exclusion of every one else who goes abroad, and she
wishes they'd come home again, so she does, and quit their splurging in

foreign parts.

To judge from the letters which are flooding the daily press, purport-

ing to be from passengers on the ill-fated train at Tehachapi Pass, one
would think that each individual man saved ex-Governor Downey, and
put on the brakes, and have suddenly emerged from obscurity to tell it.

The Rev. Robert Mackenzie delivered a lecture lately upon
"Phases of the Scottish Character." When one learns that " the pro-

ceeds were quite considerable " one imagines that a new phase is about to

develop itself. It may be the climate.

Jem Mace, the pugilist, has written to Mr. Fulda, the gentleman who
sparred with him at Piatt's Hall, complimenting Fulda upon his perform-
ance. Those who saw the set-to wonder what Fulda said in the letter he
wrote to Mace. Was it registered?
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SUNBEAMS.

PHILS SECRET.
I know a little girl,

But I won't tell who
;

Her hair is of the gold,
And her eyes are of the blue,

Her smile is of the sweet,
And her heart is of the true j

Such a pretty little girl!

—

But I won't tell who.

I see her every day,
But I won't tell where;

It may be in the lane,
" By the thorn-tree there

;

It may be in the garden,
By the rosebuds fair ;

Such a pretty little girl!

—

But I won't tell where.

I'll marry her some day,
But I won't tell when ;

The very smallest boys
Make the very biggest men.

When I'm as tall as father,

You may ask about it then ;

Such a pretty little girl!

—

But I won't tell when.

Mrs. Partington returns from the sea-side.

—

"Yes, I've been to a sea-side resort. I have had
my summer extortion, and I must confess my
anticipations surpassed my expectations. To
people in indignant circumstances the recom-
mendations might be satisfactory ; but it is be-
yond my reprehension how people of effulgence
—people who have lugubrious homes, surmount-
ed by all that embezzles civilized life—can put
up in such a cavern. They must have invested
tastes."

Among the ordinances of the new Charter of
Wilmington, Del., is one indemnifying citizens

against damages to either person or property,
caused by telephone, electric light or telegraph
wires or poles. The company applying for per-
mission to erect poles in the city will be required
to deposit an indemnification bond, which may
be retained as a fund out of which persons in-

jured by the above-mentioned property may re-

cover damages.

To a valued correspondent who writes
from Bristol, on a post-card, about gooseberries.
Imbecile! Noodle! Idiot! Blunderheaded Booby!
Donkey and Hass! We do not generally answer
correspondents thus fully, but this one really
seems anxious that we should, and therefore we
reluctantly break through a rule. Pass round to
sympathizing friends, then frame and glaze.

"I'd like to be a daisy
In the clover,

That I might look up bravely
At my lover."

" What should I do, I wonder,
When he went?

Why, I would-like a daisy

—

Be content."

"Is your programme full, Miss Beetle-
crush 'i

" asked a young man of a damsel who had
just struggled out of the refreshment-room with
disappointment in her eye and an order of dances
in her hand. " Programme full? Well, I guess
not. I hain't had nothing but a piece of cake
and an ice-cream, an' that don't go far toward
filling my programme, I can tell you."

"Any good shooting on your farm
the hunter of the farmer. " Splendid," replied
the agriculturist ; " there's a drive-well-man
down in the clover meadow, a cloth pedlar at the
house, a candidate out in the barn and two
tramps down in the stockyard. Climb right over
the fence, young man, load both barrels and sail

in."

Scientists say that shutting the eyes makes
the hearing more acute. This explaius why a
a man can't sneak into a house at midnight, and
crawl upstairs as noiselessly as a feather, with-
out being heard by his wife, who is asleep. If
women were to sleep with their eyes open, mar-
ried men would have more fun at the lodge when
there is a protracted session.

The happiest moments in a woman's life

are when she is making her wedding garments.
The saddest, when her husband comes home late
at night, and yells to her from the front steps to
throw him out some keyholes, assorted sizes.

Smartson calls his girl "Opportunity," be-
cause he has embraced her.

Oh, barber, spare that young mustache, .

Touch not a single hair

—

Your razor, brush and trash

Must never venture there.

At last the bud has bursted out,

By much caressing tauhgt,

It's frail young tendrils how they sprout,
Then, barber, touch it not.

Though well laid out, and wide the field,

Whence this young mustache shoots

—

This sickly soil no more can yield,

Oh, then guard well its roots.

For should thy murd'rous blade sweep o'er

That lip's soft, downy mist,

The tender plants would bloom no more

—

Then, barber, oh! desist!"

He Concluded to Go.—It was getting well

along into the night. She yawned, and then
asked him if he ever saw a snapping turtle.
" One," he replied, *' in a show."
Said she:
" It's very funny ; but do you know, you sort

of remind me of that bird."
" Why?" he asked.
" Oh, you hang on so."

He looked out of the window into the dark-
ness, said it looked like rain and he had better
be going.

'

The Associated Press, of New York, is not
what it was in the palmy days of Craig and Si-

monton. In fact, it ib of very little importance
to the press of the country, which is able to give
the public the news without its assistance. But
it has been a high old monopoly for a long time.
It might now die any day without being
especially missed.

Two girls, of high fashion, coming into a re-

ception room at Saratoga, met a fat citizen's wife
quitting it. "Ah!" said one of them pretty
loud, "there is beef-a-la-mode going out."
" Yes," answered the fat woman, "and there is

game going in."

Pirst Gentleman: " Oh, I'm all right now :

I've cleared off all my debts." Second Gentle-
man: "How did you manage that?" First
Gentleman: "Easiest thing in the world : bor-
rowed a hundred and paid off everything."

Saw a sign in a barber's window the other
day, "Boots blacked inside." Couldn't for tha
life of us think why anybody wants the inside
of his boots blackened.

BROAD GAIGE.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Sunday. October 22, 1882,
And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave
from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend St., between 3d and 4th streets), as follows:

s. Y.

t 6:50 a.m.

8:30 a M
10:40 A.M.

* 3:30 p.m.

4:30 p.m.

6:30 p.m.

DESTINATION.

.San Mateo, Redwood,,
aud Menlo Park....

8:30 a.m I

10:40 a.m.
> 3:30 p.m.
4:30 P.M.I

. . Santa Clara, San Joseand.

.

..Principal Way Stations...

10:40 A. M.1
1 3:30 f.m I

Gilroy, Pajaro, Castroville.

and Monterey

ARRIVE
S. F.

6:40 a.m.
9:05 a.m.

*10:02 a.m.

3:37 p.m.

t 5:04 p.m.

6:02 p.m.

9:05 a.m
*10:02 a.m.

:37 p.m.

:02 p.m.

10:02 a.m.

6:02 p.m.

.Hollister and Tres Pinos.,

10:40 A.M.I
: 3.30 p.m. I

.Watsonville, Aptos, Soquel.
and Santa Cruz.' \\

™
.

.

Salinas, Soledad and Way.
Stations [|

6:02 p.m

Sundays excepted. tSundaysonly.(Sportsmen'sTrain.)

Stage connections are made with the 10:40 a.m.
Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo, which
connect with 8:30 a. m. Train. EXCURSION TICKETS
sold on Saturdays and Sunday mornings—good to
retu'n Monday: To Santa Clara or San Jose, §2 50; to
Monterey or Santa Cruz, $5 00; also to principal points
between San Francisco and San Jose.

Ticket Officks—Passenger Depot, Townsend street,
and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

£^" S. P. Atlantic Express Train via Los Angeles,
Yuma, etc., leaves San Francisco daily via Oakland
Ferry, foot of Market strict, %1 9:30 a.m. [Oct. 28.

C. P. R- R.
Time Schedule, Monday, Not. 27, 1882.

Trains leave, and are due to arrive at,
SanFrancisco as follows t

LEAVE
(for)

DESTINATION,
j £*

aiVB
(from)

9:30 a.m.
*3:O0p.M.
*4:00 p. m.

8:00 a.m.
3:30 P.M.
8:00 A.M.
*4:00 P.M.

9:30 a.m.
4:30 p.m.

8:00 a.m
*4:00 P.M.

8:00 A.M.
*3:30 P.M.

18:00 A.M
9:30 A.M,

8:00 a.m.
*5 :00 p.m.
9:30 a.m.
*4:00 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m,

10:00 a.m.
3:00 P.M.
5:00 p.m.

3:30 p.m
5:30 p.m,

8:00 A.M
8:00 A.M.

8:00 A.M.
3:30 P.M.
*4:00 p.m.

8:00 A.M
3:00 P.m
*8:00 a.m
8:00 A.M.
9:30 a.m.
3:30 P.M,

*4:00 p.m.

3:30 P.M.
8:00 A.M.

*3:30 P.M.

. . .Antioch and Martinez.

,

...Benicia

. . . Calistoga and Napa.

.

. f Deming, ElPaso ) Express..

.

"( and East } Emigrant
. j Gait and ^viaLivermore....
. 1 Stockton) via Martinez....

,

...lone

. . . Knight's Landing
" " (tSundays only)

. . . Los Angeles and South.
. . Livermore and Pleasanton.

. . . Madera and Fresno

. . . Merced

. . . Marysville and Chico

...Nilesand HaywardH

( Ogden and I Exnress
(East j* Emigrant ,...

.Redding and Red Bluff

f Sacramento )
via Livermore,

{ .„*a n„ic,.. r v& Benicia....
^
and Colfax / via Benicia . . .

.

. Sacramento River Steamers.

,

.San Jose

.Tehama and Willows.

.

.Vallejo

.({Sundays only).

. . Virginia City ...

.

..Woodland

2:40 P.M
•10:10 A.M
*12:40 P.M.

7:40 P.M.

11:10 a.m.
'•'10:10 A.M.

7:40 P.M.

2:40 P.M.

7:10 A.M.
5:40 P.M.

12:40 P.M.
5:40 P.M.

11.10 a.m.

2:40 P.M.

5:40 P.M.
"8:40 A.M.
2:40 P.M.

*12:40P.M.
6:40 P.M.

6:40 P.M.
3:40 P.M.
9:40 A.M.

"8:40 A.M.
11:10 a.m.
6:10 a.m.
5:40 P.M.
6:40 P.M.
7:40 P.M.

11:10 a.m.
*6:00 A.M.
3:40 P.M.

9:40 A.M.
"7:40 p.m.
7:40 P.M.
2:40 P.M.

*10:10A.M.
111:10 a.m.
•12:40 P.M.

11:10 A.M.
*7:40 P.M.

11:10 A.M.

Train leaving San Francisco at 8 :00 A.M. should meet
Pacific Express from " Ogden " at Port Costa; and that
leaving at 9:30 A.M. should meet Pacific Express from
" El Paso" at Antioch.

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland Pier.

From "BAN FBiUTCISCO," Paily.

To EAST OAKLAND—"6.00, *6:30, 7:30, 8:30, 9:30,

10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30,

7:00, 8:00, 9:30, 11:00, "12:00.

To ALAMEDA—*6:00, -(6:30, 7:00, »+7:30, 8:00, "(8:30,

9:00, M9:30, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 1:00, 2:00, 3:00, "(3:30,

4:00, "(4:30, 5:00, "+5:30, 6:00, "+6:30, 7:00, «8:00,9:30,

11:00, ,*12:00.

To BERKELEY — "6:00, »6:30, 7:00, «7:30, 8:00, "8:30,

9:00, 19:30, 10:00, 110:30, 11:00, {11:30, 12:00, 1:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,

9:30, *12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—»6:00, «6:30, 7:00, "7:30, {8:00

"8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, "4:30, 5:00,

*5:30, 6:00. "6:30. 7:00.

To " §AN FRANCISCO." Pally.

From BROADWAY, Oakland -*5:32, *6:02, 6:32,7:02,

7:32.8:02,8:32,9:02,9:32,10:02,10:32,11:02,11:32,12:02,

12:32, 1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32, 5:02,

5:32, 6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

From EAST OAKLAND—*5:21, *5:51, 6:21, 6:51, 7:51,

8:51, 9:51, 10:51, 11:51, 12:51, 1:51, 2:51, 3:51, 4:51,

6:51, 6:51, 7:51, 9:21, 10:51.

From ALAMEDA— *5:15, '5:45, 6:15, 7:10, «t7:35, 8:10,

"+8:35, 9:10, "t9:35, 10:10, "+10:35, 11:10, 12:10, 1.10,

2:10, 3:10, 4:10, "+4:35, 5:10, "+5:35, 6:10, «t6:36, 7:16,

"+7:35, 9:15, 10:45.

From BERKELEY -*5:45, "6:15. 6:45, "7:15,7:45, *8:15,

8:45, {9:15, 6:15, (10:15, 10:45. (11:15, 11:45, 12:45,

1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:15, 4:45, 5:15, 5:45,6:15, 6:45, 7:45,

9:15, *10:45.

From WEST BKKKELEY— "5:45, *6:15, 6:45, «7:15,

7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, *5:15, 5:45,

•6:15, 6:45, '7:15.

'Creek Route.
From SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:15, 3:15,

5:15.

From OAKLAND—"6:15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

All trains run daily, except when star (*) denotes Sun-
days excepted.

(Trains marked thus (+1 run via East Oakland.
(OSundays only.

" Standard Tine" furnished by Randolph & Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. GOODMAN, Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agt.
A. N. Townb, General Manager.

COAL OIL STOVES.
All Sizes for Cooking- orP rlor use

Send for Circular and Prices.

WIESTER A CO.,
17 New Montgomery St., S. F.
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WATER CORRESPONDENCE.
The following letter ini presented t.. the Board of Supervisors at its

mwtirt; but Monday night:

tti C\t<t and I

thi.t city wmiltl MMin be without a siitti

ter for the extinguishment of fine, if the rainfall du-
ring the present season ihoold be smaller in amount then usual, ad
• eenununii-atiuii >>u the subject to the President of the Spring Valley

i, U> which they have received a reply.

the mbjeot treated <>f in the letter ol this Hoard *ml tin- reply
of vital Importance to the tnteresbi end welfare of this whole

uity, we tnoloM herewith uth of the communications
ir oonaiderationt end beg leave 1 will take snob.

action in the premise* as may be within the scope of your authority ami
the gravity of the situation seems to demand.

By order of tlu- Board of Fire Underwriten <<f Ben Fran.
rn.uu.fs D, Havin, Secretary.

THE ONDBRWBIYKBS' DWAHD.
The demand of the Underwriters wee contained in the following com-

munication:
3 op thk Board of Fibb Undsrwbitbbs: op I

San FbaKOISOO, January I*:?, 1883. J

Charles Webb Howard, Esq., President Spring Valley Water Wonts—Dear
Sir: On the 2d day of September, 1878, you addressed to the Board of

Pfte Underwriten of Ban Francisco a communication, from which we
quote the following: " Now, it is the desire of the Spring Valley Water
Works, in the making of its expenditures to meet the growing wants of
the city, to do so in a way such as will facilitate the interests of the Fire
Underwriters, who, it would seem, are the more largely interested in the
water works than any other class of citizens. Understanding there is an
opinion prevailing among the Fire Underwriters that its mains in certain
localitien are too amall for the proper protection of property in case of fire,

and which may be largely augmented because of the lack of actual knowl-
edge rif the existing facts relating thereto, it desires your Board to ap-
point a committee such as will devote the necessary time to a thorough
investigation of the subject. It will co-operate with such a committee
and do all in its power to facilitate their investigation."
Pursuant to your request the Board of Fire Underwriters appointed a

special committee to examine into and report upon the water supply of
San Francisco, and its efficiency for the extinguishing of tires. A long
and exhaustive investigation of the subject was made, all the sources of
supply of the Spring Valley Water Works were visited, an engineer was
employed, maps made, and every means takeu to ascertain the facts.

The labors of the committee covered a period of more than six months.
The results of their labor were finally embodied in an exhaustive report
on the subject to the Board of Fire Underwriters, which was adopted by
the Board on August 19, 1870. The conclusion of the committee was
that the water supply of the Spring Valley Water Works was amply
sufficient for a greatly increased population—larger than the city will be
likely to contain for many years to come. The committee also called
attention to the fact that larger distributing pipes were required in certain
parts of the city, which would occasion an expenditure by the company of

$137,000. The report of the committee with leference to the sufficiency of

the water supply was based largely upon the supply then existing in the
1 'ryslal Spring Reservoir, and the increase of that supply by raising its ilam.
It was supposed then that Bteps would be immediately taken to connect this

reservoir with the city by an independent pipe line. Three years have
passed by and this has not been done. There exists a serious apprehen-
sion that there will be a water famine in San Francisco during the com-
ing year. The Pillarcitos, which supplies the highest level, is almost dry,
and the supply from that source is only maintained by pumping frojp **

Crystal Springs reservoir into the Pillarcitos pipe line. No sc;>-
, ji

water could possibly exist if that reservoir was connected with San Fran-
cisco by an independent pipe line, for it is capp L, ° of almost doubling the
water supply of this cit,v

At the tin;c fc£e *
u *

_ -. referred to was made the Underwriters
had assurances that the company was going on to make the improvements
which were needed to perfect their works. These improvements have
been at a standstill. Your company is charged with the duty of protect-

ing this city against tire by furnishing an ample water supply. The Fire
Underwriters have risks on about one half of the perishable property in

San Francisco, and they feel a deep interest in the sufficiency o J the water
supply for the protection of the city against fire. Here is a large artifi-

cial lake distant only twenty miles from the city, full of water, capable of

nearly doubling the water supply. Why is not this lake connected with
the city? Why, also, are not the mains in the southeastern part of the
city enlarged with a view to protection against tire?

We, therefore, respectfully urge that the company take immediate
steps to connect the Crystal Springs Reservoir with San Francisco, and to

enlarge the distributing mains in San Francisco, as suggested in the re-

port of our committee.
We think that we have a right to ask this, because at the time that an

investigation was pending assurances were given that any reasonable re-

quest by the Fire Underwriters would he complied with.

The Board of Fire Underwriters of San Francisco by
D. J. STAPLES, President.

A. E. Mag ill, Vice-President.
Chas. D. Haven, Secretary.

THK WATER COMPANY'S REPLY.

San FbANCISCO, January 26, 1883.

To the Board of Fvre Underwriters, Skin Francisco —Gentlemen : In the

absence of Mr. Howard I have received your communication, in which
you refer to the letter written by the President of the Spring Valley
Water Works in 187S, to your Board, and the report of your special com-
mittee in 187!) with reference to the water supply of San Francisco.
You say that the water supply of the Sprint; Valley Water Works

could be almost doubled by raising the dam of the Crystal Springs Reser-
voir

;

That do independent pipe line connect* that reservoir with this city
;

That the PUwroitoa Reservoir, supplying the highest partaof San Bran
- now almost dry, its supplj being maintained by pumping from

tin- Crystal Springs Reservoir :

Thai larger distributing pipes are required io the southeastern part of
tbe city for protection against fire ;

And you ask whs this not enlarge the capacity of the
i Jrystal Springs Reservoir, connect it with the city, and Increase the size
of the mains.
When Mi. Howard addressed your Board in 1878, the relatione of the

Spring Valley Water Works to San Francisco were widely different from
those now existing

; then the statute under which we were incorporated
required our rates to be fixed by a Board of five < Commissioners, two ap
pointed by the city, two by the * lompanj

, and the fifth by the other four;
and that we would furnish water free, in case of tire and other great
necessity. Tbe Commissioners fixed our rates fairly, reduced them when
justified, and the Company furnished free water as required.
Had these conditions continued, your present apprehensions and invest-

igations would have been unnecessary, because the improvements and
precautions you have suggested would have been made and provided for
by this Company.

Nutv, the constitution of 1870 has widely changed the preexisting condi-
tions, our franchise has been subjected to a heavy tax on an assessment of
§5,000,000, a tax which was imposed only upon the water and gas corpo-
rations, all other corporations escaping. ( kir rates have been subjected
to the control of consumers, through their political agents, the Board of
Supervisors

; political parties have pledged their candidates to reductions
of 20 per cent., of 25 per cent., of 33J per cent., and to an indefinite "ma-
terial reduction."

It is true that, after protracted litigation, the Supreme Court has de-
cided that, under that Constitution, the Company was entitled to pay for
all water supplied to the city; but, although under the Act of 1858 we
were indisputably entitled to pay for water supplied to the public build-
ings, yet for the latter service we have never received but ¥0,000, which
was obtained some years ago, and for the three years' service since the
new Constitution took effect we have not received a single dollar.
Upon two occasions the sum of $324,000 was appropriated to pay us,

but owing to a technical defect the ordinance was declared invalid, and
the money, which if paid to us would have been applied to a reduction of
family rates, was expended by the city in other directions.

It would be to the interest of this Company, and it is its desire, to do
all in its power to benefit this city, and to lessen the risks of the Board of
Underwriters, and to reduce to the lowest rates the cost of water to con-
sumers, but those ends cannot be attained without just and harmonious
relations between all the parties interested.

We have for years endeavored to effect that condition, but whenever an
adjustment favorable to all, and unjust to none, had reached the point of
completion, some one of the departments of city authority has interposed
its official power and prevented it.

This Company has been the more desirous for such harmony, in order
that it might provide for the contingency of a dry season, such as the
present one is likely to be. Instead of having been enabled to do so, it

finds itself forced to meet and contend with an unsatisfactory situation.
The Pillarcitos and San Andreas reservoirs are very low. Having no

pipe line from Crystal Springs to the city, wc are obliged to pump its
water into the Pillarcitos pipe line at great expense. To have provided
against this emergency, and to have made the improvements which you
deem necessary, would have necessitated an expenditure of between §1,-
500,000 and $2,000,000.
The present annual gross income of the Company is $1,325,049 55, and

it is supplying on the average daily 15,214,000 gallons, while in 1877 its

income was $1,364,253, and its average daily supply but 11,041,000 gallons
—thus as we have increased the supply and service, and necessarily the
cost, we find that the authorities add to our taxes, diminish our rates and
withhold from us the payments due by the city. It is a plain business
proposition that with the continuation of that policy it is only a question
of time when Spi-ing Valley will be without revenue and San Francisco
without water.

In supplying over 15,000,000 gallons daily we have taxed to the utmost
the reservoirs connected with the city, and a dry season finds us short in our
supply. During the last Summer the San Andreas pipe was taxed to its

utmost capacity, and there were many days during which the supply in the
city reservoirs was only two hours ahead of the demand. I am thus ex-

plicit because it is right that the Underwriters, the prosperity of whose
business is almost entirely dependent on the sufficiency of the water sup-
ply, should know the exact condition of things.

If matters had been fairly adjusted between the water company and
the city, we would by this time have nearlv doubled the supply, but if we
obtain a less revenue from a supply of 15,214,000 gallons daily than from
a supply of 11,941,000 gallons, the question naturally arises as to how
much less we will receive when we increase our supply to 25,000,000 gal-

lons daily.

If we are to stand in dread of hostility and wrong at the bands of the
Supervisors, of the timid and unjust veto power of the Mayor, of the
dogmatic exercise of administrative action by the Auditor, and of the
hostile influence of the press to create popular prejudice, it would be a
senseless folly for this company to expend further capital in extending its

works, and thus to place itself in jeopardy of more serious injury.

It is for these reasons that we have not made, and that we cannot con-
sent to make, the improvements contemplated, and in the necessity of

which this company acquiesces with the views expressed by the Board of
Fire Underwriters.
Our present revenue is barely sufficient to pay operating expenses, in-

terest ou bonds, taxes and dividends, and is not sufficient to bear tbe addi-
tional burden of paying iuterest on large additional expenditures for ex-
tension of works.
Our action in the future, with reference to the improvements you sug-

gest, will be dependent upon the city authorities, and as we have no con-
trol over our own rates, and cannot estimate with any certainty as to
whether we will receive an income which will warrant increased expendi-
tures, we respectfully refer you to the Board of Supervisors.

Yours very respectfully, Oliver Elihudge,
Vice-President S. V. W. Works.
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LETTER FROM MEXICO.
Guayamas, Mexico, January 16th, 1883.

Dear " News Letter : "—According to arrangement, I took passage

for this port on the steamer Mexico, leaving San Francisco on the 6th

inst. As may be supposed, there is not much news of special interest to

note in connection with the various small ports at which we touched en

route.

The first point of any commercial importance at whii"h we stopped after

leaving San Francisco was Magdalena Bay, Lower California, which is

principally known to the commerce of the coast in connection with the

export of orchilla, which is very extensively used for dyeing purposes in

the manufactories and calico-printing establishments of Europe andthe
Eastern States. This vegetable matter (if so it may be called) is a
description of moss, which grows on and hangs from the low "shrubbery of

the surrounding country, attaining a length of twelve or fourteen inches.

After the crop or growth is gathered, three or four years of reproduction
are required before it is again ready fnr gathering ; but those firms en-

gaged in the trade have generally such extensive tracts of land leased

from the Government that they have little or no difficulty in keeping up
a regular yearly supply for export. The leading, in fact, only firm at

present engaged in the trade, with headquarters at Magdalena, is the

house of J. P. Hale, whose lease comprises from latitude 23° south to 30°

north, and 15 miles inland. Various camps are established by the firm at

different points along the coast, where the natives employed gather it at a
certain rate per pound, earning from SI 50 to §2 per diem. It is then
placed in bales and shipped in schooners to Magdalena, where it is re-

baled and subjected to hydraulic pressure, ready for export. Its original

color is bright purple, but by subjecting it to different processes in Eu-
rope, three or four distinct fast colors can be obtained from the same moss.

Its present market value in European and Eastern markets ranges from
£30 to £38 per ton. The house of J. P. Hale has been established in this

extensive business about eleven years, and has lately obtained a new lease

of the ground from the Mexican Government.
While referring to the above industry I am induced to allude to an un-

pleasant occurrence which has lately taken place between Mr. J. P.
Hale, the lessee of the Orchilla Grounds, and the authorities of that sec-

tion of the country. It is possible that some of the San Francisco jour-

nals have already alluded to the difficulty in question, but as I have ob-

tained the following particulars on the spot from Mr. J. C. Hale, brother
of the lessee, and as his account of the affair agrees in all essential par-

ticulars with the information given me personally by the authorities

themselves, I will embrace it in this letter, for, although it may not be
of direct or general interest to the majority of your readers, it serves to

show, as one instance among many, to what vexatious and often ruinous
annoyances foreigners are subject while investing large capital and dis-

bursing annually vast sums of money in the payment of native labor and
developing the natural resources of a country which, without such enter-

prise, would probably continue to be for years to come what it has been
for past centuries, a barren desert and unprofitable, non-producing
wilderness. I will simply premise the following particulars by the un-
contradicted statement that the settlement and trade of Magdalena Bay
is entirely and absolutely dependent upon Mr. Hale's establishment for

its support.

As regards the late trouble, it appears that some weeks ago the firm of
Wenchell & Schacht, of San Diego, contracted with Mexicans to pick
orchilla, and that in doing so they trespassed on large tracts of land, and
gathered the moss on ground leased by the firm at Magdalena. Mr. Hale
thereupon lodged a complaint, to the above effect, with the Collector of

the Port at Magdalena, who, on this sworn information, seized the orchil-

la in the possession of Wenchell & Schacht, and handed over the case to

the District Court for trial. There being no convenient Government stor-

age at hand, the Collector of the Port stored the orchilla seized in Mr.
Hale's warehouses. Several days after this occurrence the District Judge
arrived from La Paz and claimed that the orchilla then in store did not
correspond in quantity with that seized, and that several bales had been
abstracted, or were missing, notwithstanding the fact that the Collector
immediately after the seizure had placed the orchilla in question at the
disposal of the Judge, thereby relinquishing his responsibility in the mat-
ter. At the time the Judge claimed that the orchilla was missing, he
caused the Collector of the Port and his First Assistant to be arrested on
a charge of theft or embezzlement, and Mr. Hale's brother, who was in
charge of the Magdalena house during the temporary absence of Mr. J.
P. Hale in San Francisco, was also, with his bookkeeper, taken prisoner
as accessory. Mr. Hale, although nominally a prisoner, was allowed by
his jailor, the Captain of the Port, to attend to his business as usual, and
came aboard the Mexico on our downward trip. The Captain of the Port
came aboard to look for him, and, if possible, take him back to shore, but
Mr. Hale could not be found, although the Captain of the Mexico offered
him every facility for searching the vessel, merely remarking that the
Mexico being an American vessel, he had no power himself to order Mr.
Hale on shore, or compel bim to leave the steamer, and that, in case the
ship was detained, he should protest against such delay, as he had re-

ceived his papers and was ready for sea.

Mr. Hale who soon afterwards appeared on deck, assured your corre-
spondent while on our way to La Paz, that his only motive in leaving for
the

_
last-named port was to protect his brother's interests, to protest

against the illegal proceedings, and also to accuse the District Judge and
District Attorney of conspiring with the San Diego firm to defraud his
brother of the orchilla illegally gathered on Mr. Hale's land. Such is

the state in which the affair stands at present. How it will end it is im-
possible for even a Philadelphia lawyer to prognosticate. Justice is often
slow enough in California, but your Courts are bright examples of purity
compared with the thieving institutions termed Courts in this section of
Mexico. After leaving Magdalena Bay, we steered for Cape St. Lucas,
which landing we made the following day. Here the trade appeared to
be confined to pearl-fishing and whaling. The former is quite an exten-
sive industry, carried on principally by Mr. Green, who resides at St.
Lucas, and employs a fleet of boats and an army of native divers, who
are exceedingly expert at the business, pursuing their calling as if they
were amphibious animals ; in fact, many of them fish on their own
account, without the use of diving dress, and in nature's garb, grab the
oysters with their hands, and bring them to the surface in small pockets
attached to a leather belt, which they wear for the purpose round the

waist. The pearls, which are pronounced by experts to be of extra fine

quality, are shipped to Mazatlan by schooner, and from there are ex-
ported to Europe. Whales, including the black fish and sperm varieties

are abundant, averaging about 35 or 40 barrels of oil to the fish. With
the exception of stock-raising, there is no other industry worthy of note.

Vox.

The "El Monte."—The "El Monte" Saloon, southeast corner of

Kearny and Pine streets, is one of the best appointed in the city, and the
liquors and cigars of the best quality. J. E. Slinkey, the proprietor, is

well known as the owner of the "El Monte" Hotel at Saucelito, and
Sam Tetlow, the manager, is one of the most popular and experienced of

men.

The City Receiving Hospital, though hardly large enough to accom-
modate the numerous cases which are brought in each day, is :i model of

cleanliness, and compares very favorably with such institutions in other
cities. The surgeon in charge is a good operator, and those who have
been treated there speak highly of his kindness and attention. Dr.
Stambaugh is the right man in the right place.

The well-known firm of McNally & Hawkins, whose store under
the Grand Hotel was the principal place for Chandeliers, Gas-burners, etc.,

have removed to larger and more commodious premises at 419 Montgomery
street. All who are desirous of purchasing anything relating to Gas-tittiug
should not fail to give them a call.

Orient.—The 0. and O. steamship Oceanic sailed hence for China and
Japan on the 30th ult., carrying Government mails, passengers, and for

cargo Flour 5,600 bbls., Cotton Sheetings 800,000 yds., Quicksilver 1,300
flks., etc.; also §118,000 in Treasure.

This Week, at The Arcade,
— WILL BE OFFERED—

THE GREATEST BARGAINS
EVER KNOWN IN SAN FRANCISCO!

SILK DEPARTMENT.
3,200 yards Colored Velvets, reduced to $1.25 PER YARD.
1,600 yards Colored Pekin Satin, reduced to 75o. PER YARD.
2,600 yards Black Satin and Moire Stripe (warranted all silk),

reduced from $2.50 to SI 25 P£R YARD.
4,800 yards (all Silk) Colored Brocade Stripe, reduced to

$125 P£R YARD.
6,750 yards Black and Colored Moires, reduced from $3.50 to

S1.50 PER YARD.
2,400 yards Colored Ottomans (warranted pure Silk), reduced to

$1.25 PER YARD.

SPECIAL
3
BARGAINS!

50 piev,„ "^-inch All-Wool Black French Cash-

mere, regular jr:^e 65c, reduced to
- 4oc. per yard.

100 dozen Mousquetaire Gloves, 6-button lengths,

reduced to 40c. per pair.

35 dozen Black Skirts, lined and trimmed with
six inches of quilting, reduced from $1.50 to

75c. each.

J. J. O'BRIEN & CO.,
THE AEOADE,

934, 936, 938 MARKET STREET.

AMERICAN EXCHANGE HOTEL,
Sansome street, Corner Halleck, San Francisco.—This

hotel is in the very center of the business portion of the city, and has been
renovated and newly furnished throughout. The traveling public will find this to

be the most convenient as well as the most comfortable and respectable hotel in the
city. TABLE FIRST-CLASS. Board and room, SI, $1.25 and Si.50 per day. Nice
single rooms per night, 50 cents. Breakfasts or dinners, 50 cents. Lunch, '2.b cer.ts.

Eighteen tickets, good for any meals, for $5. Hot and cold baths free. Free coach
to and from the hotel. Oct. 7.

PROF. JOS. JOSSET,
Graduate of the University of Paris; 1-v. Professor of I)e

la Mennais' Normal, France; late of Point Loma Seminary, San Diego. Pri-

vate Lessons in the French Language. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 p.m. Private Lessons given at the res-

idence of the pupil. Dec. 6.
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WAira
Waii» which singly are as light as air, but which together make

a momentous whole.

The different committees ->f ths Legislators h»»e been *t work In"
. -' Heek, ami the result has been that hardly a

•rs in- l»een pi .
-> nt -.xi the Cspitol.—»The < -ommittet

•II Odd Navigation has <l"iu- soma good work, but H might
letter if it hint BystemaUssd iu labor-. The . i.mmittoe

* out m bushel of irrelevant nonsense t<> a grain of pertinent not.
i oped that enough was shown to result in port charges

be made should be in the Interest!

of ruiiniu-r-.-. —-It will be idle to obaoge officials if the whole system be
lao changed. Yet it is believed that a majorityof the committee

want the "son things" perpetnated for the benefit of Democratio inoum-
—-»Thfl people want better men and railically better system.

are the necessity of the new commercial era now upon
M, we fear then will be but a minimum of reform in that direction.—•«
It is time that the majority party oonsldered well of its ways. The ses-

lion is fast passing away, and nothing has been accomplished. The lead-
ers, if there arc any. should at once determine what should be done, and
then set to work to do it. There are S few things that badly need to be
attended t". It is well known what they are. They should be taken
hold of with a firm grasp and should be disposed of, no matter what else

goes to the wall. '1 hat is the only way to make a reasonably good record.

So far, impotency is the principal characteristic displayed by this Demo-
cratic Legislature. A word to the wise should suffice.^—There are
numerous cinch hills on the files that ought to be wiped out. Nelson's
quack bill is one of these. Scores of others might be named, but Legis-
lators know them by their ear marks.——No Legislator will have a future
who votes for Buckley's police bill in any form. It ought to be kicked
out without further ceremony. Things may very well he permitted to
remain as they are until the new charter be passed upon. That is what
the people want.—-It is believed by the best-informed people that
Immigration Commissioner Bunker is too much for Attorney-Gen-
eral Marshall.—Laws passed by lobbyists and prepared in the
interests of jobbers defy the honest intents of Attorney- Gen-
erals. ^.—Ryan's action in trying to prevent facts coming out
before the committee of investigation on harbor affairs, is the talk of
his fellow Senators.——Better things were expected of him.—-Clay
Taylor has spoken but seldom this session, but he has always spoken well.—•McClure, astute and able, is laying plots for the majority which they
do not always see through, but which they fear. Sullivan and Del
Valle are said to be the Siamese twins of the Senate. They are able and
honest men, both. The weaker creatures are jealous of them. -Barry,
and perhaps Hughes, are the only men in the San Francisco Assembly
Delegation who are making a record for themselves that will lift them
into higher positions hereafter. But there is yet time for others to do
better. We expect, before the session is at an end, to bestow praise in

other quarters.——Flynn is active and smart and might have made a man
of himself, but he is too devoted to Boss Buckley at present to have any
future.—Bibb means well. Leverson is an inveterate talker, a bore and
a nuisance, who is without precise information, character or influence.

In fact, he is set down as a legislative " crank."——The rest of the San
Francisco Delegation in the Assembly are hardly worth naming. Igno-
ramuses, knaves, foils or nondescripts, all. They are also nearly all

Buckley Lambs. The hope of honest, intelligent men is centered in the
country Delegates.^—It is said that the Boss Police bill is killed. But
we do not believe it. It haB as many lives as a cat. The Boss is still at
work pushing it through, and he does not waste his efforts in vain. It
will turn up in some objectionable form or other.—-Sam Shear has been
confirmed as the Superintendent of the House of Correction. Buckley is

triumphant, and seven of the Supervisors have owned that they wear his

collar. It is a shameful state of affairs. Shear, as the head of a reforma-
tory institution, is a sight for men and angels to weep over.^—Graham's
dummies on the payrolls are not the only dummies there. We could
name scores more. "—Shear has been a like dummy ever since Buckley
had any influence.—The seven Supervisors who voted for Sam Shear as
the chief reformer of the House of Correction deserve to be handed down
to infamy.—They are James, Smith, Reicenback, Griffith, Lewis,
Strother and, we regret to say, Shirley.^—Poor old Shirley wants to be
Mayor next time, and in the meanwhile he is voting for whatever the
bosses dictate. He is thereby voting himself down and out. The old

fool !-^—Records are easier pulled down than built up, and Shirley is one
of the men who will find out that fact to his sorrow. The wretched sin-

ner knew that be was doing wrong, and voted against Shear until his vote

was really wanted, and then he " fell down," did as he was bid, and
made obeisance to the boss, and in consequence will be relegated to pri-

vate life at the first opportunity.^—That is the sure and certain road
that is before all such weak, vain and usable transgressors as he. His
vanity to be Mayor is ruining an otherwise honest man. Walpole was
no fool when he said "every man had hi3 price. "^^Higgins and Buck-
ley meet nearly every day at twelve o'clock. Bossism knows no party.

It goes for coin all the time. That is all it exists for. Yet the fooled
people vote under a particular banner, rally to a false cry, do as they are
bid, but vote money into the pockets of the bosses all the time, and that

is the way politics are run in this city.

Some of the most valuable property, located in the very heart of the
business center of this city, which has ever come under the hammer, is

advertised to be sold at a special auction sale, commanded by the Trustees
of the James Lick Trust. Maurice Dore & Co. announce that at noon,
on Tuesday next, February 6th, at their sales room, No. 410 Pine street,

they will put np first as a whole, and (if the bid be unsatisfactory), there-

after in six subdivisions the entire lot on the Southwest corner of Fourth
and Market street, having a frontage of 195 feet on Market street, and
155 feet on Fourth street. While the trustees i-eserve the right to reject

any or all bids, there is no doubt that, with the present increased anima-
tion in real estate circles and the easy money market, there will be the
briskest competition for this valuable property, whether sold in its entire-

ty or subdivided.

" Come down," said the young man. stroking his upper lip.

T

HAS REMOVcD.
THE HOME BnjTTJAL INSURANCE CO.

Now occupies premises No. 216 Sansome street, east side, be-
tween California and Pine streets, San Francisco, where it enjoys
more commodious apartments.

NINETEENTH ANNUAL "EXHIBIT-January 1st, 1883.
.ii MS, since organisation si.iw.^b 10

LOSShS, since organism on ,...„' , ,

,

.'$1,859,966 «!
ASSETS, Januan I, 1888 6717. 15** *>S
SURPLUS, for Policy Holders * 671*>!h<>*> «3
REINSURANCE RESERVE ,,". 917*s!n»8 50
CAPITA)-., paid up in Gold *.". gsoo.ooo

1 lil'Ll'S, over everything 6237, 1>tt3 13

President J. F. HOUGHTOMSecrtitary CHAS. It. STORY
Vice-Prest. ..J. L. N. 8HEJt*ARD,Genernt Agent...M.S. MAQ1LL

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
be Company's steamers will sail for Hongkong and
Yokohama:

CITY OF TOKIO FEBRUARY 22, at 2 r. M.

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and return at reduced rates.

For Wew York, via Panama:
COMMA FEBRUARY 1, at 10 o'clock a. m.,

Taking Freight and Passengers to MAZATLAN, ACAPULCO, CHAMPERICO, SAN
JOSE DE GUATEMALA, ACAJUTLA, LA LIBERTADand PUNTA ARENAS.
Tickets to and from Europe by any line for sale at the lowest rates ; also fur Ha-

vana and all West India ports.

For Honolulu, Auckland and Sydney:
CITY OF NEW YORK FEBRUARY 10, at 2 P.M.,

Or on arrival of the English mails.

Ten Dollars additional is charged for Upper Cabin passage.
For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and Brannan streets.
[Feh. 3.J WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., General Agents.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,
I/tar Japan and China, leave wharf, corner First and Bran-
1/ nan streets, at 2 p.m., for YOKOHAMA AiND HONGKONG, connecting at
Yokohama with Steamers for Shanghai.

-1883
ARABIC Thursday, January 18
OCEANIC Tuesday, January 30
COPTIC Saturday, February 10
GAELIC Tuesday, March 6
BELOIC Saturday, March 17
Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates.
Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.'s

General Offices, Boom 74* cor. Fourth and Townsend sts.

For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific MailSteam-
ship Company's Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street. Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN, General Passenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD, President. Jan. 13.

FOR PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, OREGON.
The Oregon Railway and Navigation Company and Pacific

Coast Steamship Company will dispatch frum Spear-street Wharf, for the
above ports, one of their new Al Iron Steamships, viz.: QUEEN OF THE PACIFIC,
COLUMBIA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA and OREGON.

Sailing I>ays,

EVERY WEDNESDAY AND SATURDAY,
At 10 o'clock A. H.

Connecting at Portland, Oregon, with Steamers and Railroads and their connecting
Stage Lines for all points in Oregon, Washington and Idaho Territories, British
Columbia and Alaska.

Ticket Office £14 Montgomery Street,
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents.

fJan. 6.

J

No. 10 Market street, San Francisco.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamers of this Company will sail from Broadway Wharf

as follows :

For Victoria, B.C., and Puget Sound Ports: On the 10th, 20th and 30th of each
month (except when such days fall on a holiday, then on the day previous). Steamer
of the 30th connects at Port Townsendwith steamer "City of Chester" forAlasna.
For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the O. ft. & N. Co.: Every 4 days.

For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 5th, 10th, 15th,
20th, 25th and 30th of each month.
For Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and

Ventura: Every Wednesday at 8 a.m.
For Eureka, Areata, and Hookton, Humboldt Bay: Every Wednesday, 9 'clock.

For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc.: Every Monday.

Ticket Office, No. 214 Montgomery Street, near Pine.
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

Nov. 26 No. 10 Market street.

CALIFORNIA AND MEXICAN S. S. LINE.

For Eusenada, Matftlalena Bay, Cape St. Lucas, Mazatlan,
La Paz and Guaymas, touching off Altata —The Steamship MEXICO, THOS.

HUNTINGTON, Master, will leave for the above ports on

TUESDAY FEBRUARY 6th, 1883, at 12 o'clock M.,

From Washington-street Wharf.

Through Bills of Lading will he furnished and none others signed. Freight will be

rooelvedon Monday, January 29th. No Freight received after Tuesday, Febrnary
5th, at IS H., Mid Bills of Lading must be accompanied by Custom House and
Consular Clearances. For freight or passage, apph to

J. BERMINGHAM, Agent,

fFeb. S.] No. 10 Market street.

COKE CHEAPEST FUEL.
Redaction In Price: Wholesale Price, 50 cent, per barrel :

Retail Price. 60 cents per barrel, at the »-orks al the SAX FRANCISCO GAS-
UQHT COMPANY, Howard and First streets, and foot ol Second St. Jan 12.
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JOSEY'S BABY.
Sister Josey's got a baby;

(She is but a child herself ;)

And the baby ia a bright eyed,
Laughing, crying, little elf.

Well I mind the April morning

—

I was scarcely five years old

—

Addie came with smiles of gladness,

And a wondrous tale she told.

How a tiny, pretty creature,

To our mother's arms was given,

How a white-winged angel brought it

From its happy home in Heaven.

Mother called our baby Josey.
And she was our pet and pride

;

No one thought of scolding Josey,
When she pouted, frowned or cried.

Only think how years crowd round us,

Bringing trouble, bringing change

—

Now that baby's got a baby

—

Bless me! ain't it very strange?

Such a precious, winning darling,

Eyes of softest, darkest gray,

Cheeks where blessed, cunning dimples.
Play bopeep the livelong day.

You should bear him laughing gaily,

Cooing like a little dove.

If you were the crossest fellow,

Josey's baby would you love.

LETTER FROM PARIS.
Paris, January 8, 1883 : I need say nothing of Gambetta in this

letter, though he is a subject that has engrossed the attention of Paris

for some time, for long ere this reaches you the cable will have forestalled

everything of interest that could be said on the matter. The new year

has commenced badly for Sarah Bernhardt. She was unfortunate enough
to have trusted 420,000 francs to one of her relatives in order that he might
invest the money in a business of which he was one of the directors, and
on New Year's day the news reached her that the concern had failed, and

that not one sou of this large portion of her hard earned fortune would
be returned to her. No small amount of sympathy is felt for poor Sarah,

for she had worked hard to pay debts which were no secret to anybody.

But if she has a genius for extravagance, she has also a talent for repay-

ment, and a courage which few disasters could shake. New Year's gifts

have been the principal occupation of the week, and Sardou's popular

piece lends its name to various trifles, as there are Fedora fans and bon-

bons in profusion. Indeed, there is such a variety of fans that they have
been a specially favorite gift for this year, the Eventail, Mille and Un
Nuits being the most quaint and popular. Much jewelry has been given.

Among the fashionable designs is a floral brooch in thin gold on a quiver-

ing spiral stem. A cluster of wild roses in this style makes a beautiful

ornament. Butterfly, reptile, animal and bird brooches are also in de-

mand, rubies and pearls being the favorite stones. Canary diamonds of

a deep hue are also much affected. Chain bracelets in India designs

made of yellow gold are in immense favor, and bangles of gold wire as

fine as thread, several being worn at a time, are likewise very popular.

The giving of costly bonbonieres has. this year been less general. The
high prices of boxes, none of which were really worth presenting to a lady

by a gentleman under 200 francs apiece, made the gentlemen hesitate and
think°the same money could be more profitably disposed upon some more
lasting and really intrinsically valuable present. The minuet and gavotte

are to be the fashionable dances in Paris this Winter, a number of ladies

of the best society having organized already a' series of rehearsals, to

which they only invite their intimate friends. Some magnificent toilettes

are being prepared for the forthcoming soirees. The latest arrival of dis-

tinction is said to be Arabi's only legitimate wife, accompanied by two
servants. The Prince of Wales is also soon coming over to Paris again.

The new comic opera Ninetta has been produced at the Renaissance, but

did not achieve a marked success. It has plenty of good melody in it—
almost too good, indeed, for the associations of the acting. The libretto,

on the other hand, is confused and old-fashioned, the incidents are hack-

neyed, the costumes too gorgeous, and the scenery too artistic and grand
for the slender motive which the plot affords. M. Raoul Puguo, the com-
poser, is an Italian, who is a new aspirant for fame as a writer of opera

bouffe. In the book of fashion there is little new, the Fedora dresses be-

ing excitement enough for the moment. Mdlle. Croizette has retired from

the stage, her name having, at a meeting of the committee of the Comedie

Fiancaise, been placed on the list of retired artists. Bancroche.

Puck's AnnuaL— One may be pardoned, after perusing Puck's Annual
for 1883, for breaking away from the conventional and stereotyped notice

usually awarded to almanacs and Christmas periodicals. From cover to

cover Puck's Annual is a thing of joy, a kaleidoscope of ever-changing

mirth, beautifully illustrated, rippling with wit as variegated as the

myriad shapes of the female figure on a matinee day, and changing in

color like a rainbow mated with a first-class chameleon. The title-page,

by Keppler, is superior to any specimen of the printer's art that we ever

saw outside of United States Bonds. Illumined by Gillam, Graetz, Bis-

bee, Scbliessbach Opper and Keppler, that part of the work is beyond
criticism. Our friend, V. Hugo Dusenbury, P. P., contributes a very
clever jingle to accompany the Almanac, and the entire staff, together

with many anonymous contributors, have done their best to make Puck's

Annual perfect.

"Gentlemen of the jury, in this case the counsel on both sides are

unintelligible ; the witnesses on both sides are incredible ; and the plain-

tiff and defendant are both such bad characters, that to me it is indiffer-

ent which way you give your verdict."

Mrs. "Livermore says corsets hurt the chest,

chest.

Of course it is only a

REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.

Recorded in the City and County of San Francisco, CaMfornia, for

the Week ending January 29, 1883.

Co**- .edfromthe Recardsofthe CommercialAgency,401 California St., 8. F.

Wednesday, January 24th.

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE.
J.

DESCRIPTION.

P J White to J MSbotwell

W Van Alen to Honora Johnston

Jos S Hess to Sarah A Hussey....
Same to Francis W Clute
Jno Mclver to Saml Taylor ,

JPMedau to Richd Wallmann,.

S Broadway, 225 w Baker, w 25x132:4—

|

Western Addition 575
N Sacramento, 137:6 w Locust, w 75 x

127:8, being in Western Addition 831.
E Larkin, 62 n Washington, n 24x100..
E Larkin, 32 n Washington, n 30x100.

.

S 24th, 152:9 e_Noe,e 25:11x114—Harp-
er's Addition 133

Nw Sutter and Lyon, w 50x112:6—West-
ern Addition 619

1,650
1,800

1,950

1,400

2,000

Thursday, January 25th.

L C Marshntz to Ann Molloy..

Chas Leavitt to Jerome B Fargo.

Thos Davenport to AMeaburn...

Hazen Hoyt toAMS Carpenter.

La Soc Francaise to J Magendie.

Mary J Howard to C Robinson..

Cath Padcy to Thomas Kleeman.

N 13th, 35 e Berenice, e 25, n 75:4, w 25,
s 77:8 to commencement—Mission
Block 17

,

.

Nw Fnlton and Devisadero, n 137:6x137
6—Western Addition 312 ; in trust lor
Mary A Sawyer

N Green, 137:0 w Taylor, w 137:6 x 120
—50-vara 844

Ne Yolo and Missouri, e 200x433—Po-
t rero Nuevo 261

S JacksoD, 107:6 w Montgomery, w 50:6
x 69, beine in 50-vara 18 and 5

Ne 10th, 275 se Harrison, se 22x100—
Mission Block 44

Ne California and Kearny, n 33x62:6—
50-vara 24

5

5,500

10

22,000

1

75,000

Friday, January 26th.

Chus Hansen to G W Beckh

W H Kelly to Jno wieland

Wm Alvord to Jas Cashman

Jonah Evans to H V Deming. .

.

W H Seth to Jas D Page, Jr....

Geo W Reamer to Jno Droit

Benj Collins to Jno M Byrne. . .

.

S Jackson, 160 e Fillmore, e 25x127:8—
Western Addition 317 :W Hyde, 87:G s Geary, s 25x137:6—50-
vara 1,327

Se Harripon, 102:6 ne 3rd, ne 25x80-100
vara 78

S Chestnut, 137:6 e Buchanan, e 137:6 I
137:6—Western Addition 248

S California, 247:6 e Hyde, e 27:6x97:6—
50-vara 1,225

S Sacramento, 60 w Stockton, w 20x40—
50-vara 123

S California, 19:6 w St Mary, s 60x19:6—
50-vara 143

5,484

3,000

1,575

3,800

2,000

5

Saturday, January 27th.

Chas Leprenx to L Schultz

S A Winall to J P Hodgdon

M J Mnrry to J Henderson

Real Estate to Edmond Kenney..

.

Jas Lawsou to Elizth Evans

Silas A White to O F Von Rhein..

M H Lissak to W K Van Alen . . .

.

be-N Lombard, 26 w Scott, w 100x275,
frig in Western Addition 473,

E-BarUett, 80 s 22nd, s 40x125— Mission
Block 136

S Sutter, 250 e Baker, e 25x137:6, being
in Wcetern Addition 537

316 lots sold lor assessment for 15th
Avenne Ex

N Sacramento, 81:3 e Devisadero, e 50x
127:6 -Western Addition 462

E Mission, 195 n 25th, n 25x115—Mis<
sion Block 171

E Ferrie, 200:4 n Point Lobos, n 75x116:
11—Western Addition 640

$1,600

1,550

1,600

5,353

7,150

5

600

Monday, January 29th.

Richd Davis to Sebastian Lindner

JnoHBorcbelL to J H Dicinson..

Henry Barroilhet to C Bernard....

Chas Bernard to Clarisse Bernard.

Jason M Quimby to Mary Levy. .

.

Jno W Farren to Michl Shannon.

.

Jno M Todd to Christian Voigt. .

.

Jno Lick to Soc of Cala PioneerB.

Saml Lick to same..

Se two-thirds of lot 11, block 361, South
San Francisco Homestead & R R As-
sociation

S Cl.iv, 192:6 w Devisadero, w 27:6x127:

8, being in Western Addition 499
Reconveyance of all property what-

ever assigned to Barroilhet by 1,036
of deeds, page 142 "

N Oak, 68:9 w Octavia, w 68:9x120—
W A 210
W Mason, 50 n Geary, n 20x57:6—50-
vara 972

S Turk, 251:2 e 1st avenue, e 25x137:6—
WA786

N Sntter, 137:6 e Mason, e 68:6x137:6 :

subject to mortgage for $8,000
Sw 4th, 195 se Market, sw 195, s to a

point, ne 275, nw 80 to the commence
ment, being in 100-vara 126

I
Lot 80 feet on Fourth street by 275..

1,050

1

Gift

S.500

450

j 5,000

Tuesday, January 30th.

City & Co of S F to Jas M Taylor.

Michl J Welsh to Johanna Welsh

Ernst Neville to G Cerighino et al

Caleb Fay to Nathl Simpkins, Jr.

Moses Cheever to Albert Mordoff.

A H Mordoff to Alfred Mason....
Henrietta Zeile to S Heydenfeldt..

Harriett Leviston to Kate Brooks.

Marcos Unger to MoseB M Fedcr.

.

S Broadway, 300 w Baker, w 25x127:8-W A 575
E Treat avenne, 65 s 22nd, s 30x122:0—
MB139

Nw Mission, 78:6 nc Dale, ne 50 x nw
200

S Pine. 122:6 e Larkin, c 50x137:6
Lots 235, 337, 239, Gift Map 3 ; subject

to mortgage
Same
Nw Montgomery and Pacific, w 137:7 x
137:6—50-vara 8

Undivided six-elevenths e Valencia, 130

n 26th, n 95x117:6, being in Mission
Block 183

N O'Farrell, 137:6 w Polk, w 22:11x120
-WA60

& 400
1

2,800
2,000
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NOTABILIA.
THE PEDDLERS SONO.

Lawn m white a* driven snow ;

Crpmi Mark * -

il**k« ( r !\.«-» in 1 (t MM ,

B*ufle-(»r»c*lrt, necklace, amber

;

Prrfttiuc for a Lady"* chuulir .

'
• ir iiej

ln>ni head U' Di

amibay,
ran Immi cry.

Wu.ua* Buiiruu.

"Durability is better than show." Doiabltity of health is worth more
tli.m the wealth of a Vanderbilt. Kidiu-y-Wort is nut'l oo-lftbom in

maintaining health. With healthy liver, bowali hod killings, mm And
TOM «ill always Km in g 1 health* If the bowel* are torpid* if pile*

torment, if the back is full of pain, get a package of Kidney-Wort and be
cured without more suffering.

If you 'want t<> look well, and most people wish to do so, you must
wear a Rood hat. There ia an old established place on Commercial street
where the best hate in town are made. The name of the proprietor is

White, and he is known far and near as the fashionable hatter. If you
deal at the store you may be sure that you will get a good article and a
hat that lonk* well.

When a man haa a debt that he cannot pay short of three months, and
the creditor is importunate, the only tiling for him to do is to make a note
of it.

Old San Franciscans are pretty fair judges of what is good so far as

living is concerned. It is therefore to them that we turn when wishing
to find out the best place to breakf;ist, lunch or dine at. The universal

verdict is, that for true excellence, there ia one place which beats all oth-

ers. That place is Swain's, on Sutter street. It is in every way a first-

class house.

Half the sudden deaths one hears of occur from the use of ardent spir-

its which are not the pure article. Every person of intelligence is aware
that for medicinal purposes and for general use good Whisky is ordered
by most medical men. In order to obtain really good Whisky deal with
P. J. Casein & Co., at the corner of Washington and Battery streets.

Mrs. Langtry is unlike the father of the prodigal son. Her "Rosa-
lind " proves that she has no fatted calf to kill.

For many years it has been an acknowledged fact that there is no
place in San Francisco where a Photograph can be taken with such fidel-

ity acd artistic finish as at the corner of Dupont and Geary streets.

Bradley & Kulofson have earned a reputation as Photographers second to
none.

*'I cannot light the stove, love,"
A troubled woman said.

"The bother with this nasty thing
Will drive me off my head."

The husband thus addressed at once went to De La Monianya's and
bought an Arlington Range. Now his wife never complains.

New Style of Hair.—Barber: "How will you have your hair cut,

sir?" Man in Chair: "In silence."

Houses are apt to become so saturated with rain that the wood rots.

There is a sure preventive for this, and only one. That is the use of the
Imperishable Paint. It has never been known to fail, and is more equi-
nomical than any paint in use. J. R. Kelly & Co. are the agents, and the
amount sold each year is surprising.

London Tailors are said to be the best in the world, but we dispute
such a sweeping assertion. There are Tailors here who can make Clothes
just as well. Any person who has had his Clothes made by J. M. Litch-
field & Co., of 415 Montgomery street, will agree with what we say.

W. J. Florence has a new play called "A Tangled Skein." The plot
is quite an interesting yarn.

All ladies who may be troubled with nervous prostration, who suffer

from organic displacement ; who have a sense of weariness and a feeling
of lasitude ; who are languid in the morning, in whom the appetite for
food is capricious and sleep at proper hours uncertain, should have recourse
to Mrs. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

Headquarters for Electric Belts and appliances for the cure of ner-
vous, painful and debilitating diseases. Pamphlets, with full particulars,
free. Address Pulverraacher Galvanic Company, 513 Montgomery street,

San Francisco, California.

For the best Oysters, cooked in the best style, Moraghan's, in the
California Market, is the place to go to. There you are sure to get just
what you want.

It is hard to catch a man's meaning when he carries on a running con-
versation.

Just now there is a large demand for good Coal, and people are cast-

ing around to find the place where, for a moderate price, good fuel can be
bought. C. R. Allen, 120 Beale street, will supply it.

By far the best Cotton in use is that so well known as Brooks' Spring
Spool. It never varies in quality, and is the strongest for machine work
or hand use.

The Shirts and Underwear sold by J. W. Carmany, of No. 25
Kearny street, are the most serviceable and best to be had.

Never ask a woman her age—that is not that woman. Ask some oth-

er woman.

Do not be deceived. Insist on having the genuine Brown's Iron Bit-

ters, made only by the Brown Chemical Co., and take nothing else.

J. F. Cutter's Old Bourbon.—This celebrated whisky is for sale by
all first-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

Best pictures taken at the Imperial Gallery, 724^ Market street.

Ml MiE NOW OFFEKIXG THE CHOICEST
l>Esn;\s iy

EVER OFFERED ON THIS COAST.
CALL AND SEE THEM.

THOMAS DAY & CO.,

l»« AJVO IS^fc SUTTEH STREET.
i

THE GUTTA PERCHA AND RUBBER MANFG. CO.,
Manufacturers ami Dealers in

RUBBER GOODS,
offers for the FALL TRADE the FINEST LINE of RUBBER CLOTHING ever

in this market, both Heavy, Medium ami Gossamer; also aro

SOLE AGENTS ON THE PACIFIC COAST FOR THE BOSTON RUBBER
SHOE CO'S SUPERIOR KUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES.

Pure Gum and Dull Finish Boots, Hip and Short; Im. Sandals, Arctics,

Gaitera, Footholds, etc.

[Sept. 23.]

JOHN W. TAYLOR. Manager,
Cur. First and Market streets,

San Francisco.

C. W. M. SMITH, /£S^\
The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor, mjS^--(M

Established in 1862, 1"ATEN|qI
Removed to 234 Sansome Street. \Sm£§/
63?" MR. C. W. M. SMITH ia the patent attorney for Marriott's Aeroplane Com-

pany for Navigating the Air. Oct. 22.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,
Agents for KICOBD'S RESTORATIVE PILLS,

635 Market Street San Franclweo, Cal.
I'ALACK HOTEL. June 24.

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,

OCULIST.
ITIormerly at No. 313 Bnsh street, bas removed to Phelan's

' BnildlllgT, Rooms 300 to 'Mi. Hours for Consultation: 12 M. to :; i \i

Take the Elevator. May ST.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 315 GEABT ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.

Feb. 5.] OFFICE HOURS: 1 to 4 P.M.

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY
No. 310 Sansome Street,

San Francisco,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN JfURS.
[September 21.1

MARBLE WORKS.
MANTELS and ORATES, MONUMENTS and HEADSTONES,

In Marble and Scotch Qranite,

827 Market street bet. Fonrtb and Firth.

^g- Send for Designs and Prices. W. H. MeCOBMICK.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,

NO. 922 POST STREET.
Day auil Boardinft School for Young: Ladles and Children.

KINDERGARTEN. Term commenced January tth, 1883.

[Jan. 13.] MADAME B. ZEITSKA, A. M , Primripai

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

No. 320 Post Street Opposite Union Sqnare.

PROF. O. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his now Academy, No. 320 Po
struct, la now open for Juvenile and Evening Classes. Office Hours, I

10 a.m. to 12 m., and 1 to 5 r.M. Oct. 22.

JOHN McKEW,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL COAX SEALER.

431 UNION STREET Between Dnpout and Kearny.
SAN ESANCISCO. Aug. 20.

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.
Attendance, daily, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by the under-

signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, and U> furnish all information
relating to the Society. J. P. McCVRRIE, Secretary.

Oct. 23. Room 4, No. 631 California st.
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CRADLE, ALTAR, AND TOMB.
CRADLR

Baird—In this citv, Jan. 26, to the wife of Jas, M. Bsurd, a son.

Foran—In this city, Jan. 29, to the wife of John J. Foran, a son.

Goddy—In this ci'y, Jin. 26, to the wife of Jose F. Godoy, a son.
Kittefiman—In this city, Jan. 15, to the wife of James Kitterman, a son.

Kramer-Iu this city, Jan. 31, to the wife of C. W. Kramer, a daughter.
Swanson—In this city, Jan. 30, to the wife of A. bwanson, a son.

Siedenburg — In this city, Jan. 21, to the wife of Henry Siedenburg, a daughter.
Wilson—In this city, Jan. — , to the wife of Charles T. Wilson, Jr., a daughter.
Wade—In this citv, Jan. 30, to the wife of Wm. M. Wade, a daughter.

ALTAR.
Bell-Cosorove—Jan. 28, Charles U. Bell to Mary E. C. Cosgrove, both of San Jose.

Furst-Morgesstekn—Jan. 24, Adolphus W. Furst to Eva S. Morgenstem.
Gerritzbx-Stellinq—Jan. 25, Herman Gerritzen to Annette Stelliuc
Hamm-Gibbons—Jan. 27, Mark Hamm to Maggie Gibbons, both of this city.

Laselle-Dugan—Jan. 24, Fred. A. Lasselle to Nellie A. Dugan.
Larocuk-Pokbi.man—Jan. 30, A. George Laroche to Tillie Poehlman.
Mangan-Withers—Jan. 28, Michael Mangan to Hannah M. Withers.
McOlurk-Miller—Jan. 31, Harry C. McClure to Frankie Miller, both of this city.

McPhersos-McLean—Jan. 21, A. J. McPherson to Mary McLean, both of this city.

MARTiN-Rica-Jan. 29, Charles Martin to Lena Rich, of this city.

Nathan-Schmidt—Jan. 28, Marcus Nathan to Tillie Schmidt, of this city.

TOMB.
Beck—Jan. 30, Nathaniel A. Beck, a native of Massachusetts, aged 64 years, 10 mos.
Bellew—Jan. 31, James H. Bellew, a native of Massachusetts, aged 34 years.

Dodge—Jan. 29, Francis Dodge, a native of Maine, aged 56 years and 8 days.
Duiond—Jan. 29, Mary Dimond, a native of Ireland, aged 62 years.

Langley—Jan. 29, Henry G. Langley, native of New York, 65 years, 5 mos., 12 dys.

McSweexey—Jan. 30, E. J. McSweeney, native of San Mateo, 18 years, 6 mos., 4 da.

Sm th— Jan. Patrick and Katie Smith, natives of Ireland, aged 33 and 22 years.

Tierney—Jan. 30, Thomas Tierney, a native of Ireland, aged 40 years and 6 months.

The Universal Benevolent Association increases in favor with our
unmarried. Each year and month swell the list of those who, on exami-

nation of its merits, become members. To those who are desirous of en-

tering married life, but who hesitate on account of the expense, it is in-

deed a boon. There are now upwards of 5,441 members, and though 116

of them have availed themselves of the benefits to he derived from matri-

mony under the auspices of the Association, only eight assessments have
so far been called for. There can be no doubt that, as time rolls on and
our bachelors and spinsters get to know the benefits of membership, the

Benevolent Association will become one of our most popular institutions.

The initiation fee is only $12, and the yearly dues S6. So low a price

places it within the reach of all to win not only a wife, but a substantial

starter in married life. All unmarried people should inquire into this

Association, and find out for themselves the merits of the plan. It has

hitherto worked with satisfaction to all concerned, and a glance at the
prospectus will Bhow that it cannot help but be a benefit to the com-
munity at large.

Death of a Journalist.—Hugh L. Byrne died at the Alameda County
Infirmary on Tuesday last. At an early age he came to this country, and
went out with the Walker expedition to Nicaragua in 1857. Shortly
afterwards he returned to his native land, Ireland, and after being tutor
in several families of quality, became instructor in Archbishop Croke's
College, at Thurles, in the County of Tipperary, and was esteemed as one
of the best educators of the age. Subsequently, he became identified with
James Stevens in the Fenian movement, and was one of the editors of the
Freeman, a journal devoted to the Fenian cause. He was arrested, im-
prisoned for six months, and then liberated on condition that he leave the
country. He afterwards returned to America, and became identified with
schools in Maryland, and lectured through KanBas, Wisconsin, Michigan
and Minnesota. In 1870 he came to California and resumed his work of
instructing in schools and seminaries in all parts of the State, at the same
time acting aB assistant editor of the Monitor. At the time of bis death
he was engaged on "Phelan's History of the Catholic Church." He
leaves a sister, Ellen Byrne, in San Francisco—his only relative in this

country.

To Cure or not to Cure without Koni La—that is the question. In
this age of investigation and analysis some of the beliefs, doctrines and
opinions that were considered to be firmly supported by evidence " strong
as proof of holy water," are, in the light of reason and research, proving
to be but stubborn facts; so is Koni La Volcanic Water, which is no
mystified secrecy of springs in an unknown location of Northern or
Southern California, nor like a gilded pill, made to suit the eye, taste or
smell, but in its effects, and on account of its genuine merit, is now pre-
scribed by our most eminent physicians as Blood Purifier, a powerful
eliminator in all Kidney Complaints, Skin Diseases, a valuable curative
in Female Complaints, and, in fact, as a truly household remedy. One
fair trial will convince the most skeptical that Koni La Volcanic Water
will prove the sufferer's best ready-relief friend, worthy of confidence.

Pacific Mineral Water Company.
Depot—360 Fourth street, corner Harrison.

SPORTSMEN, ATTENTION !-THE SEASON OPENED.

HXJPSfTING STJITS.
This Is tbe only recognized Depot for the celebrated RIV-

ETED HUNTING SUITS manufactured by LEVI STRAUSS & CO.
We have also in stock all classes of HUNTING GARMENTS, and make the same

to order upon very short notice. HUNTING SUITS!

CORNER OF KEARNY AND COMMERCIAL STS.

feP~The Largest Establishment in its line in the United States. Price List
with handsome Lithograph of the GREAT I X L by Electric Light, sent free on
application. Sept. ie.

THE RICHARDT-BUSH

-A_IR,T SALE!
On Thursday next, at 12 noon, and 7:30

p. m., we will sell, by Auction, at the Art

Gallery of the San Francisco Art Associa-

tion, 430 PINE STREET, a Collection of

PAINTINGS, by the above named artists,

comprising European, Central and South

American, Eastern and Californian Scenery.

The Pictures are now on view day and

evening at the Gallery, 430 Pine street,

where Catalogues may be had.

EASTON & ELDRIDGE,

Auctioneers.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of tbe Bnlwer Consolidated mining' Company, San

Francisco, January 25, 1883.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the
above-named Company, held this day, Dividend No. 15, of Five Cents (5c.) per

share, was declared, payable on MONDAY, February 12, 1883. Transfer books closed

Friday, February 2, 1883, at 3 o'clock p. M. This dividend is payable at the
Fanners' Loan and Trust Company, in New York, on all stock issued there, and
at the office in this city un all stock issued here. WM. WILLIS, Secretary.

Office—Room 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cali-

forpia. Feb. 3.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
GOTJXD & CTJKRY SILVER Mining company.

Assessment No. 44
Amount per Share 50 Cents
Levied January 10th, 1883
Delinquent in Office February 15th, 1883
Day of Sale of Deliuquent Stock March 8th, 1883

ALFRED K. DURBROW, Secretary.
Office—Room 69, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California. Jan. 13.

H. 3. Williams. A. Ohesebrough. "W. H. Dimond.

WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO.,

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
UNION BUILDING,

JUNCTION MARKET AND PINE STREETS.

Agents for Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific Steam Navigation Company,
The Cunard Royal Mail Steamship Company, "The California Line of Clippers,"

from New York and Boston, and " The Hawaiian Line."

San Francisco, January 31, 1880. Jan. 31.

C. AD0LPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

SA2T FRANCISCO and NEW YORK.
g^" Agents of American Sugar Refinery, corner of Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. Jan . 17.

Francois Daneri. F. DANERI & CO., Henry Casanova
DEALERS IN

"WINES, LIQUORS, GROCERIES,
27 and 29 California street,

]Oct. 7.] Between Davis and Drumm, San Francisco.

L.H.Newton. NEWTON BROTHERS & CO., M. Newton.
IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

TEAS, FOREIGN GOODS AND GROCERIES.
204 AND 206 CALIFORNIA STREET,

San Francisco. Cal. May 25.

TABER, HARKER & CO.,

IXPOMTUSS AJfD WHOLESALE OBOCJBBS,
108 and 110 California St., 8. P.

fApril 19.]

Olans Spreckels, Wm. G. Irwin.

WM. G. IRWIN & CO.,
Sugar Factors and Commission Agents,

Honolulu, H. I. fMarch 25.
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BIZ.

Since th* timely mint of lwt we*k we h*ve h»d « sp«1l of warm
weather which ha* lm-1 qntta a revivifyini; InfltM

nn-\ Grain. »n«l which hml suffered » Nnoai Mt-btck by ttM Oold, fnwty
weather Woicfa pnoadtd the r.iin referred t<>. At DTMUkt farmer* and

rally are quite jubilant at the brilliant crop pi
rr>a*eil acrea*:*- of virgin lend i* being brought Under cultivation,

'tit ][[ -. which comiiiHnd iucreaaed attention by
rea»«tn »-f tin' vary huh prion] obtained For tin- crop "i L88S mid now mi-
ink' the world over, with good proaped ol huh and remunerative (irues

therefor for a yaarov nore to come. The QmpeVine is alao attracting
increaatHJ attention, and the area devoted thereto is being largely in-

creased. The planting of Nectarine end other Btone fruits is now in order.

The success attending the drying end canning of these end other Fruit* is

a great stimulant to growers. We can see n»t reason why we on the Pa*
:iat should any longer draw our supplies of 1 tried Plums, Prunes,

Onrranta., eta from Europe, We can raise Just as Rood Fruit here. So,

aJso, of eumonds, Walnuts, etc, and yet we Import largely of these arti-

cles. As for Raisins, we have already become quite independent of

Spaiu and our imports from Malaga are rapidly waning and must soon
to an end. Oranjrea are now flooding the market from Los Angeles,

Riverside and other orchards in the southern part of our State, thus ren-

dering unprofitable imports of a like nature from the Society [elands.
With Lemons and Limes we have been less successful, but the time is

near at band when we can dispense with Sicily Lemons and Mexican
Limes. By the use of Alden and Plummet* drying machines we are en-

abled to cure our Fruits to perfection. Oregon can do the same, but she
is too careless in the packing thereof to secure the East for a market for

her present surplus. Mr. W. H. Jessup, of Alameda, is eminently suc-

cessful in the drying of Plums, Prunes, etc., for market.

The Salmon-canning with us on the Pacific has already grown into a
gigantic business ot itself, not only as regards the fisheries on the Colum-
bia and Sacramento Rivers, but many other rivers of less note, north of

us, contribute many thousands of cases. Tomatoes have also become a
very important article with local canners, to say nothing of other vegeta-

bles. Already we have some half-dozen or more large canning establish-

ments in this city putting up all kinds of fruits and vegetables, but there
are even a greater number of canneries in towns and cities adjacent, that
are following this canning business with great success. San Jose boasts
of two large establishments of this nature; there is one also in Oakland,
and others are being erected in the very centre of the fruit-growing re-

gions of the State. Thus far we have found a ready market for all these
Goods ; Apricots at the moment being in excessive supply, but Berries,

Cherries, Peaches, Pears, etc., find ready sale at all times. The stock of
Canned Salmon yet remaining on the coast is very small. Those packed
on the Sacramento River, for the most part, went to Chicago by rail, while
the bulk of the Columbia River Salmon went to England.

Our Export Trade in Flour is steadily expanding. Country millers,

who, heretofore, were laboring at a disadvantage in sending their surplus
here to compete with city millers, now combine together and ship off car-

goes direct to Great Britain. Starr & Co., of the Vallejo Starr Mills,
continue to find it to their interest to ship regular supplies monthly to the
United Kingdom, where they have an agency for the sale of it, and find

so great encouragement therefor that they are about to erect another
monster mill whereby they can extend their export trade. S perry's Stock-
ton City Mills continue to find a large outlet for their Extras in Hong-
kong, it being a favorite brand of Flour with all Chinese consumers. In
this city our large flouring mills are prosecuting a successful business, not
only at home but abroad. Exports of same to Central and South Amer-
ica are of growing volume, while their shipments to the United Kingdom
and elsewhere are of importance. The keeping qualities of California
Flour upon long sea voyages is an importaut factor with us, and tends to
develop the traffic materially. During the year past considerable ship-
ments of Flour have been made to Texas, New Mexico, etc., by the
Southern Pacific Railroad.

Coffee, Sugar, Rice and Tea.—These several staple articles of im-
port command our attention. Of Coffee, our chief supply comes from
Central American ports. Low prices ruled all last year under the influ-

ence of heavy stocks here and elsewhere. We have now received 2,000

bags of the new crop, which is offering upon the market. Of Sugar, dur-

ing the past two years our chief supply has come from the Sandwich
Islands, but within the past sixty days three or more cargoes have been
received here from Manila via Hongkong, the same being ordered by our
local refiners. The Bteamship Coptic, arriving this week, brought 21,283

bags Manila Raws, Our Sugar refiners regulate prices to suit themselves,
working in unison, and competing successfully for the entire Sugar trade
west of the great rivers, and which they are determined to control. Of
Rice, we draw our heaviest supplies from China and Hawaii, both con-

tributing freely to our wants. The Coptic, just at hand from Hongkong,
brought us 42,348 mats Island Rice, commanding 4|c. Of Teas, our chief

supply comes from Japan, though more or less still reaches us from China.
The Coptic, from Hongkong via Yokohama, brought us this week 4,219
pkgs. ; also in transit for Eastern cities, to go forward overland, 5,294

pkgs. Prices have generally ruled very low here for the past two or three

years, competition being great and supplies very liberal.

Coal, Iron and Salt.—These three staple articles are sent to us freely

from Great Britain and her colonies. British Columbia now sends to us
the most popular Coal in use for household purposes. Sydney sends to

us steam coals, while Wallsend comes from N. S. W., and like the West
Hartley from England, enters largely into household use. From New
York we receive more or less Anthracite, and from Baltimore many car-

goes of Cumberland, exclusively used for smith's use. The Mt. Diablo
(California mines), sends us freely of low cost steam coals suited to inland
waters and local mill use. Washington and Oregon send to us free sup-

plies of bituminous coals from Seattle, Coos Bay and other mines, and
for all these low prices have ruled for a twelve month.

Iron and Steel.—The United Kingdom continues to send us free

BUppHes of raw and refined metalg, but for all these low prices have ruled

for a year past. Imports of railroad Iron and Steel Rails have for a few
years past oeen very large, not only here but in Oregon, and are likely to

be continued for time to come. Steel Rails in quantities have also been
Imported from Hamburg at low rates of freight.

Salt Though largely produced In our own bay, and of good quality,
oontinuss to be imported freely from Liverpool and some little from
Me\io., bat the business has not of late years been profitable. Stocks
large causing low prices to rule.

Arrivals during the week include ship Florence from New York in 181
, with General Merchandise; Edinburgh Castle, from Valpa-

raiso, with B65 tons Old Iron and 936 bags of Chili Walnuts: ship Bor*
rowdale, from Liverpool, with general cargo; ship Walter 11. Wilson,
from Cardiff, with Coke 2,0liN tuns, Steal Blooms 5,684, Scrap Iron 304

Old Iron Rails 185 tons, etc.: (.'optic, fn-m Hongkong, via Yokoha-
ma, en routs for the East by rail, with Silks 518 pkgs., Curios 396 OS.,

Teas 5,294 pkgs., and for this city Rice 42.348 pkgs., Tea L.249 pkgs.. Su-
gar 21,283 bags. Hemp 200 hales, Chow-Chow 6,600 pkgs. The ship ( 'ids.

Cotesworth, from Liverpool, brought for cargo Glycerine 40 dins., Tin
Plate 4,000 pkgs., tron 3,889 bare, etc.; ship Mabel, from Hamburgh, Ge-

lds Schnaner, from Hilo, with 2,084 bags of Hawaiian Sugar.

Wheat is getting scarce. Extra Choice commands iSI 85@1 90 path;
No. 1 Shipping, SI 80; No. 2 do., $1 77$ # ctl. In Futures considerable
business is doing; at the Call Board 100 tons No. 1 White, buyer Febru-
ruary, sold at SI 80.

Barley.—The tendency of the market has been downward all through
January. Call Board sales in Futures very heavy; we quote: Spot Chev-
alier, SI 35, at which 500 tons sold for export to Europe: Brewing, $1 30
@1 35; No. 1 Feed, Si 15@1 17£.

Oats.—Held strong at$l 70@1 95 tf ctl.; 800 ska. No. 2 sold at SI 77£,

Cora. —We quote White SI 65; Yellow, SI 65 # ctl.

Hops.—Few sales. Price, 90@95c.

Wool.—Stock of Fall Clip Defective, large. Scourers only buyers of
Free Clips at 170U8i:.; Free Mountain, 15@16c: Fair do., 13@14e.; De-
fective Fall, 8@Uc.
Tallow is scarce at 8@8£c; Refined, ll@12c.

Quicksilver.—The Oceanic, for China, carried 1,300 flasks. Price,
33$@33£c.

Salmon.—There is considerable inquiry for the Spring Catch, with
reported sales on the Columbia River for export at SI 224 f- °- °. Choice
brands are held at SI 30 {> doz.

IMITATION BAKING POWDERS.
To the Public ;—The public is cautioned against the practice of many

grocers who sell what they claim to be Royal Baking Powder, loose or in
bulk, without label or trade-mark. All such powders are base imitations.
Analyses of hundreds of samples of baking powders sold in bulk to parties
asking for Royal have shown them all to be largely adulterated, mostly with
alum, dangerous for use in food, and comparatively valueless for leaven-
ing purposes.
The public is too well aware of the injurious effect of alum upon the

system to need further caution against the use of any baking powders
known to be made from this drug; but the dealer's assurance, "Oh, it's

just as good as Royal," or "it's the genuine Royal, only we buy it by the
barrel to save expense of can," etc., is apt to mislead the unsuspecting
consumers into buying an article which they would not knowingly use in
their food under any consideration. The only safety from such practices
is in buying baking powder only in the original package, of a well-known
brand and a thoroughly established reputation.
The Royal Baking Powder is sold only in cans, securely closed, with

the Company's trade-mark label and the weight of package stamped on
each cover. It is never sold in bulk, by the barrel, or loose by weight or
measure, and all such offered the public under any pretense are imitations.

If consumers will bear these facts in mind, and also see that the pack-
age purchased is properly labeled, and the label unbroken, they will be
always sure of using a baking powder perfectly pure and wholesome, and
of the highest test strength in the market.

J. C. Hoaglanp, President,

Royal Baking Powder Co., N. Y.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,

Sawing, Planing- and Manufacturing—Boors, Sashes, Blinds and
Mouldings—Turning-, Scroll and Jig Sawing-—Counters,

Bar and Store Fixtures.

Finishing Work for Buildings on Hand and Made to Order.

217 to 225 Spear SI., and 218 to 226 Stewart St., S. F.
The largest and oldest established mill on the Pacific Coast.

D. A. Macdonald, Pres't. R. S. Falcoxkr, Sec'y. W. N. Miller, Supt

[March 25.]

M. A. GUNST & CO.,
203 Kearny Street San Francisco.

IMPORTERS JSD DEALERS IN
HAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS,

Also, Agents for Kimball, G-aulliener & Co.'s Guatemala Cigars.
g^~ Inform the Public that thetf receive large invoices of Choice

Havana Jirands tivice a month. IFeb. 19.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

360 FOURTH STREET, SAX ERAXCISCO.
[July 15]

A. WALDSTEIN
Lithographer ami Ziucogrnpber, So. 320 Sansome street.

Room 4S, Second Floor. Au?. 19.
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
The future of France continues to be the chief item of interest in re-

gard to foreign affairs. As we predicted last week, the Ministry has re-

signed. It is unfortunate that the question upon which they fell to

pieces was one upon which they ought to have held together. The Minis-

ters of a republic ought not to have been divided upon the question of

how to treat monarchial schemes. Yet, in the hour of their country's

sorest trial, that was the subject upon which they disagreed. One section

thought the safest way to put au end to dynastic intrigues was to send

the representatives of the dynasties out of the country. It was thought

better that the known conspirators against the Republic should hatch

their treason at a distance. Jerome living in Paris and fulminating pro-

nunciamentos against the existing order of things, and using his place of

residence as a means to further his ends, was what officers loyal to the

Gi vernment of their country ought not to have tolerated for a single in-

stant. Yet that was the question upon which tbey divided. Then it was
well understood that the Orleans Princes and the Legitimists were plot-

ting and scheming to overthrow the Republican Administration. In that

condition of things one section of the Ministry desired to expatriate the

conspirators, whilst another section was opposed to that course, and upon
that question they disagreed, and finally resigned. That does not speak
well for the loyalty of men who to-day are pretending to serve the He-
public. It shows that there are men holding high office who are at heart

Monarchists. And therein consists not a little of the danger of the situa-

tion. It had become fashionable to be a Republican, and therefore the

great majority of public men gave in their adherence to that form of

government, whilst in their secret hearts having sympathies in a different

direction. The Government ought to be in the hands of its friends. A
Republic ought to be run by Republicans, for a house divided against

itself cannot stand. The existing ministerial mansion was that kind of a
house. Part of it was for saving the Republic at all hazards, whilst an-

other part was for wrecking it at any cost, and hence the disagreement,

disruption and final resignation.

The point of all this is that it shows that there is weakness where there

ought to be strength—that there is treason where there ought to be
loyalty, and that all this bodes no good to the perpetuation of Republi-
can institutions in France. If Republican Ministers are plotting against
the Government which they represent and embody, what hope can there

be for the continuance of that Government. There can be no doubt that

the vast majority of the people are firmly in favor of Republican institu-

tions. That fact has been demonstrated at every election that has taken
place since 1870. Yet the people are tiring of weakness and imbecility,

and are ready to fly from the evils that they have to others that they
know not of. A feeling of dissatisfaction and unrest prevails. France is

one of the *' Great Powers," and her people are keenly alive to their re-

sponsibilities. Tbey are not satisfied with the present weakness of their

Government, and despairing of strengthening it from among Republican
statesmen, they are, in very desperation, ready to welcome even an Im-
perialist or a Monarchist, if only thereby they can secure a strong Gov-
ernment. For these and other reasons we do not believe that the existing
form of Government in France has a long lease of life.

There can be no doubt that the death of Gambetta was a sore blow to
the Republic. He was the one strong man that the Republic had pro-
duced. To thinking minds, who know anything of France, the loss to

French Republicans of their greatest chief is almost irrepairable at this

juncture. He commanded the party in Parliament more distinctly when
he was out of office than for the short time he held the reins. His great-
est value to them, however, was the conquest he had made of the pro-
vincial population. He was the first Parisian orator who had won the
confidence of the peasantry and secured their allegiance for the Republic.
He owed this partly to the personal fame that clung to him after the war,
but much more to his political sagacity. We must remember the su-
preme patience with which he lay in wait and lived down detraction after
1871. France then had a passion for peace, and he, personifying war,
was one of the most unpopular of living politicians. Then came the Com-
mune to throw disgrace on the Parisian Republicans, with whom he had
been identified. By slow degrees the discredited statesman recovered his
influence and he was the one man capable of uniting in a national en-
thusiasm the rural populations and the Democracy of the towns. It will
be difficult for the party to obtain any successor capable of inspiring the
same general confidence. M. Gre*vy is a passive weight on the side of
order and peace, but he does not excite fervor, and in any coining hour of
uational danger the nation will turn with a vain longing to the grave
where the lost leader lies—cut short in comparative youth, illustrious
for half a year, and now the "inheritor" of an " unfulfilled renown."

All this and much more is true of Gambetta, yet it is astonishing what
rough things are being said of him by journals opposed to his course.
Here are a few specimens. The Francais (Orleanist) says: "M. Gam-
betta is stricken down at forty-five, in the midst of an open war declared
against Christianity, and on the morrow, as it were, of a defiance hurled
against God." The Legitimist Union thinks that the, Republic is virtu-
ally decapitated by his death. The Gazette de France says: " It is not
only M. Gambetta, but the Republic that disappears." The Pays (Im-
perialist) says :

" Leon Gambetta is dead. The hand of God is there.
He falls in the prime of his life, in the full ripeness of his manhood, in all

the pride of his strength. He dies poisoned by his own blood. He set
himself up against God. He has fallen. It is fearful, but it is just."
The Clerical organ Vatcrland remarks that "he died as he lived—without
religion ; and his political activity consisted in combating Clericalism. It
is a marvelously providential coincidence that the man 'whose God was
his belly' died through a mortal disease in that part of his body."

That is all false, cruel and outrageous, and only shows to what lengths
partisan strife leads. The utterances we have quoted are those of the
enemies of Gambetta and Republicanism, and as such they are perhaps
his best eulogy. He was a great man, with great gifts. France could
badly spare him. The Republic, in his death, suffered a loss that may
hardly be repaired.

DEATH OF HENRY G. LANGLEY.
Everybody knew or had heard of Langley. He was one of the in-

stitutions of our city. As the compiler of the Directory of our city,
most people had occasion at one time or another to consult him. He was
born in New York, August, 1817. He was a member of the New York
firm of J. & H. G. Langley, booksellers and publishers, Astor House,
before coming to California. This was a prominent Eastern publishing
house forty years ago. The Democratic Review was issued by it from 1841
to 1845. In connection with John L. O'Sullivan and Samuel J. Tilden,
Mr. Langley established the New York Daily and Weekly Morning Kews,
whose great influence contributed much to the election of Polk in 1844.
Horace Greeley, when here in 1858, said that he never met a stronger
journalistic opponent than Mr. Langley. On March 17, 1849, he emi-
grated to California, which he reached on November, 12, 1849. He arrived
in San Francisco, January 5, 1850, with Judge Edward Norton, Colonel
Jack Hays, John Nugent, Major Caperton, and other pioneers. He en-
gaged in mercantile business in Sacramento until 1852, when Governor
John Bigler appointed him as his Private Secretary, and as Deputy Super-
intendent of the State Census, for that and the succeeding year. The
San Francisco Morning Globe, the first newspaper on this coast that sup-
ported Buchanan for the Presidency, was started in 1856 by Mr. Langley,
Recorder Baker, William Moody and some others. In 1857, he began
the San Francisco City Directory, which he issued annually until about
four years ago, when he sold the publication to a company, in which he
reserved a slight financial interest, though not an active one. This com-
pany has continued publishing the Directory. Mr. Langley also com-
piled Beveral valuable Pacific coast business directories, others of Ala-
meda and Oakland, and California State Registers for 1857 and 1859.
President Hayes in 1880 appointed him United States Census Supervisor
for this Distrtct, and special agent for the collection of manufacturing
statistics here. He belonged to the Fire Departments of this city and
Sacramento, and represented the local Knickerbocker Fire Engine Com-
pany in the Board of Delegates for eight years. He has been Secretary
for five years of the Pacific Yacht Club, of which he was one of the in-
corporators. He leaves a wife, residing in this city, and two children by
a former spouse in New York.

THE NATION'S BROADWAY.
For the past week San Francisco streets have missed one of its most

active business men, Mr. T. D. McKay, the General Agent of the Chi-
cago, Burlington and Quincy Railway. Mr. McKay was called to Chi-
cago suddenly on important business in connection with his work. He
will be back next week, and from the following paragraph, which re-

cently appeared in the Reno Gazette, the Chicago, Burlington and
Quincy, with its connections, will be the great highway of the continent,
and we feel sure the Company could not have a more energetic or gentle-
manly agent at San Francisco than its present incumbent: " Charles
Francis Adams, Jr., the railroad expert, said in a recent interview that
the Broadway of this continent is the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy,
and the Union and Central Pacific Railroads. He said other big roads
were growing upf but they were Sixth Avenues and Third streets, while
the great route mentioned was, and always would be, the Broadway,
which carried in its channel the burden and rush of the country's busi-
ness. Mr. Adams' opinion of the Burlington Route will be indorsed by
every one who rides over it. Its equipment is magnificent and no amount
of business can choke it. Delays are very rare, and if one line should
chance to be blocked or washed away, there are branch roads and cut-offs
in the system which offer an outlet almost anywhere. The Company is

going after the Pacific Coast trade in a lively manner, and there will be
especial pains taken to secure the good opinion of all who go that way.
The officers will be found to be alive to the interests and tastes of passen-
gers and shippers. Mr. Potter, the General Manager, and Mr. Lowell,
the General Passenger Agent, and W. H. Firth, Assistant Passenger
Agent, were recently on the coast, and their visit will bear good fruit.

THE RICHARDT-BUSH ART SALE.
The largest collection of paintings and sketches ever offered at

public sale in this city is that now on view at the gallery of the San Fran-
cisco Art Association, 430 Pine street, to be sold on Thursday next, day
and evening. As indicated, the pictures are painted by two different

artists, Mr. Ferdinand Richardt and Mr. Norton Bush. The former has
resided here for the last nine years, and Mr. Bush is a '49er. The variety
of subjects offered in tbiB collection is quite numerous, embracing scenes
in Europe, Central and South America, in the Eastern and Southern
States and California. Mr. Richardt seems to have paid great attention
to the portrayal of Niagara subjects, there being no less than thirty of

them in the sale ; they are, too, among the best examples he has. Mr.
Bush, on the other hand, leans to tropical views, of which class of subjects
his collection is in great part composed.

There are but few sketches—about a dozen—and the paintings are nearly
all finished in a manner seldom seen. It is too apt to be the habit of

artists to hurriedly paint work for sale at auction. It needs but a glance
to satisfy any one that, so far as this collection is concerned, they were
not intended for the auction-room. The exhibition will remain open, free

to the public, day and evening, till the sale, Thursday, the 8th. A por-
tion will be sold at 12 noon, and the residue at 7:30 in the evening.

Easton & Eldridge will be the auctioneers, of whom catalogues may be
had, or at the gallery. .

Quicksilver.—Jos. Bennett Brothers, of London, have sent to us the
following resume* of Mercury for the past two years, the average price,

etc., to 31st of December, 1882, inclusive :

1881. 1882.

Season's import entries, bottles, about 56,261 about *50,920

Imports from January 1st to December 31st 56,261 " 45,920

Exports from January 1st to December 31st 24,842 " 40,423

Imports for December 8,688
" 800

Exports for December 2,938 " 4,381

Price per bottle, about £6 5s. " £5 15s.

Stock in London to 31st December, 1882, roughly calculated, is about
86,000 bottles, including December, 1881, Spanish.
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GOLD BAB8 HO fine par.—Retimed Silver—14J(air,t p cent, die-

count. Mexican Dollar*. 12^13 percent, disc. num.

W Exchanr* on New York. 25@30i-. I' 100 premium; on London Bank-
era, 49 9 1CJ. ; Paris, eight, 5-12J@5 10 francs per dollar. Eastern
Telegrams, 35@4fc.

9f Price of Money here, 6<5>10 per cent, per year—bank rate. In the
open market, l"@l$ per month. Demand light. On Bond Security,
3(2, -4$ per cent, per year on Call.

«- Latest price of Sterling in New York, 483J@487.

PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
San Francisco Feb. 16 , 1X83.

Stock* and Bonds.
BONDS.

C»l. State Bonds, 6'8,'57.

S. F. (Stj & Co. B'ds. 68, '68

S. F. City* Co. B'ds, 7s ...

Montg'y A v. Bonds
Dupont Street Bonds
Sacramento City Bonds
Stockton City Bonds
Yuba County Bonds
Maryst'ilta City Bonds
Santa Clara Co. Bonds
Los Angeles County Bonds.
Los Angeles City Bonds
Virjp'a & Truckee R. R. Bds.
Nevada C. N. G. R. B. Bds
Oakland City Bonds
Oregon B4 N. Bonds, 6s..

BL P". K. R. Bonds
U S.4s

BANKS.
Bank of California (ex div.)

Pacific Bank
First National (ex div.). ...,

IN31RANCR COMPANIES.
Union (ex div.)

,

Fireman's Fund (ex div.)..

California (ex div.)

Bid. Atktd

Nom. Nom.
Nom. Nora.— 40
-- 60
SO —

lOS —
90 100— 106

100— 107
101 103

106 10S— 126
I

10S 108
103 1114

119j 120

162J 163*— 120

127 130

115 118
1-26 128
100 111

Stocks and Bonds.
lSSURANCR COMPANIKS.

State Investment
Home Mutual
Commercial
Western

RAILROADS.
C. P. R. R. Stock
C. P. R. K. Bonds ....
City Railroad
Omnibus R. R
N. B. and Mission R. R.

.

Sutter Street R. R(ass'tad.)
Geary Street R. R
Central R. R. Co
Market Street R. R
Clay Street Hill R. R ...

S. F. Gaslight Co
Oakland Gaslight Co ...

Sac'to Gaslight Oo
Califor'a Powder Co ....

Giant Powder Co
Atlantic Giant Powder.

.

Gold and Stock Teleg'h Co.
S.V. W. W. Co. 's Stock..,
S. V. W. W. Co' Bonds ..

.

Pacific Coast S.S.Co's Stock
California Street R. R. ..

112
134
120
103

SO
112

50
95
81
97£

Nom.
Nom.
52J
291
56

120
103

112

117
138
125
1U7

81
114
llll

84
991
55

Nom.
Nom.
531
30
58

107
70

77*
85

116J

115

Pacific Rolling Mills, 122, 130. Cala. Dry Dock, 521, — Safe Deposit Co., 45, 464-
Vulcan Powder, 45 ; 48. Presidio Rw-ilroad, 67,68. Safety-Nitro Powder, 10j, 11-

Central Gas Sto^K, 58, 6U. Hawaiian Commercial Co., 34, 354. Northern Pacific R.
R. Bonds, — , 103<&104.

Tbe action of the Board of Supervisors in adjusting the water rates
has had a serious effect on the price of the Btock, which to-day is selling
at 85. All other securities are neglected, but prices are not lower.

THE BANK COMMISSION.
It is reported that the present Legislature is bent upon legislating

the Bank Commissioners out of office. The doctrine that " to the victors
belong the spoils " is to be put in full force. But we think that it would
be the part of discretion, which is the better part of valor, to hesitate a
little before changing the Bank Commissioners and giving their office a
partisan complexion. The oversight of all the banking institutions of
the State is a matter of grave importance, and ought not to be the sub-
ject of party plunder. Moreover, if changes must be made, they ought
not to be of so sweeping a character as to turn all three of the Commis-
sioners out at the same time. One or more of them ought to hold over.

Somebody experienced in the office should remain. J. M. Litchfield has
made a conspicuously good record, is efficient, and has the confidence of

tbe business community, and certainly deserves to be permitted to serve
out bis full term.

Mr. T. D. McKay, the general a<rent of the Great Overland Route, via

the Chicago, Burlington and Qnincy Railroad and the Hannibal and St.

Joe Railroad, has just returned from a tri;> East, where he has been in con-

sultation with the leading officers of the roads he represents. The com-
bination which has just been effected between the two roads above men-
tioned, has resulted in placing at the disposal of the traveling public an
overland rout which for comfort, convenience and elegant appointments,
cannot be equaled. The Great Overland Route, which is now the succes-

sor to the famous Great Burlington Route, makes connections for all the

principal cities on the Atlantic slope, and it is safe to predict that it will

become the favorite route with all travelers, and Mr. McKay's personal

activity and urbanity will contribute largely toward effecting this result.

Mr. McKay, we desire to add, has just moved his business quarters from
No. 2 New Montgomery street to elegantly appointed offices in No. 32

Montgomery street.

Grain Charters.—British sbip Walter H. Wilson, 2,400 tons, Wheat,
to Liverpool direct, £2 0s. 6d.; ship Florence, 1,605 tons, Wheat, to Liv-
erponl direct. £1 17s. 6d.

London, Feb. 16 -Latest Price of Consols. 102 7-16@102 5-8d.

MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For NavlKatluur the Air.

Office of the Aeroplane Company for Navigating the Air, 609 Mer-

chant street. Office hours from 1 to 2 r.M.
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Meteorological Summary.

—

Week Ending Feb. 15, 1883, 7:58 p. m. :

Highest barometer, 30.255—15th; lowest barometer, 29.669—12th; aver-

age barometer durirjg the week, 29.995; highest temperature, 58°—13th;
lowest temperature, 39°— 9th; a\ 9rage temperature during the week, 46.7;

highest relative humidity, 90 per cent.—13th; lowest relative humidity,
50 per cent.—10th and 12th; average relative humidity during the week,
72.3 per cent. ; prevailing direction of wind, northerly; maximum velocity

of wind and direction, 29, south—13th; total rainfall during the week, .91;

total rainfall during the season of 1882-3, 12.07 inches.

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.—New York, February 15.

1883.—U. S. Bonds— 3s, 104; 4s, 119£ ; 4£s, 113J; ex-5s, 103|. Sterling Ex-
change, 484@487. Western Union, 82£. Wool—Spring, fine, 24@31

;

Burry, 16@20; Pulled, 18@40 ; Fall Clips, 15@20; Bnrry,- 12@14. Lon-
DON.February 15.—Liverpool Wheat Market, 9s. 8d.@9s. lid.; California

Red American Spring, 9s. 7d.@10s. 6d. Bonds—is, 122& 4£s, 115£.

Overland Shipments.—Shipments of freights from California over-

land in January were li?ht, although heavier than in January, 1882. The
total was about 6,200 tons, or 12,573,370 lbs., of which 6,569,970 lbs. went
by the Central Pacific and 6.003,400 lbs. by the Southern Pacific—say of

Wool, 1,387,800 lbs.; Hops, 72,800 lbs., etc.

Charters.—Ship Martha A. MacNeil, 1,011 tons, has a Wheat charter
to Cork or Continent at £2 2s. 6d.; ship St. Joseph, 1,146 tons, Wheat
charter, XT. K., Havre or Antwerp, £1 18s. 9d.

For New York via Isthmus.—The Pacific Mail Steamship San Jose
carries, en route to New York, 2,357 gallons Grape Brandy, 49,000 gal-

lons Native Wine, etc.

Honolulu.—The Hawaiian bark Kalakaua, nineteen days from the
Islands, brings 4,665 bags Sugar, 670 pkgs. ditto, 2,329 bags Rice, 270
pkgs. Molasses, etc.

Albion.—Eureka, Nevada, February 16th, 1883 (telegram): Banks re-

fused to buy Albion checks at any price. One of the men attache3 to-

night.

For Mexico.—The San Jose, hence on the 14th inst., carried 700
flasks Quicksilver, 2,000 lbs. Bread, 218 bbls. Flour, 8,400 Ids. Sago, etc.;

value, 834,300.

Central America.—The San Jose, bence on the 14th inst. for Central
American ports, carried 2,348 barrels Flour, 9,344 pounds Rice, etc.

Flour for Liverpool.—The ship Emblem has cleared for the above
port with 15,400 barrels Vallejo Starr Mills Extra ; value, $80,000.

The British bark Tiber, 924 tons, now at Victoria, B. C, loads Lum-
ber from Puget Sound to west coast of South America.

Cork, U. K.—The ship Martha A. McNiel, 1,011 tons, has a Wheat
Charter as above at £2 2s. 6d.

Fiji Islands.—The barkentine Eatk Ficklnger, 440 tons, loads Lum-
ber at Port Bluebell

To Panama.—The San Jose, for the Isthmus, carries 24,453 lbs. Rice,
600 bbls. Flour, etc.

Entered at th« Post-Office at San Francisco, Cat., as Second-Class
Matter.

Printed and Published by the Proprietor, Frederick Marriott, 607 to 615 Merchant street, San Francisco, California.
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FASHION'S VOICE.
Last week I considered the little girls. To-day I shall attend exclu-

sively to the little hoys. It is much easier to deck boys than girls, albeit

one has more scope with the latter, and then charming dresses are, per-

haps, more satisfactory when seen; but I don't know. For my part I

prefer boys every time, and a little mite in a royal blue velvet blouse,

with a great white sailor collar in embroidery, sleeves cuffed to match, and
a suspicion of handsome white drawers peeping below the blue; chestnut

hair brushed off a clear white brow (though, of course, the hair can't be

made to order), is as lovely a picture as one would wish to see. A pretty

dress is made of bottle-green ladies' cloth, double-breasted a little below
the waist, whence a kind of skirt is formed quite plain in front, with four

side pleats on either side, embellished by a row of small buttons. A
crimson sash, with deeply fringed ends, also a roll-over wide collar of the

crimson, with two rows of narrow velvet to finish the edge; a wide felt

hat, crimson, turned well off the face, and knitted leggings over the shoes,

completes an effective outdoor costume. And also a pretty suit comes in

rough cloth, having knickerbocker pants, while the partially fitting sacque
coat is kept in form by a wide leather belt put on high at the waist be-

hind and pulled down low in front, it giving great length of waist. It is

quite la mode to have children's dresses made extra long waisted, and they

look much more piquant and stylish than those made short. I saw a lit-

tle dress, the other day—let me see how to describe it: the make was
very peculiar. The front was plain from the neck to the knees, and fitted

the figure, the back being shaped in also, and below the waist was a
pleated skirt, which only extended from side to side. The corners of the

front were braided; also the square pockets, which fitted in to the corners.

On each breast was a square panel, also braided in the corners, the whole
finished by a coachman's cape with corner-braiding. The material was a
pink-gray cheviot cloth, the braid being black silk round cape, panels and
sleeves; the braiding was effected by a flat puffing of greysatin. Knicker-
bocker pants of black velvet were confined below the knee by elastic

bands and steel buckles, and the hat for the costume was a Robespierre,

with high crown and wide black velvet band on the gray felt. A novel
and beautiful rig-out for a little fellow of five or six.

Plain morning suit3 are mostly made of diagonal or flannel. I think
blue is very much the prettier color for either boys or girls. Navy blue,

with the front handsomely braided with narrow worsted braid or wide
alpaca braid sewed on in rows, which maybe graduated. Gilt buttons
are a good deal used, but they get very shabby and are not half so suita-

ble as horn or silk buttons. Of course, with velvet the gold makes a
pleasant relief, and those who can afford it should buy their buttons
plated, for the ordinary run of what are called gilt buttons have not a
particle of gold on them. For older boys there is a fanciful conceit in

blue and black stripings for pants, with blue coat and belt. I hear my
small boy say they are " blooded,"and urges me dayand night to give an
order for a pair, which appreciation I resist like a man. "Blooded," I
presume, means high-toned. To me they are suggestive of the festive

hoodlum. Leggings are much in favor for boys. I feel thankful when I
see the little legs covered up warm. You should see them in England,
with socks on all the year round, the poor little legs blue and scarlet with
the biting cold. Thank heaven people are coming to their senses about
dressing children warm. Very little boys look well in cloth coats trimmed
with fur, not too deep, but in proportion to the size of the child. With
this may be worn a round cap with a band of fur to match, but on the
whole the round felt hat is more general than any other, a wide band of
ribbon with a large buckle, or a bright wing of a bird stuck in that band
being the correct adornment. Braided velvet dresses for small boys are
in vogue for best wear, and these can be made by thrifty mothers with
little expense—that is, in comparison with those bought complete. Light
cloth and cashmere, are also much used for braiding, and it is so easy to

procure a pattern for two bits that there can be no excuse for having the
little ones behind the times. Silver Pen.

DEATH OF HARRY T. HAMMOND.
It is with emotions of the sincerest regret that we record the too early

demise of this most estimable gentleman. His good points were so numer-
ous, his sparkle and vivacity so conspicuous, his geniality so warm and
sunny, and his young life so apparently full of future promise, that it is

impossible not to murmur at his too early taking off. Mysterious indeed
arethe ways of Providence. HarryT. Hammond was ayoungman of singu-
lar promise, finely educated, surrounded with friends who loved him
dearly, with an exceptionally bright future before him, yet, at the age of
27, consumption claimed him for its own. He was born in San Francisco,
on the site where the Mercantile Library now stands, was educated and
graduated with honor at West Point, took part in the Modoc war, and
subsequently resigned his commission in consequence of ill health. He
studied law in this city, was admitted an attorney and counselor, and
had.entered upon a practice that promised success. He took an interest
in politics, and, somewhat against his will, was a candidate in Novem-
ber, 1881, for city and county attorney. His party ticket was then
defeated by an average of three thousand votes, yet he came within two
hundred and thirty votes of an election. Whatever he set himself to do,
he did with all his might. He knew no such word as fail. He took an
active part in the affairs of the National Guard, and at the time of his
death was Colonel of the Third Regiment. His was a singularly win-
ning, forgiving and genial disposition. Some months ago we had occasion
to differ with him in regard to a political matter, and meeting him on the
streets we engaged in a conversation on the subject. His frank confession
of wherein he thought be might perhaps have erred, coupled with his
stout and manly defense of the motives that actuated him, left an abiding
impression behind. He was undoubtedly characterized by kindliness of
disposition combined with firmness of purpose, and, had his life been
spared, his future would have been a useful and noble one. But it was not
to be. Our sincerest commiserations are extended to his bereaved family.
He was the son of Major R. P. Hammond, Police Commissioner of this
city.

He was a lisping drummer and had a pretty good opinion of himself.
He said to his partner at a dance in a town not far from Boston :

" I
wanth you'th to understan that I'me no ordinary wunner. I belong to
the firm of Jones & Thun. My father is Jones and I'me the Thun.

—

Boston Globe.

TWO NOTABLE BOOKS.

History of Central America, Vol. I, and History of Mexico, Vol. I.
H. H. Bancroft. Published by A. L. Bancroft & Co., San Rranciseo.

These two books are the first of a series of historical works which Mr.
Bancroft is now engaged in preparing. In the "Native Races of the
Pacific States " this author has already recorded all that is known of the
aboriginal inbahitants of these countries, from chaos down to the advent
of the Caucasian, and in this new series, of which the two works above
mentioned are the pioneers, it is intended to tell the story of the white
man's coming, settlement and conquest, and record the history and devel-
npment of the mighty peoples and empires he has founded. The field is a
great one. The story of the chivalrous Spanish cavalier adventuring
forth on the bosom of a mighty, tempestuous and almost unknown sea,
searching strange coasts and penetrating into the mysterious depths of
wild lands, surrounded by hordes of savage people, is of thrilling interest
to the reader; but to the historian, who aims to record the truth, it pre-
sents a task of unusual difficulty. As a broad proposition it may be
said that all history is, and must be, an admixture of fact and fancy. In
details truth and untruth can scarcely be identified. During the late
civil war the reverberation of the guns had scarcely died away on the
battle-field before a pronounced conflict of opinion regarding the most
important facts of the struggle arose amongst the many participants and
observers, and that conflict still exists. Even in the ordinary affairs of
everyday life a half-dozen witnesses of any given event will conscien-
tiously and widely disagree in their story of it, and that, too, within an
hour of its occurrence. This being so, it follows that if, under the most
advantageous circumstances, absolute veracity of detail cannot be at-

tained, the historian who approximately reaches truth in telling the
story of Spanish discovery, adventure and colonization in the New World,
does well. That is to say, if, out of the glamour and unreliability of these
wild, fascinating sixteenth-century legends he evolves a history wherein
the great important events are accurately chronicled, he does, so far as
veracity is concerned, all that can reasonably be expected of .him. Meas-
ured by this standard Mr. Bancroft has in these two works done well, and
his books will have a permanent value.

The "History of Central America " covers a period of time ranging
from Columbus 1

early voyages down to the year 1530, besides an intro-
ductory chapter which is in the nature of a cursory review of Spanish
history and a philosophical examination of Spanish character, and the
influences and elements from which it was developed. In this philosoph-
ical disquisition Mr. Bancroft labors to show that the exquisitely refined
brutality of the Inquisition was not cruel, because the Spaniard was the
slave of religious superstition and bigotry, and that the bull-fight was a

f)ardonable sort of pleasantry, because, as conducted in those days, it was
ess a species of dramatic butchery than it is at present. The necessity
of this chapter does not seem to be apparent, and its general tone will be
objected to by the critical reader.

In his narrative of the discoveries and settlements of a stream of rest-

less cavaliers, who were ever reaching out for fresh fields, Mr. Bancroft is

infinitely happier. If the subject were less interesting it is possible that
Mr. Bancroft might be a trifle wearisome. As it is, the reader never tires.

From the printed pages those bearded, armored adventurers seem to step
forth into life, searching for gold and empire. One can almost fancy one
sees Balboa standing entranced on that hill-top, looking down for the first

time on that mighty ocean he has discovered. " Beneath his feet in fur-

rowed prospect were terraces of living green, sportive with iridescent
light and shade ; waving plains and feathered steeps, white lined with
flowing waters, here dashing boisterously down the hillside, yonder wind-
ing silent through the sighing foliage to the all-receiving sea," is the way
Bancroft describes the scene. This is a little far-fetched, but there is no
doubt but that the spectacle was a noble one. It is in the fact, however,
that human civilization, through Vasco Nunez de Balboa, looks for the
first time on this great ocean that gives to it its magnificence and solem-
nity. The mere prospect, as viewed from the point of vantage occupied
by Balboa, is an insignificant matter, and scarcely worthy of all this tinsel

wealth of word painting.
" The History of Mexico " covers a period ranging from 1516 to 1521.

It commences with the voyage of Cordoba to Yucatan, and ends with the
bloody scenes attending the capture of the City of Mexico, when Cortez and
his handful of adventurers stood triumphant in the halls of Montezuma,
conquerers of a brave and chivalrous people, whose numbers were reckoned
by the million, and whose civilization was little inferior to that of the
Spaniards. In this book the picture of a great achievement is drawn, and
well drawn. The central figure in the picture is, of course, Hernan Cor-
tez, but there are other and impressive figures. In fact, each member of

that expedition is a hero, bent on robbery and conquest. As one follows
th<i story of this brave leader and his handful of adherents, one cannot
help but wonder that from such men such a listless, enervated, unenter-
prising race should have sprung. One cannot but look at the Mexico of

to-day and wonder where is the enterprise, the courage, the indomitable
will-power and the sagacity of those who landed on a strange coast,

burned their ships behind them, and advancing into a hostile, thickly pop-
ulated country, after two years of marching and fighting and exposure,
made themselves masters of millions.

Mrs. Julia Melville-Snyder, the eminent teacher of music, elocution

and all that pertains to the stage, is now thoroughly settled in her new
quarters, parlors 106, 108 and 110, in the new Phelan Building, where she
is prepared to receive and instruct pupils who desire to prepare for the

stage. In the preparing of ladies for the dramatic.and lyric stage, Mrs.
Melville-Snyder has had many years experience, and has met with great

Buccess. Her pupils almost invariably turn out well, and many of the
most prominent ladies on the American stage of to-day were prepared for

their chosen profession by Mrs. Melville Snyder. The methods employed
by this lady in giving instruction are her own, and is the result of years

of observation and deep study. She does not follow in beaten paths, or

slavishly obey arbitrary rules. The result is the native talent and ca-

pacity of her pupils is developed and expanded and guided into a practi-

cal, useful channel, with a rapidity that is astonishing. The pupils who
enjoy the benefit of her instruction are, in an incrediby short space of

time, prepared to take their places behind the footlights, and that, too,

not as mere copyists, but with a strong individuality developed, which en-

ables them to make and to hold a place of their own.
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SOCIETY.
February 15 1883 The weather for the |uut week hm mnra nearly

rv»riii J'TV of an April *l;t>\" than what wo dmmIIi
j

have in Pthmary,n trlng ban. allotted us with
at^itit ' hoars. Acvtliiiu- is

t] wmIdi (taut, ami the
Dgratulation t«i all.

mi t.i K- reeling the reaction from the plethora "f gaiety In-

in tb« areek before bent, and is it present in a state of torpor, hut
rat ami la»t week* <»f Lent ate generally the moat quiet »<f the whole
n "FHeoan Bocaal oirclee.

After this weak people will rouse up again, and various means will he
[or passing die rot of the forty liny* hih! nights of enforced quiet

in tOOM way most pleanint; t>> theinscU i s. and I <i;ire nay, Bre |ong. fl

a

shall haarol the usual number of commerce parties. Lawn Tennis OInb
meeting, lunches, eqaeetrian displays, and other like affairs generally in-

dulged in at this st-ason.

toarta are also on the tapis, which style of entertain-

ment is usually a (JikmI draw for those who will not enter a theatre or join a
during the Lenten fast. To-niiiht Mrs. Blake-Alversou is the bene-

Hiiary.and I bear a good house is conhdentlv looked for. The Loringa
an- also on the programme for to-nigbt (it is a pity the two should oon-

fliet), ami Madame Zeiss- Dennis is contemplating a recital for an early

day, when we shall have the pleasure of hearing her glorious voice in

ev^ry style of t*nnk'. from i^rave to gay, operatic, and in ballads.

I expect the MoMnlUn " party calls' reception" will almost amount to

the dignity of a full dre*s dance; at any rate there are many who seem to

think so. Every one is also looking forward to the approaching Mardi
Gras Festival with much curiosity; but why did not the Committee in

charge make it a on careme affair when they were obliged to postpone it?

The name, at least, would be more appropriate.

If they determine to make i; an institution here, and there is no rea-

son, with our large foreign population, why they should not, I hope that

hereafter it will be on time. I am afraid, though, that we are to lose our
other prominent sensation, i. e. the Vanderbilt family visit, for owing to

fears of cowboys and bandits en route, the trip has been indefinitely

postponed. Who can say that wealth has not its drawbacks as well as its

advantages?
Two receptions are in contemplation, one to Governor Stonenaan, by

the military, the other to Consul Booker by our citizen3 at large, prior to

his departure for his new field of action, but, as it will not likely take
place till after Easter, the composing of new costumes in which to shine

will scarcely fail to be another meana of enabling the fair sex to pass

the intervening time agreeably to themselves.
Quite a number of weddings are on the cards for directly after Lent,

among them Miss Julia Sterling's and Mr. Horace Hill's, which will,

however, I hear, be solemnized in Washington ; Miss Leta Ogden's and
Mr. Pease's ; Miss Sanders' and Dr. Urquehart's, and Miss Eyre's—all of

which will no doubt be society affair?. While on the subject of marriages,

there is one piece of advice I should like to give, which is, that when there

are no bridesmaids, there should be no bridal bouquets, at least of such
huge dimensions as are now the style ; as, at a wedding I was recently at,

the bride, having dispensed with the usual female attendants, and thus
having to take off her own glove at the proper time, being burdened with

an immense floral offering, she was actually obliged to remove that article

of dress with her teeth ! I don't know how the sight may have affected

others, but to the subscriber it was far from pleasing.

The Crockers are at home again after their long tour abroad, and it is

pleasant to hear that they are Had to be with us again, and pleasant to

see the windows of their beautiful home on the hill unclosed once more.

I hope we shall n-»t lose them in a hurry again, as they have been much
missed from society this Winter.
Judge, Mrs. and Miss Sanderson have also returned, and after Lent

will, I hear, let their dear five hundred friends see what the inside of

their house is like ; and among other returned absentees I must not omit
to mention pretty Mrs. Sherwood, who is looking remarkably well, and
Mr. George Hearst, who has made a prolonged visit to Arizona and Mex
ico. I hope we shall soon now welcome his charming and popular wife

home again.

Mr. G. H. Malter is said to be engaged to Miss Gilmer, daughter of

the late Colonel Gilmep, of British Columbia.
Once more has death been busy among our business men and gathered

in one of our oldest and best known residents, Mr. D. J. Tallant, who
has been here since the very earliest days of our being as a State, and
Mr. F. Barreda, who, though a new comer to San Francisco, was well

known and much liked in our community. Both leave families to la-

ment the loss of their heads, and both leave troops of friends to regret

the departure of " another gone before."

Ex-Senator Sharon's many friends will be glad to hear that he is con-

valescing rapidly after his late very severe illness, and he hopes ere long

to be out and around again. Felix.

The members of the Ladies' Cooking Society, of San Francisco, held

a most iuteresting and instructive meeting this week. The suhject under
discussion was the purity and relative value of the various baking pow-
ders now on the market competing for public favor. After an animated
and extended interchange of views had taken place, samples of the va-

rious brands were produced and their purity put to a practical test.

Simply the boiling test was applied. A proper quantity of each powder
was placed in water and put on the fire to boil. Those powders that

were adulterated with rice flour or starch made a passing fair article of

paste when put through this ordeal ; those that contained ammonia were
detected by the odor, and those that were composed of cream of tartar

and bi-carbouate of soda only simply dissolved in the boiling water,

leaving a deposit of rochelle salts at the bottom of the vessel. The New
England Baking Powder passed all these tests with entire satisfaction,

and the whole assembly of ladies united in its praise.

What famous French place of amusement would Mother Eve be most
likely to mention if asked who was her milliner? Give it up? Why, k
jardin m'habille, of course.

SUMMER IN THE COUNTRY.
The South Pacific Coast R. R. Co. (Narrow Gauge) has issued a

i rtptive " LM nf Hotels, B ling Routes and Biourston
Ground*, with Names and I'"- office Addresses <<f Proprlefeira," located
along the Una of Its roadt including San Juee and Santa Cruz. These
litte are for free distribution, and are call attention of our readers and of
committee* to the superior advantages of this roote for a Summer holi-

day. The Santa Crui Mountains are unrivaled for oamperaand health-
tteekcra. The Big Tree Grove and Santa Cruz are glorious places for ex-

cnreionista, Shutzen Park, under the new management of Captain
Cautue, and Newark Park, by Julius Wildermuth, are perfect picnic
ground*. These lists, with folders descriptive of the road, time tables,
rates of fares, etc., can he obtained at all the Company's offices or at 222
.Montgomery street, ami at the Passenger Station, font of Market street,

south side, San Francisco. All offices are connected by telegraph and
ezprees. For special and excursion rates and contracts, apply to R. M.
Garratt, General Freight and Ticket Agent, at the General Office.

The Grand Opera House will be opened on next Monday evening,
February lUth, under the management of Miss Caldara and Mr. Henry
Aveling. An emotional drama, entitled Through Fire, a translation

from the works of the celebrated French dramatist, Sardou, will be the
first piece presented by the new management. This will he the first pro-
duction of this play in this country, and it will doubtless attract crowded
houses, as it is the work of one of the best and most successful authors of

the present day, and has been pronounced by those who have read it as
the equal of Diplomacy and the other society dramas of that class. The
leading roles will be sustained by Miss Caldara and Mr. Aveling, sup-
ported by one of the strongest companies that have ever trod the Grand
Opera House stage, and the piece will be put on the stage with the ut-

most completeness in regard to scenic effect and other accessories. Mr.
Aveling's magnificent personation of the leading character in Youth,
which contributed so largely towards securing for that production the
success which attended it, has established his reputation with the theatre-

going public of San Francisco as a talented, painstaking actor; and Miss
Caldara also is well known as a graceful, accomplished, capable actreBS.

If this production should meet with that success which its many merits
and the complete manner of its presentation deserve, the new manage-
ment of the Grand Opera House will become a permanency.

Next Friday night. Mrs. Henry INortnn will give another of her de-

lightful concerts at Dashaway Hall. The programme has the same
attractive features that have proved so enjoyable in previous concerts by
this lady ; the grouping and selection of songs in English, French and
German indicating the range of her taste and the powers of her voice.

Mrs. Carmichael Carr will assist as accompanist, and will also play sev-

eral piano solos.

Can hard cider be called the voice of the Press ?

The Pacific Mutual
Life Insurance Company of California.

4,18 California Street, San Francisco, Cat.
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A Sound and Progressive Home Institution.

The Annual Statement of the company of date December 31, 1882, shows the

following
:
viz.

:

An Increase in Policy Holders,

A™ Increase in Amount of Insurance,

An Increase in Assets,

An Increase in Surplus.

THE POLICIES OF THE COUPAyT IMPOSE

NO EESTKIOTION UPON KESIDENOE CE TRAVEL

!

Are Exempt from Execution and the Claims of Creditors,

— AND ARE—

INDISPUTABLE AFTER THREE YEARS!

For the small annual premium of $38. 16 a man. at 30 years of
age. can secure frcmthe PACIFIC MUTUAL, LIFE INSTJKANCE
COMPANY an endowment for $1,000. payable to himself when he
becomes 55 years of age. or payab e. in case of previous death, to
his wife and children. Dividends accrue upon second and all sub-
sequent premium payments, and. if not taken to reduce premiums,
will a d largely to the amount of endowment.
Equally favorable te-ma are offered for older or younger ag s and

for larger amounts If desired, endowments may be made payable
ia ten, fifteen or twenty years.

Remember the Endowment Premium Carries the Life Insurance
Without Additional Cost,

And in case of death the full amount of policy is payable without

expense or delay to the beneficiary named in the policy. (Feb. 17.]
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THE TWO BRIDES.
I saw two maids of the kirk,

And both were fair and sweet

;

One was in her bridal robe,

One was in her winding-sheet.

The chorister's sang the hymn,
The sacred rites were read,

Aod one for life to Life,

And one to Death was wed.

They went to their bridal beds,

In loveliness and bloom

;

One in a merry castle,

One in a solemn tomb.

One to the world of sleep.

Locked in the arms of Love ;

And one, in the arms of Death,
Passed to the heavens above.

One on the morrow woke
In a world of sin and pain —

But the other was happier far,

And never woke again

!

—E. H. Stoddard.

LETTERS TO PROMINENT PERSONAGES.
No. 1.

To Governor George Stonemaa :—Your career reminds me of a
glorious sunset I have seen in high latitudes. The sun, for several hours
before sinking below the horizon, was beclouded ; but ere taking its final

departure from mortal gaze, sent forth its rays upon numberless flitting

clouds, which seemed to light up the whole firmament with singular
beauty. That which for awhile was out of sight and almost out of mem
ory suddenly sent forth quite an effulgence of glory, and left me wonder-
ing at the singular and exquisite tints of an Aurora Borealis. For the
twenty years subsequent to the war, your star was certainly not in the
ascendant. You were undoubtedly not a successful general. I am far

from saying that ill fate is necessarily an evidence of fault. Mis-
fortune will happen in the best-regulated families. It is certain

that it happened in yours. You were captured, made a prisoner of
war, and suffered the loss of prestige, which always flows from failure,

no matter how undeserved. Subsequent to the war, you were sent to
a small and out-of-the-way military post in Arizona, and there again you
were accused cf having failed. I am not sure that you did. I am
told by those who ought to know, that if the facts were truly told,

you did yourself credit whilst there. Yet it remains that before the eyes
of the nation you lost rather than gained credit. Then you retired from
the regular army and became a wayfarer and a wanderer on the face of
the earth. But you were not altogether unprovided for. As a retired
military officer, you enjoyed a pension amounting to $3,250 a year. That
was a sufficient and even a handsome allowance, that ought to have ren-

dered your subsequent life independent, and as independence should mean
happiness, you ought to have been happy. But you were not. You
doubtless brooded over the best opportunities of making reputation and of
gaining renown which a great war had presented to a general with your
advantages. Yet, withal, you did not seek preferment or emoluments by
renouncing your political creed. You were, prior to the war, a Demo-
crat, and you remained one ; and therein consists your highest credit. I
have always felt great respect for yourself and Rosecrans and McClelland,
who continued true to your convictions and preferred to remain as door-
keepers on the outside rather than dwell in the tents of the wicked.
You might, if you bad chosen, have become one of the military ring
which, during Grant's regime", governed the nation. A more cor-
rupt crowd never held high carnival over the pelf, plunder and
offal of an abnormal and infamous era. You could have ran
with the clique that then chased things to the devil, but you
were not so minded, but preferred to go into obscurity and become even a
practically bankrupt orchardist, than to fatten and grow rich upon the
infamies of corruption. Had you chosen to run with Grant and Logan
and Babcock and Belknap to do evil, you might have enjoyed place, pre-
ferment and plunder, but you, like Rosecranz, stood aloof, kept outof the
enticing whirlpool of an exceptionally corrupt period, and preferred pov-
erty, humble toil and obscurity to high station, large emoluments and
wealth gained at the sacrifice of self-respect. All honor to you for your
conduct during that period! You may not be, as I believe you are not, a
genius, or a statesman, or a person possessed of great versatility in the
conduct of affairs, but you have proved yourself a man of undoubted pro-
bity and high honor during a time of exceptional temptation, which, as
times go, is indeed high praise. Then you gravitated to California and
became a cultivator of the soil, and were not a success to any great extent,
for four years ago your ranch was heavily mortgaged. You have since
been enabled to pay off, in great part, your indebtedness from savings le-
gitimately earned. That fact is the substantial indication that you had
entered upon a new and more successful phase of your career. Your star
had long been behind a cloud; now the cloud for the first time began to

silver lining to it. You were sought out in your seclusion at Sanhave i

Gabriel by Governor Irwin, and appointed a Railroad Commissioner.
That proved to be the tide in your affairs which, taken at its flood, led on
to fortune. Irwin and you have changed positions since then. He was
then Governor and you were in obscurity; you are now Governor and he
is a livery-stable keeper at Yreka. It is to be hoped that you will not
now forget that one good turn deserves another. Your appointment as
Railroad Commissioner led to your election to the same position by popu-
lar vote, and for five years you drew from the State a salary of §>4,000 a
year. With this and your pension you were pretty well provided for.
The sun palpably began to brighten around you. You could not, how-
ever, continue to draw both State salary and national pension, if anybody
had thought it worth while to interpose a legal objection, but nobody did.
You were in no one's way, and therefore you were let alone to enjoy a
soft thing, that nobody begrudged you. During the whole of those five
years, either your pension or your salary could have been cut off by the
railroad people, to whom you were supposed to be inimical, if they had
been bo minded. They preferred, however, to keep you just where you
were. The popular clamor of the hour was bound to have a representa-
tive, and you were believed to be the least offensive exponent it could
have. You satisfied the popular longings, but hurt nobody. You were
looked upon by the powers that be as being very much like a chip in por-
ridge, neither good nor harm. Therefore you were let alone when you
might have been disturbed; and, to do you justice, you were not unmind-
ful of the consideration 'extended to you. You drew your salary, voted,
when necessary^as the people wanted you to do, but you did not "set the
Thames on fire.'

1 You so cleverly balanced yourself that you placated

both sides. You did not seriously antagonize the corporation, whilst at
the same time you succeeded in retaining the popular approval. You did
just enough to retain the latter, whilstcarefully eschewing everything that
was likely to offend the former.
As an educated conservative man, you probably did not and do not

believe in the impossible hopes for a confiscation of railroad property
and railroad income. Be that as it may, it is certain that you manage
yourself with singular adroitness. The railroad believed you so inoc-
uous a man that you might well be permitted to come to the front.
The grangers thought you so entirely their own that they rushed to San
Jose with enthusiasm in your behalf. The railroad knew that in the
gubernatorial chair you could do it little harm, even if you were so
minded. They thought you so harmless a tub that they concluded you
might with safety be thrown to the whale. Thus, both sides supported
you. and you were nominated. The same forces came into play in the
popular election that followed, and in consequence you were chosen Gov-
ernor of the State of California by the largest majority ever given to a
candidate for that high office. The Aurora Borealis was now shining
upon the even-tide of your career in its fullest splendor. Your sun has
not yet set, and thinking men are wondering whether it will finally dip
beneath the political horizon brilliantly or in a clouded condition. It is

certain that you have before you a difficult, though perhaps a not alto-
gether impossible, task. If you can continue to pose in the future as vou
have done in the past—enthusing the many and not displeasing the few

—

you will clearly be entitled to be considered one of the most dexterous
politicians of the period. So far you have commenced well. Your ap-
pointments have been clean and decent, and such as were fit to be made.
Your choice of General Cosby for Adjutant-General has met with par-
tisan criticism, but has been approved by the people. The war is over,
and your record as a loyal Union General is too sound to permit of your
being successfully assailed on the score of having given an office to an ex-
rebel. But you must not go too far in that direction, and I do not be-
lieve you will. You are too wise a General to forget to reward that
large part of your army of supporters who were not on the other side
of the "unpleasantness."
An important fact in your recent career is that you resigned your pen-

sion in order to qualify you to be elected to your present position. Just
why you, a poor man, gave up a life income of S3,250 a year for a four
year's office of §6,000, i3 more than I comprehend. I do not understand
and therefore may not pretend to explain it. It would seem to mean that
you hope to be your own successor, or that you expect by popular favor
to remain in the public service for several years. If it means that, the
strongest possible guarantee is afforded that it will be your chief aim to
so shape your course as to strengthen yourself with your fellow citizens
with a view to future contingencies. There is no reason why you should
not realize such hopes, if any you have formed. You have attained to
high office at a favorable period for the party to which you belong. You
have the good fortune to be advised by able and far-seeing men. Your
domestic and social surroundings are of the happiest kind, and if you can
successfully survive the one great difficulty I have hereinbefore pointed
out, there is no reason why you should not have a long career of public
usefulness before you.
There remains a matter to which I would like to call your attention. I

heard, the other day, at Sacramento, from a gentleman who is known to
be very "close " to you, that you had " determined to sit down on the
Hearst crowd." If you made any such remark it was unworthy of you,
I am inclined to think that, if you said anything of the kind, your true
meaning was misinterpreted. If you intended to convey the idea that
you will endeavor to suppress the corrupt boss element in this city, whose
support Mr. Hearst had the misfortune to be afflicted with, you were en-
tirely right. The people would applaud you in that view, and I am per-
suaded that in his secret heart no one would more thoroughly approve
than Mr. Hearst himself. But if you meant anything more than that

—

if you intended to say that no Democrat who exercised his undoubted
right to prefer your principal opponent should have any influence with
the present Democratic Administration—you expressed an unwise and an
ungrateful sentiment, of which it is hard to believe you capable. No
man ever behaved more generously toward another thau Mr. Hearst did
toward you. Prior to the nomination his journal was so conducted as to
appear much more like your organ than his; and after the nomination it

gave you a hearty, sincere and ungrudging support. If I were you I
would sit down and write Mr. Hearst, thanking hinj for his kindness, and
offering to consult his personal wishes in regard" to any matters he may
have cherished. That would be a proper and graceful thing to do under
the circumstances, and it would cost you little in the end, for Mr.
Hearst is not the man to beg many favors. I hope that your administration
will be a success, reflecting honor upon yourself and doing credit to the
State. I shall watch your future with interest, and whilst it may be my
duty as a scribe to comment upon it from time to time, I have no other
desire than "to be to your faults a little blind and to your virtues very
kind." Meanwhile, I remain Your fellow-citizen,

__ ____________^_ Thomas Upright.

The attention of the feminine world is directed to the fact that Messrs.
J. J. O'Brien & Co., of the Arcade, 924, 926 and 928 Market street, are,

this week, offering bargains in Dry Goods such as have never before been
offered in San Francisco. On their counters and shelves will be found
Colored Velvets, Colored Satins, Black Satin and Moire Stripe, Colored
Brocade Stripe, Black Silks, Colored Ottomans, Black and Colored
Moires, all wool French Cashmeres, Mousquetaire Gloves, Black
Quilted Skirts, and, in short, all and sundry the various articles to be
found in a well-stocked first-class Dry Goods establishment. Nor are these
goods being sold out at reduced prices because they are old, or damaged,
or out of style. On the contrary they are the latest and freshest styles,

and every article is warranted to be in perfect condition, and it is well to

bear in mind that a firm of the standing of Messrs. J. J. O'Brien & Co.
could not afford to misrepresent their goods or sell them for what they are
not. The whole secret of this extraordinary reduction in prices at the
Arcade lies in the fact that Messrs. O'Brien & Co.'s agents in the various
dry goods marts of the world have purchased unusually large parcels of
Spring Goods, and room must be made for their reception and display.

«S~Feathers, ribbons, velvet can all be colored to match that new hat
by using the Diamond Dyes. Druggists sell any color for 10 cents.
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A DANGEROUS AND INFAMOUS QUACK BILL.

The quacks art* >

I a liil! into i v their
• <>r hindrance. It wm difficult, i! not

I for that purpose an uneducated orea-
i baa never opened bis month in

i hi* very soul give in intelligent exposition
ill, if he wi in Hi-, bnslneei u t<> tntrodnoe the hill,

i it, lobby for it and get it peased regmrdlen of e\

ly of it before oommitteei i* left t<> hired attorneys,
everything but its real intent and pnrpoan, But no man on-

law can mistake the true Lnwudnen of this infamona
bill. It throws down all existing safeguards, which are not u strong as

they might 1*. ami cunningly provides that any peraoo may practice med-
icine and surgery who i? *\i <;nt'httite of some legally ch<'

school,* Now, under the laws of this State any five persons oan tile arti-

elea of incorporation without reference to learning, skill, or character, and
un<ier the proposed law they could immediately establish a diploma man-
ufactory, and forthwith proceed to sell for coin licenses to practice medi-
cine to ruffians, abortionists, and rascals of the very worst kind that can
afflict a community* And w* speak with a certainty of knowledge when

that that is the precise thing that will be doue if the Nelson hill

passes.

It so happens that a law was recently smuggled through the Massachu-
setts Legislature, from which the Nelson bill is copied, and it will be in-

tensting t<> know what has happened under that law. Fortunately we
have to hand an undoubted authority. The New York Kation, just re-

ceived, has a very conclusive article on the subject. Under the caption,
"The Diploma Industry in Massachusetts," it proceeds to say:

"A recent decision of the United States Commissioner at Boston has
brought into unpleasant prominence the position of Massachusetts with ref-

erence to medical education. The case, briefly, was as follows: An insti-

tution calling itself the Bellevue Medical College incorporated under the
statutes of Massachusetts, after a preliminary correspondence by mail ar-

ranging tbe bargain, sold to a fictitious person, for the sum of one hun-
dred and fifty dollars, its diploma conferring upon him the degree of Doc-
tor of Medicine. Included in the same bargain were a certificate of ma-
triculation and lecture tickets, showing that such person had attended a
course of lectures. The certificate of matriculation and lecture tickets
were sent by mail ; the diploma by express, C. O. D. The parties impli-
cated were arrested and tried upon a complaint, under the United States

Revised Statutes, Section 5480, for using the mails for the purpose of de-

frauding. Tbe evidence clearly established the fact that the matriculation
certificate and lecture tickets, and the correspondence arranging the bar-

gain, had been sent through the mails ; also, the sale of the diploma to a
person who had never attended the "college," and whose spelling and
grammar showed him to be absolutely illiterate. The Commissioner dis-

charged the prisoners, ruling that under tbe laws of Massachusetts there

was nothing to prevent the founding of such schools and their issuing

their diplomas to whomsoever tliey pleased—in a word, that tbe laws of

Massachusetts sactiuned just such practices. Such seems to be the la-

mentable fact.

"Tbe night before tbe whole transaction was exposed in a daily paper,

a reporter called at the college, which, by the way, was the house of the
"'

I >ean." After a short, very short, beating about the bush, he came to

the point by asking if he could not get the Bellevue diploma within six or

eight weeks. The affable *' Dean," who, it may be said incidentally, is a
graduate of his own college) assured bitii that it could be easily arranged,
observing cheerfully that the main thing to be acquired was " doctoral

conduct." He assured the aspirant for medical honors that, armed with
the Bellevue diploma, and putting on a bold front, he could easily take

away business from the old fogies who had acquired their credentials to

practice by the antiquated and musty method of study. Of these un-
fortunates the astute " Dean " remarked: "They carry no medicine ex-

cept two or three ordinary powders." The Bellevue diploma was shown
to the reporter. It was in Latin, for the correctness of which the learn-

ed " Dean" pledged his word. The whole transaction was thorougly ex-

posed in the newspapers. The "President," it is true, said that the case

which came before the United Sates Commissioner was the only one
which had occurred; but the business-like way in which the application

was nswered, the subsequent correspondence, and the reporter's interview

with the " Dean," made even tbe most charitable question this assertion.

One suggestion of the ingenuous President is worthy of note. In one of

his letters he tells the applicant for the diploma to call speedily at the ex-

press office, and take away tbe precious parchment, for the longer a thing

lays in an express office, the more time there is for thought and gossip

about it.

"The ruling of the Commissioner is undoubtedly correct. Under the laws
of Massachusetts to-day, u medical college can be formed by any seven per-

6071*. There is nothing to prevent boot-blacks or prize-fighters, many of

whom now enjoy the title of "professor," from being its founders. No
capital is required. [That is the Nelson Bill exactly.

—

JSd. N. L.] The
only necessary expense is the ink required to fill out the blanks gratuitous-

ly furnished by the Commissioner of Corporations, and the fee of five dol-

lars for certifying to and recording the' papers. Any name may be assum-
ed "not previously in use. by an existing corporation"

—

i. c, existing in

Massachusetts. The " Bellevue Medical College" is already formed and
flourishing under this law. There is no reason why we should not soon
have tbe "Dartmouth" and "Yale;" nay, for aught that appers in the

statutes, we may soon have a new " Harvard Medical College," or " Har-
vard Medical Academy." Neither name is the same as " Medical School
of Harvard University," but " 't is enough, 't will serve," aod the diplo-

mas would doubtless bring a good price at a distance from Boston.
" The college once formed, no proper supervision is prescribed by the

State, no requirement that the instructors shall be physicians or even ed-

ucated persons. No course or time of study is prescribed. The boast of

one of the " Bellevue" faculty, that they could issue diplomas to whom
they pleased, seems to be but too true."

"The ease with which these colleges can be formed, together with the ab-

sence of all statute requirements as to medical education aud practice,

brings about this discreditable state of things. It would certainly be

proper that some more stringenl provisions as to the character of the
founders of the college, the nam.' and purpose of the institution, and its

probable stability and genuineness of purpose should be required. If a
tcbool (rets into ill odor For a time, there is nothing to prevent the forma-
tion of a new one with a Spick arid span new name "

" The root of the whole evil, however, is the entire absence of any stat-

ute requirement as to the medie.il education and character of instructors,
or the proper supervision of these schools. There would be no roison </'

ttir for fraudulent medical schools were it not for these causes. The fa-

cility of organisation merely furnishes an easy, cheap and expeditious
means of carrying out the schemes of their founders, as has already been
exemplified in the case of the Bellevue. That institution has shown the
way, and there is nothing, as the law now stands, to prevent Massachu-
setts from becoming the principal seat of diploma manufacture for the
whole country. The previous reputation of Massachusetts in connection
with education in general gives her peculiar advantages in this respect.''

'• Nil argument or sophistry can make it appear right that Massachu-
setts should allow these colleges to issue their fraudulent diplomas. If a
man has no diploma, well and good. His status is defined. If a college,

incorporated under the laws of a State, confers a diploma, let the State
see to it that such diploma is a genuine and substantial credential for the
practice of medicine, or else expressly forbid its issue. When once
formed in accordance with the statutes, these schools are, in effect, just

as fully authorized as any regularly chartered medical college. Massa-
chusetts allows them to exist, and she is responsible for their conduct.
She is to-day, in effect, encouraging the manufacture of fraudulent diplo-

mas by schools which have assumed, or may assume, the names of long-

established schools of other States. To put it on no higher ground. Mas-
sachusetts should not thus violate the plainest rules of fairness and honor
in trade by tacitly permitting such base and colorable imitations to be
sold."

Yet it is now proposed to give the low-down quacks of San Francisco

—

and there is not a more infamous class in the Union—the benefit of an
exact counterpart of that infamous law. If quacks must be allowed to

practice their death-dealing wiles, let them do so without the authority
of law. Do not license them to kill. Rather than do that it will be bet-

ter to abrogate all laws on the subject, and permit everybody to practice
medicine and surgery. But we do not believe that anything of the kind
will be done. If the people may not protect themselves in their sick

chambers and in the hour of disaster and death, it is difficult to see what
act of good government and self- protection they are capable of.

QUICKSILVER,
FROM NEW ALMADBN MINES.

Prompt shipment—LOWEST PRICE fur purest uniform quality.

J. B. RANDOL, : : : 320 Sansome Street, San Francisco,

Sa

AMERICAN EXCHANGE HOTEL,
lansome street. Corner Halleck, San Francisco.—This
J hotel is in the very center of the business portion of the city, and has been

renovated and newly furnished throughout. The traveling public will find this to

be the most convenient as well as the most comfortable and respectable hotel in the
city. TABLE FIRST-CLASS. Board and room, §1, SI. 25 and $1.60 per day. Nice
single rooms per night, SO cents. Ureakfaats or dinners, 50 cents. Lunch, 25 cents.

Eighteen tickets, good for any meals, for $5. Hot and cold baths free. Free coach

to and from the hotel. Oct. 7.

PROF. JOS. J0SSET,
Graduate of the University of Paris; Ux, Professor of Oe

la Mennais' Normal, France; late of Point Loma Seminary, San Diego. Pri-

vate Lessons in the French Language. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 p.m. Private Lessons given at the res-

idence of the pupil. Dec. 6'.

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN'

Steam Baths; Electric mnl Chemical fifths; Sulnhnranu
other medicated vapor baths, wfth Bvodiah movements and massage Special

apartments for ladies and f&mUfaa DR. JUSTIN UATES,

July 1. 72J Montgomery street, near Washington.

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,

.STOCK BROKERS,
No. 314 Pine Street San Francisco.

IMay 20.]

JOHN McKEW,
WHOLESALE AND HETAIL COAL DEALER,

*S1 UNION STREET Between Dupont aud Kearny.
SA.IT FJtAXCISCO. Aug. 26.

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.
Attendance, daily, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by the nncler-

signed.to receive subscriptions and donations, and to furnish all information

relating to the Society. J- P- McCURRIE, Secretary,

Oct. 23. Room i. No. 531 California st.

COKE CHEAPEST FUEL7~
Redaction i n Price : Wholesale Price, 50 cen ts per barrel ;

Retail Price, 60 cents per barrel, at the works ol the SAN FRANCISCO GAS-
LIGHT COMPANY, Howard and First streets, and loot of Second St. Jan. 12.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

360 FOUSTB STREET, SAJf TSA2TCISCO.
[July 15.]

A. WALDSTEIN
ithogrrapher and Zincogrrnpber, No. 320 Sansome street,

1 Room 4S, Second Floor.
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PLEASURE'S WAND.
**We Obey no Wand but Pleasure's."—Tom Moore*

The play of Young Mrs. Winthrop is almost a sermon preached from
the stage. It is a picture drawn from real life, with all the light and
shade of the joys and sorrows common to humanity. It presents a phase

of domestic life, as it exists under certain conditions, which is delightful

in its extreme naturalness. This makes (if it a genuine society play. It

is charming in its atmosphere of domesticity. The story is a simple one,

simply told. It is the recital of a marital estrangement and subsequent
re-union. Husband and wife are slowly drifting apart. Gradually their

lives have insensibly widened. The fault is his, but he is unconscious of

it. He is indifferent to his wife's longing for his company. He is rich ;

be has a beautitul and comfortable home. Everything is luxurious; there

are no anxieties, no worriments. She should be happy, thinks he. He
has business schemes, in which she cannot possibly be interested—it is

out of her world. He goes his way, giving no thought to the little woman
at home, who, though surrounded by wealth, yearns for a loving word,
for a tender caresB from him. She gives up hope finally and tries to ac-

commodate herself to the conditions. She seeks for consolation and atten-

tion elsewhere, and finds in the gaieties and frivolities of society tempo-
rary relief. He begins to notice her coldness and reserve. He ascribes

her apathy to waning love, as she has already done in his case. The little

life that might have still kept them together flickers out like a spark, and
desolation adds its darkness. He resolves on a separation, which will give

them both the freedom they each seem to wish for. She mechanically
assents. The old family lawyer is called to arrange matters in proper
shape. He sees that their love is but sleeping, and determines to bring them
together again. He reads the documents of separation and division of

property. A reference to the date of their marriage recalls incidents con-

nected with the ceremony. He stops to relate them, his listeners are in-

terested, draw near, and, with bated breath and beating hearts, drink in

his words. They correct him in minor details—mis-statements that are

purposely made by the sly old lawyer—refer to one another, think and
talk of the past, until their memory brings them to the present, and they
stop and move away. Again and again the old lawyer touches their

heart-Btrings. Each time the same thing occurs, but the recoil lessens.

The ice is melting, the springs of tenderness are welling up, ready to flow.

Something more is needed. The little grave is mentioned, its silent and
beloved occupant stretches its spirit arms to them, and through the child

they go to each other for ever and ever. This is a delicate, domestic
story, touched with genuine sentiment and honest pathos, that moves the
kindliest and best sensibilities. It is well told, well balanced,
and the development is gradual and powerful. It is elevated in

thought and beautiful in expression. There is absolutely no strain after

dramatic effect, yet the tenderest emotions of the heart are touched, and
the noblest impulses of the mind aroused. Bronson Howard has made no
effort to electrify the audience ; naturalness has been the chief aim in
view. It is a simple appeal to the gentlest and most sacred feelings that

find a place in our hearts, an appeal to the truer and tenderer emotions of

our souls. This is the play as a whole. In its detail and development
there are faults of technical construction and errors of human knowledge.
It ib obvious that a few words of explanation when husband and wife meet
after the death of the babe, would clear up the whole trouble. Grief and
sorrow have brought the two hearts near one another. He offers consola-

tion to her but she rejects it. While this is compatible with feminine
nature, generally speaking, it does not seem so with the gentleness of

Constance's character. Her reticence regarding her suspicions is equally
inconsistent. She has no actual proof that her husband has erred. There
is hardly a sufficient motive for her silence. Over the little babe's lifeless

form even the most hardened of parents would forget their disagreements
and misunderstandings. The interview between the two, previous to his

departure, is too long in its litany of harrowing and heart-breaking jere-

miads. It is too woefully woeful. But, if inartistic, it is, nevertheless,
perfectly natural. Human nature delights in exaggerating and intensify-

ing its misery. The last act is rather too long drawn out. The reconcili-

ation of husband and wife is too long coming. The audience foresee the
eventual make-up, and are impatient and annoyed at its repeated post-
ponement. The little sentimental incidents of the past that are presented
to the couple, revive the old feelings of love and affection. Both husband
and wife are in the proper spirit of reconciliation. He should tear up the
separation papers himself and clasp his loving wife to his arms. Bron-
son Howard has here lost a capital opportunity for a fitting climax. As
written, the scene is prolonged beyond the wish of the audience. The
repetition of kindred incidents has an aggravating tendency. The comedy
character of Mrs. Dick Chetwyn is, to me, grossly inconsistent. It
cheapens the play for the sake of a few laughs. The character is over-
drawn, and jars with the surroundings. These are the faults of the play,
but they are but slight blemishes in a work that, in its entirety, is be-
yond dispute the best American play ever written. The dialogue
is admirably written. It is smooth, refined, elegant and appropriate.
The two principal parts of this play are played by Miss Carrie Turner
and Mr. E. J. Buckley. Miss Turner acts with intelligence and evident
judgment. She avoids anything like exaggeration in speech and gesture,
and played her scenes with a rather effective, subdued power. Her fault
is a decided monotony of tone and manner, She lacks the ability to what
the French call souligner. The performance of Mr. Buckley, as "Dou-
glas Winthrop," is a genuine surprise. It is far better than anything this
actor has ever attempted. He plays the character with discretion and
is sufficiently repressed in his emotion to be in harmony with the sur-
roundings. Mrs. Whiffen is ladylike and lovable as the mother. She
is the dear, good old lady to the life. Miss Sydney Cowell is, to me,
a sad disappointment as "Mrs. Dick Chetwyn." To be effective, this
character should be represented by a dashing, showy woman, with more
than a tinge of loudness. Miss Cowell is a nice little body and is totally
unsuited to the part. Her speeches, which are decidedly cynical and un-
conventional in their humor, lack the aggressive spirit, that the character
requires. Miss Sydney Cowell is simply pert, not more fir less emanci-
pated. As the family lawyer, Mr. Thomas Whiffen totally fails to in-
dividualize the character. He is simply " Esterbrook" with a grav wig.
Mr. Frank Oakes Hose spoils his character of the cousin by injudicious
over-acting. As the blind girl, Miss Eoid Leslie scores the acting hit of

the performance. It is a delicate and delicious bit of work, all the more
creditable as the little actress is still on her stage novitiate. Her ingen-
ious manner, animated features and thorough girlishness are most
charming. Of the stage Betting nothing but praiseican be written. It is

simply beautiful realism.*****
Ellmenreich's Mary Stuart is a performance of great dramatic force.

Her remarkable elocutionary powers have full sway in the measured lines

of that character. She invests the part of the unfortunate Queen with a
great deal of tragic coloring. Her efforts were severely handicapped by
the most atrocious support given her by the California company. In
Adrienne excepting in the last act, Ellmenreich did not appear to as good
advantage as in either Camille or Mary Stuart. She was entirely too
stagey. There was a heaviness to her acting that marred its effectiveness.

But the last act showed to the audience her wonderful powers of dramatic
portrayal. The death scene tvas simply awful in itB realistic intensity.

To-niKht is the last performance of this engagement. With a season's

experience, Ellmenreich will stand among the foremost of our tragic

actresses.*****
I have seen many Elizabeths, but that of Miss Sylvester was the most

remarkable one I ever saw. She was a nice little body, a sentimental,
lachrymosial, girly-girly queen. As Gaston, in Camille, Raymond Holmes
was very satisfactory. It was a neat bit of genteel comedy. W. H.
Thompson is a most excellent actor. Since his accession to the California

Theater company, he has appeared in a number of characters of diversi-

fied quality, and has done well in all of them. His Mons. Duval in

Camille, was a most excellent performance, and the same may be said of

his Shrewsbury in Mary Stuart, and of his Michonnet in Adrienne Le-

couvreur. By-the-bye, I would suggest that a uniformity of pronuncia-
tion of proper names, would add to the general effect. The name of Le-
couvreur was pronounced in several ways by the different members of

the cast, a fact that was most disagreeable. The only one of the lot who
gave to it the proper pronunciation was J. F. Leonard, who played a very
insignificant part of not more than four lines. He deserves mention for

his singular position.
* * * * *

Adolf Link is an extraordinary comedian. He is agility itself. He is

very nimble and graceful, and possesses unusual powers of facial expres-
sion. He sings neatly, and is very distinct in his enunciation—a great
quality in the singing of couplets. His humorous vivacity and bustle is

very taking, and it is easy to understand his success. It will be easier to

judge of his legitimate acting abilities after he has appeared in different

characters. The play in which he made his de'but on Sunday evening
was hardly calculated to give the audience a thorough insight into his

mimic powers. It was trash of the worst kind. It is one of those idiotic

posse, of which there are so many on the German stage, and its idiocy
was intensified by its bungling local adaptation. Miss Ormay was de-

lightfully amusing as a Viennese servant girl. Tomorrow evening, One
of Our People will be produced. In this, Link plays the part of a Jew,
and from reports it is a most remarkable piece of character acting.*****
The present programme at the Bush-street Theatre is a peculiar one.

It is an exhibition of two counterfeits, both very badly executed. Minnie
Palmer is a weak imitation of Lotta. She 1b rather successful in a mimic
way, for she has caught and reproduced all the tricks and capers of her
model, but it is all done in the most artificial and superficial way. Gra-
ham is as weak an imitation of Emmett. He reproduces Emmett's tricks

of voice and manner, but not possessing "Fritz's" personal magnetism, it

is a flat, stale and dull piece of business. Minnie Palmer sings charm-
ingly, and that is her sole claim to consideration. The company is a very
bad one, with the solitary exception of Mr. T. J. Hawkins, who gives a
small character sketch as the broken-down sport. This piece of acting is

remarkable for its forcible and almost repulsive realism. It is a bit of

dramatic portrayal that is most creditable to the actor. The play, My
Sweetheart, is one of the worst of the kind. It has neither sense nor
meaning, neither form nor shape. The bill announces that the play
"illustrates the difference between the love of a good girl and the fascina-

tion of a woman of the world." The love of this good girl is charmingly
illustrated by speeches of the vilest slang, cheap songs, fancy hosiery

of the most expensive kind, and a perpetual desire to dance jigs,

shuffles, with kick and ankle, etc., revealing obligato. As far as I am
concerned, according to the case made out by the author of My Sweetheart

(heaven forgive him), I would take my chances on the city adventuress
as against the country hoodlum.*****
Manager Hayman announces the welcome news of a return engage-

ment of Pop, This is enterprise, and it will be duly recognized by the
public. * * * *

Rain or shine, Emerson and Reed are sure of a large audience. The
hold of minstrelsy on the American public is wonderful, indeed. The
good things of last week's programme were retained in the present one.

For next week, a condensed version of La Mascotte, in the shape of a bur-

lesque, is announced. In this Burton Stanley is said to be immense.*****
The Grand Opera House is to be reopened on Monday next, with an

emotional drama entitled Through Fire. The lessees are Caldera and
Aveling, the latter, the very good actor who impersonated the hero in

Youth. I wish him success in his undertaking.*****
At the Tivoli, The Bridge of Sighs is being produced to good audiences.

It is a very jolly operetta, full of very tuneful music. It is satisfactorily

presented by the Tivoli company.

Among the engagements that have been made for the different local

theatres may be mentioned Wallack's Company, with Tearle and Rose
Coghlan and Harry Edwards; McCaull's Opera Company, with John
Howson and the Harrisons. It will be cheering news to most people that

there is a drop in Uncle Tom business all along the line. Couldock, the
great " Dunston Kirke," is going to England tbiB Summer—his first visit

home in twenty-three years.——Charles Coghlan has positively declined
Palmer's offer of a five-years' engagement at the Union Square Theatre,
at S500 a week. Beadclekc.
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SPORTING.
When the public interr*t in athletic sport* Mem* to be at the lowest

ebb, it invariably happen* that some outburst of eneiyy is furthcoming.
aod in a bound it i« n\**l tld« tgain. This has been an nnusnnllv • lull

Winter, but now oooNi ocHnptratlvaly young orsanitation, the Marion
Club, with a proposal to give a day's athletic sports it the Etscra>

iroaMM, and whuh will be on a more elaborate scale than ha* been
t-rv previously. The leading athletes of all the (dabs in the city

will partiii|»ati*— the Olympic CloD, Golden Gate Club, I'timr-ity of
' California Athletic and Football Clabt, the l^i Crosse Club, the Wander-
ers and Pbosnix Football Clubs, and the Merion and Occident Cricket

with no doubt a large contingent of unattached athletes and mem-
bers of rowing club*, bicycle club* and German Turn Yereins. The pro-

|
(gramme of sp«>rt includes fifteen events—running, bicycling, jumping,
archery, fo«>tball -kicking, walking, and cricket ball-throwing. An inter-

Hting feature of the programme is the contest for schoolboys. This is

I
divided into two classes, viz. : Boys* High School and San Francisco
Grammar School. All tbe prizes given will be gold and silver medals.

1 The managers, who have been selected from MDOng the most enthusiastic

I

athletes in the city, have taken great pains to improve and brighten up
the grounds as much as possible. The grand stand will not only be made
a fit shrine for the tenants it is expected to embower, as one of the poet-

ical members of the committee gracefully puts it, but will be handsomely
decorated. From this, it is fair to presume that the benches will be
scrubbed and some Hags hung out, to say tbe least. It is rumored that
the Supervisors, intend to be present in a body, and it is certain that they
accepted invitations. It will be a good scheme to get them out there and
dissipate, the idea that seemed to prevail in the old Board that an athletic

meeting was a sort of cannibal orgie. This will be a splendid chance to
show the City Fathers the benefits accruing from the opening of the
Recreation Grounds, and we hope that young lady present who is inter-

ested in manly sports to tbe extent of a brother or sweetheart will smile
sweetly as the Supervisors file into the grand stand, and will make their

stay so pleasant that in future the barest suggestion of closing the grounds
I will be instantly scouted. Talking about Supervisors, we had almost for-

gotten to mention that all entries for open handicap events must be in

the hands of the Secretary, at 606 Montgomery street, room 16, by 4 p. M.

to-day (Saturday), and all entries for open races before Monday, at 4 p. M.

—Last Sunday, at the Recreation Grounds, Harmon beat Gibson a 125-

yard race in 12£ seconds. The Chronicle and Stock Report insisted that
the race was 1U0 yards, and that the time was very slow ; but then the
Chronicle and Report are always away off on sporting matters.

• * # * *

Last Saturday, the University Footb dl Club played a match at tbe Re-
creation Grounds, against a team picked from the Wanderers and Phoenix
Clubs. The sides were as follows : University Football Club, W. E.
Connor (Captain), C. A. Robinson, W. G. Britton, J. G. Sutton, E. A.
McAllister, J. C. McK.ee, C. A. Ramon, B. E. Helman, G. Waterman,
W. Plache, E. W. Putnam, C. A. Basse, J. Barber of Temescal, E. Gal-
lardo and F. Harry Powers. The Wanderers and Pliceuix Clubs, Messrs.
Foster, Alexander, Booth, Hughes, Lyons, Finlayson, Ashe, George,
Campbell, Callingham, Theobald, La Motte, Miller, Gamble and Rath-
bone. J. Sanderson was chosen to act as referee. The game was in

favor of the Uuiversity men, who were as smart as their new uniforms all

through, and three times forced their opponents to touch down for safety.

No goal was made by either side, and, technically, the match was a draw
in favor of the University.

* * * * *

The Legislature has spent a good deal of time during the past week
tinkering at the game laws, and at present the outlook is bad for all par-

ties interested. The members of the Legislature, during the debates and
in committee, displayed an ignorance of the subject almost invincible,

while the sportsmen, farmers and market hunters each appeared to be so

absorbed in their own side of the queBtion that they were unable to admit
that the question had another side at all. Some little common sense was
to have been expected from the Fish Commissioner, but Mr. Bucking-
ham, Stoneman's new appointee, only succeeded in displaying more ig-

norance of the matter than the Pinafore statesmen of the San Francisco
Assembly delegation, whose bib and tucker are an apt match for the cap
and bells that the new Fish Commissioner ought to wear. This gentle

man managed to secure an amendment providing that no salmon seine

should have meshes of less than 7i inches. Aside from the fact that
salmon nets are gill nets, and not seines, the folly of the amendment is

shown by the fact that the smallest sized salmon net in use in this State
has a mesb of 7:,

:

inches, while the general size is S inches, and on the
Columbia River 8& inches. A 74-inch mesh would not admit a fish weigh-
ing over ten pounds, while the average weight of fish caught in this State
is eleven and one-half pounds. The proposal to shorten the quail season
is bad. These birds are over- protected already. They are not a valua-

ble food bird, and are only good for sport. Until the existing laws are

enforced it is nonsense to enact more stringent ones, and the only changes
that are needed are those that will have a different bearing on different

districts, Mr. Post, of Sacramento, to the contrary notwithstanding.
This State is too large and its climate too varied for one iron-clad game
law to serve for all districts. The rights of the farmers, too, must be re-

spected, or they will set the game laws at defiance, and experience shows
that in sparsely settled agricultural districts if the farmers choose to

break game laws there is no power to prevent them. Above all, the
trespass law should not be allowed to apply to swamp lands and tnle land,

and, in fact, it would be a benefit to farmers if that part of the law was
abrogated altogether, as between the wheat interests and the duck and
goose interests it takes no prophet to determine which will come out
ahead.

# • * * *

On Sunday, John Callahan will take a benefit at the Recreation
Grounds. The programme is a mixture of sparring and foot-racing.

# » » # *

The Triton Swimming and Boating Club will open their new boat-house
at North Beach with an invitation party to-morrow (Sunday) morning at

10 o'clock.

Slade and Mace did not make a success of their New York exhibition.
In spite of much free advertising, the humbug was so apparent that the
crowd stayed away.

BALDWIN THEATRE.
OUSTAVE FUOHMAN ..."„.. Lsssbb.

THIS EVENING.
Continued Succcasof the Great PIryI Delicately Finished and Powerfully Written!

| YOUNG MRS. wfNTHROPll
+ +

A piny written by MR. BKONSON HOWARD,
It will be repeated Kvery Evening, except Sunday, and at the Saturday Matinee.
Our thanks are due F. S. Chadhnurne & Co. [or furniture. rob. 17.

CRAND OPERA HOUSE.
Lbssbim CALDARA, I. M. S. 4 AVELINO.

Monday, February 19th, and Every Evening,
First and Grand Production of the Emotional Drama,

THROUGH FIRE!
OREAT REALISTIC EIRE SCENE!

Popular Prices as usual. Box office now open. No extra charge for reserved
seats. Matiuee Thursday and Saturday. Feb. 17.

ATHLETIC SPORTS!

1st ANUUAL PIELD-DAT of the MERION 0EI0KET OLUB,
Thursday AJternoon, Eeb. 22d ( Washington's Birthday),

— AT THE —
RECREATION PARK Cor. 25th and Folsom stg.

GAMES CALLED AT 1 P. St., SHARP. Admission, 25 Cents.

GRAND NEW ORLEANS MARDI GRAS AND BAL MASQUE,
To be Held at Mechanics' Pavilion, February 22,1883.

The grandest spectacle ever witnessed in California. Similar to those given in
New Orleans and other Southern States. Excursion trains from all parts of the
State to this city. The Prizes for Clubs and Societies, together with PrizeB offered
for Characters, will be gorgejus and costly, and will be on exhibition at SHERMAN
& CLAY'S, corner Kearny & Sutter streets, on or ahout February 3d. The Proces-
sion will be a grand feature, aud will move on the Night of the Mardi Gras at 8
o'clock, through the principal streets, led by King Carnival. Clubs desirous of par-
ticipating will please communicate with D b. LEVY, 305 KEARNY STREET,
Busin ss Manager of the New Orleans Mardi Gras Association. TICKET, adinittiDg
gentleman and lady, 91. Reserved Seats, 50 cts. extra. Feb. 3.

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.
JH.HAVUII.V, rio|.iiH..r. --Frederick W. Bert, Manager.

* The Le ding Theatre! Haveily's attractions do not play on Sunday evi nings.
This (Saturday; Evening, February i7th, Last Night of the Distinguished Artiste,

Franziska Ellmenreioh. as Adrienne Lecouvreur

!

Saturday afternoon, February 17th—Positively last performance of ELLMEN-
RE1CH as Mary Stuart.
Monday, February i9th—Leonard Grover's new drama, THE CITY. Feb. 17.

BUSH-STREET THEATRE.
MB. 1.E4VITT, Jueasee nu«l Miuin^r: Al. II ay mini, As-

• sociitte Manager. This (Saturday) Evening, February 17th, Every Evening
I ujui tiding Sunday) and Wednesday and Saturday Matinees. Poaitively Two Weeks
Only! Brilliant iriumph!

My Sweetheart, Little Minnie Palmer!
Supported by JNO. R. ROGERS' C >MEDY COMPANY, including the Popular Com-
edians R. E. GRAHAM and T. J. HAWKINS, introducing Wm. oill's Story, MY
SWEETHEART. New and Magnificent Scenery! Elaborate Stage Appointments!
4. Monday, February 20th -Return of the favo ites, RICfc'S SURPRISE PARTY.
Box plan now open. No extra charge for reserving seats. Feb. 17.

EMERSON'S STANDARD THEATRE.
WM. EMEK.sON', Sole .Proprietor nud Ulaimger.-Every

Evening during the Week (Sunday included) and Saturday Matinee, EMER-
SON'S MINSl'KELS! Great Hit of our New Star Company! New First Part! New
Olio! Last Wtek of the Successful Musical Comedy oddity,

Hash! Hash!
Monday, February 19th—Grand Production of Burton Stanley's burlesque, THE

MASCOT, with new scenery, dresses, appointments, etc.

ORIGINAL POPULAR PRICES.—Opera Chairs, UrcS8 Circle and Orchestra, 75
cents; Family Circle, 50 cents Matinee, 26 cents and 50 cents. Seats secured six

days in advance. No extra charge to reserve. Telephone 5,094. *eb. 17.

TIVOU OPERA HOUSE.

Eddy street, near Market.—Hreling Bros., Sole Proprie-
tors and Managers.—To-night, and Every Evening, until further notice,

Offenbach's Comic Opera, iu 4 acts,

The Bridge of Sighs!

For the FIRST TIME IN AMERICA, with Entirely New C'stumes and Scenery and
all the Original Parisian Stage Business! Pronounced by all as the best comic opera
of the day. Feb. 17.

MRS. JULIA MEtVILLE-SNYDER.

Voca and Instrumental Music — Elocution — Oratory — Drama.

FHELAM'S BUILDING. PARLOUS 106. 108 AND 110.
TAKE THE ELEVATOR. Feb. 10.

DB. CH1SHOI.M. late Secretary of Albion—Write at once.
• or come home. Even-thing in the business is at] right. Family in dire need

of you. [Feb. 10.] MRS. D. B. CBISHOLM.



SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER AND Feb. 17, 1883.

'The World," the Flesh, and the Devil.
[By a Truthful Penman.]

' Fomingolarna" writes, with regard to the importation of Australian

meat, that "the importation of frozen meat from New Zealand during the

year 1882 was confined to two sailing vessels, the Dunedin and the Ala-

( tura. The result of the shipment by the former vessel has already been

published in New Zealand. It shows a net return of 3^d. per lb., or 21s.

per sheep against a local value at Dunedin per sheep of same quality and
condition of 12$., or a gain to the shipper of 9s. per head. Sufficient time

has riot yet elapsed to enable like data concerning the Mataura to be ob-

tained from New Zealand, but ample evidence is forthcoming from the

prices which the meat by that vessel fetched in the Smithfield market to

warrant the conviction that the breeders of the sheep refrigerated realized

a better result by shipping than by trusting to local consumption markets

in New Zealand for the sale of their meat. While the foregoing is the

position of the industry as regards the two shipments received from New
Zealand, it is none the less true that some of the ventures from Australia

have proved unsuccessful. Save in one or two instances, this has arisen

from want of care in the selection of sheep suitable for the purpose, and
from neglect of details requisite in their preparation for shipment. la the

initiation of any new undertaking such mistakes may arise, but the hitter

experience gained usually suggests the remedy."— Vanity Fair, London. •

It is reported that the German Government has concluded negotiations

set on foot some time ago with his Royal Highness the Duke of Edin-
burgh for the cession of his Royal Highness' rights to the Grand Duchy
of Saxe-Coburg Gotha. It is said that by the terms now agreed to Vice-

Admiral his Royal Highness the Duke of Edinburgh will receive one
million pounds sterling from the German Government for abdicating his

rights to and surrendering his reversionary interest in the estate, lands

and title of the Grand Duchy of Saxe-Coburg Gotha.——Ireland is hav-

ing a visit from Mr. Oscar Wilde, which, it is hoped, will benefit by his

call.^—The new " Aimanach de Gotha" records the present ages of

the Empresses and Queens of Europe, from which we learu that the

Empress Augusta, of Germany, is 71, the Queen of Denmark 65, and the

Queen of Great Britain and Ireland 64. The Empress of Brazil and Queen
Olga, of Wiirtemburg, have both reached 60, while the ex-Empress Eu-
genie, whose name is still recorded in the place of honor in the calendar,

is 56. The Queen of Saxouy is 49, the Empress of Austria 45, the

Queen of the Belgians 46, the Queen of Sweden 46, Queeu Margaret,
of Italy, is 32, the Empress of Russia 35, and the Queen of

Portugal 35 ; while the three youngest are the Queen of the Nether-
lands 24, the Queen of Spain 24, and the Queen of Servia 23.-^—
It has been resolved to erect a monument in Canterbury Cathedral,

to place memorials in Westminster Abbey and St. Paul's Cathedral, and
to complete the restoration of Lambeth Palace Chapel, as a memorial to

the late Archbishop Tait.—After tne marriage of- Mr. Charles Bewes
to Miss Frances Soltau, the bridgroom found under his plate at the wed-
ding-breakfast a cheque for £25,000 from his uncle, the Rev. T. A. Bewes,
whose heir Mr. Charles Bewes is understood to be.

—

The Queen caused
it to be announced that the infant prince born recently was her twenty-
fifth grandchild. This reckoning, however, is defective if Burke and
Foster are trustworthy authorities, as they give twenty-five living grand-
children, without counting the Duchess of Connaught's newly-bnrn
infant. Her Majesty has had as many as thirty-two grandchildren dis-

tributed amongst her sons and daughters, as follows : The Princes Royal
(Crown Princess of Prussia), eight, six living and two dead ; Princess
Alice (Grand Duchess of Hesse-Darmstadt), seven, five living and two
dead; Princess Helena, five, four living and one dead ; Prince of Wales,
six, tiv living and one dead ; Duke of Edinburgh, four ; and the Duke of

Connaught, two. This list gives a total of twenty-six grandchildren,
and her Majesty also has two great-grandchildren.^—A Correspondent
who was present at some coming-of-age fetivities, describes the taste of

our bottles of very old port. One was of the vintage of 1796, the second
of 1820, the third of 1834, and the fourth of 1847. The first is exceed-
ingly rare, not to say unique. It was reported that there remained four

bottles in the bin. What the last bottle will be like when produced in

honor of the fourth generation is painful to think of. At present this

precious liquid is very flat, a little bitter, and altogether undesirable.

The 1820 port was, as some one said, " like claret and bitters," a reputa-

tion for which it is scarcely worth keeping it sixty-two years. Its price

in the market now is twenty-four guineas a dozen. It is possible to have
too much of a good thing, even of age in port wine of famous vintage.

The Cigarettes and Tobacco manufactured by Messrs. Wm. S. Kim-
ball & Co., have Ions been held in the highest estimation by all smokers
throughout the civilized world. Messrs. Kimball &Co. have been in busi-
ness since 1840, and during that forty-two years their wares have gained
no less than twelve first-class medals. From the first these gentlemen
made it their rule of business to use nothing but the very highest quality
of raw material, and this is the great secret of the success of the various
brands of Cigarettes and Tobacco manufactured by them. Smokers find
that when they call for "Fragrant Vanity, 5

' "Three Kings," "New Van-
ity Fair " and " Orientals," they always get a reliable, pure flavored, aro-
matic cigarette, and so these goods " make their own market."

Gentlemen who desire to obtain apparel that will wear well and fit

well, should go to Messrs. J. M. Litchfield & Co., merchant tailors, 415
' Montgomery street. Messrs. Litchfield & Co. have always on hand the
best materials and the latest fashions. In addition, their cutters are ac-
complished and experienced craftsmen.

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
INSURANCE AGENCY,

«fc 324 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Fixe Insurance.
TEUTON1A of New Orleans.
LACONFIANCE ' of Paris.

DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS
ofNewYork.

THE FIREINS. ASSOCIATION (Limited)
of London, England.

GIRARD of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN OfNewYork.
ST. PAUL of St. Paul.
STANDARD FIRE OFFICE.. of London

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONCIERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented $27,000,000.
All Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid.

W. L. CHALMERS,
Special Agent and Adjuster.

PHINIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., Estab'd 1782—Cash Assets, $5,266,312.35.

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1833.—Cash Assets, $1,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1851.—Cash Assets, $1,357,326.39.

BUTLER A HILDAS,
General Agents for Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

Unlimited Liability of * Shareholders.

THE CITY OF LONDoT~FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $10,000,000.

THE STANDARD MARINE~iNSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool. Capital, $5,000,000-

Aug. 12
W. J. t'AI.I.INGIIAJI A CO., General Agents,

213 Sansome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,800,000
Cash Assets 1,709,976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOCR, GUTHRIE A CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF LONDON.
[ INSTITUTED 1803. 1

London Assurance Corporation, of London—
Established by Royal Charter 1720

Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.
ROBERTDICKSON, Manager.

W. Z.ANE BOOEEB, Agent and Attorney.

S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building.
[October ll.|

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864.

Principal Office 216 Sansome street.

FIRE INSURANCE.
Capital (Paid Up in U. S. Gold Coin) $300,000 00
Reinsurance Reserve $172,898 50

Assets January 1, 1383 8717,156 03 I Premiums.since organizat'n. $4,155,239.10
Surplus for policy holders $710,800.83 |

Losses, since organization. .S1,859,28G 64

OFFICERS:
J. F. HOUGHTON President I CHAS. R. STORY Secretary
J. L. N. SHEPARD Vice-President

|
R. H. MAGILL General Agent

Directors of the Home Mutual Insurance Co —L. L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J.

L. N. Shepard, John Curry, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, C. C. Burr, J. S. Carter,
Charles Belding, D. W. Earl.

' Feh. 10

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.--UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

Tbe California Lloyds.—Establisbed in 1861.—Nob. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, §750,000 in Gold Coin. Pair Rates

!

Prompt Settlement of Loses ! ! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS. —J. Mora Moss,
Moses Heller, J. O. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Everson, A. 13. Phipps, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Brandenstein, W. M. Hoag, Nicholas
Luning, James Motlitt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Touchard,
George C. Hiekox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Seholle, Charles
Bauui, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President.
Jambs D. Bailey, Secretary. Geo. T. Bohf,*, Surveyor. Nov. 6.
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ALONE
[Br OG I L VII MI TO BILL.]

The mil -hine* out Kmnt the mm,
rrily.

Hut "

he h*.- p>ne, her low iru-

,

. wi«tt- .tii'i bin
fall her U*»rs like evening.' (few,

Ami thus the make* her I

"My l"\c hmi gone I Ah, »aU-**day!
My (: i in miserie !

Ami must it no* !* thun f.»r aye?
All, tM ! All, 9

Tlie hrfoVwni on the Boandtas whore
Ar.- toping bjgfa h roar,

An-! the maiden watcfaaa bj lirr door
With sail and anxious eye.

Titi- wblte foam falls axoaod her there,
Aini flecks with snow bar raven hair,

But still she watchaa in despair
And murmurs with 1 dgh:

'i— " My love has pone! Ah, well-a-day !

My heart is filled with miserie !

And must it now he tbu-* fur aye?
Ab, woel Ah, woe is me! "

The dark clouds drive across the skies.

She sees the moon amongst th«in rise ;

High on the sands her lover lies,

He ne'er will speak again !

She kneels beside him all alone,
Above the wild winds sigh and moan,
But the maiden's heart is turned to stone,

For DOW all hope is vain.

/;.'".• in:— "My love is dead! Ah, well a-day!
My heart is steeped in miserie

;

And it must now be thus for aye,
Ah, woe! Ah, woe is me!"

HIS FA'S MARVELOUS ESCAPE.
" Got any vaseline," said the bad boy to the groceiyman, as he went

in one cold morning, leaving the door open, and picked up a cigar stub
th.it had been thrown down by the .stove, and began to smoke it.

" Shut that door, dum you. Was you brought up in a sawmitl? You'll
freeze every potato in tun house. No. I haven't got any vaseline. What
do yon want of vaseline ?" said the grocery-man, as he set the syrup-keg
on a chair by the stove where it would thaw out."

' Want to rub it on pa's legs," said the boy, as he tried to draw smoke
through a cigar stub.

'" Why. what is the matter with your pa's legs? Rhenmatiz?"
" Wuss nor rhenmatiz," said the boy, as he threw away the cigar stub

and drew some cider in a broken tea-cup. " Pa has got the worst-looking
hind le;_;s you ever saw. You see, since there has been so many tires pa
has got offul scared, and he has bought three fire-escapes, made out of

rope, with knots in them, and he has been telling us every day how he
could rescue the whole family in case of fire. He told ua to be cool, what-
evnr happened, and to rely on him. If the house got on fire we were all

tn rush to pa, and he would save us.
'* Well, last night ma had to go to one of the neighbors, where they was

going to have twins, and we didn't sleep much, because ma had to come
home twice in the night to get saffron and an old flannel petticoat that I

broke in when I was a kid, cause the people where ma went did not know
as twins was on the bill of fare, and they only had flannel petticoats for

one. Pa was cross at being kept awake, and told ma that when all the
children in Milwaukee were born, and got grown up, she would take in

her sign and not go around nights acting as usher to baby matinees. Pa
says there ought to be a law that babies should arrive on the regular day
trains and not wait for the midnight express. Well, pa he got asleep, and
lie slept till about eight o'clock in the morning, and the blinds were closed,

and it was dark in his room, and I had waited for my breakfast till I was
hungry as a wolf, and the girl told me to wake pa up, so I went up stairs,

and I don't know what made me think of it, but I had some of this

powder they make red fire with in the theater, that me and my chum had
the Fourth of July, and I put it in a wash-dish in the bath-room, and I
touched it off and hollered tire. I was going to wake pa up and then tell

him it was all right, and laugh at him. I guess there was too much fire,

or I yelled too loud, cause pa jumped out of bed and grabbed a rope and
rushed through the hall towards the back window, then goes out on the
shed.

"I tried to say something, but pa ran over me and told me to save my-
self, and I got to the back window to tell him there was no tire just as he
let himse'f out of the window. He had one end of the rope tied to the
leg of the wash stand, and he was climbing down the back side of the
shed by the kitchen, with nothing on but his night shirt, and he was the
horriblest looking object ever was, with his legs flying and trying to stick

his toe-nails into the rope and the side of the house. I don't think a man
looks well in society with nothing but bis night shirt on. I didn't blame
the hired gii la for being scared when they saw pa and his legs come down
outside the window, and when they yelled I went down to the kitchen,

and they said a crazy man with no clothes but a pillow-case around his

neck was trying to kick the window in, and they run into the parlor, and
I opened the door and let pain the kitchen. He asked me if anybody
else was saved ; and then I told him there was no fire, and he must have
dreamed he was in hell or somewhere. Well, pa was astonished and said

he must he wrong in the head, and I left him thawing himself by the

stove while I went after his pants, and his legs were badly chilled, but I

guess nothin' was froze. He lays it all to ma, and says if she would stay
at home and let people run their own baby shows, there would be more
comfort in the house. Ma came in with a shawl over her head, and a
howl full of .something that smelled frowsy, and after she had told us
what the result of her visit was, she sent me after vaseline to rub pa's

leg*. I m demonstrated that if n man i» coo] and collected in

ind goen deliberately ;it work to F, he wfl] oome
out all right."

' Wall, you arc themeai i ,,| the grooeryman.
" But what about your pa'a dancing » clog dance in church S lay. The
minister's hired girl was in here after i day morning,
and she naid the minister said your pa had scandalised the church the
worst way."
"Oh, be didn't dance in church. He was a little excited, that's all.

You Ma, Da chews tobacco, and it is pretty hard on him to alt all through
irmon without takings chew, and he gets nervous, He always

faches around in his pistol pocket when they stand up to sing the last

time and feels in his tobacco box and gets nut a chew, and puts it in his

mouth when the minister pronounces the benediction, and then when they
get out doors he is*already to spit. He always rh.es that, Well, my
.hum had B present On Christmas of a music DOJt, just about as big as
pa's tobacco box, and all you have to do is to touch a spring and it plays
• she's a Daisy, She's a Dumpling. 1

1 borrowed it. and put it i" pa's pistol

. where he keeps his tobacco box. ami when the choir got most
ii ringing pa reached his hand in his pocket and began to fumble

around for a chew. He touched the spring, and just as everybody bowed
their heads to receive the benediction, and it was so still you could hear a
gum drop, the music box began to play, and in the stillness it sounded as
loud as a church organ.

" Well, I thought ma would sink. The minister heard it and he looked
towards pa, and everybody looked at pa, too, and pa turned red, and the
music box kept up, 'She's a Daisy,' and the minister looked mad and
said, 'Amen,' and people began to put on their coats, and the minister

told the deacon to hunt up the source of that worldly music, and they
took pa into the room back of the pulpit and searched him, and ma Bays
pa will have to be churched. They kept the music-box, and I have got
to carry in coal to get money enough to buy my chum a new music-box.
Well, I shall have to go and get that vaseline or pa's legs will suffer.

Good day." "

—

Peck's Sun.

INSURANCE.
The Only Company on the Pacific Coast Governed by the Massa-

chusetts yon-Forfeiture J.aw .

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF BOSTON.

Total Assets December 31, 1881 S16.210.465 92-

Surplus over All Liabilities—
.Massachusetts Standard 4 per cent S2.635.894.93
New York Standard 4$ per cent 3,501,888.42
Market Value of Stocks and Bonds over cost 1,474,691.09

POINTS.
First—^4 Plain and simple policy clear of all burdensome conditions, and fully

protected from forfeiture.

Secind—An agency experience of fifteen years in this State, during which, by
liberality and fair dealing in its relations with policy-holders, the Company has
gained an enviable reputation.

Tihrv—Nonforfeiture for residence or travel, or for hazardous occupations with-

out a permit.

Fourth—Liberal paid-up and cash surrender, values stipulated by law.

Fjftii—This Company charges no more for insurance than those companies in

which the policy is forfeited, in case of non-payment of premium when due.

Before insuring in any other compan} . or joining any co-operative assessment so-

ciety, carefully examine the practical working of the Massachusetts law of 1SS0, and
read the policy contract of the New England Life.

HENRY K. FIELD, General Agent,
Aug. 26. 328 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

TRANSATLANTIC FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF HAMBURG.

CAPITAL $1,500,000, XJ. S. Gold Coin
LOSSES PAID IN GOLD OOLN IMMEDIATELY AFTER ADJUSTMENT.

This corporation holds contracts of sixteen other European Insurance Companies,
reinsuring by far the greater part "f every risk as soon as accepted in our office.

THE COMBINED SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL which our policies therefore offer to
the public amounts to 826,900,000, D. S. GOLD COIN, of which $7,650,000
IS PAID UP, besides the always available Reserve Funds.

GEO. MARCUS & CO..
304 California street San Francisco,

GENERAL AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST. [Feb. 10.]

(Organized 1S63.)

FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY.
Fire and Marine Insurance-

91.250,000
Losses paid over -4.500,000
£3TTbe Largest Assets ami kir^t [ncome of all the companies hailing from

west of New York State, and in 1881 Pacific Coast premiums were larger than

those of any other company, local, Eastern or foreign.

D. J. STAPLES President I WM. J. DUTTON Secretary

ALPHEUS BULL Vice-President | E. W. CARPENTER Asst. Secretary

HOME OFFICE:
Southwest Cor- California and Sansome streets, San Francisco.

fcg- Agents in all prominent localities. Sept. 30.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF tlVERPOOt.

(Capital 95,000,000....Aleuts: Balfonr. Gntbrie * Co., No.
/ 316 California street, San Francisco. Not. 18.
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CINCHING SPRING VALLEY.
The sand-lot Constitution and the sand-lot Supervisors have illus-

trated what detnagogism is capable of doing. The former has declared

that the people, through their Supervisors, shall decide for themselves
what they will pay for water, and the latter having been elected on a

plrdge that the people would be satisfied with their action, have thrust

the depleting knife deep into the financial arteries of Spring Valley. Four
hundred thousand dollars ia to be drawn off for the first year's bleeding.

It is a splendid display of the vaunted nobility of Democratic Govern-
ment and free institutions. First persuade and induce capital to invest

and develop the State, and when it has anchored itself to the commu-
nity then go for it. There never was a more disgraceful piece of robbery
undertaken than this water ordinance now passed to print. It is not ex-

cused by the slightest attempt at figures or estimates, but is simply ?n as-

Bsult upon the prosperity of a beneficent and hitherto prosperous institu-

tion, which is supposed to be fair game for the rabble who have votes.

It was fully demonstrated to the Board that the revenue of the Com-
pany was only sufficient to pay expenses and interest on $A,000,000 of

debt and the reasonable rate of S per cent, per annum dividends on
$8,000,000 capital stock, while the works had cost over S18,000,000, and
were ample to supply over a million of population. It was also shown
by the Underwriters and by the Water Company that it was absolutely
essential to the safety of San Francisco that the Company should at once
expend two millions more immediately, and connect their immense Crys-
tal Springs Reservoir with the city. The Company asked from the Su-
pervisors and the people only fair consideration, and granted a full show-
ing of their books and business. It was of no avail. Pile on the taxes !

Cut down their rates ! They can't help themselves ! So the Supervisors
shut their ears and eves to danger, reduced the rates to a gross total of

$930,000, and the Bulletin grins with delight at the prospect of the deple-
tion of Spring Valley.
Let us look at figures and facts. The Water Company's outlay for the

present year was shown to the Board to be as follows :

Taxes for 1883 $ 125,000
Operating expenses 266,000
Interest on 84,000,000 debt 249.000
Pumping water 180,000
Judgment for taxes 250, 000

Total $1,070,000
Revenue allowed by Supervisors 930,000

Deficit $ 140,000

Instead of dividends to shareholders, assessment would become neces-
sary under the proposed schedule. If the Water Company should carry
out their plan to connect Crystal Springs with the city, as demanded by
necessity, that would involve an additional annual expendituce of six per
cent, interest, or 8120,000 on two millions' cost. This would make a de-
ficit for 1883 of 8260,000, or an assessment of 83 25 per share on the 80,000
shares of issued stock.

In vain did the officials of the company expostulate and appeal to the
sense of right, and to their own helplessness. As well might a man with
a full purse ask the highwayman to consider the needs of his family, or
to remember the ten commandments. There is nothing left but self-pres-
ervation. It is plain that the Water Company must stop pumping, and
this sum of §180.000 muBt forego the Crystal Spring connection, and thus
save 8120,000. In doing so the daily quantity of water will necessarily
be diminished one-half, and the people who have, through their official

servants, made this assault upon the property of the water works, will
have to bear the consequences of such senseless folly. To destroy Spring
Valley is to destroy the most important member of the body politic. It
U idle to say or to think that some other means of getting water will be
found,

THE BLESSED RAIN.
The rain has come and California's prosperity is assured for another

year. All over the State the rain has fallen with sufficient copiousness
to render it certain that the crops are entirely beyond danger. The hearts
of the farmers have been made glad, and there is solid comfort in all our
borders. The future may now be viewed with the brightest anticipations.
Another bountiful year means a good deal for California. It means an
increase of values generally, work enough for all to do, money in every
provident man's pocket, and wide spread and general prosperity. The
difference between a barren and a bountiful year is simply immense.
Many millions are involved. With crop failure there is little work to do,
no money to spend, dullness along the city front, and stagnation of trade
generally. With large soil productions those conditions are exactly re-
versed. A sufficient rainfall in due season means more to the State than
the discovery of the largest of bonanzas. The present rains are worth
more to our people than if they bad been so many showers of twenty-
dollar pieces. Millions have been added to the permanent capital wealth
of the State. Those millions will be widely distributed and consequently
will be productive of the greatest possible amount of good. The fear
that had begun to be entertained that 1883 might prove an unproductive
year will now be dispelled, hopes will be revived, confidence will be re-
newed, trade will be conducted with fresh spirit, and the effect of the
rains will be seen and felt in many channels. Croaking will end, fore-
bodings of evil will be silenced, and all will go to work with a will in view
of the certainties of the year. All of which is good. Happy California !

Well Done I—A jury has been found to do its duty, for which we
ought to feel thankful. It is true that it hesitated and worried itself a
good deal over the doing of it, yet it is something that it finally managed
to do the right thing. It took six hours to find Police Officer Langtree
guilty of burglary, when it ought not to have taken six minutes, and it
recommended him to mercy, who deserves no mercy. If Police officers,
appointed and paid to guard property, turn burglars, they ought to be
visited with the highest punishment known to the law. If tbe extreme
penalty be not exacted from them, then from whom ought it to be ex-
acted ? It i"p hoped and believed that Judge Ferrall will make no mistake
in the premises.

STATE PRISON RASCALITIES
The prison at San Quentin is the largest manufactory in the State.

Some eight or nine industries are carried on there, but not for the benefit
of overtaxed ratepayers. The profits go in a very different direction.
The whole concern is a huge job. The very excellent intentions of the new
constitution have been got around, and the condition of things which
that instrument intended to cure, has been pepetuated by a cunning and
despicable piece of sharp practice and indirection. The constitution pro-
vided that "contract labor " should cease in January, 1881. The pur-
pose

^
was to prevent the State Prison from continuing its demoralizing

and injurious competition with free labor. But the law haB been evaded,
and smart tricks have been played by which that competition, so far
from being lessened, has been greatly increased. The same old trades are
being carried on. The old machinery is in use, the same foremen are em-
ployed, the same privileged firm3 get all the articles that are manufac
tured. The machinery is hired from its original owners at five times its

worth. For instance, five hundred dollars per month are paid to one
firm for the tools employed and owned by them, whereas, one hun-
dred dollars per month would be a very liberal compensation, and that
firm gets the articles manufactured at their own foreman's appraisement,
and it is the same with all other articles produced. The Warden manufac-
tures what he pleases, buys what material he chooses, sells to whom he pre-
fers, and at prices of which he constitutes himself the sole judge. There is no
check upon him whatever. The prison funds are kept in a banking account
in his own name, and there is no audit or checking of accounts. It is the
softest thing on record. If somebody is not making 850,000 a year, his
opportunities are most prodigally thrown away. That the present prison
officials are not the men to scruple over questions of moral right, has been
conclusively demonstrated by the facts that have been brought out. The
Warden stole labor and lumber with which to build a water-wheel for his
private flouring-mill, and the Commissary stole the labor and lumber of

a yacht for his private pleasure. The Directors, moreover, had furniture,
harness, etc., made for their private use. All this was proved, and we
may well believe that there was a very great deal more behind, seeing how
splendid the opportunities were, that did not come out in evidence. In
fact, we know that one tithe of the rascalities were not testified to. All
the employees whose loyalty to the officers was doubtful have been re-

moved, and now stealing may go on without let or hindrance. But enough
has been broucht to light to justify and demand the removal of the Di-
rectors and officers tor cause. They have appropriated State property to
their own use, and than that a graver cause for removal could not well
be imagined. In our judgment they ought to be criminally prosecuted.
For less cause there are many thieves serving long sentences within the
walls of the prison. Law is law, and ought to be respected as such, and
especially so by those employed by the State to puuiah evil doers. Con-
tract labor ought to be abolished at San Quentin, and the institution
ought to be made much more nearly reformatory and deterrant than it is.

BAD ADVOCACY.
The Chronicle is alone among the dailies in advocating the passage of

a pronounced quackery law. It lets out the secret of its course with
a singular hardihood and a gross disregard of the proprieties. The quacks
advertise extensively, whilst a duly qualified practitioner does no more
than publish a card. There is much money in the former, and very little

in the latter. The Chronicle therefore holds a brief to advocate tbe cause
of the quacks, who indulge in unlimited advertising. It is shameless
journalism, unworthy of those who engage in it, and discreditable to a
great paper that can well afford to be above and beyond such mercenary
methods. How utterly bad, wicked and dangerous the law is that it ad-
vocates and seeks to have passed, we show in another column. If that
journal had its way, the practice of surgery would mean abortion, and the
dispensing of drugs would involve murder. That it should, for hope of
patronage, lend itself to such ways is one of the most disgraceful facts in
connection with the journalism of our city.

A NUISANCE THAT CRIES ALOUD.
There is a nuisance at the foot of Jones street, at North Beach, that

ought to be abated without one unnecessary hour's delay. Some time
ago the Superintendent of Streets, or some other authority, permitted
dumping to be done in that locality. In consequence, a large amount of

straw, Chinatown filth and garbage, was deposited there. This reeking
mass of filth recently took fire, and has been smouldering for weeks past.

Tbe smoke and stench that arise are something fearful. Tbe nuisance
has become absolutely intolerable. The houses in the locality are ren-
dered well nigh uninhabitable, and they would not be inhabited if the
people could escape from them. There is hardly a household in which
disease, directly traceable to this irritating nuisance, has not appeared.
It is monstrous that a city government, charged with the health and com-
fort of the people, should permit a crying evil of this kind to continue.
The vacant space ought to be filled in with earth, and the nuisance abated
without one moment's further loss of time.

DEATH OP D. J. TALLANT.
Drury John Tallant, senior member of the banking firm of Tallant &

Co., died Tuesday night at bis residence, 1,001 Bush street. The deceased
had been ill for some time past, and was seized with a sudden attack of

hemorrhage of the bowels, which proved fatal. Mr. Tallant arrived in

this city in 1849 from New Orleans, and opened a banking business with
Judge Wilde. The firm subsequently removed to California and Battery
streets, where it assumed the name of Tallant & Co. The deceased was a
life member of the Society of California Pioneers. He was a native of

England, but was naturalized in the Circuit Court at Wheeling. Virginia,
July 31st, 1839. He was in the seventy-first year of his age. His widow
and two sons survive him. The banking business of Tallant & Co. will

be continued, with capital unimpaired, by the surviving partners, John
McKee and John D. Tallant, son of the deceased.

" I say, when does this train leave?" "What are you asking me for?

Go to the conductor; I'm the engineer." " I know you are the engineer
;

but you might give a civil answer." "Yes, but I'm not a civil engineer."

Proper furniture for a doctor's office—Bone settee.
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TOWN CRIER.
"H*ar ib* Crfar'" "What tb» d*rtl »rt thooT
"Oo« tb»'v will pl»y tb» davit, air wilta jon *

" H«'d a tin* Id hit tail •• lone « » C»'l.
Which mad* him arrow boldar aod boldar."

As the Supervisors declare that there are not sufficient funds on
hand to meet the usutd municipal expenses, it has been decided that in
future only every alternate street lamp shall be lighted at night. Bttrg
lars aod fimtpads have been unusually industrious of tats, sad this new
arrangement will be welcome enough bo them. Bat it is not so much on
this ground that honest citizens are appalled at this freak of falsi-

economy. We are all of 01 willing to take our chances of being " stood
up " if we can only be insured against the danger of falling down, which
the present condition of our streets makes imminent. What is the peril
of the highwayman's sand-club compared with those of the fearful pits

and foul smelling abysses which yawn at every corner, the huge ponds
which flood tbe crossings, and the upstarting planks and protruding spikes
which adorn the sidewalks in the intervals? Instead of lessening the
number of street-lamps it seems to us that it would lie wiser to assist

their Feeble rays with a number of lighthouses, red-lights, danger-signals,
etc. Then the Supervisors might publish a sort of municipal " pilot *s-

guide," from which the wayfarer could study out his intended course be-
fore leaving borne. If he wanted to go from Merchant street along Kearny
to Market, he could easily commit to memory tbe following instructions :

Crouing of Clay—Red light, revolves every ten seconds; deep water on
east sidewalk ; take careful soundings and sheer off to westward in bad
weather. Crossing of Sacramento—First-class lighthouse; deep holes at
each corner; take middle of street. Crossing of California—Green re-

volving light ; in 6ne weather look out for caved sidewalk and busted
sewer, in wet weather take the ferry-boat. Crossing of Busk— Yellow re-

volving light ; Boynton's swimming-suits for hire on northeast corner.
Crossing of Sutter—Steam-whistle; two open man-holes and a busted cel-

lar trap; tro on hands and knees, and feel way with umbrella. Crossing
of Post—Big bell tolls every ten seconds; look out for awnings left down
all night at level of average man's proboscis; swollen stream on east sicfc,

several small lakes on west side, morass in middle ; use great caution.
Crossing of Market- Fog-horn, electric lighthouse and calliope; swim for

it. Daly, the champion swimmer, always on hand. Such would be the
directions for this simple route. Of course, if the traveler were bound for
North Beach or the ferries, and objected to breaking his neck, drowning,
smothering in a sewer, or tumbling into a mowing-machine, he would
have to study his route for a week or so beforehand.

A member of the present Assembly, Leverson by name, who hails

from San Francisco, is endeavoring to have a bill passed which provides
that murderers who set up the emotional insanity plea, shall, if their plea
be adjudged good, be confined in an insane asylum until such times as it

is proved that they, were not insane at the time they committed the mur-
der wherewith they are charged, and that they shall then be tried for

their crime. This vile attack on one of the most cherished institutions of
our free and ever glorious country is apalling, and is of itself sufficient to
unhinge the reason of every assassin in the State. If one may not be
come insane for just long enough to kill one's enemy, without being con-
fined with crazy people, then, indeed, did our forefathers fight and bleed
and die in vain. In a fit of patriotic enthusiasm the T. C. announces that
he has appointed himself a committee of one to raise a " sack " to defeat
this iniquitous measure, and he invites contributions, not only from those
who contemplate committing murder, but also from those estimable ladieB

and gentlemen who in the past, under the benign protection of the iosan-
ity dodge, have marched forth with smiling faces and blood stained hands
from our alleged courts of justice. The " sack " will be applied in pro-
viding the writer with a fish diet, which it is hoped will increase his brain-

power to such dimensions that it will constitute an effectual barrier to pro-

tect tne gentle murderer from those who wish him harm.

John M. Anderson, the gentleman who assisted Deputy Jackson,
under Graham's regime", to write up the pay-roll books of the S'reet De-
partment, and then drew pay upon his oath that he had worked as a car-

penter, gave the T. C. a special interview yesterday, and gave tbe follow-

ing satisfactory explanation of his conduct ;
" They say, because I wrote

out the pay-rolls I didn't work as a carpenter, eh? Well, I think I can
show you that I came pretty near it. In the first place, I'll axe you if a
man who adze figures all day according to rule, and is continually filing

warrants, and handling lumbering old books bound in boards, hasn't some
claim to be considered a carpenter? Besides that, sir, when I took
a tack over to the saloon across the road, I always used the spirit-level

with tbe top of my glass, and not unfreqnently got screwed. For this I

had to plank down considerable coin right on the nail, I had no desire to

chisel the public, tor I hammer perfectly honest man ; but, if mv enemies
want to hatch a plot against me, why let them hatchet, and—" But at
this point the T, C. 's pallid face warned Mr. Anderson that to continue
in this strain would be to commit murder, so murmuring that he saw it

was plane that events began to augur well for his acquittal, the carpenter-
clerk took his departure, leaving bis victim to have his swoon out, alone.

Professor Siemens, of Btr'in, thinks that if electric lights were
used at sea during fogs and darkness, there would be fewer ocean col-

lisions. Verily, it is marvelous what sagacity these savants are endowed
with, and what Stygian blackness of ignorance we ordinary mortals are

steeped in I Here the world has been all along imagining that the darker
the night the safer the ship—at least one would think so, to judge by the
eagerness with which the wonderful opinion of the Berlin professor has
been telegraphed all over the world. Pretty soon we shall be having
some necromancer in the heart of Siberia informing us that a man return-
ing home from his lodge is more likely to tumble over the rocking-chair
before he has lit the gas than afterwards.

Tbe Queen of Servia, it is announced, writes all her husband's
letters, and when hia Majesty desires to make an appointment with his

affinity, he falls back on the personal columns of the daily press. This
makts the Queen's work lighter and keeps peace! n the Royal Family.

So little " Marky Wlggin." who used to be an office boy for John T.
iff Cork), and afterwards the devil knows how -gut elected Su-
Jndge of Mono county, has been getting himself into rather a dirty

mens, taking fees For legal servt m from the Supervisors of the onnnty of
which he was judge. Pet Into s position to decide upon the rights, wrongs,
liberty and property of other people, he didn't know enough law to tell

him he onuldn't practice before his own court ; that he couldn't be attor-
ney and judge at the same time am! still keep bis seat on the bench. He

; it been waked up to a realization of that fact by the sensation of a
larve-sized flea in bis (larger) ear, and is now up among tbe Legislative
Committee convened to inquire into the feasibility of Bis impeachment,
hopping about like a pea on a hot griddle, and winning and lisping out
hi-* excuses like a sickly girl who has been caught devouring a pickled cu-
cumber. He says it was only bad taste on bis part. Nobody doubts that.

People who know Wiggin hest are not surprised at any exhibition of bad
taste on his part. However, if the Committee do their duty, he will find

his bad taste this trip to be of a kind that will permanently take up its

residence in his mouth by the time he gets through.

President Arthur's brother assures us that the President does not
contemplate matrimony in the near future. We have no doubts on that
subject, as we have long known that Arthur was wedded to a " Menu."
That he is pretty well absorbed in that love the Washington correspond-
ents amply testify, as their letters are replete with accounts of good din-
ners given at the White House, the dinner service, the hour of dining; in
fact, they give such details of luxury and magnificence that we are often
led to believe we are reading of an ancient Roman feaat. No young lady
can hope to become Mrs. Arthur unless she makes some wonderful dis-

covery or improvement in gastronomy. For, the way to the President's
heart is evidently through the abdominal cavity. We rather anticipate a
telegram from D.C., telling that Arthur has an attack of indigestion than
one informing us that he is suffering from an affaire du cceur.

A big fight is being made to reconstruct the game laws of this State
in such a way as to allow every laud-owner the privilege of shooting game
in season or out of it. Most of the owners of land iu out-of-the-way
parts of the State do nearly as they please just now. If a, bill is passed
removing the slight check which the present law puts on their indiscrim-
inate slaughter, the quail, duck, deer and snipe will soon be as extinct as

the dodo. Sport is a thing which needs protection. It is the only
healthy recreation that many a weary business man gets, and if the con-
trol of the game passes entirely into the hands of the ground-scratchers
and stock men, farewell to game

: aud with it to sport.

It would be interesting to know where the Kuights Templar cap-
tured the brilliant idea of calling the members of their Society ** Sir
Knights." We are aware that the writers of historical romances are
wont to make their heroes haughtily address each other as '" Sir Knight,"
but these same writers would hardly speak of a Sir Knight entering the
lists, or twenty Sir Knights riding over the hill. Even when these mod-
ern Templars give the full name of a member they can't spare their won-
derful invention. Sir John Smith, of Milpetas, or Sir William Jones, of

Saucelito, would sound odd enough in this Democratic country, but Sir
Knight J. Smith, etc., positively bags the bun for eccentric independ-
ence of all heraldic precedent.

An umbrella-maker, who resides at the corner of Dupontand Geary
streets, the other day objected to a customer flirting with his wife, aud to

emphasize his objection dislocated his patron's arm with a heavy stick.

This violent proceeding is incomprehensible, and, likewise, illegal. Com-
mon sense aod the law of the land both say that an umbrella maker
should be proud to have a wife so fair as to attract the admiration of his

customers. The idea of a man getting mad because his wife is pretty
seems to be the absurd of all other absurdities exquisitely absurd.

A Cincinnati reporter makes fun of a cooking club instituted there.

That reporter's head is not nearly level. Let cooking be taught, but let

the cooks be limited. If our girls could cook better than they do, more
men would dine at home. The art of cooking is one which no one can
afford to despise, and which no woman can afford to neglect. There have
been cases where a man suffering from indigestion brought on by bad
cooking has cut his wife's throat. There have been others where he has
cut bis owu. The choice is left, but the deduction is there.

The most dangerous element in any community is the semi-insane,

and half the ni orders committed are by such people. Sane enough to

have that cunning which"belongs to animals, they argue that their passions

can be let loose while their necks are safe. The numerous cases where
juries have returned verdicts with an insanity rider, have given this class

a precedent. It is cheerful to see our legislators at last hitting against the
" emotional insanity " dodge.

Crocodile farms are being tried South. Crocodiles are not nice pets,

but their hides are said to be useful. Breeders have takeu the thing un-
der consideration, and the universal verdict is that the average politician

has the tougher hide of the two. If the alligator could extend his travels

as far as the politician, he might get even with the game. Kind Nature
has handicapped the alligator. Anyway, an alligator farm would not be
a good place to bathe in.

Michigan has come to the front with a centenarian. Her name was
Miss Clara Coffin. She taught school for sixty years and died on the 13th,

at the pretty fair age of a hundred and three. Old ladies are nice things
to have around a house, but after a hundred or so they cease to be attract-
ive, except as curiosities. Miss Clara took a long time to catch up with
the last half of her name.

The Count de Paris says that the only true Republic is found in the

United States. This is quite natural, seeing that tbe Count considers

himself the rightful King of France, and expects to gain his throne some
day. It is much as if a burglar about to break into a house were to re-

mark: *' The only proper place for a policeman is at the other end of

the street."

A lately arrived Irish detective, has come to grief in Chicago. His
name is Muldooney, anil he is charged with the murder of a countr>*man
called Doherty, in 18S1. Muldooney does not now feel quite as solid as

he did.
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SUNBEAMS.
A Coasting Requiem.

A little boy and a little sled,

Those two.
The little sled was painted red

And blue.

The little boy wore Knickerbockers,
And he was sliding "belly cockers,"

Poor lad

!

This boys, he scaled the hill, he did,
Way up.

Then down the hill, this boy, he slid,

Kerslup

!

That painted sled, it struck a rock,
That boy is just now out of Btock :

Too bad

!

They searched the ground for miles around,
Alas!

Before his busted bones they found,
A mass,

That twelve or fifteen counties cluttered."
Where once the boy had " belly guttered."

Oh my!
Now, little boys who go to slide,

Take care ;

Remember hnw this poor boy died!
Beware

!

If you must go and slide kerslup,
Walk down the hill and then slide up ;

Good by.

All old woman, needing some silk and some
tape, sent her husband for them. The silk was
shown, but the buyer thought the price too great.
The clerk explained that silk goods were dear,
owing to some disease at this time prevalent
among the silk worms. The tape was next ex-
amined, and the husband thought that a little

stiff as to price. " Arid indade, sir, is there like-

wise a dezase a prevailiD
1 among the tape-worms?"

Conscientious Guard.—" I'm afraid, sir, the
young lady can't be permitted to travel on a half
ticket; she's much over twelve years of age."
Irate papa: " Do you mean to inform me, sir,

that my daughter and I are endeavoring to swin-
dle the railroad company ? Let me tell you, sir,

that we've never been so grossly insulted on this
line before, although we've both traveled on it

over fifteen years!

"

In one of the churches, while the thermom-
eter was in the nineties and the whole congre-
gation felt as though they were being cooked, the
minister rose to deliver his sermon. At the an-
nouncement of his text, a broad smile illuminated
the face of his hearers. They couldn't help it.

It was: "And Peter stood by the fire and warm-
ed himself."

The obliging visitor, to show that he really is

fond of children, and that the dear little one is

not annoying him in the least, treats him to a
ride upon his knee. "Trot! trot! trot! How do
you like that, my boy ? Is that nice ? " " Yes,
sir," replied the child, " but Dot so nice as on the
real donkey—the one with four legs!"

A farm item remarks that in fly-time cows
should be kept in stalls. This is for the con-
venience of the fly, increasing his opportunity of
concentration, and economizing much valuable
time that would be otherwise consumed in chas-
ing a frisky heifer through a ten acre lot.

Nothing is better calculated to destroy a
man's equanimity than to have a lady walk up
to him while he is lingering near a fruit-stand
and offer him two cents for an apple, when in
reality he is only waiting for a horse-car to come
along.

A party of the name of Russell Lester went
to Vinita, Indian Territory, for the avowed pur-
pose of killing a man named Rutledge. -The re-
mains of Lester were returned in the baggage-
car of the next train. The best plans are some-
times thwarted."

Since the recent hotel fires, the landlords find
themselves, like the feeble-minded class, a little
empty in the upper stories.

The moon is much like a man. When it is
full it hasn't a quarter ; when he has a quarter
he is not full.

Grammatically considered, the perfect is but
a pre-tense.

The happiest men are the fat men. They
know that they will not die poor.

When the due is on the rye it is time to
pay the whisky bill.

Sewer's Gas.—A dressmaker's gossip.

A sailors tie is knotty, but it's nice.

TOO POOR TO TAKE A PAPER.

Moore, of the Rural Next) Yorker, was sitting

in his office one afternoon when a farmer friend

of his came in.
" Mr, Moore, I like your paper, but the times

are so hard I cannot pay for it."

" Is that so, friend Jones ? I'm very sorry to

learn that you are so hard run. I will give you
my paper."

" Oh, no! I cant take it as a gift."

"Well, then, let me see how we can fix it.

You raise chickens, I believe?"
"Yes, a few, but they don't bring anything

hardly."
"Don't they? Neither does my paper cost

anything hardly !
" Now I have a proposition to

make to you. I will continue your paper, and
when you go home you may select one chicken
and call her mine. Take good care of her and
bring me the proceeds, whether in eggs or in

chickens, and I will call it square."

"All right. Brother Moore," and the firmer
chuckled as he went out at what he thought a
clever bargain. He kept the contract strictly,

and at the end of the year found that he had
paid about four prices for bis paper. He often

tells the joke on himself, and says he has never
had the cheek to say that he was too poor to take
a paper since.

Household Hints- -A pretty ornament for

a window sash is an old hat. Ram in up to the
brim and trim with Hamburg edging. A cheap
and dressy bedroom curtain is made by pinning
up an old shirt by the sleeves. Never ask for

soup twice. It is very ill-bred to sit at the thea-

tre and call out "Supe! supe! " An inexpen-
sive and improved tidy is made from an old dish-

cloth ; trim with tarred rope and ornament with
bows of red tape. Then attach a sockdollager
fishhook at the top and the guest will carry the
article to his next calling place hitched to his

coat collar instead of dropping it in the front
hall as usual. A lovely toilet cushion can be
evolved from a large white turnip ; trim with
Honiton lace, brass bugles, and passementerie,
fluted up the back and gored in the center with
a polonaise of gunny-bagging and demitrain of

crash toweling cut pompadour. This will make
a simple but tasteful addition to the toilet-table.

A lecturer has discoursed upon the subject,
" What to do until the doctor comes." As a rule

the most sensible way of spending the time
would be in making your will.

"My work's dun," remarked the collector,

as he started out in the morning.

#UfttE§lHM
BROAD UAUtiE.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Sunday, October 22, 1882,
And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave
from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend St., between 3d and 4th streets),aa follows:

s. F.

t 6:50 a.s

8:30 a i

10:40 a.h

* 3:30 P. a

4:30 P.

»

6:30 p. ft

DESTINATION.

.San Mateo, Redwood,.
and Menlo Park....

8:30 a
10:40 a,

* 3:30 P.

4:30 P.

U.\f
M. | ..Santa Clara, San Jose and.,
M. . ...Principal Way Stations. .

.

M.I I
10:40 a.]

' 3:30 P.:

M Gilroy, Pajuro, Castroville
. and Monterey.

ARRIVE
8. F.

40 A.M.
05 A.M.
02 A.M.

37 P.M.
;04 p.m.

02 p.m.

05 A.M
02 A.M.

37 P.M.
02 P.M.

):02 A.M.
J:02 P.M.

,«.|{. .Hollister and Tres Pinos..

10:40 A,

* 3.30 P.

M.J J
.Watsomille, Aptos, Soquel

and Santa Cruz.

.

10:40 A.
I J . . Salinas, Soledad and Way

.

|l Stations ,

:H "
6:02 p.m

Sundays excepted. tSundaysonly. (Sportsmen's Train.)

Stage connections are made with the 10:40 a.m.
Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo, which
connect with 8:30 a. m. Train. EXCURSION TICKETS
sold on Saturdays and Sunday mornings—good to
retu*n Monday: To Santa Clara or San Jose, §2 50; to
Monterey or Santa Cruz, S5 00; also to principal points
between San Francisco and San Jose.

Ticket Offices—Passenger Depot, Townsend street
and No. 2 New Montgomery street. Palace Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, 'H. R. JUDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

83&~ S. P. Atlantic Express Train via Los Angeles,
Yuma, etc., leaves San Francisco daily via Oakland
Ferry, foot of Market strict, it 9:30 a.m. [Oct. 28.

C. P. R. R.
Time Schedule, Monday, Not. 27, 1882.

Trains leave, and are due to arrive at,
SanFranciscoas follows:

LEAVE
(for)

DESTINATION. ARRIVE
(from)

9:30 a.m.
3:00 p.m.
4:00 P.M.

8:00 a.m.
3:30 P.M.
8:00 A.M.
*4:00 P.M.
9:30 a.m.
4:30 P.M.
8:00 A.M.
*4:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m.

*3:30 p.m.
18:00

k.M

8:00,
*5 :00 P.M.

9:30 a.m.
*4:00 P.M.

8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.

10:00 a.m.

3:00 P.M,
6:00 P.M,

3:30 p.m
5:30 p.m.

8:00 A.M.

8:00 A.M.
8:00 a.m.
3:30 p.m,
4:00 P.M,

8:00 A.M.

3:00 p.m,

*8:00 a.m.

8:00 A.M,
9:30 a.m.
3:30 P.M.

*4:00P.M.
3:30 P.M.
8:00 a.m.

*3 :30 P.M.

. . .Antioch and Martinez.

.

. Benicia

. ..Calistoga and Napa

. ( Deming, El Paso > Express.

.

. \ and East (Emigrant
. j Gait and \ via Livermore. . .

.

. j Stockton j via Martinez

...lone

. . . Knight's Landing
" " (JSundays only)

...Los Angeles and South
. . Livermore and Pleasanton. .

.

..Madera and Fresno...

..Merced
. . Marysville and Chico.

.

. . Niles and Haywards .

.

< Ogden and I Express
(East (Emigrant
.Redding and Red Bluff

f Sacramento
{via Livermore

{ ZXsXf > via Benicia....

\
and Colfax

J via Benicia_

,

. Sacramento E/ver Steamers.

,

. San Jose

.Tehama and Willows

.Vallejo

.(tSundays only)

...Virginia City.,

. . . Woodland

2:40 P.M
•10:10 A.M
•12:40 P.M.

7:40 P.M.

11:10 a.m.
"10:10 a.m.

7:40 P.M.
2:40 P.M.

7:10 a.m.
5:40 P.M.

'12:40 p.m.
5:40 P.M.

11.10 a.m.

2:40 P.M.

5:40 P.M.
"8:40 A.M.
2:40 P.M.

•12:40 P.M.
5:40 P.M.
5:40 P.M.
3:40 P.M.
9:40 A.M.

"8:40 A.M.

11:10 A.M.
6:10 A.M.
5:40 P.M.
6:40 P.M.
7:40 P.M.
11:10 A.M.
•6:00 A.M.
3:40 P.M.

9:40 A.M.
-'7:40 P.M.

7:40 P.M.
2:40 P.M.

*10:10A.M.
{11:10 a.m.
*12:40 P.M.

11:10 A.M.
•7:40 P.M.

11:10 a.m.

Train leaving San Francisco at 8:00 A.M. should meet
Pacific Express from " Ogden " at Port Costa; and that
leaving at 9:31) A.M. should meet Pacific Express from
" El Paso" at Antioch.

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland Pier.

From "SAN FRAIfCISCO," Daily.

To EAST OAKLAND— *6.00, »6:30, 7:30, 8:30, 9:30,

10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30,

7:00, 8:00, 9:30, 11:00, »12:00.

To ALAMEDA—*6:00, -+6:30, 7:00, »t7:30, 8:00, "t8:30,

9:00, *t9:30, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 1:00, 2:00, 3:00, "t3:30,

4:00, »t4:S0, 5:00, "t5:30, 6:00, "+6:30, 7:00, *8:00, 9:30,

11:00, »12:00.

To BERKELEY — "6:00, »6:30, 7:00, "7:30, 8:00, "8:30,

9:00, !9:30, 10:00, 110:30, 11:00, tll:30, 12:00, 1:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,

9:30, *12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—*6:00, *6:30, 7:00, "7:30, J8;00
8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, "4:30, 5:00,

5:30, 6:00. "6:30, 7:00.

To " SAW FRABTCISCO." Pally.

From BROADWAY, Oakland -*5:32, »6:02, 6:32

7-32 8:02,8:32, 9:02, 9:32, 10:02, 10:32. 11:02, 11:32,

12:32, 1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32

5:32, 6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

From EAST OAKLAND—*5:21, *5:51, 6:21, 6:51

8-51, 9:51, 10:51, 11:51, 12:51, 1:51, 2:51, 3:51,

5:51, 6:51, 7:51, 9:21, 10:51.

From ALAMEDA—*5:15, *5:45, 6:15, 7:10, "+7:35

"+8:35, 9:10, "t9:35, 10:10, "+10:35, 11:10, 12:10

2:10, 3:10, 4:10, "+4:35, 5:10, "+5:35, 6:10, "+6:35

"+7:35, 9:15, 10:46

From BERKELEY -»5:45, *6:)5, 6:45, "7:15,7:45,

8:45, J9:15, 9:15, 110:15, 10:45, ill:15, 11:45,

1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:15, 4:45,5:15, 5:45,6:15,6:45

9:15, *10:45.

From WEST BEKKELEY — »5:45, *6:15, 6:45,

7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, »5:15

•6:15, 6:45, •7:15.

, 7:02,

12:02,

, 5:02,

, 7:51,

4:51,

8:10,

, 1.10,

, 7:15,

•8:15,

12:45,

, 7:45,

•7:15,

, 5:45,

Creeb Route.
From SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15, 0:15, 11:15, 1:15, 3:15,

6:16.

From OAKLAND—*6:15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

All trains run daily, except when star (*) denotes Son-
days excepted.

+Trains marked thus (t) run via East Oakland.
(|)Sundays only^

" Standard Tine" furnished by Randolph & Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 1<>S Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. GOODMAN, Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agt.

A. N. ToWNB, General Manager.

COAL OIL STOVES.
All Sizes for Cooking: or P - rlor use

Send for Circular and Prices.

M IESTER A CO.,
17 New Montgomery St., S. F.
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REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.
Recorded In the City and County of San Francisco. California, for

tile Week endlnir February IS. 1883

miitrret.il Amcy, \0l Cal\Jvrnia St. , H.F.

Wednesday . February 7th.

aUXTORARD URANTEK.
J.

ItRM-RirTlON.

Hetkt ioj«» r

H
- * l.n Soc

Leopold Loope to !
'.< n K iM

Otai BB ' Ho*ard

Wm 1) llwih io luo M MunnlnR.

Siniim StlcfTRtcr to J I

EFSpence to Francois C V.-illet..

E-lher llnrri* to Walter S Boturl

Ota w BlDkol lo Haqi 9 Kelly..

Robt Morse to Olive Coulson

Amelia Truesdell to E Miller Jr. .

.

Uib S A Ln Soc to D B Hinckley.

Alice G Eastland et a! to Same

no 3rd, ne SS-.3RS0. nclnr.
In 1 ltv.n» 10

W Hardy, tig n itu,, i, I

M B fc
50-varn Tin;

1*7:8, r» rji in «
i rii ra Idi

s,v Dore, 860 Ba Harrison, to
M It 11

s Tnrk, I0B:6 m LoxTenworth, w 89 i
"-v:,r:i 1948
BB ii 19th, n .V.xTH. being in

m Block ea
Nw Howard, 3S6 ne 9th. ne 59x80 hki-

vara SOD
la, So b 19th, f »iS i, being In

M B '.7 "...
E Baker, 76:8 n Sacramento, n 95:6x109:

6, being in W A 549
N 17th. 115:2 » Church, « llisSO, being

In MB 96
S Jackson, 14S:ti w Webster, w 44x127:

8, belns: in W A 317
E corner FolBom and 2nd, ne 275x275—

100-vara 39
Same

I 500

6
906

1,730

550

4,000

5

5,500

1,800

Thursday, February 8th.

J Baamberyer to E Baumberger..

WJGnnntoGeo Uhl

Leander A Bly to Geo M Chase. .

.

Henry Mahan to E B Cooper

I*a;;c D Mordecaf to Patk Kelly..

.

L Gottie; to Jas McBean

Ann Flanagan to City & Co of S F

Pietro Bulleti to P Demartini

Edmond Kenney to G T Atkinson
Jno H D'ckinson to A S Spence..
Jas Monet to Cbas H F Meyer

Augnst Helbing to Emanuel Straus

Abraham Morris to M De Young..

Ne Golden Gate Avenue and Stelner, e
40x137:0, being^ in W A 3113

Sw Fillmore ana Washington, w 106:3x
27:8, heing in W A 351

W.Mason, 115 n Pine, n 22:6x02:6, be-
ing in 50-vara 595

N Turk, 160 e 1st avenue, e 20x112:0, be
ingin W A 785

Se Berry, 180 sw 4th, sw 25x80, being
in 100-vara 173

S Clinton Park, 105 e Dolores, e 25x75,
being in M B 25
W 10th, 165 n Howard, n 35x135, being

in Mission Block 0, to he a continu
ation of Natoma street

Undivided one-half w Burgoyne, 117:6
s Pacific, s 20x60, being in 50-vara
1.194

N 13th avenue, 50 e P street, e 25x100..
S Clay, 192:6 e Broderick, e 27:6x127:6.

Se Kearny and Pine, e 57:6x20, being in

50-vara 264
Sw Oak and Steiner, w 110x102, being

in W A377
N O'Farrell, 137:6 e Powell, e 87:6x137:

6, being in 50-vara 929

Gift

#2,575

5,000

600

I
2,025

875

700
33

1,500

40,000

5

64,000

Friday, February 9th.

Patk J Kennedy to Jno B Hoalt.

.

G A Hamilton to L Gottig

Wm W Yonng to J P Martin

Same to same
Nathl S Simpson to Mary T Fay .

.

Abraham Seligman 10 A A Levi . .

.

F A Hornblower to W H Kruger.

.

W J Gunn to Jane C Shepard

Jos Cantor to Jno Matheson

Geo W Hinkel to Mary Rakeman

.

Jos Ringot to Roscoe J Whitaker.

Wm H Kidd to Geo B Kidd

J P Martin to Wm Sharon.
Same to same

Wm J Ta'.lman to G J Fitzgibbon

Rid id Crooks to Wm Gibbons

Saturday, February 1,0th

E Valencia, 05 s 24th. s 130x117:6, being
in M ission Block 170

Sw 9th. 250 se Bryant, se 25x100, being
in MB43

Ne Gongh and Turk, n 120x137:6, being
in W A 134

E Gongh, 120 n Tnrk. n 17:6x137:6..
S Pine, 122:6 e Larkin, e 50x137:6
Ne Grove and Baker, e 412:6x275, being

in W A 528
W San Jose avenue, 305:9 s 24lh, s 62 x
298, being in Harper's Addition 8

E Lyon, 27:8 s Clay, b 25x110, being inW A 569
W Treat avenue, 195 s 24th, a 25x112:6
-M B173

E Baker, 25:8 n Sacramento, n 25:6x102:
6-W A 642

N California, 81:10 e Devisadero, e 30 x
100-W A 401
W Folsom, 95 s 22nd, b 30x122:6, being
in M B 138

EGough,120 n Turk, n 17:6x137:6
Ne Gough and Turk, n 120x137:6, being

in W A 134
W Valencia, 160 n 18th, n 25x100, being

in Wesl ern Addition70
Lot 20, block 28. Fairmound Hd

#9,750

5

22,500
1

Gift

1

S.500

750

1,650

3,300

5

5
10

2,400
5

Jno Center et al to Peter Costa...

Matthias Gray to A L Mann

Patk Lynn to Geo Hotte

Wm Bosworth to Eliza L Hoffner.

Jno W Coleman to Saml Abrams.

.

H S Wattiez to Augustine Wattiez

Elizth Flaglor to Wendell Easton

Jno W Coleman to D P Marshall.

.

Geo W Hinkel to Wm Swiroerton.

Patk McCoy to Hannah Power

E Florida, 320 n 21st, e 100X s 25, bein
in M B 143

W Mission, 50 s 20th. b 35x60, being in

M B 67
E Mission, 120 n 25lh, n 25x115, bein;

inM B171
S Jackson, 187:6 e Mason, e 24x137:6—
50-vara 172

Se O'Farrell and Octavia, e 137:0x120—
W A 154

Se 16th and Valencia, e 70x80, being in

M B 40
Se Natoma: 212:8 sw 1st, sw 41:10x80 —

100-vara 20
Nw Gough and Ellis, w 137:0x120, be-

ing in W A 154

E Baker, 102:2 n Sacramento, n 25:6 x
10S:6-W A 543
W corner Langton and Folsom, sw 50 x
80— 100-vara 2f8

$ 675

5,250

2,150

1

7,300

5

3,800

7,700

8,300

10,000

Monday. February 18th.

»HANT<l|[ ANll OUANTKK.

loJno Mii-Ii

lv.nl i 'allagban lo Cath Butler....

Johanna Carroll i" Waller Booth.

Geo B Elliot to Jean Washburn
. .

.

i r io Jno Armstrong

Bdwd Foster t,t Anne Fosler

Kate E lirooks looiias \v W sloh.

Jno J Crowly to Anne V Fell

i I' Pierce to F P Morrison

Cbas B Elliott to Clinton Jone9.

.

City* Co of S FtoUHusson...

imscim-rioK.

- 62:11x92:0-50.
vera 1900

1 N itom i, 'in n 15th, n 91x80, being In

I. l 1 1 inn ,'n 20x67:0-
I 116

W Fillmore, 55
I

mn', bofne
In w a ,-iis

N California, 192:6 v, Broderick, w 27:6
x 187:9 W A :,n

8 i alli'ornla, 55 w Lagans, w 97:6x107:6w a 985
E Valencia, i

: ieth, n 65x137:6, be-
ing in M II Is:!

N Waller, 64:6 w Iini'llimnn, w 55x120—W A 2911

Nw Market, 169:1 ne Tvler, ne 25, nw60
8, s 15:7, w 19:7, se 69:9 and other
pieces
vara 138
W Fillmore, 30 a Pncillc, 25x100—West-
ern Addition 348

E Mission, 235 s 25lh, s 25 x 115-Mis-
sion Block 182

Pllu-K

$4,500

5

1,300

1,925

1,860

Gilt

3,750

1,740

1

1,925

WE ARE NOW OFFERING THE CHOICEST
DESIGNS IN

GAS FIXTURES
EVER OFFERED ON THIS COAST.

CALL AND SEE THEM.

THOMAS DAY & CO.,

183 A.NJD 1S4 SUTTER STREET.
THE GUTTA PERCHA AND RUBBER MANFG. CO.,

Manufacturers and Dealers in

RUBBER GOODS,
Offers for the FALL TRADE the FINEST LINE of RUBBER CLOTHING ever

in this market, both Heavy, Medium and Gossamer; also are

SOLE AGENTS ON THE PACIFIC COAST FOR THE BOSTON RUBBER
SHOE CO'S SUPERIOR RUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES.

Pure Gum and Dull Finish Boots, Hip and Short; Im. Sandals, Arctics,

Gaiters, Foutholds, etc.

fSept. 23.]

JOHN W. TAYLOR. Manager,
Cor. First and market streets,

San Francisco,

C. W. M. SMITH,
The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor. /K]^£-

LJ
rfO.

Established in 1862, 1"ATEN1q)
Removed *o 224 Sansome Street.^- i:

ESP"" MR. G. W. M. SMITH is the patent attorney for Marriott's Aeroplane Com-
pany for Navi^atim; the Air, Oct. 22.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,
Agents for EICOKD'S RESTORATIVE PILLS,

63S Market Street San Franeibco, Cal.
June 24.PALACE HOTEL.

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,

OCULIST.
Formerly at Jffo. 313 Bunh street, bas removed to Phelan's

Building;, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 M. to 3 P.M.

Take the Elevator. May 27.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 215 GEARY ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.

Feb. 5.] OFFICE HOURS: 1 to 4 P.M.

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY
No. 310 Sansome Street.

San Francisco,

WHOLESALE DEALERS I If EUE8.
[September 21.1

MARBLE WORKS.
MAIfTJSI.S and GRATES, MOXTTMEXTS and BBATtSTOSES,

In Marble and Scotch &ranite,

827 Market street bet. Fourth and Fifth.

&F Send for Designs and Prices. _ W. H. MtCOBMItK.
CHARLES F. HANL0N

as removed bis Law Office to Phelan's Building, Market
street, Rooms 46 and 44, second story. Feb. 3.H
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WAIFS.
Waifs which singly are as light as air, but which together make

a momentous whole.

It begins to be regretably apparent that the present Democratic Leg-
islature is yoing to falsify the hopes formed in regard to it.^— It will

disappoint its friends, delight its enemies, and disgust the people, who
will presently begin to ask : "What have we gained by the immense ma-
jority we gave to the Democrats at the last election?"——The people
meant something and expected much from their votes. They intended
that there should be a complete reversal of every point of State policy.

They had concluded that an entire change could be made with advantage,
and accordingly they clothed the incoming party with complete and un-
controlled power to make such changes.—Yet that party does not seem
to know how to use the advantage conferred upon it, and fails to interpret

th ! will of that large majority which gave it away.—^The people said in

effect : "Do as you please ; you cannot make things worse than they are,

and you may amend them considerably." The majority in power realize

rot the tidal wave that swept them into office ; they lay behind public
sentiment, and are imbecile and impotent in the presence of popular
hopes and expectations.——Why should they? They have a clear road
before them. Nobody says them nay. Nobody wants to stay their hand.
Everybody is ready and willing to see a complete change in every State
department.^—Nay, more, the popular voice demands such changes.^—
That is what the late State election meant, or it meant nothing ; that is

what the people hope for, or they would not have voted as they did.^—
They condemned the past management of things all along the line, and
well they might.^^There is hardly a single department of State in
which there is not an officer against whom a criminal indictment would
not lie.«^—We have seen what an efficient Attorney-General can have to

say against Bunker. Yet that fellow was no worse and not half as bad
as his compeers. He operated under a thieving law, yet when his crimes
are brought home to him by the eloquence of a Marshall we stand amazed
at the picture.^—If the moral grasp that has laid hold of Bunker were
to seize upon the last Board of Supervisors, the tow-boat owners, the
pilots, tfce prison officers and directors, the Harbor Commissioners, the
heads of city departments, the Judges who are in partners with short-
hand reporters, thfi fellows who have signed warrants without rendering
any services therefor, and, generally, all those who have stolen from the
city and State Treasuries, there would not be room enough in San Quen-
tin to hold them all.-^And now the State Legislature is face to face
with the duty of legislating all the thieves out of office, and they do not
know, strange to say, bow to perform so palpable, so pressing, and so
obvious a duty.^—Bab ! Out upon such imbeciles.^—We wish we had
them by the ear and could lug them between that upper and nether mill-

stone between which the people would like to grind them into impalpable
powder.——They should get rid of Warden Ames, because he is a proven
knave and rascal. He stole what wasn't his'n, and being caught ought to go
to prison. Berry should go because he is a proven appropriator. The Pri-
son Directors should be relegated to private life, for the simple reason
that they have appropriated Slate property to their own use. The whole
State Prison business is rotten from bottom to top, and ought to be fumi-
gated and renovated, and nothing else will satisfy popular expectations.

' Then harbor affairs should be seized with a strong grip. They have
been corrupt from their inception.—^The sea-wall was a steal of some
S230,000.—^The tolls on the wharves have long been a fraud, as most
reasonably well-informed people well know. Thirty-five men are
appointed to collect them. They cost thirty-five per cent, of their total

value to collect, and, knowing that thieving was going on, the collectors
were assessed S10.000 for the last campaign.—Why were they so
assessed, and why did they quietly pay up, unless tbey were thieves?
They were.——Wharves were leased at §400 a month, which realized to
the lessees from dockage §4,000 per month, and the State was correspond-
ingly robbed, and yet legislators do not seem to know how to cure this
criminal rascality.—The pilots submitted to be blackmailed, to the ex-
tent of 26 per cent, of their gross earnings, and yet netted no less than
S440 per month over and above all their expenses, and still legislators

pretend to be unable to provide a remedy. Pshaw! We are sick of such
trifling. We could go on telling of like robberies during several
columns of space, but we grow weary of the task. If these thiogs are not
altogether changed, then the fact will remain that we have the weakest
and most imbecile legislature on record, as we believe we have. Agen-
eral law ought to be passed making the period of State offices as nearly
co-terminus as possible with that of the State administration.^—That
would bring the constitution into harmony with State laws, and would
make each administration reasonably responsible for its own officers.

Once adopted, it would benefit all administrations alike. It is absurd,
illogical and un-American to have the officials of one administration hold
over into tbe middle of the term of the next.—These things ought to be
changed, and would be in double-quick time if we had not a set of incapa-
bles in the Legislatnre.-^Now for details. Rvan, of Humboldt, used
to be a favorite with correspondents. A little, weazen-faced man,
with long hair and a complacent way, he assumed a pretentious man-
ner and an air of fairness when he was in the minority, but now he goes
for everything in sight, and is accounted one of the most usable and dere-
lict of Senators. In fact, a good deal more might be said about him.
Frank Sullivan is the one Senator from this city who is doing well.^—

•

Coleman, from San Mateo, is also making a name for himself.^—The
honest, incorruptible, eloquent and statesman-like Senators from San
Francisco are undoubtedly Dougherty, Kelly, Nelson, Keating, McCar-
thy, Cronin and Harrigan. They are seven out of the eight Democrats
elected from this city. More power to them. May their shadows never
grow less.

The South Pacific Coast Railroad is thus early making extensive
arrangements for the next excursion season. Its preparations for the
comfort and convenience of passengers indicate that a large travel is an-
ticipated. The advantages of a summer's sojourn on this line of road
are every year becoming more popular. The big trees and the splendid
camping, hunting and fishing grounds, amidst a pure atmosphere and
surrounded by magnificent scenery, that are on this route, are sure to
make it always a favorite resort.

The cheapest way to purchase- -Buy the yard.

SOCIETY AT THE MARDI GRAS.
The approaching Mardi Gras Festival is destined to be quite an

event in social circles, for it has come to our knowledge that Society in-

tends to take part in it, but—on the sly. We are ubiquitous, however,
and have found out all about it. The idea of getting up a " select crowd,"
originated in the fertile brain of a lady who long luxuriated in the appel-
lation of chief manager, and her aptitude for managing anything, from a
husband up (or down), is sufficient to insure success in this last undertak-
ing. Her chief aid will be the wife of a legal light, who has in the past
acted in the same capacity. These ladies, in conjunction with the wife of
a quondam military official, will constitute the committee under whose
guidance the party will be organized. Secrecy is the key-note of the
whole affair, each member being pledged to hold all they know inviolate.

As we before remarked, though, nothing is impervious to the eyes and
ears of the News Letter. Does not its invisible influence permeate all

classes, invade the privacy of the sanctum, the boudoir and the closet?
Can the faintest whisper of Society pass unheard by so close a compan-
ion ? No, a thousand times no. Thus it is that we have the pleasure of
presenting to our readers a synopsis of this carefully concocted plan of
mystification, contenting ourselves, however, with a description of the
characters to be assumed, leaving it to the wit, cleverness and quick, per-
ception of our readers to discover '' who is who." The three lady mana-
gers come first, of course, in mention. After much deliberation, pro and
con, they have decided upon something novel and startling, and will ap-
pear as the Three Grenadiers, from Genevive de Brabant, and will sing,
" We Rake 'em In " during the evening. The difference in size and style
of the three dames will, it is believed, only add piquancy to the effect.

The husband of one will appear as Ishmael, the second as Mars and the
third as Falstaff. The number comprising this select crowd is limited to

twenty coupler but it embraces nearly every one whose names always top
the list of social items.

A well-known capitalist, for instance, will appear Expressed for the oc-
casion by his own Company ; his brother-in-law has chosen Mirth, having
the conviction no change of countenance will be requisite. Another well-
known capitalist will come out strong as Vice, feeling that under cover of

the mask he won't be known, and he has reveled in this line so long 'tis

now no effort to appear in it. His wife will appear as his Twin, being
equally well up in the part ; her preference was for a huge Marriage Bell,

but tbe difficulty of procuring flowers at this season induced her to choose
the more home like character. And yet another of our rich men will don
the garb of Charity, thus illustrating the old proverb, as it will surely
cover "a multitude of sins." His daughter will shine as a Dresden Model.
A Taylor-street matron will assume the character of Conjugal Felicity

;

her youngest daughter taking the character of Folly, the eldest a Duck.
This was chosen by her husband, her friends having assured him she could
waddle to perfection. A Nob Hill matron will appear as the Golden Calf,
and her opposite neighbors as a Lottery, several blanks and one prize (this

will be a family group). Further dowu California street, another family
group has chosen to appear as Veterans ; while a charming mother and
daughters in the neighborhood have selected the characters of Fashion and
Frivolity. The other end of the city will send as its representatives a
charming couple, who have elected to appear as Jacob McClosky and The
Octoroon. The hotels will also furnish their quota. A dark-browed dame
wished to take the character of Casar's Wife, but not being able to fill all

the requirements of that personage, chose Caprice. A bright little lady,
whose name is not suggestive of her amiable nature, will appear as a Rose,
her husband accompanying her in his own character, as there is "no rose
without a thorn." Her young cousin, the millionaire's son, will assume
the character of duck. The Palace will send forth its mightiest guests as
Dollars and Sense, the daughter as Cinderella. An ex-army aid will ap-
pear as a Midget, while his wife will take the part of Mrs. Caudle. An
ex-U. S. Treasurer will come out strong as The Widow's Mite. The dif-

ferent society beaux will alt be more or less magnificent. A young Ger-
man leader has chosen a Harlequin dress to display his lithe figure to ad-
vantage.
But lack of space forbids longer details. We think enough has been

said to give the uninitiated a good hint as to what they may expect at tbe
ball itself, a full of description of which will appear in our pages.

"Jack," said an affectionate mother of Stapleton, the other morning,
"you really must come home earlier at night. Do you suppose Esmeralda
likes to have you stay so late?" "I'll tell you how it was," replied
Jack; "you see, she was sitting on my hat, and I felt a little delicate
about mentioning the fact." "Very well; I'll give you a bit of advice.
The next time, don't hold your hat in your lap."

More universally recommended than any proprietary medicine made.
A sure and reliable tonic, Brown's Iron Bitters.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
ANDES Silver Mining Company.-Location of principal

place of business, San Francisco, California. Location of works, Virginia
Mining District, Storey county, Nevada.—Mitice is hereby given that at a meeting
of the Board of Directors, held on the sixth .day of February, 1S83, an assess-

ment (No. 21) of Twenty-five Cents per share was levied upon the capital stock
of the corporation, payable immediately, in United States gold coin, to the Secretary,
at the office of the Company, Room 2, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street,

San Francisco, California.

Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on TUESDAY, the
THIRTEENTH (13th) DAY OF MAKCH, 1883, will be delinquent and advertised
for sale at public auction ; and unless payment is made before, will be sold on
MONDAY, THE SECOND (2d1 UAY OF APRIL, 1*83, to pay tbe delinquent assess-

ment, together with costs of advertising and expenses of sale. By order of the Board
of Directors. BUTLER BURRIS, Secretary.

Office—Room 2, Nevada Block, 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia. Feb. 10.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IX RED MEN'S BUILDING,

No. 320 Post Street Opposite Union Square.

PROF. O. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 320 Po
street, is now open for Juvenile aud Evening Classes. Office Hours, for Terms, etc.,

10 A.M. to 12 m., and 1 to 5 P.M. Oct. 22.
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THE DANGERS OF EUROPEAN CAPITALS.
There to do doubt t!i - *rv liable t<» »p»ci*l d»Hffen fn>m

32, there
i in I'.in-t. I it Rome
v..!.nt ftmoogtt tha
me cellars in certain

.r .I-ni)iiu'- - r prevail**) in pome
^rt^r^ '>f P*ria, where enormous rents are puM. It would

—em tr tr* everywbert more UsbU toteki the fever in Itt

worst and most f*t*I form, ami tti.it the ordinary eilix n« tmve obtained &
certain immunity, from nceUmatiun to the foul atmosphere which per-

vades m The same physician states that English and
fVrosrioans ire pscnttarly susceptible, as they are accustomed to man

rmundings.
W. ..in oall to mind several visitors tn Rome and Paris from San Fran*

ho have either HOOQIuDsd t<> tvpboid fever or have barely escaped
with their lives after a lorn* and painful illness. Some three years ago a
promising yoang lady physioian died in Bome, and last Autumn several

parents wen- summoned to Paris by the illness* <>f their children. Nearly
all the victim** are young persons ranging from fifteen to twenty-two
years. The Rue St. Bonoro, between the Rne Royal and the Rue * las-

tjgltooe, surrounded hv hub-class hotels peopled by English and Ameri-
cans, is a regular centre of infection. In the Boulevard Hausrnan there

is a high-class boarding home frequented by wealthy Americans, where
there had been four cases of typhoid fever. In this house the closets

drained into a tinnettt fUtre, had no traps, and the pans contained only one
inch of water. The tinnettt was placed in the cellar, and gave ort a most
tool odor. Into the kitchen the sewer-gas obtained admission through a
sink-pipe, opening near the table on which creams and eggs were in course
of preparation. In a large school in the Rue Monceau, kept by the Sis-

ters of St, Vincent de Paul, and from which several cases of typhoid fever

had been sent to hospital, the latrines had neither traps, valves nor water,
and one closet without a valve was opposite the dormitory door. In a

in the Rue Microsmesnil, the single apartments of which are rented
at 6,000 francs a year, there was in the basement a trou de turc, opening
directly to the sewer, and in the master's apartments the closets had no
water. In a recent address to the Academy of Medicine, Dr. Bouchard
remarked that the Parisians are proof against the germs of typhoid fever

by dint of continual exposure to the morbid ferment; hence it is that for-

eigners and strangers supply the larger proportion of victims.
Much as we have to complain of the sanitary condition of San Fran-

cisco, it is evident that the French capital is in a far worse state. No one
visits or resides there without considerable danger, and the worst feature
of the case is the universal ignorance displayed by all classes of French-
men as to sanitary matters. The dark little closet in which there is a tin

vessel, more frequently empty than filled with water, infects the suit of

rooms of which it forms the center, and the visitor does not suspect the
existence in the basement of a cesspool, generating the most dangerous
gases, which are conducted to every floor by the untrapped pipe in con-
nection with the closets. We suppose, however, that the attractions of

the French capital will continue to prove stronger than the fear of fever.

But it may be useful to intending visitors to offer a few precautionary re-

marks, which may sene to diminish the danger. In the first place, our
experience is strongly in favor of the newly constructed hotels, under the
manaeement of English or Americans, many of which are provided with
the newest sanitary inventions and are fairly well administered. An old

French hotel is of all the moat dangerous, and especially those which are
conducted as furnished lodging houses. Before taking apartments, there-

fore, inspect the closets, and if these are dark, small, and unsupplied with
water, try some other building. In all cases see that the bedroom window
faces on the street, and sleep with the window open. There is always less

danger from the outside than from the inside air. Select a quiet street,

or you will be compelled to close the window by the noise. Imitate the
life of the Parisians, who live largely in the open air and use wine at all

their meals. Drink neither water nor milk which has not been boiled.

The water supply of Paris is, for the most part, foul and insufficient.

Paris is safest in mild weather. In hot the foul odors are more general,

and in cold, fuel being very dear, the windows are all kept closed and the
bouse ventilation is impeded. Autumn is the season to be specially

avoided, and Spring is mt»st favorable for a prolonged visit. Similar pre-

cautions are required in Rome, Brussels, Vienna, and other continental

cities. In Rome, the dangers of Autumn are augmented by malaria, and
for strangers there is no safety till after Christmas. In London the sani-

tary arrangements are superior to those of any larye city in the world,

and there is little or no danger of taking typhoid fever in any of the

principal hotels and boarding-houses. Some of the European health
resorts are by no means what they should be—particularly those of France
and Italy. Last year the sanitary condition of Cannes was denounced
by Sir Robert Rawlinson, C. B., and it is said that the Mayor and town
architect have since taken measures for its improvement. A Sanitary
Bureau has been organized, and a permanent inspector employed. There
are, however, special difficulties to be overcome before the sanitary con-

dition can be pronounced perfect.

REPORT OP THE SEVENTEENTH INDUSTRIAL EXHI-
BITION OP THE MECHANICS' INSTITUTE, OF

THE CITY OP SAN FRANCISCO, 1882.

The above Report has just reached us, and is in every sense a most
creditable production. In a city of this size it affords evidence in

abundance of the high appreciation in which the annual Fair is held by
both exhibitors, business men and the citizens of all classes. The spirited

Board of Managers spent upon it, for all purposes, $21,669 10, and real-

ized and transferred to the Mechanics' Institute $38,930 72, a wonderful
sum to have been realized for a public purpose between August 15th and
September 23d. In itself, when uell conducted, a Mechanics' Institute,

with its professors of all branches of technology, well appointed labrato-

ries, and samples of all kinds of the newest mechanical appliances, for

the education of young mechanics and the incidental enlargement of the

knowledge of already practical men, is one of the best institutions any
large city can possess, but most of all a city in a new country. Now,
where is our Mechanics' Institute ? There is no such thing—but when are

we to see an attempt to organize one ?

GRAVES' LEDGER INDEX.

HOPPER'S WRITING TABLET.

STAFFORD'S INKS.

AMERICAN BOOK EXCHANGE PUBLICATIONS.
CAREW PAPERS.

CUNNINGHAM, 0URTISS & WELCH,
Corner Sansome and Sacramento Streets,

(Sept. 23.) San Francisco,

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
The Company's steamers will snil Tor Hongkong and

Tokohama:
C1TV OF TOKIO FEBRUARY 22, at 2 P.M.

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and return at reduced rates.

For New York, via Panama:
SAN JOSE ..FEBRUARY 16, at 10 o'clock A. M.,

Taking freight and passengers to MAZ\TLAN, SAN BLAS, MANZ\NILLO and
AC \PULCO, and via ACAPULCO for Lower Mexican and * 'entral American Ports,

calling at SAN JOSE DE GUATEMALA and LA LIBERTAD to land passengers
and mails.

fiukets to and from Europe by any line for sale at the lowest rates ; also fur Ha-
vana and all West India ports.

For Honolulu. Auckland and Sydney:
ZEALANDIA MARCH 10, at 2 p. M.,

Or immediately on arrival of the English mails.

Ten Dollars additional is charged for Upper Cabin passage.
For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and Brannan streets.

[Feb. 17.] WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., General Agents.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,

For Japan and Cblua, leave wharf, corner First and Bran-
nan streets, at 2 p.m., or YOKOHAMA AND HONGKONG, connecting at

Yokohama with Steamers or Shanghai.

-18S8.—
ARABIC Thursday, January 18
OCEANIC ^ Tuesday, January 30
COPTIC Saturday, February 10
GAELIC - Tuesday, March 6
BELGIC . Saturday, March 17
Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates,
Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.'s

General Offices, Room 74, cor. Fourth and Towusend sts.

For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific Mail Steam-
ship Company's Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN, General Passenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD, President.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
The steamship GAELIC, from San Francisco March 6thj also the steamship BEL-

GIC, of March 17th, will continue on from Hongkong, via Suez, to Liverpool, offer-

ing superior accommodations and quick time for Tourists en route "AROUND THE
WORLD." Feb. 17.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamer* ol this Company will sail from Broadway Wharf

as follows

:

For Victoria, B C, and Puget Sound Ports: On the 10th, 20th and 30th of each
month (except when such da\ s fall on a holiday, then on the day previous ). Steamer
of the 30th connects at Port Townsend with steamer " City of Chester " for Alasna.
For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the O. R, & N. Co.: Every! days.

For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 5th, 10th, 16th,

20th, 26th and 30th of each month.
For Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and

Ventura: Every Wednesday at S a.m.
For Eureka, Areata, and Hookton, Humboldt Bay: Every Wednesday, 9 'clock.

For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc.: Every Monday.

Ticket Office, No: 214 Montgomery street, near Pine.
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

Nov. 26. No. 10 Market street..

FOR PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, OREGON.
The Oregon Railway and Navigation Compauy and Pacific

Coast Steamship Company will dispatch from Spear-street Wharf, for the
above ports, one of their new Al Iron Steamships, viz.: QUEEN OF THE PACIFIC,
COLUMBIA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA and OREGON.

Sailing: Days,
EVERY WEDNESDAY AND SATURDAY,

At 10 o'clock A. Jtt.

Connecting at Portland, Oregon, with Steamers and Railroads and their connecting
Stage Lines for all points in Oregon, Washington and Idaho Territories, British

Columbia and Alaska.
Ticket Office 214 Montgomery Street

GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

[Jan. 6.J No. 10 Market street, San Francisco.

PRINTING AND ENGRAVING
BY THE

iSAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER.;

Onr Specialties: Fine Priu«iii{j-Cntal«»s;nes, Book-. Illns-
trated Circulars, Illuminated Printing. We have the most complete faculties

for producing ENGRAVINGS by the following processes: Photo Engraving, Phot -

graphing. Wood Engraving, Photo Lithographing. Portraits, Landscapes. Build-

ings. Machinery. Interiors, etc. Parties 1 vmg at a distance can have engravings
made by sending photograph, or sketch on paper, designating size required. Esti-

mates furnished on application. Sept. 9.
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BIZ."

The copious rains of the current week have occasioned joy and glad-

ness to the agriculturists, and all others who delight in and are interested

pecuniarily in the growth and progress of our State. The cold and frosty

weather of the past few weeks caused much anxiety to the Grape and
other fruit-growers of the State, and fears have been entertained lest the

Orange and Lemon groves would be destroyed, but happily these fears

have been dispelled, and now, with a rainfall of two or more inches in Los
Angeles and other counties south of us, everything promises well. The
Almond trees are the first to bloom, then the Apricots, Peaches, Cherries,

etc., but we have to learn that any injury by frost has yet befallen them.
As we have before stated in these columns, our Flower-gardens have suf-

fered irreparable injury this Winter from the frosts, that have the past

two months been more destructive than ever before to our choice, rare

Vines, Fuchias, Geraniums, etc., that have so long adorned our door-

yards, parks, etc. Some of them, we hope, will yet recover from the

blast. Roses have escaped in a remarkable manner. Even the rarest and
choicest varieties of the Tea Rose have withstood all the frusts, and yet

bloom with all their beauty, and so also of the Pinks. Yet,as a whole,

the destruction has been great, notably the California Lily, etc., which have
been cut down in many exposed places. With us, and throughout the

State, increased attention is being given to the planting of Grapevines

—

not only in the valleys, but upon the hill-sides; in fact, there are

thousands of acres of virgin land now being utilized for the Grape.

The arrivals from sea during the period under review have not been
numerous or of special importance. First to mention is that of the Ha-
waiian steamer C. R. Bishop, sent out from Honolulu to look after the

delayed British steamer, Suez, which latter vessel had returned to this

port for repairs of a broken propeller, which being accomplished she pro-

ceeded on her voyage, after a few days' detention in port. The steamer
was 16 days coming over in her search, while the schooner Eva, coming
direct, made the run in 17 days. The latter brought for cargo 7,737 bags
Sugar and 430 bchs. Bananas. The brig Tahiti, 29 days from the Society
Islands, brought for cargo Pearl Shells 105 bags, Cocoanuts 27,000, Logs
and Knees 1,647.

From Calcutta we have the ship Thomas Bell, in a passage of 112
days, to Wm. T. Coleman & Co., with a full cargo of Bagging material,

consisting of Jute, 1,400 bales ; Wheat Sacks, 450 bales ; Hessian piece

goods, 1,374 bales ; Twills, 202 bales. There are now two or more vessels

en route from Calcutta with Grain Sacks, which, with the heavy Spot
stocks, will more than suffice for our needs whatever our grain crop may
pan out.

Our exports for the week under review have been liberal, including

the full average number of grain-ladened vessels for Europe.

For the Orient—On Saturday, the 10th inst., the O. & O. steamer
Coptic sailed for Hongkong, carrying for leading items of cargo, Flour to

China, 4,451 bbls.; Ginseng, 6,272 lbs.; Ivory, 1,283 lbs.; Quicksilver,

1,200 flasks ; Cotton Sheetings, 420,000 yds., etc., value, $110,096 ; also in

Treasure, §142,694. To Japan, merchandise, value. $5,954 ; Treasure,
$18,783.
For the Colonies.—The Pacific Mail ship City of New York, that

was to have sailed on the 10th inst., then on the 12th, was detained until

the 14th inst. by reason of the non-arrival of the English mails, detained
in transit overland by the prevailing storms of the past ten days. This
steamer carried for cargo some 1,258 cases of Salmon, 150 half bbls. ditto ;

95 cs Codfish ; Doors, 2,462 ; Honey, 100 cs ; Apples, 361 boxes ; also in

transit 700 cs Salmon. For Auckland, she carried Broom Corn, 3,887 lbs.

;

20 flasks Quicksilver ; for New Zealand, Honey, 105 cs. ; Paints, 255 cs.

;

Hops, 1,500 lbs.; and for Melbourne, 8,660 lbs. Broom Corn ; 150 cs. Cod-
fish ; also in transit, Salmon, 400 cases.

For British Columbia.—The steamer Geo. W. Elder sailed for Vic-
toria on the 10th inst., with a valuable cargo, consisting in part of Rice,
88,944 lbs.; Sugar, 32,324 lbs.; Coffee, 1,200 lbs.; Caustic Soda, 7,435 lbs.;

Tin Plate, 9,000 boxes ; Pig Lead, 7,000 lbs.; Pig Tin, 6,200 lbs., etc., all

of the value of $47,000.

Our markets for Coffee exhibit a continued improvement with an
overland inquiry for choice greens, at an advance in price which is in

sympathy with Eastern Atlantic markets. Rice is in large stock, but
without notable improvement in price ; Hawaiian held at 4$c. Teas are
in large stock, but without any notable change in values. Sugars find

ready sale at rates ruling for a month or two past. Coal is the turn
dearer with several cargo sales of Australian, to arrive, at 50c advance on
previous rates.

Quicksilver moves off rapidly, occasioned no doubt by the fear of an
advance in price should Congress decide to put a duty upon it. Sales for

export have been free at 34^@34|c. asked. The A brand is now quoted
at $26 75 per flask, and is, like all others, guaranteed to bold 76^ pounds
per bottle. During the current month a party long holding some 2,000
flasks for a rise—when the price was 45 cents—has been closing out the
same at current rates, thus entailing a heavy loss upon the holders. It
would seem from the exports of late that there is no stock accumulation
on this coast.

Borax.—The ship Tacoroa, for Liverpool, carries 56,032 pounds—value
$5,465.

Freights and Charters.—Quite a number of ships have been taken
this month to load Wheat for Great Britain. Among the latest charters
we note those of the British ship Borrowdale, 1,277 tons, to Liverpool
direct, at 41s. ; British ship Muncaster Castle, 2,037 tons, same voyage,
39s.; British ship Warsaw, 1,347 tons, Wheat, to Gork, IT. K., Havre or
Antwerp, at 40s. ; British hark Edinburg Castle, 627 tuns, Wheat, to
Cork, IT. K, £2 3s. 6d.; British bark John Gamble, 1,027 tons, Wheat,
to Liverpool direct, £2. There is now on the berth 42,000 tons ; disen-
gaged, 47,000 tons ; to arrive within 5 months, 37,000 tons register.

Wheat and Flour.—An active export demand for the former has sent
up the price to $1 85@S1 90 $ ctl., with free sales and a strong market.
This rise in Wheat has caused an advance in Flour, which tends to check
the export demand.

Barley.—The copious rains of the past few days has caused a decline in

Futures. We quote Spot Feed $1 20@1 25, Brewing $1 30@1 40.

Chevalier is wanted for export at $1 35@1 50; latter for choice bright Bay.

Oats.—The market is firm and steady at $1 80@1 95 # ctl.

Corn is dull of sale—White 81 55 $ ctl, Yellow SI 65.

Wool.—There is more inquiry ; the stock is now reduced to 4,000,000
lbs.—of Oregon, 1,250,000 lbs. We quote Choice Fall, 17c@19c; free

Mountain, 15c.@16c; defective Fall, 10c.@12£c.

Hops.—Market dull and prices nominal at 85c.@90c. Holders ask
95c.@i$l for choice lots.

Tallow—Is in fair demand at 8c.@8^c; Refined, 1Hc.@12c.j latter
for export.

Butter and Cheese.—Stocks liberal and market slack. Choice Fresh
Grass Roll Butter, 25c; Fair to Good, 23c@24c; Cheese—14c.@15c. for

Western ; Creamery, 18c.@20c.

Honolulu.—Two more arrivals this week from the Islands. Brig W.
G. Irwin, with Sugar, 9,966 bags ; Barannas, 316 bunches. The bark
Calbarien from same has Rice, 4,183 bags; Sugar, 5,636 bags, etc.

Valparaiso.—The British bark Chamca, 58 days from Chili, to Bal-
four, Guthrie & Co., has for cargo Linseed, 4,755 bags; Walnuts, 1,469
bags ; Scrap Iron, 375 tons ; Hemp Seed, 100 bags, etc.

Liverpool.—British ship County of Cardigan, to Meyer, Wilson &
Co., has for cargo Tin Plate, 8,595 boxes ; Steel Rails, 4,879; Iron, etc.

Cardiff.—British ship Assyrian, 127 days, has Coal, 1,498 tons ; Coke,
98 tons.

Glasgow.—British ship Lady Isabella, 131 days, to Balfour, Guthrie
& Co., has General Merchandise.

Rums E. Wood.—This fine ship, 135 days from Liverpool, has 1.900
tons Coal to Geo. J. Theobold & Co.

LETTER FROM LONDON.
London, January 25, 1883.

Dear News Letter: The chief topic of the hour is the health of the
Premier and his departure for Cannes in quest of the strength and repose
thought necessary for his recuperation by his physician, Dr. Andrew
Clark. He left Hawarden for Downing street on Tuesday morning, lint

was forbidden to appear at Sir W. Harcourt's in the evening, and early
on Wednesday took the train for Paris en route to his destination. He
will probably remain abroad three weeks and return in time for the open-
ing of the session. Meanwhile there is considerable speculation as to the
precise nature of his malady, the nearest approach to an idea being that
it is a bad cough, the result of a cold and too much work. A good deal
of remark has been occasioned by the apparently studied indifference of

the Queen and Ruyal family as to the physical state of the Prime Minis-
ter, no inquiries as to it on their part having been made public. This is

somewhat of a contrast to their solicitude in behalf of Lord Beacons-
field. But Disraeli was known as the Queen's Prime Minister, and
Gladstone is looked upon as the country's. The memorial to the late

Prince Imperial of France, at Woolwich, has just been unveiled by the
Prince of Wales, with imposing ceremonies in the presence of a distin-

guished assemblage. His Royal Highness in his address tried to negative
any suspicion that his act should be regarded with disfavor by the French
Republic, but it has nevertheless been criticised on the other side of the
Channel. Just at this time it is natural that the slightest act Of a foreign
country should be thought a good deal more of than at any other time by
the French people, and a token of respect to the memory of a brave young
soldier, who fell in England's cause, magnified and tortured into an open
act of hostility to the country of which the young soldier happened to be
an exiled prince. The memorial consists of a statue of the Prince, of

elaborate design, the work of Admiral Count Gleichen.
London at present is afflicted with a hotel-building mania. Not satis-

fied with the Grand Hotel, which is an immense success, the proprietors

are building on the opposite side of Northumberland Avenue the Hotel
Metropoli, which, it is promised, will be something grander than any-
thing yet provided for the "looker-on in London." Then,. near by, an-

other gigantic caravansary is to be built, which is to have five hundred
rooms and a dining-room a hundred feet long. Yet another is nearly
completed in Holborn, and an additional one of large dimensions is to be
built in Coventry street, near the new Prince's Theatre. What the poor
Langham is going to do against all this opposition I can't say ; but the

Langham is beginning to get played out, anyhow. There is not much go-

ing on except the pantomimes and the Popular Concerts, nor will there

be till the meeting of Parliament. The weather this season has been
peculiarly disadvantageous to hunting. INever have the fields been so

heavy, and the consequent injury to horses; fences and the fields them-
selves has raised a suggestion that the sport be discontinued for a time
till the ground gets harder. There is a report that the Duke of Edin-
burgh has been offered by the German government five millions of dollars

to give up all claim to the Grand Duchy of Saxe-Coburg, in which he has
a reversionary interest. The Oxford and Cambridge Eights have begun
their practice. The Duke of Athole and his cousin, Colonel Moray, have
gone to Bombay, and intend returning home by America, which of course

ought to mean San Francisco. It i3 a pity the Duchess does not accom-
pany him, for she is one of the famous Moncreiffe "beauties" (of whom
the Countess of Dudley is one and Lady Movdaunt. was another), and
would have amply made up for the loss of Mrs. Langtry. Miss Jennie
Chamberlain and her mother have gone to Cannes. I don't think their

being there, however, had anything to do with Gladstone's going.

Yours, Dido.

The Twenty-ninth Annual Report of the San Francisco Ladies
Relief and Protection Society, has just been issued. The report shows that

this deserving association of charitably disposed ladies is accomplishing a
large measure of good. During the year 179 children were admitted to

the " Home," where their wants will be provided for, and they will grow
up under influences that are calculated to develop them into useful men
and women. This number could have been largely increased had the re-

sources of the Society been equal to the strain.

Scotch Whisky.—Fine old Lochaber, Auctertool, Glenlivet, and
and V. 0. W. H. Campbell, 402 Front street.
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NOTABILIA.
THE PEDDLERS BONO.

L»« n M whit* M >lh» rf> «IM>w
;Craw bUrk *•

QIotm u «w«et aa lUmartt raaat
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;
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•1»1 qaoi|« *ikI stomarhort.

Q«M;on(nc 1'iij .(-onirhur,

William BOAMFtAABi

"Take another roll," arm • ! Um noaroaa bnstoss. "Really, I

not," replied the modeat tfirL "
I duo t know how many I have eaten al-

ready." "1
i juvenile upstart, whose motbw

had allowed bim a neat at the teble. "Xou've etiten eight i I've been a
cmmtin". ' The rolls, it nay be added, were oooked in one of those magnifl

IrUnfftoo RangM that are sold by Da La Uonfcaaym, on Jaefceon
below UatUry, and. consequently, they were w deBeiODJ that the

gluttony wh peffdoiiable.

When Brown failed to catch the young lady who slapped his hands
at Oopeohagei Lrke>l that it wan quita a marine disaster. "A
meek, too know, he exclaimed, in answer to the interrogating glances

I at him fnmi all rides. Then the hostess took Fogg by the ear,

and led bin t-> the door, ami told him to go to White, the celebrated hat-

ter, of 6M Commercial street, and buy a new tile, which would make him
look like a gentleman, even though he wasn't one.

A printers towel fell out of a third-story window in a New Jersey
town, the other day, and cracked a paving stone. The crash was heard
two blocks away, and a little boy ran home, with white lips and trembling
limbs, to tell his mother that he had seen '*a negro man tumble off the
roof and explode his head."

Professor Young says: " A train, running on a railroad from the
earth to the sun, at the rate of 40 miles an hour, without stops, would
consume 366 yean in making the journey." The Professor advises per-
sons who contemplate making the extended trip, to go to P. J. Casein &
Co.. corner of Washington and Battery streets, and lay in a supply of

pure and unadulterated liquors before starting. Families supplied in re-

tail quantities at wholesale rates.

" I am sorry to hear of your uncle having drowned himself at sea,"
said Gil hooty to an influential citizen. " Yes, it was very sad." " Did
he have any grounds for it?" "How the mischief could he have any
grounds for it out at sea, where the water is a mile and a half deep."
Then the bereaved citizen communed for a moment, and solemnly added
that McNally & Hawkins, 419 Montgomery street, are the boss Plumbers
and Gaa-fitters on the Pacific Coast.

Among the "boys" he had often boasted that he didn't know what
fear was. Yesterday he met him in company with his wife, and he was
meekly toting a two-year-old heir and a half dozen awkward parcels.

"Annie, is it proper to say this 'ere, that "ere?" "Why, Kate, of
course not." " Well, I don't know whether it is proper or not, but I feel

cold in this ear from that air." Then the two horrid girls smiled so sweet-
ly on a passing Chinaman that he rushed off home to wash his face, while
they waltzed up to Swain's, 213 Sutter street, and indulged in the de-

licious ice-creams, mince pies and confections that can be obtained there,

and there only.

A New York city clergyman is reported to be under a cloud of dis-

pleasure, because he kissed the bride at the conclusion of the ceremony,
when he had been requested in advance to omit that performance. Some
people think that clergymen shouldn't have any fun, but all agree in say-

ing that the Imperishable Paint, sold by J. rt. Kelly & Co., on Market
Street, covers three times the space that ordinary paint does, and is im-
pervious to sun or rain.

A chicken's neck is like a bell when it is rung for dinner.

At St. Luke's Sunday school, in San Francisco, in answer to the ques-

tion, "What is the greatest church festival?" a little orphan of Bix years
promptly responded, "The strawberry festival." And then the horrified

deacon walked home on his ear, and kissed the hired girl while his wife

was away getting photograped by the world-renowned Bradley & Rulof-
son, corner of Dupont and Geary streets.

A parson publishes a marriage notice with this addition: " No fee for

the minister. Empty envelope dodge." He will forgive and bless the
erring couple, however, if they take him to Morashan's Oyster Parlors,

California Market, and treat him to some of those delicious bivalves.

It is easy to know when a pillow is stuffed with " live goose feathers."

The feathers are always working their wav out.

"Bring me home," said the young wife, "a dozen of Brooks' Spool
Thread. It has stood the test of years." And then she wound her arms
around his neck, and—yum! yum! yum!

For the delicate and complicated difficulties peculiar to women, Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is the sovereign remedy.

A Church in Cincinnati spent 8480 last year for a new bell and $36 for

the poor. The poor didn't belong to the same ring as the bell.

II you want to keep a cheerful, heat-giving fire going during the cold

weather, buy your Coal from C. R. Allen, 120 Beale street. He sells the

best quality at the lowest price.

Physicians say it combines all the desiderata of every ferruginous ton-

ic prescribed by every school of medicine. Brown's Iron Bitters.

Tomato red is the fashionable shade of hair. Some people can't bear
it, while otherB can. Tin can.

J. P. Cutter's Old Bourbon.—This celebrated whisky is for sale by
all first-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

Best pictures taken at the Imperial Gallery, 724.^ Market street.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,
Sawing, Planing and Manufacturing—Doors, S ishos. Blinds and

Mouldings—Turning , Scroll and Jig Sawing—Counters.
Bar and Store Fixtures.

thing Wort tor Buildings on Hand and Mado to Order.

217 to MB Bpeeur SI., r%u<l a If) to 226 Stewart St., S. F.
The largest and oldest established mill on the Purine I

D, v HUodoh u,i>, Pros't. K. s. FatiOoinR, w. N. Miu.kh. Bttpt

[March 26. J

M. A. GUNST & CO.,
203 Koarny Street Sun Francisco.

IMPORTERS AM> DEAXKBS IN
HAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS,

Also, Agents for Kimball, Gaulliener & Co '3 Guatemala Cigars.
&T* Inform the Puhlic that the;/ receive large invoices of Choice

Hneana Brands twice a month. \Yoh. 19.

H.B.Williams. . A, Ohesebrough. W. H.Dimond.

WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO.,

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
UNION BUILDING,

JUNCTION MARKET AND PINE STREETS.
Agents for Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific Steam Navigation Company,

The Ounard Etayal Mail Steamship Company. "The California Line of Clippers,"
from New York and Boston, and " The Hawaiian Line."
San Francisco, January 31. 1SS0. Jan. 31.

C. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

SAN FRANCISCO and NEW YORK.
g^~ Agents of American Sugar Refinery, corner of Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. Jan. 17.

Francois Daneri. F. DANERI & CO., Henry Casanova
DIALERS IN

WINES, LIQUORS, GROCERIES,
27 and 29 California Street,

]Oct. 7.] 'Between Davis and Druram, San Franciscn.

TABER, HARKER & CO.,

IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE grocers,
108 ami 110 California St., S. F.

fApril 18. ]

Glaus Spreokels. fm, G. Irwin.
WM. G. IRWIN & CO.,

Sugar Factors and Commission Agents,
Honolulu, H. I. fMarch 25.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Gold Medal, Paris, 1S78.

Sold by all Stationers. Sole Agent for the 1 utetl State*:
MR. HENRY HOE, 91 John street, N. Y. Jan. 6.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,

NO. 922 POST STREET.
Day and Boarding School for Young Ladies and Children.

KINDERGARTEN Term commenced January 4th, 1883.

[Jan 13.] MADAME B. ZEITSKA, A. M., Principal.

GEO. STREET, Agent News Letter, 30 Cornhtll, E. C, London.

he Summer Snu and Dust. Ladies and all exposed to the scorching
rays of the sun and heated particles of dust, will find that the most
cooling and refreshing preparation for the face, hands and arms, is

Rowlands* Kalydor. which eradicates all prickly Heat, Sunburn, Tan,
Freckles, Stings of Insects, etc., and produces a beautiful and dolicato

complexion.

owlailds* Macassar Oil prevents the hair falling off or becoming dry
during the hot weather, and eradicates scurf and dandruff.

Rowlands* Odonto is the purest and most fragrant Tooth Powder ever used,
and contains no acid or mineral ingredients, which are so detrimental
to the teeth and gums. Its purity especially adapts it for the teeth of

young children. Ask any dealer in perfumery for Rowlands' articles,

of 20, H;Ut<>n Garden, London.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
inest and Cheapest Meat-flavoring Stock for Soups, Hade
Dishes and Sauces.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT,
An Invaluable aud Palatable Touic in all Cases of Weak

Digestion and Debility. " Is a Buccess and boon for which Nations should (eel

grateful. See '* Medical Press," " Lancet," " British Medical Journal," etc.

T

R

F

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
Caut!ou--Cteuuiiie only with fac-simile of Baron Ideblg's

Signature, in blue ink, across Label.
This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substitutes being in

the market.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
To be had of all Store-keepers, Urocers aud Chemists. Sole

Agents for the United States (wholesale only). C. David & Co., 9, Fenchurch
Av mic. London, England. Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, San
Francisco. June 10
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CRADLE, ALTAR, AND TOMB.
CRADLE.

Anderfuren—In this city, Feb. 3, to the wife of William J. Anderfuren, a daughter.
Botlb - In this city, Feb. 10, t<> the wife of -lohn J. Boyle, a son.

Bucrlet—In this i ity, Feb 10. to the wife of P. J. Buckley, a son.
Karri k.stos—In this city, Feb. ft, to the wife of Martin Rarrientos, a daughter (dead.)

Beck—hi this city, Feb. 9, to the wife of Sam Beck, ason.
C*mp In this city, Feb. 14, to the wife of James M. Camp, a daughter.
L'AOLFiELD-In this city, Feb. 7, to the wife of M. H. Caulfield. a daughter.
Entzmi^ger—In this city, Feb. 8, to the wife of Michel Eutzminger, a son.

Jhrdan—In this city, Feb. 13, to t'*e wi'e of Patrick C. Jordan, a daughter.
Klotz—In this city, Feb. 7. to the wife of MathauB Klotz, a d uglter.
Lincoln—In this city, Feb 10, to the wife of Granville Lincoln, a daughter.
Mangan—In this city, Feb. 13, to the wife of Thomas F. Mangan, a son.
Mitller -In this city, Feb. *, to the wife of D. Muller, a daughter.
Paulsen— In this city. Feb. 10, to the wife of W. Panlsen, a son.
Pr?st.iN—In this c'y, Feb. 10, to the wife of J. B. Preston, a eon.
Stephesson— In this citv, Feb. 10, to the wife of R. Ste hensnn, a son.
Sisclair- In this city, Fe\ 10, to the wife of A. H. Sinclair, a son.
St'R.v— Id this city, Feb. 9, to the wife of Sigmond Stern, a son.
Weinschknk-Id. this city, Feb. 9, to the wife of S. Weinscherk, a son.

ALTAH.
Cox-Lawson—Feb. 5, John Cox to Margaret Lawson, both of this city.

Flemisg-O'Brien— Feb. 4, by Rev Father Lagan, Wm. H. Fleming to Katie O'Brien.
FLEiiiNQ-iuXAM-Feb 13, John K. Fleming to Sadie C. Wixham.
Harndex-Thrall—Feb. 4, James O, Harnden to Alice Thrall.
McEvot-Boyle Jan. 31, Edward A. McKvoy to Mary E. Boyle.
Menefee-Eavtman—Feb. 13, George W. Menefee to Mary H. Eastman.
Parrish-Retnolds—Feb. 6, EHwin M. Parrish to Julia T. Reynolds.
RADOVice-DAB'iVicn—Jan. 28, John S. Radovich to Dollie Dabovich, both of this city.

Terra-Olskn—Feb. 10, Thaddeas W. Terry to Berdie C. Olsen, both of this city.

TOMB.
Balny—Feb. 9, Narcisse Balny, aged 64 years and 2 months.
Burton -Feb. 6, Juana A. Burton, aired 46 years.
Burkb—Feb. 12, William A. Burke, ased 30 years, 8 mouths and 12 days..

Bakreda— Feb. 14, Frederick L. Barreda, aged 56 years.

Cohen—Feb. 9, Minnie, beloved wife of King Cohen, and sister of M. Pyser, aged 38
Cuyle—Feb. 8, Mary Coyle, aged 44 years, 9 months and 13 days.
Dwyer—Feb. 12. Mary E. Dwyer, a native of this city, aged 12 years, 3 mos., 24 days.

Engla- dee—Feb. 6, Sarah Englander, aged 37 years and 7 months.
Erni—Feb. 10, Mar. herite Enii, aged H9 years.
Edwards -Feb. 14, William H. H. Edwarls, aged 1 years, 10 months and 14 days.
Eeerle- Feb. 7, Sophie A. Eberle, a native of New York, aged 30 years.

Goldstein- Feb. 7, Dora Goldstein, aged 20 years and 8 months.
Griffiths- Feb. 3, Captain Da id Griffiths, a native of Wales, aged 52 years.

Holst—Feb. 8, Harold Axel Hoist, aged 2i* years, 7 months and 23 days.
Hull Feb. 7, Arabella S. Hull, a native of Palmyra, N Y , aged 34 years.

Kelly—Feb. 12, James Thomas Kelly, aged 26 years, 5 months and 11 days.
Knapp— Feb. 7, Joel B. Knapp, aged 51 years.
Koebelin—Feb. 8, Maria Kli2\beth Koebelin, aged 73 years, 4 months and 10 days.
Lee—Feb, 13, Virginia K. Lee, aged 19 years and 9 months.
Me>er—Feb. 7, Joseph Meyer, aged 45 years.

Murphy—Feb. 12, Catharine Murphy, aged '26 years, 3 months and 7 days.
McCall—Feb. 13. Francis Stanislaus McCall, aged 3 months.
McOauley - Feb. 9, Catherine McCauley, a native of Ireland, aged 63 years.
O'Grady—Feb. 10, Michael U'Grady, a native of Ireland, aged 40 years.
Pervanqher—Feb. 7, Ccsare Pervangher, ayed 36 years.
Reynolds -Feb. 14, Ellen L. Reynolds, aged 35 years.
Scott—Feb. 7, Mary Scott, aged 45 years.
Syron— Feb. 14, Bridget Syron, aged 49 years.

DEATH OP F. L. BARREDA.
Frederick "L. Barreda, prominent in the trade between this port and

the Central American States, as an importer of coffees and sugar, died at
his residence on Van Vess avenue, on Wednesday evening, after a short
illness. Mr. Barreda was a native of Seville, Spain, and was 56 years of
age. He removed in early life to Peru, where for many years, during the
Presidency of General Prado, he occupied a distinguished position as a
public man and as a trusted counselor of the Government in all matters
touching the foreign relations of Peru. He was sent as Envoy from
Peru to France, charged with an important and delicate mission, and ac-
quitted himself bo gieatly to the satisfaction of his Government as to be
afterwards sent as its representative at the Court of St. James. With-
drawing from public life, he established himself in the mercantile busi-
ness in New York city, where he resided for several years, until his
removal to San Francisco, as the representative of the house of D. De
Castro & Co. of New York. Mr. Barreda was a warm personal friend
of General J. Rufino Barrios, President of Guatemala, and was the
principal mnver in the many courtesies which were extended to him
during his visit to this city in October last. Mr. Barreda leaves a
wife, son and three daughters to mourn his loss.

THE GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY OP THE PACIFIC.
At the regular meeting held on Tuesday last, at 411 Post street, Sur-

geon Major C J. Sketchley, K. C. M., described some of his travels and
adventures in Southern Africa. He gave his experiences at the diamond
fields and devoted a part of his paper to. ostrich fanning, which he re-
presented as a very remunerative industry. In his next paper he would
speak of the Zambesi and thence give a description of Natal. It is to
be regretted that this growing society has such small accommodation.
The rooms are always crowded.

To Cure or not to Cure without Koni La—that is the question. In
this age of investigation and analysis some of the beliefs, doctrines and
opinions that were considered to be firmly supported by evidence " strong
as proof of holy water," are, in the light of reason and research, proving
to be but stubborn facts; so is Koni La Volcanic Water, which is no
mystified secrecy of springs in an unknown location of Northern or
Southern California, nor like a gilded pill, made to suit the eye, taste or
smell, but in its effects, and on account of its genuine merit, is now pre-
scribed by our must eminent physicians as Blood Purifier, a powerful
eliminator in all Kidney Complaints, Skin Diseases, a valuable curative
in Female Complaints, and, in fact, as a truly household remedy. One
fair trial will convince the most skeptical that Koni La Volcanic Water
will prove the sufferer's best ready-relief friend, worthy of confidence.

Pacific Mineral Water Company.
Depot—360 Fourth street, corner Harrison.

WAGNER, THE GREAT COMPOSER, DEAD.
Wiltaelm Richard Wagner, the most distinguished musical composer

of the age, died at Vienna, on Wednesday last, at the age of 70 years.

His was a curiously checkered and eventful career. Born in povertv,

nothing but the fire of genius within him enabled him to master his early

difficulties, and filially conquer success. One of his first compositions was
Love Veto, which was presented under circumstances that might well have
disheartend a less resolute man. The audieoce consisted of a Polish Jew
in the dress circle, and Wagner's landlady and her husband in the par-

quette. The performance came to an untimely end by a fist-figbt between
the prima donna's husband and the tenor, who battered each other on the

stage till the manager ended the scene by dismissing the audience for rea-

sons l
* over which he had no control." At this time Wagner was very

poor, but proud, resolute and combative. Soon after this he and his wife

(the first one) went to London. Their passage was in a sailing vessel,

which was nearly a month on the way. From the stories told by the Bail-

ors of the "Flying Dutchman," Wagner drew the inspiration for his

opera of that name. It is related of Mb resolution in carrying out any
project, that, desiring to see and hear Beethoven, and being very poor, he
walked all the way from Leipzig through Bohemia to Vienna for that
purpose. A warm friendship between the great composer and the strug-

gling young genius was the result. He had a passion for politics, which
led him into the revolutionary schemes of 1848-49, and got him banished
from the country for some years, most of which time was spent in Lon-
don. In 1868 we hear of him in Munich, much elevated in reputation,

and " every part of the theatre crowded to hear his Mei&tersinger, Wag-
ner sitting beside King Ludwig in the Royal box." From this time on-

ward his progress in fame and fortune was an uninterrupted triumph. He
received $5,000 from the United States for a grand march, composed for

the opening of the Philadelphia Centennial Exhibition, and in 1876 he
was rich enough from the proceeds of his masterpieces, Lohengrin, Niebu-

lunqen and others, to live in a palace, and surround himself with all the
art luxuries of a sybarite. His tastes led to the most sumptuous and es-

thetic life, and he always gratified them to the fuileBt possible extent. It

is said that Wagner's close personal relations with King Ludwig, of Ba-
varia, and his resulting great influence over that eccentric monarch, more
than all other causes, induced the King to come into Bismarck's scheme
for a consolidated German Empire. It is well known that Bavaria's hesi-

tation was for a long time the vexation of Bismarck.
At Bayreuth, in Bavaria, a large theatre was built by Wagner on a

novel plan, designed by himself, the chief peculiarity of which was the
complete concealment of the orchestra from the audience. This was con-

structed by the great composer for the Bole purpose of producing in the
most perfect manner what he was in the habit of calling "the music of

the future," as a gentle rebuke to the critics who failed to appreciate his

work. In this isolated theatre Wagner personally conducted the perform-
ances of his grand trilogy, the Niebu'ungen Ring and Parsiial, the latter

being founded on the legend of the Holy Grail. From all parts of the
world visitors flocked to Bayreuth, and never, perhaps, were more distin-

guished audiences assembled than were present on these occasions. All
were agreed in the opinion that, whether of the present or the future, the

genius of Wagner had produced the most remarkable musical composi-
tions of the century.

The Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Company of California has
just published its annual statement for the past year. This Company has
been in existence for fourteen years, and it is now regarded as one of the
most substantial financial institutions in the country. Its business, as is

Bhown by the annual statement, has been very prosperous during the past

year, and exhibits a steady and material growth. The public confidence
in this Company, of which this steady increase in the volume of business
transacted is evidence, is the direct and logical result of a number of causes,

of which we may enumerate a few. The affairs of the Company are con-

ducted by experienced, enterprising and sagacious officers, who have
adopted as their business policy the principle of fair, straightforward
dealing, and have treated their patrons with as great a degree of liberality

as is consistent with a proper regard for the welfare and safety of the
Company. The Directory is composed of gentlemen who are recognized
as substantial, shrewd, conservative business men, and whose names carry
weight and inspire confidence. And, more than all, the Pacific Mutual
has never tolerated that reckless system of conducting insurance business
which, in its eagerness for apparent present success, accepts all kinds of

dubious risks. We recommend this Company to all who desire to make
provision for those who are depending on them.

SPORTSMEN, ATTENTION !-THE SEASON OPENED.

HUNTING SUITS.
Tbis is the only recognizee Depot Tor tbe celebrated RIV-

ETED HUNTING SUITS manufactured by LEVI STRAUSS & CO.
We have also in stock all classes of HUNTING GARMENTS, and make the same

to order upon very Bhort notice. HUNTING SUITS!

GREAT X SI Xj,
CORNER OF KEARNY AND COMMERCIAL STS.

tSS^The Largest Establishment in its line in the United States. Price List,

with handsome Lithograph of the GREAT I X L by Electric Light, sent free on

application. Sept. 16.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
SILVER HILL MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 18
Amount per share 5 Cents
Levied February 7th, 1S83

Delinquent in Office March 13, 1883

Day of cale of Delinquent Stock April 30th, 1883
W. E. DEAN, Secretary.

Office—Room 79, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California Feb. 17.
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CULINARY "WRINKLES
PlCKMV.-d '.

BANKS.

'•*!. and thro Madl pnMrveu
.1 k thcin in the fruit itm*lf.

in be always kept in \h i, if tin*

iterer.

A delicious stuffing for sat fowl, but especially f.»r tin* daltofttaly

made by taking twi bop them very
of Hoe bread-crumb*. A full ounce oj
tul of shopped peraler, a little grated

if salt and black pepper, and Bospfdon of
horou^hly. This Btuffiog Bhonld be moistened with a

ii yoflc of one

Perhaps the most delicate way of dressing whiting is to broil it. Skin
i, split it down thf basic, nonr it lightly, dost it with black pepper,

<>r with cayenne it preferred, and lay it on a well-anointed gridiron over
clear tire rot about fifteen minutes; dish it on a napkin and garnish with

parsley.

A nice addition to beef soap just before sending1 to table {says the
Qastrotnnnfr\ is t<. drop in poached eggs which have been conked in waited

water, and neatly brimmed, one for each person. Some add -slices of lemon
or yolkf* of hard -bulled eggs, one for each plate.

To prepare Coffee in perfection, it is important that the milk be
1 old milk does not bring out, but rather destroys, the

fine aroma of Coffee.

BITTER BREAD.
Complaint is frequently maile by those who use baking powders that

they leave in bread, biscuit, or cake raised by them a disagreeable, bitter

taste. This taste follows the use of all impure baking powders, and is

caused either by their containing alum (introduced to make a cheap article,)

by the impure and adulterated character of other ingredients used, or
from the ignorance of their manufacturers of the proper methods of com-
bining them. These baking powders leave in the bread a residuum form-
ed of lime, earth, alum, or other deleterious matters, not always, though
frequently, testable in the food, and by all physicians classed as injurious
to health. The Royal Baking Powder is free from this serious defect. In
its use no residuum is left, and the loaf raised by it is always sweet, light

and wholesome, and noticeably free from the peculiar taste complained of.

The reason of this is because it is composed of nothing but absolutely
pure materials, scientifically combined in exactly the proper proportions
of acid and alkali to act upon and destroy each other, while producing
the largest amount of raising power. We are justified in this assertion

from
1

the unqualified statements made by the Government chemists, who
after thorough and exhaustive tests recommended the " Royal " for Gov-
ernmental use because of its superiority over all others in purity, strength
and wholesomeness. There is no danger of bitter bread or biscuit where
it alone is used.

Labonchere points out that the administration of the German Em-
pire is conducted on more economical principles than that of Great
Britain. In England S*25,000 a year is the salary of the seven leading
Cabinet Ministers. At Berlin, the Chancellor of the Empire and Prime
Minister receives only 814,000, with a house, and an additional §5,000 a
year to keep it in order. The Secretary of State's salary is $12,500 with
a free house. Prince Bismarck's confidential permanent secretary gets

$1,500 a year. The British Ambassador at Paris receives §50,000 a year,

and his staff cost nearly 825,000 additional ; but the German Ambassador
there gets only 830,000, and their representatives in England and Russia
receive 837,500, which are the highest salaries paid to any public func-
tionaries by the Imperial Government, except the Governor-General of

Alsace-Lorraine, who receives 845,000 a year. England pays her Minis-
ter to the Porte, 840,000, and nearly 825,000 for the staff. Germany pays
$30,000. At Vienna England pays 840,000. At Rome it is 835,000 against

825,000. At Pekin 830,000 against 815,000, and so on.

A whine party—the dog.—Boston Commercial Bulletin. A bier

party—the undertaker.

—

New York Commercial. A flour party—the
baker.— Yonkers Gazette. A poker party—the fireman.

—

Baltimore Every
Saturday. A masked party—the burglar.

—

Laramie Boomerang. A hop
party—the flea.—S. F. News Letter.

"Indeed, I shall not buy my wife a sealskin sacque," remarked a
Philadelphia man. " They are so hard to get off that the fair owners
keep them on when making calls, and are sure to take cold when they go
out again into the open air. I love my wife too much to expose her to

such dangers."—Philadelphia News.

The Thirtieth Annual Report of the officers of the Mercantile Li-
brary Association has just been published. The report shows that the
Association is not in a flourishing condition, and that the list of sub-
scribers is gradually growiug beautifully less. For this condition of
affairs no remedy is suggested.

" What idiot has carried off my pen ?" exclaimed an Austin lawyer,
angrily, during the trial of a case in the District Court. "Colonel, you
have got it behind your ear," remarked one of the lawyers. "Just where
I thought it was."

—

Texas Siftinga.

The February number of the Coast Review is quite up to its usual
standard of excellence. Those who are interested in Underwriting will

find much that is attractive in its pages.

For warm, serviceable Underwear, and the best quality of all kinds of

Gents' Furnishing Goods, go to J. W. Carmany's, 25 Kearny street. First

class goods only kept in stock.

n THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital $3,000,000.
Wa_. amord President.
i lion vs brows. Cawhlei- k mikkay, jr., __*( Caable*

Aukstm :

New Tork. Agency of the Bank of Calfonus ; Boston, Tranent National Bans.
:. m Bank ;

st Louis, Bo ,. Bus ; Ne« Z
e of Now Zealand. Correspondent In London, Houn. N M Roth*

mid Australia,
I

porardon.
The Bank ban Agendo* at Virginia City, ndonta in all the

pal Mining Dlatrtotsand Interior Towns oi the

Letters of Credit issued, available hi nil parts <( the world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dub rim, Bremen, Hamburg, i-'. Antwerp,
Amsterdam. St, Petereburgh, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locarn

Bydnej
,
Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, Italy.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated «y Royal Charter.—Capital paid up, 81,800,-

000, with power toinorease to 110,000, Southeast corner California and 8an-
9ome street Bead Office—28 Oornhill, London. Branches -Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria, New \\\'yt.i!.itiaU'r and (..'iirili.m, British Cohmiliia.

This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subjectto Chech
and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits grunted available in al parts of
the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office ami branches, and upon its Agents
as follows :

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank ; Scotland —British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America—London Bank of Mexico and South America; China and
Japan—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama
May 18. FREDERICK TOWNS END, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Paid np Capital $1,000,000, Gold. President, R. C. Wool-

worth Vice-President, D. Callaghan ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
Directors:—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue, Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
Correspondents—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse,
Neuman&Co. Paris: Hottinguer& Co. NewYork: National Bank of Commerce. Bus-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-

pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal
cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Coinmercia
Credits issued available in Europe, Chii.a and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital, S2.100.000.

San Francisco Office, 424 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainswm-tli's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stuck Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid Up $3,000,000.
Reserve 4.500,000.

Ag-ency at New York, 6*2 Wall street.
Agency at Virginia, Nev,

Buy9 and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-
elers* Credits. ________ Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E, Cor. Sansome and Pine Streets,

London Office, 3 Angel Conrt ; New York Agents, J. W. Sel-
igman & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock. $6,000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,

loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.

FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.
P, N. Lilienthal, Cashier. Sept. 13 .

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITAL, 8300,000.
Officers: Vice-President, Jeronie Lincoln; Secretary, W.

S. Jones; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other
Approved Securities. Office : No. 215 Sansome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Spar nnd Leinbank, No 526 California street, San

Francisco. Officers : President, L. GOTTIG. Board OF Dirkctors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. liohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Egger?, N. Van Bergen. H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steiuhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE ; Attorney, JOHN R.

JARBOE. May 18.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, of Zurich. Capital 5,000,000 francs; Helvetia,

of St. Gall, Capital 10,000,000 francs ; Baloise, of Basle, Capital 5,000,000 francs.

These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that may be sus-

ained. Losses made payable in all the principal seaports of the world. In the set-

tlement of all claims under an English policy, these Companies will strictly adhere to

the conditions and customsadopted at Lloyds, and submit to English jurisdiction.

June 9. HARRY W. SYZ. Agent, 420 and 422 California st., S. F.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Refinery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid fur Gold. Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphuret?. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONE. Also. Lead Pipe. Sheet Lead. Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in their

various forms.

June IS. (PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
All Europe seems for the moment to have its attention toward France.

For the time being there are no contentions, but things seem temporarily
hushed in the contemplation of possible and probable changes in the gov-

erning forces that control the destinies of Frenchmen. The Ministers

have all resigned and only hold office until President Grevy can command
the services of new advisers. There does not appear to be auy atrong

men available to him. The Chamber of Deputies is Bplit up into cliques

with small and jealous purposes, rather than into divisions constituting

great parties. Every second rate man (and there are no first rate ones),

is jealous of every other second rate man. The Deputies elected, for the

most part, by small constituencies, are concerned about little local

matters, rather than with the great concerns of a Republic in danger.

Gambetta was entirely right when he proposed his measure of scrutin de

liste. That was a proposal to elect Deputies by large departments, in

which only men of national fame could hope to succeed. It was a blow
aimed at little, petty politicians, and a statesmanlike effort to place na-

tional politics on a higher plane. It did not succeed, unfortunately, and
in consequence, Fraoce is cursed at a critical moment with petty poli-

ticians when it needs nothing so much as statesmen. These small men are

intriguing against one another, and fiddling, whilst the Republic, under
which they serve, is in danger of toppling down about tbeir ears. It is

not a consoling sight to Frenchmen, nor a comforting one to the numer-
ous friends of the Republic throughout the world.

Until the small intrigues to which we have alluded have run their

course and been played out, or until a strong hand seizes upon the gov-

ernment, it is only possible to watch and wonder what will happen next.

Anything is possible in France. Meanwhile, public opinion in that coun-
try seems to be rapidly rallying to the reasonable view of the inexpedi-
ency of magnifying the importance of Prince Napoleon's manifesto either

by a State prosecution or a bill of proscription. If ridicule is as fatal in
France as it is sometimes said to be. the universal derision with which the
manifesto has been received should be fatal to this " op6ra-bouffe pre-
tender," "the Sancho Panza of Imperialism." On the whole, Prince
Napoleon has probably done good service both to Europe and to the Re-
public—first by extinguishing his own infinitesimal cbances by a ludicrous
blunder, and secondly, by diverting the attention of Frenchmen from the
resettlement of Egypt to their own affairs.

A singular discussion iB going on in European papers in regard to M.
Gambetta's brain, the nature of which will be learnt from the following
statement by a correspondent nf the Pall Mall Gazette: " I have heard a
conversation between three eminent members of the Anthropological So-
ciety on the brain of Gambetta. Who could have supposed that, in
size, weight and general structure, that organ was more feminine than
masculine? The convolutions were delicately and sharply modeled, and
there was not much space wasted in cellular tissue. It was in a most
healthy state when Gambetta died, although his intellect betrayed signs
of fatigue. Dr. Broco holds to the opinion that the decline in intellect-

ual power was due to the asthmatic affection from which Gambetta lat-

terly suffered and the attendant congestions. The third convolution, in
which the faculty of language is supposed to reside, is of an abnormal
development. Were Dr. Broca to have been shown the cerebral organ of

Gambetta, without having been told from what head it was taken, he
should have said that it belonged to a woman who had well exercised all

her mental faculties." For our own part, we take but little stock in the
ability of scientists to determine, by post mortem examination, the quality,
character and capacity of the human brain during life.

A remarkable saying of Gambetta's is quoted by the Paris correspond-
ent of the Tablet : " When Littre died, some friends were indignantly de-
ploring in Gambetta's presence the weakness or treachery which had in-

duced the illustrious savant tj profess Christianity on his death-bed.
' Who can tell,' remarked Gambetta, lifting his hand and letting it fall on
the arm of his chair, ' perhaps Littre' did right after all. It is a great
toss-up (pile ou face) what lies on the other side of death.'" M. Paul
Bert, the "dog-torturer," frustrated all attempts to afford ghostly com-
fort to the dying statesman, upon whose end the religious Univers makes
the following irreligious reflection: "Whilst he was recruiting his strength
and meditating fresh assaults upon the Church, and promising himself
victory, the Divine Son of the Carpenter was preparing his coffin."

Lord Dufferin has make excellent progress in giving Egypt a stable
and constitutional government. His proposals have been all adopted.
They consist of three parts: The Khedive is to be furnished, first, with
twelve responsible Ministers ; second, with a Legislative Council of four-
teen, half of whom are to be nominated, and the other half to be " chosen
by a system of double election "—possibly by the provincial councils

;

and, third, with an elective Chamber of forty-four members, to be con-
vened occasionally for stictly consultative purposes. How this popular
Chamber—an Egyptian counterpart of the ancient Zemstro Sobor of
Russia—is to be elected, is not stated, but by no possibility could its elec-

tion be more farcical, according to Western ideas, than the system by
which the late Chamber of Notables was got together. The precise value
of this suggested constitutional apparatus can only be realized in the
future. For the present, it is sufficient to note that the English Govern-
ment is anxious to provide institutions through which hereafter the views
of the Egyptians as to the Government of Egypt may find adequate and
legitimate expression.

A dispatch from Lord Granville to the Great Powers, giving an outline
of the policy which England proposes to pursue in the re-organization of

Egypt, has heen presented. The Suez Canal is to be thoroughly neutral-
ized against England, as well as against all other powers. To prevent the
canal becoming a city of refuge for an enemy's vessels, a limitation is to be
placed on the time during which vessels of war belonging to a belligerent

power are to remain in it. If any war ship should refuse to come out
when its time was up, it would, we suppose, be lawful to enforce obedi-
ence by belligerent operations in the canal, but in that case these opera-

tions would possess an international character. The Egyptian govern-
ment could invite the ships of any of the signatory powers to assist in en-

forcing the conditions of the treaty. Measures necessary for the defense

of Egypt—or, we presume, for the defense of order in Egypt—are ex-
empted from the proposed regulation. On the whole, the government
scheme will meet with general approval, except, of course, among those
who wish to see new Gibraltars at Suez and Port Said.

Pope Leo is busily engaged in fulminating anathemas against certain of
the text-books used in French public schools. The last batch of books
condemned, proscribed and placed in the Papal Index of prohibited books
contains Mdme. Greville's " Moral and Civic Instruction for Girls," and
M. Paul Bert's "Civic Instruction in the School." How many, we won-
der, even of good Catholics, in Paris will respect the decree of the Pope,
which declares that no one, no matter of what rank or condition he may
be, muBt have the audacity either to edit, to read or to keep the forbidden
books in any form, shape or language whatever, and commands every one
into whose possession they happen to fall to hand them over to the "in-
quisiteurs de la perversity be're'tique," or incur the penalties laid down in
the "Index Expurgatorius " ? The nature of these penalties may be
imagined, but they will probably have fewer terrors for the French than
the temporal disadvantageswhich would accrue if their children were kept
away from schools where forbidden volumes are UBed as text-books.

BON-BONS.
[Translated from the French.]

A musician of Lyons, passing the entrance to a Wine dealers's vaults
one day, found his men busy drawing from the cellar something which ap-
peared to be enormously heavy, if anything could be judged from the ef-

forts they made to pull it out. The artist, who was acquainted with the
cellar men, asked them what it was tbey were pulling at so arduously.
" Oh," said one of them with a sly wink at the others, " it's only a poor

horse who got so intoxicated by the fumes of our wine that he fell into a
vat. We have to have pity on even poor beasts when they get drunk.
But it's an awful job to draw him out, as you see."

"Needn't be," said the musician carelessly, " why don't you draw him
out—in bottles?"

One day this same gentleman was in about as bad a fix as the horse
just alluded to, when some one threw a lot of slops down on to his win-
dow. Luckily he turned round in time to see that the compliment came
from the fourth story opposite.

It was only the work of a moment to wreak his revenge by flinging
back a lot of stones at the window from which be had seen a band pro-
trude. In spite of all his effortB, however, his stones only reached as high
as the windows of the third story, where they smashed all the glass.

The tenants on this floor finally put their noses against the window,
and showered a volley of invectives at the musician, who, not having got
calmed down yet, and being still in a rage, stammered out: " Go and set-

tle up with the fellow on the fourth story. 'Tain't my fault I can't throw
any higher."

A Frenchman {who ought to have been an Irishman

—

Ed.) went to in-

quire about a suite of rooms in the Chausee d'Antin. The porter explain-
ed that they were everything which one could desire, beautifully furnish-
ed, light and sunny (vide morning Call, small ads), and that the only ob-
jection to them was getting accustomed to the noise made by the carriages

in the street below. He assured the gentleman, however, that it was only
a matter of a couple of weeks to get used to that. .

" They'll do," said the inquiring party. " I'll take these rooms, and as
to the difficulty you speak of, I'll settle that by spending the first two
weeks in the country."

Journalistic Honor: The proprietor of a large paper went once to make
a proposition to a well-known writer to transfer his services to his sheet.

His idea was not to increase his staff, but to turn out A. and put B. in his

place.
" What? me !" replied B. in haughty tones. "You would have me sup-

plant my old comrade, my best friend, my old brother-in-arms for a pal-

try five-hundred francs a month. You little know me, sir."
" But, my dear sir

—

" Stay, sir. No more. Make it even hundred francs and we'll call it

a bargain." And he did.

An elderly gentleman was once enjoying a frugal repast of fromage de
Brie and french rolls in the garden of a cafe'. He was waited on by a
pretty brunette, of whom he inquired as she brought him a small bottle

of vim ordinaire, with which to wash down his meal:
"Excnse me, Mademoiselle! but these rolls, inside they are delicious,

but the crust is not crisp ; but on the contrary they are all damp outside,

although the day is very warm."
" It is Monsieur who must excuse me," replied the little maiden with a

deep curtsy, "it is because the day is so warm, Monsieur, and I am so

busy with my guests that the rolls are as you complain. You see, Mon-
sier, my hands were full, and it is so very warm,—Monsieur, I confess

—

you see, it was so very warm—and I was forced to carry them under my
arm."
And the old gentleman arose with his politest bow and replied: "Mad-

emoiselle, here is one which I have not eaten. I place it next to my heart.

On my honor, Mademoiselle, I shall keep it forever. It has, indeed, as I

now perceive, the fragrance nf ten thousand violets."

The Universal Benevolent Association, which has been in exist-

ence now somewhere between two and three years, is daily growing in

popular esteem, and the volume of business transacted by it is perfectly

amazing. The institution started with the endorsement of a number of

the most intelligent and reputable business men in San Francisco, and
from the moment it started it was a success. The object of the associa-

tion is to provide its members with a marriage portion, just as the
object of life insurance is to make provision for the family one leaves

behind. By taking out a policy in this association, one who has not
been born with the allegorical Bilver spoon in bis or her mouth, may
secure the means to enter upon the family relation with safety, just

as, by a life insurance policy, one who has naught but his daily earn-

ings may still leave his wife and child provided for. Such an asso-

ciation necessarily fills a vacant place in social economy, and cannot be

too strongly commended.
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GOLD BARS—920 fine par.—Refined Silver—14£<ai!i $ cent,
count. Mexican Dollars, 12$<2ll3 percent, disc. num.

dia<

"Exchange on New York, 25c, fc* 100 premium; on London Bank-
1 l'Vt. ; Paris, sight, 5-12J@5 10 francs per dollar. Eastern

Telegrams, 35c.

" Price of Money here, 6(3110 per cent, per year—bank rate. In the
open market, 1@1£ per month. Demand light. On Bond Security,

3®4] per cent, per year on Call.

- Latest price of Sterling in New York, 483*@487.

PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
San Francisco Feb. 23, 1HS3.

Stocks and Bonds.
BONDS.

Cal. State Bonds, tVs/57

S. F. Citv £ Co. B'ds, 6s,'5S

S. F. City ft Co. B'ds, 7s . .

.

Ifontg'y Av. Bonds
Dupont Street Bonds
Sacramento City Bonds....
Stockton City Bonds
Tuba County Bonds
Marysville City Bonds
Santa Clara Co. Bonds
Los Angeles County Bonds.
Los Angeles City Bonds
Virg'a & Truckee R. R. Bds.
Nevada Co. N. G. R. R. Bds
Oakland City Bonds
Oregon B& X. Bonds, 6s..

S. P.R. R. Bonds
U. S.49...

BANKS.
Bank of California (ex div.)

PaciOc Bank
First National (ex div.). ,..,

INS".' KANCF. COMPANIES.
Union (ex div.) ,

Fireman's Fund (ex div.)..

California (ex div.)

Nom.
Nom

101

106

106

L08J

U9J

16SJ

Asked Stocks and Bonds.
IXSI'IUNCK COMTiNIBB.

— State Investment
Nom. Home Mutual
Nom. Commercial
40 Western

RAILROADS.
C. P. R. R. Stock
C. P. R. K. Bonds.. . .

City Railroad
Omnibus R. R
N. B. and Mission R. R.

.

Sutter Street R. R(ass'tad.)
Geary Street R. R
Central R. R. Co
Market Street R. R
Clay Street Hill R. R
~ F. GaslightCo
Oakland Gaslight Co
Sac'to Gaslight Co
Califor'a Powder Co
Giant Powder Co
Atlantic Giant Powder. . .

.

Gold and Stock Teleg'h Co
S.V. W. W. Co.'sStock....
S. V. W. W. Co' Bonds....
Pacific Coast S. S. Co's Stock
California Street R R.

50

100

106

107
103
108
126
108

104J
120

163^
120

132

115

111

112j
184

120

10S

81

97*

Nom.
Num.
51

293
56
120
103
65

112

Asked

115J
138
125

1064

81

114
101

84
994
55
Nom.
Nom.
62
30
58

107
68
774
86

116J

115

45, 464.Pacific Rolling Mills, 122, 130. Cala. Dry Dock, 524, — Safe Deposit Co.

Vulcan Powder, 45, 52. Presidio Ruilroad, 67,68. Safety-Nitro Powder, 10$, llj.

Central Gas StocK , 58, 60. Hawaiian Commercial Co., 35, 36. Northern Pacific R.
R. Bonds, lOS'j.'/ L04J.

The excitement in Spring Valley Water Btock continues, and consider-
able changes in prices are expected. Tnere is but little interest shown in

other securities.

ALBION CONSOLIDATED.
Attachment suits and the enormous indebtedness, combined with

the certainty that but little pay ore remains uncovered in the various

claims after nearly one year's uninterrupted possession and work upon all

bodies known to exist, the 50-cent assessment, now delinquent, has had a

most depressing effect upon the value of shares, and priceB declined below
the assessment now due. Special creditors appear serene, but the general
creditors and shareholders appear anxious and ugly. We suspect erelong

we shall hear of lively times around the " grand " mine. The outlook is

gloomy indeed. The News Letter is in daily receipt of congratulations

relative to the authentic information we have been enabled to give our
readers concerning these claims during the past year. We are only too

happy in knowing that we have saved them at least one million of dollars.

Meteorological Summary.—Week Ending Feb. 22, 1883, 7:58 p. m. :

Highest barometer, 30.677—17th; lowest barometer, 29.964—20tb; aver-

age barometer during the week, 30.314; highest temperature, 66.5°—20th;

lowest temperature, 40.5°—16th; average temperature during the week,
49.3 ;° highest relative humidity, 93 per cent.—19th, 21st and 22d ;

lowest

relative humidity, 42 per cent.— 16th ; average relative humidity during
the week, 73.6 per cent.; prevailing direction of wind, north ; maximum
velocity of wind and direction, 19, west—^Oth; total rainfall during the

week, .00 ; total rainfall during the season of 1882-3, 12.07 inches.

The Great Overland Route.—The Hannibal & St. Joseph and Chi-

cago, Burlington & Quincy Railroads are universally conceded to be the
finest equipped railways in the world. T. D. McKay is the general

agent for San Francisco. Connects direct by Southern route, in Union
depots, with through trains via Niagara Falls, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia,

Washington, New York, Boston and all Eastern* cities. Pullman Palace
sixteen-wheel dining and sleeping-cars run only on this line. Mr. McKay
has fitted up a new office at ISo. 32 Montgomery street.

For the Orient.—The P. M. S. S. Citu of Tokio will sail this day for

Yokohama and Hongkong, and will carry Flour, etc.; also 300 flasks of

Quicksil ver.

London, Feb. 23.—Latest Price of Consols. 102 5-16<£102 7-16d.

MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For NavIkhUukt the Air.

Office of the Aeroplane Company for Navigating the Air, 609 Mer*

chant street. Office hours from 1 to 2 p.m.
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Oregon.—At Portland freightage is at a standstill, owing to a lack of

wheat for shipment. The Renfrewshire arrived there on the 13th,
under charter to load wheat for U. K. at £3 Is. 3d. The nominal Spot
quotations for iron is £2 5s., TJ. K., and £2 15s. has been offered for iron
for next season's loading. The bark Elsinore had been sold for $14,000,
and will be placed in the trade between the Hawaiian Islands and this

port. On the 15th inst., the following vessels suitable for wheat were in
port disengaged: Lnterworth, 883 tons.; Highland Light, 1,315 tons.; Cor-
sica, 1,337 tons. ; Helicon, 1,200 tons. ; Saranac, 1,081 tons. ; Garnock,
677 tons. The Young America comes to this port to load for New York.

Our markets for Coffee exhibit a continued improvement with an
overland inquiry for choice greens, at an advance in price which is in
sympathy with Eastern Atlantic markets. Rice is in large stock, but
without notable improvement in price ; Hawaiian held at 4£c. Teas are
in large stock, but without any notable change in values. Sugars find
ready sale at rates ruling for a month or two past. Coal is the turn
dearer with several cargo sales of Australian, to arrive, at 50c advance on
previous rates.

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.—JSew York, February 23,

1883.—U. S. Bonds—3s, 103|; 4s, 113|; 4K 1132; ex-5s, 1032. Sterling Ex-
change, 483@486. Western Union, 80g. Wool—Spring fine, 24@31

;

Burry, 16@20; Pulled. 18@40 ; Fall Clips. 15@20; Burry. 12@l4. Lon-
don, February 23.—Liverpool Wheat Market, 9s. 8d.@9s. ltd. ; California
Red American Spring, 9s. 6d.@10s. 5d. Silver, 51. Consols, 102 5-16@
102 7-16.

Albion Consolidated Savings Bank.—The rumor that this corpora-
tion proposes starting a Savings Bank is rather premature, occasioned,
possibly, by the grand installation of the Alhion Hotel, a few weeks
since, graced with the presence of eighty-ton floor-managers. It is also a
mistake that they appeared in mourning. Attachment suits are all the
rage in Eureka at writing.

Charters.- The Br. bark Thomas Bell, 838 tons, has been chartered
to load Wheat to Cork, U. K-, at £2 6s.; the ship Eureka, 2.011 tons,
Wheat to Liverpool. £1 19s.; ship W. JR. Grace, 1,893 tons, Wheat to Liv-
erpool direct, £1 19s.; French bark Augustine, 552 tons, Lumber from
Poget Sound to Panama, $17.

From the Orient.—The O. & O. Steamship Gaelic, from Hongkong,
25^ days, via Yokama 16£ days, arrived on the 22d inst., bringing for

cargo 1,486 packages Tea, 23,341 packages Rice, etc.; also for Eastern
cities, to go overland, 486 packages Silk, 2,269 packages Tea, etc.

Victoria, B. C.—The Gaelic brought in transit, 61 bags Sugar, 3,898
mats Rice, 1,025 packages Merchandise.

Salmon.—A sale of 5,000 cases Columbia River fish, next season's

catch, sold at SI 30 per dozen f. o. b. on the river.

The Royal Tar, 35 days from Japan, brought us 790 tons of Brimstone
for the Acid Company.

Flour for Queenstown.
266 bbls., value §72,960.

-The Shakespeare, for England, carries 13,-

Entered at th« Post- Office at San Francisco, Cat., as Second- CI a.»j
Matter.

Printed and Published by the Proprietor Frederick Marriott, 607 to 615 Merchant street, San Francisco, California.
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FASHIONS VOICE.
Plain skirts bave quietly asserted themselves and are now the reigning

fashion. The latest caprice is a wide bias fold of some contrasting mate-
rial round the base—for instance, a black satin skirt, very full, has a small

box-pleating, not wider than two inches, round the skirt, above which is

placed a fold of plush or velvet, narrow or wide, as you wish. The front

to the hips is perfectly plain and tight. Over this a basque of plush or

velvet to match the fold is worn, ornamented with very large buttons in

gold or bronze. To take off the extreme plainness of the skirt, a large

bow and ends is placed below the right knee with two loops above. These
plain dresses in rich materials are very distingue", yet frills, and even kilt-

ings are quite aduaissable. The colored velvet jackets worn with rich

black skirts are much seen. Their good taste is questionable, though on
economical principles they are quite desirable. Indeed, this is a period

wherein makeshifts of all sorts are in vogue. It is prophesied that light

gjods will be much used during the coming summer months, made espe-

cially in washing materials of silk and wool. I should scarcely think they
will be a success should the water company continue to cut off our sup-

plies ; in fact, within the last few days dealers in underclothing are seri-

ously considering what dark materials can be advantageously used for la-

dies' under garments, as washing is likely to become one of the lost arts

—

and comforts.
There is a disposition to return to demi-trains for dinner dresses, and

certainly they are more graceful for the occasion than short skirts, yet
there is no positive mode which must be imperatively studied. Taste has
much to do with the wearer's dress now-a-days j should a train be worn,
it is needful to have some support in the Bhape of a tournure, but many
skirts are still worn short and clinging, with a separate train, and no sup-
port save a small horse-hair cushion at the waist. A newspaper answers
the purpose, and each lady can please herself, whether for a bustle she
patronizes either a Republican or Democratic organ. Of course she will

adhere to her party, and for the nonce it will adhere to her.

It is very important that people do not mistake ball for dinner costume.
So many ladies bedizen themselves for a heavy meal, as though they were
actually going to the fairy scene of a dancing-salon. Dinner costumes
should never be over-trimmed, and certainly not with flowers, except per-

haps a neck or waist bouquet. At present the dinner robe is particularly

rich and massive in detail, whereas ball toilets are lighter and more pro-

fusely trimmed than ever. Flowers are indispensable in every shape

—

long chatelaines, loop-up skirts. Bouquets hold up billows of lace and
tulle, while whole panier* are formed of flowers sewed in form on coarse

white net. A pretty conceit, mingling with the flowers, is birds. On a
bunch of roseB, Bwallows and humming birds may nestle, while robins
poise on Christmas roses and the fronds of ferns are sprinkled with dragon
flies. Butterflies also take place in these esthetic combinations. Flowers
made of velvet are largely used, especially tulips, which, in combination
with transparent material, have a novel and indeed superb effect.

I feel so glad to make it known that as brooches, bugs, beetles and oth-

er such hideous insects which have so long held place as models of art in

jewelry, are at last non est; in lieu of them Parisians wear sprays of flow-

ers, exquisitely imitated in precious stones. Every one cannot afford a
brooch in this costly style, but there is no reason why tbey should terrify

their friends by springing upon them a cockroach, for instance, when ask-

ed to loan them a breast-pin, as it happened to me the other day. " Do
loan me a breast-pin," I said to a friend, at whose house I was staying,
" I have just broken mine." She produced a roach in onyx, at which I
shrieked. " Why, darling, it's a perfect gem, with gold legs and emerald
eyes," she said. I wore it, but I shivered all day. Ugh! Silver Pen.

FASHION CHIPS.
Bronze and deep crimson form a fashionable, though rather odd combi-

nation.
Hand satchels carried by the ladieB become more and more elaborate,

and correspondingly expensive. Those of alligator skin, bound with real
silver, are the most fashionable.

Steel colored satin and China crape of the same shade combine effect-

ively.

Garnets are coming in again. Amber is worn by brunettes ; the new
styles are really lovely ; combs, aigrettes, necklaces, bracelets, earrings,

pendants and hairpins, are among the novelties.

Tan is the favorite color for evening gloves when the rule of matching
the dress and gloves is disregarded. Tan color harmonizes with white,
black and all colors.

A pretty novelty in furs is the collar with lapels extending down the
front, and a small mcff attached to the same at the waist line.

Many rich dresses have fronts massed with pearls or beaded embroid-
ery. For example, a train of ruby velvet has a front of ruby satin, em-
broidered thickly with ruby beads, in ivy leaf pattern. The collar is of
embroidered velvet, lined with satin, and faced interiorly with Spanish
thread lace, which fills the square and is laid full over the edge of the
corsage.
Tiny gold plated thermometers were distinguished as German favors at

a Boston party recently.

Camels hair and plush constitute a stylish combination.
Except for evening wear, little jewelry is seen.

A church-going dress is not considered in the best taste unless it be of
great sobriety of tone, texture and completion.

Curtains for the dining room are of striped material, usually known as
"fashion drapery," which has a rich Oriental look. For chambers the
most fashionable is embroidered muslin, trimmed with ruffles of the same.
There is no impropriety in attending a wedding when in mourning, and

the wearing of either white or black is a mere matter of individual fancy.

A good story is told about Mazzini. While the notorious Italian agi-
tator was in London he went out one day with an English friend and
bought a lot of rusty old swords and pistols. " What on earth are you
going to do with them ? " asked the Britisher. "Nothing at all," replied
Mazzini ; " only when the police hear of my purchase telegrams will be
sent everywhere, and not a king or queen will sleeep quietly to-night."
And the Italian chuckled.

Engraving's of Landscapes, Buildings, Machinery, Portraits, etc., by the new
Photo-Engraving Process, 25 per cent, cheaper than wood. Office 609 Merchant street.

LAND IN NORTHWESTERN AMERICA.
Extensive sales of land are going forward in the northwestern States

of America. During the year ending June 30, 1882, the St. Paul, Min-
neapolis and Manitoba Company alone sold no fewer than 203,143 acres,
realizing therefrom upwards of a million dollars. In the nine months
ending September 30th, last year, the St. Paul and Duluth Company re-

ceived as net income from sales of land 8208,514. As regards the North-
ern Pacific, during the four months which have elapsed since the close of
its fiscal year (July to October inclusive) the company sold 175,772 acres
of land on its Minnesota and Dakota divisions, against only 20,120 in the
corresponding four months of 1881. The land was sold at §4 per acre.

It is interesting to note that before 1877 the yearly aggregates of sales
through the whole Union ranged between three and five millions of acres.

In 1878, the sale rose to seven millions ; in 1879, to eight and a half mil-
lions; in 1880, to nine millions ; in 1881, to 8,379,000 ; and in 1882, to up-
ward of twelve millions and a half of acres. These lands were purchased
for improvement and settlement, and not for mere speculating purposes.
Minnesota and Dakota show immense land sales. In Dakota, in five

years, there were disposed of 12,192,842 acres ; and in Minnesota, 4,675,-

899. Kansas disposed of 7,694,232 acres ; and Nebraska, 4,650,721 acres.

It is stated that in Iowa there is little Government land left ; and the
Government sales give no idea there of the land brought under cultiva-

tion. It is impossible to obtain figures about tbe Government lands that
remain in the various States for entry. If the State of Texas, where the
land belongs to the State itself, could come under the lead of the States
and Territories discussed, it would probably be found that Texas is in ad-
vance even of Dakota in land sales for entry. The Great Northern Pa-
cific land sale is reported to have been of 3,000,000 acres east of the Mis-
souri River, taken by English capitalists, to be paid for in Preferred
Stock at par. The price of the land being tour dollars per acre, S12,000,-
000 of the Preferred Stock will be retired or paid into tbe Company's
treasury. The whole amount of lands owned by the Northern Pacific

Railroad Company east of the Missouri River is 3,350,000 acres, and the
purchasing syndicate have the right to select their land from these lots.

It seems that by the recent rise in the value of pine lands in Wisconsin,
Cornell University, which has for some time held a tract by virtue of a
bequest, will realize something over 82,000,000 ; and this is in addition to

the $5,000,000, which will probably be realized from the sale of its pine
lands in the same State. Land in the United States is now being appro-
priated so rapidly that it can no longer be purchased for a mere song; and
its value is rising yearly.

A BLIND CAT.
An interesting account of a cat which became quite blind, rather

suddenly, from cataract, when about four years old, is given by Mr. Ho-
vey in the Scientific American. At first the cat would sit and mew most
piteously; and when he tried to move about he met with all conceivable

mishaps—ran against walls, fell down stairs, stumbled over sticks, etc.

If placed on the top rail of a fence he would traverse its whole length,

seeking vainly for a safe place to jump off. On being called, he would
run about in a bewildered way. Ere long, however, Dido (so called, irre-

spective of gender) showed a power of adaptation to altered conditions.

He became able to run down stairs at full speed, turning into the hall

after the last step. In this process he went to one side on the top Btep till

he felt the bannisters touch his whiskers, and by these he was guided.

One by one, he made each familiar path a study, noted tbe location of

each door, etc., and with such success that it often seemed as if sight had
been restored; but if any unexpected obstacle was placed in his way, he

showed, by running against it, that he was still quite blind. Dido seems

as eager for war as he formerly was, and he even goes abroad in quest of

adventures. His value as a mouser does not seem to be in the least

diminished. Put into a closet where rats were suspected, he was found in

the morning mounting guard over a large rat he had killed. Dido's sense

of smell is by no means acute, yet he uniformly chooses the shortest road

home, without reference to the path he may have taken in leaving the

house. Once when the ground was thickly covered with snow, Mr. Hovey
took Dido out a considerable distance, and, after making a number of

turns to bewilder him, tossed him on a drift and awaited results. The
animal turned his head and mewed piteously; but, finding he was left to

his own resources, he stood motionless for about a minute, and then, to

the author's surprise, made his way directly through the untrodden snow
to the house door.

The Baldwin Hotel, under the able management of that shrewd, ex-

perienced caterer, Mr. H. H. Pearson, is rapidly obtaining the reputa-

tion of being one of the most comfortable hostelries on this continent.

When it was announced that Mr. Pearson had taken charge of the Bald-

win this result was predicted, and for the simple reason that all tbe condi-

tions pointed towards its fructification. Outside, the hotel building is an
imposing specimen of architecture ; inside, it is commodious and conven-

ient. Its fittings and appointments are magnificent and comfortable. Its

furniture and surroundings are elegant and luxurious. Its position is cen-

tral and easy of access from all boat landings, railroad depots and places

of amusement. All that was lacking in order to secure its success waB
the managerial" talent—that, so to speak, indescribable something which
is alwayB present, yet never visible ; which is always at hand when
wanted, yet is never obtrusive or irksome ; which silently watches over

and provides for tbe comfort and convenience of the guests, seeing to it

that rooms and corridors are-kept as they should be, that the table is sup-

plied with everything that tbe market affords, that the servants are atten-

tive and pleasant and that the kitchen officials do not neglect their duty.

This lacking element the Baldwin has now found in Mr. Pearson, and, as

a consequence, it has entered upon an era of business prosperity.

A wild-eyed man rushed into the office of the city water department

a few days ago, and complained that owing to some defect in the pipes he

had been unable to get any water for two days. He threatened to sue the

city for damages unless the matter was remedied at once. When it was
learned that he was a milk dealer, and the possible amount of money he

might recover considered, consternation was visible on every face.

A Lost Art: To make a newspaper that will please everyone. Many
editors have lost heart trying it.
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State an- 1 City dhrniteriee havo promised t.> tend the Light of their ooonte
t<> add brilliancy to the affair, end Governor and Mi*, Stooeauua

llv prepared private l*-x. and thus, by their pretence,
the tnugnmuon of what it is hoped will become one of the future

ir city, a Mardi Grot Festival.
onntinuee ouiet, although some gathering in the ah

,nnche8. Welcome's Home, Informal Gatherings and Chil-
ians have taken plac in iit oJ Lent in

r thcee who feel so Inclined, there are many ways of gettin
the probibitioo imposed by the oanona of tiit- Catholic and Epi
I'hm-L-liL-s, remrding the proper observanofl of the Lenten Season, ami the

m_- of then being many ways of killing a dog besides hanging him,
can be exemplified by those who care to study up the subject.
Events to take place after Lent seem to multiply in number, and at

present the prospect of a very gay Spring Season is becoming greater
every day.
Among the principal items "talked of," are several Germans, one to be

given "by Mrs. Tevis, another by Miss Atherton at her mother's, Queen
Anne Cottage, on California street; and a third by Miss Jennie Flood.
The latter will, however, not take place in the city, but be given at the
Menlo Park abode, special trains to convey the guests there and home
again being, of course, provided. 1 hear that the " favors" will be the
handsomest ever given on the Pacific coast, and that the "special me-
mentos of Miss Flood's first ball " will be something worth winning, and
therefore all those who are asked to take part in the dance may look upon
themselves as being especially favored by fortune.
Many of our absent young beaux are returning, and it is hoped will be

back in time for some at least of these parties. George Crocker is looked
for by the next Mexican steamer, George Bonny coming at the same
time.

The McMullin reception, last Thursday night, was, as I supposed it

would be, a regular party, and there were but few familiar faces absent of
those one usually meets at that house. It was a very enjoyable affair, but
that goes without saying with everything attempted by that very charm-
ing family.
On Monday last a very pleasant excursion on the bay was given by

Capt. Williams, on the tug Oriffeth, to a party of Eastern capitalists and
railroad magnates, and some of their brother 'Friscans of that denomina-
tion. The day was nearly perfect so far as weather went, and altogether
a most enjoyable time was had.
The announcement that a settlement of the vexed question of the

Pioche estate has at length been reached, recalls the memory of the
magnificent hospitality always extended by that jovial, princely-minded
little Frenchman towards all strangers of note when visiting this city.
The impressions they thus carried away with them of the way things were
done in California were most satisfactory, and, to my own knowledge, in
several instances resulted in inducing others to come and see how it was
for themselves.
Next week the San Francisco Verein Club give one of their cele-

brated masked balls, the omission of which ia3t year created so much
disappointment to the fair sex.

This year it unfortunately takes place during Lent, so that many of our
church people cannot (openly) take part in it. However, I hear that some
of our belles intend to do it on the sly, arguing that, being masked, none
will be the wiser of their presence, and they can enjoy themselves just
as well with their features hidden as uncovered. Should they be charged
with it hereafter it will only be necessary to assume a proper degree of
indignation at the imputation, and thus disarm suspicion. But how
about conscience, young ladies ?

I do not wonder, though, that all are anxious to be present, as these
balls are regarded as the most perfect of the kind given in our Golden
City, and are, and deservedly so, must popular, the demand for tickets
already far exceeding the supply.
The Lorhng Club Concert last week was among one of the most suc-

cessful ever given by that society, the selections being mostly well ren-
dered and applauded to the echo, while the attendance was beyond the
average in the way of social lights ; many of whom will go to concerts
when they won't be seen at any other pl*ce of amusement at this season.
To-morrow night, Mrs. Henry Norton gives another of her charming

Bong recitals. She excels in ballads, which, to my mind, she sings better
than any of our local vocalists, and the pity is that she does not always
confine herself to that class of songs, as in other schools she is not always
so pleai-in,'.

I heartily congratulate Society on the approaching visit of Theodore
Thomas and his unrivaled orchestra, for which it may thank the public
spirit of many of our leading business men, who have most generously
come forward and assured the manager against loss, though that they will
not be called upon, and that the concerts will be in every way successful
is more than a foregone conclusion.
Among the recent departures is that of General Kantz, XT. S. A., who

left to join his family and spend the coming Summer in Europe. Both
he and his popular wife will be much missed by our Society beaux and
belles, who were always made most welcome by them at their pleasant
quarters on Angel Island, and I fear we shall not see them in these parts
soon again.

Another one missed will he pretty Mrs. Buford, her husband having
been ordered to the Navy Yard at Washington, where, of course, she
will be found also. Felix.

CHRONICLES OF PHRISCO.
And behold there name a \ Reaven, laying: Aj-I

rer unto Nab Hill, even onto the shadow of the great at wall,
and tlirre -halt thou tin. I the abode of a widow, whi fair to
look upon. (Jet thee over unto her borne, even ui of that

for it la written: "
I i there is a skeleton in the

1

il me hence over unto Noli Hill, even unto the
bom- of the widow. And as I journeyed, from afar wai beard a loud
wailing, verily a wailing as of d- ,,f bio

«, even of fin- rfaaa, and l beheld a woman in the wry thi ol
vengeful agony, lawng si,.,,.,, to the abo<

i widow, and 1 cried
unto the woman: "Why tl il fury?" Whereupon the woman
spake in tones of thui

i" m he made answer: "That house lathe abode of
i woman, and l would shatter it. io the ground, for therein is, even

while I speak, my husband in the < mbrace of the sorceress who has en-
:

:

bin. from me, and made my life om tons misery." Thereupon a
sudden light broke upon me, even an s seeding bright light, and I said:
"Woman, it is the skeleton in the widow's closet" And the woman
bowed ber head and made answer: "Yea, verily." And as we yet spoke,
behold the skeleton came forth. He was six feet in length, and large of
body, weighing nigh unto two hundred pounds, and was called Meyer.
And as he beheld the woman he laid violent hands upon her, and smote
lier. and forced her to go her way, and used violent language, and was ex-
ceeding wroth. While I stood in amazement, the voice said: "This is

neither the Alpha norOmega, the beginning nor the end, for in times past,
nigh unto thissame spot, there came a Doctor, one who stood hiyh in the
teachings of Esculapius, to worship at the shrine of beauty, and his pil-

grimages were not barren of romance."

Society may look for quite a breeze ere long. We will give our read-
ers a brief outline of the motive power which is to furnish it, omitting,
of course, the names of the parties concerned. Everybody knows that
the high-toned club, the S. F. Verein, is about to give a masked ball.

Now, among its members, is a very good looking kombrc, of the style
usually dubbed "Ladies' Man." He is, in fact, a very devil of a fellow
among the women. His latest conquest is the wife of one of our well-
known citizens. The lady is a beauty, and knows it, but her husband is

a regular Othello in jealousy, and watches her every movement at a ball
with the eye of a lynx. His suspicions have been aroused of late by the
pronounced attention paid her hy the gay Lothario, and when the ball at
the Verein was mentioned, he decidedly gave it as his wish that Madame
should remain away. Such, however, is far from Madame's desire or in-
tention, and now comes the breezy part of it : Our Social imps have
brought us the intelligence that Mrs. is having a most bewitching
page's costume made at one of our leading modistes, and Don Juan is go-
ing as Mepkisto.^ Our little wife has told her husband she will give up the
ball to please him, but she won't stop at home, not she. Her dear, darl-
ing friend, Mrs. X., has asked her to go and stay all night with her (say
in Oakland,) and she is going to do it, too, and leave the jealous old ogre
to go to his club, or where he likes. Now, the chances are ten to one
that some obliging friend will inform the husband of the true Btate of af-

faire, and then look out for a sensation.

A novel idea will, we hear, be introduced in Society after Lent, by
one of our social leaders, whose wealth is greater than her savoir faire.
She is determined to give her friends something to talk about, if nothing
else. The entertainment she has on the tapis is to begin at 9 a.m., when
infants in arms are to be invited with their nurses. At 10, children from
infancy to six years of age will appear on the scene, and at 11 the ages
will vary from six to twelve. Noon will witness a gathering of maidens
of fifteen and youths of twenty. The afternoon will embrace the dowa-
gers and pater familiases, and the evening ladies from twenty to an uncer-
tain age. The great difficulty lies with this last portion of the affair, for
while there is no lack of maidens of an uncertain age thronging our soci-

ety, the beaux to mate them must either be drawn from the callow youth
who swarm at balls ordinarily, but whom the regulations of Mrs.
have relegated to noontide, or else old men and maidens will be the or-

der of the evening. Should this be decided on, one belle of California
street, who has waltzed through twenty seasons, declares she will stop at
home sooner than be " bored " with the " old things."

There are times when all the milk of human kindness in a man's
breast turns to the mos't acid vinegar. A sad case of this sort occurred
last week. A man well known in this city had lately purchased a fine

hat. He prided himself not a little upon the beauty of that plug. He
had run pretty fast to catch a California street car, and the perspiration
oozed from his manly brow. In order to mop up this, he placed his hat
upon the seat and used his handkerchief. Just then a stout lady got up
to leave the car : the car gave a jerk and a hundred and fifty pounds of
femininity sat plump down—on his knee. He had sense enough to move
his hat.

SPORTSMEN, ATTENTION !-THE SEASON OPENED.

HUNTING SUITS.
Tliis is the only recognized Depot for the celebrated Riv-

ETED HUNTING SUITS manufactured by LEVI STRAUSS & CO.
We hat.- also i" stock all classes of HUNTING GARMENTS, and make the same

to order upon very short notice. HUNTING SUITS!

GREAT X 2£ Xi,
CORNER OF KEARNY AND COMMERCIAL STS.

t^"The Larjrest Establishment in its line in the United States Price List,

with handsome Lithograph oi the GREAT I X L by [Uectri I free on

application.
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THE FINGER OP FATE.

A Romance by J. B.

The hectic flush of a consumptive-looking evening sun lit up au in-

solvent cellar at the back of Fourth street, where sat weeping Mrs. O'Far-
rell, tbe aged mother of Dennis O'Farrell, who was a simple express-man.
Mrs. O'Farrell wept so audibly that the place was quite a whine-cellar.

And she had reason. Poverty and the sheriff had struck her household
severely and she had not the strength to hit back. Even the inaccurately-

legged stool, which formed the one piece of furniture of the home, could

not with integrity be called her own. It bad been marked for rent. There
bad been a long and unbroken depression in the noble profession of Den-
nis, her son, whose one-horse cart was nearly broken to pieces, and whose
one horse was virtually on its last legs, the very last legs it would ever

h.ive. She now awaited Dennis's return with accute suspense, for on the

result of his day's earnings lay the issue of life or death. Neither she nor
Dennis had tasted food for some weeks, and both had begun to feel rather

hungry. And in ber tears she bitterly sighed, "Oh, ye opulent and
mighty! little know ye of the presence of poverty or the absence of victu-

als in your gayand glittering midst. I must and will weep some more."
And as the sun sank down into its western abyss she wept some more.

II.

Whilst the refinement and fashion of Nob Hill were toping with their

after-dinner coffee, Dennis O'Farrell entered bis mother's abode and fell

upon her neck. The scene was a neck-straordinary one. The end had
come. By his cleanly garments and empty pocket the poor lady saw that
the heartless world had spurned her son and his struggling express-cart,

and knew they had not that night the wherewithal to live. And sharing
the rent-marked stool together they sat themselves down, as they thought,
to die. But suddenly the gnaw of hunger reminded Dennis of a small
and unforgivable felony which he during the day bad committed upon an
unwary proprietor of a fruit stall, and producing a radish from his pocket
he thus spoke: " Compose yourself, my mother. There is one last meal
for us, and frugal though it be, let us be thankful we shall not expire
without a suspicion of food concealed about our persons. Go, mother,
and cleanse and prepare this fair product of Californian soil, this bright
radish, this reddish radish, born of the beautiful and winsome summer,
whilst I indite a word of impassioned farewell to Rosamond." How
could the aged lady cleanse and prepare it as her boy desired ? Neither
water nor salt was there in the impoverished home. But heaven sent a
great idea into her distracted mind with another shower of tears, for in

them she laved the last meal after pressing it to her grateful lips.

At this moment Rosamond entered.
She made her appearance.
She glided in.

III.

Rosamond Planner was a high-born maid. She had been born on some
of tbe highest ground in San Francisco. She was the rich daughter of a
haughty architect and tbe opulent niece of a railroad boss. Both had
died a little while before the opening of this narrative. Rosamond was
the beloved of a proud hotel proprietor who lived in the city, but she de-
spised bis overtures—also his waltzes and quadrilles, for he often danced
attendance upon her. Dalrymple Dobbs (the hotel proprietor in ques-
tion) had a voice like a saw. Yet he loved Rosamond with incalculable
intensity, but, alas for him, she was impassionedly attached to Dennis
O'Farrell. One morning he had fetched a trunk from the house of her
imperious uncle, and seeing her bright form at the lattice of her chamber
in her father's house opposite, had offered her his neart. Thus they came
to love each other with a grand and holy love. But Rosamond had of
late noticed the pallid cheek and sunken eye of her betrothed, and had
come to the thrilling conclusion that irregular and uncertain diet was not
utterly irrelevant to their cause. And upon the afternoon preceding the
evening that opens this tale, falling asleep whilst reclining on a luxurious
couch, she dreamed that her heart's idol was in the sore distress of ex-
ceptionally irritating poverty. She started from her slumber, and put-
ting a five-cents herring into a rich satchel she started for the rear of
Fourth street on her errand of mercy.
She looked angelic.
Ah!

rv.
"Rosamond, you here," exclaimed Dennis.
" Yes," she replied, " aud I thank the destiny that guided my feet to

this humble home, that I am here in time." •

"If you mean," Dennis replied, "in time to share our meal, (here he
pointed to the radish), you must be content to sbare but scanty fare."
"No, Dennis, I know your proud nature, but you must let me help

you.'^ And kneeling she implored him to accept the rich herring. But
Dennis could not accept sustenauce from the woman he loved. He had
Bworn an oath that he would live by the labor of his good right arm, and
that alone. He could not break that arm—I mean that oath—and with a
curl of his beautiful lip he threw the fish into the street. The finger of
fate directed tbe course of the piscatorial missile, and it struck in the
eye a distinguished personage, who, with a wild thirst for vengeance,
rushed into the dwelling of the O'Farrells.

It was Mr. Dalrymple Dobbs !

V.
An ejaculation of surprise, not unmingled with profanity, escaped Mr.

Dobbs, when he discovered Rosamond in so obscure a residence. But our
heroine, for reasons of her own, dissembled by explaining that there was
nothing extraordinary in the fact of her presence, as she was there to ex-
ecute a commission of charity for the Ladies' Association of Alms Dis-
tributors.

With this observation she left them in a delirium of bewilderment. But

Mr. Dalrymple Dobbs saw tbe whole truth, and knew that Dennis O'Far-
rel was the base supplanter of his love. A devilish scheme immediately
developed itself in the proud hotel-proprietor's bead, and blandly apolo-
gizing for getting in the way of the despised herring, he thus spoke: " I
am Mr. Dalrymple Dobbs, the proud hotel-proprietor, in proof of which
take this purse of gold."
"Nay, proud hotel-proprietor," returned Dennis, "put up your dross.

I can only accept that for which I have honestly toiled. But I will earn
food from you or die in the attempt."

" It is," retorted the proud hotel-proprietor, " the very favor I would
have asked of you. Know, simple express-man, that there are four trunks,
two band-boxes and one valise awaiting your humble cart down at my ho-
tel, for transfer to a place of which you shall learn more anon. Hie thee
thither, and I will meet thee, and whatever sum thou askest for thy la-

bors, it is in this purse twice told."
" We will parley hereafter as to my recompense," said Dennis, who

turned to his mother and tremulously spoke :
" Oh. mother, we are saved.

This great and glorious work which I am called upon to perform will
bring dollars into our coffers." And with tears of joy he went and took
his humble express-cart to the hotel of Mr. Dalrymple Dobbs.

VI.

Under the specious pretext of purchasing some "vermin killer" to lure
the rats of the hotel cellars to destruction, Mr .Dalrymple Dobbs stayed
upon his way to enter the shop of a disreputable chemist and druggist.
The proud hotel-proprietor was soon walking again towards his hotel,

with deep designs in his head and deadly drugs in his pocket, drugs which
would, when brought into contact with flame, emit a noxious and poison-
ous vapor, wherein to breathe was an instantaneous death. And so the
two arrived at the hotel.

VII.

After Mr. Dobbs had refreshed Dennis with Californian Champagne,
he took him into an upper room, and civilly but peremptorily requested
him to prepare to begin the work for which he had been engaged. "Wait
there a moment." said Mr. Dobbs, and he disappeared into an inner room,
lighted a fire, uncorked the phial which contained the suffocating drug,
threw it upon the flames and hastily retreated. " Now come," said the
proud hotel-proprietor, " hurry up

;
go into that small apartment and

fetch out the trunks and etceteras." Dennis obeyed, and no sooner had
he entered the fatal room than Mr. Dobbs adroitly locked him in, and
left him to perish in the poisonous vapor.

VIII.

Dennis O'Farrell had been but two seconds in the inner room, when
Rosamond, who, like all heroines of romance, knew how to enter at a
critical moment, rushed in. She had suspected foul play. With a wild
shriek she battered down the door, and dragged the devoted Deunis out
by the hair of the head. The drug had not had time to accomplish its

fatal work.
"Heaven has preserved you, my ownest!" she cried. "Knockdown

that partition and you will discover a secret. My father, the haughty
architect, designed this palatial edifice, and on his death-bed revealed to

me the fact that there was an important document concealed within the
wall there."

Dennis did her bidding, and discovered a paper which disclosed the ev-

idence that Dennis O'Farrell was Mr. Dalrymple Dobbs, the proud hotel
proprietor, and that Dalrymple Dobbs, the proud hotel proprietor, was
only Dennis O'Farrell, the humble express-man.
So Rosamond Planner after all became Mrs. Dobbs, and her mother-in-

law, coming suddenly into affluence, wept no more. But the false man
who was once thought to be the proud hotel proprietor drank himself to
death, having only a wretched lemonade bottle erected to his memory.

SOME FINE PICTURES.
Mr. I. W. Taber, the well-known photographer of No. 8 Montgom-

ery street, has just returned from Monterey, where he has been engaged
for some days past in photographing a series of views of the most impos-
ing and historical buildings and situations around that popular resort.

Monterey, it may be remarked, presents a rare field for tbe exercise of

the photographer's art. In it there is combined the modern watering-
place, with all the magnificence of modern improvements, together with
the interesting landmarks of a peculiarly historic past, and the natural
scenic grandeur which the Creator has bestowed upon some localities and
withheld from others. Mr. Taber has brought back with him superb
negatives of over one hundred and thirty different views, embracing all

the historic adobe buildings of the early Spanish settlers, the Fort, the
Whaling Station, the Hotel del Monte, the Cypress Drive, the Pacific

Grove, the Carmel Mission, scenes on Monterey bay and Cannel bay, and
the various objects of interest in the town of Monterey. When these

various views are finished and printed in that perfect and artistic manner
in which Taber's work is invariably turned out, they will constitute an un-
usually attractive album. A volume which, as a work of art, or rather,

as a series of works of art, will be appropriate for the fashionable draw-
ing-room table, and at the same time, by reason of its historic interest

be in place on the shelves of the studious man's library.

The past five or six years have been unusually prolific of inventions
for utilizing and applying electricity to domestic purposes, and of all the
appliances that have been produced none have been more successful than
the Portable Electric Lighter. This little piece of mechanism is sim-
plicity itself, and can readily be carried from room to room, as it only
weighs five pounds. By it electricity can be furnished for a large number
of important domestic uses. It can be used as an illuminator, adapted to

work a call bell, utilized as a burglar alarm, and many other purposes
too numerous to mention.

The Printing- Department of the S. F. News Letter has superior facilities

for executing first-class work. Send for estimate.
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KRAO. THE "HUMAN MONKEY.''
Through the ooorteay of Mr. Farini, I have had private interview

with tin* ooriona little waif, which he i* now exhibiting at the

Aqnariam, Westminster, Hint for which he claim* the distinction <»f being
the lons-eooght-for "missing link" between man ami the Anthropoid
apes. Krao certainly uteuuuta some abnormal peculiarities, bat they are

scarcely of a sufficiently pronounced type to justify the claim. She is,

in fact, a distinctly human child, apparently above seven years old,

endowed with an average share of intelligence, and possessing the faculty
of articulate speech. Since her arrival about ten weeks ago in London,
she had acquired several English words, which she uses intelligently, and
not merely parrot-fashion, as has been stated. Thus, on my suddenly
producing my watch at the interview, she was attracted by the glitter,

and criwl out " Cock, c'ock !

"—that is, " Clock, clock !

" This showed
considerable powers of generalization, accompanied by a somewhat de-

fective articulation, and it appears that her phonetic system does not yet
embrace the liquids / and r. But in this and other respects her education
is progressing favorably, and she has already so far adapted herself to

civilized ways, that the mere threat to be sent back to her own people is

always sufficient to suppress any symptoms of unruly conduct. Physi-
cally Krao presents several peculiar features. The head and low fore-

head are covered down to the bushy eyebrows with the deep black, lank,

and lustreless hair, characteristic of the Mongoloid races. The whole
body is also overgrown with a far less dense coating of soft, black hair,

about a quarter of an inch long, but nowhere close enough to conceal the
color of the skin, which may be described as of a dark olive-brown shade.
The nose is extremely short and low, with excessively broad nostrils,

merging in the full, pouched cheeks, into which she appears to have the
habit of stuffing her food, monkey-fashion. Like those of the anthropoids
her feet are also prehensile, and the hands so flexible that they bend quite
back over the wrists. The thumb also doubles completely back, and of

the four fingers, all the top joints bend at pleasure independently inwards.
Prognathism seems to be very slightly developed, and the beautiful round
black eyes are very large and pefectly horrizontal. Hence the expression
is on the whole far from unpleasing, and not nearly so apedike as that of

many Negritos, and especially of the Javanese "Ardi." But it should be
mentioned that, when in a pet, Krao's lips are said to protrude so far as
to give her "quite a chirupaszee look." Apart from her history one might
feel disposed to regard this specimen merely as a ' sport,' or lusus naturae,

possessed rather of a pathological than of a strictly anthropological inter-

est. Certainly isolated cases of hairy persons, and even of hairy fami-
lies, are not unknown to science. Several were figured in a recent num-
ber of the Berlin Zcitschrift fur Ethnologic, and, if I remember, both
Crawford ("Journal of an Embassy to Ava ") and Colonel Yule ("Mis-
sion to the Court of Ava ) speak of a hairy family resident for two or
three generations at the Burmese capital. This family is reported to have
come originally from the interior of the Lao country, and in the same re-

gion we are now told that little Krao and her parents, also hairy people,

were found last year by the well-known Eastern explorer, Mr. Carl Bock.
Soon after their capture, the father appears to have died of cholera, while
the mother was detained at Bangkok by the Siamese Government, so that
Krao alone could be brought to England. But before his death a photo-
graph of the father was taken by Mr. Bock, who describes him as " com-
pletely covered with a thick hairy coat, exactly like that of the anthro-
poid apes. On his lace, not only had he a heavy, bushy beard and whisk-
ers, similar in every respect to the hairy family at the court of the King
of Burmah, who also came from the same region as that which Krao and
her father were found ; but every part was thoroughly enveloped in hair.

The long arms and the rounded stomach also proclaimed his close alliance

to the monkey-form, while his power of speech and his intelligence were
so far developed that before his death he was able to utter a few words in

Malay." Assuming the accuracy of these statements, and of this de-

scription, little Krao, of course, at once acquires exceptional scientific im-
portance. She would, at all events, be a living proof of the presence of a
hairy race in Further India, a region at present mainly occupied by al-

most hairless Mongoloid peoples. From these races the large straight

eyes would also detach the Krao type, and point to a possible connection
with the hairy, straight-eyed Aino tribes still surviving in Yesso and Sak-
halin, and formerly widely diffused over Japan and the opposite main-
land. —Nature.

" When," asked the Superintendent, fixing his sound eye on the teach-
er of the Young Ladies' Bible Class, and his glass optic on the ugly girl

who sat in the corner, " does a man most keenly and fully and conscien-
tiously recognize and realize his own utter insignificance and nothingness?"
The students of biblical record turned this conundrum over in their minds
with an esthetic flip-flop, and then the little daisy, who occupied a seat
under the overshadowing Gainsborough hat, and whose red cheeks and
plump form Rave evidence of wholesome diet, replied that it was when he
had to confess that he was not aware that the New England Baking Pow-
der is the most wholesome and effectual leavening agent science has dis-

covered, and is so recognized by the leading chemists of the day.

BANKS.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital $3,000,000.
WM. ti.voitift n—Uniit
THOMAS BROUX, 4 »*hler

! B MI UK A V, Jr., Atw'l OmUH
Art*- i

N«w York, Agency of the Bank of Otlfomta ; Boston, Trcmont National Bank,
OUaago, Union National Bank ; 81 Louis, Boi .,. Bank ; Now Zealand,
the Bank •>( New Zealand, Correspondent in I Ion, M<i*r». N. M. Rothschild*

n tadta, Chios, Japan and Australia, the Oriental Bank Or-
poratfon,
Tho Bank has Agencies at Virginia City, and I orKSpondentl in all the prlncd-

pa] Mining Districts and Interior Towna of the Pstdllo Ootet

Letters of Credit issued, available In all parte of the world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dublin, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, FrankfoWon>the-Maln, Antwerp,

tarn, St, Petersburgh, Copenhagen, Stookholm, Christiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, ttalj ,

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal <hn.rter.---4 'apltal paid up, 81,800,-

000, with power to increase to 310,000,000. S-hiUkmsi curiiw C.ilifortiiaand San-
Bome utreeta. Head Office- -28 CornhlU, London. Branches—Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria. New Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.

Tins Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check
and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available in al parts of
the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good coUatersJ security.
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents
as follows :

Now York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal ; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank ; Scotland—British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
.fapan— Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 18. FREDERICK TOWNSEND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Pai<l op Capital 91*500,000, Gold. President, R. C. Wool-

worth Vice-President, D. Callaghan ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue, Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
Correspondents—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse,
Neuman&Co. Paris: Hottinguer & Co. New York: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-

pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal
cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Commercia
Credits issued available in Europe, ChiLa and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital, $2,100,000.

San Francisco Office, 424 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid Up $3,000,000.
Reserve 4,500,000.

Agency at New York. 62 Wall street.
Agency at Virginia, H~ev.

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-
elers' Credits. Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E, Cor. Sansome and Pine Streets,

London Office, 3 Angel Conrt ; New York Ag-ents, J. XV. Sel-
igraan & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, So',000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,

loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.
FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.

P. N. Ln.iBNTHAL,Ca3hier- Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITAL, 8300,000.
Officers: Tice-Presi<lent, Jerome Lincoln; Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other
Approved Securities. Office : No. 215 Sansome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Spar and Lelnbank, No 526 California street, San

Francisco. Officers : President, L. QOTTIG. Board of Directors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Eggers, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE; Attorney, JOHN R.
JARBOE. May 18.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, ofZnrich, Capital 5,000,000 francs; Helvetia,

of St. Gall, Capital 10,000,000 francs ; Baloise, of Basle, Capital 5,000,000 franca
These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that may be sus-

ained. Losses made payable in all the principal seaports of the world. In the set-

tlement of all claims under an English policy, these Companies will strictly adhere to

the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, and submit to English jurisdiction.

June 9. HARRY W. SYZ, Agent, 420 and 422 California St., S. F.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Refinery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe. Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in their

various forms.
June 18. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.
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PLEASURE'S "WAND.
''We Obey no Wand but FleasiLre ,s."~ZV>»» Moore.

Like most all melodramas, The City is a mixture of incoherent impossi-

bilities and extravagant absurdities. It has a plot that is entirely too in-

volved for rational appreciation, and its different incidents are too discon-

nected to throw much litfht upon the subject. There is a gTeat deal of

originality displayed, both in the manipulation of stage effects and the

decided unconventional character of the dialogue. There are no particu-

larly strong situations, from a dramatic point of view, but there is a most
successful handling of stage pictures, and a close attention to the minutia
of costume, make-up and manner of all concerned. The movements of

the supernumeraries are well directed. There is a certain amount of

clever sketching of local character, although it is but imperfectly
developed. The play is admirably mounted. The scenery is very effective.

The stage machinery is cleverly worked, and the stage management be-

yond praise. The acting is, as a whole, very commendable. W. P.
Thompson gives a bit of character acting (a young Jew) that is extremely
clever. It is a part of the " Sam'l of Posen" order, and is fully as charac-
teristically acted. I complimented this actor last week on hi« versatility,

and this impersonation is an additional proof of that quality. There is

in the play a mysterious personage who pops up at most unexpected
times, in most unexpected places, and for most unexpected purposes.

This character is sustained by Wessels, and in its exaggeration of subdued
intensity forms a decided contrast to his previous efforts. Ada Deaves
has a clever bit as a New York gamin. Alma Stuart Stanley appears in

some startling costumes, and acts with her usual vim. She is decided^*
canaille. Of the others, Miss Osbourne, Grover, Everham and Miss
Waugh deserve mention. Miss Murielle is very colorless in her character.
With its strong features of scenery and machinery, life and vivacity, The
City is bound bo be a popular "go." It has all that is required to amuse
and satisfy most theatre-^oers, to whom intelligibility and plausibility of

plot are matters of Bupreme indifference.
* * * » *

Through Fire was played just one night, and this was just once too
often. It was painful to see such a good actor as Aveling in Buuh sur-

roundings. Both the play and the acting were beneath even the most
charitable criticism.*****
The burlesque of La Mascotte, at Emerson's, is a most elaborate affair.

It is well costumed and mounted, and Bung and acted with unexpected
effectiveness. It brings to the surface an amount of original talent, that
is, to say the least, surprising. Johnson, the jolly end-man, makes a
good deal out of the part of Pippo, and with Eurton Stanley as Bettina,
Courtright as Prince Lorenzo, and Charley Reed as Fiametta, the bur-
lesque over-runs with fun and jollity. It will run for a good while.*****
There is nothing new to say about the Minnie Palmer troupe except to

note the appearance of John Gilbert in the part of the bad, bad man.
He makes a good deal more out of the character than did his temporary
substitute. The extravagant advertising that this troupe indulges in, is,

iudging by its performances, an actual necessity. Something must be
done to attract and amuse the public. One of Manager Rogers' "ads."
is, I think, far more entertaining than his troupe's performance, Next
week Pop reappears for a short season, and will be warmly welcomed. In
making this re-engagement, Manager Hayman evidences his desire to
please the public as much as possible.*****
Adolpb Link is evidently a thorough comedian. His first appearance

was principally an exhibition of his saltatorial abilities. His second effort
was a complete evidence of his acting powers. As " Isaak Stern," in
One of Our People, Link presented a finished and elaborated piece of char-
acter acting. In dialect, make-up and manner he was perfect. His self

identification with the character was remarkable. There was a total loss
of the actor's personality. The Eastern papers have been very compli-
mentary to Link, and have praised him in a manner that, judging by his
6rst appearance here, was far beyond his merits, but, after his impersona-
tion of last Sunday evening it is evident that he received but his due.*****

Young Mrs. Winthiop is being played to large audiences. It is, without
doubt, one of the most charming plays ever written. At the time of its

first production in New York, some one raised the cry of plagiarism. It
was alleged that it was but a paraphrase of a novel, written by Georgiana
Craik, entitled "Fortune's Marriage," and published in 1881 by the
Franklin Square Library. This novel treats of the love, marriage, quar-
rel, estrangement, and succeeding reunion of a young man and an equal-
ly young wife. It is evident that the purpose of Miss Craik's novel and
Mr. Howard's play is one and the same. The similarity is said to go even
beyond this, extending to the characters, minor accidents and many
small details. To me there is nothing in such a change. I do not believe
that Bronson Howard suffers from a lack of literary integrity. As ap-
plied to plays nowadays, originality does not signify the association of
new materials for the making of plots, but the dramatist's ingenuity in ar-
ranging novel combinations of those constructive elements which have
been in constant use since the commencement of play writing. Plagia-
rism is not simply in treating an old idea once more. The range of ideas
that may be used in the writing of a play is extremely limited. The work-
ings of human passions are circumscribed in their extent, and the measure
of the dramatist's literary skill is to be determined by the ability shown,
is the manner in which these workings are controlled. When the limited
source from which all have been obtained is considered, it is not remarka-
ble that by accident the evolved combinations bear a likeness to each oth-
er. It is truer in literature—particularly dramatic literature—than in
any other branch of work, that there is nothing new under the sun.*****
Miss Carrie Turner, who is now playing " Mrs. Winthrop," was, a

Bhort time ago, in Sig. Rossi's company, playing small parts. Rossi found
she bad talent, and put her in at once for " Helen I>anby " in the play of
Edmund Kean,m which he drew his largest houses. She justified his
selection, and was a success fr-.m the start.

* * * * *

Grover wrote The City originally for Nat Goodwin, who was to star in

the part of "Rocks." The idea was given up on account of the scenic
requirements of the play making it a rather impracticable one for the
road. *****
The subscription for the Thomas Season is rapidly filling up. The or-

chestra will number sixty—all picked musicians—each one in his home
position. Among the soloists will be Miss Gabrille Boehm and Miss
Belle Cole.

* * * *

The sixth and last concert of the Philharmonic Society's present season
will take place next Friday. The programme will include works by
Beethoven, Schubert, St. Saens and Wagner. Henry Heyman will play,
for the first time in this city, a cavatina by Judassohn, with full orches-

tral accompaniment. This is a new work just published. It will be a
treat to hear this number of the programme.

* * * * *

Mrs. Norton's song recital took place last evening and was well at-

tended.*****
On Monday next there will be a change of bill at the Tivoli. Linda

de Ckavwunix will be produced with the old Tivoli favorites, Hattie
Moore and Harry Gates, in the cast.*****
At the California, The Bed Pocketbook will succeed The City. This is a

melodrama from the French, adapted by Paul Robert and Jos. C. Ford,
of this city, and was produced at the Metropolitan Theatre about ten
years ago. I don't know what has become of Paul Robert, but Jas. C.
Ford is still to be seen around the city. They were both clever fellows.*****
Leavitt is said to have engaged Mrs. Arabi Pasha. The lady is beauti-

ful and has an excellent voice.—^Langtry is, after all, coming out here.

So sayeth Rumor. Beaccleeo.

PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY.

SIXTH CONCERT, at PLATT'S HALL, FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
MARCH 2d, AT 3 O'CLOCK.

Enlarged Orchestra—G. HINRICHS, Conductor. HENRY HEYMAN, Violin
Soloist, will plav, for Bret time. JADASSOHN'S CAVATINA, Op. 69,
with FULL ORCHESTRAL ACCUMPaNIMLNT.
Box sheet at SHKRSIAN & CLAY'S MUSIC STORE.
GRAND REHEARSAL, Thursday, March 1st, at 10:30 A. M. Feb. 24.

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.

JH . HATCRLT, Proprietor.—Frederick W. Bert, Manager.
« Success! Leonard Grover's Great Melodrama,

The City! The City!
New, Grand and Realistic Scenerj ! Niagara FallB, Sbantytown and the " Pavonia*

Ferry-Boat.
Matinee, Saturday Afternoon, February 24th.
Box office for the sale of reserved seats now open. Feb. 24.

BUSH-STREET THEATRE.

MB. LEAVITT, Lessee ami Manager; Al. Hayman, As-
» sociate Manager. Every Evening; (including' Sunday) and Wednesday and

Saturday Matinee. Grand Matinee to-day at 2 o'clock p. m. Second and Last Week,

My Sweetheart, Little Minnie Palmer !

Supported by JNO. R. ROGERS' COMEDY COMPANY, including the Popular Com-
edians R. E. GRAHAM and T. J. HAWKJNS, introducing Wm. Gill's Storv, MY
SWEETHEART.
Monday, February 26th—Return of the favorites, RICE'S SURPRISE PARTY.
Seats now on sale, and may be secured six days in advance. Feb. 24.

BALDWIN THEATRE.
GtTSTAVE FBOHXi N, Lessee. -MatineeTo-day at 3 o'clock.

YOUNG MRS. WINTHROP Every Evening.

Young Mrs. 'Winthrop!
THE GREAT PLAY OF THE CENTURY!

Matinees, Wednesday and Saturday at 2.

Furniture from F. S. Chadbourne & Co. Feb. 24.

EMERSON'S STANDARD THEATRE.

WM. EMERSON. Sole Proprietor and Manager—Two Grand
Performances! Matinee and Evening, EMERSON'S MINSTRELS. Great

Opera Success,

The Mascot!
ORIGINAL POPULAR PRICES.—Dress Circle and Orchestra, 75 centa; Balcony,

50 cents: Matinees, 25 cents and 50 cents.

No extra chanre to reserve. Feb. 24.

TIVOLI OPERA HOUSE.
Eddy street, near Market.—Kreling Bros., Sole Proprie-

tors and Managers.—Positively Last Night. Offenbach's amusing Comic
Opera, in 4 acts,

The Bridge of Sighs!
FIRST AMERICAN REPRESENTATION!

Monday Evening, February 26th—Donizetti's Grand Opera, in 3 acts, LINDA DI
CHAMOUNIX, and reappearance at this house, after an absence of two years, of

Miss HATTIE MOORE and Mr. HARRY GATES.
Admission, 25 cents; reserved seats, 50 cents. Telephone No. 3,009. [Feb. 24.]

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

No. 320 Post Street Opposite Union Sqnare.

PROF. O. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 320 Po
street, is now open for Juvenile and Evening Classes. Office Hours, for Terms, etc.

10 a.m. to 12 M., and 1 to 5 p.m. Oct. 22.
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SPORTING.
To the M the credit of having arranged the

loot day. The a (fair came off la.«t Tbarsday at tin- Recreation Grounds,
- oof "v.-r and above bright the ntfe i

waa hi- ii -' The honorary officers of the mi

t're*t iredit f>>r the tnt manner in which they man-
i though the li-t "f their name* in rather lengthy

it in full, with the aasuraooe thai did space penult we would add
-i praise for each and every one. Officers of tin- Merlon

r.iry Pr<-i.hnt. Wm. Lane Booker; Vice-President,

J. J, Theobald ; Captain, B. s Benjamin ; Vice-Captain, 1". >;. KinUy
- -rvtary and Tranflurer, Charles B. Hill. Field Day Officer*

Starter J Sanderson, 0. C. C.j Referee -And. Bonnan, Jr., 0. C.:
R s Haley, 0. A. C, A. H Hogg, C. \. and L. C, W. J.

• .. A C., Aug. Waterman, O. C. C, R. J. CalUngham, 0.
I, Bi C. Timer* P, Mclntyre. 0. A. C, Joe. Haatenon, 0. A. and
I. C, Chaa It. Hill. M. C. C. Executive Committee—B. S. Benjamin,
.i. B, Benjamin, Chaa. Crelgbton, Chaa. IS. Hill. F. L. Mathieu, J. J.

'id. The record of the day a Bport is as follows : Club raoe, ltX>

yank M. 0. U.—Gaston M. Ashe, 1 ; Chaa Greighton, i.
1

. Time, 11$.
Throwing Cricket ball, open—August Waterman, 0. C. C. (1), 80 yards
ami Id inches. Grammar school race, 100 yards- Barney Benjamin, M.
c C, South Coamopolitan School, (l.) R, Young. Clement Grammar
Bchool, (2-J Time not taken ; 100 yarda Open handicap— First heat— I

'.

Creighton, M. C. C., (9 yards), 1 ; A, L. Harris, 0. A. C., (4 yards), 2

;

Time, 10}. Second heat—G. M. Ashe. M. C. C. (9 yards), 1 ; Barney
Benjamin, M. C. C, (12 yards), 2; Time, 10 2-5. Third heat—K.

'. Raynes, H. G. A. <\. (10 yards), 1 ; R. B. Jones, M. C. C, (4 yards), 2 ;

Time, 11 seconds. Final—Bamev Benjamin, M. C. C, (12 yards). 1;

]

Gaston M. Ashe, M. C. C„ (0 yards), 2; Time, 10 2 5 seconds. One
mile walk open— J. B. Benjamin, M. C. C. 1, J. H. Spiro M. C. C,
2; time, 8 minutes 8 seconds. Running wide jump M. C. C—Ben Benja-

! min 1, 16 feet 4 inches, W, J. Kip 2. Running high jump open—W. 0.
i Brown, O. A. C. and C. H. Slater. 0. A. C. tied on 5 feet 3 inches, and
I are to jump off at a future day. One mile bicycle handicap—Edwin
Mobrig, S. F. B. C. {105 yardB), 1; H. Tenney O. B. C (95 yards), 2; H.

i C. Finckler, S. F. B. C. (scratch), 3; won easily; time, 3:19A. Kicking
I
football open—C. Petersen 1, 150 feet 6 inches, Ben Benjamin 2, 152 feet.

440 yards handicap, open—G. M. Ashe M. C. C. (36 yards), 1; R. S. Haley
O. A. C. scratch 2; won by 6 yards; time, 51 seconds. Standing wide
jump, M. C. C— F. L. Mathieu 1, 10 feet 2 inches, Barney
Benjamin 2. 100 yards race, S. F. Boys' High School—A. V.
Booth 1, S. Chapman 2; time, 11 seconds. Mile handicap run,
open—Joseph T. Gorevan, G. G. A. C, 1; W. A. Beatty, W. A. C, 2 ;

Time, 5 minutes 6£ seconds. Finckler was over-handicapped in

the bicycle race and tode with but little vim. The 440-yard handicap
was thought a good thing for Haley, but Ashe developed unexpected
form and held his handicap out to 350 yards. From there Haley cut
down the distance, but could not win. The time was very fast for a new
man like Ashe, who is less than nineteen years old, and who has had
little or no training.

# # # * #

The Legislature has got into such a muddle with game law amend-
ments that the best thing it can do is to shelve all the bills and let mat-
ters stand as they are. The would-be reformers are a set of idiots. It

were base flattery to call them cranks.
* * # * *

Last Sunday the Triton Boat Club opened their new boathouse at

North Beach. Some impromptu races were part of the exercises, which
were much enjoyed by a number of visitors. A. Schupperb won the
wherry race ;" B. Kehrlein second. The South End crew won the barge
race. The Tritons beat the Dolphin Club another barge race, and the
last race of the day, also a barge race, was won by the Golden Gates.^—
Representatives from the Pioneer, Golden Gate, Ariel, Dolphin and
South End Clubs met last Friday, and organized the Pacific Coast Row-
ing Association. Hugh Frazer, President ; Eugene Flanders and J. F.
Finn, Vice-Presidents; George Lee, Secretary, and John Sullivan,

Treasurer. Adjourned until March 16th.*****
John Spreckel's new yacht, the Lurline, was out for a trial trip last

Sunday. The yachting season will open here during the first week
in April.

Considered in the light of a literary gem, the book critic of the Chron-
icle is a daisy. The way the creature knocks the stuffing out of the re-

prints of such authors as Bulwer Lytton and Charlotte Bronte is a cau-

tion, while the dissatisfied, yearning tone with which he slashes to pieces

every work that comes under his notice, from a five-cent almanac in the

interest of some quack medicine to a technical treatise on the nature and
philosophical conditions of transmogrified stalactites, demonstrates but too

clearly that the chief misfortune authors have to contend against is not
having him to tell them what to say and how to say it when they are

writing their books. The latest effort of his gigantic intellect was given

to the world on Sunday last, the subject being "Sergeant Ballentines
Experiences," between the pages of one of the second edition of which he
had been, it seems, inserting his sensitive nose, in quest, as usual, of

something to cavil at and find fault with. Every one who has read the

entertaining book, from the pen of the famous and jovial Sergeant, will

be surprised to know that the author not only " has a very slight appre-

ciation of humor," but that " he uses slovenly English," and that " there

is a curiouB lack of method in his way of stating a legal case." We can't

help thinking how truly fortunate it has been for the Sergeant that he

made his name and fame before his attributes came under the microscopic

scrutiny of the Vkrojiick book sharp. Poor Ballentine!

A man always looks through his pockets four times before handing his

coat to his wife to have a button sewed on, and even then he is filled with

a nameless fear until the job is completed.

Eating matches can hardly be called light dieting.

indent),

CORONATION OF KAL AND KaPPY KAL'3 OATH
MONSTER PARADE, ETC.

iLULU, SaKDWN B fBLaUDB. 1

I Palace, fob. 19, 1883. J

The great event is over, and Kal and I I always oall him K:il

an- fixing yon ap an account of tb it. was no end of a spree,
and we are considerably indebted to you foi its success. The erovi n

by the oostamer were simply " smense," but they oughtn't to have ch i

more than five dollars for the old woman's. There wan one of the rubies
all encked^ and the queen was ai tnadac thunder. It' my description la

not as complete as it should be, it's all Kal'a fault. He'sgot his feet up
on the mantle-piece and his head on a mat, with two Kanaka fanning
Mm, while he

1

* ktitnur i-he pup i \in Mooney gave me with an infernal
Hawaiian eat. The old woman filled up on " taro " and brandy and wa-
ter, and Is fast, asleep in the next room. She nearly spoilt the whole thing
by wanting to wear the No. 42 corsets, which Worth forwarded, outside
bet ualico dress, and she kicked at the cotton-velvet train because there
were beer stains on the back. We really must be more careful about
"props" in future. But about the coronation.

We were puzzled about a pavilion, until the idea struck me of hiring
an old circus tent from a company which is dead broke here. Kal is to

ship them to Australia free for the use of the tent and for the company,
which did a quadrille on horseback and acted as heralds. The Queen
wanted the dummy horses thrown in, but Kal said that the Kanaks
would tun ble to the sell, and he wanted everything serious.

Precisely at ten o'clock I made the opening speech in the middle of the
ring. There was a good house and very few deadheads, but Kal wouldn't
go on and do his act until he had counted the receipts and the tickets,

but by a private arrangement with the doorkeeper I made wages by sell-

ing half the reserved seats twice over. After a bare-back act by Princess
Lilinokalaui, in which she missed the hoops three times, the band played
" Dixie's Land," and Kal and Kapiolaui walked round three times, pre-
ceded by the Heralds and winding up with your humble servant on a
trained mule, and wearing a feather cloak and a big banana leaf. Then
Kal took the biggest oath you ever heard. It was lucky the natives
didn't hear it. It appears that the throne, which I made out of a hollow
tree, and covered over with white calico and gold spangles, had an ant's

nest in it. Well, Kal sat down, and he hadn't been there a minute before
the ants found him out and paid their respects. I won't tell you what
kind of an oath he took, but your Consul was quite shocked and said it

beat the Barbary Coast on a Saturday night all hollow.

However, it was satisfactory, and I put the crown on, saying solemly:
"Ring a rang a boomerang, nick nock nay, paddy-whack strike-me-blind,

Champs Elysees." Then all the people cheered, and David Kalakaua
was solemly inaugurated as King of the Sandwich Islands. Here is a
copy of the document:

Know all men by these presents that I, David Kalakaua, am duly li-

censed to run these Islands till death do us part, for worse and better by
the neck—and may the lord have mercy on your soul.

David x Kalakada. (His Mark.)

I wanted to have a grand parade, and announce a Saturday Matinee,
which would have been worth at least $300, but the tent men had to pack up,
and get away by a schooner the same evening, so that was a fizzle. I am
appointed Grand Master of the Wardrobe, and am getting up a first-rate

affair for next month. Tell E. Locke to forward fifty dresses for supes
and a good stage baby. The next racket is a christening, which will be
a big draw. Jack Harrington would do well here if he would keep straight,

and there are several of the boys that I could work in to good sits if they
have any specif lties. It's too hot for song and dance men, but general
variety performers take. If you doubt me ask Coesar Celso Moreno. No
more to-night. Yours, Isaac

THE THOMAS FESTIVAL.
It la evident from the names on the guarantee lists for the Thomas

Festivals in New York, Chicago and Cincinnati that the largest business

concerns in those cities lend their support to the Festivals, because they
believe, as a matter of business, it pays. For instance, in Cincinnati we
find the Gibson House subscribed $3,000 ; Cincinnati Street Railway
Company, $3,000; Grand Hotel, $2,000; Cincinnati Gaslight and Coke
Company, $2,000; Burnett House. §2,000; John Church & Co., §1,000;

John W. Lewis & Co., $1,000; Maddox, Hobart & Co., 81,000; Mitchel
Furniture Company, 81,000; T. H. Lawson & Co., $1,000; C. F. Bragg,

$1,000; John Shillito & Co., $1,000; Julius Dexter, $1,000; Evans, Lip
pincott& Co., $1,000; Millerech Distillidg Company, $1,000; Mabley &
Co., $1,000; Walsh & Kellogg, $1,000; C. I. St. L, & C. R. R., $1,000;

Adams Express Company, $1,000. Thirty-four firms each subscribed

$500, and thirty-six firms each subscribed $250. The effort now on foot

to bring about a similar Festival in this city, contemplates forming the

guarantee entirely by sales of tickets. Thus far about one half the re-

quired sum is secured. Our merchants should certainly emulate the ex-

ample of Cincinnati, and take largely of the tickets as firms, as it is con-

fidently expected that from 10,000 to 12,000 visitors will be brought into

the city during the Festival week.

THE HOME OF THE INEBRIATES.
There is probably no institution in this city that is more necessary,

or that is more economically or better managed than the Home of the

Inebriates. It is necessary in order to provide a refuge for a large and
increasing class of unfortunates, who would not, otherwise, have a fitting

abiding place where they could be adequately cared for. That it is

economically administered is made clear by the fact that the managers
have been able to announce to the Supervisors that they have saved

enough money to relinquish their legal right to $800 per month for the

present. In the depleted condition of the city treasury, this is an exam-
ple worthy of all commendation. Yet it is said that there are those who
would lay violent hands on the institution, turn it aside from its true

intent and purposes, and continue to exact legal but unnecessary charges

from the city. It is to be hoped that they will not succeed, but that the

present excellent management will be continued.
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THE PHOENIX PARK MURDERS.

At last, after ten months of wearysome waiting, the mystery which

surrounded the brutal murders that took place in Phoenix Park last

Spring, has been cleared away, the dark curtain has been drawn aside,

and the ligbt of day let in upon the sickening chamber of horrors which

contains the murderers, the manner in which they accomplished their foul

deed, and the hopes and aspirations which animated them. It is, indeed,

a disgusting spectacle. It shows a body of men born and brought up sur-

rounded by civilization, and in a country, which, above all other things,

prides itself upon its unswerving adherence to the religious doctrines of a

Christian Church, banded together for the purpose of stealthily creeping

on their fellow men and shedding human blood ; and one may well ask of

what benefit are civilization and Christianity, if those who are brought

beneath their influences so closely resemble, in their instincts and actions,

the wild beasts of the jungle?

The most profitable field for discussion in connection with this matter

will be found in relation to its bearing upon the agitation, which, during

the past three years or more, has been carried on in Ireland by the organ-

ization known as the Land League. From the first the News Letter
has said that the ostensible object of the Land League—the securing of

modifications and reforms in the existing system of land tenure, and the

amelioration of the condition of those who cultivate the soil—was a

legitimate one, though we pronounced the theories put forth by the Land
Leaguers to be crude and illogical, and their programme impracticable and
absurd. This is our position to-day, and it must be the position of

all thoughtful, intelligent men and women, who have given to this

serious problem that consideration which is necessary in order to thor-

oughly comprehend it. But with the bare indorsement of its ostensible

object—and there are good grounds for believing that its real object was
a different one—all sympathy with the Land League must cease. Its

record is written in blood on the annals of crime. The long list of out-

rages and murders that have taken place in Ireland during the past three

years are attributable to it, for they were perpetrated in its behalf,

though not, perhaps, by its direction ; and its leaders never made any
adequate effort to stem the current of unreasoning brutality they had set

in motion. For three years this carnival of crime has continued. Men
and women and even little children have fallen before the assassin's blow,

dumb beasts of the field have been mutilated, houses burned, and crops

destroyed, while men like the blackguard Redpath, loudly approved, and
Parnell, Davitt, McCarty and the balance of the " reformers*' kept dis-

creetly silent. It is idle for the Land League, or its leaders, to disclaim

responsibility or plead the baby act. Those who were active in perpe-

trating these crimes thought they were doing its wishes. The informer

Carey has testified that he thought the money which supported the assas-

sination society, of which he was a member, and which accomplished the

murder of Lord Cavendish and Under-Secretary Burke, came from the

Land League. Possibly it did not. As a matter of opinion, we do not
think it did ; but that is not the question. Carey is a member of the

Common Council of Dublin, a man in an extensive way of business and
of moderate education, and, if the course pursued by the Land League
was such as to lead him to believe that the horrible crime in which he
participated was desired by it, is it not more than reasonable to infer that

the ignorant Irish peasants, whose passions were exoited by the suggest-

ively violent harrangues of the Parnell crowd, thought that blood and
crime was what tbis new Moses (the Land League), who had come to lead

them out of the wilderness into Utopia, wanted ? Indeed, this is more
than a reasonable inference, just as the terrible array of agrarian crime in

Ireland, during the past three years, is more than a supposition.

Another point of interest attached to the discovery of the conspiracy
which resulted in the murder of Lord Cavendish and Mr. Burke, lies in

the fact that it is another repetition of the old, old story of " Irish patri-

otism " (God save the mark) ! The old story of men banding together for

the purpose of perpetrating horrible, cowardly crimes and then betraying
each other. The moral bravery which feared not to commit a cowardly
murder turned to moral cowardice of the most despicable type when the
apparition of the gallows appeared in sight. And right here it is in order
to digress somewhat and ask why is it that Irish patriots are such a con-
temptible, disgusting class of people ? The Irish, as a race, are second to

none other in valor, sagacity, truthfulness and each and all of the known
virtues. In the development of the great British Empire, for the past
three hundred years or more, Irishmen have taken a prominent part.

Wellington, an Irishman, won Waterloo ; Wolseley, an Irishman, over-

threw Arabi Pasha, and the rank and file of the British army is, and has
been for centuries, studded with men of that race. As colonists the Irish
have ever been in the front, and in India, Australia and Africa they are
to be found in the ranks of the most successful and most useful citizens.

In the development of this mighty continent the sons of Erin have taken
no inconsiderable part, and always in a creditable manner. In short, we
might consume columns in mentioning the names of Irishmen who have
left honorable marks upon the records of Time, and who occupy promi-
nent niches in the temple of Fame, and everywhere and under all circum-
stances, at home or abroad, the Irishman is recognized as a man, whose
fellowship is both honorable and pleasant—that is to say, except when he
is a " patriot." The " Irish patriot " is, and always has been, the most
contemptible thing that ever breathed. He is without honor, without
bravery, without truth, without independence, without gratitude and
without intelligence. He is cruel, malicious, spiteful, hypocritical, cring-

ing, cowardly and shameless. In other words, he is a thing to be spurned,
to be spat upon, to be kicked and never associated with or recognized.
Now, why is this so ? As a general rule, a nation's patriotism is found
embalmed in the hearts of her most worthy sons and daughters ; why,
therefore, is it that " Irish patriots " include only the scum, the offal, the
refuse of Irish society ? We have not space to answer this query at
length, but merely suggest that " Irish patriotism " is a misnomer ; that
it is another name for Irish blackguardism.

The firm of Cobb, Bovee & Co., real estate agents and dealers, has
been dissolved, and Mr. W. H. Bovee, one of the members of the late
firm, has started in business on his own account at No. 324^ Montgomery
street. Mr. Bovee is an active, shrewd, honorable man of business, and
those who entrust their affairs in his hands may rely upon having them
attended to in a satisfactory manner.

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
INSURANCE AGENCY.

A 334 California Street, San Francisco, Cal„

Fire Insurance.
TEUTONIA of New Orleans.
LACONFIANCE of Paris.
DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS

of New York.
THE FIREINS. ASSOCIATION (Limited)

of London, England.

GIRARD of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN of New York.
ST. PAUL of St. Paul.
STANDARD FIRE OFFICE.. of London

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONCIERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented $27,000,000.
All Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid.

W. L. CHALMERS,
Special Agent and Adjuster.

PHtENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng„ Estab'd1782—Cash Assets, $5,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., EstaVd 1833.—Cash Assets, $1,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1851.—Cash Assets, $1,357,326.39.

BI'TLEK A HAI.DAN.
General Agents f0r pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.
Capital, $10,000,000.

Unlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF LONDON~FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

THE STANDARD MARINE INSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool- Capital, $5,000,000-

Aug. 12
W. 3. CALLINGHAM A CO., General Agents,

213 Sansome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,500,000
Cash Assets ., 1,709,976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE & CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF LONDON.
[INSTITUTED 1803.] .

London Assurance Corporation, of London
Established by Royal Charter 1720

Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.
ROBERTDICKSON, Manager.

W. ZANM BOOKJEK, Agent and Attorney.

S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building:.
[October 11. J

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864.

Principal Office 216 Sansome street.

FIRE INSURANCE.
Capital (Paid Up in U. S. Gold Coin) $300,000 00
Reinsurance Reserve $172,898 50

Assets January 1, 1383 5717,156 03 I Premiums, since organizat'n. $4,155,239.10
Surplus for policyholders §710,800.83 |

Losses, since organization.. SI,859,286 64

OFFICERS:
J. F. HOUGHTON President I CHAS. R. STORY Secretary
J. L. N. SHEPARD Vice-President |

R. H. MAGILL General Agent

Directors of tiie Home Mutual Insurance Co.—L. L. Raker, H. L. Dodge, J.

L. N. Shepard, John Curry, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, 0. C. Burr, J. S. Carter,
Charles Belding, D. W. Earl. Feb. 10

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.--UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

Tbe California Lloyds.—Established in 1861 Bios. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, S750.000 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates

!

Prompt Settlement of Loses ! ! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS. —J. Mora Mosb,
Moses Heller, J. O. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Eversoo, A. B. Phipps, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Brandenstein, W. M. Hoag, Nicholas
Luning, James Moffitt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Touchard,
George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Scholle, Charles
Baum, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President.

James D. Bailey, Secretary. Geo. T. Bohen, Surveyor. Nov. 6.
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THE LOVES AND HATES OF A SIMPLE MAN.
I'»e * cn-wn I can *:

wit* .in.! m fnrti.t,

:. at my line*, John Brown ;

IWOL

And ft tarda*, with a .,-*, John l!r< urn.

-it «t my >l

kown,
Larpe of h«*rt, though of vrry small .-t.itf, John Brown ;

id drain a glftM,

In mv arbor an you para,
I'll t*tl you what t lovt and 1 bote, John Brown.

I love the nong of hinlx.

And the children's early words.
And a loving womua' voice, lo« and iwoet| John Brown;

And I hate a false prvt

And the want of common sense,
And arrogance, and fawning, and deceit, John Brown.

I love the meadow flowers,

And the brier in the bowers,
And I love an open face without guile, John Brown

;

And I hate a selfish knave,
And a proud, contented slave,

And a lout who'd rather borrow than to toil, John Brown.

I love a simple song,
That awakes emotions strong.

And the word of hope tb;it ralMB him who faints, John Brown,
And I hate the constant whine
Of the foolish who repine,

And turn their good to evil by complaints, John Brown.
—Charles McKay.

FIREPROOF BALLOONS.
An improvement has just been made in the construction of balloons,

,
which, if it had been adopted a hundred years ago, would have prevented
that catastrophe with which the inauguration of aeronautics as a practi-

cal science was signalized. It is curious that the hundredth anniversary
i of the tragic fate of the unfortunate MontgolBer should see the introduc-

tion of a new material in balloon construction, which, after the efforts of

,
a century to discover the best means of supplying a gas to supercede hot
air as the lifting agent, enables aeronauts to revert directly to the first,

j

and at the same time the least costly and most readily available of all the
means of giving buoyancy to a balloon. The happy idea of constructing

I a balloon of a fabric made of asbestos has been tested by a series of ex-

periments, which have conclusively shown that in this tire-proof material
,
may be found a solution of all the difficulties which have attended the em-

|

ployment of these "aeronautical machines." A simple spirit lamp, placed
I at the month, is sufficient to inflate a balloon with a capacity of 30,000
; cubic feet in five minutes, whereas to fill the name sized holder with gas
would be a Work of some hours. The expense of the spirit consumed

J

again is infinitesimal compared with the cost of gas, while, being easily

portable, it would be available at any place and at any moment. The
manufacture of hydrogen as a substitute for coal gas is a long and costly
operation, involving somewhat extensive apparatus, but all this difficulty

would be obviated by the use of a lamp for heating the atmosphere con-
I tained in the balloon. Another great advantage, again, lies in the fact

that with a lamp, the supply of hot air could be regulated at pleasure for

an almost indefinite period, while a balloon filled with gas must carry a
I large quantity of ballast, which is thrown out to enable it to rise, and the

gas i- allowed to escape to enable it to descend, so that when once the sup-

j

ply of ballast is exhausted, or the gas reduced below a certain quantity,
the balloon must finally descend. But, furthermore, the dangerof asphyx-

i iation by the escaping gas is obviated by the use of hot air, while it is pos-

sible that, with a properly constructed lamp, easily regulated, the neces-

sity for a valve would be avoided. It is not even necessary tbat a balloon
should be constructed entirely of asbestos. To coat an ordinary balloon

with tire-proof asbestos, varnish or paint would be sufficient to secure it

against all danger of such a catastrophe as that which befell the pioneer
fire-balloon of Moutgolfier. A distinct advance in aeronautics generally,

and particularly in the possibility of employing balloons in war, is made
by this important invention.

A CABLE ROAD EXTENSION.
The managers of the Sutter-Street Railroad have for some time past

contemplated extending their line along Polk street to Black Point, but
the unfinished condition of that highway has prevented the execution of

the contemplated improvement being undertaken. Hearing of this, the

property owners along the proposed route of extension have communed
together for the purpose of furthering the project of bringing transporta-

tion facilities to their doors. The result is that they have determined to

grade and macadamize the street to the Bay, and a committee of their

number has been appointed for the purpose of carrying this intention

into effect. Surveyors have already been set at work, and in a short time

the horny-fisted wielders of the pick and shovel will follow in their wake.

As soon as the grading and macadamizing is sufficiently advanced, the

railroad company will proceed with the laying of its cable, and, therefore,

the establishment of a ready, easy meauB of transit between the heart of

the city and the remote regions which lie around the bay shore in the

neighborhood of Black Point may already be regarded as assured. The
sagacity of the property owners in not being deterred from assisting in

carrying out a scheme for the improvement of their own possessions, be-

cause the convenience of the general public would thereby be benefited,

is, in these days of short sighted selfishness, to be admired.

Gentlemen who desire to obtain warm, serviceable Underwear, should

go bo J. W. Carmany's, 25 Kearny street. All kinds of Gents' Furnish-

ing (Joods, of the best quality, are kept in stock.

Catalogues. Hooks, Illustrated Circulars and Illuminated Printing executed in

a superior manner by the S. F. News Lktter.

AN IMPORTANT PROJECT.
The well-known Grm of Starr .V Company, ona <>f the largest flour-

milling ta in thfi State, bai just been h L with
!,JW0,000, divided into 26,000 shara*, and iu busmena

will in future be conducted m a joint-stock coDoerm Tb« corporation hai
ed from the hit*- firm if- r i will, trad.- marie*, real and penonaj

property, eta, tor the Bam ol 1460,000. n bl h li to i><- paid in itoox in the
tton, and the partnera in the late firm will, i the ooi

itlnue to manage the business the; hare hitherto oond
with such itignal success. With this largely increased capital the
Incorporated Starr & < lompany intends to increaee it« business facilities to

it. The capacity of the present mill, which in situate
at Sooth VaUejo, will almost immediately be increased by from 000 to 700
barrels per day. The corporation has also acquired a desirable estate on
the southern shore of < 'arqninez Straits, two miles west of Port Costa, to-

gether with valuable water privileges. On this site it is intended to erect
a new Boar-mill, having a capacity nf 2,000 barrels per day; also, a grain-

it and extensive wharves and warehouses, fitted up with every mud
em improvement and contrivance, and having capacity to accommodate a
Dumber of deep-water ships, and to Load them simultaneously and rap-
idly. The importance of this movement, and the effect it will have on
the manufacturing and commercial interests of this port and the entire
coast, cannot be over-estimated.

The first of the Chinese gunboats built at Stettin—the Ting Yuen—is
to proceed to China early in the Spring. She will ship her 12 and 94-inch
Krupp guns at Kiel, and be placed under the command of a Captain of

the Imperial German Navy. Her crew is to consist of eight officers and
240 men—all of the German Navy—who are to relieve the crews of the
German men-of-war on the China station. The voyage of the Ting Yuen
(says the Army and Navy Gazette) will be watched with great interest by
German naval men, as opinions differ greatly as to the amount of sea-
worthiness she possesses. The Chinese vessel is very similar in construc-
tion to the German ironclads of the Sachsen class, which have been found
to pitch bows under, even in a moderate sea.

INSURANCE.
The Only Company on the Pacific Coast Governed by the Massa-

chusetts Non-Forfeiture Xaw.

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF BOSTON.

Total Assets December 31, 1881 $16,210,465.92.
Surplus over All Liabilities-

Massachusetts Standard 4 percent $2,635,894.93

New York Standard 4} per cent 3,501,888.42

Market Value of Stocks and Builds over cost 1,474,691.09

POINTS.
First—A Plain and simple policy clear of all burdensome conditions, and fully

protected from forfeiture.

Second—An agency experience of fifteen years in this State, during- which, by
liberality and fair dealing in its relations with policy-holders, the Company has
gained an enviable reputation.

Third—Non-forfeiture for residence or travel, or for hazardous occupations with-

out a permit.

Fourth—Liberal paid-up and cash surrender, values stipulated by law.

Fifth—This Company charges uo more for insurance than those companies in

which the policy is forfeited, in case of non-payment of premium when due.

Before insuring in any other company, or joining any co-operative assessment so-

ciety, carefully examine the practical working of the Massachusetts law of 1880, and
read the policy contract of the New England Life.

HENRY K. FIELD, General Agent,
Aug. 26. 328 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

TRANSATLANTIC FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF HAMBURG.

CAPITAL $1,500,000, TJ. S. Gold Coin
LOSSES PAID IN GOLD COIN IMMEDIATELY AFTER ADJUSTMENT.

This corporation holds contracts of sixteen other European Insurance Companies,
reinsuring by far the greater part of every risk as soon as accepted in our office.

THE COMBINED SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL which our policies therefore offer to

the public amounts to 826,900,000, U. S. GOLD COIN, of which 87,650,000
IS PAID UP, besides the always available Reserve Funds.

GEO. MARCUS & CO.,
30-1 California street San Francisco,

GENERAL AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST. [Feb. 10.]

(Organized 1S63.)

FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY.
Fire and Marine Insurance.

Assets $1,250,000
LoNsest paid over 4,500,000
dSipThe Largest Assets and Largest Income of all the companies hailing from

west of New York State, and in 1881 Pacific Coast premiums were larger than

those of any other company, local. Eastern or foreign.

D. J. STAPLES President
ALPHEUS BULL Vice-President

WM. J. DUTTON Secretary
E. W. CARPENTER Asst. Secretary

HOME OFFICE:
Southwest Cor. California and Sansome streets* San Francisco.
6^*" Agents iu all prominent localities. Sept. 30.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.

(Capital 85,000*000.—Agents: Balfour, Onthrie A Co., No.
/ 316 California street, San Francisco. Nov. 18.
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BUCKLEY'S BOARD OP EDUCATION.
The new Board of Education does not improve as it goes along. It

began badly aod appearances strongly indicate that it will end worse. At
least eight out of "the twelve Directors obtained their nominations by
grace of Christopher Buckley, Esq., and it has come to be well under-

stood that the surest way for a school marm to obtain favor is to pay a

visit to that delectable place—the Bush street saloon. We think that an

outrage and denounce it as such, and shall continue to do so and make it

exceedingly warm all round until the evil practice is abandoned. It is not

to be tolerated that the inspiration which governs our public schools shall

be drawn from that den of iniquity. So far from its being deemed an ad-

vantage to win the favors of that hoodlum-haunted hell, a visit to it by a

lady teacher ought to be a reason for dismissal from a department which

she thereby disgraces. Yet the fault is not hers. It is, rather, a misfor-

tune thrust upon her. The city is governed from that wretched siuk of

iniquity, and if she would hold her own she must needs go to the fountain

of power. It would seem amazing that a majority of the School Direct-

ors, who are supposed to be respectable men, should be the mere tools

and creatures of a Buckley, but it is hardly surprising when we remem-
ber how completely he controlled the nominations. His will was law in

the nominating convention, and it is well understood that nine of the Di-

rectors were his personal selections. Their first and most earnest efforts

were directed to the purpose of putting his " lambs " in all the offices.

The Secretary, officers and janitors were got rid of at the very first op-

pr>rtunity, and with such indecent haste was this accomplished that one
self-respecting Director resigned his seat in a fit of just and righteous in-

dignation, declaring that he would not associate with men whose rapacity

to seize office was like that of hungry wolves in scent of blood. Janitors

were appointed who are bruisers and ward strikers, but who had the

questionable merit of running around and carrying precinct clubs against

the protests of honest men. They were the lower order of Buckley
lambs, their masters—the School Directors—belonging to a grade only a

little higher.

These obedient tools of an iniquitous boss have just distinguished them-
selves by a further act of impropriety. It happens that Joseph O'Connor
was a candidate for Superintendent of Schools before the last Democratic
Municipal Convention, and with the peculiar elements that made up that

body, he had considerable strength, as may well be imagined when it is

remembered who the majority of the delegates were. The bosses, though
friendly to him, thought that for very obvious reasons they could not elect

him to that particular office, and desired to get him out of the way, in fa-

vor of a more presentable man. They promised that he should have every

other " soft thing " that they might be able to control, and on that con-

dition he retired from the contest. True to their bargain he has since been
made Deputy Superintendent, at a salary of S250 a month, ameraber of the

Board of Examiners, at S-25 a month, and the new office of Inspector of

Night Schools has been created for his special advantage, to which a sal-

ary of $70 a month is attached. So that he now holds three offices, and
draws from the public treasury $345 a month, and all this for no higher
or better purpose than to carry out the terms of a corrupt political bar-

gain, entered into by the bosses, and now subserviently given effect to by
a majority of the Board of School Directors. To enable O'Connor to get
the last-named office, the law has been flagrantly disobeyed in several re-

spects. Charles H. Ham, a most accomplished teacher of fifteen years
1

standing, was removed from his position as Principal of the evening
schools, and this in the face of a resolution of the Board, that no teacher
should be removed except for cause. O'Connor was immediately appoint-
ed in his place, the miserable trick being resorted to of giving his office a
different name, but it was substantially the same office notwithstanding.
Then the law provides that no one person shall hold more than one office.

The law further requires that the Deputy Superintendent shall inspect
all schools, which, of course, includes night schools, and his appointment
to perform the same duties twice over and at double salary, is illegal and
void, but he will be paid all the same. This monstrous, unfair, and,
as we believe, illegal act of favoritism, corruption and wrong, deprives a
triei and good man of a position, adds an unnecessary stipend to an al-

ready well-paid official, gives him a double salary for that which he is al-

ready paid to do, creates a duplex office, and brands the majority of the
Board of Educati m as the slavish executors of the corrupt decrees of a
low-down and iniquitous boss.

THE NEW CHARTER.
The new Charter is a lengthy document that has not, so far, been

fully discussed by the Press. The election which is to determine whether
or not it meets with popular approval is to be held this day week. Within
that space of time it does not appear possible that the neglect of the past
can be remedied by such a full discussion of its multifarious details as
will enable the maBS of the voters to pass upon it understandingly.
That fact is to be regretted, for so important a measure ought to be gen-
erally understood before being passed upon. For ourselves, we may say that
we have given the proposed Charter a careful reading, and find very
much in it to approve. It is certain that it is a safe and conservative
measure. It limits taxation, prevents the city running in debt, provides
for the maintenance of all that is essential to the government of the
municipality, takes the numerous deputyships out of politics—which is a
'most excellent thing to do—and upon the whole it introduces salutary
reforms of the existing state of things. It is so eminently safe a ineas-
urethat no possible harm, that we can see, can come of its adoption. It
is time that the city had a charter, as everybody knows, and a safer one
than that about to be submitted for popular approval could not well be
devised. Merchants, business men and the taxpayers generally are sup-
porting it, whilst office-holders, office-seekers, Denis Kearney, and the
class of non-taxpaying people whom he represents, are bitterly opposing
it. We think it may safely be ratified.

"Sacks" at Sacramento.—Quite an unwonted degree of activity
has been infused into the lobby at Sacramento, which is said to be due to
the arrival of several well-filled " sacks." There is a " sack " to prevent
any reduction of pilotage, another to stave off legislation inimical to the
tow-boat monopoly, another to defeat the bill providing for a radical
change in the methods of collecting harbor revenue, another by the ring
of manufacturers who at present run Warden Ames and the huge manu-
factory at San Quentin, and yet another to aid the passage of Nelson's in-

famous quack bill.

DELENDA EST KING CALICO.
Hokey, pokey, wankey fnm !

What was to be, to pass has come !

The marvel almost strikes us dumb
With honest admiration !

On a papier-mache' throne of state,

With a nickel crown on his woolly pate,
King Calico sits with his dusky mate

To rule his pigmy nation.

Grooms of the Palace rush in and out

;

Marshals and Ministers bustle about

;

Lord-Chamberlains, low-born intruders flout,

All bent upon showing homage.
Eor class distinctions are firmly set,

And a "swell" won't notice a "cad," you bet!
In short, in all points of etiquette

The Court is "quite the iromage."

But think you the monarch of Lilliput,
Within the gilt walls of his palace shut,
Doesn't sometimes pine for the bamboo hut

Which his ancestors contented ?

And when he thinks of the things that were,
Doesn't he sometimes rage and swear,
And yank out tufts of his frizzly hair

Like a cannibal demented ?

As he sweats and frets in his gaudy clothes,

With number nineteens on his aching toes,

He must sigh for days when a ring in the nose,
With a breech-clout in chilly weather,

And a little tatooing here and there
Was all the dress that a king need wear,
Unless he chose to adorn his hair

With a fresh-plucked sea-bird's feather.

Who can picture the royal grimace,
When missionaries now take their place
At the table they used to grace

In the shape of a barbecue !

What must be the royal stomach's qualms
To see plump young babes in their mother's arms,
And know they will never yield up their charms

In a fricassee or stew !

Then a king should not by the nose be led
(Like a gilded dummy of gingerbread),
Whose ancestors simply cried: "Off with his head!"

When they scented a revolution.
So Calico prays his gods for relief :

"0, make me again a cannibal chief!"
But they only mock at the monarch's grief,

And point to bis Constitution.

STATE PRISON RASCALITIES.
San Quentin prison is a vast charnel-house of wrong-doing, yet, al-

though a joiut Legislative Committee has evidence of the fact, and al-

though a Legislature is in session which is abundantly competent to ef-

fectively deal with the rascalities of that institution, nothing whatever
will be accomplished. To outsiders this may appear inexplicable. It

would seem to follow that a known and proven wrong should be
remedied. If it is not, if legislators hesitate to do their duty, if Committees
fail to report and ignore bills of a reformatory character, what is the con-
clusion ? At Sacramento the fact is only too palpable that there are oc-

cult influences at work. The atmosphere is charged with rumors of cor-

rupt practices. That a sack has been introduced, and that corrupt influ-

ences are at work, is only too certain. There are some signs as certain as

Holy Writ. When men do things which they would not do except for

money, there can be no reasonable doubt of what is in the background. A
month ago, a bill was introduced providing that all articles bought and
sold from San Quentin should be competed for by public bids duly adver-
tised and made known. On its face, it was a just and righteous measure.
Its effect was to break up a ring that is making at least a cool hundred
thousand dollars a year at the expense of the State. Yet, to this hour, it

has not been reported back, and the member in charge of it has impor-
tuned members of the Assembly State Prison Committee in vain. The
present management of San Quentin is Republican, and is in the hands
of a ring that will contribute thousands of dollars to the next Republican
campaign, and yet Democratic legislators cannot be got to put an end to

a state of affairs that threatens evil to their party. Why? Because a
corruption fund, that comes home to certain members, is dearer to them
than party or State interests. That is the plain truth, as we have ascer-

tained it to be. The fact is that the money-making capacity
of San Quentin is at present a big thing. Nothing like it has been wit-

nessed in California. San Quentin is the largest manufactory in the
State. It has some twelve hundred men constantly employed. They
manufacture furniture, doors, sashes, tubs, buckets, blinds, jute, bricks
and numerous other articles. So large a business ought to be conducted
in a manner open and above board. But it is not. The Warden buys
the raw material from whomsoever he likes, and sells to whom he pleases

and declines to allow an inspection of his books. The prison funds are
kept in a bank account in his private name, there is no audit and no
check whatever. It would be surprising, indeed, if so loose a system did
not engender corruption. It does. A ring manages the whole system,
and thousands of dollars are being made by somebody. At the same time
free labor is being competed with, and enterprising private firms are
having their business interfered with and crippled by the sale of

prison manufactured articles at much less than their value, and are

far less than they would bring if offered for sale at public competition.

This is an intolerable condition of things that ought not to be permitted
to continue one unnecessary hour, and would not be if the ring were
not distributing a corruption fund at Sacramento. This is a Bad and
lamentable fact, but it is a fact, nevertheless. If thieves may not only
gain immunity, but a continued license to steal by distributing a modicum
of their plunder among legislators, where is rascality to end ?
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TOWN CRIER.
• il»*r u>« titb* d*Til art ifcoa r

*0**th*l will pUj tb* dvTil.sir wtth torn.'

' M»M • ttm« Id hi* Utl u Ion* *» * fl*H.
Wbicb aud* bin (row bolder *od bolder."

And now tor a little hiatory with a utick in it. Once on a time, that
• mob of about twenty Irish out

atUcktd a | nc two
i The driver and tb« two

with him were pulled nff ami brutally mati
. who rode inside, was invitod to unlock

the " Irish Republic," He do*
iii-i wma *' removed ** from office with a five chambend revolver.

three of the ring-leaders in this outrage, including the Ken-
arrested, tried and convicted under tha

ive laws of the tyranical Saxon—of murder, and hung,
- arc now known in " Irish patriotic history " M the " Man

M.irtvrs," and only a couple of months or so btVOI ;i <e]«-l>ration in

I their saintly memory was held in this city. At this mi
B timet mouth Oakland editor, named John P. Irish, was to
I u " orator," but as he did not turn ap in time the dema-
B >b Ferral, took his place. Now, in view of the recent dis-

- in the Dublin Police Court, the T. C. ventures to suggest that
there is a a moral certainty that at least three of tin- agentfl who were
Mtlve in the * removal* of Ixird Cavendish and Mr. Burke will be made
to dance on the ragged edge of nothing, and, as in the matter of brutal
atrocity, the crime of the "Manchester Uartyrs" pales into insignifi-

cance alongside of theirs, their grateful and admiring fellow " patriots
"

should at least canonize them, and the purpose of this screed is to suggest
to Boh Kerral, Dan Toohey, Jack Irish, and the balance of the '"ehaw
orators," that they should immediately begin to prepare their "eloquence

"

for the canonization ceremonies. Father Rooney will officiate as High
Priest.

The Cabin of the Saucelito boat is but dimly lit—so dimly, in fact,

that it is hard to distinguish one person from another. This lack of light

led last Sunday to an odd episode. A certain well-known city man had
taken his wife over to visit some friends in Saucelito, and was returning
by the last boat. He saw his wife into the ladies' cabin and went outside
to get some fresh air. Feeling as if he would like a drink, he felt in bis

pockets aod found he had no smaller change than a twenty. He knew
bis wife had some, so went inside to ask her for it. He saw in the dim
light a person exactly corresponding with his wife, and without a mo-
ment's hesitation ss»t down by her. Putting his hand upon her arm, he
said, " Here, Alary, let me have some change." All the answer he got
was a little startled jump on the lady's part and a " How dare you, sir !

"

Thinking that his wife must be joking, our friend put bis arm round her
waist and said, " What's the use of fooling, Mary? Let me have some
change." And then, in that dim light, a vail was lifted, and he recog-
n zed—not the face of the wife of his bosom, but that of Laura D
F . Of course he apologized and was let off without further mo-
lestation. He found his wife had moved to another seat from that in
which he had left her. Moral: " Be sure you're right, then go ahead."

The theory of the close connection between music and insanity was
never more closely established than in the recent case of Mr. Bertram
Bolter, of this City, who was an inmate of a private asylum here for ten
years. At the expiration of that term he suddenly recovered his reason,
and was able to give a perfectly lucid account of how he had lost it. In
1873 Mr. B. lived next door to a boy who was learning the piano. The
lad was an ardent young musician, and one night played, " Come Birdie,

Come," one hundred and thirty-nine times in succession, in order to learn
it properly. Mr. bolter was found on the floor of his bedroom next day,
devouring a Eureka hair mattrass, and a raving maniac. On recovering
bis reason he told the above facts to his keeper, who, forgetting that hear-

ing the tune again might agitate his patient, said thoughtlessly: " Why,
that's rather a pretty tune, I always thought. Goes something like this,

don't it ? " and he whistled the first four bars plaintively. " How's that ?"

he said. " Is that like it ? " But- the query was in vain. His jaw had
fallen, and Mr. Bolter was dead.

It is hard to specify the species of the genus homo who will villify

the memory of a dead companion or comrade. To this class of fiends be-

longs General James S. Brisbiu, who like a grave-worm, delights in gloat

ing over the passing memory of a chief-in-arms. That he should unearth
the memory of General Custer and endeavor to hold it up to contumely
is something uncalled for, and unappreciated by the American people.

He took occasion tu announce, in a late lecture, that " the death of Cus-
ter and his men was a useless sacrifice, brought on by Custer's desire for

glory and promotion." If this is true. General Custer has long since paid
the penalty of his vanity by a painful death at the hands of a band of

brutal Indians. Whether the accusation is true or not, the ghoul who
will bruBh the dust from the tomb of the dead and defenseless in order to

rob it of honor, is far more brutal than the savage. Let Brisbin be satis-

fied with the promotion he has received at the expense of Custer's life,

but in the name of humanity let bim leave General Custer's memory rest

in peace.

C. H. Rathaker, editor of the Denver Tribune, was married in Chicago
last Wednesday night to Miss May Rounds, daughter of Public Printer
Rounds. Among other notable courtesies extended to the happy pair,

Oscar Wilde cabled his congratulations. We are at a loss to understand
it. Does Oscar's conduct indicate a sublime unselfishness and a beautiful

spirit of forgiveness, or is this reckless cablegram additional evidence that

Oscar is really mad? If ever a man had enemies to hate and fear,

Oscar Wilde has them in the American editor and printer. These two,

between them, have utterly chewed up the great esthete, and have torn
his sunflower banner to tatters; and they will doubtless continue to do so as

long as one of them is left. Yet here is Oscar actually encouraging the
propagation of the tribe, for we presume that little Rathakers will fol-

low the Chicago marriage ceremony, because the old man always wants
them "round the office " till they are too old to be good for anything else.

It would have been wiser for Oscar to have impaled himself.

A novel and economical way to pay laundry hill* is to have the lady
of the doom teach the Mongolian who purifies the household linen the
rudin.ents «.f the English language in return for his service* It may not

ter of the qoum tooome homo and find John
n the lounge toying with madame'i vinaigrette or fan, while bIic

Instructs him in the multiplication table, and teaches him o-a-t, d-o-g,
spells oat dog, scratch him, bite him, mew mew, bow wow, sabs John?
or to find the rtrai >lack hair oi John's quene tickling the

rose-tinted cheek or ruby lips, a* he writhes through all thi fi i

and 6nger contortions of pot-hooh ant over him to Hiiperintend
the formation of the hyeroglyphlcs, Bui the weekly wash bill IsUqoi-

vilhuut any outlay, and our swell lady lias a little more matinee
pin money.

Nothing looks more abominable to a man or woman of taste than an
overdressed child. How many of these little monstrosities one i

upon our streets on holidays and Sundays, In this particular depart-
ment of crime our Hebrew population sins most. * m Sundays the corpu-
lent mother and the nose- laden father may be seen trotting out for public
inspection their recent additions to the chosen rare, As a rule, these suck-
ing Moseses look like consolidated rainbows, topped up with lips and a

The richest kind of fabrics are piled upon these innocents, and
should a passer by pause to smile at such an exhibition of bad taste, an
oleagenous grin pervades the well marked features of the parents as they

; audibly, " Didn't I told you dat de ehildren vas admired ?

"

Trick Dogs are a nuisance, but trick children are a worse one, and the

fond mother or father who puts his or her precarious offspring upon a car
seat to recite or sing, should forever be ostracized from the society of the
sane. It is the condensation of indirect egotism, the cropping up of the
old Adam and the surest sign of ill-breeding. Affection for one's children
is natural (and very fortunately so for some of the villainous specimens of

childhood one comes across), but why, we ask, is a long-suffering public

to be bored with a torture from which there is no escape? Many of the
suicides committed by jumping off steamboats and cars may be traced to
this cause. Sooner a sudden death than a lingering torture.

King Thackembau, of the Fiji Islands, is dead, and it is in order for

the Royal Family and Court of Hawaii to go into mourning for the sad
event. It is true that King Thackembau only took to covering his naked-
ness but a few years ago, and it is also true that even at the time of his

death his royal wardrobe was somewhat scanty, and his crown jewels con-
spicuous by their absence, but still, if King Kalakaua does not recognize
in the usual and appropriate manner the decease of his royal brother, one
will be obliged to think that a thorough and cordial feeling of love and re-

spect does not subsist between the representatives of sable royalty.

"It's at wurruk pretty airly ye are," said Pat, haughtily strolling

across the road from one of the employment offices to where Pompey was
sluicing down the white front of the Clay-street bank. " It's at wurruk
pretty airly ye are, an' divil a mouthful of breakfast yit, oi suppose?"
" G'long now, mudsill," retorted the offended Ethiopian, "what does dis

chile want of coffee-and-doughnuts-ten-cents when he done got dis fine

bank-wet afore him?" Pat didn't see the point, but we did, who hap-
pened to be passing, and, as it is the first colored pun on record, it is given
for what it is worth.

The fools are not all dead yet, but if they keep on frying Giant Pow-
der to thaw it out, like the three men did at Portland on Monday last,

the supply will be considerably lessened. One man was blown into such
small pieces that enough of him could not be collected to fill a cigar-box,

while another was distributed around in the top of a pine-tree. The third

lost half of himself, and died before he had time to look for it. What
makes the case appear doubly sad and foolish is the fact that one of the

men had a check for $1,000 in his pocket. Fancy a man cooking powder
with that sum of money in his possession !

Oscar Wilde has discarded his knee-breeches and sunflower for

doublet and hose, and will shortly blossom forth before the public as a

tragedian. Oscar is not fair to gaze upon, like the Jersey Lily, neither

has he any histrionic talent. His delivery is halting and his elocution

faulty. His movements have about them more of the bear than the

squirrel, but still, with all these disadvantages, he intends to condescend
to play in Romeo and Juliet. He has chosen the former character. " O,
Romeo ! wherefore art thou, Romeo ?"

Clara Belle has been writing from Montreal to the Eastern papers.

She finds fault with the Canadian girls, says they are too muscular, and
have " shocking red cheeks," and is sure " they cannot be nice and sweet
like us." Now, come, Clara, own up that you are the possessor of a form
with more angles than curves, that an inordinate taste for hot cakes has

driven the color from your cheeks into your nose, that the sweetness

which remains in you would sour a dairy, and that you are envious of

charms which you never possessed.

Alocal " magnetic healer " advertises among his " testimonial letters
"

that a certain Nevada man came to him "on two crutches, and returned

home in eight days without them." This doesn't argue well for the doc
tor's honesty, or the patient's comfort, unless, indeed, we infer that the

latter went back to the bosom of his family on the stretcher* which the

next ensuing testimonial assures us another Nevada man left behind him
after " a few treatments."

Every Monday morning, for some time past, the telegraph columns

of the daily papers have contained the startling intelligence that the in-

cendiaries of Red Bluff made several desperate attempts to burn down
that devoted town on the day before. Inasmuch as these repeated at-

tempts all fail, it is in order to remark that they seem to be a species of

red-bluffing, and that their futile frequency is getting tiresome.

Attorney-General Marshall threatens to provide Commissioner of

Immigration Bunker with a buuk in San Quentin. Mr. Bunker, how
ever, need not be alarmed. High-toned thieves, who steal $30,000 at a

lick, never go to San Quentin. In fact, when one of that stamp is con-

victed a special and luxuriant prison will be constructed for his accom-

modation.

A late telegram states that a certain Chicago firm has burst up, and
goes on to say: " The firm dealt largely in iron, and was one of the heavi-

est in the West." It does not do to speak lightly of a firm, however in-

solvent, which dealt with so weighty an article as iron.
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SUNBEAMS.

The Small Boy and the Pin.

It was but a simple pin,

On a chair:

And the little boy did grin

Like a bear
When the teacher took a seat,

And in manner very fleet

Flew a half a hundred feet

In the air.

This the teacher doth annoy,
And be chants.

And no pardon to the boy
Quick he grants

;

But he grabs the indiscreet

Little boy, and him doth beat
Till he rather spoils the seat

Of his "pants."

In an Indiana town, last week, a convert was
baptized through the ice with the atmosphere at
fifteen degrees below zero. And it was mighty
lucky, too, for his future happiness, that he was
baptized so promptly. That same night he was
taken with imflammation of the lungs and died

the next day.

—

Post-Express.

As we write some one is singing in the sec-

ond story above us for the fourth time this eve-

ning the plaintive song: "I would not live al-

ways," etc. With just one more repetition the
performer will think he is a bigger prophet than
Wiggins.—Modern Argo.

11 Take back the heart thou gavest me!

"

She said, as through the door
Her father pushed the juvenile

She vowed to love before

;

He took the heart, and as he passed
A hat-rack in the hall,

He took beside an overcoat,

Two " Derbys " and a shawl.

Owing to the filthy condition of the water in

the Schuylkill river, Philadelphians have not
been able to take a bath for some weeks. It is

said to be almost impossible to distinguish a Re-
publican from a Democrat on this account.

—

Post-Express.

A man at a hotel fell the whole length of a
flight of Btairs. Servants rushed to pick him
up. They asked him if he was hurt. " No,"
he replied, "not at all. I'm used to coming
down that way. I'm a life insurance agent."—
Boston Post.

A Boston young lady of wealth and position

has astonished "society" by cutting and making
her own wedding dress. She also intended to

make her own wedding cake, but the board of

health interfered.

—

Phil. News.

A Fashion item says that the favorite color

of undressed kids for street wear is dark tan.

The fashion originated in Africa where all the
undressed kids seen in the streets are dark tan
color.

—

Norristown Herald.

At no other time in life is a man so complete-
ly upset by a threat as at the tender age of four,

when his mother tells him she is going to cast
aside his first trowsers and put him back into
frocks.

—

Puck.

It is a bad case when a man who never in his

life owned an umbrella explains that he took
yours from the rack in the church entry by mis-
take. Preaching does not assist people of that
sort.

When a young lady who has been taking mu-
sic lessons for the past eight years hangs back
and blushes and says she can't play, don't insist

on it. The chances are that she can't.

A St. Louis goat bucked a wooden Indian
for two hours, and then retired to an alley and
shed tears of mortification to think he couldn't
make the fellow either run or yell.

—

N. Y. Star.

Easter eggs will dye hard this year, as usual.
It is a cold day when ice cream gets left.

—

N.
O. Picayune.

An exchange devotes a column to an article

on making ink. The only way to make it, is to
make it write.

It is possible for a young man to learn to play
the cornet without a teacher. In that case he
becomes his own "tooter."

—

N. O. Picayune.

A Thing that no Family should be without—
A Marriage Certificate.—Puck.

A Georgia man broke bis back with a sneeze
and then he took to his coffin.

PLEASURES OF MEMORY.

You asked me of your mother, child

—

Your mother whose fair form is dust,

Whose soul is with the saints, I trust

—

Why, as you asked me that and smiled
Methought I saw in your young face

A sweet reflection of her grace.

Oh, she was nobly, grandly fair!

Her eyes were as the heavens
1

blue,

Her hair was of a golden hue,

Her ruby lips beyond compare

—

Oh child, your mother, in her day,
'Mongst beauties held the beauty's sway

!

And was she gentle, child, as thou ?

Why wrench the arrows in my heart

—

Why bid the burning teardrops start ?

Oh, child, methinks I see her now

—

Waiting down by the wicket gate
As years agone she used to wait.

Why do I weep ? Who would not weep
To think of how she waited there
Till she could grip me by the hair

And in her wifely fashion sweep
The garden walk with my poor frame ?

Patience was your sweet mother's name.

The cause of Hilson's suicide at Niagara Falls

has been discovered. The hackman who drove
him to Goat Island demanded his fare before re-

turning to the hotel, and the unfortunate man,
when he learned the amount, jumped into the
rapids, preferring death to the poor-house.

"How to pop the question," is the title of an
article in an Eastern paper. It is a very reada-
ble article, but the writer forgets to give this

warning: Never do it when she has her mouth
filled with hair-pins. In the haste to jump at

the offer she might swallow them.

—

Puck.

The story is told, it may or may not be true,

that during a free fight in a Chicago saloon a
man was shot in the mouth, but escaped injury
through the ball flattening itself against his

breath.

—

Rochester Post-Express.

It is ao easy to obtain notoriety in this coun-
try that no retired statesman who can eat fifty-

two cats in fifty-two. consecutive weeks, need be
apprehensive of sinking into sudden and utter

oblivion.

—

Brooklyn Eagle.

The French call tomatoes "Love Apples "

—

which shows exactly how much they know of the
subject. Love is more frequently found in pairs

than apples.

—

Judge.

Only colored individuals can be black bald.

—

Lowell Courier.

BROAD 6AU»E.
"WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Sunday. October 22, 1882,
And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave
from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend st. , between 3d and 4th streets),as follows:

LEAVE
B. F.

t 6:50 A.y

8:30 a i

10:40 a. J

* 3:30 p.l

4:30 P.J

6:30 P.*

DESTINATION.

.San Mateo, Redwood,...
and Menlo Park

8:30 a.i

10:40 a. i

* 3:30 p.J

4:30 P.J

10:40 A.J
' 3:30 p.J

{
Santa Clara, San Jose and

.

Principal Way Stations.

.

j .Gilroy, Paj-d.ro, Castroville. I

| and Monterey f

ARRIVE
S. F.

40 A.M.
05 A.M.
02 A.M.

37 P.M.

:04 p.m.

02 p.m.

»:05 A.M
3:02 A.M,

J:37 p.m.

i:02 p.m.

):02a.m.
3:02 p.m.

.Hollister and Tres Pinos..

10:40 a.i

* 3.30 P.?
|j .Watsonville, Aptos, Soquel.

| | and Santa Cruz.

10:40 A.M.
. Salinas, Soledad and Way.. II

Stations f|
6:02 P.M

Sundays excepted. tSundays only. (Sportsmen's Train.)

Stage connections are made with the 10:40 a.m.
Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo, which
connect with 8:30 a. m. Train. EXCURSION TICKETS
sold on Saturdays and Sunday morning's—good to

retu'n Monday: To Santa Clara or San Jose, $2 50; to

Monterey or Santa Cruz, $5 00; also to principal points
between San Francisco and San Jose.

Ticket Offices—Passenger Depot, Townsend street
and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

g?g~ S. P. Atlantic Express Train via Los Angeles,
Yuma, etc., leaves San Francisco daily via Oakland
Ferry, foot of Market street, at 9:30 a.m. [Oct. 28.

C. P. R. R.
Time Schedule, Monday, Nov. 27, 1882.

Trains leave, and are due to arrive at,
SanFrancisco as follows:

LEAVE
(for)

DESTINATION.
{

ARRIVE
(from)

9:30 A.M.
*3 :00 p.m.
4:00 P.M.
8:00 A.M.

2:40 P.M
*10:10a.m
12:40 P.M.

7:40 p.m.

*4:00p.M.
9:30 a.m.
4:30 P.M.
8:00 a.m.
*4:00 p.m.

.. j Deming, El Paso > Express....

.. (and East /Emigrant..
. . J Gait and \ via Livermore

7:40 P.M.
2:40 P.M.

7:10 A.M.
5:40 P.M.

+12:40 p.m.

18:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
8:00 a.m.

#5:00 p.m.
9:30 a.m.

.... " " (JSundays only)

....Los Angeles and South
. . . Livermore and Pleasanton. .

.

.... Madera and Fresno ... -

2:40 P.M.

5:40 P.M.
#8:40 A.M.
2:40 p.m.

*12:40p.m.

8:00 a.m. ....Nilesand Haywards 5:40 p.m.

3:00 P.M.
5:00 p.m.
3:30 P.M
5:30 P.M.

8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
3:30 P.M.
4:00 P.M.

. . ( Ogden and I Express

-
f Sacramento)

via Livermore.
• i A^t >via Benicia....
^| and Colfax j via Eenicia ...

.

Sacramento River Steamers .

.

9:40 a.m.
#8:40 a.m.

11:10 a.m.
6:10 A.M.
5:40 P.M.
6:40 P.M.
7:40 P.M.
11:10 a.m.
*6:00 A.M.

*8:00 A.M. ....Tehama and Willows #7:40 P.M.

(i

111:10 A.M.

*7:40 P.M.

*3 :30 p.m. 11:10 A.M.

Train leaving San Francisco at 8:00 A.M. should meet
Pacifio Express from " Ogden " at Port Costa; and that
leaving at 9:30 a.m. should meet Pacific Express from
" El Paso" at Antioch.

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland Pier.

From "SA» FRArTCISCO," Pally.

To EAST OAKLAND-'6.00, *6:30, 7:30, 8:30, 9:30.

10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30>

7:00, 8:00, 9:30, 11:00, «12:00.

To ALAMEDA—*6:00, -t6:30, 7:00, »+7:30, 8:00, "t8:30,

9:00, «t9:30, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 1:00, 2:00, 3:00, *t3:30,

4:00, "t4:30, 5:00, "t5:30, 6:00, "113:30,7:00, »8:00,9:30,

11:00,.«12:00.

To BERKELEY — "6:00, *6:30, 7:00, «7:30, 8:00, "8:30,

9-00, J9:30, 10:00, 110:30, 11:00, 111:30, 12:00, 1:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,

9:30, *12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—*6K)0, *6:30, 7:00, "7:30, {8:00,

"8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, "4:30, 5:00,

*5:30, 6:00. "6:30, 7:00.

To " SAM FRAITCISCO." Bally.

From BROADWAY, 0akland-»5:32, *6:02, 6:32, 7:02,

7-32 8:02, 8:32, 9:02, 9:32, 10:02, 10:32, 11:02, 11:32,12:02,

12:32 1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32, 5:02,

5:32, 6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

From EAST OAKLAND-»5:21, *5:51, 6:21, 6:51, 7:51,

8:51, 9:51, 10:51, 11:51, 12:51, 1:51, 2:51, 3:51, 4:51,

5:51, 6:51, 7:51, 9:21, 10:51.

From ALAMEDA—*5:15, '5:45, 6:16, 7:10, "+7:35, 8:10,

"+8:35, 9:10, «t9:35, 10:10, "+10:35, 11:10, 12:10, 1.10,

2:10, 3:10, 4:10, "+4:35, 5:10, "+5:35, 6:10, "+6:35, 7:15,

"+7:35, 9:15, 10:45

From BERKELEY -*5:45, *6:15, 6:45, "7:15,7:45, *8:15,

8:45, 19:15, 9:15, 110:15, 10:45, 111:15, 11:45, 12:45,

1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:15, 4:45, 5:15, 5:45, 6:15, 6:45, 7:45,

9:16, *10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY — *5:45, *6:15, 6:45, »7:15,

7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, »5:15, 5:45,

*6:15, 6:45, «7:15.

Creefe Route.
From SAN FRANCISCO—»7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:15, 3:15,

5:15.

From OAKLAND—*6:15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

All trainB run daily, except when star (*) denotes Sun-
days excepted.

fTrains marked thus (+) run via East Oakland.
(t) Sundays only.

" Standard Tiiie" furnished by Randolph & Co., Jew-

elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. GOODMAN, Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agt.

A. N. Towns, General Manager.

COAL OIL STOVES.
All S izes for Cooking1 or Pd rlor use

Send for Circular and Prices.

WIESTER & CO.,
17 New Montgomery St., S. F.
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BOBBY BOY AND ROBIN BIRD

-bio. Robin t>irJ.Ww u wtM can ba,

N<wMin*t jour b«ad at tn«?

.

ll all <Uy f

U il the wh.v * life,

To whuoje, and rat and play ?
"

houldn't I I.-i-k at ^

U I am only a littl-

da
-lie and eat and play,

And pUy and whittle and eat?
I wee y*W at break I i

And out in the «unn>* street?

"

Mo, Robin bird,

. m welt a.i play:
I'm half -w.tv thn>" niv spclliiiif-book,

And many a lcntum I say ;

idon't have any books to read
that you 10 tint enjoy ;

I wiah I was only a Robin bird,

Instead of a Bobby 1

never you go to play ; [ neat

ihoQt you at right with .. horrid
If you venture into tbi a

" Hut yoinliT tin* <*t nit* blinking
Mt-r RT*aJ ffl

She". I break t-v.-ry boM in my body
If slu* got her Ottwi 00 ine.

I invar can be any otbar
Than only a Robin, you know,
While yon, perha|M, from a Ul

A tall, Strang man will grow,

" And maybe with fame ami honor,
Wbaravat your name is hi

While my greatasVgmndson Robin
Will be nothing but a bird.

Bo dost be idly wishing,
ForGod knew best, you see, [buy.
When he made you a pretty Hobby
Instead of a Robin like me."

—Harper's Young People.

AUSTRALIA.
We are in receipt >>f the oraaJ exchangee from Australia to January

27th, and New Zealand to the 1st inst.

:

KBw SOOTS WalbB.—The new Parliament was opened on January
l~th. The Governor^ speech indicating a most prosperous state of affairs.

The reveoue had already exceeded the estimate made on the 1st of No-
vember, by i'1,200.000.

The Government had not yet arrived at a conclusion with regard to

the continuance of the San Francisco mail service. It seems probable
that they will decline to contribute toward the subsidy.
The Colonists are interesting themselves in the scheme to make Guay-

mas their American port for arrival and departure, when it becomes con-
nected with Chicago by rail. The Australians reckon that by this route
they could get to London in three days less time than by way of this city.

The new Government have abandoned Sir Henry Parkes* project for

the construction of a bridge from Sydney to the North Shore, at such an
enormous cost.

The Commercial Bank of Sydney declared a dividend at the rate of 25
per cent, per annum, for the past half year.

The inquiry into the loss of the fine steamer Ncio England and so many
lives, ended in the censuring of the conduct of the drowned captain, who
insisted upon going out on an ebb tide with a considerable sea running
over the bar, hence the loss.

The colony of New South Wales attained its 95th birthday on January
26th. As usual a general holiday.
The English authorities have sent instructions for the building of a cof-

fer dam around the sunken steamer Austral, with the intent to raise her.

This will be a formidable undertaking, the vessel being over 400 feet in
length.

The Rev. Fathers McGrath and Clarke, two Roman Catholic clergy-

men, were drowned on the 12th of January, whilst bathing near Kiama.

Victoria.—The Government lias failed in its attempt to float a $20,-

000.000 loan on the London market at par. They were offered 98 but
refused.

At a meeting of the shareholders of the Bank of Australasia it was de-

cided to increase the capital by the issue of new shares to the amount of

82, 000,000.

The champion big tree has been found in Australia. It is an almond-
leaved eucalyptus, and is 60 feet in circumference and 430 feet high.

A mason bathing at Iron Cove, Sydney Harbor, was killed and horribly
mutilated by a shark.

Queensland.—The youngest colony is as prosperous as its seniors. The
National Bank, a colonial institution, has declared a dividend of 12 per
cent., and increased its reserve fund to $825,000.

The Imperial Government had decided not to appoint Sir J. Pope Hen-
nessy to the Governorship, it being understood that Sir R. G. W. Her-
bert, the Under Secretary of State for the Colonies, would receive the
appointment.
The Cingalese imported from Ceylon for the sugar plantations, have

not turned out satisfactorily. They proved very obstinate and intractible.

New Zealand was receiving the benefit of a large immigration of a
very superior class, brought out especially to locate upon fixed areas and
at once form a settled community.

The whole of the colonies had had splendid weather; feed in abundance
for the enormous herds of cattle and flocks of sheep; which means abund-
ance of money all round.

To Cure or not to Cure without Koni La—that is the question. In
this age of investigation and analysis some of the beliefs, doctrines and
opinions that were considered to be firmly supported by evidence "strong
as proof of holy water," are, in the light of reason and research, proving
to be but stubborn facts; so is Koni La Volcanic Water, which is no
mysjified secrecy of springs in an unknown location of Northern or
Southern California, nor like a gilded pill, made to suit the eye, taste or
smell, but in its effects, and on account of its genuine merit, is now pre-
scribed by our most eminent physicians as Blood Purifier, a powerful
eliminator in all Kidney Complaints, Skin Diseases, a valuable curative
in Female Complaints, and, in fact, as a truly household remedy. One
fair trial will convince the most skeptical that Koni La Volcanic Water
will prove the sufferer's best ready-relief friend, worthy of confidence.

Pacific Mineral Water Company.
Depot—360 Fourth street, corner Harrison.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,
Sawing, Planing and M»nun»cturinir-Door». Sunsa. Bllnda and

Mouldings-Turning. Scroll and Jig Sawlng-Countsrs.
Bar and Store Fixture*.

Rnlahtnf Woi* <..r Bolldlngi on 11 , .. tkiw.
417 to MM N|..-nr HI., and sis i„ BB6 Nlpwirl St., S. F.

Tho largest and oldest aMablWi«d mill on Hie Pacific Coast.
A.M*" ft. 8 I VI N. Uilliir, Sunt

(Mar

H.B.Williams. A. Ohesebrough. W. H.Dimond.

WILLIAMS, DIM0ND & CO.,
SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

UNION BUILDING,
JUNCTION MARKET AND PINE STUKKTS.

Ajrenbjfbr Pacific Mall Steamship Com; Pacific Steam Navigatl lompanj
lbs Cunard Royal Mail steamship ian»."The CalUomla L ol m.
from Hen \..rk ud Bee and "The Hawaiian Lino"

S;ui Fr.uiriHoi, January 81, 1880. Jan. 31

C. AD0LPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

SAN FRANCISCO and NEW YORK.
6^- Agents of American Sugar Refinery, corner of Union and Battery streets,

S;m Francisco, California. jttn 17

TABER, HARKER & CO.,
IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE GROCERS,

108 and 110 California St., S. F.
[April 19.)

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY
No. 310 Sansome Street,

San Francisco,

WHOLESALE HE A.LER8 IN FT7R8.
[September 21.1

MARBLE WORKS.
MANTELS and ORATES, MONUMENTS and BEA DSTONES,

In Marble and Scotch Granite,
827 Market street bet. Fourth anil Firth.
HiST Send tor Designs and Prices. W. H. MCCORMICK

.

JOHN McKEW,
WHOLESALE AND B.ETAIL COAL DEALER,

*S1 UNION STREET Between Dnpont and Kearny.
SAN ERANCISCO. Aug. 26.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Gold Medal, Paris, 1S7S.

Cold by^Il^Statloners. Sole Agent for the United States:
MR. HENRY HOE, 91 John street, N. Y. Jan. 6.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,
NO. 922 POST STREET.

Day and Boarding School for Young Ladles and Children.
KINDERGARTEN Term commenced January 4th, 1883.

[Jan. 13.] MADAME B. ZEITSKA, A. M.. Principal.

A. WALDSTEIN,
Lithographer nml Ziucograpber, No. 320 Sansonie street.

Room 48, Second Floor. An?. 19.

GEO. STREET, Agent News Letter, 30 Comhill, E. C, London.

The Mummer Sou and Dnst. Ladies and all exposed to the scorching
rays of the sun and heated particles of dust, will find that the most
cooling and refreshing preparation for the face, hands and arms, is

Rowlands* Halydor, which eradicates all prickly Heat, Sunburn, Tan,
Freckles, Stings of Insects, etc., and produces a beautiful and delicate
complexion.

Rowlands* Macassar Oil prevents the hair falling off or becoming dry
during the hot weather, and eradicates scurf and dandruff.

Rowlands* Odonto is the purest and most fragrant Tooth Powder ever used,
and contains uo acid or mineral ingredients, which are so detrimental
to the teeth and gums. Its purity especially adapts it for the teeth of
young children. Ask any dealer ill perfumery for Rowlands' articles,

of 20, Hatton Garden, London.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
lnest and Cheapest meat-flavoring- S lock tor Son ps, Made
Dishes and SauceB.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT,
All Invaluable and Palatable Touic in all Cases of Weak

Digestion and Debility. " Is a success and boon for which Nations should feel

grateful." See " Medical Press," " Lancet," " British Medical Journal," etc.

F

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
Cantlon»6euniue only with fac-siwile of Baron jLiebig'a

Signature, in blue ink, across Label.
This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substitutes being in

the market.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
To be had or all Store-keepers, (Grocers and Chemists. Sole

Agents for the United States (wholesale only), C. David & Co., 9, Fencburch
Avenue, London, England. Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, San
Francisco. June 10.
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WAIFS.
Waifs which singly are as light as air, but which together make

a momentous whole.

Governor Stoneman has not forgotten that one good turn deserves

another. Irwin sought him out at San Gabriel and made him Railroad
Commissioner, which proved to be the tide in his affairs which taken at

the flood led on to fortune. How he has nominated Irwin for Harbor
Commissioner. That is well. Irwin did not solicit the office but was
asked by Stoneman to accept it.— If Phillips and Knight are legislated

out, John H. Wise and Tarpey, of Oakland, will till their places.-^—The
friends of Mr. English, however, say that he will surely get one of the

positions. He has undoubtedly earned office. His subserviency to Buck-
leyism is the only but great objection to him.^—Captain Blanding made
ar excellent record. He was a most indefatigable Harbor Commissioner,
wtio completely mastered the whole details of the office, as his testimony
before the Joint Committee shows. He has many friends who would
like to see him reappointed.-^—It is believed that Knight and Phillips

will be legislated out for causes many and serious.—It is claimed that

at the time of their appointment they were "indirectly interested " in

shipping, and, therefore disqualified, and that they have since permitted
wastefulness and extravagance, and something worse.^^They, as Har-
bor Commissioners, did dredging, at one-third its previous cost, for lessees

of wharves who had contracted to do their own dredging.^—They per-

mitted the private lessees of wharves to unduly compete with the State,

and a large loss of revenue to the State was the consequence. These are
expected to supply some of the causes for their removal. -^The pilots

have taken on renewed courage. At an early period of the session, when
the current was running strongly against them, they prepared and sub-

mitted a bill providing for a reduction of pilotage of 25 per cent. Now
they see a chance of killing their own bill by delays, and have sent a
" sack " to Sacramento for that purpose. They ought not to succeed.
Harbor dues ought to be reduced. They have sent a Democratic lawyer,
in the person of T. J. Clunie, to dispense their favors at Sacramento.-^—
There is a good deal of talk and not a little evidence of corruption
at the Capitol in this connection. The curious course of a major-
ity of the Joint Committee on Commerce and Navigation, is, to

say the least, snspicious.-^There can be no excuse for not mak-
ing the reduction which the pilots themselves said was fair.^—
Traders, merchants and others are watching these matters, and are
greatly exercised at the possibility of a failure to do the right thing.—

—

There is said to be a double sack at Sacramento, contributed by the pilots

and collectors of wharf tolls.^^Then it begins to look as if there will be
a failure to correct abuses at San Quentin. That interest is also said to

be represented by a sack. There is a ring running that huge State manu-
factory, and they are making big money and can well afford to spend lib-

erally to prevent honeBt, just and necessary legislation. The signs all in-

dicate that they are. Bills referred in the Assembly, at the beginning of

the session, to the State Prison Committee have not yet been reported
back, and independent members say that it is impossible to get a major-
ity of the Committee to take action. Why? Have they been seen ?^—
There is §100,000 a year for somebody in the way in which the State
manufactory iB being run at present. Twenty per cent, of one year's

earnings would go a long way to secure enough members to maintain
things as they are. Rumors and appearances are equally deceptive, or
that amount has been put up.—Members inclined towards reform de-

clare that the silent and unseen, but powerful, influences of " the sack "

meet them at every turn in connection with both State Prison and harbor
matters.——Those are undoubtedly the two most prominent "money
propositions."—Reforming hands will probably be kept off both propo-
sitions at a cost of some forty or fifty thousand dollars. In other words,
the San Quentin ring and the harbor thieves will buy a renewed lease of life

at that price. They are Republicans, but it is not their politics, but their
money, that will tell, even with a Democratic Legislature.-^—The Board
of Health is to go. Attorney General Marshall has decided it. He saya
that a-s they were appointed for five years, when the Constitution says no
period of office shall exceed four years, their appointment is illegal and
void, and their successors can be named at any moment. The Governor
will act on that opinion if the Legislature does not interfere.^—Marion
Brooks has got the Senatorial seat to which Steele was elected. Brooks
is a much owned man. Everybody claims him. He is for everybody for
United States Senator. Yet, in the end, we believe he will turn up all

right. The exigencies of winning a seat are many, curious, devious and
tempting.—Sinon and Barry, of the San Francisco Assembly Delega-
tion, are making good records.^^Reddy is among the ablest of Demo-
cratic Senators. ^—Although the legislature has only Borne ten or twelve
days to run it adjourned from Wednesday to Friday. It looks as if it

will run out its short span of life without accomplishing anything. It has
been so far an easy going, lazy legislature.-^—If it would now apply itself

to hard work, and put the harbor and prison bills on the "special file," it

might yet do much to redeem itself.^—If it does not put the great ad-
ministrative departments that are under its control in good working shape
it will egregiously disappoint public expectation.—^Good administration
is, after all, the essence of good government. "Five hundred bills are
on the Assembly pile, and over four hundred on that of the Senate. The
greatest majority of them are cinch bills, which were only intended to
make those interested "come down." Less than a score of unimportant
bills have yet passed. Only about three or four bills will pass this session
that possess any public importance whatever.—School Marms are com-
plaining of having to go to the Bush-street saloon to secure attention from
Buckley's School Directors. It is a disgraceful state of affairs,—
The Buckley Police Bill is third on the Assembly pile, and the boss is at
Sacramento working like a beaver to get it through. That is surely a
Btrangely mixed up city that permitB such a creature to control its various
municipal affairs.——Jere Lynch, the broker and Senator, left instruc-
tions to bear the market on Water stock, and then started to Sacramento
to introduce a cinching bill, confiscating Spring Valley's franchise. He
went short on the stock a month ago. Pine-street sharps are dangerous
legislators.-^—Supervisor Strother is likely to be the subject of more in-

junctions than that of Judge Sawyer. The husband vows that it will be
the last injunction that Strother will need.

W. H. Firth, Chief of Traveling Agents' Service, Chicago, Burlington
& Quincy R. R., Chicago, 111., left for the Bast yesterday.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
rpbe Company's steamers will sail for Hongkong? and
X Yokohama:
CITY OF TOKIO FEBRUARY 24, at 2 p. M.

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and return at reduced rates.

For New York, via Panama:
GRANADA MARCH 1, at 10 o'clock A. w.,

Taking Freight and Passengers to MAZATLAN, ACAPULCO, CHAMPERICO,
SAN JOSE DE GUATEMALA, ACAJUTLA, LA LIBERTAD and PUNTA ARENAS.
Tickets to and from Europe by aoy line (or sale at the lowest rates ; ai«u for Ha-

vana and all West India ports.

For Honolulu, Auckland and Sydney:
ZEALANDIA MARCH 10, at 2 P. M.,

Or immediately on arrival of the English mails.

Ten Dollars additional is charged for Upper Cabin passage.
For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and Brannan streets.

[Feh. 24.] WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., General Atrents.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,

For Japan and China, leave wharf, corner First and Bran-
nan streets, at 2 p.m., or YOKOHAMA AND HONGKONG, connecting at

Yokohama with Steamers or Shanghai.

I§S;j
ARABIC ,

Thursday, January 18

OCEANIC Tuesaay, January 30

COPTIC Saturday, February 10

GAELIC Tuesday, March 6
BELGIC... Saturday, March 17

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Keturn at Reduced Rates.
Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.'s

General Offices, Room 74, cor. Fourth and Townsend sts.

For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific Mail Steam-
ship Company's Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN, General Passenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD, President.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
The steamship GAELIC, from San Francisco March 6th, also the steamship BEL-

GIC, oE March 17th, will continue on from Hongkong, via Suez, to Liverpool, offer-

ing superior accommodations and quick time for Tourists en route "AROUND THE
WORLD." Feb. 17.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamers or this Company will sail from Broadway Wharl

as follows

:

For Victoria, B.C., and Puget Sound Ports: On the 10th, 20th and 30th of each

month (except when such da\s fall on aholiday, then on the day previous). Steamer
of the 30th connects at Port Townsend with steamer "City of Chester" for Alaska.

For Portland, Oresron, in connection with the O. R. & N. Co.: Every i days.

For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barhara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 5th, 10th, 15th,

20th, 25th and 30th of each month.
For Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and

Ventura: Every Wednesday at 8 a.m.
For Eureka, Areata, and 'Hookton, Humboldt Bay: Every Wednesday, 9 'clock.

For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc.: Every Monday.

Ticket Office, No. 214 Montgomery Street, near Pine.
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

Nov. 26. No. 10 Market street.

FOR PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, OREGON.

The Oregon Railway and Navigation Company and Pacific
Coast Steamship Company will dispatch from Spear-street Wharf, for the

above ports, one of their new Al Iron Steamships, viz. : QUEEN OF THE PACIFIC,
COLUMBIA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA and OREGON.

Sailing- Days,
EVERY WEDNESDAY AND SATURDAY,

At 10 o'cloch A.. M.
Connecting at Portland, Oregon, with Steamers and Railroads and their connecting
Stage Lines for all points in Oregon, Washington and Idaho Territories, BritiBh

Columbia and Alaska.

Ticket Office 214 Montgomery Street
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

TJan. 6.J No. 10 Market street, San Francisco.

REMOVAL.
W. H. B0VEE, REAL ESTATE, formerly of Cobb, Bovee & 0o„

HAS BEMOVED TO 324)4 MONTGOBBSY ST.,

SAFE DEPOSIT BUILDING (opposite former place.) Feb. U.

FIRE.

SCOTTISH IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

CAPITAL, $5,000,000

MARINE.
INTERNATIONAL MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY (Limited)

OF LIVERPOOL.
CAPITAL $2,600,000

DONALDSON & 00., Agents and Attorneys,
319 California street, 8. F.

[Feb. 24.] R. H. XAl'XTON, Manager.

NOTICE.

HA. COBB continues the Beal Estate Business, both prl-
• vateand Auction, at 321 Montgomery street, under the firm of COBB & CO.
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CRADLE. ALTAR. AND TOMB.
CRADLE

i daughter.

WlUM DptllM -Feb. I.'., by Ri-i

Wh*l*i -In ti.
. i son.

ALTAR.
Cooa-Tvoaa* M Tin mil

mi-i, both nl tliis city.

Itani K. Goodwin t.. Pinola Puller, boihol tl I

i*rle-« B Leweon to Mairtric McCarthy, ol tiri

. T. K. N.'Mc. Pa... Whitton to Annie Borden.

TOMB.
Feb. 16, Charles S. Ashton, atfed 39 years.

Bates -

1

9 Bates, a native -if Btimaod, aged 66 years, l mo., 16 days.
Bitaar — Fell. is. James F. Berry, a native of England, ased :>i rears and i months,

. Tln'inas J. Dixon, a native »i England, 17 3
' days.

n Feb. 21, Samuel Hi Fadden, -1 native ol Ireland, aged 60 years.
1 llf.r -Fob. l-"'. Simon Rockefeller, a native < >f New York, ajjed 45 3

Bam—Feb 1-, Aurza Bernard Smith, a native A Peon., 43 years, 9 mo9., 9 days,
M in It Tucker, .• native sd w pears.

1

. Martha Welsh, a native *-f Ireland, aged 61 \ears.

Wilkbb—Feb. il, May 8. Walker.

THE RAILROAD COMMISSION.
The broad fact is being demonstrated day by day that the constitu-

tional provision creating a Board of Transportation Commissioners, is

turning oat a failure. Thinking men never doubted that it would. It

was in fact impossible that it could be otherwise. Few men are capable
at all of grappling with the vast and multifarious concerns of a great
system of State, national and international railroads, such as we now
have in California. Then even those gifted with the natural capacity to

master so huge a subject must needs serve many years of apprenticeship
to the business before they can pretend to understand so much as the
rudiments of it. To become experts they must have large natural gifts,

and many long years of practical experience, and, furthermore, to keep
up with the subject tbey must have a daily and intimate knowledge of

the ever-varying and changing circumstances and needs of development
in trade, travel, commerce, internal and external communication, and a
thousand other intricate things. Even then no one officer of a great rail-

road system can master all its details. There must be a division of labor.

Each separate branch of the service demands the ability of an expert.

Whilst all this is true the framers of our constitution vainly imagined
that any three men that a boss-ridden convention might nominate would
prove equal to the gigantic task of regulating the multifarious concerns
of a great railroad system. Experience is demonstrating that which was
never in doubt in the minds of thinking men. It is showing how utterly

impotent popularly-elected Railroad Commissioners are. The last Com-
mission meant well, but not one of its members, not even Governor
Stoneman himself, did more than begin to realize how utterly impossible
it was for inexperienced men to master, much less solve, the many prob-

lems involved in successful railroad management. The present Commis-
sion is doing no better, though it is extremely anxious to do well. It

already shows signs of being swamped in the very vastness of the impos-
sible task it has undertaken. Mr. Foote, with perhaps the best intentions,

finds himself altogether at sea without compass or rudder. He is drifting

from one position to another, and when he thinks he has found a resting-

place, he forthwith finds himself driven from it by the irresistible facts

produced by life long experts. Once in awhile he gets posted, as he
vainly imagines, by outsiders, and goes down to the Board primed with
objections, as a lawyer does when he goes to Court full of the instructions of

his brief. But when the other side is heard it is found that there is noth-
ing left of Mr. Foote's objections. As an illustration of what we mean
we venture to refer to the complete and irrefragable manner in which
Mr. Towne made away with him the other day. As demonstrating
how weak and impotent an inexperienced Railroad Commissioner is in

the hands of a master-expert, the following will repay perusal

:

Mr. Towne's Argument.

It is charged that the people of the Bakersfield section are not raising

articles that are transported by the railroad, but turn their attention to

stock and things that can be driven to market.
For the calendar year of 1882 I find that there were 2,9S0,000 pounds

of cattle shipped to common points from Sumner (one mile from Bakers-
field), at an average rate of 1.68 cents per ton per mile.

There were 3,700,000 pounds sheep and 3,160,000 pounds hogs, at an
average rate of 1.46 cents per ton per mile.

Here we have in these three items alone 9,840,000 pounds which were
not " driven to market " nor "sold to people to drive," as is alleged.

Referring to the article of hay, you say it can be raised a good deal

cheaper there (Kern county) than it can in Alameda county, because they
can get four or five crops of alfalfa and raise several tons on each acre.

This is all very true. And further you ask if it would not be a more
profitable crop if they were able to ship it to market at cheaper rates, and
compete with those other places that they cannot now compete with.

Referring to the few large landholders in that county having t:rken the

writer from Kern river and made that county very fruitful, who, as you
say, have very much increased its value, and who pay, perhaps, one-third

<>f the taxes of that county, permit me, iu this connection, to state that
the assessed value of all property in Kern county for the year 1880 waB
§5,858,881 ; of tbis 12,037,261 39 is assessed on our railroad property, or
at the rate of 34.80 per cent, of the whole.

It is a well-known fact that the railroads do very much to equalize the

moved

1 \ from wbh li

market are nominal, yet it i*

value ol theee tanas around
I

.

1
it claim to b

raloa of landa for agricultural pnrpoaaa, and, although it w.mld mm
oeaible for th<

from t!.!

mtiguoui t" tin- baj
ion "ii the product t

done when ere take Into consideration tli

: 1 -. and the ooal oi tboee "f Kern i

illsta" referred to, and who, as you state,

ftted by the road at all,"

Take, for example, the lands near Sau Pablo Station, cultivated for
-rain, in plain sight of the city, whirl, ;il ,. worth, I am inf. .Unci by thoSS
familiar with land In that nei , acre.

The dUtance to San Francisco is el [hteen miles by rail, and the freight

per ton I
nts per ton per mile. Allowing sixteen centals

1 1.un per acre as the average yield, and $1 26 per cental, the return is

Deducting 60 cents per ton to Snn Francisco, the result is 119 60 per
i something less than 8 per cent, on the capital Invested,

On the other hand, much ol the land in Kern county was purchased at
$3 50, but, to be Liberal, call it 54 an acre. Add to this the expense of
introducing water- Bay $10—and we have a total cost of the land -say $14

I

The distance to the nearest tide water, Port Costa, is 282 miles.

Grain rate from Sumner to Port Costa is $4 40 per ton, or 1^ per ton
per mile.

Assuming the cost of production to be the same in both places, and
adopting the same yield—namely, 16 centals—and freight to Port Costa
at $4 40 per ton, it leaves a return of 516 48 per acre, or over 117 per
cent, on the original investment.

In other words, capital invested in grain land in Kern county, 314 miles
from San Francisco, and 282 miles from Port Oosta, the nearest tide wa-
ter, yields 109 per cent, more than lands bordering on the bay of Sau
Francisco.
Sumner is the third principal hay-shipping point in California, and

there were shipped from that station during 1882 3,810,000 pounds.
There was also shipped 768,000 pounds of flour, 1,423,700 pounds of

vt 1. together with 5,556,000 pounds of grain, the latter at an average
rate of §1 52 per to i per mile.

Thus you will see in these few items alone, there was a grand total of
21,397,700 pounds. Referring to the production of hay in Kern county, I
would say that hayfields in the vicinity of Haywards, distant from San
Francisco twenty-one miles, are worth $150 per acre.

The rate on hay is eighty cents per ton, or three and eight-tenths per
ton per mile.

The average yield per acre is, say two and one-half tons, which has a
value in San Francisco of $15 per ton, making a return of §37 50 per
acre, or 25 per cent, on the investment.
Farming land-* in Kern county devoted to raising hay will yield six

tons to the acre per year, giving a return of $90, which, less the freight
to San Francisco of $32 16, leaves §57 84 per acre, thus yielding in one
year more than four times the cost of the land.

These facts alone show that there is an attempt, at least, at misrepresent-
ation when they tell you that they do not sell any of their hay, but feed it

to the stock and drive the stock to market, or sell it to those who do drive
to market. The facts, as I find them, fortify me in the conviction, as I
have ever maintained, that these complaints emanate from evil-disposed
persons, whose teachings are alike dangerous to the State, and the trans-

portation companies.

A GREAT FURNITURE SALE.
Messrs. F. S. Chadbourne & Co., furniture dealers of 735 Market

street, announce that they will commence on Monday, February 26th, a
clearing-out auction sale of their great stock of new and elegant furniture.

This is probably the greatest sale of new furniture that has ever taken
place in San Francisco, and it can be relied upon as a thoroughly legiti-

mate business transaction, and not a double-dealer's effort to wox*k off old

or damaged goods. The stock offered for sale is that of a well-known,
reputable firm engaged in active business, and it is placed upon the mar-
ket in this forced manner because Messrs. Chadbourne & Co. are obliged
to remove to their new stores, 741, 743 and 745 Market street, on March
1st, and, as a business proposition, they have concluded that it will pay
them better to sell out at a sacrifice than to pay the cost of removing the
goods. Amongst the goods, to be thus sold for what the highest bidder
will give for them, will be found the following: 175 marble-top, French
Dressing Suits, in solid black walnut and fancy woods; 150 Parlor Suits,

in plush, velours, satin, spun silk cashmeres; 100 Sideboards, in all styles;

75 Library Tables; 100 Library Cases; 12 Library Suits, in leather ; 65
Hall Stands; 50 hanging Hat Racks, in fancy woods; 200 Parlor Centre
Tables, in fancy woods; 125 Patent Rockers; 75 Ladies' Secretaries; 75
Parlor Desks; 100 Easels, in fancy woods; 25 Pedestals; 45 Parlor Cabin-
ets ; 200 Fancy Chairs; 125 Lounges, and a large variety of other
useful articles. All these goods are warranted to be exactly as repre-

sented, and those who contemplate commencing housekeeping, or who de-

sire to beautify and increase their present domestic surroundings, will be
well advised if tbey attend this sale. Country dealers will also -find this

an excellent opportunity to replenish their stock at low rates. The sale

will be continued on Tuesday, February 27th, and catalogues may be ob-

tained to-day at the warerooms, 735 Market street, where the goods are
on exhibition and where the sale will take place.

We take pleasure in calling public attention to the establishment of

Mr. Samuel Kellett, of SG'^ Market street. Mr. Kellett manufactures
and has on sale all kinds of plaster ornaments, moldings, plaques, etc.,

and his work is pronounced by connoisseurs to have an artistic worth fat-

beyond its commercial value. Mr. Kellett i? now making plaster plaques
with raised flowers and leaves, for painting, and he hoe also on hand all

the latest and most elegant designs in ornamental work. Person!
ops of beautifying their homes cannot do better than give Mr. Keilett's

place of business a call; if they do, they will see much that will delight
them.

Parties living at a distance can have engravings made by seuding photograph,
or sketch on paper, designating size required. Estimates furnished on application.

S. F. PHOTO-ENG. CO.. 009 Merchant street.
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BIZ."

The all-absorbing theme of conversation upon 'Change during the

week past, and in fact throughout the city, and particularly among mer-
chants and capitalists, has been Water. The Spring Valley Water
Works Company have for years been hounded by the CaU-Bvlktin, and
have finally got hold of the Board, of Supervisors, and between them
they appear determined to throttle the Water Company, to cripple its

resources, and to place in jeopardy the owners of the stock by reducing
its incume to a bare pittance, thus preventing the cumpauy from extend-

ing its pipes and working force to a point that admits of progress ; com-
pelling the Water company to shut off a portion of its daily supply, thus
exposing the city to fire calamities, and at the same time restricting work
ing hours of those running by steam-power, etc. The merchants com-
plain that when the water is cut off their elevators cease to run, and, in

fact, all industrial interests suffer during the hours that the water is cut

off. The Underwriters are up in arms, and petition for relief, threaten-

ing to cancel their insurance policies, etc. Fortunately, the Water Com-
pany gave heed to these warnings, and have for the moment withdrawn
their edict to cut off water at certain set intervals, hoping that the Board
of Supervisors will listen to reason, and submit to a conference with a
view to a satisfactory adjustment o pending difficulties.

Another cause of grievance that the new Board of Supervisors have in-

flicted upon the City is that of cutting off the supply of gas one half. To
this end, about one half of the street lamps have been removed, and were
it not for moon-light nights at present, our citizens would howl worse
than they do now. Wait until moonlight disappears and darkness begins,

and the burglar and assassin begins their deadly work, and then the peo-

ple will howl at the niggardly policy of our present Board of City Fath-
ers. This hue and cry of poverty is all bosh, and it is time, high time
that our citizens roused themselves to action. Gas and Water are essen-

tial aids to our happiness and well being as a City, and it becomes the
City Fathers to bestir themselves, to give us that relief which we have a
right to demand at their hands. This cry of poverty will not go down by
this community. The people cry aloud and demand relief.

Since the cold rains of last week we have bad a pleasing change of

weather, a warm, genial atmosphere—growing weather. It would really

seem as though the Winter of discontent had passed, and that soon we
may welcome the return of Spring, with its buds and blossoms.. The
farmer has of late become quite jubilant over his improved crop prospects.

We have now had about two inches more of rain than we bad at same
date last year, and the season now betokens a fruitful year—not only of

cereals, but of fruits of all kinds. At this date our markets are copiously
supplied with California Oranges, Lemons, etc. Those from Riverside
orchards, as a whole, are of very superior quality, notably the Naval
Orange, which is not only seedless, but of fine flavor, large size, etc., and
commands good prices. Small Oranges are now very plentiful and cheap,
selling at wholesale at about lc. each. The bulk of our Lemons are not
of a choice variety (thick skin and pulpy), but there are others of ap-
proved quality.

Quicksilver.—By reason of an increased export demand coupled with
advices of arise in London to £5 17s. 6d., the price here has been ad-
vanced to S28@28 50 per bottle of 76£ pounds, or to 36£c. per pound.

Boras continues to be called for. Carloads of 10 tons each command
lO&llc. per pound. Overland shipments in January aggregated 250,980
pounds.

The markets for Flour and Grain continue upon the up-grade with
a good export requirement. Spot Wheat commands 81 90@S1 95 per
cental, while buyer the season is worth §2, and for buyer 1883 200 tons
No. 1 White sold at SI 72 per cental. Barley continues to be the leading
favorite on Call, both for Spot and Futures. Spot Brewing may be
quoted at SI 30@§1 35; Feed, SI 22£@§1 25 per cental

From the Colonies.—The Pacific Mail Steamship Zealandia, 25 days
from Sydney, via Honolulu 7 days, arrived here on the 20th inst., with
Government mails, her full complement of passengers. Mail dates from
Honolulu, February 10th, {two days before the coronation.) The steamer
brought from Sydney 2,398 ingots Pig Tin. From Honolulu, 9,867 bags
Sugar; 1,200 bunches Bananas, etc.

The British bark Malinche, from Mejillone, to J. W. Grace & Co.,
brought for cargo, 6,582 bags Nitrate for the Powder Company.
Hawaii.—Two vessels have arrived this week from Honolulu : The

schooner Jane A. Falkinburg, 23 days, with 5,765 pkgs. Sugar, 697 bags
Bice, and 150 bunches Bananas. The Kalakua, from same, had 5,300
pkgs. Sugar, 2,329 bags Rice, and 270 pkgs. Molasses, etc.

From the Orient—The Pacific Mail steamship City of Tokio has ar-
rived since our last, bringing from China and Japan, Rice 35,558 mats,
Teas 2,650 pkgs., Sugar 1,726 bags, etc.; also, in transit for Eastern cities,

Silks 707 pkgs., Teas 3,620 pkgs.; for British Columbia, Rice 1,526 mats,
etc.

From the Isthmus.—The Pacific Mail steamship Granada, from
Panama and way ports, brought up a large and valuable cargo, en route
from New York and Europe. New York—3,582 kegs Nails, Iron, Rosin,
etc. England—100 cs. Cheese, etc. Central America—6,400 sks. Coffee,
Sugar 641 bags, Cocoa 76 bags, Limes 300 cs., etc. Also, in transit for
China, 1,570 bales Cotton Sheetings.

St. John's Presbyterian Church, Post Street—The pastor, Rev.
W. A. Scott, D. D., L. L. D., having been confined to his house since his
serious fall on the ice New Year's Eve, hopes to be able to resume his
pulpit labors next Sunday morning. It is feared by his friends that Dr.
Scott will never again be able to preach standing, but that he will be en-
abled to have a chair and desk so arranged as to be able to deliver his dis-
course with ease to the speaker and with comfort to his hearers.

Dr. Paget Higgs tells us that he has long been making experiments
with a view to practical work in domestic lighting, and that he has at
length devised a system which' answers well. The thermo-battery he has
invented is unique, and of a single metal actuated by the ordinary fire,

and connected with a storage battery.

—

Ekctrician.

REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.

Recorded in the City and County of San Francisco, California, for

the Week ending- February 19, 1883.

Co** ,cd from the Records ofthe Commercial Agency, 401 California St. , 8, F.

Tuesday, February 13th.

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE.
_l_

DESCRIPTION.

M Dermody to Celine F Levy.

C Turner to Jerome S Levy

GeoWHinkcl to Geo Goodman..

J Dooliog et a) to L Gottig

Jnlia Hughes to Hermann Liebbes

Henry Smith to C P Jessup

Jno Grace to Mary Lambert

M M Coot to Pardon A Cook

Jno W Manning to Alice Manning

Nw Tyler and Franklin, n 80x87:6, bo-

ng in Western Addition 135
Sw Montgomery avenue, 165:8 br Jack-

BOD, se se 33:85, s 29:23, w 2L:(J6, n 55:

25 to commencement, being in 50-va-
ra 18
W Baker, 76:8 n Sacramento, n 25:6x102

6, being in W A 579
Ne O'Farrell and Broderick, e 25x92:6,
being in W A 506

S Hayes, 82:6 e Gough, e 18x120, being
in W A 140

Nw Pine and St Mary's, n 57:6x17:0, be-
ing in 50-vara 274

N Valley, 220:8 e Dolores, e 25:8x114-
Harper's Addition 37

Se Pine and Webster, e 137:6x137:6, be.
ing in Western Addition 273

S Turk, 169:6 w Leavenworth, w 23x137
6, being in 50-vara 1143

1

f,300

1.348

3,600

11,000

2,100

10

Gift

Wednesday, Fehruary 14th.

Meyer Gradwohl to J Sandman...

Wm Hausler to Louisa Hausler . .

,

Mary TRae to Geo D Toy

Mary A Toy to same
Danl Toy to Bame
J W Roller to J W Dingee..

Henry Hoesch to F W Becker....

.

Thos B Parker to Emily A Hoet. .

.

Marcus A Jackson to Saml Hoet.

.

N Pine, 156:3 e Webster, e 25x137:6 —
W A 272
W Hoff avenue, 172 a 16th, s 50x91:6, be
ine in Mission Block 50

N O'Farrell, 94:6 w Powell, w 22x68:9,

being in 50-vara 943
Same
Same
Ne Sacramento and Broderick, n 100x55
—W A 499

S Clay, 81:6 w Kearny, old line, w 30 x
75, being in 50-vara 29
W Webster, 31:8 n Jackson, n 24x90
W A 318
W Pierce. 45:6 n Pine, n 23xS7:6, being

in W A 426

$6,250

Gift

2
5

5,500

10

14.250

4,850

4.750

Thursday, February 15th.

W Muehe to Marsraretha Drummer

Jno Muller to Jno Peters

MoseB Klein to Dennis Buckley. .

.

Wm Harrington to J Harrington

Wm L Locke to Wm T Coleman..
Horatio Frost to S F Bufford

Geo W Hinkel to Seneca McCrory

ThosMageeto Edwin Goeller

S Broadway, 137:6 e Stockton, e 81:8 x
137:6, being in 50-vara 72W Battery, 50 n-Greeu, n 25x120, being
in 50-vara 566

S Golden Gate avenue, 110 e Buchanan,
e 75x120, being in 50-vara 569

Se Everet, 378:4 sw 3rd, bw 21:8x80, be-
ing in 100-vara 35

Nw Wisconsin aDd Yolo, w 200x443
N Sutter, 137:6 w Buchanan, w 31:3x137

6, being in W A 274
W Baker, 51:2 n Sacramento, n 25:6x102

6, being in Western Addition 579
N Jackson, 225 w Fillmore, w 15x127:8,

being in W A 349

$ 5

4,000

9,000

1,668

1

10,000

3.300

Friday, February 16th.

W Seman to Martin Christensen.

.

Rosa Perazzo to Antonio Perazzo.

Wm F Cashman to Henry Uren .

.

Geo Johnson to P J Kennedy
Ellen M Ivers to Nora Langdon . .

.

Annie R Clark to Wm Dorgan ...

Ludwig Altschul to Kate A Beals,

Jas Reynolds to B Mnller

Se Natoma, 87:6 ne from the sw line of
100-vara 203, ne 25 xse 70

E Stockton, 117:6 s Union, b 20x57:6, be
ing in 50-vara 389

N McAllister, 40 e North Willard, e 27 x
12ti:3-W A

E Valencia, 195 s 25th, s 65x117:6
Ne 7tb, 193:9 se Howard, se 56:3x90, be-

ing in 50-vara 210
Sw Russ, 185 se Howard, se 25x100 —
100-vara 239

W Broderick, 33:6 e Sacramento, 8 44: Ix
82:6-W A 341

Commencing 137:6 e Beale, and 247:6 b

Folsom ?e 115 x ne 22:6

53,000

5

5
3,250

5

3,400

2,100

1,721

Saturday, February 17th.

J Kohlmoos et al to Asa Fisk

B Downey to Hib Savs & Ln Socy

Hib Sav & Ln Socy to Hugh Burns
Ferd Eggera to Henry Meier

Jno Hayes to G H Woerz

JaB Carroll to Lott D Norton

Nw HaveB and Buchanan, w 65x95, be-

ing in W A 285
Nw Natoma and Russ, sw 25x75, being

in 100-vara 240
Same
W Steiner, 100 n Sutter, n 25x110, being
in W A 387

S Geary, 28:9 e Jones, e 20x6S:9, being
in 50-vara 1064

Ne Pine and Devisadero, e 100x27:6, be-
ing inWA460

$5,600

3,900
4,3f~

5

5,000

2,000

Monday, February 19th.

Bernhard Gattel to H Schmieden

Same to Cath L McQuade

Geo W Hinkel to Reynolds Linder

Ellen Ivers to Nora Langdon

Robt White to Mary A Winall....

Wm Wittland to Henry Tietjen...

T A C Dorland to Emma Avery. .

.

S Pacheco to F Cassanneva

Sw Post and Jones, w 7Sxl37:6, being
in 50-vara 1089 ^

N 15tb, 155 w Sanchez, w 50x115, being
inMBlOl

Ne Sacramento and Baker, n 25:7x102:6,

—W A542
N Post, 186:5 w Hyde, w 25x137:
vara 1364

-50-

N Haight, 55 e Steiner, e 27:6xlt)5, be-
in W A 371

N Jackson, 220 e Leavenworth, e 22:8 x
141:10—50-vara 879

W Dehon, 118 s 16th, s 28x70, being in

M B 95
S California, 125 e Dupont, a 137:6 x e

12:6 -50-vara 145

35,000

5,000

4,000

5

1,400

1,650

415

500
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NOTABILIA.

Uwn m whiU a> >lrW*a
- Mack u «*«r «m crow ;

THE PEDDLERS SONO.

For im Ud* lo k*n r ti.nr .leant;

Pitt* aim) pukinv-aUdu of rt«el.
.i.l- U.k fnmt hi *<l to I

tVimchuvol me.
Bay, 1»U. or olae your lu»>

William BUMFUM.

MMkifcrltmv
BmrW-brMTMrt. mrfclar*. tmbor

;

PwfuM lor » Udj • chamber

;

ILLIAM SlUKSrlUU.

'• Ton grow more like jroor father every «Uv." iharply axcUlmed the
. irritated at »mue ndoot >>f her MTen-year • >l*l boy.
--# dayi after that the boy went to the looking-glaas a doxeo Umea
if hi* mm w, like his father'*. An. I then the b

mad, ami told his mother that unleMshe paid more regard t>> troth, next
time ulie went !<ht>ppitit; be wouldn't take her t<- BwaJoa, 213 Sutter street,

where one cau meet all the elite of the City, and enjoy delirious lunch.

My mother's awful Gokle,' laid little Edith to Mrs. Smith, who was
. a call. "When she taw ron Doming op the rtr*

horrid Mr-. Smith ; I hope she isn't coming here? an 1 a min-
' was reaj glad to see you.'" There is only one thins

togas her mind about, and that is the fact that UoNally £
bere and ' ras-nttera, 419 Montgomery street, d

rk, and charge reasonable prices.

A system <>f swindling has Keen exposed in New York, in which dia-
mond! of an inferior quality are washed with a solution of analine and al-

jfiriog them the blue tint so rarely seen and so highly prized. Sev-
eral New York experts were fooled, but"an editor detected the fraud.
X. B. —He smelled the alcohol.

—

Post Express.

"Pa, is it right to call a man born in Poland a Pole?" "Of course, my
child." "Well, then, if a man is born in Holland, is he a hole?" The
parent scratched Lis nose thoughtfully for a few moments, and then, with-
out replying, he arose, went across the street and told his neighbor that
the Imperishable Paint, which is sold by J. R. Kelly & Co., on Market
street, below Beale, comes already mixed, covers three times the space
that ordinary paint does, and is impervious to sun or rain.

The flat young man who paid 6fty cents for a secret that would show
him how to double his money without risk, was told to double up the

' bill he could find before putting it into his pocket, and then to go
to Bradley & Rulofson's celebrated Photographic Studio, corner of Geary
and Dupont streets. He did so, and the Picture was a grand success, but
bis Tailor's bill (which was the biggest one he had), although doubled up
in his pocket, it didn't increase to any alarming extent.

A. woman who had been dumb for fifteen years recently fell from a
chair, and the shock restored her to speech. The next day her husband
stumbled over the Bame piece of furniture and broke his arm. He then
gave the chair away to a bitter enemy.— Post Express.

Misb Emily Faithful, during a lecture in the West, said that no great
good had ever been accomplished in the world that women did not have a
hand in it ; whereupon a California politician got up and asked her if wo-
man had a hand in the introduction of the pure and unadulterated li-

quors, sold by P. J. Cassin & Co., corner of Washington and Battery
streets? Emily collapsed, and Messrs. Cassin & Co. sent her word that
they supply families in retail quantities at wholesale rates.

A distressing accident occurred in St. Louis last week, some fiend
throwing a large stone into the local room of a daily paper and seriously
wounding several colonels. The brig, generals in the adjoining apartment
all escaped injury, but in the excitement one of them sat down on his hat
and ruined it. However, he immediately telegraphed to White, 614 Com-
mercial street, S. F., for another, and now the girls call him the swell
dear instead of the brigadier.

The " dark ages " of unmarried females are believed to be from twen-
ty-five to forty years, because they keep su very "dark" about the mat-
ter.—Post Express.

Now that Spring time is approaching, gentlemen who take a proper
pride in their personal appearance should examine their wardrobe, and if

it requires replenishing, call upon J. M. Litchfield & Co., Merchant Tail-
ors, 415 Montgomery street. Messrs. Litchfield & Co. have on hand a
large assortment of the very best materials, and all the latest fashions.
Besides they employ none but the best Workmen and Cutters, and Gar-
ments made by them are sure to wear well and fit well.

The cable informs us that the autopsy shows that the death of Gam-
betta was the result of pepityphilite pericolite. That is bad enough, it is

true ; but many people on this side of the water were led to believe that
the distinguished statesman died of shortness of breath, superinduced by
not having his meals cooked on one of those magnificent Arlington KangeB
which are sold by De La Montanya, on Jackson street, below Battery.

There are thirteen grounds for divorce in Kentucky, and the next Leg-
islature expects to ring in cold feet.

Women are rapidly finding places in the learned professions and the
more lucrative occupations from which they were formally excluded.
Many are graduating in medicine. Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham, of Lynn,
Mass., is a minister of health to thousands who may never touch the hem
of her garment or behold the genial light of her modest countenance.

A New York lover stabbed his girl because she rejected him. Level-
headed San Francisco lovers take their girls to Moraghan's Oyster Par-
lors, in the California Market, before proposing, and they are never re-
jected. The inference is obvious.

When the button bursts off a man's pants, instead of gyrating around
and swearing like a reformed pirate conducting a revival meeting, he
should quietly buy his wife a few dozen of Brooks' Spool Thread, and
thus bar similar accidents.

J. P. Cutter's Old Bourbon. —This celebrated whisky is for sale by
all first-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

Best pictures taken at the Imperial Gallery, 7244 Market street.

" / IBM VOW o///;/;/ \a /•///.; CHOICEST
&Esn;\s i v

GrAS FIXTURES
EVER OFFERED ON THIS COAST.

CALL AND SEE THEM.

THOMAS DAY & CO.,

IJBe AND 1S4 SUTTER STREKT.
THE GUTTA PERCHA AND RUBBER MANFG. CO.,

Manufacturers iukI Denier* i"

RUBBER COODS,
Offers for the FALL TRADE the FINEST LINE of RUBBER CLOTHING ever

in this market, both Heavy, Medium and Uossamer ; also are

SOLE AGENTS ON THE TACIFIO COAST FOR THE BOSTON RUBBF.R
SHOE CO'S SUPERIOR RUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES. "

Pure Guru and Dull Finish Boots, Hip and Short; Im. Sandals, Arctics,

Gaiters, Footholds, etc.

>]

JOHN W. TAYLOR. Manager,
Cor. First and Market streets,

San Francisco.

M. A. GUNST & CO.,
203 Kearny Street San Francisco.

IMPORTERS AJfD DEALERS IN
HAVANA AND KEY 'WEST CIGARS;

ALSO SOLE AGENTS FOR
KINNEY BROS' TOO-TOO AND CABINET CIGARETTES,

ypt&~ Inform the Public that they receive large invoices of Choice
Havana Brands three times a month. Feb. 24.

C. W. M. SMITH,
Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor,The

Established in 1862,
Removed to 234 Sansouie Street.

fggf MR. G. W. M. SMITH is the patent attorney for Marriott's Aeroplane Com-
pany for Navigating the Air. Oct. 22.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,
Agents for RICORD'S RESTORATIVE PILLS,

635 Market Street San Francisco, Cal.
PALACE HOTEL. June 24.

WILLIAM F. SMITH,
OCULIST,

M.O.,

I
formerly at No. SIS Bush street, has removed to Phelan's
1 Building, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 it. to 3 p.m.

Take the Elevator May 27.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 315 GEARY ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.

Feb. 5.] OFFICE HOURS: 1 to 4 P.M.

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF. CAL.
Attendance, dally, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by the under-

signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, and to furnish all information
relating to the Society. J. P. McCURRIE, Secretary,

Oct. 23. Room 4, No. 531 Californiaat.

COKE CHEAPEST FUEL.
Reduction in Price : Wholesale Price, 50 cents per barrel

;

Retail Price. GO cents per barrel, at the works of the SAN FRANCISCO GAS-
LIGHT COMPANY, Howard and First streets, and foot of Second st. Jan . 12.

H

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

360 FOVRTH STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.
[July 15.]

CHARLES F. HANLON
as removed his Law Office to Pbelan's Building, Market

street, Rooms 46 and 44, second story. Feb. 3.

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN
Steam Baths; Electric and Chemical fifths; Sulphur and

other medicated vapor baths, with Swedish movements and massage Special
apartments for ladies and families. DR. JUSTIN GATES,
July 1. 722 Montgomery street, near Washington.

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,

STOCK BROKERS,
No 314 Pine Street San Francisco.

[May 20.]
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MEDICAL COLLEGES IN GOOD STANDING.
In the State of Illinois all persons are granted a license to practice

medicine and surgery and to hold public medical appointments who
are in the possession of diplomas from some medical college in

good standing, and the State Board of Health has recently insti-

tuted a general inquiry into the conditions of medical education
in the United States and Canada, with the object of ascertaining the
requirements which constitute " good standing," and are considered nec-

essary to protect the public against the ignorance of quacks. They com-
menced by laying down the following rules, and it must be confessed that

the standard tbey have established is not higher than the safety and wel-

fare of the public properly demands: First, a preliminary examination
in arts ; second, introduction in anatomy, physiology, chemistry, materia
medica and therapeutics, medicine, surgery, pathology, obstetrics and
l,ynDCology, hygiene and medical jurisprudence ; third, attendance on
two full courses of lectures in different years, each session to extend over
five months, or twenty weeks at least ; fourth, regular attendance at

these lectures; fifth, dissection daring two courses; sixth,attendance
during two terms of clinical instruction at a hospital ; seventh, the pro-

fessional studies to extend over a period of three years ; and lastly, the
final examination to be conducted by other competent examiners than the
professors in each branch of study. The committee report that there are

in the United States one hundred and ten medical colleges now in opera-

tion. Fifty-six others have had an ephemeral existence and are now ex-

tinct. All these schools hold authority from their respective State Gov-
ernments to teach medicine and surgery, and a further license when diplo-

mas are also issued.

The facility with which colleges are licensed is the chief cause of their

multiplication, and the main obstacle to sound professional training. In
eighteen colleges the means of teaching were so imperfect and the stand-

ard of education so low as not to satisfy the requirements laid down, and
the graduates of those colleges will no longer be licensed to practice in

the State of Illinois. Five others were only accepted conditionally that
their curricula should be raised. In a large proportion of American Col-

leges there is no examination in general knowledge. Men and ladies are

admitted to Btudy who are utterly devoid of previous education, and so

numerous are the colleges that if one refuses to admit them, another will.

As compared with the time devoted to medical studies in Europe and
Canada, the period is less in America. In some it is two years, and in

others three, whilst it is four years in Canada, and rarely less in any
European school.

The London Lancet observes that the training ot American Colleges is

so hurried as to lack thoroughness and a truly practical character. There
is no law to compel students to become dressers and clerks in hospitals,

and, whilst there is no dearth of lectures, there is little practical teaching
in physiology, pathology and other important subjects. But the worst
feature of the system is that the professors grant the diplomas to their

own pupils, the lecturers being themselves the examiners. In Europe, a
considerable number of candidates for diplomas are rejected. They are
remanded for further study, whilst in America scarcely any are refused.

Indeed, the competition is so great that students seek those Colleges

where the fees are lowest, the term of study shortest and where the diplo-

mas are given without much examination. All attempts to raise the
standard of professional acquirements and to prolong the period of study
are dangerous. More than one College has suffered destruction in the at-

tempt at improvement in these respects. These evils are admitted and
deplored by many of the most distinguished professors and teachers in the
United States, and they would be immeasurably increased if the State
Legislatures Bhould follow the example of Massachusetts and legalize the
practice of medicine by all persons possessing diplomas, irrespective of

the sources from which they are obtained.

In California it is the law that all medical appointments should be held
by physicians and surgeons having diplomas from colleges in good stand-
ing. The News Letter has uniformly welcomed the properly educated
physician and tbe surgeon who has truly learned his art. We ask not
from what country he comes, or what may be his views of practice, all

we require is that he should have received adequate instruction and that
his diploma may be regarded as the undeniable evidence of sound learning.
But the facts before us prove that there are a number of diploma facto-

ries, from which are issued a crowd of half educated practitioners, and it

is notorious that quacks, who used to figure in our black list under the
heading of Death's bead and crossb^nes, are now flourishing their diplo-
mas in their offices, and are thus enabled to carry on their nefarious prac-
tices under the protection of a too lenient law. The public have, in fact,

lost the warning voice of the News Letter and have only a delusion in
its place. Instead, therefore, of the proposal now before the Legislature
to license the holders of all diplomas, we would propose to insert the pro-
viso that the diplomas should only be recognized when issued by colleges

in *' good standing," as determined by the Board of Illinois. In justice
to the public, the law should denounce sham diplomas, and in justice to
those who are devoting themselves to professional study, a distinction
ought to be made in their favor. This is a matter which ought to be
taken up by the Regents of the University, who are certainly responsible
for the teaching of its medical professors and for tbe character of the di-

plomas issued under their direction and authority. For no one can doubt
that we have in our midst colleges devoid of the first requirements of
medical teaching, and self-appointed professors, who have assumed their
chairs with the primary object of licensing every quack who may apply
to them.

The laws governing San Francisco city and county are in so illegible a
condition for lawyers that for any matter, as well as the matter of street
paving, the only certain way not to do wrong is to do nothing. The
affairs of the Street Department are as full of choked sewers, odorous
cul-de-sacs, disrupted pavements and impassable roadways as are the
streets themselves. San Francisco can safely aver she has worse streets
than those of any other place in this or any other world except one.
And yet San Francisco's intention was always good. But then hell, too,
is paved with good intentions. Not to mention, therefore, other salient
points of similarity, San Francisco and h— that is to say, hades—are the
exact counterparts of each other in the matter of pavements.

Liverpool.—The British ship Cochin, 131 days passage, has 6,491 Steel
Bails.

HENRY CLENEWERCK.
At intervals during the past three years the public have been accus-

tomed to see examples of painting placed on exhibition here and there in

the various galleries, which attracted attention, not on account of its

merit alone, but by reason of the diversity of subjects presented. We
have been so accustomed to seeing work, of the same unvarying character
and style, from each of the numerous artists exhibiting here, that it seems
strange to meet one who seems equally at home in figure painting, land-

scape or marine, to say nothing of still life in its various phases. Such an
artiBt is Henry Clenewerck, a Belgian, who has made his headquarters in

this city during the past three years, although the greater part of the time
he has been absent on sketching tours through this State and the neigh-

boring ones, Nevada and Colorado, beautiful sketches from the latter

State, in the Rocky Mountains and vicinage of Pike's Peak, forming an at-

tractive feature of his portfolio.

Mr. Clenewerck was for some years a resident of Italy, and his depic-
tions of the various phases of peasant life in that country are most in-

teresting. Tbey all show, too. by their great strength in both coloring
and design, that he has not utilized anything but living models in their

production. In fact, all his works speak so plainly in this direction that

none can for a moment think that Mr. Clenewerck goes to any source
but Nature for his inspiration. Mr. Clenewerck has also paid particu-

lar attention to views in and around San Francisco, his sketches and
paintings of scenes in the environs of Monterey forming an important
part of the collection. Perhaps his best picture is a view of Cypress
Point, No. 152, although one of Yosemite, No. 49, taken from the trail lead-

ing to Nevada Fall, is equally good. All his Yosemite scenes are treated

in a manner quite different from what we have been used to seeing, in

that they are less barren. More prominence is given to foliage and they
are therefore much more pleasing. Of course the prominent features

sought to be portrayed are plainly seen, but they are less obtrusive, less

like a photograph re-issued on canvas, which most paintings of Yosemite
produced heretofore really and truly are.

But the feature of the collection which first arrests the attention of

the visitor is its versatility, showing clearly that Mr. Clenewerck is not a
mere painter of any given class of subjects, but a master of all; in fact,

an artist—one capable of placing on canvas, without error, whatever
comes within range of his vision. Taken all in all, it must be admitted
that no such collection of paintings has ever been exhibited here, the
product of one artist's easel; it comprises in the neighborhood of two
hundred works, one hundred and over being sketches. The exhibition,

which is open free to the public day and evening, is bound to attract

attention. It should be seen by every one in the least interested in the
fine arts, and all must wish the talented artist a greater success than he is

likely to achieve in times like these, when trash is so much appreciated,

and the public seem either incapable or unwilling to discriminate between
that which is really good and that which is execrably bad.

WHAT THE LEGISLATURE OUGHT TO DO.

The Legislature has only some ten days longer to run, and it has yet

accomplished little or nothing. It should, for the balance of its short

career, concentrate its efforts upon a few measures of public importance.

The Apportionment, Road, County Government and Appropriation bills

should, of course, be dealt with. Beyond these there are three bills of

grave importance, which should at once be placed on the special file, so as

to insure their being dealt with at this session. These are the bills curing

the crying evils that exist in State Prison and Harbor affairs, and that

making the period of State office-holding coterminous with that of the

State administration. The latter is necessary in order to give due effect

to the popular verdict, and is absolutely essential to good administration.

If these bills be passed, the Legislature may then safely adjourn with the

consciousness that it has accomplished greater good, and avoided more
evils, than most of its predecessors. But it will disappoint expectation if

it falls short of the very moderate programme we have sketched out.

Mr. H. K. McJunkin, who was Assistant District Attorney under
the late Administration, has resumed the practice of his profession, and
has located his offices in 402 Montgomery street, rooms 20 and 21. Mr.
McJunkin is recognized as one of the most capable, reliable lawyers at

the Bar, and in his management of the cases entrusted to him while As-
sistant District Attorney, he exhibited a high degree of legal acumen and
won the admiration of those who watched his course. As a logical think-

er, a patient student, a bright, incisive speaker, a faithful adviser and a

careful business agent, Mr. McJunkin seems to have combined in him all

the elements necessary for a successful and honorable career at the Bar.

Messrs. Cobb, Bovee & Co., the well-known Real Estate dealers,

agents and auctioneers, of 321 Montgomery street, have just dissolved

partnership, and in future the business will be carried on by General H.

A. Cobb, at the old stand. The General has been in theReal Estate and

auctioneer business for many years in this city, and is esteemed as a

shrewd, reliable business man. The long experience which he has gained

in this occupation, and the enviable reputation for fair dealing which be

possesses, are assurances that any business entrusted to him will be trans-

acted in a prompt, capable and satisfactory manner.

Messrs. Dickson, De Wolf & Co., the well-known liquor dealers

of Battery street, have just received a consignment of tbe "Brunswick
Club" whisky—a brand that is new to this market, although it has a

well-established reputation elsewhere. This whisky comes in cases of one

dozen bottles each, and is said by those who Lave tested it, to have the

finest flavor of any brand that has been in this market for a long time.

Messrs. Dickson, De Wolf & Co. are sole agents for all of the celebrated

H. & H. W. Catherwood's whiskies—brands which have deservedly been

great favorites in California since the good old days of '49.

We regret being called upon to chronicle the death of Mr. P. B.

Shillaber, which sad event took place in Dresden a few weeks ago. Mr.

Shillaber and his accomplished wife resided in San Francisco for many
years, and entered largely into Society. Both were highly esteemed by

the large circle to whom tbey were known, and the tidings of Mr. Shilla-

ber's death will bring sorrow to many hearts.
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><<uld it not he auperee*?), whose
life they discovered to be in danger at the hands of energetic and unscru-

teaJ managers, no doubt many of the fair sex will follow the
'hem at the Savoy Theatre, and again at Hull, and place

ity in the same category as ri>»ic»". pearl powder, eyebrow hrusheaMM dim We only hope, for the sake of the ladies, that this

will not be found to have been in vogue amongst the Chinese a
few ih-'ii-and years ago.

—

British Trade Journal.
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THE SUEZ-CANAL TRAFFIC.
Not even the most sanguine promoter of the Suez Canal scheme—in-

dndfaiK M. UeLessepe himself—could have foreseen the splendid results,

financially, of that great undertaking. We learn from figures just pub-
lished that the receipta last year (1882) were 00,523,815 francs. To duly
estimate the gmwth of the revenue to the fortunate shareholders, we need
gin only a few data. In the year of the opening of the canal, in 1870,
the revenue was only a little over 5,000,000 francs. It had more than
trebled two years later, being 16,407,591 franca in 1872. From that time
the receipts expanded rapidly, we might almost say by leaps and
bounds, until they had reached in 1877 the sum of 32,774,344
francs. Remarkable as that increase was, it is exceeded by what follows.

The receipts fell off in the following year to 31,089,229 francs, and they
still further declined in 1879 to 29,086,060 francs. But from that year
their growth was enormous. They were in 1880 39,840,487 francs; rose in

1881 to 51,274.352 francs, and last year to the sum above stated. That
year certainly was an exceptional one, on account of the increased traffic

caused by the military operations ; but the expansion of the revenue dur-

ing the years that have gone before 1882 tends to prove that the success of

the Suez 0:tnal is now well established—a success, however, we need
hardly add, fully deserved.—Iron.

ARREST OF AN "ASTROLOGER."
John Hartwell, alias Methratton, the great Seer of England, alias

Ann Ross, the Seeress of New York, who described himself as " Philoso-
pher, Astrologer and Grand Master of Mysteries," has been arrested at
Birmingham for various advertising frauds. The prisoner, who has al-

ready been convicted at Daventry and Birmingham for exercising the
" mys'ic art," was in the present tase arrested through the instrumentality
of a Yorkshire vicar, who sent to the Birmingham police copies of the
prisoner's advertisements in different papers, offering "news from the In-
visible World for twenty stamps," "talismans for victories over enemies,"
from 10s. to £5, and "celestial signs and characters on parchment or vir-

gin gold, and "witching presents," at equally reasonable terms. Between
two and three hundred letters which he had recently received, and all of

which had enclosed money, were found upon the prisoner. The letters

were nearly all from girls and women, and are from all parts of England,
Scotland and Wales. The writers, in most cases, enclose money for their

"seven years' future," whilst in some cases mothers have written, asking
the future of their daughters. The Bench expressed surprise that so many
fools could be found in the kingdom as were shown by the letters.

"Facts and Reasons Why," is the title of a little brochure, which
has just been issued by the Reverend S. G. Lines, formerly Rector of St.

Luke's Episcopal Church, of this City. In this little work Mr. Lines
briefly and forciby states the leading doctrines and ritualistic practices of

the Episcopalian Church, and the grounds upon which they stand, quot-
ing extensively from the Bible, and also from eminent, though uninspired
writers, in their support. This pamphlet has been prepared by Mr. Lines,
for distribution, as a sort of missionary document, and its wide circula-

tion cannot fail to be productive of beneficial results, not merely to the
Episcopalian Church, but also to Christianity generally. Those who are
wandering away from the Shephard's tender care, on the bleak, barren
hill-tops of unbelief, it will enlighten and instruct and direct towards the
green pastures that lie in the valley beneath, sunned by the refulgent rays
of love that ever issue forth from the Throne of Grace. And even the
members and communicants of the Church itself will find it serviceable,

as its perusal will tend to strengthen and confirm their hold upon religion,

and k'ive to them strong, substantial reasons for "the faith that is in

them."

An exhibition has lately been making the tour of the Eastern States

in the shape of a railway car, containing specimens of the produce of

the country that lies contiguous to the track of the Northern Pacific Rail-

way. Among other things, were wheat five feet in length, averaging from
30 to 60 bushels per acre ; oats, six feet high, averaging 90 to 111 bushels

per acre ; barley, four feet high, averaging 36 bushels per acre, and weigh-
ing 54 lbs. to the bushel ; rye averaging 50 bushels to the acre ; potatoes
of twenty different varieties, averaging from 20 to 40 bushels per acre

;

thirty- five varieties of wood from the forests of Minnesota; forty varie-

ties of grasses from one to nine feet high ; a great choice of tine vege-

tables ; coal from Dakota ; iron ore from Montana ; copper, lead, and
silver of the finest grades. During the progress of this novel exhibition

it has been visited by at least 200,000 persons.

Scotch Whisky.—Fine old Lochaber, Auctertool, Glenlivet, and
V. O. W. H. Campbell, 402 Front street.

Buy your Coal from C. R. Allen, 120 Beale street, and you will al-

ways get the best quality at the lowest price, and have a cheerful fire.

PHELAN'S BUILDING, PARLORS 106,
TAKE THE ELEVATOR.

108 AND 110.
Feb. 10.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
ANDES Silver Mining Company. -Location of principal

place of business, San Francisco, California. Location of works, Virginia
Mining District, Storey county, Nevada.—Notice is hereby given that at a meeting
of the Board of Directors, held on the sixth day of February, 1883, an assess-
ment (No. 21) of Twenty-five Cents per share was levied upon the capital stock
of the corporation, payable immediately, in United States gold coin, to the Secretary,
at the office of the Company, Room 2, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street,

San Francisco, California.
Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on TUESDAY, the

THIRTEENTH {13th) DAY OF MARCH, 1383, will be delinquent and advertised
for sale at public auction ; and unless payment is made before, will be sold on
MONDAY, THE SECOND (2d) DAY OF APRIL, 1S83, to pay the delinquent assess-
ment, together with costs of advertising and expenses of sale. By order of the Board
of Directors. BUTLER BURRIS, Secretary.

Office—Room 2, Nevada Block, 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia. Feb. 10.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
SILVER HILL MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No- 18
Amount per Share ..6 Cents
Levied February 7th, 1883
Delinquent in Office March 13, 1883
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock April 30th, 1883

W. E. DEAN, Secretary.
Office—Room 79, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California Feb 17.

PROF. JOS. JOSSET,
Graduate or tbe University of Paris; Ex. Professor of De

la Mennais' Normal, France; late of Point Loma Seminary, San Diegro. Pri-

vate Lessons in the French Language. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 r.M. Private Lessons given at the res-

idence of the pupil. Dec. 6.

Mr. Bill* Lever. ..( Culch.th Hall. Bowdoo, I itjUnd,
through the Miners Nations] Union, offers s. premium .if fi.im tunny
person wlm ahull Invent a portable electric, or other uiety lamp, whien
working miner-

1

;.in carry fr..m place bo pli in the mines, and which will
not, iiinler any oinumsunces, cause an explosion of k**. The following
are th.- il the offer:

of the lamps put in f..r competition, to be submitted
rentleman, via,; Three scientist., to he on 1 hereafter, oni

selected by Mr. Lever, one by the Council of tbe Royal Society, and one
by tbe Council of the Society of Arte, oi he Miu-
inn Engineers, ohosen by themselves, and one perann representing the
workmen, oboeen by tbe Central Board ol the Miners' National rjrJoD.

(2.) The adjudicators to meet in London after the allowed time baa
elapsed.

(3.) The offer to remain open until the 31st day of December, 1883. If
a lamp, meeting the requirements stated, hat nol then been invented, the
offer is withdrawn.
As all nationalities, oreeda and social conditions may compete, we beg

to call the attention of ingenious America to the matter In addition to
the premium, the patent right of such a contrivance would lie worth a
larve sized fortune. In fact, as Col. Sellers would remark: "There in

millions in it."

Honolulu Statistics for 1882.—Imports show a steady gain in nearly
all grades over the preceding year. The resume list shows the value of
goods imported free by treaty to lie 12,788,974 63, a gain of 1112,397 51 ;

of goods paying duty, 11,686,768 93, an increase of $254,972 20; of goodB
and spirits bonded, .¥260,006 54, a falling off of $54,320 28; of goods free
by civil code, $238,759 91, a gain of $83,481 82; and in specie, $545,-
702 66; a total of all imports of $5,520,212 07, showing an increase in
value of all imports over those of 1881 to be $972,234 03. Of this growth
of import trade, we find it has been diffused among the different ports of
entry of the Islands more, than formerly.

Mr. Louis J. Loewenstein, a gentleman who is attached to the staff
of the New Orleans Times-Democrat, has just published, in pamphlet
form, "A History of the St. Louis Cathedral," of that city. As a liter-
ary production the brochure is very creditable to its author, but its interest
is to a large extent local.

Lieutenant Hasenclever, of the Imperial German Navy, has been
granted leave of absence for one year, in order, at the request of the Chi-
nese Government, to undertake the duties of Instructor of the Chinese
Navy.

*5"The most brilliant shades possible, on all fabrics are made by the
Diamond Dyes. Unequaled for brilliancy and durability. 10 cents.

QUICKSILVER,
PROM NEW ALMADEN MINES.

Prompt shipment—LOWEST PRICE for purest uniform quality.

J. B. RANDOL, : : : 320 Sansome Street, San Francisco.

AMERICAN EXCHANGE HOTEL,
Sansome street, Corner Halleck, San Francisco.—This

hotel is in the very center of the business portion of the city, and has been
renovated and newly furnished throughout. The traveling public will find this to
be the most convenient as well as the most comfortable and respectable hotel in the
city. TABLE FIRST-CLASS. Board and room, SI, §1.25 and §1.60 per day. Nice
single rooms per night, 50 cents. Breakfasts or dinners, 50 cents. Lunch, 25 cents.

Eighteen tickets, good for any meals, for $5. Hot and cold baths free. Free coach
to and from the hotel. Oct. 7.

MRS. JULIA MELVILLE-SNYDER.

Voca and Instrumental Music — Elocution — Oratory— Drama.
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
The Fhcenix Park murderers are, undoubtedly, in a tight place.

The hangman's rope is being securely entwined around their necks, and
one of tbe most dastardly crimes of the age is likely to be revenged.

This is well, and ought to give satisfaction to self-respecting Irishmen
above all.men. The slaying of Lord Frederick Cavendish, who went to

Ireland with the olive branch of peace in his hand, and intent upon right-

ing any wrongs that unhappy country labored under, was ruthlessly
assassinated without cause or provocation. The civilized world was
shocked at the deed, and even Irishmen met in public meeting, passed
resolutions in denunciation of the crime, and, in some cases, even offered

rewards for the discovery of the perpetrators of it. There was every
reason why they should. As a brave and generous race they could not
afford to have it go forth that they sympathized with the brutal stabbing
to death of a man who was not only not an enemy, but who came to them
offering tokens of friendship. The assassination of Lord Frederick Cav-
endish, was, in many senses, unfortunate for Ireland. Under the lead of

Mr. Gladstone, the English people had come to consent that the extrem-
est possible efforts be made to satisfy even the purely sentimental hopes
of that land of agitation and unrest. Ireland at that moment was un-
doubtedly in a fair way to realize some, if not all, of her dreams. Foster
had been removed and Cavendish sent in his place. Gladstone was in

treaty with Parnell, offering enormouB concessions, and every thing bade
fair for great changes. Just at that seemingly auspicious moment the
evil genius, which has so often marred the prospects of Ireland, prevailed.

The messenger of peace, concord and concession was met a few hours
after his arrival and foully, brutally and ruthlessly murdered. Naturally
this caused a revulsion in English public opinion. It was felt that it was
idle to talk of peace with a people who thus butchered the chosen bearer

to them of messages of friendship and amity.

The assassination of Cavendish and Burke dulled the previously willing

ear of the British people. It defeated the well-meant efforts of Mr. Glad-
stone, and led to new coercive measures, which are proving strong, stern

and effective. It remained that the assassins should be arrested and their

crime brought home to them. It is well understood that the detectives

have long been on the right track, but were unable to bring home tbe
proof* of guilt. The murders were so skillfully planned that the proof of

the actual facts could only come from one or more of the participants in

the crime. This is a condition of things to be regretted, but it is one that

the Government did not make, and with which they are justified in deal-

ing as best they may. They have, after much hesitation, accepted the
testimony of informers, and no other course was left open to them if this

dastardly crime were not to go unpunished, and its infamous perpetrators

were not to go at large, free to plan and commit fresh outrages. There is

naturally a prejudice against receiving the testimony of informers as con-
clusive, but in this case there is fortunately so many points of detail cor-

roborated by independent witnesses as to leave no manner of doubt that
theBtory told by the informers is true. The testimony seems so conclusive
as to render it almost a certainty that conviction and hanging will follow.

This is well. Reform for Ireland necessarily remained in abeyance whilst
these assassins were undiscovered. Their names, numbers and plans be-
ing exposed, and it being demonstrated that the assassins were but a
small body, having no connection or affiliation with tbe rest of their
countrymen—if that shall to the end prove to be fact—it may be expected
that with the stamping out of the conspiracy and the hanging of the con-
spirators, peaceful and concilliatory relations will again be resumed by
the British Ministry. But in the present temper of the British people it

is pretty certain that such relations will not be again as fimly established
as they were until it is made apparent that outrage and murder has no
longer a home, shelter and sympathy in Ireland.

In view of recent proceedings in France, it will be interesting to know
what so high an authority as M. Gambetta thought in regard to the un-
derlying forces that are liable at any moment to control French politics.

A correspondent of the Pall Mall Gazette reports to have interviewed him
a short time prior to his death, at which time he said: " The Pretenders
are a serious danger, and all the more so because the French character is

good-natured, tolerant and heedless. We think that with a bon mot nous
avons raison de tout. The rich bourgeoise is clerical and financial, and
would (unless in the manufacturing centres) be Royalist also if it saw its

way. The army is profoundly clerical. I do not speak of the soldiers,

but of the officers who were prepared at the Rue des Postes for St. Cyr
and the Polytechnique. As Catholics, they are for the principle of au-
thority in civil and political affairs, and are angered at the defeat of the
16th of May. All those who did not graduate at the Rue des Postes are
with us, and many of them keep me informed of the intrigues that are
kept up on one side by the Orleanist Princes, and on the other by the
Cbiselhurst party." Gambetta moreover said: "The Catholic Church can
never be the friend of a regime that is not based on authority. It is tena-
cious, persevering in its modes of action, has esprit de suite, unity of direc-

tion, and is the soul of Royalist resistance. This is why I preach that
' le Cle'ricalisme, c'est l'ennemi.' The French are the very opposite. Im-
petuosity, not patience, is their salient characteristic. This virtue is not
a longue kaleine. Our foes, through the Vatican, the Orders and the
Bishops, are powerfully organized, and will be always ready to commence
operations against us. The Administration, at least in its upper branches,
is packed with re-actionists. All the haute banque is devoted to the um-
brella of Louis Philippe. The Pretenders have also on their side a force
which is not to be despised—the vanity of the rich bourgeoise, and, above
all, of the parvenue bourgeoise, who thinks her rich toilets avail her little

when there is not some sort of a Court in which to parade them."

The recent survey, made at the instance of the Russian Government,
for a line of railway to Herat, with the avowed object of selecting the
most favorable line of country for the prolongation eastwa rd (if not In-
diaward) of the Trans-Caspian Railway, has had the effect of dragging
the multiform and somewhat persistent Eastern question into renewed
light. If the Central Asian question be indeed a bugbear, and if a glance
at the map be sufficient to reassure a doubting politician, it must be ad-
mitted that the gradual rapprochement of the two empires mak es it less of a
bugbear and more of a reality every day. The Russian Governments
agent, in his recent survey, the detailed description of which is to appear

in the forthcoming "Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society,"
has set the future direction of the railway beyond a doubt. It has dem-
onstrated that the entire distance from Askabad to Herat, via Sarakhs, is

390 miles, .and of this the first 200 miles and the last ninety miles wiJl
require no earthwork at all, while the middle stretch, about 100 miles in
length, will involve no more labor than an average railway in Russia in
Europe.

" Englishmen," writes a correspondent of the Pall Mall Gazette, " seem
surprised at the admiration expressed by Louise Michel for our work-
houses. They ought not to be so. M. Guizot once said to an English
friend :

l Your poor law is the most dangerous form of Socialism intro-
duced into any civilized community. It is worse than Louis Blanc's
Droit de travail; it is the droit de vivre sans travailler.' On the other hand,
there is a speech of Mr. Canning's, in which he says that it is the poor
law that has Baved England from popular revolution."

BY THEIR DEEDS YE SHALL KNOW THEM.
In considering and weighing the value of anything in the nature of

an attack upon business interests, that are conducted either by private
individuals, or by capital aggregated under a semi-public corporation-char-
ter, it is always wise and prudent, if one is anxious to form a just opinion
in the matter at issue, to examine the source from whence the attack
comes.

_
If the source from whence the stream comes is contaminated

with poisonous filth, the water, though it may look clear and pure, cannot
be wholesome. Upon the same principle when one finds men whose
character for business morality is tarnished by a past connection with dis-
honorable, dishonest transactions, masquerading in the guise of friendship
for the public interests, and assailing a corporation which has invested
large sums of money in acquiring water rights, storing water and laying
down the necessary appliances for conveniently supplying the same to the
public, one" must naturally assume that their object is an improper one.
Regarded from this standpoint, tbe attack which is now being made on
the Spring Valley Water Company condemns itself. It is not within the
scope or purpose of this article to enter upon any discussion of the fair-
ness, or otherwise, of the rates charged by the Water Company. We de-
sire to confine ourselves to an examination of the source from whence
these attacks emanate, and to show, inferentially, that they are not made
in the interest of the public, but are tbe result of private" malice on the
part of two designing men whose personal character is stained with dis-
honor.

It is a notorious fact that the misplaced, senseless feeling of antagonism
toward the_ Spring Valley Water Company, which exists in the minds of a
small portion of the more ignorant and easily led astray citizens of San
Francisco, has for years been fostered and fanned and kept alive by
Loring Pickering and George K. Fitch. It is a notorious fact that this
feeling would have died of its own lack of vitality, that it would have
ceased to exist because there was no well founded reason for its existence
had it not been that these two men control two daily papers and a staff of
writers whom they have kept engaged in debauching the public mind
with sophistical arguments founded upon Blanderous falsehoods. It is
therefore pertinent to inquire who are these two men and what is their
personal character? The disgraceful circumstances attending Loring
Pickering's flight from the East to this coast is a more than twice-told
tale, and bis career here has been equally dishonorable. Every one re-
cognizes him as a mean, cowardly man, whose ability is as small as his
low cunning is great, and who has neither pride of ancestry nor hope of
posterity. It is unnecessary to relate the equivocal transactions with
which ^he has been mixed up, and which constitute his life's history.
Fitch is a much abler man—a crafty, unscrupulous, venomous, hypocriti-
cal knave. The News Letter has neither the space nor the desire to
dirty its columns with a record of all the venal transactions (in which the
public suffered) with which he has been connected, either as principal or
accessory. We will merely mention a few of them as examples: First
comes the notorious Peter Smith steal. In the early days of San Fran-
cisco there was no hospital here, and there was little or no money in the
public treasury. In this emergency a thrifty person, named Dr. Peter
Smith, made a contract with the municipal government to take care of the
sick, who were chargeable on the public at a rate which was, to put it

mildly, exorbitant. Under this contract the doctor ran up a bill which,
in proportion to the services rendered, was of alarming dimensions. The
City Government paid this extortionate bill with script. After a little

while the doctor sued on this script and recovered judgment; then he at-
tempted to levy on public lands the title to which was not vested in the
city. Eventually he sold his claim to a syndicate of politicians and spec-
ulators, and they had a bill introduced into the State Legislature giving
them, in settlement of this claim, a large block of the water-front—

a

very valuable property, and one which, if placed in their hands, could
and would have been used to levy tribute on the commerce of the port to
the extent of millions. This was regarded as the most barefaced swin-
dle ever attempted. Fitch was in favor of it. He was not in the Bulletin
then. Whether he was one of the paid lobyista for this steal, we do not
absolutely know. But we do know that he was on the boat which car-
ried the legislators to Benicia—the Legislature met there then—just be-
fore the final vote, that he was circulating around among them, and was
leud in his advocacy of the infamous measure. After this he and Picker-
ing, together, engineered a large-sized steal out of tbe State printing office.

As publisher of the Bulletin he has made that paper a terrible reputation
for venality. He contr cted with the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad to
support their raid on tbe City Treasury, for a. quantity of their bonds.
He contracted, for coin, with the manufacturers of a noxious drug, called
Chloral Hydrate, to advocate in his editorial columns its universal use.
He, in Bhort, has always kept his weather eye open for the sight of coin,
and must be regarded as a very dubious character. These are the men
who are at the head of the attack on the Water Company. Comment is

unnecessary.

Washington's Birthday.—The anniversary of the birth of the
Father of his country was celebrated in this city on Thursday last, with
all of the UBual pomp and ceremony. In the afternoon most business
houses were closed, flags decorated the buildings, the military paraded, a
procession headed by Governor Stoneman enlivened the streets, and the
occasion was generally commemorated in a manner that showed that
George Washington is still first in the hearts of his countrymen.
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MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For iVuvl-iil in* Mir Air.

Office of the Aeroplane Company for Navigating the Air, 609 Mer-

chant street. Office hours from 1 to 2 p.m.

BRITISH AMERICAN STEAMSHIP CO.

Tbe announcement has already been made of the abandonment of

the plan for organizing a fast steamship line of American-built vessels to

l ply between this country and Great Britain, which excited so much at-

|
tention when first made public about a year ago. Tbe intention was to

: have vessels start from Fort Pond Bay, at the easterly end of Long
I Island, and go to Milford Haven. Passengers were to be conveyed in

swift express trains from New York to Fort Pond Bay, and from Milford
Haven to London was to occupy less than six days. It is stated, how-
ever, that the route which the American Express Line was to have used,

from Fort Pond Bay to Milford Haven, is to be utilized by the recently
organized British and American Express Steamship Company, limited,

whose vessels are at present building on the Clyde. The British and
American Steamship Company is composed of American and English cap-
italists. Its capital stock is £2,000,000. The company proposes to carry
passeDgers between New York and London in six days by vessel and rail.

The principal difference between tbe British and American Liue and the
abandoned American Express Line is that the former will sail English
ships and will carry steerage passengers and freight as other lines are now
doing. The gain in sailing distance by the new route is about 170 miles
at the other end. avoiding the inclosed waters and curreuts of St. George's
channel ; and 118 miles at this end, avoiding the dangerous coasts of

Long Island and New Jersey.

Meteorological Summary.—Week Ending March 8, 1883. 7:58 p. m.

Highest barometer, 30.192—2nd; lowest barometer, 30.011—0th ; aver-

age barometer during the week, 30.094 ; highest temperature, 73.5
Q

; low-

est temperature, 44.

5

a— 8th; average temperature during the week, 54:2"

;

highest relative humidity, 98 per cent.—7th ; lowest relative humidity,
32 per cent.—2nd ; average relative humidity during the week, 77.7 per

cent; prevailing direction of wind, west; maximum velocity of wind
and direction, 22, west—4th and 5th; total rainfall during the week, .00 ;

total rainfall during the season of 1882-3, 12.07 inches.

Judge Sawyer, of the United States Circuit Court, has dissolved the
injuction restraining the Supervisors from fixing the rates to be charged
by the Spring Valley Water Company. The Supervisors will now pro-

ceed to discharge the duty required of them by law, and we hope they
will do so in a spirit of equity and fairness. The company is entitled to

earn a reasonable profit, and its rates ought to be fixed in such a way as

to enable it to do that. Anything less than that is confiscation of private

property.

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.—New York, March 9th,

1883.—TJ. S. Bonds— 4s, 122 :

; ; 4As, 116; ex-5s, — . Sterling Exchange,
482@4S4.',. Wool—Spring, tine," 24@31 ; Burry, 16@20; Pulled. 18@40;
Fall Clips, 16@20; Burry, 12@14. London, March 9th.—Liverpool
Wheat Market, 9s. 5d.@9s, 8d.; California Red American Spring, 9s. 6d
(u 10s.5d. Consols, 102 3-16@102 7-10d.

A Chinese Telegram.—-Among the Sovereigns who Bent their con-

gratulations to the Crown Prince and Crown Princess of Germany upon
the occasion of their Silver Wedding was the Emperor of China. His
telegram, which was in Chinese, was dispatched from the Imperial Pal-

ace, Pekin, to Berlin, on the 25th ult. This is Baid to be tbe first telegram
sent by the Chinese Sovereign to a European Prince."

Just as we go to press, a telegram from New York announces that

Emma Thursby, the foremost of American sopranos, has been engaged
by Mr. Thomas, for the seven Festival performances in this city, receiv-

ing therefor the sum of five thousand dollars.

Hull, England.—The German bark Oermania, 149 days from Hull,
with 1,126 tons of Coal, to Dickson, De Wolf & Co., has arrived.

London, March 9.—Latest Price of Consols, 102 3-16@102 7-16d,

CIOLD BARS—920 fine par.—Rekined Silver—14.^15 # cent. diB-
*" count. Mexican Dollars, 12@12$ per cent. disc. nom.

Exchange on New York, 25c. II? 100 premium; on London Bank-
ers, 49§d. ; Paris, sight, 5-12.J@5 10 francs per dollar. Eastern
Telegrams, 35c.

* Price of Money here, 6@10 per cent, per year—bank rate. In the
open market, 1@14 per month. Demand light. On Bond Security,

3@4£ per cent, per year on Call.

• Latest price of Sterling in New York, 48H@484.

PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
San Francisco, March 9. 1H83.

Bid. Asked

Nom. NlTU.

Nom. Nom.!

45 50
105 —
90 100— 105

100 _
— 107
101 103
106 108 1— 126

|

107 109
103| 104 '

119 11U|

163 165— 120

129 182

115 119
|

128 128
112 115 1

Stocks and Bonds.
JNSURANGE COMFAN1R3.

State Investment
Home Mutual .

Commercial
Western

RAILROADS.
C. P. R. R. Stock
C. P. R. K. Bonds . . .

City Railroad
Omnibus R. R
N. B. and Mission R. R.

Sutter Street R. R(ass'tad )

Geary Street R. R.

Central R. R. Co
Market Street R. R
Clay Street Hill R. R
S. F Gaslight Co
Oakland Gaslight Co
Sac'to Gaslight Co
Califor'a Powder Co
Giant Powder Co ,

Atlantic Giant Powder
Gold and Stock Teletr'h Co.
S.V. W. W. Co.'sStock....
S.V.W.W.CV Bonds (ex e )

PacitieCoastS.S. Co's Stock
Cnlif'inria Street R K,

Bid.

112*
134"

125
100

50
95

\81
96

Nom.
Nom.
53
30
56
120
103

68
80
84

112J

112

Asked

115£
138
127
105

81
114
101
55

97J
84
98
48
Nom.
Nom.
64
30*
57

107
70
85
84£
113

115

Stocks and Bonds.
BONDS.

Cal. State Bonds, 6's,'67 .

.

S. F. City & Co. B'ds, 6a,'58

S. F. City & Co. B'ds, 7s . .

.

Montg'y Av. Bonds
Dupont Street Bonds
Sacrameuto City Bonds. . .

.

Stockton City Bonds
Yuba County Bonds
Marysville City Bonds
Santa Clara Co. Bonds
Los Angeles County Bonds.
Los Angeles City Bonds. . .

.

Virg'a £ Truekee R. R. Bds.
Nevada Co. N. G. R. R. Bds
Oakland City Bonds
Oregon B& N. Bonds, 6s..

S. P.R. R. Bonds
U, S.4S...,

BANKS.
Bank of California (ex div.)

Pacific Bank
First National (ex div.). ....

INSURANCE COMPANIES.
Union (ex div.)

Fireman's Fund (ex div.)..

California (ex div.)

Pacific Rolling Mills, 120, 125. Cala. Dry Dock, 524, — Safe Deposit Co., 45, 46J.
Vulcan Powder, 40, 45. Presidio Railroad, 67, 68. Safety-Nitro Powder, 104, 11.

Central Gas Sto L s,'50 f 60. Hawaiian Commercial Co., 35J, 36} Northern Pacific R.

R. Bonds, 104^105.

The business of the week has been confined almost solely to the stock
of the Spring Valley Water Works, and the operations of speculators

creates rapid changes in the price. The floating stock of the Central Gas-
light Company having been absorbed, a bid of 55 yesterday for twenty
snares failed to bring out a seller, altlmuyh large lota could ha\e been
bought at $60.

T. P. Swanwick, who is at present traveling in Mexico, and when
last heard from was in Guaymas, is claiming to represent the News
Letter. He has no connection with this journal, and has no authority
to collect money in our behalf. ^^^
Flour for London, via Suez Canal.—The O and O. steamship

Gaelic, which sailed on Tuesday for Hongkong, carried 4,000 bbls. Starr
Mills Extra Flour, valued at $21,000, for London, via Suez Canal.

Freights and Charters.—A private Grain Circular before us says
that a few ships have been chartered to arrive for Autumn loading at ±12

10s. for 'Liverpool, or £2 12s. 6d. for orders to U. K.

For the Colonies via Honolulu.—The Pacific Mail Steamship
Ztalandia is announced to sail tomorrow (Sunday), or immediately on
the arrival of the English mails.

Borax.—The duty has been placed at 5 cents per pound on Refined
;

3c. on Crude; Bracic Acid, pure, 5c; do. Commercial, 4c. The Spot
price advanced to 10fc@llfc

Newcastle, N. S. W.—The British ship Mitralalc, 70 days from
Newcastle, has arrived, with 1,772 tons Coal, to Balfour, Guthrie & Co.

Flour to Liverpool. —The ship Florence has been cleared for Liver-
pool by Starr & Co., with 22,182 bbls. Flour, value §115,000.

Quicksilver in London.— A cablegram from London quotes the price
at £5 15s., which is a decline of 2s. 6d. per bottle.

Entered at the Post-Office at San Francisco, Cal., as Second'Cla-ss
Matter.

Printed and Published by the Proprietor, Frederick Marriott, 607 to 615 Merchant street, San Francisco, California.
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THE TRAGIC BALLAD OP THE HISTORIAN OP THE
WEST.

He was a thrifty shopman, of much credit and renown,
Who vended slates and copybooks in 'Frisco's pasteboard town

;

\
And since his ways were mean and close (for so his neighbors said),

Much gold soon filled his bulky purse and swelled his empty head.

The yellow flood kept pouring in, and none was let run out,

He nipped and squeezed, and very soon all rivals put to rout;

And had he held the ancient saw: "Let well enough alone,

"

The troubles he has suffered since he never yet had known.

But, as his coffers weightier grew and overflowed their brim,
Within the vacuum of his skull Btrange dreams began to swim.

" I've sold enough of books," he cried, "written by other men,
And know how swiftly money's made by scribbling with a pen.

There's glory in it by the ton, and coin, too, galore !

Shekels and fame from a pot of ink ! What man can ask for more ?

I'll be an author, by the gods ! 'Tis in me ! I'm inspired !

All lesser lights shall pale since now my genius is inspired."

He built him up a red brick house with iron shutters green

—

A fire-proof, bomb-proof cubic jail—his sacred task to screen.
He crammed in books by the wagon-load till the shelves were weighted

down
;

Then, to write a History of Everything he calmly sat him down.

But alas for the whims of Fortune ! Alas for the freaks of Fate !

And alas for an education that is sought when it is too late ?

With a ream of foolscap in front of him, and five pens behind each
ear,

He found that his mighty genius couldn't capture one poor idea.

Then out to the lanes and highways in a fit of disgust he went,
And a host of starving scholars to the red-brick jail he sent.

" Go, write what the devil you please," he said, but work twelve hours
per day,

And as miich as seven dollars, or even ten, each week shall be your
pay."

So the pauper scholars slung the ink, right, left, and all around
;

They spattered the ceiling with mighty thoughts, they blotted with
" style" the ground;

And volume after volume from the bookworm treadmill came,
Each bearing {as author) on title page our ambitious shopman's name.

Then the staggered world of letters pricked up its lengthy ears
And cried: " Lo ! a marvel of learning for our suffrages appears !

"

So they voted him member of this and that, and conferred on him
high degrees,

And sent him latin diplomas, which he always mistook for Chinese

But at last the critics "tumbled," and each sharpened anew his pen,
And in pointed terms explained at length the how and the why and

when

;

The work which the lives of twenty men would hardly suffice to span
Had been done in a year or two, or three, by the hand of a single man.

So our shopman is now excited. He's standing upon his head,
And swearing that every critic on the rack should be wrenched and

spread

;

And he gazes upon the diplomas which adorn his study wall
As if they had no more value and suited him not at all.

San Francisco, March 8th, 1883.

THE LAST PHILHARMONIC.
The aeries of Puilharmouic Concerts came to a brilliant finish last

Friday afternoon when the sixth and last, concert nf the course was
given. It was better attended than the two prievious ones, pns*-ibly for

the reasons that— firstly, it was the last of the season, and the popular
Secretary, Heyman, was to appear as soloist in an elaborate piece for the
violin, with orchestral accompaniment, and his friends—who are legiou

—

wished to do him honor by a full attendance; secondly, it was a lovely

warn; day, and that biL', cold, barn-like Piatt's Hall, which gave so many
of the audience shivering fits at the last concert, was habitable on account
of the warm atmosphere. So, take both together, the result was a good
house, though by no means as fashionable a one as is generally to be seen

when it is not Lent. The Parrotts occupied their usual high box, which
looks like a hole in the wall, and of those in the balcony boxes the most
noticeable were young Mrs. Tolaud and. party, pretty vivacious Mrs.
Newton and friends, Mrs. Horace Davis, Mr. Alvord and Miss Ogden,
Mrs. and Miss Lowe, Mrs, Captain Moore and Mrs. Henry Norton,
Madame Zeiss-Denni", Miss Hopft, etc. The body of the house was prin-

cipally filled with the German element. How they love music, and what
good patrons of it they are!

The programme was a fair one—rather too long, perhaps, for the aver-

age taste; but Wagner's brilliant, noisy music sent the audience away
looking bright, and roused from the dreamy mood induced by hot air and
Beethoven. Heyman was made the recipient of numerous floral offer-

ings from his admirers, the prettiest being a harp and wreath of laurel;

but he disdained to take any notice of them, save of a modest bouquet,
which latter he carried off the stage. That was a trifle too pronounced,
Henry, my dear; but perhaps the doner was there! There was a marked
absence of Society men at the concert. Hitherto Janin, at least, has
lounged in, but on this occasion, save one or two youthful attaches of the
different groups in the 1 oxes, who evidently were far above listening to

other music than their own tongue, a lack of the genus beau was discern-

able. Perhaps that was why the countenance of Miss Flora wore a pout
instead of the usual piquant air. But, really, what a shame it is that the

rich people of Society should not lend a fostering hand to this most laud-

able undertaking, the Philharmonic Concerts! Granted their musical
tastes are not sufficiently cultivated to render these concerts enjoyable to

them, at least their dollars, invested in a box or two, would enable the
organization to continue their most delightful entertainments, the nature
of which is calculated to improve the taste of the community and keep
up the reputation of Friscans as lovers of music, among the big cities of

America. Occasional.

THE THOMAS CONCERTS.
Theodore Thomas has a world-wide reputation as an orchestral or-

ganizer and conductor. He has succeeded in bringing together the finest
band of instrumentalists that- the United States have seen, and it is
doubtful if it has been equaled anywhere; surpassed, it certainly has not
been. The success that has attended his concerts all over the East has
been almost phenomenal. The really first-class music that he has sup-
plied has everywhere created quite a furore, and especially so in culti-
vated musical circles. California has always succeeded in inducing the
highest attractions to visit this coast, and has never failed to sustain and
reward genuine merit. The question now arises as to whether San Fran-
cisco is to remain the one great city that has neither the desire to hear,
nor the willingness to pay for, the greatestTmnsical attraction on the con-
tinent. Charles E. Locke, the well-known and experienced manager, is

about to attempt to solve the question in a very practical way. If he
meets with the encouragement he deserves, there will be no question but
that the Thomas Concerts will be held in the Mechanics' Pavilion. The
expense will necessarily be very great, and in no event can any large pro-
fit be made. Mr. Locke has studied out how best he can arrange for the
appearance here of the orchestra, with its sixty.performers, two librarians
and a bandmaster, and accompanied by four soloists and Madame Rive-
King, together with a large local chorus. In the first place, he has found
that we are too young in the business for a small number of leading citi-
zens to guarantee the whole cost, and so he proposes to call for subscrip-
tions, to be paid upon the arrival of the company and the certainty of
performance. Two thousand double season tickets at §>25 will guarantee
expenses, and one hundred private boxes,, seating six and costing S100 for
the season, will be offered besides. A double season ticket means two
seats at each of seven concerts. Names of people agreeing to take tick-
ets will be received at the music stores of M.'Gray, Sherman, Clay & Co.,
and Kohler & Chase, on and after Monday, and the private boxes will be
placed for sale at the White House. It is understood that no money is to
be paid now, and that the subscribers will have first choice of seats when
the chart of the Pavilion is laid oper.
The scheme is already exciting a degree of interest that promises to

amount to a boom, and affords evidence that the idea will surely be car-
ried to a success. So many of these schemes have been conducted in a
purely personal interest that Mr. Locke fully recognizes that this must
be placed before the public on a basis which shall command their confi-
dence. He has, therefore, appealed to the leading men of the city, and
the publication of the names of what he calls his Advisory Committee,
will testify to their readiness to stand by the enterprise. The list is com-
posed of Horace Davis, Charles F. Crocker, Charles Dana Barrows, D. W.
Loring, William Alvord, F. F. Low, W. H: L. Barnes, P. N. Lilienthal,
Andrew Kohler, M. Gray, L. S. Sherman, G. Darling, A. A. Wheeler,
Russell Wilson, Raphael Weill, Samuel Mayer, Joseph D. Redding,
Jacob S. Tabor. These gentlemen will supervise the general manage-
ment. As soon as the subscription list shows that the expenses are safe,
a call will be made by Mr. Loring for voices, and it is his intention to
place at Mr. Thomas' disposal a chorus of 500 that will do full justice to
the works to be rendered, and compare favorably with those of Cincin-
nati and other towns whose reputation, musically, at present stands above
ours.

OUR EDUCATORS AGAIN.
School Director Eaton was in all his glory at the Board meeting on

Tuesday evening. He had caused it to be widely circulated that he was
going to burn up Director Weill during the evening, and had requested
the attendance of a gang of clacquers to applaud him. Accordingly the
lobby was crowded with roughs, who can be collected at the Bush-street
saloon at a moment's notice, and dispatched wherever their peculiar ser-
vices are required. In short, Buckley's lowest class of lambs were there
in force. Eaton arose, apparently swollen out to immense proportions in
his own estimation, and was greeted, of course, with the pre-arranged ap-
plause of the " lambs." He said he was about to administer an emetic.
[Applause.] Weill would vomit all the nauseous janitorial matter, so op-
pressive to his highly moral and senative stomach, out of his stomach.
[Renewed applause.] The gentleman reminds me of Jonah and the whale,
only t'.e whale had swallowed a white man, arrd~ the gentleman a Repub-
lican darky." [Long continued applause.] After having thus delivered
himself the Director sat down, evidently believing that he had d -ne a big
thing. Chairman Hastings Bmiled and thought so, too. Meanwhile Mr.
Weill sat quite composed, and disdained to notice a piece of buffoonery
that was beneath contempt. It is lamentable to see the School Depart-
ment fall into ruffianism, that commands the attendance, sympathy and
applause of the habitues of Buckley's saloon.

On Monday evening next our old friend, William Horace Limrard,
supported by his own company, will begin a comedy season at the Bald-
win Theatre, opening in The Parvenu, which has been a great success in

London, New York and Boston. Our theatre goers have every anon to

appreciate Mr. Lingard's yearly engagements, inasmuch as he has been
identified with the first production in this city of several of the greatest

successes known to the modern stage, notably the Two Orphans and Dl-
vorcons. He brings an excellent repertoire and a first-class company. His
opening attraction, The Parvenu, was a great success at Wallack's Thea-
tre, New York, and received the indorsement of the metropolitan press.

With the cast it will receive on its first presentation.™ this city, it is safe

to predict a similar reception here.

The reporters have struck oil in Lou Houck, the monte sharp mur-
derer. The Call man managed to spin out nearly a column about him
on Thursday, and it was not half a good day for reporting, as Lou did

not feel at all inclined to give himself away.

One hotel in Albany has a knotted rope at every window for guests

to let themselves down by. And already three men have scraped the hide

all off the inside of their legs while sliding down during false alarms of

fire.

" Castleton Medley Waltzes," composed by R. L. Yanke, has just

been issued by M. Gray.
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r the " Musical Crab " held their meeting last week
at the > tfrs, Browne, on Pine street, when ;i choice selection

•f music was listened t-> with pleasure by the guests assembled, lome of

whom were, and smni- were not, component parts of the organization.

Mm. Lyon's second musteale for the season took place on Tuesday
. an> I was of an exceptionally brilliant character, the chief feature.

a-* at the preceding ons, being the delightful and unrivaled singing of

Madame odea Dennis. Bnpper and dancing followed, and made a fitting

finale for a mosl pie want little party.
The Spring lime being generally regarded as the most appropriate

season for mating, it is but natural, I suppose, that engagements matri-
nnud.il and weddings in perspective should now once more become the

principal theme.
Id addition to those previously recorded, rumor has it that Willie Ashe

is anxious to follow in his brother Porter's footsteps, and become a Bene-
dict by linking his fortunes with those of Miss Pet Peters, of Stockton,

at no distant day. Mis> Lilly Hastings is reported as about to become
Mrs. Jerome, but I dare say, if there be any truth in the report, the wed-
ding will not take place till after the return of her sister, Mrs. Keyes,

- _'"Ue East "ii a visit. Miss Lilly becoming during her absence the
u-ue-t of her pretty little sister-in-law, Mrs. Robert Hastings, nee Mamie
CoghilL The wedding of Miss Bessie Slade and Mr. \V. Newball has
been finally fixed to take place in May, and the preparations for Miss
Byres nuptials with Mr. Garvin, are, it is understood, progressing in

the most satisfactory manner. It is definitely announced that Mr. Carl-
ton ( loleman a eu-a^ed to Miss Edith Blanding. The wedding will take
place next mouth.
Apropos of Mrs. Robert Hastings, it has for some time been an open

th.it she intended joining the church of which her husband's fam-
ily are all members, and it is now publicly announced that the time for

option into the 'bosom of the Koman Catholic Church will be at

Easter, when the Archbishop will add solemnity to the occasion . by otfi-

ciaticg in person. 1 have heard some talk about there being invitations

issued to those whose presence is especially desired at the ceremony, but
cannot vouch for the truth of the report. In fact, it is difficult to say
what is and what is not true uow-a-days. One can only take rumors for

what they are worth.
Another aspirant for lyric honors on the European stage has appeared

in the person of our young towuswuman, Miss Jennie Sawyer, who, un-

der the nom !' theatre of "GKannini Savini," is about to debut in Ait/a.

Her teacher in Paris is sanguine of her pronounced success, and her
friends here hope -she may have a decided one. Her voice is a fresh, pow-
erful soprano, of brilliant tone, the beauty of which was, however,
greatly marred by excessive use of the " tremolo." That bad habit is now
possibly overcome, for " Selika" will need steady tones in the "linked
sweetness long drawn out."

Although not belonging to "society," I do not think there was a single

member of that charmed circle who read without sincere regrets the no-

tice of "dear, blessed" (as Barnes was so fond of calling her) Mrs. Ju-
dah's death last week, and the crowd which filled the church during the
funeral ceremonies testified to the firm hold she had upon the affections of

the public, who for so many years have regarded her as one of the dear
old landmarks of the profession she exalted and adorned. The old saying,
" to know her was to love her," seemed literally true in her case. Her
warm heart was ever alive to the appeals of charity, and never has there

been a performance for the benefit of some suffering or needy cause in our
midst, that Mrs. Judah's name was not foremost in the list. Peace be
with her.

Already are people deciding about their quarters for the Summer
months, and the probabilities are that the Hotel del Monte and the Cot-
tages at Sauta Cruz will be full to overflowing. Some there are, however,
who prefer a more quiet retreat for a few weeks than can be found at the
monster carravansarie at the seaside, where little else than dress and amuse-
ment is thought of the whole day long.

The George Lows will return to San Rafael, where they spent last

Bummer so pleasantly, and the Blandings are also contemplating a sojourn

in that little village. The Welters return there next week, but
one of the pleasantest resident families there will be fimong the missing
this season, Mrs. William Barber, with her two daughters, having just de-

parted for Europe, for the purpose of giving the young ladies some " fin-

ishing touches ** abroad.

Mrs. Peter Donohue has returned from her protracted visit to Los An-
geles, the reports of Governor Downey's condition continuing to be most
satisfactory, and his early convalescence is now confidently relied on.

Mrs. Sain Mayer is looked for some time this month, auder have heard
wonderings expressed as to bow long she will content herself in these

quiet parts, after her varied and delightful wanderings in other and
livelier scenes.

Apropos of "Society." What an extraordinary lack of knowledge of
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AMERICAN ENTERPRISES IN LONDON.
An esteemed Lond in tows: " There

is in this oity at present a ur--at.liininiiti.ni in the number of firms for
undertaking American projects. This is chiefly caused by disappoint-
ments resulting from

i in certain <!,.. of American and other
a undertakings, and also by numerous h iti es having locked up their
roes in stocks of mining and other enterprises which they floated,

and in which they were forced to hold stock largely with the bone ol

ting it off their hands j but in this they have not been successful, as the
public refuse to buy, being surfeited with speculative undertakings.

I
. i numerous class of Bchemera in London who make it tbeir busi-

ness to get hold of papers oonnected with American projects. These they
hawk up and down '.lie city till the business boa s stale and "fly-
blown," when no respectable house will touch it. It is a serious mistake
for Americans to place valuable property in the hands of men who have
not, nor ever had, the ghost of a chance of selling it. In order to carry
through an enterprise successfully, a good connection with the proper
financial circles in London is indispensable. The intermediary vendor
should be not only a man of well-known honor and Integrity, but he
should occupy a position of influence, and thus impart confidence to those
with whom he is brought into contact. The intermediary vendor has in-

deed an important part to play in the floating of any scheme on the Lon-
don market. He has to exercise great judgment in the choice of promot-
ers in the first place, and has much to say in the organization of a syndi-
cate. Again, although compelled to guarantee all preliminary expenses
of promotion and charges for eventually bringing out a company—which
expenses run from £1,500 to £3,000—he is precluded by law from partici-

pating in any of the profits of the promoters. Whatever may be his re-

muneration in the shape of a commission, he is obliged to share it, to a
great extent, with others who work with him ami assist in accomplishing
the business successfully. Such a business, it is well known, is not to be
carried through without the expenditure of time and money, and all that
expenditure may prove useless unless enterprises are put into the right
bands."

THE DANICHEFF GLOVE.
It may be laid down as a general proposition that all home manu-

factures should be encouraged and patronized, and this is more especially
so when the articles of local make are absolutely of better quality than
those which are made elsewhere. These being the given premises, it fol-

lows, as a natural deduction, that the ladies and gentlemen of San Fran-
cisco should wear the Danicheff Kid Glove. Thia glove is manufactured
right here in the city, out of the very best material, and by the most ex-
pert workmen, and the universal verdict of those who have worn it is

that it fits better and endures longer than any other glove in the market.
The material being good, and the stitching reliably done, these gloves do
not burst or rip after being worn once or twice, as is the caae with many
other brands of gloves. On the contrary, they hold together, and look

fresh and genteel until they are worn out. The consequence is, the repu-
tation of the " Danicheff '' has been growing ami spreading to a remarka-
ble degree, and, in order to meet the demand, the factory has been in-

creased to such an extent that it is now the largest on the Pacific coast.

The Result of Improved Sanitation.—The Registrar-General of

England, in his Annual Report for 1882, states that the improved death-
rate of the last two years implies that more than 100,000 persons survived
in England and Wales, who would have died had the death-rate of the
preceding decade been maintained. Such facts, says the British Medical
Journal, supply the strongest incentive to further sanitary progress. It

is no longer possible for the opponents of sanitation to urge that no re-

duction in the death-rate has resulted from the expenditure of energy
and money upon the development of improved health administration.

Dr. Thomas Bennett, a well known and highly esteemed medical prac-

titioner, returned from a t hree months trip to the Hawaiian Islands by the

last steamer, and- has resumed the practice of bis profession. Dr. Bennett
is an English gentleman of the old school, and during his thirty years' res-

idence in this community he has made hosts of friends, as well by his pro-

fessional skill as by his goodness of heart. The fact, therefore, that his

holiday has completely restored Ins impaired health will be pleasant news
to the large body of our local readers.

Mrs. MLarty Once More—Scent— Village School. Lady visitor (to

a very dirty child): "Jane, why don't you come with a clean face to

school ?

"

Jane (after some hesitation): "Please, ma'am, mither canna spare me
ony saft water, and she wunna hae me use hard for it cracks ma skin."

—

The Bailie,

Doing His Best.—Scene—Schoolroom—(Teacher : (who has been out,

has suddenly returned and discovered a small boy dancing on a fo/m)

—

You young raBcal, what are you doing there''

Small Boy (scratching his pate)—If ye please, mum, I wis learning
Johnnie JM'Phee a step or twa iu the Hielan' fling.—The Bailie.

It is no longer the fashion to light up large rooms with central chan-
deliers ; on the contrary, light is now provided from the corners of the

room by means of upright pillars, with extending branches, from which
gaslights gleam brilliantly.

Parties living at a distance can have engravings made by send
or sketch "ii paper, designating sise required. Estimates furnished on app]

S F. PUOTO-EXO. CO., 609 Merchant street.
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A FAIR FELON.
[by t. a. h.]

It was an exceedingly pleasant Sunday afternoon in the early clays of

Spring, when Miss Dora Monson and her bosom friend, Miss Bessie Sed-

ley, took their seats on the ferry-boat bound from San Francisco to Oak-

land. They were both exceptionally pretty girls, and were dressed with

that exquisite taste which is so notably characteristic of the better class

of San Francisco women. Of the two, Miss Monson was, perhaps, the

greater beauty; certainly she had a more distinguished presence than her

companion, being a tall, graceful blonde, with a sweet face, but a some-

what dignified and reserved demeanor, while Miss Bessie was a petite

brunette with the pertest little mouth that ever tempted a kiss, and a

laughing imp of mischief peeping out of each of her lustrous black eyes.

Miss Monson was an orphan, but had found a pleasant home with the

Sedleys, who had been close friends of her family before she was born.

She was not by any means dependent upon their charity, however, for

she occupied a well-paid and easy position in the San Francisco Postoffice,

and was quite able to maintain herself.

The object of the young ladies' journey on the particular Sunday after-

noon mentioned, was to visit an ancient maiden aunt of Miss Sedley's,

who dwelt in the rural shades of Alameda. Not that either of them were
particularly anxious to see the old lady, who was very deaf and very

crotchety, but Miss Bessie had found it necessary to find some sufficient

pretext for the trip in order to satisfy her fair friend's somewhat staid no-

tions as to the propriety of a Sunday jaunt in company with the motley
crowd of holiday-makers who throng the ferry-boats on such occasions.

However, the artful Bessie had dilated so pathetically upon the lonely

and desolate condition of the venerable aunt—declaring, with as much
solemnity as if she were speaking the truth, that the old lady was dying

to see Miss Monson—that the latter, perhaps not very reluctantly, had at

length consented to go.

Now, it happened that by the same boat there journeyed also two young
men. These were Mr. George Harpending—a tall, broad-shouldered,

manly-looking young fellow, who was cashier in a leading San Francisco
mercantile house—and his friend, Jack Wilkins, a jolly-looking young
lawyer, whose wit and cleverness were considerably greater than his pro-

fessional practice. Like Dora and Bessie, they were bound for Alameda;
but, poor fellows! they had np maiden aunt to visit, nor indeed had they
any definite object in view, save to kill a lazy afternoon.

Jack's critical and discriminating eye was not slow to detect our fair

friends, and, with sundry approving remarks as to, their "style," he in-

stantly, but quietly, drew his friend's attention to them.
"Awfully handsome and lady-like, the tall one," said Mr. Harpending;

of course (as he was a gentleman) being careful not to attract the atten-

tion of the ladies.
" Jolly little beggar, the other one, though, and much prettier, I

think," replied the enthusiastic Jack.
After leaving the boat the two gentlemen happened—quite accidentally,

of course—to enter the same car as the young ladies, and to sit a few
seats behind them, where they had an excellent opportunity of " compar-
ing points " till the train reached Mastic Station. Here Harpending
made a move to get off, as they had originally intended to visit the Swim-
ming Baths, but Mr. Wilkins opined that they " might as well go on a
little farther," and his friend readily agreed with him that, " as everybody
else was getting off there, it would be best to avoid the crush." It mav
be remarked, however, that " everybody else " did not include Miss Mon-
son and Miss Sedley, for the maiden aunt lived at the other end of

Alameda.
The masculine reader has doubtless noticed the fact that when a lady is

about to alight from a railroad car, or any other public conveyance, she
invariably makes manifest her intention a minute or two beforehand by
creating an indescribable little rustle and stir—pulling herself together, as

it were, with sundry little shakes and pats and adjustiugs of hairpins and
veil. To the inexperienced observer this singular proceeding would seem
to arise from an exactly opposite intention; but when an initiated trav-

eler sees a woman settling herself with a determined look, as if she means
to ride on for all eternity, and is resolved to start in good shape, then he
is certain she will vanish before he can count a hundred. It is possible
that the practiced eye of Mr. John Wilkins did not detect anything of
this sort as the train approached the second Btation beyond Mastic, but it

is certain that he just then very suddenly and hastily communicated to

Mr. Harpending his firm belief that they had gone quite far enough.
The young men got off the front end of the car and strolled slowly

along the platform. Miss Monson alighted a moment later, but her friend
ran back into the car fur some trifle she had forgotten. The trains only
stop for a few moments at these little way-stations, and before Bessie got
back to the platform the engine "pulled out " with a jerk. Nothing
daunted, the little witch descended the steps and hesitated for a moment
before jumping. Dora uttered a little scream of alarm, which caused
Harpending to tvirn round just in time to catch Miss Sedley and save her
from the very ugly fall which must otherwise have followed her venture-
some but unskillful performance.
"Not hurt, I hope ?" said Harpending, as he released his charming

burden.
"No; I think not. sir," said the scared and confused girl. "It was

very kind of you—ouch ! my ankle
— "hut he had turned to reassure

Miss Monson, who was infinitely more frightened than Bessie herself.

This was Jack's opportunity. " Allow me," said he quickly, " to lead
you to that bench down there against the fence. You have hurt yourself."

Bessie accepted his arm gratefully, and they all four went over to the
bench. The injury turned out to be a very slight one, for Miss Sedley ceased
to limp even before they reached the seat. But the young men, especially
Jack, refused to see it in this light. " Could they get a carriage?" sug-
gested Harpending ;

" or a surgeon ?" asked Jack. Miss Monson thanked
them rather formally, "but they were going to visit a lady who lived
close by—""and my foot will be all right directly," laughingly added
Miss Sedley. "But sprains are treacherous," protested Harpending.
"Very! Lead to all sorts of things! Need rest, absolute rest," said
Mr. John Wilkins ; and he shook his head with a wise solemnity that
would have done credit to /Esculapius himself. Miss Monson smiled
gravely, and looked inquiringly at Dora ; but that young lady refused to
take the hint, and glancing under her long eyelashes at "Dr." Wilkins,
said that " perhaps a few minutes rest would do her good."

There wasn't a soul in sight except themselves, and the afternoon was a
magnificent one. So here they remained and chatted with less and less

restraint, until Bessie's "few minutes" having lengthened to half an
hour or so, Dora insisted that if they didn't proceed to the maiden aunt's
at once, they would never get back in time to catch the five o'clock train
for the city. Upon this the gentlemen bowed and departed.

" Mighty nice girl, the little one," said Jack, as they walked away.
" I think the tall one superb. Wonder who she is," said the other.
" Let's see—five o'clock train," continued Mr. Wilkins. "That's the

one we had decided to take, isn't it?"

Harpending laughed. "Shouldn't like to do anything caddish," he
answered, doubtfully, "and the tall one is awfully stiff; still, the five

o'clock train is a convenient one."
" Wasn't he nice?" exclaimed Miss Sedley, as they neared the maiden

aunt's cottage.

"Very, and so gentlemanly," said Miss Monson, with more enthusi-
asm than usual, " and such lovely brown eyes !

"

" Why, I meant the fair one," said Bessie, in surprise.

"Ob, did you?" replied the other, quietly.
" Wonder what train they'll go back on ?

"

" Why, Bessie, what are you thinking about?"
But what Bessie was thinking about came to pass, for, by a most singu-

lar coincidence, they all four met on the platform again, and what is

more, they managed to find each other pretty good company till the San
Francisco wharf was reached. Jack, of course, devoted himself to Miss
Sedley, and, although their behavior was unimpeachably decorous, they
got along so well together that they might have been friends from baby-
hood for all a stranger could have told to the contrary. Harpending
made less progress with the more reserved Dora, though in a quiet way
she seemed to enjoy his society amazingly. He got far enough, at all

events, to tell her his name and ask for hers in return. He was sorry for
it a moment later, for she instantly changed the conversation without
gratifying his curiosity, and thereafter spoke with her old restraint.

In the crush of leaving the boat the party were accidently separated,
Jack, to his infinite disgust, finding himself wedged in with Miss Mon-
son, while the tall figure of Harpending, several yards ahead, stood as a
bulwark between the tiny figure of Miss Sedley and the impatient
throng behind.
In spite of the accident he found time to say, " We have passed a

pleasant afternoon, I think."
" Ever so nice," responded Miss Bessie, " but, really, I have not had a

chance to properly thank you yet, Mr. Harpending, for
"

"So my friend told you my name, did he, and may I ask what
yours is?"

" Certainly ; I told Mr. Wilkins—Bessie Sedley," she answered
with the utmost frankness. "Of course my friend told you hers?"
" Well, no, not exactly—that is, I asked her, but she didn't seem to

hear. Perhaps you will enlighten me?"
But Bessie hesitated for a moment. She knew her friend's stiff notions

about proper introductions and so on, and, to tell the truth, was rather
afraid of her.

" Well? " said Harpending, somewhat anxiously.
" Her name—oh, yes, her name is—Clara Mansfield."
Harpending said nothing, but he saw through the little fib. " She has

given me a false name," thought he, "but I fancy when she tells her
friend she has done so she will get a worse scolding than if she had given
the true one or none at all.

But Miss Bessie never did tell her friend about the false name for fear
of that same scolding, and that's where the trouble came in.

II.

For ten days or so after that memorable Sunday, Harpending saw
very little of Mr. John Wilkins. At length, one evening, the latter gen-
tleman entered his friend's apartments and solemly seated himself, with
the exclamation: "At last!"

"At last what?" asked Harpending.
"At last I've got what I've been hunting for, for a week past," said

Jack. " I was bound to meet that Miss Sedley again—in proper form,
you know. Well, she is going to be at the dance the Browns give to-mor-
row night, and I got an invitation for you and me. The tall one will be
there, too. By the way, what's her name, Harpending ? I never even
thought to ask Miss Sedley."

" I'm sure I don't know," said Harpending, with a poor show of indif-

ference. Whereupon Jack whistled incredulously.

The introduction, "in proper form," took place at the Browns' next
evening. Between Jack and Miss Sedley it seemed hardly necessary, for

they laughed and nodded as soon as they saw each other. But an on-
looker would have supposed that Miss Monson had never set eyes on
either of the gentlemen before. Bessie's Miss "Clara Mansfield " was in-

troduced to Mr. Harpending (not at all to his surprise) by her proper
name.
From this point we may pass rapidly over the five or six months that

followed. It is needless to waste words upon what the reader must al-

ready have guessed. Suffice it to say that by the end of that period Jack
Wilkins was formally engaged to Bessie Sedley, and everybody was say-

ing that the same would soon be the case with George Harpending and
Dora Monson. Though the latter couple were now, of course, on terms
of the very warmest intimacy, there was one subject upon which they
rarely touched, and that was the Sunday at Alameda. George had once or
twice laughingly alluded to it, but he never got any reply, and, seeing
that the reminiscence was distasteful to Dora, he dropped it. The last

occasion of his referring to that happy day was in this wise: He had been
jocularly complimenting her on her beauty, and swearing eternal love and
fidelity. She was proud of his praise and homage, for, with all her re-

serve and shyness, she loved him deeply, passionately, intensely. -

" Do you really think so much of me and my looks, George?!' she asked,
looking up at him with her big blue eyes full of pleasure.

" I have only known one girl whom I thought so beautiful and loved
so much," he answered.
"And who was she ?" inquired Dora, with natural curiosity.
" I think you know her—her name was Clara Mansfield."
Dora looked puzzled and thought over the list of her acquaintances.

" Clara Mansfield-no—I don't know her. But do you ever see her now,
George ? And do you still love her ?

"
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he had bad the meanness to tell ht?*. too, that be should be obliged to go to

San Jose on Sunday on business -had lied to her even while he was arrange
;ke her rival to the Cliff. But presently Miss Monson grew calmer,

and as her eye rested upon the torn envelope she began to realize the fact

that in opening another's letter she had committed a felon >/7 But even
j

this was scarcely more shocking to her pride than the thought that he
|

must know that she had stooped so low as to open his private correspond- 1

ence in a fit of jealousy. What could she do? She could not mend the
tattered envelope there—even if it could be mended at all. She must I

carry it home, even if she added theft to her crime. It was only ad-

dressed to the postoffice and mi^ht not be called for for hours, So home
she went, nnder pretext of indisposition, with the dreadful missive in her
pocket,

( Mi reaching Mrs. Sedley's house she found nobody in, and at once pro-

ceeded to lock herself in her room. But when she came to look at the
letter again the utter hopelessness of ever concealing the fact that it had
been tampered with became frightfully apparent, and throwing herself

upon the bed the unhappy girl broke into a violent fit of weeping. Juat
then the door-bell rang, so drying her eyes as best she could, she went
down to answer the summons. Who should it be but Mr. John Wilkins.
"Would be come in," she asked, devoutly hoping that he wouldn't.
" Well, yes, he would, but when wonld Bessie be home ?"

It did not take the observant Jack long to see that Dora had been cry-

ing, and he kindly asked what might he the trouble.

Dora said nothing was the matter, and, womanlike, forthwith began to

cry again.
" Come, Dora," said Jack, consolingly, " tell me what it is and perhaps

I can help you."
Now Dora had always liked Jack, he was so considerate and good-

hearted. She sadly needed a man's advice in her dilemma. Perhaps she

had better make a clean breast of the matter to him; and, with many
sobs, she did.

Jack listened gravely and attentively, and before she had ended he had
already made up his mind what to do. Then he said, slowly: " Well,
it's rather an awkward business. You have the letter with you ?

"

She gave it to him. " Now go and bathe your eyes," he added, " and
don't say a word to anybody about it till I come back." And before she
could recover from her astonishment he was out of the house.

Jack went straight to Harpendipg's place of business, and with a very
grave face asked him for a private interview. Wondering what was up,

Haipending led him into a back room.
" Harpending," began Jack, almost before the door was closed, "I

didn't think you'd ever play a mean trick on a girl ; especially suck a girl

as Miss Monson."
" What the devil are you driving at, Jack Wilkins 1" cried Harpending,

his eyes flaming with indignation.
" 1 mean this," replied Jack coolly ; "you have been making love to

another girl while you pretended to love Dora only, as she does you.
And here is the proof of it"—producing the letter. "Now, Dora knew
your handwriting, and like a little fool, opened it. That's a felony, you
know, but J think you are the real felon in the matter."
"Let me see the letter," said Harpending, as the truth began to dawn

upon him. He read the superscription, it ran : "Miss Clara Mansfield,

P. O., Han Francisco."
" Now, Jack," he continued, after a brief pause, " this is the

name which that little vixen of yours told rue was Dora's, as we left the

boat on that memorable Alameda Sunday. Of course, I supposed she
would tell Miss Monson about it, and I have often been vexed because
Dora refused to acknowledge it. I thought to mildly punish her by sending
a letter addressed by her nam de guerre to the postoffice, never doubting
but that she would at mice recognize it. But now I see that the little

minx, Bessie, has never 'given herself away,' and, of course, poor Dora
has thought Clara Mansfield was another girl all the time. Now, it is my
privilege to punish Miss Sedley for this, and my sentence is that she shall

humbly confess her fault to Dora, under your directions. In that way, too,

Dora will be spared the annoyance of knowing that I have heard any-
thing about the matter."
And so it came to pass that when Mr. Harpending pulled up his buggy

at the Sedleys' next morning he found Miss Monson in complete readi-

ness for the drive. But Dora never knew why Bessie was shaking her
little fist at George from the window as they drove off, nor did she or her
beloved erer again mention that shocking young lady, " Miss Clara
Mansfield.^
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PLEASURE'S WAND.
We Obey no Wand but Pleasure's."--Jo*" Moore.

The "Red Pocket Book" is a very old-fashioned melodrama that

would have suited the public's taste fifteen years ago. It is not suffi-

ciently modern in treatment to be much of a success to-day. It is sup-

posed to have been revised and re-written to suit the present condition

of the stage, but this fact is hardly apparent. A description of the plot

is not necessary. All melodramas, whether old or new, are pearly alike

in plot. The modern school adapts the incidents to realistic scenic ef-

fects, and makes an effort to strongly characterize the different person-

ages. The old school contented itself with a more or less skillful use of

conventional characters and incidents. A proud, aristocratic and un-

lit oding father, a weak and spoony daughter, a poor but noble young

man, subjected to all sorts of harrassing outrages, a smooth villain, and

a drunken servant with an awful secret. These characters are to be found

in nine out of ten old melodramas, and are those of The Red Pocket Book.

The anting of this production is in some respects unusually meritorious.

Aveling plays the hero's part with remarkable earnestness, giving to it a

touch of genuine pathos. Wessela' exaggerated melodramatic intensity

is tolerable under the circumstances. It tits the character he assumes if

it can fit anything. Thompson is bluff and irascible as the stern parent.

It is a well conceived and executed piece of acting. George Osborne

invests the part of the drunken servant with scrong individuality. His

last scene is a remarkably forcible and realistic one. He runs the feature

of make-up to an extreme degree, which is neither effective nor agreeable.

Thendore Roberts acquits himself of a small part with success. Henry
Osborne, who plays the comedy character, is a dismal failure. His hu-

mor, if he has any, is not apparent, Of the women I cannot possibly

find a word to say in praise. Miss Esther Williams is the only one who
has a character to play that is of any importance. She is weak and color-

less. Her efforts merit a certain amount of local recognition when com-

pared with her former career here as a figurante. The ensemble is good

—something to the credit of the stage manager, Ben Teal.
_
The scenic

effects are fair, nothing more. The ship scene is a clever piece of stage

mechanism, but its realism is totally destroyed by the ridiculous size of

the vessel. The costumes are rich and appropriate, and it is a pleasing

fact that the actors, Aveling, Weasels, Thompson and Roberts wear them
with ease and elegance. On Monday night the house was full, and the

audience seemed pleased.
* * * * *

The last act of the Bed Pocket Book introduces a sort of a " slogging
"

match between Wessels and Osborne. The latter is " yanked" about

the stage by the former with alternate collar and elbow, ear and top-hair

and understfrt grips. " Manly bosoms " are all very well in their way,

but I dou't think that an unlimited exhibition of one is a particularly

agreeable stage effect. This episode ends with a murder, and Osborne's

appearance, covered and streaming with gore, while highly realistic, is

decidedly offensive to refined eyes.*****
With to-night's performance the Madison Square Company finish their

season. It is to be regretted that the original intention of its indefinite

duration should have been changed. It may be that the patronage has

not been as bountiful as was expected. But to the Frc4man's credit will

always stand the splendid production of Young Mrs. Winthrop, the best

American play ever written. Hazael Kirke was played last evening and
will be repeated this afternoon and evening. On Monday, Wm. Horace
Lingard and company opens in The Parvenu. As I understand it, the

Frohmans continue to be the lessees and managers of the Baldwin.

* * * * *

Pop is still running to good houses, and will be kept on till the end of

next week. There will be new specialties introduced next Monday, and
things will be brightened up to make the last week of this memorable en-

gagement an attractive one. On Monday, March 19th, the Harrisons will

appear. It is needless to say that our bright little friend Alice will be
warmly welcomed. She introduces in Photos several clever imitations,

including one of Kate Castleton, in " For Goodness Sake," etc. This
will of course be a hit.*****
The Minstrels are doing their usual large business. Johnson has rapidly

grown iDto popular favor, and fairly divides with Charley Reed the hon-
ors of the programme. Johnson is an exceedingly graceful fellow, sings

well, and has a great fund of boisterous humor. The " end " business is

now splendidly carried out. Courtright's dry and generally witty manner
is in effective contrast to Johnson's noisy fun. The Quartette sing as de-

liriously as ever.
* * * * *

On Monday the Tivoli will produce Maritana. Fest has painted a very
effective new curtain, "The Spanish Mail." It is a work of merit.*****
Mip Van Winkle%.t the Winter Garden.

* * * * _ *

The present star at the German Theatre—Link—has not mJefc with as
much success here as was anticipated. Last Sunday's performance, The
Corporal, was mainly attractive through the efforts of Kadelburg,
Wegern and Orraay. Link's acting was of a decidedly exaggerated na-
ture. Everything is sacrificed in order to raise a laugh. Link's singing
of the Merry War Waltz was a more than redeeming feature of his per-
formance. He sang it with wonderful effect. I should imagine that
opera bouffe or musical burlesque would be Link's peculiar forte. Next
Sunday he appears in a strong character part, and I am curious to see
whether he can present another as good a piece of genuine acting as was
bis " Isaak Stern."

* * * * *

The attendance at the last Philharmonic o'oncert was gratifyingly large.
It is pleasant to record a growing interest in orchestral music. The dif-

ferent selections were well performed. Henry Heyman played the Jadas-
sohn Cavatina in a most artistic way. His splendid technique was evi-

denced by this performance, as well as the possession of genuine musical
feeling. Local pride rests on a good basis in this particular case.

In the programme of the above-mentioned concert there were several
selections from Wagner. It would be" interesting to know how posterity
will judge this great man. Few leaders of the world's thought have met
such enthusiastic appreciation and such bitter denunciation in life as he.

Most men of mark in the realms of artistic or poetic thought have had to
wait for popular worship till that worship became, so to speak, canoniza-
tion, as being paid to one departed; but Wagner had scaled the top aud
pinnacle of his report for good or ill while still of this world. His view of
music differed from that of others mainly in that he looked upon the
poetic side as well as the merely musical. He was nothing if not dra-
matic. He will ever command the reverence and esteem of all who really
think, as distinguished from those who only think they think.*****

I spoke last week of the improvement in scenic art. There are certain
directions in which it has not developed. I refer principally to the rags
that hang above the stage and are called " flies." They are merely tat-

tered fringes. In exteriors ;'nd interiors that are not adapted to the use
of box ceilings, they are used perforce in lieu of something better. The
effect is alike opposed to art and nature ; curved cloths of blue dangling
in the currents of air that generally circulate over the stage, or cut out
clouds, the sides of which are botchingly joined to the trees, rocks or
houses of the wings, are useful only in destroying the illusion that is

necessary to the scene. The most skillful scenic artists have racked their

brains to find a substitute for these unsightly appurtenances, but in vain.

When a clear view of the sky is required, no other means of representing
it has been invented. Fechter thought he had solved the problem when
he advanced the theory that a dome would produce the desired effect.

But his plan was found to he unpractical. The dome could not be satis-

factorily lighted ; it would not join better than the string of rags now
used j and to get its hue to conform with the various atmospheric con-
ditions necessary, it would have to be painted over frequently. There
are some painters who still pin their faith to Fechter's dome ; but they
have never yet put it into actual operation. In some other direction lies

the secret, and it remains for some ingenious spirit to discover it. The
present flies are far behind the other portions of pictorial art in the
theater ; they are unsatisfactory and inadequate.

# # * * *

If the Passion Play is not produced in New York it will be a source of

regret to musical people. From what I hear from the East, it seems that
Oscar Weil has succeeded in giving a musical setting to that part of the
text entrusted to his care, that is fully worthy of the subject. However
people may think as to the propriety of using the Passion as a subject for

Btage representation, there can be but one opinion as to its fitness for mu-
sical illustration. Weil's music is wholly original from the first note of

the prelude to the last of the dirge, save the dance, the theme of which
was brought from abroad and arranged by Fred Lyster.*****
Here is a story that comes from Australia. Some years ago, in this

country, a soubrette joined her fortunes with a fine young character actor,

married him, devoted her life to him, has had for years no thought of

anything but him, has been as faithful and true and loving a helpmate as

man ever had. They drifted out to that far-off land, made a hit, grew
rich, and, alas! he grew indifferent to the charming woman who had put
dollar for dollar into his treasury. Along comes a Pinafore Company,
and some bread-and-butter snip in it caught the husband. He promptly
conveyed his society, support, affection and belongings over to the new
acquisition, and the poor wife writes to an old friend in New York: " We
have made a host of friends, no end of money, and—I'm the most
wretched woman in the world." .

•*****
General Nathaniel P. Banks, a former Governor of Massachusetts,

for many years in Congress and at one time Speaker of the House of Re-
presentatives, and a distinguished officer in the Civil War, was an actor
at the old National Theatre, Boston, in his early days. He was also an
expert dancer of the Sailor's Hornpipe and Highland Fling.^— Sara
Jewett is going to retire from the TJnion Square Company, but she is

going to continue on in the drama of life. According to reliable author-
ity, she is going to produce a drama of her own—a domestic play in three
acts, wedding, christening and croup. Everybody who esteems this

charming actress will be content to lose her from the stage, to hear that
she is reproducing herself on another. She may cease being an actress,

but she cannot help being a woman. If she does her duty as well in

one role as she has in the other, society will be as much benefitted as

the public has been. -^—It is generally known in professional circles

that Bijou Heron married contrary to her father's wishes. At least, he
did not wish her to marry at all. She and her husband, Miller, fell in

love with each other while playing at Daly's Theatre. The couple have
joined the Hazel Kirke Company, led by Couldock, and Bijou has made
the greatest hit yet made in the title role. Beauclerc.

Mrs. Julia Melville-Snyder, the well-known and accomplished
teacher of elocution, music and all that pertains to the dramatic and
lyric stage, can now be found at her new parlors, rooms 106, 108, 110
Phelan Building, Market street. As a mentor and preceptor of students
in these branches of intellectual culture Mrs. Melville-Snyder has met
with a degree of success that may justly be termed phenomenal. Those
who have enjoyed the advantage of her tuition before entering upon a
career behind the footlights have invariably pushed their way rapidly to

the front rank of the profession. The thorough instruction they have re-

ceived has necessarily developed their capacity and led to artistic success,

and the wide knowledge of managers and their business methods Mrs.
Melville-Snyder acquired during her own long and successful career on
the stage, has enabled her to post her pupils so as to enable them to reach
satisfactory financial results.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

No. 330 Post Street Opposite Union Square.

PEOF. O. A. LUNP respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 330 Po
street, is now open for Juvenile and Evening Classes. Office Hours, for Terms, etc.

1.0 a.m to 12 m , and 1 to 5 p.m Oct. 22.
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There's many a man with tfood bends,
Thai 0U work with ttue strength and true skill.
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He'll not push where ituotlier man will;

He sweats and he groans in the mud,
And lets himself sink into shade.

Yet he might have been famous and rich,

If he hadn't been soft and afraid.

There are men who are upright and true.

Who shut themselves in their own den—
They daren't step into the front,

And take up their stand there like men;
They live and grow rich out of sight,

And never are known but in trade,

Yet they might have been honored and blest
If they hadn't been still and afraid.

Stand up then, and don't be done down
By cheek, and by swagger, and brag,

For a man should stick up for his rights,

Whether wealthy or not worth a " mag;"
The God that made one has made all,

One heaven to us all is displayed,
And if a man does what is right

There's no one need make him afraid.

San Francisco, March, 1883. *. j. b.

ADULTERATIONS OF TEA.
Tea forms an article of daily consumption by the largest numerical

Sortion of the human race, prominent among whom are the Chinese,
apanese, Russians, and all descendants of what are commonly known as

the Anglo-Saxon race. Every race one remove above the wandering sav-
age uses a slierhtly stimulating, non-intoxicating beverage, mostly con-
sumed warm, the principal of which are, besides Thea Jiohea(ouv common
tea), coffee, coca and Paraguay tea; and, while all these agree substan-
tially in the character of the stimulant

—

theine—they differ greatly rh
other constituent materials. It is not, however, the present purpose to
descant upon different non-intoxicating beverages, but to invite attention
to the state of adulteration of the one in daily use among us. Congress-
man Hardenburg, of New York, had, during the Congress just closed, a
bill for preventing the adulteration of food. A short time back a member
of the tea trade of New York addressed a communication to him, in
which he sets forth the frauds now practiced in the tea trade with the
United States. Since England has prohibited all adulterated teas from
her markets, the Chinese and Japanese houses presume to sell all they
cannot rind a market for at home to us. England's prohibition extends
to all teas whose chemical properties are detrimental to health. This in-

cludes the common and inferior grades of Pirjk-Sueys, the entire crop of
Cantons, the refuse of Amoy and Foochow Oolong, known and classed as
Aukoles, the dregs and sweepings of Souchong and Congous, and the com-
mon Japans. This evidently well-informed member of the N. Y. tea trade
informs us that the yearly importation of teas into the United States has
been for several years from 75,000,000 to 80,000,000 pounds, and that of

this amount 20 per cent, is of a quality unfit to drink, and injurious to
the health of consumers. He tells us that these Canton teas grow wild
adjacent to Canton, and are manipulated in the fashion of good green
teas, but have no merit whatever. Until within a few years common late

pickings and wild teas were not offered for sale. Now, with the aid of

Prussian blue, antimony, etc. , they are given the semblance of green tea and
are sent to the United States. This country has become a receptacle for

the refuse and dregs of all nations. When shall we wake up and check it ?

The authority referred to proceeds to say: " The exclusion of 150,000,-

000 or more pounds of this inferior stock of tea- -which all admit is en-
tailing untold physical evils—will stimulate a trade which has languished
for years from this cause; indeed, the business in tea has reached this

point, that unless relief comes from this source, the capital employed
therein will seek other channels, and the trade will come under the con-

trol of Chinese and Japanese merchants, who presume upon our igno-

rance and credulity in believing that anything bearing the name of tea
has a virtue. This surplus stock meets with no demand from legitimate
dealers. In order to dispose of it it is thrown upon the market through
auctions." Of course this stuff is sold to customers at the ruling rates

for good teas. Beyond the " clock " and " teaspoon " gift Baking Pow-
ders, I know of none other in this city, but throughout the cities of the
United States there are plenty where an inducement of a present of glass-

ware or crockery is held out to those who buy freely, and this is the detri-

ment or ruin of honest dealers. Tea purchased as etated above, costing
is ot 20 cents a pound at auction at these gift-stores, is retailed at 70 or

80 cents. Two considerations arise out of the above, which is a fair pre-

sentment of the present condition of the tea trade, viz: (1) The want of

direct and stringent protection for the reputable trade; and, (2) for the

consumers, who are the greatest sufferers, since, besides being liable to

injury to health, they are defrauded in the value of their money. Much
more might be said, but this will suffice for the present, as your space is

limited. J. J. B.

San Fnjiivixco, March 7, 1883.

DR. RICHARDSON ON WOMLNb DRESS.
Dr. Richardson presided I cently :.t a me**tin- ..f the Rational Ores*

., held at the Su>inway Hall, I ,nd WM lar^e
aded by ladies, A papei on rational drees, by Mrs. Lynch, was

i Miss Barnet. Lady Haberton and Mrs. C, B, McLaren also ad-
the meeting. Mrs. McLaren said the society had arrived at three

oonolunons: (1.) The ti^-lit bodice musi ed (2.) Freedom of
nt and nece ii without weight could Dot be attained

without the adoption of some kind .<f divided skirt. (Ii.) Fluctuating
i must be crystalized into some unchanging shape of dress, l>r.

Richardson, in moving a vote of thanks to the ladles for their addresses,
atd that Inthtsdresa reform they Bhould consider what was right first)

then what was artistic would follow. It was t-sM-ntial that the body
honld be the tirst thing considered, and thai the dress should have a sec-
ondary place, It was the body that was beautiful Drew* was merely to
be adapted to that body ; and he agreed with the lady speakers that per-
foot looseness of the dress throughout slum!.! be the first thing the society
should insist upon. Then he was glad that the necessity for the dress per-
mitting of equality of temperature all over the body was insisted on so
strongly. Men Would be sulFerin^' every day from colds and bronchial af-

fections if they went as women went, with the upper part of their body
unclothed ; and it was his experience that in the large majority of cases
of people born with consumptive tendencies that had been brought under
his notice, the cause of the mischief being brought out was exposure of
the chest. Artists must be left to speak of the color of the outside dress,
but the color most serviceable in this temperate zone, and the color which
accorded most with all that related to health was the gray color. For
cleanliness, effect of light upon the body and warmth, gray was the beBt
color, black the worst.—Pall Mall Budget.

BALDWIN THEATRE.
GUSTAVE FROHMAN Lkssbs.

Commencing MONDAY, March 12th, Engagement of the World-Famed Comedian,

WILLIAM HORACE LINGAKD,

SUPPORTED BY HIS OWN COMPANY, IN THE COMEDY OF

THE PARVENU!
A Great Success in London, New York and Boston.

No Sunday performances during this engagement.

US' SEATS CAN NOW BE SECURED AT BOX OFFICE. March 10.

BALDWIN THEATRE.
GUSTAVE FROHMAN Lessee.

To-Night, Last Night of

M A 1>I S O N - S <t V A It E HOME C O M P A N T ,

ON WHICU OCCASION WILL HE PRESENTED

HAZEL KIRKE!
Saturday Matinee and Evening—HAZEL KIRKE. March 10.

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.
JH.HATERLY, Proprietor. Frederick W.Bert, Manager.

* An Oasis ir. the Dramatic Desert! A Positive, a Great Hit!

The Red Pocket-Book!
Furore! Sensation! Excitement! The Acme of Dramatic and Mechanical Art!
Superbly Cast! Perfectly Mounted! The Great Ship Scene! The Desert! The Car-
avan! THE RED POCKET-BOOK! The Grandest, the Most Perfect Production of
the Age!
Secure your seats in advance. March 10-

BUSH-STREET THEATRE.
MB. LEAVITT, Leasee anil Manager: Al. Havmiin, As-

. sociate Manager. "For goodness sake don't say I told you!" Every Even-
ing, Wednesday and Saturday Matinees. Last Nights! RICE'S SURPRISE PARTY
in their Highly Sensational Melodramatic Operatic Musical Melange,

Pop!
Monday, March 19th-THE HARRISONS.
Seats now on sale, and can be secured six days in advance. March 10.

EMERSON'S STANDARD THEATRE.

WM. EMERSON, Sole Proprietor and Mn»»ser-"Ailfl they
Walked Along," A Glorious Hit! Every Evening (Suuday included) and

Saturday Matinee, EMERSON'S MINSTRELS! Enthusiastic Reception of Our New
Programme! Instantaneous success of

The Charleston Blues and Muloahy's Racket!
Entire Company in New Specialties!

ORIGINAL POPULAR PRICES.—Dress Circle and Orchestra, 75 cents; Balcony,

50 cents: Matinees, "25 cents and 60 cents

No extra charge to reserve. Telephone 5,034. March 10.

MRS. JULIA MELVILLE-SNYDER.

Voca and Instrumental Music — Elocution — Oratory— Drama.

PHELAN'S BUILDING. PARLORS 106, 108 AND 110.

TAKE THE ELEVATOR, Feb. 10.

COMMERCIAL UNION ASSURANCE COMPANY OF LONDON.
Capital-812,500,000. Gold.

.

FIRE A. IS JO MA-KINE.
OFFICE 210 SANSOME STREET, San Francisco.

[March 10) JOHN RAr. HAMILTON, Manager
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'The World." the Flesh, and the Devii.
[ By a Truthful Penman. ]

In Germany an elaborate system of subterranean telegraphs has been

completed at a cost of nearly two millions. The wires extend from Kon-
igsberg to Strasbnrg, from Aix-la-Chapelle to Thorn, and from Linden to

Breslau, and connect nearly 250 towns. In Russia, the Government is

actively engagrd in carrying out a similar arrangement, and although we
have happily no need to regard the exigencies of war, yet, considering the

impossibility of protecting wires from injury or destruction by storms,

and the peril in which they place those who pass under them, it might

be well for the Government to consider whether the time has not arrived

to carrv out similar arrangements at home. Of course a large outlay

would be necessary, but, in the end, it would be an economy.^—We
hear from Berlin that the condition of the Emperor's health excites

great anxiety. He has been ailing all the winter, and his brother's almost

sudden death seems to have given him a shock from which be is unable to

rally. It is understood that the Crown Prince and his family would have

been glad to abandon the Silver Wedding fetes altogether, but it is the

particular wish of bis Majesty that, so far as possible, the programme
should be carried out as originally arranged.——We hear that Mr.
Joynes, who was recently obliged to resign his mastersbip, in consequence

of the peculiar whims of the Head-Master of Eton, has been asked to be-

come editor of a weekly paper which is shortly to be started in London,
for the promotion of the views advocated by Henry George, of San Fran-
cisco, in "Progress and Poverty." It is to be hoped, for Mr. Joynes's

sake, that there will be more of the former than of the latter about the

venture.

—

Truth,—It is suggestive that there was wisdom in getting rid

of Jumbo when we read that the favorite elephant at the Berlin Zoologi-

cal Garden, which conveyed the children about the grounds, has just

had a tit of temper and killed his keeper.—The Prefect of Rome has

forbidden the barberi races this year to the delight of the majority and
the regret of the few. The Prefect has taken this step at the king's per-

sonal desire. The king could not forbid the races, but he had wished them
to be forbidden ever since he saw the accident which happened last year
under his own eyes, when be followed the wounded to the hospital where
three of them died ; the others were maimed for life.

—

Court Circular.—
Mrs. Brown and her little daughter Edith were sitting in the parlor,

when a visitor, Mrs. Spriggins, a freckled faced lady, entered. During
the usual salutations, and for sometime afterward,' Edith kept her eyes on
the visitor. " Why, Edith, 1

' exclaimed her mother, at last, it isn't polite

to stare at a lady so." " Oh, don't mention it, Mrs. Brown," said Mrs.
Spriggins, adding to Edith, "You like to look at me, don't you, dear?"
Edith did not answer this question directly. She did not turn her eyes,

however, and finally came the question, "Be you the tattooed lady?"
Mrs. Spriggins smiled as though she was biting somebody's head off, and
said really she would have to go. Mrs. Brown declares that she was
never so mortified in all her born days.

—

Boston Transcript.——An inter-

national exhibition of railway safety appliances is to take place this year
at Paris. This exposition is to contain all the various apparatus and
plant tending to -increase the safe working of railways. It will include,

in the first place, the various systems of permanent way with iron longi-

tudinal and transverse sleepers, which represent (according to latest ex-
periences) a decided progress in the matter of increasing security ; next,

the various descriptions of rolling stock, locomotives, and carriages, so
far as they have been specially designed with a view of insuring greater
safety ; finally, the different appliances and apparatus serving the same
end -namely, automatic and safety couplings, signalling and switch-

ing apparatus, intercommunicating signals and continuous brakes.

—

Public Opinion.'^—The Martini-Henry rifle has not proved to

be an unqualified success. The breech action did not satisfac-

torily stand the rough." usage to which it was necessarily sub-
jected during the Egyptian campaign; and many of the weapons
having been rendered virtually unserviceable, preliminary courts
of inquiry have been held, the definitive action which the higher military
authorities may take depending upon the reports which are presented on
the subject.——Mr. Wilson Barrett has engaged Miss Dickens for a
part in The Silver King. The lady is a granddaughter of the late Charles
Dickens, and a daughter of the present editor of Household Words. Critics

who have witnessed her acting in amateur performances credit her with
considerable dramatic talent.

—

Court Journal.-^—Sea-going steamers
of immense size, quite reminiscences of the Great Eastern, have latterly

been seen navigating the Thames above bridge, their funnels and masts
lower to enable them to pass under the bridges. They come from New-
castle, it is said, and are the avaut garde of big steamers from other parts.
A curious change. — It is really time something was done to prevent
the Salvation Army causing riots in the streets. A movement that re-

sults in picking pockets, broken heads, and any amount of drunkenness
and debauchery, seems to us to have very little to do with real religion. If a
man cannot be converted without going into the streets and playing a drum,
he had better stay at home in a state of peaceful paganism.

—

The Nation.

A. day or two ago on the Lake Shore road, a young man rushed into
a parlor car and shouted at the top of his lungs :

" Is there a minister of
the gospel in this car?" " I am one," replied a tall, clerical-looking gen-
tleman. " Oh, I'm so glad !" exclaimed the young man. grasping the
brother by the hand. "A lady has fainted in the next coach ; won't
you be kind enough to lend me your whisky-flask ?"

—

Drake's Travelers'
Magazine.

C. R. Allen, 120 Beale street, keeps constantly on hand a la
of the very best quality of Coal, and gives full weight.

i stock

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
mSTTBANCE AGENCY,

A- 324 California Street, San Francisco,No. S23 Cat.

GIRARD ol Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN of New York.

Fire Insurance.
TEUTONIA of New Orleans.
LACONFIANCE of Paris.

DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS
of New York.

....'THE FIREINS. ASSOCIATION (Limited)
ST. PAUL of St. Paul. | of London, England.
STANDARD FIRE OFFICE.. of Londonl

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONCIERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented $27,000,000
All Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid.

W. L. CHALMERS,
Special Agent and Adjuster.

PHGNIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., Estab'd 1782^-Cash Assets, $5,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA "ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1833.—Cash Assets, $1,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1851—Cash Assets, $1,357,326.39.

BUTLER & HALSAS.
General Agents Tor Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.

Capital, $10,000,000-
TJnlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF L0ND0T~FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

THE STANDARD MARINE~TnSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool- Capital. $5,000,000-

IV. J. CALI.INGHA.1I A CO., General Agents,
Aug. 12 213 Sansome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,500,000
Cash Assets 1,709,976
Cash Assets in United States . 775,003

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE A CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San JFrancisco.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF LONDON.
[INSTITUTED 1803.]

London Assurance Corporation, of London
Established by Royal Charter 17S0

Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.
ROBERT DICKSON, Manager.

W. JOANJE BOOKER, Agent and Attorney.

S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building.
[October 11.

J

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864,

Prinoinal Office 216 Sansome street,

EIRE INSURANCE.
Capital (Paid TJp in XT. S. Gold Coin) $300,000 00
Reinsurance Reserve $173,898 50

Assets January 1, 1333 $717,156,63 I Premiums, since orgauizat'n $4,155,239,10
Surplus for policy holders... .S710,S60.83 |

Losses, since organization.. §1,850,236 64

OFMCEES :

J. F. HOUGHTON President I CHAS. R. STORY Secretary
J. L. N. SHEPARD Vice-President

|
R. H. MAGILL General Agent

Directors of tue Home Mutual Insurance Co.—L. L. Maker, H. L. Dodge, J.

L. N. Shepard, John Currv, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, 0. C. Burr, J. S. Carter,

Charles Belding, D. W, Earl. Feo. 10

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE-UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

The California Lloyds.—Established in 1S61.—-Hfos. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, §750,000 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates

!

Prompt Settlement of Loses!! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS. —J. Mora Moss,
Moses Heller, J. 0. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. E. Stone, Wallace Everson, A. JB. Phipps, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Erandenstein, W. M. Hoag, Nicholas
Luning, James Moffitt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Touchard,
George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Seholle, Charles
Baum, J, G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Hernia.

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President.
Jamks D. Bailey, Secretary. Geo. T. Bo«*v, Surveyor. Nov. 6.
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IN LIFE IN DEATH.
[hi HIS, T •• y jbrbold*]

l-'llt,

>\v the *;n>un<t

..1 the air,

Aii' .\ v mantle Um utrand.

Wltbonl ti r.t.-r's biting oold.

Within :*rv light un-i Joy fend merry
While jocund youth ami mfeiden f:iir fend shy
Unite rendy for the drive to swift nod long.

f the throng from .ill the rent apart
Stan. I forth for beauty both "f form ami fa
He like a gi»l in Bkeohoodl early prime,

She like a pel i in her native _!

"My life, my love,*
1

he whisper- in faereex,

"My own forever eie the New Year brefek.

Would that I, like some Paladin of old.

Might dare the world and face death for thy sake."

He lifts her lightly to the waiting sledge,

An>l wraps. With tenderness the furs' warm fold

Around her form, then gaily to her Bide

i

-. end they aeah into the Arctic cold.

They Hy. they fly along the frozen snow.
Ami love'? bh set concourse wiles away the hour,
Nor mark the >ky, which from its depth of blue,

Has changed to cloud, and with a snow-storm lowers.

At first the feathery flakes so faintly fall,

They scarce are seen e'en against the darkening sky,

And still the lovers see no danger near,

And the strong steeds like winged horses fly.

But faint at first, the flakes still faster fall,

And all the air is tilled with blinding snow ;

The dazzled driver draws the tigtening rein,

Nor man, nor steed, can tell which way to go.

The clouded sky no starry compass lends.

A trackless waste of snow lies all around,
Xor in the sky above, nor on the earth below,
Can guide or index to their way be found.

Dismayed, the lover hides his aching heart,

And seeks with hopeful words to cheer his bride,

But all around is white with fallen snow,
And, save the spectral trees, nought can be seen beside.

In vain the obedient horses turn and turn
At every touch given the guiding rein.

In vain the anxious driver seeks to find

Some track, or outlet, from the snow-clad plain.

The silver bells, that late so joyful rang,
As the warm steeds their weary way now urge,

Break on the muffled stillness of the air

;

And toll a sad premonitory dirge.

The bitter cold has struck the fragile form,
The maiden shudders with a deathly chill ;

The ice king lays his hand upon tier heart,

And throbbing heart and voice for aye are still.

Closed, as iu gentle sleep, the eyelids fall,

The fatal lethargy has seized her brain

;

The maddened lover cries in vain, "arouse!"
No cries shall wake his bride to life again.

He holds her close against his beating heart,
And with love's fire would warm her back to life,

But all too soon the fatal truth is felt,

And dread despair ends the unequal strife.

He feels that life no future hath for him,
A terrible calm now holds his soul in rest ;

He bows his head beneath the chastening rod
And murmurs, " Thou, O Lord, thou knowest best."

He takes her prostrate form within his arms,
And, kneeling prays, "0 God, if this be death,
Let the same fate that ended her young life

Its mercy show to me, and also take my breath."

His prayer was answered ; when the dawning day
Aroused the earth to life and light again,
In the deep snow two frozen steeds were found,
Two lifeless forms were lying on the plain.

Calm and at rest, like the two babes of old,

Wrapped in each others arms asleep they lay—
The sleep so still, so peaceful, so prolonged
That knows no wakening to a troublous day.

San Francisco, March 10, 1883.

To Cure or not to Cure without Koni La--that is the question. In
this age of investigation and analysis some of the beliefs, doctrines and
opinions that were considered to be firmly supported by evidence " strong
as proof of holy water," are, in the light of reason and research, proving
to be but stubborn facts; so is Koni La Volcanic Water, which is no
mystified secrecy of springs in an unknown location of Northern or
Southern California, nor like a gilded pill, made to suit the eye, taste or
smell, but in its effects, and on account of its genuine merit, is now pre-
scribed by our most eminent physicians as Blood Purifier, a powerful
eliminator in all Kidney Complaints, Skin Diseases, a valuable curative
in Female Complaints, and, in fact, as a truly household remedy. One
fair trial will convince the most skeptical that Koni La Volcanic Water
will prove the sufferers best ready-relief friend, worthy of confidence.

Pacific Mineral Water Company.
Depot—360 Fourth street, corner Harrison.

Fine Watch Repairing at J. W. Tucker & Co.'s, corner Kearny and
Geary streets.

SOMETHING ABOUT LADIES' SHOES.
The Muaee de Cluny is about in a few .!

a

room devoted
to the collection of boote "f all ages, made t.\ the late M. Julea Jacqne-
wart, the well known etcher and collecUu nf china, and which woe ac
quired by the French Government in November, 1880, There are
nf Catherine de MeMioifl fend Bhoi of Louis Mil. and Louis X I V. down
wards, and shoes of ;ill nations, from Ited Indian mocassins to those that
oover the feet of Chinees ladies. But there are apparently none of the
earlier kinds, auch as in England came in with William Rnrns, and they
date mostly from the fifteenth century. MuBeuma ot domestic clothing
are extremely interesting, and clothes are about the last things that go
into museums. A contemporary, the other day. was lamenting the ab-

sence of a hat exhibition, but it is douhtful whether hats enough could be
found iu the country to BUpply anything Like ;t complete selection. In
fact, the world is generally utterly ignorant of the origin of its must com-
mon articles of clothing. Few people could tell exactly when troweerfi

began, and fewer still know when shirts were invented. Isabelle, of Ba-
varia, wife of < Iharlemagne, owned two chemises, ami was the envy of Eu-
rope, according to 1 Iran tome, while Queen Elizabeth slept in brocade night
shirts like cardboard, and went wild with delight when she wore the Hist

silk stockiugs made in England.

INSURANCE.
The Only Company on the Pacific Coast Governed by the Masna-

chusetts Non-Forfeiture Lata.

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF BOSTON.

Total Assets December 31, 1881 $16,210,465.92.
Surplus over All Liabilities —

Massachusetts Standard 4 per eent 82,i;:i5,8!)4.93

New York Standard 4J per cent 3,501, S.SS. 42
Market Value of Stocks and Bonds over cost 1,474,691.09

POINTS.
First—A Plain and simple policy clear of all burdensome conditions, and fully

protected from forfeiture.

Second—An agency experience of fifteen years in this State, during which, by
liberality and fair dealing in its relations with policy-holders, the Company has
gained an enviable reputation.

Third—Non-forfeiture for residence or travel, or for hazardous occupations with-
out a permit.

Fourth—Liberal paid-up and cask surrender, values stipulated by law.

Fifth—This Company charges no more for insurance than those companies in

which the policy is forfeited, in case of non-payment of premium when due.

Before insuring in any other company, or joining: any co-operative assessment so-

ciety, carefully examine the prattiual working of the Massachusetts law of 1880, and
read the policy contract of the New England Life.

HENRY K. FIELD, General Agent,
Aug. 26. 328 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

SCOTTISH IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

CAPITAL $5,000,000

INTERNATIONAL MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY (Limited)
OF LIVERPOOL.

CAPITAL $2,500,000

DONALDSON & 00., Agents and Attorneys,
310 California street, S. F.

[Feb. 24.] It. II. iVAlJJTOS, Manager.

TRANSATLANTIC FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF HAMBURG.

CAPITAL $1,500,000, U. S. Gold Coin
LOSSES PAID IN GOLD COIN IMMEDIATELY AFTER ADJUSTMENT.

This corporation holds contracts of sixteen other European Insurance Companies,
reinsuring by far tfie greater part of every risk as soon as accepted in our office.

THE COMBINED SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL which our policies therefore offer to

the public amounts to 826,900,000, IT. S. GOLD COIN, of which $7,660,000
IS PAID OP, besides the always available Reserve Funds.

GEO. MARCOS & CO.,
304 California street San Francisco,

GENERAL AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST. [Feb. 10.]

(Organized 1863.)

FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY.
Fire and Marine Insurance-

Assets 81.250,000
losses paid over 4,500,000
it®*The Largest Assets and Largest Iueome >'f all the companies hailing from

west ol New York State, and in 1881 Pacific Coast premiums were larger Ulan
those of aoj other company, local, Eastern or foreign.

D. J. STAPLES President

ALPHEUS BULL \ ice-President

Wll. 0. DUTTON Seeretarv
E. W CARPENTER Asst S

HOME OFFICE:
Southwest Cor. California and Sansome streets, San Francisco.
6^" Agents in all prominent local, pt 30.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.

(
Capital 85,000,000.—Agents: Balfour, Gnthrle A Co., No,

816 California street, San Francisco. Nov. 18.
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THE CHARTER ELECTION AND ITS LESSONS.
The Charter election held last Saturday was not creditable to San

Francisco. A carefully prepared measure was submitted to the people,

that was eminently safe, conservative and wise. The necessity for a gen-

eral law was admitted on all hands. The city is fast running to decay
and ruin. The streets are in a wretched condition, the sewers are reek-

ing with filth and disease, the Police, Health, Fire and other Depart-
ments, as at present constituted, are of doubtful legality, and no man
knows for certain just what the powers of the City Government, under
the ntw Constitution, really are. We believe that a mischief-making
brain could put half the present departments out of power. We do not
believe that there is a legal Police force or a lawful Fire Department, and
we are very certain, because the Constitution so declares, that "no special

Board or Commission can [lawfully] perform any municipal functions
whatever." The Police, Fire, Health, Park and other Departments are

ruled by iust such interdicted Boards or Commissions, and therefore they
are, as at present constituted, illegat and unlawful, and are at the mercy
of any miscreant with wit enough to know how to bring the question be-
fore the Courts. Nothing can be done with the streets because no legis-

lation has been had to give effect to the Constitution. All this is bad. It

is a discreditable condition of affairs that is altogether unworthy
of a great city. The new Charter was a fair, reasonable and just
attempt to give the city a much-needed government. It was prepared by
fifteen as capable and as experienced freeholders as could well be selected.
It was eminently safe. It prevented the city running in deht, limited
taxation, shielded the taxpayer from the wiles of the taxeater, and gene-
rally gave the city the best guarantees that human ingenuity could
devise that its affairs would be economically and efficiently managed.
Yet, in the face of all these patent facts, there was so large a vote polled
against it that it was 6nally declared to be defeated by the narrow major-
ity of 32. We do not beiieve that it was truly, or honestly, or in fact
defeated. We are well persuaded that it was fraudulently " counted
out." The signs that indicate tbat fact are, in our judgment, unmistaka-
ble, and that is the belief of every expert in city elections with whom we
have come into contact. Indeed, the fact is hardly denied by those inter-
ested in the counting-out process. It served their purpose to create a
difficulty that could not be solved until after the Legislature adjourned.
Delay was necessarily fatal to the charter. To raise a doubt that would
have to be judicially passed upon was to effectually defeat the charter,
no matter what the final decision might be as to the side on which the
majority of votes was cast. If there was any practical result to flow
from the effort, we would guarantee to demonstrate that if the votes
had been honestly counted the charter received a majority. But it

would take some trouble, and no good could result, because the
Legislature would not be in session to give effect to what would finally
prove to have been the verdict of the people. Then one has not
the heart to apply himself to any such effort, for the broad tact re-
mains that the taxpayers vitally interested neglected their own business.
If they had not done so the charter would have been carried by a vote of
two to one, and in that case it could not possibly have been counted out.
They left the tax-eaters to do all the organizing and most of the voting,
and must abide the consequences, which are : That the city is plunged in
confusion, is without a Government worthy of the name, and there can
be no remedy for at least two years, and probably not for four years to
come. For this condition of things the daily newspapers are very largely
to blame. Their miserable jealousies and bickerings have confused the
public mind, and have left busy citizens in doubt as to just what ought to
have been done. When it was too late the papers showed considerable
unanimity in favor of the new Charter, but their previous teachings had
dime their evil work in sowing doubt and distrust, which were the pre-
cursors of that apathy which finally proved fatal. There was no concen-
tration of thought, no certainty of judgment, no concerted action, except
on the part of office holders, contractors and other tax eaters, and as a
consequence the tax-payers were defeated. It is an unhappy state of af-
fairs, tbat bodes no good to property owners, that is a scandal to the city,
a curious commentary on the boasted influence of the press, a reflection
on the public spirit of our citizens, and a fact discreditable to the general
intelligence of uur people. Meanwhile we remain a city practically with-
out a Government. We raise some three millions a year, which, as we
know to our cost, the tax-eaters are enabled under existing laws to swal-
low up without giving the city a single substantial improvement or bene-
fit. With a payment of over three millions a year we are yet a city iu
ruin. With these facts painfully apparent all around us our citizens have
just proven themselves too supine to apply a remedy that was ready to
their hands. The defeat of the new Charter is about the most disheart-
ening fact that has ever occurred in the history of our city. No wonder
that moneyed men without property ties on this peninsula are consider-
ing the propriety of building up a rival city at Benicia, Point Costa, or
somewhere on the other side of the bay.

STATE PRISON REFORM.
The Legislature has done its duty in regard to the iniquitous condi-

tion of affairs that prevails at Sau Quentin. It has inquired into the
state of tacts, has found them to be even worse than had been reported,
has carefully and even studiously investigated everything, and has arrived
at conclusions of a most serious character. There is no gainsaying or
evading of the undeniable acts of inefficiency, illegality, malfeisance and
criminality which both the Senate and Assembly's reports sheet home
with painful directness. The truth is only too plainly made mani-
fest that the present Prison Directors were selected in opposition to the
spirit of the Constitution, and that they have proven themselves the
wrong men in the wrong places. They have permitted things at San
Quentin to be run in a very disgraceful, if not in a criminal manner.
Their condemnation is sweeping and complete, and their removal is, of
course, only a matter of a few weeks. The duty is upon Governor Stone-
wan to select Prison Directors of a higher calibre. It is in his power to
wake the improved management of San Queutiu the strong point of his
administration, and we doubt not but tbat he will satisfy popular ex-
pectations in that direction. He will not, we are persuaded, permit
th? politicians to have a voice in this matter, but he will carefully single
out men of high character, without regard to politics, who will bring to bear
upon the subject of prison reform an intelligence worthy of the enlight-
ened purposes of the age.

THE CONDITION OF THE CITY.
There is no doubt but that San Francisco has drifted into a strange

and anomalous condition. Three hundred thousand people are without
anything worthy the name of a government. The streets are unre-
paired and uncared for, the sewers are not being cleansed, and are reek-
ing with filth and pregnant with disease and death. The city is in dark-
ness and at the mercy of garotters aud burglars, and the police are only
partially paid. The whole machinery of municipal government is out of
gear. There is no money in the Treasury with which to pay for anything
during the next four months. The revenue of the next year cannot be
anticipated, for the courts have decided that the current year's income
must pay the current year's expenses. We do not quarrel with that de-
cision. On the contrary we not only think that it is in accordance with
the Constitution, but that it is in itself emineutly just and fair. If the
revenue of the next and succeeding years could be lawfully anticipated,
there is no limit to the extent to which the city might be run in debt.
Yet, the fact remains that the city is in a deplorable condition. The
truth, as it appears to us, is that we are now reaping the fruits of a long
era of extravagance and misgovernment, and that, as unfortunate as the
temporary results are, only good will come of the experience through which
we are now passing. Property owners were being taxed for the benefit
of tax-eaters. More than enough money was being raised to suffice for

all honest and legitimate purposes. With the revenue that was being
raised, the departments could not only have been efficiently run, but very
substantial improvements could have been made. This was not the case.

The officials were eating up the whole tax \evy, and the streets and sew-
ers were falling into utter disrepair. What is more, we were running be-
hind, falling into debt and becoming involved until it was difficult to tell

where the end was to be. It was high time that a halt was cried. If
the present condition of things results in arresting attention to the true
purposes of municipal government, aud provokes more thoughtful and
considerate ways, there will be much compensating good for the evils

that we are now enduring. The present ought to be a time of close
thought. The Press should, at this favorable period, apply itself to a
more than ordinarily careful consideration of all municipal problems,
and the truth being once arrived at it should be held fast to, with a te-

nacity creditable to the intelligence of our people. There has been a
great deal of fast and loose discussicn in regard to municipal affairs, and
it is time that the whole problem should be dealt with thoroughly, ex-
haustively and finally. If the present condition of things is to continue,
it must be admitted to be a sad commentary on government by the
people.

OUGHT NON-TAXPAYERS TO VOTE?
For ourselves we do not believe that those who do not pay taxes on

personal property, real estate, or on values of some kind, ought to be per-

mitted to vote at strictly municipal elections. Those who own nothing,
and who are not in any manner affected by city taxation, and are reckless

and regardless of consequences, are always pretty sure to be in a majority
over those who by provident ways have accumulated something tbat they
have an interest in conserving. Why should the reckless ones control the
taxation on the property of those who have accumulated something? The
man who clothes and feeds himself is compelled perforce to contribute
towards the national revenue, and may therefore reasonably claim to vote
at elections for State and National legislators; but as he pays nothing to-

wards the city government, why should he vote for its officials, and im-
pose burdens upon other people which he has no share in bearing ? This
has always struck us as an anomaly, and from it most of the municipal
troubles of our great cities arise. The homeless, houseless and irresponsi-

ble many overwhelm by their votes the provident few, and the wasteful-
ness, extravagance and corruption of great cities is the consequence. Mu-
nicipal government is but a huge corporation, in which taxpayers are stock-

holders. They alone contribute toward thegeneral fund. They payforstreet
repairs, sewerage, lighting, police and for other things that involve the
protection of life and property. If there were a per capita tax, or if some
way were found by which the tax-collector could lav his burdens on every
man within the city limits, the case would be very different. As it is the
few pay, but the many vote. The irresponsible take away the rights of

the responsible. The tax-eater votes away the taxes— *'. e., the property
—of the taxpayer, and from that indefensible condition of things two-
thirds of the troubles of our great cities flow. In England, whilst every
lodger may vote at Parliamentary elections, only ratepayers may cast a
ballot for municipal officers, and in the distinction there is reason and
good sense. Men should not vote in a contest in which they have no sub
stantial or material interest. They should not be permitted to vote away
the property of other people for their own benefit. When that broad
principle is rightly understood and applied, then and not until then will

the government of our great cities be what it ought to be.

THE LEGISLATURE.
The Legislature is about to adjourn. It will not leave a brilliant

record behind that is in any sense calculated to enthuse our Democratic
friends who are responsible for its elections. Yet let the truth be told,

which is tbat whilst it might have done a very great deal better it might
have done much worse. The cry for years past has been for less legisla-

tion. It has been said, and we believe with truth, that it is not the num-
ber of laws but the administration of them that has been at fault. If

that be a correct diagnosis of the disease then it is certaiu that the exist-

ing Legislature deserves well of the State. It has added but slightly to

the statute book. Yet it has passed necessary measures. Apportionment,
appropriation, a county government, and road bill, a harbor regulation

law and a few other important measures have gone through, and cinch

bills have trenerally been most wisely ignored. This is all well, and
contrasts most favorably with the action of the Republicans, who put
the State to the expense of an extra session, and with all accomplirtlidd

nothing. Those with whom the wish was father to the thought, and who
hoped for such Democratic legislative failures as would bring tbat party
into disrepute, will look in vain to the action of the present legislature for

consolation. Thev must look elsewhere for party capital. If there is no
enthusiasm, there is certainly but little condemnation inherent in the acts

of the present Legislature.

And now it is said that excessive tea-drinking causes neuralgia.
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A band of inspired maniacs in London, called The Society for the
; Blasphemous Literatw

and Tyndall, Herbert Spencer, tin- p iblisher of John
Mill's works, John Money and others, who by their writings and

eriea " have sown widespread unbelief and rank atheism.'' If they
to bed-rock on this lay, why don't they prose*

cute thi '11 the men who have ever demonstrated the true in-

wardness of things, to the utter refutation and consternation of Moses
ami all the prophets. There would be a goodly array of witnesses on
both sides. The ghost of Joshua, for instance, could he called by the

ition to prove that the sun stopped going round the earth at Sis

command, while the defense could put the shades of Galileo and Bruno
I on the stand to testify that, though they had suffered martyrdom for

proving that Joshua couldn't begin to do anything of the sort, still their

proof has held good. This would he only one out of a thousand in-

- when this enlightened Society would have an ample opportunity

wing that, while the last of its members continue to exist, the tra-

ditional " last fool " will not yet be dead.

The following story is told of an interior Mayor, who was also Po-
lice Judge in the hamlet over which he presided, and as it may contain a
moral it is given, The Judge in the story had a bald-headed ex-police-

man to guide him in all cases where improper females improperly stole

money from improper young men who visited their improper dens. The
ace was of a dumb nature, a la the steering of Elaine, but when the

ancient Mentor in question took a seat sympathetically near the accused,

the Mayor in question always found the charge not proven and dismissed

it, but, when his shiny pate was adjacent to the chair of the prosecuting

witness, the Delilah under examination was invariably held to answer.
' was innocent in every way; innocent of the wickedness of

fallen women, and also of the law which directed him to hold persons

charged with crimes of this nature, if there was a fair moral presumption,
!i no actual proof that they must have committed the offense.

And so it came to pass that many policemen who had worked hard to

secure the conviction of these peculating sirens betook themselves to

Other fountain heads of justice wherein to press their charges.

Among the many reminiscences of the late T. M. Stebbins, formerly
editor of the Cuba P'tfrtot, we are told that he was once appointed
United States Consul to one of the Philippine Islands, but when he
reached the spot where the island ought to have been he found it had
disappeared during an earthquake. His biographer adds that " Mr. Steb-

bins ,-it once returned, and showed his high sense of honor by refusing all

pay for his services." We don't exactly see what else he could do, unless

".n red a diving-bell, and drew his salary for living at the bottom of

the sea in it. Considering the tenacity with which politicians usually

cling to their positions, perhaps there was something comparatively meri-

torious in the conduct of Mr. Stebbins.

It is painful to he told you are having bouillon, d'huitre, Roti and
cafe* noir, when you know you are ouly eating weak broth, stale oysters,

:. roast beef, washed down with a miserly cup of coffee without any
milk. It is unbearable to have your wife tell you she has bought a robe

de soie and a Henri quatre chapeau, and find out she has only a silk dress

and a bonnet somewhat the shape of your great grandmothers, for which
you .have to stand a heavy bill. But to make matters excruciating in the

extreme, Jenny June advises American ladies to naturalize silk lingerie.

If Miss Jennie would naturalize her language, she would write more in-

telligibly. Perhaps she wants the women to wear silk underclothes. Then,
why in common sense don't she say so ?

Supervisor is reported to have said that the New Charter was defeated

by the grace nf God, but if that had failed, he had an injunction in his

pocket which would have settled the instrument's hash anyhow. We
don't believe that the worthy Supervisor said anything of the kind, and
if he did, he only plagiarized the time-honored story of the parson who
thought he would dine with the Squire the next day, D. V., but certainly

would the day after. 1>. V. or not. Still, the story is well applied in the

present instance, inasmuch as the average Supervisor is very wi.se to re-

gard .'i Superior Court of San Francisco as a higher tribunal than the

mercy seat of the Almighty -that is, if be wishes to gain his cause on
appeal.

The Sophomores of Dartmouth College are funny fellows. One of

their latest jokes was to lard the seats of the professors, This insult to

the seats of learning has 1"
I

: <> the suspension of a good many of them,
but the memory of that slippery day will no doubt console them for the

loss of the companionship sf the college dignitaries. Ham fat, though,
would have been a more fitting material to have used than lard.
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Jess© Willi »ms mnty, New York, claims to have been
i( 17,000 v ' ant in Philadelphia.

He says he. plw I containin that amount in gold onabenob
him, and that when he had finished hi- meal it bad vanished, of

tt't seem to understand the regular pria
meals at railroad restaurants. But we do. and wheu we take Into conoid
station tin- v.-ry healthy appetite nf an Orange county farmer, we don't
think he ought bo complain of the price n For which the waiter
doubtless thought he was paying in advance.

Of the English papers which are fond of picking holes in the diction

of the American Press, perhaps none is more given to the pastime than
'li>' London Court Journal. Vet,, bow is this, which appeared in a late

issue of the paper itself? "The London terminus of the newly pro-
jected railway station between Bristol and the metropolis is to be the
Southwestern Railway at Waterloo, it willbi US', )n.ue* long.** Such a
terminus, when built, most certainly will tin the language which the said

paper so often delights in putting into the American mouth) " beat crea-
tion."

The Langtry bang is now all the rage, and every sandy-haired, pug-
nosed miss who gets her hair cut in that style fondly imagines, as she
looks in the glass, that she compares very favorably with the Jersey Lily.

It is not uutil she overhears her best friend observe, " Goodness me. what
a little fright has made of herself with that Langtry bang," that she
is undeceived, and even then the chances are that she attributes the re-

mark to jealousy. for the " Palace of Truth " in reality, for just one
day.

We never appreciated Harry George and his one-cent Post when
we had them in San Francisco. He had to go to Europe to become world-
renowned and have his ideas published by telegram in all quarters of the
readable globe. If we had him back again, we would know his worth and
buy his thoughts for a penny. We see the brilliancy of the gem now that
it is in an English setting. But Harry must not become too much of a
Sand-lotter, or the British Parliament may cast him before swine.

From the acts of Mark Wiggin, Esq.,

Which the committee's just sat to inq.,

There can not be a doubt
He should step down and out,

At least that's what the people req.

The Mormons are said to be slowly but surely getting a foothold in
Arizona. This is just as it should be, for most white men who have been
there declare it to be a place almost unfit for human habitation. Rattle-
snakes and tarantulas, however, do well there, so why should not a Mor-
mon? Besides, if wives grew scarce, there are lots of Apache girls to be
had, who cowpare very favorably with the specimens of Mormon beauty
which one ordinarily comes across.

If the gentleman who is now running affairs at Guayaquil is not a
little more careful, he may possibly get himself into eerieue trouble. On
Tuesday last the cruiser Hvacho seized the Br:„.su ship Mysterious Star.

The English authorities are a little particular about their merchant
marine, and are not apt to sit and look on at an outrage of this sort.

Great Britain has still a few war vessels left, and it is more than proba-
ble that Siguor Vientimilla will receive a call from one of them at no
very distant period.

Already the death-roll is beginning to swell, and the public feels that
gas is not only a luxury but a necessity. The sidewalks of San Francisco
are bad enough in broad daylight; in the dark, they are simply pitfalls

for the unwary. Shall we have to return to the dark lanterns and link-

boys of aur great grandfathers, or will the City Fathers deign to shed
light upon the subject?

The School Children are now being drilled to keep cool in case of

fire. This is a good idea, and may be of more practical use to them than
any amount of Latin and Greek. One question, however, suggests itself

to the inquiring mind of the outsider; it is this: Who will drill the
schoolmarms ? They are pretty apt to get just as bad a scare on as the

children.

" Death in Prison " is too frequent a heading in our dailies. Men
and women are handled with hardly as much care as the baggage-smasher
shows for his temporary charge, and what should he a place of safe

keeping is but one step from the grave. How many poor souls have been
sent upon their long errand by the brutality of the police force and
trusties.

The New Jersey Salvation Army is doing wonderfully good work,
and has succeeded in driving several people crazy, and no end of women
into hysterics. Now this fa something like business. Why, our Army
has not vim enough about it to take the dog-pound by storm, or make a
North Beach monkey scratch its back.

Wiggins' storm is in no hurry to come. In fact, it does not care

whether it comes or no. One begins to imagine that these weather sharps

are in with the rubber coat makers and umbrella manufacturers. Wig-
gins may do as an Eastern weather prophet, but he is of no use when it

comes right down to California climate.

The Amateurs will come to the front. They dip into literature until

the patience of their readers is exl austed; they dabble with the brush
and pencil until some ti nth-teller punches the bladder of their

vanity, and now they have taken hold of photography. At last they
have found their level.

A novel way to re-fill a depleted Treasury—Frame a new charter, call

an election, and have it defeated.
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SUNBEAMS.
Farewell to opera and to ball,

Reception and to morning call,

Hail to ashes, sackcloth, prayers.

To sewing circles, orphan fairs.

Farewell to satins, silks and laces,

To swallow-tails and smiling faces,

Farewell, a long farewell to "germans,"
And hail to Friday's fasts and sermons.

I've packed away my party dresses

;

I've straightened out my rippling tresses ;

I've sobered down my giddy look
And hunted up my lost prayer book.

And now with piuus soul intent,

I feel I am ready to repent

;

For, as I think the minister says,

Lent will end in forty days.

Then hail to Easter's songs and smiles!

Then hail to all of Spring's new styles!

With these in view I am content
To fast and pray through all of Lent.

People who went from Arkansas to see Mrs.
Langtry at Memphis are delighted with her
beauty. One gentleman who operates a saw-
mill not far from Little Rock, in speaking of the
famous beauty, said: " She is a magnificent crea-

ture, a beautiful woman. Now, when I say that

a woman is good-looking you may huy pools on
it. I had always been of the opinion that my
wife was good-looking, even though she smokes
a cob pipe and wears No. 10 shoes, but Mrs.
Langtry can knock the eternal socks off her.

"

—Arkansaw Traveler.

You may say what you please, but there is

luck in horseshoes. A man nailed one on the
fence not long since, and a week afterward his

wife, who used to wear out the furniture on him,
eloped with a friend to whom he was owing S40,

so he got rid of two encumbrances at once.

—

Texas Siftings.

A Western youth, the guest of his rich city

aunt, was present at a fashionable dinner, and
when the elegant little coffee cups, holding about
a thimbleful, were brought on, he politely- re-

plied, in answer to a waiter's question: " Thank
you, I believe I will take a smell."

The Commercial Advertiser tells of a girl in

New York who was recently arrested for being
disguised as an old woman. If all the old wo-
men who appear in the disguise of girls were ar-

rested, the jails would have the appearance of

sardine boxes.

—

Oil City Blizzard.

Dr. "Laager states that the fat of a child con-

tains less oleic acM. but more palmitic and stearic

acid than that of aauiu.., besides being richer in

the butyric and caproic acids. People who like

children for dinner should make a note of this.—Philadelphia News.

It is against the law to have fun with a boy
in New Jersey. A blacksmith asked a little chap
to pick up a hot horseshoe for him, and the lad's

blisters felt a great deal cooler when the jury
gave him §200 damages.

—

Detroit Free Press.

An author who was eulogizing his own works
as containing much "food for thought," was
rather taken back by the remark of a friend:
(i They may contain food for thought, but it is

wretchedly cooked."

—

Stillwater Sun.

The daughter of a Texas cattle king has just

returned from Paris, where she says she walked
through the Tooraloorals, and visited a shottoe
where she saw the statues or. Pysic and Cath-
erine de Medical.

A physician said one day to Fontenelle, "cof-

fee is a slow poison." "Yes, very slow" answer-
ed Fontenelle, smiling, "for I have taken it ev-

ery day for more than fourscore years."—Exchange.

Never sit without a coat at an open window
when heated.

—

Graphic. It has been scientifical-

ly determined that there is nothing more abso-

lutely dangerous than a heated open window.
—Chicago Inter Ocean.

When the little short man begged the big

tall woman for a kiss, she stooped to concur.—Drummer.

Why does a railway conductor punch a hole

in your ticket? To let you pass through.

There is nothing in it when a man says his

hand is always open to his friends.

—

Picayune.

A Georgia man recently broke bis back by
sneezing.

—
'Sneeze thing to do.

Why should echo be called

ways has the last word.
'she? It al-

C. P. R. R.
Time Schedule, Monday, March 5, 1883

Trains leave, and are due to arrive at,
San Franciscoas follows:

LEAVK
(for)

DESTINATION. ARRIVE
(from)

9:30 A.M.

«3:00p.M.
•4:00 p.m.

3:00 a.m.
3:30 P.M.

8:00 A, M.
•4:00 P.M.

9:30 a.m.
4:30 p.m.

8:00 A.M.
•4:00 P.M.

8:00 a.m.
•3:30 p.m.

J8:00a.m.
9:30 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
^lOO p.m.
9:30 A.M.

•4:00 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
8:00 A.M.

10:00 a.m.
3:00 P.M.
5:00 p.m.
3:30 P.M.

5:30 P.M.

8:00 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
3:30 p.m.

•4:00 P.M.
8:00 A.M
3:00 P.M.
•8:00 A.M.
S:00 A.M.
9:30 A.M.
3:30 P.M.

=>4:00 P.M.

S:00 A.M.
•3:30 p.m.

..Anttoch and Martinez..

.Benicia

. Calistoga and Napa.

,

. ( Deming, El Paso ) Express .

.

. ( and East ("Emigrant

. | Gait and ^ via Livermore

. 1 Stockton ) via Martinez

. . Knight's Landing
" " (JSundays only)

, . . Los Angeles and South
. . Livermore and Pleasanton.

.

. . Madera and Fresno

. .Merced
. . . Marysville and Chico
. . Niles and Haywards

( Ogdeu and I Express
I East f Emigrant...... ..

. . Redding and Ked Bluff
" cnnmmnn.«1 via Livermore,
Sacramento I „„„,„;..

i and Colfax (

via Benicia....

) via Benicia

.

. Sacramento River Steamers.

.San Jose

. .Tehama and Willows. .

.

..Vallejo

.(JSundays only).

..Virginia City..

.. Woodland ...

.

2:40 p.

M

•10:10 A.M
•12:40 P.M.
7:40 P.M.
11:10 a.m.

"10:10 a.m.
7:40 P.M.
2:40 P.M.

7:10 a.m.
5:40 P.M.

•12:40 p.m.
5:40 P.M.

11.10 A.M.

2:40 P.M.

5:40 P.M.
"8:40 A.M.
2:40 P.M.

•12:40 P.M.
5:40 P.M.
5:40 P.M.
3:40 P.M.
9:40 A.M.

"8:40 A.M.
11:10 A.M.
6:10 A.M.
5:40 P.M.
6:40 P.M.

7:40 P.M.
11:10 a.m.
•6:00 A.M.
3:40 P.M.

9:40 A.M.
*7:40 P.M.
7:40 P.M.
2:40 P.M.

•10:10 A.M.

111:10 A.M.
•12:40 P.M.

11:10 A.M.
•7:40 P.M.

11:10 a.m.

Train leaving San Francisco at 8:00 A.M. should meet
Pacific Express from " Ogden " at Port Costa; and that
leaving at 9:30 a.m. should meet Pacific Express from
"El Paso" at Antioch,

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland Pier.

From "SAS FRAHTCISCO," Pally.

To EAST OAKLAND— «6.00, *6:30. 7:00, 7:30, S:00,

9.00, 9:30, 10:00, 10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30, 2:30,

4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 0:30, 7:00, 8:00, 9:30,

•12:00.

To ALAMEDA— »6:00, 7:00, S:00, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00,

1:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 5:00, 6:00, 7:00, »8:00,9:30,
•12:00.

To FRUIT VALE—*7:00, *8:00, *9:00, "10:00,

•4:00, *4:30, *5:30, "0:30.

To BERKELEY — "6:00, •6:30.7:00, "7:30, 8:00,

9:00, 19:30, 10:00, (10:30, 11:00, 111:30, 12:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00

9:30, *15:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—«6:00, »6:30, 7:00, "7:30,

•8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, "4:30,

•5:30, 6:00, "6:30, 7:00.

8:30,

3:30,

11:00,

12:00,

11:00,

"8:30,

1:00,

, 8:00,

18:00,

5:00,

To "SAM FRANCISCO." Daily.

From BROADWAY, Oam,AM)-»5:32, *6:02, 6:32, 7:02,

7:32.8:02,8:32.9:02.9:32,10:02,10:32,11:02,11:32,12:02,

12:32, 1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02. 3:32, 4:02, 4:32, 5:02,

5:32, 6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

From EAST OAKLAND—*5:21. *5:51, 6:21, 6:51, 7:21,

7:51, 8:21, 8:51, 9:21, 9:51, 10:21, 10:51, 11:51, 12:51,

1:51, 2:51, 3:51, 4:21, 4:51, 5,21, 5:51, 0:21, 6:51, 7:51,

9:21, 10:51.

From ALAMEDA—*5:15, '5:45, 6:15, 7:10, 8:10, 9:10,

10:10, 11:10, 12:10, 1.10, 2:10, 3:10, 4:10, 5:10, 6:10,7:15,

9:15, 10:45.

From FRUIT VALE-"7:47, "8:47, *9:00, "9:47, 10:47,

"4:17, "5:00, '5:17, "6:17, "7:17.

From BERKELEY -*5:45, *6:15, 6:45, "7:15,7:45, *8:15,

S:45, 19:15, 9:15, 110:15, 10:45, 111:15, 11:45, 12:45,

1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:15, 4:45, 5:15, 5:45, 6:15, 6:45, 7:45,

9:15, *10:45.

From WEST BliKKELEY— *5:45, *6:15, 6:45, »7:15,

7:45, 8:45, 9:46, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, »5:15, 5:45,

•6:15, 6:45, «7:15.

Creek Route.
From SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:15,3:15,

5:15.

From OAKLAND—*6:15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

All trains run daily, except when star (*) denotes Sun-
days excepted. (*) Sundays only.

" Standard Tine" furnished by Randolph & Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

A. N. TOWNE, General Manager.
T. H. GOODMAN, Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agt.

COAL OIL STOVES.
All Sizes for Cooking* or Pa rlor use

Send for Circular and Prices.

WIESTER A CO.,
17 New Montg-omery St., S. P.

BSOAI) OAHOE.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Sunday. October 22, 1882,
And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave
from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend st., between 3d and 4th streets), as follows:

LEAVE
S. F.

t 6:50 a.m.

8:30 a m.

10:40 a.m.
•-1 3:30 r.M,

4:30 p.m.
6:30 P.M.

DESTINATION.
S. F.

.San Mateo, Redwood,...

... and Menlo Park

0:40 a.m.
9:05 a.m.

*10:02 A.M.
3:37 P.M.

t 6:04 p.m.

I
6:02 p.m.

8:30 a.m.

10:40 a.m
1 3:30 p.m.
4:30 p.M,

10:40 a.m.

3:30 p.M,

. . Santa Clara, San Jose and

.

. .Principal Way Stations.

.

.Gilroy, Pajaro, Castroville.
and Monterey

0:05 a.m
•10:02 a.m.
3:37 P.M.
6:02 p.m.

"10:02 A.M.
6:02 P.M.

.HolUsteraud Tres Pinos.

10:40 a.m.
|

* 3.30 P.M.
|

.Watsonville, Aptos, Soquel.
and Santa Cruz

.14
. Salinas, Soledad and Way..

Stations

Sundays excepted. tSundaysonly. (Sportsmen's Train.)

Stage connections are made with the 10:40 a.m.
Train, except Peseadero Stages via San Mateo, which
connect with 8:30 a. M. Train. EXCURSION TICKETS
:old on Saturdays and Sunday mornings—good to
retu'n Monday: To Santa Clara or San Jose, $2 50; to
Monterey or Santa Cruz, $5 00; also to principal points
between San Francisco and San Jose.

Ticket Offices—Passenger Depot, Townsend street
and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.

A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,
Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

E5p— S. P. Atlantic Express Train via Los Angeles,
Yuma, etc., leaves San Francisco daily via Oakland
Ferry, foot of Market eticefc, it 9:30 a.m. [Oct. 28.

THE GREAT BURLINGTON ROUTE.

CHICAGO, BURLINGTON AND
aUINCY RAILROAD.

EASTWARD.

IS THE OLD FAVORITE AND PRINCIPAL LINE

FROM

Oniaba, Kansas City Atchison and
St. Joseph

For CHICAGO,
ST. LOUIS,

MILWAUKEE,

DETROIT, NIAGABA PALLS,

NEW YORK, BOSTON,
And All Points East and Southeast.

THE LINE COMPRISES—Nearly 4,000 miles. . Solid,
Smooth Steel Track. All connections are made in

UNION DEPOTS. It has a National Reputation as
being THE GREAT THROUGH CAR-LINE, and is

universally conceded to be THE FINEST EQUIPPED
Railroad in the World for all classes of travel.

Try it, and you will find traveling a luxury instead
of a discomfort. .

Through Tickets via this Celebrated Line for sale at

all offices in the West.
All information about Rates of Fare, Sleeping-Car

Accommodations, Time Tables, etc., will be cheerfully

given by applying to

T. J. POTTER, PEJiCEVAJL ZOWELZ,
Gen'l Manager, Gen'l Passenger Agt.,

Chicago, His. Chicago, Ills,

T. D. McXAY, - - Gen -Agent

Hannibal and St. Joseph and
Chicago, Euilington and Quincy Railroads,

33 Montgomery street.
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THE SKYLARK AND THE POET.
Bra tK- \ BUm »rk, i

That le*«L«
*

rt.i,

J air,

f mirth ;

Bra far m »c<?», how fju\
L

it uj-'n hll winK»,
Is it a 1

That *hinea and sings?

What matter if Mm days be dark and frurv,

That »unhcain» tell "f ottwt <!.»>> to be,

In j.-v In- overtake* futurity;

H-
i p-. in.! nm behind

Orert rammer Dommg fas«t

A.li.wn tin- wind !

And iiuw he (Htm into rainbow1
! rivws,

In atrvaui* of gold Mid purple he is tlrowuM,
Shrilly the arrows of bis long he. shiver*,

As though th-.' tonny drops were turned fco sound ;

And now he Iseoet through.
He scales a elouily tower,

Faintly, like falling .lew,

1 1 ; fast notes shower.

Let every wind he hushed, that I may hear
The wondrous things he tells the work! below

—

Things that we dream of he is watching ue;ir ;

HojH.'s that we never drearo'tl he wonld bestow.
Alas ! the storm hatb rolled

Back the golden gates again,
Or surely he had told,

i H he;tven to men.

Bo the victorious poet sings alone,

And fills with light his solitary home.
And through that glory sees new worlds foreshown,

And hears high songs, and triumphs yet to come

;

He woos the air of time
With thrills of golden chords,

And makes, the world to climb
On linked words.

What if his hair be gray, his eyes be dim,
If wealth forsake him, and if friends be cold?

Wonder unbars her thousand gates to him,
Truth never fails, nor beauty waxeth old ;

More than he tells, his eyes
Behold, bis spirit hears

—

Of grief, and joy, and sighs

'Twixt joy and tears.

Blest is the man who with the sound of song
Can charm away the heartache, and forget

The frost of penury, and the stings of wrong,
And drown the fatal whisper of regret

!

Darker are the abodes
Of kings, though his be poor,

While fancies, like the gods,

Pass through his door.

Singing, thou scaleth heaven upon thy wings,
Thou liftest a glad heart into the skies

;

He maketh his own sunrise while he sings,

And turns the dusty earth to paradise:
I see the sail along

Far up the sunny stream ;

Unseen, I hear his song:
I see his dreams. —Frederick Tennyson.

ELECTRICAL.
Aerial Navigation by Electricity.—The trial of the electro-mag-

netic engine, aerial screw and bichromate elements constructed by MM.
Tissandier for their directing balloon took place in their aeronautical
workshop at Point du Tour, on January 26, before a large number of elec-

tricians and aeronauts. It was shown that the twenty four elements, each
of which weighs about six kilogrammes, give during almost three hours a
current which rotates a screw of 2"85 m. diameter, and about 5 metres of

path, with a velocity of 150 turns in a minute. The motive power really

developed may be estimated at that of four horses per hour. The weight
of all the machinery and elements is a little less than 250 kilogrammes.
The real effect on the air can only be found by experiments in the air, but
according to measurements taken with a dynamometer of the horizontal

tendency to motion, it is about the same as in the experiment tried by
Dupuy de Lome. The motive power of Dupuy de Lome having been ob-

tained with eight men workiug his large screw, whose diameter was nine
metres, it may be inferred that the results in the present case will be more
advantageous in the ratio of two and a half to one. These results are not
very powerful when compared with the immense power of aerial currents.

But MM. Tissandier have no intention of directing their balloon against
strong winds. Their object is to organize an apparatus with which ration-

al experiments may be made in the air, and they have taken advantage
of the most recent improvements of science. If their elongated balloon

answer their wishes, a real advance will be registered in the history of

aeronautics. —PttUic Opinion.

German Engine Drivers.- In Germany, engine drivers are paid at

rates ranging from £45 to £68 per annum, and are allowed a mileage at

the rate of 8d. for five miles. Another allowance consists in a premium
at the rate of 35 per cent, on savings in coal, and 15 per cent, on oil sav-

ing. Finally, Is. l,Jd. is granted for a night's lodging when the service

takes them from home. An extra allowance is also made for work done
in the shops.

ffigrThe Scarlet, Cardinal Red, Old Gold, Navy Blue, Seal Brown, Di-

amond Dyes give perfect results. Any fashionable color, 10 cents.

Ill .IRE NOW OFFEItlXO HIE CHOICEST
DESIGNS l\

G-.A.S FIXTtTHBS
EVER OFFERED ON THIS COAST.

CALL AND SEE THEM.

THOMAS DAY & CO.,

1" ,YIN» 1S4 SUTTEH STKEET.
THE GUTTA PERCHA AND RUBBER MANFG. CO.,

Manufacturers and Doalors in

RUBBER COODS,
offera for Hie FALL TRADE the FINEST LINK of RUBBER CLOTHING ever

in thin market, both Heavy, Medium and Qosntter ; also are

BOLE AGENTS ON THE PACIFIC COAST FOR TIIU BOSTON RUBBER
SHOE CO'S SUPERIOR RUBBUK BOOTS AND SHOES.

Pure Gum and Dull Finish Boots, Hip and Short; Im. Sandals, Arctics,

Gaiters, Footholds, etc.

rsept 98.]

JOHN W. TAYLOR, Manager,
Cor. First and Market streets,

San Francisco.

M. A. GUNST & CO.,
203 Kearny Street San Francisco.

IMPORTERS AND VEAXERS IK
HAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS;

ALSO SOLE AGENTS FOR
KINNEY BROS' TOO-TOO AND CABINET CIGARETTES,
V2&~ Inform the Public that they receive large invoices of Choice

Havana Urands three times a month. Feb. 24.

C. W. M. SMITH,
The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor,

Established in 1862,
Removed to 234 Sansome Street.

£3?" MR. C. W. RI. SMITH is the patent attorney for Marriott's Aeroplane Com-
pany for Navi^atin^ the Air. Oct. 22.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,
Agents for RICOBD'S RESTORATIVE FILLS,

638 Market Street San Francisco, Cal.
PALACE HOTEL, June 24.

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,

OCCLIST.
Formerly at No. 313 Bush street, has removed to Phelau's

Building, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 u. to 3 p.m.

Take the Elevator. May 27.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 215 GEARV ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.

Feb. 5. J OFFICE HOURS: 1 to 4 P.M.

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.
Attendance, daily, from 10 h.hi. to 1 p.m., by the nmler-

signed.to receive -subscriptions and donations, and to furnish all information
relating to the Society. J. P. McCURRIE, Secretary,
_Oct.23. Room 4, No. 531 Californiaat.

COKE CHEAPEST TUEL.
Reduction iu Price: 'Wholesale Price, 50 cents per t»arrel

:

Retail Price, 00 cents per barrel, at the works of the SAN FRANCISCO GAS-
LIGHT COMPANY, Howard and First streets, and foot of Second St. Jan. 12.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

300 FOURTH STREET, SAX ERAJfCISCO.

H
[July lc

CHARLES F. HANLON
as removed his Law Office to l*helan's BuiMin-. Market

street, liooius Hi and 44, second story. Feb. 3.

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN
Steam Bath**; Electric ami Chemical Btaths; Sulphur anil

other medicated vapor kitlis, with Swedish movements ami massage Special
apartments for ladies and families. DR. JUSTIN GATES,
July 1. 722 Montgomery street, near Washington.

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,

STOCK BROKERN,
No 314 Pine Street San Francisco.

[Muv'O.]
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THE NEW SANITARY AUTHORITY.
The Legislature now about to expire is entitled to the credit of hav-

ing enacted at least one measure, which, if honestly and wisely adminis-

tered, must prove of inestimable benefit to the citizens of San Francisco.

On Tuesday last tbe Governor's assent was given to what is modestly

called the New Street Law, but which is in reality the first attempt to

create a sanitary authority capable of dealing with the vital question^ of

sewerage, and of remedying the sanitary defects in consequence of which
so many lives have been wasted and destroyed. The new law endows the

Supervisors with ample powers for the execution of all necessary work
upon streets, sidewalks, lanes, alleys, courts and sewers, whenever the

public convenience or necessity may require it. The Act creates no Board
of Commissioners with large and irresponsible powers, and larger salaries.

It relieves the Board of Health and its officers of all responsibility for the

condition of the sewers. It practically supersedes the Superintendent of

Streets, and it concentrates the whole power and authority in the hands

of the Municipal Government, in which a two-thirds vote may order the

execution of any scheme of general drainage, and if the ordinary

resources of the city should prove inadequate, to issue bonds and raise

sufficient money to carry out their plans.

There are provisions in the new law intended to protect property own-
ers from unjust and unnecessary expenditure, and for the adjustment of

assessments, according to the advantages derived from the improvements
made. These have received very ample notice at the hands of our con-

temporaries, and we prefer to draw public attention to some other provi-

sions, which seem to us calculated to ensure the adoption of wise arrange-

ments, and to protect the public from the jobbery and chicanery which
have hitherto been the chief characteristics of public works in this city.

In the first place we note with the greatest satisfaction that the

Act contemplates the appointment of a civil engineer. Hitherto the

great question of drainage and sewerage have been controlled by Street

Superintendents, for the most part totally devoid of previous knowledge
on this important question. Every one knows that sewers have been con-

structed without reference to any general plan. That the true gradients

have often been reversed. And even to-day the Superintendent gravely

proposes to do away with brick for the bottom of the sewers, because that

used has already proved rotten, and to substitute basalt blocks, a material

which we venture to state is not to be found in use for that purpose in

any city in the world, and which will probably prove another costly fail-

ure. The success of the Act will depend upon the appointment of a compe-
tent engineer, well acquainted with the great sanitary questions connected
with the sewerage of large cities, and conversant with the principles of

construction which have proved successful in other maritime cities. He
will have to say whether or not we have done well in providing sewers,

intended to carry off the rainfall, which are not required for nine months
in the year, and are altogether inefficient for the intended purpose during
the remainder of the term. He will have to devise a plan of ventilation

and flushing, and he will have to determine the most economical method
of draining that part of the city lying near the bay, in which there is no
natural outfall when the tides are up. Whether such an engineer will be
found in the city or even in the State, we cannot say—but we may point
to the action of the municipal authorities of the health resort of Cannes,
South France, as an instructive example of what may be required. In
the Spring of 1882 that city suffered from an epidemic of typhoid fever,

not much more severe than that which occurred here last Autumn. It was
determined to reconstruct the sewerage, and recognizing the fact that
England is undoubtedly ahead on sanitary improvements, they applied to
Sir R. Rawlinson, C. B., the sanitary adviser of t'.ie English Government
and of the Indian Council, for his advice. He nominated Mr. Field, and
under his direction the municipality are carrying out the necessary im-
provements.
The duties imposed on the engineer by the new street act demand the

appointment of a first-class man. He is to determine the nature and ex-
tent of every improvement. Before the Supervisors can pass any resolu-
tion, ordering work uf any kind, plans, specifications and careful esti-

mates of the costs are to be presented by the engineer, who is also to fur-

nish a diagram and copy to the Superintendent of Streets. Henceforth,
therefore, it will not be in the power of any Superintendent or Super
visor to initiate huge jobs, and we have in the person of the engineer an
officer who can be held personally responsible for the propriety of the
works required. But further, it is necessary that the engineer be a man
altogether above the reach of bribery. Contractors must no longer be
permitted to substitute soft bricks for hard, and sand for cement ; and if

we shall obtain a first-class man, the public will, for the first time, have
some guarantee that the works for which we pay so heavily will in future
be honestly and substantially executed. No contractor will obtain pay-
ment without the approval of his work by the engineer. We venture to
hope that the Supervisors will give their full attention to this important
appointment. We want no contractor or jobbing bricklayer—but a man
of skill, experience and judgment ; one who can help to rescue the city
from its present insanitary condition with the greatest promptitude and
success, and at the least possible expenditure. At the present moment
we are altogether in the dark. A few pretended sewerage quacks may
indeed be found who believe that the matter is plain enough. But we
have had enough of such. We want a principle of action, under which
we may hope to make this city what in fact it should be—the healthiest
in the whole world.
Nor are the subordinate questions of paving and grading less impor-

tant. What millions might have been saved if tbe original Surveyor of
this city had made his roads suitable to the nature of the surface, instead
of setting about to alter the surface for the convenience of the roads! It
is from this cause that many streets are impassable, grass growing be-
tween the basalt paving, and it is from this also that scores of building
sites have been placed below the sewer levels and their wholesonieness
destroyed.
And in what medieval city of sleepy Europe is the pavement so bad

and dangerous as it is here ? The strongest carriages are broken every
day, and the poor horses have reason to curse the ignorance and stupid-
ity of the street authorities. We have had enough of experimental
pavements, and would observe that if it be in the interest of the cable
roads to_ pave with basalt laid in a basis of cemeut, it is probably that
of the city also. Lastly, we see in the new law a definite prospect for
the removal of the North Beach and other nuisances which have grown

up under the existing system. For months past these nuisances have
been tossed to and fro by the Supervisors, Street Superintendents, own-
ers and Board of Health, and we hail with satisfaction the advent of an
authority which shall set them all aside. The first duty of the Super-
visors will be to appoint a competent engineer, without whose advice they
will not be able to initiate a single improvement, and we beg that they
will rise to the importance of the occasion and appoint an honest and a
skillful man.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
ANDES Silver Mining Company.-Location of principal

place of business, San Francisco, California. Location of works, Virginia
Mining District, Storey county, Nevada.—INotiee is hereby given that at a meeting
of the Board of Directors, held on the sixth day of February, 1883, an assess-

ment (No. 21) of Twenty-five Cents per share was levied upon the capital stock
of the corporation, payable immediately, in United States gold coin, to the Secretary,

at the office of the Company, Room 2, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street,

San Francisco, California

.

Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on TUESDAY, the
THIRTEENTH (13th) DAY OF MARCH, 1883, will be delinquent and advertised
for sale at public auction ; and unless payment is made before, will be sold on
MONDAY, THE SECOND (2d) DAY OF APRIL, 1883, to pay the delinquent assess-

ment, together with costs of advertising and expenses of sale. Bv order of the Board
of Directors. BUTLER BURRIS, Secretary.

Office—Room 2, Nevada Block, 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia. '_ Feb. 10._

ASSESSMENT- NOTICE.
CALIFORNIA MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 7
Amount pel- Share 20 Cents
Levied February 27, 1883
Delinquent in Office April 16,1883
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock May i, 1883

C. P. GORDON, Secretary.
Office—Room 23, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California. March 3.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
SILVER HILL MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 18
Amount per Share 5 Cents
Levied February 7th, 1883
Delinquent in Office March 13, 1883
Day of sale of Delinquent Stock April 30th, 1883

W. E. DEAN, Secretary.
Office—Room 79, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California Feb 17.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
JUSTICE MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 38
Amount per Share 10 Cents
Levied February 27th, 1883
Delinquent in Office April 4th, 1883
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock April 23d, 1883

E. E. KELLY, Secretary.
Office—Room 2, Hayward's Building, 419 California street, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia. March 3.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of tbe iiulutr Consolidated Mining- Company, San

Francisco, February 24, 1883.—At a meeting of the Eoard of Directors of the
above-named Company, held this day, Dividend No. 16, of Five Cents (5c.) per
share, was declared, payable on MONDAY, March 12, 1883. Transfer books closed on
Friday, March 2, 1883, at 3 o'clock p. u. This dividend is payable at the Farmers'
Loan and Trust Company, in New York, on all stock issued there, and at the
office in this city on all stock issued here. WM. WILLIS, Secretary.
Office—Room 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia. March 3,

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Standard Con. Mining1 Company, San Fran-

cisco, Msreh 2d, 1883.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the
above named company, held this day, Dividend No. 52, of Twenty-five Cents (25c.)

per share, was declared, payable on MONDAY, MARCH TWELFTH, 1883, at
the office in this city, or at the Farmers' Loan and Trust Company, in New York.

WM. WILLIS, Secretary.
Office—Room No. 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California. March 10.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of tbe KeutncJc Mining- Company, San Francisco,

March 3, 1S83.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the above named
company, held this day. Dividend No. 35, of Ten Cents (10c.) per share, was
declared, payable on MONDAY, MARCH NINETEENTH, 1883. Transfer books
closed on Tuesday, March 13th, 1883, at 3 o'clock p. ji.

J. W. PEW, Secretary.
Office—Room 15, No. 310 Pine street, San Francisco, Cal. March 10.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of tbe Navajo Mining* Company, San Francisco, Cal.,

March 2d, 18S3.— At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the above-
named company, held this day. Dividend No. 7, of Twenty-five Cents (25c.) per share,
was declared, payable on TUESDAY, MARCH THIRTEENTH, 1883. Transfer
hooks closed on Wednesday, March 7th, 1883, at 3 o'clock P. M.

' J. W. PEW, Secretary.
Office—Room 15, No. 310 Pine street, San Francisco, Cal. March 10.

P0T0SI MINING COMPANY.
ANNUAL JIEDTl.C Office Potosi Mining Company, Sail

Francisco, February 28, 1883. -The animal meeting of the stockholder* of

the POTOSI MINING COMPANY will he held at their office, Room 79, Nevada
Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal., on WEDNESDAY, March
14, 1883, at the hour of 1 o'clock p. M. Transfer Books will close Saturday, March
10th, at 12 o'clock M. [March 3.] W. E. DEAN, Secretary.

DIVIDEND NO. NINETY.
Tbe Home Mutual Insurance Company will pay its regu-

lar monthly dividend of ONE DOLLAR (si) per share upon its capital stock

on March 10, 1883. [March 10.J CHAS. R. STORY, Secretary.
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CRADLE, ALTAR AND TOMB.
CRADIE.

V*T»i -In ihi* i, r. daughter.

AI/TAK
'-tttso—Mar I ttuni;.

huurtoi
n.buth >-f thH ;

BatheMer.

Ltnuo rt'uiff, 1i «lli ->( l.iwa,

[jun-IUnoLi Ilia Lamb t-. Luella H

rtum Mm BotUI Kriatino Weibol.

a-Ricima—Feb. '-£">. John «. inter.

Zimmujia.nx-Momiiakk—Mand ... Robert Zunmermann to Rose Hooshake.

TOMB.
AasnLi'— March 1. Sarah W Arnold, D le Island, aged W
Grrinbiro— Marvh 7. Henry Greenbera;, native of Germ i

Bora Mann 1, John lli'i'in, a native ol Ireland, aged 61 yi

Bsunesx— March 4, Li Germany, aged 51
KiTTRKiMiK—Mar-'h 1, .' : Live of Massachusetts, aged 58 years.

-' imiifn.il F. Mahoney, I uid, \<-v<i 40 years,
ttiveof Ireland, aged 35 years.

-March l. Illaii' h tivoof France, aged 32 years.

March ''. William Rollins, oattvc of Wales, aged 16 j oars.

— Edward 11. Bilmao, i , aged 52 j ears.

Torrbscb—March 2, Mrs John Tununce, (Mrs. Judah), a native of N. Y , 71 years.
Van Marlingex—March 6, Bllese Van HarUngsn, native of Germany, aged 40 years.
Williamson—March 7, Andrew Williamson, a native of Bootland, aged 62 years*.

WAIFS.
Waifs which singly are as light as air, but which together make

a momentous whole.

Governor Stoneman has shown more of his quality during the paat
week than had previously been apparent.—^There no longer remains
any doubt but that he means to be Governor in every sense. A quiet
and reticent man, who listens most courteously to all comers, lie ie dis

playing a firmness of resolve and a thorough mastery of the whole situa-
tion that was hardly expected from him.—The fact is now clear that
the skill and capacity of Stoneman for the management of men and pub-
lic affairs baa been much underrated. The most astute of the politicians

Who* have pitted themselves against him, and tried to thwart his pur-
have found themselves so quietly beaten that they hardly know

how it was done.^—It is really remarkable how he holds his own counsel
until the hour for action arrives, when he always does the very best
thing under the circumstances. That he is going to make a cautious,
wise and far-seeing Governor, who will satisfy the better instincts of the
people, strengthen his party and carry it triumphantly through the cam-
paign of 1884, begins to be very apparent to thoughtful men, capable of

reading between the lines.——Any doubts that may have hitherto existed

on those points may as well be dispelled at once. Governor Stoneman is

going to be a stronger man with the people and a greater power in the
State than had been suspected. What is more, he is going to be the
master of the mere politicians. All this is well. '— The quiet dignity,
firmness and success with which he resisted the corrupt efforts of the poli-

ticians to defeat Irwin for Harbor Commissioner and forced bis will

upon the Senate, proves that lie is more than a match tor them all. Ir-

win, Wise and Paulsel are excellent nominees for Harbor Commissioners.
There is no more honest and capable administrator in the State than ex-
Governor Irwin.——Paulsel is a granger, a man of honor and ability and
a prominet representative of the farmers, who have a right to a repre-
sentative in the matter of harbor charges, which amount in San Francisco
to ten cents a bushel, whilst in Boston they are only two cents. A more
discreet appointment could hardly have been made. Then, John H.
Wise not only represents our merchants, but is a leading exponent of clean
city politics. His continued protest against corrupt bossism is well known.
A man of affairs, active, bright and clear, his appointment is fitting. Stone-
man's Harbor Commissioners undoubtedly do him credit. Mr. English does
not take his defeat as a man of sense should. No sooner were the nomi-
nations sent in than he set to work in the vain effort to defeat them, and
for that purpose relied on Buckley's Senators. He lost sight of the party
in bis eagerness for revenge. In fact, he managed himself badly all

through. If, when Irwin was first appointed, he had shown good instead
of bad temper, and had not worked to defeat an excellent nomination, he
might to-day have been a Harbor Commissioner. He could not expect
Stoneman to reward his personal affronts. Though he had no claims upon
the Administration, that fact would probably have been overlooked if he
had not put himself out of the race by ill conduct that the Appointing
Power could not with self respect ignore. The truth is that coercion by
tricky politicians is not going to work with this Administration, at which
fact the people will rejoice,—It is refreshing to at last have a Governor
whom the politicians cannot bend to their will.—It was seriously pro-

posed by certain Assemblymen and Senators, and by the lobby, to extend
the session for another week, and to devote the additional time to taking
up the numerous "cinch" bills that were on the file. There would have
been a high old time. Nearly every interest in the State would have rush-

ed in alarm to the Capitol. The Governor so sternly frowned upon the
scheme that it was abandoned. He would have voted every cinch bill,

and a knowledge of that fact put an end to the effort. More power to

him!^—Geo. T, Marye has been appointed a Regent of the University,
vice Leland Stanford. That is the first tub that has been thrown to the

I

oar l»-st wish
a*, lor they are nol too well paid, bul t

I thai thai profited

nHideration for ow
—The news) g tturday

10 a plate. By whom paid for, or who attended it, we
We will not even bo mud

i the names of
W ith a little sorrow we refer to tfa

uiiu- down to the level of I [n previous i<

ire not bo far forgotten thi
. pity 'tis, 'ti

-^Tlii i 'i too many Committee clerkships and too many
around the Legislature this

i unbend about
many as at any previous session. created main*

ly in the inter ble correspondents and immoral females. We
touch tb Ingerly, for we are wrry that some men who knew bet-
t.-r participated in the evil. It is to be regretted that the bill reducing
pilot ohargea 26 per cent did nol go through. The pilots met the ship

rod agreed upon that reduction at reasonable, and it is not credit-

able to :l Democratic Legislation that it did not give commerce the need*
i

('.—The pilots went back upon their own compromise, sent a
m oto and defeated the bill they had previously agreed,

and in consequence pilot charges remain enormously too high. Ten thou*
-and dollar* were sent to Sacramento, and it is reported t.hat votes were

Imi $200 each. It was one of the most shameless pieces of busi-
i he Session.—Reddy's able presentation of the facts of the San

Quentin Iniquity carried the judgment of the Senate with it. It was not
creditable to McCIure's political astuteness that he consented to hold a
brief for Warden Ames.—Governor Stoneman has had the testimony
and reports in regard to the State Prison referred to hint, and his duty is

plain. He cannot escape the obligations thrown upon him. The State
Prison should be placed on the plane intended by the >Jew Constitution.
No mere politicians Bhould be consulted. High minded, honorable and
philanthropic men should be appointed Prison Directors, and with-
out regard to politics. The Administration can do much to strengthen it-

self in the esteem of all good men by its action in the premises.

A VOICE FROM THE INTERIOR OP SAN QUENTIN.
To the Editor of the News Letter:— The food is unfit for a human

being to eat. The stew which is furnished two or three times a week is

of the most flimsy character. Served, as it is, an hour before the con-
victs enter the dining-room, it is quite cold, and is, however, well sea-
soned with the flies, which abound in millions. It is not an uncommon
thing to find an old sock or piece of dish-rag embedded in the bottom
of the plate. The cabbage, which is supplied once a week, is generally
filled with worms, which crawl from one end of the pan to the other.
The corued beef (as it is erroneously called) which accompanies the cab-
bage is perfectly green at times, and sends forth a most disgusting odor.
Soup furnishes the other part of the dinner fare for the other days, with
the exception of Sunday, when mutton is served with the wool of the
sheep clinging to it. When engaged in serving out the soup, men stand
over huge barrels which contain it and are allowed to smoke cigars or to-

bacco pipes, the ashes from which fall occasionally into the soup.
Favoritism is shown under the present management in a more unblush-

ing manner than ever before practiced. No man receives promotion from
merit, as is supposed to be the case. Those who are the most diligent
workers in the shop are never promoted, as their services in the shop
could not be spared, but the majority of good positions, such as clerk-
ships, are generally given to new arrivals—meu of affluence and influence.

Each man employed in the shop is supposed to receive ten cents a day,
some receive more, but none are supposed to receive less. It is a fact well
known that they do not receive one-half of the miserable allowance ac-

corded to them. If a man object to his account he receives no redress,

and has either to continue his work or submit to the dungeon. The
money goes somewhere, I cannot, of course, say where, but one thing is

plain, the miserable convict is cheated ; and unless this injustice is

stopped at once it may culminate and produce serious injury to life and
limb. When questioned regarding those things by outsiders the convict
is silent, because a guard is always within hearing, and if the truth were
told punishment and detention of the pittance is sure to follow.
One great evil is the non-observance of the Penal Code, which prohibits

the sale of Spirituous liquors within certain limits; in three distinct in-

stances is the law violated at Point San Quentin. Gambling and drinking
prevail to a great extent amongst the Warders, employees and prisoners.

One foreman, who was formerly in the employment of a large manufac-
turing firm, is now working in the same capacity for Warden Ames. This
man runs a liquor saloon, and cards and dice are the prevailing games.
The gaming is leading to fearful depravity, and Ames countenances the

entire proceedings. He knows how his officers are engaged at night, and
he winks at it. Lately, however, he had to be active, for his fpvorite sa-

loon keeper was arrested for forgery, on a warrant issued upon an inform-
ation sworn to by one of the warders. The warder was sent for and dis-

charged. Influence was brought to bear subsequently upon Ames, for the
proceedings were abandoned on payment of the expenses in the case. If

this was not compromising a felony, what was it? If it was that, then
the Warden ought to be within the walls of the prison he manages. It

would take a volume to tell the whole truth about the true inwardness of

San Quentin. Corruption, favoritism and unmentionable evils have be-

come rank. I am, sir, A PBISONBB,
Sentenced for an assault that I considered justifiable.

PROM
QUICKSILVER,

NEW ALMADEN MINES.
Prompt shipment—LOWEST PRICE fur purest uniform quality.

: 320 Sansome Street, £an Francisco.

NOTICE.
A. COBB continue* the Real Estate Bus. sinesboth pri-
vate aud Auetion.at 321 Moil t. under the Urni of COBB i CO

J. B. RAND0L,

H
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HIS FA AS A SLUGGER.
[From Peck's Sun.)

" You don't want to buy a good parrot, do you," said the bad boy to

the grocery man, as be put his wet mittens on the top of the stove to dry,

and kept his back to the stove so he could watch the grocery man and

be prepared for a kick, if the man should remember the rotten-egg sign

that the boy put up in front of the grocery last week.
" Naw, I don't want no parrot. I had rather have a fool boy around

than a parrot. But what's the matter with your ma's parrot? I thought

sbe wouldn't part with him for anything."

"Well, sbe wouldn't until Wednesday night, but now she says she will

not have him around, and I may have half I can get for him.
_
She told

me to gn to some saloon, or some disreputable place, and sell him, and I

thought maybe he would about suit you,"and the boy broke open a bunch

of celery and took out a few tender stalks and rubbed them on a codfish

to Bait them, and began to bite the stalks, while he held the sole of one

wet boot up against the stove to dry it, making a smell of burned leather

that came near turning the stomach of the cigar-sign.

"liookahere, boy, don't you call this a disreputable place. Some of

the best people in this town come here," said the grocery man, as he held

up the cheese-knife and grated his teeth as though he would like to jab it

into the youth.
" O, that's all right. They come here 'cause you trust. Butyou make

up what you lose by charging it to other people. Pa will will make it

hot for you the last of the week. He has been looking over your bill,

and comparing it with the hired girl, and she says we haven't ever had a

prune, or a dried apple, or a raisin, or any cinnamon, or crackers and

cheese out of your store, and he says you are worse than the James

Brothers, and that you used to be a three-card monte man, and he will have

you arrested for highway robberjr. But you can settle that with pa. I like

you, because you are no ordinary sneak-thief. You are a high-toned,

gentlemanly sort of a bilk, and wouldn't take anything you couldn't lift.

O, keep your seat, and don't get excited. It does a man good to hear the

truth from one who has got the nerve to tell it. But about the parrot.

Ma has been away from home for a week, having a high old time in Chi-

cago, going to theaters and things, and while she was gone I guess the

hired girl or somebody learned the parrot some new things to say. A
parrot that can only say ' Polly wants a cracker' don't amount to any-

thing. What we need is new style parrots that can converse on the topics

of the day, and say things original.

Well, when ma got back I guess her conscience hurt her for the way
sbe had been carrying on in Chicago, and so when she heard the base-

ment of the church was being frescoed, she invited the committee to

hold the Wednesday evening prayer meeting at our house. First there

were four people came, and ma asked pa to stay to make up a quorum,

and pa said seeing he had two pair he guessed he would stay in, and if

ma would deal him a queen he would have a full hand. I don"t know
what pa meant, but he plays draw poker sometimes. Anyway, there was
eleven people came, including the minister, and after they had talked

about the neighbors a spell, and ma had showed the women a new tidy

she had worked for the heathen, with a motto on it which pa had taught

her, ' A contrite heart beats a bob-tailed flush,' and pa had talked to the

men about a religious silver mine he was selling stock in, which he ad-

vised them as a friend to buy for the glory of the church, they all went

in the back parlor and the minister led in prayer. The minister got to

the 'Amen,' and polly shook hisself and said, ' What you giving us,' and
the minister got up and brushed the bird seed off his knees and he looked

mad.
Pa said to me to take that parrot out doors, and that seemed to make

them all good-natured again. I took the cage, and as I was going out the

door the parrot ruffed up his feathers and said ' Dammit, set 'em up,' and

I hurried out with the cage for fear he would say something bad, and the

folks all held up their hands and said it was scandalous. Say, I wonder
if a parrot can go to hell with the rest of the community ? Well, I put

the parrot in the woodshed, and after they all had their innings, except

pa, who acted as umpire, the meeting broke up, and ma says its the last

time she will have that gang at her house."
" That must have been where your pa got his black eye," said the gro-

cery-man, as he charged the bunch of celery to the boy's pa. "Did the

minister hit him, or was it one of the sisters?"
" 0, he didn't get his black eye at prayer meeting," said the boy, as he

took the mittens off his stove and rubbed them to take the stiffening out.
" It was from boxing. Pa told my chum and me that it was no harm to

learn to box, cause we could defend ourselves, and he said he used to be a

holy terror with the boxing gloves when he was a boy. and he has been
giving us lessons. Well, he is no slouch, now I tell you, and handles him-

self pretty well for a church member. I read in the paper how Zach
Chandler plaved it on Cmikling by getting Jem Mace, the prize-fighter, to

knock him silly, and I asked pa if be wouldn't let me bring a poor boy
who had no father to teach him boxing, to our house to learn to box, and
pa said certainly, fetch him along. He said he would be glad to do any-

thing for a poor orphan. So I went down in the Third Ward and got an
Irish boy by the name of Duffy, who can knock the socks off of any boy
in the Ward. He fit a prize fight once. It would have made you laugh

to see pa tell him how to hold his hands and how to guard his face. He
told Duffy not to be afraid, but to strike out and hit for

keeps. Duffy said he was afraid pa would get mad if be
hit him, and pa said : 'Nonsense, boy, knock me down if you
can, and I will laugh ha ! ha !' Well, Duffy he hauled back and gave pa
one in the nose and another in both eyes, and cuffed him on the ear and
punched him in the stomach, and lammed him in the mouth and made
his teeth bleed, and then he gave him a side-winder in both eyes, and pa
pulled off the boxing-gloves and grabbed a chair, and we adjourned and
went down stairs as though there was a panic. I haven't seen pa since.

Was his eye very black ?"

"Black, I should say so," said the grocery-man. "And his nose

seemed to be trying to look in his left ear. He was at the market buying
beefsteak to put on it."

"Oh, beefsteak is no account. I must go and see him and tell him
that an oyster is the best thing for a black eye. Well, I must go. A
boy has a pretty hard time running a house the way it should be run,"

and the boy went out and hung up a sign in front of the grocery,
" Frowy Butter a Speshulty."

REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.

Recorded in. the City and County of San Francisco. California, for

the Week ending* March 6, 1883.

Co**' .cd from the Records ofthe Commercial Agency, 401 California St. , S. F.

Wednesday, February 28th.

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE.
_L

DESCRIPTION.

C E Carroll to Jno Kelly
L Gottig to Malinda Grabill..

T L Barker to Louise A Littleton

.

L C Louderback to Cheong Game.

L Gottig to J Kennedy

Rose Carter to A M Joll—

N Elliott Park, 352 w Steiner. w 22x70.
Se Ridley and Guerrero, e 25x76, being
inM B 26

Lots 6 and 7, hlock R R Hd
B Virginia. 112:6 s Jackson, s 25x75—50
vara 93, 104

Se Mission, 200 sw 7th, sw 25x80, bein
in Mission Block 261

B Eddy, 103:3 e Buchanan, e 25:9x120-
W A228

$2,000

2,500
5

Thursday, March 1st.

Danl E Martin to Barbara Knell.

C Nobman to Sarah Allen

AM.Toel to Geo McEenry

Robt J B Hagthrop to E Hagthrop
A M Apgar to J B Elwert. .

.

E Larkin, 115:2 8 Bush, s 22:3x84:6, be-
ing in 50-vara 1416

Se Sacramento and Leavenworth, s 22:

llx80-50-vara 1134
N Eddy, 103:3 e Buchanan, e 25:9x120—
W A 228

N Sutter, 375 w Mason, w 50x137:6
W Hyde, 87:6 n Gearv, n 25x87:6, being

I
in 50-varal326

$2,790

6,800

4,500
5

Friday, March 2nd.

O F Hall Assn to G B Bayley..

Geo Bayley to Wm F Babcock.

.

Jno Eagan to W A Schadde

W Seaton to Henry Nieman...

E W Skelton to J W Allyne....

HD Harrison to F Berton

L Gottig to Timothy Ahearn...

W Schadde to Cal E Light Co..

Same to same

W Montgomery, 59 s California, s 65, w
134:6, n 69, e 74:6, n 6, e 60 to com-
mencement, being in 50-vara 139

Same
Nw Jessie, 280:7 sw 3rd, sw 25:5x80, be-
ing in 100-vara 15

S McAllister, 82:6 e Gough, e 27:6x120—
W A 187

Sw 2nd, 25 se Jessie, se 25x70, being in
100-vara 7

S Brannan, 250 w 3rd, e 137:6, e 137:6 x
s 275-100-vara 161

S Ridley, 117 w Guerrero, w 25x90—

M

B25
Nw Jessie, 280 nw 3rd, nw 7 inches x
80—100-vara 15

Nw Jessie, 280:7 sw 3rd, sw 25:5x80, be-
ing in 100-vara, eubjeat to mortgage.

|
1,500 dollars

150000
155000

3,000

3,000

5

10

1.375

1

3,000

Saturday, March 3rd.

M H Fowler to I L de T Temple.

Emily F Pope to W F Babcock. .

.

Isaac Upham to Mary A Wilson.

H Hinkel to Sallie A Roundey. . .

.

Geo W Hinkel to same

Same to same

V Wackenreuder to Patk Biggins.

W J Schinder to R W Poindexler.

Jas B Mullen to Abigail A D Zihn

W Buchanan, 56:6 s Turk, s 25x91:16
W A 281

Undivided one-half, n Sacramento, 90:2

w Montgomery, w 20:5x119:6 ; Undi-
vided one-fourth corner Folsom and
Spear, nw 137:6x91:8, being in Beach
and Water lots 765 and 766 : Undivid-
ed one-fourth s California, 91:8

Front, e 45:10x137:6, being in Beach
and Water 496

Nw Valencia and Liberty, w 110x40, be-

ing in M B 73
E Laguna, 96 n Ellis, n 24x75
W Baker, 25:8 n Sacramento, n 25:6xlo2
6—W A 570
W Baker, 102:2 n Sacramento, n 25:6 x
102:6-W A 579

Nw Nevada and Utah, w 50x100, being
inPN 81

Swl9th and Hartford, w 83x135
Se Jessie, 383 ne 6th, ne 27x70, being in
100-vara 201

$1,500

11,000
5,800

3,300

3,300

5

1,000

Monday. March 5th.

Jno Clifford to Jno G Chase

B E Henrickscn to C D Marwedel

Patk Sullivan to Edwd W Barber.

Frank Williams to Jas S Bnrnell

.

D J Foley to A H Van Dnzer

Minnie Allee to B E Henriksen . .

.

PBLaddtoG Perini

Danl Sylvester to Jos Leggett.

.

W Powell avenue, 125 e Mission, e 25 x
100 $2,600

8 Geary, 154 e Devisadero, e 27x137:6—
WA455 1,600

E Diamond, 82:6 n 20th, n 27:6x100, be-
ing in HA 194 600

S Broadway, 206:3 e Scott, e 68:9x137:6
—W A 422 2,000
W Guerrero, 128 n 21st, n 50x92:6, being

in MB 76 2,800
S McAllister, 52:6 e Octavia, e 22:6x70,
being in M B 151, subject to mortgage
for 2,150 dollars 1 ,350

N Bush, 171:10 w Buchanan, w 34:4 x
137:6-WA 273 7,000

Assignment for benefit of creditors....
I

Tuesday, March 6th.

F C Haven to Teresa McAllep
Teresa McAllep toC Reichling
Jno J Crowly to Egbert Judson. .

.

Henrietta Cox to Jacob Bergman.

C P DuaDe to Edwd Riley

Geo Edwards to Harry Edwards .

.

Louisa Ehrhorn to Thos Stealey.

.

Thos Keating to Ada Dougherty.

.

Geo W W Roche to J J Hayes. . .

.

E E Dewey to Sarah J Brown..

S Ellis, 162:6 e Octavia, e 28:9x120
Same
N Waller, 117:6 w Buchanan, w 20x120
—W A 290

S Beach, 137:6 e Broderick, e 137:6x137:

6—W A 484
N Grove, 137:6 w Scott, w 137:6x110—
W A 448
W Guerrero, 129 n 19th, n 40:6, w 61:6,

s 41, e 57 to commencement, being in

MB18
Nw Folsom, 136 sw 10th, nw 138 x sw
34:6-MB7..

N 17th, 27:3 e Sanchez, e 28x110, being
in M B 95
W Devisadero, 68:2 s Clay, s 34xlll;6,

being in Western Addition 499 ; sub-

ject to mortgage for $2,000
E Larkin, 80:5 8 Clay, s 19:3, e 112:6, n

12:3, w 25, n 7: w 87:6 to commence-
I

ment

$ 1
5,501)

1,360

5

5,000

5

10,000

Gift

3,500
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NOTABILIA.
THE PEDDLERS SONO.

La-n *'

VILLI-- MIAKsrRARB.

" Look here, bov
- ,

•' . . plied the hope-
1 y< > 1 1 know yon can'1 r__d

t run til tin* f»milj

ben went ofl to Bi i

v and Dupont §tn
chagrin |>h

Husband (3 *. _., after * curtain leotnre): " Well, all I've got t«> say
ling you ought

;iikin f.ll.>w at tliis time ->i the night.
1

' Next
• peace by prom-dog bo take her t<> Swain's. 213 Sat

1 treat ber t>> one ol

which that place is >> eelebrated.

Sergeant Ballantine. oi i. bad a lady client named Tickle.

Mr. Ballantine said to the judge: '* Tiokle, my client, my lord " Here
"• Tickle her yourself, my learn

BaOannne, who is a great wit, looked flam for a w_
Baltimon W in.

" You «av yon loved her devotedly, and would have married her but
thing. What was the thingV' '* 1 was superstitious about her.'

1

' And why were you BUperstitioas
?
" " Because she dido't know that the

Imperishahle Taint, sold by J. K. Kelly ft Co., Market street, below
Beale, comes already mixed, rovers three times the space that ordinary

l^es, and is impervious to sun or rain."

Those who desire to secure the services of first-class Plumbers cannot
do better than call apon Messrs. UcKally & Hawkins, 419 Montgomery
street. These gentlemen are experienced and thoroughly capable me-
chanics, and work entrusted to them will assuredly be executed in a satis-

mannir, and a£ reasonable prices. Householders, whose gas or

water pipes are out of order, will do well to bear this in mind.

A Cincinnati man. caught in the belting and whirled around at the
rate of about a mile in two minutes, was rescued uninjured. When ask-

ed if he wasn't dreadfully frightened, answered: "No. I thought my wife

had caught me and was running me out by the back of the neck,"

The other night a guest in the fifth story of a Montana Hotel put his

head out of the window, and his breath froze so solid that after fastening
one end of it to the bed-post, he slid down on the main stem to the ground.

He is in San Francisco now, having come for the express purpose of buy
ing a stylish hat from White, 614 Commercial street.

It is thought that the new five-cent nickel, which will be larger in cir-

cumference and thinner than the present coin, can be made to take the
place of the quarter on the contribution place. It is settled, however, be-
yond possibility of doubt, that nothing can supply the place of the Ar-
lington Range, sold by De La Montanya, Jackson street, below Battery.

" It almost breaks my heart to leave you, and my mind fairly gives

way at the thought,'' he agonizingly said. Just then a bull dog and a fa-

ther appeared, ard it w; sn't the young man's heart that broke, nor was it

his mind that gave way.

—

Rochester Post Express.

At a recent donation party the preacher received a large quantity of

half-cooked bread, and he says now he doesn't want any more doughna-
tion parties" in his, but he will have no objection to receiving a present

of some of those pure and unadulterated Liquors, sold by P. J. Gassin &
Co., corner of Washington and Battery streets.

Messrs. J. M. Litchfield & Co., Merchant Tailors, 415 Montgomery
street, have just received all the Spring styles, and gentlemen who desire

to keep up with the procession should go there and get a suit. Messrs.
Litchfield & Co. have always on hand all kinds of Gent's Furnishing
Goods.

Sweet Pertness. —Mother—Tommy, you naughty boy, if you lick

that jam I'll lick you—and how would you like that?
Tommy—Oh, I shouldn't mind if you used the same thing for lickin'

me wi'. Bailie.

"Papa," said a little boy, whose sisters took him down town with
them the other day, " I wish I was big enough to ask the girls to go to

Moraghan's Parlors, California Market, and have some oysters." The old

man tumbled.

The man who knows nothing of Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham and her sov-

ereign remedy for women is wanted for a juryman. The fact clearly
proves that he does not read the papers.

—

N. H. Register.

Why is the polka like bitter beer ? Because there are so many hops
in it.

The finest stock of Gentlemen's Underwear and Furnishing Goods in

the city can be found at J. W. Carmany's, 25 Kearny street. Call and
examine it, and yon will be convinced.

When you feel out of sorts, have the blues, melancholy, etc., it must
be indigestion that ails you. Brown's Iron Bitters cures you.

Why is an ill-fed dog like a philosopher ? He is a thin cur (thinker).

^
"Yes," said one Oakland lady to another, two days ago, "Brooks' Spool

Thread is the best in the market."

J. F. Cutter's Old Bourbon. —This celebrated Whisky is for sale by
all first-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

The Printing Department of the S. P. News Lbttir has superior facilities

for executing tirst-elaes work. Send for estimate.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,
Saw inn. Pinning and Minufacturinir—Doors, 9uhM, Blinds and

Mouldings—Turning. Scroll and Jig Sawing—Counters.
Bar and Store Fixtures.

Older,
•j 17 to aaa Hpenr BI., and a is i<> asa Stewart Hi., n. r.

Tito HI I mill ..n Hi.- P

IT. N. Mn.i.m. Supt

H.B.Williams. A. Ohesebrough. W. H. Dimond.

WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO.,

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
UNION BUILDING,

.n Ni riOS MARKET AND IMM
I

i:i
I

tor Ptdflc Hall Btcemshli) Oo - Dropsny,
nard Royal Mai] Steamihip Company, The l Etltfornli Uneof Ollppen."

1
i tnd Boston, and " The Hawaiian Lino."

San Francisco, January 81, 1880. Jan. 31.

C. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

SAM FRANCISCO and NEW YORK*
6^~ Agents of American Sugar Refinery, cornor of Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. jan . 17,

TABER, HARKER & CO.,
IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE GROCERS,

108 and 110 California St., S. F.
(April ID.]

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY
No- 310 Sansoiuo Street,

San Francisco,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN tfURS.
[September 21.1

MARBLE WORKS.
MANTELS and ORATES, MOfiUMENTS and BTEAVSTONES,

In Marble and Scotch Granite,
827 Market street bet. Fourth anil Fifth.
gg^Scml tor Designs and Prices. W. H. HeCOBHICK.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Oold Medal, Paris, 1S7S.

Sold by all Stationers. Sole Agent for the Uuiteu States:
MR. HRNRY HOE, 91 John street, N. Y. Jan. 6.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,
NO. 922 POST STREET.

Day and Boarding; School for Yonngr Ladies and Children.
KINDERGARTEN Term commenced January 4th, 1883.

[Jan. 13.] MADAME B. ZEITSKA, A. M., Principal.

A. WALDSTEIN,
Lithographer and Zliicogrrnpher, No. 330 Sausome street,

Room 48, Second Floor. Aug. 19.

PROF. JOS. JOSSET,
Graduate of tbe University of Paris; Kx. Professor of I>e

la Mennais' Normal, France; late of Point Loina Seminary, San Diego. Pri-
vate Lessons in the French Language. Kesidence: 1114 Stockton street,

'
between

Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 P.M. Private Lessons given at the res-
idence of the pupil. ' Dec, o

1

.

GEO. STREET, Agent Neivs Letter, 30 Comhill, E. C, London.

The Summer Sun and Dust. Ladies and all exposed to the scorching
rays of the sun and heated particles of dust, will find that the most
cooling and refreshing preparation for the face, hands and arsis, is

Rowlands' Kalydor, which eradicates all prickly Heat, Sunburn, Tan,
Freckles, Stings of "insects, etc., and produces ;i beautiful and delicate

complexion.

Rowlands* Macassar Oil prevents the hair falling off or becoming dry
daring the hot weather, and eradicates scurf and dandruff.

Rowlands" Odonto is the purest and most fragrant Tooth Powder ever used,
and contains no acid or mineral ingredients, which are bo detrimental
to the teeth and gums. Its purity especially adapts it for the teeth of

young children. Ask any dealer in perfumery for Rowlands' articles,

of 20, Hatton Garden, London.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
iii est and Cheapest Meat-flavoring- Stock for Soups', Made
Dishes ami Sauces,

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT,

A" Invaluable and Palatable Tonic in all Cases or Weak
Digestion and Debility. " Is a success and boon tor which Nations should feel

grateful." See " Medical Press," " Lancet," " British .Medical Journal," etc.

F

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
(vuiUon--Genuine only with fac-simile ol Baron Ueb.tr>
J Signature, in blue ink, across Label.
This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substitutes being in

the market.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
To be had of all Store-keepers, Wrocers and Chemists. Sole

Agents fur the United states (wholesale only), C. David & Co., 9, Fenchurch
Avenue, London, England. Sold wholesale L»j RICHARDS & HARRISON, San
Francisco. June 10.
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Business generally is said to be dull in nearly all trade departments.

The reason given for it is- the doubt and uncertainty existing as to the

probabilities of our having rain enough to make an average crop of

Cereals. Up to this hour of writing there is no actual need of rain, crops

are not suffering, and, as a whole, our exchanges speak encouragingly.

March is pretty sure to give us some heavy rains before the close of the

month, and. if we are thus blessed, we see no reason why we should not

reap even a larger and better crop of Wheat and Barley than we bad last

year. The reason of this is manifest in the increased acreage sown to

these Cereals, and to the large extent that irrigation has been brought to

bear upon certain grain-growing counties. More than this, the islands in

our rivers promise large crops. For two years past they have been sub-

merged, but now quite a number of them promise an immense yield of

Grain. We must confess that we do not see anything to discourage our

agriculturists. On the contrary, the outlook is certainly encouraging, not

only for good crops of Grain, Grass, etc., but for all kinds of Fruits and
Vegetables.

Washington advices received here announce the passage of the

Tariff bill, placing a duty of 10 per cent, on Quicksilver, to go into effect

May 1st. In the interim we may expect that the Rothschilds, of Lon-
don, will ship to New York some (say 10,000) flasks, in order to secure

that market for a season, thus depriving us of that traffic. The present

price of Quicksilver in this market is 37@37ic, or for the A brand §28 50

§? flask. The London price is given at £5 17s. 6d. $ bottle.

The Tariff Bill makes some radical changes in Sugar Duties. The
changes are three-fold. First, the rate is made specific throughout

;

second, the polariscope is employed ; third, classification is allowed.

Senator Kellogg stated that at the request of Sherman, Morill and him-
self had made a close and careful examination of the reduction of the du-

ties on Sugar, and as a result of that examiniation he stated that the to-

tal reduction of import duties on Sugar will not exceed $4,000,000. What
the changes really are it is impossible to say until the full text of the

bill is received here. The Hawaiian Reciprocity Treaty bill was left un-

disturbed. During the week under review we have received two cargoes

of Sugar from the Sandwich Islands, per bark Ella, and the schooner W.
H. Almy, the two bringing some 11,335 bags Raw Sugars. The Standard
Beet Sugar Company, of Alvarado, is now importing Cane Sugar from
Manila, to enable them to keep their works in constant operation. By
the steamer City of Rio de Janeiro we received from Central American
ports 618 bags of Sugar. The British steamship Suez, hence for Hono-
lulu, carried 18,700 Tbs. of Refined Sugar. There has been no change here

in the price of Sugar for some time past, the price of White Refined be-

ing ll|c. Recent sales of 2,500 packages Hawaiian Raws may be noted
at Sfc. for Grocery Grades in kegs, and 6^@8c. for Bags, according to

quality.

Internal Revenue Taxes.—In reply to inquiries the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue says the effect of the law reducing internal revenue
taxation.would be as follows : That the taxes upon capital and deposits

of banks and bankers and national banking associations are repealed from
this date, except such taxes as are now due and payable ; that the repeal

of the taxes upon checks, drafts, etc., and upon matches, perfumery,
medicinal preparations and other articles imposed by Schedule " A," fol-

lowing Section 3437 of the Revised Statutes, takes effect July 1, 1883

;

that after May 1, 1S83, the tax on manufactured tobacco and snuff will be
eight cents per pound ; on cigars, §3 per thousand ; on cigarettes, 50

cents per thousand ; that there will be a rebate ou tobacco, snuff, cigars

cigarettes of the difference in taxes recently imposed and taxes as now
provided for, where the claims amount to S10. The claims must be pre-

sented within sixty days from May 1st. The regulations relating to this

matter will be immediately issued, and blanks will "be furnished, upon
which claims can be made ; that the law provides for a large reduction in

special taxes upon dealers commencing May 1, 1883. The Commissioner
also stated that immediate arrangements will be made for changing the
forms of the special tax, and stamps for the payment of the taxes upon
tobacco, snuff, cigars, etc., so as to supply Collectors with these stamps in

time to meet the requirements of the trade prior to May 1. 1883.

From Bombay we have the ship Forest King, with 9,334 Iron Rails,

and 200 frails of Dates.

The ship Commodore, from Cardiff, brings for cargo 1,416 tons Coke,
and 1,048 Steel Blooms.

From London we have the British ship Balkamah, with 8,400 bbls
of Portland Cement, and 224 bales of Oakum.
The Marion, from Mejiilones, has 450 tons Saltpetre.

Tahiti.—The French schooner Gustar, from the Society^ Islands, has
129 bales of Cotton and 7,000 Cocoa Nuts.

For the Orient.—The O. & O. steamship Gaelic, for Hongkong, car-

ries, en route to China from New York, 572,400 yards Cotton Sheetings,

8,795 barrels Flour, 2,000 pounds Ginseng, etc. For Japan, 176 barrels

Flour, 6,000 pounds Sugar, etc., and for the East Indias 100 barrels

Pork, etc. Her Treasure list is as follows: To China, Silver Bullion,

§174,619 49; Mexican Dollars, 8186,250; Gold Coin, $9,535. Total,

$370,413 49.

Flour for Queenstown.—We note the departure from Oregon of the
British ship Trerelyan with 14,183 barrels.

Flour and Wheat.—With us the price of both Flour and Wheat has
been advanced during the week, with sales of 1,000 tons Choice White
Wheat, for Milling, at S2 05 per cental. Shipping Grades may be quoted
at SI 95@$2 for No. 1 White.

British Grain Trade. —London, March 5th: The Mark Lane Express,
in its reviews of the British Grain trade for last week, says: "The
Wheat trade is weaker, the decline varying from 6d. to 2s. Flour is

lower. The trade in Foreign Breadstuff's tedious and unsatisfactory, with
a downward tendency in prices. Flour weakened, owing to excessive ar-

rivals. Other articles are quotable as unchanged. Cargoes off the Coast
are in restricted demand, but Winter Wheat closed 6d. dearer. There
were four arrivals and six sales—three withdrawn and two remain. About
twelve cargoes are due this week. The trade in "Forward" is slack. The

sales of English Wheat for the past week are 45,049 quarters, at 42s. 6d.
per quarter, against 34,363 quarters, at 44s. 9d. for the corresponding pe-
riod of last year.

Hawaii.—The Br. steamship Suez, hence March 3d for Honolulu, car-
ried a general cargo consisting of Bread 8,600 lbs.. Coffee 1,825 lbs., Su-
gar 18,700 lbs., and other merchandise valued at §66,566.

The steamer Zealandia, for Sydney, Auckland, via Honolulu, with
Government Mails, etc., will sail on Sunday, or immediately after the ar-
rival of the English mails.

Ostrich-Farmiag.—A company, with a capital stock of S30,000, has
been incorporated under the name of the California Ostrich-Farming
Company. A tract of 640 acres, part of the old Abel Stearns ranch, near
Anaheim, Los Angeles county, has been secured, and will be placed un-
der the superintendence of Dr. C. J. Sketchly, who has had considerable
experience in ostrich-farming in South Africa. One of the ostriches at
Woodward's Gardens has commenced laying. Her eggs weigh Zh ms. each.

Coffee.—New crop Central American is now arriving by every steamer.
The last one at hand brought us 1,732 bags. The sales from second hands
have been large since the beginning of the year, thus materially reducing
the stocks in the market. During the last fortnight there has been a
good demand- both for local consumption and for overland shipment, this
being supplied from the cargo lately received per steamer Granada, at the
following quotations: 10c.@llc. for good to prime Costa Rica; 10£c.@llc.
for good to prime Guatemala; 8^0. @9c. for good unwashed Salvador.
The bulk of this cargo has now passed into second hands. The Coffee so
far received this year has been of good quality, the Guatemala particu-
larly being better than that of the previous year.

Coal.—The Spot market is very quiet, while prices for cargoes to
arrive are a trifle higher than they were a fortnight since.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
The Company's steamers will sail for Hongkong and

Tokobaraa:
CITY OF PEKING MARCH 29, at 2 r. m.

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and return at reduced rates.

For Xen- York, via Panama:
CITY OF RIO DE JANEIRO MARCH 15, at Z0 o'clock a. m.,

Taking freight and passengers to MAZATLAN, SAN BLAS, MANZANILLO and
ACAPULCi>, and via ACAPULCO fr<r Lower Mexican and Central American Ports,

calling at SAN JOSE DE GUATEMALA and LA LIBERTAD to land passengers

and mails.
Tickets to and from Europe by any line for sale at the lowest rates ; also for Ha-

vana and all West India ports.

For Honolulu, Auckland and Sydney:
ZEALANDIA MARCH 11, at 2 P. M.,

Or immediately on arrival of the English mails.

Ten Dollars additional is charged for Upper Cabin passage.

For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and Brannan streets.

[March 10.] WILLIAMS, D1MOND & CO., General Agents.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,
fljlor Japan and China, leave wbarf, corner First and Bran*
E} nan streets, at 2 P.M., or YOKOHAMA AND HONGKONG, connecting at

Yokohama with Steamers or Shanghai.

-1883.—
ARABIC Thursday, January 18

OCEANIC TuesUav, January 30
COPTIC Saturday, February 10
GAELIC - Tuesday, March 6
BELGIC . Saturday, March 17

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates.

Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.'s

General Offices, Room 74, cor. Fourth anil Townseud sts.

For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific Mail Steam-
ship Companv's Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN, General Passenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD, President.

SPECIAL. NOTICE.
The steamship GAELIC, from San Francisco March 6th, also the steamship BEL-

GIC, of March 17th, will euiitiuue on from Hongkong, via Suez, to Liverpool, offer-

ing superior accommodations and quick time for Tourists en route "AROUND THE
WOULD." _ _

Fcl». 17._

FOR PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, OREGON.
The Oregon Railway anil Navigation Company and Pacific

Coast Steamship Company will dispatch from Spear-street Wharf, for the
above ports, one of their new A 1 Iron Steamships, viz.: QUEEN OF THE PACIFIC,
COLUMBIA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA and OREGON.

Sailing Days,
EVERY WEDNESDAY AND SATURDAY,

At 10 o'clock A.. M.
Connecting at Portland, Oregon, with Steamers and Railroads and their connecting
Stage Lines for all points in Oregon, Washington and Idaho Territories, British

Columbia and Alaska.

Ticket Oflice ...214 9Xon tg-omery Street
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

fjan. 6.J No. 10 Market street. San Francisco.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamers of this Company will sail from Broadway Wharl

as follows

:

For Victoria, B.C., and Puget Sound Ports: On the 10th, 20th and 30th of each
month [except when such da> s fall on aholiday, then on the day previous). Steamer
of the 30th connects at Port Townsend with steamer "City of Chester" for Alasna.
For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the 0. R. & N. Co.: Every 4 days.

For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 5th, 10th, 15tir,

20th. 25th and 30th of each month.
For Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and

Ventura: Every Wednesday at 8 a.m.
For Eureka, Areata, and Hookton, Humboldt Bay: Every Wednesday, 9 'clock.

For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc.: Every Monday.

Ticket Office, No. 214 Montgomery Street, near Pine.
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

Nov. 26. No. 10 Market street.
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ie and braid. Twelve rows ol narrow black velvet aewedon the i

ba«e of a box*pfeated -kirt i* immensely effective, while the waist, collar

k admirable thus ornament*
. fabric i* in soft color* of drab, fawn or pale

Although velvet appear* as a novelty braid will not be dispensed with

by any mean*. The patterns will he of leaf design, Baperoeding the

>la that looked *> like a military dress-coat The regulation

button i* small, which necessitates an immense number down the corsage,

which has its nan since it employs more button-hole makers. I li.<

thirty-six down the waist of a dress ; and I should prefer seeing them to

fastening such a dress on myself. All dresses should be looped up very

show the underskirt ; therefore, ladies, the days for sham under-

skirts are at an end. I remember on the California street dummy, one

day, sitting by an immense "swell," who came out of a house on that

xatic elevation ; she had ten flounces of splendid silk on her under-

skirt, but, alas ! the cruel wind would Mow them tip and disclose com-

mon blacfc linen below. Not even poof silk. I glanced from the linen to

titaire ear-drops, and a twenty-dollar feather, to say nothing of the

sealskin cape, ami I thought to myself : " Was there ever a woman who
was not full of incongruities, or with a mean streak in her nature, some-

where? Well, ' hardly ever.' " The panel dresses seem to have taken

quite a hold upon the taste of our ladies. They are very distingue", too,

save when the irrepressible wind flaps them about like the sails of a ship,

but of course these little annoyances do not present themselves to the

mind of the fashionable wearer when she orders her suit. The panels

should be beaded when perfectly free from the remainder of the dress.

Silver Pen.

ARABI PASHA ON SHIPBOARD.
The steamship Mareotis%

Captain Thomas Osborne, which took Arabi
Pasha and his companions in exile to Ceylon, arrived at Bombay on Jan-
uary 16th. The captain has furnished a Bombay paper with the follow-

ing account of the voyage: "We took Arabi Pasha and his associates

and their families on board at Suez, and sailed from that port on Decem-
ber 27th, bound for Colombo. They were sea-sick for the first two or

three days ; and after that they brightened up and were always more or

less cheerful. Eventually, in fact, they became as happy as if they were
going to Paradise. They used to go over the different parts of the vessel,

and attentively watch the sailors at their work. They went late to bed
and rose up very early next morning, taking first coffee and eggs, and
thi n polishing off the daily meals with wonderful appetites. Appetite
was a thing they were never in want of ; fowls, pigeons, potatoes, and
fruit were most liked by them ; and two or three of them occasionally

took a glass of champagne. No other wines were drunk. They smoked
nothing but cigarettes ; and daily played chess and draughts, particularly

during the evenings. I salaamed them in the morning, and they salaamed
in return ; and occasionally we shook hands ; but on going ashore at Co-
lombo, Arabi never even bid good-bye to any of us. He was very anxious
to learn English. He had a Syrian interpreter, who spoke English,

French and Arabic ; aud Moritz Bey, who was in charge of the exiled

party, had also an interpreter. Tbe latter spoke English remarkably well.

So far as I am aware, no reference was ever made by any of us to the
war. Arabi's party in all must have numbered some forty-seven people,

and besides there were twenty Egyptian soldiers under Moritz Bey. The
latter, as well as his soldiers, leave for Egypt by the next P. and 0. ves-

sel. The dullest of the lot was Arabi. His son, who is a young man of

some twenty Summers, has been, I was told, suffering from ophthalmia
from childhood. He seemed to me to he nearly blind. The exiled party
went ashore in four squads. In the last one was Arabi. On landing the
people crowded round him. I should call it fairly mobbing one. Some
kissed his clothes, and some got down on their knees and kissed his boots.

The party were driven away in carriages to the Cinnamon Cardens, where
they were located in some handsome bungalows. On the whole, I don't think
any of them regretted his lot. They never exhibited any symptoms of

feai^and believed a happy future to be before them."

—

Pull Mall Budget,

The thirty-ninth annual report of the New England Mutual Life

Insurance Company has just been issued. This company has been in ex-

istence between thirty-nine and forty years, and, financially, it may he
regarded as one of the strongest insurance corporations in the country.

From the day it threw open its doors and solicited the patronage and con-

fidence of the public, its business methods have been liberal but never
reckless. In other words, it has tried to be honest to itself as well as to

its patrons, and after a business career of nearly forty years, it has only
submitted four disputed settlements to a jury. This method of doing
business has necessarily attracted the best class of risks, and put the
company on a firm footing. Year by year this volume of desirable busi-

ness has increased and grown in a legitimate way, and tbe report just

issued shows that its business last year was marked by the usual pros-

perity.

It is announced that the Bernese Government has forbidden any
meeting of the Salvation Army within the canton.

USEFUL KNOWLEDGE.
The Value of Small Inventions. Inventors and those who Id rest

in patent.* may *>< n I tie moM protil ibis Idreel [i
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••nd of lead pencils affords the owner of the royalty an independent for-

tune. The "Drive Well " was an idea id Col (rreen, whoei
I

ing the war were in want of water, lb ion of driving a
tu-.i in< h tube into the ground until water waa

i

Ing a pump. This simple contrivance was patented after the war, and the
tens of thousands of fanners who have adopted it. have been oblin
pay him a royalty, a model placed at t'tiOO.000.

The spring window shade yields an incom ol £ 10,000 a year, and a large
... has been reaped by a miner, who, ten years ince, invented a metal

rivet or eyelet at each end of the mouth of coat and pantfl pockets to re-

sist the strain uaused by the carriage ol ire and heavy tools,

The inventor of the roller skate made m ,-r CJUO.OOO by his invention,
The gimlet pointed screw has involved more wealth than most silver

mines, and the man who first thought of put i ing copper lips to children's
shoes is as well off as if his father had left him £400,000 in United States
bends. Upwards of £2,000 a year is made by th. inventor of the common
needle-threader. The favorite toy—the " Return Ball "a wooden ball

with an elastic attached, produces to the patentee an income eqnal t<> t'10,-

000 a year, and an income of no less than £15,000 per annum is derived by
the inventor of the " Dancing Jim Crow." To the foregoing might be ad-

ded thousands of patents for trifling but useful articles from which hand-
some incomes are derived, or for which large sums have been paid. The
sale of the little figure "John Gilpin " has been incredibly large for many
years, and a very ingenious toy, known as the " Wheel of Life," is said

to have very speedily yielded upwards of £100,000 profit to its inventor.

Perhaps the most successful of modern toys has been the " Chameleon
Top." This novelty has long been a favorite, and has sold at prices vary-
ing from 2s. 6d. to 10s. each. The sale has been enormous, and the profits

are estimated to have been greater than those of one of the most valuable
and important inventions of modern times.

The Late Pio Nono's Yacht.—A steam yacht, the Immaculato Con-
ceptions of the late Pio Nono, has been attracting considerable attention
in steam -yachting and shipping circles in London, where she has found
her way for sale. It is pretty generally known that about twenty-five
years ago the Pope decided to provide himself with a fast steam yacht,
which should also be armed and equipped as a steam corvette, and a com-
mission was sent to this country to obtain advice in the matter. The
agents sought the aid of the British Admiralty, and under their guidance
the above handsome vessel was built in London— the bull, of iron, very
strong, about 000 tons, by Mare & Co.; and the engines, of 150 horse
power, by Seaward & Co., for twelve knots speed; everything being made
in the best style, at a cost of about £50,000. This beautiful vessel was
kept in the harbor at Civita Vecehia there for about twenty years, with a
full staff of officers and men, and everything in a high state of efficiency,

always ready to start with the Pope and his friends at an hour's notice.

The necessity never arose. Although nearly twenty-five years old, the
yacht is in perfect preservation, and has only made in all the time about
nineteen days' actual service at sea under steam.

Science Notes. —Professor D. E. Hughes, F. R. S., recently read an
important paper on the molecular rigidity of tempered steel before the
Institution of Mechanical Engineers. From the experiments he has made
he strongly favors the view that steel, when tempered, is an alloy con-
taining fixed carbon in a far greater quantity than when soft.

THE STATE INVESTMENT AND INSURANCE CO.
The State Investment and Insurance Company has just pub

lished its annual statement, and a most favorable showing it is, reflecting
credit upon the management and calculated to inspire renewed confidence
in its customers. It has assets amounting to $387,526 40. It has earned
during the year, over and above losses, the net sum of §214,531 51, and
its total expenditure has only amounted to 8205,370 56, showing a very
substantial balance in favor of net earnings. We doubt very much
whether there is another insurance company in the city that can show
better results for the amount of capital invested. Under the safe, con-
servative and able Presidency of A. J. Bryant the State Investment and
Insurance Company has come to be recognized as one of the foremost in-

stitutions of the city. Its business is large, its capital ample, its raanag-
ment wise and safe, and its profits have been steady and reliable, all of
which demonstrates that business tact of no ordinary character has been
evinced in the conduct of its affairs. As it is a strictly local company,
whose earnings are divided among our own people, we are specially glad
of its success. That it will go on and reach even higher stages.nf pros-

perity we are well assured. It has all the elemeuts uf a prosperity that is

bound to enlarge and increase.

^removalT
W. H. B0VEE, REAL ESTATE, formerly of Oobb, Bovee & Co.,

HAS BEMOVED TO 324)4 MONTGOMERY ST.,

SAFE DEPOSIT BUILDING (opposite former place.) geb. M.

AMERICAN EXCHANGE HOTEL,
SmiHome dtreet, Corner Halleck, San Fran<*iNco.- This

hotel ia in the very center of tbe business portion of the city, and has been
renovated and newly furnished throughout. The traveling public will Bnd this bo

be the most convenient as well as the most comfortable and respectable hotel hi the
city. TABLE FIR^T-CLAS^. Board and room. 81. 81.25 and St.50 per day. Nice
single rooms per night, 50 cents. Breakfasts or dinners, 50 cents. Lunch. 25 i ents.

Eighteen tickets, good for any meals, fur $5. Hot and cold baths free. Free coach
to and from the hotel. Oct 7.
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
Nothing tbat baa occurred during the week puts a different complexion

on foreign affairs from that which we indicated last week. The French

Chamber of Deputies is busily engaged in discussing fundamental changes

in the Constitution, and this whilst the enemies of the republic are busily

at work. Nero is fiddling, as it seems to us, whilst Rome is burning.

The poor creatures who claim to be successors of Gambetta are toying

with the republic whilst the Monarchists are getting in their licks. Let

those who take an interest in our sister republic, our friend, ally in hours

of disaster—the beautiful, and ever la belle France—take cognizance of

what is going on. The republic may continue, and it may not. Its

strength lies in the fact that its enemies are divided. The Orleans Princes

are not unpopular, the Count de Cbambord is, Prince Jerome Bonaparte

has only a meagre following; yet these three combined represent the Mo-
narchical feeling. If they were united, the republic could hardly last a

single hour. But they are not, and therein consists much of the hope of

the future. Meanwhile rentes are falling, the Bourse is troubled, and

French affairs are not satisfactory. No man can tell what to-morrow

may bring forth. French politics are uncertain, and anything is possible

in that sunny, happy, but politically cursed country.

In England the affairs of Ireland still command first attention. There

was a general determination to proceed to the consideration of the more
important affairs of the Empire. For the three last past sessions the

House of Commons has been almost solely engaged in remedial measures

for Ireland, and great results have been the consequence. The land act

was an extraordinary enactment. It gave the go-by to the rights of pri-

vate property, made the tenant master of the landlord, enabled him to

say what rent he would or would not pay, and was altogether such a law

as would not for a moment be tolerated by the Irish landlords, who have

accumulated city property in this country. Yet, it has not been accepted

in good faith. Agrarian outrages continue and Ireland is not pacified.

All this lends force to the argument that nothing will pacify Ireland

short of the treatment that was dealt out to her by Oliver Cromwell.

We wish it were otherwise. We but narrate the events of passing

history.

The troubles of Ireland were incidentally brought up in the House of

Commons on Mr. Gorst's amendments to the address in reply to the

Queen's speech—declaring that, in view of the confession of the Irish

assassins, no further concessions should be made to lawless agitation. On
Thursday the Right Hon. William Forster made a violent attack upon
Mr. Parnell. He said the recent disclosures had increased the suspicion

that the Land League was connected with the outrages. The public ex-

pected that Mr. Parnell would have elucidated this point. No mere dis-

claimer would be sufficient. He charged Mr. Parnell with heading an
organization which had started an agitation that promoted outrages and
incited to murder. At this point, Mr. O'Kelly having shouted, '-It's a
lie! " several times, was named for suspension, and his suspension was or-

dered by a vote of 305 to 20. Mr. Forster then resumed and reiterated

his charges against Mr. Parnell, quoting from that gentleman's speeches,

in which he had said that murder waB unnecessary. He said the wretches
who committed the Phoenix Park assassinations had not acted on the let-

ter, but according to the spirit of these speeches. Until Mr. Parnell ex-

pressed regret and repentance he could not communicate with him.
There were loud cries for Mr. Parnell, but be did not move. The Mar-
quis of Hartington then rose and expressed surprise at Mr. Parnell's

silence, which, he said, was an admission that a prima-facie case had been
established against the Irish leaders. The Government, he declared, had
no intention of introducing any measures for an extensive change of pol-

icy with regard to Ireland that would be likely to arouse strong party
feeling and absorb a large portion of the time of the House.
In the course of the debate which followed, Mr. Trevelyar said that

although the Government had no large measures concerning the govern-
ment of Ireland to introduce this year, they intended to bring forward
several careful measures with regard to the distress existing there. He
said the truth was that the holdings in the west of Ireland were too
small ; the people could not live on them without getting into debt. The
question was whether by giving extraordinary relief the Government
should stay emigration and merely postpone the evil day. Since the dis-

closure made by Carey, a number of Irish-Americans and farmers' sons
in Counties Armagh, Mouaghan and Louth, have been secretly leaving for

America. Mrs. Carey has been completely " boycotted " since she turned
informer. Not one of her tenants has paid rent, and notices have been
posted on the doorsteps of her houses, warning persons not to pay rent to

a " cursed informer." Such is the condition of affairs in unhappy Ireland.

A very recent dispatch from Rome says that there was only one al-

ternative—either Prussia must consent to a thorough revision of the May
laws, or she will deprive the Catholic Church in Germany of the very
conditions of existence. A dispatch to the London Times from Berlin on
Saturday said the statement of Cardinal Jacobini, the Papal Secretary of
State, that the Bishops had been authorized to give notice to the Govern-
ment of clerical appointments as soon as the Reichstag and Landtag as-
sented to measures insuring the free exercise of ecclesiastical jurisdiction
and the free instruction of the clergy, is regarded as putting the end of
the KuUurkampf as far off as ever.

A dispatch from St. Petersburg says: "It is stated that letters have
been received by the authorities conveying threats to blow up the Krem-
lin, at Moscow, where the Czar is to be crowned. A search was made,
but nothing indicating preparations for the destruction of the palace was
revealed.

_
A close watch is kept and the public are not allowed to enter

the building." The St. Petersburg Golos has been suppressed because of
its mischievous tone in discussing State institutions and in describing the
intentions of the Government regarding the reforms which have taken
place during the last quarter of a century. An imperial ukase has been
published appointing a committee to examine and amend the laws relating
to Jews. Forty students at St. Petersburg were imprisoned on Monday
for expressing doubts of the administrative ability of Count Tolstoi,
Minister of Public Instruction.

Nervousness, peevishness and fretting, so often connected with over-
worked females' lives, is rapidly relieved by Brown's Iron Bitters.

GEORGE WILLIAM CURTIS.
There is a movement on foot to bring out George William Curtis for Pres-

ident of the United States in 1S84. As the champion of Civil Service
Reform, Mr. Curtis has won the respect and admiration of many Demo-
crats as well as Republicans. As the editor of Harpers WecMy, Mr.
Curtis has fought the political bosses of the Grant, Conkling and Cam-
eron type in a way that has immensely pleased the better element of all

parties. His scholarship, pure life and devotion to American institutions
are known of all men, and his election to the Presidency would usher in
a new era of good government. A Washington correspondent says :

" I
note here a strong, steady undercurrent, which is going to wash the pro-
fessional politician into the sea of oblivion. Sooner or later this is to be
the fate of this fungus growth of the republic. The people are tired,
sick of him. He reposes in the bosom of every great department here

—

generally in the softest seat with the best salary—a rude martinet and
petty tyrant. He is also conspicuous in Congress, too ; but not numerous
and so insolent this year as las!". There was a sound of distant thunder
in the yellow leaf of last year. And I reckon he heard it," and is now on
his good behavior. But for all that the professional politician still ex-
pects to be our next President. And, indeed, no one now in Congress or
in any of the great departments here, and I have talked with many,
seems to question either Ms right or his power to still seize and hold pos-
session of the White House, ar.d divide the spoils with his fellow-poli-
ticians.

" But at a little dinner of fellow-scribes, held at the Arlington last

night, tiiis undercurrent which I spoke of, this indignation of the people,
flowed clear, strong and unmistakable. The press and the people are im-
patient of this ignorant and arrogant bully, and no matter from what
party or place, or in what guise or form he comes, he is not wanted.

" Who, then, shall be our next President, if none of these? Many
men were discussed at tbat little dinner of scribes from the four parts of
the republic and of all parties, but no name seemed to be entirely fit till

into the nuts and coffee the name of the great leader in this rebellion
against the professional politicians came up in connection with his work.
"'Look here, boys—that's the people's candidate,' cried the veteran

scribe, half springing from his seat with delight. 'There is a man who
refused to take the mission to Germany, and to England, too—a man who
paid $100,000 of debts with his pen, a debt he might have avoided paying,

too—a learned man, a gentleman, a great human fellow-creature, with a
heart and a soul like a giant.'

" By this time we were all on our feet, unanimous; we bad found a man
fit to be President of this republic. His name is George William Curtis."

LETTER FROM LONDON.
London, February 14, 1883—Dear News Letter : With the re-

assembling of Parliament London is beginning to fill up again. But Mr.
Gladstone will have to stay at Cannes for another fortnight, so the open-
ing of the session must take place without him. The other Cabinet Min-
isters are showing up punctually. None of them, however, dares to ven-
ture ten yards beyond his own threshold without the convoy of a pair of
spruce-looking detectives, on the look out for suspicous-appearing strang-
ers. A new sort of thing, tor England, in these days, is this special
guarding of its leading men in the broad light of day in the public streets.
The Prince of Wales has just got back from Cannes, whither he went to

\

till in a fortnight's leisure he found himself suddenly possessed with by
j

the giving up of the Prussian Crown Prince and Princess's silver wedding
festivities. He is Baid to have passed much of his time with Miss Cham-
berlain, who is residing there with her mother, the blue waters of the
Channel affording the necessary protective barrier against the Princess's
finger-nails. Miss Chamberlain's engagement has, since the Prince's visit,

been formally announced—to whom, is not made public. But there are
various " suspects " in the case. Some think it is the son of a Liverpool
cotton-broker, whose family have a villa at the French watering-place

;

others, that a young German Count {and there are a/ew at Cannes), has
won the hand and ducats of the Ohio beauty, while others again feel sure
it is the young clerk in the Foreign Office, who was so attentive to her
last season, in London. There has been some whispering going about of
late to the effect that it is the madame who is the attraction to the Prince,
as he likes dark women better than fair.

There have been several divorces in high circles lat#y. Firstly, Capt.
Noel got rid of his wife, for adultery with his groom, then Lady St.
Leonards got rid of her husband, for the same breach of marital vows
with a Mrs. Beckett, whose acquaintance he made during a walk up
Baker street one fine evening, and lastly the MarchiDneBs of Blandford
has succeeded in getting judicially untied from her liege lord, because he
passed some time in Paris with the Countess of Aylesford, both going,
while there, by the names of " Mr. and Mrs. Spencer." Naughty peo-
ple all round.
The Duke of Sutherland is a live man for a Duke, or for any other

quality of man, for that matter. He is off on a business trip to Egypt,
in the cause of an English syndicate, his purpose being to secure some
advantageous rights there in behalf of some railways the syndicate pro-
pose building. He and the Duke of Manchester don't waste much time
"sporting."
The latest temperance movement is the Order of the Violet Bibbon.

It is against public drinking, its members being only required to pledge
themselves to drink nowhere but at home. The last fashionable caprice
is to announce the birth in a family to one's friends through the medium
of a post card, thus: " Miss Jemima Jones begs to announce her birth on
the 4th inst." The father and mother add their compliments at the bot-
tom. Some people seem to have so little to do they don't know what
silliness to be at next.
There are hardly any Americans about worth mentioning, beyond the

usual representatives of the " Colony," to be seen of an afternoon at
either Gillig's or Bowles,' and they are not as interesting specimens of
humanity as they used to be. Yours, Dido.

A Definition.—(Scene, Highland Police Office.) Superintendent (to

Policeman
—
"What mean you, Tonal', by entering John McLuish "tramp"

in the books of ta offis? What iss a tramp?
Policeman—A tramp, yer honor, iss a man wha traivels aboot an' seeks

for work and disna want it. (Superintendent is satisfied.)—Bailie.
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PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
San Francisco, March JO. 1H83.

Stocks and Bond*.
BONDS.

Cel. State Bond?.'
S. F. CUV & Co. B'du, 6s,*5S

S. F. OltyAOo.B'da,76 .

liontg'v Av. Bonds
DnpODl Street Bonds
Sacramento City Bonds..
Stockton City Bonds
Yuba County Bonds
Mar\9ville City Bonds....

Santa Clara Co. Bonds...

Los Angeles County Bonds.
Los Angeles City Bonds....

Virg*a 4 Truckee R. R. Bds.

Nevada Co. N. O. R. R. Bds
Oakland City Bonds
Oregon B & N. Bonds, 6s .

.

S. P. R. R. Bonds
U. S. Js

BANKS.

Bank of California (ex div.)

Pacific Bank
First National (ex div.). ...,

IN81-RAKCB COMPANIES.

Bid.

Nom.
Nom.
35

45
10S
90

100

101

106

107

103}

120

163

129

115

Anted Stocks and Bonds. Bid. Asked
rRBtrRANOI COMPANIES.

— State Investment 112$ U5£
Nom. Home Mutual 134 133

Nom. Commercial 126 127
— Western 101 106
— RAILROADS.
60 C. P. R. R. Stock SI J S3}
— ;C. P. R. h. Bonds 112 114

100 City Railroad — 101

105 Omnibus R. R 52 55
— N. B. and Mission R. R 95 074
— Sutter Street K. R (ass'tad.) 81 84

107 ilGeary Street R. R S3 98
103 Central R. R. Co — 4S
108

!
Market Street R. R Nom. Worn.

126 Clay Street Hill R. R Nom. Nom.
109 S. F Gaslight Co 521 53

104
i
Oakland Gaslight Co 30i 31

120J Sac'to Gaslight Co 6d 57
Califor'a Powder Co 120 —

165
,
Giant Powder Co 107 103

120 ijAtlantic Giant Powder 68 70
132 I Gold and Stock Teleg*h Co. 80 85

|
S. V. W. W. Co. 's Stock. ... 86 861

116
|
S.V.W.W.Co' Bonds (ex c.) 112J 113

127
|
Pacific Coast S.S.Co's Stock

116 I California Street R. R,

Union (ex div.)..,

Fireman's Fund (ex div.). .

California (ex div.) 114 116 ' California Street B. B 112 115

Pacific Rolling -Mills. 120, 125. Cala. Dry Dock, 62}, —. Safe Deposit Co., 45, 46}.

Vulcan Powder, 40, 45. Presidio Railroad, 67. Safety-Nitre Powder, 9J, 10}.

Central Gas StouK, 60, 55. Hawaiian Commercial Co., 35}, 36}. Northern Pacific R.

R. Bonds, 104@105.

The transactions of the week continue to show the great interest taken

in the Spring Valley Water question, to the neglect of almost all other

securities. The supply of money is in excess of the demand. A. Baird.

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.—New York, March 16th,

1883.—U. S. Bonds— 4s, 120; 4}s, 1122; ex-5s, 103}. Sterling Exchange,

481J@484. Western Union, 84.*. Wool—Spring, fine, 24@31; Burry,

16@21j Pulled. 18@40; Fall Clips, 16@20; Burry, 12@14. London,
March 16th.—LiverpoolWheat Market, 9s. 4d.@9s. 7d.; California Red
American Spring, 9s. 6d @10s.5d. Consols, 101 5-16@102 1 16d.

Bohemian glass is still in use for dessert services and finger-bowls.

The brilliant hues obtained in glass are always effective on a table. No
striking novelty has appeared in the shape of dinner-cards. At many
elaborate entertainments a very simple card, merely indicating the name
of the guest, is found to be a greater surprise than any new device possi-

ble to human ingenuity.—The Hoar,

According to a recent estimate, the picture-gallery of Mr. W. H.
Vanderbilt has cost £200,000; next cornea that of Mr. Stewart, £100,04(0.

The aggregate value of the private galleries of New Yt irk is £1,300,000.

They are entirely tilled with pictures bought in Europe.

Berlin possesses an academy for female cooks. The course lasts *ix

months, and is concluded by a public examination. There are thne
classes : specialist cooks, tavern cooks and professor cooks. The number
of students by the last report was 140.

Painters of ragged street-urchins find a ready sale at big prices in New
York galleries. The originals, however, find it very difficult to keep from

starring.

Entered at thm Post-Office at San Francisco, Cat., as Second-Class
Matter.

MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For Nnviicnliiiic the Air.

Office of the Aeroplane Company f<>r Navigating the Air, 609 Mer-

chant street. Office hours from 1 to 'J P.M.

<;
OLD BARS-920 fine par.—REFINED StxvBB—14}®15 P cent, dis-

count. Mexican Dollars, 12@12.Ji per cent. di ic. nom.

"Exchange on New York, 25c |.'? 100 premium; on London Bank-
en, 49§d, ; Paris, sight, 5-12i@5-10 francs per dollar. Eastern
telegramB, 40c

"Price of Money here, 6@10 per cent, per year—bank rate. In the,
open market, 1@1} per month. Demand light. On Bond Security,

3@4} per cent, per year on Call.

*»- Latest price of Sterling in New York, 48H@484.

DYNAMITE IN LONDON.
London has experienced the first serious attempt of the dynamite

party to carry death and' destruction into the heart of the city. A terrific

explosion took place on Thursday evening last, in the Government build-

ings iu Downing street. A special dispatch says :
" Every part of West-

minster—the Abbey, the Houses of Parliament, the great public offices,

the Clubs and dwelling-houses—were violently shaken. A great detona-
tion was heard, followed by a crash of glass falling fram a thousand win-
dows. A deliberate attempt had been made to blow up a part of the
Government offices. The dynamite was placed on a window-sill, where
the fuse, when burning, would be concealed from the view of any one
passing." From the latest advices it would seem that, whilst much dam-
age was done to propeity, there was no loss of life. There was much con-
sternation in the House of Commons, which was in session at the time.
This diabolical act is attributed to the Irish assassination party, warnings
having been received by the Government that such an attempt would be
made. It is really inexplicable what good anybody can expect to flow
from such murderous efforts. But then Irish logic always was inexplicable.

ALBION CONSOLIDATED.
Another assessment of $75,000, No. 13, delinquent April 9th.-^Pay-

ments on account No. 12, 5th instant, reduced the indebtedness to $260,*
000.^—The anticipated adjustment with attaching creditors not yet com-
pleted.-^—Company bought in 22,000 shares. Probably this interest will

be largely increased at the next delinquent sale,—-Creditors appear tu
have great confidence in the future of the mine and its capabilities: under
the economical and intelligent management of Mr. Read, E. N. Robinson
having retireu from the Superintendence*.—L. L. Robinson retains the
Presidency.—Large sales of shares have been effected during the past
ten days, market closing weak at ten cents. ^—Dealers require additional
guarantees of an entire change in the administration of " Albion " affairs

befoie investing heavily again in this interesting corporation.—Important
developments appear impending.—-The News Letter will continue to

keep its readers fully advised.

The Approaching Solar Eclipse.—The results obtained by the eclipse

expedition of May last to .Egypt, under Dr. Schuster and Mr. Norman
Lockyer, are being found so satisfactory as to justify the dispatch to the
Caroline Islands of an expedition to watch the furthcoming eclipse on the
6th of May next. Mr. Charles Ray Woods and Mr. H. A. Lawrance,
who acted as assistants to Dr. Schuster and Mr. Lockyer on the previous
occasion, are this time to take the entire responsibility, and wilt start

from Southampton for Panama, where they will join the members of the
American expedition and proceed with them to their destination.— Vanity
Fair.

Meteorological Summary.

—

Week Endini; March 15, 1883. ?":58 p. 5f.

RigheBt barometer, 30.200—10th ; lowest barometer, 30.046—12cb ; avei-

age barometer during the week, 30.133 ; highest temperature, 58.5*; Low-

est temperature, 45°—10th and 11th; average teinperatme during the

week, SQ-.o* ; highest relative humidity, 96 per cent.— 9th, 10th. 11th,

12th and 14th; lowest relative humidity, 77 per cent.— 10th and 12th;
average relative humidity during the week, 88.5 per cent.; prevailing

direction of wind, west ; maximum velocity of wind and dire< < <
><<. ''.

west—10th; total rainfall during the week, .01 ; total rainfall during the

season of 1882-3, 12.0S inches.

Among the trees which grow in Alaska is one called the yellow c idar,

which lias a fragrance somewhat like that of Bandal-wuod, a

marked. It is a grainlese wood of straw color, and l late I uilt

many ships of it, for which purpose it is admirably a tapted.

London, March 16.—Latest Price of Consols. 101 5-lC@102 l-16d.

Printed and Published by the Proprietor, Frederick Marriott, 607 to 615 Merchant street, San Francisco, California.
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"WEAVE TRUTH WITH TRUST."
By Oram Bailey.

True and trusty men of old, Cast the modern shams aside

—

Good work in the fabric set, Dangers in their smoothness lurk;

And their motto, writ in gold, In the truth alone confide

Bears for us a lesson yet. For the grounding of the work.

In the chequered web of life Cloth of gold, or humble wimple,
Warpand woofshouldboth be just; Give to each its measure just;

And when keenest grows the strife In thy life-task, rich or simple,
" Weave truth with trust." " Weave truth with trust."—Public Opinion.

FASHION'S VOICE.
There is as much devotion paid to household art nowadays as to dress

—

a circumstance which we should hail with delight, since it may possibly

help to do away with the silliness of those women who spend little for-

tunes on dress, and care little whether their house is tasteful or not, so

that it has the usual amount of satin, velvet and gold strewn over the

rooms. I was at a house on California street, the other day, which,

though not so magnificent as its neighbors, at least, showed infinitely

more taste in all its details from cellar to kitchen. The mistress herself

is not one of the talkative art disciples, but she is a worker, and spends

her happy life in bestowing such exquisite taste on each corner of her
beautiful home that it was a treat to sit in each of those rooms for a little

spell and wonder how she had acquired the knack of harmonizing every
situation in relation to the presence of the individuals who would 'occupy

each. Her own room was gravely dressed in Bombre tints, with such
matchless adjustment of brilliant colors as just to give it the warmth re-

quired. The drapery of the windows, in ruby colored "velvet, was dashed
with gray and festooned as negligently as the loopings of a ball dreBS.

The alcove where a sumptuous bed stood was ceiled with fluted satin,

radiating from a star in shrimp pink and ruby. A gold paper adorned
the walls and a fanciful conceit of ruby fringe scalloped round the wall as

high as the head of the bedstead, with gold border, gave the recess the
appearance of a large bed itself irrespective of the one therein, which was
covered with a spread and shams of shrimp pink satin, worked in Japan-
ese style. I don't pretend to give minute details, but the effect was per-

fect. "And thiB is the nursery," the matron said, throwing open the door,

which unfolded to view a bright, beautiful chamber, instantly putting me
in mind of a garden in Summer. The appointments were green, nothing
definite, but the glint of happy brightness overspread all, the " dado " be-

ing formed of pictures in medallion, representing all the children's stories

under the sun. On the cloud-like ceiling a cherub held an unfolded Bcarf

having for a motto " Baby is King."
Then the " mother's room " was quite indicative of the comfort re-

quired for one standing on the meridian of liEe. The walls clothed in

Turkey red and adorned by handsome pictures, had for the woodwork
ebony, picked out with red and gold. Here I felt like sitting down for

all time ; such concentrated essence of comfort hovered about the sur-

roundings. A queer chamber was in blue—a gladsome, happy-looking
place—just where a stranger might feel herself perfectly at home. I re-

marked the carpets were all bright and without any absolute distinctive-

ness ; everything looked warm. What a mistake dull carpets are, they
always give me the blues in the extremest sense of the word. In this

house I remarked whatever dullness of color prevailed in some reBpects, a
tangible shade of warmth was imparted from an opposite, and yet, like a
well-flavored entree, for the life of you it would be impossible to know
exactly where the harmonious chord came in. The sofa cushions were
very novel ; a long bag of feathers tied round the top with a satin-lined

packet on one side to open or close at will gives a faint idea. Double par-
tieres at every door, one on the outside, one on the inside, both differing

in color, were substituted for doors on the first floor. Not two chairs
were alike in the elegant drawing-room, which has an inlaid polished
floor, having rugs in which you have an entire and beautiful animal
beneath your feet. Some houses are so gorgeous you feel utterly out
of place in them minus a velvet dress. This one is a restful house ; though
so exquisite in all its details you felt you could curl up on a chair in a
print wrapper, with a book in your hand, anywhere, and feel at ease. So
much is due to the taste of one woman. Why do not all our women go
and do likewise ? With wealth it is so easy to have refinement, and one
so seldom sees it, so often hears the cry, " How do you do it, I never
should know how ?" A very ridiculous outcry from a woman's lips, to
which I reply, "Go and learn; cultivate your taste. If you have no
taste, acquire it." This lady of whom I speak learns everything, and yet
attends to her household efficiently, and wonderful to relate, she never
wears a velvet dress or a scarlet satin at 11 A. M., as is usual. This is

more of a lecture than a fashion article, but ladies fair, you must take the
rough with the smooth, and, O, how happy I should be if I could feel

that you would always prefer a fashion essay upon household art in lieu

of the scores I write you on dress. I might wind up by saying, " Con-
sider the lilies." If one could always look as beautiful as a lily silks

would be at a discount. Au revoir, Silver Pen.

EASILY GULLED.
With all our boasted intelligence there is no more easily gulled public

than that of San Francisco. We set ourselves up to be critical audiences,
while poor actors and singers take away our dollars; and there exist in
our midst a class of quack doctors that would not be allowed anywhere
else to prescribe for a sick dog. Fortune-tellers, clairvoyants, and such
like frauds, coin money by preying upon the credulity of our masses,
while the educated public looks on without making even an attempt to
stop such a slaughter of the innocents. Our politicians steal the public
funds until there is not enough money left in the city's coffers to pay for
two of the absolute necessities of life—light and water. It is high time
that men of sense put their heads together and shook off the thraldom of
fraud, which has made San Francisco a byword for dishonesty. There is

no city in the Union that has had to suffer from want of light, in the way
thatJSan Francisco is now suffering; and it is not only a disgrace to Cali-
fornia, but an encouragement to crime. Somehow nobody seems to be
held responsible, it being just about how the Irishman observed when
Bpeaking of the shooting of landlords—what was every one's business was
no one's.

MEDICINE AS PRACTICED BY ANIMALS.
M. G. Delaunay, in a recent communication to the Biological So-

ciety, observed that medicine, as practiced by animals, is thoroughly em-
pirical, but that the same may be said of that practiced by inferior human
races, or, in other words, by the majority of the human species. Ani-
mals instinctively choose such food as is best suited to them. M. De-
launay maintains that the human race also shows this instinct, and blames
medical men for not paying sufficient respect to the likes and dislikes of
the patients, which he believes to be a guide that may be depended on.
Women are more often hungry than men, and they do not like the same
kinds 6f food ; nevertheless, in asylums for aged poor, men and women
are put on precisely the same regimen. Infants scarcely weaned are
given a diet suitable to adults, meat and wine which they dislike and
which disagree with them. M. Delaunay investigated this question in
the different asylums of Paris, and ascertained that children do not like
meat before they are about five years of age. People who like salt, vine-
gar, etc., ought to be allowed to Batisfy their tastes. Lorain always
taught that with regard to food, people's likings are the best guide.
A large number of animals wash themselves and bathe, as elephants,

stags, birds and ants. M. Delaunay lays down as a general rule, that
there is not any species of animal which voluntarily runs the risk of in-
haling emanations arising from their own excrement. Some animals de-
faecate far from their habitations ; others bury their excrement ; others
carry to a distance the excrement of their young. In this respect they
show more foresight than man, who retains for years excrement in sta-
tionary cesspools, thus originating epidemics. If we turn our attention
to the question of reproduction, we shall see that all mammals suckle
their young, keep them clean, wean them at the proper time and educate
them ; but these maternal instincts are frequently rudimentary in women
of civilized nations. In fact, man may take a lesson in hygiene from the
lower animals. Animals get rid of their parasites by using dust, mud,
clay, etc. When a dog has lost its appetite, it eats that species of grass
known as dog's grass (ckiendent), which, acts as an emetic and purgative.
Cats also eat grass. Sheep and cows, when ill, seek out certain herbs.
When dogs are constipated they eat fatty substances, such as oil and but-
ter, with avidity, until they are purged. The same thing is observed in
horses. An animal Buffering from chronic rheumatism always keeps as
far as possible in the sun. The warrior ants have regularly organized am-
bulances. Latreille cut the antennae of an ant, and other ants came and
covered the wounded part with a transparent fluid secreted from their
mouths. If a chimpanzee be wounded, it stops the bleeding by placing
its hand on the wound, or dressing it with leaves and grass.
When an animal has a wounded leg or arm hanging on it completes the

amputation by means of its teeth. A dog, on being stung in the muzzle
by a viper, was observed to plunge its head repeatedly for several days
into running water. The animal eventually recovered. A sporting dog
was run over by a carriage. During three weeks in Winter it remained
lying in a brook, where its food was taken to it. The animal recovered.
A terrier dog hurt its right eye. It remained lying under a counter,
avoiding light and heat, although habitually he kept close to the fire.

It adopted a general treatment, rest and abstinence from food. The local

treatment consisted in licking the upper surface of the paw, to which he
applied the wounded eye, again licking the paw when it became dry.
Cats also, when hurt, treat themselves by this simple method of continu-
ous irrigation.

M. Delaunay cites the case of a cat which remained for some time
lying on the bank of a river ; also that of another cat which had the sin-

gular fortitude to remain for forty-eight hours under a jet of cold water.
Animals suffering from traumatic fever treat themselves by the continued
application of cold, which M. Delaunay considers to be more certain than
any of the other methods. In view of these interesting facts, we are, he
thinks, forced to admit that hygiene and therapeutics, as practiced by
animals, may, in the interests of psychology, be studied with advantage.
He could go even further, and say that veterinary medicine, and perhaps
human medicine, could gather from them Borne useful indications, pre-

cisely because they are prompted by instinct, which are efficacious in the
preservation or the restoration of health —British Medical Journal.

DEATH OP EDWARD KENNEY.
Death has been quite busy this week with young and apparently

healthy citizens. Among the number is Edward Francis Kenney, the
son of John KeDney, one of our oldest and best known carriage proprie-
tors. The boy was remarkable for his physique, his good nature and
attention to his business. About a week ago he contracted a severe cold,

which, combined with rheumatism, incurred in the discharge of his work,
settled in the heart, and carried him off last Tuesday morning at half-

past 11 o'clock. His immediate relatives are perfectly prostrated by the
Buddenness of the visitation, the young man being an exemplary son, and
apparently most robust and healthy. He was nineteen years and three
months old at the time of his decease.

There were many stories current in illustration of the late Baron
Martin's love of brevity. "Gentlemen of the jury," he is reported to
have said, "you have heard the evidence and the speeches of the learned
counsel. If you believe the old woman in red, you will find the prisoner
guilty ; if you do not believe her, you will find him not guilty." Another
story is as to Baron Martin's deferring sentence on a peculiarly heinous
criminal. The court next day was crowded with people expectant of such
an elaborate and eloquent speech to the prisoner as some judges would
not have lost the chance of making. All, according to the story, that
Baron Martin said was: "Prisoner at the bar, you're a very bad man.
You'll have ten years of it."

Arabi Pasha is, I hear, regarded by the Moslems in Ceylon as a saint.

This is not surprising, and it would be only a fitting punishment for us,

were we to find our Indian Empire disturbed through our converting it

into a prison-house, to which Egyptians are sent who endeavor to free

their country from the debasing rule of foreigners, who administer it as

the bailiffs of the usurers who have been its curse.

—

Shanghai Gazette.
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SOCIETY.
Maicb 15, 1883 How greatly ertrr »ne i» longing f<<r rain, and

how much „•<**! a run -•lortu wnoJd do, Imth in t twi aii<1

i>#mbcr a lima when it Iim Ih-cu u»«tt ardently wisbod for l»v all

i-Umom, fur a Tarwty of rra*m», and if
, and in

«uod quaoUttea, it will be r*gard<
cloao IiT the l..-nton Mftsoa, the bat ««k "f whi.-h is always fool»d pOfl

|
aa ooe «if more than u*nal gloom in it* circle*.

The paat week ha* been remark ah U- for th« Bruggtt between mm nnd
olood rar »upreroacy. the latter proving in th

i-onaeqoeocv, the weather has lieen chilly, damp anl and So-
da* been equally dull, there bein^' for the moment scarcely U Item

Laat week** close was enlivened by two alight acta of dissipation— the
1 musicalt at the Owiaa on Kriday evening, and the McMollia rtdir

. which, in Rplta >-f the defection of the Monterej
BWaMM proved the failure it was feared it might have been in oonnt*

I^eot sometimes comes Inopportunely, and I have no doubt those inter-

ested regretted that the Coleman wedding anniversary ihooid h.i\c hap*
peneil durinK' that especial season, as the party given to commemoiMt. the
eveut was strictly a non dancing one ; and the ladies of the family, who

,
are such adepts at that pastime, kept Lent so far as to deny th an
what they are so inordinately fond of, Otherwise, it was a very pleasant
little party, the music being of a high order and the supper, as is usually

l the case at the Gwins, a most excellent one.
Wedding rumors still till the air, and of the most recently announced

engagements matrimonial is one between Miss Belle Parrott end Mr.
Dlok; but it is understood that the marriage will not take place till Mrs.
Parmtt's return from Euro|>e, which will be about mid-Summer. Judge
and Mrs. Hayne, n« Gracie Parrott, are expected back here in April, the
air of Colorado having greatly benefited Mrs. Hayne'a health, for which
purpose the visit there was marie.

The Culeman-BIanding engagement being at last au fait accompli, oth-
ers who are in the same predicament are taking hearts of grace, and I
should not wonder if at Easter quite a crop of them were announced.
One especially I am in daily expectation of hearing made public, and
when it is, there will be a few astonished, or I am no prophet. At pres-

ent I am one of the favored few who know of it, but am under bonds to
keep silent as to names.
Two others that are whispered as likely £o occur are between a hand-

some young yacht owner and the daughter of a Vau Ness avenue ex-

member of the Supreme bench; and a fair young widow and a rising

young medical practitioner. But who can tell with certainty—the ladies

are often mighty "onsartin."
After Easter, in addition to the promised German at Mrs. Atherton's,

'tis said there will probably be another Fair held at her house, similar to

the one which took place there last Spring, for the purpose of providing
out-of-door recreation and amusement for poor children, if I remember
correctly, at which, it is understood, Mr. Atherton will report how the
funds then acquired have been disposed of. It is a most laudable under-
taking, and should be encouraged, as, if the idea is well carried out, a
world of benefit is derived by those poor little creatures, who are unable
to procure those means of health and happiness for themselves.
The Griffith has been the scene of another pleasant excursion on the

bay, given by Captain Williams to show off its beauties to another party
of Eastern railroad people now visiting 'Frisco. Most unfortunately the
day was cold, dismal and generally disagreeable, which served as a slight

drawback to the conviviality of the occasion. Nevertheless a pleasant
time was had, and the encomiums passed on host and vessel were many
and well-deserved.
The different yacht men of our city are beginning to wake up from

their winter's doze, and, as the Spring breezes are upon us once more, to

shake off their lethargy and prepare for the opening of the season next
month.
The various club houses at Saucelito, which have been in a measure de-

serted the past few months, are commencing to show signs of life and ac-

tivity. Many improvements have been made at the Pacific Club Houss,
both to the building and the grounds, and a very gay season in yachting
circles iB confidently looked for when it once opens.
The genial Commodore of the above named popular organization, Mr.

James McDonough, will be missing during the Spring and early Summer,
owing to the trip Europewards that he has just started upon, but his

yacht will remain to the fore, and be no doubt, as it has ever been, the

scene of many a pleasant gathering and delightful sail on the waters of

our broad and beautiful B?y.
Last Tuesday was welcomed back again Mr. Robert Watt, of San Ra-

fael, and his pleasant wife, from their hastily-made trip to Europe, which
they enjoyed, despite the anxietv they suffered from regarding their son,

owing to whoBe very serious accident in Scotland they were called abroad.

Happily it did not result fatally, as at first feared, and the young gentle-

man has returned to California with his parents.

On Friday next Mr. Lloyd Tevis and his daughter, Mrs. Breckenridge,
are due from their brief visit East (how pleasant it is to be able to go
and come as often as one feels the incliuation seize them) and on Saturday
that noted young couple, Porter Ashe and his bride, will return to the
arms of their respective families, which are all opened wide to receive

them.
Mrs. James Robinson has returned, and Mrs. Savage is coming, as is

also Mrs. Hearst, who will be here about the first of April.
The Stanfords, I hear, may be looked for in a couple of wesks ; Mrs.

Stanford pining for the genial climate of California, while the Governor
is anxious for a peep at his pet stables at Palo Alto. Apropos of said

ranch, the news that Major Rathbone had accepted the position of

head overseer of the Governor's stock farm, excited both surprise and
comment among that gentleman's acquaintances, as he was generally

supposed to be independent of such emoluments as he of course will

receive, and for which reason it is said he has undertaken the charge,

his well known love of ease and disinclination for great bodily exer-

tion precluding the idea that he does so from pure love of the exercise,

it will necessarily involve. He is considered a good judge of horseflesh,

r, and that may have been an additional inducement to him, as
rk he will have what some would consider a surfeit of the

•f oar nnny and navy are about leaving us. General
sld bom for ii short visit. Beat, expecting to be abaant but a few

Commodore Phelps end family leave today f.» r the Beat also.
and from there he will proceed to his new tommand in the South Pa
otfio, They were very popular at Mai m which hospitable
little place they will be greatly missed, and their place not easily filled.

Be will be euoeeeded in bit command there
I ire Bobnfeldt

rhefriendi of the favorite organist of Trinity Churoh, Mr. George
jret that his health I tab I another return to his native

tana, doubly so from the fact that this, unlike the last departure he
made from San Francisco, will, undoubtedly, be a final one, and that
we shall hear no more the mogio of his touch upon that glorious in

•trntnentj of which ho is so thoroughly the muster. There was some
talk of a testimonial benefit to take placo before his departure, that
he might carry with him some substantial tokens of regard, but I be-
lieve, and 1 regret it, too, that the project has fallen through. Felix.

THE BALDWIN THEATRE.
LAST WEEK OP

WM. HORACE LINGARD AND COMPANY

!

Sunday Evening:. March 1 8th THE TXTTOR (or Stolen Kisses.)
Monday Evening-, March 19th, Byron's New Comedy, HIS LORDSHIP.

[First Time Here ] Concluding w.th THE TUTOR. (or Stolen Kisses.)
Saturday Evening MR. LINGARD'S BENEFIT.

DIVORUONS! Concluding with Lin gard Sketches!
First time in Seven Years. March 17

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.
JH.HAVERLY, Proprietor.- Frederick W. Bert, Manager.

* Unprecedented Success!

The Red Fooket-Book!
Enthusiastically indorsed by the public and press! A Great Play! Superbly acted
and Gorgeously Mounted!
Grand St. Patrick's Day Matinee Saturday Afternoon, March 17th.
Spkcial Notice.—Notwithstanding We enormous success cf THE RED POCKET-

BOOK, its run is limited in consequence of previuus engage-meats.
Secure your seats io advance. March 17.

BUSH-STREET THEATRE.
MB. I.EAVITT, Leasee nnd Manager: AI. Haymaii, As-

* socinte Manager. -Every Evening, Wednesday and Saturday Matinees, Pos-
itively Last Week of RICE'S SURPRISE PARTY! Positively Last Week of

Pop!
Every lady visiting- the Theatre this week will receive a copy of the music and

words of the present success, " For goodness sake don't say I told you!"
Secure your seats.

Sr-ECIAL Notice.— In consequence of the great demand for seats, and in answer to
many requests, the management will reserve the first five rows in the Balcony.
Monday Evening, March 19lh—The San Francisco Favorite, Miss ALICE HARRI-

SON, and her famous Coterie of Artists, in PHOTOS. Seats now on sale.

EMERSON'S STANDARO THEATRE.
II. EMERSON, Sole Proprietor auil lliuinstr -To-S'lslit.
EMERSON'S MINSTRELS!

Now First Part!
Don't fall to hear the Young Alto, Master CHARLES GOETTINO, sinp; Rock-a"

Bye Baby! Continued success of THE CHARLESTON BLUES! THE BLACK
POCKET-BOOK! THE GRAND DUCHESS! All the Favorites in Specialties!

Grand Matinee St. Patrick's Day, March 17th.

Monday, March 19th—Production of PATIENCE.
ORIGINAL POPULAR PRICES.—Dress Circle and Orcheitra, 75 cts.; Balcony,

50 cts. ; Matinee?, 25 cts. and 50 cts. No extra chartre to reserve. Telephone 5,094.

w

tS~ Complying with a wide and urgent request, MR. HENRY HEYUAN
herewith announces A GRAND CONCERT, to take place at PLATT'S HALL
on Friday Evening, April 13th, FOR THE BENEFIT OF HIS PUPIL,

MASTER NATHAN LASDSBERGER,
to aid him in pursuing his musical studies in Europe. He will be assisted by Mis8

PAULINE OLMSTED (Soprano), from Oakland—first appearance in this city; Mrs.
CARMICHAEL-CARR (Pianiste); Mr. H. M. GILLIG (Baritone), and many others.

The undersigned call your attention to the above announcement, requesting your
active co-operation : Mrs. Daniel Cook, Mrs. M. Lowe;ithal, Mrs. Horace Davis, Mrs.
D. J. Regensburger, Mrs. S. Epstein, Mrs. Dr. C. Q. Toland, Mrs. John S. Hager,
Mrs. Louis S'oss, Mrs. E. G. De Crano, Wm, Alvord, Philip N. Lilientbal, W. Maj o
Newhall, Otto Muser.
TICKETS, SI each, including reserved seat. Boxes, $10 and (12. Box Plan

opens at SHERMAN, CLAY & CO'S MUSIC STORE, on Monday, April 9th. at

9 o'clock A. m. March 17.

STREET LIGHTS!

THE CALIFORNIA ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,

Having increased its "plant," is now prepared to fill all orders for the

Brush IClectrio Liji'lit,

Which is unquestionably the Most Powerful and BEST STREET LIGHT KNOWN.

Office and Works at 220 to 226 Jessie street,

[March 17. J Near Fourth street.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold anU Silver Refinery and As*»ay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver ami Lend Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe. Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the I oast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in their

various forms.
June IS. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.
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MR. GLADSTONE AND M. CLEMENCEAU.
A correspondent of the Daily News at Cannes sends an account of

an interview which M. Clemenceau, the leader of the French Radicals in

the Chamber, has had with Mr. Gladstone at the Chateau Scott. The
Premier and M. Clemenceau met accidentally at the Nice Carnival, in

the Tribune of the Prefecture, and were there introduced. Lady Wolver-

ton invited the French orator to a dinner party on the following day, at

which the Duke of Argyll was expected, and, in consequence of this in-

vitation, M. Cle'menceau went to pay his respects to Lady Wolverton at

her weekly reception, where he met Mr. Gladstone. After some light

conversation on various subjectB, M. Ribot's name was mentioned.

That distinguished speaker had, too, been at the Carnival, and chatted

for some moments with Mr. Gladstone in reference to the Municipal bill.

He expressed a hope that our Prime Minister would not suffer toe Lon-
don municipality to control the police. The reply was: " We certainly

shall; and why not?" M. Cle'menceau was sitting next the British

statesman, and fancying, perhaps, that M. Ribot was talking at him,

which it is to be supposed he was, said, in his lively way, that hereafter

when a similar bill was before the Chamber he would have a high Eng-
lish authority to quote in its favor. His Parliamentary colleague to this

replied: " If he were head of affairs he might accord as much power to

the city of Paris as he is disposed to give to London." Thereupon M.
Cle'menceau playfully answered: "No, M. Ribot, if we had Mr. Glad-

stone for our chief, you would try to defeat him, while I should vote for

him." This political badinage was alluded to in the Chateau Scott Li-

brary. M. Cle'menceau profited by the opportunity to explain why he

should vote for Mr. Gladstone, were he head of the French Govern-
ment, and to show that the so-called Moderates was really Jacobins.

They would not hear of granting those local franchises enjoyed, M.
Cle'menceau would not say in America, but in England, Belgium and
other monarchical States. The party of moderation was the party of au-

thority, and in the tradition of Louis XI. and Richelieu, who cut at the

root of civic and other local franchises and were the fathers of Jacobin-

ism. Mr. Gladstone said: " Louis Quatorze and Louis Quinze deserve to

rank with the kings you mention." M. Cle'menceau rejoined that Louis
Quatorze was the culminating point of their system, and Louis Quinze
of its decomposition. It revived again in the Empire, and had been the

great obstacle to the smooth working of the Republic.
A lively dialogue on the subject of decentralization ensued, and Mr.

Gladstone ultimately said:

" I find, M. Clemenceau, that we think alike about tea and decentral-

ization." Then he added, with intense earnestness: "The curse of Ire-

land has been centralization. What I hope and desire, what I labor for

and have above all things at heart, is to decentralize administrative au-

thority there. We have disestablished the Church, relieved the tenant
class of many grievances; we are now trying to produce a state of things

which will make the humblest Irishman realize that he is a governing
agency and that the Government is to be carried on for him and by him."

The question of the Princes was also touched upon. Mr. Gladstone
asked questions and abstained from formulating opinions, but iu question-

ing he conveyed his feelings:

M. Cle'menceau regarded a measure against the Pretenders as a regret-

able, but a needful expedient. It was necessary because members of dy-
nastic families were dangerous in a country with a highly centralized
Government and old Monarchical traditions and habits. As the magnet
attracted particles of iron, so the Princes would draw towards them,
whether they wished or not, the dispersed Monarchists, and enable them
to agglomerate. The Government might be compared to a windlass. It
had power to shift about and control the military and civil services.

Therefore it would not do to let the Princes near the handle of the ma-
chine. A law of exception should be repugnant to every true Republican.
Were the Government less centralized, M. Cle'menceau would oppose one,

and be for treating members of dynastic houses as ordinary Frenchmen.
The correspondent also gives an account of the dinner party at the

Chateau Scott, at which M. Clemenceau was present. Among the other
guests were the Duke of Argyll, the Hon. Mr. and Mrs. Brougham, Mr.
T. B. Potter, M. P., Mrs. Potter and Admiral Glyn. Lady Wolverton
sat between the Duke of Argyll and M. Clemenceau, and Lord Wolver-
ton between Mrs. Gladstone and Mrs. Potter. Mr. Gladstone sat near-
ly opposite the French orator, with whom the hostess mainly conversed.
Much life, it is said, was on both sides infused into the conversation
which ran upon the gay science—love, as it appeared to the Greek drama-
tists ; those passions that inspired poet and hero, and the feminine char-
acters in classic literature. There was no political conversation at dinner,
but after dinner, when M. Clemenceau rose to take his leave, he was ask-
ed to stay until the Premier was free. Of the conversation which then
took place the following report is furnished:

M. Clemenceau at first was reserved in speaking. He felt himself a
young parliamentary orator in the presence of a veteran. Mr. Gladstone,
perhaps divining the cause of his reticence, encouraged him to furnish
him with the elements for arriving at an opinion on the general state of
French politics. As the British Premier spoke in French, M. Clemenceau
conversed in that tongue. He knows English well and is a daily reader
of most of the London newspapers. * * M. Clemenceau's position
was that there is now no danger from the Monarchists, but that there
might and probably would be danger if the Princes were allowed quietly
to intrigue. Where the immediate danger lay was in the survival among
people who thought themselves in good faith excellent Republicans, of
the old Monarchical attachment to centralized institutions. They, while
wishing well, were in antagonism to those other Republicans who wanted
to vitalize every hamlet and commune by means of local self-government,
and to provide the republic with organs which would develop the patriotic
feeling and help the active principle of the existing regime to assert itself.

These organs would not weaken the defensive military strength of the
central power in its dealings with other nations. If they were not pro
vided, everything would be thrown out of gear. M. Cle'menceau called
attention to the fact that because of the Monarchical survival already
mentioned parliamentary institutions had received a twist which was at-
tended with bad consequences. Ministers frequently did not judge of
measures from a national point of view, or. from the point of view of pub-
lic utility. The question uppermost in their minds was how will the
Senate treat this matter ? Very often the expressed opinion of the Senate

was not argued as a reason against a proposed reform, but the opinion
which it was imagined might prevail in that body. The Upper Chamber
was thereby relieved from healthy responsibility, and from, the onus of

conflict. Mr. Gladstone said the Lords would never venture to stand in

the way of measures supported by a great majority of the House of Com-
mons, as the Senate sometimes did. There was some conversation on
Egypt. All that M. Clemenceau said on this important topic was in har-
mony with his speeches in the Chamber.

BANKS.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital $3,000,000.
WM. ALTOSD President.
THOMAS BROWN, Cashier

| B. MURRAY, Jr., Ass't Cashier
Agents :

New York, Agency of the Bank of Calfornia ; Boston, Tremont National Bank

,

Chicago, Union National Bank ; St. Louis, Boatman's Saving Bank ; New Zealand,
the Bank of New Zealand. Correspondent in London, Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons. Correspondents in India, China, Japan and Australia, the Oriental Bank Cor-
poration.

The Bank has Agencies at Virginia City, and Correspondents in all the princi-
pal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.

Letters of Credit issued, available in all parts o the world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dublin, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Prankfort-on-the-Main, Antwerp,
Amsterdam, St. Petersburgh, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, Italy.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter.—Capital paid up, 81,800,-

000, with power to increase to 510,000,000. Southeast comer California and San-
soine streets. Head Office—28 Cornhill, London. Branches—Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria, New Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.

This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check
and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available in al parts of

the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents
as follows

:

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank ; Scotland—British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America*—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 18. FREDERICK TOWNSKND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Paid ap Capital 81,500,000, Gold. President, R. C. Wool-

worth Vice-President, D. Callaghan ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue, Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
Correspondents—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse,
Neuman&Co. Paris: Hottinguer& Co. NewYork: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-

pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal

cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Coinmercia
Credits issued available iu Europe, Chii.a and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital. $2,100,000.

San Francisco Office, 424 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co. ", Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid Up $3,000,000.
Reserve 4.500,000.

Agency at New Tor k. 62 Wall street.
Agency at Virginia, Nev.

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-
elers' Credits. Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E, Cor. Sansome and Fine Streets.

London Office, 3 Ansel Court ; New York Agents, J. W. Sel-
igman & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, §6,000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,

loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available througliost the world.

FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.

P. N. Liliemthaii, Cashier. Sept. 13. .

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITAL, $300,000.
Officers: Vice-President, Jerome Iiincoln ; Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other

Approved Securities. Office : No. 216 Sansome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Spar mid leilibank. So 526 t'alifornia street, San

Francisco. Officers : President, L. GOTTIG. Board of Directors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Eggerp, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinbart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE ; Attorney, JOHN E.

JARBOE. May 18.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, of Zurich, Capital 5,000,000 francs; Helvetia,

of St. Gall, Capital 10,000,000 francs ; Baloise, of Basle, Capital 5,000,000 francs.

These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that may be sus-

ained-. Losses made payable in all the principal seaports of the world. In the set-

tlement of all claims under an English policy, these Companies willstrictly adhere to

the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, and submit to English jurisdiction.

June 9. HARRY W. SYZ, Agent, 420 and 422 California St., S. F.
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THE STREET.
[Ai-i

I <>n toe street after midnight,
wiJetid vrhal wa

I tht' radiant
'.hunder and

I peered far into the distance

that dark and lonesome street,

B*en * star.

My hra«l was hot and reel

My mind wju full of care,

And the w..rry to know how I'd roach home
Seemed greater than I could l>ear;

Ft the street -can* had stopjied running,
And the hacks were all engaged,

Vet h»nie I must $.et ere m<>i i .

Or my wife would be enraged.

How often, how often,

In the days that had gone by,
I had "run" that street at midnight,

Nor eared who would moan and cry.

But now it has fallen upon me,
Because I am tied to a she,

That the sorrows of others also

Throw their shadows over ine.

I looked on the right-hand corner,
All was dark as the depths of h—1

;

On the left, back, front, round where I stood
Were the clouds of gloom as well.

" Now, curses on City Fathers,"
I cried aloud in my wrath,

M To make things right in the Treasury
Thus to darken the people's path.

And forever and forever,

As long as this city grows,

And its Board of Supervisors

Has passions,-life and woes,

The terrible things that may happen
On their dark, unlighted streets,

Will score up one against them,
When a higher board shall meet."

As I mused thus, sad and lonely,

Oppressed by a thousand fears,

A flood of thought came o'er me,
That filled my eyes iwith tears.

And I wished that the earth would open
And close me in safe and ti^rit,

But I stuck my hands in my pockets,

And manfully breasted the night.

And the night and its long procession
Of struggling belated souls

Passed on through the darkness, vowing
To square it next time at the Polls.

San Francisco, March 17, 1883.

MR. BENJAMIN.
The career of Mr. Judah Benjamin at the British bar is at once

unique and suggestive. .It is unique because it rarely falls to the lot of

any man to commence a new career in a foreign country at fifty years of

age and attain to the very highest pinnacle of success, and it is suggestive

because, contrary to the prevailing opinion in America, it demonstrates
that England, no less than the United States, offers a free field and no
favor to genuine ability. After the final surrender of the Confederate
armies Mr. Benjamin tied, and escaped thereby not, perhaps, a trial on a
capital charge—for the Federal'Government was too well advised to try

any Southern leader upon the very dubious charge of high treason—but a
prolonged imprisonment. At the age of fifty he found himself an exile

and a ruined man, after having been for nearly twenty years a leading

politician, and for four years one of the very foremost statesmen of his

section. Few men, after such reverses, and at such an age, would have
the energy, the courage and the hope to begin a new career. Mr. Benja-
min set himself to study those parts of English law with which his

American legal education and career had not rendered him familiar, and
after a year of nominal preparation was called to the English bar at the
instance of Lord Cairnd. He speedily proved himself— what, indeed,
those who knew him in America already knew him to be—one of the
foremost jurists and international lawyers in the world; and in those
cases which involved the fundamental principles of commercial and pub-

lic, rather than the technicalities of municipal law, he speedily achieved
a position second to none at the bar of his new country. At the age of

seventy he jis compelled to retire by a failure of health such as, after a
career so exciting and so trying, might well be anticipated—a weakness of

the heart, which will no longer permit him to expose himself to the ex-

citement and exertion of pleading in Court. And now the news comes
that he is to reach the goal so ardently desired by all successful English
lawyers—he is to be elevated to the bench. Dignity, honors and emolu-
ments are to be the fitting termination of a life of energy, pluck and
courage.

At a recent card party, at the house of a popular London dentist, the
counters used were false teeth. At first the ladies present seemed very
sensitive about touching the little white heaps, but, as the evening wore
on, the more false teeth each fair dame possessed, the happier she seemed.
When the counters were totaled up at the end of the game, there were
only three more than had been originally given out.

Engravings <>f Landscapes, Buildings, Machinery, Portraits, etc., by the new
Photo-Engraving Process, 25 per cent, cheaper than wood. Office 009 Merchant street.

THE TRUTH ABOUT OAMBETTAS ETB.
The London taxed ia) i: So man] | .id concern-

tn| M- (Jambetta'sm that it h try t<» re-establish the true
facta o( !ii.- Injury was due t.. an aoddent A tool i

from the hand* of workman in a turner's shop and struck Gamhetta in
do, blinding him in tmbetta was but a boy then

the interior oartof the globe gradually dilated and
became so large that he could no 1 tha eyelids, LO 1807 Gam-
betri was introduced by his friend, I»r. Fiensal, to the celebrated oculist,
1 v Wrecker, who declared that the wounded eye most at once be ft)

De Weaker describes the operation which he performed in the C
rurgie. The rye, which was pear shaped, had rows

to donble its normal nee, and its anterc posterior diameter measured Bve
centimetres. In three days Gambetta was able bo quit Ids !>ed. and he
was very soon completely cured. De Wecker preserved the eye, but he
ultimately lent it to the renowned htstologist, Professor Iwanoff, remark-
ing at the time that it was the eye ot a man destined, he was mire, to en-

Emportant part in the history of Inn country. Two years ago Prof,
[wanhoff died at Mentone, having still in his possession Gambetta'e eye.
This relic, together with Prof. Iwanhoff's collection, was handed over to
hie most devoted pupil, the Duke Charles, of Bavaria, brother of the
Kmpresa of Austria and the ex-Queen of Naples. Thus the eye of the
statesman and patriot who, as Dictator, contributed more than any one
else to raise armies and resist the German invasion, is now in the hands
of a German Prince.

A plastic composition has been designed especially as a substitute
for Ivory, which is fast growing scarce and expensive. Celluloid has at-
tained a wide use as a substitute for making various articles formerly con-
structed of ivory.

_
Common among these are piano keys, knife and fork

handles, and certain kinds of personal ornaments, umbrella and cane han-
dles and the like. It has proved quite acceptable as a substitute, though
in no sense competing with the genuine goods. The new candidate for
favor in this direction is mentioned by the London Furniture Gazette. It
is composed of a solution of 200 parts of casein in 50 parts of ammonia
and 400 parts of water, or 150 parts of albumen in 400 of water. To the
solution the following are added: Quicklime, 240 parts; acetate of al-
umina, 150 parts ; alum, 50 parts ; sulphate of lime, 1,200 parts ; oil,

100 parts—the oil is to be mixed in last of all. When dark objects are
to be made, from 75 to 100 parts of tannin are substituted for the acet-
ate of alumina. When the mixture has been well kneaded together and
made into a smooth paste, it is passed through rollers to form plates of
the desired shape. These are dried and pressed into metallic molds, pre-
viously heated, or they may be reduced to a very fine powder, which is

introduced into the heated molds and united to a homogeneous mass by
strong pressure. The objects are afterward dipped into the fol'owing babh:
Water, 100 parts ; white glue, 6 parts

;
phosphoric acid, 10 parts. Fi-

nally, they are dried, polished and varnished with ahellac—Bradstreete.

Report of the Analyst of the City of London.—The report of the
public analyst of the city of London, for last year, has been published.
From a view of the results arrived at by this official, it would seem that
the milkman is, perhaps, the most constantly tempted among retail deal-
ers. Of ninety-five samples of milk examined, Dr. Saunders found that
fifty-four were adulterated, the average amount of water added being 8 7
percent. ^Notwithstanding the large opportunities opened to the enter-
prising butter-dealer by the discovery of the oleomargarine process, the
samples of butter examined were found to be genuine. The tea samples
were microscopically pure, but chemically of inferior quality. The sugars
were free from mineral adulteration, but all contained filaments of fungi,
and in some animal parasites were discovered. Of the samples of disin-
fecting powders examiued, the active principle in all was from 25 to 30
per cent. leBS than represented by the seller. The samples of pepper ex-
amined were dirty and sandy from careless packing and grinding. The
water supply of the city had, in the main, sustained an excellent charac-
ter, except in the Autumn quarter, when the organic matter increased to
an appreciable, though not dangerous extent.

—

Bradstreets.

The Rational Dress Association does not seem to be making great
progress; nor is it likely to so long as it seeks to inaugurate divided skirts
and no stays. Our conception of beauty in female form is a purely con-
ventional one, and so long as men approve of small waists women will do
their best to provide this article. It may be a question whether this con-
ventional beauty is a real one, but I very much doubt whether, as a statis-

tical fact, tight lacing—unless carried to a ridiculous extreme—ever proved
injurious to health. The average of female life is longer than that of the
male. The average is longer now than it was before stays were invented.
Can any one show that the women who squeeze themselves in die earlier
than those who do not? Statistics—and here we are alone on firm
ground—seem to prove that the internal arrangements of ladies adapt
themselves very speedily to waists made artificially small. Moreover,
when a woman has had for many years the support of stays, the muscles
that otherwise would have supported her become incapable of fulfilling

her mission, and she is necessarily obliged to continue to wear stays.
When, therefore, she is urged to give them up, she is asked to do what is

practically impossible.

—

Truth.

Though Arabi Pasha is in the eyes of the Ceylon Moslems an almost
sacred being, they have no objection to making money out of him.
Shortly after his arrival a Moslem butcher was called upon to send in a
contract for a daily supply of meat. His prices were 50 per cent, above
what they ought to have been. Arabi sent for him, and when he came,
administered a severe correction with a stick. The butcher at once re-

duced his estimate by fifty per cent. It is clear that, in our own inter-

ests, we ought to request Arabi to visit us, and to take in hand the refoim
of our butchers.

—

Truth.

Governor and Major-General Butler, of Massachusetts, has made
the singular discovery that the statesmen of the present day are more
honest than the Washingtous, the Adamses, the Jeffersons and the Madi-
sons of a hundred years ago, and at the same time rises to deny that he
stole a coffin full of spoons and a pair of bay horses from New Orleans.

—

Hour.
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PLEASURE'S WAND.
''We Obey no Wand but Pleasure ,8."«To»» Moore.

In plot, The Parvenu is commonplace. Its story is one that has been
tried id thousands of comedies, from time immemorial. But the author

has treated the old stuff skillfully, and has introduced one new incident,

and a very pretty and clever one at that. The dialogue is more than
bright, and it flows naturally and smoothly along to the end. It is neat
and suggestive dialogue of the Robertsonian style. It is clever and
" catchy" talk. In certain places the wit sounds a little forced, but it is

a difficult matter for a dramatist to manufacture brilliant sallies to fit

situations that are not novel nor particularly sprightly in themselves. As
a whole, though, the language is excessively to the point. Without being
wonderfully brilliant, it is terse and epigrammatic, and rounded off with
a touch of delicate humor. The play is not interesting, but it is enter-

taining. While writing The Parvenu Godfrey must have been thinking
of Tom Taylor's New Men and Old Acres, and of Byron's Our Boys.

There is no particular resemblance between his play and these two, but
an indefinite reminiscence. The original incident of the play is the tree

scene. One tree does not make a forest, but one scene often makes a
play, and this tree scene is so charming and novel that it ought to make
this play. A nice girl up a tree overhears a conversation, and, with a

natural misunderstanding of its meaning, becomes jealous. She is dis-

covered by her lover, while making vain offorts to descend. She attempts
the injured, jealous sweetheart game, tries to be dignified and distant, but
the absurdity of the position is too marked, and her girlish vexation is

deliciously amusing. This scene, well played, would be a gem. The
Lingard company, as a whole, did not do justice to the comedy. This is

putting it very mildly. To tell the exact truth, they murdered and butch-
ered it. They hemmed and hawed and hesitated through their

lines. The author has rather successfully attempted to characterize
familiar figures of English society, but the members of this company
do not possess the necessary ability to give life to those characters. Lin-
gard plays Mr. Joseph Ledger—a sort of a Perkyns Middlewick. He
plays it as he does everything, in a negative, superficial way. His cock-

ney dialect is natural, and he does not overact, but he fails to bring
out the generous impulsive nature that the author has placed beneath
the man's unrefined and common exterior. As the aristocratic baronet,
Forbes Dawson presented a neat characteristic bit of acting. Frederic
Corbett, a very amateurish young man, is weak beyond description in

the portrayal of a young swell. His assumption of nonchalance is a
dismal failure. Byron Douglass, a still more amateurish young man, is

cast for the poor young artist-hero. He is evidently a novice. He de-

claims his lines in schoolboy fashion. He is awkward in gestures and
movements, and indulges in stagey attitudes. A dozen times in the
play one of the characters has to say about him :

" Doesn't he play his

part wonderfully well ?" and every time the audience smiles. Miss
Elizabeth Andrews does fairly as the scheming mother. Miss Tessie
Butler is a pretty girl, but a weak insipid actress. She is far too con-
scious of her good looks "to do much acting. The only really good
work that is done in this production is what is done by by Miss Louise
Sylvester. She is, as usual, affected in speech, and speaks in a whin-
ing tone, but she plays with decided spirit and genuine freshness. The
famous tree scene is acted by her in a most delightful manner.
The thorough helplessoess of her position and the accompanying girl-

ish vexation is neatly made manifest. The manner in which she speaks
the line :

" I wish I could have a good cry," is most amusingly nat-
ural. The scenery—one set—is very picturesque. The stage is strewn
with leaves and boughs—too much of the latter—the result being the
compulsory adoption by all of a halting step that was anything but
graceful. It may be said en resume', that the salient feature of the
performance is hesitation. Hesitation of speech and hesitation of step.

* * * * *

The musical part of this week's programme, at Emerson's, is unusually
good. The songs in the first part are all well sung. Frillman sings " The
Old Sexton," one of the best bass songs ever written, with telling effect.

Morant has a delicious song, '* Oh, whisper what thou feelest!" and sings
it with genuine taste. A boy of twelve, Charles Goettling, sings a lullaby
with pleasing purity of tone and good expression. The quartette sing
Borne selections in their usual splendid style. The fun of the evening is

kept up by Johnson, Courtright and Reed. Each one is effective in his
particular line. The burlesque, Tlte Black Pocketbook, is a wild absurdity.

Kate Castleton's benefit last night was a great crush. The theatre was
crowded to the doors. Floral pieces in all shapes and designs were of-

fered the shy but sly little quakeress. The remarkable success of this
company has been a great surprise to everybody ; to none more so than to
the company itself. While the entertainment, with its fun and nonsense,
its sprightly music, its clever comedian and, above all, its pretty girls, is

decidedly an attractive one, fully meriting popular favor, it* six weeks'
hold of the public in a city where a two weeks' run is the maximum, is

hardly to be explained, at least not in a legitimate way. To me, this
success is strong testimony as to our provincialism. It is only a small
town, with small town proclivities, that could ever work up an excitement
like this. Where everybody knows everybody gossip reigns, and there
has been a good deal of that in connection with this troupe. Very young
men have been chaffed about their admiration, and old ones whisperingly
accused of deep designs. The constant flow of floral compliments has
added piquancy to the little delicate morsels of tittle-tattle, and so every-
body has talked and talked about the show and the girls until a furore
was created. Nine-tenths of the conversation of society for the last two
months has been about Pop. It has been Pop ad nauseam. I must say
that I am glad of this success, for the troupe is a clever one and the en-
tertainment a bright one.*****
On Monday the Harrisons appear in Photos, at the Bush-Street Thea-

tre. From all accounts this entertainment is one full of real fun and
amusement. Alice is an old favorite of the local public and Louis is a
very clever fellow in every way. Lots of joy can be expected.

* * * * *

The performance of The Bed Pocket Book is now a very smooth one.

The ship scene has been improved upon. The acting is very good. On
Monday, the 26th, the Vokes Family appear. It is eight or nine years
since they have been here. As will be remembered by all, their enter-
tainment is a most delightful one. They are the originators of that med-
ley burlesque style of performance that now holds such an important
place in American theatricals.*****
Link, on last Sunday evening, scored an artistic success that goes far

towards redeeming his several unsatisfactory performances. He presented
a character sketch that was admirable in execution—a sketch that was, so
to speak, in relief. The character assumed calls for a strong display of pa-
thos, and Link surprised all by the genuine ring he gave to this phase of
the impersonation. Kadleburg fully shared with Link the honors of the
evening. His acting was highly praiseworthy. To-morrow Link makes
his last appearance. There has been some talk of getting Ludwig Barnay,
the German tradegian, out here, but I doubt that anything will come
of it.

* * # * *

Maritana is the present attraction at the Tivoli. The gradual, but
steady, fall from popularity that the Tivoli is experiencing is a subject of
much comment and discussion. It is but a short while ago when this
place of amusement was nightly crowded, and was a formidable opposition
to the regular theatres. To-day it is hardly ever more than half-filled,

notwithstanding the fact that the entertainment offered is by far more
meritorious than it ever was. The orchestra under Hinrichs is, although
small, as perfect as it can be. The chorus is large and effective, and the
principals are people who have always been great popular favorites.
Whence this change in the public taste? I ascribe it wholly to the alter-

ations in the arrangement of the house and the consequent raise in prices.

The success of the Tivoli was duetto the fact that it was a free and easy
lounging- place. You sat where you pleased, drank, smoked and chatted,
to your heart's content. You made yourself comfortable. You loafed
in and out, took in the audience, flirted with the girh, and, what was to
most men a treat, kept your hat on. San Franciscans are very much at-

tached to their head covering. The performance was not the raison d'etre,

but a mere excuse. You were not compelled to watch the stage. It was
a delightful place to loaf into, to pass away a while free from restraint.

But now all is changed. You sit in narrow seats, have to sit up prim
and dignified. You can't move around

;
yon can't see who is there

;
you

can't ogle the beauties, and you must perforce follow the doingB on the
stage. You are deprived of your comfort to listen to singing, that you
are not particularly anxious to hear. Your cigar does not taste as good,
you are cramped for room, you are bored, and you don't come again. The
Tivoli is no longer a lounging-place—a place to drop into. It is now a
regular theatre, and, although chorus and orchestra are both ad-
mirable, the whole show is not of a character to amuse per se. And the
prices are double what they used to be. Hence the difference in
attendance.*****

I quote the following from Byrne's Dramatic Times: " John B-. Rogers,
after his great success in San Francisco, is Blowly moving East with Min-
nie Palmer and My Sweetheart Company." Also: " The Company comes
back laden down with California gold." As a matter of fact, the troupe
did not have a great success here. It had no success at all. It was a de-

cided failure. It played two weeks—the first to fair houses, the second
to half empty ones. "The critics of the dailies damned the show with
faint praise ; those of the weeklies spoke of it as it deserved. It was a
bad, bad performance, with the sole redeeming feature of Hawkins' clever

impersonation of the broken-down sport. I don't believe our public have
any artistic acumen to speak of, but they displayed something akin to it

when they ignored Rogers' Company.
» * * * #

I want to say a word about the inconsistency that actresses display in

their costumes. I object to a peasant girl. with rings on her fingers

and diamonds in her hair; and to a "Buttercup" with her back hair

let down and made up to look like sixteen. No matter what the date
of the play is, our actresses will wear high-heeled shoes, or else high-
buttoned boots. I will never forget how superficial and devoid of

merit Rose Etynge's Cleopatra appeared to me, after the discovery that
beneath her magnificent robes she wore French high-heeled shoes. I
could recall many more as iucongruous errors of dress. I remember,
years ago, seeing Patti in La Traviata, in a modern Worth dress, with
a crinoline, too, and the rest of the court in Louis XIII. costumes.
The first duty of an actress should be to dress as suits the character,

not as suits her whim and fancy.*****
Neil Burgess is now playing in a play called My Opinions. In this

play, he introduces a novel effect—a revolving stage, with a real horse and
wagon. The illusion of full speed is said to be perfect.

* * * * *

The news that Thursby will be here with Thomas is a source of

great pleasure to all. She will receive a hearty welcome. Miss Thursby's
former season in this city—some years ago with Gilmore's band—is re-

membered by all music-loving people with pleasure. Since then, her
voice has matured and improved, both in quality and cultivation. The
excellency of the Thomas Orchestra is something that has become pro-
verbial in this country. With every member a finished soloist upon his

particular instrument, and the whole body in constant practice, a great
perfection of ensemble is attained. It is gratifying to know that the sub-
scription list is rapidly filling up. Beaucleec.

Mr. Henry Heyman, a gentleman well known in musical circles, an-
nounces that a grand concert will take place at Piatt's Hall on Friday
evening, April 13th, the proceeds of which will go to aid Master Nathan
Landsberuer in pursuing his musical studies in Europe. This boy has
shown great musical talent, but he has not the means himself to obtain
the instruction necessary for its proper development. Those, therefore,

who attend this concert will assist in a worthy object, besides enjoying a
musical treat.

-Dickens's Works.—Mr. Mowbray Morris, in the Fortnightly Review,
says that it is stated, on the very best authority, that within the twelve
years that have passed since Dickens's death no less than 4,239,000 vol-

umes of his works have been sold in England alone.
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SPORTING.
Yachting.—A aoniMot

San Krsodaco »n<! IVifio Yi
d ih# ru'ht direction,
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dotae thr l.\ry*r

iliti'« •

haartooarUre. b
Uined. i

trial trip. Mr. Tr

uor riab bii hitherto

menta. I'nitel, with tin* I*. Y. (Vi club !

' be much more liberally aim-

•till at Sa'ir-lit.i. hut ihi bftf not ye' Kad
b»iat i« looking Don like • yacht every day. Her

in place, and the pfaflHlH H bains rapidly pushed ahead. Mc-r

aaila ar* hem* made in thin city. Mid bar rurjging will be looked after by
thr best marline tailor Ofl thtl ooMt, The little Thetis will be sallc I by

t young yachtsmen thi- reason, ami are working Indottriouiily in
1 ravita now bean the name of the Jersey l.ilv;

her •wnern are aurely fond of notoriety. The Rambler is being thorough*
lv overhauled. He* owners are, perhaps. the beat fOQng yacht Bailors on
the bay. The Beneralda is being cleaned, painted! aoa generally look*
e«l after by Mr. Oliver. The offioan of the Pacific Yacht Club for the
prraent aeaaon are : Commodore, J. hfaodonough ; Vlce*Commodore, I*.

; Treasurer, J. lv. Kelly; Secretary, \V. R, Melville. The iloop
JLank will tie Hak'sbip nf the 1*. Y. 01 until August. The Commodore
of the I*. Y. 0. ha* gone Cor a six months trip to Europe. Hi-* first yacht,

[la, will remain laid up until his return. The Chfapa is being
cleaned and overhauled for the new eaarjrj. We hope Mr. Unite will

u*ive hia baiidaonw craft a new suit of sails. Commodore Harrison, of the
S. F. Y. T, i- at present in British Colombia. His yacht.. Frolic, will
ntit take part in any of the earlier orniaea of the season. The Flear de
Lfa i- now owned by Henry JL. White. She has been in commission dor-
big the mootbfl tDAt the almanac: terms "Winter." Part of her lead bal-

last has been taken out and substituted by a small quantity of iron, giv-

ing her an extra inch of freeboard. The report that her spars bad been
raaooad is incorrect. The Nellie will be brought down from Donahue
landing next week. She has been thoroughly overhauled. The Lolita is

in Oakland Creek. Captain Chittenden is busy fitting her up for the com-
laon. The Clara baa been kept in commission through the Wiuter

months. The San Francisco Yacht Club will hold its annual meeting for
the election of officers at the Palace Hotel, on Tuesday, April 3rd. The
Pacific Club is making several improvements to the grounds at Sancelito.
The formal opening of the yachting season has not yet been decided upon
by either clubs.

Rowing.—It may surprise many of the members of the Pioneer Club
to read that their one-time protcje, Jack Largan, has been twice beaten
on the Parrammatta River, Syduey. In his race with McDonald the lat-

ter won by two lengths. He then tackled Pierce, and rowed well for a
mile, when Pierce drew away from him, and he gave up inglorioualy.

This double defeat so disheartened L-irg.in that he paid forfeit to Trick-
ett, claiming that he was out of condition. The Pacific Coast Rowing
Association held a meeting last night, but too late for us to publish a re-

port of their doings. Americ m oarsmen still strike terror into the
hearts of their English cousins. Lee still lingers in England, unable to
set a match arranged; but he is keeping in practice for the coming season.
Boyd has a match with some unknown for £200 a side.

Fishing.—The open season for speckled trout and brouk trout com-
mences ou the 1st of next month. Anglers are already overhauling rods,

lines, reels, etc.; baskets, fly-hooks are being brought from secluded draw-
ers, where we hope they have lain unused since last November. The pros-

pect for good fishing is less encouraging than usual at the opening of the
season. Light Winter rains mean clear and shallow streams, small fish,

and few nf them. The present month is the last in the year when shad
can be taken. Bay fishing for several weeks has been very poor, the raw,
damp days making open boats the least comfortable places to fish from,
especially when the catches are poor.

Field-3bootiDg.—The close season for quail, partridge, grouse, dink,
rail and marsh hen, commenced last Thursday, 15th inst., in California.

All sportsmen will observe the law by keeping it. A few miserable fel-

lows will prowl around places where they think no one will see them, and
pot unsuspecting birds.

Pigeon Shooting.—On the 11th inst. there was a well-contested

match at San Bruno ; twelve entries, S20 each, Hurlingham rules, fifteen

birds each. Tucker and Lambert each killed 13, and divided Hist and
second money. Tucker missed his fifth and ninth birds. Lambert had a
clean score up to 13, and lost the Inst two. Taylor and Robinson tied at

12, and shot off at 4 birds each. Robinson killed 3 straight and took sec-

ond money. Taylor missing 2. Carver and Bogardns have signed a con-

tract to shoot twenty-five exhibition matches, the winner to receive $300
for each exhibition. It is a mere advertising affair for a clay-pigeon

manufacturer. In England there is a desperate war being waged
against using live pigeons for trap shooting. The Cosmopolitan Club
will hold its first meeting for this Beason at San Bruno to-morrow.

Athletics,—The Olympic Athletic Club is preparing for a day's sport,

to be held at their grounds in Oakland during April. The club's races

ace open to all amateurs, liowell, the "go as you please" pedestrian, has
come to light again, his name once more appearing in the dispatches of

the Associated Press; this time in the form of a challenge to any man in

England for a twelvc-hour-a-day race for six days; £100 entrance.

Football. —The match arranged for last Saturday between the Uni-
versity and Union Clubs tlid not come off, the former team failing to put

in an appearance at the Recreation Gronnda. To-day the Merion Club
will meet a team from the University at the Recreation Grounds. This
is the first appearance this season for the Merion boys as a club, although

many of the members have played in mixed teams this year. The Oxford
and Cambridge match was played at Blackheath on February 14th. The
dark blues won.

Baseball. On the 11th instant a match was played at the Recreation

Grouuds between Nines picked by Denny and McDonald, for the latter's

rhepUj wai not of a
. n runs

in thetifth innli i»nly moderate and the often n

innonnoed for 30th
for long in this city. The Red

, the champions of last leaaon, hara con 'it as fid I fledged pro

on the 13th
Poor cloba comprise the League; Beverly's, Niantio, rtedlngton

and < laiil

Cricket —The All England Bleven, at present making a tour in Ana
tralia, have bean v.iv »accesafuL In matches against odds they have
uniformly woo. Thn latralian Eleven, and twice
wen victorious by an innings and 27 runs, and again by 69 runs. The
former match waa played in Melbourne, and the latter in Sydney. Tin-
Australians won the Brat match in Melbourne by nine wickets, a fourth
match is just reported by wire, against all Australia, and won by the

latter by four wickets. Doubtless this tie will lead to a fifth and deciding
nme. The English team is < !aptained by the Hon. John Bligh, of Kent.
The Occident and Merion Clubs will open
in April.

Lawn-Tennis. —The two clubs of San Rafael are preparing for the
coining aaason. The courts on both grounds are in prime order, and only
a few warm days are wanted to induce the members to commence active
practice. Very little work is being done by the club in this city.

open the season with a match early

Billiards.—Maurice Vignaux, the French champion billiard player, has
been making some wonderful runs in his recent matches in this country.
The most remarkable, so far, was in his match with Sexton, at Madison
Square Billiard Hall, New York, on the 12th inst., when he scored 2.%
points at the Balke-liue.

Coursing.—-The California Coursing Club will hold a meeting at Mer-
ced on the 28th and 2'Jth iusts.

Canoeing.—The American Canoe Association's annual regatta will be
held at Stony Lake, near Peterborough, Canada, this year, instead of

Lake George, as formerly. We have six canoeists, who paddle over the

waters of San Francisco Bay.

Bicycling.—The San Francisco Club made a successful trip to Red-
wood City on the 11th inst. Fifteen men were in line. When passing
San Bruno, San Mateo and Belmont the riders were cheered by the in-

habitants of those burgs. This is the first long run made by the Club
under direction of the new Captain, Mr. Henry London.

Turf.—The Blood Horse Association's races, fixed for the 21st, 25th
and 28th of April, and the 2d and 5th of May, have a fine showing of en-

tries. For the five days twenty events are put down and 245 entries are
posted. The California and Gano Stakes each have 32. the Winters and
Spirit of the Times 28 each, and for the Pacific Cup 13. Good fields should
face the starter for nearly every event on the programme.

Archery.—When our Pacific Coast men draw the bow, it is usually
with telling effect. The Archery Field gives a summary of the scores in

the United States for 1882. In public tournaments, American round, 30
arrows each, at GO. 50 and 40 yards, J. P. Allen, of the Pacific Club,
stands first, 177 hits, 1,003 points. O. M. Button, Santa Cruz, second,

175 hits, 9!)9 points. The nearest score to these gentlemen is 825.

Kennel.—The date of the Bench Show has been fixed for the 28th and
29th of April, and will close on May 1st. Union Hall has bsen secure 1

for the purpose. We will keep our readers fully informed upon the sub-
ject as rapidly as arrangements are completed.

The visit of Theodore Thomas and his orchestra will be an event of

rare interest and profit to the music connoisseurs of the city and State.

Orchestral music, in some form, we have always had, creditable to our
conductors and musicians, though, from the nature of the case, wanting
in the unity of execution and infinite variety of expression that can only
coine from a full corps of skilled musicians playing for a length of timi
under the leadership of a master. To hear the works of Beethoven, Mo-
zart, Wagner and other great composers interpreted by instrumental! >ls

thoroughly imbued with the spirit of the scores they are playing, \ er-

fect in technique, and fused into fine intelligence, by a commanding
genius like that of Mr. Thomas, is to understand and appreciate their

granduer and beauty for the first time. Other details of the June Festi-

val will be upon a scale of generosity and excellence corresponding with
the leading feature. To a long list of singers, representing the best vocal

talent of the East, Miss Emma Thursby, who is tresh from a snecesshd
concert tour in Europe, has just been added. Miss Thursby will be »e-

membered as having visited San Francisco with Mr. Gilmore in 187''.

She stands in the front rank of American vocalists.

Mr. William Horace Lingard and company commences the second
and last week of their engagement Sunday evening, March 18th. (This

arrangement is insisted upon by the present Baldwin management.)
Sunday evening The Tutor will be produced, Mr. Lingard as Placid
Hawkins. Monday evening, Henry J. Byron's new comedy, His Lord-
skip, will receive a first representation ; the performance concluding with
The Tutor. This double bill will run until Saturday evening, when Mr.
Lingard takes a benefit, appearing as Des Prunelles, in Sardou's Divor-
rous, (the New York version), and for the first time in seven years, in bis

famous Lingard sketches. The engagement closes Sunday, March 25th.

The Fquitable Lifs Assurance Society, of New York, has just

issued its twenty-third annual statement, which shows that the society is

in a flourishing condition, and that its business during the past, year h is

been unusually prosperous. During the year of 1882 it wrote $62,262
worth of new assurance, which is the largest, amount ever written by any
company in a single year, and the aggregate amount of its new assurance
for 1G years is larger than that written by any other Company in the
world. The nociety is conducted on the mutual system, and after three

years all policies are incontestable. Its success in the past is a guarantee
for the future.
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'The World," the Flesh, and the Devii.
[By a Truthful Penman.]

Electricity has long been threatening to displace gas as an illuminant.

It is now entering the field against the horse as a means of traction. Two
eminent electricians claim to be able to bottle up twelve horse-power in a

storage battery weighing three cwt., and they promise to produce in a few
months a perfectly practical electric tricycle, capable of running fifteen

or twenty miles without recharging the accumulators, and able to ascend

all such hills as are now possible for the foot tricycle, and even steeper

gradients if auxiliary foot gearing be used to help the electrometer when
the incline is great. The weight of batteries will not exceed the weight

of a second rider, and it will run at the rate of seven miles an hour. As
the new motor will never go lame, or shy, or break its knees, or eat its

head off when not employed, it is likely to prove a dangerous rival to the

horse. The quadruped, however, which has survived steam need not fear

extinction by electricity.——An enterprising firm are making orna-

mental crosses out of the late Dr. Pusey's book-shelves for sale amongst
the great Tractarian admirers. Book-shelves were never probably put to

such a use before. They are not a species of furniture which seem to be

particularly identified with the person of their owner. Still, as Calverley

puts it, "Though we may not be able to realize the ideal, we may at any
rate idealize the real."—The Australian Wine Company, Limited,

having received the prize medal for Australian wines from the recent ex-

hibition at Bordeaux, give notice that these fine wines can be tasted, free

of charge, at the company's offices, 8 and 8£, Mill etreet, Hanover
square.

—

Pall Mall Budget.^—The real mistake that women make in

regard to dressing is to allow themselves to become the slaves of dress-

makers. These persons very wisely seek to make fortunes. In order to do
this, they take good care to change the fashions frequently, and that each
fashion should be ornate in small details, because people know the price

of materials, but are easily humbugged in the value of flounces, etc. I
once had occasion to inspect the books and statements of one of

the most fashionable of dressmakers. I found that this was the
system: Material was first charged for with a profit of 15 per cent., then
the actual outgoing paid for making. To this 50 per cent, was added.

My inspection took place some years ago, and I do not think that I ever

was more amused than in reading the names of the persons who paid for

the dresses of a great many of our fine ladies. A portion of the bill—

a

small portion—was paid by the lady herself
3 and the rest was made up by

half-a-dozen, or sometimes a dozen, contributors, each of them, no doubt,
thinking that he, and he alone, had paid the bill. That I have ever kept
the curious secrets which an investigation of these books revealed to me is

a matter of pride, for there are so few people in this world who can keep
these sort of secrets.

—

Truth.^—It is said that a volume has been writ-

ten containing a statement of the quarrel of the British author with the
British publisher, and giving detailed accounts of the grievances from
which the former is alleged to suffer. One difficulty, however, militates

against its appearance, and that is, that no publisher can be found
willing to desert his brethren and bring it out.

—

British Trade-Journal.
-^AU future aspirants to dramatic honors ought to have burn-
ing in letters of fire before their eyes the explanation which Mdme. Sarah
Bernbardt-Damala is said to have given of her husband's retirement from
the stage. "Experience has shown that my husband has little dramatic
talent, and he intends, therefore, to rejoin the profession of arras, to

which he is more fitted." The decision of M. Damala himself reflects as
great credit on his motives as his wife's remark does on her judgment ; he
does not wish to live (the correspondents tell us) on the now diminished
fortune of his wife. He thus forms an honorable contrast to that other
Parisian actor described by M. Daudet in "Fromont Jeune et Kisler
Aine"," who continues to live on his relations because "it would be incon-
sistent with his duty to art to renounce the stage." Meanwhile it is a
thousand pities that Mdme. Bernhardt has not in all things shown the
same excellent good sense as appears in her verdict on her husband's dra-
matic powers.^—It is calculated that 734,000 persons entered the
United States last year as immigrants. This is the largest total of any
one year in the history of the republic—larger by 14,000 even than the
total of 1881, notwithstanding the fact that the closing month of last year
exhibited a diminution in the stream. Nearly five millions have in this

way been added to the population of the States siuce 1870, including of
course that year. In the very worst year of stagnation after 1873 the im-
migration never fell below i50,000. A country so powerfully sustained
by new blood cannot but progress, however much it may be loaded by
foolish fetters.-^The Spectator has a good suggestion for the protec-
tion of the ever-increasing class of brain-workers who can only be saved
from a breakdown by temporary complete rest. It proposes to add to
the number of our etiquettes a new etiquette which shall prescribe that
men who declare themselves overworked are to be let alone, just as if they
were actually ill or had any of the recognized causes of "grief." "Mas-
ter is quiet till the 10th," as an answer from the servant of the door, is to
be as complete an extinguisher upon the importunate visitor as the an-
nouncement that master is in bed with rheumatic fever, or Mrs. X., his
wife, is to be buried to-morrow—nay, even a more complete one, for it is

to exclude both "kind inquiries" and letters of condolence. By this
method people who cannot afford or do not wish to go away are to be se-
cured the same immunity from friendly attentions which at present is re-
served for a man on board his yacht in the middle of the Atlantic, as long
at least as science has not discovered some means by which bis friends
may bore him even there. There is no objection to such an idea but that
it is far too sensible to become a fashion.-^The Bay State Iron Co.
have suspended payment, the liabilities amounting to $750,000. The
cause assigned for the suspension is the extreme dullness of the iron trade

resulting from the tariff agitation.—The Marquise of Lome has de-

livered the inaugural speech in the Dominion Parliament. He congratu-
lated the country on the prosperous state of the finances, and expressed
the expectation that the Pacific Kailway would reach the Rocky Moun-
tains before the expiration of the present year. During the trip in the
United States he rejoiced to observe evidences of the regard of the Amer-
ican people for the British Empire. He also referred to the expediency
of assimilating the electoral franchise of the different provinces of the
Dominion. According to present arrangements the Princess Louise will

return to Ottawa on March 12th.

—

Pall Mall Gazette.

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
INSURANCE AGENCY,

So. 322 * 324 California Street. San Francisco, Cal.

Fixe Insurance.
TBUTON1A of New Orleans.
LA CONFIANCE of Paris.
DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS

ofNewTork.
THE FIREINS. ASSOCIATION (Limited)

of London, England.

GIRARD of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN of New York.
ST. PAUL of St. Paul,
STANDARD FIRE OFFICE.. of London

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONCIERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Representee; $27,000,000.
All Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid,,

W. L. CHALMERS,
Special Agent and Adjuster.

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864.

Prinoinal Office 216 Sansomo street.

FIRE IKSUIllSCE.
Capital (Paid TJp in TJ. S. Gold Coin) $300,000 00
Reinsurance Reserve $172,898 50

Assets January 1, 1383 §717,156.03 I Premiums, since organizat'n. §4,155,239.10
Surplus for policy holders §710,800.83 | Losses, siuce organization. .§1,859,286 64

OFFICERS:
J. F. HOUGHTON President I CHAS. R. STORY Secretary
J. L. N. SHEPARD Vice-President

| R. H. MAGILL General Agent
Directors of tiik Home Mutual Insurance Co.—L. L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J.

L. N. Shepard, John Curry, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, C. C. Burr, J. S. Carter,
Charles fielding, D. W. Earl. Feb. 10

PHOENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., Estab'dl782 Cash Assets, $5,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA "ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1833.—Cash Assets, $1,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd I851.--Cash Assets, $1,351,326.39.

BUTLER A HALBAjr,
General Agents for Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.

Capital, $10,000,000-
TJnlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF L0ND0T~FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

THE STANDARD MARINE~JNSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool. Capital, $5,000,000-

Aug. 12
W. J. CALLINGHAltl <& CO., General Agents,

213 Sansome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,500,000
Cash Assets 1,709.976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE A CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE GO. OF LONDON.
[ INSTITUTED 1803. ]

London Assurance Corporation, of London
Established by Royal Charter 1730

Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, ofLiverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.
ROBERT B-XCKSOlf, Manager.

W. X>ANE BOOKER, Agent and Attorney.

S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building-.

[October 11. J
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Then* lir**l * man ami who w.v> fa

thy I»t lx> -

That man rcwmMi ! thee.

rnkn<>»n tbe rtgtoa of bk birth,
lam) in whirh hi* dWd. QnknOWB ;

i. am.- hw perished from the earth,
.

That joy aim! »:rirf, ami bom ami frar,

.it- triumphed in hi* brc*at.

Thai htiw anil woe, ami. a mnile, a tear!
Ol'livion Udai the rest.

The bounding |>u1m\ the languid liinh,

in : DpiriU' rise and fall,

\\ • kami that these wen- felt by him,
For Umm are felt by all.

He tuffared but hi* pangs are o'er;

Enjoyed—but his ilt'lurM* are hV.l ;

Ha«l friemU—Ml frieuds are now no more,
Anil font—hia fi>es are dead.

He lnve-l -but whom he loved, the grave
Hath lost its unconscious womb;

Oh, she was fair ! but nought could save
Her beauty from the tomb.

The rolling seasons, day and night.
Sun, moon, and stars, the earth and main,

Erewhile his portion, life and light,

To him exist in—vain.

He saw whatever thou bast seen.
Encountered all that troubles thee,

He was— whatever thou hast been,
He is—what thou shalt be 1

The clouds and sunbeams o'er his eye,

That once their shade and glory threw,
Have left in yonder silent sky

No vestige where they flew !

The annals of the human race,

Their ruin since the world began,
Of him afford no other trace

Than this—there lived a man.
—James Montgomery.

NOT AFFECTED BY AGE.
Some old specimens of Royal Baking Powder that had been kept on

the shelf of a grocery store for ten years were recently tested by Professor
Schedler of New York, for the purpose of measuring the loss of strength
they had undergone. It was found that, although the powder had been
exposed to atmospheric changes during all this time—for it was not in air-

tight cans— its loss of raising power or strength was less than one per cent,

the powder being practically as good as the day it was put up.
This is a most valuable quality in a baking powder, one which few

possess. Most powders, if not used when first made are found to be in-

effective. If kept even a few weeks they lose their leavening power, be-

come lumpy or caked, and valueless.

This superior keeping quality in the " Royal " arises from the extraordi-
nary care in its manufacture, and the scientific principles employed in its

combination. The articles used in its composition are thoroughly dried
by heat before being compounded, and are so prepared and coated as to
prevent the action of the acid upon the alkali prematurely, or except un-
der the influence of heat or water necessarily used in cooking or baking.
The Royal is now used extensively in Australia, Africa, and other low

latitudes, where it has been found to be the only baking powder that will

withstand the hot, moist atmosphere without deterioration.

WAITING FOR AN ORDER.
A Chicago drummer having hired a horse and taken a ride of ten

miles through a terrible highway in Wisconsin, to work up a trade with
a new dealer, reached the four corners to find the store closed. The pro-

prietor was outside the door with an axe, and his wife on the inside with
an old shot-gun. "I represent the wholesale grocery firm of Sugar,
Starch & Co., said the traveler as be drove up.
"Yes," replied the merchant, as he leaned on his axe.

"And I'd like to show some samples and take your order."
"Are you in a hurry?" "Well, no."
"Then you had better hitch to the fence over there and wait around

a spell."
" What's the row here ?

"

" Nothing very much. The old woman's inside and I'm out here. It's

been that way for the last three hours, but the climax is coming. She
ain't got more than enuff powder for. one more shot, and as soon as she
tires that we'll fiud out who runs this business. If I do, I'll give you an
order; if she does you had better get ready to skip, for she's determined
to go out of the mercantile business, and make a trip to Europe with a
lightning rod man."

—

Exchange,

To Cure.or not to Cure without Koni La—that is the question. In
this age of investigation and analysis some of the beliefs, doctrines and
opinions that were considered to be firmly supported by evidence " strong
as proof of holy water," are, in the light of reason and research, proving
to be but stubborn facts; so is Koni La Volcanic Water, which is no
mystified secrecy of springs in an unknown location of Northern or
Southern California, nor like a gilded pill, made to suit the eye, taste or
smell, but in its effects, and on account of its genuiue merit, is now pre-

scribed by our moBt eminent physicians as Blood Purifier, a powerful
eliminator in all Kidney Complaints, Skin Diseases, a valuable curative
in Female Complaints, and, in fact, as a truly household remedy. One
fair trial will convince the most skeptical that Koni La Volcanic Water
will prove the sufferer's best ready-relief friend, worthy of confidence.

Pacific Mineral Water Company.
Depot—360 Fourth street, corner Harrison.

INSURANCE.
Thr Only Company on Ihr fnrifle Coast (>,ir<-rnr,l by the Matta-

rhusrtts Ann- f'.trfrlture l.atr.

NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF BOSTON.

Total Aaaet* December 31, 1881 S16.210.465.B2.
Surplus over All Liabilities

lutmohtuotu Standard i pa ,.nt $2,63£,8SM.03
N.„ y..rk M t ,-ont 3,MH,888.4'2
Market VMM "I BtOCia .in.l Hund* over cost 1,474,<S<.I1.01>

POINTS.
Kin«r-.l Plain and simple policy oloarol all burdonman conditions, and fully

protected from forfeiture.

An agttiKn, experianoe ol fifteen jreara in tlii« Btate, during which, by
and Eur dealing In iu relations win, polloy'holden, the Company baa

:i enviable reputation.

TutMi--Non-forfeiture for residence or travel, or for hazardous occupations with-
out a permit.

rfl—Liberal paid-up and cash surrender, values stipulated by law.

Finn—This Company charges no more for insurance than those companies In
wbleta the [Kilicy is forfeited, iu ease of non-payment of premium when due.

Before Insuring in any other company, or joining any co-operative assessment so-
eiet>

. carefully examine tin: pr:L<ti, ;l i working "f the Haasacnuaetta law of 1880, and
read the |H)liey contract of the New England Life.

HENRY K. FIELD, General Agent,
Aug. 26. 388 Montgomery Street, San Francisco.

SCOTTISH IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

CAPITAL $6,000,000

INTERNATIONAL MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY (Limited)
OF LIVERPOOL.

CAPITAL $8,600,000

DONALDSON & 00., Agents and Attorneys,
310 California street, S. F.

[Feb. 24.] It. II. NAUNTOJT, manager.

TRANSATLANTIC FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF HAMBURG.

CAPITAL $1,500,000, TJ. S. Gold Coin
LOSSES PAID IN GOLD COIN IMMEDIATELY AFTER ADJUSTMENT.

This corporation holds contracts of sixteen other European Insurance Companies,
reinsuring by far the greater part of every risk as soon as accepted in our office.

THE COMlilNED SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL which our policies therefore offer to
the public amounts to 826,900,000, U. S. GOLD COIN, of which $7,650,000
IS PAID UP, besides tbe always available Reserve Funds.

GEO. MARCUS & CO.,
304 California street San Francisco,

GENERAL AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST. [Feb. 10.]

(Organized 1863.)

FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY.
Fire and Marine Insurance.

Assets 81-250,000
Losses paid over 4,500,000
JtSTThc Largest Assets and Largest Income of all the companies hailing from

west of New York State, and in 1881 Pacific Coast premiums were larger than
those of any other company, local, Eastern or foreign.

D. J. STAPLES President I WM. J. BUTTON Secretary
ALPHEUS BULL Vice-President | E. W. CARPENTER Asst. Secretary

HOME OFFICE:
Southwest Cor. California and Sansome streets* San Francisco.

6S" Agents in all prominent localities. Sept. 30.

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.--UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

Tbe California Lloyds.—Established in 1861.—Nos. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, §750,000 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates

!

Prompt Settlement of Loses!! Solid Security M DI HECTORS. —J. Mora Moss,
Moaes Heller, J. O. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Everson, A. B. Phipps, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Brandenstein, W. M. Hoag,- Nicholas
Lulling, James Moflitt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Touchard,
George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Scholle, Charles
Baum, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President.
Jambs D. Bailey, Secretary. Gbo. T. Boers, Surveyor. Nov. 6.

COMMERCIAL UNION ASSURANCE COMPANY OF LONDON.
Capital-$12,500,0O0. Gold.

FXRE AND MARINE.
OFFICE 210 SANSOME STKEET, San Francisco.
[March 10.] JOHN RAE HAMILTON, Manager.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.

(
Capital $5,000,000.—Agents: Balfour, Gnthrie A Co., No.

316 California street, San Francisco. Nov. 18.
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A BEDEVILED CITY.
The caption to this article is an ugly one, that savors of wickedness,

criminality, cussedness, of brimstone and of the devil. But is it not

true? Is there another great city in all the world, of 300,000 inhabitants,

that is cursed as ours now is? We know nothing like it in ancient or

modern history, or in Christian or profane story. That which comes

nearest to it is the condition of Egypt when, under the displeasure of the

Almighty, it was visited by dire plagues. There came on that unhappy
and afflicted land (1) water turned into blood, then (2) frogs, then (3) lice,

then (4) dust and hail, then (5) boils on men and beasts, then (6) locusts,

and then (7) darkness in all the land. Aa we read the account we shud-

der at the incarnate skill with which evils were heaped upon a people.

Yet we are not very sure that the boss-ridden and illy-governed city of

San Francisco is very much better off. We have something very like

those plagues. Our streets are not watered or cleaned, and thus the

plague of dust enters our every room, encroaches upon the innermost

sanctum, rushes down our throats, blinds our eyes and leares no place

sacred against its filthy and disease-breeding influence, and then we have

darkness by night in all our borders, the burglar and marauder stalks

abroad, and the honest citizens may not surely or safely venture beyond
his own gates. And what have we done to bring upon ourselves, as a

people, all these evils? We have persecuted nobody. We have done

nothing that we know of to incur the dire vengeance of Heaven. We
have paid our debts, lived as cleanly as we knew how, and have generally

endeavored to act in all things as became good citizens. Nay more, we
have paid most heavily for the rain that falls upon the just and the un-

just alike, we have taxed ourselves most exhorbitantly for police protec-

tion, for clean sewers, for decent and well lighted streets, and for all the

other requirements of good government. Yet we have failed to command
any of these things. We have nothing to Bhow for our money that is

worth recounting. We have filthy streets, sewers reeking with disease,

police protection that does not protect a city in the blackness of dark-

ness after nightfall, homes penetrated by diseases that are directly trace-

able to the absence of those precautionary sanitary measures that pre-

vail in all well regulated cities, public schools that in matters of efficiency

and morality are fast becoming a scandal and a shame, drawing their in-

spiration, as they do, from a low-down den of infamy on Bush street,

presided over by a political boss, and such is the vaunted Queen City of

the Pacific. We set down nothing in malice or untruth, but all who
run may read, and know that we but speak of the things that are.

These are the evils. It is not our purpose to-day to go into any very
lengthy inquiries as to the remedies. We have preferred to give a concise

diagnosis of the disease. Our people are intelligent enough to apply the

cure, if they have the energy and the will, and if they have not, the fault

is theirs and not ours. It is on that point that we have very grave mis-

givings. We confess that the very recent history of our city does not in-

spire us with a very exalted idea of the public spirit which actuates a ma-
jority of our citizens. We think they have much to censure themselves
for. We think they are to blame for allowing themselves to be fooled by
a Press that on its face is corrupt, and is purposely misleading. We
think they ought to take their own affairs into their own hands. We are

very sure they are guilty of criminal neglect when they quietly permitted
Boss Higgins, in the last city administration, to run everything to the
devil, and when they allow Boss Buckley to heap on mischief, disaster and
deviltry generally on the present one. It is an outrage on government by
the people to tolerate the influences that to-day are predominant in city

affairs. It is a scandal that, owing their nominations to a corrupt boss,

a majority of the Supervisors humbly obey his behests. It is a shame
that the Board of Education is so completely under his control that even
the lady teachers, who educate our daughters, must needs visit his

saloon, if they would obtain bo much as justice, or be per-

mitted to retain their places. It is a pandering to criminal-
ity to permit him to run our police courts as he does now.
It is worse than many fires that he should have his band so completely on
the Fire Department that he was lately able to extort an assessment of

86,000 from it with which to corrupt legislation. These are broad, palpa-
ble and certain facts, that are known to all who have occasion to dip be-

neath the surface of things. Yet they are a class of truths that are not
permitted to reach our people with the force their importance entitles
them to. The daily press devotes whole columns to partisan strife ; but
it has hardly a word to say in exposure of the real forces that work such
manifold evils in our city politics. The city editors and reporters know
these things, and if permitted to write and educate the people according
to their knowledge, there would soon be a concentration of thought and a
directness of aim on the part of our people that would speedily apply a
remedy to the grievous ills of the most infamously governed city on the
face of the globe. Meanwhile a partisan and wicked press, and vile and
corrupt bosses, bring upon us plagues that we have not manliness or pub-
lie spirit enough to either prevent or abolish. When we have energy
enough to take our own affairs in hand, deal with business affairs as be-
comes business men, pass a wise charter, abolish the bosses and ignore a
foolish press, then, and not until then, will our city cease to be the
plagued and bedeviled spot it is to-day.

A Happy Settlement—The difficulty understood to exist between
Mr. Sharon and the heirs of the late W. C. Ralston, has been amicably
arranged. There never has, at any time, as we understand, been any
doubt about the family of the deceased banker being adequately provided
for, and the only dispute was, to how that could in the light of experi-
ence be best and most certainly and permanently accomplished. A set-
tlement has been arrived at that is satisfactory all round. The numerous
friends of the late popular and whole-souled Ralston, will be glad to
know that his widow and children have been sufficiently provided for.

Smallpox Scare.—Three cases of Bmallpox were reported to the au-
thorities in Nevada, Cal., on Wednesday morning last. The City Physi-
cian and others reported that they were geuuine cases of smallpox, whilst
dissenting physicians thought them only instances of chicken-pox. At
last accounts the dispute was not determined, but due precautions were
being taken notwithstanding.

A Boston school-girl describes a statue as a bust with two legs under it.

WHAT'S IN THE WIND?
A new Grand Jury has been summoned. Its component parts are

extraordinary. It is a piece of mosaic the like of which has not been
seen for many a day. Grand Jurors are supposed to be selected from sev-

eral thousands of names placed in a ballot box and drawn from impar-
tially. Yet, that process has just yielded results of a singular character.

Men of positive and like opinions have been drawn from the ballot-box,

as if there was some sort of design in their being selected for a common
purpose. What is in the wind ? Who is to be indicted? Are the ex-

Supervisors to be put on their trial, or what is to happen ? There is some-
thing up we are very sure, and Bhall await the results with considerable
curios'ty. The names of tbe new grand jurors are as follows. We ask
the thoughtful reader to make a study between the lines and determine
for himself, if he can, just what the selection of such men means:
Drury Melone, J. P. Le Count, Henry L. Dodge, of the Palace Hotel

;

E. R. Robinson, American Exchange ; M. J. Kelly, 2912 California;
George W. Granniss, 19 Hawthorne ; John Dolbeer, 828 Lombard ; Jno.
M. Matthews. 538 Twenty-third ; E. Hathaway, 38 South Park

;

Christian Zinns, 24 Franklin ; Thomas J. Shaokleford, 113 Mason ; A.
J. Bryant, 822 Sutter ; Robert McElroy, Haight and Buchannan

;

Walter E. Dean, Baldwin Hotel ; Richard T. Carroll, 719 Po3t ; A. E.
Crane, 641 Folsom ; Russell Warren, 417* Oak ; A. W. Statt, Steiner,

between Haight and Page ; Jacob R. Freud, Palace Hotel ; H. B.
Russ, 6 Columbia ; David Wilder, 333 Sutter ; William H. Dimond,
1415 Jones ; Frederick A. Gibbs, 441 Bartlett ; L. P. Middleton, 219
Powell ; 0. G. Manley, 215 Franklin ; James R. Kelly, 309 Leaven-
worth ; H. B. Gray, 9 Van Ness Avenue ; H. F. Williams, 210 San Jose
Avenue ; Edward Bosqui, 814 Lombard ; Richard Hutchinson, 1103
Montgomery.

THINGS AS THEY ARE.
There is a good deal of humbug being written and talked about our

city government and not a few people are being fooled. Things are bad
enough in all conscience, but they are being strained and made to appear
worse than they really are, in order that political capital may be manu-
factured. There is a disposition to make the most of the undoubted mis-

deeds of the last Supervisors, and it is even said that an attempt will be
made to get Borne of them icdicted by the Grand Jury that is just about
to convene. This may be all very well, but it is very possible to overdo a
thing. It is very apparent that there is a forcing process at work. Water
rates are being unduly cut down, the streets are being unswept, and the
lights are being extinguished, not so much because there is any real neces-

sity for any of these things, but because a strained effort is being put
forth to bring odium upon everything that the last city administration
did, as well as upon everything it left undone. If there were any appar-
ent action looking to a certain reform in the departments we should have
nothing to say. But much of this cry is intended to cover up the fact

that no substantial improvements are being made, whilst Buckley's lambs
crowd every city office. The three millions of the city's revenue is being
spent, and there are nothing but " lambs" to show for it. We know
whereof we speak when we say that the various departments, with one or

two honorable exceptions, were never more corrupt than now. It is bad
enough to be afflicted with dark streets ; it is adding insult to injury to

be meanwhile cursed with dirty bosses who make away with the whole
city's revenue under the name of economy.

THE RECORD THAT DOES NOT LD3.

The Legislature that has just adjourned has made up a record for it-

self that for good or ill is indelible. We are very willing to be thankful
for small mercies, and for the good reason that the times do not supply us

with large ones. Blessed are those who expect but little for they shall

not be disappointed. No man acquainted with the manner in which nom-
inations are secured in large cities, and with the kind of creatures whom
boss power brings to the surface, can hope for very mucb from the legis-

lative bodies of the period. When a Buckley dictates who shall repre-

sent us we have little to hope for, though we may well have much to fear.

In that condition of things we may well rest content if no great guod and
but little harm has overtaken us. The late Legislature might have done
better, but at the same time it might easily have done a very great deal

worse, and therein consists our sole cause for thankfulness. It neglected

its duty in many things. It did not take any one of the many known
grievances in hand with a Btrong grasp and deal with them effectively.

It did not pass the pilot bill ; it did not reduce harbor charges ; it did not
reform any known abuse ; it instituted no beneficial measures for any
State department, and it was generally a characterless, innocuous, and
impotent body. Yet, withal, it did little or no harm. It spent a good
deal of money but accomplished almost nothing. It passed no cinch bills,

worried but few existing interests, and left things pretty much as they
were. This is but a very poor record, but it is so much better than that

made by many mischievous Legislatures that preceded it that we are

constrained to be thankful.

OUR POLICE COURTS.
Oar Police Courts are important tribunals. They come into contact

with, and have to deal with, the very worst elements among our criminal
classes. They ought to deal with criminality with a firm and steady
hand. We regret to say that rumors are current, and appear to be well

authenticated, that those Courts are showing "a Boft side " for criminals

who have the means to procure friends. It is undoubtedly unfortunate
tl at Police Judges should owe their nominations to a Buckley, but it will

be something more than unfortunate if they allow him to make a bargain
and sale of their decisions. Judge Lawlor, we know and believe to be
able and upright, and shall be sorry to be convinced to the contrary.

Judge Webb we do not know, but of him very serious complaints a •

made. We hope they are ill-founded, about which we express no opinion

at present. We shall look into them, and express only such a judgment
as tbe facts enable us to arrive at. In the case of the alleged murderer,
Lou Houch, we think Judge Lawlor has unwisely exercised his discretion

in allowing so long a continuance, seeing that witnesses from a distance

are being maintained here at great expense. If half we hear be true, the

Police Courts want watching, and we promise them they shall be watched.
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TOWN CRIER.
" Wh»( th* <W»il »rt iboa ?

"0»« lh*l will pU> lh# J«tit.iir w,ib»oo -

" H«'«f • >lln« ia hi* t*ll u lns| u a (1*11.
WbMfa ntd* htm grow boldsr *nd boldvr."

tup- whi
Ml w!i'

Walter Jones), a nigger waiter, of Troy, N. Y., has Wn backed hff
ith a dab in 30 minute*. If he succeed*, there will

be greet competition among the editors all over the country to secure the
above ^rntlrroan's services. A roan like that would l* a piece of furni-

sanctum should bt without, esjwi ially at this neAAi>n of tho
Spring poet* are beginning to Arrive in swanus. Tin-re are

i might put his talents. Hs would
be a naefiil man to paaa the collection-piste around among an qui

' ii. He wnuhl Ih* a handy machine to have in the house
I Salvation Army make* a halt under out's windows. He would

be an • ^eantat Ann* to attend the meeting* of our
preeent ;-er visor*. We might discharge what i« left of 001
Police farce, ami hire him instead. Ho would he an eoonnmloal thresh-
ing machine. In short, there are a thousand ways in which this dusky

• might be made of great service to mankind.

There Is serious talis of pardoning all the Chinese OOnviots Dow quo-
6ne«l in the prisons of California, on condition that they go buck to their
own country and never return to the United States. This arrangement,
if carried out, will he pretty rough on the Home Government of the
Flower v Land. They can scarcely welcome a swarm of desperate crimi-
nals, wlio have just had their fetters knocked off, with any great Bei

gratitude toward those who sent them the present. What would the
English Government think if we were to dump all the British subjects in
our jails upon British soil ? We might as well send an army of deliver-
ance into Ireland at once as take such a step. Yet what is sauce for the
goose is sauce for the gander, and we have just as much right to give back
to John Bull or any other European Power their scum as to give the Em-
I
eror of China back his.

Ida H. Horner, three feet high, and Robert H. Huzza, three feet

six, were married last Wednesday night in New York. Since it by no
means follows that small married couples have small children—indeed
the very reverse is generally the case—the domestic complications that
may possibly ensue from this union are rather startling to contemplate.
The natural order of things ia likely to be reversed. When the babies
get to be a couple of years old or so, the boys will be taking the old
man nut to she woodshed to he disciplined, and the girls will he using
Mrs. Huzza as a doll. It will be funny to see the old folks sitting at
table in high chairs while the young people use the low ones, nor will

it appear exactly in order wheu Master Huzza, son, saves a fare in a
street-car, by taking his daddy on his knee. But our imagination is

leading us ahead of facts—the little couple are both deaf mutes—how,
then, can they raise "huzzas" great or small.

In future Chicago wife-beaters are to be punished with the lash.

Truly the wickedest city in the world is beginning to redeem its char-
acter. We had always been led to suppose that Chicago was altogether
too irredeemably bad to take cognizance of such trivial offenses as
jumping on the wife of one's bosom. Such crimes as passing by a
saloon without taking a drink, shooting at a man without hitting him,
robbing the city treasury and getting found out—these, and other simi-
lar ultra-heinious offenses, we are aware that they hold in horror and
detestation. But simply beating one's wife ! Why, even with all our
own hhjh sense of morality we have not yet found time or inclination
to inflict a heavier penalty on spouse-smashers than a brief and digni-

fied retirement to the pleasant shades of the County .Jail or House of
Correction.

The sudden, and for some little time, alarming illness which overtook
Chief Justice Morrison, of the Supreme Court, on Monday last, will, the
T. C. devoutly hopes, serve to illustrate the fact that intellectual exer-
tions and practical piety {especially when the latter takes the direction ot

fasting), do not agree. Readers of this department must, for years past,
have noticed the entire absence in it of sacred sentiment, and have,
perhaps, blamed the writer for his lack of holy thoughts. If so, the
blame was unjustly bestowed, because the T. C. has continually been
struggling with an inclination to let his pen reel off pious precepts, but,
as the department had to be either intellectual or pious, inasmuch as the
two wont agree, the publishers preferred the former.

A piece of most interesting religious intelligence has come to hand.
A Chinaman was actually baptized by immersion on Sunday last. The
Rev. Dr. Hartwell did the business well, only failing to immerse the Chi-
naman long enough. Before the effects of this temporary ducking have
half worn off tl is brand, ai a c' 1 1 from Ihe fire a id put out with water,
may go back to the faith of his people. It is always surest to send a convert
right off upon his errand, and let the proper authorities take him in hand.
About half an hour's immersion is apt to fit the ordinary heathen for

classification as a freshly-caught angel.

A Pennsylvania parson, named Keiser, has just been found guilty of

unlawful intimacy, breach of promise of marriage and falsehood, and in

punishment thereof, he has been deposed from the Christian Ministry. If

the line is drawn around the Ministry in this unduly severe manner, the
influence of the pulpit will surely decay. If clergymen are not allowed
to indulge in a little vice, just to learn its flavor, as it were, they cannot
be expected to successfully cope with the powers of darkness and beat
Satan at his own game. At present, by the way, this Keiser doesn't want
to buy a dog.

Another oldest inhabitant has joined the majority. This time it is a
woman, who has managed to glide through life until she reached 118.

The fact of her husband dying fifty years before her may have something
to do with the longevity.

The Board of Supervisors have fixed the water rates, and in order
to make this community supremely happy it is only necessary for some
one in authority to reduce the whisky rates. Dr. McDonald ought to ag-

itate the matter.

Bismarck thinks that there might to be no ordinary work on Sundays,
ooont of the Scriptural command, bat because men

must nave proper time for repose, and therefore, a* a landed proprietor,
he does all in hi* power to support the obtervanoe of Bandar, Oould an
over fisl hog. tying in the trough which it ha* ju«t emptied, grunt over
the edge thereof a more nobly nnee16sh sentiment! No feeling of hu-
inanity or generosity, or even of piety influence*, this fAt And pampered
old barrel of blood pudding and sauerkraut. If his peasants and cattle
could work a* well teven days in the week as six. he would praise the
Lord for having made such perfect machines. As it is, ho finds a flaw in

the Almighty's handiwork, because, "a* a landed proprietor," be find"
that they n I one day of repose, it the Interests of hi* estates are to be
properly attended to.

An Independent military company recently applied to Ben Butler,
DOT Ot Massachusetts, for leave to parade with arms on St. Paddy's

Day. Ben brought bfl oook eye to bear on the application and wrote
serosa It: "The right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be
infringed." Then he passed the document over to the bearer of thy
matches which set fire to the fagots with which witches and converts are
burned up. and this functionary added to Ben's Inscription the following:
" Nor shall the right of the people to keep and boar legs, feet, hands, toe-

nails and eyebrows ever be questioned, but when it comes to stolen spoons,
tho right to keep and bear them belongs to our honored Governor." That
settled the matter, and the company and the company's guns, and also
the company's fleas will parade.

" Mickey," observed one of Brother Pickering's patrons to another,
on Wednesday last, " did yes rarle in the paper this marnin' that the Leg-
islatyure had adjourned siney die? Now phwat the divil do they mane
hy adjournin' siney die ? That's phwat bates me entoirely." " Bedad,
Pat," responded Mickey, "'it's meself that can explain it illegantly.

Shure, heven't they been sinnin' all along, and now they hev jist died and
can sin no more." "Bad luck to me," said Pat, "but iddecation is a
great thing."

A green chap from the country, down in the city for a spree, walked
into a dentist's office the other afternoon, and seated himself in the chair
of torture. " Go ahead," he said to the gura gouger; " I want to get full

as ouick as you can do it." "Want to get full I" exclaimed the tooth-
tackier; " I guess you are full already. You'd better get out of here

—

you've mistaken the place." "I have, have I?" shouted the stranger.
" Then what in h—1 do you mean by putting in the newspapers " Filling
a specialty!

"

The following unnecessary advertisement appeared in Thursday's
Chronicle ;

" Wanted—Thirty young ladies to sing in opera; amateurs pre-

ferred. Apply," etc. If the young man who inserted that ad. would
only take a walk up Van Ness Avenue any evening after eight o'clock,

his cravings would be gratified. But it would be more like thirty thousand
than thirty. At least, so he'd think before he got through. In fact, he
wouldn't want any more amateur opera for several years.

The New Yorkers are to have no more milk for several days, as the
Orange county dairymen refuse a further supply of the lacteal fluid until

the city dealers come to terms. Our Eastern brethren are no worse off

than we were a short time ago, anyhow, for where's the difference between
shutting off the milk and shutting off the water ? Ain't they both about
the same thing ? Calling a pump a cow won't give it an udder or make it

yield cream.

An attorney named Coffey, has been caught swindling the Sheriff,

and the outraged law in all its majesty is about to sit down on him in so

emphatic a manner that his fate will be a warning to his professional

brethren. So long as attorneys confine themselves to robbing their clients

it is all right, but the Sheriff is "an officer of the Court," and when "an
officer of the Court " is victimized justice immediately gets its mad up
and gives the perpetrator very hot coffee.

Who killed Carlisle ? is now the question which is attracting a good
deal of attention. The question of "who .killed Cock Robin?" was soon
settled by the impertinent sparrow who boldly acknowledged that he did
it with his "bow and arrow." Morris has owned up to the stabbing, but
the police authorities seem to hesitate about believing him. There may
turn out to be more in the case than the public imagine.

In the case of Arthur Brook, on trial for killing his father, German
Brook, the complaint failed to state that the victim was a human being,

and the defense consequently demurred on that ground. Legally, the
complaint was undoubtedly defective, but probably those who drew it up
were loth to admit that the prisoner could be the offspring of a human
being.

The detective officers of the British Government are eagerly and
anxiously looking out for Number One. There is nothing strange, orig-

t nal or new about this, however. Since the eventful day when Adam and
Eve indulged in that celebrated fruit picnic, nine-tenths of the hum: n
family have been assiduously looking out for Number One.

A New York man has just been mulcted in some five thonsand dol-

lars for alienating the affections of his nephew's wife, and how he begins
to wish that he had been "ating"some less expensive sort of an alien.

Green apples, most worthy uncle, may be a very toothsome diet, but the
avenging stomach-ache always stalks behind them.

Dr. Talmage says that "he has no idea that the chief population of

heaven comes fiom this world." Probably he is right. If heaven is

anything like what the good people picture it to be, the average citizen of

this world would be as much out of place there as a Chinaman would be
at an Irishman's wake.

The Ostrich Fanning Company has at last got upon its legs, and
the feathers which the bird could not use for flying purposes may now be

utilized by our ladies. Already several leading restaurants have made ar-

rangements to purchase all the eggs that fail to hatch for German pan-
cakes.

Why was Pharaoh's daughter like a broker? She got a little "pro-
phet " from the rushes on the banks.
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SUNBEAMS.
Always Do It.

A mother could her babies find
AmoD£ a thousand othera

;

A sheep her offspring could pick out
From seventy-five half brothers

;

An editor can always tell

The product of his pen,
Though pirated and sadly mixed
With that of other men.

He likes to have his writings read
And copied by his neighbors,

Provided he is always given
Full credit for his labors.

So when an item you would clip,

No matter where you've read it,

Kemember who you got it from
And give the fellow credit.—Dansville Advertiser.

An editor started a column of original para-
graphs in his paper which he headed "Funny
Things." Pretty soon subscribers began to send
in letters, asking if he thought there was any-
thing funny in such and such items. To such
an extent was his humor questioned that he final-

ly caused the heading to be changed to "Things
Funny and Otherwise." Still his readers per-
sisted in annoying him, and now he is running
the column as "Things Otherwise," to see if that
will suit them.

—

Cin. Sat. Night.

A young physician informed a pretty lady pa-
tient, who was suffering from chronic sore throat
that the only sure cure for it was a beard.
" That's of no interest to me," she replied, "I've
got no beard." "True, he replied gallantly,
"but you can use mine as often as you want to."

They were married a few months later.

—

Brook-
lyn Eagle.

A letter on the table lies

;

I do not recognize the hand,
And yet my heart is throbbing, and

There's joy-light in my yearning eyes.

Is it from mother, old and gray,

Or from the little trusting maid,
Whose heart I won before I strayed

Out into the mountains, leagues away ?

Before I break the seal I press
My lips upon the envelope,
And ! a boundless wealth of hope

Is lavished in that soft caress.

Peace, fluttering heart ! O soul, sit still

!

Why should my trembling frame recoil ?

My letter comes from Bridget Doyle
;

It is—it ,
is my laundry bill.

Miss Mary Walker, who is to be married to
R.. J. W. Koons, in Washington, is not the well
known doctor of that cognomen. Dr. Mary
says she is too old a chicken to be caught by
Koons~and we believe her.

—

Norristown Herald.

Women are anxiously awaiting the new fash-
ions. 'They want to know whether the spring
bonnet will be built of four straws and one rib-

bon, or three Btraws and four roses.

—

Philadel-
phia Chronicle-Herald.

Judicious advertising creates many a new
business, revives many a dull business, rescues
many a lost business, preserves many a large
business, secures success in any business.

—

Borne
Sentinel.

An exchange calls those maidens who are
vain and silly enough to wear artificial complex-
ions " landscape girls," because they paint na-
ture in three colors.

The only way to get a fire-proof building is

to line the walls and floors with the kind of ci-

gars that are usually sold in this market for five
cents.

—

Modern Argo.

When a Kansas man is so deaf that he does
not hear an invitation to drink, it is safe to talk
sweet to his wife right before him.

Dr. C. W. Siemens, F. R. S., has discover-
ed a new explosive. From this we infer that Dr.
Siemens is a widower who is married again.—Puck.

There is one grief that time does not heal—

a

woman's first wrinkle.

—

Judge,
j

I think it not best to dispute where there is

no probability of convincing.

Pill-makers are among the most expert box-
ers.

—

Lowell Courier.

Veritable Duck of a Doctor: The quack.

An Infant Industry: Doll making.

C. P. R. R.
Time Schedule, Tuesday, March 6, 1883.

Trains leave, and are due to arrive at,
Sail Franciscoas follows:

LEAVE
(for)

DESTINATION. ARRIVE
(from)

9:30 a.m.
*3:00p.M.
*4:0Or.M.
8:00 A.M.
3:30 P.M.

8:00 a.m.

*4:00p.m.
9:30 a.m.
4:30 P.M.

8:00 a.m.
*4:00 P.M.

8:00 A.M.
*3:30 P.M.

t8:00 A.M.
9:30 a.m.
8:00 a.m.

*5 :00 P.M.
9:30 A.M.

*4:00 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.

10:00 a.m.
3:00 P.M.
5:00 p.m.

3:30 P.M
5:30 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
3:30 p.m.

*4:00 P.M.
8:00 a.m.
3:00 P.m.
8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
9:30 A.M.
3:30 P.M.

*4:00 p.m.

3:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m.

*3 :30 p.m.

..Antioeh and Martinez..

...Calistoga and Nopa

. ( Deming, El Paso ) Express..

. ( and East j" Emigrant

. j Gait and ^ via Liverniore....

. J Stockton ) via Martinez

. . . Knight's Landing
" " (tSundays only)

...Los Angeles and South
. . Livermore and Pleasanton.

. . . Madera and Fresno

. . . Merced

. . . Marysville and Chico ,

...Nilesand Haywards

::{

Ogden and I Express
East f Emigrant
Redding and Red Bluff... ..

.

„ „,„) via Livermore
Sacramento I

j Bij
and Colfax

J via Benicia_.
.Sacramento River Steamers..
.San Jose

.Tehama and Willows. .

.

.Vallejo

.(JSundays only).

..Virginia City..

..Woodland

2:40 p.M
*10:10 a.m
*12:40 r.M.
7:40 P.M.

11:10 a.m.
*10:10 a.m.

7:40 p.m.

2:40 p.m.

7:10 a.m.
5:40 p.m.

*12:40p.m.
5:40 p.m.

11.10 a.m.

2:40 p.m.

5:40 P.M.
*8:40 a.m.
2:40 p.m.

*12:40p.m.
5:40 P.M.
5:40 P.M.
3:40 P.M.
9:40 A.M.

*8:40 a.m.
11:10 a.m.
6:10 a.m.
5:40 P.M.
5:40 P.M.
7:40 P.M.
11:10 a.m.
*6:00 a.m.
3:40 p.m.

9:40 A.M.
*7:40 P.M.

7:40 P.M.
2:40 P.M.

*10:10 A.M.

tll:10A.M.
*12:40 p.m.

11:10 A.m.
*7:40 p.m.

11:10 A.M.

Train leaving San Francisco at 8:00 A.M. should meet
Pacific Express froin " Ogden" at Port Costa; and that
leaving at 9:30 a.m. should meet Pacific Express from
"El Paso" at Antioeh.

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland Pier.

From "SAN FRANCISCO," Daily.

To EAST OAKLAND— »6.00, *6:30, 7:00, 7:30, S:00, 8:30,

9.00, 9:30, 10:00, 10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30, 2:30, 3:30,

4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00, 9:30, 11:00,

'12:00.

To ALAMEDA—*6:00, 7:00, 8:00, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00,

1:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 5:00, 6:00, 7:00, »8:0O,9:3O, 11:00,

*12:00.

To FRUIT VALE—*7:00, "8:00, *9:00, <'10:00, »4:00,

•5:00, *6:00, "6:30.

To BERKELEY — "6:00, »6:30, 7:00, «7:30, 8:00, "S^O,

9:00, (9:30, 10:00, J10:30, 11:00, (11:30, 12:00, 1:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,

9:30, »12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—*6:00, *6:30, 7:00, *7:30, 18:00.

'8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, "4:30, 5:00.

5:30, 6:00, "6:30, 7:00.

To " SAN FRANCISCO," Pally.

From BROADWAY, Oaklanb-«5:32, »6:02, 6:32,7:02,

7:32,8:02, 8:32, 9:02, 9:32, 10:02, 10:32, 11:02, 11:32, 12:02,

12:32, 1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32, 5:02,

5:32, 6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

From EAST OAKLAND-*5:21. *5:51, 6:21, 6:51, 7:21,

7:51, 8:21, 8:51, 9:21, 9:51, 10:21, 10:51, 11:51, 12:51,

1:51, 2:51, 3:51, 4:21,4:51,5,21,5:51,6:21, 6:51, 7:51,

9:21, 10:51.

From ALAMEDA—*5:15, '5:45, 6:)5, 7:10, 8:10, 9:10,

10:10, 11:10,12:10, 1.10, 2:10, 3:10, 4:10,5:10, 6:10,7:15,

9:15, 10:45.

From FRUIT VALE-«7:47, "8:47, *9:00, "9:47, "10:47,

"4:47, "5:00, -5:47, "0:47, "7:17.

From BERKELEY -*5:45, »6:15, 0:45, "7:15,7:45, *S:15,

8:45, J9:15, 9:15, 110:15, 10:45, {11:15, 11:45, 12:45,

1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:15, 4:45, 5:15, 5:45, 6:15, 6:45, 7:45,

9:15, *10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY — *5:45, *6:15, 6:45, *7:15,

7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, *5:15, 5:45,

«M5, 6:45, »7:15.

Creek Ronte.
From SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:15, 3:15,

5:15.

From OAKLAND—»6:15, S:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

All trains ran daily, except when star (") denotes Sun-
days excepted. (?) Sundays only.

" Standard Time" furnished by Randolph & Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. GOODMAN, Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agrt.

A. N. TOWNE, General Manager.

COAL OIL STOVES.
All Sizes for Cooking or Parlor use

Send for Circular and Prices.

WIESTEB * CO.,
17 New Montgomery St., S. F.

G>RAILROAD.-P
BROAD GAUGE.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Sunday. October 22.11882,
And until further notice, Passenger Train6 will leave
from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend St., between 3d and 4th streets),as follows:

LEAVE
B. V.

destination! ARRIVE
8. P.

t 6:50 A.M.

8:30 am.
10:40 a.m.

" 3:30 p.m.

4:30 r.M.
6:30 P.M.

(
J.
I'

I

..San Mateo, Redwood,..
i

:

J

0:40 A.M.
9:05 A.M.

*10:02a.m.
3:37 P.M.

t 6:04 p.m.

6:02 p.m.

8:30 a.m.
10:40 a.m.
« 3:30 P.M.

4:30 P.M.

.Santa Clara, San Jose and.

. .Principal Way Stations .

.

:}

9:05 a.m.
*10:02 a.m.

3:37 p.m.

6:02 p.m.

10:40 A.M.
' 3:30 P.M. \:

G-ilroy, Paja.ro, Castroville\ •10:02 a.m.
6:02 p.m.

.Hollisterand Tres Pinos..

10:40 A.M. I

;t 3.30 p.M.|

.Watsonville, Aptos, Soquel.
and Santa Cruz. ......

. Salinas, Soledad and Way.,
Stations

6:02 p.M

Sundays excepted. tSundaysonly.(Sportsmen'sTrain.)

Stage connections are made with the 10:40 a.m.
Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo, which
connect with 8:30 A. M. Train. EXCURSION TICKETS
sold on Saturdays and Sunday mornings—goo'd to
return Monday: To Santa Clara or San Jose, $2 50; to
Monterey or Santa Cruz, S5 00; also to principal points
between San Francisco and San Jose.

Ticket Offices—Passenger Depot, Townsend street
and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.

A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,
Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

|5?~ S. P. Atlantic Express Train via Los Angeles,
Yuma, etc., leaves San Francisco daily via Oakland
Ferry, foot of Market street, ?A 9:30 a.m. [Oct. 28.

THE GREAT B0RLINGT0N R00TE.

CHICAGO, BURLINGTON AND
aUINCY RAILROAD.

EASTWARD.

IS THE OLD FAVORITE AND PRINCIPAL LINE

FROM

Omaha, Kansas City, Atchison and
St. Joseph

For CHICAGO,
ST. LOUIS,

MILWAUKEE,

DETROIT, NIAGARA PALLS,

NEW YORK, BOSTON,
And All Points East and Southeast.

THE LINE COMPRISES -Nearly 4,000 miles. Solid,
Smooth Steel Track. All connections arc made iu

UNION DEPOTS. It has a National Reputation as
being THE GREAT THROUGH CAR-LINE, and is

universally conceded to be THE FINEST EQUIPPED
Railroad in tbe World forall classes of travel.

Try it, and you will find traveling a luxury instead
of a discomfort.

Through Tickets via this Celebrated Line for sale at
all offices in the West.

All information about Rates of Fare, Sleeping-Car
Accommodations, Time Tables, etc., will be cheerfully
given by applying to

T. J. POTTER, FEltCEVAJL JLOWELI,
Gen'l Manager, Gen'l Passenger Agt.,

Chicago, Ills. Chicago, Ills.

T. D. McKAY, - General Agent.
Hannibal and St. Joseph and
Chicago, Builington and Quincy Railroads,

33 Montgomery street.
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REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.

la la* City arid County of San Frarirlaco. California, for

th. WMk andlxur M.rvh 18. 1883

..Ifr,**:*, Hla>rt,afUu Commercial Agtnc,,¥)\ Vaiyornlas

Wednesday, March 7th.

•aAMTOMAaO oaAKTBK. . ITION.

U Tjkr to lllb Sa« 4 I

C Foley to nmc

.Minor Jlctinrrrn to Jno Brown.

L V J A llonklot lor" rkrton...

Chas V 11%....

Micbl German to Lncjr (.' II Na.-on

.worth, c

.Nw Tehama, I*S no tod, ii. i".xso -100-

I

Tars I- , *l,lial.

C 11 Xuryt" lo ¥ McKnlghlrt al Nw tWIb and Nor, w Wxlll-IIarpcr'a
Adilllion IM

i- TV, c 4U
- 1'aclnc, 91:8 w Btocaton, w 1'..

5x13:10 and w ooobalf of ]U0-varu

HI
S Lombard, J5 Tavlor. g 0OTBO, being

rara 519
N nnd, HO » Dolores, w ssxiuo. being

in 11 A U

* 5

i/no

13,000

5

800

Thursday, March 8th.

C 1' Doane lo Mary £ Duaiu*.

lllb St I.n Soc to Jno Martin...

Jal Drannan to Mary Brannan..

.

Montcy Godlry to Cbas L llinkel

Florence Crowly to Jas Longh

LGotllg to Jas Schweitr.T

Frcdk Ahlert to Jos Solomon

W J llency to Wro T Drammage.

Geo Blgley to Jno Bigley

Mary C Williams ct al loD Rogers

C P Dunne to Anne Pearson

Henry Zollvcr et al lo L Altmark.

Undivided nfteen-sixt.'onllis ne Town-
send and 71b, J15IJ16, bring in 100-

vara 333: nndlvinYcl Qfteen-elxteenths
a Howard, 35 s nth, a soxioo

\V corner 5th and Harrison, nw
100-vara 199

9e Lonlsa, 449:6 ndlh.ne 90x69, being
in 100-viinl 41 .,

Nw Hrod.riek and Hush, n 273x27o-\V
A 5.SI

ia and 23rd, u 80x15, being in

M R 186
S Lombard, 55 e Taylor, c 00x20 -50-va-
raStO

S Post, 87:6 w Scott, w 25x87:0, being
in YV A 466

N Haigbt, 1115 w Broderick, w 27:0x137:

0-W A520
E Capp, 125 n ISth, n 25x112:0, being In

M B 60, subject to mortsa^c
S Oak, 206:3 w Franklin, w 22:11x120-

\V A 132
Ne4tb, 55 se Welch, ee 55, ne 110, nw

80, bw 30, ee 55, sw 80 to commence-
ment, being in 100-vara 109

N Golden Gate avenue, 70 e Fillmore, e

30xl0il-W A 301

Gift

*5,000

Gift

20,300

4,500

3,800

5

1,526

5

4,000

800

3,010

Friday, March 9th.

Susannah Blaikie to K L Barker..

P J White to Richd McCann

Sopbia Talbot et al to Mary Dutton

Chas Page to Asa C Nichols.

C A Low to Am Sugar ReHnery. .

.

Danl E Martin to Arthur Freling.

.

.lane Haley to Mary E Whitley...
F Von Itoramto Elenor Giiluily...

N 27th, 207:3 w Castro, w 50x114, being
inHA179 Gitt

N Kate, 187:0 w Buchanan, w 27:0x137:

6-W A 291 $1,050
Ne Pacific and Franklin, e 66xl27:S-

W

A 93 '10,500

Ne Pacific and Pierce, e 37:0xl27:8-W
A 393 10,200

Sw Fillbert and Front, s 205, w 125, s

70, w 150, n 155, e 50, n 120, e 225 to

commencement 55,000
E Lai kin. 92:11 8 Bush, s 22:3x81:6-50-
vara 1416 2,790
W Jessie, 85 s 20lh, 8 22x75 2,400

S California, 165 w Broderick, w 27:6 x
137:0-W A 540 1,51

Saturday, March 10th.

Barney Llinckley to Jno II Boalt.

Chas II Ilinckel lo B llinckley.

W P Redington to Chas Page..

,

Kate Lincoln et al to Joa Brown.

.

Chas Page to Chas E Heise

Ilelen L Houston to Jno M Todd
Caroline L Maynard to same
J M Todd to Christian M Voight. . |Samo..

E Valencia, 00 n 19lh, n 75xS0 ; se Va-
lencia and 17th, e 128x100 ; e Mission
35 s 15th, s 25x80; u Mission, 75 s 15th

e 25, e 122:0, n 10, w 20:0, n 15, w 102 ;

e Mission, 185 s 15th, s 50x122:0
Same
N Pacific, 92:0 e Pierce, e 75xl27:8-W
A 393

N Pacific. 103:1 c Stciner, e 31:1x137:0-
WA 348

N Pacific, 157:0 c Pierce, e 10x127:8-W
N Sutter', 137:0 e'Mason, 'e"6s':6xl37:i;! !

!

Same

* 5
24,000

7,000

4.0CO

940
1

1

5

Monday, March 12th.

Jno J Biggy to Terrcuce Biggy..

DanlFenton to Benj Uealey..
Tide Ld Colors to C F Fargo..

Same to same et al.,

J Rosenblum to Minna Rosenblum

J dc Fremery to Albert Miller ct al

E W Peel to National Life Ine Co.

C J McFadilen to F ITornblower.
Mary McFaddln et al to same
Susan Palmer to E J Hollenbeck.

Se Howard, 230 sw 1st, sw 25x75]; s of]

Geary, 237:15 e Broderick, e 50x275 $ 5

N 271b, 109 e Noc, e 50x111
Se Folsom, 92:0 sw 7th, sw 37:0x90-109!
vara 257

Se Bryant, 275 sw 6th, sw 110, se 275:4,

ne 95, nw 275 to commencement— 100-

vara 210
Se Hyde and O'Farrcll, e 47:6x77:6-50-
vara 1264

Change of Trustees of the San Francis-
co Savs Union

Ne 5lh and Railroad avenues, n to 4th,

e to line of Central Park Homestead,
B to 6th avenue, \v to se comer of blk

95, n to 5th avenue, w lo commence-
ment

Nw 18th and Guerrero, n 27x80
Same
Lois IS, 19, 34,35, block 21, City Land
Association Gilt

5

13

112

Gift

5
1,925

5

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,
Sawlnir. Planing and Mmufocturlntr—Doors. Siahoa, Blinds and

Mouldlnirs-Turnlnir. Scroll and Jm Saw In it-Count era.
Bar and Store Fixture*.

Mug W..rk (..i II. nl.

I

H17 lo MS "pear N(., ami tilii lo M« ••WsWt Nl., N. •'.

...1 oldest established mill o:

I. \ Hal Mia] e. I'res'l. 11. g, | v w N

H.B.Williams. A. Ohesobroagh. W, H, Dimond.

WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO.,
SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

UNION BUILDING.
n. in MARKET AND PINE STREETS,

uiehln Company

.

Tlie Cunard Royal Mai] Steamship Company,
Boston, and

San Francis..., January 81, 1880,

Agents f.T r.ieiii.- Hail Steamship Company, Pacific Steam Navl Comi
he I'M... ...i Royal Mail Steamship Company, "The California Lluo o! Clip

'. .rk and Boston, and " The Hawaiian Line."

Jan. 31.

C. AD0LPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merohants,

SAN FRANCISCO and NEW YORK.
ftgr Agents of American Sugar Refinery, corner of Ullion ami Battery streets,

San Francisco, California, Jan. 17.

TABER, HARKER & CO.,
importers and wholesale grocers,

108 mill 110 Oallforuln St., S. F.
fApril 19.)

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY
No. 310 Saasomo Street.

San Francisco,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN FURS.
[September 21.1

MARBLE WORKS.
MANTELS and GRATES, MONUMENTS and BEAVSTONJSS,

In Marble and Scotch Granite,
827 market street bet. fourth and Fifth.
gg" Send for Designs and Prices. W. H. McCOIUUl ]i.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Gold Medal, Paris, 1878.

Sold by all Stationers. Sole Agent for the United States:
MB. HENRY HOE, 91John street, N. Y. Jan. 6.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,
NO. 922 POST STREET.

School for ironiigr Ladles and Children.
Term commenced January 4th, 18S3.

MADAME B. ZlilTSKA, A. M., Principal.

Day and Boardin
KINDERGARTEN

[Jan. 13.]

A. WALDSTEIN,
ithogrnnher anil Ziucograi>ber.

A Room 48, Second Floor.
Mo. 320 Sansorae street,

Auy. 19.

PROF. JOS. J0SSET,
Graduate of the University of Paris; Kx. Professor of l)e

la Mennais' Normal, France; late of Point Loma Seminary, San Dic<*o. Pri-

vate Lessons in the French Lang-ua^e. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 p.m. Private LeBsons given at the res-

idence of the pupil. Dec. 6.

GEO. STREET, Agent News Letter, 30 Comhill, E. C, London,

he Summer Sun ami Dost. Ladies and all exposed to the scorching
rays of the sun and heated particles of dust, will find that the most
cooling and refreshing preparation for the face, hands and arms, is

owlaiifls* X4:ily«.or. which eradicates all prickly Heat, Sunburn, Tan,
Freckles, Stings" of Insects, etc., and produces a beautiful and delicate

complex ion.

owlaiuls' Macassar Oil prevents the hair falling off or becoming dry
during the hot weather, and eradicates scurf and dandruff.

owlaiuls' Oltoiito is the purest and must fragrant Tooth Powder ever used,

and contains no acid or mineral ingredients, which are so detrimental

to thi' teeth and gums. Its purity especially adapts it for the teeth of

young children. Ask any dealer in perfumery for Rowlands' articles,

of 20, Uatton Garden, London.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT,

I
finest ami Cheapest Moat-flavoring Stock for Soaps, HIaile
* Dishes and Sauces.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT,
Tonic in all Cases of Weak
mil I i for which Nations should feel

British Medical Journal," etc.

T
R
R
R

An Invaluable and Palatable
Digestion and Debility. " is :i success

grateful." See "Medical Press," "Lancet,"

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
/ Caution--Genuine only with fac-simile of Barou Liebig's
\^J Signature, in blue ink, across Label.

This caution is necessary owing to various cheap :>nd inferior substitutes being in

the market.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.

To be hail of all Store-keepers, «rocers and Chemists. Sole
Agents for the United States (wholesale only), C. David & Co., SL Feochurcfa

Avenue, London, England. Sold wholesale by RICUAKDS & HARRISON, .San

Francisco. June 10.
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WAIFS.
Waifs which singly are as light as air, but which together make

a momentous "whole.

The Legislature has adjourned without doing as much good as was
hoped for from it, and yet withal it has not nearly done as much harm
as was feared.-^—Upon the whole it was a well-meaning but weak and
impotent body. It intended to do well but had not brains enough to

know how to do it.——It must be confessed, however, that it made a
much better record than the Republican Legislature of two years ago.

It passed the requisite apportionment bills, and did not compel an extra

session by declining to pass an appropriation act with which to carry on
the State government. It got through with nearly all the really import-

ant public measures, and permitted the many "cinch " bills to die still-

b< rn.——Perhaps if it did not greatly err it was because it was not greatly

tempted."—The "sack " did not make its appearance until the hist two
or three weeks of the session, but when it did appear it soon made its

power too painfully apparent.—^It killed the bill for a very righteous

reduction in pilot charges.——The bill only called for the very moderate
scaling down of twenty-two per cent. A reduction of fifty per cent,

could have been made and yet left the pilots an income of $300 per month.
^—The pilots themselves agreed with the merchants to the twenty-two
per cent, reductiou, and then with singular bad faith that will be surely

remembered to their disadvantage someday, sent a sack to Sacramento to

defeat the bill they had agreed upon. The defeat of that bill by corrup-

tion is the most disgraceful episode in the career of a not very bright

legislative body.-^—The general demand for a reduction of port charges,

which was conceded to be a just one even by the parties in adverse inter-

est, ought to have been satisfied.—^It is worthy of note that the Sena-

tors from San Francisco were almost unanimously on the side of the sack

and against the interests of the city they were supposed to represent.' — »

The names of the recalcitrant ones are McClure, Doherty, Kelly, Nelson,

Cronan, McCarthy, Harrigan, Keating and Perry.—-McClure's pro-

nounced and loud-mouthed fight on the side of the sack was peculiarly

amenable to criticism.—The Tenth Senatorial District will not forget

his course.-^—The success of the pilot's sack makes us rejoice that

the powers of corruption were not earlier or more largely em-
ployed during the late session.——It is only too plain that many
of the members would have succumbed. The Senators we have named are,

however numerous around the streets, and are being " treated " and wel-

comed as jolly good fellows. Wrong doing is not made as odious as it

ought to be. Until it is, legislators may be expected to lend a willing ear

to the wiles of the tempter. Members suspected of corruption ought to

be boycotted by all respectable citizens.—The Assembly was, upon the
whole, a better, more hard-working and more honest body than the Sen-
ate.—Assemblyman Barry made an excellent record, and Beveral others

from San Francisco did fairly well. Yet, the city delegation was, upon
the whole, lamentably weak, as it nearly always is. It is a good thing
that the country members are a majority.-^—It is a disgraceful fact that
this great commercial city never selects men of average standing, charac-

ter and ability to represent it. That is what comes of allowing low-down
bosses to rule. They nominate the kind of creatures they can surely use.

Whilst that is the case the city delegation is sure always to be little more
than a travesty upon popular representation. The fault is with the peo-
ple, who go on year after year casting their ballots for such creatures.

The evil could be easily cured by a little well directed effort.—The
present Senate has legislated itself in for four years to come. Its mem-
bers will, therefore, have a vote for the next United States Senator. Seven
of those from San Francisco will vote for the side that opens the biggest
sack. Some of them hardly disguise their expectations in that direction.

—Clay Taylor, Del Valle, Sullivan, Reddy, Spencer, of Napa, Lang-
ford, Maddox and Murphy are among the Senators whom honest men will

not regret to see hold over.——The cleanly character of Governor Stone-
man's appointments still gives satisfaction.—Irwin pulled through after

all, though by only a majority of one ; but then, a miss is as good as a
mile. ' Kelly's unexpected vote did it, for which, it is said, his brother,

M. J., is to be rewarded. >^—The Governor will shortly appoint three new
members of the Board of Health. The present officials are contributing
to a sack to contest the legality of the new appointees. Drs. Cole and
Perry are likely to be two of the new members.^—Wadsworth, a broken
down politician, is to be Secretary of the Board of Harbor Commission-
ers.^— Scandals about the School Department continue to increase and
multiply. It is really grievous that Boss Buckley should have been per-
mitted to lay hands on this particular department. -—The blind boss is

going for a three months' trip to the East and Europe. He says politics

will be a little off during his absence.——John S. Enos is to be the head
of the new Bureau of Labor Statistics. The office was created by the
Legislature that has just adjourned. It was a tub thrown to the labor
whale. There is little or nothing in it. It will accomplish hardly any
good and will disappoint the friends of the scheme, and his occupancy of
that particular office will not bring any reputation to Enos.—^He is

troubled about selecting his chief deputy. It matters little who he ap-
points. Hugh J. Mohan and M. J. Kelly's son are said to be the appli-
cants.—The outgoing Harbor Commissioners, at the instance of their
employe's in the department, propose to contest the seats of the new men,
in which case it will be several months before there will be any patronage
to bestow. Dennis Kearney wants to be Chief Whartinger.^^E. P.
McCarthy is likely to be the Governor's choice for that place.^^Ru-
mors are already rife as to Sam Shear's peculiar management of the
House of Correction. They will take on more substance ere long.-^—
There was quite a gathering at the Mint Saloon on Thursday, where the
" boys " were settling up for their services in the lobby. The Pilots' sack
was said to pan out the best.^—Most of the Senators came straight from
the Senate to receive the congratulations of their city friends, and have
been numerous around our streets ever since. There were some excep-
tions, however. Senator Cross had the good fortune to go home a day
earlier than he was expected, or otherwise he would have met with a
warm reception.—Del Valle goes to Los Angeles to lay the pipes for a
Congressional nomination.——Two years is a long time to wait. The
Democratic Congressional appointment is fair io this, that it makes four
out of the six districts exceedingly close.

Catalogues, Books, Illustrated Circulars and Illuminated Printing executed in
a superior manner by the S. F. News Letter.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,

For Japan anil China, leave wharf, corner First and Bran-
nan streets, at 2 p.m., for YOKOHAMA AND HONGKONG, connecting at

Yokohama with Steamers for Shanghai.

1835. 1883.

from San Francisco for
HONGKONG. Steamer.

from Yokohama for
SAN FRANCISCO.

TUESDAY, April 10th ....ARABIC THURSDAY, May 31st
SATURDAY, April 21st ... OCEANIC...
THURSDAY, May 3d
THURSDAY, June 28th SATURDAY, August 18th.

THURSDAY, Aujrust 30th.

SUNDAY, September 9th.

TUESDAY, July 10th
SATURDAY, July 21st COPTIC

ARABIC ...

THURSDAY, September 27th.. ...OCEANIC... SATURDAY, November 17th.

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates.
Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.'s

General Offices, Room 74, cor. Fourth and Townsenri sts.

For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific Mail Steam-
ship Company's Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN, General Passenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD, President.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
The steamship GAELIC, from San Francisco March 6th, also the steamship BEL-

GIC, of March 17th, will continue on from Hongkong, via Suez, to Liverpool, offer-

ing superior accommodations and quick time for Tourists en route "AROUND THIS
WORLD." March 17.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
The Company's steamers will sail for Hongkong; anil

Yokohama:
CITY OF PEKING MARCH 29, at 2 P. M.

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and return at reduced rates.

For New York, via Panama:
CITY OF RIO DE JANEIRO MARCH 15, at 10 o'clock A. M.,

Taking freight and passengers to MAZATLAN, SAN BLAS, MANZANILLO and
ACAPULCO, aud via ACAPULCO fnr Lower Mexican and Central American Ports,
calling at SAN JOSE DE GUATEMALA and LA LIBERTAD to land passengers
and mails.
Tickets to and from Europe by any line for sale at the lowest rates ; alBO f«r Ha-

vana and all West India ports.

For Honolulu, Auckland and Sydney:
CITY OF SYDNEY APRIL 7, at 2 p. M.,

Or immediately on arrival of the English mails.

Ten Dollars additional is charged for Upper Cabin passage.
For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and Brannan streets.

[March 17.] WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., General Agents.

FOR PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, OREGON.
Tllhe Oregon Railway aud Navigation Company and I'ucific
I Coast Steamship Company will dispatch from Spear-street Wharf, for the

above ports, one of their new A 1 Iron Steamships, viz.: C^UEKN OF THE PACIFIC,
COLUMBIA, STAT1SOF CALIFORNIA audORKGON.

Sailing I>ay«,

EVERY WEDNESDAY AND SATURDAY,
At 10 o'clock A. m..

Connecting at Portland, Oregon, with Steamers arid Railroads and their connecting
Stage Lines for all points in Oregon, Washington and Idaho Territories, British

Columbia and Alaska.

Ticket Office 214 Montgomery Street
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

fJan. 6.J No. 10 Market street. San Francisco.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamers of this Company will sail from Broadway Wharf

as follows

:

For Victoria, B.C., and Puget Sound Ports: On the 10th, 20th and 30th of each
month (except when such da>s fall on aholiday, then on the day previous'). Steamer
of the 30th connects at Port Townsend with steamer "City of Chester" for Alasita.

For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the 0. R. & N. Co.: Kvery4 days.
For San Luis Obispo, Santa Harbara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 5th, 10th, 15th,

20th, 25th and 30th of each mouth.
For Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and

Ventura: Every Wednesday at ia.ji.

For Eureka, Areata, aud flookton, Humboldt Bay: Every Wednesday, 9 'clock.

For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc.: Every Monday.

Ticket Office, No. '214 Montgomery Street, near Pine.

Nov. 26.

GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,
No. 10 Market street.

QUICKSILVER,
FROM NEW ALMADBN MINES.

Prompt shipment—LOWEST PRICE fur purest uniform quality.

J. B. RAND0L, : : : 320 Sansome Street, San Francisco.

REMOVAL.
W. H. B0VEE, REAL ESTATE, formerly of Oobb, Bovee & do.,

HAS BEHOVED TO 324* MONTGOMERY ST.,

SAFE DEPOSIT BUILDING (opposite former place.) Feb. 24.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

Xo. 330 Post Street Opposite Uulon Square.

PROF. O. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 320 Po
street, is now open for Juvenile aud Evening ClasscB. Office Hours, for Terms, etc.

10 A.M. to 12 M., and 1 to 5 P.M. Oct. 22.
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PA STABBED
|"P«*'» Sun."J

I bear 70a had burglars orar tojwn home laat night,'* mud the
grocery ni*D to the had boy, a* he came in and sat no the counter rlfdkl

ittlo gimlet h«lc where the grocery man hat) fixed a daroll
thit by filling a -*.;

i I fly up through the hoi*,
t .in inch. I U4U had been laying

1 i>«. and now that he had gut him right over the hole
11 mad* him laugh to think how he would make the boy

jtimp and yell, and as he edged off and got hold of the string the 1>"\ look-
ed Bncun*ci->U3 <-f impending danger. The giooan DM) pulled, and the
boy wt still. He pulled again, and again, and finally the boy said:

it is reported that we had burglars ovat there. < », you D

pall that string any more. I htard joq til setting .1 trip for me, and I
put a piece of a hoard inside my pants, and thought I would let you exer-

cise yourself. Go ahead, if it amuses you. It don't hurt me."
The grocery man looked sad, and then smiled a sickly sort of a smile,

at the failure of his plan to puncture the boy, and then he said :
" Well,

how was it? The policeman didn't seem to know much about the particu-
lar*. He said there was so much deviltry going on at your house that no-
body could tell when anything was serious, and he was inclined to think
it was a put up job."

"Now, lets have an understanding," says the boy. " Whatever I say
you are not to give me away. It's a go, is it ? I have always been afraid
of you, because you have a sort of decayed egg look about you. You are
like a peck of potatoes with the big ones on top, a sort of a strawberry-
box with the bottom raised up, so I have thought you would go back on a
fellow. But if you won't give this away, here goes. You see, I heard
ma tell pa to bring up another bottle of liniment last night. When ma
corks herself, or has a pain anywhere, she just uses liniment for all that
is out, and a pint bottle don't last more than a week. Well, I told my
chum, and we laid for pa. This liniment ma uses is offul hot, and almost
blisters. Pa went to the Langtry show, and did not get home till eleven
o'clock, and me and my chum decided to teach pa a lesson. I don't think
it is right for a man to go the theaters and not take his wife or his little

boy. So we concluded to burgle pa. We agreed to lay on the stairs, and
when he came up my chum was to hit him on the head with a dried
bladder, and I was to stab him on his breast pocket, with a stick, and
break the liniment bottle, and make him think he was killed. It couldn't
have worked better if we had rehearsed it. We had talked about burglars
at supper time, and got pa nervous, so when he came up stairs and was
bit on the head with the bladder, the first thing heaaid was 'burglars by
mighty,' and he started to go back, and then I hit him on the breast
pocket, where the bottle was, and then we rushed by him, down stairs,

and I said in a stage whisper, 'I guess he's a dead man,' and we went
down cellar and up the back stairs to my room and undressed.
Pa hollered to ma that he was murdered, and ma called me, and I

came down in my nightshirt, and the hired girl Bhe came down, and pa
was on the lounge, and he said his life-blood was fast ebbing away. He
held his hand on the wound and said he could feel the warm blood trick-
ling clear down to his boots. I told pa to stuff some tar into the wound,
such as he told me to put on my lip to make my mustache grow, and pa
said: * My boy, this is no time for trifling. Your pa is on his last legs.

When I come up-stairs I met six burglars, and I attacked them and
forced four of them down, and was going to hold them and send for the
police, when two more, that I did not know about, jumped on me, and I
was getting the best of them, when one of them struck me over the head
with a crowbar, and the other stabbed me to the heart with a butcher-
knife. I have received my death-wound, my boy, and my hot southern
blood, that I offered up so freely for my country in her time of need, is

passing from my body, and soon your pa will be only a piece of poor
clay. Get some ice and put on my stomach, and all the way down, for I
am burning up.'

I went to the water pitcher and got a chunk of ice and put inside pa's
shirt, and while ma was tearing up an old Bkirt to stop the flood of blood,
I asked pa if he felt better, and if he could describe the villains who had
murdered him. Pa gasped and moved his legs to get them cool from the
clotted blood, he said, and he went on: ' One of them was about six foot
high and bad a sandy mustache. I got him down and hit him in the nose,
and if the police find him, his nose will be broke. The second one was
thick set and weighed about two hundred. I had him down and my boot
was on his neck, and I was knocking two more down when I was hit.

The thick set one will have the mark of boot heels on his throat. Tell
the police, when I am gone, about the boot-heel marks. 5

By this time ma had got the skirt tore up, and she stuffed it under pa's
shirt right where he said he was hit, and pa was telling us what to do to
settle his estate when ma began to smell the liniment, and she found the
broken bottle in his pocket, and searched pa for the place where he was
stabbed, and then she begun to laugh and pa got mad and said he didn't
Bee as a death-bed scene was such an almighty funny affair, and then she
told him he was not hurt, but that he had fallen on the Btairs and broke
his bottle, and that there was no blood on him, and he said, ' Do you
mean to tell me my body and legs are not bathed in human gore,' and
then pa got up and found it was only the liniment. He got mad and asked
ma why she didn't get something to take that liniment off his legs, as it

was eating them right through to the bone, and then he saw my chum
put his head in the door, with one gallus hanging down, and pa looked at
me and then he said: ' Lookahere, if I find out it was you boys that put
up this job on me, I'll make it so hot for you that you will think liniment
is ice cream in comparison.' I told pa it didn't look reasonable that me
and my chum could be six burglars, six feet high, with our noses broke
and boot heel marks on our neck, and pa he said for us to go to bed all-

fired quick and give him a chance to rinse off that liniment, and we re-

tired. Say, how does my pa strike you as a good single-handed liar ?
•'

and the boy went up to the counter, while the grocery man went after a
cuttle of coal.

In the mean time, one of the grocery man's best customers, a deacon in
the church, had come in and sat down on the counter, over the darning-
needle; and as the grocery man came in with the coal, the boy pulled the
string, and went out-doors and tipped over a basket of rutabagas, while
the deacon got down off the counter with his hand clasped and anger in

ever feature, and told the grocery man he could whip him in two minutes.
The grocery man asked what was the matter, and; the deacon hunted up

the •ource from whence the darning needle came through the counter,
and, as the boy wwil the deacon and the grocery men

rolling on the floor, the gn Ting to hold toe dei

fiats while he explained about the darning needle, and that it «TM Intended
for the boy. How it come out the boy did not wait to

TWO SORRY MISTAKES.
Can It be possible that our honorable Board of Supervisors could have

an Idea <>f the evils sure to follow upon the passage of their ordinance of

hotting off the gas at night. Not only does the belated pedestrian
along in momentary terror of " your money or your life " meeting his ear
as he passes the well-remembered lone corner or empty lot, but a series

of mistakes are of nightly occurrence, some of which, although to a oas<

ual observer of a ludicrous nature, are likely to have disastrous results.

One or two of the most recent which have been related to us, will, we are
sure, produce that impression upon the minds of our readers. The first

happened one evening last week in the aristocratic neighborhood of Nob
Hill. A party of guests returning from a musicale, found the street cars
had stopped running, so they, one and all, resolved to form into a compact
body, and, keeping well together, brave the thick, murky darkness ahead.
All went satisfactorily, nay, even merrily for several blocks, the rip-

ples of laughter from the feminines and deep tones of the men mingling
in the night fog. But alas !

" the best laid plans of mice and men gang
att aglee." In crossing one of the intersecting streets the crowd got mix-
ed up somewhat, and upon the line of march being resumed the couples
were not mated in the fashion in which they started, and Mr. became
the escort of a closely hooded wrapped up figure so closely resembling the
one he had been walking with, he did not notice the change, but drawing
her little hand under bis manly arm he continued the conversation inter-

rupted by- the Bingle file movement in crossing the broken street. "Ah,
you don't know everything," he whispered ; "I know I seem the pattern
of domestic bliss, but there's not an unhappier man in town to-night than
I am ; if you would only be my gentle confidante and friend, let me pour
my troubles into that loving heart, then pity me, and grant me a small
place in it all to myself as a consolation for life's woes." " Perfidious
wretch," was the answer, and then shrill screams rent the night air till

the advance guard of the party blew a policeman's whistle. That hastily
summoned individual arrived upon the scene bearing a bull's-eye lantern,
which, being turned upon the startled group, disclosed our friend—sup-
porting his own wife in strong hysterica, while the naughty girl to whom
he thought he had been pouring out his woes stood silent and amazed a
few feet off. The secret of the rumpus was disclosed by the excited re-

proaches of Mrs. , whom nothing would pacify until t^he whole griev-

ance was laid bare. The sequel we do not know, but can gvess!

Mistake No. 2 relates to a young gentleman residing with friends in the
Western Addition. Being detained very late at a convivial meeting, he
essayed finding his way home on foot, in defiance of the advice of friends,

who urged his taking a coupe", but the evening's pleasure having already
made inroads upon a limited salary, he paid no beed to it and started off

on foot. Nothing happened to disturb the even tenor of his way, and he
Bafely arrived at the row of houses wherein waB his friends' domicile. He
sprang lightly up the steps, turned the latch key, entered the house,
gained his room and was proceeding to scratch a match, when a wail from
the bed went up in remonstrance: "Now you know, John, I never allow you
to light this gas when you come home late. Go into the hall and undress
and leave your poor suffering wife in peace." Horror upon horrors !

Where was he? Groping his way out of the room amid a perfect storm
of reproaches, our hero beat a hasty retreat down the stairs and out of

the hall door, to find the alarmed inmates of the house were all yelling
" fire," " murder," " thieves," at the very strength of their lungs. He
had gone into the wrong house in the thick darkness prevailing outside,

which prevented his noticing certain landmarks only visible by the aid of

the discontinued gaslight near the door.

EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,
120 Broadway, ST. T.

ITEMS FROM THE TWENTY-THIRD ANNUAL STATEMENT.

ASSETS $48,026,750.88

LIABILITIES 37,367,076.39

SURPLUS , 10,653,674.47

INCOME 811,897,171.41

PAID POLICY-HOLDERS
»5,977,541.56

NEW ASSURANCE writ-
ten In 1882 $62,262,272.00

The new assurance written is the largest business ever transacted by any company
in a single year.

Its aggregate amount of new assurance for 16 years is larger than of any other

company in the world.
Every Policy three years old becomes INCONTESTABLE.
Incontestable Policies are payable, not after three months delay, but IMMEDI-

ATELY, and not less a discount, but are PAID IN FULL.
The EQUITABLE has NO CONTESTED CLAIMS ON ITS BOOKS.
The attention of the public is directed to the TONTINE SAVINGS FUND SYS-

TEM, under which full assurance is provided in case of death, while surviving policy-

holders reap the largest cash returns.

The business of the Society is conducted on the CASH BASIS and on the PURELY
MUTUAL SYSTEM.
Dividends are declared annually on ordinary policies, and at the end of fixed peri-

ods, on Tontine policies.

The affairs of the Society are managed by a Board of fifty-two Directors, divided

into Committees, whose meetings are held regularly from week to week to invest the

funds, to review contracts, to examine applications for assurance, to sanction the pay-

ment of policies, to authorize expenditures, to examine vouchers, to count securi-

ties and to inspect the records.

The uninterrupted progress of the Society during the past twenty-three years

gives the best possible guarantee that a PRESENT investment with the EQUITABLE
will prove of more value than with any other company.

H. B. HYDE, President.

Vice-Presidents-JAMES W. ALEXANDER, SAMUEL BORROVYE.

WILLIAM ALEXANDER, Secretary.

E. W. SCOTT, Superintendent of Agencies.

WM D. GARLAND 240 Montgomery street,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. March 17.
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BIZ."

We are in receipt of the Tariff Bill that has just passed Congress,

and having been signed by President Arthur, has now become the law of

the land; also the Internal Revenue Bill, both of which make serious al

terations in the rate of duties to be collected hereafter. Some sections

go into effect May 1st, others July 1st. The extreme length of these offi-

cial public documents preclude their publication in the News Letter.
Reference, however, will, from time to time, claim our special attention.

The Philadelphia Record of a recent date, publishes the following exhibit

of the commerce of the United States, which will be found of great in-

terest to our readers:

Statistics of exports and imports for last year are complete for the

eleven months to December 1st, and exhibit numerous points of diverg-

ance from those of 1881 for the corresponding interval. In eleven months
of 1882 the value of Foreign Merchandise exported was §15,469,059,

against S17,208,202 in 1881. The total value of exports of Domestic Mer-
chandise in the eleven months of 1882 was 8659,554,126. For the same
months in 1S81 the exports of Domestic Merchandise were S739,279,2S3,

a decrease of §79,725,157. Added to the decrease in exports of Foreign
Merchandise, this indicates a total decrease of exports of §81,464,300 for

eleven months of 1882. as compared with 1881. Eighty-four per cent, of

the exporcs of 18S2 were carried in foreign vessels, and but 14 per cent, in

American vessels, the small remainder being conveyed away in cars and
other land vehicles.

The total value of the imports of Merchandise during the period of 1882
above mentioned was S693,319,235, being an excess over exports of S18,-
296.050. The value of Merchandise imported free of duty was $194,646,-
394, and of dutiable Merchandise 8498,672,841. In the first eleven months
of the year 1881 the total imports were $612,871,846, of which $426,230,-

387 was dutiable and §186,641,459 free of duty. The excess of imports in

1882 over those of 1881 is §80,447,389. Vessels under foreign flags carried
7S per cent, of the imports of 1882, while 18 per cent, was brought in

American vessels. The duty paid on these imports, at an average of 43|
per cent., amounted to §216,922,716, or a sum more than sufficient to meet
all current expenses of the General Government.
The largest single item of importation is Sugar and Molasses, §85,872,-

373, followed by manufactures of Silk, §38,725,748, and of Cotton, §31,-

893,590. The imports of Steel Rails amounted to but §5,082,505, against
§7,118,812 iu the corresponding period of 1881. Our exports of Steel
Rails, on the contrary, rose from §123,540, in eleven months of 1881, to

§2,175,0S2 for the same months of 1882. Unmanufactured Cotton heads
the list of exports for 1882, the figures being 1,603,610,533 lbs., valued at

§1S2,687,094. Wheat comes next, with 101,273,055 bushels, valued at
§115,984,088. In both of these staples there is a decline from the exports
of the corresponding period in 1881, amounting for Cotton to §9,119,026,
and for Wheat to §14,245,478. The exports of Refined Petroleum were
valued at §35,349,930, a decrease from 1881 of §3,050,365.

The O. and O. steamship Belgic, from the Orient, brought to our
shores a very valuable cargo of merchandise. This, from Hongkong,
includes: Rice, 49,565 mats; Tea, 875 pkgs.; Oil, 700 cs.; Opium, 92 cs.;

Pepper, 100 bags. Also, en route from Manila: 500 bales Hemp; from
Calcutta, 399 bales Gunnies (Grain Bags); also 960 empty Quicksilver
Flasks, and 829 pkgs. Chow Chow. The Belgic also brought in transit
for Eastern cities: Teas, 3,281 pkgs.; Silks, 591 pkgs.; Curios, 123 pkgs.,
etc. In transit for British Columbia: Rice, 5,063 mats; Teas, 895 pkgs.,
and 349 cs. Mdse.

Salmon.—The steamer Columbia, from Oregon, brought us 6,500 cs.

The market is at present very quiet—canners and importers wide apart in

their views respecting the Spring catch.

SLondon advices of the ^Othllinstant report sales of 12,500 bales Aus-
tralian Wools. The prices, however, are not given in the cablegram.

The London Sugar market has been somewhat excited upon recep-
tion of advices of a reduction in the duties in the United States upon
Sugar, leading to important transactions in the raw material. In this

market Refined Sugars have been advanced one-fourth cent per pound.

By?a recent{decision of the Secretary of the Treasury, an orderjhas
been issued forbidding the discharging of foreign cargo from vessels ar-
riving here at Oakland, Purt Costa, Vallejo, Benicia, or elsewhere other
than in the port of San Francisco. Heretofore vessels chartered to load
outward with Wheat, etc., have been permitted by the Collector of the
Port to unload their inward cargoes of Coal, Iron, etc., across the Bay.
Now this custom has been prohibited as illegal.

The Pacific Mail Steamship Zealandia sailed for the Colonies on the
11th inst., via Honolulu, carrying the Government mails, and for cargo to
Sydney, 220 cs. Honey, 695 cs. Canned Goods, Doors, 1,971 ; also 50 half
bbls. Herring; and in transit from British Columbia, 140 bbls and 348
half bbls Herring. To Auckland she carried 698 pkgs. Paints, 10,000 tbs.

Refined Sugar; for Melbourne, Broom Corn, 13,280 lbs. To New Zeal-
and, Hops, 1,761 lbs. The steamer also carried 4,441 cs. Salmon destined
as follows: To Sydney 3,676 cs.; to Aucland 565 cs., and to Lytleton
200 cs., all of the value of §23,496.

Flour for Liverpool.—The ship Florence has been cleared by Starr &
Co. with 22,182 bbls. of Extra Flour.

Coal.—Imports during the week have been quite liberal. In a circu-
lar just issued J. W. Harrison reports the market for Australian Coals
moderately active. Several cargoes have found ready buyers, and the
present asking prices for loading West Hartley, Scotch Splint and Eng
lish steam Coals—showing such a marked difference over Australian, the
disparity in price being much greater than the character of the Coals
warrants—must lead to considerable Australian being imported this
season, provided no advance is made on freight from Newcastle. Two
cargoes of Wallsend sold this week at §7 25 for loading ; previously sales
were made as high as §7 50 for early loading ; §7 62£ is offered for cargoes
now due. Bulli has been sold at §6 75@ §7 for early shipment, and §6 50
is now offered for later loading. The consumption of this Coal is limited.

Exports to Hawaii—Continue to he of considerable and growing im-
portance/ giving profitable employment to several lineslof sailing vessels,

notwithstanding we have two steamers every month to Honolulu. The
W. H. Dimond carried a general cargo valued at §27,753, and the J. A.
Falkinburg, to same, Merchandise valued at §15,000.

For Mexico.—The steamer Mexico, for Mexican ports, hence on the
7th inst., carried a general cargo valued at §119,000.

Freights and Charters.—The Freight Market is weak, and few ves-

sels have been chartered during the week to load Wheat. The ships Spar-
tan and Commodore have been taken to load Coal at Seattle for this port.

From Hongkong.—The ship C. F. Sargent is at hand with 8,932 pkgs.
Rice, 400 bxs. Oil, 456 bags Paddy, 2,021 pkgs. Tea, 254 rolls Matting
and 250 pkgs. Wheat Bags.

Coffee.—The brig Percy Edward has arrived from Champerico with
4,200 bags. There is a good demand for shipment overland.

The ship Strathearn, from Iquique, had 1,050 tons Nitrate and 600
tons Coal.

Coal.—During the week the receipts of Coal have been liberal, and in-

elude the following: Parthia, from Liverpool, 2,000 tons; Hylton Castle,
from Departure Bay, 1,530 tons; Cambrian Queen, 1,845 tons, and the
Pizzaro, 2,092 tons, from Sydney; Gatherer, from Liverpool, 2,040 tons;

Aureola, from New Tacoma, 1,350 tons; Umatilla, from Seattle, 2,400 tons^

Steel Rails.—The ship Oregon, 147 days from Hull, brought 6,985
Steel Rails.

Wheat—The market is strong; quotable at $2 05 $ ctl.; saleB of 100
tons April No. 1 White at §2 04J; 100 tons, buyer the season, §2 10, and
300 tons October at §1 85 $ ctl.

For Liverpool.—The Br. bark John Gamble carries 17,463 bbls. Flour,
valued at $96,047, and the ship Benmore carries 18,537 bbls. same, valued
at §101,318.

Sugar.— The Anna, from Honolulu, brought 4,071 bags for the
Refinery.

Mustard Seed.—Br. ship Benmore, for Liverpool, carries 16,055 lbs.,

valued at §500.

Imports of Merchandise and Treasure.

The total value of the imports of Treasure and Merchandise combined,
for the month of February, were as follows:

1882. 1883.

Merchandise $2,715,218 $3,209,279
Treasure 636,409 489,031

Totals §3,351,627 §3,698,310
Increase in 1883 346,683

The total value of the imports from foreign countries of Merchandise
and Treasure combined, for the past two months of 1S72 and 1883, were
as follows:

1S82. 1883.

Value of Merchandise §5,061,131 §7,342,123

Value of Treasure 1,554,901 1,392,900

Grand totals §6,616,032 §8,735,023

Increase two months of 1883 2,118,991

The total imports of a few of the moat important articles from January
1st to March 1st were as follows:

1882—Lbs. 1883—Lbs. Increase in 1883—Lbs.
Tea 893,551 1,955,315 1,061,764

Coffee 805,979 1,296,800 490,821

Sugar 8,510,205 22,084,261 13,574,056

Rice 6,424,933 10,087,S00 3,662,862

Of the above imports we received this year from the Hawaiian Islands

1,665,200 lbs. Rice, 4,991 lbs. Coffee and 16.442,659 lbs. Sugar; from China,
369,018 lbs. Tea, 3,394,010 lbs. Rice, 69,599 lbs. Coffee and 5,185,164 lbs.

Sugar; from Japan, 1,580,017 lbs. Tea; from British East Indies, 6,028,590

lbs. Rice; from Central America, 1,197,710 lbs. Coffee and 456,438 lbs.

Sugar. The total imports of Opium for the first two months of 1883

aggregate 34,981 lbs.; of Wool, 394,529 lbs.; of Raw Silk, 495,890 lbs.; of

Raw Hemp, 436 tons, and of Raw Jute, 250 tons.

Here is one of Labouchere's charmingly sarcastic paragraphs :
" Little

do the Americans know what was the cause of their Civil War, and of

the assassinations of President Lincoln and of President Garfield. Mr.
Newdegate, M. P., however, enlightens them on this subject in a speech
to his constituents :

' Look,' observes this philosophical historian, ' at the
condition of the United States. You remember her bloody Civil War

;

and, prosperous as the country is, since then two Presidents have been
assassinated. Does not this show that Washington was right when he
proposed, immediately after the separation, that, like the mother-country,
they should recognize God by some special form of religion ? Washing-
ton was beaten by Jefferson, who was actuated by Carrol, the Jesuit, and
for bis success that J esuit was made a Bishop.' The chain is slightly

lengthy, and perhaps a little faulty in its links—but what of that ? At
the bottom of the Civil War and of the Presidential assassination, we
find—can any one doubt it ?—a Jesuit. Had it not been for the baneful
influence which the Jesuit Carrol exercised over the mind of Jefferson,

there would have been no Jeff Davis, no Booth, no Guiteau, no corrup-

tion in the Civil Service, no lobbying at Washington, and very possibly

no persons burnt in hotels or killed in railway accidents."

—

Truth.

There is no department of natural history more obscure than the

length of animal life in a wild state. At one time the only guide upon
which reliance was placed was the length of time required to attain ma-
turity, which it was assumed bore a certain proportion to the life of the

creature. This, however, does not hold good, even of the greater mam-
malia ; for a horse, assuming it to be mature at four years, will live five

or six maturities, while man, if assumed to be mature at twenty, seldom
exceeds four or four and a half. Judging the hippopotamus by this

standard, its life, in the Zoological Gardens at least, is not so long in

proportion as that of a man. The lesser mammalia are, so far as can be
seen, disproportionately long-lived. Dogs enjoy greater proportional
longevity than mankind, and there is also proverbial authority for a cat's

tenacity of its life.

—

Hour.
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NOTABILIA.
THE PEDDLERS BONO.

Ia«b m "hit* u driven fDchr

;

CtprM bfack m *>r wu crow ;

GIotm w ii«i u tUmasfc rm ;

Miato for face* and 1- <r noaw ;

Bmrtt-bracefct, necttar*. imW

;

FtrfUM (or a lad) 'a chamber ;

Gold qiKM|* and i

For un lad* lo give their dean;
Ptii* and : I it**],

What mud* buk from head to ht ct

:

Cotnehuvolme,oonM;onmebu\ ,i

Buy, lada, or elac rour laaaea cry.

William BlUMrUlA

Some time back -many yean a^n, in fact—the Governor of North* ofaMrwd u> the (Ii'vernor ol Booth OuoUna ihel it w»m n lone
time between drinks. And now comes the Governor "f California, burn*

* h ambition U> give utterance to some sublime sentiment tl

Uve in bieeorv. and be says that the Imperishable Paint, aold by J. K.
Kelly A Co., Market street, comes already mixed, goes three times as far

i as ordinary paint, and is impervious to sun or rain.

There lea young married woman in St. Loots, who sleeps only two
home iu each twenty-four. She is evidently in training to beoome ft most

,
visitant mother in-law, and, being so wideawake, aha con be relied upon

I to see to it that her daughter's husband puts an Arlington Range In the
|

kitchen in double quick time. This magnificent cooking apparatus is Bold
|
by De La Montanya, Jackson street, below Battery.

Au indignant landlord writes, demanding the name of the party who
first suggested putting coils of rope in sleeping-rooms as a protection
against fire. He says he provided every bedroom in bis house with n coil

01 rape! and the first night three of his guests lowered their baggage from
the sixth-story window and skipped, leaving several days' board bill mi-
paid. He allows that being burned to death is .bad enough, but running
a hotel for fun is a go<xl deal worse.

—

Rochester Post-Express.

^
The independent damsels of this city recently formed a " Spinsters'

Club," into which no males were admitted. Then the boys, in self de-
fense, formed an equally exclusive " Bachelors' Club." At last accounts,
the organizations were holding joint sessions, and had resolved tiiat
Messrs. Bradley &, Kulofson, corner of Dupont and Geary streets, pro
duce the most accurate aud highly finished photographs iu the world.

"Yes," said one San Francisco lady to another, on Sutter street, a few
days ago, " my husband scld out his store some time ago." Then he is

out of business, now?" "Oh, dear, no! He is in some kind of manufact-
uring business, I guess. I heard him say the other day that he was put-
ting op margins for stocks." And then the two passed into Swain's, where
ladies can always obtain a delicious lunch.

It may not work in every case, but it's worth trying. First make sure
that the old lady who owns the parrot doesn't understand Portuguese,
then go to her and say: " I'm mighty glad you don't understand the lan-
guage that I'ird often speaks. Why, he'd shock the denizens of the fore-
castle of a Portuguese ship by bis ribaldry." If she's really a religious
woman she'll sell or kill the fowl.—Boston Post.

A Corner-stone for the Temple of Philosophy: "If you think
yourself a genius you will probably die poor, but if you regard yourself as
an ordinary man, with a deal of tough work before you, you will proba-
bly live happily and die well off. In any case, if you buy your liquors
from P. J. Cassin & Co., Washington and Battery Btreets, you will get
them pure ; nd unadulterated."

The President's flag, with its pugnacious eagle in the center of a blue
ground, has been seized upon by a stomach-bitters mau as an advertise-
ment. What the fate of the consumers of these bitters will be we leave
our readers to guess, and confine ourselves to remarking that the most
stylish Hats can always be obtained at White's, 614 Commercial street.

A Hoboken woman says her husband has beaten her regularly once
a week for twenty years. Too many married men are overworked in this
world, and if they don't get a rest in the next, it will be pretty tough. A
man who has beaten his wife over one thousand times is certainly entitled
to a holiday—in jail.

—

Norriatovm Herald.

The Conclave of the Knights' Templar is at hand, and the city will
soon be alive with social gaiety. It behooves gentlemen, therefore, who
wish to enjoy the picnic, to go to Messrs. J. M. Litchfield & Co., No. 415
Montgomery street, and get a new suit. This firm has all the latest styles
and best materials on hand.

Bald-headed men are immortal ; they cannot dye. But all men and
women (bald headed or otherwise) can go to Moraghan's Parlors, Califor-
nia Market, and obtain delicious Oysters.

The happiest boy in town recently had a machine that would make a
noise like snow sliding off a roof, and when he stole up behind a man on
the street and worked the contrivance, the victim would jump with the
energy of despair and spring two or three muscles, besides losing his wind.—JRoston Post.

If you want anything in the nature of Underwear or Gent's Furnish-
ing Goods, go to J. W. Carmany, 25 Kearny street, and you will surely
be satisfied both in price and quality.

" Oh, aunt," cried little Amy in her nursery the other day, " use noth-
ing but Brooks' Spool Thread. It is the best in the market."

J. F. Cutter's Old Bourbon.—This celebrated Whisky is for sale by
all first-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

Druggists say that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is the beat remedy
for female complaints they ever heard of.

The Boston Globe is responsible for the statement that a lady carry-
ing a dog in her arms fell violently on the ice on Beacon street, and was
overheard apologizing to the cauine for her carelessness.

Beautiful skin and fair complexion, robust health and powers of endurance
follow the use of Brown's Iron Bitters.

Fine Watch Repairing at J. W. Tucker & Co's., corner of Koarny and Geary
streets.

it i: ARE NOW OFFERING THE CHOICEST
DESIGNS I \

G-AS FIXTURES
EVER OFFERED ON THIS COAST.

CALL AND SEE THEM.

THOMAS DAY & CO.,

l&AS A.I\r> 134 SUTTER STREET.
THE GUTTA PERCHA AND RUBBER MANFG. CO.,

Manufacturers ami Dealon in

RUBBER COODS,
Offers tor the FALL TRADE the FINEST LINE Of RUBBER CLOTIIINC 0V«I

Id this market, both IUavy, Medium and Gossamer; also are

SOLE AGENTS ON THE PACIFIC Coast COB THE BOSTON RUBBER
SHOE CO'S SUPERIOR KUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES.

Pure Guru aud Dull Finish Boots, Hip and Short; Im. Sandals, Arctics,

Gaiters, Footholds, etc.

JOHN W. TAYLOR, Manager,
Cor. First aud Market streets,

TSept. 23.1 San Francisco,

M. A. GUNST & CO.,
203 Kearny Street San Francisco.

IMPORTER? AND DEALERS IN
HAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS;

ALSO SOLE AGENTS FOR
KINNEY BROS' TOO-IOO AND CABINET CIGARETTES,
E^~ Inform the Public that thej/ receive large invoices of Choice

Havana Brands three times a month. Feb. "24.

C. W. M. SMITH, /£$?\The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor, /fiiS^VOt
Established in 1862, tr/\TEN

I Q

j

Removed to 224 Sansome Street. \S§7/§/

gg?" MR. C. W. H. SMITH is the patent attorney for Marriott's Aeroplane Com-
pasy for Navigating the Air. Oct. 22.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,
Agents for RICORD'S RESTORATIVE PILLS,

635 Harket Street Sun Francisco, Cal.
PALACE HOTEL. Juno 24.

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,

OCULIST,
Formerly at No. 313 Bush street, has removed to Phelnn's

Building, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours lor Consultation: 12 M. to 3 P.M.

Take the Elevator. May 27.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 315 GEARY ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.

Feb. 5.] OFFICE HOURS: 1 to 4 P.M.

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.
Attendance, daily, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by the under-

signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, and to furnish all information
relating to the Society. J. P. McCURRIE, Secretary,

Oct. 23. Room 4, No. 531 California st.

COKE CHEAPEST FUEL.

Red notion in Price : Wholesale Price, 50 cents per barret

;

Retail Price, GO cents per barrel, at the works of the SAN FRANCISCO GAS-
UGIIT COMPANY, Howard and First streets, and foot of Second 8t. Jan. 12.

~~
IT lanszweert,

ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,
300 EOVRTB STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.

[July 15.] •

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN
Steam Baths; Electric and Chemical Bnths; Sulphnr and

other medicated vapor baths, with Swedish movements ami massage Special

apartments for ladies and families. 1>R. JUSTIN GATES,
July 1. 722 Montgomery street, near Washington.

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,

STOCK BROKERS,
No. 314 Fine Street San Francisco.

[May 20.]

NOTICE.
A. COBB continnes the Real Estate Business, both pri-
vate and Auction, at 321 Montgomery street, under the firm of COBB & COH
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CRADLE, ALTAR, AND TOMB.
CRADLE.

Barrett—In this city, March 11, to the wife of M. Barnett, a daughter.
Ckrf—In this city, March 11, to the wife of Albert Cerf, a son.
Dower—In this city, March 4, to the wife of M. Dower, a son.
Francis—In this citv, Feb. 19, to the wife of J. E. Francis, a son.
Galland—In this city, March 9, to the wife of Aaron Galland, a daughter.
Hess—In this city, March 10, to the wife of Lewis Hess, twin daughters.
Mobr—In this city, March 8, to the wife of M. Mohr, a soil.

Outsen—In this citj, March 9, to the wife of Hans Outsen, a daughter.
Sala—In this city, March 12, to the wife of J. C. Sala, a son.
Spear—In this city, March 4, to the wife of Robert F. Spear, a son.
Tai'lor—In this city, March 6, to the wife of Robert Taylor, a daughter.
Von Geistkfibld—In this city, March 10, wife of H. L. Von Geistefield, a daughter.

ALTAR.
Auerbach-Moses—March 11, Alfred Auerbach to Carrie Moses.
BROws-CoRYALb—March 11, John Brown to Gertrude Coryall.
Graul-Gotzabt—March 10, by Rev. G. Muehlsteph, Robert Graul to Marie Gotzaet.
Hall-Lowssdale—March 12, Edward M. Hall to Agnes R. Lownadale.
Hatch-Speed—March 8, by Bishop Wingfield, J. C. Hatch to Lizzie H. Speed.
Leuman-Levy—March 4, by Rev. A. fahapero, M. Lehman to Millie Levy.
Lathoume-Wood—March 6, Ferdinand Lathoume to Hannah Wood, of this city.

Millkr-Mamlok—March 11, Leopold L. Miller to Lina Mamlok, both of this city.

Strahlk-Fischbr—March 11, Joseph Strahle to Margaretta Fischer.

TOMB.
Burke—March 10, Ellen Burke, aged 36 years, 9 months and 3 days.
Corlett—March 10, Capt. W. Corlett, a native of Isle of Man, 63 years, 11 months,
Ford—March 8, Michael Ford, a native of Ireland, aged 46 years.
Halk—March 6, William F. Hale, a native of Maine, aged 44 years and 6 months.
Kennby—March 13, Edward F. Kenney, native San Francisco, 19 yrs., 3 mos., 5 dys.

Leeminq —March 10, Thomas M. Leeming, native of Penn.,aged 27 years and7 days.
McDonald—March 11, Louise A. McDonald, native S. F, aged 19 yrs., 3 mos., 18 da.

Marsh—March 9, Andrew J. Marsh, a native of New York, aged 54 years.
Newman—March 9, Geonre W. Newman, a native of New York, aged 50 years.
Sinclair—March 10, Archie Sinclair, a native of Scotland, 50 yrs., 8 mos., 16 days.
Thorn—March 10, Owen Thorn, a native of Washington, D. C, aged 45 years.

Ylchtbn- March 9, Bernard Yuchten, a native of Germany, aged 42 years.

PLUMBERS AND DOCTORS.
If evidence were wanting that we have in San Francisco no prop-

erly constituted sanitary^authority, it has been furnished by an Act of

the Legislature, which has just been passed for the registration and
control of plumbers. The act is limited to San Francisco, and it provides
that after the 1st of August next, it will not be lawful for any person to
carry on the trade of plumbing unless his name and address be regis-

tered at the Board of Health. After that date every master or jour-

neyman plumber shall carry on his trade in this city under prescribed
rules and regulations. The drainage and plumbing of all buildings,
both public and private, which shall hereafter be erected, shall be ex-
ecuted in accordance with plans previously approved, in writing, by
the Board of Health. Plumbers are to be convicted of the violation of
rules on the affidavit of the Officer of Health, or any member of the
Board, and an injunction to restrain further violation is to issue with-
out any undertaking as to the condition of granting or issuing of such
injunction. Lastly, the violators of this law are deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor.
Now, we have no objection to offer to the proposal to place plumb-

ing and drainage under the supervision of a properly constituted sani-
tary authority. Indeed this city is greatly in need of proper building
bye-laws. And if the Act before us had given the city such an author-
ity, with power to issue such bye-laws as are consistent with private
rights, and only intervene when public interests are involred, we should
have hailed it with delight. But when it is proposed to endow a Board
consisting of four doctors, and the Mayor, with the authority to reg-
ister a spurious guild of plumbers and drainers, and to publish the list

of these privileged individuals in their annual report, we must enter
our most earnest protest. The proposal is a revival of the middle
ages, and we cannot believe that the sanitary interests of the city, so
far as they are affected by bad plumbing, will be in any way benefited
by the powers thus given to a Board of doctors whose knowledge of
sanitary construction is only a degree better than that of ordinary citi-

zens, and certainly not equal to that of any first-class architect.
But the registration of plumbers will give the public no additional guar-

antee of fitness. The Board of Health is not authorized to institute any
examination as to the knowledge and ability of the plumbers soliciting
registration. And this perhaps is wise, for under no circumstances would
the diploma of a Board of Doctors count for much in.such a case. Quack
Plumbers will therefore be entitled to registration, and will get the city
license as easily as quack doctors. Like the latter, the plumbers will ex-
hibit their diplomas in their offices and shop windows, and with similar
result. It is not by the issue of such instruments that the public will be
better served. If, however, registration were the sole object of the act,
the Board of Health may as well do it as the author of the street direct-
ory. But the act gives the Board control over the plans of drainage and
plumbers of all buildings, private and public. Nothing is to be done
without their approval in writing. The plans of our first-class architects
are to be reviewed by a Board of Doctors who are at best but amateurs.
It ii absurd to placs these great powers in the hands of such a Board.
What do doctors know about plumbing, or why should they be expected
to prescribe a plan of drainage? It seems monstrous that a registered
plumber should be liable to conviction for misdemeanor on the simple
affidavit of the medical officer, or any member of the Board, that he has
violated the rules. In fact, the whole act is simply absurd and tyrannical.
All these questions of house construction, drainage, ventilation, etc.,

are for the determination of the citizens, and no Board can properly or
fairly deal with them, in which the citizens are unrepresented. When a
City Sanitary Engineer shall be appointed by the Board of Supervisors,
the public will be supplied with a responsible advisor on all such ques-
tions, and the Supervisors ought to be more than represented on the Board
of Health. They are, in fact, the sole depositors of power.
Nor is it plumbing and drainage which are alone at fault. Proprietors

are permitted to build too Boon upon sites which have been made foul and
unwholesome by the deposit of garbage. Inquiry has shown that founda-
tions thus made up of refuse do not lose their unwholesome character un-

der three years. In Liverpool, England, many acreB have been thus
filled in, and a law forbidding the immediate erection of houses upon such
lota has been passed. Such a law is needed here. But it is not a law to

be left in the hands of a Board of Health constituted like that of San
Francisco.
Plans of all buildings, with the details of water supply and drainage,

outrht also to be preserved for public use, but they should be kept in the
office of the Engineers, and not in that of the Doctors.
The whole question of public sanitation is one which should be taken

up by the Supervisors. They already have charge of the lighting and
cleansing of the streets. They flush and mend the sewers, and are now
authorized to improve them. They are the depositors of the great pow-
ers necessary to enforce the proper construction of houses, to secure the
ventilation and cleanliness of private drains. They have in their medical
officer of health all the advice necessary for the comprehension uf medical
questions, the discovery and removal of nuisances and the prevention of

disease. In any great emergency they are the authorities for the erection

of hospitals, and the provision for extraordinary expenditure of any kind.
Let, therefore, the " cobhler stick to his last, and doctors let plumbing

alone. No good will come of their interference, and they had better at-

tend to their patients.

ROCK'S NURSERIES.-TREES.

FOB, SAli'E. -A Large Assortment of Thrifty, Well-Grown Fruit,

Shade and Ornamental Trees.

NEW AND BARE EVERGREENS,
PALMS, BAMBOOS, SHRUBS, ROSES, etc. SMALL FRUITS, including a Large

Variety of GRAPEVINES for Table, for Wine and for Raisins.

STRAWBERRIES,
OF NEWEST AND BEST VARIETIES FOR MARKET AND FOR PROFIT.

Descriptive Catalogues will be Sent as follows:

No. 1.—Fruits, Grapevines, Berries, etc 3 cents

No. 2.—Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, etc 3 cents

[March 17] JOHN ROCK, San Jose, Cal.

NAHL COLLECTION OF OLD MASTERS.

On Exhibition Every Saturday bom 9 Till 5,

At 506 Battery street opposite Postoffice-

ADMISSION, 25 CENTS. March 17.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
CAirFOBNIA MINING! COMPANY.

Assessment No. 7
Amount per Share 20 Cents
Levied February 27, 1883
Delinquent in Office April 16,1883
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock May 4, 1883

C. P. GORDON, Secretary.
Office—Room 23, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, Sau Francisco,

California. March 3 .

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
JUSTICE BONING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 38
Amount per Share 10 Cents
Levied February 27th, 1883
Delinquent in Office » April 4th, 18S3
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock April 23d, 18S3

K. E. KELLY, Secretary.
Office—Room 2, Hayward'a Building, 419 California street, San Franciaco, Cali-

fornia. March 3.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Northern Belle Hill and Mining Company,

San Francisco, Cal., March 10, 1883.—At a meeting: of the Board of Direct-
ors of the above named company, held this day, dividend No. 70, of Fifty Cents
(50c.) per share was declared, payable on THURSDAY, March 15, 1S83. Transfer
books closed on Monday, March 12, 1883, at 3 o'clock p. m.

WM. WILLIS, Secretary.
Office—Room No. 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California. March 17.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Sliver Kins M tning- Company, San Francisco,

March 6, 1883.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the above named
company, held thia day, a Dividend (No. 39) of Twenty-five Cents (25c.) per share,

was declared, payable on THURSDAY, March 15, 1883, at the office of the com-
pany, Room 19, No. 328 Montgomery street, San FranciBCO, Cal. Transfer Books will

close March 9, 1883, at 12 M. [March 17.] JOSEPH NASH, Secretary.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Hentuck Mining- Company, San Francisco,

March 3, 1S83.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the above named
company, held this day. Dividend No. 35j of Ten Cents (10c.) per share, was
declared, payable on MONDAY, MARCH NINETEENTH, 1883. Transfer books
closed on Tuesday, March 13th, 1883, at 3 o'clock p. M.

J. W. PEW, Secretary.
Office—Room 15, No. 310 Pine street, San Franciaco, Cal. March 10.

DIVIDEND NO. NINETY.
The Home Mutual Insurance Company will pay its regu-

lar monthly dividend of ONE DOLLAR (SI) per share upon its capital stock
on March 10, 18S3. [March 10.J CHAS. R. STORY, Secretary.

The Printing1 Department of the S. F. News Letter has superior facilities

for executing first-class work. Send for estimate.
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vwsal,
t wilt b« wcatt of spinning ;

Lh me to the »ye»mor* t-

t is there, and the daoc* is lugllinliig
>wn, and the dear harTwt in

. w-whitontd

KITTT NEIL.
Ah i»

The * a

While all the
Each little rsso shaded alley.

* blush and * smile, Kitty row up the «

Her eye in the k-Iahs, as she bound her hair, glancing,

Tis hard to refuse, when a young lover sues.

She oaald uot but oboote to go off to tho (Uaefng ;

And now on the green, the dad groups axe seen.

Each gay-beart*d la i with the laaa of his choosing,
And Tat without fail lends out sweet Kitty Neil —

mehow when he asked she ne'er thought of ret"

Now Felix Met lee put his pipes on his knee.
And with flourish so free sets each couple in motion ;

With a cheer and a bound, the lads patter the ground.
The maids move around, just like swans on the ocean.

Obtain bright as the rose—feet light as the doe's,

—

Now coyly retiring, now boldly advancing—
Search the world all around, from the sky to the ground,

No such sight can be found as an Irish lass dancing.

Sweet Kate, wbo could view your eyes of sweet blue.

Beaming humidly through the black lashes so mildly,

Your fair turned arm, heaving breast, rounded form,

Nor feel his heart warm, and his pulses beat wildly.

Poor Pat feels his heart as he gazes depart,

Subdued by the smart of such painful sweet love ;

The sight leaves his eye, as be cries with a sigh,

Dance light for my heart it is under your feet love.

A CONVERSATION WITH PRINCE BISMARCK.
The Vienna correspondent of the Daily News sends some notes of

a lonk' conversation which an intimate friend of Prince Bismarck, a mem-
ber of Parliament, had with the Chancellor in his sick-room a few days
ago. The Prince had the larger share of the conversation, and is reported

to have said :

Is it not out of all reason that I should be ill just now? Botticher is a
convalescent, Burcbard is away, and I must keep to my bed. We are

getting old and sick, and dare not ask to be our own masters, and devote
ourselves to the cultivation of our garden, or the care of our own affairs.

I cannot express how desirous I am to get off for a few days and rest, af-

ter the confusion and turmoil of my every-day life. If I could have it

my own way, I should see no one for a whole year, except wife, children

and grandchildren. We ought to live for them by rights, and I am pre-

vented from doing so all my life. Why, the next thing is that some coun
cillor or other will read me a report in the morning how the members of

my family are after the night's rest, and then there will be so much time
saved again. The Emperor is a brave old man, as we could see in this

last misfortune that has befallen him. Not one of us all has the nerves of

the august old gentleman. I might say that as long as work is demanded
of him he has no nerves at all. It is our luck that the Emperor never
breaks down, that Moltke is all right, and Kameke is up to anything.

We civilians are not much good. Something is the matter with
us always, so that when we grow old we are incessantly on
the look-out for an opportunity to get away. The eternal wish
for repose becomes a sort of ailment, and I, for one, cannot get

rid of this ailment, although I have plenty of other sufferings to grumble
over. If my career had Btopped short of a councillor, I should have left

my post long ago. As it is, I am compelled to spend my days in the
Wilhelmstrasse, the street of all others that I have hated from my youth.

I do not think I shall ever set foot in the Reichstag again. I see they
get on splendidly without me. Why, the Empire-machine is in first-rate

working order, and I am so glad there is no quarreling just now. If some
interminable dispute were going on, and I should have to grieve and feel

angry about it, I do believe it would be all over with me. My present

ailment is older than most people think. The doctors have always said

there was not the least danger, but oh, the pain I suffer sometimes ! I

assure you I could run up a perpendicular wall when it comes on. But it

only comes occasionally; then it suddenly leaves off and I forget all about
it, and live in the hope that it will never return. Just you tell them in

the ReicliBtag to do all they can to prevent useless discussions. The Em-
peror notices everything, and it iB our duty to spare him as much as pos-

sible. It is true, he is in better health than any of us, but he is much
older, also, and he has deserved to experience nothing but what makes
him comfortable and happy. If the greatest Radicals looked upon the

venerable old man, they would stop in the middle of the* most excited

rabble. We may consider him a model in all things.

In Liebigs " Chemistry of Food," we note that he says: " Among
all the arts known to man there is none which enjoys a juster apprecia-

tion, and the products of which are more universely admired, than that
which is concerned in the preparation of our food." Cooking is a tine art.

Even Lord Wolseley, of Cairo, recently said something in a speech, insin-

uating that if he had been born a tinker he would have tried to make bet-

ter pots and pans than any other tinker. The usual idea is that tinkers

are not in the habit of making pots and pans ; but the sentiment was
laudable, and the General was no doubt thinking of cooking at the time
—not cooking reports, nor puffs, of course. What have pots and
pans to do with these? We may just as well remark here that

puffs should never be overdone, and reports are better eaten raw. No!
the gallant lord was probably thinking of how well he cooked the Egyp-
tians' goose.—Fun.

A boy in Mobile, Alabama, bet four dollars that within two specified

dates there would be two fires in the city. He won the money, but has
been sent to jail for firing a couple of four-story buildings.

Puny, weak and sickly children need Brown's Iron Bitters. It will strengthen
and invigorate them.

t\i

BEGINNING TO SQUEEZE.
Two or three years ago

, i ...k thecasoof
* widow who wanted K>m« (3,000 back pay, and tha pspon went to
Washington, to be hidden away among the cobwebs until tome clerk had
nothing sis* to d,» but examine them. After three, months had passed, a

I to ask about tbe case, and regularly every ninety
days tines that time' he dropped in with i

"WslL any mod news for the Widder Jennings f"
At hie Last rtsit the other day, thy Lawyer replied after the same stereo-

bion, and added :

I to jrou live near the widow ?
"

"Only one farm between us."
" And lbs DM told you to watch for the money?"
" Well, Dot exactly that, but I've kinder taken it upon myself to do so.

If the Widder Jennings get* that 12,000 before the 1st of April, my heart
U) going to yearn to marry her. If she don't get it I'm going to marry an
old maid with twenty-one acres of land and ft yoke i>l oxen. I wouldn't
have come in to-day, but the widder she's a- winking, and tbe old maid is
looking as purty as a bed of onions, and things la beginning to squeeze on
me."

THE COW TREE.
Sir Joseph Hooker, in his report on Kew Gardens, gives a sketch

of most interesting botanical curiosity, tbe Palo (it vaca, or cow tree.
This tree grows in forests at the foot of certain mountain ranges in Vene-
zuela, and attains a hight of 100 feet, and frequently the trunk reaches to
70 feet without a branch. The remarkable characteristic of the tree is the
milk which exudes from the trunk when an incision is made. From the
fact the milk is somewhat glutinous it would seem that the tree is of the
caoutchouc order. It is noteworthy, as an example of the law of compen-
sation traceable in nature generally, that this cow tree seems originally to
to have been a native of a country where milk-giving animals were form-
erly totally unknown.

—

Public Opinion.

Thought-Reading Extraordinary.—Some thousands of persons as-
sembled in the neighborhood of tbe Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool, on January
20th, to witness Mr. Irving Bishop, well known in connection with
thought-reading entertainments, take up a challenge by a prominent local
gentleman to discover a pin secreted by the latter within a radius of 500
yards from the hotel. The pin was hidden while Mr. Bishop remained in
the hotel in the custody of a locai clergyman. At 1 o'clock Mr. Bishop
emerged from the hotel blindfolded and drew his challenger with him, the
connecting link between them being a piece of piano wire. Having
traversed three or four Btreets, Mr. Bishop entered the Neptune Hotel
and discovered the pin inserted in one of the window-sashes on an upper
balcony.

A new substance, consisting of a mixture of gelatine, glycerine and
tannin, has been prepared

t
by M. Potel and submitted to the French So-

ciety of Encouragement, which, as alleged, is absolutely impermeable to
the air. The inventor has named it after himself, "Poteline." When
warmed the mixture becomes nearly liquid and takes the form of the ob-
ject to which it is applied. It has been used as a coating to preserve
meat. The claim made for it is that at the temperature of 112 degrees it
envelopes the meat, kills the germs of putrefaction and prevents any new
germs passing in. According to M. Potel, meat thus treated will retain
all its freshness for two months. If this proves true on practical experi-
ment, the compound cannot fail to prove to be of lasting value.—Brad-
streets.

If the discovery of M. Marcel Deprez, in regard to the transmission
of electricity, stands the test of practice, the cost of electricity in great
cities will be so small that gas and steam will be things of the past. The
obstacle hitherto in the way of electricity has been expense, but if it can
be transmitted from any distance with a loss of not more than half its

power, this obstacle entirely disappears. The ebb and flow of tbe tide at
the nearest point on the coast will supply us with sufficient electricity for
the entire metropolis, which, after a not very excessive first outlay in
order to utilize this waste force, will cost nothing more.

—

Truth.

Scene—Paisley railway station ; Glasgow train about to start ; old
lady comes rushing up to the carriage window: Old Lady—" Is this a
smoking compartment ? " Jocular Young Irishman (inside.)—"Come in,
ma'am ; ye can have yer smoke here, nobody '11 intefere wid ye." Old La-
dy (indignantly.)—"I asked you if this was a smoking compartment,
sir ?" jocular Young Irishman—" It is not ma'am, but yer welcome to
smoke as long as you plaze ; there's nobody here but a clergyman an' me-
silf an' we won't say a word.

—

Glasgow Bailie.

From the following we might readily fancy that business failures in
the United Kingdom and Ireland were arranged with scientific exactness.
—Ed. N. L.
The total number of failures in the United Kingdom and Ireland, re-

ported to Kemp's Mercantile Gazette for the week ended February 10th,
was 238, against 242 and 265, respectively, in the corresponding weeks in
1882 and 1881. England and Wales together had 217, against 218 and 249
in the weeks indicated in the preceding years; Scotland 17, against 16 and
11, and Ireland 4, against 8 and 5.

M. Damala's enlistment has come to nothing. The army surgeon
who examined him as a recruit has pronounced him unfit for military
service. What could he then do, unless return to his wife? He went
back, and the fatted calf was slain in his honor—i. e., a joyous supper
was given.

It is not true that Miss Davenport intends to appear in a new
American play next season. She relies on Fedora, which Sardou is alter-

ing for her. She will reappear in this country, probably at Chicago, on
October 24th.

Mr. Morse's Passion Play is a remarkable drama. It has been for
months before tbe public, but has never once been seen.

*3THoods, scarfs, ribbons and any fancy articles can be made any color
wanted with the Diamond Dyes. All the popular colors.
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PICKERING AND FITCH ON BRIBERY.
Messrs. Pickering and Fitch are called by a contemporary "water

maniacs," but it must be confessed that there is a wonderful deal of

method in their madness. There is, in fact, just that kind of method in

it which they displayed so conspicuously and with such advantage to

themselves in the case of their bitter opposition to the Railroad Company.
They lied by day and lied by night, and lied from the very lust of lying,

about that corporation. Their two papers, both daily, howled incessantly

in that connection. Nor was that all; for Pickering and Fitch went out-

side of their newspaper offices, got up Committees of One Hundred, or-

ganized a political party based on hatred to the railroad, and even
attempted to engineer an opposition company, and advocated, for a con-

sideration, that the dear people should give it an immense subsidy. Never
in the whole history of this State has there been another such instance of

1 tter, personal and unscrupulous opposition to any institution. The
railroad managers could not in either their personal or corporate capaci-

ties do anything squarely or decently. Governor Stanford, for instance,

was accused of not being able to run even a horse-race honestly. By such
attrocious accusations public feeling was worked up until, at last, the

propitious moment arrived when the libelers—these users of the public

opinion they had manufactured in their own interests as a chattel prop-

erty—were enabled to find a market for their wares, and then they made
haste to sell out. They received their price, and forthwith became, and
have ever remained, as silent as clams. No longer is the railroad com-
pany assailed or maligned, or even criticized. Pickering and Fitch ex-

torted their pound of flesh, and all ia lovely. The same game has long

been tried on the water company, but so far it has not succeeded.

We are persuaded that the raid on the Water Company is but an effort

of a like character to that which was successful with the Railroad, and
that it can be stopped by the means that so well succeeded then. The
ear-marks are too apparent to be mistaken. When a public journal is

only actuated by motives of the public good, it contents itself with fair,

just and honest criticisms in season. But when it eudeavors, by every
unscrupulous appliance within its command, to falsify facts and mislead

the public judgment, and does so incessantly, in season and out of season,

then of a verity no further evidence is required that that journal is en-

gaged in a filibustering expedition; that it is on the rampage because it is

on the make, and that it is simply working up steam to the highest pitch,

in order that it may extort the largest possible amount of blackmail.

That is, beyond a doubt or peradventure, what the course of Pickering

and Fitch on the water question means. Their previous bad character in

the case of the railroad is conclusive testimony that they are adepts in the

wiles they are now practising.

Yet to-day they are howling at the Supervisors for adopting John
Shirley's ordinance instead of Strother's. The one makes a reduction of

30 per cent., and the other a reduction of 37£ per cent., and it is being
unscrupulously insinuated that the least cinching of the two ordinances

has been voted for, because the Supervisors were influenced by corrupt
motives and bribes. Who believes that? It is a case of the thief being
the loudest to call " stop thief." It is time that the public refused to be
fooled by this insensate war upon the water company. That corporation

has a right to earn its working expenses and a reasonable interest on the
capital value of its works. No honest ratepayer begrudges it that. The
company has several times offered to submit the question of its rates to

the arbitration of business men, selected in a manner beyond criticism.

What more can or ought to be demanded. This question ought to be
settled without reference to Pickering and Fitch. Eliminate their pas-

sionate and hungry desire " to be seen " from the discussion, and there-

after the justice and equity of the case can easily be determined, and by
men in whom the whole city will have confidence.

EUGENE CARLISLE'S DEATH.
The untimely death of Eugene Carlisle, from the effects of a knife

wound received in a fracas, which took place on one of San Francisco's

most frequented streets, on last Saturday night, is an event deplorable in

itself, and equally deplorable on the ground that it constitutes another il-

lustration of the spirit of lawlessness which prevails in our midst, acd
which renders human life as unsafe in this civilized community as it

would be among savage nations, where every man's own arm, and not the
law, protects his personal and property rights. The details of the trag-

edy as reported in the Press are conflicting and at variance with kncwn
facts, and the story told by the person who bas confessed his agency in
inflicting the mortal wound is somewhat fishy. At present, however, it is

not desirable or proper to criticize these matters. They will be dealt with
in due course by a court of law. At the same time, justice to the dead
man's character demands that an important and glaring misrepresentation
of fact should be at once contradicted. Mr. Carlisle has been represented
as a drunken desperado, who sought the conflict in which he was killed.

As a matter of fact, he was a quiet, affable young gentleman, who pos-

sessed the esteem of those who knew him. and at the time he was wounded
he could not have been intoxicated, because he had spent the entire eve-
ning in the parlor of a friend's house, in company with some young la-

dies, where intoxicants were not used. He left that house half an huur
before the occurrence of the tragedy, and perfectly sober.

Visitors to Snow's Art Store, No. 12 Post street, during the past few
days have been reminded of the fact that Easter is close at hand, by the
lavish display ot beautiful and appropriate Easter cards. These little

souvenirs of the season have been produced in a style that renders them
veritable works of art. To those who desire to send a graceful greeting
to their friends on this festive anniversary, these cards will be very con-
venient. Every one should call and see them.

Utica ha3 an " Innocent Men's Club." It is composed of preachers
and editors, we believe.

'Tis the piano-mover who stoutly holds the "forte."

Union Pacific.—Happy married life.

It is only when a hen is cooked that she sets well on one's stomach.

COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
From the tone of American papers it would be supposed that the

question of the guilt of the Phoenix Park assassins depended solely upon
the evidence of informers. Such, however, is very far from being the
fact. The journals are beginning to come to hand containing full accounts
of the trial, and from these it is apparent that the Government have suc-
ceeded in establishing a case so complete and convincing that it is idle to
deny its conclusiveness. It was evidently felt that the testimony of in-

formers alone would not suffice to convince the public judgment, and ac-
cordingly every material fact has been corroborated by undoubted and un-
impeachable witnesses. To give even a meagre synopsis of the testimony
would be to fill many columns of space; suffice it to say that the steps of
the accused, both before and after the assassination, have been traced with
singular minuteness, and not a shadow of doubt of their guilt can possibly
remain in any unprejudiced mind. It is true that, if it had not been for
information supplied by the informers, all this corroborative testimony
could not probably have been traced out, but it is conclusive that the
truth is being told by the informers when it turns out that their every
movement can be proven by other and less tainted testimony. Two of
the accused have been positively identified by the men who were riding on
bicycles in the Park at the time, and their evidence is by no means the
most weighty of the corroborative testimony. The informers are numer-
ous, and are supported in every detail, and the whole prosecution is most
singularly perfect and complete.

General Von Kameke, the Prussian Minister of War, has resigned, and
a somewhat ludicrous reason is given therefor. He says be cannot stand
being so roughly handled in the Reichstag by Herr Reichter.

Prince Gortchacoff, who so long under the Emperors Nicholas and
Alexander, was Chancellor and leading spirit of the Russian Empire, is

dead at a ripe old age. He was to his country what Bismarck is to his.

A great statesman, a profound diplomatist, a master mind with great
capacity for manipulating the politics of Europe. The death of one
with his ripe experience is an undoubted loss to the young Emperor.
But statesmen, like other men, must die. Bismarck is ailing, and in an-
other column we publish an interview with him, in which he expresses a
desire for nothing so much as a period of quiet- and rest before he dies.

He is weary of affairs and would like a period for reflection and content-
ment. Gladstone is over seventy years of age, and shows signs of being
almost worn out with work and anxiety. He, too, would like to end the
few of his last remaining days in peace and comfort.

M. Ferry has patched up a Ministry which cannot in the nature of
things last long. The only thing that remains is a dissolution of the
Chamber of Deputies, and it is almost certain that even that remedy will
not prove effective for the cure of the present affliction of weak and un-
certain government in France.

A GORGEOUS SPECTACLE.
On next Monday and Tuesday the ladies of San Francisco will be

offered a rare treat, in the shape of an opening of Spring Millinery by
Mrs. Skidmore, of 1114 Market street. These periodical openings of new
goods by Mrs. Skidmore have already attained a great reputation, not
merely because of the excellence and freshness of the wares displayed,
but also because the artistic taste exhibited by Mrs. Skidmore in arrang-
ing these naturally rich and gorgeous goods ha3 always resulted in pre-
senting a scene that even excelled the fabled splendor of fairyland, and
the approaching opening will, it is believed, surpass all other effortB in
this direction. The entire establishment will be decorated with vines
and roses, and the display of imported and domestic hats, bonnets and
trimmings will be such as to delight those who can appreciate the beauti-
ful. A visit, therefore, to 1114 Market street on this occasion will, as-

suredly, repay itself. In this connection it may be mentioned that the
styles for this year are unusually beautiful. Very large hats have com-
pletely gone out of fashion, and the prevailing sizes are small and me-
dium. In shapes, the Langtry Poke seems to be in the lead, but there is

a large variety of other styles. In trimmings there is a lavish display of
new and pleasing colors, and Mrs. Skidmore's exquisite taste in selecting
and blending will have ample scope in which to exercise itself this year.

IMPROVED TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES.
For some years past Alameda has been steadily but surely growing

in popular favor as a pleasure resort, a bathing place and a location for

suburban residences. In the latter respect Alameda is particularly well
favored. Its situation is salubrious, and its surroundings attractive.

Only one thing has been lacking in order to develop it into a populous
and important suburban town. That one thing was, and is, improved trans-
portation facilities. But this defect is now in a fair way to be removed.
The Central Pacific Railroad Co., with that anxiety to promote the de-

velopment of all parts of the State which has ever characterized it, has
for some time past been engaged in building a new double track from the
end of the Long Wharf, at Oakland Point, around by the bay shore to

Alameda. This will necessarily result in a large saving of time to the
passengers, because not only is the distance very materially shortened,
but the delay attending the many stoppages which occur on the Oakland
route is avoided. When this improvement is completed and in running
order, Alameda will be as easy of access as Oakland, and a large number
of people engaged in business pursuits in San Francisco may be expected
to make their home there. With the completion of the double track half-

hourly trips will be made.

AMERICAN EXCHANGE HOTEL,
Sansome street. Corner Hnlleck, San Francisco.—This

hotel is in the very center of the business portion of the city, and has been
renovated and newly furnished throughout. The traveling public will find this to

be the most convenient as well as the most comfortable and respectable hotel in the
city. TABLE FIRST-CLASS. Board and room, $1, 31-25 and $1.50 per day. Nice
single rooms per night, 50 cents. Breakfasts or dinners, 50 cents. Lunch, 25 cents.
Eighteen tickets, good for any meals, for $5. Hot and cold baths free. Free coach
to and from the hotel. Oct. 7.
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MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
Fur Navigating; the Air.

Office of the Aeroplane Company for Navigating the Air, 609* Mer-

chant street. Office hours from 1 to 2 p.m.

GOLD BARS—920 fine par.—Refined Silver—14J@1 5;\ $ cent, dis-

count. Mexican Dollars, Vo(a- 1-'>\ per cent. disc. nom.

JesT" Exchanere on New York, 25c. #? 100 premium; on London Bank-
ers, 49jjd. ; Paris, sight, 5-12|@5-10 francs per dollar. Eastern
Telegrams, 40c.

jW Price of Money here, 6@10 per cent, per year—bank rate. In the
open market, 1@1£ per month. Demand light. On Bond Security,

3(5 4^ per cent, per year on Call.

«W Latest price of Sterling in New York, 48H@484.

ALBION CONSOLIDATED.
Our speculations relative to Albion's future have attracted more at-

tention than Wiggins' storm predictions, and have resulted in an entire

change in the administration, with Messrs. A. J. Ralston, Charles H.
Fish, Albert W. Havens, Samuel Hart, Julius Jacobs, Henry T. Scott

and Solomon Heydenfeldt, Directors ; T. J, Read, of the Eureka, Super-
intendent. The old Board were gracefully retired and a rigid system of

economy inaugurated. Illustrative of this, the salary of the President

has been reduced from $6,000 and contingent expenses to §600 per an-

num, and that of the Superintendent from S5,000 and extras to $2,400

per annum, etc. This is the first sensible action we have ever known this

company to be guilty of since its incorporation, and congratulate credit-

ors and shareholders. The former will unquestionably be paid in full, and
the latter see a glimmer of sunshine. Should ten per cent, of the repre-

sentations of the Messrs. Robinson as to the mine itself prove true, we
may presently look for a material advance in values, and shares command
respectable figures and ownership. We are in receipt daily of congratu-

lations relative to the valuable and reliable information given our readers

relative to the Albion, which we gratefully accept. Our course was
prompted solely by the anxiety to protect them, knowing bow severely

they have hitherto been victimized by the periodical inflictions of the an-

cient regime. In this effort, running through the past two years, consid-

erable time, space and labor has been sacrificed. As yet we have received

no material acknowledgements from those who have avoided loss or made
money through our suggestions. In fact, at writing should refuse even sev-

eral tons of high-grade ores were they tend' -red. Shall decline all presents

certainly until the Fourth of July.

Hawaii.—Arrivals during the week include the schooner J. C. Ford,

from Honolulu, with 7,478 bags Sugar and 1,399 bags Rice. J. D.

SprecVes, from Baine, 6,852 bags Smrar. Lilly Grace, from same, 13,800

bags Sugar and 757 hags Rice. D. C. Murray, from same, 5,129 bags

Sugar and 2,985 bags Rice, 196 bags Copra. Eureka, from same, 8,600

packages Sugar.

Flour for Central America.—The steamer City of Rio de Janeiro

carried to Central American ports 2,276 barrels ; to Mexico, 20 barrels,

and to Panama 446 barrels.

Quicksilver.—The London price has declined to £5 10s. per bottle
;

here to $27—say 35£c.@36c. per pound.

London, March 23.—Latest Price of Consols. 101 5-16@102 l-16d.

PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
Ban rYa«0l»00j Marvh 98, tM88,

Stock* and Bonds.
;

Hon [in.

tXLStetf BondaJSVH ••
S. F.City ft Co. B'dfl 88/68
s, P, Citj &O0. B'di,7s ...

nds
I reel Bonds

Bonds
rnds

lunty Bonds
Marytville *'U> Bonds
Bant* Clara Co. Bonds
I.oh An-vU'H County Bonds.
Los Angeles City Bonds

LVuckeoR R.Bds.
Nevada Co. N. G. R. R. Bds
i i^k 1

.. n.i City Bonds
Oregon b& N. Bonds, 6s.

S. I'. K. K. Bonds
V S.4s
Northern Pacific H.R. Bonds

INSURANCE COMPANIES.
State Investment

,

Ho.ne Mutual
Commercial
Western

MISCELLANEOUS.
Pacific Rolling Mills
Caia. Dry Dock
Safe Deposit Co
Vulcan Powder
Safety-Nitre Powder ,

Hawaiian Commercial Co

Bid.

Nom.
Nom. Nom,

3.'. —

IS 50
105 —
90 100— 105

100— 107
101 103
100 lii-

— 120
107 100
104 105
120 120J
1041 105J

112J 115}
134 138
125 127

101 100

120 125

521 —
45 461
UK 42

n 10

34 35

Pacific Banl
liv.)

Stock.'

RAILROADS.
0. P. R. It. sto.k
0. P. R K. Bonds
City Railroad
Omnibus it, R
S. B. and Mission R. R
Sutler Strv.-i II. B '

Geary street R. R ,

Central R. K. Co
Market Street R. R
Clay Street Hill R. R
3. F GaslightCo
Oakland Gaslight Co
Sac'to Gaslight t'.n

i alitor
1

1 Powder Co
Giant Powder Co
Atlantic Giant Powder. . .

.

Gold and Stock Teleg'h Co
3. V. W. W. Co.'s Stock...
S.V.W.W.Co' Bonds iex c.

Pacific Coast S,S. Go's Stock
California Street R. R
Presidio Railroad
Central Gas Stock. ....*....

INSURANCK COMPANIES.
' Tnion (ex div.)

Fireman's Fund (ex div.). .

California (ex div.)

si}
112

62

BS
:il

Nom.
Num.

55
120
107
03

77

86
1121

114

071
60

115

125

1117

120

130

SSI
114
1H5

55
(171

84
05}
4s

Norn.
Nom,
55

108
70
81

86J
113

116
69
65

110

127
116

The volume nf busineaa continues limited. The prolonged absence of
rain is beginning to produce much anxiety. San Francisco Gaslight Com-
pany's stock is in demand, in consequence of the declaration of a divi-

dend, with the intimation that it will be continued quarterly.
Andrew Baird.

Mr. William Lane Booker, who, for so many years, has held the
position of British Consul at this port, and whose promotion to the posi-

tion of Consul-General of the United States was announced some time
back, has just received instructions to proceed to his new Held of duty at

New York. Mr. Booker expects to leave this city about the 2d of April.

In this connection it may be mentioned that the British Residents met at

the rooms of the British Benevolent Society, No. 531 California street,

on yesterday afternoon, and made general arrangements to give Mr.
Booker a banquet prior to his departure. Further details have yet to be
arranged. The name of Mr. Booker's successor has not been announced
yat.

Meteorological Summary.

—

Week Ending March 22, 1883. 7:58 p. M.
Highest barometer, 30.293—19th ; lowest barometer, 29.946—17th ; aver-

age barometer during the week, 30.107 ; highest temperature, 57
Q—16th,

19th and 22nd; lowest temperature, 46°—16th; average temperature dur-
ing the week, 56:4° ; highest relative humidity, 96 per cent.—16th and
17th ; lowest relative humidity, 65 per cent.—22nd ; average relative

humidity during the week, 84.4 per cent.; prevailing direction of wind,
west; maximum velocity of wind and direction, 26, west—16th; total

rainfall during the week, .00 ; total rainfall during the season of 1882-3,

12.08 inches.

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.—N ew York, March 23rd,

1883.—U. S. Bonds—4s, 120; 4is, 112}; ex-5s, 103J. Sterling Exchange,
481<»4S2J. Western Union, 82|. Wool—Spring, fine, 24@31 ; Burrv,
16@21; fulled, 18(5)40; Fall Clips, 16ft»20; Burry, 12014. London.
March 22nd.—LiverpoolWheat Market, 9s. 3d.(S9s. 6d.; Consols, 101 5-16

@102 l-16d.

The City ol Sydney.—This fine steamer of the Pacific Mail S.S. Co.,
arrived here on the morning of the 21st inst., from the Australian Colo-
nies, via Honolulu, with her full compliment of passengers, Government
mails, and for cargo 2,995 ingots Svdney Pig Tin, 49 bales Wool ; also,

from Honolulu, 8,889 bags Sugar, 1,347 bchs. Bananas, etc., and in Trea-
sure 853,605.

Teas and Silks for the East.—The Pacific Mail Steamship City of
Peking brought in transit for Eastern cities, Teas, 2,200 packages ; Silks,

639 packages, etc., to go forward by rail.

Flour for London. Etc.—The British steamer Beli/ic sailed for Hong-
kong, carrying 5,000 barrels Flour for London, via Suez Canal. Also to
China, 4,437 barrels Flour; to Japan, 300 barrels.

Entered at the I>ost-Offlce at San Francisco, Cal., as Secontf-CIas*
Matter.

Printed and Published by the Proprietor, Frederick Marriott, 607 to 615 Merchant street, San Francisco, California.
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FASHIONS VOICE.
It is doubtful whether or no the incoming color, which will leave

scarlet in the shade, will be as welcome or as becoming as red. You know,
ladies, or rather you will know as you read, that the new caprice is yellow,

and it requires a very beautiful skin to bear the close proximity of that

shade. Brunettes look well in yellow .upon principle, since the old saw
says: "Yellow to yellow makes yellow look white." There are also

blondes of a peculiar type, who may venture upon yellow. Not those

with China-blue eyes, but the fair woman with hazel windows to her soul,

may venture upon a light chrome or deep orange shade ; those between
must be left to women who can advisedly take more liberties with their

complexions. Now a woman who rejoices in a fresh bright color may in-

stantly adopt yellow ; China red, in lieu of the tint bestowed by fresh air

and exercise, won't do, I assure you. The brave woman who rigs herself

out in yellow must have the real tint ; that lovely flush that comes and
goes according to the mood Bbe is in. A black dress may be made very

effective by a dash of yellow ; the most admirable way of using the color

is to pipe-cord the black material with it ; but, otherwise, a massive black

dress may be ornated with bows of yellow or flowers of that hue—say

buttercups. Nothing apropos of the Pinafore buttercup, just a " plain

ordinary " {as Charlie Reed would remark), bunch of held flowers, placed

here and there to take off the funereal look of the garment.
An imported dress comes to us from the great authority, Worth, com-

posed of a yellow satin petticoat, over which is looped and draped, with

faultless grace, a mass of silk muslin overstrewn with black jet. As a

ball dress, perhaps nothing could be more effective. Red is loud, but
yellow is regal-looking, if the wearer only knows how to use it. All bril-

liant tints should be used in harmony rather than as a whole. Those red

dresses that used to be bo plentifully seen on the street always put one in

mind of the demons in Satunella, and I always think there is no use in

being reminded unnecessarily of persons we may some day see in propria

persona—that is, if we don't behave ourselves. The scarlet fever has

happily subsided, after a run, and now Egyptian red takes its place, this

being a red of sober and esthetic shade, which may be employed with a

contrasting color. Feathers will take a rest this Summer—say, rather,

the poor birds who supply them—while flowers, lace and ribbon will ap-

pear as adornments for hats and bonnets in their stead. The fashion of

patterns seem to have exhausted themselves by long reiteration, and now,

as a novelty, fruit and birds will cover the Summer fabrics. Fancy being
enveloped in apples and pears, or sitting in a dress covered with straw-

berries! I was lunching out with two lady friends who were in raptures

over some new*stockings. "Have you seen those delicious stockings?"

said one; "some had plums, others pomegranettes, printed on them." I
must immediately provide myself with some. The friend went into an
appropriate ecstasy at the bare description, and I believe they eventually

invested considerable cash in the coveted hose. Imagine your lower ex-

tremities embossed with plums and mangoes. I shudder at the thought.

Longitudinal stripes were bad enough, then came polka dots and full

moons, but fruit! Well, chacune k son gout, but I prefer it on a dish.

There will be a revival of the Cashmere shawl, so I understand.

I think it a lamentable mistake, since only one woman in every hun-
dred can carry a shawl, and she must be French, bone and sinew;

therefore it will be a regret to me if I have to chronicle in the near
future the mistakes of the women who wear shawls. I met a lady who,
as a rule, is a most stylish-looking creature—in fact, turns out like a fash-

ion-plate. On this particular day I note she had on a shawl pinned up to

her chin, and drooping down flat, with a rigorously adjusted point pre-

cisely in the center of her back, which touched the hem of her robe. I
did not know her, so cut her dead, but I looked back to take it all in,

muttering " What a guy?" There is another pattern of dress goods I
had almost forgotten—it is of leaves, large, well-developed palm leaves;

it comes in every material. It looks as though we were retrograding to

the primitive days of Mother-Eve, simply substituting the palm for the
fig in the matter of leaves, which is distinction, though scarcely a
difference.

Bric-a-Brac.—Birds and flowers are some of the designs on the fig-

ured silks. Knots of ribbon and jabots of lace and muslin are more spar-

ingly used than formerly. Bright and dark buckles will be used instead

of buttons for fastening the fronts of dresses. Silk embroidered guipure,

in imitation of point applique, is new for dress trimmings. A black satin

is shown on which ostrich tips, delicately shaded, are displayed. Beaded
net will be used, instead of Spanish net, for sleeves and fancy waists,

both in white and black. Flowers and ribbons will be the fashionable

hat and bonnet trimmings for Spring and Summer. The new reds shade
from shell pink to the deep Egyptian red. Dainty caps of lace, with
knots and bows of ribbon, are coquettishly worn slightly at one side by
very young matrons. Passementeries in terra cotta, tan and all the new
shades are made to trim the dresses of those colors. New mourning note
paper has a deep black border, with a crinkled appearance, which imi-
tates English crape perfectly. It is called crape mourning paper. Large
flat clusters of pansies (a single pansy measuring over two inches in di-

ameter), made of satin antique, are among the millinery novelties. Short
mantles will be worn for dressy wraps for early Spring. For general
wear, the long Newmarket coats will be made of light weight. Gloves
will continue to be very long and without buttons, and fashion sanctions
the use of gants de Suede, of the medium color, with light dresses. Scotch
ginghams are shown in all the latest shades, terra cotta, myrtle green,
crushed strawberry and capucine, also invisible plaids, resembling cheviot
cloths. Silver Pen.

THEY WERE ACQUAINTED.
He had evidently been "fired." He came through a saloon door on

Marietta street like a comet on a wildcat schedule, and when he hit
the pavement the people all around the block thought the cupola had
fallen off the State Capitol. A crowd gathered around him as he re-

assembled himself, and a policeman said :

" You got the g. b. ?"

" Yas," he drawled, in capital letters a foot long.
"Who did it?"
" Barkeep in there," pointing to the saloon door.
"What for?"
" I thought the danged old shebang had changed hands—but it hadn't !"

The meeting lost further interest in the case.

—

Georgia Major.

A KISS.
'Twas only a moment you held me dear !

But that moment was filled with bliss

;

For warm on my willing lips you pressed
A lover's passionate kiss.

'Twas rapture that darted through pulse and nerve ;My head dropped close on your breast

;

My heart folded its wings like a weary bird
When she sinkB in her downy nest.

'Twas only a moment ; but, darling ! to-night
I long for the rest I knew then

:

Say! If I this moment could be by your side
Would you clasp me and kiss me again ?—Mark Honcton, in the Bohemian.

LETTER FROM THE PIOUS JONES.
Yokohama, Feb. 28th, 1883—Dear News Letter: It's a long

time between drinks, but still longer Bince I last wrote to your venerable
and chaste family paper. The fact is, I've been waiting for that ere s&ro-
plane machine of yours, which is always going to start next week, but
Bomehow or other doesn't seem to be much on the move. To tell you the
honest truth I don't think there ain't no sich machine except in your own
imagination. You'll be glad to hear that one of your missionaries is
going to leave Japan. He was a musical " cuss," having a piano and a
melodeon, likewise a jews-harp and a banjo, and of such is the kingdom
heaven. Everybody here is selling off and leaving Japan. There is no
business and no money. The country is played out and so is everybody
in it. In a few months more there will be no one left. No one buys, no
one sells, and all are Bold. There is no amusement, there is no sociability,
no geniality, there are no balls, no picnics, no dinner parties, no festivities,
no nothings. An oyster leads a much gayer and more pleasing life than
the fungi, yclept foreign residents of Yokohama. On the 7th of this
month we had a Siberian snow storm ; drifts of six feet in every street

;

eight days after feeble attempts were made to remove it with three scav-
engers and a mud-cart ; there are still mounds of it here and there to-day.
Verily, this is the abomination of desolation. There are three English
newspapers, whose only occupation consists in abusing each other in lan-
guage too awful to quote. We have not even the pleasing excitement of
an elopement in high life. Even our earthquakes seem to have left us.
This is a sad picture but a true one. I shall in future keep you " au
courant " of everything of interest going on here, and with cordial greet-
ings to T. C, of yours, I am as ever,

Yours Eethetically, The Piooa Joxes.

LITERARY NOTES.
" — The New Orleans Times-Democrat has just published a very in-

teresting Almanac for 1883. The brochure contains, in addition to the
regular chronological tables and statistics, a large mass of political, com-
mercial and industrial information and miscellaneous statistics. It is par-
ticularly complete in regard to the Gulf and Southwest States. It is il-

lustrated throughout in a very creditable manner, and, as a handbook for
reference, it is really valuable and reliable.— Under the title of " Peck's Bad Boy," Messrs. Belford, Clarke &
Co., of Chicago, have re-published, in book form, a series of articles from
the pen of Geo. U. Peck, that have appeared in the Milwaukee Sun dur-
ing the past six months or so. These articles have already gained a wide
circulation through the daily and weekly press, and their publication in
this permanent form enables the appreciative reader to place on the
library shelves one of the brightest volumes of American humor.—The Pansy, a semi-religious hebdomadal, published in Boston, has
reached the twenty-first number of its tenth volume. It continues to
preserve a superior literary tone, and its illustrations are excellent. It
constitutes a very desirable publication to put in the hands of young people.^We have just received the February and March numbers of Our
Little Men and Women. For children this is an admirable publication.
Its style is simple yet interesting, and it is illustrated throughout in a
superior manner.
——Messrs. Brentana Bros., New York, have just published an inter-

esting book on gallinoculture. It describes and discusses a new process,
the invention of Prof. A. Corbetc, for hatching eggs and producing chick-
ens by means of horse manure. When it is borne in mind that in this
new country, with all its wide expanse of virgin soil, we imported during
the last eleven months 5,467,264 dozen eggs, valued at S732.234, from
Europe, the importance of this question will be realized.—— Wide Awake, for March, has just made its appearance. It is full

of bright, interesting stories for the young people, and the illustrations

are up to the usual mark of excellence.

The opening of Spring Millinery Goods, which took place at Mrs.
Skidmore's Parlors, 1114 Market street, on last Monday and Tuesday,
may truly be designated a great society event. Throughout the whole of

the two days the street in front of the establishment was crowded with
the carriages of our leading society people. Inside, the scene was one of

artistic splendor. Richly costumed and handsome women moved around
examining the stands and shelves that were ladened with superb goods,
and half buried beneath a magnificent display of floral decorations. As
the visitors inspected the various elegant specimens of the millinery art,

fresh from London, Paris, New York and other centers of fashion, mur-
mur after murmur of approval and delight ran round the rooms. The
new shades of color, "Terra d'Egypt," " Judic Pink," " Langtry Gold,"
" Vieux Pouge," " Sultan," "Burgundy," " Czar Green," and
"Mordore," challenged and received universal admiration. The new
shapes in bonnets and hatB gave general satisfaction, and the fresh styles

in feathers, flowers and other trimmings were pronounced beautiful.

Mons. Tissandier, the French aeronaut, is projecting the manufac-
turing of an © balloon, which is to be driven by a dynamo machine and
storage batteries. The balloon will be 131 feet long and will give a
capacity of more than 100,000 cubic feet. It is calculated to give a lift-

ing power of 8£ tuns, and will, when the machinery is in place, allow for

a ton of passengers and ballast.
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The f:tir bride of next week has, I hear, been most fortunate in the
way of presents, and it is reported that Bhe has already had sufficient ail-

verwai . her generous frieuds to stock a small simp.
The Blandiog-Coleman wedding takes place in April, and already the

s ten maids have been given to the world, with many
of the details for t lebration. Harry Tevis, of course, will

' n, and there are Borne whispers atio.it that lie will ere lon{<

follow iu the footsteps of his life-long friend, the groom, and induce the
ion to take a .still more leading role with-

out much loss of time. It is another match that would muchly please the
both sides.

Among the event.-* of next week, I expect a very fashionable assem-
[adame Zeiss-Dennis on the occasion of her concert at

.»y Hall on Monday evening. The little lady is a great favorite of
circles, andj all its members being anxious; to do her honor, a

brilliant audience is sure to be the result.

text will take place the wedding reception of
Mies Calls Crooks and Mr. Munis Newton, at the handsome resilience of
the bride's mother, on Sutter street. The beautiful bride is noted for her

of mind and person, and the groom, who is a universal favorite
with all who know him and a thoroughly good fellow, is said to be heart-
ily envied for his success in carrying off such a prize. The newly wedded

ill take up their residence in that cosy cottage, 1020 California
in Nesa Avenue, which is being elegantly fitted up for their

ncy.

Next Friday evening the Presidio opens its hospitable doors again, and
fe to say that the dance there to be given will be quite as well

attended, and altogether as delightful an affair as any of its many prede-
cessors have been.

Among the Jewish population great preparations are being made for

the proper observance of the Feast of Purim, which begins to night, and
on Saturday night will culminate in the usual number of balls, and open
bouses, kept for the reception of the merry maskers, who, going from
house to house, are everywhere well and hospitably received.
The hearts of the button loving demoiselles of San Francisco are glad-

dened by the intelligence that another Italian war vessel is looming in the
distance ; and, with recollections still fresh of the merry dances with the

me officers of the Cristopo Colombo, during her protracted visit to

'Friscan waters, they are anticipating another series of festivities such as
enlivened the stay in port of that slop, and there is every prospect that
the gay officers of the Garaeciola will meet with a very flattering recep-
tion among the fair sex of our city.

A portion of our Society has been convulsed over the tidings of the
awful tragedy of the week in New York, All the actors in it were well

known in certain circles in this city, as they were all, if not horn here, at

least grew up and received their education in 'Frisco. Much sympathy
I and expressed for the aged mother of Mr. Haverstick, who is living

as well ;is for the family of Mrs. Uhler, for the terrible grief and
trial thus brought upon them all.

More announcements of Summer intentions have been made, and it is

understood that the s' epy little village of San Rafael will vie hard with
I th lummer as a place of popular resort. Among those who

arei ported as about to become dwellers there for the season are the
Schmiedels, Griffiths, who will occupy the Barber house; Del Mars,
Jim Fn e' irns, Kit e - both the F. F. and George Lows, Pooles, Franks,
and Messrs. Nuttall and Ward McAllister, who will try their hand at

housekeeping for awhile for the fun of it.

In addition to the Lawn Tennis Club that is already esl ablished with-
in its precincts, it is said that San Rafael will try its hand at private
theatricals this Summer, as the village and its vicinity will contain bo ma ly

shining lights of the amateur persuasion. Which reminds me that I hear
Miss Isabella Parrott's prospective partner, Mr. Douglas Dick, is a very
fair amateur actor, and that he has been lately distinguishing himself

at «orae place In Ireland, where
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Every one at all familiar with nrl matters in Sa QCisOO during
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Mr. Wandcrfa ! ident i the present Art
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'
i Iter in its behalf in fact,

and, having been a member
of the I it, was abl< many of the

which brought it to grief. Durin Idem a here
Mr. Wandesfi among I lie m il industrious of the profession,

. and tie no i t time, purposes bav-
rk, comprisiue. about. 150 paintings and sketches. The

pictures are n
. the ralleries of the San

co Art Association, 430 Pine street, up to 7*J$Q of the evening of
lay next, the 29th, when the sale takes place. In the collection

will be found many pretty bits of Old Country scenery, which Mr.
Wandesl to depict; also, various tropical scenes, sketched
while the artist was in India, together with numerous phases of Califor-

out-door sketches— the whole forming a pleasing collection,
which should lie seen by all who take an interest iu art matters. The
sale will be made by Easton & Eldridge.

San Fraucisco goes periodically mad. If not in one way in a
thousand others. Every one will remember the Aimee furore, and it

was only when that bewitching naughty Frenchwoman so decidedly
showed her preference for her own compatriots, that the old and young
men about town gave up the pursuit. Then came Soldene, when Sara,
the kicker, and the consumptive-looking brtuuie divided the honors
with the large mouthed Emily ; when noted financiers of gloomy aspect
and beardless boys rivaled ei cb other in their devotion. Now it is

Pop. and the charming Kate Castleton who has been setting the town
wild—every night the same faces in the same seats. On the night of

her benefit society came near having a seusation. Seated in the dress
circle? near the stage, were Mrs. and her husband with a party
of friends. Mrs. had been suspicious all evening that the pretty
actress and her husband knew more about each other than she did, but
it was not till the said actress was wafting kisses to the house in re-

sponse to her floral offerings, that her jealousy culminated, for there
before her eyes, on the shapely wrist throwing kisses in their direction
was the identical bracelet she saw at the jeweler's last week, which
the shop-boy told her Mr. had bought, and left to be initialed.

"Oh! the wretch!" and there he sat Bmiling back at the hussey. The
husband caught a glimpse at his irate spouse's countenance just in time,
and a hurried exit of two of that festive party was the result. Society
has had a tid-bit this week.

THE BALDWIN THEATRE.

171aster Momlay, March 26th, the Leouard Grover Comedy
1J COMPANY— Leonard Grover, George Holland, Raymond Holmes, Alma Stuart

Stanley, Constance .Muriel le, Aria leaves, L^mard rover, Jr., Herbert Stacy, Joseph
Everham, Louise Sylvester, [da Bowdoin May, Amelia Waugh-will oucn Easter
Monday, March 26th, in Leonard Grover's Most Popular Comedy,

My Son-in- La.W

!

"She is immense!" To be followed by " Doooer's Trip " (Voyage de Per ichon.)
"Whose Ulster?" "Papa." Matinees Wednesdays and Saturdays. Gala Perform-
ance eacb Si nd i ?.

Observe the Extreme op Popular Pbices.—Orchestra and Dress Circle, 75c.—no
extra for securing; Balcony, 50c.-—no extra for securing; Gallery, 25c.—no higher
price; a good Secured Seat, 50c. Matinee Prices.—Orchestra and Dress Circle,

50c—no extra for securing; Children under twelve, 25c. Seats secured at Box Office.

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.
JII.IIAVERI/V, Proprietor. —Frederick W. Bert, Manager.

. Saturday Afternoon and Evening, Last. Performance of

The Red Foeket-Book!
The must successful play of the «easou. Ne'.v and Magnificent Scenery! Grand
Effects and Appointments!

SPECIAL NOTICE.—Notwithstanding the enormous success of THE RED
POCKET-BOOK, its run cannot he extended beyond the present week.

Secure your scuts in advance.
Monday, March 26tli—THE VOKES FAMILY. March 24.

BUSH-STREET THEATRE.

MB. I.EAVITT, Lessee ami Manager; Al. Hnymnn, As-
« sooiate Manager. Oh, how I Suffer! Every Evening (including Sunday),

Wednesday and Saturday Matinee. Brilliant Triumph of San Fr :isco's Greatest

Favorites, THE HARBISONS, ALICE and LOUIS, and Iheir COTERIE OF COME-
LlANs, presenting tlieir original Humorous Creation,

Photos!
.Miss ALICE HARRISON'S wonderful imitation of AIMEE'S DRINKING SONG
FROM LA PEIUCHOLE. A Continuous Laugh! Secure jour seats.

EMERSON'S STANDARD THEATRE.

WM. KMERSOX, Sole Proprietor ami Manager—Extraor-
dinarj uded), and Saturday Mat-

inee, EMERSON'S MINSTRELS! Grand Production of the Burlesque i

Patience !

New First Part! »s! Our Star Company
in .

..' PATIENCE!
ORIGINAL POPl LAR PRICES.—Dr ss Circle and Orchestra, 7S eta.; B

serve. Telephone 5,004.
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MR. SASSAFRAS ON ZOOLOGY.
" My dear," said Mr. Silas Sassafras, of Butte County, to his bloom-

ing bride, as they sat at breakfast in the International Hotel last Sunday
morning, " my dear, we have now been two days in San Francisco, and
have not yet been to Woodward's Gardens. Would you like to go and see

the animals, Amanda?"
0, could anything be more delightful ! answered Mrs. S. enthusiastical-

ly. " I am so fond of wild animals—you remember the stuffed wild cat

on the bracket over the lounge, Silas?" and here some tender memories
seemed to stir up an assortment of blushes. '* I don't know much about
their habits, but then, you can explain all that, because you know every-

thing, Silas dear, don't you ?
"

Mr. Sassafras looked mightily pleased with the compliment. He didn't

know everything, by a very long shot ; in fact, bis knowledge was chiefly

conflned to the comparative merits of various sorts of manures and simi-

lar agricultural mysteries. But it so happened that the newly-bought
ranch which he had, figuratively speaking, laid at the feet of his Amanda
and her father, was frightfully overrun by gophers, and to learn the best

means of destroying the enemy he had commissioned a bucolie friend who
was going to Frisco, to buy him a book on the subject. The friend in

question had purchased at a second-hand book-atall a volume which (as

the man told him) " treated of all kinds, manners and sorts of animals,

fishes, birds, reptiles and insects." It wasn't illustrated, but it was bulky
and cheap, and was forthwith forwarded to Mr. Sassafras. The gopher
was about the only living creature concerning which nothing was to be
found in its pages ; but as the library of Mr. Sassafras had hitherto con-

sisted of an old volume of the " Congressional Globe," he welcomed the
stranger, and read and re-read it till he knew its contents by heart. There-
fore, he now complacently replied to Mrs. S.

:

" Yes, my love. I think I can tell you something about the manners
and customs of the wild beasts."

As Mr. Sassafras was confident that he knew all about the cars, and
scorned to ask any questions, the route taken to Woodward's was from
the hotel to the Ferry, thence to North Beach, thence back to the Ferry,
thence to the end of Sutter, thence back to the Ferry, thence out to the
Mission, and thence back to the Gardens—Mr. Sassafras having at last

condescended to mention his wish to go there. Consequently the show in

the Pavilion was all over when they arrived, but the}' had.come to see the
wild beasts, and as Mr. Sassafras, after his recent car experience, had
misgivings about rinding himself at the Ferry again unless he asked his

way, the}' were soon directed through the tunnel to the menagerie.
Now, it is necessary just here to call the reader's attention to the fact,

though he has probably noticed it himself, that, at some remote date in

the misty past, each cage at Woodward's was labeled with the style and
title of its respective inhabitant. Since then almost all of these have
either died or been sold, or been changed from one den to another, while
the labels have never been touched, so that at the present time one might
as well attempt to tell a temperance man by his blue badge as the fauna
of Woodward's by their front-door-plates. Hence, when Mrs. Sassafras
halted before a baby black bear about the size of a jack-rabbit, and near-
ly as ferocious looking, it is no wonder that she should exclaim in admira-
tion as she read the label :

" Royal Bengal Tiger—0, what a cute little

thing. Tell me all about him, Silas!
"

Her husband had been purchasing pop-corn balls and peanuts at a
neighboring stand, but came up in time to hear her remark. "Royal Ben-
gal tiger, eh ! Cute little thing, is he ? Mandy, the striped monarch of the
jungle is the most ferocious beast in existence. More than a match for

the liun in open battle. Has been known to depopulate entire villages in
India. Have a pop-corn ball ? Where is he ?

"

" Why, there," said Mrs. Sassafras, pointing with her parasol to the in-

fant bruin, "can't you read, Silas?"
"Ah— yes," stammered her better half, aghast at such incontrovertible

evidence, " I see him now."
" But where's his stripe3?" said Mrs. S., "and he doesn't seem so very

ferocious either," she added, as she handed him a piece of pop-corn.
" O, well," said Mr. Sassafras, scratching his head, "this is moulting

season with Royal Bengals, you see, Mandy, when they lose their color
and become quite docile. Let's pass on to the next cage." It contained
a laughing hyena (labeled " African Lion)."

" The king of beasts," exclaimed Mr. Sassafras triumphantly, "though
sometimes known to quail under the steadfast gaze of the human eye.
Springs upon its prey from a distance of forty feet, and can break a man's
leg with a single sweep of its tail."

"Phew!" said Mrs. Sassafras, " how it smells. "And, Silas dear,
would a man have to get unpleasantly close to get his leg broken? Our
goat has more tail than that thing, and I'm sure he could out-jump him."

" True, my love," replied Mr. Sassafras, with some dignity, " but you
forget that there are such things as hibernating animals, who sleep in
caves all winter, and subsist upon sucking their fore-paws. This const nt
suction necessarily draws the tail inward—and this has been a very long
winter, Amanda. If you came here three weeks later, you would find the
animal placed in the bear-pit, so that his tail might have room to coil
itself."

So they passed along the whole row of the big carnivora, neither of
them doubting the accuracy of the labels, though Mr. Sassafras began to
believe that his zoological work was a fraud, and Mrs. S. had a glimmer-
ing idea that her beloved was a ditto. Still, he kept up a bold front, de-
scribing the kangaroo as the Ship of the Desert, who could carry Lake
Pillarcitos in his stomach for three weeks, and pointing to the camel as
an Australian marsupial, which could leap nine furlongs at a single
bound, and was in the habit of hugging hunters to death with its fore-
legs. Between his book and Woodward's labels the porcupine became a
baboon, the crabs in the aquarium were transformed into sharks, and a
lame sea-gull took on all the characteristics of the far-famed cassowary,
"from the plains of Timbuctoo, who gobbled up the missionary, and his
tracts and hymn-book, too." But although Mrs. Sassafras' abiding faith
in her husband's zoological knowledge grew less every time she cross-ex-
amined him before a fresh specimen, the real trouble didn't come on till

they reached a long cage which had once been inhabited by an ant-eater
and a sloth (whose respective door-plates still being one at each end of the
front), but was now occupied by a peccary and a coyote. When they
reached the cage the peccary was grunting meditatively just over the ant-
eater's coat -of-arms, and the coyote bad just stopped over the sloth's crest

for to catch his breath, after scoring laps round the cage for thirty-six
hours.

"Ant-eater," said Mr. Sassafras, glaring at the peccary and rummaging
his memory for facts ;

" yes, there's the long snout, my dear, which is the
chief characteristic of his genus. He has a tongue longer than a woman's,
with the aid of which he can stand on the top of the highest mountains,
and lap up ants by the bushel from the depths of the deepest valleys.
Then, again, there's the sloth—the laziest of animals. Takes a year to
crawl an inch. Known to hang on to the branch of a tree without mov-
ing for half a century. See how still he is now. Probably when we bring
the children down from Blitte ten or fifteen years from now, we shall find
him in the same position."

The bride blushed at the mention of the prospective family-visit, and
probably had they then moved on all would yet have been well. But Mr.
Sassafras caught sight of a friend from Butte, and while he was talking
Mrs. Sassafras, who bad not quite relished the allusion to the length of a
woman's tongue, stirred up the animals with her parasol, so that the pec-
cary rolled over to the sloth-end of the cage, and the coyote, after a six-

mile go-as-you-please, lay down over the ant-eater's sign.
" O, Silas, dear," she said when her husband returned to her aide, " I

forget which is the sloth."
" Why, Amanda," gravely replied her husband, who had long ago given

up the idea of paying any attention to the appearance of the animals,
" can't you read ? as you said to me a short time ago. Don't you see that
his shingle 's hung out right under him ; and so is the ant-eater's. You
see, Amanda, this proves the accuracy of my informatiou. They couldn't
put these two animals in an undivided cage with their respective cards at-

tached, if they didn't know that the sloth wouldn't budge for forty years,
and that the ant-eater's tongue is so long that he can pick up his grub in
Alameda County without even getting on his feet."
Then Mrs. Sassafras looked very hard at Mr. Sassafras, and said she

thought she'd go home. And they returned in silence to the Internation-
al Hotel, via Saucelito.

FIRES IN THE UNITED STATES.
During the five years ended December 31, 1881, there were burned in

the United States 2.270' country stores, 386 churches, 3S6 carpenters'
shops, 1,870 hotels, including those at watering-places ; 1,236 liquor
Btores, 940 drug stores, 381 carriage factories, 382 bakeries, 263 newspaper
offices, 243 printing establishments, 763 livery stables, 321 ice houses, 914
sawmills, 248 machine shops, 437 blacksmiths' shops, 977 flour and grist

mills, 139 planing mills, 174 woolen mills, 278 school houses, 228 railroad
depots, 702 cotton-gin houses, 195 breweries, 1S5 tanneries and 329
foundries. It is said that the loss by fire in the United States exceeds
that of any country in Europe, its average being about £15,000,000 a
year. In 1881 it was more than £16,000,000. It is a fearful drain upon
the wealth of the countrv. Milwaukee, a city of less than 140,000 in-

habitants, had a £120,000 fire in December, and the £100,000 hotel fire at
Newhall House would not have attracted especial interest but for the loss

of human life. It is nothing extraordinary when a city of 50,000 inhabit-
ants or more suffers a loss of half-a-million dollars by fare. A comparison
has been instituted between the populations of New York and Phila-
delphia, and the fires which have recently occurred in those cities. The
population of New York is given at 1,400,000, and that of Philadelphia at

900,000. The fire loss of the former during the year 1882 was £800,000
while that of Philadelphia was only £430,000, or little more than half.

But the comparison was still more unfavorable towards New York for the
year 1881, when the fire loss of Philadelphia was only £345,000, and that
of New York no less than £1,15U,000; and this disproportion of fire loss

to population is in spite of the undeniable excellence of the Fire Depart-
ment of New York.

STREET LIGHTS!

THE CALIFORNIA ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
Having increased its " plant," is now prepared to fill all orders for the

Brush lileeti-ic -LijEjlit,

Which is unquestionably the Most Powerful and BEST STREET LIGHT KNOWN.

Office and Works at 220 to 220 Jessie street,

[March 17.J Near Fourth street.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Reflnery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in their
various forms.
June 18. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

AMERICAN EXCHANGE HOTEL,
Sansome street, Corner Halleck, San Francisco.—Tbis

hotel is in the very center of the business portion of the city, and has been
renovated and newly furnished throughout. The traveling public will find this to

be the most convenient as well as the most comfortable and respectable hotel in the
city. TABLE FIRST-CLASS. Board and room, 31, S1.25 and $1.50 per day. Nice
single rooms per night, 50 cents. Breakfasts or dinners, 50 cents. Lunch, ^5 'ents.

Eighteen tickets, good for any meals, for $5. Hot and cold baths free. Free coach
to and from the hotel. Oct. 7.

QUICKSILVER,
FROM NEW ALMADEN MINES.

Prompt shipment—LOWEST PRICE for purest uniform quality.

J. B. RAND0L, : ; : 320 Sansome Street, fan Francisco.
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A WAR EXHIBITION.
The Duke of Cambridge has opened, at Knlghtobridge, s war exhi-

bition, which, in pnrmdozlou contrast with most martial displays, will bfl

(band ' md benevolent in its objects. A
DMnafnctoreri bail, just opposite the new Entghtabridge Barracks, baa
been tastefully adorned with Saoaand banners, evergreen shrubs, Bowers,
mirrors, etc., and »• eonverted Into .i very attractive exhibition room for

die display of what moat people must find a highly interesting collection
of war sraasrteL trophies and curiosities, chiefly, though not exclusively,
brought from the scene of the late war in Egypt, All sorts of anus are
displayed, the heaviest gnui being represented by models, the lighter
weapons ->f all kinds, Egyptian and English, being ranged in glass cases.
The famous tent taken from the defeated Egyptian leader, in which, no
doubt, he held many an anxious council, is shown. Among other objects
which seem to bring one in curious personal contact with the Egyptian
campaign, are the actual swords which Arab] and Toulba delh ered op to
Lientenant-Genera) Dmry Lowe, and a couple of pistols and Remington
rifles, which had been the personal property of the Egyptian adventurer.
Prominent on the floor of the hall are a couple of shells, bearing silver

plates, telling how one of them passed through a bed and a chest of
drawers, and finally settled on the dining table of Admiral Lord Alce*-
ter, and the other was promptly plumped into a tub of water by Mr.
Harding, an act of gallantry and presence of mind which won for him
the Victoria Cross. Both shells have been handsomely mounted and pre-
sented to the Princess of Wales, who has lent them for exhibition. An
Egyptian donkey, with native trappings, is an attractive feature to visit-

ors, who may not have met with this interesting brute, or others of his

race, in his native land. He was captured, it seems, by Trumpeter E.
Duff, of. the Royal Artillery. The Zulu War is called to mind by a
blood-stained shield picked up at Ulundi, and there are several weapons
from the same scene of action. The most formidable looking objects in
the exhibition are some Gatling guns, whose muzzles are encountered by
visitors turning into the main hall, and which perhaps m <y occasion some
slight shock of apprehension to those unaccustomed to find themselves
" covered " by such grim looking machines. The space is not very great
in the hall that has been secured for this exhibition, or the number of

objects of interest might have been increased.

CHINESE '

' TEMPERANCE TRACTS.

"

The " Daily News " says : Our own temperance tracts are a rather
one sid> d form of literature. That pint of beer " which do not over-
stimulate " does Dot invariably lead to an early and dishonored grave.
Perhaps we ought to make the same allowances for the Chinese temper-
ance tracts which have lately been translated and are published, pictures
and all, by Messrs. Partridge & Co, The Chinese moralist does not warn
his countrymen against strong drink, but against opium-smoking. The
first sketch in the Chinese version of "The Rake's Progress" represents
Ah Sin taking his first pipe. He reclines on what is called " a costly
black wood couch," though it is brown in the picture ; but that is a mere
detail. The inlaid marble is cleverly rendered. "He tries opium for a
pastime only," and does not seem to like it. In the second picture he is

found out, and, being under the patria potentas, he is scolded by his father.

He kneels before the good old man, but you can see by his face that he is

not really penitent. In fact, he has his eye on his child, who is making
off with the opium pipe. In the third picture, alas ! he has a fair com-
panion, who, attired in red and green, plays on a stringed instrument,
perhaps a cithern, possibly a citole. He next sells his real property, " all

because he used the pipe for a genteel pastime." What can one expect of
a man " who seeks the society of musicians?" The degraded wretch now
smokes at home, while his wife weeps. Irritated by her remonstrances,
he beats her with a bamboo as long as a one-handed trout-rod. Next he
loBea Ins appetite. " and this is the fashion in which a fast gentility comes
to be displayed." It is, ideed ! His wife leaves him ; he lodges in a shed

;

he becomes an outcast. He now lives beside a linn in a very pretty
mountainous country, but scenery has lost its charms. Winter comes on,

and he slinks half-naked into a cave to die. "Does he now say he is

merry as a fairy?" Not he. The moral is that usually drawn from the
contemplation of oar opium trade with Chiua.

—

London and China
Express.

There were tears in the soft blue eyes as she raised her head from
his shoulder, and in response to his urgent request to know what was
the matter sobbingly said: " Papa failed to day ; lost every cent he had
in the world. It is a terrible blow. But that won't make any difference

in your feelings for me, George, will it?" And she threw a look of en-
treaty at him that might have melted a cast-iron elevated railway direct-

or, "No," returned the implacable youth calmly, "my feelings for you
changed some time ago." Then he slid out of her arms as if he had been
greased, and was gone forever.

—

Brooklyn Eagle,

The Printing- Department of the S. F. News Lkttkr has superior facilities

for executing Qrat-claes work. Send for estimate.

BANKS.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital $3,000,000.
WW. Ai.voitit Prealcloot.
riKMllS BROWS, (h.UIit

|
H tllHKIT. Jr , Ak.'H i.HhKT
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I
!*• Zealand,
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'
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I oradil iHuod, available in all |wirt» o the world Draw dlreot .m i

luhlin, Parte, Berlin, Bremen,
I Prankfort-on*th»>Malii, antwefp,

Amsterdam, s; Petenburirh, l Lockbolm, Chrtetlaua, Looarno, Mel-
auokland, Hongkong, ihanghal, Yokohama, Oenoa, Italj'.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
1uc«r|»oriitf>4l by Koyal i 'Imrh-r.—<H pi tal pal. I up, $1,800,-

000, writ* powor to increase to 110.000,000. Southeast corner California and San-
El Oornhill, London. Branches -Portland, Oregon; Vic-

toria, New Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.
Phia Band transacts a General Banking Business, Accounts opened subjectto Check

andSpecial Deposil i received, Commercial Credits granted available In al parts of
the world. Approved Bills discounted and advancos made on good collateral security.
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon Its Agents
as follows :

NeirJ Voik, Chicago and Canada -iBank of Montreal ; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank ; Scotland -British Linen Company ; Ireland—flank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan - Chartered Hank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
ana [few Zealand Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scnttish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank Panama
May 18 FREDERICK TOWNSEND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Paid up Capital tM,5"«,04M», Gold. President, K. <?. Wool-

worth Vice-President, D. Callaghan ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
Dirbctohs :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue, Isaac Wormeet James Phelan, James Momtt, N. Van Bergen.
Correspondents— London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birehin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin: Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg: Hesse,
Neuman&Co. Paris: Hottinguer&Co, New York: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blaekstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-
pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal
cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Coiamercia
Credits issued available in Europe, Chii.a and Japan. Collections attended to ami
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. Lit.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital. $2,100,000.

San Francisco Office, 421 California street; I>on.lou Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch. Ainsworth's Building. Manager

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager,' WILLIAM STEEL London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan At

Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank, This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of tli>- world Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid Up .. , $3,000,000.
Reserve 4.500.000.

Agency at New York, 62 Wall Ntreet.
Agency at Virginia, Nev.

Buys and sella Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Iswues Commercial and Trav-
elers' Credits. Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E. Cor. S^nsome and Pine Streets.

Louilnn Office, 3 Andrei i'onri; New York Agrvntx, J. W. .Nel-
igraan & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capita! Stock, SO, 000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,
loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world

FRED. F. LOW, ION. STEINHART, Managers.
P. N. LiLiKNTnAL, Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
OfARANTEE CAPITAL, 8300,000.
Officers: Vice-President, Jerome Lincoln; Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney. Sidney V. Smith Loans made on Real Estate and other
Approved Securities. Office: No. 215 SanBome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Dentsche Spar mid Leihtmiik, No 526 Calllorniastreel , Sum

Francisco. Officers: President, L. QOTTIG. Board of Directors.— Fred.
Koeding, Ghas. Kohler, Edw. ftruse, George H. Eggen*, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE ; Attorney, JOHN R.

JARBOE. May 18.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, or Zurich. Capital 5.000,000 francs; Helvetia,

Of St. Gall, Capital 10,000,000 francs ; Baloise, of Basle, Capital 6,000,000 francs.

These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that may be sus-

ained. Losses mads payable in all the principal seaports of the world. In the set-

tlement of all claims under an English polity, these Companies will strictly adhere to

the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, and submit ti> English jurisdiction.

June 9. HARRY W.SYZ, Agent, 420 and 422 California St., S F.

PROF. JOS. JOSSET,
C^railuate or the University of Paris: Ex. Profwsor or I>c

X la Mennais' Normal, France; late of Point Loma Seminary, San Diego. Pri-

vate Lessons in the French Language. Residence: 11,4 Stockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 p.m. Private Lessons given at the res-

idence of the pupil

.

Dec. 6.

Butterick &Co's Celebrated Paper Patterns for Ladies, Misses and Children's
Garments. Bend Cor catalogue, II. A. Deminq, 124 Post street, San Francisco.
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PLEASURE'S WAND.
liWe Obey no "Wand but Pleasure's."—Tom Moore.

The class of entertainments to which Photos belongs forms an im-
portant part of American theatricals. It is simply a higher and more
refined sort of variety performance. A lot of clever people, each one
with a particular forte of either singing, mimiury, burlesque, dancing,
declamation or tomfoolery, are gathered together, and after wearying the
audience with an hour or so of dreary prologue, amuse and eutertain

them with another hour of fun and jollity, each doing his or her little

best. In such a representation there is no line to be drawn. Anything
and everything that is entertaining is accepted, and with the offered op-

portunity of catchy music, pretty costumes, extravagant burlesque, senti-

mental singing, etc., it is easy enough to amuse the public. Photos
is neither the best nor the worst concoction of its kind. It is dreary in

its arrangement, but it is full of bright things and of excessively ludic-

rous points. The company is both strong and weak. Alice Harrison is

as full of humorous vivacity and general " cut-up " as ever, but the tinge

of coarseness that always -marred her every sign, move, word or step, is

now, so to speak, deeper and more marked. She is excessively clever,

and all of her capers, whether in the shape of peculiar changes of voice,

absurdity of speech and gesture, or of ridiculous gags, are of a decided
originality. But it is all of a character that appeals to the unrefined feel-

ings. It is fun which amuses the dress circle but for the moment. But
in the gallery it makes a lasting impression. Alice Harrison sings- better

than she formerly did, as far as effect is concerned. Her voice is louder
and heavier, but it has lost its purity and accuracy, and its occasional dis-

agreeable feature, excessive tremolo, has become permanent. Her runs
are blurred and her singing is a constant gurgle. Alice Harrison intro-

duces two imitations—one of Aimee in the tipsy soug of La Ply r.hofe

and one of Maggie Mitchell. Besides she speaks at times words and lines

imitating the peculiarities of speech of Mudjeska, Clara Morris and Alice
Dunning. Her imitation of Aime'e is not a good one. It is a very coarse
exaggeration. The imitation of Maggie Mitchell is a very clever and
truthful bit of mimicry. Louis Harrisou possesses great originality and
wonderful burlesque ability, but all of his efforts are spoilt by a too

marked strain after effect. He overdoes everything. He is full of quaint
burlesquery and grotesque mimicry, and were he to subdue his aggressive
vigor his standing as an eccentric comedian would be a more legitimate
one. John Gourlay sings nicely and acts with neatness. In minor parts

Messrs. Overton and Vincent' are effective. Of Miss Thompson and Mr.
Willard it can be said that they play insignificant characters in an insig-

nificant manner. Miss Alice Hosmer sings fairly. She bores the audi-
ence by introducing as an encore " 'Way down upon de Suwanee Elver."
This was hardly acceptable in a Neilsson, and of course is not in a Hos-
mer. She sing's the old ballad with an exaggeration of affected pathos,
and severely tries the patience of all present by singiug two verses. This
is adding insult to injury. There are two things in Photos that are very
funny—Louis Harrison's imitation of a ballad yocalist with a cork
arm, and the burlesque Roman tragedy with which the entertainment
closes. The tragedy is a most clever and original bit of burlesque art, and
is admirably carried out by all concerned.*****

Patience, as played at Emerson's as an afterpiece, is a rollicking bit of

fun. It is surprisingly well done. The male chorus is strong and effect-

ive. Johnson, as "Colonel Caverly," sings a burlesque patter song and
does it well. Stanley as " Patience," Blaisdell as " Buuthorne," Court-
right as " Grosvenor " and little Gus Pixley as " Lady Angela," contrib-

ute to the fun. Powers, as " Lady Jane," is out of place, his capers be-

ing coarse and meaningless. Hubert Eberle, the business manager of this

theatre, has contributed in no small degree, hy his efficiency, to its great
success. He is a popular, amiable fellow, and I hope that his benefit,

which is to take place on Thursday afternoon of next week, will be a
bumper. He certainly deserves it.*****
This is the last night of The Red Pocket Bool. This melodrama was

well acted by the company. On Monday the Vokes appear. The history
of this popular family of artists is well known. The Vokes, pcre and
mere, were, and still are, respectable costuraers, of Hebrew origin, who
keep an establishment fur the sale of all articles of theatrical wear and
use, in Henrietta street and Covent Garden, London. Fred Vokes was
the first member of the family who blossomed forth into the profession.

He was boy assistant to Professor Anderson, the " Wizard of the North,"
—at least, to one of them, for I remember that there were at least a
dozen of the same name and title. Fred Vokes soon became as proficient
as his master. Soon after Fred appears as call boy at the Garry Theatre,
London. Here he developed a wonderful memory. One day he bet a
considerable sum of money he could repeat the entire contents of a copy
of the Times, advertisements and all, and he actually accomplished the
feat. He was next heard of in the Christmas pantomimes, and his sisters
went with him on the pirouetting way. Since then they have appeared as
a family and are known everywhere. Rosina, the youngest sister, was
the brightest of the lot. She has retired, and is now Mrs. Cecil Clay.
Her place is taken by a Miss Sanson, who is said to resemble her very
much in manner. Fred Vokes is a sort of universal genius. He sings,
dances, acts, paints, sketches, and has ability as a litterateur, and is a
good fellow withal.

* K- * * *

The Lingard company is doing a miserable business with a couple of
miserably acted plays. The bill speaks of The Tutor and Bis Lordship.
The performance consists of Baby and Be is not ISnch a Fool," etc. The
purpose of these changes of title is not apparent. Lingard's company
may do well enough for barnstorming, but it will not do for this city.
There is an audacity to Lingard's performances that is very amusing. In
t'ie country he has produced Pink Dominoes, with the chief character, the
pivot upon which the plot turns—the maid Rebecca—completely left out.
How this could possibly be done is not imaginable. In a town in Ari-
zona, Lingard advertised The Vestal. The company did not know the
play, but Lingard instructed them to study an act or so of t and
that would do. They were without costumes, but Lingard purchased a
few pieces of calicoes and ginghams, and togas and tunics were hastily

manufactured. The play went along up to the point that all had com-
mitted to memory ; then Lingard drew his weapon and successively stabbed
all on the stage, except the Vestal—played by Forbes Dawson. Seizing
him around the waist in a vain attempt to lift him off the ground, he ex-
claimed r

" She is saved," and the curtain fell. What on earth this had
to do with the play or plot, np one knew, but the audience did not mind.
They had been guying the whole thing from the beginning.*****
On Monday Grover opens the Baldwin with his really good comedy,

My Son-in-Law. The company is a strong one. The prices are low.
The engagement ought to be a successful one. Several novelties will
follow.*****
Link made his last appearance last Sunday evening. His engagement

has been a pecuniary failure. He is an actor of peculiar contradictions.
He has presented to us a couple of character sketches drawn by a master
hand. His other impersonations have been marked by buffoonery and
a total lack of artistic merit. Next Sunday the old favorite of the Ger-
man public, Ferdinand Urban, is to re-apDear, after a loug stay upon the
English-speaking stage. Urban is a thoroughly artistic comedian, with whom
a character is a study and a finished effort. It is rumored that Miss Cot-
trelly, who comes here with McCaull's Opera Comique Company, will ap-
pear on Sunday evenings with the German Company, commencing April
15th. Cottrelly was formerly soubrette of Mme. Genre's Company, and
made her English debut m.Futinitza. at the California, under the Barton
regime. It is said that the present season is to be the last under Mrs.
GeneVs management.*****
Maritana is to be withdrawn after to morrow night at the Tivoli, and

Manola revived on Monday. This was one of the best of the Tivoli pro-
duction*, and was at the time quite a successful one.*****
Mr. 'Henry Heyman announces a concert for Friday evening, April

13th, for the beuefit of a pupil, Master Nathan Landsberger. This young
man has developed so much aptitude in his musical studies that it would
be an artistic pity if he did not pursue them in Europe. The volunteers
include several society amateurs.*****
Locke has gone East to perfect the arrangements of Thomas' trip. It

is understood that a local banking house has guaranteed the full subscrip-
tion, so that nothing stands in the way of the proposed concert season.
The chorus of the Thomas Festival will be large enough for all desired
effects, without being unwieldy. It will comprise several hundred singers
from San Francisco, Oakland and Sacramento, and will therefore have
the best material obtainable. Rehearsals have begun in those places un-
der local direction. Professor Chas. Winter is director of the Sacramento
chorus, which numbers forty voices already under guod cultivation. The
Oakland chorus in in charge of Carl Von Weller, who assisted Mr.
Thomas at the Cinncinnati Festival, while the San Francisco chorus is

under the special direction of Mr. D. W. Loring, who has charge of all

the choral arrangements, and who will conduct the rehearsals when all

are brought together. The choral work will be chiefly in connection with
selections from the masters in which the solos will be taken by Miss
Thursby and the other leading singers of the Festival.*****
There has been published by an Eastern musical firm (Ditson), a collec-

tion of the oldest and most characteristic minstrel songs. This is the
first systematic attempt that has been made to bring together what are
really the folk songs of America, and it cannot fail to be a pleasing addi-
tion to the library of popular music. In looking over this collection, I
was reminded of the unparalleled vogue which some of these melodie3
have had. " My Dearest May " and " Lily Dale " were sung, played and
whistled from one end of the land to the other. *' Way down upon the
Swanee Kiver," Carry me back, etc," " Massa*s in the cold, cold ground,"
and " My old Kentucky Home," crept into organ lofts and parlors. They
were heard in the concert room, they were trumpeted in the battlefield

and carolled at the wedding. There was a strange lurking pathos about
the ditties that appealed to all. Nothing like them has been done since.

In their rytbni and barbaric words there existed the picturesqueness and
the sadness of slavery. Stephen Foster was the Beranger of the minstrel
bands. He is dead and forgotten. His many imitators have never quite
caught the Bimple wail or the qaint charm of the negro swing that was in
the originals. All these melodies have associations as well as merits. In
our moments of fun and pleasure, they are always heard. They are a
neutral ground upon which all— musical and unmusical—can meet
and join in vocal ebullitions. Great singers have not been ashamed to
troll some of these old songs, and there are not a few of us who had them
hummed to us in our cradles.*****
Miss Georgie Cayvan has under consideration offers from several

sources. One from the Union Square Theater, one from the Madison
Square Theater, one from John Stetson, and one from Brooks and Dick-
son. I do hope she will accept the first of these. A season's work in

good plays in the first theater of this country will do her good. She is a
most intelligent woman, with the most favorable prospects. She needs a
little'bit of all round work, to give her an insight into the everchanging
play of emotions. But I fear that she will be ill-advised, and will accept
the melodramatic jobbing offer of John Stetson. Beauclero.

Madame Zeiss-Dennis will give a musical soiree in Dashaway Hall,

Post street, on the evening of March 26th. A very pleasing programme
has been arranged for the occasion, and the audience is assured of a
rich, musical treat. Madame Zeiss-Dennis will be assisted by Messrs.
Hasselman and Dochez, and Mr. Arrillaga will preside at the piano.

MRS. JULIA MELVILLE-SNYDER.

"Vocal and Instrumental Slusic — Elocution — Oratory — Drama

PHELAN'S BUILDIN3, PARLOUS 106,
TAKE THE ELEVATOR.

108 AND 110.
Feb. 10.
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its second match for the season at the Oakland Trotting Park, Hurling-
ham rule-*. On April l>t, Lambert and Robinson will ahoot a match at
San Br Hnrlingham rules. Lambert is

slightly the favorite in the betting, the knowing ones being doubtful as

to Robinson*! .-kill beyond 21 yards. In the clay-pigeon matches between
Carver and B _ former is taking the lead for the present, hav-
ing hr.'ken tli in the third match. Last Sunday, after the

politan Club had finished their shoot, there was a match gotten
up between two of the members. It was for a small stake, but lots of

money was staked upon the event by one of the contestants. The other
man had him badly beaten, when they agreed to call it a draw, the
man ahead being unable to lose, if he shot fairly. There are loud com-
plaints about the affair upon all side*-, an 1 it is to be hoped that the Club
will look into the matter, as such affairs do not tend to improve the stand-

I club or throw credit upon a sport patronized by so many of our
leading citizens.

Yachting.—Last Sunday there was a pleasmt Summer breeze on
the bay, and several yachts unfurled their sails, the most conspicuous
figure being the Lurline, the new yacht belonging to the Messrs. Spreckles
Bros. She sailed alone the city front, half-way up the channel, through
Raccoon Straits, round Angel Island, and back to her moorings. In go-

ing to windward she moved along in tine style, the only defect noticeable

being the looseners of her mainsail. Mr. Tevia' new yacht is being
poshed ahead rapidly; her planking and ceiling are finished, and is be-
yond doubt the finest piece of work ever done here. There is not a
" bulb " iu her from stein to stern, inside or out. Last week the White-
wing changtd hands. Mr. John Lee purchased her from Mr. Tevia, her
former owner. She will fly the San Francisco Club's flag this season.

Mr. Lee is a thorough yachtsman, and will keep his staunch and useful

craft in tine trim. The Lolita had a large party out on Sunday. The
Fleur de Lis made a run to Saucelitn and back last Sunday. Now that
the winds are more steady her owner intends to do a good deal of Bailing.

The Nellie came down from Donahue Landing on Sunday afternoon, with
her foretopmast again in place. To-day she will be put on the dry-dock,
and then go to Saucelitn, where the finishing touches will he given to her
painting. The annual meeting of the San Francisco Club, for the elec-

tion of officers will be held on April 3J. The opening cruise will proba-
bly take place on the 21st of the same month. The Bohemians will have
sharp contrasts iu their fleet this season, when the Lurline and the other
new boat go off with the little Clara. There is a movement, slight to be
sure, to unite our two leading clubs. When it is accomplished we may
look for practical work in reference to a yacht harbor. C, P. Kimhardt,
the enthusiastic cutter editor of the Forest and Stream, announces his re-

tirement from that journal.

Rowing.—The principal event that rowing men have to talk about is

the race between P, J. Mclnuery and H. Peterson, for §f>00 a side, over
the Long Bridge course on the 6th of May. The articles have been signed
ami 9250 forfeit deposited with the stake-holder, the race to lie rowed in

shells, Peterson is a San Francisco boy, and has learned all lie knows
about rowing on our bay. Mclnnery hails from Lowell, Mass. The Cal-

ifornian is sure to be heavily backed, as he has never lost a race so far.

During the Lumbermen's Regatta, on the 1st of April, three races will be

rowed — first and second-class barge rases and a wherry race. All our lo-

cal clubs, who are not amateurs, will send representatives. The Pacific

Coast Rowing Association includes the Golden Gate, Dolphin, Ariel,

Pioneer, Alert and South End Clubs. This means good-bye to amateur
rowing, so far as racing is concer ed. The fortieth annual race betwe n

crews representing the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge was rowed
over the Thames Champion Course on the 14 h instant, at 19 minutes to

li P.M. Oxford led from the start and won by three lengths. Thebettiog
was in favor of the light blues, who were favorites at 7 to 2. This is the

first time for tun years that race has not followed the odds. Darkness
and a snowstorm made the race almost invisible to the spectators, of

whom some 500,000 were along the banks of the river.

Athletics.—The Olympic Athletic Club's sports will beheld at their

grounds, in Oakland, q'n Decoration Day, 30th of May, not during April,

as announced last week. The programme will have several new features

for this occasion. We hope two of the items will be hurdle races, of three

hundred and six hundred yards. The changes which have for some lime
been in progress at the Club's moms are not yet completed. Exercise has

consequently been much interfered with. Hence the annual exhibition,

which usually takes place in April, will be allowed to lapse. Mr. Horace
P. Fletcher, the President of the Club, is expected to return from China
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Fishing. -Last Sunday the " bing Club spent a very
together, dust, before \. u. the members met at Wa I i i

ton Street Wharf, and embarked on the Plunger Restless, In tow of the
steam launch Annie Hart. The n

I
|n it above ' 'alifoniia City,

the party fished for a couple of hours with very poor Buccesi, the
Catch of small rock cod being very limited. At. midday Angel Island was
visited, and a clam chowder prepared in line style, and partaken of with
appropriate relUb. The afternoon was spent on the beach, when a innii

her of amusing and impromptu exercises were arranged. About 6 P. m.,

the party, which consisted of about thirty members and their gaesi
turned to the city highly pleased with the daysenjoym nt.

Bicycling.—The dry weather has affected the interests and pros

pecta of bicycling. The roads are at present heavy with dust, and very
few spots are available now for pleasant meets. Our wheelmen will have
to go a long way from home to Hud good roads, except, of course, the
daily runs through the Park. The San Francisco Club contemplates
making an effort to increase the interest in the sport. The form it is to

take is as yet undecided.

Football.—The match arranged for last Saturday, between the Uni-
versity and Merion teams, fell through ; both sides put in an appearance
at the Recreation Grounds, but both overlooked the fact that a ball is

necessary to play a football match. Neither club had a ball, and both
went home disgusted. This failure to carry out the match brought a very
poor season to a most unsatisfactory close.

Cricket.—The Merion Cricket Club has decided to play the first match
of the season in uniform, the colors selected being crimson and white.
Once in uniform they are confident of vanquishing their old opponents,
the Occidents. The date of the opening match is not yet fixed. The
removal of W. Lane Booker, Esq., to fill the position of Consul General
in New York, will be a serious loss to the Occident Cricket Club. For
ten years Mr. Booker has been President of the club, and he has at all

times used his very best efforts to promote its interests. He leaves early
next month. The Australian Eleven, who passed through this city last

October, disbanded early in February, at Sydney. The tour of the team
was a financial success, the amount received by each member of the
Eleven, after paying all expenses, was £700. A good round sum for a
year's pleasure trip ! The thirtieth annual match between Victoria and
New Smith Wales, was played at Sydney, in February, and won by Vic-
toria, with an innings and 166 runs to spare. This will put Victoria four
matches ahead.

Game Laws —The changeB in the game laws made by the last Legis-
lature go into effect on 1st July next. The principle alterations are as
follows: The close season for quail, grouse, etc., commences on the
1st instead of the 15th March, and ends on September 30th in. lead of
the 15th, a clear gain ol a month for the protected feathered tribe. The
law against trapping is final. Fish arc protected against giant powder
and other explosives, Trout (except brook trout) less titan eight inches
long must be returned to the .streams from which they may be taken.

Lioe.—A correspondent asks us to answer the Following question: "In
a raffle two przes are offered ; the first to go to the highest throw, the sec-
ond to go to the next highest number. Forty four was thrown twice and
forty-three once. Who gets the second prize?" We answer, the rule is

that all ties must skake off for first and second place when the figures re-

presenting the ties are the highest thrown. The same rule applies in

pigeon matches, bor.se; foot and rowing races. Ties and winners of dead
heals compete for first and second place, unless they choose to divide the
first and second prizes.

The Calleuders. —This famous Minstrel organization will visit our
coast during the Summer months. They number nearly one hundred peo-
ple—men, women and children. This mammoth organization makes an
entire new departure in the Minstrel field. The women and children,
who are the families of the members of the company, appear in the
plantation scenes, and the voices of the females are a great acquisition in

the choruses, They require four cars in their transportation— two palace
sleepers, namely, the "Frohman" and "World," and two baggage cars,

which are owned by the Frohman Brothers (G-us and Charlie), as well as
the entire elaborate paraphernalia. Mr. Blanchett, who has been repre-

senting their interests here, has secured a block of five buildings, fearing

the number of visitors here during the Conclave would make it difficult in

getting them suitable quarters. The location is on Mission .street, and
will l>e known as "C&llender's Hotel Afriqne." The Eastern press speaks
of this stupendous company in the strongest termB, ami they are doing
the largest business ever known in the amusement line.

The Baldwin.—Since Mr. II. H. Pearson's advent as lessee, this

centrally situated and elegant house is beginning to enj >y that popularity
to which it is entitled. Mr. Pearson Is one of the ablest, best known and
most experienced hotel managers on this ''east.. He has a wide citcle of

friends, who know and appreciate his good qualities as a man and as a
hotel manager, and now the Baldwin ia par exa ''< nee the home of our
visitors from the country. The arrangements of tbe house are so perfect

in every respi Ct as to leave nothing to be desired. Mr. Pearson is to be
congratulated in the pronounced success he is achieving as the lessee of

the Baldwin.
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'The World,
[By

the Flesh, and the Devh.
Truthful Penman.]

We learn from the Broad Arrow that "the military authorities in

British North America have brought to the notice of the Admiralty the

great strategical value and the defenceless condition of Vancouver's
Island, and have strongly recommended that, instead of abandoning the

Island as a naval depot, steps should at once be taken to establish it as a
first-class depot, and so fortify it that it would be able to resist the at-

tack of a hostile fleet in case of emergency." An American gentleman,
who not long since visited Vancouver's Island, assures us that the British

officer in command made a parade of his entire force for his benefit, and
that it consisted of one orderly. Making proper allowance for the exag-

geration necessary to give point to the story, it is still apparent that the

British are in no position to defend Vancouver's Islaod at present. Op-
posite it, on Puget Sound, we have the little garrison at Fort Townsend,
but neither English nor Americans are prepared to defend the entrance
to the Strait of Juan de Fuca, for the protection of which dependence
would necessarily be had on a naval force. Our settlements on the Sound
are not, at present, of great importance, in a national sense, Seattle, with
its five or six thousand inhabitants, being the largest of them. But, with
the extension of the Northern Pacific to some port on the Sound, and the
completion of the Canadian Pacific Railroad, this section will increase in

importance. As one side of the entrance to the Sound is British Territory
and the other American, if it were in the nature of things possible, it

would be wise for England and America to recognize it as neutral terri-

tory, and join in defending it against all comers. As England is the most
likely to be embroiled in a foreign war, she would have the most to gain
from this in one way, but as our settlements on Puget Sound promise to

be the more important, we should have the advantage in another way.
Such an agreement would be wise and statesmanlike, if it could be relied

upon. If we were involved in a difficulty with any power but England,
it would certainly be an advantage to have our antagonist notified that

the entrance to Puget Sound meant a declaration of war against England
as well as against us, and a similar advantage could not fail to result

to England, also, under like circumstances.

—

Army and Navy Gazette—

^

It iB rather amusing to bear a judge speak from the bench on the sub-

ject of female dress. But Mr. Justice Denman, at the recent a-ssizes at

Durham, thus addressed a young girl who was sentenced to a nominal
punishment of three days' imprisonment for obtaining some articles of

drej-s under false pretenses. The Judge remarked that she " had been
I d away by foolish vanity and love of dress and desire to look well in

the eyes of others, and especially the opposite sex. Let him tell her
that a man who cared for a dressy girl was not worthy of a girl's affec-

tion. He was a fool, and would not make a good husband, and the less

girls had to do with such men the better. That is all very well ; hut I

fear the " masher " of the period would not agree with his Lordship.—
Court Journal—There is a story told in Dublin that the late Lady
C (who, when Lady Mayoress, declared herself to be the "rankest"
woman in the city) was requested by her friends, upon the occasion of

her husband being knighted, to get up an orchestral concert in honor
of the event. She acceded, and sent immediately for Mr. L y, with
whom she consulted upon the maiter. "How will yon manage it?"

she asked eagerly. "How many fiddles shall we have?" Well," said

L . "I think I shall engage eight firsts and six seconds."
" Stop !" said Lady C . '* None of your second fiddles for me. I
have money enough to do it well. Let them all b« first."^—
Prince Napoleon has scored all round. He has upset the French Min-
istry, prevented the President from forming another, scared the Chamber
of Deputies out of their wits, and made the Senate stultify themselves.
Further than this, he has effected a reconciliation with the Empress Eu-
genie, rallied M. Knuher and M. Paul de Cassagnac to his cause, and has
succeeded in reuniting tho different factions of the Bonapartists. He has
not only proved that the Government committed an illegal act in arrest-

ing him, but at the present moment copies of bis manifesto are beiu,'

posted up all over France, and the police dare not tear them down, as a
Court of thirteen Judges has declared that His Imperial Highness has a
perfect right to have them affixed in any public place. Thus the Prince
is victorious all along the line, and he is now considered as a serious Pre-
teuder, who will i;ive the Republic a great deal of trouble and bring ab.mt
its speedy downfall. Everybody believed him to be au exceedingly clever
man, but in his last stroke he has suipassed himself. No doubt, he did
not decide upon taking this curse with"Ut very mature deliher ition; but
he laid his plans so quietly, and with such consummate skill, that few
people had any idea of what was preparing. Four weeks ago the Prince
was suppose I to be an impotent factor whom the Republicans c -uld leave
nut of their calculations. To-day he has proved that he is the only man
for France. He only can govern her with that firumess and energy which
she so thoroughly requires. Me is a serious aspirant for the Imperial
throne, and I venture to prcvbtsy that the day is not far distant when
he will sit upon it; and we shall hear the fickle Parisians, in-

stead of shouting " Vive la Re\mblique !

" once more shouting
the grand old cry of "Vive 1' Empereur ! "—Court Journal.^—
A strange incident has just come to light in connection with the
recent Egyptian campaign. A marine wounded in the chest by a
splinter of a shell at Tel-el-Kehir, and left on the field for dead, was
afterwards attended to by the Hospital Army Corps, and subsequently re-
moved to the hospital at Cairo. From thence as he gradually recov-
ered strengih he was forwarded on to Malta, and a few days since he
arrived in England together with a number of other convalescents.
He made his way to the depot at Chatham, but no one seemed ready to
acknowledge him. On pay-day he applied for his cash, and then found

that he was marked off the register as dead. He was at some pains to

prove bis identity, and was finally sent to Portsmouth.—A Scotch
pedestrian, attacked by three highwaymen, defended himself with great
courage and obstinacy, but was at length overpowered and his pockets
rifled. The robbers expected from the extraordinary resistance they had
experienced to lay their hands on some rich booty, but were not a little

surprised to find that the whole treasure which the Caledonian had been
defending at the hazard of his life, consisted of no more than a crooked
sixpence. " The deuce is in him," said one of the rogues, " If he had bad
eighteen pence, I suppose he would have killed the whole of us."

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
INSURANCE AGENCY.

A- 324 California Street, San Francisco,

Fire Insurance.
GIRARD of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. 00 of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.

TEUTONIA of New Orleans.
LA CONFIANCB of Paris.

DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS
of New York.

WATERTOWN of New York. THE FIREINS. ASSOCIATION (Limited)
ST. PAUL of St. Paul. of London, England.
STANDARD FIRE OFFICE.. of Londonl

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONCIERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY ol Paris.

Capital Represented $27,000,000
All Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid.

W. L. CHALMERS.
Special Agent and Adjuster.

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864.

Principal Office 216 Sansome street,

FIRE INSURANCE.
Capital (Paid Up in U. S. Gold Coin) $300,000 00
Reinsurance Reserve $172,898 50

Assets January 1, 13S3. ...

Surplus for policy holders.

.

§717,156 63 I Premiums, since orjrauizat'n
. 84,155,239.10

.§710,860.83 |
Losses, since organization.. §1,859,286 61

OFFICERS:
J. F. HOUGHTON. President I CHAS. R. STORY Secretary
J. L. N. SHEPAHD Vice-President

|
R. H. MAGILL General Agent

Directors of the Home Mutual Ixkurascb Co —L L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J.

L. N. Shepard, John Curry, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, C. C Burr, J. S. Carter,
Cliarlc* IMdiiig, D. W. Earl. Feb. 10

PHENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., EstaVd 1732.--Cash Assets, $5,266,312.35.

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., EstaVd 1833.—Cash Assets, $1,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1851.~Cash Assets, 31,351,326.39.

BUTLER A HAI.niK,
Ueneral Agents for Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

Unlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF L0ND0N~~FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

THE STANDARD MARIi4E~iNSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool. Capital, $5,000,000-

W. J. CALLI!IOIU9I A CO., General Agents,
Aug. 12 '213 Sansome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL,.
Capital $7,500,000
Cash Assets ... 1,709,976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

HALFOUK, «liT3!RIE A- CO., Venerol Agents,
March 20 310 California Street, .San Francisco.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF LONDON.
[INSTITUTED 1803.1

London Assurance Corporation, of London
Established by Royal Charter 1720

Northern Assurance Corporation, of London —Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED EY THE FOUR COMPANIES.
RORERT DICKSON, Manager.

W. i.LVE BOOKER, Agent and Attorney.

S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building.
[October 11.

|
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with OOUngV to sway !

. the motto
i fraftfa for the fray,

Wli uid round as the Oof Oi
< If A9 the half-crown yoaVe requested t>> pay!

never bn*9te<l such fdorioaa programme
Hi* l>e tin- praise, our Loved and om

Onr rl»+; n ° Reriirel mixture «>f grogrun,
But silk of the finest, unsp.iriiu' >>f coat,

'Neath the oool shade of our old aratocr&CT,
Like Wellington*! veterans front we the foe,

The paddle .veined ranks of a godless Pi'innc-racy,
Their Newcastle John and their Birmingham Joe.

Lytton, own sun of the Truthful ami Beautiful
(Largest of capitals, printer, I pray),

Midleton, to bis Great pause ever dutiful.
Spite of some family slips t'other way.

Courtly Carnarvon, and fiery Cecil,
With the ink of the printer will mix their blue veins;

While Alfred (not Alfred the Great, but the Less) '11

Pour forth his most Banjo Byronical strains.

The Old Whip, newly pointed, will chant you a ballad
;

Our Lucian revive the old Tantivy stage;
And as one touch of garlic gives zest to the salad,

Pornographical Mallock shall flavor our page]

'Tis an epoch of change : brothers, be not faint-hearted
;

Grand may the Man be, but old is he too;
A crown ye once gave to the Glorious Departed,

Ye can spare half-a-crown to the Nation's Review.

LETTER FROM LONDON.
London, March 1, 1883.

Dear News Letter: The return to town for the meeting of Parlia-
ment and for the season goes steadily on, and the fashionable quarters of
London are rapidly tilling up. The Prince of Wal^s, who has got back
from his trip to see Miss Chamberlain, at Cannes, held his first levee of
the season the week before last, at St. James 1

Palace. The levee was pe-
culiarly military in its character, its chief feature being the large number
nf returned Egyptian officers, who paid their customary respects to the
heir apparent on obtaining promotion and medals for services rendered.
The meeting of Parliament was especially signalized by Sir Garnet Wol-
seley taking, as Lord Wolseley, his seat in the House of Lords. He was
on the occasion, the recipient of the distinguished honor of being invited
to sit between the Prince of Wales and the Duke of Cambridge. People
who have grown weary of *' our only General," as he is jocularly termed,
and the fuss that has been made over his achievements, are promised an-
other hero to run after in the person of Sir Beauchamp Seymour, who,
on his return to England as Lord Alcester, will have the ball of popular
Ovation set rolling in his favor by a dinner given him by the members of

the Marlborough Club, at which the Prince of Wales will preside. There
is still considerable talk going on of Gladstone's elevation of himself to
the House of Lords before the session is over. Though he would leave a
ur :i|i in the House of Commons difficult, if not impossible, for his party to

fill, the move is looked upon as the best card to play, as not only in the
upper House would he find foeman worthier "of his steel in Lords Salis-

bury and Cairns, who at present seem to carry too many guns for Lord
Granville, but hie departure would open the door for the advancement of
Lord Hartington to the leadership, a position which he is doubtless im-
patient to till.

The somewhat sudden death of Mr. Stirling Crawford, the famous rac-

ing man and husband of the notorious Duchess of Montrose, will cause
considerable difficulty iu racing circles, as his horses are consequently
disqualified from running in nearly all the important races, such as the
Two Thousand Guineas, Epsom, Derby and Doncaster St. Leger. It is

Intimated, however, that his racing establishments at Newmarket will be
carried on as of yore by his wife, the lied DucheBS, as she is called, and
her son, the young Duke of Montrose, with Sir J. Ashley as manager.
Nut a little ilMeeling in amateur theatrical circles has been caused by the
vexatious, not to say spiteful, prosecution of Sir Percy Shelley (the poet's

nephew), and Hamilton Aide", for giving theatrical performances without
a license. The prosecutor was the Honorable Slingsby Bethell, a son of

the late Lord WeBtbury, the offense chiefly complained of being that the
Honorable Slingsby was kept awake by the noise of departing carriages
ami people from the private theatres of the defendants, in whose neigh-
borhood it was his misfortune to reside. The Judge, who' of course saw
the animuB of the thing, fined Sir Percy and Mr. Aide each one shilling.

•One of the latest predicted elevations to the Peerage is Sir Harry Ver-
ney, whose fifty years' membership for Buckingham was recently made
the occasion of a festival of congratulation to the venerable baronet. Sir

Harry is married to a sister of the woild-renowned Florence Nightingale,
and his eldest son, an officer in the Royal Navy, was some years ago sta-

tioned at Victoria, Vancouver's Island, in command of the gunboat Grap-
pier. Old residents there will no doubt remember him.
The successor of Lord Lome as < rOvernor-General of Canada will, it is

*»id, be Viscount Enfield. Sours, Dido.

INSURANCE.

MARINE INSURANCE THE GLOBE MARINE OF LONDON.
CAPITAL, $3,500,000.

THE CHINESE INSURANCE CO. Marine) OF HONGKONG.
CAPITAL, $1,600,000.

WM. T. COLEMAN & CO.,
No. Ml Jlnrkrl Direr).

[March 84.) i,,r tin- I'ii.ili

SCOTTISH IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
of oi.ahoow, Scotland.

CAPITAL $6,000,000

INTERNATIONAL MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY (Limited)

or j.irmirooL.
CAPITAL $2,500,000

DONALDSON & 00., Agents and Attorneys,
319 California street, S. P.

[Fen 24) It. ii. NAUNTON, Malinger.

TRANSATLANTIC FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OP HAMBURG.

CAPITAL $1,500,000, U. S. Gold Coin
LOSSES PAID IN GOLD COIN IMMEDIATELY AFTER ADJUSTMENT.

This corporation holds contracts of sixteen other European Insurance Companies,
reinsuring I>.v lar the greater part of every risk as soon as accepted in our office.

THE ('(IMDINED SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL which our policies therefore offer to
the pnhlic amounts to 826.900,000. U S. GOLD COIN, of which $7,630,000
IS PAID LIP, besides the always available Reserve Funds.

GEO. MARCUS & CO..
304 California street San Francisco,

GENERAL AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST. [Feb. 10.]

(Organized 1863.)

FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY.
Fire and Marine Insurance*

Assets $1,250,000
Losses paid over 4,500,000
iiarTho Largest Assets and Largest Income of all the companies hailing from

west of New York State, and in 18S1 Pacific Coast premiums were larger than
those of any other company, local, Eastern or foreign,

D. J. STAPLES President I WM. J. DUTTON Secretary
ALPHEUS BULL Vice-President | E. W. CARPENTER Asst. Secretary

HOME OFFICE:
Southwest Cor. California and Sansome streets, San Francisco.
6^* Agents in all promineut localities. Sept. 30.

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCES-UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

The California Lloyds.—Established in 1S61.—Nos. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, §750,000 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates

!

Prompt Settlement of Loses!! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS. —J. Mora Moss,
Moses Heller, J. O. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Knhler, E. L. Goldstein, Lartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Stein-hart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Everson, A. 13. Phipps, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph lirandenstein, W. M. Hoag, Nicholas
tuning, James Mottitt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Touchard,
George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Seholle, Charles
Baum, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President. ,

Jambs D. Bailey, Secretary. Geo. T. Boppn, Surveyor. Nov. 6.

COMMERCIAL UNION ASSURANCE COMPANY OF LONDON.
Capital $12,500,000, Gold.

FIRE AND MAKINE.
OFFICE 210 SANSOME STREET, San Francisco
[March 10.) JOHN RAB HAMILTON, Manager.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.

(Capital $5,000,000.---Agents: Balfonr, Guthrie A Co., No.
/ 316 California street, San Francisco. Nov. 18.

REMOVAL.
W. H. BOVEE, REAL ESTATE, formerly of' Cobb, Bovee & Co.,

HAS REMOVED TO 3Z4« MONTGOMERY ST.,

SAFE DEPOSIT BUILDING (opposite former place.) Fell. 24.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

No. 320 Post Street Opposite Union Sqnnre.

PROF. O. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 320 Po
street, is now open fur Juvenile and Evening Classes. Office Hours, for Ttr
10 a.m. to 12 si., and 1 to 5 p.m. Oct B2.
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SCHOOL-DIRECTOR EATON.
The twelve men to whom is entrusted the educational destinies of

the future men and women of this great city, ought to be citizens of fair

standing, of correct morality, of cleanly private life, of decent public

ways, and of honorable methods generally. If any of them lacks in any
of those particulars, he is utterly unfit to be a School Director. If he is a
fellow of low instincts, noted for his unveracity, a drunkard who spends
most of his time in a Barbary-coast saloon, an open and notorious adult-

erer, whose infamies are subjects of an inquiry pending in the Divorce
Court, a criminal liable any day to indictment and condign punishment,
a ruffian who, as a brutal wife-beater, is a libel upon manhood, a profes-

sional abortionist and a rascal generally, he certainly ought not to be
elected a School Director, and, if already elected, he most assuredly ought
not to be permitted to continue to hold that exceptionally important of-

fice. In that case his election was a disgrace that cannot too soon be
wiped out, and his continued occupancy of office is a scandal and a sbame
that cannot be too quickly ended. It is an insult to the lady teachers of

the department to compel them to hold intercourse with such a man as

their official superior, and it is demoralizing and degrading to our sons

and daughters for them to know that such a characterless scallawag
bosses their school, and is the employer and virtual master of their teach-

ers. We submit that those are self-evident truths that no self-respecting

parent will care to have ignored.

Now, we do not venture the statement that School Director Eaton is

any or all of the things we have described, but we hazard nothing when
we declare that he is a shockingly unfit man to retain his present public

position. We stand ready to sustain that allegation by proof. Eaton
himself is conscious of his unfitness, and strange to say, has substantially

confessed judgment to that effect, the proof of which we proceed to give.

Last week we had intended giving reasons why this man should resign a
position which he disgraces. In order to verify certain facts that had
reached us we made inquiries of a gentleman familiar with them. Sub-
sequently, Eaton learnt of our inquiries, and Bent a friend to this office,

who made the representation that " the School Director was in the sorest

distress, had cried to him like a baby, and offered to permanently leave

the city if we would only promise to suppress our intended exposure of

him." We replied that we had nothing to do with his leaving the city,

but were only concerned with him as a School Director, and finally agreed
that if he resigned that position before our publication day he would then
be a private individual, about whom we should give ourselves no further

concern. That propositiun was cheerfully accepted, and the following

letter in Eaton's handwriting was shortly afterwards sent to us :

San Francisco, March 15th, 18S3.

Editor News Letter: I have this day tendered my resignation as School Director,

and the same is now in Mr. Hastiug's hands. J. M. Eaton.

Subsequently, we learnt that the resignation had reached Mr. Hastings,

as President of the Board of Education, and that seemed to end the mat-
ter, so far as we were concerned. We naturally supposed that the resig-

nation would be read and accepted at the meeting of the Board on Tues-
day evening last, but as it was not, and as Eaton took his seat as usual,

we proceeded to inquire what had happened. We soon learnt that Boss
Buckley had visited Eaton, and had addressed him in the presence of his

wife, who is our informant, substantially as follows: " We picked you up
out of the gutter and made a man of you. We have organized this Board
and now you want to spoil the whole business. You must stand in with
us like a man, or we will hurt you worse than the press can. We will pro-

tect you if you do as we tell you." Eaton replied that " he had already
resigned." Buckley said, " I will fix that," and subsequently he compell-
ed Hastings to return the resignation.

Such are the facts. They speak for themseles and hardly need further
comment. Eaton sought us and not we him. He begged for mercy, eager-
ly offered to leave the city, was delighted to escape by resigning, and is

on record in his own hand writing. If, under the threats of the boss, he
has since been induced to "stand up like a man," he at least owes it to

the public to say what were the facts which led him to such a hasty res-

ignation. The onus is now upon him to say why he placed himself in so

debasing, humiliating and unmanly a position. If he remains silent in

the extraordinary position in which he finds himself, we shall not.

THE GRAND JURY.
"She constitution of the new Grand Jury is causing considerable com-

ment in well-informed circles, and in*ny rumors are afloat, some of which
are doubtless but wild guesses, whilst others possess m/)re or less plausi-

bility. The Jury consists of Foreman Richard T. Carroll (one of the
Buckley quartette of bosses), A. J. Bryant, M. J. Kelly, Colonel Gran-
niss, Edward Bosqui, Ered. A. Gibbs, Drury Melone, Henry F. Williams,
John Dolbeer, Henry B. Rubs, S. P. Middleton, John M. Matthews,
Robert McElroy, Albert E. Crane, Edward Robinson, A. W. Stott and
James R. Kelly. How so many men of pronounced and like opinions
came to get on that Jury is one of those mysteries that no fellow can find

out. Grand Jurors' names are supposed to be drawn from a ballot-box

by chance, but if there is not design in the composition of that Jury, ap-
pearances are exceedingly deceptive. People are wondering what the de-
sign is. One of the strongest of rumors is that strong evidence is likely

to be forthcoming, going to show that certain ex- Supervisor's were the re-

cipients of bribes whilst in office, and that a Graud Jury has been "put
up" for their benefit. We do not vouch for Dame Rumor's accuracy

;

we but give what she says for what it may be worth. The Grand Jury
is an important body, with inquisitorial powers and with large capacity
for good or evil. It maybe worth while hereafter to watch closely the
methods by which its members are chosen. At present the Grand Jury
is drawn in Judge Toohey's Court. He has certainly succeded in getting
together a number of names, some of which are excellent, but more of
them are highly suggestive.

One of the worst specimens of word straining it has been our lot to ex-
perience for some time, was given utterance to by a charming young man
of our temporary elite, the other evening. Speaking in a roomful of com-
pany in regard to the equestrian accomplishments of a certain Society
belle, who was then under discussion, he remarked that she was " a very
fine horse-lady !" We have heard of squeamish young damsels of subdued
equine proclivities referring to a mare as a "lady horse," and thought the
limit of polite prudery had then been reached, but this last business
kinder conficates the sweetened-bread factory.

PUBLIC FRAUDS.
John S. Gray, the Secretary, factotum and leading spirit of the

Harbor Commission, is a proven defaulter and a refugee from justice;

Bunker, ex-Commissioner of Immigration, has been held to answer for

embezzlement, and his predecessor, Van Ness, has been arrested, and
withal the end is not yet. The rumor that other and more important
exposures are to follow seems well founded. Names, high in the public

favor, are freely whispered about, and the air is so thick with suspicion

that no man feels as if he would be surprised at anything that may bap-
pen. We confess that we shall not only not be astonished at anything
that may turn up, but that we shall be surprised if some pretty big fish

are uot yet hauled into the official net. We believe that for some time
past crookedness has been general, wide-spread and far-reaching, and we
are very sure that, if the searching tendencies of the present administra-
tion be carried into all the existing State Departments, some strange and
wonderful things will be brought to light. We hope there will be no halt

or hesitation, but that a strict accounting will be compelled of every dol-

lar of public revenue or expenditure that any and all of the offices may
have had to do with. We believe, if that is done, there will hardly be a

department that will escape, and we say so on no slight grounds of sus-

picion.

If the great officers of State, such as the Controller and the Attorney-
General, were half as astute, as prying and as honest as are members of

the press, the frauds upon the public revenue would not be half as numer-
ous as they are, and would be exceedingly short-lived. Nearly everything
that comes to light emanates from the newspaper men. All this Harbor
exposure, for instance, comes from them. The Examine)' a year ago inti-

mated all, and more, than has since come to light. The facts were palpa-
ble. It was shown that, whereas the shipping of the port had duriug '81

and '82 increased over that of '79 and '80 by at least thirty per cent., the
falling off in harbor dues had been nearly twenty per cent. Here was a
subject for pressing inquiry, but it was nobody's business to inquire. The
administration of the time was in accord with the politics of the thieves,

and so nothing was done. And so it seems that nothing will ever be ac-

complished against recreant office-holders whose ostensible politics are in

agreement with the administration that appoints them. In this state of

things it would seem wise on the part of the people to alternate party ad-

ministrations, and to replace the ins by the outs, to the end that the ras-

calities of the last thieves may be ferreted out and exposed by the new ones.

But if the laws were properly prepared and administered, if the public
accounts were strictly and regularly audited, and if checks, balances and
good management prevailed generally, there could not be and there would
not be such stealing as we now have to lament. Lax methods produce
thieves. Temptation tempts. John S. Gray, we believe, was honest as
the world goes. He had much money at his disposal, and, whilst he
had no extravagant habits or bad ways, he was " a good fellow," and al-

lowed others to seduce him. Had he been subjected to a perfect control
he could not have stolen. The thing to do is, remove temptation by per-

fecting our system of public accounts.

CHANGES ON THE EXAMINER.
This useful and influential organ of public opinion is just undergoing

important changes. Messrs. W. T. Wallace, Gus Reis and Clarence
Greathouse have yielded up their stock to George Hearst, who now be-

comes the sole proprietor. Mr. Greathouse, who has been the controlling

spirit of the concern since it became a morning paper, has been compelled
by the demands nf his large and increasing law business to relinquish the
reins of authority to other hands, and Dr. Cleveland, of the Board of

School Directors, assumes the vacated place. Mr. Greathouse was al-

ways too busy a man to attend to the multifarious duties of a daily paper,
but he did the best he could and selected his aids with rare judgment,
and was always to them kind and indulgent to a degree that will cause
his retirement to be regretted by those who were closest to him. Doctor
Cleveland is an old-time friend of Mr. Hearst's, has his confidence com-
pletely, and is a thoughtful man. a student and a gentleman. Mr. Bar-
rett, lately of the New Orleans Picayune, the Missouri Republican and of

.the Denver Tribune, becomes the principal editorial writer. He comes
recommended as a thorough newspaper man. He has the disadvantage of

not being conversant with local politics, but, having the true newspaper
instinct, he will very soon catch " the hang of the barn." The business
management at the office, in Phelan's block, on Market street, remains
for the present in the active and zealous hands of Mr. Katz.
We hope that these changes mean renewed life and activity for the best
press representative the Democracy of this coast has ever had. We con-
fess to a soft side for the Examiner. It is a cleanly, self-respecting and
decent sheet, that deserves a more profitable career than it has yet experi-

enced. We know that Mr. Hearst has no axes to grind, and that his only
desire is to produce a morning journal that shall promote the best in-

terests of the city and State, that shall be instinct with the highest re-

solves of the Democracy, and that shall, in all respects.be creditable to

the journalism of the coast. As the Democrats are at least one-half the
total population of our State, and as they have but one daily metropoli-
tan paper that represents their views, it will be to their eternal dishonor
if they do uot rally to its support and place its future position beyond
question or doubt. It has cost a good deal of money to bring the Exam-
iner to its present position, and the man who has shouldered the burden is

worthy of all the honors his party can bestow upon him.

J. M. Verdenal.—The many friends of this estimable gentleman will

regret to hear of the accident which he met on the streets a week ago to-

day. He was about to take a market street car, when a runaway team
attached to an express-wagon, suddenly struck him and hurled him sense-

less to the ground. He was carried to his home where he has laid in

nearly au unconscious condition ever since. The physicians report that it

is a serious case of concussion of the brain, but express the hope and be-

lief that the suffering gentleman will recover. At the latest account the
symptoms were favorable. Mr. Verdenal is a man of estimable parts, a
thinker, a student, and a scholar, whom to know is to respect. We could
better spare other and more obtrusive citizens.

An Illinois doctor sent a bottle labeled ' 'Calmel—pizen " to a patient.
The county medical society has cited him to appear and show cause why
he should not be expelled.
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Talk as we may of the ran advances which have been made toward
and a certain kind of art in the nineteenth century,

fact remains that the manners <>f the world have not improved.
: dities, let «is come right down to home. Age, here in

. is more derided than respected. Women are more
alter for their vices than their virtues, and in the ordinary intercourse of
life there is not that suavity and gentle bearing whioh was supposed to
take so ureal a part in the composition of gentlewomen and gentlemen.
If a man is ordinarily oplite among bis fellow men, he h met with sneers.

If a lady i? gentle, as she should be, she is put down as a ninny by her
* i.ir gilded, or rather " nickel-plated," youths, who be-

have themselves in the drawing-room, are simply compelled to do so by
the superior force of circumstances. See the same men when they have
cut free from their thraldom, and a worse mannered, coarser-minded set

of oada you could hardly find anywhere. To them a woman's good name
is no more than their own, and a lower estimate than that could not be
found.

" Orator" John P. Irish is responsible for the statement that England
has been fighting with Ireland for the past 400 years. As a matter of

fact, the war to which Air. Irish alluded has been in progress for 800
vears 3 months 19 days 11 hours 37 minutes and several seconds ; and
during this time 2,578,634,200 battles have been fought, 15,000,000 skir-

mishes and reconnaissances have taken place, 1,017 Irish cities have been
-fully beleaguered, and tivo men have been killed. The English

force engaged in this somewhat extended campaign numbered somewhere
in the neighborhood of 70,879,052,749,685 men well armed and equipped,
while the Irish force opposed to it numbered only 17 men and a boy, in-

differently armed with short black pipes and ignorance. The heroic as-

pect of this struggle certainly exceeds anything heretofore heard of.

A good joke was played upon one of those ill-mannered brutes who
snatch ones paper at a restaurant without having the decency to ask if

yon are through with it. There is a Boston paper which closely resem-
bles some of our evening sheets. The joker took one of these and placed
it close to his plate. He had written upon the down side: " Sold! Next
time perhaps you'll ask." The trap had not been baited more than five

minutes before a paper- snatcher reached for it and took it off. He soon
brought it back, but the sheepish look on his face showed plainer than
words could speak that he felt the iron in his soul.

The plumbers are kicking up a most fearful row because, according
to Dougherty's new bill, on and after August next, the Board of Health
jb to have complete control of all plumbing done in public buildings. But
the good and honest householder sitteth smilingly by and rubbeth his

hands gleefully, and rejoiceth over the enemy's discomfiture. Every dog
has his day. The Demon Plumber has hitherto been presenting bills to

the people, which by their magnitude have brought despair and ruin upon
innumerable households. It is with sincere pleasure that the people,
through Mr. Dougherty, now present their bill to the Demon.

Mr. Joseph Napthaly consumed three quarters of a column of a con-
temporary's space, last Wednesday, in defending Judge Hoover, of Ari-
zona, against the charge of corruption recently brought against him. Let
us see. Didn't Mr. Napthaly have a little affair of a similar nature in his

own hands about a year ago? Was he not disbarred about twelve months
ago? Yet, if what Mr. Napthaly states is true, the Attorney-General of

the United States should be in jail, and an honest man like Mr. Nap-
thaly in his place.

Vigneaux, Sexton and the rest of the Brack billiardists, we are told,

are about to begin to practice for the great Balke-line tournament, which
is shortly to come off. Considering that they have been incessantly play-

ing matches with each other for several weeks past, we are at a loss to

imagine what manner of proceeding this practice is, unless it consist in

taking a complete rest until the tournament comes off.

A very " shoppy " young man, who is a clerk in a down-town crockery
store, and tries to be facetious at the risk of sudden assassination, if any-
body can reach a club before he gets away, told a young lady the other
day that she was as " pretty as a pitcher." " I guess you ain't so smart as

you thought that time," she quickly retorted; "all nice pitchers are

picked ewers."

A man of poetic instincts once wrote that "there is nothing softer

than a woman's heart." The average California politician, however, is

prepared to bet his last dollar on the statement that the Commissioner-
ship of Immigration is the softest thing that has ever existed on this

coast.

" Yea, * said she with tears in her eyes, "in his qualities of head and
heart dear George is always the same." Then, after a moment's lapse

into dreamland, she added : " He is so soft-hearted, dear fellow."

Down the ataira
With oobh
Whan - -in. thin
And with tome abi Qpln ,i §e%u
Then "

innonneed that nho

Wo* nan
That royaltj no common plan ;

For, should yoo or 1 thus abruptij
Our knees would not feel the bump a bit.

Within th.« last few days three dead infanta have been found behind
the doors <>f two Catholic church.

addressed a letter to the
ban either Sod nrrah. It is i

the finding of dead babi th the former place, but we can't
tell how the pi in I fomorrah.

HiUsboro, New Mexico, is a thrivin little town, but does not yet poa-
Rtvw a jail, it is said that offenders against the law are 1

lv tied i" trees until the time comes for tl ition." ' ionsidering
the manni r in s bicb criminals are generally ti In New Mexico
and the adjoining territories, we presume that the examination referred

hi by the coroner.

There is said to be great disappointment in ' u n n.ival circles be-
Ldmiral Von Botsch has not been appointed to succeed Admiral> Minister of Marine. In this country, on the contrary, the

Administration's selection of a Secretary of the Navy has been von botch
every time for many years past.

"Poor Emma Bond" had, we fondly imagined, long since winged
her way to where rapes are unknown and "the weary are at rest," but
now she pops up again, and is once more the victim of bad men or her
own fancy. Alas! for '*poor Emma." Will the papers never cease to use
her as the framework for a sensation ?

A Shasta county woman shot her husband while he was asleep, in
order to restrain him from killing her father. The air of Shasta county
is evidently favorable to the development of logic, and there is no more
logical adage than that "an ounce (leaden ball) of prevention is better
than a pound of cure."

Religious societies which are aiming to reform Jack Tar, should bear
in mind that the venerable and pious navigator, Noah, got so drunk that
he took off his clothes and made an exhibition of himself before bis sons,
shortly after landing from that celebrated cruise over, if not around, the
world.

The Germans of this city have organized a Young Men's Christian
Association. The T. C. is firmly convinced that this association will not
be a success unless the by-laws provide that no person who uses limburger
cheese can be a member. The liue of Christianity must be drawn some-
where.

A young man in Jacksonville, Oregon, has just written a poem on
" A Fly's Back !" This is the greatest achievement of the age, because
it is not more than once in six centuries that a fly is found which will keep
quiet long enough to allow of a poem being written on its back.

Rowells, awaiting trial in connection with the Phoenix Park murders,
died in an epileptic fit on the 17th. It is highly improbable that the hand
of the Lord would dirty itself by contact with such a scoundrel, but it

looks very much as if there was such a thing as retributive justice.

"It's Lent," sorrowfully observed a worthy Van Ness avenue house-
holder the other morning, as he gazed at the empty umbrella rack, and
then looked apprehensively at the lowering sky. However, he can take
heart, for to-morrow is Easter Sunday.

A late telegram announces that the barkentine Lillian "got frozen,"
and remained in the ice forty days. The attention of our Academy of
Sciences is respectfully directed to this extraordinary phenomenon. Per-
haps it was one of the anchor flukes that " got frozen."

The real secret in regard to what caused the whale to throw up Jonah
has just come to light. It seems that Jonah was a very dirty specimen
of a Jew—as dirty, in fact, as any Pacific-street " old clo " merchant, and
the flavor of his feet did not agree with the whale's stomach.

A Pennsylvania young woman, whose promised husband failed to be
on hand at the time appointed for the marriage ceremony, went mad.
Considering the fact, however, that it takes a very insignificant trifle to
make a woman mad, there is nothing surprising in this.

Julius Duesterhoff, while sailing in a skiff on a lake near Peoria, III.,

was caught in a gale and drowned. His name floated on the surface for
seven hours and was then rescued. There are some things that, like
Banquo's ghost, will not down.

The Tennessee Legislature has passed a bill prohibiting public exe-
cutions. This would seem to be superfluous because the public has never
been executed in Tennessee, and there is no existing law under which such
an atrocity could be perpetrated.

A three-legged jackass has just been ushered into the world in Oak-
land, and is regarded as a great curiosity there. It is only proper to add
that two-legged jackasses are so common in the Athens of the Pacific
Coast that they attract no attention. %

Jones says their cook isn't much at getting up a tasty dinner, but from
the rapid demolition of the crockery, he should say her forte was break
fast.

The stacks of gold twenties on view in the hanks and money brokers
offices are generally tray dollars.

Since short skirts came into fashion young ladies have stopped angling
for beaux. They ankle for them instead.

By the way, has it occurred to any one that Adam was Number One ?

"Tin cans of tomatoes for a dollar " is the latest way of putting it.

Showing 'em is said to have been Kate Castleton's stockin' trade.
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SUNBEAMS.
One sultry Sunday a minister was thunde

ing away at his drowsy congregation, the major-
ity of which would g<> to sleep in spite of all his

efforts. At last he shouted, " Wake up here !

There is a man preaching to you who has only
half a shirt on his back!" It woke them tre-

mendously. The next day a delegation of ladies

visited the parsonage and presented the preacher
with a package containing some very nice shirts,

saying "that it was a shame that he should be
reduced to half a shirt to his back." He replied,

after accepting the shirts with thanks, " that he
was not literally reduced to a half shirt, although
he wore only a half on his back ; he wore the
other half in front of him."—Rome Sentinel.

A Brooklyn girl, whose fondness for going to

the theaters had been abnormally developed by
constant gratification, gave a. curious illustration

of the influence of the habit. She had an en-

gagement to attend church one Sunday evening
with her mother, but delayed making her pre-
parations until the last moment. The old lad}'

grew tired of waiting for her, and, when the bells

had ceased ringing, went to the foot of the hall

stairs and called up:
"Come, come, Lizzie; if you don't hurry we

shall be too late."

"All right, mamma," was the reply; "I'm
coming as soon as I get my opera glasses."

We want no man of massive brain,
No man of wealth or mighty power,

No owner great of acres broad
To solve the question of the hour ;

We want a simple-minded man,
With common good horse-sense, no more,

To pass a bill to find the man
Who always fails to close the door.

The generosity of those who rule in Ireland
is something magnificent. On the occasion of
three hundred women leaving Limerick for the
cotton mills of New Hampshire, U. S., the au-
thorities determined to give each one of them an
outfit. For this purpose fifty pounds was voted,
or about eighty cents a piece. This will provide
them each with a—that is to say, we only know
of one outfit that a woman wears which can be
bought for eighty cents.

—

Toronto News.

Paris Milliners say big hats will not be worn
at theatres next season. You hear this, young
lady ? If you wear a big hat at the theatre next
season, it will be your own fault. Everybody
will know that it was not imported from Paris,
but is only a home-made affair reconstructed on
the ruins of a bygone year.

—

Bait. Transcript.

"By Jove," exclaimed Adolphus, stroking
the capillary suggestions on his superior lip

;

" the fellows say that a mustache hides the ex-
pression of a fellow's face, and they're all going
to shave before taking part in our theatricals."
"How fortunate!" was the sympathetic reply
of Julia ;

" you won't have to shave, will you ?
"

—Boston Transcript.

Clergymen ought to be very careful in the
choice of language or serious results may ensue.
"My brethren," said one lately, "I will now
pass," and before he could proceed a sleepy hear-
er in the front pew suddenly started into life and
cried out, "Then I make it spades and play it

alone."—N. Y. Herald.

Believers in the William-Tell-shooting-the-
apple-off-his-little-boy's-head story will be glad
to hear that there actually was a Gessler not-
withstanding the iconoclastic effort to spoil the
little legend by proviug that there was not. And
everybody knows there was an apple.—Hartford
Post.

A Commercial Marriage.—Father: " I con-
gratulate you, Bertha ; I have just arranged for
your betrothal." Bertha: "To whom, papa?"
" Hush, child, how can you be so inquisitive. It
is as yet a commercial secret."

A young lady applying for a situation as a
teacher in Spencer county, Ky., in reply to a
question said: "I ain't much of a arithmeticker,
but am an elegant grammarest."

An exploring exchange declares: "This coun-
try spends eiLdity thousand dollars every year on
dolls' eyes alone." This sort of eye-doll-atry is

little girlish.

A Highlander recently said at an entertain-
ment, "I come here in my many capacities of
clergyman, quack doctor and dancing master."

Cast thy bread upon the waters, and it will
spoil the fishing for a week.—Puck.

C. P. R. R.
Time Schedule, Tuesday, March 6, 18S3.

Trains leave? and are due to arrive att

San Francisco as follotvs:

LKAVE
(for)

DESTINATION. ARIUVE
(from)

9:30 A.M. 2:40 p.m
*3:0t)P.M. " " ' i *10:10A.M

12:40 p.m.

8:00 A M. 7:40 P.M.

9:30 a.m. ..
I

1 lining, El Paso ) Express 2:40 p.m.

4:30 p.m. 7:10 a.m.
8:00 A.M . . J Gait and ^ via Livermore 5:40 p.m.

*4:00 P.M. . . J Stockton j via Martinez *12:40p.m.

11.10 am.
18:00 a.m. .... " " ({Sundays only)

9:30 a.m. .... Los Angeles and South 2:40 P.M.

8:00 a.m. .. .Livermore and Pleasanton. ,

.

5:40 P.m.

*5:00p.m. <. << (i
*H:4() a.m.

9:30 a.m. .... Madera and Fresno 2:40 p.m.

*4;00 P.M .... Merced *12:40p.m.
8:00 a.m. Marysville and Chico 5:40 p.m.

8:00 a.m. Niies and Haywards 5:40 P.M.
10:00 a.m .

. " " " 3:40 P.M.

5:00 p.m. " u « *8:40 a.m
3:30 P.M . . | Ogden and I Express 11:10 A.M.
5:30 P.M. 6:10a.M.
8:00 a.m. . .. Redding and Bed Bluff 5:JO P.m.
8:00 A.M. . . ( c, . 1 via Livermore

.

J Sacramento I ^ Benioia .

.

j and Colfax
J via Eellicia . _ .

.

6:40 p.m.

8:60 a.m. 7:40 p.m.
3:30 P.M. 11:10 a.m.

4:00 P.M. Sacramento River Steamers *6:00 A.M.

8:00 a.m. 7:40 P.M
9:30 a.m. " ... 2:40 P.M.

" (J Sundays only). tll:10 a.m.
•'4:00 P.M.

" *12:40 P.M.

*3:30 p.m. 11:10 a.m.

Train leaving San Francisco at 8:00 A.M. should nmet
Pacific Express from" Ogden" at Port Costa; and that
leaving at 9:30 a.m. should meet Pacific Express from
"El Paso" at Antioch. „____^

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via OaJeland JPier.

From "SAST FRASTCISCO." Bally.

To EAST OAKLAND— '0.00, *6:30, 7:00, 7:30, S:00

9,00, 9:30, 10:00, 10:30, 11:30, 12,30, 1.30, 2:30,

4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00, 9:30,

•12:00.

To ALAMEDA—»6:00, 7:00, S:00, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00,

1:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 5:00, 0:00, 7:00, »S:00,9:30,
•12:00.

To FRUIT VALE—*7:00, "3:00, *U:00, -10:00,

•5:00, *6:00, "6:30.

To BERKELEY — <'6:00, *6:30, 7:00, '7:30, S:00,

9:00, j:i:30, 10:00, 110:30, ii ;uo, {11:30, 12:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4-30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00,

:):::o, *12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—*6:00, *6:30, 7:00, ' :

7:30,

-8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, «4:30.

•5:30, 6:00, "6:30, 7:00.

', 8:30,

3:30,

11:00,

12:00,

11:00,

-5:30,

1:00,

8:00,

tS:00.
5:00.

To "BAN FRANCISCO." Bail).

From BROADWAY, Oakland -«6:32, *6:02, 6:32, 7:02,

7:32,8:02,8:32,9:02,9:32,10:02,10:32,11:02,11:32,12:02,

12:32, 1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32, 5:02,

5:32, 6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

From EAST OAKLAND -«5:21, «5:51, 6:21,6:51,7:21,

7:51, 8:21, 8:51, 9:21, 9:51, 10:21, 10:51, 11:51, 12:51,

1:51, 2:51, 3:51, 4:21, 4:51, 5,21, 5:51, 0:21, 6:51, 7:51,

9:21, 10:51

From ALAMEDA— *5:15, *5:45, 0:15, 7:10, 8:10, 9:10,

10:10, 11:10,12:10, 1.10, 2:10, 3:10, 4:10,5:10, 6:10,7:15,

9:15, 10:45.

From FRUIT VALE-«7:47, *8:47, *9:00, "9:47, "10:47,

"4:47, "5:00, "5:47, "0:47, -7:17.

From BERKELEY -*5:45, «6:I5, 6:45, *7:15, 7:45, *S:15,

8:45, J9:15, 9:15, 110:15, 10:45, tll:15, 11:45, 12:45,

1:45, 2:45, 3:40, 4:15, 4:45, 5:15, 5:45, 6:15, 6:45, 7:45,

9:15, *10:45.

From WEST DISKKELEY — *5:45, *6:15, 6:45, *7:15,

7:45, 8:45, 9:46, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:15, *5:15, 5:45,

•6:15, 6:45, '7:15^

€reek Route.
From SAN FRANCISCO—»7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:15,3:15,

5:15.

From OAKLAND—*6:15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15

All trains run daily, except when star (") denotes Sun-
days excepted. (t) Sundays only.

" Standard Tiiie" furnished by Randolph & Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. GOODMAN, Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agt.

A, N. TOWNE, Genera] Manager.

COAL OIL STOVES.
AU Sizes for Cooking- or P rloruse

Send fur Circular and Prices.

WIKSTER A- CO.,
17 New Montgomery St. , S. F.

BROAD GAUGE.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Sunday, October 22, 1882)
And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave
from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend St., between 3d and 4th streets),as follows:

LBAVE
H. F.

50 A.J

30 A J

40 A.fl

DESTINATION.

.San Mateo, Redwood,.

.. . and Menlo Park...

30 a.

40 a.I/- Santa Clara, San Jose and

.

.Principal Way Stations.

.

):40 a,

J:30p
Gilroy, Pajii.ro, Castroville I

and Monterey |

ARRIVE
S. F.

40 A.M.
05a.M.
02 A.M.

37 P.M.
:04 P.M.

02 p.m.

05 A.M
02 A.M.

37 P.M.
02 p.m.

):02 a.m.
5:02 p.m.

10:40 a.m,
1-J

..Hollister and Tres Pinos.
}-| 6:02 p.m.

10:40 a.m.! j .Watsonville, Aptos, Soquel
* 3.30 p.m.!/ and Santa Cruz j-

1 6.02 P.M.

in ,in ]j .. Salinas, Soledad and Way.
j-|

6:02 P.M

Sundays excepted. tSundays only. (Sport =men'sTrain.)

Stage connections are made with the 10:40 a.m.

Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo, which
connect with 8:30 a. m. Train. EXCURSION TICKETS
sold on Saturdays and Sunday mornings—good to

retu n Monday: To Santa Clara or San Jose, §2 50; to

Monterey or Sant* Cruz, S5 00; also to principal points
between San Francisco and San Jose.

Ticket Officks—Passenger Depot, Townsend street

and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.

A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,
Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

S3rf~ s. P. Atlantic Express Train via Los Angeles,
Yuma, etc., leaves San Francisco daily via Oakland
terry, foot of Market streci, •& 9:30 a.m. [Oct. 28.

THE GREAT BURLINGTON ROUTE.

CHICAGO, BURLINGTON AND
aUINCY RAILROAD.

EASTWARD.

IS THE OLD FAVORITE AND PRINCIPAL LINE

FROM

Omaha, Kansas City, Atchison and
St. Joseph

For CHICAGO.
ST. LOUIS

MILWAUKEE,

DETROIT, 1TCAGAKA FALLS,

NEW YORK, BOSTON,
And All Points East and Southeast.

THE LINE COMPRISES -Nearly 4,000 miles. Solid,
Smooth Steel Track. All connections are made in

UNI IN DlfPOTS. It has a National Reputation as
being THE GREAT THKOUGU CAR-LINE, and is

universally conceded to be THE FINEST EQUIPPED
Railroad in the World for all classes of travel.

Try it, and you will find traveling a luxury instead
of a discomfort.

Through Tickets via this Celebrated Line for sale at

all offices in the West.
All information about Hates of Fare, Sloeping-Car

Accommodations, Time Tables, etc., will be cheerfully
given by applying to

T. J. POTTER, PERCEVAL LOWELL,
Gen'l Manager, Gen'l Passenger Agt.,

Chicago, Ills

.

Chicago, Ills.

T. D. McKAY, General Agent
Hannibal and St. Joseph and
Chicago, Builington and Quiney Railroads,

32 Montgomery street.



C \l.l!"l;M \ \|. IS

RIQUILM ON THE DEATH OP MH8 MARY HALDC-
MAN DENNISON

[>T JL. H. I8LII.]
I

|V*»J! in the m ' *..i life;

Freed funrtr (rota K>m»u snd

DMd
m-iitii .t

ii.

it her now us she I its tl

AH tb.it if hJi ;

:
ink'.

Btnaga that our bearta in filled with despair?

j ra ud must deer to iw.

Shi M of women on earth ?

Did not tier preeenoa give sweet
1

oheer to us?
Did not bervrorde fill ear beerte with mirth

?

Ith»>ined ever a sweeter, fairer flower

Then she, our beloved, beneath th* sky ?

Hut »h ! like a flower fur one brief hoar,

bloomed in beauty—to fade and die.

III.

O all ye maidens! for Love's Bake love her.

Do not envy hi-r now that she's dead ;

w rare flowers about and above her.

In uiem'ry dear of the soul that's fled.

sweet birds of sons ! gather and wing there

Where she lies sleeping, BO cold and fair;

Hover OVer her and sweetly sing there

Singe as tender as the soft Spring air.

IV.

Dead ! and the dial points close to seven,

Dead ! in the morning of her sweet life ;

Another spirit ascends to heaven.
Freed forever from sorrow and strife.

Toll "lit, ye hells, O toll out the sad news.
Toll for the soul that from earth has fled ;

While all the angels echo the glad news,
Mary is with us, she is not dead !

Columbus, Ohio, 1883.

A YOUNG DOCTOR'S MISTAKE.
Discussing a physician named Jones, Blifkins undertook to relate how

the medicine man had once made a big mistake, as follows:

Old Noxon used to have a row with his wife about three times a week.
He got cranky and made up his mind to shuffle off, so he tilled up with
laudanum anil went to bed. The old lad v went to screaming, and as fast

as the neighbors came in sent thetn off after a doctor. Some of them
went in one direction, and some in another, and it wasn't long before the
eoctor- began to congregate.
Smith got there Hrst and looked the old man over. "Dead," says he,

and went away.
Then Brown came in. "Dead," says he.

Junes was the third one in, and he rammed a stomach-pump down the

old man's throat and pumped up the drug-store. Then he reversed the
action of the pump and flooded the old man with water. After sloshing him
around for awhile—same as if he was rinsing out a cider barrel— he pump-
ed out the water and then flooded him again. Noxon wasn't in the hahit
of taking so much water in his'n, and pretty soon he began to gasp and
kick. Before morning Jones had him all right, and went away feeling

lead sure that there was but one first-class doctor in the world. A few
days iiftt-rward lie presented his bill.

'* What's this for? " says old Noxoo.
"For saving your life the other night," says Jones.
" Well, 1 didn't ask you to. I never employed yon, and I'll not pay it.

You'd r>" business coming in here and jamhing your old pump down my
neck. Brown is my family physician and I'll not pay anybody els,-."

So away went Jones to Brown's office and tried to get him to induce
uM Noxon to pay the bill.

"Jones," says Brown, looking out over the top of his spectacles, "I
never thought you was a bad sort uf a fellow, but you've done a very fool-

ish thing, and it serves you right to lose your bill. It's a go. d lesson to

you. and I hope you'll profit by it. Didn't I say lie was dead ?

'• Yes," says Jones. " Didn't Smith say he was dead ?"

"Yes." Bays Jones.
" Well, that settled it ! The man was dead, and you had no right to

say that he wasn't. When two old, experienced doctors, like Smith and
I, say a roan is dead, it's unprofessional and discourteous for a young
man, a beginner in practice, to dispute their word. We'll forgive you
this time, because of your youth and inexperience, and will hush the mat-
ter up for you, but he very careful in the future, and make u > u^ure such
mistakes !

"

—

N. 0. Times Democrat.

An ening husband, who had exhausted all explanations for late

hours, and had no apology ready, recently slipped into the house about 1

o'clock, very softly, denuded himself gently and began rocking the cradle
by the bedside, as if he had been awakened out of a sound sleep by infan-

tile cries. He had rocked Away for five minutes, when Mary Jane, who
[had silently observed the whole maneuvre, said: "Come to bed, you

I—the baby ain't there.— Toronto News.

REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.

Raootdad id the Olty and County of San Fran< laco.Callfonn
the Week endinir March 20. 1683

r nn i
',. :,

Tuesday, March 13th

for

. 1. K

..u.nTmi. a*1> aBAHTIB. il-TlnH.

PaU McGec lo Clara Wchcr

10 In Unlet

Julia Curdy rt nl to name

> * Oooaor to Jno II Bo

OlloKaoss lo Wm Hakcr

i: II Mi kr. Jr to Sally Uoundncy

Annie N Bell to Minnie Lambeth.

I no Shaln.

W Larkln,
WAIT...

i one-loonb lot on Koisom it.
60x194 i.

Undivided alx-alxterotha, h i»t ami
'•' on ,et«i 69:6

i 118 ..

n mth, ii 96xi
in MB68 ...

Sw llu-li mid Baker, w 137:6x1 7:8 W
s California. 161 w Wcbater, w 5x87:6

w \ 813
\ cornel Blh and i

' ementlna, ne 60x89,
being in 100-vara 218 ; subject lo
mortgage for 68,

\V Baker, 112:6 e Bush, 23x119:6

raioa

#7,850

1,600

2,1:17

1,800

i.TBO

HI.IKJU

9,000
600

Wednesday, March 14th.

Mlb Sav i LnSocy to L Gottig. .

K W Greer el ai to flame

Henry to David Miirsliall..

Jno tV McDonald to O L Rossitcr

Maria Peterson lo Gilbert Pringie

A T Ureen lo Fred P Stone

3 18th, 87:8 » Howard, w a; Inches x
120 M B SO

Sw Pair Oaks and I6lh, n 68x100, being
in M B78

Mo Clinton, 176 fle Bryant, se 25x75 -100
vara 169.

IV Scull. 87:6 s Post, s 96x76, being in
W A .l.'.li .. .. ...W Jessie street, 210 n 90th, n 96x72—11
Ii 67

Sw Duiures and 23rd, s SlxIOO—Harp
er'a Addition C5

$ 6

1,187

1,0110

6

8.800

8,100

Thursday, March 15th.

A M Starr et al to Wm H Brown.

Danl Rogers to Mary C Williams.

Herman Liebes to S B Oppenheim

Lproy H Parker to C Hermann . .

.

A C Whilecomb to S C Hastings.

.

Wm Hakcr to Rote Deely..

N California, 104:8 e Fillmore, e 25:6 x
132.7-W A 314

S Oak, 206:3 w Franklin, w 22:11x120-W A 112
S Bush, 87:6 w Laguna, w'18:9x87:6—

W

A 233
N California, 165 e Wclisler, e 27:6x132
6-W A 271

N Oregon, 83:9 e Drumm, e 71:6, n 60.
nw lo a point, w to a point, s oil ti)

eommenceinent ; s Jackson, 71 e of
Drumm, e to a point in Water Front,
ne to Oregon, \v lo a point, n 60, w 84
3, n 60 tj commencement

Sw Bush and Baker, s 2:76x87:6, bein<
|

in W A 583

$9,000

4,000

4,050

5

40,000

1,000

Friday, March 16th.

Louis Bravermau to 1 Wormaer..

.

Annie Pearson lo Cyrus Bryson. .

.

Ne Lombard and Oelavia, n 106x40:0 —
W A 171

Ne 4th, 55 ee Welsh, se 95, nc 113, nw
80, sw 30, 6iv SO to eommenceinent -
100-vara 109

N Pine, 225:3 w Pierce, w 51:6x137:6-
W A 426

X Sutter, 2l»i::i w Taylor, w 63:9x137:6-
' 50 vara 1036

Juan Gal legos to Francis Smith... iSame
Hib Suv & Ln Soc to B Manning.. Nw Hunt, 227:6 tie 3rd, lie 27:6x55—100-

|
vara 33

Louis J Li'.hauiT lo G Thompson

Sarah Wallis to Juan Gullegos

7,01

3,000

5

29,000

2,000

Satuiday, March 17th.

E L Taylor to Bridget Dillon

Bella Wellman lo J Ilalphen....

SallieS Plait et al to S'line

Michl Sullivan to Margt Sullivan..
E Downs el a! lo D wbiiteman...

Jas C Nealon to Minnie E Nealon.

Monday, March 19th.

Mary Humphrey to 11 Dickerson..

Chas A Bailey to Martin Dui.n

Teresa Bell to I A Howard

Sophia L Brignardello to L Marre.

Se Tehama, 154:3 ne 9lh, ne 24:3x80-
H0-vara299.

N Golden Hale avenue, 75 e Polk, e 62:6
x 120-W AS

Same
Nw Brannati, 85 sw lilli, sw 211x75

NW 14th and Belcher, w 25x100, being
in Western Addition 99

N O'Farrell, 137:6 e Broderick, e 100 x
j 137:6-W A 506

I
Gift

92,100

20,200
20.000
Gill

1

Central Gas Co to Ceo Gas L Co.

.

Same lo same

M M Irvine to Jas Irvine.

S Page, 165 e Oetnvia, e 27:6x120—W A
145 $4,100

E Valencia, 85 s 26th, s 30x125, being in

MB 193. 5
Se Tehama, 132 sw 1st, sw 25x75—100-

vara 45 4,000
Undivided one-half e Sansome, 45:10 u
Jackson, n 22:11x1:17:6 ; undivided
8-10 e Sansome, n 22:11x137:6 6,506

All its properly ol whatever kind 1,000,000
Se Townsend, 137:6 ne 3rd, ne 137: i, pel

275, sw 68:9, nw 127:8, mi 68:9 nw 137:1

6 lo commencement, being in 100-vara
116

I
5

N Pine, 98:6 c Taylor, e 28xsl
|

5

Tuesday, March 20th

Gen Powell lo Lena Erlai daon.. .

C C Moore to Hib SavB & Ln Socy

Chas Qiiinu to Agnes Lewis

Calvin Nulling to A A Wigmore..

Rob! Slurwood to Sarah Haskell..

E Laphlge, 300 n 19th, n 25x80, being in

M B71
Se Howard, 275 sw 4th, sw 80x155 100-

vara 239
X 92nd, 2Su w Valencia, w 25x114—

M

B 74
N Valh jo, 100 e Laguna, e 25xl37:6-W
A 191

Se Bryant, 457:5 ne 3rd, nc 91:6x80—106
vara 95

$2,550

1,000

1,150

1,600

3.0011
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WAIFS.
Waifs which singly are as light as air, but which together make

a momentous whole.

Governor Stoneman's Administration is signalizing its occupancy
of office by unearthing numerous frauds upon the State Treasury.——
Already many strange and wondrous things have been developed, and we
have yet hardly reached the beginning of the end.-^—It ia not to the

credit of anybody that Harbor matters were not long ago investigated.

Facts were given to the public, eighteen months ago, that ought to have

led to a searching investigation. "The JUxaminer for awhile was most
pronounced upon this subject, and did good work. It said much and in-

sinuated a very great deal more. All at once it drew in its horns and
finally became as silent as a clam. It is a pity the good work was not

then followed up. If it had been, high officials would have been im-

peached, thieving rascals would have been brought to justice, and the

State would have been the richer by many thousand of dollars, of which
it has since been robbed.—But there are rings and rings in this won-
drously constituted city of ours. Where they come in and where they go

out, it is hard for the average citizen- to tell.——The prying, indefatiga-

ble and honest editor may have an inkling of these things, but then what
is his information worth if it does not suit his superiors?^—That there

was defalcation going on in the Harbor Department was long ago plain

enough to the commonest understanding. To say nothing of private in-

formation, there was this broad and palpable fact : The amount of ship-

ping had greatly increased, whilst the income from harbor due3 was
steadily decreasing.' "This singularly suggestive fact was brought to

the knowledge of persons who ought to have dealt with it, bu> they did

nothing of the kind, but caused it to be suppressed.—^The returns of

shipping during '81 and '82 showed that there was an increase of nearly

33 per cent, over the years 79 and 'SO, and yet the income from tonnage
dues, as returned to the State Treasury during the two latter yearn, whs
much less than during the two former years. It was not necessary to go
any further to look for evidence of crookedness.——Yet the facts were ig-

nored, and even suppressed. We know whereof we speak. We were
after those things at the time; there wasno disposition to stop thieving, and
we are fully persuaded that if ever the whole truth comes out it will be found
that some high officials have been particeps criminis. -John S. Gray has

become the scapegoat, but he was not the only or the principal thief. We
could put our hands on bigger rascals than he.—A man of correct and
economical habits, he never made away with the large sum that has been
stolen. He could not have applied it to his own uses without the out-

ward signs of extravagance being patent to all beholders. The recipients

of the stolen money must be looked for in higher quarters.——The receiv-

ers have Gray in their keeping at this present moment, and if he gets

away it will be their doings, for they cannot afford to have him arrested

and so run the risk of his telling the whole truth.—This much is cer-

tain that when Gray does choose to tell the whole truth, if he ever does,

he will have a good deal to say. And now they have arrested Van
Ness, the ex-Emigration Commissioner. The charge against him is the
same as that against Bunker.—But why should the arresting stop at

that?
'

-The big fish have yet to be drawn into the net. -We say,

with some knowledge of that whereof we speak, that there is hardly a
department of State in which there is not a defaulter. -We point in no
unequivocal terms to the State Prison management. We say that if the
true inwardness of that concern is ever unmasked there will, be more
crookedness developed than has yet come to light elsewhere. It may
be, and we know it is, better covered up, but it is there all the same.
And the same thing exists all along the line. -—John Boggs, of Colusa,
who was lately appointed a prison director, is reported as saying that
"the prison has been managed fairly well;" if he said anything of the
kind, then John Boggs of Colusa is either a fool or a knave, but we do
not believe he said what is reported of him.—There is no efficient audit
of the accounts of any department of State. We have always thought
that the State Controller might at any time drop upon a department as

he did the other day upon the Harbor office. If he exercised that un-
doubted power more frequently there would be less stealing.— Control-
ler Dunn is just the man to do it. We believe him to be an excellent
officer, and make the suggestion to him gratuitously. If he would pounce
down upon every money-spending office just when the officials least ex-

pected it, aid demand an examination ( f their books, they would
never know when he was coming, they would be on their good behavior,

and would be much more likely to keep things straight. The idea is not
a new one. It is the practice in all countries where the outgoing of

money is properly looked after. It is moreover the custom of private
firms, and is in itself only discreet, right and proper.——From a pretty
close observation of things we are constrained to express a firm opinion
that there has hardly been a money-spending department of State that
has not, during the past three years, been guilty of more or less crooked-
ness.—It has undoubtedly been an exceedingly lax period in both State
and City Government.' - If the Att'y-General had five extra assistants,

and the District Attorney of this city and county had three, we are per-

suaded they could hardly overtake the rascalities that the books would
show.-^—The San Francisco School Department is still showing ways
that are dark and tricks that are vain. The ring is rampant, and Boss
Buckley is triumphant. School-marms are daily compelled to visit the
Bush-street saloon in order to make their peace. It is a sorry condition
of things.^—A chief deputy in one of the city offices who has been
opposing the employment of Buckley Iambs, was, the other night, set

upon and beaten with brass-knuckles. It was a cowardly affair, but is in
keeping with the doings of the gang. Threats of similar treatment have
been hurled against this writer, but be hurls them back with contempt.
—The bosses are quarreling over a division of the sack, and a disrup-
tion is threatened.—-Drs. Perry and Cole are said to be sure of appoint-
ment to the Board of Health.—Who the third appointee is to be is not
known. It is said that his friends want the eloquent and gentlemanly
Shorb appointed. But he does not want the place, and would be a fool

to take it. There are higher honers in store for him in these Democratic
days, if he will but " but wait a little longer," and he will not be wise if

he fritters away his popularity and loses his prestige in the small affairs

of the Board of Health. He is sure to be a target for the shafts of criti-

cism in that position.

The Esoteric Hop, byR L. Yanke, has just been published by Gray.

T
PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

be Company's steamers will sail Tor Hongkong- and
Yokohama:

CITY OF PEKING MAP.CH 29, at 2 P. M.

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and return at reduced rates.

For 'New TorIs, via Panama:
COLIMA MARCH 31, at 10 o'clock A. M.,

Taking Freight and Passengers to MAZATLAN, ACAPULCO, CHAMPERICO,
SAN JOSE DE GUATEMALA, ACAJUTLA, LA LIBERTAD and PUNTA ARENAS.
Tickets to and from Europe by any line for sale at the lowest rates ; also f r Ha-

vana and all West India ports.

For Honolulu, Auckland and Sydney:
CITY OF SYDNEY APRIL 7, at 2 p. m.,

Or immediately on arrival of the English mails.

Ten Dollars additional is charged for Upper Cabin passage.
For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and Brannan streets.

[March 24.] WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., General Agents.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP C0. f

For jHpnn aud Cblua, leave wharf, comer First and Bran-
nan streets, at 2 p.m., for YOKOHAMA AND HONGKONG, connecting at

Yokohama with Steamers for Shanghai.

1883.
From San Francisco
for Hongkong. Steamer.

SATURDAY, July 21st COPTIC
SATURDAY, September 15th . ..ARABIC
THURSDAY, September 27th OCEANIC
THURSDAY, October 11th ..... . COPTIC

From San Franxisco
for Hongkong. Steamer.

TUESOAY, April 10th ARABIC
SATURDAY, April 21st OCEANIC
THURSDAY, May 3d COPTIC
THURSDAY, June -iSth ARABIC
TUESDAY, July 10th OCEANIC

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates.
Cabiu Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.'s

General Offices, Room 74, cor. Fourth and Townsend sts.

-For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific Mail Steam-
ship Company's Wharf, or at No. 202 Market Btreet, Union Block.

T. H. <300DMAN, General Passenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD, President. March 24.

FOR PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, OREGON.

The Oregon Railway and Xavigatiou Company and Pacific
Coast Steamship Company will dispatch from Spear-street Wharf, for the

above ports, one of their new Al Iron Steamships, viz. : QUEEN OF THE PACIFIC,
COLUMBIA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA and OREGON.

Sailing; Days,
EVERY WEDNESDAY AND SATURDAY,

At 10 o'clock A. M.
Connecting at Portland, Oregon, with Steamers and Railroads and their connecting

Stage Lines for all points in Oregon, Washington and Idaho Territories, British

Columbia and Alaska.

Ticket Office 214 Montgomery Street
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents.

[Jan. 6.J
No. 10 Market street, San Francisco.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamers ol tliis Ooiui»auy will sail 1'roiii Broadway Wharf

as follows

:

For Victoria, B.C., and Puset Sound Ports: On the 10th, 20th and 30th of each
month (except when such tla\s fall on a holiday, then on the day previous). Steamer
of the 30th connects at Port Townaend with steamer "City of Chester" for Alassa.

For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the 0. ft. & N. Co.: Every4 days.

For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 5th, 10th, 15th,

20th, 25th and 30th of each month.
For Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and

Ventura: Every Wednesday at 8 a.m.

For Eureka, Areata, and Hookton, Humboldt Buy: Every Wednesday, 9 'clock.

For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc.: Every Monday.

Ticket Office, Ku. 211 Montgomery Street, near Pine.
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

Nov. 26. No. 10 Market direct.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
CALIFORNIA MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 7
Amount per Share 20 Cents
Levied '. February 27, 188S

Delinquent in Office April 16, I8S3

Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock T. May 4, 1SS3

C. P. GORDON, Secretary.

Office—Room 23, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California. March 3.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
JUSTICE MINING- COMPANY.

Assessment No. 38
Amount per Share 10 Cents
Levied February 27th, 1SS3
Delinquent in Office '. April 4th, 1883

Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock April 23d, 1SS3

R. E. KELLY, Secretary.
Office—Room 2, Hayward's Building, 419 California street, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia. March 3.

THE DE3CA.^E3XjT<OKr
IS UNQUESTIONABLY THE

VERY BEST PIANO
MADE LN AMERICA.

BUY ONE AND BE CONVINCED.
CHAS. S. EATON, Agent.... 8%7Market St., opp Kearny. S F.
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CRADLE. ALTAR. AND TOMB.
CRADLE.

[ft In 1

i mn.

.« son.

ALTAR.
BiRD-Ltoirr^RE - Muvh 81, Frank W. Itini (<• Leon
Cinft*N-ViMrR— Mai ier, both of tbis

i

Kv*s*.»N-l.A-..rN-- M.i re h 17. »

liiMB llinniiiil Msrrn 14, Charles Lmii|m.> to Willie
-, Henrj Uaymaitn i" U i raon.

BAKKS-Marv-h M, Colin IfcCtul to Man I.
I

Mill, i

VRT -llftTch l*. 1 ', :.'Tt.

n to Emma Bradford.
Srwn-Tftow March 15, Frederick W. Spencer ><> Nina K. Trow.

M irv R. R. vnotds.

h 81, llenrv T. Tu.kcr to Uaude K Tucker.
TATLoK-MARTU.L-Marv.-b 13, tdward Mutlcfe Taylor to Nellie Noble Kartell.

TOMB.
BftfUlAV— March IS, Pimnda H.teman, a native of Ireland, aped 50 years.

Joreiniari Buckley, a native of New York, aged 50 years.

Bartlbtt -Maix-h 17. ; - years and 5 moft
:

57 yeara.
March 16, Louis Johnson, ii native ol Denmark, aged 80 years.

- -March 17, James Kellogg, :i native i f New York, aged 68 years.
. k MzCloskey, a native of Ireland, aged 42 years.

-March 17, Margaret McCurdy, a native of Ireland, agoi .">ii years.

IS. Daniel Roberts, aged 05 jears.
i Francisco, March U.Mrs, Maria Angelina Stuart, relict of James

Tchant, of Sydney, Australia, and eldest daughter of Capt lid

James Crowtber (9th Regiment ot Foot, B. A.), of Upper Clapton, London,
England, aged B8 years. [Her sister. Sophia Charlotte Williams, of Belgowrie,

1 other relatives, can obtain full particulars of her demise by ad-
ring her only surviving son, Hector A, Stuart, or her daughters, Maria A.

and Fannie A. Smart,, care News Lettbr, San Francisco, California.]
BoiiLlVAM— March is, Michael Sullivan, a native of Ireland, aged 55 years.

iry -1- Turner, a native of Ohio, aged 51 j'ears and 9 months.
WOLLMAX - March 17. Bern hard Wollman, a native of Prussia, aged in years.
Walsh— Mar^h 17, Mrs. Mary Walsh, aged 7(1 years.

HOMES.
How many there are among us, who, in the true meaning of the word,

have no homes. A man living at one of our hotels talks of going home.
He has no home to go to, for the whirl and bustle of hotel life, with the
ever varying crowd of visitors, is as far removed from being a home as a
street car is from being a private conveyance. Our large or small board*
ing houses are much the same, with the exception that mure scandal, and
possibly less privacy, is found at the one than the other. The boarding
house certainly is fur ahead upon the scandal question. The man or wo-
man who lives in one of these hotbeds of bad hash and worse manners,
cannot say that he or she has a home. Then, again, the lonely bachelor
who turns out of his solitary bed to seek his breakfast at some restaurant,
works throughout the day and comes home tired to bed. He feels possi-

bly nearer having a home than either the hotel or boarding house liver,

for he can at least have quiet and privacy, and the inestimable privilege
of choosing his own companions. But the question is, why do not men
who are possessed of ample means, or even those of moderate means, go
to work and build up a home. There are thousands of houses to be bought
or leased, there are thousands of lots to be sold cheaply, both here and
across the bay, and there are thousands of good, modest, pretty, accom-
plished and amiable girls only waiting fur an opportunity to make a home
happy. If the bachelor earning a fair salary would only put .away each
month one-half of the amount he spends upon the expensive pleasures in

which most of our young men indulge, and which, though pleasant for the

time, often bring with them a good deal of pain and remorse, he could,

in a short time, have a home in the true sense of the word. Half the dis-

sipation which makes men come to business shaky and hollow-eyed, is

brought on by having no home or home ties to form a counter attraction

to cards, wine and fast women.

AT IT AGAIN.
The Board of Education is still engaging itself in ways that are

dark and tricks that are vain. The ring that has been formed is bent on
evil courses. It obeys the behests of the boss, and makes and unmakes
places just as he dictates. On Tuesday evening it put Miss Fowler out
of the Mission Grammar School, and into a new office called " Inspector
of Primary Schools," the duties of which ought to be performed by either

the Superintendent or Deputy Superintendent of Schools. It is under-
stood that the real purpose is to finally rule Miss Fowler out of the School
Department, and to so make a place for a pet of a certain Director. A
prominent citizen writes us, eulogizing our opposition to boss interference in

the public schools, but expressing his doubts as to whether any lady
teacher could so far lower herself as to visit the Bush-street saloon. We
can assure him that our statements are by no means exaggerated. No
later than Wednesday last we saw a well-known lady teacher come out of

that den of iniquity. What occurred therein we do not know, but that it

was distressing may be imagined from the fact that the lady was in tears.

We can imagine nothing more degrading and humiliating in municipal
government than that the lady teachers should, in order to secure a favor-

able hearing, have to visit such a den.

Engraving's of Landscapes, Buildings, Machinery, Portraits, etc., by the new
Photo-£ngraviiig Process, '25 per cent, cheaper than wood. Office fiOD Merchant street.

AUSTRALIA.
We are in receipt .f .

:il toth«22d,
and fr. ; iml to the 27th iilt,

l dace at
Sydney. Two

, , ne and [da Nil)
\ at the ladies' bathing place. The

j

Its by a wave, and the older one

two-ton boat sailed by Bernard Godfrey, from San Fran
Fi ly, but durin

quite exhau
| ,,„..

Tin '<

.
' lie deciding match is en

In answer to a deputation, the Commissioner of Public Worka stated
the tramways were n n two and a h

A Ian 'i to the yacht Ba d
i during in

the bay. A sea struck her and washed two gentlemen overboard. Their
h ii not been recovered.

Prom the 1st of January to the 6th of February 16 inohea of rain'had
ally in the Summer months thece is no rain at all.

The necessary preparations for raising the Austral were nearly com-
pleted, and it was expected that she would be floated this month.
The Garonne's cargo of frozen meat had been sold at remunerative

in London.
COMA.—The guard and station master implicated in the Hawthorne

Railway disaster have been committed for trial on the charge of man-
slaughter.
Heavy protective duties are bringing on the usual results. The Custom

House officers on board the mail steamers have secured considerable quan-
tities of lace, silver-plate, cigars, etc., since the New Year.
A new Ministry has been formed, with Mr. Graham Berry at the head.

It is composed of cullings from all parties, and its existence is precarious.
Coalition ministries have the knack of soon getting up a row amongst
themselves.

The ship Berengana, 1,310 tons, from London to Melbourne, went
ashore at the Barnon Heads. After lightering 300 tons of cargo she was
floated, and is expected not to have sustained much damage.
A great fire had almost destroyed the town of Bonrke, on the River

Diirliug, banks, town hall and all the stores being destroyed.
New Zealand.—Tee Booh, the bader of the Poverty Bay massacre

during the late war, had met Mr. Bryce, the native minister, and has
submitted and promised to live in peace. A general amnesty has been
declared. It is believed that this removes the last obstacle to the opening
up of the King Country.
The statistics of the colony for the year 1881 had just been published.

On the 31st of December, 1881, the estimated population exclusive of the
Maorio, whose numbers were estimated at 44,000, was 500,910, the in-
crease for the year being 14,857.

A physician, who lived on Arch street, visited a lady who lived in
Germantown. After continuing his visits for some time, the lady ex-
pressed an apprehension that it might be inconvenient for him to come
so far on her account. " O, Madam," replied the doctor, "I have
another patient in this neighborhood, and by that means, you know,
I kill two birds with one stone."

—

Philadelphia Transcript.

The Plymouth Congregational Church, of which the Reverend T.
K. Noble is Pastor, will hold interesting Easter services on Sunday morn-
ing and evening next. A musical programme of exceptional interest has
been issued. ___

A. BUSWELL & CO^
525 HAT STREET,

BOOK BINDERS,
SAN FBANCISCO. CAL.

ROCK'S NURSERIES-TREES.

FOR SALE.-A Large Assortment of Thrifty. Well-Grown Fruit,

Shade and Ornamental Trees.

NEW AND RARE EVERGREENS,
PALMS, BAMBOOS, SHRUBS, ROSES, etc. SMALL FRUITS, including a Large

Variety of GRAPEVINES for Table, for Wine and for Raisins.

STRAWBERRIES,
OF NEWEST AND BEST VARIETIES FOR MARKET AND FOR PROFIT.

Descriptive Catalogues will be Sent as follows:

No. 1.—Fruits, Grapevines, Berries, etc.. 3 cents

No. 2.—Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, etc 3 cents

[March 17.] JOHN ROCK, > an Jose, Cnl.

NAHL COLLECTION OF OLD MASTERS.

On Exhibition Every Saturday from 9 Till 5,

At 506 Battery street opposite Postoffice.

ADMISSION, 25 CENTS. March 17.

Parties living; at a distance can have engravings made by sending photograph,
or skeu.li on paper, designating size require!]. Estimates furnished on application.

S. F. PUOTO-EXG. CO., 1)03 Merchant street.
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REFRACTORY ORES SUBJECTED AT LAST.
The whole mining world knows to its coat what untold millions lie

locked up in refractory ores that will not yield to any of the hitherto

known processes of extraction. Once hit upon some cheap and effective

method of taking the gold and silver out of refractory ores, and forthwith

the bullion product of t'.e world will he at least doubled. In all the min-
ing regions that exist on the earth's surface the refractory ores predomi-
nate. The free kinds that are easily milled have been well ni^h worked
nut. and in many places only the stubborn sorts remain. In them there

are hundreds of millions. This is true of the mines of Australia, the Pa-
cific Coast of the United States, of Chili, Pern, and of every known min-
ing region. All over our ^old and silver bearing states and territories

there are mines containing boundless quantities of ores, which, upon es-

say, show lari,re return-*, but which cannot be successfully worked, because

it has heretofore been found impossible to extract the precious metals from
a large class of these ores, which, in technical language, are known as

"retractory." To the non scientific mind' it will be interesting to learn

in this connection what the term " refractory " means. The explanation

is simple. Quicksilver, because of its capacity to attract gold and silver,

is the means'emp) '•fd for the extraction of these metals, but it unfortu-

nately h ppens that when antimouy, arsenic, mundic, titanic sand and
various other substances are present in the ore, they speedily sicken or

deaden the quicksilver, and destroy its power of attraction over the no-

bler metals. Fnun this fact the ores containing those substances have
come to be known as " refractory," and, being classed in that category,

thev are valueless for the purposes of profit and commerce, though intrin-

sically they are known to hold immense proportions of wealth, which,
however, science has heretofore failed to supply an effective means of ex-

tracting from them. If this deficiency cau be made good— if refractorv

ores can be completely subjected to cheap manipulation, then beyond a
question one of the most important problems of the times, in which there

are hundreds of millions, has ben solved. As skeptical as we are inclined

to be in regard to new discoveries, we are hound to confess that the evi-

dence seems conclusive that this precise thing has been accomplished at

last, and in a manner th it is as cheap and expeditious as it is efficacious.

If this he true mining is about to undergo a revolution, and this coast is

about to experience a r newal of raining activity hardly surpassed by the

halcyon days that were supposed to have passed away and left no succes-

sors bi-hind.

Now for the facts. There has been patented in England, the United
State?, Germany, Australia, India, Chili, Peru, and in all the mining
countries, a machine that is said to be completely successful in accom-
plishing the important purposes we have indicated, and a powerful Com-
pany has been formal in London to introduce the discovery to the various

mines throughout the world. We have before us a copy of the London
Mining Journal, of the 3d of February last, which contains a four-column
report of the proceedings which had just taken place at a meeting of the

Company. Tlit Chairman of the Company thus described tbe machine,

which is known as Bankers Electro-Amalgamator:

As far as I understand the matter, it is simply this. Let it be given a3

an admitted fact thai mercury, when fresh and clean, readily absorhsgold

and silver when they come in contact with it. It must also be allowed
that the presence of antimony, arsenic, mundic, titanic sand and various

other substances, sicken or coat over the mercury, and so prevent gold

and silver from adhering to or amalgamating with it ; and as there a^e

vast quantities of ores with gold and silver all over the world, that con-

tain some one or mmv of tliese minerals which are destructive to the mer-
cury, it is obvious that any system that can be invented which will keep
the mercury clean and bright, and always ready to take in the gold and
silver, must be of immense v;due. That Barker's Electro-Amalgamator
carries out this requirement is conclusively proved, both in theory and
practice. Nuw. iu the case of this invention, the negative pole is applied

to the mercury, and "S mercury 13 a very good conductor of electricity, it

in fact becomes our negative p<>Ie or cathode; the positive poles are strips

or wires of copper, or some g ind conductor, which are laid over, hut not

touching the mercury. Just as the electric light is formed by making a

break in the circuit and introducing carbon points, so our circuit is

broken ami joined, so to speak, by the agency of water, the water be-

comes chemically changed, and of course, if chemical matters are intro-

duced into this water, various other changes and modifications will take

place.

The first thing that strikes our notice on the application of the electric-

ity is the immediate disappearance of any scum on the top of the mer-
cury, it becomes as bright as it possibly can be. As the various sub-

stances that usually sicken it come under the influence of the electricity

they are immediately rejected, and the surface is kept constantly bright

and in the fittest state for absorbing gold. This is conclusively proved by
artificially sickening tbe mercury; directly the electricity is applied the

matter that sickened the mercury is ejected, and the tiny globules into

which it has been beaten run together, presenting a bright and uniform
surface. Mow, gentlemen, I think it logically follows if the electricity

will purify the mercury when sick, it will, a fortiori, prevent it getting

sick when pure. The invention in this respect is of enormous value, h it

I contend that the keeping the mercury clean is not the only point gained,
and I think it will be admitted that the electricity induces the contact

between tbe gold and silver ami the mercury; in this way certain minerals

are driven by diamagnetic action from tbe positive to the uegative pole,

and among them gold and silver; now, as the crushed ore passes over the
mercury, it is conveyed by means of the water, between the negative and
positive poles, and each gold particle becomes an electrode, with the obvi-

ous effect that it is impelled from the positive to the negative pole; in

our case the negative pole is clean mercury, which readily absorbs the
gold and silver particles, so we have not only tbe natural gravitation of

the gold but the diamagnetic force, which. I think, possibly precipitates

the gold in the mercury, leaving it clean at the top. Why, it may be
asked, are not other metals like iron and copper equally by the same in-

fluence driven to the mercury ; so I say they are, but as mercury has no
affinity for these metals they are kept moving over the mercury, getting
as far as possible from their enemy, the positive pole, until they are
thankfully washed away by the water.

In the case of sulphurets the action is different. They become decom-
posed, and thus liberate the gold, and instead of depositing themselves on
the negative pole and sickening it, they judiciously avoid it and go to the

positive pole, attracted by the copper, and get formed into sulphate of
copper. It is more than satisfactory to find these theories are practically
proved true, for if you refer to paues 10 and 11 of the pamphlet, just
issued, you will see that, out of some sand given to us from one of the
Indian mines, assaying 2 ozs. 13 dwts. t > the ton, by the Electro- Anialga
mator process we have taken 2 ozs. 11 dwts., so that all except 2 dwts.
was recovered. Now the analysis of this sand shows nearly 61 per cent,
of titanic acid and iron, so there can be no wonder that with the ordinary
process the gold could not be extracted. I understand there are thousands
of tons of this sand, and the result we have shown with our treatment is

worth £50,000 a year to the owners of this property. This is not an iso-

lated instance, but from the inf -rmation I can gather, it forms an exam-
ple of the rule, and by no means an exception; indeed, I can assure you I
am bewildered at the possible value to the world at large of this invention.
The statements of the Chairman were fully borne out by men of the

very highest scientific reputation, among whom were Henry Tapp, min-
ing engineer, William Ruttun May, electrician, and Fred Claudet, as-

sayer to the Bank of England. Mr. Tapp conducted numerous experi-
ments in the presence of experts, and among other thinss says: " I have

|

recently made a series of experiments with the machine to test its power
of cleansing mercury which had been previously sickened with arsenical
iron and copper pyrites, antimony and arsenic. The plan I adopted was I

this: I crushed a quantity of quartz containing free gold, and then added
|

1 oz. antimony, 1 oz. arsenic, 1 oz. Dyrites, with 1 oz. olive oil. This mix-
ture I passed through the machine charged with clean mercury, without
connecting the electric current. The result was that in less than five min-

!

utes the surface of the mercury became black and filthy, in fact, so thor-
oughly sickened as to allow nearly all the free gold to escape in the tail-

ings. The electric current was then applied and the same mixture again I

passed through the machine with most remarkable results, the electrified
|

mercury instantly assuming a most lively appearance, repelling all im-
purities from its surface and becoming perfectly bright and clean, and at

]

the same time appearing to have increased its affinity for gold."

This is only one out of many equally favorable results reported by ex-
J

perts of ability and character, and no doubt would seem to remain but I

tha Barker's simple application of electricity to quicksilver is the long-

1

sought-for secret that is to render the refractory ores of the world easily I

amenable to manipulation. If all this be true, as we verily believe it is,
|

our mining men are face to face with a discovery that is to them of the]
very greatest importance.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,

Sawing, Planing: and ML" nufactuxing—Doors, Siahes, Blinds and
Mouldings—Turning:, Scroll and Jig Sawing—Counters,

Bar and itore Fixtures.
Finishing Work for Buildings on Hand and Made to Order.

317 to -25 Spear 81 -, ami 21ft to 226 Stewart St., S. F.
The largest and oldest established mill on the Pacific Coast.

D. A. Maodjsald, IVes't R. S. Falcoskji, Sec'y. W. N. Miller, Supt

[March 25.]

H. B . Williams A. OhesebrongL W. H. Dimond.

WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO.,

SHIPPI G AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
UNION BUILDING,

JUNCTION MARKET AND PINE STREETS.

Aden's for Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific Steam Navigation Company,.]
The Cunard Royal Mail Steamship Comj any, "The California Line of Clippers,''

from New Vi.rk and Boston, and " The Hawaiian Line,"
San Francisco, January 31, 1880. Jan. 31. J

C. AD0LPHE LOW & CO.
Commission Merchants,

SAN FRANCISCO and NEW YORK.
&3f Audita of American Su^ar Refinery, corner of Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. J*n. 17.

!

TA3ER, MARKER & CO.,

IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE GROCERS,
108 nml 110 California St., S. F.

[April ly.j

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY
No- 310 Sansome Street,

San Francisco,

W SO ZE S ALE DEALERS IN JFUJI8.
[September 21.1

MARBLE WORKS.
MANTELS and ORATES, MONVMENTS and HEADSTONES,

In Marble and Scotch Granite,

827 Hnrket street bet. Fourth ami Fifth.
gg- Seno^ for Designs and Prices. _ , W. H. McfOKMICK,

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Gold Medal, Paris, 1S78.

Sold by all Stationers. Sole Agent for tbe 1 i_*ie<" states:
MR HENRY HUE, 91 John street, N. T. Jan. 5.

2EITSKA INSTITUTE,
NO. 922 POST STREET.

Day ami Boarding School for Young Ladles and Children.
KINDERGARTEN Term commenced January 4th, 1883.

[Jan 13.] MADAME B. ZE1TSKA, A. M., Principal.

A. WALDSTEIN,
Llllio^rnplK'r nml Zincogmplier, Mo. 320 Santiome streel,

Boom 43, Second Floor. Auij. 19.
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NOTABILIA.
THE PEDDLERS SONG.

l*»n *• wfctlc • drlT«n woaw ;

CYprm Mm* tv
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I
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:

Muks for l»"-. Ktkl ( -r noma ;

Perfume fur » Ud Buy,

The Stylocrapuic Pen i- oat ol Ih a tivili
"

I tip, dip, .lip." in«t< » I ,.f

I* of M r. Livennore,
who h.\ tioii of |*n, penhoMer an<l cjww and ink,
all in one, ban-U":u- i and r--.fi \ f-<r use. Tin- invent'

ntfl int. it, and now whal n m lim bat for
H'l letter writer to tin. I it -mi hi* .le?.k. Ink. tiller and rl.vtn-

er, .-*ll go with it. Ami to crown all, tin- price bu been reduced I

Send that amount Uj nt, Mr. Louis V. Dnnlap, 290 W
d l the return mail will bring you this ma

ntributor, Botton, AfaM.

Mysterious footprints, twelve inches long end sight inches wile, have
•mite Valley, ami the event ia causing great

men! in scientific circles. It the learned men will only bear in mind
that a party <<f Chicago cirls were up there a few weel will an-

na the pbenomen i. Meanwhile, it should b« I

mind that the Arlington Range, Bold by De La Mtontanya, Jacksbn St.,

is the most perfect cooking apparatus yet invented.

"No, air," said the practical man, "no bric-a-brao on the mantel for

me. It's a nuisance. V7here*e a man to put his feet ? "—Salt\ more Stews*

A San Francisco editor recently reached his forty-first birthday, and
celebrated the event by imbibing large quantities at whisky. When he

I
ti> return borne in the evening, he was in a tangled condition, and

his wife, who beheld him while he was yet afar off, laid fur him behind
the door, and gave him a surprise party with a broom instead of present-
ing him with the beautiful new Hat she had purchased at White's, 014
Commercial street.

A man, who had climbed Mount Blanc several times in safety, in try-
ing tn climb up the back of a chair, the other day, fell and received fatal
injuries. Before dying he asked t lie parson to write to his pom- old grand-
mother, and tell her that the Imperishable Paint, sold by J. It. Kelly &
Co., Market street, comes already mixed, covers three times the space
that ordinary paint does, and is impervious to sun or rain.

A man who had seven buckshot taken from his bead, remarked that
quite a load was taken off his mind.

A Brooklyn Congregation has offered a preacher §10,000 a year, and
promised to send him to Bradley & Rulofson, corner of Geary and Dnpont
streets, S. F., to have Ids picture taken every year. The paid preacher
piously rolls up the whites of his eyes, and designateB this " a call from
the Lord." He may be right, but most people will designate it a tarna-
tion soft job.

Ten years ago the name of Lydia E. Pinkham was scureely-known
outside of her native State. To-day it is a household word all over the
Continent, and many who read the secular and religions journals have be-

come familiar with the face that shines on them with a modest confi-

dence, in which we read the truth, that: "Nothing ill can dwell in such a
temple."

A very beautiful young lady, of Syskiyou County, caught a 200-pound
deer the other day, and held it by the horns until her brother walked to

the nearest house (one mile off), borrowed a gun, and came back and shot
the animal. When that girl comes to this city, she will eat lunch at

Swain's, 213 Sutter street, every day. She is level headed and kuows her
way about.

A resident of Woodbury, Tennessee, but thirty years of age, has just

married for the fourth time.— Baltimore Kews.

"Did you ever see the sun set on the ocean?" asked a belle of a swell.
" Ah, yes," he replied, " it looked just like—" " O, I know what you're
going to say," she interrupted, anticipating a compliment. " Is that so ?"

he drawled. " Well, I was going to say that P. J. Cassin & Co., corner
of Washington and Battery streets, sell pure and unadulterated liquors."

Gentlemen who desire to present a genteel, stylish appearance, should
go to Messrs. J. M. Litchfield & Co., Merchant Tailors, 415 Montgomery
street, and get a new suit of Clothes. Messrs. Litchfield & < !o. have a
large stock of the best materials, all the latest styles, and employ expert
cutters.

In bye-gone days the wise virgins trimmed their lamps. Nowadays,
however, wise virgins let the Chinaman trim the lamps, while they go off

with their beaux to Moraghan's, California Market, and enjoy some deli-

cious Oysters.

Vanderbilt has bunions. A man as rich as he is can have anything.—Toronto News.

J. W. Carmany, 25 Kearuy street, has on hand a large stock of Un-
derwear and Gent's Furnishing Goods, and can please the most fastidious

taste.

Hope gives taffy to all mankind, but Brooks' Spool Cotton gives satis-

faction to all womankind. It has stood the test of years.

25jr*Diamond Dyes are so perfect and so beautiful that it is a pleasure

to use them. Equally good for dark or light colors. 10 cents.

Alabama peach blossoms are a " little previous."

J. F. Cutter's Old Bourbon. —This celebrated Whisky is for sale by
all first-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

To strengthen and build up the system, a trial will convince you that

Brown's Iron Bitters is the best medicine made.

Fine Watch Repairing: at J. W. Tuekcr & Co's., comer of Kearny and Geary
streets.

11/ l/./: yon OFFERING till CHOICEST
DESIGNS l\

GAS FIXTUnzns
EVER OFFERED ON THIS COAST.

CALL AND SEE THEM.

THOMAS DAY & CO.,

IS3VS A.IND lv» L KIUTTEH HTUEKT.
THE GUTTA PERCHA AND RUBBER MANFG. CO.,

Manufacturers I Da Jen in

RUBBER COODS,
(Man for the FALL TRADE tft« FINEST LINK of RUBBER CL 'THING over

in this market, both Heavy, Medium and i-< tor; also are

SOLE 4QEMTS "X THE PACIFIC COAST FOB THE BOSTON ttUBBEE
SHOE CO'S SUPERIOR HI BBEB BOOTS AM' SHOES.

Pure 6ntn ami Dull Finish Boots, Hip and Short; Im. Bantlals, Arctics,

Gaiters, Footholds, etc.

JOHN W. TAYLOR, Manager,
Cor. TlrNt ami Market slreetN,

is,.,, i. >:
| San Francisco.

M. A. GUNST & CO.,
203 Kearny street San Francisco.

IMPORTERS AKD DEALERS IX
HAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS;

ALSO SOLE AGENTS FOR
KINNEY BROS' TOO-TOO AND CABINET CIGARETTES,
53?" Inform the Public that then receive large invoices of Choice

Havana Itrands three times a month. Feb. "24.

C. W. M. SMITH, /C;„--n
The Leading and Oldest Patent Solioitor, /rSBjWM

Established in 1S6Z, (lA^NIul
Removed to 221 Nausouic Street. \Ss§/
g^T MR. C. W. M. SMITH is the patent attorney for Mariuoit's Akroplane Com-

pany for Navigating theAir. Oet. 22.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

D.UGGISTS AND CHEMISTS.
Agents for RICORD'S RESTORATIVE PILLS,

635 Market Street Man Frmicioco, €al.
PALACE HOTEL. Juno 24.

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,

OCULIST.

1formerly at No. 313 Bu-h street, has removed to Phelan's
' Building, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 M. to 3 p.m.

Take the Elevator May 27.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 215 GEARY ST.

Feb. 5.]

RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.
OFFICE HOURS: 1 to 4 P.M.

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.
Attendance, daily, from lO a.m. to 1 p.m., by the nutler-

Bigued.to receive auhsiTiittiunw and donations, and to furnish all information
relating to the Soeiety. J- P. MeOl'URlE, Secretary,

Oct. 23. Room 4, No. 531 California -it

COKE CHEAPEST FUEL^
Redaction iu Price: Wholesale Price, 50 cents per hnrrel

;

Retail Price, (50 cents per barrel, at the works of the SAN PRANCISl OG US-

LIGHT COMPANY, Howard and First streets, and foot of Second at. Jan. 12.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

360 FOURTH STREET, SAX FRA3TC1SCO.
[July If..]

AND RUSSIANTURKISH
SI en iii Baths; Electric and Chemical Br.ihs; Sulphur mid

otlu-r medicated vapor baths, with Swedish movements and massage Special
apartments for ladies and families. OR. JL'SllN GATES,
July 1. 722 Montgomery street, near Washington.

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,

STUCK BROKERS,
No. 314 Pine Street San Francisco.

[May 20.]

NOTICE.
A. COBB continues the Real Estate Business, both pri-
vate ami faction,at 321 Montgomery strut; t, under the firm olH
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THE INSPECTING TEACHER.
[The Board of School Directors have created a new office, namely

that of Inspecting Teacher. The incumbent's duties are to visit the vari-

ous schools and give advice and counsel to the teachers, reporting to the

Board the condition of each class, the proficiency of the teacher, etc.]

You may talk about being a Sultan,
With harems and riches galore,

But just give us this daisy position

And we'll promise to ask nothing more.

Just think of it ! Teacher of teachers
This mighty Inspector will be,

At whose frown all the school-marms will tremble,

At whose smile they will giggle with glee.

At whose hint to the Board of Directors
{By whatever queer motive inspired)

An incompetent teacher'll gain favor
Or a competent one can be "fired."

The present incumbent's a lady,

And a good time she'll have, we presume,
As she placidly praises her cronies

And delivers her rivals to doom.

Won't the tilt of her nose be delicious,

As she struts through the schools at her ease,

With the Principals meekly kow-towing
And the plain teachers down on their knees?

But that's naught to what surely will happen
When the reigning Inspector's a man

;

Just ponder a moment, dear reader,

And catch the idea if you can.

Then each teacher will have to be pretty
Who hopes her position to keep,

For the gauge of her skill will be beauty,
And her knowledge need be but skin deep.

Though, of course, it will properly follow

That she mustn't be prudish withal,

When Mr. Inspector requires

A kiss as douceur for his call.

0, yes, 'tis a scheme quite enchanting.

This inspection of teachers. By Gum !

How we wish we could get the position !

It's there—and we want it—Yum ! Yum !

San Francisco, March 22, 1883.

RESTAURANT KITCHENS.
As very many of the male, and not a few of the female, inhabitants

of San Francisco are in the habit of taking at least one meal a day at a
restaurant, the matter of the cleauliness of the kitchen in which their

food is cooked cannot fail to be a matter of interest. It has been the

writer's privilege, or whatever it may be called, to have a peep into a
good many of the kitchens of our city restaurants. In most cases he has
found that anything but cleanliness prevails. Many of the so-called cooks
are slovenly, unwashed creatures, the very sight of whom is sufficient to

turn the stomach of an Indian. The meat, etc., is handled by these

creatures with a familiarity which, if seen by the consumer, would save
him the outlay of any money for his dinner, for that day at least. The
pots and pans are used with charming impartiality, first for one thing and
then for another, without any attempt at cleaning. The visitor to many
of our restaurants may have noticed that his meat tasted of fish, and that

there was an unmistakable flavor of onion about his mutton chop. There
may be some whose palates are not capable of distinguishing between
fish and meat, but, on the other hand, there are many who object to,

while they do not know the cause of, this horrible blending of tastes.

Most of these kitchens are illy-ventilated, badly drained holes, one peep
into which would make a refined person prefer " a dinner of herbs at

home to a stalled ox cooked in such pestilent places." There are, of

course, many e.xceptions, but as a rule far too little regard is paid to that

most important of all considerations, especially where food is concerned,

cleanliness in the kitchen. Many a man has been heard to observe: " I
don't know how it is, but my food never tastes the same at a restaurant

as it does at home." Can he wonder at it when dirt, sewer gas and the

steam from a thousand other dishes combine to rob, his food of its fresh-

ness and flavor?

A HANDSOME SHOWING.
The Mutual Life Insurance Company of New York. F. S. Win-

ston President.—The statement of this great Life Insurance Company
for the year 1SS2, as published on the front cover of this issue, gives the
u ual gratifyingevidence of careful, economi sal management of its vast busi-
nts onthepartof President Winston and the Trustees. The success of 40
years' work in legitimate life insurance, as it has been carried on by this

great leading Insurance Company of the world, is massed in the immense
figures of their statement. Beginning in 1843 without capital, as a purely
Mutual Company, its cash accumulations on the 1st of January, 1883,
were $97,961,317; Surplus (New York standard), over §12,000,000;
106,214 Policies in force carry in 8329,554,174 insurance; Paid Policy-
holders in 18S2, S12,24S,835.24, and since organization, S18S,211,788.58!
These immense figures show careful management of business and great

financial strength.
The system of this company's business is cash—the best for insured

—

and it issues only legitimate Life and Endowment Policies; no Tontine.
This company offers safe Life Insurance at lowest cost for cash.
A. B. Forbes, 214 Sansome street, is the General Agent of the Mutual

Life for the Pacific Cuast.

Invalid wives aud mothers quickly restored to health by using Brown's
Iron Bitters. A true tonic.

THE WANDESFOR3E

.A.:R,T SALE!
At half- past seven in the Evening, on

THURSDAY Next, March 29th, we will

sell, by Auction, at the Galleries of the San

Francisco Art Association, 430 PINE ST.,

a Collection of Paintings and Sketches,

the work of J. B. Wandesforde, comprising

European, Tropical and California Scenery.

The Pictures are now on view day and

evening, at the Caller", where Catalogues

may be had, or of SNOW & CO., No. 12

Post strs&t
EASTON & ELDRIDGE,

Auctioneers.

CROOKED.
The circumstances surrounding the recent habeas corpus proceedings

in the case of Lou Houck, now en route to Ohio to answer a charge of mur-

der, are peculiarly and apprehensively suggestive, and no well inforiued per-

son can examine them without inquiring if the Superior Court of this city

and the Supreme Court of this State are within the reach and control of

the criminal elements of society. This man, Houck, is a gambler by pro-

fession, and a fugitive from justice. For a long time past detectives have

been on his trail, and finally he was run to earth at Los Angeles. No
sooner had he been arrested than a Justice of the Supreme Court issued

in his behalf a writ of habeas corpus, returnable before Judge Lawlor, of

the Superior Court of San Francisco. The issuance of thiswnt was not

merely proper, but was almost obligatory on the Justice. His making it

returnable in this city, however, is a piece of such crooked crookedness

that no amount of explanation can straighten it out. There are two Su-

perior Judges in Los Angeles county, and each county between here and

there has one or more of those useful governmental auxiliaries.
_
Why,

therefore, was the public treasury put to the expense of bringing the

prisoner, the Sheriff of Los Angeles county and necessary attendants sev-

eral hundred miles out of their way ?

Nor was there any less crookedness in the proceedings which were had

in this city. The prisoner was held under a warrant issued by the Gov-

ernor of this State, upon a requisition from the Governor of Ohio, and

under the writ of habeas corpus the only thing that could be inquired

into was whether the prisoner was held in a legal manner. In other

words, whether the Governor had executed the power entrusted him

by law in a proper form—if each i and t in the warrant were properly

dotted and crossed. It was a question which could have been settled in

an hour's time. Yet the Judge who had it pending before him, at the

solicitation of Houck's counsel, kept the matter open for about two weeks
;

and when the question was finally tried it was found that after all the

delay and humbug the prisoner's counsel did not have even a pretense on

which to impeach the legality of the warrant. And no sooner was that

writ of habeas corpus dismissed than another was issued by another de-

partment of our Superior Court, which delayed the prisoners remova

for another two days. Exactly what the object of the issuance of these

two writs was we do not know. It is quite certain, however, that

there was no hope or expectation of releasing the prisoner in this way.
Some underhand, mysterious scheme was being worked, and the Su-
perior Court and the Supreme Court apparently lent themselves to its

execution.

The most perfect thing in the shape of catalogues that we have ever
seen is that which has just been issued by Herrmann, the Hatter, 336
Kearny street. Hitherto the catalogues issued by Herrmann have had a
literary and artistic value, but this publication far excels its predecessors

in that respect. It contains the March composed by Madame Kive'-King
for the approaching Triennial Conclave of the Knights Templar in this

city—a production which occupies six pages; also an admirable picture of

Mrs. Langtry, and a great deal of valuable and interesting reading mat-
ter. The published price is 25 cents, and it can be obtained at C. Herr-
mann & Co.'s, 336 Kearny street.

Without doubt the most delicious and appetizing dish that can be
put on a breakfast table is a slice from one of the Sugar-cured Hams put
up by Frs. Whittaker & Sons, of St. Louis. The Whittaker Hams have
for years past had a national reputation, and one which is the result of

their own excellent qualities. Their tenderness, lusciousness and delicate

flavor render them far superior to any other brand in the market, and
make them a prime favorite with all knowing housekeepers. They can
be had of all grocers and provision deal'ers, and Messrs. Breeze &
Loughran are agents for this Coast.
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W«dn«-- ;,»| City, four mil.-s dintant,
purpose of attf-ndinc the I 'i'mus Fair. This pboa is dubbed ft city.

It i« ttii« only in name, a» it ixmtains but a «core of bOUMS, hotel,
re and church It is. however, a thorn in the fide of

San Ditso, and there i* no little *harp rivalry «rl*tli»fl between the two,
..< rn Railroad running no this tatter place, and from it

great result* are anticipated. The Citron* Fair, at National City, m
ip by those interested, and certainly reflected great credit, ihow

in.- the capabilities of the soil for producing oranges. leniODS, grapes ami
The display of all thaea MVanl products of the earth wan of the

first quality, and the raisins on exhibition were good enough to sell read-
ily at $5 fc*

box. The accommodations at this place were very meagre for

-itor* that were invited to be present, and reflected no credit upon
the managers thereof. We saw here some mammoth oaoliflowei
bagea), aa well as other vegetables. The onions were especially very
highly perfumed. Strawberries were there, but in miniature quantities.
The ^rain crops hereabout are, as elsewhere, suffering for the want of
rain. Returning to the San Diego hotel, we met here our old friend I \ov.

Downey, fn«m San Diego, and scores of Eastern tourists, who crowd all

the hotels in Southern California in pursuit of health, and compelling the
majority of the press gang to seek lodgings outside. The citizens of San
Diego were certainly very hospitable, and the writer desires publicly to
thank Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Richardson, of this place, for throwing open
their cottage to our exclusive use, giving us the key thereof, and bidding
us welcome. We were strangers and they took us in and treated us in a
very cordial manner that was quite unexpected to us. At this place we
were only distant some ten miles or less from the Mexican boundary line,

and, the weather being tine, some of our party that were successful in

hiring teams took a pleasant ride thereto. The leading hotel at San Diego
ie well kept and furnished our party with sumptuous meals. But the
town itself is dead and lifeless.

On Thursday at an early hour the party departed by rail from San
Diego for Riverside ; this is a stirring colony town. Beautiful situation,
running water everywhere ; orange groves abound here. The rides
graded and beautiful. Magnolia avenue is seven miles long, a beautiful
drive and lined on each side with evergreen trees. " The Greenwood " at
this place is well situated, and a well kept hotel, but like others, tilled

with Eastern people from Chicago and elsewhere iu pursuit of health.
The Citrous Fair at Riverside was a magnificent exhibit of citrous fruits,

and in magnificent proportions. The exhibition hall could not have been
less than 135 feet in length and 85 in breadth, with four tables running
tr*e whole length, loaded down with .Oranges, Lemons, Limes, Figs,
Raisins, etc. This was indeed a gorgeous display, but we have not time
or desire in reference thereto. The Kaisins exhibited were raised by A.
P. Combs, and they were superior to any ever before seen by us. Those
on exhibition sold at $10 per box, $5 for quarter boxes. There were two
oranges on exhibition that measured 15J inches in circumference. Mr. E.
Caldwell told the writer that from 700 orange trees he realized $3,500.
Mr. A. P. Combs said that from three-fourths of an acre of land he grew
from two years setting, in 1882, Grapes which produced 134 boxes of

R?isins, which netted him $2 per box, or S268. The writer rode through
fourteen miles of the town, and which for the most part were covered with
oranges, lemons, etc. Lime trees were most all killed by the frost. Apri-
cots, Peach and other fruit trees were in bloom, and promised a bountiful
crop. Riverside is a wide awake, stirring, lively business town, and is

tilling up rapidly with a desirable class of inhabitants. The people here
are very hospitable. I never saw anything like it. For instance, the
writer and lady in his charge, his niece, like others of the press party, bad
no place to lodge in, and the writer passing through the main street

accosted a gentleman standing in the doorway of his business place, and
asked him if he could direct hira to a lodging house. After a moment's
hesitation, the gentleman said, "Yes, I have a little cottage, and a nice
little wife uptown, in the center of an orange grove, and we will house
you with pleasure." Though an entire stranger to us he voluntarily
offered to drive his horse and carriage over to the Greenwood House, and
carried us bag and baggage to his beautiful home. His wife greeted us as
though we were of her own kith and kin. Gave us two nice front parlor
rooms to sleep in, and here we stopped two nights ; and we here take
occasion to thank Mr. and Mrs. Vv. A. Hoyt, of Riverside, for their
kindness and hospitality to us strangers. This we shall never forget.

On Saturday, March 18th, the Press party divided, and some went to
Ontario, to the laying of the corner-stone of Chaffey College of Agricul-
ture. The writer did not visit this spot, not caring to take the dusty ride,

but those that went had a good time, as a bounteous lunch was spread for

400 visitors. This place, by the way, is a nucleus of a new colony after

the Riverside plan. From Riverside the party went by rail to Los Ad-
geles, the City of the Angels. The writer, upon arrival, put with all

haste for the Pico House, but this old familiar stopping-place, like that
of the Cosmopolitan Hotel and other public resorts, was tilled with guests
from the East, and no accommodations to be had. The writer, encour-
aged by past experience, ran down the town and finally brought up at a
fiue old mansion house belonging to the French Consul, and here we found
our old townsman, Dr. Pigue Dupuytren, a thirty-three-year resident of

California. To him we applied for board and lodgings, and though entire

strangers he said he would call Madam. She was prompt to ieply, bade
us welcome to her front room and others, and here we spent the Sabbath
most delightfully, and let me add that, if any of your readers ever go to

Los Angeles and desire a quiet retreat, let them go to this mansion, 198
Maine street, Los Angeles, and they will rind a welcome from those who
know how to do the handsome.

While in I
| ,i Mr. child*' orchard nod iplendid

ground! and inrronudinge of a most beautiful home, and alio drove
throurh Wolf»kiU> orange orchard of siitTacrea. The fruit of this otfcrooi

i was recently mid for the round mm of 135,000, the purchaser
be fruit. L tirring, driving
Francisco, in the IfornU. Rverj

a th and prosperity. From this place we drove over t.. Ban
lino and to the old town of same name, the first settlement in the
Iu this part of the

I i* rich and better watered than
many, or in fact, anv ..rbei s.-.-tmn of the State visited bv us in this de-
lightful trip of about 2.000 miles, whirl, we run over from Monday to
Monday, and during all this delightful trip QOt a word was said or
uttered iu disparity of the Southern Pacific Railroad ; in hot, praise ,.f

good management was upon the lips of all. Daring the entire trip of a
week's continuance not a single unpleasant thing ccourred to mar the
pleasure of the party of 120 souls, mostly stramrers to earl, other, and
yet all had a glorious good time. Los Angeles is, indeed, a city of
churches, V7e were there Palm Sunday, and the ohurch•goers were nu-
merous in the morning, but in the afternoon the streets were tilled with

walking, riding and pleasure seeking. Saloons and liquor shops
are more abundant here even than in San Francisco.
We have in this article departed from our regular market area and

prone Into the country for recreation, and it would be well if others could
do the same. As for business, the town is dull, and San Franciscians
must not look for a lively traffic until a copious rain visits this planta-
tion, and for which we and all the faithful will continue to pray. H. 0. it.

To Cure or not to Cure without Koni La--that is the question. In
this age of investigation and analysis some of the beliefs, doctrines and
opinions that were considered to be firmly supported bv evidence "strong
as proof of holy water," are, in the light of reason and research, proving
to be but stubborn facts; so is Koni La Volcanic Water, which is no
mystified secrecy of springs in an unknown location of Northern or
Southern California, nor like a gilded pill, made to suit the eye, taste or
smell, but in its effects, and on account of its genuine merit, is now pre-
scribed by our most eminent physicians as Blood Purifier, a powerful
eliminator in all Kidney Complaints, Skin Diseases, a valuable curative
in Female Complaints, and, in fact, as a truly household remedy. One
fair trial will convince the most skeptical that Koni La Vulcanic Water
will prove the sufferer's best reiidy-relief friend, worthy of confidence.

Pacific Mineral Water Company.
Depot—360 Fourth street, corner Harrison.

LUNCH-BASKET SOCIAL.
Under the auspices of the young people of the Howard-street M. E.

Church, a "lunch-basket social" will be given in the parlors of the edi-
fice on Friday evening, the 30th inst. A unique feature will be an auc-
tion sale of lunch-baskets. Each lady will be expected to bring a basket
with a lunch sufficient for two, and deposit it, with her name inclosed, in
the ante-room. At the time signified, the auctioneer will dispose of each
basket to the highest bidder, the Rentlemen, on purchasing a basket, be-
ing obliged to invite the owner to assist him to demolish the contents.
Proceeds derived from the auction will be donated towards some charita-
ble object. The Committee will spare no efforts in order that the affair
Bhall prove a social success. All persons will be made cordially welcome,
especially strangers. Doors open at 7:15; exercises commence at 7:45,
sharp. Admission gratis.

A decrepid old mule at Fort Missoula, Montana, was condemned to
death, and the crack shots of the garrison were detailed as executioners.
At a distance of 60 yards 13 shots were tired successively, and the mule
was only scratched on the ear. The guard, being afraid of his life,

knocked the mule in the head with a pick, and the sharpshooters bribed
him with a canteen of beer not to tell it.

GEO. STJREJBT, A.gent News Letter, 30 Cornhill, E. C, London.

he Summer Sun autl Dast. Ladies aud all exposed to the scorching'
rays of the sun and heated particles of dust, will find that the most
cooling and refreshing preparation for the face, hands and arms, is

owlands* Kalydor, which eradicates all prickly Heat, Sunburn, Tan,
Freckles, Stings of Insects, etc., and produces a beautiful and delicate
complexion.

owlands' Macassar nil prevents the hair falling off or becoming dry
during the hot weather, and eradicates scurf and dandruff.

Rowlands* Odoilto is the purest and most fragrant Tooth Powder ever used,
and contains no acid or mineral ingredients, which are so detriment il

to the teeth and gums. Its purity especially adapts it for the teeth of

young children. Ask any dealer in perfumery for Rowlands' articles,

of 20, Uatton Garden, London.
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LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.

Iiiestand Cheapest Meat-flavoring Stock Tor Noaps, Made
Dishes and Sauces.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT,
Ail Invaluable and Palatable Touic in all Cases ol' Weak

Digestion and Debility. " Is a success and boon for which Nations should (eel

grateful." See " Medical Press," " Lancet," " British Medical Journal," etc.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
C*oiiitii>ii--<Jeiiuini- only with fac-slmile oi Baron I>lebi|t's

J Signature, in blue ink, across Label.

This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substitutes being in

the market.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.

To be had ot all *»tore-Keepers, <*rocers and Chemists. Nolo
Agents for the United States (wholesale only). C. David ft Co., 9, Pe

Av nue, Londou, England. Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, San
Francisco. June 10,

Catalogues, Books, Illustrated ' 'irculars and Illuminated Printing executed in

a superior manner by the S. F. News LKTBR.
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
Queen Victoria's injuries, resulting from her recent fall, fortunately

appear to have been of a very trifling nature. This, indeed, might have

been surmised from the first reports received, though naturally there was
more cause for anxiety than there would have been had the accident hap-

pened to a younger and more active person than her Majesty. The
fever of excitement into which the English people were thrown, however,
his a very great significance. Even after the bulletins were out, an-

nouncing that the Queen had only slightly bruised one knee, and was in

no manner of danger, tbe people continued to crowd the streets of Lon-
don, eagerly talking over the matter and looking for further tidings.

Merchants and bankers closed their places of business and hastened to

sources of information, and the newspaper offices were literally besieged

by the anxious multitude. But throughout the excitement only one senti-

me'it prevailed among all classes—a sentiment of the most loyal and af-

fectionate sympathy. The bulletins were read by the mob with heads
uncovered, and as each announcement grew more cheerful the louder
rang out the cheei'S of the populace. It is constantly being said in this

country that the English people are tired of Queen Victoria's apparently
interminable reign, and would be glad to see it come to an end. Their
conduct on the present occasion certainly does not confirm thiB idea. Nor
does their exhibition of enthusiastic loyalty add weight to the assertion,

so often made, that the British are disgusted with a monarchical form of
Government, and are pining for a glorious republic. On the contrary,

this trifling accident to her Majesty has abundantly shown how dear she
is to her subjects, and has at the same time given conclusive evidence
that the Monarchy is in no danger of dissulution at the hands of the
people.

If, however. Queen Victoria's slight accident had been more serious,

and had finally resulted fatally, they who would have been ready to

argue that her death, widely, deeply and sincerely lamented as it would
have been, would cause disruption and disaster to the British Empire,
are singularly ignorant of the subject on which they would so glibly

talk. The stability of that great empire rests on the life of no one
individual, no matter how influential for good he or she may be. The
British constitution is too well understood, and the machinery of gov-
ernment works too smoothly for the perpetuity of either to be for a
moment in doubt. Both are the growth of ages, both have been as
wisely devised as any human institutions the world ever saw, and both
are entrenched so strongly in the approval and sympathies of the great
masses of the people that the winds of adversity, the storms of de-
traction, and the hurricanes of ignorant foreign abuse may spend their

force against them, and yet they will remain as unshaken as the rock of

ages. Englishmen know, if others do not, the process by which their

liberties were won, and the constitutional garantees that render them safe

for all time to come. They, furthermore, completely comprehend and
value the solidity, the nobility and the grandeur of the mighty Empire of
which they are the inheritors, and over which they rule with an enlight-

ment and a benificence that has no parallel in history. Great Britain is not
in decadence, has not reached her zenith, and was never more certain of a
still greater future than she is to-day. Her sons are occupying many
lands and conquering to the ways of peace, trade, commerce and civiliza-

tion well nigh all the world. Her flag floats on every sea and her ships
enter every harbor. Where\er articles of use and comfort are bought
and sold there her emissaries of trade enter. The onward march of such
gigantic interests is not turned back by the death of a single personage.
The demise of Gladstone and the death of Queen Victoria would both, or
either of them, be subjects for grief in England, but the Empire on
which " the sun never sets," would go on all the same. The loyalty, the
intellectual regard for their institutions, and the appreciation of their
vast and widely extended interests is too deeply rooted in Englishmen to
permit a single doubt to arise as to the future.

The British Empire is to-day strong in all its parts—indeed, it never
was stronger. In Australia, Canada, India, South Africa, New Zealand,
and in numerous other portions of the earth's surface, new Britains are
growing up that are, at least, as devoted to the old country, as loyal to

her flag, and as closely bound to her interests as are Englishmen them-
selves. They would spend their last dollar and sacrifice their last life, if

needs be, in her defense. And even here in the United States, certain
appearances to the contrary notwithstanding, we are well persuaded that
there is a deep, a widely-prevailing and lasting feeling of regard for the
well-being of the old country that would make itself felt if the occasion

seemed to demand a display of men's true feelings. When forces are at
work that stir tbe depths of men's hearts, the truth then comes to tbe
surface as it does not any other times. Temporarily the exigencies of

politics cause us to pander to the Irish vote. VVe know that Great Brit-

ain is in no present need of our open and avowed sympathies, much less

of our active assistance. But let the circumstances change, let dire disas-

ter and danger threaten the land of our forefathers, and forthwith it will

be speedily seen that blood is thicker than water, and that the vast major-
ity of us are far from unmindful of our Anglo-Saxon origin. 'Ihe tight

little island from which we sprang would not, in an hour of real distress,

want for a dollar, or a man to fight for her, so long as American-born
sons of British sires had the wherewithal to help. Meanwhile, as no
such neceisity exists, and as our local politics are peculiar, we pat Paddy
on the back, coax him into voting as we may happen to want
him to, and fool with and cajole him to the top of his bent; but
he who is deceived into supposing that such signs indicate the true
feeling of Americans towards the old country, has never measured their

pride in being sharers in the glories of the race from which they sprang ;

has never studied the history of the longevity of that feeling which in all

lands springs from race affiliation, and, in a word, does not realize how
much thicker blood is than water. Millions of us are more of Britishers
than we would be ready to own to ourselves until a great extremity should
arise that would appeal to our sympathies. The friends of Great Britain
were never so numerous, never so widely influential and never so poten-
tial It is not only still true that " Brittannia rules the waves," but that
she never held such general sway in men's hearts in many lands as now.
As a center of art, literature, trade, commerce, enlightenment and civil-

ization her supremacy is in nc danger. Her statesmen may fall by the
way and her kings and queens may go over to the majority, but the Eng-

lish language, the English commercial instinct and the English love of
fair play, of good morals, of religious faith and of true liberty will con-
quer the world and live forever, and perish the day when Americans fail

to realize that they are equal partakers in the glories of that universal
conquest. That day, we are persuaded, will never come.

LADY CAVENDISH'S LOFTY SENTIMENTS.
The following touching illustration of genuine womanly and Christian

sentiment was published in the London (England) Christian, of March
1, 1883

:

_
In the midst of all that is horrible and distressing in the recent revela-

tions of the Phcenix Park and other murders, there comes, like a ray of
light, a letter from Lady Frederick Cavendish, which will shine forever
on the page of English history. The Rev. S. Lloyd had written to ask
her ladyship's permission to dedicate to her a sermon he is about to pub-
lish on the late Chief Secretary for Ireland. Her ladyship replies:

The Dublin disclosures do, indeed, teach the awful lesson contained in
the last verae of the third chapter of Samuel, ("The Lord shall reward
the doer of evil according to his wickedness.") You will, I am sure, for-
give me if I beg of you, before sending the MS. to the printers, to look
through it first, with the special view of seeing if there is any word that
could be turned into a desire for vengeance. You will readily understand
how I must shrink from any such feeling. I would rather, as far as I
reverently may, adopt the Lord's prayer on the cross :

" Father, forgive
them, for they know not what they do." The law, I know, must take its
course, for the sake of tbe unhappy country itself : I pray that neither
the unspeakable greatness of my sorrow, nor the wickedness of those men
may ever blind either myself or the English people to the duty of patience,
justice and sympathy in our thoughts, words and deeds with regard to
Ireland, and its people at large. Believe me, dear sir, yours truly,

Luct Frederick. Cavendish.

Since its appearance Mr. Lloyd has written that the letter was not in-
tended by Lady Frederick Cavendish for publication. We can, however,
only be thankful for the mistake.

SOAP-BUBBLE PARTIES.
Soap-bubble parties are extremely pleasant and amusing, and I hear

there is talk of some to be held after Lent is over. The man who can
blow the largest, strongest and prettiest bubbles is applauded as the hero
of the hour. But these bubbles, be it understood, are not the common
and coarse bubbles of our childhood, but very improved ones, constructed
on an entirely new and highly scientific basis—not of soap, but of oleate
of soda and glycerine. Bubbles of this make preserve the form, character-
istics and colors of ordinary ones of soap, but are tough and long lived.
They will last for days without exploding, and you can even prick them
with a pin without endangering their life. They bound and rebound un-
injured from the carpet, and some of them have been known to remain
quiet and in good order for more than three days. Pretty effects can be
produced by puffing tobacco smoke in them, the smoke assuming all sorts
of fantastic shapes within the glistening limits of their fragile tene-
ments, or by a performance on a fiddle, or any other musical instrument,
within a short distance of the bubble. At each note of the fiddle little

black motes dance in the bubble, assuming different positions and making
different figures ; indeed, the music is apparently reflected and printed on
the bubble's face.

—

Modern Argo.

Statistics of exports and imports for last year are complete for the
eleven months to December 1st, and exhibit numerous points of diverg-
ance fr.im those of 1881 for the corresponding interval. In eleven months
of 1S82 the value of Foreign Merchandise exported was $15,469,059,
against §17,208,202 in 1881. The total value of exports of Domestic Mer-
chandise in the eleven months of 1882 was 6659,554,126. For the same
months in 1S81 the exports of Domestic Merchandise were S739,279,283,
a decrease of $79,725,157. Added to the decrease in exports of Foreign
Merchandise, this indicates a total decrease of exports of $81,464,300 for
eleven months of 18S2 as compared with 1881. Eighty-four per cent, of
the exporcs of 1882 were carried in foreign vessels, and but 14 per cent, in
American vessels, the small remainder being conveyed away in cars and
other land vehicles.

A Regrettable Affair.—The untoward taking off of Mr. W. H. Haver-
stick, in New York, is to be regretted on every account. We know nothing
of the details except what the telegrams tell us, and the accurateness of

these in many.particulars we have good reason to doubt. We know that Mr.
Haverstick was a man of genial manners, and of many correct ways, and
that he was, above all, a most affectionate and devoted son. He has gone
to give an account to that tribunal from which there is no appeal. Let
the mantle of charity hide his faults, and let loving friends only call to
mind the numerous good qualities of head and heart which were un-
doubtedly his.

Snow's Easter Cards.—Really, to the designing of things of beauty
there is no end. We are led to this reflection by an hour pleasurably and
profitably spent in going through tbe wonderfully beautiful Easter cards
at Snow's, 12 Post street. The skill of the designer in these days is work-
ing marvels, of which there is no better evidence than that found in these
cunningly fashioned waifs. Easter cards are now all the rage, and form
a very pretty and pleasant way of exchanging compliments.

Not her style: "Well, perhaps she is handsome," exclaimed Mrs.
Planephace, retrousseing her nose contemptuously; "Perhaps she is

handsome, but I can't see it. She isn't my style of beauty." " "Very
true," replied Mrs. Frank. You'll find your style only in the looking-
glass.

—

Boston Transcript.

The Boston Globe is responsible for the statement that a lady carry-
ing a dog in her arms fell violently on the ice on Beacon street, and was
overheard apologizing to the canine for her carelessness.

"Why are boots like door-mats ? Because they are worn by the feet.
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William Lane Booker !

CONSUL BOOKER.
During a residence in our midst of nearly thirty year?, Win. Lane

Booker, Her Britannic Majesty's Const)] at this port, hast won golden

opinioaa from all classes of our people. By bis urbanity, bis unoatenta-
> lions demeanor, his conscientious and efficient discharge of duty, and by

j
cniiutless acts of charity, he has well upheld the dignity of his office,

done honor to himself as a man, and ably and popularly represented his

: Queen and country. His departure, though for another and larger field

of usefulness, is regretted very generally in this city, where his name has

become a household word. Yet what is our loss is his gain, and in that
. we must be content to find some compensation. Mr. Booker

goes to New York as Consul-General. Hi* promotion to that position is

alike honorable to Mr. Booker and creditable to the Home authorities.

It is evidence that efficient services, though rendered at a distance, are

not unknown to or overlooked by the busy men who rule over the mighty
Empire upon which the sun never sets. Mr. Booker takes with him a

most estimable California lady, in the person of his wife, whose departure
will be do less regretted than that of her husband. The retiring Consul,

at a most agreeable and complimentary meeting of Underwriters, the

other day, was the recipient of a valuable and beautiful present, an illus-

tration of which is issued with this number of the News Letter. He was
banqueted at the Palace Hotel las-t evening, and the demand for tickets

was something extraordinary. The banquet took place too late for a full

account of the proceedings in this issue. We unite with countless friends

in wishing Mr. and Mrs. Booker no less success and popularity elsewhere

tl au they have enjoyed here.

Ho! for China.—The City of Peking, hence for Hongkong, carries Gin-

seng 3,800 Eos., Flour 5,450 bbls., Cotton Sheetings 1,393,200 yards. Fun-
gus 12,000 ths., Quicksilver 1,000 flasks; also, to Japan, 3,000 yards Cot-

ton Sheetings, etc.; to Manila, 2,153 galls. Whale Oil, and for the East
Indies 500 bbls. Flour.

Arrivals.—Ship Gerard C. Tnhe//, 123 days from New York, to Wil-
liams, Dimond & Co., with 300 tons Brimstone and general cargo; ship

Standard, 163 days from Philadelphia, to John Rosenfeld, with Merchan-
dise; ship Ckandos, 163 days from Liverpool, with 1,928 ton3 Coal.

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.—New York, March 30th,

1883.—U. S. Bonds—4s. 1203; 4.'.s, 113|; ex-5s, 103}.. Sterling Exchange,
Isi'M 4S4 1

,. Western Union, 82J. Wool—Spring, fine, 24@31; Burry,

L6@21; Pulled. 18@40; Fall Clips, 16(a>20; Burry, 12(3114. London.
March 30th.—Liverpool Wheat Market, 9s. 2d.@9s. 5d.; Consols, 102 3-16

(5 102 5-16d.

Wheat and Barley.—Since the rains of Monday, and so on for three

or four days, the price of both Wheat and Barley has tumbled amazingly,

and at this writing Spot quotations are hard to give, being quite nominal.

The Virginia Chronicle, of March 24th. has an article exposing the

Albion mine management. The facts shown simply verify what has ap-

peared in our column s for months past.

Salmon.—Sales are reported of 40,000 cases of Columbia River fish, for

future delivery, at si 28@$1 30 per dozen, on the river.

Newcastle, N. S. W.—Ship Samaria, 67 days from above port, has

1,924 tons coal to Macondray & Co.

Hawaii—Schr. Emma Claudina, 14 days from Kahulia, has5,600bags
sugar to J. I). Spreokles & I 'm.

The Booker Testimonial will be on exhibition for a short time at

the store of Geo. C. Shreve & Co.

Sugar.—The Ct/ane, from Guatemala, brought 1,514 bags Sugar.

Entered at the Post-Ojflce at San Francisco, Cal. s as Second-Class
Matter.

MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For Xavltfntlnif the Air.

Office of the Aeroplane Company for Navigating the Air, 609 Mer-

chant street. Office hours from 1 to 2 i'.M.

PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
San Franrlsro, March 30. 1X83.

Stocks and Bonds. Bid. Asked
BONDS.

Cal. State Bonds, G's, '67 — —
.t Co. B'ds, 08/58 Noni. Nom

S. F. Citv & Co. B'ds, 7s . .

.

Nom. Nom
35 —
-- —

Sacramento Citv Bonds 45 50
105 —
90 100— 105—

Lns Angeles County Bonds. 100 —
Los Anyeles City Bonds. . .

.

Vlrjrti & Truckee R. R. Bds.

— 107
101 103

Nevada Co. N. 0. R. R. Bds 100 108— 126

Oregon B& N. Bonds, 6s.. 107 109
101 105

U S.4s 120

104J
120J

Northern Pacific It.R. Bonds 1051
INsimsLt; loMr&NIES.

112}
134

llh.',

138
125
103

MISCELLANEOUS.
120 125— 571
45 4tii

38
9}

42
10

Hawaiian Commercial Co.. 34 35

Blacks <""i Bonds*
HANKS.

Bank of California (ex div.)

Pacific t.:iiik

First National (ex div.)...

(WlrBOADB.
C. P. R, It Stoi k

C. P. R. h. Bonds
City Railroad
Omnibus R. R
N. B. and Mission R. R
Sutter Street R. K(ass'tad.)
Scary Street R. B
Centra] R. It. Co
Market Street R. R
day Street Hill R. II

S. F Gaslight Co
";ikl:HMl Cssli^ht Co
Sae'to Gaslight Co
Culifor'ii Powder Co
Giant Powder Co
Atlantic Giant Powder. . .

.

Gold and Stock Teleg'h Co
S. V. W. W. Co.'s Stock...
S.V.W.W.Co' Bonds ex c

Pacific Coasts S. Co's Stock
California Street R. R
Presidio Railroad
Central Gas Stock

IN60RANCB COMPANIES.
Union (ex div.)

Fireman's Fund (ex div.)

California (ex div.)

1051

128

73
112

52
95
82
94

Nom.
Nom.

57J
30
55

120
107

94

114J

114
i IT',

35

115

12S
114

167J
120

180

114
105
55

97J
84

05S
4S

Nom.
Nom.
58}
30]
57

108
70
82

94J
115

115

116
127
116

The glorious rain that has been given this State during the week has
completely overcome the solicitude its absence occasioned, ana a feeling
of great hopefulness now characterizes all business.

Yesterday San Francisco Gas Stock sold at 59, and the day previous
Spring Valley touched 95. The advances naturally brought out stock,

and at the close of the day the market was weak at our quotations.

GOLD BARS—920 fine par.—Refined Silvek—1_@15 W cent, dis-

count. Mexican Dollars, 13@ 13J per cent. disc. nom.

*S" Exchange on New York, 25c. \0 100 premium; on London Bank-
ers, 49|d. ; Paris, sight, 5-12_@5-10 francs per dollar. Eastern
Telegrams, 40c.

tS" Price of Moriey here, 6@10 per cent, per year—bank rate. In the
open market, 1@1^ per month. Demand light. On Bond Security,

3@4^ per cent, per year on Call. _

<S" Latest price, of Sterling in New York, 4SH@484.

Meteorological Summary.—Week Ending March 29, 1883, 7:58 P. h.

Highest barometer, 30.057—23rd; lowest barometer, 29.639—27th ; aver-

age barometer duriug the week, 20:807 ; highest temperature, 63°—27th;

lowest temperature, 4S:5
Q— 16tb ; average temperature during the week,

55:9°; highest relative humidity, 03 per cent.—23rd, 26th and 27th;
lowest relative humidity, 60 per cent—29th ; average relative humidity
during the week, 83 per cent.; prevailing direction of wind, southwest

;

maximum velocity of wind and direction, 32, south—27th; total rainfall

during the week, 2:79 ; total raiufalL during the season of iS82-3, 14:87

inches.

Alaska.—Schr. H. L. Tiernan, 18 days, has 86 bbls. salmon and 25

bdls. skins, etc., to R. A. Wilson.

Quicksilver.—The spot price is $27.50 per flask, or 354@35£c per lb.

Loudon price, £5 10s. per bottle.

Freights.—The Br. iron ship Ogwen has been chartered by Parrot t &
Co. to load wheat for Cork at 40s.

Hawaiian Islands.—The Consudo, from Honolulu, brings 7,674 bugs

sugar, rice 250 bags.

Grain Charter.— The German bark Germania, 890 tons, loads Wheat
to Cork, U.K., at £2 2s. 6d.

Treasure for China.
$205,332 52.

-The City of Peking carries, in Silver and I

London, March 30.—Latest Price of Consols. 102 3-16 y 102 5-16d,

Printed and Published by the Proprietor, Frederick Marriott, 607 to 615 Merchant street, San Francisco. California.
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FASHION'S VOICE.
Be it remembered that that most excellent cookist, Mrs. Glass, in

giving a receipt for hare soup, commenced with, " First catch your hare,"

—not a bad idea at all. Now, I have been writing about the manner of

making up materials in every shape and form for a long time, yet it has
never once occurred to me to give points as to how the dress is to be procured

in the first place. It is well known that in 'Frisco a woman is measured and
esteemed not by the amount of intellect she possesses, but by the num-
ber of yards of costly material she can crowd on her" back at a single

dressing. This possibly accounts for the splendor of the dresses to be
viewed any day on Kearny street from 3 to 5 b. m. A stranger coming in

upon that sight might be pardoned for thinking that the maximum value

of velvet and brocade was a dime a yard, or at the outside two yards
tor two bits. Since so much depends upon dress, naturally every woman
feels it her first duty to herself to have one handsome garment at least,

even though she pinches the family generally at table and goes without
all manner of comforts in the shape of underwear, which, I opine, should
be the first consideration. You've no idea how one woman will snub an-

other at her reception if she appears, say in camel's hair, and looks like a
poor relation. A cool hand-shake and a frigid manner puts the visitor on
needles and pins for the brief time she stays, during which, the others

taking their cue from the hostess, make it as miserable for her as is possi-

ble, and no one knows better than a poorly-clad woman how hateful other
women in silk attire can be.

By the way, here comes in a story. A certain little millionaire, who
once dwelt here— very pretty and piquant—went to visit a sister million-

aire, who was illiterate, fat and frowsy. "Did you know this was my
reception-day?" said the latter. "Certainly; that is why I called." "I'm
awful sorry you came in that dress," said the fat woman. " What is the
matter with it?" asked the other; "it came from Paris yesterday, and I
wore it in honor of my visit here." The dress was a Worth garment, of

navy blue silk, simply, but beautifully made. "Well," said the hostess,

"the next time you come, put on a better dress and some of your dia-

monds, as I should like my friends to see you had something worth show-
ing." The little lady said quietly: " When I come again I will," but she
never went. But, apropos of the dress, it is so hard for a poor woman,
who would make a figure in society, to procure a rich dress wherewith to

hoodwink her friends into the belief that she is as well off as they are, but
it may be done. First, select your color. I would always fall back on
black, if I only had one good dress, as people are apt to know you by
your color, and say: " She was at Mrs. B's in the same old dress." There-
fore let it be black, and plain goods, since patterns also become a standing-
disk whereby your enemies may distinguish you. Buy, say a piece of
satin or brocade, with an unnoticeable pattern, put it away until you
have "more mud " to put up for the remainder. Black never goes out of

fashion, and therefore you may match your goods in color with any ma-
terial you see, like and can afford. By and by you can stretch a point
for the trimming, and the linings are a mere nothing. Having got your
material together, of course you wonder how on earth you are going to
pay 816 for the making. You can easily get over the difficulty by buy-
ing a pattern and hiring a woman to come in and help. This is one way
of getting a dress, and there is another way. That is to purchase from
one of the men who go round for some of the stores, on the installment
plan. You can pay so much, say So down, and 81 or S2 per week till

the whVile is paid up, and you get your dress upon, paying your first

money.
The woman who cannot brave the sneers of her fellow-woman, and feels

it inconsistent on her to make a false appearance by having one gorgeous
garment, should remember that underclothing should always correspond.
I mention this as I have been behind the scenes when these show gar-
ments were being donned over shabby and even unclean skirts, while the
stockings were so religiously inclined that they were holy from toe to heel.
Now a woman ought always to dress herself when she goes out in antici-
pation of meeting with an accident, or sudden death, in which case she
would be taken to the city hospital, the morgue, or some such horrible
place, where her finery would be pulled off, and the under garments laid
open to critical eyes. Think of the contempt there would be felt for a
woman in velvet having on the underlinen of a beggar ! Or again, you
might sprain your ankle and be taken to a drug store—Slaven's for in-

stance—how small you would look if, when the smart new shoe was re-

moved, a holey stocking should appear to shame you. You may not
believe me, but this is a case that happens every day in a hundred differ-

ent cases. I whisper it to you, ladies fair, as a reminder, hoping you will
take a hint from this practical article, but keep it to yourselves and—for
goodness sake don't say I told you. Silver Pen.

THAT DIVORCE BILL.
Senator Cross introduced at the late session of the Legislature a di-

vorce bill, the provisions of which were so extraordinary that they have
attracted the attention of the press of the entire country, and have during
the past week been made the subject of Associated Press dispatches. On
this subject, the New York Nation, just to hand, says : "A bill now be-
fore the California Legislature is a striking illustration of the horrible
confusion which results from the absence of a Federal marriage law.
Senator Cross introduced it, and it provides in substance that where a
husband and wife have lived separate for four years, whether by agree-
ment or not, the Attorney-General may, on the application of any citizen

of the State, bring an action to have the bonds' of matrimony dissolved,
and the Court may thereupon dissolve them on simple proof of the four
years' separation, and may, in its discretion, ' provide for the support of
the wife and children, if there be any, what may be reasonable and just.'
The bill had reached a second reading when its true nature was exposed
by a letter from the wife of"Dr/W. F. Smith, denouncing it as a device
of her husband to get by legislation a divorce which the Courts would not
give him. The letter is a powerful one, and winds up with some indig-
nant sarcasm on the clause which empowers the Court to provide for the
support of Smith's family, the only reason being Smith's unwillingness to
do it himself. She declares that she will not give Smith up, and defies
the Legislature, under the Constitution of the United States, to take him
from her, and has throughout the best of the argument, both as regards
the law and morals."

Catalogues, Books, Illustrated Circulars and Illuminated Printing executed in
superio r maimer by the S. F. News Letter.

PIOUS MONEY GATHERING.
This is an age of astute methods of money gathering. The old say-

ing is that " all is fair in love and war." It would seem that now-a-days
the old adage is much more applicable to the raking in of coin. Any-
thing is fair that succeeds in winning mouey. That is not only true in
regard to men of the world, but it may be said with no less force of the
churches. Here is an instance in point. The Howard-street Methodist
Church had become indebted. It was in dire straits, and was under the
necessity of "raising the wind." Church fairs and lotteries, questionable
as they are, were played out. A new device had to be hit upon, and a
most extraordinary one was soon improvised. The sacred edifice in
which the Reverend Frank Jewell expends his eloquence presented a curi-

ous spectacle on Friday last. There was an entertainment that was
neither religious nor pious, but that inherently possessed not a little of

the characteristics of the world, the flesh and the devil. It was a money-
getting scheme undoubtedly. Ladies were required to send in a basket
containing a lunch prepared by their own hands and for two persons.
Bach basket was accompanied by a card giving the name of the donor.
An auction was then held and the baskets sold to the highest bidders. It
was an obligation upon the fair lady who prepared the lunch to
sit down and eat it with the purchaser. The lunches prppared by
the prettiest women, of course, brought the highest prices, and,
as may well be imagined, the competition in certain cases
was exceedingly keen, and the main object was gained in a con-
siderable addition to the funds of the church. The frailty of human
nature was played upon, and the boys and girls, the young men and maid-
ens, were by this method brought together as they could not be by any
other means. There was money in the idea. We do not know who orig-

inated it, but there was much profit in the scheme. He must have been
a man of the world, who knew a thing or two, who devised so taking a
plan of reaching the weaknesses of humanity. The young man who, by
reason of parental restraint, sits in his pew on Sunday, eyeing the beauty
on the other side of the aisle, would give a good deal to be brought into
contact with her and to enjoy a pleasurable tete-a-tete. The question
was never before determined as to how much he would give. The ruling
spirit of the Howard-street Methodist church, with a rare instinct for

business, submitted that question to practical demonstration on Friday,
and the large sum derived was the result of as far-seeing and as cold-cal-

culating a piece of worldly wisdom as we ever remember to have encoun-
tered. Having reached the point at which an introduction to and an
interview with a lady-love is sold for coin, we wonder what next will be
put up for sale at auction as a chattel property. Does the end sanctify
the means ? May we do evil in order that the good may be accomplished
of filling the empty treasury of a church ?

SENSATION OF THE DAY.
What we call polite society is like human nature—the same every-

where. The same rules govern, and the same distinguishing features are
apparent. Of course older cities than our young Queen of the Pacific

can boast of a more settled conservative tone, more quiet elegance ; but
we can hold our own against any for brilliance and sparkle, and a certain
freedom from irksome restraint which is in itself a most fascinating ele-

ment. In warmth of hospitality and the elegance of her entertainments
San Francisco is no way behind her Eastern sisters, and our Society lead-

ers are as noted for energy, dash, and executive ability, as any New York
or Boston dames. They are wide-awake and ever ready to catch the pre-

vailing idea, so it never astonishes us to hear that some brilliant concep-
tion well carried out, in London or Paris or New York, has been adopted
and carried through with the same success in our own social circles. In
proof of this assertion we cite the present sensation of the day—the rage
for fancy balls—where several prominent society leaders assume direction

of separate set?, which they dub with a distinctive title, and form into a
quadrille, the members being appropriately costumed to suit the character
of their title.

The ball of this style given this week in New York by Mrs. Yander-
bilt, has been the sensation of the day, and, quick to take advantage of

everything new, startling or unique, our Society dames have already in

contemplation, nay, well under way, a similar entertainment, to be given
at one of Frisco's Palaces ere long, which will rival, if not outshine it.

Already we hear of several leaders of Society who have chosen their

"sets." Some of them have been disclosed to us, and are at once start-

ling and unique. The " Hobby Horse" idea has been borrowed from the
Vanderbilt ball, and will be under the direction of a well-known chaper-

one, whose veteran husband has consented to ride one of the animals,

which will be labeled, " War Hor3e of the Democracy." His vis-a-vis's

hobby will be ridden by a dark-visaged capitalist, and entitled "Desert
Land." The other two hobbies will be mounted by Nick Liming and
Tom Bell, and called respectively, "Avarice "and "Conjugal Felicity."

The ladies, who will figure as partners to the above-named gentlemen in

the' hobby horse quadrille, will ride steeds named " Display," " Angloma-
nia," "Toilette" and "Rule." It is not necessary to mention their

names ; any one familiar with Society's ingredients will recognize the fit-

ting exponents of the several hobbies. Another quadrille will be under
the direction of the wife of an ex-army official. She has selected " Birds

of a Feather." The color chosen is white, in compliment to the taste of

her husband, although the birds themselves will, of course, be varied ; as

for instance, "A bird of Prey" mated with a "Peacock," a manager of

an express company and the wife of a stock broKer. "Bird of Paradise"

and a "Tom Tit," the black-eyed bride of a few months and the manager
of Palo Alta. " A Nightingale " and a "BullBnch," daughter and son

of Directress .
" Goldfinch " and " Cockatoo," the daughter of a rail-

road millionaire and a U. S. judge. It is needless to remark that the last

named bird will monopolize all the talk. Further particulars will be an-

nounced as received.

A stylishly dressed woman entered a restaurant. The waiter handed
her a bill of fare and said: "Please mark off the dishes you want to

order." Could a woman in a sealskin confess that she could not read?
Taking the pencil she made a few dashes, and her order read: "Dinner,
50 cents," " Feb. 20, '83," " vegetables," " please pay at the desk," " cel-

ery." The waiter brought her beefsteak and onions and prune sauce, and
she did not dare raise a word in protest.

—

Cleveland Voice.
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In spite .*f the nnpropiti ither the church was well
filled or friends and acquaintances, bat the dreeses >>f the ladies were

I in color than would probably have been the case bad the
u Ht to shine on the bride. Among those I noticed were: Mrs,

Schmieden, in a costume of bronze satin; Mrs. FId.hI, in royal purple
velvet. Bliss Jennie being in black, with a white bonnet ornamented with
a plume of terra entta feathers; Mrs. A-li-. in black, bliss Lena in rnrn-

Sirs. McDowell and Miss Nellie, both iu black satin with
much jet trimming; Mrs. Fall, in black: Mrs. Maggie Blandlng, in

black; Mr-. Booker, in black velvet: Miss Carrie Gwin, iu an amber satin
toflette; Miss Teresa McAllister, Looking uncommonly pretty in a stylish
black costume ; Mrs. Joe Eastland, in dark brown ; Mrs. Sam Wil-
son, who was also in black, was accompanied by her sons, Ituss and

A iid among the men I noticed: General McDowell and Harry;
Consul Olavonsky, as usual, the happy escort of a bevy of fair dames;

Toy, Harry May, Willie Babcock, and Harry Tevis, who acted as
cicerone to a very diminutive specimen of the Kate Greenaway school.
There were also an unusual number of strange unattached Englishmen,

i ma! umbrella accompaniment for once did not look out of place.
Punctually at the appointed hour the officiating clergymen, Bishop

Kip and the Rev. Dr. Beers, took their places in the chancel, but it was
fully ten minutes to twelve ere, the organ, which had hitherto been silent,

gave notice that the bridal party were about to appear, which they did in

the following order: The six ushers, Messrs. Beaseley, TJrquhart, Small,
Greenaway, Page and Spencer; then Mrs. Eyre, on the arm of her eld-

est son, followed by two of her younger daughters; then the eight brides-
maids— Mioses Eyre, Mizner, Low, Bagley, Taylor, Kittle, Lander and
Atherton, and finally the bride and her father, the groom and his best
man, Mr. Nicholson, meeting them at the altar, a I'Anglais. Here they
were quickly united in the holy bonds of wedlock, and exit the party in
the reverse order of entrance. (By the way, when people will follow the

1 1 of another country, why do they not do it de rigutur, and not on
the bait-shell, so to speak. What Englishman ever heard of "ushers" iu
an English wedding procession ; or anywhere else about it, for that
matter ?)

Now as to the bridal costumes, and place avx dames, of course. First,

the bride. She wore a brocaded white satin robe and long tulle vail, her
only ornament being a spray of white lilac in her hair. The bridesmaids
were dressed alike, in white silk with draperies of nun's vailing, huge
bunches of purple lilacs carried in their hands, and also worn as bouquets
de corsage, as well as in the side of the most coquettish little white caps

—

I cannot call them bonnets—which covered their heads, Mrs. Eyre, the
bride's mother, was gorgeous in a full-trained pearl gray satin, trimmed
with crimson satin and black lace.

The groom and his best man wore gray trowsers, and cut-away dark-
blue coats ; and the ushers indulged in the greatest variety of costumes,
from the light trowsers and very short cut-away coats worn by Arthur
Page and Ned Greenaway, to those of the others, which increased gradu-
ally in length to the decided frock-coat, in which, I think it was Mr.
Spencer, was attired ; and bore in their hands hats as diversified in style
and shape as their coats were in make.
A wedding breakfast followed at the Eyre mansion, on Sutter street,

to which but a select few were bidden, and later the happy pair departed
for the Eyre residence at San Mateo.
Events matrimonial seem to be increasing in number as the season pro-

gresses, till I think they will be quite up to last year's mark. To-day
Captain Pearne will lead to the hymenial altar Miss Elinor Geary,
daughter of Dr. J. F. Geary, so long a resident of San Francisco, but
now one of Oakland's citizens, where the wedding will take place. The
groom, who is an officer of the Royal Navy, will leave his wife with her
father in Oakland during his voyages to China, where she will take charge
of her three step-daughters, Captain Pearne being a widower.
To-night takes place the wedding of Miss Calla Crooks and Mr. Morris

Newton, and I expect the wedding party will be a very attractive one, as
the bride and her two maids are all extremely pretty girls.

The marriage of Mr. Raoul Martinez and Mrs. Ella Havens, daughter
of Mr. K. Hnchkofler, was solemnized in Oakland on last Monday even-
ing. The lady is well known in Society circles in Oakland. The gentle-

man has resided in San Francisco for about a quarter of a century past,

and possesses the eBteem and regard of a large circle of friends. He is

connected with the banking establishment of Belloc & Co., and last,

though it is hoped not least, he is the talented music and dramatic critic

who writes under the nom de plume " Beauclerc," and whose weekly re-

view of dramatic and musical matters add so largely to the interest of the
News LETTER'S columns. In this connection, it may be mentioned that,

last week, Mr. Martinez' friends invited him to celebrate his approaching
renunciation of the joys and Borrows of bachelorhood at an elegant ban-
quet, which took place at the Mnison Dore". The newly wedded couple
start on their voyage over the sea of matrimony with a fair wind, a bright
sky and the best wishes of a large circle of friends.

—

\
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y, and sail for Europe earij In M

isny rumors afloat of other
, but I do not know

' *»! '"' One h t hi r , D Miss Flora
id George Crocker. Another rumor, our ! give for what it Is worth

nndtal that one will soon be anmrnna 1 between the lately
Admiral Baldwin's onlyson, who is in business here, and tl nly

r ..i Mr. G, Boardman. I do not know the parties, but I believe
they are both very young, and if tfa nt be true, it will lib '

•( their extreme youth, be
Among the dinners of the week may be noted two that were given aa

<• bachel irhood : one by Carl.
I n, .-it his

fathers residence, to Ins ushers and groomsman; the other, to Dick Pease,
by Ins bachelor friend* at the I ni Hub B >th af) di i were highly en-

ipants, and no doubt the example set by the etwo poung
iuld be followed by many of their friends could they but hope to

tally fortunate in their choice of life partners.
To di :M Mrs. Booker holds her final reception in San Francisco, and it

will surely be taken advantage of by the Consul's hosts of friends to say
adieu and good Bpeed to him. To-morrow evening he will be banqueted
at the Palace Hotel, which form of good bye entertainment has been de-

1 on. much to the regret of the younger portion of Society, who
hoped a farewell ball would have been given instead. Mr. Booker will
carry with him the esteem and regard of all whom he leaves behind him
in 'Frisco, who see him depart with genuine regret at losing one who has
boon a resident among them so long.

To-morrow night also will take place the Presidio hop, and on Saturday
night the San Francisco Verein masquerade ball will be given at the
Club rooms on Sutter street, and for which the most extensive prepara-
tions are being made.

Kind-hearted Mrs. Hearst must be highly gratified at the success of
her protege. Lady Waterloo, nee Maggie Hamilton, who seems to be lead-
ing a most brilliant existence in London. Of all the California girls who
have married abroad she seems to be occupying a social position in that
gay metropolis second to none. Sir Sidney had her presented at Court
almost immediately on their marriage, a custom, I believe, invariably fol-
lowed by Englishmen of established social position, which gave her status
at once, and since then her name has appeared constantly at most of the
grand entertainments given, both official and private. Felix.

Master Michael Banner, of California, now studying at the Paris
Conservatoire, has already revealed himself as one of the coming violin-
ists of the age. Notwithstanding his youth (he is not yet fourteen years
of age), he has already won the gold medal of the violin class at the" Cin-
cinnati College of Music, and has played in the Symphony Concerts of
Dr. Damrosch. Master Banner will not be able, by the rules of the Con-
servatoire, to compete at the concours of the coming Summer, but he has
been pronounced as being fully prepared to do so by his master.—Conti-
nental Gazette,

The opera of Cinderella is to be performed at the Convent of our
Lady of the Sacred Heart, Oakland, by a number of the former gradu-
ates, the following young ladies appearing : Miss Sarah Kelly as Cinder-
ella, Miss Katie Dillon as the Prince, and the other charcters by the
Misses Alice McGary. Clara McGary, Kate Began. As all of the young
ladies possess considerable musical ability the opera will, no doubt, be a
success.

The X Club, of Alameda, gave a very successful Calico Party last
Tuesday night, at Harmonie Hall, Alameda.

The famous Gilroy Hot Springs are now open for the season, under
new management.

Gray has just published " Tamora," a five-step polka, by Stueken-
holz.

THE HOTEL DEL MONTE

HOT SALT WATER SWIMMING BATHS

WILL BE REOPENED FOR THE SEASON
— ON—

Sunday, April I, 1883.

The DRIVES have all been put in excellent repair, and the Climate is incompara-

bly lovely. FISHING in the bay and rivers is very good. The GROUNDS, com-
prising 126 acres, contain

Drives, Lawn Tenis, Croquet, Swings, Sand Boxes, and a Hundred
Other Things for Frolicking Children. March 81.

LOWELL, PAPER SHOT SHELL!*.
Manufactured by the TJ. S. Cartridge Co.

SUrEMIOR TO ALL OTHERS.

FIRST QUALITY—WATERPROOF. SECOND QUALITY-GOOD FOR ONE
SHOT. SURE FIRE AND DURABLE. .

Cartridges. Brass Shells, Loading Implements, etc.

\&~ For sale by all dealers. March 31.
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WM. LANE BOOKER.
Fressntation to the Retiring: Consul on his Elevation to the

Consulate of New York.
The presentation to CodsuI Wm. Lane Booker, who is about to leave

us, after a residence of nearly thirty years in this city, to assume the still

more important duties of Consul-Creneral in New York, took place last

Monday in the presence of a majority of the Board of Fire Underwriters
and of nearly all the British representative merchants in San Francisco,

at the rooms of the Board of Underwriters on Sansome street. The Presi-

dent of the Board, D. J. Staples, called the meeting tog-ether, and
although the object of their assembling was to do honor to the British

Consul—and those concerned had done their best to make the parting a

happy one—it was evident that the pain of parting overshadowed all the

pleasures of the presentation. However, every one was brave, or pre-

tended to be so, and Consul Booker, as well as his friends, covered the ugly

wound caused by prospective separation with a cheery smile. No one in

San Francisco is more respected or better loved by those who know him
than Wm. Lane Booker, and it is impossible to view his departure to

New York with any other feelings than those of acute regret and personal

sorrow over his departure. As, however, he goes to fill the position of the

first English Consul in the United States, all such regrets must neces-

sarily be forgotten in the consideration of Mr. Booker's elevation after so

many years of faithful service in San Francisco.

The presentation speech, which is given in full below, was made by the
President of the Board of Underwriters, D. J. Staples. No more ear-

nest tribute has ever been offered to any one in the history of our city. If

here and there some little glimpse of the sorrow felt at parting peeped
out, it was unavoidable. Mr. Staples thoroughly expressed the feeling of

the English as well as the American community of San Francisco. He
said in substance:
Gentlemen": It is my painful duty to announce to you the occasion for

the calling of this special meeting of the San Francisco Board of Under-
writers. Special meetings, as you are aware, are called for no trivial

purpose. It is only when some grave departure from our usages, or some
act committed or premeditated seems to demand it, that I have a right to

ask you to leave your busy offices and assemble for consultation.

We have to-day to consider the case of William Lane Booker, a gentle-

man who has been identified with underwriting interests on this Coast for

nearly thirty years, who was one of the organizers of this Board, and to

whom we now have to say, for the first time, that we are sorry to meet
him in these rooms.
He is accused of a contemplated " deviation "—a deviation from those

paths which have been made pleasant to all of us by his presence, and in

which we had hoped we might tread in his company for many 3'ears to

come. This meeting means a formal, and, in the case of many, a final

parting with one who has ennobled our profession by his connection
therewith, and whose absence will be felt by all. But, Mr. Booker,
while we are sad for ourselves, we can but congratulate you upon the
record you have made on this Coast, and the new honor which awaits
you in the chief city of the New World. It was not the superficial gild-

ing of wealth, by which the world is so easily dazzled, which at an early
date caused you to command the admiring attention of your friends and
countrymen. From the time when, in 1S4'J, you exchanged your English
home for a miner's tent on the Yuba, your sterling worth has endeared
you more and more to those who have been so fortunate as to be your
associates, and has advanced you step by step to the positions of honor
which you have filled.

For nearly thirty years you have been in the Consular service of Her
Britannic Majesty on this coast, twenty-six of that period representing
your Government as Consul. Not only officially, hut socially, you have
always had the welfare of your fellow-countrymen at heart, and have
been the acknowledged leader of the English charities on this coast.

Your repeated election to the Presidency of the British Benevolent So-
ciety attests the esteem in which you are held by those to whom you are
attached by ties of nationality.

In Underwriting circles you have been no less prominent than in your
other relations. As long ago as 1SG1 this Board did itself the honor to

elect yon its President, and your portrait now adorns our walls—that por-

trait which is in future to present to our sense of vision those features
which are engraven upon our memories, but upon the original of which
many of us may not look again. We have faith to believe that while
occupying the exalted position of Consul-General at New York, to which
Her Majesty Queen Victoria has elevated you, that you will sometimes
let your thought travel back across the plains over the Sierras down into

this little strip of country called the Pacific Coast, and into this rcom, and
that you will retain in your mind tracings at least of the faces that you
see around you to-day.
To hang the walls of your Consular residence with our portraits would

be impracticable, but we wish you to take with you something which
may keep us in pleasant remembrance, and serve as a token of our high
regard for you. I hope the souvenir to which I now direct your atten-
tion may fulfill this purpose. The varieties of polished California wood
which forms its base, surmounted by specimens of ores and minerals, and
allegorical in gold and silver bas relief of our Pacific-coast industries, and
the whole capped by a silver representation of our mountain scenery,
will serve as tangible objects about which to assemble, we hope, many
pleasant memories of the Pacific coast, the San Francisco Board of Under
writers and the individuals comprising the same.
We know that the shield of Great Britain is deeply engraven upon

your heart, and that the British Lion is in its accustomed place by the
side thereof, but we could wish that you would allow the California Bear
to displace the Unicorn on the other side; lor if he cannot roar as loudly
as the King of Beasts, he is world-renowned for his hvg, which in the case
of our bear shall be expressive only of affection. In bidding you good-by
we intrust this token of our esteem to your keeping. While the upright
manhood which we recognize in you is fitly symbolized by the spearlike
trunk of the Redwood Monarch which surmounts our gift, the drooping
leaves of its branches are expressive of our sorrow at the parting.
Mr, Booker replied very feelingly, although briefly. He was surprised

by the gift, and he assured the donor? that he should always prize and
value it as a link connecting him with the State in which so many years
of his life had been passed. He said he had endeavored always to do his
duty, as he saw it ; to do unto others as he would have others do to him,

and felt that it was to this endeavor only that he could attribute the rea-
son for the presentation. He assured the gentlemen of his regard for
them and of the pleasant memories of friendship that he would carry to
his new post on the other side of the continent. In conclusion he thanked
them for_ the souvenir just presented as a testimonial of their kindnesB
and continued friendship.
Crowds of people have, during the week, visited the store of George

C. Shreve & Co., on Montgomery street, to see the testimonial given
to Consul Booker. The best mechanics in the city were employed in
the manufacture of the gift for over thirty days. The presentation in
form is a model of a redwood tree, made of virgin silver oxidized.
The tree is a perfect model of the redwood so well known to us all in
California. The branches point downward from its tapering trunk. At
the base there is seen an oxidized silver undergrowth of grass and ferns.
There stands a bear—a Grizzly—of the same pure metal as the tree and
the grass, and which came from the depths of the same mountains on
which the redwoods grow and the grizzlies roam. Around the base of
these designs is a circle of medallions of exquisite workmanship. On
the first or central one of these is the coat-of-arms of California, with the
figure in relief in gold on a background of silver. The second medallion
is made to represent the vinicultural interests of the State by a cluster
of purple grapes of oxidized silver with gold leaves. Separate medallions
are devoted to mining and agriculture. The former is a mountain scene
in raised gold, with a miner in the foreground directing a hydraulic motor.
Agriculture is represented by golden wheat sheaves and a plow, churn
and other implements. Two medallions are devoted to specimens of the
minerals of the State, arranged in small sections. On the other medal-
lions are respectively shown in gold-bearing quartz, inlaid, designs of the
feathers of the Prince of Wales and the insignia of the British Order of
the Garter.
The British residents of this State were determined to' show their deep

appreciation of Mr. Booker, and there is nothing which they could do
that bas been left undone.
Mr. C. J. Hopkins made one of the best speeches in connection with

the presentation. He is, as everybody knows, one of the pioneer insur-
ance men in this city. He referred to the establishment of English in-
surance^ companies here in early days. He said that the first English
companies established were the Imperial, Liverpool and London and the
Northern. All the representatives of those companies except Mr. Booker
had since parsed away. He had been here all the time, quietly, unosten-
tatiously doing his duty. He never did injury to any one. He attended
to his business without any of the pushing, grabbing, get-all-you-can idea
and principle, which seemed to influence so many merchants now-a-days.
Such an example of British worth and British honesty, might cause the
people, in case of trouble with Great Britain, to hoist the British colors
over the city and cheer the British lion. ' Mr. Hopkins also spoke of the
supremacy of British commerce, and the iutimate commercial relations
existing between England and this port.
Mr. George C. Boardman and Mr. Charles D. Havens followed with

equally felicitous speeches. Toasts followed orations, and were happily
and neatly disposed of, the general personal regard for Mr. Booker being
prominent in every remark and every toast. The designs of the testi-
monial revolve on the h>ase of the pedestal, which is made of the follow-
ing beautiful specimens of California woods inlaid: Mountain mahogany,
laurel, live oak, mauzanita, nutmeg, mountain apple, Big Tree, mountain
lilac, redwood root, acacia, sycamore, yew, walnut, madrone, orange and
yellow oak. The pedestal is of maroon velvet, on which is the crest of
the Booker family, and a plate bearing the following inscription:

Presented to
William Lane Booker, Esq

,

by the
Board of Fire Underwriters of San Francisco,

March 20th, 1883.

The beautiful gift will, of course, go with Mr. Booker to New York,
and, besides being an enduring tribute of affection from hundreds of lov-
ing hearts, it will be a splendid exhibition to our Eastern friends of the
artistic ability of San Francisco. The piece was designed and manufac-
tured by Geo. C. Shreve & Co., of this city.

STREET LIGHTS!

THE CALIFORNIA ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
Having increased its "plant," is nnw prepared to fill all orders for the

Bi-usli iClectric JLigjht,
Which is unquestionably the Must Powerful and BEST STREET LIGHT KNOWN.

Office and Works at 220 to 220 Jessie street, •

[March 17.J Near Fourth street.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Refinery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in their
various forms.
June 18. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

QUICKSILVER,
FROM NEW ALMADBN MINES.

Prompt shipment—LOWEST PRICE for purest uniform quality.

J. B. RANDOL, : : : 320 Sansome Street, Ran Francisco.

Engravings of Landscapes, Buildings, Machinery, Portraits, etc., by the new
Photo-Engraving Process, 25 per cent, cheaper than wood. Office 609 Merchant street.
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*hen she loosen* them. Jet tad bright,
WhitpMl the otars to BOOM in faff tin- night,

Wh.-n. fiir tin1 night, th« -un takes nil I

ud cap on,
A- ho VOQ] 1 bye I am
Than layi biin down, with hi* eya Looking oat
Through oriauon osoopioi busing about

;

H< 1 ijs him down, bnt h lookuie still

l'p at the world nod oTer the hill.

As ft rose, in passing from a room.
Royally Rift-s it with rich perfume,
He gifts the world, when he goes abed,
With the twilight gray, and the western red!

And then, i' the leafy month o' the year,
All ni^'ht the emerald twilight is here,
With lingering love hanging over the bed
Where tin- beautiful Day and the Night lie wed

—

Over them stai mopiea fair,

A tremulous joy i< breathed through the air.

The stars, oh] they never so beautiful seem
As when in the light of this love they gleam-
Hie light of this love, so holy and dear,
That comes o' nights T the middle o' the year :

So lovely they look, in the emerald sky,
One grieves to think they should ever die.

They die; the outriders of rosy dawn
Have crossed the hills and colored the lawn

—

The green sward reddens : the red to gold,
The gold to white, changes over the wold

—

The little birds chirp, in the sun's broad face,

The lazy shadows lie stretched on the chase,
The silvery brooklet in melody runs,
There dance on its ripples a million suns

;

And crystally clear is the voice in the sky,
That bids the Twilight and stars good bye.

— Chambers' Journal.

THE GOVERNOR-GENERAL OF INDIA.
The Marquis of Ripon is known tn people in the United States from

his connection with the Washington Treaty, in which connection he did
much to allay the disquiet which then existed between this country and
England, Subsequently, he astonished the world by a sudden change of

reliffion. One morning it was announced publicly that the Grand-Master
of Free Masonry, in England, had quietly walked from his residence at
Studley Park to a neighboring Roman Catholic Church, where be re-

nounced the Protestant religion, and became a member of that church.
As one of the wealthiest peers in the kingdom, and one of the most

powerful supporters of the Liberal Part}', Lord Ripon was selected as
Governor-General of India when that party came into power. His acces-

sion to office was marked by the reversal in a great measure, of the foreign

policy of his predecessor. As his period of administration is drawing to

a close, he is, it appears, determined to create a sensation by attempting
to give force to his ultra liberal views. Without any warning as to their

intention, his Government has sprung a veritable mine on the European
settlers in India, by introducing a bill in the Legislative Council, empow-
ering native magistrates in the interior of the country to sit in judgment
in cases where the life, liberty or property of Europeans residing in their

districts are involved.
Hitherto, their jurisdiction has been confined to natives, and only in a

few cases where highly educated native magistrates have been appointed
in the chief cities of the Presidency, have such powers been extended to

jurisdiction over Europeans. In those cases the magistrates were under
the immediate eye of the authorities, and the European judges associated

with them in the administration of the law, and their acts were thus kept
in check by public opinion. In the districts none of these safeguards ex-

ist. The native of India, it is well known, is a born liar. Perjury is the
prevailing characteristic in all native proceedings before the Courts.

What, then, would be the position of a European settler who may have
encountered the enmity of the native element in some remote part of the
country in which he may reside. He would be taken on complaint before

an ignorant and possibly prejudiced native magistrate, and would proba-

bly be forthwith condemned without a chance of obtaining a just hearing

of his case. Hitherto, Englishmen in India have had the privilege of be-

ing tried by their countrymen. Should this privilege be in future denied
them, they would not only quit the country as soon as possible, but all

English capita], so much needed for the development of India, would
speedily be withdrawn. Verily, Gladstone has much to account for in

his attempts at "liberal" legislation in Ireland, but his colleague, Lord
Ripon, wants to outherod Herod. The acts of his chief has already borne
evil fruit in Ireland, but the pernicious character of the proposed act of

Lord Ripon's Government in attempting to foist "liberal " principles on
the natives of India, must be assuredly attended by infinitely more disas-

trous consequences if that act becomes the law of the land.

Decorative panels may be painted on thin cardboard, cut to the
proper size, and fitted into' the panels of doors or wainscots, with much
less trouble than is required to paint the designs on the wood itself.

BANKS.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
!''« »3.000,000.M.UTOU l-rralilriil.mo* AN BlOWS, f Mbler

I B Haiti. Jr.. A.al OwltU
Aeairra:

N>» York, Xgrnry of the Bank of Calfornla ; RoatoD, Trrmonl Nallnnal ll«nV,
i Bulk; 81 l.-mi., BoMflUUl'f String llaiik ; New Zrolanil,

the Bank ...I. c..rr. -]-.ihI. nt ii

•loiita in India, China, Japan .,i„l ,\

ponliML
The Hank hal Aganclel al I i, nu, |n .11 the nrlncl-

'I Town, of the I'.i, ill,- coast.

Lcttcn, of Cr,all ir\l>le In all porta o the world. Draw direct on Lon-
rii.n, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-tho-Maln, Antwerp,

ttiana, Looarno, M<l
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Sbangl

, Italy,

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Uoyal Charter.—Capital paid up, SI,800,.

000, with rower t Southeast corner r ;1 iif,.niia and Sin-
some streets. HeedOfflce—28 Cornhill, London. Bran

Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.
inaacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subjectto Check

HndSpoejaJ Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available InsJ parts ol
Id Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.

Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Offlci and Branches, and upon its Agents
as follows :

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank; Scotland -British Linen Company; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America—London Bank of Mexico and South America; China and
Japan—Chartered Bank ol India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company ol Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Hunk, and r.donial Hank Panama
M*£ 18- FREDERICK To\VNSKND

f Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, GAL.
Paid up Capital $1,500,000, (.old. President, R. €. Wool-

worth Vice-President, D. Callaghan ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
DiKKcrons :—R. C. Wbolworth, D. CaMaghan, C. G, Hooker, Gei rge A. Low, Peter

Donahue, Isaac Wonnser, James Phelan, James Moffltt, X. Van Bergen.
C0RKK8P0NDENT3—London : Earing Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. i> Birehii,

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin: Provincial- Bank <>f Ireland. Hamburg1

: Hesse,
Neuman&Co. Paris: Hottinguer& Co. New York: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-
pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal
Cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Commeroia
Credits issued available in Europe, Chii.a and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital, $2,100,000.

Sau Francisco Office, 424 California street*, London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid Up $3,000,000.
Reserve 4,500,000.

Agency at New York, 02 Wall street.
Agency at Virginia, Nev.

Issues Commercial and Trav-
Nov. 8.

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers,
elers' Credits.

THE ANG10-CALIF0RNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E. Cof. Sansome and Pine Streets.

London Office, 3 Angel Court ; New York Agents. J. W. Sel-
igrnan & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorised Capita! Stock, *0, 000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,
loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world,

FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEJN1IART, Managers.
P. N. Liuentual, Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
OCARANTFE CAPITAL, 8*00,000.O dicer:-*: Vice-President, /Heroine .Lincoln; Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Siduey V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other
Approved Securities. Olfice : No. 215 Sansome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Dentsche Sparmid Leinbanlc, No 526 Californiastreet, San

Francisco. Officers : President, L. GOTTIG. Board ok Directors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George II. EggeJV, N. Van Bergen, lb L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE ; Attorney, JOHN R.
JARBOE. May 18.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, of Zurich, Capital 5,000,000 francs; Helvetia,

of St. Gall, Capital 10,000,000 francs ; Baloise, of Basic, Capital 5,000,000 francs.
These three Companies arc liable jointly and severally for all losses that may be sus-
ained. Losses made payable in all the principal seaports of the world. In the set-
tlement of all claims under an English policy, these Companies willstrictlv adhere to
the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, and submit to English jurisdiction.

June 9. HARRY \V. SYZ, Agent, 420 and 422 California st., S. F.

PROF. JOS. JOSSET,
Gradnate of the University of l*aris; Kx. Profpwor of lie

ia Mennais' Normal, France; late of Point Loma Seminary, San Diego. Pri-
vate Lessons in the French Language. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 P.M. Private Lessons given at the res-
idence of the pupil. Dec. 6.

fiGTDresses, cloaks, coats, stockings and all crarments can be colored
successfully with the Diamond Dyes. Fashionable colors 10 cents.
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PLEASURE'S WAND.
** We Obey no Wand but Pleasnre's."—Tom Moore.

With Rosina Vokes left out the Vokes Family is in a bad fix. Rosina
was truly—as the bills have it of her successor

—" The Incarnation of

Fun." She was full of rollicking mischief, her eyes twinkled with mirth-

ful glee, her body seemed to move in humorous undulations, and her

laugh was contagious in its truth and heartiness. She was tbe life, tbe

spirit of the troupe, and with her brother Fred, did all the work, the

others forming a sort of a background. Miss Bessie Sanson is plump
and chubby. She has pretty arms, a head of tangled curls, and is quick

in her movements. But her fun is artificial, her laugh hollow, her facial

expression unmeaning, and her voice inaudible. Fred Vokes is as bright

and original a fellow as ever. His facial expression is most remarkable
in its changes. He is graceful, supple, and moves with a freedom full of

grace. His sense of the humorous is as keen as ever, and his Timotheus
Gibbs, in the Belles of the Kitchen, is as excruciatingly funny as of yore.

The business of the Belles is tedious in its hackneyed form. The countless

imitators of the Vokes have used all of their capers and tricks with more
or less clever improvements, and it would be advisable for the originals to

freshen up their performance. Fred Vokes is clever enough to imagine
and create original humorous tricks, and he should do so, it he wishes his

company to keep up in the race for patronage. There is one bit of bur-

lesque in the Belks that has not been imitated by anybody. It is the

"Miserere" scene. This is, without exception, the most ludicrous bit of

burlesquing on the stage. Next week Fun in a Fog will be produced.
* * * * *

The Grover Company, at the Baldwin, have done the best business of

the week. Low prices and a good performance have caught the public.

The troupe is a good one, and My Son- in- Law is a bright little farcical

comedy, amusing in plot and dialogue. It is played as well as before,

although Raymond Holmes is missed from the cast. Several amusing
plays are to follow.

* * * * . *

Photos has drawn fairly. Next week the second act will be full of new
bits of mimicry and burlesque. Louis Harrison has remarkable creative

powers, and finds in his original imagination endless suggestions for hu-
morous effects. In execution he is not as happy, for he overdoes every-
thing. Alice capers through her part in a sort of a cold-blouded, cynical

way. Gourlay is bright and dapper.
* * * * *

Charley Reed has been giving imitations this week, and it is needless

to say that the "plain, simple comedian" makes his audience shout with
laughter. The rest of the programme was good. Next week it will be

materially changed.

Bob Eberle's benefit was well attended,
to a popular favorite.

It was a deserved compliment

Urban has lost none of his artistic ability as a comedian during two
years' work upon the opera bouffe stage. This was proven by his acting
on last Sunday evening. The audience present was not a large one, but it

was appreciative and enthusiastic. The applause was more than gener-
ous. On the Sth of April Mine. Genee will receive the compliment of a
benefit, tendered her by the German theater-goers. Mine. Genee has di-

rected the fortunes of the German theater in this city for fifteen years.

Her stock company has always been a strong one, and as stars she has
presented to her patrons all the shining lights of the German stage. The
different seasons have been well managed, with pleasure to the public and
profit to herself.

Manola is being played at the Tivoli to good houses,
effective style.

It is produced in

The concert of young Landsberger, Henry Heyman's clever pupil, is to
take place on the 13th proximo.

* * . * * *

On the same date the Toepke testimonial concert takes place. It is a
pity that these two musical events should occur on the same day. In this

city, where concerts are of rare occurrence, and music-loving and concert-
patronizing people but few in number it is absurd and impolitic th:it such
a contretemps should happen. As Henry Heyman made his announce-
ment a couple of weeks ago, there has evidently been an oversight on the
part of the managers of the Toepke concert.»*#**
On Thursday evening of next week, Mine. Fabbri will sing at a con-

cert at Piatt's Hall, assisted by Jacob Muller and several of her pupils,

including the Misses Siperly who are said to possess promising voices.
* * * * *

The lot of incompetents that constituted the Lingard company have
had a row with Villiam 'Orace, the manager. It was a question of no
salary and no fares for them, and a skip-out for him. In view of the in-
jury the lot inflicted upon the unfortunate and misguided persons who
attended the Baldwin during the two weeks' "snap," a just punishment
would be a good walk back Fast.*****
Byrne's Times furnishes some interesting information about young

Darling, the musical genius of whom all artists say that he is sure to be
some day a great composer. He is not over twenty-one, and has had to
fight his way alone since his school-days. He went to New York ayainst
his parents' wishes—a mere boy, without friends or money, going to New
York to be a great composer. He was a clerk in a down-town store for
a while, but did nothing but scribble on paper and paint on boxes scraps
of original musical themes. In his garret he wrote the score of The Jolly
Uackelors. Its melodies caught the ear of a manager, and he produced it.

It was played for over a year, although it had a most absurd and paltry
libretto; and the young musician got money enough out of it to go study-
ing music in earnest. He went right to Dietrich, probably the best mu-
sician in New York, and applied himself night and day. Dietrich had

so much faith in his pupil's genius that he advised him never to try an-
other opera until he got a good libretto. A year later a young artist by
the name of Bacon brought him a libretto that struck him. It was
purely American, was full of color and situation, and Darling undertook
to set it to music. It is now finished. It is said by those who have heard
the score to be a remarkable work for such a young man. A well-known
musician says that Darling appears to have grasped all the problems of
stage treatment intuitively, and with a lavish fund of melody has strung
it with airs which are distinctly new and bright. This operetta is enti-
tled Don FUibusto. It will probably before long be presented to the pub-
lic. One thing is certain: Darling is a born musical genius, and, as he is

an American, his career will be watched with hopeful curiosity.*****
One of the most amusing things on the stage, to me, is to watch the

contortions with which mediocre actors attempt to put what they call
" character " into their impersonations. One is cast for an old man. To
play this part he bends his hams as never hams were bent by nature;
he drags his feet along as if they were snow-shoes; he shakes his noddle
and fumbles with his hands, and his voice dwindles into a childish treble,
" pipes and whistles in its sound." I have seen actors of reputation play
" Sir Peter Teazle " like a dotard octogenarian—" Sir Peter Teazle," who
is, by his"own showing, only fifty years of age, and capable of inspiring a
very enduring affection in the breast of his lively young spouse, the bril-

liant " Lady Teazle." Have you ever noticed how literally some of these
alleged actors "suit the action to the word ? " I have seen a "Grosvenor,"
in a local beer-garden production of Patience, who, when he spouted the
line, "A great big squirt was his favorite toy," was fain to imitate the
action of a squirt, as if he was going to irrigate his audience wichout their
leave. Singing actors are especially prone to absurd physical exaggera-
tions. As a rule they are not actors, and to make up for the conscious
deficiency they indulge in a most unnatural system of gesture and move-
ment. And the bows that are indulged in] A short while ago I remember
seeing at one of the theatres a liveried servant put his hand on his heart,
as he bowed on receiving the orders of his master. Did anybody ever see
that in real life? Truly the stage is full of absurdities.

* * * * *

Everything is progressing finely for the Thomas concerts. The separate
chorus rehearsals have begun, and reports of their work are favorable.
The season will indeed be a treat. Beaucleuc.

Master Nathan Landsberger, .another young California boy, of
great promise, aud who has already attained a proficiency on the king of
instruments, the "violin," will be the recipient of a benefit concert at
Piatt's Hall on Friday evening, April 13th, which bids fair to be the
most fashionable affair and financial success which will have taken place
in this city for many years. A large number of our most prominent so-
ciety ladies and gentlemen are taking an active part in disposing of
tickets, and boxes are being sold at a high premium. In some instances
§50 have been paid for a single box. On this occasion Miss Pauline Olm-
sted, from Oakland, will make her debut in this city. She possesses a
soprano voice of marvelous sweetness, compass and power, and is also
very handsome and attractive ou the stage, and occupies a very high so-
cial position. Mr. H. M. Gillig, who is likewise a prominent young man
in society, is gifted with a magnificent baritone voice rarely heard, and
this being also his debut, will score a great success. The pianiste will be
Mrs. Carmichael-Carr, who well deserves the reputation of being a thor-
ough and finished artiste, and whose appearance on the concert stage
always calls forth much enthusiasm. Mr. Julius Hinrichs and a number
cf other well known artists will also assist. Mr. Henry Heyman con-
ducts and manages this concert in person, which means a perfect success
in every way.

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.
JH.HAVKRLY, Proprietor.—Frederick W. Bert, Manager.

o "The Past a Guarantee for the Future." Every Evening (except Sunday),
and ;it the Saturday Matinee, the World-Finn eel VOKES FAMILY, under the man-
agement uf Mr. JOHN P. SMITH. Last Night of the Vokes Absurdity,

The Belles of the Kitchen!
Performance will commence with liuekstone's Charming- Comedy, COUSIN JOE.
Monday Evening-, April 2d-The Mirth-provoking- Nautical Extravaganza, FUN

IN A FOG.
Box. office for sale of reserved seats open from 9 A. M. to 10 r. m. March 31.

THE BALDWIN THEATRE.

ARevival of Popular Approval I leonar<l Grover Comedy
COMPANY! Final 2—Performances—2 Final. Saturday Matinee at 2 p. m.

Saturday Evening- at S r. M. Last and Final Performances of Leonard Grover's Pop-
ular Comedy,

My Son-in-Law !

THE EXTREME OF POPULAR PRICES: 75c—50c—25c. No additional charge
for reserving- seats.

By Permission, Sunday, April 1st—Leonard Grover's Greatest Success, OUR
BOARDING-HOUSE. March 31.

BUSH-STREET THEATRE.

MB. LEAVITT, Lessee and Manager: AI. Hayman, As-
o sociate Manager. —Every- Evening (including Sunday), Wednesday and Sat-

urday Matinees. "A Night Laughed Away as if by Magic." Unparalleled Success of

THE HARRISONS, ALICE and LOUIS, and their famous COTERIE OF COM-
EDIANS, presenting their Original Humorous Creation,

Photos !

In Two Scream3 and a Shriek! A Constant Fusi]ade of Mirth, Melody, Mimicry!
Oh, how I Suffer!

Seats can be secured six days in advance. March 31

EMERSON'S STANDARD THEATRE.
WIS. E3IEKSU9T, Sole Proprietor mill Manager—Every

Evening and Saturday Matiuee, EMERSON'S MINSTRELS! Last Week uf

the Successful Burlesque Opera,

Patience !

First Week of Uie New Finale, THE TURKISH PATROL! Great Hit of Charley
Reed's IMITATIONS! Our Star Company in a Brilliant Olio and First Part!

ORIGINAL POPULAR PRICES.—Dress Circle and Orchestra, 75 cts.; Balcony
50 cts. : Matinees, 25 cts. and 50 cts. No extra charge to reserve.

Telephone 5,094. March 31.
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Ingham Rules, We hare heard of several bets in Robinson's favor, but
era think Lambert will win the match if he kilts forty. He ought to be

it that number.

Yachting. -Then is nol tort this week, but we beg to offer
few suggestions. The life oi yachting is racing, and during the present

rammer we should bare a race for every month in the season. Our Meet
ia now large enough to have class races. The Brat would be the 7<> foot

class, including the Casco, Lurline, Aggie, Ariel, and Mr. TeviB' new
These rive would make a splendid contest, and look handsome, and

bo evenly matched in size very little trouble need be made about
rements. The second clans would be for schooners of 50 feet and

leas than 70. This would bring out the Nellie, Cbispa, O'Connor, Fleur
de Lis and White Wing, and make a really brilliant race. The yawl

hould come next, including the Lolita, Frolic, Emerald, Startled
Fawn and Elia, another batch of five each, varying in measurement
from 40 to 50 feet. There is just enough of them to make a good race,
and as every yachtsman knows, it is unfair to match a craft of this rig with
either schooners or sloops. The sloop race would perhaps be a gift to the
Annie, but for second place a fine contest should be witnessed between
the Littie, Nellie, Magic, Clara, Thetis and Spray, seven handsome crafts
fit to make a very interesting race. In these lists we have left out ths
name of the Rambler, because she is too small for either of the schooner
classes, and the sloops would have too much of an advantage over on the
usual time allowance. Her proper place would be among the yawls. We
have made no club distinctions in compiling these lists, and submit the
project to y?cht owners generally. If the two clubs would nominate a
joint regatta committee the plan might be carried out very, successfully,
and to the lasting benefit of yacht racing. The prizes might be simple
sweepstakes, $100 for the first class, $50 for the second, $25 each for the
third and fourth. The course for yawls and sloops might be shortened
by omitting the Hunter's Point and Oakland stake boats.

Trotting.—St. Julien will go East early next month. He is in splendid
condition. His owners anticipate that he will trot a mile this Summer
that will astonish the world. Last Sunday, at the Bay District Track,
he trotted a mile in 2:21, during exercise, reaching the half in 1:07. On
April 5th there will be a sale of fillies ami geldings, two and three year3
old, bred by Mr. J. L. Rose, of San Gabriel, Los Angeles county. These
animals are sired by Sultan and Del Sur. The names of the sires indicate
the quality of the stock. Buyers will have an opportunity of seeing them
more in harness. The sale will be conducted by Killip & Co. at the Bay
District Track. On the same day, and at the same place, Killip & Go.
will offer for sale twelve head of young trotting stallions, fillies, geldings
and roadster mares, from the stock farm of Mr. J. B. Haggin. They are
all well bred. The list of sires includes Santa Clans, Alaska, Norwood,
Foscora and Hayward. Mr. Fred. Ruhnle, of Petaluma, has decided to

offer at public sale, on April 7th, twelve of his highly bred colts, the ages
ranging from two to six year3. They are the produce of Hambletonian,
Mambrino and Patchem. The sale will be held at the Petaluma Fair
Grounds by Killip & Co.

Archery. —Charley Leonard, the well-known bicycle trick rider, has
suddenly developed remarkable skill with the long bow. At the Pacific
i Hub's range last Saturday he astonished several of the veterans, his
" loose" being pronounced phenomenal. Charley is the coining light in

the somewhat clouded heaven that has so long overshadowed local archers.

Rowing.—Mr. Oscar Tolle, of the Olympic Club, will row a race with
an Eastern amateur, in shells, for a fifty-dollar medal, at Saucelito, on
Saturday, April 14th. The Watkins family, of the Ariel Rowing Club,
and the Griffin family, of the Golden Gate Club, talk of a series of tri-

angular races. Both families have good oarsmen, and reputedly able
talkers. We shall soon see which gift will prevail. •

Fishing.—To-day the close season for trout ends, and to-morrow the
streams in Marin, Sonoma, San Mateo, Santa Clara and Alameda coun-
ties will be rushed by anglers. The. heavy rains and the prospect of

muddy streams will not deter those whose ambition it has always been to
be first. Fingerlings and everything that will add weight to the basket
will be thrust in. Nearly every one will be disappointed with the first

casts made this season, and we are glad of it, not that we wish everybody
disappointments, but that we know that small catches in the first month
of the season means better and larger fish later on. Every true angler
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will be motived to o pete for prizes, There will also be held
time an exhibition of poultry and for which prices

will be given. In tha Bench Show department one hundred and thirty
been made, The show will open at Union Ball, on

April 37th and close on May 2d. Full information
intended exhibitors by applying to m , ryF at the
business office, Mo. 317 Montgomery street.

Billiards. progress in New York, and
Vignaui la the champion. In the first game he met I >aly and scored the
easiest tort of a win. in thirty in the 600 points, includ

run of IC1, his average being 20. Daly made 112, bis largest run
being 15, and the average 16*29. Sexton and Morris followed, ,mil the

tamed won, the totals being: Sexton 600, Morris 532. Sexton's
in was in the seventh inning, ill. I ben came Schaeffer and Wal-

lace, the latter making a poor how, 336 to Shaeffer's 600. The winner's
in was 205, which gives Vignaux i thing to beat.

Rifle-shootiug—The California Rifle Association's Spring meeting
will be held at Shell Mound about the end of April. The team from onr
State Militia, who purposed going to Nevada to bring back to California
the Trophy, last year, will shortly commence practice for that event.

Pox Hunting.— "i J-eniil John"' McCullough was never suspected,
while here, of cultivating a taste for the chase, and no one ever hinted
that in the pigskin he rode like a centaur. But he appears to have learn-
ed the art somewhere, for we hud in the Turf, Field and Farm, a bril-

liant description of his share in a Virginia Fox Hunt. Mounted on Ring-
bolt, he had a field of twenty riders, took the first fence with the same
ease and grace that he drains a glass of extra dry, and finished next to
the hounds at the death, waving the brush in triumph as his companions
rode up to congratulate him. The account suggests three things: That
MeCidlongh rode a very considerate horse, that he followed a most oblig-
ing fox, and that the chronicler of the event must be a dramatic critic.

Baseball.—The first of the series of thirty-six games of the Cali-
fornia League will be played at the Recreation Grounds to-morrow. The
Olympic Club is making an effort to arrange a set of league games for
amuteurs, at their ground in Oakland.

Turf.—We have no bets to report on any of the events fixed by the
Blood Horse Association for April and May.

Football.—Several members of the original Phoenix Football Club,
who have been for sometime absent from the city, returned last week.
They are eager for a kick, and have arranged for a match with the Uni-
versity Fifteen for next Saturday. The ground will be in fine order, and
the best game of the season will undoubtedly be witnessed by those who
will take the trouble to go to the Recreation Grounds.

Bicycling.—None of our sportsmen welcomed the blessed rain more
heartily than our wheelmen. The copious showers of the present week
mean for them good roads, large meets and long runs. So soon as the
roada are fit, the San Francisco Club will make a run to San Jose.

Boeing.—Harry Maynard had a benefit last Monday night, which was
well attended. The set-to between the "Unknown" and a gentleman of
color showed very fair science on the part of both. Boxing has suddenly
become one of the most profitable of arts. Sullivan, the bruiser, has
made 350,000 within the past year. It is no longer surprising to find the
newspapers filled with notices of the once degenerate P. R. Two promi-
nent members of the Olympic Club recently allowed a misunderstanding
to grow into a quarrel, and words were followed by a blow, or blows.
Then came a challenge for a fight with fists, duly accepted, aud both
parties are reported to have trained for the contest, one of them se-

curing seconds. The friends of the other man who were asked to act
iu that capacity, wisely refused to encourage a brutal fight, and further
persuaded their friend to withdraw from a degrading contest. For this

sensible course he was called a coward by the opposing faction. We at
once commend the course he has taken in being guided by cooler and
wiser heads than his own. Boxing is splendid exercise, and every man
should be able to defend himself with his hands when attacked. As a
means of defense, we prefer to use hands rather than either a pistol or a
knife. But we know no terms too strong to condemn a cold-blooded
fight with fists amongst respectable men. Any man may give or take a
blow in anger, but there it should end. But when two men, who have
associations amongst gentlemen, deliberately prepare themselves to eive
aud take brutal and degrading punishment from each other, and they are
encouraged and supported by friends, it is time to speak out boldly
against the possible growth of a custom that is beneath contempt. We
hope we have beard the last of this thing, and that all who had any
share iu giving it prominence, will see that a manly withdrawal from a
degrading fight has saved them all from absolute disgrace.

Mr. Loring's chorus for the Thomas Festival, which is organized and
finely at work, will sing in connection with the soloists, and have consid-
erable independent work. It will be heard chiefly in the Hymn of Praise,
au elaborate composition of a symphonic character, with solos and duetts,
which is expected will comprise an entire part of one concert programme.
The solos will be taken by Miss Thursby and Mrs, Allen. For independ-
ent numbers they will have the grand "Hallelujah" from the Messiah, two
choruses from St. Paul, a chorus from Elijah, and will probably appear in
a 3cene from Lohengrin, with solos by the principals. As the voices haxe
been selected with care, it is expected that the chorus will be an exceed-
ingly attractive feature of the Festival, and that a foundation will be laid
for grander work in connection with the music festivals of the future.
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THE CONDITION OF RUSSIA.
In spite of the fears of statesmen and the sel6sh opposition of

officialism, tbe condition and experience of the Russian people seem to

make them specially fit for political freedom. They are reared in the

practice of local self-government, which is the best of all schools for the

exercise of political rights. Everywhere the peasantry, the great bulk of

the nation, are accustomed to meet, to vote, and manage their social and
local affairs; to elect the managers of their commune, and to implicitly obey
those whom they have elected. They have to provide, not individually,

but each commune collectively, for the excessive taxation imposed by the

central Government, and in addition to bear the irritating and constant
interference of a central officialism. The extension of their experience

and action from local and social to political and national affairs seems a

safe and natural step. There are, in fact, unusual guarantees in Russia

for the right exercise of political power by the people. They have few
difficulties of caste, their present assemblies being representative and dem-
ocratic. There is the Conservative element of a common ownership in

land, each man being, as a rule, in his corporate capacity a proprietor of

the soil and responsible to the commune for his individual contribution to

the common welfare. Consequently, they have not had that most serious

of all problems in their political future which other European nations

have yet to solve—the existence of a vast propertyless class in the midst

of an ever-increasing national wealth.

In this crisis, tbe one means of safety for the Emperor would be for him
to throw off the fatal load of absolute power, to call the people to his aid by
couceding to them political rights and representative institutions, and
through tbe action of a Constitutional Government to destroy, or rather

to use and guide the revolutionary forces which experience shows he can-

not control. The policy of concession, though difficult, is safe, if, when
once entered on. it is continued. The emancipation of the serfs, though
imperfectly carried out, and leading as it is doing to angry and ominous
demands on the part of the peasants for further rights, yet brought no
danger to Alexander II. The danger was in stopping short in the path
of reform, after having raised the hopes of the nation by taking such a
splendid step. But it is difficult for an absolute ruler—unless a man of

exceptional power and ability—to see the wisdom of the policy of conces-

sion or voluntarily to adopt it. The Emperor is surrounded by a vast

bureaucracy which looks with distrust and hatred on the idea of political

self-government, and which feels that its own existence is incompatible
with popular power and free institutions. With no press, platform or

Parliament, through which he can hear the direct voice of the people, or

see things as they are, the Czar relies on officialism. He sees with its

eyes, hears with its ears, and trusts to it for the administration of his

will. Accordingly there is no response to any popular desire. In retire-

ment and in virtual defeat the Czar still clings to the reactionary policy.

It is true there is a mild form of Liberalism which is permitted in Rus-
sia and found even among the official classes and in society. When re-

ferred to in newspapers it is apt to mislead the foreign reader by indicat-

ing the existeuce in Russia of a recognized and progressive Liberal party.

It is, however, merely a fashionable profession of a liberalism by per-

sons who enlarge on the advantages of constitutional government as a
principle for countries to which it is applicable, and who are anxious to

give freedom to the people when they are fit for it, and so forth. With
grave signs of agrarian troubles in several parts of the Empire, with an
ever-increasing army of officials, with oppressive taxation, with annual
deficits and new loans, with national credit strained almost to its limit,

with a large and increasing revolutionary party which lays hold of the in-

tellect of the country, and which cannot be kept down even by the sever-

est methods of repression, it must be adudtted that the outlook in Rus-
sian politics is a dark one. As to the issue of the perilous conflict be-

tween Czar and people, it requires but little political insight to predict

that the present system in Russia cannot last.

—

Mr. Jesse Collings, M.
P., in the Fortnightly Review.

THE ALABAMA AWARD.
Tbere is a rumor floating about, which has given serious rise to a

question addressed to the Ministry in the House of Commons, that the
British Government is going to demand the return of the surplus of the
Alabama award. We believe there is not the slightest foundation for the
story. The " lump sum " fixed by the Geneva tribunal was paid by Eng-
land as a final settlement, whether it proved too large or too small. The
United States were not to get any more if it proved to be insufficient to

satisfy the claims recognized by the arbitrators, nor were they to refund
the balance if it proved more than sufficient. Therefore, if the United
States were now to pay back what they found no claimant for, it would
be a work of pure supererogation, honorable perhaps to themselves, but
which no one else has any right to demand or expect. *' Finis," in short,

was written all over the Alabama award, and stamped on the bag con-
taining the §15,000,000, and any one who thinks there is going to be any
further international controversy about the matter imagines a vain thing.

But neither this, nor tbe late decision of the English Court of Appeal,
that the United States had final control of the lump sum, in the smallest
degree affects the moral position of the United States in distributing the
award. All that the English Court has decided is that whatever the
United Stages may do in the matter is legally unassailable. This we
knew before. But no Court on earth can make it right to claim and re-

ceive money on account of a certain loss, which you would not have re-

ceived had the Judge not believed your story, and then turn round and
deny that any such loss existed, and apply the money to something else,

for which the Judge said you were not entitled to anything. This we
have done. We claimed money, by names, dates and amounts, for the
Insurance Companies, and got it. We claimed it for the war-premium
men, and were refused it. We then took the Insurance men's money and
gave it to the war-premium men. There is no way of putting a good face
on this, and the less talk there is about it the better.

—

The Nation.

" Yes," he said, "carrying so much baggage is an awful nuisance, and
it costs a pile to have it carried from depot to depot ; but then, you know,
the railroads allow a man to carry a hundred and fifty pounds, and a
fellow likes to get all that belongs to him."

—

American-Paper.

Butterick & Co's Celebrated Paper Patterns for Ladies, Misses and Childrens'
Garments. Suiid for catalogue. H. A. Dkming, 124 Post street, San Francisco.

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
INSURANCE AGENCY,

A 334 California Street, Sail Frauclscu,

File Insurance.
G1RARD of Philadelphia. TEUTONIA of New Orleans.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y. LA CONFIANCE of Paris.

NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS
PEOPLES of Newark. ... ofNewYork.
WATERTOWN of New York. THE FIREINS. ASSOCIATION (Limited)
ST. PAUL ofSt.Paul of London, England.
STANDARD FIRE OFFICE.. of London

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONCIERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Oapital Represented $27,000,000.
All Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid.

W. L. CHALMERS,
Special Agent and Adjuster.

Assets January 1, 13S3
Surplus for poliej' holders.

.

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864.

Principal Office 216 Sansome street.

FIRE INSURANCE.
Capital (Paid TJp in TT. S. Gold Coin) $300,000 00
Reinsurance Reserve $172,898 50

3717,156.63 I Premiums.sinceorganizat'n. §4,155,239.10
5710,869.83 j Losses, since organization.. §1,859,286 64

OFFICERS:
J. F. HOUGHTON President I CMAS. R. STORY Secretary
J. L. N. SHEPARD Vice-President

|
R. H. MAGILL General Agent

Directors of tub Home Mutual Insurance Co.— L. L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J.

L. N. Shepard, John Curry, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, 0. C. Burr, J. S. Carter,
Charles Holding, D. W. Earl. Feb. 10

PHOZNIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., Estab'd 1732.—Cash Assets, $5,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1833.—Cash Assets, $1,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd I851.--Cash Assets, $1,357,326.39.

BUTLER * HALOAN,
General Agents for Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO,
Capital, $10,000,000.

Unlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF LONDOITfIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

THE STANDARD MARINE INSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool. Capital, $5,000,000.

W. 3. CALLINGHA1I * CO., General Agents,
Aug. 12 213 Sansome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Oapital $7,500,000
Cash Assets 1,709.976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE A- CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF LONDON.
[ INSTITUTED 1803.]

London Assurance Corporation, of London
Established by Royal Charter 1720

Northern Assurance Corporation; of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool. Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.

BOBEBT DICKSON, Manager.
W. ZANE BOOKER, Agent and Attorney.

6.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building.
[October 11. J

COMMERCIAL UNION ASSURANCE COMPANY OF LONDON.
Capital-$12,500,000, Gold.

FIRE AND M A. JE4 I TV E .

OFFICE 210 SANSOME STREET, San Francisco.
[March 10.] JOHN RAE HAMILTON, Manager.
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DEBORAH LLC
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xoehow it happened ;i Ion

In the agueinh west countree
That a chill March morning gave the tkaie*

To my ! . n'itiil 1 Deborah Lee ;

And the grim steam doctor (corse him) came,
And bora her away fr

The dootor ami death nld partnan they—
In the agueish Wi

The angeia wanted her up in 11

(But they never asked foi

And that la the reason, I rather
In the agueish West countree,

That tlie cold March wind and the doctor and death
Took <>n my Deborah Lee

—

My beautiful 1 taborah I

From the warm sunshine and the opening flower.

And took her away from me.

Our love was u six-horse team,
Or the love of folks older than we,
And possibly wiser than we,

But death, with the aid of doctor and steam,
Wae rather too many fur me;

He closed the peepers and Bileneed the breath
Of my sweetheart. Deborah Lee;

And her form lies cold in the prairie mold,
Silent and cold—ah, me !

The foot of the hunter shall press her grave,
And the prairie's sweet wild flowers,

In their odOTOQS beauty around it wave,
Through all the sunny hours

;

The still, bright summer hours;
And birds shall sing in the tufted grass,

And the nectar-laden bee,

With his dreary hum on his gauze wings pass

—

She wakes no more to me
;

Ah! never more to me!
Though the wild birds sing and the wild flowers spring,

She wakes no more to me.

Yet oft, in the hush of the dim, still night,

A vision of beauty I see,

Gliding soft to my bedside—a phantom of light,

Dear, beautiful Deborah Lee

—

My bride that was to be,

And I wake to mourn that th*1 doctor and death
And the cold March wind should stop the breath

Of my darling Deborah Lee

—

Adorable Deborah Lee

;

That the angels should want her up in Heaven
Before they wanted me I

LETTER FROM THE PIOUS JONES.
Yokohama, March 9, 1S83.

Dear News Letter: Several more business tirms gone to smash. Ex-
odus has commenced. Mere sales (of houses and furniture): who buy
without money I don't know, but it is done by somebody. The native

police are very effective in the arresting and fining of native girls who
keep drinking shops to allay the thirst of foreign pedestrians on the "New
Road," and that is why they haven't time to look after thieves, burglars

and other miscreants. The editor of the Mail continues to write idiotic

misleading articles all in favor of the Japanese misgovernmeut ; now that

misgovernment is continually fining an^ imprisoning editors of native

newspapers for trifles. An uninhabitated house (insured) caught fire the

morning before last and burnt. Odd, isn't it?

Vale et plaudite, The Pious Jones.

To Cure or not to Cure without Koni La—that is the question. In

this age of investigation and analysis some of the beliefs, doctrines and
opinions that were considered to be firmly supported by evidence " strong

as proof of holy water," are, in the light of reason and research, proving

to be bat stubborn facts; so is Koni La Volcanic Water, which is no

mystified secrecy of springs in an unknown location of Northern or

Southern California, nor like a gilded pill, made to suit the eye, taste or

smell, but in its effects, and on account of its genuine merit, is now pre-

scribed by our most eminent physicians as Blood Purifier, a powerful

eliminator in all Kidney Complaints, Skin Diseases, a valuable curative

in Female Complaints, and, in fact, as a truly household remedy. One
fair trial will convince the most skeptical that Koni La Volcanic Water
will prove the sufferer's best ready-relief friend, worthy of confidence.

Pacific Mineuai, Wateb Company.
Depot—3G0 Fourth street, corner Harrison.

Parties living at a distance can have engravings made by sending photograph,

or sketch mi paper, ik*i-ii:itiiiL,' size required. Estimates furnished on application.

H. F. PHOTO-ENG. CO., 609 Merchant street.

INSURANCE.

MARINE INSURANCE. THE GLOBE MARINE OF LONDON.
CAPITAL, $2,500,000.

THE CHINESE INSURANCE CO. (Marine) OF HONGKONG.
CAPITAL. $1,&00.000.

WM, T. COLEMAN & CO..
No. 121 Market klreel,

AuoDt. for Hi' i'.i. i.

INTERNATIONAL MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY (Limited)

OF LIVERPOOL.
CAPITAL $2,500,000

DONALDSON & 00., Agents and Attorneys,
.;/.'' California stmt, 8, /'.

[Wb.M.1 It. II. HAVMTOH, Manager.

TRANSATLANTIC FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OP HAMBURG.

CAPITAL $1,500,000, U. S. Gold Coin
LOSSliS PAID IN GOLD COI* IMMEDIATELY Al'l'l.l; ADJUSTMENT.

Thifl 'poration holds contracts of bi\tcon other European Insun l loropanioa,
n. hj far the Krt'alcr part of every risli as Boon as accepted in yur offlec

IHI COMBINED SOBSCKIBED CAPITAL which our polici s Lhureforo- offer to
tho public amounts to »::<>. !><><>. <><><>. U. s COLD COIN, of which S7,U'»o,00l>
IS PAID UP, besides the always available Itcscrvc Funds,

GEO. MARCUS & CO.,
301 California street Sun Francisco,

GENERAL AGENTS TOR Till; PACIFIC COAST. [l''eb,10.j

(Organized 1SG3.)

FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY.
Firo end Aarino IiiE.urn.nco*

Assets 91.250,000
I.ohmcn pui<l over 4,5<to,uo.>
gar The Largest Assets and Largest Income of all the companies hailing from

west of New York State, and in 1881 Pacific Coast ureuiiums were larger U1u.11

those of any other company, local, Eastern or foreign.

D. J. STAPLES President I WM. J. BUTTON Secretary
ALP11LUS bULL Vice-President | E. W. CAUPENTEK Asst. Secretary

HOME OFFICE:
Southwest Cor. California and Sansome streets* San Francisco.
6^""* Agents in all prominent localities. Sept. 30.

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.--UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

The California Lloyils.—-£s£abllsDie«l iu 1861.—Son. 410 aud
418 California street. Cash Capital, $750,000 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates !

Prompt Settlement of Loses!! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS. —J. Mora Moss,
Moses Heller, J. O. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, It. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Ijartlott Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Lvcrson, A. li. Phipps, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Braudensteitt, W. M. Uoag, Nicholas
Luning, James Moflitt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Oustave Touehard,
George C. Hichox, J. II. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Win, Schelly, Charles
Uauni, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President.

James D. Bailey, Secretary. Gko. T. Bohpk, Surveyor. Nov. 0,

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.

(Capital 85,000,000.•-•Aleuts: Balfour, Guthrie A Co., No.
/ 316 California street, San Francisco. Nov. 18.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
CALIFORNIA MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 7
Annmm per Share 20 Cents
Levied February 27, 1SS3
Delinquent in Office April 10, 1883

Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock May 4, ltiyj

C. P. GORDON, Secretory;
Office—Room 23, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery Street, Sal) Frai

Ca lifornia.
"

March 3.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
JUSTICE MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 33
Amount per Share 10 Cents
Levied February S7th, 1833

Delinquent in Office April 4th, ltS-l

Day of Sale of Delinquent Stuck April 2Sd, lSfc3

R. E. KELLY, Secr^tarv.

Office—Room 2, Hayward's Building, 419 California street, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia. a;»ivh 'J.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING.

No. S30 l*o»t Street Opposite I'niou Square,

PROF. 0. A. LUNT respectfullj announces that hi r*y, No. ',',20 Po
street, isuow open for Juvenile and Evcni : Classes. Office Hours, forTerma, etc

| 10 a.m. to 12 m , aud ltol Oct 22
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A LOCAL STOCK-JOBBING OPERATION.
Things are not always what they seem to be. There is a vast deal of

deceit, deception and humbug in this world, and it is no less frequently

practiced as against the many than on the few. Indeed, " the dear peo-

ple," in their aggregate or corporate capacity, are more easily deceived and

fooled than is the single individual. The rationale of this it is not diffi-

cult to explain. The corporate many are too busy with their own private

affairs to dive beneath the surface of public representations and industri-

ously investigate just how much of truth or falsehood there is in them.

Their pockets are touched, it is true, but it is only in an indirect way, and

therefore they do not feel as much concerned as they would if they were

face to face with a personal transaction. In the turmoil, activity and

strife nf bread-winning they have neither the time nor the disposition to

examine into public affairs as they do into their own personal transactions.

They take appearances for what they seem to be, and as those appearances

are too often deceitful, the public are not infrequently fooled, and that

most egregiously.

We are led into this line of thought by what we know to have recently

taken place in regard to the raid made on Spring Valley and its stock.

On the surface it seemed as if the attacks made on the rates charged by

the company were in the interests of the taxpayers. We have no hesita-

tion in saying that that was a case in which the appearances were exceed-

ingly misleading. The raid was a private, sinister and too successful

effort to bear the company's stock, with a view to put money into the

pockets of those eng iged in the conspiracy.

Now for the facts: When the present Board of Supervisors came into

office, Spring Valley stock was selling at 120. That was a high price,

perhaps too high, about which we express no opinion. Money was plenti-

ful. People sought investments for their idle capital, which were not too

numerous. No wonder that they turned to an important and permanent

public use that had not and could not have any successful^ competitors.

And no wonder, under the circumstances,, that they were willing to pay
fully all that the stock was worth. They did so. 120 was undoubtedly

a high price. It offered a temptine field for a bear movement. There

were those who saw the opportunity. Sharp turns in stock are not in

these time3 as easily made as they once were. Strother, as an old mem-
ber of the Board of Brokers, is a stock-sharp. Pond, as a capitalist, with

much money lying idle, has a keen scent for a profitable speculation. Oth-

ers were ready to enter into the scheme. The Bulletin and CalVs preju-

dices were well known, and it was at once seen that they could be used to

bear Spring Valley's stock. Their insensate hate could be availed of by
the bear conspirators, and it was. By bear operations of one kind or an-

other, the history of which is of recent date and is well known to the

whole city, the stock was knocked down from 120 to 76. The books of

the company show that, during the bear movement, 50,000 shares were
transferred, and it is pretty certain that many shares changed hands that

were not entered on the books. But taking the actual transfers as a

basis of calculation, it is clear that as between the maximum of

120 and the minimum of 76, there was a profit of S44 per share on at

least 50,000 shares made by somebody, or a total of §2,200,000. That is

a pretty handsome sum to corral in these hard times. It was made by
somebody, and by whom could it have been made except by those who
were in the secret of what they themselves proposed to do? Strother

knew what ordinance he proposed to introduce, Bartlett knew his own in-

tentions, the caucus of Supervisors comprehended what was going to

happen, and the Bulletin and Call were aware of the tendency they pro-

posed to give to public opinion. These men, with Spring Valley's

stock at an exceptionally high point, had a great opportunity to make
money, and if they did not avail themselves of it, then it must be con-

fessed that they were the most pronounced fools of the age. We beat
not around the bush, deal not in indirection, but come square to the point
by declaring that we know that certain of these men did make money.
One or two of them may have been duped, but the rest were conspirators

engaged in a very astute stock-jobbing operation, which only required for

its success a knowledge of what seven fooled, prejudiced, party-piedged,

and popularity-hunting Supervisors could be induced to do. That knowl-
edge was early ascertained and the rest was all plain sailing. It is obvi-

ous that at the lowest estimate some 82,200,000 was made by somebody,
and by whom could it have been made, we again ask, except by those
who alone possessed the secret of what they themselves proposed to do?
We submit the probabilities and state the fact. We say that the indica-

tions all point to a conspiracy, and from that unquestionable position we
pmceed further and declare that we absolutely know that there was.
Several pretentious humbuggers of public sentiment are many thousands
of dollars richer than they were four months ago, and to-day are laugh-
ing in their sleeve at the ease with which the people can be fooled by
false cries. That is the true and almost the sole outcome of the raid upon
Spring Valley. That is the true inwardness of the whole business. It

has been mainly a local stockjobbing operation by which the self-styled

patriots have been the principal gainers.

And very lately there was a new turn in the wheel. Money was made
on the down-grade until everything was fixed for the uprise. The Shirley
schedule of rates passed, but the Mayor declared that he would veto it,

and sign no ordinance that did not provide for a 50-per-cent. reduction.

Strother was put up in meeting to announce that fact. The statement
went forth and helped to still further depress stocks, and up to the last

moment, and until the shorts were filled, the Mayor allowed it to be un-
derstood that he would veto Shirley and consent to nothing less than a
50 per-cent. reduction. As soon as the shorts were all filled, and the con-
spirators had had an opportunity to corral the shares of panic-stricken
stockholders, the Mayor suddenly changed base, signed the ordinance
which he had previously declared to all comers he would not sign, and
from that day to this Spring Valley's stock has been' appreciating in
market value and the conspirators have been pocketing the profits of a
shameless, disreputable and swindling scheme. Some seven hundred
small stockowners, many of whom are widows living on a limited income,
are the victims, and the men who to-day are posing as public benefactors
are the plausible but rascally concoctors of the swindling scheme by which
many have been beggared and the whole city fooled to the top of its bent.
Such are the deceptive city politics of the peiiod.

The hot salt-water swimming-baths at the Hotel del Monte will be
opened to-day for the season.

SCHOOL DIRECTOR EATON.
This fellow still remains a member of the Board of Education, and

such pretentious humbugs and hypocrites as President Hastings still dare
to countenance and associate with a scallawag whom it would be an of-

fense to take to their homes. Why should they place a man at the head
of important committees, and give him the run of the public schools, and
clothe him with great power therein, when they know and admit that it

would be an outrage to introduce him into their families? We appeal in

all honor and sincerity to the better instincts of the responsible members
of the Board to get rid of this nameless, shameless and intolerable man.
They know him and to what we allude. President Hastings is well in-

formed, and ought to be ashamed of himself for returning, at the dictation

of boss Buckley, a resignation that ought, for every reaton, to have been
retained and gladly accepted. Dr. Cleveland has just assumed new and
gravely important functions, and he cannot afford to give aid and comfort
to a fellow who, among many other sins, disgraces the profession of which
he and Dr. Cleveland are members. The misdoings of this man are
not open to doubt, his low instincts and filthy life are matters of

notoriety, aud he himself admitted their utter shamelessness by
consenting and eagerly offering to resign the moment there was danger of

an exposure. What was the blistering fact, the damned spot that Tie was
so eager to hide that he offered to leave the State, and willingly resigned

his position as a member of the Board of Education, rather than that the
naked facts should be made known ? It is for him to answer. He has
practically confessed judgment as to the truth of all that he knew was
about to be said about him. Hastings knows that he did. Cleveland
knows that he did. If these men would maintain the respect of this

community they must no longer countenance in public schools that which
they would not dare to take to their homes. They know what we mean.
We hesitate to describe in this connection filthy thing3, and hope to be

spared the infliction. Yet we give notice that if action is not shortly

taken in the premises we shall speak out, in which case it will go hard
with certain men who, for Kiug purposes and partisan ends, are to-day
lending aid and comfort to rascality of which they ought to be heartily

ashamed.

THE VAN NESS CASE.
Attorney-General Marshall is an able and eloquent man, but he did

not add to, but rather detracted from his reputation, the other day, in

the prosecution of Van Ness. We do not hesitate to tell him, in all

kindliness of spirit, that he cannot afford to make many more such mis-
takes. He went into Court in a state of unreadiness. He was not care-

ful about either the law or the facts. He had not perfected himself in

either. He relied upon the presumption that there was a similarity be-

tween the cases of Bunker and Van Ness. Bat there was not. Bunker
had admitted, in a preliminary examination, that he had collected money
far in excess of his salary and office and expenditure, and not having ac-

counted for the balance, his offense was completed, and it was proven out
of his own mouth. The case was very different with Van Ness. He
showed that his income, over and abore his salary, only amounted to §169
per month, and under the strict rules of interpretation applicable in

criminal cases, the onus was upon the prosecution to show that this was
not a reasonable sum for office and other expenses. This Attorney-Gen-
eral Marshall utterly failed to demonstrate, and hence his case broke
down most lamentably. The truth is that the law constituting the office

of Immigration Commissioner was a job. There are no really useful

functions pertaining to that otfice, and the sooner the law in regard to it

is repealed the better. It is not creditable to the late Democratic Legis-

lature that it was not repealed.

A RIGHTEOUS SENTENCE.
Judge Ferrall, we think, is worthy of commendation in having sen-

tenced Officer Lanktree to the full period of imprisonment allowed by the
law. The Legislature, in fixing a maximum of punishment, must have
intended that it should be applied to burglaries involving a maximum of

iniquity. What worse case could possibly be imagined than a police offi-

cer turning burglar we are at a loss to conceive. If the extremest penalty
had not been dealt out in his case, it would be impossible to say in what
other case it should be. The paid and sworn protectors of property must
not be permitted to turn thieves. Any very general faithlessness on their

part would be a disorganization of the rights of mine and thine as they at

present exist, and it is right and proper, and even sternly necessary, that

the first appearance of a betrayal of trust on the part of a policeman
should be visited with the severest punishment the law permits. Ten
years' imprisonment is not at all a too severe punishment for the grave
offense which Officer Lanktree committed. It was a most aggravated
case, and Judge Ferral took a proper view of its enormity. It is to be
hoped that with the retirement of Lanktree the only criminal in the po-

lice force has been got rid of. The men who have beats in Chinatown are

under great temptations, and it is whispered that they sometimes make
money illegitimately. Under the regime of the present chief they are,

however, pretty closely watched.

FUTURE BLOCKADES IMPOSSIBLE.
A German official report lately published in the Marine Feordnung's

Blait states that it is the opinion of German naval authorities that for the

future an effective blockade has become impossible. The reasons given
are that a fleet would always be obliged at sunset to gain the open sea,

and to remain sufficiently far off to prevent torpedo-boats issuing from
the harbor coming up to the vessels in the darkness; and not even a single

ship could be left on guard in sight of the port without the risk,

almost amounting to certainty, of being sunk during the night

;

whilst the port would remain open not only to light and speedy cruisers,

but to any ship whose entrance might be desired. Under such circum-

stances, the probability of a few torpedo-boats lying hidden along the

coast would, it is thought, be sufficient to paralyze the action of the most
powerful squadron, and to prevent the possibility of any serious operations.

J. M. Verdenal.—The many friends of this estimable gentleman will

be glad to learn that he is slowly but surely recovering from the terrible

street accident which overtook him a fortnight ago. He has recovered

his consciousness, recognizes his friends, and his physicians say that his

recovery may safely be reckoned upon.
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Mr. William Watts, formerly mate of the " floating bell,"

has been acquitted on the charge of assault to murder, an I

a free man, all other charges against him bedn on the ground
that he could only be tried fur the offense for wbich he was extradited.
This may be good law, but it appears tons to be a terrible travesty of
justice. If this Inhuman brute, this unspeakably cruel and licentious

tyrant did not commit assault to murder, then there Is no such offense in

the category of crimes. Possibly, the jury reasoned that as the charge of

assault to murder implies a failure to accomplish the deed, then Watts
was innocent, inasmuch as he did not fail to send several sailors to their
death. When " the sea gives up its dead," perhaps Mate Watts will have
a new trial before a higher tribune, and we believe that the judge on that

in will order an extra-deep hole to be dug in the bottom of the pit,

for the express accommodation of the gentleman, and in order that his so-

ciety may not corrupt the morals of the other denizens of Hades.

A supplement to the Irish WttWy Times of Saturday, March 3d, con-
tains "faithful likenesses of the twenty-one men committer I for the

Phoanix Park murders." If these are in truth "faithful likenesses" it

is difficult to see how any one of the subjects can escape the gallows, for

a more unwholesome looking set of brutal cut-throats we never saw in a
single collection before. In comparison with them our Rogue's Gallery
might be said to contain only portraits of the saints and martyrs. The
only wonder is that so many heavy villains were concerned in the murder
of only two men. Each one of them looks as if he was good for at least

six murders on his own account, and ought to be made meat for the gal-

lows on general principles. Call round to the office of this valuable jour-

nal and see the criminals for yourselves. They adorn the wall over against

the cashier's desk, and paralyze that functionary whenever he looks up
from his books,

" This was the unkindest cut of all," was never more appropriately
proved than at Kate Castleton's beuetit. The house was crowded with
young, old and middle-aged men, who had run themselves into a state of

scant breath to catch ber smile ; with maidens, matrons and mothers,
who had permanently spoiled their complexions by looking at her with
green-eyed jealousy. When the floral gifts were placed upon the stage,

a charming little bouquet followed the larger pieces. Hidden amongst its

treasure of delicate blooms were a diamond necklace and a pair of soli-

taires. While the bewitching Kate was clasping the necklace around her
swan-like throat, the solitaires were placed upon a table near by. An ad-

miring actor approached, drew the index finger of his right hand across

the jewel and lifted it to his tongue. Then, looking up with a smile of

ineffable sweetness*, said, "Sugar." The house roared. He had made a
hit.

The New York World has not been paying expenses lately, the de-

ficit being from §3,000 to $5,000 per week. Jay Gould controls the paper,

and Jay doesn't like losing investments. Therefore, the editor-in-chief,

W. H. Hurlburt, was told to put it on a paying basis, which he at once
proceeded to do by discharging the city editor, the assistant city editor,

five night editors, the musical and dramatic critic, sixteen reporters, and
eight compositors, besides abolishing the World's Washington office. It

appears to us that a daily paper which can get along without any city

editor or dramatic critic must be strong enough to flourish without presses,

type, or circulation, and we expect to hear next that Mr. Hurlburt has

further reduced expenses by ceasing to publish the World at all.

Mr. Charles Anderson, a playful railroad hand, shot Mr. Archie
Clark in the head the other day, smashing the latter's nose and blowing
out one of his eyes. Anderson's defense is, that he drew the pistol to

scare Clark, and "that it went off accidentally. This is an ingenuous ex-

planation, but there is reason to believe that Clark would have preferred

that his assailant had drawn the pistol with the full intention of killing

him, and that it had accidentally missed fire. Certainly Anderson would
have been less to blame in that case than he is, if according to bis own
plea:

"Had be but aimed his best and missed his mark,
I shouldn't mind so much," quoth Mr. Clark ;

"What makes me deeply vexed with him is this:

That which he wouldn't'hit, he couldn't miss."

A New York Judge recently decided that a policeman was entitled

to full pay while he was sick and unable to do duty. And right upon the

heels of this decision about one-half of the force became indisposed—for
work, as it were. This is the first time that a Judge's decision has oper-

ated so as to create an epidemic, though judicial dictums have often

served nearly the same purpose as an emetic.
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I'-iim warning that we stll must die,
Although not altiigether free from 'in.

ire poor So it Pace Paradise did win.
< 'M Pets ol mid slam the Pearly i

Against this jail-w - k of Bate;
Bui Petei ' tired of his job, it

And often mutters fondly in his dreams
Of that fair barmaid who (the Scripture* say)

old Saint his Master to >
So, while Pete slumbered well, «[, Scar-raos died,
Mr called bis chum. Slick Sneaker, to his
And whispered: "Take this skeletonio key
And see the same is coffined close with me."
Knowing that this 1

We feel quite sure the Pearly Gate was wi

The New York papers are virtuously indignant over the discharge of
Conkling, the slayer of his sister's seducer. They claim that his,

hi. to have been submitted to a jury, and lament that, owing to

his discharge without trial, "the community of New York now stands
committed to the Western method itf avenging personal injuries." We
don't profess any great admiration for the "Western method," but we
think that the New York papers and law-courts chiefly object to it on the
ground that it is prompt, cheap, sure and generally just; whereas the New
York " method" furnishes a prolonged sen nation for I. hi- papers, plenty of

fat fees for the lawyers, and lots of pickings all round until the murderer
est apes—which he surely will if he lias the shekels.

The agreement between two partners, Blum & Levi, has just come
to light. It was to the effect that if they were successful in business,
the one that survived the other was to deposit §500 in the coffin of the
defunct member of the firm as a proof of' his love and esteem. And it

came to pass that Blum died and Levi felt very badly over it. But
he was a conscientious Hebrew, and he fulfilled his promise to his partner
very faithfully. The Rabbi, who was aware of the contract, sent for

Levi and asked him if he had placed the $500 in the coffin. "Yes," said
Levi. "Did you put in gold or silver?" asked the Rabbi, "Neither,"
said Levi, " I put in my check payable to Blum's order."

A Chicago Jew, named Stone, promised to marry his lady-love,
nam^d Dora Apple, on a specified day. When the time arrived he dis-

covered, to his holy horror, that it waa Yom Kippur Day, and he refused
to fulfill the contract. She sued him for breach of promise, and in the
Appellate Court it has just been decided that no good Jew is obliged to
indulge in apples on Yom Kippur Day. This leads the T. C. to remark
that, if this decision had only been rendered before Adam indulged in

that fruit feast in the Garden of Eden, what a world of trouble would
have been saved.

He waa a miner, and he worked in one of the North End mines. One
evening he went to see his girl earlier than usual. " Why, what's the
matter, Billy?" she asked anxiously. "Nothing, only I've quit—quit for

good," replied Billy. "You see, they bin cuttin' down the hands, and
have kept crowdin' us boys that was left, so that it looked as like as not
that by-and-hy it would get so they wouldn't let me change my shift for

a month." "Why, pshaw! " exclaimed the girl, "that ain't nothing; you
bet you that wouldn't trouble me much, I guess. You better go back, if

that is all."

In the advertising columns of a provincial English paper a little

girl, twelve years old, is offered at the low price of thirty shillings. The
child belongs to a celebrated and powerful family, for its mother's name
is Ann Jones. Thirty shillings for a thoroughbred Jones seems a low
figure, being at the rate of about one shilling a pound. Now that the
ruling market value of the Joneses is established, won't somebody furnish
us with quotations as to the Browns, Smiths and Robinsons?

The Town Crier read to a friend from the Chicago Tribune, the other
day, a very pretty and touching incident of a wife's devotion to her
husband. " What paper is that ? asked the friend. " The Chicago Tri-

bane," answered the T. C. "H'm! sorry that's the source." "Why?"
" Well, because I should have liked to believe that the story was true."

Two thousand infantry are to guard the public buildings of London.
The infantry have long been engaged in guarding the infants of London
and their nurses, and should, therefore, make pretty good guardians. In
view of their new duties, however, it would seem proper to change their
name and call them the public buildingtry.

A double-turreted iron-clad American man-of-war called the Terror
ha3 just been launched at Philadelphia. If this ship in anywise resembles
the balance of Uncle Sam's navy, then she must be a holy terror.

A recent telegram announced that Patrick Egan had arrived in

Chicago, and would " remain for several days in consultation with promi-
nent Irish members ." Members of what? The Assassination Society?

A San Francisco grocer, named Bacon, has filed a petition in insolv-

ency in which his assets are set down at nothing. If this is true he has
evidently failed to save bis bacon.

Why is a man who is less careful of his dress at home than in the
street like a man of family who takes his meals at a restaurant? Be-
cause he's neater out.

"Our flag ia there," as the Vermont Granite Company's agent re-

marked when he looked at the new laid stone pavement.

A man's wife threw her cup at him during breakfast, the other morn-
ing, because, she says, he undertook to sauce her.

A returned Parisian tourist, in speaking of Rochefort one day, not
inaptly called him "Mr. Rushforth."
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SUNBEAMS.
A little work published in ED«land is enti-

tled "Thirty-five Ways of Popping the Ques-
tion !

" Good gracious ! It makes the perspira-
tion run down a young man's back to pop the
question only one way, and if he had to undergo
the ordeal of thirty-four additional pops, there
wouldn't be much more than a grease spot of
him left.—Norristown Herald.

An orange eaten before breakfast cures the
cravings for liquor and improves a disordered
stomach. We make known this recent discovery
for the good of the cause. Say nothing.

—

Oil

City Blizzard.—Of course we wont say anything;
we are not the kind to give a fellow away. But
its awful, the ruin and misery caused by accursed
rum I—Post Express,

"No," remarked the spool-cotton selling agent
with a facility fur lying quite marvelous for one
of his years ;

" no, we 're not afraid of any bur-
glars down at our place ; don't lock the doors,
even

; just wind our cotton two or three times
around the building, yon know ; that's all

;
per-

fectly safe, 'pon honor."

A school-teacher asserts that scholars who
have access to newspapers at home outstrip those
in their studies who do not see the papers, be-
coming better readers and spellers, better gram-
marians and writing the best compositions, be-
sides learning geography and history quicker.
Now is the time to subscribe.

—

Phil. News.

A poet says, "0 summer land! sunny
South! I turn to thee! I ope my mouth and drink
thy fragrance once again!" Fragrance in the
sunny South costs about ten cents a drink, and
its other name is Old Rye. The poet must have
sold a poem. —Norristown Herald.

The news comes from Peru that the peace
party is gaining strength. We have often noticed
that after a boy has been knocked down and held
down and pounded for a long time by another
boy, a strong desire for peace is apt to arise
in his breast.

—

N. Y, Express.

There is a charming frankness about the re-

ply made by a New York boy to a police justice
before whom he had been arraigned. " When
did you last wash your face?" asked the judge.
"Day before yesterday," promptly replied the
boy. His honesty secured his discharge.

The remains of a man have been dug out of
the ruins of Pompeii, with both hands resting on
his stomach. The building in which he was
found is supposed to have been a cheap restau-
rant.

—

Boston Post.

A Philadelphia organist has been discharged
for playing (though very slowly and solemnly) a
march from an opera bouffe. Seventeen deacons
recognized it at once.

—

Phil. News.
" I live in Julia's eyes," said an affected dandy

in Colman's hearing. "I don't wonder at it,"

replied George, " since I observed she had a sty
in them when I saw her last."

Nothing so strongly tests a man's veracity as
to be summoned to tne door to be confronted
with the question, "Are you the head of the
house ?

"— Yonher's Stuleman.

"Yes," said the landlord, pointing to his
block of new houses, "they're all full, 'cept the
one at the end; that 's last, but not leased."

—

Boston Transcript.

A bank president left a Southern town the
other day forever, without taking a cent of the
bank's money with him. He died.

—

Drummer.

Many of the cigars labeled " Key West " bear
a Key-West ionable resemblance to a dried cab-
bage.

—

Andrew's Bazaar.

A man with an economical mind should en-
deavor to lay up sense for a foolish day.

—

Pic-
ayune.

Spring bonnets this year will, as usual, rest

on false foundations of hair.

—

Chronicle-Herald.

A deaf mute has been arrested in New York
for stealing two shirts. He will now have a
hearing.

The time for a washer to take in her clothes
is at the closing hours of day.

—

N. O. Picayune.

By what means do spirits materialize ? Echo
answers, "Material lies."

—

Boston Transcript.

They laugh best whose laugh lasts.—N. O.
Picayune.

To hone one's razor is a barber-us practice.

—

Phil. Times.

Talking at the theatre should not be aloud.

C. P. R. R.
Time Schedule, Tuesday, March 6. 1S83.

3Yains leave, and ave due to avvivc at,

San Francisco as follows:

LEAVE
(fur) \

DESTINATION. {
ARRIVE
(from)

0:30 a.m. 2:40 p.m
*3 :O0p.M. (< <* i< *10:10a.m
4:00 P.M. " " '* *12:40 r.M.

8:00 A M. 7:40 P.M.

8:00 a.m. -10:10 A.M.

*4:00 p.m. " " " . 7:40 p.m.

9:30 a.m. .. ( Deming, El Paso ) Express..,. 2:40 P.M.

4:30 P.M. 7:10 a.m.

8:00 A.

M

. . j Gait and \ via Livermore

. . 1 Stockton j via Martinez
5:40 P.M.

*4:00 p.m. 12:40 p.m.

*3:30 P.m. .... Knight's Landing 11.10 A.M.

tS:00 A.M. " " (JSundays only)

9:30 A.M. ....Los Angeles and South 2:40 r.M.

8:00 A.M. .. .Livermore and Pleasanton. .. 5:40 p.m.
'•'5:00 p.m. 11 " ** •-8:40 A.M.

9:30 a.m. Madera and Fresno...- 2:40 P.M.

*4:00 p.m. Merced *12:40r.M.

8:0o a.m. Niles and Haywards.... 5:40 r.M.

10:00 a.m. " " " 3:40 P.M.

5:00 p.m. « » " *8:40 a.m
3:30 r.M . . | Ogden and 1 Express 11:10 a.m.

5:30 p. m. ..^East ("Emigrant........ 6:10 A.M.

8:00 A.M. . ..Redding and Red Bluff 5:40 P.M.

8:00 A.M. ..( a . ) via Livermore.
1 Sacraraentol

j B id
^ "(.and Colfax

j via Beuicia.. .

.

6:40 P.M.

8:60 a.m. 7:40 P.M.

3:30 p.m. 11:10 a.m.
* 4 :00 p.m. Sacramento River Steamers.. *6:00 a.m.

8:00 A.m
3:00 p.m. 9:40 A.M.

*S:00 a.m. TelKima and Willows *7:40 P.M.
7:40 r.M.

9:30 a.m. 2:40 P.M.

111:10 a.m.

3:30 p.m. Virginia City 11:10 a.m.
*7:40 P.M.

*3:30P.M. 11:10 a.m.

Train leaving Sun Francisco at 8:00 A.M. should meet
Pacific Express from" Ogden" at Port Costa; and that
leaving at 9:30 a.m. should meet Pacific Express from
"El Piiao" at Antioch.

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland Pier,

From "SASf FRANXISCO," Daily.

To EAST OAKLAND—'COO, »6:30, 7:00, 7:30, 8:00, 8:30,

9,00, 9:30, 10:00, 10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30, 2:30, 3:30,

4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00, 9:30, 11:00,

•12:00.

To ALAMEDA—*6:00, 7:00, 8:00, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 12:00,

1:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 5:00, 6:00, 7:00, »8:00,9:30, 11:00,

•12:00.

To FRUIT VALE—*7:00, *8:00, *9:00, -10:00, »4:00,

•5:00, *6:00, "6:30.

To BERKELEY — *6:00, »6:30, 7:00, "7:30, 8:00, •SSO,
9:00, {9:30, 10:00, 110:30, 11:00, Ul:30, 12:00, 1:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4-30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,

9:30, *12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—*6:00, *0:30, 7:00, -7:30, 18:00.

"8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, "4:30, 5:00'

•5:30, 6:00, "6:30, 7:00.

To "SAM FRANCISCO." Daily.

From BROADWAY, Oakland -»&:32, *6:02, 6:32,7:02,

7:32,8:02,S:32, 9:02, 9:32, 10:02, 10:32, 11:02, 11:32, 12:02,

12:32, 1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32, 5:02,

5:32, 6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

From EAST OAKLAND -*5:21. *5:51, 6:21,6:51,7:21,

7:51, S:21, 8:51, 9:21, 9:51, 10:21, 10:51, 11:51, 12:51,

1:51, 2:51, 3:51-, 4:21,4:51,5,21,5:51,0:21, 6:51, 7:51,

9:21, 10:51.

From ALAMEDA—»5:15, '5:45, 6:)5, 7:10, 8:10, 9:10,

10:10, 11:10,12:10, 1.10, 2:10, 3:10, 4:10,5:10, 6:10.7:15,

9:15, 10:45.

From FRUIT VALE-'-7:47, *8:47, *0:00, ''9:47, '''10:47,

"4:47, -'5:00, '5:47, ''6:47, "7:17.

From BERKELEY -*5:45, *0:15, 6:45, "7:15,7:45, '8:15,

8:45, 19:15, 9:15, 110:15, 10:45, Jll:15, 11:45, 12:45,

1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:15, 4:45,5:15, 5:45,6:15,6:45, 7:45,

9:15, »10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY — *5:45, *6:15, 6:45, *7:15,

7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, *5:15, 5:45,

•6:15, 6:45, •7:15.

'Creek Route.
From SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:15, 3:15,

5:15.

From OAKLAND—*6:15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

All trains run daily, except when star (*) denotes Sun-
days excepted. (?) Sundays only .

"Standard Tine" furnished by Randolph _ Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. GOODMAN, Oen. Pass, and Ticket Agt.

A. N. TOWNE, General Manager.

COAL OIL STOVES.
All Sizes for Cooking- or Parlor use

Send for Circular and Prices.

WIESTER <fc CO.,
17 New Montgomery St., S. F.

; g> ____i____o__p.<i3
BROAD GAUGE.

"WINTER, ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Sunday. October 22,1882,
And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave
from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend st., between 3d and 4th streets),as follows:

L K.AVE

8. K.
DESTINATION. A ItRIVE

a. f.

t 0:50 a.m.
r

> 6:40 a.m.
8:30 a m.

1
9:05 a.m.

10:40 a.m. i

.

.San Mateo, Redwood,.

1
*10:02a.m.

* 3:30 p.m. >

,

3:37 P.M.
4:30 p.m.

J

t 5:04 r.M.

6:30 p.m. i 6:02 p.m.

8:30 a.m.

K-
> 9:05 a.m.

10:40 a.M, Santa, Clara, San Jose and . *10:02a.m.
* 3:30 P.M.

!
.Principal Way Stations.

-I
3:37 p.m.

4:30 p.m. 1 J 6:"02 p.m.

10:40 a.m
" 3:30 r.M w

Gilroy, Pajuro, Castroville

fi-

10:02 am.
6:02 p.m.

10:40 A.M
\{

. Hollister and Tres Pinos.
ll

6:02 p.m.

10:40 A.M
• 3.30 F.M H

Watson ville, Aptos, Soquel

[1
0.02 r.M.

10:40 a.m
i

>

. Salinas, Soledad and Way.
H 6:02 p.m

Sundays excepted. tSundays only. (Sportsmen's Train.)

Stage connections are made with the 10:40 a.m.
Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo, which
connect with 8:30 a. m. Train. EXCURSION TICKETS
sold on Saturdays and Sunday mornings—good to

retun Monday: To Santa Clara or San Jose, §2 50; to

Monterey or Santa Cruz, §5 00; also to principal points
between Sun Francisco and San Jose.

Ticket Offices—Passenger Depot, Townsend street
and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.

A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JTJDAH,

__
Superintendent. Asst. Pas3. & Tkt. Agt.

83-"" S. P. Atlantic Express Train via Los Angeles,
Yuma, etc., leaves San Francisco daily via Oakland
Ferry, foot of Market s_«cfc, il 9:30 a.m. [Oct. 28.

THE GREAT BURLINGTON ROUTE.

CHICAGO, BURLINGTON AND
QUINCY RAILROAD.

EASTWARD.

IS THE OLD FAVORITE AND PRINCIPAL LINE

FROM

Omnlin, Kansas City, Atchison ami
St. Joseph

For CHICAGO.
ST. LOUIS,

MILWAUKEE,

DETROIT, NIAGARA PALLS,

NEW YORK, BOSTON,
And All Points East and Southeast.

THE LINE COMPBISES—Nearly 4,000 miles. Solid,
Smooth Steel Track. All connections are made in
UNION DEPOTS. It has a National Reputation as
being THE GREAT THROUGH CAR-LINE, and is

universally conceded to be THE FINEST EQUIPPED.
Railroad in the World forall classes of travel.

Try it, and you will find traveling a luxury instead
of a discomfort.

Through Tickets via this Celebrated Line for sale at
all offices in the West.

All information about Rates of Fare, Sleeping-Car
Accommodations, Time Tables, etc., will be cheerfully
given by applying to

T. 0~. POTTER, PJEHtCEVAZ ZOWJ8ZI,,
Gen'l Manager, Gen'l Passenger Agt.,

Chicago, His. Chicago, Ills.

T. D. McEAY; - - - General Agent
Hannibal anil St. Joseph and
Chicago, Builington and Quiucy Railroads,

32 Bloiitgoiitery street.
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'•The World," the Flesh, and the Devli.
[ By * Truthful Penman.

)

At a public dinner recently given in ^ lergi coontry town in Bng
Un<1, the taMt <•( the " Army. N
in term "f eqnivocej < unpliment. In submitting the to:»*t, tin- ohnlr
man »ai«J, "This i* a toatt which requires very little comment from m«\
Mine with which you ueellumlUnr. The Army end
Nnvy have l>e«n drunk f->r very many yeaie, end the Reeei i

an drunk for tomethim; over twenty years." 'Mi.' reao.ll «.is an
ion of merriment, the meaning of which it took the genial and
I chiii mi.in, a gentleman with ;i nation*] reputation, some little

prebend; bat when In- realiaed the dreadful import <( hia little

sli|>, he jnineil in the lanffhter aa heartily ae any who graced thi

—Here is ;i good example f<-r men like Mr. Vanderbilt. Mr.
Uould and -Mr. Sage. The Connteea of Bread tted tip a boose
near th< rd Breadalbane'a Taymonth Caatl< in Perth-
shire, for the leception and residence of orphan boys who have 1

coed from the shim* of London and elsewhere. Here they are m<
tred for by a matron, and prewDl ;i most cheerful and happy ap-
'•. Well, though plainly clad and fed, they are pictures of beaJtb,

and, we may atM, behave extremely welL They are given a good, plain
ion, and as soon as they are lit for it they are to he apprenticed as

tradesmen on the estate — such as foresters, carpenters, blacksmiths,
ate. while the cleverer ones anions them will he placed in the estate

offices as junior clerks, and so on. The little fellows are taught to sing in

. a teacher provided by Lady Breadalbane, and they form the
choir of her ladyship's little church near the castle. Lady Kreadalbane
takes the warmest personal interest in every one of the boys, and is an almost
daily visitor at the Orphanage while she resides at Taymonth Castle.——
It is stated that since the introduction of antiseptic treatment into the

London Hospitals, pyemia and erysipelas, which formerly were too fre-

cpient there, are now becoming constantly more scarce.'-A new law
has lately come into operation in Italy, which forbids the sale of any
patent medicine unless its composition is given. Some such law is needed
here, but can hardly be expected. -A singularly versatile inventor has
invented a new rail chair with an india-rubber bed, which will effectually

stop jarring and waste of material on the elevated and surface railroads.

He has also invented a clip and plate, which he proposes to fix upon the
nose of every barber, so that thebarber's breath may not annoy his custom-
er.^—The art of reading print the wrong way up, with facility, has been
accomplished by a persevering man in London. He is neither a masher nor
a cocktail drinker, but is taken for both by his fellow-passengers on the
underground railroad, who see him deciphering his book upside down.—

—

I'he destruction of the arch which supported the atrocious statue of

the Duke of Wellington, opposite Apsley House, in London, revealed the
fact that the gate-keeper, his wife and family, half-a dozen policemen and
a medical student resided within the pedestal under the hoofs of the

famous charger Copenhagen.^—In the pleasant county of Kent, in

England, a frog fell into a pail of milk that had been set aside for skim-

ming'. In the morning he was found sitting upon a roll of fresh butter
looking quite exhausted. In the neighborhood frogs are now in great de-

mand as labor-saving machines. Land League Eagan boasts that

he has the second largest bakery in Ireland and that he is doing a flourish-

ing business. No one has yet heard that he has offered to share his loaves

with the starving peasants of Donegal.-^The Comments of the Times
and the Graphic upon ex-Senator Tabor and his fraudulent double-wed-

ding seem to be harsh—but not to those who know the Colorado million-

aire. The fact is that they are rather lenient—The Bouv.-—Tnose
who rail against the cow-puinp are not aware that the cow is also plagiar-

ized by a tree which is indeed called the cow-tree. Sir Joseph Hooker
has recently told us something about it. He says it grows in forests at

the foot of certain mountain ranges in Venezuela, and attains a bight of

100 feet, and frequently the trunk reaches 70 feet without a branch. The
remarkable characteristic of the tree is the milk which exudes from the

trunk when an incision is made. The flavor is of sweet cream, with a
slightly halsaraic taste, but it is very wholesome and nourishing, the com
position being said to approach very near the milk of the cow. From the

fact that the milk is somewhat glutinous, it would seem that the tree is of

the caoutchouc order. Seeds which have been sent to Bombay and the

(.'ninnies are said* to be thriving well. It is noteworthy, as an example of

the law of compensation, traceable in nature generally, that this cow-tree

seems originally to have been a native of a country where milk-giving

animals were totally formerly unknown.—" We are promised an accept-

able importation from California," says the Court Journal, ''as soon as

the right packing and a very speedy transmission to England can be ar-

ranged, namely, oranges, which originally came from Japan,-but, by dint

of great care in its culture, the orange has been so improved in its size

and quality that it now measures twenty inches in circumference,

melts in the mouth, and exudes an odor more lovely than the lily of the val-

ley. It is almost big enough for a small child to get into it to suck it."—
All lovers of verse will be rejoiced to hear that Mr. Browning's new
volume will almost immediately be published. Curiosity is stimulated by
the announcement that one of the pieces in the coming book will be in

hexameters and pentameters, and much interest will be felt iu this latest

attempt to adapt ancient verse forms to modern English.—Mr. Par-
nell's followers do not number one-half of the Irish representatives in

the House of Commons. There are only 3S Parnellites as against 65

other Irish members. The former represent 29 constituencies, with an
electorate of 63,^83 and a population of 1,710,000, as against 48 constitu-

encies with an electorate of 101,038 and a population of 3,702,000, repre-
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if i: t /;/: xon OFFERING THE CHOICEST
i>i:sk;ss / \

GAS "F'lIXlTXJ-FLElS

EVER OFFERED ON THIS COAST.
CALL AND SEE THEM.

THOMAS DAY & CO.,

l«XB ,VIN13 !•-* 1 SUTTER STREET.
THE GUTTA PERCHA AND RUBBER MANFG. CO.,

Manufacture™ ami Dealers ill

RUBBER COODS,
ulTurs f'>r the FALL TKADE fbo FINEST LINE "f RUBBER CLOTHING ever

in this market, both Hisavy, Medium and Gossamer; alBO are

SOLK AGENTS UN THE PACIFIC COAST For THE BOSTON RUBBER
SHOE co'.s SUPERIOR RUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES,

Pure Gum ami Dull Finish Boots, Hip ami Short; Im. Sandals, ArctlCB,

Gaiters, Footholds, etc.

I
Sept. 23.1

JOHN W. TAYLOR, Manager,
Cor. First anil Market streets,

San Francisco.

M. A. GUNST & CO.,
203 Kearny Street San Francisco.

IMPORTERS jLXD DEALERS IN
HAVANA AND KEY "WEST CIGARS;

ALSO SOLE AGENTS FOR
KINNEY BEOS' TOO-lOO AND CABINET CIGARETTES,

fcfi?
- Inform the Public that, then receive large invoices of Choice

Havana Tirana's three times a month. Feb. 24.

C. W. M. SMITH, /@&\The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor, /hk
JJ-^r&\

Established in 1S62, i|
J
/ffENT$

/

Removed to 224 Sansoine Street.^Prn9</

g^" MR. C. W. M. SMITH is the patent attorney for Marriott's Aeroplane Com-
pany for Navigating the Air. Oct. 22.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,
Agents for RICORD'S RESTORATIVE PILLS,

635 Market Street San Francisco, t'nl.

June 24.PALACE HOTEL.

WILLIAM F. SMITH,
OCULIST.

M.D.,

1formerly at No. 313 Bu*>b street, has removed to Phelau's
: Building:, Rooms 300 to 804. Hours for Consultation : 12 M. to 8 P.M.

Take the Elevator. May '27.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 215 CEAKT ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.

Feb. 5] OFFICE HOURS: 1 to 4 P.M.

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.
Attendance, daily, 1'roin 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by the under-

signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, and to furnish all information
relating to the Society. J. P. McCURRIE, Secretary,
Oct. 23. Room 4, No. 531 California st.

COKE CHEAPEST FUEL.
Reduction in Price : Wholesale Price, 50 cents per barrel

;

Retail Price, 60 cents per barrel, at the works of the SAN FRANCISCO OAS-
LIOIIT COMPANY, Howard and First streets, and foot of Second Bt. Jan. 12.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

300 FOURTH STREET, SAN ERANCISCO.
[July 15.]

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN
Steam Baths; Electric and Chemical Baths; Sulphur and

other medicated vapor baths, with Swedish movements and massage Special
apartments for ladies and families. DR. JUSTIN GATES,
July 1. 722 Montgomery street, near Washington,
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WAIFS.
Waifs which singly are as light as air, but which together make

a momentous whole.

The amazing stealing that has taken place in the Harbor department
ought to teach the new incumbents a lesson, but we question whether it

will or not. The Democrats have hardly, if at all, escaped the scandal.

Part of the wron^-doin^ took place while Captain Blanding {a Demo-
crat), was yet a Harbor Commissioner, and still he did not detect what
was going on. Can he and his party therefore escape all the odium?
They were, it is true, not accountable for Gray's appointment, but they
were responsible for his being watched so long as they had a Cummis-
siu? er in office. If they failed to detect bis stealing methods, it does not

lit in their mouth to be too censorious.' —The sympathy of most people
who know what has been going on is extended to General Evans. He
hi d no patronage and was over-ruled in all things by Knight and Phillips,

for whom there is not a particle of sympathy. .^—They were appointed in

a practical violation of the spirit of the law, and they kuew that they
were. They entered upon office under a sense of jobbery, for their ap-
pointment was a job. They were not strictly qualified, and they knew
they were not. The law was against them and they were conscious that
it was. They undertook their official duties with a foregone conclusion
that they were discredited party hacks, whose duty it was to draw their

salaries, but " keep quiet," and that is precisely what they did do to the
end of their official terms. They were not removed a moment too soon
as the results only too painfully demonstrate. Yet at first they were in-

clined to pose as martyrs to party misfortunes.——We hope they will be
held responsible for every dime of Gray's stealings. They declined warn-
ings, neglected the plainest intimations, and were arrogant, self-sufficient,

and almost criminally negligent. For them there ought not to be a particle

of sympathy. They were wickedly reckless in permitting wrong. They were
persistently wrongheaded in refusing to listen to the plainest intimations

—

and we could wish that that was all. If they were not participators, they
were in that case the most wilfully blind creatures who ever assumed the
important duty of watching over a large money receiving and money
spending State department. Stealing' was going on right under their nose,

and they were told that it was, yet they did nothing but appoint and en-
courage thieves. ——Prior to the last election they were parties to allow-
ing the wharfingers to be assessed for a large sum.^—That proved two
things, first, that the wharfingers stole, and secondly, that the commis-
sioners knew that they did.—Men with a salary of S125 a month could
not honestly raise a campaign fund of §10,000.^—When they were asked
and compelled to do that, it was in effect an intimation that their sources
of illigitimate income were known, and that their wrongs would be con-
doned if they only consented to contribute to party purposes.^^Every
well informed newspaper man has long known that the tolls on the wharves
have been a source of income to the privileged thieves whocollected them,
and if Phillips and Knight did not cover these things up it is difficult to

tell what they did do. At any rate they were told to their beards just
what they were winking at, and yet they but laughed in their sleeves. We
know whereof we speak.—They will not meet their deserts unless they
are compelled to pay every dime that their creature Gray has made away
with.—Their fate ought to be an effectual warning to the new commis-
sioners, but we are not sure that it will. We doubt because we hear some
strange things.——We are told of bargains that it will be infamous to
carry out.——>We are assured that votes in the Senate were secured by
promises that never ought to have been made. A defeat were more hon-
orable and better than that.-^—If it is contemplated to make certain ap-
pointments that we hear talked about, then we are very certain that
another era of stealing is about to be inaugurated.^—In the Harbor de-
partment there are unlimited opportunities, and if in the face of what has
occurred, a start be made by appointing men whose antecedents
justify the belief that they will avail themselves of such opportunities,
then the commissioners, who are vested with the power to appoint them,
are predetermined aiders, abettors and connivers at thieving. There will

be mi escaping that conclusion if certain appointments are made, and we
will take care that it is not escaped. To knowingly place a thief in a
place of trust is to expect that he will steal, —And if the money he is

encrusted with is not your own, it is the irresistible implication that, in
placing him there, you do so designedly and with an intention to share
the spoils with him.—We warn the new Commissioners to go slow. If
they make mistakes they may not plead the Baby Act. They assume
office in the presence of a terrible warning.——Yet we do not hesitate to
tell them that if they carry out half the promises they have individually
made they will stagger along under a load of difficulties, will have all the
well-informed newspaper critics against them, and will be very liable in
the end to finish up worse than the outgoing Commissioners have done.—M. J. Kelly, brother of Senator Martin Kelly, is said to be Irwin's
choice for Chief Wharfinger.^— M. J. is worth §150,000. Why does he
want that office if there is not something in it?—-We think Governor
Stoneman, if he had his way—and why should he not?—would recom-
mend his appointees iu the Harbor Commission to do his administration
the credit of appointing another and very different man. We shall see
what we shall see. We hope for much but expect little.-^—Doctors Cole,
Perry and Shorb are still named as the new members of the Board of
Health.—Shorb is disinclined to take the office, and he will be wise if

he does not. It will bring nothing but worry and vexation of spirit, and
will belittle his chances for the future.——The schoolmarms are still

marching in troops to Buckley's Bush-street saloon.——The sight is

enough to make self-respecting relatives of lady teachers and fathers and
mothers of honest daughters weep tears of blood.—That pronounced
" Buckley lamb," John S. Kenny, has been appointed Superintendent of
the Industrial School. He is a fit mate to Sam Shear, who has been sent
to " reform " the House of Correction. The majority of the Supervi-
sors, like the majority of the School Board, are " Buckley lambs." It is

a painful fact, but it is the fact that governs this great city at present.

Mr. J. R. K. Nuttall, son of the late Dr. Nuttall of this city, and
Mr. A. C. Hellmann, son of Mr. Richard Hellmann, of Helluiann Bros.
& Co., have just formed a partnership for the purpose of conducting a
stock broking business. Both gentlemen, in addition to being highly con-
nected, are enterprising, sagacious business men, and can be relied upon
to look carefully after the interests intrusted to them. Their office is at
No. 405 Montgomery street.

GRAVES' LEDGER INDEX.

HOPPER'S WRITING TABLET-

STAFFORD'S INKS.

AMERICAN HOOK EXCHANGE PUBLICATIONS.
CAREW PAPERS.

0UN1OTGHAM, 0URTISS & WELCH,
Corner Sansome and Sacramento Streets,

(Sept. 23.) San Francisco.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
he Company's steamers will sail lor Hongkong ami
Yokohama:

CITY OF PEKING MARCH 29, at 2 r. M.

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and return at reduced rates.

For New York, via Panama:
COMMA - MARCH 3L, at 10 o'clock a. m.,

Taking Freight and Passengers to MAZATLAN, ACAPULCO, CHAMPEKICO,
SAN JOSE DK GUATEMALA, ACAJUTLA, LA LIBEKTAD and PUNTA ARENAS.
Tickets to and from Europe by any line for sale at the lowest rates ; also f r Ha-

vana and all West India ports.

For Honolulu, Auckland and Sydney:
CITY OF SYDNEY APRIL 7, at 2 r. m.,

Or immediately on arrival of the English mails.

Ten Dollars additional is charged for Upper Cabin passage.

For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and lirannan streets.

[March 81.] WILLIAMS, PIMOND & CO., General Agents.

T

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,

For Japan and China, leave wharf', corner First and Bran.
nan streets, at 2 P.M., for YOKOHAMA AND HONGKONG, connecting at

Yokohama with Steamers for Shanghai.

1883.
From San Francisco
roR Hongkong. Steamer.

SATURDAY, Joly 21st COPTIC
SATURDAY, September 15th. ..ARABIC
THURSDAY, September 27th OCEANIC
THURSDAY, October 11th COPTIC

From San Francisco
for Hongkong. Steamer.

TUESDAY, April 10th ARABIC
SATURDAY, April 21st OCEANIC
THURSDAY, May 3d COPTIC
THURSDAY, June 28th ARABIC
TUESDAY, July 10th OCEANIC
Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates.

Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.'s

General Offices, Room 74, cor. Fourth and Townseutl fits.

For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific Mail Steam-
Bhip Company's Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN, General Passenger Agent.

LBLAND STANFORD, President. March 24.

FOR PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, OREGON.
The Oregon Railway and Navigation Company and Pacific

Coast Steamship Company will dispatch from Spear-street Wharf, for the

above ports, one of their new Al Iron Steamships, viz. : QUEEN OF THE PACIFIC,
COLUMBIA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA and OREGON.

Sailing: Days,
EVERY WEDNESDAY AND SATURDAY,

At 10 o'clock A. Jtt..

Connecting at Portland, Oregon, with Steamers and Railroads and their connecting

Stage Lines for all points in Oregon, Washington and Idaho Territories, British

Columbia and Alaska.
Ticket Office 214 Montgomery Street

fJan. 6. J

GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,
No. 10 Market street, San Franciseo.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamer*) ol this Coinpauy will sail from Bromlway Wharf

as follows

:

For Victoria, B.C., and Puget Sound Ports: On the 10th, 20th and 30th of each

month (except when such da\ s fall on aholiday, then on the day previous). Steamer
of the 30th connects at Port Townsend with steamer "City of Chester" for Alasxa.

For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the O. It. & N. Co.: Every4 days.

For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 5th, 10th, 15th,

20th, 25th and 30th of each month.
For Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and

Ventura: Every Wednesday at 8 a.m.

For Eureka, Areata, and JJookton, Humboldt Bay: Every Wednesday, 9 'clock.

For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc.: Every Monday.

Ticket Office, No. 214 Montgomery Street, near Pine.
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

Nov. 26. No. 10 Market street.

THE BAZSIiTON
IS UNQUESTIONABLY THE

VERY BEST PIANO
MADE IN AMERICA.

BUY ONE JVND BE CONVINCED.
CEAS. S. EATON. Aeent... .647 Market St.. opp Kearny. S F.

NAHL COLLECTION OF OLD MASTERS.

On Exhibition Every Saturday from 9 Till 5,

At 506 Battery street opposite Postoffiee-

ADMISSION, 25 CENTS. March 17.
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MR. BENJAMIN, Q. C.

Tbe following letters will be read with pleasure, not only by the

immediate frieuds of Mr. Benjamin, but also by all those who are ac-

quainted with the circumstances under which that distinguished lawyer

came t<> this country, and with the manner in which he was received

into the rauks of the Kn<-lish Bar :

"New-court, Temple, February 28.
" My Dear Benjamin : I have before me a document signed by almost

e\ery leading member of the English Bar, the contents of which I am
requested to convey to you.

** These old friends of yours are anxious that you should afford them,
collectively, an opportunity of showing their friendship towards you,
and they trust you will consent to be their yuest on some occasion conve-
nient in yourself.

" I hope you will understand their reason for desiring thus to meet you.
We do not forget how you came some seventeen years ago a stranger
among us. We offered yon then no insincere welcome, and in return
you have always during those years of your sojourn with us supported
the honor and position of our profession, and have added much to the
public estimation in which we are held.
"And bo now when you leave us, your old associates are anxious to

show and to tell you how much they valued the friendship they know
that even now they have not lost. I am, my dear Benjamin, yours
most, truly, Henkv James."

"41, Avenue d'Iena, Paris, March 1.

"Ali/ Dear Attorney-General: I hardly know how to express the emo-
tions with which I read your letter of yesterday. 1 trust I can appre-
ciate, as it deserves, so Battering a testimonial to my professional career,

emanating from the leading members of the English Bar, and it is an
hunorof which I shall ever be proud. But I am more deeply touched by
the assurance that I am personally held in such high regard by my
brethren in the profession as to receive the assurance of their desire that
I should still be considered by them all as a friend whose sympathies are
to survive the severance of our professional relations. How heartily I re-

spond to this desire it surely is not necessary to express.

"I have not the courage to decline the offer of which you have so

kiudly made yourself the intermediary. The state of my health, how-
ever, is such that it is impossible for me now to name a date at which I
could be present in London ; but as the season advances and the weather
becomes more propitious, I have strong hopes of being able to pass a few
weeks in London, and, if so, I will then appoint some day convenient to

my friends for their collective farewell.
" I remain, my dear James, yours very sincerely,

" j. P. Benjamin."
—London Times. ___

Ladies and gentlemen whose refined tastes render them appreciative

of sweet Bounds, should purchase the catalogue just published by Herr-
mann, the Hatter, 33fi Kearny street. It contains the " Cceur de Lion
March," the latest musical sensation. This March has just been com-
posed by the celebrated Madame Rive-King for the approaching Trien-

nial Conclave of the Knights Templar, and is said to be an exquisite

piece of melody. The catalogue also contains a life-like picture of Mrs.
Langtry, and many other artistic and literary features.

Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Mackay will leave Mentone late this month or

early in April to return to Paris, their movements being regulated in this

respect by the state of the weather. They lately paid a visit to Nice, and
called on several of their friends who were theu in that city. The many
friends of Mrs. Mackay will learn with pleasure of her complete restora-

tion to health. —Continental Gazette.

.A OOOD COMPANY TO INSURE WITH.
i i pro-
\\ I iiBlitu-
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i premium,

itual Company, (n which all the profit Injured them
lividend,

which may be eilhi i drawn or used in the payment '(" \>r

the third year each policy may be exchanged for n pai
I

ir amount its value ro ly entitle it to, Finally, it do
a legitin mtine policies.
(Treat advantages and assurani es, when c imbined with the further a. Kan

I from a sagacious, economic and honorable
anient of its business interests, place I nyin the front

rank and entitle it b> public confidence. The Ias1 annual statement of
this Company will be f id on tb of our cover, and is worthy
of perusal. Mr. A. 11. Forbes, of 214 Sansotne street, is the genei

I

agent for this const.

THE TELEPHONE.
The uae Of the telephone appears to be rapidly advancing in public

favor. According to recent statistics, it is now employed ii

ubB< ribers, of which 30,066 are European, and 47,185 American.
England is first, with Beventy-five towns and 7,287 aub oribers ; Italy
next, with thirteen towns and 5,607 subscribers; France follows, with

d, towns and 4,431 subscribers; and Germany last, with twenty-
one towns and ;i ill;; subscribers. In Franceand Germany the telephones

nrked by ( Jovemnient. From a statement recently issued by the
United Telephone Company (Limited), it appears that while the number
of London subscribers on the 28th of February, 1881, was only 845, at
the same date this year it had advanced to 2,541, and the company is re-
ceiving new orders each day of the annual value of €100. As showing
the general use of the wires it is stated that while in February. 1881, the
rails averaged 4,451 per day, for the corresponding day of 1883 they num-
bered 19,021.

The Opium Trade.—The (steamer Suez, lately from Honolulu, brought
about 600 pounds of opium. This item on the manifest exciter! the sus-
picions of the Port Surveyor, and he gave instructions to watch the ves-
sel very closely. It has since transpired that the opium was "straight,"
it having been seized in Honolulu by the Government and sold by it, of
course on the condition that it should be shipped out of Honolulu. Con-
sequently it is now in this city. The advance of the duty on opium from
$6 to .?10 a pound, to take effect next July, has excited the trade to such
a degree that the price of the drug is advancing every day, and custom
officials look for large shipments of it before the new law goes into effect.

"De Aristocrat," remarked old .Silas, as he took off his specks and
wiped them on a dirty bit of newspaper, " am a good deal like de skunk.
Bberyting depend on de scent.'"

GILROY HOT SPRINGS.

An Old Favorite under Slew JUamigcinciit.

ROOP & PENNANT Proprietors and Managers.

These celebrated Springs, situated in a spur of the Coast Range, 12 miles cast o*

Gilroy, are NOW OPEN FOR THE SEASON. A complete renovation has been

made throughout, and the whole place has been put in delightful order. RATES
STRICTLY REASONABLE TO ALL. P. 0., W. P. Ex. and Tel. offices on the

premises. Take the 10:-10 train (daily) from depot cor. Fourth and Townsend streets

to Gilroy, thence by stage to Springs, 12 miles. March 81,

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Sierra Nevada Silver Miniim Company.—Locution of pritt-

eipal place of business, Sau Francisco, California. Location of works, Storey
county, Nevada. Notice is hereby given that at a. meeting of the Trustees, held on
the 2!)th dity of March. 1883, an assessment (No. 7(J) of One Dollar per Share was
levied upon the capital stuck of the corporation, payable immediately, in United
States gold coin, to the Secretary, at the office of the company, Room 57, Nevada
block, Nu. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, California.

Any stork Upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the SECOND day of

MAY, 18b8, will he delinquent, and advertised for sale at public auction; and unless
payment is made before, will he sold on MONDAY, the TWENTY-FIRST daj
of MAY, 1883, to pay the delinquent assessment, together with cost of advertising
and expenses of sale. E. L. PARKER, Secretary.
Office- Room No. 57, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, Sau Francisco,

California March 31.

KINGSFORD'S OSWECO STARCH

STRONGEST, PUREST AND BEST
AND IS KEC0QN1ZKD AS

THE STANDARD ALL 0VEE THE W0ELD.

EOB INVALIDS,

KINGSFORD'S CORN STARCH
SIOBLr XECOMMEIfDED FOB IIS fVJtlTX AM)

DELICACF. Sept. 30.
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"BIZ."

The long and anxiously expected rain has come at last. For more
than a month past our citizens have been praying for the latter rain,

knowing that without it the cereal crops of California could not be other-

wise than a partial failure, to say the least. In fact, in some of the

southern counties it was feared, a week ago, that the growing grass and
yrain had already passed beyond redemption, and multitudes of agricul-

turists were bemoaning their ill-fate of blasted crops. Happily these fears

have now in a good degree been dispelled by the timely advent of heavy
rains, which set in at an early hour on Monday, the 26th inst., continued
for 48 hours or more. This rainfall seems to have been of wide extent,

extending from Oregon on the north to the extreme southern borders of

our own State. The rainfall has not, however, been evenly distributed,

some sections getting more than others; but all, we believe, have had a

little, thus dispelling all present anxieties, while in the most favored lo-

calities full average crops of cereals may be considered well assured.

The result of this seasonable rain is everywhere apparent; the long faces

that were seen have been dispelled. Our merchant traders are more
hopeful of the future, and where they had begun to draw in their credit

lines, are now disposed to extend all needed store accommodations to those

whose crops have now become assured of an average yield. Of course,

this happy turn in affairs is disappointing to many operators in grain,

who have for weeks past been speculating freely in futures at the Call

Boards. The decline in Barley at the first day's sessions, after the ad-

vent of rain, entailed heavy losses to some operators, and stimulated
others to traffic to an extent never before attained at any one session of

the Call Board—prices of both wheat and grain had been run up to figures

that were simply speculative, and far beyond a safe point to which any
surplus could be exported. The consequence was, that wheat shippers

withdrew entirely from the market, while millers bought but sparingly.

Barley, likewise, has tumbled off of its stilts, and will probably now drop
to a safe level.

Markets for General Merchandise have of late been quite sluggish,

affording us no items of value with which to enrich our columns. Trade
in all departments has been crippled by the fear of a failure of the grain

crops, but now that they arc pretty well assured, country merchants ex-

hibit a disposition to stock up, and our jobbing merchants are only too

willing to reopen their credits. Already we see that the dealers in Agri-

cultural Implements are planning for an increased traffic in harvesting
implements, while dealers in Grain Bags show a disposition to purchase
round invoices of Calcutta Grain Sacks, to arrive, at 8c. and upwards.
Some considerable contracts, for June-July delivery, are to be noted at

8|@8£c,, according to terms of delivery.

Coffee Imports during the week have been liberal and include 10,867
bags Central-American per Colima, and 250 bags per Arabic from Hong-
kong. The Coffee market exhibits a fair degree of strength—good to

choice new crop Greens quotable at ll(a>12c.; O. G. Java is scarce at

17@18c.
Sugar imports during the week have been heavy, notably from

Hawaii. The City of Sydney, from Honolulu, brought 8,889 bags. The
Suez, from same, 14,234 bags and 1,352 mats. The Arabic, from China,
had 146 bags, and the Colima, from Central American ports, 1,428 bags.

The Sugar market has undergone no change for some weeks. Prices for

White Refined, ll£c.@ll£c,; Yellow and Golden, 9&c.@10£c.; Hawaiian
Haws find purchasers from 6J5C. to 7^c. according to quality and package.

Bice.—Arrivals during the week have been quite liberal, and include
the following cargoes per Arabic, from Hongkong, 39.775 mats for this

city, and in transit for Central Amercan ports, 2,200 mats, for Oregon,
2,565 mats, and for British Columbia, 1,634 mats. The Suez, from Hon-
olulu, brought only 290 bags Hawaiian. Holders of this latter descrip-

tion are now holding at 5Jc.@5£c.

Cotton Sheetings—for China and Japan—The Colima, from the
Isthmus, brought up in transit for the Orient 2,327 bales.

Bananas.—Arrivals the past ten days have been free and liberal. The
City of Sydney, from Honolulu, brought 1,347 bchs; the Suez, from same,
2,050 bchs.

Limes and Mangoes.—The Colima, from Mexican ports, brought us
686 cs. Limes and 46 cs. Mangoes. The California Lime-trees, that were
thought to be a fixture in the southern counties of the State, were nearly
all killed by the frosts, and this branch of the Citrus fruit-trade is to be
abandoned.

Oranges and Lemons.—The crop of these Citrus fruits in Riverside,
Los Angeles, San Diego, San Bernardino, San Gabriel, etc., is now being
marketed, and is of good quality, but the supply far exceeds our ability

to consume it, and for want of an available market perhaps not more than
one-half of the crop will even be picked from the trees. Prices now rule
very low.

Raisins.—The California Layer Raisins exhibited at National City
and Riverside Citrus Fairs, were of excellent quality, and all offered sold
promptly at fancy prices.

Gypsum.—The schooner Ellen Adelia, from San Marcos Island, has
arrived with 210 tons for the Plaster Mill.

Salmon for Melbourne.—The Br. bark Prudent has sailed for the
above port with 2.050 cases; also, 210 cases Canned Fruits and general
cargo, valued at $37,715.

Wool, of the Spring Clip, arrives very sparingly, and prices are not
yet well established.

Skins and Hides.—The Suez, from Honolulu, brought 5,024 Goat
Skins and 1,200 Sheep Skins. The Mexico, from Mexican ports, brought
1,682 Beef Hides. For all these there is a steady, good demand at full

prices.

Barley.—The Br. bark Prudent, for Melbourne, carried 11,968 ctls.

Broom-Corn.—The Prudent, for Melbourne, carried 20,850 pounds.

Ho! for Alaska!—The Br. bark Corea, for Cook's Inlet, carried Lum-
ber, Shingles, Nails, etc.; also 1,600 bxs. Tin Plate, 18.000 lbs. Pig Tin,
13,000 lbs. Pig Lead, 1,000 sks. Charcoal, 250 sks. Salt, etc.—in short,

everything needful for the erection of a big Salmon Cannery at that point.

REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.

Recorded in the City and County of San Francisco, California, for

the Week ending- March 26, 1883.

Co** .erf from the Records ofthe Commerciat Agency, 401 CaliJ'oriiia St. , 8. F.

Wednesday, March 21st.

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE. DESCRIPTION.

Savs & Ln Soc to Ari Van Wie..
D Fogarty to Louis Feder

Ann Van Dewater to G Seleneri.

Jno Center to Saml Crim

Geo W Tyler et al to Ann Purcell.
C Ilinkel to Geo Nicholas

G Nicholas to J W Leabev
City Bk of S L & D to G Frink. . .

.

Jno B Lewis to Mary C Hubbard.
Mary C Hubbard to Geo McLean.

.

S Union, 63 w Octavia, w 00x137 $2,700
W Larkin, 18:1 n Willow avenue, n 2
10, w 62, 8 28:9, e to commencement
W A 8

S Filbert. 100 e Mason, c 37x103—50-
vara 432

E Mission, 215 8 20th, s 30x122:0, being
in M B63

Se Stevenson, 255 sw 7th, sw 105x75...
E Mission, 225 s 15th, s 25x122:0, being

in MB34
Same
Lots 3 and 4, block 47, University
Mound

N Tehama, 84 e 1st, e 22x01:6
Nw Tehama, 84 ne 1st, ne 30x01:6—50-
vara711; nw Tehama, 72nelst, nei
12x61:6 1 4

8.30

750

COO
587

800

5

110
1

Thursday, March 22nd.

Ellen PhillipB to Tbos Crane

"W .1 Gnnn to Marie A Hilberer. ..

Mary A Delaney to Leopold Loupe

Emma L Funcke to Elise Fnncke.

Wm M Berins lo J M Nolan

Mary Hayes et al to Geo T Davis.

.

A J Hanbert to Maria Eaubcrt

Chas D Killcy to W EI Barkley....

W Easton to Lewis H Ailing et al

Eobt Wart to Chas K Steiger et al

Jos Boyd to Wm Dunbar

Wm Dunbar to J W Lucas..
W J Shaw toL Gottig

Sw Stanford, 225 nw Townsend, nw 25
x 80-100-vara 149 $1

S Clay, 110 e Lion, e 27xl27:S
Sw Fillmore and Washington, w 412 x
127:8-W A 351

Sw 24th and Fair Oaks, w 125x100 -H
A 29

S Golden Gate avenue, 40 w Webster, w
31x87:6-W A 303

.5811

5

Se Market, 72:4 sw Noe, sw 32:10, s 88:4
e 25, n 109:8 to commencement

Nw Perry, 300 sw 3rd, sw 25x75, being
in 100-vara 80

N Green, 137 w Webster, w 40X137-W
A 322

Se Natoma, 212:8 sw 1st, sw 41:10x80—
100-vara 21

Block 4. University Mound
E Hyde, 112 s Busb, s 25x87, being in
50-vara 1272

Same
All interest in City Gardens property-

[ MB 17

|
5,t

1

1

.200

200

5

.800

5

5
5

Friday, March 23rd.

H Marshall to Bk of California....

Florence Crowley to Jap Lough . .

.

Leopold Loupe to Wm Sharp

Geo W Ilinkel to E P Farnsworth.

Ellen Gallagher to Hib S & Ln Soc

Albert S Flood to Lizzie H Flood

.

Geo H Hass et al to Jno Wieland .

,

G L Simmons to C C Clay

WmHakerto J Ahlbach

Sw 18th and Jessie, w 38x85, being ill

M B 68 ; se Willows and Jesse, s 35x
SO, being in M B 69 ; lots 25 to 48,
block 160, O'Neil & Haley Tract, and
3 1-2 acres in Outside Lands

N 23rd, 85 e Valencia, e 25x80, being in
M B 136 .'

S Washington, 163 w Fillmore, w 25 x
127:8-W A 351

N Sacramento, 102:6 w Baker, w 25x127
8-W A 579

Sw Gougb and Ivy, s 30x75, being in W
A 149

S 28th, 230 w Sanchez, w 25x111, being
in H A125

Ne Steiner and Herman, n 120x100:3 -
W A 313

S Bush, 137:6 o Octavia, c 68:9x137:6—
W A 158
W Baker, 57:6 8 Busb. s 30x87:6-W A
583

* 1

2,300

1,500

1,300

2,449

Gift

7,01.0

8,500

850

Saturday, March 24th.

Chas L ninkeltoJno Ryan

Jas Craig to Ellen Craig

Bridget Ford to Sarah Collins

Ina B Mc Lane to Chas Harmon .

.

Chas nnrmon toP JCastlehun
F J Castlehun to Kate Miles
Hib S & Ln Soc to Margt Lydon.

.

Jos D Einos to Leopold Huerback.

Jas Carryll lo Geo W Hinkel

Thos Bell to KG Davis

Tbos Crane to Rosalie Colombat..

Jos Lipman to Jcrmh Regan

N Bush, 250 w Broderick, w 25x137:6—W A 539
S Pine, 40 w Central place, w 18:9x67:6

50-va ra 279
Ne Langton, 125 se Howard, se 25x80—

inu-vara 259
W Devisadero, 137:0 s O'Farrell, s 34:4x
125—W A 507

Same. ...

Same
Nw Minna, 338:7 bw 3rd, sw 20x70—100-
vara 16

N Post, 154:7 w Octavia, w 25: 10x120-
W A 200

,

E Devisadero, 27:6 n Pine, u 27:0x100—
W A 460
W Valencia, 325:3 s 23rd, s 25, e 168:3 to

commencement, being in Mission
Block 156

N Willows, 204 c Valencia, e 26x100—

M

B 60
E Hyde, 112:6 s Eddy, s 25x87:6 -50-va-
vara 1260 ; re-record

|

* 1,050

Gift

1,000

4,100
Gilt

2,500

2,750

1,250

5

3,000

5,573

Monday, March 26th.

Geo W Hinkel to Mary EdwarjB..

Thos B Howard to B M Howard .

.

Henry Goodkind to HKronthal..

Henry Kronthal to N S Pierce
C E Scranton et al to C Hess

C Hess to Jno Brommer..
C Brommer to same

Nw Baker and Sacramento, n 25:6x102.
li-W A 579

Se Market, 80 sw9tb,sw 100x160—M B

S California, 134 w Van Ness, w 44:3 xBM-WA 87
Same
W Webster, 96 n Kate, n 24x81:3—W A

94.

Same
S coiner Downey and Brvant, sw 50 x
75—100-vara 188

81,000

Gift

5
8,500.

2,750
2,750
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NOTABILIA.
THE PEDDLERS SONG.

Uk*M M whit* * *

v» crow

;

u itHl ti <Umtnfc roaw
r (am »i*l for note* ;

Perffc for » UdjT** chamber ;

OnUqoalp* and

i

It** mid tint the life of th« poet Whittler hu bt«n ranch riii

I
I hill). ATI.) ol

t-> bim. I .11 the
I ' I. i

i upon to put one in hi*

Fashionable young club men. «-f New York, ttiu air8* and una
:

i piioIm in their ilrem,

II them by their olil title, "idiots," ami t. II them that
the In, i,t, sold by J. R, Kellj k Co., street, oom«
alrmilj times the ipaoe that ordiu iry paint da

r r.iin.

A servant giil, who bad been admoniahed by h**r miatrem lo be care-
ful in " arubin' up" the beat tea things, ird shortly at:- rward

ng in the followine soliloqny while in the act of washing the nngar
" If I was to drop thia 'ere basin, and was to catch it, I bu]

ii it ; lint if I was to «lr..j> it, snd wasn't to catch it, i

fa it." Ba "

./ ristea.

The petrified body of a man, with l»->th hands on Ins Btoraach, has
n fonnd in the ruins r.f Pompeii. The deceased was probabl]

ins into the fature, and thinking »f what :» delightful time be would have
il.l only live long enough to take himself and his wife to Swain's,

213 Sutter street. S. R, ami enjoy one of those delicious lunches for which
th.it place i- celebrated

" I hear that I >r. 1 >i\ is opposed to the hanging of women," observed
Mrs. Satinbotham. "Oh, 1 dare Bay," scornfully chipped in old Mrs.
Womanarights, who was a triHe hard of hearing; "he's nothing but a

.-. and doesn't know that pure and unadulterated li-

quors ran always be obtained from 1*. J. Cassin & Co., Washington and
Battery streets."

1

A man was quietly munching on a piece of pie in a saloon Friday
morning, when a look <>i distress suddenly displaced the serene expression
on hi* face. Taking something from between his teeth and looking at it.

he cried to the waiter: " Here, you! there's a stone I found in this* pie."

The waiter took it. glanced at it critically, and handing it back, briefly
said: " It's no good to us. Von can have it."—

-

Danbuvy News.

Nebuchadnezzar's doorstep has been added to the curiosities in the
British Museum. Now, if a picture of the book agent who was kicked
off it -taken by those famous photographers, Bradley & Rulofeon, corner
of Geary and Dupont streets, S. F.—was added to the exhibit, it would
be really valuable, not only as an ancient relic, but as a specimen of art.

We always feel glad we are not an ancient Unman. That individu-
al's clothes Beem to be airy and fit easily, but it must have been very try-

ing to be compelled to talk in blank verse all the time and not have the
privilege of wearing one of those well-made, stylish Hats, sold by White,
IJ14 Commercial street, San Francisco.

Hardly Worth While.—"I heerd yer old mudder was dead," said

Sam Johnsing to Gabe Snodgrass, a colored citizen of Austin. " jes
1

bo.

She died las' week." Was she sick long;?" No; she jes' tuck sick one
day an' died de nex\" " Only sick one day! De Lor', why dat was hard-
ly wuff while."— Texas Si/tings.

Good clothes, it is true, do not make a man better or worse, but they
exercise considerable influence over the lank-heads one comes in contact
with. Therefore, as a matter of prudence, gentlemen should £et their

clothes made by J. M, Litchfield & Co., 415 Montgomery street, and they
will be sure to present a genteel appearance.

Mrs. Lydia E. Finkham's Vegetable Compound is a most valua-
ble medicine for ladies of all ages who may be afflicted with any form of

disease peculiar to the sex. Her Remedies are not only put up in liquid

forms, but in Pills and Lozenges, iu which form they are securely sent

through the mails.

A Philadelphia youth, wishing to know if his girl was true to him,
persuaded some of his friends to start the report that he had committed
suicide. He was satisfied that she didn't love him deeply when be was in-

formed that she said she always considered him a little soft.

—

Chronicle-

Herald.

An old adage says: "There is a time for all things," and a modern
philosopher adds the further statement that "now is the time to go to

Moraghan's Parlors, in the California Market, and enjoy some delicious

Oysters."

A select assortment of the best quality of Underware and Gents'

Furnishing Goods can be found at J. W. Carmany's, 25 Kearny street.

Call and examine the stock.

Beauty unadorned may be indecent, but Brooks' Spool Cotton is nev-

er anything else but the best in the market. It has stood the test of years.

When a cowboy goes into a Western newspaper office to demand satis-

faction, the editor always explains that the assistant who wrote that arti-

cle " has just gone out to kill a man, but will be back in a few minutes."
The cowboy never waits.

—

Philadelphia News.

Not an alcoholic beverage, but a true and reliable family medicine is

Brown's Iron Bitters.

J. F. Cutter's Old Bourbon.—This celebrated Whisky is for sale by
all first-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

Fine Watch Repairing- at J. W. Tucker & Co's., corner of Kearny and Geary
streets.

ROCK'S NURSERIES.-TREES.

FOR SALF. A Larire Assortment of Thrifty. Well-Orown Fruit,
Shade and Ornamental Trees.

NEW AND RARE EVERGREENS,
SMALL fill i » Ijurtu

D ..I OiUPKVINKS for T..I.I
, for Wlntuid for B*J

STRAWBERRIES.
Of NSWKST \NI> BEST VARIETIES FOB UARKKT ASH TOR PROFIT.

lirarriptivr Catalogue! n ill be s. ,,i ,ii folimw
No t.—Frolta, Grope Inw. Berrfi i. 3 cents
No. 2. Ointment*] Trow, Shrub*, Roieg. eta 3 cents

17.) .ioiin mini. Mm Jose, CM.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,
Sawinir, Planing* and Manufacturing—Doors, S ishes. Blinds and

Mouldinga—Turning1

. Scroll and Jig Sawing—Count ars.

Bar and Store Fixtures.
Finishing Work for Building ,, M Hand and Blade to Order.

217 to 223 Spear SI., mid 21H lo 22« Stewart St., H. P.
The largest and oldest established mill on the Pacific Coast

D v Haodokald, Pres't. EL s. Faloonbr, Sec'y. W. N. Miu.kh, Bupt

[March 25.]

H, 3. Williams. A. Ohesebrough. W. H.Dimond.

WILLIAMS, DIMQNO & CO.,

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
UNION BUILDING,

JUNCTION MARKET AND PINK STREETS.
Agents for Pacific Mail SteamPhfp Company, Pacific Steam Navigation Company,

The Canard Royal Mai) Steamship Company, "The California Line of Clippers,"
fnini New York and Boston, and " The Hawaiian Line."
San Francisco, January 31, 1830. Jan. 31.

C. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

SAN FRANCISCO and NEW TORK.
C^1* Agents of American Sugar Refinery, corner of Union and Battery streets,

Sun Francisco, California. Jan. 17.

TABER, MARKER & CO.,

IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE OROCERS,
10S »< 110 California St., S. F.

[Apri l 10.]

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY
No. 310 Sansomo Street,

San Francisco,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN FURS.
[September 21.1

MARBLE WORKS.
MANTELS and ORATES. MONUMENTS and MEAVSTONES,

Xn Marble and Scotch Granite,
827 market street bet. Fourth ami Filth.
6S" Send for Designs and Prices. W. H. XeCORMICK.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Gold Medal, Paris, 1S7S.

£1ol<l l»y all Statlouers. SoleA^eut lor the Ui:ite«a stale*:
k^ MR- HENRY-HOE, 91 John street, N. Y. Jan. 5.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,

NO. 922 POST STREET.
Day and Hoarding School Tor YomiK T.artles autl Children.

KINDERGARTEN Term commenced January 4th, 1883.

[Jan 13.] MADAME Ii. ZEITSKA, A. M., Principal.

AMERICAN EXCHANGE HOTEL,
Sausome street, Corner Hal leek, San Francisco.—This

hotel is in the very center of the business portion of the city, and has been
renovated and newjy furnished throughout. The traveling public will find this to

be the most convenient as well as the most comfortable and respectable hotel in the
city. TABLE FNIST-ULASS. Board and room, $1, $1.26 and §1.50 per day. Nice
Bincle rooms per night, 50 cents. Breakfasts or dinners, 50 cents. Lunch, 25 cents.
Eighteen tickets, good for any meals, for $5. Hot and cold baths free. Free coach
to and from the hotel. Oct. 7.

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,

STOCK BROKERS,
No. 314 Pine Street San Francisco.

[May 20.]

A. WALDSTEIN,
Lithographer anil Zlncographer, So. 320 Sausome street,

Room 48, Second Floor. Amy. 10

The Printing- Department of the S. F. News Letter has superior facilities

|
for executing first-class work. Send for estimate.
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THE HOP WALTZ.
Let any unprejudiced observer stand for rive minutes within the

threshold of a ballroom, watching the movements of the so-called waltz-

ers of to day, and we challenge him to deny the startling resemblance
that exists between a young man in the act of performing the hop waltz

and the huge jumping-jack which may be seen at any time dangling near
the door of Mr. Peters' toy shop on Montgomery street. Why any sane
male creature should deliberately, of his own free will and choice, fall

to imitating the mechanical antics of this grotesque object, is a mystery
he himself must solve. It is a positive fact that often have we turned an
involuntarily searching eye upon some loose-limbed youth, as he bounced
past us in the act of tossing his helpless partner high in the air, thinking
to find a trace of the pendent string that worked his joints, and fully ex-

pecting each moment to behold a limb flung still more far abroad as the
guiding cord responded to some more energetic pull than had yet been
given it. Our eyes would not have been amazed at sight of that or any
other caudal appendage. Of the figure cut by the hopeless partner of this

animated jumping-jack, courtesy towards her sex would make us silent

but for the fear that she might mistake our silence for consent and hop
on to the end of the chapter in the firm belief that her graceless move-
ments were a delight to every eye. We can compare her appearance,
when at the mercy of an energetic hopper, to nothing more flattering

than a wingless bee on a hot griddle.

Young men and maidens, where, when and how originated this grace-
less, vulgar, hoydenish romp, into which you have thrown all your souls,

sacrificing to its performance all the dignity of manhood, the grace and
delicacy of womanhood, and the refinement of both. We have no squeam-
ish abhorence of dancing. We are not of those who rail against the waltz
proper as iuevitably conducive to a lowering of the moral tone. There-
fore, although we maintain that as much, if not more, might be said

against the hop waltz as induced not a few sensible mothers to forbid the
racket, when most fashionable, to their daughters, it is not alone a moral
stand we take in inveighing against this far more odious dance of the
hour. We take the view also of all well-bred, cultivated men and women
when looking upon whatever threatens to destroy that elegance of bear-
ing, that refinement of tone and manner which must pervade society if it

would lay any just claims to being cultivated and high-bred.
DanciDg can be made almost a fine art, as has been proved by the

artistic poses and movements necessary to a proper rendering of the
minuet. The latter is a dance, the grace, refinement and elegance of

which, makes an irresistible appeal to every cultivated mind, and will

eveu engage the attention and please the taste of the less refined. The
age of the minuet was essentially the age of high mental culture. We
can readily picture men and women of brilliant attainments and exquis-
itely polished manners taking delight in the quiet elegance of this dance.
We can scarcely bring ourselves to associate the possibility of either in-

tellectual eminence, high bred suavity of tone, or true feminine delicacy
of mind, with the bouncing, jerking, plunging, ungainly dancer of the
day. One of the first essentials of all education is to inculcate self-con-

trol. The higher the refinement of the parent the more carefully and
thoroughly is the child taught to hold its impulses well in hand. The un-
tutored savage gives free vent to every emotion. The partially-educated
learns to keep some instincts in check, but he is ever known by the loud-
ness of his voice and laugh in conversation, the freedom of his tongue,
the general boisterousness of* his manner. Those who have been brought
up to be truly ladies and gentlemen are never loud in tone, their move-
ments are quiet and graceful, their general behavior is subdued. We ex-

pect to see those who have never been taught better, yield to the strong
delight in active movement which belongs to j'outh.

But why should the youth or maiden, much less the fully matured man
or woman, who would never dream of calling aloud to an acquaintance
upon the opposite side of a street or ball-room, who would shrink from a
game of romps, and shun any act that might make them unduly conspic-
uous in a social gathering, still without hesitation go plunging madly
through a crowded room, with limbs wildly swaying, knee knocking
against knee, elbows working in true pump-handle movement, back-hair
shaken to its foundation, flowers dropping from trembling coiffure, per-
spiration streaming from man's forehead upon woman's neck, both pant-
ing and Gushed beyond the bounds of refinement—nay, even of decency!
How the vanity of either sex, setting all other considerations aside, will

let them make such pictures of themselves as they see reflected in every
couple that hops the floor around them, or between dances slink past, an
overheated, wilted, unlovely-looking set, passeth the comprehension of
the wise.

Everybody by this time is pretty well weary of the Dukes-Nutts case,

but the state of affairs at the present time of writing offers some curious
and instructive features which ought to be chronicled. Dukes, it appears,
after his acquittal, was ordered by his fellow-townsmen to git-up-an'-git
within twenty-four hours. Instead of doing so, Dukes cheerfully hopped
into (we quote the telegram) " the same bed on which the body of Captain
Notts lay as his life-blood sped away," and remained locked up in his room
until long after the 24 hours of grace had expired. We are next told that
the citizens are busily discussing the best means of ridding the town ot a
man " who thus defies public sentiment." The trouble is, "who is to bell
the cat?" It is true that Dukes has declared that he will fight it out just
where he is, and will either live in town as long as he pleases or be buried
in it. But there are scores of men in Uniontown who no more heed a
threat like that than they would a dynamite bomb with a fuse in it. The
trouble is that Dukes' room is in the Jennings' Hotel, and (we again quote)
" Jennings is a reputable citizen and there is a hesitancy about making an
assault on his house." But for all this Dukes is not yet out of danger.
There is a young Nutts, who, like the traditional parrott, "doesn't talk
much, but is a terror to think." He has blood in his ejre, and would have
killed Dukes before the trial if his mother hadn't spanked the idea out of
him. But that isn't nearly the worst of it, for " Miss Lizzie Nutts, the
beautiful and accomplished young daughter over whom all the trouble oc-
curred, is practicing with a revolver." Truly the way of the transgressor
is hard; but still we have an idea that the matter will end by Dukes giv-
ing notice to the citizens of Uniontown that they must all quit the town
within twenty-four hours. And we believe they will.

Did you ever see a bank run, or a rope walk, or a tree shoot, or a
horse laugh, or a defaulter jump a town?

ONE BUBBLE, AND THE POT BOILS.
Mr. Gray! Mr. Gray! we reluctantly say
That your actions have brought, sir, a very black day
To all our officials, both present and past,
For each one of them seems to think each day his last.

It is strange, it is queer, it's remarkably odd
That the big-bugs in office who formerly trod
The earth as their footstool now stealthily glide
Through the by-ways as if they had something to bide.

They are in, they are out, they are slipping about,
They are tortured with terror and pestered with doubt

;

They are timid where once they were brazen and bold,
And only spend nickels where once they spent gold.

In the old days the newspapers bravely they read
And loudly commented on all that was said ;

N»w they privately look at the columns askance,
As if dreading each paragraph under their glance.

Though no present intention to travel have they,
It is said that each carries by nignt and by day
A "hold-over" check for the Overland trip,

Wffich is good any moment the owner would skip.

They crowd this poor office to learn just how soon
Our flying-machine will spread wings for the moon,
And we sell them all tickets, e'en though we forget
To tell them we shan't make the journey just yet.

Yes, they're nervous, suspicious, unmanned and unstrung,
As if Damocles' sword by a hair o'er them hung,
And the look on their faces, so sorely perplexed,
Seems to wistfully question :

" Whose turn is it next ?
"

Who can answer the riddle ? The sword-blade may fall

Upon one at a time or at ouce upon all

;

But you bet it has got to cjme down with a crash,
For the heads are all ready to dodge like a flash.

San Francisco, March 29, 18S3.

PARASITES IN THE HUMAN BODY.
Recent investigations have greatly added to our knowledge of the

more highly organized parasites of the helminthoid type. For example,
it has been ascertained beyond doubt that the blood-vessels of a human
being capable of performing his daily avocations may contain from 20,000
to 30,000 minute embryo nematoid worms. A physician at Calcutta
demonstrated this with regard to persons in that climate. Numbers of
individuals so affected suffer from chyluria, or elephantiasis iu one or
other of its forms; but this is by no means universally the case. Re-
searches have also revealed the curious fact that these teeming multitudes
of nematoids lurk in some unknown recesses of the vascular system dur-
ing the daytime, and that only at night do they wander at large through
the vessels generally. Experts assure us that a single drop of blood taken
from a prick of the finger at midnight in a person so affected may con-
tain as many as 200 embryo nematoids, while many drops similarly ob-
tained at midday will not reveal a single worm.

The more it is examined the more does that exquisite catalogue just
issued by C. Herrmann & Co., commend itself to the approval of the
critical. The whole style of the publication is unique, artistic, and in
keeping with good taste. In its commercial character it is a reliable
guide to purchasers, and its literary and artistic features are so skillfully
blended with its trade elements, that its readers can scarcely realize that
they are perusing a simple trade catalogue, issued for commercial pur-
poses, and not an illustrated literary brochure issued with a view to in-
struct and please its readers.

A. BUSWELL & CO.,
525 CJLAY

BOOK B
SAN PRANCISCO. CAL

STREET,

NDERS,

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Bulwer Consolidated Minium Company, San

Francisco, March 24, 1SS3.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the
above-named Company, held this day, Dividend No. 17, of Five Cents (5c.) per
share, was declared, payable on THURSDAY, April 12, 1SS3. Transfer hooks closed on
Munday, April 2, 1883, at 3 o'clock r. m This dividend is payable at the Farmers'
Loan and Trust Company, in New York, on all stuck issued there, and at the
office iti this city un all stock issued here. WM. WILLIS, Secretary.
Office—Room No. 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California. March 31.

NOTICE TO MINE OWNERS.
The Pacific Mining- ami Reducing: Company, whose Works

are located at 410 Ritch street, and whose General Office is at 413 California

street, would respectfully announce to owners of mines of rebellious ores that they
will either purchase for cash or receive ores for treatment at their Works.
[March 81.] JAMES W. BURLING, Secretary.

SEARCHER OF RECORDS FOR ALAMEDA COUNTY,

G. W. McKEAND.

Offices—Southeast Corner of Fourth and Broadway streets,
OAKLAND. March 81.

MRS. JULIA MELVILLE-SNYDER.

Vocal and Instrumental Music — Elocution — Oratory — Drama

PHELAN'S BTJILDIN&, PARLORS 106, 108 AND 110.
TAKE THE ELEVATOR. Feb. 10.
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much faith in future events. Be eaid : "I m tl | SoUerino,
anil with tht* army "f the Loire; and I shall be then the next time Aftht>

done." The iKtmnla episode has come t.> Dothiuf
.rdt will not be forsaken after all, as the surgeon who examined her

ind has pronounced him unfit for military serrioe; so that M. I>.i

• mala moat now reconsider his vocation. A rumor li ourrant that
J

ill shortly he awarded him by his ingenious eril

bright weather that has prevailed lately has thrown Bftvorof
into the amusements of Parisian habitues. The Hois has been gay

with carriages, #nd the Avenue d'Acacias thronged with fair pedestrians
1 and their attendant cavaliers. Violets, that have been so much the rage
1 as bonnet-trimmings, shoulder-knots and boutonierm, have given plane to

Bowers such aa cowslips and jonquils. ble paletots are
stii! very lonir, olive green and brown being the favorite colors. Small

|
close bonnets and veils still retain their hold on popular favor, and lace is

lavishly used on every article of drees.

Paris has just been honored by the visit of two illustrious visitors

—

Mr. (Gladstone and Oscar Wilde, The latter was entertained at dinner
I by some English and American artists and journalists, and, after the des-
sert was brought on. gave a vivid and characteristic account of his Amer-

I

icaii experiences. Among other complimentary comments on a people

:

who had been kinder to him than he deserved, he said that Americans
got their notions of painting from chromo-litho^raphs, and their ideas of

\
sculpture from the figures in front of cigar stores. He was especially
pleased, he said, with the instinctively esthetic tastes of the inhabitants
of LeadvUle, where, one evening, he saw in a concert saloon a notice put

i np over the piano; " Please don't shoot at the pianist; he is doing his

\
best.'* This warning request on the part of the proprietor, he thought,

!
was an undoubted recognition by him of the severity of his audience's

|
taste and their unwillingness to put up with bad music. The literary

I
world at large is still busy criticizing the new play lately produced at the

j
Odeon, entitled Le Nom. The piece i8 certainly clever, and, contrary to

the opinions expressed on its first representation, will probably prove a
|
success. The fashion of men wearing bracelets, which has for some time
been rife in England, has, among other whims of Anglomania, been
started in Paris. One wealthy and effeminate gentleman appeared in a
fashionable salon, not long since, with his wrist under his shirt-cuff encir-
cled by a bracelet studded with diamonds valued at a million francs, or
3200,000. When men do such things how can women be blamed? It ia

said that M. Tirard, the new Minister of Finance, began life as a work-
ing jeweler. It is a past history a thousand times more creditable than
that of the War Minister, Thibaudin, who, report says, at one time
broke his parole at Mayence, and, under an assumed name, disgraced the
cloth he wore. Bancroche.

AN ENGLISH VIEW OF IT.
In America the markets for speculative stocks are under peculiar in-

fluences. That is not a country of investors, but of men ready to employ
themselves and their capital in active business. There is little disposi-
tion to take that ease with dignity, which an annuitant in England con-
siders proper and respectable. Talent is seldom buried, but is preferably
turned over and over as nimbly as possible. Banks and Insurance Com-
panies are compelled to invest a certain part of their funds inGovernment
stocks, railway bonds of the first-class, and so on; but the restless spirit of
American business life predisposes the ordinary man of money to deal,

to buy in a rising market and sell in a falling market. A prominent rail-

road man from America lately expressed his wonder that the course of

prices on the Stock Exchange should be in any appreciable degree gov-
erned by considerations of the intrinsic value of given securities. It ap-
pears that in New York stocks are bought and sold because some leading
operator buys or Bells, and the idea of getting information on the earning
power of the property operated upon, or relying on that information for
market purposes when got, does not enter the heads of those engaged.
The question is chiefly whether A and his following can corner Z and his
division, or whether Z can deliver a supply of stock greater than A can
absorb. One unfortunate cause of this blind following of the dictates of
influential speculators in the American stock market is the absence of
really reliable information as to the state of the railroad properties.

Another is the great liability to fluctuation in the receipts of an Amer-
ican railroad, a good crop bringing prosperity for a time, followed per-

haps by the sudden competition of a new line, and a ruinous battle for

the traffic. Still another is the power of the Boards to water the stock of

a given line upon occasion on the pretext of new extensions. There is

practically little limit to the power of those who get financial control of

a property to push it upwards or downwards in the market, according to

circumstances, of which they necessarily have the earliest knowledge.
Thus it is that American markets bend and fluctuate, appear to have no
backbone, and are altogether unreliable. This reference to American
stocks is made because they have fluctuated most widely during the past

few years. Prices are still far above the low points touched in 1879, but
are also far below the highest points in 1881. On taking a sufficiently

long list of speculative or quasi-speculative American stocks, it will ap-

pear that prices on the average are marvelously near the medium of the

two extremes ; and the markets just now seem to be awaiting some signal

for a general movement in one direction or the other.

—

London Daily
News.

Enrich and revitalize the blood by using Brown's Iron Bitters.

USEFUL INFORMATION.
:.*l ]
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nth fro,,, tl,e planter*, and. though railed "Isan treat.- very niueh like |„ how Mr. Dawaoi
a lition: "Tl

ime of whom remind one of Simon La\ ncle r/oms Cabin," are steady at their work from early morn
till sundown, and, as a punishment for any Utile dereliction of dot]
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stance of a man being kept here eight years in this manner." Singularly
i, Mr Dawson has no suggestion to offer for the amelioration of

tlii-i: poor slaves condition.

The province of Ch'ungk'ing is the largest in the ( ihinsea Empire, con-
twning a population 6 from '.' .mm to Hl.OOii.OfH). Under

I reement it wm opened to foreign trad.- under peculiar con-
ditions. Our merchant* were not to reside there until iteamen should
have ascended the river Yank-tse, the object being to admit of the estab-

ntof a regular Customs staff before a British oommunity should bo
invited to fix its residence at Ch'ungk'ing. Although six years have now
elapsed since the Agreement of Cbefoo was signed, no steamer has yet
made the attempt to ascend as far as Gh'ungk'ing,

New Dynamo Machine.-On the 21st ult., at Mr. Unwin Bros.'
printing offices, Ludgate Hill, London, a new dynamo machine, the in-
vention of Lord Elphinstone and Mr. C. W. Vincent, was practically
tested in the presence of a large and influential company. The machine
supplied light to 350 Swan incandescent lamps, each of twenty candle-
power, and was subjected besides to a series of crucial experiments, all of
which proved its success. The motive power used for driving th« dynamo
machine was supplied by one of Kigg's patent high-speed engines, capa-
ble of developing sixty-indicated horse-power.

Glasgow traders are developing quite a reputation for evil ingenuity
in tricks of trade. Only the other day we drew attention to a liquid in-
vented by them to make putrid meat fresh. This time we hear of a whole
crop of devices for cheating the poor by means of false scales and short
weights.

Speaking of false weights, in one case a "comfortable-looking old
lady" was detected using a scale underneath the pan of which was a roll
of white cotton cloth loaded with salt and water to,add to its weight. This
little plan made a difference of three quarters of an ounce, for the light,
porous material was as heavy as a fully saturated sponge. In another
case a piece of flesh had been placed beneath the pan by a butcher, a more
easily detected and less advantageous device than the traditional lump of
lead or one of the old copper coins which are still largely in favor among
fraudulent dealers.

A Buenos Ayres paper states that "maize will this year show a great-
er crop than ever. One house has taken orders for 1,700 harvesting ma-
chines for next season, showing the prodigious increase of acreage sown
to grain. Probably no less than 100,000 tons of maize will be available
for exportation this year. This increase of agriculture is taxing our rail-
way facilities to the utmost, all lines doing a heavy business, and showing
unequaled earnings.

On Feb. 24th a Cunard steamer was delayed in her departure from
Liverpool because sixteen firemen who ought to have joined the vessel
failed to do so. Their reason for this breach of contract was that the
captain refused to guarantee the required supply of hot rolls for break-
fast !

GEO. STREET, Agent News Letter, 30 Cornhill, E. C, London,

T
R

lie Summer Sun and Dnst. Ladies and all exposed to the scorching
rays of the sun and heated particles of dust, will find that the most
cooling and refreshing preparation for the face, hands and arms, is

onlauiN' Kalydor. which eradicates all prickly Heat, Sunburn, Tan,
j Freckles, Stings of Insects, etc., and produces a beautiful and delicate

oomnlexionJ

R
complexion.)

owlands' Macassar Oil prevents the hair falling off or becoming dry
during the hot weather, and eradicates scurf and dandruff.

Rowlands' OdontO is the purest and most fragrant Tooth Powder ever used.
and contains no acid or mineral ingredients, which are so detrimental
to the teeth and gums. Its purity especially adapts it for the teeth of
young children. Ask any dealer in perfumery for Rowlands' articles,
of 20, Hatton Garden, London.

F
LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.

finest and Cheapest Meat-flavoring* Stock for Soaps, Stade
Dishes and Sauces.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT,
An Invaluable and Palatable Tonic in all Cases of Weak

Digestion and Debility. " Is a success and boon for which Nations should feel
grateful. See " Medical Press," " Lancet," " British Medical Journal," etc.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
Caution—Genuine only with fac-simile of Baron Uebig-'s

Signature, in blue ink, across Label.
This cautiou is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substitutes being in

the market.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
To be bad of all Store-keepers, Grocers and Chemists. Sole

Agents for the United States (wholesale only), C. David & Co., 9, Fenchurch
Avenue, London, England. Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, Sau
Francisco. June 10.
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
The "London Times" is to hand with a verbatim report of Mr.

Foster's great speech on Irish affairs. It makes over four columns of

close reading, and is, undoubtedly, one of the ablest political phillipics

that has appeared for many a day. It is a pity that it cannot be

printed in every paper throughout the United States. The reading of it

would do much to dispel the ten thousand erroneous impressions that

exist in this country on the subjects of which it treats. The fact is,

that a mischievous press panders to a certain class of subscribers, and
the truth is perverted and the facts of history falsified. There is_ an-

other and much larger class that would like to know the truth precisely

as it is, but if there be a daily journal in any part of the country that

supplies it we confess we have not come across it. The result is that

the present generation of Americans is being entirely miseducated and
fooled in regard to well-nigh everything that pertains to the present

government of Ireland. The perusal of Mr. Foster's great speech by
Americans generally would change numberless opinions throughout the

United States.

Mr. Foster devoted the earlier parts of his great speech in defending

his own policy as Chief Secretary of Ireland, and won the sympathy and
approval of the House of Commons. But it was not until he turned and
faced Parnell and his small band that the excitement had reached its

highest pitch, and the applause from both the two great English parties

became continuous and general, confronting the men who had never
rested in their endeavors to hound him from office, and whose human
weapons had only by the mercy of Providence missed his life, Mr. Foster
allowed his long pent up indignation to find lighteous vent. There was
something of an epic dignity in the contrast between the accuser and the
accused ; the one a solitary official, who had gone about Ids duty in the

midst of dangers which we are only now enabled to measure; the others, a
band of safe incendiaries, daily preaching outrage from the windward side

of the law, skulking behind suggestion and inuendo, and speaking daggers
which others might and did use.

The House was quick to catch the dramatic value of the situation, and
applauded to the echo every sledge-hammer stroke with which Mr. Foster
drove his indictment home. They cheered him when, going one by one
through the criminal familiars of Mr. Parnell, he challenged the Home
Rule leader to show how he could have been ignorant, unless intentially

so, of the vile instigations to outrage of which these men had been guilty,

and by what single word or deed he had ever, if conscious of them, at-

tempted to discourage or discountenance their acts. Brennan and Boy-
ton, Sheridan and R.edpath, Devoy and Ford—through the whole list of

miscreants went Mr. Forster as relentlessly as Fate, the House cheering
him at every step, And at every fresh unanswered and unanswerable chal-

lenge to Mr. Parnell the excitement grew. The House went with the
orator even when he proceeded to accuse the Home Rule leader, in so
many words, of " conniving at outrage "and profiting by assassination.

The case was completely made out that Parpell had never raised a hand
or spoken a word to prevent lawlessness, cruelty and crime, but that, on
the contrary, he had closely associated with the perpetrators, and as an
agitator had benefited by their acts. The absolute demonstration of the
case by the crushing proofs given by Mr. Foster has had a powerful in-

fluence on English public opinion.

The new administration of M. Ferry has got over the difficulty

which wrecked its predecessor ; namely, the expulsion of the Orleans
Princes from the army. The Legislative Chambers were ready to agree
to expulsion, but they differed so widely as to the form in which it

was to be accomplished that an agreement seemed hopeless. M. Ferry
at last determined to cut the Gordian knot by an administrative act.

He issued a decree signed by President G-revy, which was at once sent

by special messenger to the Princes, and their removal was accom-
plished before there was time to question the proceedure. The decree
has been very severely commented on by papers of all shades of politi-

cal opinion, and it seems to be very generally agreed that it was an
unnecessary and arbitrary exercise of power. But the Chambers ap-

pear satisfied to be rid of a question that had so unprofitably worried
them for several weeks. It is apparent that the removal of the Princes
from positions which they bad iu no manner abused, is not a popular
act throughout France. It is felt that they have been punished for

no act of their own, but for the indiscretion of Prince Napoleon.

Forty years have passed since the great Sir Robert Peel, in proposing
the health of King Louis Philippe at a civic banquet, icminded his Ma-
jesty that he was the head of an historical house, of which in all times it

could be said that "all the sons were brave, and all the daughters virtu-

ous." The illustrious statesman might with equal truth have added that,

with rare exceptions, the Orleans had been about as unlucky a Royal
House as, with the exception of the Stuarts, had existed in Europe. It
would have been manifestly inexpedient, however, for Sir Robert to ap-
pend such a rider to his eulogy; Bince in the twelfth year of his reign, the
son of Philippe Egalit^ was commonly accounted an exceptionally lucky
royal personage. He had been lucky in not losing his head, as his father
had done before him, and in surviving the obloquy which had over-
whelmed his house when his degenerate sire voted in the National Assem-
bly for the death of Louis XVI. He was lucky, after spending years in
poverty-stricken exile— during a portion of which he had been fain to earn
a livelihood as a teacher of mathematics in a Swiss boarding-school—in
attaining the possession of immense wealth, in ousting the legitimate
King of France from his throne, and in governing, on the whole with mo-
deration and wisdom, a rich, populous and apparently contented kingdom.
He was especially lucky in being the father of a numerous family,

the male members of which were distinguished, not only for their chiv-
alrous courage in the field, but also for their accomplished proficiency
in arts and letters, and in having been able to secure for the Dukes
of Orleans, Nemours, and Aumale, and the Prince de Joinville, a bril-

liant share of military and naval glory without the risk of embroiling
himself with the Great Powers of Europe. A lucky Monarch indeed !

and one whose periodical speeches from the Throne may be read, at

this distance of time, with considerable interest and edification. In
opening the legislative session on the 29th of December, 1847, the King
concluded his address with these words : "Let us maintain firmly,
according to the principles of the Charter, all public liberties and their
developments. In so doing we shall transmit intact to the generations
which shall follow us the trust which has been confided to us, and they
will bless us for having founded and defended the edifice beneath the
shelter of which they will live happy and free." A truly lucky King
and a fortunate people.

Just one month and twenty-three days after these hopeful words had
been uttered, all was in the dust. The most disastrous of evil fortune
fell on the lucky Monarch. The edifice beneath which future generations
were to live happy and free, blessing the founders thereof, tumbled to
pieces like a house of cards ; and the "Napoleon of Peace," disconsolate-
ly murmuring "Comme Charles Dix! comme Charles Dix!" fled to Eng-
land under the pseudonym of " Mr. Smith." Nor has ill luck failed since
to track the children of Louis Philippe. Wealth they have in plenty.
Respect and esteem have never been denied them. They are a family of
soldiers and scholars, of artists and orators. One and all, politically, how-
ever, they seem to have fallen under the influence of the Evil Eye ; and
in the last stroke of adverse fortune which has visited the Princes there
is a grim reminder of the first disaster which darkened the prosperous
career of Louis Philippe. Had it not been for a miserable carriage acci-
dent in the Champs Elysees, the course of Constitutional Monarchy in
France need not have been for a moment interrupted ; and his beloved
son, the gallant and gifted Duke of Orleans, might be now king of the
French. But ill-luck, which is of kindred to Nemesis, said No.

The Correspondencia de Portugal, in an article refuting statements made
by the Journal des Debats, says that Lord Granville has not recently in
any way modified his opinion with regard to the rights of Portugal over
the mouths of the Congo. The journal adds that the negotiations between
Portugal and England for the conclusion of a treaty on the Congo ques-
tion have not broken down, but, on the other hand, are proceeding regu-
larly.

THE AUSTRALIAN MAIL SERVICE.
Mr. Robert J. Creighton, of this city proceeds to the East shortly

as Commissioner from the New Zealand Government, in relation to postal
and other matters. He is charged with very important duties, upon the
successful discharge of which very much of the business intercourse of
this city with the Australian Colonies depends. To a continuance of that
business, direct mail communication is absolutely essential. The letters
originating in this country for the various colonies of Australia and New
Zealand are quite numerous, and a large newspaper and book mail is dis-

patched monthly from the United States to the Antipodes. This heavy mail
is carried free of charge by the subsidized steamships of the Pacific Mail
Company, paid by the New South Wales and New Zealand Governments,
under a contract expiring November 15th, 1883. This service was for eight
years, the colonies paying at the rate of $450,000 yearly for about two years,
when the Fiji and New Zealand coastal branches were cut off, and a re-

duced subsidy of $372,500 per annum was subsequently paid. As if this
contribution to American commerce were not sufficient, Postmaster-Gen-
eral Tyner, who has since figured somewhat unfavorably in the Star-
route scandal, negotiated an agreement with the English Government,
without notifying the Colonial Governments of his intention, by which
from S80,000 to 8100,000 yearly is collected from New South Wales and
New Zealand for railroad transportation charges, and paid into the
United States Treasury. Thus, the Washington Government, after the
contracts had been entered into and the service established for some time,
penalized the Colonial Governments in the yearly sum stated, for their
enterprise and public spirit in providing the United States direct mail
communication with the South Pacific settlements free of cost, and open-
ing new and paying fields for American commerce. This was the Repub-
lican method of developing our foreign trade.

It is understood that Mr. Creighton will endeavor to have this charge
remitted, as well as to secure faster transportation across the continent.
Seven days are now consumed in transportation, whereas five days should
be sufficient. The ocean time must be sensibly diminished if the service
is to be of any use for mail purposes to the Colonies, because the completion
of the Melbourne and Sydney Railroad will give Sydney direct mail com-
munication with London in thirty-two days at the outside.
This is a vital question to the commerce of the Pacific coast. Our ex-

ports to the Australian Colonies last year aggregated §1,645,544 ; and,
omitting gold, the imports were §1,591,605. The Atlantic cities have also

a large South Pacific trade. Mr. Creighton should be sustained in his

mission by the unanimous endorsement of the press of the Pacific coast,

with which he has been actively identified for nearly seven years.

The Egyptian Expedition.—A supplementary estimate was issued
this week to meet additional expenditure for army services, consequent on
the dispatch of an expeditionary force to Egypt. The amount required
is £728,000; £249.000 is for pay, £320,000 for provisions, forage and trans-

port, and £373,000 for stores of various kinds. Another Parliamentary
paper, issued this week, contained an estimate of £17,500 to defray civil

charges in connection with the expedition. The largest item is £15,150
for transport of Maltese refugees.

Rain.—The blessed rain! Our interior exchanges estimate the value of

the storm of 3 inches of rain at S15.000.000. The rainfall to date is

about 15 inches. The whole State has been visited this week with copious
rains, and everything in the crop line promises a glorious harvest.

Charters.—The British ship Assyrian has been chartered to load wheat
for Liverpool direct at £1 17s. 6d. Br. ship Cambrian Queen, 1,300 tons

sugar, Iolio, Phillipine Islands, S5 per ton.

" I'm going to a masquerade ball this evening, and I want an appro-
priate dress," he said to the costumer. "What is your business !" " O,

I'm a milkman." " Ah ! Then you'd better put on a pair of pumps and
go disguised as a waterfall."

—

New York Commercial.
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Anti-Boas.—The Anti-boa Club, which wu formed the other eight
w it h -ui h Ji boom, anil that was addressed in eloquent terms by Assent-

|

blvinan Barry, who made a splendid record in the last Legislature, i- a

step in the right direction which we hope to see imitated in other portfolio

of the city. If the Democratic party is not soon rescued fmm the grasp
of the Buckley jjang, it will assuredly be beaten at the next election,

\

" hone, foot and dragoons." In the name of all that is decent in politics,

and worthy of the manhood of the party, let this vile buss element be

blotted out at once and forever.

The Great Overland Route, via the Hannibal and St. Joseph, and
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroads, is universally conceded to be

the best equipped and most comfortable route across the continent. With
tourists, who come this way by the Australian and China steamers, thii

route has always been a great favorite, and this fact is owing not only to

the comforts and advantages of the route itself, but also to the courtesy

and kindness with which Mr. T. D. McKay, its General Agent, treats

strangers.

Th? Ban Francisco and North Pacific Railroad Company an-

nounce the commencement ot their usual Summer Sunday excursions to

the various points of interest in Sonoma county. Tickets are issued for

these excursions at greatly reduced rates, and the return trip can be made
in one day, with plenty of time to spare. Those who desire to see beau-

tiful scenery, and enjoy a pleasaut run into the country cannot do better

than try this trip. ___^_________^_^__^_

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.—New York, April 6th,

1883.—U. S. Bonds—Is, 119i; 4hs, 1134; ex-5s, 102£. Sterling Exchange
483(5)485*. Western Union, 83?. Wool—Spring, fine, 24@31 ; Burry,

16@21; fulled, 18@40; Fall Clips, 16(&20; Burry, 12@14. London,
April 6th.—Liverpool Wheat Market, 9s. 6d.@9s. 9d.; Consols, 102 7-16

@102 ll-16d.

The freight market is firm. The engaged fleet in port, 8,400 tons ;

disengaged, 68,000 tons ; en route, 167,000 tons register. This is a much
less supply than was available at even date last year. The outlook for

ship-owners is good for a year to come. For Summer and Fall loading

£3 is now asked.

Coal.—The arrivals from the North on the 5th insfc. included 2,000 tons

of Wellington, per Barnard Castle; 2,400 tons Seattle per Umatilla, and
4,000 tons per steamer San Pedro from New Tacoma; also, Henry Buck,
with 1.005 tons Seattle—the three last cargoes to the Oregon Improve-
ment Co.

Ho! for Sydney, via Honolulu.—The P.M.S.S. City of Sydney will

sail as above on Monday, at 2 p.m., with passengers, Government Mails,

and a valuable cargo of Merchandise.

Uoillo.—The British bark Agnes Muir, 72 days from the Phillipine

Islands, brings for cargo 40,887 mats Sugar, for the Americau Refinery,

C. A. Low & Co. consignees.

Oakland Jute Mills.—It is understood that this bag factory has

passed into new hands and will soon commence operations on an exten-

sive scale.

Walter Hawxburst, a native of New York, aged 89 years, deceased
April 2d. Mr. H. was an old and respected merchant of this city.

Quicksilver.—The London price has been advanced to £5 12s. 6d. per
bottle, here $27 B0@*28 is the price, or 35&c. per lb.

For the Orient.—The steamship Arabic will sail for China and Japan
on Tuesday next.

Entered at the Post-Office at San Francisco, Cat.* as Second-Class
Matter.

MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
Fur EVltVllcntJBB (ho Air.

Office of tl< I

1 tount. Mexican V- r. doid,

: m "ti New Vi .m London '

19 9-lGvt. ; Paris, Bight, n-12£@5 10 franci per dollar. Eb
Pal

*¥~ VrUv <<i Money here, ,; pei year bank rate. In the
market, Id 1

'_> psr month, Demand light, On Bond Security,

3@4.J per rent, per year on Call.

C®~ Latest price of Sterling in New York, 483£@485£.

PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
San Francisco, April O, 1883.

Slocks and Bonds.
BONDS.

Cal. State Bonds, tt's,'57 .

S. F. Citv A Co. B'ds, 6s, '5S

S. F. City & Co. B'ds, 7a ...

Montg'y Av. Bonds
Dupont Street Bonds
Sacramento City Bonds
Stockton City Bonds
Yuba County Bonds
MarysviHe City Bonds
Santa Clara Co. Bonds
Loi Angeles County Bonds.
Los Angeles City Bonds. . .

.

Vinr'a & Truckee R. R. Eds.
Nevada Co. N. G. R. R. Bda
Oakland City Bonds
Oretji'ti B& N. Bonds, 6s
S. P. R. R. Bonds
U S.4s
Northern Pacific R.R. Bonds

IN8URAXCK COMrA.MRS.
State Investment
Home Mutual
Commercial
Western

MISCBJjLASB&OS.
Pacific Rolling Mills

Cala. Dry Dock.
Safe Depusit Co

,

Vulcan Powder
Safcty-Nitro Powder

,

Hawaiian Commercial Co

Bid. Asked,

Nom. Nom
Nom Nom.
35 -

|

40 55
105 —

1

90 100— 105

100 _
— 107 1

101 103
106 108— 120
107 109
104 105

119J 119}

104} L0B|

1124 115J
134 13S
125 127
103 106

120 125
— 674
46 47
88 42

»S 10
34 35

Stocks and Bonds.
BANKS.

Bank of California (ex div.).

Pacific Bank
First National (ex div.) .

.

RAILROADS.
CJ. P. R. R. Stock
C. P. R. h. lion.i.i

City Railroad
Omnibus lv R
N. U. and Mission R. R. .

Sutter Street R. R (ass'tad )

Kearv Street R R..

Central R. R. Co
Market Street R. R
Clay Street Hill R. R

F Gaslight Co
Oakland Gaslight Oo
Sac'to Gaslight Co
Califor'a Powder Co
Giant Powder Co

,

Atlantic Giant Powder. . .

.

Gold and Stock Teleg'h Co.
3.V. W. W. Co. '8 Stock....
S.V.W.W.CO' Bonds ex c )

Pacific Coast S. S. Co's Stock
California Street R U....

Presidio Railroad
Central Gas Stock

INSURANCE COMPANIES.
Union (ex div.)

Fireman's Fund (ex div.)

California (ex div.)

Bid.

1661

12",

76

112
100
52
95
82
94

Nom.
Nom.
561
29
64

120
109

72
80
91

113J

114

07}
35

115

125
114

167J
120

1291

7S
114

104
55

971
84
951
48
Nom.
Nom.
56}
30
55

110

74
82
931

114}

116

69
43

116
130
110

Spring Valley Water stock continues to attract much attention, and
there is great interest taken in the various rumors regarding the future
management of this really great property. San Francisco gas is in great
demand. Oakland gas is weak at our quotations. There are more bonds
of various kinds offering than we have seen for some time. A. Baibd.
No. 430 California street.

Railway Construction.—Chicago, April 4.

—

The Railway Age will

publish a statement as to railway construction for the first quarter of the
year 1883. It shows the latter part of the Winter was extremely unfavor-
able to road-building, on account of the severity of the weather, heavy
snow-storms, floods, and the flurry in the iron trade, causing the timid to

hold off. It reports the construction of main track for that time was 766
miles, against 1,200 miles for the same period in 1882, when the weather
was very mild and all the conditions favorable. The mileage for the year
is estimated at 8,000. Among the leading amounts by States are the fol-

lowing: New York, 114; Arkansas, 91 ; Arizona, 62; Pennsylvania, 73;
Montana, 45; Florida, 43; Missouri, 40; Illinois, 37; Idaho, 28; New
Mexico, 8; Utah, 25.

Meteorological Summary.—Week Ending April 5, 1883, 7:58 p. m.
Highest barometer, 30 178—1st ; lowest barometer, 29.758—30th ; aver-
age barometer during the week, 29.945; highest temperature, 63°—2nd;
lowest temperature, 46°— 31st ; average temperature during the week,
53.5°; highest relative humidity, 93 per cent.—1st; lowest relative hu-
midity, 57 per cent.— 1st; average relative humidity during the week,
76 8 per cent.; prevailing direction of wind, west; maximum velocity of
wind and direction, 28, west—4th; total rainfall during the week,; .76;

total rainfall during the season of 1882-3. 15:03 inches.

Coal receipts at this port in March, 70,000 tons. A total since January
1st of 160,000 tons, against 196,700 tons during the same time the year
previous. The greatest bulk came from the North Pacific mines.

London, March30—Latest Price ofConsols. 102 7-16>*102 ll-16d.

Printed and Published by the Proprietor, Frederick Marriott, 607 to 615 Merchant street, San Francisco, California.
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FASHIONS VOICE.
Many a time when I have sat with a dish of strawberries before me,

cruelly crushing their brilliant, luscious beauty into an impalpable mass
among the crystal sugar around them, have I thought. "What a gorgeous
color this would be in satin or plumes." And behold the illustration of

my thought in the present craze, " crashed strawberry," a most infatuat-

ing shade doubtless, which, unfortunately, is universally adopted by old

and young, no matter how ill it becomes their other garments. Such a

color, heavenly in hue, deserves a beauty to don it, but my artistic eye
has been horrified and almost paralyzed by the shameful manner in wbich
it is adjusted. I have seen on Kearny street at least a score of women
who were clothed in nld silk circulars, greasy withal, as silk will become
in time, and having the fur round the cloak worn so disposed that it forci-

bly reminded me of a rag gnawed at by a hungry rat; and yet above these

unseemly garments were perched hats in "crushed strawberry" with
royal looking feathers that would well become a queen. To wear such a
color it is necessary to have your clothes of the most elegant description,

with gloves, the fingers of wbich are not to be frayed out, and still more
dreadful is it for a woman in a "crushed strawberry" head-dress to wear
no gloves at all, which blighting sight has also fallen across my vision.

A pretty new model for a walking suit is to have the front breadths of

the skirt and basque, of either embossed velvet or brocade satin, while the

back of the skirt is composed entirely of plain satin to match in color.

Any two materials suit thus, and it is an admirable way of using up rem-
nants of silk which one gets at half price. Though the lapine is French,

il still looks like an economical dress made out of two " short lengths."

There never was a Spring more redolent of capricious fancy than this

present one. The stores are filled with hats of every s\ade under the

sun. The plain white straw, so charming for fresh young faces, is a

thing of the past; and to have a hat any color but the one that matches
your dress, is considered bad taste in the extreme. Black hats, effected

with feathers shaded from orange to pale chrome, are very distingue, worn
with black dresses, but with any color except black the yellow shades are

too pronounced, except it be the darkest shades of bottle green and navy
blue; but even so, no one but a younggirl should affect this combination,
and elderly women, unless they are well preserved and slim in figure,

should religiouslv avoid all the yellows. A woman whose avoirdupois

turns the scale at 175 and upwards should pass by the brilliant looking

things called " pokes " and hats in bright colors, unless she has grace of

form and great dignity of deportment. For fun commend me to the sight

of a squat woman with a red face, fat, and inclined to " blow " hard, in

one of the "crushed strawberry" hats, or a bronze green, mated with
orange tips. The thought makes me shudder in my shoes, even through
the fun of it.

There are a variety of new colors announced for the coming season,

many of which appear under French names. These are due to the taste

of Oscar Wilde, they say, though I may tell you that if you go into a

store where a full stock of Berlin wool is kept you will find every shade
under the sun, between the lightest and darkest of all colors, the only
difference being that they have only become fashionable one by one, and
at long intervals. As to mauve it never was seen in America. I mean
the real color, which was discovered by a man in a Manchester silk fac-

tory twenty-five years ago. An experiment turned out wrong and pro-

duced a red shade of lilac perfectly imperishable, but the dangerous
nature of the chemicals employed in making it prevented its further use.

There were only three pieces ever made, two yards of which were given
to me by the manufacturer. I bad a bounet made which in twelve
months never faded. The year of the discovery every woman on the
Derby race-course was dressed in mauve, but my bonnet was the only true

color in the throng. Here is a point to amuse lovers of fashion.

Bric-a-Brac.—Laces will be extensively used for hat scarfs and hat
crowns. Some, of handsome imported gilt mesh net, is §50 a yard whole-
sale. Cheaper qualities are to be had from S5 to $20 per yard. This is

also seen in red gilt. Large clasps of steel or gilt play a great part in

fashion now a days. Velvet basques, to be worn with silk skirts, have a
full postillion back, which is usually formed by adding one or more plait-

ings of velvet across the bottom of the back of the basque. Some of the
new shepherd's plaids have a shawl border. These are made with a
striped or plain black velvet underskirt and have cut-steel buttons. Col-

ored satin slippers or shoes are no longer considered fashionable for even-
ing wear. Plain French kid slippers, or shoes with very thin-turned
soles, or black satin ones, made in the same way, are the present fancy.
The whole front of a handsome dress is now often made entirely of

plain passementerie, or large satin-corded trimming. Occasionally the
overskirt is made in this way and the underskirt is made plain. Small,
scarf-like wraps of black cashmere, richly fringed with embroidery in
soutache braid effects, will be used for late Spring wear. These also
come in light blue, cream, white beige, and some of the latter have cres-

cents worked through the center. Pointed basques are worn by stout
and slight figures, but the overskirts are draped to suit the different out-
lines. Slender forms require high drapery and bunched-up effects, while
full figures need plain overskirts with little drapery. Velvet basques con-
tinue in high favor. They are very becoming and are convenient to wear
with all dark colors and stuffs. Velvet is very much worn in all ways.

Silveb Pen.

There was a grand opening of Spring Millinery at Mrs. Coughlan's,
919 Market street, on Tuesday last. The beautiful goods which this well
known modiste has just imported from the various centers of fashion call-

ed forth expressions of the warmest admiration from the host of visitors.

The new shapes in bonnets and hats, and the fresh shades of color in
trimmings, gave the highest satisfaction.

There is no doubt but that the visit of Theodore Thomas and his
orchestra will be one of the most successful, as well as one of the
grandest musical events which have ever occurred in this city. The vari-
ous details of the Festival have been arranged upon a broad and gen-
erous scale, and the most magnificent effects must be expected. To
hear the works of Beethoven, Mozart and Wagner interpreted by the
Thomas Orchestra, will, in itself, be a rare treat, and when it is borne
in mind that in addition to the orchestra some of the leading vocalists
of the world will appear, it muBt be admitted that the approaching
Festival will be a musical feast.

PUBLIC HUGGING.
With our recollections tresh from a recent ballroom exhibition of

its many nastinesses, and our mind full of disgust at the repugnant gyra-
tions of which it is made up, we have, in the excess of our state of moral
shock, sought about us for a fitting caption with which to head a few re-

marks upon the foulness of that amalgamathm of abominations at present
known in society as the " Hop Waltz." With its amorous attitudes, its

clinging pressxire of form to form, and its spasmodic wriggling still fixed
upon our nauseated mental retina, we confess that several terms more apt
than printable have suggested themselves. But after much deliberation,
hugging has seemed to be the only word both applicable and fit for publi-
cation, though with pain we acknowledge the weakness of its incomplete-
ness to describe the many objectionable ingredients of the disgusting
dance. Most of the round dances have, we know, from time to time been
characterized as " hugging in public," but until the " Hop " made its ap-
pearance hugging was all that could be said againBt their performance.
With the " Hop," however, things are different. The march of civiliza-

tion has, it seems, included dancing within its grasp ; and with the
racquet as a forerunner of the beastliness to come, it has now furnished
us with the " Hop."
The slow and graceful movement of feet in perfect time to music, satis-

factory enough in the past, is now voted slow and insipid by our fob-
chained, ear-whiskered and tight-pintalooned young men ; and they re
quire something more blood-heating and exciting to attract their downy
presence at a ball. The old-fashioned redowa, and smooth-gliding deux
temps did well enough for their cold-blooded fathers, who were content to
place their arm around a lady's waist and giving it no more pressure than
the exigencies of proper guiding required, so complete the dance, ignorant
—or at least unconscious—of any other personal contact with their part-
ner than the light touch of arm or hand.
But by them much more is desired, and from all appearances the limit

of desire in that direction has been adequately reached in the Hop. To
fully describe the Hop, as it is danced to-day in our ball-rooms by our
sensual-mouthed, dissipated-eyed young men, and apparently clean-
minded and innocent-hearted young girls, would be a task for the doing
of which we proudly admit our inability. The proper elaboration in de-
tail of its ramifications of mutual abdominal friction, leg-intwining, knee-
encountering and chest-caressing, combined with its libidinous motions,
flushed countenances and prurient whisperings, would befit the pen of
Paul de Kock. or the pencil of Hogarth. Had we the ability of either,
we should shrink from invading the secret precincts of the bagnio in
quest of picturesque similes, or fitting language to express them in. 0!
we have stood night after night and looked on at this degrading spectacle,
our disgust overcome by wonder at the fathers and mothers of girls hardly
yet budding into womanhood, who would stand complacently by and see
their—at other times— carefully guarded offspring clasped in the arms of
some erotic youth, squeezed, twisted, crushed and tumbled by his lascivi-

ous antics.

We have been happy in the reflection that we were daughterless our-
selves, though the thought would at times steal in upon us what supreme
delight it would be, had we a daughter and found her in the sorry plight
we mention, to have summarily lifted by his ear and kicked from our
presence the man who would have dared to have offered her such unpar-
donable insult.

TOO MANY LAWYERS.
The Albany Law Journal discusses pleasantly the alarm felt by

some well-disposed people on account of the presence in the country of so
large a number of lawyers as the Census shows to be dwelling in the
United States. This alarm, the Law Journal says, is wholly unneces-
sary. It asserts that, on the whole, the lawyers seem to get along pretty
well, being as a class neither richer nor poorer than their fellows of other
occupations. There is some truth in the Albany paper's declaration that
it is no more dangerous to have 65,000 lawyers than it is to have 85,000
doctors and 44,851 barbers to practice upon the lives and throats of the
community; and most reflecting people will heartily concur in the state-
ment that the 12,000 journalists and the 19,000 plumbers make more mis-
chief than the 05,000 lawyers. The learned and witty editor of the Law
Journal ought to know whereof be speaks, since he is both lawyer and
journalist, and, in common with most of his suffering fellows, he has
learned to know the plumber too well. We hope that it is no private
grief that prompts our contemporary to aBcribe to the 285,000 milliners,

dressmakers and seamstresses the production of more mischief than is

brought about by the lawyers. There is much weight in the suggestion
made by the editor of the Law Journal that it is not the lawyers that
make the litigation, but the litigation that makes the lawyers. Those
who set themselves up as critics of the much-abused legal profession, es-

pecially as regards the admittedly full supply of its members, occupy the
position of railing at one of the most striking symptoms of the varied and
complex activity which marks our "modern social development. Better
have law, even with lawyers, than an absence of all law without them.

The Programme of the concert for the benefit of Master Nathan
Landsberger, which takes place at Piatt's Hall on Friday evening, April
13th, will be as follows, viz:
1. String Quartette Bayden
2. Concerto No. 11, for Violin, with Piano and String Ace Spohr

NATHAN LANDSBERGER.
3. Roraanza, "Ah fu Sogno" ; Basvecchi

MISS PAULINE OLMSTED (first appearance in this city.)

4. Piauo Solo Sgambati
MRS. CARMICHAEL-CARR.

5. Song. Selected
MR. H. M. GILLIG.

0. Adagio and Jarantelle for Violoncello Galtermann
MASTER EDGAR STRAUS.

7. Concertante for Two Solo Violins, withfull String and Piano Ace. Mozart-David
ROBERT HOCHSTADTER AND NATHAN LANDSBERGER.

S. Duett, L'Addio Donizetti
MISS OLMSTED AND MR. GILLIG.

9. Introduction and Variations, "Je Suis le petit Tambour" Ferdinand David
NATHAN LANDSBERGER.

10. Old English Ballad, " Lord Gregory "

MISS OLMSTED.
11. Septette for Piano and Strings Hummel
Box sheet opens at Sherman & Clay's Music Store Monday, April 9th,

at 9 a. m.
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itthrown open and exquisitely deoocsAed with H>wers
in every conceivable form. The chief point of course was the floral arch
under which the bridal party stood, and here the art of the florist seemed
to have exhausted itself, such a combination of stars, shields, ooi
pias, etc.. being interwoven with most exquisite skill. Large palm trees
were placed at either side of the bay window in the main drawing-room,
and from them rose an arch of acacias and calla lilies, from the centre of
which depended a shield of tuberoses and white pinks, the monogram
'• N. C" being in red geraniums and forget-me-nots, the blending ol the

r.Hiucinir a brilliant effect. The pink and white camelias used as
a Ixinlerintr, and the cornucopias hung at each side, composed of maiden's
hair and lilac, was in graceful contrast to the flowers used in the stars
which ornamented the corners of the shield, and which were of the most
vivid and varied hues.

Punctually at 8 o'clock Reverend Father Prendegast took up his posi-
tion under its mass of blossoms, and immediately after the bridal cortege
entered, Mr. Will Currier and Miss Fanny Boruck coining first, and
then Mr. \V. H. Talbot and Miss Jennie Dunphy, followed by the groom
and Mrs. Crooks, and the lovely bride with Mr. Jackson Crooks. Hav-
ing halted opposite the officiating clergyman, the marriage cex-emony be-
gan, and very soon the "twain were made one flesh," and received the
congratulations of their friends.

This ceremony concluded, the party adjourned to the supper room,
where the health of the newly wedded couple were pledged in sparkling
champagne, until the time arrived for the general reception of guestB,
when the bride and groom, with their attendants, again stood under the
arch, receiving their hosts of friends, who flocked to offer their sincerest
good wishes for the happiness of the new path of life just entered upon
by Mr. and Mrs. Newton. The bride and her maids made a lovely trio,

each being a beauty, while their toilets were remarkable for their extreme
elegance. Each guest also seemed to vie with the other as to which
should be the most handsomely dressed, but lack of space forbids men-
tion of any of the many very beautiful costumes displayed, as, did I once
begin, where could I end ?

The reception over, dancing, that fitting finale for all weddings, was
inaugurated, Ballenberg of course furnishing the music, the bridal party
joining in it heartily. The supper, it need not be said, was as perfect as
it could be, and the wiues were of the choicest vintages, and on leaving
each guest carried with them souvenirs enclosing some of the weddiug-
cake, by which to remember a most delightful affairs.

The wedding presents were numerous and costly, comprising nearly
everything it is possible to think of or imagine.

It almost goes without saying that the Presidio dance last Friday night
was a most delightful one. and heartily enjoyed by all. There are rumors
of some more companies being added to those already stationed at that
post, which cannot fail to add to the pleasure and merriment which al-

ready abounds there, especially if some needed improvements are made
in the quarters, thus giving more elbow room as it were, in which to trip

the light fantastic.

The Verein masquerade, on Saturday night, was a grand success, as
when have they ever failed to be, though, perhaps, there were not so
many of the inner circle of fashionables present as there were wont to be
in days gone by. However, their absence was not felt, and the fun was
kept up fast and furious till a late hour, when the married guests went
home to dream of it, and wish the next -ne was but three instead of
twelve months off.

On Tuesday evening Mrs. E. G. Lyons gave another of her charming
inusicales, at her pleasant home on Eddy street. As usual, the music was
of a high order of excellence, (and what one hears at her house is always
well worth listening to), although on this occasion, the delicious strains of
Madame Zeiss-Dennis's voice were missing. The usual haudsome supper
and dancing followed, and all regret that for the present there will be no
more of these pleasant reunions.
Last night took place the Ladies Jinks, at the Bohemian Club rooms,

for which, some extra preparations were made, and which passed off sat-

isfactorily to all concerned ; and to-night Madame Fabbri puts forth her
yearly claim to the kind consideration of the public in general, and her
old pupils and new, some of which latter will assist her on this occasion.

On Saturday night the Concordia Club give a domino party, at their

club rooms on O'Furrell street, and great is the excitement among our
Jewish residents over what promises to be one of the events of the
season. Some very handsome domino's are in preparation for it, and in

many instances something quite unique will be the result.

Next week the principal event will no doubt be the Coleman-BIanding
wedding, at Grace Church. I hear the number of bridesmaids has been
increased to a full dozen, and that their costumes are to be " too sweet for

anything."
I have been told that the dresses worn by the. bridesmaids at a recent
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thing wonderful in that line this Summer to entertain the strangers
within her gates, and it is also rumored that, at the Hotel del Monte, one
night in the week will be set apart for performanoes on the mimic stage,
and that a cosy little theatre will be added as part and parcel of the ho-
tel, for the use of those of its visitors histrionically inclined.

Apropos of this, let me give you a rumor I have heard of late, which is

that one of our society bells, daughter of a late eminent jurist, has serious
thoughts of adopting the stage ere long.

Consul Booker departed in a shower of rain, flowers, good wishes and
cheers, contributed by the heavens and the countless friends who crowded
the two steamers ou Tuesday last, all anxious to see the last of him and
wish him bon voyage. He promises, I believe, to return to us H the end
of two years, but who ever returns to a place and finds it exactly as they
leave it? In the meautirae, till his successor is appointed, his urbane,
popular and most gentlemanly " Vice," Mr. Charles Mason, will fill Mr.
Booker's office, and who can doubt that he will do it most acceptably,
while all hope he will be the appointed consul.

The whisper that ex-Senator Sharon meditates an Eastern journey ere
long has, as usual, given rise to a host of surmises as to his destination,
and his intentions when he gets there. One says, with a knowing wink,
"he is going after Miss It. at last." Another interrupts, " not much,
Miss E. is the magnet, and Washington the objective point." While a
third chips in, " you are all out, he is going to England to visit his
daughter Flora. Whether any are right or all wrong, or whether he goes
at all or not, he has at least furnished something for people to talk about,
and for that, at any rate, they should be grateful to him. Felix,

THE VEREIN BALL.
The San Francisco Verein is a club composed of the very flower

of German residents, and its entertainments are always eagerly looked
forward to, not only by the members and their friepds, but by many
of the Elite of Americau Society. The balls given by this popular
club are always a success—always enjoyed by the guests with a thorough
heartiness. One reason for this is, that even in every minor detail the
committe leave nothing undone to ensure this result, and on this occa-
sion the same careful attention to minutia characterized the entertain-
ment. A canvas canopy was stretched across the Bidewalk, from the
doorway to the carriages, to protect beauty from impending showers,
the stairway wreathed with greens, at the top of which hung a red
curtain, behind whoee folds stood the committee ready to welcome the
arriving guests. Flowers were used in great profusion in decorating
the rooms, and the air was redolent of their sweet perfume. What
with the gay costumes, bright eyes, fishing diamonds and inspiriting

music, the scene was a most delightful one, and so voted by all the par-
ticipators. To say the masquerade ball of last Saturday evening was
a success, and every way worthy of its predecessors, is saying only
what is true. There were so many pretty women and beautiful cos-

tumes at the ball, it is difficult to particularize, though to be just, one
or two deserve special mention. Mrs. Judge Haydon received universal
praise, and Mrs. Leibes looked magnificently ; a beautiful Spanish cos-

tume and "Fire" were also noticeable. There were several habitues
well known faces missing, among them pretty Mrs. Bandmann, who
was always remarked for the taste displayed in her toilette, and Eugene
Dewey, who is now disporting in the wider field of New York Society.
Among the men, the usual round of characters was observable, though

the very questionable taste of one may be noted, whose back was used as
an advertising medium. The committee introduced the last agony from
the Vanderbilt ball, i. c, the Hobby Horse Quadrille, under the name of

a circus, (not a bad idea to call it), where Reub Lloyd distinguished him-
self as a lady rider." The clown's character fitted like a glove, in fact,

all were good and admirably carried out. The customary intrigues and
flirtations flourished, the supper was tip-top, wines excellent, and every
one seemed imbued with the spirit of fun. We heard it whispered
through the rooms that the charming blonde whose blue eyes dealt such
killing glances from behind her mask, is soon to leave us for the East, a
New York gentleman having drawn the prize. One petite dame, whose
feet were a marvel of liliputian dimensions, created a good deal of admir-
ation for the skillful manner in which she changed her dress and identity
several times during the evening. The ball kept rolling till morning
dawned, and every one departed with the feeling that a most delightful

evening had been spent.

Some of the English nobility have curious names, and not infrequently
awkward mistakes result in consequence. For instance, the family name
of the Earl of Dartmouth is Legge, and at a dinner party once the Count-
ess and two of her daughters were announced by the over-precise butler
as " The Countess of Dartmouth, and the Ladies Legges." The effect on
the already assembled guests can easily be imagined. But a rather worse
thing happened last season. The Earl's eldest daughter, Lady Frances,
who is noted alike for her beauty and fascinating ways, was at a ball at
which the usual crush of people going up and down kept her aud her
chaperone for some time on the staircase, in their ascent to the ballroom.
A young guardsman going away to another ball, had just reached the foot
of the stairs, on his way down, when he was met by a brother officer that
moment arrived. "I say, Reggie," asked the new-comer, "anybody
here I know—is it worth while struggling up?" " Don't know, I'm sure,"
was the reply ;

" most of the people are on the stairs ; just saw Lady
Frances Legge a good bit up." " Then, my dear fellow, I envy you,"
said his comrade.
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PRECEPT AND PRACTICE.
AN ATHENIAN STORY— BT HACAULAT.
In Athens, ere the sun of fame had set,

Midst pomp and show the gazing crowd were met,
Intent forever upon something new,
The mimic wonder of the stage to view.

So, where the wide-extended circus spreads,

In gathering ranks its sea of living heads,

Hanged in close order, rising row on row.
The void arena claims the, space below.

The seats were filled; but ere the show began,
A stranger entered

—
'twas an aged man ;

Awhile he sought a place with aspect mild

;

The polished young Athenians sat and Bmiled,

Eyed his confusion with a side-long glance,

But kept their seats, nor rose on his advance.

O for a burning blush of deeper hue,
To mark the shame of that self-glorious crew ;

How poor the produce of fair learning's tree,

That bears no fruit of sweet humility

!

The growth of arts and sciences, bow vain
In hearts that feel not for another's pain !

Not so the Spartan youth, whose simple school
Instilled the plain but salutary rule

Of kindness, and whose honest souls preferred

Truth to display—performance to a word.

These Spartan youths bad their appointed place,

Apart from Attica's distinguished race,

And rose -with one accord, intent to prove
To honor age, their duty and their love

;

Nor did a Spartan youth his seat resume
Till the old man found due and fitting room.

Then came the sentence of reproof and praise,

Stamped with the sternness of the ancient days,

For, standing full amid the assembled crowd,
The venerable stranger cried aloud :

"The Athenians learn their duty well, but lo!

The SpartanB practice what the Athenians know."

The words were good, and in a virtuous cause

;

They justly earned a nation's glad applause j

But we have surer words of precept given
In God's own book, the words that came from heaven:
"Be kind, be courteous, be all honor shown.
"Seek others' welfare rather than thine own."

SMOKING AND DRINKING.
What is the real inBuence of wine and cigars, gin and tobacco, stim-

ulants and narcotics, upon the brain ? Do they give increased strength,

greater lucidity of mind, and more continuous power? Do they weaken
*aud cloud the intellect? Is a man's intellectual strength hindered or

helped by their use ? These are the questions to which a practical in-

quirer has been endeavoring to find some satisfactory answer. And he
has evidently taken much trouble about his work. He has addressed his

inquiries to men of letters, novelists, essayists, journalists, men of sci-

ence, statesmen, in England, France, Germany and America. Their re-

plies be has embodied in a volume of 200 pages. ("Study and Stimu-
lants." By A. A. Reade ; published by A. Heywood and Sons.) Alto-
gether, some one hundred and twenty-four answers have been received to

his appeal, and in many cases the writers have not only replied to the
direct questions, "Do you smoke?" "Do you drink?" but have given
many details of their everyday habits, which add much to the interest of

the collection.

Twenty-five use wine at dinner only; thirty are abstainers from all al-

coholic liquors ; twenty-four use tobacco. Of these twenty-four, only
twelve smoke while at work. Mr. Edison chews, and Darwin took snuff.

One or two find alcohol " useful at a pinch." Not one resorts to alcohol
for inspiration. Mr. Gladstone detests smoking, though he findB wine is

necessary to him at the time of greatest intellectual exertion. He drinks
one or two glasses of claret at luncheon, the same at dinner, with the
addition of a glass of light port. M. Jules Simon objects to smoking on
the ground that it tends to separate men from the society of women. M.
St. Hilaire thinks that in France no stimulants are needed. The Duke
of Argyll has never touched tobacco, and only takes alcohol under medi-
cal advice. Sir John Lubbock considers the use of tobacco in most cases
prejudicial. Louis Blanc neither smoked nor drank, and so could not
give an opinion. Of the scientific opinions, those of M. Paul Bert, given
at some length, are, as usual with him, outspoken, trenchant and to the
point. "I never smoke," he says, "because I am not fond of tobacco.
I take wine to all my meals because I like it." As with all other pleas-
ures, it is a question of degree. Professor Tyudall thinks the man happi-
est who is able to dispense with the use of both. Sir Henry Thompson,
in a speech at Exeter Hall, declared that brain-workers could not stand
alcohol. Professor Huxley did not commence to smoke until he was forty
years of age. Dr. W. P. Carpenter has never used tobacco, and has
never felt the need of alcoholic stimulants. Darwiu used to drink a glass
of wine daily. "I have," be adds, "taken snuff all my life, and regret
that I ever acquired the habit. I feel sure that it is a great stimulus and
aid in my work." He was accustomed to smoke two paper cigarettes of
Turkish tobacco. " This rests me after I have been compelled to talk,

with tired memory, more than anything else." Out of twenty men of
science, only two smoke. Professor Boyd Dawkins finds quinine the best
stimulant. Edison invariably chews tobacco when at work, smoking he
thinks too violent in its action. Night, he fancies, is the best time for

intellectual work.
To turn from men of science to men of letters, Mr. Matthew Arnold tells

us that he has never smoked and has always drunk wine—chiefly claret.

As a general rule he drinks water in the middle of the day. At a late

dinner "a glass or two of sherry, and some light claret mixed with water,

seem to suit me very well." He comes to the very acceptable conclusion
that, in general, "wine—used in moderation—adds to the agreeabteness of
life—for adults, at any rate, and whatever adds to the agreeableness of
life adds to its resources and powers." Mr. Freeman is candid enough in
his reply. He tried once or twice when young to smoke, but " finding it

nasty; did not try again." Why people smoke he has no notion. As to
alcohol he has no theories. He drinks wine like other people, and finds
brandy an excellent medicine. "I have drunk beer and wine as I have
eaten beef and-mutton, without theories one way or the other." Mr. Lecky
is not a smoker. Mr. Ruskin is very emphatic. He abhors smoking for
two reasons: a cigar or pipe often makes a man content to be idle; the ex-
cessive UBe of tobacco abroad, and the consequent spitting everywhere and
upon everything. Mr. Charles Reade sums up the matter in three curt
but pithy sentences: "I have seen many people the worse for tobacco. I
have seen many people apparently none the worse for it. I never saw
anybody perceptibly the better for it." On the other hand, to Mr. Wil-
kie Collins tobacco is his best friend. " When I read," he says, "attacks
on smokers I feel indebted to the writer. He adds largely to the relish of
my cigar." Mr. Anthony Trollope, too, gives bis testimony in favor of
the weed, having been a smoker all his life. Mr. Thomas Hardy never
smoked a pipeful in his life, and never found alcohol helpful in novel writ-
ing. Mr. James Payn is a constant smoker, and the guiltiest of his breth-
ren. He smokes the whole time he is writing—three hours a day—and
after meals. Those who object to it he thinks have never tried it or find
it disagrees with them. Kingsley was a great smoker. He used a long
and clean clay pipe ; when they accumulated they were sent back to be
rebaked. Tourgenieff, the Russian novelist, neither smokes nor drinks.
Mark Twain began, according to his own account, to smoke immoderately
when eight years old, allowing himself 100 cigars a month, when twenty
he smoked 200 a month, and by the time he was thirty his monthly allow-
ance was 300. For four months he works five hours a day, and five days
in the week, and smokes the whole time be is at work. Wine he finds a
clog to the pen, but two glasses of champagne are an admirable stimulant
to the tongue. Mr. Frederic Harrison has never touched tobacco in his
life. The Rev. Mark Pattieon has been a smoker all his life.

Of all people in the world one might fairly expect to find the traveler
and the newspaper correspondent in the ranks of the smokers. Dr. W.
H. Russell, for instance, has smoked and taken wine for years. Mr.
O'Dunnovan gives some very strong evidence in favor of stimulants, and
draws a picture of his arrival in some wretched mud-built town, where he
has lain down in some miserable hovel worn" out with fatigue and anxiety.
But the newspaper letter had to be written. It was then that he found
stimulants gave him energy to "unpack his writing materials, lie on his
face, and propped on both elbows to write for hours by the light of a
smoky lamp." Mr. Henty finds it difficult to write without smoking.
Mr. Sala has been a constant smoker for nearly forty years, but " as to
smoking stupefying a man's faculties or blunting bis energy, that allega-
tion I take to be mainly nonsense." He declares, however, that if he had
to live his life over again he would nevertouch tobacco. According to M.
Taine, a cigarette is useful between two ideas—when he has the first but
not the second. Three-fourths of the men of letters of his acquaintance
smoke, but none of them has recourse to alcohol. M. Taine declares that
English journalists write their articles with the aid of a bottle of cham-
pagne. "With us," be adds, "the articles are written in the daytime.
We have, therefore, no need to resort to this stimulant." There are many
more opinions which we have no space to quote. It is sufficient to add
that Mr. Reade's conclusion is that alcohol and tobacco are of no value to
a healthy student ; the most vigorous thinkers and hardest, workers ab-
stain from stimulants. The " student " will probably think out the prob-
lem for himself, but he might do worse than consult Mr. Reade's curious
collection, and think over the words of Wendell Holmes: " I do not
advise you, young man, to consecrate the flower of your youth to paint-
ing the bowl of a pipe, for, let me assure you, the stain of a reverie-
breeding narcotic may strike deeper than you think. I have seen the
green leaf of early promise grow brown before its time under such
nicotian regimen, and thought the brown-ambered meerschaum was
dearlv bought at the cost of a brain enfeebled and a will enslaved."

—

Pall
Mall Gazette.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,

Sawing: , Planing' and Manufacturing—Doors, Sashes, Blinds and
Mouldings—Turning-, Scroll and Jig Sawing-—Counters,

Bar and Store Fixtures.
Finishing Work for Buildings on Hand and Made to Order.

217 to 225 Spear St., nuil 218 to 226 Stewart St., S. F.
The largest and oldest established mill on the Pacific Coast.

D. A. Macdonald, Pres't. R. S. Falconer, See'y- W. N. Miller, Supt

[March 25.]

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold antl Silver Refinery nud Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and Lead 0re3 and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for working- GOLD, SILVER„aod LEAD in their

various forms,
June 18. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

No. 320 Post Street Opposite Union Square.

PROF. O. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 320 Po
street, is now open for Juvenile and Evening Classes. Otice Hours, for Terms, etc.

10 A.M. to 12 m., and 1 to 5 P.M. Oct. 22.

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN
Stcitni Baths; Electric mill Chemical Bxths; Snlphnranil

other medicated vapor baths, with Swedish movements and massage Special

apartments for ladies and families. DR. JUSTIN GATES,

July 1. 722 Montgomery street, near Washington.
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a Fenian scare. Notbin' serioue, Son na, pi [s a
Englishman. He claimi t i be an Aui trican citisen when he

tea they Calk about a draft be claimi bo he a subject
ley can't touch him. Pa is ;i darn smart

mau, an.) dont y-m forget it. There don't an; of them set ahead of pa,
Well, pa bae said good deal about bh< nans, and that

•aght to be pulled, and all that, and when I read the story in the
papers about the tuploaion in the British Parliament, pawns hot He
said the damn Irish were raining the whole world. He didn't dare Bay
it at the table, or our hired girl would have knocked him silly with a

tl of maahed potatoes, cause she i-. an Irisli girl, and she can lick
any Englishman in this town, pa said there ought to have been Borne
body there to have taken that bomb up and throw ic in the sewer before
it exploded. He said if he ever should see a bomb he would grab it right
up and throw it away where it wouldn't hurt anybody. Pa has me read
the papers to Mm nights, 'cause his eyes have got splinters' in 'em, and
after I had read all there was in the paper I made up a lot more anil pre-
tended to read it, about how it was rumored that the Fenians here in Mil-
waukee were going to place dynamite bom' s at every hojse where an ICug
Bahman lived, and at a given signal blow them all up. Pa looked pale
around the gills, but he said he wasn't scared. Pa and ma were going to
call on a she deacon that night, that has lots of money in the bank, to see
if she didn't want to invest in a dead sure paying silver mine, and me and
my chum concluded to give them a send off. We got my big black injy
rubber foot-ball, and painted " Dinjfmight " in big white letters on it, and
tied a piece of tarred rope to it for a fuse, and got a big fire cracker, one
of these old fourth of July horse scarers, and a basket full of broken
glass. We put the football in front of the step and lit the tarred rope,

'

aud got under the step with the fire crackers and basket, where they go
down into the basement. Pa and ma came out the front dour, and down
the steps, and pa saw the foot-ball and the burning fuse, and he said:
'Great God, Han tier, we are blowed up,' and he started to run, and ma
she stopped to look at it. Just as pa started to run I touched off the fire
cracker, and my chum arranged it to pour out the broken class on the
brick pavement just as the fire cracker went off. Well, everything went
just as we expected it, except ma. She had examined the foot-ball, and
concluded it was not dangerous, and was just giving it a kick as the fire

cracker went off, and the glass fell, and the fire cracker was so near her
that it scared her, and when pa looked around ma was flying across the
sidewalk, aud pa heard the noise and he thought the house was blown to
atoms. O, you'd a died to see him go around the corner. You could play
orokay on his coat-t il, and his face was as pale as ma's when she goes to
a party.

_
But ma didn't scare much. As quick as she stopped against

the hitching post she knew it was us boys, and she came down there, and
maybe she didn't maul me. I cried and tried to gain her sympathy by
telling her the fire cracker went off before it was due, and burned my
eyebrows off, but she didn't let up until I promised to go and find pa. I
tell you, my ma ought to be engaged by the British Government to hunt
out the dynamite fiends. She would corral them in two minutes. If pa
had as much sand as ma has got, it would be warm weather for me. Well,
me and my chum went and headed pa off, or I guess he would be running
yet. We got him up by the lake shore, and he wanted to know if the
house fclldown. He said he would leave it to me if he ever said any-
thing against the Fenians, and I told him he had always claimed that the
Fenians were the nicest men in the world, and it seemed to relieve him
very much. When he got home and found the house there he was tickled,
and when ma called him an old bald-headed coward, and said it was only
a joke of the boys with a football, he laughed ri^htout, and said he knew
it all the time, aud he ran to see if ma would be scared. And then he
wanted to hug me, but it wasn't my mVht to hug, and I went down to
the theatre. Pa don't amount to much when there is trouble. The time
ma bad them cramps, yon remember, when you got your cucumbers first

last season, pa came near fainting away, and ma said ever since they had
been mamed when anything ailed her, pa has had pains just the same as
she has, only he grunted mure and thought he was going to die. Gosh!
if I was a man I wouldn't be sick every time one of the neighbors had a
back ache, would you ?

"

" Well, you can't tell. When you have been married twenty or thirty
years you will know a good deal more than you do now. You think you
know it all, now, and you are pretty intelligent for a boy that has been
linmght up carelessly, but there are things that you will learn after a
while that will astonish you. But what ails your pa's teeth ? The hired
girl was over here to get some coru meal for gruel, and she said your pa
was gumming it, since he lost his teeth."
"U, about the teeth. That was too bad. You see, my chum has

a dug that is old, and his teeth have all come out in front, and this morn-
ing I borried pa's teeth before he got up, to see if we couldn't fix them in
the dog's mouth, so he could eat better. Pa says it is an evidence of a
kind heart for a boy to be good to dumb animals, but it's a darn mean
dog that will go back on a friend. We tied the teeth in the dog's mouth
with a string that went around his upper jaw, aud another around his un-
der jaw, and you'd a died to see how funny he looked when he laffed. He
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Brat, and he said we ha I got to net in our work pretl ive the
plate*, and I think we were tn luck t uve them. I held the dog, and
my chora, who was better acquainted with him, untied the strings and
got the gold plates out, bnt there were only two teeth left, and toe dog

I't'v- II" wag/led his tail for more teeth, but we hadn'l
him ma's teeth some day. My ahum saj
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MR. GLADSTONE ON EGYPT.
The Prime Minister will win BUpport from the mass of his country-

men, if not fn>m his Radical followers, by his first utterance in the House
if Commons last night. Starting from a question about a supplementary
expenditure in the late war, Mr. Gladstone.selzed the occasion to make a
statement, which will be weloomed by the country at large. He threw
over Lord Partington, who had turned too much in the direction of Mr.
Chamberlain's and Sir Wilfrid Lawson's sentiments, and took up his
stand for once on the true patriotic and "Jingo " line. He made it clear
that we shall not only not quit E^ypt in six months, but that we shall
remain there until all the purposes of this country have been accom-
plished. Our desire to withdraw is one thing, but the possibility of giv-
ing effect to that desire is another. At the present moment credit and
confidence have been shaken in Egypt by the Ultra-Radical declarations
which have been recently made ; but the Premier, whose sympathetic and
appreciative nature has recently been in contact with foreign statesmen,
and whose judgment has had ample time for reflection, now takes on him-
self to declare that " we should not be contributing to accelerate the rate
of our progress were we to undertake explanations to the House of a pre-
mature character, " In other words, the Government of England does
not see its way to determine any date as to its retirement from the posi-
tion we occupy at Cairo and on the Suez Canal. We hold the highway
to India, and, not until we are certain that a stable Government can give
us sufficient guarantees, shall we relax our grasp upon a position which is

to us of vital importance. We trust we may accept the declaration of
Mr. Gladstone as rinal, and not to be explained away after interviews
with his Radical colleagues. We have spent blood and treasure in a great
enterprise, and, without looking back to the question of whether or not
war might have been avoided, we must require of the Administration
that they shall avail themselves to the utmost of the position which has
been secured by the power of our Navy and Army.

—

Post, London,

TEE DUELLO.
Dueling in the German Universities does not appear to be going out

of fashion, though a strong movement against it has recently arisen.
During the first week of this month no less than twenty-one duels were
fought in Jena alone, and in consequence of a number of the rapiers used
in those engagements not having been properly cleaned, nearly all the
combatants suffered from blood-poisoning, and four of them died from
the effects of it. The causes of nearly all these " affairs of honor " were
trivial in toe extreme, and the people of Jena, among others, are begin-
ning to ask whether it is not time for the German Government to take
the matter in hand. It is noticeable also that agitation against the sense-
less practice of dueling has begun in France. The Senate a short time
ago had under consideration a new law containing very stringent pro-
visions against what many Frenchmen consider an inalienable right—the
right to shoot and stab one's adversary on the field. As a rule, however,
French duels are very harmless affairs, and there is reason to fear that no
more attention would be paid to the new legislation on the subject than is

given to that now nominally in force. This is little enough. The new
law proposes to authorize both fines aud imprisonment for principals and
seconds, and to forbid newspaper publications about duels.

Everybody being agreed that pigeon-shooting must come to an end, it

is rather curious to note the argumentative subtleties by which it is sought
to prevent the growth of the spirit which has revolted against that form
of amusement from affecting other kinds of sport. A broad distinction
is made by the London Saturday Review: "Sport," it says, " is the slaught-
er of wild animals ; the slaughter of tame animals is not sport." As a
definition this is well enough, but on the point of cruelty, and this is the
really vital point, it seems to make very little difference whether the ani-
mal killed, chased or wounded be a tame stag or a wild one, a pigeon or a
partridge. The difference is wholly in the sportsman's share of the pro-
ceedings, and here, there is, no doubt, the greatest contrast in the world
between fox-hunting, deer-stalking or grouse-shooting, and the slaughter
of pigeons, or, for that matter, of pheasants, as now conducted iu many
quarters. "A community." as the Saturday Review justly remarks, "in
which young, wealthy and idle men were cut off from this way of spend-
ing their time, would certainly suffer by the other methods to which they
would resort to get rid of their superfluous animal vigor." It may not be
much comfort to the foxes and the grouse to know that they suffer iu
order to keep the " golden youth " of England in the paths of virtue,

but from the human point of view the consideration is not an unimport-
ant one.—Pali Mall Gazette.

While sawing veneer from a walnut knot an Indianian discovered in
the twisted fibres of the wood a perfect picture of a spaniel's head. The
lines are as accurately drawn as if by the pencil of an artist, and when
framed this natural curiosity has all the semblance of art.

Butterick & Co's Celebrated Paper Patterns for Ladies, .Misses and Childrens*
Garments. Send for catalogue. H. A. Demiso, 124 Post street, San Pram
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PLEASURE'S WAND.
1 "We Obey no Wand but Pleasure's."--^*" Moore,

As acted heretofore on the local stage, Grover's Our Bern ding Hovse

was a clever and humorous comedy. It was a not too exaggerated satire

upon a certain phase of American life. Boarding house life with all its

disagreeable features of cheap and nasty food, of promiscuity, of vulgar-

ity, of discomfort, of gossip and hypocrisy, is an admirable subject for

the pen of either a moralist or that of a humorist. Grover's play was
considered a clever, if rather superficial treatment of this subject, from

it* amusing point of view. In his selection of personages the author evi-

denced a thorough knowledge of the value of contrasts in stage charact-

ers, and imparted the s3me with due regard for plausibility and truth to hu-

man nature. These meritorious features of his owo work Grover totally

ignores in the present production under his own supervision, and in which

he himself takes a prominent part. The clever comedy has become a

broad farce, and for delineation of character there has been substituted

extravagant exaggeration, buffoonery and clown's play. One impersona-

tion alone deserves praise. George Holland's Fioretti is an artistic and
finished piece of acting. It is good in dialect and make-up, and in its

general excellence, is a compensation for the rest. The Ticket of Leave

Man and Papa are underlined.-*****
The reappearance of Reed, and Emerson on the ends, at the Minstrels,

has brought the size of their audiences up to the maximum. The quar-

tette have this week been singing some delightful selections. The Trova-

tore burlesque is amusing. It gives Emerson an opportunity to use his

voice with a certain legitimate effect. Ever ready with attractive novel-

ties, the management announce for next Monday evening "Varney and
DeOme, song and dance men.

'* * * * *

In the second act of Photos the Harrisons have introduced this week
some new specialties. They are all clever and amusing gags. Louis Har-
rison and John Gourlay are brimful of little bits of drollery that escape

the notice of the carelets present. Performances of this nondescript or-

der, which are but an agglomeration of individual and personal eccentrici-

ties, are best appreciated when followed from front seats. With the of-

fered opportunity for impromtu jokes, "asides" and capers, the actors

and actresses are apt to say and do a great many funny things that will be
lost to all but those of the audience that are in the immediate vicinity of the

stage. Besides this, a great part of the stock in trade of these grotesque
mimics is their facial play, and distance effectually destroys this phase of

their antics.

* «. # * *

It will surprise most people to know how inattentive and unappreciative

audiences are as a rule. I have heard seme of the simplest, clevereet

puns pass unnoticed. I have seen some of the neatest hits, or points,

made on the stage, received with stupid apathy. I remember in a bur-

lesque played here some years ago, a most delicious joke perpetrated by
one of the principal characters. Night after night it passed unnoticed,
though it was clever in the extreme, and with the additional merit of local

actuality. This was so aggravating to a few appreciative spirits that they
formed a Claque Society, Limited (to this one joke), attended the
theatre regularly and received nightly the aforesaid joke with vociferous

applause, to the utter astonishment of the rest of the audience. A good
case in point, talking of the inattention of audiences, is to be found in

one of Pop Mackey's gags. I refer to his Swedish tragedian imitation,

which was simply a bit of exaggerated Irish brogue—something that even
clever and critical theatre-goers were utterly oblivious of.*****
Miss Alice Hosmer, of the Harrison Troupe, was on the sick-list dur-

ing the week, suffering from a cold and consequent extinction of voice.

Her songs were omitted, and her lines were spoken by Miss Tessie But-
ler, late of the Lingard Troupe. Tessie iB a very pretty girl, but Tessie

can't act.
* * * * *

On Monday, Minnie Maddern appears at the Bush-street Theater, in a
play called Fogg's Ferry. Minnie Maddern is a daughter of an old actor
named Tom Davey. She is young in age—nineteen—and is said to have a
pretty, winsome face and to be full of personal magnetism. She is of the
Lotta school, and report credits her with lots of originality. The play,

Fogg's Ferry, is by Charles E. Callahan, a Cincinnati journalist, and is of

the " star specialty vehicle " order. Indications point to an amusing en-

tertainment.
* * * * *

Fun in a Fog is as slow and dreary as the BeVcs of the Kitchen. It is

useless to deny the fact that the Vokes are a decade behind the times in

burlesque fun. They are old-fashioned in dress, in capers, in song, and
in slang. The troupe is individually and collectively clever, and it dots
seem a pity that the originators of the " rehearsal burlesque " should
have been distanced by all their imitators. American quickness and
sharpness has been too much for English deliberation. Fame and reputa-
tion are all very well in their way, but new faces and new things have
carried the day. In Fun in a Fog, Victoria Vokes does a neat bit of bur-
lesque work as the Indian, and Fred Vokes is as sprightly as usual, but
the whole " cut-up " is hackneyed in form and detail. For next week
Too, Too Truly Rural, is announced. This is said to be something entirely
new in every respect. Every one hopes so, for the present failure of this

once favorite troupe is a sincere disappointment to all amusement-loving
people.*****
Next Tuesday afternoon, April 12th, the second annual benefit of the

Actors' Fund of America is to take place in all the principal cities of the
country. In this city the performance will take place at the California
Theatre. A monster programme, including every attraction in towr,
will be presented, and in consequence of its great length the performance
will commence at 1 o'clock. The merits of the Actors' Fund are too well
known to require any remark*?. It is a charity that appeals to every one,*****
The play last Sunday evening at the German Theatre was Khine VogeJ,

a translation of the French play by Labiche, Les Petils Oiseaux. It is a

bright and humorous comedy, and was admirably played by Mme.
Genee's company. Urban's ability as a comedian is well known to all

theatre-goers, and his performance on this occasion was fully up to the
mark. It was a thoroughly artistic piece of acting. To-morrow evening
Mme. GeneVs benefit takes place, and a crowded house of enthusiastic
Germans will undoubtedly greet her.

= * * * *

The financial success of young Landsbergers concert, next Friday, is

already assured. A great number of seats, including all of the boxes,
have been sold.*****
The programme for the Toepke concert is published. It contains sev-

eral orchestral gems, a couple of solos by Mrs. Henry Norton, a concerto
for clarinette by that excellent soloist, Mr. Wrba, and the grand finale

from Mendelssohn's opera Lorcly, with chorus by the Liederkranz Society.
The high degree of efficiency that has been attained by the Orchestral
Union is due entirely to Mr. Toepke's efforts. He took the direction of
the organization when it was but a handful of amateurs indulging in con-
certed playing of trifles, more for pleasure than for love of music, and
made out of it a large, well-balanced and very efficient orchestra, capable
of interpreting orchestral music in its highest form. It was a good work
and well done.

* - * * * *

In connection with the unfortunate fact that both of the above men-
tioned concerts occur on the same evening, and of which I spoke last

week, Mr. Toepke states that the date for his testimonial was fixed as
far back as last February. The public is guided solely by public notice,

and it cannot be denied that Mr. Heymann had his announcement out
first. *****
At the Tivoli Manola is having a run. Hinrichs has orchestra and

chorus in perfect condition, and the soloists all do as well as might be ex-
pected. Several novelties are in preparation.*****

Voegtlin, the scenic artist, is at work at the Bush-street Theater,
painting the scenery for the coming engagement of the Wyndham
Comedy Company,*****

Roland Reed and W. J. Scanlan shortly appear at the Bush.*****
John Rogers, the great advertising fiend, has had a glorious joke

played upon him. He concocted a long story about a trial of beauty of
face and form between Kate Castleton and his protege", Minnie Palmer,
said to have taken place in this city. The jury that passed upon the
question was said to have been composed of well-known men about town,
Rogers not hesitating to mention in this connection the names of certain
prominent gentlemen. The affair was rather indelicately detailed, and
ended up naturally with an award of the prize to Minnie Palmer. Rog-
ers gaveihis story as an advertisement to the Denver Tribune. It was
published, but—and here is the joke—the editor of the Tribune is afflicted

with the Castleton fever, and he calmly substituted the fair Kate for

Little(!) Minnie as the victor in the peculiar contest. Imagine Rogers'
disgust, having paid for the advertisement, too. Beauclerc.

GRAND TESTIMONIAL CONCERT.

TENDERED TO WM. TOEPKE, AT THE GRAND OPERA HOUSE, ON
FRIDAY, APRIL 13, 1883, UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE ORCHESTRAL
UNION AND THE LIEDERKRANZ.

The Orchestral Union (60 Instrumentalists), and the Liederkranz
Choius of 100 Voices,

Assisted by MRS. HENRY NORTON (Soprano); MR WM. G. COGSWELL (Bari-

tone), Late from Italian and English Opera, New York; MR. JOSEPH WRBA
(Solo ClarionettiBt )

TICKETS.—One Dollar, including Reserved Seat. Seats can be
secured on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, April 11th, 12th and 13th, at GRAY'S
MUSIC STORE, 206 Post street. " April 7.

EMERSON'S STANDARD THEATRE.

WM. EMERSON, Sole Proprietor nuil Manager— Every-
thing new this wetk! livery Evening and Saturday Matinee, EMERSON'S

MINSTRELS! BILLY EMEESON, in his Original Songs and Dances! Great Hit of

Emerson's Burlesque Opera;

II Trovatore!
Matirico, BILLY EMERSON. Reappearance of EMERSON AND REED on the
Ends! Grand First Part and Olio!

Mondav Evening. April Oth— First Appearance in California of the World's Great-

est Song "and Dance Artists, VARNEY and De OME.
ORIGINAL POPULAR PRICES.—Opera Chairs, Dress Circle and Orchestra, 75

eta.; Family Circle, 50 cts. : Matinee, 50 and 25 cts. Seats secured six days in ad-

vance. No extra chanreto reserve. Telephone 5,004. April 7.

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.

JU. II AVI lil.r. Proprietor.—Frederick W. Bert, Mannsrer.
. " 'Ihe Fatt a Guarantee fcr the Future." Farewell appearance of the World-

tamed VOKES FAMILY, under the management of Mr JOHN P. SMITH. Every
Evening at 8; Matinee Saturday at 2. The Vokes* Nautical Extravaganza, entitled,

Fun in a Fog!
With New and Beautiful Scenery, Original Music, etc. Preceded by the Screaming
Comedietta, COUSIN JOE «

Sunday Evening, April 8th.—Benefit of MME. OTTILIE GENEE.
In Preparation -Vokes' New Play, TOO, TOO TRULY RURAL, with New and

Magnificent Scenery and New Music. April 7.

BUSH-STREET THEATRE.

MB. I.EAT1TT, Lessee and HIumigTr : Al. Haymnn, As-
» sociute Manager. -Every Evening (including Sunday). Wednesday and Sat-

urday Matinees. Third Week and Last Nights of THE HARRISONS, presenting

their Second Valuine of

Photos!
With an Entirely New Second Act. Oh, how you will suffer!

Mondav Evening. April 9th-MINNIE MADDERN, in her Great Character of

CHIP, in FOGG'S FERRY.
..Seats now on sale. April 7.
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along as gracefully as ever. On Sandfly the Flour do l>is. Annie

r >ond the lower bay in company. The breeze waa
vary tight, so light that Mr. Gtatte would not risk being; left in thi

nel, an p. m. returned to anchorage. Th Fleur de Lis and
peiiood around the seawall. :md with ft pleas uit breeze OTOSeod

- SaooeHfto, Vice Commodore Cariuc had a whip at the Anni./s

i
masthead on Sand »v. Plying a whip is often in questionable taste, and
we know of no pood reason why the Annie should carry one. On Sun-

k the Lurline and the Fleur de Lis started for Fort Point to-

gether, and the smaller craft made much faster time than her hi.

panion. Neither yacht was clean, but we expect the Lurline has a bar-

nacle bed and a whole garden of seaweed on her bottom. The Fleur de
ming painted at Saucelito, In a couple of weekd she will be docked

and thoroughly cleaned; then Captain White will go for whatever comes
in sight, especially the big ones of the fleet. The friends of Mr. Harry
Tevis will please stop sending him any more " delightful names " for his

new yacht. He has already decided to call her the " Halcyon," a very
happy name, and we hope, when his handsome craft is sparred, rigged,

and fairly afloat, her sailing qualities will keep her name good. A bit of

yachting romance has come to hand from New Orleans, which will be
nigbJy appreciated by the well informed. In the visitors' book of the

Southern Yacht < 'tub there is the following entry, dated February 12th,

1883: " Hyde R. Bowie, Captain and owner of the schooner yacht Nel-
lie, !>:J tons, San Francisco Yacht Club, the chamj.io i yacht of the Pa-
ciflc, has never been beaten." In the hurry and biuele of travel fiction

and fact often get strangely mixed, but rarely to the extent the above
item indicates.

Pigeon Shooting.—Last Saturday the Gun Club held the second
match of the season at the Oakland Trotting Park. The grounds are well

adapted for pigeon shooting. The day was all that could be desired, the
attendance of .spectators limited. Fifteen members entered for the medal,
VJ birds each, Hurlingham mles. The following figures will show that the
shooting was very poor; the birds were a good average lot, but as there
was no wind, nothing but bad shooting can account for the result. The
birds that were really hard to stop came from the traps when Messrs.

Orr, Butler and Babcock were called to the score, and these three made
the best shots of the day. The winner of the medal had a nice, easy lot,

for whicli he is doubtless properly grateful. Yet Mr. Grant must be con-

gratulated on securing the trophy, as this is his second appearance at the

traps. The scores are as follows: J. Grant. H. Babcock. 9 each; F. But-
ler, A. W. Havens. H. L. Fox, H. May, W. Golcher, C. W- Randall, 8

each; J. K. Orr, M. Fuller, 7 each; C. P. Gordon had no one to keep him
company in missing 6, but Howard Black missed one more, M. Bacon
keeping him in countenance; P. McShanelet off 8, and Frank Smith was
awarded the leather medal for allowing to escape. The handicap was
as follows: Messrs. Butler, Babcock, Gordon, Havens, May, Black, Orr,

Golcher, Randall, 30 yards; Messrs. Fuller and Smith, 28 yards; Messrs.

Bacon, Grant, McShane and Fox, 26 yards. The scorce book has a re-

tnrrkable appearance; in the first round there were 10 misses, 11 in the

fourth, 10 in the tenth, and 11 in the last. The average being. 57 percent.

The tie for the medal between Messrs. Grant and Babcock was shot off

at 4 birds ; Mr. Grant by his deputy, F. Butler, killing the four, while

Mr. Babcock missed the third. We would suggest to the Gun Club,
that in future members who cannot stay until the match is over be marked
absent when they leave, and that the contest be kept up by those present.

Shooting by deputy always gives rise to more or less dissatisfaction. A
freeze-out followed, won by F. Butler, who made the only kill in the con-

test. H. Babcock took second prize in the club match, and H. May third.

The great match between Lambert and R..binson came off at Sin Bruno
last Sunday. The day was fine and the attendance of spectators large.

Everything passed off most pleasantly, except for those who had backed
Robinson at heavy odds. As we indicated last week, Lambert won the

match, although he killed three less than we expected. The match was
for $500 a side—not for $1, 00!) as the papers stated—Hurlingham rules, 50

birdd each. Lambert killed 37, and Robinson 2 less. The latter has evi-

dently a good deal to learn at the Hurlingham rules, for he has now suf-

fered two defeats in both the public matches he has shot. The birds were
a fairly good lot, and the difficult ones got away. The Alameda County
Sportsman's Club will have a match amongst its members on Saturday,

4th April, at the Oakland Trotting Park, at Pigeons, Hurlingham rules,

12 birds each. The Club offers two medals, and the following five mem-
bers will doubtless capture both amongst them : Williams, Tuttle, Hop-
kins, Havens and Edwards.

Sporting Vagaries.—The juveniles who are employed to hash up
sporting news for the dailies, give us both startling and amusing informa-

tion. One callow youth informs us that Robinson shut his 50 bird match
with a 10-inch bore canon, manufactured by Parker. Another tells us

that Hurlingham rules means 31 yards rise. The third announces as a fact

that "double rises" is "a new game recently copied from the East, and
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California. We doubted the press diapatjh which made the announce-
ment He diss at biifh i than Haley and M asterson. M. Qr.

intends visiting the United States in July, to ajain test the
and endurance of L. E. Meyers. Such is the report of our

Eistern exchanges. Daniel (>'l,>ary, the heel and toe six-day walker,
is in Melbourne, Australia. The English < Irons < inntry Ohampionsh ip
wax run on the 3rd of March, at R .ehampton, and won by GK A. Dun-
ning, of the Olapham Bdagles, making the best on record 1 dr., •> min. ,

25 sec, Tiie best time previously was made by P. H. Storming, in

1878, in 1 hr., t> min., 43 sec. Fifty started, am ingetl whom was W. G .

George, the favorite.

Baseball. —The first match of the season under the auspices of the
California Baseball League, was played Last Sanday, at the Recreation
Grounds, between the Haverleys and Niantics. The former won by a
score of 8 to 2. For the winners, B irnes made the rounds of the bases
three times, tragus twice, Levy, Carroll and Maegan once. For the
losers Fogarty made both runs. The play was not of a high order, the
day was delightful, and the attendance good. To-morrow the California
and Rsdingtons will play at the same placa.

Bicycling.—The Sin Francisco Bicycle Club will make a run to San
.lose to-morrow. The meet is called for 7 o'clock a. m., at the corner of
Fourteenth and Howard streets. About twenty members are expected
to proceed to the Garden City. The roads are now in fine condition, and
a moat enjoyable, if wearisome ride, is anticipated. The Oakland Club
will have a large meet on the following Sunday ; destination not yet de-
cided upon.

Rowing.—Two races were rowed on Oakland Creek last Sunday, part
of the programme arranged by the Lumbermen's Association. The first

was a barge race between the Golden Gate and Southend senior crews.
The latter won as they liked. The second race was between a Southend
and a scratch crew, and the former won with the greatest ease. The at-

tendance of spectators was large, and a good many oasmen were present
in barges from this side of the bay. 'Ihe rival rowing families, Watkins
and Griffin, are still talking about rowing.

Football.—A combined team of the Phoenix and Wanderers Football
Clubs will play a match to-day against the University fifteen. This will

be the closing game of the season, and will be contested with more than
usual spirit. Kick off at half past 2 P. m. sharp.

Fishing.—The trout streams are still too muddy for fly-fishing. A
few anglers were out during the week, but all returned disappointed. If

the rain is over we may look for clear streams within a fortnight. Surf
fishing is now good near the Cliff House, and also about four miles below
the old Ocean House. Last week several gentlemen visited the latter

locality and had tine sport.

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.
J. H. HAVERLY Proprietor

|
FREDERICK \V. BERT Manager.

THE ACTORS' FUND.
In compliance with a request of the General Committee in New York,

The Second Annual Benefits of the Actors' Fund of America
Will take place in All th i Principal Citie3 of the United States

ON THURSDAY AFTERNOON APRII, 12th.
Likewise IN SAN FRANCISCO, for which Charitable Object Messrs.

Manager AL. HAYMAN. BuBh-Strest Theatre;
Manager LEONARD GROVER. Baldwin Theatre;

Manager WM. EMGRSoN, Emerson's Mins»rels;

Manager FRED'K W. BERT, Haverly's California Theatre;
Managers KRELING BROS., Tivoli Opera House,

Save Tendered their Hearty Co-Operation, together with ths En-
tire Profession of this City, toho will Appear in a

MONSTER PROGRAMME!
Consisting of DRAMA, OPERA, BURLESQUE, MINSTRELSY, and a Full and

Complete GRAND ORCHESTRA! Fall particulars in Sunday's papers.

NOTE.—In consequence of the extreme length of the programme the p :rformance
will commence at l o'clock precisely. ROB'T M. EBERLE, Stige Manager,

Box. Office for the sale of reserved seats ope l from 9 a. m. to 10 r. M. April 7.

NATHAN LANDS3ERG£R'S CONCERT!
AT PLATT'S HALL FRIDAY EVENING, APRIL 13th.

MISS PAULINE OLMSTED (Soprano). MRS CARMICHAEL-CA'tR (rianiste),

MR. H. M. OILL1G (Baritone), MR JULIUS H1NRICMS (Violoncellist), and many
others, will assist—the whole under the Direction of HENRV HEYMAN.

t&~ Box Office opens at SHERMAN & CLAY'S MUSIC STORE, MONDAY,
APRIL !>th. April 7.

MRS. JULIA MELVILLE-SNYDER.

Vocal and Instrumental Music —Elocution — Oratory — Drama

FHELAN'S BTJTLDIN3, PARLORS 106, 108 AND 110.
TAKE THE ELEVATOR. Feb. 10.



SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER AND April 7, 1883.

"The World," the Flesh, and the Devii.
[By a, Truthful Penman.]

A Plymouth correspondent tells the following amusing story of an
elopement: Yesterday, just as an up-train was starting from Bodmin,
an elderly gentleman accosted a young man and a still younger lady, and
during the altercation that ensued it eaine out that the young people had
eloped that evening, and that the uncle of the lady had intercepted them
until the train had gone, and then managed to persuade the young lady
to return with him to her home at Lostwithiel. It was three hours be-
fore the train would start for that place, so, depositing the luggage in the
cloak-room, the uncle aud niece, who lookel only seventeen, took a
walk. On returning to the station, the uncle being tired, sat down
in the waiting-room and dozed. Meanwhile his charge slipped out, and,
being rejoined by the young man, they turned their backs on the railway
and disappeared. Some time after the uncle awoke and missed them.
He went into the town only to learn that the young people had gone away
together in a trap, probably to another railway station.^—Marital
Affection is a beautiful thing, and every fresh exhibition of its tender-
ness and loyalty affects us to tears. A wife—possibly an old wife—on a
certain occasion fell overboard. The husband rushed frantically about
the deck, literally tearing his hair out by the handful and crying in the
most beseeching tones, " For Heaven's sake, Bave her, save her ; she is

my wife !" The noble sailors thought of their own sweethearts, and ran
all risks, and at last brought the poor woman into the cabin of the swoon-
ing husband. The look of gratitude he gave them fully repaid them for
all their efforts. Then, recovering his equanimity, he thrust his hand
into his wife's wet pocket, pulled out a somewhat plethoric purse, and,
with infinite relief, said :

" Old woman, the next time you tumble over-
board just leave that purse behind, will you ? You scared me almost to
death. '>-—When it to as announced the other day in the House of
Commons that the Queen would be represented at the Czar's coronation
by the Duke of Edinburgh, Mr. Labouchere could not resist the tempta-
tion to make himself specially American. " He was opposed," he said,
" to these special missious. We did not send one to Washington, and, in
his opinion, the inauguration of a President of a Republic was a far greater
occasion than the coronation of an Emperor. We bad an Ambassador at
St. Petersburg, and if he were competent to undertake important diplo-
matic business he must be equal to the tomfoolery in question."-—
As Queen Elizabeth used to " tune her pulpits " in olden days, so Gen-
eral Butler, now by a strange freak of fortune Governor of Massachusetts,
has undertaken a similar task among the descendants of the men of the
Mayflower. His proclamation setting apart April 5 as a fast day, con-
cludes in the following remarkable fashion : "I do specially exhort the
ministers of the Gospel on that day to feed their flocks with the Divine
Word, and not to discourse upon political and other secular topics which
may divert the serious thoughts of the people from the humble worship
ofithe Father." The whirligig of time has brought about strange re-
venges, but whoever imagined he would live to see "Ben Butler" in a po-
sition from whence be could attempt to "specially exhort the ministers
of the Gospel" as to what they should say or leave unsaid in the pulpits
of Boston?—Mr. Brewster, who the other day took his seat in the
House of Commons for Portarlington, is one of the tallest members of that
assembly. His stature is 6 feet 4 inches. He was introduced by Mr.
Tottenham, who measures 6 feet 3 inches, and by Colonel -King-Harman,
who is the same hight. AH three Irish members sit on the Conservative
benches. The two tallest members in the House—Mr. Cotes and Mr.
Whitbread, who are 6 feet 5 inches each—sit on the Liberal side. As
the three stalwart Irish representatives walked up the floor of the House
they were received with loud cheers and some good-humored laughter.—
The interior of the arch on which the equestrian statue of the Duke of
Wellington rested, at Hyde Park gate, was found on being taken down, to
be honeycombed with rooms, in which a colony of twenty persons, includ-
ing the janitor and his family, six policemen and a medical student, lived.
When the old palace at Somerset House was pulled down to make room
for the new Government offices, it was found that a prolific colonv of
cripples and beggars had been squatting there, and that a gang of coiners
plied their trade in the cellars. So when the old Winter Palace at St.
Petersburg was burned down it was discovered that nearly 300 people had
been living for years on the roof of the edifice; that they kept cows and
grew vegetables, and that children had been born and men died on that
old eyrie.-^—A short time ago the daughter of an English gentleman at
a school in Paris wrote a letter to the Czar, expressing her sympathy with
him, and telling him that she nightly prayed that he might not meet the
fate of bis father. She addressed the letter, " The Emperor of Russia,"
and put it in the post. Sometime afterwards the Grand Duke Nicholas
called at the school, brought her various presents from the Emperor, and
took her out for a drive.—Recently an unusual scene was witnessed at
Limerick. An American firm in New Hampshire recently offered to pay
the passages of 200 girls to that place and to guarantee them employment
upon their arrival. Candidates were not difficult to find; and the same
m.irning they left Limerick for Galway. where they embarked for Amer-
ica. The entire population of Limerick turned out to bid them good-
bye, and a scene that is rarely witnessed attended their departure.—
The latest addition to Madame Tussaud's waxwork Walhalla in Baker
street is a lifelike portrait model of James Carey, with which is exhibited
the very car that, according to the evidence of the informers, conveyed
the assassins to aud from the Phoenix Park. The car, an old one, with
cushions much the worse for wear, has just been brought over by the
mail boat. The name, "Ml. Kavanagh, Townsend st.," is enrraved on a
brass plate affixed to the off-shaft. The effigies of the victims in this
horrible affair have been placed closed to the car, and in another part of

the exhibition are portrait figures of Mr. Parnell and Michael Davitt.
——Queen Victoria and the Princess of Wales have resolved to im-
prove the tone and manners of London aristocratic society. They are
alarmed at the encroachments of American vulgarity and Erench refine-

ment, and will attempt to repress both. This is on the authority of the
Rev. Robert Laird Cpllier, who is now in London. "To quiet Americans
in this city," he writes, "this change, should it be wrought, will be no
great blow; but it ought to be deemed a blessing. It is perfectly true that
some Americans who travel in Europe are 'louder' and more swaggering
than other people."^^In view" of the approaching coronation of the
Czar, the Court jewelers of St. Petersburg are now busy cleaning and
repairing the insignia of the crown, the value of which is estimated at
§6,500,000. The crown itself, valued at .$600,000, is adorned with magni-
ficent diamonds, 54 enormous pearls without a flaw, and a ruby of extra-
ordinary size; it is of exquisite workmanship. It was first used at the
coronation of Catherine the Great. The sceptre is tipped with the fam-
ous Orloff diamond, which, like the Koh-i-noor, came from the treasury
of the Grand Mogul.—Advertisements are of great use to the vulgar.
First of all, as they are instruments of ambition. A man that is by no
means big enough for the gazette may easily creep into the advertise-
ments, by which means we often Bee an apothecary in the same paper of

news with a Plenipotentiary, or a running footman with an Ambassador.— Addison. .

|NSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
rNStrRANCE AGENCY.

No. S22 & 324 California Street. San Francisco, Cat.

Fire Insurance.
TEUTONIA of New Orleans.
LA CONFIANCE of Paris.

DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS
ofNewYork.

THE FIRE INS. ASSOCIATION (Limited)
of Loudon , England.

GIRARD of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN of New York.
ST. PAUL of St. Paul.
STANDARD FIRE OFFICE.. of London

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONC1ERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented .". $27,000,000.
AXl Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid.

W. L. CHALMERS,
Special Agent and Adjuster.

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized ISO-i.

Principal Office 216 Sansome street,

FIRE INSURANCE.
Capital (Paid Up in TJ. S. Gold Coin) $300,000 00
Reinsurance Reserve $172,898 50

Assets January 1, 1383 §717,156 63
j
Premiums,sinceorganizat'n.!?4,15r>,23!>.10

Surplus for policyholders $710,K60.S3 j
Losses, since organization. .®1,&59,2S6 61

OFFICERS:
J. F. HOUGHTON President I CHAS. R. STORY Secretary
J. L. N. SHEPARD Vice-President | R. H. MAGILL General Agent

Dirbctorb of THE Home Mutual Insurakce Co —L L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J.

L. N. Shepard, John Curry, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, 0. C. Burr, J. S. Carter,

Charles Belding, D. W. Earl. Feb. 10

PHttNIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., Estab'd 1182.—Cash Assets, $5,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1633—Cash Assets, $1,343,808.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can.. Estab'd 1851 Cash Assets, $1,35X326.39.

BUTLER .1- H1LDAN,
General Agents for Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.

Capital, $10,000,000-
TJnlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF L0ND0T~FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

THE STANDARD MARINE~iNSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool. Capital, $5,000,000-

W. J.
Aug. 12

CALLlNdHAH <fc CO., General Agents,
213 Sansome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,600,000
Cash Assets 1,709,976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR, GUTIIRIE * CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco,
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heart is burning to be one of tin

lle*uty still walketh on the e.irtli ami air ;

(>ur praaal nnwata are as rich* in gold
As ere the Illia-l- mtuio tu oat im of the Spring ;ire evtr f.ur,

Itom hi • -till ring dovaa ooo ami lwiir,

Ani | -till Emmm it,-* music old.
S , if we are at all divinely oulod,
This beauty will onlooM "iir bondl -»f care.
'Tis pleasant, when blue skiea are o'er im bending
Within old st.irry -.'iit-.'l i

To meet a bou! set to no worldly tune,
Like thine, sweet Friend '. 0, dearer this to me
Th;iP. are the dewy trees, the sun, the moon,
Or noble music with a golden ending.

night my cheek was wetted with warm tears,

Bach worth a world. They fell from eyes divine.
Last night a loving Up was pressed to mine,
And at its touch fled all the barren years ;

And «oftly couched npon a bosom white,
Which came and went beneath me like a sea,
An emperor I lay in empire bright,
Lord of the beating heart, white tenderly
Love-words were glutting my love-greedy eara.

Kind Love, I tbank thee for that happy night

!

Richer this cheek with those warm tears of thine
Thau the vast midnight with its gleaming spheres.
Leander toiling through the midnight brine,
Kingdomless Antony, were scarcely my peers.

I wrote a name upon the river sands,
With her who bore it standing by my side,

Her large dark eyes lit up with gentle pride,
And leaning on my arm with clasped hands.
To burning words of mine she thus replied:

" Nay. write not on thy heart. This tablet frail

Fitteth as frail a vow. Fantastic bands
Will scarce confine these limbs." I turned love-pale,
I gazed upon the river landscape wide,
And thought how little it would all avail
Without her love. 'Twas on a morn of May

;

Within a month I stood upon the sand,
Gone was the name I traced with trembling hand, —
And from my heart 't was also gone away.

COATING STEEL WITH COPPER.
Experiments are at present carried on in Belgium to preserve steel,

and steel gun-barrels in particular, by coating them thinly with cupper
by a process of which M. F. Weil is the inventor. Its peculiarity consists
in the composition of the baths used, in which the usual and always dan-
gerous cyanides of the alkalieB are replaced by organic acids and glycerine.
According to M.. Weil, these baths require no renewal of organic ele-

ments, and can be used continuously when they are saturated with
peroxide of copper. They possess, also, the advantage, owing to the prop-
erty inherent in organic alkaloids of dissolving the peroxide of iron with-
out attacking the metallic iron itself, of cleansing the steel before the
commencement of the coppering proce38. and more perfectly than can be
done mechanically. The coppering is effected by putting porous clay ves-

sels filled with caustic soda lye, in which zinc plates have been immersed,
in the basin containing the organic copper base (alkaloid) and the steel.

The zinc plates are connected by a thick copper wire with the steel arti-

cles to be coated with copper. The caustic lye may be used over and over
again. Should it become saturated with oxide of zinc, it is sufficient for
its regeneration to treat it with sulphide of sodium, when the oxide (of

zinc) will be precipitated and a by-product obtained, by which the cost of

the process will be considerably reduced. The coppering process, it is

said, occupies but a very short time.—Engineering.

To Cure or not to Cure without Koni La—that is the question. In
this age of investigation aud analysis some of the beliefs, doctrines and
opinions that were considered to be firmly supported by evidence " strong
as proof of holy water," are, in the light of reason and research, proving
to be but stubborn facts; so is Koni La Volcanic Water, which is no
mystified secrecy of springs in an unknown location of Northern or
Southern California, nor like a gilded pill, made to suit the eye, taste or
smell, but in its effects, and on account of its genuine merit, is now pre-

scribed by our most eminent physicians as Blood Purifier, a powerful
eliminator in all Kidney Complaints, Skin Diseases, a valuable curative

in Female Complaints, and, in fact, as a truly household remedy. One
fair trial will convince the most skeptical that Koni La Volcanic Water
will prove the sufferer's best ready-relief friend, worthy of confidence.

Pacific Mineral Water Company.
Depot—360 Fourth street, corner Harrison.

«5" Millions of packages of the Diamond Dyes have been sold without
a single complaint. Everywhere they are the favorite Dyes.

INSURANCE.

MARINE INSURANCE THE GLOBE MARINE OF LONDON.
CAPITAL. $2,600,000.

THE CHINESE INSURANCE CO. Uviml OF HONGKONG.
CAPITAL. $1,600,000.

WM. T. COLEMAN & CO-.
No. im fflnrket Htr««t,

AfiooU for Ui-( March 24.)

INTERNATIONAL MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY (Limited)

Of l.lVEltllHIl .

CAPITAL $2,600,000

UNITED STATES FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF SJBW TOaX.

CAPITAL $260,000

DONALDSON & 00., Agente and Attorneys,

310 California street, 8. F.

[Fob. M.] It. H. NAUNTON, Jli bit.

TRANSATLANTIC FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF HAMBURG.

CAPITAL $1,500,000, U. S. Gold Coin
LOSSES PAID IN GOLD COIN IMMEDIATELY AFTER ADJUSTMENT.

This corporation holds contracts of sixteen other European Insuranco Companies,
roiosurlDg by far the greater part of every risk us soon us accepted in our office.

THE COMBINED SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL which our policies therefore offer to

tho public amounts to t»2tt,!IOO, <(<!<>, I S. COLD COIN, of which $7,«5O,O0O
IS PAID UP, besides the always available Reserve Funds.

GEO. MARCUS & CO.,
80-1 California street San Francisco,

GENERAL AGENTS 70R THE PACIFIC COAST. [Feb. 10.]

(Organized 1863.)

FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY.
Fire aud Marine Insurance.

Assets $1,350,000
bosses paid over. 4,500,000
dSTTlie Largest Assets and Largest Income of all the companies hailing from

west uf New York State, and in 1SSI Pacific Coast premiums were larger than
those of any other company, local, Eastern or foreign.

D. J. STAPLES President I WM. J. DUTTON Secretary
ALPHEUS BULL Vice-President

| E. \V. CAKPENTER Asst. Secretary

MOJUJE OFFICE:
Southwest Cor. California and Sansome streets* San Francisco.
63J~Agent3 in all prominent localities. Sept. SO.

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE-UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

The California Lloyds.—Established in 1861.—Nos. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, 8750,000 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates !

Prompt Settlement of Loses!! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS.—J. Mora Moss,
Moaes Heller, J. O. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Everson, A. B. Phipps, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Brandenstein, W. M. Hoag, Nicholas
Luuing, James Moffitt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Touchard,
George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Schclle, CharleB
Baum, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President.

Jamks D. Bailey, Secretary.- Geo. T. Bob**, Surveyor. Nov. 6.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF LONDON.
[INSTITUTED 1803.]

London Assurance Corporation, of London
Established by Royal Charter 1780

Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.

ROBERT DICKSON, Manager.
W. IiANE BOOKER, Agent and Attorney.

S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts. , Safe Deposit Building.
[October 11. J

COMMERCIAL UNION ASSURANCE COMPANY OF LONDON.
Capital-S12.500,O0O. Gold.

FIBE A. N r> MARINE.
OFFICE 210 SANSOME STREET, San Francisco
[March 10.] JOHN RAE HAMILTON, Manager.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.

(lapltal «5,000,000.---Agents : Bftllonr, Ontbrie A Co., No.
/ 316 California Btreet, San Francisco. Nov. 18.
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THE SCHCOL DEFAETMENT, AND ITS WRETCHED
SCANDALS.

We confess that we have but little liking for discussing what is go-

ing on in the School Department of this great city. We feel ourselves re-

strained by various conflicting sentiments. 'The right education of the

future men and women of our city, who are so soon to become its fathers

and mothers, its lawmakers, its Supervisors, its jurors, and its law-abid-

ing, self-respecting, honored and useful citizens, is a matter of transcend-

ant importance. It is not good that these youthful minds should be too

bluntly told of the deep iniquity that runB their schools, bosses their

teachers, actuates School Directors and controls the Department gen-

erally. It is not, for instance, a very delectable or desirable thing to do

to tell them just what kind of a man School Director Eaton is. It is an
oppressing and an abominable task to perform to present that fellow and
all his abominable ways to the youthful minds for whose education he
has, by a vicious system of boss nomination, been made accountable. We
shrink from what would seem to be a duty to enter upon the details.

Skilled as we are in the employment of language, we know not how to

employ words of decency with which to describe the facts within our pos-

session, and which would be sure to be read by scores of lady teachers

and hundreds of scholars, to their great moral injury. What is to be

said of a fellow in the important position of School Manager, whose pri-

vate life and ways you dare not so much as hint at, if you would regard

the prcpzieties and the good morals of the young entrusted to his care?
Is it not enough that the mtment he had reason to believe that the vail

that hid his methods frtm public gaze was about to be lifted, he offered

to leave the State and gladly accepted the proposal to resign, and actually

did resign ? He confessed judgment, ac!mitted bis guilt, and was content

to slink abashed frcm that public criticism which he ought never to have
invited. If his resignation did not mean that, what else did

it or could it mean ? The facts speak for themselves. The
resignation was not of our procurement. We did not seek it, but it was
eagerly < ffered, and was speedily tendered the moment it was learnt that

it would gain him immunity ircm the exposure, which, in his heart, he
knew he so righteously deserved. From that position there is no escape,

and from so palpable a confession there can be no appeal. Eaton's judg-

ment on himself is its own best cc mmentary. It ought to relieve us of

the necessity of making odious accusations, seeing that their truthfulness

has been admitted in advance, and by the man who was the subject of

them, and the person of all others interested in denying them, if denial

were possible to him. It would have avoided a terrible array of demoral-
izing Ecandals if this man's resignation had been retained by President
Hastings and promptly accepted as it ought to have been. We have no
hesitation in telling Hastings that when, at the peremptory dictation of

Boss Buckley, he returned a resignation which he well knew ought, in the
interests of the School Department, to be eagerly accepted, he placed
himself in a position of suspicion, and if inquiries have since led to a dis-

covery of the motives that took him into a Diiector's chair, and which,
being known to the boss, have given that individual his present ignomini-
ous and abominable hold on the President of the Board of Education,
then we say that Hastirgs has no right to c<mplain of the result of the
investigation of suspicions that he himself was fool enough to arouse.
Young Hastings is well tff in this world's gocds, and is not in the Board of
Education to make money or to sell his influence—at least not for coiD. But
he is young and lusty, and we know him. Does he invite a statement of
the reason why be is there ? When he tells why he was constrained to re-

turn Eaton's resignation and dares to challenge a statement of the reasons
that took him into the Board of Education, we may, perhaps, acc< mmo-
date him. But we turn to another member of the Board of Education
in whcm we have, with good reason, much more confidence. Dr. Cleve-
land has no ordinary responsibilities. He is not only a member of the
Board of Education, but is the responsible managing editor of the organ
of the party now in power. He cannot escape his responsibilities if he
wculd, and we think too well of him to believe that he would if he c<mld.
We have put in his hands proofs of the kind of creatures this man Eaton
has knowingly placed in the school department, he is furnished with
their names, knows the positions they fill, and need not be at a loss to
find out what their records are from very recent annals of the Police
Deparment. He is informed of the bad man that Eaton is, but, what is

even more to the purpose, he has demonstrative proofs betore him of the
vile use to which the wretched scallawag has prostituted his powers of
appointirg unfit persons to the school department. We can hardly re-

strain ourselves with patience as we peruse the subject. Dr. Cleveland,
we say, has the proofs in his hands. We preferred placing them there to
publishing scandals that could only tend to demoralize the most import-
ant of all departments. The onus is upon him to do his duty. From the
positi< n in which the facts place him there is only cne escape. He has
been ( fficially, and is now publicly, informed of an intolerable outrage
as against the public schools. He should expose the whole bad business,
and if he cannot cure it in the Board, he should, as the controling mind
of the organ of the party responsible for Eaton's election, do his
level Vest to relieve the schools of San Francisco of the presence of a
man whose aj pointments are the all-sufficient evidence of the sympathies
that are his, and of the private life that he leads.

When Eaton has betn got rid of, and the department purged of his un-
mentionable appointees, there will yet remain much reformatory woik for
a man who desires to keep the schools clean and to make a good record
therein for his party. In the first place, that den of iniquity on Bush
street must be made to relax its hold on the appointing power of School
Directors. It is the sum and essence of all humiliations to witness school-
marms visiting that rendezvous of evil in order to beg the poor favor of
being allowed to retain their positions. We never felt so ashamed of city
politics as we did the other day when we saw a lady teacher, of twelve
years' standing, coming out of that wretched saloon, with tears streaming
down her cheeks. The knowledge that boss Buckley runs a majority of
the Directors is demoralizing the whole department. He has had Direc-
tor Foard employed as a deputy in the Tax Collector's office, and Director
Danielwitz in the Assessor's r fine*, and neither could hold his position for
a single hour if he voted against Buckhy's orders. Other Directors are
held by different means, but the majority are owned by the boss. Direc-
tor Cabalin, by his own vote, has just had his daughter promoted from
the sixth grade in a primary school to the vice-principalship of a grammar
school; and this, although she has only been in the department for two

years, and although there are scores of teachers who were her superiors in

ability and her seniors in experience. Hastings, as we have intimated,
knows why he got himself elected a Director. Other Directors have po-

litical ambitions to gratify, and are promised a gratification of them by
the boss. Eaton was, as Buckley told him in the presence of his wife,
" picked up out of the gutter, and that he must stand up like a man." And
those are the scandalous influences that are running the school department,
destroying its morals, demoralizing its organization, driving lady teachers

to seek favors in a den they ought to be ashamed to enter, and that is, ex-

traordinary to say, placing nameless, shameless and criminal creatures in

places of the highest trust. All this is true, but it is not the whole truth,

for it will not all bear telling.

A WARNING TO THE ADMINISTRATION.
If any bcdy had put in express wordB a statement of the stealings

that were going on in the Harbor department, and the administration of

the day had neglected or refused to take notice of the warning, some-
body to day would be held to a serious accountability. Such a state-

ment might have been made,' but it was not. The mousing and invest-

igating editor often has reason to believe and even know things that
he cannot prove, and being restrained by a sense of responsibility to

his proprietors, who are liable for libel suits whilst he is not, he does

not assert that which he cannot prove by the strict rules of legal testi-

mony peculiar to criminal libel suits. Instead of discrediting the inuendoes
and half-disguised allegations of the thoughtful and conscientious editor,

the powers-that-be would do well to read between the lines and gov-

ern themselves accordingly. If any such rule of conduct had prevailed

with State Governors, Treasurers and Comptrollers two years ago, the
fact that there were people who were entering upon crooked ways
in the Harbor office would have been suspected, and a strict surveil-

ance would have been maintained that would have effectually prevented
much that has since taken place. Something more than hints of what
was then taking place was then thrown out, but unfortunately it appeared
in a party organ, and was treated as an attempt to make party capital.

Nevertheless, all that was said was true, as has since been demon-
strated, but the warning then given was not heeded. Of this we are not
now specially complaining; we but quote the fact to point a moral and
adorn a tale. We tell the present administration to take warning by what
then happened. We do not hesitate to say that there is a State depart-

ment to-day in which the crookedness at present therein practiced is of a
nature and a degree before which the past stealings of the Hrvrbor depart-

ment sink into insignificance. We point to that department and say that

it is the State Prison at San Quenvin. The stealing there may not be so

amenable to criminal prosecution as that in the Harbor department, but
it iB none the Jess present. It is there that it is better carried up because
the opportunities are larger. There are ways of getting around things.

By a new rule the prisoners are allowed ten cents per day for the extra

laid work they are expected to perform for their taskmasters. This
amounts for the twelve hundred prisoners therein confined to $120 per

day, or §37,440 per year. Every dime of that money was spent, and is

expected to be spent, with the commissary. But this is not all. The
lalor perfoimed, which amounts to a much larger item, is executed for

certain privileged firms, and at least §100,000 a year is being made by
6f mebody. Opium, liquor, women, and almost anything else, can be ob-

tained for coin. Senator Rtddy's report has called the attention o>f the
administration to the most transparent of the facts, and if a change is

not speedily made, there will hereafter be denouements for which some-
body will be held accountable. There is a great deal metre in this warn-
ing than meets the eye, anda very great dealmore than has yetappeared.
The Senate's report, however, rB .sufficient to stimulate early, efficient

and positive action.

THE MAYOR'S VETO.
Mayor Bartlett has vetoed the ordinance of the Board of Supervisors

calling a special election for the purpose of ratifying the issue of bonds in

the sum of $500,000 to meet the city's obligations, and he has done so for

most excellent reasons. The taxpayers are not auditors, and could not

be expected to know the precise sum required to cover deficiencies. It

transpires that §2fi0
t
000 would be the utmost sum rt quired, and that it

could only be intended to squander the balance as previous sums have
been squandered, and hence the Mayor's veto. Mayor Bartlett is an ex-

perienced, thoughtful and well-advised official, and he did well to spare

the city the ex] ense of an abortive election, for the issue of bonds would
surely ha\e been negatived when the facts became known. Yet some
way out of the present maze ought to be discovered. It is absolutely dis-

graceful that this great city should be without lights, its streets unawept,
its sewers uncleaned, its police only a little more than half paid, and its

death rate increasing under this Btate of things. This wealthy queen city

of the Pacific is very willing to pay its way out of this equivocal condition

of affairs,

ACQUITTED.
Verona Ealdwin, who shot at and wounded E. J. Balelwin and at-

tempted to take his life, has been acquitted, and for once we do not quar-

rel with the verdict of a jury in justification of a deed of violence that

was indefensible in the strict letter of the law. At all times we have set

our face against the carrying of concealed weapons, and in nine caBes out

of ten we would hang those who, in their own causes of quarrel, consti-

tute themselves judge and jury, and execute their own sentences. But we
know this man, E. J. Baldwin. We have had before us facta that we
would not care to publish. An attempt to murder is a crime, but there

are worse crimes in this world, and the millionaire who subordinates his

great opportunities to an insatiable lost may easily be conceived to be a

worse criminal than a wronged girl who may attempt to avenge her

wrongs. We acquiesce, if we do not actively applaud. Verona was ac-

quitted on the plea that she was rendered insane. The plea was a hum-
bug. She was never more level-headed than when she committed the act

for which she was tried and acquitted.

Mrs Alexander Carlisle has bought the birthplace of her uncle,

Thomas Carlisle, at Ecclefechan, to insnre its better preservation. It

will probably now become an established show-place, like Burns' cottage.
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iliar kind. He had announced a representation for the benefit

m Ear Poor Children. The auditorium wan nearly filled, and
be*n taken in. when the play was Suddenly prohibited by .in

injunction sued out by the Society for the Reformation <>f Juvenile De
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set the example in this direction. Meanwhile Salmi is once more stand-

ing on bia bead with rage and mortification.

II the Nihilists think they are going to Mow op the Czar on the day
of his coronation, they are away out in their calculations, as the subjoin-

ed letter received »t tins < ffioe will show: St. Petersburg, March 5, L883.

or T. C: Thanks for your letter. Do as you advise, and rent for

me a ten-roomed house north of Market, in the name of Mr. Wiggles,
No GortachakoflFy business this time. It i* a dead give-away. We will

bring our crowns along, and as you say Judge IVnnie J9 a very reliable

man to straighten out little jobs of this kind, engage him. When we go
hack I'll take him along, if agreeable, and give him a mine in Siberia.

Tell MitcnaHatke"—but the rest is confidential, and might set the Nihilists

on Alecks track. However, enough can be gathered from the foregoing

to show that there is going to be none of the fun so confidently expected
in Moscow. Alexander III. at one time did think of sending two ingen-

ious dummies along to be crowned in the stead of himself and Mrs. A.,

but dummies come very high, when reliable, in Russia, and on the whole
their Majesties, concluded that the coronations could be done better, more
stylishly, and at a less cost here in San Francisco. Look out for Wiggles
and wife.

The recent story about the Fenians sending clothes infected with
small-pox to their English enemies of high degree, now turns out to be a
shameless hoax, played by Mr. O'Rafferty, of Dublin, on the Premier and
several other high government officials. Mr. O. R. early last week sent

little notes, worded somewhat as follows, to Mr. Gladstone aud others :

" Privateand Confidential.—Dear Sir : The clean underclothes which you
put on last Sunday morning were all infected with malignant small-pox.

Your washerwoman is a Fenian. Take theui off at once is the advice of

A Friend." Mr. Gladstone immediately rushed up stairs, took a hot bath,

fifteen grains of blue mass, sent for all the family physicians, and had
Mrs. Gladstone and all the household vaccinated. The other government
officials all took similar precautions, and were equally frightened with
the exception of the Prince of Wales, who, when bis Secretary rushed

to him with O'RafFerty's missive, merely smiled, shut one eye, and re-

marked :
** Too thin, they can't play me, I haven't changed my under-

clothes for three weeks."

Whenever a lawyer addresses the Land League meetings it is safe to

say that he wants something in politics. The Judge of Superior Court,

Department 11, was, until recently, President of the L ind League, and
the gentleman who presides over Department 12 was, before the last elec-

tion, a roost ardent sympathizer with the woes of Erin. Now comes Mr.
T. P. Ryan, and it is safe to wager that after a retirement of ten years

fri in office, he is scanning the Democratic horizon anxiously. In fact,

the Land League is the royal road to success in the climbing of the Dem-
ocratic ladder, and a good strong speech cursing England .and pitying

Ireland is worth a thousand votes in any Ward of this city except the

Eighth and Sixth. If the Republicans want to get anywhere near even

they ought immediately to start a Franco-German Land League, and just

pile in the dollars to blow up Bismarck and a few French Monarchists.

Some people are very loud this week in their denunciations of the

School Directors, and they are foolish in the extreme. School Directors

are not elected to advance the interests of the public schools or to pro-

mote faithful teaching. We thought everybody knew years ago that the

object of becoming a School Director is to find fat positious for his sisters,

and his cousins, and his aunts, without shame, and coolly and unblush-

ingly. It does not matter one cent that there are such old and faithful

teachers in the schools as Miss Manning, Mrs. Plunkett, Mrs. Wood or

Miss Catlin; all the promotion such ladies can get is what is left after the

Directors' relatives are served, and that is nil. These are the men who
were going to inaugurate much needed reforms in the schools at the

last elections, which they proceeded to do by immediately forming as rot-

ten a ring of eight officials as ever disgraced this city.

The following, from a Parisian paper, will be doubtless read with

deep interest by Senator Tabor, of Colorado, who wears three-thousand-

dollar night-gowns: " Since both gentlemen and ladies now wear exactly

similar chemises de nwtt with large sailor collars, a great deal of Scotch

lnuisine is used in making them. "This is a charming fancy, which in no

sense excludes lace." The Senator will be glad to learn that the most

fashionable colors for trimmings are cream, tea-colored, pale heliotrope

and sapharine, and that an elegant trousseau without a silk neck-band

would be awfully "rococo." Everybody who knows the Senator is aware

that he would not allow any man to call him "rococo." They are turning

out some very neat things, too, in gentlemen's corsets now in Pans, and

from time to time any new notions of that kind shall be carefully clipped

out and sent on to the monarch of Denver.

Wo are truly oorry for Mi fal to think that a
man qu

nwly run to tarth in the little*

i cruel Kfit< ki'pt bands oh* him a few
'. indletem b«

-i .
. i. \ ||

them with their cUioonneoted reoetpta.
and you most the Indelible stamp of noius. Pour hundred
dollar* dear profit per stub, and four itube pi Th.- only weak-
ness he has ever shown (except In the ki in leaving the alty
at all. The name of his friends was legion, a* fa shown by the fact thai
over thirty private houses have been searched by the detectives Mince his
departure with the hope .if making his acquaintance. « >thers, still more
illustrious than he, would have made interest in hi* behalf and their
own for we are mistaken if Mr. Gray, when brought into Court, does
not turn out to be a revised edition of the Book ol Revelationa. Ah it. is,

however, things look very malarial, or, aa his great namesake hath it in
the opening lines of his famous Eli

San Quentin tolls the bell for Mr. Gray,
The blowing boat plows slowly through theses;

Homeward the handcuffed wandVer wends his way.
And leaves his fate to counsel and juree.

In a riding school here a lady well known as a Park equestrienne said
to h.-r riding master, the other day: " Mr. Squifflea, you appear never to
believe me when I tell you that my mare is only hve years old." To
which Mr. S. gallantly replied, as he removed his hat: "Madam, how
could 1 possibly doubt yon ? You have given me the name assurance on
an average about twice a week for the last three years." And as the lady
cantered away gracefully she looked puzzled and murmured to herself:
"That's about the most doubtful compliment I ever received since a
Kearny-street masher once took off his hat to me in front of a cigar-
store.''

Some children have excellent hearts. The other day a Nob Hill
governess, while lunching with her young pupil, said suddenly to her

:

" Miss Emily, I wonder what you would do now if some very poor
and hungry man were to come in at this moment, and seeing us en-
joying such a Bumptuous lunch, were to ask you to give him something
to eat?" Miss Emily's eyes filled full of tears as she replied in a voire
choked with emotion and lobster-salad :

" Mademoiselle, I would imme-
diately give hiin all—all your cream-pie."

Six Apache warriors have enlisted in the Fourth United States
Cavalry, serving in Arizona—the first instance, we are told, of Indians
going into the Regular Army. This, from an Apache point of view, is

the story of Mahomet and the Mountain retold. As the soldiers wouldn't
come to the Apaches, the Apaches have gone to the soldiers. Now is the
time for the wigmakers to send in their bid for a contract to supply the
Fourth Cavalry with false scalps at the lowest market prices.

It is said that on Davis Btreet, just opposite Broadway wharf, there
are twenty-two holes within a radius of fifty feet, each large enough to let

into the water a good-sized child, while many will easily accommodate
adults. Yet Captain Kentzel smiles indifferently and goes ou his placid
beat unperturbed. He says it is true about the size of the holes, but
there is not one of them large enough for him to sprain his ankle in.

The great and burning question of the day, is, did Miss Langtry run
away with the young man, or did the young man run away with Miss
Langtry ? By the time this great problem is solved the public mind will
be in a condition to settle dowff and calmly consider whether the love
affairs of Miss Langtry and her young man are of sufficient importance
to warrant the national attention they have received.

It is all a mistake to talk about candidates running for office. Some
public positions are elective and others are appointive, but none are the
reward of tieetress of font. If such positions were given to the quickest
runner, ex-Senator David Davis' profound rotundity of person would
have effectually barred his ambition, and he would never have had a
chance to make his appearance in public life.

Those who use the Law Library of this city are calling out vigorous-

ly for light. Although there are thousands upon thousands of valuable
and rare books on the shelves, still they seem to throw no light upon the
subject. Perhaps if some of Supervisor Stmther's gas could be captured
and—but then, come to think of it, his gas gives less light than a tallow
candle. There is too much water in it.

On Monday last a man was caught stealing a cocoa-nut on Washing-
ton street, and it is hoped that the law in its offended majesty will prop-
erly impress its pains and penalties upon him. If he had taken a human
life, or some thousands of dollars, one might look upon his offense with
leniency, but these low-toned crimes are demoralizing to society, and can-
not be too severely repressed.

The following good story is told of the Secretary of the San Fran-
cisco Philharmonic Society: A gentleman rang his door-bell one evening
recently, and asked if a Mr. lived there. " No," said the intensely
musical Henry, pointing up the street, "he lives about an octave—

I

mean eight doors higher."

The investigation which General Butler has caused to be made into

the management of the State Alms House and Insane Asylum, of Massa-
chusetts, is bringing to light some startling facts, and it is quite apparent
that Ben's cock-eye, in addition to looking crooked itself, can see crooked-
ness in others.

" Did you ever see a saw," asked the ship carpenter of the intellectual

looking passenger who was critically examining his tools? "I did," re-

plied the traveler. " This is the way I sea a saw," and he picked up one of

Chip's best saws aud toBsed it overboard.

The politicians are very much distressed over the question of who will

be Howe's successor. In this connection it would seem proper to ask:
Who but Which should succeed Howe when Why is not eligible for the
office.

"Man upraised above his fellows, oft forgets his fellows then," re-

marked the poetical Arizona vigilante, as he took hold of the rope and
helped to hoist the lately captured horse-thief to the limb of a tree.

An Oakland gentleman calls his wife his spare rib because she is

very thin.
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SUNBEAMS.
Deacon Dingle is terribly down on theatres,

and will never hear of his daughter Mary set-

ting foot inside of one ; but upon the appearance

of a noted actor upon the boards recently, the

temptation was too strong, coupled aB it was by
an invitation from her young man, and Mary
accordingly went. Next morning at breakfast,

the deacon said: "Mary, you were out last

night. Where were you ?" And Mary quickly

answered, " Charley and I were out star-gazing,

pa."—Boston Transcript,

"Dear, dear," exclaimed Mrs. Shoddygen-
teel at her last party, "that careless French
cook has burnt the plum pudding, forgotten to

make the charlotte russe and dropped salt in the

ice cream ; but never mind, we shall have some-

thing for dessert, anyway. Mary, bring in the

dried-apple pie."

" Ah ! I'm saddest when I sing."

She sang in plaintive key.

And all the neighbors yelled—
"So are we! So are we!"—The Judge.

Correspondents of the New York Sun are

discussing the question " Can a man marry on
$10 a week ? " He cannot, if the girl is aware of

the amount of his income.

—

Bock. Post-Express.

Some observant genius has calculated that in

the United States there is one cow to every four

people. It is believed that the same ratio exists

in fashionable society, there being a calf to ev-

ery young man.

"Take that right away," said the young
man to the waiter, as he pointed to a saucer of

whipped cream which had been brought for his

strawberries j "I did not come here to get

shaved."
"What becomes of our bodies?" asks a soft-

eyed scientist, and we answer in stentorian tones

that they get inside of a red flannel undershirt

as the maple turns to crimson and sassafras to

gold.

Tennyson smokes American navy plug to-

bacco. And we suppose—we haven't seen it in

print, but we just infer—that Mrs. Tennyson
sleeps with a clothes-pin on her nose.

Occasionally the emotions produce magical
results—as, for example, when fear makes the

stoutest heart quail, which is not making game
of fright, either.

A warmer wave following in the wak* of a
"blizzard" causes a Minneapolis paper to ex-

claim: " Thank goodness the upper half of the

thermometer is coming into use at last."

A Hartford architect says "the best fire es-

cape is a cool head." We'd like to see that ar-

chitect letting himself down from a sixth story
window on a cool head.

"No, sir," said the Indiana wife, "my hus-
band don't take no interest in my welfare what-
ever. He hasn't licked the cussedness out of me
for two years."

The subscriber who asks what are the best

books for young men, is inforned that pocket-
books—well filled—are generally considered the
most desirable.

A man in Connecticut has succceeded in mak-
ing a perfect artificial egg. We would like to

see the woman who can beat it.

—

Lowell Courier.

"Why, what is the matter with Frank? He
is generous to a fault." " Yes," said Fogg, " if

the fault happens to be his own.

—

Boston Trans.

A milkman would make an excellent inter-
viewer. He is such a good pumper, and can
skim over his subject without any difficulty,

A cigar may be the best in the world, but,
sooner or later it meets its match.

It is reported that cats are scarce in South
Carolina. This is a mighty shrewd dodge to
catch immigration.

The chivalrous man will never do a mean act
to a mule behind his back. It isn't safe.

The patent chicken incubators have thrown
hens out of a great deal of on-nest employment.

Latin is a " dead language "—specially when
an inexperienced drug clerk fools with it.

The Rule of Three.—For the third person to
clear out.

Chicken salad often re-veals yesterday's din-
ner.

Twins are just too two.

—

Picayune.

C. P. R. R.
Time Schedule, Tuesday,March 6, 1883.

Trains leave, and are due to arrive atf

SanFranciscoas follows:

LEAVE
(for)

DESTINATION. ARRIVE
(from)

9:30 a.m.
3:00 p.m.
*4:0Op.m.
8:00 a.m.
3:30 p.m.

8:00 A.M.
4:00 P.M.
9:30 A. m
4:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m

*4:00 p.m
8:00 a.m.

*3:30p.m.
J8:00a.m
9:30 a.m.
8:00 A. m,

*5:00 P.m.

9:30 A.M.
*4:00 p.m
8:00 Aja,
8:00 a.m.

10:00 A.M
3:00 P.M.
•5:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m
5:30 p.m.

8:00 a.m
8:00 a.m,

8:80 A.M.
3:30 p.m.
*4:00p.m,
8:00 A.M
3:00 P.M.

*8 :00 A.M.
8:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m,

3:30 r.M.

*4:00 P.M.

3:30 P.M.
8:00 a.m.

*3 :30 p.m.

....Antiochand Martinez.,

.Benicia..

. . Calistoga and Na pa

J Deming, ElPaso ) Express, ...

(and East ("Emigrant..

J Gait and \ via Livermore
( Stockton i via Martinez
..lone
. .Knight's Landing

" " ({Sundays only)
..Los Angeles and South

, . Livermore and Pleasanton.

. . . Madera and Fresno .....

. . . Merced

. . . Maryaville and Chico. . .

.

...Nilesand Haywards,...

j Ogden and I Express
(East. ("Emigrant....,,.
. Redding and Red Bluff

f Sacramento)
v
!
a "v

n̂
ore

•< a n~ie > via Benicia....
| and Colfax

J via Benicia....
.Sacramento River Steamers..
.San Jose

.Tehama and Willows.

.

• Vallejo

.(tSundays only).

.Virginia City.,

.Woodland

2:40 p.m
*10:10a.m
12:40 p.m.

7:40 p.m.

11:10 A.M.
"10:10 A.M.

7:40 P.M.

2:40 P.M.

7:10 A.M.
5:40 P.M.

•12:40 p.m.
5:40 P.M.

11.10 A.M.

2:40 P.M.

5:40 P.M.
"8:40 a.m.
2:40 p.m.

*12:40 r.M.
5:40p.M.
5:40 P.M.
3:40 P.M.
9:40 a.m.
"8:40 a.m.
11:10 A.M.
6:10 a.m.
5:40 P.M.
6:40 P.M.
7:40 P.M.

11:10 a.m.

*o:00 a.m.
3:40 P.M.

9:40 A.M.
"7:40 P.M.

7:40 P.M.
2:40 P.M.

*10: 10 A.M.

(11:10 a.m.
*12:40 P.M.

11:10 A.M.
*7:40 P.M.

11:10 A.M.

Train leaving San Francisco at 8:00 A.M. should meet
Pacific Express from " Osden " at Port Costa; and that
leaving at 11:311 A.M. should meet Pacific Express from
" El Paso" at Anhoch.

LOCAL FEBRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland Pier.

From "SAS FRANCISCO," Dally.

To EAST OAKLAND—*6.00, *6:30, o 7:00, 7:30, c 8:00,

8:30, c 9.00, 9:30, e 10:00, 10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30,

2:30, 3:30, c 4:00, 4:30, c 5:00, 5:30, c 6:00, 6:30, 7:00,

8:00, 9:30, 11:00, »12:00.

To ALAMEDA—c*6:00, 7:00, 8:00, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00,

12:00, 1:00, 2:00. 3:00, 4:00, 5:00, 6:00, c 7:00, c*8:00,
c 9:30, c 11:00, c»12:00.

To FRUIT VALE—c*7:00, c"8:00, c*9:00, c«10:00, c»4;00,

e*5:00, c»6:00, "6:30.

To BERKELEY — "6:00, »6:30, 7:00, "7:30, 8:00, "8:30,

9:00, 19:30, 10:00, 110:30, 11:00, jll:30, 12:00, 1:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,

9:30, »12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—»6:00, *6:30, 7:00, "7:30, 18:00
'8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, "4:30, 5:00,

*5:30, 6:00, "6:30, 7:00.

To " BAN FRANCISCO." Pally.

From BROADWAY, Oakland -'6:32, »6:02, 6:32, 7:

7:3-2,8:02,8:32, 9:02, 9:32, 10:02, 10:32, 11:02, 11:32, 12:

12:32, 1:02. 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32, 5:

5:32, 6:02, 6:32, 7:02, S:02, 9:32, 11:02.

From EAST OAKLAND-»5:21,*6:51,6:21,6:51, c 7:

7:51, cS:21, 8:51, c 9:21, 9:51, cl0:!l, 10:51, 11

12:51, 1:51, 2:51, 3:51, c 4:21, 4:51, o 5,21, 5:51, c 6:

6:51, 7:51, 9:21, 10:51.

From ALAMEDA—c*5:15, c"5:45, c6:15, 7:10, 8:

9:10, 10:10, 11:10,12:10,1.10, 2:10,3:10,4:10,5:10,6:
c 7:15, c 9:15, c 10:45.

From FRUIT VALE -"7:47, "8:47, *9:00, "9:47, "10:

"4:47, "5:00.
-
5:47, "0:47, "7:17.

From BERKELEY -»5:45, *6:l5, 6:45, "7:15, 7:45, *8:

8:45, (9:15, 9:15, 110:15, 10:45, 111:15, 11:45, 12:

1:45, 2:45, 3:15, 4:15, 4:45, 5:15, 6:45, 6:15, 0:45, 7:

9:15, "10:45.

From WEST I5KHKELEY— »5:45, *6:15, 6:45, »7

7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, *5:15, 5;

«6:15, 6:45, »7:15,

Creek Ronte.
From SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:15, 3:15,

5:15.

From OAKLAND—*6:15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15

All trains run daily, except when star (•) denotes San-
days excepted, (t) Sundays only.

c,—Change carsat Broadway, Oakland.

"Standard Tine" furnished by Randolph & Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. GOOD.MAN, Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agt.
A. N. TOWNE, General Manager.

COAL OIL STOVES.
All Sizes for Cooking- or F rlor use

Send for Circular and Prices,

IVIESTER & CO.,
-" 1 J

1 New Montgomery St., S. F.

BROAD GAUGE.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Sunday. October 22, 1882,
And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave
from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend st., between 3d and 4th streets),as folluws:

LEAVE
s. F.

t 6:50 a.m.

8:30 A m.

10:40 A.M,
* 3:30 P.M.

4:30 p.m.

6:30 P.M.

DESTINATION.

...San Mateo, Redwood,,
and Menlo Park....

8:30 A.M. I

10:40 A.M.
' 3:30 P.M.
4:30 p.m.I

. . Santa Clara, San Jose and

.

. .Principal Way Statious .

.

ARRIVE
S. F.

40 a.m.
05 A.M.
02 A.M.

37 P.M.
;04 p.m.
02 P.M.

05 a.m,
:02 A.M.
:37 P.M.
02 r.M.

10:40 A.M.M
h 3;30p.m.|1

Gilroy, Pajaro, Castroville

,r
10:02 am.
0:02 p.m.

10:40 A. m.|| .Hollisterand Tres Pinos. H 6:02 p.m.

10:40 a.m.) J
* 3.30 p.m.I |

10:40 a.m.!
-j

Watsonville, Apt03, Soquel

.Salinas, Soledad and Way.
[1

\\

6.02 P.M.

6:02 p.m

Sundays excepted. tSundaysonly.(Sportsnien'sTrain-)

Stage connections are made with the 10:40 a.m.

Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo, which
connect with '8:30 A. a. Train. EXCURSION TICKETS
sold on Saturdays and Sunday mornings—good to

retu n Monday: To Santa Clara or San Jose, $2 50; to

Monterey or Santa Cruz, $5 00; also to principal points
between San Francisco and San Jose.

Ticket Offices—Passenger Depot, Townsend street

and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.

A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,
Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

B5£~ S. P. Atlantic Express Train via Los Angeles,
Yuma, etc., leaves San Francisco daily via Oakland
Ferry, foot of Maikel struck, %% 9:30 a.m. [Oct. 28.

NORTH PACIFIC COAST RAILROAD.

Summer Arrangement.

Commencing 8T7tfDJ.T. April 1st, 1S83,
Boats and Trains tvillltttn as follows:

FOR SAN RAFAEL (via San Quentin Ferry)—*7:05,
t8:15, "9:20, 110:2:5 A. M., + 1:10, *l:45, +3:45, "4:50 p. M.

(Via Saucelito Ferry)—18:00, "8:50 a. m., "3:35, *5:3J,
+0:10 r. si.

FROM SAN RAFAEL (via San Quentin Ferry)- -38:00,

tS:50, "10:35, +11:45 A. M., »2:15, +2:25, +4:25, *6:20 p. M.
(Via Saucelito Ferry)—'-'6:50, +7:30, "'-'3:45 A. M., t(i:20r. M.

*Week days. +Sundays only.

FOR SMTCELITO (Week Days)-S:50, 10:30 a. m.,

1:30, 3:35, 5:30 r. M.

(Sundays)—8:00, 10:00 A. m., 12:00 M., 2:00, 4:15,

0:40 p. M.

FROM SAUCELITO (Week Days)—7:45, 0:30, 11:20,
A. M. , 2:30, 4: 15 P. 11.

(Sundays) -8:45, 11:00 a. m., 1:00, 3:15, 5:30, 7:20 p. M.

On Monday an extra trip from San Francisco at 7:00
A. M., and on Saturday from Saucelito at 0:15 p. M.

8:50' . m. Daily, Sundays excepted (via Saucelito
Ferry), for Point Reyes and Way Stations.

Returning, arrives in S. F. (via Saucelito) 5:20 p. m.

1mA rX P. m. Daily, Sundays excepted(via San Quentin
m<±0 Ferry), THROUGH TRAIN, for Duncan Mills

and Way Stations. {Through Train from Duncan Mills
arrives in San Francisco at 11:45 A. M.)

Stage Connections.
Stages leave Duncan Mills every morning, except

Mondays, for Stewart's Point, Pniut Arena, Cuffey's

Cove, Mendocino City and all points on the North Coast.

Saturday to Monday Excursions.
EXCURSION TICKETS, soil on Saturdays and Sun-

days, good to return following Monday.—Fairfax, $1;
Camp Taylor, $2; Point Reyes, $2 50; Tomales, S3 50;
Duncan Mills, $5,

Sunday Excursions.
S:00 a. m. from Saucelito Ferry. .. { Excursion Train
8:15 a. m. from San Quentin Ferry ) every Sunday
for Duncan Mills and Way Stations.

Returning, arrives in San Francisco (via Saucelito
Ferry) 7:50 P. m. FARES FOR ROUND TRIP.-Camp
Taylor. $1 75; Point Reyes, §2; Tnmales,S2 50; Duncan
Mills, S3.
DAVID NYE, F. B. LATHAM,

Gen'I Supt. Gen'l Pass and Tat. Agt.
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REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.

la th» City and County of 8u Frmnclaco. California, for

tho WHk •ndinir April 8. 1883

n«n(«. to<ur,hq/t\< Dammtrrial .|./mry,4Ul (.Vafi/braio -

Tu.iday. March 27th

•uwToa mo •KAirrii.
_!_

nK#cRimojf.

Ju Uwm to liarU F»rtri

I n >ccto E Gallagher...

to nib San & Lou Socj

II Eastman toO W Nordwcll

•MriH-
Wn t<tiarun to Tbos Carter ct al.

137:0* l-oarrl!.

Irjr. • 30X1S. bolnt In W

50-vsraM*
Sam.-

SSMneOlh.

ruin

18,0>O

S.47S

1.383

1

10

Wednesday. March 28th.

Arthur P Hayne to Geo G Ward

.

nisu to I radorv 3!oorc .

.

llaniriic sliLBkliiJ Scrivncr.

E H Kluredge to S K Thorpe

Saml Lachman to EC liiscen

J Pallcrsoo lo G W Patterson H« t'rinrch and 3utb, c SOU 14, belnc in

I II A H
!c to Geo W Friok 'Lot 14, h ork I, Johnston Trsc!

TaJ Iirhon lo Ilernard Flood. .,;L -
- !5II>, s MOO, being in

|
M II M

Tbos Oorlanil to Win T Martin... E Debon,
| M I! US.

Ja»T Boyd to Tbco C Boyd jSe Market, 40G s« Church, sw 95x10(1 ;

w Chorcn, its n Ibtb, n S5,w81:l», sw
I10S8 lo cnimn.iirr men!

S O'Farrell, 137 e Scott, e 34x13)—W A

Nu Si "t! and PmlloD, w 37fixlo7, being
In W A Us

Nw 80th and Guerrero, u 711x106, being
in M Bm

N l r.tli . 96 w N.il', w 25x115, being in M
B 118

N Geary, 118 w Hyde, w 25x137, being
in 50.vaca 1846

s.l.Mm

5

1,400

1,300

2,500

1,100

10,0110

0,500

5

0,700

Thursday, March 29th.

Palk J Murphy to T Christopher..

Wm H Boree to Chas L McCoy. .

.

Edgar W BriggB to Aqnila Cain..

.

Jno P Shepard to Jas Webster..

.

Mary Kearney to Raymond Kant/.

Geo H Strong to Jos Winterbnrn.

Margt M Latson to T Scbftkelnru

J Davidson lo Mary McGowan

S Bush, 16C:S w Mason, w 18:10x80—50-
vnr.i (117

W Mason, 08:6 s Vallejo, s 48:0x100-50-
sara 610

Se21st and Fair Oaks, e 68x188—M B

Nw Pacific and Fillmore, n 27:tfxl00-
W A 348

SeNaloma, lOOswCth, sw 25x75-100-
vara 227

W Devlaadero, 27:0 s Caiilornia, s82:6x
100-WA 510W Scott, 100 n Sutter, n 50x137:0, being
in V7 A4.!

8
W Sanchez, 110 n lOlh, n 25x100, being

in M BIOS

#3,225

5

5

3,050

4,600

5,150

Friday, March 30th.

Chas Payler to Ann Morris

II C Palridgc to R Dickinson... .

A S Spence lo Margt G Haynes. .

.

Elizth Panl to Jno W Allyne et al.

A C Erkaon to Gustave Wedel

JSHesstoBA Reynolds
K A Reynolds to R A Reynolds.

.

HibS & Ln Soc to Wm Snurun..

J M Haven to D Koopmanschap.

Ellen McCann to G Papina

SlOlh, 220:9 e Valencia, w 25x115 M
B 40

N Hill. 250 e Guerrero, e 30x114, being
in M B74

S Clay, 192:6 w Devisadero, w 27:0x127:
8-499

S Washington, 08:9 w Front, w 30x120
-B & W 14810 150W Devisadero, 38 n Poet, n 25x811:3—
W A 504

N Washington, 120 e Lai kin, e 37:0x7(i.

Same
W corner 2nd and Jessie, nw 23x57:0—
100-vara7

S Pine, 27:6 e Steiner, e 27x76-W A
355

NeOEh.lOOnw Harrison, nw 25x110—
100-vaia 290

t 5

4,500

1,600

14,000

1.200
5,050

5

10,000

1,350

1,955

Saturday, March 31st.

Chas Quinn to Agnes Lewis

Jno Sbeeby et al to Thos Jennings

P McCannon to Henry Voorman.

.

J S Nichols to Jno E Goble

FJIIart toLydiaADeah

Luke Caity to Elizabeth Paul..

T A C Dorlanrl to Jno Grace..

FB Wilde to Geo T Shaw....

N 22nd, 2S0 w Valencia, w 45x114—

M

B74
Ne J stand 10th avenue, n 285x120; e

lOlli avenue, 110 s J Bt, s 175x120 O
L 081

N Greenwich, 178 e Baker, e 10, n to a

point, w to a point, s to commence-
ment -W A 5.1

'

LotlU, block 159, being in Sooth San
Francisco Homestead & Railroad As-
sociation

Sw 21st and Church, w 50:10x114, being
in H A90

Sw Sansome and Greenwich, S08.i)sl37:

"II- vara Mi

2

W Delion, 310 n 17th, n '2SX70, being in

M B95
Ne 7th avenue, 200 nw J st, nw 25x100;

I poll ion block 317 ; S S F

$1,150

3,4-

5

300

4,000

5

415

220

Monday. April 2nd.

BIchd Dogget lo Wm Dogget

Sume to Call) M Johnson

Wm A Piper to Anila Nougoes...

Jos M Nougues to T D McKenna.
Jno McGeury to Arthnr Qnion....
A Quinn tu Jus McMahon
Rlcbd Savage to M II Macdonald.

.

Ne Langton, 80 nw Folsom, nw 25x80
100-vern 258 ; subject to mortgage .

\V Jessie, 85 s isih, s 43x80—M B Ii8 ; e

Mission, 65 s 18th, s 30x122 -M B01.
W Vnlencia, 368 s ilih, s 86x100, being

in M 1170

SI ill V 11 J VaijlKin, CS4SII1I

Same
Lo:s 11 lo 111, lilk 0, 12 tu 15, blk 13, lot

landS, blk 1 .Junction Hd

Gift

4.0(10

3.000
2,000
2,1X0

BANKS.
- THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.

Capital »3.000.000.
WM. AI.VORD l-r.»l.l.-.)t.

TMOMAN BROWN, « »«l.l. r
I
B M I KK A V. Jr., au'l 4'aabler

Aoaxra:
New York. Agency ol the lUnW of Callomla ; It. ..i. ,n, Tremont National Bank ,

. Bank ; 81 Louis, Boatman's Saving Bank ; New Zealand,
the Bank o( New Zeahu i. nt in I Ion, Messrs n ((.Rothschild*

imlents in India, China, Japan and Aimtralia, the Oriental Bank Cor-
l«<ration.

The Bank has Agencies at \ mil Correspondents lo all tho princi-
pal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.

Letters of Credit issued, available In all parts o tho world. Draw direct on Lon-
.Miii, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-the-Main, an

Amsterdam, St Petonburgh. I ,1m, Christiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland. Hongkong, Shanghai, Yiikuhiuna, Helios, Italy.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Kojal Charter.—Capital .mlil up, 81,800,-

000, with power to increase t.. |io, ,000 Soulnoasl comer California and .s:ui-

s.iii.e8trwin BEwdOffioe -88 Gornhlll, Londoi Portland, Oregon; Vic-
\iw Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.

tnuisaeta a General Banking Busin< dsubj itnCbeck
:.ndspe<.'i:ii Depoeito reoeived. Commercial Crodits granted available Inal partaol

rid a perm ni Bills dlscoiinted and ektvanci a made on ntwd collateral security.
lir.iws direct :it tjurrcnt ratca upon its Iliad Office and Brunches, uml OpOU ita Agents
as follows :

NewYork, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal ; Liverpool—North and South
u Jog Bank ; Bcouand—Blitisb Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and Smith America—London Bank of Mexico and South America; China and
Japan—Chartered Hank of India, Australia and China, ami Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottiah and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 18. FREDERICK TOWNSEND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Paid op Capital 81,300,000, Gold. President, R. C. Wool-

worth Viee-1'rcsident, It. Callayhan; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue, Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
Corrks ."ONdunTS—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Loinhiud street. Dublin: Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg: HeaBe,
Neuman&Co. Paris: Hottinguer& Co. New York: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-
pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal
cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Coiamercia
Credits issued available in Europe, Chii.a and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital, S2.100.000.

San- Francisco Office, 424 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid Up $3,000,000.
Reserve 4,500,000.

Agency at New York, 62 Wall street.
A.gency at Virgiiiio, Nev.

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraplric Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-
elers' Credits. Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORMAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E. Cor. Sansome and Pine Streets.

Loudon Office, 3 Angel Court ; New York Agents, J. W. Sel-
igman & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, $0,000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,

loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.

FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.
P. N. LtbiBSTHAL, Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITAL, 8300,000.
Officers: Vice-Presideut, Jerome Lincoln; Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith, Loans made on Real Estate and other
Approved Securities. Office : No. 215 Sansome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Spar und Lelhbauk, No 526 Calif orniastreet, San

Francisco. Okkickrs : President, L. GOTTIG. Board ok Dirkctors.—Fred.
Rocding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Egger?, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE ; Attorney, JOHN R.
JARBOE. May 18.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, of Zurich, Capital 5,000,000 francs; Helvetia,

of St. Gall, Capital 10,0D0,000 francs ; Baloise, of Basle, Capital 5,000,000 francs.

These three Companies arc liable jointly and severally for all losses that may be sus-

nincd. Losses made payable in all the principal seaports of the world. In the set-

tlement of all claims under an English polk y, these Companies will strietly adhere to
the conditions and customs adopted at Llovds, and submit to English jurisdiction.

June 9. HARRY W. SYZ, Agent, 4-20 and 422 California St., S. F.

PROF. JOS. JOSSET,
(graduate of the Uui versity of Paris: Ex. Professor of I>e
X la Mennais' Normal, France; late of Point Loroa Seminary, San Diego. Pri-

vate Lessons in the French Language. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 p.m. Private Lessons given at the res-

idence of the pupil. Dec. 0.

Parties living at a distance can have engravings made by sending photograph,
or Bketch on pn|>er, designating size require. Estimates furnished on application.

S. F. PHOTO-ENG. CO., 009 Merchant s:rect.



u SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER AND April 7, 1883.

WAIFS.
Wails which singly are as tight as air, but which together make

a momentous whole. •

And so it happens that they have caught John S. Gray, the default-

ing Secretary of the Harbor Commission. It was a narrow squeak. He
had, notwithstanding the best efforts of the police, reached G-uaymas in

Mexican territory. He must have had influential outside assistance or he

never would have got away from this city. The question arises as to

whence that assistance came. Thereby hangs a tale that will be highly

sensational and interesting if it is ever told. The truth is that Gray himself

personally never made away with the large sum he has misappropriated

during the last twelve months. He was a man of correct habits. He did

not drink or gamble, and was seldom seen outside of his own modest
home at night, and yet he is charged with having made away with $51,-

000 in the last year. It appears certain that the money has disappeared.

But clearly Gray never spent it on purposes of his own. No man could

flash about that sum of money without showing some outward signs of

what he was doing with it. Such signs were totally absent in Gray's

case. Somebody else was surely in that steal. That is sure, and the fact

gives rise to some curious speculations. Who was it that had a hold on

Gray, ran him, and used him? Who assisted him to leave the State, and
whv did they do it? When those queries are fully and truthfully an-

swered there will be some strange and wondrous denouements. In that

case there will be some bigger thieves than John S. Gray caught, and it

must be confessed that he is a pretty tali one. We think we could indi-

cate them in advance. We have had our eye on the Harbor department
for a long time past, and have not been unmindful of some very suggest-

ive outward and visible signs. Our word for it, it will turn out that

Gray was but the poor weak tool of more able and designing men. If

the facts ever fully come out there will be something to learn worth learn-

ing. It is to be hoped for every reason that Gray will be induced to talk

and tell all he knows. Certain more important personages than he are

quaking in their shoes to-day lest he should "give them away." The tele-

gram announcing his arrest gave them a shock worse than an earthquake.

They will await his every word and act with fear and trembling. It might

be well to offer him some degree of leniency in order to induce him to

tell all he knows. His friends say that he will never "squeal," and are

confidently reckoning on his quietly submitting to his fate without com-

mitting them. But they may reckon without their host. Certain facts

are already known and are traceable, and these may furnish a lead that,

if followed up, may bring out all the rest. There are those, who are wil-

ling to talk and bav<* talked, and the bottom facts of the conspiracy—for

it was a conspiracy—may be, and we believe will be, surely

reached. There are undoubtedly some sensational revelations in

store for those who may keep a keen eye on the future progress

of John S. Gray's prosecution. It was a cold day for some peo-

ple we know when he was arrested.——The New Harbor Com-
missioners are endeavoring to make clean appointments, and are to be
commended for most excellent intentions, and Governor Stoneman, to

his credit, has lent the whole weight of his authority—not in favor of any
particular men, but in favor of selections that will bear the closest scru-

tiny. It will not be his fault if any scandal is brought on this adminis-

tration. -^—Ex-Lieutenant Governor Johnson wants to exchange his

position as Registrar of Voters for that of Attorney of the Harbor Com-
mission. We do not think be ought to be, or that he will be, allowed to

have his own way. We could give some pretty substantial reasons why,
if we were so minded. Why he, a pnor man, should give up the larger

salary for the smaller one, is susceptible of an explanation that it would
be disagreeable to make. He has been provided for, as he deserved to be,

and oupht to be content. It is not to his interest to invite criticism of

hismotivjs for the apparently losing change he wants to make.—Young
Tobin is also a candidate for the Attorneyship of the Board of Harbor
Commissioners, so also is Captain Blanding.-^W. T. Baggett would
take the place if it is offered to. him, and. for his party services and un-
questionable competency it ought to be, but then men do not always, or

even often, receive the reward of their merits in this world. Baggett is

an able man and a worker who would help the law side of the adminis-
tration in many ways if he received the appointment, but we don't think
he will. John H. Wise has other fish to fry.—-^It is a pity the Legisla-

ture did not give Attorney-General Marsha1
1 a second assistant. He is

b.idly in need of a lawyer and a worker to assist him. As there is little

or nothing for the Attorney of the Harbor Commissioners to do, it might
be made a condition-of his appointment that he should consent to aid tbe

Attorney-General. There are scores of competent lawyers who would be
glad to take the office on those terms.—M. J. Kelly has retired from
his candidacy for Chief Wharfinger, in favor of his brother, the learned

and eloquent Senator. John S. Enos has installed himself at the cor-

ner of Dupont and Geary as the head of "the Bureau of Labor Statis-

tics." It is an office that will bring him no glory, and that will be abol
ished at the next session. Meanwhile his commodious rooms will be the
lounging quarters for " laboring men" who are more given to talking than
working.——The new Board of Health is not yet appointed, but will be
in a few days. It is believed that Drs. Perry, Cole, Shorb and Douglass
are to be the men, but there is doubt about Sh orb's consenting to take an
office that he has already held and that can bring him only unjust criti-

cisms. If he is wise he will not accept it. If he manages himself aright
he will be the next Congressman from his district.——Shackleford is seek-

ing again to he Secretary of the Board of Health, but B. J. Shay is going
around putting some awkward questions in that connection^— Doctors
Simpson, Murphy and Gibbons are advised to contest the appointment of

their successors. Senator Frank Sullivan, who made a good record
during the last Bession, is said to have the inside track for the next Con-
gressional nomination for tbe strong Democratic District south of Market
street, created by the new apportionment law.^—Hugh J. Mohan has
been appointed the efficient deputy in tbe useless office of "Labor Sta-
tistics."—Del Valle is after the next Congressional nomination in the
southern counties. -The first of a series of " anti-bass clubs " has been
formed with a boom that is a sure presage of success. The anti-boss feel-

ing has sunk deep into the hearts of thoughtful and self-respecting Dem-
ocrats. It is felt that something must be done if the party is to be saved.
It must at all hazards be rescued from the debased, corrupt and wicked
hands into which it has fallen. There is something better in the party
than that which congregates around the doors of the Bush-street saloon.

Brass Fire Sets,

Brass Fenders,

Brass Andirons,

Brass Candlesticks

Brass Lamps,

Brass Portables,

Brass Chandeliers,

Brass Brackets,

NEW, RICH AND ELECANT.

THOMAS DAY & CO.,
122 AND 124 SUTTER STREET. April 7.

NAHL COLLECTION OF OLD MASTERS.
On Exhibition E<rery Saturday from 9 Till 5,

At 506 Battery street opposite Postoffloe.

ADMISSION, 25 CENTS. March 17.

KINCSFORD'S OSWEGO STARCH
IS THE

STRONGEST, PUREST AND BEST!
AND IS RKCOUNIZiSD AS

THE STANDAED ALL OVER THE WOELD.

FOR INVALIDS,

KINGSFORD'S CORN STARCH
IS HIGHLY RECOMMENDED EOR ITS PURITY AND

DELICACY. Sept. 30.

GRAVES' LEDGER INDEX.

HOPPER'S WRITING TABLET.

STAFFORP'S INKS.

AMERICAN BOOK EXCHANGE PUBLICATIONS.
CAREW PAPERS.

CUNNINGHAM, 0TJRTISS & WELCH,
Corner San some and Sacramento Streets,

(Sept. 23.) San Francisco.

GILROY HOT SPRINGS.

Aii Old Favorite under Aew Management.

HOOP & TENNANT Proprietors and Managers.

There celebrated Springs, situated in a spur of the Coast Range, 12 miles east of

Gilroy, are NOW OPEN FOR THE SEASON. A complete renovation has been

made throughout, and the whole plaej has been put in delightful order. RATES
STRICTLY REASONABLE TO ALL. P. O., W. F. Ex. and Tel. offices on the

premises. Take the 10:40 train (daily) from depot cor. Fourth and Townseud streets,

to Gilroy, thence by stage to Springs, 12 miles. March 31.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Bnlner Consolidated Mining Company, San

Francisco, March 24, 1883.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the
above-named Company, held this day, Dividend No. 17, of Five Cents (5c.) per
share, was declared, payable on THURSDAY, April 12; 1833. Transfer books closed on
Monday, April 2, 1883, at 3 o'clock r. m This dividend is payable at the Farmers'
Loan and Trust Company, in New York, on all stock issued there, and at the

office in this city on all stock issued here. WM. WILLIS, Secretary.

Office—Room No. 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California. March 31.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office or the Standard Con. ftliniugr Company, Man Fran-

cisco, April 2d, 1883. —At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the
above named company, held this day, Dividend No. 53, of Twenty-five Cents (25z.)

per share, was declared, payable on THURSDAY, APRIL TWELFTH, 1883, at
the office in this city, or at the Farmers* Loan and Trust Company, in New Yurk.

WM. WILLIS, Secretary.

Office—Room No. 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,
California. April 7.

SEARCHER OF RECORDS FOR ALAMEDA COUNTY,

G, W. McKEaND.

Offices—Southeast Corner of Fourth and Broadway streets,

OAKLAND. March 31.
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CRADLE, ALTAR. AND TOMB.

it. * «on.

Ti»hn J. Mirk-, a daoghtl r.

* gmrxl, a daughter.

. i wa
ALTAR.

• Ktilli U Parlchurst.
I. II (...lull* K Plant.

ibetn Inwood.
no, both of tlii-, city.

I»rrb 20, Mich*. I r..ftY> t.. Mary IWlin.
March *', fcdwanl J. Iiiimomh I Grant.

...Wiiii. both of tbis oity.

t" Mar} T. Kol itiM.n. both of this city.

. Frank K Mrrritt to Josie Gsnrigtat.

Otto \i, inner i" Emma Row dd
I Matoh II, Thomas Packhim to Frederick Caroline Blessing,

April I, John Bsnrj Sheperto Helena Shcucr, both of this city.

TOMB.
Brno—March 31. Antone Berg, a native of Norway, aged 50 years.

April 1, Mary E. Casey, k native "f Boston, aged 87 years.

Oabdu -Apnl :'. Marts III. n god 40 years.

.
i Yaig, .-» native f Ne« ^ ork, i

native of New Yora City, aged 69 yean.
Haktman—March 81, Sarah Emm i Hartman, i native ol 8. P-, aged -J> years.

Mar; Ban kins, a native nf lr lears.

tpril i. ik-nrv Haver, native <! Germany, aged W years.

April i. Owen Aloyslua Jndtre, n native ol Ireland, aged '-'- years, a months.
Kp.iim.kin- March si, Matilda Kehilein, native ( Germany, aged 52 years.

Met en -March 31, Josephine Meyer, a native of Now fork, aged 12 years.

lidos - April I, Rev. Sylvester Woodbridge, native of Conn., aged 70 years

BUNCOMBE OF THE PERIOD.
In Europe just cow the Nihilists, Anarchists and Communists gener-

I ally, are doing their work. They are at war with peace, order, the rights

of property and with good government. They fret and fume under the

inexorable mandate that they shall gain their daily bread by the sweat of

their brows. They want to find a newer way to bread- winning. Hence

|
they alight upon the communistic idea. The thrifty and the industrious

are perforce to be compelled to contribute to the support of the indolent

i and wasteful. Property is, if they have their own way, to possess no

i

rights that may not be ruthlessly invaded at the mere whim and pleasure

I of the unthrifty many. There is to be a royal road to wealth. There is

I
to be a periodical division of all property. That is the cry of the day.

i That is the buncombe of the period.

It is not confined to the monarchical countries. In free, republican

France it takes on its most pronounced and threatening forms. And here

in the United States where all men are constitutionally said to be born

"free and equal," where there is a fair field and no favor, where every boy

starts in the race of life with the same advantages enjoyed by any of his

fellows, and where education, and all the benefits it confers, are within

the reach of the poorest man's sons, there is yet a large and glowing com-
munistic element, and ignorant foreigners of the baser sort, and shallow

pretenders to the poor knowledge conferred by too many of our common
school*, are busy fanning a flame of dissatisfaction, and, with curious and
inconsequential lo^ic, are claiming that the glorious " progress" of the age

is the cause of the "poverty" of its ne'er do-wells. Accordingto them no

man is to own anything. Everything is to be held in common. Property

in land is declared to be one of the most cunning designs of the devil to

cause oppression. No longer is it to be true that every man's home is his

castle. One of the finest passages in the English language, instinct as it

is with freedom and with the rights of the individual, is to be blotted out.

It was said by a great and liberty-loving statesman that "the English-

man's home is his castle ; the winds may blow through it, the sun may
shine through its crevices, and the rains of heaven may descend upon it,

but the King of England may not enter unbidden." The text is not be-

fore ns, but we give in effect the substance of as fine a sentiment as ever

fell from mortal lips. It embodies in a single sentence the rights of the

individual, absolute sanctity of all that is distinctively his. It is the em-

bodiment of a noble, a self-respective and grand idea that a man
should own something that he can call bis own. That his

home, his wife, his children and his household goods are sacred

to bis own just and righteous uses, and that no_ power on earth,

whether king, potentate, or lawless mob, can lay violent hands upon

them except by an unauthorized violation of the law, of the inherent

rights of the person, and of liberty itself. Yet the Buncombe of the^ pe-

riod advocates the giving tip of all this; that no man has any more right

to own a farm or a home than he has to own a slave, and that exclusive

ownership in land, or in property, or in anything, means tyranny and op-

pression. Progress is declared to be synonymous with poverty. No man
is to be allowed an incentive to accumulate and provide, with discretion

and forethought, for a rainy day. He is to be tempted to squander as he

pops along, and for the reason that if he saves up anything it is presently

to be divided and distributed among those who have "taken no thought

for the morrow." There is to be a premium on extravagance and a bribe

for indolence, and thatis the be-all and the end-all, the ultima (Atffae, the

haven of rest, and the paradise of bliss of the new order of economists

who in this and other lands are fooling the workingmau to the top of bis

bent. ,

Suppose for a moment that these demagogues had their ovyn way. and

what would it amount to? The estimated aggregate annual product of

all the industries of the United States is 810,000,000,000, which, equally

divided among the men, women, and children of our population would

give 50 cents per day as their gi'oss earnings. Their net savings, over and

above their cost of living, is of course very much less. Of the aggregate

sum there is consumed each year in the process of living, including ex-

|»rna«* 000. <>f the remaining $1,000,000,000,
'

I capital in i

.
|

annum, which alone could he divided according to the common
n sin per year for each man, bild, 01

-in per year for aach head of a family of four persona, If an equal dt*
tributi. had to be made the industrious man to hi* ow i

would have to yield up his |40a year to hii Idle neighbor. To say
i

.- of the thing, the indolent Fellow would hem-tit bat
little, for the money would In tl nd do him no good, whUet it- i

i who actually earned it would be a sore deprivation.
The Dommnntat is therefore nobody's friend, and is not in the end even

hi* own, but I n who sturdily depends) upon bil
own labor, wkill and industry For bis support. For, if such equal distil-

button could be made without the destruction of existing values, and tho
ruin ol the means of produ.ti-m which, plainly, it could not -it would
-till add but little to the comforts of even thj Both
muniete, who would in fact level all conditions lower than that of the
average laboring man in the present order of society, and the Anti mo-
nopolists, who take up the communistic cry a* against corporate capital,
should, BB the professed friends of the workingmen, respect first and as-

aail huh the established institutions ami interests of the country which
most enlarge the opportunities open to all for profitable employment.
The great cry of both those classes of revolutionists is against the rail-

\\ hat. are the railroads, and what part do they play in contribut-
ing to the prosperity of the whole people?
The railroads form the vast system of internal transportation in the

United States, without which interior development is impossible. They
have, more than all other agencies combined, extended the limits of pros-
perous settlement, and removed from the people the evils of circum-
scribed and over-crowded population which European historians and
statesmen have predicted would overthrow republican institutions in this

country. They have made available our prairies, and made every inch of
our enormous public domain accessible to the sea-board and to the mar-
kets of the world. In other words, they have immensely increased the
area of profitable employment for the workingmen. Yet it is urged that
there Bhould be an irrepressible conflict waged by the laborer against his
best friend. There is no better ground for interfering by statute with the
common law rights of property in railroads than in other kiuds of prop-
erty. If, in obedience to prejudiced and unwise clamor, we begin with
legislation to direct the management of railroad property, there is no dis-

cernible stopping- place to be found. Railroads, like all other enterprises,
may safely be left to work out their own destiny. As the country fills up
there will be as much competition between rival railroads as in any other
line of business. As products increase and traffic enlarges, fares and
freights will be reduced, and in the end it will be found that theie are no
evils in our railroad system that will not surely cure themselves.

SUPERIOR BLINDS.
Among the various articles of convenience and utility which modern

ingenuity and invention have produced, none occupy a more prominent
position than the Wilson Rolling Blinds. These blinds are of almost all

conceivable shapes and sizes, and adapted to every purpose for which a
blind can be med. There is the Wilson Venetian Blind, which is suited
to the protection of piazzas, and steamboats and railroad cars; the Wilson
Revolving Steel Shutters, which is suited for stores, railroad round-
houses and freight- houses, and almost all descriptions of public buildings,
banks, etc. ; the Wilson Eastlake Blind, suited for private residences in
city or country; the Wilson Close Slat Blind, which can, in addition to

its ordinary use as a blind, be utilized as a partition to divide off into

compartments a school-room or other large ball; the Wilson English Ve-
netian Blind, for dwelling-houses, hotels, etc.; the Wilson Hartford Blind,
the slats of which operate without a rod, and which is admirably suited
for domiciliary building; the Wilson Factory and Office Blind, the pur-
pose of which is indicated by its name; and the Wilson Blind for closing

cases, cabinets, store fronts, etc. The great advantage of all the various
patterns of blinds manufactured under the Wilson Patent is the ease with
which they are operated. There is no dragging or catching, and attend-
antdelaysand annoyances; on the contrary, everything moves with the
regularity of clockwork, and in obedience to a well designed and thor-

oughly tested mechanical pripeiple. Besides, these blinds are manufac-
tured out of the best materials and by the most skillful workmen, and
their powers of endurance and wearing qualities can be relied upon. Mr.
Robert Blum, of 126 Kearny street, is the general agent for the Wilson
Patent Rolling Blinds on the Pacific Coast.

STOP-OVER PRIVILEGES.
The conductors on the Central and Southern Pacific Railroads have

been furnished with the following orders: Hereafter conductors will give

thirty days' time on special round-trip tickets sold to destinations and at
rates given in supplements to local ticket rates issued since January,
1880, instead of twenty, as heretofore. All stop-over privileges will be al-

lowed on these tickets, though this was not so before, but timely applica-

tion must be made to the conductor for stop-over checks. This extension
will apply to all tickets purchased since March 10th. Stop-over checks
are good until the expiration of the tickets. The tickets covered thereby
are those reading for passage as follows: Between San Francisco and Red-
ding or intermediates, via Benicia and Woodland, or via Benicia and
Sacramento; between San Francisco and Gait or intermediates, via Anti-
och or Livermore ; between San Francisco and terminus Colorado
division. Southern Pacific Railroad, or Colton or Santa Ana or intermedi-
ates. Stop-over privileges will be granted in the same manner on road-

trip tickets between Los Angeles and stations named in supplement No.
33 local ticket-rates of July 1, 1879.

A mau, whose wife charged him with battery, told the magistrate that
he struck her in a tit of anger. She retorted that he was fibbing, and
that, as a matter of truth, he struck her in the kitchen.

Care-worn persona, students, weak and overworked mothers will find

in Brown's Iron Bitters a complete tonic, which gives strength and tone
to the whole system.
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BIZ.

The rains that have fallen in this State since Easter-night, and which
have continued with slight intervals up to this hour of writing, have
swelled the rainfall for the season to something over 15 inches—even
more than we had at a corresponding date last year; and from this the

conclusion seems to be wisely drawn that we are to reap as bountiful a
harvest as we did last season, and some say even more, by reason of

increased acreage devoted to the cereals the current year. Be it so. The
outlook at this writing is all that could be desired, and our farmers and
business men in general are in ecstacies at the bright prospects of abun-
dant harvests of cereals, fruits, etc., which are everywhere apparent.

Shipowners come in for a share of the good times in prospective.

Grain Freights for future loading (say in mid-Summer) could not now be
quoted unde £3 to the United Kingdom. It will be for the interest of

those controlling vessels suited to the grain-carrying trade to head thein

to this coast with surety of good freights for a year to come.

The Lumber Trade of the North Pacific is being rapidly developed

by reason of an increased export inquiry thereof for shipment to Europe,

etc. The initiatory shipment was made some months ago from Puget
Sound for the G-erraan Bark Helene. This venture, says the Oregonlan,

was then thought to be purely speculative, and this impression was due
to the low freight rate then ruling. But within the past fortnight the

demand has taken such a turn as to warrant an increased trade in Lum-
ber with Europe. Very recently a shipment of Red Fir was made to

Scotland from Washington Territory, including a small invoice of Cedar,

and also of certain grades of Black Walnut. Of late inquiries have been
made by a Danish house, requesting information as to the .Lumber re-

sources of Oregon and Washington Territory. It is not improbable that

the inquiry will lead to some shipments of Lumber to the Baltic. A ship-

ment was recently made to London, of which Northern Lumber formed
the most important item of the cargo. Recently a contract has been made
for a direct shipment from Washington Territory of an assorted cargu of

Puget Sound Lumber to Panama, and from this it is inferred that no lit-

tle demand will be made from the Isthmus, growing out of the projected

Canal. Not long since a shipment of White Pine Lumber was made
from Oregon to Antwerp. Mexico, Central and South America are draw-
ing upon us constantly for Lumber, while the Australian Colonies are

large purchasers of Doors and other Lumber. China takes some of our
Lumber, while New York has, of late years, drawn heavily upon us for

Redwood Shingles, etc. The Lumber Mills at Burrard Inlet, British

Columbia, will, of course, come in for their full share of this Lumber
traffic.

Our Exports of late have been free and liberal. The clearances at

the Custom House on Saturday last included the following vessels: Br.
ship British General, with Cotton, Wheat, etc.—value .§127,452. Tropic
Bird, for Papete, general cargo—value 832,000; and to Marquesas Islands,

mdse.—value §2,916. P. M. S. S. Oolima carried to New York,
via Isthmus, Brandy, Wine, Copper, Lead and Wool—value §90,972;
also, for Central American ports, 3,403 bbls. Flour, 5,000 lbs. Rice, etc.

—

value 846,738; also, to Mexican ports, mdse.—value $5,000; to Panama,
Rice, Flour, etc.—value ©13,000, and to South America, mdse.—value

§2,085. To Guayaquil, per seh. Ounalaska, Bread and other mdse.

—

value §18,581. Bk. D. C. Murray, for Honolulu, carried general merch-
andise—value $22,S29. Bk. Eureka, for same, a like cargo—value
§21,971. Bk. Ella, for same, ditto-value $23,111. To Victoria, B. C,
per Victoria, general cargo—value §32,144; also, in transit, ditto—value
§43,184. The Br. steamer Suez, for Honolulu, in addition to some 400
Chinese passengers, carried a full cargo of mdse— value §83,508. This,

we think, is a good clearance for a single day at our Custom House.

For the Orient.—The P. M. S. S. City of Peking, for China, sailed

March 29th, with 11,547 bbls. Flour, 1,000 flasks Quicksilver, 1,393,200
yds. Cutton Sheetings, etc.—value §224,504—besides §319,662 52 in

Treasure. She also carried to Japan a general cargo of the value of

some §22,500.

Imports during the past week include the following arrivals from the
Sandwich Islands : Schooner Dakota, 12A days frum Honolulu, with
6,255 pkgs. Sugar, 3,727 bags Rice, 103 bbls. Molasses ; schooner Ida
Schnauer, from Hilo, with 6,409 bags Sugar and 93 pksrs Molasses ; bark
Discovery, 17 days from Honolulu, with 12,837 bags and 59 kegs Sugar ;

also, 200 bbls. of Molasses ; Consuelo, 22 days from Honoluln, with 7,674
bags Sugar, 250 bags Rice and 8 casks Sperm Oil ; schooner Emma Claud-
ina, from Kahului, with 5,600 bags Sugar. From Manila we have the
British bark Wylo, 60 days, with 28,886 bags Sugar and 2,000 bales of

Hemp. The Cyaue, from Gaudeleraa, brought 1,514 bags Sugar.

From Philadelphia we have the ship Standard, with General Mer-
chandise ; Gerard C. Toby, from New York, with 300 tons Brimstone,
etc.; ship Cyrus Wakefield, from New York, with 1,500 bbls. Cement,
Hemp, Iron, etc.

From Glasgow we have the Br. ship Pinmore, 113 days, with 1,500
tons Pig Iron and 1.697 tons Coal; from Liverpool, Br. ship Majestic,
105 days, with 21,758 bxs. Tin Plate, Salt, Iron, etc. From Hull we
have the ship Levi G. Burgess, 132 days, with 7,535 Steel Rails ; ship Ja-
bez Howe, 120 days from Liverpool, with general cargo. From Central
America, per P. M. S.S. San Bias, 6.192 bags Coffee, 335 bags Sugar; and
from same, per steamer San Jose. 192 bags Sugar and 361 bags Coffee.
From Iquique, per Br. bark Geo. Grant, 1,100 tuns Nitrate and 400 bags
of Chili Walnuts.

From New York, via Isthmus, we have 3,898 kegs Nails, per San
Jose. etc. From Jaluit, Marshall's Group of Islands, we have the bark
J. W. Seaver, with 185 tons Cobra; from Mexican ports, 708 cs Limes,
per San Jose.

Passengers and Freights Northward.—Owing to the rapid increase

of trade to Oregon, Washington Territory and British Columbia, several

large steamers have been placed on the several routes, and they depart al-

most daily loaded to their utmost carrying capacity. Many of these im-
migrants go under contract to work on the Northern Pacific Railroad,
taking their wives and children with them. This northern trade is in- I

creasing so very rapidly that several of our largest mercantile houses have
established branches in Portland, Or., hoping thereby to secure a good
share of that business.

Oats.—Continue to rule high, say, $1 90@$2 $ cental.

Corn.—Yellow Nebraska, $1 65@S1 70 # cental ; California, SI
$1 75.

WooL—The Spring clip arrives sparingly, and the price is not yet
fully established.

Wheat.—The spot price has now declined to SI 82£ @, $1 874 per ctL
No great demand.

Barley.—The market has declined amazingly since the rains of the
past ten days. Brewing, SI 25; Feed, 81 15; Chevalier, $1 30.

Hops.—Holders are firm in demanding 90c.@S»l $ lb.

Fig Iron.—Oregon and Washington Territory have sent us 225 tons
this week ; a new source of supply.

THE HOTEL DEL MONTE

HOT SALT WATER SWIMMING BATHS

WILL BE REOPENED FOR THE SEASON

Sunday, April 1, 1883.

The DRIVES have all been put in excellent repair, and the Climate is incompara-

bly lovely. FISHING in the bay and rivers is very good. The GROUNDS, com-
prising 126 acres, contain

Drives, Lawn Tenis, Croquet, Swings, Sand Boxes, and a Hundred
Other Things for Frolicking: Children. March 31.

LOWELL PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Manufactured by the U. S. Cartridge Co.

SVPERXOK TO ALL OTHERS.

FIRST QUALITY—WATERPROOF. SECOND QUALITY-GOOD FOR ONE
SHOT. SURE FIKE AND DURABLE.

Cartridges, Brass Shells, Loading Implements, etc.

E3F~ For sale by all dealers. March 31.

THE GUTTA PERCHA AND RUBBER MANFG. CO.,
Manufacturers and Dealers in

RUBBER GOODS,
Offers tor the FALL TRADE the FINEST LINE of RUBBER CLOTHING ever

in this market, both Heavy, Medium and Gossamer ; also are

SOLE AGENTS ON THE PACIFIC COAST FOR THE BOSTON RUBBER
SHOE CO'S SUPERIOR RUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES.

Pure Gum and Dull Finish Boots, Hip and Short; Im. Sandals, Arctics,'

Gaiters, Footholds, etc.

JOHN W. TAYLOR, Manager,
Cor. First and Market streets,

fSept. 23.] San Francisco.

C. W. M. SMITH, /^&\The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor, /Kj^PVrCt
Established in 1S02, ("AIENIqI

Removed to 824 Sansome Street.\^£jj55/

635
s MR. C. W. M. SMITH is the patent attorney for Marriott's Aeroplane Com-

pany for Navigating the Air. Oct. 22.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,
Agents for RICORD'S RESTORATIVE PILLS,

635 Market Street. San Francisco, Cat.
PALACE HOTEL. Juno 24.

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,

OCULIST.

1formerly at No. 313 I5ii-.Ii street, has removed to Phelan's
~ Building, Rooms 300 to 301. Hours for Consultation: 12 m. to 3 J'.M.

Take the Elevator. May 27.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 215 SEARV ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.

Feb. 6.] OFFICE HOURS: 1 to 4 P.M.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYIIOAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

300 FOURTH STREET. SAH FRANCISCO.
[July IE.]

The Printing Department of the S. F. News Letier has superior facilities

for executing first-class work. Send for estimate.
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NOTABILIA.
THE PEDDLERS BONO.

Utwn »• • hit* • rtrh rn no*

;

Ciyrwm black m e*«r me erow ;

I'rrtuinc hff »
I

«« ttrdrdmr*;

« from hm. I to hcrl

:

Oncnebuvof nM.cnawicnnMouy.covmbay,
Ituv, ]»i», or chx- ><*ir Iw*-*^.^

Wiu.uk mumm*»«.

Thoec gentlemen who, in the matter of «.mu». like t<> kwp utirwwt of
fn>nt row o( the pi ild enniii.lt tho cata-

logue jurt iwned by C. Herrinain
In it they will find no \am than twenty -i

in nun- .itni boy**' head gear atnl

ilinc purchaneni, more particularly thoM rwid-
iitry, will fin* :e in choosing

wisely that which is best suited t«> tin ir physical appearance.

"It was pitched without, " cnid a clergyman having Noah's* ark for hit*

and an old ba»e ball player, wlm hail been dombttring, awoke
with a start and yelled "foul." Then tho first bass singer camo, and as
he led him to the door by the ear he Mid :

" Yon go home and paint yonr
riahable Paint, sold bj .T. U. Kelly & Co., Market

street. It ma three times as far as ordinary paint, and is impervious to

sun <>r rain."

It sometimes happens that impertinence is paid bark in Its own coin.

Once, wlit-ii John Randolph was It/living a country tavern, the landlord
said: " .Mr. Handolph, which way are you going? The gruff Virginian
rep! if.': " I've paid my bill and it's none of your business." Half an hour
later Randolph tame to a eron road, and, not knowing which road to

take, sent his servant bftek to mature. The landlord replied : "Tell Mr.
Randolph that he has paid his bill and he can take which road he pleases."

*' TObere do the wicked men go who drink liquor !** asked a temper-
ance lecturer of a small boy at a San Francisco Sunday School, "Well,"
replied the youngster, "some of them go to the saloons and drink bad
whisky, but the more sensible ones enjoy their toddy at home, ami buy
their supplies of pure and unadulterated liquors at P. J. Cassin & Uo's.,

Battery and Washington streets." That boy got the prize.

Clarence Fitz-Herbert sends a poem, beginning " I will wait for my
love at heaven's gate." You are about right, Clarence. People who write

that kind of poetry seldom get any farther than the gate. But if you re-

form your habits and put one of those magnificent Arlington Ranges,
sold by lie La Mnotanya, Jackson street, in your kitchen, your love will

wait for you at your own gate.

A Chicago man visiting the East was bragging about his native city.
" It's the best place in the world to live," he exclaimed. "It has the best

water, the freshest air, the largest hotels, more saloons to the square than
any city in America ; but, best of all, as soon as you are tired of married
life you can get a divorce in fifteen minutes."

—

Phil, fierald.

The appearance of bald-headed eagles is regarded as the true harbin-
ger of spring, just as the appearance of bald-headed men in the orchestra

seats is a sure indication that the burlesque troupe is well supplied with
high kickers and shapely understandings, and would, if photographed by
the celebrated Bradley & Kulofson, Geary and Dupont streets, make a
delightful album.

A minister in Oakland had a disagreement with a neighbor, where-
upon the neighbor's wife forwarded a challenge of combat to the clergy-

man's weaker half. The matter was compromised by the parson taking

all four to lunch at Swain's, 213 Sutter street, S. F., where one meets Uie
elite of the city, and can obtain all kinds of delicious delicacies.

The man who tried to explain away his chicken- stealing experience by
saying that he was a member of the humane society, and felt it his duty
to thin out the overcrowded hen-coops for the sake of giving them better

ventilation, has his board paid for ninety days by an appreciative commu-
nity. Nobody's talents need go to seed in this country.—St. Louis Burnet.

It is not necessary to enter into particulars in referring to the com-
plicated organic and functional difficulties to which the more delicate

classes of American women are subject ; but we take pleasue in saying

that Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham's Great Remedy for all these troubles has

an unbounded popularity.

Jf you 'wish to be in keeping with the bright sunshine of this glorious

Spring weather, you must, like the earth, put on a new covering. The
best place to do this at is J. M. Litchfield & Co's., merchant tailors, 415

Montgomery street.

They were talking about a young lady acquaintance. " Yes," he said,

"I acknowledge that she is witty and accomplished, and that is just the

reason why I would never think of marrying her. I don't want a wife

who would always get the best of me in an argument. I've seen ray own
father suffer too much not to be cautious.

—

Phil. Herald,

If you want to get out of a scrape just let your beard grow, and
if yon want to get some delicious Oysters go to Moraghan's Parlors, Cal-

ifornia Market.

J. W. Caimany, 25 Kearny street, still continues to be the leading

trader in Underwear aud Gent's Furnishing Goods. Give him a trial.

"We're going to have some amateur theatricals for the benefit of our

society," said Brown ;
" do you think that Biggs would take a part if it

was offered him ?" " Biggs take a part !" exclaimed Fogg; "gui
don't know Biggs, No, sir, he wouldn't take a part ; he'd want the whole

or nothing. Nothing half-way about Biggs.

The Sand-bag is the nineteenth century club, and Brooks' Spool Cot-

ton is the best in the market.

J. P. Cutter's Old Bourbon.—This celebrated Whisky is for sale by
all first class druggists and grocers. Trade mark— star within a shield.

In a Jeweler a atore a diamond ntnne is regarded *« being much mora
valoabl le-etone, but in a free fight the position ol thl

reversed, and the diamond Iulm to take % ingfa it* ownei
wars u I<m.king IUu that are old by

I 1.1 I < 'olliiuetriitl -

A good medicinal tonic, with real merit, U Brown's Iron Bitters, so
all driii

Fine Watch Repairing '« •' W. Tucker 4 Oo"> . eomarel h.-nrny and Geary

ROCK'S NURSERIES.-TREES.

FOR SALE.-A Large Assortment of Thrifty. Well-Grown Fruit,
Shade and Ornamental Trees.

NEW AND RARE EVERGREENS,
PALMS, BAMBOOS, sum lis. ROSE8, etc. SMALL Fill ITS. [oolodtiur a Lar«c

Tartar* id GRAPEVINES tor Table, for Wine Mid fur Bat

STRAWBERRIES.
OF NEWEST AND BEST VAK1ETIES FOR MARKET AND FOB HtOFIT.

Descriptive Catalogues will be Sent as follows:

No. 1.— Fruits, Grapevines, Berries, eto 3 cents
No. 8 .—Ornamental Trcca, Shrubs, Hoses, etc 3 cents

M.i h 17] JOHN ROCK, Kan Joae, Cnl.

H.B.Williams. A. Ohesebrough. W. H. Dimond.

WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO.,

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
UNION BUILDING,

JUNCTION MARKET AND PINE STREETS.
Agents for Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific strum Navigation Company,

The Cunard Royal Mail Steamship Company, ** The California Line of Clippers,
frtmi New York and Boston, and " The Hawaiian Line."
Sau Francisco, January 31, 1880. Jan. 31.

C. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

SAN FitANCISCO and NEW YORK.
6^* Agents of American Sugar Refinery, corner of Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. Jan. 17.

TABER, HARKER & CO.,

IMPOHTEXS AND WHOLESALE GSOCESS,
109 anil 110 California St., S. F.

I"April 19.J

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY
No- 310 Sansome Street,

San Francisco.

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN FURS.
[September 21.1

MARBLE WORKS.
MANTELS and GRATES, MOUVMENTS and BEABSTONES,

In Marble and Scotch Granite,
827 Market street bet. Fourth anil Fifth.
Kg- Send for Designs and Prices. W. II. MeCOKlKIt'K.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Gold Medal, Paris, 1878.

Told by all Stationers. Sole Agent for tbe United States:
3 MR. HENRY HOE, 91 John street, N. Y. Jan. 6.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,

NO. 922 POST STREET.
ay and Boarding Scbool for Yonngf Ladies aud Children.
KINDERGARTEN.

MADAME B. ZEITSKA, A. M., Principal.

D
[Jan 13.]

AMERICAN EXCHANGE HOTEL,
Snnsome street, Corner Hal leek, Shii Francisco.—This

hotel is in the very center of the business portion <>f the city, and has been
renovated and newly furnished throughout. The traveling public will find this to

be the must convenient as well as the most comfortable aud respectable hotel in the
city. TAliLE FIRST-CLASS. Hoard and room, SI, §1.25 and $1.50 per day. Nice
Bingle rooms per night, 50 cents. Breakfasts or dinners, SO cents. Lunch, 25 cents.

Eighteen tickets, good for any meals, for {5. Hot and cold baths free. Free coach
to and from the hotel Oct. T.

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,

STUCK BROKERS,
No. 314 Pine Street San Francisco.

[May 20.]

A. WALDSTEIN,
Lfthog-rnpher nntl Zliicographer, No. 320 Sansome ntreet.

Room 43, Second Floor. Aug. 19.

Catalogues, Books, Illustrated Circulars and Illuminated Printing executed in

superior manner by the S. F. News Letter.
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MEDICAL EDUCATION.
We learn from the Western Lancet that some substantial attempt has

recently been made in the medical department of the university to im-

prove the standard of medical education in this State. At the last ex-

amination, four candidates out of nineteen failed to obtain diplomas, a

circumstance unparalelled in the history of the college. Next year the

candidates for admission as students will be required to pass a matricula-

tion examination in the English language, arithmetic and elementary
chemistry, whilst in 1886 this examination will also include algebra, phy-
sics and botany. In future years the annual session for instruction will

be prolonged from six to nine months. A somewhat similar, though less

• learly defined improvement has also been adopted at the Cooper College.

These improvements do not come one moment too soon, and deserve

every possible encouragement and support. Medical diplomas have hither-

to been issued far too freely both in this and other States. They have
failed to be considered evidences of learning or of medical ability. And
they have been chiefly useful as cloaks for ignorance. So many quacks
and abortionists have been deplomaed by recent legislation, that the pub-
lic has ceased to discriminate between those which represent s^und learn-

ing and those which cover up the false. The public has thus gradually

lost faith in the so-called regular school of medicine, and has bestowed a
large share of its patronage on the holders of dogmatic views—homeopaths,
eclectics, hydropaths, electrics, magnetics, etc. This deplorable state of

things has been increased by the competition between many rival schools

of medicine which are found throughout the States.

Corporations and Faculties have bid high for pupils not by the talents

of the professors—not by the perfection of the means of teaching—not

by the opportunities for acquiring practical acquaintance with the intri-

cacies of disease, or the best methods of treatment—but by the cheapness
and shortness of the curriculum, and by the ease with which the final

examinations could be passed. No preliminary education was then
required. Indeed, it would have been absurd to demand of students any
special knowledge of their mother tongue when the professors themselves
failed to spell correctly. In past years we bad great occasion to denounce
the laxity of the San Francisco Faculties—in granting their diplomas to

the quacks. Under this system men, women, and even boys, were de-

clared to be Doctors of Medicine, who could not write a safe prescription

or place a bandage on a wounded limb. Carpenters, barbers, druggists,

missionaries and shop-boys, have obtained diplomas, after a few months of

desultory study carried on during the intervals of business occupying the
principal portion of the day. And when these very inadequate demands
were considered excessive, or found to be inconvenient, these same per-

sons have been armed with all the powers of physicians and surgeons
without the necessity of having attended or seen a single case, and—in

Massachusetts—without the necessity of having studied one hour, or of

passing any examination whatever.
Now, sound learning in medicine leads to modesty and cautious state-

ment. It seeks new facts, and acknowledges that the true progress of art
is slow and difficult. On the contrary, ignorance is only cloaked by dog-
matism. The half-educated doctor has to play a part before the world in
order to conceal his true character, and will be positive in proportion to

his ignorance. There is, therefore, no better test of the soundness of

medical education, than the faithfulness displayed by those who pursue
their investigations into the nature and treatment of disease, on those
lines of scientific truth, which have led to the great improvements of the
last half century, and there is no stronger evidence of a low standard of
medical teaching than the prevalence of dogmatic doctors, and the for-

bearance with which dogmatic teaching is received. Take for example,
the homeopaths, who are dogmatists of the highest order, who, pinning
their faith on the dogma, " like will be cured by like," rely on a millionth
of a grain to carry out the rule. And we ask where, and under what
circumstances do they most prevail? We say, just where medical educa-
tion is most defective. It is no great desparagement to the medical col-

leges of San Francisco to say that tbey are inferior to the celebrated
schools of Europe. Else why should some of the professors boast of hav-
ing been there. And yet there are proportionally more homeopathic
doctors in this city than elsewhere: Here, the number of regular doctors
as compared with horneopathists is scarcely more than 20 to 1, while in
London, the furmer number 48 to 1 ; in Edinburgh, 53 to 1 ; and in
Dublin 13$ to 1. Taking the quacks and irregulars as a body, it would
be found that more are licensed in this city than in all Great Britain.
Lastly, the tolerance of quackery by these graduates is an evidence of

their inferior education. In New York a new code of ethics has been
adopted, which permits the member of the regular professiou to meet
legally qualified practitioners of every class, whatever may be their
tenets or their mode of treatment. The only opponents were men of the
first distinction, such as Austin Flint. The cry for freedom to meet the
quacks was applauded to the echo. The true inwardness of this would
seem to be the desire to share the successes of the quacks ; but such a
feeling is a sure proof of the low standard of professional education
which has so extensively prevailed. We shall watch with growing inter-
est the improvements now noticed, and we trust they will tend to the dis-
comfiture of quacks.

In the Novelettes and translations from the French, which one of
our contemporaries has been publishing of late, and which sail about as
close to the wind as they dare, there always seems to be some determinate
limit beyond which the suggestive language is not permitted to go—

a

point past which the mind only of the reader is allowed to carry him.
Things are improving, however, in this respect, and there has of late been
a kindly lessening of the mental exertion required by the reader to sup-
ply the blanks. Thus in the last brochure, "The Randolphs of Red-
woods," a playful story of how at a ball a young army officer gets a soci-
ety belle drunk on champagne in the conservatory, where, after " kicking
her tiny feet about in a fashion trying to the soul of man," and, giddy
with the wine, she falls into his arms. Theu follows "mutual gazes,"
"ruffled hair," "ivory neck," " satiu skin,'' "flushed face," et cetera, of
true Swinburnian school of thought, the kissing which naturally came on
finally ending, to use the anth. r's own words, "in h s kissing every avail-
able inch of her anatomy bared to public view." All that the reader's
mind is asked to supply is the precise nature and extent of the intoxi-
cated girl's anatomy, which had by this time acquired the characteristics
mentioned.

T
PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

be Company's steamers will sail for Hong-kong1 and
Yokohama:

CITY OP RIO DE JANEIRO MAY 17, at 2 p. m.

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and return at reduced rates.

For New York, via Panama:
SAN JOSE APRIL 14, at 10 o'clock a. m.,

Taking Freight aud passengers to MAZ ATLAN, SAN BLAS, MANZANILLO and
ACA.PULCJ, and via ACAPULCO for Lower Mexican and Central American Ports,
calling at SAN JOSE DE GUATEMALA, and LA LIBERTAD to land passengers
and mails.

Tickets to and from Europe by any line for sale at the lowest rates ; also for Ha-
vana and all West India ports.

For Honolulu, Auckland aud Sydney:
CITY OF SYDNEY APRIL 7, at 2 r. M.,

Or immediately ou arrival of the English mails.

Ten Dollars additional is charged for Upper Cabin passage.
For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and Brannan streets.
[April 7.J WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., General Agents.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,

For Japan and China, leave wharf, corner First aud Bran-
nan streets, at 2 p.m., for YOKOHAMA AND HONGKONG, connecting at

Yokohama with Steamers for Shanghai.

1883.
From San Faisciaco
FOR HOXGKONO. STKAMER.

SATURDAY, July 21st COPTIC
SATURDAY, September loth . ..ARABIC
THURSDAY, September 27th. OCEANIC
THURSDAY, October 11th COPTIC

Trom San Francisco
for hoxgkos'g. stkamer.

TUESDAY, April 10th ARABIC
SATURDAY, April 21st OCEANIC
THURSDAY, May 3d COPTIC
THURSDAY, June 28th ARABIC
TUESDAY, July lOtll OCEANIC

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates.
Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.'s

General Offices, Room 74, cor. Fonrtb anil Towuseml sts.

For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific MailSteam-
ship Company's Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN, General PasBenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD, President. March 24.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamers of this Company will sail from Broadway Wharf

as follows

:

For Victoria, B.C., and Puget Sound Porta: On the 10th, 20th and 30th of each
month (except when such days fall on a holiday, then on the day previous!. Steamer
of the 30th connects at Port Townsend with steamer " City of Chester " for Alasna.
For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the O. R. & N. Co.: Every4 days.
For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 5th, 10th, 15th,

20th, 25th and 30th of each month.
For Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and

Ventura: Every Wednesday at 8 A.M,
For Eureka, Areata, and Hookton, Humboldt Bay: Every Wednesday, 9 'clock.

For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc.: Every Monday.

Ticket Office, No. 214 ffltontg-omery Street, near Pine.

Nov. 26.

GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,
No. 10 Market street.

FOR PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, OREGON.
The Oregon Railway and Navigation Company and Pacific

Coast Steamship Company will dispatch from Spear-street Wharf, for the
above ports, one of their new Al Iron Steamships, viz. : QUEEN OF THE PACIFIC,
COLUMBIA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA and OREGON.

Sailing: Days,
^.pril 3 6 -9-12-15-18 -31-24 -27-30th, and every following

Three Days, at 10 o'clock a. m.

Connecting at Portland, Oregon, with Steamers and Railroads and their connecting
Stage Lines for all points in Oregon, Washington and Idaho Territories, British

Columbia and Alaska.
Ticket Office 214 Montgomery Street

GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,
[April 7.J No. 10 Market street, San Francisco.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Sierra Xevaria Silver Mining' Company.—Locution of prin-

cipal place of business, San Francisco, California. Location of works. Storey
county, Nevada. Notice is hereby given that at a meeting of the Trustees, held on
the 2W*th d»y of March. 1883, an assessment {No. 76) of One Dollar per share was
levied upon the capital stock of the corporation, payable immediately, in United
States gold coin, to the Secretary, at the offije of the company, Room 57, Nevada
Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, California.

Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the SECOND day of

M&Y, 1S&3, will be delinquent, and advertised for sale at public auction ; and unless

payment is made betore, will be sold on MONDAY, the TWENTY-FIRST day
of

* MAY, 1883, to pay the delinquent assessment, together with cost of advertising

and expenses of sale. E. L. PARKER, Secretary.

Office- Room No. 57, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California. March 31.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
CALIFORNIA MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 7
Aiii'iunt per Share 20 Cents
Levied February 27, 1883
Delinquent in Office April 16,1883
Day of Sale of Delinquent Slock May 4, 1883

C. P. GORDON, Secretary.

Office—Room 23, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California. March 3.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office or the Navajo Miuing- Comimuy . San Francisco, Cal.,

April 2d, 1853. -At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the above named
eoojpanj , held this day. Dividend No. 8, of Twentv-five Cents (55c.) per share, was
declared, payable on FAlDAY, APRIL THIRTEENTH, 1S83. Transfer books closed

on Saturday, April 7th, 1853, at 1-2 o'clock M. J. W. PEW, Secretary.
Office—Room 15*, No. 310 Pine street, San Francisco, Cal. April 7.
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The Only Direct, and the Shortest. Quickest and Best Equipped
Broad-Gauire Road to the Immense Redwood Forests of Sonoma
County and the Beautiful Scenery of the Russian River.
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SONOMA VALLEY RAILROAD.

This Road Runs Through the Finest Vineyards in the State.

Boat* and Trains Leaft- San Francisco as follow*!

{Sundays excepted), FROM WASHINGTON
m of Sonoma, Glen Ellen and Way Points

2.1^ P. h. Dsilv (Sunday* excepted), FROM WASHINGTON-STREET WHARF,
•**" (or 11

8:20

Sunday Excursions.
M. (Sundays only), FROM WASHINGTON-STREET WHARF, for the

town of Sonoma, Glen Ellen and Way Points. Round-Trip Tickets.—To
Bottoms, 11; to Glen Ellen, $1 60.

ARTIIl K HIGHES, PETER J. McGLYNN,
General Manager. Gen. Pass, and Tkt. Apt.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
SPECIAL NOTICE.—The Steamship City of Sydney, for

HONOLULU, AUCKLAND and SYDNEY, will sail MONDAY, APRIL 9th, at
I p. M , or immediately on arrival of the English mails.

WILLIAMS, D1M0ND & CO., General Agents.
San Francisco, April 6th, 1883.

A SMALL BUT USEFUL BOOK.
By W. P. Gerhard, Civil andHouse Drainage and Sanitary Plumbing:.

Sanitary Engineer. D. Van Nostrand, New York.

This is a little brochure of 205 pages in board covers, but it possesses a
value far beyond what its modest appearance would indicate. The con-

tents of this book weie originally prepared for the annual report of the

State Board of Health of Rhode Island. Subsequently the report was
rearranged and publisbedin VanNostrand's Magazine, and, finally, it was
thought that the great importance of the subject, and the high degree of

merit which marked the manner of its treatment, warranted its publica-

tion in a more permanent and accessable form—a conclusion which the

critical reader will find no difficulty in concurring in. Mr. Gerhard in

this brochure discusses, from the standpoint of a well-read man of science,

who has devoted years of study and observation to the practical aspect of

the matter, the great question of house drainage, and the relation which
the plumber sustains toward the doctor and undertaker. Mr. Gerhard's
style is easy and his diction expressive, so that, although his work is

thorough and quite profound, in a mechanical and scientific sense, the lay-

man as well as the professional can readily follow his meaning. The wide
circulation of this book among the masses is, therefore, to be desired, be-

cause it will result in the diffusion of knowledge regarding one of the most
important questions in the social economy of the present day.

Metaphors are ticklish weapons, and the injudicious use of one caused

much merriment in the House of Commons on Monday night. The
speaker was an Irishman, a staunch opponent of Sunday Closing and of

Permissive Bills, and personally a considerable benefactor to the Revenue.

He was criticizing the Irish Attorney- General's answer to Mr. Parnell.

"The facts," said the honorable member, "relied on by the Attorney-
General are strange. His statement is a strong oue. Now, Mr. Speaker,

I can swallow a good deal—("Hear, hear!" "Quite true!" " Begorra!

you can," and roars of laughter)—I repeat, I can BWallow a good deal

—

(" Hear, hear!" and fresh "volleys of laughter, as inattentive members
learnt from their neighbors what it was all about)—but I can't swallow

that."
The incident reminds one of an equally amusing interruption to a

speech of Baron de Worms. The debate had to do with the Jews. The
Baron had just remarked, "We owe much to the Jews," when there came
a feeling groan from a well-known member in his back corner: "We do!

"

—Van it i/ Fair.

The very reverend Dr. Blanchard is certainly entitled, even in this|de-

mocratic country, to take rank as prince of sacerdotal blackguards. Being
called upon to officiate, in his clerical capacity, at the funeral of a de-

ceased member of several secret societies, he broke forth into such a tirade

against secret organizations as drove the grieving widow into hysterics

and brought from the spectators cries of indignation. The temple of

theological learning which conferred on this thing the degree of Doctor of

Divinity should add to its faculty and carriculum a Chair of Common
Decency. As for the thing itself, it should be scourged^ with a leather

strap, twice a day during its natural life, and when it dies it should be
buried, like a dog, in a dung hill.

The Boya and Girla Aid Society, one <.f the most useful and de-
srvuu i charitable Ei lued an
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QEO. STREET, Agent Weave Letter, 30 Comhlll, E. C, London.
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'!"' hMS, hands and army, is

onliiinls' Kalydor, which eradicates all prickly Heat, Sunburn, Tan,
Freckles. Stings of Inflect*, etc., and produces, a beautiful and delicate
complexion.!

owIhihIm- iLiinssiir on prevent the hair falling off or becoming drj
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Rowlands' Odonto [a the puree) and moat fragrant Tooth Powder ever used,

and contains no acid or mineral Ingredients, which are so detrimental
to the teeth and gums, ii- purity especially adapts It lor the teeth ol
young children. Ask anj dealer In perfumery for Rowlands' articles,
of 20, Hatton Garden, London.

F
LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.

IneNtaud Cheapest Meat-flavorlng Stock for Soups, Made
Dishes and Sauces.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT,
Aii Invaluable and Palatable Tonic In all Cases of Weak

Digestion and Debility. " Is a success and boon for which Nations should feel

grateful. Sec " Medical Press," " Lancet," " British Medical Journal," etc.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
Caution—Genuine only with fac-simile of Baron Ijlebig's

Siguature, in blue ink, across Label.
This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substitutes being in

the market.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
To be had of all Store-keepers, ttrocers and Chemists. Sole

Agents for the United States (wholesale only), C. David & Co., 9, Fenchurch
Avenue, London, England. Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, San
Francisco. June 10.

M. A. GUNST & CO.,
203 Kearny Street San Francisco.

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN
HAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS;

ALSO SOLE AGENTS FOR
KINNEY BROS' TOO-TOO AND CABINET CIGARETTES,
p8g~ Inform the Public that they receive large invoices of Choice

"Havana Brands three times a month. Feb. 24.

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.
Attendance, dally, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by the under-

signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, and to furnish all information
relating to the Society. J. P. McCURRlE, Secretary,
Oct. 23. Room 4, No. 531 California st.

COKE CHEAPEST FUEL.

Reduction in Price: Wholesale Price, 50 cents per barrel

;

Retail Price, 60 cents per barrel, at the works of the SAN FRANCISCO GAS-
LIGHT COMPANY, Howard and First streets, and foot ot Second St. Jan .12,

THIRTY DAYS' TRIAL FREE!

We send free on thirty days' trial, Dr. Dye's Electro-
v"0LTAIC BELTS and other Electric Appliances, to men suffering from

Nervous Debility, Lost Vitality and kindred troubles. Also for Rheumatism, Liver
and Kidney Troubles, and many other diseases. Speedy etires guranteeo\ Illus

trated pamphlets free. Address, VOLTAIC BELT CO.,

[Jan. 27.] Marshall, Michigan.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Silver King Mining Company, San Francisco,

April 3, 1883.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the above named
company, held this day, a Dividend (No. 40) of Twenty-five Cents (25c.) per share,

was declared, payable on APRIL FIFTEENTH, 1883. at the office of the company,
Room 19, No. 328 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal. Transfer Books will close

April 7, 1883. [April 7.] JOSEPH NASH, Secretary.

H
L. E. PRATT

as resumed General Law Practice at 230
street

Montgomery
April 7.

NOTICE TO MINE OWNERS.
The Pacific Mining and Reducing Company, whose Works

ere located at 410 Ritch street, and whose General Office is at 413 California

street, would respectfully announce to owners of mines of rebellious ores that they
will either purchase for cash or receive ores for treatment at their Works.
[March 81.] -IAMBS w. BURLING, Secretary.

NOTICE.
ITnder instrnctlons from the Secretary of State for Foreign

J Affairs, London, I have placed MR. VICE-CONSUL MASON En charge of the
Consulate as Acting Consul. WILLIAM LANE BOOKER.

[April 7.1 H. B. M. Consul.
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
As showing the temper of the changed English public opinion in

regard to the condition of things in Ireland, nothing could be more
conclusive than the speech of Mr. Gladstone the other day. Mr. Parnell
had introduced a bill to amend the Irish Land Act, when Mr. Gladstone
replied that no further concessions of any kind would be discussed or

thought of for a single moment by his Government. This is a marked
change from the tone of the Prime Minister a few months ago. Then
Mr. Gladstone intimated that he might possibly be induced to concede
Irish Home Rule in some form or other, and with him to reach a conclu-
sion it is to carry it out. But a good deal has happened since then.

That which seemed a constitutional agitation for a redress of grievances
has been proved to have profited by assassination, refused to discounten-
ance and suppress it, and is even believed to have contributed money to

aid and abet it, and, as a consequence, it is felt that crime must be
stamped out before any thing else is considered. Mr. Gladstone is, above
all other things, a constitutional Minister. He discerns the temper of

the vast majority of the people he governs, and his latest utterance shows
that he reads the signs of the times to mean that there must be no further
paltering with criminal agitation in Ireland, or elsewhere. The law must
first be made supreme. It looks as if it may take some time to accom-
plish that, but then and not until then will Irish grievances be again per-

mitted to occupy the almost exelushe attention of the House of Com-
mons. Assassination has not promoted the calm consideration of Irish

questions.

It is very certain that Russia is still in a bad way. The coronation of
the Czar was to have taken place in a few days but has been postponed to
June next. It was discovered that a mine had been connected by a tun-
nel under the Kremlin in which the coronation was to take place, and this

naturally enough has led to great excitement. It is amazing that any
such enterprise could have been carried out without discovery. The Rus-
sian police is supposed to be the best handled in the world. Yet no such
undertaking could have been successfully carried out in either London or

Paris. It looks as if the sympathizers with the destructive purposes of

the Nihilists are more numerous than was supposed, and that they exist
in quarters where they were least expected.

The latest telegram states that developments cf the utmost importance
are expected in connection with the forthcoming trials of Nihilists in St.

Petersburg. Originally it was hoped and believed that the trial would be
the last of its kind. The recent arrests, however, have made other
Nihilist trials probable, and it is the present intention to arraign the
newly discovered plotters either before the coronation of the Czar, or
directly after. The accused have, with three exceptions, already pleaded
guilty to belonging to a party which they assert is in fact, as well as
in name, "The Will of the People." They thus prove themselveB
much more daring conspirators than those who are so anxious to save
their own lives by informing on their fellows on the other side of the
Irish Channel.

After the foregoing was written, the later dispatches came to hand,
announcing that on Thursday very important developments were made
in regard to the Irish assassination conspirators. The exciting events
of that day in London crowded each other so fast that their importance
could scarcely be realized until the later hours of the night admitted
of a complete summing up. The surprises include the unearthing of the
most important dynamite factory ever discovered, the arrest of four
ruin-breeders in London and one in Birmingham, an attempt on a Gov-
ernment magazine in Ireland, the reception of an incendiary letter in
London, and the discovery of an astounding and audacious scheme of Ni-
hilists to blow up the Czar's residence at Moscow. The excitement over
these affairs was not confined to Government officials, but was apparent
on the street to even the most casual observer. The prompt action of

the Government officers is highly commended. The Postoftice and neigh-
boring Government property has been placed under increased guard, and
the royal residence at Windsor given a large force of sentinels, sent
thither in a private manner. This precaution is made necessary because
the Government officers learned late last night that, in connection with
the discovery of the dynamite factory at Birmingham, it seems that the
conspirators were already on their way to Windsor from Birmingham. It
is stated in official circles that there is reason to believe that the whole
incendiary and dynamite conspiracy in England and in America will now
be laid bare and the number of arrests shortly increase.

It looks as if the British officials are getting pretty close down to the
bottom facts of the conspiracy, and that the wide ramifications of the con-
spirators will be followed through their whole tortuous ways, and that
many of the miscreants will be brought to justice. Whatever may be
men's differing opinions as to the grievances of Ireland, there will be but
one opinion as to the utter folly, from even a political point of view, of
assassination. Nothing but evil can come to Ireland from conspiracies
that shock humanity, and that alienate the sympathy of the public world.
Serious questions would seem likely to arise between the United States
and England, as to how far the former is justified in permitting what is

practically foreign war, to be hatched, contrived, and carried out from a
safe retreat in this country. O'Dnnoran Rossa and his allies make no
secret of their dynamite policy. They avow that they have a factory on
the Hudson in which scientific incendiaries are educated and trained, and
sent t-) England to give effect to their diabolical knowledge. If this is

not making war against a friendly power, what is it? That is a question
about which the diplomats will surely have something to say.

When one bears of palatial residences, costing fabulous sums of
money, being bestowed by doting mammas on daughters who have mar-
ried impecunious young men, one wonders would it not have been wiser
for the mammas to have placed said impecunious young men in a position
to acquire the means to run the palatial abodes when bestowed. One
naturally wonders, also, how, under existing circumstances, that marvel
is to be accomplished and the pot kept boiling.

PATRICK EGAN.
This gentleman is at present in the United States, and his opinions

are eagerly sought after and quoted by the sensational press of this coun-
try. He was the Treasurer of the Land League, and from Paris, his
headquarters, directed much of his action. After the " no rent" mani-
festo had been withdrawn by the other signatories, Egan issued another
still more atrocious manifesto, and proclaimed war to the knife against
the British Government and Irish landlords. He did so in the full con-
sciousness that murders and other terrible crimes had followed the first

manifesto, and that its authors, except himself, felt some remorse and
shrank from the responsibilitj' of staining the land more deeply with
blood. He cared not how many victims he consigned to fire and sword
while he kept his own precious person safe, as ho took care to do from the
first, and only directed the attack from a remote distance. The faclF was
that Eagan collared some i'30,000 or more of the funds of the organiza-
tion of which he was Treasurer. Having secured sufficient for himself,
he resigned his office, left Paris and returned t<> Ireland, giving a most
unsatisfactory account of his stewardship to those who had trusted in
him. Whilst living in retirement in Ireland certain revelations in con-
nection with the recent massacres in that country were made to the
authorities, showing Egan's complicity in those outrages. His residence
was accordingly watched by detectives ; but he was equal to the occasion.
He preteuded to be very sick, and was daily visited by Doctor Kenny
and a priest. Finally, he eluded the vigilance of the detectives and
effected his escape by a stratagem. He saw the toils being drawn more
closely around him, and he contrived to slip through them in trood time.
The priest and the doctor saved his neck so far, and Mr. Charles Steward
Parnell and his party may still congratulate themselves that they have a
a fitting representative of their cause in America, where they count on
continued contributions to the Assassin's Fuud.

SUDDEN DEATH OF THOS. H. BLYTHE.
Thomas H. Blythe, the well known millionaire, died suddenly at his

rooms, 29 Geary street, on Wednesday evening. At about half-past 5 p.

m. he proceeded to take a warm bath. Half an hour later he rushed out
of the bathroom clad in clean underclothing, turned into the hallway,
and then fell face downward on the floor. To the attendants who were
immediately on hand he said :

" Oh, I am cold, cover me up warm and
don't move me." Sealskin robes were at once thrown over him, hot water
bottles placed to his feet, and a physician sent for, but to no purpose, for
he never spoke again and expired in a few minutes. Mr. Blythe was born
in England some sixty-one years ago. He attended one of the universi-
ties there with the intention of becoming a Church of England clergy-
man, but for some reason never completed his collegiate course. He came
to California in 1849, and brought with him a snug little capital which he
wisely invested in real estate which has since become immensely valuable.
Five years ago he purchased 1,000,000 acres of land on the Colorado river,

partly in Southern California and partly in Mexico. To irrigate and re-

claim this land he dug a canal forty miles in length, upon which he ex-
pended §200,000. Blythe City is on his property on the Colorado river,

the dividing lines between the two republics passing through its center.

Mr. Blythe was very enthusiastic over his prospects in that region, and
declared that the land was worth an average of *!?3 an acre, but this was
considered a fabulous valuation by many of his most intimate friends.

His wealth has been variously estimated at from S§1, 500,000 to $2,500,000.
The deceased had no relatives in this country, and whether he left a will

or not has not yet been definitely ascertained. He was a Mason and a
member of the Pioneer Society at the time of his death.

GRAY'S ARREST.
John S. Gray'a arrest in Mexican territory is well calculated to give

rise to some curious reflections. In the first place, how did he get away ?

He could not have escaped the vigilance of the police if he had not been
actively and ably aided by influential friends. Why did they lend him
their assistance ? He made away with more than §50,000 in a year. He
had no expensive habits, was correct in all his ways, spent his evenings
at home, and was the last man any one would suspect of embezzlement in
any sum, much less in so large a deficit. We do not believe that he spent
the money on himself. He could not have done so without showing out-
ward and visible signs of what he was about. We are well assured that
other, abler and more criminal hands had a sore hold upon him, and, in
the interests of justice and right, we hope that he will be offered such in-

ducements as will lead him to tell all he knows. It is always good to
know the bottom facts of things. It will certainly be advantageous in
this case.

In Memoriam. —Rev. Sylvester Woodbridge, D.D., deceased on the
first Sunday, April 1st, aged 70 years. He was one of the three "W"
that came to this coast in 1849 and established Presbyterian Churches.
Dr. Woodbridge located in Benicia, Rev. James Woods in Stockton, and
Rev. Albert Williams in San Francisco. The two latter still survive.

The French Crown Jewels.—After much discussion it has at last

been resolved that the Crown Jewels of France shall be sold towards the
end of April. From the general sale the following are to be reserved, by
reason of their exceptional interest : 1. The Regent, or Pitt diamond,
bought from Pitt, Governor of Madras, by Philippe .d'Orl^ans, in 1717.

This is reckoned the second largest diamond in the world, being surpassed
only by the Orloff stone in the Imperial sceptre of Russia. 2. A sword,
with a hilt of brilliants and magnificent goldsmith's work, made in 1824.

3. A reliquary, mounted with brilliants sst in a triangle, that dates from
1479. 4. The Mazarin diamonds, presented by the Cardinal to Louis
XIV. 5. The watch given to Louis XIV. by the Dey of Algiers. 6. A
ruby engraved with a chimera, which i3 said to be the largest engraved
ruby known. And 7. A " dragon and elephant cf Denmark," marvelously
wrought in enamel.

—

Academy.

An ostrich at Cape Town has broken three ribs for one man, and two
legs for others by kicks delivered straight behind. This Bhows talent, but
the ostrich will probably never become sufficiently numerous in America
to displace the mule as the standard subject for jokes. Greatness is de-
nied to some.—Boston Post.
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"Price of Money here, 6(3,10 per cent, per yjar—bank rate. In the
open market, i@l£ per month. Demand light. On Bond S.entity,

5&6 per cent per year on Call.

' Latest price of Sterling in New Tork. 484$@488j

PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND QOV. BONDS.
San Francisco, April 13, 1X83,

Stocks and Bond*. Bid. Asked Stocks and Bonds. flfef A 'Iced

BONDS. BANKS.
Cal. Stale Ilonds, 6's,'57 .... — — Bank of California 107 103
S. F Citv * Co. B'ds, 63, '58 Nom. Norn. Pacific Bank 120

S. F. Citv ft Co. B'da,7s ... Nom. Noni. First National (ex div.) ... 123 125
35 — RAILROADS.
-- — C. P. R. R. Stoek 78 SO
19 65 C. P. R. K. Bonds 11! 114

105
00 100

105

100
52
'.15N. 15. and Mission R. R 971

— 82 84
Los Angeles County Bonds.
Los Angeles Citv Bonds
Virff-a & Truckee R. R. Bds.

05J
43107 Central R. K. Co

101 103 Market Street R. R Nom. Nom.
Nevada Co. N. G. R. R. Bds 106 108 Clav Street Hill R. R Nom. Nom.

— ISO 3. F GaslightCo 67 574
Oregon Bft X. Bonds, 6a.. 107 109 Oakland Gaslight Co 801 30
& P. R. R. Bonds 101

J
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102J
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54J
120

56
U S.4s. Califor'a Powder Co

105J 105:1 109
72

110
INSURANCE COMPANIES. Atlantic Giant Powder 74

nil 115J Gold and Stock Telesr'b Co. 80 82
136 138 3.V. W. W. Co.'s Stock.... »J 94

125
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100

S.V.W.W.Co' Bonds (ex c )

Pacific Coast S.S. Co's Stock
118| 1141

MISCELLANKGI'8. California Street R R 112 118

120 125 67J 09

45
57J
46

35 43
INSURANCE COMPANIRS.

88 42
10

115
127

116
Fireman's Fund (ex div.). .

.

130
Hawaiian Commercial Co.. 34 35 117 120

The business of the week has been light, although the volume of unem-
ployed capital is on the increase.

Wool Produce in the United States.—It appears that about 25

per cent, of the entire production of Domestic Wool during the Census
year of 1880 came from two States, Ohio and California. The former

State produced 25,000,000 lbs. and the latter 17,000,000 lbs. In the year

1870 the product of Ohio was 20,000,000 lbs., and that of California 11,-

000,000 lbs. Taking the returns for 1880 of a few other important States,

in regard to wool-growing, Michigan had a product of 12,000,000 lbs.;

New York, 9,000,000 lbs.; Pennsylvania, 8,000,000 lbs.; Missouri, 7,000,-

000 lbs.; and Wisconsin, 7,000,000 lbs. Texas, by far the largest State

in the Union, had only a production equal to that of Missouri or Wiscon-
sin. But this quantity was six times the amount it produced in 1870.

The whole wool produce of the Union in 1880 was 155,000,000 lbs. clipped

from 35,000,000 sheep.

Meteorological Summary.

—

Week Ending April 32, 1883, 7:58 p. m.

Highest barometer, 30.246—7th ; lowest, barometer, 29.963—0th ; aver-

age barometer during the week, 30.123; highest temperature, 59Q—11th;

lowest temperature, 43
Q— 12th ; average temperature during the week,

52° ; highest relative humidity, 93 per cent.—6th and 8th ; lowest relative

humidity, 40 per cent.—12th ; average relative humidity during the week,

75.3 per cent.; prevailing direction of wind, west; maximum velocity of

wind and direction, 31, northwest—12th; total rainfall during the week,
.12 ; total rainfall during the season of 1882-3, 15:75 inches.

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.—Mew York, April 13th,

1883.—U. S. Bonds-4s. 119? ; 4.U, 113£; ex-5s, 101^. Sterling Exchange
484@486i. Western Union, 84. Wool—Spring, fine, 24@31 ; Burry,

16@21; Pulled, 18@40; Fall Clips, 1G@20; Burry, 12@14. London,
April 13th.—Liverpool Wheat Market, 9s.@9s. 3d.; Consols, 102 9-16®

102$.

Tahiti—The schr. W. B. Stevens, from Tahiti, brought for cargo 82

bales cotton, 20,600 cocoanuts and 153,752 lbs. copra.

Entered at thm Post-Office at San Francisco, Cal., as Second-Class
Matter.
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MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For NavifrnUusr (he Air.

Office of the Aeroplane Company for Navigating the Air, 609 Mer-

chant street. Office hours from 1 to 2 p.m.

Mr. Blight on the Oaths Question—A letter from Mr. Bright,
which was read at a recent meeting of the Hebden-bridge Parliamentary
Debating Society, contained the following passage : "On the question of
oaths, probably there is nothing in the New Testament more especially
condemned and forbidden than oaths. To those who do not care about
the New Testament this fact will be of no weight. The practice of swear-
ing to the truth of anything makes two kinds of truth and truthfulness.
If oaths are of any avail, by so much as they make truth more certain, by
so much they lessen the value of any ordinary statement and diminish the
probability of its truth. If ignorant persons are not sworn, they think
they may tell lies with impunity, and their lying is made to a large ex-
tent blameless in their eyes, I think oaths and oath-taking have done
more than any other thing to impair and destroy a regard for truth.

During the month of March twelve ships took cargoes of Puget Sound
Lumber to foreign ports, four vessels going to Valparaiso, three to Hono-
lulu, two to Iqnique, one each to Sydney, Callao and Melbourne. The
cargoes comprised rough and dressed Lumber, Shingles, Laths, Pickets
and Deck Plank, to the aggregate value of $173,836, equivalent to about
10,000,000 feet of rough lumber, at $12 per thousand. The largest cargo
was that of the ship Oriental, consisting of 1,310,000 feet Lumber, 249,-

000 Laths and 30,000 Pickets. The next largest cargo was that of the
bark Lauderdale.

The Bountiful Rain.—A few weeks ago our people were in fear and
trepidation in regard to the crops. There had not been enough rain to en-
sure an average yield. Since then things have totally changed. The rain

at first descended in a most copious downfall. The thirsty soil was filled

to overflowing. That was three weeks ago. Since then the weather
could not have been more favorable for the growing crops if it had been
ordered for that express purpose. Showers and warm suns have alter-

nated in an admirable manner, and an.exceptionally bountiful harvest is

now assured.

Postmaster Backus has issued a notice to the effect that the postal

authorities of British Columbia have announced that they will no longer
receive or distribute mail matter from San Francisco that is not placed in

the regular U. S. mail sent from, the Post Office. As this is liable to lead
to a misapprehension, we desire to state that this order will have no effect

on Wells, Fargo & Co's Letter Express, which is not, and never was, dis-

tributed by the B. C. postal authorities, nor is it intended to be adverse
to their interests. ^
Grain Charters.—Ship Oregon, 1,430 tons, Wheat to Liverpool direct,

£2; British ship Mitredah, 1,231 tons. Wheat to Liverpool, direct, £2 2s.

6d.; Br. ship Vice Jteina, 1,487 tons, Wheat to Cork, U. K., £2; Br. ship
British Envoi/, 1,265 tons, Wheat to Liverpool direct, £2 3s. 3d. ; Cork, £2
53. 9d., Continent, £2 8s. 3d., short lay days.

An Experimental Vineyard. —The Central Pacific Company is ar-

ranging for planting ten acres of grapes near Reno, in order to demon-
strate whether such an industry could be made successful in that section.

For the Orient. —The O. & O. steamship Arabic carried hence to

China, on the 10th inst.. Flour, 9,616 bbls.; Ginseng, 22,975 lbs. ; Quick-
silver, 1,000 flasks; Cotton Sheeting, 451,206 yds., etc. Value, $172,991.

Treasure for China.—The O. & O. steamship Arabic, hence on the
10th inst., carried: Silver Bullion. $268,407 72 ; Mexicans, $74,988 : Gold
Coin, 811,665. Total, $354,970 72.

London, April 12. -Latest Price of Consols. 102 9-16" 102 3-4,

Printed and Published by the Proprietor, Frederick Harriott, 607 to 615 Merchant street, San Francisco, California.
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SOCIETY.
April 12, 1883.—Cold rains are again in order, and although the sun

does fitfully appear at intervals, the atmosphere without is neither invit-

ing nor agreeable. Happily, just at present there does not seem to be
much doing to invite one abroad, and preparations for the Summer flit-

tings pleasantly occupy the ladies at home. The country as yet is still

raw and cold, but once the warm weather sets in in earnest, there prom-
ises to be a larger exodus of city folks than ever known before for fresh

fields and pastures new; and from present accounts the town bids fair to

become depopulated of its fashionables during a greater portion of the
cou.ing Summer.
Gay events continue to be of a small and informal character, and with

the exception of the wedding last night there has been nothing this week
large or imposing in Society circles.

The kettledrum on Monday evening must have been a great source of

gratification to the lady patronesses, as the B'nai B'rith Hall was crowded
with people, all intent on adding their quota to swell the receipts, and to

judge not only from the large attendance, but the quantity of coffee, tea

and ice-cream consumed, and the numerous purchases of flowers, from
basket to houtonnieres, those same receipts must have been a goodly
amount. A noticeable feature of the evening was the number of fresh

young girls present, and the seemingly endless stream of young men,
from the callow youth in his teens to the blase" young man of the period,

aged, say 20! Dancing was the order of the evening, and carried on with
much spirit till 11 o'clock, at which hour all was over and the last notes

sounded.
Friday evening seems to be rapidly becoming a most popular one for

entertaining ; last week Mrs. Bush, Mrs. Sanderson, Mrs. Reis and Dr.
Wooster gave musicales on that evening, and this week in addition to

the concert which Henry Heyman is getting up for his pupil, young
Landesburger, and about which quite a number of Society ladies are in-

teresting themselves, the Orchestral Union Concert takes place, and
Madame Zeitska gives another of her charming reunions at her institute,

on PoBt street, ably assisted by her pupils, who will give recitations and
perform both vocally and instrum en tally for the pleasure and gratifica-

tion of their guests, and dancing, will, of course, finish the evening's

entertainment.
The announcement of a reception at Madame Zeit3ka's is always

hailed with delight by those fortunate enough t<> receive invitations, and
this one promises to be an unusually brilliant one.

To-morrow evening Mrs. Ashe gives a reception in honor of her son
Porter and his bride, to which all the world and his wife are asked and
expected to appear. Her visiting list must certainly be the largest in

the city, as the Ashe's names invariably appear at every entertainment
given, large or small, informal or otherwise ; therefore, a crowd is sure
to be in attendance. It is all very well for the people to talk of some
young ladies being more indefatigable pleasure seekers than others, but
Miss Teriie seems to be a most popular young lady, no party appearing
complete without her, whether among the old set or the new.
The principal event this week has been the Coleman -Blandiog wedding,

and never has the interior of Grace Church presented a more beautiful
appearance than it did last night. The altar and chancel were one mass
of white flowers, lilies and green leaves, the cross above the altar being
covered with flowers of various hues, while over the altar was suspended
an enormous marriage bell of pure white, bearing upon its surface the let-

ters C. B. in scarlet flowers. The decorations of the reading desks, font,

etc., were a combination of white and delicate pink, and the massive
stone pillars had wreathes of lilies running up their sides to the very roof
of the building.
Perhaps the prettiest effect of all was the delicate tracery of fern leaves

and partly opened lilies, with which the sides of the entire church above
the wainscotting was trimmed, giving a light and beautiful appearance,
and the arches which spanned the entrances to the three aisles, composed
of white wall flowers, added to the beauty of the scene, and the sweet
perfume with which the whole church was redolent.

The church itself was brilliantly lighted, and long ere the hour named
for the ceremony was well filled with the friends and acquaintances of
both families, comprising nearly all those known in our best social circles.

Outside, the doors were protected from the cold wind that was blowing
by heavy canvas canopies, extending to the very edge of the sidewalks ;

and from the crowd who sought entrance by a couple of policemen, who
only admitted within the portak those who were lucky enough to bear in
their hands the magic square of pasteboard which gave them the right of
entree.

Within, the guests were met by an army of ushers, got up to perfection
—save and except the glove, at the absence of which on a man in full

dress, let me enter my protest. I would as soon see him with au un-
shaved chin as with red, ungloved hands on such occasions. Some of them
were evidently new at the business, and, full of their brief authority, dis-

played more agility than grace in their endeavors to please all with the
seats they allotted them, not always successfully. And while on the
subject, let me here remark that, at all the weddings I have been at of
late, there has been a degree of favoritism displayed in that same seating
business, that has been much commented upon ; one of the ushers in par-
ticular, who has officiated at the majority of them, apparently reserving
the choicest for his own especial friends and favorites.

The organist treated us to a very pretty medley of airs during the as-
sembling of the guests, through which ran the refrain Spirto Gentll, out
of compliment probably to the gentle bride who has so soon to make her
appearance, but indulged us in two false alarms by means of the opening
bars of the Lohengrin March, once when the bride's mother arrived with
Gordon Blanding and his wife, and again when the family of the groom
entered. But he quickly smoothed it over, and reserved the grand burst
of that well known bridal avant courier till the wedding party entered
shortly after half-past eight.

First came those gorgeous beings the eight ushers, followed by the
pretty little daughter of Mrs. Louise Breckenridge and young Coleman,
the groom's brother, bearing a basket of flowers, which on the return from
the altar were strewn for the happy bride to tread upon. Then followed
the bridesmaids most exquisitely, because so simply, costumed; their
dresses of white gauze, trimmed with lustrous white satin ribbon, strik-

ing me as the prettiest and purest I have ever seen worn on a like occa-
sion; large bouquets of white flowers were worn on the corsage, which was
of white satin, and also carried in a sort of little pocket attached to broad
white satin bands depending from the left arm. Finally came the sweet
looking bride and her father ; her dress being of heavy corded silk made
en traine, a beautiful wedding vail of applique lace, fastened at one Bide
by a diamond pin, completing her costume.
At the chancel the ushers took up their positions to the right, the

bridesmaids to the left, and between them passed the bride to the foot of
the altar where stood the groom, Carleton Coleman, and his best man,
Harry Tevis, and where Bishop Kip, assisted by Dr. Beers, proceeded to
tie the nuptial knot in the words of the beautiful and impressive service
of the Episcopal Church, and a happier looking bridegroom I have seldom
seen than the one who so proudly marched at the head of the procession
down the aisle at its conclusion.
Of the guests assembled in church the majority wore walking costume,

and those who were in full dress were in the minority. Among those
present I noticed: General and Mrs. McDowell and Harry, Gov. and Mrs.
Low and Miss Flora, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Crocker and Miss Hattie, the
latter looking remarkably well, and most becomingly attired in a crimson-
and-white brocade over a white satin underdress; Mr. and Mrs. Flood
and Miss Jennie, who was enveloped in a voluminous ermine cloak, Mrs.
Flood's diamonds making her a distinctive feature in the crowded church;
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Haggin, Miss Rita aud Mrs. Blanche Haggin, all in
full dress; Mr. aud Mrs. Gordon Blanding and Mrs. Blanding, Senior, in
grey satin and black lace; Mr. William Babcockand Mrs. Fairfax, Henry
Reddington and his mother. All the Byres, Mrs. Eyre appearing in the
dress she wore at her daughter's late wedding; Judge, Mrs. and Miss
Wallace and Miss Belle Wallace, in crimson velvet; Miss Maggie Thorn-
ton, Miss Charlotte Chamberlaine and pretty Miss Meares, all in bon-
net?; Mrs. Neville and Miss Ransom; Dr. and Mrs. Brigham; Mr. Prin-
gle and daughter; Mr. and Mrs. Willie Kip; Mrs. Bishop Kip; Mr. and
Mrs. Harry May, she in white brocade; Mr. and Mr?. James Coleman,
and Mrs. Coleman, Senior, both ladies wearing white opera cloaks ;

Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Coleman; Mrs. Dr. Gwiu, in black satin;
Miss Carrie Gwin, in white; Mr. and Mrs. Grille ra-Goddefroy;
Charles Webb Howard ; Tom Madden and Mrs. Henley Smith;
Mrs. Colgate Baker, Chas. Mayne, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Wilson,
she in grey silk and white lace ; Mr. and Mrs. Russ Wilson, Mr. Tevis,
accompanied by Mrs. Louise Breckenridge in a white and blue satin cos-

tume; the Page family, who were well represented, two as ushers, one as
bridesmaid, and the rest of them as gi:eits; Mrs and the Misses Kittle,

Mr. and Miss Crockett, Tiburcio Parrott, the Misses Parrott in white,
and as usual carrying immense bouquets, this time composed of white
roses; nearly all the army at present stationed here, pretty Teresa Mc-
Allister and one of her brothers, Mr. and Mrs. Carrol McAfee, she in
white and pink and looking her best; the Misses Stevenson, an oh! almost
everyone, as I before remarked.

Later, a small reception was held at Gordon Blanding's, the brideB
brother, on Franklin street, of which, as I did not go, I cannot speak,
but the preparations made were very extensive, and as Mrs. Tevis saw to
the supper-table, it was sure to be as perfect as it was possible to make it.

For next week there does not seem to be much on the tapis, the
principle event will, of course, be the marriage of Mrs. Joe Eastland :

s

sister, Miss Sanders, to Dr. TJrquhart, at Trinity Church, and it is whis-
pered that the bridesmaids will be attired in costumes at once startling

and uncommon.
The wedding of Mrs. Ashe's eldest Bon, Mr. W. T. Ashe, to Miss

Peters of Stockton, promises to be quite an event in San Joaquin county,
where the parties reside, a special train being provided to bring the guests
from 'Frisco thither, and all sorts of good things for the comfort of the
inner man will be supplied en route. No end of a good time is antici-

pated, and will, no doubt, be had. The groom, though not so well known
in San Francisco as the rest of his family, is very popular among his

friends, and the bride-elect, having been a' frequent visitor to this city, is

well acquainted and much liked in Society here.

The engagement, of which I gave the hint some weeks ago, is just made
public. I mean the one between Miss Belle Wallace and Mr. Mervin
Donahue, the wedding to take place in July. Thus two more Catholic
families are united, as well as two of the oldest residents of the State.
Bishop and Mrs. Kip have just returned from a very pleasant visit to

the southern part of the State—as usual, delighted with it, and also with
the kind manner in which they were received everywhere, a number of
entertainments having been given in their honor during their trip. The
Bishop is much improved in health and spirits since the restoration of his

eyesight.

Mr. and Mrs. Morris Newton will receive Tuesday at their home, 1620
California street.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry E. Highton and party will visit McCloud River
in June. Felix.

LECTURES BY MAJOR HENRY C. DANE,

For the Benefit of the Teachers' Mutual Aid Society,

At the FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH, Cor. Post and Mason Sts.

Monday Evening, April 10th, " Sights and Scenes of London. ' Mon-
day Evening, April 23d, "Oddities of European Life."

Single Tickets, 25 Cents. April 14.

MRS. JULIA MELVILLE-SNYDER.

Vocal and Instrumental Music — Elocution — Oratory — Drama

PHELAN'S BUILDING, PARLORS 106, 108 AND 110.
TAKE THE ELEVATOR. Feb. 10.

DIVIDEND NO. NINETY-ONE.
Tbe Borne Bfutnal Insurance Company will pay Its regu-

lar monthly dividend of ONE DOLLAR ($1) per share upon its capital stock
on April 10, 1883. [April 14.J CHAS. R. STORY, Secretary.
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SOLILOQUY OF AN USHER AT A RECENT SOCIETY
WEDDING
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Sttn i [prit 14, 1883.

FASHIONS VOICE.
Whenever I feel grumpy and disagreeable I always write an -article

on mourning. You see, dear ladies, what au amiable woman I am ; since
you do not get a black article more than once in six months. To-day a
keen sense of the absurdity of wearing black for people yon are glad to

to me, and feeling at cross purposes with color and bright-
ness, 1 choose t" euter upon a funereal description of the prettiest things
I know of in thiR line. Nun's veiling for Summer wear will be foremost
in light materials, and justly so, since it admits of such graceful disposi-
tion in drapery effects, it falls softly and almost sadly, as robes of grief
should fall. For deep mourning this fabric should be mixed with crape.
The most lugubrious kind is called " widow's crape," as it sets forth or is

supposed to, an undying grief, a grief which lasts as long as the crape
itself, and as this is heavy and very durable, the moribund feeling might
be kept alive with a newness of appearance for many years. For light

mourning, in which a woman studies more what will set her off to the
best advantage, rather than consider what depth of woe for the departed
she should appear to feel, an ad libitum quantity of jet may be strewn
over her dress and bonnet.
A very pretty mourning robe comes from Paris, with a plain skirt of

black cashmere. The smallest of frills is placed round the base, kept
perfectly flat by a large jet bead sewed on each pleat. Then comes an
overdress, the front being also quite plain and slightly pointed, the whole
of which is embroidered in jet bugles ; the drapery behind is caught up
with ornaments ot jet, and a basque similarly effected concludes the cos-

tume. With this comes a bonnet, also embroidered in jet on crape ; there
are are a few bows and pipings of crape on the garment, also, just enough
to swear by. Now, what more elegant garment need a woman desire,

whether any one dies or not ? Since all women look best in black, crape
frills may be made excruciatingly lovely, thus picked out with jet, and a
skirt made with the front breadths of puffed crape, fastened down by
Bilk bands worked in black bugles, is also a most elegant confection, the
basque and under skirt being also silk. The prettiest mourning material
ever worn was bombazine, which is not, however, so popular as it was :

but its rich beauty and fine texture has never been surpassed, and it has,

indeed, the very utterance of woe on its face. I consider anythiug but a
plain black dress the worst possible taste for a mourner. All the jet and
lace intermixed as at the present hour is an innovation that should not
appear, as it certainly takes away the grief-stricken appearance people in

black are supposed to wear. If you are sorry you don't want bugles ; if

you are not sorry you do not want black at all. For my part, not being
by any means orthodox, I think people Bhould do as they please about
this garb of woe—of afternoon aham woe. For instance: Why should a
woman wear an expensive black dress, and three yards of crape hanging
down her back for a husband who threatened her in life, and whose death
she was always praying for in her heart ? At last he dies, this barbarian,
who outraged her affections and spent bis time "mashing" other women,
possibly "smashing" her when at home; yet, though her prayers are

granted and her whole being is, so to speak, convulsed with joy, she in-

stantly adopts the trailing garments of woe, making them as becoming as

possible, in hope of catching another tartar pretty soon. If that woman
thinks she has not nerve enough to dispense with the humbug of pretend-

ed sorrow, she should at least invest in nothing deeper than grenadine, or

nuns' veiling and jet. She puts on the other dress because fashion's voice

says it is the correct thing ; and yet, she is all the time longing for the
period to arrive when she can don what is called '" second mourning.''

I know a lady who came to visit me the other day. She was iu the

highest spirits, yet her dress was the heaviest of crape and cloth. Of
conrse, I put on the conventional air of regret, asking timidly: " Who
have you lost?" "O dear, I hope you like my dress," she said, laughing.
" You know, I lost an uncle three months ago. He was in China, and I

have not seen him in years; in fact, almost forgotten him, but as I wanted
a new rig-out this month, and I look well in black, I thought it a good
opportunity to invest in black. ( me dress lasts so long, and I have so

many assessments to pay up; you see, dear, it is convenient, and no one
but you knows that the old gentleman did not die quite recently." O
woman! what will you not stoop to?"

Fanciful Facta
Kinging

In plush,
thi* u|

i i ,.i, Kcarfwlso, ,,f utin Ian

x, that han a lining
I t.. keep

"v Spring suit lately shown Ea of dark blue French cashmere and
nd whit.- *ilk. The lowi r -kirt in of the *i1k, and has

t plaiting of cashmere. The waist [a of cashmere and has a vest, collar
and "iff- <-f the silk and a short panier ovenkirt,
A low walking shoe, which will he shown ska, has sither

r American kid vamps, London (round) toe, French heels, with
three buttons at the side, and has terrs eotta red oloth tops.
I lealara say these will be much worn during the coming sessoi
v one large importin h riered dress patterns of white and

k are shown. Th« i ibroidered front three-
quarters of a yard wide, which is sometimes made into a deep raffle, and

deep kilt plaiting. With i ,
,

.

for the overskirt and waist.

Humorous designs are given in the new silver jewelry that is now dark-
able old silver. Three comic masl brooch,

while Kate Gresnaway children, the man in n, blinking owls,
or sentimental-looking doves, are curiously arranged on others. The

cable bangle is a little old hunchbacked man :« woman marie ,,i

gold or silver.
|

, K p KSi

In a complex society like ours, composed of characters from every
quarter of the globe, one often meets with some whose early education
have been neglected. It is not to be wondered at that the rules laid down
and followed by older cities in their social usages do not always obtain ;

still, although ignorance is the excuse for many a f"»r /his, and condoned
for by a glittering shield of coin, we think no one with the innate good
breeding which Borings from the heart would be guilty of the following.
which is vouched for by one of the leaders of the ton.' A guest at one of
the musicalea given during Lent, happened to find himself in a corner of
the room, and as he apparently felt no interest in the music going on, he
turned his attention tn his surr nin lings A dainty carretoire stood near,
and, without a moment's hesitation, he opened it, and applied himself to
discussing the contents. The hostess spied his occupation from afar, but
a young lady just being in the act of informing the company that " some
day" she would meet and love one of them, Mrs. was forced to re-
main a silent spectator while enduring agonies, not knowing what would
fall under the inquisitive eye of the intruder. The song ended, she rush-
ed to the rescue of her correspondence, to be met with the remark, "rath-
er a rash thing to leave your letters like this, eh ? with so many people
around." " I thought I should have none but ladies and gentleman pres-
ent, but I see I was mistaken," was her reply. Bat no discomfuture was
the result ; only a loud guffaw greeted her, as the man stalked off to tell

Miss 0. what an awful lot of stuff he had been reading. The above is a
fact

Americanized French is a dangerous commodity to use sometimes, as
the following will show : One of our distingue society ladies who had
" bin to Parse," and who from her consequent knowledge of the meaning
of M. S. V. P., au rernir, de trop and P. P. C, considered herself as pos-

sessing marked French ways and tastes, was making a call on a" Nob Hill
friend, who not so long ago was ber|next door neighbor on Jessie street.

There were several other people calling at the same time, among them
some visitors from the East. Turning to the latter as they rose to go, she
said with her best Parisian bow, " We will be pleased to see you up to our
safnon Tuesday night." That the Eastern folks were considerably taken
aback goes without saying.

When Byron wrote his " English Bards and Scottish Reviewers," he
hardly could have been aware of the future existence of the man who, on
Tuesday last, got up the fierce editorial against ex-Congressman Page in

the live paper, else he must have had the creature in his mind when he
penned the line—" With just enough learning to misquote." The T. C.

hasn't a very exalted opinion of Page himself, but Horace F. can laugh
with contempt at anything aaid by a man who attributes to Lady Mac-
beth the quality of " protesting too muc.h." We always thought it was
the Player Queen in Hamlet who was the lady who " doth protest too

much," but of course we bow to the Chronicle man's superior attain-

ments.

Raymond Holmes, the excellent comedian who came out here with the
G rover Company, and who has not had the opportunities that his abili-

ties deserve, has organized a burlesque troupe and will give a series of

performances through the interior. The troupe comprises a lot of clever
people and the entertainment will be an amusing one.

Major Henry C. Dane, the well-known and popular lecturer, is mnv
in the city, and will lecture on Monday evening, April 23d, for the benefit

of the Teachers' Mutual Aid Society, in the First Congregational Church.
The subject will be, " Oddities of European Life."

The Electric Star Club will give an anniversary ball at B'nai B'rith

Hall, on Friday evening, April 20th. Admission will be by invitation,

ami an enjoyable time is anticipated.

Doctor.—Well, liows your cough getting along? Did my drops do it

any good ?

Old Lady.—The cough's getting all right, but as for the drops I never
touch 'em. A neighbor o' mine advised me to take some tea— that is to

say, some elderberry-tea, and—
DOCTOB.—Stuff and nonsense! I could have just as well prescribed

that for you myself, if you had only told me that it would do you any
good. —FlieaeniU Blatter,

Wnen a man at a tea party comes within an ace of upsetting the trap,

he generally feels like the deuce.
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A VISION OF THE VANDERBILT MASQUERADE.

I read how the stout Mrs. Porkpackaire as the Queen of Scots appeared,

While her stumpy spouse as Sir Lancelot his haughty crest up-reared
;

How young Solomon Oppenheim, whose sire is ' uncle ' to half New York,
All ablaze with his

'
' cousins' " diamonds, as Le Grande Monarque did stalk.

How Alderman Pat O'Flannagan made a corpulent Count D'Orsay ;

How Buyemshort, the great Wall street nob, as Caesar adorned the play

;

How old Cornerinbags, as " Bluff King Hal," danced a gouty minuet
With Miss Junkboutelle, as the Virgin Queen, for his partner in the set,

But why detail? Sure, all words grow pale, neath the lustre of that gay
throng,

For every name that's embalmed with fame in historic prose or song,

Whether brave or fair, or for wisdom rare—all, all were in that display,

And the pen I hold, dipped in mother gold, could not picture the bright

array.

They all were kings and queens and lordB, men of letters, and wits and
beaux,

Save only two traveling Engish peers who chanced to attend the show,
And one of these as a dustman came, in search of a refuse heap
While the other so far forgot himself as to come as a chimney-sweep.

When I came to the end of the gorgeous list I laid the sheet aside,

And I lit my pipe and filled my glass and thought on that scene of pride,

And it may have been the fire's warmth, or the weed, or even the grog,

But somehow my thoughts got tangled up and my mind was wrapped in

fog.

And through the mist came a trooping throng—the same I had seen before

The kings and queens and the lordly sprigs, with their silks and jewels

galore,

And a soft voice whispered within mine ear: " Now a strange sight thou
shalt see ;

'Tis the Palace of Truth; I've enticed them in, and they're subject unto
me."

Then right in the midst of the glittering crowd uprose a saucy sprite,

Who gently brandished bis magic wand in a manner most polite.

Quoth he: "My lords and ladies fair, I'm pleased to see you all gathered
here,

But this is the Palace of Truth, you know, and you'll have to change your
garb, I fear.

What do ye here in this regal rig? 'Tis a masque of masques indeed,

When ye come the aristocratic dodge and kick to the winds your creed,

Which holds that in, royalty and noble blood there is nothing to admire,
And claims that high birth is as an accident, and that worth needs no rich

attire.

Appear, then," and here he waved his wand, "in the simple guise of truth

—

It will do no hurt to the snows of age, it will brush no bloom from youth

—

Hey! Presto! Change! No, don't run away—I am monarch here, you
know

—

Let's see how your own good forefathers looked one hundred years ago."

And behold all the flash of gems was gone and the glamour had taken
flight,

And a very moth-eaten looking mob now met my bewildered sight.

Could that be the noble Porkpackaire in the straw-stuffed wooden shoes,

With his buxom spouse hitched up to a plow ? And, surely, I must refuse

To believe that yon Hebrew scratching himself and crying aloud "old
clo

!

"

Was Louis Quartorze, the immortal king, but a moment or two ago
;

And the Count D'Orsay—he of matchless grace—why, he's carrying now
a hod,

And Ccesar has shed his laurel crown and designs as a tramp to plod j

And there's " bluff King Hal " in a gambling-den cheating with " put-up"
packs,

And the Virgin Queen in a junk-shop yard is sorting old gunny-sacks,
But, lo and behold! clad in cloth of gold, the jolly Dustman high court

doth hold,

And I bitterly weep, as. I wake from sleep, to find a prince in the chim-
ney-sweep. T. A. H.

San Francisco, April 14, 1883.

THE JESUITS IN JERSEY.
Upon the expulsion of the Jesuits from France some English sym-

pathizers purchased the Imperial Hotel and grounds, at St. Helier's, for
the use of a community of Jesuit students. This settlement has not been
viewed with favor by some in the island, and an agitation has recently
been promoted by the Jersey Protestant Defensive Union, apparently
with the object of driving the Jesuits from Jersey. Notice of a bill to
provide for the visitation of all scholastic establishments has been given
in the States Assembly by the rector of St. Martin's, and a petition has
been presented to the same body, in which it is set forth that the " peti-
tioners have learnt with feelings of the deepest apprehension that real
property of great extent and of very considerable value has been pur-
chased for the use of a foreign society known as the Society of the Con-
gregation of Jesus, and that a large number of members of the society are
now domiciled in the island in full enjoyment of the said real property

;

that in the different countries in which this society or congregation has
established itself experience has taught that its acknowledged principles
and aims are hostile to the liberty of the subject, to the rights of con-
science, to the happiness of families, and to the authority of the State,
in consequence of which the Governments of these countries have been
compelled to resort to precautionary and repressive measures ; that for
similar reasons the States of Jersey, in 1842, prevented the establishment
of a community of Jesuits in the island ; finally, the petitioners pray the
Assembly to adopt such measures as the urgency of the case may require
in order to prevent the dangers which might arise," etc. Prom comments
in the local newspapers on the bill and petition, it would seem that public
opinion in Jersey is by no means generally in favor of measures of religious

intolerance.

—

Public Opinion.

BANKS.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital $3,000,000.
WM. ALVORD President.
THOMAS BROWN, Cashier

| B. MURRAY, Jr., Ass't Cashier
Agents :

New York, Agency of the Bank of Calfornia ; Boston, Tremont National Bank

,

Chicago, Union National Bank ; St. Louis, Boatman's Saving Bank ; New Zealand,
the Bank of New Zealand. Correspondent in London, Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons. Correspondents in India, China, Japan and Australia, the Oriental Bank Cor-
poration.
The Bank has Agencies at Virginia City, and Correspondents in all the princi-

pal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.

Letters of Credit issued, available in all parts o the world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dublin, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Antwerp,
Amsterdam, St. Petersburgh, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, Italy.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter.—-Capital paid up, $1,800,-

000, with power to increase to §10,000,000. Southeast corner California and San-
some streets. Head Omce—28 Cornhill, London. Branches—Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria, New Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.

This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subjeetto Check
and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available in al parts of

the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Omce and Branches, and upon its Agents
as follows

:

New York, Chicago and Canada,—Bank of Montreal ; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank ; Scotland—British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 18. FREDERICK TOWNSEND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Paid up Capital $1,500,000, Gold. President, R. C. Wool-

worth Vice-President, D. Callaghan ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue, Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
Correspondents—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse,
Neuman&Co. Paris: Hottinguer&Co. NewYork: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-

pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal

cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Commercia
Credits issued available in Europe, Chh.a and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital, $2,100,000.

San Francisco Office, 424 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co.; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid TTp S3,000,000.
Keserve 4,500,000.

Agreucy at New York, 62 Wall street.
Agency at Virginia, Nev.

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-

elers' Credits. Nor. 8.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E. Cor. Sansome and Pine Streets,

London Office, 3 Angel Court ; New York Agents, -*• W. Sel-
igraan & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, §0,000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,

loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.

FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.
P, N. Ltlibkthal , Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITAL, 9300,000.
Officers: Vice-President, Jerome Lincoln ; Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. LoanB made on Real Estate and other
Approved Securities . Office : No. 215 Sansome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Spar and jLeihbank, No 526 Califomiastreet,San

Francisco. Officers : President, L. GOTTIG. Board of Directors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Eggers, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE ; Attorney, JOHN R.
JARBOE. May 18.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, of Zurich, Capital 5,006,000 francs; Helvetia*

Of St. Gall, Capital 10,000,000 francs ; Baloise, of Basle, Capital 5,000,000 francs.

These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that may be sus-

ained. Losses made payable in all the principal seaports of the world. In the set-

tlement of all claims under an English policy, these Companies willstrictly adhere to
the conditions and customs adopted :tt Lloyds, and submit to English jurisdiction.

June 9. HARRY W. SYZ, Agent, 420 and 422 California St., S. F.

PROF. JOS. JOSSET,
Graduate of the University of Paris; Ex. Professor of Be

la Metinais' Normal, France; late of Point Loma Seminary, San Diego, Pri-

vate Lessons in the French Language. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 p.m. Private Lessons given at the res-

idence of the pupil. Dec. 6.

Butterick & Co's Celebrated Paper Patterns for Ladies, Misses and Children's
Garments. Send for catalogue. H. A. Deming, 124 Post street, San Francisco.
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SCENES FROM THE LIFE OF AN ARTIST

Zachary. the Viola Player.

( IV .n. the Frvoch of Jotc* dr \ •cnav.J
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to tell Inn future from
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"My ' ir -ir," he **i*l,
*'

v«mi are protected by three stars to be fount]

Bear. Yon will reijni over modern Boropa by the power nl

•w. For the present thai la all I OJUB trll yon."
inured by thi* oracle, Zachary started ofl for the Conservatory of

(id was at once admitted.
He thought to bin I will enter in the school of harmony

like a Jackaai going into a flour-mill." It must be remembered that
Zachary always had an eye for a little joke.

To enter the Conservatory i* one thing, to succeed is another; but at

the end of thn first year he had obtained the first prize as a viola player.
" I wonder if this dog ot a fortune-teller really saw my destiny

clearly?" he said to bhntelf—aside, M it were in theatrical parlance.

It was to be supposed that the prophecy referred to his one day being a
great master of the violin.

The least that he dreamed of was three millions in gold and the myrtle
crown of Pa^anini, the Orpheus of 1830.

v, when one builds castles in the air, one never looks at the hight
of the towers; one would willingly go up to the arch of Heaven or to the
Brewing Star.

Be was about to begin.

"One concert." said Zachary, "will suffice to make me known in

Paris, and consequently to make me celebrated all over the world. The
day after this musical event I shall only have to stoop in order to pick up
front the ground branches of laurel and bank notes." The walls of the
city were papered with red, green, yellow and blue posters :

" Zn'hixry K. has the honor to announce that he will play as a solo on the

riofa thefourteenth symphony of B> vkich it depicted the spectacle

of the ictittfiii/mphs dancing with flu gnomes <>n the borders of a lake in the

Hart: Mountains."

This was a pretty taking announcement, an alluring bill one would
think.

Alas! at Zachary'a concert in the Herz Salon, in spite of fifteen hun-
dred bills, a thousand measures for its success, and the assistance of his

friends, there were only three bald-headed men and an old fellow with a

wig, present.
Nevertheless, he played all the same, and he played like an angel.

It was not for nothing that Zachary bad the aforesaid dog in the above
mentioned portion of his anatomy.
In going home that evening to his cold room in the mansard roof, he

took himself aside and whispered to himself :

" It appears to me, my dear boy, that it is more difficult than you
thought to be a great success. Never mind ! it takes time, and we must
have a little patience. No discouragement ! Let us take another start !

The following season, during the storms and showers of March, our
viola player gave his second concert in the Salle Erard.
This time he had an audience of at least ten persons, among whom was

a Russian princess as deaf as a post.

Zachary scarcely took in a quarter of his expenses.
"The devil," he said, "this fortune-teller appears to me to have been

making a considerable fool of me."
From the date of his second experiment, Zachary abandoning his for-

mer pretensions, resigned himself to giving private lessons for a living at

three francs apiece, but be had to run round from morning till night in

the wind and rain, the heat and snow, to find half a dozen pupils.

This mode of life lasted three years.
" Ah me," said the musician to himself, " my youth is passing in a very

fruitless way. I have had enough of it. No more art for me. I'll try

another line of business. I write a good hand and am a good mathemati-
cian. Let me see ! I will turn book-keeper, a profession which ought to

pay well in these days when there are as many banks as blocks of pave-

ment. Let us figure on it ! This shall be my method of committing sui-

cide in order to live well."
At this moment a voice called him, that of bis housekeeper.
" Monsieur," said the old servant to him, " I have this morning three

eggs, some butter, some salt and some pepper to make an omelette, but I

can't find a piece of wood to cook it with."
" No wood ?" cried Zachary. thumping his forehead. " No wood ? Hold

on a moment ! Just wait a second, old woman 1

Thereupon, he drew from its case his viola, the rich and glorious instru-

ment that he had in the conservatory, and banding it to the cook, said :

" Mother Gertrude, you want some wood ; here you are, take that and
put it in the fire ?"

The old woman was a chronic grumbler accustomed to submit ; she
obeyed, and made the omelette.
Zachary declares that he never ate a better breakfast in his life.

To-day he is cashier in the house of Baron Rothschild, at twelve
thousand francs yearly salary, and every time he hears any one playing
the violin he runs away as fast as bis legs can carry him.

" What stupid May-bugs these Parisians are !" be says from time to

time, as he putt's his cigar indolently, in the Champs-Elysee's.

Containing all the essentials of a true tonic, and sure to give satisfac-

tion, is Brown's Iron Bitters.

Catalogues, Books, Illuatrateil Circulars and Illuminated Printing executed in

superior manner by the S. F. Nkws Lettkii.

Brass Fire Sets, Brass Lamps,

Brass Fenders, Brass Portables,

Brass Andirons, Brass Chandeliers,

Brass Candlesticks Brass Brackets,

NEW, RICH AND ELECANT.

THOMAS DAY & CO.,
122 AND 124 SUITER STREET. April 7.

GILROY HOT SPRINGS.

All Old Favorite under Bfew .Mitnnffemriit.

R.OOP & TENNANT Proprietors and Managers.

Those celebrated Springs, situated in a spur of the Coast Range, 12 miles east Of

ire NOW OPEN FOR THE BEASON. \ complete renovation has been

made throughout, and the whole place lias been put in delightful order. RATES
aTRICTLY REASONABLE TO ALL. P. O., \v. F. Ex. and Tel. offices on the

premises. Take the 10:40 (rain (daily] from depot cor. Fourth and Townsend streets,

to Gllroy, thence by stage to Springs, 12 miles. March 31.

NAHL COLLECTION OF OLD MASTERS.
On Exhibition Every Saturday from 9 Till 5,

At 506 Battery street opposite Postoffioe-

ADMISSION, 25 CENTS. March 17.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,
Sawing1

, Planing1 and Manufacturing:—Doors, Sashes, Blinds and
Mouldings—Turning-, Scroll and Jig Sawing—Counters,

Bar and Store Fixtures.

Finishing Work for Buildings on Hand and Made to Order.

217 to 225 Spear SI., and 213 to 226 Stewart St., S. F.
The largest and oldest established mill on the Pacific Coast.

D. A. Macdosald, Pres't. R. S. Falconer, Sec'y. W. N. Miller, Supt
[March 25.]

M. A. GUNST & CO.,
203 Kearny Street San Francisco.

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN
HAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS;

ALSO SOLE AGENTS FOR

KINNEY BROS' TOO-TOO AND CABINET CIGARETTES,
B3^~ Inform the Public that they receive large invoices of Choice

Havana Jirands three times a month. Feb. 24.

GEO. STREET, Agent News Letter, 30 Cornhill, E. C, London.

T
R
R

he Summer Suu and Dust. Ladies and all exposed to the scorching
rays of the sun and heated particles of dust, will find that the most
cooling- and refreshing preparation for the face, hands and arsis, is

owlftiiJis' Kalydor. which eradicates all prickly Heat, Sunburn, Tan,
Freckles, Stings of Insects, etc., and produces a beautiful and dclicato
complexion.]

owlamls' Macassar Oil prevents the hair falling off or becoming dry
during the hot weather, and eradicates scurf and dandruff.

Rowlands1 Odonto is the purest and most fragrant Tooth Powder ever used,
and contains no acid or mineral ingredients, which are so detrimental
to the teeth and gums. Its purity especially adapts it for the teeth of

young children. Ask any dealer in perfumery for Rowlands' articles,

of 20, Hattun Garden, Loudon.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
finest and Cheapest Meat-flavoriiisr Stock for Soups, Made
Dishes and Sauces.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT,
An Invalnable and Palatable Tonic in all Cases of Weak

Digestion and Debility. " Is a success and boon for which Nations should feel

grateful." See " Medical Press," "Lancet," " British Medical Journal," etc.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
Caution—Genuine only with fac-simile ol Baron Liebig-'s

Signature, in blue ink, across Label.
This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substitutes being in

the market.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
To be had of all Store-keepers, Grocers and Chemists. Sole

Agents for the United States (wholesale onlj ), 0. David & Co., 9, Fen church
Avenue, London, England. Sold wholesale by RICHARDS A HARRISON, San
Francisco. June 10.

F
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PLEASURE'S WAND.
*We Obey no Wand bnt Pleasure's."—Tom Moore.

Lotta, the dramatic cocktail, as John Brougham called her, is now fad-

ed and passe'e. She has had many imitators and many so-called rivals.

But none of them have, as yet, attained the position in public favor held

by their model. In Minnie Maddern I think I see the one destined to be

Lotta's legitimate successur. She is, beyond doubt, the brightest, clever-

est and most promisiug young girl who has, as yet, attacked the Lotta

monopoly, now wavering and failing. A playful little body is Minnie

Maddern. indeed. She has the invaluable advantage of being really

young. She has a pleasing and taking face, with large expressive eyes.

Her hair is russet, and she has the fair complexion that goes with it. Her
figure is trim and petite ; her voice is low and pleasing. She is brimful

of natural talent, has a thorough knowledge of stage businss, and is de-

cidedly sympathetic in manner. The former is, to a great degree, that

peculiar, indescribable something that is called personal magnetism.

With all these attributes it seems a pity that she should confine herself

to an imitation, instead of attempting some original. She shows her

limbs, walks and talks, sits on tables, and moves about like Lotta. She
is not Lotta, but a great big " Chip " of the Lotta block, with a veneer of

youth and modesty. She is bound to be a popular favorite. Her very

name, with its alliterative swing, is a fortune. There are writers who can

write plays to order ; plays that will tit ready-made heroes and heroines,

and still remain within legitimate dramatic lines. Fred Marsden, for in-

stance. But it is evident that Callahan, the writer of Fogy's Ferry, does

not possess the necessary ability for th;it purpose. Fogg's Ferry is a very

bad play. It is a play without a single original idea. The plot is But-

tercup's story, so to speak. The situations are nonsensical, the dialogue

is comraon-piace, the humor is slangy, and the pathos absurd and strain-

ed. The sensational scene—the torpedo effect—is a climax of preposter-

ousness. Callahan, the author, eeeras to have had some clever ideas of

character, but his ideas were nipped in the bud by his lack of ability to

develop them. Fogg's Ferry, I repeat, is a very bad play.*****
The company supporting Minnie Maddern is, with a few exceptions, of

the usual combination order. Two of the company play their respective

parts so well that their efforts deserve mention. The "Zebelon Fogg" of

Mr. Harold Forsburg is a character sketch of great merit. It is well

conceived and admirably acted. The peculiar character of " William

Still," "' a monosyllabic young man, a very idiotic young man," is played

in a •'ery expressive, expressionless way by Mr. William Cullington. Of
the others, there is nothing to be said in praise. Miss Helen Sedgwick, it

is reported, is a sister of pretty Irene Perry. This is all I can say in her

favor. A Mr. Whitecar plays the hero. If I had the same opinion of

his ability that he undoubtedly has himself, I would star in Europe, or do

something or other that was great. I have come to the conclusion that

he is traveling for some hat-manufactory. The persistency with which
he wears, in and out of doors, in love and strife, through three years of

exciting episodes, that hat of his must be taken as an attempt to intro-

duce a new style. It is a plain straw hat, and not a pretty shape either,

but it haunts me.
* * * * *

There is a little bit in Fogg's Ferry—the sock episode—that iB double

entendre, simple and unadulterated, without excuse or raison d'etre.

Every play has a villain, but of all the villains the villain of Fogy's Ferry

is the boss villain. He steals a locket, attempts to murder a rival, bribes

a pair of rascally parents to gain possession of their child, plans a safe-

burglary, fastens the guilt thereof upon an innocent person—a girl he is

making love to—proposing to and marrying at the same time another

woman, inveigles two men into a devilish plot, plants a torpedo in a
rivertoblowupan approaching steamboat, etc., etc. It is quite a disappoint-

ment for the audience to see the last act pass off without some additional

bit of crime; but Callahan not beiug original, and the calendar being run
through, there was nothing that could be expected.*****
On Monday Minnie Maddern will appear in Wild Wave

y
a comedy by

Jessop and Gill. After that comes Roland Reed in Fred. Marsden's
Cheek, which will be presented with handsome scenery by Yoegtlin.*****
The Grover Company are giving a very good performance of The

Ticket-of-Leave-Man. George Osborne plays '* Bob Brierly " in a manner
deserving of praise. It is a manly and sincere piece of acting. His dia-

lect is good and well sustained. His costuming is not appropriate.

George Holland is a strong and effective " Jim Dalton; " his different dis-

guises are clever and natural. As "Melter Moss," W. H. Thompson
scores another hit. The versatility of this most excellent actor is remark-
able. He is an actor in the true sense of the word. In every character
assumed by him there is a total loss of identity. He is always au fail
in make-up and manner. Leonard Grover is amusing as "Green Jones."
'" Hawkshaw." the detective, is a character that requires strong acting.

This it does not receive at the hands of Norris. Louise Sylvester is very
cute and rascally as " Sam," and looks well in boys' clothes. Miss Ida
Bowdoin May, a small person, not near as long as her name, is the " May
Edwards "of tde cast. She plays the part with tenderness, but her
efforts are marred by a wooden voice and a disagreeable enunciation.
Miss Waugh is a fair " Miss Willoughby," but her volubility lacks natu-
ralness. The dashing Alma Stuart Stanley plays "Emily St. Evre-
mond " in her dashing way, and looks as dashing as usual. The attend-
ance is good, the prices being low and the entertainment a very good one.
Cad, the Tomboy, is to be revived.*****
Varney and De Ome, the newcomers at Emerson's, are a clever pair of

acrobatic dancers. They "caught on" immediately and will prove a
s:rong attraction at this theatre for some time to come. Charley Reed
and Courtright are excessively funny in the farce Henpecked. The quar-
tette has been singing some of their most acceptable selections this week.

* * * * *

The new burlesque of the Vokes is not particularly new in anything ex-
cept arrangement. The business is similar to that of the other produc-

tions. There are one or two clever bits of fun, but as a whole, the per-
formance is unaccountably tiresome and inexplicably tedious. It is

really astonishing how old-fashioned and old-fogyish the capers of these
really clever people seem to us all, now. This is the last week of the
troupe. On Tuesday the McCaull Opera Company appear in the Queen's
Lace Handkerchief. This operetta of Strauss has been received everywhere
with great favor. The company is a strong one. It includes among
others, Mathilde Cottrelly, Lillie Post, Perugini, Carleton, Francis Wil-
son, a splendid array of talent. The chorus is to be a large one. The
orchestra is to be efficient, and the costumes bright and picturesque. It is

some time since we have had first-class opera comique, and it will be a
pleasant novelty.

* * * * *

The two concert's last night—Toepke's and Landsberger's—were both
well attended. Notice reserved.*****
Mme. GeneYs benefit was a very enthusiastic ovation. The popular

lady was presented with innumerable floral souvenirs and several costly
gifts. The subscribers to the dramatic season offered her a check for one
thousand dollars, the accompanying speech being delivered by Miss Hecht,
a pretty and modest young lady, who acquitted herself of her task with
neatness and becoming modesty. From her dramatic company, Mme.
Gene'e received a silver laurel wreath. Mr. Scherer, the " old man" of
the company, acted as spokesman, and delivered himself of a very pa-
thetic and " high falutin' " oration. The recipient of all these compli-
ments spoke a few words of thanks in a graceful and touching manner.
From her remarks it may be inferred that there is a possibility of her return-
ing here next tprm and again assuming the direction of the German theater
of this city. This is to be hoped, as under her management it has attained
a degree of perfection unequaled outside of Germany. To-morrow even-
ing, Mr. Kadelburg, the leading man of the troupe—a most admirable
actor—takes his farewell benefit. He deserves a full house.*****
The pretty, tuneful opera Stradella is drawing good houses at the

Tivoli. A new tenor, Max Schafer, is singing the principal part. His
voice is but fair. The chorus and orchestra very highly effective.*****
French duels have always been a source of great amusement to both

Englishmen and Americans, who settle questions of honor in a more sen-
sible and practical manner. Some years ago one of these " picnics " took
place between Francisque Sarcey, the foremost of French dramatic
critics, and Aurelien Scholl, the " Flaneur " of the Evenement. It is so
ludicrous in its details that it will bear relating. The principals being
both 'theatrical writers, the tale is in place in this column. The combat-
ants left Paris for Mons. At nine o'clock in the morning they stood face
to face in a plowed field. They crossed swords and did some fencing.
At the end of a minute, Sarcey, who was, and still is rather fleshy, was
rather used up, and said :

" Will you give me a second or two to regain
my breath, I am tired ?" " As long as you like, my dear friend," replied
Scholl. They began again. The cry of police was raised; duelists and
seconds rushed to their carriages, and drove off to Maubege. " We can-
not go back to Paris," said Scholl. "This affair must be concluded."
" Where shall we go, old fellow ?" asked Sarcey. " To Baden," answered
the terrible " Flaneur." Away the3r went to Baden. In forty-eight
hours the blood-thirsty journalists were again at the ground. Sarcey re-

ceived a cut in his shirt-sleeve. No results. Finally Scholl's rapier
touched his arm. " A prick, thank heaven," they cried ;

" A prick—all

is saved !" But the blood did not flow. Sarcey could swear he had re-

ceived a touch, but where, oh, where was the blood. One of the seconds
—a practical sort of a fellow—solved the difficulty. He called up the
surgeon, and that learned man managed to squeeze out a drop or two.
Everybody was content. Honor had been satisfied !*****
Frederick Haase, who played at the German Theatre in this city, last

year, has, since his return to Germany, embodied his observations of men
and things in this country in a book, entitled " Unadorned Letters." The
criticisms are reported to be very severe. "—The great Spanish tenor,
Gayarre", has been suffering from a severe attack of typhoid fever. For-
tunately he is recovering. The world is poor in tenors, and after Masini,
Tamagro and Gayarre', there are none of the first rank. Saint-Saens, the
eminent French composer, whose Henry VIII. has just been been succe3-
fully produced, was much irritated the first night by the applause. He
exclaimed: " Applause interrupts enough in the middle of an act, but en-
cores ought to be forbidden."^—The good-natured Abbe Liszt has been
compelled, in self-defense, to address an appeal to the German musical
papers, asking aspiring composers not to send their scores for inspection,

and further, informing collectors of autographs that for years past
he has modestly declined to enrich their collections.—•Marcbetti, whose
Roy Mas—a work that teems with passionate ideas—put him at

once among great operatic composers, has written nothing since

which shows inspiration or spontaneity.——-Rose Coghlan, who will soon be
here with the Wallack Company—a visit that will revive the pleasant re-

collections of her former brief engagement in this city—is addicted to bon
mots. Her latest is worthy of record. "A woman who has a great se-

cret and doeB not tell, is often made ill by keeping it." This does not ex-

plain, however, the sudden illness of many leading ladies. For most of

these gossipy items I am indebted to Freund's Daily—a, bright, newsy
sheet. *****

Georgie Cayvan did do the sensible thing. She is now playing in A
Parisia7i Romance, and is a regular member of the Union Square Theater
Company, taking the place of Sarah Jewett, who is to do leading business

at Stetson's Fifth Avenue Theater next season. Beauclerc.

The coutract for the building of the seats for the Thomas Festival

has be-n awarded and the work is soon to be commenced. On the

ground floor there will be 1.380 seats; around these seats, at a slight ele-

vation, there will be 114 boxes. Around the sides of the gallery are to be

arranged more boxen, and in the back part it is proposed to put the single-

admission seats, 1.000 in number. As soon as the .plan is finished the

public will be invited to select their seats. The chorus rehearsals are

progressing in a very satisfactory manner.
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York build, and we have never been able to approach them
land general excellence. With the exception of the Thetis
- other sloops do very little in cruising of racing. Three of

I in New York, the Ariel, Annie and Clara; the
Horn ; the Annie an, 1 Clara were brought

ire. The Aggie was built at Port Ludlow,
Washington Territory, an. I was Bailed down bare. The rest of the
fleet were built in San Kraut. is,.., \\", Stone leading off with nine,
and nfatbew Turner turning out four. For the convenience of our

who desire t> preserve this list, a limited number have been
printed on card-board set in large, clear type, and can be had at
tola office ami the leading news stores at the nominal price of

ts. Last Sunday the Cbispa and Lurline Bailed up the channel in
company. When off Black Point a blunder of the man at the Chispa's
wheel brought her bows across the Lurline amidships, her bowsprit strik-
ing the fureboom and breaking short off, carrying away the catheads,
the only injury to the Lurline being the bending "f the brass cap on her
foreboom. It was a close call for the new boat : had the way been kept
on the Cbispa she must have certainly cut the other craft down to the
water's edge. We hope the Lurline*8 good fortune will not desert her.
She has now escaped two dangerous-looking collisions unharmed. Next

tv the first event of the yachting season will take place, when the
San Francisco Club will open the season with a dance at the club-house.
We are informed, but not officially, that the yachts will remain at the
club-house on Saturday night, and make a cruise up the bay on Sunday
morning. Doubtless if this plan is carried out the fleet will be joined by
many unattached boats, and the whole will make a brilliant appearance
if there is a fresh breeze. The Pacific Club held a meeting this week to
arrange for the opening of the season, but too late for us to publish the
particulars this week. We beg to suggest to both clubs that in future
cruises to and from Vallejo be arranged so that yachts may start un a
class basis. From San Francisco, 1ft vessels not exceeding 50 feet start
at 1 p. M-, not exceeding 70 feet at 1:15, and 70 feet and over at 1:30 p. m.
This plan would give the small boats a chance to see some of tbe fun,
and t<i be in it themselves. The old plan of all getting under way at
once kept many small boats out of the fleet, for after the first hour's sail-

ing they were generally left hopelessly out of sight. Commodore Spreck-
els and Vice-Commodore Cadnc, will you please inaugurate the change,
which will prove an advantage? The Ariel is now at Saucelito being
fitted up for the season. The Whitewing is being prepared for the open-
ing day. The Nellie was the first yacht put in trim this season. She
carried her whip last Sunday.

Rowing.—There is very little to report, but a great deal to anticipate.
During tbe visit of the Triennial Conclave a regatta is expected to be ar-

ranged, and the sum of $1,000 in prizes is named to attract our oarsmen.
As we have only professional crews now, nothing but the chink of coin
will induce practice. The Golden Gate and Southend Clubs talk of a match
for 9250. Peterson and Mcluerny are both actively trainiug for their
race. The summer winds of this week were not favorable for shell rowing.
The list of officers of the Ariel Club is as follows: President, W, K.
Grawny ; Vice-President. Geo. Branch; Treasurer, John Muirhead

;

Secretary, E. Flanders ; Captain, Pv. Lawton ; Lieutenant, E. Christy
;

Trustees, E. H. Wall, F. Smith and T. Brown. The Walkins and Grif-
fin families are still talking of a match. We hope it will soon end.

Fishing.—The trouting season never opened so unsatisfactorily as this

year. The fish are few in number and smaller than ever. The work of
depletion has gone on in streams adjacent to this city until there is prac-
tically no fish left. Anglers must now travel for, and be willing to ex-

pend both time and money if they want to get well-filled baskets. We
have no hope that our suggestion will be carried out, yet, for the sake of
saying it, we will tell anglers what Bnould be done: Cease fishing in

streams within fifty miles of this city for one season, and give the trout
a chance to propagate. It will pay in the end.

Pigeon-Shooting.—This sport is kept going with delightful activity.

Last Sunday a series of matches were shot at the Oakland Trotting Park.
The first was between Muller and Edwards, the latter giving his i»p-

ponent odds of $80 to $40; at 15 birds, 2i yards rise, 1 plunge-trap. Ed-,
wards shot at 14 birds and killed only 7. Muller shot at 13 and missed
9. So that it was a very hollow win for Edwards. The shooting was
miserable on both sides. This match was followed by a hybrid match be-
tween Gould (assumed name) and 11. R. Brown; 20 birds, 30 yards, using
only a single barrel. Gould shot at 18 and missed 11. Brown shot at l'J

ami missed 14, 7 oi them in succession. A sweepstake followed j 17 en-

tries, Slade, Jellett, Swan and Hofling tied, killing b" birds each at 21
yards. This was shot off at three pairs of double birds. Swan and Hof
ling soon dropped out, Slade and Jellett killing 15 each out of nine pairs.

They agreed to divide first and second money. Burbank and Swan then
tried conclusions at 15 birds. Burbank shot at 14 and killed 10. Swau

1 killed 7. j rtaman'i Club
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Rifle Shooting. Last Sunday the California Schutzen Club held it

i match at Alameda. Philo Jacoby won the Champion Goblet,
F. Kuble. the nerial, 394 rings. F. Beekee
.1. Utechig, third. ;;:u. J. Roeachell, fourth, 328.

Piatol Shooting. Colonel S. E Beaver and Officer Linville shot a
match hist Sunday at the Police Range, distance 100 feet, each making 50

boll's eyes.

Baseball. The Bedington Nine made its first appearance at the lie-
'.ids l. ist Sunday as a professional team, and greatly disap-

pointed their friends and admirers by allowing tlo- Cdifm-nia Team to
run away with them. The scores were : California, 7; Redington, 3; and
the rune scored cannot be counted to their good play, but the accident
which disabled Back, the California pitcher. At the last innings he
sprained hie ankle, but kept his post, and Leman hit him to left field for
a home run, bringing in [ncell and Bennett. The play all through was
weak. To-morrow the Niantics and Redingtons play the third game of
the season.

Football.— Last Saturday the season was brought to a close by a match
between the University and the Phoenix Clubs. The latter, led by Wool
ley, brought a weak team into the field, and were short three men. Por
the University, Connor was Captain, and he had with him the strongest
fifteen the University has ever brought into the football field. Woolley
won the toss, and selected the Eastern goal—the best, and with a strong
wind at the backs of his men, the advantages were all in favor of the
Phoenix; but the University played up in grand form, and soon secured a
try on the southern wing. Palache made the kick, but tbe ball dropped
B long way short of the posts. Twice the Phoenix had to touch down for
safety in the first half. But no other advantage was gained. With the
wind in their favor, the University pressed their opponents hard during
the second half, compelling them to touch down for safety twice. The
game ended in favor of the visitors by one to nothing. For the winners,
Connors, McAllister, McKee, Bosse and Hellman n played in fine form,
while Woolley, W. Sitae, Campbell, Foster and Peterson did good service
for the Phtemx.

The Bench Show.—The Pacific Coast Kennel Club met on Tuesday
evening in the Occidental Hotel to continue its arrangements for the
holding of the bench show in Union Hall, opening on the 27th instant.
President Clem Dixon occupied the chair. It was decided to make an
additional class for bull terrier pups. Tbe following judges were elected :

Sporting dogs—E. Leavesley, Gilroy ; C. M. Post, Sacramento; J. K,
Orr, San Francisco. This class includes setters, pointers, retrievers,
spaniels, bloodhounds and foxhounds. Greyhounds and Scotch deerhounds
—Henry Burscough, Don McShannon and Clem Dixon. Newfoundlands,
St. Bernard mastiffs, Russian-terriers, Siberian bloodhounds. Leonbergs
and pugs—Thomas T. Williams. Bull-terriers, Scotch-terriers, Skye-ter-
riers, fox-terriers, Yorkshires, Dandle Dtminonts and black and tans

—

William Aiken. Toy-dogs, Italian greyhounds. King Charles spaniels,
poodles and Spitz—Abe Warner. Miscellaneous—Thomas T. Williams.
SheDherd does and Dalmations—Clem Dixon, Thomas T. Williams, 0.
Frilch. Trick dogs—Abe Warner. The prize for the most perfect dog
was stricken out, owing to the difficulty of making the selection from so
many classes, in each of which may be found a dog perfect of its class. The
selection of judges of fowls was left to tbe exhibitors.

Turf.—The Blood Horse Association's races will commence at the Oak-
laud Trotting Park on Saturday, 21st inst. So far, very little excitement
or interest has been manifested. We hope this meeting will prove a
financial success. We are satisfied that, from a racing point of view, it

will be all that can be desired. But something should be done to arouse
public enthusiasm, and, if the managers have that object in view, the
sooner they set about the task the better.

Athletics.—The programme of the Olympic Club, published last
week, has been changed. Tbe mile-race is now set down for a profes-
sional handicap, §15 to the first man and $10 to the second. We think
this is a good move. The amateur long-distance race will be a half-mile,
li. S. Haley and J. Masterson have decided to run a match on that day.
This will doubtless prove the event of the meeting.

Boxing.—The hard-glove match, arranged to come off on Tuesday
night, between Howard and McCormack, ended in the latter withdraw-
ing from the contest without either striking or parrying a blow. The
reasons given by McCormack for not meeting his man are said to be di-

vers. A small audience witnessed some hard hitting and poor boxing
between several of the fancy, who are described as "Terrors," "Smashers"
and "Crashers,)' but nothing worth reporting was seen.

Bicycling.—The run of the San Francisco Club to San Jose, set down
for last Sunday, had to be postponed on account of the bad condition of
the roads. Captain Lonson has called a run to the same place, at the
same hour to-morrow. The uncertain appearance of the weather just now
may prevent the Club from starting. The members intend to persevere
until a suitable day is found.

Cricket—The last important match played in Augtralia by the Hon.
Tvo Bligh's Team of English Cricketers, was against Eleven of Victoria,
played at Melbourne, on 13th March. The Colonists won by 79 runs.
The Merion Cricket Club has not yet decided when they will take the
field against their old opponents, the Occidents. The latter are calmly
awaiting the onslaught of the juveniles.

Call and examine the new Sprint; Goods for Nobby Suits, at J. M. Litchfield
A Co's, 416 ttonigotusfy street.
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"The World," the Flesh, and the Devh.
[By a Truthful Penman.]

Truth and Swearing.—If we are to believe Mr. Bright, every legal

tribunal throughout the world, from the time when law began until now,
has, in conducting its proper business of ascertaining the truth, succeeded

only in propagating falsehood. " The practice," he says, "of swearing to

the truth of anything, makes two kinds of truth." If witnesses were not
human beings, but were always honest, and never forgetful, Mr. Bright's

criticism would be just. Experience shows that the oath, or its equiva-

lent, assists in extracting the truth both from the dishonest and inaccurate

witness. The dishonest witness not ^infrequently attempts to evade the

oath by not kissing the book, or otherwise in a manner which shows that

he makes a distinction between what he says when sworn and what he
says unsworn. The honest witness, again, has his memory stimulated
and his sense of responsibility quickened by taking the oath. Men do
not speak with the same precision in a casual conversation as they do in

a witness-box ; and everything which tends to the extraction of truth

ought to be present in the witness-box. In employing oaths, the law makes
no distinction between two kinds of truth ; but acknowledging this, takes

that from the best source.

—

Law Times.-^Raising the S. S. Aus-
tral.—This splendid vessel, which, as will be remembered, sank in fifty

feet of water in Sydney Harbor, has now been raised and is on her way
home. The weight to be lifted was approximately 6,000 tons, and the
means adopted consisted in securing to the ship's sides artificial water-
tight bulwarks, reaching to several feet above the water-line, thus trans-

forming her from a submerged to a stranded vessel full of water, but hav-
ing the gunwale above the water-line. To render it possible to turn the

vessel lengthwise she was divided into two equal compartments, by means
of a transverse bulkhead amidships, the doors in the other bulkhead
being left open. The vessel, thus prepared, was pumped out by powerful
pumps, placed equally before and abaft the transverse bulkhead. The
vessel first came upright, and then steadily left the bottom, and as the
pumping proceeded was towed into shallower water. This general Bcheme
of raising was settled in London by the managers guided by the advice of

Mr. John Stanfield.

—

Engineering.—The daughter of Napoleon I. and of

a young lady of noble family whom Napoleon met at Cologne in 1811, has
just died in that city. She was known as the Countess Falkenberg, and
for the last thirty years of her life had been so poor that she was com-
pelled to work as a dressmaker, and was buried at the expense of the
parish. She lived in one small room, upon the walls of which were sev-

eral portraits of the Bonaparte family, and just before her death she
asked the woman who was nursing her to give her a packet of letters out
of a drawer and had them burnt. Napoleon had her educated in Italy,

where she lived for many years, but having spent what little fortune she
had, she came back td Cologne abont twenty years ago. A resident at
Cologne who was acquainted with her circumstances sent a petition "to the
late Emperor Napoleon asking him to help her; but nothing was done,
and the only pecuniary assistance she received of late was an allowance
of thirty marks a month from a family living on the banks of the Rhine
and related to Jerome Bonaparte, King of Westphalia.— World.——A
marked honor has been conferred on Mr. Forster, who, with Mrs. Fors-
ter, has been invited to Windsor by Her Majesty. It needs very little

reflection to understand that recent disclosures of the imminent perils and
miraculous escapes Mr. Forster has bad from the hands of the assassins
have been heard of by his Sovereign with deep sympathy, and that it has
been Her Majesty's desire to express it in this exceptional way. Doubt-
less his conduct throughout has also met with the highest approval, and,
rugged Liberal as he may be, he has shown himself staunchly loyal
throughout.

—

Court Journal.—An electric car, constructed by the
Millwall Electric Storage Company, was on the line of the West Metro-
politan Tramway Company, from Uxbridge-road to Kew Bridge. The
electric power is stored under the the seats, and the car moves along with-
out any perceptible propelling power.^—Prof. A. G. Bell, the inventor
of the telephone, who has recently taken Broadhead House in Boston has
devised an elaborate system of electrical wires and bells that connect ev-
ery door and window in the house with a room which he calls his central
office. An indicator in that room shows instantly whenever a door is

opened or shut. At night it would be impossible for any one to enter the
house without having his presence announced by the bells.——-Barnum's
Show.—Two hundred times last year Barnum's show attracted a daily
attendance of 30,000 people; it represents a capital of over £600,000 ;

its actual daily expenses are over £950 ; it uses nearly a mile of its own
railroad cars ; requires eight acres for its tents; employs 600 men and
women, 300 horses. 160 advance advertisers and five spacious advertising
cars. It exhibits 29 elephants, 10 giraffes, 10 ostriches and 32 camels and
dromedaries. It has lost over £16,000 worth of animals and purchased
£52,000 worth more. The mere search for novelties cost not less than
£20,000 in 1882, The Town Council of Stratford-on-Avon has adopt-
ed a suggestion made by Mr. Halliwell Phillipps, that the Corporation
records, which are of great historical and Shakespearian interest, dating
back several hundred years, should be reproduced by means of the auto-
type process and given to the world. Mr. Phillipps undertook to super-
intend the reproduction aud to defray the whole cost of the work, merely
stipulating that the Council should, when the copies were delivered into
their hands, arrange for their sale at Stratford, the proceeds to be placed
at the disposal of the Corporation. It was stated that the records date
almost from the time of the Conquest.

—
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Parties living at a distance call have engravings made by sending photograph,
or sketch on paper, designating size required. Estimates furnished on appiieation.
S. F. PHOTO-ENG. CO., 609 Merchant street.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
INSURANCE AGENCY,

No. 322 & S24 California Street, San Francisco,

Fire Insurance.
TEUTON1A of New Orleans.
LACONFIANCE of Paris.
DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS

ofNewYork.
THE FIREINS. ASSOCIATION (Limited)

of London, England.

GIRARD of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN of New York.
ST. PAUL ofSt. Paul.
STANDARD FIRE OFFICE.. of London

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONC1ERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented $27,000,000.
All Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid.

W. L. CHALMERS,
Special Agent and Adjuster.

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864.

Principal Office 216 Sansome street.

FIRE INSURANCE.
Capital (Paid Up in TJ. S. Gold Coin) $300,000 00
Reinsurance Reserve $172,898 50

Assets January 1, 1383 3717,156 63 I Premiums, ainceorganizat'n. $4,155,239.10
Surplus for policyholders 5710,860.83

|
Losses, since organization.. §1,859,286 61

OFFICERS :

J. F. HOUGHTON President I CHAS. R. STORY Secretary
J. L. N. SHEPARD Vice-President

|
R. H. MAGILL General Agent

Directors of tue Home Mutcal Insurasce Co.—L. L. Raker, H. L. Dodge, J.
L. N. Shepard, John Curry, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, C. C. Burr, J. S. Carter,
Charles Belding, D. W. Earl. Feb. 10

PHIENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Or London, Eng., Estab'd 1182—Cash Assets, $5,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1833 Cash Assets, $1,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1851 Cash Assets, $1,351,326.39.

SUTLER A HALDAN,
General Agents for Pacific Coast,

413 California Street . San Francisco.
[July 10.1

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

TJnlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF LONDoT~FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

THE STANDARD MARINE~InSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool. Capital, $5,000,000-

Aug. 12
W. JT. OALLISCHAJl A CO.. General Agents,

213 Sansome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,600,000
Cash Assets 1,709,976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE A CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF LONDON.
[ INSTITUTED 1803. ]

London Assurance Corporation, of London
Established by Royal Charter 1720

Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.

ROBERTDICKSON, Manager.
W. I-AJfE BOOKER, Agent and Attorney.

S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts. , Safe Deposit Building:.
[October 11. J

COMMERCIAL UNION ASSURANCE COMPANY OF LONDON.
Capital-$12 500,000, Gold.

FIRE ,A.2Vr> MABINE.
OFFICE S10 SANSOME STREET, San Francisco.
[March 10.] JOHN RAE HAMILTON, Manager.
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husband'* favorite; he was commended t-> her in the Prince Consort's
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will; be had been their oompanioa in happy bygone days, and th< I
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abe was able t" drive abroad, Brown should ride before i>r behind her.

I the relation! of mistress and man should sver K*ve been made the
i tvior of Brown, lie

I was an unconipr.iini ritb the stuff "1 a Rob Roy in him. Prom
the bights of bis love For the Queen he looked down on the entire world.

of her favor that mine might approach her without
utinyand permission. Me bad the foibles and frailties of those

faithful retainers wiib which we are bo familiar in comedies aod so nnfa-
miliar elsewhere. He made himself part <>f the family, and coi

that, next to the Queen, he was the most important person at \\ indaor.
'1'here is ;t story, probably mythical, that theQm on bade Prince Christian
invite him to a shoot in i; party, at which a very distinguished company
was to be present. Invited he was, but the distinguished company did
not meet him. Prince Christian and he shot the coverts together.
Another cause >(" bis unpopularity was that he was canny beyond the

wont of Highlanders. His functions made him rich. The Queen built
him *» house at Balmoral, in the I

i of the Castle. He found
berths for bis four brothers and for an army of relatives in the Royal

j

n the fat of the land. Bern;* ill, and attended by Sir
William Jenner, be refused the g I offices of that celebrated physican
and sent for Dr. Marshall, the doctor of the household, who was off on a
holiday, and had to tra\el post-haste across Europe to cure Mr. Brown of

a cold. But, on the other hand, he earned the right to special privileges.

He saved the Queen's life when the horses overturned her carnage on the
mad from Balmoral to Glassalt. He never let her pass from his sight, and
everyhody remembers the stories of his fording the Highland streams
with the Queen in bis arms, and of his preparing the way for her visits

to Higland cottages. He was her Newfoundland dog, very faithful, al-

ways ready to back, and to bite, too, on occasion.
But there can be little doubt of the strong popular sentiment against

him. Queens, in fiction and in fact, had never come out unscathed from
an intimacy with their servants. The loves of Ruy Bias and the Queen of
Spain, of the Grand Duchesse and her Fritz, nay, of the royal Isabella
and Serrano, formed good enough examples for those who objected to the
presence of the stalwart Scot in the household of Queen Victoria. It is

pitiful that the breath of scandal should thus have tainted a friendship
which was peculiarly sentimental and idyllic ; but there will be a general
feeling of relief in England that death has brought the friendship to an
end.—The World.

THE COMSTOCK BUNSBY.
For a long time we have been wondering what had become of the

Committee appointed by the Stock Exchange to investigate the condition
of the Comstock mines, but last week our solicitude came to an end by
reading their report as it appeared in the columns of our worthy con-
temporary, the Doily Report. It is a remarkable document, and suggests
all kinds of thoughts, from being "an opinion vot is an opinion." It is

the story of the Mountain and the Mouse. We would like to publish it

in detail, and would do so did not our columns demand more valuable in-

formation, and our consideration for our readers require that we should
not weary them with so much nonsense. However, a document coming
from such a source requires notice, especially when connected with an in-

terest so identified not only with this coast but with the world. It com-
mences by saying:

" We have found it impossible to obtain any reliable official information
with reference to the condition of the mines, and the little we have been
able to glean from that source is anything but satisfactory."

Then there is a long reference to the Diamond Drill, concluding with

—

"From information, however, obtained outside of official sources re-

garding the existence of concealed bonanzas, we are inclined to the belief

that valuable ore bodies have been discovered, which so far have not been
officially announced. But, as we are restricted by our informants in the
use of this information, we abstain, at present at least, from making any
more positive statement than the foregoing."

Then follows a very elaborate description of the mechanical condition

of the mine, control of water, etc., all of which is known to every child

who knows anything about the Comstock— full of statements so general

in expression as to, in our judgment, tend to deceive the thoughtless, and
half irritate a business man. The report winds up with statements of

the present condition of these mines in expressions so positive that we are

almost afraid to quote them. For example:

"In fact the prospects of the lode were never brighter." * * "The
prospects and condition of the mines of the Comstock Lode have not been
so good for years, and that we believe in the near future the Cojastook
lode will be restored to the proud position it once held, as the greatest

bullion producer of the world."

It must be over a ye jr since this committee was appointed by the Stock
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publication of a report submitted to b p ion."
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INSURANCE.

MARINE INSURANCE, THE GLOBE MARINE OF LONDON.
CAPITAL, $2,500,000.

THE CHINESE INSURANCE CO. (Marine) OF HONGKONG.
CAPITAL, $1,500,000.

WM. T. COLEMAN & CO-,
No. 121 Market street,

[Marcha*.] _AgepJa for the Pacific Coast.

INTERNATIONAL MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY (Limited)
OF LIVERPOOL.

CAPITAL S2.500.000

UNITED STATES FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF NMW YORK.

CAPITAL $250,000

DONALDSON & CO., Agents and Attorneys,
319 California street, S. F.

[Feb. 24.] R. H. NAUNTON, Manager.

TRANSATLANTIC FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OP HAMBURG.

CAPITAL $1,500,000, XT. S. Gold Coin
LOSSES PAID IN GOLD COIN IMMEDIATELY AFTER ADJUSTMENT.

This corporation holds contracts of sixteen other European Insurance Companies
reinsuring by far the neater part of every risk as soon as accepted in our office'THE COMBINED SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL which our policies therefore offer to
the public amounts to 8SU. !)()». 000, 1 S. GOLD COIN, of which $7,650,000
IS PAID UP, besides the always available Reserve Funds.

GEO. MARCUS & CO.,
304 California street San Francisco,

GENERAL AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST. [Feb. 10.]

(Organized 1863.

J

FIREMAN'S FUND INSURANCE COMPANY.
Fire and Marine Insurance-

Assets £1 1- 350 ,000
Losses paid over 4,500,000
iJSTThe Largest Assets and Largest Income of all the companies hailing from

west of New York State, and in 1SSL Pacific Coast premiums were larger than
those of any other company, local, Eastern or foreign.

D. J. STAPLES President I WM. J. DUTTON Secretary
ALPHEUS BULL.... .... Vice-President

|
E. W. CARPENTER Asst. Secretary

HOME OFFICE:
Southwest Cor. California and Sansome streets, San Francisco.
6^" Agents in all prominent localities. Sept. 30.

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.-UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

The California Lloyds.—Established in 1861.—Nos. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, $750,000 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates

!

Prompt Settlement of Loses ! ! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS. —J. Mora Moss,
Moses Heller, J. 0. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Lverson, A. B. Phipps, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Brandonstein, W. M. Hoag, Nicholas
Lnning, James Moffitt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Touchard,
George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Schelle, Charles
Baum, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President.

Jambs D. Bailky, Secretary. Geo. T. Boh«v. Surveyor. Nov. 6.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.

(Capital 85,000,000.—Agents: Balfour, Guthrie A Co., No.
/ 316 California street, San Francisco. Nov. 18.

SEARCHER OF RECORDS FOR ALAMEDA COUNTY,
G. W. McKEAND.

Offices—Southeast Corner of Fonrth and Broadway streets,
OAKLAND. March 31.
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SCHOOL SCANDALS AND THEIR SOURCE.
The News Letter so far, has but echoed the murmurs of discontent

which, with so much cause, are heard throughout the School Depart-

ment, and it has certainly not manufactured them. We but give public voice

to the deep wailings that are whispered in private walks. It is a lament-

able fact, but it is a fact nevertheless, that the School Department is in

bad hands, Promotion is going by favor, the fittest are not surviving,

the ablest and best are being left, the least experienced are elevated by
corrupt ways, women of doubtful morality are being made teachers, good
positions are being won by the unutterable wages of sin, criminals who
figure in the rogues' gallery of the Police Department are being made
janitors and are given soft places in the carpenter's shop, and the out-

rageous den of an immoral boss is the place where the wretched bargain-

in,, and sale goes on. That rendezvous is being made the pivot around
which the whole department is to revolve. From the centre, all round to

the circumference, the boss is lord of both male and female teachers. It

va not enough that he runs all other city departments for all that is in

them. It is not enough that he owns a majority of the Supervisors, and
sells places to such reformers of criminals as Shear and Kenny. It is not

enough that he blackmails water and gas companies, and sells street fran-

chises, and makes coin out of every right, privilege and immunity that it

is within the power of the city to grant. It is not enough that he dictates

that " the lambs," who were wont to hang aroung his den and
iusult ladies as they passed, should be placed in every sinecure

deputyship that an extravagantly governed city supplies. It is

not enough that he runs the Fire Department, and tried to

lay violent hands on the police. It is not enough that he owns seven

out of our nine Democratic State Senators, and will sell their votes for

the next United States' Senator to the highest bidder, and that he used

them to prevent pilot charges from being reduced, and other good meas-
ures from passing. It is not enough that he sent his indescribable haDg-
ers-on to the precinct clubs, caused them to vote seven or eight times of

an evening, and so captured the organization of the ruling party, and that

he is now running all the local politics of that party to the devil. All
this might well have satisfied the hungry and corrupt ways of any one
man. But it lias not satisfied the Democratic Boss. All these things
were unquestionably his. Yet he sighed for a further conquest. Offices

for his creatures and coin for himself he* had in plenty. There yet re-

mained one thing, and it ought to have been unpurchasable and unpro-
curable. With sorrow and confusion of face, we say that that one thing
has succumbed in more instances than it would be delicate to narrate.

The votes of Legislators, of Supervisors and School Directors, have no-
toriously been sold for coin, but it remained that the honor of lady teach-

ers of our sons and daughters should become a chattel property. It is a
terrible depth of depravity to have fallen to. But what better could be
expected when the nature of the boss, the character of his surroundings
and the extent of his power are understood ? When lady teachers are com-
pelled, if they would retain their places, to visit his den, the rest may be
easily imagined. AVhen lady teachers are seen coming from thence with
tears streaming down their cheeks, as we saw one the other day, the rest

can hardly be a matter of conjecture. How long is this outrageous con-
dition of affairs to be tolerated by a self-respecting people. In the name
of all that is good let the public schools be kept free from the shockingly,
demoralizing, debased and filthy control of boss politics. To-day they are

fast becoming steeped in shame and iniquity. What are our people going
to do about it?

THE WHY AND THE HOW OF IT.

Some people will ask why the boss should rule a majority of the
School Directors, and how he makes his methods so successful. Those
are pertinent and very natural questions, though they betray not a little

ignorance of the way in which municipal politics have been "put up."
By the aid of money that never ought to have been given ti» him, the
boss carried a majority of the precinct Clubs. As a result he had at

least eighty out of the one hundred and thirty-five members that consti-

tuted the last municipal convention. He therefore nominated for most
places whom he pleased. For the present we are only dealing with the
School Directors. They were selected at the sole will and pleasure of the
boss. Such men as Weill, Rogers, Travers and Brand were named to
carry the ticket through. Dr. Cleveland was accepted at the instance of
influential dictation rather than because he was liked. The remainder,
who constitute the majority, were the boss' own selection. With them
he has formed a ring. They are as sheep knowing the voice of their
shepherd. Without the aid of the boss they would never have emerged
from their native obscurity. Foard has been made a deputy in the Tax
Collector's office, Cabalin is in the same position, another is a deputy
in the Assessor's office, and not one of these men could hold his position
for a single hour if he dared to vote against the orders of the boss. Eaton
was "picked up out of the gutter," and dare not call his soul his own,
and so it goes all along the line. By these and like means the boss is the
ring-master. He controls the majority as completely as if he owned
them. They grind his axes in order that they may be permitted to grind
tbeir own. They eat their bread in peace and are content to register his
edicts. Thus it comes that the School Department is ruled from Bush
street, and, as a result, the instincts of that den find expression in every
removal, promotion and change that is made. This has become so well
understood throughout the department that it is the common talk of
every teacher in it, and now the question is not as to the experience or
competency of the individual, but as to his or her ability to reach the
whims, the vanity, the foibles, the self-interest, and even—we are sorry
to say—the immorality of the boss. It is an ignoble state of affairs, which
has already made a shameless one a female teacher, that has placed two
adornments of the rogues' gallery as janitors, and has given a notorious
ruffian a position in the carpenter's shop. Is it not a monstrous condition
of things that makes female teachers of lewd ones, and places criminals
in places that only too many honest men and women are ready to occupy ?

The large and valuable estate left by the late Thomas H. Blythe
is likely to be competed for by more than one claimant. There Beems
little doubt, however, that the property will finally be divided between a
daughter in England, ten years of age, and Mrs. Blythe, nee DickensoD,
who was where a good wife ought to be at the death of her husband. Her
cause is in the capable hands of Henry E. Highton.

THE NEW BOARD OP HEALTH.
Governor Stoneman has selected a new Board of Health, about the

legality of which there is a good deal of doubt. The Governor took his

law from the Attorney-General, as he was, of course, entitled to do, but
about the soundness of that law opinions differ. Certain able lawyers
advise that the old members could not be removed, except for cause, un-
til they had served the full term of four years which would have expired
in a few months hence. It is understood that the officers serving under
the existing Board will cause the question to be litigated in the Courts,
in which case the new men will hardly obtain their places sooner than
they would have done had the commissions of the old men been allowed
to expire. It is intended to change several of the officials at present
serving in the department. Dr. Meares as Health Officer, and M. J.

Keating as Superintendent of the Alms House, will be retaiued in the
positions they have proven themselves so eminently well qualified to fill,

but Dr. Lawlor will give place to a capable man, in the person of Dr.
McAllister, in the quarantine office. Dr.jGriffith, formerly of the O. and
O- Steamship Company, Dr. J. J. Clarke and Dr. James Stanton are can-
didates for the position held by Dr. Stambaugh, who has made a, very
efficient officer. Dr. Titus will be removed from the City and County
Hospital, and Thos. Shackelford is a candidate for Secretary of the
Board. Under the new regime the entire Board will be Democratic, and
the ruling party will, therefore, ba responsible for its acts, a fact which
will doubtless have its due weight in impressing the new men with a strong
sense of their personal aod party obligations to make a good record. The
new members are to be Doctors Shorb, Perry and Burgess, and Dr. Douglass
succeeds himself.

GRAY, THE EXTRADITED.
Lees, the astute, has been sent with documents that are peculiar, to

extradict John S. Gray, the Harbor defaulting Secretary. Those docu-
ments are, to say the least, singular. They did not on their face make
out a, prima facia case. They included more than one offense in one com-
plaint, which is by no means allowable in the strict proceedings peculiar
to extradictable crimes. With those papers Lee^ hurried to Guaymas,
and he might as well have stopped at home, for they were utterly insuffi-

cient for the final success of his journey. The authorities in the Mexican
town whither he went might have been ignorant enough to have delivered

Gray up upon those papers, but upon them alone he never could have
been convicted, and his ultimate release was a matter of certainty. A
mousing lawyer informed the Chronicle of the defects in the proceedings,
and forthwith the Attorney-General hastened to correct them. No less

than twenty-five complaints for forgery and twenty-five for embezzlement
were subsequently prepared and dispatched to Guaymas; meanwhile Lees
was telegraphed to and asked not to demand his prisoner until the further
papers reached him, and hence the delay in starting home with Gray. All
this has been denied, but it is true, tt does not speak well for the ad-
ministration of justice. It makes us feel that the authorities are either

uncertain as to their facts or doubtful as to their law. And in either case
one wonders as to whether Gray and his allies may or may not escape.

When a legal drag net, consisting of fifty-two complaints, has to be sent
to catch them, a fear arises as to the ultimate success of the proceedings.

A DIVORCED SCHOOL DIRECTOR.
School Director Eaton has been the unsavory subject of an unclean

trial for divorce in open court during the past week. The details we have
no stomach to publish. His open, shameless life with one whom he has
foisted into a position she has no business to occupy, can hardly be de-

scribed in a journal that has a wide family circulation. Yet the ugly fact

remains that this man is a School Director, whose ways are the common
talk throughout the department over which he is a presiding genius. It

is, to say the least, demoralizing that he and his unclean methods should
be made to figure so conspicuously in school-room talk. That he had a
wife all too good for him, and that he abandoned her and his children for

a wanton whom he has since placed where she ought not to be, that he
spends most of his time in a saloon ou the confines of barbary coast, that
his companions are wantons and criminals, that he has prostituted his

patronage by appointing creatures who are under the ban of the police to

important positions, that he dared not face these and other accusations,

but tendered his resignation the moment he thought they were likely to

be made, and that President Hastings returned a resignation which he
well knew ought for every reason to be accepted, and that he did so at the
dictation of an immoral boss, are now the unhappy subjects that are ex-

ercising the teachers and scholars of our public schools. It is an immoral,
demoralizing and frightfully debasing condition of affairs, that ought to be
eliminated from our public schools at the earliest possible moment.

DEATH OF HENRY BRICKWEDEL.
Henry Brickwedel, the ex-Auditor of the city and county of San

Francisco, died at his residence in this city, on Monday morning, after a
very brief illness. Last week Mr. Brickwedel complained of feeling un-
well, but thought that it was nothing more than a severe cold, but on
Thursday of last week he found it difficult to breathe, and said he would
"have to give up business and go home. He left his office about noon on
that day. A physician was summoned and it was found that he was
suffering from pneumonia. He was given all the care that anxious friends

could possibly render, but rapidly grew worse, and early on Monday
morning he died. Mr. Brickwedel was born in Drangstredt, Hanover,
Germany, in 1824. He landed at New York in 1841, and came to Cali-

fornia in 1851. He commenced business here in the grocery line, in which
he made money. He was elected a Supervisor in 1877, and Auditor in

1881. He was in all respects a most estimable citizen. He endeared
himself to all who knew him by his qualities of both head and heart. A
safe adviser, and substantial friend, his death is mourned by hundreds of

persons whom he had benefited. The funeral, which took place on Thurs-
day, was largely attended. Mr. Brickwedel left a wife but no children,

except an adopted daughter, who was to be married in a few weeks,

They are in trouble down in Anaheim over a smashed ostrich egg,

the value of which is placed at §100. When Senator Tabor hears that he
can buy hundred-dollar ostrich eggs he will immediately sit up in bed in

his $3,000 night shirt, and order ostrich eggs for breakfast.
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There was a terrible railway aocideol the other day in Germany.
Over i irty lives were lost and <>wr a hundred passengers were more Of
less wounded. The shrieks of the dying mingled with the groans ol the

and frightened mothers .clasped their babies to their bn
Ming engine lay all twisted and bent at the bottom of the embank-

ment The horror defied description, the torn up rail red with
blood, added to tha hidaousnees of the scene. Several mangled cattle in

tba throe* of death bellowed ptteoosly, and many, who bad left Leipzig
an boor before full of happiness, were now calling on their Creator to and
their sufferings. When the first crash was over, and while everything

ing done to alleviate the pain of the injured, an Englishman Drawled
oat from under the wreck of a Grat-class carriage and, with that self*

Oommand peculiar to his nationality, called out: "I say, conductor! I
s;,>: damn your eyes, conductor! I'll report you, by Jove! Bring me
your infernal complaint book quick."

No officials are so continually and so badly abused as our City
Father-., ami no opportunity is ever lost to oast a slur on their probity
end rectitude of conduct. For instance, two gentlemen rushed into a
saloon on McAllister street, in a great hurry the other clay, and asked the
barkeeper if Supervisor had been there. " Supervisor ? Let me
see," said the whisky dispenser, musing :

" Stout gentleman, brown hair,

black frock coat, diamond-pin in shirt, and a lot of books under his arm V)
" Exactly, that's he," gasped both querists at once, " Which way did he
go? How long is it since he was here?" "Let me just think," replied
the barkeeper. " He was in here about twenty minutes ago, took a
little lunch, had a whisky toddy and a cigar, paid for them, and went
ttut." " Paid for them ?" shrieked the duet of inquirers, " Paid for them,
then it was not he !" and with their faces as long as a Presbyterian ser-

mon, they rushed out again, and began their search anew.

We don't send any more reporters down to brewery openings from
this paper, if we know it. Last Thursday's experiment flooded us with
valuable experience. We engaged a young inun who recites poems at the
temperance meetings on Sunday evenings, and told him to give us a full

report of the Fredericksburg brewery by telegraph if necessary. This is

what we got: "Calaboose, San Jose, Thursday evening: Your man
locked up on three charges of assault and battery, drunk and disorderly,

resisting the police, vulgar language and malicious mischief. Signed,
Chief of Police." The next man that desires to represent the News
Letteu at any convival gathering, must bring a written certificate signed

by at least three saloon-keepers, that he is a good reliable hard-drinker
who can stand up in front of a bar all night and write a good solid article

about the depreciation "of silver afterward. There are plenty of such
men to be had, but we missed it this time.

Attention is called to an advertisement on another page, of our new
"Patent Cry-Stopper." It is believed that this invention will till the

greatest want of the present age. It only weighs four ounces and a half,

and is a boon to every nursery. All that is necessary to do in adjusting

the instrument, is to measure the exact distance between that portion of

the baby's anatomy which is usually spanked and its mouth. Then set

the sliding scale at the number of inches required. As the last spank is

administered, by pressing a knob in tbe handle, a cork flies out from the

center and, after describing a parabola, lands neatly in the infant's mouth,
rendering it dumb and enabling the mother to go on with her sewing
wichout interruption, or permitting the nurse, if out walking, to continue

carrying on with the butcher boy or any other available young man who
may be engaging her attention. By all means try it.

Our colored citizens are nothing if they are not frugal, temperate
and economical, but sometimes they carry tne last excellent quality a lit-

tle too far. For example, last week two colored teamsters were talking

about a mutual friend whose wife had been very sick, and one asked the

other: "Bid Joe send for a doctor for her?" "He did not," was tbe re-

ply. " She wouldn't let him. She said she knew she was going to die

anyway, and she didn't want to leave that expense for her husband to

wrastle with after her death." "Well, did she die?" queried the first

speaker. "Yes, Bhe died, sure enough," responded his friend, and poor

Joe is feeling powerful bad about it, too, but worn't it mighty considerate

and thoughtful-like o' that woman not to leave any doctor's bills for him
to pay afterwards? Business is goll darned dull." Fact.

Officer Bidwellis as plucky a policeman as is to be found on the force,

but he had to acknowledge this week that, unaided and alone, he had not

got the nerve to club three French "wash ladies," whom he had occasion

to visit in search of some stolen curtains. As the officer says, " If they'd

resisted me, I could have handcuffed them and taken them in, but one of

them called me "raong cher," while another one tickled me, and the third

was just putting her arms around me and calling me "Biddy, mong
cberi," when I blew my whistle and chipped for assistance." It is not

fair to submit our best guardians of the peace to such a terrible ordeal as

the intoxication occasioned by a modern Circean draught of this kind.

Poor Blythel o'er thii

Ab

.'I the widows nf tl

w bile if thy children «

Th« public !; would vs ..tit be,
And '• m win. would win

Old Solomon tns v
Hut Slander bes twice split ton
We're raxed "friends n main unhung.

If Bob Ingeraoll really believes thai there is no bell ami no devils of
horrible ebape, and if he wonld lid i \ and God-fearing,
alt he has to do i* to oome to San Frani isco snd drink our native whisky
with the boys square, and three fingers every time for about one m

Ti, mThen, suddenly, let him swear clean off. msands of Rood christians
in thin burgh will asc >rsnll that within thirty-six hours of his

return to tne paths of temperance and atheism, he will have seen more i
|

fnl and i ids, bad more horrible jokes played upon him, more
cold sweats, fevers, Paintings and rackings ol

suspected himself to be capable of enduring. Some pe tple call this de-
lirium trimmings, but tin* really scientific name f->r the experiem
" Deecensus ad inferos." Try it, H

'1'he telegraph informs us that seven bishops and an equal number of
priests and laymen are about to revise the errors in the ESpuoopal book of
Common Prayer. It will be remembered that they have just finished
tampering with the beautiful old Bible. It will be next in order for these
self-appointed Synods to revise all the old hymns, ami then, having fin-

ished chiseling and chipping at all sacred literature, they might put in
jood Licks on Longfellow, Bryant, Tennyson and Shakespeare, con-

cluding by presenting the United States with a revised edition "f them-
selves. If the body in question would undertake to revise Paul de Koch
or Balzac, or the quality of whisky sold in this city, there would be some
sense in it, but what the good books want revising for, verily passed the
alleged acumen of our suppositious brain.

If the newspaper reports of the lecture of Dr. Gibbons, Jr., on feeding
babies be anywhere near correct, the title of it should have been " Milky
Men," for a considerable part of this address in question was devoted to

unearthing curiosities in the shapo of men who have been eminent as wet
nurses. If the Cooper Institute is to be devoted to nursery discourses of

this quality, we suggest that the next lecture should be delivered by some
reliable mother of fourteen children, who knows more in ten minutes
about feeding babies than Dr. Gibbons, Jr., ever will, unless he should
suddenly develop into one of the wonderful curiosities, with the particu-

lars of whose fecund lacteal glands he recently entertained a select au-
dience in the Western Addition.

Buetel, the new German tenor—if you pronounce it Beetle you hit the
center every time—was a coachman, just as Wagner was in early life. It

is not true that Ben Clark is going over to Germany to sing him for fifty

birds, $1,000 a side, Hurlingham rules, 31 yards rise, both barrels. These
reporters are always mixing up pigeon matches and opera. We shall hear
of Crittenden Robinson coming out as Manrico next, if they keep on col-

lecting the news of the day in this way, or of Dr. Carver having accepted
an engagement to break a thousand glass balls in Trinity Church during
the sermon so as to keep the audience awake.

Very few people know what a benefit our dark streets are to coun-
try visitors. They have never had such a glorious opportunity as the
present, and they are coming down in shoals from Gumville and Cow
Creek, just tickled to death at the prospect of having a week's tear in

the metropolis under the ostensible pretext of buying Spring goods:

When they have seen all our pretty sights and sobered up, they send
some such blood-curdling telegram as this home: " City pitch-dark, gar-

roters everywhere. Robbed in the streets last night. Duplicate funds."
It is a neat idea, and works spleudidly so far.

They have a quiet way of guying us, these Eastern folks, which is

not altogether pleasant. For instance, a Bostonian, staying at the Palace
Hotel, lately remarked to an old *49er: " You are a curious and dissatis-

fied people here, it seems to me." "How so?" " Well, I have been
studying your great City Hall, and it seems to me that the design must
once have been very harmonious. Why could you not have left it so? "

"Left it so! why, we are only just building it." " O, I thought you were
pulling it down." Tableau.
" See here," said an inebriated Barbary Coast rounder to a lucifer

match without any brimstone on the tip, with which he had been in vain

trying to light his pipe: " You thought because you hadn't got a bead on
yer, you were going to save your neck, but yer ain't," and so saying he
plunged the poor match into a gas jet and lit his pipe. " That's the kind
o' man I am,'' he muttered, as he dug his heels into the saw-dust of the
dive and went to sleep again.

The alleged humoristB are all busy this week rolling between their

toothless gums the excruciatingly funny joke about the man who died

from eating a mince pie made of decomposed meat. Because food of this

description so readily assimilates with the systems of side-splitting para-

graphists, still no reason exists why they should make-merry over one un-
fortunate being, whose stomach required healthy pabulum in order to sus

tain life.

Mrs. Helen Huut Jackson is the delightful appellation of the last

Government Commissioner sent out here to examine into Uncle Sam's In-

dian business. We suppose from the '" Mrs." that Helen was married
once, but where poor Jackson is now nobody seems to know. Perhaps
the best way to find out would be to go to Helen Hunt Jackson.

In the Academy of Sciences some of the most interesting specimens
have been preserved in alcohol over thirty years. If the rage for her-

metically sealed glass coffins continues, it is thought that we shall be able

to preserve many of our oldest inhabitants after death without putting an
extra drop of alcohol into their vitreous caskets either.

The stock in most of the white laundries here is owned by a very few
men in large blocks. There is a wring in every one of these clothes cor-

porations.

So! San Jose has gone Republican. What in thunder is the Land
League about down there? Are they all asleep?
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Time Schedule, Tuesday, March 6, 1883.

Trains leave, and are due to arrive at,
San Francisco as follows:

LEAVE
(for)

\ DESTINATION. J
ARRIVE
(from)

9:30 A.M. ....Antioch and Martinez A-A<J P.M
*3:00p.M. " ** " 10:10 a.m
*4:O0p.m. " " " 12:40 p.m.

8:00 a.m. 7:40 p.m.

8:00 a.m. .... Calistoga and Napa '10:10 a.m.
*4:00 p.m. " " " 7:40 p.m.

9:i0 A.m. .. | Deraing, ElPaso > Express.... 2:40 p.m.

4:30 p.m. 7:10a.M.
8:00 a.m. .. ) Gait and |via Liverrnore 5:40 p.m.

*4 :00 P.M. . . 1 Stockton j via Martinez 12:40 P.M.
8:00 A..M.

*3:30p.m. .... Knight's Landing 11.10 a.m.

18:00 a.m. .... " " (JSundays only)

9:30 a.m. 2:40 p.m.

S:00 a.m. .. .Livermore and Pleasanton. .

.

5:40 P.M.
*5 :00 p.m. " " " #8:40 A.M.
9:30 a.m. ....Madera and Fresno... 2:40 P.M.

*4:00 p.m. 12:40 p.m.
8:00 a.m. .... Marysville and Chico 5:40 P.m.

8:00 A.M. ....Nilesand Haywarda 5:40 p.m.
3:40 P.M.

I X a
H it n *8:40 A.M.

3:30 P.M . . ( Ogden aod I Expresa 11:10 a.m.
5:30 p.m. 6:10 a.m.
8:00 a.m. . . . Redding and Red Bluff 5:40 P.M.
8:00 A.M. • - ( o„,™m™t-„^ via Livermore.I Sacramento

viil Be„ icia ..

.

_j and Colfax / via Beni( .ia_

.

6:40 p.m.

8:90 A.M. 7:40 p.m.
3:30 P.M. 11:10 a.m.

*4:00 p.m. .... Sacramento River Steamers.

.

6:00 A.M.

*S:00 a.m. ....Tehama and Willows #7:40 P.M.

8:00 a.m. ....Vallejo 7:40 p.m.

9:30 A.M. " 2:40 p.m.

3:30 p.m. " *10:10 a.m.

tll:10A.M.

*3 :30 p.m. 11:10 A.M.

Train leaving San Francisco at 8:00 a.m. should meet
Pacific Express from " O^den " at Port Costa; and that
leaving at 0:30 a.m. should meet Pacific Express from
"El Paso"a1 AnNoeh.

LOCAL FE8BY TRAINS,
Via Oakland- Pier.

From "SAN FBAJTCISCO," Daily.

To EAST OAKLAND-»6.00, «6:30, c 7:00, 7:30, c 8:00,

8:30, c 9,00, 9:30, c 10:00, 10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30,

2:30, 3:30, c 4:00, 4:30, c 5:00, 5:30, c 6:00, 6:30, 7:00,

8:00, 9:30, 11:00, "12:00.

To ALAMEDA—c«6:00, 7:00, 8:00, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00,

12:00, 1:01), 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 5:00, 6:00, c 7:00, c*S:00,

c9:30, c 11:00, c*12:00.

To FRUIT VALE—c*7:00, c«8:00, c*9:00, c<10:00,c*4:00,

c*5:00, c*6:00, -'•6:30.

To BERKELEY — <-'6:00, »6:30, 7:00, *7:30, 8:00, *8:30,

9:00, 19:30, 10:00, (10:30, 11:00, 111:30, 12:00, 1:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4'30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,

9:30, *12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—*6:00, *6:30, 7:00, "7:30, 18:00
8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, --4:30, 5:00,

*5:30, 6:00, "6:30, 7:00.

To "SAM F«ANCISCO." Dally.

From BROADWAY, Oakland -»5:32, *6:02, 6:32, 7:02,

7:32,8:02,8:32.9:02,9:32,10:02,10:32,11:02,11:32,12:02,
12:32, 1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32, 5:02,

5:32,6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

From EAST OAKLAND -"5:21. *5:51, 6:21, 6:51, C7721,
7:5l, cS:21, S:51, c 9:21, 9:51, c 10: !1, 10:51, 11:51,

12:51,1:51, 2:51,3:51, c 4:21, 4:51, c 5,21, 5:51, c 6:21,

6:51, 7:51, 9:21, 10:51.

From ALAMEDA-c«5:15, c"5:45, c6:I5, 7:10, 8:10,

9:10, 10:10, 11:10,12:10, 1.10,2:10,3:10,4:10,5:10,6:10,
c 7'15 c 9:15 c 10'45.

From FRUIT 'vALE-"7:47, "8:47, *9:00, "9:47, -'10:47,

"4:47, "5:00. -
5:47, "0:47, "7:17.

From BERKELEY -*5:45, *6:15,-6:45, "7:15,7:45, *8:15,

8:45, 19:15, 9:15, 110:15, 10:45, $11:15, 11:45, 12:45,

1:45, 2:45, 3:15, 4:15, 4:45, 5:15, 5:45, 6:15, 6:45, 7:45,

9:15, "10:45.

From WEST JiliKKELEY — *5:45, *6:15, 6:46, *7:15,

7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45,1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, *5:15, 5:45,

«6:i5, 6:45, »7:16.

1'reek Route.
From SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:15,3:15,

5:1!,.

From OAKLAND—*6:15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

All trains run daily, except vfben star (*) denotes Sun-
days excepted. (t) Sundays only.

c—

C

hange cars at Broadway. Oakland.

"Standard Tine" furnished by Randolph & Co., Jew"
elers, 101 and 10;, Montgomery St.. S. F.

T. H. GOODMAN, Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agt,
A. N. TOWNE, General Manager.

COAL OIL STOVES.
All Sizes for Cooking1 or P - rlor use

Send for Circular and Prices.

W1ESTER A CO.,
1 J New Montgomery St., S. F.

g> JZA I LROAD.-P
BROAD GAUGE.

"WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Sunday. October 22, 1882,

And' until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave

from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend St., between 3d and 4th streets), as follows:

LKAVE
B. F.

t 6:50 A.M.
8:30 A M.
10:40 a.m.

* 3:30 P.M.

4:30 P.M.
6:30 p.m.

DESTINATION.

) ...San Mateo, Redwood,.
|

and Menlo Park....

30 a.m.

40 a.m
30 P.M.

30 p.m.

40 A.M,

30 p.m

. San ta Clara, San Joseand .

.

. . Principal Way Stations . .

.

ARRIVE
S. F.

6:40 A.M.
9:05 a.m.

«10:02 a.m.

3:37 p.m.

t 5:04 p.m.

6:02 p.m.

9:05 A.M
10:02 A.M.

3:37 p.m.

6:02 p.m.

Gilroy, Pajaro, Castroville.

and Monterey
-10:02 am.
6:02 p.m.

<•!{ Hollisterand Tres Pinos..

40 a.m.'

30 P.M.I

10:40 a.m.

.Watsonville, Aptos, Soquel.
, and Santa Cruz

.. Salinas, Soledad ami Way.

.

Stations
6:02 p. m

Sundays excepted. tSundaysonly.(Sportsmen'sTrain.)

Stage connections are made with the 10:40 a.m.

Train, except Pescadero Stages via San Mateo, which
connect with S:30 a. m Train. EXCURSION TICKETS
sold on Saturdays and Sunday mornings—good to

retu n Monday: To Santa Clara or San Jose, §2 50; to

Monterey or Santa Cruz, $5 00; also to principal points
between San Francisco and San Jose.

Ticket Offices—Passenger Depot, Townsend street

and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.

A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,
Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

83^*" S. P. Atlantic Express Train via Los Angeles,
Yuma, etc., leaves San Francisco daily via Oakland
Ferry foot of Market street, it 9:30 a.m. [Oct. 28.

NORTH PACIFIC COAST RAILROAD.

Summer Arrangement

.

Commencing SUNDAY, April 1st, 1883,
Boats and Trains willltun as follows:

FOR SAN RAFAEL (via San Quentin Ferry)—*7:05,
tS:15, *9:20, tl0:25 a. M., tl:10, *1:45, +3:45, #4:50 P. M.

(Via Saucelito Ferry)—tS:00, *3:50 A. M., #3:35, *5:3',),

+6:40 p. m.

FROM SAN RAFAEL (via San Quentin Ferry)--*8:00,
tS:50, #10:35, +11:45 a. m., +2:15, +2:25, +4:25, *5:20 p. m.

(Via Saucelito Ferry)—-'6:50, +7:30, #8:45 A. M., +6:20P, M.

*Week days. +Sundays only.

FOR SUICELITO (Week Days)-8:50, 10:30 A. M.,

1:30,3:35, 5:30 P. M.

(Sundays) -3:00, 10:00 a. m., 12:00 M,, 2:00, 4:15,

0:40 p. m.

FROM SAUCELITO (Week Days)—7:45, 9:30, 11:20,

M., 2:30, 4:15 P. M.
(Sundays)—8:45, 11:00 a. m, 1:00, 3:15, 5:30, 7:20 p. m.

On Monday an extra trip from San Francisco at 7:00

m., and on Saturday from Saucelito at 6:15 p. ,m.

8* ,r*0 A- M ' Dailv, Sundays exeepted (via Saucelito
.fJ\J Ferry), for Point Reyes and Way Stations.

Returning-, arrives in S. F. (via Saucelito) 5:20 p. m.

1./j_£C P. M. Daitv, Sundays excepted (via San Quentin
.-±0 Ferry), THKOUGH TRAIN, for Duncan Mills

and Way Stations. (Through Train from Duncan Mills

arrives in San Francisco at 1 1 :45 A. M.

)

S(.a::e Connections.
Stages leave Duncan Wills every morning, except

Mondaya, to* Stewart's Point, Point Areua, Cuffey's

Cove, Mendocino City and all points on the North Coast.

Saturday to Mondny Excursions.
EXCURSION TICKETS, sold on Saturdays and Sun-

days, good to return following Monday.—Fairfax, SI;

Camp Taylor, $2; Point Reyes, $2 50; Tomales, S3 50;

Duncan Mills, §5.

Sunday Excarsious.
8:00 a no. from Saucelito Ferry... |_ ExcursionTrain
5:15 » in. from San Quentin Ferry j every Sunday
for Duncan Mills and Way Stations.

Returning, arrives in San Francisco (via Saucelito
Ferry) 7:50 p. M. FARES FOR ROUND TRIP.-Camp
Taylor. SI 75; Point Reyes, §2; Tnmales,^2 50; Duncan
Mills, s3.

DAVID NYE, F. B. LATHAM,
Gen'l Supt. Gen'! Pass and Tat. Agt.

The Only Direct, and the Shortest, Quickest
and JSrst Equipped Rroad-Oatige Road to
the Immense Redwood forests of Sonoma
County and the Beautiful Scenery of the
Russian River.

Boats and Trains Leave San Francisco as follows:

7-/"\C5 A. m.. Daily (Sundays excepted), via San
• v-/c-' Rafael, from MARKKT-STREET WHARF,

for Petaluma, Santa Rosa, Healdsburg, Cloverdale,
Guerneville and Way Stations. Stages connect at Gey-
serville for Skaggs* Springs, and at Cloverdale for High-
land Springs, Kelseyville, Soda Bay, Lakeport, Navarro
Ridge, Mendocino lity, TJkiah aLd* Geysers.

J>.»ily. Except Sundays.
2-A^ r - "-.via Donahue, from WASHINGTON"

.*±cJ STREET WHARF; and
A RO p - " .via San Rafael, from MARKET-STREET
^±.<D\J WHARF, for Petaluma, Cloverdale and
Way Stations.

Sunday Excursions.
8-C)C\ A - "• Sundays only, via Donahue, from

"^^WASHINGTON-STREET WHARF, for Clo-
verdale and Way Stations. Round-Trip Tickets on Sun-
days : To Petaluma, $1 50; Santa Rosa, $2: Healdsburg,
S3; Cloverdale. St 50; Guerneville, S3. Returning, will
arrive in San Francisco at 6:45 P. M.
ARTHUR HUGHES, PETER J. McGLYNN.

General Manager. G. P. and T. A.

SONOMA VALLEY RAILROAD.

This Road Runs Through the Finest Vine-
yards in the State.

Boats and Trains Leave San Francisco as follows :

2-AR *" M.,DaiIy(Sundays exeepted), from WASH-
.SjcJ INGTON-STRERT WHARF, for the Town

of Sonoma, Glen Ellen and Way Points.

Sunday Excursions.
8.0Ai. m. (Sundays only), from WASHINGTON-.^\J STREET WHARF, for the Town of So-
noma, Glen Ellen and Way Points. Round-Trip Tickets

:

To Sonoma, SI; to Glen Ellen, §1 50.

ARTHUR HUGHES, PETER J. McGLYNN,
Generai Manager. Gen. Pass, and Tkt. Agt.

THE GREAT BURLINGTON ROUTE.

CHICAGO, BURLINGTON AND
QiriNCY RAILROAD.

EASTWARD.

IS THE OLD FAVORITE AND PRINCIPAL LINE

FROM

Omaha, Kansas City, Atchison and
St. Joseph

For CHICAGO,
ST. LOUIS,

MILWAUKEE,
DETK0IT, NIAGAKA FALLS,

NEW YORK, BOSTON,
And All Points East and Southeast.

THE LINE COMPRISES-Nearly 4,000 miles. Solid,

Smooth Steel Track. All connections are made in

UNION DEPOTS. It has a National Reputation as
being THE GREAT THROUGH CAR-LINE, and is

universally conceded to be THE FINEST EQUIPPED
Railroad in the World tonal t classes of travel.

Try it, and you will find traveling a luxury instead

of a discomfort.

Through Tickets via this Celebrated Line for sale at

all offices in the West.
All information about Rates of Fare, Sleeping-Car

Accommodations, Time Tables, etc., will be cheerfully

given by applying to

2*. *T. POTTER, PERCEVAL LOWELL,
Gen'l Manager, Gen'l Passenger Agt.,

Chicago, Ills. Chicago, His*.

T. D. McKAY, General Agent

,

Hannibal and St. Joseph and
Chicago, Builington and Quincy Railroads,

33 Montgomery street.
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We Ale told that the fact.iri-
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A certain precious baby bad been watched by hi* fond mother, who

mated to discover the first sign* of future geniu*. If In* scratched the-

re with a lx>n'il he waa to be an -uthor. If he opened a b

made a n..i(x with hi* mouth he was to be a preacher. If ho imitated

antne action of an older person he was to be an actor. Oue day he had
l_i of hi* big brother, who, struck by an

idea, rai er an.l cried: "
I '. tnanims, I know what the baby is

going to be-a pickj-ocket."— tf. O. Piciiiune.

A dose "f quinine when the sun cornea up
From it* tossed up bed in the eastern sea;

Some esstor oil when the noon has sped,

An. I a bine pill dark and catnip tea,

A decoction made from the leafless larch,

And another blue pill.

And this is March. —Atlanta Constitution.

Two little girls met on the street the other day, and one said to the

other: " I've put all my dolls into deep mourning, and it's so becoming to

them. Tome over and see them." "What did you do that for?" " 0,

I a oTamity. Our dog got killed, and there didn't anybody care

and them: we've just cried our eyes out." Then the other little

girl said in slow, deliberate tones: " May Wilson, ain't you lucky, though?

There's always something happening you."—Detroit Post.

An elder of the kirk, having found a little boy and his sister playing

marbles on Sunday, put his reproof in this form—not a judicious one for

a child: " Boy, da you know where children go to who play marbles on

tht Sabbath day?" "Ay," says the boy, " they gang down to the field

by the water below the brig." " No," roared out the elder, " they go to

hell and are burned." The little fellow, really shocked, called to his sis-

ter; " Come away, Jeanie ; here's a man swearing awfully."

—

Dean Ham-

tey.

The residents on one of the fashionable squares in Erie, Pa., were

startled the other evening by screams emanating from one of the most

aristocratic houses in the row. A policeman rushed in, and, with the

assistance of the f mily, burst into the room of one of the daughters,

from whence the piercing cries had come. She had been curling her hair

with a hot slate-pencil, which she dropped down her back.

There's a play which is called Lalla Rookb,
Somewhat similar, they say, to Black Crookh.

We've not been to see

How true it may be

But the bald-heads all go there to lookh. —Drummer.

At a railway station, on a hot, sultry day, an Englishman came

bustling into a carriage and remarked, as he wiped his face with his hand-

kerchief, that "the hair is very 'ot." As he had a good quantity of hair

about his face and head, one passenger suggested that he might have his

hair cut, to which he replied: " 0, it is not the 'air of the 'ead I mean,

but the hair of the hatmosphere."

They are now telling a story about a Chicago girl, who insisted on

throwing her shoe after a newly-married couple. The carriage is a total

wreck, a doctor has the bride and horse under treatment, and large num-

bers of men are searching the ruins for the groom.

Genius is not encouraged in Russia. A man of that country who in-

vented a contrivance to make a snorer consume his own snores was arrest-

ed, charged with concocting an infernal machine to blow up the Czar.
—Phil. Herald.

"You don't find any old-style goods or shop-worn stock in my estab-

lishment," said the voluble salesman ; "everything ia fresh here." "In-

cluding the clerks? " suggested the customer, with an interrogation point

in his eye.

Unless the Czar gets a threatening letter every nigbt before he goes

to bed he can't sleep. He says he feels perfectly safe as long as the let-

ters come regularly, but when they stop he begins to grow shaky.

Tilings one would rather have left undone—" We've had such a pleas-

ant evening, Mr. Jones. -May I beg you to ask one of your servants to

call a hansom r" "With pleasure, Mrs. Smith."—London Punch.

Artificial eyes have been found among Egyptian mummies. Artifi-

cial lies are an old inveution ; but it isn't polite to say bo. Mum is the

word.— Boston Transcript.

A straw bat, the first of the season, was seen on a man yesterday. It

appeared so suddenly on St. Charles street that no one had time to shoot

it.

A little fellow, three years old, who had never eaten frosted rake,

asked at the table for a piece of " that cake with plastering on it."

'When a woman's beauty becomes the key of her existence it is some-

thing to adore.—Bait. Duihj News.

Nobody wishes the baby stolen, still it is a relief when the nurse cribs

it at night.—Boston Bulletin.

"The Spring time has come," observed the flea, as it saw the lady's

fingers moving in its direction.
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In the City and County of San Franclaco. California, for
the Week endlnir April 0. 1883

Ce-» .it from the Hronttafth, ( •munrrrtal At/ency,W\ VnHfi>rntaSt.,H.F.

Tuesday, April 3rd

OBUKTORAND OHANTRX.
J_

man et al to M Friedman

F Arbognat toll Mehncrt

Kate Lincoln to Jos Brown

mini to M Samuel

Philip Pfclffcr to Flilovminlnl...

Morris Jcnke to C T Forrest

I Steinhart to Pierre Bergcs
S Whitney to Louis Corlluvy

Patk Duffy to Margt Feel v

David Campbell to L Dcmartini..

Mary RoblnBon to W H Bnrkley..
Mary Flyun to J M Comerford

J M Comcrford to Jas Overend

Robt Murdoch to Win II Talbot..

.

PRI01

•fa.ois

4,000

5

2,(100

I . Bills. « Ml

W Nebraska, *T5 n Yolo, n 16X100 ' I'

1: Ixl3?:i
W \ ::ii

.

Undivided one-lhlrd »w 1st, or. n Min-
na, Ne 25x76 li o-viirn 2

s Broadway, 11 1:8 Kearny i

Be Mni.i i. 128 >w 6th, sw 90x169 100
vim M8 80,000

9 Qcory. 330 v, Btolner, w S2x3S I 3,20
S Page, 102 w (tough, w 27x120, being

in W A 146 »
5|000

Ne Cheslcy. U36 nw Brvant, uw 35x80,
lllll-viii-n 273 5

Nw Mission, 860 lie 2nd, ne 22x100—100
vara 3 8,150

Lot 7, hlnek 27. 1'niversltv Extension
Se Church and 27th, * 66:0x80, being in

II A '.7 5

5W Baker. 127:8 n Jackson, n 4 1-2 ineli
P8 x 155—Western Addition 570 I 2,000

Se Church and 27tt), s 20x80, being i

II A 57..

Wednesday, April 4th.

Wra H Brockhofr to M Boothby .

.

Dennis Mabouey to Mary Buckley,

Edward Boequi to same
J Buckley et a) to same
Louisa Parker to O F Von Rhein

Geo Edwards to Chas H Coggin. .

,

Same to Sarah A Damon

Sopbronia L Root to Jno Carroll

Geo H Fry to Elizth Butler

Lots 5 and 0, blk 324, Hnnler tract
Se Pacific and Polk, s 00x30, being inW A 20
Same
Same '.'.'..'.".".'.

'

8 Elizabeth, 180 e Castro, 'e 25x114—

H

A 160
S Elizabeth, 46:5 w San Jose avenue, w
82:8x9l:6-H A 80

N 24th, 37 w San Jose avenue, w 85:4 x
87:6-H A10
W Webster, 27:4 s Clay, s 25x00:6—

W

A315
,

N Ridley, 80 e Valencia, e 25x75, being
inMB2I

*4,000

1

1

202

14

1,400

4,500

2,470

Thursday, April 5th.

H O Souther to J M Comerford.

J M Comerford to E Anderson
Patk Murphy et al to L Gottig

Henry A Crane to Jno Smith

Park Land AsBn to Henry Mahan.

Chas L Hinkel to Jno Dougherty.

F Walther to Chas Gebaners
Matilda E Meacham to Same

Hannalla Moore et al to F Smith.

.

NDuncan, 148e Church, e 24x114, be-
in H A 57

Same
E Folsom, 171 n 13th, n 24, e 80, s 22:5,
w 80 to commencement, being in M
BJ17

N Sutter, 181 w Powell, w 25x137-50-
vara359

Ne McAllister and 1st avenue, n 75xlC0
—W A 787

N Bush, 225 w Broderiek. w 25x137:0-W A 539
Lot 12, West End "Hd".""

'"!.'"

'

'.'."'.

E Mason, 34:0 s Greenwich, e 57:0, s 3:9
w28:o,s25, w28, n 29

E Fair Oaks, 122 s 28rd, s 61, e 125:9,
ne 63, w 132:8 to com

; 5

1,400

2,400

1.050
1,100

2,400

6

Friday, April 6th.

Edwd P White to Chas Folsom.

Jane G Keyston to W B Kevston.
E P White to P A McDonald

R S Floyd et al to Cora J Flood . .

.

GeoTait to Mary Brennan et al..

.

L Stanford to Cal Sugar Refinery.

Jno Sanders to A Borel

All Wieboldtto Wm Tillman....

Ann McQuade to Francis Sullivan

Sw Harriet, 175 nw Folsom, nw 25x75-
100-vara 229

Und 1-2 e Mission, 315 s 22nd, s 5(1x122.
Sw Harriet, 125 nw Folsom, nw 25 x75
-103-vara 229

S corner Market and 4th, sw 195x155--
100-vara 125

S California, 156:8 w Buchanan, w 25 x
• 137:8-W A 272
Lots 6 and 15, blk 4 ; lots 6 and 15, blk
491 ; lots 6 and 15, hlock 5112— P N.

Nw Noe and 20th, n 115x160, being in
M B 117

W Valencia, 275:3 s 23rd, w 101:5, 1 161:

10, n 25 to commencement—M B 156.
S Stevenson, 175 w 7th, w 155x75

81,700
4,000

1,700

400,00

5

3,000

7,500

2,500
5

Saturday, April 7th.

Jno McCahill to Jno B Riordan.

.

J B Riordan to Elizth Paul..

Jno Center toSamlCriin—
J M Wood to Henry Pierce....
Henry Pierce to H J Lammers.,
Job Frank to Harry Vrooman . .

.

Ne Francisco and Leavenworth, e 137 x
137

Same
Und 1-2 e Harrison, 185 s 21st, s 58x200
-MB141

Se Clay and Devisadero, e 81:8x27:8
Same
Sw 3rd, 25 nw Mission, nw 60. sw 115,

se 85, ne 55, nw 25, ne 60 to com—100
vara 8

S2.000
5

Monday. April 9th.

Wm Tonjes to Thos O'Day

C P Huntington to Maria Cebrian.

Patk O'Rourke to E McKinney...

Julius Newman to Wm Geist

Eliza J Waddell to Jas McAleer. .

.

Sw Chesley, 93 nw Brvant, uw 50xS'i

100-vara 273
N corner Mission and Freemont, ne 137
xl37:6-B& W 328 to 330

Nw 25lh and Hampshire, w 25x08—

M

B 176

N Eddy, 27:6 w Octavia, w 27:<jxl20—W
A 2111

W Franklin, 60 s Grove, s 85x107:6—

W

A139

fl,775

106,000

1,300
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WAIFS.

Waifs which singly are as light as air, but which together make
a momentous whole.

The process by which John S. Gray was to be extradited was pecu-

liar. Captain Lees was sent off with two complaints, both of which
were defective on their face. Now, it has come to be understood as a
well-settled rule of practice that an alleged criminal, given up by a for-

eign power, can only be tried upon the complaints upon which his extra

dition was obtained. The reason for this salutary rule is obvious. If it

were otherwise, you might obtain possession of a man's body on a
trumped-up charge of murder, and then only try him for a political of-

fense, for which he could never have been extradited. There must be
some certainty of procedure in such cases, and there is. The rule that

has become well established is that a man can only be tried upon the
complaints upon which bis extradition was claimed and obtained. In the

face of that well-established rule of law, the officers were sent off with
complaints that on a trial could never have been made to hold water.-^—
The error was detected by the Chronicle and exposed. The law officers

were exercised and took alarm. A telegram was sent to Lees not to claim
his prisoner until other and further complaints were sent, and straight-

way the Attorney-General proceeded to draw twenty-five new complaints
for forgery and twenty-five for embezzlement, and these have been since

forwarded to Guaymas.—Verily, if Gray cannot be finally convicted
on some one of these many allegations, there must be something woefully
defective in the ability of the law officers to draw complaints that will

stick. There have now been altogether fifty-two complaints forwarded
against Gray.——This surely looks as if there was uncertainty as to the
law or the facts.—— If there was a reasonable doubt as to the offenses of

which he had been guilty—and we don't think there was—he ought not to

have been so relentlessly pursued. If, on the other hand, his crimes were
beyond a perad venture—as we believe they were—there ought not to

have been the slightest doubt or hesitation about the nature of the com-
plaints to be preferred against him. The outcome of all this is, that a
suspicion is created that the law department of the State is lamentably
weak, which is a very regrettable fact, seeing that its duties are likely to

greatly increase and multiply.^—We know wheieof we speak when we
say that there is more pressing work likely to be thrown upon the present
Attorney-General than fell to the lot of all his predecessors since Califor-

nia was admitted a state. -^—Heretofore the office of Attorney-General
has been made very much of a sinecure, but it will not be so for the next
three years. There are criminals to prosecute, tax suits to maintain, state

land titles to sustain, an Administration placed in difficult circumstances,
to well and wisely advise, and a thousand other duties to perform.—At-
torney-General Marshall can do much to make or mar the present Ad-
ministration, and, to tell the truth of a man for whom we have a soft

side, he is not any too strong for the place.——He is an eloquent nisi

prius pleader, who is very capable of ably presenting a case that has been
" worked up " for him, and in that capacity he has few superiors, which
is saying not a little, but as an office slave he has few inferiors, which is

saying a very great deal. " --It is a pity the late Legislature did not give
him a second assistant. "-—We know the arduous task that is before him,
and are concerned for his success. — If he is not soon aided by a
competent office lawyer his failure will be lamentable, will bring him per-

sonally into disrepute, and will, in all probability, bring odium, if not
dishonor, upon the administration. ' "— This difficulty might be overcome
if he and the Harbor Commissioners would agree as to the appointment
of an attorney who would consent to act practically as his assistant. <

The attorneyship of the Board is virtually a sinecure, and there are scores

of able men who would willingly take the place upon the understanding
that they were to perform the additional duties of aiding the Attorney-
General.-^—We can name more than one such man.-^—But none such
will be appointed. A job is in contemplation. A young and inexperi-
enced attorney will be appointed, for the sole and only reason that he is

rich, has influence and does not need the office, and will do little or noth-
ing in return for the handsome salary thereto attached.—^There is a
great deal of humbug ?bout the reform pretensions of some people we
know.——The administration did a good deal for Governor Irwin, and he
will not be much of a man if he does not do something for it in return.

He could not do it a better service than to procure the appointment of an
able and industrious attorney to the Board of Harbor Commissioners, who
will agree in advance to be an assistant of the Attorney-General.^—But
ex-Governors, when their turn is served, are fully as uncertain as other
men.——School Department scandals increase and multiply. Some of

them are unutterable, and may not be described in a cleanly journal.—
It is the most humiliating fact in the filthy boss politics of the city that
schoolmarms are almost daily compelled to visit Biss Buckley's low Bush-
street saloon in order to make favor to retain their places. It makes us
sick as we think of it. There will be a terrible retribution for this state

of things at the earliest opportunity.——If somebody does not soon res-

cue the Democratic party from this iniquitous thraldom there will not
much longer be a Democratic party in the city to rescue. The abomina-
ble hold that is being maintained on the public schools is to day the
theme of conversation in every household throughout the city.^—We
heard a cunning conundrum propounded, the other day. It was this:
" Why is a, certain Executive Clerk in danger of being swept away?
Because he is a Dam that leaks." Governor Stoneman has not de-

parted from his wise course in selecting unexceptionable men to the
Board of Health. We are sorry that Shnrb desired the place, because
we wanted to keep him clear of entangling alliances uutil he becomes
Congressman; but his qualifications may not by doubted. Perry is ah
able physician and a nephew of Mayor Bartlett. who now controls two
votes on the Board of Health. Dr. Douglass has made so efficient a
member of the existing Board that his reappointment was a foregone
conclusion, and Dr. Burgess, as a popular, experienced and conscientious

physician, was well entitled to the place. — And now look out for

changes in that department. Lawlor, Titus, Stambaugh and others are to
go.— McAllister is once again to be Quarantine Officer, and his friends

think that he has earned the position.—Shackelford hopes to be Secre-

tary under the new regime, but he has a terrible load to carry in his

attempt to explain his doings the last time he was Secretary. That Shay
libel suit ought to silence his aspirations with a reform administration.

SHAKESPEARE IN SEASON.
On Ireland.

"Irelaud for the Irish."—" Ship them all to Ireland." 2 Henry VI.,
act iii., sc. 1.

Parnell.
—"Plague of your policy! deputy for Ireland." Henry VIII.,

act iii., sc. 2.

The Dublin "Invincibles."—"What a brood of traitors have we here."
2 Henri/ VI., act v., sc. 1.

Home Rulers to the Lord-Lieutenant.—"We are shame-proof, my
Lord." Love's Labors Lost, act v., sc 2.

Kilmainham Jail.
—"Now, ready for the rebels which Btand out in Ire-

land." Richard II., acti., sc. 4
"Number One."—" The ringleader and head of all this rout hath prac-

ticed dangerously against our State." 2 Henry VI, actii.,sc 1.

Marwood and the " Invincibles."—" Thou shalt have the hanging of
the villians, and so become a rare hangman." 1 Henry IV., act 1., sc 2.

Trevelyan on Parnell.—"From Ireland come I with my strength, and
reap the harvest which that rascal sowed." 2 Henry VI, act ii, sc. 1.

"Father" Sheridan—"What is he? Master, a mercatante, or a pe-
dant, I know not what; but formal in apparel, in gait and countenance,
surely like a Father." Taming of the Shrew, act iii., sc. 2.

Sir Stafford and the Kilmainham Compact—" We are convented upon
a pleasing treaty, and have hearts inclinable to honor and advance the
theme of our assembly." Coriolanus, act ii., sc. 2,

Forster on Parn ell's Connivance at Outrage—"These news are every-
where ; every tongue speaks them. Heaven will one day open eyes
that so long have slept upon this bold, bad man. I knew him and I
know him." Henry VIII, act ii., sc. 2.

The Assassination Circle—"This is the very top, the hight, the crest,

or crest unto the crest of murder's arm. This is the bloodiest shame, the
wildest savagry, the vilest stroke, that ever wall-eyed wrath, or staring
rage, presented to the tears of soft remorse. It is a damned and a bloody
work." King John, activ., sc. 3.

On Things in General.

'We are advertised by our loving friends." 3Belles of the Ball—'
Henry VI., act v.. sc. 3.

The Free Breakfast Table—"I will bestow a breakfast to make you
friends." Henry V., act 2, sc. 1.

Holiday of the " Grand Old Man"—" Now, by the salt wave of the Me-
diterranean." Love's Labors Lost, act v., sc. 1.

The House and Bradlaugh—"The Commons hate him perniciously,
and, o' my conscience, wish him ten fathoms deep." Henry VIII., act ii.,

sc. 2.

Powell's Bijou— " It is the prince of palfrevs; it is a beast for Perseus.
It is a most absolute and excellent horse." Henry V., act iii., sc. 7.

H.R,.H.'s Recent Trip—" Not long ago your Highness sped to France.
What was the speech among the Londoners concerning the French jour-

ney?" Henry VIII, act i., sc. 2.

Secretary of the Fine Art Institute
—"A thousand paintings I can

show. Painting is welcome ; these pencil'd figures are even such as they
give out." Timoit of Athens, act i., sc. 1.

A Prime Minister—"The gentleman is learned and a most rare speaker;
to nature none more bound; his training such that he may furnish and in-

struct great teachers, and never seek for aid out of himself. Henry VIII,
act iv., sc. 2.— The Bailie, Glasgow.

AN INSTANTANEOUS LIGHT.
Sucb, in a word, is the unique apparatus on exhibition at the rooms

of the Portable Electric Light Co., 22 Water street, Boston. It occupies
the space of only five square inches, and weighs but five pounds, and can
be carried with ease. The light, or more properly lighter, requires no ex-

tra power, wires or connections, and is so constructed that any part can
be replaced at small cost. The chemicals are placed in a glass retort ; a
carbon and zinc apparatus, with a spiral platinum attachment is then ad-
justed so as to form a battery, and the light is ready. The pressure on a
little knob produces an electric current by which the spiral of platinum
is heated to incandescence. The Portable Electric Light Company was
recently incorporated, with a capital of §100,000, under the laws of
Massachusetts. The usefulness of the apparatus and the low price ($5),
will, no doubt, result in its general adoption. Some of the prominent
busiuess men of the State are identified with this enterprise. In addition
to its nse as a lighter, the apparatus can also be used in connection with
a burglar-alarm and galvanic battery.

—

Boston Transcript, Dec. 30.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IX RED MEN'S BUILDING,

No. 320 Post Street Opposite Union Square.

PROF. 0. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 320 Po

street, is now open for Juvenile and Evening Classes. Office Hours, for Terms, etc.

10 A.M. to 12 m., and 1 to 5 p.m. Oct. 22.

NOTICE TO MINE OWNERS.
The Pacific Mining ami Reducing- Company, whose Works

are located at 410 Ritch street, and whose General Office is at 413 California
street, would respectfully announce to owners of mines of rebellious ores that they
will either purchase for cash or receive ores for treatment at th.ir Works.

[March 31.] JAMES W. BURLING, Secretary.

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.
Attendance, daily, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by the under-

signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, and to furnish all information
relating- to the Suciety. J. P. McCURRIE, Secretary,

Oct. 23. Room 4, No. 531 California st.

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN
Steam Baths; Electric and Chemical Bnths; Snlphnr and

other medicated vapor baths, with Swedish movements and massage Special
apartments for ladies and families. DR. JUSTIN GATES,
July 1. 722 Montgomery street, near Washington.
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CRADLE. ALTAR. AND TOMB.
CRADLE.

ALTAR

Irnu
M O'Dnnnell

hu»»f. ril II. bj K.v K. K. Dl la, Will Peab d\ to Si

Br«»UKiMB-ODLtMTti« Marvli •„•>. Adolph SUrinhcnrer lo So pi

Saaana** ] ril 7. Au.'iM bkrenihwr U> Louiaa Schmidt.

TOMB.
turn Apni >, Henry Brickwedel, Dative •>( Genu rears.

Fit**

»

Q Ferral, -Ir.. .i native • f Philadelphia, Pa., aged i'
1 >< u*s.

to, 1 hmna^ ll'itistin, a native of Ireland, aged '•! years,
Hannah Kirk, a native of Ireland, aired 4< p

ilia Kin?, a native of Ireland, aged 4« years.
Mi Doxkiu - Ai : Uonnell, a Dative "f Ireland, aged 39 years.

Millkk -Apni ' Miller, :» native "f Ireland, ag

Mtrrav April 9. William T Murray, a native o( New York,
son, a nalh o "i Ireland

.

Pauibe—April lo. John F. Palmer, native ->f New Orleans,
Patsjum—Un the morning of the 9th inst.,at the residence >i her Bister,

HoflSBi Wert Dulwlch, near London, England, aired 30 yean and 7 months,
Jeannett* Brydcn, the beloved wife of Harry Patemau.

BrajpLnoii- April '.i. William stapleton, a native of Ireland, aged 63 yean.

CLIMBING OUR STREETS BY ELECTRICITY.
The first public working of an electrical tram car. fitted with the

FanreSellon-Volckmar cells, took place recently on the lines of the West
bfetropolitaa Tramways, between Kew and Hammersmith. A slight

difference between the gauge of the tram -line and the wheels of the car
prevented the attainment of such results, in the matter of speed, as were
to have been anticipated under more favorable conditions. Enough was,
however, shown to justify the Electrical Power Storage Company, by
whom the experiment was conducted, in the belief that by the use of
their accumulators a valuable and workable motor has been secured. As
a consequence of his trial of the new electrical car, on the eastern section

of the line, Ueneral Hutchinson, the Board of Trade Inspector, i* ena-

bled to state that the car ran for about a mile along the Acton Road at a
very fair rate of speed, about six miles an hour appearing to be the
maximum, and this with a weight of some five tons. In appearance, the
car is similar to an ordinary tram-car, the accumulators being stored un-
der the seats, and the current, communicated by insulated wire to a Sie-

mens dynamo machine acting as a motor, and connected with the axle of

the wheel. As soon as the communication between the boxes and the dy-
namo machine is effected, the electric current sets the armature of the
motor in revolution, and the power is conveyed to a pulley fastened on
the same axle. The action is capable of being reversed at will, and the
power may be diminished or increased as required by adding to or taking

from the number of cells composing the accumulator by means of a sim-

ple switch, while stoppage is readily effected by breaking the circuit and
applying the break. The car on Saturday was lighted with incandescent
lamps from the same accumulators used for propelling purposes, and elec-

tric bells were also furnished for communicating with the driver.—English
Paper.

THE SUEZ CANAL.
It ia certainly high time to take into serious consideration the question

of providing a second maritime canal through Egypt, or to enlarge the
existing one. The statistics given in a Parliamentary return which has
just been issued, point very clearly to the conclusion that the more fre-

quent stoppages of the traffic in the Canal are largely due to congestion.

During the last three years only, the number of vessels annually using

the Canal has increased from 2,026 to 3,198, and their aggregate tonnage
from 4,314,519 to 7,122,125. That is to say, not only were there about
me third more ships to be provided for in 1882 than 1880, but the average
tonnage also increased considerably. Going ten years back, we find that

in 1872 only 1,082 ships, with a gross tonnage of 1,744,481, passed through

the Canal, and it comes out, therefore, that in a single decade the num-
ber of ships and their capacity has about trebled. From another table,

there seems good reason to believe that a second canal would soon become
a paying concern. In 1880 the transit dues were a trifle under 40,000.000

francs, but last year they amounted to more than 00, 000,000 francs, the aug-

mentation of income being, therefore, at the rate of 10,000,000 francs per

annum. Should the India wheat trade fulfil the expectations of those who
regard it as destined to oust America from the European wheat market,

the Suez Canal will certainly have to be greatly enlarged to accommodate
the increased traffic.

—

Globe.

Before buying their Spring Hats, gentlemen would do well to exam-
ine the Catalogue just issued by C. Herrmann & Co., 330 Kearny street.

This brochure contains engravings of no less than 135 different styles of

hats anil caps, and the most fastidious individual cannot fail to find with-

in its pages that which will please his taste. These various illustrations

include all the shapes and patterns now prevailing in the various centers

of fashion, and some of them are exceedingly graceful. The literary and
artistic merits of this publication have already been spoken of.

A Cleveland doctor asserts that a hog cannot be poisoned with

arsenic. If this be true, two-thirds of the people who eat in San Fran-

cisco restaurants can season their food with the said drug without fear of

hurt.

THE YACHT FLEET OF SAN FRANCISCO.
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^Signifies keel boat; the others in the list are center-board. tSignifies sharpie.
The initials of Clubs are as -follows : S F-, San Francisco; P., Pacific; B., Bohemian*

GrEJVTJIJVE "LA.OEK, BIER!"
— FROM TUB—

FREDERICKSBURG BREWING CO., SAN JOSE,

Will be on Draught on ami from Saturday, April 14th.

Office, 539 California street. April 14.

NOTICE OF ASSESSMENT.
New Basil Consolidated Gravel Mining; Company.—525 Com-

mercial street, San Francisco, Cal. Notice is hereby given that at a meeting
of the Directors held on the 10th day of April, 1883, an assessment of Five (5) Cents
per share was levied upon the capital stock of the corporation, payable immediately
to the Secretary.
Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the FIFTEENTH

DAY OF MAY, will be delinquent and advertised for sale at public auction, and
unless payment is made before, will be sold oh the EIGHTH DAY OF JUNE,
1883, to pay the delinquent assessment, together with costs of advertising and ex-

penses Of sale. F. X. SIMON, Secretary,
[April 14.] 525 Commercial street.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
CALIFORNIA MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 7
Amount per Share 20 Cents
Levied February "27, I8S3
Delinquent in Office , April 16, 1838
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock May 4, 1883

C. P. GORDON, Secretary.
Office—Room 23, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California. • March 3.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Silver Kins Mining- Company, San Francisco,

April 3, 1883.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the above named
Company, held this day, a Dividend (No. -Ill) of Twenty-five Cents (25c.) per share,
was declared, payable on APRIL FIFTEENTH, 1883, at the officeof the company,
Room 19, No. 828 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal. Transfer Books will close
April 7. 1833; [A pril 7.] JOSEPH NASH, Secretary.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of (he Northern Belle Mill and Hindi;; Company,

San Francisco, < !al., April 10th, 1SS3.—At a meeting of the Board of Direct-
ors of the above named company, held this day, dividend No. 71, of 1-iftv Gents
(50c) per share, was declared, payable on MONDAY, April 10th, 1S83. Transfer
books closed on Wednesday, April nth, 1883, at 3 o'clock p. ir.

WM. WILLIS. Secretary.
Office—Room No. 29, Nevada Block, No. 300 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California, April 14.
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MY FATHER.
But memory remains, and that is bitter sweet.

I think I hear the patter of young feet,

And after them a manly step ; 'tis his

—

My father's. Seated on the topmost stair

I see a girlish figure clad in white
And bathed in golden Bunlight ; it is she,

Who, God be praised, may yet a while remain.

A lofty mountain, with a pointed head
Piercing the clouds, and, nestling at its foot,

A quaint old many-gabled house. Around
There lies a garden many a decade old

;

All the flow'rs are there—sweet william, pinlr,

Wall flower and pale wild rose. And round the walks
I, a glad child, am laughing, chased by him
Whom now I mourn.

A table rises in my mind, so bright
That in its depths each guest his face may see

;

Bright glass and silver sparkle, and the wine
Shines topaz yellow and glows ruby red.

But brighter far than silver, glass or wine,
The deep, rich humor and the sparkling wit
Of him, who, seated at the table's head,
Makes pealing laughter ring throughout the room,
Ah, sad the memory now of genial tones
That shall no more forever sound again.

'Tis sure the Great Creator's purpose thus
To fit us for the night that's coming on.

Lights of our lives are one by one put out,

And as we move more slow in gathering gloom
Our mind's eye sees more clear beyond this scene
That which shall be hereafter.

LETTER FROM LONDON.
London, March 17, 1883: The attempt to blow up the offices of the

Local Government Board, on Thursday night, monopolizes attention.

Just as "Big Ben " was tolling the hour of nine, and the vibration of the

last stroke was fading away, a loud explosion, like the firing of a heavy
piece of artillery, was beard in the vicinity of Parliament street and
Whitehall, shaking the Houses of Parliament, and demolishing windows
from Trafalgar Square to the Westminster Aquarium. People who hap-
pened to be out in the streets of the neighborhood at the time, say that

the report was preceded by a bright flash of blue flame, and it is thought
from the peculiarly metallic loudness of the explosion that it was caused

by dynamite, or some other explosive containing nitro-glycerine. In a
short space of time the precise locality of the disaster was ascertained,

and thither the fast collecting crowds wended their way. A strong cor-

don of policemen, however, surrounded the Government offices, and kept
back all but members of Parliament and other people of known position.

The scene of the wreck was remarkable. All the windows of the build-

ing for a distance of 150 yards were shattered, and piles of broken plate-

glass lay in the street ; on the right hand side of the entrance a portion

of structure had been blown away ; the massive balustrade in front of a
basement room was completely demolished with the heavy stone work
surrounding it, the room within being in a state of complete wreck, with
the floor torn up and the desks destroyed ; while to show the force of the
explosion, and demonstrate that it could not have been from gas, a stone

weighing at least two hundred weight was burled against the wall of the
King street police station, making therein a hole the size of a man's head.
An attempt to blow up the Times offices was made at about the same
hour, but owiog to the perpetrator being discovered and frightened away
by the watchman, and to the unskillful manner in which the explosive

agent was prepared, little damage was done. Of course the Fenians are
blamed, the coincidence of the explosion following so close upon Parnell's

fresh declaration of war being regarded as decidedly significant. The fu-

ture will best determine who are the guilty ones, but at present it is nat-

ural that the Irish leaders should be suspected.

Talkiag of Irish leaders reminds me of Biggar and his breach of prom-
ise case, which has just ended by a verdict against him for £400 damages.
The plaintiff in the suit is a Miss Hyland, an Irish lady of 35, who, for

some time, has been residing in Paris with some relatives. There, where
he had gone to avoid a cell in Kilmainham, in December, 1881, she made
Biggar's acquaintance. Prom the first his marked attention to her began ;

kissing became the order of the day (and nights), and not content with
her lips, he fell to kissing her feet whenever he could, and regardless of

whether they were booted or not. Much evidence of an interesting char-

acter might be related of his purchase for her at the Bon Marche, of blue

silk stockings, and certain under garments immediately adjacent thereto,

whose lace ruffles were of his own selection. He proposed and was ac-

cepted, and then went back to Parliament, and forgot all about his lady
love and her specially-decorated extremities. Therefore the suit. Such
was Miss Hjdand's story, and the jury, notwithstanding that Biggar went
into the box and denied it all, believed her. There is no doubt that Big-
gar is a great blackguard and a disgrace to the proverbial gallantry of his

country. At oi he should behave himself with more dignity.

Two new magazines. To-day and Merry England, are to be forthcoming
soon. There is considerable talk of .Tudah P. Benjamin being elevated to

the Bench. If the Government can be persuaded to forego promoting for

the present one of its supporters in the House of Commons—Butt, Cohen
or Russell—he probably will get a seat in the High Court of Appeal, and
of course be knighted as well. There is a suggestion also that he try a
Parliamentary career, but a judgeship is doubtless more to his liking.

Henry Irving is making great preparations for his American tour next
autumn. I shall be surprised if he turns out the success he anticipates.
One of the latest companies started is a "cable" tramway, in Highgate,
the company having bought Hallidie's patent. Sir Sydney Waterlow re-

commends it in strong terms. Yours, Dido.

JtST Don't wear dingy or faded things when the 10-cent Diamond Dye
will make them good as new. They are perfect and cost but 10 cents.

THE HOTEL DEL MONTE

HOT SALT WATER SWIMMING BATHS

WILL BE REOPENED FOE THE SEASON
— OS—

Sunday, April 1, 1883.

The DRIVES have all been put in excellent repair, and the Climate is incompara-

bly lovely. FISHING in the bay and rivers is very good. The GROUNDS, com-
prising 126 acres, contain

Drives, Lawn Tenis, Croquet, Swings, Sand Boxes, and a Hundred
Other Things for Frolicking Children. March 31.

LOWELL, P^JPJER, SHOT SHELLS.
Manufactured by the TJ. S. Cartridge Co.

SUPERIOR TO All, OTBERS.

FIRST QUALITY—WATERPROOF. SECOND QUALITV-GQOD FOR ONE
SHOT. SURE FIRE AND DURABLE.

Cartridges, Brass Shells, Loading Implements, etc.

^g" For sale by all dealers. March 31.

THE GUTTA PERCHA AND RUBBER MANFG. CO.,
Manufacturers and Dealers in

RUBBER COODS,
Offers for the FALL TRADE the FINEST LINE of RUBBER CLOTHING ever

in this market, both Heavy, Medium and Gossamer ; also are

SOLE AGENTS ON THE PACIFIC COAST FOR THE BOSTON RUBBER
SHOE CO'S SUPERIOR RUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES.

Pure Gum and Dull Finish Boots, Hip and Short; Im. Sandals, Arctics,

Gaiters, Footholds, etc.

TSept. 23.]

JOHN W. TAYLOR, Manager,
Cor. First and Market streets,

San Francisco.

ROCK'S NURSERIES.-TREES.

FOB SALE.—A Large Assortment of Thrifty, Well-Grown Fruit,

Shade and Ornamental Trees.

NEW AND RARE EVERGREENS,
PALMS, BAMBOOS, SHRUBS, ROSES, etc. SMALL FRUITS, including a Largo

Variety of GRAPEVINES for Table, for Wine and for Raisins.

STRAWBERRIES,
OF NEWEST AND BEST VARIETIES FOR MARKET AND FOR PROFIT.

Descriptive Catalogues will be Sent as follows:

No. 1.—Fruits, Grapevines, Berries, etc 3 cents

No. 2.—Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, etc 3 cents

[March 17] JOHN ROCK, San Jose, Cat.

C. W. M. SMITH, x^x
The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor, /rfirki^Ot

Established in 1862, ( ^/VTEN J Q

j

Removed to 234 Sansome Street.^^[r^/
g§y" MR. C. W. M. SMITH is the patent attorney for Marriott's Aeroplane Com-

pahy for Navigating the Air. Oct. 22.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,
Agents for KICOKD'S KESTOKATIVE PILLS,

635 Market Street. San Francisco, Cal.
PALACE HOTEL. June 24.

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,

OCULIST.
Formerly at No. 313 Bash street, has removed to Phelan's

Building:, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 M. to 3 p.m.

Take the Elevator. May 27.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 215 GEARY ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.
Feb. 5.] - OFFICE HOURS: 1 to 4 P.M.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

360 FOTTRTB STREET, SAN ERJLNCZSCO.
[July 15.]
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NOTABILIA.
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A country preacher, who was exhorting the brethern atvi rifl

m day prayer meeting, in the hal! of the Young Men's Christian
Association ->n Monday last, pathetically exclaimed: "What can I say
to move yon?*

1 Then the demnre-looking young lady wit h the pink cheeks
and snub nose, who sat in the nnien corner, softly whispered: " A

n the street to Swain's, 213 Sutter strei >yoneof those
delicious lunches that can be obtained there. That will move us too

quick."

" Yea," said the California clergyman, "I consider it all ri^'lit for a
minister of the Gospel to trade horses, but as a matter of policy be should
trade outside his own congregation! and he should advise all the deacons
of his flock to use the Imperishable Paint, sold by J. PL Kelly & Co., o!
Market street, which covera three times the space that ordinary paint
does, and is impervious to sun or rain.

"Ma, what is bush?" asked a little boy. "Why, my dear* do you
ask?" "Because I asked sister Jane what made her dress stick out be-

hind, and she said * Hush?" And then papa laughed, and said that when
I grew big enough to be a philosopher, I ought to tell everybody to go to
P. J. Cassin & (Jo's., Washington and Battery streets, fur pure and una-
dulterated Liquors."

" They say* Charlie has married. Do you know his wife ? Is she well
informed?'' " Well, I should say so. She has belonged to the village

sewing circle for ten years and never missed a meeting, and she made
Charlie put one of those magnificent Arlington Ranges, sold by De La
Montanya, Jackson street, io his kitchen before she married him. You
bet, she is intelligent."

This is the way the editor of one of our New England contemporaries
gets even with a rival: " A dispatch informs us that the latest style of

gentlemen's shirts are of black cambric, with small white spots. All that
our editor friend will have to do to be in the fashion, will be simply to

take a piece of chalk and make spots on his shirt.— Washington Gazette.

One of the sweetest pictures of domestic economy is a poet black-
ing a white stocking so that it won't show through the fissure of his boot.

This picture, however, notwithstanding its sweetness, lacks that accuracy,
elegance and finish which distinguishes the Photographs taken by those

world-renowned Artists, Bradley & Ruljfson, corner of Geary and Du-
pont streets, S. F.

Sunday-school Teacher.—" What is the first and most important of

the sacraments ? " Little seven-year-old scholar—" Marriage." Teacher.—"O, no, baptism is first and most important." Small girl
—"Well, it

may be with some folks, but marriage comes first in our family; we are

respectable people, and father wears a stylish Hat, bought of White, (114

Commercial street.

It took young Parsonby all aback when at the theatre, the other eve-

ning, he whispered 'to his girl that he guessed he would step out a minute
to take the air, and she quickly responded: "It is very oppressive,

George ; I'll go with you."

—

Boston Transcript.

Lydia E, Finkham, whose benevolent face is shadowed in almost ev-

ery paper we pick up, appears to have discovered what Addison calls the
"grand elixir, to support the spirits of human nature." It is quite evi-

dent that she has the patent, and has secured the contract for milking
over and improving the invalid corps of American Womanhood.

—

Globe.

Messrs. J. M. Litchfield & Co., the Merchant Tailors of 415 Mont-
gomery street, have on hand a large stock of the best materials and all

the latest patterns. They employ good workmen and expert cutters, and
can be relied upon to give satisfaction in every respect.

Our slangy contributor says that there is not a disease known that

will "get a bulge on a man " quicker than the mumps.

—

Norristown Her-
ald.

The philosopher who had his views photographed should go to Mora-
ghan's Parlors, California Market, and get some delicious Oysters.

The best quality of Underwear and Gent's Furnishing Goods can be

obtained at J. W. Carmany's, 25 Kearny street. Call and examine his

stock.

Nervousness, debility and exhausted vitality cured by using Brown's
Iron Bitters.

J. F. Cutter's Old Bourbon. —This celebrated Whisky is for sale by
all first-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

Fine Watch, Repairing at J. W. Tucker & Co's., corner of Kearny and Oeary
streets.

The Electro-*
• tn, at 11
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s.» rapidly around the wire as to dam i

There wu lull time, howei
.

.

., mstlon of a ray of Polar
light reaching so estimated altitudi

ToCure or uot to Cure without Koni l. that is the Question. In
atiop and analysis some of the toilets, doctrines and

opinions that were considered to be firmly supp
as proof of holy water," are, in the tight sarch, proving

bnt stubborn facta; so is Koni \ 4:i Volcanic Water, which is no
mystified secrecy of springs in an unknown location of Northern or
Southern California, nor like a gilded pill, made to *:iit the eye, til n

but in its effects, :iml on nrronnt of its genuine merit, is now pre-
: by most eminent physiotans > Blood Purifier/ a powerful

eliminator in all Kidney Complaints, Skin Diseases, a valuable curative
in Female Complaints, and, in fact, as a truly household remedy. One
fair trial will convince tlte most skeptical that Koni La Volcanic Water
will prove the sufferer's best ready-relief friend, worthy of confidence.

Pacific MINERAL WATEB COMPANY,
Depot—360 Fourth street, corner Harrison.

H. S, Williams. A. Ohesebrough. "W. H.Dimond.

WILLIAMS, 0IMOND & CO.,

MERCHANTS,SHIPPING AND COMMISSION
UNION BUILDING,

JUNCTION MARKET AND PINE STREETS.
Agents for Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific steam Navigation Oompany,

The Ounard Royal Mail Steamship Company, "The California Line of Clippers,

"

from New York and Boston, and " The Hawaiian Line."
San Francisco, January 31, 1SS0. Jan. 31.

C. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

SAN FRANCISCO and NEW TORE.
HO^T Agents of American Sugar Refinery, corner of Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. x Jan. 17.

TABER, HARKER & CO.,

importers jlkd wholesale grocers,
108 and 110 California St., 8. F.

(April 10,|

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY
No- 310 Sansome Street,

San Francisco,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN FURS,
[September 21.1

MARBLE WORKS.
MANTELS and GRATES, MOXTTMENTS and HEADSTONES,

In Marble and Scotch Granite,
837 Market street. bet. Fourth and Fifth.
gg- Send for Denies and

-
Prices. W. H. McCOKMICK.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Gold Medal, Paris, 1S7S.

Sold by all Stationers. Sole Agent for the I ui led States:
MB. HENRY HOB, 91 John street, N. Y. Jan. 6.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,

NO. 922 POST STREET.
Day and Hoarding: School for l'onns Ladles and Children.

KINDERGARTEN.
[Jan. 13.] MADAME B. ZEITSKA, A. M., Principal.

AMERICAN EXCHANGE HOTEL,
ansonic street, Corner Hal leek* San Francisco.—This
hotel ia in the very center of the business portion of the city, and has been

renovated and newly furnished, throughout The traveling public will find this to

he the most convenient us well as the most comfortable and respectable hotel in the
oily. TABLE FIRST-CLASS. Board and roam, $1, $1.25 and SI.50 per day. Nice

Single rooms per night, 50 cents. Breakfasts or dinners, 50 cents. Lunch, 25 cents.

Eighteen tickets, good forauy meals, for $5. Hot and cold baths free. Free coach
to and from the hotel. Oct. 7.

S"

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,

STOCK BROKERS,
No. 314 Pine Street San Francisco.

[May -20-1

A. WALDSTEIN,
Lithographer and Zlucogriipuer, No. 330 Sansome street.

Room 4S, Second Floor. Au?. 19.
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BIZ."

The Spring trade has opened vigorously. Buyers are here from
Oregon, Washington Territory, etc., by the scores, nor are visiting trad-

ers confined to these, but our own State, Nevada, and in fact other ad-

joining localities are none the less numerous as buyers. These all give

life and animation to the business marts of the city. Our merchants ap-

pear to be very hopeful as well as sanguine as to the result of this year's

business. The change of feeling wrought here in a few short weeks from
one of despondency and gloom is, indeed, very marked, and goes to illus-

trate the great value of seasonable and copious rains upon the Pacific

coast to insure us bountiful crops of cereals, fruits, etc., and upon which
rests our main dependence. It is true that the placer mines need water
for their successful development, and this business affords no little aid to

the commerce of the city.

We have before alluded to the growing railroad traffic centering at

this port, and to the vastness of this carrying trade, East, West, North
and South ; and while this branch is rolling up into its millions the steam
coasting trade is by no means lagging behind, but is reaching out into

magnificent proportions.

The careful observer visiting our Merchants' Exchange, Produce Ex-
change, etc., connot fail to have noticed the largely increased attendance
at these several institutions during the past few months, all intent upon
business pursuits of some character. These are certainly evidences of

the growing importance of our business interests.

The Grain Exchanges, (we allude to the Call Boards), which have
now been in operation a little over a year, have gone steadily onward
from the start, small and careful traders at the beginning, but now the
traffic has already run up into the millions, and promises to control the
future of our grain marts. In fact it has already revolutionized the old-

fashioned modes of buying and selliug of grain.

During the month of March twenty-eight ships cleared hence for Eu-
rope carrying full cargoes of breadstuff, being seven less than in February
and thirteen less than for the corresponding month of March in 1882.

Exports by sea to Europe in March consisted of 1,106,564 ctls. of

wheat and 67,272 bbls. of flour. Of the latter, 9,000 bbls. Starr Mills Ex-
tra went by steamer to Hongkong, thence via Suez Canal to London. In
addition to the foregoing, we exported to China and Pacific Coast ports

38,354 bbls. flour and 3,576 ctls. of wheat.

For the first nine months of the harvest year ending March 31, 18S3,
our breadstuff exports aggregated 13,320,S1S ctls. of wheat and 821,253
bbls. of flour, equal in wheat to 15,784,577 ctls. or 789,229 tons (of 2,000
lbs.) against 984,475 short tons for the corresponding period the year pre-

vious, showing a decrease of 195,246 tons for the season.

The decline in whaat since the rains of the last week in March has
been of marked importance. On the 27th March good choice white wheat
was salable at $2 05 per ctl., and at this writing SI 85 is an extreme quo-
tation. Our spot stock of wheat is estimated at 125,000 tons all told, and
this is much scattered over the State. Freights during the month of

March were dull and nominal at 35 to 40 shillings, but since the rains

grain charters have been written, at 42s. 6d. @45s., and at this advauce
several ships have been secured for short lay days. Wheat at SI 82i per
ctl. f. o. b. with freight at 45s. to IT. K. and sterling exchange at 50d.

with cost of insurance added is equivalent to 49^. per quarter of 500 lbs.,

say cost, freight and insurance, which, in fact, is considerably above late

Liverpool quotations, yet we find those willing to take their chances of a
rise between now and another harvest.

Flour.—It is apparent to every observer that the export traffic in this

article is rapidly increasing, and our millers are inclined to encourage -the

traffic by increasing greatly the capacity of their several mills, or erecting
those of still larger capacity. The introduction of Patent Rollers seems
to be the cause of this. Oregon is also coming to the front in the erection
of one or more large flouring-mills, thus striving to keep apace with those
ot our own State. We have always contended that the keeping qualities

of California Flour upon long sea-voyages was superior to all others,
while the quality of the Flour in all other respects was not to be excelled
by any. The present price of Extras is now $5 f>0@$6 $ bbl.; Superfine,
S4@4 50 W 196 lbs., all in cloth. Fancy brands of Extra Flour may be
quoted at §6 25. During the past nine months we exported, by sea, 821,-

253 bbls.; of this, 494,713 bbls. went to Europe, China, Central and
South America, our next largest customers.

Barley.—The decline in price of this article of Feed Grain has of late
been even more marked than that of Wheat. During March, not less

than 240,000 tons of this Grain changed hands at the Call Boards. Of
course, the actual deliveries were few—it was simply a gamble upon the
weather. Heavy losses were entailed upon the many operators, but, so
far, the sufferers have held up to the rack astonishly well. At this writ-
ing Feed Barley may be quoted at $1 20 $ ctl., Brewing SI 25.

Bags and Bagging.—Stocks here and to arrive are fully ample for all

our needs, be the crop ever so good. Calcutta Standard Grain Sacks have
advanced since the rains from less than 8c. up to 84;c.—June-July de-
livery—while at this writing holders ask S|c.@8^c. In the near future, it

is thought that more attention will be given to focal manufacture of Jute
Bags than heretofore.

Quicksilver.—The market lacks vitality. The Arabic for China car-
ried 1,000 flasks. Price, 35ic. per pound, or S27 50 per flask.

Sugar.—The Setina, 18 days from Honolulu, brought us 11,703 pkgs.
for the refiners. Prices for both Raws and Refined remain the same as for
weeks past.

Coals for Ounalaska.—The ship Jeremiah Thompson has been dis-
patched to the above port by John Flosenfeld with 1,200 tons.

For the Colonies.—The P. M. S. S. City of Sydney sailed hence on
the 9th inst. carrying for cargo salmon : 4,060 cs. to Sydney; to Auck-
land, G50 cs.; to Lytleton, 100 cs.; to Dunedin, 85 cs.; scattering, 165 cs.

The steamer also carried 1,000 cs. of canned goods, 4,406 doors, broom
l

corn, etc., all of the value of $62,000.

For Honolulu.—The steamer City of Sydney, stopping at Honolulu,
carried some 330 Chinese passengers, and merchandise valued at §18,000.

BONBONS.
[ Translated from the French for the News Lktter.]

Buffon has said that the elephantine race has more tenderness and
sensibility in the bottom of the heart than the human race.

There was an elephant once who knew how to play the piano, and used
to travel with a circus in a foreign land.
One day, when he was just going to play the March from Faust, on a

new piano, he suddenly paused and began to weep bitterly.
" What is the matter with you, Caliban?" asked his keeper.
The elephant pointed with his trunk to the ivory keys.
The poor brute had recognized the teeth of his mother!

A little girl was questioned as to why she forsook and deserted her
dolls. " What have they done to you?" they asked. " O nothing," was
the reply, "but they annoy me because they are always better dressed
than I am."

Last Summer at the swimming school : A fat gentleman in a state of

bewilderment, half opens the door of his dressing-room :
" Boy, what

sort of a place is this ? Some one has stolen my pants !

" Impossible, sir. This establishment is strictly honest. I will go and
see, but there must be some mistake."
About five minutes afterward, the fat gentleman who is still in the

primitive uniform of the garden of Paradise, calls the boy again, a voice
agitated by uneasiness. The boy returns, and shouts in a shrill voice :

" Can't find your pants anywhere, sir ; are you sure you had any when you
came in '!

One never knows until the next day whether one has dined well the
night before. So used to say Dr. Louis Veron to those who praised his

exquisite table.

A pastry cook, who used to write comic operas much in the same way
that a wigmaker named Andre

1

used to write tragedies, read to the Abbe'
de Latteignant a little piece entitled La Qalctte. The Abbe smiled and
advised him to put his play in his oven. "I understand you," said the
metromaniac, " but all the same, Professor , whom I have supplied
with pies for twenty years, assured me that my Galette was full of wit."
" Ha! ha! Well, does the Professor owe yon anything ? " "I should say
he does; he owes me six hundred francs for pastry." "Exactly. Now
you tell him that you are not at all pleased at his not paying his account,
and he will tell you that it is a shocking bad play."

When the daughter of Lady Gordon eloped, it became necessary to ap-
prise her mother of the fact. Her daughter bad run away with a young
lord with whom she had been dancing at a ball given by the Duke of

Devonshire. "Oh! heavens," cried the poor mother, "on such a cold
night, too, and without her flannel petticoat ! And to think that it is all

my fault, because I wanted to set off the delicacy of her shape to catch
the Duke of Bedford."

Jean Tripbe'mon, who is fond of cards, and believes he is the incarna-
tion of bad luck, meets a friend wrio observes his dejection and to whom
he explains : "My dear fellow, you have no idea how badly I feel. I
have not won a game at anything for six months. I lost fifty louis at the

club, and just now, furious and disgusted, I went into a billiard room and
engaged a table to myself. I played all alone, and being determined to

win, I gave myself twenty-five points out of thirty against an.imaginary
opponent and played my best. Of course I thought I had won, but after

all, and after I had beaten the other fellow that I was playing against, I
found out that I had really lost, and had to pay for the table."

Baron—Show Mr. Levy into the receiving room and tell him I'll be
there directly. Levy (aside)—Vy does he say his receiving room, und
vot in duuder was a receiving room anyhow mit itself? Vy don't he
say de vaiting room? I never received mine moneys from him yet, but I
shall always vait

!

Patient—I don't find any results yet, doctor, from your cold-water
cure. Doctor—That will come later. Don't be in a hurry. I once
knew a lady who was just as impatient as you are, but she persevered
and it was fully six months before she—died.

Teacher—You see this butterfly, Peter, which has flown into the room.
What is its name? Peter—Deaths-head, sir. Teacher—Quite right,

Peter, and where does he belong ? Peter—Outside, sir.

Candid.—Gentleman— Is the Baroness at home to-day? Servant—
Yes, sir, she is ; walk right in. " Won't you have the goodness to an-
nounce me first ? " "O no; if I were to announce you first, that would
be the end of it. The Baroness would be out."

Charles Weightman—Natator, the Man-Fish—whose performances
are known throughout the world, has been engaged as teacher of swim-
ming for the coming season by Mr. Wonderlich, the proprietor, to teach
at the Newport Baths, at Alameda. Season opens about May 1st. Mr.
Weightman has taught the art as assistant with Beckwith, Westminster
Baths; Woodbridge, at "Victoria Park; Poulton, Manchester; Garford, of

Birmingham. His experience is world-renowned, and the visitors at the
Newport are to be congratulated on having this artist to look after them.

The pupils of Mrs. Ada Clark, the well-known teacher of Calisthen-

ics, are now arranging for their May Festival, which event will occur
next month. The wonderful faculty of teaching children to move through
the intricate mazes of the dance with grace and ease, which Mrs. Clark
possesses, is said to be phenomenal, and these annual public exhibitions

of the skill acquired by the children under her tuition are, consequently,
delightful entertainments. This year the children will perform a number
of new dances, and the spectators will surely enjoy a rare treat.

Engravings of Landscapes, Buildings, Machinery, Portraits, etc., by the new
Photo-Engraving Process, 25 percent, cheaper than wood. Office 609 Merchant Btreet.
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Alt IMPORTANT UNDERTAKING
On Thursday U»t. th<> proprietor* ..f th<

' |naagnnU«d thnr *«Ub.i»hm«nl of * proem of n>»n<if*. -i i

in* Uc*r bi#r, br •ottrtaining a Ur,-r |.»rtv of San Frmoc
at tb#ir r*Ublubru<-nt in San .1 .».-. Hitherto, no ^n-nnr Ut

- en**t, and f<»r the *imptc rr»-

ha* intorpnaed climatic obstacle* whir)

tinVUI maana, at very great exp*n«. The drink generally ma
naad on thi« mast under the namo of U.-.-r bier la i r at all.

It i» merely bier, and ran W produced in any climate, and i* ready
for ass almoat as aoon aa brewed. L*K?r bier, on the other hand, can
only be made in odd climate* and in the Winter time, when tbi

perature i» very low. and require* to be torad f>>r eotte time
. K- a* this l'iw temperature conld only be obtained, on this

coaat, by cooling the ferment im;-ro<>m* with air driven from (oa-oham-
t<er». U I manufacturing lager bier waa too Kreat to allow of

it* bein,: profitably carried on. \W recent invfiitton*, Iww.-ver, the
mmmonia urooaam, which is uaed in making artithial lo*, has l>een no-
dared available rat the production of lager bier, and the Frederick*

rapanv baa obtained the requisite appliances for ntil.alQft the
overy, ami producing the genuine la*rer. This bier will be

week* la ion, and will then He for two months in storage in
large casks, so that by the time it in put before the consumer, it will

I-? devoid of the vegetable germs which abound in fresh beer, and will,

neatly, be not only better flavored, but purer aud more frhole-

fome. This new process is now in running order, and from this time
forth the genuine lager bier will be found on draught at the .-anions

refreshment establishments in this city. It is the intention of the
Fredericksburg Company to bottle their bier and export largely to
South American countries and the Pacific States and Territories. If

this undertaking succeeds—and its success seems assured—another large
industry will be added to the commerce of the State.

THE FIREMAN'S DEATH.
The death of Engineer Ross, of the fire department, is a lamentable

circumstance that ought to bring prominently into mind the great indebted-
ness of our people to the brave firemen who are at all times ready to risk

their lives in the performance of duty. Ross was so severely burned at
the Palace Hotel gas explosion, that death resulted from his injuries.

His death came to him in the performance of his duty. The terrible in-

juries he sustained were borne with manly fortitude, and he died uttering
no word of complaint, but satisfied that it had been his duty as a fireman
to take the chances, and recognizing that fate had decided against him.
He was a brave and true man, a warm friend, a most capable engineer and
fireman, and a most estimable citizen His memory will long be cherished
by his comrades. Having died iu the execution of his duty, his family
will not, we are very sure, be left uncared for by our generous people.
There ought to be some certain provision made for the families of deceased
firemen.

Favoritism in the School Department.—Miss Fowler having had
a soft place made for her, we now begin to learn the reason why; and
it turns out to be the self-same reason that had all along been suspected.
There is a young and pretty teacher in the Department, whom the
President of the Board favors, and she had long ago cast longing eyes
on the position held by Miss Fowler, and what a self-willed woman
wants she is very likely to get by hook or by crook. It is nothing to
her that she is not qualified for the place, that others are infinitely more
entitled to it, and that there is some question as to the regularity of her
examination. It is all the same to her. She wants the place and must
have it. We hear it whispered that when Miss Craven submitted to a
competitive examination she was examined in private and was unduly fa-

vored. At any rate there is very grave suspicion attaching to the pro-
ceedings. This kind of gross favoritism is working dire evil in the School
Department.

Morris, Kennedy & Co., the widely-known dealers in pictures and
wqrks of art, have at present some rare treasures in their splendid gal-

lery on Post street, that ought to be seen by all who have a taste for the
beautiful in art. Three of the pictures now on exhibition there deserve
special mention of their many good points, and we will see that justice is

done them next week. The first is a very striking and realistic view of

the Golden Gate, looking inwards, and is by R. D. Yelland. The second
is entitled " Sunshine and Shadow," and is a scene in the White Birch
Forest, New England, and is depicted by Thos. Hill. The third is enti-

tled "Clearing Up," and is a scene off the coast of Massachusetts by De
Haas. These are really valuable pictures.

Major Henry C. Dane, the popular lecturer, is referred to in another
column as about to deliver a lecture in aid of the Teacher's Mutual Aid
Society, on Monday evening, April the 23d, ;q the First Congregational
Church. Information subsequently received at this office, enables us to

say that Major Dane will deliver two lectures instead of one. The first

will be given on Monday evening next, the 16th of April, and the second
on Monday week. The subject of the first will be "bights and Scenes of

London," and on the second occasion he will speak of the "Oddities of

European Life." He is a pleasing, able and popular lecturer.

The Excursion Season.—The excursion season is near at hand, and
the South Pacific Coast Railroad is making very complete arrangements
to meet the requirements of a large travel. We know of no more pleas-

ant trip than that through the beautiful mountain atmosphere, the pic-

turesque scenery, and marvelous forest of big trees that are on this route.

The South Pacific Coast road is splendidly equipped with coaches, with
easy chairs, and every possible comfort is afforded to passengers. The
travel to Santa Cruz this season is expected to be exceptionally large.

Eighty thousand pounds of iron was used in the construction of the
vaults of the Arkansas State Treasury. But what shall it avail a State

to use eighty thousand pounds of iron iu its safe if the treasurer speculates

in cotton, or plays poker with the funds, as some treasurers have done ?

Better use less iron and more discretion. —Peck's Sun.

MORE LIGHT FROM GAS
Protestor Frederick Siemens ha* hit upon a device to got more

•v* than i« ordinarily ohtained from burner*, having found a
meant by which the .^ir that mingles with th« l:** at the time of oombna-

mtaot with porcelain conductors at a white beat, while
at Ike - bnetioti at thi

.<f tbe 1 i away with by canting the flame to double Qpon it-

aU in *ufh a manner that oombnstion la complete and the flame perl

ly steady. The vacuum which draw* the flame down i* caused by the
ruth of the heated air which goes to feed the flame. Siemens' burners,

bow In ufe, give twice the light that the tame amount of nan burned hi

an ordinary bonier of the beat construction would rive. So far no burn-
er* of this pattern have been made of leas power than five hundred ian
dice. In these burners the flame is so largo and hot that the porcelain is

heated to a il< ible in a small burner for domestic use. —Bos-
ton Transcript.

We were looking over some exchangee, the other day, and on opening
the Washington (D. C) National

%
read as follows: *'The Hon. Sackville

West, Minister from Great Britain, has somewhat suddenly determined to

the British Embassy, which for many years has occupied its

present location, to F street. He is said to have fears that the founda-
tion has been undermined with dynamite." So far bo good. We next
unfolded the N. Y. Sun. Among the personals our eye caught the fol-

lowing: " Laurence Barrett is reported to have purchased the lot adjoin*

inn the British Embassy, at Washington, and will immediately begin the

building of an elegant residence there." This quite knocks the bottom
out of the dynamite theory.

From the new edition of "Rowell's American Newspaper Directory,"
now in the press, it appears that there are 11,100 publications in the
United States, showing an increase of 585 in the past year. The Terri-

tories Bhow the most marked activity, in proportion to their population,
their dailies having increased from 43 to 63, aud their weeklies from 169

to 243. Throughout the whole country the monthlies increased from 976
to 1,034. These figures do not include Canada, which has a total of 606
publications.

A young lady who travels a gooJ deal on one of the cable lines, says
that all the good-looking conductors must come from Brussels, they are

such dear carpets.

E
THE BALDWIN THEATRE.

Ivery Night this Week.—Brilliant and Unqualified Success
of the Sterling and almost Perfect Revival of Tom Taylor's Model Drama,

The Tioket-of-Leave Man!
Marked Success of the Entire Cast! Splendidly Staged! A Veritable and

Gratifying Success!

For immediate revival, by popular desire—CAD, THE TOMBOY.
Special performance each Sunday evening.

THE EXTREME OF POPULAR PRICES.—Orchestra or Dress Circle, 75 cents;

Balcony, 50 cents; Gallery, 25 cents. Matinee Prices.— Orchestra and Dress Circle,

50 cents; Children under 12 years, 25 cents. No extra for securing. Matinees

WeUuesday and Saturday. April 14.

EMERSON'S STANDARD THEATRE.

WM. EMERSOX, Role Proprietor and Manager-Still An-
other Change! Every Evening and Saturday Matinee, EMERSON'S MIN-

STRELS! First Appearance in San Francisco of the Great Song and Dance Artists,

VARNEY and De OME. Emerson and Reed on the Ends! First Week of

Embezzlement! Henpecked I and Making Rome Howl!
New First Part and Olio!

ORIGINAL POPULAR PRICES.—Dress Circle and Orchestra, 75 cts.; Balcony,

50 cts.; Matinee, 50 cts. and 25 cts. Seats secured six days in advance. No extra

charge to reserve. Telephone 5,094. April 14.

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.

J II.H1TEBLT, Proprietor.—Frederick W. Bert, Manager.
s " The Past a Guarantee for the Future. " Last Niirht of the VOKES FAMILY,

under the management of Mr. JOHN P. SMITH. An Eutire New Bill! The Petite

Comedy, RUTH'S ROMANCE, and Vokes' New and Original Absurdity,

Too, Too Truly Rural!

Monday Bvoning, April lOth.-Tbe McCAULL OPERA COMIQUE CO. [April 14.]

BUSH-STREET THEATRE.

MB. LEAVITT. Lessee and Manager; AI. Hayman, As.
• sociate Manager. -A Popular Success! Every Evening (including Sunday),

Wednesday and Saturday Matinees. The Charming Young Actress, MINNIE MAD-
DERN, and First* Presentation here of Chas. Callahan's Romantic Coroedj -Drama,

Fogg's Ferry!
Supported by a Strong and Specially Selected Dramatic Company, under the direc-

tion of JOHN H. HAVLIN.
Next Monday—Jessop & Gill's Comedy, WILD WAVE.
Seats now on sale, and can be secured six days in advance.

POPULAR PRICES.—Admission: Evening, 50 cts. and $1; Matinees, 25 cts., 50

cts. aud 75 cts. No extra charge for reserving seats. April 14.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of Contention Consolidated .Hi n injur Company, San

Francisco, April 12, 1S83.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of tbe

above named company, held this day, a Dividend (No. 15) of Twenty-five Cents (25c.)

per share was declared, payable on SATURDAY. -April 28th, 1888. Transfer books

closed April 18th. 1SS3, at 3 o'clock p. m. This dividend is payable at the Farmers'

Loan and Trust Company, in Mew York, on all stock issued there, and at the office

in this city on all Btock issued here. D. C. BATES, Secretary.

Office—Room 79, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California. April 14.

H
l. E. PRATT

as resumed Geueral Law Practice at 230 Moutgomery
street. AP" 1 T.
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
The dynamite policy is undoubtedly exercising its influence upon

English public opinion, but in a very different direction from that which
its authors contemplated. It is not gaining a more favorable hearing for

supposed Irish grievances; it is not securing greater toleration for agrarian
outrages; it is not making friends for Parnell and his followers, and, in
short, it is not doing Ireland one particle of good. On the contrary, it

has created an English public opinion that will resist to the last extremity;
it has procured the passage of strong measures that are proving most
effective, and it is stamping out conspiracy, assassination, outrage and
murder. More, it is deferring for many long years the hopes that reason-

able Irishmen had formed that they would erelong be granted home rule

and be permitted to manage their own affairs. It is putting back for half

a century any cause that ultra Irishmen may have cherished. It has
been from first to last a policy of suicide, but it is more suicidal to the
hopes of Ireland than to any other interest whatever. England, under
the statesmanship of a Gladstone, was more inclined to listen to even the
sentimental grievances of Ireland than she is ever likely to be again.

And what are the grievances of Ireland? Does anybody hereabouts
know? Are they real or only sentimental? Can any Irish-American
tell us ? If he can we shall be exceedingly obliged to him. There is no
State Church and no disability of any kind. There is no religious test

and no hindrance to promotion. The highest offices of State are open to

and have been secured by the humblest. Men who have risen from the
lowliest walks of life are to-day Judges. The Lord High Chancellor of

England in the last administration was but an Irish clothier's son. In
Ireland men are to-day as free lo carve out their own future as they are
in America. There is in that unhappy land a system of national educa-
tion, and schools are free. Even denominational priests are educated at
the national expense, for there is a Parliamentary grant in aid of the
education of Catholic priests at Maynooth College. It is said that the
peasantry do not always own the land they occupy, but that is true even
in new countries, and is conspicuously trne in California. But enough
Irishmen own their own land to determine whether or not they are hap-
pier than their fellows. It is a mistake to suppose that the owning of

the soil by native yeomen is an exception to the rule. There are some
hundreds of thousands of small Irish landowners, and what is their

condition ? •

They are. far worse off than the tenant farmers, and indeed it is among'
them that poverty and famine generally prevails. The tenant farmer, by
the terms of his lease, is compelled to drain and manure his land, and
work it on scientific principles that will ensure a profit. He is under
compulsion to do well. He must earn his rent and pay it, or be evicted.

This compulsion proves a blessing in disguise to the average Irish farmer.
It causes him to lease a sufficiently large area of land to enable him to
support a wife and family, and it compels him to farm that area for all it

is worth. It results that the majority of tenant farmers are well to do.

Of course there are exceptions to this rule, but those exceptions are
mostly to be found among tenants whose landlords have been as idle and
as lax in their methods as their tenants. The real distress and poverty is

usually found among the small native landowners, who., generation after

generation, have gone on subdividing their holdings until at last there is

not enough land for any one family to live upon, and even that small area
is not made the most of, for it is a well-known and incontrovertible fact

- that the Irish peasant does not work at home as he does abroad. On his
native sod he is indolent and improvident, whilst abroad he is industrious
and saving.

Yet Irishmen will not do as well at home as they do abroad. That has
been proved by centuries of experience. Much the same kind of thing is

experienced in the South Pacific Islands. A native is an indolent, waste-
ful, and unprogressive individual on the island on which he was born, but
kidnap him and take him to another island and he at once becomes indus-
trious, endeavors to learn, and, above all, saves his earnings in order that
he may, some day go home and " live like a gentleman." This is singu-
larly like an Irishman. For that condition of things there is obviously
no remedy equal to that of emigration. There is no reason why Irishmen
should not do as well at home as either Englishmen or Scotchmen, but
they do not. Taxation is less, the coBt of living lower, and rents are
lighter in Ireland than in either England or Scotland, and there is no
condition essential to prosperity that is not as available in the one coun-
try as in the others. The man who says that an Irishman at home suffers

under any exceptional disability whatever, is utterly ignorant of the
subject of which he speaks.

But we are told that the Irishman Bighs for the separate independence
of his little island home. Some Irishmen perhaps do, but it is not so

certain that a majority of them are that way inclined. At any rate, it is

very sure that a very large and moBt active, influential and deserving mi-
nority are more opposed to any such separate independence than any
Eoglishman or Scotchman can be to give it to them. They, even better
than their neighbors, know what Irish independence means, and want
none of it. Even had the supposed majority conquered their way and
gained independence, what would they do with it? They once had it,

and that up to a comparatively recent period. They voted it away and
gladly joined in the British Union, just as the original thirteen colonies

joined in the American Union called the United States. This country
has declared that Union "one and indivisible for ever," and has fought a
great war in order to preserve it so. If union is necessary to us, it is infi-

nitely more so to the British Isles. It does not lie in the mouth of Ameri-
cans who desired the preservation of the Union to argue that Irishmen
have an inalienable right to disrupt the Empire, to the rights, privileges

and immunities of which they are admitted to an equal participation.

But tben we take leave to doubt whether any sane man in Ireland does
really believe in separation. We incline to the belief that it is only pre-

tended to be desired by politicians and conspirators who thrive on the
money that agitation brings. Ireland is a land in which agitation pays.
That fact accounts for not a little that is happening. Yet if there is

profit in agitation, it will prove that there is dire loss in assassination, as

the conspirators will learn about the time they reach the gallows.

A CITY OF SUDDEN DEATHS.
It is scarcely necessary to refer to the register of mortality to

demonstrate that San Francisco is, emphatically, a city of sudden deaths.
Scarcely a day, and certainly not a week, passes without an illustration

of the fact. Neither high nor low— rich nor poor—age nor sex are spar-
ed. For the most part the victims have not passed the meridian of life,

and it is rare, indeed, that they are extremely old. Amongst many oth-
ers which have occurred within the last few months, we have noted a
youth of seventeen, stricken down on his father's doorstep. A man of
fifty, engaged in a quiet game of cards in the bosom of his family. A
mother carried off from the side of her sleeping daughter. Now a labor-
er falls dead upon the street or in the parlor of a corner grocery. Homes,
stores, railway stations, offices and courts of justice have been the scenes
of such occurrences. Governor Haight died in the Turkish Baths,
Judge Lake at his home, and last week Mr. T. H. Blythe struggled from
his bath,, to die upon the floor of his dining-room.
The death of this gentleman should afford a wholesome warning to

others, and especially to millionaires. He was a man still in the prime of

life. Except an attack of gout, he had suffered from no serious illne3. He
boasted of the soundness of his constitution. That he could climb up sev-

eral flights of stairs without trouble or embarrassment. Thumping his
chest, only a day or two before his death, he declared his conviction that
his life was good for twenty years. Mr. Blythe was a man who would
have been insulted at the suggestion of medical aid or medical advice.
Like so many other Californians he wai his own doctor. Having, as he
thought, a rheumatic affection of the shoulder, he took Turkish and Rus-
sian Baths. Every day at 5 a. m, he took a hot bath, and at 6 a. m. a
colder one, in the afternoon a third. Under the impression that a pain
in his chest was caused by indigestion, he reduced his diet and dosed
himself with limes and juice of cranberry. He utterly misinterpreted
the symptoms of his case. The rheumatism of the shoulder was the pain
of angina, the pain in the chest the pain of aneurism. The treatment
hastened the progress of his disease, and the hot bath directly caused his

death. Had be submitted to medical examination, it would have been
found that he was suffering from an insidious and dangerous complaint,
one which must inevitably prove quickly fatal if not treated with skill

and judgment. The general condition of his body proved that his life

might have been indefinitely prolonged by proper treatment.
Mr. Blythe's case also affords an illustration of the conditions of life

peculiar to California, which predispose to aneurism and those degenera-
tions of the arteries which are the most frequent cause of sudden death.
Like many others, he arrived here poor and industrious. In early days
he worked hard and fared barely. After a time he became suddenly rich.

Then naturally followed a life of pleasure, indulgence and repose. Thus
a gouty habit was induced, which gave rise to arterial degeneration of the
heart and kidneys. In the old aristocracy of England the gouty tendency
becomes hereditary, and it harmlessly attacks the toes and fingers. But
in California there is no such tendency, and the internal organs more fre-

quently give way. -Hence it is that gout is more insidious and more dan-
gerous. Such cases ought to teach the rich to consult their physician
whilst they are still well, with the object of preventing such -complaints,
or at least of retarding their progress if already there.

DON'T WASTE VITAL ENERGY.
The most vigorous persons do not have too much vitality. People gen-

erally inherit a lack of it, or at least find that much vital energy has been
permanently lost in their childhood or youth through the ignorance or
carelessness of their parents. Often it is impaired by wrong indulgences
in early manhood. The endeavor with all persons should he to husband
what is left, be it much or little. Therefore:

{1. ) Don't do anything in a hurry.

(2.) Don't work too many hours a day, whether it be farm-work, shop-
work, study-work or house-work.

(3.) Don't abridge sleep. Get the full eight hours of it, and that, too, in

a ventilated and sun-purified room.
(4.) Don't eat what is indigestible, nor too much of anything, and let

good cheer rule the hour.
(

(5.) Don't fret at yourself or anybody else ; nor indulge in the blues,
.

nor burst into fits of passion.

(6.) Don't be too much elated with good luck, nor be disheartened by
bad.

Positively—be self-controlled, calm and brave. Let your brain have
all the rest it needs. Treat your stomach right. Keep a good conscience,

and have a cheerful trust in God for all things in both worlds.

California Crops.—The Stockton Independent sayB of the crops: This
subject has been spoken of several times lately by the Stockton papers,

but it may be well to state again that the crops are good. Cornelias
Swain says that from his place, a few miles from Stockton, to Wood-
bridge the Grain is of the first class. In the vicinity of Acampo the Graui
is better than on this side. All the north side of the county is safe and
booming. Haywill be a little short, but there is not a solitary grain-field

that iB a failure. W. L. Prather, near Linden, speaks very encouragingly
of the crop prospects in this section, and his four or five thousand sheep
never did better than this year. Mr. Prather will commence shearing

to-day. The Wool is clean and of good quality, and he has been able to save
at least 90 per cent, of the lambs. Grain in the Linden section was never
better at this time of the year, and farmers are correspondingly jubilant.

J. R. W. Hitchcock, a well-known farmer south of French Camp, says

the Grain on the plains is 30 .per cent, better than last year. Every far-

mer iB confident of a fair crop, but all the above gentlemen say that Hay
will be shorter than usual, although of good quality.

The Olympic Club Directors have settled their differences and will

not move. Mr. Barron, the landlord, has generously donated to the Club
SI,500, in addition to the $1,000 he presented them a short time since for

the inconvenience the Club sustained during the late improvements in

O'Connor, Moffatt & Co's immense establishment, a description of which
will appear next week.

The Printing Department of the S. F. Nbws Letter has superior facilities

for executing first-class work. Send for estimate.
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PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
San Franciaco, April 20, 1H83.

Stocks and Bond*.
BONDS.

Gel. SUte Bonds, 6V57 ...

.

S. F.Citv A Co. B'da, 6s,'58

I

S. F. City ACo. B'du,7s ...
I Montfr'y At. Bonds
Dupont Street Bonds

|
Sacramento City Bonds....
SUKkton City Bonds
Tuba County Bonds
MarynfUe Citv Bonds
Santa Clara Co. Bonds
Los Angeles County Bonds.
Los Angeles City Bonds....
Virg'a & Truckee R. R. Bds.
Nevada Co. N. G. R. R. Bds
Oakland City Bonds
Oregon B & N. Bonds, 6s .

.

S. R R. U. Bonds
U S.4s
Northern Pacific RR. Bonds

l.NSl KANCB COMPANIES.
State Investment
Home Mutual
Commercial
Western

MISCKLLANEOrS.
Pacific Rolling Mills
Cala. Dry Dock
Safe Deposit Co
Vulcan Powder
Bafety-Nitro Powder.ass. ad
Hawaiian Commercial Co..

Nom.
Norn

101

106

107
1024

119*
106

112*
136
125
103

120
56
45
33
12
33

Nom.
Norn.

40

100
106

107
103
108
126
109

W8J
120

106J

115J
138
127
106

125
69
46
42
13
33*

Slocks and Bonds.
BANKS.

Bank of California (ex-div.).

Pacific Bank
First National (ex div.)....

RAILROADS.
0. P. R. R. Stock
C. P. R. K. Bonds
City Railroad
Omnibus R. R
N. B. and Mission R. R
Sutter Street R. R
Geary Street R. R
Central R. R. Co
Market Street R. R
Clay Street Hill R. R
S. F Gaslight Co
Oakland Gaslight Co
Sac'to Gaslight Co
Califor'a Powder Co
Giant Powder Co
Atlantic Giant Powder
Gold and Stock Teley'h Co.
3. V. W. W. Co.'s Stock....
S.V.W.W.Co' Bonds (ex c )

Pacific Coast S.S.Co's Stock
California Street R R
Presidio Railroad
Central Gas Stock

INSURANCE COMPANIES.
Union (ex div.)

Fireman's Fund (ex div.)...

California (ex div.)

Bid.

164J

125

76
112

100
62
95

Nom.
Nom.
58*

29J
55

120
110
72
80
95

114J

112

67J
35

115
127
117

167
120

12S

70
114

109
55
97$
84

95J
4S
Nom.
Nom.
58J

56

112
74
81

95J
114*

US
69
43

116
130
120

There is but little change to notice. The transactions in San Francisco
Gas Light GVb stock have been the predominating features of the week,
which closes fairly steady at our quotations. Oakland Gas is, however,

§
reusing on the market. Spring valley Water stock touched 95 yester-
ay^ afternoon, the highest point for some time.
No. 430 California street. A. Baird.

Some weeks ago the News Letter drew attention to the fact that
the Central Pacific Railroad people were building a new double-track,
from the Long Wharf around the bay shore to Alameda, by means of

which not only is the distance to Alameda very materially shortened, but
the delay arising from the innumerable stoppages, which occurred on the
route through Oakland, is avoided. In short, by this improvement the
time consumed in making the trip from the city to Alameda is reduced
from about an hour to forty-five minutes, and, in the future, between the
hours of 7 and 10:30 a. m., and 2:30 and 8 p. m., half-hourly trips

will be made. The practical result of this improvement in transportation
facilities, is seen in the fact that this Spring new buildings are going up on
all sides, and the clang of the carpenter's hammer is heard all over Ala-
meda. From the present outlook there seems, indeed, to be little room to
doubt but that this favored spot, will, in a short time, become the most
important suburb of San Francisco, and the place of residence of most of
our business men. Thus, amid the clang and clatter of the mob of dema-
gogues who cannot blackmail it, the railroad goes calmly on developing
the resources of the State, and fulfilling its function as the most useful
and powerful agent of modern civilization.

Australia.—The Br. steamer Australia, of the F. M. S. S. Co's line,

arrived here on the 19th inst., 27i days from Sydney via Honolulu, bring-
ing government mails, passengers, and for cargo 10,470 bags Hawaiian
Sugar, 1,572 ingots Sydney Tin, 20 cks. Tallow, 127 bxs. Opium, etc.,

1,183 bunches of Bananas.

British Columbia.—Ship Richard III has 1,730 tons Wellington Coal.

London, April 20.—Latest Price of Consols. 102 9-16.

GOLD BARS 920 fine par. RkfinrdSu '. p cent, dis-

count. Mexican Dollars, 12 ,''<413$ per cent. ditO. nom.

iyExohangeon New York, 25i premium; on London Bank-
ers, 4'.' '.i I6d.<§ lOJd. ; Paris, sight, 5 I'-'V" "• HI franc* per dollar.

Eastern Telegrams. 30c.

•y Price of Money here, 6@10 per cent, per year—bank rate. In the
open market, l@li per month. Demand light. On Bond Security,

6 per cent, per year on Call.

m- Latest price of Sterling in New York, 483^(5)485.}.

"Men We Know."—The next of the series will be issued next Satur-

day, and will be a superb portrait and life of Henry K. Highton.

The Doctors and Plumbers.—The Board of Health have nominated
Drs. Shorb, Burgess and Perry to draft rules for the regulation of the
plumbers. If these doctors regulate their new clients as well as they do
their patients, the public will probably be satisfied. But we shall be cu-

rious to hear what these learned gentlemen have to say on the nature and
asea of lead pipes, the stopping of leakage, and the proper method of

soldering a joint. We recommend the Faculty of the Cooper Institute,

and medical department of the Ut-iversity to establish a new Chair of

Plumbing, in order to qualify their graduates for the new duties imposed
upon them should they be elected members of the Board of Health.

Meteorological Summary.

—

Week Ending April 19, 1883, 7:58 p. m.

Highest barometer, 30.417—14th ; lowest barometer, 29.820—16th ; aver-

age barometer during the week, 30.193 ; highest temperature, 63°—15th

;

lowest temperature, 43°—13th ; average temperature during the week,
51.5° ; highest relative humidity, 93 per cent.—lGth and 19th ; lowest rel-

ative humidity, 35 per cent.—15th ; average relative humidity during the
week, 70.4 percent.; prevailing direction of wind, west ; maximum veloci-

ty of wind and direction, 32, west—13th; total rainfall during the week,

.76; total rainfall during the season of 1882-3, 16:51 inches.

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.—New York, April 20th,

1883.—U. S. Bonds—4s, 119V; 4As, 1134,; ex-5s, 101. Sterling Exchange,
483j@486. Western Unionl 82% Wool—Spring, fine, 24@31 ; Burry,

16(0(21; Pulled, 18@40; Fall Clips. 16@20; Burry, 12(o!l4. London,
April 20th.—Liverpool Wheat Market, 9s. 3d.@9s. 6d.; Consols, 102 9-16.

Mrs. Craven.—It having been intimated that there was something ir-

regular about Mrs. Craven's examination, the following letter has been
handed to us for publication :

San Francisco, April 18, 1883.

Mrs. Craven took the special examination at the time she entered the

School Department as a teacher, the same as the other candidates. There
were many candidates, and there were no favors shown any one of them.

Henry M. Fiske,

Late Chairman of Committee on Credentials of Teachers.

The Bench Show.—The entries for this event are coming to hand
swimmingly. The Kennel Club is taking every reasonable precaution to

avoid all cause fbr complaint on the score of favoritism and unfairness in

judging exhibits; The show will open at Union Hall on 27th April and
continue to 1st May inclusive. __

Macondray & Go., of our city, have the honor of being the firsfc

house in the United States who have passed their importations of 500

packages Japan Teas under the new law against adulteration, as being

free from all impurities. This parcel is known a3 their Standard brand.

Wheat.—A prominent exporter has purchased for shipment to Europe
3,500 tons strictly No. 1 White Wheat in lots at SI 75, SI 76|@$1 77£
per ctls. This same Wheat could have been sold in March before the

rains at $2@§2 05 per ctl.

Quicksilver.—The market is dull at35@35}c.; "A," per flask, $27®
S27 50. Exports since January 1, 1883, 12,440 flasks—value §333,641;

same time 1882, 11,225—value $327,623. Receipts since January 1, 1883,

16,139 flasks.

Copper.—Williams, Dimond & Co. shipped to Hamburg, via Isthmus,

per stmr. San Jose, 10,542 lbs. Copper Bullion and 5,875 lbs. Copper
Mat., value §2,000.

Honolulu. —The brig W. O. Irwin, 17i days from the Islands, brings

8,749 pkgs. Sugar, 625 bags Rice and 120 bchs. Bananas.

Wines and Brandies to New York. The stmr. San Jose via Panama
carried 67,035 galls. Wine and 3,000 galls. Grape Brandy.

Lead Bullion.—The Bank of Colifornia shipped to New York per

steamer via Panama 65,565 lbs., value §12,500.

The next art exhibition will open Thursday, April 26.

Printed and Published by the Proprietor, Frederick Marriott, 607 to 615 Merchant street, San Francisco, California.
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ARE "WE CIVILIZED?
How real is our boasted civilization, after all? To what depth does

it really go ? At the threshold of its vaunted perfection are we not met
by material anomalies which perplex and humiliate us ? Take onr houses,

public and private, with their bad drainage and unscientific ventilation,

their clumsy contrivances of all kinds, which future ages will ridicule and
point to as relics of a barbaric age and race; their want of protection

acainst fire, either of their neighbors' origin or their own, and the utter

absence about them of a sure means of escape for their inmates, should a
fire break out and Rain any headway; their water and gaspipes, which are

always bursting, breaking or getting out of order, in some way or other,

and cannot be got at to be remedied without pulling the walls and the

floors to pieces; take the wall-papers, lined with putrid paste, and the

ceilings, frescoed with pulverized metallic poisons; the heavy window-
curtains, Turkey carpets and plush upholstery, which hold imbedded in

their hidden dust and dirt the germs of scarlet fever and measles, like

eggs carefully hoarded in a nest; take the criminal ignoring, on the part

of architects, of all the laws of health as influenced by domestic condi-

tions—take our houses as the shell in which we express and inclose our
civilization, and candor will compel us to confess we have scarcely

achieved the initial steps.

And are we civilized in our dress? No, surely. Guided and ruled by
that irresponsible tyrant we call fashion, neither comfort nor health has a
word to say. Take the men. Affecting to laugh at women for their de-

votion to fashion, what do they do themselves ? They wear high stiff shirt

collars that rasp and chafe the neck where they do not choke, they stuff

their bodies into shoulder-cramping, breast-contracting monkey jackets

three sizes to small for them if they would but hold themselves straight

;

they incase their legs in pantaloons, whose tightness is as indecent as it

is productive of varacose veins ; they cram their feet into narrow pointed
toed boots, regardless of the consequent torture of corns, bunions and in-

growing nails, and they cover their heads with hats, whose pancake
crowns destroy the hair, give headache and induce sun-stroke. As for the
women—well, we all know how they prostrate themselves before a Paris
fashion plate just received ; how their tenderest vital organs, which na-
ture has so carefully guarded by an outer casing of ribs, they will press
and crush together that the circle of their waist bands may be reduced
to seventeen inches ; how at balls and parties they consent to appear in a
state of semi-nudity that would be considered indecent in the street ; and
how they squeeze their poor feet into stub-tred, ancle-wrenching, high-
heeled shoes and boots, in which they totter—not walk. As to the mod-
ern millinery to which they are such abject slaves, what is it? Neither
nature nor art, for the highest efforts of its genius is directed to the most
elaborate method of sewing one bit of silk, satin, velvet or plush on to
another bit of silk, satin, velvet or plush, to the confusion of anything
like a leading line or an intelligible idea. It is our translation of the
primitive man's delight in rags and gaudy colors. There is no essential

difference between the two. What difference there is consists simply in
conventional acceptance ; but the aesthetic base of each is the same.
Now let us have a look at Society. What have we there 1 We are

supposed to have civilized its forms and perfected its arts. Have we ?

Hospitality in a "society" sense is but a name, and hospitality pure and
simple lies at the base of all society. A dinner or an evening party is. a
mere social obligation discharged perforce, or it is an occason for display,
or is both combined. No one who gives a ball or a party thinks of the
real pleasure it will give, or the good it will do to the guests invited. The
only thought is that the entertainment shall reflect credit and renown on
the giver of it; and in nine cases out of ten, were not ostentatious dis-

play the motive power, there would be few balls and parties given in our
midst. Is this an improvement upon the rude feasts of our forefathers,
at which we are wont to look with disdain, and wonder at their coarse
gluttony ? At least, if the feast was wanting in all the gastronymic arts,

of which we can boast to-day, it was bountiful in its hospitality. The
welcome was more hearty—there was certainly less parade. What are
our ballrooms? An assemblage of naked-shouldered women and black-
clad men, who in a fetid atmosphere used up by three or four hundred
pairs of lungs, hold each other in their arms and jump about in time to
the playing of discordant music. What dance of savage life, from the
war-dance of the Comanche or the Sioux to the cannibalistic ante-
prandial gyrations of the Maoris or the Caffres, can exceed in _ barbaric
motion or animal sensuality of gesticulation our racket and our
hop ? Our marriages—what are they ? Where in them do we
find evidence of our boasted civilization ? Though we may not
beat our tom-toms, except figuratively, we summon a crowd to see a girl
dressed in white, with orange blossoms in her hair and all the diamonds she
can get bestowed upon her person, assigned to the keeping of a man whom
she perhaps does not love, and who may repent of the contract before the
honeymoon is past, and in all likelihood will be divorced from her ere the
year is out. If we consider, too, the character of many of our marriages,
do we find anything so admirable in them that we are justified in asking
heaven and earth to witness their fulfillment? Hardly. Women sold
for a settlement ; men sold for a fortune ; the scrofulous mated with the
consumptive, and neither the mental, physical nor moral development of
the future family taken for one moment into consideration. Diseased and
unwholesome children are put forth into the world and perpetuated for
private gain, as if the proper peopling of the world has nobody's care, and
its encumbrance with nonentities nobody's fault. And this is civiliza-
tion. Let us turn to the base of the pyramid, the root of the flower, the
class on which the whole social fabric rests, and what is our civilization
there? Adulterated food, light weights, embezzlement, fraud, political
trickery, high prices, and the general oppression of the weak by the
strong—call it by whatever name we please. Is this the civilization of
which we boast when we scoff at the injustice of bygone times and hold
ourselves so far above the past ? Is it not rather a mirage which seems,
and is not a condition of things for which there appears to be no remedy,
and for the proper and complete reformation of which no one will try, as
long as in our conceit we are content to regard its errors, its mistakes, its
cruelties, its ignorances and its barbarities as tokens of civilization?

Never pay a high price for goods second hand. Doesn't Hoyle say,
"Second hand low?"

Call and examine the new Spring Goods for Nobby Suits, at J. M. Litchfield
&j)Co'sJ 415 Montgomery street.

FASHIONS VOICE.
A few words to-day on the novelties displayed in household art will

supplant the weekly menu of dress. The aesthetic still reigns within
doors, though the sunflower and lily are no longer seen outside in the
bosom of the fair. Colors are of the dullest kind, but since too much
Badness is not pleasant in the home rooms, care should be taken by the
tasteful housekeeper that flecks of brilliant hue are so disposed among the
dull as to enliven the whole without any pronounced display.
Plush and tapestry are quietly supplanting brocade and leather; thus,

in the dining-rooms of the rich chairB are covered by the heaviest and
richest tapestry in lieu of leather, or jute velours may be used at discre-
tion. Sideboards have panels of illuminated leather instead of wood,
which is a novel decoration possessing great beauty. Another sideboard
is made in walnut, having two cupboards below and a tier of shelves
above, surmounted by a fanciful light railing.

Occasional tables are now made with two shelves, sometimes three,
which are supported by light pillars of turned wood, the top is of course
for ordinary purposes, the shelves are used for bric-a-brac. This table
gives great opportunity to ladies who paint, as the top may be made very
beautiful by a group or wreath of flowers, which can be polished, while
the lower shelves may be covered with plush leaving a border of the wood
which may also be painted. The shamrock table which may be purchased
for S2 in plain wood, may also be ornated with a group of leaves on each
division of the top, polished and trimmed round the edge either with ecru
lace over red rep, or ball fringe. The base may be tastefully ornated by
painting, and bows of ribbon or cord and tassel. The latest style for
music-room furniture is a combination of plush and velours for the seats
of chairs ; for holding sheet-music, a deep box ottoman supercedes the
old fashioned music-stand. The ottoman is made a little larger than the
size of the music, and the top can be worked in a Berlin wool pattern, or
made up in plush and brocade with a corner piece of plush embroidered
in floss and joined to the brocade by a flat band laid on of satin, with
heavy lace sewed on at each side, the lace being narrow. A puffing is

placed round the sides, over which is a deep ball fringe. A lovely orna-
ment for any room, and keeps the music clean. Hall chairs come in crim-
son alligator skin or black morocco, having oak or rosewood frames
studded with brass nails.

The materials for furnishing are excessively handsome, the heavy tapes-
tries for dining-rooms are studded with fruit and flowers, while drawing-
rooms are embelished with silk cashmere covers and draperies, which are
deeply bordered with toned plush or Beauvais tapistry, while Swiss embroi-
dery in applique" is also used. Lamp shades are quite a fashionable adjunct
now-a-days to any room in the house ; those painted in designs are the
handsomest, and those made up of tissue paper, silk, ribbon and lace are
the most likely to set the house on fire.

Fanciful Facta.—Plaques of velvet are on the Ottoman ribbons for
trimming Spring bonnets.
Long-wrinkled gloves are now worn inside the sleeves instead of being

drawn up on the outside.

Ivory-white Canton crape for a basque, train and lambrequin flounces,

and a skirt of Terry velvet, make an exquisite combination for dinner
dresses.

There is a great improvement in the manufacture of serges this season.
Instead of the plain, unpatterned surfaces we have long been familiar
with, this useful and economical material can» now be purchased flecked
with colors, and even decided patterns are sometimes woven into it.

Colored dresses are being made for bridesmaids to wear at weddings
since Easter. They are made of crepe de Chine, of shrimp-pink, pale
blue and foam-green shades; and are worn with the coquettish basket-
bonnets that are trimmed with Spring blossoms aDd velvet ribbon.

The Cordova leather guipure appears upon Paris-made bonnets and hats
of plush, kid and velvet. This decoration also extends to dress garniture;
and among the magnificent dresses worn by Mme. Patti is one of doe-
colored plush, with flounces and bodice made up with bands of leather
lace. The skirt is trimmed with an embroidery of leather on a plush
ground.
Handsome wrappers of fine French cashmere in bright warm colors,

made with a demi-train, have a broad ruffle of lace falling over a narrow
plaiting at the bottom, and a jabot around the neck and down the front.

Some are made in the princess style, and others have a Mother Hubbard
yoke.
All the passementeries in leaf and disk designs recently shown are cov-

ered with jet. The plain passementeries which so soon grow shabby have
been replaced by those mounted with beads.

A Parisian bonnet of several models exhibited by a French milliner, is

made of primrose-colored crape and myrtle-green velvet. The brim is

edged with three rows of irridescent beads, their smooth, satin-like sur-

faces reflecting the delicate lights of pale green, primrose and pearl color.

Upon the left side of the bonnet is set a cluster of soft, myrtle-green
feathers. The strings are of myrtle-green velvet, lined with primrose
satin. Silver Pen.

TWO DARKEY GIRLS' ACCOMPLISHMENTS.
After the war when the number of servants in attendance at Oaken-

wold was divided by four or five, two negro girls, eighteen and twenty,
went to the nearest village " to'hire out." The |lady to whom they ap-

plied could hardly tell the story for laughing : "I asked if they could
cook; 'no'm, we ain't ne\er bin cook none; Phil alius cook.' Can you
wash? 'No'm, we ain't been wash none neither; Aunt Sally, she wash.'

Can you clean house, then? ' No'm, least we ain't never been clean none,'

and so," said Mrs. Nash, "I went through the whole list of qualifica-

tions, receiving always the same negative answer. Well, what in heaven's

name, said I at last, have you been accustomed to do ? Lucinda's dusky
face brightened— ' Suky, here, she hunt for master's specs and I keep flies

off ole miss.' "

—

Richmond Correspondent Philadelphia Times,

A fat man who wants to get thin, but can't control his appetite, should
wear a shepherd's plaid veBt, He will then be always able to keep hia

stomach in check.

Parties living at a distance can have engravings made by sending photograph,
or sketch on paper, designating size required. Estimates furnished on application.

S. F. PHOTO-ENG. CO., 609 Merchant street.
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ion of sweet blossoms were obeerrable all over
I their arrangement gave evidence of the highest art of the

and her mother, Mrs, Crocker, assisted Mrs. Ashe in
quests, and their congratulations on the happy emergence

from all their troubles, railroad accidents include.!.
ipper waa a feast fit for the gods, and for dancing Ballenberg fur-

ni-lud Ins sweetest strains. So what was left for the heart of man (or
woman either) to desire!

1 wish. howeTer, that abominable hop waltz could be banished from
-Irooms atonoe and forever. Mothers, how can you look on with
ire at the figures your daughters cut, and such a display of them-
U they make while indulging in it? Set your faces resolutely
it, and it will soon be banished to where it of right belongs, the
lance houses of the abandoned and the vile.

Madame Zietska's reception, also on Friday evening, was a perfect sue-
every sense of the word. The attendance was large and brilliant,

her rooms being crowded to overflowing, and the programme was a varied
and pleasing one. Dancing followed, and was kept up with vigor till

quite a late hour.

I hear that the drill at the Pavilion was also a jam, and the concerts,
bOO, were well attended. Where did all the people come from ?

The Banjo (.'lub met at Mrs. Tevis's on Tuesday evening this week by
invitation of Mrs. Louise Breckenridge, and though the party was called
a small and informal one. it could, strictly speaking, be placed under
neither denomination, as it was small only in comparison to the large
crowds that Mrs. Tevis delights to congregate, and the guests were all

in the fullest dress, many of them arriving as late as 10 o'clock. The
whole house was thrown open, flowers appearing everywhere, and danc-
ing was indulged in in the large room at the back of the house.
Supper, at all of Mrs. Tevis

1

gatherings, is something more than a
name, as she understands to a nicety the wants of the inner man and
provides accordingly, and the one on this occasion fully sustained her
reputation in that line. The evening was a very enjoyable one, although
the guests separated at what might be called quite an early hour.

It is Mrs. Sanderson who is to allow the Fancy Fair to be held in her
beautiful drawing-rooms this year, and although the curiosity to see the
interior of the first Queen Ann absurdity erected in this city crowded the
rooms of Mrs. Atherton's habitation last year, an equally large attend-
ance is hoped for to-morrow night by the young members of the Dorcas
Society, to whose nimble fingers and untiring energy the supplying of
this one is due.

A most attractive display of wares will be made, and one and all are
entreated to come with their pockets well lined and their hearts gener-
ously inclined to buv early and to buy often, and thus swell the funds of
the Boys' and Girls Aid Society. I heard last year of one of our Society
leaders, who at Mrs. Atherton's Fair gave an absurd price for some trifle,

and presented it to a lady friend who admired it, and on being remon-
strated with by the recipient of her bounty she replied: '"Icarae pre-
pared to spend a certain amount, I don't care what it goes for, and if you
are pleased with the article you may as well have the benefit of it as any
one else." So, my friends, go and do likewise.

Mrs. Joe Eastland has just issued her invitations for the wedding of
her sister. Miss Lander. The ceremony will be performed at Trinity
church next Thursday, and the reception will take place at Mrs. East-
land's residence, on California street, later in the day. As I have before
remarked, a sensation may be looked for in the costuming of the brides-
maids. Further I am not at present at liberty to impart.
The receptions at the recently renovated Olympic Club room are about

to be renewed, and to-morrow evening will see a repetition of the brilliant

assemblages that were wont to crowd them in the past. A large number
of invitations have been issued, and a full attendance is confidently
expected.
Another old pioneer gone, and another familiar face and form missing

from our streets, in the person of Archie Peachy, as he was familiarly
called by his friends. He was among the oldest of our residents, and at
one time, I have been told, quite a shining light in Society, but from which
he quite withdrew himself many years ago. A dyed-in-the-wool Demo-
crat, he was among his political, as well as his personal friends, very pop-
ular, and as deservedly and sincerely liked as be will be regretted by them.
The residents of Menlo Park and the vicinity are anticipating a very

gay Summer of it. The Floods, Eyres, May-Colemans, Burkes and
Athertona will all be settled in their respective homes in that locality, in

a few weeks now ; the Selbys, who are always such an addition to the
pleasure of any Society, are looked for at raid-Summer. Ned Hopkins,
his wife and pretty sister-in-law will inhabit Castle Cottage, the Latham
mansion will be taken possession of by Ariel Lathrop, Governor Stan-

ford's brother-in-law ; and last, though not least, Mrs. Hagar has an-

>, will honor Menlo Park with her presence during a
part, Kt \<>\*l. of thr -

R. B lent of the Pecifio lUnk, in at /Ktna Spring!
for the benefit ol bis health,

Farther moTementi "f s ,. bftaflj obronJeled:
lire, Bob Hastings goea to Clear Lake, as does < tpeeJn BTo. Ployd'and

of them owning a cottage there; I u have taken
one at Paraiso Springs; the I..- Bi Is tot the Summer;
Mm. Hooker TOM to Monterey, the Kittles to San Rafael; Mr-*. Sam
M.ivcr Is looked for now any day; Mrs. i ;. -... Hearst Is annrmnosd as due

. and "ii Saturday I>r. Piatt and his daughter will be bare, the
doctor arriving: in time to oooopy his former pulpit En iron, and
do doubt all his old parishioners will crowd tho edifice that day to hear
him again.

The marriage of Mr. 0. A. Sprockets, son of Sir Clam Spreokels, to
! ivill.- Dore, took place on Wednesday, The wedding was quiet,

the invitation« extending only to relatives of the contracting parties.
The bride is a favorite with all who know her, being yottng, beautiful, ac-
complished and amiable. The bridegroom inherits" in a marked degree
the tact, industry and a 1 Judgment of his father. The young couple
start for a year's tour in Europe, The good wishes of their numerous
friends go with them.

inerous
Felix.

PACIFIC COAST BLOOD-HORSE ASSOCIATION.

Raoes ! Races ! Spring Racing Meeting, at Oakland Trotting Park,

April 21, 25, 28. May 2 and 5, 1883.

$10,000 in Purses and Stakes !—Four Good Races Each Day I—
Over 100 Horses Engaged!—Exciting Hurdle Races!

ALL THE CRACKS WILL PARTICIPATE. For particulars see programmes and
daily papers. Berkeley train for Shell Mound will convey passengers direct to track.

THEO. WINTERS, President.
J. C. Simpson, Secretary. April 21.

THE BALDWIN THEATRE.

A Good Secured Sent, 50 Cents. Leonard ii rover Comedy
COMPANY, Every Night this Week, including Sunday. Revival, by Popular

Request, of Leonard Grover's Most Successful Comedy Drama,

Cad, the Tomboy!
"It takes the popular heart by eborm."—Morning Volt. The entire Cast will appear.
Monday, April 23d—The 319th Anniversary of the BIRTH OF SHAKESPEARE

will be specially observed by the extra production of a Magnificent Shakespearian
Tableau and superb production of Boucicault's Masterpiece, the greatest of all Irish
plays, ARRAH-NA-POGUE. Leonard Grover, Jr., as Shaitn.

Special performance each Sunday night.

THE EXTREME OF POPULAR PRICES.—Orchestra or Dress Circle, secured,
75 cents; Balcony, secured, 50 cents; Gallery, 25 cents. Matinees Wednesdays and
Saturdays. April 21.

EMERSON'S STANDARD THEATRE.
WM. EMERNOX, Sole Proprietor mid Manager—Every Ev-

ening and Saturday Matinee, EMERSON'S MINSTRELS. BILLY EMER-
SON as Hungry Jake. CHARLEY REED'S Parodies and Recitations. Great Hit
of VARNEY and Dk OME, who will appear in Pastimes on the Tomburbee. COURT-
RIGHT in New Sketches.

New Songs, Dances and Faroes!
ORIGINAL POPULAR PRICES.—Dress Circle and Orchestra, 75 cts.; Balcony,

50 cts. ; Matinee, 50 cts. and 25 cts. Seats secured six days in advance. No extra
charge to reserve. Telephone 6,094. April 21.

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.
J11.HAVERLY, Proprietor.—Frederick W. Bert, Manager.

« "The Past a Guarantee for the Future." Instantaneous Success of THE
McCAULL OPERA COMHJUE COMPANY, JOHN A. McCAULL, Manager, in
Johann Strauss' Latest and Most Successful Work,

The Queen's Lace Handkerchief!
A Perfect Company! Complete Chorus! A Grand Orchestra! Brilliant New

Costumes! Every Evening, except Sunday, aud Saturday Matinee.

Box Office for the sale of reserved seats open from 9 a. «. to 10 p. ,m. daily. [April 21

BUSH-STREET THEATRE.

MB. EEAVITT, Lessee and Manager; Al. Haymau, As-
* sociate Manager. -Every Evening, Wednesday and Saturday Matinees. Last

Nighty of the Charming Young Actress. MINNIE MADDERN! First Time in San
Francisco' of Scott Marble's Comedy-Drama,

Rexina

!

Monday Evening, April 23d—The Eccentric Comedian. MR. ROLAND REED, in
Fred Marsden's Latest Comedy Success, CHEEK.—a dramatic gem, sparkling- with
mirth, music and wit. Seats now on sale. April 21.

LECTURE BY MAJOR HENRY C. DANE,

For the Benefit of the Teaohers' Mutual Aid Society,

At tho FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH, Cor. Post and Mason Sts.

Monday Mvening, April 33d " Oddities of European Life."

Single Tickets, 25 Cents. April 21.

NAHL COLLECTION OF OLD MASTERS.

On Exhibition Every Saturday from 9 Till 5,

At 506 Battery street, Opposite Postoffioe.

ADMISSION, 25 CENTS. March 17.

The Printing Department of tho S. F. News Letteb has superior facilities

for executing first-elass work. Send for estimate.
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THE LOVER TTP A TREE.

"Well, here's a situation,

For a young man up a tree:

With a bull-dog standing under,

Looking lovingly at me !

Treed! by all the arts of Cupid!
Like a possum, or a 'coon!

What an aspect for a lover,

By the dim light of the moon !

Came to serenade my Julia ;

Lightly climbed the garden-wall:

Tuned my guitar 'neath her window.
Yonder where the shadows fall:

Got as far as " Sleep, my darling,"

When a deep base bow! wow! wow!
Out of tune and time saluted me

—

I hear its echo now.

And a snapping close behind me,
Warned me a foe was near ;

So I beat a quick retreat from there,

And found a lodgment here !

As I climbed this smooth alanthus,

I felt a something tear
;

Let's see: yes, here's a rent behind:
I know how it came there!

Plague take the canine creature!

Wagging his stiff bob- tail,

As though he thought his narrative

Would finally prevail!

But such dogmatic arguments
Have no effect on me,

And such waggish illustrations

With my temper don't agree.

Yonder where the snowy curtain

In the mellow moonlight shines,

Unconscious of my sad mishap,
My Julia dear reclines.

I would not now for all the world,

That she should see me here,

Dangling in this old alanthus,

With a white flag in my rear !

Oh ! for a bit of strychnine,

Or a poison of some sort

!

I'd Btop the wagging of that tail,

And all this canine sport !

'Tis midnight, and I hope if now
A ghost is on the jog,

He'll come this way and frighten off

This most pugnacious dog.

If fairies in the moonlight dance,

I trust some light carouser

Will come and ' play dog ' for a while

With this infernal "Bowser!"

The merry stars seem laughing

In their places up afar,

But I am looking downward
On a dangerous dog star.

When Actseon looked on Dian,
With her naked nymphs around,

The angry huntress changed the bold

Intruder to a hound.

Oh! for the power to change this dog
Into a strapping fellow!

I'd mount him in a minute,
And turn his bark to bellow.

Hark! what is that ?—an old torn cat

Around the porch is crawling:

Poor Tom! I've a fellow feline

For your sad caterwauling!

Now Bowser hears him! see,he turns!

Seek! catch him! bite him. Bowser!
Confound the twig! it's fastened in

The rent within my trowser!

He's gone! and dog and cat are seen
In mad and desperate chase;

'Tis a very proper time, I think,

For me to leave this place.

Julia! sleep! sleep sound, my love!

do not wake just yet,

To view the rent in my trowserloons,

Made by your canine pet

;

And if you never wake until

My soft guitar you hear,

You'll slumber till old Gabriel's horn
Shall break your sleep, my dear! -Anon.

A NEW BOOK.
Wealth-Creation. By Augustus Mongredien. With an Introduction by Simon

Sterne. Cassel, Petters & Galpin, New York; A. L. Bancroft & Co., San
Francisco.

This book is a very notable contribution to the literature of political

economy, and will be read with profit and pleasure as well by the general

body of thoughtful, intellectual men and women as by those who have
made a special study of the great fundamental principles which underlie

the social organism of civilization and the natural and unchangeable laws
which govern and control the commercial relations of communities one
with another. Mr. Mongredien's style is easy and lucid, and conse-

quently, though his subject matter is deep in the regions of profundity,

and his reasoning close and logical, the reader is got oppressed by feeling

that his perusal is study and the topic dry and devoid of entertainment.

Much, in fact, most of Mr. Mongredien's facts are not new, and a stray

one or two are not facts at all. But the old material is presented by him
in a new and forcible manner, and taken as it whole the book is singularly

free from error, either in premises or conclusions. Commencing with the
indisputable truism that money (whether it be in the form of precious

metal, coins, or the paper of a government, or the paper of a private

individual, or combination of individuals) is not of itself true wealth, but
is merely the evidence of title to its ascertained equivalent in real wealth
—that, in other words, it is merely an artificial auxiliary which promotes
and facilitates commercial dealing, and serves to an extent as a standard
measure by which to ascertain and fix relative values, Mr. Montgredien
proceeds to knock the bottom out of the popular fallacy upnn which that
doleful but absurd cry, "The balance of trade is against us," is founded.
He analyzes real wealth and shows that it is the product of three
elements or social forces—land, labor and capital, and then pro-

ceeds to point out that the more wealth there is accumulated and created,

the more there is to distribute, and that, therefore the proper course for a
nation to pursue, looking afc the matter from the standpoint of sound
economic principles, is to devote itself to the production of those things
which it can compete against the world in regard to, and, with the sur-

plus over and above what is required for home consumption, traffic and
barter with the peoples of the other political divisions of the earth's sur-

face for those things in the production of which they excel, instead of
wasting its opportunities and energies—its land, labor and capital—in
produciug, behind the artificial barrier of a senseless protective policy,

those things which it can only produce at a needlessly great outlay of the
primary elements of real wealth. With these great truths ever present in his
mind, Mr. Mongredien exhaustively discusses, in twenty-four chapters,
the broad question of wealth-creation in all its bearings, and the result is

a book that should find a place in every well-selected library.

In this edition (the American) there is a fifty-page introduction by Mr.
Simon Sterne, a well-known writer on this and cognate subjects. This
introduction is in itself a thoughtful, though necessarily cursory, and well
balanced essay on the manner in which the industrial and social condition
of this country is affected by the prevailing tariff law and fiscal policy.

BANKS.

Money may be tight, but change is always loose.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital $3,000,000.
WM. ALTORD President.
THOMAS BROWN, Cashier

| B. MURRAY, Jr., Ass't Cashier
Agents :

New York, Agency of the Bank of Calforaia; Boston, Tremont National Bank,
Chicago, Union National Bank ; St. Louis, Boatman's Saving Bank ; New Zealand,
the Bank of New Zealand. Correspondent in London, MesBrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons. Correspondents in India, China, Japan and Australia, the Oriental Bank Cor-
poration.
The Bank has Agencies at Virginia City, and Correspondents in all the princi-

pal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.

Letters of Credit issued, available in all parts o the world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dublin, ParJB, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Antwerp,
Amsterdam, St. Petersburg!}, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, Italy.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter.—Capital paid up, $1,800,-

000, with power to increase to §10,000,000. Southeast corner California and San-
some streets. Head Office—28 Cornhill, London. Branches—Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria, New Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.

This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check
and Speeial Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available in al parts of
the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents
as follows

:

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank ; Scotland—British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America,—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 18. FREDERICK TOWNSUND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
Paid up Capital 81,500,000, Gold. President, R. C. Wool-

worth Vice-President, D. Callaghan ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue, Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
Correspondents—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesee,
Neuman &Co. Paris: Hottinguer& Co. NewYork: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-
pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal

cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Commercia
Credits issued available iti Europe, China and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital, $2,100,000.

San Francisco Office, 424 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan Jz

Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid Up $3,000,000.
Reserve 4,500.000.

Agrency at New York, 62 Wall street.
Agency at Virginia, JVe».

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-
elers' Credits. Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E. Cor. Sausome and Pine Streets.

Loudon Office, 3 Angel Conrt ; New York Agents, J. W. Sel-
igman & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, 96,000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,

loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.

FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.
P, N. Lilienthal, Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITA I,. 8300,000.
Officers: Vice-President, Jerome JLincoln; Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other
Approved Securities. Office : No. 215 Sansome Btreet, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Spar nn<l Xeinbauk, Bio 526 California street, San

Francisco. Officers : President, L. GOTTIG. Board of Directors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Eggers, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE; Attorney, JOHN R.
JARBOE. May 18.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, ofZnricb, Capital 5,000,000 francs; Helvetia,

Of St. Gall, Capital 10,000,000 francs ; Baloise, of Basle, Capital 5,000,000 francs.

These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that may be sus-
aincd. Losses made pavable in all the principal seaports of the world. In the set-

tlement of all claims under an English policy, these Companies will strictly adhere to
the conditions and customs adopted at Llovds, and submit to English jurisdiction.

June 9. HARRY W. SYZ, Agent, 420 and 422 California st., S. F.

PROF. JOS. JOSSET,
Graduate of the University of Paris; Ex. Professor of I>e

la Mennais' Normal, France; late of Point Loma Seminary, San Diego. Pri-

vate Lessons in the French Language. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 p.m. Private Lessons given at the res-

idence of the pupil. Dec. 6.

Fine "Watch. Repairing at 3. W. Tucker & Co's., corner of Kearny and Geary
streets.
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1 cannot refrain from offering just now a few words which I pray
may not bs) wionfjh/ judged or misunderstood, I am Dot foolish enough

ine anything I ooold say would move from their purpose, if they
really have moh purpose, tin- men who have irrevocably committed them

i wnal is railed the Dynamite polioy. On theothor band, I think
: ; ooncadn that I have a fair right to speak ont on such a point bo

the thousand!* of my countrymen who have Dot hitherto yielded Lhom-
selves ti> snefa projeota, but who ondex passing circumstances may be pro-
vuked to weigh them as possibly both justifiable and useful. For my own
part, I hold that that which is morally wrong can never bo truly called

nonorabta, and that that which is neither moral nor honorable can never
be really expedient for men who stand by the good old principle of ' death

uahonor.
1 Yet I will for the moment pass by the higher and no-

bler moral considerations of this matter, and put it from another point of
view. I am one of nearly two millions of Irishmen resident on this side
of the Irish * 'hannel. Our homes are in the midst of the cities that are, fnr-

s o h, to be kerosined and dynamited. Our little ones are to roast in the
fires which chivalrous friends (safe and sound 4.000 miles away) in New
York or Peoria are to send men to start around us. The brute creation
will fight for its young. Are we lower than they? Could we hearken
uumoved to childhood's shriek from garret and nursery, calling in vain ou
'lather' for rescue? Should we, forsooth, coolly answer back to our per-
ishing children, * Burn away, dear little ones,' in order that Mr. Crowe,
of far-off I'eoria, may feel that he has ' frightened John Bull.' Let there
be no mistake about it—2,000,000 of Irishmen in Great Brittain are en-
titled to a voice in a matter which concerns them more than it does Irish-

men anywhere else. It is a wise old proverb, that ' those who make the
game should pay the stakes.' Let those gentlemen in America who feel

so inclined, burn up their own children if they will. Let them make a
game in which they will pay the stakes, and not play at other people's
risk. They are very patriotic and generous with burning up homes and
families that are not their own. I put it to them whether this is very
manly or very brave on their part 4,000 miles away.
"But perhaps on the eve of the conflagration they would give secret

warning to the 100.000 Irish at Liverpool, or the 200,000 of London, to

move quietly out of the way with their households, while the homes and
families of their English neighbors and fellow workmen were being
treacherously fired? Brilliant idea! What a 'secret' that would be!

Fancy 200,000 people moving out of the way of Mr. Crowe's petroleurs
unknown to any of the neighbors. No, no ; the firing of any large En-
glish city at the present day means (apart from every other enormity), the
treacherous destruction of tens of thousands of innocent Irish, men, wo-
men and children.

" Suppose they had ' moved away,' suppose them so base as to give no
summons to their English neighbors and friends, doomed to helpless de-
struction, what would be their fate next day? Better for them they
teo had perished in the flames. They would be hunted down like wolves
and slain without mercy. This is the fate, such the penalty, beiug
valorously prepared for us by men, secure and safe in Manhattan and Illi-

nois. Why, sir, even their mere vaporings in the Press, and their tin can-
ister foolings about the London Mansion House and Liverpool City Hall,
have brought suffering and destitution into Irish homes in this country.
Not only have Irishmen been refused employment, but many of them in
comfortable positions have been dismissed, with no cause, save the not
very unnatural apprehension of their English employers. Indeed, of the
scores who have sought my poor assistance in their distress, not a man of

them blamed those employers, considering all they had read in the papers
as to projected burning of warehouses and docks.
" It is, in such a case as this, an argument from a very low level to dis-

cuss the mere expediency of those projects. If anything and everything
be justifiable to any and every man against any one whom he on any
ground dislikes—if there is no such being as God, and no tribunal of reli-

gion, conscience, and morality to judge human conduct, of course men
may imitate the tiger and the hyena, and all resorts are pretty much the
same. But the Irish people believe in God, and in a tribunal established
by Him to justly judge and wisely direct the thoughts and actions of

mankind. Of all subjects, life taking or blood-spilling is the one on which,
among Catholics especially, individuals are not allowed to be sole judges
for themselves ; and the line between what is lawful and not lawful, even
in open war and between parties entitled to make war, is one which only
the tribunal of authority which we, as Catholics, believe in, can for us,

rightly and safely settle and determine. Even between belligerent na-
tions in time of war such resorts to treachery and murder as I am alluding
to would be forbidden. But ' all tilings are lawful against England.' Are
they ? What tribunal of public morality or religious accountability has
settled that point ? And what is meant by 'England?' Is it unarmed
English men and women and children ? If so, are we to cut the throats
of any of 'the enemy ' we can take at a disadvantage on a lonely road,

or in a railway train ? It so, are we to ' frighten England ' by battering
out the brains of any little English boys or girls we can catch coming
home from Bchool? What is the difference in morality between employ-
ing men to treacherously buru down London, at no matter what sicri-

burann life, and employing them wnt«r-mainn, and an
Will 'tj Or Rupitose some handful of men
from Mr. Crowe, ind call him ' half hi ihrlnks from a
magnlfiosDt scheme for a slmnltan< ( the I.on. Ion milk supply
with Htrychnloe, would th. ., ]/ i(l „i

Ice 'war' on 'England' after thh fashion 1 If ths world could
e a body of men capable of any such d ai that, the

nation- and | pies of Christendom would, 1 hope and believe, oonfcder
mate thi-io a* human mounters,

" Right well I know no men cowardice and atrocity dare be practiced
..r really will I But while those men on your side of the wa-
ter, who publish such schemes, are only thinking of how to* frighten John
Bull," or to ' put Sir \V. Harcourt in ai . , land to
me last autumn, they are not frightening England s bit, but thsy are do-
ing horrible injury to Irish

i

|
Tbay are eviction hon-

est Irishmen from good employments and comfortable homen, and cant-
ing them in cruel poverty. They are hurling Irish girls upon the streets
of English cities. They are, brf.uv my eyes, driving Irish children of
tender ) n licancy and crime into the gutters and slums of Lon-
don.

" I ask even the most Irreconcilable of Irish American Nationalists to
weigh fairly what 1 Hay. During my recent visit to America, as I freely
own and warmly remember, all classes and sections of my oonntrymen ex-
tend, -d much kindness to me ; and I hold by the resolution 1 then formed
to be always as considerate as I could be for their views, no matter how
wide the chasm may be between us in almost any case. Theymay be assured
that this remonstrance is compelled from me, not alone by very obvious
moral ami public principles, but as well by considerations for the welfare
of the Irish people and the honor of the Irish cause, which 1 should con-
sider it previous cowardice for any man to evade at a moment like the
present.

"Yours very faithfully, A. M. Sullivan.
"London, February 24, 1883."

THAT SERIAL.
Editor News Letter.—You are ever so fearless an advocate of right,

I have chosen you from among the journals of the press as the one whom
to address a few words, which most surely will find an echo in the minds
of all right-thinking people, and especially that class of society now call-

ed "the old set," who, some fifteen years ago, formed the social world of
San Francisco.

Another reason why I hope you will give me space is, that you are
more widely circulated and read than any other paper on the coast, and
what you print will be read by many, who, talking and hearing of a Serial
now appearing in a weekly paper, have not seen it themselves. For their
benefit I would say that said "Serial" is a gathering of figure heads, who
flourished in Society some years ago, the central figures being used as
pegs whereon to hang the writers over-heated imagination, "fierce de-
sires " and exaggerated style, generally. Now, what I wish to remark is,

that every one who has lived in San Francisco for any length of time will

agree that never was there a place from whence more sensational episodes
could be drawn. One can point ont scores of men and women who adorn
Society to-day, whose past is covered by the mantle of charity, indiffer-

ence or coin ; who would shrink as from a surgeon's scalpel were the cov-

ering to be drawn aside with a gentle touch.
Why has not the fair authoress, herself on the vevpe of daring, exposed

the skeletons of her neighbors' closets as they exist to-day ?

At the epoch of which she discourses there dwelt in Frisco a family of

three, who entertained hospitably, and were people of position and wealth.
The two ladies of the family had a besetting sin, every one knew and
knows of it—but— all three being dead and buried, in the name of com-
mon decency—common humanity—why not let their faults and miseries
lie buried with them ?

Can not the prolific pen of this writer weave fiction enough from her
own (apparently) overcharged brain to make a sufficient remunerative re-

turn, without raking the ashes from the dead to trade upon the follies of

those who have left none behind " so poor as to do them reverence ?" If
the motive be to hold up as a warning the dreadful effect of drink, sure-

ly there are subjects enough and to spare, shining lights among us to-day
who would serve as illustrations of scenes as vivid as even a translation
from the Frenchiest of the French.

1 hope the suggestion thus offered will be acted upon, as a romance of
this period would be infinitely more startling, be equally capable of pic-

turing "tilthiness and superfluity of naughtiness," and would pay better,

too. De mot tain nil nisi bonum.

THE SENSES DURING SLEEP.
Dr. Reklam, of Berlin, has expressed the opinion that the indisposi-

tions (in the shape of uneasy sleep, headache, etc.), which are sometimes
found to result from keeping flowers all night in a bed-room, do not arise

from any special properties of the flowers themselves. He maintains
that this effect is analagous to that produced on the eves and ears by ex-

cessive light and by loud sounds, being, in fact, caused by a continued
strain on the olfactory nerves. More or less similar consequences arise,

it is remarked, from a bright light being kept burning in a bed-room, or

from the noise of the wind and vehicles passing by, the brain being dis-

turbed from its wonted rest by these external influences. The moderate
use of perfumes, it is argued, cannot be regarded as injurious. In fact,

the suggestion is made that the sense of smell is usually less exercised
than it might be, the instance being quoted of the comparatively limited
number of experts in distinguishing perfumes. The sensibility of the
olfactory nerves is not always duly appreciated, but they can detect, it is

remarked, the presence of minute particles in the air which even the
most delicate balances cannot denote as ponderable quantities. Thus a
musk-plant may be allowed to impregnate an entire room with its odor,

and yet it will weigh the same afterwards as it did before.

Nowadays there is no telling whether a rich man is a Mormon or not
until he dies. Blythe, the millionaire, didn't have a wife at all while he
was alive, but he had not been dead half an hour before half a dozen
heart-broken widows were ordering smelling salts and mourning weeds in

which to assuage their grief—and there are quite a number of counties yet
to be heard from.
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PLEASURE'S WAND.
1 Wo Obey no "Wand but Pleasure's."--Tom Moore.

In its completeness and general excellence the production of The
Queen's Lace Handkerchief, by the McOaull Opera Company, at the Cali-

fornia Theatre, forms a notable event in the theatrical history of San
Francisco. It is a success, and a success due entirely to the manner of

its performance. With a strong and very evenly organized corps of sing-

ers and comedians, a bright and fresh-voiced chorus, a large and effective

orchestra, admirable stage direction and magnificent costuming, a most
satisfactory result is obtained. The singing throughout is excellent, the

acting capital and the mounting perfect in its every detail. To these

facts is due the success of the operetta. For, inherently, it is weak. The
libretto, by Bohmann-Rieger and Richard Genee, is too involved aud ob-

scure in development to be manifest by the action, and for a proper un-
derstanding thereof strict attention must be paid to the words of both

song and dialogue. This is a noticeable fault in all translations of Ger-

man libretti. Distinctness of speech is a feature with German artists;

hence the reliance placed upon words by German authors for the explana-

tion and development of plots. But our artists are all more or less sadly

at fault in that respect, and a proper understanding of a plot and its de-

tails is not to be obtained from what they sing or say. The music is not

very satisfactory as a whole. There are many charming and melodious
numbers, many bright and sparkling melodies framed in quaint and clever

orchestration, but there is little or no elaboration or lengthened develop-

ment of the themes, and the work is marred by an absence of purpose and
a lack of unity. In well-regulated musical compositions there should be

a sort of progression. Each and every phrase should be as a step towards
a certain objective point. Where there is a lack of cohesion between the
different musical numbers, however pleasing they may each and every one
be, musical appreciation and artistic satisfaction can be but incidental.

The score of The Queen's Lace Handkerchief is like a lot of pearls strung
on tangled skein—they are all gems, but they defy admiration as a whole
work. The most striking feature of this operetta, viewed as a work of

Strauss, is the rarity with which the waltz rhythm is used. In avoiding
his most favorite form of tempo, Strauss has been unjust to himself. In
his attempts to compose what may be called dramatic music, he is not at

his best. But his music is always attractive and pleasing in its vim and
expression. From this performance, with its remarkable smoothness and
tiuish of detail, the local public can form some idea of the style and man-
ner that characterizes New York theatrical productions. This company
has come here bodily from the New York Casino. It is a very good com-
pany. Every character, even the most minor one, is in good hands.
The central figure is W. T. Carleton, who appears as " Cervantes." This
artist is particularly well suited to the part. Of agreeable presence, full

of grace and elegance, wearing his rich costumes with ease, acting and
singing with great spirit and vigor, he presents an operatic impersonation
that is fairly above criticism. His voice, a magnificent high baritone,
without a break or flaw, is as pure and fresh as it was when he appeared
here some years ago in the Hess troupe. Perugini, the tenor, has a voice
that is forcible and dramatic, but it is disagreeable in timbre, being both
throaty and twangy. That he comes from the Italian opera stage is easy
to perceive. He has all the faults of that school, including the constant
tremolo in all his notes. He acts with spirit, but his gestures are of the
conventional operatic tenor order, and his manner is effeminate to a great
degree. But, notwithstanding, he fills his place in the cast in an accepta-
ble manner. Miss Lily Post has improved in voice since her departure
eastward with the Melville troupe—not so much in quality or cultivation
of voice as in the manner of using it. She has learnt the value of ex-
pression and sentiment. Miss Cottrelly is a most charming comedienne.
She is pretty, vivacious and significantly expressive in every respect, and
sings with delicious archness. Francis Wilson is a most admirable low
comedian. His humor at times descends almost to clown's play, but it is

always neat and never obtrusive, and gags that in their meaning would
offend if perpetrated by other actors, are excusable and enjoyable. The
good impression this comedian produced while with the Goblin party at
the Bush-street Theatre, some months ago, is but hightened by bis really
clever work with .its bits of most ludicrous acting, as " Saucho," in this
production. Ellis Ryse, Jay Taylor, Harry Standish and Miss Agnes
Perring deserve special notice for parts that are developed and elaborated
into most creditable character impersonations. Ryse has a deep and pow-
erful basso voice, which he uses effectively. The movements of all con-
cerned are so well managed that a good word is due to the stage manager.
To repeat, in its completeness and general super-excellence, this produc-
tion is a notable event in the theatrical history of San Francisco.*****

I spoke above of the lack of distinctness of speech that iB character-
istic of English-speaking singers. Are they really unable to sing, or
have they made a solemn vow never, under any circumstance, to utter
an English word in public, in the hope that they may be taken for
that traditional piece of excellence, " the foreign artist !" There must
be some inscrutable reason for the fact that not a word could be
heard from the singers on Tuesday night. Carleton might have been
singing in Portuguese or Chinese, for any thing that could be heard.
I don't believe one single, intelligible sound proceeded from his lips
during the evening. I have singled out Carleton because he most de-
servedly holds a very hish position as an artist, and should not be
guilty of such a fault. The fault does not lie in the language, for
there ^re siogers who are perfectly intelligible—our local favorite, Dun-
gan, for instance. It seems tn be simply a want of study and attention.
This question of clever articulation, is. I think, a very important one
in English operetta, and singers should see to it that they improve
themselves in that repnect.

* * * * *

In view of the fact that Carleton's name is on everybody's lips this
week, & few words as to his career will prove interesting. His family
name is Standing. He has two brothers on the stage, both tall and re-
markably handsome men. Of the three brothers, the first took the name
of William Carleton and studied for opera; the second called himself
Frank Crellin and appeared in operettas; the third was known as Herbert
Crellin, but has now resumed bis own name, Herbert Standing, and is

leading juvenile at the London Criterion Theater. Frank Crellin mar-

ried Susan Pyne, the sister of Louisa Pyne. Carleton is about thirty-

five years of age. He was singing at the Crystal Palace, London, when
manager Hess went to England to pick up a company for the first Kel-
logg campaign, and was at once engaged as first baritone. He had a fine

voice then but was not a good actor. He has literally learned the art of

acting by continuing to act, and his voice has been improved and cultiva-

ted by actual singing. He sang with Kellogg for four seasons. He
was then engaged by Mapleson fur Italian opera at Her Majesty's,
London. In 18S0 he returned to America and joined the Hess-Strakosch
Troupe. This engagement was fi nished j uet about the time the
rage for light English opera had commenced. Attracted by the offer of

a splendid salary, he joined the Standard Theater Company in New
York. He has sung in Patience, Claude Duval, Mascotte, Mewy War,
Iolanthe, Micaela, Queen's Lace Handkerchief, etc., etc., and has become,
and deservedly so, a most popular favorite.

* * * * *

The Grover Company have done a week's good business with a revival

of Cad. Next week Arrah-na-Pogue is to be produced in great style, with
young Grover as " Shaun." Monday evening, the 319th anniversary of

the birth of Shakespeare, a magnificent allegorical tableau will form part
of the performance.*****
The Minstrels continue to draw crowds, all other attractions to the con-

trary, notwithstanding.*****
Bright Little Minnie Maddern has not attracted as much attention as

she deserves. Her efforts are too severely handicapped by absurd plays.

I long to see her in something that is worthy of her, and hope that she
will find some play of the kind for her next season. She is a most fas-

cinating little actress, brimful of natural talent.

He will be remembered
Cheek is said to be a rol-

On Monday Roland Reed appears in Cheek.

a3 the jolly comedian of the Colville Company,
licking play, abounding in fun and humor.*****
This is the last week of Stradella at the Tivoli. Nicolai's Merry Wives

of Windsor is the next attraction.*****
Kadelburg's benefit was well attended, and a sincere Lebe Wohl was

expressed by hearty applause. To-morrow evening Cottrelly appears in

Theresa Krones.
* * * . * *

The programme at Toepke's Concert, last week, was very success-

fully carried out by all concerned. The attendance was large, and the
result must have been very satisfactory to the beneficiary. Toepke's
musical career in this city is an interesting one. He came here as a
member of a military band, and has raised himself to his present promi-
nent position by dint of hard work and incessant study.*****
Nathan Landsberger is a young violinist of great promise. His play-

ing indicates the possession of the feeling of a true musician. His
technique is remarkably good for so young a pupil, and his manner indi-

cates earnestness and sincerity. It is gratifying to know that this con-

cert was a pecuniary success, aud that he is thus enabled to pursue his

studies in Europe. Henry Heyman may well be proud of him. Several
other pupils of Heyman 'a contributed to the programme, and the work of

each and all redounded greatly to his credit as an instructor. Miss Pau-
line Olmstead, a young amateur from Oakland, was the principal vocalist

of the evening. She is a remarkably pretty young lady, with a very
prepossessing manner. She has a most agreeable and sympathetic voice.

It is very pure in tone, rich and mellow in the lower register, clear as

crystal in the upper register. Miss Olmstead has not had very good sing-

ing tuition. She has not been taught how to open her mouth properly.

She sings, forcing her voice through her lips, filtering it so to speak, and
she does not take her breathing rests properly. Her voice is of such ex-

cellent quality that it deserves the most careful cultivation. It would be
a pity to spoil such a charming vocalist.

* * * * *

In New York City it is not considered "good form " by society people

to attend Minstrels, but it is done sometimes by " theatre parties " as a

lark. In this city our haute vole"e is not so particular, and it can be found
amusing itself at both minstrel and variety shows. Still there are certain

collet monte* families who have the New York ideas on the subject. A
well known Nob Hill lady, who entertains ideas of refinement that are

decidedly exaggerated, recently got up one of these theater parties. The
minstrels were proposed as a mild spree. The hostess' objections were,

after some discussion, overruled, and she consented upon condition that
word should be sent that they were coming, and that it was requested
that on that particular evening no coarse jokes or expressions should be
indulged in. The absurdity of this request will be apparent to all amuse-
ment-seekers, for while delicate wit or refined humor is not a characteris-

tic of minstrel shows, still they are neither vulgar nor shocking in word
or action. The party occupied, the front row of the dress circle, in full

dress, and a glorious joke was played upon its members by the min-
strels, each declining to answer the others' questions, with the
remark, "No you don't; you were not to ask any such question as that,"

so that all the fun in repartee and punning was eliminated; the impromptu
business, however, entertaining the audience—the fact that Borne huge
" gag " was under way being recognized. It* is needless to say that the

party soon perceived the joke played on them and enjoyed it also. For
instance ; Hawkins, that most dignified of interlocutors, would ask of

Emerson, in his deepest of deep tones, " Well, Billy, how goes it this

evening?" Billy Emerson, replying, with a show of indignation, "Now,
Mr. Hawkins, you kuow that no questions were to be asked." Or Haw-
kins would propound a conundrum to Reed—a mild, simple, -school -boy

days conundrum—and Charley would answer with hesitation and eon-

fusion, "Oh, Mr. Hawkins, I will answer you some other evening, but
not this evening, this is good evening." And so on. A good joke, indeed.

Beadclero.
.

" Has your dog got fleas ?" asked a gentleman on the street the other

day of Aiiiinidab. "Well, I can't just tell, now. He bad last week, but
I rather suspect now that the fleas have gut the dog. It's nip and tuck,

anyway."
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SPORTING.
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unlit We think the yacht-own-

uch better pleta d with a nip to \

ftfur the "|*'tnn_' dame. The Bohemians have made do sign I I far. The
not appear to go at all. Last Saturday tbe Chispa

- made « run up to Benin*, and sailed down the Bay in oom-
I day. The breeze mi pleasant, hut light, yet the Lurltne

along in tine style. The Chispa will h.i-t her new salt of tails

for lbs first time; we h »pe they will *it well. The Nellie will tt*

tract a* much attention as any other craft to-day; her handsome sail* and
fiuaat will show her off to advantage rarely seen. The White
with her new owner at the tiller, will be welcomed by Mr. 1 *

Domarotu friends. Splendid progress i« being made on the rXaloyon, hex
bowsprit i* in place and part of steering Rear set up. Her saloon is al-

wnrth looking at roomy, lofty, and an air of comfort and eh
• throogb masses of chips and Bhavings. When her blocks ban

the rigging she will be a picture worth painting. She bids fair to leave
everything we have seen here in the shade. She will be launched early
in May. The new steam-launch b i t by J. Mervyn Donahue as a tender
for the yacht Nellie came down from Donahue Landing on Wednesday,
and the owner and several friends made a trial trip in her, which showed
her for speed, comfort and easy handling to be all thought could desire.
She i* 40 feet long, 8 feet beam, with 32 inches draft. Her boiler and

ire compact and strong; she has ft maximum of 8-horse power.
When calms delay the Nellie, the Mamie will prove a friend in need. She
is very handsome-looking little craft.

Rowing.—The race between Peterson and Mclnnery, which comes off

on May lith, is attracting a good deal of attention. The Lowell man re-

ceived his shell from the E tst a week ago, and has commenced training
in earnest. The California Boy has many firm supporters in the betting
market, and we understand that anything in the form of odds against
him is readily snapped up. Nothing has, so far, been done in regard to
the match between the Southends and Golden Gate Clubs. When both
profess to be willing why this long delay in putting tip? Hanlan is now
in Washington, and the rowing scribes of the District of Columbia will
never want for material to hang sensational items upon. For two years
Hanlan and Ross have kept up a running fire of challenges, and at the
opening of the season we are again threatened with similar inflictions.

To lose either man would rob rowing of much of its interest, but unless
they begin to race and stop writing, we shall pray that one or both be
taken off by visible or invisible bands. The Pacific Coast Rowing Asso-
ciation held a meeting on Monday night, but no business of public inter-

est was transacted.

Fishing.—A3 we indicated last week, and the week before, the season
has opened unsatisfactorily. Two or three men who always gull unsus-
pecting newspaper scribes, reported large baskets, but the fact is that
near this city the streams held no large fish this season, and the heavy-

baskets were made by rocks carefully packed with fern leaves. Good
fish may yet be caught, but anglers must look for them in distant streams,
and where the approaches are difficult. In Sonoma, Lake, Monterey and
Mendocino counties the best fly-fishing will now be had. Whoever wants
good sport must be content to spend three or four days in seeking it.

Turf.- To-day the Spring meeting of the Pacific Coast Blood Horse
Association opens at the Oakland Trotting Park. The first event is the
California stake for two year olds, distance half a mile. Thirty-two en-

tries appear on the programme, out of which ten should face the starter.

There has been no opportunity to compare the relative merits of the dif-

ferent entries, and we can only guess at the possible winner. Baldwin
has four fillies and a colt, the get of Rutherford and Grinstead. Winters
has but two, both sired by Norfolk. Stanford has eight, the produce of

Norfolk, Shannon and Monday. Pritchard has four, the get of Lienster
and Bazaar. Haggin's list is nine, two by Glenelg, the others by King
Alfonso, Pat Malloy, Monarchist and Virgil. The race should be be-

tween these four stables, and we select Baldwin's to catch the judge's eye
first. They are trained more skilfully than any other animals that ap-

pear upon our race tracks. The second event is the Hearst Stake, free

for all, distance three-quarters of a mile. This should make a fine race

between Jim Douglas, Albert C. and Atalanta; if the brown colt is fit we
will put our money on him. The Winter's Stake for three year olds, dis-

tance a mile and a half, has 28 entries. Coutts, three ; Winters, six
;

Baldwin, three; Stanford, four; Haggin, five. Gano should win if he has

kept up his last year's form. A hurdle race will bring the day's sport to

a close. We hope the managers of the Park will not spare the water-cart,

but spare our clothes from being spoiled by tbe dust, also that the grand
stand will be prepared for ladies who wear good dresses. The racing, we
know, will be of a high order, and the management of this part has always
been unexceptionable. In spite of attractions elsewhere we expect to see

a brilliant gathering. On Wednesday, 25th ins there will be an extra

day, for which four events are placed on the programme.

Pigeon Shooting.—The sport is being kept up in the liveliest fashion.

Never before, in such a short time, have we seen so many matches, and
so well contested. On April 12th, four members of tbe Gun Club met
at the Oakland Trotting Park, and did some really brilliant work; the

Hurlingham rules were shot under as usual, and the scores are remarka-
ble, for a gale of w iDd was blowing during the whole time. Tbe first

match was at 12 birds, Messrs. Babcock and Orr killing 11, and Mr. Ew-
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iWkli-y. And they were tha strangest and most lively flyori we have ever
seen in this countrv. The soores look wretched on paper, but thi

ing wiw k'ood. for between the aew traps and fast birds, nothing, but brill-

iant shooting secured kill. We watchi folly, and did
single incomer, and the right and left quartering birds were faw

and far between. With such n lot of tailors to open tbe season with we
are »ot surprised at the low average of il per cent., where such a large
number of competitors entered, many,
trnn shooting, Ba1 h i irtlmer
ami Fretofa were allowed handicap of i yards. The others shot from
the regular score, with the following i A rhew9and the gold
medal Havens, Haines and Spalding 8. Williams, Haskell, Warner,

Houghton, Tittle and Nusbaumer 7. Norton, Hopkins, Bachelder,
Yates and Fretch missed the same number they killed. Bell missed 7,

,i and Mortimer 9, while Houghton was content to let in fly away
outs, amongst whom we Baw Messrs. Hensfaaw, MeKillican, Kel-

id Orr. These gentlemen had a lively time, ;in>\ made good bags;
indeed, they had far more Bhooting than their friends at the traps, for.

wh 1 the club men had only 12 birds each, the scouts must have averaged
30. The men who usually bet on the gun had a sorry time of it. The
oddfl were soon pulled down to even money, and towards the close the
birds were the favorites in tbe betting market.

The Cosmopolitan Club met at San Bruno last Sunday, 22 members en-
tering for the Club medals—12 birds each, 21 yards rise. The day was
very tine and the scores good throughout. Frank Maskey took the first

prize with a clean score, Fuocke following him hard with 11, missing his
seventh; Putzman, Johnson and Lacbmann killed 10 each; Edwards,
Young, Pierce, Card, Graham and Rover grassed 9; Buckley, Fergusi n
nnd Brown made S kills; Liudle 7; Browell missed as many as he hit;

Rex, Shorten and O'Brien let off 7; Tallant and Cain withdrew—the av-
erage being 65 per cent. The ties at 10 were shot off at three pairs, Lach-
rnann killings, Johnson 2, and Putzman 1. The Gun Club will have a
match at Oakland to-day. The California Club will have a match at
San Bruno to-morrow. There has been no arrangement of a return
match between Lambert and Robinson. Messrs. Orr, Babcock and But-
ler are not satisfied with the defeat they suffered at the hands of Messrs.
Ewing, Havens and Gordon, but mean to fight the battle o'er again at an
early day. We beg to suggest to our pigeon shooters that a Club uniform
would be a great improvement upon the present style of every man ap-
pearing in whatever rig bis fancy may incline him to wear. A uniform
has a sporting louk, and if Clubs are worth supporting they should also

be worthy of this form of recognition. The (run Club are all gentlemen
of taste, and if they will take the initiative and select a handsome and
appropriate uniform, many others will go and do likewise. We urge this

matter because the sport is growing popular and often ladies look on.

For this reason, if no other, gentlemen should not appear before the traps,

as they often do, in their shirtsleeves. Who will be the first to set a
good example ?

Baseball.—The Redingtons were again made a hollow show of on
Sunday last, at the Recreation Grounds. This time by the Niantics, who
scored 5 tr- the Redingtons 1, and this solitary looking figure is not due to
good playing, but to errors made by their opponents. Not one of the
Redingtons seemed to know which end of the bat to take hold of. To-
morrow the Haverleys and Californias play the fourth game of the season.

They appear on even terms.

Bicycling.—Last Sunday, in answer to the call of Captain London, of

the Sau Francisco Club, sixteen wheelmen met at the corner of Four-
teenth and Howard streets, to participate in the annual run to San Jose.
The weather was pleasant, and the roads in fine condition ; the figures

that follow show the excellent time that was made : Start, 7:20 a. m.,

arrived at San Bruno a*t 8:50 a. m.; halt for refreshments, left at a. m.,

passing Milbrae and San Mateo without stopping ; at Milbrae, Mr. Neal,
who had ridden by train to that point joined his companions^ Belmont
was reached at 10:08 ; here, Dr. Winters and Mr. Gibson joined the ranks,
they having joined by rail ; started from Belmont at 10:30. Shortly after
leaving, an accident happened to a team on the road, and 10 minutes was
spent by the bicyclists in rendering assistance. It was Captain London's
intention to run from Belmont to Menlo without stopping, but a collision

between two wheelmen just beyond Redwood, made a halt of 10 minutes
for repairs necessary. Menlo was reached at 11:40, and lunch taken; this

made the start 1:20 P. M. At Mountain View, a halt of 10 minutes was
called. From there to Santa Clara the run was made with a single halt
of 10 minutes intervening. The club rode through Santa Clara and San
Jose, arriving at the Southern Pacific Railroad depot at 3:30 p. m. Time
on the road, 8 hours, 16 minutes ; stoppages, 3 hours, 12 minutes. Actual
riding time, five hours and 13 minutes. Rapid traveling for 52 miles.

The run was enjoyed by every one. Most of the members returned by
the 3:40 train; a few remained over night in San Jose. Some ladies who
admire the flying wheel have presented the San Francisco Club with a
standard. It is of blue-white silk, 8x16, mounted on a rosewood staff,

surrounded with a heavy silver fringe. The Club monogram is exqui-
sitely worked on the obverse side, with the words "Organized 1879." On
the reverse side a bicycle and a bear. The design and execution of this

gift is equally chaste and ornamental; and the Club highly appreciate
the taste, skill and generosity of the ladies who made and presented this

appropriate gift. Many of our wheelmen have had the pleasure of wel-
coming to this city two distinguished bicyclers from the East—Dr. A. B.
Coleman, Captaiu of the Canandaigua Club, New York, and Mr. Ches-
ter C. Hayes, of the same club. These gentlemen have just arrived over-

land by the Southern route, and have brought their wheels with them
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AN IMPORTANT COMMERCIAL ADVANCE.
All improvements in real estate, or marked changes in commercial

enterprises, are of necessity of interest to the community, as constituting

definite land-marks whereby we may note the progress of our city. It is

therefore on this principle that we now notice the absorption of the two
large Btores on Post street, which were formerly occupied by Matthias
Gray, the music dealer, and Lebenbaum & Co., the grocers— by the dry-

goods firm nf O'Connor, Moffatt & Co., thereby extending their premises

from No. Ill to 121 Post street, and from No. 10 to 20 Morton street, in-

clusive. The undertaking involved the purchase of Mr. Gray's lease for

the sum of S13.600; the taking down of two brick walls running 122J feet

in depth from Post to Morton street; the substitution of iron tubular pil-

lars in their place, and the raising of the west end of the buildine 4£

inches. This leaves one clear frontage of 100 feetxl22£ feet, and presents

one of the largest ground floors in the United States ever occupied as a
dry-goods establishment. As the lofty basement is of the same dimen-
sions, an adequate idea can be gained of the quantity of stock which this

vast area will contain. The old Morton House has undergone many
changes, but this is the most important of any, necessitated as it was by
the business requirements of the firm in question. The height of the

ground-floor story, which was unpleasantly noticeable when the building

was split up into three large business houses, is now entirely harmonized
by the breadth of the frontage. Some idea of the appearance now pre-

sented by the interior may be gained when it is stated that

the main floor is lit by sixty-two elegant double chandeliers,

or one hundred and twenty-four gas-jets. In the daytime the light

which pours down from two immense skylights is regulated by
blinds and curtains to such a nicety that the exact shades of goods are

seen by visitors in their true colors. After inspecting the really superb
alterations which have made one vast store of the whole front of the old

Morton House, it was natural to inquire from a business poiut of view
what justified such an enormous outlay, for in addition to the payment to

Mr. Gray of the sum of §13,600, by O'Connor, Moffatt & Co., the land-

lord, has given the Olympic Club, whose rooms and halls are overhead on
the west side, the sum of S2,500 for encroaching somewhat on their space
during the late alterations. The explanation was a very simple one. In
the old store, O'Connor, Moffatt & Co. were obliged to see dozens of cus-

tomers leave the store daily unserved for lack of room to wait upon them.
To-day they employ 125 hands including salesmen, book-keepers, porters
and drivers, and the number of seats in the sture for the accom-
modation of visitors is just twenty-three dozen or 276. And now, having
given Borne outline of this most important change and extension of prem-
ises of the firm, it will not be out of place to animadvert on the princi-

ples which have built up a retail dry goods trade which requires an area
of 12,500 square feet to transact its daily business. They have resi-

dent buyers in most of the principal cities of the world, New York,
London and Paris, and even agents in China who purchase silks, crapes
and goods of that class, so that almost every piece of goods on their
shelves is imported direct, and does not pass through second hands, effect-

ing a saving sometimes of 33J per cent., but on an average about 25 per
cent. For many years past the house has been a great favorite with
the entire community, who dread fraudulent advertisements of bank-
rupt sales and alarming sacrifices, and who do not feel justified in dealing
with firms known otherwise to be first-class but at the same time high in
their charges. This would seem to be the true inwardness of the success
of O'Connor, Moffat & Co., and the common sense of the proposition
must commend itself to every one. The alterations are now wholly com-
pleted, and everything seems to go on like clockwork. The house from
its inception has been noted for a quiet air of elegance and refinement,
and especially for the politeness of its clerks. Strangers and visitors to
the city should not return home without seeing this immense establishment.

A VALUABLE TABLE.
The following tables are of interest. They are from the report made

by the Tariff Commission, and were used during the recent session of

Congress in the course of a speech in the interest of protection :

Age—United States, dating from the Declaration of Independence, 100
years ; United Kingdom, dating from William the Conquerer, 800

;

France, dating from Charlemagne, 1,100 ; Germany, dating from Charle-
magne, 1,100 ; Russia, dating from Peter the Great, 350 ; Austria, dating
from Charlemagne, 1,100.

Population—United States, 50,150,000; Great Britain, 34,505,000;
France, 37,166,000 ; Germany, 45,367,000 ; Russia, 82,400,000 ; Austria,
39,175,000.

Wealth—United States, §55,000,000,000 ; Great Britain, $45,000,000,-
000; France, $40,000,000,000; Germany, §25,000,000,000; Russia, $15,-
000,000,000 ; Austria, 814,000,000.000.
Debt—United States, SI,800,000, 000 ; Great Britain, §3,800,000,000;

France, §1,000,000,000; Germany, §90,000,000; Russia, $2,000,900,000;
Austria, $2,000,000,000.
Expense—United States, §257,000,000 ; Great Britain, §415,000,000

;

France, §650,000,000; Germany, §150,000,000; Russia, §600,000,000; Aus-
tria, §370,000,000.
Production—United States, Agriculture, §7,500,000,000; manufactures,

§8,000,000,000; Great Britain, Agriculture, §1,200,000,000; manufactures,
§4,000,000,000 ; France : Agriculture, §2,000,000,000 ; manufactures, §2,-
500,000,000; Germany: Agriculture, §1,800,000,000; manufactures, §2,-

.200,000,000; Russia: Agriculture, §2.000.000,000; manufactures, §1,300,-
000.000; Austria: Agriculture, $1,000,000,000; manufactures, §1,500,-
000,000.

The politest man in Boston has been discovered. He was hurrying
along a street the other night, when another man, also in a violent haste,
rushed out of an alley-way, and the two collided with great force. The
second man looked mad, when the polite man, taking off his hat, said:
" My dear sir, I don't know which of us is to blame for this violent en-
counter, but I am in too great a hurry to investigate. If I ran into you
I beg your pardon ; if you ran into me, don't mention it "—and he tore
away at redoubled speed.

The basis of all our treaties with the Chinese is unquestionably their
tea trees.

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
INSURANCE AGENCY.

& 324 California Street, San Francisco,

Fire Insurance.
TEUTONIA of New Orleans.

LACONFIANCE of Paris.

DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS
of New York.

GIRARD of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN of New York.'.THE FIRE INS. ASSOCIATION (Limited)
ST. PAUL • of St. Paul. of London, England.
STANDARD FIRE OFFICE. .of Londonl

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONC1ERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented $37,000,000.
All losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid.

W. L. CHALMERS.
Special Agent and Adjuster.

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864.

Principal Office 216 Sansome street.

FIRE INSISANCE.
Capital Paid Up in TJ. S. Gold Coin) $300,000 00
Reinsurance Reserve $172,898 50

AssctB January 1, 1383 §717,156 63
|
Premiums, since orgauizat'n. §4,155,239.10

Surplus for policyholders S710,S60.83 ]
Losses, since organization. .§1,859,286 64

OFFICERS :

J. F. HOUGHTON. President I CHAS. R. STORY Secretary
J. L. N. SHEPARD Vice-President! R. H. MAGILL General Agent

Directors of tub Home Mutual Insurance Co —L. L. Raker, H. L. Dodge, J.

L. N. Shepard, John Curry, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, C. C. Rurr, J. S. Carter,

CharleB fielding, D. W. Earl. Feb. 10

PHtENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., EstaVd n82.--Cash Assets, $5,266,312.35.

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., EstaVd 1833.—Cash Assets, $1,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., EstaVd 1851—Cash Assets, $1,357,326.39.

' BTJTLEB & HAI.HAN,
General Agents for PaciQc Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.

Capital, $lO,OOO,OO0-
Unlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF L0ND0~N~~FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $10,000.000-

THE STANDARD MARINE~lNSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool- Capital. $5,000,000-

W. J. CAI.lISGHA.il & CO., General Agents,
Aug. 12 213 Sansome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,500,000
Cash Assets 1,709,976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE A CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF LONDON.
[ INSTITUTED 1803. ]

London Assurance Corporation, of London
Established by Royal Charter 1720

Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.

Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.

JBOBMBT DICKSON, Manager.
W. XtAJfJE BOOKJEI&, Agent and Attorney.

S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building.
[October 11.J

COMMERCIAL UNION ASSURANCE COMPANY OF LONDON.
Capital-$12,500,000, Gold.

FIR.E ANX> MARINE.
OFFICE 210 SANSOME STREET, San Francisco.

[March 10.] JOHN RAE HAMILTON, Manager.



I'ALIKOUMA AUVEKTISKK.

JESTINO.
nffinfr in theI hr«nl tw.

Ami what they avid my heart well itn<l>

.'lly'* playtime.

I, tn keep in tun.* the merry hinl*.
That

Sang with t' -jily m.tnp footUh irardl

• t hflp t>ut rh«»o«o him ;

> wh.it conld I refuse him.
This April day!

"Yet should he hear me sing, let him bowaro —
Th April day,

t I aay, ' I love him,' hare no care—
April day.

ken that be . I kin it ;

Anil if he eandfl it not, I sorely mi-«s it
;

Hut proauee, song or kis<. now pray wh.it i* it.

On April -lay ?"

Singing an.l bwghiiuz through the woods I came,
That April day,

I'ntil a clear, strong voioe sang back again,
April tlay!

This girl of smiles and tears, this little rover.
With pleasant jesting done her heart dieoorer.
Thy mirth is wisdom ; I, her happy lover ;

Ihoo, April -May.
He clasped my hand ami through the wood we went,

That April day.
Singing like robins in our glad content

—

That April day.
O golden sunshine, and silver raining

!

O earnest jesting, ami O sweet complaining

!

Two happy hearts stood watching daylight's waning,
That April day.

COTTON BELTING.
Among those who are engaged in manufacturing or other industries in

which steam is necessarily employed as a motive power, one of the most
important considerations is good belting. It has been found that even the
best quality of leather belting is liable to continual breakages, thereby
incurring expense and trouble in effecting repairs, and also, at critical

and hurried times, stopping the mechanical industry for which it furnish-

ed the motive power. The first remedy applied for the cure of this evil

was the substitution of cotton for leather belting. This remedy was not
thoroughly effective, because, when subjected to the strain of running
heavy machinery, the cotton stretched to such an extent that its useful-

bs impaired. The inventive genius of the age continued in its ef-

forts to surmount this difficulty. What is known as the Rubber Belt—

a

combination consisting of layers of rubber between layers of cotton—was
produced. For a variety of reasons this was found unsatisfactory. Event-
ually the Gandy Belt was presented to public attention, and was found to

possess all the desired qualities. The Gandy Belting is made of fine-grain-

ed, liard-woven cotton duck, with a selvage woven on each side, which
prevents .my possibility of the belt becoming snaky. This cotton duck
is folded ana stitched, each row of stitching being about three-eighths of

an inch apart. The belt is then boiled in a preparation of oil and gum,
which makes it pliable and impervious to atmospheric changes. After-
wards it is thoroughly stretched and seasoned, and then it is ready for

use. It will be seen from this epitomized description of the manner of

preparing the Gandy Belting that every difficulty hasbeen guarded against,

and the fact that it has been in use for years in all the various branches
of industry, shows that the safeguards employed have successfully accom-
plished their purpose. Messrs. Neville & Co., 31 and 33 California
street, are the agents for this coast.

To Cure or not to Cure without Koni La—that is the question. In
this age of investigation and analysis some of the beliefs, doctrines and
opinions that were considered to be firmly supported by evidence " strong
as proof of holy water," are, in the light of reason and research, proving
to be but stubborn facts; so is Koni La Volcanic Water, which is no
mystified secrecy of springs in an unknown location of Northern or
Southern California, nor like a gilded pill, made to suit the eye, taste or

smell, but in its effects, and on account of its genuine merit, is now pre-

scribed by our most eminent physicians as Blood Purifier, a powerful
eliminator in all Kidney Complaints, Skin Diseases, a valuable curative

in Female Complaints, and, in fact, as a truly household remedy. One
fair trial will convince the most skeptical that Koni La Volcanic Water
will prove the sufferer's best ready-relief friend, worthy of confidence.

Pacific Mineral Water Company.
Depot—360 Fourth street, corner Harrison.

At a recent dinner party there were two sisters present, one a widow
who had justemerged from her weeds, the other not long married, whose
husband had lately gone to India for a short term. A young lawyer
present was deputed to take the young widow in to dinner. Unfortu-
nately he was under the im pression that his partner was the married lady

whoBe husband had just arrived in India. The conversation between
them commenced by the lady remarking how warm it was for the season

of the year. "Yes, it is quite warm," replied the lawyer. Then a happy
thought suggested itself to him, and he added, with a cheerful smile :

'• But not as hot as the place to which your husband has gone." The look

with which the lady answered this lively sally will haunt that unhappy
man till his death.

—

Cincinnati Commercial.

Engravings of Landscapes, Buildings, Machinery, Portraits, etc., hy the new
Photo-Engraving Process, 26 per cent, cheaper than wood. Office GOO Merchant street.

INSURANCE.

MARINE INSURANCE. THE GLOBE MARINE OF LONDON.
CAPITAL. $2,500,000.

THE CHINESE INSURANCE CO. 'Marine) OF HONGKONG.
CAPITAL, Jl.600.000.

WM. T. COLEMAN A CO..
No. Ml niirkrt alrrrl,

[Mar. I
\

INTERNATIONAL MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY (Limited)

Of LITBBFOOL.
CAPITAL $2,600,000

UNITED STATES FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
Of N /" II I DISK.

CAPITAL $260,000

DONALDSON & 00., Agents and Attorneys,

310 Callfornln flnit, S. f.

[Ftb. M.] it. II. \n\rii\. Manager.

TRANSATLANTIC FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OP HAMBURG.

CAPITAL $1,600,000. U. S. Gold Coin
LOSSES l'AID IN GOLD COIN IMMEDIATELY AFTER ADJUSTMENT.

This corporation holds contracts of sixteen other European Insurance Companies,
roinsuiiiur by far tbo greater part of every risk as soon as aocepted in our offioe.

THE COMBINED SUBSORIBED CAPITAL which our policies therefore ..Her to
the public amounts to 82«.90O,O00, ll. S. OOLD COIN, of which 97,850,000
IS l'AID UP, besides the always available Reserve Funds.

GEO. MARCUS & CO.,
-to l California street San Frnnclsco,

GENERAL AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST. [Feb. 10.]

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.--UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

Tbe California Lloyds.—Establ ishe.l in 1861.—Non. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, §750,000 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates

!

Prompt Settlement of Loses!! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS. —J. Mora Moss,
Moses Heller, J. O. Eldridgc, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler. E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Everson, A. B. Phipps, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Brandensteiu, W. M. Hoag, Nicholas
Liming, James Motiitt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Guatave Touehard,
George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Scholle, Charles
Bamo, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Return.

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President.

Jambs D. Bailey, Secretary. Geo. T. Bonus, Surveyor. Nov. 6.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.

Capital *5,000,000.—Agents: Balfbnr, Gntlirie A- Co., No.
y 316 California street, San Francisco. Nov. 18.

T
GEO. STREET, Agent Ifeios Letter, 30 Cornhill, E. C, London.

he Summer Suu and Dust. Ladies and all exposed to the scorching
rays of the sun and heated particles of dust, will find that the most
cooling and refreshing preparation for the face, hands and arms, is

owlands' Kalydor, which eradicates all prickly Heat, Sunburn, Tan,
Freckles, Stings of Insects, etc., aud produces a beautiful and delicate

complex ion.

|

owlands' Macassar Oil prevents the hair falling off or becoming dry
during the hot weather, and eradicates scurf and dandruff.

R
R
Rowlands* OdontO is the purest and most fragrant Tooth Powder ever used,

and contains no acid or mineral ingredients, which are so^ detrimental

to the teeth and gyins. Its purity especially adapts it for* the teeth of

young children. Ask any dealer in perfumery for Rowlands' articles,

of 20, Hatton Garden, London.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
Finest and Cheapest meat-flavoring: Stock for Sonps, Made

Dishes and Sauces.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT,

An Invaluable aud Palatable Tonic in all Cases of Weak
Digestion and Debility. " Is a success and boon for which Nations should fcol

grateful. See " Medical Press," " Lancet," " British Medical Journal," etc.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.

CCaution—Genuine only with fac-simile of Baron lilebig's
J Signature, in blue ink, across Label.
This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substitutes being in

the market.

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.
To be had of all Store-keepers, Grocers aud Chemists. Sole

Agents for the United States (wholesale only), C. David & Co., 9, Fenchurch
Avenue, London, England. Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, San
Francisco. June 10.

SEARCHER OF RECORDS FOR ALAMEDA COUNTY,

G. W. McKEAND.
Offices—Southeast Corner of Fourth and Broadway streets,

OAKLAND. March 31.
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THE SCHOOL DEPARTMENT DEMORALIZED.
The School Department, important as it is in every sense, is getting

into a condition of disquiet, demoralization and unrest, and that is a
most lamentable fact. We may have highways that, being unlighted,

offer a premium to the garrotter and the thief, we may have streets bo

completely out of repair as to be a menance and a danger to life and limb,

and we may have sewers bo foul as to be reeking with disease and death,

and yet, bad as this all undoubtedly is, we may have something worse, and
we think we are face to face with it in a school department in which
wantons are made teachers, in which convicted criminals are appointed
janitors, and in which lewdness, criminality, favoritism, corruption, boss-

ism, and all manner of uncleanness prevails. The evils to which we
but allude in general terms, and for the reason that they will not bear
more detailed or Bpeci6c allegations, have the bad effect of permeating
the schools with a low moral sentiment ; they are the scandal of* the

teachers and the talk of the scholars. They lessen the moral growth of

our future men and women, they make the young acquainted with ways
that they had far better not learn, and they steep the atmosphere in

which the rising generation lives with a moral miasma infinitely more
deadly and wider reaching than that which morning, noon and night

arises from our unflushed, uncared-for, and disease and death -spreading
sewers. How can it be otherwise ? The whole school department to-day

is worried and exercised, and discusses men and themes that are more tit

for a Barbary Coast dive or a Dupont street bagnio. Teachers and scho-

lars find themselves subject to the whims, corruptions and immoralities of

that wretched den on Bush street. They find that the School Director
with the most actual power is the fellow Dr. Eaton, and of him they learn

that he is a wife beater, an open and shameless adulterer, a man who
passes most of his time in a saloon on the confines of Barbary Coast, that

his associates are criminals, that he has put low-down creatures in the
school department, that his sympathy, as shown by his acts, are against
the pure and the good, that he has just been shown up in aa ignoble man-
ner in the filthy mire of the divorce court, that it was there sworn to under
oath that he openly boasted that the rope was not made that could hang
him, as he was in with the judges and bosses, that knowing these and other
charges would be preferred against him he confessed judgment, offered to

leave the city, and gladly consented to resign his seat, and actually did
resign it, that boss Buckley thought him too valuable an ally to be allowed
to leave the Board, that President Hastings was compelled to return the
fellow's resignation though be well knew it ought for every reason to have
been retained, that ever since this fellow Eaton has in silence obeyed the
behests of the boss, voted always at his dictation, and " stood up
like a man," that Hastings knows all this and much mure to
be true, and yet walks unabashed along the streets, that
Cleveland has had proofs of them put into his hands, has admitted
their force, knows the nameless, shameless, and infamous condition of

things, and although as the advertised controller of the organ oi the
ruling party, he is, in a very special and emphatic sense, bound to see to
the good morals of bis party in every department, he yet feels himself so

tampered by belonging to " the solid eight " that he has not a word of re-

proof, of denunciation, or of reform to say, as against a condition of
things which in his innermost soul he must, as a man of culture, and a

gentleman, loathe and abhor ; that among the natural denouements of
this condition of things a notorious wanton, has, for an immoral reason,
been placed in the school department ; that the President of the Board is

the subject of much curious talk, and that, perhaps, even worse than all

as indicating all the rest, the lady teachers of our sons and daughters, in
order to retain their places or make favor, have felt themselves under the
necessity to enter a den which respectable ladies do not care to pass,
and there to visit and ask favors, and pay an unmentionable price for
them, and supplicate and beg and cry and win the smiles of the man who
owns " the solid eight," but who carries in his eyes the too terrible evi-

dence that his life has partaken of a degree of shame and immorality that
should make virtuous female teachers shrink from contact with him, and
that should induce parents to refuse to allow their daughters to do so
much as touch the hem of the garments of a teacher who choses to defile

herself by seeking his presence—all these things are known and talked of
in the public schools of this great city at this moment. It is a shockingly
demoralizing condition of things that may well cause thinking men and
women to pause and reflect upon the awful price we are paying for boss rule.

A MINING INQUTRT.
Some time ago the stockbrokers of Pine street seemed to be galva-

nized into a sort of spasmodic effort. They proposed to inquire more
particularly as to the basis upon which their business rested. They were
about to inform themselves and the public as to whether anything but
fraud entered into the management of the mines listed at the Board.
They pretended that they would soon inform their customers just whether
or not stocks were good things to leave alone. It was on their part a chiv-
alrous undertaking, seeing that, if their report were adverse, it would
necessarily be calculated to lose them their customers. They pursued the
subject for some three months or more, with considerable vim, and gave
dark hints of the many ugly facts they had come across, and then they
suddenly dropped the whole matter. Why they did so has never been
publicly stated. Privately, curious hints have been given out. It has
been said that they had, at an interesting point, to quit, or the Board of
Brokers would have been " busted up." The public will meanwhile draw
the conclusion that as a committee interested in restoring confidence it has
told nothing good, it discovered nothing good to tell. If this is not a just
conclusion, somebody shoujd speak out.

Apropos of Dennis Kearny being choked off by the Bailroad Com-
missioners when he wanted to address them the other day, is it not a
fair question to ask whether the little wind-bag might not be arrested as
a vagrant for having no visible means of support. He certainly does
not work for a living, as far as is known, unless haranguing loafers on
Sundaycan be considered an honest means of gaining a livelihood. Of
course, if he descended to the level of a street beggar and lives off of the
proceeds of the hat when it is passed around on the Sand lot, he is not a
vagrant in the strict sense of the term. In that case, why not arrest him
as a common mendicant. It would be interesting to know when the ex-
drayman last ate a loaf of bread which he earned by any kind of honest
or decent labor.

THE LAW OF EXTRADITION.
As California has just had an important extradition case, and as it is

very possible that she may have not a few more, it is important to know
just what is the law under which we have a right to claim a prisoner
from a neighboring or foreign state. Of course very much depends upon
the treaty which exists in the particular case. If the offense charged
against the person claimed be not named in the treaty, it follows that he
can be extradited, but that is not a point of real importance, as most
treaties embrace every offense for which we are ever likely to ask for the
surrender of an offender. That is certainly the case as between us and
Mexico. It is more to the point to know just what our obligations are
under the special application we may make. The right understanding of
the necessary proceedings would seem all the more important from the
fact that even responsible law officers are not any too well informed in
regard to the subject matter. John S. Gray was, in the first instance,
sent for under a complaint that would not " stick " in our Courts, and if

nothing more had been done he certainly would finally have regained his
freedom. That complaint was defective in that it charged two offenses

—

embezzlement and forgery—in one document, and whilst it did not specify
the particular forgery with which he was charged, it alleged against him
a single embezzlement of 850,000. It is certain that you cannot extradite
a man under one complaint and try under another. The State is

bound by its own proceedings. It is therefore supposed to know
just why it wants a man, and if it does not know in the first instance, it

cannot correct its knowledge after it has obtained him. We have before
us a very recent case in point. It is to be found in the reports of the
Texas Court of Repeals. One Blanford was extradited from Mexico un-
der a complaint charging him with embezzling §5,100, but when he came
to trial he was charged with embezzling something over 850. He
interposed the plea that that was not the offense for which he was
extradited. His plea was overruled and he was convicted. He subse-
quently took his case to the Court of Appeals, by which he was sustained.
The Court said : "Our conclusion is that the party extradited must be
tried, if tried at all, alone upon the specific charge upon which he was
extradited. * * * That the Judiciary of the State not only has the
right, but is sworn to take cognizance of and give effect to treaties, can-
not be questioned. Section 2 Article 6 of the United States Constitution
declares that the laws made in pursuance hereof, and all treaties made
or which shall be made under the authority of the United States, shall
be the supreme law of the land, and the Judges of every State shall be
bound thereby, anything in the Constitution or laws of any State to the
contrary notwithstanding." The Court further went on to say that "the
treaty with Mexico negatives, by imperative necessity as patent as that
there is life in Nature, the right to extradite for crimes other than those
named therein, and not even then until the specific charge is inquired
into and it is shown that a prima facia case exists. Why stipulate in
solemn compact that the Government upon whom the demand is made
shall have the right to examine into the charge, and, if a prima facia is

not shown, to refuse to surrender, if after being extradited the party can
be forced to answer a charge not examined into by the authorities making
the surrender?" It thus becomes apparent that when we apply to Mexi-
co for the extradition of a prisoner, it will be our duty to be certain and
specific in the charges alleged, and be content to rest our case upon them.
In the instance of John S. Gray the state of the law was discovered in
time, and a sort of legal drag-net consisting of no less than 52 different
complaints was sent after him. If he cannot be held under one or more
of these, there must be something woefully defective in the capacity of
those responsible for the administration of justice in this State.

EXPERTS THAT ARE EXPERTS.
There are experts, when they are sought for with honest intent, and

when they themselves mean business, who are very capable of enlighten-
ing us upon the subjects of which they treat. But there are many more
experts very capable of befogging and befooling the subjects they were
specially employed to inquire into. This was notably so in the case of
expert" Lauren B. Crane, who some time ago was appointed to investi-

gate the affairs of the Harbor department. In view of what has since
been brought to light his report makes curious reading. He professed to
very diligently look into the accounts of the Secretary, and the result

was a report of approval that is couched in almost transcendental lan-

guage. He found the receipts all accounted for, the books admirably
kept, no erasures or crooked balances, and the whole system of checks and
counter-checks admirable even to the extent of perfection. To find out
all this the expert was employed several months and was paid a large
sum. It will hereafter be desirable to know just why a man is dubbed an
" expert," and exactly what he is employed not to find out.

CITY DEBT AND DELDNQUENT TAXES.
It appears that, after all, the city is not so much in debt as was sup-

posed. At the end of the present fiscal year there will be a deficiency of

about §230,000, which can easily be provided for in the next tax levy. If
pure cussedness did not prevail, and if there was not so extreme an anxi-
ety to make political capital out of the shortcomings of the last Supervi-
sors, it would have been very easy to have bridged over the difficulty and
yet have kept our streets clean and repaired, our sewers flushed and our
highways lighted. But those were not the purposes of the new regime.
Anything to bring the last administration into disrepute, and so manu-
facture capital for themselves, was the motto of the men now ruling the
city, and it must be confessed that their opportunities for playing their
game were only too numerous. Perhaps, as times go, they yielded to a
very natural temptation. Yet this thing has gone far enough. - There is

money enough in the delinquent taxes alone to set all things straight. Iu
regard to those taxes and their collection there remains something to be
said that we may undertake to say ere long.

Senator David Davis, of Illinois, will arrive iu this city shortly, and
great preparations for his comfort at the Palace Hotel are being made by
cutting segments of circles in the tables and sewing Bheet3 and blankets
together. Our readers will not readily forget his graceful act of kindness
last Winter in presenting P. T. Barnuin with one of his old vests to
cover a sick elephant with. It is such thoughtful tributes to the sorrows
of dumb animals which often hand a man's name down to posterity em-
blazoned with greatness.
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TOWN CRIER.
"Ilaer th» rricr'" "Wh*( th« <U»ft *rt thei?
"Qmm thai will pUr lh* dvvti.itr »itbjoo"

tn Kit i*il *• lon« aa * Sail.
Which »*da bim rrnw bolder anJ boldar."

ifall l>. IftjeaiSon •.ration* arc ab«
know*, wh*n a clrryyru*!

tare goto shabby. «il be wuta new c*rj>eU and thii .-iaea tn
» for about three month

DiSaWnliDean nf bin recaption, and ways: " I am afraid I must axle y<>n to
it all worn out." Then, when h<> gt

he proper ihin^- for tha pariehionen to do ( |o
welcome him on hi* return

tit and a lot of pies, ion cream, doughnnte. and other
limt'iiu. The other day a Methodist minister in the F«mH-

for the length of hie nose, of bis prayera, of hi

tail*, and of bJi unpaid bill*, tried 1 1 * •- vacation dodge titer a lengthened
y. lie let it be advertised in all the pa-

pers afterward that he ww restored in health and would return on a ccr-
v with hit beloved wife and his amiable and Christian children.

irpets and black walnut l>ed room suits floated before
up to the parsonage, where he was met by a Deputy

Sh.-ritT, who had been in possession for ten days, at §5 a day, and had at

trior or^an and a French clock for a cro.-ry hill oi

If tbia kind of tbini; is allowed to continue, where, where, shall we
find trustful candidates for the difficult ta.«k of the ministry?

Everybody knows Dick Cunningham's place at San Bruno, and many
an ardent fisherman Btayu there on Saturday nights, waiting to be called

at three o'clock in the morning by Dick, and to be driven over to lake
San Andreas. Sometimes the boys vote it slow to go to bed, and stay up
with a detni-john f'*r company. Charley C tried this plan recently down
there most unsuccessfully, for by 10 o'clock at night he could not tell a
round of beef from a violin. He would have been all right, however, if

they had let bim alone, but one of the boys in the party was bound to

: a nest of harmless garden snakes behind the house, which were
duly captured and then secured by wireB from ale bottles, made fast

around their necks. Then they were suspended from the ceiling, from
the pictures, and from wherever it was thought they would do most good,
t Ibarley, who was dozing in the meanwhile, was awakened and invited to

take another drink. He didu't pay much attention to the first snake that

met his eye, but when he saw them wriggling all over the room, and when
every one else present was willing to swear that the reptiles only existed

in his imagination, he fell down from fright, and had to be carried up
stairs, being on the verge of a tit. The moral of this is that you cannot be
a votary of Bacchus and a successful follower of the precepts of Isaac
Walton at one and the same time. Too much Roderer on Saturday,
(.'barley, will cause many a rod error on Sunday.

The jolly brotherhood of knights of the palette and brush had a glori-

ous time this week, at the annual banquet given to them by the Art Asso-
ciation. The bloody demon of jealousy was temporarily buried by the
liberal application of neutral tints in moist colors, and there was more

hiking followed by shaking hands the next morning than can pos-

sibly be imagined. Virgil Williams denied that he had ever called Tav-
erniers pictures "retouched chromos," and the latter replied feelingly that

Mr. Williams' abilities extended far beyond the range of drawing Italian

peasant girls, with waists like a grampus, and an earthen pot on their

heads. There were oysters a la chiaro oscuro, champagne that made
everything look mezzo tin to, and the foreground of every guest stood out

in bold relief by the time the banquet was finished. The only incident

which in anyway marred the festivities was caused by Mr. Brooks put-

ting a fried smelt in bis pocket for a future fish study, and accidentally

sitting down on it. One or two of the guests felt a little unwell toward
midnight, but that was attributable to looking too long at one of Denny's
pictures of a rough sea off the Farallones, and listening to George Brom-
ley's experiences on board of a whaler.

There aeema at the present time to be a need of some exact definition

of the term " Sunday Picnic." For the benefit of the scrupulous and con-

scientious parents of the laboring classes, who take such pains to have
their children taught to dance, and to bang their hair, the following enun-
ciation of the constituents which goto make up a first class Sabbath ex-

cursion, is given under the approval of the clergy of all denominations,

sects and creeds in this city. A Sunday picnic is a congregation of youths

and girls just arrived at the age of puberty, who, with the full consent of

their parents, spend their spare time six days in the week on the streets

indulging in obscene and profane conversation. On the seventh day, the

girls, painted, curled, oiled and powdered, cross the bay with mate hood-

lums for escorts, where by their conduct they put to the blush the most
brazen beer-jerkers in our lowest dives, all with the full consent of their

parents. This teaches them self-reliance and improves their health as

well as their morals, and fits them in the near future to take the places of

their elders in this community as good citizens and housewives, all through

the care and foresight of their parents.

A 'well-dressed man came into a high-toned saloon on California

street recently, and counting out §900 in $20-pieces, asked the proprietor

to keep them for him in his safe until he went home. "Wonder who he
is!" queried some of the bystanders. "That's an awful pile of money to

leave in a saloon." " Don't trouble your heads, gentlemen," said the

proprietor, whooverheard the remarks, "that gentleman frequently deposits

more than that with me tor a few hours. He is a wharfinger. He got a

1,200-ton ship docked this morning, and that money is paid for wharfage.

She will be entered on his books as a 120-ton schooner, and the difference

is his percentage!"

Some of the delegates of the Federation of Labor at Washington are

considerably in doubt about the propriety of allowing Herr Most to ad-

dress them. The reasons alleged are, that when he gets on the Bubject of

dynamite and assassination as legal means of redressing wrongs, he makes
everyone's Herr Most stand on end.

The recent notion rj.ond

rmed n

f tboae
who have to mould U I which our public I

I to Mr. Moulder's attention the follow! taken
from a German aatirical paper: "A* it u Who eoftred

raromaeter'a cat ao badly yeaterday? Thi lom, the shoe-
maker'- rarmlnt, I'll tenon you to throw

Now you've .oi yoar decerns. [ Thrashr'a him.] As it i*.

I Who was it that beat a do- so cruelly yesterday? Chita

ppe, eras It i Weu\8eppe,
you are alwaya teasing and planning dumb animal*, here in a nice

album for yon, with pretty pictures in it and itoriea about the live* and
10*8 of domestic animals for your instruction." It look* verv much

aa if Superintendent Moulder, with tho best intentions, wan drifting into
the album business.

The grief stricken heart in San Francisco finds a welcome vent-hole
for Its pent up grief in dropping Into poetry when one of the family dropi
out. And, here be it noted, certain supercilious dabblers in (he art divine
are wont to scoff at the simple verses, which, under the death notice, no

often bring consolation to the afflicted relatives. To many "a heart
down with weight of woe," a few tender lines are at once sermon,
n. burial service and all they require. What, for instance, could

fill the bill more satisfactorily than the following lines?

When Tim was burn our hearts were light,

When he was christened we got tight

;

Now Tim is gone to mansions bright,
We'll put more whisky out of sight.

The angels his sweet soul will take
;

" We'll take our sweet," too, at the wake,
And say with alcoholic breath,
"How very nice he looks in death."

The ghost at the White House has turned up again, as usual, with un-
failing promptitude. His real name is Brannigan, and he has been in

office for two terms under Grant and was re-engaged by Arthur. His du-
ties are merely to appear around the corridors whenever the President
gets tired of Washington and wants to get away, for which he gets $150 a
month and his board. During the Hayes' administration he was dis-

charged, and had to return to his calling as a super at one of the minor
theatres. Brannigan is down on Hayes, and says he was too mean to

keep a first-class ghost, and anyway he wasn't going to live on tea and
toast and have to pay for his own phosphorus besides. He likes Arthur,
although he complains that he keeps him too busy haunting him.

It is currently reported that objections are freely made in many
quarters to several appointees of School Director Eaton to minor posi-

tions in the department, because the portraits of said appointees grace
our Rogues Gallery, and evince an intimate prior acquaintance with the
interior of our jails. Such objections are frivolous in the extreme. If

Wheeler, the woman strangler, were to be pardoned out and appointed to

a Vice-Principalship, there might be some tangible grounds of opposition

to his confirmation, but the appointment of petty offenders seems quite
natural, and entirely in harmony with the spirit of the ring in the Board.

The " Tommy Tucker" male quartet is about to be organized in this

city, the object being to sing for their supper at banquets or every kind in

thiscity, either medical, artistic, national, sectional, and in fact anything
from a St. Patrick's Day feed down to a British dinner. The incorpora-
tors claim that the dead-head supper business has been too long monopolized
by a certain clique here who sing out of tune, and that they can furnish
better music for less champagne. Opposition is the soul of business.

Late advices from Honolulu state that the Kanakas were recently
quite alarmed at the report of a tidal wave, with which the Hawaiian
Islands are said to be threatened. Their fears were, however, dissi-

pated by an announcement in the native journals that Sir Claus
Spreckels would attend to the matter. This at once produced a feeling

of perfect security.

The Chronicle got a dollar recently from Houston, Texas, for six

months' subscription to its weekly, from a young lady. The management
was so pleased and startled that the entire letter was printed under the
head of " appreciative readers." When you come to think of it, though, it

is rather an extraordinary and incomprehensible occurrence.

The beauty of making a political machine out of our Board of Health
was never more beautifully illustrated than during the past week. If the

new Board only cleans out the sewers as fast as it does Republicans from
the domain it controls, it may accomplish some good.

Wah Hing offers $200 reward for the recovery of some stolen property
named Li Ke You, aged 17, long tail, pug nose, small feet, and answers
to the name of Li. Reward paid on return of goods, and no questions
asked except of missionaries.

A pleasant incident in connection with the Tewksbury Alms-house
horror has just come to light. A tanner at Woburn had a pauper
negro's skin, "undressed," brought to him to tan. The people of

"culchaw" in Boston will be buying black blankets next, guaranteed
all wool.

The delicate way for a widow, who marries the brother of her first

husband, to allude to her first consort is always to speak of him as " my
deceased brother-in-law," if any one stumbles on his picture in an album
and wants to know whose likeness it is.

This has been a good week for heavy sale3 and contracts. Among the
largest we notice 7,000 barrels of mess pork for the navy, two aud a half

million feet of lumber for Arizona, 65,535 pounds of lead for Panama, and
6,000 Chinamen for British Columbia.

The Watsonville Transcript complains of the " ravishes " (sic) of an
insect in the bailey down there. It has apparently caused untold dam-
ishes among the cabishes there. The compositors in that section must be
regular savishes.
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The Only Direct, and the Shortest, Quickest
and Rest Equipped Rroad-Gauge Road to
the Immense Redtvood Forests of Sonoma
County and tJie Beautiful Scenery of the
Russian River.

Boats and Trains Leave San Francisco as follows:

7.AG a. M., Daily (Sundays excepted), via San•^<^ Rafael, from MARKET-STREET WHARF,
for Petaluina, Santa Rosa, Healdsburg, Cloverdale,
Uuerneville and Way Statious. Stages connect at Gey-
serville for Skaggs" Springs, and at Cloverdale for High-
land Springs, Kelseyville, Soda Bay, Lakeport, Navarro
Kidge, Mendocino lity, Ukiah and Geysers.

Daily, Except Sundays.
2.yjt3 r. M.,via Donahue, from WASHINGTON"

.<-t:cJ STREET WHARF; and4.GA p. m. , via San Rafael, from MARKET-STREETW^ WHARF, for Petaluma, Cloverdale and
Way Statious.

Sunday Excursions.
8-QO a. M., Sundays only, via Donahue, from

•^^WASHINGTON-STREET WHARF, for Clo-
verdale and Way Stations. Round-Trip Tickets on Sun-
days : To Petaluma, $1 50; Santa Rosa, 52; Healdsburg,
S3; Cloverdale, Si 50; Guerneville, S3. Returning, will

arrive in San Francisco at 6:45 p. M.

ARTHUR HUGtiES, PETER J. McGLYNN.
General Manager. G, P. and T. A.

SONOMA VALLEY RAILROAPT"
This Road Runs Through the Finest Vine-

yards in the State.

Boats and Trains Leave San Francisco as follows :

2-7, C5 p. si., Daily (Sundays excepted), from WASH-
.-HrcJ INGTOX-STREET WHARF, for the Town

of Sonoma, Glen Ellen and Way Points.

Sunday Excursions.

8'QO A - J'- (Sundays only), from WASHINGTON-
.£^\J STREET WHARF, for the Town of So-

noma, Glen Ellen a»d Way Points. Round-Trip Tickets

:

To Sonoma, SI; to Gleu Ellen, 51 50.

ARTHUR HUGHES, PETER J. McGLYNN,
Generai Manager. Gen. Pass, and Tkt. Agt.

North Pac. Coast R. R,

Summer Arrangement*

Commencing SVNI>AT, April 1st, 1883,
Boats and Trains willRun as follows:

FOR SAN RAFAEL (via San Quentin Ferry)—"7:05,
+8:15, -9:20, 110:25 a. M., +1:10, *1:45, +3:45, *4:60 P. M.
(Via Saucelito Ferry)—+8:00, *8:50 a. m., *3:35, *5:3U,
+6:40 P. si.

FROM SAN RAFAEL (via San Quentin Ferry)—*8:00,
+8:50, -10:35, +11:45 A. M., +2:15, +2:25, +4:25, *5:20 p. M.
(Via Saucelito Ferry)—"-6:50, +7:30, •'•'•8:45 a. m., f6:20p. M.
Week days. tSundays only.

FOR SUJCELITO (Week Days)—8:50, 10:30 A. si.,

1:30, 3:35, 5:30 p. H.
(Sundays) -8:00, 10:00 a. m., 12:00 M., 2:00, 4:15,

0:40 p. M.

FROM SAUCELITO {Week Days)—7:45, 9:30, 11:20,
A. M., 2:30, 4:45 P. M.
(Sundays) -8:45, 11:00 a. M., 1:00, 3:15, 5:30, 7:20 p. m.
On Monday an extra trip from San Francisco at 7:00

a. m., and on Saturday from Saucelito at 0:15 P. M.

Q.r^J"k a. ii. Daily, Sundays excepted (via Saucelito
<~.*JV7 Ferry), for Point Reyes and Way Stations.
Heturning, arrives in S. F. (via Saucelito) 5:20 p. at.

"I . A_E\ P- M. Dailv, Sundays exceptedfvia San Q^uentin
± .rtU Ferry), THROUGH TRAIN, for Duncan Mills
and Way Stations. (Through Train from Duncan Mills
a-rives in San Francisco at 11:45 a. m.)

Stag-e Connections.
Stages leave Duncan Mills every morning, except

Mondays, for Stewart's Point, Point Arena, Cuffey's
Cove, Mendocino City and all points on the North Coast.

Saturday to Monday Excursions.
EXCURSION TICKETS, sold on Saturdays and Sun-

days, good to return following Monday.—Fairfax, $1;
Camp Taylor, $3; Point Reyes, 52 50; Tomales, 53 50;
Duncan Mills, 55.

Smiday Excursions.
8:00 a. m. from Saucelito Ferry... { Excursion Train
8:15 a. m. from San Quentin Ferry

J
every Sunday

for Duncan Mills and Way Stations.
Returning, arrives in San Francisco (via Saucelito

Ferry) 7:50 P. m. FARES FOR ROUND TRIP.—Camp
Taylor. SI 75; Point Reves, 52: Tomales. ?2 50; Duncan
Mills, 53.

DAVID NYE, F. B. LATHAM,
Geu'l Supt. Gen'l Pass and Tat. Agt.

C. P. R. R.
Time Schedule, Tuesday, March 6, 1883.

Trains leave, and are due to arrive at,
San Franciscqas foltows:

LEAVE
(for)

DESTINATION.
{ $%£f

9:30 a.m.

*3:00p.M.
4:00 P.M.

8:00 a.m.
3:30 P.M.

8:00 A.M
*4:00 p.m,

9:30 a.m
4:30 P.M.

8:00 A.m
*4:00p.m
8:00 A.M.
3:30 p.m,

18:00 a. M
9:30 a.m.

8:00 A.M.
*5 :00 p.m.
9:30 a.m.
*4:00 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
10:00 a. m,

3:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m,
3:30 P.M.
*4:00 P.M.

8:00 A.M.
3:00 p.m.

*8:00 A.M.

8:00 a.m.

9:30 a.m.

3:30 P.M.

*4:00 p.m.

3:30 p.m.

8:00 a.m.

*3:30 P.M.

. Autioch and Martinez.

.

. Calistoga and Napa..

J Deming, El Paso ) Express
(and East /Emigrant..

J Gait and )_via Livormore.
j Stockton j" via Martinez .

.

. . Knight's Landing
" " (tSundays only)

. . Los Angeles and South
, . Livermore and Pleasantou.

.

..Madera and Fresno

.Marysville and Chico..

.Niles and Haywards...

- j Ogden and , Express.'.

. \ East f Emigrant. .......

..Redding and Red Bluff
. ( « „ „*„) via Livermore.

jand Colfax
J via Benicil ....

. . . Sacramento River Steamers.

.

...San Jose

...Tehama and Willows...

. . . Vallejo

.((Sundays only).

.Virginia City.,

.Woodland

2:40 p.M
*10:10 A.M
*12:40 P.M.

7:40 P.M.

11:10 a.m.
"10:10 a.m.

7:40 P.M.

2:40 P.M.

7:10 A.M.
5:40 P.M.

'12:40 P.M.
5:40 P.M.

11.10 A.M.

2:40 P.M.

6:40 p.m.
*8:40 A.M.
2:40 P.M.

12:40 P.M.
5:40 p.m.
5:40 P.M.
3:40 P.M.
9:40 A.M.
"8:40 A.M.
11:10 A.M.
6:10 A.M.
5:40 P.M.
6:40 P.M.
7:40 P.M.

11:10 a.m.

*t>:00 A.M.
3:40 P.M.

9:40 a.m.
*7:40 P.M.

7:40 P.M.
2:40 P.M.

*10:10 A.M.

J11 :10 A.M.
*12:40 P.M.

11:10 A.M.
*7:40 P.M.

11:10 A.M.

Train leaving San Francisco at 8:00 A.M. Bhould meet
Pacific Express from " Ogden " at Port Costa; and that
leaving at 9:311 A.M. should meet Pacific Express from
"El Paso" at Antioch.

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland Pier.

From "SAJf FRABTCISCO," Dally.

To EAST OAKLAND—»6.00, *6:30, c 7:00, 7:30, c 8:00

8:30, c 9.00, 9:30, c 10:00, 10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30,

2:30, 3:30, c 4:00, 4:30, c 5:00, 5:30, c 6:00, 0:30, 7:00,

8:00, 9:30, 11:00, «12:00.

To ALAMEDA—c«6:00, 7:00, 8:00, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00,

12:00, 1:00, 2:00, 3:00. 4:00, 5:00, 6:00, c 7:00, c*8:00,

c 9:30, c 11:00, c*12:00.

To FRUIT VALE-e«7:00, <*3:00, c*9:00, c*10:00, c«4:00,

c»5:00, c*6:00, *6:30.

To BERKELEY — "6:00, »6:30, 7:00, -7:30, 8:00, *S:30,

9:00, (9:30, 10:00, )10:30, 11:00, (11:30, 12:00, 1:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,

9:30, *12:0O.

To WEST BERKELEY—«6:00, *6:30, 7:00, -7:30, )8:00
•8:30, 9:00, 10:00. 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, "4:30, 5:00,

"5:30, 6:00, "6:30, 7:00.

To "SAM FKA.VCISCO." Pally.

From BROADWAY. Oakland -»5:32, *6:02, 6:32,7:02,
7:32.8:02,8:32, 9:02. 9:32, 10:02, 10:32,11:02, 11:32,12:02,

12:32, 1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32, 5:02,

5:32, 6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

From EAST OAKLAND -*5:21, '5:61,6:21, 6:51, c 7:21,

7:51, c8:21, 8:51, c 9:21, 9:51, c 10:21, 10:51, 11:51,

12:51, 1:51, 2:51, 3:51, c 4:21, 4:51, o 5,21, 5:51, c 0:21,

6:51, 7:51, 9:21, 10:51.

From ALAMEDA—c*5:15, c"5:45, c 6:15, 7:10, S:10,

9:10, 10:10, 11:10, 12:10, 1.10, 2:10, 3:10, 4:10, 5:10, 0:10,

c 7:16, c 9:15, c 10:45.

From FRUIT VALE-"7:47, *8:47, *9:00, "9:47, "10:47,

"4:47, "5:00,
-
5:47, "0:47, "7:17.

From BERKELEY -»5:45, *6:15, 6:45, "7:15,7:45, *8:15,

8:45, 19:15, 9:15, 110:15, 10:45, J1M5, 11:45, 12:45,

1:45, 2:45, 3:16, 4:15, 4:45,5:15, 5:45,0:15,0:45, 7:45,

9:15, *10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY — *5:45, »6:15, 0:45, »7:15,

7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, »6:15, 5:45,

*6:15, 6:45, »7:15.

Creek Route.
From SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:15,3:15,

5:15.

From OAKLAND—*6:15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

All trains rnn daily, except when star (*) denotes Sun-
days excepted. (t) Sundays only.

c—Change cars at Broadway, Oaldand.

" Standard Tine" furnished by Raxdolph & Co., Jew"
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. GOODMAN, Gen. Pass, and Ticket Agt.
A. N. TOWNE, General Manager.

COAL OIL STOVES.
All Sizes for Cooking: or P.-i rlor use

Send for Circular and Prices.

WIESTEB A CO.,
1 - New Montgomery St., S. F.

BROAD GAUGE.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing "Wednesday, April 18th, 1883,
And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave
from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend st., between 3d and 4th streets),as follows:

LEAVE
8. F.

8:30 a.m.

t 9:30 A M.
10:40 A.M,

* 3:30 P.M.

4:25 P.M.
* 5:15 p.m.

6:30 P.M.

tll:45 p.m

8:30 A.M.

10:40 a.m
* 3:30 p.m.

4:25 P.M.

10:40 a.m.
' 3:30 P.M

DESTINATION.

.San Mateo, Redwood,..
aud Menlo Park

.. Santa Clara, San Joseand .

.

. .Principal Way Statious. .

.

6:40 A.M.
* S: 10 a.m.

:03 A.M.

10:02 a m.
* 3:30 P.M.

t 4:59 P.M.

6:00 p.m.

t 7:50 p.m.

t 8:15 p.m.

9:03 A.M
<-l0:02 A.M.

3:36 P.M.

6:00 p.m.

t 8:15 p.m.

Gilroy, Paj^ro, Castroville I
|
'10:02 a.m.

...Salinas and Monterey ... fl 6:02 P.M.

10:40 A.M
* 3::

M. (

M. 1

10:40 A.M.
* 3.30 p.m

.Hollister and Tres Pinos..
*10:02 a.m.

6:00 p.m.

( .Watsonville, Camp Goodall. \

J Aptos, New Brighton. Soquel f

1 (Camp Capitola) and Santa f

( Cruz )

*10.02a.m.
6:00 p.m.

10:40 A.M. | ..Soledad and Way Stations.. [
fi:00 P.M.

t 7:30 a.m
.Monterey and Santa Cruz.. I

. (Sunday Excursion).... f
t 8:43 P.M.

Sundays excepted. tSundays only.
{Theatre train, Saturdays only.

STAGE CONNECTIONS are made with the 10:40 A. M.

Train, except PESCADERO Stage via San Mateo, and
PACIFIC CONGRESS SPRINGS Stage via Santa Clara,
which connect with 8:30 A. m. Train.

SPECIAL ROUND-TRIP TICKETS -At Reduced
Rates—to Pescadero, Monterey, Aptos, Soquel and
Santa Cruz; also to Gilroy, Paraiso and Paso1 RoDles
Springs.

EXCURSION TICKETS-Sold Saturdays and on Sun-
day,niornings—good toretu non Monday: To Santa Clara
or San Jose, $2 50; to Gi'rov, $4; to Monterey or Santi
Cruz, §5; also to principal points between San Francisco
and San Jose.
SUNDAY EXCURSION TICKETS—To either Monte-

rey or Santa Cruz, and return, $3. __
TICKET OFFICES. Passenger Depot, Townsend

street, and No. 2 New Montgomery street. Palace Hotel.

A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,
Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

^"SOUTHERN DIVISIONS, .ffifr

For points on Southern Divisions and the East, see

C. P. R. R. Time Schedule. April 14.

SUNBEAMS.
It is now learned that the. attempt to blow

up the London Times building was meant in all

kindness. It was not intended that very much
damage should be done, the perpetrators simply
wanting to shake up the paper a little, and see

if they couldn't put some life into it.—Rochester Post-Express.

One of the most interesting curiosities exhib-

ited at a fair in St. Louis is said to be a bottle

of Madeira wine, which has been all around the

world with a wealthy gentleman who did not

open it. It is suggested that the man, rather

than the wine, should be put on exhibition.

A lady in this city, who admits to being over
thirty-five, is a fluent linguist, and has a little

money. She wants a husband, and says that

any fair kind of an offer will be accepted, if

necessary, in five different languages.—Rochester Post-Express.

" 'Why don't yon eat like you do to home?"
said the rural bridegroom to his bride at the St.

Nicholas table d'hote, as she nibbled this and
tasted that in her embarrassment ;

" them folks

over there don't pay no more'n we do, and you
are a goose to be afraid." —Hotel Mail.

People who fish for compliments do not need
long lines. They will get their best bites in

Bhallow water. —Baltimore News.

A3 an inducement to young men, it may be
said that a good wife is never a miss.

Sleight of Hand.—Refusing an offer of mar-
riage.

Slang never heard from the lips of a bride :

Don't give me away.
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r of any atroicKfo, *n'l tho
- frrfl fr"in may trace of h.\ irnn-1

pni'tor ••( *

- rear of hii* prcmi** during the Um« the m-
I from which he • uuld - u

**y« she ww atLv k

I in thai ihr

bii attention. Other vwi
k nt the beat, an I

caD lo miml the one of Cwtot WMttalmr «1 W«1 Point,
lad men. [jwly Florence

bai been admired not so much fur Iht feminine qnalitto u* f<.r her
In fact, *hchas hardly any feminine qualities I

generally conduct* herself )ik.> a nian.
L-r .nt short tik- one, an-1 when 00 bnrMDttok Hitting,' :u-itri.lo.

twenty-eight yean old and is more striking looking than
H- r l«r..th.r. the Marquis of Qaeensbt rrv, ia an

i

Her father wee the noble prize fighter who established the well-
knowu r\ rule* " f.»r tlie government of the rink', ami her ria-

ls, it wee who the other day tUsungnbhed her-
elf by marryinu' a voting baker; while her husband, Sir Beantnont I

tershire Baronet, who is but tour years older than herself, is seem-
Ingly young enough to be pleased at the notoriety of hi* wii

much encouragement to act like a lady had she the natural Inclina-
tion to do so. We ran understand the indifference of an easy-i,'oitiL,' hus-
band towards small tokens of masculinity shown by Ins wife,
smoking and carrying a cane, hut we can have but one opinion of a man
woo let.- his wife not only don ;us many of the outward habiliments of the

tte sex as the law will permit, but allows her to discard, with the
single exception of corsets, every sort and description of female under-
clvthing, a man's shirt taking the place of a chemise, and blue velvet
knee-breeches and long stockings, unseen beneath the enforced woman's
skirts, doing duty for—the other things. One could almost expect such
a man to suddenly bud forth in the flounced and ruffled garments his wife
bad left off.

The Queen was more hurt by her accident in slipping in the hall of
-tie than was at first supposed, or she seemed willing to acknowl-
She was on her way to the carriage to go for a drive with Princess

1h a'
i ice, and went, notwithstanding she was in great pain. The result

has been that Bhe has passed more than one sleepless night, and though
no immediate harm is anticipated, the day of her convalescence is far
from certain. It promises to be a tiresome illness, if no more. She has
Keen obliged to postpone her visit to the Prince of Wales, at Sandring-
ham. The visit of Lord Chief Justice Coleridge to New York, as the

: Hi*' Bar Association there, will take place next Autumn, as now
arranged. His Lordship will be accompanied by at least one other of her
Majesty's Judges, and by several leaders of the Bar to whom he has sent
invitations. Charles Russell, the famous Q. C, is reported to have ac-
cepted, and it is possible that Sir Hardinge Giffard and Montague Will-
iams may go too. The latest aesthetic craze, now that plates and plaques
have got stale, is the covering of walls with violins and guitars. The

, a play by Pinero, is the last success at the Court Theater. Cap-
tain Carey, whose unfortunate connection with the death of the Prince
Imperial, in Zululand, led to his court-martial and sentence to death

—

the sentence being afterward revoked—has just died at Bombay. The
sale of the Sunderland library has come to a close. It realized a total of
£56,581. Yours, Dido.

THE BRITISH CONSULATE IN SAN FRANCISCO.
Up to the present time no steps, as far as we know, have been taken

by the Foreign Office to fill this important post. The appointment itself,

though apparently a good one from a pecuniary point of view, is not per
sc, all that it appears to be. The regulation salary of £1,200 per annum
may seem to many to be a fair emolument, but when it is considered that
at least one third of that amount has to be paid out of it for office and
other expenses, the pay, in comparison with other occupations, becomes
lees than adequate to the office. Mr. Booker had ample means, independ-
ent of his salary, but his successor may not be in the same position.

Should the latter then be dependent on his pay for maintaining his office

in the way it should be maintained, he will rind it little enough for the
purpose. Living in San Francisco, as we all know, is an expensive affair,

and it is long before a stranger learns to accomodate his resources to the
beat advantage. A reconstruction of the Consulate, in relation to this

question, is necessary, and we believe that such a step was urgently re-

commended by Mr. Booker before he left.

In reverting to his successor, we should have thought that the Foreign
Office, before this, would have taken into favorable consideration the long
and active services of the present Vice-Consul. Mr. Mason has been con-
nected with the Consulate for twenty-one years, during which time he has
always acted as Consul in the absence of Mr. Booker. In turning up the
official Foreign Office List we find, under " Statement of Services," the
following:

Mason, Charles—Joined Consulate in 1862, was Acting Consul at San
Francisco, Cal., from April 18, 1866, till June 25th, 1867. Was appoint-
ed unpaid Vice-Consul at San Francisco, March 31st, 1873. Was again
Acting Consul from May 28th, 1873, till January 12th, 1874, and from
April 27th till November Sth, 1879.

Surely in any other service such a record as the above would have in-

sured promotion.

Gentleman.—You ask me for a small gift, and do not even take off

your hat from your head. Is that any way to act ?

J'.KiiuAn.—Excuse me, most honorable sir. I dare not do it, for yonder
stands a policeman. If he should see ine take my hat off, it will occur

to him at once that I am a beggar, and he will arrest me. At present, as

we are now, he merely supposes that we are two old acquaintances having

a friendly chat.

—

Fliegende Blatter.

WILL BE REOPENED FOR THE SEASON

Sunday, April 1, 1883.

The DBIVB8 hew ail ooinmre-

Ml hoely. HSIIIM. in tfa« bejMMl i. ;..l \|)s. ,

Driven. Lawn Tenia, Croquet, Swings, Sand Boxes, and a Hundred
Other Things for Frolicking Children. |larefa SI.

LOWELL PAPKl*. SHOT SHELLS.
Manufactured by the U. S. CartridKo Co.

SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.

FIBST QUALITY—WATERPROOF. SECOND QUALITY-GOOD POB ONE
SHOT. BURB FIRE AND Dl ftABLE,

Cartridges, Brass Shells, Loading Implements, etc.

tST" For sale by alt dealers. Harco 81.

THE GUTTA PERCHA AND RUBBER MANFG. CO.,
Manufacturers and Dealers in

RUBBER COODS,
Offers tor the FALL TRADE the FINEST LINK nf RUBBER CLOTHINO over

Id this market, both Heavy, Milium and Gossamer; also are

SOLE AGENTS ON THE PACIFIC COAST FOR THE HUSTON RUBBER
SHOE CO'S SUPERIOR RUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES.

Pure Gum and Dull Finish Boots, Hip and Short; Im. Sandals, Arctics,

Gaiters, Footholds, etc.

[Sept. 23.)

JOHN W. TAYLOR, Manager,
Cur. First and Market streets,

San Francisco.

ROCK'S NURSERIES-TREES.

FOR SALE.-A Large Assortment of Thrifty, Well-Grown Fruit,

Shade and Ornamental Trees.

NEW AND RARE EVERGREENS,
PALMS, BAMBOOS, SHRUBS, ROSES, etc. SMALL FRUITS, including a LarffC

Variety of GRAPEVINES for Tabic, for Wine and for Raisins.

STRAWBERRIES,
OF NEWEST AND BEST VARIETIES FOR MARKET AND FOR PROFIT.

Descriptive Catalogues will be Sent as follows:

No. 1.—Fruits, Grapevines, Berries, etc 3 cents
No. 2 .—Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, etc 3 cents

[March 17] JOUST ROCK, «-an Jose, Cal.

C. W. M. SMITH,
The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor,

Established in, 1863,
Removed to 22 1 Sausome Street,

B3?" MR. 0. W. M. SMITH is the patent attorney for Marriott's Aeroplank Com-
pany for Navigating the Air. Oct. 22.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,
Agents for KICOKD'S RESTOBATIVE PTT.T.S.

635 Market Street... Sao Francisco, Cal.
PALACE HOTEL. JunoS^

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,

OCULIST,
Formerly at No. 313 Bush street, lias removed to Plielan's

Building, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 m. to 8 r.M.

Take the Elevator. May 27.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 215 BHARY ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.
Fob. 5.) OFFICE HOtTBS: 1 to 4 P.M.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

300 FOVJtTH STJtJBET, SAN FBAJfCISCO.
[July 15.]



u SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER AND April 21, 1883.

WAIFS.
Waifa which singly are as light as air, but which together make

a momentous whole.

The Democratic Administration has now been long enough in

power to enable dispassionate men to judge of its quality.—We are

peculiarly non-partisan in this state, and are very willing to judge of the

tree by its fruit.—^There is here a large party of "free thinkers " in

polities that is willing to render unto Caasar the things that are Csesar's.

' They want nothing so much as cleanly ways and decent administra-
tion, and they are very willing to recognize, applaud and reward the man
and men who will give us these thing3. — He is a fool who does not re-

cognize this readiness to approve the right on the part of a large body of

voters. ' An eagerness to put " straight men " in office, without regard
to party affiliation, has been manifest in several of the elections last past.

That is what the figures on election night for several years past have
meant, and those figures have so plainly indicated the hopes and expecta-

tions of the thinking men who hold the balance of power that a wayfar-
ing man, though a fool, need not err therein.' 'Politicians who do not
take notice and govern themselves accordingly do not read the signs of

the times aright.^—Let them know the fact once for all, that when public
opinion is active the wire pullers and tricksters are nowhere. They can-
not make, control, stem, or in any manner influence the current of public
thought which at election times controls all things. They may then
count .heads, but having very few heads to count, they are useless for

good and impotent for evil.^—When the election is over they come out
of their shells, pretend to an influence they do not possess, and lay claims
to consideration accordingly.——The administration that is fooled by the
pretensions of those who were mere flies on the wheel is not wise.^—The
last election showed that it was possible for the man who was elected by
the largest majority ever given to a Gubernatorial candidate in California
to go to his party Convention at San Jose and win his nomination over
the heads of the politicians, and. without costing him a single dime.-^—
That was the result of public sentiment which, like an avalanche, swept
away all obstructions. Delegates from corrupt city clubs, bought bosses,

money power, put-up jobs, and all that pipe laying and wire pulling
could do were as nothing before the mighty force of a fixed aod unpur-
chasable public opinion.^—The facts of that time afford one of the
grandest, noblest and best lessons ever presented in the politics of the
State of California.-^—That lesson should ever be kept clearly before his

mind by Governor Stoneman, and to do him justice he does not seem to
be unmindful of it. The politicians worry and annoy him and endeavor
to befog his memory as to how thoroughly independent he can afford to
be of them, and more than once we have been anxious lest they should
succeed in drawing him into their toils.——But when the mist of uncer-
tainty cleared away, and the acts of the Governor were apparent and were
allowed to speak for themselves, we saw at once how needless our alarms
bad been.-^—We never had any doubt of his integrity, but we had fears
of his political discernment. We no longer feel much trepidation on
that score. Our confidence has grown apace. The Governor so far has
done well. His appointments have been above reproach. They have not
been dictated by the politicians, nor have they been influenced by any
unworthy motive whatever, and they are such aa the people will ap-
prove.—-The manner in which the Governor bore himself during the
session of the Legislature was admirable, and it was not a little owing to
his discreet acts of omission and commission that the session was brought
to an end with so little of evil and so much of good being accomplished.—We are well advised that we but give expression to public opinion
when we say that Governor Stoneman's administration has thus far satis-

fied public expectation.——The Governor has not made a mistake that
even his enemies could lay hold of.—-The Attorney-General has done
well and would do much better if he had a second assistant of expeiience
and ability, and* Comptroller Dunn is making the admirable officer that
bis conduct as Auditor of this city led us to expect he would.—So far
all is fair weather in the State departments. We think it will not be
their fault if there is shipwreck in 1884.-^—Meanwhile how fares it with
the city officials? -San Francisco is not the State, or if it had been,
Stoneman had not been Governor.^—But it is an important part of the
State.—If the Democracy renders itself unpopular in the city, that un-
popularity is very liable to react upon the country.^^The curse of the
city Democracy is that it has fallen under the thraldom of the most
low down, corrupt and corrupting bosses that ever fastened themselves
upon a political party.-^—They rule and bid fair to ruin the
destinies of the party in this city.^^No decent or self-respecting man
approves of the State of things to which we allude.——On all sides

curses, not loud but deep, are heard at what is going on. A majority
of the Supervisors are owned, the School Department is being debauched
and very important offices are being filled by wantons, criminals and
other nondescripts, who will hardly bear describing.—^The boss dic-

tates that his lambs shall be clerks of the Police Courts, and forthwith
we naturally find " clerical errors" made, that are calculated to permit
important criminals to escape, and that is but a mild illustration of much
more of evil that exists in this boss-ruled city.

The management of the Northern Branch of the Southern Pacific
Railroad announces the resumption, to-morrow, of the usual Summer
excursions from this city to Monterey and Santa Cruz. These trains are
dispatched every Sunday morning, during the Summer season, at half-

past seven o'clock, from the Townsend-street Depot, and return to the
same place at forty minutes past eight in the evening, thus giving the ex-
cursionists five hours at the sea shore. Tickets for the round trip only
S3, aud therefore, this delightful and health-giving Sunday outing may be
said to be within the reach of all. In addition to the enjoyment derived
from spending the greater portion of the day in wandering around amid
the delightful scenery, pure air and bright sunshine of one or other of the
places mentioned, the railroad ride is in itself a most enjoyable affair.

The road is well built, the trains run easily, and there is no dust or other
discomfort. The route lies through one of the most luxurious and pro-
ductive sections of country to be found in this or any other land, and as
the excursionist rolls along it seems as though fairyland was passing on
a panorama before him.

Weak muscles and nerves, sluggishness of thought and inactivity,
cured by Brown's Iron Bitters.

Brass Fire Sets,

Brass Fenders,

Brass Andirons,

Brass Candlesticks

Brass Lamps,

Brass Portables,

Brass Chandeliers,

Brass Brackets,

NEW, RICH AND ELEGANT.

THOMAS DAY & CO.,
122 AND 124 SUTTER STREET. April 7.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

Tlie Company's steamers will sail for Hongkong
Yokohama:

and

CITY OF RIO DE JANEIRO MAY 17, at 2 P. M.

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and return at reduced rates.

For Siew York, via Panama:
GRANADA MAY 1,

Taking Freight and Passengers for MAZATLAN, ACAPULCO, CHAMPERICO,
SAN JOSE DE GUATEMALA, ACAJUTLA, LA LyiERTAD and PUNTA ARENAS.
Tickets to and from Europe by any line for Bale at the loweBt rates ; also fur Ha-

vana and all West India ports.

For Honolulu, Anckluid and Sydney:
AUSTRALIA MAY 5, at 2 p. M.,

Or immediately on arrival of the London mail.

Ten Dollars additional is charged for Upper Cabin passage.
For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and Brannan streets.

[April 21.] WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., General Agents.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,

For Japan and China, leave wharf, corner First and Bran-
nan streets, at 2 p.m., for YOKOHAMA AMD HONGKONG, connecting at

Yokohama with Steamers for Shanghai.

1883.
From San Francisco
for honqkono. stkambr.

SATURDAY, July 21st - COPTIC
SATURDAY, September 15th. ..ARABIC
THURSDAY, September 27th OCEANIC
THURSDAY, October 11th COPTIC

From San Francisco
for Hongkong. Steamer.

TUESDAY, April 10th ARABIC
TUESDAY, April 24tb OCEANIC
THURSDAY, May 3d COPTIC
THURSDAY, June 28th ARABIC
TUESDAY, July 10th OCEANIC
Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates.
Cabin Plans on exhibition aud Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.'s

General Offices, Room 74, cor. Fourth and Townseud sis.

For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific Mail Steam-
ship Company's Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN, General Passenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD, President. March 24.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamers of this Company will sail from Broadway Wharf

as follows :

For Victoria, B.C., and Puget Sound Ports: On the 10th, 20th and 30th of each
month [except when such days fall on a holiday, then on the day previous). Steamer
of the 30th connects at Port Townsend with steamer "City of Chester " for Alaska,
For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the 0. R. & N. Co.: Every* days.
For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 5th, 10th, 15th,

20th, 25th and 30th of each month.
For Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and

Ventura: Every Wednesday at 8 A.M.
For Eureka, Areata, and flookton, Humboldt Bay: Every Wednesday, 9 'clock.

For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc.: Every Monday.

Ticket Office, No. 214 Montgomery Street, near Pine.
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

Nov. 26. No. 10 Market street.

FOR PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, OREGON.
Tbe Oregon Railway aud Navigation Company aud Pacific

Coast Steamship Company will dispatch from Spear-street Wharf, for the
above ports, one of their new Al Iron Steamships, viz. : QUEEN OF THE PACIFIC,
COLUMBIA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA and OREGON.

Sailing1 Days,
April 3-6-9-12-l5-18-21-24-27-30th, and every following

Three Days, at 10 o'clock a. xa.

Connecting- at Portland, Oregon, with Steamers and Railroads and their connecting
Stage Lines for all poiuts in Oregon, Washington and Idaho Territories, British

Columbia and Alaska.
Ticket Office , 214 Montgomery Street

GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,
[April 7.] No. 10 Market street, San Francisco.

13 UNQUESTIONABLY THE

VEST BEST PIANO
MADE IN AMERICA.

BTJY ONE AND BE CONVINCED.
OHAS. S. EATON, Agent.... 647 Market St., opp Kearny, S. F.

Vigor, strength and health, all foUDd in one bottle of Brown's Iron
Bitters.
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FRCM OUR SWIES COHRFBPCNDENT.
'

' M iuti aires. -Svrwal Princes. Ihikm,

»

io all con&tonce, to Mtvlatiir U BaroniM .11

Thw a«.v« rti-Miu-iit attract**, my attantioo, the other May, a* I wan
In Paria, and ant wh.oh probably

>in •!!»• ihe" q land.
i-il with indignation, nod, nutl . at the

try women that they 1ml k'iv.-ri

unta and Viacounta " thin right, i

this shamt'Iev* way. W« Americana boaat of our equal
no difference <<f rank or blood ; but in aping *>f that it i* often
ma how many of our American girla run after thene mi»era-

• f humanity—the*? titled DothiogB, who bavt and Up their
vital foroai in danripnilon, and then offer khnmaoltei for nle, or 1 ihould

ir titles; they dare to offer their corrupt- tainted lives to sumo diliy,
hut pore girl, who ta dazzled at the prospect of beiuK " Madame \i

But the girla themselves are to blame for this slur cast upon them ; they
are ready to shut their eyea to everything if the man has a title, be that
title ever m insignificant. Iu fact, I know of a young lady, who, t.i use

! her own BXpreauon, " has been wild " to make he acquaintance of a cer-
•rman fount, who lives in Dresden, and is so notorious in his

"amours," that his carriage seen standing in front of lady's house is

enough to condemn her in the eyea, of the nspeotablG world. But his no-
toriety is only au added charm for this unfortunate girl. What is the re-

sult of this "title-worship?" The girls marry, give their money, and lead
a miserable, unhappy life. The purchase (the husband) will proVe B coeb-
ly one. They have sold themselves for money, and that they will have
aa long as there is a cent to be had. How often do we hear of this or
that American girl returning, broken iu health and spirits, to the protec-
tion • f her parents whom she left so proudly, having made "a brilliant
foreign marriage." I say, God help the girls who fall into the hands «.f

these " Princes, Dnkee, Counts and Viscounts." I think it would have
been better to have inserted the advertisement thus:

"Auction.—For sale, to the highest bidder, several good-for-nothing Princes,
Dukes, Uouotfl and Viscounts. American purchasers preferred."

Forgive this tirade, but I have felt so insulted, so furious, that the
notice specified American girls, I wanted to shoot somebody, although I

did not know whom, and instead, was obliged to content myself with
scolding.

Geneva is putting on her spring dress very slowly. She is waking up
from her winter nap, for her winters are as stupid and quiet as her sum-
mers are bustling and gay.
This last winter has been one continuous rain and fog—not particularly

cold, but I would rather have the thermometer at freezing point and a
ray of sunshine once in a while than such depressing weather. It is such
a pleasure to be in the midst of grand Nature, and two-thirds of the time
not to be able to see a few hundred feet distant ; but with sunshine Ge-
neva is very different. Mont Blanc is then seen in all its beauty. The
lake is as blue as the sky, and the water is so wonderfully clear.

Soon the steamers will begin making their trips on summer time, and
then comes the chief charm of Geneva, the lovely excursions on the lake
to places interesting for their romantic beauty, or from historical associa-
tions.

Already the stores are opening new goods in the way of wood carvings,
Mont Blanc crystals and glass painting—all for the benefit of the travel-

ers who pass through during the summer, some of them returning to
spend the winter, taking advantage of the fine schools, the lectures at the
University and the Conservative, the latter being very good and far from
expensive.

The American colony is very small this year. Among the Californians
I have met the two Misses Lohmann, from Oakland, looking rosy and
well.

Mrs. Philip Caduc is very pleasantly located, having her own apart-
ments and a home as nearly American as one can possibly have in this

country. She has her two daughters with her, though Miss Cora will

very soon go to Paris to visit her relations. Miss Florence has developed
a great talent for painting, and some of her work would do credit to a
person much older than this little fourteen-year-old girl.

Mrs. Evans S. Pillabury is also here with her .little son. They are liv-

ing in the family of the Comtesse de Mirendol, and seem quite contented
with Swiss life. Mrs. Pillabury has completely recovered from the severe
illness with which she was afflicted in the winter. Master Horace at-

tends school and is making fine progress.
Among other Californians we saw Mrs. Anastasia Patten and her five

daughters. They were here about six weeks, interrupting their journey
from Dresden to Nice, where they are now. It is hard to believe that
this handsome, young-looking woman is the mother of those five girls.

Indeed, three of them are full-fledged young ladies, and the other two are
not far behind. The second daughter, Miss Augusta, is quite an enthusi-
astic artist. While in Dresden she took constant lessons from Herr
Sturm, and made copies of some of the gallery pictures that were very
good.

Mrs. Patten was followed by her shadow, Mrs. W. A. Clark, of Mon-
tana. I only saw her on the street, one day, in the midst of her large,

small family—her five little ones. She was looking well, and dressed in

her usual good taste. I see that the Andies are registered at the Hotel
de R.ussie--and Jack McKenty with Mrs. McKenty No. 3 are registered

at Montreux, and so we go drifting about. Akon.

A fresh candidate for popular support has made its appearance in the

already well filled field of humorous journalism in New York. The new
paper is called the Imp, and it is an eight page illustrated weekly. Mr.
Williams, of the Norristown Herald : Mr. Crystal, of the N. Y. Commer-
cial Advertiser; Messrs. Gregory and Mulford, of the N. Y. Graphic, and
a number of other brilliant writers will contribute to its columns. The
pictorial department is in charge of Mr. Frank Beard. The first number
is excellent.

J8S" Twenty-four beautiful colors of the Diamond Dyes, for Silk, Wooh
Cotton, etc., 10 cents each. A child can use with perfect success.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,
Sawing. Planing and Manufacturing—Door*, Statute. Blind, and

Mouldings—Turning. Scroll and Jig Sawing—Countera,
Bar and Store Flxturea.

nnMdBj Wot* (or BuUdlng Band nri Had! !• Ordar,

•J17 10 325 Npear SI., and -J1H to 236 Ntrnart St., H. V.
Tho largeat and outset established mill 01 <'na«t.

D. A. MacDosALD, rroa'l. II si. of, m. jiim.uk, Supt
[Marsh

GILROY HOT SPRINGS.

Au Old Favorite under Slew Mnuag;en>ent.

ROOP & TENHANT Proprietors and Managers.

The*) celebrate
i Springs, situated in u spur of tho Coast Rauge, vi miles east o|

US NOW OPEN FOB THE SEASON A o.ln|,l,-t,. r./nu 1; ,ti,,ii has Iiitii

throughout, and the whole plane has been put In delightful order. RATES
MKliTI.Y REASONABLE TO ALL. P. 0.,W. F. Kx. and Tel. offices on the
promisee. Take the 10;40 train (daily) from depot eor. Fourth and TowiiHend streets,

to Gllroy, thence by stage to Springs. 12 miles. Mareh 31.

H. B. Williams. A. Ohesebrough, W. H.Dimond.

WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO.,
SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

UNION BUILDINa,
JUNCTION MARKET AND PINE STREETS.

Agents for Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific Steam Navigation Company,
The Cunard Royal Mail Steamship Company, "The California Liue of Clippers"
from New York and Boston, and " The Hawaiian Line."
San Francisco, January 31, 1880. Jan. 31.

C. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

SAN FRANCISCO and. NEW TORK.
E®" Agents of American Sugar Refinery, corner of Union aud Battery streets,

San FrancJBCO, California. jan . 17,

TABER, HARKER & CO.,
uurosiJERS Ann wholesale oxocers,

108 ami 110 California St., S. F.
fApril 19.]

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY
No. 310 Sansome Street.

San Francisco,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN FVRS.
[September 21.1

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Sierra Nevada Silver Milling: Company.-LocRtlon of prin-

cipal place of business, San Francisco, California. Location of works. Storey
county, Nevada. Notice is hereby given that at a meeting of the Trustees, held on
the 29th day of March, 1883, an assessment (No. 70) of One Dollar per share was
levied upon the capital stock of the corporation, payable immediately, in United
States gold coin, to the Secretary, at the office of the company, Room 57, Nevada
Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, California.
Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the SECOND day of

MAY, 18t>3, will be delinquent, and advertised for sale at public auction ; and unless
payment is made betore, will be sold on MONDAY, the TWENTY-FIRST day
of MAY, 18S3, to pay the delinquent assessment, together with cost of advertising
and expenses of sale. E. L. PARKER, Secretary.

Office— Room No. 57, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,
California. - March 31.

NOTICE OF ASSESSMENT.
New Basil Consolidated Oravel Alining Company.-525 Com-

mercial street, San Francisco, Cal. Notice is hereby given that at a meeting
of the Directors held on the 10th day of April, 1883, an assessment of Five (5) Cents
per share was levied upon the capital stock of the corporation, payable immediately
to the Secretary.
Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the FIFTEENTH

DAY OF MAY, will be delinquent and advertised for sale at public auction, and
unless payment is made before, will be sold on the EIGHTH DAY OF JUNE,
1883, to pay the delinquent assessment, together with costs of advertising and ex-
penses of sale. F. X. SIMON, Secretary,

[April 14.] 525 Commercial street.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
CALIFORNIA BONING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 7
Amount per Share 20 Cents
Levied February 27, 18S3
Delinquent in Office April 16, 1833
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock May 4, 1SS3

C. P. GORDON, Secretary.
Office—Room 23, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California. . March 3.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office oT Contention Consolidate*! Mining- Company, San

Francisco, April 12, 18S3.—At a meeting .<f the board of Directors of the
above named company, held this day. a Dividend (No. 16) of Twenty-five Cents (25c.)

per share was declared, payable on SATURDAY, April 28th, 1883. Transfer books
closed April 18th, 1883, at 3 o'clock r m. This dividend is payable at the Farmers'
Loan and Trust Company, in New York, on all stock issued there, and at the office

in this city oil all stuck issued here. D. C. BATES, Secretary.
Office—Room 79, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California. April 14.
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"The World," the Flesh, and the Devil.
[By a Truthful Penman.] __

Dr. Karl Marx, the well-known Socialist, died in London on the 14th
inst. Dr. Marx's History has been but little else than the nistory of So-

cialism itself. Before the revolution of 1848 he was a recognized chief of

the movement, though at the date of that event he was barely thirty

years of age, and Lassalle's death in 1866 left Marx the undisputed chief

of the German Socialistic organizations. He healed their differences,

united the German sections, and finally gave the movement that interna-

tional character which has distinguished it from all other movements of

the century. Personally he was well qualified for the task. Born at

Treves in 1818, and the son of a baptised Jew who held high office in that

city, he received his education at Bonn, whence he passed out with high
honors. As a journalist he had great and varied experience, and his fre-

quent changes of residence from Paris to Brussels, to Cologne, and event-

ually to London gave him a complete command over the chief languages
of Europe. He could write and speak English and French with as much
facility as his native tongue. He was also a writer of no mean ability.

In 1S67 he published " Das Kapital," a violent though closely argued at-

tack on the whole capital system. The book is little known in England, and
has not been translated ; but its importance lies in the fact that it is the
text-bonk of Socialism. The effect of the authors death on Continental
politics is difficult to estimate.^—It is a mistake to labor when you are

not in a tit condition to do so. To think that the more a person eats the
healthier and stronger he will become. To go to bed at midnight and rise

at daybreak, and imagine that every hour taken from sleep is an hour
gained. To imagine that if a little work or exercise is good, violent or

prolonged exercise is better. To conclude that the smallest room in the
house is large enough to sleep in. To eat as if you only had a minute to

finish the meal in, or to eat without an appetite, or continue after it has
been satisfied, merely to satisfy the taste. To believe that children can
do as much work as grown people, and that the more hours they study
the more they learn. To imagine that whatever remedy causes one to

feel immediately better (as alcoholic stimulants) is good for the system,
without regard to the after-effects. To take off proper clothing out of

stason because you have become heated. To sleep exposed to a draught
in any season. To think that any nostrum or patent medicine is a spe-

cific for all the diseases flesh is heir to.

—

Sanitary Record.——Domes-
ticity as a Cause of Insanity.—Mrs. M , aged forty-four, mother
of eight children, had acute mania. The husband, when asked if he could

suggest any cause for her illness, exclaimed with much agitation that he
could not conceive any reason. " She is a most domestic woman; is al-

ways doing something for her children; is always at work for us all; never

goes out of the house, even to church on Sunday; uever goes gadding
about at the neighbors' houses, or talking from one to another; has been
one of tbe best of wives and mothers, and is always at home." The Su-
perintendent of the Hartford Retreat for the Insane (from the report of

which this case is taken}, in commenting on it, says: " This appreciative

husband could hardly have furnished a more graphic delineation

of the causes of his wife's insanity, even had he understood
them ever so thoroughly."— Isondon Medical Record.^— Corrupt-
ing the Telephone.— In "Pugh vs. Telephone Company,'' re

cently before the District Court of Cincinnati, the question was whether
Pugh had forfeited his right to use the telephone by " damning " the
Company over the wire. The rule prohibited the use of *' improper or

vulgar language." The Court said in substance that it was hardly neces-

sary, by its understanding of the rules of society, to go into an examina-
tion as to whether the word "damn," is profane or vulgar. Judge Burr,
of the United States District Court of Kentucky, has already held that

the word " damn," while not " obscene," was to be classed as " coarse,

unbecoming, and profane," and, in view of all the circumstances in the
present case under which the word was used, it was patent to a majority
of the Court, that it was used with a vile, low, and insulting spirit, and,

if not profane, was manifestly improper. The rule prohibiting the use
of " improper or vulgar " language was certainly a reasonable rule. " The
telephone reaches into many family circles. It must be remembered that
it is possible, from the peculiar arrangement of the instrument, to have a
communication that is intended for one individual reach another. All
communications, therefore, should he in proper language. Moreover, in

many cases the operators in the exchanges are many of them refined

ladies, and even beyond this all operatives are to be protected from insult.

Besides, the inventors have a right to be protected, and have their instru-

ment placed in a respectable light before the world, otherwise it might go
out of use." One judge dissented that "damn" is not profane.——
A New York divorce lawyer's advertisement reads thus :

"' Hymeneal
incompatibilities, as a specialty, carefully adjusted. 'Tis slavery to de-

tain the hand after the heart hath fled."—A Cincinnati paper says
three-fourths of all German beer is brewed from potatoes. There is now
no wonder why so many Irish drinkers are deserting whisky and taking to

beer. None butreetifiers know of what whisky is made. The follow-
ing cruel story is told by the Boston Globe: " A young man in Iowa was
so impatient to see his girl that he paid 40 dols. for a locomotive to run
him thirty-five miles. When he got there she was sparking his rival, and
a big dog had possession of the front doorsteps."—To show how wicked
it is to make corners on grain, the Chicago Times says: " The recent corn
deals have ruined dozens of nice young men, who might otherwise have
been able to replace the money borrowed from their employers and to save
themselves from disgrace."

Butterick & Co's Celebrated Paper Patterns for Ladies, Misses and Children's
Garments. Stmd for catalogue. H. A. Dkmixg, 124 Post street, San Francisco.

THE DYNAMITE TRADE.
Professor Abel, chemist to the English War Department, Woolwich

Arsenal, who is perhaps our greatest scientific authority on the chemistry
and the physical and mechanical properties of explosives, was in Glasgow
the week before last giving a discourse on his favorite subject—" The Ke-
cent Development of explosive agents"—under the auspices of the Glas-
gow Science Lectures Association. He had much to say that was in-

tensely interesting in reference to gunpowder, more especially the progress
made in connection with it during the past quarter of a century; but the
peculiar interest of bis remarks seemed to center around nitro-glycerine
and nitro-glycerine preparations, including blasting gelatine and dyna-
mite. There was, be said, perhaps nothing more remarkable in the his-

tory of industrial progress than the wonderfully rapid strides which had
been made in the manufacture of dynamite. In 1867 it was not manufac-
tured in this country to any appreciable extent, and in all only 11 tons
were made elsewhere. In 1868 the production had risen to 78 tons ; in
1872 to 1,350 tons; while in 1874 the last mentioned quantity was trebled.
Four years later the manufacture had reached 6,140 tons, and last year
the production had reached 11,000 tons. Those figures did not include the
material produced on the Continent. The manufacture of blasting gela-
tine was developing, and Professor Abel had no doubt that ere long it

would be found to usurp the place of its elder brother dynamite, as it

seemed in every respect to be the most perfect explosive with which
chemists were acquainted.

—

Engineering,

SIGNIFICATION OP DREAMS.
Lively dreams are in general a sign of excitement of nervous action,

says Dr. Hammond; soft dreams, a sign of slight irritation of the
brain, often in nervous fevers announcing the approach of a favorable
crisis. Frightful dreams are a sign of determination of blood to the head.
Dreams about fire are, in women, signs of impending hemorrhage.
Dreams about blood and red objects are signs of inflammatory conditions.
Dreams about rains and water are often signs of diseased mucous"mem-
brane and dropsy. Dreams in which the patient sees any part of the
body especially suffering, indicate disease in that part. Dreams about
death often precede apoplexy, which is connected with determination of

blood to the head. Tbe nightmare [incubus epkiattes), with great sensi-

tiveness, is a sign of blood to the chest. "To these," says Baron von
Fechterleben, " we may add that dreams of dogs, after the bite of a mad
dog, often precede the appearance of hydrophobia, but may be only the
consequences of an excited imagination." Dr. Forbes Winslow quotes
several cases in which dreams are said to have been prognostic. Arnaud
de Villeneuve dreamed one night that a black cat bit him on his arm.
The next day an anthrax appeared on the part bitten. A patient of Ga-
len's dreamed that one of his limbs was changed to stone. Some days
after his leg was paralyzed. Hippocrates remarks that dreams in which
one sees black spectres are bad omens.

A DOG STORY.
A lady in Lowell owns a very intellectual dog, of which she desired

much to have a picture. She accordingly took him to a photographic
gallery, and with the assistance of the artist endeavored to make her pet
take and keep a suitable position before the camera. But the spoiled dog
was in an unaccommodating mood that morning, and after repeated* trials

the attempt to conquer him was given up in despair.
" Go home," the lady said at last, pointing to the door ; "you are a

bad, naughty, naughty dog." The culprit changed instantly his saucy
manner, and dropping his tail between his legs slunk away in confusion.

All tbe rest of the day he seemed to realize that he was in disgrace,

crouching in corners and wearing a shame-faced air. The next morning
he was missing, and all search failed to discover him. About noon he re-

appeared, much elated, and having fastened to his neck an excellent tin-

type of himself.

Inquiry disclosed the fact that when the photographer went down in

the morning the dog was there at the door of the gallery awaiting adims
sion. As soon as the door was opened Carlo ran joyously up stairs, and
leaped into the chair on which his mistress had poised him the day pre-

vious. Seizing the situation the artist made his preparations with all pos-

sible speed, and the result was the delightful picture which the four-foot-

ed penitent had taken home as a peace-offering to his mistress.

BRITISH TRADE IN MEXICO.
Mr. Lionel Carden, the British Consul at Havana, Cuba, baa

recently arrived in the city of Mexico, and his visit is regarded with
peculiar interest, while it is also the object of much speculation. It is

affirmed in New York that Mr. Carden is on a mission from his Govern-
ment to ascertain what must be done to develop British trade in Mexico,
and what can be done regarding Mexican bond-* held in England ; and
also to take steps toward a renewal of diplomatic relations between Mex-
ico and Great Britain. There is a desire in Mexico to come to an under-
standing upon this question, and Mexicans who are regarded as being
well informed on tbe subject, say that an unconditional proposal from
England for the renewal of such relations would be accepted by Mexico.
Statistics furnished show the progress of Mexico from the revenue point of

view. The official estimates set the total revenue for the year at $35,000,-

000, and the expenditure at $27,000,000, thus leaving a surplus of $8,000,-

000, wbich proves the ability of the country to meet its liabilities- If

these liabilities should not be met. capitalists and others will know that
it is not from the want of means to do so.

Two policemen in uniform recently called at the house of a gentle-

man in Buston, who was giving a fancy dress ball, and insisted that the
company must separate. "Not at all," said the host, " this is a private
house." " Very well, sir," said one of the policemen, "here are my or-

ders, and I must take the names of all present." "Do so," responded
the host. The policemen went to work and put down all the names,
making everybody supremely uncomfortable. Directly they had done so

one of them walked up to a table and poured himself out a glass of cham-
pagne. " What right have you to drink my wine ? " roared the host. " I
supposed, when I was invited," responded the policeman, "that refresh-

ments were included," and, amidst a roar of laughter, he showed his card.

Both the men were simply guests.
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Villus BuitflUh

Is it a crime ho 1» * woro«n ? *«ks Mm, Itlaka. Certainly n
madam ; certjunlr not. Hut you, in oomnoo with the Wools trilw ol

nttJortano, sml have a p i

with thM lav ol Baton wbJofa ordalsad torn sax. Navartbalaaa.
to Bradley A Kulof raphic Gallery, Geary and

i can get an accurate anil well hntsho.l likeness of
yWralf,

Wbon the sentimentally (arid rapoHar describe* the late lamented
as "looking aa calm and peaceful as though he had ju«t fallen into «
*wwt sloop," don't bsJiave :» trord <>f it. Dead men can't look. If

they do anything of th.it kind they are playing 'uunwiliii, and are not
real bona Jidt stiffs. The beat way ho tart the matter i* to stick ptn
in the late lamented ; if he doesn't howl like no Apneas Indian and break
up the wake, then he is dead beyond donbL and the rep

Idng " \* a luendacioua Hbeler.

A noted physician -ays it is dangerous to kiss any one who is fast-

in jr. Young man, never let your eirl go by Swains, 213 Sutter street,

hungry, on the way home from the theatre if you have the means to sat-

isfy lu-r natural longing for something Rood to eat. The most dsliriotta

viands, and the most onrefol and polite attendance can always be obtain-
ed at that elegantly appointed and well-known restaurant.

St. Louis has just discovered that some of the most daring robberies
in that city were the work of detective. The latter will claim that he
was merely trying to keep his hand in so as to he up to all the tricks of
the trade. It is on this theory that some Congressmen steal. They want
to put temptation out of the way of other members.

—

Chronicle Herald.

Wroog to flirt with your friend's wife ? Maybe. But if she wants to
flirt and you won't, she'll think you are a stupid dummy, and a man must
take some care of his own reputation, or no one will believe him when he
states that the Imperishable Paint, sold by J. K. Kelly & Co., Market
street, covers three times the space that ordinary paint does, and is im-
pervious to atmospheric changes.

An advertisement in the New York Sun says: "An errand boy
wanted ; only a live boy need apply." It is well to be explicit in matters
of this kind. There is nothing more heartless than to advertise for boys
indiscriminately, and have perhaps twenty or thirty dead ones apply for

the position, only to be disappointed.

Ex-Secretary of State Evarts has no less than thirteen daughters,
and it is reported that he will not allow any of them to receive attentions
from gentlemen who do not show their shrewdness and good taste by pur-
chasing their head-gear from White, the celebrated Hatter, 614 Commer-
cial street, S. F. The old man is well off, and in selecting husbands for

the girl6 he can afford to be particular.

Somebody advertises for "two old whisky vats," which "must be
thoroughly sound and clean." That requirement is rather a poser. There
are any number of of whisky vats walking about the streets, but it would
be difficult to predicate either soundness or cleanliness in the case of any
one of them.

—

The Bailie,

A San Francisco man, who visited the Signal Service Department
while in Washington, says it reminded him of a social party at home.
All the people were talking about the weather, except one bald-headed
scientist, and he was maintaining that the Arlington Range, sold by De
La Montanya, Jackson street, below Battery, is the most perfect cooking
apparatus ever constructed.

It's rather embarrassing for a shopkeeper to be obliged to bluff a tax-

assessor on the valuation of his stock, and on being burned out that night,

have to face the same man as chairman of an underwriter's committee on
valuation.

" Ob! why art thou not near me, oh! my love ?" sang a serenader on
Van Ness Avenue, and yet when the girl, who was leaning too far out of

the window, lost her balance and dropped right on him, the fellow acted
as confused as could be, and never thought of telling her to go to P. J.

Cassin & Co., Washington and Battery streets, for pure and unadultera-
ted liquors.

" Are you the head of tint, house, madam ?" inquired the suave book-
agent, who was canvassing for a new work of Action. " No, sir," replied

the lady, "this house is built upon a new plan, and has no head, nor has
it any use for a tale."

The Shah of Persia believes in a stable government. He has four

hundred horses, yet he sighs for some of those delicious Oysters that can
be obtained at Moraghan's Parlors, California Market.

It was announced the other day that a prominent citizen was " con-

6ned to his bed," and the parson of his church, who called to offer the

sick man the consolations of religion, found that there was nothing the

matter with him except that his wife had chained him to the bed-post.

Captain De Long's widow is twenty-eight years of age, very beauti-

ful, ami a firm believer in Brooks' Spool Cotton. It has stood the test

of years.

J. W. Carmany's, 25 Kearny street, is unquestionably the best place

in town to obtain Underwear and Gent's Furnishing Goods.

J. F. Cutter's Old Bourbon.—This celebrated Whisky is for sale by
all first-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

la the City and County of San Francisco, California, for
the Weak ondinir April 14, 1683

REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS
e City and County of San Franctsc<
the Week ending- April 14, 1883

.dfromthe fifloordsoj

Inuoi

Tuesday. April 10th

ORAXTOKANO OHASTIK. MTIOH.

Win sup plelon

Idrldge t-» V Mlehckrn..
National Lift) ln*iir Co U) M01S,

.

W BoffhlAO lOBjime
Hlclianl Brown to S Ken I

S Lent toT Rowland

W Franklin, so • Ororr, * 33x10? W|
* »« Gift

All Interevl In Putrero <d| l

|*™« I 751
K LsrklD, BO n California, » sD&tffl 5

I 'illi
|

-1,101)

:.iii- i W A KM |
r.,wo

Wednesday, April 11th.

Egbert Jiidson to Theo <
' Lamps.,

ttock toT A Woodward..

Geo Onllon to IVterMcGovern....

II I* Korea] to Clias Johnson

Mary J Dihvorth to Julia T Moss.

Henry Bocken to Sophie Jiocken..

J Doyle to Wo F Roberts

Hannah McCarthy to A Waters,.

.

.7 I' Longee et al to F G Newlands

N Waller, 1 1? w Buchanan, w 50x120-
W A 290

So Pine and Brod :9S W A
609
W Hoff avenue, 548 n lTtli, s 33:0x92:6
-M B in

i0 w Church, w 30x200. bclne In

M It 97
B Francisco, 4B;G w M ;ison,Jv. 16x60
50-vara l lit;.

S Union, 61:8 w Mason, w 38:6x60 BO*
rant in I

Nw Clementina, 350 §w Btb, BW 26x76 -

100-vara 306
N Geary, 55 w l'ollt, w 37:0xl20-W A

Nw Howard, 175 ue 4th, lie 26x80—100-

Ivara 3(1

WHoff avenue, 226:6 n 17tb, 8 45x92:6—M B 40

Thursday. April 12th.

,1 II Beaders to Wm Stalling
La Societe Francaise to V Maisson
Frcdk G Smith to J C Schmidt..

.

Henry Mahan to Cora A Wallace.

Cath M IJaun to Louise Goodman

Kliztli McGunn to Cath M Haun...
GeoU Day to Ellen Goodale

G T Walter et al to C A Buckley

AStahl to same

Geo Edwards to O E Olscn

Same to L A Maison

P Rousset et a] to J V de Laveaga

S S Johnson to same..

Lots 3-27 to 332, 331, ?30, (Jilt Map 3...
Ne 1st, 206:8 se Harrison, se 68:9x137:6.
E Fair Oaks, 152 8 23rd, s 31, w 129:8 to
commencement -II A 27 and 28

Ne let and McAllister, n 75x100, being
in VV A 787

N Bush, 51:3 w Webster, w 27x100-

W

A312
Same
N Washington, ia8:9 e Jones, n 187:6,

e 68:9, s 75, w 20, s 02:6, w IS:!) to
commencement, being in 50-vara 834
and 857

N Post, 100 e Baker, e 37:0x137:0, being
in W A 537

Ne Post and Baker, e 100x100, being in
W A 537
W Guerrero, 109:0 n 19th, n 42, w 07:0,

Be 42:8, e 01:6 to com
W Guerrero, 60 n 19lh, n 86, w 52:3, Be

30:8, e 48:4 to com
Sw Baker and Grove, s 00x121:10—W A

504, ne Hayes and Lion, n 137:6x275 —W A 594 ; ne Hayes and Lott, n 275x
200:3 ; sw Grove and Lott, w 120x137

; s Oak, 137:0 e Masonic avenue, e
81:10x275-W A 655

Se Grove and Lyon, s 137:6, e 396:10, w
275 lo com—W A 594 ; nw Hayes und
Lyon, w 200:3x275—W A 008; nw
Hayes and Lott, w 13x137:6—W A 652

18,410

1,400

1 ,960

10

6

Gift

3,000

10

5,77.'.

3,600

$1,700
5,0»0

1,800

5

2/20
2,250

5,000

1,125

3.000

5

3,500

Friday, April 13th.

C A Buckley to C Driscoll

Bella Wellman to Jno Burnap .

,

L Herman to Wm Fitzgerald...

S C Tombohm to Bertha Baumann
Robt Stead to Elizth C Hagthrop.
JnoDrusedou to Jno Kucking....

FCVallettoM E Church

G Neumann to F Weisenborn.,

J Levi to same
Phoebe Williams to Philip Fisher

N Post, 100 e Baker, e 37:6xl37:6-W A
537

Ne Tyler and Pulk, n 70x70, being in

W A
Sw Shipley, 150 sw 5th, ew 25x75—100-
vara 193

Lota 33 and 34, block 50, City Ld Assn.
N Suiter, 275 w Mason, \% 50x137:6
N Kent place, 80 w Mason, w 20x80-50

vara 402, 433
Nw Howard, 225 ne 9th, De 50x90—100-
vara 300

Nw Folsom, 175 ne 8th, nc 25x100— 100-

vara 278
Same
N Washington, 75 w Larkin, w 25x100

f 1,1 35

14,500

2,300
1

1

1,500

7,000

Emma S Code to Emma J Miller.. IE Treat avenue, 115 s 30th, s 25x122.. .,

Saturday, April 14th.

Cath Grosh et al to Chas Hooker.

.

Saml Grosh et al to Jno J Marks..

D F Harrington to same
M Lynott to Joe Morris
Edwd T Anthony to Julia M Hart.

Wm H Fifield to Jemima Webster
Jno A Hooper to Edwd H Hammer

C A Bayley to David B Beavcn. . .

.

Bridget Seery to Cornelia Schreiber

John J Hucks to Ahiob Mecartney

Johanna Murphy to D Sullivan.. .

N Grove, 135 e Van Ness, n 120x150—

W

A 67
Nw Waller and Pierce, w 137x137—

W

A 540

N Everett, 100 w 3rd, w 25x80
E Octavia, D5 n Post, n 25x82—W A 17.
W Guerrero, 152 n 22nd, n 31x117—M B

S Eddy, 312:6 w Devisadem, w 50x137:6
Se 5tb and Shipley, se 50x109—100-vara

181

E Valencia, 115 s 26th, 8 27:11x125 M
B 198

Louis Taussig to Carl Appcl E Front, 112 s California, s 35:6x91:8— B
I & W 4%, 468
W Shotwell, 250 s 14th, a 25x120—Mis-
sion Block 32.

Lots 1 and 3, block 75, Excelsior Home-
stead

N corner 5th and Clary, nw 20x80— 100-

vara 1S2

$7,625

7,000
1,800

2,250

1,500
2,5C0

11,000

45,000

1,050

10

1,200
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CRADLE, ALTAR, AND TOMB.
CRADLE.

Adler—In this city, April 14, to the wife of A. Adler, a son.

Bolasder—In this city, April 15, to the wife of Henry Bolander, a son.

Brows—In this city, April 17, to the wife of Captain Jefferson M. Brown, a son.

Cunningham—Id this city, April 18, to the wife of W. L. Cunningham, a daughter.

Daly—In this city, April 18, to the wife of James W. Daly, a daughter.
Forner—In this city, 15, to the wife of W. Forner, a daughter.
Hilmer—In this city, April 18, to the wife of Louis Hilmer, a daughter.
Hemswortu—In this city, April 16, to the wife of M. Hemsworth, a daughter.

Overstrret—In this city, April 17, to the wife of W. F. Overstreet, a daughter.

Byan—In this city, April 17, to the wife of John Eyan, a son.
Sbdano—Id this city, April 16, to the wife of Adolph Sedauo, a son.

Tobelmann—In this city, April 17, to the wife of H. Tobelmann, a daughter.

Wilson—In this city, April 16, to the wife of Wm. D. Wilson, a son.

ALTAR.
Byrne-Holland—April 15, Stephen L. Byrne to Margaret A. Holland.
Burnham-Creppin—April 18, George H. Burnham to Mary E. Creppin,

Dorey-Stevkns—April 18, by Rev. Dr. Kalloch, Alfred O. Dorey to Leonora Stevens.

Fdrey-Clerey—April 16, Henry Furey to Edith E. Clerey, both of this city.

Hall-Burke—Josias Hall to Maggie Burke, both of this city.

Levis-Bloomingdale- April 15, Leon Levis to Laura Bloomingdale.
Strouse-Buhlert—April 15, Mark Strouse to Emihe Buhltrt, both of this city.

Taylor-Martin—April 17, by Rev. F. L. Nash, Will P. Taylor to Ella I. Martin.

Youno-Rosenthal—April 15, Herman L. Young to Sophie Rosenthal.

TOMB.
Boes—April 16, Thomas H. Boes, a native of S. F., aged 23 years and 8 months.
Colby—April 16, Captain H. B. Colby, a native of Vermont, aged 44 years.

Doras—April 16, .Tames C. G. Doran, native of Ireland, aged 46 years 9 mos. , 5 dys.

Girot—April 16, Theresea Girot, a native of France, aged 69 years.

Kelly—April 15, C. P. Kelly, a native of Indiana, aged 52 years, 5 months, 14 days.

Librrt—April 17, Dr. M. Lawrence Libbey, a native of Maine, aged 70 years.

Lincoln—April 16, Andrew Lincoln, a native of Massachusetts, aged 48 years.

Madtlmann—April 16, Peter Mahlruann, a native of Germany, aged 42 years.

Peachy—April 17, Archibald C. Peachy, a native of Virginia, aged 62 years, 6 mos.
Peake—April 15, Albert A. Peake, a native of South Carolina, aged 60 years.

Van Dyjk—April 15, Egbert Van Dyjk, a native of Nelherlands, aged 45 years.

WELLBRncK—April 16, Frederich Wellbruck, a native of Germany, aged 35 years.

DEATH'S DOINGS.
Archibald C. Peachy, one of the earliest residents of this city, and

one of the ablest of pioneers, died at the age of 63 years, at his residence

on Mission street, on Tuesday last. In pioneer times Mr. Peachy formed
a copartnership with Henry W. Halleck and Frederick Billings, and they
together practiced law in Montgomery Block. They were a noted firm,

and had charge of the principal litigation of the time. Halleck since

then has been a leading General of the United States army, cutting a
prominent figure in the late civil war. Billings is to-day one of the mil-

lionaire railroad men of the country. Mr. Peachy was the ablest lawyer
of the firm, and devoted much of his attention to land title cases. He
was twice elected to the Legislature of this State, in which he did good
service. He leaves a widow in this city and two sisters in "Virginia. He
is understood to have left sufficient means to provide for their comfort.

Gone to Rest.—On Thursday, April 12th, at Mission San Jose, Mr.
Joseph Bruce Palmer, son of the late J. C. Palmer, of the pioneer banking-
hause of Palmer, Cook & Co., passed across the boundary which separ-

ates time from that mysterious eternity which constitutes the ultimate
goal of all our earthly pilgrimages. Young Mr. Palmer was but thirty-

one years of age at the time of his decease, and fell a victim to that
dread disease, consumption. Possessing, as he did, the same amiability,

prudence and sagacity which so distinguished his father, the deceased
gentleman would, had his life been spared to the ordinary limit of human
longevity, have taken an influential position among his fellow men and con-

tributed his share in promoting the advancement and happiness of the
community. As it is, he has fallen on the threshold of existence, and
almost before he bad taken his position in the great battle of life; and
while we stand by the open grave and sorrowfully contemplate " what
might have been," we can only hope that after life's fitful fever he sleeps

well. The deceased left a wife, a mother and a brother to mourn his un-
timely end, and these bereaved relatives have our heartfelt sympathy.

Andrew J. Coffey, assistant general manager of the Grangers' Busi-
ness Association, and a member of the Board of Trade, died of consump-
tion, on Sunday evening, at his residence in San Rafael. The deceased
arrived here several years ago from New York, and at once entered the
employ of the association named, attaining by indefatigable energy, allied

to superior business qualifications, a high position in our mercantile com-
munity. His many personal qualities had endeared him to hosts of

friends, who, with a sorrowing widow, will mourn his loss.

Captain H. B. Colbt, Government Coal Inspector for Black Point
and Presidio Reservations, died on Monday at his residence, No. 912
Pine street, from paralysis of the bladder. While serving during the
civil war he was wounded in the lungs. He was an experienced navigator.
He was a native of Vermont, 44 years old, and leaves a wife.

Those who deaden sensation and stupefy the patient to relieve suffer-

ing make a grave mistake. They proceed upon the false idea that it is

legitimate to procure relief from pain by destroying physical sensibility.

This method, carried to the last extremity, would kill the. patient to end suffer-

ing. It is not presumed that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
will raise the dead, but it often does restore those who are given up as
hopeless cases.

Gentlemen who desire to present a tasteful and well-dressed appear-
ance should get their Clothes made by J. M. Litchfield & Co., Merchant
Tailors, 415 Montgomery street. This firm has a large stock of the best
materials, and employs expert workmen and cutters. Garments of their
manufacture, therefore, look well, wear well and fit welL

The Geographical Society of the Pacific announce that a lecture
on "Japan," by the Hon. John P. Swift, IT. S. Commissioner to the
Court of Peking, will be delivered on Friday, April 27, at 8 o'clock p. m.,
in Dashaway Hall, 139 Post street, between Dupont and Kearny.

Where to obtain the best quality of Millinery Goods at the most rea-

sonable prices is always a matter of the greatest interest to ladies. There-
fore, in calling their attention to the establishment of Mrs. M. C. Butler,

Phelan Building, Market street, we feel that we are doing them a sub-
stantial service. In selecting goods, and in blending and harmonizing
Bhades of trimmings so as to set off to the best advantage the various types
of female loveliness, Mrs. Butler has no superiors and few equals, and as

a consequence her establishment is as popular as it is centrally located and
easy of access.

EUREKA COTTON GARDEN HOSE.

JtgrWeighs less than one-half as much a? Three-ply Rubber Hose, and stands
more than four times the pressure. Is not injured by exposure to tbe sun, and
does not deteriorate with age when laid away, same as Rubber Hose. TRY IT.

W. T. T. SCHENCK, Agent for Pacific Coast,

[April 21.] 36 California street, San Francisco, Cal.

M. A. GUNST & CO.,
203 Kearny Street San Francisco.

IMJPOBTUBS AJfl> VJEAIJEBS IN
HAVANA AND KEY 'WEST CIGARS;

ALSO SOLE AGENTS FOR

KINNEY BBOS' TOO-TOO AND CABINET CIGAKETTES,
fSg" Inform the Public that they receive large invoices of Choice

Havana Brands three times a month. Feb. 24.

BLACK-WALNUT, OAK, ASS AND MICKOKY
AT REDUCED PRICES.

JOHN WIGMORE, Spear and Howard sts,, S, F.

AMERICAN EXCHANGE HOTEL,
Sansome street, Corner Halleck, San Francisco.—This

hotel is in the very center of the business portion of the city, and has been
renovated and newly furnished throughout. The traveling- public will find this to

be the most convenient as well as the most comfortable and respectable hotel in the
city. TABLE FIRST-CLASS. Board and room, §1, $1.25 and $1.50 per day. Nice
single rooms per night, 50 cents. Breakfasts or dinners, 50 cents. Lunch, 25 cents.

Eighteen tickets, good for any meals, for $5. Hot and cold baths free. Free coach
to and from the hotel. Oct. 7.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Refinery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in their

various forms.
June 18. PRENTISS SELBY. Superintendent.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

No. 320 Post Street Opposite Union Square.

PROF. 0. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 320 Po

street, is now open for Juvenile and Evening Classes. Office Hours, for Terms, etc.

10 a;m. to 12 m., and 1 to 5 p.m. Oct. 22.

MRS. JULIA MELVILLE-SNYDER.

Vocal and Instrumental Music — Elocution — Oratory — Drama

PHKLAN'S BUILDING, PARLOKS 106, 108 AND 110.
TAKE THE ELEVATOR. Feb. 10.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,

NO. 922 POST STREET,
ay and Boarding Scbooi for Yomi£ Ladies and Children.

MADAME B. ZEITSKA, A. M., Principal.

D KINDERGARTEN.
[Jan. 13.]

MARBLE WORKS.
MANTMIS and QBATJSS, JUOlfirjtrBNTS and HJEA DSXOlfBS,

In Marble and Scotch Granite,
827 market street bet. Fourth and Fifth.
^g- Send for Designs aud_Pnces. W. B. McCOBMICK.

NOTICE TO MINE OWNERS.
Tbe Pacific Mining: and Reducing- Company, whoso Works

are located at 410 Ritch street, and whose General Office is at 413 California

street, would respectfully announce to owners of mines of rebellious ores that they
will either purchase for cash or receive ores for treatment at thtir Works.

[March 31.] JAMES W. BURLING, Secretary.

DIVIDEND NO. NINETY-ONE.
The Home Mutual Insurance Company will pay its regu-

lar monthlv dividend of ONE DOLLAR ($1) per share upon its capital stock
on April 10, 1888. [April 14. J CHAS. R. STORY, Secretary.

A. WALDSTEIN,
ithographer ami Ziucogxapher, So. 320 Sansome street,

A Room 48, Second Floor. Aug. 19.

H
L. E. PRATT

as resumed General Law Practice at 230 Montgomery
street. April 7.
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that th* traffic with tu • i

tably that of

»rd and see the ettent t.. which inr

Fruit al
: within the past few yesr

York .' nmertt furni- "f the

Green Fruit trade of th.it city for th-- •

md from which we condense as follows: " Phi perishable

character • •( the Fruit, anil the chance* of the sea voyage from the '

v, ami it should be stated that the gradually Inuieaslng nss

of it«ameni in the place of sailing vessels i< tending to reduce the

th« voyage. The trade in Mediterranean Fruita for the last

year eh over that of L881, and bom the detailed e\hi-

B tro!.' in Green Fruit generally, aa given herein, we learn that

the moat of the several kinds of Fruits imported have also increased in

quantity in the same time. The importation of Bananas has doubled,

but aatii I to this increase in the very notable

in the in E
' Irangea, probably the most cnmraonlyused of all the

Imported Free etidency in the receipt of this fruit seems, how-
ever, to have been partially made good from the Orange-grov.

Florida, and perhaps the large supply from this source funis one of the

most interesting facts stated in this paper, both on aocoant "f its present

importance an to the future of the Orange trade. The
Importation of Mediterranean Fruit at the port of New York from

Italy and Spain, during the year 1882, consisted of 120 car

icrs and 22 cargoes by Italian and Norwegian sailing ves-

i comprised 953,837 boxes and cases of Oranges, and 1,052,874

I Lemons. On comparing of the above with the imports of 1881,

.It shows an increase of 3 cargoes by steamers, and a decrease of

3 cargoes by sailing vessels. The increase in the number of cargoes is

ii led by an increase of 134,014 boxes and cases of Oranges, and

of Lemons, and an increase of 18,049,570 Oranges and 63,-

us in number. The total number of Oranges imported in

lss-j was 244,270,290, of which 80,609.193 perished on the voyage, equal

to a loss of 33 per cent., and the total number of Lemons imported in

18S2 was 347,448.420. of which 69,489,684 perished on the voyage—a loss

"t l'ii per cent. The importation of Grapes comprised 108,797 barrels,

and 10,667 half barrels, on which there was a loss of 25 per cent. Com-
pared with the imports of 1881, there was an increase of 61,797 barrels

and 667 half-barrels.

'

The importations of Oranges from the above-named places consisted^ of

five full cargoes and parts of several cargoes by sailing vessels, and 83,587

barrels by 111 steamers. The total number imported comprised 31,160,-

5-7 (-"ranges, of which 11,217,S11 perished on the voyage, a loss of 36 per

cent.

A comparison of the above with the imports of 1881, the result shows a

decrease of 35,910 barrels, and of 13,456.325 oranges less than the imports

of 1881; also a decrease of four sailing vessels and increase of approxi-

mately 99 steamers engaged in the trade.
_

a. passing allusion here to the rapidly increasing production of Oranges

in Florida may not be thought amiss. The hundreds of thousands (it may
be millions) of trees heretofore transplanted are annually arriving at a

bearing Btate, and a large crop of fine Oranges the past season has amply

rewarded the labor bestowed upon their cultivation. Perseverance and

more experience will insure lasting results, so far as the permanence of

the fruit growing industry is concerned, and constantly increasing returns

to its promoters. The writer predicts that the products of the orange

groves of Florida in a single decade will be sufficient to supply the whole

United States with abundance of fine Oranges. About 200,000 boxes and

barrels of Oranges were shipped to New York this season from Florida,

and found a ready market, and about 300,000 boxes and barrels of Oranges

were distributed through the West, South and Southwest from the same

source. The trade in West India Oranges the past year proved both un-

satisfactory and unprofitable.

The importations of pineapples from the West Indies the past year

consisted of 30 cargoes by sailing vessels, and 15,033 barrels by_81 steam-

ers. The number imported consisted of a grand total of 2,55o,320 pine-

apples. On comparison of the above with the imports of 1881, the result

shows a decrease of three cargoes by sailing vessels and an increase of 11

steamers engaged in the trade ; also, an increase of 1,002 barrels of pine-

apples and 499,301 pineapples. The average loss on the above was 20 per

cent. Probably few persons are aware of the fact that nearly two mil-

lions of pineapples are annually canned or packed at the canning factories

of Joseph S. Johnson at Nassau, Eleuthera and Harbor Island, in the

West indies, about three-fourths of which find a market in New York

and the residue in Europe. The annus', production of pineapples in the

State of Florida is gradually on the increase. Four cargoes aggregating

about a quarter of a million of fine pines of superior quality were received

in New York last season. The importation of bananas (mostly from the

West Indies) the past year consisted of 146 cargoes by sailing vesse s, and

cargoes and parts of cargoes by 99 steamers. The total number ot

bunches imported consisted of 919,670, showing an increase of 495,389

bunches, and more than double the number imported in 1881. Ot tne

above 147,227 bunches perished on the voyage, a loss of 16 per cent.

The importation of Bananas from Aspinwall the past year consisted of

68 cargoes per steamers, of which 60 cargoes were imported by ihe

Prank Brothers Co.," comprising 429,987 bunches Bananas, and 8 cargoes

by George H. Richardson it Co., comprising 66.835 bunches, making a

total of 496,822 bunches Bananas, of which 84,459 perished on the voy-

age—an average loss of 17 per cent. There was an increase of 7 cargoes,

and 35,861 bunches Bananas over the imports of the previous year. Go-

coanuts were also imported from the West Indies, Central and South

America during the past year in various quantities, making a grand total

of 15,041,507 Cocoanuts, which comprised the cargoes and parts ot car-

goes of 217 sailing vessels and 72 steamers. Of the above, 1,203, 3.0 per-

ished on the voyage-a loss of 8 per cent. On comparison of the above

with the imports of 18S1, the result shows an increase of 4,bb2,b7S Cocoa-

nuts over those of 1881. , , . , .,

The importation of Limes comprised 1,987 bbls., on which there was a

lose of 35 t> cent ; 1 k, loss 10 t* cent; T4.1B0 H
50 «• cent ; 25,000 Orape Fruit, leas 10 t> cent.; 16,11

Tbe value of Green Fruit entered for consumption at the port of New
York from January 1, 1882, to December 31, 1882, i« exhibit. .1 in th.- fol-

lowing table;

Pratt. < //,.,',,..

Oranges and Lemons 20 W,8"..: i»>7 *77u >;<il 10

Grapes 20 77 J7S III

Pineapples. .il

Bananas 10 1,227 82,822 70
Limes, Shaddocks, Mangoes,

Fruit, Plantains, SapodiUas, Av-
ocada Pears, Groavaa and savers]
other varieties of Fruit not

[led onder the bead Miscellaneous. 10 1,199 85
tuts Free

Total value and duty .10,734 8931.924 45

A comparison of the value of Green Fruit imported into New York in

1881, with that in 1882, shows an increase in value of 81,147.688, I

1189,548 36.

countries and islands from wdience tbe foregoing varieties of Fruit
were imported are: Mexico, Centra] America, British, French and Dan.
ish West Indies, Cuba, San Domingo, Hayti, United States of Colombia,
Venezuela. British Guiana, Brazil, England, Scotland, France, Spain,
Portugal, Italy and Sicily.

The readers of the News Letter are well aware of tbe vastness of

the Grape-growing interest of California, and of the importance given to
the Wine and Brandy production therefrom, and of the increasing inter-

est now shown to the business of Raisin-curing. A paying market for

these three products of tbe Grape is already assured, and there is no fear

that the business will ever be overdone on this coast. Oranges come
next in importance. Already we have succeeded in greatly curtailing the
hitherto large imports of this fruit from the Society Islands, and the
orchards of Los Angeles, Riverside, etc., of Southern California now feed
this market, as well as the entire Northwest, with the very finest of
Oranges, and at tbe same tiL:e are shipping off supplies overland, to
marts west of the great rivers. We have not been so successful with our
Lemons, although they grow here in profusion, but the people do not as
yet take kindly to tbe California product, preferring Sicily Lemons at
double or treble the price of that grown here; but this prejudice, we
think, will soon be overcome. Already there is a notable improvement
seen in the varieties of the Lemon now brought to our market. As for

Limes, the frost of last Wktir killed off many of the orchards in River-
side and other places in Southern California, so that growers of this fruit

feel discouraged and will no doubt abandon the fruit to our Mexican
neighbors, from whom we now receive tbe bulk of our supplies. But few
Bananas have yet been grown in this State, the Hawaiian Islands supply-
ing them to us in quantities. So also of Pine Apples, tbe few that are

brought here come from the Islands; as do also the Cocoanuts. The latter

arrive in increased quantities from the Society Islands, but within a few
years other islands are sending us Cobra (dried Cocoanuts) in lieu thereof,

and which are extensively used here for the manufacture of Oil. No
reference is made in this article to Apples, Apricots, Peaches or Berries.

These all being domestic products, do not appear at the Custom House.
These several articles, including Cherries, Plums, Prunes, Figs, etc., are

important crops with us, and are utilized in various ways by Canuers,
Driers, etc. California lias already become an important grower of fruits

of every kind, and this year's crops are exceedingly promising.

Coffee.—Imports for tbe quarter, 27,500 bags against 29.200 same time
1882. Stock April 1st, 15,100 bags. Market strong at 10@12ic.

Rice.—Imports for the quarter, 19,000.000 lbs. chiefly from China and
Hawaiia. Stock large and free. Price, 5@6c.

Teas.—Imports for the quarter, 2,770,000 lbs. Market sluggish with

a fair stock.

Grain Sacks.—Stocks here and to arrive are excessively large. 50,000

Calcutta's, standard Bize, sold for July delivery at 8Jc, now held at

8|@8.i,c.

Petropaulorski.—The Russ. steamer Alexander II., hence April 13th,

carried 30,000 lbs. Sugar, 18,000 lbs. Bread, 800 bbls. Flour and other

Merchandise of the value of $43,374. The Russ. sehr. Leo sailed same
day with Bread, Lumber, Salt, Powder, etc., value SI,603.

Altata.--The schr. Emilie Schroeder, hence April 13, carried an as-

sorted cargo valued at 819,496.

Bonbam Islands.—The schr. Staghound, hence April 14tb, carried

Bread, Rice, etc., value 810,593.

Liverpool.—The British ship Inglewood, 123 days from above, brings

to Balfour, Guthrie & Co., 14,267 bxs Tin Plate, 5,175 bars Iron, Chemi-

cals etc. Ship Largo Bay, 136 days to Meyer, Wilson & Co., has a like

New York.—Two ships from New York this week : George Stetson,

117 days, aud the I. F. Chapman, 119 days. Each brings well assorted

valuable cargoes.

Hawaii. Two sailing schooners arrived from Honolulu this week,

the Maria E. Smith, 18 days and tbe Forest Queen, 22 days, bringing for

car»o, 25,000 pkgs Sugar, 11,600 bags Rice and 400 bbls. Molasses.

Hongkong.—Ship John Smith, 44 days from this port, has Rice, Tea>

etc., to Macondray & Co.

Maiios Island. —Two schooners from this island, the D. S. Williams

and Wm. Renton, bring 725 tons Gypsum.

Hamburg.—The ship Dr. Merzger, 137 days, has 1,396 bbls. Cement

and a general cargo of German Goods, to Wolf & Reinhold.

Orient.—The 0. & O. steamship Oceanic from Hongkong via Yoko-

hama stopped en route at Honolulu, and landed some 500 coolies, and

then bringing to this port for cargo 739 bales Calcutta Gunnies, 1,408

pkgs Tea 35 739 mats Rice, and for Portland, Oregon, 2,000 mats Rice
;

also.'en route for Eastern cities to go overland by rail, 703 pkgs. Silks,

5,568 pkgs. Tea, etc,
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
The trials of the foul murderers, who so brutally murdered Lord

Frederick Cavendish and Mr. Burke, are proceeding apace, and so far

with gratifying success. Brady, one of the actual assassins, has been
found guilty, and will assuredly be hanged. His trial was a fair and
impartial one, and has satisfied the judgment of men of conscience.

The evidence, by no means, depended alone on the testimony of ap-

provers. He was traced, step by step, throughout the whole ramifica-

tions of his wicked assassination conspiracy, and was identified by im-
partial witnesses as one of the men seen on the car that contained the
murderers. Of his guilt not the slightest doubt remains. That he will

meet with his just deserts when he is made to suffer the extreme penal-

ty of the law, no thoughtful man can for a moment doubt. There was
no possible justification for the cruel slaying for the young and promis-

ing Frederick Cavendisb. A few hours previous to his untimely taking off,

he had gone to Ireland, the bearer of peace offerings. Young and ardent
he was full of hope that he would succeed in restoring amity. He had
no guile in his heart, but was flushed with the hope that he would prove
the harbinger of peace and concord. He suspected no evil, because he
knew that he was innocent of all thought of provocation. Yet he was
brutally assailed and cruelly hacked to death. In the interests of just-

ice and right it is well that his murderers will not go unpunished. Even
Irish sympathizers ought to find no fault with that result. Irish societies

offered rewards for the arrest of the murderers, and it would be the
hight of inconsistency if they were now dissatisfied with just convictions.

They are just now discussing an interesting question in France as to
whether or not Republics are necessarily corrupt. Rome fell because it

was steeped in corruption. Even in the United States we have had some
pretty tall scandals, and not a few prominent men at one time or another
have been uuder something more than suspicion. The Paris Figaro pub-
lishes an article signed Ph. de Grandlieu, which has created considerable
impression. " Politics," says the writer, " are no longer, as at one time,

a question of principles and doctrine. ' Revolution is my career,' was the
saying of Rabagas. The head of Opportunism has taken up the word,
saying, after his own fashion, ' Heroic times have passed,' and he and his

friends prosaically have looked for a policy ' of results.' The Empire had
attempted to wage war 'for an idea.' The Republic has sought no other
inspiration than interest, and has simply sought to avail itself of politics

to help vulgar interests." The writer then proceeds to pass in review the
millions squandered by the Republic. The " premier syndicat " was that
of the national defense, in which bo many rapacious hands fishing in
troubled waters left a deficit of two hundred and fifty millions—a baga-
telle—of which the Court of Accounts could never find a trace. The sec-

o id " syndicat " was that instituted for the loan destined to pay the na-
tional ransom. Nobody doubted the operation, and patriotism guaran-
teed its success. This did not prevent one of the bankers interested in
the operation making a net profit of 30,000,000 francs. " But after these
occasional syndicates a permanent one was instituted, of which, as long
as he lived, M. Gambetta was the chief, and which has been continued
after his death under the direction of M. Jules Ferry." " In 1875," says
the writer, " the Ministry of Commerce, when none of the branches had
been detached, cost 6,000,000 francs annually. In 1S83, the credits are
calculated at 23,000,000 francs. In 1875 the Ministry of Agriculture cost
the State 11,000,000 francs; now it costs 25,000,000 francs.

Very much of this is said to arise from the vast increase in the number
of civil servants for whom it is found necessary to Bupply employment.
The active, busy politician must in every electorate, or " department," as
the French phrase has it, be provided for. In one very small depart-
ment alone there have been appointed three directors, four heads of de-
partments, fourteen head clerks, eleven sous chefs—thirty-two officials

dearly paid to superintend the work of 55 clerks." Examining the Minis-
try of Posts and Telegraphs, the writer finds that "in 1875 the revenue
from those services was 138,000,000 fr., while the expenses did not amount
to 85,000,000 fr. This year's budget calculates the revenues at 158,000,-
000 fr., and the expenses at 140,000,000 fr.—that is to say, an increase of
20,000,000 fr. in the revenue, and an increase of 55,000,000 fr. in the ex-
penses." As regards the new railways, the Figaro observes that " M. de
Freycinet has granted 8,827 kilometres of new railway; granting to
deputies all they asked for themselves and their friends, and starting in
a confused way at the same time the construction of 114 new railway
lines. M. Lesquillier values at four milliards the sum thus squandered
for nothing else but electoral interests. This is paying each deputy of
the majority at the modest rate of ten millions a bead." The writer
then proceeds to enumerate the fabulous sums squandered with the in-
demnity to the pretended victims of the 2d of December, the Tunisian
expedition, the Bona-Guelma affair, the Uruguay mines, etc., and con-
cludes by demonstrating that the very Elyse"e is not exempted from this
accusation.

No wonder that Frenchmen with these extravagant expenditures, and
only a succession of very weak and impotent administrations to show for
so much money, are beginning to discuss the nature and advantages of
their present form of Government, and that the monarchists are using the
figures to paint a moral and adorn a tale. These things have occurred,
and are occurring elsewhere. How very like they read to some of the
things going on around us in the United States. With pensions running
up into the hundreds of millions, with pension agents by the thousands,
with sinecure offices being created in all directions, with a million office-

seekers registered in Washington, with the cost of Government mounting
into fabulous figures, it behooves all wishers of our country, and of its

Republican form of Government, to consider well the trend and direction
of things.

A Varna correspondent learns from Constantinople that the Sultan,
having been presented with a Becret report, stating that several Ministers
and high palace officials had arranged to receive large bribes in the affair
of the tobacco regie, the whole of the Ministers gave in their resigna-
tions, which were refused. Great uneasiness, however, existed, and
changes were considered inevitable. The Sultan has offered the Grand
Vizierate to Khaireddin Pacha, who refused it because his Majesty
would not accept the conditions he submitted.

MAGNANIMITY AND MEANNESS.
A local contemporary a few days ago said that General Sir Garnet

Wolseleyand Admiral Seymour, who had command of the British army
and navy in the late unpleasantness in Egypt, were pretty well paid for
the important services they gave to their country. It was further men-
tioned that the " pay " was an annuity of £20,000 a year to each, which
at tbeir deaths will descend to their heirs, with the added remark that "this
is liberal, in fact, munificent;" but that it swells the pension list, "already
oppressive to the English people." These statements and deductions are
not original with our contemporary, which seldom ventures to originate
anything. They have been going the round of the American papers of
the meaner class for some days, and find a ready market among the dupes
of sand-lot and gutter-snipe advocates of cheap government in every large
city of the United States. Let ub first correct the error of statement and
analyze the deduction. The annuity granted to these two splendid speci-
mens of the Anglo-Saxon race is not twenty thousand, but five thousand
pounds a year. It is equal to $25,000 of our money. It is about the
average pay of the twenty-six Bishops in the House of Lords. It is hardly
as much as the average wholesale merchant in this city earns. It is not
half as much as the average salary of a railroad president of the first-class

in America, and not as much as the salary of a first-class railroad super-
intendent. ' It is only S2.000 a year more than the pay of the General of
the army of the United States in time of peace, when he has very little

to do; and less than twice as much as the retired paj' of one of our Major-
Generals when he has nothing at all to do. It is not true that the Bri-
tish army and navy pension lists are "oppressive to the English people."
They are far less so than the pension list in this country. The total voted
for all sorts of army pensions in the year ended March 31, 1883, was $15,-
270,000; and for the navy, about 68,500,000. These include half-pay for re-

tired or disabled officers of all grades, and a liberal allowance for the main-
tenance of military and naval hospitals. The sum total is short of $23,000,-
000. In the year ended June 30, 1882, we paid for pensions, not including
pay of retired officers either of the army or navy, or allowances
for the support of hospitals and soldiers' homes, 885,000,000. And it is

expected that §100,000,000 a year for the next three or five

years will be required to meet the Government's pensions obligations.
It will be said that, while England pensions her regular officers, she re-

fuses pensions to the common soldiers, and in America we treat all alike.

This is not quite true, either as to England or America. In England the
common sailor or soldier, after many years of faithful service in the
army or navy, is taken care of by his Government, if wounded, in a
hospital or home, which is equivalent to a pension. In America, the
common soldier, for a similar wound or disability contracted in the army
is not pensioned on an equality with the officer, and it is only the offi-

cers who can be retired on three-quarters pay. Our boast that " no other
nation, ancient or modern, was ever so liberal in its pensions to sol-

diers," should raise of itself a doubt of the goodness of the policy we
are pursuing, and a serious reflection if it is not leading us upon the rock
which split the Roman Republic and turned the Empire into a military
despotism. First, we paid our soldiers so much a month; second, if they
had served but thirty days, we allowed them a free homestead of 160 acres
on the public domain; and now over 300,000 of them are drawing pen-
sions aggregating from §85,000,000 to $100,000,000 a year. This is tak-
ing care of the soldier with a vengeance to the citizen. It looks as if

we were buying the patriotism necessary to Bave the country. When
the Preetorians were uncertain, the Emperors were used to flooding their

camp with sestercea, which generally brought them round; but once they
came to an understanding of the fact that they had the power to govern
the Government.
Our boasted liberality is nothing but demagogy. All parties are afraid

of offending the 300,000 pensioners, who are also voters, and so we are
paying at the rate of §100,000,000 a year from sheer cowardice. It is all

the meaner, considering that we rufuse pensions to our Presidents, no
matter how poor they may be, and turn them out of office with as little

feeling for their future fate as a mean man has for an old and useless

horse. Our boasted cheap Government is a false boast at best. We half

pay our judges, and they serve us accordingly. Starvation is always a
temptation to larceny. The public officer, whom his Government refuses
to raise above the seductions of bribery by a liberal salary, is apt to take
bribes. The country that takes good care of its military and naval officers,

who have honored it by eminent services, will always be able to com-
mand such services in an emergency. As a rule in this life the best abili-

ty and the best services follow where they are best appreciated and com-
pensated. If Government is too mean to pay it will not be apt to secure
the greatest ability and fidelity in the management.of its affairs, whether
of peace or war.

NEW TIME TABLE.
The following is the new time-table of the Northern Division of the

Southern Pacific Railroad, which went into effect on Thursday last.

Trains will leave San Francisco as follows: 8:30 a. m. daily for San Jose
and way stations; 10:40 a. m. daily for Monterey, Santa Cruz, Tres Pinos,
Soledad and way stations; 3:30 p. m. daily, Sundays excepted, the Mon-
terey and Santa Cruz express. {Time to Monterey—Del Monte—by this

train will be three hours and a half, and to Santa Cruz three hours and
fifty-six minutes.) 4:25 P. M. daily San Jose express, stopping at princi-

pal way stations. 5:15 P. M. daily. Sundays excepted, for Menlo Park and
way stations. Another train for Menlo Park follows this one at 6:30 P.

M. daily. Every Sunday at 7:30 A. M. a train will be run to Monterey
and Santa Cruz, returning to this city at 8:43 P. M. Round trip tickets by
this train to either of these well-known resorts will be sold at the rate of
$3. There will also be an extra Sunday train to Menlo Park and way
stations, leaving at 9:30 a. m. On Saturday evenings a " theater train

'

will be run between San Francisco and Menlo Park, leaving Menlo Park
at 6:45 P. M.; returning, leave San Francisco at 11:45 p. m.

Mr. Marcus M. Henry, concert manager, announces for Friday
evening, May lltb, at Piatt's Music Hall, the first grand concert of the
talented young pianiste, Miss Lulu Joran, aged 14 years, when she will

play Beveral masterpieces of celebrated musicians with full orchestral ac-

companiment. She is said to be a phenomenon. She performs difficult

concertos without the notes before her.
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MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For KAVlg-Rtiuiff the Air.

Office of the Aeroplane Company for Navigating the Air, 609 Mer-

chant street. Office hours from 1 to 2 P.M.

GOLD BARS—920 fine par.—Refined Silver—14J@15A p cent, dis-

count. Mexican Dollars, 12^@13i per cent. disc. nom.

tW Exchange on New York. 20c.@10c. t? 100 premium; on London Bank-
ers, 49 9 16J.(8)49'd. ; Paris, sight, 5-12J@o 10 francs per dollar.

Eastern Telegrams. 2o@20c,

49" Price of Money here, 6@10 per cent, per year—bank rate. In the
open market, l@li per month. Demand light. On Bond Security,

5@6 per cent, per year on Call.

W Latest price of Sterling in New York, 483@485.

Some time ago the News Letter called attention to the fact that a

person calling himself T. T. Swanwick was traveling around the border

and coast States of Mexico, and also New Mexico and Arizona, repre-

senting himself as our agent and correspondent and collecting subscrip-

tions on our behalf, without our authority. Notwithstanding this cau-

tion, we are daily in receipt of communications informing us that money
had been collected by this person for subscriptions, but that the paper
(naturally) is not received. We, therefore, desire to reiterate our previous

statement, that T. T. Swanwick has no authority to collect money or

transact other business in our behalf. He is now, we understand, oper-

ating in Tuc3on, Arizona, and the neighborhood.

Californians Abroad, April 7th.

—

Paris: Mrs. Castle and family, San
Francisco, Hotel de FAthe'ne'e; Miss M. Houston, San Francisco, Hotel

Bellevue; Mrs. Maynard, San Francisco. Hotel Bellevue; M. Taffe and
wife, San Francisco, Hotel Bellevue; L. Previtt, San Francisco, 18 Rue
Demnroy. London: E. Goggin, San Fraucisco, Grand Hotel. Vienna:
J. Phelan, San Francisco; J. W. Phelan, San Francisco; Mrs. Phelan,

San Francisco; Miss Pbelan, San Francisco. Rome: A. 0. Larkin, Cali-

fornia; Mrs. Larkin, California. Naples: Mrs. Delia Brown, California;

Dr. F. W. Todd, California; Mrs. L. M. Todd, California. Florence:
H. H. Webb, San Francisco.

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.—New York, April 27tb,

1883.—U. S. Bonds—4s. 119J; 4is, 113i; ex-5s, 102|. Sterling Exchange,

483i@486. Western Union, 82*. Wool—Spring, fine, 24@31 ; Burry,

16(821; Pulled, 18@40; Fall Clips, 1C@20; Burry, 12@14. London,
April 27th.—Liverpool Wheat Market, 9s. 3d.@9s. 6d.

Charters.—The ship Levi O. Burgess, 1,536 tons, has been taken to load

Wheat for Cork, U. K., Havre or Antwerp, £2 2s. 6d. British iron ship

Majestic, 1,884 tons, Wheat to Cork, TJ. K., chartered by Messrs. Parrott

& Co. at £2 5s.

The flowers are about readv for Spring openings.—Baltimore News.

Oregon.—The State of California, from Portland, brings 379 sacks

Coffee, 3,200 quarter sacks Flour, 1,092 Hides, etc.

Hawaii.—The Br. Bteamer Suez. 9t days from Honolulu, arrived yes-

terday morning, with passengers and Goverment mails, and has for cargo

22,440 pkgs. Sugar, 1,014 bags Rice, 2,140 bchs. Bananas.

Salmon Fisheries.—Thus far in the season the run of fish in the Sac-

ramento and Columbia rivers has been very disappointing to the canners.

The packing will be very light.

Mexico.—The steamship Mexico, 9 days from Mexican ports, brings in

Treasure, $130,000 ; for cargo, 1,556 Hides, 58 bales Orchilla, 27 Turtles,

etc.

To Houolulu.—The bark Discovert/, hence on the 24th inst., carried a

full cargo of Merchandise, value 832,039.

PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND 00V. BONDS.
San Francisco, April ?7,1HH3.

Stocks and Bond*.
BONDS.

Cal.SUl« Bonds, 0*S,*67

3. P i'itv &Co. B'ds, 0s,*68
s. K. GHjACo. B'ds,7l ...

It. Bonds
Dup Hit Btroi i Bonds
Sacramento City Bonds....
Stockton CSty Bonds
Yuba County Bonds
M.\rynvi!le City Bonds

lara Co. Bonds
Lou Angeles County Bonds,
Lot Angeles City Bonds
VilVa & Truckec R. R. Bds.

: i Co. N.O. R. R. Bds
Oakland City Bonds. .

.

ii B& N. Bonds
S. P. R. R. Bonds
V S.4s
Northern Pacific R.R. Bonds

INSURANCE COMPANIES.
State Investment
Home Mutual
Commercial
Western

MISCKLLANEOIS.
Pacific Rolling Mills....

Cala. Dry Dock
Safe Deposit Co
Vulcan Powder ,.

Safety-Nitro Powder, ass. ad
Hawaiian Commercial Co

Bid. AtUd,

Nom. Nom.
Nom. Nom.
83 40

40 55
105 —
SO 100— 106

100— 107
101 103
100 108— 126

1

107 109

102J 11)24

119j 120
106 1064

112J 115}
136 138
125 127

103 106

120 125
58 60
45 46
40 44
13 13

29J 30

Stock* and Bond*.
umu.

Bank of California (* \ div).

Pacific Bank
Pint National (ei ill?.)...,.

RAI1.KUADS.
c. p. R. r. Stock
0. P. ii iv Bonds
City Railroad
Omnibus R. It

N. B. and Mission R. R
Sutter Street R. R
Geary Street K. R
Central R. R. Co
Market Street R. R
Clay Strcut Hill R. R
8. F Gaslight Co
Oakland Gaslight Co
Sac'to Gaslight Co
Califor'a Powder Co
Giant Powder Co
Atlantic Giant Powder
Gold and Stock Teleg'h Co.
3. V. W. W. Co.'s Stock....
.3,V.W.\V.Co' Bonds (ex c.)

Pacific Coast S.S.Co's Stock
California Street R. R
Presidio Railroad
Central Gas Stock

lNsrn.ANt.i-; COMPANIES.
Union (ex div.)

Fireman's Fund (ex div.).
.

.

California (ex div.)

Bid.

164}

125

76
112
100
r.2

95
84
94

Nom.
Nom.
675

251

J

65
120
110
70
80

97*
U4J

112

167
120

79
114
103
55

95$
48

Nom.
Nom.
58

30J,

50

112

72i
81
98

116

118
69
50

116
ISO
120

The volume of business is small ; prices are comparatively unchanged.
There is a great lack of investment securities, and we notice that money
is again being sent East for employment.

A. Baird, No. 430 California street.

Meteorological Summary.—Week Ending April 26, 1883, 7:58 p. m.

Highest barometer, 30.208—21st; lowest barometer, 29.714—24th ; aver
age barometer during the week, 30.009 ; highest temperature, 62°—24tb

;

lowest temperature, 46.5°—20th ; average temperature during the week,
52.6'; highest relative humidity, 93 per cent—20th ; lowest relative hu
midity, 40 per cent.—24th ; average relative humidity during the week,
72 per cent.; prevailing direction of wind, west; maximum velocity of

wind and direction, 27, northwest—21st; total rainfall during the week,
.00 ; total rainfall during the season of 1882-3, 16:51 inches.

Mr. E. Goggin, of Francis, Valentine & Co., the well-known firm of

printers of this city, returned from England, where he had been visiting

his mother, on last Saturday. Mr. Goggin's many friends will no doubt
be glad to learn that he has brought with him from his home not merely
the very best of good health, but also an amiable and accomplished wife.

We gladly bid them both welcome to their future home.

It seems pretty certain that the Czar's coronation will come off at the
appointed time after all, in spite of the threats of the Nihilists. Alex-
ander is showing more resolution and grit than the world gave him credit

for, and whatever may be our own opinion of his "divine right" to be
autocrat, it is certainly comforting to see one who puts forward, such a
tremendous claim, support it at least with human courage.

Honolulu.—The British ship Aberman, 23 days from the Islands, has
for cargo, 5,328 bags Sugar, 2,227 bags Rice, and 200 tons Pig Iron.

Cork, TJ. X.—The ship Daniel Barnes, 1,485 tons, has been chartered

to load Wheat for orders, if to Havre or Antwerp, £2 2s. 6d.

Altata.—The schooner J. N. Ingalls carried hence April 21st, 2,500
kegs Powder and general merchandise—value §18,456.

Petropaulouski.—The brig Selina, hence April 21, carried 1,700 bbls.

Flour, 1,800 sks. Salt, etc.—value §13,000.

Mazatlan.—The schooner J. O. Wall carried a general cargo of mer-
chandise, including 400 flasks of Quicksilver.

Victoria, B. C—The steamer Dakota, hence on the 20th inst., carried
general cargo of the value of §35,000.

Apia.—The bark J. W. Seaver, has sailed for the Navigator Islands,
with a general cargo valued at §22,000.

Quicksilver.—The market is dull at 35@36Jc; by the flask, $27 50.

Entered at the Fost-Offl-ce at San Francisco, Cat., as Second-Class
Matter.

Printed and Published by the Proprietor, Frederick Marriott, 607 to 616 Merchant street, San Francisco. California.
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SILVER PEN'S GOSSIP.
SALUTATORY.

Having this day caught the editor in a heavenly frame of mind (he is

not always so) I coaxed him for a little more space. I put it to him thus:
<( You see there are so many women who spend half their lives reading

dime novels for want of something better to do, that it behoves you and

me to put them on the road to improving themselves, and I think by ad-

ding a kind uf work department to tbe everlasting talk about dress we

might work a reform." The bait took directly. He (the editor) was so

charmed at being drawn into the contract that he accorded me permis-

sion to do as I pleased instanter, and when in the future the ladies who
jead and learn from this column have perfected themselves in the differ-

ent kinds of fancy work that I Bhall henceforth help to train them in,

this conceited fellow will lay the flattering unction to his soul that he, and
lie only, is responsible for these improvements. It's the only way to get on.

in life, ladies ; make the men believe that they are the main springs in

every movement, and you may confidently do as you please. This is en-

tirely entre nous, and " for goodness sake don't say I told you." In giv-

ing receipts and directions for different kinds of useful work, whether done

by the needle, or otherwise manipulated, I shall always be happy to fol-

low up such directions with advice by letter, should any lady wish to ask

questions (as all women do), and at the foot of this article will be found the

address and mode of communication for those aspiring souls who deter-

mine to take industriously to their needles or paint brushes. This being

the art age, if I may so speak, when every onedaubs a little, I venture to

think I may be able to point out some grooves in which no one as yet

works. House ornamentation is the craze of the hour, but it all lies one

way so far, and a few novelties will Dot prove unacceptable to the neo-

phyte. Having said so much, I will endeavor to illustrate weekly how
much that is only to be procured at the art stores may be accomplished

at home for less than half the price, and I trust that I (and the editor)

will not, after a season, feel that we have labored in vain.

FASHION'S VOICE.
If there is anything I do love it is consistency, and if people in-

sist upon copying, let them do it properly or not at all. I doubt very

much if Kate Castleton would feel complimented on the innovations

which have been made on that bonnet of hers, by which she enthralled

the heads, hearts and common sense of those erratic specimens of God's

handiwork, named man. She would be tickled to death if she could just

pop in and look upon the homely-looking creatures who ape her style, for

it is a positive fact that it is only the ugly women of the city who have

adopted the fashion, at no times a pretty one, except for fresh young
faces. It is just possible that, since the Kate Castleton bonnet hides so

much, the wearers are hopeful of creating a similar havoc in the hearts

of the sterner sex by covering their faces as much as possible, on the

principle that it is always good to leave something to the imagination.

The regulation Quaker bonnet, ladies, Bhould always be made in shades

of gray, seal brown or black, and such should be scrupulously lined with

white silk, yet here we have what may be termed a bastard bonnet, wrong in

shape and color, which, instead of being perfectly plain, is ornamented
with brilliant-hued bows of ribbon 15c. a yard, or two yards for two bits,

against all good taste.

Yesterday, on Market street, I met two dames. They were habited in

black, and in figure closely resembled two yards of pump water, it you
can imagine that substance going on two feet, so lank were they. The
waists were round, and belted in ; on their shoulders were pinned two
white handkerchiefs, and on their heads were two of the worst desciip-

tion of " For Goodness Sake," etc. bonnets, which had shabby bows of

blue ribbon (ten cents a yard) on the top. Such a travesty on that cute

little figure seen on the Bush-street stage I never saw, and oh ! didn't the

boys guy them ? Apropos of head gear, the most fashionable, and, I may
add, outre hat worn, is one which comes up in a peak at the top. I

had several old hats on which I have experimented, and I find that by
wiring them round the edge, doubling them up, and sitting upon them

for about half an hour, the desired shape is at once produced. Of course

you open out the hat so that the head may be inserted, but only bo far.

Outside you must place a thick wreath of flowers entirely covering it,

and having so done, it may be not inaptly christened lejardiniere. Since

to follow tbe fashion introduced by a favorite actress is the mode, I see

that the aesthetic dresses worn by that pretty creature, Enid Leslie, {the

blind girl in Young Mrs. Winthrop), are being universally adopted. They
certainly look like morning wrappers, and come not in any Parisian

journal, but for all that, they are here under our very eyes. At the Bald-

win a pretty girl came in the other night hanging on the arm of a news-

paper fiend ; her dress was eesthetic, a yoke neck, and a shirred robe de-

pending therefrom, Bimply held together but not drawn in, by a wide

satin ribbon ; the color was terra cotta ; the hat matched, and many a

tip of ostrich plumes waved above her pretty face. There was a little

imp of a boy sitting by me, (you know how boys will quiz ;) well, he

nudged me with his elbow, and said : "Say, do you see that girl, her

that's got the yellow night-gown od, ain't she queer?" It was wonder-

fully like the garment, but I pinched that boy's arm until I believe it

turned black.

Fanciful Facta.—Bodices with crenelated edges are still in favor

The tabs are trimmed in many different ways- -with braidwork, cordings

of silk and passementerie, or with embroidery or beaded applique
-

orna-

ments placed in the centre of each block.

The newest designs in bangle bracelets and lace pins are in Moorish and
Renaissance devices.

Spring serges and basket-cloths are mostly in plaids, in even or irregu-

lar patterns, and in quiet neutral tones of ecru, fawn color, and pale cin-

namon brown, enlivened by dashes or intersecting hair lines of some
bright color.

A novelty in lace is the Pompadour pattern—a darned net, with a fine

pearled edge and a raised figure in silk muslin; the designs in flowers,

such as fuehias, lilies and other pendent flowers, are very effective.

Broken and fancy checks are more in use than the shepherd's plaid or

"inch" blocks.

Very long Jersey gloves of cashmere or fine Austrian wool, devoid of

buttons, come in all the dark street shades to match the costume.

The House Inside.—Before entering upon a description of beautifi.l
embellishments for the interior of tbe bouse, let me venture to remark
that ornaments do not tally with furniture which is not kept clean and
well polished. I have seen rooms crowded with costly bric-a-brac and
ornaments, where the dirt of ages lay in every crack and crevice of the
tables and chairs. People think if they dust lightly every day, and once
in a blue moon hire a man for $5 to polish up the furniture it is sufficient,

but this is not enough. Once in three months at least the woodwork uf
all the furniture should be cleaned with a little weak ammonia and warm
water, using a hard tooth-brush to remove the greaBe from the carved por-
tions. Dry it with a Boft cloth, and the next day polish it with a chamois
leather. When it begins to look shabby the following plan should be pur-
sued : Buy a small bottle of shellac at a paint store for two bits, and,
having procured a good stiff varnishing brush, which will cost bix bits,

apply a very thin coat over the woodwork previously cleaned by the am-
monia. This will become hard by the next day, when, with a soft cloth,

lightly oiled with raw linseed oil, the furniture may be polished to equal
new. All it requires is patience and elbow-grease ; and the effort, will

repay you. All the furniture polishes are worth nothing ; they look well
for a short time, but speedily clog and become greasy. Rooms that are
constantly lived in are in a chronic state of dustiness usually, and carved
woodwork needs oftener looking after. The furniture being now clean, I
will next week proceed with household art. Silver Pen.

A PROMINENT PIONEER GONE.
Colonel John Hays, one of the most prominent of the pioneers who

shaped this great State out of the virgin wilderness, died at his ranch,
near Piedmont, on Saturday last. The deceased gentleman was born in
Wilson county, Tennessee, in 1817, and consequently was 66 years of a^e
at the time of his death. He took part with General Sam Houston in
the movement which resulted in severing Texas from Mexico, erecting it

iuto an independent republic, and also in the subsequent movement which
made the Lone Star State a member of the great American Confederation.
He took a prominent part in the Mexican war, and he and the troops
serving under him were the custodians of the Mexican Commander-in-
Chief, General Santa Ana. At the close of this war Colonel Hays came
to California by the Overland route, and has made his home here ever
since. In the organization of the State Government, and also that of
the municipality of San Francisco, he took an active and prominent par*.
He also, in conjunction with others, laid out and founded the city of Oak-
land. Colonel Hays was the first Sheriff of San Francisco, and subse-
quently held the position of Surveyor-General of this State under Presi-
dent Pierce's Administration. Personally Colonel Hays was an honora-
ble, brave, courteous gentleman, and possessed the esteem and confidence
of all who knew him. His name is written in the history of our young
State and nation, and it must endure as long as they endure.

The attention of ladies who contemplate spendiog the Summer
months in the country, or at the seaside, is directed to the satteen suits
which will be found at Sullivan's Cloak House, 120 Kearny street.

THE LATEST SILK FABRICS
— AND —

PARISIAN NOVELTIES!

4S*The attention of Ladies is especially invited to our Silk Department, which
is one of the most complete in the United States, and contains, in addition to our
regular stock of the most reliable brands of Staple Goods, all the New Fabrics and
Latast Novelties of the Season, at

EXCEEDINGLY MODERATE PRICES!

Ottomans,
Gros de Londres,

Gros de Suez,
IiU.isin.es,

Foulards^

Rhadamesi
Rhadzimir,

Soleils,

Summer Silks,
Gros Grains,

''Nonpareil" Velveteens, etc.

Which embrace all the most desirable tints in the New Colors, such as Crushed
Strawberry, Raspberry.. Egyptian, Electric, Mahogany, Fraise, Apricot,

Shrimp-Pink, Reseda, Orange, Sorbier, etc.

Our Customers should not miss seeing these Goods; the Prices
they are offered at place them within the reach of all.

Sole Agents for Tapissier Freres' " Grease-Proof " Black Silks.
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Mr. and Mr*. Girin ; and on Friday evening another lately
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vening al.*»> the Olympic Clofa rooms were crowded by
f the members, who enjoyed the music of Ballenberg'sbandoo thor-

i before one of thfl d

tnej had, for oooe, had enough of it. I

are always enjoyable, and invitations to them are eagerly sought and ac-

The Charity Fair held at the residence of Mrs. Sanderson Iftst Friday
niK'ht, could not possibly have beeo a greater success, and the

the Dorcas Society have every reason to feel proud that their

affbrti have been so well appreciated and rewarded. The rooms were
well tilled with friends and purchasers, as well as many representative of

oar bast Society, moat <>f whom were in evening dress, ana after the more
seriooa trochleas of the evening, i, t, buying and selling) wee got through
with, enjoyed themselves dancing in the parlors on the left of the entrance
til) quite a late hour. The whole boon WBe thrown open

; the rooms to

the right of the main hall beini: tilled with tables covered with articles of
fancy work, which were rapidly disposed of at good prices, nor were re-

freshments wanting to help along the good cause, ices, etc., being in Bucfa

good demand that the supply was exhausted long before it would have
been on ordinary occasions. So I think when they find how well the fair

went off that other ladies will not in future be so backward in giving a
helping hand to young workers, and that some more of our handsome
houses will be thrown open, and thus be seen by others than the hostess'

favored friends and acquaintances. There are some that I could name,
which, were they offered for a like purpose, curiosity alone would so crowd,
that like the Atherton fair, the "gate money " would prove no inconsid-
erable portion of the receipts.

The weather on Saturday last proved to be delightful, and, as a conse-

quence, the crowd who accepted the hospitalities of the S. F. Yac'it Club
was a very large one. The rooms of that building have seldom appeared
to greater advantage than when tilled with the merry throng. The music
was superb and the lunch was delicious, while the yacht-owners vied with
each other in the warmth of the welcome extended to those who visited

their respective vessels.

Saturday afternoon also witnessed the first of the Summer gathering
this season at Angel Island, lawn tennis being added to its other attrac-

tions, which were already manifold, and greatly enjoyed by the gay party
who then assembled at the Army quarters. Angel Island is always asso-

ciated in my mind with that popular couple, General and Mrs. Kautz,
who so long and so charmingly dispensed the hospitality there. By the

way, I understand that General Kautz expects to return to us again in

July, but Mr?, Kautz will still remain abroad.
Weddings this week seem to till the bill of festivities very comfortably,

and claim the lion's share. Yesterday, Mr. John F. Boyd and Miss
Louisa Arner were married very quietly at Mrs. Colton's residence on
California-street hill, the bride being a neice of that lady's late son-in-law,

I)an. Cook, the Rev. Dr. Piatt performing the ceremony. To-day took
place the long-talked-of Urquhart-Landers wedding, and to-day also

Willie Ashe and Miss Pet Peters were married in Stockton, and to which
ceremony quite a number of our Society people went by special train.

Mrs. Ashe, Senior, does not, I believe, return to 'Frisco immediately, but
will, with her family, continue on to her ranch in San Joaquin valley,

where they will make quite a visit.

It is a pity that fine weather cannot always be spoken when a wedding
is to take place in Trinity Church, for the interior of that edifice, always
gloomy in the daytime, is doubly so on a cloudy day, while the persist-

ency with which all the doors were kept open this morning, admitting a

thorough draft of the cold, damp air from without, added to the vault-

like atmosphere which is the normal condition of the place. The only

redeeming feature in the building was the chancel, which was most elab-

orately dressed, and completely filled with a mass of flowers and plants,

a pretty conceit being the little fence surmounted with white blossoms,

which enclosed the whole. Arches and garlands crossed and recrossed

each other in every direction, depending from them being wreaths, stars,

doves, and not one, but five marriage bells, of graduated size, all of the

purest white. The altar was also profusely trimmed with white flowers

and ferns, the crosB above it being covered with blood red flowers, {the

effect of this I did not like), and the whole surmounted with blazing gas-

jets in the shape of a mitre.

The whole body of the church was filled with guests in walking dress,

during the assembling of whom the organist indulged in an olla podrida

of operatic airs, mingled snatches from Gounod, Verdi and Von Supee, in

the most artistic and impartial manner. The ushers, with the exception

of Monte Wilson, seemed lazily inclined, and in the main permitted the

assemblage to seat themselves according as their fancy dictated, and thus

every one was pleased and no complaint were possible. Among the guests

I noticed Dr. and Mrs. Brigham, Miss Babcock, Mr. and Mrs. Schmeidell,

Miss Peters, Mrs. Dan Cook, Mrs. Critt Thornton, the Misses Page and
Miss Atherton, under the gentle guardianship of Miss Loyall, Professor

and Mrs. W. Wilkiaon, Mrs. Kip, Mrs. and Miss Godley, Mrs. and Miss

Flood, Phil Roach and Miss Welsh, Mrs. Eyre, Mr. and Mrs. Givin, Mrs.

Tevis, Mrs. Maggie Blanding, Phil Cadnc, Mrs. and Miss Kittle, Mrs.

McAfee, Mrs. and Miss Haggin, Mrs. Jerome Lincoln, Mrs. Franklin,

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Henseley, Mrs. and Miss Maynard, Mr. and Mrs.

Isaac Poole, Mrs. Sam Wilson, Miss Mears, Mr. and Mrs. David Porter,

Mrs. Col. Fry, Mr. and Mrs. Head, Mrs. George Hearst, Mr. Dobinson,

and Baron Schroder with Miss Mamie Donahue. Will they be the next?

It was fully a quarter past twelve before the bridal march pealed forth,

and at ]**t tot g wa* rewat una an odd '

.m and littl.

quaint

]
end after thetn came the six bridenmnida, then Dr. Qrqnhart

tstlnnd, and hut nf all Mr. BeeUend and the bride, Bdies
r«. At the chancel rait* tin- nshi i, allowing the

r first, ttu-y too separating, then I

«id.*, in front of the tending desks, end wnen the bride had tal
place before tho altar the usbers pieced bind the melds, and

hop Kip in hi* f till robes performed the oeremony, assisted be
l>r. Beers end Mr. Qlthena,

bride looked ohannlngly in an exquisite ciwtumn nf heavy whito
silk, lace and (lowers, lu i mpoood of huge white roso-

bndJa, The bridesmaids, sbont whose itppearanco much curiosity was ex-
Gated, were arrayed In BSli tutnes, comp i le and
satin, two in light blue, two in light green and two in paaofa oolored pink,
which were most becoming to toe fair wearers, the little bonnets whieh

on their beads adding greatly to the charming snTeol of Lbe whole
toilet. The groom and the ushers were all similarly attired in black out-
away coats and dark gray trowsers, and all of them were quits innocent
of gloves— a fashion, as I have before remarked, whieh I think would be
mott honored in the breach. Mrs. Joe Ka«tland wax superbly drei i

brocaded underdress and heavy < lonrt train of olive green velvet, a moet
ooqnettish little bonnet completing her attire. She looked remarkably
well. Later in the afternoon a reception was held at the Eastland resi-

danoe, which was (juite largely attended.
T<>< night the inemhers of the S. P. Art Association will throw open

the doors of their rooms on Tine street, and welcome their friends, who
theyhope will admire the painting they will have on exhibition. As in

the past, it will no doubt be well attended, and a charming hour gr two
will be spent among the works of art, which I hear are unusually good
thifl year.

The army this week Beems to be entering very largely into the list of
entertainers, the hop at the Presido taking place to-morrow night, and
on Saturday afternoon Mrs. Schofield will give a garden party at Black
Point, and as it will be her debut among us as a party giver, it is expected
that it will be largely attended.
San Franciscans have this week welcomed within their doors " the best

advertised man in the U. S.," Judge David Davis and his bride, who are
now doing the Pacific Coast. They have been the recipients of many in-

vitations and hospitalities, among them a visit to Ex-Senator Sharon, at
Belmont. I hear that the second most celebrated man in America {thehrst
in his own estimation). Senator Tabor and his bride, are among the possi-

bilities in the near future. I beard a lady say yesterday she would rather
see him than Jumbo, so if he hears that he will undoubtedly come.

Scarcely a week passes without the record of another gone from our
midst, who was among those best and longest known in this community.
Last week it was Mr. Peachy, this week we are called upon to lament
the loss and do honor to the memory of Col. Jack Hays. A jovial,

whole-souled, warm-hearted man, a hero in every sense of the word, a
devoted husband and father, and a warm and sincere friend. I never
shall forget my first sight of the then celebrated "Texan Ranger," and
how difficult it was for me to believe that the almost insignificant

looking little man could have accomplished all that he was credited with,

but again one of those old saws arose in my mind, that " the best goods
are done up in the smallest packages," and again I agreed in the truth of

them. His funeral on Tuesday, in Oakland, was the largest ever known
there, and the floral tributes offered to his memory were in many in-

stances unsurpassable in beauty and appropriateness of design.

More recruits for San Rafael are announced, and the little village pro-

mises to be full to overflowing ere long. The Babcocks and the Kittles

have already gone, as have Dr. Robert Bowie and his family, who have
a cottage, and the William Wards, who are at the Tamalpais. The Mac-
Afees will also become cottagers, as well as the Jarboes; in fact, cottages

are in such demand they are already at a premium. The Newtons go
over this week.
Mrs. Hager wishes it distinctly understood that she is not going to

Menlo Park this Summer; she has not, and never had any such intention,

her affections being set upon Napa Soda Springs as a place of sojourn,

and thither she will take her flight early next month. In the same di-

rection go Mrs. Vandewater, Mrs. Judge Stanley and Miss Garber, who,
spending every season there, are now regarded as regular habitues of the

place. Mrs. Sullivan and Miss Jamie and Miss Belle Eyre will, 'tis said,

also spend a shurt time there early in the season.

Mrs. Wm, T. Coleman and Mrs. Carlton Coleman will receive at the

residence of Mrs. Wm. T. Coleman, corner of Washington and Taylor
streets, on Tuesday's, May 1st and 8th.

That charitable, warm-hearted embodiment of all that is good in

woman-kind, Mrs. S. E. Butterworth, is expected home next month,
much to the gratification of those who have sadly missed her during her

quite long absence. Mrs. Sam Mayer, after long threatening, has arrived

at last, and is looking charmingly, and Mrs. George Hearst is also among
us once more.
For next week the Episcopalians of the city are making preparations

for the Annual Convention, which will then meet, followed by a recep-

tion at the Bishop's residence, which will probably take place on Thurs-

day evening next. The receptions are always pleasant affairs and largely

attended. No formal invitations are issued or expected, but all who go
are welcome, and made to feel at home. Felix.

Messrs. A. F. Evans & Co., of No. 522 Montgomery street, who
succeeded to the business of Messrs. Ruhl Bros., have, we are pleased to

note, been appointed agents of the Anheuser-Busch Brewing Association,

of St. Louis, and, in future, will look after the sale on this coast of the

celebrated Anheuser and Budweiser beers. Messrs. Evans & Co. have
been established at their present stand for the past six years, and are

recognized as being among our most active and honrable men of business.

Great Novelties in Misses' suits are now being exhibited at Sulli-

van's, 120 Kearny street. Thirty different styles; new shades of color,

fresh designs and the latest patterns in materials. Every lady should call

and examine this great display.
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MR. AND MRS. SASSAFRAS GO A-PICNICKINQ.

"My dear," said Mr. Sassafras, as he sat on the edge of the bed cares-

sing his pet corn, "my dear, this is probably the last Sunday we shall

spend in San Francisco. Our honeymoon has now lasted more than a

month, and we uiU3t soon return to the ranch in old Butte."

A lump on the far side of the bed rolled itself over, and a voice from far

under the blankets seemed to mutter an affirmative.
" I was reading an advertisement yesterday," continued Mr. Sassafras,

as he worked his way into his best pantaloons, " describing a picnic to be

held at Fairfax to-day. Would you like to go, Amanda?"
The head of Mrs. S., plentifully adorned with curlpapers, swiftly

emerged from the bedclothes. " 0, Silas," she cried rapturously,

"shouldn't I just like it, though! I've never been to a real public picnic

in all my born life, but I've heard they're real fine."

"Fine!" exclaimed the husband, rubbing the soap out of his eyeB

;

" this one's more than fine; its the Daoufian picnic, given under the aus-

pices of the musical and social club of that name."
" Dear me !

" said Mrs. Sassafras, sitting up in bed, " a social and musi-
cal club, eh! That must be very high-toned."
"You don't do it justice. Amanda," said Silas, who had been secretly

studying the Call's society columns with a view to paralyzing the natives

of Butte on his return with his knowledge of social etiquette, " this picnic

will be attended only by the ho mond ; it will be comeelfo, madame. It

would not greatly surprise me if it should even be reshshershayj" and Mr.
Sassafras tucked in his shirt with an air of complacent dignity.

"Jimini crimps !
" ejaculated Mrs. S. in a whisper. "Do you really

thiok so, Silas? Where did you pick up those lovely foreign words ?
"

"Never mind, my dear ; there's plenty more where they come from.
Now, I'll run down and see about getting a lunch packed up, and you get

up antt dress as qntek as yon can."
At breakfast Mr. Sassaf as deigned to enlighten his wife as to the na-

ture of public picnics in general, and the Damfian picnic in particular. It

is needless to say that he derived his information exclusively from the ad-

vertisement of the latter, which he had learned by heart. "Fairfax,"
said he, " is a lovely spot embowered in the hills adjacent to the populous
and picturesque town of San Rafael. The trip thither from the city, at

all times a most enchanting one, is doubly so when made in such refined

c unpany as th« Damfian Musical and Social Club. The climate of Marin
County is celebrated for its equable mildness and health-giving qualities."

"Great Heavens, Silas!" interrupted Mrs. S., laying down her toast

and gazing at her spouse with admiration, "why, you talk just like that
guide-book to Butte county on the parlor-table at home. I do believe

you get smarter every day. Go on, dear." But Silas would have had to

begin all over again to get at the peroration of the advertisement, so he
discreetly changed the subject.
When they got aboard the boat, most of the Damfian members were

already assembled. Mrs. Sassafras marveled much at their attire, but
thought it exceedingly fine. The male members were not exactly in uni-
form, and yet they were all dressed alike in stiff-brimmed hats, pants
shaped like a bell-mouthed blunderbuss with two barrels, short coats
elaborately braided, and very high-heeled boots. The female members
were not less gorgeous, but their dress was more varied, and their princi-

pal distinguishing marks consisted of banged hair and the orthodox Dam-
fian musical and social swagger. The conversation of the picnickers, so
far as heard by the Sassafrasses, was peculiar and pretty nearly unintelli-

gible to the rural pair, but as the latter stuck to the corner in which they
had ensconced themselves, the Fairfax grounds were reached without any
further accidents than Mr. Sassafras getting his new stovepipe hat
jammed down to his shoulders at the alighting point by a Damfian mem-
ber, whose profuse apologies seemed to amuse his companions immensely.
"Now, my love," said Mr. S., as he came in sight of the lemonade,

peanut and popcorn stands, and let the tail-end of his eye rest for a mo-
ment on the bar, " you will observe that what I said was true. I said it

might be reshshershay, and it is. Buy a ball of popcorn, dear, while I go
and find out what time the four-o'clock-train starts." Mr. Sassafras
headed for the bar, but he wasn't the man to beg information for nothing,
so he purchased a cocktail. Now the Fairfax picnic cocktail is a mystery.
Pressed scorpion, brimstone, coal-oil and drowned flies form a large pro-
portion of its ingredients, but these alone would not suffice to account for
the singular influence which it has on the imbiber. When Sassafras re-

joined his wife there was a look in his eye which seemed to bid defiance
to the world. ** You see that shooting-gallery, Amanda ? " said he. " I
have hitherto concealed from you the fact that I am a dead shot. I will
not even now tell you I have slain—enough! I spare your feelings. I
will try my nerves of steel against yonder targe." There was a Damfian
youth in the gallery who thought he could shoot a little, too, and the con-
sequence was that the Sassafras nerves of steel cost the owner just §1 75,
besides the penalty of taking another cocktail.
The next place visited was the dance-hall, where the band was now in

full blast. They had not looked on for two minutes before a Damfian
dandy with his hair plastered over his forehead, put his arm around the
plump waist of Mrs. Sassafras, and waltzed off with her before her aston-
ishment would even let her protest. Mr. Sassafras folded his arms and
scowled like a stage brigand. But alas ! he is a little man, and his weight
is barely a hundred pounds, whereas the Damfian could evidently go him
80 pounds better. A sudden plan of vengeance struck him. He turned
to a Damfian young lady who was partnerless for the moment, asked the
pleasure of a dance and in half a minute was in the midst of the giddy
maze. But, ah ! those treacherous cocktails. Mr. Sassafras fell and trod
on his own nose, so tangled up were his legs. In falling he dragged down
his partner, to whose rescue came her male mate. Then Mr. Sassafras
got two black eyes and several kicks in the stomach, and was finally
hauled off by a compassionate waiter to a bench, where his wife sat weep-
ing with her bonnet torn off by the Damfian lady-love of her recent part-
ner in the dance.

" Do you call this musical and social, Mr. Sassafras ?" asked his wife,
in cold, stern tones, as soon as she had regained her composure. " There's
our lunch basket over there," pointing to where a Damfian group were
enjoying its savory contents ;

" if you are a man, go and get it."

But Mr._ Sassafras said he wasn't hungry, and that anyhow the four
o'clock train left at two, and they had only three minutes to catch it.

They caught it, however, and picnic is now a forbidden word in the Sas-
safras household.
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Chicago, Union National Bank ; St. Louis, Boatman's Saving Bank ; New Zealand,
the Bank of New Zealand. Correspondent in London, Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons. Correspondents in India, China, Japan and Australia, the Oriental Bank Cor-
poration.
The Bank has Agencies at Virginia City, and Correspondents in all the princi-

pal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.

Letters of Credit issued, available in all parts o the world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dublin, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankiort-on-the-Main, Antwerp,
Amsterdam, St. Petersburgh, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, Italy.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter.—Capital paid up, 81,800,-

000, with power to increase to 510,000,000. Southeast corner California and San-
somestreets. Head Office—28 Cornbill, London. Branches—Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria, New Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia,

This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check
and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available in al parts of
the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents
as follows

:

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal ; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank ; Scotland—British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America,—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan—Chartered Hank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 18. FREDERICK TOWNSEND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Paid up Capital 81,500,000, Gold. President, B. C. Wool-

worth Vice-President, D. Callaghan ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue, Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
Correspondents—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse,
Neuman &Co. Paris: Hottinguer& Co. NewYork: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-
pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received Bubject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal
cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Commercia
Credits issued available in Europe, Chii.a and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital, $2,100,000.

San Francisco Office, 424 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid Up $3,000,000.
Reserve 4,500,000.

Agency at New York, 62 Wall street.
Agency at Virginia, Nev.

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-
elers' Credits. Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E. Cor. Sansomo and Pine Streets,

London Office, 3 Angel Court ; New York Agents, J. W. Sel-
igmau & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, Sd,000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy aud sell Exchange and Bullion,

loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.

FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.
P, N. Lilienthal, Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITAL, 8300,000.
Officers: Vice-President, Jerome Lincoln : Secretary, W.

S. Jones; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other
Approved Securities. Office : No. 215 Sansome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Spar and Leibbank, No 526 Californlastreet,San

Francisco. Officers : President, L. GOTTIG. Board of Directors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Eggers, N. Van Bergen, H. L. SimoHj
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary. GEO. LETTE; Attorney, JOHN R.
JARBOE. May 18.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, ofZurich, Capital 5,000,000 francs; Helvetia,

of St. Gall, Capital 10,000,000 francs ; Ealoise, of Basle, Capital 5,000,000 francs.

These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for ail losses that may be sus-

ained. Losses made payable in all the principal seaports of the world. In the set-

tlement of all claims under an English policy, these Companies will strictly adhere to
the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, and submit to English jurisdiction.

June 9. HARRY W. SYZ, Agent, 420 and 422 California St., S. F.

PROF. JOS. JOSSET,
Graduate of the University of Paris; Ex. Professor of Be

la Mennais' Normal, France; late of Poiut Loma Seminary, San Diego. Pri-

vate Lessons in the French Language. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 p.m. Private Lessons given at the res-

idence of the pupil. Dec 6-

J3S" Diamond Dyes are so perfect and so beautiful that it is a pleasure

to use them. Equally good for dark or light colors. 10 cents.
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1 now with a smile so brijthl,

Answering back th.it look of

bra, pajia!' the darling cries,

Waftitii: a kim from her tinker dp*,
Pure aa the light in her noft pin
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! offioe dim,
And to the cares of a busy day;

She to her lessons ami morning hymn,
Braided together bits of

|

.ifraiil,

In the alippeny paths of town ;

She with never ft darker shade
Than the fear of a mother's frown.

lie in the restless race for gold.

Down where the money chancers meet,
the breath of the temptei bold,

the pitfalls near his feet.

Well b«r him that the clouded skies

Clear when he lifts the latch of home ;

Well that into this paradise
Never the tempter dares to come.

Bferj night in her robe of white.

Low she kneels by her little beil ;

Kvery night the aDgels bright.

Hover unseen above her head.
There is his anchor! Grod who hears

That dear baby will hear him, too ;

Out of the dust of forgetful years
Struggles his prayers to the Father true

!

Down in the street, in the snow and sleet,

Waits the man in his middle age ;

Up at the window, sheltered, sweet,
Watches the child on her first white page.

He to the cares of a busy day.
Winning bread in the eager town ;

She to her lessons and her play,

After she throws her kisses down.

NICE LITTLE DINNERS.
"Lea pet its diners" (nice little dinners), are one of the most important

things in the life of a Frenchman. He will become enthusiastic over

them, his eye will dilate, his mouth water, his face beam with the idea

that he is going to have a nice little dinner. There is nothing to a French-
man like " un petit diner," accompanied by the smart conversation "d'un
bun ami "—of a good friend. And is the Frenchman not right? Is it not

the most civilizing thing in the world to sit at a prettily laid table, decor-

ated with the freshest flowers, and while partaking of dainty soups, fresh

hsb, appetizing entries, savory roasts, early vegetables, crisp salad* and
delicate sweets with old vintages of Santerne, Bordeaux, Burgundy, and
good brands of sparkling champagne, talk over the concerns of the world,

or your own with your friend, and chat cheerily with him on art. science

and what not—aye, even gossip, and speak of " chferes amies?" Give me
f..r the true civilizer, harmonizer and comforter of life, the nice little din-

ner. It beats a symphony by Beethoven, an opera of Wagner, a reverie

by Schumann, a play by Shakespeare; why, it even beats a picture bv
Raphael or Rubens. It not only brings enjoyment, but it increases your

power for enjoyment. What happiuess can be compared to that state of

physical and mental satisfaction that follows a nice little dinner. You
sip your cup of black coffee and smoke a fragrant Havana, and you are con-

tent with everything and everybody, and with yourself the most. A nice lit-

tle dinner! Of all the things to be desired in this world, at the end of a

day's business, is a nice little dinner; and the housewife who can arrange

it, the caterer who can provide it, or the hotel that furnishes it, are

benefactors of mankind. Rubenstein has furnished the kitchen in his

Russian palace home more sumptuously than his reception-room, because

giving forth much power, he knows the ?alue of replacing it. If any
particular city on the face of the globe should imitate him it is this city

of San Francisco, that has two heart-throbs to every other city's one,

with its life of incessant excitement and frenzy.
_
The human heart and

brain are surely tried in this most cosmopolitan city of the modern world,

and they want, above all, nice little dinners to stimulate them for new
exertions. All this sounds like the advertisement for a new "hash-

house," but it is not one. It is simply the result of a nice little dinner.

Beauclerc.

According to present arrangements, the Emperor and Empress of

of Ruesia will arrive at Moscow on May 2Gth, and, after passing the

night at the Fetroffsky Palace, will make their triumphal entry into the

ancient capitol on the following day. In addition to the festivities at-

tending the ceremony of Coronation, it is now arranged that the public

rejoicings on the occasion shall, on the return of the Court from Moscow,
be continued in St. Petersburg. There will be four balls, only one of

which will be given at the Palace. Another, by the town of Moscow,
will take place in a building specially prepared for the occasion. The
Foreign Ambassadors will -jive entertainments in the capitol after the re-

turn of the Court from Moscow. The programme has not yet been elaborat-

ed in all its details ; but it is said thats chief feature in St. Petersburg will

be, as at Moscow, the triumphal entry.

CALIFORNIA PEARLS.
Our community

, ,i bating a tragedy eqaal-
11. tht'ii uiidttt ; but in (In- in-i

at, that
inn.', who ilwolU 111 01 f onr faxhi.in.ible hotels! and

intry, bad i

nly upon bar window
came three taps, which wen repeated in =i londei manner, Hastily open
ing th. .. |„. oareful, Fred ;

ad I'll let yon in quietly.
M "- tt>whoda

f
tones From the astonished

unhand, who, returning onexp ictedly, hsd thought to thus Burpri
h the window he pulled out his revolver, and

..i bis wife's head demanded ;» fufrooniession. Scream after
oded through the halls, awakening the occupants of the ad-

Joining rooms, who were Boon rushing to the spot Here Mrs. was
seen on her knees before her infuriated bunt.mid, who still held the pistol
at her bend, while she sobbed her declaration that she had been dreaming,
and so suddenly startled From hei I called out the first name
that cams to her. Mr. was with difficulty paciBed, as the mere idea
of his wife's slumber being Riled with " Bred" was a suspicious thought.
A hollow peace has been proi [aimed, but Society may look foranejei
at any day. Things are Bmoldoring.

Everybody, almost, knowa what h "giant's sneeze" is. People sit

round the room in silence, till at a given signal from the leader certain
divisions of them say in a loud tone (all together), one of the following
words: " Tsh -ashe uther Roo" the effect being in sound a truly gigan-
tic sneeze. Well, the other night, a Belect company of Western Addition
ilitc were assembled in the parlors of a Society leader thereabouts, and
songs, dances and games being the order of the evening. Among the lat-

ter the " giant sneeze " was undertaken. There was ono young lady who
had never heard of it, and a3 she heard the different words given out to
those who were to shout them out, she exclaimed: " What a funny game;
sounds just like the description of a Society wedding." The others did'nt,

see it at first. Theu everybody laughed, while an old bachelor remarked,
" especially the roo."

Now and then a story runs through Society, which raises a laugh at
the expense of the nouveau riches, but the last one tops all that have gone
before. One day, of late, Mrs. Oceans went for a tour of the shops with
her daughter, and after purchasing dry goods, bonbons, "picters," etc.,

found herself at a florist's window. A large floral design attracted her
attention, and, entering the store to look at it, she was shown a piece or-

dered for the dead fireman, Ross, in the form of a broken column. Turn-
ing to her daughter, she exclaimed: "That's the very thing I'll get for

, but mine must be bigger and finer." The result was, among the of-

ferings at a recent wedding appoared a huge broken column. Comment
is unnecessary.

Dave Beck's trip East has been again indefinitely postponed. He is

still detained at his post in this city by an unusual press of—weddings.
The same thing also prevents the Pages leaving town for more than a day
or two at a time.

" I vants to get two drunk," said a Dutchman, going into a trunk fac-

tory the other day. "Just step over to the Baloon opposite," explained
the obliging proprietor, and I have no doubt you can be accommodated."

It is a curious fact, and one worthy of consideration at the hands of

the students of life's anomalies, that a pretty woman who is chaste is sel-

dom run after, while a woman who is run after is generally not chaste.
Eh?

" Come! a lung," as consumption said to its victim.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Refinery anil Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid fur Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLTJESTONE. Also, Lend Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the hest facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in their

various forms.
June IS. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

No. 320 Post Street Onposite 1'nioii Square.

PROF. O. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 320 Po

street, is now open for Juvenile aud Evening Classes. Office Hours, for Terms, etc.

10 a.m, to 12 m., and 1 to 5 P.M. Oct. 22.

MRS. JULIA MELVILLE-SNYDER.

"Vocal and Instrumental Music — Elocution — Oratory — Drama

PHELAM'S BUILDING, PAKLORS 106, 108 AND 110.
TAKE THE ELEVATOR. Feb. 10.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,

NO. 922 POST STREET
ay mill Boarding; School for YounDi .
KINDERGARTEN

[Jan 13.]

Ladies aud Children.

MADAME B. ZEITSKA, A. M., Principal.

S"
AMERICAN EXCHANGE HOTEL,

niMome street. Corner Halleck, Sa" Francisco.—This
hotel La in the verv center of the business portion of the city, and has been

renovated and newly furnished throughout. The traveling public will find this to

be the most convenient as well as the most comfortable and respectable hotel in the

city. TABLE FIRST-CLASS. Hoard and room, $1, $1.25 and Si. 50 per day. Nice

single rooms per night, :>Q cents. Breakfasts or dinners, 50 cents. Lunch, US cents.

Eighteen tickets, good forany meals, for $5. Hot and cold baths free. Free coach

to and from the hotel. Oct. 7.



SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER AND April 28, 1883.

PLEASURE'S WAND.
''We Obey no Wand but Pleasure's."--rom Moore.

If Haymau bad not been shrewd enough^ at the Bush-street Theatre,

to cancel certain attractions and bring back the Rice Surprise Party while

the public were still excited over Kate Castleton, the record of the house
would have been decidedly unsatisfactory. It seems a curious piece of

judgment on the part of Leavitt and his agents in New York to run, one

after another, a whole family of dramas so much alike that one can hardly

tell the difference. I thought Minnie Palmer had about the worst play

I ever saw, until Fogg's Ferry came along. When Wild. Wave was put
on, -ven Fogg's Ferry seemed not without merit. Then Rexina came, and
Wild Wave began to look really clever. Cheek may be Marsden's, but for

myself I believe that Marsden, Jessop, Gill and Callahan are one and the

same person; that a score of acts were thrown into a box, shaken up and
drawn out by lot. I am sorry for Haymau, because I believe he is actu-

ated by a desire to make the little Bush-street one of the most
attractive theatres ; but that money can be made when the attractions

seem to be selected in New York, without reference to any merit save the

printing the combination can show, and in defiance of their similarity, is

simply impossible. Cheekis a play which has, in addition to the soubrette

part, with which we are too familiar, a comedy character, presumably
written for Roland Reed. The play is hardly what was to be expected
from the pen of a writer who has furnished the next original play for the
Madison Square Theatre. It is puerile in its sentiment, common-place in

its dramatic quality, and it is far-fetched in its plot. Notwithstanding a

certain smoothness of arrangement, it plays freely with dramatic license,

while the characters are unnatural and badly drawn. I cannot feel any
interest in a hero who is a self-confessed scoundrel, two old men who are

in the main idiotic, an old lady who sides with the villain, a girl whose
attractions are of a purely negative kind, a hard adventuress who gets out
of her difficulties by calmly denying everything, and a young man who is

described in the play-bill as having turned over a new leaf. Indeed, the
people we are introduced to are as delightful a lot as I ever saw together
in a play. The story is practically told in the first act, and it is carried

through the other three by uninteresting dramatic subterfuges. So much
for the play. Roland Reed is not a very funny man. He has a peculiar

force that is aggressive. He speaks rapidly and strongly, and one catches
quite frequently a faint suggestion of the manner of Stuart Robson. But
really, Reed has very little that is funny to say, and what he does is

only funny occasionally. He "gags," to a considerable extent, and he
knows how to make his point when he has one to make. His " Dick
Smythe"is cheeky enough, but that is its main quality. In legitimate
comedy I believe Reed might do some clever work, and in burlesque I
know he can. But he is not a character actor, and his individuality car-

ries no humorous peculiarity of any consequence. If he had the best
company in the world, there could be little done with the characters in
the play. Blanche Vaughn is a clever actress, although she ia not a sym-
pathetic soubrette. Agnes Herndon plays "Mrs. Able Racket" with
perfect conscientiousness, and almost makes a reasonable character out of

it. For the others, I think they hardly call for detailed notice.*****
At the Baldwin, Leonard Grovers company has been playing Arrah-

na-Pogue. There was some talk that Bert, for Boucicault, would enjoin
the production, as " Boucy " himself is to be here sometime this year,
and he proposes to play Sbaun. Grover claims that anybody has the
right to play the piece, and, possibly as a legal point, he is right. But it

has always been the trouble with theatrical people, that they have taken
full advantage of legal points, an advantage which brought Tom Maguire
down, and has ruined every manager who ever made use of it. The old
Irish drama always has an interest for theater-goers ; but it seems to me
that the late productions are less complete, certainly less enjoyable than
the old ones. I wonder if it is because the later actors are satisfied with
copying the old business and do not copy it well, or because the spirit of

the play grows old-fashioned ? The cast at the Baldwin is not altogether
good. Indeed, all of Grover's late productions bear signs of hasty re-

hearsal and somewhat careless stage management. Young Leonard
Grover is being pushed into a prominent place. He is possessed of great
intelligence, and his experience has given him a certain command of stage
business. But his Shaun hardly rises beyond intelligence. It ha3 no
palpable recommendations that places it above the impersonation of a
great many actors, and, indeed, it distinctly lacks the richness and warmth
of Irish humor. Miss May, as Arrah, is only acceptable. She is not
particularly Irish, and her Colleen has a distinct resemblance to her May
Edwards, even the brogue being almost unnoticeable. Everybody knows
the characters in Arrah-na-Pogue, and there is no particular excellence in
the present cast otherwise. Osbourne is a manly Beamish, and Norris'
Feeny has some points of merit but is a little dry and draggy. There
have been many better performances of the play in this city.

* * * * *

The Queen's Lace Handkerchief has, I am glad to see, "caught on" at
the California. It would have been hard if such an enterprise, so com-
plete in every way, should have failed. The opera will bear two or three
visits. At a second hearing I see no reason to change my first verdict.

The music proper of the work gains in interest, although the general lack
of color becomes more marked. I think Carleton's singing is more en-
joyable ihe oftener one hears it, and his solos certainly draw the encores
more cordially than any other1 numbers. The song to "the Queen" is a
charming composition, sung with great taste and expression, while the
introduced song in the last act is one of the best I have heard in a long
time. But the solos all through are striking because of the absence of
dutts or trios. The principal female voices are spared noticeably in the
present representation, perhaps because they are the weakest. It is un-
fortunate that three solos follow one another in the last act ; but they are
all taking and admirably sung. The Merry War is in preparation, but it

seems doubtful if it will be called for.*****
The fact that Emerson and Reed have effectually established the Stand-

ard as an institution gives fresh proof every week. Each new bill attracts
the regular audience, aud, I doubt if there have been more than three or
four houses during the current season when the receipts have not come up
to expenses, while the profit must already amount to a small fortune. In

the bill now being given one of the main features is Emerson's sketch,
"Before the War," which, while hardly so striking as " Hungry Jake,"
is still a very finished performance of its kind. Charley Reed keeps gain-
ing popularity by a never-failing attention to timely topics, and his paro-
dies are now looked for with regularity. Courtright does some clever
workin his original sketch, "Flewey Flewey," of a grotesque kind, in
which he excels. Varney and DeOme keep their place before the public,
and one of Richmond's funny sketches completes the bill and sends every-
body home laughing.*****
There would seem to be a good time coming for theater goers, although

the season is at hand when the town is rather empty. At the Baldwiu
an event of great interest will be the reappearance of Modjeska. The
engagement is for four weeks. She will open in Camille, at least such is

the present intention ; and in her repertoire are Rosalind, which I am
very anxious to see. Odette, which will then receive its first representa-
tion in English, and Adrienne, which will gain its importance mainly from
her acting of the part. In addition, she has three or four parts new to us,

in all of which she may not have time to appear. I am sure she will re-

ceive a great welcome on her appearance on Monday night week.*****
At the California, Barrett will follow the opera company, opening in

Yorick's Love, a piece he first produced here with immense success on his
last engagement. We are likely to see Boker"s Francesca de Rimini, which
has been a great factor in his late success. Among booked attractions are
the Daly Company in The Passing Regiment, 7-20 S. and several other
New York productions, ; The Silver King, with Wallack's Company ; and
the Union Square Company.

* ft * * *

The Bush Street Theater is laying a very great stress on the coming
Wyndham engagement.*****
The Tivoli has shown its enterprise again by producing Nicolai's opera,

The Merry Wives of Windsor, a work rarely heard of late years. It is

fairly sung, and affords a pleasant evening's entertainment.*****
There is a ballet of twenty girls in The Russian Honeymoon, at Madison

Square. The Mallorys are fast coming to the worldly iu their plays.

The mounting is very free ; the play very bad.—^Theo and a French
company have been playing at the Casino, in New York.——Inez Ro-
chelle is the latest star in Only A Farmer's Daughter.-^— It is said that
Boucicault has not written a letter to a newspaper for a week. ^—Stetson
is running his Stock company at Booth's Theatre, changing the bill, ap-
parently, every week.^—Madame Marzoccbi, widow of Patti's first teach-
er, is suing the diva for S2,500.^—'Marion Elmore and her sister, Lena
Merville, have sailed for England.

Miss Alma Stuart Stanley, a lady who, while a member of the Grr-
ver Company, made a most favorable impression upon the public of San
Francisco, will take a benefit at the Grand Opera House on Sunday even-
ing, May 6th. On this occasion a large and attractive programme will

be presented, including the garden scene from the historical play, Mary
Stuart, in which Mrs. George Osborne will take the part of Elizabeth.
This will be followed by the Little Rebel, in which Miss Tessie Butler will

appear in the title role. The balcony scene from Romeo and Juliet, with
the beneficiary as Romeo and Helen Mason as Juliet will follow. Miss Stan-
ley, by request, will also give a number of her other male impersonations,
and will, in addition, sing the French and Spanish song as sung by the
French actress, Mile Chaumont, with such great success. All of the
leading members of the theatrical profession now in this city have volun-
teered itheir services, and a magnificent "Olio" will, consequently, be
presented. Altogether, the entertainment promises to be a magnificent
one, and those who attend will assuredly enjoy a delightful time.

Miss Louise Sylvester, the well-known and popular actress, will,

next Monday evening, April 30th, be the recipient of a benefit at the
Baldwin Theatre. On this occasion the full strength of the Leonard-
Grover Company will appear, assisted by the Emerson Minstrels, and
also that celebrated artist, Charles Reed. By special request of the la-

dies of San Francisco, under whose auspices the entertainment will take
place, the performance will open with The Little Detective, in which piece
Miss Sylvester will assume seven different characters. This will be fol-

lowed by an interesting and attractive "olio,"to which the Emerson Min-
strels and Charley Reed will be the principal contributors. The pro-

gramme is certainly a most attractive one, and the high esteem in which
Miss Sylvester is justly held renders it sure that the performance will be
a perfect Society event.

The Orchestral Union.—The annual meeting of this society was
held on Wednesday eveninsr. The Secretary reported 4o acting and 113
associated members. The Treasurer reported a balance in hand of S150.
Colonel Sullivan was elected President for the ensuing year, and Mr.
Zech, Conductor in the place of Mr. W. Toepke. who leaves shortly for a
prolonged tour in Europe. The next and last concert of the season will

take place on the 21st of May. Associate members will henceforth be
provided with reserve seats.

A grand concert is announced to be given at Piatt's Hall, May 11th,

by Miss Lulu Joran, the phenomenonally gifted young pianist, assisted

by her two younger sisters. The best local talent, both vocal and instru

mental, including Madame Le Hardi, soprano, a Parisian, who has not
yet made her debut here ; Mr. Cogswell, baritone, Mr. Chas. Goffrie and
Mr. Oscar Herold will take part. The many attractions of the various
artists announced, as well as the desire to- hear and welcome to the con-

cert platform the young beneficiary, will doubtless cause Piatt's Hall to

be well filled on the date mentioned.

Ask for the genuine Lager Bier, from the Fredericksburg Brewing
Co., which is acknowledged to be the best and purest "Lager" brewed in

the United States. On draught in all first class saloons. Orders for Bot
tied Beer can be left at 539 California street.

A new and convenient road to the Mermaid Baths has just been com-
pleted from the end of the Polk-street branch of the Sutter-street road.

Passengers by the Union-street cable cars should get off at Polk street.
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-. which, added t.» the nuuiber carried by tin- Lurline, Nellie,
Emerald »nd Clam, made a really brilliant gatbortnff. l>;in>iiu' wai

p with the iMaal vim. Tta< . in Charley Dexter^
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trmooa On the Nellit- the Haaum, Dnguhae dftpamad a ptlnoelj
> ity. .in. I *ei iaitod hv mmny doom admtrera "f their

\U.ut nine o'clock the festivities closed, and the -

.1. returned <>n t 1j » tug Monarch, every one vowing that a more
i the first tiint- since

wma launched in our waters she was :il

opening We missed her very much. Regrets wen also ex-
:../ie wan not amongst the fleet. She U always an at*

,
traction. Kveryonawaa pleased t.. see Captain Harrison amongst the

d t>> see the Frolic without ;* party "i ladies on board.
i with her new sails last Saturday; tlie work of bend<

em delayed the boat until tbe rest of the fleet started. Captain
rad ;» large party "t friends had a long wait for her at EVont-Btreet

wharf. When the party got "ii board ami hauled up the anchor, she
drifted iw that was lyiiiu' astern, but, beyond a little scratch-
ing, the damage was not serious. There is nothing like good luck—a for-

tunate man was handling her, or she would have had some holes punched
in her by the bowsprit of the scow, which came right across her deck.
The cruse last Sunday was a very enjoyable one for the ladies.

It was a ladies' day—the breeze was never more than a breath.
At '.' a. m. the fleet stared from Saucelito, drifted through Raccoon Straits
past Point San Quentin abreast of Red Rock, then, at 2 p. m. drifted
down the shore back again. Off California City the fleet presented a
remarkable and handsome sight, the Frolic was in shore, then came the
Whitewing, Ariel. Nellie, Chispa, Fleur de Lis and Emerald, all in a
line. If they had been drawn up for a scratch race they could not have
been got together on more even terms. The Lurline and Clara returned
to Saucelito earlier in the day. An amateur photographer, who is also
a yachtsman, took several views of the yachts during the cruise. Sev-
eral of the small yachts made a cruise to Vallejo last Saturday. The
Rambler, Spray, sloop Nellie, Magic, Mollie and Lillie started from
Saucelito at 6:16, There was a fresh breeze all the way up, the Nellie

reaching Vallejo Hrst, at 9:45 p. m. The Spray was struck by a heavy
aquall near Red R >ck, which so disarranged things that she put back
and anchored under the lee of Angel Island for the night. On Sunday
the beat down was made in a light breeze, the Magic reaching the
city first at 7 p. m. Commodore Battles received universal congratula-
tions upon the successful way in which he managed both trips. A
yacht race is already talked of. Captain White, of the Fleur de Lis,

is prepared to meet either the Nellie or Chispa, on condition that the
boats are Bailed with the three working sails, over the Pacific Yacht
Club course, flood tide race, to be sailed in less than four hours. The
proposition is a perfectly fair one, but the race would not be as inter-

esting as if the yachts were allowed to set all tbe canvas they pleased.
The Halcyon will be launched during the first week iD May, her masts
are stepped. We hope a cruise to Vallejo will be arranged to welcome
this new and handsome craft. Next Saturday the Pacific Club will

open the season. To-day several of the yachts will make a trip to

Vallejo, and return to-morrow. Commodore Macdunough, of the Pa-
cific Club, sailed from New York for Liverpool on the 19th inst., on
the steamer Baltic. The Nellie met with a slight mishap coming from
Saucelito, on Tuesday afternoon, the bolt of the main sheet block draw-
ing out. She came to her moorings under jib only.

Pigeon Shooting.—Last Saturday tbe Gun Club held a meeting at

Adam's Point. The day was delightful, and the grounds looked charm-
ing except for the trees. The shooting was throughout excellent, and in

several cases brilliant, Messrs. Gordon and Black distinguishing them-
selves by long and difficult shots. As usual, the match was a handicap,

and under the Hurlingham rules, 12 birds each. Messrs. Smith, Mc-
Shane and Howard standing at 20 yards, and Mr. Fuller at 28, the others

at the regular score, with the following result : H. Babcock, C. P. Uor-
don, F. S. Butler, 10 ; T. Ewing, J. K. Orr and M. Fuller, 9; P. Mc-
Shane, A. W. Havens, R. Wilson, 8; W. Golcher, W. Howard, H. May,
H. Black, 7; F. Smith, 6; J. Grant, 5. In shooting off, Messrs. Babcock,
Butler and Gordon killed each four birds straight; in the second tie, But-
ler missed one, and the third attempt Babcock missed two and Gordon
killed three, giving him for the first time the medals, which he thoroughly

deserved. The average is GG per cent., very good, for the birds were a very

Btroug lot. The next meeting of the Club will be the annual picnic on
Decoration Day. The California Club had a double bird match at San
Bruno last Sunday. 12 members entered, G pairs each, 18 yards rise.

Kerrigan killed 10, and was tied by Knowles; Jellett, Pearson and Bogart

each killed 9; Walsh and Chismore, 8; Spencer and Fay, 7; Burbank, 6;

and Berwick, 4. In shooting off at 3 pairs, Knowles killed 4 and Kerri-

gan missed 3. The third prize was taken by Pearson, who killed 2 ; Jel-

lett missed both his birds, and Bogart let one off. Swan and Pearson then

shot a 25 bird match, thirty yards rise. Pearson won, killing 13, while

Swan missed 16,

Baa© Ball.—The game last Sunday between the Haverlys and Califor-
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rioo. A targe attend toot will osri rfnlv reward tbe efforts of tin- Kennel
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Rowing- There i* nothing >.f local importance to report. Peterson
and Mctnnerv are both reported to be training. We have not net

Utter in his shell yet; perfa of walking away from his

youthful competitor without any prepai [| Uclnnery i*

in good condition, tbe task should not be a bard one, for Peterson shows
but indifferent form. Largan, tbe English sculler, who spent

in this .ity. bas again been defeated in New South Wales. At the
Qrafton Regatta on LOth March, be rowed in a handicap race, reoeWIng
thre-* lengths from Triukett and Beach. McDonald won the Bratana
third heats and the race, Largan leading in the second boat The dis-

tance was two miles. The prizes, 9500, $150 and sunt. The Smith End
and Golden < late t 'bibs have n*>t yet made their Intended rowing match.

Fishing.—'* The Boss" Kinhing (Hub held its monthly excursion last
Sunday, the party going in the plunger Restless, towed by the little

tug Annie Hart. Lime Point, California City and Angel Island were
visited, but the fishing at each point was very poor. At noun, Che
party landed at Angel Island, where a pleasant afternoon was spent
and the nana) chowder prepared and enjoyed. Anglers have had very
little success during the past week, the trout are scarce, shy and small,
and the streams in many places still muddy. In another month the
latter fault will not exist, but we fear the scarcity and Bmallnesa of
the fish will be still manifest, especially in streams within fifty miles
of this city.

_
Cricket.—The Merion Cricket Club has been in a moribund condition

since Washington's Birthday, when it gave a very ambitions day's sport,
More than two months have elapsed and no prizes have yet been distrib-

uted to the winners of the difk-ent events of that day. The club has
just elected officers for the present season, and we hope their first care
will be to hand the prizes to the gentlemen who won them. VVe are
pleased to notice that the club has elected W. Greer Harrison President.
Should that gentleman take the affairs of the club in hand we are confi-

dent that a new era will mark its progress. The Occident Club is like
" Patience on a monument smiling at grief." The object smiled at being
the Merion champions, who have for a long time threatened to wipe out
their former successful foes.

Fedeatrianiam.—Daniel O'Leary has not covered himself with honor
and glory by his walking at the Antipodes. On 19th March he was de-
feated in a six day match by Edwards, who walked 373 miles, while
O'Leary was doing 350. Edwards covered 100 miles tbe first day.

Bicycling.—The annual run of the Oakland Club will be held to-

morrow. Several wheelmen from the S. F. Club will join the Oakland
riders. If the weather is pleasant a delightful day is sure to be spent by
all the participants. The annual meet of the League of American Wheel-
men will be held this year in New York next Saturday. A very impos-
ing parade is anticipated. 200 clubs will probably be represented, and
over 1,000 riders will form the line.

Turf.—The first day of the Spring meeting of the Pacific Coast Blood
Horse Association was celebrated last Saturday, at the Oakland Trotting
Park. The day was all that could be desired, and we are sorry that the
same cannot be written of the racing and the attendance. The California
Stake, distance half a mile, brought out eight starters, ajid was won by
Winters' Prince of Norfolk ; Collie Smart, from the same stable, getting
second place. The Hearst Stake, of three-quarters of a mile, brought
out Jim Douglas, Joe Howell, Premium and Atalanta, and they caught
the judges eye in the order named. This was the event of the day, the
first and second horses making a grand race. The Winters Stake was a
practical walk-over for Baldwin's Gano, bis only competitor being Chase's
Laura, who had no show in a mile and a half with such a powerful colt.

The Hurdle race was won by Winters' Hattie B. , having it all her own
way. The second day's meeting was held last Wednesday, and again
beautiful weather made the fine sport enjoyable. The first event was a
five-eighths of a mile race for two-year old fillies, purse $150, and was
won by Pritchard's chestnut filly, with two fillies from Palo Alto placed.
Seven started. The second race was for three-year-old fillies, one and
one-eighth miles, purse of $200. It was really a match between Chase's
Laura and Pritchard's chestnut filly, and was won by Laura in fine style.

The race of the meeting was the free for all, one mile. Won by Joe How-
ell, Gai.o second, and Jim Douglas third. Rarely has a finer race been
seen anywhere, and the enthusiasm which greeted the winner was well
deserved. Time, 1:42. The Selling Race was won by Maria F., distance
one and one-eighth miles. Time, 1:58$. To-day the third meeting will

take place, and the events indicate both good fields and exciting finishes.

SAN FRANCISCO BENCH AND FOWL SHOW.
Commencing April 27th. I Eiidine May 2d.

— TO BE HELD-

AT UNION HALL, HOWAED STREET,
DHDBB THH AISPICBS OK THE

PACIFIC COAST KENNEL CLUB.
The LATEST CURIOSITY will be exhibited in connection with the Show—an Ani-

mal of the Canine Species, pronounced by the best authority to he a cross between a

Bear and a Dog. The animal is minus a tail, and shows all signs and actions of the

Bear. Come and see him.

HALL OPEN FROM 10 A. M. TO 10:30 P. M.
ADMISSION.—Adults. 50c; Children, 25c. Season Ticket, admitting gentle-

man and lady, Three (3) Dollars. April 28.



SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER AND April 28, 1883.

'The World,
[By .

the Flesh, and the Devil.
Truthful Penman.]

M. Martini, the renowned embroiderer, has fitted the coronation man-
tle of the Czarina on Her Imperial Majesty. It is of gold tisaue, strong
though flexible, with applique in black silk the heraldic eagle of the Ro-
manoffs. On the heart of the bird are embroidered the arms of Moscow,
and on the wings those of the kingdoms over which the Czar reigns and
those of the Duchy of Finland. M. Waddington is to represent the
President of the Republic at the coronation, at the head of a special mis-
sion. He feels nervous, we are told, about going to Moscow. The Czar
told Admiral Jaures that he intends to walk unaccompanied and unat-
tended round the sacred city. His Imperial Majesty does not take into
account the 40.000 police agents who will keep watch and ward during his
sojourn there and for some time previous to his arrival. The approaching
fetes at Moscow are stimulating the Paris trade in false jewelry. A lady
attached to the household has ordered for herself about 70,000 francs'
worth of artificial jewelry. She has gone there to consult with skilled
artisans about the designs according to which it may be desirable to
manufacture the brilliant falsities.-^1 have always wondered how the
Ma trimon ial News managed to exist. A correspondent writes that she
advertised for a husband in it, paying in stamps for the advertisement.
When, however, she asked that letters might be sent to her which had
been forwarded in answer to her advertisement, she received the following
printed reply: " M. N. Office, 302 Strand, London, Jan. 29, 1883.—
Dear Madam: Your advertisement appears as . If you will send
me the usual fee of £l, and agree to pay me £10 more after marriage, I
will then forward letters from you to such gentlemen as you may select,

and, if need he, will also put you in correspondence with other suitable
gentlemen from time to time till you are married. No charge beyond the
£1 till married. Let me know if you agree to these terms, and if so,

send me a P. 0. O. for the £1, made payable to Marcus Liston, and I will
act. I am, dear Madam, yours truly. The Editor M. N." If the
editor gets a sufficient number of idiots to assent to these terms, it is no
wunder his newspaper returns a handsome profit.

—

Cor. London Truth. —
Travelers from Cannes or Nice should take advantage of the coupe salon,
one of the most delightful inventions of the present day. It is far supe-
rior to the icaaon-lit or the fauteuil-lit. A large railway carriage is di-
vided into three compartments, each of which has three seats. The com-
partment is wide and roomy, warm and yet airy. A portiere conceals the
entrance to the lavatory, which is prettily and ingeniously fitted up. At
night a bed lets down, with a spring mattress, two most comfortable pil-

lows, and an arrangement for protecting the feet against cold. The gas-
light is sufficient to read by, but it can be turned down to any strength,
and shaded over. The springs of the carriage are admirable, and no
fatigue is felt after a night's journey. The price is less than that of a
berth in the wagon-lit. The other advantages are privacy, ventilation,
comfort by day and a perfect command over the supply of light. It
would be well, however, that there should be some place in London where
tickets for these coupe-salons could be bought in advance.

—

Trutk.-^—
The London Ironmonger of March 17th prints an interesting extract
from a letter received by a Birmingham house, from their correspondent
at Melbourne, Australia. He calls the attention of the firm to the " enor-
mous increase in the number of articles now being purchased from
America" (the United States) in Australia. A few years ago, he adds:
some half dozen articles were all that were ordered of American make,
but now they are to be counted by the hundreds. This increase is not
only maintained, but is growing. The co-respondent further states that
" your English manufacturers will do well to take a lesson from their
American rivals, as the American goods exactly suit the requirements of
the market." Admitting that the timber they have will command a cer-
tain trade, it is asked " why they should excel English makers of shovels,
axes, picks and all classes of edge-tools? It is annoying to those of us
who have English sympathy to see so much trade go away from the old
country." The general characteristics of the American goods, as con-
trasted with the British-made in the Australian markets, are said to be a
more reliable quality, better finish, not an ounce of unnecessary material,
better packing, and the articles are thoroughly adapted to the use to
which they are to be put. The writer adds :

" Some of the things they
make have be n found unsuitable, and once ordered have never been re-
peated. Their cutlery will not bear comparison with the English make,
and the same may be said of their plated-ware. In wirework, as well as
cast and wrought-iron hollow-ware, England carries all before it. In all
the cheaper kinds of cutlery Germany is becoming a very strong com-
petitor, and also in steel toys and many other lines. Your English mak-
ers must bestir themselves, or they will certainly lose the larger part of
their Australian and New Zealand trade."—I sympathise with the
Birmingham butcher who has been condemned to one month's imprison-
ment for selling donkey as human food, because donkey is infinitely bet-
ter eating than either beef or mutton ; indeed, I do not know any meat
which is better. This was so soon perceived by the French during the
siege of Paris that donkey-meat was about five times the price of horse-
meat. At Voisin's there was, almost every day, a joint of cold donkey
for breakfast, and it was greatly preferred to anything else. Let any one
who doubts the excellence of cold donkey, slay one of these weak-minded
animals, cook him and eat him.

Messrs. J. M. Litchfield & Co., Merchant" Tailors, 415 Montgom-
ery street, have now on hand a large and well selected stock of the very
best materials and latest patterns; they employ none but expert workmen
and cutters, and, consequently, garments made by them invariably give
complete satisfaction.

INSURANCE.

No. 323 A

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
INSURANCE AGENCY.

324 California Street, Sail Francisco,

Fire Insurance.
TEUTONIA of New Orleans.
LACONF1ANCE of Paris.

DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS
of New York.

THE F1REINS. ASSOCIATION (Limited.
of Loudon, England.

GIRARD of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION. .•

PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN of New York.
ST. PAUL ofSt.Paul.
STANDARD FIRE OFFICE.. of London

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONC1ERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented $27,000,000.
All Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid.

W. L. CHALMERS,
Special Agent and Adjuster.

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864.

Principal Office 216 Sansome street.

FIRE INSl'RAXtE.
Capital Paid Up in TJ. S. Sold Coin) $300,000 00
Reinsurance Reserve $172,898 50

Assets January 1, 13S3
Surplus for policy holders.

.

S717.150 63 I Premiums, since organizat'n 34,155,230.10
.$710,860.83

J

Losses, since organization..$1,859,286 61

OFFICERS :

J. F. HOUGHTON President I CIIAS. R. STORY Secretary
J. L. N. SHEPAKD Vice-President | R. H. MAGILL General Agent

Directors of the Home Mutual Insurance Co — L. L. Baker, H. L. Dod<*e, J.

L. N. Shepard, John Curry, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, 0. C. liurr, J. S. Carter,

Charles Belding, D. W. Earl. Feh. 10

PHCENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., Estab'd 17S2 Cash Assets, $5,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1§33.--Cash Assets, $1,343,808.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto Can., Estab'd 1851 Cash Assets, $1,351,326.39.

BUTLER A HALDAN,
General Agents for Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.

Capital, $10,000,000-
Unlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF L0ND0~N~FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

THE STANDARD MARINE~iNSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool. Capital, $5,000,000-

Aug. 12
W. 3. fALIIXGUAM A. CO., General Agents,

213 Sansome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,500,000
Cash Assets 1,709,976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE Jc CO., General Agents,
March 20. 310 California Street, San Francisco.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF LONDON.
[ INSTITUTED 1803. ]

London Assurance Corporation, of London
Established by Royal Charter 1720

Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.

Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.

SOBMBXDICKSON, Manager.
W. X,AJtE BOOJSJBB, Agent and Attorney.

S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building:.

[October 11. J

COMMERCIAL UNION ASSURANCE COMPANY OF LONDON.
Capital-$12,500.000, Gold.

FIRE AND MARINE.
OFFICE 210 SANSOME STREET, San Francisco

| March 10.] JOHN RAE HAMILTON, Manager.
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oanut. The baby hasn't done anything bul
blat since the nurse coupled it *>nt" th.> L,'.at hydrant, I hud to take all

my play things out «»f the basement t" keep the goat from eating them. I

the milk will taste of powder and singed hair now. The goat got
t-» eatink* anma Bomaa candles me and my chum bad laid away in I

bin, ar<

d

m around the furnace, and the powder leased out and
a oal fell out of the furnace rth, and youd i pa and
the hired airland thego.it. Vou see pa can't milk nothing but a milk
wagon, and he pot the hired girl to milk the goat, and they were inst

banting around the basement for the goat, with a tin' cup, when the tire-

worki went off. Well, there was batta of green, and red and blue lire,

and spilled powder biased up, and the goat just looked astonished, and
looked on a.-* though it was sorry bo much good fodder had been spoiled,

but when its hair Began to burn the goat gave one snort and went between
pa and the hired girl like it was shot out of a cannon, and it knocked pa
ov^r a wash boiler into the coal bin. and the hired rirl in amongst the

kindling wood, and she crossed herself and repeated the catekism, and the

goat Jamped upon top of the brick furnace, anil they couldn't get it down.
I heard the celebration and went down and took pa by the pants and pul-

led him out of the coal bin, and he said he would surrender, and plead
guilty of being the biggest fool in Milwaukee. I pulled the kindling wood
off the hired girl, and then she got mad, and said she would milk that
goat or die. 0, that girl has got sand. She used to work in the glass

factory. Well, sir, it was a sight worth two shillings admission to see

tbftt hired girl get up on a step ladder to milk that goat on top of the fur-

nace, with pa sitting on a barrel of potatoes, bossing the job. They arc

going to tix a gang plank to get the goat down off the furnace. The baby
kicked on the milk last night. I guess besides tasting of powder and
burnt hair, the milk was too warm on account of the furnace. Pa has got

/ a new lot of hair on that goat, or the woman won't take it back.
She don't want no bald goat. Well, they can run the baby and goat to

suit themselves, cause I have resigned. I have gone into business. Don't
you smell anything that would lead you to surmise that I had gone into

business ? No drugstore this time," and the boy got up and put his thumbs
in the arm holes of his vest, and looked proud.
"O, I don't know as I smell anything, except the faint odor of a hnrse

blanket. What have you gone into, anyway," and the grocery man put
the wrapping paper under the counter, and put the red chalk in his pock-

et, so the boy couldn't write any sign to hang up outside.

"You hit it the first time. I have accepted a situation of teller in a
livery stable," said the boy, as he searched around for the barrel of cut

sugar, which had been removed.
"Teller in a livery stable. Well, that is a new one on me. What is a

teller in a livery stable?" and the grocery man looked pleased, and point-

ed the boy to a barrel of seven cent, sugar.
" Don't you know what a teller is in a livery stable? It is the same as

a teller iu a bank. I have to grease the harnesses, oil the buggies and
curry off the horses, and when a man comes in to hire a horse I have to

go down to the saloon and tell the livery man. That's what a teller is. I

like the taller part of it, but greasing harnesses is a little too much for my
blood, but the liveryman says if I stick to it I will be governor some day,

'cause most all the great men have begun life taking care of horses. It

all depends on my girl whether I stick or not. If she likes the smell of

horses I shall be a statesman, but if she objects to it and sticks up her

nose I shall not yearn to be governor, at the expense of my girl. It beats

all, don't it, that wimmen settle every great question? Everybody does

everything to please wimmen, and if they kick on anything that settles

it. But I must go and umpire that game between pa and the hired girl

and the goat. Say, can't you come over and see the baby? 'Tain't bigger

than a small satchel," and the boy waited till the grocery man went to

draw some vinegar, when he slipped out and put up a sign written on a

shingle with white chalk, "yellow sand wanted for maple sugar.'

—Peck's Sun.

To Cure or not to Cure without Koni La—that is the question. In
this age of investigation and analysis some of the beliefs, doctrines and
opinions that were considered to be firmly supported by evidence " strong

as proof of holy water," are, in the light of reason and research, proving

to be but stubborn facts; so is Koni La Volcanic Water, which is no

mystified secrecy of springs in an unknown location of Northern or

Southern California, nor like a gilded pill, made to suit the eye, taste or

smell, but in its effects, and on account of its genuine merit, is now pre-

scribed by our most eminent physicians as Blood Purifier, a powerful

eliminator in all Kidney Complaints, Skin Diseases, a valuable curative

in Female Complaints, and, in fact, as a truly household remedy. One
fair trial will convince the most skeptical that Koni La Volcanic Water
will prove the sufferer's best ready-relief friend, worthy of confidence.

Pacific Mineral Water Company.
Depot—360 Fourth street, corner Harrison.

Wben the due is on the rye it is time to pay the whisky bill.

INSURANCE.

MARINE INSURANCE. THE GLOBE MARINE OF LONDON.
CAPITAL, $2,600,000.

THE CHINESE INSURANCE CO. (Marine) OF HONGKONG.
CAPITAL. $1,600,000.

WM. T. COLEMAN A CO..
Mo. LSI Mnrkcl Mrrrt.

(Msrch24.1 __ Agents for lbs i

INTERNATIONAL MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY (Limited)

Of l.ltEltVOOI..
CAPITAL $8,600,000

UNITED STATES FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
of .\/.iF rojur.

CAPITAL $260,000

DONALDSON & 00., Agents and Attorneys,

319 California ttrret, s. f.

(Feb. 24.] It. H. BAPHTOir, M err.

TRANSATLANTIC FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OP HAMBURG.

CAPITAL $1,600,000. V. 3. Gold Coin
LOSSES PAID IN GOLD COIN IMMEDIATELY AFTKK ADJUSTMENT.

Tim corporation holds contracts of sixteen other European Insurance Companies.
reinsuring by far the (rr.-atiT part of cvi-rv risk as soon as accepted in our office.

THE COMBINED SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL wl.ic r policies therefore offer to
the public amounts to 828,900,000. U. S. GOLD COIN, of which 87,050,000
IS PAID UP, besides tlie always available Reserve Funds.

GEO. MARCUS & CO.,
304 California street Sun Francisco,

GENERAL AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST. [Feb. 10.]

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.-UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

Tbe California Lloyds.—Established In 1861.—Nos. 416 and
418 California Btreet. Cash Capital, $750,000 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates

!

Prompt Settlement of Loses ! ! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS. —J. Mora Moss,
Mosea Heller, J. O. Eldridgc, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Everson, A. B. Phipps, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Bramlenstein, W. M. Hoag, Nicholas
Lulling, James Moffitt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweoney, Gustave Touchard,
George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Seholle, Charles
Baum, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President.

James D. Bailey, Secretary. Geo. T. Bohrn, Surveyor. Nov. 6.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.

(Capital »5,000,000.—Agents: Balfoor, Guthrie A Co., No.
/ 316 California street, San Francisco. Nov. 18.

GEO. STREET, Agent News Letter, 30 Cornhill, E, C, London.

Li obis Company's Extract of Meat. -Finest and Cheapest
Meat-flavoring StocK for Soups, Made Dishes and Sauces.

lebig Company's Extract of Meat.—An Invaluable and
J palatable Tonic in all cases of weak digestion and debility. "Is a suc-

cess and boon for which Nations should feel grateful." See "Medical
Press," "Lancet," "British Medical Journal." etc.

iebig; Company's Extract of Meat.— Cantion : Genuine
A ONLY with fac-siinile of Baron Liebig's Signature, in Blue Ink, across

Label.
This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substi-

tutes being in the Market.

icblg Company's Extract of Meat —To be had of all store-
J keepers, Grocers and Chemists. Solo Agt-nts for the United States

(wholesale only), 0. DAVID & CO., 9 Feucliurch Avenue, Loudon,
England.

Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, San Francisco.

Tbe Summer San aud T>nst. Ladies and all exposed to the scorching
rays of the sun and heated particles of dust, will find that the most
cooling and refreshing preparation for the face, hands and arms, is

owlands' Kalydor, which eradicates all prickly Heat, Sunburn, Tan,
Freckles, Stings of Insects, etc., and produces a beautiful and delicate

complexion.]

Rowlands' Macassar Oil prevents the hair falling off or becoming dry
durimr the hot weather, and eradicates scurf and dandruff.

Rowlands* Odonto is the purest and most fragrant Tooth Powder ever used,
and contains no acid or mineral ingredients, which are so detrimental
to the teeth and gums. Its purity especially adapts it for the teeth of

young children. Ask any dealer in perfumery for Rowlands' articles,

of 20, Hatton Garden, London.

SEARCHER OF RECORDS FOR ALAMEDA COUNTY,

G. W, McKEAND.

Offices—Southeast turner or Fourth and Broadway streets,

OAKLAKD. March 81.

A. WALDSTEIN,
Lithographer and Zlucographer, No. 320 Sansome street,

Room 48, Second Floor. Aug. 19.
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A CASE IN POINT.
Last week tbe News Letter had an article alluding to the comments

of the American press in regard to the honors and emoluments conferred

by the English Government upon the couqueroi's of Egypt. It was said

that the pay of the particular individuals concerned ought to have sufficed,

that officials should do their duty regardless of future consequences. The
theory that had been built up was very pretty, but it did not bear the test

of practical life. The world is what it is. We all want to advance and

progress. We press forward and make efforts in proportion to the prizes

ahead. That was our argument in reply to the allegation that there

should be a dead level of things. It was said that General Wolseley and

Admiral Seymour ought not to have received titles, and most surely

ought not to have been pensioned. They had done their duty, nothing

more, and therewith should be content. But contentment with nothing

as the reward of something is not human nature. It is not that feeling,

by any means, which makes great merchants, skilled physicians, able

lawyers, wealthy railroad managers, or that gives success in any walk of

life. Private speculation has its successes and its prizes, and why should

not there also be rewards for the successful in public stations ?

If there is not, then most assuredly there will be no great

achievements on behalf of the people. When every private soldier

feels that it is possible that there is a Field Marshal's baton in his knap-

sack he will do and dare, and in the end conquer. The little money spent

in rewarding Wolseley and Seymour will, like the bread cast on the

waters, return in many days. It will make tens of thousands of gallant

soldiers who will risk everything in the hope of securing the rewards of

their country, the favors of their sovereign, and the honors which there

fall to the lot of men who having dared the frowns of fate have won the

smiles of fortune. That country is best served that best rewards merit,

and that most surely and sternly punishes faithlessness to public trust.

England will never want for Marlboroughs and Wellingtons whilst she

holds out the prizes that produces them. No country is so poor as to be

unable to reward its public servants. The other day there died in this

State a man deserving of national reputation—Colonel John C. Hays

—

he was a leading spirit in the war that won for the United States the very

best part of our national domain. He added California, New Mexico,
Arizona, and part of Utah to our possessions. Yet he died, as far as the

nation was concerned, " unknown, unhonored and unsung," and when his

remains came to be buried they were refused the poor complement of a

military escort. That was how we forgot to recognize the man, who,
more than any other, added the Pacibe Coast to the United States. At
the moment that we were thus forgetful of a hero we were less unmindful
of a rascal. Scores of our citizens were crowding the cell of a fellow who
had proven recreant to his trust, and were seemingly making a martyr
and a saint of him. Whilst Hays was dying in obscurity and neglect,

Gray was basking in the sunshine of a singular degree of public favor.

What wonder is it that there are so few Hays and so many Grays ?

THE BLYTHE ESTATE.
The Probate Court has the difficult duty thrust upon it of determin-

ing which of the several claimants was in law and in fact the wife of the
late J. H. Blythe. That he did have a wife appears to be admitted, and
if he could legally have had more than one the Court would be relieved

of considerable difficulty. But that not being possible, the necessity
arises of determining which was really his wife. It is an old maxim, the
legal force of which may not be questioned, that " possession is nine
points of the law." If that be true in regard to landed estate, why
should it not be equally true in regard to property in a husband ? And if

it be true in that sense, then Mrs. Dickason Blythe possesses nine points
to the one that is divided among several other claimants. She possessed
Blythe, occupied his rooms, passed as his wife, and finally was with him
when he closed his eyes in death. We know nothing of the testimony of

the cloud of witnesses which it is said she intends to call; but the proba-
bilities are altogether on her side. She, and she alone, was found at the
last moment where a wife might be expected to be. With her for his at-

tendant Blythe died. As it regards public morals it is only right

that the law should be just what it is in this State. The statute
provides that where a man and woman live together for years they are the
•ame as man and wife. But then come3 the irrepressible Tyler, and de-

clares that Nellie Firmin was the actual wife of the deceased millionaire.

At the outset, however, he is met with two difficulties that seem to us in-

surmountable. He is without a client, and apparently, without a cause,
and how he got a standing in Court at all is one of the things that he may
yet be called upon to explain. He has been sending fugitive telegrams
across the continent in search of a client, and these having fallen into
strange hands, have got into the press, to the infinite amusement of those
who can appreciate the joke of a lawyer who does not know the name or
address of his own client. According to our information, Miss Nellie Fir-
min is following her business as an actress in Australia, and, if this is

true, it is difficult to see how Judge Tyler can have been instructed to ap-
pear for her. Then we encounter the important difficulty that in Blythe's
lifetime, the question of whether or not Nellie Firmin was his wife, was
tried and judicially determined, and she was, by a final decree of the
Court, adjudged to be Nellie Firmin, and not Mrs. Blythe. But as there
is both money and fun in the case, it will undoubtedly be some time be-
fore the last is heard of it. The lawyers have only just begun, but when
they will end, heaven only knows.

The Chronicle's latest contract seems to be one to whitewash the
management of the abominable institution run by Warden Ames at San
Quentin. The better to effect its purpose, it raises the cry of party poli-

tics and endeavors to make its readers believe that it is only on partisan
grounds that the present administration of the State Prison is objected to.

That is an audacious statement that has no foundation in fact. Warden
Ames and all his doings were condemned long before the Democrats came
into power, and by a Board of Inquiry appointed by the very adminis-
tration that Ames owed his place to. The report of that Board, though
made as mild as possible, was overwhelmingly condemnatory. It ougbt
to have sufficed to procure a change long ago. If Governor Stoneman
does not remodel the administration of affairs at San Quentin, he will be
grossly recreant to his trust. The reform must not be for party purposes,
but should be such as to make the State Prison much more nearly a de-
terrent and reformatory institution than it is.

CORRECT.
The Mayor, Dr. Shorb and Dr. Douglas have given sore umbrage to

their colleague, Dr. Burgess, of the Board of Health. Dr. Burgess claim-
ed his share of the patronage, which was not, as we understand, denied
him. In the exercise of his privilege Dr. Burgess chose to nominate one
Cox for the position of Health Inspector. Some weeks ago Cox met
Judge McKinstry, of the Supreme Bench, and greviously assaulted him
for a judicial decision in which he (Cox) was interested. For this gross
outrage in violation of law, and subversive of public policy as it was, not
one word by way of palliation can be said. The judges, in the exercise
of their judicial functions, must be protected at ail hazards. If disap-
pointed litigants may wreak vengeance upon righteous judges for honest
decisions, there must soon come an end to the character, integrity and use-
fulnessof the judiciary. The surest, truest and best bulwark of our lib-

erties is to be found in the calm, deliberate and passionless decisions of
our higher courts. If the day ever comes when those decisions can be
swayed, altered or in any manner affected by acts of violence, then good
bye to all that is worth preserving in our system of government. He who
fails to recognize that fact, and assaults a judge because he does not like
his judgment, is a public enemy, and ought to be punished as such, and
most certainly ought not immediately to be rewarded, as if he had done a
good and meritorious thing with a public office. The Chief Magistrate
of the city, the representative, as he is, of law and order, could not afford
to ignore the act of which Oox was guilty, and he and his colleagues did
quite right in resisting the proposed appointment. Dr. Burgess, as a law-
respecting citizen, will do well to back down from an utterly untenable
position without more ado. This may seem to thoughtless people a trivial

matter, but there is a principle underlying it that is of the very gravest
importance. The persons of our judges cannot, for acts done in the per-
formance of their j udicial duties, be held too sacred. It may be true that
the delays of the law are exasperating beyond measure, but that is the
fault of the system and not of the men who administer it. To so legislate

as to make legal remedies more speedy is one question, while to assault
those who are arduously and honestly working to make the best of the
system as they find it is another and totally different matter. We repeat
that the persons of our judges must be respected at all hazards, and we
say that it would be impolitic and even indecent to reward this man Cox
with a public office so soon after having committed a public outrage that
he has given no signs of having repented of.

AN OPINION THAT IS AN OPINION.
City and County Attorney Craig has delivered himself of an opinion

that staggers belief, assails the law, and puts to flight our belief in his

common sense. He vouchsafes the information that a Superintendent is

not an Inspector, and that an Inspector is not a Superintendent, but that
the offices are separate and distinct. That opinion is given to enable
Deputy Superintendent of Schools O'Connor to draw a second salary as

Inspector of Night Schools. Unless it be declared that there are two of-

fices, it is certain that two salaries could not be drawn, and hence the
City Attorney's opinion. But right there he is met with the further and
other difficulty, that the law provides that no one person may hold and
draw pay for two offices at one and the Bame time. Yet our ingenious
City Attorney is equal to the emergency. Verily he is a man of most
fertile resources. To meet the objection that no man may draw two sala-

ries for performing one duty, he says that there are two separate and dis-

tinct offices; then being encountered with the statute, that no man may
hold two salaried offices, he vows that, for the purposes of the law, the
two offices are one and indivisible. That is to say, there is only one office

when the law is to be overriden, but that there are plainly, palpably and
unmistakably, two offices when two salaries have by hook or by crook to

be gotten out of the Treasury. We think that may be classed as " an
opinion that is an opinion." It is simply prodigious, as Dominie Sam-
son was wont to say. Does Craig expect to become a pluralist-himself, or

is he simply showing " a soft side" for a fellow official? Better he had a
keener eye for the interests of those who elected him. O'Connor's vote,

potent and influential as it may be, did not do that.

A MYSTERIOUS PROSECUTION.
There is something exceedingly mysterious about tbe prosecution of

the alleged Harbor thieves, and it is not surprising that there is not a lit-

tle wonderment as to what may happen next. There seems to be a gen-

eral expectancy that there will be an abortive prosecution and a miscar-

riage of justice, and the belief is no less common that there is more of

design than accident in what is going on. It is true that, if the quality

of the prosecution were equal to its quantity, it would be the most pro-

digious effort on record. We venture to say that the filing of fifty-two

complaints against a single individual, and the piliug-up of bail on each
one of them, is something unheard of in the history of criminal prosecu-

tions. Not only are the charges numerous, but tbe tribunals before which
they have been preferred are as varied as it is possible to make them.
The services of the two Police Courts, of the- Superior Court and of the

Grand Jury have been called into requisition until at last we are lost in a
maze of doubt as to just what charges are to be proceeded with, and as

to which Court is to try them. The sooner it is understood who is to be

responsible for the prosecution of these important State suits the better.

Already we have one prosecuting officer repudiating responsibility for

proceedings which he avows are not in accordance with his views of the

law. If there is to be a failure of justice, it ought to be clear as to

where the blame is to attach. The money stolen belonged to the State,

the officers engaged in ferreting out the facts are State employees, and it

seems to us that the legal representative of the State—namely, the At-
torney-General—ought to come to the front at every stage of the proceed-

ings, and hold himself responsible for seeing that the initial steps, which,
hereafter, may prove of the gravest importance, are not conceived in error

and shapen for the express purpose of causing a failure later on. If there

be any miscarriage hereafter, the Attorney-General will be held account-

able for it. There is no denying the fact that there is a wide-spread feel-

ing that some accident or other is going to happen. We but slightly hint

at what the best lawyers say. They speak contemptuously of the pro-

ceedings so far.

A Study in Oil—The attempt to get a sardine out whole.
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The whole nation has recovered from the frightful hook which it re-
when the President's Ulneaa during bis Babing trip waa ann<

The at* have been merely caused by a auregard of the admo-
nition given to him by a New York paper before he started, which said
vary plainly: "We ho|>e he will knock off his Burgundy, and give his
lUt-r a rest.*

1 As Cheater Arthur declares that he waa not nick a day,
while P tary Phillips avers that the temporary indisposition
was only caused by indigestion, the matter-of fact scribe who would be at

for high treason it this were a bloated monarchy, will read-
ily be pardoned for diagnosing the President's case as follows: *' Absence
of oxygen in the system, produced by too rapid alcoholic combustion,

i general gastric disturbance and a quasi-bibernian ruction of the
biliary ducts." The next time the President goes for a much-needed rest,

he will not. under any circumstances, take a doctor along, but in his
stead he will be accompanied by the hero of a thousand clam bakes, our
trusty and well-beloved George Bromley, and his immortal recipe for
onion soup.

Id view of the fact that the present Democratic officials are arresting
ex-office-holders for alleged frauds in the past about once a week, it ib

certainly in order to suggest that some addition should be made to our
City Prison, and that comfortable quarters be prepared with a restaurant,
a Turkish Bath and things attached. It is cruel to even momentarily in-

carcerate such gentlemen as Mr. Bunker, the Mahoneys, father and son,
Mr. Van Ness, Messrs. Thorn, Dever, Gray and O'Brien, in cold and
gloomy quarters only intended for thieves, burglars, drunks and garroters.

Uhe Supervisors should therefore at once take one of the disused Court-
rooms in the old City Hall, put down new carpets and a set of Eastlake
furniture for the accommodation of high-toned culprits. The Judge's
chambers would make a fair billiard-parlor, and in this way we should
KOOgnize the difference between the low crime, which is the disgrace of
San Francisco, and the high art misdemeanors of gentlemen whose irregu-
larities are only unearthed through political spite.

The opposition to the appointment of J. B. Cox as Health Inspector,
at a salary of 8100 a month, has naturally aroused the ire of Dr. Burgess,
who nominated him. The Dr. has no interest in J. B. Cox, except that
he is his son-in-law, and would like to see his father-in-law doing some-
thing for a living more respectable than going about the streets with a
slung shot up bis sleeve and a pistol in his pocket hunting Judge McKin-
stry. And, strange to say, Dr. Shorb and other members of the Board
think that this method of righting one's fancied wrongs received at the
hands of Supreme Court judges is a very good reason why J. B. Cox
should not be appointed a health inspector, even if it does throw $100
a month where Dr. Burgess at least thinks it would do most good. And
so the matter stands at date of writing.

Because good crops are assured, and wheat ought to be cheap and
the year prosperous, the speculators, as a last resort, have raised a cry
about a bug which is destroying barley, oats, wheat and everything else

which is flourishing. At first the bug was like the scriptural rain-cloud,

no bigger than a man's hand, but now it is a mastodon, an elephas gigans,

a preadamatic beast worse than a plague of locusts. Fortunately for the
general public, all the grain-brokers are not " long on the market," and
their effort to create a panic at the expense of the general consumer pro-

mises to be a moBt satisfactory fizzle. There are plenty of men here who
would agree to deliver the corpse of their mother-in-law to a medical col-

lege, "seller thirty," and who would fill the order if they had to asphyxi-
ate her, but they are gentlemen by the side of some of our grain specu-
lators, who, as things look now, will not be "long on the market" in any
sense.

There is at least one city in the United States where fraud is speedily
punished and where righteous indignation still finds a home. We allude
to the city of Dover, Del., where a bad circus pitched its tent this week,
and the inhabitants, disgusted at the fraud practiced upon them, turned
Out with shot-guns and killed the proprietor, besides wounding several of

the "unrivaled artists." Whatever ill may hereafter befall this model
community, it will at least be remembered in their favor that they were
once swift to do right and to avenge wrong. The clown, unfortunately,
was still alive according to the latest dispatches.

First Dude to second Ditto, on Kearny street: "Amelius, I know
there is a horrible, nasty little flea biting me on the ankle. What will I

do ? Suppose I go inside the doorway and undo mv garter, and yon stand
in front of me so that the girls wont see I" O, I couldn't, really, Au-
gustus. I told you before we came out, while I was fastening your corset,

that I thought something was irritating you. You must bear it like a
man until after the matinee, dear. You don't look pale. No one would
suspect you are suffering. Let's walk on gently.

The Rev Ch.rlee Steck.

nlntatry.
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Governor Butler, of Massachusetts, and 3 ad you will do some-
thing worthy of the profession you baveadopl

In the interchange of journalistic courtesies the Chronicle frequently
the Morning Sapphira and the Evening

Anania$. Why do not the proprii 8 papers, In the true spirit
of BVeni b .honor their contemporary witn the proud title of the
" Daily Mr. <;., it will In- remembered, waa the gentleman
who played the confidence game on Naaraan after he was healed of his
leprosy, and was rewarded by his master, the prophet, with Naaman'a
disease saddled by a perpetual and strict entail.

In view of several threatening letters recently received by the Mar-
quis of Lome, and also of the general dynamite Bo&re which has spread
to Canada, the Marquis now travels by rail with a pilot-engine half a
mile in advance of the Vice-Regal cars. The precaution is considered an
excellent one, and the only persons who have been found so far to object

to the scheme are the engineer and stoker of the pilot-engine. These in-

dividuals look on the whole thing as a most cold-blooded idea to create
vacancies in their department.

There seems to be at last some reason to believe that Henry Ward
Beecher intends to reform, and having cast aside his old mantle of hypoc-
risy, that he will, hereafter, cease to live mentally iu the isles of Lisbos
and Cyprus, and be a man. Last Friday week he went to the opera in

New York for the first time in his life, and he is reported to have said
that he found the music of Gounod a much healthier recreation than that
of listening to the sighs of female penitents with disturbed souls, in his

study.

The news that a Chinaman, who had just drawn SI.000 in green-
backs with which to pay off a gang of laborers, was blown to pieces,

greenbacks and all, this week, while he was sitting on a giant powder keg and
meditating on the uncertainty of life, was received with quiet satisfaction

in financial circles. Anything that helps to extinguish the National Debt
is a matter of congratulation. By latest advices we are informed that
the Chinese laborers were still hunting patiently for the mangled remains
of their unfortunate—wages.

" What it is that infatuates me I cannot tell," said a young dry-goods
clerk to his widowed landlady the other evening, after he had put up the
shutters." " But you seem so beautiful to-night, so unlike giddy maidens
who are like frosted huds compared to the rioh Autumn of your charms.
Perhaps it is the Spring, or the soft rains that we have had, or the cloud-

less mornings, or
—

" "No, young man!" she said solemnly. "It is

none of these. It's stale beer, and I can smell it on your breath." And
he begoned.

If the Police who are detailed to hunt up cases of animals with sore

backs, with a view of arresting their supposed owners, are anxious to

make a big haul just now, they should turn their attention to the Demo-
crats of this city who have been promised places and been disappointed,
and haul up Chris. Buckley and all the bosses for cruelty to animals. If

a fine of $10 were imposed for each case proven the City Treasury would
either overflow or the bosses be forced into insolvency.

Puck, he of New York, will get himself disliked. He suggests in a
cartoon this week that the way to bombard the factious Irish so as to

paralyze them, would be to attack them with a fusilade of carbolic acid,

ftoilet soap, insect powder, fresh water, towels and scrubbing-brushes.
The only trouble is that O'Donovan Rossa and dolts of that ilk will fail

to understand the point, never having seen the missiles in question, or un-
derstanding their use.

It is a sad reflection on the general sobriety of this city that no tea-

tasters can be found, and the outlook is that, under the new Act of Con-
gress, large shipments of tea will probably be detained until some indi-

vidual can be found who can tie up to an iron-clad oath that the tea con-

stantly arriving at this port is not adulterated. We are afraid that the
men, like the tea, will have to be imported to San Francisco.

Abbey says that Langtry's receipts so far for her performances have
netted over $229,000, and if he can only persuade Freddie Gebhart to go
on the stage next season and study up Borneo, he will make fortunes for all

three within twelve months. But Freddie says Abbey is " weally
horwid" to propose such a thing, and he's worse than " those dweadful
things they call weportaws." .

A milk-dealer filed his petition in insolvency this week. The cause
of his failure is declared to be the cutting off his water supply by the

Spring Valley Company for non-payment of rates, the general abandon-
ment by mothers of the practice of bringing up their babies on the bottle,

and the resumption of the obsolete fashion of wet-nursing on account of

hard times.

It is an awful blow to a shipowner, who has an old tub heavily in-

sured, and which should, in the natural order of things, be a total loss, to

get a telegram, "Your vessel is in two outside," and then, when he is

thinking over his good luck, to find out that a fiend of a telegraph opera-

tor wrote " two" for " tow," and that she is all right after all.

They have an irreverent way of alluding to royalty in this great Re-
public. For example, a horsey Front-street merchant who heard for the

first time this week of the accident to Queen Victoria's knee, said he sup-

posed she would be "scratched for all her Spring engagements."
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The Only Direct, and the Shortest, Quickest
and lifst Equipped Broad- Gauge Road to
the Immense Redwood Forests of Sonoma
County and the Jieautiful Scenery of the
Russian River.

Boats and Trains Leave San Francisco as follows:

7- (~\ C5 a. m.. Daily (Sundays excepted), via San
• v-/c-' Rafael, from MARKET-STKEET WHARF,

for Petal utna, Santa Rosa, Healdsburg, Cloverdale,
Guernevllle and Way Stations. Stages connect at Gey-
servilte for Skaters' Springs, and at Cloverdale for High-
land Springs, Kelseyville, Soda Bay Lakeport, Navarro
Ridge, Mendocino City, Ukiah aud Geysers.

D.Tily, Except Sundays.
2-ZC5 p. M.,via Donahue, from WASHINGTON'-^O STREET WHARF; and

4' ZKC\ p- M-.via San Rafael, from MARKET-STREET
CJl~> WHARF, for Petaluma, Cloverdale and

Way Stations. _

Sunday Excursions.
8«G)0 a. M, Sundays only, via Donahue, from

•^^WASHINGTON-STREET WHARF, for Clo-
verdale and Way Stations. Round-Trip Tickets on Sun-
days : To Petaluma, $1 50; Santa Rosa, $2; Healdsburg,
$3; Clovrdale. St 50; Guernevitle, S3. Returning, will

arrive in San Francisco at 0:45 p. M.

ARTHUR HUGHES, PETER J. McGLYNN.
General Manager. G. P. and T. A.

SONOMA VALLEY RAILROAD.

Tills Road Runs Through tJie Finest Vine-
yards in the State.

Boats and Trains Leave San Francisco as follows :

2. /. C5 p M., Daily (Sundays excepted), from WASH-
• **CJ 1NGTON-STREKT WHARF, for the Town

of Sonoma, Glen Ellen and Way Points.

Sit tit! ay Excursions.

8* Qfl A - M - (Sundays only), from WASHINGTON-
.£^\J STREET WHARF, for the Town of So-

noma, Glen Ellen aod Way Points. Round-Trip Tickets

:

To Sonoma, $1; to Glen Ellen, SI 50.

ARTHUR HUGHES, PETER J. McGLYNN,
Gecerai Manager, Gen. Pass, and Tkt. Agt.

N. PACIFIC COAST R. R.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing 8T7NDAT, April 1st, 1S83,
Boats and Trains willRun as follows:

FOR SAN RAFAEL (via San Quentin Ferry)-"7:05,
+8:15, "9:20, U0:25 A. M., tl:10, *1:15, t3:45, "4:50 p. M.
(Via Saucelito Ferry)—18:00, "8:50 a. m., "3:35, «5:3J,
+(i:40 p. M.

FROM SAN RAFAEL (via San Quentin Ferry)--"8:00,
1:8:50, "10:35, +11:45 A. SI., »2:15, +2:25, +4:25, *5:20 p. M.
(Via Saucelito Ferry)—"6:50, +7:30, "8:45 A. M., t6:20p. M.
Week days. tSundays only.

FOR SUICELITO (Week Days)—S:50, 10:30 A. M.,

1:30, 3:35, 5:30 p. M.

(Sundavs) —8:00, 10:00 A. m., 12:00 M., 2:00, 4:15,
6:40 p. M.

FROM SAUCELITO (Week Days)—7:45, 9:30, 11:20,

A. M-, 2:30, 4:45 P. M.
(Sundays)—8:45, 11:00 a. m., 1:00,3:15,5:30, 7:20 p. M.

On Monday an extra trip from San Francisco at 7:00
A. M., and on Saturday from Saucelito at 6:15 p. H.

8:50 ' .. m. Daily, Sundays excepted (via Saucelito
Ferry), for Point Reyes and Way Stations.

Returning, arrives in S. F. (via Saucelito) 5:20 p. m,

1,4 K p. m. Daily, Sundavs excepted(via San Quentin
.<±tj Ferry), THROUGH TRAIN, for Duncan Mills

and Way Stations. (Through Train from Duncan Mills
arrives in San Francisco at 11:45 a. m.)

Stage Connections.
Stages leave Duncan Mills every morning, except

Mondays, for Stewart's Point, Point Arena, Cuffey's

Cove, Mendocino City and all points on the North Const.

Saturday to Monday Excursions.
EXCURSION TICKETS, sold on Saturdays and Sun-

days, good to return following Monday.—Fairfax, 81;
Camp Taylor, $2; Point Reyes, $2 50; Tomales, S3 50;

Duncan Mills, £5,

Sunday Excursions.
S:00 a. m. from Saucelito Ferry. .. [ Excursion Train
8:15 a. m. from San Quentin' Ferry ) every Sunday
for Duncan Mills and Way Stations.

Returning, arrives in San Francisco (via Saucelito
Ferry) 7:50 p. m. FARES FOR ROUND TRIP.-Camp
Taylor, SI 75; Point Reyes, $2; Tomales, $2 50; Duncan
•Mills, S3.

DAVID NYE, F. B. LATHAM,
Gen'l Supt. Gen'l Pass and Tit. Agt.

C. P. R. R.
Time Schedule, Tuesday, March 6, 1383.

Trains leave, and. are due to arrive at,
San Franciscoas follows:

LEAVE
(for)

DESTINATION. ( ARRIVE
\ (from)

9:30 a.m.

*3:00p.m.
*4:O0p.m.
8:00 a.m.

3:30 P.M.

3:00 A.M.
*4:00 P.M.

9:30 a.m.
4:30 P.m.

8:00 A.

*4:00 P.

8:00 A.M.
*3:30 p.m.

t8:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
8:00 A. M.

*5:00 P.M.
9:30 A.M.

*4:00 P.M.

8:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.

10:00 a.m.
3:00 p.m.
•5:00 P.m.
3:30 P.M.

5:30 P.m.

8:00 A.M.
8:00 a.m.
8:00 A.M.
3:30 P.M.
*4:00 P.M.
8:00 a.m
3:00 P.M.
*S:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
3:30 P.M.

*4:00 P.M.

3:30 P.M.
8:00 a.m.
*3 :30p.M.

...Antioch and Martinez..

. . Calistoga and Na pa

| Deming, El Paso ) Express
"( and East (Emigrant..
I Gait and \ via Livermore.

.

"I
Stockton ) via Martinez. .

.

..lone

..Knight's Landing
" " (JSundays ouly)

. . Los Angeles and South
. . Livermore and Pleasanton.

. . Madera arid Fresno

. Marysville and Chico. .

.

.Nilesand Haywards....

. ( Ogrien and i Express

. \East f Emigrant......

.

. . Redding and Red Bluff. .....

(r, „,„„*„ "I via Livermore,*™,to
lviaBenicia....

and Colfax / via Benida ...

, . Sacramento River Steamers .

.

..San Jose ,

.Tehama and Willows. .

.

.Vallejo

.(JSundays only).

.Virginia City..

.Woodland....

,

2:40 p.

M

*10:10a.m
*12:40 p.m.

7:40 p.m.

11:10 A.M.
•'10:10 a.m.

7:40 p.m.

2:40 P.M.

7:10 A.M.
5:40 p.m.

12:40 P.M.
5:40 P.M.

11.10 A.M.

2:40 p.m.

5:40 P.M.
*8:40 A.M.
2:40 P.M.

*12:40p.m.
5:40 P.M.

5:40 P.M.
3:40 P.M.
9:40 a.m.

*8:40 a.m.

11:10 a. m.

6:10 A.M.
5:40 P.M.
6:40 P.M.
7:40 p.m.
11:10 a.m.
*6 :00 a.m.
3:40 p.m.

9:40 A.M.
*7:40 P.M.

7:40 P.M.
2:40 P.M.

*10:10a.m.

111:10 a.m.
*12:40 P.M.

11:10 a.m.
7:40 P.M.

11:10 a.m.

Train leaving San Francisco at 8:00 a.m. should meet
Pacific Express from " Ogden" at Port Costa; and that
leaving at 9:30 a.m. should meet Pacific Express from
" El Paso" at Antioch

.

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland Pier.

From "SAN FBASTCISCO," Dally.

To EAST OAKLAND-*6.00, *6:30, c 7:00, 7:30, c 8:00

8:30, o 9.00, 9:30, c 10:00, 10:30, 11:30, 12.30, 1.30,

2:30, 3:30, c 4:00, 4:30. c 5:00, 6:30, c 0:00, 6:30, 7:00,

8:00, 9:30, 11:00, «12:00.

To ALAMEDA—c*6:00, 7:00, 8:00, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00,

12:00, 1:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 5:00, 6:00, c 7:00, c»8:00,

c 9:30, c 11:00, c*12:00.

To FEUIT VALE—c«7:00, C»S:00, 0*9:00, 0*10:00, c«4:00,

c*5:00, 0*6:00, "<i:30.

To BERKELEY — '•"6:00, *6:30, 7:00, "7:30, 8:00, "8:30,

9:00, 19:30, 10:00, 110:30, 11:00, tll:30, 12:00, 1:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4-30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,

9:30, *12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—*6:00, *6:30, 7:00, «7:30, t8:00
'8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, "4:30, 5:00,

*5:30, 6:00, "6:30, 7:00.

To " SAW FRASCISCO," Dally.

From BROADWAY, Ojri,and-»5:32, *6:02, 6:32, 7:02,

7:32. 8:0'2,S:32, 9:02, 9:32, 10:02, 10:32,11:02, 11:32,12:02,

12:32, 1:02, 1:32, 2:02, 2:32, 3:02, 3:32, 4:02, 4:32, 5:02,

5:32,6:02, 6:32, 7:02, 8:02, 9:32, 11:02.

From EAST OAKLAND^»5:21. *5:51, 6:21, 6:51, c 7:21,

7:51, cS:21, 8:51, c 9:21, 9:51, cl0:il, 10:51, 11:51,

12:51, 1:51, 2:51, 3:51, 4:21, 4:51, o 5,21, 5:51, C6:21,
6:51, 7:51, 9:21, 10:51.

From ALAMEDA—c*5:15, c'5:45, c 6:15, 7:10, 8:10,

9:10, 10:10, 11:10, 12:10, 1.10, 2:10, 3:10, 4:10, 5:10, 6:10,

c 7*15 c 9 -15 c lO'io

From FRUIT VaLE-"7:47, "8:47, *9:00, "9:47, "10:47,

"4:47, "5:00, "5:47, "0:47, "7:17.

From BERKELEY -*5:45. *6:15, 0:45, "7:15,7:45, *8:15,

8:45, J9:15, 9:15, 110:15, 10:45, 111:15, 11:45, 12:45,

1:45, 2:45, 3:15, 4:15, 4:45,5:15, 5:45,6:16,6:45, 7:45,

9:15, "10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY— *5:45, *6:15, 0:45, *7:15,

7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, *5:15, 5:45,

•6:15, 6:45, *7:15.

Creek Route.
From SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:15, 3:15,

5:15.

From OAKLAND—*6:15, S:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:16, 4:15.

All Lrains run daily, except when Ktar (*) denotes Sun-
days excepted, (t) Sundays only,

c—Change cars at Broadway, Oakland.

Standard Tine" furnished by Randolph & Co., Jew"
elere, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

T. H. GOODMAN, Gen. Pass, and Ticket Aft.
A. N. TOWNE, General Manager.

COAL OIL STOVES.
All Sizes for Cooking- or P ; rlor use

Send for Circular and Prices.

WIESTER A CO..
1 1 New Montgomery St., S. F.

BROAD GAUGE.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing- Wednesday, April 18th, 1883,
And until further ootice, Passenger Trains will leave
from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Towusend St., between 3d and 4th street9),as follows:

LBAVE
S. F.

8:30 a.m.

t 9:30 A H.

10:40 a.m
? 3:30 P.M.

4:25 P. M,
* 5:15 P.M.

6:30 P.M.

Jll:45 p.m.

I

8:.% A.M
10:40 A.M
~ 3:30 p.m.

4:25 P.M

10:40 a.m.
' 3:30 p.m.

DESTINATION.

.San Mateo, Redwood,.

....and Menlo Park

j ..Santa Clara, San Joseand.. !

..Principal Way Stations. . .

j

)_

ARRIVE
8. F.

6:40 A.M.
* 8:10 a.m.

9:03 A.M.

*10:02AM,
* 3:36 P.M.

t 4:59 P.M.

6:00 P.M.
* 7:50 p.m.

t 8:15 p.m.

9:03 A.M
'10:02 A.M.

3:36 p.m.

6:00 p.m.
+ 8:1ft PM.

Gilroy, Pajaro, Castroville 11 -'10:02 AM.
...Salinas and Monterey ... fl 6:02 p.m.

10:40 a.m
* 3:30 p.m.

10:40 a.m.
* 3.30 p.m

..Hollister and Tres Pinos.
#10:02 A. H.

6:00 p.m.

( .Watsonville.Camp Goodall. \

J Aptos, New Brighton, Soquel (

)
(Camp Capitola) and Santa

[

{ Cruz )

*10.02 a.m.

6:00 P.M.

10:40 a.m. j ..Soleilad and Way Stations.. |
«:00 P.M

t T-tn a »( I
J ..Montereyand Santa Cruz.

. I
| + Q ,„

t7.30A.M.^
(Sunday Excursion),...

([t 3.43 p.m.

Sundays excepted, tSundays ouly.
JTheatre train, Saturdays only.

STAGE CONNECTIONS are made with the 10:40 a. m.

Train, except PESCA.DERO Stage via San Mateo, and
PACIFIC CONGRESS SPRINGS Stage via Santa Clara,
which connect with 8:30 a. m. Train.

SPECIAL ROUND-TRIP TICKETS —At Reduced
Rates— to Peacadero, Monterey, Aptos, Soquel and
Santa Crus; also to Gilroy, Paraiso and Paso Robles
Springs.

EXCURSION TIOKETS-Sold Saturdays and on Soii-

dayjmornings—good toretu non Monday:ToSantaClara
or San Jose, $2 50; to Gilroy, ?4; to Monterey or Santi
Cruz, S5; also to principal points between San Francisco
and San Jose.

SUNDAY EXCURSION TICKETS-To either Monte-
rey or Santa Cruz, and return, S3.

TICKET OFFICES Passenger Depot, Towusend
street, and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotei.

A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,
Superintendent. Asst. Pass. A Tkt. Agt.

^- SOUTHERN DIVISIONS ^ff
For points on Southern Divisions and the East, see

C. P. R. R. Time Schedule. April 14.

S. PACIFIC COAST R. R.

Newark, San Jose, Los Oatos, Glenwood.
Big1 Trees, Felton and Santa Cruz.

Passenger Trains leave Station, FOOT OF MARKET
STREET, SOUTH SIDE, at:

8-Cyf\ a, M. daily—Alvarado, Newark, Cenfreville,
.<D\J Alviao, Santa Clara, SAN JOSE, Los Gatos,

Wrights, Glenwood, Felton, Big Trees, SANTA CRUZ
and all Way Stations. (Parlor Car.)

2.0/^ P. m. (except Sundaj), Express—Alvarado,
CJw Newark, Centreville, Alviso, Agnew's, Santa

Clara, SAN JOSE, Los Gatos and all Stations to SANTA
CRUZ. (Parlor Car.)

4.0fS r. m. daily, for San Jose, Los Gatos and in-
•O *—' termediate points.

Stages connect at Los Gatos for Congress Springs.
On SUNDAYS Special Passenger Train leaves San

Jose 6:25 p. m. ; arrives in San Francisco 8:30 p. m.

85 Excursions to SANTA CRUZ and $2 50
to SAN JOSE on Saturdays and Sundays, to return un-
til Monday, inclusive £3 Excursions to BIG
TREES and SANTA CRUZ every SUNDAY, 8:30 a. m.

To Oakland aud Alameda.
§6:30—7:30—8:30—9:30—10:30—11:30 A. M. Hl2:30—

1:30—2:30—3:30—4:30—5:30-6:30—7:30—10-11:30 p. m.

From Fourteenth and Webster streets,
Oakland.

§5:57—§6:57— 7:57—8:52— 9:52— 10:58—111:52 a. m.

12:52—1:52— 2:52-3:52—4:52-5:52—6:52—10:20 r. M.

Sundays only, 7:52 P. m.

From High street, Alameda.
§5:45— §6:45-7:45—8:35— 9:35— 10:35—111:35 A. M.

12:35—1:35—2:35-3:35-4:35-5:35—6:35-10:05 p. M.

§Sundays excepted. TJSaturdays and Sundays only.

TICKET, Telegraph and Transfer Office, 223 MONT-
GOMERY STREET, San Francisco.
A. H. FRACKER, R. M. GARRATT,

Gen'l Supt. G. F. and P. Agent.
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31,820

. •ik'doB 27,."ti0 1,847,470

Total* 7,511,450 !

(Iran. I total 15,103,180

Our receipts <>f leading items of pr» Fornia production) fur

the current harvest year, which emls June 30th, will be of interest:

,tui\ l. 1881 bo Julj 1, i--: i
i

April 23, "88, April ill, "83,

Flonr, qr-eka 3,643,878 2,980,117
Wheat, t-tlrt 18,059,080 1 1,110 849

v. ctlfl 931,235 1,796 328
, ctla 151,975 218.232

Ice 527,713 790,798
Corn, *ks 104.511 160.796
Rye, eke 19,558 40,374

[wheat, eke 6,649 1,427
Beans, aka 225,169 212,880

n, eke 236,738 254,740
Hiv, tons 62,554 66,486
Salt, tons 12.354 14,070
Wool, bis 69,325 66,261
Hides, No 110,770 100,121

as, 20-Ib boxes 76,481 90,087
Quicksilver, flasks 36,704 35.052
Hope, bis 5,702 8,987

The falling off in our Wheat receipts is noteworthy when compared
with those of the year previous, while that of Barley has nearly doubled.

During the past week speculative operations at the Call Boards in both
Wheat and Barley have been noteworthy, notably that in Barley futures.

1 lather is an important factor with us, and now that is no longer a
leading feature. The Bears have been severely pushed by the Bulls by
the exhibition of stalks of grain covered with black lice by the millions,

claimim: that the Barley crop is sorely threatened thereby. We do not
attach much importance or significance to these isolated bunches of

blasted grain that are thus spread out upon 'Change, having seen this

thing done so often, knowing that the evil is of small import and confined
-: of bad alkali soil, whereas the great bulk of the crop shows a re-

markably healthy growth.

1 be Weather has of late been very propitious for the growing cereals,

and of fruits and vegetables in general. True we have had a few late

frosts in certain exposed localities, but no great injury has been sustained
to any crop. The fact is all need some thinning out, and Providence has
been doing what lazy, slovenly agriculturists fail to do—thin out the fruit

buds.
Wheat' and Flour have advanced somewhat in price during the week

under review, stocks of which are now waning considerably. The ship
Germania has sailed for Cork, U. K., with 12,875 bbls. of Starr Extra,
Vallf-jo Mills, value $67,000. Two or three cargoes have recently been
sent from Oregon to same destination. The price of No. 1 White Wheat,
seller 1883, ia now ?1 714@$1 72 per ctl ; Spot price of same, §1 82^@,
$1 85; and for Extra Flour, $5 50f«G 00 per bbl. No. 1 Feed Barley,
seller 1883, is now §1 12@$1 13 per ctl.

Coffee.—The Spot market is very firm, with a rising tendency. Best
Central American Greens, ll(S

;
!l3c. Arrivals this week, per steamer

Granada, 7,041 sacks, and per David Anderson, 1,377 bags from San
Benito.

Sugar.—Prices are unchanged. Imports for the week from Hawaii,
per Australia, 10,470 bags, and per Lady Lampson, from same, 11,218
pkgs. We quote White Refined, ll£@ll|c.; Yellow and Golden, 9^@ 10c.

Rice.—Stocks of all kinds are liberal and the market firm for Ha-
waiian at 5c.

Metals. —Arrivals of Pig Iron free and liberal, and the market quiet.

Tin Plate is in large stock, with very light demand. Sydney Pig Tin is

negleoted; the Australia brought us 1,572 ingots, price low and nomiual.
We quote Pig Iron prices, to arrive, as follows: Eglinton, $25| per ton

;

Glengarnouk, 320;/ per ton; Shotts, No. 1, $28£ per ton; Clay Lane, white,

§25 per ton; American Soft, $31 per ton. Spot prices as follows—Eglin-
ton, $20 per ton; Glengarnock, 827 per ton; Shotts, No. 1, §29 per ton;

Clay Lane, white, $25 per ton; American Soft, $32 per ton.

Coal.—Spot stocks light, and prices of late have advanced somewhat.
We quote cargo lots prices to arrive as follows: Australian, SO.'.-^'Og;

Liverpool Steam, J6i<§ 7; West Hartley, $7i®74; Scotch Splint, 87@7i

;

Cardiff, S7j(«7.\; Lehigh Lump, sl3^13±; Cumberland, bulk, S10£@ll;
Egg, Hard, $11$<S 12. Spot prices as follows—Australian, $7| per ton

;

Liverpool Steam, S7J per ton; West Hartley, 88 per ton; Scotch Splint,

874 per ton; Cardiff , $7^ per ton; Lehigh Lump, $13 per ton; Cumber-
land, bulk, $12 per ton; Egg, Hard, Sll^ per ton.

Brass Fire Sets,

Brass Fenders,

Brass Andirons,

Brass Candlesticks

Brass Lamps,

Brass Portables,

Brass Chandeliers,

Brass Brackets,

NEW, RICH AND ELEGANT.

THOMAS DAY & CO.,
122 AND 124 SUTTER STREET. April 7.

THE HOTEL DEL MONTE

HOT SALT WATER SWIMMING BATHS

WILL BE REOPENED FOR THE SEASON
— ON—

Sunday, April 1, 1883.

Tho DRIVES liavc all been put in excellent repair, and the Climate is incompara-
lily lovely. FISHING in the bay and rivers is very good. The GROUNDS, com-
prising V2G acres, contain

Drives, Lawn Tenia, Croquet, Swings. Sand Boxes, and a Hundred
Other Things for Frolicking Children. March 81.

LOWELL PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Manufactured by the U. S. Cartridge Co.

STTPERZOIt TO ALT. OTHERS.

FIRST QUALITY—WATERPROOF. SECOND QUALITY-GOOD FOR ONE
SHOT. SURE F1KE AND DURABLE.

Cartridges, Brass Shells, Loading* Implements, etc.

O?" For sale by all dealers. March 31.

ROCK'S NURSERIES-TREES.

FOB. SALE.—A Large Assortment of Thrifty, Well-Grown Fruit,
Shade and Ornamental Trees.

NEW AND RARE EVERGREENS,
PALMS, BAMBOOS, SHRUBS. ROSES, etc. SMALL FRUITS, including a Large

Variety of GRAPEVINES for Table, for Wine aud for Raisins.

STRAWBERRIES,
OF NEWEST AND BEST VARIETIES FOR MARKET AND FOR PROFIT.

Descriptive Catalogues will be Sent as follows:

No. 1.—Fruits, Grapevines, Berries, etc 3 cents
No. 2.—Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, etc 3 cents

[March 17] JOHN BOCK, Kan Jose, Oil.

C. W. M. SMITH, ~/ip\The Leading; and Oldest Patent Solicitor, /hj^rruV^
Established in 1862, (p/\TtN I Ql

Removed to 334 Sansome Street. \RsU7>y

ggT' MR. C. W. A1. SMITH is the patent attorney for Marriott's Aeroplane Com-
pany for Navigating tlie Air, Oct. 22 .

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,
Agents for RICORD'S RESTORATIVE PILLS.

635 Market Street. Snn Francisco, Cal.
PALACE HOTEL. June 24.

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,

OCULIST.
Formerly nt No. 313 Bush stree«, has removed to Phclan'n

Bnililing, Rooms 300 to 301. Hours for Consultation: 12 M. to 3 P.M.

Take the Elevator. May 27.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 215 GEART ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.

Feb. 5.] OFFICE HOURS: 1 to 4 P.M.

H
L. E. PRATT

as resumed General Law Practice at 230 Montgomery
street. ' April 7.
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WAIFS.
Waifs which singly are as light as air, but which together make

a momentous whole.
The distribution of patronage has come to be a fearful and wonder-

ful business. The politicians are very anxious to have it to distribute,

but it is very doubtful whether it is not much more of a curse than a

blessing to them. For every friend made by its use twenty disappointed

men become enemies, and the enmity of a rejected suitor for office is

something terrific. Nothing in all the world equals it, except, perhaps,

the hatred of a woman scorned.——The scenes in Washington in the early

days of the lamented Garfield's administration, when the innumerable
and hungry office-hunters haunted the White House, ought not to be for-

gotten. Blaine's statement that there were a million applications for

j ositiona on record in the departments, stands as a sad commentary upon
the passion for place that has seized upon men in this country, in which
there is so much useful and profitable work for all to do.——We are

led to this line of reflection from what is now taking place in regard
to the patronage of our Harbor department.——The rush to fill places re-

cently defiled by unworthy and dishonest wharfingers and collectors is

really amazing.^— It is said that there are at least two thousand appli-

cants to till about thirty-five offices.—-Messrs. Irwin, Wise and Paulsell

are being haunted, pestered, importuned and worried to death.——Men
intercept their every movement, and lie in wait for them at all sorts of

conceivable and even inconceivable places. At the back door no less than
at the front are they waylaid, and even women are enlisted in the business

of importuning.-^It is a sorry sight for a self-respecting people to wit-

ness. It does not say much for the manhood of the period.——When the
thirty-five positions are filled the Harbor Commissioners will find that

they have made bitter enemies of the remainder of the two thousand,
who will abuse them at every street corner. —We do not think that

John H. Wise did just the best thing to advance the political ambitions
he is understood to cherish when he accepted the position of Harhor
('iniimissioner.^—He is to-day about the best abused man in the city.^^
His appointees have been creditably selected, and are about the first

men appointed to positions in this city who have not emanated from the
den of the Bush street boss. That is well.——By the way, is there not
getting to be just a little too much nepotism in the distribution of patron-
age? Paulsell has appointed his son, Irwin has given a place to a rela-

tive, and Welcher and Dunn and others have done the same thing.

Their record will be written up some day and it will not look well.—
Dr. Burgess did not act wisely the other night in vacating his newly
warmed seat in the Board of Health.—The Mayor and Dr. Shorb were
right in refusing to reward a man who had just recently assaulted a Su-
preme Judge. Such an open and flagrant violation of the law, if not pun-
ished, ought certainly not to be rewarded by the gift of a public office.-^—
It will never do to permit the Judges to be assaulted for decisions given
in their judicial capacity.——Ex-Supervisor Eaton is likely to be the suc-

cessor of McNeil aB License Collector.—Lathrop, janitor of the
Stock Exchange, is also a candidate.^—City Attorney Craig says that
"Superintendent of Schools" and " Inspector of Schools" are two differ-

ent offices, which yet may be held by one and the same person, and that
he may draw two salaries therefor. We think that to be "an opinion
that is an opinion." It is wonderful the "soft side" that office-holders
have for each other. A fellow feeling makes us wondrous kind.-^The
appointment of Martin Corcoran as Chief Wharfinger is approved by re-

sponsible citizens well acquainted with him.^—He had a staunch and in-

fluential supporter for the place in the person of Senator Barny Murphy,
of San Jose. The Murphy family are a power in politics.— Walter
Graves, of the Police Court, was right in disavowing responsibility for

complaints that he did not draw, about which be was not consulted, and
the form of which he did not approve.—It will be well to know just
who is responsible for the prosecution of the harbor frauds. It looks as if

too many cooks are spoiling the broth. There is evidently doubt and un-
certainty about the proceedings, and it seems as if there may be a miscar-
riage of justice.—There is something strange in the way in which
O'Brien has been arrested and rearrested, and bail piled up. It will be a
mistake to turn prosecution into persecution.^—The " solid eight" still

hold sway in the School Department, and demoralization is still widening
and extending.—— Director Eaton vulgarly jests about his recent unsav-
ory divorce, and has the impertinence to say that it has "increased his
popularity in the Department."— The telegraph dispatches of the
dailies have not for some time past been coming along as they ought to

do, and De Young, of the Chronicle, and manager White, of the Call,

have gone East to improve things.

The Baldwin Hotel, under the able management of that well-known
successful caterer, Mr. Wm. Pearson, is, we learn, rapidly becoming the
most popular hostelry in the city. This is but the logical effect of appar-
ent and well-known causes. The building itself is centrally located, of
magnificent exterior appearance, and arranged internally in the most com-
fortable and convenient manner. Throughout, from cellar to garret, it

is furnished in a style of comfortable yet luxurious splendor, and all its

fittings and appointments are in keeping with the desires of refinement
and good taste. The kitchen is presided over by one of the best cooks to
be found on this continent, and contains a full staff of well-trained assist-

ants and all modern mechanical appliances. As a consequence, therefore,
the table is continually supplied with every delicacy the market can be
made to render, cooked and served in such perfect style that even an ep-
icure could not grumble.

Yes, model is the word, and to attain to its perfection is the ambition
of the purest and brightest minds of earth. It is a pleasure to note an
instance, where, in the strife of business life, it has been achieved. We
refer to the Model Music Store of Chas. S. Eaton & A. M. Benham, 735
Market street, San Francisco, where the Hazelton pianos, and the Ben-
bam upright pianos, as well as organs, sheet music in great variety and
musical merchandise, all first-class, at medium prices can be found. In
their new quarters they have plenty of room, and it is a feast to the eyes
to see the adorning of the front room. All are invited to call.

Nerves, brain and muscles gain strength and the power of endurance
by using Brown's Iron Bitters.

Butterick & Co's Celebrated Paper Patterns for Ladies, Misses and Children's
Garments. Send for catalogue. H. A. Deming, 124 Post street, San Francisco.

GRAND OPERA HOUSE.

Sunday Evening May 6th,

Farewell Benefit of Alma Stuart Stanley

!

When a very Full and Attractive Bill will be given, including:

TESSIE BUTLER as Little Rebel

Balcony Scene in Borneo and Juliet 1

ALMA STUART STANLEY... as Romeo | HELEN MASON as Juliet

Garden Scene in Marie Stuart !

MRS. GEO. OSBORNE as Elizabeth

The Comedietta of—A. Jla-iipy Pair! Qrand Olio!

itSTThe following Eminent Artists have kindly volunteered:

Henry Aveling, Jos. L. Leonard, Miss Mav Tittel,

R. C. White. Owen Dale, Miss Schultz,
Fred Corbitt, Mrs. Geo. Osborne, Little Minnie Tittel,

Clarence Wilkins, Miss Helen Mason, Allen Sisters,

George Stevens, Miss Tessie Butler, Iniozen Eberle,
Charles Oliver, Miss Jean Barnes, Christina Martin. [Am-. 28

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEaTreT
JH.HAV£RLY, Proprietor.—Frederick W. Bert, Maimer.

• Overwhelming Success of THIS McCAULL OPERA COMiQJJK COMPANY!
JOHN A. McCAULL, Proprietor and Manager, in Johann Strauss' Latest and Most
Successful Work,

The Queen's Lace Handkerchief!
Miss Math i Id e Cottrelly, Miss Lily Tost/Miss Agnes Peering1

, Miss Virginia Fair-

fax, Miss Rose Boudet, Sig. Peruyini, Mr. Francis Wilson, Mr. Ellis Ryse, Mr. Harry
Standish,Mr JayTaylorand Mr. Wm. T. Carleton (specially engaged), and fifty others.

Every Evening (except Sunday) and Saturday Matinee.
Notwithstanding the enormous expense of this engagement the prices remain as

usual; and in consequence of the great demand for reserved seats, the management
must respectfully decline to retain the same for parties unless paid for in advance.

In active preparation—THE MERRY WAR. April 2S._

THE BALDWIN THEATRE.
Orchestra or Dress Circle, secured, 75c. To-Niffht, Every

Evening this Week. Matinees Wednesday and Saturday. Grand Production of

Boucicault's Masterpiece, the Greatest of all Irish Plays,

Arrah-na-Pogue !

LEONARD GROVER, Jr., as SHAUN.
Monday, April 30th -Benefit to LOUISE SYLVESTER.
REMEMBER THE PRICES.—Orchestra or Dress Circle, secured, 75 cents; Bal-

cony, secured, 50 cents; Gallery, 25 cents.

Sunday, May 6th— Benefit to Leonard Grover. A massive programme. [April 28.

BUSH-STREET THEATRE.

MB. liEAVITT. Lessee aud Mauag-er; Al. Haymaii, As-
« sociate Manager.—Two Weeks Only! Every Evening, including Sunday

Wednesday and Saturday Matinees. "A Continuous Laugh!" Great Success
Great Success of the Popular Comedian, MR. ROLAND REED, and a Selected Dra
malic Company under the Management of GUSTAVE A. MORTIMER!-will present
a New Comedy-Drama, in 4 Acts, written by Fred Marsden, entitled

Cheek !

New and Magnificent Scenery!

Seats now on sale, and can be secured two weeks in advance. April 2S.

EMERSON'S STANDARD THEATRE.
WM. EMERSON, Sole Proprietor ami Manager-Every Ev-

ening and Saturday Matinee, EMERSON'S MIN'S'l REI,S. BILLY EMER-
SON'S Uncle Jeff! WM. COURTRIGHT'S Flewev-FIewey! CHARLEY HEED'S
Dude! VARNEY AND De OME as the Disgusted Lovers! HARRY RICHMOND'S
Laughable Burlesque,

On the Trail, or Buffalo Bill's Last Shot!
New First Part and Finale!

ORIGINAL POPULAR PRICES.—Dress Circle and Orchestra, 75 cts.; Family
Circle, 50 cts. ; Matinee, 50 cts. and 25 cts. Seats secured six days in advance. No
extra charge to reserve. Telephone 5,094. April 28.

PACIFIC COAST BLOOD-HORSE ASSOCIATION.

RACES ! RACES

!

Fourth Annual Spring Meeting.—Oakland Trotting Park.

THIRD DAT.- SATURDAY, APRIL 28th,

The GEEAT EVENT of the Meeting, THE PACIFIC CUP!
FRED COLL1EK, PRECIOUS, FORTRESS. MARIA F. and Nine other Fast Ones

entered for the TWO-AND-A-QUARTER-MILE DASH. The reeord in Califor-

nia expected to be beaten again! Five-eitrhths Dash for Two-year-olds, Mile
and Three-eighths Dash for Three-year olds, and Hurdle Race, Mile-aud-Half
Dash. Horses will start at 2 p. m,

Berkeley train for Shell Mound, leaving at 11, 12, 1 and 2, will take passengers
direct to track. THEO. WINTERS, President.

Jos. Caiiin Simpson, Secretary. Apri l 28

~MERMAID BATHSTfOOT OF LARKiN~STREET.
~

Shorter, Mew ami Easier Way to ©et there.—Take tbe Siit-
ter-street Cars, or its branches; also the Union-street Cars to the junction of

Polk and Union streets; from there it is an easy, pleasant walk of a few blocks,

nearly level, with a wide plank walk a (food portion of the way. TRS" IT.

TSTOTICK.

We take pleasure in informing the Trade that we have been appointed SOLE
AGENTS by the ANHEUSER-BUSCH BREWING ASSOCIATION, of St. Louis,

for the State of California, for these Celebrated Brands,

ANHEUSER AND BUDWEISER BEERS.

A. F. EVANS & CO 522 Montgomery street,

(Successors to Ruhl Bros.) April 28.
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THE THOMAS TOUR—PROM OCEAN TO OCEAN.
The great trans-continental tour of the Thomas Orchestra began

last Thursday at Baltimore, where four concerts were to be given, the last

i if them on this (Saturday) evening. All of them to date were attended
by crowded and fashionable audiences. The monster organization, com-
priaiDK over seventy persons, leaves Baltimore promptly for Pittsburg,
where four concerts are to follow. After three concerts at Buffalo, and a

ingle one at Bradford, one of the noted Oil cities of Pennsylvania,
Cleveland, Columbus, Louisville and Memphis will be successively visit-

ed, and will each be favored with three concerts. No time will be wasted
at any »>f these places. After leaving Memphis Mr. Thomas will, in turn,

visit Xasliv il!e, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis, Kansas City, Keo-
kuk, Minneapolu and St. Paul, from the last of which points he will

turn his face towards San Francisco, stopping only at Waterloo, la., on his

way to the Pacific. Nearly as many cities and towns will be included on
the return trip, the entire programme beginning at Baltimore on the
way westward, and ending at Davenport, la. On the eastward journey
includes seventy-four concerts, all of them given with the orchestra and
• large corps of soloists, and more than half of them with choruses train-

ed for the occasion. It will be seen from this simple statement that the

tour, with its rapid transportation ot so large a force of musicians over
immeuse distances, the preparation of such a variety of programmes, and
the drilling of so many singers in so many different cities at nearly the

same time, involves an amount of detail, musical and otherwise, that has

never before been comprehended in the scheme of any musical enterprise

in America, and which has, perhaps, only been equaled by the great

operatic festival given at Bayreuth, under Richard Wagner. The soloists

are artists of the highest rank, in connection with the nature of the pro-

grammes arranged by Mr. Thomas for this tour, and probably without
their peers in the grander works of Wagner, Beethoven, Gounod and
Berliz, which will form an important feature of the programmes.

THE FUTURE OF MUSIC IN SAN FRANCISCO.
At the annual meeting of the Orchestral Union the Rev. Dana Bar-

rows, of the First Congregational Church, made some interesting observa-

tions <m the future prospects of music in San Francisco. He said that

San Francisco was to become the New York of the Pacific, and he urged
the Orchestral Union to contemplate a broad basis of operations and to

look forward with confidence to the possibility of obtaining from some
rich citizens a large endowment for the purpose of making San Francisco

a centre of musical taste and education. From his experience of Boston
and other Easteru cities no city had a greater wealth of natural musical

ability, or a better nucleus for organization than the Orchestral Union.
No city had a greater number of persons who possessed the means of

affording the necessary patronage. The men who are so deeply engaged

in making money have little or no time to attend to the cultivation of

the public taste for music. But it only required that their attention

should be drawn to the responsibility imposed upon them by the acquire-

ment of wealth to bestow some portion of it for the benefit of those by

whose association and instrumentality they had found the opportunity for

its accumulation. What the millionaire had done for music in Boston,

New York, Philadelphia and Cincinnati would no doubt be done herp,

and the reverend gentleman said that no musical organization in this city

was more worthy to enjoy the honor of placing the cultivation of music

on this coast on a true and elevated basis, and of being entrusted with

the administration of such an endowment. The members of the Orches-

tral Union, and their conductor, Mr. Toepke, would in future years be

proud in having inaugurated such an admirable and important work.

Gentlemen who desire to present a well-dressed, stylish appearance,

should call on Herrmann, the well-known Hatter, 336 Kearny street, and

examine his new spring and summer styles. It would seem as though hu-

man ingenuity must have exhausted itself iu devising and fashioning the

various conceits now to be found on Herrmann's shelves. To the pur-

chaser the advantage of buying out of such a large and varied stock can

Scarcely be overestimated. Herrmann appearance differs widely, and the

hat or cap which becomes one may make a guy of another.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

18

Th.- < r.nj', iiiiiTs will anil Tor Honit knni atuil
Voltotlniii,*:

MAY 17, »( 2 r. «.

*t«a.

ror Jfrjr York. Tin I'nunmni
DA may i,

Taking FrtljrM Hid Punpn for HAZATLAN, ACAPOUOO, OHAMPKRIOO.
MALA, ACAJI II A. LA LIBKRTAD I II M \ ARKNAS.

id from Kuropa bjaoj Inn f..r m]c at tho lowcat rates ; al*> f r fin-
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Ten Dollars additional is chared for Upper Cabin pal
rotor |.aa»a^o apply at n Rco,cor. Flral and I. r.ninan street*.

(Apr.; WILLIAMS, DIMOHD ft CO

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,

For Jnpnn mill China, Irnvc wharf, corner Finland Bran-
nan streets, at Sr.H., (or YOKOHAMA AMD HONQKONG, connecting at

Yokohama with Strainers for Shanghai.

I'roji San Fk anxisco
IHOKOHO,

II I SHAY, April 10th...
I l I SHAY. April 14th. ...

THURSDAY, May 3d
THURSDAY, June 28th..

TUESDAY, July 10th....

1883.
PROM Sail l'ii .

FOR II,,s..K..M,

SATI itn.w
. Jolj "l,i COPTIC

SATURDAY, Septcmhor 15th. ..ARABIC
ill l RSDAY, s.

i
i Si KAMI'

i in aSDAY, October nth ooPTKf

STKAMI'.R,

„ .ARABIC
.OCEANIC
...COPTIC
...AllAHIC
.OCEANIC

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama anil Return at Reduced Rates,
Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at (J. P. R. R. Co.'a

General Offices, Room 71, cor. Fourth anil Towusem! si*.

For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific MailSteam-
ship Company's Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN, General Passenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD, President. March 24.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamers ol' Miis Company will sail from Broadway Wharf

as follows :

For Victoria, B.C., and Puget Sound Ports: On the 10th, 20th and 30th of each
month (except when such days fall on aholiday, then on the day previous). Steamer
of the 30th connects at Port Xownsend with steamer "City of Chester" for Alasna.
For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the O. R. & N. Co.: Every 4 days.
For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 5th, 10th, 15th,

20th, 25th and 30th of each month.
For Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and

Ventura: Every Wednesday at 8 a.m.
For Eureka, Areata, and Hookton, Humboldt Bay: Every Wednesday, 9 'clock.
For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc.: Every Monday.

Ticket Office, No. 214 Montgomery Street, near Pine.
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

Nov. 26. No. 10 Market street.

FOR PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, OREGON.
The Oregon Railway and Navigation Company unci Pacific

Coast Steamship Company will dispatch from Spear-street Wharf, for the
above ports, one of their new Al Iron Steamships, viz. : QUEEN OF THE PACIFIC,
COLUMBIA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA and OREGON.

Sailing I>ays,

May 1-4-7-10-13-16-19-22-26-28-31, ani every following
Three Days, at 10 o'clock a. m.

Connecting at Portland, Oregon, with Steamers and Railroads and their connecting
Stage Lines for all points in Oregou, Washington and Idaho Territories, British
Columbia and Alaska.
Ticket Office S14 Montgomery Street

GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,
[April 7. J No. 10 Market street, San Francisco.

CALIFORNIA AND MEXICAN S. S. LINE
For En§eiiailn, Itlagriuleiia Bay, Cape St. Lucas, lUazatlan,

LA PAZ and GUAYMAS.-The Steamship MEXICO, THOS. HUNTINGTON,
Master, will leave for -the above ports on

SATURDAY MAY 5th, 1883, at 12 M.,

FROM WASHINGTON-STREET WHARF.
Through Bills of Lading will be furnished and none others signed. Freight will

be received on Monday, April 30th. No freight received after Friday, May 4th, at 12

m., and Bills of Lading must be accompanied by Custom House and Consular clear-

ances. For Freight or Passage apply to J. BIRMINGHAM, Agent,
[April 28.] 10 Market street,

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
CHANGE OF TIME. The Stenmship Ceo. W. Elder, Adver-

tised to sail to VICTORIA and PUGET SOUND l'OHTS, the 30th hist., will

flail SATURDAY, the 2Sth inst., at 2 p. M.

After ahove date steamers on this route leave San Francisco EVERY FRIDAY, at

2 r. m., and Victoria, 13. C, EVERY SATURDAY, instead of thelOth, 20th and 30th,

as heretofore.

Ticket Office, 214 Montgomery street. GOODALL, PERKINS & CO.,
[April 28.] General Agents.

NOTICE OF ASSESSMENT.
"VTew Basil Consolidated CSravel Mining Company.—525 Com-
Xl mercial street, San Francisco, Cal. Notice is hereby given that at a meeting
of the Directors held on the 10th day of April, 1883, an assessment of Five (5) Cents
per share was levied upon the capital stock of the corporation, payable immediately
to the Secretary,
Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the FIFTEENTH

DAY'OF MAY will be delinquent and advertised for sale at public auction, and
unions payment is made before, will be sold on the EIGHTH DAY OF JUNE,
1888, to pay the delinquent assessment, together with costs of advertising and ex-

penses of sale. F. X. SIMoN, Secretary,

[April 14.] 525 Commercial street.
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SUNBEAMS.
Hear the or^an with a crank

—

What a world df measly melody its man and monkey yank!
How it jingles, jingles, jingles,

In th' affrighted air of noon,
While the startled heaven tingles,

And the dog's bark madly mingles
Like the laughter of a loon!

" Ting-a-ling-a-ling tum-tum,"
Drones the dreary, dreadful hum

Of the clinking caterwaulings that so copiously clank
From the crank, crank, crank, crank,

Crank, crank, crank

—

From the shrieking and the creaking of the crank !—New York Commercial Advertiser.

A litle girl recently went to visit her grandfather in the country. She
is fond of milk, but firmly refused to drink any while there, without
giving any reason. When she returned she was asked: "You had nice

milk there to drink, didn't you?" "I guess I didn't driuk any of that

milk," she indignantly replied. "Do you know where grandpa got it?

I saw him squeeze it out of an old cow."

There was a man he had a clock,

His name was Matthew Mears :

He wound it regularly every day
For four and twenty years.

At last bis precious timepiece proved
An eight-day clock to be,

And a madder man than Mr. Mears
You'd never wish to see.

A keen student of human nature must have written the following :

" When you see a young man sailing down street shortly after midnight
with collar mashed down his neck, you can make up your mind there's a

young girl crawling up stairs not far distant, with her shoes under her

arm and an extinguished lamp in her hands."

The obliging visitor, to show that he is really fond of children, and
that the dear little one is not annoying him in the least, treats the kid to

a ride upon his knee. " Trot! trot! trot! How do you like that, my
boy? Is that nice?" "Yes, sir," replies the child, "but not so nice as

on the real donkey—the one with four legs!
"

"Peel out, peel out," the orange cried,
" Peel out with a voice sonorous."

11 Yon peel out first," the apples' replied,
" And we'll join in the core us."

A man looking over his wash, which the laundress had just brought
home, remarked that be could very well understand how his nether gar-

ments might shrink up, but what puzzled him most was how the ruffles

grew on each leg. —Baltimore Every Saturday.

A Philadelphia youth who has been to the Hub, tells us that the
intellectuality of the Boston girl begins at the breakfast-table and lasts

until the old folks go to bed. After that, if the right fellow is in the par-

lor and the light is turned low, she " acts like any other girl."

" A taste for astronomy," says the New York Commercial Advertiser,
" is springing up among young people of both sexes." It always does as

soon as the season permits sitting on the back porch in the moonlight.

—

—Post-Express.

Newspaper men scarcely ever read their own papers. They only
skim them, and. yet they find fault with the honest milkman for doing the
same with his issues. —Boston Transcript.

An old lady was asked her opinion about Mrs. Smith, her next door
neighbor. " Well," she said, " I am not the one to speak ill of anybody,
but I feel very sorry for Mrs. Smith." —Post-Express.

A sick person in Massachusetts tried the prayer cure and died of

the consequent excitement and exhaustion. He must have taken an over-

dose. One cannot be too careful with such powerful remedies.—Post-Express.

"I was drunk when I married her," pleaded the defendant to the
Court. " Most men are who marry pretty wives," returned the judge.
" Beauty is always intoxicating." —Brooklyn Eagle.

Pittsburg Telegraph : Will billiard players please bear in mind that
life is short and death uncertain, and that two of their ablest men are
Dion, Daly?

The Great Eastern cost her owners £4,000 last year, while her total

receipts were only £13. Somehow this reminds one of the newspaper
business. —Post-Express.

It is not an easy thing to account for the milk in the cocoanut, but any
fruit dealer ran give you the whole thing in a nutshell.

A careless printer made a dancing-master say: " I offer my shanks
to those who favored me with their patronage last year."

Can such things be ? An advertisement in the London Times calls

for a "wet nurse, single and respectable."

We don't know how all partnerships are built, but its good, stout
binding which makes a book firm. —N. Y. News.

The toothless man ought to be a sweet talker, for all his words must
of necessity be gum drops.'

An "Imposing" Spectacle—When the foreman of a printing office

is making up the forms.

Temperance sailors have a way of getting around the horn.—New Orleans Picayune.

Bacon says :
" Beading makes a full man." So does eating, Bacon.

Men of Mite—Dwarfs. —Baltimore News.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,
Sawing:, Planing and Manufacturing:—Doors, Sashes, Blinds and

Mouldings—Turning-, Scroll and Jig Sawing—Countars.

Bar and Store Fixtures.

Finishing Work for Buildings on Hand and Made to Order.

217 to 225 Spear SI., and 218 to 226 Stewart St., S. F.

The largest and oldest established mill on the Pacific Coast.

D. A. Macdonald, Pres't. R. S. Falconer, Sec'y. W. N. Miller, Supt

[March 25.]

GILROY HOT SPRINGS.

Aii Old Favorite under Mew Management.

EOOP & TENNANT Proprietors and Managers.

These celebrated Springs, situated in a spur of the Coast Range, 12 miles east Of

Gilroy, are NOW OPEN FOR THE SEASON. A complete renovation has been

made throughout, and the whole place has been 'put in delightful order. RATES
STRICTLY REASONABLE TO ALL. P. 0., W. F. Ex. and Tel. offices on the

premises. Take the 10:40 train (daily) from depot cor. Fourth and Townsend streets,

to Gilroy, thence by stage to Springs, 12 miles. March 31.

EUREKA COTTON GARDEN HOSE.

£3JT Weighs less than one-half as much a? Three-ply Rubber Hose, and stands
more than four times the pressure. Is not injured by exposure to the sun, and
docs not deteriorate with age when laid away, same as Rubber Hose. TRY IT.

W. T. Y. SCHZNCK, Agent for Pacific Coast,

[April 21.] 36 California street, San Francisco, Cal.

M. A. GUNST & CO.,
203 Kearny Street San Francisco.

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN
HAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS;

ALSO SOLE AGENTS FOR

KINNEY BROS' TOO-IOO AND CABOTET CIGARETTES,
%W Inform the Public that they receive large invoices of Choice

Havana Rrands three times a month. Feb. 24.

H. 3. Williams. A. Olesebrough. W. H.Dimond,

WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO.,

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
UNION BUILDING,

JUNCTION MARKET AND PINE STREETS.

Agents for Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific Steam Navigation Company,
The Cunard Royal Mail Steamship Company, "The California Line of Clippers,"

from New York and Boston, and " The Hawaiian Line."

San Francisco, January 31, 1S80. Jan. 31.

C. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

SAN FRANCISCO and, NEW YORK.
6^* Agents of American Sugar Refinery, corner of Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. Jan. 17.

TABER, HARKER & CO.,

IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE GROCERS,
108 and 110 California St., S. F.

fApril 19.)

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY
No- 310 Saiisome Street,

San Francisco,

WJZOZE SA.JLE DEALERS IN FURS.
[September 21.1

MAHOGANY, MAPLE, CJXEJiRY and POPLAR
AT REDUCED PRICES.

JOHN WI&MORE, Spear and Howard sts , S. T.

MARBLE WORKSJ
MANTELS and GRATES, MONUMENTS and HEADSTONES,

In Marble and Scotch Granite,

827 Market street bet. Fourth anil Fifth.
^g- Send for Designs and Prices. W. 11. MeCOBMlCK.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

360 FOVRTH STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.
[July 15.]

NOTICE TO MINE OWNERS.
The Pacific Milling; and Reducing Compmiy, whose Works

are located at 410 Ritch street, and whose General Office is at 413 California

street, would respectfully announce to owners of mines of rebellious ores that they
will either purchase fur cash or receive ores for treatment at thtir Works.

[March 31.] JAMES W. BURLING, Secretary.
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NOTABILIA.
THE PEDDLERS BONO.

Law* m while •• drirco ntow

;

Ctyn— bUcfc am e'er *»» cmw
;

(Mote*. U »wrrl W HlHTlfc ratow ;

M..». faf .*.-«>. |«d bTMM .

B*wl«-t.r».T :* t. fkt Um*. anil- r
;

Perfume for a Ud/# rharnhffr ;

Gold qoo4f« and rtonurbctm,
Pbr nj i»d* id fin 1M1 .i<*r«;

William miik»pia»i,

Wbcn » til " for Uncita^, hi* ndtnir-

!i-h with U modi tlmiiiy M blfi

native* toaffM, »n 1 all tit* b oong Indie* aw not merel* willing,
wry rayjona t*» have him t.ik-- them toSmrinX 813 Battel

btafoed, Mid when tin- attend twitn

art careful ami obliging, and the appointment*: luxurious ami OOOiforteble.

Very Strange.—Major dale Faxon bought h hone from the pastor of
tin church, and shortly afterwarda the Following oonvanation waa

heard: *' Foa ha\e swindled me with that home yon Bold me laet week.'*
• Bow ao?" eakad the olergyman, wry maofa nuprised, " Well, I only
had bim three days when he died,** "That's very strange. I owned him
twenty-three years, and worked him hard everyday, and never knew him

that while I owned him. — Texas Sittings.

There i* a young lady in this city who never mime* an opportunity to

L I'ecently, a tramp accosted her on the street, and asked for the
: a meal "I haven't any money with me," ana said, •* but good

advice is often more valuable than money, and if you want a well

meal, I advise you to get one of those Arlington Ranges, sold by Be La
hfontanya, Jacnon street."

Jones has a servant (jirl who is so slow in her movements that the milk
she passes from one end of the table to the other becomes BOOT before it

reaches its destination. But still, she is good looking and never breaks
the crockery, and her picture, which has just been taken by Bradley &
RnJofson, the celebrated Photographers, Geary and Dupont streets, is

said to be a splendid work of art.

Mr. Fogaity and Mr. Samnelson have long been friends, but they are
so no longer, in consequence of Mr. Fogarty's propensity for joking. Mr.
Samuelson is known to be very parsimonious. He remarked to Fogarty :

"The rats are very bad in Austin. They are trying to gnaw a hole into

my pantry. What should I do to circumvent them?" "Starve them to

death by leaving the door of your pantry open at night."— Texas Siftings.

Both Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and Blood Purifier

are prepared at 2;i3 and 235 Western Avenue, Lynn, Mass. Price of ei-

ther. $1. Six bottles for So. Sent by mail in the form of pills, or of lozen-

ges, on receipt of price, SI per box for either. Mrs. Pinkhaui freely an-
swers all letters of inquiry. Enclose 3c. stamp. Send for "Guide to

Health and Nerve Strain."

A man who beats his wife, even at a game of checkers, is a wretch
whom to call shrewd would be base flattery. Nevertheless, we will advise
him and his brothers, sisters, cousins and aunts to go to P. J. Cassia &
( \>. , Washington and Battery streets, for pure and unadulterated liquor.-.

Families supplied in retail quantities at wholesale rates.

A young woman who had never learned the art of cookery, being
desirous of impressing her husband wither her knowledge and diligence,

manages to leave the kitchen door ajar on the day after their return from
the bridal trip, and just as ber lord comes in from the office exclaims
loudly: "Hurry up, Eliza, do! Havn't you washed the lettuce yet?
Here, give it to me ; where is the soap?"

There is an Idian chief who is called " Old India-Rubber. " If he goes
on the warpath, our troops should "bounce" him until he realizes the

fact that the Imperishable Paint, sold by Messrs. J. R. Kelly & Co.,

Market street, below Beale, comes already mixed, covers three times the
space that ordinary paint does, and is impervious to sun or rain.

A New England man swallowed some shot, and ODe of them worked
its way into bis brain and killed him. Now, then, where did the New
England man carry his brains? Before starting in to solve this problem,
all shrewd men should go to White, the celebrated Hatter, 614 Commer-
cial street, and buy a new summer Hat.

Two little girls, one eight years old, the other six, sleep in the same
chamber. In the morning the eldest one says, "Oh, I have bad such a
nice dream !

" " What was it?" " I was in a large pastry-cook shop,

and I ate as many rum cakes, strawherry tarts and bonbons as I wanted."
"Was I with you?" asked the little one. "No." And the little one
beiran to sob. —French Wit.

A complimentary vote gives a candidate about as much satisfaction

as a "wind pudding," but Brooks' Spool Cotton always gives the candi-

date's wife complete satisfaction.

Just as the theatrical manager is known by the company he keeps, so

is Moraghan's Parlors, California Market, known by the delicious quality

of the Oysters they keep.

"Ah ! George, isn't it delightful that we are to be married so soon ?"

To be sure, we are not rich in this world's goods, but with such love as

ours we can almost live on bread and water ; can't we, dear ?'' " Easily,"

said George, with great emotion ; "you furnish the bread, love, and I

will skirmish around and find the water."

The best quality of Underwear and Gent's Furnishing Goods can al-

ways be obtained at J. W. Carmauy's, 25 Kearny street.

J. P. Cutter's Old Bourbon.—This celebrated Whisky is for sale by
all first-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

That feeling of langor and debility that follows physical exertion, re-

moved by using Brown's Iron Bitters.

Fine Watch Repairing at J. W. Tucker & Co's., corner of Kearny and Geary

streets.

REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.
In the City and County of San Pranclaco. California, for

the Week ending April 21, 1883

Ifromlht II, ,-,,, mi Cal\lnm\aSt.,S.F.

Monday. April 18th.

ITIOH.UHANTOlt AMI BRAKTII.

Kliitli B Dnlton luM Doblxlur..

DToy,

v lo Herman UnnkcD...

Joe 8 BcMloChM LHInksl
Jbj Howling u> Miehl ]:

i

s r Smith lo K II Kittredga

V A Bursou to M II Dc Young

.1 W Blukc to Jeroroc English

IT M llrincman to S Solomon el a]

s Poet, tin « Lacuna, w mil
W Doff avenue, 180:6 n 17lh, <

M II lii

W Powell, g&D ii O'Parroll.n 2-2:11x137:
'i iWO ...

s Mill. i',2.ii .• Hyde, c 85x87:6
12011

Ne i Hi,, n md « Mb i in, n 81*100. 3,178
100-va

ralM 8,400
W Hyde, 81:4 n Clay, n 94:4x18
vara U:ll 4,000

H Sutler, 88:8 « Powell, e 88:8x1
60-vara8I8 5

limorr, e 86x187:6 -W
A 809

N llKarr, 11, 1:17:11 w Buchanan. w 88:° I

8 WA277 ' 4,750

THICK

-.nun

6

Tuesday, April 17th
Margt L Derrich to Snml Wray

Danl E Martin to Jno D Arcy

B Kach to S Cram

\V .1 Cowan to Wm F Lewis...
Saml E Dutton to J J Weils...

Margt E Ulford to Jacob Guudlucb

J G Gnndlach to G De Luca
T C Coogan to A Bel-Bon

C n Reynolds to Ilenry S Austin.
Pacific Exchange to Same
Ftedk Hufscbmidt to I Evcrbart.

SPaclflc, 160w Jones; w '23x137:0-50
vara 87s
W Buchanan, 87:0 n Fulton n 36x87:8 -

W A 283
N Golden Gate avenue, 168:8 w Buchan-
IE W -8X1 I: - W A SS|

BSholwell, 95 slOth, a 20x100 MB 57
S Washington, 150:3 e Steluer, c 40x127
8-W A

E Dupont, 81:8 n Lombard, n 38:9x68:9
50-vara520

Same
E W -.verly place, 122:4 s Washington, s

56, e 57, n 27:0, w 55 to commence-
ment

E Montgomery, 97:0 u Pine, n 40x137:6.
Same
S California, 137:6 w Hvde, w 27:6x187:

I 6-50-vara 1371

f3,3 HI

2,400

4,040

700

2.525

3,000

3,350
11,11110

65,000

Wednesday, April 18th.

Otto Esche to Ellen llobdell

E Bragasch to Patk Kelly

S C Hastings to W T Coleman....

CFD Hastings to Same
RD Stoddard to "Wm Sharon.

Eliza J Stoddard to Same
C Ahpel to Jette Hamburger

Mary D Davis to Alex Lartique...

S Bush, 108:0 w Webster, w 27x137:6—W A 311
S McAllister, 100 e Octavia, c 25x137:6-W A 151

Sw Taylor and Washington, a 137:6 x
137:6—50-vara 818 40,000

Same 40.000
S Howard, 205 e 3rd, s 160 x e 25-100-
vara 51

Same „
S Post, 110:0 w Lugona, w 27x137 :tt- W
A 231

N Washington, 137:0 w Stockton, w 2Cx
77:6- 50-vura 103

5

4,100

47,05

5

1,100

Thursday, April 19th.

Wm Hale to Jacob Alsenz

Same to Elizth M Gunn

F F Strother to Freak Hufschmidt

U J Kr06cher to E Dammes

Wm Doherty to Jno Murta

J C Travcs to Thos Crane

N Post, ISO w Lagnna, w 25x125, being
inWA""

N Bush, 55:3 w Webster, w 27xl00-W
A 312

S Post, 220 w Leavenworth, w 27:0x137
6—100-vara 1233

S Geary.To e Broderick, e 22:6x92:6—W
A 506

Se Silver, 175 sw 3rd, sw 37:6x80— 100-

vara 84
S North Point st, 137:6 e Taylor, c 137:0

Xl37:0 | 2,300

1

1

8,000

2,400

4,100

Friday, April 20th.

A McAdoo to H Ackermann..

J F Carroll to J N Sullivan..

Masonic Sv & Lu Bk to J Benkert
J as H Burns to F F Obermeyer. .

.

II S Austin to Henry White..
V P Wilbert to F F Strother..

J H Gillmore to R T Van Norden

.

Geo B Davis to Mary Hall

Thos H Boes to Ellen Maroney..

Leon Mejasson to Jos de Cracke..
Jos de Cracke to L Sachs
Bk of Cala to J F Westheimer. . .

.

E Mission, 160 s 23rd, s 43x122, being in

M B 154
W Baker, 25 s Sacramento, s 25x100:3
W A 580

Nw Fell and Lagnna, w 27x12' '

Sw Folsom and 13th, s 96, w 40, n 117, e
76 lo commencement, being in M B
19 ....

E Montgomery, 97:0 n Pine, n 40x137...

N Post, 62 e Leavenworth, e 25x87- -50-

vara 1143
S Washington, 200:3 w Laurel, w 08:9x
117:S-W A 319

,W Webster, 65 s Sntter, s 27x93—W A
I 310
IN Howard, 475 w 1st, w 25x55—100-vara

29
W Montgomery, 103:1 s Bush, s 34:4x00

Isw 13th and Jessie, w 30x85—M B 08.

#3,241

1,125

4.250

05,000

9,000

4,000

4,200

Girt
5

75,OH)
5

Saturday, April 21st.

PSTayloP Difley

O F Von Rhein to Annie Smith . .

.

Patk McCloskey to A McCloskey.

Clinton Jones to Peter McMahon.

Bk of California lo J M Haven
H Hoag to J P Treadwell

Jno A RusBell to Henry P Cope..

.

N Grove, 207:6 e Fillmore, e 37:6x137:6
—W A 301

E Guerrero, 85 s 24th, s 24x83, being in

II A6
W Mission, 160-8 ISth.a 25x80, being in

M B Ii8

Sw Sutler aud Buchanan, e 25x87:0—

W

A 275 ; subject to mortgage for $2790
Se Jessie and Willows, e 80x25- M B 09
W 1st, 55 n Mission, w 60, n 3, w 48, n

22, e 108. s 25 to com
S McAllister, 137:0 w Buchanan, w 53:9

x 187:6—W A 2S3

« 5

1,000

Gift

10,400
5

8,911

4.380
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THE NINETEENTH EXHIBITION
Of the San Francisco Art Association was inaugurated by a recep-

tion at the galleries on Pine street on Thursday evening. The attendance
was large, as it always is. Our business, however, is with the pictures

on view, and not with those who either create or go to see them. The
works hung on the walls of the two galleries number 140 of all kinds, in-

cluding paintings in oil and water colors and crayons. All the water
colors and crayons are hung in the small gallery, as are also a large num-
ber of the oil paintiugs. A great deal was said about the Rejection
Committee, but it is strongly suspected that it was a myth, for if the en-

tire collection, as hung, does not indicate a go-as-you-please exhibition, we
would ask in all candor, what does? for in each gallery we find as execra-
ble examples of the art pictorial as ever encumbered a wall. It will be
best, perhaps, to refer to this lot now, and avoid the annoyance of doing
so as they are reached in the regular order. They are Nos. 24, 28,

29, 92 and 93 in the large gallery, and Nos. 104, 118, 125, 138 and 139 in

the small gallery.

No. 1, "A Tenement Idyll," is by Carl Dahlgreen, and is the best pic-

ture he has yet shown here—far better than any of his landscapes. Of
conrse it is crude, and in many respects shows careless drawing. His No.
2G, "A Portrait," is less a success, but indicates that the artist has talent

of a versatile character. A sketch of a well-known Bohemian, in the
small gallery, is a much better work. No. 2, " Christ," by the Tojetti's,

just escapes being in the list with the other two by them, and even if this

one, although better painted than they are, has any expresssion at all, it

is not such as any one would attribute to the Saviour, and of course any
sacred painting void of a fitting expression, no matter how well painted,

is a failure. The "Roses and Lilacs" of Miss Bender are good examples
of an amateur's work.
The " Cyprus Point," No. 5, by Miss Mamie Ray, is a fulfilment, in

part, of the beautiful sketches she exhibited last Autumn at Morris &
Kennedy's, as is also "Mill Creek," No. 53. We now come to the best

picture in the exhibition—by this it is not our purpose to imply that the
work is the most perfect in all its details, for it is not, but the motif is

there to absolute perfection—in the portrait of "Dr. Stebbins," No. 6,

naturalness of pose, stature and expression are there to the fullest extent.

The man is in all three quite different from anything we usually see, and
yet Mr. Yates has succeeded in portraying him to the life. This work is

a silent lesson to every portrait painter, and should be diligently studied
by them. The same artist's " Mouse Trap," No. 102, is also an excellent

work—French withal—but full of careful drawing and harmonious color-

ing, as is also his No. 59, "Eugeue." Mr. Coulter has not done himself
justice in putting out No. 7; he can do much better. L. P. Latimer, a
former pupil of the School of Design, exhibits three works, No. 9,

"Morning on Russian River;" 21, "On Brook's Creek," and 30, "A
Hazy Afternoon." They are all meritorious, but what may be called

weak in both color and composition, neither better or worse that Mr.
Latimer painted a year ago. Mrs. Beck gives us a group of " Still Life,"
No. 10, which is as literal as any one could wish, and not without ability

in the way of composition.
Denny is another old favorite who has not done his best for the exhi-

bition. His " Point Mendocino," No. 13, is decidedly tame aDd conven-
tional. Norton Bush contributes a number of works. No. 14, " Where's
Baby," represents the little shoes and Blockings minus the owner, which
tells too plainly the story ; this is a new departure for Bush, and it must
be said that he had better stick to his tropical efforts ; a pair of panels of

this character in the small exhibition room, being the best pictures he has
on view. J. B. Wandesforde has a rather pleasing picture in "Camp at

Sunol,'" No. 15, a night scene, as are four small flower and fruit pieces,

Nos. 42, 44, 45 and 46. In " Reverie," No. 17, we come face to face with
one of the sixteen pictures sent here by New York artists. It is by De
Luce, and one of the worst of the lot, bad in drawing, crude in color and
amateurish in every way. Miss Hopps is represented by four canvases,

one of which represents the interior of her own Rtudio ; it is a pleasing
picture and no doubt true to nature. The sketch of " An Indian Camp,"
No. 19, is brilliant in color and a muuh stronger picture than any of the
rest ; the " Wood scene," No. 56, is a pleasing sketch of a wood interior,

and "Squaw Creek, LakeTahoe," No. 66, portrays one of those swampy
scapes so difficult to render. " Dogroad Valley," No. 22, is barely worth
mention, but ' Panzies," No, 68, by the same artist, is quite creditable.

This brings us to two of the masterpieces of the collection
—" The Old

Woodchopper (No. 23) and "Lafayette Creek, N. H." (No. 27), both are
wood interiors, where the artist, Thos. Hill, is seen at his best. Of course
all pictures are but illusions, but Hill's portrayal of nature, especially in
woodland and mountain scenery, comes nearer to nature's grandeur than
does tbat of any other artist we ever saw, here or elsewhere.

In No. 25, " Faint Heart Never Won Fair Lady," by Hovenden, we
have a good example of figure painting by one who is evidently a close

student and painstaking artist. The picture is low in tone, but very
pleasing in effect, carefully drawn and well composed. A view of the
" Cascade Mountains and Columbia River" is by R. D. Yelland. It is

far from being one of bis best pictures. A much better one is No. 33,
" Cypress Point." So also is " Bright Morning on Monterey Bay " (No. 34.)

Mr. Keith's " Home in the Redwoods" is a clever sketch, made during
his late trip to the southern counties.

No. 36, "November in Missouri," is an Autumnal sketch by Mr.
Straus, and indicates that his late Eastern tour served to refresh his mem-
ory and enabled him to paint something akin to nature. His No. 89,
"Drizzly Day," is also an improvement upon his former efforts, if we
omit the waterfalls. No. 37, "Children Gathering Arbutus," by Champ-
ney, of New York, is evidently an Autumn effect, good in its way; but
we have an idea that the trailing arbutus is an early Spring flower. No.
38, "Summer Afternoon," by Coman, is one of those Frenchy bits with
little merit. No. 39, "A Quiet Pool," by Kost, of New York, is a little

gem and ought not to remain for sale long. Henry Raschen contributes
several studies which are all excellent, and two small figure pieces (Nos.
40 and 41), which are exceedingly clever and quite original. One shows a
group of "California Poker Players "at the game, and the other the
"Standard-bearer's Arrival Home." Captain Rockwell's "Columbia
River Bar" (No. 47), indicates that his long absence from the art haunts
of San Francisco has not been of benefit, for, he painted a much better
picture before he left us.

No. 48, "The Attic Philosopher," is from our old friend Benoni Irwin.
It is a misnamed picture, for we think Irwin must be a close student of

Darwin, and intended this to illustrate the missing link. It is a strongly
painted picture, and one that would attract attention in any collection.

We shall defer reference to the other pictures till next week. The exhi-
bition is now open to the public, and is well worth a visit from all who
take an interest in art marters.

The Grand Masquerade Ball, designed by our enterprising fellow-
citizen, Col. Andrews, for the entertainment and amusement of the large
assemblage of strangers who will visit this city on the occasion of the ap-
proaching Triennial Conclave of the Knights Templar, may now be re-

garded as an accomplished fact. When the scheme was first mooted, it

of course depended on circumstances whether it would ever be carried
out. The amount of encouragement, however, which it has received, has
placed its fructification beyond the realms of peradventure, and already
spectators' seats and participants' tickets are in great demand. The en-
tertainment has been designed on a grand scale, and will cost $25,000.
Hitherto, one source of trouble in affairs of this kind has lain in the fact
that professional people have not been allowed to compete for the prizes
against amateurs. On this occasion a separate list of prizes has been pre-
pared for amateurs and another for professionals. The prizes will be
costly and elegant, and a catalogue of them (which will bo in itself a work
of art) will be issued in a few days. Those intending to represent original
characters at this ball will need to begin preparing their oostumes imme-
diately. The date of the ball has been definitely fixed for July 27th.

Those who have built, or will build, houses, and consequently want,
or will want, plaster work done, we can cheerfully and conscientiously
recommend to go to Messrs. Kellett & MoMurray, 763 Market street,

San Francisco, and 470 Twelfth street, Oakland. Mr. Kellett, the senior
member of this firm, has been in this State for a very long time, and has
built up the largest business of the kind on the coast. This is the result
of employiug nothing but the best quality of material and doing nothing
but the most excellent work. This firm manufactures and keeps for sale
a large stock of ready-made Center-pieces, Brackets, and all other kinds
of ornamental plaster decorations, and may be said to supply the entire
coast with this description of builders' material. They keep a large staff

of skillful artists continually at work constructing new and pleasant de-
signs, and their stock is so large and varied that the most fastidious taste
can be pleased and ornamental plaster pieces selected therefrom which
will suit almost any style of building. When special designs are required
for any unusually imposing building, Messrs. Kellett & McMurray can
of course supply them.

The members of the congregation of Grace Church (Episcopal) were
delighted on last Sunday, to find their former pastor, Rev. Dr. Piatt, now
of Rochester, New York, in his old place in their pulpit, and to listen

once more to his eloquent voice telling the message of the Master. The
Reverend gentleman came here, as has already been announced, expressly
to perform the marriage ceremony for Mr. John F. Boyd and Miss Louisa
Arner, and he will return home on next Monday. Dr. Piatt, during his
extended residence in this city, endeared himself to all with whom he
came in contact, and during his brief visit he has been received like a
veritable prodigal son, for whom the fatted calf of friendship and love

has been prepared.

"THAT SERIAL" AGAIN.
In last week's News Letter was printed a correspondent's guess as

to the authorship of an objectionable serial now running in a local weekly
story paper. The communication would not have been printed had the
editor noticed its insinuation that Philip Shirley was the writer of the
Berial. A contradiction of such an insinuation is scarcely necessary to

anyone acquainted with Philip Shirley's literary style, for that writer

could neither be guilty of such bad literary work or bad social taste as is

exhibited in the serial in question. To those not familiar enough with
the work of the author of " Confessions of a Bad Boy," published in the
Christmas News Letter, to judge for themselves, the simple statement
is due that Philip Shirley is in no way responsible for the serial.

We take pleasure in calling attention to the establishment of Messrs.

John Daniel & Co., importers and dealers in Italian marbles, Scotch
granite, etc., No. 421 Pine street, between Montgomery and Kearny streets.

In the manufacture of monuments, head-stones, mantel-pieces, plumbers
stones, table and counter tops, printers' imposing-stones, etc., this firm

stands pre-eminent, and the work it turns out is invariably admired for

its artistic and mechanical excellence. Those who desire to mark the last

re3ting-place of a deceased friend in an appropriate manner, or have need
for a well dressed stone in fitting up their residence or place of business,

cannot do better than call on Messrs. Daniel & Co., whose prices, in pro-

portion to the quality of the material they use and the merit of the work
they turn out, will be found exceedingly low. Prudence suggests that
intending purchasers examine their stock before buying elsewhere.

Cheap Traveling.—The South Pacific Coast Railway (narrow-gauge)

are now running their popular fast three-dollar Sunday excursions to the

Big Trees and Santa Cruz at 8:30 A. M. This train stops only at Santa
Clara and San Jose, and makes the trip to Santa Cruz in three hours and
forty minutes, giving over four hours at the beach and five hours at the

Big Trees, or two hours at each place, and returning arrives here at 8:30

p. M.
.

Chauniog G. Fenner, at one time the law partner of the late Elisha
Cook, and well known as a prominent attorney in the early days, died at

his residence on Sansome street, last Sunday, of erysipelas. The deceased
was born at Palatine Bridge, Montgomery county, New York, in 1825.

He leaves a widow.

The Stockton Herald of the 23d inst. says: " Yesterday Dr. Lane,
of San Francisco, assisted by Drs. Farnham, A. T. Hudson, W. A. Long
and W. E. Gibbons, performed the operation known as lithotomy on the

Hon. S. L. Terry, son of ex-Judge David S. Terry."

If you "want $o see something in the way of female wardrobe that iB

new, elegant, rich, and sure to create a rage, call at Sullivan's, 120

Kearny street, and examine the Chenille-trimmed Wraps and Cloaks that

have just been unpacked.
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A CLEAR CASE

11 •mile:

Lip* tb»t mu'ht a taint beguile:
That* th* girl.

Taller than the maiden coy.
"d, frarleaa, han<l*ume, it

Heart i.l gold «r
Haiti i,t and wrong:

That's the boy.

Window pane* festooned with rime,
Leaflet trws And hillride bai

Town clock ntindlnD ndlniirht's chime.
Street lampa gleaming here and there:

- the time.

Xefttlint: at the mountain's base.
With its on* lone, quiet

C)a»p«*d in Winter's white embrace:
Quaint old village, prim and neat:

That's the place.

Truant arm and shy embrace,
Tender vow* in willing ear,

ECbwei on . n unturned face,

Whispered "xee, I love you, dear:"
That's the case. -Buffalo Courier.

ALCOHOLICAL LETTERS.
Dear Hews Letter: — Alcoholic beverages have still so ninny open as

well as secret patrons, that I have no great fear of offending the reader*
of the Nswa LbtTBB by expreeaing my profound disgust with the twaddle
and nonsense which it is now too much the fashion to bestow upon them.

are coming to a pretty pass when authors and statesmen are
quoted as authorities nn eating, smoking and drinking, as if men's ener-
gies evaporated in smoke or total abstainers held the monopoly of brains.
Because a few narrow minded scientists have declared their opinion
founded on totally Insufficient data, that alcohol is not a food, people have
c-'ine to regard it as a poison. Because there are still a vast crowd of

idiots who are unable to control their appetite for drink, nobody is to have
' _dass. Because the abuse of alcohol helps to swell the rolls of

crime, insanity, immorality, disease and death, we are called upon to

give up our reasonable enjoyment. Our common sense must yield sub-
misaively to an army of fanatical men and women who regard the very
existence of alcohol as a creational mistake, and seem to think that the
future progress of mankind depends upon its total banishment from the
list of human food.

Now, 1 am satisfied, dear News Letter, that such absurd and ridicu-

lous assertions will not be countenanced in your journal. There is noth-
ing watery either about your staff or their contributions. When your
columns shall be filled with " wishey-washey " matter I shall know that
your contributors have joined the Salvation Army. I want no better evi-

dence that every person employed is either a smoker or a drinker, and,
perhaps both, than the vigor of your publication, audits persistent expo-
sure of shams and quacks. And, as regards yourself it is a great satisfac-

tion to observe that you have survived for nearly eighty years, with eye
nndimmed and intellect unclouded, in spite of the " smiles " you have so
liberally shared with your associates and friends. Have you not often
described to me the delightfully " irregular " life you have so "regu-
larly " led, especially since your arrival on this "smiling" coast, now up-
ward of thirty years ago? Every one in San Francisco knows that you
were neither born nor reared a milksop. You have never hung on to the
cow's tail, in the belief that she was to be a lifedong source of susten-
ance. You have recognized that milk is the food of infants, not of men.
On the contray, you come of a race of steady alcoholic drinkers, who
have drank it for a thousand years. Under its use the men of your coun-
try have become conquerors, and their women fertile of giants. With the
bottle in Iheir pockets they have colonized the world, and are the leaders of

civilization in every land they have invaded. Yuiir ancestors drank sac

and wine when they could get them, and ale and beer when they could
not.

Tea and coffee are but very recent introductions. In your own
youthful days they were luxuries accessible only to the rich and well-to-

do. When you were a boy you were not fed on slops. No, indeed, for

Sir John Barleycorn held the position of a household god. Every
family then possessed a mash-tub and other implements of worship.
Many were the rivals in the art of brewing, and great were the contests

as to who should have the best "October." Beer was then as much an
element of diet aB meat and vegetables. It was drunk at breakfast, at
supper and at the midday meal. If a stranger paid a visit to your father,

I venture to say it was not a cup of iced water, but cake and ale, that
warmed his heart and made him welcome. Time was when the very
name of " milksop " conveyed the notion of profound contempt. Now,
sir, my first position is that alcohol has for centuries formed a princi-

pal feature in the development of English constitutions, life and na-
tional character. And if this were the only fact, sensible people may
well pause before they discard so old a servant; but this is not bo, and
I shall hereafter bring forward other arguments to prove that the con-

sumption of alcohol has played an important role in the history of hu-
man progress and civilization, and is not destined to succumb to the
ravings of a set of idiots who are incapable of estimating its true value.

Yours, Temperator.

The Millinery Parlors of Mrs. M. A. Butler, Phelan Building, Mark-
et Btreet, are at the present time perfectly gorgeous with beautiful goods,

just imported from Paris, London, and the various centers of fashion. In
selecting graceful shapes in Hats and Bonnets, and in blending the various

shades of color in Flowers, Feathers, Ribbons, and other Trimmings, Mrs.
Butler, it is universally conceded, exhibits a deliciously artistic taste.

Ladies who desire to obtain Hats or Bonnets that will look stylish and at-

tractive, cannot do better than call at her parlors. Considering the qual-
ity of goods she vends, her prices are very low.

BONBONa
[Tram tthlJ

House-Porter, [knocking at the door of No, 7. "It h two
mtd ti«i'

, What in thunder i* tbe matter ? What is on fire that you wake
me up in the middle of the night ?

"

I pit mivd. 1 had to

Hebb Meier, (reading the paper): "See, wife, only think of i-

or Matter li dead I 1 shall have to go to hla funeral, without fail, since
ho went to mine.

Mum: " What stupid Joke an yon trying to get off now?'1

Hebb Meier: "Why, bWt von know that man named Mai
it, and Midler thought it was I who was dead, and followed

i

mains to the grave. Now. of soorae, 1 must return the compliment.''

Hi BBAJfD: " My darling little wife, yon will be so pleased I have just
insured my life.

Wife: "Yes, of cnuree, there it is again.—another proof of how
ly selfish and inconsiderate men are! Always thinking of yours>
Naturally it never occurred to you to ensure mjf life."

ELLA, (aged six, who has just thrown a snowball and broken a pai t

glass, to her father who is about to whip her): "0 P ipa, dear papa, don't
punish me. I beg you

;
rather have the window mended and dui.Iiu.-t it out

of my marriage portion! "

Teacher: "In the year 1492 Christopher Columbus discovered Amer-
ica. It will therefore be four hundred years daring the present century
since the new world was found. You will then-fore, by adding nine to
the date of the present year, find that the year 1892 will be the 400th Ju-
bilee year of the discovery of America,"

Fritz: "Please, teacher, will we get a halt holiday then ?"

Inspector: "In the house where yon live are there any people who
practice any profession which is hurtful or prejudicial to health ?" " Why;
certainly! we have a doctor in the house! "

Z , director of the theatre, has a six year old child whom he
adores. Like many other fathers he carries this weakness almo-tt to
blindness. Quite lately Barnaby S., a well-known dramatic author,
b ou;ht a new play to the director. The latter read the manuscript, but
did not find it all to his tastw. In fact he talked about returning it

Hereupon the author, struck by a novel idea, rushed to a toy store and
came back with an armful of playthings. There were trumpets, paste-
board horses; tops, drums, etc., in all about a hundred francs worth. Re-
turning to the theatre he asked to see the child, to whom he presented the
entire cargo of toys. Five minutes afterward the father, pricking up bU
ears, heard a most deafening concert going on. He rushed in and found
his little boy trying all his new toys, one after another, and making a
fearful nois,e. This sight, as may be supposed, threw him into aa ecstasy
of delight, "Ah, my dear fellow," he said to the author, "how very
good of you to have thought of Toto. Of course I accept your piece,
aud it ahall be put on at once without any delay."

French Ideas of Love : Nothing is so sweet as a first love—except
the second.

Love is the supreme thing
;

With love one is more than a king.
Love caused the first sweet fall

Without it we're nothing at all.

Love warmed up a second time is not worth anything.

The most encouraging thing about love is that if you suffer terrih'y
from the pangs of one infatuation you may be sure that you will suffer
just as much from the next.

Paris does not pay sufficient attention to her suburban fetes. In a
small rustic community in the evironsof Sceaux, the proprietor of a little

automaton or marionette show, wishing to give the public the best and
moat perfect idea possible of his exhibition, stood at the door and cried
out "Walk up, Ladies and Gentlemen ! This is the 'Last Judgment ;

'

an exact and perfect copy from nature taken by our special artist on the
spot.

Of what use are doctors? Henri de Balzac, on being consulted, an-
swered: " What use are they? To divert sick people a little by chatting for
a few moments with them.
Recently Dr. Fumier was called to prescribe for a very rich lady.

"Doctor," she said, "you see that I sneeze until I almost give up the
ghost. What on earth can I do for this frightful cold in the head ?"

" Madam, all that medicine has ever been able to do up to the present
time for a cold in the head is to call it coryza, or a stuffing of the nose."

"That's an outrage."
"If Madam chooses to call it so."

"But, Doctor, when you have an awful cold in your head, what do
you do ? " "I sneeze."

In the Cemetery.—Gardener: " Yes, sir. See how the seed is sprout-
ing over tbe grave. In another week from now you will see everything
just springing up out of the earth.'

1

" What's that you are say in t; ? Springing up out of the earth ? Do you
know that it is my mother-in law that is buried here ?

"

A Puzzler, (amorous but maudlin soldier to an organ-grinder and a
gamin with a clarionet): " I should like to give a serenade to a young la-

dy whose birthday it is to-day. How much would it cost me for you two
by the hour, to play tender aud new melodies su that she would know that
you were hired by me ?

"
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"MEN "WE KNOW.'
Henry E. Higbtou.

Tbe prominent position the subject of this sketch has won at the

bar, his strong intellect and his undoubted force of character, entitle him
to a foremost position among the "Men we Know." His career is a re-

markable instance of the all-conquering power of labor when rightly and
intelligently directed. He came to this country when but a boy, with
hardly a dollar in his pocket, and with no other possessions than an in-

domitable will, and an original grasp of mind that has proven singularly

elastic, retentive and broad. He early determined to make his mark at

the bar, but the difficulties he had to contend with would have appalled

a less self-reliant spirit. Slowly and carefully, yet surely, he, under
many adverse circumstances, prepared himself for the legal profession,

and at the first favorable opportunity entered upon its practice. Henry
Edward Highton, the subject ot this notice, was born in Liverpool, Eng-
land, in 1836. It was at Milwaukee that he and his father first settled in

the U. States. He was placed in the office of a leading lawyer, but he had
only been there a few months when the gold fever began to rage throughout
the country, and, smitten thereby, the courageous and adventurous youth,
not thirteen years of age, started with his father across the plains for

California. On the 3rd of September, 1849, he rested at Weavertown,
three! miles from Placerville. From that date onwards to the Spring
of 18n6he engaged himself in various pursuits, but principally in mining.
During this period, while his character was forming, amid shifting scenes,

mushrooom settlements, and anomalous communities, he kept his mind
and heart on the law, studying it in a desultory way, but not altogether
without system.
The time came when young Highton longed for a wider range of obser-

vation of men and things, and in 1856 he visited San Francisco on a tour
of observation and reflection, which resulted in his permanent residence

in our city. Coming in the full flush of his early manhood, for he was
less than twenty-one years of age, his ambition was fired to do and dare,

and work his way to the front among the many leading men with whom
he came into contact. He came without means, and knew no one here
except Dr. C. C. Knowles, who took great iuterest in him, and showed
him much kindness. Shortly after the organization of the Vigilance Com-
mittee of that year, he became a friend and associate of Frank Soule,

who, with William Newell, owned the then San Francisco Chronicle.

Mr. Highton was first engaged as a reporter on that paper, his duties be-

ing subsequently enlarged to editorial writing. He was afterwards the Sacra-

mento correspondent of the Herald, and in that capacity reported the pro-
ceedings of the session of 1859. He was then enabled to devote himself
entirely to the study of the law for one year, and on the 3rd of July, 1860,

he mounted the first step of the ladder that was to lead him to the goal
of his ambition. He was on that day admitted, after a rigid examination,
an Attorney of the Supreme Court of this State.

At the suggestion of his friend and warm admirer, Oscar L. Shafter,
Mr. Highton commenced the practice of his profession at Sonoma, then
just incorporated, and immediately achieved a marked success. But he
sought a wider field, and in' a few months returned to San Francisco. In
1861 Mr. Shafter, who had not then been upon the Bench, visited the
East, leaving to Mr. Highton several highly important cases to try under
the supervision of James McM. Shafter and Judge Heydenfeldt. This gave
the young and aspiring lawyer the opportunity he longed for, and he was
not slow to avail himself of it. He at once commanded attention and re-

spect as "a most promising young attorney." In 1862 he formed a law
partnership with Judge O. C. Pratt and the late H. K. W. Clarke, and
in 1864-5 he had for partners the late Judge Daingerfield and the late J.
Douglas Hambleton. Afterwards, for a year or more, he was employed
specially in certain matters by Hall McAllister, who became his warm
and constant friend, and against whom he has since been frequently pitted
in trying important cases. For seventeen years he has practiced by him-
self without a partner. He has for a long time been crowded with busi-
ness in all the Courts, and there is no harder worked member of the Bar
than he. It would take a volume to narrate all the leading causes in
which he has taken part. His appearance in causes celebres in this city is

so closely interwoven with much that is exciting in our local history that
the future historian alone can hope to do justice to him. It is sufficient

for the present to Bay that he has won triumphs at the Bar that are sec-

ond to those of no other California advocate. Earnest, persistent, untir-
ing, the master of fluent and correct language, and the owner of a broad
and strictly logical mind, he is a powerful advocate, a great lawyer and an
able man generally, who being yet only in the prime of life, with a splend-
id physique that is exceptionally well preserved, may well be believed to
have a great future before him.
Whilst it is peculiarly true in Mr. Highton's case that he owes nothing

to mere fortune, but has achieved success by his own indomitable will, it

is yet no less true that he is considerably indebted to inherited genius.
Of course that inheritance would not have amounted to much if he had
not cultivated and enlarged it by his own efforts. This, as we have Been,
he has done most assiduously. Yet the fact remains that he had inherited
genius to start with, and doubtless it was that lurking silent force that
pushed him on to what he is. He comes from a noted stock. The High-
ton family name is interwoven with modern English history and English
classics. Many of his relatives have won renown. The record is worth the
study of those who, misled by signs they do not take the trouble to
sensiblv account for, claim that genius does not descend from sire to son.
The Ilev. Henry Highton, fellow of Queen's College, Oxford, was long

a Master of Rugby School, where he won the close friendship of the ac-
complished scholar, Dr. Arnold. Another relative, Edward Highton,
was a celebrated engineer, associated with the younger Brunell in the
construction of the great docks at Cardiff, Wales, and afterwards distin-
guished himself in railroad construction in Austria, and long years ago
made many improvements in electric telegraphy, which are credited to
him by no less an authority than the "Encyclopedia Britannica." John
Highton, our subject's paternal uncle, was a famous classical scholar, rec-
tor of a church in Leicestershire, England. One of his cousins, Edward,
ia vicar of Bude in Cornwall, England. Another relative, Edward Gil-
bert Highton, M.A., is and has long been a leading barrister, residing at
42 Bedford Square, London. The father of the Bubject of this sketch hasbeen
for many years a resident of this State, and though a retiring and modest
gentleman, all those who have the honor of his intimate acquaintance

recognize in him a man of singular depth of thought and originality of
mind. Thus we recur to our original proposition, that whilst Henry
E. Highton owes nothing to the adventitious aid of good fortune, he may
well be believed to be indebted to the fire of genius he has inherited from
a noble race.

Mr. Highton has never, as yet, appeared to aspire to public office, yet,
there are not wanting far-seeing politicians who predict that he will one
day cut a prominent figure in public life. They doubtless found their
prophecy on the facts that he has special aptitude for winning popular
confidence, and that on the Beveral occasions on which he has raised hia
voice in public he has always been on the side of right as asrainst might.
Many instances in illustration of what we mean might be given did space
permit. He wrote the resolutions, that committed this State to the
Union. He was among the first and foremost opponents of the "Bulk-
head " steal, which, if it had succeeded, would have robbed San Francisco
of its ownership of the city front. In 1864 he made a series of speeches
in support of General McClellan for the Presidency, which attracted
much attention and covered the whole field of the exciting national poli-

tics of that period. He took a firm stand against Chinese immigration as
early as 1857, and lately he published a most able reply to Senator Ingalls'
speech in opposition to the Chinese Exclusion bill, and, later a till, he
drafted a proposed platform for the Democratic Convention which met at
San Jose last year, and his resolutions in opposition to monopoly were
substantially adopted. This brief reference to the part he has taken in
politics, though a very imperfect and inadequate sketch of hiB public do-
ings, suffices to show the direction in which hia sympathies lie. Though
not an active " party manager " in the lower sense of that term, he is yet
one of those close observers, original thinkers and powerful orators who
are ever able to make themselves felt whenever they choose to assert
themselves. In off times wirepullers may intrigue, party tricksters may
scheme and bosses may rule, but when great principles are involved,
when public opinion has to be aroused and directed, and when the ballots
of independent men have to finally determine, it is then that such sympa-
thies and mental powers as Henry E. Highton undoubtedly possesses
come to the front, claim mastery over intrigue, and finally influence
thought and give direction, force and character to that public sentiment
which in this country ultimately governs all things. Those who have the
keenneaa to discern a powerful advocate of popular rights see in Mr.
Highton a man who may at any moment loom up as the possessor of that
most successful of all political qualifications—availability.

Be that as it may, it is certain that Mr. Highton eschews the mere
tricks of politics, and only comes to the fore when a pressing public ne-
cessity seems to demand that words of power and might should be ut-

tered. Meanwhile he devotes himself to the practice of the profession
of which he is so conspicuous a member. The law is a jealous mistress,
that rarely permits a divided allegiance. And right well Mr. Highton
seems to understand that fact. If for a moment he is tempted by hia

strong convictions into the arena of political polemics, he withdraws to

the arduous pursuit of his laborious profession the instant the necessities

of the hour have passed away. If we were to pass a distant but ob-
servant judgment upon the man, we should say that he has a strong lik-

ing for politics of a higher or stateamanlike kind, but with a sense of

duty towards his profession that overrides all other considerations. He is

generally so good a lawyer that it is hard to Bay in which particular line

he excels. He has on several notable occasions acquired great distinction

in criminal cases, and in them he has encountered the best legal minds in

the State, but his great forte undoubtedly lies in mastering and unravel-

ing the multifarious details of complicated commercial and land issues,

which have been so numerous in this State.

In 1874 Mr. Highton married the second daughter of the late P. M.
Scooffy, long a merchant in New Orleans and San Francisco, and a pio-

neer of '49 of respected memory. He was a Greek merchant of distin-

guished family, and at his death the papers of the State bore testimony to

his high character. Mrs. Highton has, as a matter of taste and pleasure,

painted a number of pictures of merit, one of which, "Mount Shasta,"
was exhibited at the rooms of the Art Association. Mr. Highton is a
Knight Templar, and the aelected orator of the Masonic fraternity in this

State. As a member of Trinity Episcopal Church, he naturally affiliates

with religious and charitable institutions, and as occasion offers, is ever
ready to give expression to his belief that " this life is not all."

In short he is a man of statesmanlike views in politics, a lawyer who
in point of ability is second to none, a thinker of great originality and
force, an orator whose logic is invariably unassailable, and whose language
is neat, expressive and eloquent. A politician who acts only when con-
victions and principles demand that he shall be a sentinel on duty, and a
citizen without fear and beyond reproach. Take him all together he is a
man with such large possibilities before him that his future will be well
worth watching.

AN IMPORTANT SALE OF REAL ESTATE.
To those who are Beeking a field for the profitable investment of capi-

tal, real property in and around a growing city like San Francisco offers

great opportunities. Properties are continually being put upon the mar-
ket here which from the nature of their surroundings and situation must
necessarily be subject to a steady increase in value. Of this nature is an
estate known as Holly Park, and situate at the end of the Mission-street

railroad, two blocks from the Market-street cable road, which will, we
understand, be offered for sale, at public auction, at Platt'a Hall, May
22d. The Bale is peremptory, and by the order of the assignee of the
Bank of San Francisco, (in liquidation). Liberal credit on the most ad-

vantageous terms will be given to purchasers, and the estate will be
divided up into large lots. This is a very fine surburban property situate

within easy access of churches and schools, and the business center of the
city—a single tive-cent car fare carrying one from it to the ferries, and
those who desire to speculate, as well as those who wish to acquire a com-
fortable residence site, should examine it. Persons are now on the prop-
erty for the purpose of showing it to visitors, and catalogues can be ob-

tained from Messrs. Easton & Eldridge, who have charge of the sale.

This is the firm, it occurs to us, that sold the Latham estate to C. Lathrop
for §205,000—which fact is a strong indication that the announced sale

means " business."

The Printing: Department of the S. F. News Letter has superior facilities

for executing flrst-claSB work. Send for estimate.
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MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For Navigating the Air.

Office of the Aeroplane Company for Navigating the Air, 609 Mer-
chant street. Office hours from 1 to 2 p.m.

Governor Stanford's Illness.—A sensational press dispatch came
over the wires the other day stating that Ex-Governor Stanford was
"lying dangerously ill of brain fever at hia residence in New York." We
are glad to authoritatively announce that the dispatch greatly exaggerates
the Governor's condition. It in known that for some time past he has
been in poor health, but his present condition is neither better nor worse
than it has long been. He is not suffering from brain fever. His ailment
is acute rheumatism, from which no immediate danger is anticipated.
His many friends will be plad to hear of his early and entire recovery.
His return to the Pacific Coast is not now likely to be much longer de-
layed. Governor Stanford is doing such a vast work for California, that
it wotdd amount to a public calamity if he were permanently disabled
from again engaging in the marvelous activities that have made his name
a household word.

Cost of an Electric Tramway.—According to Mr. Traill, the engi-
neer of the Giant's Causeway and Portrush Electric Tramway, the total
prime cost will be about £21,000 for six and a half miles of tramway, the
cost of buildings, rolling-stock, electric plant, engines, law, Parliamentary
and engineering expenses. He says also that the electric car is able to
ascend a long, continuous hill of about one and a half mile in length, and
with a gradient of 1 in 35, drawing a second car behind it, and work as
readily and as well at a distance of two miles from the generator as adja-
cent to it.

A Big Duty*.—Last Tuesday Jones & Co., brokers, on California
street, paid into the Custom House S98.400 as duty on an invoice of
opium per Coptic. This is the largest .single payment <>f Customs dues
ever made at this port. The value of the opium invoice is $246,000. A
large stock of the drug is being laid up, because when the new tariff

goes fully into operation the duty will be raised from S6 to S10 per pound.

The Steamship Eureka has been wrecked on the Alaskan coast.
She struck a sunken rock and was beached. Her passengers all succeeded
in reaching the shore, where they encamped and sustained themselves
with stores washed ashore from the wreck. Captain Hunter made his
way iu an open boat to Killisnoo, a distance of 45 miles, where assist-

ance was obtained.

Ho! lor Sydney.—The P. M. S. ship Australia, for the Colonies, via
Honolulu, sails to-morrow (Sunday), with passengers, Government Mails
and a large cargo of Mdse.

Apia.—The barkentine Wrestler, from Navigator Islands, has 3S.400
Cocoa Nuts, to I. Gutte.

The opening of the Pacific Yacht Club has been postponed until next
Saturday, May 12.

London. May 4th —latest Price of Consols. IPS 1-16^102 1-4

PRICES OF LEADINQ STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
Dan FranoUM, April -•;. tH83.

Stock* and Bond*.
BOND*.

Cal.Stat.
s. F (Stj « Co, B'd», 6a,'6S
S. F. Citv .

onto Otta Bonds

Bid.

Ni'MI.

S3

49

90

100

101
100

107
1021

119|

106

1124
136
125
103

120
58
45
40
13
asj

N- on

40

55

109
105

107
10S
103
128

100
1II2J

1211

lull!

1151
13S
127
106

125

60
46
44
13
30

Stock* and Bond*.

First Nation i] (61 <li..).. ..

UltAI
0. r. R. n. Btook
0. P. R. K. Bonds

Bid.

164J

125

711

112

100

"i

84
'.ii

Mom.
Noni.

20]
55
120
no
70
89

97*

114J

112

66
44

115
127
in

A'krd

u,
120
las

79
114

in
55

\ B. and Minion R. R 93
88

Lot Angeles Oounty Bonds.
Los Angeles Olty Bonds
\ IrVa A Truckes R. K. Bds.
SovadaCo. N.O. R. R. Bda

Oregon B4 \. Bonds, 6s..

95J
43
Nom.
Nom.
58 1

Oakland GficBlight Co SO,
56

Cullfor'a Powder Co
112

tXHUUNOB COMPANIES. Atlantic Giant Powder
Bold and Stock Teloir'h Co.
3. V. W. W. Co.'s Stock....
S.V.W.W. Co' Bonds ex c )

Pacific Const S.S.Co's Stock
California Street R. R

T2J
81

Commercial
9S

116 |

WSOBLLAKBOUS. 116
69
50

INSl'RANCB COMPANIES.
116

Safety-Nitro Powder, ass. ad
Hawaiian Commercial Co.

.

Fireman's Fund (ex div.). .

.

California (ex div.)

130
120

The volume of business is small
;
prices are comparatively unchanged.

There is a great lack of investment securities, and we notice that money
is again being sent East for employment.

A. Baird, No. 430 California street.

Meteorological Summary.

—

Week Ending May 3rd, 1883, 7:58 p. m.

Highest barometer, 30.212—2nd ; lowest barometer, 29.984—30th ; aver

age barometer during the week, 30.097 ; highest temperature, 61°—29th;

lowest temperature, 46.5°—28th and 29th; average temperature during
the week, 51.9°; highest relative humidity, 96 per cent.—30th; lowest

relative humidity, 67 per cent.—30th ; average relative humidity during
the week, 82.5 per cent.; prevailing direction of wind, west; maximum
velocity of wind and direction, 27, west—28th and May 2nd; total rain-

fall during the week, 0.09 ; total rainfall during the season of 1882-3,

16:60 inches; total rainfall during the season of 1882-3 up to 8 A. M., May
4th, 17:51 inches.

Heavy Duties.—The heaviest duty ever paid for an invoice of opium
in this city was received at the Custom House, Tuesday, from S. L.

Jones & Co., for 477 boxes of opium. The duty amounted to §98,400.

A great deal of opium is entering this port at the present time, the ship-

pers being anxious to secure as large a stock as possible before the 1st of

July next. The value of the drug in the market is about $15 per pound.

The present duty of S6 per pound remains in force until July 1st, when
it will be raised to $10; hence the activity of importations.

From the South.—The P.M.S.S. Rio de Janeiro, 19 days from Pana-
ma and way ports, arrived here May 1st, bringing for cargo from New
York, via Isthmus, 3.050 kegs Nails, Iron, etc. Also, en route for China,
595 bales Cotton Sheetings. From Central and South American ports—
10,418 bags Coffee, 932 bags Sugar, etc. Prom Mexican ports—808 bxs.

Limes, etc.

Island Sugar, Etc.—And still they come, two more vessels in from

the Sandwich Islands ; schooner Pannonia, 26 days from Honolulu, has

6,338 bags Sugar for the California Refinery, and the bark Kalabtua, 15

days from same, to J. C. Merrill & Co., has 6,387 bags Sugar, ^ pack-

ages Molasses and 1,541 bags Rice.

Captain Connolly, of the Pacific Mail Company's service, went East
on leave of absence, on Saturday last. The Captain has well earned a
holiday by long and arduous labors. He is one of the most popular com-
manders in the company's servies. His hosts of friends will wish him a

good time, and a safe and early return.

The Steamer Grappler, trading between Puget Sound and Alaska,

has heen burned, and a number of lives, said to amount to sixty, mt fitly

Chinamen, are reported as lost.

Flour to the United Kiugdom.—The Br. bk. Wf/lo has heen cleared

for Queenstown by Starr & Co., with 11,660 bbls. Flour, value $61,200.

Central America.—The steamer Granada, for ports in Central

America, carried 5,208 bbls. Extra Flour.

Entered at the Post-Ofllce at San JFrancisco, Cat., as Second-Class
Matter.

Printed and Published by the Proprietor, Frederick Marriott, 607 to 615 Merchant street, San Francisco, California.
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FASHION'S VOICE.
I wonder if the men ever read tbis column discoursing of fashion ?

Thev say they don't, bnt who can believe a man ? As I sit with my pen

poised above the paper, a horribJe doubt assails me, for this day's gossip

is onlv intended privately for my own sex; therefore if any male eye has

got so far, I must besr him to turn over tne page right here, as what

I want to say is all about white clothes, bustles, : mete, etc—things

which cannot possibly interest others than whom they may concern.

Tjnder-garments are so excruciatingly lovely that it seems a sin to

cover them with a dress. Chemises are made to closely resemble

the waist of a low-necked dress, the neck being cut square, which square

is formed of lace or embroidery, and, to be perfect, a shield of plain ma-

tenia] should be let in at the centre of the square, bearing the monogram
of the wearer worked in satin stitch, in white or colored thread; white be-

ing preferable. The lower edge of the garment is finished with a deep

£ nnoe, lace-edged. Some of these garments have the lace portion lined

--:;-. pink or blue lawn, which is pretty and effective. Others are made
with round necks finished with a frill of lace, which must have either a

piece of narrow black velvet or a colored ribbon run through it, and tied

in front, the lace round the sleeves the same; but this involves a world of

trouble, as it must be taken out when washed. Night-gowns are made
almost fitting the figure—that is, at the shoulders—(awfully uncomforta-

ble), and the front is entirely composed of embroidery or lace. At either

side of the throat is a loop, which admits of the night-robe being tied

with a silk ribbon, snch a finish being preferable to a button, which, by
the war, always comes undone. For my part, I think the nightgowns
with & slight fullness in the back are much more useful and snug than

those tight-fitting, for who wants to go to bed in a strait-waistcoat like a

lunatic, when style is hidden beneath the mantle of night ? Corsets are

mostly made of colored satteen, black effected with crimson being the fa-

vorite. These are used because they keep clean longer than white; bnt
commend me to a white corset, with a tasteful white corset-cover made
beautiful by tucks and lace.

The full skirts now call for "supports." though "bustles " in the ver-

nacular are more easily comprehended—the bustle of horsehair is the

regulation one, though "there are many innovations ; and some people make
a flat-bag filled with down. Down, you see, don't give the wearer away
at all Should some spiteful creature insert a long pin in order to dis-

cover how much genuine humanity fills up the space between corset and
dress, the down gives beautifully and a slight scream assures the explorer

that the faultless contuur is a true bilL Newspapers are of the greatest

use, but a careful selection is necessary. The News Letter is far too

small and refined for a dress support. The Chronicle is brittle and liable

to break from the string. The Call is too ponderous and heavy, taken
together with the dress material ; but the Atia is a sure investment, being

in size not unlike a juvenile blanket, of excellent texture and thoroughly
business like. I recommend the Alta as a bustle which will last three

days by folding at nights and turning. There is a new substance, how-
ever, which is even finer than down or paper. I will illustrate by a short

Bt my : I went to a friend's house the other day—she was stout, very—and
she was bemoaning the fact. I am thin. I also bemoaned my match-
like appearance. " Why not pad," said my friend. " I abhor anytbing
false." I replied, "since all padding is apparent." *'* Not if you use bird

seed," said my friend. "Birdseed," I ejaculated. "Yes, indeed. My
husband came home the other day and asked me what women used bird

seed for.'" " Because," said he, " I walked behind a finely formed woman
in green velvet to-day. and in her wake followed a thin stream of bird

seed for four blocks ; then it gave out; and I beheld in amazement that

her beautiful figure had collapsed." "You see," said my friend, "it
gives a perfect form, but you must be careful not to have a suspicion of a
hole in the covering." I draw the line at bird seed, but you ladies can
try it if you please—three and a half pounds for two bits, and who knows
but presently we may have a * corner ' in the article.

Hair Dressing.—I often see women with an immense quantity of hair,

which looks as if it would be beautiful if clean. Sometimes I have been
rude enough to suggest a little soap and water to bring out the color, but
am frequently told that it is " bad to wash the hair," a statement that I
at once contradict. A piece of castile soap, a small lump of washing soda
and a pitcher of very hot water, used once in two weeks, will not only
beautify but cause the hair to grow. To give a brilliant gloss take cold
water and damp the hair slightly every morning, then with a hard brush
brush it for half an hour ; when it is dressed just damp your hands with
the water and rub over the surface ; this constantly done gives in time a
perfect gloss ; all oil and pomade, like furniture polish, only looks well
for a short time and then grows dulL When braiding the hair at night
over hair-pins, always damp with water and brush well in the morning ;

stiff and glossy crimps will be the result ; however, the most fashionable
style new is to fluff out the front hair (which is cut short), till it looks as
if a hen had been scratching among it. For this style wet the hair over
night with a little beer or cold tea, and curl over " kids," which are made
hard for the purpose ; of course you feel as if you were lying on pebbles,
and don't sleep much, but what of that when yon think of the style you
can put on next day. Middle-aged women, to be correct, should not crimp
their hair close, but rather draw it off their brows in loose waves ; how-
ever, this fashion we shall not witness, as there are no middle-aged women
in this age. Girls with low, broad foreheads may drag their hair straight
back, but if your face is long and thin pray bring the hair down. I some-
times see at the theatres a box full of ladies with high foreheads, thev
look a yard deep, from which the hair is dragged entirely off ; they have
great courage thus to appear, and always remind me of my old ancestors,
who used to smile down from the wall looking as though they came out
of Noah's Ark, when I was a small child.

Work Department.—To-day I am going to tell you how to make a
charming work table, being something that every lady should have in her
eitting room. You can get a carpenter to make the table of well-sea-
soned hard, white wood, pine is too soft. 'The top is a box, rather long
than square, and say about five inches deep. The legs may be either
turned or square, placed at each corner below the top, which allows of a
work-bag, and this is attached to a frame which pulls out and in. At
present suffice it to say that the bag should be of silk pleated to the
frame, and also pleated again below and tacked on to a square wooden

base, a size or two smaller than the frame—that settles the bag. The top
|

and sides of the box-table are to be done in silhouette work. First make
a preparation thus : Take half a handful of gilders' whitening, place it

;

in paper and roll it fine ; now dissolve a small quantity of gelatiue in ,

warm water, and stir in the whitening until it is as thick as thick cream.
\

This yon strain through coarse Swiss, and with a stiff varnishing brush
apply a coat over the whole of the table ; let it dry and then give ar.nther

\

coat ; the next day it will be hard, when you rub it down smooth with
j

No. sand paper. Now take the finest Indian ink, and rub down
|

with water until it is thick, and then paint on any pattern you like
i

in black, having first traced it in pencil. Those who cannot draw may
j

take a pattern off on tracing-paper from any subject they choose, with a
|

fine H H pencil. Tbis pattern is transferred to the table thus : Take ;

black carbon paper, lay it on the table, and over it place the pattern yon
have traced on the tracing-paper; hold it firm, or rather pin it down with

baby pins, and go over the whole with your pencil. On removing the
two papers, the pattern appears in black. This you fill up with Indian
ink. There is no shading, but it requires great nicety, and never buy a

cheap brush, always the best sable. You require two brushes—one, the

smallest size, for stems and fine strokes, the other for the figures.

Comical figures and careless sprays of flowers, with fans and anything
odd, look best for silhouette work. You may try your hand on a box or

platter, and when you have finished I will tell you how to polish it. I

hope I convey myself. Nothing is so hard as to simplify receipts. If

you do not understand, I shall be happy to further explain.
Silveh Pex.

Note.—For information concerning fashion or art work, address by let
ter. containing stamped envelope,

Silveb Pes, News Letter, S. F.

SANTA FES TERTIO-MTLLENIAL ANNIVERSARY.
The people of Santa Fe, New Mexico, propose to celebrate the three

hundred and thirty-third anniversary of the founding of their city by
holding a Grand Mining Industrial Exposition. The Exposition will

open on July 2d and close on the 3d of August following, and will be ac-

companied during the entire time by a series of the popular and historic

sports, athletic and otherwise, prevailing on the Spanish-American fron-

tier. Situated as it is in the midst of a country rich in precious minerals
and metals, coal fields and forests, cattle-covered plains, and orchards and
vineyards, Santa Fe should be able to organize a Mining and Industrial

Exposition of the greatest interest to those who are concerned in the re-

sources and possibilities of this great confederation of States. The time
for which this Exposition has been fixed makes it possible for the

thousands of visitors from the Atlantic States, who will flock to San
Francisco to witness the exercises connected with the Triennial Conclave
of the Knights Templar, to also call, while en route, at the ancient and
honorable pueblo, and inspect the treasures and resources which the ac-

tivity and energy of modern American civilization are developing, and
also the innumerable historic relics of Aztec and Spanish civilizations.

LETTER FROM THE PIOUS JONES.
Yokohama, April 5, 1SS3.

Dear News Letter:—I didn't write by last mail; it was altogether

quite too utterly cold work. We've had a long winter ; on the 3lst of

March it snowed and blew a "Wiggins" storm. The first of April the

ground was frozen hard, and ice everywhere, in consequence of which the
landscape is perfectly wintry, not a single green budding-tree anywhere.
Yesterday we had a second " Wiggins" blow, but with a clear sky, and
to-day it is almost like Spring, but not quite. Business iB still, if possi-

ble, worser, and the Japanese Misgovernment have taxed the "Bourse "

so that the poor gamblers can no more gamble. This is sad for speculators

for a rise, and ruination for the brokers. The only thing that pays is

arson. "Blessed be the insured, for if peradventure they lack the shekels,

they have only to apply the safety match to their palaces on the " Bluff,"

or to their 'godowns' in the Bwamp. Selah!"

—

"Chronicles of Yokohama*
chapter 8, tenth verse.

I think it would be a wise plan to shut up all the Insurance offices.

There have been no fire3 in the native town to speak of this winter, ei-

ther here or in the CapitoL Never were there so few, and yet their

houses are of wood and paper, and godowns belonging to foreigners are

built of stone.

A lot of Japanese idiots think they are liberals, and hold meetings, and
are pounced upon by the police. They are not liberals, only damphools.
Japanese have no ideas at all and no brains. They are half parrots and
half monkeys. They are too conceited for anything. Remember me to
" Wiggins," blow him.

Vaya Yiste con Dios su Gringo, The Pious Jones.

A MASHER ANALYZED.
Next to the incomprehensible dude in the young society of Northern

cities comes the irrepressible masher, common to all latitudes. But,
though indigenous everywhere, the trowsered idiot flourishes nowhere so

luxuriantly as in Washington, the capitol of the nation. The scientific

reporter of one vi the daily papers there recently caught one of the ani-

mals and subjected him to analysis, with the following result

:

Bicarbonate of cheek : 990.230

Essence of gall 2.500

Nitrate of stare 2500
Tincture of conceit 3.500

Oxalate of cuffs 270

Protoxide of collar -*» -230

Acetate of toothpick shoes «y .267

Sulphide of smirk _»-500
Chloride of coat-tail ^T .002

Cyanide of brain (doubtful) -e"D .001

Total 1,000,000

Beautiful Silk-Brocade Overgarments for ladies ; also Alsacian Wraps
—one of the neatest wraps ever produced ; also. Ladies' House Jackets

—

something new and attractive—at Sullivan's, 120 Kearny street. Call and
see them.
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Lng the coming rammer -the '.'-.. >k place at San Rafael
The wedding season, though, has not come -we have still

two more, at least, to look forwar 1 t 1 in the near future: the Smith-Rice
one on Wednesday, the Oth, and the Newball Blade nuptials on the 17th.
There is no knowing how many more may be added to the list, and, al-

the Spring is generally the favorite mating time, it is possible that
it may be continued during a part, if not the whole, of the summer.

< ho rhnrsday evening last Miss Bfattie Sheldon gave a young peoples'
party at the resilience of Mrs. Lux, on Clay street, which was pronounced
a delightful one by all who attended, the dancing being kept up till a late

hour next morniny.
The hop at the Presidio on Friday evening was one of the same pleas-

ant re-nmona that they generally are, many of the prettiest of our young
g it with their presence; and Mrs. Schofield's garden-party

at Black Point, on Saturday, drew forth another pleasant gathering, all

f our society who were in the city being anxious to greet the host-

e.-s in this, her maiden effort at entertaining in California.
Black Point, during the McDowell occupancy, gained an enviable repu-

08 a delightful place at which to visit, and if the success of the
party on Saturday be taken as a criterion, the SchoBelda will be found to

be most worthy successors of the late eminent commander of that post.

General Schofield, unfortunately, was absent, having gone East on mili-

tary duty, but Mrs. Schofield proved herself a most charming and effi-

cient hostess, and was assisted in her duties by such a bevy of fair young
girls, hard must be the heart of the man which was not pierced by the
glances which shot from their bright eyes, or softened by the sight of so
much loveliness. The weather, too, was lovely—in fact, everything
seemed to combine to make it one of the most enjoyable parties of the
season, and another invitation to the Reserve will be most eagerly looked
for.

Mrs. Charles Crocker's reception on Tuesday was a reception pure and
simple, the guests coming and going continually all the afternoon, many of

them remaining only the limit allowed tor an ordinary afternoon call.

However, all the fashionable world were there—that is, the fairer portion
of them, the ladies being decidedly in the majority- and those of the men
who put in an appearance were received and treated as actual belles.

Calling costume was exclusively worn, and all looked their best in the
bright light of day, Mrs. Crocker wisely opening her windows to admit
the sunlight into her rooms, instead of the sickly gaslight which so many
affect on similar occasions.

Many of the ladies took advantage of its being Mrs. Carleton Coleman's
first reception day also, and made their calls on her at Mrs. Wm. T.
Coleman's residence, on Taylor street, where she and her husband are at
present. There, however, the window blinds were religiously closed, and
" darkness made visible " reigned supreme. The reception continued dur-
ing the evening, calling costume still the attire most indulged in, the gen-
tlemen of the family assisting the ladies, who during the afternoon, had
had it all their own way. The fair young bride was looking her prettiest,

and was supported by Mrs. Coleman, senior, who received every one gra-

ciously, and made all most welcome and thoroughly at home. Their sec-

ond and last reception will be held next Tuesday, the 8th, and then they
depart for San Rafael.
The friends, and admirers of Ned Greenaway as an actor, will have an

opportunity of judging of his capabilities as a singer this evening, when
the operetta of Chic will be given at Piatt's Hall in aid of one of our local

charities. Much curiosity has, I hear, been manifested to bear this

gentleman in public; those who have had the pleasure in private being
most enthusiastic on the subject. Can it be possible that we have another
Dungan among us?
This evening also will take place the usual yearly reception at Bishop

Kip's, consequent upon the Episcopal Convention now assembled in the
city, and everything points to there being a large and brilliant assemblage
in the elegant, aesthetic, but very homelike, residence of the Bishop, on
Eddy street.

For to-morrow, Mrs. Blanche Haggin has arranged a merry little party
for San Rafael, whither she goes to have the house prepared for the home
coming of her mother, Mrs. Butterworth ; but of this more again. To-
morrow and Saturday, a portion of our society will be engrossed with the
Dolls' Kettledrum, at B'nai B'rith Hall, where children of large as well

as small growth are expected to attend in large numbers ; and to-morrow
night the Loring Club will give another of their excellent concerts, which
are always largely and fashionably attended.

Saturday next being the opening of the Pacific Yacht Club season, a

dance will be given at their club-house at Saucelito, in honor of the

occasion, but the gloominess of the skies this morning is causing many
doubts and much uneasiness as to how the weather will turn out. But
sufficient to the evil day, etc.

The fashionable society of San Francisco has often been said to resem-
ble a Hock of sheep. If any proof of this were needed surely the present
Summer exodus to San Rafael would furnish it. Last year Monterey
was the objective poiut towards which all tended; this year that little

suburb across the bay of our great city having been selected by one or

two of Society's leaders as a place for Summer rustication, immediately

one else follows in their fnoUtops. for what one does all must par
lo abo. The result will 1m? a most uncomfortable crowd-
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featuree of the majority of Summer watering placea crowds, pub!
fashion* dissipation and dreta. t am afraid thai
while

) congratulated on the popularity in

which it seems so suddenly to have sprung. The latest additions to the
alrsadj I visitors there this Summer are, the 0. F. Urockera,
who hav«> taken a cottage, and Mrs. Maris Coleman, who has lea- th<

O'Connor mansion, by far the most pretentious m the village, for the
Summer months; and of course the Harry Mays and James Colemans
will form a part of her entoun '

Monterey will, I think, be left principally to tourists and Eastern vis-
itors, although a few of last year's patrons remain true to their old love,
and will be found there this year also. Santa Cruz seems to be quite out
of the running, as one rarely hears its name, mentioned by fashionable
lips, and as for Aptos -where, where is it?
That popular couple, Mr. and Mrs. George Hearst, are about to take

possession of their newly-renovated house on Van Ness Avenue, and
great is the fluttering in fashionable circles over the possibilities of the
future in connection with it. The house is certainly one of the best in

town for entertaining purposes, and, judging by the past, Mrs. Hearst
will not be very long in testing its capabilities in that way.

Mrs. McMullen and her daughters have gone to the family ranch near
Stockton for <juite an extended visit, and where, I hear, they will offer
the same hospitalities for which Mrs. McMullin is so noted. The Le
Bretons leave town this week for Alameda, asd Ned Greenaway, the
Eyres and Athertons for Menlo Park, the latter locality already filling
up with its usual Summer residents, who are rapidly returning to their
homes in that vicinity. One pretty face will be among the missing there
this Summer. I mean that of Miss Addie Mills, who has accompanied
her father to Germany in search for health, instead of returning here, as
expected, after their Winter in Florida. Mr. Mills' friends hope sin-
cerely that his trip will not be made in vain.
Apropos of Menlo Park, it is now said that it is Mrs. Hopkins wbo

has become the purchaser of the Latham property there. Has she then
deserted Great Barrington, or are the young couple to become its resi-

dents? Much regret is felt that Governor Stanford's continued illness

detains him in New York, and away from California, where he is so
much liked and esteemed by all who know him. In the meantime Major
Rathbone continues to do the honors of the Governor's stables, at Menlo
Park, to admiring visitors from the East, to whom the horsey little man
delights to exhibit his equine favorites.

California has become so accustomed to the presence of titled foreigners,
that the presence within its borders of the young Duke of Newcastle, has not
awakened more than passing mention. One reason for this may be that
he has let it be understood that he does not wish to have social attentions
thrust upon him that he has neither inclination nor intention of accept-
ing, and our people are very wisely determined to let him severely alone.
He has been doing Yosemite, but will be in San Francisco off and on for
some time previous to sailing for China on his way home around the
globe. Feltx.

MOUENING
— AND —

Black Dress Moods Departments.

NEW PLAIN FABRICS AND NOVELTIES.

Our increased facilities have enabled us to so reorganize these Departments that
customers can always rely on a complete assortment of the most popular Eng-
lish and French Mourning and Black Dress Materials being constantly
on hand, at

EXCEPTIONALLY LOW PRICES!
€a bmeres,
Merinos,
Shootlas,
ttesw-.es, -

Foiiles,
Ottomans,

,

Viyro^nes,
Velours,
Cordeliues,
J>a masses,

And Courtauld'

Habit Cloths,
Turin 1 lotus,
BiuitinKH,
Orenariiues,
Nun's Veilings,
Crape. Cloths,
Chevrons,
Baratheas,
Satin Soleil,
Mantle Cloths,

* English Crapes

Voile Panama,
I>rau u'Alsace,
Drap d'Ete,
Drap d'Aiina.
Cachemire u'Inde,
Armnres,
Venetiennes,
Camers Hairs,
Henriettas,
Bombazines,

and Crape Veils.

Ladies will find it £reatl3' to their advantage to call and examine our stock. We
have never given better value in Black Dress Goods than we are offering; at the
present time.

Sole Agents for Tapissier Freres' " Grease-Proof" Black Silks,

111, 113, 1X5, 11?% HO, 1^1 POST ST.
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MY MOTHER.
for the olden days!

Those were the golden days

—

Days that have fled.

for the mother love !

Earth has no other love

Worn in its stead.

Still as it seems to me,
Comes she in dreams to me,

And her soft hands
Come my fair hair for inej

With tender care for me
Fashion its strands.

Is love a pain to me ?

Friendship in vain to me?
Barren life's way ?

Sorrow she shares with me,
Whispers at prayers with me,

" God bless my child!

"

Sings like the birds to me,
Speaks loving words to me,

Covers my bed ;

O I have need for her

!

My heart doth plead for her !

Mother is dead!

What are life's thorns to her?
Life's sunless morns to her ?

Moons that must wane ?

Spring has no breath for her,

Autumn no death for her,

Lights are in vain.

What are my prayers to her?

Cumbersome cares to her?
She is at rest:

Roses bloom over her,

Snow-blossoms cover her,

Earth on her breast.

Down through the dreary years,

Sorrowful weary years,

Hears she my cry?
Are her hands holding me?
And her hands folding me ?

Is she still nigh ?

Sees she my yearning tears

—

Pitiful, burning tears?

From heaven's hight

Comes she to talk with me,
Stealthily walk with me,

Morning and night.

Ah! as it seems to mej
These are not dreams to me,

Still thou art here,

Walking beside me,
Whatever betide me,

Mother most dear.

When life's " good-night " to me
Heralds new light to me

In the unknown,
Unending bliss for me
Shall be tby kiss for me,

Mother, my own.

THE QUARRELS OF THE MEDICOS.
We cannot congratulate the members of the medical profession on the

courtesy with which they treat each other. Whether in consequence of

the great number and variety of practitioners, or from the desperate fear

on the part of the more ignorant that they should not be considered equal

to their more accomplished brethren, certain it is that professional jeal-

ousy runs high, and quarrels are far more common than they should be.

It is well known that the profession in this city is much divided. There
are cliques connected with the opposite political parties, the rival schools

of medicine, the special hospitals, the various religious bodies and many
nationalities; and it would seem as though the members of these cliques

lose no opportunity of denouncing and "boycotting" those who are op-

posed to them.
We have had an edifying example of these quarrels in the recent

changes in the Board of Health. Drs. Simpson, Murphy and Gibbons were
appointed by the late Governor. They held their position in virtue of their

politics, and upon the election of Gov. Stoneman their removal was in ac-

cordance with the practices of party government, and a foregone conclu-

clusion freely sooken of in the public journals. Instead, however, of tak-

ing their conge with a good grace and welcoming their successors in a
friendly spirit, they had the bad taste to accuse them of "unseemly haste,

want of courtesy, sharp practice, and the exercise of might as opposed to

right.
7
' These accusations were addressed to gentlemen not likely to sub-

mit in silence, and the ire of that mighty Bayard, Dr. J. Campbell Shorb,
having been aroused, we are treated with a reply which, for malignant
sarcasm and violent denunciation, has rarely been equaled and never sur-

passed. The retiring members are therein charged with " want of common
sense and decency." Their letter is called an " infamous production, puerile

in conception, malicious in its nature and feebly malignant as a character-

istic.
7 *

The correspondence is, in fact, on both sides unworthy of the men en-
gaged in it, and is not calculated to inspire the public with either respect
or confidence. Adopting the language of Dr. Shorb himself, we may re-

mark that if ever in the future we stop to recall these communications

—

and we trust that we shall rarely do so—we must recall also the fact that
these letters were written by physicians, signed by physicians and sent
to yjhysiciaus; and we will be compelled to doubt, with great pain, the
power of a noble profession to elevate the mind, inspire common sense or
make mediocrity respectable. Nor is the quarrel between the members
of the present Board one bit more dignified. Judged by the ordinary
standard of political morality, there was nothing very remarkable in the
proposal of Dr. Burgess to appoint a needy relative to a vacaut office,

particularly as the doctor's protege was probably as well qualified to ful-

fill the duties as the other applicant. But Dr. Burgess is evidently new
to the exigencies of political administration, or he would know that a
little private wire-pulling is nearly always necessary for the successful
accomplish tuent of "jobs" of this kind. Dr. Shorb, however, was not unrea-
sonable in his objections. We do not want Health Inspectors who are in
the habit of remonstrating with pistol in hand, and the attack on Judge
McKinstry was not a favorable recommendation for public employment.

A Scotch gentleman, with considerable experience of the American
Continent, writing to the North British Agriculturist, from California,
says: "People out here are wild over the cattle and ranching business,
and there will follow the usual smash after such excitement. The great
profits in ranching have not arisen so much from the actual business as
from the increase in the price of stock, which has been going on steadily
for five years. I think, however, values have culminated. The price of
fat cattle is steadily declining. Parties buying ranches just now will need
to be careful."

Gentlemen who patronize J. M. Litchfield & Co., Merchant Tailors,
415 Montgomery street, expect that when the best material and the best
workmen are brought into conjunction with the most artistic cutters, per-
fect garments must be the result. And the expectation is never disap-
pointed.

Butterick & Co's Celebrated Paper Patterns for Ladies, Misses and Children's
Garments. Send for catalogue. H. A. Deming, 124 Post street, San Francisco.

BANKS.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital $3,000,000.
WM. AtVORD President.
THOMAS BROWN, Cashier | B. MURRAY, Jr., Ass't Casbier

Agents :

New York, Agency of the Bank of Calfornia ; Boston, Tremont National Bank

,

Chicago, Union National Bank ; St. Louis, Boatman's Saving Bank ; New Zealand,
the Bank of New Zealand. Correspondent in London, Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons. Correspondents in India, China, Japan and Australia, the Oriental Bank Cor-
poration.
The Bank has Agencies at Virginia City, and Correspondents in all the princi-

pal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.

Letters of Credit issued, available in all parts o the world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dublin, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Antwerp,
Amsterdam, St. Petersburgh, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, Italy.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter.—'Capital paid up, $1,800,-

000, with power to increase to 510,000,000. Southeast corner California and San-
some streets. Head Office—28 Cornhill, London. Branches—Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria, New Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.

This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check
and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available in al parts of

the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents
as follows :

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal ; Liverpool—North and South
WaleB Bank ; Scotland—British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Baak, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 18. FREDERICK TOWNSEND, Manager,

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Paid up Capital $1*500,000, Gold. President, R. C. Wool-

worth Vice-President, D. Callaghan ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue, Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
Correspondents—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9. Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse,
Neuman&Co. PariB: Hottinguer& Co. New York: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-

pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal
cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Coinmercia
Credits issued available in Europe, Chh*a and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital. $2. 100.000.

San Francisco Office, 424 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid TJp - $3,000,000.
Reserve, 4,500,000.

Agency at New York, 62 Wall street.
Agency at Virginia, Nev.

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-
elers' Credits. Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E. Cor. Sansome and Pine Streets,

London Office, 3 Angrel Conrt ; New York Ag-ents, J. W. Sel-
igraan & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, $0,000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,

loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.
FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.

P. N. Liubnthal, Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITAL, 9300,000.
Officers: Vice-President. Jerome Lincoln: Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other
Approved Securities. Office : No. 215 Sansome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Spar mid LeihbanK, Mo 526 Californiastreet, San

Francisco. Officers : President, L. GOTTIG. Board of Directors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Eggers, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE ; Attorney, JOHN R.
JARBOE^ May 18.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, ofZurich, Capital 5,000,000 francs; Helvetia,

of St. Gall, Capital 10,000,000 franca ; Baloise, of Basle, Capital 5,000,000 francs.

These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that may be sus-

ained. Losses made payable in all the principal seaports of the world. In the set-

tlement of all claims under an English policy, these Companies willstrictly adhere to

the conditions and customs adopted at Llovds, and submit to English jurisdiction.

June 9. HARRY W. SYZ, Agent, 420 and 422 California at., S. F.

PROF. JOS. JOSSET,
Graduate of the University of Paris; Ex. Professor of De

la Metmais' Normal, France; late of Point Loma Seminary, San Diego. Pri-

vate Lessons in the French Language. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, between
Paci6c and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 p.m. Private Lessons given at the res-

idence of the pupil. Dec. 6.

J8S" Diamond Dyes are so perfect and so beautiful that it is a pleasure

to use them. Equally good for dark or light colors. 10 cents.
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NEW PUBLICATIONS.

, U IUi i Kmnoiaco.
Oliver Wendell Holmes

Iirt prrf»t.»ry note the KoUhm tlii* work i* nut pat forth

h ••» Uan*phyin tl bat,** bfl prootaat to uy,
rv«u » limniuj >»f inf. irni toon oonoartung the an -

literary career, and m-k-i.i1

After the wearwoine and laho-

rading through this book, th" readar turns t<> the axplana-

relief and satisfaction. Tl

ruA»l UaTi one itiU in th-- dark aa t<> what department of literatim Mr,
1 to, or what possible nse it was in

blicatiun «>f the prefatory note alluded to shows

that the author half nupected the awkward predicament in whi
would 6nd tbemselvea. In short, Mr. Kennedy's prefaton

- ..no .-f the boy who drew a picture of a nondescript quadruped
>te Wuenth it, "This i< :i bone, 1

' and n prevented the untutored

eve from mistaking bfa work of art for a picture of donkey or a goat.

While Mr. Kennedy kindness, in that explaining what his book really

t be too highly commended, it should not he forgotten that he

would have been much kinder had he written that which common intelli

mid have classified for itself, or, still better, not have written at

all.

It may safely be asserted that the life of Oliver Wendell Holmes has

been too insipid and uneventful to constitute the basis of anything else

than a dull and tiresome biography. The story of his "childhood, college

life. Literary and professional career, and social surroundings," does not

contain aught that the most brilliant literary treatment could mold into

ing or instructive reading, and in this case his biographer has not

td any particular brilliancy in his treatment of the material at his

command, and the result therefore is unspeakably dull ar.d tiresome. It

i« true that Dr. Holmes has been a proline and graceful writer, both in

nd verse, and much of what he has written is justly entitled to a

high rank in modern literature. A critical review and analysis of this

literary work, and the circumstances surrounding its conception and pro-

ily both interesting and instructive; and in this re-

spect Mr. Kennedy's book is not without considerable merit. In ana-

ana
1

criticizing Dr. Holmes' productions he shows a keen, discrimi-

nating judgment, and neither lauds nor condemns without reason, though

at times he is less coherent tbau he might be. Had Mr. Kennedy de-

voted his book solely to this critical review of Dr. Holmes as a man of

the result would have been iotiuitely more pleasing and more sue-

As it is, that which is interesting is so surrounded with twaddle

and small talk about Dr. Holmes' ancestry, childhood, etc., that the

whole effect is marred, and the reader lays the book down with a sigh of

relief.

The Modern Hagar. Bv Charles M. Clay. Revised Edition: Fords, Howard
A; Hulbert, New York/ Billings, H;u bourne & Co., San Francisco.

This is an exceedingly uneven book. It excites admiration and pro-

vokes condemnation at one and the same time and to suchan extent that

the critical reader is left in a very mixed frame of mind in regard to it.

In dramatic design it is bold,,original, interesting, and full of life, yet

there is an indescribable something in the action and carrying out of the

story that is unsatisfactory. The characters are so skillfully drawn and
the situations and incidents so picturesque that one cannot but regret that

they are not interwoven with more of the perfect story-tellers dexterity.

Phe scene is laid, iu the openiDg of the story, at a garrison post of the

United States army on the frontier, before the war, and the people who
figure in it are mostly military men and their families, Indians, and that

class of white civilians who find the roughness and lawlessness of border

life in keeping with their nature. From thence the reader is carried on

temporary excursions into more civilized regions, including the lobby of a

National Convention and the corridors of the National Council halls,

where the air is ladened with the perfume of political discussion, if not

statesmanlike views, regarding the issues which preceded the late un-

pleaeantoess, and, eventually, after pausing for a moment, as it were,

amid the smoke and clamor of battle as it sweeps across the hills and val-

leys of old Virginia, it winds up in a jail-yard where, beneath the gal-

lows, the dead body of an unjustly executed man lies, and across it, with

the life blood rushing from his mouth and nose, the dying body of the

messenger who bore a pardon, and who, in his exertions to reach the fatal

scene in time, had killed himself. This is quite a wide field and offers

great opportunities, many of which have been taken advantage of and
many of which have been neglected. Taking it as a whole Mr. Clay
has produced a book which is full of interest and which deserves to rank

among the best American novels.

Books and How to TJse Them. By J. C. Van Dyke. Fords, Howard &
Huibert, New York. Billings, Harbourne & Co., San Francisco.

This attractive little book aims to point- -.t the best methods to employ
in reading, the best classes of books to peruse and the best places and
times to read so as to derive the greatest degree of mental improvement
from the labor. Mr. Van Dyke gives an earnest, thoughtful, scholarly

discussion of the subject, and his book will have a permanent value,

though it is questionable whether it will ever be popular or widely read.

In this country, at least, there is an almost entire absence of that leis-

urely class who take no active part in the great battle of life, and who
cultivate letters in a lackadaisical fashion. Our people are nearly all-

workers, and those who read maybe divided into two classes: First,

those who are studying some particular branch of human knowledge.

They, as a rule, work under the direction ot a competent professor of

that department of knowledge which they are pursuing. Secondly, there

are those who read during leisure moments, and for pleasure and relaxa-

tion. This latter class of readers have no mentor and want none. It

would, therefore, seem as though Mr. Van Dyke's hints to readers and
students will have some difficulty in finding their constituency, notwith-

standing their value and the choice English in which they are expressed.

Tub County Qoybrnmbkt Bibb. A. Carlisle & Co., San Francisco,

This is a correct copy, in pamphlet form, enclosed in neat, substantial

covers, of the bill passed by the late Legislature, providing for the better

government of the counties composing the State of California. As this

bill constitutes the law under which the local governments of nearly all

the counties in this commonwealth will Iw conducted for, probably, many
years to come, it poaveapi moon more than a pa rest, and its pah

in this handy form will prove very useful. Besides, it Is preface.!

with a snbnlated statement of the names of counties, county teats, popu>
lation of counties u taken by the Federal cen .tion of ooun<
ties, and official salaries as fixed by law, which is almost invaluable for

referei

The Housekeeper's Year-Book. Compiled bj Beleu Campbell. Fords,
Howard a Sulbert, New Vork BLlUnejs, Harl me A Co., Ban Francisco.

This is a compendium of a thousand and one informational odds and
ends which are of the greatest interest to practical housekeepers. There
is on one set of pages a month's directions for marketing in season, direc-

tions tor the beat and easiest way of doing the household work of the
month, and lulls of-fare for seasonable Sunday dinners—the opposite

pages being left blank for memoranda. There is also a housekeeper's
account book, time-tables for cooking and a large variety of other useful
information. It looks as though this little book had found a vacant place
and had occupied it.

POSITION FOR SLEEPING.
A German, Baron Reichenbach, has occupied many years in studying

the art of bed-making, or rather bed-placing, and maintains that im-
properly placed beds will shorten a man's life. He says : If a mere
magnet exercises an influence on sensitive persons, the earth's magnetism
must certainly make itself felt on the nervous life of man. In whatever
hemisphere you may be, always sleep with your feet to the equator, and
let your body He " true as a needle to the pole." The proper direction of

the body is of the utmost importance for the proper circulation of the
blood, and many disturbances in the organisms have been cured by sim-
ply placing the bolster at a different point of the compass from that it

had occupied. Let such as have hitherto been in the habit of sleeping
with their heads where their feet ought to be, take to heart the example
of the late Dr. Fischwester, of Madgeburg, who died recently at the age
of 109 years. The most unhealthy position we are told, is when the body
lies due east and west. Some observers assure us that to sleep in such a
posture is tantamount to committing suicide, and that diseases are often
aggravated by deviations from the proper posture.

—

Exchange.

On last Saturday, Mrs. Skidmore received at her elegant millinery
parlors, Nos. 1112 and 1114 Market street, another consignment of be-

witching French bonnets. These beautiful specimens of the highest mil-
linery art came direct from Paris, and will be the last importation for

this season. It was Mrs. Skidmore's intention to have another formal
opening on the arrival of these bonnets, but the great volume of business
which is rushing to her establishment keeps herself and her large staff of

artistes so very busy that her original intention had to be abandoned.
But, though there will be no formal opening, these goods will, of course,

be on exhibition, and every lady should go and have a look at them. Mrs.
Skidmore also received a consignment of artificial flowers, which are so

perfect and natural in their voluptuousness that the keenest judgment
can scarcely discern any difference between them and the most exquisite

buds produced by nature.

FOREST AND STREAM and ROD AND GUN.
The American Sportsman's Journal.

A Twenty-eight Paere Weekly Journal, Devoted to the Interests of

Gentlemen Sportsmen and their Pamilies.

— T It F, ATS OF —
Natural History, Shooting:. Yachting* and Canoeing-, Fishculture,

The Kennel, Pishing-, The Rifle, and all Gentlemanly
Out-door Sports. It is without a Rival.

PRICE, $4 A YEAR. Try it. A Specimen Copy will be sent Postpaid for

Cents. For sale by Newsdealers Everywhere, No Free Samples.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Refinery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold. Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUESToNE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for working (JULD, SILVER and LEAD in their

various forms.
June 18. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

No. 320 Post Street Opposite Union Square.

PROF. 0. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 320 Po

street, is now open for Juvenile and Evening- Classes. Office Hours, for Terms, etc.

10 A.M. to 12 m., and 1 to B p.m. Oct. 82.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,

NO. 922 POST STREET.
Day ninl Bonrdins School for Y s Lndlea »n<l Children.

KINDERGARTEN. The next term will commence July IS, 1SS3.

[Slay 6.] MADAME B. ZEITSKA, A. M.. Principal.

Engravings of Landscapes, Eui! I
:ry, Portraits, eta, by the new

Photo-Engraving than w I. OfficeflOD Men-rant street.
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PLEASURE'S WAND.
1We Obey no Wand but Pleasure's."--Jo*" Moore.

The music of The Merry War is pretty music—very pretty music-

composed in Strauss' best vein, easy, flowing and melodious. It is not

operatic music. The composition lacks both dramatic force and dramatic

color, and there are situations here and there in the 'action where the

strongest points are not expressed musically at all. But it is in every re-

spect a thoroughly charming production, full of bright and sparkling mel-

ody, enriched by the most delicious orchestration. Its lack of force and

entente with plot and action, is forgotten in the charm of its voluptuous-

ness. To quote from a former criticism : "Strauss' music is unlike any

other in the world. It is sui generis. It is the music of the ball-room,

heavy with the odor of tube-roses, swinging in the rhythm of flirtation ;

it is the music of motion hoth sensuous and vivacious. Strauss' Merry

War score is neither forcible nor startling, but it has all the dreamy, ro-

mantic, love-sick character of the ball-room, and it charms and entrances

the soul of everyone whose feet have been taught the mysteries of the

waltz." The performance of this operetta by the McCaull Troupe at the

California is a most satisfactory one. It is not as perfect in ensemble as

was that of the Queen's Lace Handkerchief, but this is easily explained.

The latter production was but the continuation of a long New York run,

while the performance on Wednesday nurht was, taking the company as

at present constituted, an initial effort. The chorus was in perfect form,

singing and moving most admirably, reflecting great credit on both

chorus-master and stage-manager. There was a little hesitancy among
certain of the principals which, after a few performances, will have dis-

appeared. Of the cast Carleton is entitled to rank as the foremost fig-

ure. His singing is. as usual, wonderfully good, and his acting both re-

fined and forcible. In the second act he sings an interpolated ballad in a

most admirable manner. His great, and perhaps ouly defect, is that he

is totally inarticulate in speech. It is impossible to say what language he

sings, or whether he sings any language at all. Perugini dresses with

exquisite taste, and acts with telling effect. His namby-pamby manner

is well suited to the character of the " Marchese Sebastiani." His sing-

ing seems to be in great favor, and yet to me it is intensely disagreeable.

His voice is throaty and twangy and has an unpleasant bleatiug tone.

His phrasing and accentuation is almost invariably defective. He has all

the faults of both the Italian and French schools—constant tremolo, spas-

modic and abrupt changes from fortissimo to pianissimo, and unjustifiable

uses of falsetto, etc. But he sings with vigor and force, and his acting

being vivacious he "takes" with the audience wonderfully. Francis Wil-

son as " Balthazar " is extremely comical and presents a most credita-

ble piece of legitimate comedy acting. Wilson appreciates the value of make-

up, gesture and movement in a humorous impersonation. Cottrelly is a most
charming " Elsa." She sines with expression and acts with great neat-

ness. Lily Post sings as " Violetta " in a manner that is surprising to all

those who remember her first efforts. As the " Queen " in the Lace

Handkerchief she evidences vocal improvement, but not to the degree

that her " Violetta " shows. Improvement in both quality of voice and
execution is now apparent. The "Artemesia " of Agnes Perring is a very

bad feature of the performance. She is very weak vocally, and her act-

ing is a burlesque on a burlesque. The minor characters are all well sus-

tained, particularly from a vocal point of view. The beauty of the cos-

tumes worn by this troupe is a matter of universal remark. That worn
by Perugini in the second act is a most beautiful one. Those worn by the

chorus girls are also gems of the costumer's taste, both in design and
color. 1 believe they are the same as worn by the Barton beauties in

Mme. Favart last year. One opportunity for costume exhibition is lost

in the neglect to dress the Amazon Guard in a characteristic manner.
The Merry War will be continued till the end of the McCall Troupe en-

gagement-- Saturday next. It is to be regretted that the proverbial unre-

liability of the San Francisco public should have deterred the California

Theatre management from making a longer engagement with this admira-

ble company.
*

J
* * * *

Lawrence Barrett opens at the California Theatre on Monday, May
14th, in Yorick^s Love. His company consists of eighteen people, and
c imprises, among others, Louis James and Marie Waiuwright. Sale of

seats will commence next Monday.*****
Next Monday evening, May 7th, Modjeska reappears before a San

Francisco audience. This is an event of importance. The successful

career of this charming actress on the English-speaking 3tage commenced
in this city. Since that eventful debut she has made for herself in Eng-
land and the United States a great name. It was a curious debut. It

had hardly been heralded. Some facts relating to Modjeska had been pub-
lshed, it is true, but had caused but little comment. The theatre was
half-empty on that night, and the prospect was not a cheering one. The
critics were not unanimous as to her ability, but several of them which,
recognizing the fact that in Helen Modje-ka existed an actress of genius
and talent, determined that she should be recognized and appreciated.

By dint of much newspaper work the public were roused to the fact that
a true artist was in their midst, and the audiences grew larger and larger,

until the Modjeska season ended as a grand success. She is welcome back
to San Francisco.*****
To-morrow is the last night of Check, with Roland Reed as Dick

Smythe. On Monday, W. J. Scanlan ouens in Bartley Campbell's Friend
and Foe. Scanlan is a young man who has advanced rapidly. He used
t> be leading support to Minnie Palmer, and afterwards achieved some
reputation as a member of Campbell's My Geraldine company. He is a
sort of Irish Eininett. Report speaks well of both comedian and play.

* * * * *

A lively programme this week at Emerson's. Everything funny in the
funny line. Everything capital in the musical line. Big biz all the time.
The success of this place of entertainment is unparalleled, but it is well
deser\ ed, aud most agreeable to witness.

* * * * *

Miss Lulu Joran, a fourteen-year-old pianiste,*is to give a concert on
the 11th inst. She will be assisted by Madame Le Hardi, a new soprano
from Paris, and others.

The Merry Wives of Windsor are drawing splendidly at the Tivoli.
* * * - * *

As the time approaches for the Thomas season, public interest is get-
ting excited at the prospect of a splendid musical treat.*****
One of the funniest things I have ever read in a dramatic criticism, I

saw a few days ago, in a Western paper. Speaking of a Miss Helen Ban-
croft, a recent debutante, the writer says :

" When she first appeared
before the public she fainted at the sound of her own voice. It was not
fright— it was voluptuousness. The rich tones of that magnificent organ
overcame her like a Te Deuro, or a hypodermic injection !" I can't

imagine any comment that will do justice to the subject.*****
The large floral piece—a most ugly specimen of the florist's taste (bad

taste)—that was presented to a member of the McCaull Opera Tronpe on
the opening night, suggests some reflections upon the flower business at

theatres, as practiced at present. It is so overdone that it has become a
perfect nuisance. In its inception the practice of rewarding meritorious
or popular actresses with floral testimonials was a pretty and graceful one.

When bouquets were thrown on the stage from the auditorium there was
some meaning to the act. These were really tributes. The present ab-

surd practice of managers, who turn the orchestra into a flower market,
has this disadvantage: that the exhibition goes on, even when the actress

makes a dismal failure. Genevieve Ward went so far with the flower busi-

ness recently in London, that the business of the play was ii-t rfdred with,

and it took a corps of attendants quite fifteen minutes to rid the stage

of the rubbish. Abbey is said to have spent two thousand dollars on
flowers when Patti made her first appearance under his management in

Brooklyn, but he was not such a fool as to send them up to the stage by the
ushers. On the contrary, he hit upon a very neat idea. He bought about
1,000 bouquets, aud attached a card and pencil to each one; then he
stacked them up in the lobby of the theatre, where every lady who en-

tered the theatre could get one. Then he left his audience to do what
they pleased with them. The consequence was that, when Patti made
her great tour de force, the air was suddenly filled with flowers. She was
literally pelted off the stage, and ran laughing to the wings at a scene
which, with all her experience, she had never seen before. She after-

ward said that what she really laughed at was the effect in the orches-
tra. Fully one-half of the bouquets fell among the musicians, and she
could not help laughing to see them dodge the floral missiles. It is not
an easy task to fling a bouquet ou the stage, and in the bouquet-throwing
period the members of the orchestra had to be expert dodgers. I remem-
ber making an attempt myself as a boy to launch a beautiful nosegay to

a favoiite singer; and, come to think of it, it was the same Genevieve
Ward I mentioned above—she was then on the operatic stage, under the
name of " Guerrabella"—and all I reached was the polished bald head of

Windt, {in those days) the celebrated contrebasso player. Genevieve
Ward's history is a very peculiar and most romantic one, and I will re-

late it someday. Beauclerc.

A MUSICAL FEAST.
The preparations which have been made, and which are being made,

for the Thomas Concerts, are designed on a scale of magnificent complete-
ness that has never been equaled here and seldom excelled anywhere.
The first two weeks in June, therefore, will constitute a red-letter period
in the musical history of San Francisco. A mammoth stage (with a re-

verberating sounding-board constructed in accordance with the most mod-
ern discoveries in the science of acoustics) has been fitted up with every
accessory in the Mechanics' Pavilion where the concerts take place. In
addition, the entire interior arrangements of the building have been re-

modeled, and its proportions made to assimilate closely to those of the
celebrated Music Hall of Cincinnati. Commodious boxes have been built

on the main floor and balcony circle, and the amphitheatre has been ar-

ranged in the most dexterous manner. Altogether, everything possible

has been done, regardless of expense, to promote the comfort and conve-
nience of the audiences who will listen to these magnificent performances,
and to assist and aid the distinguished artists who will take part in the
entertainments. With all these accessories, in conjunction with a vast

array of the best musical talent, both vocal and instrumental, to be found
in the world to day, controlled and guided by the genius of Theodore
Thomas, the public may well expect a feast of sweet sounds such as words
are inadequate to describe; and we are well persuaded that the expecta-

tion will not be disappointed.

The Concert which will be given at Piatt's Hall next Friday evening,

May 11th, by Miss Lula Joran, the wonderful child-piauiste, shonld call

together a large audience of musical people. The young beneficiary is

but 14 years of age, and yet she has attained such a proficiency that she

can execute the most difficult numbers with a firmness and finish that the

great masters could scarcely excel. Miss Joran will be assisted by a
Grand Orchestra led by Mr. Chas Goffrie; also by her two younger sis-

ters, Misses Pauline and Elise; Madame Le Hardi, late of Paris; Mr.
W. G. Cogswell, late of New York, and Mr. Oscar Herold. Each and
every one of these names is sufficient to draw an audience by itself, and
when they all appear together surely a delightful evening's entertainment

is assured. '

The farewell benefit of Miss Alma Stuart Stanley, which takes place

at the Grand Opera House to-morrow evening, promises to be a most
successful affair. A most attractive programme has been arranged, in

which no less than eighteen of the most eminent artists now in San Fran-

cisco will take part, besides the distinguished beneficiary herself. In ad-

dition to the intrinsic merits of a performance in which such an array of

calent assists, the fact that the amiable and accomplished lady who takes

the profits is a marked favorite, for whom our theater-going people have

a great regard, renders it certain that the curtain will rise on a packed

house to-morrow evening.

The regular May Festival of Professor O. A. Lunt will take place

on the 25th of May next. This annual Festival invariably attracts a

large concourse of Society people, and this year the indications are that

it will be more entertaining aud more largely attended than ever before.
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SPORTING.
i_v fa lh« openlne of the mason by the

•ignal Co a<
'

1 1 . 1 1 miaotea

I pass imuad it Mid along the. city

front to the channel ; from then iibh» to Sanoef-

n Jtii'l their fair lady frieiiils will

: tnd evening dAQctng', and proio ii.i tuu- amongst the
fr*i,T:\iit an'l blooming plants ami »hrul»> that decorate the gardens on Hie

ine yachts will be at iiiu-liiT DB Batardaj night, the guests ol the

U return t" the city by a tug. On Sunday morning, at 10 o'clock,
* v the rate "f Bailing will DC K'iven. The «^urs^ plftOO I

HuhUtV Point, return of the bay and onannsj t<> Port Point, where a
i*t will be anohoredLaud from thanoe t>i whatever moorings the

yacbt-ownera may seleot This plan will certainly delight the hearts of

the land-lobbera, but prove a thorn in the side of the sea-dogs, who like

way from the sea-wall, M.eigg*a wharf, the Rolling .Mills, and that
r«iM't between the mills and Hunter's Point, whose odors outrival those of

Cologne. This may Ite all changed, for many of the yachtsmen are si^li-

i trip t'> Vailejo, ami may bring arguments to bear upon the Vice-
< Commodore beyond our skill. The Bloop Annie will be the flag-Bhip on
these days, and Vice t Commodore < laduo will direct the movements of the

[t is worthy of note that both clubs are compelled to mourn the

>f their Commodore on the opening day. The Halcyon will be

launched to-night, and in teu days she will be fitted up. She is by all

oddd the handsomest craft ever turned out of a builder's hands in this part
nf the world. We again Buggeet that our three clubs join in making a

cruise t>i Vailejo as a fitting welcome to Mr. Tevis' splendid yacht. He
is an active member of the three clubs, and the genuine yachting spirit

he has shown is worthy of recognition. Messrs, Oliver, Caduc and (iutte,

ire commend the proposition to your gentle care. Last Sunday the
O'Connor made her first appearance on the bay for the present season.

In company with the Fleur de Lis she had a brush with the Nellie, and,
like her companion, got left. The Nellie treated both boats most con-

siderately, but destiny or some other cause, drew her away from and
ahead of her defeated competitors.

Rowing.—To-morrow the long-expected race between Peterson and
Mclneruy will come off, over the Long Bridge course. The distance is

three miles, with a turn. Amongst his friends, and what is known as the
City-front element. Peterson is a hot favorite, while all our good oarsmen
are wisely putting their money on Mclnerny. Apart from mishaps we
think Peterson has very little chance of winning. He is inexperienced
in shell rowing ; his opponent has measured blades with many of the
finest oarsmen of the day. Hence the Eastern man should easily row
round his rival. We anticipate that the race will be honestly contested,

and that Mclnerny will win as he likes, unless the bay should happen to

be rough and his boat get partly swamped.

Fishing.—Bay fishing has been most unsatisfactory during the week.
Numerous parties have been out, and all the favorite places sought with
miserable results. In another fortnight it will be much better. Informa-
tion from the trout streams is scarce. There is a general waiting for bet-

ter days, clearer water, falling flies and insects for the fish to rise for, and
above all, for bigger fish. When we hear of any good baskets we will not
keep the fact a secret.

Pigeon-Shooting.—On April 25th, at Bird's Point, three members of

the Gun Club did some remarkable shooting, Hurlingham rules, 50 birds

each; H. Babcock 46, J. K. Orr 43, .T. Ewing 41—an average of over 86
per cent. Splendid work all round, but Mr. Babcock's is the more bril-

liant, for he had more than his share of difficult birds; 46 out of 50 is the
finest score ever made here under the Hurlingham rules, and throws into

the shade the professional contest which attracted so much attention a
short time ago. LaBt Sunday the Pacific Club had a match, at Bird's
Point, for the Club medal and coin sweepstake, 12 birds each, Hurling-
ham rules ; Lambert, Broden and Adams each made clean scores, T.

Schewrin 11, A, Schewrin 10, Haines 9, Precht 8, Meyers 7, Gallindo
and Fowler withdrew; Smith and Ganzeau missed 8 each. The ties were
shot off at 4 birds, and Adams killed three and took the medal. Lam-
bert and Broden made a second tie, each missing a bird, Lambert in the
third tie again missing, and the second prize went to Borden. Mr. A. W.
Havens now wears the medal of the Alameda Sportsman's Club, won at
the match last Saturday by breaking 11 out of 12 of the flying saucers.

A match is announced between the Gun Club and the Alameda Sports-
man's Club, 10 aside, 12 birds each, Hurlingham rules. The date and
place of meeting is uncertain. Mr. Matt. Fuller, of the Gun Club, is

keeping up his form by shooting matches at every opportunity. To-
morrow he and Messrs. Muller and Edwauls try conclusions, both his

competitors getting liberal handicaps. The Alameda Sportsman's Club
shoots a match at Oakland Race Track on Saturday, May 12.

Rifle Shooting.—Last Sunday the California Rifle Association held
its first meeting for the year at Shell Mound. The first event was for

the Perkins' Trophy, 200 yards, 10 shots each, and was won by Private
S. I. Kellogg, Jr., with a Bcore of 48. He is now on even terms with
Williams and Robinson, who have each held it once, while Captain
Kuhule has only to win the trophy a third time to make it his property.
The Barne's Trophy is given under the same conditions as the Perkin's
Trophy. Sergeant Williams won it with a score of 48, placing him one
match ahead of Captain Kuhule and Private Kellogg. The Mid Range
Match, 500 yards, 7 shots, cash prizes $10, $8, §6, $4 and §2, was won by
the following names : Corporal Barrere, Priv. Cummings, Lieut. Klein,
Lieut. Sime, each scoring 3;>, and Sergeant Wilson, 32. The Andrew's
Trophy, open to teams of 6 from N. G. C, U. S. A. or IT. S. N. The
trophy has been won by Company E, First Regt., twice, and by Company
C, First Regt., twice, distances 200 and 500 yards, 10 shots eai h. Com-
pany C made their second win on Sunday, with a score of 523 to 485 of

Company E. For the winners Lieut, Sime headed the list with 44 and
47. In the Douglas Pistol Match, 30 yards, Officer Heroes took first

money with a score of 57. The Pistol Trophy Match attracted four teams
of 10 each. The trophy to become the property of the team winning it

three times. San Francisco Police Company \. Team 1, won it by a
-

, b' : Team No, 2, 706; Company 1'.. 704; the Citlseoa Team graoe*
fully bringing on the rear with 681, The Bve is jolni d ranks against the
reel of the alphabet, an m out of light In iOO yard match.
The K ahule, Kline, Kelly and ttuhls. They

118 and 217 436 against, the 26 others, who made 217 and 202 419,

The defeated names an Camming*, Sime*, Bbalsan, Barrere. Perkins.
The shooting throughout the match was above the average. The second

Suarterly medal shooting1 of Company C, S. E\ Fusdleere, took place last

In the Bret-class, Private ntuhis took the medal and prize with
nf l'i; in the Hecnnri claws, Li^ut. lluher won with 42; in the third

clans, Private Joseph Sohmitz led with 'M.

Bicycling. The Annual run of the Oakland Club sw held last Run-
day. The day was all that the most anient wheelman could desire. Ten
members of the San Francisco Club, with Captain London, went over
on the nine o'clock boat, and were met at Point Station by the Oakland
Club, numbering 17, under Captain Strong and Lieutenant Louden.
The route was along Feral to street, 34th street, Teh-graph avenue to
Temescal and Clairmount. Thence to Alcatraz avenue and Sin Pablo
avenue, and numerous other avenues known only to well informed dwel-
lers amongst the oaks. About noon they reached Adams' Point, where
we were as much at home as any of them, for it was lunch time, and the
Oakland Club spread a royal repast under the shade trees that adorn that
picturesque bluff. The fresh morning air and the recherche viands gave
yood appetites to all hands, and an hour was spent around the festive
board most enjoyably. Then Mr. Gibbs took Bome photographs of groups
of wheelmen, and about two o'clock the riders started for home, delight-

ed with the day's outing.

Ladies often lose a great deal of time, which they could otherwise put
to a valuable use in hunting through millinery stores in search of head-
adornment that will be attractive, and yet in keeping with good taste and
refinement. In future those who require goods of this description can
save the time and trouble thus expended in gadding about from place to
place, by going to Mrs. M. A. Butler's establishment, under the Phelan
Building, Market street, where they can find a magnificent and complete
stock of goods, just imported from London, Paris, and the other centers
of fashion.

Among the most enjoyable entertainments given this season must be
mentioned the weekly musicales at Mr. Otto Blankart's. Every Wednes-
day evening finds the parlors tilled with an enthusiastic audience inter-

ested in the advancement of music in our midst. The piano solos are
rendered by Mr. Frederick Zech, one of our San Francisco boys, who,
during a five years' sojourn in Berlin, won distinction as a favorite pupil
of the great maestro Knllak, and also as a teacher in the Conservatory.
Since his return he has proved by his playing and his compositions that
he possesses talents of the highest order. Mr. Blankart, one of our best
violinists, adds not a little to the enjoyment of the evening.

GRAND MUSICAL FESTIVAL,
— UNDKR THE DIRECTION OP—

THEODORE THOMAS!
— TO BK HELD AT TUB

—

Mechanics' Pavilion, on the Evenings of June 7, 8, 9, 11 and 12,

and Afternoons of June 9th and 13th.

The spacious Pavilion building- is being especially remodeled for this Festival, its

dimensions and proportions being- ma.de to assimilate closely thoae of the great
Music Hall of Cincinnati. A mammoth stage with reverberating sounding-board
has been designed on scientific acoustic principles, and a large number of elegant
aud commodious private boxes fitted up on the main floor and balcony circle, while

the amphitheatre arrangement of the general auditorium will render the seating

capacity of this vast hall as NEARLY PERFECT as possible.

SEVEN MONSTER PROGRAMMES!
Which will include the widest possible range of compositions in the cla sical, operatic

and popular rtj les, together wttn selections from the celebrated Oratorios and

A Brilliant Repertoire of Solo Performances!—The Grand
Festival Chorus of 500 Voices!

Which has been organized and thoroughly rehearsed under the direction of MR.
DA.VID W. IiORING, will embrace many prominent vocalists of San Fran-
cisco, Oakland aud Sacramento.

The Thomas Symphony Orchestra!

Will consist of 60 instrumentalists, selected by MR. THOMAS especially for this

Festival, from the New York Philharmonic Society, and will appear in every concert

in conjunction with the following eminent Soloists:

MISS EMMA THURSBY, Soprano;
MRS. E. HUMPHREY ALLEN, Soprano;

UBS, ANNIE HARTDEGEN, Soprano;
MRS. BELLE COLE, Contralto:

MR. FRED HARVEY, Tenor;
MR. FRANZ REMilERTZ, Basso,

A\n MME. JULIE RIVE-KING, Solo Pianist.

PRICES:
Single Season Ticket, reserved 81'- ->0

Double Season Ticket, reserved -> <*0

Private Boxes, seating six, for Season IOO OO
Private Boxes, seating eight, for Season 130 OO

Subscriptions received at M. GRAY'S, KOHLER & CHASE'S. SHERMAN ft

CLAY'S MUSIC STORES and at THE WHITE HOUSE. Diagrams for choice <f

SEASON seats will be opened at above named places on MONDAY, May 21st, at 9 A.M.

Reserved Seats for Bingle Concerts 81- 82, 83, according to
I

Box Seats for Single Concerts 83. 8-4, 85, according to location

Sale of reserved scats and boxes for single concerts begins May 2Sth, at 9 A. M.

Orders by mail, telegraph, or telephone, to any of the above mentioned ticket offices

will receive prompt attention. May ">.
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'The World," the Flesh, and the Devil.
[By a Truthful Penman.]

The rapid growth of the British Colonies and their great future

promise formed the principle topics ot a marvelously eloquent speech the
other day, by John Bright, on the occasion of his installation as Rector
of Glasgow tlniversity. Speaking of Australia, he said: "Last Summer
I had the pleasure of hearing a very interesting speech from Sir Henry
Parkes, the late and then the Prime Minister of the colony of New South
Wales. Sir Henry Parkes went so far as to say that be thought the time
was not very remote when the Australian colonies would approach the
population of the Mother Country, and with regard to wealth he gave us

some astounding facts. He mentioned one man with whom he was ac-

quainted, who is the owner of not fewer than 1,200,000 head of cattle and
250,000 sheep, and whose valued property he believed was more than four,

and probably not less than five millions sterling. I need not tell this au-

dience that if there be great colonies at the other side of the world grow-
ing rapidly in population, growing not less rapidly in wealth, growing in

all the instincts of country, and of patriotism, the probability is, the cer-

tainty is, that such a state of things tends by an unutterable law to a
disposition to self-government, uncontrolled by a country, however much
respected and admired and loved, ten thousand or fifteen thousand miles
from those shores. Well, I think there is nothing in our history more to

be admired than these colonies, the way they have conducted themselves
for many years past, even almost from their foundation, their growth in

everything a nation should grow and expand in. I hope in all time to

come, be it under the sentimental attachment or be it under some other
system, that no accident may happen to disturb the perfect harmony and
the brotherhood that exists between the Australian England and the Eng-
land of the United Kingdom.^—A stir has lately been caused in East
Devon by the resignation of a Volunteer sergeant in consequence of the
lieutenant-colonel of the corps having reproved him for commencing a
letter to his superior officer with "DearBir." The incident has recalled
an episode which took place not long ago in the same district, when a lo-

cal sculptor sent in an account to Lady Rolle, and wrote at the bottom,
" With compliments and best thanks." This little piece of familiarity
did not please the aristocratic lady at Bicton, and, by return of post, the
bill was sent back, and while " With compliments " had been dashed
out, there was written across, "Never dare to presume to present your
compliments to me again."

—

Truth.^—Two ladies who were bound
somewhere in company, yesterday, entered a Woodward-avenue car to-

gether, and no sooner were they seated than both made a dive for their
purses. " Oh, let me pay !" pleaded one. " Oh, I could n't think of it

!"

"Oh, do, now; I have just the change." "Oh, but I have tickets."
" Yes, but you paid the last time." " But you can pay some other time.
Here — !" She was hurriedly searching through her portemonnaie, but
did n't seem to find anything. " I told you I had— !" And the second
one began a search in a wild manner, emptying out pins, needles and but-
tons, but no money. " Why, I do declare !" gasped the first. " Strangest
thing I ever saw !" added the second. "I'll pay for both," observed a
man on the seat opposite, and he marched up, fumbled through his
pockets, and held out a battered quarter to the driver. The latter would
not take it, and the man marched out and slid off the platform in the
most solemn manner, and at the next crossing, the ladies said they
had taken the wrong car, rang the bell, and got off.—Exchange.-—
Some strange revelations were made last week at the Board of Trade
inquiry into the burning, stranding, and loss of the barkentine Falcon.
It appeared from the evidence that when the vessel was found to be on
fire, a cask of rum was brought up on deck and everybody helped them-
selves ad. lib., all the tobacco on board being divided at the same time.
The master participated in the orgies, and " was quite cheery lookin' and
laughin' "—Truth.—Gunpowder is in a fair way of being discarded.
An American has invented a new explosive, which has twice the propel-
l'ng force of powder, is very much cheaper, and can be used without either
heating or fouling the gun. Damp does not injure it. In appearance it

is like paper pulp. It is soaked in some explosive material, and pressed
into a hard roll. To this the ball is attached, and the cartridge leaves the
gun like a sky-rocket. It can be fired from any kind of gun, and is ex-
pected to revolutionize the ordnance departments of all nations. At a
recent trial the inventor fired one of the ball-cartridges into a spruce log
eight inches thick. The ball passed entirely through the log and a two"
inch plank behind it, and then flattened itself against a wall. After
firing twelve rounds out of the same gun there was no apparent heat and
no fouling.-^Lancashire cotton manufacturers, if they wish to main-
tain their trade relations with Madagascar, must show more facility to
adapt their goods to the requirements of the natives. Lancashire at
present sends light goods, like cotton prints and fancy cloths, which sell
well among the Hovas of the interior, but they appear not to be in the
field with the American supply of coarse brown sheeting, which meets
the taste of the Malagasy natives. The Americans show themselves spe-
cially able to supply this article, the sale of which is rapidly extending
not only in Madagascar but at Zanzibar and other points* on the African
coast.——A Horrible Discovery ha3 been made by the Old Testa-
ment revisers. The word " rib " in the second chapter of Genesis, used
in describing the creation of Eve, ought more correctly to be rendered
" tail !" This is indeed confirmation strong of the theories of Darwin.
Again, the "ravens" which fed Elijah were not ravens at all, but
"gipsies," and so another cherished illusion is dispelled, and the historic
value of Sir Frederick Leighton's picture of "Elijah and the Havens "

is
seriously impaired. Let us hope the reports are only iconoclastic inven-
tions.

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
INSURANCE AGENCY,

No. 332 A- 324 California Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Fixe Insurance.
TEUTON14 of New Orleans.
LAOONFIANCE of Paris.

DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS
of New York.

THE FIRE INS. ASSOCIATION (Limited.
of Loudon, England.

GIRARD of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN of New York.
ST. PAUL of St. Paul.
STANDARD FIRE OFFICE.. of London

Marine Insurance.
LONDON ANT) PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONCIERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented $37,000,000.
All Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid.

W. L. CHALMEBS,
Special Agent and Adjuster.

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864.

Principal Office 216 Sansome street*

FIRE INSURANCE.
Capital Paid TTp in U. S. Gold Coin) $300,000 00
Reinsurance Reserve $173,898 50

Assets January 1, 13S3 5717,156 63 I Premiums, since organizat'n. 54,155, 239. 10
Surplus for policyholders S7IO,BuO.S3

|
Losses, since organization.. §1,859,286 61

OFFICERS:
J. F. HOUGHTON President I CHAS. R. STORY Secretary
J. L. N. SHEPABD Vice-President | R. H. MAGILL General Agent

Directors of tub Home Mutual Insurance Co — L. L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J.

L..N. Shepard, John Curry, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garrett, C. C. Burr, J. S. Carter,

Charles fielding, D. W. Earl. Feb. 10

PHSNIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., EstaVd 1182—Cash Assets, $5,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA "ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., EstaVd 1833.--Cash Assets, $1,343,808.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto Can., EstaVd 1851.—Cash Assets, 81,357,326.39.

BUTLER A HALDAN,
General Agents for Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.

Capital, $10,000,000-

Unlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF LONDdN~FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

THE STANDARD MARINE~lNSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool. Capital, $5,000,000-

W. J. CALLINGHAM A CO., General Agents,
Aug. 12 213 Sansome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,500,000
Cash Assets 1,709,976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE * CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF LONDON.
[ INSTITUTED 1803. ]

London Assurance Corporation, of London
Established by Royal Charter 17S0

Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.

Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.

ROJBJEBT DICKSON, Manager.
S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building.

[October 11.J

COMMERCIAL UNION ASSURANCE COMPANY OF LONDON.
Capital $12,500,000, Gold.

FIRE AND MARINE.
OFFICE 310 SANSOME STREET, San Francisco
[March 10.] JOHN RAE HAMILTON, Manager.
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SUNBEAMS.
A potato t.'-e weot nn a muh, I do not carrot all to wed ;

Jit mi onion brxl
; . if ymi plooM

: <t onion meekly said,

A* all the heels turned rod. ,*imwh. "And I-t DS, pray, luivo pea*!

sweeping, cried: Go, think that y«>u have inner seen
uYoUI li>ve I cannot he; Myself or nneUed my sij;h!

The pumpkin be yaw lawful hride ; Ton long a maiilcii I have Iwan
You cauU-hmiie with u»f!

" For favor in your rye!
"

But onwan 1 still the tuber came, "Ah spare a curs!" the tuber prayed]
And laid down at htr feet

;

My eberryahed hride you'll be !

kuliflower by any name, You are the only weeping maid
And it will smell aa wheat

;

That's currant now with me! "

And I, too, am an early rose, And as the wily tuber spoke
And you I've come to see; He oaoght her by surprise.
So do not turnip your lovely nose, And, giving her an artioboke,
But spinachat with me!" Devoured hex with his eyes! - J'Jx.

A doctor is called to attend the son of a business man. He writes a
;
'ion that the family hasten to have tilled. On the following day

hi- return* to see his patient, aud finds the family iu tears. "Alaal
igbed the mother, " I did not believe the measles could kill my poor boy."
"The meaalee I

" exclaimed the doctor ; "he had the measles and you
didn't tell me!

"

" Yes," said Biggs, " I enjoy a glass now and then ; but I deny my-
self, feanng that I might take too much and say something foolish."
"Noneense!" exclaimed Fogg; "drink, if you like it. Say what you
will, nobody will ever suspect that you've been drinking—that is, nobody
who kuows you, you know."

The dude, the beautiful dude

!

The essence concentrated of trowsered prude !

W e see and love him, aud who shall dare
To chide us for loving a thing so fair?

"

We love his face, with smile so bland ;

We love the cane in his well-gloved hand ;

We love his sombre and lofty air,

His tout ensemble of well-dressed care.

We love the go-tothe-party dude,
Who stands by the wall as though firmly glued ;

Who goes to the opera with well-banged hair,
With a high silk hat and a languid air.

He walks on the avenue every day,
In a clerical collar and aimless way;
He rarely smiles, and his driveling talk
Is slow, like his tongue and his languid walk.—New York Evening Post.

Housemaid: " It does my heart good to see you and the baby togeth-
er. It's a pretty picture. Sure, and he's the image of you." Fond
Mother: " But they all say that he looks like his father, Mary." House-
maid: "Bless your soul, mum, he's not half good-looking enough for

that.

—

Life.

Would you advise me to adopt journalism as a pastime? Young
Blood: Certainly. You'll get yourself disliked and thumped into having
some sense quicker in that business than any other. —Bait. News.

New Geography.—Question: Why are the Eastern States sometimes
called New England? Answer: Because New England Hum was first

discovered in them. —Boston Transcript.

This is is the season of the year at which the hundred-dollar rug is

hung out over the front balcony, while the old rag-carpet is aired out un-
der the back stoop. —Puck.

This is the way, says the Whitehall Times, the "Girl of the Period " ia

affected: Five minutes walk to kirk
Markes her sick— it's awful work

—

And that is why she seldom heeds the bell

;

But let her young man call

And invite her to a ball

—

You never saw a girl so strong and well.

A Galveston child, little Charlie, was having a wordy war with his

nurse. His father sang out, "Now, Charlie, are you going to be quiet,

or shall I come with a switch ? " "Nevermind the switch, papa," re-

sponded the youngster ;
" I can set her right without your help."—Baltimore News.

"Mamma," said a little Gorham boy, "I gave Carrie a good hint to

go home to day." " What did you do, my son?" said the mother. "Oh,
I filled her mouth up with mustard and called it apple-sauce, and she
took the hint."

Now no one could see

—

And her waist was so slender

—

What wonder that we,
As no one could see,

Sat so long 'neath the tree

In an attitude tender.
Keally no one could see —

And her waist was so slender. —Mod. Argo.

The editors of Puck kept an office goat to eat up bad contributions

sent in, but when the animal displayed a hankering for their own copy,

they felt the slur keenly, got mad and drove the animal forth with clubs.

" What can a boy do ? " asked an exchange. Leave hiin alone in the
house with a pot of paint, a sharp knife and a bounding ball. Come
back in an hour and see what he has accomplished.

Familiar Quotations: "Set 'era up again!" " Seltzer in mine : " "A
little lemon, please! " " Here's looking at you!

" —N. Y. News.

"Saliva" isn't a popular lecture subject, and yet it's on every citizen's

tongue. —New York News.

Life proposes to kill time with a minute gun. —N. O. Picayune.

Is a man who bulls the market a stock-raiser ?

INSURANCE.

MARINE INSURANCE, THE GLOBE MARINE OF LONDON.
CAPITAL, $2,500,000.

THE CHINESE INSURANCE CO. (Marine) OF HONGKONG.
CAPITAL, $1,600,000.

WM. T. COLEMAN & CO.,
No. 121 market street,

[March 24.] Agents for tin' Pacific I toast.

INTERNATIONAL MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY (Limited)

OE LIVERPOOL.
CAPITAL $2,600,000

UNITED STATES FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF XEW YORK.

CAPITAL $250,000

DONALDSON & 00., Agents and Attorneys,^
310 California street, S. E.

[Feb. 24.) It. II . NAUNTON, manager.

TRANSATLANTIC FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF HAMBURG.

CAPITAL $1,500,000, TJ. S. Gold Coin
LOSSES PAID IN GOLD COIN IMMEDIATELY AFTER ADJUSTMENT.

This corporation holds contracts of sixteen other European Insurance Companies,
reinsuring by far the ^Tvater part of every risk as soon as accepted in our office.

THE COMIilNED SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL which our policies therefore offer to
the public amounts to 6)26,900,000, U. S. GOLD COIN, of which $7,650,000
IS PAID UP, besides the always available Reserve Funds.

GEO. MARCUS & CO.,
304 California street San Francisco,

GENERAL AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST. [Feb. 10.]

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.--UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

The California Lloyds.—Established In 1861.—Nos. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, §750,000 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates

!

Prompt Settlement of Loses ! ! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS. —J. Mora Moss,
Moses Heller, J. O. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Everson, A. B. Phipps, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Brandenstein, W. M. Hoafr, Nicholas
Lulling, James MorStt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Touchard,
George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Scholle, Charles
Baum, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, "Vice-President.

Jambs D. Bailey, Secretary. Geo. T. Bohkn, Surveyor. Nov. 6.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.

(lapltal 95,000,000.-—Agents: Balfour, Guthrie A Co., No.
/ 316 California street, San Francisco. Nov. 18.

G^LS FIXTURES!

ALL THE LEADING MANUFACTURERS.

NEW DESIGNS! ELEGANT PATTERNS!
— AT —

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES!

THOMAS TtAJY & CO,
[May 5] 122 AND 124 SUTTER STREET.

SEARCHER OF RECORDS FOR ALAMEDA COUNTY,

G. W. McKEAND.

Offices—Southeast Corner of Fourth and Broadway streets,

OAKLAND. March 31.

BLACK-WALNUT, OAK, ASH AND HICKORY
AT REDUCED PKICES.

JOHN WIGMORE, Spear and Howard sts„ S , F,

A. WALDSTEIN,
Lithographer and Zlucographer, No. 320 Sansome street,

Room 43, Second Floor. Auir. 19.

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,

STOCK BROKERS,
No. 314 Pine Street * San Francisco.

[May 20.]
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ONLY A PAUPER
Tile Tewkesbury Alms-house investigation is bringing most appall-

ing facts to light, that are shocking the moral sense of the country, and
form the subject of very grave comment on the part of the press of the
entire nation. The frightful enormities brought to light have been taking
place in the proud old commonwealth of Massachusetts, which boasts of

being to this country its " center of culture." It will now be able to pre-

fer a further and other claim. It is proven to be the center of most
abominable treatment of paupers. The indigent poor in that State for a
long time past appear to have had no rights that anybody was bound to

respect. Bad food, worse treatment and inhuman desecration of his or

he- remains after death have long fallen to the lot of the average Massa-
chusetts man or woman who might have the misfortune to fall into pov-

erty. The revelations lately made are simply revolting to our common
humanity, and reflect a degree of disgrace on the old Puritan State that

is as surprising as it is unexpected. It has been proven to be truer in

New England to-day than it was in Old England half a century ago, that

it is proper to hurl the poor "anywhere—anywhere out of the jworld;"

and the authorities there have seemed to say, " Rattle his bones over the
stones, for he's only a pauper that nobody owns." But all that is terribly

inhuman and utterly unworthy of the enlightenment, civilization aad
Christian charity of the age in which we live. But we do not think that
Massachusetts is alune in this matter. If such things can be done in a
green tree, what may not be done in a dry? Are we very sure that right

herein California like things are not daily happening? From time to

time ominous whispers have reached our ears as to the way in which the
remains of persons who have died in our Lunatic Asylums, Hospitals and
Alms-houses are disposed of, and we have something more than a suspi-

cion that a state of facts exists which, if fully, clearly and certainly

known, would cause a profound impression to run through this commun-
ity. The contracts that are periodically let for burying the indigent poor
have frequently attracted our attention, and we do not hesitate to say
that they are pregnant with meaning. Undertakers eagerly bid for this

business, and are very willing to perform it for nothing, and even to pay
a premium for a monopoly of it. Why is this so ? Is there any
other explanation but one ? Is it not apparent that there is a large
amount of money in it? Where is the profit to come from unless
it is derived from the sale of dead bodies? We believe that is precisely
where it does come from, and although we might not be able to supply
such technical legal proof as would sustain us in a libel suit, we are yet
well satisfied that we could produce evidence of a revolting condition of

things that would convince the judgment and satisfy the conscience of
reflecting men. Therefore, whilst appalled at the revelations in Massa-
chusetts, we may well be induced thereby to look nearer home. Our
word for it—and we know a thing or two of what is going on—there are
frightful enormities being perpetrated right here in California that our
people little imagine, and which, if fully realized, would cause a storm of
indignation the like of which has not often been witnessed in these parts.
But we do not think that the whole truth, in regard to those enormities,
is likely to be told just yet awhile. Nobody is interested in dragging the
whole truth to light, whilst a good many people are profitably concerned
in its suppression. We have no such courageous man in our midst as
Governor Ben. Butler, and until such a'one arises it is pretty certain that
the true inwardness of our Lunatic Asylums will remain a mystery; the
disposal of those who die in our Almshouses will be guessed at rather
than certainly known, the secrets of the Coroner's office will be still hid-
den, the ways of the County Hospital will continue to be an enigma,
and the bodies of the poor and the unfortunate will be deemed as so
much chattel property, to be sold for coin without regard to the rights or
sensibilities of surviving relatives. Some day, however, the officials, be-
ing more reckless than common, will be detected in some enormity of an
exceptionally atrocious character, that will arouse public opinion, lash it

into fury, and cause the whole evil system to be swept away. Did our
people realize what is at present going on, there would soon be such a
vitalized public opinion as we have referred to.

GRAVEYARD DESECRATION.
Our cemeteries are being desecrated to an extent that is little imag-

ined, and that, if fully understood, would cause an inexpressible pang of
anguish to pass through the minds of many of our citizens who have
friends buried at Lone Mountain and elsewhere. There are some three
medical schools in full blast in this city, and there is quite a premium on
bodies for dissection. We are accustomed to read in the Eastern press of
body snatching, and in our happy complacency of mind, we are inclined
to the belief that the offense is confined to the older centers of population.
But that we are persuaded is by no means true. We are assuredly not
more scrupulous in San Francisco than elsewhere. In our midst there
are some of the most reckless medicos to be found on this continent.
Some of them have found their way into the medical schools, and are
aiding and encouraging the procurement of " subjects" by means that are
unlawful, shocking and revolting. We have some pretty substantial rea-
sons to believe that body snatching is practiced in this city to an extent
that is little dreamt of. There is evidence that few prominent men who
die suddenly, or of unknown diseases, are allowed to remain undisturbed
in their vaults or graves. We have heard of one case in which the friends
of a dead millionaire are accustomed twice a week to put fresh flowers on
bis tomb, but his remains have long since been stolen. We think that
our cemeteries should he guarded by higher fences, and watched by night.
At present nothing is easier than to enter and desecrate them. If the
many facts were known that are discussed by young medicos when " in
their cups," there would be an uneasy feeling on the part of many sur-
viving relatives.

The Tobacco Rebate.—The early coming into operation of the new
Tariff law is causing quite a rush for Internal Revenue stamps, and the
revenue raised from this source will, during the present month, exceed any
thing known in the country's history. A telegram was flashed over the
wires on Wednesday that a certain Richmond (Va.) firm had ordered
stamps in a single day for 1,000,000 cigars. This was undoubtedly looked
upon as an enormous transaction by Eastern men, but San Francisco
takes the lead, as a single firm here paid S40,000 on Tuesday for stamps,
sufficient to pay the tax on §1,250,000 cigars.

OUR VILEST STATE INSTITUTION.
The State Prison at San Quentin has been three times investigated,

and on every occasion has been utterly condemned. Its management is a
shame, a scandal, and a disgrace. So bad was it that the administration
which appointed it felt constrained to set on foot an inquiry. A Board of

Investigators, consisting of Messrs. Mills, Watts and G-ibbs was ap-

pointed, and, although they naturally endeavored to soften things as

much as possible, they yet felt constrained to submit a report that is

terribly condemnatory of the existing condition of things, and if there

had not been hesitancy, weakness and impotency on the part of some-
body, there would have been a sweeping change in the conduct of

affairs long ago. It says littte for either the present or the last State

administration that such a change was not brought about long ago.

Certainly the evidence that not only justified but sternly demanded it

was complete and overwhelming. Ames, the appointed reformer of crimi-

nals, being caught in stealing what wasn't his'n, ought to have gone to

prison. The same is true of Commissary Berry. They appropriated
State property to their own use, and if that is not an offense calling

for their removal, we are at a loss to conceive what is. If fraud on
the part of a fiduciary agent and a prison reformer be not deemed im-

perative reason for deprivation of office, then in the name of common
sense what other crime can he be guilty of that should move the ap-

pointing power to remove him ? The report of a friendly Board of In-

quiry which ought to have sufficed for its conclusions were unequivocally
condemnatory. Since then Committees of the Assembly and Senate have
investigated the subject, and their reports are matters of record. More
sweeping allegations were never presented against a public institution.

Yet they by no means exhaust the truth. We are in possession of very
grave facts that are not to be found in either report. We are very
sure that there is a state of affairs prevailing at San Quentin that is

deeper and darker than anything that has yet been described, which
is certainly saying not a little when we remember the substance, force

and character of Senator Reddy's very able and masterly report. It

would seem as if further investigation were altogether unnecessary, yet
another one is about to be instituted. Specification of charges has been
filed with the State authorities at Sacramento, and presumably will be
thoroughly investigated. Meanwhile a most debasing, corrupt and de-

moralized condition of things prevail. A great deal of valuable time
has already been wasted in the failure to deal with abundantly proven
wrongs. It is to be hoped that matters will be hurried up, for San
Quentiu ought not to be allowed to continue one unnecessary hour the

sink of iniquity that it is. Governor Stoneman should apply himself to

the very important task of placing that institution on a creditable footing.

He has a better opportunity in this connection to do himself credit than
in anything else he is likely to be called upon to touch.

THE SYSTEM WRONG.
A very great deal has of late been said about the stealings of Gray,

O'Brien and others, and with much just cause. But is there not more
fault in the system than with the men ? There should be as many checks
as possible, a stern discipline, a close oversight and thorough vigilance

generally. The Harbor Commissioners, or other official heads of depart-

ments, who suppose that their whole duty is done when they appoint
Secretaries and leave them to run the whole concern without check or
hindrance, very gravely mistake their obligations to the public. They
have something more to do than meet in conclave once a week and pass
resolutions. It should be their anxious desire to watch things as nar-
rowly as if it was their own private business that was involved. For
that purpose they should receive an adequate salary, or they ought not to

accept the place. Men who take upon themselves public responsibilities

ought to fulfill them, and if they neglect their duties they should be held
to a strict accountability for any losses the State or city may incur. If

the Harbor Commissioners who held office during Gray and O'Brien's
regime are made to pay the losses that never would have been made if

they had been vigilant, a useful lesson will be taught, and embezzlement
of public funds will be much less frequent in the future. Men who seek
and accept offices of honor and emolument cannot too soon be taught
the nature of the obligations they assume. They ought, at least, to be as

faithful guardians of public interests as they would be in private ones.

FAT AND LUSTY HASTINGS.
President Hastings, or, as he is now generally known throughout the

School Department, "fat and lusty Hastings," the other night voted to

exclude the reporters from meetings of Committees of the Board. In re-

gard to this action there are two things to be said : first, if it were not in-

tended to do things that will not bear examination, there would be no ob-

jection to letting in the light of day; and in the next place, Hastings has
falsified his solemn pledge. The Democratic platform provided that there

should be no more secret committee meetings, and he pledged himself to

give effect to that promise. Yet at the first opportunity he goes back
upon himself, his pledges and his party, and seeks to do in private that

which he dare not face in public. Underlying this base tergiversation,

there is a reason and a motive that will hardly bear stating. But more
will be heard of it (hereafter. Things will more fully develop themselves
ere long. Just why Hastings sought a seat in the Board of Education
will be made manifest some day. Of course the man Eaton, whose resig-

nation Hastings returned at the dictation of boss Buckley, voted with
him. What is to be said of this well-matched pair who have so soon fal-

sified their solemn pledges. No wonder that with such men in power the

School Department is fast becoming the demoralized institution that it is.

This 'week a pompous functionary of the law called at Madame Skid-
inore's millinery parlors and ordered her to remove il

that dangerous Kate
Castleton bonnet " awning from the front of her store. " Certainly," re-

plied the Madame, "if you think it is dangerous; but I don't see why
you should call it after the Kate Castleton bonnet." " Well, Mad-
ame,'' snapped out the inspector, "I call it the Kate Castleton bonnet
because it's so unsightly."

Mrs. Craycroft, the sister of Sir John Franklin, died recently at her
house at Dorking, at the age of ninety. She spent the greater part of.

her fortune on the expeditions which were sent to the Arctic regions in

search of the famous explorer.
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TOWN CRIER.
"Iltftr lh» Cri»r'" "Whil th» d«Til art thooT
" On* that will play lb* (Uril. sir with ron."

' H«M a itlnc In hit Ui) as Ion* aa a flail.

Which mad* dim crow boldor and bolder.'

There is an excellent device for cooling an over boated brain, which
operatino in one of our most high-toned saloons in this city.

It oowbta «>f two apparently harmless looking wooden handlea bunging in

le nf the wall with > bright metallic guaga and an Index between
vertaxetl stockbroker, and the worried bneineas man, often

otly "ii the handles, which, commanioatfng with battery inside,
i pleasant current <>f electricity, regulated by the distance the

handle*: are pulled ont. A recent arrival - a very athletic Englishman
- >me things tn le.irn yet, mistook the apparatus this

-t of strength, end, seeing that the machine only registered
;t(K) llw. mi the gnaga, remarked that he could tear that blarsted pulling-
machine ont of the wall with one hand. The proprietor informed him
that be could keep it if he was able to pull it out, and at this point the
ran commenced. The latest acquisition to our society circles gave the

I one jerk, turned black in the face, and yelled, " Stop this bloody
dynamite box ; its blowing me np ! Damn the Irish !

" It is needless to

I he was released by putting his hands together, when he fell back
against the bar and broke about 16 worth of glasses. He has forwarded
a statement of his case to the Home Authorities, and asked for the extra-
dition of the saloon-keeper and all his relatives on suspicion that they
were concerned in the Phoenix Park murders.

These flying-bakeries, peripatetic orange-vending carts, and other mov-
ing industries are not all they are cracked up to be. This week a pedlar
with a 20 horse-power voice was going up Union-street hill about noon,
with about half a ton of oranges on his wagon. The children were all

rushing out of school, and of them, a tender-hearted little boy of nine
Bummere, noticed how the poor lean horse groaned aud sweated under its

burden, and how it quivered every time its driver yelled " O-o-o-ranges,
all sweet, fifteen cents a dozen ; O-o-o-ranges." Speeding on his mission
of mercy, be slid behind the cart and quietly loosening the tailboard
walked demurely down hill. Somehow that horse had not gone a block
further up the hill before he seemed to recover his spirits, and by the
time he reached the top of the hill he was actually neighing with content-
ment. His master, however, continued to yell, " O-o-o-ranges," at the
top of his voice, only his horse got into a trot, which made him at once
suspect there was something wrong with his load. Later, as he returned
past that school-bouse, and saw enough orange-peel on the sidewalk to
make about 300 jars of marmalade, the truth dawned on him, and he
swears now by his fingernails that he is opposed hereafter to the entire
system of education in the United States as a fraud of the worst kind.

The new plan of education, which is engrossing the serious attention
of all the heads of colleges and seminaries for young ladies in the coun-
try, is in the main an excellent one. Its principal feature consists in the
reciprocal succession, or alternation of studies, demanding widely diverse
fields of thought. Here is the most popular order of half-hour exercises:
Botany, followed by the banjo ; Philosophy and Plain Cooking ; Calculus
and making Bouquets ; Sanscrit and swinging Indian Clubs ; Hydrostat-
ics, to be followed by a morning walk devoted to the study of making
"mashes"; Evolution and the Boston Dip, etc. The debating societies

will take Up such subjects as " Does the excessive use of the skipping-rope
produce necrosis of the bone of the leg ? " " What is the influence of car-
amels on the zygomatic muscle?" " Were the conical projections of the
molars of the mastodon adapted to the healthy practice of chewing gum ;

and "How far may the scubellated bones of the sturgeon be introduced
as a measure of improvement on the modern corset?" Such a curriculum
is the embodiment of practical education, and will place us as usual at the
head of the Tripos.

It is not the province of this department, as a rule, to praise. Com-
pliments do more harm than good, and constitute the diet on which
fatwits grow mentally adipose. But a ringing, hearty word of commenda-
tion comes tearing like a Maelstrom from our pen, caused by the perusal
of some recent editorials in the Evening Post. That journal, defying the
monopolies, the bosses and the gutter-sewage opinions of that low zoophyte
yclept public opinion, said boldly and fearlessly last Tuesday, to its

leader: " There are dogs and dogs * * *. It is questionable whether there
are not more varieties and species of dogs than of any other animals on
the globe. A cat is a cat whenever you see one." Well might the Dem-
ocrats and Southern Chivs, who have temporarily usurped the seats in

our high places, have trembled, as they read these prophetic words, for

they were gall, wormwood, cinchona rubra and bitter aloe3 to their re-

creant souls. 'Tis well

!

The number of elevator accidents here, there and everywhere, ia

gradually shaking the faith of the public in this valuable invention, and
perhaps in the face of the very shocking accident last week, it is hardly a
subject to trifle with. But as showing what ludicrous things persons will

say, when struck by terror, the following incident is worth preserving. A
lady was going up in a hydraulic lift one day this week to inspect some
goods in the top story of a Post-street store. The boy, who was a new
hand, tried to stop it half way up, and couldn't. Unconscious of the
fact that it would stop of itself when it reached the top floor, he yelled
to the lady, "I can't stop it! help!" " Are we going to fall ?" shrieked
the lady. " No, mum," screamed the boy, "we're going right plumb
through the roof

!"

A female fiend, hitched on to the euphonious name of Mary Jones,
has just started from Pawpaw, Michigan, to walk to California on foot.

She will take up subscriptions, yive lectures, beg, sponge and otherwise
beat her way to this fair and innocent burg, until by dint of mashing
conductors on the railroad, and exhibiting her bunions to the populace,
she will arrive with enough money to set up as a corn-doctor, a female
clairvoyant, or a side show to a circus. Mary Jones has shown Michi-
gan a clean pair of heels, but if her hoofs are not horny enough to start a
glue-factory in San Francisco, on her arrival, then the roads between
here and Michigan must be vastly better than the generality of our streets.

The conductor of the Napa train was rather puzzled one day this
week by finding ICO lady passengers of all sges, sizes and stylesof beauty,
on the cars. It was not a sohool teachers' excursion, f«-r they had all paid
full fares, and he was nearly crazy trying to solve the problem until he

utallv picked up the "Personals "of the Chronicle, and read that
Mr. Win. K. York, of Napa, "a yonng gentleman of twenty-six Bum-
mers," and '""I" good standing," had "a happy Imme in the redwoods,"
and wanted to make the acquaintance of a young lady with a view to
matrimony. At last accounts Mr. York was hiding in the redwoods and
being hunted by lap-dogs, and his happy home was in possession of three
old maids who are goiug tofight it out if it takes twenty six more Sum-
mon. We have always maintained that success in all branches of business
is best obtained by advertising judiciously.

Harriet Beecher Stowe evidently thinks that death is a compound
of molasses and treacle. In a recent metrical effusion she observes that
"the sweet closing of an eye may bring us there lo be." After having
indulged in this evident attempt at a wink, she then proceeds to " close
the ear. wrapped in a trance of bliss and gentle drawn in loving arms to
swoon." The "gentle drawn " is so suggestive of butter that the casual
reader may be pardoned for thinking that the old lady derives all her
poetical ideas from her cook-book, which is by all odds the most sensible
thing she has written. Yes, death is like a mayonnaise, or oysters conked
with cream, champignons a la Bordelaise—a culinary dream. Hope
Harriet won't die of inflammatory rheumatism or cramps.

The last Congress, in its gratitude to the coast Indians around St.
Lawrence Bay, appropriated $3,000 with which to buy useful presents for
them. If this appropriation follows the fate of all former ones, we may
reasonably expect that the Northern red-skins will be bountifully pro-
vided this Winter with bead-necklaces i nd a few shoddy blankets, and
that the great bulk of the money will stick to the greasy palms of the
contractors and agents. If the sun ever shines on the honest adminis-
tration of any money primarily designed for the benefit or improvement
of Indians, that august luminary will probably repeat his miraculous act
as related in the Old Testament, and stand still for a week, in sheer as-
tonishment.

The latest recipe for getting the truth out of a woman is the inven-
tion of a Frenchman, who claims ihat the stock phrase about reading it

in her eyes is all humbug. He insists that all women tell falsehoods with
their eyes, which are now brilliant, now moist, now half closed, pleading,
caressing and voluptuous. But he concludes, after years of study, that
the lips have neither lashes, lids nor tears to bring into action ; that in
fact they are in one sense naked, and powerless to conceal the play of the
nerves. The moral of all this seems to be always to watch your wife's
mouth when she is telling you how she spent last week's money, and
never to marry a woman with a mustache.

The Prince of Wales' new palace-car contains two bed-rooms, a
study and a saloon, among other things. If his Royal Highness ever
gets hard-up, he has only to run his house-on-wheels out here and go
into business. Provided it is a first-class saloon, and Wales stocks it

with good liquors, he would do well anywhere, especially if the two
dressing-rooms adjoining are fitted up for card-rooms. In these days,
when the discontented masses are constantly ringing in a cold deck on
royal games all over the world, hints of this description will be found
useful by crowned heads to cut out and paste in their hats.

Plymouth Church has gone wrong again. Most people were under
the impression that temperance people, and above all, temperance lectur-
ers, never quarreled with their kind. But now comes a T. L. named Eli
Johnson, whose wife is also a T. L., and President of a Temperance
Union in Brooklyn, N. Y., and sues Henry Higley, a prominent member
of Plymouth Church, for $100,000, for undue intimacy with and the
alienation of the affections of his wife. How frightfully tea and soda-
water do sometimes demoralize the best natures, and deaden their senBe
of morality and self-respect

!

Mr. John D. Sullivan having been knocked out in one round by the
champion, Mr. Hemorrhage of the lungs, is now devoting his attention
to the art of learning to read, preparatory to opening up a course of study
which will fit him for the. religious lecture field. Stripped to the waist
for his work, in smiting the spiritual Philistines, whose ranks he has de-
serted, he will shortly don the mittens of faith, hope and charity, and
put up his props with Bob Ingersoll, or any other lion of infidelity who
can be persuaded to lie down with a lamb from Mr. Sullivan's still ter-

rific right hand.

Sara Bernhardt, in a history of her life shortly to be issued, is

credited with modestly saying of herself: "1 was not pretty. I resem-
bled a little the 'Mater Dolorosa' of Velasquez. I had the thin arms of
the 'Fomarina,' the indolence of Titian's 'Venus,' and the dream-look of
Raphael's 'Santa Cecilia.' " With a Kate Castleton bonnet on her, our
own impression is that a few hundred years ago she would have been mis-
taken for the pole that Gessler hung his hat on for the unruly Swiss to

bow down to.

In the examination of Gray this week, before Judge Lawler, coun-
sel for defendant in his endeavor to prove that the papers on which Gray
was surrendered and extradited from Mexico were imperfect and invalid,

said: " There is still a missing link." Coming from the lips of Mr.
Darwin, this observation is natural although not original.

If Darwin pleads the missing link

Exists, aa most men hold,

Let Gray confess, and then, we think,
He could a tale unfold.

A Baptist church is in course of erection in Salt Lake City, on the
site adjoining the great Mormon Temple. The congregation hope, by
making converts from the ranks of the Latter Day Saints, to throw con-
siderable cold water on the scheming polygamists.

It took thirteen strokes of a sword recently, in Japan, to cat a
man's head off. In California it only takes about thirteen seconds to cut
a man's bead off when a new political party comes into power, and it is

done with one stroke—of the pen.
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The Only Direct, and the Shortest, Quictcest
and Rest Fquipped Broad-Gauge Road to
the Immense Redtvood Forests of Sonoma
County and the Beautiful Scenery of the
Russian River.

Boats and Trains Leave San Francisco as follows

:

7*0^ A - M -» Daily (Sundays excepted), via San
•*~' c-' Rafael, from MARKET-STREET WHARF,

for Petaluma, Santa Rosa, Healdsburg, Cloverdale,
Guerneville and Way Stations. Stages connect at Gey-
serville for Skaggs' Springs, and at Cloverdale for High-
land Springs, Kelseyville, Soda Bay Lakeport, Navarro
Uidge, Mendocino City, Ukiah aud Geysers.

1> \ily. Except Sundays.
2- Ate p. M.,via Donahue, from WASHINGTON*

.*±QJ STREET WHARF; and
4. C5 r\ p. m, via Sau Rafael, from MARKET-STREET

cJV-/ WHARF, for Petaluma, Cloverdale and
Way Stations.

Sunday Excursions.
8-On *- M » Sundays only, via Donahue, from

-^v-» WASHINGTON-STREET WHARF, for Clo-
verdale and Way Stations. Round-Trip Tickets on Sun-
days : To Petaluma, $1 50; Santa Rosa, §2; Healdsburg,
§3; Cloverdale, Si 50; Guerneville, S3. Returning, will

arrive in San Francisco at 6:45 p. m.

ARTHUR HUGHES, PETER J. McGLYNN.
General Manager. G. P. and T. A.

SONOMA VALLEY RAILROAD.

This Mood Runs Through the Finest Vine-
yards in the State.

Boats and Trains Leave San Francisco as follows

:

2"A^ p - **> Daily (Sundays excepted), from WASH-**tl INGTON-STREHT WHARF, for the Town
of Sonoma, Glen Ellen and Way Points.

Sunday Excursions.
8-OH A - M - (Sundays only), from WASHINGTON-

.£^\j STRKET WHARF, for the Town of So-
noma, Glen Ellen a'id Way Points. RouDd-Trip Tickets:
To Sonoma, §1; to Glen Ellen, §1 50.

ARTHUR HUGHES, PETER J. McGLYNN,
Generai Manager. Gen. Pass, and Tkt. Agt.

NORTH PACIFIC COAST
RAILROAD.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing SVNDAY, April 1st, 1SS3,

Boats and Trains willRun as follows:
FOR SAN RAFAEL (via San Quentin Ferry)—*7:05,

+8:15, «9:20, +10:25 a. w., +1:10, *1:45, +3:45, #4:50 p. w.
(Via Saucelito Ferry)—+8:00, #8:50 A. m., #3:35, *5:3l),
+6:40 p. m.

FROM SAN RAFAEL (via San Quentin Ferry)—#8:00,
t8:50, #10:35, +11:45 A. M., +2:15, +2:25, +4:25, *5:20 p. M.
(Via Saucelito Ferry)—#6:50, +7:30, #8:45 a. m., +6:20p. m.
Week days. +Sundays only.

FOR SAUCELITO (Week Days)-S:50, 10:30 a. m.,
1:30, 3:35, 5:30 p. M.
(Sundays) —S:00, 10:00 A. m., 12:00 m., 2:00, 4:15,

G:40 P. Ji.

FROM SAUCELITO (Week Days)—7:45, 9:30, 11:20,
A. M.,2:30, 4:45 P. M.
(Sundays)— 8:45, 11:00 a. m., 1:00,3:15, 5:30, 7:20 P. m.
On Monday an extra trip from San Francisco at 7:00

a. m., and on Saturday from Saucelito at 6:15 P. M.

Q./^A a. M, Daily, Sunday's excepted (via Saucelito
^•t/VF Ferry), fur Point Reyes and Way Stations.
Returning, arrives in S. F. (via Saucelito) 5:20 p. m.

"1 .A PC P. M. Daily, Sundays excepted (via San Quentin
1 .<±0 Ferry), THROUGH TRAIN, for Duncan Mills
and Way Stations. (Through Train from Duncan Mills
arrives in San Francisco at 11:45 A, M.)

Stagre Connections.
Stages leave Duncan Mills every morning, except

Mondays, for Stewart's Point, Point Arena, Cuffey's
Cove, Mendocino City and all points on the North Coast.

Saturday to Monday Excursions.
EXCURSION TICKETS, sold on Saturdays and Sun-

days, good to return following Monday.—Fairfax, SI;
Camp Taylor, $2; Point Reyes, §2 50; Tomales, S3 50;
Duncan Mills, §5.

Sunday Excursions.
8:00 a. m. from Saucelito Ferry... { Excursion Train
8:15 a. ni. from San Quentin Ferry ) every Sunday
for Duncan Mills and Way Stations.
Returning, arrives in San Francisco (via Saucelito

Ferry) 7:50«p. u. FARES FOR ROUND TRIP.-Camp
Taylor. SI 75; Print Reyes, $2: Tomales, S2 50; Duncan
Mills, S3.

DAVID NYE, F. B. LATHAM,
Gen'l Supt. Gen'l Pass and Tat. Agt.

C. P. R. R.
Time Schedule, Monday, April 30, 1883.

Trains leave, and are due to arrive at,
San Franciscoas follows:

LEAVE
(for)

DESTINATION. ARRIVE
(from)

9:30 a.m.

•4:00 p.m.
4:30 P.M.

8:00 A.M.
3:30 P.M.

*4:30 P.M.

8:00 A.M.
*4 :00 p.m.

9:30 a.m.
4:30 P.M.
7:30 a.m.

*4:00 P.M.

7:30 a.m.
*4:30 P.M.

tS:00 A.M.
9:30 a.m.
7:30 a.m.

#5:00^.M
9:30 A.M.

*4:00 P.M
8:00 a.m
7:30 a.m.

10:00 a.m
3:00 P.M
5:00 P.M
3:30 P.M
5:30 p.m.

8:00 a.m
*8:00 a.m
8:00 A.M
7:30 A.M,

8:00 A.M.
3:30 P.M.

*4:30 P.M.

*4:00 p.m
7:30 A.M.

110:00 a.m.
3:00 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m,

3:30 P.M
#4:00 p.m.

4:30 P.M.

3:30 P.M
S:00 a.m.

*4:30 P M.

..Antiochand Martinez

. . .Calistoga and Napa

. J Deming, El Paso 1 Express. _

.

.(and East f Emigrant

. j Gait and ^ via Livermore

. j Stockton ) via Martinez

. . . Knight's Landing
" " (tSundays only).

. . . Los Angeles and South
. . Livermore and Pleasanton.

.

.Madera and Fresno..

.Marysville and Chico •

.Nile's and Haywards

. ( Ogden aDd J Express

. \ East ("Emigrant...

. I Red Bluff ) viaMar , sville.

. f and Tehama 1 via Woodland.
..Redding

f Sacramento ) *]»^T'6

} and Colfax
J viaBeni( .ia-- _

. . . Sacramento, via Benicia

. . . Sacramento River Steamers.
, . . San Jose

...Vallejo..

" ....(JSundays only)
..Virginia City

. . Woodland

2:40 p. m.

12:40 p.m.
*10:10 A.M.

7:40 P.M.

11:10 a.m.

*10:10a.m.
*10:10 a.m.

7:40 P.M.
2:40 p.m.

7:10 a.m.
5:40 p.m.

12:40 P.M.
5:40 P.M.

*10.10a.m.
£11:10 a.m
2:40 p.m.

5:40 p.m.
*8:40a.M.
2:40 P.M.

12:40 p.m.
5:40 p.m.
5:40 P.M.
3:40 P.M.
9:40 A.M.
$8:40 A.M
11:10 a.m.
6:10 A.M.
5:40 P.M.

*7 :40 P.M.
6:40 P.M.
5:40 p.m.

7:40 P.M,

11:10 a.m.

no: 10 A.M.

*6:00 A.M.
*3:40 P.M.

13:40 P.M.
9:40 a.m.
7:40 p.m.

2:40 P.M.
*10:10 A.M.
1 12:40p.m.
{11:10 a.m.

11:10 A.M.
*7:40 P.M.

* 10: 10 A.M.
111:10 a.m.

Train leaving Sac Francisco at 8:00 A.M. should meet
Pacific Express from Ogden at Port Costa; and that
leaving at 9:311 a.m. should meet Pacific Express from
El Paso at Antioch.

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland Pier.

From "SAN FRANCISCO," Pally.

To EAST OAKLAND— »6.00, *6:30, 7:00, 7:30, 8
8:30, 9:00, 9:30, 10:00, 10:30, 11:00, 11:30, 12:00, 12.

1:00, 1.30, 2:00, 2:30, 3:00, 3:30, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5

6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, »12:00.

To FRUIT VALE— 6:00, -6:30, «7:00, '7:30. "8:00, "8:

»3:30, "4:00, »4:30, «5:00, »5:30, *6:00, "6:30, 9:00.

To FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— >9:30, 6:30, 111
•12:00.

To ALAMEDA—«6:00, »6:30, 7:00, *7:30, 8:00, *S:30,

9

9:30,10:00, (10:30, 11:00, {11:30, 12:00, 112:30, 1

11:30, 2:00, 3:00, 3:30, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:

7:00, 8:00, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, »12:00.

To BERKELEY — "6:00, »6:30, 7:00, *7:30, 8:00, »8:

9:00, 19:30, 10:00, 110:30, 11:00, 111:30, 12:00, 1:

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4-30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:

9:00, 10:00, 11:00, *12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—«6:00, *6:30, 7:00, "7:30, 18:

'8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, 11:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, "4:

5:00, *5:30, 6:00, *6:30, 7:00.

To "SAN FRANCISCO." Pally.

From FRUIT VALE—'-'6:20, *6:50, *7:20, "7:50, *S:20.
"8:50, -'9:20, "10:21, *4:20, "4:50, *5:20, »6:50, '6:20,

•6:50, 7:25, 9:50.

From FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—"5:15, "5:45, 16:45,
9:15, '3:15.

From EAST OAKLAND—«5:27,»5:57, 6:27, 6:57, 7:27,
7:57, 8:27, S:57, 9:27, 9:57, 10:27, 10:57, 11:27, 11:57,

12:27, 12:57, 1:27, 1:57, 2:27, 2:57, 3:27, 3:57, 4:27, 4:57,

6:27, 5:57, 6:27, 6:57, 7:57, 8:57, 9:57, 10:57.
From BROADWAY, Oaki,and-*5:36, *6:06, 6:36, 7:06,

7:36.8:06,S:36, 9:06, 9:36, 10:06,10:36.11:06, 11:36,12:06,
12:36, 1:06, 1:36, 2:06, 2:36, 3:06, 3:36, 4:06, 4:36, 5:06,

6:36, 6:06, 6:36, 7:06, 8:06, 9:06, 10:06, 11:06.
From ALAMEDA—*5:22, '5:52, '6:22, 6:52, '7:22, 7:52,

'8:22, 8:52, 9:22, 9:52, 110:22, 10:52, 111:22, 11:52,
112:22, 12:52, }1.22, 1:52, 2:52, 3:22, 3:52, 4:22, 4:52,
5:22, 5:52, 6:22, 6:52, 7:52, 8:52, 9:52, 10:52.

From BERKELEY -»5:15, »5:45, "6:15, 6:45, »7:15, 7:45,
'8:15, 8:45, 19:15, 9:45, 110:15, 10:45, 111:15, 11:45,
12:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:15, 4:15, 4:45, 5:15, 5:45, 6:15, 6:45,
7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY— *5:45, «6:15, 6:45, *7:15,
7:45, 8:45, 19:15, 9:45, 10:45, 112:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45,
4:45, *5:15, 5:45, *6:15, 6:45, *7:15.

From SAN FRANCISCO—»7:15, 9:15, "11:15, 1:16,
3:15, 5:15.

From OAKLAND—«6:15, 8:15, "10:15, "12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

"Daily, except Sundays. tSundays only.

" Standard Tine " furnished by Randolph & Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.
A. N. TOWNE, T. H. GOODMAN,

Gen. Manager. Gen. Pass, and Tkt. Agt.

BROAP GAUGE.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Wednesday, April 18th, 1883,
And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave
from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend St., between 3d and 4th streets),as follows:

8:30 a.m.

t 9:30 a m.

10:40 a.m.
• 3:30 P.M.

4:25 P.M.
« 5:15 P.M.

6:30 P.M.

111:45 P.M.

I

8:30 A.M.

10:40 a.m
* 3:30 p.m
4:25 P.M

10:40 A.M.
• 3:30 P.M.

DESTINATION.

m Mateo, Redwood,.,
.and Menlo Park

( \

J .. Santa Clara, San Joseand.. !

I

..Principal Way Stations. . .

j

A J

8:10

9:03
*10:02
* 3:36

t 4:59

6:00

t 7:50

t 8:15

9:03

10:02

3:36

6:00

t 8:15

a.m
A.M.

P.M.

P.M.

P.M.

Gilroy, Paja.ro, Castroville M "10:02

...Salinas and Monterey ... f 1 6:02

AM.
P.M.

10:4
* 3:30 P.J

M-(..

10:40 A.M.
* 3.30 P.M.

Hollisterand Tres Pinos.,

Watsonville, Camp Goodall. \

Aptos, New Brighton, Soquel f

(Camp Capitola) and Santa f

Cruz )

2 A.M.
) P.M.

'10.02 /

6:00 i

10:40 a.m.
|

. .Soledad and Way Stations.. |
fl:00 P.M

P.M.*. -r.Qfi . „|j .. Monterey and Santa Cruz.. i| + q.,o t
t 7.30a.m.|j

(Sunday Excursion).... fF
•Sundays excepted. tSundays only.

JTheatre train, Saturdays only.

STAGE CONNECTIONS are made with the 10:40 A. M.

Train, except PESCADERO Stage via San Mateo, and
PACIFIC CONGRESS SPRINGS Stage via Santa Clara,

which connect with 8:30 A. M. Train.

SPECIAL ROUND-TRIP TICKETS—At Reduced
Rates— to Pescaderd, Monterey, Aptos, Soquel and
Santa Cruz; also to Gilroy, Paraiao and Paso Robles

Springs.

EXCURSION TICKETS—Sold Saturdays and on Sun-
day|mornings—good toretu'non Monday: To Santa Clara
or San Jose, §2 50; to Gilroy, $4; to Monterey or Santa

Cruz, $5; also to principal points between San Francisco

and San Jose.

SUNDAY EXCURSION TICKETS—To either Monte-
rey or Santa Cruz, and return, $3.

TICKET OFFICES. - Passenger Depot, Townsend
street, and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.

A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH, .

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

^-SOUTHERtf DIVISIONS -ffifr

For points on Southern Divisions and the East, see

C. P. R. R. Time Schedule. April 14.

SOUTH PACIFIC COAST
RAILROAD.

Newark, San Jose, Los Gates, Glenwood,
Big Trees, Felton and Santa Cruz.

Passenger Trains leave Station, FOOT OF MARKET
STREET, SOUTH SIDE, at

:

8.QA a. m. daily—Alvarado, Newark. Centreville,
. CJ \J Alviso, Santa Clara. SAN JOSE, Los Gatos,

Wrights, Glenwood, Felton, Big Trees, SANTA CRUZ
and all Way Stations. (Parlor Car.)

2.0/~\ p. m. (except Sundaj), Express—Alvarado,
•O *-/ Newark, Centreville, Alviso, Agnew's, Santa

Clara, SAN JOSE, Los Gatos and all Stations to SANTA
CRUZ. (Parlor Car.)

4. o r\ p. m. daily, for Sau Jose, Los Gatos and in-
c_5 KJ termediate points.

Stages connect at Los Gatos for Congress Springs.

On SUNDAYS Special Passenger Traiu leaves San
Jose 6:25 p. M. ; arrives in San Francisco S:30 P. M.

85 Excursions to SANTA CRUZ and 82 50
to SAN JOSE on Saturdays and Sundays, to return un-

til Monday, inclusive. §3 Excursions to BIG
TREES and SANTA CRUZ every SUNDAY, 8:30 A. m.

To Oakland and Alameda.
§0:30—7:30—8:30—9:30—10:30—11:30 a. m. U12:30—

1:30—2:30—3:30-4:30—5:30-0:30—7:30—10-11:30 p. M.

From Fourteenth and Webster streets,
Oakland.

§5:57—§6:57— 7:57—8:52— 9:52— 10:52—1111:52 A. M.

12:52—1:52— 2:52—3:52—4:52—5:52—6:52—10:20 p. M.

Sundays only, 7:52 p. m.

From Higb street, Alameda.
§5:45— §6:45-7:45—8:35— 9:35— 10:35—fll:35 A. M.

12:35—1:35—2:35-3:35 -4:35-5:35—6:35-10:05 p. M.

§Sundays excepted. IJSaturdays and Sundays only.

TICKET, Telegraph and Transfer Office, 222 MONT-
GOMERY STREET, San Francisco.

A. H. FRACKER, R. M. GARRATT,
Gen'l Supt. G. F. and P. Agent.
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THE PASTOR.
Tliey carried pfa to the pttUn^B house,

-\ml they acattarad the floor with crumbs,
And marked the Learn "f hh choicest book^

With the prtntB oi their gr&Mj thumbs.

piled bis dishes hijih and thick
\\ it h a lot of unhealthy cake.

While they gobbled the buttered toast aud rolls

Which the pastor's wife did wake.

They hung round t'lytie'a classic neck
Their apple parings in sport.

And every one laughed when .1 clumsy lout
Spilt his tea on the pianoforte.

Next day the parson went down on his kuees
With his wife, hut not to pray:

O no ; 'twas to scrape the grease and dirt

From the carpet and stairs away.

LETTER FROM PARIS.
Paris, April 4, 1883 : At this season, when amusements are in full

swiii-. political circles are necessarily dull. Yet, since my last, the An-
archists have been Riving the Ministers, Deputies and the Police consider-

able anxiety, with their Sunday meetings, proclamations in placards, and
flaunting of red flags. The 18th passed off quietly enough out of door8,

but indoors it was celebrated by several Socialist dinners, at which many
a toast was drunk to the success of anarchy. Perhaps the most interest-

ing event of the day was the Bal de la Pveine Blanche, at which the frreat

unwashed love to congregate, and where the perfume is horribly suggest-
ive of the Estaminct or Ckarcuterie, and the air resounds with noisy de-

nunciations of the Government, while perspiring demons dance the wild-

est of can cans, ' Of other demonstrations, probably the most noticeable

has been the outbreak by the youngters of Louis le Grand. The Quartier
Latin has been overrun with these young rebels against the authority of

the despotic pi-oviseur, but the only persons who have as yet profited by
the outbreak are the proprietors of the small cheap cafes, where the snob
rid themselves of their few sous, and prepare incendiary articles for the
press. Parnell is said to have left Paris after having been interviewed ad
nauseam, and after dining with Rochefort, who shows the drift of their

talk by an exhaustive article in the Intransigeant, on " The English Out
of India."
The latest theatrical success, owing to its bright dialogue and pecu-

liarly original plot, is Le Fond du Sac, produced on Saturday night at the
Palais Royal. It is hardly more than a three-act farce, like most come-
dies of the present day, but, unlike them, the situations are novel. The
andience are asked to follow in it the amusing adventures of half a dozen
dolls containing bon-bons, with which Mme. Julia de St. Hubert has been
presented on New Year's Day by as many admirers. One of the dolls

contains ten bon-bons, each of which is rolled up in a thousand franc note,

but, ignorant of this fact, Mme. Julia gives the dolls away to her maid
and her friends. The search after these, on Ijae fact being made known
to Mme. Julia by her lover, who, of course, is a married man, the scene
being laid in France, and the complications that occur between the wife,

the actress, and the lover are of a most amusing character, and the latter

eventually finds that the doll has cost him forty instead of ten thousand
francs. The house was in a continuous roar of laughter from the rise to

the fall of the curtain. The author is M. Pierre Deconcelle, who has also

written Vasde Trejte.

The fashionable world take their drives in the Bois, but Easter being
early this year, Spring fashions have hardly as yet had a chance. Easter
Sunday is the day for new bonnets, and in fine weather the excuse is

taken to appear in an open carriage. Flowers are the chic this year, and
for the moment simple country flowers are affected rather than the dainty
products of the hot-house. Dandelions, buttercups, primroses, pansies
and corn-flowers surmount the straw bonnets and hats which till the
shop windows, while straw has utterly vanished, but tinted straw in

every variety of color, including Cyprus and olive greens, scarlet, the
chromatics of gray, blue and brown, are in demand, the flowers in trim-

ming being chosen to form a contrast to the straw foundation. Bonnets
are small, hats large, with strings narrow and tied under the ear. In
dress English influences seem to prevail; simplicity of outline is preferred,

flounces and kilting being pronounced old-fashioned. Redfern, the Eng-
lish ladies' tailor, who established, not long ago, a branch establishment
in the Rue de Rivoli, sets the fashion in woolens, and, disdaining flounces,

uses mohair braid in perpendicular or horizontal stripes, with good effect.

In evening dresses the short frocks of the Louis XV period are preferred,

and are made of velvets, hand embroidered in gold, and trimmed with
rosea and garlands of flowers, the bodice being of course cut square. Ar-
tistic ateliers have been full of visitors oil the lookout for good things of

the coming Salon, while Duclos, Charbonnel and many other shops have
been crowded with the young and the old, the grave and the gay.

Bancroche.

A CAT STORY.
A man now living in Kingston, emigrated to the West many years ago,

and bought a house which had stood unoccupied for considerable time.

The first night he heard sounds that convinced him that there were rats

in the cellar, and on investigating he found that hundreds of the creatures

were disporting themselves there. Having eaten a quarter of beef down
to the bone, they were playing tag among the shelves. He offered to

introduce the family cat, but she declined to be presented. The next day
she was missing, until the family thought they had lost her ; but on
the fourth day a familiar " meow " was heard, and there was tabby at the

head of a column of three dozen cats in light marching order, their backs
up and their tails rampart. The front door was opened and the detach-

ment moved down the cellar stairs in good order. The next morning a
flour barrel full of dead rats was buried behind the house, and the cats re-

turned to their homes.—National Weekly.

»S~Diamond Dyes will color anything any color, and never fail,

easiest and best way to economize. 10 cents, at all druggists.

The

THE HOTEL DEL MONTE

HOT SALT WATER SWIMMING BATHS

HAVE BEEN REOPENED FOR THE SEASON.

Tho DRIVICS have all been put hi excellent repair, and the Climate is incon,|>aru-

bly lovely. FISHING in the bay and rivers is very good. Tho GROUNDS, com-

prising 120 acres, contain

Drives, Lawn Tenis, Croquet, Swings, Sand Boxes, and a Hundred
Other Things for Frolicking Children. March 31.

LOWELL r^PJER, SHOT SHELLS.
Manufactured by the U. S. Cartridge Go.

SUPERIOR TO AJLL OTHERS.

FIRST QUALITY-WATERPROOF. SECOND QUALITY-GOOD FOR ONE
SHOT. SURE FIHE AND DURABLE.

Cartridges, Brass Shells, Loading Implements, etc.

g3F" For sale hy all dealers. March 31,

ROCK NURSERIES.

TREES FOR SALE.
A Large Assortment of Thrifty, Well-Grown Fruit, Shade and

Ornamental Trees.

NEW AND RARE EVERGREENS,
PALMS, BAMBOOS, SHRUBS, EOSES, etc. SMALL FRUITS, including a Large

Variety of GRAPEVINES tor Table, for Wine and for Raisins.

STRAWBERRIES.
OF NEWEST AND BEST VARIETIES FOR MARKET AND FOR PROFIT.

Descriptive Catalogues will be Sent as follows:

No. 1.—Fruits, Grapevines, Berries, etc 3 cents

No. 3.—Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, etc 3 cents

[March 17] JOHN ROCK, Mill Jose, Cal.

C. W. M. SMITH, /?^\
The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor, mi3StfQ\

Established in 1862, UfATEH 1 Qi

Removed to 224 Sansome Street. \Sw7>>/

63?" MR. C. W. M. SMITH is the patent attorney for Marriott's Aeroplank Com-
pany for Navigating the Air. Oct. 22.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,
Agents for BICOBD'S RESTOKATIVE PIL.I.S,

635 Market Street... Sail Fraucisco, Cal.

PALACE HOTEL. June 24.

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,

OCULIST,
Formerly at No. 317 Bush street, has removed to Phelan's

Building, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 m. to 3 p.u.

Take the Elevator. .
May 27.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 315 GEARY ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.

Feb. 6.] OFFICE HOURS: 1 to 4 P.M.

H
L. E. PRATT

as resumed General taw Practice at 230 Montgomery
street. April 7.

GEO. STREET, Agent News Letter, 30 Comhill, E. C, London.

Liebig Company's Extract of Meat. -Finest and Cheapest
Meat-flavoring Stock for Soups, Made Dishes and Sauces.

Liebig Company's Extract of Meat.—An in valuable and
palatable Tonic in all cases of weak digestion and debility. " I-

cess and boon for which Nations should feel grateful." See " Medical

Press," " Lancet," " British Medical Journal," etc.

Llebig Company's Extract of Meat.— Caution : Genuine
<>NLY with fae-simiie of Baron Liebig's Signature, in Blue Ink, across

Label.
This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substi-

tutes being in the Market.

Llebl- Company's Extract of Meat —To be bad of all Store-
keepers, Grocers and Chemists. Sole Agents for the Lnited States

(wholesale only), C. DAVID & CO., 9 Fenchurch Avenue, London,
England.

Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, San Francisco.
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WAIFS.
"Waifs which singly are as light as air, but which together make

a momentous whole.
The turning out of the old and the putting: in of the new goes right

merrily on. The "clean sweep" is well nigh accomplished in every de-

partment of City, County and State.——The new harbor appointees are a

curious crowd of nondescripts. The first batch was the best. Every sub-

sequent appointment has been a retrograde movement, and now that the

whole list is almost completed, we think it could not well have been a

weaker one. Certainly several names appear therein that had better have

been absent.-^—The manner in which the harbor revenue is collected is

so loose that an efficient check, under the existing system, is next to im-

possible.-^—It was, therefore, important to the last degree that only men
of known character and honesty should be placed in positions in which

the temptation to steal are exceptionally strong.—That is precisely

what has not in several cases been done.-^—Tricksters, wire-pullers,

Buckley lambs, and men " off color " have received appointments, for po-

litical reasons, who ought not to have been placed where temptation is

strong, and where it is next to impossible to prevent or detect stealing.

-—The motives that led to some of these appointments would not bear

examination.——The extreme difficulty experienced in procuring Gover-

nor Irwin's confirmation by the Senate, and the long fight which preceded

it, led to the making of not a few undesirable promises.—^ In short, to

be truthful, it led to corrupt bargains. Hence we see Senator Martin
Kelly appointed to a fat sinecure. He voted against Irwin in caucus, but

at the last moment was bought off, and we now see the price. His vote

determined the result by a majority of one. We are sorry to see these

things occur under an administration that desires to be cleanly, and that

has done so many things worthy of credit. If the Harbor Commission-
ers had eschewed the politicians and the bosses as sternly as Governor
Stoneman has, they would have avoided several egregious errors into

which they have fallen.——By the way, is it not curious how old faces

turn up wheuever there is patronage going.——We pretend to pride our-

selves upon not having an " official class," and that is urged as an objec-

tion to civil service reform. There is a pretended fear that reform would
produce a privileged class. - But we have that class already, and it

could not well be a poorer, a more inefficient or less desirable class than
it is.——The same old tricksters turn up under under every administra-
tion to which they profess allegiance, and when compelled to go out with
the outgoing party, they contrive to live without working until the whirli-

gig of politics brings them in again.——How do they live meanwhile?
Their salaries whilst in office are not large. Do they steal enough to keep
them during the interregnum between one administration and another?
^—How they scheme, and work and run primaries, and make themselves
important when " out in the cold," is a sight to behold.^— It is certain

that the same old faces turn up again, and that is in a very objectionable

sense an office-holding class in this country. It is a very undesirable

class. Its members are not trained to public basiness, they are seldom
efficient, and they are not infrequently dishonest, but they are always ex-

pert ward politicians. They are the bread and butter brigade of politics,

who run primaries and generally manage to defeat the popular will; that
is, they nominate candidates whom the people would not otherwise
choose. They put their creatures in the higher offices in order
that they themselves may secure the lower ones, and therein con-

sists many of the evils of our political system.— Quarantine
officer Lawlor is said to have made enough in office to enable
him to spend a year in Europe. Dr. McAllister is back again in his
old place, but there are no more Chinese to vaccinate and pay SI a
head.——The Board of Health refuses to reward Cox for assaulting Judge
McEinstry, and, as a consequence, Dr. Burgess insists upon resigning.
Well, let him insist, if he has not sense enough to know how to escape
from a false position.——We hear unsavory stories of the Buckley lambs
who a?e Secretary and assistant Secretary of the Board of Education.
^—The same is true of the other " lambs " who were made clerks of the
Police Courts. Indeed, it is about the same thing all along the line, for
Buckley " lambs " now crowd nearly all the city offices, and if there are
not some unhappy denouements during the next two years we are not
prophets.^—Dr. Beverley Cole declines to accept the seat in the Board
of health vacated by Dr. Burgess.^—We hear of some curious dickering
about appointing a successor to License Collector McNeil. Buckley, be-
fore he went East, endeavored to have McNeil retained, but failing that
recommended Lathrop, but the Mayor declines to obey the commands of

the boss, and there is trouble in the camp. Rainey and Carroll, who are
managing things in Buckley's absence, say that Bartlett will have to give
way. We shall see.—The result will determine who is who. The
bosses confidently assert that they can cast Treasurer Reis' vote " for a
nigger if they want to." We are loth to believe it, and shall not until
the result demonstrates the fact. We shall watch that vote.^—Charges
against the management of San Quentin have been filed, but not a mo-
ment too soon.—Things at the State Prison have fallen into a shame-
fully corrupt groove, and the sooner there is a change "for cause " the
better.—Ames, Berry and Ellis are mistakes that cannot be too early
remedied. Some people in that institution are making at least one hun-
dred thousand dollars a year among them. 'The spirit of the new con-
stitution is being grossly violated, fraud is rampant, favoritism is tri-

umphant, and the worse the criminal the better he is treated.-^—The
prison, as at present constituted, is a scandal and a disgrace.-^—Governor
Stoneman has no finer field for the exercise of his discretion and good
judgment than in the remodeling of this important State institution." —
It would be a notable achievement to find a trained penologist and place
him in charge of the State Prison. ^—Failing in that the next best thing
will be to secure the services of a man who is at least honest.

Mrs. Julia Melville Snyder, who has been so long and so favorably
known as a teacher of all that pertains to dramatic or lyric art, may now
be found at her new parlors, 106, 108 and 110 Phelau Building, Market
street. Those who fancy they have any latent ability for the stage which
they desire to develop, cannot do better than place themselves in Mrs.
Snyder's hands. The pronounced and rapid success which her pupils have
invariably met with on the stage, speaks volumes for her method of teach-
ing, and is an assurance for those who place their instruction in her hands.

A true friend to the weak and convalescent is Brown's Iron Bitters.

BALDWIN THEATRE.-Monday, May 7, 1883.

GUSTAVB FROHMAN Lessee.

* Motljeska!
Will inaugurate her Brief Season at the above Theatre in Scribe and Legouve's

Great Play,

ADRIENNE LECOUVREUR!
.as Adiienne.

— IN PREPARATION, —
FROU-FROU! and AS YOU LIKE IT!

SWBOX OFFICE FOR SALE OF SEATS N 1W OPEN. SEATS MAY BE

SECURED SIX DAYS IN ADVANCE. May 5.

GRAND OPERA HOUSE.

Sunday Evening, May 6th, Farewell Benefit of Alma Stuart Stanley!
When a very Full aud Attractive Bill will be given, including;:

TESSIE BUTLER ....as Little Rebel
Balcony Scene in Borneo and Juliet!

ALMA STUART STANLEY. ..as Romeo
|
HELEN MASON as JuVet

Garden Scene in Marie Stuart!
MRS. GEO. OSBORNE as Elizabeth

The Comedietta of—A. Happy Pair! Grand Olio!—In which MISS
STANLEY will give her Famous MALE IMPERSONATIONS and Specialties.

flSTThe following Eminent Artists have kindly volunteered:
Henry Aveling, Jos. L. Leouard, Miss May Tittel,

R. C. White, Owen Dale. Miss Schultz,

Fred Corbitt, Mrs. Geo. Osbdme, Little Minnie Tittel,

Clarence Wilkins, Miss Helen Mason, Allen Sisters,

George Stevens, Miss Tessie Butler, Imogen Eberle,

Charles Oliver, Miss Jean Barnes, Christina Martin.

TICKETS.—One Dollar; no extra for reservine-. Box Plan open Wednesday at

Sherman, Clay & Co's Music Store, comer Kearny and Sutter. May 5. .

PLATT'S MUSIC HATl7~
Friday Evening, May 11th, 1883. at 8 o'clock, the First Grand

Concert of the Gifted Young Pianiste,

MISS LULA JORAN (14 years old),
Aseis'ed by her Two Younger Sisters, MISSES PAULINE AND ELISE, and the

following Ar'ists; MADAME LE HARDI, Soprano, late from Paris (her first

appearance in San Francisco); MR. WM. G. COGSWELL, Baritone, late from
Italian and English Opera, New York City; HERR CHAS. GOFFRIE, Vioiinist;

MR. OSCAR HEROLD, Accompanist, and a

GRAND ORCHESTRA HERR CHAS. GOFFRIE, Conductor.

Admission.—One Dollar; Children, Half Price. Boxes—Four scats, §6; five

seats, 67 50, and six seats, §9. Boxes and seats can be selected without extra charge
on THURSDAY and FRIDAY, May 10th and 11th, from 9 a. m. till 5 p. m., at SHER-
MAN, CLAY &CO'S MUSIC HOUSE, corner Kearny and Sutter st eets.

[May 5.] MARCUS M. HSNRY , Business Manager.

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.

JH. HAYCRLY, Proprietor.—Frederick W. Bert, Malinger.
e The Great Musical Event! THE McCAULL OPERA COMK^'E COMPANY!

JOHN A. McCAULL, Proprietor and Manager. This Evening (Saturday, May 5th),

Grand Production of Johann Strauss' Successful Work,

The Merry War!
A Complete Chorus! A Grand Orchestra! Positively no Free List.

Notwithstanding the enormous expense of this engagement the prices remain as

usual; and in consequence of the great demand for reserved seats, the management
must respectfully decline to retain the same for parties unless paid for in advance.

Box Office open from 9 a. m. to 10 P. M. May 5.

BUSH-STREET THEATRE.

MB. LEAVTTT, Lessee ami Manager; Al. Haymnn, As-
a sociate Manager. -Every Evening, at 8. Wednesday and Saturday Matinees.

Last Nights of ROLAND HEED in Fred Marsden's Latest Success,

Cheek!
Monday Evening, May 7th—The famous Irish Comedian, W. J. SCANLAN, in

Bartley Campbell's creation, FRIEND AND FOE.
Box Office open from 9 A. m. to 10 P. M. May 5.

EMERSON'S STANDARD THEATRE.

WM. EMERSON, Sole Proprietor ami Manager—Every Ev-
ening and Saturday Matinee, EMERSON'S MINSTRELS. EMERSON and

REED on the Ends! Immense Success of

Cheek! Cheek! Cheek!
(Well, I'd Tell You.) Great Hit of the Ballad, "Don't be Angry, Mother," by Mas-

ter CHARLES GUETTING. Our Star Company in a Grand Change of Programme.
ORIGINAL POPULAR PRICES.—Dress Circle and Orchestra, 75 cts.; Balcony,

60 cts. ; Matinee, 50 cts. and 25 cts. No extra charge to reserve.

Telephone 5,094-.
;

May 5.

PACIFIC COAST BLOOD-HORSE ASSOCIATION.

RAGES ! RACES

!

Annual Spring Meeting Oakland Irotting Park.

LAST DAT.-SATURDAY, MAY 5tb, 1SS3,

Great Gala Day—Five Splendid Kaces—Two Mile and Kepeat Events.

Gano Stake—" Spirit of the Times" Stake—Great Two-Mile Dash-
Peruvian Bitters Purse—Hurdle Race.

GANO, DUKE OF MONDAY, HOWELL, COLLIER and all the Crack Horses are

engaged in the Two-Mile Dash. There are seventeen nominations, of which the

majority are expected to come to the post. Horses will start at 2 p. m.

Berkeley train for Shell Mound, leaving at 11, I2 . 1 ar"i 2, will take passengers

direct to track. THEO. WINTERS, President.

Jos. Caiiin Simpson, Secretary. May 5.
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THE NINETEENTH EXHIBITION AGAIN.
8. M. Brookea, the wall known painter of >till Ufa, oontribotM Bra

'" A Mini >>f Flowers, ak-FJgbt,*' two
[ [and," The btttar dm been tranaferred to

canviu* with all the uiiinir : rislii- ..f this artist's w.trk.

twayi did have a hand in every exhibition, but thia i-»

departure t'<>r him, and ia an example <-f painting tin- homan hand
in the same manner m be paints bit <>i >tiil Ufa, rii : just a* In- sees it.

The pid im little attention. Similar in treatment is the "
l lock

but we are obliged to say that we much prefer seeing Bi
methods exempli6ed in the two game pieces which bang on tin' opposite
side of the small gallery. Noa. r_i> and 134. Henri Koullier, a French
artist and pnpil of Gerome, has sent in a couple of ambitious works and
"ne portrait, No. 49 ; it is by far the host picture <<f the three, tl,

two, No. 88, " Haying Time," ami X... 91, " The Rivulet," are evidently
a little beyond his ability t :ully ; the first is a hir^e can-

Staining a number of figures in motion, with a str.-nu' tight demand*
in,- great skill in massini; colore, ami for lack of this a disagreeable raw-
i e s i- the result. Aa to the other it is a untie figure, with very dirty
flesh color, sitting by a very dirty and very sluggish pool, ami Lou it can
be called a rivulet we are at a loss to IcnOW,
Miss B. Williams has a couple "f excellent portraits of children,on one

canvas— No. 51. E. Wood Perry sends from New York "The Farmer's
No. 52. It is as hard and literal as anything can be imagined, and

quite in Perry's usual stvle. A pretty pair of Fruit Panels are Nos. f)4

and 65, by Miss A. P. Chittenden, a former pupil of the School of De-
sign. They are quiet in tone, delicately colored, true to nature and artis-

tically arranged. While we are on fruit-blossoms, let us pass into the
utlier gallery and take a look at " Blossoms from the Orchard," No. 122,
by Miss Nellie E. Burrell. This is a large aud ambitious composition—

a

difficult subject for any one but a master to undertake. It is said of Miss
Burrell that she has so far worked out her own salvation in art. If this

be so, her future is safe, for it is evident she has an abundance of native
talent and originality. She apparently pays more attention to portraying
things in her own way, and after her own idea of composition, than to

of art or conventional compositions. This independence is a good
thing, and with a little guidance will reach good results. Close by hangs
a large water color, "Morning Glories," No. Ill, by Mrs. Win. Irelan.

This is the only work in the entire exhibition that has met a purchaser,
so far, except a pair of panels by Norton Bush. Mrs. Irelan is an ex-
(iupil of our School of Design, and later on was a student under Madam
Vouga, of Geneva, Switzerland, perhaps the most noted painter of flora

in water colors of the day. Four works in this room bear Mrs. Irelan's

name—the one above noted and Nos. 127, 131 and 134. They are all water
colors and carefully done.
A good specimen of crayon work is No. 132, " A Study," by Mrs. M.

E. Fountain, It is probably a portrait idealized to a certain extent, and
indicates the ability of the author to excel in crayon portraiture, a style

now very popular. No. 107, " On the Beach near the Mendocino River,"
is by J. Reed Dickenson, and intensely English in character, although the
best work we have yet seen from him. Mrs. Mathieu contributes three
ictures, "Saac^lito," No. 108, " Loch Katrine, Scotland," No. 11G, and
" Grladolas," No. 119 ; they are all faithfully done but the flower
piece is the best of the three. P. L. Peters has a portrait, No. 112, of
the late Dr. Toland ; it's as good a likeness as one usually sees, but void
i»f quality as a work of art. Nos. 115, 117, 126 and 135 are water-color
paintings by Mrs. Dora N. Williams ; they are all good, but the two
flower pieces are much the best. " The Shepherdess," No. 121, by Bouch-
ard, is a charming little picture, but whether by a local or foreign artist

is a question. It is sent in from a private collection, and is probably by
a foreigner,

Mr. Harring has sent in a litt'e water color, "Niagara Falls," No. 133, a
carefully painted bit. Another good study iu crayon, besides that of

Mrs. Fountain, is No. 136, by Paul Meuaegoena. A very pretty piece of

flower painting is No. 137, by Miss Clara L. Fisher, a pupil of Mrs. Ire-

lan. Returning to the large gallery, the first picture to be noted is a
studj' head. No. 58, by Miss J. Lucas ; it is broadly handled, but all the
strength of nature is there; it has not been worked out by laying on pig-

ments with the aid of a magnifying glass. Virgil Williams, the Director
of the Art School, has turned his attention to views in Southern Califor-
nia, and as such scenes resemble those of Italy, with which this artist is

so familiar, it is little wonder that a successful picture is the outcome.
He has three iu the exhibition, Nos. 62, 80 and 87.

A Sunset on the Maine coast, No. 63, is evidently a studio keeper, sent

by Silva, of New York. Mrs. J. E, Brown has a pretty little flower
piece in No. 04. This lady is undoubtedly a pupil of Miss Williams.
Aud now comes ''A Jersey Farm," No. 05, by Julian Rix, the only exam-
ple of his work in the exhibition ; this seems strange when it is known
that a sale will be held of his work (about 200 paintings and sketches) on
the evening of Thursday, the 31st of ttfis month. It is well known that
most of these pictures have been sent on by Rix, but as he procured for

the Association the sixteen pictures from the New York artists, which
are all for sale, he did not consider it quite the thing to put into the ex-

hibition, for sale, too, more than one picture the same as each of his friends
had, and then, too, it would have detracted somewhat from the novelty of
his own exhibition, which begins in the galleries of the Association on
Saturday, the 20th, and continues five days, including the day of sale.

"Jersey Farm" is quite different in style from what we have been
used to seeing from Rix; it is much bolder than any of his California
work. His other pictures—those already here—also indicate that in the
two years' residence in the quiet town of Pattersou, New Jersey, he has
been more of a painter and less of b Bohemian than when in San Fran-
cisco. "Near the Swamp," No. 69, is by R. Swaiu Gilford, of New
Yo.-k. Of course it ia a good picture, but a little Frenchy in appearance;
it dues not look like the vicinity of any American swamp we ever saw.
Dolph's " Cat ' picture, No. 71, is very poor. Cats are hard to paint, and
the artist has made them hard enough sure— with sore eyes and ill shapes
as well— but where the lack cornea, is want of that furry texture so neces-
sary. The color is good, and that is all. In " Wearied," 72, we have the
best picture Jo. Harrington ever painted ; some parts of it are really ex-

cellent; the pose of the figure is just a bit stiff, and the face of the invalid

could be improved upon considerably. Mrs. WeisterB "Lilacs." No. 74,

are good, but we have seen better work from her. "In the Cove," by

a clever little iketoh, but somewhat crude in color. No.M is by pupil of the Bohool, W. E. Rollins, carefully painted, and yet.
it has an unfinished appearance. Etodrfguss' " SuburbsofSan Francisco,"
No. 81, would be taken by any one to mean suburbs of Paris,
Two clever works are Mr. Nariot'a decorative pieces, 82 and 85, "Hunt-

inland "Fishing;," decidedly Neptunish and original. Harry Chase's
Arrived In," No. 94, is a strong hut murky sort <>f pioture, far from

hie beet, or even one of his good examples. No. W is a Bgure
ij Walter Satt.eriee, n f New York. There ia good drawing in the

picture, ami the motif is plain, but in color and texture it is a little metal-
lic. "The Passing Shower," by Quartley, also of New York, is one of
the bast of the Eastern pictures, much after the style of Andreas Adieu
bach. Mrs. Vensano, nee Stevens, a former pupil of the School of De-
sign, sends in two pieces of still life which show plainly that her art edu-
cation in that institution remains with her yet. Tne exhibition will re-
main open to the public till the 24th, when it will give way for the Rix
sale.

The Robbery of Paymaster John R. Wasson, TJ. S. A.—The
many friends of Mnjor Wassail, Paymaster U. S. A., who was unfor-
tunately robbed of §24,000 Government funds, in Western Texas, on
April 2Sth, will deplore any such calamity to an officer hitherto known as
youn^i, brave, accomplished, and who has made a record in two hemi-
spheres. Major Wasson served as a gallant boy soldier all through the
war, graduated at the head of his class at West Point in 1871, was mili-
tary adviser to the Empire of Japan for several years, on the personal
recommendation of General Grant, and was appointed Major and Pay-
master U.S.A. after his honorable retirement from the Japanese service.
He has served a number of years on the frontier as Paymaster, and has
been shown prudent, steady and very exemplary in his duties. The public
funds are always a source of attack, especially in Western Texas. In
view of his record and well-known character, many friends of Major
Wasson and (his father-in-law) the Hon. John H. Bingham, our Minister
to Japan, will be slow to credit a sensational report as to misconduct, bu
hope that carelessness alone is the worst fault of a young man hitherto
strictly sober, moral and most highly distinguished in arms and scholar-
ship. An official investigation will probably disclose the facts of a skill-

fully planned robbery.

Among the improvements which the new manager of the Baldwin
Hotel, Mr. H. H. Pearson, is effecting, may be mentioned the laying of
a magnificent marble floor in the Reading Room of that popular hostelry.
Mr. Pearson seems determined to leave nothing undone which will tend
to promote the comfort and convenience of his permanent guests and the
traveling public.

A forty-eight page descriptive pamphlet of the great Silver King
Mine, of Arizona, has just been published by Mr. W. P. Blake, a distin-
guished mining engineer. The brochure is written from a scientific stand-
point, and is a valuable description of the geological formation of the mine,
together with an epitomized history of its discovery. It is graphically
illustrated.

Those children's overgarments called " baby wraps " (made with
shirred backs), which can now be obtained at Sullivan's, No. 120 Kearny
street, are pronounced the most graceful, elegant, and comfortable articles

of attire ever placed on sale.

St. Andrews' Society holds its annual picnic to-day at Fairfax Park,
near San Rafael. There will be music, games, fun, frolic and a good time
generally. Many prominent citizens will participate. The St. Andrews'
Society's picnic is always among the most enjoyable of the year.

Why is a fur-lined glove like a society beau 1

kid.

Because its a downy

NAHL COLLECTION OF OLD MASTERS.

On Exhibition Wednesdays and Saturdays from 9 Till 5,

At 506 Battery street, Opposite Postoffioe.

ADMISSION. 25 CENTS. May 6.

THE NINETEENTH EXHIBITION OF THE ART ASSOCIATION
IS NOW OPEN TO THE PUBLIC.

And comprises li»0 examples from the easels nf the most famous Painters nf New
York and San Francisco.

Open Day and Evening.—Admission 25 Cents. [May 5.

MRS. JULIA MELVILLE-SNYDER.

Vocal and Instrumental Music — Elocution — Oratory — Drama

PHELAN'S BUILDING, PARLORS 106, 108 AND 110.
TAKE THE ELEVATOR. Feb. 10.

JOHN DANIEL & CO.,

Importers and Dealers in Italian Marble and Scotch Granite

MONUMENTS, MANTELS, Etc.,

No. 421 Piue street bet Montgomery and Kearny, San Francisco.

83?" Manufacturers of Monuments. Head Stones, Mantel- Pieces, Plumber-
Table ami Counter Tops. Imposing-Stones, etc.. at Lu\vt:sT CASH PRICES.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the \avajo Mining l'oiupno>. San Frnnrlsco. Cal..

May ;iil, 1833.—At .» meeuogof the Board of Direeti>rs of the abort named
j, held this day, Dividend No. 9, of Twenty-five CentafSSc.) per snare, was

declared, payable on MONDAY. MAY FOIKTLEXTH, L883. Transfer bookl
sdtiy, Maj Btb, 188 P.M. J- W. PEW,

Boom 16, No. 310 Pine street, Sau Francisco, Cal.
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BIZ."

The rush Northward, both of passengers and freight, is something

remarkable. Three or four large passenger steamers, besides others car-

rying freight, etc., now ply regularly between this and Puget Sound, stop-

ping at Astoria, Pc rtland, and so on up to Washington Territory. The

steamers to British Columbia also go full-freighted with passengers, etc.,

and these all return to us fully laden with Goal, Lumber and Farm Pro-

duce. The emigrants going North are, fur the most part, of a very desira-.

ble class. They go to stay—taking up Government land, etc. The popu-

lation of our own State is being alike steadily augmented. The railroads,

both Eastward and Southward, are bringing us a goodly number of peo-

ple, thus adding material wealth to our wide domain. A good deal of

buildiug is going up in our city and suburbs, while the cities and towns

in the inteiior exhibit unmistakable signs of prosperity. Our crops of

Cereals, Fruits, etc., are now exceedingly promising, and the State is on
the high road of prosperity.

Up to tbis date we have had more rain than we had at a correspond-

ing period of last year, and although there are complaints of injury to

the growing crops of Cereals, by the fly or bug, yet on the whole the out-

look is exceedingly promising, with little doubt but that we will this

Summer harvest more Wheat than last year. Complaints reach us from
some districts that late frosts have cut off or injured the budding Fruit.

Be this as it may, California will produce more Fruit this year than ever

before, not only of Oranges and Lemons, but of Apricots, Berries, Plums,
Prunes, Apples, etc. Canners are now laying their plans for a big can-

ning season of both Fruits and Vegetables. It is said that the Union of

canner3, that was formed last year to regulate prices of G-reen Fruits, as

well as of the canned product, has been dissolved and will not be opera-

tive this Summer. Last year large contracts of Apricots were made at

2£c. $ lb. This year l^c. will probably be the price.

Salmon fisheries do not as yet meet'with that success that they had
anticipated; the run of fish on the Columbia as well as on the Sacramento
river has been disappointing. The steamer Columbia, from Oregon, brought

down 3,100 cases Salmon. Sales are reported of 1,000 cases Spot of a

favorite brand at §1 30 per dozen, f. o. b. Other brands are offered at

$1 27^c.

Codfishing northward seems to be more attractive than ever judging

from the large fleet of schooners that have gone out. We hope they will

he successful and thus enable us to do away with the necessity of sending
to Cape Cod for our supplies of this favorite fish.

Quicksilver.—Sales this week have been made from the Wharf at 35|c.

Our latest London advices report a dull market £5 10s per bottle. The
Quicksilver shipments by sea in April were 3,117 flasks, valued at SS5,064,

as follows : China, 2,200, $59,900; Mexico, 862, $23,695 ; Japan, 55, $1,-

469. Total since January 1st, 13,970 flasks, valued at $378,249.

Imports of Sugar, Coffee, Tea and Rice during the week have been
liberal, and included the following from Hawaii. Pr. British Steamer
Suez 23,440 pgks Sugar, and pr. John F. Miller, 837 pkgs. same ; from
Hongkong the Coptic, 234 bags same ; of Coffee, the bk. Catherine Sud-
den, 39 days from Champerico to Parrott & Co., brought 6,385 bags and
the Coptic from Hongkong, 284 bags ; of Rice, the Coptic from Hong-
kong, brought 48,794 mats. The Suez, from Honolulu, had 1,014 bags
same ; tbislatter sold at 5c prior to arrival. The Coptic from China and
Japan brought us 3,419 pkgs. of tea, and iD transit for Eastern cities to

go overland, 4,714 pkgs. same.

The Sugar market keeps steady in price at ll^c. for White refined
;

9|c.@9|c. for Yellow and Golden. Sales are reported of 3,000 bags Sand-
wich Island Raws to refiners at 6c. @Q^c, and 1,600 kegs Hutchinson's
Grocery Grades at 9e.

Coffee.—The Spot market at this date is rather quiet. Mr. R. Hocko-
fler's circular of May 1st, says : The receipts during the first four months
of this year are much smaller than those of the corresponding period of

last year, the difference being mostly in the imports from Costa Rica.

The very short crop of that Republic and the high prices obtainable in

Europe for the best grades of both Costa Rica and Guatemala Coffees,

render it probable that the shipments thence to this port during the pres-

ent season will be less than usual. This conviction leads importers to be-

lieve in a higher scale of prices later on, and thev are consequently little

disposed to sell at current rates, some holders of Costa Rica being entirely
out of the market. From this results a very firm market, notwithstand-
ing that dealers do not readily follow this movement and continue buying
sparingly. The demand for home consumption is principally for good
unwashed Salvador, the price of which has now advanced to lie. Good
to prime Guatemala and Costa Rica are quotable at 12Jc.@13c. There
has been a good demand from St. Louis and Chicago for prime Guatemala
at 12§c. per pound. The New York market for Brazil Coffee has declined
ic. per pound, closing dull and weak at 9^c. for " fair Rio cargoes." This
is probably owing to the continued large daily receipts in Rio de Janeiro.
The sales since last review are, for overland shipment : 944 bags prime
Guatemala at 12^c.@12|c, and 52 bags good washed Salvador, at 12c, and
for local consumption : 365 bags Costa Rica, good, 12c. per pound ; 3,900
bags Salvador, good unwashed, 10ic@llc. ; 100 bags Salvador, middling,
9c.@10c; 72 bags Guatemala, peaberry, 14£c.@; 345 bags Guatemala,
good to prime, 12^c.@12^c.; 725 bags Guatemala, fair, 10-£c.@ll^c; 163
bags Guatemala, middling, 9c.@10c.

Tobacco.—On the 1st inst. the Internal Revenue tax on manufactured
Tobacco was reduced from 16c. to 8c, and on Cigars from $6 to $3 per
M. At this writing Spot prices have scarcely been adjusted to conform
to this reduction.

On Call, business in both Wheat and Barley Futures has been com-
paratively light as compared with transactions during April. There is,

hoVever, time enough yet before harvest to get up a big business in these
Cereals. Much depends now upon the weather. We have had rain
enough, but we have now to look out for the scorching Summer winds
during the maturity of the Grain.

The British Grain Trade.—London, April 30.—The Mark Lane Ex-
press, in its review of the British Grain trade for the past week, says: The
weather early in the week Blightly damaged the crops. Trade was gener-

ally better. Fine English Wheats closed Is. better. Foreign Wheat was
cheaper, and cargoes in small demand at weakening rates. There were
nine arrivals and five sales. The Futures were neglected. Red Winter
Wheat was Is. 6d. lower. Flour was weaker and foreign Flour was diffi-

cult of sale, on account of large arrivals. Barley and Oats were un-
changed. Foreign Barley was firm and quiet. Foreign Oats were un-
changed. Maize was flat and 3d. dearer. Sales of English Wheat for

the past week were 61,022 quarters at 42s., against 44,762 quarters at
46s. lid. for the corresponding period of last year.

Grain Freights.—The Br. bark Inglewood, 1,043 tons, has been char-
tered to load Wheat for Liverpool direct at £2 Is. 6d. The range of the
market, 40s.@45s. for iron and wood, respectively.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,
Sawing-, Planing and. Manufacturing—Doors, Sashes, Blinds and

Mouldings—Turning-, Scroll and Jig Sawing'—Counters,
Bar and Store Fixtures.

Finishing Work for Buildings on Hand and Made to Order.

317 to 225 Spear SI., and 318 to 336 Stewart St.* S. F.

The largest and oldest established mill on the Pacific Coast.

D. A. Macdonald, Pres't. R. S. Falconer, Sec'y. W. N. Miller, Supt

[March 25.]

GILR0Y HOT SPRINGS.
Aii Old Favorite under Sfew Management.

ROOF & TENNANT Proprietors and Managers.

These celebrated Springs, situated in a spur of the Coast Range, 12 miles east Of

Gilroy, are NOW OPEN FOR THE SEASON. A complete renovation has been

made throughout, and the whole place has been put in delightful order. RATES
STRICTLY REASONABLE TO ALL. P. O., W. F. Ex. and Tel. offices on the

premises. Take the 10:40 train (daily) from depot cor. Fourth and Townsend streets,

to Gilroy, thence by stage to Springs, 12 miles. March 31.

EUREKA COTTON GARDEN HOSE.

flSTWeighs less than one-half as much a? Three-ply Rubber Hose, and stands
more than four times the pressure. Is not injured by exposure to the sun, and
does not deteriorate with age when laid away, same as Rubber Hose. TRY 1 r.

W. T. T. SCHENCK, Agent for Pacific Coast,

[April 21.] 36 California street, San Francisco, Cal.

M. A. GUNST & CO.,
203 Kearny Street San Francisco.

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN
HAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS;

ALSO SOLE AGENTS FOR

KINNEY BBOS' TOO-TOO Am CABINET CIGARETTES,
B5F~ Inform the Public that they receive large invoices of Choice

Havana Brands three times a month. Feb. 24.

H.B.Williams. A. Ohesebrough. W, H.Dimond.

WILLIAMS, DIM0ND & CO.,

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
UNION BUILDING,

JUNCTIOK MARKET AND PINE STREETS.

Agents for Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific Steam Navigation Company,
The Cunard Royal Mail Steamship Company, " The California Line of Clippers,"

from New York and Boston, and " The Hawaiian Line."

San Francisco, January 31, 1880. Jan. 31.

C. AD0LPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

SAN FRANCISCO and NEW TORK.
f&g^" Agents of American Sugar Refinery, corner of Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. __ Jan. 17._

TABER, HARKER & CO.,

IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE GROCERS,
108 and 110 California St., S. F.

fApril 19.1

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY
No- 310 Sansome Street,

San Francisco,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN FURS,
[September 21.1

MARBLE WORKS.
MANTELS and GRATES, MONUMENTS and HEADSTONES,

In Marble and Scotch Granite,

827 Market street bet. Fourth and Fifth.

63T Send for Designs and Prices. W. H. McCOBMICK.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

360 FOURTH STREET, SAN ERANCISCO.
[July 15.]
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NOTABILIA.
THE PEDDLERS SONG.

L»im u whit* as it riven mow

;

Cypress blade u a'cr was crow ;

Gloves m sweet u tl.unt.Bk roses

;

Maks for faces »ntl for noses

;

irmcelet, neck tare, amber

;

Perfume for a lady's chamber

;

OoM inioips and stomachers,

If tlcars;

I steel.

What maul-* taek tram head to heel:

OomebDTof m6,ooine; oomc buy,'
Buy, lads, or else your lasses ery

William Shaksfeark.

We have beard hundreds of pirls say they wouldn't marry the befit

man that ever live,], hut have generally found that they were quite wil-

ling to wed the men who take them to lunch at SwainV, 213 Sutter street,

where the appointments are luxurious, the attendants polite and the
viands delicious. Love-sick swains, who are being consumed with the fire

of unrequited tender passion, should try this recipe*

Revelation suggests the idea that from Woman comes the power to
" braise the serpent's head." The words take a new meaning to day,
since this is precisely what Mrs. Lydia E. Finkhani's Remedies do for

the physically diseased patient. Her Vegetable Compound reaches the
ultimate source of the evil. Its action is gentle and noiseless, but it is

more powerful than the club of Hercules.—Basar,

Mail's back across track ;

Engine roars ; man snores ;

Eugine rushed ; man squashed:
Widow snorts ; seeks courts

;

Lawyer weeps: jury sleeps ;

Judge charges ; heavy largess ;

Judge hollers, five thousand dollars.

The fragments of the fellow who burst into tears were gathered* up
by Pine street speculators and sold for watered stock, and with the pro-

ceeds his widow bought au Arlington Range from De La Montanya, Jack-
son street, below Battery, and now she has in her kitchen the most per-

fect cooking apparatus ever constructed, and can prepare all kinds of

choice delicacies.

" How many bones are there in the human body?" asked the ana-

tomical professor. *' Please, sir," piped a small boy, "if you wait until

after the|shad season is over I think I can tell ; but in the meantime the
Imperishable Paint, sold by J. R. Kelly & Co., Market street, covers

three times the space that ordinary paint does, and is impervious to sun
or rain."

They were talking over music and the drama, at the table of their

host, who, as they were already aware, owed his fortune to his own un-

aided exertions. "You are fond of Rossini?" asked one of his guests.

'"Passionately," replied the host. "How do you like his Barber?"
"Don't know, sir—never patronized the man; have shaved myself for

the last forty years.

I waB drunk wheD I married her," pleaded the defendant to the court.

"Most men are who marry pretty wives," returned the judge. "Beauty
is always intoxicating, and especially when it is photographed by those

celebrated Artists, Bradley & Rulofson, corner of Dupont and Geary
streets. Their pictures are accurate in resemblance and elegant in finish."

"Are your domestic relations agreeable?" was the question put to an
unhappy-looking specimen of humanity. " O, my domestic relations are

all right," was the reply ;
" it is my wife's relations that are causing the

trouble. They won't buy their Liquors from P. J. Cassin & Co., Wash-
ington and Battery streets, where they are sure of getting nothing but
what is pure and unadulterated."

"My dear," said a Philadelphia husband the other morning, "we
must reduce expenses. Instead of buying a new Easter bonnet, see if you
can't fix over the old one, and, by the way, don't forget to have George
take the demijohn around to be filled. It is about empty."

The Illinois Legislature has been in session over three months with-

out passing a single bill of importance, and now it is haggling over a res-

olution, expressive of the fact that the best place in the world to get a
well-made, stylish Hat is at White's, 614 Commercial street, San Fran-
cisco. In an active, intelligent, business-like body of men, such a reso-

lution would have been passed by acclamation.

Queen Victoria, woman-like, considers that she can do the blowing-

up for the whole of her Empire, and so she signed the Explosives' Bill

with alacrity and a pen. Her daughter, Princess Louise, when in San
Francisco, ate Oysters at Moraghan's Parlors, California Market, with

alacrity and a fork.

Most of our citizens' pants look wrinkled about the legs nowadays. It

must not be mistaken for a fashionable kink. Kite time is here and sus-

penders have gone up. —Phil. Chronicle-Herald.

Seasonable Underwear and Gent's Furnishing Goods of the best qual-

ity can always be obtained at J. W. Carmany's, 25 Kearny street. Call

aud examine his stock.

A baby in Kurdistan has a beard, mustache and thirty-two teeth, and
still it cries for Brooks' Spool Cotton, which has stood the test of years.

The mosquito, as a public singer, draws well, but he never seems to

give satisfaction.

J. F. Cutter's Old Bourbon.—This celebrated Whisky is for sale by
all first-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

A permanent restoration of exhausted and worn-out functions follow

the use of Brown's Iron Bitters.

The Key West sponge fleet of seventy vessels is out on its regular
Spring voyage. Most of the crews are composed of ex-ministers of the
gospel. •>

Fine Watch Repairing1 at J. W. Tucker & Co's., corner of Kearny and Qeary
streets.

REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.
Recorded In the City and County of San Francisco, California, for

the Week ending- April 27, 1883.

Vov-.cdfromlhe Rtcwdsofthc Commercial Agency,401 California St. ,S.F.

Monday, April 23rd.

QRANTORAND GRANTEE.

Savs & Lu Soc to E Woodhead. .

.

Annlo Varncs to J H Boardman.

.

Win Sharon to Bk of California..

.

Bk of California to Chas J Gillin.
Same to same
F Puitoto H Barroilhet

J M Comerford to Chas Sepalveda

Mary A Mitchell to J Kittermaun.

DESCRIPTION.

Se Howard, 112:0 no 3rd, ne 37x80—100-
vara 61 $7,800W Guerrero, 110 s nth, s 60x80- M B
79 ; subject to mortgage

Lot 1(1, blk 200, S S F lid & R K Assn.
Same
Same

,

S Post, 87:6 e Larkin, e 25x137:6-60-
vara 1420

S38tl). 125 e Church, e 25x114, being in
II A55

W Stockton, 45:4 n Greenwich, n 45:2 x
137:6-60-vara 408

6,100

5

1,200
1

1

1,600

7,000

Tuesday, April 24th.

Chas L Hinkel to Chas Hinkel .

.

Fritza Coney to Alex Coney. .

.

L Gottig to Mary B Nutting...

A Alloyt to Titus Hale
L H Thomas to C P Huntington.

S C Hastings to C F D Hastings.

Ne Washington and Larkin, n 32x100—
50-vara 1405

Ne Hayes and Lacuna, c 60x120, being
in W A 208

N Green, 100 e Laguna, e 25x137:0 -W
A ISO

S Turk. 200 w DeviRatlero, w 75x137:6
N cor Mission and Freemont, ne 137:0 x

137:0

N Oregon, 83:9 e Drumm, e 71:0, n 00,
tfw to a point, w to a point, s 60 to
commencement ; 8 Jackson, 71 e
Drumm, e to Water Front, se to Ore-
gou, w to a point, n 60, w 8 1:3, u 00 to
commencement

#3,200

Gift

1,250

8,000

Wednesday. April 25th.

Fi adk Seibel to Thos W Moore. .

.

L Gottig to Anne E Brickwedel..

A E Brickwedel to A Brickwedel.
F Crowley to J S Moore

Sw 21st and Guerrero, 8 41x117:6, being
inMB75 $ jo

S 13th, 87:3 w Howard, w 25x126—M B
20 4,250

Same Gift
N 23rd, 100 e Valencia, e 25x80, being
inMB136 5,300

N 21st, 85 w Harrison, w 25x100, being
inMB63 3,500

S Waller, 122:6 e Webster, e 25x137:6—
WA291 1,250

SeHaiehland Stanyan. e 137x137:6 -W
A 698 ; ne Huight and Stanyan, e 137
X137:ii-WA 699 16.500

S Pine, 250 w Devisedero, w 25x137:6—
WA502 1,250

Nw Howard and 19th, e 60xl22:0-M B
58 4,450

E Montgomery, 97:0 n Pine, n 40x137... 65,000
N Post, 02 e Leavenworth, e 25x87- -50-

vara 1143 9,000
S Washington, 206:3 w Laurel, w 68:9x
117:S-W A 319 4,000
W Webster, 55 s Sutter, s s93—W A
310 4,200

N Howard, 475 w 1st, w 25x55—100-vara
. 29 Gift

Leon Mejasson to Jos de Cracke. .|W Montgomery, 103:1 s Bush, 8 34:4x00 5
Jos de Cracke to L Sachs Same 75 000
Bk of (Jala to J F Westheimer |sw IStli and Jessie, w 30x85—MB 63..

Thursday, April 26th.

Meiggs Wharf Co to C Wire Works

Thos Lynch to Michl Kelly

Hih Sv & Ln Soc to Jno R Doyle.

Jno J Conliu to Thos Dowdell

F H Coristensen to Mary S Knoll.

Mary Polack to Ernest Theile

Jos S Frieman to A P Hotaling. .

.

Marcus Modry to Maria E Brenner

Martin Holje to C E A Forster

HS Austin to Henry White
VP Wilbert to F F Strother

J H Gillmore lo R T Van Norden

.

GeoB Davis to Mary Hall ....

Thos H BoeB to Ellen Maroney.

.

NBStoirtoCW Randall

Jerh Dempeey to Mary A Pomeroy

Wm F Lewis to Anna A Robbins

A P Hotaling to Michl O'Hare....

50-varas 3 and 4, North Beach & Water
block 16

Sw 0th, 250 se Market, ee 25x75— 10O-
vara 224 ; subject to mortgage

Se Howard, 500 sw 4th, sw 25x80 -100-
vara 139

Se Perry, 105 sw 4th, sw 25x80—lOfM-a-
ra 173 ; nw Clara, 300 sw Oth, sw 25

Se Howard and 24th, e 245x520—M B
172

Se Guerrero and Hill, e 27x80 —MB
74

E Shotwell, 115 s 19th, 8 25xl00-M B
5"

Lot 7, block N, Railroad Hd..

20,000

22.P50

4,250

3.700

5

1,840

1,500

5

Friday, April 27th.

Anna W Ellis to Jno P Lysett

W J Denigee to W Eastou et al. .

.

Louisa McColl to Maria Coleman .

.

Elizth Oulton et al to F Crowley.

.

PSTaytoP DiBey

O F Von Rhein to Annie Smith. .

.

Patk McCloskey to A McCloskey.

Clinton Jones to Peter McMahon.

Bkof California to J M Haven....
11 Uoagto J P Treadwell

Jno A Russell to Henry P Cope..

S lsth 80 e Valencia, a 25x75, bein" in

M B OS $ 10
Ne Sacramento and Broderick, n 100 x
55-WA 409

E Davis, 137:6 s California, e 45:10. s 80
sw 58:6, u 119 to commencement—

B

ftW 551 10,000
Nw Hon" avenue and 17lb, w 92:0x135:6 12.500
-MB40 1

N Grove, 207:6 e Fillmore, e 37:6x137:6
—W A 301 5

E Gnerrero, 85 s 24tb, s 24x83, being in

H All 1,000W Mission, 160 s 18th, s 25x80, being in

M BOS. Gift
Sw Seller and Buchanan, e 25x87:0—

W

A 275 ; subject to mortgage for $2790 10,400
Se Jessie and Willows, e 80x25- M R 09 5W 1st, 55 n Mission, w 60, n 3, w 48, n

22, e 108, s 25 to com I 3,911
S McAllister. 137:6 w Buchanan, w 53:91

1 187:6-W A 233 4.880
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CRADLE, ALTAR, AND TOMB-
CRADLE.

Antost—In this city, April 16, to the wife of F. Antony, a daughter.

B!.\-gham-Iii this city, April 29, to the wife of Charles E. Bingham, a daughter.

Colton—In this city, March 28, to the wife of Nat W. Colton, a son.

Dittmers—In this city, April 29, to the wife of J. P. Dittmers, a daughter.

Eastland— In this city, April 22, to the wife (if Charles Eastland, a son.

Edwards - In this city, April 19, to the wife of J. L. Edwards, a son.

iBN'QUfrST—In this tin, April 30, to the wife of Alfred C. lenquest, a daughter.

Jacobsohn —In this city, May 2, to the wife of Heyman^Jacobsohn, a son.

Lark—In this city, April 30, to the wife of David B. Lark, a son.

Miller.—In this city, April 30, to the wife of A. S. Miller, a daughter.

Neill—In this city, April 30, to the wife of J. S Neill, a daughter.

Owbss—In this city, April 22, to the wife of 0. T. Owens, of Altamont, a daughter.

Peters—In this city, April 22, to the wife of John Peters, a daughter.

Smith—In this city, May 1, to the wife of George F. Smith, a daughter.

ALTAR.
Brower-Troll—April 29, Lewis Tesheira Brower to Annie Troll.

Bo.v.vet-Olson—May 1, William L. Bonney to Beuedicta Theresa Olson.

Ekgland-Naylor—May 1, by Rev. F. F. Jewell, J. E. England to Rosa N. Naylor.

Gamage-Rice—May 2, by Rev. Dr. Stebbins John Gamage to Florence Oriana.

Joiinson-Blaney—April 28, by Rev. Father Nugent, John Johnson to Nellie Blauey.

Mohrig-Stuart—April 29, Edwin Mohrig to Emily Stuart, both of this city,

Morgax-McKeon—May 1, Charles Edgar Morgan to Mary Jane MeKeon.
McIktosh-Bigbee—April 27, Laughlin Mcintosh to Maggie Bigbee, both of this city.

Nicolai-Heim—May 1, by Rev. J. Fuendeling, Christoph Nicolai to Carolina Heim.
Patterson-Evans—May 1, William Patterson to Phebe S. Evans, both of this city.

Salisbury-Jenkins—May 1, Albert G. Salisbury to Annie Jenkins, both of this city.

Ware-Uawley—April 28, James Ware to Mrs. M. Hawley.

TOMB.
Agard—May 2, William Boulton Agard, a native of England, aged 67 years.

Darling—April 30, George E. Darling, a native of Sweden, aged 46 years.

Jantzek—April 29, Charles Ernst August Jantzen, aged 17 years.

Kavanagii—May 1, George Kavanagh, a native of Ireland, aged 55 years.

Lyon—May 1, Wm. S. Lyon, a native of New York State, aged 66 years.

PARDOW-May 2, Alfred A. Pardow, a native of New Orleans, aged 35 years.

Peiser—May 2, Paulir.e Peiser, a native of Poland, aged 76 years.

Whittlesey—May 2, Mrs. Emma W. Whittlesey, a native of Penn., aged 42 years.

NUDE PHOTOGRAPHS.
Of all the modern methods of blackmailing women, none is so ut-

terly vile and cowardly, and withal so dangerous, as the " nude photo-

graph " ruse. The modus operandi of the game is exceedingly simple.

To the photographed body of a naked woman, generally taken in some
indecent posture, is affixed the photographed head of a well-known socie-

ty or professional lady, and this combination being re-taken, the shock-

ing result can be readily imagined. The victim is, of course, soon made
aware of the filthy counterfeit's existence by her persecutors, and she is

given the alternative of buying up the lot at a ruinous price, or of drag-

ging her name before the public and the Courts, in a matter from which
any sensitive woman must necessarily shrink with shame and horror.

Should she remain silent and ignore the whole business, the photographs
are actively circulated among her friends and acquaintances, and this, to

most women, would be regarded as an even more intolerable outrage than
either publicity or the payment of blackmail. Some years ago a photo-
grapher of this city was convicted of plying this abominable trade, and it

seemed, until recently, as if the example made of him had permanently
put a stop to the practice. But such is not the case, it appears. We
have it upon reliable information that there are now in circulation among
the male portion of our local upper-tendom photographs, "taken nude,"
of at least half-a-dozen of the most beautiful and virtuous young girls

and matrons that could be selected from our best families. In most
cases they must have silently resisted blackmail. And who shall say
whether they were wise or foolish in doing so? The payment of ransom
for a counterfeit they would naturally scorn in hot haste. The fiery or-

deal of a trial in open Court they would shrink from. The clownish
jests in club-room and bar-room, after their non-compliance had turned
the photographer loose with his "genuine copies," they knew nothing
about. It is more than likely that in several instances no notification

has ever been given to the victim that she stands naked and posturing
upon a hundred mantel-pieces in bachelor apartments throughout the
city. If the "hit" takes, the photographer has no need to directly
blackmail his victim. Thus, any young lady in San Francisco who is

cursed with a pretty face aud a stainless reputation, may contemplate the
cumforting possibility (if she has ever been photographed here) that her
portrait, as "The Vagabond Venus," adorns the|walls of a hundred bagnios.

A SPLENDID CHANCE.
The more it is examined the more does the Holly Park estate, which,

as announced in last week's News Letter, will be offered for sale at pub-
lic auction, in Piatt's Hall, on May 22d, commend itself as a first-class

opening for the investment of capital. All old-timers will recollect the
Biederman, Broderick and Folsom estates, and the vast difference be-
tween the prices they brought when placed on sale and their present
value. This difference represents millions, and is simply the result of the
fact that these properties, though they were, comparatively, of small
value at the time of sale, Vere so located that the progress and growth of
the city each day added largely to their worth. And ordinary discern-
ment shows that the same cause will operate to make this Holly Park
property valuable. It is so situated that it must become a favorite resi-

dence quarter for the people of this city. Its situation is salubrious and
pleasant. It is adjacent to the Spring Valley Water Company's reservoir.
Two street railroads run right to it, and, by actual computation, the
center of the city can be reached from it, in half the time that it takes to
come from the avenues of the Western Addition. Everything, therefore,
is in favor of the rapid development of this property, and as long credit
is offered, the chances are that before the notes given for the purchase
money have matured, it will have doubled in value. The title is perfect,
the lots are plainly staked off, there is a man on the ground each Sunday
to show the property, and catalogues can be obtained from Messrs.
Easton & Eldridge, who have charge of the sale.

Catalogues, Books, Illustrated Circulars and Illuminated Printing executed in
a superior manner by the S. F. News Letter.

AFTER THE WEDDING.
Though the great Ashe-Peters wedding in Stockton, last week,

went off splendidly and without a single jar to mar it3 harmony, it was the

indirect cause of a subsequent row of ponderous proportions between two
of the most distinguished guests that attended it. It is unnecessary, and
it would be unkind to give names. Suffice it to say that the guests afore-

said are a young married couple, They returned to San Francisco on

the Friday following the wedding by the afternoon train from Stock-

ton. Now, there happened to be in the same car a young lady, a

resident of Stockton, who had been on very intimate terms with
the husband in his bachelor days. Possibly she was a young lady whose
ideas of decorum were not very straight-laced. It would, indeed, appear

so from the fact, that having caught the eye of her ex-beloved, she pre-

sently went out of the car and sat down on the steps of the platform.

Every now and then her pretty face and roguish eyes would bob up at

the end window, to which the unconscious wife's back was turned, but
which, unfortunately, faced the bewitched Benedict. After a little, the

latter thought he would smoke a cigar, and out on the platform went he
also. When time enough had elapsed for the slow consumption of a
cigar about as long as the train, it occurred to the lonely wife that possi-

bly something dreadful might have happened to her beautiful, and
beloved darling, and she straightway made a break for his remains.

It is unnecessary to say that she found them in exceedingly close prox-

imity to the lovely nymph of the platform, and it is equally unnecessary

to add that two seconds later the truant was sitting limp and dejected by
the side of his legitimate spouse.

A few minutes later the lovely cause of all the trouble found it too

breezy outside, and, entering the car, defiantly took a seat directly facing i

the tigress and her mate.
" The nasty, bold thing," said the tigress. " I'll stare her right out of

the car! See if I don't!" and she started in to do it.

The effect on the party stared at wa3 not, however, exactly what had
been anticipated by tbe starer. On the contrary, instead of fleeing in ter-

ror, she deliberately rose from her seat, and coming up to the tigress sar-

castically asked that lady if she owed her anything. Then the fun began.

Then, so to speak, the circus fairly opened and the elephant walked
around. Fragments of cuticle and tufts of hair bestrewed the car, and
the very sun was obscured by the face-powder that floated in the air.

The remnants of the combat would shortly have been less by two tails

than what was left after the battle of the Kilkenny cats, had not a rail-

road attache'e appeared upon the scene. That functionary cautiously ad-

vanced upon the combatants, and partly by force, partly by persuasion,

succeeded eventually in disentangling them from one another. It is said

that they got at it again late** in another part of the train, but however
that may be the passengers all agree that they would willingly spend the

rest of their lives in traveling to and from Stockton if they could be

sure of as much fun on every trip. The husband doesn't look at it in that

light, however.

MYSTERIOUS DEATH.
Several different and inconsistent explanations have been given during

the week in regard to the circumstances attending the death of Miss Hun-
inger, each succeeding explanation being more inconsistent and unsatis-

factory than the preceding one. Though she died suddenly and whilst

apparently in good health, the burial has taken place without any inquest

having been held, and strange to say, the Coroner, whose sworn duty it

was to hold an inquest, is the officer who has taken the moat active part

in mystifying things. It is said that she died of congestion of the lungs,

but people do not die from that cause without showing some premonitory
symptoms of its existence. Then the lungs nearly always are found con-

gested after death when poisonous drugs have been administered. More-
over, the statement as to the congestion has not been made under oath as

it ought to have been, and it is being made by persons who have admit-

tedly suppressed the truth in other respects. The whole of the circum-

stances surrounding this case are peculiar and shrouded in mystery.

There has been a most unhappy effort to cover things up, and that by
officers whose duty it was to make the truth apparent. But the matter

is not ended yet. If the Coroner does not, even at this late hour, clear

up the mystery, it may become a duty to give expression to certain hints

that are current. The Coroner has acted most strangely throughout, and
has done much to weaken confidence in the administration of his very

important office. For ourselves we never had as much confidence in Dr.

Livingstone as we should have liked to have had. We know him to be a
most pronounced Buckley lamb, and have reason to believe he paid

$1,000 for his nomination. We sincerely trust he does not mean to repay
himself by using his office to cover up things to oblige rich men.

"We are in receipt of a neat little brochure of 76 pages, issued by the

Pacific Coast Land Bureau, which gives a detailed and highly interesting

statement of the lands open to settlement along the Central and Southern

Pacific Railroads. It is intended more particularly for the use of immi-
grants in search of homesteads. It is accompanied by maps and illustra-

tions, and is altogether a most useful and reliable work that cannot be

too widely circulated. California needs population above all things.

There is room and prosperity in store for all who may settle in our

highly-favored State.

We are in receipt of the "California Teacher" for April. It is a

most excellent number, brimful of good reading. The " Teacher " is now
the official organ of the educational department of the State, and it cer-

tainly well merits this recognition. It is admirably printed, ably edited,

and fall of interest. It deserves a circulation among parents no less than
among teachers.

A large variety of the various Btyles in children's cloaks can be found
at Sullivan's, No. 120 Kearny street. Every mother should call and see

them. Careful examination will convince every one of their durability

and beauty.

Tha 22d Annual Target Excursion of Uniou Guard (Co. A, Gattling

Battery). Captain J. C. Murphy, will take place at Shell Mound Park,

Berkeley, next Wednesday.
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TELLING THE BOYa
When yon pet two or three old fellows of sixty together, they are fond

of telling storie* about the pranks they played in their youthful d&VI
and laughing proudly over their misdeeds. But this is not alwa\

do, MM Jndga Bett indulged in this recreation the other night,
in the presence of hi* BOD, U*d fourteen. The old man told a quantity
of tricks he had played QpOD his father, and chuckled gleefully over them.
It roused young Bees' ambition ; and the next night, when the judge went
home, he had an awful time of it. There was a pail of water luapended
over the front door that tipped as he opened the door and deluged Mm.
He was both surprised and annoyed at that, and walked into the entry
with oaths upon his lips, and immediately his feet caught a cord tied
across the hall from the banisters to the hat-rack, and it tripped him up
and pulled the hat-rack OTOt on top of him. He was skinned in several
places, and by the time he disentangled himself was awful mad. He
started up stairs, and part way up, a cord Btretched at the right bight
caught him suddenly under the chin and threw him backwards down the
stairs. Then he started to crawl up stairs, and part way up discovered a
rope lying on the stairs and coming from the top. He pulled it and hurl-
ed a barrel down upon himself that bounced him down stairs again. He
VH nearly delirious with rage as he rose to his feet that time, and utterly
unable to understand the cause of all these contrivances being in his way.
(Mice more he assayed to pro up, and that time succeeded. On reaching
the head of the stairs, he thought he heard a snicker, and investigation
showed his son peeping from his chamber and laughing. On being taxed
by the Judge with fixing the traps, the boy owned up. "What in the
name of Heaven have I done that made you do it?" yelled the Judge
aghast at the boy's wickedness and coolness. " Why, I heard you say
you played these pranks on your father." " Yes, and he licked me like
blazes for it, just as I'll lick you," roared the infuriated Judge. "You
didn't say anything about being licked when you told the stories," cried
the now frightened boy. This was a strong argument, but the Judge
wasn't in a frame of mind to appreciate it. The boy's yells were heard
in the next ward, and he has resolved, as soon as his raw spots get well, to
run away to some place where they'll tell him the whole facts of a case. And
the Judge thinks he has learned to be careful what he says before that
boy. —Ca rl Pretzel's Weekly.

THE SOUTH CHINA BORDER LANDS.
Mr. Archibald R. Colquhoun lectured a short time since at the Edin-

burgh Literary Institute, on bis recent adventurous journey, made in
company with the late Mr. C. Wahab, from Canton, by the Sikiang Riv-
er and Yunnan, to Bhamo, on the Irrawaddy. The main objects he had
in view when he started on his journey were to test the present condition
of the Shan States and Yunnan, and the prospects of future trade exten-
sion there. In sailing up the Sikiang he was struck with three things

—

the large amount of piracy on the river, the number of ruined cities, de-
noting a past i ffluence and prosperity, which was destroyed by the great
Mahommedan revolt, and the unfriendliness of the people to strangers.
What struck him in traveling through Yunnan was the great difference
between the south and the north. Hitherto Yunnan had been depicted
to the European world as a wild, barren and thinly-peopled country, offer-

ing few inducements to trader or traveler. But such a description did
the south an injustice. The valleys and plains, and also the plateau part,
were most fertile, covered with luxuriant erops. The valleys and plains
were studded with innumerable villages, and having large cities with good
houses and hostelries, and the people were kind, friendly and civilized.

In the north the climate was inclement ; in the south the reverse was the
case—the climate being probably one of the most charming in the world.
Everywhere in this region the poppy was grown for the manufacture of
opium—about one-third of the whole land being devoted to its cultivation.

In all, the travelers had a journey of 2,000 miles, 1,300 of which were
through unknown country. A very interesting series of photographs and
sketches were shown by the oxy-hydrogen light, which included views of
Chinese temples, carvings, bridges and scenery

; photographs of manda-
rins and of the aboriginal inhabitants of Yunnan and the Shan States

—

the sketches of the men and women of the two latter-mentioned countries
showing great diversity and picturesqueness in the methods of attire. In
a few words the Rev. Dr. Goold expressed*the thanks of a large audience
to Mr. Colquhoun for his very interesting and instructive address.

THE FALSE PROPHET.
Respecting the recent defeat of the Mahdi, or false prophet, in the

Soudan by the Egyptian troops, the Argus writes: "Colonel Stewart, an
officer who was dispatched by Sir Archibald Alison to inquire into the
state of affairs in the Soudan, recently sent in a long report, giving the
history of the insurrection. The movement dated from July, 1881, and
originated in the venality and oppression of the officials, the suppression of
the slave trade, and the military weakness of the Egyptian Government.
Colonel Stewart estimates the loss of life caused by the insurrection at
from 8,000 to 9,000 Egyptians, and from 40,000 to B0

f 000 rebels. The
Mahdi is described as one Mohamed Ahmed, a Dongolian. He is illiter-

ate, but has studied religion, has been ordained a Sheikh, and has gained
a reputation for sanctity by playing the hermit. He has increased his in-

fluence by marrying numerous wives among the wealthy families, keeping
within the prescribed number of four by a resort, when necessary, to di-

vorce. Iu May, 1881, he openly proclaimed himself to be the prophet
foretold by Mohammed, preaching universal equality of law and religion,

with community of goods to all believers, and death to all who rejected
him. Like most prophets he was denounced by his own townsmen, who
proclaimed him mad. In appearance he is tall and slim, and wears a
black beard. He reads and writes with difficulty, is head of a local order
of Dervishes, and has shown much tact in uniting the discordant tribes.

The number of tribesmen following him Colonel Stewart estimates at
about 338,000 souls.

If, in selecting your spring hat, you wish to examine and ascertain
which, out of the vast array of new styles, is best suited to your appear-
ance, you should go to Herrmann's, 336 Keatny street. At that well-

known emporium intending purchasers will findevery design and conceit
in hat wear that modern ingenuity has brought forth—both as regards
shape, material and manner of construction. Call and examine this mag-
nificent display of goods before purchasing. The examination costs noth-
ing, and cannot but produce satisfactory results.

THAT HORRIBLE POKE.
Lncindy had a monstrous noke, The paraon turned all colors, and
Trimmed ap in gendarme blue, Announced "

it, was no joke
And ev'ry place Lncindy went, To have his sermon thus disturb'd
You bet, that poke went, too. By that infernal poke f

"

She wore it unto church, Sunday, Lncindy bent her head in shame,
And sat in a front pew ;— Hut soon the aisle Bkipp'd o'er ;

The Mastic bust, and off her poke And when she had her poke again,
Against the pulpit flew. She quick slid out the door.

She wears that poke no metre, you may
Just stake your life upon it

!

Instead she sports a gay capote
Nee tiny Paris bonnet. —Adele.

PARNELL.
Mr. Parnell is a very curious study, says the Spectator. An Irishman

with hardly a grain of the Irish temperament in him, a leader of a vio-
lent and loud-mouthed faction who has hardly anything of the tempera-
ment of the agitator in him, a politician much more naturally inclined to
be acrid and bilious than to be daring and dashing, and yet one from
whom all his followers expect daring and dashing words, there would be
something almost pathetic, if one could feel any genuine sympathy with
him, in the way in which he occasionally doles out a carefully prepared
denunciation, and then subsides, with a sort of relief, into the frigid re-
serve with which, " willing to wound, and yet afraid to strike, he hints a
fault and hesitates dislike." It is impossible to forget, to use a metaphor
applied, we think, to the Land League by some one one during the debate,
that Mr. Parnell stands in a most perilous position between the devil
and the deep sea of Irish unpopularity, and that it is almost impossible
for him to avoid falling into tbe latter if he wishes to escape in any de-
gree from the clutches of the former. Therefore we incline to think that
his language must be construed with a good deal of reference to his very
painful position. He knows that it is very dangerous to denounce heart-
ily the outrages of the outrage-mongers, since the Land League would
never have attained to the power it did attain without these outrages;
and therefore, while disclaiming all responsibility for them, he carefully
avoids speaking of them with detestation, or even with the least shade of
moral disapproval. But he does not really like the outrages; he would,
we believe, have been very thankful if the outrages could have been put
down without the stern machinery of the Crimes Prevention Act, and
yet, well knowing that that machinery has practically put a stop to assas-
sinations, he denounces it bitterly one day, only to draw the feeblest of
indictments against it the next. The truth undoubtedly is that Parnell's
heart is not in his position. On the whole, we not only blame but also
pity Mr. Parnell.

An Instantaneous Light.—Such', in a word, is the unique apparatus
on exhibition at the rooms of the Portable Electric Light Co., 22 Water
street, Boston. It occupies the space of only five square inches, and
weighs but five pounds, and can be carried with ease. The light, or more
properly lighter, requires no extra power, wires or connections, and is so
constructed that any part can be replaced at small cost. The chemicals
are placed in a glass retort ; a carbon and zinc apparatus, with a spiral
platinum attachment, is then adjusted so as to form a battery, and the
light is ready. The pressure on a little knob produces an electric current
by which the spiral of platinum is heated to incandescence. The Porta-
ble Electric Light Company was recently incorporated, with a capital of
3100,000, under the laws of Massachusetts. The usefulness of the ap-
paratus and the low price (85) will, no doubt, result in its general adop-
tion. Some of the prominent business men of the State are identified
with this enterprise. In addition to its use as a lighter, the apparatus
can also be used in connection with a burglar alarm and galvanic battery.—Boston Transcript, Dec. 30.

To Cure or not to Cure without Koni La—that is the question. In
this age of investigation and analysis some of the beliefs, doctrines and
opinions tbat were considered to be firmly supported by evidence " strong
as proof of holy water," are, in the light of reason and research, proving
to be but stubborn facts; bo is Koni La Volcanic Water, which is no
mystified secrecy of springs in an unknown location of Northern or
Southern California, nor like a gilded pill, made to suit the eye, taste or
smell, but in its effects, and on account of its genuine merit, is now pre-
scribed by our most eminent physicians as Blo.od Purifier, a powerful
eliminator in all Kidney Complaints, Skin Diseases, a valuable curative
in Female Complaints, and, in fact, as a truly household remedy. One
fair trial will convince the most skeptical that Koni La Volcanic Water
will prove the sufferer's best ready-relief friend, worthy of confidence.

Pacific Mineral Water Company.
Depot—360 Fourth street, corner Harrison.

Parties living at a distance can have engravings made by sending photograph,
or sketch on paper, designating size required. Estimates furnished on application.
S F. PHOTO-EXG. CO.'.tW Merchant street.

THIRTY DAYS' TRIAL FREE!

We send free on thirty days' trinl. Dr. Dye's Electro*
VOLTAIC BELTS and other Electric Appliances, to men suffering from

Nervous Debility, Lost Vitality and kindred troubles. Also for Rheumatism", Liver
and Kidney Troubles, and many other diseases. Speedv cores guranteed. IUus
trated pamphlets free. Address, VOLTAIC BELT CO.,

[Jan. 27.] Marshall, Michigan.

AMERICAN EXCHANGE HOTEL,
Sansome street. Corner Halleck. San Francisco.—This

hotel is in the verv center of the business portion of the city, and has been
renovated and newly furnished throughout. The traveling' public will find this to
be the most on nvc-nk" nt as well as tbe meat comfortable and respectable hotel in the
city. TABLE FIRST-CLASS. Board and room, 31, $1.25 and $1.50 per da
single rooms per night, 50 cents. Breakfasts or dinners, 50 cents. Lunch, 25 cents.
Eighteen tickets, good for any meals, for $5. Hot and cold baths free. Free coach
to and from the hotel.

COKE CHEAPEST FUEL.
Reduction in Price : Wholesale Price. SO cents per barrel ;

Retail Price, 60 cents per barrel, at the works of the SAN FRANCISCO GAS-
LIGHT COMPANY, Howard and First streets, and foot of Second st. Jan. 12.
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
The investigation of the Irish dynamite fiends drags slowly along.

The evidence offered by the prosecution is, in most cases, overwhelming

and conclusive, but it is so great in quantity, and elicited from the wit-

nesses with so much legal prolixity, that a vast deal of time is necessary,

consumed in reaching convictions which are in most instances foregone

conclusions. As usual, the prisoners and their sympathizers claim that

they are unfairly tried ; that the witnesses are hired by the Government

to swear away the lives of innocent men, and all the rest of it. But in-

telligent and unbiased men, who watch the proceedings closely, have no

faith in these protests.

In this connection, an Eastern contemporary draws attention to a curi-

ous point in the persistent denial of guilt by the Irish prisoners, and illus-

trates its remarks with Brady's case. Brady's solemn denial of his guilt

in Court is not surprising. He, of course, wishes to give himself what-

ever scrap of hope such a denial may contain. It will be interesting,

however, to see whether he denies it on the scaffold. If be does, it will

highten the public curiosity as to the nature of the arrangement with his

spiritual advisers which enables him to do this. No satisfactory explana-

tion of these solemn asseverations of innocence at the last moment by
Catholic criminals who have just received the rites which the Church
only gives to the penitent, has ever been made. Of course, the Fenian
explanation that a man must be innocent who says he is, when at the

point of death, does not clear the matter up. If we are not mistaken,

there is no recorded case of a public confession of guilt by an Irish agra-

rian or political murderer when on the scaffold. He usually devotes his

dying speech either to denouncing the witnesses or else to de-

nying all knowledge of the crime, which seems to show that

there must be some secret method of satisfying his conscience as to this

mode of saving his memory. There is some light thrown on the whole

state of popular feeling by the admission of Carey, the informer, that

while planning his murders he was a member of a Catholic "Sodality,"

or religious society, whose members were bound to take the sacraments

at certain stated intervals. He was probably not as great a hypocrite as

this would indicate. There is doubtless some condition of the conscience,

of which we kuow nothing, which enables these men to be " good Catho-

lics," in their own eyes, while engaged in a certain class of crime, and to

deny it to the last gasp without imperiling their salvation.

And now, as we write, comes along the most pronounced of the many
sensations that have turned up in these Irish trials. Two of the men,
Delaney and Caffrey, charged with participation in the murders of

Cavendish and Burke, have put all doubts, if any such existed, at rest

forever. They have pleaded guilty and told the whole story. Though
warned in open Court that the Crown would extend no hopes of mercy,
they yet persisted in admitting their guilt. Delaney said: *'I was brought
into this at first foolishly, not knowing what it was. I was forced from
my work to go to the Park. We had to obey the orders of the Society or

take the consequences. When I got to the Park I could not get away.
I saw the murders committed, but took no part in them. The murders
were committed by Joe Brady and Timothy Kelly, and by nobody else."

Caffrey said: "All I have got to say, standing on the brink of the grave,

is that I did not know what was going to happen until ten minutes before

the murders were committed. I was bound to go to the Park under
pain of death." Bath prisoners were sentenced to death, but as they were
not the actual assailants, and as they have pleaded guilty, it is more than
probable that their punishment will be commuted to life imprisonment.
Their confession ends all doubt as to the guilt of themselves and their al-

lies, and this is highly satisfactory because it is well that the conscience
of the world should be satisfied beyond the peradventure of a doubt, .as

it now is, that the right men have been convicted, and that just sentences
have been passed.

The ominous utterances of Prince Bismarck's press organ, that, if the
monarchy should be restored in France, Germany would probably not
declare war, but await an attack, " which would soon be made, as under
certain conditions the restored monarchy could probably be induced to

declare war on Germany without a warning," is merely a repetition of a
thought frequently expressed in German journals. It is that a restored
dynasty in France would endeavor to win popular favor by seeking to re-

vive the national enthusiasm of the French in the military sense, and that
a war against Germany would naturally present itself as the most popu-
lar martial enterprise. This explains the fact, which at the first sight

might seem curious, that the German Government, in spite of its extreme
monarchical tendencies, prefers the preservation of theR epublic to the
re-establishment of the monarchy in France, for the sake of peace.

The news from Russia, as the coronation of the Czar approaches, is not
free from apprehension. The police are so vigilant that an "accident"
may be prevented, but that there exists a widespread disposition toward
violence is certain. The successive announcements within a few weeks
of the suicide of the ex-Minister of the Interior; of the Post Director's
two attempts on his life, owing to discovered faithlessness in office; of dis-

coveries of gigantic defalcations in the railroad management of the em-
pire; of the unearthing in the capital of a band of Nihilists, and a store
of dynamite in their possession; of the wholesale arrests of conspirators,
or suspects, in Moscow—have been followed by the official statements of
the sentences of the score of Nihilists lately tried by an extraordinary
tribunal in St. Petersburg. Of these several were condemned to death,
several-to penal servitude for life, and many to imprisonment for long
terms. Among the conspirators were two daughters uf priests, the daugh-
ter of a physician, a noblewoman and a Jewess. It is clear that the Gov-
ernment, with all its firmness, is far from having stifled the revolutionary
spirit, and that this permeates both sexes and all classes alike.

The London Daily iVettfS says that in the event of the affair with Annam
involving France in a war with China, it is understood that she will con-
fine herself to blockading Chinese ports, as she is well aware of the diffi-

culties of an expedition to Pekin. It is reported that a Chinese war
squadron has been ordered to cruise in the Tonquin river.

PERTINENT CONUNDRUMS.
Do young and healthy girls die suddenly, and when no sufficient dis-

ease or apparent cause exists? Is congeston of the lungs, when not occa-
sioned by the rupture of a blood-vessel, a disease that gives no outward,
visible, or premonitory signs ; that comes to its full fruition in an unex-
pected moment of time, and causes death a few hours thereafter ? Do
millionaires pick up young and pretty girls in a humble station of life,

admit them to their private rooms, provide them with a sick chamber
and a death-bed, and then permit the cause of death to be made a deep
and dark mystery of, if everything was innocent and proper ? Is it not
the sworn duty of Coroner's to hold inquests whenever death is sud-
den and. the cause uncertain? If a person thus dies, and is buried
without a jury being impaneled, and if the responsible officials

thereafter egregiously lie in regard to almost every circumstance
surrounding the death and burial, have not the public a right to feel dis-

satisfied and to fear that such mysterious proceedings could only have
been resorted to in order to cover up a crime? When strychnine pills are
found in the chamber of death, and a young girl dies in spasms and con-
vulsions such as are peculiar to strychnine poisoning, ought there not to
be an open, public and rigid investigation as to how the pills came into
that room, and whether or not they entered the body of the deceased, and,
if they did, by whose hands were they administered? If the person closest

to the victim were entirely innocent, would he court and demand an open
inquiry, or would he cause things to be hushed up? If coroner's can, at
the instance of rich men, be induced to forego inquests in singularly sus-

picions cases, does it not come to this: that murder may be condoned by a
possibly corrupt official? In that case whose life is safe?

THE SILENT REAPER.
Death of Joseph Wasson.—This estimable gentleman died at San

Bias, Mexico, on the 18th of April last, and whilst acting as United
States Consul at that place. For a long time past he had been in failing

health, and a change to a warm climate was recommended. At the in-

stance of Senator Miller, he was appointed United States Coniul at San
Bias, but the change came too late, for he died within two months
after his arrival. Mr. Wasson represented Mono county in the last As-
sembly. He was a man whom to know was to respect. Quiet and un-
assuming he was yet a most dauntless and fearless man who had many
friends. He had been present at nearly all the mining rushes that have
taken place of late years on this coast, and his graphic accounts of them
in the daily press have been read by tens of thousands.

News was this week received of the death of Mr. Joseph Wasson, U.
S. Consul at La Paz, Mexico, on the 18th of April last. The deceased
was born in Ohio, and was 42 years of age. His chosen profession was
journalism, and in it he achieved a high rank on this Coast, where he re-

sided most of his adult life. He served two terms in the Legislature of

California, and was esteemed a capable and reliable representative of the
people. His death will cause deep regret throughout the Pacific Coast,

where he was well known and highly respected.

Wm. B. Agard, a pioneer merchant of this city since 1849, and a
member of the firm of Agard, Foulkes & Co., tea, liquor and commission
merchants, died at his residence, 311 Green street, on Wednesday evening
last. The deceased was born in France, and was prominent in local

French organizations. He leaves a large family and a host of friends.

Mr. A. A. Fardow. a well-known lawyer of this city, died on Wed-
nesday morning last, of blood poisoning. The deceased gentleman was a
native of New Orleans, but resided in this city during the greater portion

of his life. He was widely esteemed both as a lawyer and a gentleman.

RICH BOSSES.
The Bosses who to-day rule in this city are giving out manifold signs

that they are growing rich. There has palpably been a very great deal of

money in the politics of the last two or three years. The municipal
ticket of the Democratic party in 1881 was put up for the express pur-

pose that it should be defeated, and 810,000 was received by the Bosses
from one source alone to effect that purpose. Then there was all too

much money paid to have the clubs controlled in certain interests. The
majority of the delegates from this city to the San Jose Convention was
secured for all sorts of purposes, but always for coin. The outrode of all

this we now see in Bosses growing suddenly and inordinately rich. Three
years ago, when Fritz died, Buckley was " deadbroke.*' To-day he is

wealthy. He has recently purchased several valuable properties, he has

loaned money on mortgages that are of record, and he has money with
which to make a European tour. It may be imagined, but may not be
accurately told, just how all this money has been made. Verily, the

filthy pool of politics is growing more filthy every day. It would tend'

to sicken the people, Democrats and Republicans alike, if they could ana-
lyze its real vileness.

Mr. and Mrs. John Wiley, of Orange, New Jersey, celebrated the

fiftieth anniversary of their wedding on Tuesday last. Mrs. Wiley is a

sister of Mrs. Jonathan Hunt, a well-known resident of Oakland, and the

occasion was rendered particularly interesting from the fact that it was
the third golden wedding which has taken place in the family; the prior

ones being those of Mrs. Hunt and her husband, and also her father and
mother.

The Rev. Samuel Gregory Lines, formerly the popular pastor of St.

Luke's (Episcopalian) Church, of this city, and now iu charge of the Mis-
sionary Station at Colton, San Bernardino County, has been in town at-

tending the Conference of the Clergymen of this Diocese during the ffflst

week. The reverend gentleman is, as his host of friends in this commun-
ity will be pleased to learn, enjoying excellent health, and speaks most
encouragingly of his success in his new field of labor.

The Rt. Rev. Bishop Wm. Ingraham Kip, of California, has been
appointed by President Arthur one of the Board of Visitors of West
Point Academy.

A man, being tormented with corns, kicked his foot through a win-

dow and the pane was gone.
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Hot Water aa a Beverage. A physician writes, in the World of
v. rv iatereatinu t h i r i

:,- -* r. _'.ir<tiiu* what t<> drink: "The
: drinking strong tee, or black coffee, directly after dinner U r*\>r

ei.illv bad, and oertainly interferes with digestion. At Lreakf:tst time a
healthy man lias all his sleep in him, and suralv it is then uoscientlGc for

him t<> Inflict upon bfa sysl r or coffee. At ' tea time ' te:i or
d »v well be indulged in moderately; the bulk of the day's work is

dona ; the body not only wants rinsing out. but Fatigue is felt whieh may
well Ik- «•-.interacted by tin- use o| a mild stimulant, such as tea; ana
bedtime ia not yet so near that deep ia thereby interfered with. .Most

nations that drink coffee largely get a sallow tskin ; anil I am inclined to

think that the carbonaceous mutter of the roasted coffee, when so largely
and frequently taken, may perhaps have something to do with this. For
hardworking people, who are not corpulent, I should suggest the thick

Bake-eoooa as the healthiest and moat nutritious breakfast beverage. For
those who do not want fattening drinks, and who often cannot digest CO-

ihoold say, drink hot water at breakfast. Those who dice late and
make their dinner their main meal, need a diluent drink an hour or two
afterward ; and, if they drink tea, it keeps them awake, or makes them
irritable and nervous. I find, for myself, that dining solidly, as I am
obliged to do when I have done my work (7:30 p. at.), and often needing"
to work from 9 to 11, a tumbler of hot water brought into my study or
laboratory is the best and wholesoruest drink, and, after a few evenings,
it will he as mu'li relished as the usual draught of tea. The hot water as-

sists to complete the digestion of residual food, it acts upon the kidneys,
and rinses out the effete matters, and thus will be found to wake one up
sufficiently, and neither to injure the stomach, nor to keep the brain
awake after bedtime. In cold weather, warm water is by far the best
drink at dinner-time ; and in hot weather a draught of warm water is far

wholeeomer and more cooling than cold or iced water."

The Protection of Public Buildings.—The increasing the number
of troops at the West End, and the posting of additional sentries over the
Government offices, and in some cases, as at Somerset House and the
New Law Courts, posting sentries where they have never been seen be-
fore, is a step which has naturally given rise to much discussion. It is

understood that this is a measure of a merely temporary nature, pending
the training of the additional policemen who have been engaged. Police-
men, save against large organized bands of breakers of the law, are no
doubt more useful than soldiers. The former are better able than sol-

diers to discriminate between suspicious and harmless individuals. They
are not so strictly tied to their posts, and, being unencumbered with rifles

and accoutrements, are more effective for seizing would-be-offenders. A
few Bentries pacing up and down a fixed beat with resonant steps and a
conspicuous garb serves only to indicate to the workers of mischief the
weak points of the building guarded. On the other hand, though a com-
plete cordon of thickly posted double sentries would efficiently keep off

all evil-disposed persons, the demand on the military resources of the
brigade of Guards would be greater than could be met, especially now that
the Guards are over 100 below their establishment. We would suggest,
therefore, that all additional military protection, both now and after the
training of the police added to the force, should be afforded by patrols of

double flying sentries armed only with bayonets and constables' batons.
These pairs of moving sentries should act as continuous patrols, passing
each existing sentry post at uncertain times, but so arranged that no long-

er period than three or four minutes at the outside should elapse without
some part of the building to be guarded being visited. Of course the
more frequent these patrols the better.

The Contagiousness of Consumption.—Important facts relating to

the bacillus tuberculosis and the contagiousness of consumption have just

been brought forward by Dr. W. T. Belfield, Professor of Pathology in
the linsh Medical College in Chicago, in an address deiived before the
New York College of Physicians and Surgeons. The lecture was the
third of the Cartwright series on the relation of fungi to disease. Dr.
Belfield combated the criticism which a number of American physicians
have passed upon Koch's theory, that bacilli are capable of reproducing
tuberculosis in man and other animals. He reviewed the experiments of

Koch, upon whose correctness of experimentation be admitted that the
demonstration rested, and discussed the modifications suggested by Pas-
teur and others. But while aware of the difficulty of the demonstration,
he contended that Koch had certainly proved that tubercolosis could be
induced by inoculation with tuberculous tissue, and pulmonary tuber-
culosis by the inhalation of tuberculous sputum, and that it could be con-

veyed from man to animals. In reply to the objection that this being the
case there could be no freedom from tuberculosis, Dr. Belfield said that
one-seventh of the human race did contract tuberculosis, but the infection

was slow and insidious ; and tuberculosis might be conveyed to a sick but
not to any healthy animal. The lecturer exhibited a number of magnified
photographs to prove that bacilli were not strings of ti brine or fat crystals,

by showing that they retained aniline color after the rest of the tissue

had been decolorized.

Frozen Wood.—The frozen meat trade, which the colonies first orig-

inated, is developing in various directions, and Russia, among other coun-
tries, is making a bid for a share of the trade. It is reported that the
steamer Neptuner has left Liban with a load of mutton for the London
market, being the first shipment of meat to England by the Russian Pro-
duce Company. For some time past considerable consignments of Rus-
sian produce, sucb as black-cocks, hazel-hens, and other kinds of game,
have been received in a frozen state in this country, Messrs. G. F. Brooke
&(Jo., of Leadenhall Market, being the principal importers. This firm

has just constructed a very extensive range of refrigerating chambers for

storing produce of this kind under Leadenhall Market, thus giving strong

proof of their confidence in the future of this trade. Such facts as these

—and other similar "cold cellars " have been, or are being, constructed

in other parts of London—should give a great stimulus to colonial ship-

pers of frozen meat. W lien the trade is fairly established on a regular
footing, we shall no doubt receive, alongside Australian and New Zea-
land mutton, specimens of bush turkeys and other Antipodean game,
perhaps including kangaroos, and even the diminutive and destructive

rabbit. It is also within the bounds of possibility that we may import
frozen hares and partridges, grouse and pheasants, from the Antipodes,
the progeuey of stock " acclimatised " from the old country.

BANKS.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital $3,000,000.
WM. aiyvokd President.
THOMAS BBOWN, Cashier

|
It . M I KRA V, Jr., AssTi < !a»hler

Auknts :

Now Tork, Agency of the Bank of Calfornia ; Boston, Tremont National Batik,
Chicago. Union National Bank

; St. Louie, Boatman's Saving Bank ; New Zealand,
the Bank ol New Zealand, Correspondent in London, Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Bona t lorrespondents in India, China, Japan and Australia, the Oriental Bank Cor-
poratios.
The Bank has Agencies at Virginia City, and Correspondents in all the princi-

pal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.

Letters of Credit issued, available in all parts o the world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dublin, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Antwerp,
Amsterdam, St. Petersburgh, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana. Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, Italy.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter.—Capital paid up, 91,SOO,-

000, with power to increase to §10,000,000. Southeast corner California and San-
somestreets. Head Office—28 Cornhill, London. Branches—Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria, New Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.

This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check
and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available in al parts of
the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances marie on good collateral security.
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents
as follows :

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank ; Scotland —British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan—Chartered Bunk of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 18. FREDERICK TOWNSEND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Paid np Capital 81,000,000, Gold. President, B. C. Wool-

worth Vice-President, D. Callaghan ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, Gerrge A. Low, Peter

Donahue, Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Molfitt, N. Van Bergen.
Correspondents—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesae,
Neuman &Co. Paris: Hottinguer & Co. New York: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-
pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal
cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Commercia
Credits issued available in Europe, Chti.a and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital, $2,100,000.

San Francisco Office, 42-i California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan it

Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of .General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid Up $3,000,000.
Reserve 4,500,000.

Agency at New Tork. 62 Wall street.
Agency at Virginia, Nev.

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-
elers' Credits. Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E. Cor. Sansome and Pine Streets.

Loudon Office, 3 Ang-el Conrt; New Tork Agents. J. W. Sel-
igman ft Co., 81 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, SCi,000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,

loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.

FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.
P. N. LiLiRNTUAL, Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITAL, 8300,000.
Officers: Vice-President, Jerome Lincoln; Secretary. W,

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other
Approved Securities. Office : No. 215 Sansome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14,

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Spar und Lelhban k. >«> 526 Call fornla street, San

Francisco. Officers: President. L. UOTT1G. Board of Directors.—Fred.
Roedintr, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Egger*. N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreekels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE ; Attorney, JOHN R.

JARBOE. May 18.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, of Zurich, Capital 5,000.OOO francs; Helvetia,

of St. Gall, Capital 10,000,000 francs ; Baloise, of Basle. Capital 5,000,000 francs.

These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that may be sus-

ained. Losses made pavable in all the principal seaports of the world. In tho set-

tlement of all claims under an English policy, these Companies will strictly adhere to
the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, and submit to English jurisdiction.

June 9. HARRY W. SYZ, Agent, 420 and 422 California st., S F.

PROF. JOS. JOSSET,
(^rarlaate of Ihe Vnlver«lty of Paris*: Ex. Professor of I»e

JT la Meunais* Normal, France; late of Point Lonia Seminary, San Die:.-

Bona in the rYauofa Language. Residence: 1114 Btockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At borne from 12 to 2 MI. Private Lessons given at the res-

idence of the pupil. Dec. 6.

Butter ; ck &Co's Celebrated Paper Patterns for Ladies, Misses and Children's
Garments, (tend lor catalogue. II. A. Demi so, 124 Post street, San Francisco.
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PLEASURE'S WAND.
"We Obey no "Wand but Pleaanre's."--ro»» Moore.

Modjegka is a great artist. She is an actress of great talent, and a

woman of genius. In the line of light emotion she stands without a liv-

ing peer. She is essentially an intellectual actress. Her histrionic efforts

are molded by a clear and powerful mind, which instinct and study have
rendered almost unerring. Guided by a degree of high mentality, every-

thing she does compels admiration. Physically she is a most fascinating

being. She has a lithe, swaying figure, with movements of extreme
grace ; a face full of minute expression ; a mellow voice of rare sweetness

and limpidity, and a manner that ia naturalness itself. Her art is so sub-

tle and perfect, and her individuality so charming and magnetic, that she

elevates any and every character. Delicacy and refinement are the stamps
that she impresses upon all her impersonations. The rise and fall of

emotions she portrays, not by exaggerations of voice or manner, but by
methods that may be called more mental than physical—a deeper earn-

estness of tone, or a change of expression in facial play. A sense of the

thorough fitness of her every step or gesture, and of her every modulation
of voice, is irresistibly conveyed to the attentive mind. Nothing jars,

nothing offends ; everything is satisfying. Modjeska possesses a power of

super-refinement and idealization, which, through its workings, unfits her
for the representation of certain characters. Her impersonations are lift-

ed to a hight of ideal and poetic beauty that would prove fatal from a
realistic point of view to some of the more or less prosaic characters of

modern comedy. Adrienne, being an essentially romantic character, is

admirably suited for delineation to Modjeska's powers. The performance
last Monday evening was a remarkable one. The large audience —an ap-

preciative, demonstrative one—formed quite a contrast to the handful of

people who witnessed Modjeska'B debut six years ago, inthesame character.

The immediate success of this gifted woman is a matter of record,

which stands to the credit of the San Francisco public, as lovers of the
artistic. Since that memorable evening, Modjeska has won great fame
both in England and America. The only changes noticeable are a more
distinct enunciation, and a feeling of confidence that naturally was not
to be expected on her first English-speaking appearance. Otherwise she

is the same delicious actress, with a most marvelous sense of the value of

light and shade in stage portraiture, and with the remarkable power of pro-

ducing all necessary effects without visible strain or effect. In the tender,

affectionate scenes of the second act, Modjeska is delicacy itself. In
the fearful death Bcene of the last act, Modjeska is striking beyond
description. It is a triumph of acting. A stage picture that leaves a
lasting impression. The support is both good and indifferent. Bar-
rymore is handsome and manly in appearance, and sufficiently dash-
ing in manner. He is a good and conscientious actor. Miss Georgie
Drew is a neat actress, and is effective in the most unsympathetic and
thankless role of the Princesse de Bouillon. Wm.F. Owen's Michonnet,
is a clever performance, but hardly up to former ones by Harry Edwards
and Win, H. Thompson. The rest of the cast does not call for favorable
notice. Frank Clements makes the mistake of representing de Bouillon
as a young man, and Forbes Dawson makes out of the Abbe" de Ohoiseul
a species of articulated puppet. The stage management is praiseworthy in

everything but the scenery, which is old and faded. As a detail may be
mentioned, the three raps heard as Michonnet announces the rise of the
curtain at the Comedie Franchise. These are " les trois coups reglemen-
taires," and are used to-day in every French theatre to announce the com-
mencement of the performance. I even believe they are prescribed by
law. Monday evening As You Like It will be produced. As Rosalind,
Modjeska has been most signally successful.*****
In As You Like It next week, the part of the wrestler will be taken by

William Muldoon, a noted athelete. Muldoon was formerly a member of
the New York Police force, and was considered their champion heavy
man. *****

Scarilan is a kind of Irish Emmet. He is a much better actor than
Emmet, and has quite as much of that peculiar personal magnetism that
has made Emmet's fortune. He has a handsome face, a graceful figure,
and an easy nonchalant manner that charms and captivates the suscepti-
ble female hearts. He has a fair voice, wholly uncultivated, and sings
several songs in a manner that seems to please the audience. These
songi—his own compositions—sound like variations upon popular Irish
airs. They all have a certain swing that is very taking with a certain
class of theater-goers. Scanlan's speaking voice is rich and deep. He
has a decided sense of humor which he expresses neatly, but his manner
is curl; and dry and has no tinge of genuine Hibernian unction. His
brogue is not marked. Scaulan, if a success, will owe it all to personal
attributes. The play Friend and Foe is as absurd as it is possible for a
play to be. It does not deserve the slightest comment. It has all
of Bartley Campbell's faults of authorship, and no redeeming quali-
ties to speak of. The central figure is one of those impossible Irish-
men that one sees only in the works of Lover, Boucicault & Co.
One of those romantic, chivalrous, generous, impulsive fellows—a broth
of a boy—of the sort that is popularly supposed to be typical of the
sons of the sod. Such fellows exist only in the wild imagination of
novelists and dramatists. The genuine Irishman is not exactly of that
character, especially those that emigrate from the Emerald Isle to become
true and lawful Democrats. The Muldoon Picnic or Variety-act Irish-
man is much truer to the original article, as we know him here in Ameri-
ca. Two of the company deserve attention—Miss Florioe Arnold and
Mr. I. F. Francceur. Miss Arnold bears an astonishing resemblance, in
face and appearance, to Phoebe Davis. Mr. I. F. Francceur—a former
minor actor at the Baldwin— is the old man in this troupe. It is a fairly
clever piece of acting, although so tragical in manner as to be ridiculously
inconsistent. The audiences have been large and seemingly well-pleased.*****
On Monday, the 21st, the Wyndham Company appears. This company

present an entertainment that is said to be most delightful in its genuine
comedy, true and perfect ensemble. This will be an event. A few
points as to the expenses of the engagement will prove interesting read-
ing, and give the general public an idea of the speculative risks that ap-
pertain to the theatrical business. By the terms of the Leavitt-Wynd-

ham contract, Leavitt agrees to furnish the theatre lighted and cleaned,
stage hands, ushers, janitors, ticket sellers, orchestra, regular newspaper
advertising, licenses, bill-posting and distributing, calcium lights and
Voegtlin, the scenic artist, to get up in a first-class manner the scenery of
Brighton, Fourteen Days and Great Divorce Case, in accordance with mod-
els supplied. He also agrees to pay railroad fares and sleepers for actual
acting company if not more than twenty people, from New York to San
Francisco, with two hundred pounds baggage for each ticket. Wyndham
furnishes the comedy company and entire stage representation for the
usual number of weekly performances, including matinees and holidays.
The contract is for seven weeks in Colorado, TJtah and California, in-
cluding four weeks or more in San Francisco, commencing May 21st,
The consideration of the contract is that Leavitt pays Wyndham sixty
per cent, of the gross receipts of each performance in San Francisco, and
sixty-five per cent, in all other places—it being guaranteed that Wynd-
ham's share shall not be less than §2,500 for each week. Railroad fares,
scenery, advertising and theatre expenses being taken into consideration,
the nightly outlay runs up to $800 a night. And that, as a sum, is a
good deal of money for a theatre of the size of the Bush-street to take in,
unless popular appreciation fills it nightly to repletion. In view of these
facts Manager Hayman has restored the prices for this engagement to the
$1 50 (reserved seat) standard. The merit of the Wyndham Company
fully warant this, as the public will find out. It is the foremost comedy
organization in the world.*****

It is not generally known that the leading motif of the charming waltz
assigned in its entirety to the " Marquis," in the second act of The Merry
War, is the composition of Mrs. Jacoby, a talented lady amateur of New
York City. It so happened on one occasion that this lady and Johann
Strauss were passengers on board the same steamer, and she, possessing a
really marvelous gift of musical improvisation, was frequently in the
habit of amusing herself at the piano. The Viennese composer happened
to be present when this delightfully dreamy yet piquant waltz occurred to
her, and he was so struck with it that he besged permission to record it

in his sketch-book. His request was complied with, and he afterwards
presented Mrs. Jacoby with an interesting autograph, including the mel-
ody in question, and a delicately worded compliment to the fair impr< -

visatore. Afterward he used it in hi3 opera, of which it is the most pop-
ular number in the entire work. The song introduced by Carleton in the
second act is by Kasenhusen, a well-known chef-d'-orchtBtre in New
York. To-night is the last performance of this admirable organization,
the McCaull troupe. Although the attendance has been large, it is

claimed that the season has not been profitable to the Manager, the ex-
penses having been very large. This is to be regretted, for it will deter
others from coming, and we will probably not see such a good company
again.*****
Next Monday Lawrence Barrett opens in Yorictis Love. This play

was produced for the first time at the California Theater some years ago.
It is a translation and adaptation by W. D. Howell from the Spanish of
Estebanez, and was originally called " A New Play." It is a very strong
drama of a decidedly classical form. The company supporting Barrett is

a strong one, fresh from the Dramatic Festival at Cincinnati.*****
The best things at the Minstrels this week were Cheek, by Charley

Reed and D. R. Hawkins, and the singing by the quartette of a composi-
tion by Jos. D. Redding, Esq., a well-known musical aud piscatorial law-
yer of this city. It is a pretty composition, pleasantly sung by the quar-
tette. Cheek is as funny as anything can be. Houses as usual.*****
Our popular tenor, Ben Clark, is going to New York. Before leaving

he will give a farewell concert, which will take place at Piatt's Hall on
the 24th of this month. He will be assisted by Mrs. J. E. Tippett, Mrs.
Arthur Noble ne'e Miss Gertie Garnett, Mrs. Carmichael-Carr, Master
Nathan Landsberger, Mr. Julius Heinrichs, Mr. Henry Heyman, Mr.
Joseph Roeckel, Mr. Stephen W. Leach, and a double quartette of male
voices. A sweet singer and a good fellow, friend Clark deserves a
bumper.*****
The Thomas Festival is close at hand. Thursby's appearance is

awiited with impatience. A Parisian critic, speaking of her, said :

"Hers is the extreme of art. Never did a stream of more exquisite
melody flow from a silver flute; never did Stradivarius lend its treble
string to more perilous pizzicati ; but that which enhances the value of
these sharp tones, so marvelously high, is the quality of tone which keeps,
even in the highest notes, a grace, a charm, truly exquisite." There is

an impression abroad that Thursby is not coming with the Thomas Or-
chestra, based probably upon the fact that her name does not appear in
the reports of the great concerts in those cities forming the first part of
the tour. It should be remembered that Thursby is engaged for the San
Francisco season only. Manager Locke, remembering the tremendous
success of our foremost American cantatrice in her first visit here with
Gilmore's Band, engaged her specially. Maurice Strakosch has been en-
gaged to act as accompanist to Thursby. The terms made by Locke with
this wonderful vocalist are S5,000 for the seven concerts to be given at
Mechanics' Pavilion. The success of this great musical undertaking is

now an assured fact. In a few weeks we will enjoy a musical treat that
will linger in our memories like a beautiful dream—a dream of rhythm
and harmony.

* * * * *

Among the engagements at the Bush Street Theatre is Neil Burgess in
his new play of Vim. This play has proved a great hit in New York.
There is a new effect introduced—a revolving stage, with a live horse and
a circus scene.*****
Lulu Joran's Concert was well attended. The young pianiste evi-

denced a good deal of precocious ability.

* * * * *

Le mot de la Hn.—A young man recently married an actress, and not
wishing to let his friends know all at once, told one of them to break the
news gently to the others. " Tell them first that I am dead and gently
work up the climax." Beauclerc.
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Theatrical Chit-Chat
The MwHsnn Square management have just signed a contract with

Mn*. FVsaota Hodgmo Burnett, for a new play bo be written by her dor-

tag the next twelve months. Though not *< stipulated In the contract, it

it mure than probable that Mr*. Burnett will confine her energies during
the above-mentioned period t" her dramatic work, and not engage in any
other literary work .>f a etrions character, such as a serial story. The

1 plav is still in future The only thing decided upon being that
the scene shall W laid in America. Fiowtow always composed at the
piano. One day he worked over a melody several hours, changing it in
every possible way without being able to satisfy himself. At last he got
up ana walked through the hall, when he suddenly beard the cook sing-

ing bis new melody in one of the forms he had given it. " That must he
the tight thing,

M
he exclaimed ;

" the melo.lv will become popular," and
he hastened hack to his room and wrote it down just as the cook had sung
it. -^— Mrs. Siddona wai once asked by the high-flown Mrs. Montague,
one of the Blue Stockings of the period, the following questions :

" Pray,
madam, may we request you tn tell us, without duplicity or men-
tal reservation, upon what principle you conduct your dramatic
demeanor? Is your mode of acting the result of certain studied
principles of art ? Have you investigated the rules of the ancients,
or do you suffer nature alone to dictate the untutored language
<d the passions ?" ** Madam," assured Mrs. Siddons, " all that I

know of the matter is, that I always act as well as I can."^—
When Irving comes to America he will bring about eleven hundred new
wigs with him. C. H. Fox, the well-known London perruquier, and a
Couple of assistants, will come, too, to keep them in order. — Signor
< iherubini Perugini-Chatterton will leave McCaull's Opera Comique
Company shortly, and join the ranks of Mapleson & Co.^^The pretty
face of Alma Stuart Stanley is now to he seen in the different thea-
tres, taking in the performances from stage boxes. Alma is manifesting
a good deal of interest in sporting matters. Last week she presented her
colors to a winning jockey; this week, a medal to a victorious oarsman.
Benefit! See? Barrett produces Yorick's Love at Irving's Lyceum
Theatre, London, next April, during Irving's tour of America.——Mod-
jeaka is delighted to be back to California, where she has many personal
friends. On Monday evening she received, in addition to floral gifts, a
large smilax adorned easel, with a rather cheap- looking crayon of herself.

If this thing is not stopped we will soon see furniture sets, etc., being
handed over the footlights.

# » * * *
These are the last nights of The Merry Wives of Windsor. On Monday

next, the 14th iust., Boccaccio will be produced. A timely revival of a
popular opera.

The annual picnic of the British Benevolent Society will take place
on May 24tb (Queen's Birthday), at Fairfax Park, Marin county. The
British Benevolent Society's yearly picnic is now famous as a family ex-
cursion where jollity and good fellowship abounds, and where hoodlumism
is conspicuous by its absence. Those who desire to spend a happy day iu
the country cannot do better than join the Benevolent Britons in their
trip to Fairfax.

Ladies'. Underwear and Corsets.

We respectfully invite the attention of Ladies to this department, which has been
quadrupled in size, and now contains every desirable article necessary to a lady's
complete wardrobe.

CHEMISES, 1

CORSET COVERS,
PRINCESS SUITS,
WALKING SKIRTS,
MIGHT GOWNS,
DRAWERS.
BRIDAL TROUSSEAUX.
BUSTLES, BUSTLE SEIETS, HOOP SKIRTS, SUMMEE-

BALMOEAL SKIETS, KNIT UNDEE SKIETS.
Thompson's Celebrated Glove-Pitting Corsets, "0. P." and "P. D."

Genuine French Corsets, Satin Corsets, Abdominal Corsets,

Woven Corsets, Equestrienne Corsets, Nursing Corsets, Corset
Waists, Etc., Etc,

&T The above Goods are of tho LATEST AND MOST APPROVED PATTERNS
;uiil are offered at

EXCEPTIONALLY LOW PRICES!

Raffled,

Embroidered

and

Lace Trimmed.

-#.,

HI, 113, IIS, 117% 119, 1*51 JL-V>o.a." oX".

SPORTING.
Yachting.—To-day the postponed opening day of the Pacific Yacht

Club will take place. The programme as arranged for last Saturday will

be carried out. Last Sunday the Nellie and Lurline hud the Bay to
themselves so far as yachts are concerned. The gold Stripe around the
former yacht greatly improves her appearance, and as she now spreads
her racing suit of sails, we have nothing to approach her for style when
under canvas. The Elia is not yet in commission. Mr. Berry h taking
it easy this season, but manages to keep his hand in by standing by the
wheel of the larger craft. One enthusiastic yachtsman expects thirty
thousand people to watch the cruise of the yacht fleet to-morrow. We
are less excited, and will be content to strike off the " thousand." Our
senior clubs are attempting a sensible scheme, a yacht race for the whole
fleet, either attached or otherwise, to be held in August. We hope one
definite item will be class racing, and the starts arranged to send off the
smaller boats with enough headway to represent their time allowance.
This would bring in a most desirable feature of starting from anchorage.
We are sure that for such a race, §2,000 of public money would be sub-
scribed to form the prize fund. Admiral O'Connor has presented the
Pacific Yacht Club with two handsomely framed copies of the San Fran-
cisco Yacht Fleet. Who will treat" our list and the San Francisco Club
with equal generosity?

Pigeon Shooting.—The triangular handicap match between Jay
Gould, John Muller and Fred Edwards, at the Oakland Trotting Park
last Sunday, was well attended in spite of rain and mud. There w*as

some lively betting, Jay being the favorite. The match was 25 birds each,
21 yards rise. The scores were : Edwards 18, Muller and Gould each
killing 17. This was followed by a sweepstakes, with thirteen entries, at
$2 50 each, six birds each. Lambert, Eyre and Golcher killed six, and
divided the three prizes. The other shooters were King 5, Slade, Pear-
son, Overman, Broden, Putzman, Brown and Gould, all of whom with-
drew in short order. A four-bird match, $5 entrance, followed, Hnrling-
ham rules. Lambert, Pearson and Broden each killed four. King, Gould
and Smith each missed one. The tie was shot off at a freeze-out, and
was won by Broden, who killed 6 ; Pearson dropped out with 5, and Lam-
.bert missed his fifth bird. The Alameda Sportsmen's Club will hold a
meeting at the Oakland racetrack to-day. Dr. Carver has become a con-
\ ert to the sentimental party who object to sending pigeons "quivering
to their death." There is more money in the manufacture of clay saucers.

Coin is more effective than sentiment. One of our enthusiastic pigeon
shots, who is a member of the only club that excludes professionals, has
adopted the name of " Jay Gould," to shoot matches for coin. He is at
perfect liberty to shoot as many matches as he may find competitors for,

but we beg to suggest that he change his name. Jay Gould is not a sport-

ing man, and has never shown a single sporting tendency since he was
ten years old ; then he cleaned out all the boys in his native village play-

ing pitch button for keeps. The boys stripped all the buttons from their
father's pants, and the whole male population of Galesburg walked about
hitched up with hay rope. Jay Gould's horde was found out and he had
to skip, and from that day to this he has ignored the existence of sport or
sporting men. Try another name, Mathew.

Athletics.—To-day, at Badger's Park, Daniel Dinnie, the far-famed
Scotch athlete, will give exhibitions of skill and strength, at the games of

the Scottish Thistle Club. If the rumors and newspaper items are
within a mile of accuracy, Donald is a prodigy. No man since the mythi-
caj. Douglas, of whom Scott sung in such grandiloquent verse, has per-

formed such startling feats. Unfortunately, there is no one here to push
the brawny Scot, or even put him on his metal. Hence his feats will lack

the charm of contests. He is the reputed holder of one hundred cham-
pion medals. The entries for the Olympic Club's meeting, on Decoration
Day, will close next Saturday, and the handicaps will be declared on the
following Wednesday. This will give the competitors one week to try
their speed at the actual distances they have to run. Several new men
will appear on the running-path for the first time, and some of them will

doubtless astonish the old stagers by their speed. Others will surprise the
onlookers by the lack of that quality. The professional handicap should
give Melntyre a chance to show whether he has improved during the past
five years. We fear that Haley and Masterson will not be amongst the
crowd.

Bicycling. —Next Saturday the Oakland Bicycle Club will make a run
to San Jose. The start will be made in the afternoon, and next day the
rides aud drives around San Jose and Santa Clara will be visited. The
riders will return by rail on Sunday evening. The recent rains will put
the roads in fine condition. There are three wheelmen in St. Helena, not
a remarkable fact, but their names are worth making a note of: Robert
Busines, Harvey Llewellyn, William Shakspeare. They are the pride of

that spirited burg.

Trouting,—The rains last week have filled the streams with flowing
mud. Angling for three weeks will be impossible. When the streams lie-

come clear again anglers will find a good supply of small fish in the fol-

lowing streams : Suscal, Wellington, Sage, Carr, Moore, Capel and Soda.
They can all be reached from Napa city at distances varying from two to

ten miles.

The medals won at the late Mcrion Cricket Club games will be pre-

sented to the winners at Covenant Hall, Friday evening, June 1st. The
affair will take the form of a social, the invitations to which will be lim-

ited, and in charge of a Supervisory Committee, who are endeavoring to

make it as select and enjoyable as possible.

" Poor fellow, he died in poverty," observed a sympathetic friend of

a person just deceased. "I think you are mistaken," replied a by-
stander; "he died in Oakland, and, if he had lived another day, he would
have learned that Steele's Grindelia Lotion, or Fluid Extract of Grin-
delia, is a sure cure for Poison Oak.

An owl would make a good whist player. When his partner leads he
always follows hoot.



SAN FRAN-CISCO NEWS LETTER AND May 12, 1883.

TO MY SWEETHEART.
Child,—with the tall, straight form, For I look in each of the faces

And the sweet brown eyes, Of the dream-like, endless throng,

That seem to look on everything And I frame for each a st »ry

- With bright surprise,— As they flit along

;

For womanly though you seem, And my little griefs then seem
The child has most in you: No more my own to be ;

You are waking from girlhood like They are swallowed up, like a bab-
a. dream, bling stream

And the world is new. In the heaving sea.

Love (I may call you love O love ! Btrange faces and stories

—

In play—for a change?) And never two the same :

1 could tell you wild sad tales of this My soul is shaken by wonderings
world That have no name ;

That tejms so strange. For I see pain break men's hearts,

You smiie—for almost as brief And pleasure make them mad
;

My age as yours appears

;

And the young are forever joyous,
Love, there's more age in a little grief And the old are sad.

Than in many years. The young think grief is a stranger

I am old enough to have tasted That soon will pass away,
A little of grief: And the old think he is a neighbor

Shall I tell you hnwfrom mygrieving That waits for aye.

I seek relief? love, with the soft brown eyes,

—

At night ; in the busy street. Sweet heart, sweet, patient heart-
In the crowds of women and men, Could you and the grief of the world-

In the murmur of voices, the patter ly-wise
of feet

—

But keep apart.

I find it then. j. b.

San Francisco, May 1883.

LETTER FROM LONDON.
London, April 21, 1883—Dear News Letter : London is rapidly

filling up with the eUite of fashion, and soon the season will be fairly on
its way. Things are looking decidedly brighter from a weather point of

view, the wintry days of a fortnight ago having given way to warmth
and sunshine, under the cheery influence of which the grass and trees in

the parks have put on a new verdure, flowers are seen for sale at the street

corners, and white waistcoats and spring dresses have taken the place of

furs and thick overcoats. There is no gloomier and more miserable city

in damp and chill weather than London, or more pleasanter when the sky
is bright and the sun warm. People are beginning to grow weary of the
reminiscences of John Brown, with which the sensational society journals
have been filling their columns. Quite enough and to spare was had of

the famous Gillie during his lifetime to permit the subjects of his royal
favoritism to rest now that he is gone. The French papers declare that
mnre spice has been devoted by the English press to notices of him than
were bestowed upon Lord Beaconsfleld. He was unquestionably out of

place as he was, and a constant source of anxiety to right-thinking people,
among whom can be included the Duke of Edinburgh and the Crown
Princess of Prussia, the only members of the Royal Family who always
resented his familiarity, and treated him with disdain. The reorganiza-
tion of the army begun two years ago in the establishment of the Line
regiments as Territorial corps, is now to be applied to the cavalry, ranch to

the disgust of officers bound up in the traditions that cling round the old

names. As in the line, numbers are to be abolished, two regiments
merged into one, and the German system adopted.

Covent Garden Opera House is to open with the regular season of Ital-

ian opera on the 1st of May. Of course Patti is the shining light, with
Scaechi, Lucca and Albani as lesser luminaries. Del Puente, who went
to California with Nilsson in her concert tour, is to be one of the bari-

tones. The modest sum of 144 guineas is asked for a box in the grand
tier for twenty-four nights. The stall tiukets have, however, been re-

duced to one guinea from two. Amateur theatricals has developed a
new craze among its members, in the form of a desire to adopt the stage
as a permanent profession. Mrs. Cornwallis West's brother, Mr. H. Fitz-

patrick, has just made his debut at the Gaiety Theatre at a matinee per-
formance, the success of which has resulted in his being engaged by Ban-
croft, of the Haymarket, to play in Fcdwa. Henry Irving apparently
doesn't like it, for he made a speech, the other night, at the Freemasons'
Tavern, in which he said some sharp things about amateurs in general and
the public for encouraging them. Irving, however, has himself an am-
ateur protege in the person of ; young man named Benson, who showed
some latent ability as " Clytemestra " in the Greek play, and whom he
cast for the part of " Paris " in his Romeo and Juliet revival at the Ly-
ceum. A German-Californian gentleman, Mr. Wadham Diggle, has just
been married, at Henley-on-Thames, to Miss Lily Noble, the daughter of
a wealthy resident of that locality, who made his fortune in the manufac-
ture of carpets, or something of the sort. The wedding was a quiet one,
only relatives being invited, and the happy pair left immediately for a
two months' trip to California. Mr. D. is a widower and only lost his
first wife, I am told, a short time ago, his grief at the time being unas-
suagable.

Quite an event in artistic circles is the exhibition at the Fine Art So-
ciety's Gallery, in New Bond street, of the Egyptian War pictures of
Messrs. Wyllie, De Neuville and Woodville, depiciing respectively the
bombardment of Alexandria, the storming of Tel-el-Kebir by the High-
land Brigade, and the moonlight charge of the. Household Cavalry at
Kassasain. Each is very highly spoken of. The vacant judgeship of the
High Court of Justice has been given to Mr. Smith, the Attorney-Gene-
ral's "devil," who has received the unusual compliment of being elevated
to the Bench without first being made a Queen's Counsel. While
t :e appointment is a popular one, there are some disappointments.
jjlr. Waddy wanted it, and the friends of Judah P. Benjamin hoped the
selection would have fallen upon him, his retirement from active practice
at the Bar making a judicial position peculiarly acceptable to him. There
was some reason why he couldn't get it, which doubtless outweighed his
great abilities. The word "masher" has taken great hold in England,
and has become part of the admitted slang of the day. It's full mean-
ing, in the American sense, is not yet thoroughly understood, which leads
to many inappropriate applications of the term. " Dude " has also found
its way over. Yours, Dido.

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
INSURANCE AGENCY.

& 324 California Street. San Francisco,

GIF.ARD of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN of New York

Fire Insurance.
TEUTONIA of New Orleans.
LACONFIANCE of Paris.

DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS
of New York.

THE F1REINS. ASSOCIATION (Limited.
ST. PAUL ofSt.Paul.| '. of London, England.
STANDARD FIRE OFFICE.. of Loudonl

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LAF0NC1ERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented $27,000,000.
All Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly JPaid.

W. L. CHALMERS.
Special Agent and Adjuster.

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organised 1864,

Frincrnal Office 216 Sansome street*

FIRE INSURANCE.
Capital Paid TJp in IT. S. Gold Coin) $300,000 00
Reinsurance Reserve $172,898 50

Assets January 1, 1333
Surplus for policy holders..

8717,156 63 I Premiums, since orgauizat'n $4,155,239.10
,§710,S60.S3 | Losses, since oryunization.. §1,859,236 6*

OFFICERS:
J. F. HOUGHTON President I CHAS. R. STORY Secretary
J. L. N. SHEPARD Vice-President

|
R. H, MAGILL General Agent

Directors of toh Home Mutual Insurance Co —L L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J.

L. N. Shepard, John Currv, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, C. C. Burr, J. S. Garter,
Charles Belding, D. W. Earl. Feb. 10

PHIENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., EstaVd 1782 Cash Assets, $5,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., EstaVd 1S33--Cash Assets, £1,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto Can., Estab'd 1851 Cash Assets, $1,357,326.39.

BUTLER <V HALDAN,
General Affents for Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.

Capital, $10,000,000-
Unlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF LONDo¥~FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

THE STANDARD MARINE~INSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool. Capital, $5,01)0.000-

Aug. 12
W. J. CALLINQHAM «S CO., General Agents,

213 Sansome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,500,000
Cash Assets 1.709.976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE A CO., General Agents,
March 20. 31G California Street, Sun Francisco.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF LONDON.
[ INSTITUTED 1803. ]

London Assurance Corporation, of London—
Established by Royal Charter 1720

Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.

Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.

XOBEKT JOXCKSOy, Manager.
S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building'.

[October 11.J

COMMERCIAL UNION ASSURANCE COMPANY OF LONDON.
Capital-$12,500,000, Gold.

.FIRE A.1SJO MAKINE.
OFFICE 210 SANSOME STREET, San Francisco.

[March 10.] JOHN P.AE HAMILTON, Manager.
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A Bonaparte Lawyer.- It in rather a strange sight to see the name
of Bonaparte on i lawyer's sign, says ;t Baltimore letter to the I'hiladel-

el "Charles J, Bonaparte] attorney-at-law," may be read
. .'ii « St. Paul street law office. "Although the grandson of

King of Westphalia, and grand-nephew of the great
Napoleon, Mr. Bonaparte in :i Btanoh Republican, fully appreciating the
advantages which this great Republic offers over the effete monarchies of

Europe. He is devoted to his profession, which, by the way, was that of
in- great-grandfather and namesake, Charles Bonaparte, advocate of Cor-
sica. Mr. Bonaparte, although in the enjoyment of a princely fortune,
Wit to him by ins grandmother, the late Madame Bonaparte, is a hard-
working lawyer, at his office every day and frequently in court pleading
cases with ability and eloquence. He has the appearance of an Italian,

but the common sense of an American, and would not <:ive up his profes-

sion for the proudest position that could be offered under a restored Bona-
partittt dynasty."^—How Burglaries are Managed.—At a West-end
establishment lately a burglar was caught red-handed in the strong-room
Opening a safe containing a fortune, with akey as perfect as though it had
been made originally for the lock. The man was convicted, and his pro-

secutors, out of curiosity, begged him to tell them how he got the key.
" Nothing easier,'' he replied. " We knew who carried the key and what
it was like; so me and my pals we gets into the same carriage with your
manager when he's going home by rail. One of us has a bag which he
can't open. Has any gentleman a key? Your manager produces his

bunch, and my pal, he has wax in his palm, and takes a likeness of the
key of the safe while seeing to open his bag. There's the secret for you."
Moral: Don't be courteous to strangers in a railway carriage. Their
palms may be waxed.——A Natural Curiosity.—Mr. H. Baulderstone,
of the Pier Hotel, Milanj>, has sent to the Register a remarkable curiosity

in the shape of one of several turtles' eggs, which he states were picked
out of about two Bolid feet of limestone rock in a cutting of a railway line.

Two of the eggs on being opened were found to coutain young turtles,

fully formed and alive. From the position in which the eggs were dis-

covered, they mnst have been there for over forty years, as the place has
been known by those living in that locality to have been undisturbed for

at least that period, and it is quite possible that the eggs are much older.

Air. Baulderstone placed one of the young turtles immediately on being
taken out of its shell in a glass of water, and it is now thriving,—
Half a Century in a Madhouse.—L)r. Rorie, in his annual report of

the Dundee Royal Asylum, mentions a curious entertainment which took
place in that establishment on December 31 last. It consisted of a ball

and supper party, given by one of the inmates to his fellow patients, on
the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of his admission to the asylum.
The venerable host seems to have borne the weight of years and of his

mental trouble lightly, for he presided at his jubilee with much bonhom-
mic, and entered on his second half-century of lunatic-asylum life with
sanguine anticipations and amidst the cordial congratulations of a large

circle of eccentric friends. The only parallel to this singular entertain-

ment at Dundee, of which we can think, is the dinner given by Mr. Dor-
rit to the collegians of the Marshalsea, when be ended his long incarcera-

tion in that historic prison. It is a startling speculation, that this aged
lunatic of Dundee, if sent back to his native village, would be equal to

two-and-a-half Rip Van Winkles. But this is not all, for Dr. Rorie men-
tions that the fifty years which have been so auspiciously concluded were
his second term of residence in the Dundee Asylum, and that he had once
been discharged recovered after a previous sojourn of unsurmised dura-
i,i. hi, American Nicknames.—The following are the uicknames by
which the States in the American Union are designated in the familiar
political vocabulary of America: Alabama, lizards; Arkansas, toothpicks;
California, gold-hunters; Colorado, rovers; Connecticut, wooden nutmegs;
Delaware, blue hen's chickens; Florida, fly-up-the-creeks; Georgia, crack-

ers; Illinois, suckers; Indiana, hoosiers ; Iowa, hawk-eyes; Kansas, jay-

hawkers ; Kentucky, corn -crackers; Louisiana, Creoles ; Maine, foxes

;

Maryland, craw-thumpers; Michigan, wolverines ; Minnesota, gophers;
Mississippi, tadpoles ; Missouri, pukes ; Nebraska, bug-eaters; Nevada,
stage hens ; New Hampshire, granite boys; New Jersey, blues or clam-

catchers ; New York, Knickerbockers ; North Carolina, tar-boilers and
tuckoes; Ohio, buckeyes; Oregon, web-feet and hard cases; Pennsylvania,
leather-head and Pennanites; Rhode Island, gun-flints; South Caro
Una, weasels ; Tennessee, whelps ; Texas, beef-heads ; Vermont,
Green Mountain boys; Virginia, beadles; and Wisconsin, badgers.^—
Mr. Thomas Hankey has written a little book on " London Din-
ners," which contains some capital suggestions, the principal being that no
dinner should be kept waiting for anybody beyond half an hour; that by
reducing the number of guests to an outside limit of fourteen, and by re-

ducing also the number of dishes, the dinner should be brought to an end
in, at most, one hour and a half; that the dining-room should be kept cool

and well ventilated, and that the gentlemen should leave the dining-room
with the ladies. Mr. Hankey makes some remarks which we hope may
bear fruit, as to the proper method of lighting a dinner-table. There is

but one light by which ladies and gentlemen should dine, and that is the

light of wax candles. He preaches the desirability of keeping the table

ornaments low.——A Newly Discovered City.—The World's corre-

spondent at Mexico reports, May 4th, the arrival there of M. Desire

Charnay, bringing photographs of the newly discovered city on the left

bank of the Usamasinta river, in Chiapas, near the frontier of Guate-
mala. M. Charnay believes this town was built by colonists from Polen-
qus, because the ruin of the temples and houses, the inscriptions on the

To Cure or not to Cure without Koni La—that is the question. In
this age of investigation and analysis some of the beliefs, doctrines and
opinions that were considered to be firmly supported bv evidence " strong
as proof of holy water," are, in the light of reason and research, proving
to be but stubborn facts; so is Koni La Volcanic Water, which is no
mystified secrecy of springs in an unknown location of Northern or
Southern California, nor like a gilded pill, made to suit the eye, taste or
smell, but in its effects, and on account of its genuine merit, is now pre-
scribed by our most eminent physicians as Blood Purifier, a powerful
eliminator in all Kidney Complaints, Skin Diseases, a valuable curative
in Female Complaints, and, in fact, as a truly household remedy. One
fair trial will convince the most skeptical that Koni La Volcanic Water
will prove the sufferer's best ready-relief friend, worthy of confidence.

Pacific Mineral Water Company.
Depot—360 Fourth street, corner Harrison.

mCDUmenta, the sculpture and ornamentation, are identically the same
with those In Palenque. The discoverer of this ancient city has named
it " l.orillanl," in honor of his patron, a citlien of New York.^—
Dining the past winter, at a large number of private and official soirees

in Paris, the electric light has been need from storage butteries in a very
simple manner. The accumulators are carried in a vehicle which is sta-

tioned in front of the house, and electric wires are conducted into the
building through the windows. Incandescent lamps are placed in the
ordinary candelabra*, and the fitting of the most, complex lighting is an
affair <>f a very few hours.—The art of preaching a good sermon has
been betrayed bv an able ecclesiastic. His formula for making a popular
preacher is one third voice and personal presence, one-third sensational
Sdlelection of topics, and one third heresy. These proportions may be a
little varied to suit different communities,

A true, strengthening medicine and health renewer is Brown's Iron
Bitters.

INSURANCE.

MARINE INSURANCE.-THE GLOBE MARINE OF LONDON.
CAPITAL, $2,500,000.

THE CHINESE INSURANCE CO. (Marine) OF HONGKONG.
CAPITAL, $1,500,000.

WM. T. COLEMAN & CO..
No. 121 Market street,

[March 2-1.] Agents for the Pacific Coast.

INTERNATIONAL MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY (Limited)

OF LIVERPOOL.
CAPITAL $2,500,000

UNITED STATES FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF NEW XOXJK.

CAPITAL $250,000

DONALDSON & 00., Agents and Attorneys,

[Feb. 24.)

319 California street, S. F.

B. II. NAl'NTO.V, Manager.

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.--UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

The California Lloyds.— Entabllsbeal In 1861 Nos. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, $750,000 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates

!

Prompt Settlement of Loses!! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS. —J. Mora Moss,
Moses Heller, J. O. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Everson, A. B. Phipps. Samuel
Hort, H. 0. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph Brandenstein, W. M. Hoag, Nicholas

Lulling, James Mollitt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Touchard,

George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Seholle, Charles

Baum, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President.

Jambs D. Bailky, Secretary. Gbo. T. Bosun, Surveyor. Nov. 6.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.

(
Capital 85,000,000.--Agents: Balfour, Guthrie 3k Co.. No.
/ 316 California street, San Francisco. Nov. 18.

Gt^lS FIXTURES!
— FROM —

ALL, THE LEADING MANUFACTURERS.

NEW DESIGNS! ELEGANT PATTERNS!
— AT —

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES!

THOMAS DAY & CO.,

(May 5.] 122 AND 124 SUTTER STREET.

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,
KTOCK BKOKCIS,

No. 314 Pine Street San Francisco.
[May 20.]
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THE INTER-OCEANIC CANAL.
A few days ago the telegraph wires were burdened with an Associ-

ated Press dispatch to the effect that work had that day been commenced
on Captain Eads 5 Tehauntepec ship-railroad.. Those who are passing well

informed upon this matter know that this is a bald falsehood, cut out of

whole cloth, and it would, therefore, be worthy of no more attention than
any other absurd untruth if it were not for the fact that, as an incident,

it illustrates the methods which are being employed by those who are

promoting the Tehauntepec scheme, and also of those who are furthering

the Nicaragua Oanal scheme. Both of these schemes stand on the same
basis. They are both raids on the United States Treasury, and their exe-

cution will never be attempted unless it is done at the expense of the

people of the United States, and for the profit of the ring of unscrupulous

tricksters who are promoting them. When De Lesseps first took up the

Canal project, those of our public journals who are most given to dema-
gogism commenced ranting about the Monroe Doctrine and the interfer-

ence of European Powers in the affairs of the American continent, quite

ignoring the fact that the Canal Company was not a European Govern-
ment, and that the building of a canal across the Isthmus of Panama by
a company of capitalists, of which a Frenchman was President, was no
more a menace to the peace and political institutions of the United
States than the establishment by English capital of an English colonyof
agriculturists in Tennessee was. However, the artificial public opinion

which these demagogic journals, assisted by a few Ward politicians whom
chance and machine rule had thrust into a prominence far beyond their

capacity created, was of sufficient volume to mislead those astute political

engineers, General Grant, Commodore Ammen and Captain Eads, into

the belief that the United States Congress would be ready at any moment
to pledge the credit of the United States Government in support of any
canal scheme in opposition to DeLesseps'. The result is that Gen. Grant
and Commodore Ammen with the Nicaragua project, and Captain Eads
with the Tehauntepec project, have been knocking at the doors of Con-
gress, asking for financial encouragement during the past two years. So
far they have knocked unsuccessfully. What they thought was a strong
public feeling they have since discovered was merely the idle vaporing of

a few senseless journalists and empty-headed "statesmen," of the corner-

grocery brand, and so, notwithstanding the exertions of a large and active

lobby, under the guidance of the three astute political engineers—than
whom none know more about cutting a canal through Uncle Sam's
treasure-chest—the American people in Congress assembled have given
the cold shoulder to both these schemes. Their promoters, however, have
not yet entirely given up hope of being able to raid the Treasury by
means of these projects. In the meantime, the schemes have to be kept
alive, and this is a very tender job. Hitherto its accomplishment has
been attempted by abusing and ridiculing the work which is being done
on the Panama Canal, and representing everybody connected with it as

being in the throes of death. It would seem, from the dispatch alluded
to, that Captain Eads has struck a new dodge for keeping the vital spark
in his project, and so he has "commenced work"—on^paper. To this

proceeding the people of the United States have not the slightest objec-

tion. On the contrary, every one will be delighted to have the gallant
Captain and his confreres continue work until their ship-railroad is com-
pleted—provided that it is not done at the public expense.

LIGHT UP THE CITY.
That the Queen City of the Pacific should just now, while it is filled

with visitors, be left in total darkness at night is a crying shame. There
is no substantial reason why it should be. It has been decided that this
year's indebtedness can be paid out of the larger income of the next. The
gas company has annouuced its willingness to wait until the new taxes are
collected, and in any event there ought to be some way found of lighting
our darkness. We can imagine nothing more derogatory to the character
of a great city, and to its government, than that it should be in a condi-
tion of almost total eclipse at night. The ridicule that will be heaped
upon us by our visitors, when they retnrn to their homes, may be more
easily imagined than described. San Francisco is rich enough to follow
the example of all other cities in the matter of lighting. We do not be-
lieve that there is any real reason for this darkness. It is true that there
are excuses for it. We have heard two given. One is that the City
Fathers want to make political capital by assuming the virtue of being ex-
treme economists. But we do not think that our citizens appreciate that
kind of economy which leaves our streets in darkness, and that is calcu-
lated to disgrace us in the eyes of our many visitors. Then it is

said that there is money in bearing gas stock. Our principal gas
company does not deserve to be punished in that way, and, if it did, the
city ought not meanwhile to be made to suffer. The old company has
long lit up thestreets at moderate rates, it3 stock is held by numerous
citizens and widows and minors. It has supplied a quality of gas that
has not been surpassed in any city in the Union, and at prices that have
been barely remunerative. It gave the city gas when its enterprise was.
more than doubtful, it has extended its mains to distant portions of the
city, at a loss, and it has with much spirit fulfilled every obligation that
could possibly be expected of it. Therefore, instead of being punished, it

ought to be rewarded, and its past services should not be forgotten.
Moreover, those who look only to political influences will do well not to
reckon too cheaply with the deserving citizens who invest their money in
useful local organizations. The Gas Company employs a large number
of men, and pays dividends to numerous deserving people, who have a
right to earn interest on their investment. Forces are thus called into
play that may not lightly be trifled with, especially as in this case the in-
terests of the public and the rights of individuals go hand in hand. If a
desire to "cinch" the Gas Company cuts any figure in this persistent
keeping the city in darkness, the sooner the idea is abandoned the better.
There is no political capital in it, no party advantage, and nothing but
disgrace to this great city.

In the life of Oliver Wendell Holmes, just published, an anecdote is
related of the ]at3 President Ezra Stiles, among whose memoranda in a
note-book, was found the following entry: "Colonel Ethan Allen, of
Vermont, died and went to Hell this day." Mr. Stiles would not make a
fortune now-a-days by writing the obituaries of eminent men, unless he
changed his style somewhat. If we damn people at the close of the
nineteenth century it is at least with some show of faint praise.

'BABY'S SOCIAL DUTIES.'

"Baby must now have his visiting

In his carnage baby goes
Proudly down the street,

Nestling in serene repose
On his cosy, cushioned seat

!

Baby has no restive horse
His small chariot to propel,

But a hand directs its course,

One that baby knoweth well.

DOVETON. ]

card."— Vide the World of March 1th.

"Just gone out has tiny Flo'
For an airing with her maid "—

One of baby's " loves," you know,
One of many

y
I'm afraid

!

But our cherub cannot wait,
Others claim his food regard,

So he leaves, with fitting state
And solemnity, his card III

Baby now must visits pay "Master Toddles, Eaton Square,"
If he would be comme il faut; That's the way the card will run ;

Social calls his carriage stay, But the gossips all declare
Baby has become a beau! "Master T." is not yet one!

GOOD SIGNS.
There can be no doubt but that the country both north and south

of San Francisco is just now attracting immigration to an extent unpar-
alleled in the history of the State. Emigrant trains are crowded, on our
streets, the faces of new comers are daily to be seen, and every steamer
that leaves for either northern or southern ports is crowded with a class of

sturdy, bouest sons of toil that are bound to rapidly develop and build up
any new country in which they may settle. The southern counties, tempt-
ing and inviting as they always were, long stood still, but that is now
changed. The tide of population is flowing in that direction. The genial
climate, the fertile soil, and the varied products of that region are at
last asserting the attractions that very naturally attach to them, and no
part of the Pacific Coast to-day is in a more " booming" condition than
our southern counties. The Herald, of Los Angeles, says that within the
past year no less than 405 houses have been begun and completed in that
city, and of course the progress made in other parts of the county have
been correspondingly great. The Southern Pacific Railroad has done
much to make the charms of the southern counties known. Tourists stop
over in that region, aud their communications to papers East are to be
found in almost every journal of note. The time is not far distant when
there will be a teeming population from San. Francisco to Guaymas in
Mexico on the south and to Puget Sound on the north. San Francisco
will, within the next ten years, contain a million of people. Real estate
values are to-day lower than they ever will be again, and the prosperity
of the future is something that no man may set bounds to. Meanwhile,
the blessed rains have fallen in copious showers, the farmers are happy,
heavy crops are assured, and there never was a time in the history of Cal-
ifornia that looked more propitious than the present.

ILLEGAL APPOINTMENTS.
The new Board of Harbor Commissioners have been literally besieged

by office-hunters. It is said there have been something like two thousand
applicants whilst there have been only about thirty-five places to fill. In
the confusion occasioned by such a rush of would-be office-holders, it was
perhaps to be expected that some mistakes would be made, hut we think
that errors have been committed of so grave a character that it is not pos-
sible to apologize fur them on any ground that we can imagine. No less

than four members of the present Legislature have received positions on
the wharves. Assemblymen Sinon, Hall and Callahan and Senator Mar-
tin Kelly have had appointments conferred upon them. We think that
this subordination of the legislative power to the executive involves a
principle that ought not to be lost sight of. Patronage ought not to go
to the creators of it. If it does there will surely be more patronage cre-

ated than the taxpayers will care to pay for. Then men who accept seats

in the Legislature ought to have the decency to keep themselves, during
their official terms, independent of paltry little places under Commission-
ers whom it may be their duty, hereafter, to legislate out of office. The
whole thing is wrong in principle, and will assuredly prove unspeakably
bad in practice. We believe that such appointments are illegal. Two
offices of profit cannot be held by any person at one and the same time.
He would be doing the State a service who would cause the legal view of

the question to be submitted to the Courts.

DYNAMITE.
It is a curious fact, but one no less curious than true, that dynamite,

is likely to prove a dangerous instrument of destruction in the hands of
those who use it. The material which was recently captured in London
was in such a crude and impure condition as to contain within itself the
elements of probable ignition, without the intervention of the would-be
destroyer of life and property. Moreover, in one case at least, the re-

cepticle in which the oily nitro-glycerine was carried leaked so badly that
drops fell on the ground. Any one of those drops might be ignited by the
action of feet passing over it. Thus the most probable result of the use
of such compounds is the destruction of the place in which they are kept,
and of the people who design to use them. Those who play with fire are
very liable to get burnt in more senses than one. If they don't get hurt
in handling the thing they produce, they are are pretty sure, subsequent-
ly, to fall into the hands of the police, and to have a pretty rough time of
it before they are through. It is really marvelous the way the dynamite
plotters have been " given away " and arrested before they had time to
work the mischief they intended. The outcome up to the present is that
the dynamite fiends have worked more mischief to themselves than to any-
body else. The English police seem to have succeeded in seizing the con-
spiracy by the throat, and we think they can be trusted to effectually

throttle it in the end.

J. B. Metcalfe.—This estimable gentleman and able lawyer leaves to-

day by the Oregon steamer on his way to Seattle, where he proposes t»
permanently settle. Mr. Metcalfe has long been a resident of our State,

an active citizen, and a lawer well known in our courts. He was one of

the delegates sent to Cincinnati from this State by the Democratic party
to the last National Convention. We wish him success in his new sphere
of activities. He will be an active man wherever he goes.
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TOWN CRIER.
"H«»r tht Cri»r'" "What the d«»il »rt thou?
"Od» th*t will play the deril.air with ion.'

-

" He'd t> etlnc in hie Uil »« lonjt a» » 1e.il.

Which nude him crow bolder and bolder.'

Tho carriage owners of thii city, with that spirit of enterprise which
cottariy their own, find ths>t they cannot make enough money car-

rying live bodies around town, so they have formed themselves into a
" United Undertaking Association," to combine the business of furnish-

ing three block funerals with that of blockading the thoroughfares at

weddings end carrying home bachelor drunks from the different clubs in

this city at all hours in the morning. If Mr. James Md linn does not at
once oprxise this qnast-eacrilegions invasion on the rights of horses en-

in the almost sacred profession of carting defunct persons to Lone
Mountain, then he will have failed in a duty which this community ex-

pects and demands of him. The idea of profaning a spotted horse by
using him in the forenoon as an advance guard for the mourning relatives

of e rich banker, ami so soothing its feelings as it were by a band of

music playing the *' Dead March from Saul." and then employing that

burse, full as he naturally would be of sad reflections and green feed,

later on, to carry a party of thoughtless and irreverent people to the min-
strels. For the sake of the morals of our horses let us trust that no such
alliance between fun and funerals may ever be permitted.

Cremation, combustion and incineration of corpses has, like last

vear's bonnets, gone out of fashion and left nothing but a few bad ovens
to tell the tale. Cremation might have succeeded had its devotees been
honest, but now it turns out that down in Florida, Dr. Knodelmaier,

ised to burn up every third man that died there, and give the ashes
to his widow in a silver plated sardine-box, has ruined the whole busi-

ness through not acting squarely with his assistant. He had the regular

cremation oven with a sliding door, through which his boy named Smith
used to extract the corpse while the mourners were singing the first hymn,
and carefully insert a reliable dead dog to be reduced to ashes. The
charge fox cremation was $120, and the corpse used to fetch about $40
{unless it bad been shot to pieces or lost a leg) at the dissecting hospital.

With good furnace wood at S-t 00 a cord Smith thought the doctor had
too biR a margin and wanted a square divvy on the deceased in addition

to his modest stipend. Now that the whole business has been given
away, we can see at once how the best enterprises are ruined by parsimony.
The people are so mad over the whole thing down south that they even
bury their pet alligators now in|the old fashioned way.

It may not be generally known that the Reverend Isaac M. Kalloch,

Sr.—the grand old patriarchal bull who was Mayor, Pastor, politician and
Lothario, all iu a lump—has a ranch worth some $150,000 in the Santa
Cruz mountains. A gentleman who has lately returned from a prolonged
sojourn in that region tells us that the holy farmer is getting too fat and
sassy for anything, and takes much pride in informing all visitors that he
is feeling his oats, with his tail up and his neck clothed in thunder, like

the ancient Biblical war-horse. Nor is there any wonder that he struts

pretty proudly, for it seems that all the women of the country for miles
around have gone Kalloch-mad, and since they can't buy the old man
himself, are ready to purchase any sort of produce from his sanctified

farm, at ridiculously high prices. A short time ago he sold a lot of new
potatoes at 15 cents a pound, and they were all bought by women, most
of them farmers' wives and daughters at that. The price was monstrous,
but they were " Kalloch potatoes," and that settled it. If farmer Ike
doesn't ride out of the Santa Cruz mountains on a rail pretty soon, we
shall read the next Census statistics of that region with much curiosity.

A Chinese Sunday School Superintendent, named Horace Stowe, was
righteously fined $10 this week by the Police Judge for battery on a bap-
tized and regenerate Mongolian scholar. The offense, it was understood,
was gambling during prayers, or playing tan while Mr. Stowe was pump-
ing the history of Simon Magnus into the class. Is it not abo*ut time
that this damnable farce of white men drawing salaries under the pre-

tense of converting Chinamen should end? The Rev. Otis Gibson knows,
in his heart, that all that the Chinese want is to learn to read and write

our language, and that there is as much real religious feeling in their na-

tures as can be extracted by Dr. Liebeg from the heart of a reliable mum-
my. But their teachers draw comfortable stipends, and, by telling emo-
tional lies at tri-monthly denominational muffin-struggles, they pass for

sincere and earnest men in the estimation of spasmodic and paroxysmical
women. What a terrible and sickly showing some of this ecclesiastical

ore will make after it has been crushed in the Judgment Mill

!

We have comparatively few swindlers among the clergy in the United
States, because the field for operations is so pitifully small, and a good
confidence man can make so much more money on the outside. An
artist with a reliable and well-oiled jaw, who can impose on a congrega-
tion of pious fatwits, and make theni weep copiously once a week, soon
finds tint that a soft and contrite heart ia no indication of a yielding

pocket, and turns his attention to selling razors on the street, or vending
a double, copper-bottomed cure for rheumatism. This week, for instance,

the Rev. Mr. Darnell, of Dufferiu College, iu Canada, lit out after work-
ing Ontario for all that it's worth, and then he could only leave $7,000 in

debt, with an estate that would pan out 5 cents on the dollar. This is

proof conclusive of the impossibility of doing business on a moderate
scale, on the present basis of church enterprise. It is a good way of cov-

ering up a bad record by becoming a church deacon. Kven the Bulletin

will not deny this, but there's nothing in it for ministers.

The medical profession across the water has found a new enemy to

attack in the shape of bicycles, the use of which it clearly proves to be
eventually fatal to all young men who ride them. This proves conclu-

sively to our mind that no such healthy recreation or exercise has ever
been invented. Who ever heard a doctor growl at young ladies for play-

ing croquet on a damp lawn or dancing in' hot ball-rooms? But a bicycle

brings no grist to the medical mills, and is a dangerous rival to billiards,

brandy and soda, and fast women. No wonder that it is condemned. We
would exorcise every one who exercised on a bicycle if we made our liv-

ing out of doctoring livers.

They have had a hailstorm iu Denver in which hail-stones " as large
as plums "fell for thirty minutes, to the depth of eight inches. The
Denverites are all very proud nf this storm, and think it is as fine as
their new railroad depot, hut they Will Quit blowing, perhaps, after they
turn to the tiles of this paper, of May 27th, 1859, before Denver was

lit of, (for sale at all newsdealers, $4 a copy), and read the account
of the hail storm in this city of that date, when the streets were entirely
deserted during a hailstorm which barricaded the streets to the depth of

ten feet. None of the hail-stones were smaller than an orange ; most of

them were as large as a cocoanut, and thousands of them were as large as

a prize watermelon. When they have a hailstorm in Denver with stones

as big as a regulation football, we shall be proud to credit our neighbor
with the event, but it is no good sending on accounts of plum hail-stones
to this section of the country.

"My tere," said Mr. Blumennase to his wife the other day, "this
winter I gif you a peautiful felfet gown. There vas apout a great many
tousand Knights Templar come here next August, and I dink mit myself
dot some of dem get pooty hard up after dey visit all de amusements and
got aguainted mit my cousin Nibbse and his leetle game. My tere Fran,
all dose ghentlemen have de finest felfet cloaks, you petter pelieve, and I
pledge you my vurd of honor as a coot Israelite and an honest pawn
broker, dot I get you enof stoff mit trimmings for yourself und Luiselev und
Rebecca, so yon turn up your noses, donner wetter, at dose low Kohn-
pretzels in de Synacorg mit dere vorn out re-made cotton gowns as was
only pledged by a pankrupt lodge of Knights of Pythias." " My Cord,"
said Mrs. B. in ecstasy, " how dot man does loaf his vife und vamily I

"

The latest economy in the municipal retrenchment operations seems
likely to culminate in the cutting off of the supplies of meat from our
Almshouse. This scheme, harsh as it may appear at first sight, is an ex-
cellent one, and, as the small end of a valuable wedge, should be thor-
oughly driven in. (No meat, no paupers.) No paupers, consequently no
guards or officials will be necessary. The building and farm can be
turned into a country residence for the Supervisors, and as soon as a pau-
per crops up, the meat supplies can be again at once stopped. By apply-
ing this fleshly thumbscrew to our prisons and lunatic asylums, in a short
time the present incumbents of office will be able to keep their taxation-
pledge, and we shall be able to show the smallest percentage of criminals
and paupers of any State in the Union. No more beautiful illustration
of the doctrine of Protection was ever conceived.

Two young men were parting ten years ago at college, after gradu-
ating with honor. Quoth the first: "Let us throw in our paths to-
gether and study law. From that we may reach Congress, the Senate,
and perhaps the Presidential chair." Quoth the other: "Yes, let us
stick together, but only like my old man's glue-pot and pine boards.
Come along into the paint and oil business with me ; from that we may
reach a ranch, a house in New York, and, perhaps, a railroad director-

ship." They went their several ways, and the first aspirant for fame is

still defending culprits in the Police Courts, while his bosom friend has

just completed a contract for a Crystal Palace in the Hawaiian Islands,

and has just finished a job of painting seven cities in South America.

"A little knowledge is a dangerous thing," especially when the sub-

ject matter is French, as we have before had occasion to remark. A
young lady, whose silks, satins, plush, lace and diamonds were far in ex-

cess of her just appreciation of the Parisian vernacular, was having a

wordy tilt with a young man, who seemed to be getting the best of it.

0, well, quit," she exclaimed at last, "I don't want no more of your
bandage."

Oakland is very proud of " disposing of a case of leprosy by sending

the afBicted heathen back to China. Some day or other we shall hear of

Oakland disposing of a case of liquor by sending the rum back to Jamaica.

But that will be the herald of the millennium, and is too far ahead to be
worth discussing.

"Hands wanted on gloves," is the announcement in the window of

a glove store not a thousand miles from Kearny street. We always thought
it was the other way. But we suppose things are changing. We shall

expect "Feet wanted on boots" next.

A father never discovers the great difference between sons and daugh-
ters till they grow up. If he has sons, he has men ; but if he has daugh-
ters, he finds he not only has women, but generally men, to boot.

An esthetic young man, who lives out in the Western Addition, on

being told the oljier morning that his wife had presented him with twins,

clutched his flowing locks and exclaimed: " Well, this is too two."

Ons of the most curious anomalies of trade is to be found in the con-

tinuous high price of opium, notwithstanding the fact that it is unques-

tionably the greatest drug in the market.

There is a girl up in Vallejo who has two " fellows," who come to see

her night about, and won't go home till she puts them out. She calls

them her pair of stays.

The Hessian fly is said to be a new agricultural pest. If history

speaks true, however, our forefathers saw the Hessian fly many times

during the Revolution.

The nice young lady who spoke of a legacy as a litnbacy, hasn't been
able to sew for a week, as she couldn't muster courage to go and ask for a
(k)needle.

True courage is a precarious virtue, and depends on the flimsiest

foundation. The bravest man who flips a half-dollar and beta on "heads,"
will often turn tail.

What is the difference between a fashionable pair of pants and a knock
down blow from the shoulder? One is a tight fit, and the other is a fight

hit

The reason why it is thought that Mrs. Langtry is going to settle in

America is because she brought her she-bang out with her.

People who think themselves smart go about asking questions like this:
" Can a rope walk ?" We say yes—when it is taut.

Lady farmers have a good enough time of it until they are obliged to

talk about their calves, and then it becomes somewhat embarrassing.

In order to keep up to the tone of its dispatches, the live paper has de-

cided to be known in future as the Chronic KilL
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C. P. R. R.
Time Schedule, Monday, April 30, 18S3.

Trains leave, and are due to arrive at,
San Francisco as follows:

LEAVE
(for) I

DESTINATION. -j

ARRIVE
(from)

9:30 a.m. ....Antioch and Martinez 2:40 P.m.
*4 :00 p.m. *' " " *I2:40 p.m.
*4:30p.m. *' " " *10.10 A.M.
S:00 a.m. 7:40 p.m.

S:00 a. M, Calistogaand Napa ''10:10 a.m.
*:00 P.M. " " " 7:40 p.m.
9:30 a.m. .. | Deming, ElPaso ) Express...

..|and East ( Emigrant
2:40 p.m.

4:;i0 P.M. 7:10 A.M.
7:30 A. M . . j Gait and \ via Livermore

. . ( Stock ton ) via Martinez
5:40 p.m.

*4 :00 p.m. 12:40 P.M.
7:30 a.m. ...lone ... , 5:40 P.M.
4:30 p.m. .... Knight's Landing 10.10 a.m.

tS:00 a.m. " '* 111:10 a.M
9:30 a.m. 2:40 p.m.
7:30 a.m. .. -Liverniore and Pleasanton.

.

5:40 P.M.
#5 :00 p.m. " " " #8:40 A.M.
9:30 a.m. Madera and Fresno 2:40 p.m.
*4:00 P.M. " " *12:40p.m.
8:00 A.M. 5:40 p.m.
7:30 A.M. 5:40 P.m.

10:00 a.m ...... " " * ' ...... 3:40 P.M.
3:00 P.M. " " " 9:40 A.M.
5:00 p.m. ,. " " " #8:40 a.m.
3:30 p.m . . ( Ogden and I Express 11:10 a.m.
5:30 p.m. .. \ East (* Emigrant 6:10a.M.
8:00 a.m. .. 1 Red Bluff ^viaMar sville. 5:40 p.m.
*S:00a.m. . . f and Tehama | via Woodland. *7 :40 P.M.

7:30 A.M.
8:00 a.m
3:30 p.m.

•
f Sacramento {via Livermore

• land Colfax
^laBenicia..

.. { ) via Bemcia..

.

5:40 p.m.

7:40 p.m.

11:10 a.m.
4:30 P.M. "10:10 A.M.
•4:00 p.m. Sacramento River Steamers. 6:00 a.m.
7:30 a.m.

0:00 a.m. J3 :40 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m. 7:40 P.M
0:30 a.m. *>

3:30 p.m. ... " '10:10 A.M.
#4:00 p.m. " '12:40 p.m.
*4:30 p.m. tl 1:10 A.M.
3:30 p.m. ....Virginia City 11:10 A.M.
8:00 A.M.

it
1 11:10 a.m.

Train leaving San Francisco at 8:00 A.M. should ninet
Pacific Express from Ogden at Port Costa; and that
leaving at 9:30 a.m. should meet Pacific Express from
El Paso nt Antioch.

LUOAL F£KRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland Pier.

From "SAN FRASTCISCO," I)ai!j .

To EAST OAKLAND—»6.00, »6:30, 7:00, 7:30, 8:00,

8:30, 9:00, 9:30, 10:00, 10:30, 11:00, 11:30, 12:00, 12.30,

1:00, 1.30, 2:00, 2:30, 3:00, 3:30, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30,
0:00, 6:30, 7:00, S:00, 9:00. 10:00, 11:00, »12:00.

To KKUIT VALE— 0:00, 6:30, *7:00, '7:30. »8:00, "8:30,
*3:30, (;4:00, *4:30, *5:00, *5:30, *0:00, ''0:30. 9:00.

To FKUIT VALE (via Alameda)— "9:30 a. m.,6:30, }U:00,
12:wo p. M.

To ALAMEDA—«6:00, *6:30, 7:00, "7:30, 8:00, "S:30, 9:00,

9:30,10:00, 110:30, 11:00, tll:30, 12:00, (12:30, 1:00,

Ji:30, 2:00. 3:00, 3:30, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30,
7:00, S:00, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, *12:00.

To BERKELEY — "6:00, »6:30, 7:00, "7:30, 8:00, *S:30,
9:00, J9:30, 10:00, (10:30, 11:00, (11:30, 12:00, 1:00.

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4-30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,
9:00, 10:00, 11:00, *12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—'6:00, »6:30, 7:00, *7:30, (8:00
s:30. 9:00, 10:00. 11:00, (1:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, ''4:30,

5:00, «5:30, 6:00, "6:30, 7:00.

To " SAM FRANCISCO." Dally.

From FRUIT VALE—"6:20, "6:50, *7:20, "7:50,
"S:50, ''".):20, "10:21, "4:20, "4:50, "5:20, "6:50,

'6:50,7:25, 9:50.
Fno.M FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— *5:15, "5:45,

(9:15, <3:15.

From EAST OAKLAND—*5:27. *5:57, 6:27, 6:57,
7:57, 8:27, 8:57, 9:27, 9:57, 10:27, 10:57, 11:27,
12:27, 12:57, 1:27, 1:57, 2:27, 2:67, 3:27, 3:57, 4:27.

5:27, 5:57, 0:27, 6:57, 7:57, b:5T, 9:57, 10:57.
Fk ..m BROADWAY. Oaklasd-*6:36, *6:06, 6:36.

7:36. 8:00, S:30, 9:00, 9:30. 10:00, 10:30. 11:06, 11:36,
12:36, 1:06, 1:36, 2:00, 2:36, 3:06, 3:36, 4:06, 4:30,
5:36, 6:01), 6:36, 7:06, 3:00, 9:06, 10:00, 11:06.

From ALAMEDA—*5:22, "5:52, *6:22, 6:52, "7:22,

8:22, s:52, 9:22, 9:52, (10:22, 10:52, (11:22,
(12:22, 12:52, (1.22, 1:52, 2:52, 3:22, 3:52, 4:22,
5:22, 5:52, 0:22, 0:52, 7:52, 8:52, 9:52, 10:52.

From BERKELEY -*5:15, *5:45, "6:15, 6:45, *7:15,
'8:15, 8:45, (9:15, 9:45, (10:15, 10:45, (11:15,
12:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:15, 4:15, 4:45, 5:15, 6:45, 0:15,
7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY— *5:45, *6:15, 6:45,
7:45, 8:45, (9:16, 9:45, 10:45, (12:45, 1:45, 2:45,
4:45, *5:15, 5:45, *6:15, 6:45, *7;16.

[0:45,

•Dreefc Route.
Fkoxi SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:15, 3:15,

6:15.

From OAKLAND—»6:15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

J^Daily. except Ejundays. ^Sundays o nly.

" Stuidard Ti-ne" furnished by Randolph & Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.
... a. TOWNE, T. H. GOODMAN,

Gen. Manager. Gen. Pass, and Tkt. Agt.

The Only Direct, and the Sliortest, Quickest
and Jtrst Equipped Jiroad-Gauffe Road- tit

the Immense Redrvood Forests of Sonoma
County and the Jfeautiful Scenery of the
Russian River.

Boats and Trains Leave San Francisco as follows:

7. f~\C3 A. M., Daily (Snndavs excepted), via San
. WcJ Rafael, from MARKET-STREET WHARF,

for Pelaluma, Santa Rosa. Healdsburg, Cloverdale,
Guernev'lle and Way Stations. Stages connect at Gey-
serville for Skairirs' Springs, and at Cloverdale for High-
land Sprimrs, Kelseyville, Soda Bay Lakeport, Navarro
Ridge, Mendocino city, Ukiah ai.d Geysers.

I>.\il,v, Except Sundays.
2.IEF. M.,via Donahue, from WASHINGTON-

.*±r_> STKEET WHARF; and
4. C? (~\ <' "..via San Rafael, from MARKET-STREET

<L>^-' WHARF, for Petaluma. Cloverdale and
Way Stations.

Sunday Excursions.
8.QO a. m, Sundays only, via Donahue, from^^J WASHINGTON-STREET WHARF, for Clo-
verdale and Way Stations. Round-Trip Tickets on Sun-
days: To Petaluma, $1 50; Santa Rosa. 82; Healdsburg,
S3; Cloverdale. .81 50; Guerneville, S3. Returning, will
arrive in San Francisco at 0:45 p. M.

ARTHUR HUGHES, PETER J. McGLYNN.
General Manager. G. P. and T. A.

SONOMA VALLEY RAILROAD.

This Road Runs Through the Finest Vine-
yards in the State*

Boats and Trains Leave San Francisco as follows :

Q • At^ i*- »• Daily (Sundays excepted), from WASH-
£-* •*-*<-> INGTON-STKEKT WHARF, for the Town
of Soiiuma

, Glen Ellen and Way Points.

Sunday Excursions.
8.QA a. m. (Sundays only), from WASHINGTON-,^\J STREET WHARF, for the Town of So-
noma, Glen Ellen and Way Points. Round-Trip Tickets:
To Sonoma, $L; to Glen Ellen, %\ 50.

ARTHUR HUGHES, PETER J. McGLYNN,
Ger.erai Manager. Gen. Pass, and Tkt. Agt.

NORTH PACIFIC COAST
RAILROAD.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing SUNDAY, April 1st, 18S3,

Boats and Trains tvillRun as follows:
FOR SAN RAFAEL (via San Quentin Ferry)-*7:05,

tS:15, #9:20, U0:25 a. m., +1:10, *1:45, t3:45, #4:50 P. M.
(Via Saucelito Ferry)—t8:00, #6:50 a. m,, #3:35, *5:3j,
t6:40 p. M.

FROM SAN RAFAEL (via San Quentin Ferry)—#8:00,
+S:50, #10:35, tll:45 A. M., *2:i5, t2:25, t4:25, *5:20 P. M.
(Via Saucelito Ferry)—#6:50, t7:30, #3:45 a. m., +6:20?. m.
Week days. tSundays only.

FOR SAUCELITO (Week Days)-S:50, 10:30 A. M.,
1:30, 3:35, 5:30 p. M.
(Sundays)— 8:00, 10:00 a. m., 12:00 M., 2:00, 4:15,

6:40 p. m.

FROM SAUCELITO (Week Days)—7:45, 9:30, 11:20,
A. M., 2:30, 4:45 P. at.

(Sundays)—8:45, 11:00 A. M., 1:00,3:15,5:30, 7:20 p. M.
On Monday an extra trip from San Francisco at 7:00

a. m., and on Saturday from Saucelito at 6:15 p. m.

Q.rj(\A. m. Daily, Sundays excepted (via Saucelito
^•*J\j Ferry), fur Point Reyes and Way Stations.
Returning, arrives in S. F. (via Saucelito) 5:20 p. m.

1 •A.K p - Sl - Daily, Sundays excepted(via San Quentin
-L .Tt^ Ferry), THROUGH TRAIN, for Duncan Mills
and Way Stations. (Through Train from Duncan Mills
arrives in San Francisco at 11:45 a. m.)

Stage Connections.
Stages leave Duncan Mills every morning, except

Mondays, for Stewart's Point, Point Arena, Cuffey's
Cove, Mendocino City and all points on the North Coast.

Saturday to Monday Excursions.
EXCURSION TICKETS, sold on Saturdays and Sun-

days, good to return following Monday.—Fairfax, Si;
Camp Taylor, $2; Point Reyes, 32 50; Tomales, S3 50;
Duncan Mills, S5,

Sunday Excursions.
8:00 a. m. from Saucelito Ferry... { Excursion Train
8:15 a. ni. from San Quentin Ferry

J
every Sunday

for Duncan Mills and Way Stations.
Returning, arrives in San Francisco (via Saucelito

Ferry) 7:50 p. m. FARES FOR ROUND TRIP.-Camp
Taylor. SI 75; Point Reyes, S2; Tomales, $2 50; Duncan
Mills, S3.

DAVID NYE, F. B. LATHAM,
Gen'l Supt. Gen'I Pass and Tut. Agt.

BBOAU UAVUE.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing1 "Wednesday, April 18th, 1883,
And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave
from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend St., between 3d and 4th streets),as follows:

8:30 a.m.

t 9:30 a m.

10:40 a.m.
# 3:30 P.M.

4:25 p.m.
* 5:15 p.m,

6:30 p.m.

$11:45 p.m.

8:30 A.M.
10:40 A.M
? 3:30 P.M
4:25 p.m.

DESTINATION.

.San Mateo, Redwood,..
and Menlo Park

ARRIVE
8. F.

6:10

8:10

9:03
*10:02
# 3:36

t 4:59

6:00

I 7:50

+ 8:15

A.M.

A.M.
A.M.
A M.
P.M.

P.M.

P.M.

P.M.

P.M.

J ..Santa Clara, San Joseand.. !

, ..Principal Way Stations. ..
j

9:03
•10:02

3:36
6:00

t 8:15

10:40 a.m. j Gilroy, Pajuro, Castroville ) I

*'

' 3:30 p.m. ( ...Salinas and Monterey ... fl

A.M
A.M.
P.M.

P.M.
1' M.

AM.
P.M.

30 pm "j
• Holli9terail <1 Tres Pinos.,

10:40 A.M.
' 3.30 p.m

|#10:02 i

'I 6:00l

.Watsonville.Cainp Goodall. \ I

Aptos, New Brighton. Soquel ( *10.02 j

(Camp Capitolal and Sauta
[ 6:00 ]

Cruz ) |

10:40 A.M. | ..Soledad and Way Stations.. | 6:00 P.M
#

P.M.t 7:30 a.m.
.Monterey and Santa Cruz.. f|+ s . „

. (Sunday Excui-sion) . . . . f|
°" l

Sundays excepted. tSundays only.
ITheatre train, Saturdays only.

STAGE CONNECTIONS are made with the 10:40 A. M.

Train, except PESCADERO Stavre via San Mateo, and
PACIFIC CONGRESS SPRINGS Stage via Santa Clara,
which connect with 8:30 a. m. Train.

SPECIAL ROUND-TRIP TICKETS—At Reduced
Rates—to Pescadero, Monterey, Aptos, Soquel and
Santa Cruz; also to Gilroy, Paraiso and Paso RoDles
Springs.

EXCURSION TICKETS—Sold Saturdays and on Sun-
dayimornings—good to return on Monday: To Santa Clara
or San Jose, $2 50; to Gilroy, $4; to Monterey or Santa
Cruz, S5; also to principal points between San Francisco
and San Jose.

SUNDAY EXCURSION TICKETS—To either Monte-
rey or Santa Cruz, and return, S3J

TICKET OFFICES. - Passenger Depot, Townsend
street, and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

^"SOUTHERN DIVISIONS.^©-

For points on Southern Divisions and the East, see

C. P. R. R. Time Schedule. April 14.

SOUTH PACIFIC COAST
RAILROAD.

Newark, San J^se, Los Gatos, Glenwood,
Big* Trees, Felton and Santa Cruz.

Passenger Trains leave Station, FOOT OF MARKET
STREET, SOUTH SIDE, at:

8.0/~v a. m. daily—Alvarado, Newark, Centreville,
-O \J Alviso, Santa Clara. SAN JOSE, Los Gatos,

Wrights, Glenwood, Felton, Big Trees, SANTA CRUZ
and all Way Stations. (Parlor Car.)

2.0/~\ p. m. (except Sunda>), Express—Alvarado,
• C^ v-* Newark, Centreville, Alviso, Agnew's, Santa

Clara, SANOOSE, Los Gatos and all Stations to SANTA
CRUZ. (Parlor Car.)

4.0fS p. m. daily, for San Jose, Los Gatos and in-
• c^ v-' termediate points.

Stages connect at Los Gatos for Congress Springs.
On SUNDAYS Special Passenger Train leaves San

Jose 6:2."> p. M. ; arrives in San Francisco 8:30 p. m.

85 Excursions to SANTA CRUZ and $2 50
to SAN JOSE on Saturdays and Sundays, to return un-
til Monday, inclusive. S3 Excursions to BIG
TREES and SANTA CRUZ every SUNDAY, 8:30 A. m.

To Oakland and Alameda.
§6:30—7:30—8:30—9:30—10:30—11:30 A. M. U 12:30—

1:30—2:30—3:30-4:30-5:30-6:30—7:30—10-11:30 p. m.

From Fourteenth and Webster streets,
Oakland.

§5:57—§6:57— 7:57—S:52— 9:52— 10:52—111:52 a. m.

12:52—1:52— 2:52—3:52—4:52—5:52—6:52—10:20 r. m.

Sundays only, 7:52 p. m.

From Hiffb street, Alameda.
§5:45— §6:45—7:45—8:35— 9:35— 10:35—fll:35 A. M.

12:35—1:35—2:35-3:35 4:35-5:35—6:35-10:05 p. m.

§Sundays excepted. ^Saturdays and Sundays only.

TICKET, Telegraph and Transfer Office, 222 MONT-
GOMERY STREET, San Francisco.

A. H. FRACKER, R. M. GARRATT,
Gen'l Supt. G. F. and P. Agent.
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Since oar last weekly reference, several itoixirUnt export clear
ii made. HieM include the following jht British steamship

>r Honolulu May 4th: Broad U,34fi lbs.. Canned Goods 700 <*.,

> lbs., Tobacco 22,848 tbe., and outer Merchandise— value
net Uacota, hence fur Victoria, B. »'.. t Jirrieil 87,000

, 11 M9 ti- Sngar, ana other Merchandise, value 137,000, The
s*ni«>n\\. for same, had 4 4 . » i*J0 11'-. 8 c -value

-. The O. ami 0. steamship Coptic, hence for China on tin- 5tb

oat,. ha»l for «.-.nv>' 4.Sf>7 bills, [floor, "».477 Eba. Ginseng, !<H> tlk-.

stiver, 367.000 yds. Cotton Sheetings, end other Merchandise —value $82,-

Preasure, 9384,578 75. To Japan, 806 flks. Quicksilver, 5,-

ijki Lbs. s-i.';tr. and other Merehamli^e— value Sir.^riO. To the Eu^t In-

50 bbls. Flour. To Manila, Canoed Goods. To Singapore, 26 cs.

Salmon, etc. To Batavia, 60 bbls. Flour, 175 ca. Salmon, etc. British

steamer Australia, hence Mav 6th for Sydney, carried 1,686 pkes. Build-

ing Materials, 9.919 (fas. Broom Corn. 10,07(1 lbs. Coffee, :i.00:i lWrs,
•J.100 ca, Salmon, etc.—value S53.71L To New Zealand. 4,206 lbs.

Broom Corn, 695 cs. Salmon, etc.— value $3,000. To Melbourne, 1,000

oa, Salmon, etc. —value $6,274. To Auckland, 5,762 lbs. Broom Corn,
218 ca. Salmon, etc —value $7,810. To Honolulu, Merchandise—value

$12,000; also, in Treasure to latter, $29,760. The steamer Mexico, for

Mexican ports, hence on the 5th inst., carried 10,592 lbs. Coffee, 358 flks.

Quicksilver, 26,000 lbs. Sugar, and other Merchandise—value §74,000.

.1. W. Harrison's Circular has this to say of Coal and Iron: "Several
cargoes of Coal have changed hands this week at fair prices, yet buyers
are very tiuiid and only purchase for their assured requirements. I look

upon present quotations for loading as bed-rock prices for the year, unless

a material improvement in future Grain Freights developes itself, which
is very questionable. The stock on hand of Bituminous Coal is diminish-

ing very markedly, hence Spot prices are well sustained, and will remain
so fur two months more at least. Anthracite, lump, egg and Cumberland
are in full supply. Glasgow vessels now loading are sadly in want of

Iron for freight, which causes free offerings for the past two weeks. It is

very evident much lower prices will rule this year than in 1882. At this

time last year prices were $4 per ton higher. Business is fair with the

foundries.

The rains in May here have been heavier than for many, many years of

the same month. The rainfall to this day for the season is 19.37 inches,

3[ inches more than at earae date last year. This insures the State full

and abundant crops of cereals, even more than a full average, with some
likelihood of reaching the banner year of 1880-81. Our Wheat receipts

for the current harvest year now foot up 14,425,000 centals against that

at a corresponding date of the year previous of 18,825,000 centals. On
I ';i!l Wheat has sold freely, seller 1883 at $X 64 per cental up to SI 66.

Barley since the late heavy rains has declined materially, seller the sea-

son, Jl 20 @ $1 21 per cental; seller 1883, $1 10. Oats, Corn and Rye
are at present neglected at the Call.

Wheat Charters for new crop loading : The British ship Beecroft,
1.626 tons, has been chartered at £2 15s. September canceling. This is

the first grain charter of the kind that has been written in several years,

and gives to ship-owners some faint idea of the views of the trade, during
the Summer and Fall loading. Tonnage en route is steadily increasing,

and now that big crops are well assured, we look for a still greater in-

crease. The fleet now is about 210.000 registered tons, against 220,000
for the same date last year, and 280,000 in 1881. The disengaged fleet is

64,000 tons, against 17,000 tons same date last year. On the berth, 15,-

000 tons ; last year, 53,000 tons register.

Where has the Gold Gone?—This interesting query is propounded
by the New York Vindicator, which says: The supply of bullion and the
reserve of the Bank of England is now lower than at this season for sev-

eral years past. In the early part of April, 1880, the bank held bullion
to the amount of £'28,290,000; since then each succeeding April has wit-

nessed a decline, until tbe present year, when the specie account in the

first year of this month is down to £21,500,000. The decline in the re-

serve has been steadv and in about the same ratio, falling from £15,940,-

000, at tbe former date, to £11,490,000, at the latter. The bank is in a

measure the representative of the state of British finances, and the cause
of this steady and continuous decline in specie during years of average
commercial prosperity is not easily explained. From October 1, 1879, to

April 1, 1883, tbe specie and bullion in the United States Treasury, in-

cluding silver, increased from $222,813,000 to $379,296,000. These are the
total amounts reported at the above dates in the Treasury, regardless of

outstanding certificates. The specie in National Banks from October 1,

1879, to March 13, 1883 (the date of the last report of the Comptroller of

the Currency), increased from $42,200,000, at tbe former date, to $53,450,-

000, at the latter. Italy, for the past two years, has accumulated gold to

the amount of $120,000,000 for the purpose of resuming specie payments,
which was successfully consummated on the 16th of this month. The
Italian reserve has been drawn mainly from England direct, and from
other countries on English account.
The production of gold bullion in this country during the past three

years would account for the increase in treasury and bank holdings dur-

ing the same time. The United States during the three years past, as a
whole, has imported gold in excess of its exports of specie, but not in suf-

h'l'ient amount to account for any considerable portion of the decline ob-

served in the English bullion account. During these years France, Ger-
many and other specie-paying countries have increased their specie re-

serves, and it is, perhaps, reasonable to believe that these changes account
in some measure for tbe loss of bullion at the Bank of England.
In tbe non-specie countries of Europe, viz., Austria, Spain, Portugal

and Turkey, there is no data to show that the specie of these countries

was increased in amount for several years past. Neither of the countries

named are known to be making an effort to resume specie payment, at

least so far as the redemption of domestic paper currency is concerned,
and as their public debts are mainly held at home, and the interest paya-
ble in paper currency or debased coin, and their foreign trade limited and
the balance more generally in their favor, the necessity for gold is less

pressing than that of the several couutries that maintain a specie stand-

ard.

A private grain oiroulai dated May 2d, reviews tbe move-
ment of Breadstuff* for the ten months of the passing harvest year,
which will lie read with interest by all in the trade:
Only nine vessels cleared during April from this port for Europe, tak-

16,814 rentals Wheat and v:,*7:< barrels Mom-, besides which, 158
centals Wheat and 29,688 barrels Flour wore cleared for China and ports
ami Islands in (lie l'aeitie.

The total exports of Breadstuffs during the first ten months of the
present cereal year ending April 30. 1883, aggregate 13,717,790 centals
Wheat ainl 863,716 barrels Flour, equal in Wheat to 16,308,938 centals, or
S15.447 tons of 2,000 pounds, against 1,077,989 short tone for the same
period in the previous year, showiug a decrease in exports from California
ot 262,642 tons of Wheat for this season.

Exports during April, as given above, were the lightest for any month
since July, 1880, and will be exceeded during the present month, as the
vessels now on berth for Europe have a carrying capacity of fully 30,000
tons.

Tonnage statistics at this port Tuesday morning, May 1, 1883, as com-
pared with same date last year, are as follows :

1883-Tons. 1882—Tons.
On the berth for Europe 19,965 54,163
Disengaged and suitable for Wheat 62,689 15,505
Listed for miscellaneous business 7,789 6,257
Reported as bound for California 207,521 219,458

Total visible supply of registered tonnage.297,964* 295,3o3

The above figures show an increase of tonnage supply as compared with
last year of 2,581 registered tons, while a month ago the decrease was
70,726 tons. The remarkable change in these figures is owing to the
paucity of exports this past month, and also the fact that tonnage has
been freely pointed to this coast as soon as the heavy rains during the
last few days in March, and the early part of April set in, which caused
such a wonderful change for the better in the prospects of our growing
crops.

THE HOTEL DEL MONTE

HOT SALT WATER SWIMMING BATHS

SAVE BEEN REOPENED FOR THE SEASON.

The DRIVES have all been put in excellent repair, and the Climate is incompara-

bly lovely. FISHING in the bay and rivers is very good. The GROUNDS, com-

prising 126 acres, contain

Drives, Lawn Tenia, Croquet, Swings, Sand Boxes, and a Hundred
Other Things for Frolicking Children. March ai.

LOWELL PAPER SHOT SHELL**.
Manufactured by the U. S. Cartridge Co.

SUPERIOR TO All, OTHERS.

FIRST QUALITY-WATERPROOF. SECOND QUALITY-GOOD FOR ONE
SHOT. SURE FIRE AND DURABLE.

Cartridges. Brass Shells. Loading Implements, etc.

fd&~ For sale by all dealers. March 31.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,
Agents for RICORD'S RESTORATIVE PILLS,

635 Market Street. .
.' Man Francisco, Cal.

PALACE HOTEL. June 24.

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,

OCULIST.
Formerly at No. 313 Bosh street, ha* removed to Phelnir**

Building, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours fur Consultation: 12 >i. to 3 p.il

Take the Elevator. May 27.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 215 GEARY ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.

Feb. 5.] OFFICE HOURS: 1 to 4 P.M.

C. W. M. SMITH, /<T\
The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor, /fespirOl

Established In 1SG2, ImMjul
Removed to 224 Sansome Street. N*r^~-7

^- MR. C. \V. M. SMITH is the patent attorney for Marriott's Aeroplane Com-
PAST_for Navigating the Air

J
Oct. 22.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

300 FOURTH STREET, SAJS FRAJiCISCO.
(July 15.]

A. WALDSTEIN,
Lithographer and Ziucographer, No. 320 Sansome street.

Room 48, Second Floor. Awr. 19.
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WAIFS.
"Waifs which singly are as light as air, but which together make

a momentous whole.

The appointment by the Harbor Commissioners of three Assembly-
men and one Senator to positions on the wharves, is being severely com-
mented on by thoughtful men.——It is contrary to public policy that

legislators should be made dependent on Commissioners called into official

existence by laws passed by those very legislators.——If this thing is to

be permitted the evil practice which it inaugurates will surely widen and
extend, and ultimately offices will be multiplied by law-makers for their

own benefit.^—It was supposed that the law sufficiently prohibited such
:. condition of things, but it appears that it does not for it has just been
got around by some process or other.^—Assemblymen Sinon, Hall and
Callahan, and Senator Martin Kelly have been appointed to places on
the wharves by the present Commissioners. We believe such appoint-

ments are illegal, and are sure that they are contrary to good public

policy.-^No person may hold two offices of profit at one and the same
time. A. legislative office is certainly one of profit, and that being the

fact it would seem to be illegal to pay legislators for serving as wharf-
ingers and toll-collectors.—The Harbor Commissioners would do well
to Ionic into this matter, for it may turn out that they will be held respon-

s ble on their official bonds for moneys illegally paid.—— It is a sad com-
mentary on the kind of men we elect to make our laws that they are so

eager to obtain paltry little places that should have no temptations for

even the commonest of laborers.—It also says little for the new Harbor
Commissioners that they should so compromise themselves as to enter
into political bargains to appoint such men. Verily politics lead to

some curious results and makes some strange bed-fellows. ^—Senator
Kelly's appointment is exceptionally offensive. He voted against the
Harbor bill, to which the Commissioners owe their appointment. He
voted and helped to defeat the proposal for a cheaper and more effective

way of collecting the harbor revenue, and he voted against the pilotage

reduction bill, and yet he is rewarded whilst still a Senator, with the sec-

ond best office in the gift of a Board that would have had no existence if

his vote had prevailed.—He voted against Irwin in caucus, but voted
for him when his confirmation came up in open Senate, and his vote gave
the nominee the majority of one which confirmed him.—What hap-
pened to change Kelly's vote ?^—Is it not plain that he was bought at

the price of a fat office?—We say these things more in sorrow than in
anger. —We favored Irwin's appointment, and regret that he was op-
posed as he was, but we think it would have been better for his reputa-
tion if he had permitted himself to be beaten rather than to buy success
as he did.^—He paid too dear for his whistle.—The price is very
apparent, but then, as we have said, politics are very peculiar.-^—
—Dr. Beverly Cole has declined the offer of an appointment to the
Board of Health.—The recess enjoyed by the school teachers is being
considerably devoted to the discussion of departmental questions. Con-
siderable anxiety is being felt as to the doings of the "solid eight."-^
Some of their appointments are viewed with scorn ami contempt.-—
"Fat and lusty Hastings" comes in for his share of the comments. He
had better have accepted Eaton's resignation and not returned it at the
dictation of boss Buckley.—The piling up of forty-nine charges against
John S. Gray is the talk of the lawyers. They say that it looks as if the
prosecution were uncertain of either its law or its facts.-^—If they were
more confident of their case they would not throw out such a drag net in
the hope of catching small as well as large fishes.—-The new Democratic
County Committee has been organized.—The Secretary claims to be
anti-boss. The President is claimed by both sides. Probably the truth
is that he will go with the bosses as long as they are " on top," but that
he will gladly give them a kick the moment he thinks they are on the
down grade.—The Republicans are keeping quiet, being untroubled by
any patronage worth speaking about. They are talking of reorganizing.
—Changing base in the face of the enemy is seldom a safe operation.^—
Politics are at a low ebb. The only events exciting interest are connected
with the distribution of the offices that have fallen to the victors.—-It is

said that the city fathers will light up the streets shortly, as all the po-
litical effect possible has already been made out of economy and darkness.
——It is also reported that the Fire Department will shortly receive an
overhauling with a view to take it out of the hands of the bosses and out
politics. We despair of anything effective being done in that direction.
——The Eastern press dispatches are still mixed and muddled. De Young
and White cannot too soon hurry up the reforms they have gone East to
effect.^—Governor Stoneman begins to enjoy the first respite he has
known since he came into office. The places are nearly all filled.—He
cannot now do better than to take up the State Prison and settle it on a
basis of cleanliness and reform.-^— It is a wretched, corrupt and abomi-
nable institution that cannot too soon be placed on a more satisfactory
basis. The Governor can do himBelf credit in this direction—good
honest work in giving us a truly deterrant and reformatory State Prison
will bring more lasting credit to the administration than any other task it

can undertake.

Common prudence suggests to any gentleman who desires to pur-
chase a new hat, that he should go to a store of established reputation
which carries a complete stock. Herrmann's, 336 Kearny street, is an es-
tablishment of this kind. Herrmann has been in business for a long time
past, and his reputation as a fair dealer is beyond impeachment. The
great advantage in dealing at his place lies in the fact that he has always
on hand a magnificent stock, embracing all designs in hats and caps, both
as regards shapes and material, and purchasers are, therefore enabled to
select that which suits their appearance best.

Those who love the good things of this world—and who do not?—
should try those fine old Whiskies manufactured by H. & H. W. Cather-
wood. These Whiskies are celebrated for their fine flavor, and have
been great favorites in the California market since the days of '49. They
are imported by Messrs. Dickson, DeWolf & Co., who are the sole agents
for this coast, and include amoner them the following famous brands: "AA A," "Cranston Cabinet," "Double B," "Old Stock," " Century,"
" Monogram," and "Brunswick Club."

Another new Oil Store. Latest! best! prettiest! Call and see it, at
John F. Myers & Co., 869 Market street.

GRAND MUSICAL FESTIVAL,
— UNDER TUB DIRECTION OF—

THEODORE THOMAS!
— TO BE HELD AT THE—

Mechanics' Pavilion, on the Evenings of June 7, 8, 9, 11 and 12,

and Afternoons of June 9th and 13th.

The spacious Pavilion building- is being rspecially remodeled for this Festival, its

dimensions and proportions being made to assimilate closely those of the great
Music Hall of Cincinnati. A mammoth Btage with reverberating sounding-board
has been designed on scientific acoustic principles, and a large number of elegant
and commodious private boxes fitted up on the main flour and balcony circle, while
the amphitheatre arrangement of the general auditorium will render the seating
capacity of this vast hall as NEARLY PERFECT as possible.

SEVEN MONSTER PROGRAMMES!
Which will include the widest possible range of compositions in the cla-sical, operatic
and popular styles, together with selections from the celebrated Oratorios and

A Brilliant Repertoire of Solo Performances!—The Grand
Festival Chorus of 500 Voices!

Which has been oreanized and thoroughly rehearsed under the direction of MS.
D&.VID W. LOPPING, will embrace many prominent vocalists of San Fran-
cisco, Oakland and Sacramento.

The Thomas Symphony Orchestra!
Will consist of 60 instrumentalists, selected by MR. THOMAS especially for this

Festival, from the New York Philharmonic Society, and will appear in every concert
in conjunction with the following eminent Soloists:

MISS EMMA THTJRSBY, Soprano;
MRS. E. HUMPHREY ALLEN, Soprano;

MRS. ANNIE HARTDEGEN, Snpranor
MRS. BELLE COLE, I ontralto;

MR. FRED HARVEY, Tenor;
MR. FRANZ REMilERTZ, Basso,

And MME. JULIE RIVE-KING, Solo Pianist.

PRICES:
Single Season Ticket, reserved ($12 50
Double Season Ticket, reserved 25 00
Private Boxes, seating six, for Season 100 00
Private Boxes, seating eight, for Season 130 00

Subscriptions received at M. GRAY'S, KOHLER & CHASE'S, SHERMAN &
CLAY'S MUSIC STORES and at THE WHITE HOUSE. Diagrams for choice of

SEASON seats will he opened at above named places on MONDAY, May 21st, at 9 A. M.

Reserved Seats for Single Concerts $1- #2, §3, according to location

Box Seats for Single Concerts, ($3, $4, $5, according to location

Sale of reserved scats and boxes for single concerts begins May 28th, at 9 a. m.

Orders by mail, telegraph, or telephone, to any of the above mentioned ticket offices

will receive prompt attention. May 5.

BALDWIN THEATRE.
Gustave Frohmau, Lessee; E. M, Roberts, Manager.- After

an absence of six years, MODJESKA returns to the scene of her first triumph
in the English language, appearing every evening (except Sunday) and Saturday
Matinee, in Scribe and Legouve's Great Play,

Adrienne Leconvreur!
Assisted by MR. M. H. BARRYMORE and the same Company who have supported
her in New York and the Eastern cities during the past season. FRED STIJSfSON
and JAY RIAL, Managers.
Monday Evening, May 14th.—First appearance in this city of MODJESKA as RO-

SALIND in AS YOU LIKE IT.

Seats secured six days in advance. May 12.

BUSH-STREET THEATRE.

MB. LEAVITT, Lessee and Manager: Al. Haymnu, As-
9 sociate Manager. -Every Evening, including Sunday, Wednesday and Satur-

day Matinees. Unqualified Success of the Famous Irish Comedian, MR. W. J.

SCANLAN, with an efficient Dramatic Company under the management of MR. W.
H. POWER, in Bartley Campbell's creatiou,

Friend and Foe!
During the piece MR. SCANLAN will sing the following Songs, composed by him-

self: '* The Poor Irish Minstrel," " I Love Music," " Moonlight at Killarney," " Irish
Potheen," "Over the Mountain," " Mrs. Regan's Party," and his Famous "PEEK-A-
BOO." New and appropriate Scenery.

Seats now on sale. ^aJ' 1^.

EMERSON'S STANDARD THEATRE.

WM. EMKRSOX, Sole Proprietor and Manager-Every Ev-
ening and Saturday Matinee, EMERSON'S MINSTRELS.

New First Fart and Finale!
Great Hit of COURTRIGHT'S Pantomime, LITTLE BOY BLUE! Don't fail to see

it; take your families. EMERSON in Harrigan's Latest, McNALLY'S ROW OF
FLATS! CHARLEY REED in CHEEK! WALSH and KING and 30 others.
ORIGINAL POPULAR PRICES.—Opera Chairs, Dress Circle and Orchestra, 75

cts.; Family Circle, 50 cts. ; Matinee, 50 cts. and 25 cts. Seats secured six days in

advance. No extra charg to reserve. Telephone 5,094. May 12.

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.
JH.HAVCRLY, Proprietor.—Frederick W. Bert, Manager.

# Fourth and Last Week of THE McCAULL OPERA COMIQUE COMPANY!
MR. JOHN A. McCAULL, Proprietor and Manager. Saturday Evening and Satur-
day Matinee, positively Last Performance of

The Queen's Lace Handkerchief!
And Last Appearance in California of the McCaulI Opera Comique Company.

Monday Evening, May 14th.—The Eminent Tragedian, MR. LAWRENCE BAR-
RETT, in Mr. W. D. Howell's Great Play, YORICK'S LuVE.
Box Office for the sale of reserved seats open daily from 9 A. M. to 10 p. m. [May 12.

Parties living at a distance can have engravings made by sending photograph,
or sketch on paper, designating size requirefl. Estimates furnished on application.

S F. PHOTO-ENG. CO., 609 Merchant street.
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CRADLE, ALTAR AND TOMB.

CRADLE.
Barton— In tHs eity, M»v3, to the wife of Dante) Carton, a daughter,
Rikk^ss In thi- dtr. May 4, U) the wife of 11. W, Blbbons, i» daughter.
Uakrk— In this cltt, May *, to the witv .>f Samuel Baker, daughter.

his eiti. April 51, to tin- wife ol I' P. t'tiri-tensen, a soil.

Douux—In this city. May 8, to the wife of William ll Donnan, a son.
no - In this ,i'y, May 6, t-- th« wife ol K. 0, Goodapeed, i son.

Hopes— In tliis cat}, March 81, to the wife of John Hopes, son.
JotUUX—In tliis eitv, Mnvti, lo the wife of John -' .Ionian, a Son.
McNULTT—In this eity, May 1. to the wife -.f p. F. MeXultv. a 300.
HlCBABL - In this city, May 0, t.. the wife of t;. Michael, * son.
EtoanmiBQ In this eity. May 4, to the wife of O, Rosenberg, a son.
Krmmbn-Ih this eity. May S, to the wife of R. C. Remsen, a daughter.
Si'LLivAS—In this eity. .May 8, to the wife of John Sullivan, a daughter.
Taylor—In this city, May 8, to the wife of Charles Taylor, a son.

ALTAR.
BiRRiu-HrRp—May 8, George B. Birrill to Belle W. Hurd.
Ewart-Brkwrk- Hay 5. by Bev. P. Williams, Robert Ewart to Maggie Brewer.
LntDROB-THKiss- Hay 5, Johaon Lindrob to Mary Theiss
McGiXNiT-TrNAN -April 2fi, Patrick j MeGinney to Katie F. Tynan.
CDOKALD-DORR—April 2. James J. McDonald to Nellie Dore, both of this city.
PrOLL-Katt—May f>, by Rev. J. Fuendelinc;, William Proll to Annie R. G. Katt.
StBIKJIBTX-BroksDOS—May 1, AugUBt Steimuctz to Laura A. Bronsdon.
Wood-Smith—April 1, E F. Wood, of Oakland, to May J. Smith, of this city.
WALBH-Dy u—May B, M. D. Walsh to Mary Dyas.both of Fresno.
Willmms-Crowlkt—April 15, Charles J. Williams to Kittie F. Crowley.

TOMB.
Fallon—May 5. Mrs. Delia Fallon, a native of Ireland, aged 82 years.
Fitzpatrick—May G. Annie Ellen Fitzpatrick, a native of England, aged 28 years.
Goslasd—May 7, Catherine Gosland, a native of Scotland, aged 52 years.
Masses—May 8. Hattie E. Hansen, aged 25 years.

HAWKEY—May I, Thomas Hawkey, a native of Connecticut, aged 48 years.
HiRsciiFBLDKR—May 5, Adela Hirschfelder, a native of Poland, aged 48 years.

McRbkka—May 6, Mrs. Mary A. Mclvenna, a native of England, aged 64 years.
Prick—May 4, Mrs. Julia Price, a native of Ireland, aged 51 years.
Ryan—May 5, Catherine Ryan, a native of Ireland, aged 40 years.
Rionby—May 7, James Rigney, a native of Ireland, aged GG years.
Simpton—May 9, Mrs, Georgian* Simpton, a native of London, aged 62 years.

Striker—May 4, Anna Barbara Steiner, a native of Switzerland, aged 68 years.
THOMPSON—May 8, William Thompson, a native of Norway, aged 48 years.
Wall—May 4, Edmotid Wall, a native of San Francisco, aged 25 years

THE PROLONGATION OP LIFE.
It cannot any longer be doubted that the duration of human life has

been extended by the improvements effected in the prevention and treat-

ment of disease witbin the last twenty years. In England the death rate

has steadily declined, and, in his annual report, the Registrar calculated
that over a million persons are alive to-day who would have died if the
death rate of the preceding decade had been maintained. Nevertheless,
there are still a number of sceptics who think that the only Result has
been to prolong the lives of unhealthy children, and perhaps add a few
years to those of advanced age. At a meeting of the Statistical Society
of London, a life-table was recently presented by Mr. Noel A.
Humphreys, which contrasts the condition of life in England, in the five

years ending 1880, with that described by Dr. William Farre in the 17
years ending 1854. These tables are the only trustworthy indications of

the true mean duration of human life, and from them it appears that in

1854 the mean duration of the life of males in England was 399 years,
and by the new table in 1880 41*9, an increase of no less than 2 years.

The females have advanced still more, for whereas in 1854 the average
duration of female life was 41 '9 years, it is now no less that 45 '3, a gain of

nearly three years and a half.

But Mr. Humphreys has also determined the period of life in which
the gain is greatest, and for this purpose he calls the period from 20 to 60
years the useful period, and the years under 20 and beyond 60 as the de-

pendent periods. According to his table 1,000 males will live 2,009 more
years than they would have done 30 years ago, and of these 1,407 years or
70 per cent, are lived in the useful period, 22 per cent, in childhood, and
S pej- cent, over 00 years. The increased number of years lived by 1,000
f ma'es U 3,406—65 per cent, of which is lived at the useful period, and the
remainder, 34 percent., during youth and old age. It is evident from
these statistics that the improvements in medical and sanitary science
have resulted in the increase of true vitality. Not only lias the death
rate been lowered, but the burden of weakness, old age and disease has
been greatly lessened. The lives of the people have been specially pro-
longed at the period when enjoyment and happiness are most appreciated.
The productive capacity of the people has been raised. All this demon-
strates the value of scientific and preventive medicine, and should lead to

Btill further efforts to improve the sanitary condition of the people, and
especially of our great cities.

It is noteworthy that the men who have been chiefly instrumental in

effecting this mighty result are those whose occupation is the treatment
of disease and suffering. But it is sad to think that one of the pioneers
of sanitary reform, Dr. W. Farre, has just died without any adequate
recognition of his valuable services.

A Strong Man. —Donald Dinnie, the renowned Scotch athlete, whom
the San Francisco Thistle Club has brought to this coast, arrived this week.
He will take part iu the games at the Thistle Club's picnic at Badger's
Park to-day, and probably will appear in other athletic entertainments.
This gentleman is one of the most massive and muscular specimens of
humanity this century has produced, and his vast proportions, combined
with careful physical culture, enable him to perform wonderful feats of

strength. He stands six feet one inch in bight, measures forty-eight

inches around the chest and weighs two hundred and twenty pounds—all

of which is solid flesh, muscle and bone. He can lift with ease two hun-
dred and fifty pound dumb-bells at arm's length above his head. He can
leap five feet eleven inches at a standing high jump, and twenty feet at a
running long jump. At tossing the caber, throwing the hammer, wrest-
ling and other feats of skill and strength combined, he is proportionately
successful. Mr. William Muldoon, the celebrated Greco-Roman wrest-
ler, of New York, has also arrived in this city, and efforts are being
made to arrange a match between these two champions.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
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' wUI "B" f"«- Hongkong .....I

MAY 17, at 2 p. m.

T
CITY OF RIO DE JANEIRO
Excursion Tickets lo Yokohama ami return at 'reduced rates."'

For New York, via Panama)
SAN BLAS MAY 15, at 10 o'clock a. m.,
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,!lsscnKors '" r MAZATLAN, SAN BLAS, MANZAN1LLO amiAOAPULCO, and via ACAPULUO for Lower Mexican ami Central American Ports
calling at SAN JOSE DE GUATEMALA, and XA LIBERTAD to land passengers
ana mails. 6

Tickets to and from Europe by any line for sale at the loweBt rates : also for Ha-
vana and all West India ports.

For Honolulu, Auckland ami Sydney-
CITY OF NEW YORK .'

. ._. JUNE 2, at 2 p.m.,
Or immediately on arrival of the London mail.

Ten Dollars additional is charged for Upper Cabin passage
For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and Brannan streets.
[May 18.) WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., General Agents.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,
For Japan and China, leave wharf, corner First and Iran-

nan streets, at 2 p.m., for YOKOHAMA AND HONGKONG, connecting at
Yokohama with Steamers for Shanghai.

18SS.
From San Francisco
for Hongkong-. Steamer.

SATURDAY, September 15th. ..ARABIC
THURSDAY, September 2?th OCEANIC
THURSDAY, October 11th COPTIC

Trom San Francisco
for Hongkong. Steamer.

SATURDAY, May 5th COPTIC
THURSDAY, June 28th ARABIC
TUESDAY, July 10th OCEANIC
SATURDAY, July 21st COPTIC
Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates.
Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on Bale at C. P. R. R. Co.'s

General Offices, Room 74, cor. Fourth and Townsend sts.
For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific MailSteam

ship Company's Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.
T. H. GOODMAN, General Passenger Agent.

'
May 5th.LELAND STANFORD. President.

s
PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

(earners of this Company will sail from Broadway Wharf
as follows :

For Victoria, B.C., and Puget Sound Porta: Every Friday.at 2 p. M. of each month
Steamer of the 30th connects at Port Townsend with steamer "Idaho" for AlasKa.
For Portland, Oregon, iu connection with the 0. R. & N. Co.: Every 3 days.
For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 5th 10th 15th

20th, 25th and 30th of each month.
For Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and

Ventura: Every Wednesday at 8 a.m.
For Eureka, Areata, and Hookton, Humboldt Bay: Every Wednesday, 9 'clock
For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc.: Every Monday.

Ticket Office, No. 214 Montgomery Street, near Pine.
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

[May 5.] No. 10 Market street.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Bullion Milling- Company.—Location of principal place

of business, San Francisco, California. Location of works, Gold Hilt, Storey
county, Nevada.—Notice is hereby given that at a meeting of the Board of Direct-
ors, held on the seventh day of May. 1883, an assessment (No. 27) of Twenty (20)
Cents per share was levied upon the capital stock of the corporation, payable im-
mediately, in United States gold coin, to the Secretary, at the offi-je of the Company
No. 328 Montgomery street. Room 3, San Francisco, California
Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on MONDAY the

ELEVENTH (11th) DAY OF JUNE, 1883, will be delinquent and advertised for
sale at public auction ; and unless payment is made before, will be sold on THURS-
DAY, THE FIFTH DAY OF JULY. 1883, to pay the delinquent assessment, to-
gether with costs of advertising and expenses of sale. By order of the Board of
Directors. J. M. BRAZELL, secret-try.
Office—Room 3, Safe Deposit Building, No. 32S Montgomery street, San Francisco

California. jj;.., i^ '

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
BEST & BELCHER MINING COMPANY.

Assessment : No. 26
Amount per Share go Cents
^vied '..May Sth, 1883
Delinquent m Office June isth, 18X3
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock July :

wm. Willis. Secretory.
Office—Room 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California. May 12.

NOTICE OF ASSTSSMENT.
New Basil Consolidated Gravel Mining Company.—535 Com-

mercial street. Sati Francisco, CaL Notice is hereby given that at a meeting
of the Directors held on the 10th day of April, 1SS3, an assessment of Five (fi) Cents
per share was levied upon the capital stock of the corporation, payable immediately
to the Secretary.
Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the FIFTEENTH

DAY OF MAY, will be delinquent and advertised for sale at public auction, and
unless payment is made before, will be sold on the EIGHTH DAY OF JUNK,
1833, to pay the delinquent assessment, together with costs of advertising and ex-
penses of sale. F. X. SIMON, Secretary

,

[April 14.

J

523 Commercial street.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office Kentnrk Mining Company, S«n Francisco, May 7,

1SS3.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the above named company.
held this day. Dividend No. 37, of Ten (10) Cents per share, was declared, payable on
FRIDAY. MAY EIGHTEENTH, 1S83. Transfer books closed on Tueodav Hay i5ih
1883, at 3 o'clock p. H. J. W. P£\v, Secretary.
Office—310 Pine street. Room 15, San Francisco, Cal. May If.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Gold Medal, Paris, 1S7S.

Sold by all Stationers. Sole Agent for the lulled States:
MK. HENRY HOE, 91 John street. N. Y. Jan. 5.

Catalogues. Books, ninstosted Circulars and Illuminated Printinc executed in
a superior niauner by the S. F. News Letter.
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IP I SHOULD DIB TO-NIGHT.
If I should Hie to-night

My friends would look upon my quiet face

Before they laid it in its resting-place,

And deem that death had left it almost fair;

And laying snow-white flowers against my hair,

Would smooth it down with tearful tenderness,

And fold my hands with lingering caress

—

Poor hands? so empty and so cold to-night!

If I should die to-night

My friends would call to mind, with loving thought,

Some kindly deed the icy hand had wrought;
Rome gentle word the frozen lips had said;

Errands on which the willing feet had Bped;

The memory of my selfishness and pride,

My hasty words, would all be put aside,

If so I should be loved and mourned to-night.

If I should die to-night,

Even hearts estranged would turn once more to me,
Recalling other days remorsefully ;

The eyes that chill me with averted glance,

Would look upon me as of yore, perchance,
And soften in the old familiar way

—

For who would war with dumb, unconscious clay?

—

So I might rest, forgiven of all to-night.

0, friends, I pray to-night,

Keep not your kisses for my dead, cold brow

;

The way is lonely ; let me feel them now.
Think gently of me ; I am travel-worn,

My faltering feet are pierced with many a thorn.

Forgive ! O, hearts estranged, forgive, I plead !

When dreamless rest is mine, I shall not need
The tenderness for which I long to-night.

ALCOHOLICAL LETTERS.
Dear News Letter:—Intemperance is a curse any way, and the spe-

cial curse of the alcoholic question. The tot'al abstainers are as intem-

perate as drunkards. They call themselves temperance people, but it is

easy to prove they are nothing of the sort. It is, in fact, lamentable that

so good a word should he so shamefully perverted from its proper use.

Two thousand years ago the Roman Charioteer was called a Temperator,

or temperance man, and the verb tempero was originally used to describe

the driving of a team of horses. Temper then represented the combina-

tion of those good qualities which enabled the charioteer to win his race

in the circus. A temperate man was simply a good driver, who possessed

good judgment, calmness, foresight, quickness and promptitude in action

—courage and determination—a clear eye and a firm hand, and above all,

that practice which culminates in skill. Ou the other hand, an intem-

perate man was one who lacks these qualifications and was unfit to drive.

He failed because he was unable to control his team.
After a time the meaning of the word " tempero " was widened so as to

embrace the idea of driving men as well as horses, and from the adminis-
tration of a Roman province it was still further eularged to describe gov-

ernment in general. Hence men were esteemed temperate who were capa-

ble of controling themselves as the charioteer controlled his horses. Tem-
per and temperament, whether applied to men, music or steel, means the

harmonious combination of good qualities which conduce to moderation
and successful use. No man knows of what temper he is made until

he has been tried, and it is only by means of temptation that temperance
is cultivated and proved. He who is temperate in all things is able to en-

joy all the good thing3, and even the luxuries by which he is surrounded
without abusing them. He steers clear of excesses of all kinds, in eating,

in drinking, in smoking, monev-grubbing, extravagance, pleasure, piety,

and every other occupation of life. In fact he is a representative driver

of the world chariot Progress, and will surely win the race.

Now what earthly claim have total abstainers and teetotal fanatics to

be called " temperate?" Obviously none whatever. The more ignorant

and prejudiced never pretend to drive. They take the rut of total absti-

nence and blindly stick to it, no matter where it leads them. Intemper-
ate in their abuse of alcohol, they are temperate in nothing else. If they
do not take alcohol they poison themselves in some other way. The men
with tobacco, the women with tea and coffee. Every day we may ob-

serve intemperance in water drinking. Huge goblets of iced water are

placed beside the guests at breakfast, lunch and dinner. By its con-
sumption the stomach is unnaturally cooled and paralyzed, the gastric

juices are diluted and destroyed as soon as formed, and after absorption,

the heart, blood-vessels and kidneys are water-logged. Under such con-
ditions the appetite becomes weakened and depraved. Meat and the
stronger foods are undigested and a preference given to mush, milk, fruit,

sugar cakes and other soft messes, more suitable for pigs than human be-

ings. The people who thus live suffer from red noses and pimpled faces,

dyspepsia, hypochondriasis and nerves. These are the subjects of lazi-

ness and fat. The women loll about the house in rocking-chairs, devour-
ing novels by the score. The men are impotent and the women barren.
From this sort of feeding come tumors, cancers, tissue degenerations and
premature decay. These also are the fiends who take chloral and mor-
phine.

Nor are the intemperate abstainers more worthy of respect. These are
the genuine bad drivers who have tried their hand and uniformly failed.

They never take the reins without a runaway. They leave the track of

moderation to fall headlong into the slough of drunkenness. These are
the people who patronize the Home of the Inebriates. They become
sober when they cease to retain their drink, and remain abstainers about
as long as their pockets remain empty. Having the contempt of thetem-
perates, they are driven into the ranks of total abstainers, of whom they
are the most intemperate. Happily for mankind there is yet a majority
of sensible temperators, and under their whip vineyards will not be useless

nor brewing abolished. Yours, etc., Temperator.

iJS"For one dime get a package of Diamond Dyes at the druggist's.

They color anything the most desirable and fashionable color.

SUNBEAMS.
In a surburban town they held a public meeting to take measures

toward celebrating their semi-centennial. Everything went along
smoothly until a patriotic citizen rose to object. "Mr. Modera-or," he
said, "I am informed that a semi-centennial means a half-centennial.

Now, sir, I for one, am opposed to any half-way measures. Let us have
a whole centennial or nothing." But, notwithstanding his eloquent op-

position, the measure passed with but one dissenting voice. It does Beem
Bometimes that minorities have no rights which majorities are bound to

espect.

Two youog animal painters are discussing their latest productions.
" I had quite a talent for bull-doss," says one, " but I've had to give up
painting 'em. You see, it was such an infernal bore to have to keep the
live dogs from springing on my dogs and tearing them to pieces." " I had
rather a gift for bull-d^gs," says his companion, " but I had to give up
painting them. It was too much trouble to keep the dogs from springing
out of my pictures and tearing the living animals to pieces !"

He stands upon the pavement
And wrestles with the breeze,

He looks in through the window
And this is what he sees

:

Lights low, a combination
Of mustache and of curl

—

Another fellow's hugging
The other fellow's girl.

" What Newton is it that the newspapers are talking about ?" asked
a gentleman just returned from Europe of a friend, in one of our up-town
clubs, the other evening. "Is it my old friend General Newton of the
army ?" " Not exactly," was the reply, " but I am not surprised at the
mistake, for both Rev. R. Heber Newton and G-eneral Newton are en-

gaged in the same business." "What's that?" asked the late arrival.
" Why, removing obstructions from Hell Gate." Tableau !

—New York Mail and Express.

"It is really" qnite amusing," remarked a New York dude after landing
in Philadelphia, " I am used to being admired by the women, you know,
but today, as I came down the steps of the Broad-street station, a dozen
men began exclaiming: ' Hansom, hansom, hansom !

' in such a loud tone
of voice that I could not help overhearing." —Ex.

A friend of the family brought young Crichter a game of Patience.

The youngster did not seem to be enchanted with the present; however,
he thanked the giver and said: " It is really for me, is it?" "Certainly, my
boy." "lean do what I like with it?" "Of course." "Well, I will sell

it to you for ten cents." —From the French.

Biggs takes a peculiar delight in going to church. He has been swin-
dled by two or three of the pillars, and although he doesn't dare to call

them so himself, it relieves his feelings immensely to hear them owning up
in public every Sunday that they are "miserable sinners."

—Boston Transcript.

Senator Vance in his lecture on "The Scattered Nations," said the
" Jew is three inches shorter than the American." It may be so ; but
there are a great many more " abort " Americans than Jews in this coun-

try, all the same. —Norristown Herald.

"Why do good little children go to Heaven when they die?" asked the

teacher. "Because," answered the bright boy at the head of the class,

" because it's unsafe to trust children in a place where there's tire."

- -Exchange.

At breakfast the other morning, a New York dude declined a piece of

shad. He had been told that fish food made brain, and he didn't want
to unfit himself for the position he occupied in society.

—Philadelphia Transcript.

Young Slowcoach recently had cause to borrow a pair of rubber

shoes, and after putting them on remarked :
" They're immense—they fit

me to a T," and then he could not tell why the people smiled. —Chaff.

A friend of ours once found a dollar bill between the leaves of a Bible,

which had been placed therein for a book-mark. He is now a diligent

Bearcher of the Scriptures.

There i3 but little change to note in strawberry-box fashions, this sea-

son. The sides will slant downwards a little more sharply, and the bottom
will be a little higher up.

It is early yet to say what style parasol will be fashionable, but, as

usual, they will be worn just high enough to rake out a man's eye.

" Board Wanted ! " as the young lady said when she came to a mud
puddle in the sidewalk. —Burlington Free Press.

Why is a deacon like a hat band ? Because he passes around the hat.
—Burlington Free Press.

How to make a tall man short—Rob him of his purse.

—Chronicle-Herald.

A hen is a kind mother but still she sits on her children. —Puck.

It never perspires but it pours. —Puck.

A girl is like a music-book when she is full of airs.

It is " put up or shut up " with the umbrella. —American Queen.

Does the man who treats his friend to a glass of beer malt-treat him ?

If you want perfect fitting garments that will always wear well and
look well, get your clothes made by Messrs. J. M Litchfield & Co., Mer
chant Tailors, 415 Montgomery street. This firm keeps on hand the best

materials, all the latest patterns, and employs the most expert cuttem

and the most skillful workmen.
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GOLD BARS—920 fine par.—Refined Silver—15J@16 $ cent, dis-

count. Mexican Dollars, 12^@13£ per cent. disc. nom.

"Exchange on New York, 20c.@15c. ^100 premium; on London Bank-
ers, 49 9-16d.@49\d. ; Paris, sight, 5-12£@5-10 francs per dollar.

Eastern Telegrams, 25c.

• Price of Money here, 6@10 per cent, per year—bank rate. In the
open market, 1@1£ per month. Demand light. On Bond Security,
5@6 per cent, per year on Call.

Latest price of Sterling in New York, 484§@487.

LORD BEACONSFIELD.
The 19th of April witnessed a ceremony of national interest in Lon-

don. It was the unveiling of the statue of this great statesman by Sir
Stafford Northcote. The ceremony was performed on the second anni-
versary of the death of Lord Beaconsfield, and it was attended by a de-

gree of enthusiasm throughout the country which has been unparalleled.
Political opponents joined with every section of society throughout the
Kingdom to pay a tribute of respect to the departed statesman. The
London Times says : If Lord Beaconsfield's name is at present cited on
the Liberal side, it is almost always with the object of extolling his sagac-
ity contrasted with the rashness or the mismanagement of his successors.

The passions unloosed at the last general election and in the campaign
preceding it have abated, and would be gladly cast out of recollection by
those who were then betrayed into extravagant denunciation of Lord
Beaconsfield, not as a statesman only, but as a man. The hottest foes of

his policy are now in their hearts ashamed to remember that they ap-
plauded, or even tolerated, such rude and clumsy invective as was current
during the Eastern crisis, and the subsequent appeal to the constituencies.
This revulsion of feeling was conspicuously shown in the ceremonial, which
was at once a proof of Conservative loyalty to Lord Beaconsfield's mem-
ory, and a practical recantation of Liberal attacks.

The sympathy of people of all ranks was made happy by the wearing
of the primrose, the favorite flower of the late Lord, immense numbers of
which were sent to London from all parts of great Britain. Sir Stafford
Northcote. referring to this tribute of attachment to the deceased, said
in his address : Even in the matter of these beautiful flowers which we
see around us, I should say that I must have received myself at least a
million primroses in the course of yesterday and to-day from all classes

and from all parts, from Royalties, from Princesses, from peers, from
peasants, from persons who have brought them from the grave of our de-

ceased friend, and from those who have sent them from Scotland and
Wales. There has been but one feeling manifested by all.

A Heroic Mother.—The Kyneton Guardian relates that on^riday af-

ternoon a little boy, five years of age, the son of Mr. R. Reddrop, of

Boggy Creek, fell down a well about 40 feet deep, which contained 8 feet

of water. The well was at the house of a neighbor about a quarter of a
mile distant from the parents' house, and a little sister ran off and con-

veyed the news of the accident to Mrs. Reddrop. She rushed with all

speed to the well, and without a moments hesitation let down the bucket,
and then, grasping the rope in her hands, slid down to the bottom. She
scrambled to the surface of the water again, and here, by some miracle,
she found the child floating. Help having in the meantime arrived from
other directions, the mother placed the child in the bucket and supported
herself on the surface of the water until it was again let down for herself,

and she was drawn up to the surface. The child, in spite of the fall and
the long immersion, was not much the worse. The brave mother had
suffered the most, for the flesh was torn off the inside of her hands by the
friction of the rope as completely as it could have been done with a knife.

The feat was a most daring one, even for a man.

Flour to Hull, England.—Starr & Co. have cleared the Br. bark
Strathearn for the above port with 16,740 bbls. Extra Flour—value 687,200.

Entered at the Post-Office at San Francisco, Cat., as Second-Class
Matter,

MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For Navlgratiugr (be Air.

Office of the Aeroplane Company for Navigating the Air, 609 Mer-
chant street. Office hours from 1 to 2 p.m.

PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
San Francisco, May 11,1983.

Stocks and Bonds.
BONDS.

Cal. State Bonds, 6's,'67

S. F. City & Co. B'ds, 6s, '68

S. F. City & Co. B'ds, 7s. . .

.

Montg'y Av. Bonds
Dupont Street Bonds
Sacramento City Bonds....
Stockton City Bonds

,

Yuba County Bonds
Marysville City Bonds

,

Santa Clara Co. Bonds .....

Los Angeles County Bonds
Los Angeles City Bonds ....

Virg'a & Truckee R. R. Bds.
Nevada Co. N. G. R. R. Bds
Oakland City, Bonds
Oregon B& N. Bonds, 6s.

S. P. R. R. Bonds
U S.4s
Northern Pacific R.R. Bonds

INSURANCE COMPANIES.
State Investment
Home Mutual
Commercial
Western

MISCELLANEOUS.
Pacific Rolling Mills

Cala. Dry Dock
Safe Deposit Co
Vulcan Powder

,

Safety-Nitro Powder, asa. ad
Hawaiian Commercial Co

Bid. Asked

Nom. Nom,
Nom. Nom.
83 40

49 65
105 —
90 100— 105

100 _
— 107
101 103
106 108— 126

107 109
103* 104

119 119}

106J 107

112} 115}
136 141
125 127
103 106

120 125
68 60

45J 461

40 44
12 13

1 27} 29}

Stocks and Bonds.
BANKS.

Bank of California (ex-div.).
Pacific Bank
First National (ex div.)....

RAILROADS.
C.P. R. R. Stock
C. P. R. k. Bonds
City Railroad
Omnibus R. R
N. B. and Mission R, R
Sutter Street R. R
Geary Street R. R
Central R. R. Co
Market Street R. R
Clay Street Hill R. R
S. F GaslightCo
Oakland Gaslight Co .......
Sac'to Gaslight Co
Califor'a Powder Co
Giant Powder Co •.

Atlantic Giant Powder
Gold and Stock Teleg'h Co.
" V. W. W. Co.'s Stock....
S.V.W.W.Co' Bonds f ex c.)

Pacific Coast S.S.Co's Stock
California Street R. R
Presidio Railroad
Central Gas Stuck

INSURANCE COMPANIES.
Union (ex div.)

Fireman's Fund (ex div.)...
California (ex div.)

Bid.

165

123

76*
112
100

Nom.
Nom.
57?
30

55J
120
108
67
80

1141

170
125
126

77
114
101

55
96

Nom.
Nom.
58
301
57

112
70
81

96|
116

lis

120
132
120

The transactions of the week have been very small—the sales being of
a retail character, and notwithstanding that money can be borrowed on
these securities at very loV rates, there appears but little disposition to

purchase in them. A. Baird, No. 430 California street.

Meteorological Summary.—Week Ending May 10th, 1883, 7:58*. M.
Highest barometer, 30.102—3rd; lowest barometer, 29.732—5th; aver-

age barometer during the week, 29.920 ; highest temperature, 05
Q—5th

;

lowest temperature, 48°— 3rd ; average temperature during the week,
55°; highest relative humidity, 96 per cent.—5th; lowest relative hu-
midity, G5 per cent.— 9th ; average relative humidity during the week,
81.9 per cent.; prevailing direction of wind, southwest; maximum veloci-

ty of wind and direction, 22, west—3rd; total rainfall during the week,
2.70; total rainfall during the season of 1882-3. 19.30 inches.

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.—:New York, May 11th,

1883.—U. S. Bonds—43, 119; 4.Is, 1134; ex. 5s. 1024. Sterling Exchange,
4S4@487i. Western Union, —. Wool—Spring, fine, 24@31; Burry,
16@21; Pulled, 18@40; Fall Clips. 1G@20; Burry, 12ft 14. London.
Mav 11th.—Liverpool Wheat Market, 9s. 3d.(a9s. 6d.. Bonds—4s., 122$;

4is, 116 ; ex. 6s, 105|.

Spot Charters.—The latest grain charters reported are those of the
Br. ship Pinmore, 2.358 tons Wheat, to Liverpool direct, £2; Ger. bark
Pluto, 1,133 tons Wheat, to Cork, for orders, £2 5s.; Ger. bark Schiller,

1,227 tODS, Wheat, to Cork, for orders, £2 fa.

Grain Sacks.—At auction, S. L. Jones & Co. sold 343 bales Jute
Grain Bags at 6.90, at the Grain Exchange ; 50 M. Calcutta Standard
sold at 8|c, buyer July ; 100 M. June, 8c; 100 M., Julv, 8.07£; 50 M.,
July, S&c.

Arrivals this week include Br. bark Mariana, 72 days from Hollo to

Dickson, DeWolf & Co. with 32,871 bags of Sugar. Bark Calbar
days from Honolulu, with 9,986 bags of Sugar, 837 bags Rice, etc

Salmon.—The run of fish upon the Columbia river is now on the in-

crease. The State of California brought us 1,686 cases, and the Queen of
the Pacific 200 cases.

Crop prospects are good. Never better than at this writing. Ex-
porters are now looking about for grain charters—new crop loading.

Ship Seminole, 131 days from New York, to John Roeenfeld, brought
a large and valuable cargo of general merchandise.

Bride of Lome.—This Br. ship, 127 days from Bombay, has for cargo
1,440 tons old iron for the rolling mills.

Sunderland, Eng.—The Br. bark Kelvin, 162 days, has 1,576 tons
Coal and 170 tons Pig Iron.

Printed and Published by the Proprietor, Frederick Marriott, 607 to 615 Merchant street, San Francisco, California.
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FASHION'S VOICE.
Fashionable Fact and Domestic Fancy.

Although the present colored combination fabrics are so enchantingly

lovely that one feels tempted never again to robe oneself in elegantly

appointed palls (therefore always on hand for a funeral), yet I think the

black dresses even for summer wear are those which will take the palm
for women of quiet and refined taste. The fashion which is the most
beautiful is that which permits of about a ton of jet bugles being scattered

over the front of the skirt. Worth is notoriously partial to this conceit,

and one or two of his exquisite creations are made of heavy black silk with

a pointed apron front, which is elaborately worked in a pattern of vine

and trellis in long and short bugles; the basque is so short that it's pointed

front merely passes three inches below the hips, and the sides of the cor-

sage are similarly effected by a solid pattern of bugles to match the skirt;

it Is allowable to have this trimming either in two wide bands, or broad at

theshoulder and tapering to the waist. On the back of the corsage, com-

mencing from the center and traveling to the edge of the basque, is a

spray also of bugles, the cuffs and collar matching. Arrayed in this glit-

tering costume, a woman may consider herself veritably a female knight

in black armor—the weight is little inferior, indeed, to that of a coat of

majl

—

DUt the glittering effect is so effective, that although even bust and

hips are weighed down even unto pain, any fashionable female is willing

to retire at night almost paralyzed if her conquests during the day have

been satisfactory. Violet and dark blue dresses in cashmere and ladies'

cloth are ornamented with an applique' pattern in velvet. The side-

panel dresses are admirably adapted to set off this mode of garniture, and

in this case the front of the skirt, which should be plain, is relieved by a

long spray of the velvet pattern, which, by the way, should be in leaves.

You may box pleat your front breadth if you prefer it, but do not puff or

shirr. On the tight-fitting basque belonging to this garment place one

coquettish pocket on the right hip, with a velvet spray, and on the left

side of the bust also a spray; sleeves, of course, match at the cuff, and the

top of said sleeve should be padded and stand up in a slight elevation.

A very novel, and, let me add, peculiar mode of ornamentation, which

is silently creeping in, is to work your monogram on the plain front

breadth of the skirt. Fashion decrees that this startling effect should be

placed slanting across the very center of the skirt. A friend of mine who,

though not beautiful, is anxious for notoriety at any expense, has a black

dress with her monogram four inches long, in red and gold, thrown across

the center of her skirt; it has an electrifying appearance, and I presume

she only wears that dress on such occasions when publicity need not to be

avoided. It would be a little hard at all times to be known by your mon-
ogram. LeBt any unbeliever should scout the idea as improbable, let me
assure her that this is merely a case of history repeating itBelf, since it is

an historical fact that in olden times the ladies of the Court had their

monogram embroidered on the hem of their skirts in gold thread. A
courtier once objected to this arrangement, since, he said, it hurt bis lips.

Now what his lips were doing at the hem of that lady's skirt history

doth not reveal. No doubt it was quite O. K., and, for my part, Honi
soit qui mat apense.

Collars of percale are worn perfectly straight, and meeting round
the throat. They come in white, with colored devices.

A pretty trimming for black crape dresses is a pattern in applique, of

cashmere, braided on.

Embroidered white mull muslin Bhawls will be worn this Summer.
The edge is scalloped out and worked in colored thread.

The favorite neck-tie is an inch wide ribbon. It is tied under the

turn-down collars, just at the throat, in a petite bow.

Long loops and streamers of the narrowest ribbon are pinned at the

throat, and are made of three or four contrasting colors.

Elephant's breath is a new color. [Who ever yet saw the breath

except on a frosty morning ? Guess the elephant yawned about that time.

—S. P.]

Mouse's ear is another outrage on fashion, as a name. Still it ie a
pretty color against pink or blue. Catch a mouse and try.

Parasols are like parrots, gay and brilliant in color. They are also large,

and a frill of deep lace makes an admirable vehicle for eye flirtations. If

the eyes are pretty they can " mash " beautifully through the net-work.

Monograms are placed on all clothing now, also inside the hat, and
outside the parasol. It is advisable for some women to keep a few things

unmarked, however, in case of accident.

There is a new hat made of shirred lace. I can only describe it as a
garden-spade minus the handle, fastened to the head. It sticks out fair

and square over the nose, and supports a whole parterre of flowers.

Polishing furniture is by no means an art known to the gentler sex
generally, and how I came to learn it in perfection is due to the fact that
I have had so many beautiful works spoiled by incompetent men that I

determined to do my own polishing if I died in the attempt. Many a
weary month elapsed before I could even get a hint from the autocrat
fiends who hate a woman to know any thing more than the correct way
to sew a button on, (and, by the way, it is not every one who knows that
real knack of even so simple a bit of manipulation). At last I deter-

mined to try my hand. Being nothing if not erratic, and spasmodic as it

were in my spells of work, I have frequently got out of bed at 1 o'clock

in the morning, having caught an idea that would not keep. It is not
quite orthodox to go into a little art den in a night wrapper with slip-

pered feet minus stockings, and plunge remorselessly into varnish, rotten-
stone and pumice, and after that sleep comes reluctantly with the
odors of coal-oil and benzine, which are necessary as a cleansing
process, but then the triumph is great when you can get ahead of

the male polishers, as I did. When I was nearly perfect I made
a kind of " mash " on a good-natured Irishman, by going into a
tit of rapture over the beauty of his pianos, which looked like a sheet of

plate-glass. A little " taffey " goeth a long way, and the Irishman put
the finishing-touches on my polishing education; by dint of it I feel reluc-

tant to give the business away that has cost me such time and irritation

of temper, often wishing I was a man that I could swear. But I will not
be selfish; so, to commence, I give you my first lesson. Suppose the sil-

houette table finished, the legs being effected with some light, black de-

vice to match the top; buy a small tin of the best piano varnish, 10 cents'
worth powdered pumice-stone, 10 cents' worth rotten-stone and a varnish-
ing brush, the very best you can buy—six bits or a dollar the price;
empty a portion of varnish into a small tin with a cover, and now give a
light coat of varnish to every part of your table; take care to make it

even, for much depends on this; put the table in a room that has no dust
flying about, and leave it for two days; then give another coat and leave
it other two days; you now take a piece of thick green felt (get at piano
factory) and with a portion of powdered pumice-stone and a handful of
water thrown on the table, rub gently and lightly all over the varnish
until there appears a smooth, dull surface —this is called rubbing down;
wash off with sponge when finished; and dry, with chamois leather;
when perfectly dry, give another coat of polish and lay away for two
days; again rub down; and let me say the more coats and the longer each
one is left to dry the more beautiful the polish will be—pianos are often
left two months thus; when the last rubbing down is finished you throw
water on the table and sprinkle with rotten-stone, then polish with the
palm of your hand; do not rub hard, but in this experience only makes
perfect, and you must learn your trade like others. I have impetuously
ruined my work over and over, but never would be outdone; do likewise.
Another mode of polishing after rubbing down is to take a very old, soft

fine stocking, piece of undershirt, or old linen pocket handkerchief, pour
a little pweet oil on *he table, dust with rotten stone, and having made
your soft rag into a kind of pad proceed, or use your hand if you prefer it.

The hand U always the best and sures*-, since it does not scratch. I prefer
the oil for amateurs, it is easier, ana as the polish comes up, a small
sprinkle of dry rotten Btone used l^htly cleais off the oil. I hope some
one will try and let me know how they succeed. You can get ahead of
all polishers and renew your own furniture at any time. A woman's
haud being soft, is far better for polishing than a man's, and I think if

women went in for it, they might get plenty of paying work, as a good
polisher gets high wages. It is dirty work, but the result is grand; fancy
how I used to look in the small hours rubbing up a silhouette table. I

shall be disgusted if no one tries my receipt. Women who go in for art

work are not thoroughly accomplished without knowing how to polish,

gild, etc., etc. What is the merit of painting a table if the beautifying
portion is placed in ether hands to finish ? Silver Pen.

Note.—For information concerning fashion or art work, address by
letter containing stamped envelope.

Silver Pen, News Letter, S. F.

HOW OUR HOUSES ARE BUILT.
The fashionable world of San Francisco, which seldom goes East nf

Montgomery street, has a very faint idea of the number of industries

which are the backbone of this city, and which give support to thousands
of skilled mechanics, artisans, laborers and their families. Prom time to

time the News Letter has given sketches of some of our largest manu-
factories, and this week the great Enterprise Mill of D. A. Macdonald &
Co., at No. 225 Spear street were visited as being the oldest and largest

of our planing, sawing and manufacturing mills on the coast. The prem-
ises run clear through from Spear to Stewart street, and here some of the
finest work in the United States is constantly being turned out. The
" Enterprise " gives employment to 160 or 170 men in its different depart
ments.

rlhe seemingly endless machinery ib run by an engine of about
100-horse power, fed altogether by the tons of chips and shavings which
accumulate. The driving-wheel is 12 feet in diameter, weighing nearly
4 tons, over which the main driving-belt, 114 feet long and 24 inches wide
runs, communicating with and operating all the lathes, band-saws and
other machinery of the mill, besides hauling in millions of feet of lumber on
two bull wheel cars, from the Stewart street side, and furnishing the mo-
tive power throughout. This engine was built by the Risdon Iron Works
of this city. The door, sash and blind department upstairs is carried on it

a space 175 feet by 98 feet, and next to this are the sand-paper machines,
an invention of comparatively recent date, which has entirdy supeice led

hand labor. The operatives here are obliged to keep wet sponger tied

around the nose and mouth, which otherwise would soon be filled with
fine dust. In other departments the work of making shingles goes on,

the fancy shingles for roofs of cottage's ornees being particularly notice-

able. Further on we come to the fret work, where brackets, piano-desks

and scroll-work in endless variety can be Been. The windows, huge
moldings, pillars and doors, keep a large force of turners and carvers con-

stantly employed, although the carving department is a distinct and sepa-

rate one. On the ground floor are planing machines which work all four

sides of rough timber at once, and the huge band-saw, which can cut a
stick of timber 100 feet long of any thickness. Some of the huge lathes

are constantly busy turning immense pillars for porticos of dwelling

houses, while others are used for turning circular panels and capitols for

bay-windtew columns. Elsewhere rows of fence parapets, stair-balusters,

venitian blinds, and moldings of every length, pattern and size, meet the

eye, together with special work of every variety. The whole of the work
on the Palace and Baldwin Hotels was turned out at the Enterprise mill,

and at present, the firm is, among other orders, busy on the new house of

ex-Supervisor Stetson on Van Ness avenue. The ceaseless hum of the

machinery, and the clouds of dust, chips and shavings, is at first slightly

suggestive of chaos, but each department has its head, and the labor goes

on as regularly if not as quietly as clock work. Among recent fine work
turned out by the Enterprise Mill and Building Company, were the deck-

houses for the Bteamer Sardonyx, which were of the finest Spanish cedar,

and a triumph of skilled labor. Amid the saw-dust, coal-dust and groan-

ing machinery of Spear, Beale, Stewart and Main streets there can be

spent many an instructive hour, of which, two-thirds of our population
have probably no conception.

A walk through the millinery establishment of Mrs. P. F. Butler,

which is located under the Pbelan Building, on Market street, is, to any
lady or gentleman of cultivated, artistic tastes, a most enjoyable treat.

The gracefully shaped Hats and Bonnets, and the magnificent assortment
of fresh, rich colors in Feathers, Flowers, Ribbons, and other Trimmings
displayed there, constitute a spectacle which charms the beholder ; and,

embracing, as they do, the result of millinery ingenuity throughout the

fashion centers of the world for the past year, theyare especially inter-

esting to ladies who desire to obtain elegant and fashionable head-dresses.
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SOCIETY.
May 10, 1883 : The uncertain aspect of the skies, which have low-

ered ma the opening of the month, has cast a damper
overall outof-door movements, and seven] affairs that were pro
have had to be abandoned, while otheri that were persisted in have come
t<> miserable failures. The Pacific Yacht Club wisely postponed their

day and danoe but Saturday f<>r week. At present writing the
ts of tine weather for next Saturday are not very great, but should

they improve, a glorious time at Sanoelita that day is e Foregone conclu-
sion, and many are the prayers being offered up that it may be so,

Bishop Kip's reception last Thursday night was a very successful one,

and in spite of the unpromising state of the weather the rooms were
crowded with his friends during the entire evening. The new rector of

St. Luke's, the Reverend Mr. Miller and his wife, made their first ap-
pearance that evening, and met with a most cordial welcome, their own
especial parishioners giving them another reception the following night at
Pixley Hall, which was largely attended. The former rector, Mr.
Lines, is still in 'Frisco, on a visit, haviug come up from his new field

of labors at San Bernardino, for convention, and remains till next
week. Bishop Kin having been appointed by the President visitor at

West Point, he and Mrs. Kip will shortly leave for the East, and expect
to be absent till far on in the autumn.

Mrs. Blanche Haggin's little party to San Rafael last Friday, was not
so large a one as she had hoped, owing to several defections on the part of

some of the young ladies who were to have been of the number. Un-
favorable weather was the plea. I think that " metal more attractive

to be found elsewhere," would have been the more correct one ; but
I must not be ill-natured and tell tales out of school. Those who did

go, however, enjoyed it greatly, and will not be unwilling to repeat

the visit, should the fair young hostess give them another opportunity
to do so.

In the absence of anything more lively, dinners have filled the pro-

gramme most acceptably of late; in fact, I scarcely know any, except the
very young, who do not prefer them to any other style of entertainment.
Perhaps the most prominent of them was the one given by Mr. Newhall
at his mothers residence. Taking a new departure, he played the host

to the ushers and bridesmaids who will assist at his own approaching
wedding, instead of the bride elect, Miss Slade (who was also present),

doing the honors as is usually the case. The dinner was conducted in the

most satisfactory manner, the exquisite taste displayed in the decora-

tion of the table being especially noticeable, while the menu, flowers,

wines, etc., were all of the choicest and highest style of art, giving prom-
ise of what may be expected from him in the future.

The First Congregational Church has been the scene of several very

large gatherings this week. The crowd drawn thither on Tuesday night

to hear the oratorio of the "Redemption," performed for the first time in

California, was only limited by the capacity of the building, and among
tbem was more than a fair sprinkling of our most noted Society lights, some
of whom were, I fear, attracted more by the desire to see and be seen,

than by any wish to listen to the grand, glorious music of the rich treat

offered them.
Last night the doors of the edifice were again opened, on the occasion

of Miss Hattie Rice's wedding with Mr. Arthur Smith, and great was
the assemblage of the representatives of many dollars, the main body of

the church, as well as the galleries, being comfortably tilled with guests.

Some of the ladies were very handsomely attired; others confined their

dressing to an opera cloak or light-colored bonnet, but the majority of

them made no attempt whatever at display, appearing in their ordinary

walking-costume. And here let me say what has often been in my mind
on similar occurrences. I think that when people go to the trouble and
heavy expense of dressing a church, as it was done last night, the least

the guests can do is to put on their best bib and tucker, and thus do honor
to the preparations made for them, if nothing else.

The eburch was beautifully decorated, flowers in profusion appearing in

every direction, while in the chancel arches, garlands, wreaths and de-

vices were mingled together in almost inextricable confusion. The bridal

party were promptly on time, and took up their position beneath the

floral horseshoe, which, a neighbor of mine in the pew remarked, she sup-

posed was chosen to signify the stroke of luck it was to both parties.

Here Dr. Barrows speedily united them, and exit the cortege in the follow-

ing order: First, two of the ushers (by the way, they all had gloves on);

then two little children, accompanied by a maid in the regulation French
costume of long white apron and cap; then Mr. and Mrs. Smith, the

bride and groom, followed by Mr. and Mrs. Towne, Mr. and Mrs. George
Rice, two others, whom I did not know, the remaining four ushers closing

the procession, and the agony was over. There were no bridesmaids to

distract the attention from the bride, and therefore she was the cynosure

of all eyes, every one agreeing that she looked remarkably well in her

bridal robe of heavy white silk and light tulle veil, she and the groom ap-

pearing to be particularly well matched both in size and bight.

Later theTownes received a few of their particular and most intimate

friends, Mr. Towne's ill-health precluding the possibility of the large re-

ception which it was at first determined should be held. The presents

were numerous and very valuable.

The next wedding will be that of Mr. Newhall and Miss Slade, for

which event I am informed the bridesmaids' dresses, at present in prepa-

ration, will be something worth looking at.

I find I was premature in naming the Dolls' Kettledrum for last week
when it is this week that it is to be held. Everything is being done to

make it attractive to the elders as well as the juveniles, and the ladies

who have the affair in charge cau boast of more than the usual number of

pretty faces among the young ladies whom they have enlisted in their

service, and who will be in attendance in the hall to-morrow and Satur-

day.
The week has actually passed without the naming of another pilgrim

towards San Rafael, but I believe that this is owing to the fact that every
spot there is now enjoyed, and that unlike the starling, the cry is, "I
cau't get in," instead of out. It is, therefore, rather refreshing that one

Oat) reverse the late order of announcement, and say that Mrs. Albert
1 libblee and family have hft San Rafael for the summer for a visit East.

They are among the oldest residents of Ross Valley, where the Dibblees

have a most charming home, and no doubt will be much missed by those
among whom they have lived so long

J Out then, what a welcome back they
will have when the summer visitors have taken their departure.
Among those whom we have occasion now to welcome back to the

Pacific Slope is Mrs. David Bixler, who returned last week after quite a
long absence in the East; and Mr. W. N. Diggle and his bride, to whom
he was married last month in England. Those who remember the circum-
stances attending the sad death of Mr. Diggle's former pretty wife in San
Rafael about a year or so ago, cannot but congratulate him on his success
in at lenght overcoming the terrible grief that then seemed to have pros-
trated him for all time to come. Their visit here will be of very brief
duration, which will undoubtedly be made the most of by his friends in

'Frisco.

Miss Sheareugue's engagement to Col. J. C. Smith, which has been on
the bills for some time back, has at length been announced, and, no fur-

ther drawbacks oecnring, the marriage will take place on the 25th, in
Washington. I see that the wedding-day will be a Friday, but, as the
happy pair are both far past that youthful stage which is supposed to be
full of romance and superstition, they can dispense with one and laugh at

the other, and consider one day as good as another for what so many
look upon as a mere legal formality. The bride is a sister-in-law of

Justice Field, of the Supreme Court, and an old resident of San Francisco,

and therefore not quite unknown in fashionable circles in this city. The
groom, Col. Smith, was an officer in the army during the war, and, having
a brother who was formerly a resident here, I suppose he can base a claim on
that for being regarded with interest by Californians in general and 'Fris-

cans in particular. They will, I understand, make their future home in

Washington.
I do not think that the Fair divorce case has caused much astonish-

ment, as it has for some time been an open secret in society that such a
thing was in contemplation at least. There is, however, another divorce

suit probable, which is as yet known but to a chosen few, and if it should

ever come to anything cannot fail to take the multitude by surprise. In
this ease it will be the husband who will bring it, and the plea will be
"false pretenses."
Many of our residents confess to a partiality for hills as places on which

to dwell, and among them the Gwins seem to stand first and foremost,

for although after leaving Rincon Hill, where they lived for many years,

they fell for awhile to South Park, they speedily betook themselves to

the summit of Nob Hill, where they have since remained. Lately, bow-
ever, they have meditated another move, and this time in the direction of

Russian Hill, but stopping half-way have, for the present, located in an
extremely comfortable, though (in comparison to their late abiding place)

unpretentious house on Sacramento street, where all their young friends

will be delighted to bear there is plenty of space for dancing, and that

they intend to continue dispensing the hospitalities for which they are so

j ustly celebrated.

I understand that the Bookers are not altogether charmed with New
York. I hardly thought they would be after San Francisco, for when
people leave a place where they have lived and been popular for many
years, to take up their abode where they are comparatively unknown, it

naturally follows that they will not at first take kindly to the new locality,

in which they come under the category of strangers in a strange land.

After many false alarms, Mrs. Dick Savage has at last returned, after

two years wandering in foreign lands, and arrived at the Palace a day or

two ago. She expresses herself as having enjoyed every moment of her

absence, but is not at all ill pleased at finding herself at home in old 'Frisco

once more. She is looking in her usual good health. Felix.

WELCOME TO A POPULAR CLERGYMAN.
The visit of the Rev. S. G. Lines to this city has been a regular ova-

tion. His one year's absence has, if anything, strengthened the warm
tie of friendship existing between himself and his former parishioners at

St. Luke's, and has increased rather than diminished the respect and ad-

miration felt for him by his host of friends throughout the city. His ad-

dress at the Missionary Meeting, held in Trinity Church on Wednesday of

last week, is spoken of as the event of the evening. On Sunday morning
he attended St. Luke's Church to assist in welcoming their new Rector,

the Rev. Mr. Miller. The announcement that he would preach in the

Bishop's Church (the Advent) on Sunday evening, filled the sacred edifice

notwithstanding the rain, and those who went were not disappointed.

The service rendered by a surpliced choir of sixty boys and men was most

beautiful and inspiring, and Mr. Lines' sermon was one of his best, which

is saying a great deal. On Sunday morning next he is to preach at St.

John's Church, 15th and Valencia streets, and on the following Friday

will return to his home in Southern California.

The grand Masquerade Ball which is to take place at the Mechanics'

Pavilion, on the night of July 3d, under the management of Messrs.

Goldstein & Cohn, is attracting a great deal of attention, and promises

to be one of the most successful entertainments ever given in San Fran-

cisco. A large list of elegant and valuable prizes will be distributed

amongst those who participate, and everything that money can effect will

be done to promote the comfort and amusement of the spectators and

participants. The number of ladies and gentlemen who are known to be

now engaged in getting up original costumes and characters for this ball

render it certain that, in an artistic sense, the masquerade will be most

interesting. We will watch the preparations for this immense affair with

interest, and let our readers know froiu week to week what is being done.

Visitors to Napa, and travelers up and down the lovely Napa valley,

are informed that the Palace Hotel at Napa City changed hands on the

1st inst. The present owners are Messrs. Roberts & McCarthy. The ho-

tel has just been thoroughly renovated and re-furnished. The new owners

are genial, enterprising fellows, and purpose making their house p >pular

at any cost of money or energy.

The Misses Gabrielle and Birdie Morel will give a musical and literary

recital at Dashaway Hall next Monday evening.

Though Lillie Post is many removes from a stick, her petticoats are

considerably of a scant-line.
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MR. SASSAFRAS HAS A LITTLE JOKE AT HIS
OWN EXPENSE.

"My dear Amanda," sternly expostulated Mr. Sassafras, as he and

his bride sat at lunch, " tbat sausage of yours seems to be of the endless

variety. If you'll tell me how many more fauthoms of it youcan con-

scientiously get away with, I will take soundings as to how we're^going

to catch the 12:30 Oakland boat without getting to it by telephone."

"Law sakes!" exclaimed Mrs. S., pushing her plate away regretfully,

"how cross you are, Silas. It'B only an old funeral, anyhow. It won t

be anything like the picnic we went to at Fairfax last week, will it? We
nearly got into jail then, you know."
"Amanda," replied Mr. Sassafras solemnly, "I thought the Fairfax

picnic was a bygone-let- bygoned. I beg to inform you, Madame, that I

have been invited by a very stylish San Francisco friend to accompanv
him to this funeral, which"—here Mr. Sassafras' eye fortunately lighted

on an undertaker's advertisement in the morning paper—"which we can

assure our patrons will be conducted on the most fashionable and decorous

principles."
" Whose patrons ?" inquired Mrs. S-, in her innocence.

"Never you mind," retorted Silas savagely, "are you going to weep

over the kicjacet in mcmoriam nil nisi bone 'em, or not ?"

"For the land's sake! Silas, your language is beautiful. You will

break Butte County all up when we get back. Weep over a great sorrow

such as you have just mentioned? Well, I should think I would."

They reached the ferry-landing about twenty minutes ahead of time ;

but Silas told his wife that he did that purposely to please her, it being

the whim of all women to catch the boat next preceding that which they

are going to travel by. He thought this was very funny, but he ceased

to smile over the joke when the five-minute bell rang, and his mourning
friend had not yet made his appearance in the waiting room.

"I don't think he's coming at all," said Mrs. Sassafras sadly; " and do

you know, Silas, dear, that sausage you tore me from was awfully nice."

" Damn the sausage!" snapped Mr. S. (and this was the very first time

he had really sworn during the honeymoon), " you ate the tail, body and

head, anyhow ; and the rest of the other yard of skin was only blown out

by the expiring bark of the animal, if you had but a-knowed it. But he

will come, I know he will ; 'cause he's goin' to bring a wreath as cost ten

dollars or more, to place reverently upon the sic transit gloria mundi in

hoc signo vinces kinc ille lacrimal, etcetera"
" Glorious Jeraboam !" ejaculated poor Mrs. S., summoning forth her

wildest oath from the depths of the family bible, "you must run for Con-
gress the moment you get back to Butte, Silas." At that moment the

last bell rang, and the doors were closed.
" Say, Silas," whispered Mrs. S., slyly glancing at her scowling spouse

out of the tail of her eye, "maybe it's a lady mourner you're waiting for.

They always try to be in time for the boat next before that they want to

go by, you know."
" He'll be along. Wait till next boat," replied Mr. Sassafras, gruffly

ignoring the insinuation.

So certain, indeed, was Mr. Sassafras that his friend would not go back
on him that they boarded the next boat as soon as the doors were opened,

and from a snug coign of vantage watched for his arrival. Mrs. S., of

course, didn't know the difference between her husband's grief-stricken

friend and the crater that doesn't exist on the peak of Mount Shasta.

But Mr. Sassafras " twigged " him in an instant, as he nearly split him-
self in twain reaching from the wharf to the boat just after the paddle-

wheels had begun to buzz. There was the man, and there was the wreath
—or at least there was the box containing the weath—the beautiful

wreath that cost "ten dollars or more." And the visage of Sassafras was
transfigured from that of a demon incarnate to that of a beautiful arch-

angel. But he said nothing to his wife. The triumph was his, and he
was going to have his fill of it. He would spring it on her later.

"My love," said Mr. Sassafras, with sudden urbanity, as the boat near-

ed the Oakland Slip, "we may have been disappointed; but I have
urgent business to attend to ; excuse me for a moment," and he dived to

the lower deck. He saw his friend. He also saw his friend, equally on
urgent business intent, leave the precious wreath on the seat where he
calmly sat, and rush off without even making an apology to the "me-
mento."
"Ha! ha!" laughed Sassafras, with the true "Venetian-assassin accent,

which he had picked up at the Tivoli, "hath he not robbed me of half an
hour? Hath he not made me a mock and a scorn in the eyes of my be-

loved ? And shall I not be avenged ? Ha! ha! He must attend the funeral
anyhow, and I shall have the laugh on him."
And forthwith he snatched the wreath-box, and ere the paddle-wheel

had made half a revolution, he had the treasure closely planted between
himself and Mrs. S. on the upper deck.
" What's thi3?" asked Mrs. Sassafras.
*' O, don't bother me. Socks, shirts and things. Hurry up, or we shall

get left. WillyoM get along now," cried Sassafras, as he Baw the mourn-
er scurrying all over the boat in search of his lost property.

" But, my dear, look at the crowd ahead of me."
" They're all going by the New York train. Push through, I tell you,

or we'll have to walk it."

Mrs. S. did her best as a battering-ram, and they got a seat at the very
back of a car, with the "socks and shirts" between their feet.
" So your friend didn't come after all," whimpered Mrs. S.

"No, my love. But I'll get even with him." At tbat moment (they
were nearing the Point) the door at the farther end of the car opened, and
a policeman, closely followed by the mourning friend, entered. Glancing
keenly from side to side the officer proceeded till his eye lighted or* the
box between the Sassfras couple.

" Is that package yours, sir," he asked.
" Ye-e-e-s," faltered Silas,"

—" that is

—

"

" 0, come now. iNo nonsense. I know your mug, anyhow. There's
yer property, sir," he added, turning to the mourner.

" Why, hullo, Jack! stammered Sassafras, all of a tremor, "all a joke,
you know—and—

"

" Who are you calling Jack ? I don't know you, sir," said the mourner
indignantly. "Officer, give me the box and take this fellow in charge."
And the mourner walked off to the smoking car, with the wreath under
his arm.

"I am insulted, and will get off at the very next station," said Sassa-
fras.

"That will be the Oakland police station," said the policeman.
"What! do you mean to say I'm a thief?" cried the agonized Silas.
" Looks like it," answered the officer.
" For God's sake, go for my friend ; he will tell you who I am. Here's

ten dollars to do it."

"Shall have to put the darbies on first," said the policeman, somewhat
moved. And Sassafras sat there handcuffed and trembling, with all the
people in the car staring at him, till the officer returned with the news
that "the gentleman had nothing to say to the low blackguard."

" Well, here's my wife," said Sassafras in his last extremity, "ask her."
"Well, Madame," said the officer, "where did your husband get this

box ?"

Now, Lot's wife, after being turned into a pillar of salt, would have
been an active conversationalist compared with Mrs. Sassafras in the latter
lady's present state of mind. She mumbled something about "dunno, sox-
anshirts," and that was all the officer could get out of her.

_
So Silas sat there, a convicted felon in the eyes of his fellow-passengers

till Broadway station was reached, when the mourner came along and in-

formed the officer that he thought he was even for the trouble he had been
put to to find the wreath. Mrs. Sassafras came to in the railroad wait
ing-room, while her spouse, the mourner and the officer resurrected
things at the little church around the corner. And now, it is funerals
that the Sassafrases won't talk about.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,

Sawing, Planing- and Manufacturing—Doors, Sashes, Blinds and
Moulding-s—Turning, Scroll and Jig Sawing—Counters,

Bar and Store Fixtures.

Finishing Work for Buildings on Hand and Made to Order.

217 to 225 Spear SI., and 2 IS to 226 Stewart St., S. F.

The largest and oldest established mill on the Pacific Coast.

D. A. Macdosald, Pres't. R. S. Falconer, Sec'y. W. N. Millek, Sunt

[March 25.]

GILROY HOT SPRINGS.
Aii OJ<l Favorite nuder Mew management.

B-OOP & TENNANT Proprietors and Managers.

These celebrated Springs, situated in a spur of the Coast Range, 12 miles east of

Gilroy, are NOW OPEN FOR THE SEASON. A complete renovation has been

made throughout, and the whole place has been put in delightful order. RATES
STRICTLY REASONABLE TO ALL. P. 0., W. F. Ex. and Tel. offices on the

premises. Take the 10:40 train (daily) from depot cor. Fourth and Towusend streets,

to Gilroy, thence by stage to Springs, 12 miles. March 31.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Refinery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of ELUESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for woi'king GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in their

various forms.
June 18. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

EUREKA COTTON GARDEN HOSE.

flSTWeighs less than one-half as much a.° Three-ply Rubber Hose, and stands
more than four times the pressure. Is not injured by exposure to the sun, and
does pot deteriorate with aj;c when laid away, same as Rubber Hose. TRY IT.

W. T. Y. SCHv NCK, Agent for Pacific Coast,

[April 21.] 36 California street, San Francisco, Cal.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

No. 320 Post Street Opposite Union Square.

PROF. O. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 320 Po

street, is now open for Juvenile and Evening Classes. Office Hours, for Terms, etc.

10 A.M. to 12 m., and 1 to 5 P.M. Oct. 22.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,

NO. 922 POST STREET,
ay mid Boarding; School for Yonng Ladles and Children.
KINDERGARTEN. The next term will commence July 18, 1883.

MADAME B. ZEITSKA, A. M., Principal.

D
[May 5.]

SEARCHER OP RECORDS FOR ALAMEDA COUNTY,

G. W. McKEAND.

Offices—Southeast Corner of Fourth and Broadway streets,

OAKLAND. March 31.

MAHOGANY, MAPLE, CHERRY and POPLAR
AT REDUCED PRICES.

JOHN WIGMORE, Spear and Howard sts,, S. F.
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NOTABILIA.
THE PEDDLERS SONG.

I**n m white is driven snow ;

Muck u o'er wu now :

Glovetj as »*ci'i as daiiinnk roees ,

Bturtfr-brmcelet, necklace, amber

;

Perfume for a lady's ehambcr ;

Gold quoi)* and itomacfe
K>.r my uoa t.' w'ive their dears;
Tins and pokiOMtJoIn td Bteel,

What maids lack from head to licel

:

Oomabuvol 010,001x10; oqido buy.come bay,
Buy, lads, or ewa your turn cry.

William Siiaksfkarr.

" And this is married life !

" exclaimed an Indignant wife, as her hrjB-

bud r*-ele>l int<> the room and tried to sitdown on the door knob.
1

Sli.rt'uly, m' dear, AfarriagQ is only a lot o' rye !
" Next morniiiu the

matter was compromised by his promising to buy pore and unadulterated
liqoora from P. J. Cando & Co., Washington and Battery streets, and do
his drinking at home—which will prevent him from making a beast of

himself.

There are dozens of murderers now in our streets,

Said I to myself, said I

;

There's mischief in ''innocent folks that one meets,
Said I to myself, said I

;

They do not in darkness a coward's blow deal,

Nor do they " remove " us with weapons of steel

—

But on the smooth sidewalk they strew orange peel,

Said I to myself, said I. —Milton News.

"Oh dear! you've driven that hairpin way into my head," screamed a
lady customer to the milliner who was fastening a bonnet on her head.
"Sorry, mum," replied the woman, "accidents will hairpin even in a
house painted with the Imperishable Paint, sold by J. R. Kelly & Co.,
Market street, which covers three times the space ordinary paint does
and is impervious to sun or rain."

" No one can tell what the world has before him," moralized a philoso-

pher, " but we all know what we have left behind. Energies misdirected,
opportunities wast—" just then a goat struck him in the rear, and as he
picked himself up, and cleared a board fence, he continued, "but the
present is ours to wisely improve." —Rochester Post-Express.

" You wouldn't take me for a married man, would yon ? " asked a stu-

dent of an Oakland girl last Saturday night. " I rather think I would if

you promise to put one of those magnificent Arlington Ranges, sold by
De La Montanya, Jackson street, below Battery, in our kitchen. The
Arlington is the most perfect cooking apparatus ever constructed." He
bought the ring the next day.

Unanswerable: Priest—" Pat, I understand you are going to be mar-
ried again." Disconsolate Widower— " Yis, your riv'rence." Priest

—

" But your wife, Pat. has only been dead two weeks." D. W.—"Yis,
yer riv'rence; but shure ain't she as dead now as she iver will be ?"

—Harvard Lampoon.

"I hear that Miss Blank has returned from Europe." " Yes ; and she
don't put on half so many airs as she used to ; in fact she is completely
crushed ; the Prince of Wales did not kiss her once, aud she did not find

a single place where she could get so delicious a lunch, amid such pleas-

ant surroundings, as can be obtained at Swain's Bakery, No. 213 Sutter
street."

The economical woman now visits all the millinery establishments,

goes home with her head full of ideas, and makes over her old bonnet in

conformity thereto, at a cost not much more than three times as great as

she would have had to pay for a new one.

"Now that you are engaged to the girl, I suppose that you have dis-

covered Borne subtle affinity, some magnetic influence that will forever

bind " Amory—" Oh, yes, indeed ! I've only known her a week, and
yet I've found that we both adore those magnificent and accurate pho-
tographs taken by Bradley & Rulofson, corner of Geary and Dupont
streets."

A negro boy was born last week in Sumter County, Georgia, which
weighed only twenty-two ounces. It's funny how anything so dark can
be so light. —Philadelphia Herald.

" Lovely weather, isn't it?" said one man to another on Monday
last. "Brings everything out of the ground blooming." " Great Scott! "

said the other, " I hops not, for my chief creditors are buried, and I am
just on ray way to White's, 614 Commercial street, to buy one of his

stylish Spring Hats with the money I owe them."

A man took a seat in the barber's chair. He asked the barber if he
had the same razor he had used two days before. Being answered in the
affirmative, the patient man said: "Then give me chloroform."

Gentlemen in search of the best quality of Underwear and Furnish-
ing Goods should call on J. W. Carmany, 25 Kearny street. His stock
is complete.

Recent experiments in Germany demonstrate that a child's eyesight
is seriously affected by the use of slates. As it was long ago demonstrated
that the eyesight is seriously affected by the use of books, the only way
out is to abolish the schools. —Philadelphia News.

Bismarck does not like the American hog, but his wife is deeply at-

tached to* Brooks' Spool Cotton, which for all puoposes is the best in the
market.

The photographer's business is always at a standstill.

J. P. Cutter's Old Bourbon.—This celebrated Whisky is for sale by
all first-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is daily working won
derful cures in female diseases.

A stare-way—The theatre corridor after a matinee.

If you are sick and troubled with dyspepsia, Brown's Iron Bitters
will cure you.

Fine Watch Repairing :it J. W, Tucker & Co's., corner of Kearny aud Geary
streets.

REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.
Recorded In the City aud County of San Francisco. California, for

the Week ending Hay 7th.
('... idfrom th» Steordsofthe Commercial Agatey, 401 VcUiJorniaSt.,lS.F.

Saturday, April 28th.

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE.
-L

DE8CIUPTION.

Joanna B Stafford to A Bcllmcrc.

L Gottig to JaB P McCarthy..

FReistoJ C Rcis

Henry Frank to U Frankc...

So Mission. G5 ne Stli.no 20x80, being
in 111 i-vuni 281 ; nw Howard. 1211 ne
8rd , ne 20x55, being in 10(l-vara 3:1; so
Folsom, 97 ne 4th, ne 40x80—100-vnra
45

S15th,200:10 e Guerrero, e 25X100-M
B 86,

S Sacramento, 34:4 w Lagnna, w 31:4 x
127:8-\V A 230

Lota 8, 9 and 10, blk 312, Sniilh San
Francisco Homestead & Railroad As-
sociation

i 5

1,903

10

1,000

Monday, April 30th.

GetTWHinkel to BO EldridgaT

Henry Zacuarias to Jacob Solomon

HL Hutchinson to H Waterman.

I N Sacramento, 102 c Baker, e 35x127:0—W A 542
Ne Santa Clara and Florida, e 75, n 100,

e 25, n 25, w to Florida, s 125 to com-
mencement

N California, 137:6 w Laguna, w 53:0 x
i 137:0-WA 236

J P Jackson to S V W W |Lot 1 and portion 5, section 27, lot 3
and portion 6, section 36, Township
2, Smtih Beach, 6 west, portion of
lots 1, 2, 5 and 6, Township 2, South
Range, 6 west, and Outs de Land blk
1221 to 1223, 1284 to 1287

Sw Bush and Mary Lane, w 40x137:6—
subject to mortgage

S California, 137:6 e Polk, e 08:0x137:0 -

W A 15
Undivided enc-half, e York, 736 n 2»lh,
023x100—MB 176

Jos Alexander to C B Stanly

S F Gashwilcr to W H Bovee

Herman Thomas to J'aa Wohn

4,000

8,000

100000

60.500

14,0,0

5

Tuesday, May 1st.

Henry Hahn to M A de Laveaga,

T A C Dorlnnd to Law Johnson.

JasHardieto CP White

Owen McFarlaud to Clias A Jones

J Friedman to H P Cope

L Gottig to Geo L Smith

J Lincoln to Ris Iron & L Wks.

Se Haight and Octavia, e 112:6, nw to
Octavia, n 3:10 to commencement—W A 144W Dehon, 00 s 16th, s 28x70, being in M
B65

Sw 12th, 316:6 se Howard, se OOxlOO-M
B 16

Se Folsom, 250 sw 7th, sw 35x90 1U0-
vara 250

S McAllister, 169 e Broderick, e 50x137:
6-W A 512

Ne Ridley and Market, e 113:5, n 1":7,

sw 99:1 to commencement, being in M
B 23

Bw Main, 229:2 nw Folsom, nw45:10 x
275-Bi: W 420 and 421

10,750

1.300

6,000

5

3,3j0

5

1,640

"Wednesday, May 2nd.

B Tiernan to Isaac E Davis

Saml F Hopkins tu Mary Hopkins

E Lewis to \i P Lewis
A P Uayne to J A Campbell et al

E Mission, 105 s 22nd, s 35x122:6—M B
137

; $6,000
Und 1-4 of estate of. Mark Hopkins'
deed 1

Und 2 acres McDonald trae:. 3 1100

S O'Farrell, 160 e Scott, e 45x137:6—

W

A 430 2,200
Ida J Moody et al to Moses Ulmer|Sw 0th, 81:3 se Mission, se 25x113:4—11

.
B 8 6,150

Mary E Baldwin to W Zeiner Sw Main, 187:6 se Mission, se 45:10x137:

I
6—B Jt W 674 20,000

Thursday, May 3rd.

Hib Sv H Ln Soe to R Llewellyn.., Ne Main, 81:8 »•- Howard, se 20x46:10... $1/100
Geo W Ellis to E A Poole s eor Irwin and 7U>, sw 700x510 4,150
Same to Robt Wilson.. .^ Nw 2nd avenue and Point Lobos, w 01:5

v\ 50, n 25, a 125 to commencement
I O L 133 1,925

Levi Strauss to Jas II Bums iBui'ditigs se Pine and Battery, a 30 x
I 62:6 I 7,950

Friday, May 4th.

E Zochiesche to Emma t i Begga.

G W Grunuiugs to W J Bryan...

E W Hopkins toOC Pratt

B Hcaley to U Gumpel ,

F Latnbrecbt to V C McMnrray..

Leopold Calm to Urael Calm.
laralGabn to Clinton Jones 'Same

W Webster, 115 n Geary, n 22
W A 809

s Sacramento, s7:i; w Front, w 22x91:8—
15 A W 226, 227

r and Jones, e 40x120—50-vars
1111,-

i linn, 205 w Eeker, w 50X00-
100-vara 66

Xw Tehama, 812.-6 ne 4th. ne 25x30-100
vara 53, and undivided one-half ne
Castro and 19th, e 125x75

se Pine and Octavia, s 125I55-W A 150

$2,S50

15,000

40,000

4,000

3.200
5

7,000

Saturday. May 5th.

i tee- Set nlveda to P de Morgan . .,

Peter McMaboo to Aun McMahon.

Horatio Schander to Moses FJlmer

T O'Brien to Frank McConnell.
Chas Kohrig to Mary A Bean...

S 28th, 125 e Church, e 25X114-H A 55
Sw Suner and Buchan.m, s 25X87&—W
A 275

Und 1-12 n Lombard, 82:6 e Joe
X 100...

S Liberie. 162:6 w Gu.rerro, w 30x114..
S Tvler. 25 w Willard, w 50x100—W A

500

1,100

Monday. May 7th.

Jno Barkeloo to Same

M W FI
i
.yd to L Gottig

L Gottig to R D Benjamin
Cecile M Babin et al t.i P Tong
Patk Conner to Ernest Romie.
E Komie to Geo A Knigbl

Ne 3rd. 70 nw Howard, nw 5x30—100-
vara 88

X Bosh, 81:8 c Webster, e 22
W A 273 -

Same
E Dupont, 97:0 s Pacific, s 40x55
N O'Farrell, 311:6 w Stelncr, v.

IjMO



SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER AND May 12, 1883.

THE OVERLOOKED AND THE TARDY.
A kind note reminds us that in our last review of the pictures at the

exhibition, last week, Miss Lotz' " Dog," No. 83, was overlooked ; as in-

timated, it was not intentional. When Mr. Blashfield's No. 84, "The
Esthetic Enthusiast," was reached we purposely left it till the last, hav-

ing in mind a reminiscence connected with the artist's family ; at the

close the matter was forgotten, and with it Miss Lotz' picture, which
hangs immediately under that of Mr. Blashfield. A good while ago-
many years—for it was before the artist was born, and he's past thirty

—

his parents resided in New York, and were the intimate friends of a

family who have since then lived in San Francisco and vicinity.
_
Mrs.

Blashfield was an amateur artist of decided ability, particularly in the

line of portraits in miniature. Previous to her friend's departure for

California, and while both were inmates of a young ladies' seminary

in New York, she painted her portrait—a beautiful and carefully-treasured

bit of miniature painting on ivory. From that time to this, these two
families have been separated by the breadth of a continent, and now after

bo many years the son of the one and a daughter of the other have chosen

art as a profession, and are exhibitors in the same exhibition. This ex-

ample of Mr. Blashfield's is quite a different style from his earlier works.

At that time he inclined more to battle pieces and the heroic, whereas

now he has arrived at the outer edge of estheticism, not omitting the sun-

flower, which, by the way, he portrays with a freshness and brilliancy

truly refreshing. His figure of a young lady is certainly one of the best

examples of figure painting sent on by the New York artists.

Miss Lotz 1 "Dog" portrays a fine specimen of the Collie Shepherd Dog
species, and is as bright, intelligent and natural as life itself. Director

Williams is just in receipt of a letter from this artist, dated at Lenlisse,

a picturesque village twenty miles out of Paris, in which she says that

herself and friend, Miss Selfridge, have leased a desirable cottage amid
the ruralty so needful to the intelligent study of her chosen profession

—

at least that part of it which relates to animal painting. At the close of

her letter Miss Lotz says: " I sent two studies of my dogs to the Salon,

aud they were both received, one as No. 2. They give three numhers at

the Salon. A picture received without a number is likely to be skyed.

No. 3 means a good place, No. 2 on the line, and No. 1 generally

medal." This is certainly fine progress, and we shall doubtless soon hear

of Miss Lotz' Salon picture ranking as No. 1.

Among the other overlooked, pictures we find Mrs. Gray's " Nuremberg
Knitting Girl," No. 141. The subject is an ambitious one, and for an
amateur is remarkably well done. Miss Chittenden exhibits a crayon

from life, No. 142. It is as good in its way as are her fruit-blossoms, and
shows plainly that her ability does not lie in one direction.

The tardy one referred to is Mr. C. D. Robinson; at the eleventh hour
he comes with a nice bit of salt water beach, " On the Bay of San Fran-

cisco," and plumps it down between two New York pictures of similar

character, viz., the "Passing Shower" of Quarterly, and the "Arrived
in " of Chase; the two latter are exceeding grey in tone, while Robin-

son's is full—brimfull—of color, and certainly from a pictorial stand-

point, holds its own between the other two, but it serves as a striking illus-

tration of different artists reaching the same results—the one without, the

other with color. Next week will be the last of the present exhibition,

the galleries will then be cleared for the Rix sale, the material for which
about 150 canvases have already arrived.

BANCROFT'S LAST.
The latest installment of history issued from Mr. H. H. Bancroft's

literary grist-mill at the end of Valencia street, is "Volume V. of the

whole series of the History of the Pacific States and Volume II. of tte

History of Mexico. The period it covers is from 1521 to 1600, or from
the completion of the subjugation of the Aztecs by Cortes down to the

reign of the ninth viceroy, the Count of Monterey. In reviewing former
volumes of the series we have repeatedly spoken of the merits of Mr.
Bancroft's work from a purely historical point of view. It is not our in-

tention, therefore, to criticise the present volume in that sense. We are

quite willing to take for granted the accuracy of Mc Bancroft's work so

far as facts go. In the matter of literary style, however, no two volumes
of the series have hitherto been alike; indeed it would be difficult to find

any two consecutive chapters that appear to be written by the same
hand, and in this particular the present volume differs as much from the

last as that did from its predecessor. We hope, for Mr. Bancroft's sake,

that he has personally had very little to do with the actual writing of the

bulky tome before us, for with the exception of an occasional patch here

and there, where a brighter pen has touched the page, the literary work-
manship is clumsy, feeble, and, in places, altogether hopelessly bad. Not
that the work is carelessly performed. On the contrary, the style is pain-

fully labored. Nor are there many actual errors of grammar or instances

of words being misused. But the construction of the sentences is in-

volved, inartistic, and often exasperatingly clumsy; the vocabulary of the

writer—or rather writers, for there were evidently many of them—is ex-

tremely limited, and in clothing their ideas they seldom use to the best

advantage the few rags of language which they do happen to possess.

With poor tools it is impossible to accomplish good work, and we should
judge that in putting the present volume together Mr. Bancroft had aban-
doned the use of modern machinery, and had gone back to the stone age
for his implements. It may be urged, perhaps, that after all, so long as

the historical part of the work is sound, it matters very little how poorly
it is written. But such is not the case. History must be made attractive

if it is to be read at all by any but the student. To most people it is a
dry subject, which must be elegantly dished up with much savory season-
ing before it is worth the trouble of digesting. Especially is this true of

such a work as Mr. Bancroft's, which, besides its appalling bulk, must
necessarily, through most of its thirty-nine fat volumes, treat of persons,
places and periods, in which nobody at the present day takes the slightest

interest. Motley, Prescott, Macauley, Hume, Draper, Lecky, Buckle,
Darwin, Spencer, and countless other great writers on themes that are
accounted "dry " by the general public, have all recognized the supreme
importance of putting their subject into a handsome dress. But Mr.
Bancroft seems to think differently. In this latest result of his labor
there may be much solid fact, but there is certainly neither color, vigor,

grace, brilliancy, nor elegance, in Mr. Bancroft's manner of presenting it.

Engravings of Landscapes, Buildings, Machinery, Portraits, etc., by the new
Photo-Engraving Process, 25 per cent, cheaper than wood. Office 609 Merchant street.

A FORTUNE IN EMBRYO.
Real estate, which is located in the direct line of the growth of a large

city, is unquestionably the most productive investment of capital which
can be made. It is an investment by which one secures for himself, with-
out giving any return therefor, the fruits of the mental enterprise and
laborious activity of the hundreds of thousands of mechanics, laborers,

and business and professional men who constitute the population of any
large city. In other words a man has only to invest a thousand or two of

dollars in a piece of property so located, and in ten years or so, without
any exertion or outlay on his part, the ceaseless activity of his fellowmen
has made his possession worth a fortune. Viewed from this standpoint,

the Holly Park property, which is to be sold by order of the Assignee of

the Bank of San Francisco (in Liquidation), at Piatt's Hall, on May 22d,

is worthy of the attention of every person who has a dollar to invest, or
who desires to acquire a home with the savings of his yearly earnings.

The present growth of this city is south and west, and is very vigorous.

This property, therefore, lies in the direct line of improvement, and in a
few years it will necessarily be in the centre of the city. At present it is

a delightful residence location, being just far enough out to escape the
noise and bustle of the maddening crowd. Two street car routes lead di-

rectly from it, and land passengers at Kearny street in 30 minutes.
Schools and churches surround it, and its situation is, in every respect,

pleasing and salubrious. Catalogues can be had of Messrs. Easton & El-
dridge, 22 Montgomery street, and there is a man on the property every
Sunday to show it.

The Norri3town Herald says that Nebuchadnezzer narrowly missed
starvation. He just "grazed " it. Neighbor, you'll be sorry for this joke
when you've pasture checks in.

[ESTABLISHED 1855.1

J. 0'KANE,

767 MARKET STREET,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

HARNESS, SADDLES, ROBES, BLANKETS, WHIPS,
And Everything necessary for Horse or Carriage Use.

REPAIRING promptly attended to. May 12.

THE NINETEENTH EXHIBITION OF THE ART ASSOCIATION
IS NOW OPEN* TO THE PUBLIC,

And comprises 150 examples from the easels of the most famous Painters of New
York and San B'rancisco.

Open Day and Evening;.—Admission 25 Cents. [May 5.

NAHL COLLECTION^ OF OLD MASTERS.

On Exhibition Wednesdays and Saturdays from 9 Till 5,

At 506 Battery street, Opposite Postoffi.ce.

ADMISSION, 35 CENTS. * May 5

MRS. JULIA MELVILLE-SNYDER.

"Vocal and Instrumental Music — Elocution — Oratory — Drama

PHELAN'S BTJTXDIN&, PARLORS 106, 108 AND 110.
TAKE THE ELEVATOR. Feb. 10.

R. H SINTON,
DEALER IN REAL ESTATE AND MINES

(Office of John Middleton & Son),

116 Montgomery street ,.San Francisco.

Grape, Agricultural, Grazing and Timber Lands bought and sold; also Gold, Silver
and Copper Mines. Solicitor of Patents for Mining- Claims A SPECIALTY.

MERMAID BATHS, FOOT OF LARKIN STREET.
Shorter, New and Easier Way to Get there.—Take the Sui-

ter-street Cars, or its branches; also 1he Union-street Cars to the junction of
Polk and Uniin streets; from there it is an easy, pleasant walk of a few blocks,
nearly level, with a wide plank walk a good portion of the way. TRY IT.

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN

Steam Baths; Electric and Chemical Bnths; Sulphur aud
other medicated vapor baths, with Swedish movements and massage Special

apartments for ladies and families. DR. JUSTIN GATES,
July 1. 722 Montgomery street, near Washington.

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.
Attendance, daily, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by the under-

signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, and to furnish all information
relating to the Soeiety. J. P. McCURRIE, Secretary,

Oct. 23. Room 4, No. 531 California st.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Navajo Alining Company , San Francisco, Cal.,

May 3d, 1833.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the above named
company, held this day. Dividend No. 9, of Twenty-five Cents (25c.) per share, was
declared, payable on MONDAY, MAY FOURTEENTH, 1883. Transfer books closed

on Tuesday, May 8th, 1883, at 3 o'clock p. M. J. W. PEW, Secretary.

Office—Room 15, No. 310 Pine street, San Francisco, Cal. May 5,

COKE CHEAPEST FUEL.
Reduction in Price : Wholesale Price, 50 cents per barrel ;

Retail Price, 60 cents per barrel, at the works of the SAN FRANCISCO GAS-
IGHT COMPANY, Howard and First streets, and foot of Second st. Jan. 12.
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TRIFLES.
e trifles make the sum of human thing*,

ball on miatrj hum our foibles prii
Smce life*a ImM joyi i.>iisist iii puoa ami ease,

i few cm save or serve, but all may please

;

(•: let th" ungentle spirit learn from hence,

A small onktndnoM is a freat offense.

bonntiea t.> restore, we wish En vain,

1 may thnn the guilt of giving pain.

Qootfc a wise man to a youth one day,
'* Tell me your aim in life, I pray."

l.ty * renenJ I'd be
"

Keplied the youth, ambitiously.

Then quoth the stripling to the sage,
" IV'll me your aim in your old age."

Then said the Bage, a little tired,

'Aim! 0, I have no aim; I've fired."

On Francitco, Map 12, 1883. Haward Crimson.

LETTER FROM NEW YORK.
New York, April 25, 1883.

Dear News Letter: The California Colony in New York is no longer

a compact organ'zation, having its headquarters in the Boreel Building,

with its right and left resting on Wall street and Broadway. It has be-

come demoralized, and fragments may be picked up here, there and every-

where. Its Generals are scattered and many became High Privates.

New Yorkers have kicked against many of their peculiar methods of min-
ing manipulation, and for many old-timers Othello's occupation's gone.

Necessity has driven some of the old guard to legitimate business, but the

great majority are still encaged in the duties incident to a precarious live-

lihood on the curb. Of all the operators, who at one time made it lively

for the reputation of the Boreel Building, No. 115 Broadway, George D.
Roberts remains almost alone in his glory. Al. Hiekox, it is true, occu-

pies an annex office hard by, but much of Al.'s glory and occupation went
when Roberts abandoned the mining business for legitimate opposition to

the Western Union Telegraph monopoly, in the shape of the Postal Tele-

graph. George affects to believe that the Postal Telegraph is the coming
millenium for the business man. Meanwhile the stock isn't as popular as

it ought to be, perhaps, being offered at Slfl per share. The bonds are

below par—say about 60, with 20 shares of stock thrown in for a cbronio.

Meanwhile, Jay Gould doesn't seem a bit disturbed, and Western Union
goes along at a jog trot, with stock at 84. There seems to be an impres-

sion that before long some shrewd and far-seeing electrician will come
along with improvements that will knock the Postal back endwards. Jay
Gould is evidently waiting for such new discovery. Meanwhile, Roberts

is heart and soul, new cady hat and cutaway suit, in the Postal scheme,

and expects to make millions or burst.

Colonel Harry C. Logan remains a partner of the house of Prince &
Whitely for another year. Harry has made himself indispensable to his

partner, and had he persisted in withdrawing, it weuld have caused re-

gret. The Colonel's income is nigh onto §50,000 per annum from his

business, without counting the little dabs from lucky turns in the bear

side of the market, for Harry is nothing if not a bear.

Harry Rosener remains in New York, a quiet looker-on and special cor-

respondent of Prince Mackey's. Mr. R. is interested in the Freeland
Mine, of Colorado, which on dit will soon make its mark. Meanwhile
he takes a whirl in Wall street, or speculates in grain on the Chicago
market.
Gov. Leland Stanford has about become a fixture in the Mills' Build-

ing, where he holds conference daily with his confreres, the railroad kings.

He already figures at banquets, dinners and receptions, and will soon be
initiated into the select moneyed circles. Col. William M. Lent enjoys

life in his elegant Fifth-avenue mansion, and now that Mrs. Lent has re-

returned from Paris, bringing back Willie restored in health, the Colonel

is happy.
Mr. J. M. English and family are at the Windsor, and from the looks

of Mr. E. it is evident that he is thoroughly acclimated.

Tichenor, John Bradley and Charlie Frank are known over Wall street

as the three graces. They are inseparable, and every day at noon may be

seen watching for the lunches. They haven't forgotten their Pine-street

ways, not a bit of it. The last seen of B. Frank Page, he was taking a
flyer on wheat in the Chicago gambling dens.

Eugene Dewey and Zeke Steinhart are much together, and a handsomer
pair of twins couldn't be found anywhere, even if made to order. Of the

old timers Frederick Billings, Major A. A. Selover, Jim Nuttinson, Col.

Henry Fritz, Steve Massett, C. P. Huntington, D. O. Mills, E. W. Wil-
let and Jim Keene are frequently to be seen. They still live. Col. Wm.
F. Shaeffer is still on the continent.

Henry B. Underbill, of the Selby Company, is recuperating his health

in New Jersey, with occasional visits to the Metropolis.
Alfred A. Cohen is doiug quite a lively business in grain speculations

in Chicago. John Gray, whilom of the California Stock Board, and Tom
Wallace are much together. James A. Pritchard is interested in a num-
ber of legitimate mining enterprises, and Dame Rumor says he is doing
well.

William N. McClintock, Freddie Cohn, W. C. Budd and Fred Epstein
are among the prominent brokers of the New York Mining Board.
Charley Benham drives one of the fastest teams on the road. Col. M. G,
Gillette has returned from the wilds of New Mexico, taken a fashionable

flat near Central Park, and does a land-office business in railroad stocks,

with an occasional successful flyer in grain. He manages to land on his

feet nearly every time. John E. McDonald makes his headquarters at

Prince & Whitely\ and watches the market for all it is worth. More
anon. Occasional.

Babies are at present decidedly a drug in the market. A short while
ago one was advertised for sale for £1 10s. Again, it came out in evidence
on a School Board summons, that a child had been bought for a shilling ;

and last week the mother of a two-months-old infant put her baby into a
bag1 of rags which she was about to sell to a rag-dealer, with the view,

apparently, of at once getting rid of the child, and of making the bag
heavier.

—

London Truth.

ROCK NURSERIES.
TREES FOR SALE.

A Larue Assortment of Thrifty, Well-Grown Fruit, Shade and
Ornamental Trees.

NEW AND RARE EVERGREENS,
PALMS, B&HBOOS, slinuiis. ROSKS, etc. SMALL FRUITS, ineludinK a Lareo

Variety of GRAPEVINES for Table, tor t.i<u „„l [„r Km.
STRAWBERRIES.

OF NEWEST AND BEST VARIETIES FOR MARKET AND FOR PROFIT.

Descriptive Catalogues will be Sent as follows:
No. 1.—Fruits, Grapevines, Berries, etc 3 cents
No. 2. -.Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, etc 3 c6nts
[March 17.] JOHN ROCK, Sail Jose, Cnl.

M. A. GUNST & C0~
203 Kearny Street San Franoisoo.

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN
HAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS;

ALSO SOLE AGENTS FOR
KINNEY BROS' TOO-TOO AND CABINET CIGABETTES,^f Inform the Public that they receive large invoices of Choice
Havana Drands three times a month. Feb 24

H.S.Williams. A. OhesebrougL W. H.Dimond,

WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO.,
SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

UNION BUILDING,
JUNCTION MARKET AND PINE STREETS.

Agents for Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific Steam Navigation Company
The Cunard Royal Mail Steamship Company, "The California Line of Clippers"
from New York and Boston, and " The Hawaiian Line."
San Francisco, January 31, 1SS0. jan> 31 _

C. AD0LPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

SAN FRANCISCO and NEW YORK,
g^~ Agents of American Sugar Refinery, corner of Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. jan j^

"TAYeOaTkER & CO.,
IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE GROCERS,

108 ami 110 California St., S. F.
fApril 19.]

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY
No- 310 Sansome Street,

San Francisco,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN ETTRS.
[September 21.1

""marble wqrksT"
MANTELS and ORATES. MOXUMENTS and HEADSTONES,

In Marble and Scotch Granite,
827 Market street bet. Fourth and Fifth.
gg-Send for Designs and Prices. W. H. McC'OKMlCK.

JOHN DANIEL & CO.,

Importers and Dealers in Italian Marble and Scotch Granite

MONUMENTS, MANTELS, Etc.,

No. 421 Pine street bet. Montgomery and Kearny, San Francisco.

63?" Manufacturers of Monuments, Head Stones, Mantel -Pieces. Plumbers'Stones,
Table and Counter Tops, Imposing-Stones, etc., at LOWEST CASH PRICES.

AMERICAN EXCHANGE HOTEL,
Sansome street, Corner Halleck, San Francisco.—This

hotel is in the verv center of the business portion of the city, and has been
renovated and newly furnisln.il throughout. The traveling public will find this to
be the most convenient as well as the meet comfortable and respectable hotel in the
city. TABLE FIRST-CLASS. Board and room, SI, SI. 25 and §1.50 per day. Niw
single rooms per night, 50 cents. Breakfasts or dinners, 50 cents. Lunch, 25 cents.
Eighteen tickets, good for any meals, for $5. Hot and cold baths free. Fn.-e coach
to and from the hotel. Oct. 7.

GEO. STREET, Agent News Letter, 30 Cornhill, E. C, London.

Llebig- Company's Extract of Meat. -Finest and Cheapest
Meat-flavoring Stock for Soups, Made Dishes and Sauces.

Llebig Company's Extract of Meat.—An inclinable and
palatable Tonic in all cases of weak digestion and debility. "Is a suc-

cess and boon for which Nation* should feel gratcfuL" See "Medical
Press," "Lancet," " British Medical Journal." etc.

Llebig Company's Extract of Meat.— Caution : Genuine
ONLY with fac-simiie of Baron Liebig"s Signature, in Blue Ink, across

Label.
This caution is necessary owing to various Cheap and inferior substi-

tutes being in the Market.

Lleble Company's Extract of Meat -To be had of all Store-
keepers, Grocers and Chemists. Sole Agents for the United States

(wholesale only), C. DAVID & CO . 9 Fenchurch Avenue, London,
En?!and.

Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON", San Francisco.
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
The conviction of Kelly, of being one of the murderers of Cavendish

and Burke, makes that worthy the fourth "martyr" now under sentence

of death for complicity in the Phoenix Park atrocity. The jury having

disagreed on two previous trials, it was thought that Kelly's escape was
pretty certain, and his ultimate conviction and sentence must have caused

great consternation and dismay in the camp of his sympathizers. " Skin
the Goat " Fitzharris is also to be brought to trial again, and as several

new informers have risen up, it is more than likely that he, too, will

shortly join the "noble army." The truth is that all the prisoners now
held on charges of assassination, either committed or only attempted, are

anxious to turn informers. It is not a question of putting them to the

torture in order to extract the truth; it is a question of allowing only so

many of them to betray their comrades that there shall be a few left for

the hangman. The English officials declare seriously that, if all who
volunteer evidence were given pardon in return, there would be no need

to erect a single gallows. But it is not only those who are held on charges

of murder that are so anxious to testify against their fellows. There are

hordes of voluntary informers, who being in perfect safety— most of them
in the United States—need have no fear for their necks, yet who seem to

delight in playing traitor for the very lust of it. They certainly don't do
it from a desire to further the ends of justice. They can gain nothing by
their treachery beyond, perhaps, a trifling pecuniary reward, or more fre-

quently, probably, the gratification of satisfying an old grudge. But
these motives, base and paltry as they are, are probably quite sufficient

for the sort of material they influence.

There has been a great deal of friction of late between Bismarck and
the Reichstag, and somehow the great Chancellor has by no means got

the best of it. It cannot, perhaps, be said that Bismarck's power and in-

fluence are on the wane, but certain it is that with prolonged peace and
freedom from foreign complications, the people, Parliament especially,

are beginning to stand in less reverent awe of the man of blood and iron

than was their wont in more dangerous and stormy days. He never loses

his influence over his Emperor, however, as most of the Russian and Aus-
trian Chancellors have sooner or later done, and so long as he retains this

his will must always be felt and respected. It looks as if the present
Reichstag will soon be dissolved in return for it's successful refractoriness

in the matter of the Budget. But a new Parliament will be so encour-
aged by the boldness of the present one, that it may be doubted if Bis-

marck will find it any easier to manage.

Judging from the revelations which are being made in the Spanish
Courts, it would seem that the secret society of the Black Hand in Anda-
lusia is a far more dangerous and formidable anarchical organization than
any that has been formed in France, Russia, or Ireland. The province

seems to have been honeycombed with secret societies, acting under a
central head, and executing its orders with blind obedience. These
orders, says the correspondent of a well informed contemporary, involved
every variety of crime, such as murder, assault, house-burning, the de-

struction of vineyards and the mutilation of cattle. Obnoxious persons,

such as landlords, bailiffs, shopkeepers, tavernkeepers, or others suspected
of giving information to the police, were tried at the monthly meetings of

the League, and, if condemned, the task of murdering them or burning
their houses was formally committed, as in Ireland, to a committee of

the initiated. Nor does the membership appear to have been confined to

one class of society. The 360 prisoners who were recently brought into

Xeres by the police, were not only of all ages, but included small land-

holders as well as simple peasants and smugglers, and escaped or dis

charged criminals. The sending of threatening letters to landlords and
employers, as well as to judges and police officers, appears to have been,
as in Ireland, a part of the regular business of the malcontents. Opinions
vary as to whether the Black Hand has any connection with the Interna-
tional and other foreign anarchists. The better opinion is that it is a
purely agrarian and purely Andalusian movement, without any inspira-

tion from the outside.

Probably very few of our readers are even aware of the fact that the
Australian Colony of Queensland hes formally annexed the vast island of

New Guinea. Seeing that the act was accomplished some weeks ago, and
formally made known to the British Government on the 16th of last

month, it is strange that we should have hitherto heard so little about it.

The annexation of an island which is the third largest in the world, is

reported to abound in natural wealth, and which has besides been long
coveted by several nations, is surely an event that ought not to be ignored.

It is true that the British Government has not yet assumed the responsi-

bility of confirming the bold act of the Colonial authorities, yet it has
not refused to sanction the step—a fact which holds a very favorable sig-

nificance for the aspirations of the enterprising Queenslanders. Papua,
or New Guinea, lies within a few hours' steam of the northern shores of

Australia. It is 1,300 miles long and 360 broad. Its aborigines, the Pa-
puans, had, and probably still have a taste for cannibalism, but are oth-
erwise a not unaraiable or unintelligent race. The island is said to be
rich in gold, copper and other metals; in ebony, sandal-wood, mahogany
and other valuable timbers; in tortoise shell, pearl shell and pearls; in
ambergris, beche-de-mer, spices and medicinal barks. Of its geography
very little is known, since Europeans have penetrated a very small dis-

tance inland, yet in right of this trifling amount of exploration, nearly
every nation in Europe can prefer as good a claim to its annexation as
Great Britain. It is probable that should trouble with the natives be the
only obstacle in the way of the Queenslanders, the mother country will

let the colony finish what it has begun, at its own risk and expense. But
since Queensland has no army or navy, Great Britain would of course
have to assume the responsibility, or altogether relinquish the scheme
should a foreign power step in. As matters stand at present, it looks as if

Queensland will reap without difficulty or opposition from any quarter,
whatever benefit there may be in her new departure.

As was to have been expected, the news of French activity in the neigh-
borhood of the Congo is producing inactivity in English shipments to
that region. In Paris the occupation of Ponta Negra has been hailed
with an enthusiasm which will appear very ridiculous if, as is by no
means improbable, De Brazza experiences a disastrous check. The push-

ing of a French military force into the heart of Africa, adds the Pall Mall
Gazette^ where they have really nothing—that is, no people—to defend,
reminds one of the old French-English-Canada Question, of which Car-
lyle wrote, in his " History of Frederick the Great:" "Southward and
westward, France, in her exuberant humor, claims for itself the whole
basin of the St. Lawrence and the whole baain of the Mississippi as well.
' Have we not stockades, castles at the military points, fortified places in
Louisiana itself ?

' Yes, and how many plowed fields bearing crop have
you ? It is to the good plower, not ultimately to the good cannonier, that
those portions of creation will belong."

SOME IRISH NONSENSE.
The chaws and flannel-mouths of Chicago held a "Ratification

meeting " on Saturday evening last for the purpose of indorsing the action
of that curious and unnameable body which met in Philadelphia recently,
and which took action, of a legislative nature, on the political affairs of "a
country which is not now. and never has been, within the jurisdiction of
the United States nor under its protection. This peculiar class of people,
it may be observed, are singularly successful in getting up meetings, pro-
cessions, riots, etc., and it can truthfully be said to be a phenomenally
frigid day when they fail to organize an entertainment of either of these
descriptions, which in point of numbers or enthusiasm is found lacking

;

therefore this Chicago assemblage would be too common-place and desti-

tute of dignity to be worthy of notice if it were not for the artificial im-
portance which has been given to it by the reporters of the Associated
Press. As it is we shall briefly review one or two incidents connected
with it.

"On the platform," the report states, "were members of the State
Judiciary, Mayor Harrison, and other distinguished gentlemen." Verily
and truly! They have Dan Tooheys, Bob Ferrals, Ike Kallochs, and
" other distinguished gentleman " in Chicago as well as in San Francisco,
then! This should make our people happier. They alone are not afflicted,

and misery does love company.
"Judge " Thomas A. Moran presided over this remarkable gathering of

overbearing ignorance, and his observations on taking the chair show that
those who selected him for this position had a particularly shrewd appre-
ciation of the " eternal fitness of things." Among other equally menda-
cious and absurd nonsense, Mr. alias " Judge " Moran spoke " of the un-
fair representation granted the Irish people in that body," {meaning there-

by the British Parliament.) This statement is worthy of attention, be-
cause, unlike most of the recklessly wild statements of the Irish patriots,

it is capable of being proven true or false, and also because it goes to the
very root of the moot question : Is Ireland free or not ? If Ireland is

fairly and equally represented in the British Parliament it is nonsense to
claim that she is held in bondage. If she is not equally and fairly repre-

sented in the legislative body which governs her, then she has just cause
of complaint. This is a simple question of figures, and can easily be
settled. The British Parliament is composed of six hundred and thirty-

six members. Out of this number one hundred and six members come
from Ireland, leaving five hundred and thirty to the balance of the Em-
pire, England, Scotland, Wales, etc. Now Ireland has a population of

five million, while tb,e balance of the Empire has somewhere in the neigh-

borhood of thirty-five million—seven times as many people as are in Ire-

land, and to make the representation at all equal the other portions of the
Empire should have seven hundred and forty-two members to Ireland's

one hundred and six. This is a simple question of figures, and to add to

its interest we may mention, by way of comparison, that the next House
of Representatives of the United States. Congress will consist of three

hundred and twenty-five members, of which California will contribute

BIX.

Mr. Alexander Sullivan wasanotherof the "orators "on this remarka-
ble occasion. Mr. Sullivan enjoys the equivocal honor of being Presi-

dent of the National Irish League (in America, by the way.) Referring
to the recent war-dance round the body of an imaginary British lion,

yclept the " Philadelphia Convention," Mr. Sullivan remarked that it

was "essentially an American body." To an extent this is true. Most,
if not all of the men who participated in it have become adopted citizens

of this country, and have solemnly under oath abandoned their allegiance

to all other countries, including the Irish republic. Mr. Sullivan himself

is a native-born American, and it would have been in order for him to

have apologized for the action of himself and the other members of the
"Convention," in having the barefaced impertinence to meet "to deliberate

upon the condition of Ireland and take such action as would best promote
her welfare." He did not do so, however, but proceeded to whitewash
his own personal character, which, it seems, was badly in need of kalso-

mining and purifying. Having completed that job to his satisfaction, he
entered upon a discussion of Irish affairs and learnedly remarked that the

English free trade system was specially designed for the purpose of de-

stroying Irish manufactures (in which fell purpose it had completely
succeeded), for the purpose of creating in Ireland a market for English

goods. Unfortunately for Mr. Sullivan's logic, in the Bame breath he
claimed that the Irish people were all so impoverished that they were on
the verge of starvation—consequently they could not constitute a very
profitable market for English manufactures.

_
Besides, the fact that

the same tariff system prevails in 'England as in Ireland, is also calami-

tous for Mr. Sullivan's logic, and it receives its most unkind cut from the

fact that instead of being destroyed manufacturing interests of Ireland

were never more prosperous than they are at- present. Mr. Sullivan is

now at the head of the Irish-American patriotic movement, and his ut-

terances may therefore be taken as representative, and in this connection

it is interesting to note that they seem to have a standing quarrel with
truth and common sense.

It appears from some statements on Mexico in 1882 that some of the

gold and silver mines there have been worked uninterruptedly since the

Spanish conquest. During the' time that Mexico was a Spanish colony-^
that is, from 1537 to 1821—the mines produced silver to the value of $2,-

086,268,703, and gold to the value of §68,768,411. Since the Mexican In-

dependence was established in 1821, down to the year 18S0, the mines
produced silver to the value of §900,658,309, and gold to the value of $48,-

413,783. This yields a grand total for the production of silver and gold

in Mexico, between 1537 and 1880, of $3,105,110,219, or upwards of

£600,000,000. Another computation, based on the report of the Mexican
Mint, gives a somewhat higher total than this.

—

Pall Mall Budget.
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GOLD BARS—920 fine par.—Refined Silver—154@ 16h $ cent, dis-

count. Mexican Dollars, 12|@,13i per cent. disc. nom.

tEf Exchange on New York, 20o.{Sjl5a $* 100 premium; on London. Bank-
ers, 49 9-16d@49|d. ; Paris, sight, 5-12£@5-10 francs per dollar.

Eastern Telegrams, 25c.

*S" Price of Money here, 6@10 per cent, per year—bank rate. In the
open market, 1@1£ per month. Demand light. On Bond Security,
5@6 per cent, per year on Call.

«W Latest price of Sterling in New York, 484£@488.

The Nineteenth Exhibition of the San Prancisco Art Association
closes this evening. The outcome has been anything but satisfactory,

either as regards the receipts or sales made—not one of the sixteen paint-

ings sent out from New York has been taken, and only three of those
sent in by local artists, two of them being panels by Norton Bush, and
the other a large water-color painting of morning glories by Mrs. Irelan.

Next week the gallery will be put in order for the Rix sale, which occurs
on the evening of Thursday, the 31st. The exhibition will begin a week
from to-day, and last five days, including day of sale. The collection will

attract more attention than any which has preceded it.

Meteorological Summary.

—

Week Ending May 10th, 1883, 7:58p. m.

Highest barometer, 30.162—3rd; lowest barometer, 29.732—5th; aver-

age barometer during the week, 29.926 ; highest temperature, 65°—5th
;

lowest temperature, 48°— 3rd ; average temperature during the week,
55°; highest relative humidity, 96 per cent.—5th; lowest relative hu-
midity, 65 per cent.—9th; average relative humidity during the week,
81.9 per cent.; prevailing direction of wind, southwest; maximum veloci-

ty of wind and direction, 22, west—3rd; total rainfall during the week,
2.70; total rainfall during the season of 1882-3, 19.30 inches.

The P. M. S. S. City of Tokio, 34 days from Hongkong via Yoko-
hama 24 days, Honolulu 9^ days, arrived at an early hour on the 17th
inst., bringing 447 Chinese and for cargo 2,345 pkgs. Tin, 384 pkgs.
Spices, 579 pkgs. Opium, 2,377 pkgs. Tea, 11,819 macs Rice, 143 pkgs.

Curios and 3.155 pkgs. Chow Chow; also in transit for Eastern cities to

go overland 914 pkgs. Silks, 2,931 pkgs. Tea, 90 pkgs. Mdse.

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.—New York, May 18th,
1883.—U. S. Bonds—48, 119£; 4*8,113$; ex. 5s, 102£; 3s, 103.J. Sterling
Exchange, 484i@487A. Western tTnion, —. Wool—Spring, fine, 24@31;
Buirv, 16(521; Pulled, 18@40; Pall Clips, 16(^20; Burry,12@14. London,
Mav 18th.—Liverpool Wheat Market, 9s. 2d.@9s. 5d. Bonds—4s., 122;

4Js, 114J.

Prom the Colonies.—The P. M. S. S. City of New York, 23 days from
Sydney, via Honolulu 8 days, arrived here May 17th, with Government
mails, passengers, and for cargo 2,411 ingots Sydney Pig Tin, etc.; from
Honolulu—1,248 Hides, 8,567 bags Sugar, 1,327 bchs. Bananas, 207 bales
Wool, etc.; also, in Treasure, £9,137.

Hawsers.—Among the cargo of the steamer City of Rio dc Janeiro,

are two big manila hawsers, manufactured by Tubbs & Co. One is a 15-

iuch and 180 fathoms long, weighing 6,720 pounds, and the other is an 11-

inch 150-fathoma long, weighing 3.320 pounds. Both are tough-looking
customers.

Contrary to the hopes of his friends, Mr. Charles Mason has Dot re-

ceived the appointment of British Consul at this port as Mr. Booker's
successor. Mr. George Edward Stanley has been named and just been
recognized by the President as such, and we may therefore soon expect to
see him in these parts.

From the Islands.—The schooner Wm. H* Meyer, 12 days from Hono-
lulu, brought 5,977 bags sugar.

The Brig Tahiti, 31 days from the Society Islands, brought 37,000 Co-
coanuts and 311 bales Cotton.

London, May 18.—Latest Price of Consols, 101 15-16*102 3-16.

MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For Navlga tins' t-lio Air.

Office of the Aeroplane Company for Navigating the Air, 609 Mer-
chant street. Office hours from 1 to 2 p.m.

PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
San Francisco, May 18, 1883.

Stocks and Bonds.
BONDS.

Cal. State Bonds, 6's,'67

S. F. City & Co. B'ds, 6s, '58

S. F. City & Co. B'ds, 7s . .

.

Sacramento City Bonds

Bid.

Nom.
Nom.
83

49
J 05
90

100

101

107

103J
119

106J

115
136
12S
103

120
58
46
60
12
30

Asked

Nom.
Nom.
40

66

100
105

107
103
108
126
109
1114

119J
107

117
141

127
106

125
60
47
60
13

3iJ

Stocks and Bonds.
BANKB.

Bank of California (ex-div.).

First National (ex div.)

RAILROADS.

Bid.

165

120

761
112
100
52
93
83*
96

Nom.
Nom.
58*
30

55J
130
108
69
80

97
115

112

66
44

116
129
116

Asked

170
125

125

77
C. P. R. K. BondB 114

101

96

85J
Los Angeles County Bonds.
Los Aneeles City Bonds. . .

.

Virtr'a & Truekee B. R. Bds.
Nevada Co. N. G. R. R. Bds

Central R. R. Co
Market Street R. R
Clay Street Hill R. R

48
Nom.
Nom.
58!

Oregon R. & N.Co. Bonds,6s 30J
67

U S.4s Califor'a Powder Co
112

INSURANCE COMPANIES.
Gold and Stock Telejf'h Oo.
S. V. W. W. Co.'s Stock....
S.V.W.W.Co'g Bonds (ex c )

Paciflc Coast S.S.Co's Stock
California Street R. R

70
81

97}
1161

MISCELLANEOUS. 118

to

INSURANCE COMPANIES.

Safety-Nitro Powder, ass. ad
Hawaiian Commercial Co..

Fireman'B Fund (ex div.). .

.

132
120

The volume of business during the week is hardly worthy of notice.

At the close there is some inquiry for the stock of the Hawaiian Com-
mercial Co. Everything else appears to be neglected.

A. Baird, No. 430 California street.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
London Wool Sales.—London. May 16th.—The new series of wool

sales lias begirt1
. The list will comprise 347,479 bales ; 6,000 were sold to-

day, including Sydney, Victoria and Cape. The market was sluggish and
prices favored buyers.

The Mint Bureau has prepared its annual report of the production of

gold and silver. It shows a decrease in the production of gold of $2,-

000,000, of which §1.000,000 is due to California.

Tonnage.—The disengaged Fleet in Port is large, 61,000 tons reeisters

against 17,725 tons one year ago. To arrive within tive months 211,000
tons. Same time, 1882, 250,000 ; ditto, 1881, 278,000.

For New York.—The steamer San Bias carried, via Isthmus, 21,960
lbs. Pig Lead, 68,000 gallons Native Wine, 786 gallon* Grape Brandy, 269
bales Rags, etc.; value, S18,166.

A Denver (Col.) brewing company, at a depth of 300 feet, struck a
Btrong artesian stream, which furnishes about 100 barrels of water per
hour through a five-inch shaft.

Tbe members of Ellen Coursen's Young Ladies' Choral will give their

fifth Mnsicale at Dashaway Hall, 139 Post street, on Friday evening,
May 25th, at 8 o'clock.

Quicksilver.—The market is Sat and devoid of all animation, quotable
at 35@85£c, or $27 25@927 50 per flask. London price, £'5- 10s. per
bottle.

To Mazatlan.—The schooner Agnes Nicolaysen carried 942 bxs. Can-
dles. 746 pes. Machinery and other Merchandise ; value, $22,577.

Sugar, Overland.—During the month of April 2.570.950 lbs. Sugar
was sent eastward and southwards over the Pacific railroads.

Lumber Charters.—The ship Matilda, 850 tons, now at Victoria, will

load lumber at Burrard Inlet to Melbourne, £'3 5s.

To Central America.—The steamer San Blag has for cargo, 2,073
bbls. Flour, 5,000 lbs. Rice, etc.; value, $17,644.

To Mexico.—Tbe San Bias, for Mexican ports, carried 383 bbls.

Flour, 1,175 gallons Wine, eta; value, $19,000.

To Panama.—The San Bias carried to the Isthmus, 69,750 lbs. Rioe,
211 cs. Canned goods, etc.: value 16,273.

Flour for China.—The P. M. S. S. City of Rio dc Janeiro, hence for

Hongkong, carries 10,000 bbls. Flour.

Printed and Published by the Proprietor. Frederick Marriott, 607 to 615 Merchant street, San Francisco, California.
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FASHION'S VOICE.
Fashionable Fact and Domestic Fancy.

I have been spending several hours to-day chatting to our artiste

modiste, Mrs. Lewis ; and I think I cannot do better than improve the

occasion and give a few hints from her repertoire. All who know this

talented woman will agree with me in pronouncing her taste in all things

simply perfect, from the garniture of a dress to the hanging of a pocket

on the wall. She has what is known as the " French twist " in her fingers,

that is she can, by a turn of her artistic hand, arrange perfectly what was
before an eyesore. I remember going into her art room one day in a

h; Ddsome dress, which, however, was utterly ruined in the draping.

"Just let me pin this outr^-looking thing into shape," she said, and with

half a dozen pins, in about two moments, I looked like a Grecian statue,

'hat is the drapery looked as though it belonged to one ; so now, whenever
any thing is amiss in my attire, I run in and say, " Just twist this into

shape for me," and it seems as if her fingers only passed over it to make
it assume a different appearance, whether dress, mantle or hat. When
there are no new fashion points to be had between seasons, Mrs. Lewis
may always be reckoned nn as having created something new and exquis-

ite, not only in dress but household art work, as I shall by-and-bye illus-

trate. In fact, it is a mystery as deep as true that she finds time for

everything. Rising at seven, she gets together her work in the dress-

making department; while during her lunch hour she is employed on

either an exquisite painting, an embroidered panel, or some other lovely

decoration for her parlors, which are made so beautiful in this way that it

is a delight to the crowd of customers who are kept waiting, to examine
and enjoy these things.

In this, you observe, Mrs. Lewis is a diplomat, for you know how it is

when waiting to try a dress on a chilly day, in a cold, bare room, with a

stuffy odor pervading it; a well-worn carpet and black horse-hair chairs,

with prim white tidies pinned on, thus giving it a funereal aspect. Such
a den would deter any one from sitting there an hour, even though the

result of the dress-making done there should be absolutely faultless ;

therefore, you see, there is a happy method in lavishly throwing about
costly art work, which converts the waiting-room into a studio, in which
it is a pleasure to pass an hour—but, dear me, how I am running on, in-

stead of diving into the mysteries of the dress department. Mrs. Lewis
was up to her eye-lashes in sateen, and such sateen—the very thickest and
most beautiful I ever saw. " Have you bought up the entire stock of any
particular house," I inquired, "since here are twenty different patterns?"
" no," answered Mrs. Lewis, " not quite that, but I have an enormous
number of seaside orders." " I don't pretend to ask how you make these

draperies, but I should really like to know." "Well," laughed my in-

former, " I certainly could not tell, but I will place this robe on thelay
figure, over a skirt, and you shall see the effect." This was done, but I

was tfb wiser. You may imagine a cloud of soft material placed in the

very breath of the wind, which, blowing it softly and coquettishly hither

and thither, resolves it into a mass of folds, falling, without any apparent
fastening, into an attitude of perfect grace. This applies particularly to

the soft beauty of sateen. It should be taken up into pose without the

beholder knowing how it is done, and such work as this is peculiarly Mrs.
Lewis' forte. "I want to show you my new bustle," the lady said. I

instantly unfurled my fan, hid my face and looked, as I felt, "awfully
bashful and awfully shy." You know the interdict . Of course, I ex-

pected the Madame would disrobe, and felt relieved when she took me to

the dressing-room, where stood a lay figure habited in a sacque and bustle

that at once floored all my theory about newspapers and birdseed. Now,
I am not joking, as I often do, but this bustle invented by Mrs. Lewis is

the bustle of the period, or will be when I get through telling

of its beauty of form, etc. The material is mohair and the trimming vel-

vet; therefore as a skirt it is invaluable, doing away with the necessity of

so many white petticoats which at once diminishes the laundry man's
bill. This invention is a bustle and skirt in one, very handsome and
thoroughly effective. "How did you make it?" I asked. "Well, I was
always trying to find out something that would not break or go out of

shape, and after about six months' trials of everything I brought out this

for myself only. See," Mrs. L. said, sitting down without draw-
ing her dress aside, " the beauty is you can sit down flat and not pull up
your skirt a mile high on one side showing your feet and ankles in cars or

other public places. " Mrs. L. then went through various evolutions, sit-

ting down, standing up, etc., but that blessed bustle never did anything
but behave itself in the most becoming manner. Why can't humanity be
so made as to do the proper at all times, which it never does when re-

quired. Now let me show you this dress over the bustle. This dress

was so rare a confection that it took my breath away. A mass of straw-
berries and cream, with lots of cream, was the color ; the fabric silk, soft,

and having a sheen like silver. The underskirt had a deep side pleating,

and over this a plain skirt with very deep pallelelograms (its an awful
word to write but expressive) round the base, these being effected with
ball trimming, which looked as if the down of a pink goose had been
blown together for the purpose. The basque was formed of crepe de chene
the precise color of the skirt, and this in turn was trimmed with rich silk

eruhroidery worked upon silk, which formed a kind of double pelerine
over the shoulders, and the cuffs matched. Well, I have tried to describe
this exquisite combination, and this is the best I can do, but it falls far

short of the reality, and when I see such scrumptious-looking garments I
always want to be sixteen to wear them. The effect of that bustle under
the back drapery was immense, and then this dress being placed in its

silver papered box, another beauteous dress was thrown over the bustle
doing duty. This was a plaid of fine woolen material, scarlet and e"cru ;

the lower skirt was pleated in front deeply, almost to the waist, the back
being plain and full. Over the front pleats was a square apron which,
open up the sides, displayed to advantage the pleats which appeared at
either side between apron and back breadth, in the similitude of a long
narrow fan, while across it were looped ornaments of scarlet silk braid
drooping and each side flattened with a large braid wheel ; the basque
was short and plain, with just a scarlet looping on the waist behind and
scarlet buttons fastening it. The flat backs have quite gone out, for
which let us be thankful.
Now let me tell you of the many beautiful creations in household art work

I saw this very day done by this clever woman. First, there was a table
cover. It is made of blocks of velvet, in dark, rich shades of cardinal,

green, and so on. These are effected here and there by original embroid-
ery in silk, chenille and ribbon, the four corners being composed of differ-

ent kinds of roses in soft shades of satin ribbon standing out like life, the
leaves being worked in chenille. The various blocks, which form one
superb whole, are united by heavy wide gold braid sewn on flat, the lining

and ball fringe being of the finest. There was also a table scarf of plush,
the ends being worked in sunflowers, the center chenille, while the petals
were yellow silk ribbon. The flowers stood out so wonderfully that one
could almost pick them. There was a well dressed woman looking on,
who placidly said, " They are quite neat." Howl felt like boxing her
ears. Fancy " neat " to that mass of gorgeous color and material! I
wonder if these people who pretend to admire art so much have the
slightest appreciation of it ? There were some water lilies on dark
grounds, panels with trailing honeysuckle and nasturtium beautifully
manipulated, coquetish baskets thrown upon the wall in easy pose; a
plaster panel, not bronzed as we see them, but beautifully painted true to

nature, painted in oil; an owl with its dusky, shaded plumage, some
grasses and leaves about its resting-place, and a moon, newly rising on
night's dark sky, was quite the most artistic thing I ever saw in the way
of a plaster cast. It wao framed in velvet and stood on an easel.

There were also palette on stands covered in velvet and embroidered in

chenille and ribbon flowers. Time and space must come to an end, other-

wise I could mention a score of things each more beautiful than the other,

fashioned by the clever fingers of Mrs. Lewis, the original creations of

her artistic brain. How she accomplishes so much is a connundrum which
I give up. Mrs. Lewis is a great friend of mine and I like her so well

and admire her talents so much that I think it iB only due to her that she
should receive in public the merit she earns in private. The men get
heaps and heaps of praise even when they commit misdemeanors, but I
remark smart women are generally left where poor "Alec " was—out in

the cold. So I will dub this article " Mrs. Lewis' Carriage Robe; " it

will keep her warm, and I hope she won't feel annoyed at my giving her
away.

Fashion Points.—There is a tendency in all dress goods toward
gay colors.

Garnet, crimson, in fact, reds in all shades, will be the colors most used
this summer in hats and bonnets.
The crowns of most of the new bonnets are made either of gold beads

or gold braid.

Colored laces will be worn to trim seaside costumes.
Flowers, fruits and feathers trim the summer hats in profusion.

Black lace bonnets are fashionable for middle-aged women.
Ivory-white Canton crepe for a basque, train, and lambrequin flounces,

and a skirt of Terry velvet make an exquisite combination for a dinner
dress.

Red or green silk pompon trimmings are fashionably worn on walking
costumes of tweed or nun's-gray ladies cloth.

Big buckles are all the rage. Leather fans are in high favor.

Mourning fans are edged with crepe.

Even mantles are made of plaid stuffs.

Bottle-green velvet trims e'crue cashmere admirably.
Gay colors in costumes are worn only in the house.

Brides' dresses are made with elegant simplicity this season.

All elegant street dresses are de rigueur, dark or neutral tinted.

Alicante brown and Soldat red are popular new Bhades of these colors.

Gold thistles and gold burrs are the latest millinery and hair ornaments.
Amber, topaz, and all yellow stones, are in vogue for ornamental

jewelry.
Chicken down—the color of the newly hatched—is the latest shade of

yellow.
Leather buckles appear among new ornaments for hats, bonnets and

dresses.

Sleeves of street costumes remain tight and plain, and are larger than
last season.

Plaid skirts worn under plain fabric polonaises and overdresses are in

high favor.

Both high and low chignons are worn by fashionable women, but they
must be small.

Long shell or metal hair-pins take precedence of all other ornaments
for the coiffure.

The small capote entirely covered with violets, and the brim and stringB

of Valenciennes lace, is a charming bonnet for blondes.

Household Decoration.—It is fashionable now to hang curtains in

one piece, thus doing away with the parting in the center.

Beds lurk in every form of parlor, library and dining-room furniture.

No inconsiderable part of the population sleep in Queen Anne buffets,

cylinder desks, book-cases and artistic bric-a-brac cabinets.

The prevailing style for stained glass in dining-rooms is that of the
" four F's "—fish, flesh, fowl and fruit. In parlors are flower pieces and
historical scenes, and in libraries old portraits and conventional mosaics.

The boudoir fitted up by Mrs. Cushing, at Zuni, from local resources,

has the floor covered with the softest of fine Bheepskins, and the walls

hung with Navajo and Zuni blankets, their rich and varied hues giving

an effect like oriental tapestry.

The last fashion for tidies and bureau covers is to have them Btriped at

the ends, and upon each stripe large polka dots of color to contrast with
that of the stripe itself are woven. These dots can be supplied in raised

embroidery, and are very effective.

A tastefully home made cover for a small stand is of a pretty shade of

Canton flannel—light blue, for instance—trimmed with rows of black vel-

vet ribbon feather-stitched on, and finished around the edge with woolen
fringe, which one can make, if necessary, from split zephyr of color to

match.
Quite a nice thing in pincushions is the bolster cushion. It is about a

quarter of a yard long and eight inches round. The case is first made,
stuffed and gathered at the end. Then it is covered with velvet, embroid-

ered silk or satin, or any pretty material. To each one is attached an or-

namental tassel and a cord from one end to the other by which to suspend

the cushion from the top of the mirror.
Silver Pen.

Note.—For information concerning fashion or art wo*k, address, by letter contain"

ing stamped envelope, Silver Pen, News Letter, San Francisco.
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SOCIETY.

May 17, 1883. -Have any of our oldest inhabitants a recollection of

such another May as we have so far tin* war enjoyed 7 The continued
pluvial infliction—1 cannot call it anything else—has sadly interfered

with arrangements made some weeks wo with I degree of certainty that

kh« warm d»yi end clear ildea which ofay has always Drought would Dot
fail as this year, either. The vlorioni sua bar, however, made Its appear-
ance strain this morning, and fervent are the hopes that it will continue
t<> ibine the balance of the month unclouded.

Festivities in town are almost at an end, that is, on a large scale, but
the presence of both Madame Modjeska and our old-time favorite, Bar-
rett, has been taken advantage of by many to make up small theatre

parties, and both stars have played to a succession of brilliant houses,

largely composed of those of our Society who are still in town.
The Padnc Yacht Club have assuredly been most unlucky in the matter

of weather this year, and last Saturday it was feared that the rain would
cause another postponement of the bop, or else result in a dismal failure.

Such, however, was far from being the case, for those who courageously
braved the elements, both of sea and sky, were more than repaid by the
very delightful visit they had.

'The members of the club spared neither trouble nor exertion to make
all feel welcome and at home, and old Sol at last deigning to show his

face, the scene at the club house, in the grounds, and on board the differ-

ent yachts was animated to the last degree. The chowder, too, was of the
superlative order of excellence, and the mauner in which it disappeared
would have convinced the most sceptical on that point. Dancing also

added its charms, and the hours for enjoyment were all too short, many
returning home heartily wishiug it was all coming over again.

Mr. Tens' new yacht, which had been launched under the immediate
supervision of his numerous sisters and brothers the week before, Mrs.
Breckenridge doing the christening, was on view, and elicited much ad-

miration and praise, not only for her elegant fitting-tip, but for the clean

pair of heels she showed during the trial trip.

It would be difficult to imagine anything more dolefully dreary than
the main body of Trinity Church during the hour in which the guests

were assembling there on Tuesday afternoon, the occasion being the wed-
ding of Mr. W. M. Newhall and Miss Bessie Slade. The damp atmos-
phere produced by the rain outside seemed to permeate every nook and
cranny of the building. The chancel, however, was brilliantly lighted by
numerous gas jets, but was not dressed further than with a profusion of

palm trees and ferns, the white cross above the altar, and two immense
white bouquets upon it, being the sole floral decorations. The sombre
character ot the dresses, doubtless owing to the rain, hightened the

gloomy effect for a while, but towards the last some gayer-colored cos-

tumes appeared on the scene, and the burst of sunshine which illumined

the church as the hour for the ceremony arrived could not but be regarded
as an augury of the very happiest and best.

I sometimes think that the duty of an usher is not always of the easi-

est, and lies not over a bed of roses; par example, of the guests assembled
in the church that day, nine-tenths were discontented with the seats as-

signed them, and pleaded piteously to be given one "somewhere else,"

apparently driving those poor, overworked creatures to the verge of

desperation and suicide in their endeavors to make it understood that it

really "couldn't be did."

Among the crowd I noticed Mrs. Schmieden, who looked too utterly

too too, in an enchanting costume of olive green velvet, and wearing the

esthetic sunflower as a bouquet de corsage; Mr. Schmieden, Mrs. and
Miss Peters, Mrs. Gov. Low, in bronze satin ; Gov. Low, Mrs. and Miss
Lawton, Mrs. Charles Crocker, in crimson velvet ; Mrs. Cheeseman and
Mrs. Decker, Mrs. and Miss Kittle, Miss Jennie Flood, enveloped in seal

Bkin, Mrs. and Miss Godley, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Howard, Monte Wilson,

Mrs. Dr. McNulty, Mrs. Gen. McDowell, Mrs. Peter Donahue, in crim-

bou velvet, Miss Mamie Donahue, in blue, Miss Belle Eyre, Mrs. Given,

Mrs. James Otis, Mrs. L. Hermann, Mrs. Dr. Eckel, Consul Olavonsky,
Miss Avery, Mr. and Mrs. Drury Melone, Mr. and Miss Babcock, Mrs.
McCoppin, Mrs. Sillem, Mrs. Montague, Mr. and Mrs. Barnes, Miss
Bessie Raymond, Mrs. Graves, Mrs. Newhall, Mr. and Mrs. D. Porter,

Miss Irrica Smith, Gen. and Mrs. Hewston, Mr. and the Misses Dur-
brow, Miss Georgie Haward.
Warren Payne, Harry Tevis and Henry Reddington remained for a

time down near the door, posing as statues tor the admiration of the girls

as they passed in, till some fair damsel foreseeing and taking pity on the

laceration which she knew would ensue to the tender hearts of femininity

in general, were this allowed to continue, carried the trio off in triumph
for her own especial amusement.
During the seating process a choice selection of music was performed by

the orchestra (composed of members of the late Philharmonic Concerts,

who thus wished to honor Mr. Newhall) who were placed in the organ
gallery, all of which were pleasing and mo3t appropriate to the sacred edi-

fice they were in, 3ave the low movement played during the ceremony,

which sounded suspiciously like Lingard's melody " I feel so awfully jolly,

etc."

The strains of the Lohengrin March a little after 3 at last gave notice

of the bridal party's approach. First came the six ushers, Messrs.

Crocker, Newhall, Nichol, Grant, Hall and Swift ; then two little chil-

dren, a boy and girl, though for what purpose they were there did not

clearly appear. After them followed the six bridesmaids, Misses Low,
Tubbs, Felton, Kittle, Bancroft and Crocker, and finally the bride. Miss

Bessie Slade, and Mr. R. N. Graves, who gave her away. Arrived at the

altar, the bridesmaids and jishers separated, three of each on a side, and
between them passed the bride to meet the groom, who awaited her at the

foot of it, accompanied by his brother who acted as best man. Dr. Beers
was the officiating clergyman, and by him the nuptial kuot was quickly

tied.

The bride looked radiant with happiness, her robe of white satin suiting

her style of beauty to perfection. Her chief ornaments were solitaire ear-

rings, a present, I was told, of the groom, and a very handsome bracelet,

the gift of Miss Hattie Crocker. The bridesmaids were all costumed

alike in light blue satin, very elaborately made and trimmed with white

lace; and each head was surmounted with tiny cap-like bonnets of flowers,

red, orange, yellow, blue and pink in color, which, combined with white

lace, made most bewitching coiffures; little hand satchels to match the
color of their head-dresses being borne by each of them. The groom and
hi* ushers were all dressed alike in gray trowsers, frock coats, and—let

me congratulate them and Bay how nice they looked —lavender kid
gloves.

From the church the bridal party repaired to the Graves' residence, on
Van Ness Avenue, where a reception was held till 5 o'clock, flowers, mu-
sic and choice refreshmeuts being the principal features. The young cou-

ple received hearty congratulations from their friends, and later departed
for .San Rafael, where they will make their home for some time to come.
The presents were very numerous, including jewelry, silverware, vases,

bric-a-brac, etc., and were literally too numerous to mention.
The next fashionable wedding will likely be that of Miss LUlie Hast-

ings and Mr. Jerome, which will take place some time next month. The
Wallace-Donahue one has been postponed till September, I hear, and
the air is full of rumors regarding the probable splicing, at an early day,
of one of our rich Nob Hill widows.
The Presidio hops have for the present come to an end, much to the

regret of the many who so greatly enjoyed them, but I believe the inter-

mission will be of the briefest duration possible.

To-morrow night the Olympic Club gives another bop. On Tuesday
evening next Mrs. Colegate Boker's annual school examination takes
place at B'nai B'rith Hall, and on Tuesday and Wednesday of the follow-

ing week the fair young bride, Mrs. Urquhart, will receive at the resi-

dence of her sister, Mrs. Eastland, on California street hill.

As a general thing, foreigners who visit us gladly accept any and every
hospitality offered them, giving little in return save thanka (and not al-

ways that), with the vague hope expressed of meeting their entertainers

at some future time in some land elsewhere. It is pleasant, therefore, to

be able to note one, at least, who desires to be considered host as well as

guest, in the noted French scientist, Baron Bonnemains, now visiting

'Frisco, who last week gave another of his charming dinners at the
Casino, in the Park. Becoming aware, during the Kate Caatleton furore, of

the capabilities that pleasant little retreat possessed for providing a choice

and elegant repast, he has since utilized the knowledge by entertaining
several parties of our beaux and belles, under the chaperonage of some
well known matron, and the one given last Saturday was voted by all a
most delightful little affair.

Several other dinners have been given during the week at as many well
known hospitable boards, but I find that though the givers of ballB rath-

er like to Bee their parties noticed in print; as a rule givers of dinners, re-

garding them as more private, select and exclusive entertainments, do not
look upon mention of them with like favor, not alway caring to thus have
their doings noised abroad. Therefore, aB I often find my legs beneath
their mahogany, I respect their wishes, and do not always particularize

when speaking of dinner parties.

Eastern visitors still continue to pour in upon us, and I think an hour
or two occasionally could be Bpent with amusement and profit in the par-

lors of the Palace Hotel, listening to the comments and remarks of the
numerous tourists who there do congregate, and loudly chat of what they
have seen and what they think of us. Judge Davis and wife have been
extensively lionized, and have now gone to visit Ex-Senator Booth in

Sacramento. Senator Edmunds and his party have also come in for their

share of entertaining at what are the Show Palaces of our young State
down along the line of the S. P. R. R., and have expressed themselves as

highly gratified at all the attentions shown them, both in town and coun-
try.

The Union Club rejoices in the presence once more of Mr. E. B. Get-
their, who was one of its most popular members away back in the seven-

ties, when he made quite a long visit to the Pacific coast. He is here now
merely en route to China, the Flowery Kingdom being this time the ob-

ject of his desire to reach. Yesterday brought back to us Mrs. and Miss
Wyatt, widow and daughter of one of the earliest and most valued Rec-
tors of Trinity Church in this city, of which he had charge for many
years. Mr. Teschemacher is also among us again, looking younger than
he did twenty years ago, when he made one of the most efficient Mayors
San Francisco has ever had.
Another old resident of 'Frisco became a benedict for the second time

yesterday in the flourishing city of Cincinnati, where Mr. H. P. Liver-

more was united in marriage to Miss Helen Eells, their engagement being

of a year's duration, if not longer. They will soon return to this coast to

reside permanently.
Bishop Kip has-reconsidered his acceptance of the appointment as visitor

at West Point and decided to decline it, and will not go East for some
time, if at all this year. Mrs. Governor Stoneman has gone to Los An-
geles to make quite a lengthened visit. The Governor is at present in

this city. The Tevis family go to Monterey for the season. Felix.

THE GREAT MUSICAL FESTIVAL.
The arrangements for the great Musical Festival of next month are

proceeding quietly, but earnestly and actively, and at the present writing

everything points towards the conclusion that it will be a very pronounced

success, both artistically and financially. Mr. Locke, in whose able

hands the management rests, seems to be doing everything in his power
to promote the convenience of the public in the matter of facilitating the

reservation and securing of seats for the concerts. He has placed a sec-

tion of the house in charge of each of the leading music stores, thus put-

ting it within the power of purchasers to make their selection without

hurry or confusion. The White House has been entrusted with the sale

of the boxes, and in every detail there is an apparent and unmistakable

intention evinced of dealing fairly, candidly and straightforwardly with

the public. It seems almost unnecessary to point out that no cultivated

lady or gentleman who is capable of appreciating the sublime and beauti-

ful, should miss the opportunity of witnessing these entertainments,

where the classic music of the old masters will be interpreted by the

most skillful performers, both vocal and instrumental, in the world of

to-day. ___

Ladies should call at Sullivan's, 120 Kearny street, and see those ele-

gant, graceful Jersey Tunics. Nothing has ever been seen which sets off

a well proportioned figure to such great advantage.

The Song of the Bricklayer— "Still there's mortar follow."
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A PLEA FOR IDLERS.
It is a common habit among most people to disclaim against an idle

life, and to assert that a man must do something. Of course he must.

There ran be no doubt about that. But in the universal, indiscriminate

condemnation to which idleness is subjected, has it ever occurred to those

who inveigh so stoutly against it, that there is a great deal to do in being

idle? Probably not, "or they would alter their opinions on the subject.

The majority of people in a busy community like ours are naturally prone

to, if not fixed in the belief, that a man who is not in active business must

necessarily be aD idler. They never stop to consider the matter; the

very nature of their own incessant physical activity and mental occupa-

tion gives them no time to do so, and it is more than probable that their

want of leisure would preclude the possibility of their following an invest-

igation of the subject, did the fixedness of their prejudice permit of their

beginning it. Now we claim that because a man is not busy it does not

follow that he is an idler, though such is undoubtedly the popular opinion.

Of course we do not speak of and have nothing to do with foolish idlers,

lazy drones and sloths who live upon the efforts of others, and to whose

sluggish mentality and inert physique the world will never owe aught.

With them we have nothing to do. They it is who, in the main, are an-

swerable for the common reproach that attaches to idlers, and for the dis-

honor that is heaped upon it by unthinking people whose minds seem

unwilling if not actually unable to classify idleness and separate the useful

from the useless idler.

Idleness, we admit, in its general and commonly accepted sense.is a sin

and a disgrace to any man who can be justly accused of it. But it is not

in its general and commonly accepted sense that we are considering it.

The idler with whom we wish to deal is he who can afford to be idle, and

who in being so is neither a tax nor a burden of any sort upon his fellow-

men ; in fine, the man who has the heart to allow himself leisure and

cares more for the pleasure it can give than for that obtainable in the con-

tinuous acquisition of money. We contend that there are idlers and

—

idlers ; in short, the class of do-nothings who do nothing, and another

class of do-nothings (who are such from a business point of view), who do

a good deal that is useful and beneficial in their own way, whose exist-

ence is as necessary for the well-being of a community and the encourage-

ment and advancement of art, science, literature, and social refinement in

its midst, as is the existence of the brain-racked, laborious, energetic

business men, for its extension of commerce, conservation of mercantile

greatness and accumulation of wealth. We ask this : Is not a man with

fair faculties and the power to be idle without drifting into slothfulness,

intemperance and vice, equal in bis own way, mentally, to a man in busi-

ness who possesses the same faculties? Now, let us consider the question

fairly and squarely, and see what there is in it. First of all, he who is

able to do exactly as he likes, pleases himself, and in doing so, having no
selfish ambitions to gratify, or jarring jealousies of business success to

cramp his good will, he stays good tempered and generous, and is pleas-

ant and agreeable to others. If he has a pretty wife he takes time to

look at her, and to notice the bloom on her cheek, the light in her eye,

and the wave of her hair. His time is not so engrossed with the piling

up of dollars and cents that he must needs leave her to the admiration of

other and less busy men. He comes down to breakfast rather late it may
be, but smiling, neat and well-dressed, and cleanly, too, for he has had
time to indulge in a bath. He reads his paper slowly, as a carefully pre-

pared newspaper is entitled to be read ; he hails with delight the an-

nouncement of a new book, and talks of it to his wife. He is the first to

notice the budding green leaves of joyous spring, and to welcome the first

carols of the returning birds ; he has time to admire the beauties and
workings of nature, and profit by their lessons ; he has time to look at

the last painting which a promising young artist has on exhibition in his

studio, and to say a few commendatory or advisory words to him to en-

courage him in his upward struggle to fame ; for idler though he be he has
had time to study art and can talk knowingly about it ; he has time to

read the last poem, to examine the last discovery in science, or the
last invention in mechanics, though there be apparently no "money"
in either ; to consider the political questions of the clay in all

their aspect and bearings, and to vote intelligently upon them when re-

quired; he has time to find out where his words can cheer, his hand up-
hold, and his purse relieve, he has time to eat, to digest, in sleep, to live,

to be a man and a good citizen, and he can do all without the dread of its

interfering with his business. The man who can vary his pursuits, and
has time for everything—for himself, his home, his wife, his children, his

friends—alone knows what it is to live, and to feel that the genuine pur-
suit of happiness does not lie in money getting. His happiness is not de-

pendent upon a boom in stocks, nor does "a break all along the liue
"

mean torture and misery for him. He cares not if there be a corner in

wheat, or a shrinkage in the wool crop, for what matters either to him,
individually? The one may add a few cents to his monthly barrel of
flour, or the other cut him one suit short during the year from his tailor,

but what of it? He can stand it and be able to laugh besides. His hair is not
gray with care, nor his brow furrowed with anxiety. He has no ships at
sea, nor mortgages to foreclose, no notes to meet, no judge to bias, or
jury to hoodwink. Never a bore, and he does not talk "shop," for he
has no shop to talk about. He is cheerful always, good company ever,
the life and soul of every social gathering, and the " jolly good fellow" we
laud in song. Who is there of us who does not take delight—if time he
cin spare to take delight in anything—in the society of the man who has no
aspiring aim. no sordid, greedy, climbing motive in life, who is content
to live as he is, to gossip, to chat, and to be good tempered; who has time
to describe the places he has visited (when he had time to leisurely inspect
their points of interest) to criticise a painting he has had time to see, a
book he has had time to read, or a speech he has had time to hear; who
has time to talk of the thousand little things that make conversation de-
lightful, and to comment upon topics of national moment or foreign in-
terest that he has had time to reflect up »n aud understand?
On the day when all men shall be in business, there will be no more

artists, no more writers, no more statesmen, no more clever people, no
such useless beings, for there will be nobody left who will have time to
give them heed. Society, in short, cannot exist without our idlers ; it is

impossible without them. We should have, perhaps, just as many din-
ners, parties, banquets and balls, of stupendous magnificence, but still

there would be no society, for there can be none when those who meet
together have all the same train of thought, the same absorbing desire.

It is our idlers who constitute society's charm; in their pursuit of pleasure,

pure and simple, they attract and draw others in with them; they have
time to utter and to listen to witty sayings, and to indulge in a genuine
laugh; they are able to sit up till the small hours at night, without being
haunted by the thought of getting up early for the office next morning

;

they never find the day too long, for they have hundreds of resources with
which to make it pass only too quickly, though leisurely, away, and they
go to bed at night decidedly happier, though they be not a cent the richer.

Busy, hurried, money-getting people will tell you they are not happy.
And why is it? They have no time to be happy in their rush through
life. They cannot afford themselves leisure for anything. They are not
idlers. •

THE HOTEL DEL MONTE

HOT SALT WATER SWIMMING BATHS

HAVE BEEN REOPENED FOE THE SEASON.

The DRIVES have all been put in excellent repair, and the Climate is incompara-

bly lovely. FISHING in the bay and rivers is very good. The GROUNDS, com-

prising 126 acres, contain

Drives, Lawn Tenis, Croquet, Swings, Sand Boxes, and a Hundred
Other Things for Frolicking Children. March 31.

GILROY HOT SPRINGS.
Aii Old Favorite nutter Mew Management.

HOOP & TENNANT Proprietors and Managers.

These celebrated Springs, situated in a spur of the Coast Range, 12 miles east of

Gilroy, are NOW OPEN FOR THE SEASON. A complete renovation has been

made throughout, and the whole place has been put in delightful order. RATES
STRICTLY REASONABLE TO ALL. P. 0., W. P. Ex. and Tel. offices on the

premises. Take the 10:40 train (daily) from depot cor. Fourth and Towusend streets,

to Gilroy, thence by stage to Springs, 12 miles. March 31.

Sa
AMERICAN EXCHANGE HOTEL,

I ansome street, Corner Hal leek, San Francisco.—This
hotel is in the verv center of the business portion of the city, and has been

renovated and newly furnished throughout. The traveling public will find this to
be the most convenient as well as the most comfortable and respectable hotel in the
city. TABLE FIRST-CLASS. Board and room, §1, §1.25 and §1.50 per day. Nice
single rooms per night, 50 cents. Breakfasts or dinners, 50 cents. Lunch, 25 cents.
Eighteen tickets, good for any meals, for $5. Hot and cold baths free. Free coach
to and from the" hotel. Oct. 7.

MERMAID BATHS, FOOT OF LARKIN STREET.
Shorter, New and Faster Way to Get there.—Take the Snt-

ter-street Cars, or its branches; also the Union-street Cars to the junction of
Polk and Unrm streets; from there it is an easy, pleasant walk of a few blocks,
nearly level, with a wide plank walk a good portion of the way. TRY IT.

LOWELL PAPER, SHOT SHELLS,
Manufactured by the U. S. Cartridge Co.

SVJPEBIOIt TO AIL OTBESS.

FIRST QUALITY—WATERPROOF. SECOND QUALITY-GOOD FOR ONE
SHOT. SURE FIRE AND DURABLE.

Cartridges, Brass Shells, Loading Implements, etc.

ffSg" For sale by all dealers. March 31.

[ESTABLISHED 1855.*]

J. O'KANE,

767 MARKET STREET,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

HARNESS, SADDLES, ROBES, BLANKETS, WHIPS,
And Everything necessary for Horse or Carriage Use.

REPAIRING promptly attended to. May 12.

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN
Steam Baths; Electric and Chemical Baths; Sulphur and

other medicated vapor baths, with Swedish movements and massage Special
apartments for ladies and families. DR. JUSTIN GATES,
July 1. 722 Montgomery street, near Washington.

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,

STOCK BROKERS,
No. 314 Pine Street San Francisco.

[May 20.]

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Oold Medal, Paris, 1S7S.

Sold by all Stationers. SoleAscut for the I tiled States:
MR. HENRY HOE, 91 John street, N. Y. Jan. 6.
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FISHING LINES.
I*»e a rooted pndOec Tho' tha tl>- Cva triad to throw out,

* «reU*dofinad affeotton, ll won't ooireoUygo <"tt.

iport .it whi
I Ainl saoh n.uiu'lity words will flow out

immouuimblfl fling, When .» hook sticks in ooj thumb

;

And tha witiingv' pointless jangling And my speech i* full <<f sin, oh,
i !aooot sever me from angling, Nought ol good from ityou'dwinnow
For by merry waters dangling When I onlyoatofa >\ minnow,

I am happy a$ a Mug. Or I land tome floating acum.

i TViaco gladly spurning, By a river's margin tripping,
On a holiday I'm burning. It is pleasant to be skipping,
Yea, anil yearning to be turning But a man looks awkward slipping
To this spot so much abused, In the steam when fully dressed,

With such hojksanil lines—good gra- For a horrid chill attacks him,
And a pannier capacious, [oious! Like an ague fit it racks him,
Though the last, to be veracious, And he execrates the maxim

la but very seldom used. Which says ' Water is the best.'

I've ingenious devices, Though the cynical may cackle,
Pastes concocted out of spices, In addition to their tackle—
And the maggot that entices, Rodsand flies both winged and hackle
For the tinny tribe alone

; Anglers in a flask delight,

And Ive most seductive fly-hooks— Very naturally thinking—
For in quantities I buy hooks— As they tell you, gaily winking

—

But the fishes won't take my hooks, That at least they may be drinking,
Though they often take their own. Though they never get a bite.

Oh, its wonderfully cheering
Is this sport, and all the sneering
And the fleeriDg, and the jeering
Of its foes I calmly con

;

And regardless of the scoffers,

I am proof against the offers

Of the idiot who proffers

To go in and hook them on.

San Francisco, May 1883. j. b.

AN ENGINEERING ACCIDENT.
Dr. William Wallace, the Glasgow City analyst, has recounted the

story of a very serious but instructive accident, which took place near
Alloa. In the construction of a railway bridge over the Forth, a number
of cylinders were sunk into the bed of the river. They were built of iron
rings six feet in diameter and several feet high, and made a total bight of
sixty feet. The space round the sections was filled up from the inside by
a rusting composition, of iron turnings mixed with sulphur and sal am-
moniac. When wetted, this mixture oxidizes and swells up, so as to fill

the spaces into which it is thrust. It was applied to the joints by one
man. One day last May, however, when there was a perfectly still, some-
what hazy atmosphere, and considerable heat without direct sunshine,
this man was observed to become overpowered by some " mysterious in-

fluence," and a companion descended by awindlasB to bring him up to the
top of the cylinder. He managed to get the man into the bucket of the
windlass, in order to haul him up into purer air ; but the deliverer himself
succumbed to the same influence, and falling into a pool of water at the
hottom of the cylinder was unfortunately drowned. One of the contract-
us now descended, taking care, however, to fasten a rope to his body, and
it was fortunate he hid so, as he also succumbed and had to be pulled out
by the rope. Dr. Wallace was called in to account for this fatal accident
and traced it to the absorption of oxygen by the rusting compound, thus
depriving the air in the cylinder of its sustaining power. The oxygen
combined with the iron and sulphur of the mixture, and the state of the
atmosphere prevented free circulation of fresh air into the cylinder. The
result was that the gas breathed by the man was nitrogen, or air robbed
of its oxygen. The normal proportion of that gas in the air is 20.9 or 21
per cent., and Dr. Angus Smith has shown that this proportion cannot be
altered, even by one-fourth per cent., without producing appreciable ef-

fects, while a Iosb of one-half per cent, gives rise to serious inconvenience,
and air containing only twenty per cent, of oxygen may produce grave
consequences if breathed for a considerable time. When the deficiency
of oxygen exceeds this to a sensible extent a candle refuses to burn, and a
man exposed to it soon becomes insensible. Dr. Wallace's interesting
conclusion is worthy the attention of engineers in general.

COMPLIMENTARY.
The San Francisco News Letter has always had a large circulation

in the British Colonies, and every year brings us more subscribers from
the Australian Colonies and New Zealand. How we are appreciated in
the city of Melbourne is best attested by the following excerpt from the
Australian Journal, of March, 1SS3. That paper says: "Iuthe special

Christmas Number of the San Francisco News Lettek (kindly forwarded
us) there are some sixty pages of original matter, contributed by fertile

pens and drawn from the brightest minds the Pacific Coast affords. From
title-page to end it is brim full of fun and frolic for the young; love-

Btories for marriageable folks ; solid, thoughtful and useful articles for

people of staid and reflecting ways ; wit for the witty; humor for the hu-
morous

;
poetry for the sentimental ; elegant illustrations for those who

love the beautiful; and, in short, good things for everybody. The frontis-

piece, executed in five colors, is truly a 'thing of beauty;' while the en-
gravings, thirty in all, are produced with a clearness of impression and
excellence seldom surpassed. In fact, altogether, the Christmas Number
seems a worthy exemplar of the writing and mechanical skill of the
young, ambitious and thriving State. The News Letter first saw the
light in 18i)fi, published as a two-page sheet, with a blank page for foreign

correspondence ; and from that time up to the present the paper has
gradually increased in size and usefulness till its two pages have expanded
to twenty, and until it is recognized as an intelligent and thoughtful ex-

ponent of the various gifted minds moving iu the world. With scores of

other celebrities who have figured in the brilliant galaxy of 1 1lent illumin-
ing the pages of the News LETTER, Mark Twain and Bret Harte first

discovered in its columns the valuable secret that an interested public
Were willing to give attentive consideration to what they had to say. No
better specimen of the go-ahead, smartly written, American journal can
be found than the one under notice.

BANKS.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital $3,000,000.
WM. AI.VOKD President.
I no mas BKOWSf, Cashier

1 B. MURRAY, Jr., Ass't Cannier
Aqkntb :

Now York, Agency of the Bank of Oatfonua ; Boston, Tremont National Bank,
Chicago. Union National Bank ; St. Louis, Boatman's Saving Bank ; New Zealand,
the Bank ol New Zealand. Correspondent in London, Messrs. N. M. Rothschild A
Suns, Correspondents in India, China, Japan and Australia, the Oriental Bank Cor-
poration.
The Bank has Agencies at Virginia City, and Correspondents in all the princi-

pal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.

Letters of Credit issued, available in all parts o the world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dublin, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Antwerp,
Amsterdam, St. Petersburg, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, Italy.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter.—Capital paid up, 81,800,-

000, with power to increase to $10,000,000. Southeast corner California and San-
some streets. Head Office—28 Cornhill, London. Branches—Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria, New Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.

This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check
and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available in al parts of
the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents
aB follows

:

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal ; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank ; Scotland—British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China* and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 18. FREDERICK TOWNSEND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Paid up Capital 81,500,000, Gold. President, Daniel Cal-

lagrliail. Vice-President, George A. Low ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
Directors:—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue, Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
CorrksPONdents—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin ; Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse,
Neuman&Co, Paris: Hottinguer& Co. New York: National Bank of Commerce. Bob-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre*
pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal

cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Commercia
Credits issued available in Europe, Chii.a and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital. 82. 100.000.

San Francisco Office, 424 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drcxel, Morgan &
Co.; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid Up $3,000,000.

Reserve « 4,500,000.

Asciicj at New York. 62 Wall street.

Agency at Virginia, 2fev.

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-

elers' Credits. Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E. Cor. Sansome and Pine Streets.

London Office, 3 Angel Court; New Tork Agents. J. W. Rel-
Lgman & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, $6,000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buj and sell Exchange tod Bullion,

loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.

FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STE1NHAKT, Managers.

P. N. Lilibsthal, Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITA!,. 8300,000.
Officers: Vlce-PresKleiit, Jerome Lincoln ; Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidnev V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other

Approved Securities. Office : No 215 Sansome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Dentsche Spar and I.eililmnk. So 526 Californlastreet, San

Francisco. Okkickrs : President. L. OOTTIO. Board of Directors.—Fred.
Roading, Chas. Kohler, Edw Kruse, George H. Eggors, N. Van Bergen, U. L Simon,

Peter Spreckels, lea Steiuhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE ; Attorney, JOHN R.

JARBOE.
.

May 18.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, of Zurich. Capital 5,000.000 francs; Helvetia,

of St. Gall. Capital 10,000,000 Iran. t apital 6,000,000

These three Companies are liable jointly and severally bat may be sus-

ained. Losses made payable in all the principal seaports of the world In the set-

tlement of all claims under an English polity, these Companies will strictly <

the conditions and customsadopted at Llovds,

June 9. HARKY W. SYZ, Agent, 420 and 428 California at., S. F.

PROF. JOS. JOSSET,
Graduate of the rulversdty of Pari"*; Ex. Profeaaor of De

la Mennais* Normal, Fi Seminary, San I'.

vate Lessons in the Freuch Language. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, Iwtween

Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 p.m. Private Lessons given at the n»-

idenoe ol the pupil. Dec - 6 -
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PLEASURE'S WAND.
' (We Obey no "Wand but Pleasure's."—Tom Moore.

Ill playing such a character as "Rosalind," Modjeska labors with a

great difficulty. Her tongue is not sufficiently trained to the intricacies

of our language to adapt itself at all satisfactorily to blank verse. It is

useless to avoid stating the facts—that her accent is very strong, her pro-

nunciation foreign, and her speech bristling with erroneous inflections.

In colloquial comedy or in ordinary prose these faults are not unduly
prominent, and, if so, are totally overcome by Modjeska's charm of man-
ner. But in "Rosalind," and probably in all Shakespearean roles, these

faults become glaring, obscuring almost everything else. There are words

and sentences that even the sharpest ear fails to comprehend. Well-

known passages, familiar sayings that are dii y quoted in conversation,

become a mere jingle of sounds. These technical defects make of

Modjeska's "Rosalind" an unmistakable disappointment. But for them,

it would be an almost ideal performance. For the great actress is still

there, with all her perfection of acting. She is not a boisterous, romping,
mischievous "Rosalind," but a sweet, loving one. She is clever, know-
ing and full of animal spirits, but not hoydenish. She plays the roman-
tic fable in a romantic way. Her intellectuality is apparent in her con-

ception of the character ; her delicacy and refinement visible in her ap-

preciation of its poesy. Her comedy is dainty and delicate in its graceful

piquancy, and her emotion most tender and touching. She simulates

manhood to perfection. Her appearance, her carriage and walk are mas-

culine to a point that renders "Orlando's" delusion a possible one. As
usual, in her by-play and detail, she is perfect. There are bits here and
there that are simply delicious. But, but, but all this charming acting is

lost in the vain struggle of a foreign tongue with our language. To add
to the general disappointment that attends this production of As You
Like It, the cast is, as a whole, a poor one, and the mise-en-scene a

wretched one. Barrymore's "Orlando" is a fair performance. In appear-

ance he is rather picturesque. His costume is original and becoming,

but neither consistent nor appropriate after the first act. Miss Georgie

Drew is a very good "Celia," and her clear, distinct utterances are quite

in contrast with those of Modjeska. Osborne, as "Adam," is not cor-

rect, either in manner or in appearance. His makeup is of a "Shylock"
type, and his manner senile and debilitated, which, according to the text,

is decidedly malapropos. Win. F. Owen's "Touchstone" is a neat, but
rather stiff performance. The rest are, each and all, playing at Shake-
speare. The singing of Bishop's music has been done so well in former
productions of this play that we are hard to please. But even if this

were not the case, the execution {using the word in its legal sense) of the

lovely music is simply atrocious. The wrestling scene is a perfect farce.

It is a very clever exhibition of Muldoon's wonderful physical strength,

and nothing else. To see a muscular giant toy with a nice young man,
tossing and catching him like a rubber ball for a while, and then finally

meekly and quietly lying down to defeat, is simply ludicrous and absurd;

it is surely not realistic. The vraisemblance is still more hurt when
the vanquished (!) and presumably insensible Charles steps forward after

being carried away, and gravely shakes hands with " Orlando." The eti-

quette of the P. R. in the Forest of Arden!*****
There is a peculiarity about stage foliage as presented in various locali-

ties, that furnishes food for thought. It is no less strange than true, that
in whatever part of the world the scene-painter may be for the time be-

ing, the foliage that he paints will be the foliage of the country. This is

suggested, by the forest of Arden set, as seen at the Baldwin, in As You
Like It. Here, Orlando woos his masquerading Rosalind among live-oak

and redwood trees. In the East the woods are all maples, oaks, birch
and hickory, and their leaves glow with all the lovely autumn tints, un-
known to us here. In the South, Touchstone and Audrey do their

clowning among groves of cypress and magnolias ; and, in Australia, the
sylvan comedy is overarched by stringy-bark and red or blue gum ; while
in Merrie England the chestnuts and gnarled oak trees shade the mimic
scene. Art after all is but nature in compartments.

* * * * *

Yorick's Love is more than a good play. It is almost a great play.
Both in action and language it is treated from the highest planes of dra-
matic art. The play of emotions is so powerful and vivid that it excites
the most tired and blase' of imaginations, cloyed with the everlasting sim-
ilarity of treatment in modern dramas. The plot, though exaggerated, is

most dramatic. The language is pure and refined. The construction is mas-
terly. Some of the situations are so strong that an uneasy, spellbound
feeling takes hold of the audience, but the climaxes are so cleverly and
satisfactorily worked in that the necessary relief comes properly to hand.
But the story has the one fault that from the point of human nature it

will not bear analysis. The love of Edmund and Alice is as yet but a
platonic one, and such being the case, the motif for the terrible mental
torments they suffer is inadequate. The woe and anguish they experience,
the remorse they feel at their betrayal of Yorick's love and confidence
would be natural if they had actually sinned. Then, the fault being irre-

parable, the hell on earth they are undergoing would be explainable. But
the motif being stripped of the element of criminality, their feelings and ac
tions lose all plausibility and naturalness. Their love story furnishes no suffi

cient cause for the soul-harrowing anguish they undergo. They are living a
life of fear and dread. A shadow, a whisper throws them into consternation.
They act like guilty wretches—not like unhappy, unfortunate beings.
This is unnatural, for their love is an involuntary one, and they are strug-
gling nobly against themselves. They are resisting with courage the con-
stant temptation of their love, and are remaining staunch and true to
friendship, gratitude and honor. From a highly moral point of view it

might be claimed that the mere conception of bonds of sympathy and
love between the two constituted criminality, but common sense and intel-
ligence reject such an idealized theory. Another fault of the story is the
fact that the love of "Alice" and "Edmund " dates back to a period be-
fore "Yorick's" marriage to "Alice." This gives to "Alice's " character
a touch of duplicity that makes her otherwise noble nature less sympa-
thetic. This is all the more a fault, as it is an unnecessary one. The
young people meet constantly, and it would be but natural that passion
should link them together. The performance of this play at the Califor-
nia is, taken as a whole, a most satisfactory one. It is complete in every

detail but that of scenery. The effects are most admirable, the costumes
are handsome and chronologically accurate, and the appearance of the
different characters, as regards make-up, is correct. The scenery—that
is, the set of the first act and that of the second—is so decidedly modern
in appearance that it reflects upon the actors and detracts from the real-

ism of the play. The company is a good one and under admirable stage
discipline. Everything moves like clockwork. Marie Wainwright is a
clever emotional actress. Her "Alice " is a sympathetic impersonation.
It is a creditable piece of acting in so far that it is not over-acted. Her
voice has the plaintive tone of mental suffering, but does not descend to

the mere whine adopted by emotional actresses generally. Addie Plunk-
ett is a neat, pert little soubrette. Louis James, a most excellent actcr,

whose former efforts here are pleasantly remembered by all, plays " Mas-
ter Heywood " in a noble, dignified manner. F. C. Morley, Otis Skinner
and Charles Plunkett are all efficient in their respective roles. B. G.
Rogers plays the old servant in a most pleasing way. It is a bit of legit-

imate acting that is thorough in every respect. The minor characters are

in good hands.*****
As " Yorick " Lawrence Barrett appears at his very best. He succeeds

in giving to the character a certain amount" of depth and consistency

—

qualities that are usually entirely lacking in his impersonations. But his

mannerisms are, as ever, so prominent that they overshadow everything
else. These mannerisms—and they are disagreeable ones—have become
so deeply rooted that they are ineradicable. His speech as well as his

movements are jerky. There is about him a continual air of striving
to reach a certain degree of dramatic expression, and never reaching it.

He undoubtedly has the brain to conceive, but lacks the physical capabil-

ity to execute. He cannot sink his peculiar effervescent individuality in
the personages he represents. The first essential of good acting is identi-

fication and the power of identification with the character presented. I
do not mean Bimply a loss of physical traits, of face and form—these are
but accessorial details—but a mental identification with the character.
To accomplish this the actor must embody faithfully and truly the au-
thor's idea. He must present a living human being in all his phases. This
power of identiflcation ia what Barrett lacks to a sufficient degree. As
"Yorick" he manifests them more than in any other character of
his repertoire. His declamatory abilities are well known and are not a
matter of criticism, but declamation, unless characterized, is not acting.*****
The McCaull Opera Comique troupe have left us. I attended their last

appearance on Saturday eveniug. The theatre was but two-thirds full,

and the season which had begun so auspiciously fizzled out. The last per-
formance was as admirable a one as the opening one. Everything was as
good as could be wished for. There was bountiful applause, encores
without number, and many other signs of genuine appreciation in the au-
dience. This has been the case every evening. And yet in the face of
this approbation the season has been a failure. There was one week of
crowded houses and three of half empty ones. When this result is con-
trasted with the Pop furore, there is nothing to do but to go home and
weep.

* * * * *

To-morrow evening closes Scanlan's engagement. On Monday "the fa-

mous Wyndham Comedy Company appears. The great merit of this or-

ganization lies in its perfect ensemble. During this engagement the cur-
tain rises at 8.15. A magnificent audience may be expected on the open-
ng evening.*****
The principal features of last week's programme at Emerson's are re-

peated this week. Charley Reed and Courtright make the "ends" as
lively as possible. Courtright's clown in the pantomime is a clever effort.*****
The date of the Thomas Season is rapidly approaching. In a few days the

box-office will be open. The programmes for the different concerts have
been published, and a glance at them is sufficient to prove that a great
musical treat is at hand. Among the members of Thomas' orchestra are
Louis Schmidt, Jr., and his brother Ernest. The abilities of tbeBe two
musicians are well known, and can be taken as an index to the material
this renowned body of musicians is composed of.*****
Miss Lulu Joran developed so much rare talent at her concert last

week, that she deserves more than a passing notice. She evidently pos-

sesses musical talent, and will undoubtedly develop into a pianiste of

high rank.
* * * " * *

The Wyndham opening on Monday evening will assemble all the regu-

lar " first nighters." There now exists in San Francisco a regular class

of "first nighters"—something akin to what the Parisian journalists de-

light in calling " Tout Paris." Like all corps dMlite it is formed of repre-

sentatives of all grades of society. Among these " first nighters" there are

many peculiar characters. A description of these characters would prove
interesting reading {Memo, for future reference). One of them I see now
before me. He sits in a corner seat of the orchestra—middle aisle—accom-
panied by a dinner chum. There is a look of disdain and ennui about
him ; his manner is languid, lazy and indolent. His features betoken age

and great knowledge, dignity being lent by a pair of spectacles. One
would take him for a professor. His clothes are dark and simple in cut,

and appropriate to his appearance. He speaks but seldom to his neigh-

bor. Who is this grave, austere creature? But hold! methinks I see

here and there slight indications of folly and frivolity. Hidden under his

beard I catch a glimpse of color. It is a bright-hued scarf with a
1 |s:hutt" pin. And his cane has a beaten silver knob ! And his shoes

sky-blue uppers! Who is this person ? This combination of the pedagogue

and the dude ! The simplicity, the austerity are but veneers

!

The material underneath is that of dandyism ! The man's true na-

ture has cropped out in the few noticeable bits of fashion ! He woul
be a howling swell if he dared ; but he is a literary man—a critic !

The weaknesses, the follies and frivolities of others are bubbles for his

facile pen to prick, and having confreres, he sees to it that the biter

should not be bitten. Did you say a critic ? I did ! Why, he slept

through half the performance! Oh, well! he always does that! But who
is he? A good fellow, anyway! Beauclerc.
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SPORTING.
Yachting. —The Pacific CInh waited for a good day and got »'• The

openimi of the season was all that could he desired, from a yachtsman's
oatloofc The fleet assembled off Front-street wharf last Saturday morn<
in£. It was as large as usual, the Aflgie being the only Urge craft min-
ing which had appeared laM year. The sloop Annie, Miled by Vice I Som-

modore Cndno, was the flagship of the occasion. With commendable
punctuality, the gun was fired at noon; the run to Mission Bay was omit-

t*>d, and the fleet made all pail for Saucelito, arriving in the Following or-

Hie 1:48, Flour de Lis 1:49, Con O'Connor 1:53, Ariel 1:66. Annie
1:58; the Frolic and Clara much later. When all had come to an anchor-
age the yachts were dressed in hunting, the guests of the Club going

ashore, where dancing was at once commenced and kept up at ;i Gvely
pace. Late in the afternoon Mr. H. L. Tevis' new yacht sailed over, fol-

lowed by the Chiepa. The Halcyon was only launched on the previous
.Monday ni^ht, and her owner mid builder must be complimented on the
spirited energy shown in having her ready so soon; and her modeler,
Captain Hall, and builder, William Stone, will accept our warmest con-
gratulations upon the undoubted success of her first trip. Captain Gutte
politely waited to accompany Captain Tevis across the channel, and the
staunch old favorite, that loves a strong breeze and flood tide, found her
companion to be a skimmer. In the evening the Lurline joined the fleet,

and Captain A. B. Spreckels entertained a jovial party on board in his

usual princely style. The cruise last Sunday was a complete success; the
signal to get underway was fired at 11 A.M., the Vice-Commodore's yacht
Annie leading to Hunter's Point. There the signal was hoisted: "For
Saucelito, and try rate of Bailing." The run down was made very rapidly,

the flood tide and strong southwest breeze taking the fleet along in spank-
ing style. In beating to windward against the flood tide, an excellent

test of the relative speed of the different vessels was made, and, we are
glad to say, the Halcyon came out with flying colors. She is the latest,

and we think the best, model seen in these waters. She is the first flush-

deck yacht built here, and has greater depth than any other boat of her
i lans in these waters. Her time, from Hunter's Point to Saucelito, was
1:39:40. Her immediate rival, the Lurline, went over in 1:41:05, a very
slight difference; the bottom of the latter is certainly foul, and her speed
must not be gauged by her sailing in that condition. But on board the
Halcyon every halyard was stiff and every sheet untried, so that we think
the advantage of her competitor's frequent handling offsets the condition
of her hull. One minute and 25 seconds is a small margin, and no one
can positively say what the result will be when these two splendid craft

meet on equal terms, as they certainly will at an early day. One result

of the sail gives us unmixed pleasure; that is the handsome way the keel

boats outstripped the centre-board models. From the day the keels of

the Lurline and Halcyon were laid, until laBt Sunday afternoon, a num-
ber of very wise people protested that "keel boats were unfit for bay
work." We have modestly held and urged that "our Summer winds
were strong enough for keel boats and flush decks," and at this moment
we are pleased to find a hundred converts amongst old and youug salts to

our opinion. We have but one regret, and that is that Captain Turner
put a house on the Lurline, and we are pretty sure that when he builds

another equally staunch craft he will be able to walk her decks
fore and aft, on the weather side, without that unpleasant interruption.

Our old favorite, the Nellie, secured third place. Her time is 1:49:30;

this would have been from two to four minutes less but for the crowding
of the fleet after rounding the stake boat. Her immediate rival, the
Fleur de Lis, sailed better than ever before, and made a gallant struggle

with the Nellie in the channel ; her time is 1:54:35. The O'Connor also

showed up in good form under old canvas in 1:54:12. The Annie was next,

in 2:05:30. The Ariel's time, 2:10:41, is not a gauge of her speed. When
near Vallejo-street wharf a strong puff struck her, and not having room
to luff, Capt. Sheehy lowered her canvas, and after much delay got her
on her course again. The race over was altogether most interesting, and
opened the eyes of some of our crack sailing masters as to the best course
across the channel against a flood tide. We have not space to give a com-
parative showing of the effect of inshore and mid-stream sailing. But
enough was seen to prove that the practice of too many short tacks is a
losing game. The appearance of the fleet going to Hunter's Point all

bunched was the finest marine view ever witnessed on our bay, and we
hope Vice-Commodore Caduc's plan may be frequently followed by the
senior officers of boat clubs. The spectators mustered in force, but the

"thirty thousand" stayed at home, or else they went to the ccuntry.
Should a similar event be attempted, we hope a stakeboat will be placed
at the anchorage, and uniform time taken and published. As it is, every-
one that reported the cruise has given a different version of it. Our fig-

ures are the completest and most accurate we could find. To-day the

San Francisco club will make a cruise to Vallejo. The Fleet will assem-

ble off Front-street wharf, and start at 2 i\ M., the smaller vessels leaving

half-an-hour earlier. Tomorrow they will return, we hope to Saucelito

instead of Front Btreet wharf. The hour for leaving Mare Island straits

is not yet fixed, but,thtj-forty-foot clasB of boats will have half an-hour's
headway, which wilFenable them to have a real share in the beat down.
As this is the first long cruise of the season there will certainly be a fine

display of white canvas. We are pleased to report that the sloop Spray
will fly the Pacific Club's flag this season. The schooner Rambler is now
enrolled in the San Francisco Club's list.

Pigeon Shooting.—The third meeting of the California Club was
held at San Bruno last Sunday. For the medals only. 13 members en-

tered, 12 birds each, 21 yards rise. Robinson took first with a clean

Bcore. Kerrigan, Knowtes, Walsh and Lachman tied for second with 11,

and in shooting off at pairs Kerrigan and Walsh tied with 5, Knowlea
missing 2. Fay in the match scored 10, Brand ami Jellet 9 each, Hanson
8 and R >che 7. Bogart missed as many as he killed, aud Pearson 1 more.
This was followed by a match at double birds, 18 yards rise, 5 pairs each.

Robinson, Fay, Knowles, Walsh and Lachman tied with 9 each. Pearson
killed 8, Bogart 7, Buckley missed 5 and Roche missed 1 more. Robinson
and Fay divided the sweep, and Kuowles took second prize. Then came
a Hurlingham match, 8 birds each. Robinson and Fay making clear

Bcores, divided the first and second prizes. Knowles and Pearson each
killed 7, Walsh and Roche killed 6, Hanson, Bogart and Jellef. withdrew.
Robinson shot splendidly throughout the day, killing 35 out of 36. The only

mi-s was at one of the double birds. The average for the Club match
is 7"> per cent. The Alameda Sportsman's Club is keeping up its practice
steadily. Last Saturday they held their second meeting ror the season at
Oakland Trotting Park. Fifteen members entered for the < Hub medal, 12
birds each, Hurlingham rules. Crellen took the medal with a score of 10.

Haskell and Spaulding each killed 8. Maybew, Baohelder, Havens, War-
ner and Norton 7 each. Edwards, I llarrage and Williams missed as many
as they killed. Bennett and Jacobs did one better in the same direction,
IM-- hi and Smith tying with 8 misses. The usual handicap was given.
i rage is only 53 per cent. To-day at Adams' Point there will be a
match for a medal at clay pigeons, 18 yards rise, 12 rises each, open to all

comers. The medal is presented by Mr. J. W. Scott, agent for the clay
pigeon manufacturers. To-morrow a sweepstake match will be shot at
San Bruno. The subscribers are Fay, Pearson, Linville and Swan; 25
birds each, the winner taking the pot, $100.

Athletics.—The entries for the Olympic Club's sports close to-day at
the club rooms. The different events are tilling up rapidly, and Decora-
tion Day will doubtless give those who admire fleetness of foot a treat but
too rarely offered. Last Saturday Donald Dinnie made his first public
appearance on California soil at the games of the Scotch Thistle Club.
The day was disagreeable, and the sport unexciting. Donald put the
heavy stone 35 feet 1 inch; he threw the heavy hammer 96 feet 4 inches;
he put the light stone 42 feet 5 inches; he tossed the caber, and threw the
56 lb. weight with a ring, 22 feet, taking for all these events first prize.

His feats are not remarkable. The wrestling match between him and
Farrell ended in a dispute. We do not pretend to know who was right
or the opposite. On Monday night Dinnie and Muldoon are to wrestle
Cumberland style for $250 a side. The coin is reported to be in the hands
of a member of the staff of a daily sporting paper. The said paper may
know a great deal about wrestling and stake holding, but is evidently ig-

norant of the doings of Dinnie and Muldoon. These men have for some
time been giving wrestling matches in Eastern cities with varying suc-
cess, and have come out here to gull the innocents and pocket as much
coin as they can. And yet a daily sporting authority states that they are
" strangers to each other." We shall go and see them wrestle, and hope
the public will also go, but we expect nothing but an exhibition, and hope
our readers will witness the contest knowing its ungenuine character.

Rowing.—Next Saturday there will be an interesting boat race be-
tween crews in five four oared gigs belonging to the following British
ships: Parthia, Kelvin, Forest King, H. D. Troop, Belcraft, each crew to
carry a cockswain. The distance is two miles with a turn, from Long
Bridge wharf to the Sugar Refinery. Capt. Stanton, of the Gen. Dan-
ville, will act as starter, and Capt. Lennett, referee. The Messrs.
Spreckles have kindly placed their yacht Lurline at the disposal of the
committee to be used as flagship. The start will be made at 10 a. m.

There will be two prizes, but they have not been selected yet.

Baseball.—Of all the hollow shows ever seen on the baseball field the
game last Sunday between the Haverlys and Niantics capped the climax,
when the former club, in eight innings, won by a score of 21 to 2. The
cause of this success and defeat was doubtless Sweeney's bad temper; and
if, as reported, he was expelled from the club, the managers have shown
their good sense. To-morrow the California and Reddington Clubs play.

Bicycling.—To-day, if the roads are fit, the Oakland Club will make
a run to San Jose. To-morrow they will ride around the lovely drives of

Santa Clara county, and return by last train to Oakland. The monthly
meeting of the San Francisco Club was held on the 10th inst. at The
Windsor. The attendance of members was small, and only routine busi-

ness was done. The meet called for last Sunday morning, for a run
through the Park, was poorly attended, owing to the threatening weather.
When assured of Summer days the San Francisco Club will hold a gala
day somewhere on the ocean beach, to which the Oakland Club is to be
invited, and the wives, sisters and cousins (feminine) of the wheelmen.

Lawn Tennis.—The San Rafael Club will open the season on the 30th
inst. The grounds are in splendid order, and several members have al-

ready enjoyed some quiet practice. The rain has made the grass unusu-
ally strong and healthy. *

The Ring.—The glove fight between Sullivan and Mitchell in New
York last Monday night was a surprise to many of Sullivan's admirers.
The details by wire are uncertain, and we think when complete reports

reach us by mail, it will be found that Mitchell was not nearly so much
used up as the interference by Captain Williams indicates.

Cricket.—Next Saturday the season will be formally opened, when
the Occident and Merion Clubs will air their flannels after an unusually
long rest. Both clubs will bring their strongest teams into the field, and
close contest should be witnessed by those who love this most manly of

all outdoor games. The players from which the elevens will be selected

are as follows : Merion—J. J. Theobald, C. B. Hill, L. Burnett,
B. S. Benjamin, B. A. Benjamin, J. Mathieu, C. Mathieu, F. Ma-
thieu, O. Creighton, R. B. Jones, M. Ludovict, Rev. C. L. Neil, F.

W. Armytage, J. C. H. Jaffa. Occident—J. I. Cross, J. S. Purdy, A.
Aitken, A. Waterman, W. S. McGavin, G. Nicholson, W. J. Carr, R.
Bristow, R, Callingham, J. Stuart, A. S. Fortune, H. Waddingtoo, J.

Sanderson.
Fishing.—Last Saturday night the steamer Edith took a party of gen-

tleman to the Farralones on a fishing trip. The start was made at mid-
night, and the steamer reached the Islands at 3 a. m. Fishing was tried

until 8 o'clock with very poor success. Perhaps one reason was that out
of 67 gentlemen on board 03 were seasick. Angling continues to be near-

ly all blanks and no prizes. The trout streams are roaring torrents, and
the rain is still falling everywhere. We must wait until July for satis-

factory reports from the most favored localities.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
POTOSI MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 18
Amount per Share
Levied May 12th, US
Delinquent in Office June 20th, 1883
Davuf Sale of Delinquent Stock July 11th, Inn)

W. E. DEAN, Secretary.

Office—Room 79, Nevada Block, N'o. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia. M.V 111.
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'The World,
[By

'the Flesh, and the Devil.
Truthful Penman.]

A singular species of acacia is growing at Virginia, Nevada, which
shows all the characteristics of a sensitive plant. It is about S feet high,
and growing rapidly. When the sun sets its leaves fold together, and
the ends of the twigs coil up like a pigtail, and if the latter are handled
there is evident uneasiness throughout the plant. Its highest state of

agitation was reached when the tree was removed from the pnt in which
it was matured into a larger one. To use a gardener's expression, it went
very mad. It had scarcely been placed in its new quarters before the
the leaves began to stand up in all directions, like the hair on the tail of

an angry cat, and soon ..the whole plant was in a quiver. At the same
time it gave out a most sickening and pungent odor, resembling that of

rattlesnakes when teased. Tbe smell so filled the house that it was neces-
sary to open the doors and windows, and it was a full hour before tbe
plant calmed down and folded its leaves in peace.—An interesting
scientific discovery was recently made in one of the "pockets "of sand
which are scattered along the Missouri River bluffs near Council Bluffs,
Iowa. A large amount of fossil remains have been found, having the ap-
pearance of belonging to the mastodon sloth. The skull-bones were per-
fect petrifactions, but the skull cavities were found to contain large quan-
tities of a calcareous substance resembling carbonate of lime. The teeth
are in an excellent state of preservation, and are about three inches long.
It is the first discovery yet made in this region of animal remains of that
geological age. Where rock appears in these bluffs it is the oolitic lime-
stone.^—M. F. Mongel-Bey astonished the people of Havre by arriv-

ing, as he promised, from Southampton in his two-ton yacht, Diver. He
took forty-five hours for the passage between the two places. This yacht
is one of curious construction, and her owner, who has entered the cockle-
shell for the forthcoming yachting matches at Trouville and Havre, ex-
pects great things of her.——Among the agreeable additions to
Paris life is Mrs. Mackay, who has been wintering at Nice,
and who found the place baa worked wonders for her health.^—
One of the largest coffee plantations in Brazil is the Fazenda Santa
Catharina, 100 miles from Rio Janeiro, belonging to Baron Monteiro. It
covers an area of more than twenty square miles, contains 1.700,000 bear-
ing trees, and employs six hundred slaves, who are subjected to the most
rigid discipline, and, in fact, as much like machines as it is possible for
human beings to become. They are well taken care of, however, and the
Baron maintains a private hospital with a resident physician and assist-
ants for the sick. The wills left by some of the eminent men who
have recently died show a very tender and far-reaching love for their de-
scendants. The Hon. Marshall Jewell directed in his will that fresh
flowers shall be sent every Saturday to his daughter Florence, (Mrs.
Strong of Detroit), so long as she lives, setting aside a sum of money for
that purpose. What -an equisite memorial of his love for her ?^—The
tomb of Robert the Bruce is immediately in front of the pulpit in the
Abbey Church of Dunfermline. A proposal was lately made to cover it

with a platform for the accommodation of the elder3 of the church, but
tbe heritors will not hear of the king's grave beins sat upon even by pious
and utilitarian satelites of the church. They declare that at no distant
date a memorial will be erected over tbe grave of the illustrious dead.—

—

It is now a thread-bare truth that Great Britian has almost usurped
the shipping trade of the world. According to Mr. Mulhall it will be
seen that the value of its vessels has increased, from 1870 to 1880, by the
grand total of £23,ti20,000, and that in 1879 the actual Value amounted to
£5S,390,000. At the same date that of France reached only £6,920,000,
and that of the United States only £30,490,000.—It is stated that in
the North Atlantic waves have been observed of 24 and 30 feet high, the
highest being 43, mean 18, in westerly gales. In the Pacific 32 feet is

recorded; South Atlantic, 22; Cape Horn, 32; Mediterranean, 14£; Ger-
man Ocean, 13i, and French sailors mention 36 feet in the Bay of Biscay.—The Germans claim that they have discovered a process by which
they can manufacture tire-proof paper. The paper tested sustained a
white heat without injury. The discovery is valuable if it can be com-
mercially introduced. The ink used was also fire-proof.— Another
instance of Episcopal sympathy occurred at Brightlingsea, a fishing vil-

lage in Essex, on Sunday. A number of smacks and some twenty- two
fishermen have been lost in ths recent gales. The Bishop of St. Albans
not only preached a sermon to some 1,200 people in the parish church,
which brought tears to the eyes of most present, and blessed the people
as he passed through them on his way to the school to unrobe, but,
with the vicar, visited every house where a breadwinner had been lost.-^—

•

An important paper was read at the Royal United Service Institute by
General Laurie, late D. A. G. of Militia, Canada. The chief suggestion
of the paper was that the present naval station at E^quimalt should be
exchanged for a much securer one at Burrard's Inlet, opposite to Na-
naimo, the great coal depot, which was more eligible from a defensive
point of view for a naval yard. Sir Alexander Gait, Captain Bedford
Pym, Professor Bryce, and all the other speakers who took part in the
discussion recognized the soundness of the views expressed in the paper,
and the great importance to imperial interest of the question brought for-
ward.—At a meeting of the Photographic Society of Great Britain,
Mr. James Cadett read an interesting paper on some attempts to photo-
graph the human vocal organs in the act of singing. The experiments
were carried out by Herr Behnke and Messrs. Lennox Browne, H. True-
man Wood, James Cadett and J. J. Acworth. The principal object was
to obtain a picture of the ligaments known as the vocal chords, which are
situated at the top of the larynx. These can be viewed by the laryngo-
scope, a small mirror, which, when placed at the back of the throat,
serves at once to reflect light upon the membranes, and to form an image

of them visible to the observer. With the aid of this instrument the pho-
tographs obtained were exhibited by means of a lantern on screens, and
were, containing the extremely difficult nature of the object, very satis-

factory. - -.-_
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BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., EstaVd 1S33.—Cash Assets, $1,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto Can., EstaVd 1851 Cash Assets, $1,357,326.39.

BUTLER A HILDAS.
General Agents for Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.

Capital, $10,000,000-
Unlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF LONDoITfIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

THE STANDARD MARINE~INSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool- Capital, $5,000,000-

W. J. CALLINGHAM «t CO., General Agents,
Aug. 12 213 Sansome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital *7,500,000
Cash Assets 1,709,976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE <fc CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF LONDON.
[INSTITUTED 1803.]

London Assurance Corporation, of London— -

Established by Royal Charter 1720
Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.

BOBBBT DICKSON, Manager.
S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building'.

[October 11. J

COMMERCIAL UNION ASSURANCE COMPANY OF LONDON.
Capital-$12,500,000. Gold.

FIRE ^.2VD MARINE.
OFFICE 210 SANSOME STREET, San Francisco
[March 10.] JOHN RAE HAMILTON, Manager.
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THE DAWN OF SPRING.
[BT HERBERT H . ADAMS.]

With ganftla kra-ui, ami ranlit bend.
ling,

And spreads around on barren ground
The rations guerdons *'>"' »'"th bring;

And on her face we gladly trace
The glorious Light of whiuh we sing.

Thrice welcome, Spring! Ooms while we sing
Tf.v praises in antneasared strain ;

And with light heart remove the smart
That racks our bosom 'neath its pain ;

Ami with sweet tongue bid old and young
Rehearse the glories of thy reign.

Long have we borne the leaden morn.
With heavy skies bereft of light;

No dazzling ray to mark the day,
Or make the dreary landscape bright.

Long have we seen, on moor and green.
The cloak of winter—pure and white.

Now all are past. The wintry blast,

That rings its knell in every ear;
The blinding snow, the winds that blow,

Whose fitful songs we dread to hear

—

All, all are gone; and softly on
Thou comest, Spring, with hope and cheer.

The earth revives the tender lives

Of How rs, reanimate again,

And shoot their heads from meadow beds,

And greet the Spring's returning reign

;

And gladdened songs from feathered throngs
Float gently over hill and plain.

The heart again, relieved of pain,

Beats lighter without Winter's sting

;

And men rejoice, and loud each voice
The beauties of the season sing ;

And little feet and faces greet

The dawn of gentle, loving Spring.

CUPIDS UNFINISHED WORKS.
Primus.—In a city not a million miles from San Francisco, there was

given to delight the eye of man a velvet maiden, soft in her ways, kitten-

ish and sportive, attracting hosts of friends. She was sent East to school,

and after graduating returned to reach high favor in society. One of the
impetuous sort peculiar to Western soil, her admirers were many, and as

usual where there is a large collection, the selection became difficult and
tardy. But after a time she made her choice, though it had been thought
she was incapable of devoted affection, for she lacked steadiness, and
her days were light and merry. But Cupid has a way of working on the

inverse, and we shortly find her a most absorbed, worshiping wife. Two
years passed rapidly, which also means happily, since to become a Gre-
gorian measure time must be long and slow, which is equivalent to normal
dullness or desolation.

In mischief the male teeth are oftenest first in the apple. The pre-

cedence here, as often elsewhere is taken by the he. Leisure and money fre-

quently combine to consummate ruin, and this young husband fell into

dissipation, and his home knew bacchanal feasts, with guests whose very
presence within the gates was an insult to the young wife. Such mat-
ters never remain in stutu quo. As by Nature's laws a body starting

down hill never stops short of the lowest level, unless some opposing
force intervene, so with man on the downward road ; he cannot or will

not stop even at moderation in any sort of vice. Results came as one
would predict ; she was obliged to return to her father, who procured for

her a divorce, and as the husband did not appear, the matter received no
publicity.

Now, at the close of another year, we find him sober, dignified and dis-

creet. He amended from the moment she left him; he engaged in a regu-

lar pursuit and cut loose from all the companions of his doubtful days,

and may, within a year, be fairly pronounced a model in the way of man-
hood. To his divorced wife he has for several months paid most assidu-

ous court. Even to the most ordinary observer it is odd to watch a man
making such desperate love to his ex-wife. He is most attentive and de-

voted. She is even more hesitating and shy than in her maidenhood.
Common natures would find the conditions embarrassing, but the pro-

fane pen thereof speaketh not. Her mother trembles, her father counsels

caution, reminding her that the law grants no second divorce. And al-

though she protests she will never again marry any one, his growing in-

fluence over her is observable, and it is safe to prophesy a re-consolida-

tion.

To Cure or not to Cure without Koni La—that is the question. In
this age of investigation and analysis some of the beliefs, doctrines and
opinions that were considered to be firmly supported bv evidence " strong
as proof of holy water," arw, in the light of reason and research, proving
to be but stubborn facts; so is Koni La Volcanic Water, which is no
mystified secrecy of springs in au unknown location of Northern or

Southern California, nor like a gilded pill, made to suit the eye, taste or

smell, but in its effects, and on account of its genuine merit, is now pre-

scribed by our most eminent physicians as Blood Purifier, a powerful
eliminator in all Kidney Complaints, Skin Diseases, a valuable curative

in Female Complaints, and, in fact, as a truly household remedy. One
fair trial will convince the most skeptical that Koni La Volcanic Water
will prove the sufferer's best ready-relief friend, worthy of confidence.

Pacific Mineral Water Coitiwny.
Depot—360 Fourth street, corner Harrison.

Butterick & Co's Celebrated Paper Patterns for Ladies, Misses and Children's
Garments. Send for catalogue. H. A. Deminq, 124 Post street, San Franco

IS LEPROSY CONTAGIOUS?
This question has just been unpleasantly raised in Philadelphia, in

of the arrival ..f a wealthy planter from the Sandwich
[elands, who baa been a leper for eight, years, and who has journeyed to
the B.merlcan city for the purpose of placing himself under a physician
there. This medical man has evolved a theory o! his own al t leprosy,
to the effeot that the disease is not contagious and can only be communi-
cated by Innoculation. This theory is oppose.) to the vast bulk of medi-

inion in .ill ages and in all climes. But the Philadelphia physician
appears to have the courage of hie convictions, for he has begun to make
B tour with his patient through the United States, with the object of
keeping up the general health and spirits of the afflicted man. The Ameri-
can press IS not unnaturally discussing the question how far any physi-
cian is justified in turning a man smitten with leprosy loose upon the
community; for if he should sow the seeds of this terrible disease where-
ever be goes, the consequences will not be limited to the disappointment
of the Philadelphia doctor in his theory.
Leprosy has always been believed to be highly contagions in all Asiatic

countries and on the Levant, where it makes its home, and it is also now
so held by the modern physicians who have charge of the hospitals for
lepers in Tacadie, the Sandwich Islands and Louisiana. Dr. Joseph
Jones, President of the Louisiana Board of Health, made only two years
ago an exhaustive report on the extent of the disease in that State, prov-
ing incontestibly that it was not only hereditary, but contagious. Nurses
and priests who have been brought but momentarily into contact with it

have fallen victims to the disorder.

INSURANCE.

MARINE INSURANCE. THE GLOBE MARINE OF LONDON.
CAPITAL, $2,500,000.

THE CHINESE INSURANCE CO. (Marine) OF HONGKONG.
CAPITAL, $1,500,000.

WM. T. COLEMAN & CO..
No. 121 Market street,

[March 24.] Agents for the Pacific Coast.

INTERNATIONAL MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY (Limited)

OF LIVERPOOL.
CAPITAL -. $2,500,000

UNITED STATES FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF NEW YORK.

CAPITAL $250,000

DONALDSON & 00., Agents and Attorneys,

319 California street, 8. F.

[Feb. 24.] It. II. S.tlXTOX, Manager.

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.--UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

The California Lloy«iM.—Established in 1961.—Nos. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, $750,000 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates

!

Prompt Settlement of Loses!! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS. —J. Mora MoBfl,

Moses Heller, J. 0. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R, S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grunt, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. 13. Stone, Wallace hverson, A. B. Pliipjis, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N. G. Kittle, Joseph BrandenBtein, W. M. Hoajr, Nicholas
Lulling, James Motfitt, John Parrott, J. Baura, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Touchard,
George C. Hickox, J. H, Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm. Seholle, Charles
Bauiu, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-Preaident.

Jamks D. BalLST, Secretary. Gko. T. Bo*™*. Surveyor. Nov. 6.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.

(Capital 85,000,000 Agents: Ballonr. Gatbrle A Co., No.
/ 316 California street. San Francisco. Nov. 18.

R. H. SINTON,
DEALER IN REAL ESTATE AND MINES

01 JOHH BtlDDLBTOH & SON),

116 Montgomery street.... San Francisco.

Grape, Agricultural, Grastas; and Timber Lands bought ami sold; ateo Gold, Silver

and Copper Mines. Solicitor oi Patents fur Mining Claims A SPECIALTY.

SEARCHER OF RECORDS FOR ALAMEDA COUNTY,

G. W. McKEAND.

Offices—Southeast Corner of Fonrtb and Broadway streets,

OAKLAND. March 31.

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.
Attendance, daily. Irom 10 a.m. lo 1 p.m.. by tlie under-

scriptions and donations, and t<> furnish all information
relating to the > J. P. McCURRlE, Benratnrj

.

Oct. 23. Room 4, No. 531 California at.

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY
* No- 310 San some Street.

San Francisco,

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN FURS.
ember 21.1

A. WALDSTEIN,
Lithographer and Zlucographer, So. 320 Sansome street,

Room 4S, Second Floor. Au*. 19.
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ARRAIGNED AT LAST.
The wretched set of men who have for the past three or four years

most grossly, wickedly and corruptly mismanaged everything connected

with the State Prison at San Quentin, have, at last, been officially called

upon to answer for some few of their misdeeds. Attorney-General Mar-

shall last week filed specifications of charges against the present Prison

Directors, that contain about as grave accusations as were ever leveled

against men holding positions of public trust, and Governor Stoneman

has appointed the 4th day of June next for the beginning of the inquiry.

Meanwhile the Warden and Directors appeared to have employed the

fervices of the Chronicle, not to demonstrate their innocence, but to so

cloud the issues and befog things generally as to enable the culprits to es-

scape amidst the confusion which it is hoped to create. But the trick is

too old, too well understood, and the evidence against the wrong-doers is

too overwhelming for any failure of justice to result from the not over-

creditable maneuvers of the " live paper," which seems to have abandoned

its role of exposing thinars, and now never appears so happy as when en-

gaged in disengenuous efforts to cover up crookedness. But in attempting

to whitewash the dark doings at San Quentin it has undertaken a contract

that it will never succeed in fulfilling, and nothing awaits it but failure

and ignominy in that direction. If it persists in the fight it will come
out of it with not a little loss of prestige. It would be doing itself more

credit and the public a better service by admitting that San Quentin has

not been placed on the footing intended by the new Constitution, which

it supported; that its Directors are fools and its Warden a knave; that

evil practices have been maintained and have grown to alarming propor-

tions that cannot too soon be curtailed; that it is in no sense a reformatory

or deterrent institution, but that it is in all respects, under its present

management, a failure, a scandal and shame which, if continued in its

present condition one unnecessary hour, would bring eternal disgrace

upon the State. Let it admit all that, for it knows it to be the truth, and

then let it join hands with thinking men in bringing pressure to bear upon

the administration to appoint high-minded, able and honorable men to the

positions of Prison Directors without regard to party politics, to the end

that San Quentin, for the first time in its existence, may be rendered a

credit to the enlightened, reformatory and philanthropic tendencies of the

age in which we live.

It is idle to plead the shortcomings of previous administrations as a

justification for the graver evils of the present one. Two wrongs do not

make a right. If Smith were a thief yesterday, which in this case is not

proven, that is no justification for Brown who is detected stealing to-day.

The old system, under which the Lieutenant-Governor was ex-ojj&io the

warden of the prison, was long ago admitted to be a bad one, and it was
abolished by law. It was hoped and believed that under the operations

of the new constitution, an infinitely better condition of things would be
inaugurated. But the reverse has proven to be the fact. Things have

gone from bad to worse, and to-day there is not in all this broad land an
institution so steeped in corruption and infamy as is San Quentin.
Without descending to details that would necessarily be lengthy, but

which we should be delighted to give in a Court of law if anybody dare

bring a libel suit, for which we supply abundant opportunity, let us at-

tempt to give, in general terms, a graphic description of the kind of in-

stitution San Quentin is to-day. It is presided over by Warden Ames.
He was appointed for political reasons, and was, by reason of his lack of

good morals and mental discipline, utterly unfit for the place. He drank,
and used foul language, and talked on a low plane of morality. No sooner
was he appointed the chief reformer of the State than, as might have
been expected, he began to steal. Property intrusted to his care he ap-
propriated to his own use. He stole the lumber and labor of the State,

and built a water-wheel for his private mill in San Mateo county. He
sold to himself, as Warden, fodder which he owned as a private indi-

vidual. He was at once buyer and seller. He charged, as a private
speculator, what he pleased, and as Warden he paid what it suited his

private interests to exact. He early set to work to bribe the Directors,

his official supervisors, by sending them numerous and valuable articles

manufactured in the prison and at the State's expense, which, however,
they paid a nominal sum for, but not until their misappropriation of

State property was discovered and exposed. He surrounded himself with
officers who were thievea like himself. Berry and Ellis set to work to

build themselves a pleasure yacht, using in its construction labor and ma-
terial belonging to the State. He soon instituted a system of favoritism
among the prisoners, by which those who were willing to "work for

him " were granted privileges that were amazingly exceptional, and ut-

terly demoralizing and subversive of the morale of the institution. A
convict was made chief clerk, and allowed to dress in fine linen and fare
sumptuously every day; to spend his nights at San Rafael, drive fast

horses and consort with faster women. His expertness in keep-
ing other men's books brought him to San Quentin, and his

expertness in keeping the Warden's books made him a power and influ-

ence there. How those books were kept is shown by the specification of
charges just filed. The allegations of deficiencies, malfeisance and im-
plied embezzlement are supported by evidence, the conclusiveness of
which it seems impossible to avoid. The Bystem of contract labor, which
the New Constitution expressly forbids, has been reuewed under an in-

finitely worse system than was ever before known. A corrupt ring has
been formed, the convicts have been bribed with ten cents a day, paid by
the State, to use their utmost exertions to make the largest possible sum
for the ring, reformatory influences have been discouraged, religious in-

structors have been snubbed, insulted and dismissed, the ten cents a day
are spent at the store of the thriving Commissary, hundreds of thou-
sands of dollars' worth of goods are being manufactured yearly, for which
no adequate return is being made to the State, and the ring is making such
huge profits that within four years they will all be comparatively rich
men. No wonder that papers can be corrupted, and large contributions
promised for political purposes. Wine, Bpirits, opium and women are as
obtainable in San Quentin for money as on the outside. This, it will be
admitted, is a strong indictment, but it does not come up to the full facts
of the case, which it would be almost impossible to exaggerate. The
whole Augean stable wants clearing out without ceremony and without
delay. It will be the duty of Governor Stoneman to devote his ener-
gies and his wisest discretion to placing San Quentin on a reformed basis,
that will do honor to his Administration, and reflect credit upon the
State.

AN OFFICE DIABOLICALLY RUN.
Diabolism is an ugly word. It means the concentrated essence of all

the attributes that are popularly supposed to attach to the devil, and we
all know how deep, dark, daugerous and diabolical they are supposed to
be. The Coroner *b office of this city and county, as recently run, is a
devilish institution, which, happily, has just received a sudden check be-

fore it had time to work out all the diabolism that it had in store for us.

The Coroner is an official whose importance may not be adequately esti-

mated by the unthinking. He is ordinarily nominated by a weary con-
vention and placed at the tail end of the ticket. That condition of things
might be reversed, for there is no more important officer in the munici-
pal government. He has to do with the issues of life and death. He is

charged with the solemn duty of bringing murder to light, and its perpe-
trators to justice. In these days of subtle agencies of destruction the
taking of human life is rendered only too ea3y. The officer specially
charged with the duty of discovering when those agencies have been un-
lawfully employed is the Coroner. If he is recreant to his duty, and fails

from corrupt motives to use his neceessarily inquisitorial powers, then
immunity is granted to murderers, and that condition of things, once
established, the life of no man, woman or child in the community is safe.

Two weeks ago the News Letter used these suggestive and even omi-
nous words in regard to the present Coroner :

" For ourselves we never
had as much confidence in Dr. Livingstone as we should have liked to have
had. We know him to be a most pronounced Buckley lamb, and have
reason to believe he paid $1,000 for his nomination. We sincerely trust

he does not mean to repay himself by using his office to cover up things."
That was but a preliminary intimation drawn from us by the extraordi-
narily conducted inquiries into the sudden and suspicious death of a young
and healthy girl. The pressure of the occasion led us to talk before we
were ready but not before we were convinced. A newspaper may know
things to be true, but not being able to adduce in a court of law evidence
of what it knows, it has necessarily to go slow. When libel is false and
malicious it is an atrocious thing. But there is another kiud of libel,

which, though true and published from good motives and for justifiable

ends, it is next to impossible to prove by legal testimony, and that kind
of libel is liable to prove a very costly and dangerous proceeding. To do
its full duty the press has necessarily to take some risks, and this is be-
coming so well understood that courts and juries are every day becoming
more lenient in libel cases where no express malice is shown. In view of

the growing corruption in public offices, and of the duty of the press to

protect the public by exposing wrong, that tendency towards leniency
cannot too rapidly increase, always provided, as we have said, that the
allegations are made purely for the public good and not to gratify private

malice. Id view, however, of the dangersin this case we went slow—and
still propose going slow—in arraigning the Coroner's office for all that we
believe it to be guilty of. For some time past the reporters of the daily
press have been comparing notes together as to what they have seen there
and as to what they suspect, and have invariably separated, shaking their

heads ominously and declaring it to be " a bad business." We now know
that Coroner Livingstone bought his nomination from boss Buckley at
tbe high price of $2,000 (not $1,000 as previously stated), and that he has
avowed that he was prepared to pay $5,000 rather than lose the place.

We further know that in his confidence and cups he has declared that
two yearB of the office would "make him all he wants;" and we further-

more know that he has so far acted as if those two years were to accom-
plish his predictions. The appointment of his deputies and his bargains
with them were all arranged between himself and boss Buckley.
Just as we were seeking verification of the facts we knew, his office has

been caught in flagrante delictu, and one of his deputies is now in jail for

offering to summon a jury to bring in a particular verdict at the price of

$300. The Coroner will plead personal ignorance of the acts of his dep-
uty, but as to that people will form their own opinion. What he may
not plead ignorance of is that his undertakers and their men and his lack-

eys and creatures have been summoned to serve on most important juries,

and have acted in that capacity in his presence, and have brought in ver-

dicts that thoughtful men have marveled at. But what better is to be
expected when to a boss* like Buckley is given the power of selling this

gravely important office to the highest bidder? To-day the verdicts of

Coroners' juries are being procured for coin and wantons are being placed
in the school department for immoral considerations, the streets are unre-
paired, the sewers are uncleaned and the city is in darkness, whilst all

the money abstracted from the taxpayers is going to feed such tax-eaters

as boss rule has given us. Not a cent is being paid to-day for any sub-

stantial purpose, but every dime is going to the creatures of a dive

keeper, a blackleg and a ruffian, who, by the help of the criminal classes

and the toleration of the Democratic party, has captured a majority of

the primary clubs. That is the truth in regard to our present Municipal
Government, in a single sentence.

PLACING THE "LAMBS" USEFULLY.
In a cursory examination of the books of the Coroner's office, it

has been found that several men, all known Buckley lambs, have served

on juries with remarkable frequency. Since January 8th last Charles
Foster has served on 23 juries. Charles Peterson, in 35 days served on 10
juries. In April, L. Staples was a juryman 9 times. W. J. Malady, the
undertaker, was on the jury 5 times in April. James J. Simmons,
brother of the Deputy, was often in demand as a juror. John Specht,
previous to his appointment as a Deputy, served on 4 juries. In the
Lottie Hunsinger inquest L. Staples, Charles Foster and James Simmons
were jurors. There is a world of meaniDg in all this to those who can
read between the lines. It is an appalling condition of affairs. It is ap-

parent that juries could, for a consideration, be procured to hide crimes,

and not expose them, as it is their special and sworn duty to do. Verily,

the Buckley lambs are bringing the administration of affairs in this city

to a strange pass. But the end is not yet. There are stranger revelations

im store for this people before the next eighteen months of boss rule are

over. Tbe Coroner's office is not the only place where juries are being
packed. The same thing is being done by the Sheriff's deputies, and it is

possible to procure juries in certain Courts to bring in verdicts to order.

We at once acquit Sheriff Connolly of being a party to the frauds, but
he gave a certain share of his patronage to the bosses, and naturally
enough corruption is the result. The jury-ftox is polluted, and justice is

being corrupted at its foundation head.
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TOWN CRIER.
"H««r i hi* Orivrf* " Wh*t th« dcril *rt tbonf
" On* ib»t will pUj the devil, tvr with jrou."

" He'd ft etinr in hit mi *» Ion* it a flail.

Which made him arow bolder and bolder."

We. Us and Company— that is, the T. C—went oat on Thursday
morning last and interviewed the New City II Ml. It was ii of the clock
and tlie deputies wen' all quietly trending their way to the daily SOSne Oi
their supposititious labor. The first thing that struck us as noticeable
ww the BTjperb and supercilious air of the temporarily employed deputies

lounged in. Languidly blowing at a cigarette or racking a pipe.

Upstairs they were engaged presumably in tell in if each other what B good
time they had last night and what a of a mess they were in through
having sold their warrant* for the present month at three per cent, dis-

count. Any one who thinks that this picture is overdrawn can easily

satisfy himself by visiting our municipal offices and looking at the pup-
pies who suck the political teat between the hours of 9 and 4. The gen-
tlemen who really do the work in their respective departments will read-
ily understand that this criticism in no way applies to them; but how we
are ever to get an honestly administered municipal government when the
inferior employes, both Republican and Democratic, are nothing but
slam-swilling wipers, passeth ordinary understanding.

Most people would consider that the time for preying on the public by
means of mutual associations had expired, but the confidence sharps don't
give up the ghost by a stocking-mended, or otherwise a darned, sight. The
amiable projectors find out that the hotel-keepers, or the butchers, or the
grocerymen, or the dry goods clerks, are not sufficiently intimately ac-

quainted, and they thereupon insist that they ought to be all as thick as
David and Jonathan used to be. This scheme starts the association to
which the members, all yearning for brotherhood, gladly contribute their
dollars, to be hereafter carefully divided by the secretary and treasurer.
The title of all such associations is invariably " Mutual Benefit,"' the
benefit being mutually divided by the promoter, who is always treasurer,
and his friend, who is invariably secretary. It is a sad illustration of the
so called advance in civilization that a man to-day cannot even be an ob-
scure plumber without paying monthly dues to some association of com-
bined lead tinkerers, which keeps him out late at night, and not only robs
him of his good name, but keeps him poor, indeed.

Captain Cheney is the name of an adventurous gentleman who pro-
poses to reach the North Pole by means of a balloon. A3 darkness reigns
for months in the vicinity of that frequently wooed and never discovered
spot, it is in order to suggest to Captain Cheney that, even if he makes
his old balloon work its way over the icebergs, that, as far as known,
there are no restaurants round there, or gas-works from which to re-inflate

his aeronautic bag. A balloon is a useful conveyance for a first-class

bank absconder, or a man like O'Donovan Rossa. It even might
be utilized to carry dynamite over the city of London and to drop gently
on Windsor Castle. When the North Pole is discovered by a balloon,
there will be no more fun for the scientific societies, and our solemn in-

vestigation will collapse worse than an expiring blowfish, or a heavily in-

sured boiler. Besides, if the man who discovered the North Pole ever
came back alive, and told his experiences, Bob Ingersoll would snub him
worse than the New Testament.

The Presidio Railroad people doubtless think they have done a
very smart and praiseworthy thing in causing the arrest of Deputy Coro-
ner Specht, for offering to pack a jury in the company's favor, but if they
imagine that their action has raised them in the esteem of the public they
are greatly mistaken. The public is credulous in many matters, but it is

not yet prepared to believe that this particular company has such rigid

ideas of morality that it would take such great pains to betray a useful
jury-packer, unless there were some very potent motive in the back-
ground. Mr. Knight, the company's representative, may be a very godly
and upright man, but if he really entrapped the unwary Specht simply
because he hated sin he is altogether too good for his position, and the
corporation would do wisely to discbarge him at once. We fancy, how-
ever, that if the prisoner were to make a clean breast of it, it would
transpire that Mr. Knight can get along without a halo and a pair of
wings just at present. Spit it out, Specht. Why did they give you away
with such remorseless severity ?

A statesman, who evidently only requires opportunity in order to
win for himself a high and conspicuous niche in the temple of fame and a
warm seat in the corner grocery, recently proposed that all the Chinese
convicts in our State Prisons should be pardoned on condition that they
returned to their native land and stayed there. Race prejudice defeated
this uniquely original and sublimely philanthropic resolution. A Demo-
cratic Legislature is, necessarily, burdened with a strong flavor of Irish,

and a similar favor could not be extended to the Celtic patrons of our re-

formatory institutions, because, if they went home, it would be jumping
out of the frying pan into the fire. Men who cannot keep out of jail in a
country where the law is distorted out of shape in order to protect the
criminal element) would certainly find their way behind the bars in a
country where the law is administered with a view to punishing crime and
protecting society; and then, by the way, Irish jails are not comfortable
country residences like San Quentin. They are jails.

Our California consumptives will please to remember that the month
of May has set in, aud that now is the time to go down the coast to Santa
Barbara and finish coughing. It is of no consequence whatever whether
the hotel proprietors and principal business men of Santa Barbara pay
for this notice or not, but the orders of the proprietor of this unrivaled
weekly Gospel for the Moribund are to state explicitly that there are 47
different kinds of song-birds in the Santa Barbara Cemetery, who chirp
perpetually during business hours for the benefit of those interred there,

and that the plots are laid out in the style of the modern Italian Parterre.

Revolving plots, which are always bright, move with the sun and require
winding from east to west once a week, are all the go this Spring, and we
advise our friends who have enough lung left to at once go down the
coast aud make the necessary arrangements. It's the sweetest place in

California to die in, and the clergymen down there are very moderate,
charging only about half-rates for a high-toned, tearful send-off.

Salmi Morse, in a recent, interview, said tie had spent $150,000 in cash
on the Ptution Play, and that it all grew out of two quires of foolscap 00
which he wrote it. Considering the Ul-Buocese that has hitherto .attended
the production, or rather nun-production, of this wonderful effort, it. seems
to us that Salmi would have saved much money and vexation, if instead of
writing on the two quires he had fashioned them into that peculiar head-

in,' of a lofty and pointed shape, with which he was doubtless
familiar in his school days. SslmPs boast reminds us of that unfortunate
Lord Kingsborough, who came to a debtor's prison through his insane
efforts to prove that the Aztecs were descended from the "Ten Lost Tribes."
He wrote and published some fifteen enormous " elephant " folios, and
spent at least ten times as much on them as Salmi has on the Passion
I'f-'i/. But that didn't alter the fact that they contained little but worth-
less nonsense. By the way, speaking of the Ten Lost Tribes, reminds us
that in this same interview Salmi Morse said :

" My parents were Jews,
though I should scarcely now be recognized as one." "Great guns ! how
completely trouble must have altered the poor man's features !

The old saw about the devil being a devil of a saint as soon as he got
over his well deserved mewling and puking, is aptly illustrated this week
by the mazard-smiter, the physical jaw-breaker, Sullivan. Three weeks
ago he was reported moribund and contrite—beastly repentant as it were.
This week he comes to the front with S6.000 gate money as his reward for
half slaughtering another pugilistic brute named Mitchell. We are not
yet well educated in the West, and have confessedly many things to
learn, but San Francisco has never paraded its love of pugilism to the ex-
tent of paying §16,000 in one night to witness a slogging match. How-
ever, lest San Francisco should feel unduly proud, let us add that it is

only because she is not as large a city as New York. Pro rata and
measured by our proportion of adult males, this city will furnish a larger
audience for a cock fight, a wrestling match, or any sport in which gin
and brutality go hand in hand, than any three centers of intelligence in
the United States.

" Shall only means may," said Hastings, the fat and lusty President
of the School Board. It was a curious lesson to the pupils in the public
schools. Hereafter, Nominating Conventions may well make it a test
question to candidates for School Directorships—"Do you know the
meaning of the word "shall?" Eaton thought it meant must when
Buckley said to him: "You shall withdraw your resignation, or we will

punish you worse than the press can. We picked you up out of the gut-
ter, and now you must stand in with us like a man." The coerced Di-
rector had no doubt of the meaning of the word "shall" in that case.
Nor had Hastings himself any doubt about it when Buckley said to him :

"You shall return Eaton's resignation." The fat and lusty Director
pretty quickly showed that he knew the word had no such meaning as
" may" for him, when employedby the Boss.

The literary world of America this week welcomes to its ranks a
writer of no ordinary worth. H. H. Palmer, of the Yale College Senior
Class, and editor of its suckling paper, has this week resigned from the
Phi Delta Theta Society, on account of the discovery of three instances
of plagiarism, of which he is confessedly guilty. Mr. Palmer may now
be considered a graduate in the field of letters. He acknowledged that
he has stolen from others, and that is the first step to success. Let him
come out here, and he can find plenty of work by raking up the sad his-

tories of many of our dead, and dressing them in a lewd shape for one of
our weekly contemporaries. A thief who admits bis literary guilt will

find employment of this ghoulish nature by merely addressing Mr. ;

well, after all, it is perhaps best to suppress names, and let Mr. Palmer
find out for himself.

The New York dens of infamy having lately lost a great deal of
patronage through the decay of burglars, bank-smashers and garotters in

that innocent burgh, Billy McGlory and numerous other blackguards
have " got religion," and sing hymns in the back room—whisky as per
usual in front. The leading evangelist is Jerry McAuley, who opens his

meetings by singing several hymns, and then placing his back against the
door, offers to knock out any one under 190 lbs. who won't acknowledge
that he is converted and has received the joyful news. This is, in many
respects, a great, glorious and free country, and the eccentricities of its

lowest and filthiest blackguards are served up to us daily as seasonable
reading for the breakfast hour.

We notice, with more than ordinary gratification, that in a dispute
over a mule, a boy has been stabbed in the hip. The mule was unhurt,
and, though heavily shod, abstained, as far as is known, from interfering

with the contestants for its ownership. When it is considered that the
most ornery mule can kick half-a-dozen boys into Purgatory, Hell,

Heaven, Hades, or any other unknown quantity of hereafters, the atti-

tude of this particular result of the exosmosis of the equine and asinine

races, so to speak, is deserving of the greatest admiration. The price of

mules here ought to go up fifty per cent, at once, for, if anything attests

good breeding, it is the refusal of a California mule to participate in any
quarrel between San Francisco hoodlums.

Belfast must be a lovely place to live in according to a paper published
there, which announces the sale of an officer's uniform, tunic, full dress

sash, sword-belt and trowsers. If the gay captains there have to adver-

tise their old clothes for sale one would naturally think that provisions

must be very short just now in Belfast. But the worst is not yet, for the

impecunious officer in question offers his servant's livery at public auction

in addition to his own aristocratic pile of unsavory garments. We are
poorly educated, perhaps, in America, but we have to draw the line some-
where, and that seems to be at dressing our domestics in buttons and
then selling their habiliments at our own sweet option.

A woman without a grievance is more lonely than a pelican in Nubia,
or a gull without a mate on a stormy night at the Farrallone rocks. Yet
there are uncomplaining females, gentle as the airs which are supposed to

murmur all round the groves of Thessaly, or mild as the most insipid
California cheese which ever disgraced a churn. Such a one recently

speaking of her husband said :
" He is absolutely almost without a fault,

except that he does not realize that sometimes I pine for a little relaxa-

tion. In ten years he has not taken me to a funeral, and in all that time
I have'nt had one good square cry at my neighbor's expense." Thi-

is perfectly reliable, and should* furnish a four-sided quadrate meal of

reflection to many a father of a family who imagines that he anticipates

his partner's every wi3h.
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C. P. R. R.
Time Schedule, Monday, April 30, 1883.

Trains leave, and are due to arrive at,
SanFranciscoas follows^

LBAVB ]

(for) |
DESTINATION. {

ARRIVE
(from)

9:30 a.m. ....Antioch and Martinez 2:40 P.M.
4:00 p.m. " " " *12:40 P.M.

*4:30p.M. *10:10A.M.
8:00 A.M. 7:40 p.m.

ii *10:10a.m.
8:00 a.m. . . . . Calistoga and Nspa noao a.m.

*4:00P.M. " " " 7:40 P.M.

9:30 a.m. . . j Deming, El Paso ) Express. .

.

2:40 P.M.

4:30 p.m. 7:10 A.M.

7:30 A. M . . j Gait and | via Livermore. . .

.

. . j Stockton > via Martinez
5:40 p.m.

*4:00p.m. 12:40 p.m.
7:30 a.m. . . . lone . . . . , 5:40 p.m.

*4:30 p.m. .... Knight's Landing *10.10A.M.

J8:00 a.m.
9:30 A.M.

IU:10 a.m
2:40 P.M..... Los Angeles and South ......

7:30 am. .. .Livermore and Pleasanton.

.

5:40 P.m.

*5:00P.M. " " " *8:40 A.M.

9:30 A.M. ....Madera and Fresno 2:40 P.M.

*4:00 P.M. " "........ *12 :40 p.m.

8:00 a.m. Marysville and Chico 5:40 P.M.

7:30 a.m. Niles and Haywards 5:40 P.M.
10:00 a.m " " " 3:40 P.M.
3:00 p.m. ....*' *' " .... 9:40 A.M.
*5:00 p.m. ..." " " *8:40 a.m.

8:30 p.m . . j Ogden and i Express 11:10 A.M.

5:30 P.M. 6:10 A.M.
8:00 A.M. .. I Red Bluff > viaMar.sville.

. . f and Tehama f via Woodland

.

5:40 P.M.
*3:00 A.M <'7:40p.M.

7:30 a.m. •
f Sacramento j«a Livermore

"land Colfax
^,a Bemcia . .

.

5:40 p.m.

8:00 A.M 7:40 P.M.

3:30 P.M. 11:10 a.m.

*4:30 P.M Sacramento, via Benicia *10:10 a.m.

*4:00 P.M Sacramento River Steamers. *6:00 a.m.

7:30 A.M .... San Jose *3:40 p.m.

1 10:00 a.m. 13:40 P.M.

3:30 p.m
•I v12:40p.M.

*4:30 p.m. " Jll:10 A.M.

3:30 p.m ....Virginia City 11:10 a.m.

(i

Train leaving San Francisco at 8:00 A.M. should meet
Pacific Express from Ogden at Port Costa; and that
leaving at 9:30 a.m. should meet Pacific Express from
Kl Pusn at Ant.inch.

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland. Pier.

From "SAX FBA.VCISCO," Pally.

To EAST OAKLAND— «6.00, «6:30, 7:00, 7:30, 8:00,

8:30, 9:00, 9:30, 10:00, 10:30, 11:00, 11:30, 12:00, 12.30,

1:00, 1.30, 2:00, 2:30, 3:00, 3:30, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30,

6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, *12:00.

To FKUIT VALE— "6:00, *6:30, *7:00, *7:30, «8:00, «8:30,

*3:30, "4:00, *4:30, *5:00, *5:30, *6:00, "6:30, 9:00.

To FaUIT VALE (via Alameda)— "9:30A. M.,6:30, {11:00,
'12:00 p. m.

To ALAMEDA—*G:00, »6:30, 7:00, '7:30, 8:00, '8:30, 9:00,

9:30,10:00, (10:30, 11:00, )11:30, 12:00, H2:30, 1:00,

{1:30, 2:00, 3:00, 3:30, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30,

7:00, 8:00, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, *12:00.

To BERKELEY — "6:00, »6:30, 7:00, *7:30, 8:00, "8:30,

9:00, t9:30, 10:00, tl0:30, 11:00, (11:30, 12:00, 1:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4-30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,

9:00, 10:00, 11:00, *12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—*6:00, *6:30, 7:00, "7:30, (8:00
•8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, (1:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, "4:30,

5:00, *5:30, 6:00, '-6:30, 7:00.

To " SAN FRANCISCO." Pally.

From FRUIT VALE-"6:20, "6:50, *7:20, "7:50, "8:20,

"8:50, "9:20, -10:21, "4:20, "4:50, *5:20, *6:50, »6:20,

«6:50, 7:25, 9:50.

From FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—*5:15, "5:45, (6:45,

(9:15, "3:15.

From EAST OAKLAND-*5:27. *5:57, 6:27, 6:57, 7:27,

7:5T, S:27, 8:57, 9:27, 9:57, 10:27, 10:57, 11:27, 11:57,

12:27, 12:57, 1:27, 1:57, 2:27, 2:57, 3:27, 3:57, 4:27, 4:57,

5:27, 5:57, H:27, 6:57, 7:57, 8:57, 9:57, 10:57.

From BROADWAY, Oakland -*5:36, *6:06, 6:36,7:06,
7:36,8:06,8:36,9:00,9:36,10:06,10:36,11:06,11:36,12:00,

. 12:36, 1:06, 1:36, 2:06, 2:36, 3:06, 3:36, 4:06, 4:36, 5:06,

5:36, 6:06, 6:36, 7:06, S:06, 9:06, 10:06, 11:06.

From ALAMEDA— *5:22, '5:52, *6:22, 6:52, *7:22, 7:52,
«8:22, 8:52, 9:22, 9:52, (10:22, 10:52, (11:22, 11:52,

(12:22, 12:52, (1.22, 1:52, 2:52, 3:22, 3:52, 4:22, 4:52,

5:22, 5:52, 6:22, 6:52, 7:53, S:52, 9:52, 10:52.

From BERKELISY -*5:15, *5:45, "6:15, 6:45, *7:15, 7:45,

8:15, 8:45, (9:16, 9:45, (10:15, 10:45, (11:15, 11:45,

12:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:15, 4:15, 4:45, 5:15, 6:45, 6:15, 6:45,

7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45.

From WEST liliKKELEY — *5:45, *6:15, 6:45, «7:15,

7:15, 8:45, (9:15, 9:45, 10:45, ,[12:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45,

4:15, *5:15, 5:45, *6:15, 6:45, *7:15.

Creek Route.
From SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:15, 3:15,

5:15.

F ROM OAKLAND—*6:15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

"Daily , except Sundays. ^Sundays only.

" Standard Tine " furnished by Randolph tfc Co., Jew"
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

«.. ». TOWNE, T. H. GOODMAN,
Gen. Manager. Gen. Pass, and Tkt. Agt.

The Only Direct, and the Shortest, Quickest
and Best Equipped. Broad-Gauge Road to
the Immense Redwood Forests of Sonoma
County and the Beautiful Scenery of the
Russian River.

Boats and Trains Leave San Francisco as follows

:

7.f~\E3 a. M., Daily (Sundays excepted), via San
•V-'O Rafael, from MARKET-STREET WHARF,

for Petaluma, Santa Rosa. Healdsburg, Cloverdale,
Guerneville and Way Stations. Stages connect at Gey-
serville for Skaggs' Springs, and at Cloverdale for High-
land Springs, Kelseyville, Soda Bay Lakeport, Navarro
Ridge, Mendocino city, Ukiah and Geysers.

Pally, Except Sundays.
2.f,VZ P. M.,via Donahue, from WASHINGTON-

.*±CJ STREET WHARF; and
4.KAP. M-, via San Rafael, from MARKET-STREET

c-,v-' WHARF, for Petaluma. Cloverdale and
Way Stations.

Suuday Excursions.
8.0/*""\ A. M. , Sundays onlj', via Donahue, from

•^'V-'WASHINGTON-STREET WHARF, for Clo-

verdale and Way Stations. Round-Trip Tickets on Sun-
days : To Petaluma, $1 50; Santa Rosa, 82: Healdsburg,
S3; Cloverdale, Si 50; Guerneville, S3. Returning, will

arrive in San Francisco at 6:45 p. M.
ARTHUR HUGHES, PETER J. McGLYNN.

General Manager. G. P. and T. A.

SONOMA VALLEY RAILROAD.

This Tioad JRuns Through the Finest Vine-
yards in the State.

Boats and Trains Leave San Francisco as follows :

2" /l^K p - m -> Daily (Sundays excepted), from WASH-
-**cJ INGTON-STREET WHARF, for the Town

of Sonoma, Glen Ellen and Way Points.

Sunday Excursions.
8-OAa.m, (Sundays only), from WASHINGTON-.^\J STREET WHARF, for the Town of So-
noma, Glen Ellen a-id Way Points. Round-Trip Tickets:
To Sonoma, Si; to Glen Ellen, SI 50.

ARTHUR HUGHES, PETER J. McGLYNN,
Generai Manager. Gen. Pass, and Tkt. Agt.

NORTH PACIFIC COAST
RAILROAD.

STJMMEK- ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing SUNDAY, April 1st, 1883,

Boats and Trains willRun as follows:
FOR SAN RAFAEL (via San Quentin Ferry)—*7:05,

+8:15, *9:20, +10:25 A. M., +1:10, *1:45, +3:45, '4:50 P. M.
(Via Saucelito Ferry)—+3:00, *8:50 a. m., *3:35, *5:3(>,

+6:40 p. m.

FROM SAN RAFAEL (via San Quentin Ferry)--*8:00,
+8:50, *10:35, tll:45 A. M., *2a5, +2:25, +4:25, *5:20 P. M.

(Via Saucelito Ferry)—''•6:50, +7:30, *8:45 a. m., +6:20 p. m.
*Week days. +Sundays only.

FOR SAUCELITO (Week Days)—8:50, 10:30 A. M.,

1:30, 3:35, 5:30 p. m.

(Sundays)—8:00, 10:00 a. m., 12:00 M., 2:00, 4:15,
6:40 p. M.

FROM SAUCELITO (Week Days)—7:45, 9:30, 11:20,
A. M.,2:30, 4:45 p.m.
(Sundays)—8:45, 11:00 a. M., 1:00,3:15,5:30, 7:20 P. M.
On Monday an extra trip from San Francisco at 7:00

A. m., and on Saturday from Saucelito at 6:15 P. M.

8./^Aa. M, Daily, Sundays excepted (via Saucelito
• eJVF Ferry), for Point Reyes and Way Stations.

Returning, arrives in S. F. (via Saucelito) 5:20 p. M.

1.APL P. M. Dailv, Sundays exeepted(via San Quentin
."±0 Ferry), THROUGH TRAIN, for Duncan Mills

and Way Stations. (Through Train from Duncan Mills
arrives in San Francisco at 11:45 A. M.)

Stage Connections.
Stages leave Duncan Mill? every morning, except

Mondays, for Stewart's Point, Point Arena, Cuffey's

Cove, Mendocino City and all points on the North Coast.

Saturday to Monday Excursions,
EXCURSION TICKETS, sold on Saturdays and Sun-

days, good to return following Monday.—Fairfax, SI;

Camp Taylor, §2; Point Reyes, §2 50; Tomales, §3 50;

Duncan Mills, §5.

Sunday Excursions.
8:00 a. m. from Saucelito Ferry. .. ( Excursion Train
S: 15 a- m. from San Quentin Ferry

J
every Sunday

for Duncan Mills and Way Stations.
Returning, arrives in San Francisco (via Saucelito

Ferry) 7:50 P. M. FARES FOR ROUND TRIP.-Camp
Taylor, SI 75; Print Reyes, 82; Tomales, §2 50; Duncan
Mills, S3.

DAVID NYE, F. B. LATHAM,
Gen'l Supt. Gen'l Pass and Tat. Agt.

^RAILROAD.<?
)

BROAD GAVGE,

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing- "Wednesday, April 18th, 1883,
And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave

from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend St., between 3d and 4th streets), as follows:

LEAVE
S. F.

8:30 a.m.

t 9:30 A M.

10:40 a.m.
* 3:30 p.m.

4:25 P.M.
* 5:15 P.m.

6:30 p.m.

Jll:45 p.m.

8:30 a.m.

10:40 A.M.
* 3:30 P.M.
4:25 P.M.

10:40 A.M,
1 3:30 p.m

DESTINATION.

.San Mateo, Redwood,.
and Menlo Park,....

ARRIVE
8. F.

40 A.M.
10 A.M.

03 A.M.

:02 am.
:36 P.M.

:59 P.M.

;00 P.M.
:50 p.m.

:15 p.m.

. . Santa Clara, San Jose and .

,

. .Principal Way Stations.

.

03 A.M
02 A.M.

:36 P.M.

00 P.M.
:15 p.m.

Gilroy, Pajaro, Castroville,

...Salinas and Monterey ...

1:02 a.m.

3:00 p.m.

1.M.IJ

P.M.I \
. Hollister and Tres Pinos.

10:40 A.M.
• 3.30 P.M

.Watsonville, Camp Goodall.
Aptos, New Brighton. Softjuel

(Camp Capitola) and Santa
Cruz

3:02 A.M.
3:00 p.m.

02 A.M.

00 P.M.

10:40 am.
I
..Soledad and Way Stations..

|
frOO P.M.

+ 7:30 a.m.
.Monterey and Santa Cruz

. (Sunday Excursion) ::\\+ 8:43 P.M.

Sundays excepted. tSundays only.

JTheatre train, Saturdays only.

STAGE CONNECTIONS are made with the 10:40 a. m.

Train, except PESCADERO Stage via San Mateo, and
PACIFIC CONGRESS SPRINGS Stage via Santa Clara,

which connect with 8:30 A. M. Train.

SPECIAL ROUND-TRIP TICKETS -At Reduced
Rates— to Pescadero, Monterey, Aptos, Soquel and
Santa Cruz; also to Gilroy, Paraiso and Paso RobJes

Springs.

EXCURSION TICKETS—Sold Saturdays and on Sun-
day mornings—good to retu non Monday: To SantaClara
or San Jose, S2 50; to Gi'roy, 64; to Monterey or Santa
Cruz, S5, and to principal points between San Francisco

and San Jose; aUo, to Gilroy Hot Springs, £6.00.

SUNDAY EXCURSION TICKETS—To either Monte-

rey or Santa Cruz, and return, S3.

TICKET OFFICES. Passenger Depot, Townsend
street, and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.

A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,
„ Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

^"SOUTHERN DlVISIONS.«gfr

For points on Southern Divisions and the East, see

C. P- R. R- Time Schedule. April 14.

SOUTH PACIFIC COAST
RAILROAD-

Newark, San Jose, Los G-atos, Glenwood,
Big Trees, Pelton and Santa Cruz.

Passenger Trains leave Station, FOOT OF MARKET
STREET, SOUTH SIDE, at:

8.q f\ A. m. daily—Alvarado, Newark, Centreville,.OU Alviso, Santa Clara. SAN JUSE, Los Gatos,

Wrights, Glenwood, Felton, Big Trees, SANTA CRUZ
and all Way Stations. (Parlor Car.)

2. 0/""\ P. M. (except Sunday), Express—Alvarado,
•O \J Newark, Centreville, Alviso, Agnew's, Santa

Clara, SANJOSE, Los Gatos and all Stations to SANTA
CRUZ. (Parlor Car.)

4,0/"\ p. m. daily, for San Jose, Los Gatos and in-

•Ow termediate points.

Stages connect at Los Gatos for Congress Springs.

On SUNDAYS Special Passenger Train leaves San
Jose 6:28 P. m ; arrives in San Francisco 8:30 P. M.

ftii Excursions to SANTA CRUZ and #2 50*
to SAN JOSE on Saturdays and Sundays, to return un-

til Monday, inclusive S3 Excursions to BIG
TREES or SANTA CRUZ every SUNDAY, 8:30 A. M.

To Oakland and Alameda.
§6:30—7:30—8:30-9:30—10:30—11:30 A. m. 1p2:30—

1:30-2:30—3:30-4:30-5:30-0:30—7:30-10:30-11:35 pm

From Fourteenth and Webster streets,
Oakland.

§5-57—§6:57— 7:57—8:52— 9:52— 10:52—111:52 a. m.

12:52—1:52— 2:52—3:52—4:52—5:52—6:52—10:52—11:53

p. m. Sundays only, 7:52 p. m. Daily to Alameda.

From Slixti street, Alameda.
§5-45 — §6:45—7:45—8:35— 9:35— 10:35—fll:35 A. M.

12:35—1:35—2:35-3:35-4:35-5:35—6:35—10:35— 11-35

p. M.

§Sundays excepted. ^Saturdays and Sundays only.

TICKET, Telegraph and TranBfer Office, H22 MONT-
GOMERY STREET, San Francisco.

A. H. FRACKER, R. M. GARRATT,
Gen'l Supt. G. F. and P. Agent.
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"BIZ."

May promises to bo in every respect a wet month, copious rains hav-

ing fallen thus far, and running up for the half-month that it* passed to

inches, and for the season ahout 82 lnoh.es, which is

s« of last year at a corresponding date (say -I loohss),

and va think insuring via bonnteout crops of cereals; how great the Whea
Orop will really bfl it is idle now to make a guess, as it may suffer soma
by rea.*oti of >ii y winds, etc, before the time of harvest, but that it will

be a bounteous crop year no one is in doubt, and more, good prices are in

prospect to cheer the heart of the agriculturist and give business to a

large fleet ••£ ships now heading to this coast, be it in ballast or loaded

with Goal, Iron, Salt or general merchandise. The outlook at this writ-

ing is certainly very encouraging to shipowners in all waters. In this

connection we beg to note that during the month of April one lot of

10,000 tons Australian Coal was sold, for delivery in all 1883, at $6 3.
r
> t*

ton, Liverpool Salt has been offered recently, to arrive within 60 or 90

days, at the low price of S13 $? ton, without finding a purchaser.

Imports for the week include liberal supplies of Sandwich Island

8ngar. The Wm. H, Dimond, from Honolulu, 15 days, brought 8,550

and the Ferris S. Thompson, 18 days from Kahalui, brought 15,000

bags. Recent sales of some 2,000 pkgs. Hawaiian Sugar are reported at

,
for Refining grades, and 9c. for kegs of Hutchinson's Grocery

grade.

Rice imports from the Islands have of late been light, but the new
crop will soon be forthcoming. Sales here during the week, and to ar-

rive, are reported at 5ic, the present Spot price being 5|c.

Salmon.—The several fisheries on this coast have thus far been disap-

pointed with their catch, the run of fish very light, and prices demanded
by fishermen exorbitantly high. The Salmon in some cases, however, be-

ing unusually large, have brought about a change in price. Now they are

bought by the pound rather than so much $? fish. The receipts of Salmon
for the week include 1,926 cases from Oregon, per Columbia, and 2,992

cases same, per Queen of the Pacific ; also, 2,000 cases and 16 bbls. per
Mary D. Hume, from Crescent City (Roqne River fish). The market is

quiet and exact prices hard to give, as those arriving were sold some time
since.

Exports to Liverpool.—Messrs. f Parrott & Co. have dispatched the

Mitredale for Liverpool with a cargo consisting of 11,460 ctls. of Barley
and 7,998 bbls. of Extra Flour.

Flour to Cork.- -Starr & Co., of Vallejo, have sent off the bark Agnes
Muir for Cork with 12,880 bbls., value $67,000. Starr & Co. have also

dispatched the Br. bark Strathearn for Hull, England, with 16,739 bbls.

Vallejo Starr Mills Extra.

Exports of Breadstuffs.—The London Milkr of a late date has this to

say ahout American competition with the Irish Flour trade. This au-

thority remarks as follows : Attention is now being largely directed to

the Flour subject heret as a consequence of the fact that for the last two
years a large proportion of the Flour used in the making of bread in this

city is of "American-Irish" manufacture, and that therefore the opera-

tive millers and stone-dressers and others connected with our milling in-

dustry have suffered severely from want of employment. It is beyond
doubt that the Americans have put in superior machinery, by the aid of

which they can successfully compete with Hungarian millers ; but the
question remaining is, can they produce good medium-class flour, suited

to the general purposes of bread-baking here, at a less price than Irish

millers? An authority on this subject (Mr. Summers, of the Hibernian
Mills, Kilmainham) says that so far they have failed to do so, and he asks

why is it that in almost every provision shop nothing is to be seen except
" Starr's Bakers' Extra " on sale, when, as a matter of fact, a better arti-

cle can be produced in Dublin for less money? "Starr's Bakers' Extra"
Flour is manufactured in California.

The same paper, under date of April 16th, says: Double stocks of

Flour in granary in London, Liverpool and Glasgow, as compared with
the quantities held a year ago, and an immense weekly arrival of Wheat,
Flour and Maize into the United Kingdom, have been enough to gag de-

uinud and make the markets discouraging trysting places. Otherwise the
low level of prices is attracting notice, and there have been signs of a ris-

ing inquiry. Millers in the country find themselves obliged to bid full

terms for local supplies, nor do farmers appear willing to abate Gel. $ qr.

over their reserve stocks, which have now been weathered into excellent

condition. As yet the April showers have been but few, and vegetation
would now profit by fresh moisture. Nevertheless the dry and sunny, if

cold period which we have been enjoying, haB been of the greatest service

to agricultural prospects, and the seeding of Spring Corn and the planting
of Potatoes have been prosecuted under highly favorable conditions. But
(Jraas and Wheat have still a very backward appearance at home and in

the north of France, and genial and soft weather would be now generally
welcome and seasonable. Crop prospects are still very undecided, and
there are close possibilities of market fluctuations should the future

weather be disastrous even for a short time. Millers know this, and are

fully aware of their present opportunities of buying, and but for the heav-

iness of the Flour trade Wheat would be in request. Then again, whilst

the bulk of Wheat and Flour afloat is only moderately good, yet the ira-

DortB into the United Kingdom have been extraordinarily large, under
favorable winds. Such a lump of breadstuffs as we have just received is

quite rare, heavy as are our common receipts. Wanting Wheat at the

rate of fourteen to sixteen million qrs. $? annum, we have just had it at

the rate of twenty-six million qrs.

The French markets record a check to the fall in the price of Flour to a
level where in many former years it seldom rested. Germany and Aus-
tro-Hungary have vegetation in arrear. Estimates of production would
be premature. Russia remains wintry and the snow covering has to dis-

appear before harvest prospects show themselves.

Grain Charter.—The ship Samaria, 1,439 tons, has been secured by R,
Sheeny to load Wheat for Cork, U. K., Havre or Autwerp, at £2 2s. Gd.

For New York.—The ship General McClellan has been laid on for

New York, in John Roseufeld's Dispatch Line, and will carry Wool and
other produce.

Oregon advices state that the British bark Lombardian, 718 tons,
has besn chartered to load Flour for the Doited Kingdom, at 55s., ana
the British bark Ryevale, sii tone, to toad Salmon, eta, at 65a., direct.
The Commercial Herald, of the 10th, says that there are now in the Col-
umbia river eight vessel* disengaged] of these only one is iron, all holding
for the new orop: the iron bark Ullook demanding 60s. One vessel
chartered for October loading at 65s. U. K.
Exports to Honolulu.—The British hark Lady Lampson has sailed

for the Islands with a full cargo of General Merchandise, value §15,800.

For Victoria, B. C—The steamer George W. Elder, hence, carried
General Merchandise, value §49,000.

The steamer Mississippi, belonging to the Oregon Improvement
Company, was burned at her dock at Seattle on Sunday morning, to-

gether with the coal bunkers and a part of the wharf, causing a total loss
of about $100,000. The cause of the fire is supposed to be spontaneous
combustion in the oil room. Charles Knapp, chief engineer, was burned
to death, and several men were injured in trying to subdue the flames.
The Mississippi was an iron screw steamer of about 1,200 tons burden,
and was built for blockade-running during the war, but was captured dur-
ing her first voyage with a cargo on board, said to be the most valuable
taken during the rebellion. She was afterwards placed in the cotton-
carrying trade and was employed on various routes till some two years
ago, when she was purchased, by the Oregon Improvement Company to
run between Seattle and San Francisco as a collier.

GJ±& FIXTURES!
— FROM —

ALL THE LEADING MANUFACTURERS.

NEW DESIGNS! ELEGANT PATTERNS!
— AT —

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES!

THOMA.SS DAY &• CO.,

[May 5.] 122 AND 124 SUTTER STREET.

M. A. GUNST & CO.,
203 Kearny Street San Francisco.

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN
HAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS;

ALSO SOLE AGENTS FOR

KINNEY BROS' TOO-TOO AND CABINET CIGARETTES,
f^~ Inform the Public that they receive large invoices of Choice

Havana Brands three times a month. Feb. 24.

H. B. Williams. A. Ohesebrough. "W. H. Dimond.

WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO.,

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
UNION BUILDING,

JUNCTION MARKET AND PINE STREETS.
Agents for Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific Steam Navigation Ootnpany,

The Cunard Royal Mail Steamship Company, "The California Line of Clippers,"
from New York and Boston, and "The Hawaiian Line."

San Francisco, January SI, 1SS0. Jan. 31.

C. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

SAN FRANCISCO and NEW YORE.
&JJT* Agents of American Sugar Refinery, corner of Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. Jan. 17.

TABER, HARKER ft CO.,

IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE QROCERS,
108 anil 110 California St., S. F.

(April 19.)

COKE CHEAPEST FUEL.
Redaction lo Price: Wholesale Price, 50 cents per barrel;

Retail Price, 00 cents per barrel, at the works of the SAN FRANC I-

LIGHT COMPANY, Howard and Fir.st streets, and foot of Second st. Jan. 12.

GEO. STREET, Agent News Letter, 30 Cornhill, E. C, London.

Llebig Compauy's Extract or Meat. -Finest and Cheapest
Meat-tliivoriug Stock for Soups, Made Dishes and Sauces.

lebigT Company's Extract of Meat.—An invaluable and
J palatable Tonic in all cases of weak digestion and debility. "Is.t me-

cess and boon for which Nations should feel grateful" See "Medical
Press," " Lancet," " British Medical Journal." etc.

leblg Compauy's Extract of Meat. — Cantlon : Genuine
J ONLY with fac-simile of Baron Liebig's Signature, in Blue tali

Label.
This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and infer;

tutes being in the Market.

leblg Company's Extract of Meat —To be had of nil store-
A keepers. Oncers and Chei kgsntB for the United States

(wholesale only), C. DAVID A CO., 9 Fenchurch Avenue, London,
England.

Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, San Francisco.
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WAIFS.
Wails which singly are as light as air, but which together make

a momentous whole.

Politics are flat, stale and unprofitable and there is little doing, but

there is a good deal of watching going on. The outs are watching the ins,

and not without some success.-^It is always simpler to act on the de-

fensive than to be aggressive. It is always easier to criticise than to do.

^—Those who are responsible for conducting the administration are

compelled to march on doing something all the time, whilst those who
are out and hope to come in, have nothing to do but stand still and fire

] (isoned arrows at those who are marching in the procession.-^—Thus it

comes that the outs are shooting some pretty dangerous shafts at the ins.

——That is particularly true in regard to State affairs.—It is less true

in regard to municipal concerns.——The last Supervisors manag2d things

so badly that their friends have little opportunity to complain or make
capital out of anything their successors may do.—It is true that the

new men have dispensed their large patronage badly, but they have other-

wise endeavored to economise, and economy, as times go, covers a multi-

tude of sins.—When the people of a great city can sacrifice good gov-

ernment of every kind for the sake of cheapness, then of a verity is econ-

omy the cardinal virtue of the period.-^When filthy sewers and death,

dark streets and highway robbery are complacently tolerated in the in-

terests of money saving, then there is little left to be said if only the city

government be cheap.—It may be nasty, but that is not to the point at

present.—No matter how inferior the article is if it be not costly.—
But there are some things dear at any price, and we think the present

kind of city government is one of those things.^—It takes our taxes but

gives us nothing in return. We get nothing but a flock of "Buckley
lambs" in return for what we pay.—Whilst every office is crowded
with idle deputies, none of the substantial functions of government are

being performed. No accepted streets are being repaired, no sewers are

being cleansed, and the city is in darkness.—^The question then arises,

is that government cheap which performs no UBeful thing?—Our judg-

ment is that it is dear at any price. -^—Good city government means well

kept streets, clean sewers, a low death rate, well lighted highways, and
substantial improvements that keep pace with the progress of the city.

^—When not one of those things are supplied, the people pay for what
they do not get, the taxes are levied under false pretenses, and revenue is

raised for the sole purpose of feeding the tax eaters, and that, truth

to tell, is all that the government of this great city is at present
accomplishing.^—It is idle to dignify that state of things with a

high sounding name.——"Economy " is a pleasant word when it stands
for its true meaning, but when it represents nothing but dead sea apples,

it is not only a delusion and a snare, but a fraud and a humbug.-^—And
that is precisely what our pretentious city government is at present.—
It cuts off the gas jet at every street corner, but does not dispense with a sin-

gle unnecessary deputy. Think of it, the pay of every unnecessary Buck-
ley lamb employed would suffice to give us at least twenty street-lights.—
If all the unnecessary ones were discharged, the whole city could be lit

up with the saving effected, and that is exactly what would be done if the

City Fathers held office in the interests of the taxpayers.^—But they do
not. They were the nominees and are the creatures of the bosses, and
the people, who were fools enough to ratify the arrangement, are paying
the piper; and that payment, with a strange irony, is called "economy."
^—Economical government does not merely consist of low taxes; it

rather depends upon what is done with those taxes.——If nothing is

paid for but salaries, where does the economy come in ?^—It may be a
good cry that taxation shall not exceed one dollar in the hundred, but
there should be a proviso that not more than ten cents out of that dollar

shall go for salaries.—That would mean business, and would represent
real ccoho?/ij/.^—That is not the present state of affairs. No, not by a
great deal. To-day we have a shadow called economy, but the sub-
stance is waste and extravagance.—The income is not being exceeded,
but it is because hardly one of the functions of good government are being
executed.—A city that is left with its streets unrepaired, its sewers un-
cleaned and its highways unlighted, cannot be said to be cheaply gov-
erned, ho matter how low the taxation.^—To-day we are practically
without a city government. We might as well dispense with Assessors,
tax-collectors, license-collectors, and all the other tax-eaters, for at

present they only collect money to distribute among themselves.—»So
much for city affairs. In reference to State matters, things are in a bet-

ter condition. The bosses are perfectly happy at the way in which the
city's money is being divided, as they may well be, seeing that they get it

nearly all, but they are less satisfied with the distribution of State pap
——At every street-corner politicians are to be found, who are vowing
vengeance against the new Harbor Commissioners.—The truth is that
thirty-five offices could not be made to go around among some two thousand
applicants, and the Commissioners were unable to work the miracle of
making five loaves and two small fishes feed a multitude.^^The crowd,
who could not be fed, are breathing out vengeance as only hungry men
can.^—John H. Wise is to-day about the best abused man in the city.

—His name is being anathematized on every street-corner.—Having
political ambitions, he had better not have taken that office.^—The in-

quiry into the State Prison rascalities ought only to be a matter of form.
^—The facts have been proven already, and abundant cause for removal
has three several times been placed on record.—We take it for granted
that there will be "a clean sweep," because there ought to be.—^The
present management of San Quentin is an outrage upon decency, and it

cannot be changed one moment too soon. We make no doubt but that
Governor Stoneman will make the change one for the better. He could
not possibly make it one for the worse.^—It will be his duty to ignore
politics in this connection, and consider only how best to make San Quen-
tin a truly reformatory and deterrent institution. All thoughtful citi-

zens, without regard to party, will earnestly wish him success.

There is a talk of placing the Fourth of July proceedings in new
hands this year, and not before it was time. Some few rascals have usu-
ally captured the expenditure and lived for the rest of the year on the
result of their "patriotic " stealings.

Satteens and other Summer goods, suited for seaside and country
wear, can be found in great profusion and variety at Sullivan's, 120
Kearny street. Numerous fresh and beautiful designs.

GRAND MUSICAL FESTIVAL,
—UNDER THE DIRECTION OF—

THEODORE THOMAS!
— TO BE HELD IN THE—

Mechanics' Pavilion, on the Evenings of June 7, 8, 9, 11 and 12,

and Afternoons of June 9th and 13th.

Seven Grand Programmes

!

Embracing THE WIDEST RANGE OF COMPOSITION, wiJl be rendered by the

Theodore Thomas Grand Orchestra of Sixty Performers

!

In conjunction with the following eminent Soloists:

MISS EMMA C. THTJRSBY, Soprano;

MRS. E. HUMPHREY ALLEN, Soprano;

MRS. ANNIE HARTDEGEN, Soprano;

MKS. BELLE COLE, Contralto;

MR. FRED HARVEY, Tenor;

MR. FRANZ REMMERTZ, Basso,

And MME. JULIE RIVE-KING, Solo Pianist.

And the Grand Festival Chorus of 500 Voices!
Organized and thoroughly rehearsed under the direction of MB. D A.VID W.

LORING.

The Pavilion Bulldliig Remodeled and Fitted up at a Cost
of Over $5,000

1

PRICES:
Single Season Ticket, reserved 812 50
Double Season Ticket, reserved 25 OO
Private Boxes, seating six, for Season .. 100 00
Private Boxes, seating eight, for Season 130 «i0

Reserved Seats for Single Concerts, according to location 81, $2 and §3
Box Seats for Single Concerts, according to location 83, $* and $5

^TThe Diagram for choice of seats will be opened to SUBSCRIBERS At the

.MUSIC STORES of M. GRAY, SHERMAN & CLAY and KOHLER & CHASE,
MONDAY, May 21st, at 9 A. M., and continue until WEDNESDAY, at 5 p. M. £^\Also

at WHITE HOUSE, for Boxes only.

The public sale of Season Tickets will begin THURSDAY at 9 A. M., and continue

until noon of the following SATURDAY.

The sale of Single Concert Tickets will begin MONDAY, May 28th, at 9 A. M., and

continue until the time of the Concerts.

B3T Orders by mail, telegraph, or telephone, to any of the above ticket offices will

receive prompt attention. May 19.

BALDWIN THEATRE.
Gustavo Frobmau, Lessee; E. M. Robert**, Manager.—The

Second Week of MODJESKA! When ahe will give her First Performance in

this city of ROSALIND in

As Ton Like It!
Supported by M. H. BARRYMORE as Orlando, and the Entire Company. FRED
STINSON and JAY RIAL, Managers. The Wrestling- Scene in the First Act will

be made especially interesting and realistic by MR. WILLIAM MULDOON, the
Greco-Roman Champion of the World, assuming the part of Charles, the Wrestler.
Every Evening (except Sundav) at 8. Matinee Saturday at 2.

Monday Evening, May 2lst-FRUU-FR0U.
Thursday Evening, May 2 ith—TWELFTH NIGHT. May 19.

BUSH-STREET THEATRE.

MB. LKAVITl, Lessee and Manager; Al. Hayman, As-
% sociate Manager. -Last Nights of the Famous Irish Comedian, MR. W.J.

SCANLAN, with an efficient Dramatic Company under the management of MR. W.
H. POWER, in Bartley Campbell's creation,

Friend and Foe!
Monday Next, May 21st—The Distinguished English Comedian, MR. CHARLES

WYNDHAM, and his Unrivaled Comedy Company, in BRIGHTON.
Seats on sale to-day. Box Office open from 9 A. w. to 30 p. m. May 39.

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.
JH.HAVEELY. Proprietor—Frederick W. Bert, Mannjer.

a "Standing Koom Only!" Houses Crowded from Floor to Ceiling! The Emi-
nent Tragedian, MR. LAWRENCE BARRETT! Last Night but Two of

Yorick's Love!
Saturday—Only YORICK'S LOVE Matinee. Positively no Free List.

Box Office open from 9 A.M. to 10 p. m., where reserved seats can be secured six

days in advance.
Monday Evening, May 21st—The Hon. George H. Bokert Tragedy, FEANCESCA

DA RIMINI. May 19.

EMERSON'S STANDARD THEATRE.

WM. EMERSON, Sole Proprietor and Manager—Every Ev-
ening and Saturday Matinee, EMERSON'S MINSTRELS. REED and

COURTRIGHT on the Ends! Our StarCompany! A Great Programme!

New Songs, Dances and Specialties!

ORIGINAL POPULAR PRICES.—Dress Circle and Orchestra, 75 cts.; Family
Circle, 50 cts.; Matinee, 50 cts. and 25 cts. Seats secured six days in advance. No
extra charge to reserve. Telephone 5,094. May 39.

BUSH-STREET THEATRE.
The Wyiiilbnm Comedy Season.- Seats on Sale this Morn-

ing, and can "be secured six days in advance. May 19.

Parties living at a distance can have engravings made by sending photograph,

or sketch on paper, designating size required. Estimates furnished on application.

S F. PHOTO-ENG. CO., 609 Merchant street.
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CRADLE. ALTAR AND TOMB.
CRADLE.

CLVDOVa- In tKix.il v. May 11, t-^ itu- witt "f JTndn F. M. Clmijrh, » ?on.

Carbkt-Id thUchr, Uajr 1* to thewlfo .-f hi ,;i»n,
Curtoni, a H>n.

PU&UUJ . lo the wlfool H. W Krilltiuti. ft daughter.
the wife ul J. it- Forbes, ft daughter,

Kr*>k In Lhii dtar, May 13, t.' the wife of Maurice Prank, i

GhDUHDW In till* i il\. M.tv 15, to lh« witV >•( Hu Gruanbarg, ;•

FiTxoibRON in tin- city, May 3. to the wife >>f M Pltnrlbbon, i» daughter.
Hadoihv in tin- . in. Hftj 15, to tiV «if»? >>( M. 0. Mahonej, a daughter.
MftftftOS -In this city". May 11, to the rife of M. A. Marron, a WU.
I'lRRCE— In this city. May t>, to the wilV •( J, 0, PiftTCe, a son.
Valr-Ih this oiiy, May lfi. to the wile .[ Oharlea Vftle, Jr.,» daughter.
Wise— In this city. May 10, to the wife «f 0. Wise, a daughter.

ALTAR
Kiimasv-Hagkdoils—May 12, Charles Khmann to Emma Louise Hogcdoru.
OOLMBT-Sasuft—April "i'.», Joseph Qolden to Kliza Shercr.
Hornk-Fosbero—May 12, Jacob Uorne to Annie Fosberg.
HAKtLTox-frkscott—May 14, John Kae Hamilton to Lulu Prescott.

Hornby-Welsh—April 13, by Judge Dunne, Thomas B. Hornby to Agnes Welsh.
Harrixotos-Wiirritv—May 9. W. J. HexringtOD to Maria Wherity.
HocnuKiMBR-CRAwroRD—At Willows, May 10, Moses Hochbeinier to Hattie Crawford.
Lambrfciit-Brady—May 5, George Lambreeht 'o Elizabeth Brady, both of this city.

Maoistra-Larses—May 13, Charles A Magistra to Eliza Larsen
Morris-Conkers—May 7, Richard A. Morris to Rose Conners, both of this city.

OrKNsiiAW-GKRiiow—May 15, James H. Openshaw to Katie Gerhow.
Travkrs-Halltgan'—April 29, M. W. Travers to Sarah Halligan.

Woodward-Eckbut—May 14, Gideon Woodward to Joseph lie Eckert.

TOMB.
Dbnickb—May 15, Dr. F Denicke, a native of Germany, aged 82 years.

('lark -May 16, Mrs. Julia Ann Clark, a native of Connecticut, aged 77 years.
Haley—Mav 11, William Haley, a native of Ireland, aged 5(J years.

Hopps— May 14, Mrs. Annie B. Hopps, wife of George H. Hr.pps, aged 34 years.

Hanson—May 13. Mrs. Annie Hanson, a native of Waterford, Ireland, aged 42 years.

Murphy—May 14, Philip Murphy, a native of Australia, aired 37 years.

McPbkrson—May 14, William McPherson, a native of Scotland, aged 45 years.
Owlbb—May 13, Caroline Dumas Owles, a native of Philadelphia, aged 22 years.

iJtislan* May 14, Kate, wife of John Quintan, a native of Ireland, aged 54 years.
Rtan—May 15, John B. Ryan, a native of Ireland, ageJ 42 years
Smitu—May 13, Maria F. Smith, a native of Connecticut, aged 29 years.

SobUVAN—May 13. Jeremiah Sullivan, a native of Ireland, aged 47 years.

Thais—May 16, Alexander Thain, a native of Scotland, aged 67 years.
Wilson— May 15, Hubbard Wilson, aged 74 years.

A CHANCE TO MAKE MONET.
In order to close up and settle its old business affairs, which fell into

such confusion Bome four years or so ago, the French Savings Bank has
ordered a large and peremptory sale of improved and unimproved real

estate, now in its bands. This sale will take place at No. 410 Pine
street, on Tuesday, May 29th, under the management of Messrs. Maurice
Dore & Co. The property to be offered includes some of the most desir-

able real property in the city, and also some very choice estates in
San Mateo county and in Berkeley. Those who have money which they
wish to invest profitably should not allow this opportunity to pass with-
out a thorough investigation, because this is a peremptory sale, and un-
questionably great bargains will be obtainable. Besides, this community
is apparently just entering upon an era of unexampled prosperity, and
consequently, real estate iB liable to be more productive than the widow's
cruse of oil. The title to all the properties to be offered is perfect, and
abstracts will be furnished. At the option of purchasers sixty per cent.

of the purchase money will be allowed to remain on mortgage for one or

two years at six per cent, interest. Catalogues and the fullest particulars

can be obtained from Messrs. Maurice Dore & Co.

It seems to be conceded all over town that the grand Masquerade
Ball, which is to be given on the night of the 3d of July next, at the Me-
chanics Pavilion, under the management of Messrs. Goldstein & Cohn,
will be one of the most successful and enjoyable entertainments ever held
in this city. The managers are showing pluck and enterprise in their

organization of the affair. Everything is being arranged for on a scale of

niagnificent completeness, regardless of expense, and the result, most un-
questionably will be a spectacle of imposing gorgeousness. Large num-
bers of the most accomplished and successful maskers in San Franciscn,

(animated by the conviction that this will be a ball which no one should
miss, as well, perhaps, as by the knowledge that a large list of unique
and costly prizes are being prepared for distribution amongst the success-

ful participants), are preparing original characters and costumes, and an
artistic and financial success seems assured.

Professor O. A. Lunt's Annual May Festival takes place at Piatt's

Hall on Friday evening next, the 25th of May. It will be celebrated by
bis pupils and their friends by even more than the usual eclat, which is

saying not a little when we remember the successes achieved on previous
occasions. All the children have had costumes made specially for the
festival, which will increase the effect, and produce a most pleasing tout

ensemble, About 300 of the professor's pupils will take part in the pro-

ceedings, and some nf them are so enthusiastic over the coming event as

to declare that it will be one of the most gorgeous affairs of its kind ever

witnessed in this city. Professor Lunt is achieving marked success in his

Terpsichorean Academy, on Post street. His classes are large and well

attended, and a remarkable degree of life and spirit pervades the insti-

tion. His skill as an instructor, and his merits as a man, well entitle him
to the success he is achieving.

Mr. A. D. Sharon is recruiting his health in the country, which has
become impaired by his arduous labors as manager of the Palace Hotel.
His pUce.is being most ably filled by John Sedgwick, whose great execu-
tive abilities, obliging disposition and affable manners, well qualify him
for the onerous position he has been called upon to fill. He is being well

aided by the ever popular chief clerk, who has no superior, here or else-

where, as a first-class hotel man. The Palace is reaping its just reward.
It is today the home of the many prominent tourists to our coast, who
are all loud in its praise. Its name and fame, as the grandest hostelry
in this or any other country, have extended to the uttermost parts of

civilization. It is an institution of which the city may well feel proud.

Mr. Hugh Mauldin, for many years connected with the bonne of
Katidolph &. Co., <>f tbH city, lias oomiuenced biurineM on bia own m
count as a manufacturer of Fine Jewelry, at. 208 Sutter street. Daring
his long connection with the jewelry trade here Mr. Mauldin maintained
the reputation of being a workman of such skill and knowledge that he
bad few equals ami no superiors, and that fact ahould guarantee his future

The repairing department for .Jewelry and Fine Watches will

be made a special feature in Mr. Mauldin's new establishment, and will

be supervised by him with particular closeness. He will keep constantly
on hand a select stock of reliable Watches and some exceptionally fine

(Jems. Diamond Setting, Lapidary work, Stone Seal Engraving, etc.,

will be undertaken by him, and a generous share of public patronage may
confidently be bespoken in his behalf.

Gentlemen's Furnishing: Goods.

THE UATEST STYLES

!

BS" The attention of Gentlemen is respectfully invited to our most elegant stock

of FURNISHING GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, embracing all the Latest

Styles in

Collars, Cuffs, Ties, Scarfs, Bows, Suspenders. Dress-shirts,

Night-shirts, Handkerchiefs, Etc.

A Complete Stock of Patent Marino, Gauze, Gossamer, Scarlet,
Balbriggan and Cartwright and Warner's Celebrated

English Merino Underwear.

Fancy Underwear in Suits Complete.

GENTS' HALF-HOSE in Silk, Lisle Thread, Balbriggan, Merino, and White, Brown
and Fancy Cotton, at

EXCEPTIONALLY MODERATE PRICES!

Youths' and Boys' Furnishing1 Goods a Specialty.

Great Bargains in Uiilanndried Ifcress Shirts.

111, 113, 115, 117", HO, 1S1 POST ST.

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY.

Seventeenth Annual Picnic, at Fairfax, May 24th (Queen's Birthday,)

Music bt tub Band of tub Stu U. S. Infantry—Phof. A. Abbiati, Lkadeb.

BST" The Boat will leave the Ferrv Landing at the Foot of Market street, at 7,

8:20, 9:10 a. m., and 1:45 p. m. Returning at 2, 3:40, 5 and 0:15 p. M.
The Baud will go. on the S:20 a. m. Boat.

TICKETS.—Adults, One Dollar; Children, 50 Cents. [May 19.

NAHL COLLECTION OF OLD MASTERS.
On Exhibition Wednesdays and Saturdays from 9 Till 5,

At 506 Battery street. Opposite Postoffice.

ADMISSION. 25 CENTS. May 5.

LAST DAT.
THE NINETEENTH EXHIBITION OF THE ART ASSOCIATION

IS NOW OPEN TO THE PUBLIC.
And comprises 150 examples from the easels of the most famous Painters of New-

York and San Fraucisco.

Open Day and Evening.—Admission 25 rents. [May 5.

COAL-OIL STOVES.

All Sizes for Cooking or Parlor use. Send for Circular and Prices.

WIESTER A' CO..
17 New Montgomery St., S. F.

THOMAS MORFFEW, D. D. $.,

DENTIST,
No. 8 Slouijomerj street Corner Harket

(Over the Hibernia Bank), San Francisco. Take the Elevat b.
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SUNBEAMS.
At Cross Keys my horse fell lame, and as night was coming on I gave

up the idea of reaching Port Republic, and made for the nearest farm-

house. The people were kindne83 itself, and when bed-time came sbe

gave me the bed-room off the parlor, and a bed so high and luxurious that

I was asleep in five minutes. In less than an hour the old farmer rapped

on the door, put his head into the room and queried:
" Stranger from Michigan, are ye awake? " " Yes."
" Is everything all right?" " Oh, yes."
" You ain't narvous, are ye ? " " Not a bit."

"I just looked in to tell ye that we are bothered with milk-snakes.

The old woman says there was one racing around this room to-day and

she meant to drive it out, but forgot to. They are harmless as kittens,

you know, and if you feel one in bed with you don't feel a bit alarmed.

Good night."

It was awful good in him, but he doesn t know to this day that I piled

out of that bed like a streak o' lightning, got into my clothes and then

skipped through the window and slept in the barn all night.

—

Excfutnge.

With, never a word she passed me by,
With never a look or sign,

She silently went her way, and I

As silently went on mine.

No one could have dreamed who saw her face,

As we so coldly met,
That her heart was touched by the faintest trace

Of memory or regret.

Nor do I think that one apart,

Who watched my tranquil brow
Would have guessed that the memory stirred my heart

Of a faithless, broken vow.

And they needn't have guessed or wondered, you see,

For this was the reason why

—

I didn't know her, and she didn't know me,
And so—Bhe passed me by. —American Queen.

A postman left two letters at the residence of a Chicago minister,

both of which contained an application to perform the marriage ceremony

at the same time. " I hardly know what to do," he remarked to his wife.

" I can't accommodate them both. Let me see—Mr. A. has been married

before, has he not?" " O, yes," replied his wife ;
" he lost his first wife

six months ago." "And Mr. B. is a bachelor?" "Yes." "That settles

it, then. I shall marry Mr. B. When a man marries a second time he

never pays the minister any more than the law allows, but young bach-

elors are sometimes very foolish," and the good man rubbed his hands

mildly. —Chicago Cheek.

Quite HatemL—When Miss Notebanger was asked to play she went

to the piano, after some coaxing, and played the polka she had been prac-

ticing upon for four weeks. Then she turned about and said in her art-

less way: " Now I suppose you wouldn't believe it if I should tell you
thai that is the first time I ever tried that piece?" Fogg, the villain,

quickly replied, " Of course we should believe it; we couldn't doubt

your word, Miss Notebonger." And the young lady was heard to mutter

that somebody or other was a great hateful thing and she didn't like him
one bit. —Boston Transcript.

" Then you are thinking of building a residence next season ?" suggest-

ed Flub to one of our heavy pockets. " Yes, I thought I should get up
something in that line." " What style of architecture ? Gothic or Doric,

or Corinthian, or—" "0, a little of everything. My wife inclines to

the Mary Ann style, but I guess I'll put up a genuine Betsey Jane cot-

tage, with a pizaro all around it. That'll suit me well enough."
—Boston Globe.

" Do you love me ?" stammered Benny
To a bright-eyed little maid ;

" Do you love me—love me—Jenny?
I'll not tell; don't be afraid."

"Yes, I love you," answered Jenny,
" But—'twas only yesterday

That I said the same thing, Benny,
(And she blushed), to Bobbie Gray."

—Harper's Young Folks.

"What puzzles me," said Biggs, "is how the Paxtons get along.

What in time are you laughing at ? " he added, seeing a smile on Fogg's

face. " Nothing," replied Fogg, " only I was thinking how funny it was
that Paxton should have made the same remark about you." " O, he did,

did he ? I always knew Paxton for a meddlesome busybody. He 'd bet-

ter attend to his own affairs." —Boston Transcript.

"I find, Dick, that you are in the habit of taking my best jokes, and
passing them off as your own. Do you call that gentlemanly conduct?"
" To be sure I do, Tom. A true gentleman always takes a joke from a

friend." —Boston iNews.

Electricity is about to be utilized as a cooking power. Good idea. We
can have our meat "charged," says the Rochester Post.

If a smoker chews and swallows his cigar, that would be a cigar-ette,

wouldn't it ? —Bait. News.

Governor Butler believes the office should seek the man. "Let Gov-
ernor Butler buy a palm-leaf and wait patiently," says the Baltimore
Ama'ican.

The reason that almanac-makers publish nothing but the stalest jokes
is explained. People get disgusted after reading one or two of them, and
turn to the patent medicine advertisements for relief.

" What a fine protuberant forehead your baby has, Mrs. Jones. Did
he get it from his father?" "No, replied Mrs. Jones, " he fell down
stairs."

Quick as a Wink—The eyelash.

AUTHORSHIP
"I'd like to be an author," It's not hard work to write a verse

I've oft heard people say ; For some convivial club,

"It must be grand to take your pen, But it's another matter quite
And let your fancy play ;

To build tine castles in the air,

Just to suit your every plan;
To paint a matchless hero,

And fancy you're the man.

"I'd like to be an author,
To only have to write,

When writing for your "grub;"
When the table's ill supplied,

And the purse is empty too, [side,

When the butcherfrowns on the other
And the baker's looking blue.

When the landlord's anxious for his

And the taxes should be paid, [rent,

To please myself, and with my pen When every trump card 's left your
Give other folks delight

;

And every trick 's been played; [hand
To tell them what they ought to do, And wben thro' clouds that hem you
And what they ought to shun ; No hopeful star sheds light, [round,
To urge them on to battles Your friends will look askance and say
And the credit take when won.

To take a walk whatever time
May chance to please one best,

" Why don't you start and write ?

A man must have both warp and woof
To weave a piece of cloth,

And loll on some sweet grassy bank But I'll defy him to succeed
And take a quiet rest;
To live a life that's free from care,

Where shadows never clash,

And have no earthly thing to do
But just pick up the cash.

Poor, simple, thoughtless fools,

They never stop to think,

If he's without them both ;

And no one blames him if he waits

Until these things he 's found,
But if a writer want's a rest

He's called "a lazy hound."

If I must speak my candid mind,
I'm wearied, worn and sick

;

That while they're sleeping in their I'll leave my pen and ink behind,
We're using pen and ink

;
[beds And shoulder spade and pick

;

And when theystart their day at mornThen I'd be paid for what I did,

Well rested and well fed. And though the work is hard,
That wearied with a night-long toilA well-fed navvy 's better off

We've just slipped off to bed. Than a half-starved, scribbling bard,

San Francisco, May 18, 1883. J. B.

A CASE OP HYDROPHOBIA.
Horrible Tragedy on a Bridal Night—The Razon of Montevideo

publishes the following account of a horrible affair which took place re-

cently at Rio Grande del Sur near to the Uruguayan frontier:

"A young farmer was bitten by a mad dog, and remedies were imme-
diately applied to the wound. Cauterization was resorted to, and there
was every reason to believe that the virus had not entered the victim's

system. When the accideut occurred the young man was about to marry,
but in consequence of the untoward occurrence, the ceremony was post-

poned for three months, when the medical men who were consulted on
the case gave it as their unanimous opinion that there was not the slight-

est ground for apprehending any danger from the bite. The marriage
took place on the farm, and was celebrated with the customary festivities.

After the nuptial supper was over, the bridegroom appeared to be seized

with a fit of melancholy. One of love's caprices said somebody. After
supper came the ball, and when this was at its hight the newly wedded
couple withdrew from the festive scene, and retired to their apartment.
About an hour afterwards the house resounded with ferocious cries, in-

termingled with shrieks and groans. As soon as the guests had recovered
from stupefaction they started in the direction of the cries. They pro-

ceeded from the nuptial chamber. The door was burst open and a horri-

ble spectacle presented itself. On the floor lay the young bride in a pool

of blood. She still breathed, but her body was torn and bitten just as if

she had been seized by a tiger. In a corner of the room was the bride-

groom, covered with blood and foaming at the mouth, scratching, biting

and tearing away at the wall and furniture. With a sudden bound he
sprang like a tiger upon the invaders of his lair, and he would have made
one or more victims had not a brother of the dying bride sent a bullet

crashing through the mad man's brain."

EXPLOSIVE DUST.
A valuable paper on the subject of dangerous dusts has been read

before the "Fire Underwriters' Association of the North-West" at Chi-

cago, by Professor T. W. Tobin, C. E., of the Polytechnic Society, Ken-
tucky. His investigations were made in flour mills, and he has arrived

at the conclusion that the dust shaft, where the air is dryest, is the dan-
gerous centre. The moister the air the less liable is the fine floating meal
to catch tire, and the higher the barometer the greater the danger, as the

meal floats more under such conditions. He therefore recommends Amer-
ican millers to use the wet hygrometer and the barometer in their mills.

Dust rooms and shafts should be built of brick, not of wood as at present,

and all communicating doors and shafts should be of sheet metal. When
dry parching winds are blowing he suggests that the air should be charged
with steam. In dry weather the production of flour should not be exces-

sive, and the mill should be kept as free from floating meal as possible.

Open lights should not be used.

Gentlemen who desire to present a well-dressed, stylish appearance,

should be particular about their hats. Nothing so mars an otherwise per-

fect costume aB an ill-made, ill-fitting or unshapely hat, and, while there

is an establishment like Herrmann's, 336 Kearny street, in town, where
one may select from a large stock, embracing all the shapes and styles

now in use, that which is suited to his appearance, it is absolutely crim-

inal to wear an unbecoming tile. Call at 336 Kearny street and examine
the stock, and you will be convinced.

Messrs. J. M. Litchfield & Co., Merchant Tailors, 415 Montgomery
street, have just received large consignments of the very best materials,

which have been selected with the greatest care by experienced buyers.

Their cutters are artistic, their workmen skillful, and their customers can
rely on being satisfied.

flS'The Diamond Dyes for family use have no equals. All popular
colors easily dyed, fast and beautiful. 10 cents a package for any color.
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NOTABILIA.
THE PEDDLERS BONO.

Uwnu white a» driven snow; Quid ((Qotpa and "t<>m»chera.

Cypress black u o'er *»- Fori i their dean;
Gloves as sweet is damask rosea

;

tl ks of steel,

Mmaks (or facm and (or noses ;
What maldi bull Eroa bead to bed:

BukHc-bratx-lct, necklace, unbi d B;oome bu> ,comebuy,
Perfume for a Udy's ehauiU-r ; buy, lads, ai

William Siiaksi-kark,

"Aw, I bee such a dwetlful cawld in me bed," observed m dnde, as he

itrokad the tender tip oi his noaa yeeterday. ' Better to have that in it

th.m nothing," sympathetically reuaarked a young lady, and then she and
ber in into the elegant Lunch parlors of Swain's, 213 Sutter

rtnet, where one can always obtain all the delicacies of the season cooked
and served in perfect style.

Guibollard has read in a journal scientific that we were coming to con-

struct, at the Etranger, a telescope reapproactiing the moon at 32 Leagues

of our globe. "The imprudent*!" he cries himself with terror ; "they
will so much do that they will make her fall npon we before us taken can

have <>ur pictures by the world-famous Artists, Bradley & liulofson, Du-
pont and Geary streets."

The force of habit is exemplified in the following: Wilkie had a singu-

larly drawling way of pronouncing the word "really," and also had a

habit "t perpetually introducing it. On one occasion a friend, Calcott,

thus addressed him : ''Do you know, Wilkie, that everyone con. plains

of your continual 'rea-al-ly '?" Wilkie mused a moment, looked at Cal-

ctt, aud then drawled out: "Do they, rea-al-ly?" "For Heaven's sake!

don't keep repeating it," said Calcott; "it annoys me." Wilkie looked,

smiled, and in the most unconscious manner said, "Rea al-ly J"

" I'm so bothered," said a husband to bis wife, " that I'm clear out of

my head." " Well, I am glad to hear it," she answered, "for maybe your

head will be of some service if you are out of it. Anyhow, don't forget

logo to P. J. Cassin & Co., Washington and Battery streets, for pure
and unadulterated Liquors. They supply families in retail quantities at

wholesale prices."

A San Francisco girl, who had refused a good-looking telegraph-re-

pair man three times within six months, gave as a reason that he was too

much of a wanderer—that he roamed from pole to pole, from one climb
to another, and would not promise to put one of those magnificent Arling-

ton Ranges, sold by De La Montanya, Jackson street, in his kitchen.

A man in England, who had been drunk for thirty years, died a few
hours after sobering up. There is a terrible lesson in this incident that
should be heeded. It teaches that a man should either not get drunk or

else never sober up—we can't for the life of us tell which.
—Norristown Herald.

Squiggles says he knows what law and order mean. Mrs. Squiggles

says "law!" and then orders him to go to Messrs. J. R. Kelly & Co., of

Market street, below Beale, and buy the Imperishable Paint, which
comes mixed aud ready for use, covers three times the space that ordinary
paint does, and is impervious to sun or rain.

The elevating tendency of music was fully explained to the young
man who went to serenade his sweetheart, and was lifted by the toe of

her angry father. He says he will sell his guitar, aud with the proceeds

buy a new Hat from White, 614 Commercial street, and then go courting

a girl who hasn't a father.

A Pawnee City man wrote to a grocer: "Please send me by berrer

two pounds of shughor, a blackiu' brush, five pounds of cuffey and some
little nails. My wife had a baby last night—also two padlocks and a mon-
key-wrench." —New Orleans Times Democrat.

Lydia E. Pinkham'a great Laboratory, Lynn, Mass., is turning out
millions of packages of her celebrated Compound, which are beiug sent

to the four winds, and actually find their way to all lands under the Bun,

and to the remotest confines of modern civilization.

The gardener who has been growing sage for years does not seem any
wiser than when he first began—probably because in the garden he had
no thyme to learn that Steele's Grindelia Lotion, or Fluid Extract of

Grindelia, is a sure cure for Poison Oak.

A man in Richmond wound up an eight-day clock every night for thir-

teen straight years. Huw much time, estimating three minutes for each
wind, could he have put ir. at hoeing corn had he known what sort of a
clock he had ?

J. P. Cutter'a Old Bourbon.—This celebrated Whisky is for sale by
all first-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

The best quality of Spring Underwear and all kinds of Gent's Fur-
nishing Goods at Carmany s,- 2o Kearny street.

"A little too much repose about the mouth for it to be natural," was
the remark of a husband to a Westend photographer, who had taken his

wife's photograph.

"Grandfather's clock" is now said to be out of time, but Brooks'
Spool Cotton still keeps ahead of the procession.

Demand it, and take no other iron preparation except Brown's Iron
Bitters. It is the best.

An exchange asks: " Should music be sold by the chord?" "Wood-
up " might, or airs from Chopin .

Another new Oil Store. Latest! best! prettiest! Call and see it, at

John F. Myers & Co., 86U Market street.

The Washington critic is tired of the cable reports about the Queen's
lameness, and aayB, "give us a rest on Queen Victoria's kuee."

Fine Watch Repairing at J. W. Tucker & Co's., corner of Kearny and Geary
streets-

REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.
Recorded in the City and County of San Francisco, California, for

the Week endin&r May 7th.
f,\>" rdt'nnntht Heeordsofthe Commercial .i,,, /mv/,401 California St., S.F.

Tuesday, May 15th

ORANTOnANn QRANTEB. OE8CHIPTION.

Jacob Schwerdl bo Wm Wahl..
I) Gottig to II S Patrldge

Wm TTullis etal to L Gottig
Jno Divm- to Mii-1il Aylward
H G Newhall etal to M Newhall.

Egbert Judson to Cnlh Mathieson.

\v Jessie, 178 b 80th, s 39x75—M It fin.W Bartlett, 115 b Slat, s 71, n 25, e I87:ti
to com-M B65

Sundry properties throughout city ....W Clara avenue, 896 n 18th, 55x186..
s\, VauNesBaud Sutter s 180x169:6;

furniture, horaes, etc ; for her natur-
al life, etc

N WulKiTer, 1:0 w Waller, w 50x130-

W

A290

PRICK
13,650

r»

83,160
7fiU

Wednesday, May 9th.

Edwd Florence et al to T Barber.

EP White to Jas Hartford

J M Comerford to E Overend

Prudence A Jones to H Gould...
Wm Halloran to Wm II Taylor

W Plockncy, 97:6 n Broadway, n 20x57:
7—50-vara 46 $2,250Nw Harriet. 150 nvv Folsoru, nw 25x75—
100: vara 2*20 1.700

E Church, 26 s 27th, s 25:0x80—H A
27 2,500W Main, 332 s Folsom, s 34x45:7 Gilt

Lots 15 and 16, blk 481—P N
|

5

Thursday, May 10th.

WHolliB et al to L Gottig.

G H Gray to Wm Winter..

Thos Day to Owen Corcoran
Jno W Coleman to Julius Newman

Louisa L Baxter to Juo Wallace.

Ne Le Roy place and Sacramento, e26x
70 ; s Clay, 147 W Jones, w 60x1 14

Portion Outside Land blks 850, 780, 808,
954, 952, 950 and all interest in the
Winter let

Lots 36 and 37, Academy tract
Se Fulton and Scott, w 137:6x137:6—

W

A 448 ,..,
Se Howard, 111 bw 7th, sw 27x100—100-
vara259

$8,000

>,500

505

5,000

4,4 i
->Q

Friday, May 11th.

N M Newhall to Chae McLaughlin

H G Newhall et al to same
C F Ruppel et al to Juo A Buck.

Star Glue Works to same
Robt Bergfeld to Hinry Lindeman

Fredk Roeding to Cath Braner ..

Cbrst Gardemeier toTSzarvash.

J W Winans to Mary Badlam
Wm Sharp to Joaefa B Espinosa.

Se Polk and Hayes, e llixl71 ; w Guer-
rero, 141:9 s Market, and sundry prop-
erties throughout the city

Same
Lots 13 to 36, block 92, O'Neil & Haley

tct

Same
'

E Church, 76 n 29th, n 35x100, being in

H A54
Sw Bay and Midway, w 45:10x68:9-50-
vara 761

S Filbert, 306 e Manon, e 12:04, se 10:87,
w 19, n 70 to cominencement-50-vara
530 ; subject to mortgage.

Sw Bush and Hyde, w 25x67
Ne Clay and Webeter, e 35x102, bc'.n» inW A 269 ...

4.001)

4,000

1,800

1,740

5.950
Gift

8,650

Saturday, May 12th.

H W Helms to Jus Joumeay..
Jno Murray to Mary Murray..

Geo L Brady to Sarepta C White.

Richd Actou to Michl McTigue...

Jno Van O Dyke to C Watson . .

.

S 21st, 24 w Treat avenue, w 38x95
Se Perry and 5th, se 30x75, being in 100-
vara 183

S Union, 113 w Larkin, w 40:6. s to a
point, nw to a point, n to commence-
ment

N M Street, 200 e Guerrero, e 25xll4-H
A13.

Ne Zoe, 114 se Folsom, se 23x50—100-
vara 720

$1,000

Gift

1,200

1,100

,1650

Monday, May 14th.

J B McMahon et al to same.

A J Moon to Wm H Mott....

Wm Hale to Mary A Robinson..

Edwd Roney to D Bodaracco..,

Thos Bell to D CM Goodsell...

Chas M James to A J D iss .

.

FA J Diss etal to L Oottin

h Gottig to J O Van Bergen
L Gottig et al to Margt Potter....

A N Brown to A P Ilotalinjr

H C Maynard to S F Saw Union.

.

Danl Jones etal to Jno O'Connor

J Fox to II HD Haase

HBreiling et al to F Hagemann
F Hagemann to Christina Breiling

E Treat avenue, 108:7 s 13th, s 29:9,
122, w 122 to commencement, being
in M U 17

Ne Broadway aud Baker, u 136, e 68:5,
w 96 to commencement, being in W
A 547

N Post, 212 e Buchanan, e 35x187:6-W
A 232....

N Paeific, 135 w Leavenworth, w 18:6 x
60 -50-vara 1814
W Valencia, 300:3 s 23rd, s 25. w 168:3,

e 164:10 to cemmencement, being In M
B 166

W Devisadero, 102:2 s Clav, s 76:6x110
—W A 499 '.

Same

W Guerrero, 211:6 n 19th. n 27:6, W 70,

c 67:6 to commencement, being in M
B7S

Sw Broadway and Davis, s 80x86:8 ....
N Bush. 137:6 e Mason, e S7:<»x 137:6—50
vara 353

Se Octavia and Pacific, s 137:6x137:0—
W A 163

S Harrison, 71:6 e 1st, e 23x69, being in

50-vara 734
Se Mission, 45 ne 6th, neSOxSo

$1,275

8,000

5

3,500

5
2,750

5
5,487

"5

3,400
5

25,400

5

2.400
8,55(1

5

Tuesday. May 15th.

Theresa Fair to J G Pair..

J G Fair tn Theresa Fair
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THE HOLLY PARK SALE.
Tne great sale of the Holly Park estate, which takes place at Piatt's

Hall next Tuesday, should Dot be missed by any person who wishes to

make a profitable investment which cannot but result in a maximum of

gain to a minimum of risk. It requires but little capacity for reading the

signs of the times to tell that this property must appreciate in value to a
phenomenal decree within the next few years. The city has shown a

tendency to move slowly in the direction of this property for two or three

years past, but since the completion of the Market street cable line this

movement has become a regular stampede, and he who wishes to reap the
profit of the stampede will find his opportunity at the Holly Park sale.

We will venture the opinion that any industrious mechanic or clerk who
buys a borne out of this estate on terms, can pay for it out of his savings

in two or three years, and, by the time he has made his last payment, his

property will have so risen in value that he can sell it for sufficient to buy
another home in some less favorite locality and leave a large balance to

invest. To-morrow there will be a man on the ground to show this prop-

erty, and catalogues and full particulars can be obtained from the auc-

tioneers, Messrs. Easton & Eldridge, 22 Montgomery Btreet.

The Universal Benevolent Association, of California, which was
established in this city about two years ago, has now attained such a dig-

nified standing and importance that it may justly be regarded as one
of the leading institutions of the State. The aim and purpose of tbis

society is one which must commend itself to every one who is interested in

the science of social organization. It aims to provide its members with

a marriage portion. In other words, by taking out a certificate of

membership in this association, any industrious young man or woman can

in a year or two, out of his or her savings, provide himself or herself

with a dowry sufficient to furnish a home and start out in life with.

In this respect it is on a plane with life insurance societies, which
agree, for a small portion of a man's earnings, to provide those who
are depeudent on him with a competency in case of his death. The
association is strong in numbers, having 7,510 members, and it has already
paid out 280 marriage portions, and with only six assessments.

The skill and inventive genius of modern minds are producing im-
provements in electrical science so rapidly that it is with difficulty one
can keep track of them. One of the most recent and most useful of these

is the Portable Electric Lighter, the advertisement of which will be
found on the third page of our cover. This little invention is designed
to serve as a lighter, and may also be adjusted to serve as a burglar
alarm. To prevent confusion, and resultant dissatisfaction, it should be
borne in mind that this apparatus will not serve as an illuminator, and
this latter function is not claimed for it.

The Seventeenth Annual Picnic of the British Benevolent Society
will take place at Fairfax Park, May 24th inst. The members of the
large and energetic Committee of Arrangements which has charge of the
picnic this year are, individually and collectively, exertiDg themselves to

the utmost to make this excursion the' most enjoyable and successful the
Society has ever had; and when it is borne in mind what pleasant affairs

these annual outings of the Benevolent Britons have always been, the
value of this statement will be appreciated.

One of the most reliable and satisfactory firms in this city to have busi-

ness dealings with is that of Messrs. Woodhams & Neale, proprietors of

the Bay Warehouse, Lombard Warehouse and City Warehouse. Mr. G.
S. Neale, the junior partner, was formerly connected with the Bank of
British North America, and the same urbanity of manner and business
sagacity which made him so popular and respected in the banking house,
operate to make him a pleasing and safe warehouseman with whom to do
business.

Ladies who desire to obtain Millinery Goods of the most exquisite and
artistic description, should not fail to call at Mrs. P. P. Butler's estab-

lishment, under the Phelan Building, Market street. This lady has on
hand a large and carefully selected stock, which embraces all the designs
and styles now prevailing in the various centers of fashion, and her skill

in making up hats and bonnets, and blending the various colors of trim-
mings into a harmonious whole is perfectly marvelous, and never fails to

produce results that are satisfactory to her patrons. She is also assisted

by a large staff of accomplished artists.

Mrs. Julia Melville-Snyder, the accomplished teacher of elocution,

and all that pertains to dramatic lyric art, may now be found at 138 Mc-
Allister street (northeast corner of Hyde street). Those who have a tal-

ent for the stage which they desire to develop and cultivate, cannot find a
more capable mentor than this lady, who, in addition to the experience
derived from a long and successful career on the stage, has also had years
of experience as a teacher.

Miss Frances E. Willard, President of the National Woman's Tem-
perance Union, a lady who has an enviable reputation as a pleasing and
forcible speaker, will deliver a lecture on the subject in which she
is so much interested, at the Grand Opera House, on the evening of
May 24th. A children's reception will be given to the same lady, at the
same place, on the afternoon of May 26th.

The British residents will give a banquet in honor of Her Majesty's
Birthday, at the Palace Hotel, under the Presidency of Charles Mason,
Esq.. H. B. M. Acting Consul, on Saturday next, the 26th instant, (the
day upon which the event will be celebrated in London). Tickets, Sa
each, exclusive of wine, may be obtained at the hotel, or from any mem-
ber of the committee.

"Where are your kids?" a society man asked, looking at the bare
hands of a poor but deserving editor at Vanderbilt's party. "At home,
in bed," was the indignant reply." "Do you suppose I'd bring my chil-
dren to a party like this ?" —Burlington Hawkeye.

A select assortment of Persian and Plaid Wraps, Dolmans, Ulsters,
are now on exhibition at Sullivan's, 120 Kearny street. Some of these
plaids are exquisitely artistic gems.

T
PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

|Jbe Compauy's steamers will sail for Hongkong and
Yokohama:

CITY OF RIO DE JANEIRO MAY 17, at 2 p. m,

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and return at reduced rates.

For New York, via Panama:
COLIMA JUNE l.at 10 o'c'ock A. m.,

Taking Freight and Passengers for MAZATLAN, ACAPULGO, CHAMPERICO,
SAN JOSE DE GUATEMALA, ACAJUTLA, LA LIBERTAD and PUNTA ARENAS.
Tickets to and from Europe by any line for sale at the lowest rates ; also fur Ha-

vana and all West India ports.

For Honolulu, Auckland and Sydney:
CITY OF NEW YORK JUNE 2, at 2 P.M.,

Or immediately on arrival of the London mail.

Ten Dollars additional is charged for Upper Cabin passage.
For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and Brannan streets.
[May 19.] WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., General Agents.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,

For Japaii and China, leave wharf, corner First and Bran*
nan streets, at 2 p.m., for YOKOHAMA AND HONGKONG, connecting at

Yokohama with Steamers for Shanghai.

1883.
From San Francisco
for Hongkong. Steamer.

SATURDAY, September 15tb. ..ARABIC
THURSDAY. September 27th OCEANIC
THURSDAY, October 11th COPTIC

From San Francisco
for Hongkong. Steamer.

SATURDAY, May 5th COPTIC
THURSDAY, June 28th ARABIC
TUESDAY, July 10th OCEANIC
SATURDAY, July 21st COPTIC
Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates.
Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.'s

General Offices, Room 74, cor. Fourth and To unseat! sts.
For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific Mail Steam-

ship Compauy's VVharf , or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.
T. H. GOODMAN, General Passenger Agent.

LELAND STANFORD. President. May 5th.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamers oi tbis Company will sail from Broadway Wharf

as follows

:

For Victoria, B.C., and Puget Sound Ports: Every Friday.at 2 p. m. of each month.
Steamer of the 30th connects at Port Townsend with steamer "Idaho" for Alastta.
For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the O. R. & N. Co.: Every 3 days.
For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 5th, 10th, 15th,

20th, 25th and 30th of each month.
For Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara "and

Ventura: Every Wednesday at 8 A.M.
For Eureka, Areata, and Hookton, Humboldt Bay: Every Wednesday, 9 'clock.

For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc.: Every Monday.

Ticket Office, No. 214 Montgomery Street, near Pine.
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

[May 5.] No. 10 Market street.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Bullion Mining Company.—Localion of principal place

of business, San Franciseo, California. Location of works, Gold Hill, Storey
couuty, Nevada.—Notice is hereby given that at a meeting of the Board of Direct-
ors, Held on the seventh day of May.. 1883, an assessment (No. 27) of Twenty (20)
Cents per share was levied upon the capital stock of the corporation, payable im-
mediately, in United States gold coin, to the Secretary, at the office of the Company,
No. 328 Montgomery street, Room 3, San Francisco, California.

Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on MONDAY, the
ELEVENTH (11th) DAY OF JUNE, 1883, will be delinquent and advertised for
sale at public auction ; and unless payment is made before, will be sold on THURS-
DAY, THE FIFTH DAY OF JULY, 1883, to pay the delinquent assessment, to-

gether with costs of advertising and expenses of sale. By order of the Board of

Directors. J. M. BRAZELL, Secretary.
Office—Room 3, Safe Deposit Building, No. 328 Montgomery street, Sau Francisco,

California. Mey 12.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
BEST & BELCHER MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 26
Amount per Share 50 Cents
Levied May 8th, 1883
Delinquent in Office June 13th, 1883
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock. July 3d, 1S83

WM. "WILLIS, Secretary.
Office—Room 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California, May 12.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

No. 330 Post Street Opposite Union Square.

PROF. O. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 320 Post

street, is now open for Juvenile and Evening Classes. Office Hours, for Terms, etc.

10 a.m. to 12 M-, and 1 to 5 p.m. Oct. 22.

MRS. JULIA MELVILLE-SNYDER.

Vocal and Instrumental Music

[May 19.]

Elocution — Oratory — Drama.

138 McAllister street.
Northeast Corner Hyde street.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,

NO. 922 POST STREET,
ay and Boarding? School ror Tonus Ladles and Children.
KINDERGARTEN. The next term will commence July IS, 1883.D

[May 5.] MADAME B. ZEITSKA, A. M., Principal.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

360 FOVSTB STXEET, BAJf FEAJTCISCO.
[July 15.]
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OUR EXCHANQEa
A K (I V M I OP THE BAIL.

B« c»oiea on the car with a stumpy cigar.

Ha speaks with a ourioDj drawl;
She close to him clings, daokttd with diamonds aiul rings,

With a pnppj dog wrapped in a Bhawl.

I hear her repeat, as she flops on a seat

And pLiyfulU toys with his toes,

dsnr little pet: Does I love oo? Oo bet!
"

Then she kisses iu dirty pug nose.

The p.iasencer* grin as it licks her fair chin;
Her lover sits wistfully by.

And wishes his face in the puppy dog's place,

As he heaves a disconsolate such.

He throws up the sash, and quick as a flash

The puppy dog lifts its red nose —
It spriugs to its feet, theu it leaps from the seat,

And away through the window it goes,

A scream of affright. A disconsolate sight.

A beautiful woman in woe
;

Who moans with regret, for her puppy dog pet
That is left in the river below.

Two lovers that glide o'er the rail side by side,

The tears are all dry on her face

;

His stumpy cigar he has thrown from the car

—

He has taken the puppy dog's place.

—[Chicago Inter- Ocean.

"THE VALLEY OF THE SHADOW OF DEATH."
A valley surpassing in reality of horror the fabled region of the upas-

tree has been discovered in the island of Java. This is volcanic, and in

one spot the emanations from the interior of the earth are so deadly that
the place is called the Valley of Death. As the traveler approaches it

he is attacked by nausea and giddiness. He also notices a suffocating

smell. As he advances these symptoms disappear, so that, after passing
through the belt of fetid air which guards the valley, the visitor is able to

examine with less risk the spectacle before him. A recent traveler de-
scribes the valley as being an oval, about one mile in circumference, and
from 30 ft. to 40 ft. below the level of the surrounding land. The floor

of the valley is flat, dry, without any vegetation ; and scattered all over
it are the skeletons of men, tigers, wild boars, birds and stags lying among
large blocks of stone. No steam or smoke is to be seen, nor is any crevice
apparent in the earth, which appears to be as hard as rock.

The hills which hem in this valley of Desolation are clothed from base
to summit with healthy trees and bushes. The traveler whom we have
already quoted descended the side of one hill, with the aid of a bamboo
stick, to about eighteen feet from the bottom, and he compelled a dog to
go down to the plain. In five seconds the animal fell on its side motion-
less, although it continued to breathe for eighteen minutes. Another dog
died in ten minutes ; and a fowl only resisted the deadly air for a minute
and a half, and was dead before it reached the bottom. It is believed
that the human skeletons are those of malefactors who have sought refuge
here, ignorant of the fatal influence of the air they came to breathe. The
neigboring mountains are volcanic, but they neither emit suphurous odors,

nor do they present any indications of recent eruptions.

H. R. H. the Prince of Wales has signified his intention of witnessing
a match at Hurlingham between the Canadian amateurs and Indian La-
crosse teams next month. They came across under the patronage of his
Excellency the Marquis of Lome, Governor-General of Canada. There
will be in all twenty-eight players. There will be a " picked Canadiau
Team from the First Twelves of Montreal, Toronto, Quebec, and Winni-
peg Clubs," and, besides, " superior team of Iroquois Indians." The con-
test between these two crack teams will be thoroughly in earnest, and can-
not fail to be intensely exciting. It will be remembered that they played in

1876 before the Queen and Royal Family, and were each presented to her
Majesty, receiving from her hands her photograph and autograph. On
the present occasion they will be under the captaincy of the same chief
who was then presented to her Majesty, and it is announced that " this

will likely be the last time the Indians will visit Great Britain."

The stories of live frogs incarcerated in stone, coal, hard clay, and the
heart of woman have been numerous and fairly well authenticated.. We
hear that the other day, in digging out the foundation for the new west-
ern wing of the prison at Shrewsbury, the excavators came upon a live

frog embedded in the hard clay, about ten feet below the surface, which
had probably been imprisoned their for some centuries. When released
it was the color of the clay in which it was enclosed, but gradually as-

sumed the natural frog color. It has no mouth, but appears to breathe
freely ; and from what source it had obtained the necessary nourishment
to sustain life during the countless years of its incarceration is a secret for

the scientist to solve. The frog is now in the possession of Mr. Roberts,
the governor of the prison.

Wood Growths in Washington Territory.—Reports state that
fir, pine, oak and cedar, of unsurpassed quality, and practically unlimited
in quantity, clothe the mountains, overhang the rivers, and shadow the
plains of the Puget Sound district in Washington Territory. On a mod-
erate estimate it is calculated that this region will yield the almost incon-
ceivable quantity of 160,000,000,000 feet of valuable timber. The trees

attain a remarkable development, both in hight and beauty. The yellow
fir is frequently found growing to the enormous hight of 250 feet, the
white cedar to 100 feet ; the white oak is 70 feet in hight ; while ordinary-
sized specimens of the sugar pine yield from 6,000 feet to 8,000 feet of
cut lumber.

Make yourself healthy and strong. Make life happy by using Brown's
Irou Bitters.

ROCK NURSERIES.
TREES FOR SALE.

A Large Assortment of Thrifty. Well-Grown Fruit, Shade and
Ornamental Trees.

NEW AND RARE EVERGREENS,
PALMS, BAMBOOS, SHRUBS, ROSES, etc. SMALL FRUITS, Including a. Largo

Variety of OKAPEVINKS for Tabic, for Wine and for Raisins.

STRAWBERRIES.
OP NEWEST AND BEST VARIETIES FOR MARKET AND FOR PROFIT.

Descriptive Catalogues will Be Sent as follows:

No. 1.—Fruits, Grapevines, Berries, etc 3 cents
No. 2.—Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, etc 3 cents

[March 17 ] JOUST ROCK, San Jose, Oil.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,
Sawing:, Planing and Manufacturing:—Doors, Sashes, Blinds and

Mouldings—Turning:, Scroll and Jig Sawing—Counters,
Bar and Store Fixtures.

Finishing Work for Buildings on Hand and Made to Order.

217 to 225 Spear SI., And 219 to 226 Stewart St., S. F.

The largest and oldest established mill on the Pacific Coast.

D. A. Macdonald, Pres't. R. S. Falconer, Sec'y- W. N. Miller, Supt

[March '25.]

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Sliver Re tiery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in their
various forms.
June 18. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

EUREKA COTTON GARDEN HOSE.

a3TWeighs leas than one-half as much af Three-ply Rubber Hose, and stands
more than four times the pressure. Is not injured by exposure to the sun, and
does not deteriorate with age when laid away, same as Rubber Hose. TRY IT.

W. T. Y. SCHINCK, Agent for Pacific Coast,

[April 21.] 36 California street, San Francisco, Cal.
a

BLACK-WALNUT, OAK, ASH AND HICKORY
AT BEDCCED PRICES.

JOHN WIGMORE, Spear and Howard sts., S, F,

MARBLE WORKS.
MANTELS and ORATES, MONUMENTS and HEADSTONES,

Xn Marble and Scotch Granite,

827 Market street bet. Fourth ud Fifth.
gg- Send for Designs and Prices. W. H. MtfOKWKH.

JOHN DANIEL & CO.,

Importers and Dealers in Italian Marble and Scotch Granite

MONUMENTS, MANTELS, Etc.,

N©. 421 Piue street bet. Montgomery and Kearny, San Francisco.

82T" Manufacturers of Monuments, Head Stones, Mantel-Pieces, Plurnbers'Stones,
Table and Counter Tops, Imposing-Stones, etc., at LOWEST CASH PRICES.

C. W. M. SMITH, /SX
The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor, lk&=?&Q\

Established in 1862, If/ll EN I

QJRemoved to 224 Sansome Street. \^—-^7

ggT MR. O. W, M. SMITH is the patent attorney for Marriott's Aeroplane Com-
pany for Navigating the Air. Oct. -Z2,

JAMES G. STEELE A. CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS.
Agents for RICOBD'S RESTORATIVE FILLS.

8S5 Market Street. .
San Francisco, Cal.

PALACE HOTEL. June 24.

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,

OCULIST.
Formerly at No. SIS Bush street, baa removed to Pbelan's

Building* Rooms 300 to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 M. to 3 P.M.

Take the Elevator. May 27.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 213 6EABT ST. RESIDENCE : THE BALDWIN.

Feb. 5.] OFFICE HOURS: 1 to 4 P.M.
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
According to all accounts, the coronation of the Czar, which is to

take place on the 27th of the present month of May, at the ancient capi-

tal of his vast domains, will, for the display of grandeur and magnifi-

cence, put into the shade all previous jubilees of the kind. M. Wadding-

ton is to represent the simplicity of the French Republic, strange to say,

by a perfectly unexampled parade and expenditure. He will cut much
the largest figure among the foreign Ambassadors. The French states-

men of to-day evidently have an eye on the possibilities of a Russian al-

liance. Be that as it may, it is certain the crowning of the young Czar

is to be attended by a pomp and ceremony that has never been equaled

o l any previous occasion. It is to be hoped that nothing will happen to

mar the festivities, and nothing certainly will if the vigilance of the po-

lice can prevent it. Most extraordinary precautions are being taken.

Important personages from nearly every nation on the face of the earth

will be present, and any really serious Nihilist explosion could hardly

fail to be recognized as a world-wide calamity. The presence of so many^

distinguished foreigners shows that there is confidence in the ability of

the police to prevent a catastrophe.

It is announced that a banquet of 300,000 covers will be served to the

lieges at the expense of the State. Such a catering undertaking as this is

almost enough to take one's breath away. The populace will receive

panem et circenses in abundance, and no less than 30,000 vedros of beer

and 16,000 of mead will be provided to wash down 800,000 pies' weighing

three-quarters of a pound each. As a vedro contains 2f imperial gallons,

the consumption of beer will reach about 2,290 barrels. We hear that the

Moscow hotel-keepers are fixing their prices at 25 roubles per day for a

single room, which at present costs 2 roubles 50 copecks—or, say, an ad-

vance from 2s. 6d. to 50s. And those who have traveled much in

Russia will not be deluded by the expectation of any material improve-

ment in the usual extremely simple accommodation and sparse personal

comforts to be obtained at an ordinary Russian hostelry, evenat the fig-

ure of 50s. per day. There are to be gratuitous representations at the

theatres and in the open air ; monster concerts and diversified fairs are to

be organized in public ; and a huge arena is to be set up, where six hun-

dred acrobats are to go through feats of strength and dexterity. What a

surprise it will be if the Nihilists do something to spoil the promise of

this wonderful jubilee.

The Pope's letter to the Catholic BishopB of Ireland is an important
document. The wonder, perhaps, is that it was not issued earlier. On
the continent of Europe, where nearly all the governments are Catholic,

the Roman Apostolic Church has always sustained the cause of law and
order as opposed to anarchy, confusion, and revolution. If it neglected

the present very grave occasion for doing the same thing in Ireland, it

would be liable to the imputation that it only favored that kind of law
and order that is subservient to Catholicism. The Catholic Church has

every reason to be satisfied with the existing government of Ireland.

There is now no State church in that unhappy land. There is the utmost
freedom of conscience. No man is under any disability because of his

religious faith. All the offices are open to all men alike. And the Brit-

ish G-overnment even subsidizes the college, where Catholic priests are

educated, to the extent of $150,000 a year. »What the effect of the Pope's

letter will prove to be remains to be seen. That it will withdraw the

bishops and priests from active participation in agitation is certain.

Whether they will refrain from giving it secret aid and comfort is another
question. That it will prove a sore blow to the waning cause of the agi-

tators goes almost without saying. It is noticeable that Irish orators

answer that they will take their religion but not their politics from Rome,
yet these very men a few years ago, subscribed their money to send vol-

unteers to Italy to fight to maintain the Pope's temporal power. Verily,
Ireland is a land of inconsistencies. It is hard to see how the authority
of an infallible Pope can be reasonably questioned by his own adherents,

when he declares that anarchy, murder and crime, are opposed to the
religion of which he is the head.

Korea was supposed to be one of the dark places of the earth, where
bigotry and superstition held sway. Up to a few months ago strangers

were hardly permitted to enter for even the purpose of commerce, and
certainly not for the purpose of making religious proselytes. The other
day, however, a decree was issued by the Government, proclaiming toler-

ation for every form of religious worship. This unexpected attitude is

said to be owing to the influence of the Chinese Envoy in Seoul, who
some years ago joined the Catholic Church. His Excellency's change
from the faith of his forefathers is said to have been brought about by
love, not conviction. He lost his heart to a Chinese Catholic nun, whom
he afterwards espoused, together with her creed.

The Freuch Government, anxious for glory and dazzled with the suc-
cess of the English in Egypt, is preparing an expedition to fight the Chi-
nese over the Tonquin affair. If the Chinese Government had the cour-
age to dare what they secretly desire, says a correspondent of the Hong-
kong Press, the position of the French in Tonquin would be perilous in
the extreme. The Viceroy of the Two Kwang could easily send a naval
expedition to Haiphong, and cut off the French retreat altogether, plac-
ing the latter in a veritable cul desac. Happily for the French troops in
Tonquin, however, the Chinese fear the after consequences of any open
display of hostility ; they will content themselves with stirring up the
Anamites to resist the occupation, in the hope of disgusting the French
and inducing them to retire from their enterprise.

On Friday night. May 10th, a reception was given by the members
of Excelsior Lodge, F. & A. M., to Captain John Maxwell, of the Brit-
ish ship Pinnmore. The noble vessel was brilliantly decorated with flags,

the main deck was covered with awnings and canvas, and lighted with
Japanese lanterns. There was about sixty couple present. Dancing com-
menced at 9 o'clock p. M., and was continued with spirit to an advanced
hour. The committee of the Lodge were Messrs. F. C. Hensley, Carroll
Cook and J. P. Allen. Under their excellent management every thing
went off swimmingly.

OPIUM IN THE UNITED STATES.
In the sudden cruaade which is being made against the Chinese in

Eastern cities, two principal evils to which their presence is conducive
have been laid hold upon for the purpose of iuciting public opinion against
them. First, it is claimed that they promote immorality to a fearful
extent ; and, secondly, it is pointed out that wherever they go they carry
and spread the accursed habit of using opium. To the former complaint
small attention need be paid. The Chinese are immoral, but their immor-
ality could scarcely corrupt the brutes who voluntarily associate with
them. In this respect their depravity can teach no new vice to the Cau-
casian dregs of any large American city. But the charge that they have
introduced opium-smoking into this country, and that they will continue
to extend the practice as their numbers increase, is a matter of very differ-

ent weight and importance. Although but comparatively little has as
yet been said or written upon the subject, and that little not until re-

cently, yet we are convinced that were the enemies of the Chinese to
fasten tooth and toe-nail upon this single accusation—to let leprosy, har-
lotry, gambling, uncleanliness, and all other vices attributed to the Chi-
nese go by the board, and devote all their energies to showing the misery,
crime, and ruin that the Demon of Opium has caused in the past and is

capable of causing as he grows mightier in the future, we believe that
they would make a stronger point than any they have yet succeeded in
substantiating.
The magnitude of the peril with which thiB imported curse actually

begins to threaten the vitality of the nation, can hardly be exaggerated.
It certainly is not comprehended or appreciated. It does not seem to be
even understood that opium has not only a more deadly effect on the
Caucasian than on the Asiatic, but that it also has a much greater facina-
tion for the former than for the latter when a taste for it is once acquired,
and that consequently its fatal work is far more readily and speedily ac»
complished in one case than in the other. The reasons for this do not
come within the scope of the brief warning which is all we now pretend
to offer. It were easy to furnish details and statistics from our side of
the continent, and if the evil continues to spread as rapidly Eastward as it

is now doing it will not be long before our more multitudinous brethren
across the mountains will have ample material for a Btill more appalling
story.

. JUDGE LYNCH REDIVTVUS.
Except for the purpose of glancing at the condition of our Federal

politics, and gleaning a few of our worst jokes about males and mothers-
in-law, American newspapers are not much read in Europe. It is, per-
haps, as well for our reputation abroad that such is the case, for it must
be sadly confessed that the remainder of the average sheet is mostly a
record of scandal, bloodshed and knavery. So, probably, would be the
newspapers of any country, did they devote as much space to such de-

lectable topics ; but, for all that, there is one feature of this class which
is so common in this country and so rare in Europe that our brothers of

the sea would lift palms of deprecation, and fairly howl with holy horror
if their indifference to our domestic affairs only allowed them to know
anything about it. We refer to the present prosperous and potent juris-

diction of His Honor, Judge Lynch. Veteran pioneers and frontiersmen
are fond of recounting the deeds of the Judge in old and "unsettled "

davs, but their narrative sounds very tame and harmless to any one who
diligently reads his morning paper at the present time. We believe we
do not exaggerate when we claim that during the past two years the aver-

age number of lynchings recorded in the telegrams of any first-class news-
paper in the States has been at least two per diem. For the last six

months we believe the average would reach three a day. Nor are these
gentle offices performed by the Judge in wild, unsettled districts only—as
used to be the case. There is as much lynch-law now-a-days in the old
States East and South as in the far West and North. The jurisdiction of

Judge Lynch seems no longer to be questioned even in the most venera-
ble and respectable communities, and a very feeble and invariably futile

resistance is all he ever meets with. Until we reform our regular Courts
the old gentleman will probably continue to gain in authority, and unless
this alternative is accepted and acted upon the sentiment of most people
will be, " more power to his elbow."

The Summit of the Northern Pacific—The rails were laid on the
summit of the Bozeman Pass on April 26th. The altitude is 5,715 feet,

the highest point reached by the Northern Pacific Railroad survey in the
entire course of the road. For the distance of eight miles before the
summit is reached an engine or car will not remain stationary unless
brakes are applied. When the summit was reached and the engine found
a resting-place on level ground, the whistle awoke the echoes of the
mountains, triumphantly announcing the event. The grading and track
engineers were present and the ceremony of driving the spike in the rail

which marked the highest point was appropriately observed.

—

Chicago
Passenger Agent.

The ladies' hats for the seaside and Summer resorts, this season, are
too lovely for anything. The new colors are most beautiful, and the new
shapes will make any girl bewitching. We saw Mrs. Skidmore opening
some of these exquisite things at her establishment, 1114 Market street,

just received from the East, and their beauty paralyzed us.

Tea, Coffee and Rice.—Shipments overland by railroad in the month
oi April aggregated of Tea, 464,880 lbs.; of Coffee, 404,790 lbs.: and of

Rice, 255,070 lbs.

Br. ship General Domville, 1,570 tons. (Wood), has a Grain Charter
to U. K., Havre or Antwerp, at £2.

Treasure for Hongkong.—The City of Bio de Janeiro, hence, carried
in Treasure §217,280 79.

Coroner's Juries, like coffins, are being kept on the premises ready-
made.

Ginseng.—The City of Bio de Janeiro, for China, carried 15,921 lbs.

Latest Charter.—Br. ship Forest Einq, 1,602 tons Wheat to Cork, £2.

Entered at the JPost-Offl.ee at San Francisco, Cal., as Second-Class
lllatter.
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GOLD BAKS—920 fine par.—Refined Silver—15h@161 # cent, dis-
count. Mexican Dollars, 12*@13£ per cent. disc. nom.

"Exchange on New York, 2GV.@15c. $100 premium; on London Bank-
era, 49 7-16@49id. ; Paris, sight, 5-12i@5-10 francs per dollar.
Eastern Telegrams. 25c.

"Price of Money here, 6@10 per cent, per year—bank rate. In the
open market, 1@1£ per month. Demand light. On Bond Security,
5@6 per cent, per year on Call.

" Latest price of Sterling in New York, 485^@488@488£.

STOCKS.
Mining shares have made a sharp advance during the past week, and

the outlook fur still higher figures is very favorable, as the inside manipu-
lators seem to have made terms with the turbulent bear element, and in-
tend to have it all their own way. The public should, however, be very
chary about investing their loose change, for, while they may make a
profit, they run chances of getting badly hurt. Manipulative and very
tinted reports may inflate values, but eventually, without a development
a collapse must come. From what we can learn, this forward movement
is premature, and although there is at present a good prospect in some of
the Central and Northend mines, no ore body has been discovered justi-
fying the present increased values. Union Consolidated and Sierra Neva-
da, at the north end, are looking well. A small body of ore has been un-
covered in the Union, which may be the apex of a large deposit, but this
will require considerable time to develop. Hale & Norcross has doubled
in value during the week, and is likely to go considerably higher on a few
streaks of ore which were cut into months back. Various opinions are
expressed as to the importance of these streaks. Some believe it is a sec-
ond bonanza, others declare the whole affair a swindle from beginning to
end ; that the management are frightened to start the long-threatened
winze, and that before long there will be a grand fizzle and numerous lame
ducks. Granting the bonanza proposition, one thing is certain, to any
one acquainted with the pumping facilities of this mine, considerable
time and money must be expended on the purchase and erection of new
machinery before the ore body can be worked. There is no change note-
worthy in any of the other mines, with the exception of Best & Belcher,
where they are working in some very favorable ground on the 2,500-foot
level. In the outside stocks there has been little or nothing doing during
the week. There is, as usual, too much fascination for the gambling por-
tion of this city, in a Comstock deal, to permit investment in anything of
that lode, no matter how meritorious the proposition. Norcross will
probably close down its mill for repairs at the first of the month, but, as
there must be quite a large Burplus in the treasury, there should be no
necessity for a stoppage of the usual dividend. Argenta starts up her
mill to-day, and ought to make a good showing, as the ore is of the richest
description ever found in Tuscarora district. Bell Isle, and the other Tus-
carora favorites, are selling at low figures under pressure of assessments,
levied or pending.

The sale of the Holly Park estate, which took place at Platt'B Hall
last Tuesday, proved to be a most successful one. The whole estate was
sold, the aggregate of the purchase price being something like §>6G,27b\

Both vendors and vendees have reason to be satisfied, and Messrs.
Easton & Eldridge may place another feather in their caps. The prop-
erty, it is true, was a valuable one, but, had it not been for the energy
and shrewdness displayed by the auctioneers in charge, the sale would not
have been the complete success it was.

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.—New York, May 25th,
1883.—U. S. Bonds—4s, 119; 4As,113; ex. 5s. 102?; 3s, 103},. Sterling
Exchange, 485@48Si. Western Union, 82£. Wool—Spring, fine, 24@31;
Burry, 1G@21; Pulled, 18@40; Pall Clips, 16@20; Burry,12@14. LONDON,
May 25th.—Liverpool Wheat Market, 9s. ld.@9s. 4d. Consols, 102 1-16
@102 3-16U

London, May 25.—Latest Price of Consols, 102 l-16i»102 3-16d.

MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For Navigating; the Air.

Office of the Aeroplane Company for Navigating the Air, 609 Mer-
chant street. Office hours from 1 to 2 p.m.

PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
San Francisco, May 25, 1HM3.

Stocks and Bonds.
BONDS.

Cal. State Bonds, 6's,'57

S. F. City & Co. B'ds, 6s, '68

S. P. City & Co. B'ds, 7s..

Montg'y Av. Bonds
Dupont Street Bonds ....

Sacramento City Bonds..
Stockton City Bonds ....

Yuba County Bonds
Marysville City Bonds....
Santa Clara Co. Bonds ...

Los Angeles County Bonds.
Los Angeles City Bonds. . .

.

Virg'a & Truckee R. R. Bds.
Nevada Co. N. G. R. R. Bds
Oakland City Bonds.,
Oregon R. 4t N.Co. Bonds,6s
S. P. R. R. Bonds...
U S. 4a....

Northern Pacific R.R. Bonds
INSURANCE COMPANIES.

State Investment
Home Mutual
Commercial
Western

MISCELLANEOUS.
Pacific Rolling Mills

Cala. Dry Dock
Safe Deposit Co
Vulcan Powder
SaJety-Nitro Powder, ass. ad
Hawaiian Commercial Co

Bid. Asked

Nom. Nom.
Nom. Nom.
S3 40

49 55
J 05 —
90 100— 105

100— 107
101 103— 108— 126
110 112

104 104}
119} 119}

106J 107

115 117
136 141
125 127
106 112

120 125
58 60
42* 44
50 55
12 13
28 29

Stocks and Bonds.
BANKS.

Bank of California (ex-div.).

Pacific Bank
First National (ex div.)....

RAILROADS.
C.P. R. R. Stock
C. P. R. K. Bonds
City Railroad
Omnibus R. R
N. E. and Mission R. R
Sutter Street R. R
Geary Street R. R
Centra] R. R. Co
Market Street R. R
Clay Street Hill R. R
S. F Gaslight Co
Oakland Gaslight Co
Sac'to Gaslight Co
Califor'a Powder Co
Giant Powder Co
Atlantic Giant Powder
Gold and Stock Teleg'h Co.
S.V. W. W. Co.'b Stock. , .

S.V.W.W. Co's Bonds ex c )

Pacific Coast S.S.Co's Stock
California Street R. R
Presidio Railroad
Central Gas Stock

INSURANCE COMPANIES.
Onion (ex div.)

Fireman's Fund (ex div.).
.

.

California (ex div.)

Bid. Asked

170
125
126

77
114
n-04
55
96
85J
98
48

Nom.
Nom.
584
30*
67

121

754
112
100
52
93

Nom.
Nom.
58
29|
55*
130
108
68
79

96J
1158

114

68
35

116
129
116

97}

116J

118
70
46

ISO
132
120

Business in the'se securities is virtually at a standstill, and prices are
hardly maintained. The demand for tbe stock of the Hawaiian Commer-
cial Company, alluded to last week, has fallen off, and tbe stock: is again

offered at 29. There has been hardly a transaction in Spring Valley
Water stock during the week. A. Baird, No. 430 California street.

The Sugar Commission.—A commission composed of ex-Congress-

man O. L. Spaulding, of Michigan, Special Agent of the United States

Treasury, E. K. Tingle, and J. E. Sarles, Jr., of New York, has arrived

in this city. Their mission is to investigate the charges of fraudulent
entry of sugar into this port from the Hawaiian Islands. The Commis-
sioners will meet in the office of Special Agent Evans, in the Appraiser's
Building.

To those who can appreciate the beauty and grandeur of nature, a
ride over the line of the North Pacific Coast Railroad ia indeed a rare

treat. From the landing to Oleraa, past Duncan's Mills, and along Paper
Mill Creek, the lavish way io which nature has scattered magnificent
scenic effect is as startling as it is charming. A ride over this line during
the present weather m^kes a delightful excursion.

Ship Young America, hence for New York, has a valuable cargo,

consisting in part of Borax, 310,000 lbs.; Wool. 305,000 lbs.; Wine. 21.000

galls. Native Grape; Beeswax, 5,600 lbs.; Mustard Seed, 23.758 lbs.;

Oil, 3,700 galls. Sperm; Ores, 594,000 lbs. Iron, 205,000 lbs. Crome, 701,

000 lbs. Copper; Lumber, 7,300 pieces Redwood; Shingles, 1,913 bdls;

Bone Dust, etc.

The Commencement Exercises of the University of California will

take place at a quarter past ten, next Tuesday, May 29tb, in the Uni-
versity Buildings, Burkeley. They are sure to attract a large attendance
of our best people, and will no doubt be exceedingly interesting.

The boiler of the stern-wheel steamer Pilot exploded yesterday. The
Bteamer was coming down the Petaluma creek, near Laketille. Reports
state that from 10 to 15 lives were lost, besides many injured.

Latest Charters.—Ship Chandos, 1,448 tons Wheat to Liverpool, £2 ;

ship Leonora, 1,418 tons Wheat to same port, £2 ; Nor. bk. Johan Irgens,

774 tons Merchandise hence for Sydney private.

Readers of the News Letter visiting the couutry can have this jour-
nal forwarded to them, without extra charge, by leaving their address at
this office.

Coffee and Sugar.—The P. M. S. S. Cotima, from Central American
ports, brought up 10,472 bags Coffee and 667 bags Sugar.

Jute Bags.—S. L. Jones &, Co. sold at auction 10,000 Oakland Jute
Grain Sacks at §6 95; 190.000 same at $6 72*.

Entered at the Post-Office at San Francisco, Cal., as Second-Class
Matter.

Printed and Published by the Proprietor, Frederick Marriott, 607 to 615 Merchant street, San Francisco. California.
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FASHION'S VOICE.
Have you seen those colored mull squares that are just now so effi-

ciently used iu making a woman look precisely like a good old English
market woman as she goes forth with butter and eggs, her portly bosom
effected with something very similar to the present fashion ? These 'ker-

chiefs are beautiful, in the darkest shade of blue, with many colored
flowers or an indescrible pattern thrown over the surface. They are

scalloped out at the edges, and she who ventures to wear them should
be careful how she does so. For instance, fold them in two; now take up
the back portion and fasten it with a few pleats, on which place a narrow
bow and ends of some matching ribbon. The pleats perjnit the 'kerchief

to set easily round the throat; bring over the ends forward and draw
them sideways towards the waist, fastening by a bow or a single flower.

Again, you may pin the 'kerchief round the throat and carelessly drop it

into a melange of bows or puffs; do it with pins, and let a leaf or flower

peep out somewhere, but, for heaven's sake, do not drag the thing prim
down and wear it as if you never knew how to spell " style," much less

use it. Everything lies in the disposition of finishing effects. Par exam-
ple, T was with that sweet little girl, Miss Ellison, the soubrette at the
Baldwin, when she was attiring herself in a plain, unfinished looking
dress. Picking up a pretty scarf-like conceit from a chair, she passed it

round her form and hooked it on in a second, making as complete a meta-
morphosis of herself in t'lat scrap of time as any Columbine cnuld do.

This is an admirable idea—a false drapery, made to fit so perfectly that
one large hook and eye keeps it in form; like a train, they are now
always fashioned in adjustable form, and apart from the dress. But
what do we want with the nuisance of trains, except for the No. 6 footed
woman? All others can rejoice in the present comfortable short skirt,

which, however, is not always quite long enough.
The colors of the parrot and parroquet are still in the ascendant. I

met some costumes on Market street—I say costumes because the forms
on which they were placed were completely absorbed in the wonderful
confections which were revealed to my critical eyes, which, in the com-
mon vernacular, would have taken several baking establishments, instead
of a single cake. They were bine—ethereally, exquisitely, turquoisically

(new word) blue. There were skirts, of course, plain in front, with lilies

and roses, etc., etc., embroidered also in cerulean shades. The basques
were tight, very tight, over those billowy plains of birdseed, rubber or
otherwise—possibly otherwise—and these were drawn together and fas-

tened in front by a new description of metal saucer—I say saucer, though
meaning buttons, only the word saucer, in this case, is more expressive,

since it was concave to such a degree that a doll's cap might have stood
therein. The glitter of the buttons was very fierce under the kiss of the
sun, which seemed to take special delight in dancing and gliDting athwart
that voluminous form. Then the saucers were grouped in some fashion

at one hip, holding in effective pose ten or twelve yards of rose colored

and strawberries-and-cream ribbon. yes, and a few ends of blue, also,

which had slipped my memory. My breath came short, and
quick as my dazzled eyes took in the situation, and, leaning
faintly against a friendly door, I shaded my blurred eyes with my
hand while reviewing the hat. That was what you might call

a hat, which, if placed on any tree in tropical latitudes, would
have wooed the love-cooiugs of the passing all-hued bird looking
for a mate. That hat was blue; it was a "sit down upon it" in shape, as

I once described to you, and the effect lay in the plumes. The brim com-
ing up to an extreme point, was over-topped by crushed strawberry tips,

while several more of darker shade meandered down the crown and
drooped gracefully on the solid shoulders. Ecru gloves and a parasol, in

which there lay such conflict of color that several rainbows would have
wilted byicontrast, completed this remarkable costume, which was dit-

toed by another at its side. I am not a robust woman, and the effect has
almost broke me up. So much so that this article is several hours late ;

and as I expect that the printers will anathematize me for tardiness, I
will wind up at this point, hoping you will all feel as breathless as the de-

scription leaves me, and proceed with

Some Fancies Good for You to Hear About.—Chemisetts are

made of white Swiss or mull embroidered in colored threads. They are

worn beneath the open front of a dress ; others are made to wear outside
the corsage.

Plain skirts are not at all so fashionable as those pleated, and a plain

skirt shows the feet too much, should they be running up in the numbers
beyond three.

The cutest waist seen is one made like a Garibaldi shirt, which means
falling well over from the waist in pleated form; then there is a double
cut-away jacket, 1 mean cut away wide on the bosom and a piece laid

under, thus giving space for two rows of buttons. This is very chic.

A tight sleeve fastened at the wrist with a huge puff turned back, is

one of the new styles.

As a combination, gray and strawb.rry red is charming, while shrimp
pink and cardinal are a team.
Small capes of lace are used on bonnets. It is a splendid way of show-

ing off any good lace you possess, on the top of your head.
Chine silks are coming in. They glint and shimmer under the sunlight,

and are as changeable as the women who wear them.
It is confidently whispered that cording is coming in again. Silk or

velvet basques simply corded with cable cord covered with the material
are very chaste looking.

Watteau backs are quite generally—for my part, I think my own back
is pretty good. Let us be content with Nature's decree.

The newest ribbons are very wide, and the flowers on them are fabu-
lous in size.

I wonder who has and who has not tried her hand on my tables and
polishing. I am quite curious to know, and invite correspondence on the
subject. Meanwhile let me tell you of a fernery, which may be made
irrespective of trouble, which is the sure way to get the right side of the
woman of the period. Procure a large, deep tin dish, " just a plain, or-

dinary " milk dish, large or small as you please. On its brilliant outside
surface paint a pattern in colors, or bronze, for which I append a receipt
below. When painted, varnish with two coats of copal varnish, as I di-

rected before (of course there is no rubbing down). In the center of your
dish get a carpenter to affix a stand of wood large enough to hold a stat-

uette. There must be a peg on top and a hole drilled in the base of the
statuette to fix it firm, or you may wire it on; anyway let it be fixed firm.

Place a layer of pebbles in the tin, then light soil, (for ferns the proper
soil should be procured, otherwise common mold enkes in these tins and
precludes growth), have plenty of moss interspersed with, the soil, and
when you have tilled the tin with ferns, have some large white pebbles
and moss wherewith to fill up the top. With the ferns place a few creep-

ing plants round the edge—the florist will advise in this matter. A plas-

ter statuette of the Greek Slave or Venus—anything tali and slender, in

fact, will do—must now be placed on the wooden stand. The taller the
statue the better, and let the ferns come up pretty high ahout the figure.

The tin itself should be affixed to a pretty stand, or an old table will do
;

but let the legs of it be colored black, with narrow brass chains looped up
from the base of the tin in a negligent manner. The creepers round the
edge of the tin will presently fall, and may be twined with chains,

which keeps them in place, and so woven round the stand. A more
lovely or refined ornament than this you cannot have; and it is my origi-

nal idea, therefore keep it and use it tenderly.

I generally paint my tin in dead black, and bronze the leaves thus: Buy
a small tin of coachmaker's black which is ground in oil ; take out a por-

tion on a spatula, and in another vessel ultimately blend it with turpen-

tine until thin enough to paint with. It dries in a moment, and when
done is set firm. Isow trace a pattern with a blue pencil of leaf and
trellis, large enough to be effective. Procure a little gilder's size. Ask
for quick size, which dries almost directly. Carefully varnish your leaves

with it. When you have done a few the first sized will be ready to bronze.

You must try it with your finger, when it has what is called a tack on it,

meaoing when it just catches the skin without soiling it, you may dust
over each leaf with a large canW-hair pencil a portion of bronze dust,

which is bought at the artist's stores. When finished leave the work to

stand two hours ere brushing off the superfluous powder, and when every
speck is cleansed off varnish the whole with French spirit varnish. You
will not regret making this beautiful ornament, though I say it, who
shouldn't, being the inventor. If something is not tried I am going to

quit.

Yours, faithfully, Silver Pen.

A BIT OF MOTHER'S DRESS.
A little boy from one of our charitable institutions was being taken

to a New Jersey farm by an agent, the owners of the farm having had
the boy bound to them for a term of years, when the agent noticed that
the boy kept placing his hand inside of his jacket on the left side, and oc-
casionally would look within with a tender look. At last he said:

" What have you got in there, my little friend?"
"0, nothing, sir," he replied, " only a bit of my mother's dress, which

I've sewed on my coat. It was the dress she had on when she died, and
now it kind of comforts me when I touch it."

An old gentleman, whose nose was not only very large but very
highly colored, was asked by a friend how much it had taken to paint it.

" I cannot tell," was the reply, " for it is not finished yet."

HOSIERY!
— P OR —

LADIES, MISSES A.ND CHILDREN.
An Enormons Stock of NOVELTIES Just Opened!

y^~ The attention of Ladies is respectfully invited to an enormous shipment of

NOVELTIES we have just opened in LADIES', MISSES' AND CHILDREN'S
HOSIERY, unsurpassable for elegance of design and colorings, comprising all that

is desirable and seasonable in

Silk Hose,
Little Thread Hose,

Merino Hose,

Cashmere Hose,
Wooleu Hose,

Cotton Hose, Etc.,

To Match all the New Shades in

DRESS GOODS and SILKS.
In Black Hosiery,

Which is now so fashionable, we carry an elegant Stock in all the desirable makes.

All the most reliable staple brands in

BRITISH, FRENCH AND GERMAN HOSIERY,
At Exceptionally Low Prices!

Ill, 113, 115, llT', 119, 131 POST ST.,
— AND—

10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 MORTON STREET.

I
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SOCIETY.
May 24th. 1883. We are hating our usual cbArming May weather

at last, and the marrow which was aappQMd to have been frozen in our
luring the fint put of the month, nraty was well thawed out on

Sunday last Visiters who have only been here fur the past week are en-

chanted with the glorious olimata of California, and wonder how we San
Franciscan* can find anything ahont it to complain of. Let them bide a
bit and see how it jn for thenuelTee.

In consequence of the change, those who have not already gone to the
country, arc harrying their preparations to be off, so as to get a little

glimpse of green Helds before they are quite burnt up by the scorching
sun. Some, however, are remaining in town till after the Thomas Con-
cert season is over, while others will return to town especially for

it. I daresay the assemblage within the doors of the Pavilion will be

great, not only as regards numbers, but as representatives of the wealth
and fashion of the State ; at least everything so far seems to point that
way.
In the meantime all those who intend giving concerts are doing so

now, so as to be out of the way when the concert troupe of the United
States arrives, and also that our good city will, when their season is

over, have hat! enough of "concerts" to last them for a time at least.

The concert given by the Orchestral Union on Monday night was excep-
tionably enjoyable, and the audience was a brilliant assemblage of the
youth and fashion of the city as well. The concert d"adieu of Mr. Ben
Clark to-night promises to be equally well attended, and the programme
announced gives assurance of a musical treat in store for those who will

be there.

Vacation time has come and Bchool examinations and graduating exer-

cises occupy the attention of old as well as young. To-morrow night the

graduates of the Clarke Institute will receive their diplomas at Calvary
Church. Next week the Mills' Musicale and the Commencement Exer-
cises will be held; and the week following, Madame Zeitska's School will

show the public what they can do.

B'nai B'rith Hall was well 611ed on Tuesday evening, the occasion be-

ing the graduating exercises of Mrs. Colgate Baker's School. A huge
floral arch was erected on the front of the stage, bearing at the top the
motto of the school in parti-colored blossoms, and beneath it the various

performers took their positions when doing their part of the programme,
-the school meantime, in holiday attire, occupying the three rows of seats

directly in front. Mrs. Baker was unfortunate in several instances : two
of the graduating young ladies of her school, the Misses Wilcox, were
unable to be present and take part in the exercises owing to the serious

illness of their father; and Bishop Kip, upon whom she had relied to de-

liver the address and the graduate's diplomas, was also obliged to dis-

appoint, owing to fatigue, having only that day arrived from a long trip

in the South.
Perhaps it was owing to these, and other small contre temps, that the

whole affair seemed to be so ill managed, or, rather, not managed at all.

The Rev. Dr. Buckbee very kindly assumed, at short notice, the stage

direction, if one can call it so ; but the numerous interruptions and cor-

rections of the programme, when announced by him, must have been
very trying, though he bore them with most commendable good nature.

The exercises consisted of essays, recitations in German, French and
English; some character representations by a precocious little Miss of six

Summers, and music. The Misses Joran, those wonderful little girl

pianists, performed both singly and in duets, several solos being also

given by other scholars, and a duet for the piano and violin between Miss
Lulu Joran and Professor Chas. Gotfrie. The vocal part of the perform-
ance consisted of a ballad sung by a young gentleman with a remarkably
pleasing voice, but most unhappy faculty for making faces, which rather

marred the pleasure that was otherwise felt in listening to his number,
which, by the by, received an encore. The other vocal display was the

cantata of Cinderella, sung by the whole school as the grand finale, but,

owing to the lateness of the hour, it was sadly cut and shorn of much of

its just proportions.

The graduating essays were well conceived, and bore evidence of much
thought and study of the subjects chosen. That on "Chivalry" was read

by the sole graduate present, Miss Jean Russell, in a pleasing voice and
with good delivery. The other two, of the Misses Wilcox, were received

with much applause, and would doubtless have been listened to with
more attention had they been read by the fair writers themselves instead

of by the lady who so kindly volunteered for the task, which she must
have found most onerous. If a fault could be found with them, they
were a trifle too long. That thorough lady and accomplished woman,
Mrs. Baker, herself delivered the diplomas, medals and prizes, making a

pretty and graceful speech, in which she congratulated the scholars on the

success of their studies during the past year, and wished them health and
happiness till they all reassembled with &er again. Flowers in profusion,

in various designs, were presented by admiring friends to the different

scholars, and the evening ended with a dance, which was doubly welcome,
having been waited for so long, though by no means with patience.

Marriages and engagements seem to have become a regular epidemic in

Society, and the air is actually thick with rumors more or less true of

what may be expected in the near future. For instance, Nob Hill is

credited as contemplating an alliance with the Custom-house, while an-

other millionaire widow, heiress of one of the Bonanza Princes, is said to

meditate connecting herself with a house world-famous for its "Cutting
"

arm of offense and defense, the chief representative on this coast—

a

physician celebrated no less for his skill in the profession than for his

suavity of manner and the flowery eloquence of his language being the

prospective parti. Still another report couples the sole daughter of the

heart and home of one of 'Frisco's money kings with a noted young Ger-

man leader, who has given some of the most delightful little parties of the

past season.

Others, of less note, are also on every tongue, but the fullness of time
alone can prove the truth of any or all of them.
Last Friday Mrs. Blanche Haggin gave another of her pleasant little

gatherings at San Rafael, and this time all her guests put in their ex-

pected appearance, the late more attractive metal being out of reach, or,

in other words, Battery K had removed itself further down the road on
its line of instructive march. Therefore there was nothing to divide the

attractions of the place, and a most charming time was had beneath her
hospitable roof.

The heat of the weather, which is always intensified at San Rafael,
unfortunately prevented the carrying out of the more active programme
planned, but the dolce-far-ntente exiBtsaos iu which tho party indulged
luring their two days' visit could not, under the circumstances, have
been improved upon, and therefore they have something new still in pros-

pect when another visit takes place, of which I hear any number are con-
templated during the Summer.
Apropos of San Rafael, it is said that Mrs. McAllister is very much

put out at being credited with having already begun her parties for the
soaaon. She wishes it clearly understood that so far her Thes intime
have been exclusively confined to gentlemen, and the sole entertaiment
furnished, music provided by herself and daughters. However, there
is a rich treat in store for her friends, once she begins her evenings
in earnest, and therefore they can afford to wait a little longer.
The Lawn Tennis Club of the villiage opens for the summer next

week, and some lively games are anticipated during the season.

One does not hear much of the promised Flood German at Menlo
Park, the magnificence of which was to overshadow anything of the
kind ever attempted on the coast. Some say it is still in embryo, while
others incline to the belief that the rumored wedding to take place in

that locale will absorb it, and the occasion be made equal to any cele-

bration of royal nuptials known in modern times.
The Parrotts, who always leave town, rain or shine, on the morning

of May 1st, have been domiciled at their San Mateo abode Bince that

date. Mrs. Parrott is expected at home from her European trip in the
course of a few weeks, and will be accompanied by quite a party, includ-

ing Miss Daisy Parrott and her prospective son-in-law, Mr. Douglass
Dick. Pretty little Mrs. Withingtnn has been spending some time in

that vicinity with her friends, the Corbetts—who intend to be very gay
this Summer—and has been a decided acquisition to the neighborhood,
where the Selbys are looked for in the course of the next fortnight.

Mrs. Gordon Blanding is the only one of the Tevis family at present
at Monterey, Mrs. Tevis not intending to go there till about August.
Mrs. Breckenridge, meanwhile, will divide her time between friends in
various parts of the country, visiting a good deal at San Rafael, where
there are quite a number of them located for the season. The Hagers
have departed for Napa Soda Springs ; Mrs. Dan Cook is at her Mount
Diablo Ranch, entertaining a party of friends ; Mrs. Chris. Reis' de-
parture is authoritatively announced for this week, and her absence will
last till far on in the Autumn.
Speaking of departures, one of the very earliest and oldest of 'Frisco's

pioneer residents, Mrs. D. J. Tallant, has decided to bid it an early and a
lasting adieu. She never was very greatly attached to California, but her
late husband was so wedded to the place that during his lifetime a move
away from it was impossible. Now, however, that his death has left her
at last a free-will agent, she puts a long-cherished hope into execution,
and will, without much further delay, remove herself, goods and chattels,
including the younger members of her family, to more congenial sur-
roundings, and take up her abode at the East. The Tallants, being old-
time land-marks, as it were, will be missed, though scarcely by Society,
as entertaining was never Mrs. Tallant's metier, and she was by that body
comparatively unknown.

I observe that Mr. Max Bachert was married to Miss Fanny Kellog,
in New York, on the 30th ult. The groom was formerly a resident of
this city, and has hosts of friends amongst our people. The young
couple will tak9 up their residence in Boston, and will be " At Home " at
the Hotel Belham each Monday in November next.
Gov. Leland Stanford, with his wife and son, leave New York for

Europe to-day. The trip is one of pleasure and recreation. The Govern-
or, we are pleased to say, is much improved in health.
The usual " Queen's Dinner," in celebration of her Britannic Majesty'

birthday, will be given on Saturday evening at the Palace Hotel, at which
Mr. Charles Mason will preside. A good many strange Britons are at
present in 'Frisco, and the number of now resident guests will, it is ex-
pected, be unusually large this year. Felix.

The British residents of this city, acting under the auspices of the
British Benevolent Society, will celebrate the sixty-fourth anniversary of
the birth of her Majesty, Queen Victoria, by a banquet at the Palace
Hotel this evening. Mr. Charles Mason, Acting Consul, will preside,
and large numbers of our leading citizens, including city, State and Fed-
eral officials, will be present. The proceedings will be enlivened by first-

class vocal and instrumental music, and a most enjoyable evening is anti-

cipated. The tickets are S5 each (exclusive of wine), and may be obtained
at the hotel or from members of the Committee.

Gold Quartz Jewelry.—Eastern visitors and others intending to pur-
chase California Quartz Jewelry, should examine the stock of the manu
facturing establishment of Hugh Mauldin, 208 Sutter street.

THE BARGAIN BOOM!
STRAW HATS.

We have now in our Hat Department the hand-

somest, nobbiest and most complete stock of Fash-

ionable Straw Hats to be found in the United States,

all sold at prices fully fifty per cent, less than they

can be purchased for in the city.

GREAT I X L

,

Corner Kearny and Commercial.
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MR. SASSAFRAS CATCHES THE MEDIEVAL CRAZE.

"My dear Silas,'* murmured Mrs. Sassafras, suddenly rolling over

from her side of the bed, " are you awake ?"

**If you'll take your frigid feet out of the hollow of my back, I'll con-

fess that I am. If you don't, I'm a corpse, and shall ' know no waking,'

as Dr. Stebbins would say. What is it, anyhow, Amanda ?"

" Well, I want you to grant me a favor, darling," and Mrs. Sassafras

snuggled up most coaxingly. " We've only a day or two left, you know,
before we go back to Butte, and as you have so far chosen all our excur-

sions, I want you to let me have my own way this time."
Now, Mr. Silas Sassafras is very jealous of his lordly prerogatives, and

under any other circumstances he undoubtedly would have asserted them.

But as things stood he had the worst of it, for there are seasons, and this

was one of tbem, when the animal magnetism of woman is irresistible.
'* Mandy, darling," murmured Mr. S., "ask what thou wiltest, even

to the half of my kingdom, and it shall be granted to thee."

"How queerly you talk, Silas," exclaimed the lady, edging off in curi-

ous amazement. "I'll warrant, now, you're learning some new-fangled

fashion that will break up the Butte county people. Are you getting it

out ot that book you've been reading all to yourself for the last three

days and nights? Ain't you learning too much for your health, dear?"
"Amanda," answered Silas severely, " do you blame me for digging to

the bed-rock of knowledge ? Remember the lines of that famous Roman
sage, Scrofula Meningitis :

Argumentum ad hominem ; ipse dixit; finis coronat opus;
Petaluma, habeas corpus, post obit non compos mentis.

Which being translated signify :

A little learning is a dangerous thing ;

Drink deep of the Pierian spring,

Or go dry.

As to the book thou speakest of, Amanda," continued Mr. Sassafras,

"by my halidom ! it is a goodly tome, though perchance beyond the
comprehension of women."
The truth of the matter is that Mr. S. had for several days been ab-

sorbed in a medieval romance of gore and sulphur, entitled " The Bloody
Baron; or, The Haunted Halls of Carrion Castle," and had become as

much enamored of its thrilling lies and buskin diction as if he had been
Don Quixote himself. Unfortunately, however, the author of the romance
was somewhat mixed in his medieval English, and since Silas would have
been a poor pupil with the best of models, it is easy to imagine how he
would follow a bad one.

" Well, my love,' said Mrs. Sassafras, timidly coming up to the scratch
again, " are you going to let me have my way about to-day's sight-

seeing ?
"

"An thou wiltest, silly wench," began Silas, but he had no sooner ut-
tered the last word than his superior moiety shot back against the wall
with such violence that the next roomer took careful note of the time
when the earthquake occurred.

" Wench ! !
" she cried, bursting into hysterical sobs. " O Silas, has it

already come to this ? Still on our honeymoon, and you call me bad
names. I wish my mother was here !

"

" Why, Mandy," ejaculated the petrified husband, " who's calling you
bad names? 'Tisall in the book. 'Tis a term of endearment; and a right
knightly mode of address, I trow!" he continued, sitting up in bed and
gaining courage as he saw his spouse drying her tears at his explanation.
" Odds, boddikins! Marry come up, thou foolish jade

"

Here a ringing box on the ears knocked him flat on the pillow again
with a sudden effect that resembled Punch and Judy reversed.
" Jade ! That settles it, Mr. Sassafras, I shall at once go home to ma;"

and the lady got out of bed.
Mr. Sassafras was mystified. He felt sure that he was right; for

wasn'tit " all in the book ? " But the programme his wife proposed filled

him with an indescribable horror. How he pacified her it would take too
long to describe without the aid of several elaborate illustrations. But
with infinite difficulty he finally succeeded in doing so, and an hour later
the pair went down to breakfast like a pair of turtle-doves.
The chivalrous spirit of Mr. Sassafras was now completely restored, and

the consciousness of his recent victory made him more heroically me-
dieval than ever. Even before the waiter could approach the table, he
began to quote from the " Bloody Baron." " What, ho! base varlet," he
sang out in true baronial tones, "bring me a plate of buckwheats, and
that right speedily, or thine ears shall answer for it."

The waiter stared aghast, but being a charitably disposed man, he attri-
buted the outburst to a double-headed cocktail, and asked Mrs. S. what
she would have. This made the Baron mad.
" Thou rascal knave !

" he roared, " bring hither a ditto for this queenly
dame, and an' thou speedest not I'll have thee whipped !

"

Then the frame of that waiter dilated, and he fell upon Mr. Sassafras's
neck—but he didn't weep. O, no ! He just lifted Mr. Sassafras to and
fro and upwards and downwards, and all the crumbs and grease-spots
upon the floor within a radius of ten feet he collected upon the raiment
of that haughty noble.*****

It was 8 o'clock a. m. when the event above described happened. It
was nine hours later when Mr. Silas Sassafras awoke to consciousness,
and thought that somehow his body had been passed through a threshing-
machine and then attached to a balloon. When he slowly recognized the
fact that the balloon was his own head, he opened one eye (for the other
was bunged up hopelessly), and found himself in his own bed, with
Amanda weeping by his side.

" O, Silas, she cried, as she saw his swollen optic peep forth, "why
didn't you drop your learning, and do as I asked you to ?"

" Never mind the learning, my dear," he mumbled between his swollen
lips, "I have done with the raedi'Eeval racket, at all events. I read that
to be mediaeval in taste and manners was the correct thing nowadays, but
I guess that Bloody Baron overdid the fad. Say no more about it, Mandy.
Just tell me where it was you wanted me to take you."
" Why, I wanted to see the Supervisors and School Directors in session,

that's all," she poutingly replied.
"And so you shall," said Silas, "as soon as I can let the gas out of my

head and gather my bones together."
And so they shall.

BANKS.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital $3,000,000.
WM. ALVOKB President.
THOMAS BBOWJf, Cashier

| B. MURRAY, Jr., Ass't Cashier
Agents :

New York, Agency o( the Bank of Calfomia ; Boston, Tremont National Bank

,

Chicago, Union National Bank ; St. Louis, Boatman's Saving Bank ; New Zealand,
the Bank of New Zealand. Correspondent in London, MeBsrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons. Correspondents in India, China, Japan and Australia, the Oriental Bank Cor-
poration.
The Bank has Agencies at Virginia City, and Correspondents in all the princi-

pal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.

Letters of Credit issued, available in all parts o the world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dublin, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Antwerp,
Amsterdam, St. Petersburgh, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, Italy.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter.—Capital paid up, $1,800. •

000, with power to increase to $10,000,000. Southeast corner California and San-
some streets. Head Office—28 Cornhill, London. Branches—Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria, New Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.

This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check
and Special Deposit received. Commercial Credits granted available in al parts of
the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents
as follows

:

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank ; Scotland—British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 18. FREDERICK TOWNSKND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Paid up Capital 81,500,000, Gold. President, Daniel Ca!-

lag*hau. Vice-President, George A. Low ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue, Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
Correspondents—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse,
Neuman&Co. Paris: Hottinguer&Co. New York: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-
pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal

cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Commercia
Credits issued available in Europe, ChiLa and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital, 82. 100,000.

San Francisco Office, 424 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid TTp $3,000,000.

Reserve 4,500,000.

Agency at New York, 62 Wall street.

Agency at Virginia, Ifev.

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-

elers' Credits. Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E. Cor. Sansome and Fine Streets,

London Office, 3 Angel Court ; New York Agents, J. W. Sel-
igman & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, §0,000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,

loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.

FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.
P. N. LilibmthaIi, Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITAL, $300,000.
Officers: Vice-President, Jerome Lincoln; Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other
Approved Securities. Office : No. 215 Sansome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, ofZurich, Capital 5,000,000 francs; Helvetia,

of St. Gall, Capital 10,000,000 francs ; Baloise, of Basle', Capital 5,000,000 francs.

These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that may be sus-

ained. Losses made payable in all the principal seaports of the world. In the set-

tlement of all claims under an English polity, these Companies will strictly adhere to

the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, and submit to English jurisdiction.

June 9. HARRY W. SYZ, Agent, 420 and 422 California Bt., S. F.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Sparnnd jLeihbanJk, No 526 California street, San

Francisco. Officers : President, L. GOTTIG. Board of Directors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Eggers, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE ; Attorney, JOHN R.

JARBQE. May 18.

PROF. JOS. JOSSET,
Graduate of the University of Paris; Hi, Professor of De

la Meunais' Normal, France; late of Point Loma Seminary, San Diego. Pri-

vate Lessons in the French Language. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 p.m. Private Lessons given at the res-

idence of the pupil. Dec. 6-
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GDESS.
rvthinc Unshed -.boot iwm. II"sti May—
Ht-r Hpa, bar eyes Mid bar curb,

Ami every urn1 iLiiiivil wheu »he led the way.
And emUed li«-r the qaaen "f girls.

One heart love*, her, but she tossed it around,
.lust like u bitten at l>Iay,

Tun care tittle maid, two work at that trade—
You'll be ought yet, Ron May.

Bha tripped np behind him over tbe green,
With steps ao dainty and nice.

And the prettiest two bands that ever were seen
Blindfolded him in :i tr.06.

With :i voice well assumed, she cried out "Guess,"
Then her name she heard him aay,

"Now. oatoh me who oan," and away she ran,

-h little Rosa May.

Of course he followed, but the race was short,

All glowing with (lightened charms,
The canning little fairy spoiled the sport

By Ealbng into his arms.
What happened just then in that sylvan nook,

It is not for me to say,

But he won his guess, and he won his kiss,

And he won his Rosa May. —N, Y, Daily News.

POSITION OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Looking northward we behold two railways in rapid course of con-

struction, each to span the continent. One to connect the wate/s of the
^reat hikes with Puget Sound, the other to connect the navigable waters
of the St. Lawrence with Burrard Inlet on the Straits of Georgia ; both
to be completed within three years, one of them within five months.
[looking southward about the same distance, we see a railway traversing

the continent from a point on the Gulf of California, through Sonora,
with transcontinental divergences to St. Louis, New Orleans, and all inter-

mediate parts of the Southwestern States, and even into Mexico as far as
her capitol. This southern railway is but a part of a system which, when
completed, will bring Gnaymas into direct rail communication with Ari-
zona, and so fin with all of California; with Sonora and a great part of

the Republic of Mexico ; and by the supplement of steamships with
every country in or bordering on the Pacific Ocean, whose American
trade up to this date San Francisco has monopolized. With these pros-

pects in view, some of them almost realized, for the first time in thirty-

rive years, the man who can see at all begins to see that San Francisco is

not much longer to be left without competitors for the mercantile and
commercial empire of the Pacific. It is an old and true saying that
" Bragwell is a good dog, but Holdfast a better." For more than thirty
years we have been serenely solacing ourselves with the brag that this is

the one great Occidental city, the "Queen'* of tbe Western seas, to

whom all others must bow down. A good deal of this time Melbourne
was ahead of us in population, and Sydney in trade ; but we clung to the
brag all the same, because Australia is afar off, and nearer than that
there was no rival or sign of one. But now comes the sudden awakening
from a long sleep to the unpleasant thought that both to the north and to

the south of us, we are to have competition. On tbe one side Guaymas,
backed by Boston capital, threatens to have a line of steamships to New
Zealand and Australia, while on the other side, it is beyond a doubt that

both the Northern Pacific and the Canada-Pacific railway companies will

have each its own independent line of ocean steamships to China and
Japan. The Canadian Pacific, in all probability, will have its own line

to Australia, for that will be for emigrants from England the preferred
and, perhaps, cheapest if not the nearest route.

We need not feel much jealousy of any rival city that may spring up
on the Gulf of California. It is too hot a region for enterprise. But that

Puget Sound will produce such a rival is a thing already in sight. Port-

land on the Willamette is not to remain the commercial metropolis of

the north. It is too far inland—120 miles from the sea—and the naviga-

tion by far too uncertain. The Columbia river bar is the terror of sea-

men. At best it is not good for more than eighteen feet of water at mean
tides, and that damns it. It is not susceptible of permanent improvement.
The sands dredged out in the summer the winter storms restore again and
again and forever. Villard, for this and other reasons, will not suspend
operations on the Northern Pacific till he gets a road straight through
the Cascades Mountains to some point at deep water on the Sound; and
there will be laid the foundation of a city of the future which is to enter

into a sharp competition with San Francisco for the commerce of the

ocean. It may be Tacoma, Olympia, Seattle, Ship Harbor, or some new
ground at present nnthought of. But it will be. And it may be that the

two great railway companies will agree upon a common terminus to both
—say Ship Harbor, sometimes known as Anacortes. If so, then so much
the great and more rapid will be the growth of our rival. These two
transcontinental roads, with their many branches planned and planning,

will drain the traffic of a region larger than all the present western States;

a great part of it is rich in agricultural resources, as Ohio or Iowa; another
part covered with forests of the best timber on the continent; still another
part with mines of gold, silver, copper, iron and coal; and all of it to-

gether constituting an empire with capabilities for more millions of in-

habitants than all the western and southwestern States contain, in inde-

pendence and affluence. Such a region must and will have its metropolis

of commerce on either ocean, but the greatest one is likely to be on the

waters of the Pacific. Mind, we are not saying that a city, or two cities,

of a million each, on Puget Sound and the Gulf of Georgia, are going to

damage business in San Francisco, Not at all. The more cities there and
On the Gulf of California, the better for us. This will always be a central

point, much sought both for trade and pleasure, and the more people, tbe

more wealth, the more trade we have on the coast, the greater our own
populi tion. wealth and trade will become, though it may cease to be the

greatest.

A Philadelphia dude is reported to have died of congestion of the

brain, caused by excessive exertion. His mother was sick one morning
and he had to button his shoes himself. —Philadelphia News.

AN EPISODE OF FRISCAN LIFE.
The green-eyed monster of jealously bo immortalized by Shake-

speare's Othello, is abroad in Trisco. From high to low, lively to serene,

toe demon glides and brings suspicion, madness, crime, in its train.

Sometimes, however, we see verified tbe truth of the assertion that there
is only one step from the sublime to the ridiculous, and a case happening
the other day in nur midst shows the farcial hide of what can be done
under the influence of jealousy. We think the description can be made
more graphic by relating the incident as a pen-pictniv, thus enabling the
reader with his mind's eye to see how it was himself ! So we say : Scene
Fir.sf One of the fashionable hotels. Time, noon.— Millionaire invites

tiretty telegraph operator to dinner; unconscious that a female figure
urking near the office hears invitation given and accepted.
Scene Second -Time, late afternoon.—All quiet on—not the Potomac—

but the corritlor. Woman stealthily approaches. Looks cautiously around.
No one in sight. Fits key in lock of millionaire's door. Enters gorge-
ously appointed appartments, and, after hurriedscanning of surroundings
esconces herself behind large sofa in corner of room. Presently, from
her hiding-place sees millionaire come in, ring bell, issue order for dinner
for two, then seat himself for perusal of correspondence awaiting him.
Idea strikes woman said letters a good field for future action. Prepara-
tions for dinner go forward. Odors of tempting viands and visions of

many champagne bottles aid green-eyed monster in rendering watcher
rampant. She only waits to have her suspicions verified. And then * *

Scene Third—Evening, and grand denouement—Expected visitor ar-

rives, is warmly welcomed, senses regaled by sight of banquet fit for the
gods. Preliminary glass of champagne suggested. "There's many a
slip 'twixt the cup and the lip." Sure enough! ere the glass touches the
lip of telegraph operator, it is dashed to the ground. Astonished million-
aire beholds enraged former friend. Hills are green afar off, but seen
close are indicative of a storm in the atmosphere. Grand music and clos-

ing tableaux.

LOWELL PAPER. SHOT SHELLS.
Manufactured by the IT. S. Cartridge Co.

SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.

FIRST QUALITY—WATERPROOF. SECOND QUALITY-GOOD FOR ONE
SHOT. SURE FIRE AND DURABLE.

Cartridges, Brass Shells, Loading: Implements, etc.

f3@~ For sale by all dealers. March 31.

AMERICAN EXCHANGE HOTEL,
Sansome street, Corner Halleck, San FranciNCo.—This

hotel is in the very center of the business portion of the city, and has been
renovated and newly furnished throughout. The traveling public will find thia to

be the most convenient aa well as the most comfortable and respectable hotel in the
city. TABLE FIRST-CLASS. Hoard and room, §1, SI. 25 and $1.60 per day. Nice
single rooms per night, 50 cents. ' Breakfasts or dinners, 50 cents. Lunch, 25 cents.

Eighteen tickets, good for any meals, for $5, Hot and cold baths free. Free coach
to and from the hotel. Oct. 7.

f ESTAB LISHED 1855.]

J. O'KANE,

7 6 7 MA R'K ET STREET,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL UKALF.R IN*

HARNESS, SADDLES, ROBES, BLANKETS* 'WHIPS,
And Everything necessary for Horse or Carriage Use.

REPAIRING promptly attended to. May 12.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Hennery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurcts. Manufac-
turers of BLDESTONE. A I sn, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the hest facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in their

various forms.
June 18. PRENTISS SELBY. Superintendent.

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY
No* 310 Sansome Street,

San Francisco,

WHOLESALE DEALERS J.iV EURS.
[September 21.1

R. H. SINTON,

DEALER IN REAL ESTATE AND MINES
(Office of John BbODLVTOM & Sox),

116 Montgomery street .. San Francisco.

Grape, Agricultural, Graztnt; and Timber Lands bought and sold; also Gold, Silver

i > Solicitor of Patents for Mining Claims A SPECIALTY.

SEARCHER OF BECORDS FOR ALAMEDA COUNTY.

G. W, McKEAND.

Office* Southeast Corner of Fourth and Broadway streets,

OAKLAND. March 31.

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,

STOCK BROKERS,
No. 314 Pine Street San Francisco

[Mav »]



SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER AND May 26, 1883.

PLEASURE'S WAND.
"We Obey no Wand but Pleasure's."—Tom Moore.

The touching story of Francesca de Rimini's guilty love has fur-

nished inspiration for a triad of the arts. Its poetry has touched the pen
of Dante and Boccaccio; it pointed the pencil of Gustave Dore" ; it in-

spired the brush of Flaxman, and moved the musical genius of Ambroise
Thomas. Sounding the depth of almost every passion, it is well fitted

for transfer to the realms of dramatic art. Boker's tragedy was written

nearly thirty years ago. It was originally acted in Philadelphia, and
after a run of only a few nights, it was transferred to New York, where
it was produced at the old Broadway Theatre, Septemher 26, 1855, with
the principal characters cast aa follows : Lanciotto, E. L. Davenport

;

Paolo, J. W. Lanergan ; Pepe, Charles Fisher ; and Francesca, Mme.
Ponisi. It was a failure, being too voluminous and cumbersome. For
Lawrence Barrett's purpose, it was almost wholly rewritten and adapted

to the stage requirements of the day. It is now bo ter3e and compact
that the action never flags for a moment throughout its six acts, each of

which terminates in a climax singularly strong and vivid. The author

has followed the familiar story quite closely, and the few changes of in-

cident that mark the play are one and all based upon a striking knowl-
edge of dramatic composition. As a classical dramatic production, this

play unquestionably rises to a high rank. Its diction is beautiful, and
many of its lines are gems of thought set in rich rhetorical settings. It

is a play of remarkable literary merit ; a work that appeals to and satis-

fies the cultured mind. Aa Lanciotto, Lawrence Barrett rises above his

weaknesses and faults to a plane of tragic excellence that is as remark-
able as it is surprising. His peculiar and disagreeable mannerisms, and
his lack of that ability that makes one, of character and impersonation,

are as ever present, but there is an intellectual grasp, a power of expres-

sion and a vigorous eloquence that make of his Lanciotto, from a certain

point of view, a great performance. Louis James as the " Jester " shares

fully with Lawrence Barrett the honors of the performance. He plays
Pepe with a rare conception of its character, and it is a piece of artistic

acting that is simply admirable in itslurid intensity. Miss Wainwright is

a realization of the poet's fancy and the painter's ideal. The rest of the
cast is unusually good. In setting and costuming the performance is

worthy of the play. All in all, thiB production is one of the remarkable
ones of the local stage.#*$-**
Comedt.—A dramatic composition of a light and amusing character,

illustrative of the foibles of individuals, the manners of society or the
humorous accidents of life. Fabce.—A low style of comedy. A dra-

matic composition marked by low humor, written in an extravagant and
exaggerated manner, with little regard to regularity or method, and
abounding with grotesque incidents, ridiculous pranks and buffoonery.
These are the definitions to be found in any standard dictionary. Bronson
Howard's play, Saratoga, aa written and played in America, was a com-
edy. Its English adaptation, Brighton, as acted by the Wyndham Com-
pany, is a farce—a farce of the broadest and most aggressive kind. Ev-
erything is expressed or acentuated by methods that are purely physical

—

'

excessive and extravagant gesticulation, burlesque posturing and sudden
and rapid movements that are almost acrobatic in their nature. This of
course makes a lively and exciting entertainment, but it is not legitimate
comedy. This much said as an artistic acquit de conscience, it cannot be
denied that it would be difficult to imagine a more amusing and laughter-
provoking entertainment than that offered by this company. It is fun

—

wild, uproarious fun. Wyndham is a bright and clever fellow, strongly sug-
gestive of Sotbern in appearance and voice. He has good facial expres-
sion- briskness and rapidity of movements and great animation and vim.
Blakely, the old man of the troupe, is a genuine comedian. He was here
with Sotbern someyears ago, and his " Florey dear " will be remembered
by all theater-goers. His voice, with its peculiar unctuous tone and his

very eccentric manner fit the character of Vanderpump admiraby.
Hamilton Astley does a good bit of characteracting. Miss Rose
Saker is a bright and effective actress. The rest do not call for

especial mention. If, judged by a legitimate standard the troupe
is a disappointment, it ia a great success from a popular point of

view. It creates general merriment. It is an example of sustained
vivacity on the part of a lot of players that ia remarkable for its precision.

It is not comedy, but it is, as a New York paper aptly put it, "Liveliness
turned into a fine art." The scenery is beautiful. The Bramber Woods
set is a gem of stage landscape painting, and the Brighton Hotel act, a
most effective combination of the scenic artist's talent and the machinist's
skill. Big houses all the week. To-night Fourteen Diys will be pro-
duced, with new scenery by Voegtlin. In this farce the Company has
achieved its greatest success.

* * * * *

Frou-Frou is an abominable character. It is the incarnation of woman's
faults and weaknesses, without the redeeming feature of a single one of

ber many charms and qualities. It is an admirable character for the
stage, for it calls for infinite variety of dramatic art. Frou Frou is in
turn childish, fascinating, pathetic, tragic and emotional. To be truly
and properly represented, the character requires an actress who can not
only combine these various traits, moving easily from one to the other, but
who possesses also the charms and grace of face and form that are its

marked physical characteristics. Frou-Frou is one of Modjeska's best
impersonations, for she fills nearly all of its requirements. It is a fin-

ished performance. She is the liyht, elegant, frivolous, heartless, care-
less of the world being, the authors meant her to be. The quick, uneasy,
petulant temper, the spoiled-child manners, the inconsequent, inconsist-
ent and illogical moods, the unreasonable resentment and the here and
there scattered bits of tenderness and affection—all the different and vary-
ing p' % es of the character, Modjeslca portrayB beyond fault. She main-
tains throughout its most marked feature—frivolity—is a manner that is

wonderfully artistic. Even in the pathetic situations, amid the whirl-
wind of passion and despair, there is the perceptible tonch of thorough
worldliness, the tinge of supreme egoism. In certain scenes there is a
coloring of realism, indicated by gesture and by play, that shows Mod-
jeska to be a great student of human nature. The scene with her lover,

in the fourth act is a striking example of this. Thepremier pas has been taken
and the fear of the terrible future is indicated in the manner in which she,

half-believing and half-despairing, clings to the man who, having gained
his end, is on the eve of abandoning her. Such is life ! This scene is

acted with, a vividness that is startling. Modjeska's costuming is beauti-

ful beyond description. The support is poor. Barrymore's appearance
is not appropriate to the character of Sartorys, and his acting decidedly
unsatisfactory. He gives to the husband of Frou-Frou a mocking, ridicu-

ling manner that is not consistent with the part. Forbes Dawson plays
Paul Valreas in a juvenile, boj'ish way that makes of the character an
absurdity. Wm. F. Owen plays the father capitally. George Osborne
plays the Baron de Cambri in a sort of "Lone Fisherman" make-up.
Eccentricity in make-up is unpardonable unless it is characteristic or typi-

cal. On Thursday Twelfth Night was produced, and will be reviewed next
week. ###># *

The Standard Theatre is doing its usual business. The unwelcome
news comes that the Quartette is to close its engagement shortly. A bet-

ter Minstrel quartette does not exist in the country, and they have
formed one of the principal attractions of Emerson's troupe. A great

many people, who see nothing in the usual jukes and pranks of modern
minstrelsy, have been steady patrons ot the Standard, attracted by the
merit of its vocal force. The Quartette, in their different selections, have
risen above the usual plane of musical trash to be heard in Minstrel halls,

and have sung compositions of a higher and better sort. This has been
more than acceptable to the refined people of the audience, who have
turned with satisfaction from song-and-dance, banjo solos and negro bur-

lesque to good and sweet singing. The Quartette has been tendered a
farewell benefit by Manager Emerson, which is to take place on Thurs-
day afternoon of next week. The whole company will assist.

Through inadvertance, a paragraph relating to Ben Clark's concert was
omitted fcom last week's issue. The concert took place on Thursday even-
ing, and was a most decided success.*****
The sale of season tickets for the Thomas Concerts is large beyond ex-

pectation. From present appearances, the whole body of seats on the
main floor will be taken by subscribers for the series. It is a pleasant
duty to notice the awakening of musical taste in this city, and it is to

be hoped that the great event of the coming fortnight will so excite the
community that some encouragement to local concerts may be expected
in the future.*****
Miss Thursby is to arrive in a few days. She ia right royally welcome

to San Francisco. A few words as to her career will, no doubt, prove
interesting. Her first teacher was Herr Julius Meyer, a pupil of Men-
delssohn, and afterwards she studied under Signor Achille Errani, a dis-

ciple of Vaccay. Besides the advice of Lamperti and San Giovanni,
which she received while on a visit to Milan, she studied with Mme.
Rudesdorff, whose name is honored in musical circles. Then the hour
came when she dare at last sing in public. Reared in a pious and
puritan manner, she did not dream of directing her steps towards the
theatre, but instead, she went modestly and knocked at the door of a
church, begging the honor of blending her celestial voice with the canti-

cles of the Sanctuary. It was there, beneath the arches of the temple,

that Emma Thursby was first crowned artiste. Maurice Strokosch heard
her, and made her such brilliant propositions that she could do nought
but accept. A few weeks afterwards she made her first appearance, and
won such a triumph as is filled with sweetness to a young artiste. Since
then her reputation has been established in America and in Europe, and
she now stands among the first concert cantatrices of the world.

* * * * *

Georgie Cayvan is receiving a lot of disagreeable attention from some
ill-natured New York dramatic writers. It seems to be unjust and un-
called for, and prompted by feelings of jealousy existing in the bosoms of

less capable aud less successful actresses. Miss Cayvan ia the most prom-
ising young actress on the American stage. She has made a success of

every character she has played, and if she is to be leading lady at the
Union Square, it is a selection that redounds to the credit of the manage-
ment of that theatre.*****
Some weeks ago I alluded to the orchestral work in theatres during

entre-actes, and of its usual unsympathetic character. It should be in

harmony with the plays of the evening—and it never is. Nothing could
be more repugnant to good taste than to hear, while sitting at a good
play, the squeaking of fiddles and braying of brass in music-hall ditties

and trashy dance-tunes, foreign to the style of the drama, and suggestive
of ideas contrary to those inculcated by the dialogue. What can be more
absurd and irrelevant than a blaring waltz following a tragic scene, or a
popular comic song tooted on the cornet after a tender dialogue between
two lovers about to part forever, or a clog-dance after a duel or murder.
Yet only this week I heard a medley consisting of " Wait Till the Clouds
Roll By," "For Goodness' Sake Don't Say I Told You," etc., etc., played
immediately after the fall of the curtain on that grand exhibition of

tragic acting, the climax of the fifth act of Francesca de Rimini. "Lanci-
otto " kills "Pepe," the Rcoffing jester, who has imparted to the hunch-
back the tale of his dishonor. " Now for the guilty couple," cries "Lanci-
otto." "On to Rimini ! On to Rimini !! " (Curtain.) Schultz and fid-

dles: "Wait Till the Clouds Roll By"—a mild request, surely! If there

must be music between the acta in a dramatic performance, let it be at

least germane to the matter; let it be selected with reference to the scpne

it follows, or to that it precedes. Beauclerc.

Mrs. J. N. Blum gave a recital at her Parlors, 1615 Bush street, on
Saturday afternoon, May 19th, assisted by her pupils, who performed
works by Beethoven, Mozart, Mendelssohn, Clementi, Kuhlan, etc., in

a manner which reflects the highest praise on the ability of their teacher.

Mrs. Blum was formerly well known as Miss Clarissa Newburger, having
in years gone by studied with the lamented Prof. Trenkle and our une-

qualed Ernst Hartman. She often appeared on the contert stage, always
winning the highest praise. As a teacher Mrs, Blum has been pre-emi-

nently successful, and deservedly so, for she is a gifted lady, and one who
has done much toward elevating the standard of music in this city.

I
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SPORTING.
Athletics. \- 9 all Wmnd Pfcrfc tnd»v fcha Oaltdonian Clali will

hold it* nnniul picnic, Tli led, but
doabtlMi the preseoot of Donafd Dionla will .it t rut larger orov

several exhibition* of skill sod strength, and the regu-
lar lbt of foot rmoei and other oonteebi 611 tip a large programme. The

ipsforthe Olympic Club's sports, to be held on Decoration Day
an as as fnllowa j 100 yards, han sratobj A.
L Barria, W. R Stuart, 8 yards ; B. s. Emmons, <;. M. v. he, D. P,
Wuoley, w. Lubbock, 0. Poster, '.' vards; W. J. Sherman, P. 11. Peter-
son, A. W. Brown, & Gibson, B, Benjamin, LO yards; 0. J, Boswith.
II. Cnllinan, n yardsj V. C. Driffield, 12 yards: 0. A. Tulle, o. J. Kron,
1 1 yards ; Vr. A Owner, 1">. The final heut will find Sherman, Woulley,

rain and Harris in it, and the numbers go op in the order a an a,

Uasterson cannot possibly run through such a crowd, especially should
amongst the men who have got over 10 yards Btart. The 440

%:\r-ls handicap is as follows : J. Masterson, scratch ; II. (!. Vernon, J,
P. Seik, W. R. Stuart, D. F. Woolley, 25 yards; 0. Poster, 27 yards; II

28 yards ; 8. Mathews, V7. G. Wi t-r, G. M.
Ash.-, S ' yards. It Ashe runs as well as he did three months ago, he will
breast the tape fir-»t. Masterson has a very small show with such liberal
handicaps ahead of him. The 880 yards handicap will start in the follow-

I t : W. II. Stuart, scratch ; J. I. Gorevan, 5 yards ; H. <r. Ver-
D .ii. in yards; A. E. Mi rinder, 15 yards; F. B. Peterson. V. C. Driffield
and B. Benjamin, 20 yards ; 0. Creighton, 26 yards; R. Gibson, 30 yards-
G. G. Horan, 40 yards. Out of such a Held it is hard to pick out a win;
ner, but when the last 40 yards has to be run, Driffield, Gorevan and
Stuart will be close together, and we expect to see them finish in the
order of their names. Three bicycle handicaps, half-mile, one mile, and
five miles, are on the programme, but the entries are not complete and we
cannot report the distances. The mile professional handicap has four
entries : Mclntyre, scratch ; Guerrero, 60 yards ; Woods and Lonegran,
1)0 yards. Mclntyre should win. The 100 yards maiden race has seven
entries ; it is limited to members of the club who have never run a race.
We shall take a mental photograph of these seven men ; until assured by
the Secretary of the club we did not believe that such men were to be
found above ground. We expect to see some of them run like the crab,
backwards. The 220 yards race, Masterson barred, has nine entries ; A.
L. Harris, W. J. Sherman, W. R. Stuart, G. M. Ashe, J. Seik, S. Math-
ews, W. Lubbock, C. H. Slater. As the last named will not start, we
think the finish will find the men at the tape in the order of their names.
The programme is an excellent one, and the entries warrant us in anticipa-
ting some good sport. Of course there will be surprises, and we shall not
be astonished to find the forecasts we have given astray. The liberal handi-
caps to untried men make it difficult to pick out the winners in every case.

The dark horses never come out until the tape is breasted. The track is

in splendid condition, and good average time should be made all through.
We miss with regret the names of Haley, Seine, and Jones from the list

of entries. Had these three been included a really brilliant day's sport
would be assured.

Pigeon-Shooting.—Last Sunday there was some really brilliant work
done at the traps at Oakland Trotting Park. The first was a §5 sweep-
stake, 6 birds each, 21 yards rise. Robinson, Fay, Lambert and Hansen
each killed 6, Hofling grassing 4, Slade withdrawing when he missed his
fifth bird. The tie was shot off at 6 double birds, Robinson killing 6,

Lambert and Hanson 5 each, Fay missing 3. Lambert won second
money, killing his second pair of doubles, while Hanson missed both his
first pair. This was followed by a 10 bird- match, Hurlingharo rules, §5
entrance. Robinson and Lambert killed 10 straight, Fay grassed 9,

Pearson, Slade and Schnabel withdrew. The tie was shot off at 4 single
birds, with a like result twice, and on the third attempt the same result
followed, and the prize was divided. This was followed by a §5 pool, 8
entries, 12 birds each. Hurlingham rule3. Robinson again made a clean
score. Lambert and Fay divided second prize with a score of 10 each.
Pearson and Merryweather then shot a match, 12 birds each, Hurling-
ham rules, for $50 a side, Merryweather being allowed 4 dead birds.
Pearson won by 1 bird. Then came a double-bird match, G pairs each, 18
yards rise, $5 entrance. Slade won, killing 9, Robinson and Hanson 8
each, Luirille 7, Pearson 6, Merryweather 4. Lambert missed 5 out of
10, and withdrew. Robinson and Hanson divided second money.
Robinson's shooting at single birds shows that he is again in his old form,
killing 36 straight, and 14 out of 18 at doubles, Spaulding won the clay-
pigeon medal, last Saturday, at Adam's Point. He has ouly to secure it

once more to make it permanently his own. To-morrow, at San Bruuo,
there will be a match, Hurlingham rules, for a sweep of $50. Fay,
Swan. Pearson and Luirille are the subscribers; 25 birds each. We ex-
pect 15 dead birds will win the pot. The Gun Club will hold its annual
picnic on Decoration Day, near San Rafael. The holder of the Gun
Club's medal has challenged the ex-holder of the clay-saucer medal to
shoot a match, 15 birds each, Hurlingham rules, and allow the ex-cham-
pion 2 dead birds. We think the live-pigeon hero will not have long to
wait for an answer when this item reaches No. 26 Nevada Block.

Fishing.— '* The Boss " fishing club made its usual monthly trip last
Sunday to Angel Island, where clam chowder was supped in galore.

The fishing was nominal, but other sport was found and indulged in with
the earnestness that always marks the enjoyments of the "Boss" fisher-

men. The day was hot, "scorching hot" was the term used in describ-
ing it, but the liquids were kept cool at the end of several six fathom
lines, and strange to state, neither rock cod, perch, nor sea trout coveted
the bait. The little steamer Annie Hart had the plunger Restless in
tow as usual. The members of the club and their guests mustered in full

force, aud in spite of a blazing sun above water, and uuappreciative fish

under water, every one had a jolly time.

Wrestling.—To-night at the Grand Opera House Dinnie and Muldnon
will give their exhibition match. That it is such no one has the smallest
doubt. Evidently the Scotchman dues not expect or intend to put. on
his metal, er he would nut take part in a number ui small events at a
picnic early in the day. The number of falls, give and take, to each
man, have doubtless long since been decided upon.

Tacbting.—The cnuae of the San Franoiaoo Club to Vallejo last Sat-
urday proved most unsatisfactory. The smallest fleet we remember <>n

inch an occasion assembled off Front street wharf at 1 p, it When Vice-
Oummodore Oliver fired the signal from the deck of the Kmcrald only

ate got under way. The Rambler and Whitewing went olf Brat
t.» leeward, the Nellie, with only a bunt keeper and deckhand on b .aid, to
windward, the two rioe-coramodore*a i.o.ei her bringing up the rear. The
Rambler and Emerald had ladies on board, and a small party accompa-
nied \ ice-Commodore Caduc on the Annie. A handful of spectators wit-
nessed the start, which was made with a favorable breeze. But what a
burlesque OH cruising in company the whole affair looked, and what a con-
trast the fleet presented to the fleets of last year and its predecessor? For
a month there had been an outcry for a " cruise to "Vallejo." The orders
were given, when lo! the twentyor more handsome yachts and the three
Score owners and hundreds of invited guests vanish into thinnest air. The
crowd when mustered did not outnumber the fingers on a man's left hand.
Sous of Neptune and daughters of Venus where did you hide yourselves
last Saturday? As it happened you did not lose much enjoyment, but
escaped a great deal of scorching. Had you been with us, you would have
fancied yourselves at the equator, or off the coast of Borneo or some other
place of burning fire instead of abreast of Red Rock and Point Pinole, or
idly drifting through the Straits at Mare Island. The few that were
present want no more such exhilarating experiences. The many that
stayed away have our coldest congratulations.

Lawn Tennis.—The Lotus Club, of Sao Rafael, differs from the other
thousand Clubs of the same name. The officers are: President, Win.
Babcock; Vice-President, Henry S. Hyde; Secretary, W. A. Murison;
Treasurer, W. B. Bradford. The leading object of the Club is to devel-
ope and enjoy the game of Lawn Tenuis amongst its members. The
grounds at San Rafael are delightfully situated, and the Club-house is

both ornamental and comfortable. On Decoration Day the Club will
open the season with several informal games of Lawn Tennis. Members
who cannot find room in the courts can enjoy a match at bowls. The
Club's alley is an excellent one, fitted up in the completest style. For
those of still quieter tastes there is a shuffle-board. With so "many at-
tractions the members should never feel the lack of exercise and amuse-
ment. The San Rafael Lawn Tennis Club, the oldest Club in this coun-
try, will formally begin the season on the same day, when a series of
handicaps will be played. During the Winter months the playing-
ground was extended and the turf relaid, and is now in first-rate order.

Baseball.—The Redington Club, once thft champion amateurs of the
State, scored a win for the first time last Sunday, when they defeated the
California Club by a score of 8 to 5. We wonder if they will ever rival
the Hop Bitters nine, who so long and successfully advertised that sooth-
ing syrup. The Niantic Club has not withdrawn from the League, and
we commend their good sense in not allowing the bad habits of one of the
team to send the Club to smash. The Haverly and Union Clubs played
at Sacramento last Sunday, when the victors won as they liked, scoriog
13 to 2. To-morrow the Niantics and Redingtons play at the usual place,
when doubtless the latter Club will give its opponent physic.

Cricket.—The Merion Cricket Club will distribute the prizes won at
the club's sports on Washington's Birthday, at Covenant Hall, on Friday,
1st June. After the medals are placed on the manly breasts of the win-
ners by the fair admirers of the club with appropriate solemnity, the fair and
manly forms will mingle in the mazy dance. The match arranged for to-day
between the Occidents and Merlons has been postponed until next Satur-
day, the members of the M. C. C. not being quite (ready to appear in
their new and handsome uniforms. Several of the British shipmasters in
port contemplate having a friendly game with the Occident Cricket Club
at an early day.

Rowing.—W. Cotsford, of Victoria, B. C, has issued a challenge to
H. Peterson to row a race in shells, at Victoria, for a stake of $1,000 or
S2,000, Cotsford allowing the San Francisco man $200—for expenses.
Peterson is sure to accept the challenge if the details are satisfactory.
The distance named is from two to four miles. Unless Cotsford has im-
proved since he was beaten here by Stevenson, the result should be in
favor of Peterson. To-day, at Long Bridge Course, the race between
five four-oared gigs, from the same number of British Bhips, will be
rowed; about $300 in prizes will be given to the successful crews.

Turf.—The English Derby was run on 23d inst. in glorious weather,
and with as brilliant an audience as ever to witness it. St. Blai'ze won by
a neck, Highland Chief second, Galliard, who was the favorite in the bet-
ting, got third place. The odds were 7 to 2 against him, and 5 to 1
against St. Blaize, Highland Chief going at 16 to 1.

Bicycling.—The run of the Oakland Club to San Jose, postponed from
last Saturday, will take place to-day. The roads are now in splendid
trim, and the wheelmen anticipate a delightful trip. Sunday will be
spent in riding over the line roads around San Jose and Santa Clara, and
the riders will return by the last train on Sunday night.

Professor Lunt's Annual May Festival, which took place at Platte
Hall last night, was in every respect a magnificent and complete success.
The hall was crowded with an audience which included in it the wealth
and culture of San Francisco. Unfortunately, the affair took place so
late that we are unable to describe it more fully this week.

HUGH MAULDITV,
JEWELER,

(FORMERLY WITH RANDOLPH & COMPANY,)

Factory, SOS Suttex- Street.

WATCHES, DIAMONDS, JEWELRY, Eto.

DESIGNS FURNISHED, and ANY ARTICLE OF JEWELRY MADE TO ORDER.

ATTRACTIVE GOLD QUARTZ JEWELRY.

REPAIRING, g^- RETAIL TRADE SOLICITED.
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"The World," the Flesh, and the Devil.
[By a Truthful Penman.]

The 'wife of Minister J. E.. Lowell, according to a letter in the New-
York Times, has long been an invalid, and, in consequence, has only
lately been presented at Court. The state of her health making neces-

sary the greatest care, she applied for permission to wear a somewhat dif-

ferent dress from that which is the rule at the Queen's Drawing-ftoow.
The Queen, in extending to Mrs. Lowell the needed dispensation, sent a

message requesting her not to go to the royal reception without the per-

mission of her medical advisers, and adding that if they were not of opin-

ion that she could do so with safety, the Queen would have much pleas-

ure in paying her a visit at the Legation. Mrs. Lowell attended the

Drawing Room, and was very much gratified by the kindness of the Eng-
lish Queen, who is now herself an invalid.——One of the lawyers in the
Star Route trials finished his review of the testimony concerning the Eu-
gene and Bridge City route, known as the "gum-boot" mail-line, by
reading the appended lines, which, he said, were composed by Assistant
District-Attorney Moore :

" The mail was small^
Scarce any at all

;

A letter or two and a paper
Went over this route
In the leg of a boot

—

The horse on a five-mile caper."

——It is claimed that a tall tree has been discovered in Victoria, Aus-
tralia, that far surpasses any of the great trees of California. It is a va-

riety of the eucalyptus tree, and it is claimed that it is 430 feet tall, and
measures sixty feet around the trunk at some distance from the roots.

Few things convey to us a clearer idea of the enormous character of the
sun and the phenomena connected with it, than the insignificant part the
earth plays in connection with it. According to Knowhdge, the effect of

the fall of a body as large as the earth upon the sun would probably be
hardly anything more than to restore the sun to the condition it was. in a
century ago. The energy lost in the course of a century would be re-

placed—that is about all. During the few moments while the body was
passing through the sun's atmosphere there might be, and probably would
be, phenomena of great interest and beauty to those who were on the
watch; but it is very doubtful whether people generally would know any-
thing about the occurrence until they read of it in the papers. A.
great many attempts have been made to discover the missing link.

They thought they had got it at the Westminster Aquarium, but Oakfield
puts in a better claim in the fact of having given birth to a three-legged
jackass. Of course the link between two legs and four legs is three.—
The seven new torpedo boats lately constructed by the Weser Company,
of Bremen, have just received their armament in Wilhelmshaven. One
of these, the Sckulz, attained a speed of from 17 to 18 knots in a very
heavy sea, and is expected in calm weather to make 20. Another one, the
Sckerf, in an experimental trip from Geestermunde to Wilhelmsha-
ven, reached a maximum rate of speed of 19 knots per hour.
An important discovery of Roman coins has just been made on the
estate of the Earl of Darnley, at Cobham-hall, near Rochester, where, in

digging up the roots of a tree a short distance from the hall, the work-
men came upon a large earthenware jar, which was found to contain a
quantity of Roman coins in bronze. The coins, which number between
800 and 900, mostly bear the date of the fourth century, or about 100
years before the Romans left Britain, and are chiefly of the reigns of the
Emperors Constantine, Constans, and Constantius. It is worthy of note
that many of the coins bear the labarum, which was the first emblem of
Christianity adopted by the Emperors. The spot where the coins were
discovered was near to the old Roman Watling-street, which ran through
Cobham-wood toward London and the interior of the island.

—

London
Times.—Some correspondence has recently taken place with the
Lurd Chancellor on the subject of the nomination of Dr. Duncan, of
Cardiff, to the magisterial bench. The Lord Chancellor refused to confirm
the nomination, because Mr. Duncan was proprietor of a local newspaper.
The same question has now arisen in the case of the nomination of Rams-
den, of Halifax, whose name has been submitted to the Lord Chancellor,
and the nomination refused on the same grounds.

—

European Mail. •< »

Much dissatisfaction has been expressed in French journals at the re-

ported annexation of New Guinea. A letter published in the Rassegna
says: "Farewell to the projects and the outlay made by our travelers
and our Geographical Society. Farewell to the labors, the studies, and
the discoveries of Reccari de Albertis and many others, who but recently
spent years in New Guinea to make us and our Government acquainted
with the natural riches, capabilities, and magnitude of an island, which,
for Italy, was the only one that the colonial monopolies of other Powers
had still left free. * * I do not say that Italy should have occupied the
whole island ; that would have been impracticable. But Signor Mancini
should, as at the Bay of Assab, have established a footing there, in order
to prevent others from occupying it entirely. Instead of this having been
done, our travelers have prepared the way for strangers."

" Will you give a poor fellow who is racked with fever-and-ague a
dime to buy some quinine ?" asked a Westchester county tramp. " Why,
~I gave you ten cents less than an hour ago." "Oh! so you did. I didn't
recognize you. Well, I spent that dime for whisky. You don't suppose
a man can eat quinine clear, do you ?

" —Post-Express.

Another New Oil Store.—Latest! Best! Prettiest! Call and see it, at John
F. Hi-BRS & Co., S69 Market street.
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THE SOULS VOYAGE.
[ BY r. n. DOTOOK. ]

When a nd red <»f Mlf'dfoUin
BfOOdl o'er my spirit like ft pall,

I Mi • the earth for the ir.v.-tir ni.iin,

Lod wmoder away where the Mfc-gaUfl call,

Where, with l..w whistle, nd and soft,
They call to each ether high in air,

Wheeling so warily far aloft,
i upon pinions white and fair.

The waves come in with a solemn roll—
The clear green waves of the sounding sea

—

Flooding iny niekeued, sunless soul
With their weird and their ancient melody.

That soul, it seemeth to sail away
Athwart the surge, like a fairy swan ;

Over the ripples, beyond the day,
Kver it flnatetk smoothly on !

Diving anon in the cool blue deep,
Threading the aqueous groves below,

"Waking the mermaidens out of sleep,
Where the dim, delicate sea-blooms grow.

Kising again to the line of light
That quivers so brightly on ocean's breast,

Dancing away, with enhanced delight,
Onwards—still onwards—towards the west

!

Memories olden of days long dead,
Hovering, cloud-like, high above,

The dusky wings of the past outspread
Over the waters the Nereids love !

And fainter yet comes that muffled roll

Of the wild waves washing the distant shore,
To the free, exultant, rejoicing soul

That lightly laughs at their "Nevermore!"

A dirge that rises upon the wind,
And falls anon till it dies away :

On the marge the mortal is left behind,
But the soul sails on to a brighter day

!

—Public Opinion, London.

LETTER PROM NEW YORK.
New York, May 10, 1883.

Dear News Letter:—It is usual for the correspondent to say some-
thing about the weather, and I will be no exception to the rule. Califor-
nians who enjoy New York weather are few and far between. Last win-
ter was unusually nasty—I use the word nasty in its fullest sense, and as
a spring month April was a libel and a fraud. May comes in more iuert-
ingly, and yesterday we had the first thunder-storm of the season, which
begins to look summery. And the chances are that in a few days people
will wish they could flee to some garden of Eden, drink nectar unencum-
bered with gauze, even as the reporters say our first parents were clad.
Then the Californian sighs for a fog creeping through the Golden Gate,

and even Dave Ferris exclaims: " O, for a breath of a San Francisco
breeze!" Take it all in all, and the climate of San Francisco is equal to
strawberries and cream all the year round.
But you can't make these New Yorkers believe it. They would lather

swelter in summer and freeze in winter than have your glorious winters
and summers.
Among the new arrivals from the Pacific Coast, I note jolly, genial,

happy Charles Crocker, whose face beams with smiles as he meanders
down Wall street to the Mills' Building, the headquarters of the railroad
magnates, whereof he is one, and not a small one either. Mr. Crocker
has not exactly concluded to make New York his home, but he hankers
after it considerably, if not more. A few more antagonistic Railroad
Commissioners, and his mind would soon be made up.

By the way, Ex-Gov. Leland Stanford is slowly conquering a bitter
enemy in the shape of muscular rheumatism, and with warmer weather
he expects to be himself again.

Charlie Felton turned up yesterday quite unexpectedly. Time deals
gently with Charlie. It is needless to say that he was warmly welcomed
by his friends, and handsomely entertained at Delmonico's by Eugene
Dewey, who was " so glad to see him."
N. P. Perine, of Oakland, tarries for a few days, prior to bis departure

for Europe.
Smyth Clark, one of your oldest pioneers, dropped into Harry Logan's

office, the other day, much to the surprise of the latter gentleman. He
looks hale and hearty.

Do you remember the Willows, that great place of resort, located at
the Mission, long since filled in, and now covered with houses? If you
do, you will recollect Major James F. Quin, the popular major-domo" of
the establishment. Quin still lives, but instead of catering to the pleas-
ures and tastes of eager visitors, he finds it rather up-hill work to contend
with the bulls and bears of Wall street. The Major is as polite, dignifi-

ed and affable as ever.

Jack Staples' lithe form may be seen any pleasant morning on Broad-
way, Wall and New streets, as he visits his brokers. Jack is quite an
authority on grain, and has made several small fortunes. It's easy to make
money, hut hard 60 keep it—the wise ones say.
Tom Phely came to New York many weeks ago. Tom is. or was, the

Superintendent of the Inyo Company, whose General Manager, according
to the designation of the New York By-Laws, was George Pinney. Tom
was supposed to bring with him the proceeds of the insurance of a fortu-
nately fire-destroyed mill—some .S;5.">,000. The stockholders of the iin-

pany, including Pinney, were jubilant in the expectation of another divi-
dend. Pinney treated Phely like a prince. But when Phely presented
his accounts, and declared that the insurance money, $35,000, was all ex-
pended, barring $333, which he offered to pay over, there was wrath and
indignation among the Inyo people. Well, the result was that Phely
went to LudloW-atreat jail on George M. Pinney's affidavit. Phely is tel-

ling some queer stories at Pinney 's expense, and vice versa. The situation

is that Phely has the boodle, and that he expects to be bailed out. All
of which doesn't re6ect credit on the California Colony.
Thomas Cole looked as natural the other day, riding up in a Broadway

car. as though be was in San Francisco, thinking of .! alia deals.
George B. MacAneny, late of Nevada Block, has evidently settled, or

rattier resettled in New York, for keeps. The other day he bought a nice
real estate plum -a French Flat— for §175,000. When Johnnie Boyd
oomes on his honeymoon, George will offer him the hospitalities.

1 lave Ferris and A. J. Severance, (Jcorge Roberts' partners in the Pas-
sion Play business, are somewhat discouraged at the obstinacy of the au-
thorities in not allowing them to teach lessons of morality on the stage
through the Passion. Dave says " that San Francisco is a much better
place than New York, anyhow." So one of these days don't be surprised
to see Dave on Pine street again. •

Cameron H. King is drifting into a pretty good law business. John
Shaw is getting his famous Total Wreck mine ready for the New York
market. Joe H. H. Williams has become interested in a gas: telephone,
and proposes visiting San Francisco soon to introduce it. Ex-Supervisor
W. T. Keynolds is still here. Occasional.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Victoria, Vancouver's Island, 17th May, 1883.

Dear N. L. : Our little St. Stephen's is over. The first session of the
Fourth Parliament was prorogued last week without booming of cannon
or sound of fife and drum. The Lieutenant-Governor, escorted by eight
or ten military and naval men, attended the House, thanked the mem-
bers for sticking to their work so long, told them that they might go home,
bowed to, them, all the while keeping his cocked hat on—some peculiar
reason for this, perhaps--and Btrode out in the same manner as he had
come in, followed by the lobsters and shellbacks with swords and spurs
clanking. The whole spectacle lasted about as long as it would take to
read one of the T. C.'s gems. Barring the Lieutenant-Governor, the
most imposing figure was the Sergeant-at-Arms, Colonel Hodge, in even-
ing dress, carrying the mace. This mace is a solid gold stick about three
feet long and three or four inches in circumference, surmounted by a solid
gold crown, which the gallant officer kept " at the shoulder." Of course
it would be of greater use if it were melted. I believe there is no fixed
receptacle for the bauble, and I have been credibly informed that it is left

lying loosely around in the Chamber. I have not yet ascertained the
exact locality, but I know that when people are in a hurry to leave Vic-
toria they usually make for the Sound. I am rather unsettled just now,
and my next letter may be dated from Seattle or Portland!
The new ministers have done well; they have got rid of the dry dock,

and turned it over, neck and crop, to the Dominion government; they
have framed and passed several useful acts, and otherwise distinguished
themselves. The Kootenay bill, which engendered some opposition upon
its introduction, has passed the House and will become law. The pro-
moters' are Captain Blasdel, et als., all of California. They will build a
railway connecting with the C. P. R. R. Company from the outlet of the
Koottnay lake through the Selkirk range, to a point on the Columbia
river at the junction of the Kootenay with the Columbia river in British
Columbia, receiving certain lands and privileges fur so doing. We want
men of capital and enterprise to open up the country, and I think B. C.
is now in a fair way to prosperity.

The Grappler inquiry has ended in a verdict that the authorities, own-
ers and officers were guilty of culpable negligence. Another inquiry re-

garding the loss of life by this steamer has been held by a Dominion offi-

cer, and the statements of the witnesses forwarded to Ottawa. Over 60
lives were lost by the Grapplcr. And now comes the news of the destruc-
tion by fire also of the steamship Mississippi, at Seattle, and the burning
to death of the Chief Engineer in his cabin. In this part of the world
and within the last three months, we have had to chronicle a succession

of marine disasters. Misfortunes have come upon us all in a heap.

What next ? Yours, Vie.
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APPEALS, AND OUR JUDICIAL SYSTEM.
The light to appeal from the bad law and worse decisions of certain

of the Superior Courts throughout the State, has become peculiarly im-

portant, for the reason that confidence in a number of those Courts has

been considerably impaired. Said a very prominent and able lawyer to

the writer, shortly after the last election : j" It is not now so important

who should be Superior Judges as you seem to suppose, because, no mat-

ter what their decision, nearly all cases are taken up to the Appellate

Court." But is it not bad that there should be so little confidence in the

Superior Courts that every decision they render is sure to be met by
mostly and interminable litigation? We see the result in an overworked
Supreme Court, with a calendar that is some two years in arrear. Then,

if the higher tribunal is finally to determine all cases, no matter how
certain and well determined the law-point involved may be, would it not

be speedier, cheaper and better to make that tribunal a Court of first in-

stance? Moreover, there is nothing in the law, as it at present stands, to

compel the Superior Courts to pay heed to the law laid down by the

higher Court. We know of a case in Alameda county, in which the Judge
refused to pay attention to an opinion in reversal, signed by five of the

Supreme Judges. Said he, on the new trial: "I do not feel myself bound
by an absurd decision of the Supreme Court," and he point-blank refused

to take the law from his judicial superiors. In that case, what remedy
has the wronged litigant? He may go to the Supreme Court again, on
appeal, but of what use is that if again a new trial is ordered before the

same recalcitrant Judge? It looks as if there may be wrongs in this

State, for which there is no remedy. If cranks happen to be Superior
Judges, and refuse to take the law from the Court established by the

State for appellate purposes, what is to be done? We confess we know
not what the remedy is, and, if any lawyer can tell us, he will be confer-

ring a public service by doing so. It may be said that, on the second ap-

peal, the Supreme Court may take the case into its own hands and enter

a final judgment, but it has proven extremely loth to pursue that extreme
course, and in any event two years are required to reach any case on the

calendar, and meanwhile the losing party is liable to die or become bank-
rupt. The opinion of the Supreme Court ought to be, as it

is popularly believed to be, conclusive, and there ought to be
some way found of compelling Superior Judges to obey the

rulings of the Appellate Court, or else of what use is that tri-

bunal ? We believe that it might well be made a subject of con-

tempt for Superior Judges to disobey the Supreme Judges and to talk of

their decisions being "absurd." A fine or imprisonment for such con-

temptuous action would not fail to teach a salutary lesson. Moreover,
it might be well—if, indeed, that is not the law already—to make such
disobedience aground for impeachment. We have before us a case tried the
other day in British Columbia. The presiding Judge, before be would
allow an appeal to be taken, compelled the losing party to pay the judg-
ment to the winning one. There was no law or authority for any such
action, and when the case came before the Supreme Court of Canada,
the Chief Justice scored the Judge below in scathing terms and recom-
mended his impeachment. It has hitherto been presumed that Superior
Judges will yield a ready compliance to the opinions solemnly arrived at

by the Supreme Court, but it is certain that we now have Judges so ig-

norant of their duties, or so foolhardy as to the consequence to litigants,

that they take upon themselves to reverse the decisions of their appellate
superiors, and that that is not by any means an exaggerated statement
the illustration we have quoted from Alameda County abundantly proves.

It begins to look as if our whole judicial system must be recast, or it will

fall into contempt. It is to-day next to impossible to reach a final judg-
ment, no matter bow plain the case. Suits cannot be reached until either
the defendant leaves the State, loses his property, or dies. Appeals are
being taken in nearly every case, and the Supreme Court Calendar is so
crowded that the Court is years behind its work, and the evil is increas-

ing every day with alarming strides, If to all this is to be added the
power of the Judges below to disobey the dictum of the Supreme Court
when it is at last delivered, then there is a virtual denial of justice, and
our Courts nave become a sham, a delusion and a snare. We say again
that as things are now proceeding, there will soon have to be a recasting
of our whole judicial system, or that system will otherwise fall into well
merited contempt. Our Supreme Judges, when appealed to, admit the
evil, shrug their shoulders, but suggest no remedy. Some day the people
will take the matter into their own hands.

PUNISH THEM SEVERELY.
Two cases have come before the courts during the past week that

ought to call down upon the evil doers the severest punishment known to
the law. A hoodlum, young in years, but old in crime, entered the saloon
of a most respectable man, called for drinks, and when asked for pay-
ment, stabbed the proprietor, the father of a young family, to death.
The ruffian, upon being subsequently arrested, fought like a tiger, tried
to commit a second murder, and declared that as he knew "he would
swing," he would rather die than be taken alive. He passed judgment
upon himself, and the Booner that judgment is made final by the courts,
the better. The case is clear. It was one of the most unprovoked and
inexcusable murders that it is possible to imagine. Let justice be swift-
ly and rigorously dealt out, and the example thus made will surely be the
saving of many lives. The best use that the criminal, Abbott, can now
be put to is to hang him. There is not only no mercy in saving his worth-
less and criminal life, but there is positive cruelty in it. If he is spared,
others of his kind will follow his example, and more innocent lives will
suffer. An examp'e is badly needed just now. Let the District Attorney
pre^eiit him for trial without delay, ani let the esecutlonar do his duty
without hesitation. If he could be tried and hanged within two moaths
of this date, the lesson thus taught to the reckless criminals of this city
would be one of the very highest value. The second case to which we al-
lude is one of less consequence, but it is a dastardly one notwithstanding.
The man Jamison, alias "Booth, the bicyclist," not content with rob-
bing two women of their foolish affections, stole their money and left

them in a strange city penniless. His only defense was a savage and
cold-blooded attack upon their unvirtuous generosity towards him. A
more dastardly dog never appeared in a Court of Justice. A lengthened
period of reflection at San Quentin will undoubtedly do him good.

The good dye young when their new mustaches come out red.

NEW GUINEA ANNEXED.
The British Colony of Queensland has had the courage of its convic-

tions. It believed that New Guinea, or Papua, should no longer remain
a no man's land, and has annexed it accordingly. On the 4th of April
last a colonial officer hoisted the British flag on the island and declared it

annexed to the Empire. The news was at once sent to the nearest tele-

graphic station on the mainland of the Australian continent, and was
forthwith transmitted to the neighboring colonies and to England and to
Europe. Papers come to us from both the old and new worlds discussing
the subject. The English press hardly knows whether or not to approve the
bold and audacious act of the youngest of British Colonies. The British
Colonial Minister, being interrogated in the House of Commons, said he
had received intimation by telegraph as to what had been done, but was
awaiting full official dispatches by mail before taking action. It is certainly
unprecedented for a distant dependency to take such bold action in the
name of the Imperial authorities, and the subject will undoubtedly be
very gravely considered before so novel and inconvenient a precedent is

permitted to be established. If a dependency may annex a vast terri-

tory, the Government of which will surely involve great responsibilities,

then it is hard to say what act it may not perform, or to set limits to its

capacity to _coram.it the Empire to onerous duties and obligations. It
might, for instance, go the length of committing the mother country to a
war on account of some difficulty arising with the neighboring possessions
of foreign powers. The act of annexation is, however, very popular in

the Australian Colonies, all of which have telegraphed to their Agents-
General in London to earnestly support the action of the Queensland
Government. New Guinea lies immediately off the north-eastern coast

of Australia, only a narrow strait separating the two. It was felt that
it would be highly inconvenient, if not dangerous to the future of the
Colonies, if New Guinea were to fall into foreign and possibly unfriendly
hands. Moreover, its possession was tempting. Recent explorations
show that it possesses an excellent climate, a fertile soil, and that it is

rich in minerals. That it will become one of the great gold producing
countries of the world seems highly probable. It possesses a considera-
ble population, and therefore a " native difficulty " may be looked for in

the near future, but that has been an accompaniment of British coluniza-
tion everywhere. Upon the whole, it is likely that the annexation will

be approved, after some critical growls, by the English Government.
New Guinea is the third largest island in the world, being next in Bize

after Australia and Borneo. It is comparatively a terra incognita, only a
portion of its coast having been explored. Enough is known, however, to
indicate that it is a land of great promise, and, as such, a valuable acqui-
sition.

THE RULE OP THE BOSSES.
The tight grip that the bosses have on all the minor offices in this city

is working dire results, that will be better understood by the people at

large before next election day comes round. The Supervisors, School Di-
rectors and heads of departments pledged themselves, in return for their

own nominations, to give the bosses the patronage, and, with but one or

two notable exceptions, they are keeping their promise. The result is

that the criminal classes who were wont to congregate around Buckley's
saloon, and who carried the precinct clubs, have been provided for. Not
one dime of the ordinary tax levy is being spent on any substantial im-
provement, but all is going to the office holders, and they are selling for

coin every official act that they are capable of performing. The worst
days of the Tweed regime in New York are not equal to the corruptions
and official villainy that is being to-day practiced in this city of ours.

The daily papers, through their faithful reporters, all know this to be
true. Newspaper men meet and talk over these things, and no two of

them disagree as to what is going on, but their proprietors choose at this

time to be silent. Why ? They have various motives. The Bulletin,

Call and Chronicle are all well posted, but they do not speak out now be-

cause they prefer party to reform. They want things to go on from bad
to worse in order that they may break out into whole columns of disgust
about six months before the next Presidential election takes place. They
are meanwhile watchers of what is going on. Facts are being collated

and treasured up against the forthcoming day of reckoning. The Exam-
iner, enjoying official patronage, and having axes to grind, is standing in
with the bosses and dare not call its soul its own. The News Letter
looks not to ulterior ends; it has no friends to reward, enemies to punish
or a party to conduct to triumph. It desires honest and good government
for its own Bake, and it desires it now. It does not desire the party in
power to sink itself beneath a load of iniquity. It wants to enhance real

estate values, to make this a clean and healthful city, and to make this

Queen City of the Pacific worthy of the proud name that it arrogated to

itself. Thi3 can never be done whilst the bosses rule through the criminal
elements, as they now do. Our word for it, as the inside facts become
better and better understood, there will be an awakening of the public
conscience on this subject.

EXHUMED.
It is being whispered about, with what truth we do not know, that

the body of a young and healthy girl, who died mysteriously some two
weeks ago, was recently exhumed by certain medical students, curious to

learn more particularly as to the real cause of death. It is difficult to

arrive at the exact truth of what their examination revealed, but certain

it is that the wildest rumors are afloat. We refrain from giving them
currency, for the reason that it is impossible to get at the facts in such a

tangible shape as to justify publication. But the broad fact that all

doubts and suspicions were not set at rest by the Coroner's inquest is a

most regretable < ne; and if to-day there is a ghost stalking abroad that

will not down, they are alone to blame who, by pursuing indefensible and
excessively suspicious ways, refused to exorcise the spirit of the unfortu-
nate girl, but sent it forth to trouble the minds of men who do not desire

to see murder made easy and safe. That loose ways prevailed in the

Coroner's office has been proved. That juries could be obtained for coin

to bring in verdicts to order, has been demonstrated. That the conduct
of everybody concerned was suspicious in the highest degree is certain.

That the death has not been satisfactorily accounted for is the general

belief. Was murder committed, or was it not ? Shall we ever certainly

know? Is that not a frightful condition of things which leaves such a
question in serious doubt?
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TOWN CRIER.
"H«r th« Oriw!" "Wh»« the devil »rt thoa ?

"On» that will play the devil. «tr with yoo.''

" He'd ft stilt* In bis tail as Ion* as a nail.
Which made him grow bolder end bolder."

On Sunday last Deacon SIvtippler was persuaded by some wicked
$ahinjr< "What! fish upon Sunday T " said the late churob

dignitary, " never." A hint, however, that the boys vers going to hare
rime overcame his religion* scruples, and eight o'clock found him

at the d.-pot of the Sanoelito boat, armed to the teeth with rod, line, and
ispioious protnberanoefl which looked very like bottles. sHis ap-

pearance was hailed with shoots by the assembled fisherman, and he
soon f<uind himself the center of attraction. The deacon's ideas of fish-

ing w.re somewhat crude, and his aparatus was proportionately original.

It consisted of a pole mid,, out of a clothes-line prop, a ball of twine and
a shark hook. Arrived at Tamalpais Station, the deacon started across

the marsh to the place where large salmon trout were said to abound.
His rig was the cause of much fun but he did not mind, and went to work
with a will. The fish did not bite, but the deacon drank and was soon
fast asleep upon the bank. Some of the boys who had come late happened

tion having seen a Chinaman on the railroad line with a large stur-

geon on his back, and one of the party at once proposed that it should
be purchased and fixed onto the end of the somnolent deacon's line.

The purchase was soon effected, the fish attached, and the deacon woke
up from his slumber by shouts of: "A fish! deacon, a tish! He's too big
to haul out alive; let's shoot him! " the boys shouted, as four or five bul-

lets pierced the dead sturgeon. A gaff was produced, and before the
deacon was properly awake he found himself the hero of the day and the
happy captor of a thirty-pound fish. Bottles were produced and that
fish's health was drunk in bumpers. It was pretty late when Slytippler
arrived home that night, but he hung on to his fish like a man. Mrs.
Slytippler was in bed and asleep, but the deacon had the temerity to

wake her in order to show her his fish. She would not get up, so he
lugged the fish upstairs. She took one look at it and then cast a wither-

ing glance at the befuddled fisherman. " You will never learn sense, you
dunderhead," she cried, "why, that's a sturgeon—not a salmon trout!"

Then the deacon realized the hoax, and, as he dropped off into a gentle
slumber murmured, "Shold, shure!"

" AU is quiet at San Carlos," say the telegraphic dispatches of

Thursday last. The quiet appears, however, to have been produced by
an Indian murdering bis squaw with a big butcher knife. The Apache
was a prisoner, and serving out a sentence of two years for having put a
bullet through the shoulder-blade of his dusky bride, for reasons best

known to himself. It appears, however, that it was customary to take
this brute out for an airing every day, and to also permit him to go around
with a ten-inch pig-sticker, with which, in the sight of his guards, he
finally did manage to slaughter his squaw as she was bringing him some
clean clothes. It is worthy of note, though possibly not of examination
by the authorities, that Mr. Indian Agent Willcox only sentences Indian
assassins for the trifling term of twenty-four months, and that the guards
allow them to go out and give them opportunity to further quench their

diabolical thirst for blood, when by all good right they should be enjoying
the landscape of a whitewashed cell. However, not having lost any In-

dians, it is presumably not our funeral. There is this consolation left for

kind-hearted Christians to gloat over, and it is contained in the finale to

the San Carlos tragedy. Oue of the guards kindly shot the buck dead
after he had stabbed his squaw five times. No one has as yet killed the
guards, which is a pity.

The entire world seems to be gloating over its Nihilists, Communists
Socialists, and other virtuous exterminators of the human race, leaving

us here in California out in the cold without any record as an honestly
seditious and perturbed State. In order to put a stop to so disastrously

effete a condition of things, we beg to call the attention of our citizens to

our new " Bloody Office-Holders' Murderer's Association," duly incor-

porated and guaranteed for fourteen years or money returned. This is

the best chance ever offered to intending criminals, and would-be-assassins,

to struggle for freed3m at ten dollars a share. We shall commence oper-

ations on the first of June by murdering the Governor of this State and
poisoning Controller Dunn, Aleck Badlam, if he can be found, Denis
Kearny, and several of the donkey-engines now used on the city front.

It is really time that the people of California should rise up in their

wrath and incontinently kill everybody who has got enough money with
which to buy a lunch on Leidesdorff street. Let us unite and become
free, and, iu one 'great struggle, against the monster monopoly called

"Liberty," overthrow the oppressor and keep the price of mackerel down
to correspond with the reduced rates of beer.

The warm weather is as devilish hot as Joey Bagster was devilish

sly, but it has its uses. For instance, if a Supervisor were to stroll down
Clay or Merchant street some warm afternoon by the fish market, he
would discover, if he had not lost all sense of smell by contact with other
Supervisors, that between Washington, Clay, Montgomery and Sansome
streets, there is a moat foul, fetid and unsavory odor. It is born of the
rotten sturgeon. The hot weather brings out these putrid fish smells to

such an extent that the smeller immediately conceives visions of a vaca-

tion at Saucelito or a holiday down the coast. We wish that the entire

Board of Supervisors after reading this item would walk through the

Clay street market when it is warm ; indeed, we beg and supplicate them
to undertake this noisome pilgrimage, because—well, because if they did,

they would all probably die.

One of our French exchanges states that "Monsieur le Marquis de
Merfee, millionaire de Californie," etc., is stopping at a hotel in Paris.

We think that we have a right to inquire into this matter, and to assure
the Mcs.mgicr de Boutangerie, published in Paris, that while we have sev-

eral hundred Califomians named Murphy who claim this State proudly as

their run-about place, we don't own any peripatetic Marquises, and have
only four French naturalized Counts on our register of voters. It is about
time that the Parisian papers learned to abandon the offensive habit of

calling our most esteemed Califomians names.

While every law-abiding citizen, accepts bis responsibilities, and
shoulders them as they come flying on to his depressed neck, the overbur-
dened toiler may yet find considerable grim consolation in pondering over

i :: m ray horrible conditions of our existence, for which he is assuredly
not responsible. It may be a Pharisaical assertion (but it is nevertheless
a fact, that a very few), if any of our readers are responsible for the con-
dition of our streets, or for the regular .Sunday murders, or the unfailing
absconding or arrest of a trusted clerk. California is the finest country
in the world for oranges, limes, lewd picnics and drunken brawls; ex-
quisite gardens, humming birds, stabbing affrays and defamation of char-
acter. We will wager the honor of our office boy against a hundred shares
of any wild-cat stock in the market that we can raise more pease, pump-
kins, loafers, hoodlums, strawberries, watermelons, opium smokers,
thieves, turnips, beans and seventeenth-class drunks, than can be produc-
ed in any state of the Union—but we are not individually responsible for
them, either morally, agriculturally, or in any other alley.

One of the dentists in solemn counsel assembled, this week, intro-
duced a live case of fungoid growth, which is described by a contempo-
rary as being "a fibroid tumor of a benign nature." It is generally
believed that a most important libel suit will grow out of the article re-

ferred to, for the unfortunate man, who only had a large gum-boil, was
called in print a hard cancer of a vascular character. As if this was not
insult enough, the dentists went on and said that the living organisms of
the human body, probably meaning the live case of fungoid growth, were
composed of distinct colonies of amoebae and things, winding up by call-

ing the unfortunate victim of an ulcerated gum a bioplastic cell with a
nucleus and an epithelium. When toothpullers use such language it is

about time that they get pulled themselves. It is indecent, to say the
least, to allude to a man's molar abrasions and specimens of grooved teeth,
when everybody knows that they can be bought as good as new for seven
dollars a set, warranted to fit and never to ache.

The fears of the fashionable world of San Francisco were finally al-

layed this week by the positive information, flashed over the wires, that
the Empress of Russia has got some clothes. We felt badly ourselves
until we heard that the good lady had a jupe de dessons, because, although
common people can get along without a jupe, they are very necessary at
coronations. We have one tied up in our back yard, and it eats three
meals a day, but, as it was imported for our coronation, it was not possi-

ble to send it to Moscow. Ours is black and tan, epingled with green
roses and perfectly tame, with a batiste ecru mole on its neck, and a grand
olinture of chapeau de pail/e plumb in the middle of its back. The Era-
press of Russia will probably turn up her nose, and say that this is a com-
mon Californian lie, when she reads it, but it is not, aud we can go one
better than any Czarina who ever wore a female helmet, even if we have
to order from Worth a nine-inch tiara of live fleas, trimmed with crepe

de Chine.

The China steamers don't seem to pan out half as well as they used
to. The Uity of Tokio came in this week, and all they got out of her
was about $2,000 worth of smuggled silks. Yet it is rumored that sev-

eral of the crew during the last trip had all their teeth excavated by Chi-
nese dentists in Hongkong, and that they have been smuggling in opium
by the pound in this manner. When it is considered that a sailor's back-
tooth, properly hollowed out, will hold—but no; the subject is too intri-

cate a one to investigate. Only it will be well in future for the Custom-
house officers, after they have gone through the eyelids of the crew, and
examined the Captain's ears for traces of opium, to call all hands on deck
and open their mouths. We expect China steamers to pan out at least

$10,000 a trip, and if they cease to yield up a regular revenue of this

amount it is time that they were taken off or broken up.

If the fool-killer has any spare time he ought to go to Bolivia, and
slaughter the officials who have seized and confiscated a lot of Protestant
bibles there. As all men of sense understand, that there is not an inten-
tional error in the bible, either as issued to Protestants or Catholics by
their respective churches, the bigotry of confiscating boxes of bibles in

Bolivia is at once apparent. Bolivia probably has a private " Index Ex-
purgatorius " of its own in which advertisements of " Rough on Corns,"
homoeopathic cocoa and liver pills are included. Pope Leo and Bob Inger
soil could at least shake hands on this point, for whether the scriptures

are inspired or not there are surely worse things in the nineteenth century
to confiscate than a bible.

The Boys' and Girls' Aid Society wants homes, to an unlimited ex-

tent, in the country, for boys from three to thirteen years of age. We
believe in the Society, and think it is doing excellent work. Only let us
hope and pray that the time may yet come when the usefulness of this

good charity may be so far extended that it may provide homes in the
country for boys from forty to fifty years of age. When that day dawns,
bids for adoption, sealed and accompanied by a certified check, may be
sent to this office. If we can't use all the country homes offered our-

selves, it shall be a special work of our own loving charity to get some for

Denis Kearny, O'Donovan Rossa, and perhaps Wheeler, the straugler,

after he is pardoned.
Chief Crowley and Judge Tobin have been catching garrotters this

week. We interviewed the Chief yesterday in his sanctum and he stated

informally that it was the best sport he had indulged in since he caught
all the trout in Lake Chabot. "To catch garrotters," he added, *' you
have to use a fourteen-foot pole and a number seven hook, baited with a
live shrimp that has been thoroughly boiled. The garrotter bites best at

night, and swims usually in beer about three feet from the surface." The
weight of the ones caught by the Chief and Judge Tobin has not been
definitely ascertained, because fishermen are always inaccurate when tell-

ing people fishy stories.

Mate Curtis, formerly of the Gatherer, who about a year ago was sen-

tenced to six years in San Quentin for committing the most horrible bru-
talities on board ships, has succeeded in getting an order for a new trial

on a writ of error. We don't understand much about legal terms, but
judging by the revolting evidence given at the Earner trial, we presume
that the error detected by Judge Sawyer lies in the fact that thev didn't

hang the brute on that occasion, and that they are going to try him over
again to see if they can't do it yet. It was certainly a very serious error,

and we trust it will be promptly rectified.

The Examiner is now being called the morning edition of the Pott.

It is a Democratic and Republican copartnery in inanity as it were.
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C. P. R. R.
Time Schedule, Monday, April 30, 1883.

Trains leave, and are due to arrive at,
SanFrancisco as follows:

LEAVE
(for) j

DESTINATION. ARRIVE
(from)

9:30 a.m. ....Antioch and Martinez 2:40 p.m.
*4:0Op.m. " " " *12:40p.m.
•4:30 P.M. " " " . *10:10 A.M.
8:00 A.M. 7:40 p.m.

><
*10:10a.m.

"4:00 p.m. 7:40 P.M.

9:30 a.m. .. | Deming, El Paso 1 Express... 2:40 p.m.

4:30 P.M. 7:10 a.m.
7:30 A.M . . 1 Gait and ^ via Livermore. . .

.

5:40 p.m.
* 4:00 P.M. +12:40 p.m.
7:30 A.M. ....lone 5:40 p.m.
*4:30 P.M. .... Knight's Landing *10.10a.m.
tS:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m. .... Los Angeles and South 2:40 P.M.
7:30a.M. . . . Livermore and Pleasanton.

.

5:40 p.m.
*8:40 a.m.

8:00 a.m. . . . . Marysville and Chico 5:40 p.m.
7:30 a.m. Niles and Haywards ... 5:40 p.m.

10:00 a.m 3:40 P.M.
3:00 p.m. .. " " " 9:40 a.m.

" " " *8:40 A.M.
3:30 P.M . . ( Ogden and I Express 11:10 a.m.
5:30 p.m. 6:10 a.m.
8:00 A.M. .. | Red Bluff |viaMar sville.

. . f and Tehama f via Woodland.
5:40 p.m.

8:00 a.m. *7 :40 p.m.

7:30 a.m. •/ Sacramento)™ Livermore

land Colfax f
via Bemca..

.

.. ( ) via Bemcia..

.

5:40 p.m.
8:00 A.M.
3:30 p.m.

7:40 P.m.

11:10 a.m.
*4 :30 P.M. *10:10 a.m.
*4:00 P.M. Sacramento River Steamers

.

*6:00 A.M.

110:00 A.M. J3:40P.M.
3:00 P.M. " 9:40 A.M.

9:30 A.M.
•i

•<

i*
Jll:10 a.m.

11:10 a.m.3:30 P.M. ....Virginia City
S:00 A.M. ....Woodlaud "7:40 p.m.
*4:30pm. *10:10 a.m.

J 11:10 A.M.

Train leaving San Francisco at 8:00 a.m. should meet
Pacific Express "from Ogden at Port Costa; and that
leaving at 9:30 a.m. should meet Pacific Express from
Kl Paso at Antioch.

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland Pier.

From "SAN" FRASCISCO," Daily.

To EAST OAKLAND— '6.00, *6:30, 7:00, 7:30, 8:00,

8:30, 9:00, 9:30, 10:00, 10:30, 11:00, 11:30, 12:00, 12.30,

1:00, 1.30, 2:00, 2:30, 3:00, 3:30, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30,

6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, *12:00.

To JfitUIT VALE— '6:00, 6:30, «7:00, *J:30. '>8:00, »8:30,

*3:30, *4:00, »4:30, *5:00, *5:30, *6:00, *6:30, 9:00.

To FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—<9:30 A. M.,6:30, (11:00,
"12:00 p. M.

To ALAMEDA—*6:00, *6:30, 7:00, *7:30, 8:00, *8:30, 9:00,

9:30,10:00, (10:30, 11:00, (11:30, 12:00, {12:30, 1:00,

Jl:30, 2:00, 3:00, 3:30, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30,

7:00, 8:00, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, »12:00.

To BERKELEY — "6:00, *6:30, 7:00, '7:30, 8:00, *8:30,

9:00, J9:30, 10:00, 110:30, 11:00, jll:30, 12:00, 1:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4'30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,
9:00, 10:00, 11:00, *12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—*6:00, *6:30, 7:00, "7:30, »8:00

•8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, (1:00, 2:00,3:00, 4:00, "4:30,

5:00, *5:30, 6:00, "6:30, 7:00.

To " SAM FBAJfCISCO." Daily.

From FRUIT VALB-"6:20, "6:50, *7:20, "7:50, "8:20,

"8:50, "9:20, "10:21, "4:20, "4:50, *5:20, *5:50, *6:20,

*6:50, 7:25, 9:50.

From FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—»5:15, "5:45, }6:45,
19:15, »3:15.

From EAST OAKLAND—*5:27, *5:57, 6:27, 6:57, 7:27,

7:57,8:27, 8:57, 9:27, 9:57,10:27, 10:57, 11:27, 11:57,

12:27, 12:57, 1:27, 1:57, 2:27, 2:57, 3:27, 3:57, 4:27, 4:57,

5:27, 5:57, 6:27, 6:57, 7:57, 8:57, 9:57, 10:57.
From BROADWAY, Oaklaxd -«5:36, *6:06, 6:36, 7:06,

7:36,8:06,8:36,9:00,9:36,10:06,10:36,11:06,11:36,12:00,
12:36, 1:06, 1:36, 2:06, 2:36, 3:06, 3:36, 4:06, 4:36, 5:00,

5:36, 6:06, 6:36, 7:06, 8:06, 9:06, 10:06, 11:06.
From ALAMEDA—«5:22, *5:52, "6:22, 6:52, "7:22, 7:52,

"8:22, 8:52, 9:22, 9:52, £10:22, 10:52, }11:22, 11:52,

H2:22, 12:52, J1.22, 1:52, 2:52, 3:22, 3:52, 4:22, 4:52,
5:22, 5:52, 6:22, 6:52, 7:52, 8:52, 9:52, 10:52.

From BERKELEY -*5:15, *5:45, "6:15, 6:45, *7:15, 7:45,
*S:15, 8:45, Jfl:15, 9:45, U0:15, 10:45, tll:15, 11:45,
12:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:15, 4:45, 5:15, 5:45,6:16, 6:45,
7:45, S:45, 9:45, 10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY — »5:45, *6:15, 6:45, *7:15,
7:45, 8:45, $9:15, 9:45, 10:45, (12:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45,
4:45, «5:15, 5:45, «6:15, 6:45, »7:15.

Creek Route.
From SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:15, 3:15,

5:16.

From OAKLAND—«6 :15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

"Daily, except Sundays. ^Sundays only.

" Standard Tine" furnished by Randolph & Co., Jev
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

i\. N. TOWNE, T. H. GOODMAN,
Gen. Manager. Gen. Pass, and Tkt. Agt.

The Only Direct, and the Shortest, QuicTcest
and Best Equipped Broad- Gauge Road to
tlie Immense JRedivood Forests of Sonoma
County and the Beautiful Scenery of the
Russian River.

Boats and Trains Leave San Francisco as follows:

7./"vE3 A. M., Daily (Snndays excepted}, via San
• WCJ Rafael, from MARKET-STREET WHARF,

for Petaluma; Santa Rosa. Healdsburg, Cloverdale,
GuerneviHe and Way Stations. Stages connect at Gey-
serville for Skaggs' Springs, and at Cloverdale for High-
land Springs, Kelseyville, Soda Bay Lakeport, Bartlett
Springs, Navarro Ridge, Mendocino Lity, Westport,
Ukiah and Geysers.

D.lily, Except Sundays.
2. /its P. M.,via Donahue, from WASHINGTON-

'-tcj STREET WHARF; and
4. t3 f) r. M, via San Rafael, from MARKET-STREETow WHARF, for Petaluma, Cloverdale and
Way Stations.

Sandfly Expulsions.
8.Q /~\ a m , Sundavs only, via Donahue, from

^\~> WASHINGTON-STREET WHARF, for Clo-
verdale and Way Stations. Round-Trip Tickets on Sun-
days : To Petaluma, $1 50; Santa Rosa, S2: Healdsburg,
S3; Cloverdale, §1 50; Guernevillc, S3. Returning, will
arrive in San Francisco at 6:45 p. M.
ARTHUR HUGHES, PETER J. McGLYNN.

General Manager. G. P. and T. A.

SONOMA VALLEY RAILROAD.
This Mood Ttuns Through the Finest Vine-

yards in the State.

Boats and Trains Leave San Francisco as follows :

Q • At^ P- M-i Daily (Sundays excepted), from WASH-^ .*±CJ INGTON-STUEKT WHARF, for the Town
of Sonoma, Glen Ellen and W&y Points.

Sunday Excursions.
8. Qpj a. m. (Sundays only), from WASHINGTON-.^\J STREET WHARF, for the Town of So-
noma, Glen Ellen a>d Way Points. Round-Trip Tickets

:

To Sonoma, gl; to Glen Ellen, §1 50.

ARTHUR HUGHES, PETER J. McGLYNN,
Ger.erai Manager. Gen. Pass, and Tkt. Agt.

NORTH PACIFIC COAST
RAILROAD.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing SUNDAY, April 3stf 18S3,

JBoats and Trains willltun as follows:
FOR SAN RAFAEL (via San Quentin Ferry)-*7:05,

tS:15, *9:20, U0:25 a. m., H:10, *1:45, t3:45, *4:50 p. m.
(Via Saucelito Ferry)— tS:00, *8:50 a. m., *3:35, *5:3J,
t6:40 p. m.

FROM SAN RAFAEL (via San Quentin Ferry)—^8:00.
+8:50, -10:35, tll:45 a. m., +2:15, t2:25, t4:25, *5:20 p. m.
(Via Saucelito Ferry)—'"6:50, +7:30, *S:45 a. m., +6:20p. m.
*Week days. tSundays only.

FOR SAUCELITO (Week Days)—8:50, 10:30 a. m„
1:30, 3:35, 5:30 P. M.
(Sundays)—8:00, 10:00 a. m., 12:00 m., 2:00, 4:15,

6:40 P. M.

FROM SAUCELITO (Week Days)—7:45, 9:30, 11:20,
A. M., 2:30, 4:45 P. M.
(Sundays)—8:45, 11:00 a. m., 1:00,3:15, 5:30, 7:20 p. m.
On Monday an extra trip from San Francisco at 7:00

A. M., and on Saturday frum Saucelito at 6:15 p. m.

Q.-^A A. M, Daily, Sundays excepted (via Saucelito
U.*J\J Ferry), for Point Reyes and Way Stations.
Returning, arrives in S. F. (via Saueelito) 5:20 P. m.

1 ,A_£L P- M. Daily, Sundays excepted (via San Quentin
J. .t£*J Ferry), THROUGH TRAIN, for Duncan Mills
and Way Stations. (Through Train from Duncan Mills
arrives in San Francisco at 11:45 a. m.)

Stage Connections.
Stages leave Du-ncan Mills every morning, except

Mondaj's, for Stewart's Point, Point Arena, Cuffey's
Cove, Mendocino City and all points on the North Coast.

Saturday to Monday Excursions.
EXCURSION TICKETS, sold on Saturdays and Sun-

days, good to return following Monday.—Fairfax, SI;
Camp Taylor, $2; Point Reyes, §2 50; Tomales, $3 50;
Duncan Mills, $5.

Sunday Excursions,
8:00 a. m. from Saucelito Ferry. .. ^ExcursionTrain
8:15 a. m. from San Quentin Ferry j every Sunday
for Duncan Mills and Way Stations.
Returning, arrives in San Fraucisco (via Saucelito

Ferry) 7:50 P. M. FARES FOR ROUND TRIP.-Carap
Taylor, SI 75; Point Reyes, S2; Tomales, §2 50; Duncan
Mills, S3.

DAVID NYE, F. B. LATHAM,
Gen'l Supt. Gen'I Pass and Tut. Agt.

BROAD «Ai:«E.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing: Wednesday, April 18th, 1883,
And until further notice. Passenger Trains will leave
from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend st., between 3d and 4th streets),as follows:

LKAVE
S.F. DESTINATION. arrive

8. F.

8:30 a.m.

t 9:30 a m.

10:40 A.M.
* 3:30 P.M.

4:25 P.M.
* 5:15 P.M.

6:30 p.m.

Ul:45 P.M.

...San Mateo, Redwood,... !

6:40 A.M.
* 8:10 a.m.

9:03 A.M.
*10:02am.
» 3:36 P.M.

t 4:59 P.M.

6:00 p.m.

t 7:50 P.M.

t 8:15 P.M.

8:30 A.M.
10:40a.M.
* 3:30 T.M.

4:25 P.M.

f *\

J ..Santa Clara, San Joseand.. 1

I . .Principal Way Stations. . .

j

^ )

9:03 A.M
-10:02 A.M.
• 3:36 P.M.

6:00 P.M.

t 8:15 P.M.

10:40 A.M.
* 3:30 p.m.

j Gilroy, Pajaro, Castroville. MnOiOa a.m.

( ...Salinas and Monterey ... fl 6:00 p.m.

10:40 A.M
* 3:30 P.M.

10:40 A.M.
1 3.30 p.m.

.Hollister and Tres Pinos..

{."Watsonville,Camp Goodall.
Aptos, New Brighton. Soquel
(Camp Capitola) and Santa

Cruz

''10:02 a.m.
6:00 P.M.

*10.02 A.M.

6:00 p.m.*

10:40 a.m.
|
..Soledad and. Way Stations.. 1

fi:00 p.m

, -
, j ..Montereyand Santa Cruz.,

T t .30 a.m.
|

-j (Sunday Excursion).... t 8:43 P.M.

•Sundays excepted. tSundays only.

JTheatre train, Saturdays only.

STAGE CONNECTIONS are made with the 1 0:40 A. m.

Train, except PESCA.DERO Stage via San Mateo, and
PACIFIC CONGRESS SPRINGS Stage via Santa Clara,
which connect with 8:30 a. m. Train.

SPECIAL ROUND-TRIP TICKETS.-At Reduced
Rates— to Pescadero, Monterey, Aptos, Soquel and
Santa Cruz; also to Gilroy, Paraiso and Paso RoDles
Springs.

EXCURSION TICKETS—Sold Saturdays and on Sun-
day mornings—good to retu- n on Monday: To SantaClara
or San Jose, S2 50; to Gilroy, S4; to Monterey or Santa
Cruz, S5, and to principal points between San Francisco
and San Jose; alto, to Gilroy Hot Springs, S6.00.

SUNDAY EXCURSION TICKETS-To either Monte-
rey or Santa Cruz, and return, $3.

TICKET OFFICES. Passenger Depot, Townsend
street, and No. 3 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

^"SOUTHERN DIVISIONS. -ffifr

For points on Southern Divisions and the East, see

C. P. R. R. Time Scheditlb. April 14.

SOUTH PACIFIC COAST
RAILROAD.

Newark, San Jose, Los Gatos, Glenwood,
Big Trees, Felton and Santa Cruz.

Passenger Trains leave Station, FOOT OF MARKET
STREET, SOUTH SIDE, at:

8.Qf\ A. M. daily—Alvarado, Newark, Centreville,
.O \J Alviso, Santa Ciara, SAN JOSE, Los Gatos,

Wrights, Glenwood, Felton, Big Trees, SANTA CRUZ
and all Way Stations. (Parlor Car.)

2.0/"^ p. M. (except Sundaj), Express—Alvarado,
C-* *—' Newark, Centreville, Alviso, Agnew's, Santa

Clara, SANJOSE, Los Gatos and all Stations to SANTA
CRUZ. (Parlor Car.)

4-OfS p. m. daily, for San Jose, Los Gatos and in-
• C-> V-' termediate points.

Stages connect at Los Gatos for Congress Springs.
On SUNDAYS Special Passenger Train leaves San

Jose G:2S p. m ; arrives in San Francisco 8:30 p. m.

85 Excursions to SANTA CRUZ and »2 50
to SAN JOSE on Saturdays and Sundays, to return un-
til Monday, inclusive $3 Excursions to BIG
TREES or SANTA CRUZ every SUNDAY, 8:30 A. m.

To Oakland and Alameda.
§6:30—7:30—8:30-9:30—10:30—11:30 a. m. 112:30—

1:30—2:30—3:30-4:30—5:30-6:30—7:30—10:30-11:35pm

From Fourteenth and Webster streets,
Oakland.

|5:57—§6:57— 7:57— 8:52— 9:52— 10:52—Tfll:S2 A . :.i.

12:52—1:52— 2:52—3:52—4:52—5:52—6:52—10:52—11:52
p. M. Sundays only, 7:52 P. M. Paily to Alameda.

From High street, Alameda.
§5:45_§6:45—7:45—8:35— 9:35— 10:35—^11:35 A M.

12:35—1:35—2:35-3:35-4:35-5:35—6:35—10:35— 11-35

P. M.

§Suudays excepted. ^Saturdays and Sundays only.

TICKET, Telegraph and Transfer Office, 222 MONT-
GOMERY STRKET, San Francisco.

A. H. FRACKER, R. M. GARRATT,
Gen'l Supt. G. F. and P. Agent.
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SWEETBRIER.
A branch of sweetener. Ah, my heart! My little love in dajl of old I

Y.>iithV morning hour of NM and
(told

Oomae back to me to-ni

bar in her girlish grace,
The duiiiiy sweetness of her face,

ll<r iliildish robe of whit.-.

The tender tear* Unbidden start

To w.Mry, world worn •

I kiss the ndad, fragrant spray,

And i' ne day
re. my \ i^i< >n r

Hon often my lost darting wore
The sweetbrier green! She loved it I smell the sweetbrier in her hand,

more I see the garden where we stand
Than many-tinted bloom; On England's southern shore

;

It often srnced her maiden breast ; I hear the rippling streamlet fall,

Now, planted where she lies at rest, I hear the laughter mtieical,

It beautifies her tomb. Now silenced evermore.

She was too frail for earth's employ,
Too calm and pure for human joy

;

But like the sweetbrier green,
The memory of her gentle life

Makes sweet the years of worldly strife

That He our lives between.—New Orleans Times-Democrat,

THE OSTRICH FARM NEAR ANAHEIM.
Anaheim, Los Angeles Co., May 21, 1883.

Editor News Letter:—AVe* found the birds, twenty-two in number,
in pairs, occupying pens of about a hundred feet square, made of stout
redwood boards. They were nearly all engaged in stalking up and down
their corrals, and looked little if any the worse for their long journey by
sea and rail.

The male birds, or cocks, are the handsomer, their plumage being a
bright, flossy black, while the hens wear a feathery mantle of a drab
color. We were just too late to witness the operation of plucking, Mr.
Sketchley having got through his work some half an hour before. It is a
business requiring considerable nerve and some little skill, and is by no
means devoid of danger, the cock-birds being very vicious, and capable of

dealing deadly blows with their powerful legs. Some little finesse is re-

quired, in order that the bird selected for plucking may be approached
and blindfolded with as little risk as possible. This is accomplished with
the aid of a Chinaman, who is used as a bait to attract and concentrate
the cussedness of the fowl, opportunity being taken while the brute is ab-
sorbed in his attempt to lay out the heathen, to slip the leg of a stocking
over his head ; which being done he becomes practically harmless, and the
operation of divesting him of his plumes can be proceeded with with some
degree of safety. Occasionally, however, the bird becomes restless under
tne operation and struggles violently, when it becomes necessary for the
operator to remove the blindfold, and skip as nimbly as maybe over the
must adjacent portion of the fence.

The L)r. had a close call the other morning, in a case of this sort, re-

ceiving a severe blow from the angry bird—as he was making the best of

bis way over the rails—which sent him spinning some yards.
In South Africa, men are frequently injured and sometimes killed

while engaged in too close proximity to the birds. The ostrich delivers a
tremendous blow, not backward, as might be supposed, but right out from
the shoulder. A blow on the body of a man, delivered forward rather
than downward, is comparatively harmless in its nature. Should the
vicious bird, however, manage to get in the full force of his stroke down-
ward, it is all up with the human biped. We were told that Mr. Sketoh-
ley had nine men disemboweled by ostriches while in South Africa. A
glance at the formidable talons of the birds we were inspecting was suffi-

cient for us—we had no desire to put the doctor's statement to the proof.

The weight of the ostrich is something enormous ; the majority of those
we saw averaged 300 pounds. Fancy getting one's favorite corn under the
foot of one of the brutes while engaged in divesting him of his feathers.

The birds are fed chiefly on chopped alfalfa and corn, and are given
water morning and evening. The cock makes the nest, and hatches the
chickens, assuming, moreover, entire charge of the youngsters for three
or four days after they emerge from the shell, when he appears to lose

further interest in his progeny, and resigns his charge to the hen. Dur-
ing the time he is in command, he is, if possible, more vicious than ever,

and as the doctor remarked, " If you want to see a wicked ostrich, call

around when he is engaged in the nursing business." His antics during
this very interesting period are ludicrous in the extreme. He dances
round the corral, leaping up into the air and scurrying round like the
wind ; the while wearing an expression of intense satisfaction and honest
pride, no doubt feeling with the song-writer, " It's nice to be a father."

The neat is a mere depression in the sand in a corner of the pen, cleared
of grass and hollowed out by the cock for the reception of the eggs. In
practice, it is found more profitable to take away the eggs as they are

laid, and hatch them ottt by means of an incubator. Double the number
of eggs is thus obtained, and the danger of breakage from the ungainly
movements of the cock-bird is obviated.
We were shown a vary beautiful egg which had just been laid. It was

of a lovely cream color, was as large as a good-sized cocoanut, and weigh-
ed about three and a half pounds. The eggs are said to have an excellent

flavor, and makes delicious omelettes. The cost of such a dish, however,
stands somewhat in the way of its general introduction, a young chick
being worth about §200, and the eggs being, of course, correspondingly
valuable.

Ostrich -rearing must be an enormously profitable business. "Hands
off " is now the rule, in the inspection of eggs by visitors, a lady in whose
pretty palm a three-and-a-half pounder had been placed, when the farm
was first thrown open to visitors, having (overcome with nervousness]
been so unfortunate as to drop it. It was smashed, and the lady was so
overwhelmed with fright and mortification that she burst into tears.

The plucking of the birds seems to go on all the time. The plumes or
feathers are taken from the wings and from the tail, the tail plumes be-

ing the more valuable. They are removed both by plucking and by clip-

ping. We were shown an armful which had been harvested by the latter

method, and were somewhat disappointed at their appearance. They
were mostly short, and bore no resemblance to the long, handsome, curl-

ed plumes one is accustomed to see in the head-dresses of the fairer por-

tion of creation. After leaving the farm they are subjected to a multi-
pli.ity of prooeasea before they are ready for sale, the pieces being clean-
ed, curled, and finally Bpttced together with such marvelous ingenuity as
to almost defy deteotion.
Sunday is the great show day at the farm, the number of visitors usual-

ly aggregating three hundred. They COine from far and near, in buggies,
u I on horseback, and pester the very life out of the courteous Su-

perintendent with all kinds of questions regarding the manners, cus-
tom?, and moral and social habits of the uncouth birds. One will demand to
be informed whether the ostrich perches or roosts

; another, whether be
flies; a third, how many eggs the hen lays at a time, and so on. One old
lady waited the whole afternoon in the hope of being able to witness
the operation of manufacturing the eggs, and went away complaining bit-

terly of the doctor, because he would not or could not afford her an op-
portunity of gratifying her curiosity.

Dr. Sketchley is very Bangnine of being able to acclimatize the ostrich
in Sonthern California, and there seems no reason to doubt the success of
his undertaking. As has been remarked ostrich-rearing seems to be an
enormously profitable enterprise, and at no distant day we shall doubtless
see a good many farmers in this section turning their attention to it, ei-

ther as a sole source of revenue, or in conjunction with other business.
Ostrich chicks will soon be obtainable at §400 a pair, and as all the land

required for their rearing need not exceed a couple of acres, and as the
birds begin to yield feathers when fourteen months old, and commence to
breed soon after, the business ought to prove the one above all others for
the poor man.' Zingaro.

Q^S FIXTURES!
— FROM —

ALL THE LEADING MANUFACTURERS.

NEW DESIGNS! ELEGANT PATTERNS!
— AT —

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES!

THOMAS X>A.Y & CO.,

|May 5.] 122 AND 124 SUTTER STREET.

M. A. GUNST & CO.,
203 Kearny Street San Francisco.

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN
HAVANA AND KEY WEST CIGARS;

ALSO SOLE AGENTS FOR

KINNEY BROS' TOO-lOO AND CABINET CIGARETTES,
&ST~ Inform the Public that thai/ receive large invoices of Choice

Havana lirands three times a month. Feb. 24.

H. S. Williams. A. Ohesebrough.

WILLIAMS, DIMOND &
W. H. Dimond.

CO.,

MERCHANTS,SHIPPING AND COMMISSION
UNION BUILDIN&,

JUNCTION MARKET AND PINE STREETS.

Agents for Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific Steam Efavjmllon Company,
Tile Cunard Royal Mail Steamship Company. "The California lobe Of Clippers,"
from New York and Boston, and " The Hawaiian Line."

San Francisco, January 31, 18S0. Jan. 31.

c. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

SAN FRANCISCO and NEW TORN.
8^T Agents of American Sugar Refinery, corner of Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. Jan. 17.

TABER, HARKER & CO.,
IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE GROCERS,

108 and 110 California St.. S. F.
[April 19.]

COKE CHEAPEST FUEL.
Redaction In Price: Wholesale Price, SO cents per barrel ;

Retail Price. 60 cents per barrel, at the works of the SAX FRANl IS

LIQHT COMPANY. Howard and Firwl streets, and foot of Second st -Ian. 12

GEO. STREET, Agent News Letter, 30 Cornhill, E. C. f London.

Lteblg Company's Extract or Meat. -Fluent anil Cheapest
Meat-flavoring Stock for Soups, Made Dishes and Sauces.

Lieblg Company's Extract of Meat.—An Invaluable and
palatable Tonic in all cases of weak digestion and debility. " Is a suc-

cess and boon for which Nations should feel grateful." See "Medical
Press," " Lancet," " Uriti^h Medical Journat." etc.

leblgr Compauy's Extract of Meat.— Caution : Genuine
J »'M,Y with fac-siniile of Baron Liebigs Signature, in Blue Ins,

Label
This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substi-

tutes being in the Market.

leblg- Company's Extract of Meat —To be had of all Store-
J keepers, foouen aid Chemists. Sole Agents for the United States

(wholesale only), C. DAVID A CO., 9 Fenchurch Avenue, London,
England.

Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, San Francisco.
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WAIFS.
Nepotism, like a rank weed, is growing apace under the present ad-

ministration of State and city affairs.-^—Governor Stoneman alone has

placed no relatives in office. All the rest have.—— Welcher, State Super-

intendent of Public Instruction, has placed two sons in office.—Dunn,
the Comptroller, is feeding two relatives on public pap, and it is the same
all along the line of the State administration, with the single exception of

the Governor.——But things are even worse in regard to the city patron-

age.—The bosses all have their relatives in office.——Buckley has two
nephews and a cousin in place. Rainey has a brother well provided for,

and Dick Carroll has made his brother-in-law Secretary of the Board of

Education. The Directors had to promise these and all other places be-

fore they could secure their nominations.-^—Harbor Commissioner Wise
has appointed his father-in-law, Irwin his brother, and Paulsell his son.—The majority of the School Directors have relatives in the depart-

ment, and so it goes from A to Z.—Bad as these appointments in prin-

ciple are, they are infinitely better than most of the others that have
been made.—It is better to put an honest "aunt, uncle or cousin " in

place than a dishonest criminal who votes five or six times at a primary
club and runs with the machine.—School Director Eaton, for instance,

has no blood relatives to provide for, but for all that he takes care of his

own kind.——He has made janitors of two criminals who figure in the

"Rogues Gallery," and he has placed the notorious " Shorty " Simpson
in the carpenter's shop. Better, far better, honest relatives than dishon-

est knaves, but it is all unspeakably bad.——The patronage of this city

was never worse bestowed than at present. Supervisors, School Direc-

tors, and heads of departments generally received their nominations on
the express condition that they would give the bosses the patronage.^—
They bound themselves to that condition and upon none other could they
have been nominated.——They know that to be true and dare not deny
the allegation or assert their independence.^^They are not their own
masters in regard to the filling of offices, and they know they are not.

—And what is the outcome of all this ?^—Simply that the criminal

classes are to-day practically ruling this city.——•They were wont to con-

gregate around the Bush-street den of the chief boss, and from thence

they have been placed in control of nearly every important office in this

city.—They carried the precinct clubs, controled the machinery of the

successful party, and to-day are reaping their reward.—They occupy
every office of importance.—They are Police Court Clerks, and fix up
papers there to suit their own kind.-^—They run the Coroner's office, and
murderers can procure a license to do evil for coin.——They are Sheriff's

Deputies, and juries can be obtained to bring in verdicts to order.-^
They occupy the Assessor's office, and assessments can be fixed for a con-

sideration.—They have brokers who deal with the School Directors,

and places cannot be held in that department without "seeing" the
brokers,—Money is flowing into the coffers of the bosses, and they are

growing rich.^—Buckley, though, "dead broke" three years ago, is now
rich.

THE FINE ARTS.
Attention is directed to the beautful collection of paintings now on

view at the Pine street Art Rooms, the work of Mr. Julian Rix, formerly
of this city and now of New York. A review of the collection appears
in another column. With a collection as large as this it is impossible, of

course, to refer to many of the pictures, but the attention of connoisseurs,

whether intending purchasers or as mere spectators, we desire to direct to

this exhibition ; it commences to-day and will remain open day and even-
ing till the hour of sale, Thursday, the 31st, at 7:30 p. m. Catalogues
may be had by addressiug J. Ross Martin, assistant Secretary of the Art
Association, or of the auctioneers, Messrs. Easton & Eldridge, No. 22
Montgomery street.

The Annual Picnic of the Caladonian Society takes place to-day at
Shell Mound Park. These annual excursions of the Caladonians have
long since gained the reputation of being most enjoyable affairs, and the
athletic sports which have always constituted a leading feature in these
picnics have given to them the rank of one of the sporting events of the
year. This season the most perfeet arrangements have been made for

everybody's comfort and amusement, and an enjoyable time may be ex-

pected.

Ask for the genuine Lager Bier, from the Fredericksburg Brewing
Co., which is acknowledged to be the best and purest " Lager " brewed
in the United States. On draught in all first-class saloons. Orders for

Bottle Beer can be left at 539 California street.

THE COCOA CROP IS SHORT !

LOOK OUT FOR ADULTERATIONS!

BT USING

WALTER BAKER & GO'S CHOCOLATE

!

YOU WILL BE SURE OF SECURING THE BEST.

WM. T. OOLEMAN & 00., Sole Agents.

GRAND OPERA HOUSE.
Satnrday Evening;, May 26, 18S3-—Wrestling of the Oiants I

The Great Double Event! Graco-Roman and Scottish Back -hold! WILLIAM
MTJLDOON, America's Champion Athlfte and the World's Champion Gneco-
Roman Wrestler, and DONATD DINNIE, Scotland's Champion Athlete and
the World's Champion at the Scotch Back-hold: Match for $500 and §1,500 Guaran-
teed Gate Money. TERMS.—Half time to each event; Dinnie to throw Muldoon
twice the number of times that Muldoon throws Dinnie. The Greatest Athletic
Event of recent years in the World!

PRICES.—50c, SI, SI 50; Stage Seats, $2. Reserved seats on sale at JOS.
SPANIER & CO'S, 27 and 29 Kearny street, Wednesday morning. May 26.

CtRAlVO MUSICAL FESTIVAL,
— UNDER TIIE DIRECTION OF—

THEODORE THOMAS!
— TO BE HBIjD IN THE —

Mechanics' Pavilion, on the Evenings of June 7, 8, 9, 11 and 1*2,

and Afternoons of June 9th and 13th.

Seven. Grand Programmes

!

Embracing THE WIDEST RANGE OF COMPOSITION, will be rendered by the

Theodore Thomas Grand Orchestra of Sixty Performers

!

In conjunction with the following eminent Soloists:

MISS EMMA C. THUESBY, Soprano;

MBS. E. HUMPHREY ALLEN, Soprano;

MRS. ANNIE HARTDEGEN, Soprano;

SEME. JULIE HIVE-KING, Solo Pianist;

MRS. BELLE COLE, Contralto;

MR. FRED HARVEY, Tenor;

MR. FRANZ REMHERTZ, Basso,

And the Grand Festival Chorus of 500 Voices!

Organized and thoroughly rehearsed under the direction of MS. DAVID W.
LORING.

The sale of SINGLE CONCERT TICKETS will begin on MONDAY NEXT, at 9

A. M. , at the MUSIC STORES of M. GRAY, KOHLER & CHASE and SHERMAN
& CLAY; also at the WHITE HOUSE, for Boxes only.

PRICES:
Reserved Seats, Single Concerts 81, $2 and $3, according to location

Box Seats, Single Concerts $3, 8* and §5, according to location

£5T Orders by mail, telegraph, or telephone, to any of the above ticket offices will

receive prompt attention.

Decker Bros' Pianos used at Thomas Concerts. May 26.

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.
JH.HAVERLY, Proprietor.—Frederick W. Bert, Manager.

• The Acme of Dramatic Art! Greatest Legitimate Triumph of the Age! The
Eminent Tragedian, MR. LAWRENCE BARRETT, supported by Mr. Louis James
and an excellent Dramatic Company, in Hon. George H. Boker's Tragedy, in 6 Acts
and Tableaux,

Fraucesca da Rimini ! (A realization of Dante's Celebrated Story.)

Every Evening (except Sunday) and Saturday Matinee. Positively no Free List.

Curtain rises at 8 o'clock sharp. Box Office open from 9 a.m. to 10 p. M., where
reserved seats can be secured six days in advance. May 26.

THE BALDWIN THEATRE.
Gustave Frobmau, Lessee; E. M. Roberts, Manager.-Every

Evening; Matinee Saturday at 2. MODJESKA! Saturday Evening, May 26th„

at 8 o'clock,

Twelfth Night!
Viola, MODJESKA. Saturday Afternoon, at 2, Last Performance of FROU-FROU
Gilberte (Frou-Frou), MODJESKA. Other characters by M. H. Barrymore and the

Entire Company.
Monday, May 28th—CAMILLE. May 26.

EMERSON'S STANDARD THEATRE.

WM. EMERSOJT, Sole Proprietor and Manager—Every Ev-
ening and Saturday Matinee, EMERSON'S MINSTRELS. Our Star Com-

pany! Entire New Programme! CHARLEY REED'S Specialties! California Quar-
tette! Policeman's Picnic! EMERSON and REED on the Ends!

Tickle Me!
Monday Evening, May 2Sth—First Appearance of WILSON and CAMERON.
ORIGINAL POPULAR PRICES.—Dress Circle and Orchestra, 75 cts.; Family

Circle, 50 cts. ; Matinee, 50 cts. and 25 cts. Seats secured six days in advance. No
extra charge to reserve. Telephone 5,094. May 26.

BUSH-STREET THEATRE.

MB. I.E4VITT. Lessee and Manager; Al. ISaj-mn.ii, As-
. sociate Manager. This (Saturdav) Evening, Mav 26th, the Eminent English

Comedian, MR. CHARLES WYNDHAM,*and his Comedy Company, from the Crite-

rion Theatre, London. Grand Production of H. J. Byron's Comedy,

14 Days!
This Saturday, at 2-Only BRIGHTON MATINEE. May 26.

CALEDONIAN CLUB GAMES!
— AT —

SHELL-MOUND PARK On Saturday, May 26th.

^fDon'tfailtogo there and see DONALD DINNIE perform with the Dumb-

Bells. The afsemblage will be photographed at 1 o'clock by Reiman & Co., 2g

Montgomery street.
" May 20.
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CRADLE. ALTAR. AND TOMB.
CRADLE.

Bar*t-Iii thia city, M»y 16, to Oh wife ..( J. II. Bmtt, a daughter.
Gmaow - in this cmy, M»v 16, i<> tin- wife ol Etoberl wtai w, i daughter.
BUtuvill—In thli .ity. Ilaj SI, t.. the wi*a ol J. DalhwolL a dtugbter.

M .> 14, to the wife <>f Captain John Batch, a daughter,
. May 19, to the wifa i f Cbarlea .'. Jaoksou, a son.

Loire In the wife of Edward Long, a daughter.
;i -In this oil}, May 21, to the wife of Ab. I. szynsky. a daughter.

KoGurun -lnthli , to the wife ol Bonn UoGtnley, daughter.
Mackkl — In this city. Hay 20, to the wife of James J. llackel, a sou.
STKPFKS8— In this to the wtfe ol Prank Bteffans, a son.

Soon in this citv, Mnv W, to the wife *>f Peter short, a daughter.
Tl-rssr—In this city, Hay 20, (o the wife of Arohibald It. Turner, a daughter,

ALTAR.
Bt'RPicK-PKRKtss— In Oakland, Hay 15, Marcus s. Burdicb to Myra E. Perkins.

tan—May 18, J. J. Oasaidj to Haggle P. O'Brien.
Coaa-McVn—Hay it, John Cunix to Mary Mc\'e-, both of thifl city.

Pansa-KaaKB—Hay 16, Andrew C. Freese, Jr.. to Annie M. Keene.
Lakkknz-Bisterdork—May 22, Ditlef Lafrenz to Meta Bisterdorf.
Habtiok-Sfbwcbi;—Hay 10, George H. MaatJck to Lizzie J. Spencer.

« -Anderson—Hay 19, Albert Peterson to Johanna Anderson.
Rykkx-Friedimkkr—May 19, Frank G. Ryken to Josephine Friedhofer.
BFABUKQ-BlUDY—Hay 20, Henry Sparling to Catharine Brady, both of this city.

TOMB.
Atiiey—May 19, Andrew Athey, a native of Ireland, aged 42 years.
Blakk—May 20, *Mrs. Fannie il. Blake, a native of Nova Scotia, aged 34 years.
Daily — May 20, Jane Daily, a native of Ireland aged 02 years.
Donnovas—May 22, John W. Domiovan, a native of Mass., aged 24 years, 10 mos.
Feslbr—May 23, Catherine Fesler, a native of Germany, atred 20 years, 3 months.
Freeman—May 23, S. E. Freeman, a native of Ohio, aged 52 years.
Gallagher - May 21, James Gallagher, a native of Ireland, aged (JO years,

HflHR ksex—May 21, Ida L. Henrikseti, a native of S. F., aged 29 years, 4 months.
Milicii—May 20, Stephen Milich, a native of Servia, aged 50 years.
MiLLEX—May 19, Thomas Millen, a native of Ireland, aged 55 years.

NllSBtT—May 21, James Phillip Nesbit, a native of California, aged 25 years.
PLl rMMER-May 21, John A. Plnmmer, a native of Massachusetts, aged 69 years.
Stephens —May 23, Sarah Stephens, a native of England, aged 39 years, 4 months.
Scott—May 23, John Scott, a native of England, aged 70 years.

AUSTRALIA.
By the P. M. S. S. Co.'s steamer " City of New York " we have

Australian and New Zealand advices to the 24th of April. The sensation
in the Colonies has been the annexation by the youngest colony (Queens-
land) of the island of Papua (New Guinea). This island is the second
largest in the world, being a third greater than France in area. This ac-
tion of Queensland was solemnly endorsed by the elder Colonies, and re-

ferred to the Imperial Government for the sanction. From later English
advices we have it that the Earl of Derby, Secretary of State for the Col-
onies, has informed the Queensland Government that, as they took such
an important step without consulting the Home Authorities, they must
take the sole responsibility, and there it rests.

Victoria.—The wheat crop in Victoria will be less by half a million
bushels than it was last year.

The new Treasurer is experiencing great difficulty in getting his depart-
ment into working order after the muddle his predecessors left it in. Out
of the last §25,000,000 borrowed for Public Works, only $2,500,000 will be
available, all the rest being frittered away from the object of the loan.

The bondholders will not like to hear this. The squatters were expecting
an enormous shearing, the weather having been so favorable for the
growth of wool.

Henry Field Gurner, Crown Solicitor ever since Victoria was a Colony,
is dead, aged 64 years.

New South Wales.—The Tichborne case has cropped up again in this

Colony, application having been made for the release of William Cress-
well, an insane man. The applicants contend that this lunatic is the
veritable Arthur Orion, and want to take him to England for identifica-

tion.

Typhoid fever is alarmingly prevalent in Sydney, the citizens calling
upon the Government to nominate a Commission to report upon the sani-

tary condition of the city.

The Chinese are causing trouble on the Temora gold-fields.

New Zealand.—The Native difficulty has become intensified by the
capture of a party of surveyors by some of De White's men. When they
were rescued several days afterward, they were pretty well starved
to-death.
Wellington was visited by a very severe storm on April, the 9th. The

rain fell in torrents. The lightning struck the new Presbyterian Church,
and did considerable damage.
A class of most desirable immigrants was arriving. Well to-do farm-

ers and their families.

The Government has appointed a Royal Commission to negotiate with
the Maori King, and it is to be hoped that their endeavors will be suc-

cessful, as both the Colonists and the Natives are becoming exasperated
over the non-3ettlement of the land question.

A RARE CHANCE.
The large sale of improved and unimproved real estate which has

just been ordered by the French Bank, and which will take place at the

Sale Rooms of Messrs. Maurice Dore & Co., on next Tuesday, May 29th,

is an event which should attract the attention of those who desire to find

a safe and remunerative field for the employment of capital, as well as of

those who desire to purchase a home. The city properties included in

this sale are located all over the desirable portions of this rising town,
and embrace properties suitable for all purposes. Unquestionably this is

one of the largest and roost important sales of real property that ever
took place in this city, and, as we are just on the edge of a great boom in

real estate, any active, shrewd man may make a fortune at it. Cata-
logues can be had of Maurice Dore & Co., No. 410 Pine street.

Mental depression, weakness of the muscular system, general ill-

health, benefited by Brown's Iron Bitters.

HOTEL DEL MONTE,
MONTEREY.

FIRST HOP OF -THE SEASON!
-OS-

SATURDAY KVIOMX; SEXT, JUKE 2d.

MUSIC BY BALLENBF.RO. May 20.

DOORS, "WEIGHTS, PULLEYS AND CORDS.
WINDOWS, O" Country dealers are especially invited to call and examine

' our stock, note our prices and favorable terms. Send for Price List.

BLINDS, WILSON So BROTHER,
Manufacturers, Wholesale and Retail Dealers,

Noi. 18, 20 and 22 Drniiini st bet. California and Sacramento.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
The Company's steamers will sail for Hougkons andYokohama:
CITYOFTOKIO MAY 31, at 2 p.m.
Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and return at reduced rates.

For New York, via Panama:
COLIMA JUNE l,at 10 o'c'ock A. M.,

Taking Freight and Passengers for MAZATLAN, ACAPULCO, CHAMPERICO
SAN JOSE DE GUATEMALA, ACAJUTLA, LA LIBERTAD and PUNTA ARENAS.
Tickets to and from Europe by any line for sale at the loweBt rates ; also fur Ha-

vana and all West India ports.

For Honolulu, Auckland and Sydney:
CITY OF NEW YORK JUNE 3, at 2 p.m.,

Or immediately on arrival of the London mail.

Ten Dollars additional is charged for Upper Cabin passage.
For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and Brannan streets.

[May 20.) WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., General Agents.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,
or Japan and China, leave wharf, corner First and Bran-
nan streets, at 2 p.m., for YOKOHAMA AND HONGKONG, connecting at

Yokohama with Steamers for Shanghai.
F

isss.
From San Fkajjcisco
for Hongkong. Stf.ambr.

SATURDAY, September 15th. ..ARABIC
THURSDAY. September 2?th. OCEANIC
THURSDAY, October 11th COPTIC

From San Francisco
for Hongkong. Steamer.

SATURDAY, May 5th COPTIC
THURSDAY, June 28th ARABIC
TUKSDAY, July 10th OCEANIC
SATURDAY, July 21st COPTIC
Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates.
Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.'s

Geueral Offices, Room 71, cor. Fourth and Townseud sts.

For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacihc MailSteam-
ship Companv's Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN, General Passenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD. President. May 5th.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamers of this Company will sail Troni Broadway Wharl

as follows :

For Victoria, B.C., and Puget Bound Ports: Every Friday,at 2 p. m. of each month.
Steamer of the 30th connects at Port Townsend with steamer "Idaho" for Alasita.
For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the O. R. & N. Co.: Every o days.
For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 5th, 10th, 15th,

20th, 25th and 30th of each month.
For Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and

Ventura: Every Wednesday at 3 A.M.

For Eureka, Areata, and Hook ton, Humboldt Bay: Every Wednesday, 9 'clock.

For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc.: Every Monday.

Ticket Office, No. 214 Montgomery Street, near Pine.
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Amenta,

[May 5.] No. 10 Market Btreet.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

No. 320 Post Street Opposite Union Square.

PROF. O. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 320 Post

street, is now open for Juvenile and Evening Classes. Office Hours, for Terms, etc.

10 a.m. to 12 M., and 1 to 5 p.m. Oct. 22.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

360 EOVRIB STREET, SAJf ERAA'CISCO.
[July 15.]

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Gold Medal, Paris, 1878.

Sold by all Stationers. Sole Agent for tbe lulled Slate*:
MR. HENRY HOE. 91 John street, N. Y. J»n. 5.

A. WALDSTEIN,
Lithographer audi Zlucogrupher, So. 320 Sansome street,

Room 48, Second Floor. Aug. 19.

Catalogues, Books, Illustrated Circulars and Illuminated Printing executed in
a superior manner by the S. F. News Letter.
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LETTER PROM LONDON.
London, May 2, 1883.—Dear News Letter : As is generally the

case at this time every year, no one seems able to tell whether the season

is going to be good or bad. Things seem to promise well, however, and
though the ball is hardly rolling sufficiently to tell yet, the entertainment
announcements in the Morning Post and Court Journal appear to increase

satisfactorily each week. " Musical at Homes" are having a run. At the

Duchess of St. Albans', on Wednesday, Bret Harte was a distinguished

guest, though it will be a puzzle to ''Francis B's" old friends in 'Frisco to

know what kind of figure he would cut at a musical party.

The Prince of Wales has gone to Oxford for a day or two, to lay the

foundation stone of the new Indian Institute there, and on Monday he
will open the new Royal College of Music. What with dinners, founda-
tion-stone layings, speeches and openings, "Mr. Wales" has not so easy a

time of it as some people suppose.
Society is gradually recovering from the shock of Lady Stradbrook's

complicity in the Lonsdale libel published in the World.
The Queen has struck her ladyship's name from the list of those to be

invited to State balls and concerts, and the cold shoulder of society gener-
ally has been shown to the recreant Countess. The advisability of her
absence from town, for this season at least, became so apparent that, in-

stead of going to the last Queen's drawing-room, as she intended, she took
her departure with her daughter to Henham Hall, and will probably try
and live the scandal down. As she has not only rank, but plenty of

money, she will of course not have much difficulty in getting people to

forget the past. The widow of the last .fclarl of Lonsdale-Gladys—
Countess of Lonsdale, as she is called—in whose behalf the libel is said
to have been concocted, doesn't seem to take the fate of her friend much
to heart. Bhe has been doing Paris by herself, though she is but a young
widow of twenty-four, and is reported as going to be married to the
youthful Duke of Portland, on his return from India. The report is not
credited by the Duke's friends, who know him to be a gentleman of quiet
and retiring ways and tastes, and about the last man to fancy the stalwart
Gladys, with her dashing stride and hazy reputation.
A series of tableaux and scenes from Homer's Iliad and Odyssey, in aid

of the ladies department of King's College is to be given on a grand scale

the end of this month, at Cromwell House, the residence of Lady Freake.
Another entertainment of a theatrical nature is understood to be in prep-
aration at Lady Freake's, to take place shortly. One of the pieces to be
performed is The Ladies' Battle, and a certain " charming American heir-

ess " it is whispered, will take part in it. Who the charming American
heiress is that is meant is not known, but suspicion rests strongly on Miss
Jennie Chamberlayne

;
(I spell it in their newly-adopted style), whose

beauty is still a good deal talked about. The Chamberlaynes seem to
like London better than most Americans.
An opposition to Lady Haberton's " divided skirt" has lately been

produced by some young ladies whose objection to the showing of their
shape is not particularly overwhelming. The new dress is a tight velvet
skirt; it has no separate legs up to the knee like the "divided " affair,

but it is so extremely close-fitting that in the distance it makes a woman
look like a man. The upper part of the costume is nothing more than a
gentleman's dress-coat and vest. I should be inclined to think that no
decent-minded young woman would ever adopt it.

Fob-chains are getting to be the fashion among the young men who
frequent the Gaiety Bar and the " Cri," and who are pleased to be con-
sidered " mashers " by the pretty barmaids and dashing ladies to be seen
thereabouts. Mrs. Frank Leslie is expected in London. A society paper
herr, which is fond of gushing now and then, says " she is young, hand-
some, and has an income of £25,000 a year." Wouldn't New Yorkers be
surprised to hear that? Nilsson has just arrived in the Gallia from New
York. Yours, Dido.

LETTER FROM THE "FIOTJS JONES."
Yokohama, April 22, 1883.

Dear News Letter: There is a great improvement here, not in busi-
ness but in social life. Balls and dinner parties, picnics and lawn tennis
have given a more cheerful aspect to the place, and next month our Spring
races come off (p. p.) i. e. please the pigs. So there is something more
amusing to talk about. The weather has become warm, and the cherry,
plum, peach and other blossoms have given a charm to the landscape,
which is not without its influence in rendering us paupers more cheerful.
The Japanese raisgovernment have issued a series of the most despotic
press laws. If they go on in this anti-liberal spirit there will be trouble
ere long. It is bad policy to drive people mad by stringent laws.

Yours, The Pious Jones.

To Cure or not to Cure without Koni La—that is the question. In
this age of investigation and analysis some of the beliefs, doctrines and
opinions that were considered to be firmly supported by evidence " strong
as proof of holy water," are, in the light of reason and research, proving
to be but stubborn facts; so is Koni La Volcanic Water, which is no
mystified secrecy of springs in an unknown location of Northern or
Southern California, nor like a gilded pill, made to suit the eye, taste or
smell, but in its effects, and on account of its genuine merit, is now pre-
scribed by our most eminent physicians as Blood Purifier, a powerful
eliminator in all Kidney Complaints, Skin Diseases, a valuable curative
in Female Complaints, and, in fact, as a truly household remedy. One
fair trial will convince the most skeptical that Koni La Volcanic Water
will prove the sufferer's best ready-relief friend, worthy of confidence.

Pacific Mineral Water Company.
Depot—360 Fourth street, corner Harrison.

" Pickings from Puck " is the title of a very bright little brochure
which has just made its appoarance. It is a compilation of the brightest
and moat exquisite things, both in illustration and letter press, that have
aupeared in the columns of that famous journal of satire and wit, the
New York Puck. It constitutes a representative work of the highest and
most refined species of American humor, and is deserving of, as it will
doubtless receive, a wide circulation.

J8ST Fast, brilliant and fashionable are the Diamond Dye colors,

package colors 1 to 4 lbs. of goods. 10 cents for any color.

One

ROCK NURSERIES.
TREES FOR SALE.

A Large Assortment of Thrifty, Well-Grown Fruit, Shade and
Ornamental Trees.

NEW AND RARE EVERGREENS,
PALMS, BAMBOOS, SHRUBS, ROSES, etc. SMALL FRUITS, including a Large

Variety of GRAPEVINES for Table, for Wine and for Raisins.

STRAWBERRIES,
OF NEWEST AND BEST VARIETIES FOR MARKET AND FOR PROFIT.

Descriptive Catalogues will be Sent as follows:

No. 1.—Fruits, Grapevines, Berries, etc 3 cents
No. 2 .—Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, etc 3 cents

[March 17.] JOHN ROCK, San Jose, Cal.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,
Sawing, Planing and manufacturing:—Doors, Sashes, Blinds and

Mouldings—Turning-, Scroll and Jig Sawing—Countars,
Bar and Store Fixtures.

Finishing Work for Buildings on Hand and Made to Order.

217 to 225 Spear SI., ana 218 to 226 Stewart St., S. F.

The largest and oldest established mill on the Pacific Coast.

D. A. Macdonald, Pres't. R. S. Falconer, See'y. W. N. Miller, Supt

[March 25.]

EUREKA COTTON GARDEN HOSE.

S3T Weighs less than one-half as much as Three-ply Rubber Hose, and stands
more than four times the pressure. Is not injured by exposure to the sun, and
does not deteriorate with age when laid away, same as Rubber Hose. TRY I r.

W. T. Y. SCHENCK, Agent for Pacific Coast,

[April 21.] 36 California street, San Francisco, Cal.

MAHOGANY, MAPLE, CSEMBY and POPLAR
AT REDUCED PRICES.

JOHN WIGM0RE, Spear and Howard sts , S. F.

C0AL-0IL STOVES.

All Sizes for Cooking or Parlor use. Send for Circular and Prices.

W1ESTER A CO..
17 New Montgomery St., S. F.

MARBLE WORKS.
MAJTTEI.S and ORATES, MONUMENTS and BEADSTONES,

Xn Marble and Scotch Granite,

827 Market street bet. Fourth anil Fifth.
gg- Send for Designs and Prices. W. H. McCOBMICK.

JOHN DANIEL & CO.,

Importers and Dealers in Italian Marble and Scotch Granite

MONUMENTS, MANTELS, Etc.,

BTo. 421 Flue street bet. Montgomery and Kearny, San Francisco.'

g^" Manufacturers of Monuments, Head Stones, Mantel-Pieces, Plumbers' Stones
Table and Counter Tops, Imposing-Stones, etc., at LOWEST CASH PRICES.

C. W. M. SMITH,
The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor* (x^-^A

Established in 1862, HJ/\TENTJ
Removed to 224 Sansome Street.

^
g^=" MR. C. W. M. SMITH is tbe patent attorney for Marriott's Aeroplane Com-

pany for Navigating tbe Air. Oct. 22.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO,.

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS.
Agents for BICOBD'S BESTOEATIVE PILLS,

835 Market Street.. ....San Francisco, Cal.
PALACE HOTEL. June 24.

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,

OCULIST.
Formerly at No. 31.1 Bush street, has removed to Pbelau's

BuiliHng, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 m. to 3 p.m.
Take the Elevator. May 27.

DR. WILLIAM E. TAYLOR.
OFFICE: 215 BEAKY ST. RESIDENCE: THE BALDWIN.

Feb. 5.] OFFICE HOTJBS: 1 to 4 P.M.

THOMAS M0RFFEW, D. 0. S.,

DENTIST,
No. S Montgomery street Corner market

(Over the Hibernia Bank), San Francisco. Take the Elevator.
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NOTABILIA.
THE

Uwn a* whitr if ttriren iiww ;

C\ presw bl*ck *a e'er «ra« crow ;

Glove* 44 sweet 44 iUm**k roe«4 ;

Hm*k* for fftoos *ml for noses ;

p .evict, necklh'e, unber ;

I'frfuiue for a lady's chamber

;

PEDDLERS SONG.
Gold quolpe ami rtomachers,

:
» B tln-ir dears;

Pin» anil pokinff>«Uclu i
i

Wbal nudi tack From lirml t<> boot;

Oomfjbui "i moloome;coniabu]
Buy, lads, or bus sot» Iubm cry.

\V||J,IAM SHAKSI'KARR.

Extract fn>m a college IkhV letter to his father: "So yon think that

I am wasting my time in writing little stories for the local papers, and
.ite .1 : \g, that the man who writes except for money is fool.

I ahull actu|M>D t>r. Johnson'- soggflStioD and write for money. Send me
1 when you and ma come to town I will take you to Swain'B, 213

Sutter street, which in admitted to be the most delightful lunch house in

the city."

They were courting. " Don't sit ao near me," she said. " I ain't near
iid he. "Yon are." "I ain't." " But you will be." "No, I

wont, neither." "Then you'd better go home, for I hain't got no use for

id won't have until you get photographed by the great Artists,

Bradley &, Rulofson, Dupont and Geary streets.

At a masked ball in Berlin, Germany, not long ago, a certain young
gentleman was quite fascinated with the grace and conversation of a
closely masked incognita, and at last begged for the privilege of continu-

ing the acquaintance elsewhere. The lady agreed, and designated a piano

concert the next evening as the rendezvous, telling him to be in one of

the front rows. Soon afterward he heard her whisper to an elderly lady:

"Soeh luck! I have given a rendezvous to fifty different gentlemen at

my concert to-morrow night. Fifty reserved seats will more than pay
my expenses, and every one else who comes is clear gain."

Shall we wear a silk hat?" was the subject of a lecture by a Brooklyn
divine recently. That is a question which no man can answer until he

goes to White's, 014 Commercial street, and examines the large stock of

Tiles to be found on the counters and shelves of that establishment. Af-
ter comparing those made from straw, felt, etc., with the silk ones, he can
answer the query.

"My borne is not upon this earth," was the pious remark of Deacon
Crowfoot ;

" my mansion is in the skies." " Well, observed Fogg," "you
had better have it painted with the Imperishable Paint {sold by J. K.
Kelly & Co., Market street, below Beale), which comes already mixed,

covers three times the space that ordinary paint does, and is impervious
to sun or rain. Then you will be admitted into the highest-toned Celestial

Society."

" O, you better talk ! " exclaimed Mrs. Smith to her lord and master,

who was joking her upon her running after him. " You know you were
dead in love with me, and it was only because I was afraid you'd sicken

and die that I took compassion on you." " Well," replied Smith, "if I

did love you so desperately, you cured me, dearest. I'll give you that

credit, but it was the heroicest kind of heroic treatment."

" Never engage in anything you would not open with prayer," said a
very strict orthodox preacher. Whereupon an irreverent individual arose,

and inquired: " What did you do with that last invoice of pure and una-
dulterated Liquors you purchased from P. J. Cassin & Co., Washington
and Battery streets? Yon could not open those bottles with prayer, un-

less the prayer had a corkscrew attachment."

Voltaire's old mansion is now used by the Geneva Bible Society as a

repository, but Volty is so busy looking for a little cool air, and, at the

same time, telling all his neighbors that the Arlington Range, sold by De
La Montanya, Jackson street, is the most perfect cooking apparatus ever

constructed, that he has no time to feel bad over it.

The course of true love, traced by letters in a breach of promise suit

in New York, ran in this manner: " My darling Benny," " My own dar-

ling Benny," " My own dearest darling," " My own darling love," " My
darling Ben," "Friend Ben," and all was over.

A clever girl, when her lover, who was too bashful to speak out, ask-

ed her what he should do, replied: " Do write, and fear not." And im-
mediately he arose and went forth, and wrote upon his prospective father-

in-law's front fence: "Steele's Grindelia Lotion is a sure cure for Poison
Oak."

J. W. Carmany, of 25 Kearny street, has on hand a large and well-

selected stock of Underwear and Gent's Furnishing Goods. Call and give

him a trial, and you will be satisfied.

Take no note of a man of doubtful credit, and tell your wife that

Brooks' Spool Cotton js still at the head of the procession.

"No, sir," he said, "clergymen are not]the stiff-necked, solemn, tedi-

ous men that some people think them. They're often jolly, good fellows.

Why, I first heard the ' monkey and parrot ' story from a clergyman.

Ladies, if you would be forever redeemed from the physical disabilities

that in thousands of cases depress the spirits and absolutely fetter all the
energies of womanhood, you have only to get Lydia E. Pinkham's Veg-
etable Compound.

Constipation, liver and kidney diseases are cured by Brown's Iron
Bitters, which enriches the blood and strengthens the whole system.

It look3 strange to the uninformed to read "The Coming Bench Show
—List of Judges Appointed and Prizes to be Awarded," and then find

out it is dogs, not legal lights that are to be placed on exhibition.

J. F. Cutter's Old Bourbon.—This celebrated Whisky is for sale by
all first-class drugyists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

Fine Watch Repairing: ** J« W- Tucker & Co's., comer ol Kearny and Geary
•trt'et*.

REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.
Recorded Id the City and County of San Francisco. California, for

the Week ending May 22nd
Vv- .cd/Vom f/.i MKordsqJ iii, <,„„„„,,,„, ,,,, ,„•„, 401 UaliforniaSt.,S.F.

Wednesday. May 16th.

GRANTOR ANO GRANTEE. OESCItlPTION.

L Gottig to Sarah Whalcn

Gustave Niebaum to Abbie Angler

Mary Sylvester et al to J D Grant.

Francis A Nokin to M Rosenbaum

W Elgin Park, 91 h llcrman, s 3X75-M
Bit

E Van Ness, 52:7 a Pacific, s 25x100--W A 50
Nw Tyler anri Taylor, u 2? X82:G -50-va-
ral007

Sw Main. 10S:4 se Market.se 91:8x187:0
,
- B & W 004, 605

L Gottig to Edwd U llalkan 'Lot 1(13, Central Park HomeBtcad

t 5

4,500

35,000

5
5

Thursday, May 17th.

Cbas Cocke to I C Moore

Geo Edwards to Wm R Allen..

W H Crim et al to R Spanlding

Rachael Basset to O Von Rhein..
Cbas Lind to A P Adams
Edmund Wall to Hngh Burns
J L Muldowney to J M Comerford
Jacob Schwerdt to Wm Wabl
D Gottig to H S Patridge

Wm Hollis et al to L Gottig
Jno Diver to Michl Aylward
H G Newhnll etal to M Newhall.

Egbert Judson to Cath Mathieson.

Ne Larkin and Pacific, e 45:10x60—50-
vara 1401

S Bush. 212:6 w Scott, w 25x110:11—

W

A 458
E Leavenworth, 113:7 a Sacramento, s

22:11x80
E Howard. 75 s 17th, s 25x100—MB 159
Se24th and York, e 40xl00-M B 170...
S cor Natoma and Rubs, sw 25x75
E Church, 26 s 27th, e 25:6x80--H A 57.

.

W Jessie, 173 8 20th, s 22X75-M B 60.

.

W Bartlett, 115 s 21st, 8 71, n 25, c 127:6
to com—M B 65

Sundry properties thronghout city
W Clara avenue, 896 n 13th, n 56x136...
Sv* Van Ness and Sutter, s 120x169:6 ;

furniture, horses, etc ; for her natur-
al life, etc

NT Waller, 167:6 w Waller, w 60x120-

W

A290

4,500

4,000

10
5,0011

6,000
1

2.0I1O

2,651)

8,160

750

1

3 400

Friday, May 18th.

B, Hulniann to L Gottig

L Gottig to Mary Hellraan.

J M Wood to Jno Ballard..

Eliza Mortrer to Maria Gacobbi.

.

LawreDce Drake to Saml Drake.

.

Clinton Jones to E S Norton

Emelie Cbabot to A Deprette

J S Rothschild to Henry Levy..
W Hollis etal to L Gottig....

G H Gray to Wm Winter..

Thos Day to Owen Corcoran
Jno W Coleman to Julius Newman

Louisa L Baxter to Jno Wallace.

Nw Brannan. 105 sw 6th, sw 25x75—100-
vara 313

Same
Nw Jackson and Pierce, w 137:6x127:8- -

W A 825
N Union, 137 w Dupont, w 60x137—50-
vara412

E Powell. 68 s Washington, s 23x60—50
vara 119

W Fillmore. 30 s Pacific, 8 35x100—

W

A 349
S McAllister, 55 w Gough, w 27x137—

W

A 157
E Front, 249:4 n Clay, n 25:8x120
Ne Le Roy place and Sacramento, e26x

70 ; 8 Clay. 147 w Jones, w BOX 111

Portion Outside Land blks 856, 780, 8(18,

954, 952, 950 and all interest in the
Winter let

Lots 36 and 37, Academy tract

Se Fulton and Scott, w 137:6x137:6—

W

A 448
Sc Howard, 111 sw 7th, sw 27x100—100-
vara259 •

$2,097
5

1,000

5

5

2,200

7.100
23,01 '0

100000
.50.5(10

14.0C0

10.750

Saturday, May 19th.

A Kramer to G Feldhaus

M I Lindner to J Miehalson
Felix Boyle to Mario A Uilberer.

Wm Ensbury to Annie Ensbury.

Teresa Bovo to Gabriel Bovo

A Daneri to G Rolandelli

Same to G Arnold
M Rieaud to A Gagiiardo

Edwd Florence et al to T Barker.

EP White to Jaa Hartford

J M Comerford to E Overend

N Herman, 181:3 w Fillmore, w 25x120—
VV A373

N Busb, 30 e Mason, c 25x180
E 8th avenue, 175 n A st, n 25x121—0 L

E 2nd avenue, 125 s Pt Lobos, s:
O L283

Ne 8lh, 195 se Howard, se 25x137:0—50-
vara 579

S one-half lot 30, block 95-C'olumbia
Hd

N one-half same
NT Francisco, 160 e Powell, e 45:10x137:6
— 50- vara 1513
W Piockncy, 97:6 n Broadway, n 20x57:
7—50-vara4tt

Nw Harriet. 150 nw Folsoni, nw 25x7.'>

100:vara 229.
E Church, 26 s 27th, s 25:6x80—II A
27

Prudence A.J ones to n Gould Iff Main, 889 s Folsom, s 34x15:7.,
Wm Halloran to Wm II Taylor .'Lots 15 and 16, blk 4S1-P N

Monday. May 21st.

fl.400
7,000

5

Gift

6,688

400
4(H)

1,840

2,250

1.700

2,500
Gilt

Leila Foster to C & Co of S F.,
E P Overton to Jos Cuneo

Jno Labaney to Augeste Florentin

Mary A Cook to .Ino C Hawke

Patk Eagan Sr to Patk Eagan Jr..
' ! (son to W LTorrey

Robt White el al lo Leon Di Xola.

Streets and Highways .

,,, 75 II Washington, D

s 20. w 45, s 2:6. w 20 to commence-
ment—50-TAn 103

Sw 20lh avenue. 75 nw K st, nw 25x100;
portion lot 9, block 303, s 8 F lid ...

i: worth, 66:9 n Union.
65—50-vara 1908

N Jessie, 320 w sih.w 69x80
Undivided one-half ne Hyde and Turk,

e 25x87 -5o-vara
Ne Blight and Steiner, e 27:6xll)5-W A

i 37i..:

Tuesday. May 22nd.
Hazen Hovt to Timolhv Paige Polrero Block No 151

EBlInldauto D Ahlf
|
Loi livl. block 98, Cenral Park Hd
N Eddy, 230 w Devisadero, w 45x137:6 -

\v a -h>8 ; subject to rnor_
2,500dolUr8

3 Grove, 50 e Octarla, e 24.6x80—W A
146 .

Same
S Grove, 74:6 e Octavia. e 25. s 120, w

21:6, n 40. w 8 inches, n 80 I

tnencement, being in Western Addi-
lion 149

Jemima Webster to Thos Bnrlghl

Jeanne M A Carlo to Wm Wolf.

Bib s .v. Ln Socv to same..
Same to Jos Borren

! 1

5

190

2,100

5.900

8 io
,000

2,400

2.9MI
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THE JULIAN RIX ART SALE.
The collection of paintings sent out by Julian Rix, one of San Fran-

cisco's most popular artists, are now arranged upon the walls of the main
gallery of the San Francisco Art Association. It differs in appearance
from any collection heretofore offered in that it is more novel. The gen-

eral form and style of the canvases, together with the manner of mount-
ing, adds to this novelty; for example, No. 61, 62, 63, is a large folding screen,

six feet in bight, composed of three canvases, each 20x50 inches in size,

upon which the artist has painted a delightful " Autumn View." Of
course the screen divides the scene into three parts, and yet it forms a

complete and harmonious whole. It is by far the grandest and most valu-

ible decorative screen ever shown in this city.

Next we have a screen of quite another form, No. SI. The decoration

of this is of a poetic character, being from Walter Scott's "Sir Patrick
Spens," in The Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border. The superstitious mari-

ner discerns the evening moon outlined in the sky in full form and con-

siders it an ill omen and says :

I Baw the new moon, late yestreen,
Wi' the auld moon in her arm

;

And if we gang to sea, master,
I fear we'll come to harm.

Across the face of the old moon the artist has painted a delightful little

twilight, and in the margin printed with fantastic letters, the first two
lines of the text given above. The effect of the whole is most weird and
poetic, and cannot fail to be appreciated. In addition, there are seven
fire-screens, the decoration of each consisting of a bit of brook scene,

painted in black and white, illustrating Tennyson's poem of " The
Brook," and upon each picture a line from the poem in keeping with the
subject. Rix is apparently fond of painting in black and white, for we
find a number of canvases done in that manner, and they are among the
most effective of his collection, too. A notable one is a large panel, No.
80, representing " Twilight," and here again Mr. Rix turns to the poet
for aid to illustrate his work, taking tbe couplet from Milton :

Now comes still evening on, and twilight gray
Had in her somber livery all things clad

;

Silence accompanied, for beast and bird.

They to their grassy couch, these to their nests
Were slunk, all but the woeful nightingale.

And a perfect bit of solitude at twilight it is.

Rix's work, without being in the least labored, has the appearance of

careful study and execution; there is not a sketchy picture in the entire

collection. He doubtless thought it scarce worth while to send mere
sketches so far. Among the larger works, No. 36, "A view on the Upper
Columbia River," is a careful study of a picturesque scene, as is also No.
38, "Alameda Marshes." An old homestead, nestled among and half

covered up by blooming fruit trees, and capitally bandied, is No. 90. Of
a similar character, but a much larger picture, is "Apple Blossoms, No.
33. A charming pair of little pictures is Nos. 91 and 108, "Sun Up" and
"The Red Mill." "Old River-wall," at Paterson, N. J.—where Rix is

now resident—is a nicely painted and picturesque wall, just such a one as

we often see in the old country, but seldom in this. No. 25, " The First

Flight," on a Jersey meadow, portrays a flock of duckti in a dim moon-
light. "A Quiet Pool," No. 53, is one of those delightful bits of pastoral

at all times truly refreshing.
" Frozen, in Morris Canal," No. 17, gives us an idea of a Jersey Winter.

We wonder how Julian felt while making the sketch for this picture, after

living all his life in California. No. 93, ** On the Passaic River," is an-

other New Jersey scene, and a good one, too. An attractive feature of

the exhibit ia a number of upright narrow panel pictures, just suited to

spaces too narrow for an ordinary canvas, but with a wall space from the
line to the ceiling too great to render a small picture of any use what-
ever. In all the years Mr. Rix resided in this city, he never offered his

work at auction—nor would he now—if it were not that he purposes go-

ing to Europe to pursue his studies in his chosen profession

It is but a short time since Manager Pearson took charge of the Bald-
win Hotel. .What a miraculous change has come over the establishment!
As if by magic, it has sprung into tbe front rank, and become one of the
most popular hotels on the American continent. As a building, the Bald-
win Hotel always has been, externally, a magnificent and graceful speci-

men of architecture; internally, it has always been comfortable, conveni-
ent, spacious, and fitted up and furnished in a style of splendor and
luxuriance. In short, the only thing that was lacking in order to make
the establishment successful was the managerial talent—that indescriba-

ble something which is always present in a well-regulated hotel, and
which, though seldom seen or heard, results in corridors and rooms being
kept in apple-pie order, in a table liberally supplied with all the delicacies

of the season, cuoked in perfect style, and in the comfort and convenience
of the guests being promoted in a thousand and one unnoticeable details.

That managerial talent the Baldwin now has, and so it is successful.

No projected entertainment ever attracted such enthusiastic atten-
tion in this city as the Grand Masquerade Ball, to be given at the Me-
chanics Pavilion, under the management of Messrs. Goldstein & Cohn,
on the evening of July 3rd, is now receiving. The entertainment cannot,
therefore, fail to be a pronounced success, both financially and artistical-

ly. Everything that will tend to promote the comfort, convenience and
amusement of the participants, as well as the spectators, is being done,
and the large degree of public interest which the project has attracted
renders it certain that a great number of maskers will appear in new and
original costumes to sustain fantastic and historical characters. A large
band, composed of the leading instrumentalists in the city, will furnish
the music. The great building will be brilliantly illuminated and beauti-
fully decorated, and the ball-room floor, when filled with the gayly cos-
tumed maskers, will assuredly present an animated and gorgeous specta-
cle.

Gentlemen who desire to present a well-dressed, stylish appearance,
without fiasbiness or vulgarity, should go to Messrs. J. M. Litchfield &
Co., Merchant Tailors, 415 Montgomery street. This well known firm
has a large stock of the mo3t select goods, and employs expert cutters and
workmen.

COUNTRY RESIDENCES FOR SALE.
Marin County is already, to a large extent, the dairy of San Fran-

cisco, and the present indications are that it will—at least that portion
which lies between here and San Rafael—before a great while become one
of the most favorite suburban residence places of our business men.
Events have been tending that way for some years past. The delightful
climate, green clad hills and dales and fresh aroma ladened air of this
place give it a delicious charm in tbe estimation of those who are closed
up all day in shops, stores and offices; and improved transportation facili-

ties is the only thing necessary in order to make them locate their resi-

dences there. This improvement in transportation facilities is rapidly
being made. The North Pacific Coast Railroad Company is now ex-
pending millions of dollars in constructing a new line of road from San
Rafael to a promontory on the bay comparatively near this city, and,
when this is completed, which will be in a short time, the entire journey
by sea and rail will only consume about 30 minutes. In view of these
facts, therefore, the sale of William T. Coleman's Happy Valley prop-
erty, which is announced by Messrs Easton & Eldii lrg; t) take pace on
the premises on the 9th of next month, must be regarded as a most im-
portant transaction. Tbis property consists of villa and cottage lots, and
is charmingly located near the Donahue Depot, San Rafael. All the
streets on which the property is situated are graded and opened, and each
lot has a double front. Gas and water are laid on, and all other modern
conveniences are obtainable. This is certainly one of the most desirable
suburban properties that have been placed on the market for a long time,
and those of our merchants who desire to obtain a delightful country resi-

dence, which can easily be reached from their place of business, should
keep their weather eye on this chance. The title is perfect and the terms
easy. A free lunch will be served on the premises on the day of sale.

Human ingenuity is nowhere more conspicuously exhibited than it is

in the vast variety of shapes and styles in which hats and caps are manu-
factured. At the first blush it might seem as though this inventive and
constructive genius could be applied to a more useful purpose. Reflec-
tion, however, dissipates this critical theory. Not one of the animate or
inanimate objects of which the world is composed can be made too grace-
ful or beautiful—certainly man cannot. And nothing so makes a guy of

a man as a hat, which, in shape and appearance, is unsuited to his phy-
sique. Hence the necessity of the vast variety of shapes which one finds

in a well appointed store like that of Herrmann, the Hatter, 336 Kearny
street.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Bullion Minium Company.-Location of principal place

of business, San Francisco, California. Location of works, Gold Hill, Storey
county, Nevada.—Notice is hereby given that at a meeting of the Board of Direct-
ors, held on the seventh day of May. 1883, an assessment (No. 27) of Twenty (20)
Cents per share was levied upon the capital stock of the corporation, payable im-
mediately, in United States gold coin, to the Secretary, at the office of the Company,
No. 328 Montgomery street, Room 3, San Francisco, California.

Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on MONDAY, the
ELEVENTH (11th) DAY OF JUNE, 18S3, will be delinquent and advertised for

sale at public auction ; and unless Dayment is made before, will be sold on THURS-
DAY, THE FIFTH DAY OF JULY, 1883, to pay the delinquent assessment, to-

gether with costs of advertising and expenses of sale. By order of the Board of

Directors. J. M. BRAZELL, Secretary.

Office—Room 3, Safe Deposit Building, No. 32S Montgomery street, San Francisco,
California. May 13.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
POTOSI MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. IS
Amount per Share 25 Cents
Levied .• May 12th, 1883
Delinquent in Office June 20th, 1883
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock July 11th, 1883

W. E. DEAN, Secretary.
Office—Room 79, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia; May 19.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
BEST & BELCHER MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 26
Amount per Share 50 Cents
Levied May 8th, 1883
Delinquent in Office June 13th, 1883

Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock. July 3d, 1883
WM. WILLIS, Secretary.

Office—Room 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California. May 12.

NAHL COLLECTION OF OLD MASTERS.

On Exhibition Wednesdays and Saturdays from 9 Till S,

At 506 Battery street, Opposite Postoffice-

ADMISSION, 25 CENTS. May 5.

MRS. JULIA MELVILLE-SNYOER.

Vocal and Instrumental Music — Elocution — Oratory — Drama.

138 McAllister street,
[May 19.] Northeast Corner Hyde street.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,

NO. 922 POST STREET.
Day and Boarding? School for Yonng? Ladies and Children.

KINDERGARTEN. The next term will commence July 18, 1883.

[May 5.J MADAME B. ZEITSKA, A. M. t Principal.

MERMAID BATHS, FOOT OF LARKIN STREET.
Shorter, New and Easier Way to Get there.—Take the Sut-

ter-Btreet Cars, or its branches; also the Union-street Cars to the junction of

Polk and Union streets; from there it is an easy, pleasant walk of a few blocks,

nearly level, with a wide plank walk a irood portion of the way. TRY IT.
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The month of May has been somewhat notable by the unusual rains

that have fallen throughout the State, wiving the drooping grain and
adding new lit.* la the plant, and this followed by genial ((rowing weather,
that inspire* all interested in the welfare of the State, that California is

harvest a bountiful crop of cereals, greater perhaps than ever be-

fore, though some prudent conservative operators are loth to believe that
it will equal the bauuer crop year of 18S0. As it is (all will now admit)
we are quite sure to have one million tons of wheat (surplus) for export,

this end forward grain charters have been written at £3 (iron) for

fall loading, and a corresponding reduction for wooden ships. Although
at this writing ship owners do not exhibit any anxiety to charter vessels

for future loading, believing that they will be the gainers by holding out

a while longer. The tonnage fleet in port at anchor awaiting business is

steadily augmenting, and from appearances there will be no want of ves-

sels to carry the crop when it begins once to move towards tide water. It
should also be remembered in this connection that the Southern Pacific

Railroad have about completed their arrangements for carrying a million
or more bushels of wheat over their road via New Orleans and the Gulf
of Mexico to connect with steamers plying upon the Atlantic, making
regular semi-weekly trips to New York and Europe. This route promises
to be a very important factor in our carrying trade. There it

ought not to be lost sight of by ship-owners. The readers of the
Xf.us Letter have already been advised that the Southern Pacific

Railroad is now carrying to and fro across the continent an equal
amount of merchandise as that of the long-established Central Pacific,

and it is very evident that the former is to be the quickest route. Already
merchandise trains by the Southern route have been landed here in six-

teen days from New York, whereas, the average time consumed on the
Central Pacific would not be less than 25 or 30 days, and in busy seasons
often runs up to 60 or 90 days. The cars en route being switched off and
lost to sight and little thought or cared for by some of the many connect-
ing lines east of the great rivers.

Grain operations at the Call Boards have recently become of great
magnitude, large forward sales of Wheat and Barley having been con-

summated at rapidly declining r^-tes. Wheat, seller 1883, has been freely

parted with at $1 60 per cental down to SI 57i, which seem to be safe

figures for future operators. The Spot price of No. 1 Wheat for export
is si 73@S1 77*. Barney, sel'er 1883, has been sold for less than 31 #
cental. Spot price for May, SI 05 per cental. These figures denote a
very heavy decline from selling rates in April, when short crops seemed
to be inevitable, but May rains and genial weather have greatly changed
the situation.

Coffee. Sugar, Rice and Teas.—Imports of these leading staple arti-

cles have of late been quite liberal, and include the following: Schr. Fal-

con, 54 days from Champerico, to Parrort & Co., brought 4,000 bags.

The cargo previously at hand, of 6.000 bags from same port, proved to be
damaged upon landing. The Coffee market exhibits a good degree of

firmness, though no activity is discernible at the moment. Good to choice
Greens, 12@13c.

Sugar.—Imports from the Sandwich Islands continue free and liberal.

The P. M. S. S. City of New York, from Honolulu, brought 8,567 bags ;

the Anna 6,197 bags from Kahului, and the Jane A. Falkinburg 5,616
bags. The demand is good, and the consumption always large in this,

the fruit season; and yet, in view of some alterations in the tariff, to take
effect July 1st, operators are not inclined to purchase freely, and at the
same time the Islanders are crowding their Sugars to market as fast as

possible. Again, the TJ. S. Commissioners are soon to be here, to look
after the alleged frauds in the imports of Sugar from Hawaii since the
Reciprocity Treaty became operative. One would think that any reason-

able man could see, by what we have published from time to time on the
subject, that no frauds or irregularities had ever been perpetrated by the
Islanders. The present price of Island Raws is Gi@9c. as the range,
while San Francisco Refined is as follows: Extra Pine Cube, in bbls.,

11jc; (A) Crushed, in bbls., lljc; (A) Loaves, in bbls., ll£c. ; Fine
Crushed, in bbls., ll£c; Powdered, in bbls., life; Fancy Extra Pow-
dered, in bbls., 12£c; Dry Granulated, in bbls., ll^c; Confectioners' Cir-

cle A, in bbls., lie; Extra Golden C, in bbls., 10&o.; El Dorado C, in

bbls., 104;c.; Mariposa C, in bbls., 9|c; Nonpareil C, in bbls., 9Jc;
Golden C, in bbls., 10c.

Rice imports continue free and liberal from China, the City of Tokio
bringing 11,819 mats. Hawaiian Table is scarce. The Falkinburg had
1,860 bags—price 5|c.

Teaaare in free supply, but the market is inactive. The City of Tokio
brought, for this city, 2,377 pkgs., and en route, for Eastern cities, to go
forward by rail, 2,921 pkgs. An Eastern paper says that the question of

adulterated Teas has been brought prominently before the public by the
stoppage of the sale of 3,500 pkgs. of Pingauey Tea in New York last

week, under the clause of the State law of 1881, which forbids the sale of

adulterated articles of food. One of the parties, on whose complaint the
injunction was placed, said that his main object was to stop the sale of
bad Teas. Pingsuey was a natural Tea, but was doctored and faced to an
extent that rendered it unfit for human food. The principal members of

the Tea trade here are in favor of stopping the sale of these Teas, as they
injure the business and have an injurious effect on consumers. These
Pingsueys are made in China from second-hand tea-leaves and coarse
refuse stuff, which are colored in the drying, and made to look as good as
some of a higher grade. But few come to this market. They are distrib-

uted mostly in the Southwest and West. Prices at auction have ranged
from 5 to 10c. a lb., but they are sold by peddlers and others at from
25 to 40c. a lb., thus realizing a larger profit than any other kinds. We
believe that the United States law, as recently amended, prohibits the
importation of these Teas, but large quantities were brought to Atlantic
ports before the adoption of the prohibitory clause, and are now held by
the agents of the London syndicate. It is quite clear from recent advices
from the Secretary of the Treasury, that our importers will be safe to
continue imports of the better grades of Japans and such as have been
generally and almost exclusively sold in this market.

Opium. - The importation of opium into this port baa been greatly in-
creased since the passage by the last Congress of a law increasing the
duty on manufactured opium from s.; to $10 per pound, which takes
effect on July 1st, 1883. The last .steamer from China, the City of Tokio,
which arrived on Thursdav, brought 587 boxes of opium of SOOtaela each,
or 41 pounds, -'f which 579 boxes were for consignees in this city, and 8
boxes for British Columbia. Maoondray & Co., withdrew 7'J boxes, pay-
ing duties amounting to $10,434, making the total market value here x.V.),-

250. S. L. Jones & Co. paid duties on* the remaining 500 boxes amount-
ing to $123 000, or $6 per pound on 20,500 pounds of opium. This was
the largest payment on a single entry that has ever been received at the
Custom House in this city, and the receipts for the day, 8132,157 G4, have
only once been exceeded—on October 3d, 1881, when the receipts were
$162,137 50. The total market value of the 500 boxes of opium with-
drawn from bond is §375,000, and which is supposed to have been im-
ported for Chinese firms in this city. The last Australian steamer reach-
ing this port, also on Thursday last, brought 120 boxes of opium, weigh-
ing 4,801 pounds, valued at, duty paid, S90.000, on which the duty will
amount to $26,806. A large quantity of this drug is expected on each
steamer due before the law increasing the duty goes into effect.

Cordage.—On the 21st inst. Tubbs & Co., of the factory, reduced the
price of all Manila laid he. per pound. Following are the market rates :

Sisal. Manila,
eta. cts.

Rope, 1J in. (7-16 dia. ) and upwards 13 17i
" 12 Thread (J dia.) 13A y?t
" 6 and 9 Thread (| and 5-16 dia.) 14 18"
11

for Transmission of Power 17
Bale Rope, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 Thread 13 17
Bolt Rope I8i
Whale Line * 19"

Marline and Houseline 19
Cables for Well Boring 17
Sand Pump Lines for do ' 17
Tarred Rope

, 13 17
" Lanyard 17
" Lath Yarn and Shingle Yarn 13 17

Twine for Hops (dry or tarred) 13 17
11 " Paper, 2 thread 14 18
" " Grape Vines, in balls 13 17
,; " Bed Springs, do 14 18
(< " Harvest Binders, do

Discount for invoices of 10,000 lbs. Terms, 60 days, or Ik per cent, off

for cash. Cartage on all deliveries.

Passengers per City of Tokio from China and Japan. Among the
prominent names are: The Duke of Athole, General John Roe, Colonel
Moray, Colonel and Mr.**. W. R. Gordon, of the British Army, and Lieu-
tenant-Commander Carpenter, of the Royal Navy; J. C. Glade, German
Consul at Honolulu, and family, and about 20 officers of the U. S. Navy,
returning home from the Asiatic Suuadron. Also 334 Chinese, en route
for Victoria, and 143 for San Francisco.

Hops.—The Spot market is badly demoralized. S. L. Jones & Co. ad-
vertised 100 bales 1882 crop, of average quality, for auction, on Tues-
day last. Twenty bales sold for'cash at 47c, and the balance withdrawn.
The nominal price is 75 to 80c. $ lb. Crop prospects in California, Ore-
gon and Washington Territory good. Many entire crops have already
been sold for this season's delivery, and at priceB extravagantly dear as
compared with years past. It is difficult to divine the object of offering
the above 100 bales for sale at this time. No doubt some one had a very
dull axe to griud.

Fruits.—Our market is now copiously supplied with Cherries of the
very choicest quality, and cheap at that—say 10@15c. t? lb. for good to
choice. Strawberries are also in good supply, but the season has not
been favorable—too wet for the first crop. Apricots are now coming in

more or less freely. Currants and Gooseberries are also obtainable.
Oranges, Lemons, Limes and Bananas in good supply, and cheap enough
for all. Asparagus, Cucumbers, Tomatoes, and all other early Vegeta-
bles, are becoming quite plentiful. There will be no scarcity of good
Fruit and Vegetables this year.

Salmon.—As yet, Colombia River and other fisheries have sent com-
paratively few fish to market. Thus far, the run in all waters has been
very light and disappointing to all canners. Prices at present more or
less nominal.

Oregon Flour.—This week's receipts from the Columbia River aggre-
gate 26,383 qr-sks. This is a favorite article with our cracker bakeries.

Tonnage and Charters.—But few Grain charters have been written
during the week, with little inquiry for either Spot or Futures, rates be-

ing more or less nominal—ship owners and charterers wide apart in their
views. For forward loading, £2 18s. 9d., U. K., has been paid for Iron,
October canceling, but £3 is now generally demanded. The tonnage now
on the berth—14,500, against 36,500 tons register a year ago ; -disengaged
fleet—47,000 tons, against 26,000 tons a year ago. The fleet to
arrive within six months is on the increase, but now approximates 233,000
tons register; 1882, 263,000 tons register; 1881, 287.000 tons register.

Wool.—Within the past fortnight some 2,000,000 lbs. good to choice
Spring Clip has changed hands, chiefly for Eastern account, at 20@24c.
for fancy clips, 17@19c. for good to choice, 15@16c. for fair grades.
Stocks here are steadily accumulating with little life to the Market. The
Economist and other Eastern papers are doing all they can to discourage
Eastern manufacturers from visiting the Pacific Coast for the purpose of
buying stocks of our fleece Wool, crying down the quality and insisting

that it can be bought cheaper in Boston on long credit than in California
for cash as is customary.

Quicksilver.—There is no life in the Market. Small sales are re-

ported at 35£c., but round lots could be purchased on more favorable
terms. "A" brand is quoted at T per flask. London price,

£5 10s. per bottle.

Butterick & Co's Celebrated Paper Patterns for Ladies, Misses and Children's
Garments. Send for catalogue. H. A. Dsmino, 124 Post street, San Fran
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
Last week the News Letter said, in regard to the Pope's recent cir-

cular, that "it was noticeable that Irish orators answer that they will

take their religion, but not their politics, from Home; yet these very men,

a few years ago, subscribed their money to send volunteers to Italy to

fight to maintain the Pope's temporal power. Verily Ireland is a land of

inconsistencies." When we were writing that we little expected that the

gravamen of the charge would so soon be admitted by an Irish Land
Leaguer of the very highest authority. The associated press dispatches

inform us that Sullivan, the lately elected President of the Irish National

League of America, in the course of a public speech, said: " A few years

ago, when the Papacy was considered in danger, thousands of Ireland's

sons were ready to shed their blood in its defense, and the speaker was
among those enrolled for 'emigration to Italy,' as the phrase went when
the news of the defeat of Spoleto brought a countermand."

That is to say : Those who are now ready to repudiate the Pope's
political authority were then ready to fight to maintain it abroad as well

as at home. Nay more, those who pretend to be ardent lovers of a na-

tional independence they cannot or will not conquer for themselves, were
ready to go abroad and if possible prevent the independence that the
Italians were notwithstanding; able to achieve. The citizens of Rome to

a man voted for the unity and independence of their country, and, what
is more, when the time came they fought for it, and won it. Yet the
leader of the Irish Nationalists in America boasts that he volunteered to

go to Rome to prevent a people who never did him any harm from
achieving an- independence which they proved themselves worthy of, be-

cause they knew how to win it. The man who wants nothing so much as in-

dependence for Ireland, volunteered to fight others who desired independ-
ence under much more pressing circumstances^ But that is Irish logic

all over. When John Mitchell fled from what he called " slavery " in

Ireland, the first thing he did in this country was to own slaves in the
South, and to advocate the maintenance of the institution. Never did a
more self-condemnatory speech emanate from a man than that which has
just fallen from the lips of President Sullivan, of the Irish National
League.

The extraordinary pomp and ceremony that to-day fills the ancient
capitol of Russia, is the subject of lengthy telegrams to the daily press,

which have doubtless been read by all our patrons, and they need not
therefore be repeated in these columns. So far, the ceremonies attending
the coronation of the Czar, have not only passed off without the threat-

ened Nihilist explosion, but have been in every respect successful. The
Czar rode trough the city without an escort, and was everywhere most
enthusiastically cheered. His courage made him friends. The lovers of

order will wish him a long reign, especially if he effects reforms and ex-

tends the area of liberty as rapidly as the people prepare themselves for it.

SIXTY-FOUR WELL SFENT YEARS.
On Thursday last the Englishmen residing in this city, celebrated

the sixty-fourth birthday of Queen Victoria, by a picnic and a general
exchange of congratulations. To-night they meet at the Palace Hotel,
where the annual banquet in honor of Her Majesty takes place. For
nearly the first time the genial presence of Consul Booker will be missed,
but there is no doubt but that he will be there in spirit with his many
old friends. The English residents of San Francisdb are to be found in

all branches of business, sustaining by their gentlemanly behavior the
reputation of the country which gave them birth. They have many
pleasant associations connected with the society to which most of them
belong, and although they keep out of American politics to a great ex-

tent, and are not always naturalized, they are deservedly reckoned as

among our most solid citizens. The English flag has only been carried on
two occasions in processions in this city, once at the exercises held here
after the death of President Lincoln, and again after the assassination

and death of President Garfield. On the 28th day of June next, Queen
Victoria will have completed the forty-fifth year of her reign, during
which she has enjoyed to the greatest possible extent the love of her own
subjects and the general respect of the world. Few Sovereigns have been
so free from the unkindly sting of malicious criticism, or the harmless
shafts of satirical pens, as the Queen of England ; and, to-day, in the
sixty-fifth year of her age, no ruler in the world can claim more sincere

fealty and devotion than this lady receives from her subjects both at
home and abroad. The News Letter wishes the Britishers a pleasant
and happy gathering to-night, when they will celebrate the anniversary
of the birth of a woman, who, in her public and private life has shown
herself a pattern of virtue, and a model to all the crowned heads of the
world.

WRANGLING SCHOOL DIRECTORS.
School Director Melcher, by his action in wrangling with an asso-

ciate Director over a box seat that he coveted, has set a bad example to
the children of the public schools, and has proven himself a man of an
exceedingly small mind, as, indeed, might be expected from a man who
wears a Bix-and-a-quarter hat. It is noticeable that President Hastings
perambulates the town smirking at the girls, but does not find time or be-
tray interest enough to attend any of the school exhibitions now taking
place. This is the season of the year at which the leading schools exhibit
to the public their proficiency, and give evidence of the work they have
done during the past year. The President of the board, above all other
men, ought to attend on such occasions, and that official, until the acces-
sion of the fat and lusty Hastings, has invariably been present at such
timeB. But Hastings is not in the School Board for the department's
good. He has a lady friend to promote—that's all. He does not visit

the schools, the teachers do not know him, and he takes no interest in
the department. All he seems to care for is jobbing with Eaton, placing
Buckley lambs as janitors and carpenters, and promoting his lady friend.
As he has about accomplished all in that direction that he can expect, he
might now well resign, and give place to a gentleman who would take a
more general, a higher and a better interest in the important department
of public instruction.

The telephone has a great many connections, but no blood relations.

THE STATE PRISON INQUIRY.
The knaves who have by their acts shown their fitness for the interior

occupancy rather than the exterior management of San Quentin, have
filed their answer to the many and grave accusations preferred against
them, and what does that answer amount to ? They object to the Gov-
ernor Bitting in judgment upon their official acts! Of course they do.
The culprit always does object to the executioner. In addition they put
in a kind of general denial—a sort of perfunctory plea of "not guilty."
No explanation or justification is attempted, and we venture to say that
none was possible. The prosecution stated only known and proved alle-
gations that have heretofore been practically admitted, and the inquiry
will almost necessarily be one of a most formal character, the result of
which is a foregone conclusion. Had it been necessary the indictment
might have been very much enlarged, and it may be well even yet to file

further other and supplementary articles of complaint. Be that as it

may, it is certain that many of the worst existing causes of complaint
have yet to be made public. The whole institution is so infamously run
that there is no end to the stories that maybe told in regard to it. We
think that if the inquiry can be enlarged and a thorough investigation
made of the interior working of the prison, several of the more responsi-
ble officers can be placed on their trial for embezzlement and malfeasance
in office, and that an honest verdict would consign some of them to the
dungeons they are now supposed to control. We do not speak at random
or in the absence of reliable information. In the presence of detailed in-

formation, in writing, that is lying before us on our desk, which we believe
to be entirely reliable, and which is so precise, specific and circumstan-
tially stated as to carry conviction on its face, we are led to the belief that
not one-hundredth part of the truth has yet been told in regard to the
gross mismanagement, peculation and dishonesty that prevails at the State
Prison. The details are exceedingly numerous, and their grave im-
port is simply staggering. As the inquiry proceeds we will endeavor
to elucidate some few of the many startling facts in our possession.
If the organs that the Warden boasts he has secured dare to essay an an-
swer to the many allegations we shall make and to the proofs we shall

give, we promise them a discomfiture that they will remember as long a3
their proprietors may live. The truth is that San Quentin has become
an abomination that may not be defended with decency. It is—and we
say it confidently, and with a certain knowledge that we can prove what
we say—a hell-hole of unspeakable infamies. It cannot be reformed one
moment too soon. If the terrible iniquities that attach to it were, all told
in plain language, a scandal would arise that would disgrace our State
throughout the civilized world. The press and public men of all parties
ought to unite in a common effort to put this important State institution

on a more satisfactory basis. Party politics ought not to enter into the
matter at all. Prison reform is entirely beyond and above party. There
is nothing, or at least there ought to be nothing, of a partisan character in
getting rid of the present incapable Directors and corrupt officers. They
were condemned by a Board of inquiry named by the last administration,
and that report ought to have been acted upon long ago. It will now be
more to the purpose for the press and thoughtful men of all parties to aid
Governor Stoneman in placing the State Pxison, for the first time in its

history, in a condition in which it may exercise its proper influence as a
truly reformatory and deterrant institution. At any rate let na start out
on the road towards improvement. San Quentin has long been going
from bad to worse. It is time that a halt was cried, and a new departure
in a better direction taken.

INJURY TO A. N. TOWNE.
We regret to say that Mr. A. N. Towne, of the Central Pacific Rail-

road, was the victim of an untoward assault on Wednesday last, from
which he suffered considerable injury. A kindling-wood peddler and the
driver of a wagon were engaged in a quarrel on Third street, near Mis-
sion. High words and threats ensued, and the enraged peddler finally

hurled a stick of redwood, about a foot long and more than ten inches
square, with all bis strength at his antagonist. The club missed its aim
and crashed through the side window of a passing car, striking A. N.
Towne, General Manager of the Central Pacific Railroad Company, with
its full force on the side of his head. Mr. Towne fell dazed to the floor,

and it was Bometime after being picked up by another passenger before he
recovered himself fully. His head was bleeding, and it was found that
his left ear was severely cut, and a small piece of glass driven into the
wound. He was also slightly cut by broken glass, which was dashed
against bis neck and got inside of hiB collar. Mr. Towne is recovering
from the effects of the assault, and is not likely to suffer any permanent
injury therefrom.

The millinery parlors of Mrs. P. F. Butler, under the Phelan Build-

ing,. Market street, present a scene which, in point of gorgeousness, far sur-

passes the fabled splendor of fairy-land. The shelves and stands are ladened
with beautiful hats, bonnets, flowers, feathers, ribbons, etc., the product of

a thousand busy braius and nimble fingers scattered throughout the various
centers of fashion. Ladies who desire to obtain millinery of the choicest

description cannot do better than call on Mrs. Butler and examine her
Btock.

The Annual May Festival of the young people who attend the

Dancing Academy of Mrs. Ada Clark will take place at 211 Sutter

street. The great success which attends Mrs. Clark's efforts in teaching

the young idea how to dance, is a fact so well known that it will scarcely

bear repeating, except in connection with the further fact that the profi-

ciency which her pupils attain makes these semi-public exhibitions of

their skill exceedingly interesting to witness.

MEDICAL LECTURES-UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA.

FT! he regular Coarse of lectures in the Medical Department

of the UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA will begin Monday, June 4th,

at the College Building on STOCKTON STREET, near Chestnut, at 9 o'clock A. M.

All students are requested to call upon the Dean immediately to register.

[May 26.] ROBERT A. McLEAN, M. D., Dean, 603 Merchant Bt.
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GOLD BABS—920 fine par.—Refined Silver—15J@164 W cent, dis-

count. Mexican Dollars, 12^@13 per cent. disc. nom.

" Exchange on New York, 20c.@15c. i

era, 49 7-16@49.Jd. ; Paris, sight,
Eastern Telegrams, 25c.

f 100 premium ; on London Bank-
5-12£@5-10 francs per dollar.

" Price of Money here, 6@10 per cent, per year-
open market, 1@1£ per month. Demand light.

5@6 per cent, per year on Call.

-bank rate. In the
On Bond Security,

<y Latest price of Sterling in New York,

STOCKS.
The Stock Market has been very active during the past week, on the

strength of some reported improvements in the lower levels. Vague ru-

mors were flying around the streets in every direction, of great ore bodies

to be uncovered all along the line. Two small stringers cut in Hale &
NorcrosB, the widest measuring 20 inches, were sufficient to send that

stock bounding to $10, Savage, Chollar and Potosi responding through
sympathy. Its stay at that figure was short-lived, as the bear element,
taking advantage of the fact that a good-natured Superintendent had
sent a hose down to cool off the backs of over-heated miners, flung them-
selves into the arena with the slogan of water in Norcross, and scared

holders so badly that they had not recovered at latest accounts. The
Union winze iH going down rapidly through stringers of metal-bearing ore,

and at the rate work is progressing the ledge cannot be far off. If indi-

cations are anything to judge by, there is a prospect in this mine of some-
thing worth showing up. Mexican stock is steady, and has been gradu-

ally gaining strength on favorable news from the present workings. Low
grade ore is being extracted from Jacket, at the rate of 140 tons per day.

No change of importance in any other mine. On the whole, although the
outlook is good for a lively market through manipulation, the chances (ex-

cepting in Union) for a development of any importance are as slim to-day

as they were three years ago. It may be just as well in the long run for

outsiders not to copper Uncle Jim's parting point; owing to his agitated

state of mind, perchance the truth slipped out. Outside stocks have not

much further to go to find bed-rock. Last week Norcross was inadvert-

antly inserted in this list—we meant to say Navajo. This mine is still

making shipments well up to the average, but will soon close down the
mill for repairs. Belle Isle is looking well and improving daily. The Ar-
genta Mill has started up, and is running smoothly on very rich ore; good
returns may be expected when they clean up next week.

Notable Departures. —His Excellency S. Yanagiwara, Envoy Extra-
ordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of Japan to Russia, with S. K.
Takaheshi, Secretary, and 1\ Matsuda and M. Takata, attaches, sailed

on Thursday, on the steamship City of Tokio, for Japan. His successor,

Mi*. Hanabusa, reached St. Petersburg before he left there, and His Ex-
cellency Hirobuinie Ito, who is well known to many of our citizens, is at
Moscow, commissioned as Ambassador Extraordinary to attend the

coronation of the Czar. Among the passengers by this steamer is Profes
Bor William Ashburner, who leaves our coast for a prolonged stay at the
Phillipine Islands, where he will prosecute studies of a geological nature.

Arrivals at this port May 31st were numerous. Other than steamers,
they included the following : Ship Chas. E. Moody, 115 days from New
York; ship Wilde Seed, 143 days from Cardiff; ship Berlin, i59 days from
Philadelphia; ship Two Brothers, from Departure Bay; ship O. B. Sutton,

139 days from New York; Br. ship Waadafc, 136 days from Liverpool :

Br. ship Olcncorse, 124 dftya from Calcutta; bark Helen XV. Ahny. 29 days
from Honolulu; bark Elht, 22 days from same; brig J. V. Sprockets, from
same 23 days—all three with Sugar; Chilian brig NautUui, 92 days from
Valparaiso. ^ ____^^_

Salmon.—The steamer Oregon, from the Columbia river, brought
G 200 cases, and the Mary D. Hume, from Rogue river, 2,000 cases. The
latest advices from Oregon are more encouraging as to the increased nnni-

ber of fish, therehv giving much encouragement to canners.

MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For Navigating; the Air.

Office of the Aeroplane Company for Navigating the Air, 609 Mer-
chant street. Office hours from 1 to 2 p.m.

PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
San Francisco, June 1 , 1H83.

Stocks and Bonds.
bonds.

Cal. State Bonds, 6'8,'57

S. F. City* Co. B'ds, 6s, '58

S. F. City & Co. B'd8, 78
Montg'y Av. Bonds .....

.

Dupont Street Bonds
Sacramento City Bonds. . .

.

Stockton City Bonds
Yuba County Bonds
Marysville City Bonds
Santa Clara Co. Bonds
Los Angeles County Bonds.
Los Angeles City Bonds....
Vm/a & Truckee R. R. Bds.
Nevada Co. N. Q. R. R. Bds
Oakland City Bonds
Oregon R. 4, N.Co. Bonds,
S. P.R. R. Bonds
U S. 4s

Northern Pacific R.R. Bonds
INSURANCE COMPANIES.

State Investment
Home Mutual
Commercial
Western

MISCELLANEOUS.
Pacific Rolling Mills

Cala. Dry Dock
Safe Deposit Co
Vulcan Powder
Safety-Nitro Powder, ass. ad

:

Hawaiian Commercial Co

Nom.
Nom.

110
104}

119J
mi;;

115
138
125
101

120
58

42J
60
12
2S

Nom,
Nom,
40

1117

103
108
126
112

105

119|
107

in
142

127
106

125
bO
44
65
13
29

Stocks and Bonds.
BANKS.

Bank of California (ex-div.).

Pacific Bank
First National (ex div.).. ..

RAILROADS.
C. P. R. R. Stock
0. P. R. h. Bonds
City Railroad
Omnibus R. R
N. B. and Mission R. R
Sutter Street R. R
Geary Street R. R
Central R. R. Co
Market Street R. R
Clay Street Hill R. R
S. F QaslightCo
Oakland Gaslight Co
Sac'to Gasligh t Co
Califor'a Powder Co
Giant Powder Co
Atlantic Giant Powder
Gold and Stock Teleg'h Co.
S. V. W. W. Co.'B Stock....
S.V.W.W.Co's Bonds ex c )

Pacific Coast S.S. Co's Stock
California Street R. R
Presidio Railroad
Central Gas Stock

INSURANCE COMPANIES.
Union (ex div.)

Fireman's Fund (ex div.)

California (ex div.)

121

m
112
95
52

96

Nom.
Nom.
58
29)
55}
130
108
68
80
97}

115J

170
125

126

77
114
MO
55
90
85*
98
48
Nom.
Nom.
68J
30
67

110
69
86
971

116}

118
70
45

120
182
120

There is hardly any change in our quotations. The volume of business

during the week would not begin to pay office rent of one-balf of the
brokers. A. Baibp, No. 430 California street.

The City ol Peking arrived Mav 31st from China and Japan, having
in all 821 passengers. Of these 770 were Chinese—336 will be landed
here, 334 will go north to British Columbia on the Dakota, and 45 will be
transferred *o Honolulu and 34 to Portland, Oregon. This steamer had
for cargo 1,600 tons Tea, 766 pkgs. Opium, 1,589 bales Calcutta Gunnies,
649 bags Coffee, 6,000 mats Rice, etc. ; also to East, overland, 817 pkgs.

Silk, 13,551 pkgs. Tea, etc.

Edwin S. Belknap, son of D. P. Belknap, the well known lawyer of

this city, has just graduated with high honors at the Law School of the

University of New York. At the commencement exercises he was se-

lected for the honor of delivering the valedictory, which he did in a man-
ner which elicited high praise. Mr. Belknap stood among the first of his

class, and was one of the 'five specially noted for superior scholarship.

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.

—

Mew Your. June 1st,

1883.—U. S. Bonds-4s, 1194; 4is, H3i; ex. 5s, 102gj 3s, 103J. Sterling

Excbange,|4S.V,((i 489. Western Union,82|. Wool—Spring, hue. 2

Burry, 16@21; Pulled, 1S<S40; Fall Clips,16(S20; Bnrry,12@14. London,
June 1st.—Liverpool Wheat Market, Ss. ld.@9s. 4d.

Grain Charters.—Freights are upon the upgrade. We note the fol-

lowing : Ship Abner I. Baiyon, 1,955 tons. Wheat to Liverpool direct.

£2 3s. Ship Cyrus Wakclidd, 2,013 tons. Wheat to Liverpool direct, £2
3s. 9d, the latter ship chartered by Parrott & Co.

For Honolulu and Hongkong.—The British steamer Sue: sails

hence June 6th, and will carry freight and passengers. The Sue: has been
running to and from the Hawaiian Islands for some months and U now
homeward bound.

For Honolulu, Auckland and Sydney.—The Pacific Mail steam-

ship City of New York will sail hence June 2d, at 2 o'clock P. 11., or im-

mediately upon arrival of the London mails, carrying passengers and
freight.

A large number of valuable extracts from valuable exchanges are un-

avoidably crowded out this week, owing to the press of interesting original

matter.

Readers of the News Letter visiting the country can have this jour-

nal forwarded to them, without extra charge, by leaving their address at

this office.

London. June 1.—Latest Price of Consols, 101 15-16 nOSd.

Registered at the Postoffice at San Fran, ;.- -,\ California, as Second-Ciass Matter.

Printed and Published by the Proprietor, Frederick Marriott, 607 to 615 Merchant street, San Francisco. California.
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FASHION'S VOICE.
"SILVER PENS" GOSSIP.

The unusually warm and brilliant weather has cast such a ppell over

me that I feel more like writing up Eastern suits and Summer belongings

than applying myself to a description of wind-protective garments, which
are en regie in our Golden City. Just as soon as Boreas gets up on his

ear and madly dashes our poor, frail little figures hither and thither, ad-

vertising feet and ankles, in cruel forgetfulness of the fact that not

every woman wears a No. 2 shoe; indeed, after 11 a. m. there are quite a

number of women who would do well to stay within doors—that is, if

they are in search of a partner—and the men go on feet. I was at a shoe

store only yesterday, when a slender blonde came in and asked for a (i.

*' You see," she explained, " I have rather a long foot, but then I take a

B width." I looked down and beheld before me a young canoe. The
same day, in a Kearny-street store, a fashionable looking dame came for

an 8 glove. "For yourself, m'am?" chirped the pert clerk, mirth danc-

ing in bis gray eye. " dear, no—for another lady," was the reply;

and yet I saw that untruthful woman go over to the Vienna Bakery and
put those gloves on, and with trouble at that. I do think that since Na-
ture hath decreed that women should be the point of attraction in this

world, she might have fashioned them altogether presentable, at any rate,

if not lovely. Think what a woman with a 6 foot and an 8 hand suffers, and
not her own fault either! A 6 foot, pressed into a 5 shoe, which by-and-by
bringeth forth enlargement of the joints, etc., to put it in the mildest

terms, is a daily reproach to Dame Nature and her laws, and an S hand
in a 7 glove is an abomination that can only be hidden in a Winter muff.

In Summer, alas! where is it?

There is a novel hat lying around in the store windows. As yet I have
seen no woman brave enough to don the same. It is nothing more or

less than a huge clam-shell in straw, which is to be perched on the very
tup of the head. The trimming is a mass of flowers placed also on the

very top of this extraordinary conceit, but what I should suggest would
be a bundle of small fish. It is a hat shorn of grace, having absolutely

nothing to recommend it. A young face would look plain beneath it and
an old one would look simply vile. The head gear grows louder and
louder. The " Kate Castleton " is still largely patronized by ugly women
in the most startling varieties : Cardinal satin with bright blue bows, and
brown brocade with yellow effects.

Parasols, too, are a comedy in color. Terrific is a word which scarcely

expresses their wonderfulness, and description is impossible. The woman
of good taste, however, adheres to black, brown or gray. A gray para-

sol having a frill of gray lace and bows of the same hued ribbon on the

handle and on the top, is quite the sweetest-looking affair of the kind you
can have, and matches directly with any garment black or otherwise.

Gray is my favorite color, therefore do I hail with delight the decree that

has gone forth which makes it an assured point in fashion's display.
" Cloud" color is a new name, but then you know clouds are like women,
capricious and changing ever; therefore, you may choose the shade of a

fleecv, Summer zephyr-like cloud, or one charged with thunder, or a rain-

cloud; each in itself is a separate variety, and each non-compromising, for

with your cloud dress, hat and gloves, you may fleck with some blot of

color the dreamy outfit, thereby imparting life and tone. The world U
all too sad and life too short to be perpetually enveloped in a cloud, but
brilliant-looking women can afford to dress in this way as it sets off their

beauty. People should always study what becomes them, not what is

the pronounced mode—but then they never do. If Mary Anne has a red
feather Matilda Jane won't be outdone, e'en though the first has black

hair and the latter red. Two reds just in this particular way fail to

make a team. A woman who comes under the caption of " drab," (my
particular honor), must not dress in gray, but then she will if it is " the
fashion," so I waste time in propounding secrets worth knowing. I wish
we had some modistes in our city who would undertake not only the
making of the robes, but also the appointing of the color each woman
should wear. Also hair-dressers who would dress the hair physionomi-
cally. What a relief it would be to see each woman perfectly accoutred
from head to toa. There are such desirable people in Europe, and this is

why dress in those regions is so nearly perfect.

I saw a charming imported mantle yesterday formed of jet brocade,
lined with flame color, worn over a black dress. It appeared to great ad-

vantage. Such mantles will take a prominent stand during the Summer.
Coral pink is a new color.

Yellow silk embroidery effects the back of black kid gloves.

Birds and buckles nold in form the back drapery of dresses.

The Summer evening toilette is distinctively of white embroidered
muslin.
Wide, handsome belts will be used to confine dresses of flimsy material.
A novel bonnet is made of alternate rows of gold and leather braid, the

rim lined with small roses.

Lace pelerines in black will be worn on the street with Summer dresses.

(Alas! the day that we have no real Summer.)
Gold braid is very fashionable on black dresses—it is perfection.

Black velvet dog collars are worn tight around the throat—but see that
you have a pretty throat for this.

Summer silks are trimmed with white lace.

Humming birds are used to place among the flowers and lace of hats.

Net dotted with velvet will be used for the polonaise—lined of course.

Silver Pen.

Gentlemen who desire to present a well dressed, Btylish appearance,
should purchase their Hats from the establishment of Herrmann, the
Hatter, 336 Kearny Street. The advantage of dealing at this well known
emporium lies in the fact that Hats and Caps of every known shape and
material can be found on its shelves and counters, and, with this great
stock before them, purchasers can select that which ii best suited to their
individual appearance. Another thing, Herrmann has long been engaged
in business in this city, and he cannot afford to prejudice the reputation,
which years of honorable business dealing have brought him, by selling
poor goods.

Engravings of Landscapes, Building's, Machinery, Portraits, etc., by the new
Photo-iiugravin^ Process, 25 per cent, cheaper than »vood. Office 609 Merchant street.

THE CORN DENTIST AND PLUMBER.
One of those mistakes that are liable to occur in the best regulated

families, made quite a laugh in a West side residence a few days ago. The
lady of the house had been grumbling about a corn on her foot for months,
and her husband had tried in vain to get her to consent to have a regular-
ly ordained "corn dentist" come up and remove it, but she was afraid it

would hurt, and she was nervous about having a horrid man touch her
bare foot, and she suffered along until Tuesday, when, in a moment of
agony, 6he told the old man to send up his corn dentist as quick as he had
a mind to. He went down to his office and ordered the corn man to go
up. He had already ordered a plumber to go to the house and mend some
gas fixtures that had sprung a leak, and the plumber got there first. The
lady gave orders that if a man called with some corn tools, to send him
up to her room. The plumber rang the bell, and on being asked where
the work was to be done, the girl told him to go up to the lady's room,
and the man went up. He had a roll of cloth with tools in it, and as he
put it down on the floor to unroll the tools, the lady took off her slipper,
and removed her stocking, and placed her foot on a hassock. She looked
at the plumber's tools on the floor, and almost fainted. There was a big
pair of pincers, and two files and a lot of iron things that looked big
enough to remove the corns from an elephant. The man was sorting out
the tools, and didn't notice the woman's fright until she asked:
"Is this going to hurt much ? If it is I had rather suffer the annoy-

ance."
" 0, no," said the man, looking up at the gas bracket by the window,

which had a rag wound around the joint which leaked. " I can screw the
cap onto the joint, so the gas cannot escape," and seeing the woman's bare
foot so near him he opened his eyes in wonder, and blushed like a girl.

She looked at him, and wondered why he did not go to work on her foot.

He was a great big muscular fellow, and he looked as little like the way
she supposed a corn doctor would look as possible. Taking up a big pair
of pincers, and taking a match to light a small candle, which he carried
to test leaky gas fixtures, he said:
" Where does it seem to be the worst ?"

" There," said the little woman, bending over and placing her finger on
the next to the little toe. "Bight between those two toes. It is a soft

corn, and sometimes it makes me wild. Now, do be careful, won't you ?"

as the man dropped his pincers and stood back as though he had been
struck by lightning. Then he laughed out loud and said:

" Madame, I have been in the plumbing business twenty-two years, but
this is the first time I was ever called upon to repair a broken joint on a
woman's toe. Excuse ?)ie," and he began to roll up his tools.

" Heavens and earth!" said the woman, as she tried to put on her stock-
ing wrong end first, and blushing so she looked as pretty as though she
never had a corn, "I thought you was a corn doctor. There is the gas
fixture you are to putty up," and she went out of the room in her stocking
feet to blow up the girl for sending a plumber to plumb a corn. The corn
doctor arrived 3oon and did his work, and when he and the plumber went
out together they were hav'ing a great laugh as they turned the corner.
When she tells her husband to send up a man to do any work around the
house now, she stipulates that he shall not send a plumber, whatever he
does. —Peck's Sun.

GLOVES ANrj PARASOLS.
The Largest Stock! The Latest Styles!

—AND THE—

LOWEST PRICES IN THIS CITY!
g^^We respectfully invite an inspection of our Complete and Elegant stock of

GLOVES AND PARASOLS, which includes everything new and desirable, marked

At Exceptionally Low Prices!

We have constantly on hand full lines of FOSTER JOUVIN and OUR CEL-
EBRATED "A" QUALITY

FRENCH KID GLOVES, IN ALL THE NEW SHADES.
Undressed Kid, Castor Beaver, Taffeta. Lisle Thread, Berlin,

Jersey and Lace-Top Silk Gloves.

All the Latest Novelties iu Fabric Gloves, aud Luce and
Silk IHitts.

Fnrasols! Pjirasols!
Of the Latest and Most Desirable Parisian Designs, IN ENDLESS VARIETY

Special Bargains in

Seaside and Country Parasols and Sun Umbrellas,

•2*

111, 113, 115, 11'?', 119, 1S1 POST ST.,
—AND—

10, IS, 14, 16, 18, 20 MORTON STREET.
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" Decoration Day " happily proved Bn« in spite of the
threatening aspect of the tk morn, and oonaeqQflDtly the dlffor-

tat lines of oam wan crowded, and the itraata thronged with pi

But more rain to-day strengthens ti

that deems to he gaining ground among old CaliCornians that our seasons
here are chancing. An occasional shower at night to lay the dust would,
1 think, be an improvement) hut otherwise no ohaoge oould be ours tn
the opinion of the majority of our people, who are aatiafied with 'Frisco

ii :is it is, aod onty grumhle when anything veryuncommon ooonra.
The only Society event of the w n the reoeptions of the bride,

Mr-. 1'njuhart, nee Lander, at her sister's, Mrs. Joe Eastland's, on Cali-
fornia street. The dresses worn by both these ladies on Tuesday, were
marvels of the modistt* skill, the bride appearing in what a young lady

told me was *"an exquisite conception of Worth's," a combination
of pale pink satin and olive green velvet, with embroidery of primroses
on the drapery of the skirt. The attendance both day and evening was
very large, almost every one left in town being seen there some time dur-
ing the hours they were " At Home."
In the absence of anything more exciting, the various school examina-

tions this week have come very acceptably to those who cannot do with-
out diversion of some kind, be it of never so mild a character. The Uni-
versity, High School, Notre Dame, St. Ignatius and Mills Seminary com-
mencement exercises have each and all been well attended, and with the
Decoration Day holiday to help to pass the time away, the week has not
to the majority seemed any too long.

The closing examinations of the Clarke Institute, held in Calvary
Church last Friday evening, was perhaps more of a Society event than
any of those which occurred this week, inasmuch as more of our fashion-
ables telt directly interested in it, owing to the fact of so many of their
.sisters and cousins, and in one instance their aunt, being among the pupil
graduates. The excessive heat of the day and evening, which proved to
be the warmest of the year so far, had no perceptible effect upon the at-

tendance of friends, all of whom sat with the patience of martyrs through-
out the long programme, enduring the tortures of the almost stifling at-

mosphere with most heroic fortitude, the myriads of fans in use giving,
apparently, little relief.

The flowers, however, succumbed and drooped, and by the time the dif-

ferent countless pieces designed by admiring friends as tributes to their
especial favorites reached those for whom they were intended, they pre-
sented but a sorry resemblance to the beautiful blossoms as they appeared
when freshly gathered. I cannot but think it a pity that so much money
should be so wasted on these occasions, on such perishable tokens of ad-
miration, when in many cases the same amount could be so much more
wisely and acceptably bestowed on something more lasting in character
than a few "little faded flowers," be they grouped together never so
charmingly. However that may be, the profusion of them on Friday
night was most noticeable, and shared the admiration elicited by those
fairer blossoms, the sweet girl graduates themselves.
They, one and all, looked charmingly, and received unstinted applause

for their various efforts in essays, music, and the proficiency attained in
the several languages. In French, Miss Nettie Schmidell seemed perfect,
while the beauty of her costume gave promise that in the time to come,
she will excel in the art of dressing well, as does her beautiful mother
now.

Miss Millie Ashe also looked at her best, and acquitted herself to the
satisfaction of her numberless friends present ; as did also the Misses
Jones, Beach, Findley, Conell, Warscbauer, Carroll, Gilmor, Latham,
Paddock and Rountree— to particularize whose united performance
would take too much space. Suffice it to say that those of the young ladies,

who may now be considered " out," will make most welcome additions to
our society.

Last week, also, there was given at the rooms of Prof. Wores, what
proved to be a most delightful reception to the departing popular young
artiste, Miss Eva Withrow. Inability to be in two places at the same
time prevents my speaking of it from personal experience, but all who
were there are loud in praise of the several entertainments offered, and
the very enjoyable evening spent by them.
Archbishop Vaughan, of New Zealand, who arrived by the last Aus-

tralian steamer en route to Europe, was entertained a good deal among
our Catholic residents, several very handsome dinners taking place in his

honor last week. On Sunday morning last he preached in St. Mary's
Cathedral to an immense congregation, and in the evening was present at
a reception, given especially for him by Mrs. Toohey, which lasted till

far on in the next morning. His Reverence is on his way to Rome to as-

sume the robe of a Cardinal, and left here for New York on Monday
last.

The members of the Pacific Club have taken possession of their hand-
some new quarters on Post street this week. Their lady friends having
often heard of the very brilliant ball the Club gave in their old rooms in

Commercial street many years ago, hoped they would inaugurate their
new rooms with a like entertainment; and although many of the younger
members were not only willing but anxious to second the idea, the older
ones at once decidedly negatived it, declaring that one such affair in

a lifetime was quite enough, and therefore there will be no ball, at least
not just yet.

Consul Olavonsky has again come to the fore, and proved that he has
lost none of his old time ability of providing pleasure for his friends, by
inducing that very accomplished and charming lady, Madame Modjeska,
to vigit him at his Menlo Park cottage last Sunday. Determined that all

his friends should share the pleasure of the fair artiste's visit with him,
after playing to perfection the part of the host at the lunch table, he as-

sumed that of charioteer, and visiting each of the suburban palaces round
Menlo Park in succession, he allowed the dwellers therein a glimpse of
his fair guest, and at the same time gave her an opportunity of seeing for

herself what our millionaires' country homes in California really look like
close at hand. The day was perfect in every respect, and the gifted Pole
expressed herself as delighted with all she saw and heard during her brief
visit " down the road."
Lawrence Barrett has been doing San Rafael, much to the gratification

of the villagers, who have thus been able to welcome the dieting!]

tragedian, who was very popular with them when he spent a Summer there
some years ago.

The wedding of Miss Julia McAllister, daughter of Col. Julian McAl-
of Benicia, to attend which her oousin, Miss Theresa, and Miss

Netta McAllister, went East a Few weeks ago, has been postponed till

Autumn. The young ladies will, however, remain there for the Summer,
and not return till after the ceremony takes pine.

It seems but a few days ago that I had the pleasure of welcoming back
Mrs. Savage from her European trip, and hearing from her ot the happy
life led by her daughter Chica in her pro tcm. Asiatic home. Alas ! that
it should be through the death of her husband, (

'<>]. de Bodisco, that she
should so soon after find herself in frisoo also. Madame de Bodisco is

peoted to arrive from China early in June, and will, for a time at least,

make her home with her mother and Col. Savage, at the Palace Hotel,
but may probably join her" husband's relatives in Russia before the end of
the year.

The death of Mr. Throckmorton this week removes another of the
many_ old-timers, who are now so rapidly passing away from us. He was
a genial, pleasant man, noted for his love of good horse-flesh, his ranch in
Marin County and his fondness for playing the host there to his own par-
ticular set of friends, by whom he will be long and sincerely regretted.
All distinguished people visit California sooner or later, and President

Arthur is looked upon as one of the probabilities of the coming Summer.
Tis to be hoped he will not appear till the visit of the Knights Templar
is over and done, for one can have too much of a good thing, although it

is not every one who thinks so.

Apropos of Arthur, among other distinguished visitors which the
Palace Hotel at present holds, is the young lady who is so unfortunate
as to be the cause of coolness between the august ruler of these United
States and some of his political friends, on account of the interest she has
inspired in the breast of President Arthur's son, who is most anxiouB to
present her to the occupant of the White House in the character of
daughter-in-law. What a lot of truth there is in the old saying that a
woman is at the bottom of nearly all the troubles between men.
Gen. Schofield and son return to us this week from their visit East on

military duty. Gen. McDowell is also looked for at an early date, and
he will probably be accompanied by his former aid, Major Keeler, who,
having got an extension of sick Itave granted him, comes out here in the
hope that ere he leaves us again his health will be completely re-estab-
lished. He will be warmly welcomed by Society, with whom he was al-

ways a great favorite.

Mr. George Pullman, the famous car man, and family, arrived yester-
day on their periodical visit to California. They usually come once a
year, but it is now quite two since they last honored Frisco with their
presence.

_
The Wallaces have gone to San Rafael, where they will remain until

time to make preparations for the wedding of Miss Belle. Meantime,
the family residence on Van Ness Avenue will be extensively repaired
and done up anew.
The Wetherbees have returned to their cottage at Fruit Vale for the

summer. The D. J. Staples will spend it in Shasta ; Mrs. Kinsey and
son at Santa Cruz till they go East, and Joe Eastland and family have
also chosen Santa Cruz for their summer quarters. Mrs, and Miss Sulli-

van have gone to Napa Soda Springs ; Miss Lillie Hastings can be found
in Lake County ; the Clark Crockers are going to Lake Tahoe, but the
rest of the Crockers will be at Monterey a greater part of the summer.
Miss Nina Piatt, who has been visiting her friends, the Coltons, since the
marriage of Miss Arner, returns East this week to her home in Roches-
ter, N. Y. Felix.

California has been bountifully supplied by Nature with delightful re-

treats, to which those who are wearied and worn by the ceaseless turmoil
and restless activity of life, may retire for a little recreation and repose

;

and among these many retreats none enjoy greater advantages of situa-

tion and surroundings than the celebrated Pacific Grove, Monterey. This
favored spot is situated in the midst of magnificent scenery, surrounded
by the moat healthful climatic influences, and lies alongside of the purest
sea bathing on the coast. Gentlemen residing in the city can arrange for

the use of a tent or lot for their families during the season and visit them
on Saturdays, returning on Monday mornings in time for business. Ex-
cursion tickets, by the C. P. R. R., are so reduced that the cost is a mere
bagatelle.

The May FeBtival of the juvenile class of Mr, 0. A. Lunta Danc-
ing Academy, which took place last week, was as successful an affair as

that lady could possibly have wished for, and the perfect manner in which
the young little folks gracefully kept time to the music in the difficult

and fashionable dances must have been as pleasing to their parents as it

was to their teacher.

Gold Quartz Jewelry.—Eastern visitors and others intending to pur-
chase California Quartz Jewelry, should examine the stock of the manu
facturing establishment of Hugh Mauldin, 208 Sutter street.

THE BARGAIN BOOM!
STRAW HATS.

We have now in our Hat Department the hand-

somest, nobbiest and most complete stock of Fash-

ionable Straw Hats to be found in the United States,

all sold at prices fully fifty per cent, less than they

can be purchased for in the city.

GREAT I X L

,

Corner Kearnv and Commercial.
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SOME REMINISCENCES.
No. 1.

Thirty-four years ago to-day, there entered this harbor the United

States revenue cutter Edith, Captain Kinney Couilliard, after a passage

of twenty-four days from Mazatlan, bringing some eighty passeDgers,

comprised principally of parties who, having left the Eastern States some

inontKs before, had made their way by various routes, after encountering

much suffering and varied experiences, through Mexico to the Pacific

coast. On reaching Mazatlan, from whence they had anticipated getting

passage to San Francisco, they w%re disappointed in finding that there

v as no vessel in the harbor to offer the means of transportation. Many
of the parties were without means, owing to the protracted length of

their journey, and were dependent upon their fellow travelers for their

daily necessities. Even had they been willing to attempt the trip over-

land, either by the way of Sinoloa and Sonora, 1,500 miles through a

country far worse than that they had encountered on their journey from

the Atlantic, or by crossing the Gulf to La Paz, and thence attempt the

journey through the rugged, pathless and almost uninhabited wilds of

Lower California, their horses were in no condition to enable them to

make the effort, and the outlook was a gloomy one. Just then the Edith

dropped her anchor in the port of Mazatlan. She was a full-rigged bark

of about 500 tons, carrying lofty masts and plenty of canvas. In addition

to this, she had a propeller, and when carrying coal enough could make
very good time for those days, when her sails lay bellying against the

masts for want of wind. As a matter of course, her arrival caused great

excitement in the American colony at Mazatlan. She had just come
down the coast from San Francisco, and was shortly to return. Every
one of the Pilgrims to the Land of Gold wanted to go up in her. At
this crisis she was a veritable godsend, but her gallant Captain had an

eye to the main chance. There is no doubt that one reason of her visit

to Mazatlan was, beyond the delivery of her dispatches, to afford succor

to the emigrant gold-seekers, who it was known would be likely, after

their rather perilous trip through Mexico (for it must be remembered that

the feeling towards the Americans, so soon after the war with that coun-

try, which had resulted in the conquest, or rather purchase, of Alta Cali-

fornia, was not of the friendliest), to need, if not assistance, at least pro-

tection. Through the kind offices of Jas. R. Bolton, Esq., then of the

house of Mott, Talbot & Co., and later of Bolton, Barron & Co., and
now a princely banker of this city, arrangements were made by which
the most of the disheartened crowd were afforded passage; those who were
fortunate enough to possess the necessary ounces being packed rather

closely in the cabin, and the others made comfortable in the hold and
forward among the men. The ship was well provisioned, the cooking

was fair, and, what was better, it was clean. There was no distinction

of rank on board—all seemed to realize the fact that all were alike "beg-
gars of fortune," and none knew to whom among the crowd it might be-

fal to find the Golden Fleece.
To raise the necessary funds these modern argonauts were seeking, extra-

ordinary shifts were resorted to. Horse3 were a glut on the market

;

rifles and pistols at a discount ; blankets, with their live and troublesome
inhabitants, were unsaleable, while watches were an " unknown quan-
tity "in the list of availables needed by the natives. Of course there

were " Uncle's " to be found—as where are they not—and many a valu-

able timer with its adjuncts of seal and chain went for a song—but who
cared? We had seen here the first specimen of virgin gold which had
met our sight—lumps of the pure metal, some of the size of a goose-egg
—from the* forks of the American river. Flakes as delicate as a fish-

scale, from the Yuba, in bottles, and dust in packages whose weight alone

bespoke their value. Most of these had been brought down by John
Parrott, Esq., then on his way to Tepic, and were on exhibition at the
house of our good friend Bolton. When we were told that these and
aich like could be had by merely gleaning the surface of the ground in

California, can it be wondered at, that no sacrifice was considered too

great to get there ? With the exception of a few prudent and cautious

ones who wisely kept their own counsel, I doubt it a more flat-broke

crowd ever landed at Clark's Point than that which left the Edith on the
pleasant morning of May 26th, 1849, and slowly meandered along Broad-
way and Montgomery streets until they reached the Plaza, and then, for

the first time, realized that they were indeed in the land of gold. The
Parker House, where now stands the old City Hall, was then the central

point of attraction. Here General Henry M. Naglee, now of San Jose,

had a little room, six by eight, where he transacted what he called a
banking business. This consisted in the purchase of gold-dust from the
miners and others, at from ten to sixteen dollars the ounce, paid for in

Mexican dollars or Spanish doubloons, which too often found their way
before many hours, to the pockets of the monte dealers and others of the
craft. Naglee was for a time very successful, but made with the excep-
tion of Martinez & Smith, (Bill Smith of Martinez, and Frank Ward of

New York), the earliest failure or rather bankruptcy, in the annals of the
city, although I think it was about the same time that the failure of

Simmons, Hutchinson & Co. took place, by which the then Alcalde, and
afterwards Mayor, General and Governor Geary lost, as it was said, over
sixty thousand dollars.

CHINESE LABORERS IN BRAZIL.
A correspondent states that arrangements have been made between

Brazil and China for the introduction into the former country of 20,000
Chinese indentured laborers. It is estimated that they can be landed at
Rio for a little more than £2 per head, and it appears that they are to re-

ceive wages at the rate of 17d. per diem, and to provide their own food.
They will, therefore, cost less than negro slave labor, upon which the
Brazilians have hitherto relied. The correspondent states that no guaran-
tees are given for the fair treatment of the Chinese. In the interior of
Brazil there is a total absenceof anyjudicial machinery for the protection
of the laboring class, and the Chinese possess no diplomatic or Consular
authority to Becure redress for their grievances. It is said that the labor-
ers are not to have passports like other foreigners; that they will be pro-
hibited from living in the towns, the intention being to employ them in
coffee-planting; and that they will be compelled to make their purchases
in the truck shops, which are almost invariably owned by the planters.
It is further stated that the ultimate importation into Brazil of from 400,-

000 to 500,000 Chinese is anticipated.

BANKS.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital $3,000,000.
WM.A1TOBD President.
THOHAS BBOWN, Cashier

| B. MURRAY, Jr., Ass't Cashier
Agents :

New York, Agency of the Bank of Calfornia ; Boston, Tremont National Bank

,

Chicago, Union National Bank ; St. Louis, Boatman's Saving Bank ; New Zealand,
the Bank of New Zealand. Correspondent in London, Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons. Correspondents in India, China, Japan and Australia, the Oriental Bank Cor-
poration.
The Bank has Agencies at Virginia City, and Correspondents in all the princi-

pal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.

Letters of Credit issued, available in all parts o the world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dublin, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Antwerp,
Amsterdam, St. Petersburgh, Copenhagen, Stockholm, ChriBtiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, Italy.

BANK OF BRITISF COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter.—Capital paid up, 81,800,-

000, with power to increase to 810,000,000. Southeast corner California and San-
some streets. Head Office—28 Cornhill, London. Branches—Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria, New Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.

This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check
and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available in al parts of
the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents
as follows

:

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank ; Scotland—British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 13. FREDERICK TOWNSEND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Paid up Capital $1,500,000, Gold. President, Daniel Cal-

lag^hau. Vice-President, George A. Low ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue, Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
Corrkspondents—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse,
Neuman&Co. Paris: Hottinguer&Co. New York: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-
pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal
cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Commercia
Credits issued available iu Europe, Chma and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital, $2,100,000.

San Francisco Office, 424 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. Oct. 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid Up $3,000,000.

Reserve 4.500,000.

Agrency at New York, 63 Wall street.

Agency at Virginia, Nev.

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-

elers* Credits. Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E, Cor. Sansome and Pine Streets,

Loudon Office, 3 Angel Court ; New Torn Agents, J. W. Sel-
igman & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, $6",000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,

loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.
FEED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHABT, Managers.

P. N. Lilienthal, Cashier. Sept. IS.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITAL, 0300,000.
Officers: Vice-President, Jerome Lincoln; Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other
Approved Securities. Office : No. 216 Sansome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, of Zurich. Capital 5,000,000 francs; Helvetia,

of St. Gall, Capita] 10,000,000 francs ; Baloise, of Basle, Capital 5,000,000 francs.

These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that may be sus-

ained. Losses made payable in all the principal seaports of the world. In the set-

tlement of all claims under an English policy, these Companies willstrictly adhere to
the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, and submit to English jurisdiction.

June 9. HARRY W. SYZ, Agent, 420 and 422 California St., S. F.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Dentsche Spar und Leihbanlc, No 526 Californiastreet, San

Francisco. Officers : President, L. GOTTIG. Board of Directors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Eggerp, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steiubart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE; Attorney, JOHN R.
JARBOE. May 18.

PROF. JOS. JOSSET,
Graduate of tbe Uuiversity of Paris; Ex. Professor of Be

laMennais' Normal, France; late of Point Loma Seminary, San Diego. Pri-

vate Lessons in the French Language. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 p.m. Private Lessons given at the res-

idence of the pupil. Dec. 6.
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A SCENE AT THE MORGUE.

[ Morgue wagon drives up with <tc\> {more or lest) fresh subjects. ]

H EKBPKfl TO

What, two mora otitis : This suits me well.

Who are they?

i ANT.

( hie's | heavy swell.

Well worth while taking into camp;
T'other "s a pauper or a tramp.

MORGIK-KI i

All right, then, take the dandy in.

Secure his watch and purse and pin,

Strip him and lay him out on ice.

And hurry up, for in a trice

His friends will be upon the ground
They musu't know what we have found.

The pauper? Let the carrion wait

Till this chap is laid out in state.

We can't waste precious time on trash

That's friendless and devoid of cash.

[ Morgue keeper goes out, and returning two hours later finds his Assistant

in a tremendous state of excitement,]

Assistant.

Great Glory, sir, we Ye both undone

!

The pauper was the daisy one.

His friends have been here by the score,

And hidden in his rags found more
Bank-notes and bonds than they could count,

So wonderful was the amount.
To see the swell but one chap came,_

And when he would the plunder claim

I told him that the corpse came in

As naked as when born to sin.

"O, well," he laughed, "the watch was brass,

The diamond pin was only glass,

And what small change he bad, I'll bet

Was bogus. Mornin'. Guess I'll get."

[ Moninekecper erders supposed pauper's body to be put on the dandy's ice and
bill sent in to relatives of former, and then faints atuay.]

PRAY SHIFT THE SCENERY.
The Fourth of July is still afar off, but since a mighty stir is

already being made in anticipation of its advent, it is, perhaps, not

too soon to put in an imploring word or two concerning the manner of

its celebration. With all due deference, then, we pray the local

Powers that be to spare us the everlasting spectacle which we knew by
heart so many years ago, and give us " something different." Surely tbe

stringers of poor little faded flags will not bear another exhibition of their

tatters. They were old when Grant made his triumphal progress through

the city, and close confinement succeeded by sudden exposure had left

but few traces of their youthful beauty when they rotted from their

fastenings and fluttered down like Autumn leaves upon the sore-footed

legions of last year's procession. Don't hang what is left of tbem up

again—let age and infirmity and long public service meet with some re-

spect on the natal day of the nation ! Again as to the militia. If to

tbem is left the whole heat and burden of the day that is not borne by
secret societies, the charm of festivity is lost, and we only smell unburned

gunpowder, where the odor of roses and myrtle and bay and laurel ought

to Bcent the air. The secret societies are all right. They swell the rauks.

Moreover they are amusing to any one who can appreciate hams encased

in white cotton gloves, and are useful in jamming down the cobble-stones

to something like an equality with each other. But permit us to make a

suggestion about flags. The banuer of the Stars and Stripes shines glori-

ously upon this great anniversary ; but when that same banuer is blended

—not separately, but in its own proper person—with alien colors, its

lustre grows dim in the eyes of the genuine American. We intend no

sentimentality by this. It is a frozen fact, and one that is chilling the

American heart more deeply than its "patriotic" parasites imagine.

But, aside from all this, let us have a change. We ourselves could

sucgest fifty varieties of the article, but our modesty prevents us from

doing so. " In the multitude of counsellors there is much wisdom," used

to be written at the top of our copy-book at school, and surely tbe host of

gentlemen summoned to regulate this grand and glorious festival ought

to find brains enough among them to find something novel, even if tbey

have to deceive the present generation by imitating what was doue in the

days when " the water came up to Montgomery street."

As week upon week rolls by, bringing the event nearer and nearer,

the Grand Masquerade Ball which is to be given under the management
of Messrs. (Goldstein & Cohn, at the Mechanics' Pavilion, ou the evening

of July 3d, becomes more and more a universal topic of conversation and
interest. Tbe arrangements which are being made for this ball are so

elaborate, so costly, and so perfect, that it cannot fail to be a perfect suc-

cess hoth financially and artistically. The prizes which are to be gii en

to the most successful participants are unique and elegant in design, and

of very considerable intrinsic value. The music will be as near perfec-

tion as it is possible to get, without supernatural assistance, a band com-

posed of the best performers on tbe coast having been engaged for the

occasion, The. magnificent building in which the entertainment takes

place will be gorgeously decorated and brilliantly illuminated, and when
the dance-floor is filled with fantastically-attired maskers, tbe spectacle

will, indeed, be a glorious one.

Ask for the genuine Lager Bier, from the Fredericksburg Brewing
Co., which is acknowledged to be the best and purest "Lager" brewed
in tbe United States. On draught iu all first-class saloons. Orders for

Bottle Beer can be left at 539 California street.

A LITTLE DINNER FOR THE GREATEST EATER IN
PHILADELPHIA.

A good story is told of a gastronomfo performance in a New York
hotel. One day, when Gottlieb Scherer, a noted gourmand of Philadel-
phia, was boasting "f his ability to eat more ;it a meal than any other
man alive, an acquaintance rem, irked that this was n pour talent anyway,
as it would never be the means of making or Baving liim a dollar, (lott-

tie!, retaliated by Offering to make a bet that his ability in the eating line

would enable him to dine himself and three friends sumptuously and free

of expense at any hotel where he was unknown.
The bet was accepted, and Gottlieb and his friends went on to New

York to decide the wager. On reaching Gotham the party proceeded to

a well-known uptown restauraut. Gottlieb's imposing appearance at
once captured the worthy caterer, and when the stranger ordered a din-

ner of four courses, comprising game and other delicacies, only obtainable
at that season of the year with great difficulty and at considerable ex-
pense, he thought that he was in the presence of a bon vivant, and assured
Ids bulky custoraor that nothing should be wanting on his part to make
the dinner a success.

" You gentlemen Hnd the appetite," said the restaurateur, " and I will

undertake that the dinner shall be a success."

"All right, dinner at six sharp," said Gottlieb, as he and his friends
were leaving. " O, by-the-way, landlord," he added, " my friends are by
no means gluttons, but don't forget to put enough on the table for four
hungry men."

" Never mind," said mine host ; "I don't starve my guests."
"Well, all right, but if you don't give us a sufficiency of birds and ter-

rapin to go round, I'll be hanged if I pay the bill."
" If I don't, I won't ask you for a cent, said mine host, falling head-

long into the skillfully laid trap.

At six, to the minute, Gottlieb and bis party were on hand. The soup
made its appearance. It was a pure'e of a peculiar kind, and, like the
rest of the dinner, had been specially prepared. The tureen contained
about three pints.

"Bring me a two-quart basin, waiter," said Gottlieb.

When the astonished man put the bowl before him, Scherer emptied
the contents of the soup tureen into it, and, to tbe horror of the waiter,

leisurely swallowed all of it. Then he drew a deep breath, and inquired
of the waiter:
"Where is the soup of my friends? My portion was good, very good.

I never let my guests take anything that I do not 6rsL taste to see that it

is perfect of its kind. Now, bring their portion ; come, quick."
The waiter hied him to the cook, whom he found discussing, with evi-

dent gusto, the teacupful or so that had remained in the bottom of the
pot. Returning to Gottlieb's party, he told them that every drop of the
soup was gone.

" What, you call this a sufficiency for four hungry men?" said Scherer.
" Bah! But come, bring on the (ish."

Smelts, boned and stuffed with tiny crabs previously boiled in cham-
pagne, was the next epicurean dish included in tbe menu. Sixteen tish,

four for each guest, lay temptingly arranged upon the dish, as the knight
of the napkiu set it down in front of the founder of the feast. Gottlieb
gravely shoveled the lot on to his plate and proceeded to devour them in

silence. The waiter, too dumbfounded to speak, looked on at the perform-
ance with mingled astonishment and dismay.
"Where, again, is the portion of my friends?" asked Scherer, as be

washed down the remnant of the sixteenth smelt with a liberal libation

of dry sherry.

Again tbe waiter went to the cook, and again he returned with the

same story, that the supply of smelts was exhausted.
" Bring the landlord at once," said Gottlieb; "this is disgraceful ; but

stay, before that bring the next course."

It came, and was followed a little later by mine host with an anxious
look upon bis face. His strange customer was just swallowing bis lust

mouthful, and his friends sat disconsolate with empty plates before them.
"Yon have disappointed me very much, sir," said Gottlieb; we are

now in our third course, and I, even I, who have eaten everything the wait-

er has put upon the table, am not satisfied, while my friends, as yet, have
not broken their fast-

One by one the guests bad arisen from their seats, and a ring two deep
was formed round the table at which the Philadelphians, or at least one
of the party, was dining.

"You remember the terms on which you have served this dinner,"

Gottlieb continued ; if there was not enough to go around I was not to he

charged one cent. I give your own words. Bring in the remainder of the

menu. I can and will eat it unto the last morsel. Know, gentlemen,"
said the speaker, bowing with dignity to the little crowd, as his vast

chest swelled with conscious pride, " that I am Gottlieb Scherer, of Phil-

adelphia, and, by the name of (leortre Washington, I swear that 1 am the

greatest eater in the United States." The restaurateur was a wise man ;

he acknowledged that he made no claim on Gotlieb for payment, and or-

dered the waiter to serve the remainder of the dinner.— Ovei-land

COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT OP THE TRAN3VAAL.
With a view to encouraging the exploitation of the gold aud diamond

districts, and the introduction of capital for the development of railways

and Other public works in this promising suzerainty of England, the

Transvaal Government has made large concessions of territory to various

individuals subject t.< a slight ground rent, or royalty as the case may be.

This jdan will probably be found to accommodate itself readily to the

disinclination of the Bi>ers 1 i in any form, though whether fu-

ture generations of the colonists will appreciate this sale of their birth-

right reinaius to be seen. The reports received by the South African
Syndicate, the share list of which was closed last week, and of which
Lord Robert Montagu is ehairman, from the engineers whom they have
s^nt nut to the Transvaal, place the question ->f the value of the sold held-*

out of the reason of debate. This Syndicate—which will make over its

rights shortly, we believe, to a large and powerful company now in

of formation—we may add, as an illustration of the enterprise which is

now seeking an outlet in the Transvaal, has already virtually acquired
laud for agricultural and mining purposes amounting to not less than
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PLEASURE'S WAND.
"We Obey no "Wand hat Pleasure's."—row Moore.

Camille is a cruel and hopeless play. It is as much so, as one of the

old-time tragedies. But, with pulmonary complaint and valvular trouble

in the place of the obsolete dagger or the romantic seal-ring with its poison

reservoir. It is perhaps the most popular play on the stage—popular with
both actors and audience. The reason for this is simply the fact that

some men and most women are possessed with a morbid desire to be dis-

tressed. It might be interestmg to discuss this fact, but it would lead

too far, b y.md what is apropos in this column. Every actress of any
ability has attempted to play the character of Camille, but few have
made anything out of it. One and all invariably elevate and refine the

character, making it meaningless and absurd. Camille is a fallen woman,
passing from man to man, indifferent and passionless, reckless and ex-

travagant, giving a smile for a flower, a kiss for a coin, and herself for a
fortune. But if impure in body, her heart is untouched. It retains its

virgin purity. She meets a man who approaches her with regard and re-

spect, who loves her with a love that is romantic and sentimental ; a man
who hopes where others buy, who whispers where others jingle their purses.

This man appeals to all the good that is left in her, and to him her heart

turns in sincere affection. She is as born again, and her love has all the

traits of first love, its shyness and modest embarrassment. In the con-

trast between the two Camilles, the wild and reckless anonyma of the
first act and the loving and trusting woman of the third act, lies the dra-

matic strength of the character. What is left of all this, if as is common
with American actresses, Camille is represented as a mere flirt, a simple
coquette. Nothing but a meaningless impersonation, a piece of acting

that has no sense nor raison d'etre. I know of but two Camilles on the
American stage that in any way approach Dumas' idea. Ellmenreich is

one, and Modjeska the other. The former was more brutally true to the
character of the Parisian cocotte, but her physical appearance was so

totally unsuited to a representation of a consumptive woman that it de-

tracted from the great merit of the impersonation. Modjeska's physique,
on the contrary, is thoroughly suggestive of frailty and declining health.

While Modjeska idealizes the character—as she does all her impersona-
tions—she does not do this to a degree that robs it of its fidelity to na-
ture. She plays the character very much as Ellmenreich did. The con-

trasts are sharply accentuated. At first the heartless, cynical/em?«e entre-

tenue, then under the growing absorption of an honest and sincere affection

that cleanses her from sin, the loving woman—a wife in all but name—with
all the depth and pathos of a passionate attachment. Modjeska marks these

two contrasting phases of the character with exquisite art. She does not for-

get to tinge her love with a sorrow of regrets for the guilt and unworthiness
of the past, and over the happiness of the present hangs a shadow of

shame and remorse. Modjeska, who is an intellectual actress, has spent
much thought on her Camille, and it is an impersonation replete with
delicate little bits of business that hold a world of meaning. In this

elaboration of detail, there is no one that approaches Modjeska. She is

the Meissonnier of the stage. I will cite a little bit of business that prob-
ably passed unnoticed by the audience. In the second act, de Varville
asks Camille for a list of her debts. She searches with a gay insousci-

ance around the room for the little note-book in which she has gravely
kept the names of her creditors, and the several amounts due them. She
finally finds it stowed away in a corner of the mantel-piece, and as she
hands it to de Varville, she dusts it negligently with her handkerchief—

a

trifle of lace and cambric. What could more neatly and yet as truth-
fully depict Camille's utter indifference to both her debts and her credi-

tors, than this suggestion of dust on the record of her liabilities ? And
with such exquisite bits Modjeska's Camille abounds. As Mons. Duval,
Osborne gave evidence of his strong abilities as an actor. Osborne is a
Californian, and his steady progress as an actor is a matter of local pride.
The rest of the cast was bad—very bad. The unsatisfactory support that
Modjeska has had, and the shabby get-up of the different performers are
the causes, and the only ones, that has made of her present engagement a
comparative failure. It is a good lesson to the managers, and one that
they should profit by.*****

Twelfth Night should be discarded from Modjeska's repertoire. She
utterly fails to give to the character the slightest bit of individuality, and
her lack of ability to successfully cope with the Shakesperean lines is

painfully apparent. The support was again bad—very bad.*****
If the Wyndham Company had commenced their engagement with

Fourteen Days, there would be an instantaneous and pronounced success
to record. As it is, the failure of Brighton has diverted the public atten-
tion away from the Bush-street Theatre, and it will be a hard task to let
Its Pickle Majesty know that a most delightful entertainment is now
there to be seen. Fourteen Days is an adaptation, by H. J. Byron, of a.

Parisian success, Le Voyage d' Agreement, by M.M. Gondinet and Bisson.
Whilethe plot is adapted, the dialogue is original, and it is rich with
Byronic repartee and epigram. It is a farcical comedy, that is charming
and refreshing in its brisk humor and unflagging amusement. Its story is

as neatly told as a French anecdote, and none of its sparkle has been lost
in the adaptation. This pleasant little play is admirably interpreted by
Wyndham and his company. The troupe, one and all, steer clear of those
wild exaggerations of movement and vehement exuberance of language
that made of their Brighton a piece of disappointing buffoonery. In Four-
teen Days the actors and actresses remain within the bounds of legitimate,
humorous acting, and give a most satisfactory evidence of their individual
and ensemble abilities. Judging by his "Peregrine Porter," Charles
Wyndham is one of the best light comedians on the English or American
stage. He is strongly reminiscent of Sothern. He dashes into his work
like Sothern and acts like Sothern. A more bubbling or sizzing piece of
acting than his " Peregrine Porter " cannot be imagined. His sparkle is

simply captivating. His facial play is most amusing in its humorous va-
riety. All in all, it is a delightful piece of acting. All the
others of the cast play their respective parts in a decidedly clever man-
ner. Fourteen Days is preceded by a charming little comedy in one act,
by F. W. Bronghton, entitled Ruth's Romance, This was played by the
"Vokes during their recent engagement, but in such a manner that it failed
to evoke the slightest attraction. Ruth's Romance is a gem—a pretty

story and delightful lines. It is played by Miss Saker and Messrs.
Astley and Draycott. Miss Saker plays with a neat finish that is most
agreeable. Mr. Astley is a decided success and enhances the good opin-
ion that he almost alone created in Brighton. Mr. Draycott looks well
but is rather amateurish in manner. Among the good points of the
Wyndham Troupe is the fact that one and all they dress and look what
they so far have portrayed—ladies and gentlemen -and act as if politeness,

etiquette and good-breeding were natural to them. It is hard to account
for the contrast that the company shows in its methods as seen in Brigh-
ton and Fourteen Days. It must be, as a contempory remarked, due to

the fact that Saratoga in its plot and characters was not acceptable to the
London public, and it had to be exaggerated in its performance to a de-

gree of wild and extravagant force to be a success. One thing is certain,

in Brighton the Wyndham Troupe did clown's work; in Fourteen Days
they act in a charming and artistic manner.

* * * *

On Monday next this Company will be transferred to the Baldwin
Theater, and will open in The Great Divorce Case. It is to be hoped that

this change of base will create a diversion in the troupe's favor. So far

the attendance has been small, the disappointment of the first night hav-
ing had a disastrous effect. Comparisons are always odious, and the
broad farcical treatment of Bronson Howard's play was not acceptable to

a public with recollections by its genteel comedy representation, by other
troupes. But the excellence of the Wyndham troupe is manifest in

Fourteen Days, and it will be a reflection on San Francisco if public ap-

preciation is not roused.*****
The Baldwin Theatre will pass into the hands of Masterson and Mac-

Cabe, the new lessees, at the close of the Modjeska season. For the
present the attractions will be furnished by Manager Hayman. After
the Wyndham Troupe Tiie Black Flag will be produced. This is one of

the most successful of modern melbdramas. In the Company that will

appear in this, are Russell Bassett and Lottie Chissoll, both old San Fran-
cisco favorites. Following this will come Neil Burgess in Vim, Maude
Granger and other shows.^—The Bush-Street Theatre will be closed

until June 18th, and will then be reopened by Emerson and Beed's new
Minstrel Company. Following this will come Sol Smith Bussell in Edge-
wood Folks, Jeffreys-Lewis in La Belle Russe, and the H. M. Pitt Comedy
Company. Hayman is evidently displaying a good deal of energy.

* * # * *

Francesco, da Rimini is a great success. It has received the unequivocal
approval of press and public. It is a tragedy that will forever hold a

prominent position in the classical literature of the American stage.

Barrett, next week, will appear in a round of his favorite characters. He
will be followed by Janauschek.*****
The quartette—Morant, Wyatt, Holland and Frillman—go to Portland

shortly with the present Standard minstrel troupe, under a different man-
agement. A better minstrel quartette does not exist, and the recollec-

tions of their admirable singing will not soon be forgotten.*****
The programme for the Musical Festival is now out. It is in pamphlet

form and is a most admirable bit of work. It contains, besides the differ-

ent programmes, most elaborate and complete resume's of the more im-
portant orchestral selections condensed from standard authorif ies, and most
intelligently edited, biographical sketches of the different composers and
the several soloists, a complete list of the orchestra and of the chorus,

the rules and regulations of the Festival, and a vast amount of other in-

formation. It is embellished by portraits of the great masters of music,

whose work3 will be performed. These portraits are re-produced by the

photo-gradure process. In its get-up the book is a splendid example of

the printer's skill. As a whole it is a work of great value. It will serve

not only as a book of reference, but also as a Bouvenir of the great Musi-
cal Festival. The concerts commence next Thursday evening. Every-

thing points to a most successful season. The sale of seats has been ex-

tremely lartre and the public interest is fully £ reused to the importance of

this musical event.
* * * * *

I have a friend, a young friend. In appearance he is aged and in man-
ners, wise. He is a chroniquer and a critic. A clever one, too. He is

the person I alluded to some weeks ago—a mixture of savant and exquis-

ite. His aged appearance and wise looks allow him to indulge in patron-

izing ways, that would be resented were he to shave. He has been in-

dulging in sarcasm at my expense. He tells me that the public " copper "

my opinions and criticisms. This may be so ; the American public is apt

to be unappreciative of good things and blind to bad ones. But the same
dear American public is pretty well posted upon one point—the value of

things. It may " copper " my opinions, but it most certainly will not

"steel "his. Beauolerc:

THE GREAT MUSICAL FESTIVAL.
As the time approaches for the opening of the Grand Musical Fes-

tival, which event occurs next Thursday evening, June 7th, under the
direction of the famous Theodore Thomas, the interest in the entertain-

ment deepens and intensifies to a degree that is astounding. Not only is

it one of the principal topics of conversation in intellectual circles of San
Francisco society, but it is also attracting an equal degree of attention

in the rural districts and throughout the adjoining States and Territories.

Considering the colossal proportions of the enterprise, and the accurate

precision and completeness with which each detail has been arranged, it

is, perhaps, but natural that public interest should be thus enthralled. It

is not every day that one can get the opportunity of listening to a con-

cert where the orchestra is composed of sixty of the leading instrument-

alists in the world, under the leadership of a baton-wielder like Thomas,
and where such eminent soloists as Miss Emma C. Thursby, Mrs. E.
Humphrey Allen, Mrs. Annie Hartdegen, Mrs. Belle Cole, Mr. Fred
Harvey, Mr. Frank Bemmertz, and Madame Julia Rive" King will ap-

pear, supported by a chorus of five hundred voices, thoroughly organized

and rehearsed under the direction of Mr. D. W. Loring. Few people

get an opportunity to witness such a performance more than once or

twice in a lifetime.
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SPORTING.
Pigeon-SbootiDg. - -We wen right in our tip Hto the number ol

birds that would win the sweepstakes matob itSu Bruno. The iweep
'. the winner to take the pot. The subscribers were Pearson,

Linville, Swan and Kay; 28 birda aaoh, Hurlingham rules. P
killed is, LinviUe 13, Swan 11 ; Fay shot at 17, ol which hi

end then Bnva np. The day was a miserable one of trap-shooting, and
the birds all good, so that 1 Is not so badasil looks. This
match was followed by one between hferryweather and Wilson; 10 birds

•aoh, 21 yards rise, Wilson getting a bandioapof 2 birds; Merry*
killed ("., and Wils.m missed 7. It. would be s good plan for Wilson, Fay
and Swan bo shoot a match, to find out which could score the greatest
number of misses. The third contest was a 12 bird match, Hurlingham

£25 to the 6i b, soncl, Robinson killed 11,

Hopper 10. Pay and Slade9each, Roche, Lambert and Lachman 7 each.
Golcher missed*3 out of 4, and withdrew. The Occidental Clay Pigeon
Club met at Six-Mile House last Saturday. Ten saucers each were shot
at for the medal. Walsh broke 'J, Royas 8, Sedeman 7, Williams t>,

while Fnncke aliased as many as he broke. The Pacific Club met at

Bird's Point last Sunday, to shoot for the club medals, 12 birds each, 21

yards rise. The handicap allowed was Adams 2(1 yards. Fowler, Preeht,
Meyers, A. Schewin, P. Schewin, 24 yards. Fowler and A. Schewin
killed 10, 1'. Schewin, Gonzeau and Meyers, 9 each ; Adams 8, Stewart
7, Preeht 0. The tie was shot off at double birds, Fowler killing 4 out of

3 pair, Schewin missing 4 out of the same number. The day was very
boisterous, and the tailers flew from the traps must recklessly. Lambert
sppeara to have deserted his club. It may be the other way, but we are
not well informed on the subject. Preeht and Gonzeau rilled up the day
with a series of matches, first at 3 pair for $10 a side. Preeht won by 5
kills to 4. The stake was then doubled, Preeht killing 5 to Gonzeau's 2.

The third match was at HurliDgham rules, 25 birds each, for S20 a side,

Gonzeau getting 4 birds. He managed to make a tie of it, killing 14 to

Precht'e IS. The tie was shot off at a freeze-out, Gonzeau losing by
missing his first bird. The Alameda Sportsman's Club had a clay-pigeon
match at Oakland Trotting Park last Saturday, 13 members entering for
the medal, 12 of birds each, IS yards rise, the use of both barrels. Tuttle
made a clean score, and took the medal. Havens and School broke 10
each, Williams and Taylor 9, Spaulding and Jacobus 8, Mayhew and
Adams 7, Bachelder missed 6, Rector did one better, while Kellogg
brought distinction upon his family name by missing 8, and carrying off

the leather medal. Pool-shooting followed, Tuttle, Williams and Havens
coming out ahead. Last Saturday, two members of the Gun Club had a
private match at Bird's Point, for $50 a side, 15 birds each, Hurlingham
rules. The match was won by P. F. Butler, who killed 13 to 11 grassed
by C. P. Gordon, his competitor. The birds were a fast and strong lot.

The Gun Club held its annual picnic and shoot at Laurel Avenue, near
San Rafael, on Decoration Day. More perfect weather for the sports
could not be asked. The attendance of members and their friends was
large, and every one was highly delighted with the style in which every-
thing went off. The shooting was the best dona by the club for a long
time ; indeed, we think it is the best, the average being over 76 per cent.

The match, as usual, was shot under Hurlingham rules, 12 birds each, and
the score is as follows: Butler and Havens, 12 each, Babcock, Wilson and
Grant 11, Golcher 10, McShane, Ewing and Butler 9, May and Black 8,

Howard and Gilette 7, Gurdon 5. The tie between Havens and Butler
was shot off at single birds, Havens killing 3, Butler missing his third.

The medal goes to Havens, and he stands a good show of making it his

own, as he has won it twice, and the third time makes it final. The birds
were an excellent lot. After the club match two freeze outs were shot,

Butler and Ewing dividing the pot on the first with 5 kills each, Ewing
taking the second by killing 6. Nevada Block now holds the two club
medals, the leather circle decorating Mr. Gordon's mantle-shelf. Last
Saturday Mr. Matt Fuller and Augustus Waterman shot a remarkable
match at Bird's Point ; it was only a three-bird contest. Waterman
killed his tray full with his Hrst barrel, while fuller missed all three with
both barrels. Jay Gould is becoming famous as a wing shot.

Athletics.—The Olympic Athletic Club's sports on Decoration Day
were well attended, the majority of the spectators being young men.
The racing was excellent ; the 100-yards handicap, 220-yards scratch, and
the five-mile bicycle races were well contested, aud excited a good deal of

enthusiasm. The handicaps taken as a whole were against the scratch
men. The 100 yards maiden race had four starters, and was won by A.
E. Verrinder in 10^ seconds, C. J. Bosworth a good second. For the half-

mile bicycle handicap four started. W. H. Day with 35 yards won in

1:35$ ; F. W. GibBon, with 15 yards, second. H. Tenny, from scratch,

made a good race and pressed Gibsot* close for second place. The 100
yards handicap was split into four heats. The trials being uninteresting,

J. Masterson and A. W. Brown ran the first, B. Benjamin and A. L.
Harris the second, W. R. Stewart, C. J. Bosworth and N. C. Driffield

inn the third in the order of their names. The fourth was taken by O.
J. Ivron, E. S. Emmons second. The fifth, or second trial heat, brought
out J. Masterson, scratch; A. W. Brown, 10 yards; A. L. Harris, 8 yards;

B. Benjamin, 10 yards. Tins was really the first race and was splendidly

contested. Harris won by a foot, in 10A seconds, with Benjamin and Mas-
terson close up. The second trial beat brought out Stewart, 8 yards

;

Kinn, 14 yards ; and Emmons. 9 yards. Kron breasted the tape first,

Stewart close up; time, 10 seconds. This left Stewart, Benjamin, Harris
and Kron for the final struggle, aud they caught the judges' eye in the
order of their names. Stewart running out the last ten yards in fine

form, Everyone was pleased at Stewart's success, he haa run so often
and so pluckily, and hitherto with such poor success. The base running
was not very exciting. 0. J. Bosworth, C. S. Buggies and Q, H. Buck-
ingham gaining the bags. Bosworth won iu the second attempt in 1GJ; sec-

onds, the others being two seconds slower. The 220 yards scratch race
was the most hotly contested event ot the day. Emmons won the first

heat, Stewart second ; Harris took the second heat with Lubbock
second. The latter fell down at the start and lost about six yards,

but he made it up in fine style. Time. 25f seconds. The final heat was
really a brilliant struggle. Lubbock making a grand finish, beating Stew-
art by a yard, Harris and Emmons close up to the Leaden, Time, 24f,
The mile bicycle handicap was won by E. Morig with 40 yards, Quinn

beatinfl Finkler, win. started from the same mark.
Quinn, 3:13&. The five mile bioycle race was the finest event, of the day.
h was put down as a scratch race, but Finkler and Quinn gave Day a start
of 40 yards. The three men kept 'lose together, rarely more than 10
yards separating them, Quinn Led for font- miles, riding with case and

b, Finkler pushing him nearly every lap. When they passed the
stand for the last time Finkler went, i . . the front and led around the last
lap in splendid style, Day coining up with a rush and pressing Quinn for
second place. Time. IN:;"..

1

,. Very -.nod for men who never raced that dis-

tance before. The quarter-mile handicap was a gift to Ashe with 30 yards.
Masterson i an from scratch, and well, but the lead was too great. Cullinane
got second place. Time, 53. The professional mile handicap was a soft

thing for Mel n tyre. He won as he liked from scratch, giving Guerrero
tit), and Woods and Louegram 90 yards each. Time, 4:50&. The half-
mile handicap was a poor race. J. McGovern, with 20 yards, won, lead-
in- McGovern with 5 yards. The other three starters were strung out
along the path for nearly SO yards. The management of the programme
was excellent. W. C. Brown was starter, R. P. Doolan isferee, T. J.
Peti it, G. M. Robinson and H. B. Cook, judgeB. Timers—D. Eisman,
O. H. Slater and W. M. Sime.

Fishing.—On Sunday morning last the steam yacht Edith with a
party of forty fisherman on board started on a fishing cruise round the
Farallones. The previous night had been very hazy, and the latest ic-

ports from Point Lobos up to the hour of departure were so discouraging
that a number of passengers stepped ashore disgusted with the prospect.

The remainder had more elbow room by this defection and continued to

pass the hours of waiting at the sea-wall, where the captain deemed it

prudent to tie up, very pleasantly. There was no lack of vocal talent on
board, and an excellent quartette awoke the slumbering echoes with
choice selections from operas, sacred and profane. About 4 a. m. day
broke, and although the fog still hung densely over the bay, steam was
raised and the Edith glided rapidly through the Golden Gate. A south-
erly wind, cloudy sky, and sea as calm as a mill pond, all combined to

make the day a success. After losing considerable time locating the
Islands, owing to the continuance of the hazy weather, the steamer
stopped close in to the light on the South Island, where no catch was
made. Steaming north she was laid to again halfway between the North
and South Islands with her head to the westward, Central Island three
points on the port quarter, distant 2 miles. Here fishinsr began with forty
fathom of line out. The total catch amounted to over 400 lt>3. All varie-

ties were represented, green, red, black, blue rock cod, flounders, plaice,

hake, sculpins, capisony and sea trout, weighing from 1^ to over 10 lbs.

The steamer docked at 5 p. m., exactly 3£ hours from the fishing grounds.
Captain Gage, who had displayed during the trip the utmost solicitude for

the comfort and pleasure of his passengers, and also a very accurate ac-

quaintance with the best fishing grounds, was warmly thanked before the
party separated, all uniting in three hearty cheers for himself and the
tight little craft he commanded.

Yachting.—Last Sunday the Halcyon, Nellie, Fleur de Lis and Con
O'Connor had a run outside the heads. There was a pleasant, fresh
breeze and a smooth sea. The fog prevented us from seeing how the
boats sailed, but we have heard several versions of the style in which one
sailed around the other. These brushes are pleasant and productive top-
ics to talk about, but when it comes to printing what is said, space has
limits. Will the Bohemian Club arrange a regatta for July ? Now, Ad-
miral Gutte, here is a spoke in your wheel. The old fogies want a regatta
in August, when the winds are light and uncertain. Get up a regatta for

the 7th July, and one and all yachtsmen will salute the auldflag with be-
coming reverence wherever we see it waving. The Lurline went up to

Benicia last Sunday alone. She is to have a new suit of sails, which will

include a gaff mainsail; her sliding bowsprit will be dispensed with, and
the spar put in in a single piece. We are confident these changes will all

be improvements. If a few blocks that we could name were changed, our
congratulations would follow.

Baseball.—The Woonsocket Club, Phoenix like, has arisen from the
ashes of the burnt up Niantic. The last went out of sight rapidly, the
first came to light like a- flash of, say wet powder. There is nothing elec-

trical about them, and no one was surprised to find the Redington Team
at the top of the heap. They won the game by a score of seven to six.

The patent medicine men are already showing signs of weakness. It can
not be from age, and we hope it is not premature decay. The play last

Sunday was wretched, the attendance miserable, and the ground in a dis-

graceful condition. Added to these drawbacks the weather was beastly.

Nothing but an improvement all round will save the League from crum-
bling to decay. Next Sunday the Haverly and California Nines play at
the same place.

Rowing.—Peterson states that he cannot spare the time to go to Vic-
toria and row Cotsford. We are sorry. Stevenson, of Vallejo, has not
come out with the challenge he was reported to have ready for the winner
of the recent race. The Pacific Coast Rowing Association is making a
move towards a Fourth of July regatta. So far as we can understand
the object of the Association, it is to develop a crowd of worthless pro-

fessional oarsmen. We have enough of that class already; indeed we
would gladly say good-bye to several of them. Hence we hope money
prizes for races will only come from the pockets of those who hope to

make something out of the deal.

Wrestling.—The wrestling match between Dinnie and Muldonn, last

Saturday night, attracted a Large crowd. There was nothing worthy of
the name of wrestling in the exhibition. In the Cumberland style, Din-
nie threw Muldoon as often, aud easily, as he pleased. In the Roman
style, Muldoon threw Dinnie much oftener than pleased the latter. Din-
nie made no attempt to fit himself for the contest, and came upon the
stage with a bandaged arm, which he injured during the day at the Cale-
donian games. He pleaded a long fast as the cause of his failure. We
are still of the opinion that the match was won and lost off the stage, al-

though, as an exhibition, it was more than usually earnest.

Cricket—To-day the Occident and Merion Clubs will play the first

match of the Benson at the Olympic Club's grounds in Oakland. The
teams will go over on the 1:30 boat, and play will begin at half-past 2
o'clock.
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The World," the Flesh, and the Devil.
[By a Truthful Penman.]

George III. Makes his Own Archbishop.—We take the following
story, which may not be quite new to our readers, from Macmiltatis Maga-
zine: When Archbishop Moore died, Manners Sutton was Bishop of Nor-
wich, and also Dean of Windsor. He was at that moment residing at his

deanery, and was entertaining a party of friends at dinner. In the middle
of dinner the butler came up to him with an excited face. "Beg pardon,
my lord, a gentleman wishes to see your lordship directly, but he won't
give his name." "Nonsense," said tbe Bishop; "I can't come now, of

course." "The gentleman says it is very important—very important in-

deed, my lord, or he wouldn't disturb you." "Well," said the Bishop,
somewhat crossly, " ask him to wait a few minutes till I have finished my
dinner." "Beg pardon, my lord," said the butler persistently, and with
some confidence, but you had better see the gentleman directly." The
Bishop, amazed at his man's coolness, made an apology to his guests, and
went into the next room, where he was still more amazed to find King
George III., who, as usual, was breathless and rapid. "How d'ye do,

my lord ? how d'ye do? eh—eh? Just come to tell you Archbishop of

Canterbury's dead—died this morning—want you to be new Archbishop.
What d'ye say—eh—eh ?" The Bishop stood dumbfounded, and the King
again broke in: " Well, well, d'ye accept—d'ye accept—eh—eh?" The
Bishop had by this time recovered himself sufficiently to bow gratefully
and murmur his grateful acceptance. " All right," said his Majesty, "go
back

;
got a party, I know ; very glad you accept. Good night, good

night, good night." And with that he bustled away. The fact was that
he anticipated exactly what happened. Mr. Pitt came down to his Maj-
esty next morning to inform him that the Archbishop was dead, and to

recommend to his Majesty Bishop Pretyman (Tomline) for the vacant
Primacy. The King, who had rather too much of Bishop Pretyman at
Mr. Pitt's hands, resolved to be first in the field, and was now able to tell

his Prime Minister that he had already appointed the Bishop of Norwich.
——An attempt is to be made, says the New York Sun, to introduce in
this city a revolving stage, something similar to which has for ages been
used in Japan. It is, as shown by the model, a simple circular platform,
flush with the level of what remains of the ordinary stage, but occupy-
ing nearly all the space that would usually be available. It is supported
on pillars at the circumference. These are carried by wheels, which run
on a circular track laid on a solid floor under the stage. It turns on a
pivot in the center. The motive force would be a couple of men, who
would walk around the track pushing against the pillars. Only one-half
of the stage would be in use at one time, and meanwhile the other half
would be set for the next scene. There are about half a dozen theatres in
the city in which this form of stage might be adopted without very much
trouble or expense. It would, perhaps, be preferable in some respects to
the duuble stage of the Madison Square Theatre, and it would certainly
obviate much of the waiting between acts and the bungling of scene shift-

ers that will so often try the patience of New York audiences.——
Lumber in Canada and the United States.—It appears that there
are no fewer than 15,024 saw-mills in the United States, and 637 in Que-
bec, Ontario and Manitoba. The figures of the work performed by these
mills are almost bewildering, and during the last year nearly 750,000,000
feet more timber was manufactured than in the year 1881. Towards the
close of the year, moreover, new mills were being built in every direction
so as to be ready for work this Spring. Work in the woods has pros-
pered in consequence of the favorable weather, and the lumberman looks
for an increase of 15 per cent., and even more, if the weather continues
to be in good condition for floating the logs down. It is confidently stated
that, from all present indications, the production of pine lumber in the
Northwest, for the year 1S83, will be the largest ever known. The prices
realized by manufacturers on the stocks sold in 1881 and 1882 were high,
and the business profitable. This fact ha3 given a great stimulus in the
direction of the further expansion of the great lumber trade. -^—Coat-
ing Pills.—Prescribers who order pills to be coated would do very well
to try the experiment of dissolving a pill in a bag of slightly acidulated
fluid at the temperature of nearly 100 deg. F., and even frequently agi-
tated. In a majority of instances it will be found that the mass is barely
approached by the fluid after many hours, and does not actually break
down until a very considerable period has elapsed. The obvious inference
from these results must be that pills coated with gold, silver, and even
mastich—unless quite recent—are not bronght into a condition in which
the drugs of which they are composed could be appropriated by the
stomach until long after the time of administration. Again, and this is

very important, it may happen that before one pill is dissolved, auother
may be reduced, and thus two doses of a potent drug may be possibly
taken at once.—Xawcc^.—The harmony of married life depends almost
entirely upon dinners. It is not the state of the heart so much as the con-
dition of the stomach which makes a man happy. It is better for a
woman—rank heresy, we know—to be able to make a cheerful home than
to talk Greek. Before marriage, the ability to sing divinely and to play
impossible music are very attractive; but when two people settle down to
the steady work of loving each other for forty or fifty years, the kitchen
inavitably emphasizes itself, and the chances of success are greater with a
comely housewife than with an accomplished beauty, who knows every-
thing except how to make the house attractive.

MeBsra. J. M. Litchfield & Co., Merchant Tailors, 415 Montgomery
Street, give complete satisfaction to all who patronize them. They em-
ploy none but the most reliable cutters and workmen, and have always on
hand a large stock of the best materials. Give them a trial and be con-
vinced.

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
INSURANCE AGENCY.

No. 322 A 324 California Street. Sail Francisco, Cal.

Fire Insurance.
GIRARD of Philadelphia. TEUTON1A of New Orleans.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y. LA CONF1ANCE of Paris.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS
PEOPLES of Newark ofNewYork.
WATERTOWN of New York. THE FIRE INS. ASSOCIATION (Limited.
ST. PAUL of St. Paul of London, England.

'

STANDARD FIRE OFFICE.. of London

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONCIERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented $27,000,000.
All Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid,

W. L. CHALMERS,
Special Agent and Adjuster.

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864,

Principal Office 216 Sansome street.

FIRE INSURANCE.
Capital Paid Up in TJ. S. Gold Coin) $300,000 00
Reinsurance Reserve $172,898 50

Assets January 1, 1383 $717,156 63 I Preraiums,sinceorf,'aiiizat'n. 84,155,239.10
Surplus for policy holders 5710,860.83 | Losses, since organization.. $l,S5y,2s6 64

OFFICERS :

J. F. HOUGHTON President I CUAS. R. STORY Secretary
J. L. N. SHEPARD Vice-President

|
R. H. MAG1LL General Agent

Directors of the Home Mutual Insurance Co — L L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J.
L. N. Shepard, John Curry, J. F. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, O. C. Burr, J. S. Carter,
Charles Bekliiur, D. VV. Karl. Feb. 10

PHENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Or London, Eng., Estab'd 1782.—Cash Assets, $5,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1333.—Cash Assets, $1,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto Can., Estab'd 1851.—Cash Assets, $1,357,326.39.

BUTLER A- HALDAN,
General Agents for Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

TJnlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF LONDoITfIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

THE STANDARD MARINE~INSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool. Capital, $5,000,000-

Aug. 12
W. J. CALLINGUAM A, CO., General Agents,

213 Sansome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,500,000
Cash Assets 1,709,976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE * CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF LONDON.
[ INSTITUTED 1803.]

London Assurance Corporation, of London
Established by Royal Charter 1720

Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.

ROBERT I>£CKSON, Manager.
S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts. , Safe Deposit Building'.

[October 11. J

COMMERCIAL UNION ASSURANCE COMPANY OF LONDON.
Capital-$12,500,000, Gold.

FIRE AND MARINE.
OFFICE S10 SANSOME STREET, San Francisco.

1 March 10.] JOHN RAB HAMILTON, Manager.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. GO. OF LIVERPOOL.

Agents: Balfonr, Gntbrie * Co., No.
Nov. 18.

(Capital $5,000,000,
/ 316 California street, San Francisco.
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LIFE'S TWILIGHT TIME.
When wo have passed the RaMooa

That marks oar manhood prime,
Ami li;ive the dtukv pathway won

That threa<U lire's twilight time,
youth's riddj k'.trisli days
A fair false haze is cast

;

All golden aeem the winding ways
That wander through the past

!

Ala* ! could we the road retrace,
That winds through blooms long dead,

And loiter for a little space
Through lanes whose light has Bed,

From blossoms sere at every turn
Would long-laid spectres start,

That now lie boned in that urn—
That secret shrine—the heart

!

The stream of song from summer bowers
Seems sadder in its flow,

And far less fairy-like the flowera
Than in the long ag i !

But all the sweetness loved of old
Haunts bloom and burden yet—

A shade rests o'er them dark and cold

—

The shade of vain regret

!

Eastbourne, England. F. B. Doveton.

WHY HE CHEWED.
How a Cruel Brute Tormented a Delicate Maiden.—She was large

and flashy and course, and more than all these, she was fat. When she
entered a Highland car yesterday all the passengers looked at her, and fell

to reckoning up the profits of a traveling show with her as a leading at-

traction. In less than five minutes every inmate but one had made him-
self a retired millionaire, and was sitting on the piazza of his country res-

idence, smoking fifty-cent cigars by the mile. This one exception sat op
posite the leading attraction and chewed tobacco, with a heavenly resig-

nation on his face, such as school-boys who are having their milk teeth ex-
tracted are supposed to wear as an exclusive. Among that car-load of
awe-struck mortals he sat and chewed the cud of narcotic content and
spat upon the rug, a living embodyment of the great and only undazzled.
The leading attraction gathered her skirts around her and cast a lo«k at

him that would have gone through a cow-hide boot and two pairs of stock-
ings and a withered cork-leg.

Everybody expected to see him shrivel to a mummy, but he didn't even
wilt—he only chewed and smiled.

"Fellow," said she, "you chew tobacco ? " He nodded.
"Why do you spit in my presence?"
" Because my mouth is full ?

"

" Til not endure it ; I will at once call the conductor."
" Pray don't disturb yourself ; if madam wishes to get off I shall be

pleased to stop the car."
" She looked Gatling guns and dynamite at him, but said nothing. He

spoke again, and she did not signal the conductor ; she sat still and heard
him.

" If madam will listen, I shall be pleased to tell her why I am obliged
to indulge in this habit that is so hateful to her. I do it to escape a worse
—indeed, a much worse fate. Madam, as you are now, so once was I."

She started and said: " What do you mean ?
"

" I was obese."
She looked scornful.

*'I was polysarcous. " She looked interested.

"I was, I Bay, sinquescent." She seemed completely fascinated.
" In other words, I was fat."

And mad was no name for how she looked. She tried to catch the con-
ductor's eye, but he was busy staring at some girls in a window on Wash-
ington street, and did not see her ; she made a frantic effort to get up, but
the car was in motion, and she was firmly wedged, so she was obliged to

listen.

"Yes, Madam, I was almost as bad off as you are now. Like you I ate

chalk and drank vinegar ; I took arsenic and belladonna in large doses,

but they did me no good, and in a few years I should have been as fleshy

as you are if I had not got relief from tobacco. Every time I entered a
street car they called for another horse ; my picture was stuck up in all

the local fairs, and labeled ' The Prize Porker ;' the soap boy used to yell

'grease' an extra half hour under ray window every morning, and one
time when I was sick, the boss of an oleomargarine factory called upon my
wife and tried to get a mortgage on my remains. He said he a premise
of yours, and if he could pet a claim on mine all the associated creamer-
ies might go to—hello! must you go so soon ? Well, good-by. Take my
advice and go to chewing. It will help you when everything else fails."

The great undazzled put in another quid and looked dreamily out on
the Common, and four old maids with paper parcels and band boxes came
in and occupied the seat left vacant by the leading attraction.

—

Boston

Globe.

To Cure or not to Cure without Koni La—that is the question. In
this age of investigation and analysis some of the beliefs, doctrines and
opinions that were considered to be firmly supported by evidence "strong
as proof of holy water," are, in the light of reason and research, proving
to be but stubborn facts; so is Koni La Volcanic Water, which is no
mystified secrecy of springs in an unknown location of Northern or

Southern California, nor like a gilded pill, made to suit the eye, taste or

smell, but in its effects, and on account of its genuine merit, is now pre-

scribed by our most eminent physicians as Blood Purifier, a powerful
eliminator in all Kidney Complaints, Skin Diseases, a valuable curative

in Female Complaints, and, in fact, as a truly household remedy. One
fair trial will convince the most skeptical that Koni La Volcanic Water
will prove the sufferer's best ready-relief friend, worthy of confidence.

Pacific Mineral Water Company.
Depot—360 Fourth street, corner Harrison.

Butterick & Co's Celebrated Paper Patterns for bullae, Misses ami Children's

Garments, Send for catalogue. H. A. Dkmisq, 1:24 Post street, San Francisco.

THE MECHANICS' INSTITUTE EXHIBITION.
The preliminary announcement of the Eighteenth &.noual [ndua-

trial Exhibition of the Mechanics' Institute hasi jnst I a issued, from
which it appears that unusual efforts will lit.' made this year to make the
exhibition in all respects truly representative of the industrial proen
the Bute. It in the intention of the management to have the exhibition of
maohinery In motion especially complete, thus enabling visitors to witness
the actual production or manufacture of various articles an exhibit both in-
teresting and instructive. To that end it is expected to have in operation
wood-working machinery for the preparation of wood for building and
Other purposes; iron-working machinery of the moat perfect kind; agri-
oultaral machinery and implements for the farm and household; looms
for weaving fabrics of wool and silk; boot and shoe machinery, mining
machinery, hydraulic machinery, including the largest and most improved
steam pumps; apparatus showing the advancement in electrical science;
new and novel application of wind power, and many other mechanical
inventions of interest and value. The display of natural products will
embrace cereals, fruits and vegetables, and on account of the increasing
importance of viticulture, it is hoped that the exhibit of grapes and native
wines will be large and include all varieties. The year promises to be a
memorable one to this State, and particularly to this city, on account of
the large number of visitors who inteud to take part in the Triennial Con-
clave of Knights Templar occurring in the latter part of August. Dor
ing their sojourn here they will desire to see and learn all that is possible
regarding^ the products and industries of this coast, and will naturally
luok to this Fair for much information and to find the best of the farm,
the workshop and the studio. Those who exhibit will have an extraordi-
nary opportunity to show and explain their articles. For the first time in
a number of years the department of mineralogy will be represented by a
comprehensive collection of specimens, including samples of the most im-
portant ores and minerals found on the Pacific Coast. Special arrange-
ments are being made for an art display, which will embrace many noted
paintings. The four large galleries are being rearranged, with greatly im-
proved light for this occasion. Every facility will be afforded local artists
to show their work to advantage. Our citizens generally ought to unite
to make tins exhibition a grand success. Our State just now is attracting
a large amount (if immigration, and nothing can better further that end
than to make this exhibition of our products and industries worthy of
California.

A Curious Case.—An Associated Press dispatch from Newton, Conn.,
dated May 16th, says: "Sherman W. Piatt, a member of a much re-

spected family, has slept since Christmas, and has not spoken a word.
He eats mechanically twice a day, and very little. He had malarial fever
and a sunstroke last Fall, and was to have been married in the Spring,
but he does not recognize his intended."

The best cure for diseases of the nerves, brain and muscles, is Brown's
Iron Bitters.

INSURANCE.

TRANSATLANTIC FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OP HAMBURG.

CAPITAL $1,500,000, 0. S. Gold Coin
LOSSES PAID IN GOLD COIN IMMEDIATELY AFTER ADJUSTMENT.

Invested in the United States $490,001 S/C.

This corpniation holds contracts of sixteen other Buropesu Insurance Companies,
reinsuring by far the greater part of every risk as soon as accepted in our office.

THE COMBINED SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL which our policies therefore offer to
the public amounts to 828,900,000, U. S. GOLD COIN, of which 87,650,000
IS PAID UP, besides the always available Reserve Funds.

GEO. MARCH & CO.,
304 California street Sail Francisco,

GENERAL AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST. [June 2.

THE GLOBE MARINE INS. CO. OF LONDON, LIMITED.
CAPITAL, $2,500,000.

THE CHINESE INSURANCE CO. (Marine) OF HONGKONG.
CAPITAL. $1,500,000.

WM. T. COLEMAN & CO.,
Jio». 131 * 123 Market street,

[March 24 .] Agents for the Paci6c Coast.

INTERNATIONAL MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY (Limited)

OF LIVERPOOL.
CAPITAL $2,500,000

UNITED STATES FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
Of -YEW lOBK.

CAPITAL $250,000

DONALDSON & 00., Agents and Attorneys,

319 California street, 8. F.
[Feb. St] It. M. SArSTOS, Manager.

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.--UNKIN INS. CO. OF S. F.

The California Lloyd*.--- Established In 1H«I.—No». 416 and
41S California street. Cash Capital, $7.V).0O0 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates

!

Prompt Settlement of Loses M Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS. —J. Mora Mess,
Moses Heller, J. O. Bkllidge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd. Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant. A. K. Babatie, CI B. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I* Lawrence
Pool, A. WeilLX. Stelnharfc, X. :± Stone, Wallace brerson, A. B» Pbipps,
Hort, H. C, Parker, X O. Kittle, Joseph Brandonstein, W\ M. B
Luniii?, James Moffltt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D.

C Bfiekox, J. H. Freeman, John Corny, J. H. Baird, Wm. Seholle, Charles
Baum, J. G. Kittle. Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Re

GTJSTAVS TOIL HARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President.

Jamks D. Bailey, Secretary. Gbo. T. Bohm, Surveyor. Not. «.
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THE SAN JOSE MEETING TO-DAY.
San Jose is ambitious to run a muck against the locomotive, that has

done so much for the Santa Clara valley. At high noon to-day a meeting

is to be held in the "Garden City," the ostensible purpose of which is to

coerce a judicial body into delivering an unjudicial decision, at the dicta-

tion of popular clamor. The Railroad Commissioners are to be set up as

targets, and fired at with such missiles as passion and oratory are capable

of hurling. A tribunal created by a Constitutional Convention that ema-

nated from the Sand-lots, is to be brought under subjection to the brute

force of a mob. One of the most complicated problems that the marvel-

ous enterprises of the associated capital of the age has presented to human
judgment is proposed to be settled off-hand, not in the light of hard facts,

or of sound reasoning, or of good conscience, nor by impartial arbiters,

but by such pressure of heated oratory, acting on excited and interested

passions, is capable of bringing to bear on elective officials. The three

men who to-day are Railroad Commissioners have it in their power to say

whether or not the hundreds of millions invested in railroad enterprises

shall earn anything or nothing. They are clothed with extraordinary,

and even unparalleled powers. Nothing like unto their capacity for confis-

cating property by depriving it of its natural right to earn interest, has

ever been conferred upon even King or Kaiser. One of the most expres-

sive and suggestive passages known to the common literature of our race

is to the effect that "an Englishman's home is his castle. The winds may
blow through it, the sun may shine into its crevices, and the

rains of Heaven may descend upon it; but the King of Eng-
land may not so much as lift the latchet at its entrance,

unbidden." That is a concise, comprehensive and noble expres-

sion of the rights of personal property. Money owned by an indi-

vidual in a home is rightly deemed to be sacred, and that, too, whether

the individual be au employee of a railroad, a cultivator of a farm, an

owner of a vineyard or orchard, or a mechanic. If it were not so,_if men
were not sure of the profitable and peaceable enjoyment of their own
there would be nothing of substantial liberty left. Capital invested by
several persons in an associated enterprise ought to be held no less invio-

late than that employed by a single individual. The rights of the person

are practically the same in both cases. The bondholder and the stock-

holder run their homes and keep "the pot boiling" by means of the in-

terest they earn from their investment. Deny their right to earn that

interest, confiscate their rights of property, array the law-making power
of the many against the property rights of the few, and then you strike

at the rights of home at their most vulnerable and vital point. Dry up
the income on investments that run that home and then you virtually an-

nihilate it. Under an " effete monarchy " no personal sovereign may " so

much as lift the latchet of the door unbidden," but, under a Democracy,
King Mob may confiscate to its own uses and for its own benefit whatever
it pleases and without let or hindrance. That is the irresistible logic of

the position assumed by the callers of the meeting that is to take place

to-day at San Jose. We invite the attention of the speakers and chal-

lenge and defy successful refutation of the proposition, that to use the

power of the many to cut off the income of the few, to say that capital

invested in a railroad, or in any other enterprise, shall be subject to the

selfish and unreasoning control of those who want to use the advantages

built up by that capital without paying adequate compensation therefor,

and who constitute themselves sole judges in their own cause, is to assail

personal liberty and the rights of private property, and to practice a tyr-

anny before which the despotism of the worst monarchies of the old

world pales its ineffectual fire.

And who are the persons who propose to-day to arrogate to themselves
these plenary powers, so far in excess of anything claimed by king or po-

tentate and so violently subversive of property and individual right? We
know that they will be called " the people," and in this age when popular
clamor, and not abstract justice, is paramount, we suppose that with
awe we must bow our heads and admit that the voice of the people is the
voice of God. But then may we not ask for just a little reflection before
that voice is expressed? May we not put in a plea by way of statement
and ask the sovereign judges to consider whether or not there is another
side to the question? May we not respectfully suggest that it is not in

accordance with the principles of equity or justice for even sovereigns to
constitute themselves sole arbiters iu their own case? Ought a traveler
or an exporter to judge for himself just how much he ought to pay for

his fare or freights? Is he not an interested party, and therefore disquali-

fied from passing judgment in his own interests? When he assumes to

speak with infallible authority, as if his utterances came direct from the
Divine mind, ought he not to be first very sure that he is giving effect to
that justice which is Godlike? Should he not, in short, do as he would
be done by? If he were a bondholder or a stockholder in a railroad would
he like to have his legitimate earnings confiscated, and bis income cut off

by people interested in deciding against him? Can there, in truth and
honesty, be any answer but one to these queries? And yet we say it con-
fidently, and without fear of successful contradiction, that those ques-
tions embrace the issues, and the only issues, that can truthfully be sub-
mitted to the San Jose meeting to-day. We say it no less confidently
that nine-tenths of the persons who will attend that meeting wiil

be personally interested in fares and freights, and therefore indecently
engaged in passing judgment as to what they shall pay for a service ren-
dered

As well might they determine for themselves what their butchers
shall sell them a pound of steaks for, or what their baker shall charge
them for a loaf of bread, or what prices purchasers shall, by law, be com-
pelled to pay them for the products of their land. If it be admitted that
the question of railroad charges is one for fair arbitrament, we say that the
arb'trators have been appointed, and should be left free to discharge their
duty as the evidence and good conscience may require. If those arbitrators
may be objected to by either side, it certainly does not lie in the mouth of
the party that, with great care and circumspection, appointed them. The
Railroad Commissioners were selected by the peovls presumably because
they were as capable to perform the required duties as any citizens it was
possible to ol t kin. They are laboriously and studiously seeking for infor-
mation on which to base a just judgment. It cannot be said with truth that
they have been idle or neglectful in any respect. With them, ai umpires,
the final judgment rests. They are bound by their official oaths to deal out

a righteous judgment based on the testimony and the principles of justice.

They will doubtless do it. If they err, it will be likely to be on the side
of that elective power that cenferred upon them the emoluments of office.

It would only be human nature for them to lean to that side. If, with
all their interests towards demagogy, they yet deliver a fair judgment to-

wards the railroad, with what decency can "the people" object to the de-
cision of their own judges? Will they not, with irresistible logic, be
amenable to the charge of seeking to set aside that decision, in favor of
their own interests ? It is the avowed purpose of the San Jose meeting
to-day, led on, as it will be, by a crank on subject of freights and fares
to sway that judgment by noise, clamor, oratory and political pressure.

We do not think that that is the way in which a judicial judgment, on
a question involving millions of honest investment, should be determined.
If it is, and the precedent is once established that consumers, in public
meeting, are to determine what they are to pay for the article they con-
sume, where are we to stop? They may, in that case, declare what shall
be the price for everything that is good to see, eat and smell. They may
control the price of everything under the sun. They may determine
what shall be paid for bread, meat and drink. If the logic of their own
action be given effect to, they may say what our farmers shall sell their
grain for. It will not be contended that the growing of the wheat that
supplies the "staff of life" is not a " public use." Without food to eat we
should all die, and therefore it is an imperative public necessity that
somebody should cultivate the soil, grow bread, raise cattle and produce
the food that sustains all life. It is said that railroads, being an urgent
necessity to the civilization of the age in which we live, " the higher law"
of man's being justifies their being controlled iu the interests of the
many. If we admit that argument, then it follows, from a parity of rea-
soning, that the industry of the food-producer

—

i. e., of the farmer

—

should be subject to a like control; and once start out on that line, where
are we to stop? Are we to have Commissioners to say what we shall sell

our cereals for to supply the great want of the human family to live?

And if the price of food is to be fixed by law, who is to say what that
price shall be? Would our bread-growers for one moment tolerate an in-

terested tribunal of bread-eaters determining what the bread-producers
should sell their product for? To state the proposition is to answer it.

To formulate it in express language is to bring down upon its head its

own best condemnation. Under no judicial system known to intelligent
men is an interested person permitted to be the judge in his own cause,
not is a defendant anywhere allowed dictatorially to say just what he
ought to pay. To compel a baker to sell a loaf for 75 per cent, of its

worth is to confiscate 25 per cent, of the baker's property, and to do that
is to exercise the grossest tyranny within the powers of the majority that
govern. Between the confiscation of the baker's loaf and the bondhold-
er's interest, or the stockholder's dividend, there is no appreciable differ-

ence. Yet that is the precise kind of confiscation which the San Jose
meeting of to-day proposes to itself. For that purpose it is called, or it

has no meaning. To that end will Ned Marshall and the other speakers
orate and endeavor to excite the self-interest and the an^ry passions of
those who would buy a railroad ride as they would a loaf, for less than it

is worth.

The true rule is to allow all these things to work their own cure, and
without that kind of intervention which almost invariably emanates from
the illogical and violent courses born of popular clamor. The sound econo-
mic principles involved in supply and demand will soon regulate the price
of all things that men can buy. If the baker charges too much for his

loaf, there will soon be found competitors for a share of his profitable
business. If a railroad is making inordinate interest upon its outlay, it

will not be long before capitalists are found ready to enter upon a strug-
gle for a share of the profits. This, strange to say, has proven to be pecu-
liarly true in regard to the carrying trade of the very city in which the
meeting of Saturday is to be held. San Jose is connected with this me-
tropolis by three lines of railroad which are eagerly working for business,

and it is also within easy reach of the bay of San Francisco, a water way
which is open for traffic at all seasons of the year. That city knows, from
its own experience the best and only sure cure for unduly large railroad

exactions. It has experienced the fact that a large business invites and
procures competition, and that rivalry brings a minimum of charges. To
such an extent is this true that we believe the competition for the carry-
ing trade of San Jose, and of the Santa Clara Valley generally, ie to-day
so keen and conducted at such rates as to entail upon the rival railroads
heavy losses that they could not bear if they were not sustained by the
profits derived from other less favored localities. It will not be long before
the same thing is true in regard to the transcontinental traffic. Several
lines are progressing towards this coast, and the time is not far distant
when through traffic rates will be ruinously low. The railroad problem,
if left alone, will not be long before it supplies its own solution.

There is not a spot in all the State that should be so loth to fight the
locomotive as San Jose, the capital and centre of Santa Clara valley.

That valley has reaped advantages from the railroad that are represented
in an enormously increased value added to every homestead, orchard, gar-

den, vineyard and farm throughout that region. San Jose and the many
towns on the road thither, have, by means of the railroad, been brought
into such close contiguity to San Francisco that they reap all the advan-
tages of being suburbs to a great metropolis. Another thing, Santa
Clara county has yet a large quantity of unsettled land, and, by placing
themselves in an antagonistic attitude towards the railroads, her people
are going the wrong way about promoting immigration and devel-

oping their own resources. The millionaires of this centre of wealth
live along the line, spend much of their money there, and give

prosperity and importance to a locality that would be nothing if it

were not for the railroads that traverse it. These great and manifold
advantages it is actually enjoying to-day at far less than cost price. Its

business is being conducted at a loss to the railroads. Its anti-monopoly
orators, as they travel to the meeting this morning, will proceed thither

at a cost so low that they may well feel ashamed of their complainings.

In short, there will be more of humbug, more of ingratitude, and more of

political insincerity, than of honesty, truth and decency, in the proceed-
ings of the meeting to-day.
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TOWN CRIER.
" H»»r lh» Crier l" " Wh*t the d*Til art thoa ?
" On* ih»l will pl»r the devil, sir with too.''

" HeM a »tinjt In hit nil es lonjr ai * llml,
Which nude him crow bolder and bolder."

The attention ol Intending purchasers is respectfully called to our
ring crop of San Francisco Bess. We guarantee t«> our country

- that they are larger, livelier aut.l finer than any ever offered on
previous yean, ami we deliver them free to Oakland. Alameda and San

Wf offer Bpecia] terma to Young Ladies' Institutes, and refer

with pride t'> hundreds of testimonials from Mills' Seminary and other
famous homes of the Muses, as to their genuine efficacy ami prompt ac-

tion. The following, from Mrs. Zartenbeln, of Cow Creek, Bpeafcs For

itself. "Gentlemen aud Dear Sirs: Although it is three days' journey
from your beautiful city to my home, ami there is no Band here for breed-
Ins purposes, the exquisite (Teas obtained on my recent visit all arrived

nd are doing well. They are very ferocious, however, and we
have had to build a targe corral for them, as they are inimical to the rest

of our stock. One ot them, in a fit of fury, killed a very valuable dog
on the second day after its arrival. The flea is now chained up to a yum
tree. Two of their eggs make an excellent omelette for four persons,"
etc. Now is the time to lay in a stock for persons of moderate means,
who desire to have a home of their own on very easy terms. For further
information, address Secretary San Francisco Flea Company, Room 1297,
Palace Hotel.

They have just invented a new Safety-improved-railroad-dining-car
on an Eastern road, which gives warning of any impending or possible
danger by whistling automatically. For instance, one whistle means,
" Don't be alarmed; we're only switched off on the wrong track," while
two whistles indicates a herd of buffaloes ahead; and so on up to seven
whistles, which means, " Say your prayers—death inevitable." The idea
originated with a caterer on an Ohio branch road, who saw money in it,

and has since retired with several millions of United States bonds. If

he was short of tish when boiled salmon was on the menu de diner, he
used to let the passengers have about two whistles after the soup was
withdrawn, which instantly cleared the dining-car. Then, when the scare
was over and the passengers had got up to omelette au rhiun, he would turn
on four whistles, which meant, "Armed Indians ahead." The idea is as
yet only in its infancy, but it is thought that within a few years a dining-
car can be so improved that a passenger will be whistled out of seventy-
five per cent, of his victuals. We are hard at work ourselves on a similar
system for general use in hotels, which we propose to call the " Patent
Free-Lunch-Fiend Exterminator and Appetite-Regulator," of which
more anon.

We have no objection to the Bulletin having an interest in any elec-

tric light scheme, because that is Mr. Fitch's private business and not
that of the T. C, but when his young man informs the public, editorially,

that the extinguishment of the gas lights " was scarcely noticeable in any
part of the city," the monstrosity of the assertion is so frightful that
Ananias and Sapphira roust have shuddered till their graves yawned and
gaped with horror to see a public journal capable of a lie which leaves the
old pair of falsifiers so far away out of the race, and lowers their record
as boss impugners of the known truth clear out of sight. O, ghost of
Ananias! never in your most sinfully speculative moods would you have
dared to say that, in a city of the size of San Francisco, from its water-
front to the ocean, there was no occasion for street lamps, because " one-

third of each month is moonlight," or that "when there are no fogs the
star light is quite sufficient to guide the steps of the belated citizen!" The
Bulletin is, indeed, a myriophyllous tree of knowledge, and on every leaf

can he traced endless skillful veins which, when dried and coacervated,
will hereafter make splendid fuel for the furnaces of the infernal re-

gions.

As a companion to his famous picture of " Ajax Defying the Light-
ning," representing a prominent member of the Bohemian Club baring
bis breast to his seventeenth cocktail before breakfast, Mr. Julian Rix
has just completed a canvas four feet by six entitled " Stricken by Light-
ning." It portrays a noble warrior of the Can-can tribe lying in the
gutter on Leidesdorff street, before a five-cent beer saloon. The placid

sewage trickles gently over his left boot, but he heeds it not ; his hel-

met shattered, battered and bespattered, lies dumbly by his side. In the
background a faithful officer is seen approaching, ready to bear him from
the held of battle, to go through his pockets and prepare him for the

ordeal of to-morrow. Then the vanquished hero will hear the dread
words, " five dollars or twenty-four hours ;" and, like Prometheus bound
to a beefsteak, or Andromeda chained to a rocking-chair, he goes be-

low to sweat it out. All this is as true as it is beautiful, and if Mr. R.
has not, as stated, actually painted this picture, he ought to start in on it

at once, aud we will sell it for him on commission.

The Kennedy Brothers, who ever they may be, have mesmerized
this week in Pittsburg, a drunken man, and, up to last accounts, he was
bo horribly dead that they could not re-mesmerize him back to life. As
no one but a drunken man or a fool ever goes to a biological, physiologi-

cal or mesmeric exhibition, it is our firm opinion that the Kennedy broth-

ers ought to be encouraged. If this should meet their eye, they are re-

spectfully informed, that on sending word that they will visit this city,

we will cheerfully pay their hall rent free, and give them all they can
make provided that they agree to decimate the fools aud drunkards of San
Francisco. We have not yet consulted the well-known undertaker, Mr.
McGinn, but he, too, probably would agree to stand in with us, if he got

the burying of all the fools and drunkards which we provide. The plan

is a very ."-imp tone. At fast as the Kennedy Brothers mesmerized a man
effectually, he could be carted into Mr. McGinn's handsome dead-wagon,

in waiting at the stage-door. The plan seems a very feasible one, and we
hope to hear from the Kennedy Brothers by return mail.

Thomas Carlyle in life was passionately fond of th« News Letter,
and if any one doubts the fact, he has only to read the Letters and Memo-
rials of Jane Welsh Carlyle, in which the illustrious thinker invariably

signs himself 2\ V.

The wires gravely informs us that Salmi Morse has retired after his

failure to producing a play, and that, beioa all used up, he intends
to go back to a monastery. W.- trust that the Eastern compilers of dis-

patches for onr breakfast table delectation wen merely short of the regu-
lation amount of legitimate news when they concocted this horrible libel

on Salmi, because we have it on good authority that he has .just finished
a five act tragedy entitled '* Moses Crossing1* toe Suez Canal," in which
De Lease ps opens the canal-looka and drowns Pharoah and fifty Bupes
every eight, ending with a grand iBraelitiah march and a shower of quail
and manna If the failure of this speculation pays him as well as that of

the Passion Flay, he will then go to Turkey and bring tint a spiritual

farce in seventeen tableaux entitled " Mohammed in his coffin suspended
in mid air; (he grandest trapeze act ever witnessed. Mr. Mohammed
Salmi Mouse, Esq." There is, however, no truth in the report that
Salmi is the original and actual Wandering Jew.

The number of persons afflicted with biliousness just now in the
merry spring time is something surprising. The police have got their
back pay, and biliousness has decimated them during the hours of watch.
The Spring Valley settlement with the city has made rates of discount
easier for City Hall clerks, and among the great horde of municipal teat
suckers who have managed to get coin on their warrants, biliousness is so

extensive that most of the clerks out at the New City Hall are hardly
able to crawl from disordered stomachs and meagrlms, or else are on sick
leave. In the words of a yourg gentleman in the County Clerk's office,

who draws $125 a month for sucking three steel pens a day: " It is im-
possible to say whether it is the darned sewers where I live, or the effect

of them measly late rains, but I have been that sick at the stomach for a
week that I haven't eaten a mouthful of solid food, and have had to be
entirely supported by stimulants when the sinking feeling comes on. My
doctor says that it's all that keeps me alive, and I must be very careful
of myself. Let's come out and take a drink!"

Most of our German citizens observed Decoration Day on Wednes-
day last, but not all as happily as they intended. Mr. Schinkenwurst
Pretzel von Blutigel, of Petaluma, who always comes to this city to ob-

serve the day, on account of his uncle having lost a pig and seventeen
chickens through foragers just before the battle of Gettysburg, writes :

" My tere Freund Herr von Downkrier, Efery year mein heart pleed on
Tekoration Tay und dis year mein nose pleed und mine eyes vas plack.

I celeprate dis mournful occasion mit a picnic all de time. Last Mitt-
woch I co out mit mey Frau und Kinder to dose Seaside Kardens, und,
pefore four o'clock, joust as I triuk mey elnundzwanzizster glas Bier, ein
grosser, aufgeblaseuer Zahntechniker—" [This thing has to stop right

here. One compositor has got an epileptic tit, and the whole office has
struck. There's nothing in the joke anyway. Some Dutchman got ham-
mered at a picnic on Decoration Day.

—

Foreman N. L.]

A Los Angeles physician was nearly poisoned the other day by
smoking a cheap cigar charged with aconite. This suggests an excellent

idea to dissatisfied Irish Americans in this country, and would be so much
safer than killing off members of the Royal Family by dynamite. For
instance, if Burke and Cavendish had been approached in the Phienix
Park civilly and quietly, and had been politely handed a good solidly put
up aconite cigar apiece, there would have been far less mess and no ques-

tions asked. As a lover of liberty, we would thoughtfully ask the Irish

National League to read up this aconite subject very carefully aud see

what can be done with it. As our individual mother-in-law is fond of a

quiet smoke, when nobody is watching we propose to experiment on her
right off, aud if the result is satisfactory—well further particulars in our
next issue. Let us die a thousand deaths for the glorious cause of liberty!

General Robert C. Schenck has been cured of Bright's disease of

the kidneys by living entirely on tomatoes and milk for a whole year.

There is no doubt of the truth of this assertion, because it has gone
the round of the entire American press of 2,172,418 newspapers, includ-

ing the Morning Call. We merely clinch this fact thus firmly in order
to give some further information which otherwise thoughtless scoffers

might jeer at. It is said that Ben Butler was cured of kleptomania
by feeding on ice cream made out of pig-swill, for eighteen months,
using a metal spoon all the time. He can now use a silver one with-
out putting it in his- pocket afterward, and is to-day the jnost solid

citizen in Massachusetts. Daily papers please copy and use on out-

side page for week days, and inside double sheets on Sundays, for four
years.

An enterprising beer vender asks in the advertising columns of a
contemporary, why evervbody goes to his particular resort of iniquity,

and generously answers the question himself by informing the public that

the why and the wherefore is, because his visitors are supplied with only
genuine lager and no molasses juice. The impertinence of the answer is

palpable. At the place where our third assistant deputy cashier gets his

lunch, he says solidly that he is supplied with genuine lager, bread and
cheese, molasses juice, radishes and cold cabbage for five cents, and no
questions asked. It is infamous to try and beguile the public in this way
by a supposititious affectation of superiority, which an examination proves
to be as superricial and as utterly void ot foundation or fact, as one of the
Chrnuicle's articles on the Irish question.

Private advices from Moscow state that the scene, as the
mounted his horse to proceed to the Kremlin and get crowned, was pain-

ful in the extreme. After walking all round the noble steed, he said to

one of the Archbishops who was acting as groom : "Say, Johnny, take
that piece of dynamite out of my starboard stirrup," and that nitro-

glycerine cracker out of mv charger's tail." The order was obeyed, and
the attendants wept invisibly lor joy to see their master once more i

Then the Czar cried to the Royal Shoemaker: " Bring forth the new-made
cobbler's wax for me saddle, and nothing shall unseat me." And so the
ruler of all Kussias rode to church amid the plaudits of the mercenary
multitude.

The Rev. Henry 'Ward Beecher is in private life a moat domestic
man, as every one knows, and in younger days used to be very fond of

his little joke in the kitchen when assisting Mrs. B. in the household du-
ties. It is related of him that he once worked two hours on a batch of

bread while his wife was teaching Sunday school, and, that after he had
eaten some of it the next day, he remarked that he had partaken of it

with Christiau thankfulness because he kneaded it.
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C. P. R. R.
Time Schedule, Monday, April 30, 1883.

Trains leave, and are due to arrive at,
SanFrancisco as^follows:

LEAVE
(for)

DESTINATION. ARRIVE
(from)

9:30 a.m.

*4:00p,M.
•4:30 P.M.

8:00 A.M.
3:30 P.M.

*4:30 P.M.

8:00 a.m.

H :00 p.m.

9:30 a.m.

::\4:30 p.m.
7:30 a.m. .. i

*4 :00 p.m. .. i

7:30 a.m.
*4:30 p.m.

9:30 a.m.
7:30 A. M.

*5 :00 p.m.
9:30 a.m.
*4:00 P.M.

8:00 A.M.
7:30 A.M.

10:00 a.m
3:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.

3:30 p.m
::\5:30 p.m.

8:00 A.M. .. i

*3:00 a.m. ..(
8:00 A.m.
7:30 A.M. •

<
8:00 a.m. •i
3:30 P.M. ..(

*4:30 p.m.
*4:00 p.m.

7:30 A.M.
UO:O0a.m.
3:00 P.M.
8:00 a.m.
9:30 A.M.

3:30 P.M.
*4:00 P.M.

*4:30 p.m.

3:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m.
*4:30 p.m.

Antioch and Martinez..

. Calistoga and Napa

Deming, El Paso ) Express...

and East j Emigrant
Gait and ) via Livermore. .

.

Stockton j via Martinez

Knight's Landing

Los Angeles and South
Livermore and Pleasanton.

. .Madera and Fresno.

Marysville and Chico. .

.

Niles and Haywards...

Ogden and f Express
East ("Emigrant
Red Bluff \ via Mar . sville

and Tehama i via Woodland
Redding,
c . ) via Livermore
Sacramento!
and Colfax

J via Benicia . .

.

Sacramento, via Benicia
Sacramento River Steamera.
San Jose

Vallejo..

Virginia City.,

Woodland

2:40p.M.
*12:40 P.M.
*10:10 A.M.
7:40 P.M.

11:10 a.m.
•10:10 A.M.
'-'10:10 A.M.

7:40 P.M.
2:40 P.M.

7:10 A.M.
5:40 P.M.

•12:40 P.M.
5:40 P.M.

•10.10 A.M.

(11:10 a.m
2:40 p.m.

6:40 P.M.
<--8:40 A.M.
2:40 P.M.

•12:40 P.M.
5:40 P.M.
5:40 P.M.
3:40 p.m.
9:40 a.m.
•8:40 A.M.
11:10 A.M.
6:10 A.M.
5:40 P.M.

•7:40 p.m.
6:40 p.m.
5:40 P.M.

7:40 p.m.

11:10 a.m.
*10:10 a.m.

•6:00 A.M.
*3:40 P.M.

J3:40 P.M.
9:40 A.M.
7:40 p.m.
2:40 P.M.

'10:10 a.m.
x 12:40p.M.
111:10 a.m.

11:10 A.M.
*7:40 P.M.

"10:10 A.M.
(11:10 A.M.

Train leaving San Francisco at 8:00 A.M. should meet
Pacific Express from Ogden at Port Costa; and that
leaving at 0:30 A.M. should meet Pacific Express from
Kl Paso at Antioch.

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland Pier.

From "SASf FBAJTCISCO," Sally.

To EAST OAKLAND—»6.00, *6:30, 7:00, 7:30, 8:00,

8:30, 9:00, 9:30, 10:00, 10:30, 11:00, 11:30, 12:00, 12.30,

1:00, 1.30, 2:00, 2:30, 3:00, 3:30, 4:00, 4:30, 6:00, 5:30,

6:00, 6:30, 7:00, S.00, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, »12:00.

To ERUIT VALE—*0:00, 6:30, *7:00, *7:30, *S:00, *8:30,

•3:30, *4:00, »4:30, *5:00, *5:30, *6:00, "6:30. 9:00.

To FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—*9:30a. m.,6:30, (11:00,
*12:00 p. M.

To ALAMEDA—»6:00, *6:30, 7:00, *7:30, 8:00, *8:30, 9:00,

9:30, 10:00, (10:30, 11:00, (11:30, 12:00, (12:30, 1:00,

[1:30, 2:00, 3:00, 3:30, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30,

7:00, 8:00, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, »12:00.

To BERKELEY — ''6:00, »&30, 7:00, "7:30, 8:00, "8:30,

9:00, (9:30, 10:00, (10:30, 11:00, (11:30, 12:00, 1:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 430, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,

9:00, 10:00, 11:00, »12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—*6:00, *6:30, 7:00, •7:30, (8:00
'8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, (1:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, *4:30,

5:00, *5:30, 0:00, ''6:30, 7:00.

To " SAN FBASCISCO." Pally.

From FRUIT VALE-"6:20, *6:50, *7:20, *7:50, "8:20,

•8:50, •9:20, -10:21, ','4:20, "4:50, "6:20, *5:50, *6:20,

•6:50,7:25, 9:50.

From FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—"5:15, "5:45, (6:45,

(9:15, "3:15.

From EAST OAKLAND-»5:27. *5:57, 6:27, 6:57, 7:27,

7:57, S:27, 8:57, 9:27, 9:57, 10:27, 10:57, 11:27, 11:57,

12:27, 12:57, 1:27, 1:57, 2:27, 2:57, 3:27, 3:57, 4:27, 4:57,

5:27, 5:57, 6:27, 6:57, 7:57, S:57, 9:57, 10:57.

From BROADWAY. Oari.asd-»5:36, *6:06, 6:36, 7:06,

7:36,8:06,8:36, 9:06, 9:36, 10:06, 10:36, 11:06, 11:36,12:06,
12:36, 1:06, 1:36, 2:06, 2:36, 3:06, 3:36, 4:06, 4:36, 5:06,

5:36, 6:06, 6:36, 7:06, 8:06, 9:06, 10:06, 11:06.

From ALAMEDA—»5:22, "5:52, "6:22, 6:52, "7:22, 7:52,
"8:22, 8:52, 9:22, 9:52, (10:22, 10:52, [11:22, 11:52,
(12:22, 12:52, (1.22, 1:52, 2:52, 3:22, 3:52, 4:22, 4:52,
5:22, 5:52, 6:22, 6:52, 7:52, S:52, 9:52, 10:52.

From BERKELEY -»5:15, *5:45, '6:15, 6:46, *7:15, 7:45,
"8:15, 8:45, (0:15, 9:45, (10:15, 10:45, (11:15, 11:45,
12:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:15, 4:45, 5:15, 6:45,0:15, 6:45,
7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY — *5:45, *6:15, 6:45, »7:15,
7:45, 8:45, (9:16, 9:45, 10:45, (12:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45,
4:15, «5:15, 5:45, *6:15, 6:45, '7:15.

Creek Route.
From SAN FRANCISCO—»7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:15, 3:15,

5:16.

From OAKLAND—*6:15, 8:15, 10 :15, 12:15, 2:16, 4:15.

"Daily, except Sundays. ^Sundays only.

"Standard Tine" furnished by Randolph & Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.
A. IN. TOWNE, T. H. GOODMAN,

Gen. Manager. Gen. Pass, and Tkt. Agt.

The Only Direct, and the Shortest, Quickest
and Best Equipped Broad-Gauge Road to
the Immense jtedwood Forests of Sonoma
County and tlte Beautiful Scenery of the
Russian River,

Boats and Trains Leave San Francisco as follows:

7.f~\C3 A. M., Daily (Snndays excepted), via San
. WCJ Rafael, from MARKET-STREET WHARF,

for Petaluma, Santa Rosa, Healdsburg, Cloverdale,
Guerneville and Way Stations. Stages counect at Gey-
serville for Skaggs" Springs, and at Cloverdale for High-
land Springs, Kelseyville, Soda Bay Lakeport, Bartlett
Springs, Navarro Ridge, Mendocino City, Westport,
Ukiah and Geysers,-

]>.\ily, Except Sundays.
2 -AtS P. M.,via Donahue, from WASHINGTON-

.*±CJ STREET WHARF; and
4.RAr.«.,via San Rafael, from MARKET-STREET

• tJV-' WHARF, for Petaluma, Cloverdale and
Way Stations.

Sunday Excursions.
8-QO A - M-' Sundays only, via Donahue, from•^ '-'WASHINGTON-STREET WHARF, for Clo-
verdale and Way Stations. Round-Trip Tickets on Sun-
days : To Petaluma, %\ 50; Santa Rosa. S2; Healdsburg,
S3; Cloverdale, Si 50; Guerneville, §3. Returning, will
arrive in San Francisco at 6:45 p. M.
ARTHUR HUGHES, PETER J. McGLYNN.

General Manager. G. P. and T. A.

SONOMA VALLEY RAILROAD.
This Road Runs Through the Finest Vine-

yards in the State*

Boats and Trains Leave San Francisco as follows

:

O • AC^ p- M., Daily (Sundays excepted), from WASH-^ •^c-' INGTON-STREKT WHARF, for the Town
of Sonoma, Glen Ellen and Way Points.

Susxlay Excursions.
Q-C)r\A.ii. (Sundays only), from WASHINGTON-O .^\J STREET WHARF, for the Town of So-
noma, Glen Ellen and Way Points. Round-Trip Tickets

:

To Sonoma, $1; to Glen Ellen, SI 50.
ARTHUR HUGHES, PETER J. McGLYNN,

Generai Manager. Gen. Pass, and Tkt. Agt.

NORTH PACIFIC COAST
RAILROAD.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing 8VNJ>AYt April 1st, 1883,

Boats and Trains willRun as follows:
FOR SAN RAFAEL (via San Quentiu Ferry)—*7:05,

+8:15, *9:20, U0:25 a. M., fl:10, *1:45, +3:45, *4:50 p. m.
(Via Saueelito Ferry)—tS:00, *8:50 a. m., *3:35, *5:30,
+6:40 P. M.

FROM SAN RAFAEL (via San Quentin Ferry)—*8:00,
tS:50, *10:35, +11:45 A. M., *2:15, +2:25, +4:25, *5:20 p. m.
(Via Saueelito Ferry)—*6:50, +7:30, *8:45 a. m., t6:20p. M.
Week days. +Sundays only.

FOR SAUCELITO (Week Days)—8:50, 10:30 A. M.,
1:30, 3:35, 5:30 p. M.
(Sundays)—S:00, 10:00 a. m., 12:00 m., 2:00, 4:15.

6:40 P. m.

FROM SAUCELITO (Week Days)—7:45, 9:30, 11:20,
A. w.,2:30, 4:45 P. M.
(Sundays)—8:45, 11:00 a. m., 1:00, 3:15, 5:30, 7:20 P. M.
On Monday an extra trip from San Francisco at 7:00

A. M,, and on Saturday from Saueelito at 6:15 p. m.

Q.fXriA.M, Daily, Sundays excepted (via Saueelito
<^.iJ\j Ferry), for Point Reyes and Way Stations.
Returning, arrives in S. F. (via Saueelito) 5:20 P. M.

1.A_rX P. M. Daily, Sundays excepted(via San Quentin.^O Ferry), THROUGH TRAIN, for Duncan Mills
and Way Stations. (Through Train from Duncan Mills

arrives in Sau Francisco at 11:45 A. M.)

Stage Connections.
Stages leave Duncan Mills every morning, except

Mondays, for Stewart's Point, Point Arena, Cuffey's
Cove, Mendocino City and all points on the North Coast.

Saturday to Monday Excursions.
EXCURSION TICKETS, sold on Saturdays and Sun-

days, good to return following Monday.—Fairfax, $1;
Camp Taylor, $2; Point Reyes, $2 50; Tomales, S3 50;
Duncan Mills, $6.

Sunday Excursions.
8:00 a. m. from Saueelito Ferry... } Excursion Train
8:15 a. m. from San Quentin Ferry

J
every Sunday

for Duncan Mills and Way Stations.
Returning, arrives in San Francisco (via Saueelito

Ferry) 7:50 p. m. FARES FOR ROUND TRIP.—Camp
Taylor. Si 75; Point Reyes, $2; Toniales,S2 50; Duncan
Mills, S3.

DAVID NYE, F. B. LATHAM,
Gen'l Supt. Gen'l Pass and Tut. Agt.

BROAD GAUGE.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Wednesday, April 18th, 1883,
And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave
from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend St., between 3d and 4th streets),as follows:

S. F.

t 9:30 A M.

10:40 A.M.
* 3:30 p.m,

4:25 P.M
* 5:15 P.M.

6:30 P.M.

Jll:45 p.m.

8:30 a.m.
10:40 a.m.
* 3:30 p.m,

4:25 P.M.

10:40 A.M.
' 3:30 P.M.

10:40 A.M.
* 3:30 p.m,

10:40 A.M.
1 3.30 p.m.

DESTINATION.

.San Mateo, Redwood,.

....and Menlo Park....

. Santa Clara, San Jose and

.

..Principal Way Stations.

.

.Gilroy, Pajuro, Castroville.

...Salinas and Monterey ...

ARRIVE
8. F.

6:40 A.M.
* 8:10 a.m.

9:03 a.m.
*10 :02 am.
* 3:36 P.M.

t 4:59 P.M.

6:00 p.m.

t 7:50 p.m.

+ 8:15 p.m.

9:03 A.M,
10:02 A.M.
3:36 P.M.

6:00 P.M.

+ 8:15 p.m.

J10:02 a.m.
6:00 P.M.

, Hollister and Tres Pinos.

( .Watsonville, Camp Goodalt.

J Aptos, New Brighton, Soquel
(Camp Capitola) and Santa

Cruz

*10:02a.m.
6:00 p.m.

*10.02 A.M.

:00 p.m.

10:40 a.m.
|
..Soledad and Way Stations..

|
fi:00 p.m

+ n-in i u IJ ..Monterevand Santa Cruz.
T / -an a.m.

|

-j
(Sunday ~Excursion)

.

- + 8:43 P.M.

Sundays excepted. tSunda.vs only.

JTheatre train, Saturdays only.

STAGE CONNECTIONS are made with the 10:40 A. M.
Train, except PESCADERO Sta<je via San Mateo, and
PACIFIC CONGRESS SPRINGS Stage via Santa Clara,
which connect with 8:30 A. m. Train.

SPECIAL ROUND-TRIP TICKETS.-At Reduced
Rates—to Pescadero, Monterey, Aptos, Soquel and
Santa Cruz; also to Gilroy, Paraiso and Paso Robles
Springs.

EXCURSION TICKETS—Sold Saturdays and on Sun-
day mornings—good to return on Monday: To Santa CJara
or San Jose, §2 50; to Gilroy, §4; to Monterey or Santa
Cruz, S5, and to principal points between San Francisco
and San Jose; alto, to Gilroy Hot Springs, §6.00.

SUNDAY EXCURSION TICKETS—To either Monte-
rey or Santa Cruz, and return, S3.

TICKET OFFICES. - Passenger Depot, Townsend
street, and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

^T" SOUTHERN DIVISIONS..®*
For points on Southern Divisions and the East, see

C. P. R. R. Time Schedule. April 14.

SOUTH PACIFIC COAST
RAILROAD.

Newark, San Jose, Los Gatos, Glenwood,
Big- Trees, Eelton and Santa Cruz.

Passenger Trains leave Station, FOOT OF MARKET
STREET, SOUTH SIDE, at:

8.0/~\ a. M. daily—Alvarado, Newark, Centreville,
.d>\J Alviso, Santa Clara, SAN JOSE, Los Gatos,

Wrights, Glenwood, Felton, Big Trees, SANTA CRUZ
and all Way Stations. (Parlor Car.)

2.0/~\ p. M. (except Sunday), Express—Alvarado,
- CJ \*J Newark, Centreville, Alviso, Agnew's, Santa

Clara, SAN JOSE, Los Gatos and all Stations to SANTA
CRUZ. (Parlor Car.)

4. O /"S p. m. daily, for San Jose, Los Gatos and in-
•& V-/ termediate points.

Stages connect at Los Gatos for Congress Springs.

On SUNDAYS Special Passenger Train leaves San
Jose 6:28 P. M.; arrives in San Francisco 8:30 p. m.

$5 Excursions to SANTA CRUZ and 93 50
to SAN JOSE on Saturdays and Sundays, to return un-
til Monday, inclusive. S& Excursions to BIG
TREES or SANTA CRUZ every SUNDAY, 8:30 A. M.

To Oakland and Alameda.
§6:30—7:30—8:30—9:30—10:30—11:30 A. M. Ifl2:30—

1:30—2:30—3:30—4:30—5:30-6:30—7:30—10:30—11:35 pm

From Fourteenth and Webster streets,
Oakland.

§5:57—§6:57— 7:57—8:52— 9:52— 10:52—f11:52 A. M.

12:52—1:52— 2:52—3:52—4:52—5:52—6:52—10:52—11:52
p. M. Sundays only, 7:52 P. m. Daily to Alameda.

From JBUg-n street, Alameda.
5:45— §6:45—7:45—8:35— 9:35— 10:35—TJll:35 A. m.

12:35—1:35—2:35—3:35-4:35-5:35—6:35—10:35— 11-35

P. M.

§Sundays excepted. ^Saturdays and Sundays only.

TICKET, Telegraph and Transfer Office, 222 MONT-
GOMERY STREET, San Francisco.

A. H. FRACKER, R. M. GARRATT,
Gen'l Supt. G. F. and P. Agent.
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LETTER FROM NEW YORK.
C, May 85, 1S83.

Dear News Letter: Some of Jim Keene*! old San FVanofaoo friendl
may have fell tome alarm when reeding the recent beeiish dispatches, that

. the ne»> mongan have been Marling ecroaa the vrirea anent toe desperate
financial straits inu> which unlucky speculations have plunged him. If

i they have felt such alarm, mingled with regret, it mi ell sympathy lost
I for as a matter of fact, Keene is to ilay as serene financially as a man ol

his tftiii» r.irn-Mit ever cares to be. If the other fellows had w hat Keene
;
has lost of late, they wouldn't be able to buy many dinners at I tolmonico'Si
Said Keene to your correspondent, while the stories of his failure were
most frequent: "These raporta are circulated by the bulls in the market
who want a chance to sell their stocks. I can afford to laui:h at tinm. I

am keeping on in the even tenor of my way, and am perfectly content
with the wav things are, and are going. ' Keene doesn't look as well as
when in San Francisco he puzzled the bonanza people by his operations.

He is nervous and irritable, and doubtless has occasionally made enemies
by his lack of saroir /aire. Watching the tapes for five hours, day after

day. isn't conducive to evenness of temper, especially if things don't always
go right. Here in New York an operator's office is supplied with all kinds
of tape—except red. There is a tape carrying the railroad and bond limi-

tations; another with Cotton Exchange prices; another with the rates of

the Mining Boards; another tells you how oil is jroing; there is one with
the grain quotations from Chicago; another records the London and for-

eign markets and the latest cable news. Now, imagine one man trying to
watch 'em all, and always be pleasant and agreeable when interrupted by
an early caller? Keene threatens a European tour shortly, but he has
been doing that for five or six years. He continues a bear on the railroad

stock market and a bull on oil. As Keeue has been a persistent bear
since he came to New York, and stocks are at a low ebb, it is difficult to

see on what the rumors of his failure were based.

Among the old-timers of San Francisco who have returned East none
are probably better known among: the pioneers than Tom Poulterer, the best
auctioneer and probably worst stock broker your city ever had, and Bob
Tiffany, the best hatter and probably worst banker. Well, Poulterer
lives at ease in the City of Brotherly Love, running over here occasion-
ally to see his friends, and Tiffany is having a pleasant time among the
friends of his boyhood. Both are happy and full of the milk of human
kindness.
Walking down Broadway yesterday there came Tom Lewis, the ex-

Market street banker. He wore a new suit of broadcloth and a Spring
overcoat that was en regie. Tom has been successful with a score of Mexi-
can colonization, banking and hotel schemes, and now lives like unto a
fighting-cock. Joe Vimont and William Hamilton are much together,

and somebody says they have a brand new mine they want to plant. If

so, it must" be hard work. Henry Janin, the mining expert, passed much
of the Winter in New York. He didn't miss a single opera, and his only
regret was that Patti didn't remain longer. Mr. Janin's health was never
better and he only dreams of new schemes. Charles N. Pelton has gone
over to the Pennsylvania oil regions to familiarize himself with the oper-
ations of the oil kings, proposing to introduce the latest improvements in

California for the benefit of the Tevis-Felton-Schofield syndicate.
E. J. de Santa Maria dropped in suddenly upon his New York friends,

the other day, and has since been seen in Central Park, lolling upon the
soft cushions of a Victoria— the guest of Colonel Logan. Santa is making
his usual tour, and will soon be in your city to inspect his real estate and
fix rents for the ensuing year.

E. F. Childs, also an ex-member of the San Francisco Board, was here
yesterday on a flying visit from Boston, where he resides, and tickles the
palates of the Hubites with first-class, made-to-order mining investments.
Captain Henry J. Hall has returned from San Francisco, saturated with
disgust. Hereafter he will spend his Summers in Saratoga, and his

Winters in New York. He has money enough to support him comforta-
bly, and he won't hunt for any more mines.

Josiah Belden likes the ease of his Fifth Avenue mansion, but he
wouldn't be happy if he didn't come down to Wall street every day, and
see what is going on. He frequently counsels with his favored son-in-law,
Gibson, of Watson & Gibson, and on dit that this firm has gone largely
into oil, on the old gentleman's advice. Josiah's advice is valuable to
young people.

Hobba, of San Jose, who made such a fiasco as a mine expert when be
went over to the State Line, has given up mining and become a railroad
man, operating in Newfoundland. Hobbs, Hamilton, Blankman, and
one or two more, started to build the Newfoundland Railroad with about
as much means and material as the tanner had, who started in business
with a shoe-string, and drew out a tan-yard. The Newfoundland legis-

lators granted the subsidies, English capitalists bought the bonds, and the
shrewd Yankees are building the road and accumulating about a dozen
tan-yards. Hobbs will come out away ahead, having now the modest sal-

ary of §15,000 per annum as Superintendent of Construction. It's a good
way to build railroads.

Tom Fitch, the silver-tongued and now silver-haired cf Arizona, has
broken out in a new place—Irish-Parnell Land League orator. Last
night the National Leaguers held a seance at Cooper Union. Alexander
Sullivan and " Hon. Thomas Fitch, of Arizona," were announced as the
orators. The morning papers, reporting the wake, either quietly ignore
Thomas, or dismiss him with four or five lines of his " brilliant oration,"
in which he metaphorically set the English Government on its head. Tom
looks well and talks well, but either the Irishers knew him or he had
gotten out of his latitude.

To see Tom Maguire, Charles L. Graves, Col. Henry Fritz, (ex " Fat
Boy,") and Jim Nutinan hob-nobbing together in front of the Hoffman
House symposium, recalls the good old days of Maguire 's Washington
street Opera House.
Judge It. It. Provines has been spending the Winter in New York, with

his wife, quietly enjoying the sights. They return home in the Fall,

after a trip South. Tom E. Farrish's mining schemes have not been
crowned with unbounded success, and he looks just a little melancholy.
Tom Pheby has emerged from the classic precincts of Ludlow street, and
looks as if he wished he were back tu hum, whence he should never have
strayed. Ex-Assistant Adjutant-General William C. Kibhe, of Califor-

nia, has business on Lower Broadway every day, and looks quite natural.

J. 0. Birdaeye, many years ago, was quito a Nevada county politician.
Now he deals iu stocks, has plenty of money, and his greatest care is to
End a match for a splendid hotter that he has accumulated after years of
careful research. Captain V. 1!. Baby, who need to run the old Pacific
Mail steamers, is a prominent member of the New York Club. John M.
Harper, B. B. Minor's partner as was in the expert business, is down in
Arizona risking his scalp in his emleam- to find a good mine. Gen-
eral Lent sent him, they say. Edward Bates Dorsey, who went up like
a rocket, has come down like a stick. Sic transit/ Occasional.

GJlS FIXTURES!
— FROM —

ALL THE LEADING MANUFACTURERS.

NEW DESIGNS! ELEGANT PATTERNS!
— AT —

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES!

THOMAS 33A.Y & CO.,

LMiyS.] 122 AND 124 SUTTER STREET.

M. A. GUNST & CO.,
203 Kearny Street Sail Francisco.

IMPORTERS AJfD DEALERS IJf

HAVANA AND KEY 'WEST CIGARS;
ALSO SOLE AGENTS FOR

KINNEY BROS' TOO-TOO AND CABINET CIGARETTES,
8^~ Inform the Public that they receive large invoices of Choice

Havana Rrands three times a month. Feb. 24.

H.B.Williams. A, Ohesebrough, W. H. Dimond.

WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO.,

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
UNION BUILDING,

JUNCTION MARKET AND PINE STREETS.
Agents for Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific Steam Navigation Company,

The Cunard Royal Mail Steamship Company, "The California Liue of Clippers,"
from New York and Boston, and " The Hawaiian Line."
San Francisco, January 31, 1880. Jan. 31.

C. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

BAN FRANCISCO and NEW TORK.
6^* Agents of American Sugar Refinery, corner of Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. Jan. 17.

TABER, HARKER & CO.,
IMPORTERS AUB WHOLESALE GROCERS,

10S anil 110 California St., S. F.
[April 19.]

COKE CHEAPEST FUEL.

RednetIon In Price: Wholesale Price, 50 cents per barrel;
Retail Price, tiO cents per barrel, at the works of the SAN FRANCISCO GAS-

LIGHT COMPANY, Howard and First streets, and foot of Second at. Jan . 12.

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.
Attendance, daily, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by the under-

signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, and to furnish all information
relating to the Society. J. P. McCURRIE, Secretary,

Oct. 23. Room 4, No. 531 California st.

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN
Steam Baths: Electric and Chemical Ruths; Sulphur and

other medicated vapor baths, With Swedish movements and massage Special

apartments for Indies and EaniOiea OR. .1 1ST IN GATES.
July l. 122 Montgomery street, near Washington.

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,

STOCK BROKERS,
No. 314 Pine Street San Francisco

[May 20.]

GEO* STREET, Agent News Letter, 30 Cornhill, E. C, Lonaon.

Ltebig Company's Extract or Meat.—Finest and Cheapest
Meat-flavoriu2 Stock for Soups, Made Dishes and Sauces.

Liebig Company's Extract or Meat.—An invalnable and
palatable Tonic in all cases of weak digestion and debility, "la

B and boon for which Nations should feel grateful." See "Medical
Press," *' lancet," " British Medical Journal," etc.

Lirbiy: Company's Extract or Meat. — Caution : Genuine
ONLY with fao-sunil« of Baron Liebig's Signature, in Blue Ink, across

Label.
This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substi-

tutes being in the Market.

Liebis Company's Extract or Meat —To be had or all Store-
keepers, Grocers and Chemists. Sole Agents for the United States

(wholesale only), C. DAVID & CO., 9 Fenchurch Avenue, London,
England.

wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, San Francisco.
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WAIFS.
The inquiry into the abominable corruption and mismanagement that

prevails at San Quentin, which begins next Monday at Sacramento,_ is

likely to be a more tame affair than it might easily be made. The in-

vestigation will almost necessarily be confined to the specification of

charges that have been filed, and these are moderate in the extreme. In-

deed, they are merely milk-and-water compared with the strong dose that

might have been supplied.^—Yet they are more thau enough to cause

removal.^—If proven, as they may easily be, they should suffice to put
somebody on trial.-^There are men at the prison, who are locking in

heir fellows, who ought to have the bolts and bars closed behind them-
selves, and that fact will be made abundantly clear if only one-tenth of

the truth be told.——The whole truth has never yet been made public

about San Quentin abominations, and from present appearances we have
not much confidence that more than a small modicum of it is about to be
brought out.——Still it will hardly be possible for the inquiry to mis-

carry.——There are so many facts lying on the surface that " cause " for

removal will not fail to be forthcoming.^—That the present Directors,

who appointed an unfit Warden, appropriated State property to their

own uses, shamefully disobeyed the Constitutional mandate that

contract labor should no longer be tolerated, and who in all things

showed themselves corrupt and incompetent, will have to go, is a
foregone conclusion.—It is not worth while to stop to argue that

very important question.^—The findings of a special Commission
appointed by a friendly administration are necessarily conclusive of

their fate.—Their doom is already sealed.—^It is necessary to take
formal testimony to remove thera, but that accomplished their removal
is as certain as it is essential to the public interests.——The graver
question then arises as to what is to follow.—-Will the State Admin-
istration take the prison out of politics and place it on a truly reform-
atory basis ? We confidently believe that it will, and we speak not
without some information.——We have large hopes in that direction,

and will have good reason to be disappointed if they are not realized.—We are very willing to trust the course of events. "——We believe

that Governor Stoneman will do himself lasting credit, and the State
everlasting benefit by a wise, firm, and determined policy in regard to

the future management of San Quentin.——We believe that important
institution will be placed on a higher, better, and nobler plane than it

has ever yet been run upon.——At any rate we are content to watch
and see.—The Coroner's office and its administration are still the
subjects of curious comment privately among newspaper men,—Sam
Shear and the House of Correction are not running smoothly. " — It is

said that Rainey has telegraphed Buckley to return as soon as pos-

sible.——Some of the beads of departments are '" kicking."^—The
question as to who is to be the next License Collector is worrying the
bosses, who want to retain McNeil, a Republican, for their own uses,

and if that cannot be accomplished then they want Lathrop appointed.
They say that they have secured the votes of the Mayor and the Treas-
urer for that purpose. We do not believe it.

THE PACIFIC CLUB.
The Pacific Club, which dates back to 1852, the year of its organiza-

tion, removed on Tuesday last to its new and sumptuous quarters in the
Lent building, at Post and Dupont street. This is the fifth removal, the
first being from Jackson and Montgomery to the corner of Washington
and Stockton, then to Steve Whipple's stone gambling mansion on Com-
mercial, between Montgomery and Kearny, and thence to its late com-
fortable quarters corner Bush and Montgomery streets. Whether the
change is for the better or not remains to be seen. Heretofore, at lunch
hour there has always been a sort of quiet high links, where judges, law-
yers, merchants and millionaires commingled freely together, but for the
last two or three days past, some of them were to be seen at Bob Parker's,
Frank Garcia's and other of the first-class lunch rooms on Montgomery
street. The walk to the new quarters is too much for the members who
class themselves among the ancient regime, and these number a goodly
quantity of the " Pacifies." At the time the Club was located at the cor-

ner of Washington and Stockton streets it was on the eve of dissolution,
and Tom Cary {of Macundray & Co.) introduced a resolution at a meeting
to wind up the concern and dissolve. Instead of this it was suggested
that an effort be made to resuscitate it by the admission of new members,
many having been deterred from seeking membership because of the
dreaded " black ball," which was too often called into play to gratify per-
sonal animosities or petty dislikes. The result was a large accession of
members, a repleted treasury, and the removal to the sumptuous quarters
just then vacated by Steve Whipple. Here a grand ball was given—up to

that time by far the most costly and extravagant that had taken place in the
city. The efforts to get invitations were as extravagant as they were
comical, and in order to settle the questions all applicants bad their
names suggested to and digested by a committee of old and staid venera-
btes, among whom was the Hon. William Dun, J. P. Hoge, and others
noted alike for their discretion, prudence and far-seeing judgment. The
ball was a success, although the cause of some heart-burnings among those
who were rejected by the venerables.

The enthusiasm which society people are exhibiting over the Grand
Masquerade Ball, which Col. Andrews is organizing, and which will take
place in the Mechanics' Pavilion, Friday, July 27th, is intense. The affair

has been designed on such a scale of magnificent splendor that it would be
astonishing, indeed, if it did not attract an unusual degree of public at-

tention. The ball-room will be superbly decorated; in this matter the
rare designing skill and exquisite taste of Col. Andrews will naturally
make themselves felt, and the result will be the production of rare and
picturesque effects. The prizes, too, will be rich and rare, and of unique
design ; consequently, it is well worth the while of maskers to exert
themselves in the preparation of characters and costumes, because, in ad-
dition to the honor of winning a prize, the intrinsic value of these partic-
ular trophies is worth a big effort. A distinsuishing feature of this ball
will be the fact that actors and actresses will have a separate list of prizes

to compete for. As a rule, professional people are barred out of competi-
tion, and have no chance to obtain a prize at all. This innovation must
naturally result in bringing to the floor of the ball-room a large number
of trained ladies and gentlemen, who will add charm and interest to the
entertainment.

GBA1VD MUSICAL FESTIVAL,
— UNDER THE DIRBCTIOX OP—

THEODORE THOMAS!
— TO BE HELD IN TOE —

Mechanics' Pavilion, on the Evenings of June 7, 8, 9, 11 and 12

and Afternoons of June 9th and 13th,

Seven Grand Programmes

!

Embracing THE WIDEST RANGE OF COMPOSITION, will be rendered by the

Theodore Thomas Grand Orchestra of Sixty Performers

!

In conjunction with the following eminent Soloists:

MISS EMMA C. THTJRSBY, Soprano;

MRS. E. HUMPHREY" ALLEN, Soprano;

MRS. ANNIE HARTDEGEN, Soprano;

MHCE. JULIE HIVE-XING, Solo Pianist;

MRS. BELLE OOLE, Contralto;

MR. FRED HARVEY, Tenor;

MR. FRANZ REMSIERTZ, Basso,

And the Grand Festival Chorus of 500 Voices!

Organized and thoroughly rehearsed under the direction of MR. DAVID "W.
LORING.

The sale of S1NCLE CONCERT TICKETS will begin on MONDAY NEXT, at

a.m., at the MUSIC STORES of M. GRAY, KOHLER & CHASE ami SHERMAN
& CLAY; also at the WHITE HOUSE, for Boxes only.

PRICES:
Reserved Seats, Single Concerts $1, 82 ami $3, according to location

Box Seats, Single Concerts $3, S-A and §5, according to location

83T Orders by mail, telegraph, or telephone, to any of the above ticket offices will

receive prompt attention.

Decker Bros' Pianos used at Thomas Concerts. May 26.

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.
JB.HAVEBLY, Proprietor. -Frederick W. Bert, Managrer.

• Third and Last Week but One of the Eminent Tragediau, MR. LAWRENCE
BARRETT. Last Night of

Francesca da Rimini! (A realization of Dante's Celebrated Story.)

Last FRANCESCA DA RIMINI Matinee, Saturday Afternoon at 2 r. m.

Positively no Free List. Box Office open from 9 A.M. to 10 p. m., where reserved
seats can be secured six days in advance.
Sunday Evening, June 3d—Second Special Performance by THE BERT DRA-

MATIC COMPANY. Grand Production of Augustin Daly's Great Play, UNDER
THE GASLIGHT!
LAWRENCE BARRETT (Next Week his Fourth and Last), will present the fol-

lowing change of bill nightly:
Monday—HAMLET. Tuesday—ROSEDALE. Wednesday—RICHLEAU. Thurs-

day—YORICK'S LOVE. Friday, COMEDY NIGHT (Benefit), GRAND DOUBLE
BILL—Bulwer's MONEY and Robertson's DAVID GARRICK. Saturday Evening—
JULIUS C/E3AR; BARRETT as Cassius.
Saturday Matinee—ROSEDALE. June 2.

BUSH-STREET THEATRE.

MB. liEAVITT, Lessee and Manager; Al. Haymnu, As-
% socio. te Manager. —Saturday Matinee and Evening, the Distinguished Eng-

lish Comedian, MR. CHARLES WYNDHAM, and his unrivaled Comedy Company,
from the Criterion Theatre, London. The New Comedy, in 3 Acts, adapted from
the French of MM. Gononiet & Bisson, by H. J. Byrou, entitled,

Fourteen Days

!

Presented with every scene new, by VOEGTL1N. Elaborate Stage Garniture.

Box office open from 9 A. m. to 10 p. m.

SPECIAL NOTICE.—On Monday next, June 4th, THE WYNDHAM COMEDY CO^
will appear at The Baldwin Theatre in a Magnificent Production of THE GREAT
DIVORCE CASE. June 2.

EMERSON'S STANDARD THEATRE.

WM. EJIER^ON, Sole Proprietor and Manager-Every Ev-
ening and Saturday Matinee, EMERSON'S MINSTRELS Great Hit of

WILSON AND CAMERON, the unapproachable Song-and-Dance Team! Immense
Success of

Peck's Bad Boy!
Audiences Wild with Delight! Don't fail to see the New Programme!

POPULAR PRICES.—50 and 75 cents. Matinees, 26 and 50 cents. No extra
charge to reserve. Telephone 5,094. June 2.

MRS. JULIA MELVILLE-SNYDER.

Vocal and Instrumental Bfusi.c —Elocution — Oratory — Drama.

138 McAllister
[May 10.1

STREET,
Northeast Corner Hyde street.

Catalogues, Books, Illustrated Circulars and Illuminated Printing executed in

a superior manner by the S. F. News Letter.
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CRADLE, ALTAR. AND TOMB.
CRADLB.

ALDRiMR-In thia citj . May y>, to the wife of C. M. Atdridge, a daughter.
May -7, to the wife of 0. -' Anderson, a BOO.

:u, to the vita ol August Blackmail, a.daughter.

I
. uaj 84, to the wife ol John B. uox, i daughter.

H\s>\ Id this dty. May 24, to the wife ol James G. Banna, ft daughter.

HilABY—In tt '•• the wife of P. A ll.i'.-.y, a ion.

MoiiR-in thia the wife of Rudolph ttohr, a son.

PoRTKR-ln this eitv, M.i> 14, to the wife of H. « . 0. Porter, a daughter.
s - in thia city, Ifaj 87, to the artfe of \ St. reason, daughter.

In tins eitv. May 87, to the wife of 0. B. Shepbard, a daughter.
In this eitv. Slav, 36, to the wife of Henry WHsOU. B daughter.

Willis -In this < i » y . May 88, to the wife of J. A. Willis, a dad
Warn—Id this city, Mav l). to the wife of Chauncey at White, a 3011.

Wall.uk -In this city, May 29, to the wife of P. J, Wallace, a son.

ALTAR.
Bailky-Fletciikr—Mav 21, William Bailey to Lavinia Fletcher,

t'n-ff-IIarris — M.iv Ji. Wm. 11. Cluff to idareue Harris, both of this city.

MoLmoiilin—Hay 14, Thomas J. Coogan to Emma McLaughlin.
i r-CoRNRrn—April 87, Bumpter E. Uoggett to Bertha M. Corneps.

1 iiivmi'N-May 23, Ca?sar Fenkhausen to Louise Johnston.
BaMPSOIRS-Pricb—May 1, George H. Hampshire to Mrs. Jane Price.

KvodSOK-MbTSR - May 26, Thomas Christ. Koodson to Mrs. Dora Meyer.
[dBTBR-LARROHDO—May 27. W. G. Lester to Nellie Larrondo, both of this city,

Millbr-Bobworts—Hay 88, Robert Sinclair Miller to Carrie Bosworth.
..-Mayxarb—May 2D, Wiufield J. McGowan to Ltcrtha J. Maynurd.

ScBWARXMAN-RurFB—May SB, Max Schwarzman to Elizabeth G. Haste.

Vandervrrn-Kkokciiel—May 26, 0. M. Vanderveen to Mrs. Henrietta M. Knocchel.
Wav-Gat».lv—May 29, Franklin T. Way to Winefred M. Gately.

TOMB.
DALT—May 24, James Thomas Daly, a native of Ireland, aged 32 years.

Dams —May 26, George B. Davis, a native of England, aged 58 years, 8 months.
GlLHORR—May *9, Catherine Gilmore, a native of Ireland, aged 72 years, 5 months.
Harlot—May 23, P. Hanley, a native of Ireland, aired 57 years, 2 months, 13 days.

Haase - May 2S, Frank Haase, a native of Prussia, 31 years, 3 months, 18 days.

Inqeksos — May 27, Dr. H. H. Ingerson, a native of Vermont, 45 years, 3 mos., 8 ds.

JODBOK— May 28, James Judson, aged OS years, i) months and 24 days.

Lank - May 28, Benjamin Lane, a native of Maine, aged 53 years,

Radclifke—May 29, Frederick O. Radcliffe, a native of Bath, Maine.
Stephens—Hay 27, Irving A. Stephens, a native of New York, aged 55 years.

Trahan—May 27, Ellen M. Teahan, a native of Ireland, aged 41 years, 9 months.
Throckmorton—May 28, Samuel R. Throckmorton, a native of N. J., aged 74 years.

Tract—May 23, John Tracy, a native of New York City, aged 22 years, 2 months.
yUKQ—May 27, George Yung, a native of Germany, aged 62 years, 8 mos , 21 days.

THEIR BANQUET.
The opening of the new Pacific Club rooms will long be remembered

by those who assisted at the celebration. It was suggested by several

of the members that the occasion should, in some manner, be made
worthy, not only of themselves, but their fine new rooms ; and much dis-

cussion was indulged in as to what form it Bhould take—one wanted one
thing, another wanted some other. At length, aa there grew danger of

discord and no action whatever of any kind, it was proposed by an old

member of gastrnnomical taste, that there should be a banquet given, the

brilliancy of which should specially lie in the fact that each member con-

tribute a plat of his own manufacture. This proposition was enthusisast-

ically seconded by Charley Josselyn, and won the unanimous approval of

all. We have no hesitation in stating that the result was a feast fit for

the Gods : indeed, Mars, Neptune and Bacchus might have found proto-

types around the festive board, for each was represented. As, no doubt,

our friends, the public, would like to know in what branch of the cuisine

our club men excel, we will give a few dishes, so far as we can call them
to memory. The menu was a thing of beauty and a joy for the night. It

was in the form of a club, the knotty edges serving as spots whereon the

different courses were inscribed.

Potapes—Was of several sorts. The most appetizing was hare soup,

the decoction and donation of Joe Hoge. Luning sent soup maigre.

Judge Wallace, ox-tail ; Ed. Heatley, Stock for home soup. Flood wanted
to send the broth of a boy, but so many had sent soups he chose a dish

instead. Charley Crocker, notwithstanding he has so many fish to fry

just now, contributed a dish of eels, sauce aux Railroad Commissioners,

Con O'Connor, Dublin Bay herrings ; Sharon, a large sole, a la maitre

(fhotel. Oeuvres—Unexceptioually developed cold cheek, from Barnes.

Triflles, light as air, from Hall McAllister. Pig's feet, from John Benson.

Entrees—Brains au naturel, from Alvord. Tongues, larded, from Judge
Hoffman. Liver and lights, from the Drs. Bowie.

Ragout Irlandaise was J. C. Flood's donation; and curry favor sauce,

from F. W. Newlands.

Ilotis—Goose, well stuffed, from Judge Hager. Spring chickens, from
W. I. Kip, Jr. Black boar, Kentucky style, from J. B. Haggin, who
was determined to go the whole hog while he wa3 about it. Tender
young lamb, from Tevis.

Legumes—Leeks, from J. P. Jones. Mushrooms, from Jim Fair.

Beets, Henry Janin. Some pumpkins, D. O. Mills. Potatoes, Tobin.

Squash, Livermore. A dish of greens came from Balfour & Guthrie's

young men.

Eugene Sullivan contributed a wedding cake ; Bill Lent, a dish of

whipped cream; George Hearst, dates from the Black Hills; Jarboe, his

own pie; Bill Dewey, silly bub; Ned Eyre, rum jelly; Nat Brittan sup-

plied the ice, and F. Marriott some nuts for every one to crack. If this

was not a bill of fare fit for royalty, let us know next time.

The ladies of San Francisco are unanimously of the opinion that the
stock of millinery to be found at the parlors of Mrs. P. F. Butler, under
the Phelan Building, Market street, has been selected with great care and
judicious discrimination, and includes everything which the fashions of

the day recognize as desirable. In blending different shades of color, in

the making up of hats and bonnets, Mrs. Butler's taste is universally ad-

mitted to be pure, elegant and refined, and her handiwork is justly

admired for its artistic beauty.

A Pig would seem the best subject for medical students to experiment
on, as he could be killed first and cured afterwards. —The Judge, j|

T
PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

hf <'oin|»nuy*a slcanirrs will
Yokoliuma:

Hall lor lloiiffkoilff ami

CITYOFTOKIO MAY 31, at 2 P.M.
Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and return at reduced rates.

For New York, via Panama:
COLIMA JUNE l, at io o'clock A. M.,

I -I in- freight and Passengers for MAZATLAN, ACAtMJLCO. OHAMPERICO,
s\N JOSE DE GUATEMALA, ACAJUTLA, LA LIBERTAD and PUNTA ARENAS.
Tiukots to and from Europe by any line for sale at the lowest rates ; also fur Ha-

vana and all West India ports.

For Honolulu, AikKIiuiiI and Sydney:
CITY OF NEW YORK JUNE 0, at 2 p. m.,

Or immediately on arrival of the London mail.

Ten Dollars additional is charged for Upper Cabin passage.
For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and Braunan streets.

[June 2.) WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., General Agents.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,
For Japan and China, leave wharf, corner First and Bran-

nan streets, at 2 p.m., for YOKOHAMA AND HONGKONG, connecting at
Yokohama with Steamers for Shanghai.

1888.
From San Francisco
for Hongkong. Steamer.

SATURDAY, September 15th . ..ARABIC
THURSDAY, September 27th. OCEANIC
THURSDAY, October 11th COPTIC

From San Francisco
for Hongkong. Steamer.

SATURDAY, May 6th COPTIC
THURSDAY, June 518th ARABIC
TUESDAY, July 10th OCEANIC
SATURDAY, July 21st COPTIC
Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates.
Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.'s

General Offices, Room 74, cor. Fourth and Townsenrt at*,

For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific MailSteam
ship Company's Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN, General Passenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD. President. May fith.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamers ol this Company will sail from Broadway Wharf

as follows

:

For Victoria, B.C., and Puget Sound Ports: Every Friday, at 2 p, m. of each month.
Steamer of the 30th connects at Port Townsend with steamer "Idaho" for Alaska.
For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the O. R. & N. Co.: Every 3 days.
For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 5th, 10th, 15th,

20th, 25th and 30th of each month.
For Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and

Ventura: Every Wednesday at 8 A.M.
For Eureka, Areata, and Hookton, Humboldt Bay: Every Wednesday, 9 'clock.

For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc.: Every Monday.

Ticket Office, No. 214 Montgomery Street, near Pine.
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

[May 5.] No. 10 Market, street

FOR PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, OREGON.
The Oregon Railway and Navigation Company and Pacific

Coast Steamship Company will dispatch from Spear-street Wharf, for the
above ports, one of their new Al Iron Steamships, viz.: QUEEN OF THE PACIFIC,
COLUMBIA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA and OREGON.

Sailing Bays,
JUNE 2-5-8-11-14-17-20-23-26-29, and every following

Three Days, at 10 o'clock a. m.
Connecting at Portland, Oregon, with Steamers and Railroads and their connecting
Stage Lines for all points in Oregon, Washington and Idaho Territories, British
Columbia and Alaska.
Ticket Office 214 Montgomery Street

[May 5. J

GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

No. 10 Market street, San Francisco.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Bullion Mining Company.— Location of principal place

of business, San Francisco, California. Location of works. Gold Hill, Storey
county, Nevada.—Notice is hereby given that at a meeting of the Board of Direct-
ors, held on the seventh day of May. 1888, an assessment (No. 27) of Twenty fBOJ
Cents per share was levied upon the capital stock of the corporation, payable im-
mediately, in United States gold coin, to the Secretary, at the office of tho Company,
No. 828 Montgomery street. Room 3. San Francisco, California.
Anv stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on MONDAY, the

ELEVENTH (11th) DAY OF JUNB, 1888, will be delinquent and advertised tor
sale at public auction ; and unless payment is made before, will be Bold on THURS-
DAY, THE FIFTH DAY OF JULY, 1883, to pay the delinquent assessment, to-

gether with costs of advertising and expenses of sale. By order of the Board o[

Directors. J. IL BRAZELL, Secretary,
Office—Room 3, Safe Deposit Building, No. 328 Montgomery street, San Fra

California. Mry 12.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
POTOSI MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 12
Amount per Share ,2

Levied Mav 12th, 1883
Delinquent in Office June 20th. 1883
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock Julv 11th, 1883

W. E. DEAN, Secretary.
Office—Room 79, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Oali-

fornia. ^__^__ May 19.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
BEST & BELCHER MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No- 26
Amount per Share M* Cents
Levied May
Delinquent in Office June IStl

Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock Julv 3d, livi3

WM. WILLIS. Secretary.
Office—Room 29, Nevada Block, No. S09 Montgomery street, San Ft)

California.
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SUNBEAMS.
The new spring bonnets! Great Augustus!

Poke in front and poked behind.
"Peekaboo!" bang up and burst us!

Old dame Fashion 's went it blind.

Was anything ever half so homely
In worldB above or worlds below?

Put it on, O maiden comely!
Gracious goodness, what a show!

Bang the front up! yank the strings tight!

Warp the sides like an old umbrell

;

Sit on the back till you get the shape right,

There, now! don't that look pretty well ?— Yonker's Gazette.

Croquet will soon be on deck again, and the circumambient air will

again be surcharged with special invoices of those dear old familiar con-

comitants of the game, such as "You horrid thing," "You are just as

hateful as you can be," "I won't play another minute, there," " You're a

a regular cheat," etc. It is unnecessary to repeat them. You will hear
them all in a few short days. —Boston Transcript.

" Well," remarked a young M. D., just returned fiom college, " I sup-

pose the next thing will be to hunt a good situation, and then wait for

something to do, like Patience on a monument." '* Yes," said a bystand-

er ;
" and it won't be long after you do begin before the monuments will

be on the patients." —American Queen.

A poet in a London magazine has a poem the concluding line of each
verse of which ends with the statement " But I can trust." His matter
is not without merit, and if he wants to send us some copy on the terms
he suggests he can do so, and we will try and find room for it.—Rochester Post-Express.

" Goin' fur? " the inquisitive traveler asked the man on the wood box.

"Well, yes," he replied, "I reckon it's 'fur'. I'm going to Buffalo."

And being thus pelted with this answer, the inquisitive man looked as

though he wanted to hide somewhere. But this isfurrin' to the subject.

"The world I'd give thee for a look,

The Heavens for a smile
;

But what I'd give thee for a kiss,

I can't tell yet awhile."

After Bobb Ingersoll had spoken an hour and fifteen minutes to a Bos-
ton audience, some one in the crowd asked him, " How long are you go-

ing to keep us ? " The reply was: " You can go as soon as you want to.

I always notice that a person generally goes as soon as he gets his head
fulL" The audience broke out in roars of laughter.

A tramp woke up suddenly with cold sweat standing in great beads on
his forehead. " My God ! my God !

" " What's the matter?" asked his

companion. " I have had a horrible dream! I thought I was at work !

"

"I told you that mince pie would make you sick."

A Problem.—Two females, each 30 years of age, are sitting on the
sofa. Neither of them has a husband. One is worth §200,000, and the
other teaches a district school. Question: Which is the unmarried lady
and which is the old maid ? —Rochester Pest-Express.

Slang is the destroyer of conversation. You bet it is, and the Ameri-
can public should sit down on it.—"One cent ence—Postal card.-^Ask
a woman how old she is if you want her to show her rage.

—Philadelphia Chronicle-Herald.

Papa—" How is it, Alice, that you never get a prize at school?"
Mamma—"And that your friend, Louisa Sharp, gets so many?" Alice
(innocently)

—"Ah! Louisa Sharp has such clever parents."

The Detroit Free Press man is reported to have written a two-
column article for his paper under the glare of the lightning. " This is

easy compared to writing a two-column article under the glare of the
foreman waiting for copy," adds witty Phil Welch.

A boy was making a great racket on his drum in front of a house in

Sumerville. " Little boy," said a lady, " you must not drum here; there
is a lady sick in this house." " Well," said the boy, " I wish I was a doc-
tor. There's somebody sick in every house in town. —Boston Post.

The War Department recently advertised for proposals to furnish
the army with 8,000 scrubbing brushes. Must be that the soldiers on the
frontier are to have a little brush with the Indians.

Inductive Reasoning. —Mr. William Doodle: "Yes. Miss Frost, I
always wear gloves at night ; they make one's hands so soft." Miss Frost:
"Ah! And do you sleep with your hat on?" —N. O. Times-Bern.

"What decoration is that you are wearing?" said an Austrian ser-

geant to a new recruit. The man blushed deeply and responded ;
" It's

a medal our cow won at a cattle show." —Baltimore News.

Prot Adler thinks that "men of advanced opinions should have the
courage to teach their children what they believe to be true." But what
if the mothers of those children do not believe it to be so ? —Bait. News.

Rev. Mr. Talmage says the principal occupation in Heaven will be
singing. In the other place we understand it will be singeing.—Rochester Post-Express.

"That's an awful load of coal for that team," remarked a gentleman
to Smithers this morning. "Yes, a colossal one," quietly rejoined S.

—N. Y. Star.

Jeems says his boarding house is too slow. He told the old lady yes-
terday that hereafter he'd like to dynamite earlier.

—

Hartford Journal.

Barney :
" Pat, do you think that Parnell will free Ireland ?" Pat-

trick : " No, my boy, but Dinny-mite !" —Erin.

A Switchman—The old-fashioned pedagogue. —Bait. News.

HOTEL DEL M ON T E ,

MONTEREY.

FIR.S5T HOP OF THE SEASON!
T1IIS SATURDAY EVENING, JUNE 3d.

MUSIC EY BALLENEEEG. May 20.

__
LOWELL, PAPER SHOT SHELLS.

Manufactured by the XT. S. Cartridge Co.

summon to Ajji, others.

FtEST QUALITY—WATERPROOF. SECOND QUALITY-GOOD FOR ONE
SHOT. SURE FIRE AND DURABLE.

Cartridges, Brass Shells. Loading: Implements, etc.

tljg" For sale by ail dealers. March 31.

AMERICAN EXCHANGE HOTEL,
Snnsome street, Corner Halleck, San Francisco.—This

hotel is in the very center of the business portion of the city, and has been
renovated and newly furnished throughout. The traveling public will find this to
be the most convenient as well as the most comfortable and respectable hotel in the
city. TABLE FIRST-CLASS. Board and room, $1, §1.25 and $1.50 per day. Nice
single rooms per night, 50 cents. Breakfasts or dinners, 50 cents. Lunch, 25 cents.
Eighteen tickets, good for any meals, for $5. Hot and cold baths free. Free coach
to and from the hotel. Oct. 7.

[ESTABLISHED 1855.]

J. 0'KANE,

767 MARKET STREET,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

HARNESS, SADDLES, ROBES, BLANKETS, "WHIPS,
And Everything necessary for Horse or Carriage Use.

REPAIRING promptly attended to. May 12.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Silver ReQuery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold, Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVEK and LEAD in their
various forms.
June 18. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY
No. 310 Sansome Street,

San Francisco,

WHOLESALE J>E ALERS IN EUR8.
[September 21.1

R. H. SINT0N,
DEALER IN REAL ESTATE AND MINES

(Office of John Middlkton Sc Son),

116 Montgomery street San Francisco.

Grape, Agricultural, Grazing and Timber Lands bought and sold; also Gold, Silver

and Copper Mines. Solicitor of Patents for Mining Claims A SPECIALTY.

SEARCHEK OP BECORDS FOB ALAMEDA COUNTY,

G. W. McKEAND.
Offices— Southeast Corner of Fonrtb and Broadway streets,

OAKLAND. March 31.

COAL-OIL STOVES.

All Sizes for Cooking or Parlor use. Send for Circular and Prices.

WIESTER & CO..
17 New Montgomery St., S. F.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

360 EOVSTS STREET, SAN EMAHCISCO.
[July 15.]

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Gold Medal, Paris, 187S.

Sold by all Stationers. Sole Agent for tbe lulled States:
MR. HENRY HOE, 91 John street, N. Y. Jan. 5.

A. WALDSTEIN,
Lithographer and Ziucographer, Bio. 320 Sansome street,

Room 48, Second Floor. Aug-. 19.

Catalogues, Books, Illustrated Circulars and Illuminated Printing executed in

a superior maimer by the S. F. News Letter.
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NOTABILIA.
PEDDLERS SONG.

U«n u white as driven sdow
;

Cypress blwk m o'er wai
Gloves u sweet u damask roses ;

UimIu fur faevs and for now* ;

necklace, amber;
[or a lady's chamber

;

QoM qootpi and st<»niarh.rs.

For my lads to gin tlioir dears;
Plus and poldng^atloks ol bUmI,
What maids lack from bead i" heal

:

('.mi' inn ol me^ootM;onmebuy,oontebii*,
Buy, lada, »>r ebw hw leeeea try.

William .Siiaksi-karr.

Paris is Incoming a favorite summer resort for the American upper ten.
Paris is a place where you can drink as much as you please without at-

|

trading attention, or having your frailties "writen up" by those social

l

scat-angers and odorless excavator men, who diagram the profession of

journalism here. Yet, stilt, even in Paris, you cannot get your picture

|

taken with the same accuracy, or finished with the same elegance that
you can at Bradley & Kulofson's, Geary and Dupont streets, S. F.

The burglar said to the safe lock: "Favor me with a few notes."

"Can you give me the right key?" " I shall have to take iny pick."
"Then I shall ward off the attempt." " I only want ten or twenty thou-
sand." " A time lock, you know, can't be beat." " Can't you offer me a
tumbler?" " I i^u't bear a tone of thirsty expectation." "A cop ap-
proaches who knows my base movement." "He may give you a rest."
" I and my pals will leave altogether."

An unfortunate "wife was killed at Troy, N. Y., while cooking her
husband's breakfast in a fearful manner.

—

New York Illustrated Times.
There are a great many women all over this free land of ours, who cook
their husbands' breakfasts in a fearful manner, but if their husbands
would put one of those magnificent Arlington Ranges, sold by De La
Montauya, Jackson street, below Battery, in the kitchen, such accidents
could not occur.

"There," exclaimed Mrs. Nickelplate, who affects the antique, "there
is a vase that is very old." " I can see that by the dust on it, was the in-

nocent reply of Mrs. Plainly, as she drew an arabesque with her finger

on the vase—and then she murmured in a stage-whisper tone of voice,

that Swain's, 213 Sutter street, was the most delightful place in town for

ladies to have lunch at.

" There's something about your daughter," Mr. Wanghop said, re-

flectively—" there's something about your daughter—" " Yes," said old

Mr. Tbistlepod, "there is; I had noticed it myself. It comes every
night at eight o'clock, and it doesn't get away, usually, until about elev-

en o'clock. And some of these evenings I am going to lift it all the way
from the front parlor to the side gate and see what there's in it.—Baltimore News.

"I never remember anything like this season for dryness. Three
months without any rain!" " Bah! That's nothing, replied the old pioneer.

Now, in 1849, I remember, we didn't have a drop of rain for 18 months.
Besides, in those days, we could not go to P. J. Cassin & Co., Washing-
ton and Battery streets, and buy pure and unadulterated Liquors in re-

tail quantities at wholesale prices."

Ladies' hankerchiefs are embroidered with mottoes suitable for the
mood of the day, such as " I am cross, don't speak to me "; " What a
lovely day "

; "I don't care for company," etc. The men will follow suit

with such emblems as " The Imperishable Paint, sold by J. R. Kelly &
Co., comes already mixed, goes further than other paints, and is impervi-
ous to the elements."

A dude meets a dudine on the street car3 : She—"Why did you not
come up to ow house las' night; we looked faw you." He—" Yaas! could
not get up thah. Had 'other 'ngagement. Me mothah's dead. Thought
I ought to go up to ow houth !

" —N. Y. Morning Journal.

" My face is my fortune, sir!" indignantly responded a fleshy young
lady when her suitor delicately attempted to sound her financial prospects.
" It is certainly a large one, then," dryly responded the young man, as he
took his elegant Summer Hat, which he purchased from White, 614 Com-
mercial street, in his hand, and went off to mash a millionaire's daughter.

The celebrated Vegeteble Compound for females, which, within a

few years, has made the name of Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham known in every
part of the civilized world, relieves suffering by the safe and sure method
of equalizing the vital forces, and thus regulating the organic functions.

It is only by such a method that disease is ever arrested and removed.

An elderly man in Boston is so polite and loving that when he is din-

ing with the young lady of his heart, he puts syrup on his bald head to

attract the flies and prevent them from annoying her.

A fence rail was blown right through the body of a mule by the Mis-
sissippi cyclone, so the story goes. Even a cyclone has to approach a
mule sideways in order to explain to him that Steele's Grindelia Lotion is

a sure cure for Poison Oak.

If you want to get seasonable Underwear and Gent's Furnishing
Goods of the best quality, go to J. W. Carmany's, 25 Kearny street.

If the Philadelphia Neivs is to be believed, and it is a truthful exchange,
the Czar was to appear at the coronation in a new swallow-tailed coat
built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

Never cultivate an acquaintance with a hoe, but tell your wife to buy
Brooks' Spool Cotton. It's the best in the market.

J. F. Cutter's Old Bourbon.—This celebrated Whisky is for sale by
all first-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

Murder Most Foul—About Thanksgiving.

Indigestion, dyspepsia, heart-burn, nausea, etc. , cured by using
Brown's Iron Bitters.

Another New Oil Store.—Latest! Best! Prettiest! Call and see it, at John
F. Mvrks & Co., B69 Market Btreet.

Fine Watch Repairing1 at J. W. Tucker & Co*s., corner of Kearny and Geary
streets.

REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.
Recorded la the City and County of San Francisco. California, for

the Week endinc May 28th.
0<**i**dfrom the Recordsofthe Commercial Agency, 401 California fit. , A'. F.

Wednesday, May 23rd.

URANTOR AN1> OKANTEE.

Jos Borrcn to Caroline Borrcn

Lizzie C Diss to Jas Van Bergen..

Jno Megrath to Julius Lccmann..

Jno Greeley to Jas Henderson

F S Truett to Chas Qeddes

Wm Lewis to B Van Straatcn

Chas S Holmes et al to Mary Gibbs

Hannah O'Connor to J O'Connor.

Jno O'Connor to R Hutchinson. .

.

DESCRIPTION.

S Grove, 74 c Octavia, e 25xl20-W A,
140

| (: inW Devisailcro, 102:2 s Clay, s 79x110—W A 409 '.
6

S 13th, 80 w Harrison, w 23:9, s 89:0, e
23:9, n SG:8 to commencement—M B
17

S Pt Lobos, 48 w Parker avenue, w 23 x
100
W Guerrero, til n 22nd, n 30x117:0—M B
75

N Sutter, 104 w Webster, w 24x75—

W

A 311

E Bartlett, 170 8 23th, 8 25x117:7—M B
183

N Pacific, 135 e Octavia, e 68x110-W A
101

.

Same

2,200

1,225

1.600

3,400

1,250

Thursday, May 24th.

Jas S Holmes to Wm Holmes

MMartintoJ H Van Giahn

Louis Jones to J Fitzsimmons

Eliza Horton to Louis Jones

Richd norton et al to same
Mary Mcintosh to C L Hinkel
Thos McFaddin to Jacob Proff. . .

.

Hervcy Sparks to Wm P Savage.

.

Undivided one-third e Bartlett, 195 s 25th
nel95x e 117:6

N 22nd, 25 e Chattanooga, e 25xi66—

M

BS9.
E Minna, 115 n 15th, n 50x70, being'inM B 31

Same, and lots 16 lo 20, block 29, Fair-
mount

Same - ....'."..

N Minna, 75 w 1st, w 36x80..'.!'."!
N Fllis, 162:6 e Scott, e 29:11x137:6—

W

A 530

*3,200

2,000

5

2,910
5

2,525

1,700
10 acres Ripley tract

j
]'

t
ooo

Friday, May 25th.

Eliza Styles to Wm C Peters.

.

Jno M Straub to F C Winch..

C S Holmes to Sarah Robinson. .

.

L Gottig to Nora McDonald

Geo Shires to Wm Hasselbrack...

A A Pomeroy to I Pomeroy

T R Hopkins to Adelia Bowman.

.

Adelia Bowman to Jno Allyne....
Park Land Assn to M Hanuigan.

.

Same to same
H A Cobb to Catli Landa

W Joice, 115 n Pine, n 22x77
Ne Gnerrero and Ridley, e 30x75—M B
22 ; subject to mortgage .

E Bartlett, 140 s 25th, s 30xll7-M B
183

S 15th, 150:10 e Guerrero, e 25xi66—

M

B 36
Ne Grand Avenue, 192:6 nw Howard.
nw28x66:9-M B 3

S 15th, 155 w Howard, w 35xS0—M B
34

Nw Union and Lagnna, n 137:6x187:6—
WA245

Same ..'!"!

Lots 15 and 1G, being in W A, block 787
Lot 34, same
Lots 10 to 12, block 16, West Ena.Map
No2

3,250

5,000

1,500

1,375

2,900

Gift

• 6
6,000
1,400

600

1

Saturday, May 26th.

Wm F Lapidge to Carsten Foge.

.

C Foge to Jno Thompson
E N Torrey to Rispah B Kellogg

Jno Jennings to J O'Connel

Jas Taylor to Jas F Rock

Martin J Burke to Chas Hinkel. .

.

Jno Reardon to Michl Kennedy. .

.

Theo Meetz to J Moffltt

M Reese to Elizth Panl

Cath Slockrleth to C G Larseu....

A C Weber to Thos Farrell

G A Meiggs to Hit) Savs & Ln Soc

A Brush to Jos Scherer

H C Wilson to Wendell Easton
J Brickell to Maria Sylvester

Nw corner 19th and Lapidge, n 100x30
MB71

Same
S Sacramento, 08:9 w Laguna, w 68:9
127:8-W A 236

Nw McLea Court, 250 ne 9th, sw 23x75
100-vara394

S Green, 177 w Hyde, w 28:9x77—50-va
ra 1387

E Broderick, 27 s Sacarmento, s 50x83—W A500
Ne Beardman Place, 200 nw Brannan,
nw 25x117

N corner Mission and 10th, ne 130x87:
6-MB 4

Nw Jones and Francisco, w 137:6x137:0—50-vara 1502
W Anna, 65:5 n Eddy, n 24x75—50-vara
95S

SPaciOc, 49:5 w Powell, w 23x60 -50-
vara 161 ;

Nw Folsom, 200 ne2nd,e 25x80-100-
vara 57

E Steiner, S7:6 8 Ellis, s 50x103:1—W A
361

W Capp, 125 s 19lh, s 45xl22:6-M B 62
Lots 4, 5, 6, 11, 12, 13, block 319. S S F
HdJiRRAsen . .

*1,750
1,750

5

1,600

2,000

5

10

14,500

3,000

4,650

1.900

6,500

1

7,500

Monday, May 28th.

Rosalie Fishel to La Soc Fraucaise

Helen F Lowe to S B Badarons..

.

F G Smith to Christy A Fraser ....

W J Gunn to Thos P Decring

Hazen Hoyt to Timothy Paige....
EBIIaldanto D Ahlf
Jemima Webster to Thos Enright.

Jeanne M A Carto to Wm Wolf.

.

nib s .v. Ln Socy to same..
Same to Jos Bofren ,

E Mission, 128:5 s 24th, n 98:5 sw to
commencement

Ne Alta and Dolores, n 228x560—M B
76 ; sw 7th, 195 se Mission, se 55x80,
100-vara261

E Fair Oaks, 234 s 23rd, s 30, ne 30:6, n
132:8 to commencement, being in H
A 27 and 28

Ne Pt Lobos and 9th avenne, e 32:6x100
—OL1S9

Potrero Block No 151

Lot 163, block 9S, lenral Park Hd
N Eddy, 230 w Devigadero, w 45x1:17:6 -
w A 5(18 ; subject to mortgage for
2,500dollars

S Grove, 50 e Octavia, e 24:6xS0—W A
140

Same
S Grove, 74:6 e Octavia, e 25. s 120, w

24:6, n 40, w 6 inches, n 80 to com-
mencement, being io Western Addi-
tion 149

$3,000

5

1,200

1,000

t 10
1,000

5

5

2,200

2,900
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GOOD FOR THE CITY.
The City Fathers and the Spring Valley Water Company have hap-

pily arrived at an adjustment in regard to a litigation that seemed a
never-ending affair. For years past the principle upon which the com-
pany should be assessed was disputed in the Courts. Until the new Con-
stitution laid down new theories in regard to taxation the company was
invariably successful, and the Courts decided in its favor. Since then the

decisions have been the other way. The results of some seven years of

costly litigation were still pending on appeal. How many years more it

would yet have taken to arrive at a final conclusion in the Supreme Court
of the United States, heaven only knows. The other day Spring Valley
sul mitted a proposition to accept the decisions of the State Courts as

final. This involved a payment into the City Treasury of a sum of about
$250,000. The Supervisors met, and after an exhaustive discussion of the

subject, decided to accept the proposition. Even so extreme an opponent
of the company as the Bulletin is known to be admitted that under the

circumstances nothing better could be done. The admission of course was
grudgingly made. For ourselves we think the offer was exceedingly favor-

able towards the city, and we are very sure that if the City Fathers had
not accepted it they would not only have gone further and fared worse,

but they would have been recreant to the best interests of the taxpayers.

No fair-minded man could reasonably object to abide the decision of the
Courts of first instance. Of course both sides could still enjoy the luxury
of an appeal, but such luxuries are always costly and seldom productive

to thoss who engage in them. The lawyers generally take the oysters

while the shells only remain to the clients, and this is particularly true

when a great city is a party in interest. We are very sure that a wise
compromise has been arrived at. If nothing occurs to prevent the ar-

rangement being carried out, a sum of money will now go into the treas-

ury that will enable the bills for the next month to be paid. The money
is specially valuable at this time. The State has an interest in the dis-

puted taxes, and we know enough of the demagogy of some of its officials

to believe that they will desire to intervene and make trouble, but we
think the better sentiment of thoughtful people will in the end prevail.

If the carrying out of the compromise is prevented, and the city is finally

made to lose what it can now amicably obtain, somebody will have a
pretty stiff reckoning to pay.
After the foregoing was written we learnt that Attorney-General Mar-

shall had interposed on behalf of the State, and obtained an order from
Judge Sullivan, of the Superior Court, addressed to the County Clerk,

restraining him from entering dismissals of the suits now pending against

Spring Valley. This course appears to us to have been taken in haste,

and without sufficient consideration, and that it is ill-advised and unwise.
It may be that the Attorney General merely desires to stay proceedings
until he has had sufficient time to satisfy himself personally of the wis-

dom uf the proposed solution of a too long standing difficulty. We think
that when he learns that even the company's bitterest enemies agree that

the proposed settlement is one that the city and State may well, under
all circumstances, accept, he will see his duty as the great majority of his

fellow-citizens see it. We believe that after due inquiry he will withdraw
his opposition and allow a settlement to be consummated that almost
everybody admits is just and equitable, and that will certainly not be im-
proved upon by further litigation. We believe he will reach that conclu-
sion, because to think otherwise would be to believe that he is acting from
pure cussedness and without regard for the public good. By all means
let this vexed question be settled, and thereafter let the city pay its water
bills and the company its taxes promptly, and put an end to a vexation
that is doing nobody any good but is injurious all round.

BUY A BEAUTIFUL HOME.
Those 'who have the means to purchase a country home, as well as

those who are looking for profitable investments, would do well to ex-
amine W. T. Coleman's Happy Valley property, San Rafael, which is to

be sold by public auction on the premises by Messrs. Eastern & Eldridge
next Saturday. Without doubt this is one of the most desirable suburban
properties which have been placed on the market Tor years past, and
when the San Francisco and North Pacific R. It. Co. completes the new road
now in course of construction, it cannot fail to appreciate largely in value.

This property commands a charming marine view, and is surrounded by
grand old trees and shrubbery. The soil is rich, as is especially adapted
to grape culture and the raising of apricots, apples, cherries, and all

small fruits. The Happy Valley Park, which is a part of the tract, has
been perpetually dedicated by deed to the use and enjoyment of the
owners of this estate. The lots are all fenced and the streets all graded.
Each lot has an average depth of two hundred feet, and fronts on two
streets. The property is within five minutes walk of the center of the
city and adjacent to three depots. Commutation tickets to the city only
cost ten cents a trip, and, when the new route is open, the journey will
only consume about thirty minutes. Thus in every essential respect this
property fills the requirements of a delightful rural home, near enough to
the city to be accessible to business men, and far enough away to have
all the advantages of the country. There is pure mountain water, good
sewerage, gas, charming drives, good bathing, no fog or wind, public and
private schools, fine churches, and good society. What more can be
wished for? The title is perfect and terms are: one-fifth cash, balance in
one, two, three and four years at seven per cent, interest.

The first hop of the Summer season of 1883 will take place at the
Hotel Del Monte, Monterey, this (Saturday) evening, June 2d. The oc-

casion will doubtless be one of great gaiety and enjoyment. A large
representation of the youth and fashion of San Francisco will be present,

and Ballenberg's band will discourse sweet music. Residents of San
Francisco can leave the city on the half-past three express train {which
goes through to Monterey in a little over three hours), and be at the Hotel
Del Monte long before the commencement of festivities. The ride on the
cars is in itself a delightful excursion, as the railroad line runs through
some of the most beautiful country to be found in the State of California.

Monterey as a watering-place is at all times delightful, and particularly
at this season of the year, wben everything is looking green and fresh.

The Hotel del Monte is, it is well-known, one of the most carefully kept
and perfectly appointed houses in the United States, and is now ready to
receive guests and take good care of them.

No financial institution has ever been established in this community
which has met with such pronounced -success as has the Universal Bene-
volent Association of California, the head office of which is located at
1038 Mission street. This Association is not yet three years old, and
yet it is established on as firm a basis as many institutions which number
the years of their existence by decades. The secret of this great success
may be explained thus : In the first place, the Universal Benevolent As-
sociation's scheme came before the public backed with the indorsement of
a number of prominent gentlemen, whom every one knows, respects and
•has confidence in. In the second place, the Association aimed to till a
vacant place in the social system—it aimed to be an affluent parent to-

wards its members, and to provide them with a marriage portion on their
wedding day, just as a Life Insurance Company provides a family with a
competency on the death of the bread-winner. This scheme was so ad-
mirable in its purpose—and, when closely scrutinized, proved so feasible,

and founded on such correct financial principles—that it only required to

be examined in order to make every person's common sense its indorser,

also. Its membership now numbers 7,550, and it has already paid out 280
marriage portions.

HTJGUi MAULDIN,
JEWELER,

(FORMERLY WITH RANDOLPH & COMPAN*",)

Factory, SOS Sutter Street.

WATCHES, DIAMONDS, JEWELRY, Etc.

DESIGNS FURNISHED, and ANY ARTICLE OF JEWELRY MADE TO ORDER.

ATTRACTIVE GOLD QUARTZ JEWELRY.

REPAIRING. 'RETAIL TRADE SOLICITED.

HARKNESS FIRE EXTINGUISHER!

CHJ-TtGEJ) WITH IMPROVED ZAPFZE COMPOUND.
It is Non-Corrosive, and will not Evaporate, does not Freeze, and is ALWAYS

READY FOR INSTANT USE.

». S. BROWX & CO., 36 California St., San Francisco, Cal.,

GENERAL AGENTS FOR PACIFIC COAST.

MEDICAL LECTURES-UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA.

nril»c regular Course of Lectures iu the Medical Department

of the UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA will begin Monday, June 4th,

at the College Building on STOCKTON STREET, near Chestnut, at 9 o'clock A. M.

All students are requested to call upon the Dean immediately to register.

[May 26.] ROBERT A. McLBAN, M. D., Dean, 603 Merchant St.

VIGO BAY TREASURE COMPANY.
Capital $800,000.
DIRECTORS.—Oliver Eldridge (President), John H. Redington (Treasurer), H.

F. Teschemacher, Wra. Norris. H. F. Cutter.
CHIEF ENGINEER-OnlonelJohnE. Gowen.
ATTORNEY.—John T. Doyle.

Applications for Shares or Descriptive Pamphlets can be made to

DAVID WILDER, Secretary,
[June 2.] Room 21, Safe Deposit Building, 328 Montgomery St., San Francisco.

CALIFORNIA AND MEXICAN S. S. LINE

For Ensenacla, IJIagrialena Bay, Cane St. Lncas, Mazatlaii,
LA PAZ and GUAYMAS.—The Steamship MEXICO, THOS. HUNTINGTON,

Master, will leave for the above ports on

WEDNESDAY JUNE 6th, 1883, at 12 o'clock M.

FROM WASHINGTON-STREET WHARF.
Through Bills of Lading will he furnished and none others signed. Freight will

he received on Monday, May 28th. No freight received after Tuesday, June 5th ,at

12 m., and Bills of Lading must be accompanied by Custom House and Consular clear

ances For Freight or Passage apply to J. BIRMINGHAM, Agent,
[June 2.] 10 Market street.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,

NO. 922 POST STREET.
ay and Boarding; School for Young; Ladies aud Children.D KINDERGARTEN. The next term will commence July 18, 1883.

[May 5.] MADAME B. ZEITSKA, A. M., Principal.

MERMAID BATHS, FOOT OF LARKIN STREET.

Snorter, Jfew and Easier Way to Get there.—Take the Sut-
ter-street Cars, or its branches; also the Union-street Cars to the- junction of

Polk and Union streets; from there it is an easy, pleasant walk of a few blocks,
nearly level, with a wide plauk walk a good portion of the way. TRY IT.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

No. 330 Post Street Opposite Union Square.

PROF. 0. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 320 Post

street, is now open for Juvenile and Evening Classes. Office Hours, for Terms, etc.

10 A.M. to 12 M., and 1 to 5 P.M. Oct. 22.
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Tbe month of May has furnished the State at large with an unusual
quantity of rain— far more than an average—and this rainfall litis been

t i»ur cereal crop* ; in fact, without it we would have har-

vested comparatively bat little gndo, nnd left many farmers without
it. Happily this evil baa been avoided, and the sea-

IOn is now .•;.» wall aiivaiu-ed that thOM well versed in the buBUll

now pradicUng for California a Whe.it crop of sixty millions of boahela
with a anrplui for eiport of 1,000 to 1,200 tons. As one result of this an*

i onangO, Wheat futures in .ill the year have sold as low as f] 66

per oental, and grain freights for I I ooeling have been written at

£3 for iron ahlpfl to arrive. This is oertaanly au encouraging feature of

the business for ship owners, and will tend to augment our grain fleet ma-
terially.

Spot charters embrace ship Gatherer, 1,436 tons Wheat, to Liverpool
at £3 Sa. 9dj Br. ship Agnes Sutherland, 1,134 tons Wheat, to

fork, U". K., Havre or Antwerp, £2 5s.; if to Liverpool direct, £2 2s. 6d,j

Bordeaux direct, £2 6a., with short lay day.

Wm. P. Babcock. —This splendid new ship, bearing the name of

one of our honored merchants, has arrived in a passage of 148 days from
Baltimore, with 3,320 tons Cumberland Coal.

Hawaii.—By the arrival of the Br. steamship Suez, 9| days from
Honolulu, we have Island papers of May 19th. The commercial news is

not important. For cargo this steamer brought 35,887 pkgs. Sugar, 1,100

bags Rice and 2.72G bunches Bananas.

Hongkong.—The Br. iron steamer Gleneig, 88 days from Hongkong,
via Honolulu and Victoria, B. C, to Macondray & Co., brought over a
cargo of coolies for the above ports, bringing here only 47 Chinese.

Honolulu.— The Ger. bark 0. R. Bishop is now en route from the
Islands, and will bring for cargo 2,730,253 lbs. of Sugar, 228,500 lbs. Rice
and 0,900 lbs. Coffee.

Loudon.—The British bark Cloncaird, 156 days, to Dickson, DeWolf
ft Co., brings for cargo S,9t>0 bbls. Cement, 1,000 bxs. Tin Plate, Chemi-
cals, etc.

New York.—The ship Armenia, 119 days from New York, to Will-

iams, Dimond & Co., has for cargo 2,000 cs. Oil, 766 tons Coal, 200 bbls.

Sugar, Cement, Plaster, Pig Iron, etc.

Mexico.—The steamship Mexico, from Mexican ports, brought us

$150,000 in Treasure, 72 bales Orchilla, etc.

The Call Boards have transacted a rushing business all through the

montli of May, and for the most part upon a rapidly falling market for

both Wheat and Barley. May contracts have for the most part entailed

heavy losses upon early operators, and the loss inflicted in one or more
instances foot up from §50,000 to 860,000, a somewhat heavy burden to

live up under.
Bags.—There is more tone to the market for Grain Sacks, with consid-

erable inquiry for Calcutta Standard Grain Sacks, upon the basis of 8ic.
f

for June-July delivery, while at the close 8§@8ii\ is demanded. The
stock here and to arrive promises to be sufficient} even if our Grain crops

should pan out as well as is now predicted.

Coffee.—The market is well stocked with Central American Greens,

at ll@13c. for good to choice parcels. Trade at the moment is rather

slack, but importers continue firm.

Sugar.—Imports from the Sandwich Islands continue large and free,

with a good consumptive demand. The price of White Refined, llAc;
Yellow and Golden, 9£@10c.

Rice.—We remark an increased inquiry for China Mixed at $4 90 for

2 mats. No. 1 China (extra), 6c. ; No. 2, 5£c. Hawaiian is Bcarce and
wanted at 5fc., some parties holding at 6c.

Quicksilver.—Spot sales are making in a small way at 35£c The A
brand for export, §26 76@$27 tf bottle.

Teas.—There is but little doing at present in the open market. Im-
porters are waiting rather impatiently for the appointment of a Govern-

ment examiner, to see how he will treat the lower or perhaps we should

say, adulterated Teas, that are from time to time imported here.

Tobacco.—Importers and dealers report au active market all through

the month of May, when prices were reduced on the average 5c. to Sc. $
pound upon all manufactured stock.

Coal and Iron.—We have no sales of importance to record in either

one of these staples. Business has been rather quiet all through the

month of May, with no important variation in prices to record.

Salmon.—By the two last trips of tbe Oregon steamer. Queen of the

Pacific we received 7,420 cs. of fish. The price of Sacramento fish is

SI 30, and of Columbia River SI 35. A press dispatch from Astoria,

dated May 24th, says: "An impression being abroad that the Columbia
cannery-men report an extraordinarily light Salmon run, in order to bull

the market, your correspondent to day interviewed Marshal Kinney,
manager of the largest cannery, to ascertain the real facts. He states

that his cannery had more boats out this year than last. The catch to

date is 10,382, against 15,445 up to May 24th last year, making less than
two-thirds of the number of cases. He has 88 boats. Only 70 are out.

New boats and nets can be bought for less than cost. His boats brought

up to-day 540 Salmon, averaging not quite 8 to the boat. Fishermen are

scarce, and if a heavy run should come, there will not be men enough here

to make up for the slack run. From present indications, Mr. Kinney
thinks Columbia River cannery-men will make no money this year.

The City of Tokio, hence for China on the 31st May, carried for cargo

300 flasks Quicksilver, S19.000 yds. Cotton Sheetings, 5,357 bbls. Flour,

682 lbs. Ginseng. To Japan she carried 130 bbla. Flour, 20 flasks Quick-

silver, etc.; and for the East Indies, 500 bbls Flour; and for Java, 100 cs.

Salmon; also 25 cs. Salmon for Batavia.

Hawaii.—The Br. steamer Gleneig, from Honolulu, brought 300 tons

Sugar and 100 tons Rice.

I3^~ The Diamond Dyes always do more than they claim to do. Color

over that old dress. It will look like new. Only 10 cents for any color.

ROCK NURSERIES.
TREES FOE SALE.

A Large Assortment of Thrifty, Well-Qrown Fruit, Shade and
Ornamental Trees.

NEW AND RARE EVERGREENS,
PALMS, BAMBOOS, BHRUB8, ROSES, etc. SMALL FRUITS, Including a Lart-o

Variety 0( GRAPEVINES fur Table, for Wine and for Raisins.

STRAWBERRIES.
OF NEWEST AND REST VARIETIES FOR MARKET AND FOR PROFIT.

Descriptive Catalogues will be Sent as follows:

No. 1.—Fruits, Grapevines, Berries, etc 3 cents
No. 2.—Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, etc 3 cents

[March 17] JOHN ROCK, Nan Jose, Cal.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,

Sawing:, Planing- and Manufacturing—Doors, Sashes, Blinds and
Mouldings—Turning, Scroll and Jig Sawing—Counters,

Bar and Store Fixtures.

Finishing Work for Buildings on Hand and Made to Order.

217 to 225 Spear St., and SIS to 226 Stewart St., S. F.

The largest and oldest established mill on the Pacific Coast.

D. A. Macdosald, Pres't. R. S. Falcoser, Sec'y. W. N. Miller, Supt
[March 25.]

EUREKA COTTON GARDEN HOSE.

jfSTWeighs less than one-half as much a? Three-ply Rubber Hose, and stands

more than four times the pressure. Is not injured by exposure to the sun, and

does not deteriorate with age when laid away, same as Rubber Hose. TRY IT.

W. T. Y. SCHCNCK, Agent for Pacific Coast,

[April 21.] 36 California street, San Francisco, Cal.

MARBLE WORKS.
MANTELS and ORATES, MONUMENTS and. HEA VSTONE8,

In Marble and Scotch Granite,

827 market street bet. Fourth and Firth.

^- Send fbr Designs and Prices. W. H. MCCORMICK.

JOHN DANIEL & CO.,

Importers and Dealers in Italian Marble and Scotch Granite

MONUMENTS, MANTELS, Etc.,

No. 421 Pitie street bet. Montgomery and Kearny, San Francisco..

g3T* Mfmufin.'turen3 of Monuments, Head Stones, Mantel-Pieces, Plumbers' Stones,

Table and Counter Tops, Imposing-Stones, etc., at LOWEST CASH PRICES.

G. W. M. SMITH,
The Leading and Oldest Fatetat Solicitor,

Established in 1862,
Removed to 224 Sansome Street,

g3§"" MR. C. W. M. SMITH is the patent attorney for Marriott's Aeroplane Com-

pany for Navigating the Air. Oct. 22.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS.
Agents for EICOSD'S RESTOKATIVE PILLS,

H35 Market Street San Francisco, Cal.

PALACE HOTEL. June 24.

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.O.,

OCULIST.
Formerly at Mo. S13 Bush street, baa removed to Phelan'»

Building, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 M. to 3 p.m.

Take the Elevator May 27.

' THOMAS M0RFFEW, D. D. S.,

DENTIST,
Mo. 8 Montgomery street Corner Market

(Over the Hibernia Bank), San Francisco. Take tub Elktat"R.

DOORS, "WEIGHTS, PULLEYS AND COEDS.

WINDOWS *®" Country dealers are especially invited to call and examine
' our stock, uote our prices and favorable terms. Send for Price List.

BLINDS, "WILSON & BROTHER.
Manufacturers, Wholesale and Retail Dealers,

Noi. IS, SO and 22 Drntum si bet. California and Sacramento.

Parties living at a distance Can have engravings made by sending photograph,
or sketch on paper, designating size required. Estimates furnished un application.

S F. PHOTO UNO. CO.. 600 Merchant -
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
The question as to whether or not England will apply for the extra-

dition of "No."' 1, and the other dynamite conspirators and Phcenix Park
assassins, is still being discussed by the Eastern press, though English

journals preserve a discreet silence upon the subject. * We hardly think

that any serious application of the kind will be made, not because it

would not be a perfectly just and reasonable request, but because it would
almost certainly be unsuccessful. It would be left to the Courts to de-

cide, and those who know how our Judges are elected need be at no loss

to anticipate what the result would be. If an application of the sort

were to come before the Criminal Courts of this city, the Judges would
hardly listen to it, we are persuaded, with patience. They would dismiss

it with an indignant speech, which would be cheered by a crowd, and
their Honors would be heroes for some time thereafter. The same influ-

ences would prevail, in a still more marked degree, in New York, and,

therefore, the extradition by Irishmen of Irish offenders is a thing not

worth asking for.

The main argument used in opposition to extradition is, however,

worthy of notice, because of its peculiarly inconsequential and inconsist-

ent character. It is said that the United States should refuts to recognize

a duty to deliver up the Dublin murderers, because England neglected to

stop certain cruisers during our civil war. But England never denied that

it was her duty to stop them, upon evidence being forthcoming as to their

true character. The only question, it will be remembered, was, as to

whether or not she had used " due diligence " in the premises. She claim-

ed that she had. This country asserted that she had not, and that was
the question that was finally submitted to arbitration, and England was
compelled to pay for her neglect and wipe out her wrong by paying us

damages in twice the amount we have been able to prove that we sustain-

ed. Cruisers were fitted out in England to prey upon our commerce.
Great Britain admitted that she was bound to use diligence in stopping
them, and claimed that she had. It being decided that she had not, she

paid dearly for her neglect. Now dynamite schemes are being hatched
and contrived and dispatched from our shores, in order to destroy life and
property in England, and in reply to the request that we will "use due dili-

gence" to prevent them, it is argued that we are not only under no obli-

gations of the kind, but that we are free to lend the schemers aid and
comfort if we are so minded. It would be curious if some day we were
compelled to swallow a draught of our own Alabama award physic.

The dispatches from South America seem to leave no doubt that a
treaty of peace has at last been patched up between Chili and Peru. It

appears that Tarapacu, or all the territory south of the river Camarones,
has been provisionally ceded to Chili, but that at the end of ten years a
plebiscite is to be taken in the disputed district to decide which of the
two countries it shall belong to, the country getting it to pay 10,000,000
pesos to the other. Chili will doubtless so populate the country during
her ten years of reign therein as to control the majority when the popular
vote is taken. It is well that the unhappy war is at last at an end. It
ought to have been terminated two years ago, for it was then plain that it

could have only one outcome. About that time Secretary Blaine inter-

fered and revived hopes in the breast of the conquered that were doomed
to a very sad disappointment, and which only resulted in needlessly pro-
longing a useless struggle. Whenever the full and true history of our
share in certain negotiations is published it will redound little to the credit

of Blaine's diplomacy. There was an unhappy hungering after the mil-
lion! in the guano and nitre beds of Peru. Some Peruvian statesman
will be likely to tell all he knows abant it before long.

Rear Admiral Garcia, of the Peruvian Navy, and Secretary-General of
Pierola during his short term of power, has written to the London Times,
describing the process by which Chili has been completing the conquest
of Peru ; and if his story be aoiywhere near accurate, there is something
very thorough about Chilian policy. Not only have the Chilians, he
says, levied enormous war contributions, but they have pillaged every
literary, scientific and artistic collection in the country. They have car-
ried off the State Library and the University Library, containing to-

gether 300,000 volumes, and used the bookcases to make packing boxes.
They have also carried off the instruments from the Observatory and
from the laboratories of the Medical College, also its collections, and
those of the School of Arts and Manufactures, and have even leveled
the University buildings. They have removed the national archives, and
the national collection of pictures, and all portable statues, brouzes,
fountains of every description. In short, either Admiral Garcia is a
man of very vivid imagination, and fond of exaggeration, or the Chilians
have been exercising the rights of conquest in ways unknown to the
modern world. The exactions of the first Napoleon, which were con-
sidered so barbarous, never went nearly as far as this.

THE CALL BOARDS.
That our readers may have some intelligent idea of the present situa-

tion, we append sales at the Grain Exchange, of Tuesday last: Wheat—
200 tons No. 1 White, September (actual delivery), SI 55; 300 ditto ditto,
seller 1883, SI 53£ ; 300 ditto ditto, SI 53£ ; 100 ditto ditto, buver 1883,
after Julv 1st, SI 63^; 500 ditto No. 1, July. SI 61$ # cental. Barley—
100 tons No. 1 Feed, buyer new season, SI $ cental.

Produce Exchange, Call Tuesday, May 29th. Wheat—100 tons No. 1
White, buyer new season, SI 66; 100 ditto ditto, seller 1883, SI 54$; 200
ditto ditto, SI 54fj 200 ditto ditto, SI 541;; 700 ditto ditto, SI 547 100
ditto ditto, 81 53^ ; 500 ditto ditto, SI 53$ ; 100 ditto ditto, buyer 1883,
after July 1st, SI 544 # cental. Barley—100 tons No. 1 Feed, June,
new or old, 90c; 100 ditto ditto, September, 88k.; 200 ditto ditto, Octo-
ber, 88c; 200 ditto ditto. 88£c ; 100 ditto ditto, November, S9c; 100 ditto
ditto, buyer December, 93$c; 400 ditto ditto, seller 1883, 86c; 300 ditto
ditto, 85fc; 1,800 ditto ditto, 85gc; 100 ditto ditto, 85|c; 500 ditto ditto,
85c; 100 ditto ditto, buyer new season, 98c. $ cental.

Mr. Marcus M. Henry, the Musical Agent, has been selected by the
Orchestral Union as their Managing Agent for the coming series. Mr.
Henry is now working up the subscription list for next season. This
worthy local Society should be materially fostered.

CALIFORNIA'S ATTRACTIONS FOR IMMIGRANTS.
California needs a larger population, and there is no State in the

Union that should prove more attractive. Instead of the 800,000 people
we have, there is room and assured prosperity for ten millions. With a
rich soil and unsurpassed climate, we ought to attract population faster
than any Bpot on God's earth. But we have been supine in regard to this
matter. The people of California are not, in a general sense, amenable to
the charge of selfishness, but in the matter of peopling and settling up
the State they certainly have acted, to a very great extent, upon selfish

motives. We are aware this is a grave charge, but an example will prove
its general truthfulness. In conversation with one of the most successful
grape-growers and raisin-makers of Yolo County, and one of the largest
and most prosperous orchardists and fruit-growers of Solano County,
whom we chanced to meet together a few days since, on the subject of se-

curing immigration to the State, they both remarked "it would not be to
our interest to increase the population and thus enhance the price of land
till we get enough of it for our own use." We have all felt that we had
too good a thing in California to divide, and we have each been endeavor-
ing to secure "more of it."

It is evident, however, that there ib at this time a general change of
sentiment on this subject taking place among the people throughout the
State. We are at length realizing that it would be better for all of us, as
individuals, and immensely better for the State at large, to curb our am-
bition for broad landed possessions and immense wheat crops and stock
herds, and exert our energies in the interest of a more dense population
and a higher standard of civilization. That it would be better to divide
up our ten, twenty and forty thousand-acre wheat fields, and our equally
large and larger stock ranges into one hundred, eighty, forty and twenty-
acre farms, and sell these farms to colonies of intelligent, skilled and
thrifty emigrants, to be devoted to general agriculture, to grape and rai-

sin culture, to hardy and semi-tropical fruit culture, to silk cul-

ture, and to the culture of all those most valuable and profitable
products of the earth to which the soil and climate of our State is so
well, and within the United States, so peculiarly and most exclusively
adapted. That it would be better to have dotted over our broad plains,

our delightful valleys and adjacent hill-sides of the coast and Sierra
ranges an hundred cosy and happy homes, where one lonely and neglected
ranch house or stock corral and accompanying stock and human sheds are
now to be seen. That it would be better to have an hundred school-
houses, an hundred churches, an hundred manufacturing establishments,
and, in fact, an hundred villages and cities, with all their accompanying
agencies and facilities to a higher plane of civilization ; in short, that it

would be better that our State should retain her distinguished position as
the "Empire State of the Pacific," the pioneer in the settlement and
civilization of the western half of the continent, than that we should
allow others to rob her of this proud distinction, and out-strip her in the
race of grand improvement.
Heretofore no comprehensive aud well- sustained effort has been made

to secure a really desirable class of immigration to and their settlement in
the State. It is now believed the times and circumstances are favorable
for such an effort, and that it needs but to be made in a judicious and in-

telligent manner to insure success. Entertaining these views, and being
willing to take the lead in an enterprise that promises such great benefits
to the whole people, the Central Pacific and Southern Pacific Railroad
Companies have determined to establish at prominent points in the East-
ern States " California Immigration Agencies," from which general and
specific, faithful aud reliable information as to the climate, soil, land,

products, general resources and intellectual and moral culture, and other
advantages offered by California, will be disseminated free of charge to

those for whose benefit such information is intended. All persons desiring
information as to the price of lands, opportunities of settlement, etc., can
obtain the same by addressing I. N. Hoag, California Immigration Com-
missioner, Chicago, Illinois, or Wm. H. Mills, General Land Agent Cen-
tral Pacific Railroad, San Francisco.

Bicycling.—The run of the Oakland Club to San Jose last Saturday
and Sunday was both successful and enjoyable.^ A few rode the whole
distance, the majority going by train to the ancient and honored city of

Milpitas. At 5:30 P. M. the party rode into San Jose. On Sunday, Alum
Rock, Santa Clara, and other notable places were visited. The genial

Secretary of the club, who is an expert amateur photographer, took a
series of views of the members en route. The whole party returned by
the last train, delighted with the good roads and hospitalities offered

them by brother wheelmen in the Garden City.

Death of Owen Brady.—Mr. Brady, well known as a Democratic
politician, died in this city on Thursday morning last, after an illness of

several weeks' duration. He was a native of Balieborongh, County
Cavan, Ireland, and came to America when a mere lad. He arrived in

San Francisco some twenty-seven years ago. For some time^ he, in con-

nection with John Mannix, exercised a controlling power in the local

politics of the Democratic party of this city. He lea\es a wife, a married
sister and numerous friends to mourn his loss.

British Columbia.—A dispach to the Herald, from Victoria, says that

gold diggings that pay S10 a day have been discovered in the Cariboo

District, and a band of miners have gone thither. In the Lilloet Dis
trict there is much excitement. Indians have brought in S4,000 worth of

gold dust from the Bridge River, some pieces weighing out as much as

§10. It is believed that new and rich gold-fields have been found.

W. S. Somervell, with Mrs. Somervell and their son, left for Scot-

land on Wednesday last. Somervell has not been home since
5

69, and
there will no doubt be a big reception at Lorn Castle, Ayrshire, when
they arrive. He expects to be away about four months, and has several

important business matters placed in his hands by Judge McShafter and
others to arrange.

Majors, the murderer, has had a fit. May he continue, unto a ripe old

age, to have diurnal epileptic, cataleptic and apoplectic fits. May he

nightly have paroxysms, hysteria and cold sweats, dog-vomit, black vomit
and the plague. He ought to have had a tight fit around his neck, which
would have fitly dropped him into Erebus. As it is, nihil fit.
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GOLD BARS—020 fine par.—Refined Silver—15J@16£ $ cent, dis-

count. Mexican Dollars, 12£@13 per cent. disc. nom.

" Exchange on New York. 20c. (aloe. £? 100 premium; on London Bank-
ers, 49 7-lC@49^d. ; Paris, sight, 5-12£@5 10 francs per dollar.

Eastern Telegrams. 25c.

" Price of Money here, 6@10 per cent, per year—bank rate. In the
open market, 1@1£ per month. Demand light. On Boud Security,
5(3 6 per cent, per vear on Rail.

" Latest price of Sterling in New York, 485;

STOCKS.
The fluctuations in the market have been 00 rapid during the past

week that dealers have not had a chance to realize much profit one way
or the other. The situation at leading mines ia not changed since last

writing, and all the various developments so vigorously written up by in-

terested journals, or reported round the streets by omni-preaent tools and
hangers-on of corporations, are still in the hazy distance. The Hale &
Noroross folks are still engaged pumping out the surplus cooling fluids

and perspiration of overheated miners. Work has been stopped on the
winze to erect an engine which, according to a Virginia City telegram
dated 6th inst., has exactly twenty minutes work before it to dry the
mine. Stockholders in this Company will please step to the front during
the ensuing thirty days and contribute 50c. per share towards expense of

uncovering the new bonanza. In Union they are still 30 feet from the
ledge. Once there and a drift started, it is to be hoped some ore will be
found of a higher grade than $30. The Union and Sierra Nevada mines
look better to-day than they have for a long time, and we have no hesi-

tation in saying that if there ever is any ore found worth showing up, it will

come from the lower levels of one or other of these mines. Mexican has
been very active, large (piantities of the stock changing hands daily at

prices varying from §3 A to S4^. At the rate work is going on, it

will take nearly three months to finish the remaining 700 feet of

the Alta drift. In the meantime look out for another assessment.
From the prevailing feeling on the street it is evident the deal ha* not
culminated and the end is not yet. Eventually stocks will sell at much
higher rates, and insiders who have for the past three years persistently

shorted the market and filled at next to nothing will once more bless the
dear public with large blocks, at present locked in bank and safe. For
the said public to have and to hold at depressed values just so long as the

old stocking contains a coin to pay tri-monthly assessments. Outside
stocks are quiet ; very quiet we should say, taking into consideration the
work that is being done at some of the more important mines. Navajo,
with mill closed down and last month's dividend passed, sells to-d.iy for

nearly as much as when in full blast, making lie ivy shipments. Belle Isle,

quoted to the extent of 200 shares at +;, will, on the 10th inst., draw into

the treasury a 20 cent assessment. Argenta mill started up as announced
last week, and is running smoothly. The first clean-up was made on
Monday last, alter a run of five days. Ore worked up as high as Sti per
cent. Bullion shipped, $7,500. Grand Prize will start milling ore from
the 700 foot level, on the 15th of this month.

The new discoveries of gold in the Transvaal are so tempting, owing
to the immensely rich character of the places, that it is predicted before

a year is out all the adventurous gold-seekers will make a dash to the
spot. About 200,000 could be comfortably utilized in these rich deposits,

and are sure of wealth. As the Boers only number some 30,000, perhaps
the gold-finders would sit upon them, and the difficulty would then come
to a very satisfactory and natural solution.

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.—New York, June 8th,
1883.—U. S. Bonds—4b, 119|; 44s, I12gj ex. 5s, 103^; 3s, W8§. Sterling

Exchange, 486£@489£. Western Union, 864. Wool -Spring, fine, 22@2S;
Barry, 14@20; Pulled, 21@40; Fall Clips, 16@20; Burry,12(S 15. London,
June 8th.—Liverpool Wheat Market, 9a.@9s. 3d. Consols, 100 5-16®
100 9-16. Silver, 50J.

London. June 8.—Latest Price of Consols. 100 5-16tiU00 9-16d.

MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For Nuviiiiiin- tbe Air.

Office of the Aeroplane Company for Navigating the Air, 609 Mer-
chant street. Office hours from 1 to 2 p.m.

PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
San Francisco , June 8 , 1H83.

Slocks and Bonds.
BONDS.

Cal. State Bonds, 6's, '67

S. F. City & Co. B'ds, 0s, '68

S. F. City & Co. B'ds, 7s

Montg'y Av. Bonds
Dupont Street Bonds ..

Sacramento City Bonds
Stockton City Bonds ..

Yuba County Bonds
Marysville City Bonds..
Santa Clara Co. Bonds
Los Angeles County Bonds.
Los Angeles City Bonds
Virg'a & Truekee R. R. Bds.
Nevada Co. N. G. R. R. Bds
Oakland City Bonds.
Oregon R. & N.Co. Bonds,6s
S. P. R. R. Bonds...
U S.4s
Northern Pacific R.R, Bonds

INSURANCE COMPANIES.
State Investment
Home Mutual
Commercial

,

Western
MISCELLANEOUS.

Pacific Rolling Mills

Cala. Dry Dock
Safe Deposit Co
Vulcan Powder
Safety-Nitro Powder, ass. ad
Hawaiian Commercial Co

Bid. Asked

Nom. Nom.
Nom. Nom.
33 40

49 55
105
90 100— 105

100— 107
101 103

103— 12IS

110 112
iou 105

119} 120

1061 107

115 117
138 142
125 127

101 10a

120 125
58 60

42} 44
50 55
12 13

1 27 281

Stocks and Bonds.
BANKS.

Bank of California (ex-div.)

Pacific Bank
First National (ex div.)...

RAILROADS.
O.P. R. R. Stock
C. P. R. K. Bonds
City Railroad
Omnibus R. R
N. B. and Mission R. R
Sutter Street R. R
Geary Street R. R
Central R. R. Co
Market Street R. R
Clay Street Hill R. R
8. F Gaslight Co
Oakland Gaslight Co ....

.

Sac'to Gaslight Co
Califor'a Powder Co
Giant Powder Co
Atlantic Giant Powder. . .

.

Gold and Stock Teleg'h Co
S. V. W. W. Co.'s Stock..
S.V.W.W.Co's Bonds ex e )

Pacific Coast S. S. Co's Stock
California Street R. R
Presidio Railroad
Central Gas Stock

IN8URAI*CK COMPAJJIRS.
Union (ex div.)

Fireman's Fund (ex div.). .

.

California (ax div.)

Bid.

166

75J
112
95
52
93
84
96

Nora.
Nom.
58
291
551

130
108
67
80
96*
Hog

114
68
42

116
130
120

168
125
126

77
114
100
65 1

95
87
98
48

Nom.
Nom.
581
29

]

67

110
US
85
97

116,1

118
70

120
132
123

There is hardly any business doing, and when sales are made the price
usually favors the buyer. A. Baird, No. 430 California street.

The members of the California Grain Trade Association met yester
day in the Directors' room of the Produce Exchance, Mr. Wro. Baboock
presiding. The articles of association were accepted and signed, and the
following officers chosen to serve for one year: President. W. Babcock;
Vice-President, G-. W. McNear; Executive Committee, Messrs. R. Bal-

four, W. Dresbach, A. Bannister and W. B. Chapman.

The announcement that the marriage of the Princess Victoria to the

Prince of Anhalt will shortly be celebrated, reminds one that in the

Queen's large family of grandchildren and great-grandchildren many are
coining to a marriageable age. Two of her grandchildren are married.
This will be the third.

As an instance of the effects of the excessive heat of last Tuesday
and Wednesday, it may be stated that one butcher on Market street suf-

fered to the extent of $2,000, from meat which was Bpniled and unsala-

ble. The hot spell was as entirely unexpected and unprepared for as it

was unprecedented.

The Pacific Mail Steamship City of ffew Fori, that was to have
sailed for the Colonies a w lek ago, via Honolulu, takes her departure to-

day with the Loudon Mails. The steamer was detained for repairs, tbe
breakage to her machinery being discovered only the day announ.
her departure.

Flour for China.—The Br. steamship Sites, that has been running a

year or more to and fn.m Honolulu, is now homeward bound to Hong-
kong, and carries hence, at a low rate of freight, 8,781 bbhj. Flour and
600 boxes Pearl Barley.

Mexico.—The steamer Mexico, for Mexican ports, hence June 0th,

carried 10.S0O lbs. Coffee, 0.300 lbs. Rice, 10.000 lbs. Sugar. lo.OOO lbs.

Bread, and other merchandise valued at $70,000.

Hawaii.—The Br. steam nee for Honolulu on the 6th inst.,

had for cargo 13,000 lbs. Bread, 7.000 lbs. Tobacco, 338 pks. Provisions,

and other merchandise. Value, 8100,000.

China and Japan.—The Sues, for Hongkong, carried Flour, etc., of

the vuli: 0, and Treasure, Silver Bullion, $110,000; Mexican
Dollars. J132.I 0.

The Hon. Stephen J. Fijld. of the United States Supreme Court,

arrived in this city yesterday, and is at the Palace.

Salmon.—The Queen of Vie Pacific, from Columbia River, brought

red at the Posl ifficfl al San - Matter.

Printed and Published by the Proprietor, Frederick Marriott. 607 to 615 Merchant street. San Francisco. California.



SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER. AND June 9, 1883.

FASHIONS VOICE.
(C Pray, my dear, iB not your pio money sufficient to buy elegant morn-

ing dresses," said Mr. Blank to his wife a few days ago. They were sit-

ting at breakfast, and madam had not only her hair crimped up on hair

pins, but the wrapper she wore was very many removes from esthetic.

Mrs. Blank elevated her eyebrows and looked puzzled. " I think," she
replied, with a turn up of her already re'trousse" nose, that my wrappers
are good enough when tbere is no one to see them but you." Ah, Mrs. B.,

there's where the mistake comes in. You never should have ignored your
husband's appreciation of a pretty morning toilette ; never given him that

slap in his face when be was willing to pay for any thing to make you
look lovely. Mrs. B. being a great friend of mine confided this little in-

cident to my fashionable ear, and I thereupon decided to combine a little

friendly advice with this present dress article, which I devote in sincerity

to my married friends. You know, ladies, when that one rib was taken
from Adam to make a woman out of, it could not be expected that a pre-

ponderance of common sense would be well developed from one bone. I

always feel it was a mistake not taking two, because as it is, we are here

to make the best of our imperfectly formed selves, and it is not our
fault if we are deficient. Man has got all those other ribs, and does not
feel the loss of any of his reasoning powers; so that he has the best of \is.

and in his arrogance looks down upon our poor selves with a pale smile of

half contempt, thinking, "What little sense you have, my dears, comes
from the bone we spared to you." But even as it is, women have the
best of the opposite sex if they will only educate themselves up to a cer-

tain point by studying the deficiency left in man by the abstracting of

that bone—which really did, in fact, leave a very great hole in his intel-

lect, though he won't give in. Now there is nothing easier in life than to

catch a husband or a lover. You don't bring him to his knees by any of

the finer qualities, such as mind or intellect, but you turn his head by the
beauty of your appearance; a knot of ribbon, a spray of flowers, a beau-
tifully dressed head, a floating drapery of lace, with just an intangible

breath of some soft perfume overlying the whole, will as effectually "mag-
netize " a man (who is only a simpleton, after all) as a rattlesnake will

fascinate a squirrel. It is the effect, ladies—the effect. Man comes out
from the cold, hard world, where he toils for bread; he visits some house
in the evening and sees a daintily appointed woman. She looks so placid,

so sweet, so perfect there below the light that she spreads over his tired

soul a feeling of ineffable rest. There is nothing to remind him of the
world, detestableness, and the man sighs to see that soft picture at his hearth-

stone always and forever. The little saucy go 1 transfixed what is called the
"heart" of the man, and he is going to have that woman for his wife.

Then come the long months of courtship (so much nicer than matrimony).
He calls in the morning, at noon, at night. Never does he see an untidy
head. White jackets and blue bows loom out upon his enraptured eye.

Dainty slippered feet peep out from trim skirts, sending him crazy, while
a perpetual smile sits on the rosy mouth (Chinese saucers being cheap)
only for him. Then come wedding bellfa, and under the golden peal the
lady bride, looking like some white statue, pure and fair, takes up her
place by his side forever (i. e., till divorce comes in). For a long time the
Watteau wrappers and dainty peignoir?, the lofty dressed hair, and the
lattice worked slippers, are there, adding a perpetual charm over the
breakfast table. As the woman sits there doing the honors, the man
feels at peace with the whole world, and hates to leave that enchanted
morning room. But evening bringB a still more beauteous change.
Dressed in falling silk, with the trail of laces and no end of ribbon,
flowers in the coiled braids and at the soft white throat, the lady of his

love appears even sweeter than under the blush of the morning. And so

they go drifting on for a few months, until one day, my lady
having been out late, comes down to preside at the table with many a
hair pin sticking in her head like a porcupine at bay. She does not look
her best, and the first bloom is swept from the cheek of the peach. The
ice being broken, things get mixed up. This constant familiarity breeds
carelessness, and the dainty white wrapper is possibly not so clean, not so
well effected with blots of color, perhaps; an old dress does duty. No
collar, a half-soiled handkerchief sticking out of the torn pocket

—

in fact, a general disagreeableness presides over the breakfast table, and
the evening sees no array of garments donned to please the husband's no-
ticing eye. This is the way you lose your husbands, ladies, while other
women, with more tact, pick them up " on the fly." YeB—for most men
do not look so much for mind and heart qualities as a pretty, soft bundle
of loveliness to gladden their eyes and make them proud after the day is

done. You know a man's greatest pride is in his wife's personnel, but do
not mistake me. The woman who can hold her husband through the
finer senses is far more worthy than she who has only her dress effects to
go upon; but, in any case, let me implore you to look after your dresses,

for if you were each a Madame de Stael, Countess of Blessington, or any
other great-brained woman, and you appeared before the man of your
heart minus all those pretty nothings that make woman so reposeful to
him, he would in time grow weary. I expect 1 shall get no end of abuse
from the women, but then the men will uphold me, and let me have their
good word in preference every time.
Among other unique novelties that claim attention are "surprised eye-

brows." Now, Nature has not been always bountiful in the disposition of

these beautiful arches, therefore it will be quite convenient for those who
have to make up to do it artistically. You take a piece of china and
smoke it over the gas, then, with a Chinese eyebrow-brush, form a high
arch, more narrow than otherwise. It will surprise yourself more than
anyone. And then the hair is to be no longer "banged." Paris says:
" Comb off your hair straight from your face, and tie it in a knob at the
top of your head." Having got it, then braid it, or mold it over pads,
in soft coils, and a strong curl is considered an improvement.
Parasols are now decorated inside with lace and flowers. I don't see how
they ever shut them up, but then it's none of my business. I merely tell

that I know. Grenadine and zephyr muslin are the fabrics which are in or-

der this fearfully hot weather. I almost fainted yesterday, looking at
the velvet suits upon the street, and there was one woman who had
actually a sealskin long mantle with a cap to match. Nothing is

so pretty for this season as white, easily made up, easily washed
and inexpensive to buy. Esthetic dresses for the bouse are pretty made
of dark blue print having a white ball or figure thereon; and these
trimmed with cheap white lace are sweet enough for any one. Any
thing that looks and is cold while the sun is so hot. Let me beg of my read-
ers to go into Quaker colors, leaving yellow and red for later on. S. P.

The nouveau riches all the world over delight in following exam-
ples set them by aristocracy, and those of San Francisco are no way
behind their brothers and sisters in that as in every other respect.
Therefore, those who know them, will not be astonished to hear that
a new sensation in society is on the tapis. It seems that recently, at
a charitable entertainment of some kind, held in some place in Europe,
Miss Astor, daughter of the New York millionaire, one of the
swellest of the swells of Gotham, appeared in a Dutch costume and
danced a Dutch reel or pas seul, to the delight and admiration of the
large audience who witnessed the performance. The daughter of one
of our elite (who always has had a hankering after New York ways), on
reading an account of the affair published in the N. Y. Home Journal,
thought she, too, would like to electrify society. No sooner conceived
than acted on. A charitable institution was easily found, glad to be
the beneficiary of a high-toned entertainment, and all the preliminaries
of the affair are arranged. Time and place yet remain to be settled,

though the various attractions to be offered to the public are chosen,
and will be bon-bons, ices, flowers, Binging and tableaux. But the piece
de resistance of the affair will be the appearance in national costume of
the young lady promoter, who will dance an Irish jig. It is needless
to say tickets will be at a premium, and the charity reap a ribh har-
vest of dollars.

An Austin man has a business partner, who, like Mark Tapley, is al-

ways inclined to look on the bright side of everything. The favorite ex-
pression of this jolly partner is, whenever any one complains to him, "O,
you'll get used to it." One morning the serious partner came down to the
store and observed:

" I had rather a singular dream last night."
" Did, eh ?" said his partner briskly. " What was it ?"

" I dreamed I died." " No—did you ? Dreamed you went to heaven,
I suppose?"
"On the contrary, I found myself in hades?"
"Don't sav so! Well, I reckon you didn't find anybody you knew

there?"
" Yes ; I met you about the first man I strn.sk.

"Met me!" "Yes; and we held a short and Somewhat hurried con-
versation."
"What did you say?" "I remarked that I was pretty middling

blamed hot."
"Well, what did I say?" " You ~0, you wiped away some of the

sweat on your blistered face with a castiron pocket handkerchief, and said
it was all right, you thought, and that I'd soon get used to it."

—Texas Siftings.

At a marriage which took place a few weeks ago at Newport in Eog-
land, the bride was a widow aged 82, the bridegroom a bachelor aged 80,
and the bride was given away by her grandson.

Gold Quartz Jewelry.—Eastern visitors and others intending to pur-
chase California Quartz Jewelry, should examine the stock of the manu
facturing establishment of Hugh Mauldin, 208 Sutter street.

THE BARGAIN BOOM!
STRAW HATS.

We have now in our Hat Department the hand-

somest, nobbiest and most complete stock of Fash-

ionable Straw Hats to be found in the United States,

all sold at prices fully fifty per cent, less than they
can be purchased for in the city.

GREAT I X L

,

Corner Kearny and Commercial.

DANCING ACADEMY,

IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,
No. 320 Post Street Opposite Union Square.

PROP. 0. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 320 Post

street, ia now open for Juvenile aud Evening Classes. Office Hours, for Terms, etc.

10 A.M. to 12 m., and 1 to 5 p.m. Oct. 22.

MRS. JULIA MELVILLE-SNYDER.

Vocal and Instrumental Music — Elocution — Oratory — Drama.

13 McAllister
[May 19.]

STREET,
Northeast Corner Hyde street.

NAHL COLLECTION OF OLD MASTERS.

On Exhibition "Wednesdays and Saturdays from 9 Till 6,

At 506 Battery street. Opposite Postoffice.

May 5.ADMISSION, 25 CENTS.

MERMAID BATHS, FOOT OF LARKIN STREET.
Snorter, Bfew and Easier Way to Get there.—Take the S ut-

ter-street Cars, or its branches; also the Union-street Cars to the junction of

Polk and Union streets; from there it is an easy, pleasant walk of a few blocks,
nearly level, with a wide plank walk a ijood portion of the way. TRY IT.
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SOCIETY.
June 7th. 1883.—The tfreatar part of the week has been devoted hy

to vain endeavors to keepoool, Ptttwl how hot it bus been.

When we in Ttisoo have felt it so acutely, what the rafferioga ware of

tliow who are pent up in ei^ht by ten rooms at our stifling, overcrowded
Summer resorts, can be better imagined thau described. How ardently

set have, as did we all, long for our oool| delightful sea I

HUB, which, abuse them as we may when we have them, are vaJoed it

their true worth when they see fit U> absent themselves, and the delioioni

change lant night was welcomed as never was change welcomed before.

Yachting parties have seemed most appropriate during the heated

term, but the lack of Sufficient wind as a motive power has been a great

drawback bo their success the past few days. Several took place last

week, which were greatly enjoyed, notably that given by Sir. Harry
Tavfa on bis new yacht ffolcyon, of wbioh he is, and justly so, exceed-

ingly proud. lie intends to continue them during the Summer, and will,

. find himself one of the most popular members of our jm-
ne**e dorte as long as the yachting season lasts.

Gaieties in town are about over for the season, although informal
weekly receptions continue to be held by those who remain in the city, to

which set invitations are not issued, but those who appear on a general

one are made most welcome. So far, the Sanderson's have given weekly
moaioalee on Friday evening, but they, too, have come to an end, and
the family are about leaving town for Paraiso Springs, where they have
a cottage, for the season. Later in the year it is said that Miss Sybil will

return to Europe to still further perfect her musical education.

( In Thursday evening last Society was edified by a glimpse of the new
quarters now occupied by the Pacific Club, on Post street, which, though
only in the shape of an informal reception, enough was done to prove how
very delightful a formal party under the auspices of the Club could be

made. Ballenberg also was on hand to tantalize those who would fain

have been moving their feet in time to the unrivaled music of his band;
but the only tripping about done was while inspecting the luxuriously fit-

ted up apartments above and below. A delicious supper was a fitting

finale to the evening's enjoyment, and served to prove to the softer sex
how the sterner enjoy themselves when alone and in the sacred precincts

of "their Club."
Ex-Senator Sharon's " garden party and dance " of last Saturday, which

have been so glowingly described by more brilliant pens than mine, was
composed exclusively of guests of the male persuasion, and it must have
been amusing, to say the least, to see the old boys doing the agreeable to

each other on the lawn during the afternoon, and hear them in dulcet

tones crave the pleasure of each other's hand as partners in the madden-
ing dance at night. Would I had been there!

Although engagements are still of daily record, the only wedding of

note within the past two weeks has been that of Vice-Consul Charles
Mason's Bister-in-law, Miss Flora Philpot, to Mr. Charles Russell, of

the London and San Francisco Bank, Saucelito being the locale where
the happy event took place last week. The parties all being British,

the ceremony was conducted on the plan of English country weddings,

the bridal party aB well as the guests walking to and from the little

church, which was a veritable bower of roses on the occasion, (and
where English customs reigned supreme), and the pretty cottage home
of the Masons, where the dejencur, which was provided by the amiable
sister of the bride, Mrs. Mason, being entirely according to the Eng-
lish style, was all the more enjoyed by the guests as soniet'ung out of

the common run of managing such affairs.

The bride, as well as her attendant maids, were all attired in short

walking-length costumes, the bride's dress being white silk, and the

young ladies' of green maize and mauve-colored eoft organdy muslins

and mulls. The elder ladies wore handsome dresses of silk, satin and
velvet. It waB a most delightful little party from first to last, the

closing dance, which took place after the departure of the newly-
wedded pair, adding not a little to the happiness of all who participated

in the first swell wedding that Saucelito has ever known.
Every seat was occupied last night in the Temple, and even standing-

room was at a premium, the occasion being the graduating exercises of

Mad. Zeitska's school. Promptly at eight o'clock, the pupils made their

appearance, ushered in by the strains of the Norma March, and, after

filing across the stage, assembled thereon again for the opening prayer,

which was sung by the whole school as an ensemble. Then followed mu-
sic, essays and recitations, the five graduating young ladies occupying
seats to the left of the platform, which was gailv dressed with garlands

of bright flowers, and the immense quantities of flowers in multitudinous
designs, presented to them during the evening, forming a regular em-
bankment in front and around them on all sides. The programme was
carried out like clockwork, every pupil knowing what was expected of

them, and being ready on the moment to do it.

Of the music, either vocal or instrumental, I cannot speak in terms of

frantic admiration. The chief thing to admire about the latter was, I

thought, the fact that all the pupils, even the very youngest, were taught

to play from memory, which I think a most wise proceeding, as all will

surely agree that there is scarcely anything more unpleasing than, when
one asks a young lady to play, to be met with the answer :

" I would
with pleasure, but I haven't my notes." In fact, memorizing seems to

be the strong point of the school, as the several essays in English, Ger-

man and Frecch were recited rather than read by the fair authors, who
scarcely referred to their manuscripts at all, and especially was this the

case with Miss Mashke, a remarkably pretty girl with a most pleasing

voice, whose German essay on " Glueck " must have been charming, but,

unfortunately, I could not understand it.

The recitations of the two little misses—Adele Dannebanm and Hilda
Hecht—were wonderfully well done, and won the applause of the even-

ing, while the trial scene from the Merchant of Venice gave evidence of

how thoroughly drilled the young ladies were in the art of elocution.

Where all were excellent it is difficult to particularize, but I think the

prettv girl who assumed the part of " Portia," and who had also that
" excellent thing iu woman," a sweet voice, was most pleasing and deserv-

ing of special mention for the excellence of her delivery.

The exercises ended, the well-won diplomas were presented to the grad-

uates, the Misses Hcyneman, Mashke, Hickey, Friedman and Schweitzer,

by Hon. John F. Swift, who made them a short and pleasant little speech

when so doing; then Mad. Zeitaka distributed a small shop-full of vol-

umes to different deserving ucholara, and then good byes ware said to the
acoompliabed Principal, who has every reason to feel proud of her school
and its BUCCeas.

Fourth of duly parties are now being arranged In all directions. The
one which Mrs. Willie Howard is said to have in contemplation for the
family place at San Mateo will, should it take place, be somewhat
similar to the fete Which Mrs. <i :ge Howard, now Mrs. Harry Bowie,
gave at the same place several years ago. Everything was arranged on a
grand scale, and all sorts of outdoor pastimes provided for the enjoyment
of her guests. But alas ! the weather turned traitor, as it occasionally
will do, and it rained. Let us hope her daughter-in-law may be more
lucky should she attempt a like experiment.
" A little scandal now and theu is relished by the wisest men ; " but it

seems as if not a little, but a great deal, of the article were to be fur-

nished gossips ere long. From the Garden City comes tidings of a di-

vorce suit just begun against one of its most prominent heiresses by her
unsuspected husband, she having, it appears, for several months past,

been the clandestine bride of a gay young 'Friscu broker. Another is said

to be on the topis, the parties thereto being among the younger members
of our upper circles of Society. But of this, more again.

Distinguished visitors continue to pour in upon us, as is their habit usu-

ally of a Summer, and of them is Edwards Pierpoint, our late Attor-
dey-General, who with biB son is doing the Far West. The Millers

are reported as starting for home this week, and all will be glad to

see pretty, piquante little Miss Dora again. Madame de Bodisco ar-

rived on the City of Pekivtf last week, escorted by Admiral Clitz, who
has gone on East ; and yesterday Mr. H. P. Livermore and his bride

returned to our gaze again. Judgs Field and family are due to-morrow,
and Charlie Felton is en route.

The great army of San Kafaelites has been still further augmented
during the week by the Sonntags, Colliers and Van Dyke Hubbards. The
Schmiedells have also gone over to their Tamalpais cottage, but will be
back in town again for the Thomas Concerts. The Smiths and Smed-
burgs have located themselves at Blythedale, the Loughboroughs are at

Congress Springs, and Sam Wilson and wife have gone East for their

Summer outing.

Those who have homes in and near Menlo Park will all remain in

them, save the Athertons, who go for a time to Monterey, and Mrs. Al-
fred Poett, who, leaving her own pretty cottage there, will follow the

army of fashionables to Marin county, where she will spend the Summer.
Mrs. Pullman, of whom the spirit of unrest seems to have gained com-
plete control, has gone to Monterey, the Kequas and Crockers progressing
in that direction also.

Mr. W. F. Buswell was married Thursday evening to Miss Emma F.
Kraus. The ceremony took place at the residence of the bride'B parents,

1031 McAllister street. It was strictly private, no one being present but
the immediate relatives of the contracting parties.

Mrs. R. G. Lewis and her mother, Mrs. Stockton, leave for the Gilroy
Hot Spring, next Monday, in search of recreation and renewed health.

They will remain at the Springs several weeks.
Of course the world and his wife, at all events, the fashionable world

of 'Frisco, will be at the Thomas Concert to-night. How lucky for ub
that the temperature has fallen, as who can enjoy even music when in a
stifling atmosphere, surrounded by suffering, suffocating mortals, each
more unhappy than the other? I can answer for one, and the name of

the party is Felix.

PARASOLS AND SUN-UMBRELLAS,
— FOB —

STREET, SEASIDE AND COUNTRY USE.

We respectfully invite an inspection of our complete stock of PARASOLS and
SUN-UMBRELLAS, which includes everything new and desirable, marked

At Exceptionally Low Prices!

PAR4SOLS!
In Silk, Satin, Brocades, Rhadames, Surah, Pongee, Cotton and Linen.

Elegantly finished and mounted, unique and durable attachments, best Paragon
frames. Every Style of Uandle in natural wood, bamboo, ivory, eboDy, horn,
celluloid, etc. farasous!

New and Exclusive Styles, especially adapted for Seaside and Country use.

SUN-UMBRELLAS!
As a SPECIAL BARGAIN we are offering S5 dozen 22-inch SILK SUN-UMBREL-

L.VS, elegantly made and finished, at *! 25 each, worth $3 50.

in, 113, 115, lir, no, isi post s*t.,
— AND—

10, 12, 14, 16, IS, 20 MORTOSI STREET.
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FRIENDSHIP.
The sun is up ! showing a smiling face,

Like a dear friend we always love to see, *

Faithful in promise, both in time and place,

With many radiant welcomes, warm and free.

No change e'er floats across its glorious form,

Though sometimes hidden by the clouds' control

;

Such is true friendship ! Even adverse storm
Destroys not love in a well-balanced soul.

Not so the Moon—inconstant in its light,

And variable in visiting our eyes ;

Oftimes refusing to relieve the night,

And only monthly with a "full" surprise.

Its rays are but reflected—borrowed beams

—

Like the poor friendship of those empty hearts.

That now and then will smile with love that "seems,"
Until the fashion changes—then it parts.

—Public Opinion.

THE BAD BOY.
"Well, how's your eye?" said the grocery man to the bad boy, as he

blew in with the wind on the day of the cyclone, and left the door open.

"Say, shut that door. You want to blow everything out of the store.

Had any more fights, protecting girls from dudes?"
" No, everything is quiet so far. But this Christian Association has caus-

ed a coldness between pa and ma though."
" How's that? Your pa isn't jealous, is he?" and the grocery man came

around from behind the counter to get the latest gossip to retail to the

hired girls who traded with him.
" Jealous nothing" said the boy, as he took a few raisins out of a box.

"You see, the delegates were shuffled out to all the church members to

take care of, and they dealt two to ma, and she never told pa anything

about it. They came to supper the first night, and pa didn't get home, so

when they went to the convention in the evening ma gave them a night

key, and pa came home from the boxing match about eleven o'clock, and
ma was asleep. Just as pa got most of his clothes off, he heard somebody
fumbling at the front door, and he thought it was burglars. Pa has got

nerve enough when he is on the inside of the house and the burglars are

on the outside. He opened a window and looked out, and saw two sus-

picious looking characters trying to pick the lock with a skeleton key,

and he picked up a new slop-jar that ma bought when we moved, cover and
all, and dropped it down right between the two delegates. Gosh, if it had
hit one of them there would have been the solemnest funeral you ever

saw. Just as it struck they got the door opened and came in the hall,

and the wind was blowing pretty hard, and they thought a cyclone had
taken the cupola off the house. They were talking about being miracu-
lously saved, and trying to scratch a match on their wet pants, when pa
went to the head of the stairs and pushed over a wire stand filled with
potted plants, which struck pretty near the delegates, and one of them
said the house was coming down sure, and they better go into the cellar,

and they went down and got behind the furnace. Pa called me up, and
wanted me to go down cellar and tell the burglars we were onto them,
and for them to get out, but I wasn't very well, so pa locked his door and
went to bed. I guess it must have been half an hour before pa's cold feet

woke ma up, and then pa told her not to move for her life, 'cause there

were two of the savagest looking burglars that ever was, rumaging over
the house. Ma smelled pa's breath to gee if he had got to drinking again,

and then she got up and hid her oraide watch in her shoes, and her Ona-
laska diamond earrings in the Bible, where she said no burglar would ever
find them, and pa and ma laid awake till daylight, and then pa said that
he wasn't afraid, and he and ma went down cellar. Pa stood on the bot-

tom stair and looked around, and one of the delegates said: " Mister, is

the storm over, and is your family safe,"' and ma recognized the voice and
said: " Why, it's one of the delegates. What are you doing down there ?"

and pa said: "What's a delegate," aud then ma explained it, and pa, apol-

ogized, and the delegate said it was no matter, as they had enjoyed them-
selves reaUwell in the cellar. Ma was mortified most to death, but the
delegates told her it was all ri^ht. She was mad at pa first, but when
she saw the broken slop bowl on the front steps, and the potted plants in

the hall, she wanted to kill pa, and I guess she would, only for the society
of the delegates. She couldn't help telling pa he was a bald-headed old
fool, but pa didn't retaliate. He is too much of a gentleman to talk back
in company. All he siiid was that a woman who is old enough to have
delegates sawed off on to her ought to have sense enough to tell her hus-
band, and then they all drifted off into conversation about the convention
and the boxing match, and everything was all right on the surface, but af-

ter breakfast, when the delegates went to the convention, I noticed that
pa went right down town and bought a new slop-jar and some more
plants. Pa and ma didn't speak all the forenoon, and I guess they would
not up to this time, only ma's bonnet come home from the milliners, and
she had to have some money to pay for it. Then she called pa ' pet,' and
that settled it. "When ma calls pa 'pet,' that is twenty-five dollars.
' Dear old darling' means fifty dollars. But say, those Christian young
men do a heap of good, don't they? Their presence seems to make peo-
ple better. Some boys down by the store were going to tie a can on a
dog's tail yesteiday, and somebody said, " here comes the Christian Asso-
ciation," and those bad boys let the dog go. They tried to find the dog af-

ter the crowd had got by, but the dog knew his business. Well, I must
go down and charge the soda fountain for a picnic that is* expected from
the country." —Pecks Sun.

" George Alfred Renfro, what were you doing down town last night
till after twelve o'clock?"
" What was I doing, Mrs. Renfro? Why, my dear, I was in the office

balancing up the books. I worked there till I could hardly see. My head
is just full of figures yet."

** Your head full of figures! Figures! O, you are mistaken, Mr. Ken-
fro. Figures don't lie, yon know." —Texas Sittings.

Parties living at a distance can have engravings made by sending photograph,
or sketch on paper, designating size requirei. Estimates furnished on application,
S F. PHOTO-ENG. CO., GUI' Merchant street.

BANKS.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital $3,000,000.
WJI.ALVORD President.
THOMAS BROWN, Cashier

| B. MURRAY, Jr., Ass" t Cashier
Aobnts :

New York, Agency of the Bank of Calfornia ; Boston, Tremont National Bank

,

Chicago, Union National Bank ; St. Louis, Boatman's Saving Bank ; New Zealand,
the Bank of New Zealand. Correspondent in London, Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons. Correspondents in India, China, Japan and Australia, the Oriental Bank Cor-
poration.
The Bank has Agencies at Virginia City, and Correspondents in all the princi-

pal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.

Letters of Credit issued, available in all parts o the world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dublin, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Antwerp,
Amsterdam, St. Petersburgh, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, Italy.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter.—-Capital paid up, 91,800,-

000, with power to increase to 810,000,000. Southeast corner California and San-
some streets. Head Office—28 Cornhill, London. Branches—Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria, New Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.

This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check
and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available in al parts of
the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents
as follows

:

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal ; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank ; Scotland—British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 18. FREDERICK TOWNSEND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Paid up Capital $1,500,000, Gold. President, Daniel Cal-

lagrban. Vice-President, George A. Low ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, D. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue, Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
Correspondents—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesae,
Neuman&Co. Paris: Hottinguer&Co. NewYork: National Bank of Commerce. Boa-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-
pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal
cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Commercia
Credits issued available iu Europe, Chii.a and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital, $2,100,000. Reserve Fund, $420,000.

San Francisco Office, 424 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. June 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid TTp $3,000,000.

Eeaerve 4,500,000.
Agency at New York, 62 Wall street.

Agency at Virginia, Nev,

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-

elers' Credits. Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E. Cor. Sansome and Fine Streets,

Loudon Office, S Angel Conrt; NewYork Agents, J. W. Sel-
igraan & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, §6,000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,

loan Money, aud issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.
FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.

P. N. Lilienthal, Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITAL, 8300,000.
Officers: Vice-President, Jerome Lincoln; Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other
Approved Securities. Office : No. 216 Sansome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, of Zurich. Capital 5,000,000 francs; Helvetia,

of St. Gall, Capital 10,000,000 francs ; Baloise, of Basle, Capital 5,000,000 francs.

These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that may be sus-

ained. Losses made payable in all the principal seaports of the world. In the set-

tlement of all claims under an English polky, these Companies will strictly adhere to

the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, and submit to English jurisdiction.

June 9. HARRY W. SYZ, Agent, 420 and 422 California st., S. F.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Spar and Leibbank, No 526 California street, San

Francisco. Officers : President, L. GOTTIG. Board of Directors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Eggerp, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE ; Attorney, JOHN R.

JARBOE. __ May 18.

PROF. JOS. JOSSET,
Graduate of the University of Paris; Ex. Professor of De

la Mennais' Normal, France; late of Poiut Loma Seminary, San Diego. Pri-

vate Lessons in the French Language. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 p.m. Private Lessons given at the res-

idence of the pupil. Dec. 6.
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SEEDS.
lerful thing is a -

The only tiling deathlm forever

—

The out tot utterly true—
r old ami forever new.

Ami tickle ami faithless never.

Plant blowings, and blessings will I I a ;

Plant hate ami hate will grow I

You oan sowto*d»y- to-morrow shaH brine
The blossom that proves what sort of tiling

Is the seed, the seed that vou sow.

A GREAT JOURNALIST.
Mr. George Augustus Sala, the well known English journalist, has

pilie to Moscow to attend and seport the coronation of the Czar. Proba-
bly no living person has been present at bo many coronations, royal chris-

s, marriages and funerals. Mr. Labouchere, who knows him well,

has an excellent ''Anecdotal Photograph" of him in a recent number
of Truth, of which the following extracts are interesting:

" His career has been remarkable from the commencement, and fur-

nishes a striking example of pluck and honest work. He is generally sup-
posed to be gifted with a sort of intuitive knowledge of every subject

under the sun, enabling him to dash off an article on any theme at a mo-
ment's notice, without the smallest mental effort. It is true that he wields

a facile pen ; and Thackeray, referring to his abilities, once humorously
described him as 'a horse big enough to pull any shay about.' But he
rarely gets credit for the years and years of laborious study by which he
has qualified himself for the exacting duties of his profession. Still less

do people realize the immense amount of unseen work which is necessary

to enable a public writer to keep abreast with the times. Mr. Sala is a
voracious reader, aud can show folio after folio filled with extracts in his

own hand, extending over many years, on political and social questions

of the day, in which the result of his extensive and varied studies are

carefully arranged and codified for reference. These voluminous note-

bosks may be called the stock-in-trade of his art ; for though he possesses

in a remarkable degree the gift of a retentive memory, he is too much a

master of his craft to rely upon it for facts, and his carefully indexed
memoranda form an indispensable aid to his daily work.

'* It is said that his article, ' The Key of the Street,' which first brought
him into notiee, aud attracted the attention of Charles Dickens, was the

outcome of his having had to spend the small hours of a Summer morn-
ing in perambulating the streets, after being accidentally locked out of

his house. At all events, it was a turning point in his life ; and from that

time forward he became a constant contributor to ' Household Words/
and soon, made his mark."

Notwithstanding the strain of his journalistic work, " which includes

the well-known page of ' Echoes of the Week' and the ' Playhouses * in

the Illustrated London News, besides other regular contributions to current

literature, he has published a small library of novels, stories, essays and
travels, and has even perpetrated a burlesque, half a pantomime, and an
adaption to the English stage (at the Surrey) of 'Les Frer'es Corses.'

—New York Hour.

LETTER FROM THE "PIOUS JONES."
Yokohama, May 14, 1883.

Dear News Letter : The situation socially, morally, financially and
horizontally, remains much the same, (only less) since my last effete effu-

sion. The English mail yesterday took away nearly all the ladies, the

ladies' maids and their policemen, likewise five or six hundred children.

Our beloved '* General " has returned. I mean the Consul-General of the

United States. He is going to eat the editor of the Mail ; every day he
sharpens his teeth with a file preparatory to going for him. It will be

fun, you bet your boots ! Sir Harry Parkes, I hear, has been nominated
for Peking. I shall be charge d'affairs ad interim, till the new Minister
arrives. Our races come off the day after to-morrow. Last year the

Hereans attended them, and one rode but came to grief. The British

Minister gives a ball at the Legation on Her Majesty's Birthday. It will

be charming.
A long and heated discussion about religion was finished the other day

by one of the disputants exclaiming excitedly :
" Well, thank God, I'm

an Atheist !

"

The "Russki" fleet is hourly expected. Caviar also, it is to be hoped.

Slava Bogu! as we say in Russki.

A good deal has been lately done in yarns, but tea and silk don't seem
to wash; gray shirtings are at a discount on account of the warm weather;
muslins are scarce, but there is a brisk demand for leather—the Japanese
say there's nothiug like it. Pax vobiscum.

Piods Jones (A Pauper.)

Ladies and gentlemen who wish to enjoy a good time should make
arrangements to attend, either as spectators or participants, the Grand
Masquerade Ball to lie L'iven at the Mechanics' Pavilion, under the man-
agement of Messrs. Goldstein and Cohn, on the evening of July 3d prox.

This promises to be one of the most successful entertainments that have
ever taken place in this city. The most complete arrangements are being
made, regardless of expense, to promote the comfort aud convenience and
amusement of spectators and participants. The decorations and illumina-

tions will be arranged so as to give magnificent spectacular effect to the
gorgeous pageant of the gaily attired and merry maskers as they glide

through the bewildering mazes of the dance, keeping time with the soft

cadence of voluptuous music. The list of prises to be distributed among
the most successful maskers are so valuable that it is well worth every
one's while to get up a first-class character and costume for the occasion.

Gentlemen who take a proper pride in their personal appearance
should Ret their clothes made by Messrs. .1 . M. Litchfield & Co., Mer-
chant Tailors, 415 Montgomery street. This firm ha? a large and well

selected stock of the best materials and latest patterns on hand, and
employ expert cutters.

SUNBEAMS.
A man went into an Albany saloon one day last week, and after eat-

in- ttp all the free lunch, called for a glass of beer. " Rather dull since
the adjournment," ventured the bartender. "Yes; Albany is a dull
place without the Legislature. Not much going on," returned the
stranger, leaning heavily on the bar. " When do you expect to return to
your constituents .'" "I? Yon are mistaken in the man. lam not a
member of the legislature." "I beg your pardon," said the bartender,
glanoing at the lunch table in a surprised sort of way ;

" may I ask what
your business is?" "Certainly; I am a Western editor." So the bar-
tender fired him out. —Rochester Post-Express.

First "Juliet" (who has appeared and retired into private life).—And
so you're playing "Juliet," dear? I'm sure I wish you every success, but
is it quite wise, dear, do you think? You see, it requires such very great
personal attractions quite apart from the acting—in fact, dear (very
sweetly), it seems most unfair on you to put you into such a part. Sec-
ond "Juliet (who is about to appear)— I thank you, dear, very much for

your good wishes. Anything you say, dear, I value ever so much (with
much affection); you see you speak from experience, dear.

—Baltimore News.

The millinery parlors of Mrs. P. F. Butler, which are located on Mar-
ket street, under the Phelan Building, are crammed full of the most ex-
quisite millinery goods, just imported from London, Paris, New York,
aud the other centers of fashion. Ladies who desire anything in this

line should call on Mrs. Butler, whose selective taste is, naturally, artistic

and cultivated by years of experience in her business. With a compre-
hensive stock to select from, and a perfect taste with which to select, she
cannot but give her patrons satisfaction.

It consists of two pieces of hardwood, each about ten inches long,

sharpened at one end, and having a hole bored in the other. These are to
be tied to the legs of* the chicken^ that infest the gardens, with the sharp
ends of the sticks in such a position that they will drag behind. Then
when the chicken attempts to scratch, the sharp ends of the pieces of

wood will stick in the ground and thus walk the chicken right out of
the garden in spite of itself. —Houston Post.

Tompkins as a Juryman.—" The idea of putting John on a jury !

"

exclaimed Mrs. Tompkins, when she heard that her husband had been
drawn. "They might as well order a new trial right off. They won't
get John to agree on a verdict. He is the most obstinate man I ever saw.
I never knew him to agree with his own wife in anything, and it isn't at
all likely he's going to agree with people he don't know anything about.
A pretty juryman he is!" —Baltimore News.

A lady was in Peabody, Mass., recently, with twins, and an odd thing
about them is that their birthdays come on different days of the week, in

different months, and in different years. One was born just before mid-
night on December 31, 1SS2, and the other, just after the clock struck 12,

so that the birthday came January 1, 1883. The mother does not know
which is the older. —Baltimore News.

"Yes," said the culprit, " I am a thief, but I don't want anybody to

insinuate that my crime was the result of unfortunate stock speculation,

and I won't have anybody sav that I have hitherto borne an unblemished
reputation. I have been a thief from infancy, and never bought a share
of stock in my life. Call me eccentric, if you please, but I don't want to

be mixed up with any uf your amateurs. I am a professional, I am."
—Boston Transcript.

Every day or so, during the past six months, we have been confront-
ed with a paragraph, stating that the "Chinese have no word that is

equivalent to hell." As a Chinaman never hooks the clothes-line with an
axe when he is chopping wood, he don't feel the necessity of such a vig-

orous expletive. —Norr. Herald.

Last year's old straw bonnet covered with the best portions of a worn-
out pair of handsome stockings will make a stylish bonnet for this sec-

son's wear. —Chronicle-Herald.

A railroad conductor is about the only man in the world to whom is

intrusted the privilege of making time. Almost anybody can kill time.

—Lowell Courier.

"Man wants but little here below " is the maxim on which the saloon
keepers do business. This explains why they draw so much froth in the
glass. —Phil. Chronicle-Herald.

Pug dogs have become so common that when a young lady's pug is

mentioned, it is now readily understood not to mean her nose.

—Chronicle-Herald.

A musical programme jubilantly announces: "Blessed is he that

cometh with cornet obligato." Well, we're glad to know where to send
him to. —Burlington Free Press.

A fashion writer speaks of " cigar color" as a fashionable tint—which
is about as definite as to color as " big as a piece of chalk " is to size.

—Boston Transcript.

White trowsers will again be in style this Summer—a fortunate

thinR for the dudes, as they can buy them cheap at any grocery. Maca-
roni stems don't cost much. —Philadelphia News.

Judge Ritchie, of Frederick. Md., has sixteen beautiful and accom-
plished daughters, only one of whom is married. This is what the French
would call an embarrassment of Ritchies. —Lowell Couritr.

No, my son, do not learn to be an undertaker. If you settle in a

healthy towu, you will starve. If you start in an unhealthy town, you
may die yourself. — Courier.) ournal.

When a newspaper becomes an organ there is always a crank con-

nected with the establishment. —New York Commercial Advertiser.

The reason men succeed who mind their own business is because tbere
is so little competition. —Baltimore News.
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PLEASURE'S WAND.
"We Obey no Wand hut Pleasure's."—Tom- Moore.

Conceived in the cradle of the universe and akin to allin nature. Music,
from time immemorial has been associated with every effort of man in the
progressive history of the world. It has no nationality nor locality. It

is cosmopolitan. It is the one universal language which all can speak and
understand. It has its different forms from the simple church choral and
trashy ballads of the day that please and charm the simple, ignorant
minds, to the highest symphonic compositions that can only be enjoyed
by those who have been educated and elevated up to a degree of musical
super-refinement. We, in America, are as yet very young and ignorant
in all matters that pertain to music ; but with the growing and increas-

ing opportunities for good musical performances, our education is rapidly
approaching a high degree of excellence. Such a fact is a grand phase
of intellectual development, for it can not be denied that music
of all the arts stands p;rimount in its wonderful power of affecting che

tenderest emotions, refining and ennobling the human mind. Music
has always existed and always will, for nature is permeated with
its ever-varying tone blendings. The present Musical Festival

iB one of the few opportunities granted us out here to hear good music
perfectly rendered. Theodore Thomas has been an eminent factor in the
growth of musical education in America. He has risen to the position of

director of the best orchestral combination in America—a body that
equals the famed bodies of musicians in Dresden and Paris, at the Ge-
wand-Haus and at the Conservatoire—not by the possession of any pro-

nounced genius as a maestro, but by the joint exercise of tact and de-

cided organizing tenacity. He has gathered under his baton a body of

most accomplished musicians, and has kept them together under striot

discipline. The merit of this orchestra can best be judged by an atten-

tive attention to its wonderful work. A more perfect ensemble can not
be wished for. Changes of tempo and pianissimo and fortissimo modula-
tions are executed with a precision that is the result of individual ex-

cellence admirably conglomerated. Besides the perfection of instrument-
al technique, there is an artistic tone that pervades the work that satis-

fies beyond description.
* * * * *

The orchestral numbers performed on Thursday evening were mostly
familiar ones. The Tannhauser overture—admirably played, the horns
being particularly effective, and the Btrings almost perfect in precision of

execution; the allegretto from Beethoven's Seventh Symphony, played
with a most superior degree of phrasing; Weber's "Invitation to the
Dance; Lizst's Hungarian Rhapsody, No. 2; the William 7VM Overture

—

all magnificently executed, and Schumann's Traumerei played in so deli-

cate and delicious a manner that it seemed like a faint breath of air

tinged with sweet harmony. This last selection was taken iu different
tempi from what is customary in local concerts. The first part is much
faster, the romanza much slower, under the Thomas baton. The closing
number—the Sylvia Ballet Suite, by Leo Delibes— is a delightful collec-

tion of bits of musical characteriza:ion, composed in the methods of the
modern French school. The Valse Lente and the Pizzicati are the most
c larming bits of the little collection. Mra. Rive-King performed in this
city some months ago. Her playing was criticized at that time. She is a
good pianiste, but not a great one, by any means. Her playing is purely
mechanical work. The Saiot Saens Concerto is a very difficult com-
position, full of intricate passages. Mine. King overcomes them
all with ease, but, as played by her, the Concerto is simply
an Etude. Mr. Franz Remmertz has a most agreeable voice,

sings with taste, and is distinct in utterance— a rare gift in

singers of the day. Mrs. Belle Cole has an excellent mezzo-soprano
voice, well cultivated, but often grievously at fault as regards truth of
tone. Miss Tbursby has a remarkable voice, ranging away up to the lim-
its of audible tones—the upper register beingphenomeual, witli its unbroken
timbre, and its flexibility—and there being throughout a most exquisite
purity of tone and a facility of vocalization that vanquishes the most
elaborate tioriture without the slightest apparent effort. Miss Thursby
n^ver forces her voice, sings perfectly in tune and phrases admirably.
This last quality ought to be considered as the most important, and was
properly greatly appreciated by the European diletantti. Of this art,

which is something most American singers are deficient in, I will speak
next week. But there is one thing Thursby does not possess, and that is

emotional power. Her singing entrances the ear, but it does not touch
the heart. Her art is a grand one, but it is artificial, lacking soul.
Thursby's charm is one of execution, not of expression. She is a warbler
more than a singer—a delicious, entrancing warbler.*****
The arrangements at the Pavilion are faulty in several respects. The

seats at the Larkin street end of the building are too far away to hear and
judge of anything. There is an unsufficiency of exits, a fault that can
and ought to be immediately remedied. It may be necessary that there
should be a bar in the building, but the sight of aproned waiters—both
black and white circulating among the audience, soliciting orders nr pas-
sing around glasses of cheap and nasty lemonade, is surely an offensive
one on such an occasion. It does not somehow agree with opera hats,
bright d-esses and dress coats.*****
Charles Wyndham is the legitimate successor of Sothern. He pos-

sesses all of Sothern's traits, but with a superior artistic development to
them. Sothern lacked the finish that is tbe chief characteristic of Wynd-
ham. Willie Winter, in speaking of Wyndham, expressed himself in the
following terms : "Such a comedian as Charles Wyndham must always
prove charming to persons who can appreciate the high and rare intel-
lectual force which interprets human character through sprightliness, and
which sheds tbe rosy light of kindly and cheerful humor over the barren
lameness of every-day life. Mr. Wyndham is a refreshing comedian, as
welcome as the west wind of a morning in June, when tbe brooks sparkle
and the roses are shining in tbe sun." Divested of the exaggeration of
language based upon the personal friendship existing between actor and
critic, the sentiment in its plain sense is undoubtedly true. Wyndham is
indeed a refreshing comedian. He excites fun and amusement by purely
natural means. He is easy and sprightly to a most captivating degree,
and his sincerity is so marked that the pleasant impression his acting pro-

duces is not temporary, but lasting. The Great Divorce Case is a clever
French farcical comedy, with all the naughtiness left out. But for the
lively, and yet artistic handling it receives by the Wyndham Company,
it would lack the necessary spice to be palatable. The French original,
Le Proces Veauradieu, is the play upon which Sim's Mother- in- Laio and
Boucicault's Forbidden Fruit have been founded. A couple of lawyers

—

victims of mother-in-law tyranny—resolve to indulge in a little vice, and
come to grief. Wyndham plays the part of the younger of these con-
spirators, Blakely that of the other. Of Wyndham, all that can be said
is that he acts his part in his own inimitable fashion, and presents a bit of
humorous comedy acting that is simply without a flaw. Blakely is a
batch of mannerisms, but they are of a kind that are so essentially comic
that they never grow monotonous. These two actors have most of the
comedy between them, the other characters being mere sketches. Be-
tween the two, the tun is unflagging, and it is fun that is legitimately
produced. The merit of their acting becomes most marked when com-
P^red with the efforts of Robson and Crane in similar characters. George
Giddens broadens his character so that it appears outre" alongside of the
easy and natural work of the others. Teesdale plays the part of a gentle-
man, and looks, walks and talks like one. The feminine characters are
all neatly taken. The audiences have been larger since the transfer of
this company to the Baldwin. It is too late now for any expectation of
a brilliant engagement, but there is a week left for the San Francisco
public to manifest some appreciation of good things, and to be acquitted
of the charge of indifference towards genuine merit.*****-
I have seen Ruth's Romance several times, and it is a little gem that

shines more and more brilliantly every time it is seen. It is one of the
brightest of dramatic trifles. To see an audience, bearing all the outward
signs of intelligence and education, sit through such a play, listless and
indifferent to all its delicate wit and charming verve, is most aggravating.
It does seem as if our audiences wanted humor to be forced down their
throats in big doses to be appreciated. Delicate morsels of bright sayings
and clever repartee they are indifferent to, they wish to partake of
coarse food, and they want it thrown at them.

* * * * *

Modjeska'a engagement closed in a blaze of glory. Her last two per-
formances were attended by large and enthusiastic audiences. Her Mary
Stuart was a complete surprise to all, even to her most fervent admirers.
It was an admirable bit of sustained acting. The impersonation with its

predominating trait of dignified melancholy was one that fairly ranks
with the noted ones of this famous character. As Juliet, Modjeska is not
at her best. In a few scenes, notably in the one in the friar's cell, to which
she has hastened after shrift, to be married to Romeo, she is admirable.
This scene was played with a passionate tenderness, moderated by trusting
modesty that made it supremely charming. But as a whole, her Juliet
lacks that certain abandon that has particularly, since Neilson's time, been
accepted as the chief characteristic of its representation. Modjeska has now
retired for a Summer "s vacation. It is to be hoped that whenever she again
appears before ns she will be surrounded by actors and actresses capable of
satisfactorily supporting her in the different plays of her repertoire.

Her present company does not possess the necessary ability for the
varied work it is called upon to perform. Miss Georgie Drew and
Messrs. Owen and Osbourne have been most acceptable in one and all

of their respective characters. The rest have done most miserable work.*****
During this week Barrett has appeared in a variety of characters. His

" Hamlet" is a most unsatisfactory performance. It is one of the most
conventional " Hamlet's " on the stage. It is marked by but few evi-

dences of original readings, and these few are at variance with the text and
its spirit. Barrett is Barrett, and nothing else, in nearly everything' he
plays, but still more so in Hamlet. Of his Roseda/e it is absurd to speak.

It is a wretched performance in every respect. His " Lanciotto" is, on
the contrary, a most remarkable piece of acting, and it is a fit pendant to

his "Cassius." It is a more meritorious effort than his "Cassius," for it

requires a sinking of self—something Barrett is scarcely able to do. "Cas-
sius " fits him like a tight glove. Barrett's speech is naturally testy, and
his manner nervous and jerkey, and tbe character of the man fits Shakes-
peare s creation to a nicety. But not so with " Lanciotto; " and Barrett
succeeds in giving life and existence in a truthful and earnest manner to

the character of the unfortunate hunchback of Rimini. I cheerfully pay
this tribute to an actor who now occupies a position on the American
stage he does not deserve. Barrett's pretensions to greatness, although

admitted in certain cities, has never been recognized in New York, and I

am not surprised at that. He is a scholar and stands high with a class

that lays claim to great culture. But literary attainments are not the
only requirements of an actor. A persistent and aggressive display of per-

sonal peculiarities and mannerisms that are disagreeahle and irritating in

their nature, coupled with a lack of the power of self-indentification with
the character assumed, are Barrett's supreme defects.*****
On Monday next Janauschek opens at the California. She is supported

by her own company, which includes George Chaplin—well known here.

Janauschek opens in Zdlah, or the Hebrew Mother, and during the week
Maine Antoinette and Bkak House will be produced.

* * * * *

This is the last week of Emerson's. The Standard will for the present

be closed.*****
The Bush-Street Theatre will be opened on June 18th by Emerson's

new minstrel company. Among the troupe will be Charley Reed, (of

course), Billy Sweatnam, and other shining lights (dark) of modern negro
minstrelsy.*****
Among the members of the old California stock company twelve years

ago, was one Edmund Leathes. He was a rather clever fellow. He has
turned author, and a work of his, a new and original drama, in blank
verse, was recently produced at the Gaiety, London. The verse is said to

be the blankest kind of blank verse.
* * * * *

Miss Georgie Cayvan has decided not to remain with the Union Square |

Theatre next season, and has signed with the Madison Square. She is on
[Continued on XAth page]
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SPORTING.
Cnoket. Tlw maon opened auspiciously last Saturday, when the old

1 Merioua, resumed friendly hostilities,

aged from the Recreation Qrounda to the
Olympic Athletic Clab'a Grounds, Oakland. The change la a decided
improvement, the ground plays much truer, the surroundings are admira-
ble, and the weather last Saturday, by contrast with the atmuep
this side oi the bay, was like « trip from purgatory to paradise. The
ground! Irawback for bis matches, that is, the want of room,
What there is, is the best "iir cricketers have seen here yet, and oan be
greatly improved. Play began punctually at 2 o'clock; the Nferions hav-
ing won the toss, decided to go to the wickets. The brothers Benjamin
were the Hr>t to appear between the creases. Before they wereseparated

re bad reach--*! 19. Ben being the first to go, with 9 opposite his

name, Harney followed, when he made 5; Bun before Sander-
at him to the right about; Prank Mathieu followed but did not

stay long, Sanderson bowling him for a cipher; tin- Rev, C. L. .Milt was
caught and bowled by the same truodler without troubling the scorers ;

Theobald and Hill both 'made a ring 4 and 7 in the orders of
their names; Jaffa, Creighton, C. Mathieu, Goewy and Davidson, jointly
added 1 tii the total, and byes and wides 14, the Winnings closing for 4(i.

The fielding of the Occidents was fairly good, only one easy catch being
kissed. Sanderson has a good bowling average, 5 overs, 1 maiden, 6
rum*, 4 wickets ; Csrr bowled in good form. 7 overs, 14 runs, 4 wickets;
Waterman, <> overs, '1 wides, 4 runs, 1 wicket ; Stuart, 3 overs, l> runs.
Bristow and Sanderson were.the first to represent the Occidents. The for-

mer played a tine free-hitting inning of 15, including a 5 over the feuce
off Hill, the best hit of the match; Sanderson put 9 together carefully; Oar!
did ditto for u; Waterman retired at the first attempt; Levy and Stuart
also failed to score ; Mutt put 15 together in good form, and Fraser hit
away merrily for 0: Cross played with caution for 5, and O'Keilly with-
out caution for 0; Purely played a dashing innings for 21 not out, and
O'Connor also carried out his bat for a single. When the stumps were
drawn the Occidents had won by 51 runs with 2 wickets to fall. To-day
the same clubs will again try conclusions at the same place, when the
Merinos hope to muster a stronger team and reverse the order of things
last Saturday. The names are as follows: Occidents—Waterman, Cross,
Carr, Bristow, Levy, O'Heilly, O'Connor, Stuart, Mott, Purdy, Wad-
dington, Callingbam, Davenport, Knocher, Knox, Sanderson. Merions
—Benjamin (2), Burnett, Mathieu (3), Hill, Theobald, Finlayson, Mill,
Jaffa, Davidson, Armytage. The prizes won at Merlon Club Sports
were distributed on 1st inst. by the President of the Club, W. Greer Har-
rison, at Covenant Hall. The medals are handsome, and appear to have
more metal in them than is usually found in Club prizes. There is a
prospect of the Wyndham Comedy Company appearing on the cricket
field, hut neither dates nor conditions are yet decided. The match to-

day will be followed by a game between eleven Australians against all

comers. The British shipmasters in port contemplate getting a team to-

gether to try the mettle of the Occidents. The Examiner has covered
itself with immortality in cricketer's eyes by reporting the game of last

Saturday. The other sporting papers followed sheep like, and to-day the
weaklies will get themselves duly laughed at by showing their naked ig-

norance of the sport, and copying the most stupid blunders that were
ever printed.

Yachting.—Last Saturday afternoon, while the ebb tide was running,
the channel was very rough. The Chispa was the only yacht that ven-
tured out. She went around Angel Island to Saucelito in fine style. Ad-
miral G-utte never had better reason to be pleased with the staunchness
and speed of his able craft than on that day. On Sunday there was a fine

breeze, and the whole fleet were under sail during the day. The Casco,
looking very handsome, went over to Saucelito, but she modestly refused
to get amongst the crowd. The Halcyon and Nellie sailed in company
past the North Head. We understand that the big boat had the best of
it; but, not wishing to keep up the brush, she came about before the
Nellie was satisfied. Result, up went the whip! " The Nellie was out-

side the Heads, the other day, and behaved very well." We found this

sentence amongst several other yachting items "the other day," and re-

print it for the moral that is hidden somewhere about it. If she behaved
well because she was outside the Heads, then why not keep her there al-

ways? If she was taken outside because of behaving ill inside, we are
glad the experiment was successful, and hope to read of an early repetition.

The Flenr de Lis, O'Connor and Lurline did good sailing last Sunday. The
Aggie is to be taken up to Antioch to-day, "to get a fresh-water bath. Own-
ers of centre-boarcTyachts will do well to take them up the river for afew
days at this season of the year. Worms are unusually prolific just now,
and there is a great risk of them eating into the centre-case and doing a
great deal of damage. Fresh water is the best cure. Mr. John Lee is

taking heaps of comfort out of his trim little craft, the Whitewing. Him-
self and family have just returned from a week's cruise. The young gen-
tlemen who own the Sprav start this afternoon for a fortnight's cruise.

Napa, Benicia, Antioch and Stockton will be visited. The Lolita will

soon come out with a Bermudian mainsail. Last Saturday she beat the
sloop Nellie handsomely in making atrip to Vallejo, and repeated the
dose coming down next day. Richard had his bile raised when he heard
the news. The Eiia is off the wavs, and for the future will be on hand
wheTi any fun is brewing. The Emerald and the Frolic have not been
kept in their usual state of active service. The joint Committee of the
two ('lulls have made no attempt to arrange details for the August regat-

ta- The Bohemians have not given us a cruise yet. We will take a re-

gatta instead, Admiral. The yachting fever has reached Honolulu. The
rumor is that the sporting people of that capital want an ocean yacht-
race. We are all willing, but have not got time. Two races for the keel
boats are being talked up, round the Farallones, and to Point Beyes and
back. Either will suit Dr. Merritt, and we're sure that the owners of the
Lurline and Halcyon are willing. Then let them come to terms; money
is no object. A regatta in July means a steadier and stronger breeze than
any month in the year. Why do our Clubs refuse to correct the mistake
of putting them down for Septemher and October.

Wrestling.—Another hippodrome came off last Monday night, at

Union Hall, between Muldoon and Rigel. This time the public did not

bleed as freely as when Muldoon and Dinnie were galling them. The

match was for gate money, or door money, beat two out of three falls,

and Muldoon won just aa be pleased, although the little pot bellied

d to give him a lot of trouble. Dinnie has issued an*
other challenge to Muldoon. which the latter will of course accept. The
Grand I Ipera House stage will again witness, the farce of Beelng two men
practicing on each other in two styles of wrestling, winch are as unlike as

bt horse and thoroughbred. These ttmngera have been going
through this sort of thin- for several months, and both are adepts in the
art of simulation. Muldoon is a Fine Roman wrestler. Dinnie in the
Cumberland style is hard to beat. But between two such men with
»| vies so opposite, there never can be a match, although they have given
SOmo half dozen exhibitions. Both men appear to be in earnest but they
are not, and yet the public that raised such a howl over the Miller and
Bifcuer affair will Rock to see a ifaeof sham,

Pigeon Shooting.— In the sweepstakes match at the Oakland Trot-
ting Park last Saturday some goo,

I shooting was done. The match was
$20 entrance, 15 birds each, Hurlingham rules. The competitors were:
C. T. Cordon (29 yds.), 13; F. A. Wood worth (20 yds.). 12; Jay Gould
(27yds.), 11; F. M. Smith (27 yds.), 11; A. W. Havens (30 yds.), 9. The
winner of the Gnu Club's gold medals at the bottom of the list, and the
man who, on 30th May could only kill 5 out of 12, comes out a handsome
winner. The average in the match is good, 74 per cent. Mr. Gordon
stopped several swift tailers in a style that is worth remembering. The
return match between Messrs. Orr, Babcock and Butler against Messrs.
Ewing, Havens and Gordon is not yet fixed. The Alameda County
Sportsmen's Club shoot a pigeon match at Oakland Trotting Park to-day.

Bicycling.—Last Sunday the San Francisco Club made a run to Menlo
Park. Eleven wheelmen, under Lieutenant Qninn, formed the line when
the bugle sonnded " Forward." The riders had a pleasant breeze at their
backs, and very good time was made along the road. At Milhrae the
grounds of D. 0. Mills were visited, and the party were entertained in

the regal style for which the mansion and its genial owner is celebrated.
From Milbrae to Menlo the fine roads induced several of the riders to
quicken the pace, and good time was made to the point of destination,
where an excellent lunch was ready. After the good thiDgs had been
done ample justice the party returned by the 5 p. M. train.

The Ring.—On Monday, the sporting dailes published a column of

stuff in regard to a prize-fight oetween Lord Charles Beresford and Jim
Mace. The whole thing has a manufactured look. We do not know who
is responsible for the hoax, but it is a very blundering affair. If Fox is at
the bottom of it we think he will defeat his own purpose. If Jim Mace
has worked the thing up be deserves swifter and severer punishment than
he is reported to have received at his Lordship's hands. We are getting
weary of Mace, the Maori, Sullivan, Tug Wilson, Mitchell, and the dif-

ferent unknowns, who spring up like mushrooms after the first rain.

Athletics.—The Olympic Athletic Club intends holding a midsummer
meeting on July 4th. This is a good move, and we are confident it will

prove successful. Then let the Fall meeting be arranged for Thanksgiv-
ing Day, and the year will be divided with nice proportion. We trust

the entries will close soon and the handicaps be made up rapidly, and
above all not so liberally as on Decoration Day. There is only a little

month to do the whole business, and the managers must be spry. Two
suggestions we offer: A 300-yard handicap hurdle race, and a mile profes-

sional handicap for §100 purse, 75 per cent, to the first and 25 per cent, to

the second. It will pay.
Baseball.—Another lop-sided game was played last Sunday between

the Haverly and California nines. The former club tallied in every in-

nings but the penultimate, scoring 13 to 1, made in the fourth attempt of

the Californias. Once the Californias, or the club that originated the
name, held the premier place, now they appear to flounder hopelessly in

the mire. To-morrow they play the Woonsockets. The leading question
is, how badly will both nines play?
Rowing.—The Pacific Rowing Association has submitted the follow-

ing programme to the Fourth of July Committee, to be rowed on that

day: Shell, wherry, four-oared shell, four-oared Lapstreak, two barge.
Whitehall, The prizes are in coin, and, of course, amateurs are shut out.

Stevenson, of Vallejo, is reported to be willing to row Peterson in Septem-
ber, but not at Saucelito or Long Bridge, and he is wise.

Fishing.—This week several reports have reached us of good baskets
from Monterey and Santa Cruz Counties, especially where large fish have
been taken. In Sonoma and Mendocino Counties also, the streams are

clear, and the fish rise splendidly. The steamer Edith will make her third

fishing trip to the Farralone Islands to-night. A large party will go out,

and good sport is anticipated by all.

Tuif.—Black Cloud, the famous trotting stallion who has made a record

of 2.17^, has been sold by the estate of the late Andrew Cutter to M. V.
Wagner, Mayor of Marshall, Mich., and manager of the Voltaic Belt Co.

CHEEK. PURE AND UNADULTERATED.
The demagogic politicians who are seeking to attain or retain official

station by the violence of their anti-railroad howling, are now, notwith-
standing the direct rebuke which intelligent public opinion gave them at

San Jose last Saturday, engaged in another desperate effort to manufac-
ture public opinion, by meaus of an anti-railroad meeting to be held at

Stockton. There is something peculiarly indecent in the people of S ock-

ton allowing their town to be made the theatre of a demonstration against
" discrimination in freights," and all the rest of that anti-railroad bun-
combe. Stockton is indebted to railroad discrimination for such
commercial importance as it at present possesses, and, if it

were not for the railroad, it would to day be a struggling coun-
try village located on the edge of an unhealthy slough. In verifica-

tion of this statement we may mention the historical fact that, years ago,

a deputation of Stockton people called upon Governor Stanford and asked
him to so fix his rates of freight that Stockton would be given advan-
tages as a grain and produce receiving depot and distributing point, and
so be built up as the commercial center of the San Joaquin Valley.
Governor Stanford acceded to this request, and the railroad " discrimi-

nated " in favor of Stockton—but not of itself—and by this means, as we
remarked before, Stockton gained whatever commercial importance it

now possesses. It would seem, therefore, that cheek is a very mild phrase
by which to designate the action of the people of Stockton in protesting
against "railroad discrimination."
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"The World," the Flesh, and the Devil.
[By a Trnthfnl Penman.]

'

' Some Delusions Regarding the Oyster," is the title of a paper by
Dr. U. L. Dana, of New York. The doctor is a lover of truth but not
of oysters, or he would never have laid bare what he is pleased to term
fallacies attached to our ideas of the delicate bivalve. It is a common be-

lief, very consoling to those of feeble digestions, that the oyster, when
taken into the stomach, executes, by virtue of hepatic diastase, a kind of

felo de se, and digests itself. The doctor has tried the experiment, and
put oysters, whole and masticated, into water, plain, akaline, and acidu-
lated, and finds the result nil, except in the case of the acidulated water,
when prolonged digestion caused a softening of the liver of the bivalve.

Fallacy number two—that raw oysters are always more digestible than
when cooked— is not borne out by artificial digestion with pepsiue. The
oyster stew, being composite in character, is, however, not quite as read-
ily managed by the stomach as raw oysters or those roasted in the shell.

Delusion number three—that fermented liquors digest or assist the di-

gestion of the bivalve was not borne out by fact, nor was the oft cited ex-
periment, that an oyster dropped into a glass of beer will dissolve, found
to be correct. As a general conclusion we must reluctantly concede that
the oyster is a mockery, but, like some other delusions sometimes asso-

ciated with it, it will still be indulged in by ordinary mortals, who can af-

ford it.

—

London Medical Record.——The proprietors of hotels and oth-
er places of entertainment in France are never slow to claim " compensa-
tion " for the damage done to them by guests who have the bad taste to
die or even to fall ill iu their houses. But none of these persons have ev-

er reached such a hight of daring as has been attained by the owner of
some baths at Nice, who has brought an action against the relatives of a
gentleman who committed suicide in his establishment. This unabashed
litigant asked for two thousand pounds damages, basing his claim upon
the falling off in the number of his customers, who must, at this estimate,
have been very numerous. The Court, instead of non-sniting him,
awarded him six pounds, which, from what is known of the Nice people,
will be more than he will take for baths in a month.— Vanity Fair,—
Every one knows by repute the splendid long light hair which is one of
the chief beauties of the Empress Elizabeth of Austria. It happens that
the post of coiffeur at the Austrian Imperial Court is an important one,
and the lady of rank who fills it never touches the chevelure of the Em-
press, but has some clever women under her who do the actual work.
Some time ago the favorite was a Styrian damsel, who was an adept at
making a chignou and also at plaiting the hair. She conceived the idea
of collecting from the combs and brushes she used, and also from the Em-
press's peignoir, the long single hairs which always come out during the
process of dressing, and in course of time she had enough to make
a most magnificent tress, which, when finished, she sold for several mil-
lions of florins to a collector in London. Being imprudent she allowed
others to know what she had done, and was consequently dismissed ; but,
with so comfortable a little fortune as she had acquired, she was rather
glad to retire than otherwise.

—

Overland Mail.^^ Admiral Frederick
Edward Vernon-Harcourt died on the 30th April, at his residence, in
Cadogan Square, London, in his ninety-third year. Iks deceased was the
fourth son of the Most Rev. Edward Vernon-Harcourt, Archbishop of
York. He entered the navy at the early age of ten, and obtained a lieu-
tenancy in 1809, in which year he was employed as lieutenant on board
the Implacable, and served in her boats in the action with a Russian flo-

tilla off Percola Point. In the following year we find him taking part in
the siege of Cadiz, and in 1813 he was in command of the Challenger at
the siege and surrender of St. Sebastian. He obtained the rank of cap-
tain in 1814, and was promoted to that of rear admiral and placed on the
Retired List in 1849. He became vice-admiral in 1857, and an admiral in
1862. The gallant admiral married Marcia, daughter of Admiral J. R.
Delap Tollemache, but was left a widower in 1868.—— Overland Mail.—
The National Rifle Association has eutered into a contract with the
Electric Motor Syndicate, 3 Copthall Buildings, to lay down an electric
railway at Wimbledon and work it during the meeting in July next. The
line will be a mile long, and a trajji of sis carriages, holding each twenty-
four persons, will be used. The motor employed will be Pint's, the pa-
tent of which has been secured by the syndicate, and which can be work-
ed up fc) 10-horse power.

—

Engineering.-—Jules Sandeau who died re-
cently in Paris, at the age of seventy-two, was known as the first literary
partner of George Sand, as a novelist of more delicacy than power, and
as Emile Angler's fellow-worker in ' Le Gendre de M. Poirier ' and other
plays. When his cunnection with George Sand ended, they did not meet
for thirty years. Then, one night, they passed each other at the Odeon.
Sandeau half-lifted bis hat. " Who is that lady," he asked of a friend.
" It strikes me that I have met her somewhere before." Michael Masson,
who died on the same day, had an eventful career. He had been a
dancer, waiter, shopman, lapidary, and journalist. He left a Franco-
Chinese dictionary and a vast number of vaudevilles.——Vanity Falr.-^
Worth, the Paris dress-maker, has a recipe for ladies' red noses. It is a
black and white striped silk dres3, made with great simplicity, and under
her chin he placed a great garnet bow and another in her hair. Her
friends were gratified at her distinguished appearance, and observed with
pleasure the purity of her complexion. The genius of Worth has suc-
ceeded in doing what doctors and hygiene had vainly tried.——It has
been definitely arranged that the Duke of Connaught shall go to India
for a short time. The Duchess will accompany the Duke, but upon the
advice of the doctors the infant Prince and Princess will not go with their
Royal Highnesses. .

The wrestling season does not end until the fall.

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
INSURANCE AGENCY,

S32 A 324 California Street, San Francisco, Cal,

Eire Insurance.
TEUTONIA of New OrleanH.
LA CONFIANCE of Paris.

DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS
of New York.

Assets January 1, 1383. ...

Surplus for policy holders.

.

GIRARD of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN of New York."THE FIREINS. ASSOCIATION (Limited.
ST. PAUL of St. Paul. of London, England.
STANDARD FIRE OFFICE.. of London!

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONC1ERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented ...$27,000,000.
All Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid.

W. L. CHALMERS,
Special Agent and Adjuster.

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864.

Principal Office 216 Sansome street.

FIRE INSURANCE.
Capital Paid Up in TJ. S. Gold Coin) $300,000 00
Reinsurance Beaerve $172,898 50

8717,156 63 I Premiums, since organizat'Q. ©4,155,239.10

,S710,S60.83 | Losses, since organization.. $1,859,286 64

OFFICERS :

J. P. HOUGHTON- President l UUAS. R. STORY Secretary
J. L. N. SHEPARD Vice-President

|
R. H. MAGILL General Agent

Directors of the Home Mutual Insurance Co —L L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J.

L. N. Shepard, John Currv, J. P. Houghton, W. T. Garratt, 0. C. Burr, J. S. Carter,
Charles Beijing, D. \V. Earl. Feb. 10

PHOZNIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., EstaVd 1732 Cash Assets, $5,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., EstaVd 1833—Cash Assets, $1,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto Can., EstaVd 1851.—Cash Assets, $1,357,326.39.

BUTLEB « HAXDAN,
General Agents for Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.

Capital, $10,000,000-
TJnlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF LONDON FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

THE STANDARD MARINE~7nSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool. Capital, $5,000,000-

W. JT. CALLING HAM A CO., General Agents,
Aug. 12 213 Sansome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,500,000
Cash Assets 1,709,976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE A- CO., General Agents,
March 20. • 316 California Street, San. Francisco.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF LONDON.
[INSTITUTED 1803.]

London Assurance Corporation, of London
Established by Royal Charter 1720

Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUB. COMPANIES.

ROBERTDICKSON, Manager.
S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building.

[October 11.J

COMMERCIAL UNION ASSURANCE COMPANY OF LONDON.
Capital~$12,500,000. Gold.

FIRE AND MARINE.
OBTICE 210 SANSOME STREET, San Francisco
[March 10.] JOHN RAE HAMILTON, Manager.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.

Capital 95,000,000.—Agents: Balfour, Gathrie <fc Co., No.
J 316 California street, San Francisco. Nov. 18.(
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A FRIENDS BOOK.
Thii hook U his ? the BonCMOB dmOM bstWMD

n hit, the tri'-iui's 1 usr.l to kuuw ?

Yet many h morn tooetbar have we a

The clouda refold their airy tents and go.

And many a silent evening, from the ^len.

The mountain blazing with their golden camp.
Fool that I was not to have known him then !

I never guessed he owned Alladin's lamp!

He seemed tike other men whom one may meet.
But, like the honey-bees, with skill untold,

He gathered treasures even at my feet,

Aud in the dark was building roofs of gold !

—Samuel V. Cole, in "The Critic."

GOLD OF THE OLDEN DAYS.
In October, 1702, some 23 treasure-ladened Spanish galleons from

the Spanish-American settlements, couvoyed by a large fleet of Span-
ish and French war ships, took refuge in the Spanish harbor of

Vigo. There they were attacked by an Anglo-Dutch fleet and seventeen
of their number stink, the remaining six were captured by the En^li^h
and Dutch and yielded six million dollars worth of treasure. It is esti-

mated—and there are substantial grounds for the estimate—that there
was fifty million of dollars worth of treasure ou board the fleet. Of this,

seven millions of dollars worth was landed before the attack, leaving a
balance of thirty-seven million of dollars worth on board the ships which
were sunk in the harbor of Vigo. This vast treasure has remained where
it was suck from that day to this.

Several concessions have been granted by the Spanish Government for

the recovery of this vast wealth. In the year 1825 a Mr. Dickenson, an
English engineer, attempted to accomplish the task with the aid of diving
bells. The diving bells necessarily proved useless, and the attempt was
abandoned. In 1859 another English engineer, who had had considerable
experience in searching for sunken vessels, undertook the work. Being
unsupported by capital, he was obliged to give up the project, without ac-

complishing anything further than locating nine of the galleons. Thus
the matter rested until 1869, when the attention of Colonel John E. Gow-
an, the distinguished sub-marine engineer who raised the entire fleet sunk
in the harbor of Sebastopol during the Crimean war, was directed to the
matter. He made a personal examination, and discovered the existence
and condition of the submerged galleons, and then he placed the project
on the English money market. He found no difficulty in obtaining the
requisite capital, but, before he was ready to proceed, the Spanish Gov-
ernment, having been offered more favorable terms by a French Company,
sought to evade their concession. Colonel Gowan then abandoned the
project in disgust. The French company confirmed the location of the
nine galleons already discovered, located some others, and, by raising

some bars of gold and silver, demonstrated that the submerged vessels

contained treasure. Then the Franco-Prussian war brought its labors to

an abrupt termination. Since then the project has remained in abeyance.
Recently Colonel Gowan obtained the control of a fresh concession, and
during the month of May just closed, a company was organized under
the laws of this State for the purpose of recovering this vast sum of sub-
merged wealth. That this treasure was sunk does not admit of a doubt

;

that it is submerged now has been proven ; and that, with the assistance

of modern discoveries in scientific mechanics, and Colonel Gowan's skill,

it can be recovered seems to be an assumption which can be reached with-

out any violent stretching. It is a big project. As Colonel Sellers would
remark : " There is millions in it."

THE AUSTRALIAN AND NEW ZEALAND MAILS.

If the dispatches are to be trusted the Washington Government is

disposed to make certain concessions that ought to have been extended
long ago, in order to secure the maintenance of the steam line plying be-

tween this port and Australia and New Zealand. The contract between
the Pacific Mail Company and the two colonies that subsidize the line ex-

pires in November next, and considerable doubt has existed as to whether
the service would be continued. New South Wales has grown a little

tired of the contract and has not been willing to renew it, because she
could do better by throwing in her lot with her neighbors in sustaining

the service via Suez. New Zealand has, however, had from the first a
strong penchant for the San Francisco route, and is very willing to pay
handsomely to continue the line, if she can be relieved from certain exac-

tions on the part of this country which she thinks burdensome, and from
which she thinks she has a right to be freed. The line, maintained en-

tirely at the expense of the colonies, has hitherto conveyed a very large

correspondence for the United States to the Hawaiian Islands and Aus-
tralia and New Zealand, and has in payment therefor only the postage.

In return for this service New Zealand thinks that her mails might well

be carrried across this continent free of charge. If that be done the ser-

vice will be continued ; otherwise it will be abandoned. Why should not

the concessions be made? It is reasonable and just, being only a giving

of one advantage in return for another. The Australian line has built up
a considerable commerce that has greatly benefited this port. The passen-

ger traffic is so considerable that its loss will be felt by our hotels, our
storekeepers and especially by our railroads. We talk a good deal about
cultivating commerce and encouraging steam lines, but here is an Ameri-
can line, for the first time in history, subsidized by British gold, and
bringing a growing business to our doors, and yet by onerous charges we
are seeking to drive it away. Truly this is commercial folly. The Aus-
tralian business never has been cultivated as it might have been, for if it

had been this service would by this time have been established on a foot-

ing that would have rendered it independent of contracts and subsidies.

Ask for the genuine Lager Bier, from the Fredericksburg Brewing
Co., which is acknowledged to be the best and purest "Lager" brewed
in the United States. On draught in all first-class saloons. Orders for

Bottle Beer can be left at 539 California street.

Don't you think the bride is foolish not to marry the best man ?

A COMPLETE ESTABLISHMENT.
One of the most interesting and important, if not one of the largest,

of the industries which are gradually hem,' established in this young and
undeveloped State, is that carried ou at Rock's Nurseries, which are lo«

oated about fifteen minutes' walk from Wayne Station on the line of the
t'.l'.U.K., and some four miles From San Jose by the Milpitae road. This
establishment consists of 185 acr08 of land, cultivated and improved to

the highest pitch possible, upon which is located all the buildings and
appliances necessary for the proper conduct of a large and flourishing
nursery farm. There are three artesiau wells on the place, each one of
which has a capacity of 1,000 gallons per minute, and from these wells the
water is distributed all over the establishment by means of flumes. There
are also three conservatories fitted up with every modern device for prop-
agating, forcing and developing vegetable life. This comparatively large

tract of land is divided up into several nurseries, in which almost
every conceivable variety of plants, flowers, trees, shrubs, etc., are cul-

tivated and developed; but the principal attention is paid to the cultiva-
tion of fruit trees, fruit vines aud esculent roots. Although the present site

of these Nurseries have only been under cultivation for about five

years, there is already a perfection to the growth of everything that is

astonishing, and the stock with which they are filled embraces the rarest
plants, etc., from every clime. Of course, the operation and conduct of

so large an establishment gives employment to quite an army of garden-
ers and skilled workmen, and in the daytime the Nurseries are alive with
industry. This large staff of competent employees, combined with the
perfection of arrangement which exists in every department, makes it

possible to get ready, almost at a moment's notice, to ship everything
necessary for stocking the largest orchard, garden or vineyard in the
State. Besides, the Nurseries being situate right on the line of the C.P.
H. R., they may be said to be within easy reach of every portion of the

State that enjoys a reasonable amount of transportation facilities. Mr.
John Rock, the proprietor of these Nurseries, is one of the most pleasant,

genial men on the coast, and visitors to his place always find him the em-
bodiment of courtesy. Rock's Nurseries may truly be said to be one of

the institutions of the State, and are well worthy of an inspection. Cer-
tainly, no one who is planting out an orchard, vineyard or garden, should
avoid examining their contents.

When purchasing a hat o;- cap the buyer cannot exercise too much
care in selecting that which is suited to his physical appearance. It is

an absolute truism in regard to clothing—and more especially so in re-

gard to head covering—that that which becomes one man looks odious on
another. Hence the advantage of patronizing a completely stocked es-

tablishment like that of Hermann the Hatter, 336 Kearny street, where
one can find Hats and Caps of every material and every conceivable

shape.- With such a varied stock to select from, one is almost sure to get

what one wants.

The cork is the article that often gets in a tight place.

INSURANCE.

TRANSATLANTIC FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OP HAMBURG.

CAPITAL $1,500,000, TJ. S. Gold Coin

LOSSES PAID IN GOLD COIN IMMEDIATELY AFTER ADJUSTMENT.

Invested in the United States $490,001 85.

This corporation hoMs contracts of sixteen other European Insurance Companies,
reinsuring by far the greater part of every risk as soon as accepted in our office.

THE COMBINED SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL which our policies therefore offer to
the pnblic amounts to 826,900,000. U. S GOLD COIN, of which $7,650,000
IS PAID UP, besides the always available Reserve Funds.

GEO. MARCUS & CO.,
304 California street Sau Fraucisce,

GENERAL AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST. [June 2.

THE GLOBE MARINE INS. CO. OF LONDON, LIMITED.

CAPITAL, $2,500,000.

THE CHINESE INSURANCE CO. (Marine) OF HONGKONG.
CAPITAL. $1,500,000.

WE T- COLEMAN & CO..
Kos. 121 &. 123 Market street,

Agents for the Pacific Coast.[March 24.]

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE-UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

The California Lloyds.---EstaMinheil in 1861.—Sios. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capitol, $750,000 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates !

Prompt Settlement of Loses!: Solid Security ! j DIRECTORS. —J. Mora Moss,

Moses Heller, J. O. Eldndifc. M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, 1. Lawrence

Pool, A. Weill, 1. Steiuhart, X. B. Stone. Wallace hverson, A. B. Phipps. Samuel
Hurt, H. C. Parker, X. G. Kittle, Joseph Bmndenstein, W, M. Ho&g, Nicholas

Lulling, James Moffitt, John PLirrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Touchard,

George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Win. Scholle, Charles

Bauio, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.
GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President.

Jamks D. Bailey, Secretary. Gbo. T. Bob»v. Surveyor. Nov. 6.

VIGO BAY TREASURE COMPANY.
Capital $800,000

DIRECTORS.—Oliver Eldridge (President). John H. Redington (Treasurer), H.
F. ltechemacher, Win. Norris. H. F. Cutter.

CHIEC ENGINEER. -Colonel John E. Go-wen.

ATTORNEY.—John T. Doric

Applications for Shares or Descriptive Pamphlets can be made to

DAVID WILDER, Secretary.

[June 2.] Room 21, Safe Deposit Building. S2S Montgomery St., San Francisco.
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PROMINENT TOPICS.
The San Jose blunderbuss was attempted to be fired last Saturday.

It was to do terrible execution. The locomotive was to be compelled to

haul everybody's freight for nothing, or be incontinently bucked off the

track. It was confidently whispered that there was an acorn of politics

in the movement that was presently to grow into a gigantic oak tree,

under the sheltering branches of which Governors were to be made,

United States Senators to be elected, a bountiful harvest of office-holding

to be reaped, and a promised land of milk and honey to be entered upon
and occupied by those who only had the prescience to see the coming un-

popularity of holding property, and who possessed the courage to assail

vested interests and the mendacity to attempt to confiscate what was not

tl Mr own. So loud was the noise, so great the expectations, and so mani-

fold the anticipations, that we thought we would like to see for ourselves

just what all these things amounted to. We were told that there was to

lie a vast assemblage of injured and indignant tillers of the soil and other

producers. The Examiner whooped up the Democrats, whose organ ib is,

and the Chronicle sounded the bugle call that was to rally oppressed Re-
publicans, and there was to be a high old time generally, which, to use a

common but expressive phase, was to "make Rome howl." Orators from

all over the State had been invited to participate as the star actors of the

occasion. The meeting was to be made memorable as the inauguration of

" the greatest political movement this coast has ever witnessed." In view

of these tall promises, we went to see just what the politicians, and the

gods who were running the anti-property machine, might have in store

for us.

The signs on the road thither were full of promise. Ned Marshall had
left the cares and responsibilities of drawing a salary at Sacramento as

Attorney-General of the State, and was arrayed in all his glory. As he

sat alone and apart in the monopoly's car that conveyed him towards the

scene of his comiDg triumph, he was 6ilent and taciturn, but seemed big

with the fate of nations. His manly bosom heaved under a sense of re-

sponsibility. The future of the Democratic party, the anticipations of

the raiders on property, and the hopes of Mussel slough were all centered

in his person. More, the honor and credit of the " Marshalls of Ken-
tucky," the descendants of "the great Chief Justice "had to be main-
tained. Eloquence was to be personified in this representative of all the

Marshalls. Ned, as we have said, was quiet and taciturn. He was
priming himself with sentences that were expected to electrify the State,

and turn the heaviest locomotive upside down. Then Hager was there,

cold and imperturable as ever. He said little but doubtless thought a

great deal. He is credited with being a thinker, and we believe he is.

But his thoughts are peculiar. He is like the parrot that was guaranteed
to be " a very clever bird." The puchaser at the end of three days went
to the seller and said: "I thought you guaranteed that parrot to be
very clever. I have had him for three days, and he has not yet opened
his mouth." Said the seller :

" O, he doesn't talk, but he's a devil to

think." That's the case with Hager exactly. He tbiuks, but then his

thoughts all turn inwards. He is always doubting and hesitating and
calculating what effect any particular line of action will have, on
the future success of John S. Hager. The result, as might be expected,

is that, as he cares for nobody but himself, nobody but himself cares for

him. This cold and impassive man was on his way to San Jose, and we
thought we would watch the indications of so excellent a weather-guage.
Highton, too, was along, strong in physique, pertinacious as is his wont,
and confident that he held a brief from the winning side. These were the
chief luminaries of the occasion. There were lesser lights present, such
as Harrison and Doyle, but they are too insignificant to claim further

space in these invaluable columns.

Arrived at San Jose the scene was no less suggestive than peculiar.

The streets were thronged with people. The sidewalks were crowded to

an extent that rendered it difficult to make progress along two or three
of the principal thoroughfares. The stores seemed to be doing a thriving
business. Activity prevailed on all hands. The city of the gardens was
to be seen at its very best. We naturally, but, as it proved, very mis-
takingly, supposed that all this was exceptional, and that it arose from
the fact that all the dwellers in the Santa Clara Valley were excited
over the fact that a great anti-railroad meeting was to be held in San
Jose that day. We said to ourselves: " these are the horney-handed sons
of toil who are prepared to rise in their might and teach a grasping cor-
poration jxist what fare they will pay when they want to have ' a good
time' in San Francisco." Our bowels of compassion yearned towards
them. We said: "here are sturdy denizens of the country who realize

what they want, and know just how to obtain it. When they speak we
humble dwellers in the city will be bound to listen, and with respect.

When they pronounce, the whole State will yield a ready acquiescence."
We thought these outward signs indicated that the promised storm was
to be a genuine one. We sought for premonitory signs of what we an-
ticipated.

We appealed for information to prominent business men in San Jose,
and to leading visitors from the surrounding country, and, whilst they
admitted that they had heard that there was to be a meeting against the
railroad, they one and all declared that they took no stock in it. With
one single exception they all declared that they had no grievances to com-
plain of. It was admitted that the railroad fares and freights throughout
the Santa Clara Valley were moderate, that there was an undue competi-
tion by competing lines for the business of that region, that it was un-
doubtedly conducted at a loss, and that property in all the country between
Santa Cruz and San Francisco had been greatly enhanced in value be-
cause of the facilities of transit afforded by the railroads. We then ask-
ed what the great throng of visitors meant. We were on all hands assur-
ed that there was nothing exceptional in the crowded condition of San
Jose's streets on Saturday afternoon. " This is our market day," said one
gentleman. " Everybody, for miles around, comes into San Jose to-day.
The farmers never were so prosperous as now. The season has been pro-
pitious. The people are in good spirits, money is being freely spent, and
the very last thing that anybody hereabouts is thinking of is the meeting
to-day." The solitary exception of a man with a grievance against the
railroad that the most diligent inquiry enabled us to find was a storekeep-
er, who said that the return fare from Saturday to Monday was too low.

He said it induces farmers who have a few purchases to make to go to the
city, have a good time and spend their money there. If the fare were
higher they would be more likely to stop at home, and spend their money
where it is earned. All this, and very much more of like import, we
heard, but still thought that where there was so much smoke there must
be some fire, and that when we got to the meeting we should at last have
it made manifest to our senses tbat there existed a real, genuine, and even
passionate anti-railroad sentiment in the Santa Clara Valley.

In that expectation we repaired to the California Theatre, an edifice
capable of accommodating some twelve or fifteen hundred people. We
were preceded by a brass band of twelve pieces. Printed mottoes, trans-
parencies, and excited appeals to the faithful to rally and stamp out op-
pression were being freely circulated around the streets. We were ten
minutes late. Admission to the platform being obtained by a private en-
trance, we found ourselves in the presence of—what? A large and
enthusiastic audience? Not a bit of it. There was absolutely nobody
there. The brass band, the promised orators, the whoop-up of the organs
and the excited appeals had absolutely failed to attract even the curious.
On the platform there was a goodly array of newspaper men from far and
near. In the audience there were at that time but forty-six persons all

told, and we say so because we counted them. Among the forty-six pres-
ent there were three women, two boys, three Chinamen, and the twelve
members of the band, which leaves only twenty-six to be accounted for.

Among this number we recognized Frank Pixley, Ed. Curtis, Denis
Kearney, Steve Maybell, Dr. ( ? ) O'Donnell, and about a score of others
who were not in sympathy with the avowed objects of the meeting, and
therefore we say, as we are justified in saying, that so far as the purposes
in hand were concerned there was absolutely nobody present. The plat-

form was graced by the presence of the reporters alone. The Committee
of Management were either too ashamed of themselves or of their failure
to put in an appearance. Behind the scenes Ned Marshall was found in

fear and trepidation, and nothing but the administration of copious
draughts of " Dutch courage " induced him to remain. Hager actually
took fright and ran away. An hour passed before the proceedings began.
It was at one time seriously considered whether it would not be wise to
adjourn the meeting. Finally, by dint of hard blowing on the part of

the brass band, and other accessories, an audience of some 120 persons
was obtained, and the proceedings were commenced. Marshall's jokes
fell flat, Higbton's brief was badly recited, Hager was no where to be
found, and, in short, the whole thing proved a fizzle, a fiasco, and a failure.

Thus the much vaunted meeting that was to usher in a political move-
ment of great moment, that was to disrupt existing parties, create a new
one, and bring your Marshalls, Hightons, Harrisons and Doyles to the front

as the bright particular stars in a newer and more glorious Democratic firm-

ament came to naught. There was absolutely nothing of vitality in it.

It had neither flesh, nor blood, nor bones, sinews, muscles, or any other
substantial thing in it. It was the baseless fabric of some very foolish

men's dreams. Just that and nothing more. If certain politicians, more
hopeful than wise, had not attended from a distance it would have been
impossible to have procured local speakers of sufficient note to have made
a decent showing in print. Not only was there no interest excited in

favor of the meeting, but there was manifestly a decided opposition to its

purposes. Else why did the many accessories called into requisition fail

to whoop up a meeting? The Chronicle's implorings, the Examiner''s be-

seechings, Marshall's promised eloquence, the brass band's lively music,
the appealing mottoes, the glaring transparencies, and all the other ad-
ventitious aids failed to attract a- respectable crowd of even curiosity-

mongers. The people of San Jose and of Santa Clara valley in the most
marked manner within their power frowned upon the meeting and its

purposes. They studiously refused to pay the vaunted orators of the
occasion the empty compliment of listening to them. They sternly de-

clined to attend the meeting. A more pronounced rebuke it was not
within their power to administer.

And now the would-be confiseators of railroad property, conscious of

their failure, propose to try again. Stockton, the home of David S.
Terry, and the center of an old-time grievance that has long since been
dead and buried, is this time to be appealed to and beseeched to come to

the rescue of the new generation of Communists. The greatest possible
exertions are to be made to secure a meeting respectable in point of
attendance, and in all probability they will succeed. Stockton rarely
fails to attend public meetings, no matter what their object. It is a dull
locality, that views a little excitement as a veritable god-send. But this

much is certain: the trick of the politicians, by which they hoped to inau-
gurate an anti-railroad war for their own benefit, has ignominiously failed.

The tricksters may make desperate efforts to cover their retreat, but that
is the most they can now possibly hope to accomplish. They have been
defeated, horse, foot and dragoons.

The truth is our merchants, importers, farmers, producers and others
most largely interested, know that they have no substantial benefits to

expect from calling into existence an unreasoning popular clamor. They,
as property holders themselves, know that that is not the way to deter-
mine what interest property in railroad stock should be allowed to earn.
They see that it is a dangerous, abominable and communistic way of set-

tling property rights, and they furthermore see that if such a precedent
is once established, it may be turned to their own discomfiture. The mani-
fold problems arising out of railroad management, are not destined to be
solved by popular clamor. That much, at least, is certain. «

Among those present at the annual dinner given by the Faculty of

Santa Clara College, on Tuesday, were Senator B. D. Murphy, Hon C.
T. Kyiand, Hon. Laurence Archer, Judge B. P. Rankin, Marquis Oli-

ver, Hon. R. F. Del Valle, Colonel Coleman Younger, Alexander Yoel,
Hon. D. J. Oullehan, of Stockton, N. J. Wilcox and J. R. Kelly.

All Mr. James R. Keene's old friends in this community—and their

name is legion—were delighted to hear that his horse Blue Grass had
won the Biennial Stakes at Ascot last Wednesday. If good luck is meted
out to him in proportion to the largeness of his heart, genial "Jim" can
not get too much of it.
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TOWN CRIER.
•H»«r tbe Cri»r:" "Whit th« d«»il »rt thoo T

'Ont that will pUy th« dttTil. sir wiib yon.''

' H«'d * acinar In bit tail a» lone as a flail.

Which road* htm trow bolder and bolder."

We were waiting to get shaved yesterday, and bo were two members
of the nestra. It requires patience and a well-regulated

mind to bi-ie noVs turn, and on tin;, occaaion it required heroic perBeTer*

mice, for « wandering Italian band waa outside the window, mnrdering
" l'r,ivi;tta." The Tnornaa < Ircheatra turned pale, and bo did we, but we
all held "ii US the New York Police News, the
pers firmly. At Inst, after a frightful andante piuttotto mouo from the
harp, and a very aalivona • nd i from the flues, the itinerant

musicians cantered into the exquisite baritone air, " Di Provensa U mar.*'

It was an awful moment, but it could have been tided o\ er, if <\ ,

bad kept quiet. But a big fat man, all over watch chains and things,

wh<> was just getting the finishing touches put to his hair, broke out and
remarked confidentially to his barber, " Ah, that's a beautiful thing they
are playing Dow, Many a time I've paid three dollars to hear Nilsson
and Fatti sin-,* that duet, and I'd give twenty dollars to hear 'era again to-

night." Mr. Iv-mniertz and Mr. Frank Harvey gave one groan, and help-

ed each other out on to tbe sidewalk. They were carried home in a coupe,
but recovered in time for the concert. Air. Harvey is very delicate, and
he says one more lie like that will kill him. The gentlemen must get

used to our climate and the stories of our millionaires.

Citizens of all classes, grades, persuasions, politics and creeds have
for some time anxiously discussed among themselves the dubious future

of Metropolitan Temple. It has been preached in by Kalloch, boxed in

by Mace and Slade, and put to other bad uses without number. Its

orgau is not paid for, and the minister who was to have made it a politi-

cal success has, in keeping with his former record, " tumbled to some
DAW racket" and started in on a fresh course of 6rst*class humbuggery
elsewhere. It is, therefore, in order to suggest to the temporarily
troubled owners of the property that now is the time to convert Metro-
politan Temple intoa Turkish bath. The institution has been a failure in

its original design, but because it has tot succeeded in cleansing the spiri-

tual tilth of the Baptists, that is no reason why it should not be converted
into a paying concern for purging tbe bodies of both Jew and Gentile. A
ten pin alley and a good billiard room, with other healthy and practical

relaxations, could also be added, and, when the trustees have put our idea

into shape, and started in on it, if they feel grateful, which religious

people never do, they can send ten paid up shares in the new scheme to

this office.

It was high noon and the overland train was in. Three intellectual

looking, helmeted, musically-dudish, too utterly utter pizzicato, con area

artists were passing through the ferry entrance, and for a moment they
paused, as the chorus of the hotel-runners fell upon their ears with every
variety of voice from a basso profundo up to a Wachtel nightingale

tenor, sobbing in unison to the beautiful words: " Occidental Hotel, free

carriage, Russ House, Palace Hotel, who wants a carriage? Coupe", Sut-

ter Street Cars, this way for tbe Lick House Coach ! " The trio of

Thomas melody-twisters listened to the quadrupel quartet of voices until

the last car had shnfHed off at a cat's trot, and only Captain Kentzel re-

mained to assert his authority over tbe news boys, and then the tallest

and blondiest of the party murmured to his friends: "Was not that

exquisite? O, those voices! How like, the Pope's Choir at the Vatican,
or the strident requiem of the fisherboys at sunrise in the market at Bil-

lingsgate !
" And then they strolled up town, and only paused to hoist

in the refreshing lager at Kearny street.

There are a great many things for which we should be thankful

during a hot spell, such as the one which struck us all of a heap this

week. Without pretending to know half of the things which should

make us burst with gratitude, during seasons when the restaurants let

their stoves be idle and fry all the beefsteaks in the back yard, it may be

conceded that we are thankful that we are not a policeman on duty on
the sunny side of Kearny street from noon until sundown ; that we are

not a Mission-street car horse, nor a newspaper or letter-carrier ; that we
have not daily to answer 11,780 questions propounded by ignorant fops at

the main office of the Palace Hotel, and above everything that we are

not a cook in a San Jose eating-house. This is about as far as our grati-

tude goes up to date, and it is too warm to think of anything or anybody
else who is uncomfortable, which we are uot.

There is a fifty-vara lot on Pine and Powell streets, which a wagon
can pass with about the same ease as the typical camel can get through

the eye of a needle. The profundity of the ruts resembles an ancient and

badly disgruntled Pompeiian grave-yard, in which every mound has

tumbled to itself, and every excavation has swollen like a Spring car-

buncle, an anthrax, or a malignant boil. We meditated oyer this gan-

grene of the earth's cellular tissue in wonderment one day this week, and
our dream was only broken by a harsh voice in our ear saying :

" Young
man, go slow round here. This property belongs to Nicholas Luning,

Esq., and the particular rut in which you are standing has been selected

by him as his last resting-place." If the Board of Supervisors are going

to wink at cemeteries within the city limits, we want to know it, that's

all.

The personal property roll for 1883 has been turned over to the

clerk of the Board of Supervisors, and the small taxpayer will not "fail to

note that the largest assessments are those on estates of deceased persons,

and on Companies. The Tax Collector generally gets even with the

dead millionaire by going for every cent of his estate after it is.probated

and sworn to, but while there is life there is hope of escaping his clutches.

A beautiful instance of just and swift retribution is reported from

Arizona, where two human hogs engaged in a biting and gouging match.

The superior hog almost ate one of his opponent's ears, and used him up

so badly that he expired. Then the victor took to his bed himseli and

died of trichinosis. This pretty story is copyright, and will be churned

up into a ten-chapter novel for a weekly contemporary.

An aaphaltum sidewalk is thing of Joy In Winter, but it has Its

disadvantages in the Summer time. One of our most pr meat burglars
was running down Pine sti % five hundred dollar
watch and a lot of silver-plate which lit- had OOraUed, when he Stopped
near the California Market and was inextricably mired up to his ankles
in the municipal pitch, of which our elegantly organized community ii so

proud. This thing has got to end, for our " United Plunderer's Asso-
ciation up at San Qui atin is actively engaged in drafting a bill to be pre-
sented to the next Legislature which will make it a State's Prison offense

sidewalks within tbe city limits which are constructed of any
other material except marble or imitation stone. This is as it should be.

We have felt badly for sometime over our inability to veraciously
chronicle the monthly powder explosion across the bay. The neighboring
burgh "i* Oakland is, however, satisfied this week with its long delayed
but ever welcome nitroglycerine expansion and cheerful bursting, When
a saloonkeeper over in Berkeley or Alameda does not get all his glasses

rattled on to tbe floor he considers that business is dull and that there is

nothing doing. It is therefore of interest to know that three new vio-

lently explosive powder factories are to be shortly erected in San Pablo.
They are guaranteed to kill at least twelve Chinamen every month, and
keep all the livery stables in Oakland busy furnishing horses and buggies
to convey people to the scene of the disaster.

A "print" on the Alta, conscience-stricken, and deeply penitent for

the one great sin of his life— that of having to set type on a daily paper in

San Francisco—sailed this week on the emigrant overland train for the
East to join the Salvation Army. The prayers of our readers are re-

quested for this man, because, having lost all character, as a man of sense

and a printer, he stands on a most dangerous moral precipice. Whether
he can make wages on the Salvation Army, of a verity we know not, but
if only a hair space exists, as we deeply fear, between this moral wreck
and a confirmed drunk, it were better that an en quad had been fastened
round his leg aud that he had been condemned to set Alta editorials until

he died.

The next Anti-monopoly Convention to burst up railroads, bank-
ers, merchants, and unfortunate people whose enterprise has been
rewarded by wealth, is called to meet at the Farallone Islands next Oc-
tober, at two p.m. sharp. The Convention will be regaled on an omelette
of gull's eggs each day for lunch, and the fog-bell will give notice of the
feeding-time. Special hot lunches will be carried at all hours by the little

donkey which is used to peripatetically pack up the oil for the lamps of

the lighthouse. It was at first thought that Red Rock would be a suita-

ble place for the conveners, but it is only seven miles from land, and the
entire Convention would have a chance, being born to be hanged, to swim
ashore.

Every half-dragged-up idiot in San Francisco knows what the tem-
poral bone or the temporal muscle is, but it remained for the inexhausti-

ble brain of a Chronicle reporter to find out that Theodore Thomas has a

slight silvering of the temporal locks, with a pair of keen eyes dimmed by
travel, " and a solid nose, flauked by heavy lines, which mark the grand
climacteric." The superficial ass, whoever he may be, who wrote this

buncombe; the penny-a-liner who splurged all over the Dictionary to find

this inappropriate mush, should give his name to the world, and if the

ghost of Charles De Young does not appear to him and hypostacally

grind, crush and bruise bis vitals, then we may reasonably believe that

there is no hereafter.

We attended the Modjeska Camille matinee with the following re-

sult: Two Israelitish ladies were our nighbors, and during the second act

one of them squeezed our towncrierial arm and said spasmodically:

"(Vieh vos Modjeska? " We showed her the lady, and went out after the

act to well, to get some fresh air. We re-entered, and during the

third act our Semitic friend remarked casually: " I don't like dis show,

but joust take my opera class niit yourself and look at dose people on der

stage. Dot glass cost me fife tollars, dot I ket it mented last week, and
mei huspand pay twenty-fife tollars for it second-hand first-class." Mod-
jeska was dying all the time, but we heeded it not.

The Bulletin remarked confidentially last Thursday that tbe cherries

and currants were partially cooked on the trees iu Alameda County, dur-

ing the hot spell this week. We cheerfully confirm this statement, be-

cause we were over at San Lorenzo, and made a cherry pie in the open

air, by merely kneading some dough and putting fruit in it. These hot

spells hardly effect us in San Francisco, but down in San Jose they have

been Belling live roasted bullocks all the week, and fried sheep unslaugh-

tered. Desiccated hogs and frizzled chickens were also in strong demand
during the simoom, and fresh meat was generally at ninety-five degrees

in the shade.

While General Crook is doing excellent service in cleaning out the

vermilion-colored devils whom the Mexicans allow to infest the bonier

lines between the United States and Northern Mexico, the super-sensitive

natives are getting up a strong anti-American feeling, because the Union
soldiers are doing what the natives are too lazy to attempt. Of course it

is only the old story of vigor, vim, pluck and energy wiping out indolence

and sensuality, but there is a large sized and very healthy moral hanging

round this campaign of General Crook, which, with all deference to the

Mexican authorities, may end in their being most righteously and terribly

snubbed.

The daily papers are specially interesting this week, containing as

they have from day to day the names of successful scholars who have

been promoted from the seventh to the sixth grade, and so forth. It is to

be supposed that, from a commercial point of view, this is eminently

profitable, and that the parents of Miss Sallie Stoffena or Miss Rachel

Blumenbuster are very pleased to see the name of their child in the pa-

per aa having been promoted from one reader to another. Most antique

old fogies like ourselves, however, consider that publishing the names of

children who have learnt that p-iff spells pig, is hardly judk.

wholesome.

One of the best-known members of the Bohemian Club did not go

to see Barrett's " Hamlet" this week, but he aske-i a theatrical cril

daily paper how the play went, and who played "Mercutio." "Mercntio!"

gasped the man of letters. " Men utio?" "O I forgot," responded the b.

k. m. of the Bohemian Club. "I was thinking of Macbeth."
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C. P. R. R.
Time Schedule, Monday, April 30, 1883.

Trains leave, and are due to arrive at,
San Franciscoas follows:

LEAVE ,

(for) }
DESTINATION .

j

ARRIVE
(from)

9:30 a.m. 2:40 p.m.
*4:00p.m. " " " *12:40p.m.
*4:30p.M. *10:10a.m.
8:00 A.M. Benicia 7:40 p.m.

4:30 P.M.
" *10:10a.m.

3:00 a.m. Calistoga and Na pa *10:10 a.m.
H :00 p.m. -7:40 p.m.

9:30 a.m. . . J Dealing, El Paso > Express..

.

2:40 P.M.

4:30 P.M. 7:10 A.M.
7:30 a.m . . J Gait and \ via Livermore

.. | Stocktonj via Martinez
5:40 p.m.

*4:00 P.M. 12:40 p.m.

*4:30 p.m. Knight's Landing1 10.10 a.m.

tS:00 A.M.
9:30 A.M.

:11:10a.m
2:40 p.m.

7:30 am. .. .Livermore and Pleasanton.

.

5:40 p.m.
*5 :00 p.m. .... " " " *8 :40 a.m.
9:30 a.m. ....Madera and Fresno 2:40 p.m.

8:00a.M. Marysville and Cnico 5:40 P.M.
7:30 a.m. Niles and Haywards 5:40 P.M.

10:00 a.m " " " 3:40 P.M.
3:00 P.M. . " " " . 9:40 a.m.
•5:00 P.M. ,. " " " *8:40 a.m.

3:30 p.m . . | Ogden and 1 Express
.. \ East ("Emigrant

11:10 A.M.
5:30 p.m. 6:10 a.m.
8:00 A.M. .. I Red Bluff |_viaMar sville. 5:40 P.M.
*8:00 A.M. .. f and Tehama 1 via Woodland. *7 :40 P.M.

8:00 a.m. 6:40 P.M.
7:30 a.m. •'/ Sacramento)™ ^;,Xf,

ore

. . < , . , , r > via Benicia . .

.

_j and Colfax
J via Benicia . .

.

5:40 p.m;

8:00 A.M. 7:40 p.m.

3:30 p.m. 11:10 a.m.

*4:30 P.M. •10:10 A.M.

*4:00 p.m. .... Sacramento River Steamers. *6:00 a.m.
7:30 A.M.

«

8:00 a.m. 7:40 p.m
>*

«
<t

*4:30 p.m. "
. 111:10 a.m.

3:30 p.m. ....Virginia City 11:10 a.m.

8:00 A.M. .... Woodland *7:40 p.m.

111:10 a.m.

Train leaving San Francisco at 8 :00 a.m. should meet
Pacific Express from Ogden at Port Costa; and that
leaving at y:3U A.M. should meet Pacific Express from
Kl Paso at Anfcioch.

LOCAL, FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland. Pier.

From "SAN FRANCISCO," Daily.

To EAST OAKLAND— »6.00, *6:30, 7:00. 7:30, 8:00,

8:30, 9:00, 9:30, 10:00, 10:30, 11:00, 11:30, 12:00, 12.30,

1:00, 1.30, 2:00, 2:30, 3:00, 3:30, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30,

6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00, 9:0(1, 10:00, 11:00, »12:00.

To FRUIT VALE— "6:00, "6:30, *7:00, »7:30. «8:00, "8:30,

•3:30, "4:00, »4:30, *6:00, *5:30, *6:00, "6:30. 9:00.-

To FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— "9:30a. M.,6:30, {11:00,
"12:00 p. m.

To ALAMEDA—»6:00, »6:30', 7:00, *7:30, 8:00, «8:30, 9:00,

9:30, 10:00, }10:30, 11:00, tn:30, i2 :oo, {12:30, 1:00,

(1:30, 2:00, 3:00, 3:30, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30,

7:00, 8:00, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, »12:00.

To BERKELEY — "6:00, »6:30, 7:00, "7:30, 8:00, <'8:30,

9:00, 19:30, 10:00, J10:30, 11:00, 111:30, 12:00, 1:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4-30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,

9:00, 10:00, 11:00, *12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—"6:00, *6:30, 7:00, "7:30, 18:00
'8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, (1:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, "4:30,

5:00, «5:30, 6:00, "6:30, 7:00.

To " SAN FRANCISCO." Pally.

From FRUIT VALE-"6:20, "0:50, «7:20, "7:50, "8:20,

"8:50, "9:20, "10:21, "4:20, "4:50, "5:20, "6:50, "6:20,

*6:50,7:S, 9:50.

From FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)— "5:15, '5:45, 16:45,

19:15, '3:15.

From EAST OAKLAND-*5:27, *5:57, 6:27, 6:57, 7:27,

7:57, 8:27, 8:57, 9:27, 9:57, 10:!7, 10:57, 11:27, 11:57,

12:27, 12:57, 1:27, 1:57, 2:27, 2:57, 3:27, 3:57, 4:27, 4:57,

5:27, 5:57, 6:27, 6:57, 7:57, S:57, 9:57, 10:57.

From BROADWAY. Oakland -»5:36, »6:06, 6:36,7:06,
7:36. 8:06, 8:36, 9:00, 9:36, 10:06, 10:36, 11:06, 11:36, 12:00,

12:36, 1:06, 1:36, 2:00, 2:36, 3:06, 3:36, 4:06, 4:36, 5:06,

5:36, 6:06, 6:36, 7:06, 8:06, 9:06, 10:06, 11:00.

From ALAMEDA—»5:22, '5:52, «6:22, 6:52, *7:22, 7:52,
'8:22, 8:52, 9:22, 9:52, {10:22, 10:52, {11:22, 11:52,

{12:22, 12:52, (1.22, 1:52, 2:52, 3:22, 3:52, 4:22, 4:52,

5:22, 5:52, 6:22, 6:52, 7:52, 8:52, 9:52, 10:52.

From BERKELEY -»5:15, «5:45, "6:15, 6:45, *7:15, 7:45,

•8:15, 8:45, {9:15, 9:45, {10:15, 10:45, (11:15, 11:45,

12:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:15, 4:15, 4:45, 5:15, 5:45,6:15, 6:45,

7:45, 3:45, 9:45, 10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY — *5:45, *6:15, 6:45, *7:15,

7:45, 8:45, (9:16, 9:45, 10:45, (12:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45,

4:45, »5:15, 5:45, *6:15, 6:45, "7:15.

Creek Rente.
From SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:15, 3:15,

From OAKLAND—*6:15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

"Daily, Except Sundays. ^Sundays only.

" Standard Tine" furnished by RASDOLpn & Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.

a. N. TOWNE, T. H. GOODMAW,
Gen. Manager. Gen. Pass, and Tkt. Agt.

Boats and Trains Leave San Francisco as follows

:

7./~\E5 A. M., Daily (Sundays excepted), via San
.KJQ Rafael, from MARKET-STREET WHARF,

for Petaluma, Santa Rosa. Healdsburg, Cloverdale,
Guernevllle and Way Stations. Stages connect at Santa
Rosa for Sebastopol and Mark West Springs; at Gey-
serville for Skaggs' Springs, and at Cloverdale for High-
land Springs, Kelseyville, Soda Bay Lakeport, Bartlett

Springs, Navarro Ridge, Mendocino tity, Westport,
Ukiah and Geysers.

Daily, Except Suudays.
2. Z C5 P. M. , via Donahue, from WASHINGTON-

.^fccj STREET WHARF; and
4. tS (~\ P. M. , via San Rafael, from MARKET-STREET

•CJ<-» WHARF, for Petaluma, Cloverdale and
Way Stations.

Sunday Excursions.
8'C)r\ A. M. , Sundays only, via Donahue, from

•^^WASHINGTON-STRKET WHARF, for Clo-
verdale and Way Stations. Round-Trip Tickets on Sun-
days : To Petaluma, §1 50; Santa Rosa, -?2: Healdsburg,
S3; Cloverdale, SI 50; Guerneville, S3. Returning, will

arrive in San Francisco at 6:45 p. M.

ARTHUR HUGHES, PETER J. McGLYNN.
General Manager. G. P. and T. A.

SONOMA VALLEY RAILROAD.

Boats and Trains Leave San Francisco as follows

:

2* A.^ p- M -» Daily (Sundays excepted;, from WASH-
•**tJ INGTON-STLIEKT WHARF, for the Town

of Sonoma, Glen Ellen and Way Points.

Sussday Excursions.

8.OA a. m. (Sundays only), from WASHINGTON-
.£^\J STREET WHARF, for the Town of So-

noma, Glen Ellen a d Way Points. Round-Trip Tickets

:

To Sonoma, §1; to Glen Ellen, SI 50.

ARTHUR HUGHES, PETER J, McGLYNN,
General Manager. Gen. Pass, and Tkt. Agt.

NORTH PACIFIC COAST
RAILROAD.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing SUNDAY, April 1st, 1883,
Boats and Trains willRun as follows:

FOR SAN RAFAEL (via San Quentin Ferry) -*7:05,
tS:15, *9:20, U0:25 A. M., flrlO, *1:45, t3:45, #4:50 P. M.
(Via Saucelito Ferry)— t8:U0, #8:50 A. M., *3:35, *5:3U,
t6:40 p. M.

FROM SAN RAFAEL (via San Quentin Ferry)- -*S:00,
18:50, "10:35, tll:45 A. M., *2:L5, t2:25, t4:25, *5:20 P. M.
(Via Saucelito Ferry)—•6:50, +7:30, *8:45 a. ai., t6:^0p. M.
Week days. tSuudays only.

FOR SAUCELITO (Week Days)-8:50, 10:30 a. m.,
1:30, 3:35, 5:30 P. M.
(Sundays) —8:00, 10:00 A. m., 12:00 M., 2:00, 4:15,

6:40 P. M.

FROM SAUCELITO (Week Days)—7:45, 0:30, 11:20,
A. M.,2:30, 4:45 P. M.
(Sundays)—8:45, 11:00 a. M., 1:00, 3:15, 5:30, 7:20 p. M.
On Monday an extra trip from San Francisco at 7:00

A. m., and on Saturday from Saucelito at 6:15 p. m.

a. m. Daily, Sundays excepted (via Saucelito
Ferry), for Point Reyes and Way Stations.

Returning, arrives in S. F. (via Saucelito) 5:20 p. m.

8:50 '

"I .AK P- M. Daily, Sundays excepted (via San Quentin
J-.-arU Ferry), THROUGH TRAIN, for Duncan Mills
and Way Stations. (Through Train from Duncan Mills
arrives in Sau Francisco at 11:45 A. M.

)

Stage Connections.
Stages leave Duncan Mills every morning, except

Mondays, for Stewart's Point, Point Arena, Cuffey's

Cove, Mendocino City and all points on the North Coast.

Saturday to Monday Excursions.
EXCURSION TICKETS, sold on Saturdays and Sun-

days, good to return following Monday.—Fairfax, $1;
Camp Taylor, $2; Point Reyes, §2 50; Tomales, S3 50;
Duncan Mills, $5.

Sunday Excursions.
8:00 a. m. from Saucelito Ferry... ^ Excursion Train
8:15 a. m. from San Quentin Ferry ( every Sunday
for Duncan Mills and Way Stations.

Returning, arrives in San Francisco (via Saucelito
Ferry) 7:50 P. M. FARES FOR ROUND TRIP.-Camp
Taylor. SI 75; Point Reyes, §2; Tomales, §2 50; Duncan
Mills, S3.

DAVID NYE, F. B. LATHAM,
Gen'l Supt. Gen'l Pass and Tut. Agt.

$,V G> RAI LROAD,<?
]

BROAD GAUGE.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing: Wednesday, April 18th, 1883,
And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave
from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend St., between 3d and 4th streets),as follows:

8:30 A.M.

t 9:30 A M.

10:40 A.M.
# 3:30 p.m.

4:25 P.M.
* 5:15 P.M.

6:30 p.m.

111:45 P.M.

8:30 A.M.
10:40 A.M.

'< 3:30 P.M.

4:25 P.M.

10:40 A.M.
' 3:30 p.m.

DESTINATION.

.San Mateo, Redwood,.

....and Menlo Park....

I

6:40 a.m.
* 8:10 a.m.

9:03 a.m.

»10:0Sam.
» 3:36 P.M.

t 4:59 P.M.

6:00 P.M.

t 7:50 P.M.

t 8:15 P.M.

( \

J ..Santa Clara, San Joseand.. 1

I

..Principal Way Stations. . .

j

I J
Gilroy, Paj&ru, Castroville.

...Salinas and Monterey ...

10:02 A.M.

:00 p.m.

t 8:15 P.M.

10:02 a.m.
6:00 p.m.

i.M. j

P.M. (

10:40 a.m.
« 3.30 P.M.

.Hollister and Tres Pinos..

( .Watsonville.Camp Goodall.
} Aptos, New'Brisrhton, Soquel

] (Camp Capitola) and Santa
( Cruz

*10:02a.m.
6:00 P.M.

*10.02a.m.

6:00p.m.

10:40 a.m.
I

..Soledad and Way Stations.. |
fi:00 p.m.

.Montereyand Santa Cruz.
. (Sunday Excursion)....

Sundays excepted. tSundays only.

JTheatre train, Saturdays only.

STAGE CONNECTIONS are made with the 10:40 a. m.

Train, except PESCADERO Stage via San Mateo, and
PACIFIC CONGRESS SPRINGS Stage via Santa Clara,
which connect with 8:30 A. m. Train.

SPECIAL ROUND-TRIP TICKETS-At Reduced
Rates— to Pescadero, Monterey, Aptos, Soquel and
Santa Cruz; also to Gilroy, Paraiso and Paso Robles
Springs.

EXCURSION TICKETS-Sold Saturdays and on Sun-
day mornings—good to retU' n on Monday: To Santa Clara
or San Jose, $2 50; to Gilroy, $4; to Monterey or Santa
Cruz, $5, and to principal points between San Francisco
and San Jose; als-o, to Gilroy Hot Springs, S6.00.

SUNDAY EXCURSION TICKETS-To either Monte-
rey or Santa Cruz, and return, S3.

TICKET OFFICES. Passenger Depot, Townsend
street, and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

|^- SOUTHERN DIVISIONS.,®*

For points on Southern Divisions and the East, see

C. P. R. R. Time Schedule. April 14.

SOUTH PACIFIC COAST
RAILROAD.

Newark, San Jose, Los Gatos, Glenwood,
Big Trees, Felton and Santa Cruz.

Passenger Trains leave Station, FOOT OF MARKET
STREET, SOUTH SIDE, at:

8.Q/"\ A. M. daily—Alvarado, Newark, Centreville,
. <0 \J Alviso, Santa Clara. SAN JOSE, Los Gatos,

Wrights, Glenwood, Felton, Big Trees, SANTA CRUZ
and all Way Stations, (Parlor Car.)

2.0/~\ p. m. (except Sundaj), Express—Alvarado,
•OvJ Newark, Centreville, Alviso, Agnew's,Santa

Clara, SANJOSE, Los Gatos and all Stations to SANTA
CRUZ. (Parlor Car.)

4-OfS p. m. daily, for San Jose, Los Gatos and in-

• CJ \J termediate points.

Stages connect at Los Gatos for Congress Springs.

Ou SUNDAYS Special Passenger Train leaves San
Jose 6:28 P. M ; arrives in San Francisco 8:30 P. m.

85 Excursions to SANTA CRUZ and 82 SO
to SAN JOSE on Saturdays and Sundays, to return un-
til Monday, inclusive §3 Excursions to BIG
TREES or SANTA CRUZ every SUNDAY, 8:30 A. M.

To Oakland an'tl Alameda.
§6:30—7:30—8:30—9:30—10:30—11:30 a. m. ^[12:30—

1:30—2:30—3:30-4:30—5:30-6:30—7:30—10:30—11 :35pm

From Fourteenth and Webster streets,
Oakland.

§5:57—§6:57—7:57—8:52— 9:52— 10:52—^11:52 a. m.

12:52—1:52— 2:52—3:52—4:52-5:52-6:52—10:52—11:52
p. m. Sundays only, 7:52 p. m. Daily to Alameda,

From H.ign street, Alameda.
§5:45 — §6:45-7:45—8:35— 9:35— 10:35—HH:35 a. m.

12:35—1:35—2:35—3:35-4:35—5:35—6:35—10:35— 11-35

p. m.

§Sundays excepted. ^Saturdays and .Sundays only.

TICKET, Telegraph and Transfer Of5ce, 323 MONT-
GOMERY STREET, San Francisco.

A. H. FRACKER, R. M. GARRATT,
Gen'l Supt. G. F. and P. Agent.
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HOMEWARD BOUND.
The following verses, published under this hiwWng in the Academy,

will doubtfe** interest some of our renders:

Ow Suez.

The dawn is near : no sound upon the seas
irhare the ship's green Bre is backward rolled:

Athwart Orion's studded belt >>f gold
Sit-ins regards the fainting Pleiades:
That shore, from which I taste the morning breeze,

Is Egypt's- she wlu.se monuments were old
When Joseph by the Ishmaelite was sold :

Before Rome rose she fell.

Her kings' decrees,
Her arts of peace, her armaments of war,
Her laws, her hopes of immortality

—Sunk in the sand to day—can scarce suffice
To give our island autumn-exercise;
Our Island, that has all she had of yore,
And what she is to-day will some day be.

Gl BitALTAR.

The coucbant lion guards the narrow straits,

—Or is it but the memory of his past
Which on his friends and foes alike has cast

A spell that plays men false, and only waits
The shock of fact or slow decay of States ?

—

For though we see it not, the age runs fast,

And only strength that grows can hope to last

:

Meanwhile, we leave behind us Europe's gates,
And near Trafalgar's famous vestibule
And Grades' Bay, were Neptune's wavering floor i

Has often felt Britannia's noisy rule,

And seen the crimson blazon of her war
Incarnadine the pavement of the deeps

;

To-day peace reigns ; but, though the tempest sleeps,
The Atlantic wave rolls in from Labrador.

Up Channel.
We have left the west wind, and the summer skies
That arch with blue the summer sea's blue wave

;

And, under shrouded light, the Northern rave
Encounters us ; not far the island lies

Whose stubborn sons the care3 of Empire crave,
Kindly, unready, and rough as they are brave ;

On the port bow the gleaming pillars rise

That guard her entry.

Busy Vulcan plies

Against the wind our course to unknown goals ;

For who can tell what waits us, whether shine
Of plenty or the clash of wants and fears,

Where, chafed and checked, the civic tumult rolls?

But, as our ship goes staggering through the brine,
Our weary mother welcomes us with tears.

HE BLEW THE BUGLE.
A small party of Austin young men were standing on the corner of

Austin Avenue and Rebecca street the other evening. They were curi-
ously examining a bugle belonging to one of them, and as a stranger came
along an animated discussion arose.

" I wish I could play on it," said one.

"Play on it!" exclaimed another. " I wish that I could make a noise
on it."

" It's a pretty hard thing to do," observed a third, "if you haven't got
the hang of the thing just right."
" Hard thing to do!" chimed in the stranger, halting, and regarding the

party with evident contempt, " why, I could blow a bugle before I was a
foot high."
"Well, some bugles are different from others," said one of the young

men.
"Gimme that bugle," said the stranger excitedly. It was immediately

banded him, and putting it to his lips he made one trial trip. There was
a subdued splutter, and then the stranger commenced a kind of war
dance, at the same time holding his mouth in both hands.

" Great Cleopatra's Needle!" he yelled, with tears streaming from his
eyes. "Who in thunder filled that mouthpiece with Cayenne pepper?
I'm small, gentlemen, light and fragile, but I can lick the man who pep-
pered the horn. —Texas Siftings.

To Cure or not to Cure without Koni La—that is the question. In
this age of investigation and analysis some of the beliefs, doctrines and
opinions that were considered to be firmly supported by evidence " strong
as proof of holy water," are, in the light of reason and research, proving
to be but stubborn facts; so is Koni La Volcanic Water, which is no
mystified secrecy of springs in an unknown location of Northern or
Southern California, nor like a gilded pill, made to suit the eye, taste or
smell, but in its effects, and on account of its genuine merit, is now pre-
scribed by our most eminent physicians as Blood Purifier, a powerful
eliminator in all Kidney Complaints, Skin Diseases, a valuable curative
in Female Complaints, and, in fact, as a truly household remedy. One
fair trial will convince the most skeptical that Koni La Volcanic Water
will prove the sufferer's best ready-relief friend, worthy of confidence.

Pacific Mineral Water Company.
Depot—360 Fourth street, corner Harrison.

A lady whose husband had been elected to Congress and who was much
disturbed by the stories she had read of the malarious atmosphere of the
capital, asked one of his constituents if he thought it was safe for her
husband to live in Washington. "Safe?" he rejoined, "well, I should
say so. It's about the only place in the country where a man can steal
with positively no risk of being sent to State Prison for it."—Bait. News.

(5F~ No woman really practices economy unless she uses the Diamond
Dyes. Many dollars can be saved every year. Ask the druggist.

GAS FIXTURES!
— FROM —

ALL THE LEADING MANUFACTURERS.

NEW DESIGNS! ELEGANT PATTERNS!
— AT —

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES!

THOMAS 3DA.Y &. CO.,

[May 5] 122 AND 124 SUTTER STREET.

HARKNESS FIRE EXTINCUISHER !

CHARGED WITH IMPROVED ZAPPIE COMPOUND.
It is Non-Corrosive, and will not Evaporate, does not Freeze, aDd is ALWAYS

BEADY FOR INSTANT USE.

D. S. BROWX & CO., 36 California St., S»n Francisco, Oil.,

GENERAL AGENTS FOR PACIFIC COAST.

H, 3. Williams, A. Ohesebrough. W. H, Dimond.

WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO.,

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
UNION BUILDING,

JUNCTION MARKET AND PINE STREETS.
Agents for Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific Steam Navigation Company,

The Cunard Royal Mail Steamship Company, "The California Line of Clippers,"
from New York and Boston, and " The Hawaiian Line."
San Francisco, January 3i, 1880. Jan. 31.

C. ADOLPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

SAJf FRANCISCO and NEW YORE.
635"" Agents of American Sugar Refinery, corner of Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. Jan. 17.

TABER, HARKER & CO.,
IMPORTERS AJfD WHOLESALE GROCERS,

108 and 110 California St., s. F.
fApril 19.1

COKE CHEAPEST FUEL.
Reduction in Price : Wholesale Price, 50 cents per harrel ;

Retail Price, 60 cents per barrel, at the works of the SAN FRANCISCO GAS-
LIGHT COMPANY, Howard and First streets, and foot of Second St. Jan . 12.

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.
Attendance, dally, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by the under-

signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, and to furnish all information
relating to the Society. J. P. McCURRIE, Secretary',

Oct. 23. Room 4. No. 531 California 3t.

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN
Steam Baths; Electric and Chemical Baths; Sulphur ami

other medicated vapor baths, with Swedish movements and massage Special
DR. JUSTIN GATES,

722 Montgomery street, near Washington.

apartments for ladies and families.

July 1.

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,

STOCK BEAKERS,
No. 314 Pine Street San Francisco.

[May 20.1

THIRTY DAYS' TRIAL FREE!

We send free on thirty dnys- trial, Br. Dye's Elect ro-
VOLTAIC BELTS and other Electric Appliances, to men suffering from

Nervous Debility. Lost Vi ality and kindred troubles. Also for Rheumatism, Liver
and Kidney Troubles, and many other diseases. Speedy cures guranteetJ. Illus

trated pamphlets free. Address, VOLTAIC BELT CO.,
LJan.-J7-] Marshall, Michigan.

GEO. STREET, Agent Netcs Letter, 30 Cornhitt, E. C, London.

Liebig Company's Extract of Meat. -Finest and Cheapest
Meat-flavoring Stock for Soups, Made Dishes and Sauces.

icbigr Company's Extract oT Meat.—An invaluable and
A palatable Tonic in all cases of weak digestion and debility. " Is a suc-

cess and boon for which Nations should feel grateful." See " Medical
Press," "Lancet," "British Medical Journal," etc.

Licbigr Company's Extract of Meat.— Caution : Genuine
ONLY with fac-simile of Baron Liebig's Signature, in Blue Ink

Label.
This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substi-

tutes being in the Market.

Lieblgr Company's Extract of Meat —To be had of all Store-
keepers, Grocers and Chemists. Sole Agents for the United States

(wholesale only), C. DAVID & CO., 9 Fenchurch Avenue, London,
England.

Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, San Francisco.

Engravings of Landscapes, Buildings, Machinery, Portraits, etc., bv the new
Photo-Engraving Process, 85 percent, cheaper than wood. Office 609 Merchant
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"WAIFS.
The inquiry into the abominable doings and criminal mismanagement

at San Qnentin has commenced at Sacramento before Governor Stone-
man and Judge Wallace, of Napa.—We regret to say that we do not
like the commencement that has^een made.-^—The two first days were
wasted on an argument that ought not to have been permitted to continue
five minutes.——The strong array of counsel employed ostensibly by the
unsalaried Directors aigued that the Governor had no right to inquire
into the official delinquences charged. They know that there is cause
fur an official decapitation, and they object to tbe executioner. Of course
they do.—Their objection ought not to have been listened to, and it

bodes ill for the future of the investigation that two days were wasted in

hearing an argument on a question that is settled in five lines of the Con-
stitution.—That instrument provides that " the Governor shall have
power to remove either of the Directors for misconduct, incompetency or
neglect of duty, after an opportunity to be heard on written charges."—
Yet counsel wasted two days in arguing that only criminal charges pre-

ferred before a criminal Court were meant. 'Bush! Misconduct, incom-
petency, or even neglect of duty, are not criminal offenses over which any
criminal Court in the State could possibly claim any jurisdiction what-
ever, yet they are the Constitutional causes for the removal of Prison Di-
rectors.—We are amazed that the Governor of the State and a leading
lawyer should waste two days in listening to so nonsensical a proposition.—We think that this wasteful and abortive commencement bodes ill

for the success of an investigation that might readily have been nar-
rowed down to so fine a point as to have been completed within
the two days needlessly, and uselessly allotted to a baseless argument.—
Incompetency, misconduct, and neglect of duty can be proven in half a
day if there is any sincerity in this investigation at all—It is idle to

beat so far round the bush. Come straight to the point, gentlemen, and
do not further trifle with the public patience.—It is the grossest " mis-
conduct " for the Directors to appropriate State property to their own use.

It is palpable "incompetency" to permit the internal affairs of San
Quentin to remain as they are.— It is almost criminal "neglect of duty"
to permit Ames and Berry and Ellis to steal as they have been doing.—

—

The constitutional causes for removal can be maintained by two hours of
honest testimony.^—Tbe present Directors should be got rid of without
delay. That is certain. But the proceedings should not stop there.-^
The counsel who are now so eager to have their clients appear in a crimi-
nal Court shonld have an opportunity to defend them there.—If the
managers of this investigation are doubtful of their facts, or are, as we
believe, too indolent to collect them, we will undertake to prepare such a
case against two or three of the present officials as will compel a jury to
send them as inmates to the prison they at present control.——The Grand
Jury of this city and county is at present in session, and with commend-
able zeal is inquiring into a very wide range of subjects, but to in-

quire is one thing, and to report and indict is quite another.^^
We have personal reason to know that its inquiries are thorough,
but whether or not the majority will prove honest enough to
put the stamp of disapproval, condemnation and ignominy upon official

misdoings of every shade and degree of which they may have cognizance,
is one of those things about which we shall better be able to express a de-
cided opinion when their report is presented. Meanwhile we hope but
doubt.—We hope that some gentlemen will forget what they are, and
remember only what their oath requires them to be.—In the jury room
no man should esteem himself a boss, or a political manipulator, or a
stockholder, or a friend of any corrupt appointee, or the apologist of any
wrong whatever, but all should be Grand Jurors conscientiously mindful
of their duty as citizens, and scrupulously regardful of the oath they have
taken.——We know that there are several members of the present
Grand Jury who will not forget what they owe to themselves, and to
the commonwealth of which they form a part.^—The male criminals
who have been foisted by Boss Buckley into the School Department are
behaving just as they might have been expected to behave.—Of tbe fe-

males more will be heard ere long. -^—The scandal and shame of a boss-
ruled School Department continues.^—The teachers and pupils know it,

and they are talking about it and telling what they know, and their in-
fluence is doing more to bring odium upon boss rule than anything the
press has yet had the courage to say. More power to them.

BUY A SYLVAN HOME.
Ten years from to-day property in the neighborhood of San Rafael

will be so valuable that none but wealthy men will be able to purchase
homes there. This resit will come, in obedience to the operation of laws
that are as natural and as immutable as those which ordain seed time and
harvest. All around the valley in which this little town lies, homes are
springing up, which, in point of architectural design and scenic surround-
ings, challenge comparison with the most exquisite villas to be found on
that home of New York millionaires and merchants, the Hudson River.
The whole country, in fact, for miles around San Rafael, has been improv-
ed and beautified to such an extent that it now presents an appearance so
delightful that a painter's brush could scarcely improve upon it. Within
the last eleven years, three hundred thousand trees have been
planted on the Coleman Tract alone ; and last year fifty thousand
vines were set out. Among the trees so planted are to be found
the English beech, Japanese scarlet and crimson maple, Japanese persim-
mons, superb magnolias, pines, cypress, walnut, elm, eucalyptus, maple,
and other varieties of shade-trees. Thousands upon thousands of these
trees line the roads around San Rafael, and they are now large enough
not merely to add a sylvan loveliness to the landscape, but also to afford
a graceful shelter t<> horseman and pedestrian. In short, there are but
few of the parks and domains of the English nobility, (and they are re-
garded as the perfection of landscape gardening), which equal this lovely
spot, for the beautification of which nature has supplied the ever chang-
ing glory of the verdure-clad hills all around ; the majestic Tatnalpais as
a back-ground, and the rippling waters of the bay to kiss its feet. And
right in the center of this favored spot lies the Coleman Happy Valley
estate, which is to be sold (in building lots) on the premises, at 3 o'clock
to-day. This a chance to obtain a delightful home in the country, yet
within easy reach of the city, that no business man, clerk, or mechanic
should miss. The title is perfect, and the terms one-fifth cash, balance in
one, two, three aud four years, are surprisingly easy.

PLEASURE'S WAND.-Concluded.

a trip to Europe, and will return to create in September the part of Elsie
Dean, in Marsden's new play,

* * * * *

San Francisco is just now catching the deuce in theatrical affairs. It
has always had a reputation of fickleness and inconsistency in its likes aud
dislikes of amusements, but of late years this reputation has nmre or less

died nut. Recent events have brought the whole thing up again. There
is the McCaull failure with its manager's consequent bitter utterances on
the subject to a Denver reporter, the brilliant opening and closing of the
Modjeska season compassing several weeks of miserable business, the
great and inexplicable indifference that is being manifested to that re-

markably clever organization, the Wyndham Company, and, to cap the
climax, the terrible scoring given by the New York critics to that won-
derful San Francisco success, Pop. All these things are going to give
this city a bad name as a show town, and in the future we will have to

whistle for good things. There is a great deal to be said on this subject,
aud the first dull week, I am going to have my say. But it is undeniably
true, that San Francisco has placed itself on record as a very poor judge
of meritorious entertainments, and in its list of unappreciated merit are such
names as Charles Coghlan, Barry Sullivan, Lester Wallack, Rose Cogblan,
Rossi, the McCaull Troupe, with Carleton and a magnificent ensemble,
and the Wyndham Company. Per contra, variety shows, minstrel
troupes, circuses and wrestling matches have invariably been tremendous
draws. It does seem as if the coarser side of life predominated out here.

A peculiar commentary upon the public of San Francisco is to be found
in the announcement that the Muldoon-Rigel wrestling match was post-

poned from Saturday till Monday, so as not to interfere with Modjeska's
benefit. It may be that the reflection implied in this announcement will

not be apparent to a Californian ; it will be to any Eastern person. I
append one of the criticisms on Pop.

What say our Pop enthusiasts to this? And it is true, too, every word

of it, say I. Still it is there as here, a success:

Pop is terrible rot. It is built upon the model of Smiff, aud is worse. Mr.
George Fawcett ttowe, who can write the worst plays that ever were produced any-
where, appeared in Smiff, else it might not have faded. Pop succeeds because four
or five specialty people are given all the chances they want to do what they like.

Kate Castleton seems to boss the show. There is a little too much of her. Several
years ago Kate Castleton was a very good serio-comic. Josh. Hart, the variety
manager, imported her for the Ea?le Theatre. She then samr topical songs with a
pronounced English accent. She has lost the accent somewhat, but has gained in
knowledge of the stage and self-confidence, The part she has in this is nothing, and
is a more succession of impersonations. (Why does Rowe always put this incongru-
ous business in the saloon of a steamer 1) Miss Castleton is evidently a favorite, for
she earned a great deal of applause. Irene Perry is a lady of another stripe.

The goods she brings to market are a trifle damaged. Miss Perry wears hlack
stockings and whisks her skirts at every turn to show as much of the leg as possi-
ble. Two other ladies did more winking than anything; else. With such features to
it the show booh assumed a free and easy sort of gait, and the audience, mostly made
up of men and a rather mixed class of women, joined in with the performers. There
was a kiss song between the two winkers, and the audience smacked their lips in

unison with the singers. They whistled at moments, stamped time to the music,
and some sane; the line, " You're doing damned well," as a chorus to the song about
Mr. Reilly and his hotel.

Thesa may be habitual features of a performance in San Francisco, but we do not
like them here. Mr. Rice, who sat in the audience, should repress this exuberance,
even though it be through the medium of policemen's clubs, else the Bijou will Boon
get a bad name. McC'aull's audiences always were somewhat loose at the Bijou, but
they never made any such demonstrations as these, nor would they have been per-
mitted. Mr. Miles will certainly not like this sort of thing.
There were some clever points in the performance. The Pop of John Mackay was

excruciating. He was the one artist in the company who remembered he had a part
to play. But this stuff is a long way beneath him. George Fortescue has become
simply repulsive.

Spite of its imbecility Pop will draw audiences for some time. There is a certain
class who have a natural bent toward imbecility. Beauclerc.

The Death of Matthew Arbuckle.—This gentleman, most widely
known as a virtuoso of the cornet, but held in high esteem by thousands
of people who have enjoyed his acquaintance as a rarely amiable, warm-
hearted and upright man, died last week in New York. Mr. Arbuckle,
who visited this coast some years ago as a member of Gilmore's band,
and made mauy friends here, was a thorough musician. He loved his art

for its own sake, studied it with earnestness and affection, and was one of

the most cultured and unassuming artists that ever played for the grati-

flcation and intellectual enjoyment of the public. Perhaps nothing more
pleasantly indicated the true character of this kindly gentleman than his

willingness to assist youtbfi'l musicians. While his remarkable execution

and perfect taste always commanded the highest remuneration, he often

played gratuitously at benefit concerts for those who, in his judgment,
were educating themselves in sincerity and truth iu the art of which he
was so fond. Death has rarely, if ever, translated to another world a
truer artist, a kinder man, or a more thorough gentleman, than Matthew
Arbuckle, the famous, but modest, Scotch-American cornetist.

One of the most notable events in financial matters in this city is tbe
formation of the firm of Crocker, Woolworth & Co., for the purpose of

conducting a general banking business. The firm is composed of Mr.
Charles Crocker, of the C. P. R. R., Mr. R. C. Woolworth, late Presi-

dent of the First National Gold Bank of S. F., and Mr. William H.
Crocker. Starting as it does with great financial resources, and the pres-

tige given to it by the status and influence of its members, the new firm

can scarcely avoid taking a prominent position and exercisiug a control-

ling influence in our financial market. Its head office will be at 322 PiiiH

street, San Francisco, and its lists of correspondents include some of the
strongest and most important banking houses on the American continent
and in Europe. It is but reasonable to expect that this new financial in-

stitution will cut an important figure in shaping and directing the future

development of Pacific Coast resources.

Mr. T. T. Williams, who has been connected with the local depart-
ment of the Examiner since it became a morning journal, has just as-

sumed the duties of Business Manager of the Breeder and Sportsman.
Mr. Williams is a shrewd, active, well-informed journalist, and is just the
man to make a success of our sporting contemporary.
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A WRONG IMPRESSION.
A BUDcing'PM»d dads with dttUotttsj air,

Attempted in pose on « corner ;

Like Oscar's, his glan wh ;* Dsbalou ,
Hut liis rii j] forlarner,

A oarioaa pa—at observing hit mood,
'h, "sorely iom« maiden hath jilted that dude,
So utterly lone hin expreeeion,

i eat hia apparent depression. !"

Now home bo hia lodgings that Ditdo made a path
In a very remarkable Hurry ;

Ami there in a fever of exquisite wrath,
His tight shoot jerked off in a hurry.

La ! curious paster, that pitiful mood
Was due to a corn on the foot of that dude,

Which caused his pathetic expression,
His utterly utter depression.

.
Jasper IIoit.

A SOCIAL LETTER FROM "OCCASIONAL"
June 5th, 1SS3.

Dear News Letter : Its a long time since I have sent you a screed,
BO I will gossip a hit with you about the delights ( ! ! ) of a visit to the
country. As I am nothing if not fashionable, I elected to follow the
crowd, and of course San Rafael was its ultima thtde. A friend already
installed at the Tamalpais promised to get me a " shake down," and
everything being propitious, over I went last week. The trip across the
bay was very enjoyable, from the fact that a score of pretty women (for
they were not all girls) were aboard, and so pleased to see Jack and your
humble servant we were pounced upon and made much of to our heart's
content. The passage over was all too quickly ended, but then we made
lots of engagements for the evening's dauce, the morrow's stroll, etc.

Upon arrival at the station of San Rafael we found another bevy of fair
ones who had come down to see " who had come over," and such tempt-
fog looking vehicles of every description awaiting the tired traveler to
cnuvev him to paradise, {i. e., a wash and fresh toilette.) I found the
hotel crowded, literally crammed, and every available spot taken in cot-

t me and In <arding-hou.se. I was so disgusted with the squeezed state of
affairs in the apartment allotted to Jack and myself I strongly medi-
tated a visit to Mrs. Butterworth. with an imploring request to be taken
iu. but they told me at the hotel that amiable lady had her house full to
repletion already. So, taking Shakespeare's advice to let "things with-
out remedy lie without regard," I donned an airy-looking suit, and de-
scended to the verandah, to make one of the many groups awaiting the
summons to dinner. It came, and in we went—but not to eat. Drinking
seemed the only state of man or woman either, to be desired, and the
amount of ice-water that was consumed on all sides would have floated a
ship. Phew, the heat ! The girls had to put on an extra allow
ance of powder, which, yielding to the atmosphere, became a pasty
effect, as a painter would say. The idea was to have a hop in the
evening, but Jack and I were unanimous in our opinion that a post-
prandial cigar on the veranda, or under some shady tree was the thing ice,

would hop to, with the accompaniment of two fair ones who " adored
cigar smoke," thus making a charming partie carree. This was no sooner
conceived than executed, but (why is there always a "but?") scarcely
had "us four" chosen our cosy nook and settled ourselves for quiet enjoy-
ment than the torture began. What was it ? Musquitoes. Insects to

light of us, insects to left of us. Just imagine the charge of the Six Hun-
dred turned into musquitoes, and you have the situation.. We stood it as
bravely as we could, till endurance reached that point at which, tradition
tells us, it ceases to be a virtue, and then retreated to the house. No
rest there for the wicked, or virtuous either. Heat, stifling heat pnrtout.
So we went to the stables and ordered a spanking team. That,resource,
at least, was left us. We four were suan embarked on the road, and had
just made up our minds we had struck the right thing at last, when, in
opening our mouths to say so, they were speedily rilled with dust—good,
thick, white dust. We agreed with "Hamlet," "the rest is silence," ami
trusted to actions speaking louder than words. By the time the drive
was ended a cooler state of temperature was reigning, and after the ladies
had retired, Jack and I wandered around, getting a breath of air before
turning in.

Next day was the opening of the Tennis Club, and of course we were
on hand. I have rilled my letter with so many growls, I find I have not
much space left to tell you in detail of the games played. The grounds
are well selected, and the tents erected by the San Rifael Club and the
Lotus made a very pretty effect. The latter has a gallery and bowling
alley also. A good band was in attendance, and a very handsome lunch
provided for the guests—of whom there was a large number from the city
as well as the country around. Mrs Garvin, itce Maggie Eyre, was one
ot the most agile of the players, her slight figure enabling her to make
quicker runs than the more Junoesque dames. Miss Champion, too, was
much applauded. Nicholson and Beaseley, especially the latter, remind
me of their foot-ball performances, in their manner of playing, but on the
whole every one seemed satisfied with the opening of the season. Trux
Beale is desirous of getting up a picnic for the 4tb of July. At least the
girls say he has something on his mind, and it must be a picnic, as he has
left the days of fire crackers behind, and pretty Mrs. Collier, who is so
charming a favorite with every one, is to be asked to matronize it. Harry
Tevis is lucky in having a matron sister, who is always ready to assume
the chaperonage of his many parties, and trossip says one of the Page
boys is going to give the village a riding party on his birthday. Lucky
fellow, to be able to mark such an event. But I must wind up ere I take
too much space, and I promise you shall have another line ere long, to

tell you who all are at San Rafael, and what they are about.
Occasional.

Now that the hot season is upon us, everybody and his wife should
take a plunge in the health-giving sea. The most accessible and best
appointed place for doing so is at the Sheltered Cove Baths, which are
located at the foot of Montgomery Avenue. The toilet rooms, bathing
suite, etc., at this place, are kept scrupulously clean, and the water is pure
and fresh. Professor J. H. Berg, who manages these baths, is a success-

ful teacher of swimming, and ladies and children will find his assistance

and advice of great service to them.

T
PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

lin <'<>lll|miiv'» IIMam Hill Null lor Hongkong an.

I

Yokoliitmni
CITY OF PEKING jfNK 14. at t P.M.,

i -mil Ttoketfl to Yo!..>ii:uim and nturnat radaoodnwM.
For New York, via I'ninimii:

SAN JOSE JUNK 16, at 10 o'clock A. K.,

Taking (night an
i rs for MAZATLAN, SAN BLA8, MAJSZANILLO and

ICAIM I.' '
i, and via ACAPI LCO tor Lowor Hexioan and < 'antral American Porte,

calling at SAN JOSE DE GUATEMALA and LA LiilEllTAD to limtl passengers
and malla.

Tickets to and from Europe by any line for sale at the lowest rates ; also for Ha-
vana and all West India ports.

For Honolulu, Ancklmul and Sydney:
ZEALANDIA JUNE 30, at 2 r. «.,

Or immediately on arrival of the London mail.

Ten Dollars additional is charged for Upper Cabin passage.
For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and Urannan streets.
[Juno '.>.| WILLIAMS. DIMOND & CO., General Agents.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,

For Japan and China, leave wharf, corner First and Bran-
nan streets, at 2 p.m., for YOKOHAMA AND HONGKONG, connecting at

Yokohama with Steamers for Shanghai.

1883.
From San Francisco
for honokon'o. steamer.

SATURDAY, September ISth. ..ARABIC
THURSDAY. September 27th OCEANIC
THURSDAY, October 11th COPTIC

1'rom San Francisco
for Hongkong. Steamer.

SATURDAY. May 5th COPTIC
THURSDAY, Juno 28th ARABIC
TUESDAY, July 10th OCEANIC
SATURDAY, July 21st COPTIC

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates.

Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.'s

Geueral Offices, Room 74, cor. Fourth and Townsend .sis.

For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific MailSteam-
ship Company's Wharf, or at No 202 Market street, Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN, General Passenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD. President. May 5th.

FOR PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, OREGON.

The Oretfon Railway and Navigation Company ami Pacific
Coast Steamship Company will dispatch from Spear-street Wharf, for the

above ports, one of their new Al iron Steamships, viz. : QUEEN OF THE PACIFIC,
COLUMBIA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA and OREGON.

Sailing: Days,
JUNE 2-5-8-11-14-17-20-23-26-29, and every Ifollowing

Three Days, at 10 o'clock a. m.
Connecting at Portland, Oregon, with Steamers and Railroads and their connecting
Stage Lines for all points in Oregon, Washington and Idaho Territories, British

Columbia and Alaska.

Ticket Office 214 Montgomery Street

[May 5. J

OOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

No. 10 Market street, San Francisco.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamers ol this Company will sail from Broadway Wharf

as follows :

For Victoria, B.C., and Puget Sound Ports: Every Friday, at 2 r. H. of each month.
Steamer of the 30th connects at Port Townsend with steamer "Idaho" for Alaska.

For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the O. K. & N. Co.: Every :-: daj a.

For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 5th, 10th, 15th,

20th, 25th aud 30th of each month.
For Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and

Ventura: Every Wednesday at 8 a.m.

For Eureka, Areata, and Hooktou, Humboldt Bay: Every Wednesday, "clock.

For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc.: Every Monday.

Ticket Office, No. 21-4 Montgomery Street, near Pine.
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

[May 5 ]
Vn in MirWt «wpt.

SPECIAL NOTICE. PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP CO.
rph« NloaiiiNhip City or New York will receive Freight for
J. HONOLULU, AUCKLAND and SYDNEY, MONDAY, JUSE 4th. and sail for

above ports WKDNESDAY, JUNE 6th, at 2 o'clock P. M., or immediately on arrival

of the English mails. WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., General \_-

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of the Standard Con. Mining Company, San Frau-

risjBO, Jim" 2d, 1883.—At B meeting of the Board of Directors of the above
named company, held this day, Dividend No. 55, of Twenty-five Centa (25c.) per
share, was declared, payable ou TUESDAY, JUNE TWELFTH, 1&S3. at the Farm-
ers' Loan and Trust Company, in New York, or at the Office 111 tins ritv.

w.M WILLIS, Secretary.

Office—Room No. 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery struct, San Francisco.

California. June 9.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office Kentncb Mining Company, Kan Francisco, June 4,

1SS3.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of (he above named
held this day. Dividend No. 38, of Ten ( 10) Centa per share, was declared, payable on
WEDNESDAY, JUNE TWENTIETH, 1SS3. Transfer books dosed on Thuri-dav,

June L4th, 1883, »t 3 o'clock r. u. J. W. FEW, Secretary.

Office—310 Pine street, R em 15, Ban Francisco, Cal. June 9.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office Spring: Valley Water Company, Nan Francisco. Jane

j t lags, _,\ Dividend baa beeu declared on the c&piu:
MONDAY, nth boat. [June 9.J « M. NORR1S, Secretary.

DIVIDEND NO. NINETY-THREE.
The II. .111. Mm mil IiHUrauce Company Hill pay its K<«

v Dividend of One LVlIar i«er thare u|K.n its ca(

JUNE ii, : CHAS. is. ;;t. ;
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REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.

Recorded in the City and County of San Francisco, California, for

the Week ending- June 4th.

Co**-

•<<..cd from the Records of the L'ommerciatAge7icy
y
±Ql Val\forniaSt.^lS.F.

Tuesday, May 29th.

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE.
-L

DESCRIPTION.

Leliu L Foster to Edwin (joodall.

.

H Moran to Jas Dowling

A Morris toMartinH Donahue

C Derby to Wm A Schadde

Anne S Taylor to J F English

Jos A Perkins to Edwd Logan

Peter Salher to Henry Hahn

Same to same
VV G Badger to Peter Sat ber

C L Hinkel to F F \V Crondace .

.

F W Croildace to Maria Ingram. .

.

Hannah Crosbie to Jas F Rock. .

.

E Rooney to Elizth Doherty

TAG Dorland to Jas Condon

Anne S Taylor to JnoM Johnson

Same as in deed this day, from city to

Foster
N Fulton, 100 e Buchanan, e 27:0x121-
W A 224

Se Minna, 32? ne 6th, ne 19:6x75—100-
vara 202

N Pacific, 12:6 w Octavia, w 65x137:6—
W A193

Se Washington and Van Ness, s 57:8 x
120—W A 52
W Jessie, 216:6 n 21st, n 21:6x25—MB
No 66

E Kearny, 45:10 s Broadway, s 10 inches
xt>8:9

Se Kearny and Broadway, e 68:9x45:10.
Same
E Broderick, 52:6 s Sacramento, s 25 x
82:6-W A 500

Same
S Perry, 155 se Fourth, se 25x80—100-
vara 173

S Nevada, 8) e Folsom, e 25x63—M
B 9

E Dehon, 85 s 16th, b 25x80, being in M
B 9

J Jackson, 124:3 e Franklin, e 46x127:8,
VV A 91

PRICE

10,800

2,750

1,600

16,000

11,537

2,500

5
9,000
5,668

4,2"0

Gift

2,000

1.800

1,300

5,000

Thursday, May 31st.

A Schiuolz to Wm J Hermann

—

Jos J Stenson to Josiah S Wolfe.

.

R M Price to A B McCreery
S C Badurous to A P Van Dozer.

S Union, 110 w Taylor, w 27:6x120—50-
vara806

1-16 Mission Creek lands, 1-5 of P N
blk 5 to 7. 20 to 22, 24, 25. 42, 43, 46,
47, 66 to 68

S Clay, S5 e Battery, e 55x119....
W Gnerrero, 128 n 21st, n 50x92, being

in M B76

25,0l'O

5

Friday, June 1st.

Saml D Simonds to J B Haggin..
F M Pixley to same
J B Haggin to J L Flood
Wm Satterleeto Jno F Merrell...

F Weisenborn to J K Newton...

G U Lawlor to Rose Dongall

S Heydenfelt to Eugenie I Cole.

.

Jno Calvert et al to C Appel etal.

Savs & Ln Soc to J C Flood

J Hunt to J B Haggin ..

South Beach block 7
Same
Same, and block 8 '

Ne Van Ness and Washington, n 127:8x
123—WA 51

W Folsom, 35 s 22nd, s 37x100, being in

MB 139
N Haight, 25 w Scott, w 25x122:6—W A
443 «

S Broadway, 137:6 e Webster, e 68:9 x
132:7-W A 266
W Dupoot, 23 s Sutter, s 22x22—50-vara
560

Lots and blocks hounded by Massachu-
setts, Tulare, Precita Creek, De Haro,
Tolo. Golden City Homestead Map,
made for F Mason

South Beach blk 7

$ 5
5

500000

27,500

5

1,350

6,500

5

Saturday, June 2nd.

Annie M Richards to J Mitchell. .

.

Geo R Foard to Margt Foard

ChaB Matthews to Mary MatthewB

Patk Riordan to Teresa Buchignan

Tbos Bell to Mary E Pleasant

Franco Amr'n Bk to W Vigoureox

R J Harrison to Richd Malone....

Jas Duffy to J P Jourden

Louis Brunotte to O H Engelke.

.

S Washington, 137 e Jones, e 31:4x137,
subject to mortgage $4,500

N Clay, 116 e Webster, e 32x127:8—

W

A 288.... Gift
S Ridley, 167 w Guerrero, w 55x90—

M

B 25 1,275

N Broadway, 68 e Leavenworth, e 23 x
60-50-vara 887 2.900

S Sutter, 160:5 e Jones, e 45:10x137-50-
varal037i 26,000

S Tnrk, 110 w Pierce, w 27x120, being
inWA433 40

Ne Webster and Filbert, ne 30x110—

W

A261 1,600
Se Bryant, 195 sw 6th, se 75x40—100-
vara 189 ; ne Clementina, 275 ne 2nd,
ne 35x80—100-vara 56 ; sw 5th, 140 se
Folsom, se 25x75—100-vara 194 ; B

Se Church and Duncan, s 26x100—HA
56 1 5

Monday, June 4th.

\V Hollis et a) to L Gottig..

Same to same..

Same to same..

I * Soc Francaise (o J Arrowsmith
B L/iriaz to ChasFTittel

Ne Green and Laguna, e 50 x 160 ; n
Green, 75 e Laguna, e 125. n 137, w
1( 0, s 37, w 25, s 100 to commence-
ment ; ee Green and Laguna, e 200,
s 137:6, w 100, n 37:6, w 100, n 100 to
commencement

Lots 41 to — , block 181, Haley and
O'Neil tract; lots 161, 163, 173,184,
and nw one-half of 183. Central Park
Homestead ; e Castro, 50 n Henry, n
52x100. being in M B 118 : o 2nd ave-
nue, 170 s 15tb, 8 99x96, being in M
B36

Nw Ridley and Elgin Park, n 119. w 75,

b 44, e 1, a 75, e 74 to commencement,
—being in Mission Block 22, sw Her-
man and Elgin Park, w 95:7, sw 35, se
80, sw 5, s 10, e 75. n 97 to commence-
ment, being in Mission Block 22 ; se
Market ,127 sw Pearl, sw 50, se 78:5, e
65:9, ne 121:9 to commencement, being
in Mission Block 22, and property on
the Polrero Nuevo

S Brannan, 225 e 3rd, e 55x137:6
VV Shotwell, 150 n 24th, n 30x122:6—

M

B 153

14,621

:6 2->0

4,300

HUGH M!A.TJJL,DI]V,

JEWELER,
(FORMERLY WITH RANDOLPH & COMPANY,)

.Factory, SOS Sutter Street.

WATCHES, DIAMONDS, JEWELRY, Etc.

DESIGNS FURNISHED, and ANY ARTICLE OF JEWELRY MADE TO ORDER.

ATTRACTIVE GOLD &TJABTZ JEWELRY.

REPAIRING. f^» RETAIL TRADE SOLICITED.

LOWELL PAPEE SHOT SHELLS.
Manufactured by the IT. S. Cartridge Co.

SUPERIOR TO AZZ OTHERS.

FIRST QUALITY—WATERPROOF. SECOND QUALITY-GOOD FOR ONE
SHOT. SURE FIRE AND DURABLE.

Cartridges. Brass Shells, Loading- Implements, etc
K3?" For sale by all dealers. . March 31.

AMERICAN EXCHANGE HOTEL,
Sansome street, Corner Halleck, San Francisco.—This

hotel is in the very center of the business portion of the city, and has been
renovated and newly furnished throughout. The traveling public will find this to
be the most convenient as well as the most comfortable and respectable hotel in the
city. TABLE FIRST-CLASS. Hoard and room, SI, Sl.25 and $1.50 per day. Nice
single rooms per night, 50 cents. Breakfasts or dinners, 50 cents. Lunch, zb cents.
Eighteen tickets, good for any meals, for $5. Hot and cold baths free. Free coach
to and from the hotel. Oct. 7.

[ESTABLISHED 18 5 5.]

J. 0'KANE,

767 MARKET STREET,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

HARNESS. SADDLES, ROBES, BLANKETS, 'WHIPS,
And Everything necessary for Horse or Carnage Use.

REPAIRING promptly attended to. May 12.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Refinery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold. Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-

turers of BLUESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in their

various forms.
June 13. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY
No. 310 Sansome Street,

San .Francisco,

'WHOLE SALE J> E ALERS IN FVR8.
[September 21.1

R. H. SINT0N,
DEALER IN REAL ESTATE AND MINES

(Office of John Middleton & Son),

116 Montgromery street San Francisco.

Grape, Agricultural, Grazing- and Timber Lands bought and sold; also Gold, Silver

and Copper Mines. Solicitor of Patents for Mining Claims A SPECIALTY.

SEARCHER OP REC0RD3 POR ALAMEDA COUNTY,

G. W. McKEAND.

Offices—Southeast Corner of Fourth and Broadway streets,

OAKLAND. March 31.

C0AL-0IL STOVES.

All Sizes for Cooking or Parlor use. Send for Circular and Prices

WIESIER & CO..
17 New Montgomery St., S. P.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

360 FOURTH STREET, SAM ERAJfCISCO.
[July 15.]

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Gold Medal, Paris, 1878.

Sold by all Stationers. Sole Agent for tbe United States:
MR. HENRY HOE, 91 John street, N. T. Jan. 6.

A. WALDSTEIN,
Lithographer and Zincographer, Mo. 320 Sansome street,

Room 48, Second Floor. Aug. 19.
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NOTABILIA.
THE PEDDLERS SONG.

U«n« white ii'lrivcn mow; ri.>i|* and *t..iii*t hi-m,
Cypren black as e'er *»* crow ; Fbt mj lads bo glre their tleare;

Ulove* u sweet *J damask rams* ; and poking rtlfill ol
Uaaki for faccM and for noses ; What instil* t.v k (rum hwad t" DM]

:

nuvlet, necklace, amber
; bill '•' n»,001l

Perfume for a lady's chamber ; Buy, luda, 09 i

William Siiaksi-kakk.

A woman in the Western Addition, white honsBHlISMBinff, Found
il oi ttankbills. Now. dont get excited, Itdlos, and go to olee>ning

house all over again. The bank which Issued them bad failed yean be>

there is but one thing in tliiw country that never fails -to give eat-

bfaetion—and that is the delicious icecream that can be obtained at
Swaiu's Bakery, 213 Sutter street.

A stupid-looking tramp knocked at one of the finest residences in

ad, and was received by the lady of the house. "What do you
want?" " Please'm, I wanted to tell yon that your house needs painting,
and that the Imperishable Paint, sold by J. R. Kelly & Co., Market
street, S. 1".. goes three times as far as other paints, and is impervious to

the action of the weather."

What a common-place affair the coronation will seem if Mr. Mackey,
with his big diamund stud, and Mrs. Mackey. with her fifteen oourt

-. should occupy prominent seats in the Kremlin. A Czar of all

the Russias may be a gorgeous sort of a chap when he is all alone, but if

be wants to show off he musn't stand in the reflected li^ht of an Ameri-
can bonanza family. —Rochester Post-Express.

The latest agony is for a young lady to have a dog to match her
dress. We'd like to see a crushed strawberry dog—in fact, any kind of a
crushed dog. But above all other things, we love to see those beautiful
photographs of young ladies and their pet canines, that are taken by
Bradley & Rulofson, Geary and Dupont streets.

Business men avoid jury duty ; but they expect just and intelligent

verdicts from loafers who are willing to serve for lunch wages. Another
thing, business men often forget that pure and unadulterated Liquors
can always be obtained from P. J. Casain & Co., Washington and Bat-
tery streets.

A young man who was deeply in debt
Began on horse races to bebt.

But he felt much in doubt
How his fate would turn oubt

If a loss he should happen to'gebt.

—Detroit Free Press.

The favorite diet of the trout is the fly, and the favorite diet of the
fly is the trout fisherman. The latter tries to even up matters by catch-
ing and eating the trout after it has been cooked by one of those magnifi-
cent Arlington Ranges, sold by De La Montanya, Jackson street, below
Battery.

Just now the commencement orator is busy shaking his fist at the
looking-glass ; but, bye-and-bye, when he goes into the country and catch-
es Poison Oak, he will spend most of his time rubbing himself. Howev-
er, Steele's Grindelia Lotion will cure him, if he has sense enough to
use it.

Young Mr. Fathersgotmoney couldn't play tennis at Mrs. Dash's
garden party the other day, because his shoemaker didn't send home the
tennis shoes he had ordered, and besides he had forgotten to have his hair
cut. So he sat on the grass, and went over the alphabet and multiplica-
tion table to please his ma. —N. Y. Mail and Express.

Very few of the elephants in these days have any tusks. You see, the
extensive manufacture of celluloid has made it su cheap that it doesn't
pay the elephants to grow ivory ; but it pays everybody who wants a well-

made, stylish hat, to go to White's, 614 Commercial street.

Far more valuable than those golden apples of Hesperides are the
life, health and beauty of Womanhood. Mrs. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-
pound restores and preserves all these.

It has been discovered that sunlight is not white, but blue. Now the
girls will be bothered more than ever to understand how it makes big
brown freckles. —Chronicle-Herald.

A full Stock of the best quality of Underwear and Cents' Furnishing
Goods can be found at J. W. Carmauy's, 25 Kearny street. Note the
address.

St. Pall is the undertaker's patron saint, and Brooks' Spool Cotton is

the patron saint and trinity combined of every seamstress in the land.

A man arrested for bigamy offered as an excuse that he "loved not
wisely but too well."

Are you troubled with such symptoms of dyspepsia as belching,

tasting of the food, heart-burn, etc.? Brawn's Iron Bitters will cure you.

The digestive organs, weakened and worn out by using cathartic med-
icines, restored by using Brown's Iron Bitters.

A Nannie goat is a milker and a Billy goat a butter.

—Baltimore Every Saturday.

J. F. Cutter's Old Bourbon.—This celebrated Whisky is for sale by
all first-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

Another New Oil Store.—Latest! Best! Prettiest! Call and see it, at John
F. Mykrs a, Co., SOS) Market street.

One of the most sanguinary puns of the season was perpetrated by the
Boston Bulletin as follows: "A blooded horse is of course a good gore."

Fine Watch Repairing: at J- W. Tucker & Co's., comer of Kearny and Geary
streets.

ROCK NURSERIES.
TREES P O R SALE.

A Large Assortment of Thrifty, Well-Qrown Fruit, Shade and
Ornamental TreeB.

NEW AND RARE EVERGREENS,
PALMS, BAMBOOS, SHRUBS, ROSB8, tto. BM ILL FRUITS, Including a Laws

Variety of GRAPEVINES (or Tablo, f..r Wine and tor Raisins.

STRAWBERRIES.
OF NEWEST AND BEST VARIETIES TOR MARKET AND Full PROFIT.

Descriptive Catalogues mill be Sent as follows:

No. 1.—Fruits, Grapevines, Berries, etc 3 cents
No. 2.—Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Boses, etc 3 cents
[ManshW.] John BOOK, Man Jose, Cat.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,
Sawing. Planing and Manufacturing:—Doors, Sashes, Blinds and

Mouldings-Turning, Scroll and Jig Sawing—Counters,
Bar and Store Fixtures.

Finishing Work for Buildings on Hand and Made to Order.

317 to 325 Spear SI., ami 3IS to 336 Stewart St., S. F.
The largest and oldest established mill on the Pacific Coast.

D. A. Macdosald, Pres't. R. S. Falconer, Sec'y. W. N. Miller, Supt
[March 25. J

EUREKA COTTON GARDEN HOSE.

its' Weighs less than one-half as much as Three-ply Rubber Hose, and stands

more than four times the pressure. Is not injured by exposure to the sun. and
does not deteriorate with age when laid away, same as Rubber Hose. TRY IT.

W. T. Y. SCHtNCK, Agent for Paoiflo Coast,

[April 21.] 36 California street, San Francisco, Cal.

MARBLE WORKS.
KANTEUS and GRATES, MOWJItEarTS and BEA VSTONES,

In Marble and Scotch Granite,

837 Market street bet. Fourth and Fifth

gg"Send for Designs aud Prices. W. II. MclOIUIK K,

JOHN DANIEL & CO.,

Importers and Dealers in Italian Marble and Scotch Granite

MONUMENTS. MANTELS, Etc.,

No. 421 Pine street bet. Montgomery and Kearny, San Franciaco.

E^* Manufacturers of Monuments, Head Stones, Mantel-Pieces, Plumbers' Stones,

Table and Counter Tops, Imposing-Stones, etc., at LOWEST CASH PRICES.

C. W. M. SMITH, /^\
The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor, /fSp^rA

Established in 1803, IHATENTqI
Removed to 234 Sansome Street. \£xSRy
63T* MR. C. W. M. SMITH is the patent attorney for Marriott's Aeropla.sk COM-

PACT for Navigating the Air. Oct. 22.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS.
Agents for BICOBD'S RESTORATIVE PrLLS,

BS5 Market Street. San Francisco, Cal.

PALACE nOTEL. June 24.

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,

OCULIST.
Formerly at No. SIS Bu-h street, has removed to Phelau*s

Building, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 M. to 3 p.m.
Take the Elevator. May 87.

THOMAS MORFFEW, D. D. S.,

DENTIST,
No. 8 Montgomery street Corner Market

(Over the Hibernia Bank), San Francisco. Take tub Elevatjr.

DOORS, WEIGHTS, PULLETS AND COEDS.

/INDOWS

BLINDS,

WINDOWS. **" Country dealers are especially invited to call and examine
• oor stock, note our prices and favorable terms. Send for Price List,

-WILSON & BROTHER.
Manufacturers, Wholesale and Retail Dealers,

Nom. 18, 20 Biicl 22 Drniuiu st bet. California aud Sacramento-

Catalogues, Books, Illustrated Circulars and Illuminated Printing executed in
a superior manner by the S. F. News Letter.
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CRADLE, ALTAR, AND TOMB.

CRADLTJ.
Alexander—In this eitj, June 1, to the wife of R. J. Alexander, a daughter.
Blackbdrne—In this city. May 28, to the wife of Francis Blackburne, a sou.
GiSELMAN—In this city. May 24, to the wife of Wm. Giselman, a son.

Harley—In this city, June 5, to the wife of David Harley, a daughter.
Harmon'—In this city, May 24, to the wife of H. B. Harmon, a son.
Hirschfelder—June 1, to the wife of Dr. J. O. Hirschfelder, a daughter.
Lindsay—In this city, May 25, to the wife of Wm. Lindsay, a s"n.

Lanqford—In this city, June 1, to the wife of Geo. H. Langford, a daughter.
Millrr—In this eitv, June 6, to the wife of A. C. Miller, a son.
M A'.vis—In this city, June 4, to the wife of J. B. Marvin, a son.
MuAlpine—In this city, May 25, to the wife of J. R. McAlpine, a son.
Stephens—In this city, May 30, to the widow of W. J. Stephens, a daughter.
Stone -In this city, June 1, to the wife of Maurice Stone, a daughter.
'Vegkner—In this city, May 29, to the wife of Henry Wegener, a daughLer.
Webster—In this city, May 27, to the wife of J. S. Webster, a son.
Webster—In this city, June 5, to the wife of Edward Webster, a daughter.

AIiTAEL
Barrett-Nelson—June 4, William G. Barrett to Clara Augusta Nelson.
Christian-Yates—June 3, WilJiam Christian to Ellen M. Yates.
Holbroor-Raymond—May 31, Charles T. Holbrook to Bessie Raymond.
Hall-Dickf.nsox—Juue 2, Samuel Hall to Katie Dickenson, both of this city.

Hallaiian-Rino—May 29, James Hallahan to Maggie W. Ring.
Laws-Dennis—June 2, Benjamin A. Laws to Lillian M. Dennis, hoth of this city.

Mains-Abbott—Juce 5, William Mains to Annie Abbott, both of this city.

Newsom-Sedglky—June 2, Joseph C. Newsom and Nelle A. Sedgley.
O'Connor-Dalton—Mny 24, Richard O'Connor to Maria H. Dalton, both of this city

Kolfe-Leslik—May 29, Thomas C. Rolfe to Jessie A, Leslie.
Trott-Marsii—June 4, William J. Trott to Donna C. Marsh, hoth of this city.

Watson-Bichardson—June 3, Peter W. Watson to Henrietta hichardson.

TOMB.
Bartlett—Junel, Antenett Bartlett, a native of Maine, aged 5S years.

Brady—May 31, Owen Brady, a native of Ire'and, aged .45 years.

Ewisq—June 4, Frank Ewing, a native of Missouri, aged 51 years.

Hebekt—June 1, Cecile Hebert, a native of Frauce, aged 52 years.

Janes—June G, Mrs. Eunice L. Janes, a native of Massachusetts, aged S2 j'cars.

Jackson—May 31, Alice Jackson, a native of Ireland, aged 52 years.
Kennally—May 30, Mary J. Kenrrlly, a native of Boston, aged 25 years.
Lal'ghlin—June 1, James Laughlin, a native of Ireland, aged 40 years.
McDonald—June 3, Edward McDonald, a native of Ireland, aged — years.
Neville—May 30, Mrs. Ellen Neville, a native of Ireland, aged G3 years.

Sciinitzlein—June 5, George Scbnitzlein, a native of Germany, aged 28 years.
Stearns—June 2, Joseph Uascall Stearns, aged 66 years.
Sullivan—June 4, Maria I- Sullivan, a native of Ireland, aged 45 years.

Sullivan—June 1, Lizzie Sullivan, a native of Maryland, aged 6 years.
Thompson—June 4, John Thompson, a native of Pennsylvania, aged 41 years.
Truett—May 31, Anna Jewel Truett. a native of San Francisco.
Woods—June 5, Alice Woods, a native of Ireland, aged 60 years.
Waul—June 3, Anna B. Walil, a native of Norway, aged 41 years.
Waits—June 6, William F. Waite, a native of Massachusetts, aged 47 years.
Zederman—June 4, M. Zederruan, a native of Bavaria, aged 32 years.

A TRIP TO PARADISE AND BACK.
This is an age when style and fashion rule the roost. To do "the cor-

rect thing, you know," is the main aim in life of that fortunate portion of

mankind which is proud to call itself the upper ten thousand, and to ar-

range their pleasures so that the vulg ir herd may be excluded from them
seems to be an almost equally important object with the same superior
mortals. It must be confessed, however, that these gilt-edged leaders of

society have a happy knack of discovering what is good and pleasant, and
of enjoying their discovery to the top of their bent. This undeniable
truth was made particularly plain to us a short time since, when we ven-

tured on oue of the Sunday round trips to Monterey by the S. P. It. R.,
of which people have been talking so much of late. We had heard be-

forehand that the people who traveled by this train were of the class that
like to journey luxuriously, and truly we found it a great advantage to

speed southward in tbeir company. The S. P. R. R., as most of our read-

ers know, runs through a country which is picturesque at all seasons, but
which just now, during the reign of budding Summer, is a perfect land of

enchantment. The fields were all clad in their brand-new emerald robes,
embroidered with brilliant wild-flowers, of every conceivable hue. . The
air was cool as we rushed alons, and there was absolutely no dust. The
coaches were fitted up like miniature palaces, and although we traveled
at a high rate of speed, the road-bed was so perfect that
we seemed to glide upon air rather than roll over steel. The
train arrived at Monterey in such good season that we found
we had abundance of time to spend before the return trip. This we
partly employed in a drive along the splendidly kept roads that wind
around the quaint old town, and found the scenery to be remarkably
beautiful. A lunch at the famous Hotel del Monte was the next treat
in order, and a better served meal it has never been our good fortune to

partake of. The new addition to the Hotel, which contains 68 splendidly
furnished apartments, will surprise and delight those who have not seen
the building since last season. The rooms are all models of elegant
though home-like comfort. The Hotel grounds never looked more sur-

passingly lovely. We have traveled in many lands famous for their
landscapes, but unless it was an English park here and there, we have
never seen rural beauty of so lordly an order as here. A drive through
the Pacific Grove Retreat, which promises to be a much favored resort
this Summer, was followed by a refreshing swim in the baths, and when at
last we reluctantly turned our faces homeward, it was with the feeling
that we had never spent our time and money to better advantage than on
the Sunday round trip to Monterey.

Mis. Julia Melville-Snyder, the well-known and accomplished
teacher of elocution and all that pertains to dramatic or lyric art, can be
found at No. 138 McAllister street. Mrs. Melville-Snyder's success in
preparing her pupils for the stage has been so great, and her reputation,
is, consequently, so widespread, that it seems to be almost superfluous to
say a word in regard to them. In cultivating the talents of those who
place themselves in her charge, this talented lady pursues original meth-
ods that are the result of years of experience and observation, and her
pupils go forth with their individuality strongly developed, to make fore-

most places for themselves, not to copy others.

Sir Harry Partes goes to China, to take Sir Thomas Wade's place,
and the Hon. P. R. Plunkett goes as Ambassador to Japan, to take Sir
Harry Parkes' place. Mr. Plunkett is the brother of the Earl of Fingall.
He is a Roman Catholic, was educated at Oscott College, and entered the
diplomatic service before he was of age. He is now forty-eight years old.

He has been all over the world. Beginning his career at Munich, he
went from thence to Naples, thence to the Hague, thence to Madrid, and
thence to St. Petersburg. He has been Second Secretary of Legation at
Copenhagen, Vienna, Berlin and Florence. He crossed the Atlantic and
served at Washington, where he married (like all rising men) an Ameri-
can lady. He knows Japan, for he has served at Jeddo already. Lately
he has been First Secretary of Legation at St. Petersburg.

GRAND MUSICAL FESTIVAL,
— UNDER TUE DIRECTION OF—

THEODORE THOMAS!
— TO BE HELD IN TUE —

Mechanics' Pavilion, on the Evenings of June 7, 8, 9, 11 and 12

and Afternoons of Jnne 9th and 13th,

Seven Grand Programmes

!

Embracing THE WIDEST RANGE OF COMPOSITION-, will be rendered by the

Theodore Thomas Grand Orchestra of Sixty Performers

!

In conjunction with the following eminent Soloists:

MISS EMMA C. THUKSBY, Soprano;

MBS. E. HUMPHREY ALLEN, Soprano?

MRS. ANNIE HARTDEGEN, Soprano;

MME. JULIE RIVE-KINCr, Solo Pianist;

MRS. BELLE COLE, Contralto;

MR. FRED HARVEY, Tenor;

MR. FRANZ REMMERTZ, Basso,

And the Grand Festival Chorus of 500 Voices!

Organized and thoroughly rehearsed under the direction of MR. DAVID W.
LORING.

The sale of SINCLE CONCERT TICKETS will begin on MONDAY NEXT, at 9

A.M., at the MUSIC STORES of M. GRAY, KOHLER & CHASE and SHERMAN
& CLAY; also at the WHITE HOUSE, for Boxes ODly.

PRICES:
Reserved Seats, Single Concerts $1, £3 aucl S3, according to location

Box Seats, Single Concerts &3, $4 and $5, according to location

AST Orders by mail, telegraph, or telephone, to any of the above ticket offices will

receive prompt attention.

Decker Bros1 Pianos used at Thomas Concerts. May 26.

EMERSON'S STANDARD THEATRE.

WM. E.1IEK.SO.V. Sole Proprietor niul Marnier-Every Ev-
ening and Saturday Matinee, EMERSON'S MINSTRELS. Last Week of

the present Company. Entire Change of Programme. Tremendous Success of
WILSON AND CAMERON! CHARLEY REED'S New Farce,

Feck's Bad Boy No. 2!
EMERSON'S NEW MINSTREL COMPANY will play at Vallejo, June 11th; Santa

Cruz, June 12th; San Jose, June 13th; Sacramento, June 14th, 1 th and 16th.

Grand Opening of EMERSON'S NEW MINSTREL COMPANY, Monday, June
18th, at the BUStt-STREET THEATRE. Mr. Emerson will keep the Standard Thea-
tre closed during his lease of the Bush-Street Theatre.
POPULAR PRICES.— 60 cents and 75 cents. June 9.

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.
Jn.HAVERI/r, Proprietor.—Frederick W. Bert, Manager.

9 Farewell Week! Positively Last Night of the Engagement of MR.. LAW-
RENCE BARRETT! This Saturday Matinee, ROSEDALE. This Saturday Evening,

Julius Csesar!

LAWRENCE BARRETT as Cassius. Secure your seats in advance.
Monday Evening, June 11th—The Peerless Artiste, JANAUSCHEK. [June 9.

BALDWIN THEATRE.

MB. XEAVITT, Lessee and Manager; Al. Haymmi, As-
» soci;ite Manager. -Every Evening and Saturdav Matinee, THE WYNDHAM

COMEDY" COMPANY in a Magnificent Production of

The Great Divorce Case!
Secure your seats.

RAFAEL.
SPECIAL NOTICE.

HAPPY VALLEY SALE^ - - SAN
^g- EXCURSION BOAT will leave on SATURDAY, JUNE 9th, at 12 M., from

FOOT OF MARKET STREET, via Saucelito; returning at 6 r. m. via San Quentin,
making a charming Excursion. All are invited, Ladies specially. Ample Collation

for all. Conveyance in waiting to take all comers to sale grounds. FARE 50 CIS.
FOR THE ROUND TRIP. Tickets at our Office or at the Ferry.

EASTON & ELDRIDGE, Auctioneers. [June 9.
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,1 this MMon of the pour. Cattle Mid Sheep are in Hue condition,
.v.iy with the necessity of driving them off far distant, asU a

ison, in search of grass. The Hurley harvest will begin within a
fortnight, ami promises to be one of the largest and best ever garnered in

the Si

Arrivals of late have been numerous and imports heavy. Following
are those of the most importance since our last weekly residence : Ship
1'. B. Cheney, BOdnya from Hongkong, to Bftoondray & Co., with 15,532
bags Riw. 1..

M"' rolls matting. 340 bales of Calcutta Gunnies and IS,600
Chow Chow, Ship Janet Court, 185 days from Liverpool via

Honolulu, with 2.100 bxs. Tin Plate, 2,500 hags 'Salt. Chemicals, etc.;

also from the Islands, 10,649 bags Sugar and 631 bags Rice. Ship Than-
derboldt, 138 days from Calcutta, brought 3,888 bags Scrap Iron and 3.073

French bark Emilie, 138 days from Bordeaux, has 2.105

Oil, 1,317 08. Sardines, 300 bbls. Sulphur, Wines, Brandies, etc.

Tw<. vessel! from Tahiti bring 300,000 Oranges and Gl,000 Cocoa Nuts.
Schooner Claus Spreckles, 47 days from Chili, has 2.800 bags of Nitrate.

Brig Nautilus, from Valparaiso via (Jambria, lias for cargo 2S5 bags Chili

Waluuts. 20,000 kegs Pearl Shells, 4,300 kgs Cobra.

Honolulu arrivals include the bk. D. C. Murray with G,535 bags

Sugar, 2.104 bags Rioe, and 1-7 bbls. Molasses. Consuelo from same
with G.180 bags Sugar. H. W. Alniy from same with 6,455 bags Sugar
and 1,000 bags Rice. J. D. Spreckles from same 7,008 pkgs. Sugar.

The Ella from same 2,577 bags Sugar, 320 bags Rice, etc.

The P. M. S. S. San Jose from Central American ports brought us

4.103 bags Coffee and 1,030 bags Sugar; from Mexican ports 502 cs. Limes,
100 bchs. Bananas, also Mangoes, Pine Apples, etc.; also en route from
New York via Isthmus in transit for China 1,200 bales Cotton Sheetings.

Oregon has sent us during the week 3.000 ca. Salmon, 5,200 qrs. 3,200

hlf. sks. Flour, 1,440 bags Flax Seed, 1,200 bags Wool, etc.

Exports to Central America per Colima hence June 1st: Flour, 4,020

bbls. and other merchandise, value 837,590 ; to Mexico per same, Quick-
silver. 100 flasks, and other merchandise, value $7,264; to Panama, Rice

and Provisions, value §5,043. The Dakota for Victoria, B. C, had a
general cargo, value 834,000.

For New York.—Ship Young America hence June 1st : 316,000 lbs.

Borax, 23,758 lbs. Mustard Seed, 3,681 galls. Sperm Oil; Ores, 701,000 lbs.

Copper, 593.600 lbs Iron, 204,870 lbs. Chrome, 305,080 lbs. Wool, 22,000

galls. Wine, etc.; value 8147,000.

Coffee.- -The P. M. S. S. San Jose, from Central American ports,

brought up 4,188 bags, and the City of Peking 649 bags from Hongkong.
Ft. Hocbkofler's circular of the 1st inst., furnishes us with the following

resume of the market: The arrivals by sea in the first five months of the

last five years were: 1879—54,013 bags; 1880—124,794 bags; 1881—79.321
bags; 1882—00,000 bags; 1883—74,034 bags. The Overland receipts dur-

ing the same period were: 1879—279 bags; 1880—275 bags; 1S81—449
bags; 1882—2,185 bags; 1883—743 bags. The stock of Central American
Coffees in first hands on the 31st of May was: 1870-16,000 bags; 1880—
78,871 bags; 1881—52,864 bags; 1882—58,209 bags; 1883—39,821 bags.

The price of Central American Coffees on May 31st of the last five years

was:
1870. 1880. 1831. 1882. 1883.

Strictly good Guatemala.. .16c. 15£c. 12^c. 12c 12^c.

Good unwashed Salvador.. 15i 15 ll| 102 11

Good Costa Rica 16 16 13 12 12£

On the same dates the price of " fair Rio cargoes " in the New York
market was: 13c, in 1870, 14ic. in 1880, 10£c. in 1881, 9£c. in 1882, 9c. in

1883.

The decline of this article in the Eastern and European markets has

bad a very depressing effect here. Business during the fortnight has been
almost at a stand-still, dealers being unwilling to buy at present prices in

anticipation of lower rates, whilst importers have as yet refused to make
concessions, believing in probable small receipts from Central America
during the present season. This, if realized, should have some effect on
prices, although they will be mainly governed by those ruling in other

markets of the world.

Rice.—Recent imports of China include 15,530 mats per ship P. B.
Cheney, 6,074 ditto per City of Peking, and from Honolulu 3,500 bags.

The latter sells readily at 5fc.; No. 1 China, 5|@6c; Mixed ditto, 4gc.

Salt.—The Janet Court, from Liverpool brought 2,500 sks. The mar-
ket is dull, and prices low and nominal.

Metals.—Stocks of Tin Plate and Sydney Pig Tin are large and free,

and prices for each low and nominal. The canners all seem to be fully

supplied at the moment. Pig Iron is in free stock, with a restricted

demand.

Coal.—Steam Coals are scarce at the moment, but Seattle has again
resumed her deliveries, which will check any advance. Low prices are

looked for next Fall and Winter.

Quicksilver.—Small sales are making from the wharf at 35|c; "A,"
tf bottle, $26 75@27.

Salmon.—The catch will no doubt prove to be a light one for the sea-

son. We hear of no spot sales. Late arrivals from the north were placed
prior to arrival. The present nominal Spot prices: 81 35 for Columbia
River; $1 30@1 32£ for Sacramento fish.

Cement.—Stocks are liberal. We quote Portland at S3 50(53 75;
Rosendale, $2 25 # bbl.

Grain Charters. -British bark Clonoaird, 1,300 tons, Wheat to Cork.
l\ K, £2 IBs., new crop loading, British berk Thunderboldt, 1,193
tons, Cork, U. K.. 62 I'm. (new orop), British ship Janet Court, 996
tons, Wheat to B ' 12s, 8 L, July August loading, (chartered
prior to arrival.) Ship I. P. Chapman, 2,038 tons, Wheat to Liverpool
direct, by Parrott & Oo., £2 K
We are indebted to W. H. Walker, Secretary, for the fall report of

the salei at the Produce Exchange Call Board In April, and since Its or-
ganization. Sales in April were as follows :

Artlcli Tom. Value.
Wheat 40.500 91,682,147 50
Barley 179,980 3,706,067 50
Oata 100 2,850 00
Rye 1,000 26, 180 00
Bran 4,600 50,780 00

Total 233,150 55,377,275 00

The total value of transactions on Call since its organization is $36,-
765,653 57.

Sugar.—We remark a frood demand for Island Raws. Hutchinson's
No. 1 Grocery prade sells at 9c. Other grades for refining, to the extent
of 2,000 bags, sold at 5i@8ic. Refined Cube and Crushed, Ilia: Yellow
and Golden, 9A@10ic.

Nicolaefsbi.—The ach. Falcon, hence for the Far North, carried 2,000
bbls. Flour and other Merchandise, value §18,364.

Honolulu.—The brig W. H. Meyer, hence June 4th for the Islands,
carried 541 bbls. Flour, etc., value §13,866.

Wheat.—The spot market is quiet at SI G7A@S1 70 per cental for
extra choice milling, SI 60@$1 65 for good to choice shipping grades.
On Call futures have been sold for all 1883 delivery as low as $1 54 per
cental, which will give the reader some idea of the future expectations of
the crop and market.

Barley.—Arrivals of the old crop are pressing in upon us, for within a
fortnight new will be in market. The Spot market is flat. Feed at 95c,
Brewing, $1@1 05 per cental. On Call sales for all 1883 delivery have
been made at 84@.85c per cental.

Wool.—The arrivals are free and the stock large. Spot market dull.

Choice Fleece will command 23@25c. ; fair to good, 18@20c; Medium,
15@17c; burry and dirty has been sold at 10@12oC.

Butter and Cheese.—Arrivals are free and stocks large. G-ood to
choice Dairy Roll Butter, 22@24c; fair to good, 18@20c. Cheese sells

at 10@12£c. for new.

Fruits.—The market is now flooded with Apricots, Berries, Currants,
Cherries, etc. The hot weather is bringing fruit forward rapidly. Lemons
and Limes are in great demand. Oranges are plentiful. Of these latter

shipments overland by Southern Railroad from Los Angeles large since
the reduction in freight.

Oats—The market is flat and prices lower now : S2 10@$2 15 for ex-

tra Choice ; other grades, Si 80@81 95 $ cental.

Corn.—Stock is light and quotable at SI 55@$1 60 # cental.

Hay.—Supplies liberal. Crop large. Wheat, $14@$16 ; Oat, $14'@

$16 ; Barley, $13@$14 ; Alfalfa, $9@$10 tf ton.

Hops.—The market is demoralized, the best Brewers' held at 75c. @80c.

;

Fair to Good, 40 to 50c; the new crop is offering at 30c; it will be large.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.

Bullion Minium Company.—Location of principal place
of business, San Francisco, California. Location of works, Gold Hill, Storey

county, Nevada.—Notice is hereby given that at a meeting of the Board of Direct-

ors, held on the seventh day of May. 1883, an assessment (No. 27) of Twenty (20)

Cents per share was levied upon the capital stock of the corporation, payable im-
mediately, in United States gold coin, to the Secretary, at the office of the Company,
No. 328 Montgomery street. Room 3. San Francisco, California.

Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on MONDAY, the
ELEVENTH (11th) DAY OF JUNE, 1S83, will be delinquent and advertised for

sale at public auction ; and unless payment is made before, will be sold on THURS-
DAY, THE FIFTH DAY OF JULY, 1883, to pay the delinquent assessment, to-

gether with costs of advertising and expenses of sale. By order of the Board of

Directors. J. M. BRAZELL, Secretary.

Office—Room 3, Safe Deposit Building, No. 32S Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California. Mey 18.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
POTOSI MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 12
Amount per Share 25 Cents
Levied May 12th, 1S83

Delinquent in Office June 20th. 1888

Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock July 11th. 1883
W. E. DEAN. Secretary.

Office—Room 79, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia. May 19.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
BEST & BELCHER MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 26
Amount per Share -'

Levied May Btl

Delinquent in Office June 13th, 1883

Day ot Sale of Delinquent Stock July 3d, 1883
\VM. WILLIS. Secretary.

Office—Room 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,

California May IS.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,

NO. 922 POST STREET.
Day anil Boardiujc School for Toang Ladies and Children.

KINDERGARTEN. The next term will commence July IS, 1883.

[May 5] MADAME B. ZEITSKA, A. M., Principal.
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
There can be no doubt that the evil prophets who predicted so confi-

dently that the Czar would not survive the coronation ceremonial, are

very much chagrined at the result. They were blatant witb private in-

formation from secret sources. They knew all the hidden plots of the

Nihilists. Day after day they published telegrams of the most blood-

thirsty order, in which the Nihilists were made to declare that the corona-

tion should not take place. To judge by their utterances, one would have
believed that, if everything else failed, the Imperial crown itself would
be found to contain a dynamite bomb, which would explode when it came
in contact with the Imperial head. The result confouuded them. Many
precautions were taken, it is true; but the Russian people, as a man,
ti rned out to be worshipers of the C2ar instead of being his wonld-be
murderers. They knelt in thousands about the Kremlin, praying for his

safety; they cheered him as he drove through the streets without an es-

cort; and subsequently the multitude offered up public thanksgivings for

his deliverance from the machinations of those whom they openly stigma-

tized as the enemies of Russia.

This was a sad set-back for the sensational newsmongers. But a liar is

hard to discourage, so long as another lie is left to redeem the failure of

his last. Thus it comes about that now we are told that the Nihilists

didn't want to kill the Czar just then. They had him so completely in

their power that members of their body were "near enough to him to

have struck him on the brow if the word had been given," and a lot more
nonsense of the same sort. In other words, all the bloody threats and
murderous assurances in which the Nihilists indulged, as to what they
were going to do at the coronation, have now resolved themselves into

what they are going to do in the future. The truth of the matter is that

the Russian assassination leagues, like those of Ireland, have had their

back broken. In both countries, the classes which believe one wrong can
right another have made themselves notorious, just as any atrocious mur-
derer can make his obscure name cursed by every hearth-side of a nation;

but neither the Nihilists or the Invincibles ever had any strength of num-
bers, nor have they met with anything but execration from the majority
of their respective countrymen. It begins to look now as if their brutal

reign was over, and the sooner that Marwood and Siberia perform the

last offices for what is left of them, the better the rest of the world.

The hostile attitude existing between France and China in the matter
of the Tonquin trouble, grows more seriously threatening every day. As
things now stand, war between the two Powers seems almost inevitable,

and unless a peaceful conclusion is very speedily reached, tin* world may
expect to witness a conflict which cannot fail to produce the most stupend-
ously important results. Of the right and wrong of the Tonquin ques-

tion it is not necessary to speak here. Most of our readers must by this

time be informed as to the merits of the quarrel. It is simply the
old story of European oppression "in the interests of commerce and
civilization," and of resistance on the part of those who think that they
have some rights of their own which even the spirit of European progress

ought to respect. ^^
But the consequences of the threatened war furnish food for contem-

plation. It is not probable that in the long run China can resist France
if the latter meets with no interference on the part of other European
Powers. But at the same time it must be remembered that the China of

to-day is not the China of twenty, or even ten year3 ago. For a longtime
the Celestial Government has been preparing for a struggle with her
western enemies, and at the present moment is well prepared to meet
them on nearly even terms so far as modern means of warefare are con-

sidered. China has a formidable fleet, and a well disciplined and
equipped army. She is rich enough to strengthen the former as far as

money can do so, and her population is so vast that she can increase the
latter to a practically immeasurable extent. Should it, then, so happen*
that China defeats, or even only baffles France in the coming conflict,

there is no telling to what extremes the boastful vanity of the Celestials

would proceed. In other words, China is like a bull which does not
know his own strength. But once acquaint him with it, and look out for

further developments. On the other hand, should France defeat China,
it would amount to nothing less than a dismemberment of that Empire.
England and Russia will not tamely look on without claiming a division

of the spoils, and this may result in bloodshed far west of the Flowery
Kingdom. The war is not yet opened, but should it ensue, rely upon it

there will be a noise loud enough for us to hear upon this slope at all

events,

The statements made of late in telegrams from Europe to this country,
concerning the Queen of England's health, have turned out to be based
on a very shadowy foundation, after all. There was at first an air of

probability about the rumor. Her Majesty is no longer young or slim,

and a fall that would be a trifle to a more juvenile and slender person
might cause serious injuries in the case of the Royal patient. Happily,
however, we are now assured that there is no cause for alarm. It ap-

pears, indeed, that the American papers have all along known more about
Her Majesty's condition than the physicians in immediate attendance
upon her. The official announcement of the Queen's state of health will,

however, be gratifying to all except the editors who have lately been put-
ting in their spare time in writing up her "obituary." We have no doubt
that if all the articles on the " Victorian Era," which are now awaiting
Victoria's demise, were strung into line, they would nearly encircle that
illustrious lady's empire, but unfortunately (for the rule is, " no pay till

it's published") it now looks as if the authors of these clever essays will

still have to go hungry for sometime to come.

The story about Lord Charles Beresford fighting Mace bare-fisted in the
presence of the Prince of Wale3, which was telegraphed to this country the
other day, we should recommend our readers to disbelieve. It carries with it

all the old ear-marks of a silly lie—for it is unworthy the name of a hoax.
Lord Charles is the one white sheep of the Beresford flock. He is brave
to rashness, like the rest of his kinsfolk, but we are mistaken if he is fool

or blackguard enough to risk his laurels and commission in such a hippo-
drome performance as that represented. He is a big man and handy
with his fists, but the assertion that he whipped Jem Mace without get-

ting a scratch is simply nonsense. But is it not sufficient that the origi-

nal dispatch appeared in a Chicago paper? What further proof of its

mendacity is needed ?

THE HEATED TERM AND WATER.
A long Summer has been suddenly ushered in upon us, in a manner

that will not permit us to forget the fact if we would. The heat during
the past week has been almost unparalleled in the history of the State. It
is hardly likely that we shall have many more such excessively hot days
as the past week has brought us, yet we may. In any event, it is very
certain that we have a long Summer before us. For at least six months
to come, no rain can be reasonably expected. During that lengthened
period the water we drink will continue a matter of prime consideration.
As we understand the facts, there is abundant water in Spring Valley's
reservoirs to supply far more than the average consumption, from now
until the next rainy season. On that head there is no cause for dis-
quietude. Whilst, however, there is abundance of water in the sources of
supply, the exceptional demand of this season exhausts the pipes in the
higher portions of the city, thus depriving the people above of water. If
it had not been for the unfortunate litigation and disputes existing be-
tween the Water Company and the city, all this would have been antici-
pated and remedied. If it had not been for these unsettled complications
with the Municipality, which have thus far prevented the Company from
making the expenditures necessary to double the present supply by con-
necting Crystal Springs Lake with an independent pipe-line, ample pro-
vision would have been made for the largerpopulation and increased de-
mands of the city. With plenty of water on hand, there is a lack of fa-
cilities for copveying it to the higher portions of the city. Until the
obstacles are removed, and harmony is restored between the Municipality
and the Water Company, this state of things must continue. Meanwhile
consumers, in their own interests, must avoid all waste, pipes must not be
allowed to run unnecessarily, and economy in consumption must be ex-
ercised. In tbis way, anri in this only, can the consumers in the upper
portions of the city hope to have a full Bupply for the whole twenty-four
hours of every day. This warning cannot be too carefully acted upon.
If it is not, great inconvenience will accrue to a large class of consumers.A word to the wise should suffice.

JOTTINGS FROM THE SEASIDE.
Monterey, June 6, 1883.

Dear News Letter:—Monterey is beginning to assume its accustomed
gaiety, though most of its present patrons are of the sober and retiring
kind. Among the visitors I noticed Mrs. Louis Sloss and her genial
husband with their son-in-law and daughter, Mr. Lilienthal and wife,
Mrs. T. H. Goodman, Mrs. Horace Davis, Mrs. Ashe and husband, of rail-
road accident fame, Mrs. W. P. Morgan and many others whose names I
could notlearn in the two hours stop we made at the Hotel del Monte. The
placets charming, with only one drawback, viz., the flies, that swarm on
the piazza in the daytime, but their extinction is promised by the rotund,
good-natured manager, who, with ti • obliging clerk, Mr. Cloa^h i3ems
to try to make things agreeable. The artificial swimming baths form the
great feature of this place, there being four immense square tanks under
cover, and the water in each of different temperature. From 10 to 12 are
the fashionable bathing hours. I louged to dip my weary limbs, but
feared that the lovely forms sporting in the water might make me
forget the train that starts promptly at 1, and refrained.
Amongst the lovely forms that were disporting in one of the tanks

were Miss Ashe, Miss Dillman, Miss Bonynge, Miss Harrington, of San
Francisco, and others from the East. Colonel Moorhead, of Washington,
was floating a lively girl with his manly arm under her shoulder, and L.
E. Bulkeley, the brilliant lawyer and independent gentleman, plunged
his god-like form into the briny waves, and reclined upon their surface
with the grace and ease of a swan. One very lean fellow seemed
in high glee, though the bones were protruding through his bathing
clothes. My mission being to Monterey I had not time to give much
attention to the hotel and its guests, but will do so on another trip made
for the purpose. There is no better place to study human nature, and no-
where do the really well-bred gentleman and lady shine out so much
above the "sham " and the " shoddy " as at the seaside. 5.

A SHINING EXAMPLE.
The last will and testament of the late Thomas Sullivan has just

been offered for probate. The estate, which consists of some $80,000
worth of real estate and the deceased gentleman's interest in the large
Cloak House with which his name was associated, is by the will divided
between his widow and children, and they are therefore left in very com-
fortable circumstances. The orderly manner in which Mr. Sullivan, not-
withstanding the fearful suddenness of his death, left his affairs, and the
competent provision which he had made for those who were depending
upon him, are little circumstances that many of our citizens would do
well to ponder over, for they point a moral and adorn a tale. Notwith-
standing the uncertainty of life, many of our best-meaning people keep
their business affairs in disorder, and take no thought of what will be-
come of their families, and so, when the silent messenger comes suddenly,
they leave nothing but a legacy of misery behind them. In fact, Mr.
Sullivan's whole life was one which may be studied with profit by the
traveler along the dusty highway of time, for in it some of the best and
noblest traits of human character are illustrated in a practical way.
Even in his death there was an element of sublime grandeur. He died of
grief for the loss of his mother, who preceded him across the silent river
two months. It is true that he had been ailing for'some time before, but
the greatness of his sorrow was what made his ailment fatal.

We suppose that some latter day Saint, or Hard-Shell-Congregation-
al-Unitarian will scoff at this item, but it is true nevertheless. Count
Smith put on a clean paper collar last Wednesday, when the thermometer
was 104 degrees in the shade, and it melted round his neck in three minutes
and fifteen seconds. This is the fastest time made by a paper collar this
year.

"Shall we wear a silk hat?" was the subject of a lecture by a Brook-
lyn divine recently. That is a question which no man can answer. Ev-
erything depends on which way the elections go. —Bait. ISJewe.

If there is anything in this world that sets a man deranged with anger,
it is to find his lathering-brush full of sand, and learn that his boy has
been painting things with it. —Puck.
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GOLD BAKS—920 fine par.—Refined Silver—15.J@16 # cent, dis-

count. Mexican Dollars, 11J<2112£ per cent. disc. nom.

tSf Exchange on New York, 27Ac. @15c. $? 100 premium ; on London Bank-
ers, 49 M6@49gd. ; Paris, sight, 5-12i@5-10 francs per dollar.

Eastern Telegrams, 20c.@15c.

Price of Money here, 6@10 per cent, per year—bank rate, in the
open market, 1@1£ per month. Demand light. On Bond Security,
5@6 per cent, per year on Call.

' Latest price of Sterling in New York,

STOCKS.
Mr. Flood has been interviewed on the subject of Cornstock mining,

to the following effect: He thinks the only chance to find a mine is on the
Comstock, and that the prospects at present are favorable, requiring only
time and economical management; that ths search for ore will be prose-
cuted down to Hades, or the 4,000-foot level; that the report by Deides-
heimer of the untold wealth in the late Bonanza mines was the primary
cause of the drop and present stagnation in the silver market. He adds
further that Mr. Fair was sick when he made his parting statement,
laboring under an hallucination, or something else. Did space permit we
should make a few remarks on the foregoing and ask a few pertinent ques-
tions. For example, who would benefit by a discovery of ore—the people
who held stock during periods of depression, and paid the expense, or the
managers of the corporations who raked in the shares at bedrock prices ?

Did stockholders in the Bonanza mines draw out in dividends an amount
equivalent to their losses through depreciation of sttock values ? Where
do the proceeds of the low-grade ores still being worked on the Comstock
go, and who derives benefit therefrom ? Under the present system of
management mines are simply beneficial to the men in control. Nothing
in them for the public except as a gamble, and faro is a faster method, and
quite as safe. Could stockholders, or outsiders, as they are more fre-

quently called, see the inside working of some of the swindling mining
schemes in this city it would be a cold day when they got left. In the
official report of a corporation we notice that they employ a regiment of

engineers and firemen—in fact, as many of this class as they have miners.
We cannot comprehend why so many are employed unless they have listed

under that heading the parties in this city who engineer the stock
and fire shareholders out. The situation at the mines has not changed
during the week. In Hale & Norcross they are still sinking a winze below
2,600-foot level, and bailing out water. Once through this interesting

operation, it is to be hoped the management will see fit to shew up the
hidden bonanza they have been talking about. The Union crosscut on
the 3,000-foot level is under way at last, with only some 40 feet to go to
strike the ledge. This is a most important piece of work, and the future
strength of the market greatly depends on its success in developing ore.

In Ophir they are turning over some old ground, hoping to pick up some
of the crumbs dropped years ago in disdain. Outside stocks are sloppy
and neglected for the present, Navajo putting new boilers in mill and
doing some important work in mine. Belle Isle still drifting in good ore.

Grand Prize mill will start up to-day, and, we understand, have a rich

body of ore to work on. Argenta sent down §9,500 on the 13th, making
a total to date of $16,700. This mine is a conundrum, the stock having
depreciated more than 90 per cent, since the mill started up and the
mine ceased levying assessments. There must be a nigger in the fence
somewhere. Who is he?

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.—New York, June 15th,

1883.—U. S. Bonds—4s, 119$; 4Js, 112f; ex. 5s, 103|; 3s, 103g. Sterling

Exchange 486@489A. Western Union, 87§. Wool—Spring, fine, 22@28;
Burry,14@20; Pulled, 21@40; Pall Clips. 16'@20; Burry, 12@15. London",
June 15th.—Liverpool Wheat Market, 9s. ld.@9s. 3d. Silver, 50J.

It is announced that Mr. John Muir has been appointed Superin-
endent of Traffic on the Oregon and California Railroad Company's Hues.

MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For >)» vltrai inx the Air.

Office of the Aeroplane Company for Navigating the Air, 609 Mer-
chant street. Office hours from 1 to 2 p.m.

PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
San Francisco, June 15* 1H83.

Stocks and Bonds.
BONDS.

Cftl. State Bonds, 6's,'57 .

S. F. City *Co. B'ds, (is,'5S

S. F. City&Co.B'ds,7s ...

Montg'y Av. Bonds
Dupont Street Bonds
Sacramento City Bonds. . .

.

Stockton City Bonds
Yuba County Bonds
Marysville City Bonds
Santa Clara Co. Bonds
Los Angeles County Bonds.
Los Angeles City Bonds. . .

.

Virg'a & Truckee R. R. Bds.
Nevada Co. N. G. R. R. Bds
Oakland City Bonds
Oregon R. & N.Co. Bonds,6s
S. P. R. R. Bonds
U S.4s
Northern Pacific R.R. Bonds

INSURANCE COMPANIES.
State Investment
Home Mutual
Commercial
Western

MISCELLANEOUS.
Pacific Rolling Mills
Cala, Dry Dock
Safe Deposit Co
Vulcan Powder
Safety-Nitro Powder, ass. ad
Hawaiian Commercial Co,

Bid. Asked

Nom. Nom.
Nom. Nom.
83 40

49 65
105 —
90 100— 105

100— 107
101 103— 10S— 126
no 112

1041 105

119J 120

106i 107

115 117
140 —
125 127
101 106

120 125

m 60

42J 44
45 51
13 14
26 27

Stocks and Bonds.
BANKS.

Bank of California (ex-div.).

Pacific Bank
First National (ex div.).. ..

RAILROADS.
C. P. R. R. Stock
C. P. R. h. Bonds
City Railroad
Omnibus R. R
N. B. and Mission R. R
Sutter Street R. R
Geary Street R. R
Central R. R. Co
Market Street R. R
Clay Street Hill R. R
S. F GaslightCo
Oakland Gaslight Co
Sac'to Gaslight Co
Califor'a Powder Co
Giant Powder Co
Atlantic Giant Powder
Gold and Stock Tele^n Co.
S. V. W. W. Co.'s Stock....
S. V. W. VV. Co's Bonds (ex c )

Pacific Coast S.S.Co's Stock
California Street R. R
Presidio Railroad ,

Central Gas Stock
INSURANCE COMPANIES.

Union (ex div.)

Fireman's Fund (ex div.). .

.

California (ex div.)

180J

121

76J
112
921
52
93
84
94

Nom.
Nom.
591

29J
551

130
105
67

116J

114
66
42

116
130
120

169
125
126 '

77
114
99
55
95
87
96
48

Nom.
Nom.
691
29}
67

85
971

1161

118
69
46

120
132
123

There is but little to interest any one in these securities, as the sales

are purely retail in character. A. Baikd, No. 430 California street.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
For the Orient.—The P. M. S. S. City of Peking, for Hongkong, car-

ries 2,950 bbls. Flour, 3,390 lbs. Ginseng, 1,100 flks. Quicksilver. The
Br. steamer Glenelg, for same port, carries 6,124 bbls. Flour, 10,064 lbs.

Fungus, 20,000 lbs. Borax, 500 flks. Quicksilver.

Nut Oil.—The market for some time past has been poorly supplied
with Chinese Nut, and the price runs up to 82^fa>85 ets., but since the ar-

rival of the ship Canton with 2,000 eases, prices have dropped to 75 cents

per gallon.

Fruits.—The market is freely supplied with Cherries and other.season-

able Fruits. Raspberries and Peaches are now coming in freely. Oranges
are plentiful, but Lemons and Limes are scarce and high.

Wool.—Very little demand. Dull of sale at 18c.@20c. for Oregon.
Choice Free Northern, 23c.@26e. ; all other fleece within the range of

14c.@ 17c.

Treasure for China.—The Citil of Peking carries silver bullion, $168,-

000 ; Mexican dollars, $81,908 ; gold coin, $15,337 ; gold-dust, $448. To-
tal, $265,693.

Calcutta Grain Sacks.—50,000 standard Bags, June delivery, sold at

7^c, and more offered at same price.

Latest Grain Charters.—British ship Glencorse, 1,046 tons, Wheat to

Liverpool direct at £2 10s.

Glasgow.—The Br. ship Ancmrus, 116 days, to Meyer, Wilson & Co.,

brings general Merchandise.

Mary D. Hume.—This steamer, from Crescent City, brings 2,000 cs.

and 101 bbls. Salmon.

Hops.—The market is sadly demoralized. Prices nominal, say 40c.@
60s. Crop prospects good.

Salmon.—Small sales of Columbia River are reported at $1 40@$1 42£
for fancy brands.

Oats are dull of sale at $2@S2 15 for Good to Choice ; Ordinary, $1 80

@S1 90 per ctl.

Barley.—There is no life to the market. Feed, 90c.@95c. ; Brewing,

SI per ctl.

Honolulu.—Brig W. O. Irwin, 16J days from the Islands, brings

Sugar, etc.

Quicksilver.—The price of "A" brand is now $28 per flask.

Hides and Leather.—Markets very slack ; prices waning.
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SAN FRANCISCO NEWS LETTER AND June 16, 1883.

FASHION'S VOICE.
I am given to understand that my article last week made quite a hit.

I meant it to hit; hard, too. I went in for hitting every married woman
who is foolish enough to neglect her personal adornment for her husband's

sake, and I have had the thanks of the husbands tendered me from every

quarter. Thus encouraged, I shall now talk a little about the dresses of

our daughters, which is as little attended to by many mothers as is their

own, though in a different way. Truth to tell the girl of the period is too

much dressed. In babyhood the poor little form is swathed in lace,

satin and velvet to such an extent that the wearer appears, in fact, little

more than an extensively gotten up doll, with a wire for opening and
shutting the eyes. Little rings on the little fingers, little chains round the

little necks, etc., etc., is not my idea of babyhood; rather a tucked white

frock with some handsome silken sashes—a dress that the poor wet nurse

has no fear of spoiling—would be better adapted for baby girls than the

amount of fluff and rubbish in which they are tricked out. Fine dresses

are the ruling passion with all womankind from their early youth up

—

now-a-days—and as they grow in hight (if not in grace) this love of dress

becomes a passion. I have a pleasant memory of my beautiful mother
(with reverence I bow before her name). She would say to me, when, girl-

like, I wanted chatelains of flowers to trim my ball dresses and sprays

for my hair, "My child, never dress artificially while you have the

freshness of youth, which is suffi ient in itself without adornment; and

when you are old, Btill less banker after ornamentation, which rather adds

to than takes from age." So the mother hands would braid into my hair

such flowers as would bear the beat, carnations, laurestines, roseberries,

all plucked from the parterre ; and never a dress but some soft

falling India muslin, a Swiss or white net, looped with ivy or

smilax, or berries from the hawthorne hedge, was I permitted

to don ; also, in my bonnets real flowers or grasses took the

place of feather-tips and artificial blooms. The beauty of girlbood

is marred excessively by over dress and over painting, and though I

used to rebel a good deal at my mother's counsels, I am free to admit that

she was correct. Now-a-days a girl's toilette takes the place of all other

considerations ; study takes a back seat, and education gives way before

the all-absorbing subject of dress. I suppose every young woman who
walks down Kearny Btreet in a velvet robe, with a quart of cameline

rubbed into her face, considers herself the center of attraction ; whereas,

if her skin was only divested of meretricious adornment, and some sim-

ple material took the place of the velvets, which used to be considered

only fit for old women, how much more she would attract the attention of

the male sex ; and, by-the-way, isn't it funny that the women who paint

and powder never take their throats into consideration at all. They make
a tide mark just round the chin, wholly ignoring the fact that the brown
throat gives them dead away. Touching dress effects, white is the most

u-sed of any color for the young. India mull, organdie muslin and white

grenadine are the favorite materials. The latter liued with silk or satia

is charming for a dinner dress, and even for afternoon wear it may be

used, though not made over any silken fabric. All kinds of pale shaded

ribbons are made up in long loops, and placed on white dresses according

to fancy. There are some pretty conceits in painted dresses ; thus a vest

and open jacket of silk with butterflies painted in water-colors, and a

similar adornment carelessly thrown on the skirt of the dress is effective

and novel, and any one can paint her own garments. Gloves at present

are trying. I may say mitts are ; and they are the most general. I

would remark that no woman having ugly hands should wear mitts

especially those without fingers. Besides, by preferring mitts to gloves

in time the fingers become tanned, and nothing is more undesirable than

a half-brown hand. Tan-color will be the favorite, but other pale shades

will be worn. Silver Pen.

AT A THOMAS CONCERT.
June 12th, 1883.

Dear N. L —I intended having dropped you another line from San
Rafael this week, but the wave of fashion rolled towards the Thomas
Concerts, and as I am fairly launched upon its "floating tide" I rolled,

too, and made one of the number who went there to see and be seen, for

keorinq is best left out of the question. The interior of the pavilion has

been (as you are doubtless aware) fitted up specially for these concerts,

and what, with its square boxed like arena, and tiers of seats at either

end, it looked to me, ub I entered the building, not unlike an elongated

circus. Tte orchestra, I thought, looked rather spare, and not a whit
more imposing in appearance than that of the recent Philharmonics.

But the playing was exquisite. Such finish and toning of harmony; not

a crash of sound alone, but melody. "Linked sweetness loog drawn
out," etc., etc. However, I'm not writing you a musical critique. My
friend, Beauehrc, does that sort of thing tip-top.

You will naturally want to know who all were in the house, and how
placed, dressed, and so forth. Well, let's see. To my vision it seemed as

if there were two divisions, (the nose had it on Barnes' side, as he was sur-

rounded by the Hebrew persuasion.) The north side or row of boxes
were filled with the conservative element of society, while the east end
and south side had the honor of holding the representatives of our nouveau
riches. The Gwins, P. F. Lows, Hagers, Parrots, Haggins, Tevis's were
all in a row. On the opposite side were Kobler, the wine merchant, Don-
ahues, Heads, Hearsts, Sachs, Crockers and Floods. While in the orches-

tra seats I saw the H. B. Williams', Win. Norris's, Moor's, Wallace's,

Fry's, Thibault's, Judge McKinstry, Dr. Powers and wife, Rankin, John
Perry and wife, Raphael Weil, Com. Alexander, Mrs. Hall McAllister,

Con O'Conncrs, and others. The style of dress adopted by the young
ladies was mostly white, and I could not help thinking what a pity it was
so much beauty should Beemingly be unappreciated, for strange to say,

the men were decidedly in the minority, and those who were there looked
bored.
One or two there were who made a frantic effort to be sociable, nota-

bly the Page boys, who alternately posed in, and sat on the edges of the
different boxes. I looked at Flood once, and wondered how he was en-

joying the Symphony in C Minor. Charley Howard was en rapport with
the music, heart and soul, but his companions, Barnes and Ned Hall,
used their eyes more than their ears, to judge from the frequency that
their opera glasses were pointed towards the female form divine.

In one box I saw a newly-made bride and groom, with a vacant chair

between them, and in another a young wife sans husband, but flanked by
his parents. The Blandings were distributed over the house generally.
The old lady was in one box; fair Miss Lena, in a bewitching white hat,
sat in another; and her sister was in the Coleman box, of course. Porter
Ashe and wife, with their respective mammas, were at the end of the
hall, having as neighbors the Wilsons. Mrs. Breckenridge's front seat
enabled her to exchange Balutations with the men as they passed " to see
a friend," and she wisely took advantage of the situation. Miss May
Smith was radiant with smiles. The Kittle girls and Miss Kate Felton
made an unbroken line of white ; Consul Olavonsky was in attendance
here. The Jerome Lincolns had Jones, with Miss Malliard, Miss Julia
Peyton and young Miss McAllister. By the by, "Jack" is going to be a
pretty girl, after all. The L. L. Bakers' box was a sight rarely seen—

a

family party pur et simple. Miss Hattie Crocker was in white, with a
huge bunch of red roses as ornament. Mrs. Arnold and Henry Redding-
tou were in the back of the box, and Mrs. Crocker's diamonds scintil-

lated and shone like the head-light of a locomotive. Mrs. Hearst's Bweet
face seemed full of the delight of hearing such sweet sounds.
One of the most beautiful ladies in the boxes was dressed in black vel-

vet with white feathers in her hair. Little Mrs. Henly Smith looked
more petite than ever in contrast with the ample form of Miss Carrie
Gwin. Joe Eastland and George Boardmar were leaning on their canes,
trying to get enthused over the music, but it wouldn't come. Jasper Mc-
Donald and the Montagues were close neighbors. The Willie Howards
were with the Lows, and the Byres, in the far distance, had Nicholson on
escort duty. Gov. Stoneman occupied a box with General Turnbull. I
have frequently remarked the very degage (to say the least) manner of a
boxfull of Bisters. They always occupy a box at concerts, and seem to be
utterly oblivious of the fact that the public gaze is on them there. They
nod excitedly to acquaintances, shake their opera-glass or fingers at them,
and actually sometimes beckon to a friend from the other side. When
one reflects that one of their brothers is an anglomaniac one feels inclined
to wonder that he has not insisted on their copying the repose of manner
peculiar to that notion, as he has on their adopting the severe style of

coiffeure affected by the English aesthetics. I think I've told you every-
thing I can remember of the evening. One is just like the rest. The
box-holders always occupy their own boxes, so the same set are to be seen
each evening. Of the unusual excellence of the treat so much has been
said there is nothing left to say. For my own part, I think the Gilmore
concerts of some years back, with pleasing Miss Thursby in three or four
songs, of an evening, charming all hearts with her ballads, and astonishing
with dslight by her variations, were far and away more enjoyable affairi.

Au revoir. Occasional.

The Committee of the Knight's Templar Conclave seem to be alive

to their duties.' They have already awarded a contract for Flags of their
own design to Feigenbaum & Co., at which place the public can also be
provided with the same, they only having the designs of the committee.

ft^T* No family dyes were ever so popular as the Diamond Dyes. They
never fail. The Black is far superior to logwood. Any color 10 cents.

TAPISSIER FRERES'

Grease - Proof Black Silks!

gg~ We are THE SOLE AGENTS for the Pacific Coast for these Celebrated Black

Silks, unquestionably the best brand in the market.

The Dye having been put through a special process which extracts all greaBy sub"

stances, renders the material softer and more durable than any quality hitherto

produced.

We will give to each purchaser, upon demand, a blue ticket GUARANTEEING
THE WEAR, and will replace any length not fulfilling the advantages claimed.

None genuine unless 24£ inches wide, and the words " GreaBe-Proof, Tapissier

Freres, Deposee," are stamped on the selvage at every yard.

THE LONDON QUEEN and LONDON WELDON'3 JOURNAL say : This Silk

gives every satisfaction as to richness, durability and price, it being a special make,
free from all deleterious compositions.

We have constantly on hand a Complete Line at EXTREMELY MODERATE
PRICES, and invite a visit of inspection.

TAPISSIER FRERES*

GREASE -PROOF BLACK! smLItS

!

111, 113, 115, U7, llO, 1^1 POST S$T. 9

— AND—
10, 12, 14, 16, 18, SO MORTON STREET.
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baM iii' stkindlv received here, and his COQOertB were liberally patronized

at larger prices than Californians usually pay for such arnoflementa, and it

being the last appearance of the eoiu|>any and their farewell to San Fran-
irely he might have stretched a point and graciously acceded to

what he must have seen was so much desired by the large audience preseut

ty has been influenced to a greater or less degree, the past week,
by these same Thomas concerts, many of its members remaining in town
till they were over, while others, who had left the city, returned here
again for them. Xow that they are of the past, and our fashionables

have nothing to distract their thoughts from the country, their time wilt

of course be devoted to making the place wherein they may be as pleasant
as means will permit.
The different resorts are putting their best foot foremost and are vieing

with each other in their efforts to attract transient patronage, as well as

those who have not quite decided what they will do with themselves.
The first hop of the season has been given at Del Monte, and more are to

follow each week, but the season there will, I think, be a late one, the
majority of the old Monterey set having decided on postponing their visit

to the seaside until August at the earliest. In fact, the season has been back-
ward at all the Summer resorts, and as yet one has heard of but little

gaiety at any of them.
Those who have country homes of their own are busy getting up par-

ties for the month of July, and endless are the variety of devices pro-

posed to help to kill time. San Rafael has, so far, held the belt, owing
to the great number of fashionables who are within its precincts this

Summer, and lawn tennis, dances and drives have proved powerful at-

tractions to those of the male sex who can only absent themselves from
their desks during two days of the week. Determined, however, that
San Rafael shall not have it all its own way, the dwellers down towards
Menlo Park are making strenuous efforts to draw a few of the men folk

in their direction also. Last week the Floods gave another of their from
Friday to Monday parties, which was very successful, all returning to

town together on Monday for the ** Beethoven Night" at the Pavilion
provided for them by Thomas. To still further help in this quarter, the
pleasing news has been proclaimed that the Gwins have taken Belmout
from Senator Sharon for a month (longer if the place be found to work),
and during that time will give a series of weekly parties, taking in all

their young frieuds in succession, for the customary period—from Friday
night till Monday morning—when all the usual country pastimes will be
provided for their guests.

The capabilities of Belmont are too well known to need elaboration
from my pen, and, taking into consideration the excessive fondness of the
Gwins for tripping the light fantastic, a happier selection could not have
been made by them, the floor of the music-room being one of the best in

the State for dancing purposes, while the mechanical piano it contains will

provide dance music at all times and at all hours, in quantities to suit. If

there is one thing that the Gwins pride themselves upon, and which they
certainly do well, it is entertaining, and that these parties will be pleasant
ones who can doubt?
Here in town, barring a few dinners, there is absolutely nothing doing

in Society circles. Evert/ one is out of town, or going, and preparations
for the hegira of those who are still here keeps thoughts and fingers too

busy to spare time for anything else. Preparations for the expected visit

of the Knights Templar are being pushed forward also, and if all the
plans now projected are carried out, old 'Frisco will wear a most festive

appearance during the coming Conclave.
The matrimonial craze seems to have seized upon our city officials now,

and last week two of them joined the «rand army of benedicts. Last
Thursday Postmaster Backus was united to Miss Nellie Sanborn, a
pretty and attractive young lady of Watsonville, by the Rev. Mr. Noble,
in the new home presented to the ^iride by her father ; and on the same
day Auditor Edgar took unto himself as wife Miss Kittie McLeod, at the
bride's residence on Mason street. Both ceremonies were of a very quiet
character, few guests being present at either of them. The Edgars de-
parted for a wedding tour through some of the Southern Counties, and
Gen. and Mrs. Backus went down to Monterey for the honeymoon.
There is very little to record in the movements of our people, further

than what has already been done. Judge and Mrs. Field have arrived,

as have Mr. Edwards and his son, and all can be found at the Palace.
The Millers will be here in a few days, and will be heartily welcomed af-

ter their long absence. F. L. Castle and family are due next week from
their extended sojourn in Paris. Judge Morrison is at Monterey, for the

benefit of his health, and Judge Hoffman, deserting his old love, Pesca-
dero, leaves for Del Monte this week, having just adjourned his Court for

the Summer vacation. The Sandersons leave town on Monday next for

Paraiao Springs, Willie Kip and family spend the Summer in Alameda.
The Bishop and his wife are off on another southern jaunt, a portion of

the State to which they are very partial, and where they are very popu-
lar. The Friedlanders do not go to Monterey till August, at which time
they will find more of their frieuds there than there are at present. The
Floyds are domesticated at Clear Lake for the rest of the Summer.

Felix.

A GREAT ENTERTAINMENT.
The Grand Masquerade Ball projected by the enterprising Colonel

Andrews, for the amusement and entertainment of the tXnighta Templar
ami the large influx of visitor* who will be drawn here by the Ti

ial event, the equal of which has never
taken place before. In this, as in everythin

•a, nothing ha ., [buted among
are valuable and q i qb of the art of

the jeweler, the silversmith and the goldsmith, They are not tinsel
trumpery, gotten no for show, but solid gold and silver goods of the best
quality tobe found in the Diamond Palace; and, by the way, they are all
on exhibition in the window of that establishment now. where every one

them. In distributing these prizes every precaution will be taken
to prevent collusion or favoritism. Sixty-three gentlemen of. standing
will be selected, who will be divided up into committees of seven each,
and each Committee will have its own function t.» perform as to say who
is the best dressed lady, who sustained Ids [or her] character best, etc.
And up to the night of the entertainment none of these gentlemen will
know what committee they are to serve on. On that night their names
will be pat in a hat. and then they will be drafted together by chance.
This ball will take place on the night of July 27th, and to give an idea of
the grand scale upon which it will be conducted we may mention that
the cost of getting it up, and the amount which wiil be expended by the
participants in preparing for it, will aggregate §500,000. Special boats
will be run to Alameda and Oakland at 2:30 a. m. on the morning of the
ball, and excursion parties are being organized all over the State.

The Universal Benevolent Association of California, the head
office of which is located at 1038 Mission street, is an institution which
commends itself to all thinking men and women, and more particularly
to the younger and unmarried element of the community. Its chief aim
and purpose is to provide those who have met their affinities with a mar-
riage portion, and so enable them to start their new and happier form of
life with a home of their own. It often occurs that young men find their
prospect of happiness in life blasted by the want of a little capital with
which to start a home. They are, and probably have been for sometime
before, in receipt of sufficient salary to support themselves and wives and
families; but they have nothing to start with to buy furniture, etc. They
have saved nothing, and, be it remembered, it is the hardest thing in the
world for a young man to lock up in his pocket the few dollars a week
which are left from his salary after his living expenses are paid. On the
other hand, how easy it is for a young man to pay a dollar or two a month
on a certificate of membership in the Universal Benevolent Association,
and then when he wants to get married he has a neat little sum to start
with. In the same way any poor working-girl may provide herself with
a dowery.

_
One More.—Another addition has been made to the long line of offi-

cial delinquents. James Dods, City Clerk and Treasurer of Oakland, has
been found to be a defaulter in a sum believed to be about $50,000. It
is said that unfortunate speculations in stocks are the cause of his down-
fall. We had not supposed that there had been anything sufficiently at-
tractive in stock dealing during the past four or five years to tempt a
man of ordinary prudence. But a bad excuse is better than none. Dods
is under arrest. His bondsmen are numerous, but as bonds hereabouts
are seldom successfully enforced, it is difficult at this time to say whether
or not the city of Oakland will come out all right.

The hearing of the charges against the State Prison Directors was re-

sumed on Wednesday last before Governor Stoneman and Judge Wallace,
of Napa, at Sacramento. Ellis, the bookkeeper at San Quentin, was the
first witness. After being on the stand about half an hour he received a
dispatch announcing the death of his mother at San Francisco. As the
prosecution desired to proceed with his testimony before calling other
witnesses an adjournment was taken until next Monday.

An exhibition of wrestling is advertised to take place on Sunday.
We think the athletes concerned would have done well to have chosen
some other day, and we are glad to see that the Olympic Club denounces
the unauthorized use of its name in connection with the affair. What
have Donald Diuuie's countrymen to say to Sunday being selected for

such an exhibition ?

General letters of administration have been issued to the Hon. P.
A. Roach in the Blythe estate. From present appearances it would ap-
pear very certain that the estate will be many a long day before it can
be finally wound up. Mr. Roach, in his latter days, has got hold of a
good thing, which nobody will begrudge him, for a more honorable or
worthy gentleman does not exist in our midst.

Finest stock of Japanese Goods at G. T. Marsh & Co's, 625 Market St., Palace HotelJ

THE BARGAIN BOOM!
STRAW HATS.

We have now in our Hat Department the hand-

somest, nobbiest and most complete stock of Fash-

ionable Straw Hats to be found in the United States,

all sold at prices fully fifty per cent, less than they

can be purchased for in the city.

GREAT I X L

,

Corner Kearnj- and Commercial.
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HAVE FAITH AND STRUGGLE ON.
A swallow in the spring

Came to our granary, and 'neath the eves

Essayed to make a nest, and there did bring

Wet mud, and straw, and leaves.

Day after day she toiled

With patient art ; but, ere her work was crown'd,

Some Bad mishap the tiny fabric spoiled,

And dashed it to the ground.

She found the ruin wrought

;

But. not cast down, forth from the place she flew,

And with her mate fresh earth and grasses brought,

And built her nest anew.

But scarcely had she placed
The last feather on its ample floor,

When wicked hand or chance again laid waste,
And wrought the ruin o'er.

But still her heart she kept,

And toiled again—and last night, hearing calls,

I looked, and lo! three little swallows slept

Within its earth-made walls.

What truth is here, man

!

Hath hope been smitten in its early dawn?
Have clouds o'ercast thy purpose, trust or plan ?—

Have faith and struggle on

!

THE MAJOR, THE COMMODORE, AND THE
THERMOMETER.

[An Incident of the Late Torrid Snap.]

" Whew! but its hotterQell!" gasped the Major as he dropped his four

hundred pounds of mortal meat into the solid chair in the cool back room
of Muggins' Retreat. " Muggins, make me a claret punch."
"Hot, eh?" growled a voice from the shadowy depths of the little

apartment. " You're like the rest of 'em, Major—you've never traveled,

and you don't know what heat is."

" Beg pardon, Commodore, didn't see you when I came out of the glare

of the sun. You've been in India and China, and all over the world, and
ought to be an authority. What'll you take?"
"Yes," snarled the Commodore, somewhat mollified, however, by the

invitation, " I should say I ought. Why—but it makes my teeth chatter

with cold to hear you fellows talk about this being hot. Muggins, bring

me a hot brandy with some red pepper in it, quick, before I freeze to

death."
" Well," expostulated the Major meekly, " I didn't mean any offense,

Commodore. I only meant that it was very warm for San Francisco. I
served at Fort Yuma for several Summer months myself, some years ago,

and you may have heard that it can be pretty warm down there. But, of

course, that was nothing compared with your experience at Bungalunga-
traloogapore. Let me see, I believe you said that the thermometer, on
one occasion

—

"

"Thermometer, sir," broke in the Commodore, as he quietly emptied
the remnants of the Major's ice into his boiling tipple, " we had no ther-

mometers in Bungalungatraloogapore. We had to give them up. The
mercury used to lift the ordinary ones clear of their nails and soar aloft

with them into the blue firmament of heaven. Then we bought the tubes

longer and longer till we had to use ladders to see how the temperature
stood. The last one we got was so high that we put a man in a hut on
top of it and got news by telephone for a time, but there was everlasting

snow on the summit of that thermometer, and the very same day that

the mercury burst through the top the poor fellow on watch was frozen
to death. When his wife heard of it we had to place b,er remains in a

bucket."
" How was that ?" asked the sympathetic Major.
" Well, you see, she was melted in tears, "replied the Commodore, com-

placently.
" Pretty hot, that, I confess," said the Major. " but truth compels me

to add that as an ice-chest is to a furnace so is Bungalungatraloogapore to

Fort Yuma. Why, Commodore, we kept our thermometer packed in

ice, and yet it never registered less than 4U0 degrees for weeks at a time.

I invented a contrivance myself which, though ingenious enough, failed of

its purpose. I had a baggy suit made all in one piece, and after I got into

this stark naked it was filled up with powdered ice; then I got into a revolv-

ing cylinder made of fine wire, and was shaken up after the manner of a
frozen absinthe. But it was no use. Before I had revolved five minutes I
found myself in a hot bath, and five minutes later the heat of my body had
melted the wires, and I dropped out parboiled."

"That's all right," said the Commodore, calmly, " but when I think of

your experience and compare it with my own, it positively gives me a
chill. I remember that on one particularly hot night I took to the roof
of my bamboo bungalow to see if at last I could save myself from being
overdone when the cooking process was ended. My skin was burned to a
crisp, but there was still a little grease left under it. I had been on my
back about two minutes when I heard a loud dripping on the floor below.
I knew in a moment that I was melting away, and if I had not at once
gone down and caught myself in a bucket I should not now be here to

tell the tale."

"Yes," it must have been pretty warm about then," said the Major,
reflectively, " but I forgot to add that a few hour3 after we had packed
the thermometer in ice we smelt an odor of burning. Upon investigation it

proved thai the mercury had set the ice on fire, and that the poor fellow who
had acted as cellarer had been scalded to death by the steam. Further
than that "

"Never mind, Major," said the Commodore, wearily. "Yuma must
be quite a warm place. Let's repeat. I've recovered from ray chill. A
little absinthe, please, Muggins, and make it with ice that has been kept
on ice, if you have any." H.

Gold Quartz Jewelry.—Eastern visitors and others intending to pur-
chase California Quartz Jewelry, should examine the stock of the manu
facturing establishment of Hugh Mauldin, 208 Sutter street.

BANKS.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital $3,000,000.
WM. ALTORD President.
THOMAS BROWN, Cashier

] B. MURRAY, Jr., Ass't Cashier
Agents :

New York, Agency ol the Bank of Calfornia ; Boston, Tremont National Bank

,

Chicago, Union National Bank ; St. Louis, Boatman's Saving Bank ; New Zealand,
the Bank of New Zealand. Correspondent in London, Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons. Correspondents in India, China, Japan and Australia, the Oriental Bank Cor-
poration.
The Bank has Agencies at Virginia City, and Correspondents in all the princi-

pal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.

Letters of Credit issued, available in all parts o the world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dublin, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Prankfort-on-the-Main, Antwerp,
Amsterdam, St. Petersburgh, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland, Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, Italy.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter.—Capital paid up, 81,800,-

000, with power to increase to 310,000,000. Southeast corner California and San-
some streets. Head Office—28 Cornhill, London. Branches—Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria, New Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.

This Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check
and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available in al parts of

the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.
Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents
as follows

:

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal ; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank ; Scotland—British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.
May 18. FREDERICK TOWNSEND, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Paid tap Capital $1,500,000, Gold. President, Daniel CaE-

laghan. Vice-President, George A. Low ; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, £>. Callaghan, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue, Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
Correspondents—London : Baring Bros. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Bircbin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg : Hesse,
Neuman&Co. Paris: Hottinguer & Co. NewYork: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : First National Bank. This Bank is pre-

pared to transact a general Banking business. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal

cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Commercia
Credits issued available in Europe, Chii.a and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital, $2,100,000. Reserve Fund, $420,000.

San Francisco Office, 424 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Aiusworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Assistant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world, June 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid TJp $3,000,000.

Reserve 4,500,000.
Agency at New York, 62 Wall street.

Agency at Virginia, Nee,

Buys and sells Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-

elers' Credits. Nov. 8.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.E, Cor. Sansome and Pine Streets,

Loudon Office, 3 Angel Court ; New York Agents, J. W. Sel-
igman & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, ¥0,000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,

loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.

FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.
P. N. Lilibnthal, Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITAL. 8300,000.
Officers: Tice-President, Jerome Lincoln; Secretary, W.

S. Jones ; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other

Approved Securities. Office : No. 215 Sansome street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, ofZurich, Capital 5,000,000 francs; Helvetia,

of St. Gall, Capital 10,000,000 francs ; Baloise, of Basle, Capital 5,000,000 francs.

These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that may be sus-

ained. Losses made payable in all the principal seaports of the world. In the set-

tlement of all claims under an English policy, these Companies will strictly adhere to

the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, and submit to English jurisdiction.

June 9. HARRY W. SYZ, Agent, 420 and 422 California St., S. F.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Spar and jLeihbank, Mo 526 Californiastreet, San

Francisco. Officers : President, L. GOTTIG. Board of Direct|^.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Eggers, N. Van Bergen, lWj. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE ; Attorney, JOHN R.

JARBOE. May 18.

PROF. JOS. JOSSET,
Graduate of the University of Paris; Ex. Professor of De

la Mennais' Normal, France; late of Point Loma Seminary, San Diego. Pri-

vate Lessons in the French Language. Residence: 1114 Stockton street, between
Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 p.m. Private Lessons given at the res-

idence of the pupil. Bee. 6.
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and Harry Neilson were churns, who started business here— hut were un-

-f ill ; both, I think, are dead. Neilson went to the Sandwich Is-
lands, where it was charged that he waa on boo intimate terms with the
Queen, and in a fit of jealousy he was shot by the King. The wound,
though ii"t immediately fatal, rendered bis existence a pitiless one for the
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-. About that time, the leading Citizens Of the town were
Captain J. L. Folsom, William I>. M. Howard, Henry Melius, Sam
Brannan, Talbot H. Green, (Paul Geddes), Rodman M. Price, Theodora
L. Shillioer, B. EL Harrison, Collector of. the Port, CoL .T. 1>. Steven*
son, with others whose names have escaped me. Folsom went to the
West Indies, and purchased, for a nominal sum, from the heirs of Wm.
A. Leideadorf, all his estate here, comprising some of the most valuable
property in the city. At Folsom's death this was assessed at nearly two
millions, and }-et, of this vast sum, scarcely one dollar was ever realized
by his heirs. Perhaps no estate of modern days was ever so expeditious-
ly, adroitly and wholly made away with, as was that of Folsom. How-
ard died some years since, leaving a large estate to his widow, who sub-
sequently married his brother, George H, Howard, and after his death
became the wife of Henry P. Bowie, a son of Dr. A. J. Bowie, who is

still in our midst, and despite the iusidious attacks of his old enemy, the
gout, is to-day, as he always has been since, the leading luminary and top
sawyer of the medical profession. Melius went home in early days with
a handsome competence. Sam Brannan is now in Guaymas, trying to
redeem his fortunes, which are said to be at a low ebb. Talbot H. Green
is living near Philadelphia, under the wing of Simon Cameron. R. M.
Price has only the remnants of a once large fortune left, and is living in
New Jersey rather quietly. He was here a year or two ago, making what
proved to be a vain effort to collect a large sum from General B. D.
Keyes, out of which he claimed he had been defrauded by the latter.

Theodore L. Sbilliber, who, on the discovery of gold, came here from the
Sandwich Islands with many shekels, became terribly reduced in fortune,
and for many years lived the life of a recluse—but a fortunate marriage
with a wealthy widow re-established him somewhat, and he spent much
of his time of late abroad—dying recently at Dresden. Collector Harri-
son went East early in '50, and, I think, never returned to this coast. J.
D. Stevenson, the redoubtable colonel, who brought out the first regi-
ment that ever reached California, is still with us, and apparently as hale
and active as ever ; his erect figure, surmounted by his military cap, may
be seen daily on our streets. As to his age, while 'seemingly in appear-
ance a middle-aged man, he is declared by those who claim to know—to
be in his nineties. If this be so, he is, in reality, a wonder. At this time
gambling was universal. Gold dust was abundant ; play went on con-
tinuoualy, both by day and night. A faro bank was opened on the porch
and in front of the Parker House. At this table Jim Beckett, a noted
gambler, won 860,000 in two weeks. Robinson, Ross, Jim Rynders,
Gray and many other noted players soon made their appearance. Reu-
ben Withers, who stabbed a man to the heart in the Bella UnioD, came
soon after, in company with Chris. Lilly, the prize fighter ; both were
heavy players. With them, and as their proteges, came the first installment
of the "soiled doves," Jenny Lilly, Mary Robinson and the stately Irene.
Peachy & Billings, two young lawyers, had just opened a law office on

the Plaza. Capt. F. J, Lippitt had his shingle out at the Parker House.
Horace Hawes had just arrived from the Sandwich Islands and com-
menced practice. Myron Norton was already established. Lippitt was
at one time, subsequently, in practice with Hall McAllister and Frank
Turk, and rapidly acquired a fortune. He came out in command of one
of the Companies in Stevenson's Regiment, as did Henry M. Naglee.
Both were noted Martinets and good soldiers. Lippitt was a man of sin-

gularly varied talents. An accomplished musician, a good linguist, and,
what was better than either, a thorough lawyer, as far, at least, as books
were concerned. But he lacked greatly the want of Bense to make any
practical use of his abilities. He was a firm believer in spiritualism, and,
like the late J. B. Townaend, was given to consult the spirits in all mat-
ters, and not unfrequently to the disadvantage of his clients. He left

California about the time of the breaking out of the war, and obtained a
position in the Army ; but for some reason he was denied any opportunity
to see active service, and was sent to Oregon with a few troops to look
after the Diggers and Flathead Indians, where he remained till the end
of the " unpleasantness." Going East he obtained a situation in the of-

fice of the Attorney-General, at Washington City, which he held until
quite recently, when he was removed to make way for a far less compe-
tent man. Hall McAllister arrived about this time, and at once threw
his glove into the legal arena ; Ids success from the start was marvelous,
although he lost his Hist case before John W. Geary. His opponent here
was one Theron R. Per Lee, who was also one of the members of Steven-
son's-Regiment. At the conclusion of the trial Per Lee threw out an in-

timation that counsel on the other side had been guilty of subornation of

perjury. Within half an hour he received a challenge from McAllister,
demanding a retraction and apology. Per Lee asked for a postponement
of the matter, as he had to leave San Francisco the next moraine for Los
Angeles. He was informed by "Sul." Meredith, acting for McAllister, that
the matter could be easily arranged within an hour, and that no post-
ponement would be consented to. The result was an apology and retrac-
tion by Per Lee.

LETTER FROM LONDON.
LONDOIT, May 19, 1883.

Dear News Letter : The chief event since my last, has been the
of the International Fisheries Exhibition by the Pi

I

Wales, The Queen WM to have performed that interesting ceremony,
but the state of her knee and general health, made her .-ill upon the
Prince, who, whatever his faults may be, is certainly > livin
the favorite motto, Toujour* pre*. En r* !>ni t Richi
who spoke the ,i formally de
eland the Exhibition open in the nameof the Qui R d State
Trumpeters blowing a " fanfare," and the guns of the Horse Artillery in
Hyde Park thundering forth a Royal salute. But, though Albrri Ed
ward has plenty of work to do, if opening exhibitions, making speeches,
presiding at meetings, and laying foundation stones can be called work.
ha also baa hifi full of play. Only the other night, with thirty other jovial
spirits, he supped with Henry Irving, on the stage of the Lyceum, after
the I90tb performance of Much Ado About Nothing was over, and had no
end of a good time amoking and drinking with the celebrated ranter and
mouther and his professional friends. His eldest son is shortly to go to
one of the Universities, after which he will enter the army.

Prince George is to join his new ship, the Canada, on the 6th of June,
and proceed in her as midshipman to the North American station.
The Duke of Connaugbt, it is said, will be sent to India to command a

Division there.

At the drawing-room on the 10th, an old-time San Franciscan and his
wife were presented to the Princess of Wales in lieu of the Queen, viz.

:

Rear-Admiral Charles H. Baldwin, of the U. S. Navy, and C. Adolphe
Lowe & Co.; on his way to the coronation of the Czar he thought he
would first see what a Royal ceremony in England was like.
Madame Nilsson made her first appearance since her return to England,

at Albert Hall, on the 9th, to a large audience, and received an enthusias-
tic reception.

The latest thing from Paris in the shape of a ball-dress is the " Cham-
berlain," so named in honor of the world-famous Ohio beauty. Of white
and silver exclusively, it is considered as charming as the young lady for
whom it is named. The season goes on well; so far as balls and parties
are concerned, no one has any right to complain. It is not uncommon for
the same person to give two balls on consecutive nights, a custom that
Lady Brasaey is very fond of.

In speaking of Admiral Baldwin I omitted to say that during his stay
in town he was entertained at dinner by Mrs. W. H. Smith, the wife of
the Conservative First Lord of the Admiralty under Lord Beaconsfield.
A distinguished party was invited to meet him, the same including 17. S.
Minister Lowell, Lord Carnarvon, Lady Burdett-Coutts {and her hus-
band) and Mr. Spencer Wa!pole.
Mr. and Mrs. George Cavendish Bentinck have arrived from New

York, and taken up their residence on Richmond Terrace, Whitehall.
Mrs. Cavendish Bentinck is a sister of the wife of D. O. Mills, Jr., of
California—that, is to say, "he used to was." Mr. and Mrs. John P.
Bigelow and daughters—names that have an unmistakable tone of the
Hub about them— have taken up their quarters at 133 Cromwell Road for
the season. Americans are piling into London by shoals, but not many
of them stay long. The Langham and the Grand have them for a day or
two, and Bowles 1 and Gillig's registers grow black with their copper-
plate signatures; but, ere their faces have grown familiar, they are gone
to Paris, or Switzerland, or Germany, or somewhere else, and others take
their places to go through the same routine. Yours, DlDO.

"CHIN."
The gosBip of Washington points to the approaching departure of

the " Flower of all China," the young Chin Chi Yung, for Europe, on a
diplomatic mission to the Court of St. James, the Celestial Government
being just now occupied with the comparative diplomacy of the different
countries of the world, by all of which China expects ere long to be pro-
claimed sovereign lord and master. Mr. Chin, for so the young hero is

called by the ladies of Washington, is described as a lady-killer of the
first water. "One of the greatest masters of flirtation I ever met with! "

exclaimed a young fridy, by whose side he bad seated himself at one of
the balls at the White House. Mr. Chin's complaint that it was the
thickness of his soles alone which compelled him to inaction while the
rest of the company whisked around the room, was capped with the ob-
servation: " But it is not only the soles of my feet that are fixed, it is the
soul and my body that is chained to your Bide." This speech displays
not only his gallantry, but his knowledge of English, which he has ac-
quired mostly from the fast young men of New York. Mr. Chin, unlike
his countrymen in general, refuses to don the European costume, but
wears the "full Chinese" in all its glory. He wears garments of blue and
yellow satin gorgeous to behold. He wears the junk shoes of black satin,

with soles of white felt three inches thick, and invariably folds his hands
beneath his loose-hanging sleeves (always lined with bright-colored satin)

whenever he talks to the ladies.

Mr. Chin has the brightest and most intelligent countenance it is possi-

ble to see. His eyes are black, and although almond shaped, very bright
and sparkling, and when he smiles he displays a set of teeth which put
those of the American beauties to shame, and they frequently suggest the
idea of bringing over a Chinese dentist to repair the damage caused in
their own ratcHas by the climate, according to their own account, but
ascribed unjustly to the exaggerated consumption of the sweets and acids
in which they indulge. The Ambassador, Mr. Chin's uncle, is a fat, easy-
going Chinaman, seemingly indifferent to all that is going on around him,
and yet never losing a single item of the proceedings. His nephew is

called upon to interpret the pretty sayings of the ladies, and it is quite
delightful to behold the mighty Chang Tsao Ju. reported as grave as a
patriarch at the Council Board, shake his fat sides with laughter at the
little coaxing speeches and cunning compliments addressed to him, which
he knows very welt are put out to interest, as it were, and expected to
bring in big profits in the way of ivory fans and jeweled hairpins or cedar
wood boxes.

—

Court Jou

• See advertisement on cover to know how to get the genuine Krug
Champagne from Reims, France. Beware of California and other coun-
terfeits.
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PLEASURE'S WAND.
"We Obey no Wand but Pleasure's."—.Tom Moore*

Music is a science. To tbe uneducated mind, as yet ignorant of the

beauties of harmony, this may not be clear. Many look upon it merely
as a subject of temporary amusement, so ignorant of and so supremely
indifferent are they to the fact that mathematical precision and strictness

of rule are necessary to the arrangement of harmonies. Melody ia the

soul, the very essence of all that is musical ; its beauty is but intensified

through the accompanying harmonies. Melody is nature. Harmony is

art. The combination of melody and harmony are portrayed in the high-

est form in the symphonic work of the great masters. It is only by re-

peated opportunities of hearing those highest forms of music artistically

;i.nd effectively performed that they can be properly understood, appreci-

ated and enjoyed. Such opportunities are offered by Musical Festivals,

similar to the one which, for the last ten days, has engrossed the atten-

tion of the public of San Francisco. These Festivals have an elevating

and refining influence. They stimulate musical taste, and make provin-

cial communities acquainted with the existence of tho3e important compo-
sitions by eminent masters that constitute the highest forms of Muaic.

* * * * *

Our Festival is now a thing of the past. It is impossible, in view of

the varied work done by both orchestra and vocaliats, and my limited

space, to do more than to refer in a general way to the whole affair. The
acoustic properties of the Pavilion are as miserable as can be imagined.

It is not the place for such an entertainment. It was impossible, under
the circumstances, to attain any very high degree of artistic success. In the

future more attention must be paid to the locale and its different arrange-

ments. As a matter of fact, not one-half of those present at any one of

the concerts could hear to a satisfactory degree the sound of the instru-

ments or that of the singers' voices. There seems to be a vast misappre-

hension with regard to the principles of acoustics on the part of the man-
agers of these large entertainments. Every natural law is reversed. Tbe
orchestra is placed at one end of the building, the audience at the other.

The chorus is seated in tiers which gradually rise until the last two or

three seats are as near the roof as the floor. It is a well-known fact that

sound rises, and most of the chorus are singing into the roof or into a
sounding-board pitched that way, while the unfortunate audience sits be-

low engaged in vain efforts to catch their voices " on the fly," as it were.

This condition of things should be exactly reversed. All large musical

works, whether choral, orchestral or both, should be performed at the

lowest point of the building, and the audience should sit in amphitheatri-

cal form around the stage. Under this plan every seat would be an
excellent hearing point, and the volume of tone ascending according to its

natural inclination, would not be lost in unappreciative rafters, but would
reach the interested and attentive auditors.

* * * * *

Another matter that should receive the attention of managers in such
entertainments, is the conduct and behavior of the audience. In every
audience, most particularly in a San Francisco one, there is a large num-
ber of ill-bred, rude and vulgar persons who annoy and disturb those who
have come to be entertained, and who, having paid for that purpose, are

entitled to receive the protection of the manager. I have never seen auy-

where more flagrant breaches of good breeding than at the pavilion the

past week. To speak more truthfully, I will call them exhibitions of

hoodlumism. These disturbances—the principal one being the booriah

habit of leaving before the programme ia finished, annoying and disturb-

ing all those who are striving to hear, can be easily quelled. It may be
necessary to use harsh measures, but the manager who will at any cost

protect the rights of his audience will be supported by the many against

the few. An evening contemporary published a very strong and seasona-

ble letter on this subject a few days ago, and some of the suggested modes
of defense should be adopted.*****
To Theodore Thomas belongs the honor of compiling most artistic pro-

grammes. Understanding the artistic unity of a programme, lie refuses

to allow any encores to ruin it. His determination .in this respect is un-

changeable. In the present case, it has turned against Miss Thursby,
and greatly diminished her popularity. This is an injustice to the lady
that should not pass unnoticed. Miss Thursby has been perfectly will-

ing to sing encores, and of the kind that the public evidently wished for,

but Mr. Thomas would not permit of such a proceeding. And I think he
was right. Tbe encore system has degenerated into a positive nuisance.

An audience can always testify their appreciation without recalling the
performer until compelled to repeat or give another selection. Of late

years it has become the fashion to introduce as an encore to even some im-
portant and high-class vocal chef cTceuvre, such sentimental rubbish as
" The Swanee River," or the " Last Rose of Summer." Not only is this

absurd in itself, but it disturbs the continuity of an ably arranged pro-

gramme. All prominent leaders at the East, including Dr. Damrosch,
io New York, Mr. George Henscbel, in Boston, have introduced the

strict rule of "No Encores," and Mr. Thomas evidenced a most praise-

worthy firmness in his adherence to the rule. Most particularly so on
the occasion of the last concert—Wednesday afternoon—when he success-

fully resisted the attempt of the audience to " bulldoze " him into allow-

ing an encore to Miss Thursby.
* *

J
* * *

The orcheatra has fully proven that its great reputation haa been justly

gained. While it ia not as perfect an organization as the Thomas Or-
chestra of '71, it is in every respect a most admirable body of musicians.
Its efforts were severely hampered by the inferior acoustic properties of

the building, but this did not prevent their work from being as finished

and artistic a3 could be wished for. It may have been noticed that the
pitch of tone is a very low one. This orchestra use the "diapason nor-

*mal," which is fully a whole tone lower than the ordinary concert pitch,

which itself is lower than the San Francisco or Koppitz pitch. It may
not be generally known that San Francisco has a pitch all to itself. It

dates back to early days, when George Koppitz and a few confreres were
the musical leaders of the community. He had a flute, very high in

pitch, and all instruments were tuned up to it, and this has remained so

ever since. It plays the devil with singers generally, particularly those
with an ambition to sing high notes—Wachtel, for instance—and trans-

position of key has in such cases to be resorted to. This lowering of the
pitch, adopted by the prominent orchestras of the East, is a move in the
right direction. Works can now be giveD in their integrity, and the
characteristic of each key be presented in accordance with the composer's
intention.

* • * * * *

Mrs. Humphrey-Allen, Mrs. Hartdegen, Mine. Rive*-King and Messrs.
Remmertz and Harvey acquitted tbemselvea of their share of tbe week's
work to the satisfaction of the different audiences. Miss Cole gained tbe
position of a great favorite by- her delightful singing of Sullivan's " Lul-
laby," and of Weber's aria, "0! Fatima," from "Abu Hassan." Miss
Thursby ia emphatically a concert singer. The quality of her voice ia

pure, and her method absolutely faultleaa, but it lacks breadth, and is

utterly devoid of dramatic significance. As an interpreter of light or
showy compositions, dependent for their effect upon neat execution and
facile vocalization, few can equal her, but in classical works of different
schools, Bhe fails to make any impression, as her style is deficient in
breadth, and her conception of them lacks intellectuality and sympathetic
expression, while perfect from what may be called a musical-rhetorical
point of view.*****
In speaking of Miss Thursby last week, I alluded to her perfect phras-

ing. It is not easy to give a clear and comprehensive definition of what
is meant by phrasing in music. It can be explained best by an analogy.
To phrase well in vocal or inatrumental muaic is very like giving the cor-
rect rhetorical accent in reading poetry. A tune or melody is divided
into perfectly definite sections, separated one from the other by very
much the aame sort of a pause that is indicated in a written sentence by
a comma or semicolon. Each one of these sections of a melody is, gener-
ally speaking, as much as a singer would naturally sing at a single breath,
and is called a phraae. This division into phrases has no necessary con-
nection with the purely rhythmical division into measures. The flow of
the melody, from the beginning to the end of a phrase, is absolutely con-
tinuous. As in every clause {in spoken language) we find one word of su-
preme interest upon which tbe voice should lay particular stress, so do we
find in every musical phrase one note which is to be recognized as its

crowning point, and to which the singing voice should rise by a gradual
increase of power, and from which it should as gradually decrease in force
until the end of the phrase is reached, at which point the singer should
take breath afresh. This all-important note can be termed the phrase-
accent, and its coincidence with the rhythmic accent is merely a matter
of chance. Good phrasing in musical performance is the result of mak-
ing the divisions between the aeveral phraaea of a melody perfectly dis-

tinct and recognizable, of duly subordinating all other accents to the
phraae accent, of making the flow of melody continuoua during the course
of each phrase, and of doing- all this easily and naturally, without ob-
scuring the rhythm.*****
A word is due the chorus singers, who have labored with diligence and

at the expense of personal comfort, merely for the glory of the thing. As
a whole their work was satisfactory, reflecting credit upon themselves and
upon their able director, Mr. David W. Loring,*****
The most successful concert of the series was undoubtedly the Wagner

evening. Few leaders of tbe world's thought have met with such enthu-
siastic appreciation and with such bitter denunciation as Richard Wagner.
In formal originality and intellectual vigor he was unquestionably the
greatest composer of the day. His view of music differed from that of
others mainly in that he looked upon the poetic aide as well as the merely
musical. He was nothing if not dramatic. As a concert writer he would
probably never have risen beyond a certain degree of harmonic manipula-
tion, however broad and all-reaching; but as an exponent of thought in

musical phrases he has reached a point of supreme expression. His char-
acters do not vocalize in set phrase and conventional cadence of song;
they declaim in music. Wagner was a poet musician, whose noble works
will live unto the end of all things.

* * * * *

In tbe all-absorbing interest of musical matters the theater has been
neglected. The Standard is indefinitely closed. The Bush-Street Thea-
tre will re-open next Monday evening with Emerson's New Minstrels
—a very strong company.*****
Janauschek has appeared during the week in several characters. I can

only write of her Marie Antoinette. Although in appearance the trage-

dienne does not conform to the historical notion of the unfortunate French
queen, Janauschek gives a strong representation of the character. She
acts with such tragic force and vigor, that it is a grand, almost tierce, por-

trayal of emotional suffering. Janauschek is the only actreaa of heavy
tragic methods now on the American stage. She is a tragedienne fitted

for tragic roles only. To those who find enjoyment in sombre, heavy
acting, unrelieved by any touches cf delicacy or softness, she is a grand
actress. The support is very satisfactory, one and all doing well. After
Janauschek comes the Silver King, produced in grand style, with Rose
Coghlan and Osmond Tearle in the cast.

* * # * *

On Monday next the Black Flag will be produced at the Baldwin. This
is one of the most successful of modern English melodramas. The com-
pany producing the play is headed by Edwin F. Tborne.*****
With this week the Wyndham Company closes its unfortunate engage-

ment in this city. This company, headed by that most delightful of light

comedians, Charles Wyndham, has been treated by our theatre-goers in a

shameful manner. The theatre-goers by their indifference to this most
meritorious dramatic organization have written themselves down as asses.

It ia evident that genteel fun and refined humor naturally expressed, is not

what this dear public is fond of. An actor can not be clever, a comedian
funny and amusing, unless their fun and humor are mere caricature or

wild burlesque, accentuated by extravagant costuming, ridiculous make-
up and exaggerated methods generally. It must be a consolation to

Wyndham that if he has failed in San Francisco he has succeeded in every

other city of the United States. Beauclerc.
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BILLY EMER30NS NEW TROUPE.
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New York, the well-known Mr. 0. Fox Samuels, Mr.
W, F. Bishop and the eight Madrigal boya. The troupe also tnoludea

Murphy nn<l Mori m, »nng and dan Adam*
-v, a delightful pair »<f vocalists; Mr. F. 1>. ttaloom. the won*

darfol female imperennator; Mr. Frank Wright, interlocutor: Messrs,
Wilson and Cameron, grotesque dancers; nn-1 lout, but Dot least, the

barley Reed ami Killv Emerson himself. Each of these names i*

that <>f a star, and the whole is a constellation such as the Bush Street
Theatre has never held before.

JDLY THE THIRD.
The various details of the Grand Masquerade Ball, which U to take

place at the Mechanics1

Pavilion, under the management of Messrs. Gold-
stein <fc Oohn, on the evening of July 3d, are now hem? arranged, and the
more fully and perfectly this entertainment becomes developed the more
attractive it appears in the eyes of the public. There will be twenty prizes

distributed for the most elegant costumes, twenty among those who best

I istain their characters, and twenty for the most original characters.

There will also be special prizes for those who show the greatest degree of

sxoellence in dressing and sustaining the characters of Uncle Sam, the
Goddess of Liberty, George Washington, Martha AVashington, a baby, a
club of eight Continentals, and a club of eight ladies. A prize each will

also lie given to the first and second best quartette of singers in costume,
and there will be an additional list of prizes for children. The great
feature cf the entertainment, however, so far as prizes are concerned, will

be a magnificently toned Antisell Grand Cabinet Piano, worth $750—

a

prize that is surely worth winning. For this prize, each lady who attends
whether as a participant or a3 a spectator, will have a chance to win.

The modus operandi will be thus : Each lady will receive a numbered
tii ket on entering the building, and a corresponding number will be placed
in a large glass globe. After all have arrived, one of the numbers will

be drawn from the glass globe and the holder of its duplicate will be en-

titled to the piano. All these prizes are first-class articles, and they can
now be seen in the show windows of Goldstein & Cohu, toilet hair work-
ers and manufacturers. No. 822 Market street.

Among the many modern inventions of a domestic nature none accom-
plishes a more useful purpose in a more effective way than the system of

rapidly heatine water in range boilers, patented by Ronalds & Co., of

New York. The vital principles involved in the system are simple. The
cold-water supply is introduced through a pipe at the bottom of the boiler;

the hot water is conducted from the water back into the top of the boiler,

instead of at the side, near the hottom; the delivery pipe also leads from
the top of the boiler, and as a consequence hot water can be drawn from
the boiler the moment the water back is heated, instead of the user being
obliged to wait until the whole body of water in the boiler has been
warmed. As an illustration of the rapidity with which hot water can be
obtained from one of Ronalds & Go's Patent New Circulation Range
Boilers we mention the following incident: A workman who had been
connecting one of these boilers with a range in a new house, the other
day, desired to see if everything worked right before he left, and so he
built a trifling tire with a little paper and a few chips that were lying
around. Afterwards when he went to wash his hands, although the fire

had been but a momentary one, the water was so hot that it startled him.
Richards & Snow are the Pacific Coast agents for Ronalds & Co.

The reputation of the Baldwin Hotel, under the management of

Mr. Pearson, is increasing and spreading in a manner that is perfectly
phenomenal. This establishment possesses every advantage which could
recommend it to travelers and permanent guests. Externally the build-

ing is of magnificent proportions and imposing design. Inside it is laid

out, fitted up and furnished in a style that is luxurious, comfortable and
convenient. In short, it is such a place as a person of refinement would
like to make his or her home in. Everything is in keeping with good
taste and good breeding, and every effort is made to promote the com-
fort, convenience and happiness of the guests. The table is kept supplied
with every delicacy that the market affords. The kitchen is under the
charge of one of the most celebrated culinary artists in the country, sup-
ported by a well trained staff of assistants

; and in the dining-room and
throughout the house a large force of experienced and polite attendants
look after the comforts aud wants of the guests.

While it is true that clothes do not make a man, it is equally true that
to appear neatly ami appropriately dressed is a duty which every man
owes to himself ami to society. If one exercises a little care in the selec-

tion of hi* dress, it is just as easy, and as inexpensive, to be tastefully at-
tired as it is to be an awkward, ill-c!ad gawk. And nothing so mars the
effect of an otherwise perfect c istume as an unshapely or ill-fitting hat.
Every one, therefore, should go to Herrmann, the Hatter, 336 Kearny
street, and so be sure of getting a hat that will look well and wear well.

Place—Piatt's Hall. Play—"Chic." He: Why. how much better
the gentlemen act their part than the ladies! She: Yes, you see in this

play the idea is to make as big a fool of one's self as possible. He: [Ex-
it to see a man.]

Tbera was a wrestling match between Mnldoon and Dtnnla on Wednet*
The theatre was peeked. The

meet, taking a wrinkle from the Thomas oonoert end

ireulatlng with lemonade The Muldoon-RlgaJ mat h

io as in >t to interfere with the Modjeska benefit, a
similar amount of oonaideration should fa

public. Time should hai a been bmant between
the Thomas matinee of tins afternoon and the Mnldoon Dinnie straggle
of the evening,

W. E. Sheridan leaves Sydney fortius city .Tidy 12th next, and will

most likelj remain with us to fulfil a short professional engagement, prior
to his departure East, where he opene, probably in Philadelphia, d I

Fall.

BUSH-STREET THEATRE.
M. B. LUVTTT Leasee and Manager

|
Ab. IIayman... ASSOdatfl tfansger

\\n. KHERSON Sole Proprietor mid Manager.

Monday, Jane 18th, Grand Opening of

Kmorson's Now Mintstrol Company!
Tho Greatest Organization in the World!

POPULAR PRICKS.—Dress Circle and Orchestra, 75 cts.; Family Circle, 50 eta.;

Matinee. 50 cts., 25 ctB. Scats secured six days In advance. No extra charge lor

reserved scats. Box sheet now open. June 10

BALDWIN THEATRE.
ALEXANDER MACABEE, MURAT MASTERSON Leasees and Managers.

(Under Direetion M. B. Leavitt anil Al. Haynian.)

Monday Evening:, June 18th. Grand Production of Thome'sBLACK FLAG!
From Union-Square Theatre, New York, with all the Original Scenery and Specially

Selected Draruatie Company. SEATS NOW ON SALE.

WANTED.— One hundred able-bodied Men. Apply at the Stage Door, Baldwin
Theatre, Saturday, at 2, June 10.

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.
JH.HATGRLY, Proprietor.—Frederick W. Bert, Manager.

* Triumphant Success of the Peerless Artiste, JANAUSCHEK in a Change of

Programme Nightly! Saturday. Matinee (June loth)—MOTHER AND SON. Sat-
urday Erening (June 10th),

Zillah!

Secure your seats early in advance. Notwithstanding the flattering success of
JANAUSCHEK, her engagement is for Positively Two Weeks Only.

Box office open from 9 A. si. to 10 r. u., where reserved seats can be procured six

days in advance. June 16.

BALDWIN THEATRE.

MB. LEAVITT. Lessee and Manager: Al. II ayman. As>
• sociate Manager. -Last Performances of THE WYNDHAM COMEDY COM-

PANY! Saturday Evening and Saturday Matiuee,

Pink Dominos!
Monday Next, June 18th—EDWIN F. THORNE and a carefully selected Dra-

matic Company in the Latest London aud New York Success, THE BLACK FLAG.
All the original scenery. June 16.

MRS. JULIA MELVILLE-SNYDER.

Vocal and Instrumental Music — Elocution — Oratory — Drama.

[May 19.]

138 McAllister street.
Northeast Corner Hyde street.

NAHL COLLECTION OF OLD MASTERS.

On Exhibition Wednesdays and Saturdays from 9 Till 5,

At 506 Battery street, Opposite Postoffice.

ADMISSION, 25 CENTS. May 5.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN BED MEN'S BUILDING,

No. 3SO Post Street Opposite Union Square.

PROF. O. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 320 Post

street, is now open for Juvenile and Evening Classes. Office Hours, for Terms, etc.

10 a.m. to 12 St., and 1 to 5 p.m. Oct. 22.

Charles Crocker, E, 0. Woolworth, Wm. H, Crocker,

CROCKER, WOOLWORTH & CO.,

BANKERS,
332 PINE STREET SAN FRANCISCO.

C~1arry on a General Banking Business. Correspondents
J in the principal cities of the Eastern States and in Europe. June 16.

Oulceof the Sonthern Pacific Railroad Company, San Fran-
cisco, June 11th. 15S3.—The Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the above

named company, for the election of seven Directors for the ensuing year, and for the
transaction of such other business as may be brought before the meeting, will be
held at the office of the company, on WEDNESDAY, July 11th proximo, at 10
o'clock a. m. (June 16.1 J. L. WILLCUTT, Secretary.

SPECIAL, NOTICE.—The Annul Meetlne; of the Stock-
holders of the ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY, for the election of Trus-

tees and for the transaction of such other business as may be brought before the
meeting will be held at the office of the company. No. 310 Sansome street. San
Francisco. California, on WEDNESDAY, the THIRTEENTH day of JUNE, 1383, at

1 o'clock r. M. San Francisco, May 12, 15*3.

MAX. HE1LBRONNER, Secretary pro tem.
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'The World," the Flesh, and the Devil.
[Br a Trathfnl Penman.]

Madame Benaidaki, who has not graced London with her presence
fur the last three years, had a very nasty fall in the Avenue du Bois de
Boulogne the other day. The horse she was riding took fright and threw
her, but though she remained senseless for some time, she was found not
to have sustained very serious injuries, and will soon be in the saddle
again. Upon the same afternoon, as M. de Lesseps was returning from
his daily ride in the Bois with his " petite famille " of six, the little troop
of cavalry was charged by a headlong dog-cart, which upset one of the
pouies and the girl who was riding it. Fortunately the child was more
frightened than hurt, and she was able to remount her pony and ride
home.^— " The French Government," says Nature, " are steadily con
tinuing their excellent work of deep-sea investigation. Their vessel, the
Talisman, is now being equipped and fitted out with the moat improved
machinery and apparatus, and will leave the latter part of this month
(June) for Morocco, the Canaries, Cape Verd Islands, Azores, and the
Sea of Saragasso. Our last expedition of this kind, in the Challenger^ al-

though highly successful considering the great extent of area traversed
by it, might be considered in one respect tentative, and ought to have led
to further results. Our own seas have never beeu sufficiently investigated,
while the Americans, Norwegians, Germans, French, and Italians have,
especially of late years, been indefatigable in thoroughly exploring their
parts of the North Atlantic and Mediterranean."

—

Vanity Fair.—There
died, recently, at Moore's Hill, Dearborn County, Indiana, one of the
pioneer women who deserve a place in history, Mrs. Dorcas Justice, aged
84. In 1818 she went with her family from Virginia. She brought to
their chosen place in the Hoosier wilderness the fruits and grains of the
Old Dominion. With her own hands she planted the seed and cared for

the trees, now gnarled and venerable in the homestead orchard. She
planted cotton seed, and raised, picked, carded, and spun enough cotton
for her to weave many yards of cloth. There are now at the old home
several fine and beautiful counterpanes of her manufacture, all the pro-
cess from planting of the seed to the fine stitches in the hem the work of
her hands. Eighteen children were born to her, sixteen living to adult
years. For over twenty years she made every yard of cloth worn by the
numerous family, and yet found time to be neighborly, hospitable, a vis-

itor to the poor and sick. In addition to this she brought up six children
not her own. Hers, was a quiet, busy, useful life, one of the type that in-

sures the stability of our homes and government. Though unknown to
fame, she will be long remembered and venerated as one who, as wife and
mother, neighbor and citizen, did her duty well. She believed in the
right, justice and wisdom of woman's claim for the ballot, and signed the
petition for a woman's suffrage constitutional amendment sent from her
neighborhood not long ago.

—

Overland Mail.-—Mrs. Frizzle's maid is

laid up with a sprained back and cut head. It seems she was lacing her
mistress so she could put on one of those tailor-made suits, aud pulling
on the cords with all her " might and main," her feet braced on the bu-
reau, and Mrs. Frizzle holding on to the bed, when snap! went the cords
and the maid went head over heels and met with the injuries described.
But Mrs. F. wore her suit that day.

—

N. Y. Mail ofc Express.—It may not
be generally known by the average reader, but it is the fact, that the six
leading agricultural productions of the United States, according to the
census report for 1880, were in the following order: Corn, wheat, hay,
cotton, oats and potatoes. The value of the first was six hundred million
dollars, of wheat five hundred millions, hay three hundred and thirty
millions, cotton two hunderd and forty-two millions, oats one hundred
and thirty millions, and potatoes seventy three milions? The exhibit is

an extraordinatry and a supprising one.

—

St. Louis Miller. • -—The Lon-
don World says: Mr. James Gordon Bennett's steam yacht, "Namou-
na," has had a very narrow escape from being totally lost at Villefranche.
It appears that Mr. Bennett, having ordered steam to be got up, put his
captain and mate on shore, taking charge himself for the avowed purpose
of showing them bow to handle a yacht. Steaming out of the harbor of
Villefranche she all but collided with the French gunboat "Hyene;"
once outside the Mole, the " Namouna " was steered straight for the rail-

way station at "Villefranche, and, in consequence, ran full speed ashore in
a very few moments. Fortunately, the beach where she struck was com-
posed chiefly of sand ; hence, after discharging some forty tons of coal
and stores, she was got off by some tug boats dispatched from Nice, ap-
parently without any serious damage. The gunboat "Hyene" offered
assistance, which, it is understood, was declined, Mr. Bennett stating that
he ran the vessel ashore for his own amusement.—

—

Tje launches
of new vessels on the Clyde, Scotland, during the month of April
amounted to thirty, of a total of 32,900 tons, being the largest total ever
known during April in any previous year ; and during the four mouths
now past there have been eighty-three vessels launched, of a total of 115,-
030 tons, the highest total in any corresponding period having been 93,-

467 tons, which was the amount of new shipping launched during the
first four months of last year. It is stated that the value of the tonnage
launched this year is close upon £3,000,000 sterling. Paddle steamers
form a somewhat prominent feature in the launches last month, there be-
ing four such vessels put into the water, one being a Clyde passenger
steamer, another a channel steamer, and the other two for foreign trade.
The largest of the screw Bteamers was the Roslin Castle, 4,300 tons and
4,000 horse power indicated, built for the Castle line of South African
steamers, owned by Sir Donald Currie & Co., by Messrs. Barclay, Curie
& Co. Several very large sailing vessels were also included in the month's
turn-out of new work on the Clyde.

—

Engineering.

Catalogues, Books, Illustrated Circulars and Illuminated Printing executed in
a superior manner by the S. F. News Letter.

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
INSURANCE AGENCY.

& 324 California street, Sau Francisco,No. 322

Fire Insurance.
TEUTONIA of New Orleans.
LACONFIANCE of Paris.

DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITERS
ofNewYork.

THE FIRE INS. ASSOCIATION (Limited.
I of London, England.

GIRARD of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. CO of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATERTOWN of New York.
ST. PAUL of St. Paul.
STANDARD FIRE OFFICE.. of London

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA FONCIERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented $27,000,000.
All Losses Equitably Adjusted and Promptly Paid.

W. L. CHALMERS.
Special Agent and Adjuster.

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864.

Prinoinal Office 216 Sansome street.

FIRE INSURANCE.
Capital Paid TJp in TJ. S. Goid Coin) $300,000 00
Reinsurance Reserve $172,898 50

Assets January 1, 1333 $717,156 63 I Premiums, since organizat'n $4,155,239.10
Surplus for policy holders $710,860.83 j Losses, since organization. .§1,859,286 64

OFFICERS:
J. F. HOUGHTON President i CHAS. R. STORY Secretary
J. L. N. SHEPARD Vice-President

| R. H. MAGILL General Agent

Directors or the Home Mutual Insurance Co.—L L. Baker, H. L. Dodge, J.
L. N. Shepard, John Currey, J. F. Houghton, John Sinclair, C. Waterhouse, Chauncey
Taylor, 8. Huff, J. S. Carter, Charles Belding. June 16.

PKJEN1X ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., EstaVd 1182—Cash Assets, $5,266,372.35.

BRITISH AMERICA "ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., EstaVd 1S33.—Cash Assets, $1,343,903.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto Can., Estab'd 1851 Cash Assets, 81,357,326.39.

BI'TLEB <fc H1LDAN,
General Agents for Pacific Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.

Capital, $10,000,000-
TJnlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF LONDON
-
FIRE INSURANCE CO.

Capital, $10,000.000-

THE STANDARD MARINeInSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool. Capital, $5,000,000-

Aug. 12
W. J. OAUO'GHAJI & CO., General Agents,

213 Sansome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LITEBPOOL.
Capital $7,500,000
Cash Assets 1,709.976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE A CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF LONDON.
[INSTITUTED 1803.]

London Assurance Corporation, of London
Established by Royal Charter 1720

Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.

Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.

ROBERT DICKSON, Manager.
S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building-.

[October 1LJ

COMMERCIAL UNION ASSURANCE COMPANY OF LONDON.
Capital-$12,500,000, Gold.

FIRE .A-lVD MARINE.
OFFICE S10 SANSOME STREET, San Francisco.

| March 10.] JOHN RAE HAMILTON, Manager.

BRITISH AND FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.

(Capital 95,000,000.—Agents: BalJonr, GatSirie A Co., No.
/ 316 California street, San Francisco. Nov. 18.
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AUSTRALIAN NEWS.
By the Zealand! a, which arrive.! in thi* port on Moo I

ithtng >'f an asonUkl or cUrtlini; iwlurv in tli.-

n*wi h
tioDtl ami Ml |u8l publtahc

• harvest was a bountiful OM, Th« OTOpa M
nit. Mid

|#ru*pcrity generally prevails. Tin- i* particularly trm in regard to the

interests, the grasses being abundant ami the season

tfaeot of Australia h

rge Enu'.-t Morrison) a son "f the principal of the Gee-
He walked every inch <>f the way, from the Gulf of Car-

> pentsria to Melbourne, alone and unarmed, cooking for himself such
ptoTisiona asheooold ascara by tin- way, and ganeraUy sleeping in the

• ir mulHeil up in hi* opossum skin rug. Iff arrived In robust
i health, having occupied 120 days on the journey. This is :i very different

from the sad late of poor Burke and Wills, who were the Bret to

I leant
The Service-Berry administration appears to be strong. It is sap-

ported by an apparently reliable majority, and matters political are

working. No sensational measures are heing introduced, and the Colony
appears to have entered on a period of " peace, progress and prosperity.

New SoDTB WALK.—Things political in this colony are quiet, but

SB is fairly active, and matters generally are satisfactory. There is

very little news of moment to record.

It is not thought that the local Parliament will agree to continue its

i agreement with New Zealand after November next, to pay half the sub-

sidy thai runs the Pacific Mail Company's service to San Francisco.
The Very Rev. John Aloysiue Nobert Quirk, O. S. B., LL. D., one of

the oldest Roman Catholic clergymen in the colony, and for many years

President of the old Roman Catholic College at Lyndhurst, died on April
At Enmore.

On the uth of February Lord Howe Island was visited by the heaviest

gale known for many years. A great deal of damage was done by the

storm. .Several huge banyan trees were torn up by the roots ; the school-

house was destroyed, and some of the dwelling-houses were damaged.
Almost the whole of the settlers were more or less injured by the storm.
The sixth intercolonial boat race was rowed on Parramatta river, near

Sydney, on Saturday afternoon, April 28th, and was won by the Victor-

: ian crew by ten lengths. The race was never in doubt from the start.

NBW Zealand.—New Zealand is receiving a large influx of immigrants
I of a very desirable class. They are mostly men possessed of capital

enough to enable them to buy land and enter upon farming operations.

Native affairs were never in a brighter or more promising state than
they are at present, and the native difficulty fairly may be said to be at

an end.
Tongariro, an active volcano in the center of the North Island, was in

violent eruption on the 26th ult., not equaled for thirteen years past.

The volcano could be seen from Napier on the East Coast.

Ministers are busily employed at Wellington, preparing for the session.

So far as appears at present theie is not much likelihood of a change of

government. The Opposition is quite disorganized, having neither a re-

cognized leader nor a policy.

The intimation by telegram from London that no tenders had been re-

ceived by the Agent-General for a direct steam service between England
and the Colony did not cause great surprise in the Colony, in view of the

small subsidy, stringent conditions and the service already inaugurated by
the New Zealand Shipping Company. The steamer Wettmeath, the pio-

neer of the direct service between England and Auckland, arrived from
London with 320 immigrants and a number of saloon and cabin passen-

gers. The Westmeatk left London on March 17th—a sixty-day passage.

Queensland and New Guinea.—The following is an extract from a
letter written by H. M. Chester to the Chief Secretary of Queensland :

"At 10 a. m., on the 4th of May, I took formal possession, in her Majes-
ty's name, of all that portion of New Guinea and adjacent islands not
already in occupation by the Dutch, and read a proclamation in the pres-

ence of about 200 natives and 13 Europeans. A royal salute was tired

from the Pearl, and at the close of the proceedings three cheers were
given for her Majesty the Queen. I then, in presence of the people, recog-

nized Boe Vagi as Head Chief of Port Moresby, and gave the flag into

his charge until such time as an official should be sent to represent the
Government. Mr. Lawes kindly explained the meaning of the ceremony
to the people, and assured them that they would remain in undisturbed
possession of their l^nds. A short, impressive prayer by Mr. Lawes
terminated the proceedings, after which about £50 worth of trade was
distributed to the heads of families by liuatoka, the Karotongan teacher,

in the name of her Majesty.

To Cure or not to Cure without Koni La—that is the question. In
this age of investigation and analysis some of the beliefs, doctrines and
opinions that were considered to be firmly supported by evidence " strong

as proof of holy water," are, in the light of reason and research, proving
to be but stubborn facts; so is Koni La Volcanic Water, which is no
mystified secrecy of springs in an unknown location of Northern or

Southern California, nor like a gilded pill, made to suit the eye, taste or

smell, but in its effects, and on account of its genuine merit, is now pre-

scribed by our most eminent physicians as Blood Purifier, a powerful
eliminator in all Kidney Complaints, Skin Diseases, a valuable curative

in Female Complaints, and, in fact, as a truly household remedy. One
fair trial will convince the most skeptical that Koni La Volcanic Water
will prove the sufferer's best ready-relief friend, worthy of confidence.

Pacific Mineral Water Company.
Depot—360 Fourth street, corner Harrison.

The drunkard swills alcohol. Wise men use Samaritan Nervine, the
king of all remedies.

THE JEW3 AMONG OTHER NATIONS.
The Jews, though now scattered through all the nations of the world,

I the original ty| i countenance, owing to the fact of their
ing to a great extent unmixed with the Burround

conforming to their customs, bul shunning their religion, In this latl

ue to their ancient faith. I eneral-
lv detected, no matter where it i

that though rarely mixing with th ehom they hai
(led, fair haired, blue-eyed, and white skinned Jewa oan be met with in

Scandinavia [I have myeell seen them);
i red-bearded Jews

in Spain and Portugal: while in Endia (in Cochin and on the Malabar
in affirms that Jews can be found so black as to be undia-

tinguiahable, except in features, from the natives. At Ddattacheri, a town
of Cochin, is ;i particular colony of Jews, who arrived at a later date in

lUntry, and are Jerusalem or white Jews. There is no evidence in

support of Buohanan's belief that the blackness of the Jews spread
b India is attributable to intermarriages with Hindoos; on the

contrary, they seem to have avoided all intermixtures with other nations.
In I hiii. i the Jesuit missionaries describe a colony of Jews settled in Hu-
nan fur many ages, who keep themselves distinct rod intermarry within
their own community. It appears that the Jewish inhabitants of Cochin
were a people of the same migration with those of China, and it is very
improbable that they differ from their brethren in the particular above
alluded to. It is more likely that the fact of Jews now aud then being
found agreeing in complexion, etc., with the people among whom they are
thrown la owing to the force of imagination acting on the mother, just as

in the same way the lower animals can be made to produce peculiarly
marked varieties of offspring from contemplating during the seasoo of preg-
nancy such marked forms. This fact is very familiar to physiologists.
The character the Hebrew, as developed among the lower types of the
race, is everywhere much the same ; they are too often grasping and ava-
ricious, following every pursuit where the greatest gain can be got, with
little regard to the honor or dignity of the occupation. They are always
keenly alive to the " main chance," of excellent business capacity, par-
ticularly when the buying and selling of money is concerned, "clannish

"

to their own race, hospitable among themselves, dignified, and benevolent.
Property, except when it is portable and easily realized, they do not care
to accumulate. This habit of theirs is probably owing to the fact that
their chief occupations are as dealers in coin, bullion, jewels, etc., and
also to the persecutions and pluuderings they suffered in Europe during
the Middle Ages, and in the Mohammedan Kingdoms—such as Morocco
—at the present day. An estate in land cannot be concealed, but the mil-

lionaire may hide his coin and avoid suspicion, as in Morocco, by crouch-
ing in a hovel in rags. Yet the prejudice against the race—owing chiefly

to the rancour which the Christians in the more intolerant Middle Ages
excited against them—is in many respects unjust. The Jews, wherever
you find them, have many excellent qualities—more, I might add, than
the people of any other race. They take charge of their own sick and
poor ; they are merciful to each other in their dealings ; and rarely do
their wives excite scandal in the courts of law, or is the spectacle seen of
one merchant of that race calling in the help of the law to obtain his just

dues from another. These are but a few of their qualities, and though
they have others not so admirable, yet the same or similar charges might
be brought against almost any other nation beside the Jews.

—

Peoples of
the World.

Ask for the genuine Lager Bier, from the Fredericksburg Brewing
Co., which is acknowledged to be the best and purest "Lager" brewed
in the United States. On draught in all first-class saloons. Orders for

Bottle Beer can be left at 530 California street.

INSURANCE.

TRANSATLANTIC FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF HAMBURG.

CAPITAL $1,500,000, TT. S. Gold Coin

LOSSES PAID IN GOLD COIN IMMEDIATELY AFTER ADJUSTMENT.

Invested In the United States $490,001 US.

This corporation holds contracts of sixteen other European Insurance Companies,
reinsuring by far the greater part of every risk as soon as accepted in our office.

THE COMBINED SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL which our policies therefore offer to
the public amounts to 828,900,000. U. S. GOLD COIN, of which $7,630,000
IS PAID (JP, besides the always available Reserve Funds.

GEO. MARCUS & CO.,
30t California street San Francisco,

GENERAL AGENTS FOR THE PACIFIC COAST. [June 2.

THE GLOBE MARINE INS. CO. OF LONDON, LIMITED.
CAPITAL, $2,500,000.

THE CHINESE INSURANCE CO. (Marine) OF HONGKONG.
CAPITAL, $1,500,000.

WM. T. COLEMAN & CO.,
afos. 121 A 123 Market street,

[March 24.] Agents for the Pacific Coast.

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.-UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

The California Lloyds.—Established in 1*61.---Nos. 416 and
418 California street. Cash Capital, $750,000 in Gold Coin. Fair Rates

!

Prompt Settlement of LoseB ! ! Solid Security M DIRECTORS.—J. Mora Moss,

Moses Heller, J. O. Eldridge, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Saba tie, Charles Kohler, E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Steinhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Lverson, A. B. Phipps, Samuel
Hoit, H. C. Parker, N". G. Kittle, Joseph Brandenstein, \V. M. Hoag, Nicholas
Luning, James Moffitt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Gustave Touchard,

George 0. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Coaly, J. H. Baird, Win. Scholia, Charles

Baum, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Requa.
GUSTAVE TOUCHAJtD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Yice-President.

Jambs D. Bailey, Secretary. Geo. T. Bohbn, Surveyor. Nov. 6.
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Who hurled that rotten egg at Railroad Commissioner Carpenter?
The obvious answer would seem to be that the " crank" from Fresno

county did it. But we confidently suggest that the incentive came from
a very different quarter. No doubt the mere physical act was performed

by the aforesaid " crank," but the inspiring cause of it emanated from
the highest peace officer of the State. The thought, the suggestion, the

momentum came from Attorney-General Marshall. In his San Jose
speech he told the people who travel and pay railroad freights—that is,

people who pay for a substantial service actually rendered—that they
were "bondsmen," and that "if they would be free they must themselves

strike the blow." How was that blow to be struck ? He went on to say

that little relief could be expected from the Legislature, and still less

from the Courts. What then was to be done? Somebody in the audi-

ence saw the inevitable conclusion to which the speaker's argument led,

and snouted out "dynamite." Mr. Marshall guarded himself by saying
that it was not for him, as Attorney-General, to openly indorse that course,

bit with a shrug of the shoulders and an insinuation of manner more sug-

gestive than eveD spoken words, he only too plainly indicated that he did

not disapprove. He proceeded to say :
" I do not know how far it be-

comes me as Attorney-General to suggest, but I do say that some way
ought to be found of making these men (the Railroad Commissioners)
afraid." That was the thought that moved the brain that controled the

arm which hurled the rotten egg at Commissioner Carpenter's head.

The lawful remedies were carefully enumerated, and one after another
they were each denounced as failures and fizzles. These premises being
established to the satisfaction of the speaker, no legal remedy remained
for alleged wrongs and oppressions that were stated in grossly false and
exaggerated terms and with all the arts and wiles of a practiced orator.

In this condition of thiDgs what was, from the speaker's standpoint, the

logical outcome? He was careful to say that he could not indorse the
use of dynamite, but he was no less mindful to say that he only re-

frained from approving because his official position as Attorney-General
restrained him. But he did say that some way—and it could not be a lawful
way, for he had declared that all legal remedies had failed—ought to be
found to "make these men afraid." No wonder that the idea seized hold of

the brain of a crank, and that in nursing it, and turning it over in his mind,
and reflecting that it was the publicly made suggestion of the Attorney-Gen-
eral of the State, he deliberately prepared himself, and went to the meet-
ing of the Railroad Commissioners in order to give it effect in his own
way. He armed himself before hand with rotten eggs, and at the first

opportunity proceeded to give effect to the suggestion of the Attorney-
General that some way ought to be found to make these men afraid. It
was not a sudden impulse, but was a deliberate carrying out of a plan, as

the preparation shows. Subsequently the crank boasted of what he had
done, and loudly proclaimed to the reporters in the city prison that a
worse fate awaited the Commissioners should they venture into certain
country districts. —
We are thus face to face with a wicked condition of things, directly

traceable to the lawless suggestions of the man who, above all others, as
the Attorney-General of the State, is, or rather ought to be the highest
representative and embodiment of law and order. Judicial officers are
violently assaulted and attempted to be intimidated and made "afraid,"
and all that, at the suggestion of the peace officer whose business, dutv
and sworn obligation it is to set the law in motion against all assailants of
peace, comfort and dignity of the commonwealth and of its officers.

The Railroad Commissioners are no less officers of the State than the At-
torney-General himself is. They are equally with him entitled to protec-
tion in the execution of their duty. They have been, as he has, elected
by the people, and, like him, are under the obligations of an oath of
office. The difference between them and him is, that whilst they proceed
to the discbarge of their duties in a careful, thoughtful, painstaking and
conscientious way, he is perambulating up and down the State neglecting
his official duties, in order to deliver demagogic harangues calculated and
studiously intended to excite to breaches of that law and order which it

is his first duty to maintain. It is an abominable condition of things
that brings scandal on a high office, disgraces the incumbent of it, brings
discredit on the State administration, endangers the institutions under
which we live, and casts odium upon the whole State which tolerates its

highest law officer in becoming an accessory to violence and lawlessness and
an incendiary demagogue. If the Legislature were in session we should
advise his impeachment.

And what is the ostensible reason which this demagogic Attorney-Gen-
eral pretends justifies him in going up and down the State with an in-

cendiary torch in his hand? Simply that officers elected, as he has been,
and sworn like himself to do their duty, are not doing it rapidly enough
to please him. The Railroad Commissioners have been in office six
months. Though charged with the solution of some of the gravest and
most difficult problems that were ever submitted to the minds of practi-
cal men, they brought no knowledge or experience to the discharge of
their complicated duties. Two of them were, up to the time of their elec-
tion, practicing as attorneys. Yet all this violence and intimidation is

being practiced because these men have not, in the short space of six
months, mastered the multifarious difficulties and complications of rail-

road traffic. The most expert of railroad men have devoted long lives to
the solution of those difficulties, and yet are constrained to confess that
they have not altogether succeeded, for new and unanticipated complica-
tions are daily arising, and of necessity will continue to arise. Yet law
and order is to be set at defiance, and at the suggestion of the Attorney-
General, and all because sworn officers have not been able to accomplish
a manifest impossibility. We know not how far it may be possible and
wise to reduce railroad fares and freights. That is a matter which can
only be determined by the most studious investigation. But we do know
that no greater evil can befall the State than that a bap-hazard reduction
which will cripple the railroads, practically confiscate private property,
and render investments uncertain and dangerous, shall be made at the
dictation of popular clamor and lawlessness, excited and inflamed by the
heated oratory of the Attorney-General of the State.

And how does this noisy confiscator of property propose to proceed ?

If we are to judge by his speeches, he suggests that sworn and responsi-
ble officials are to be made "afraid," and by whom ? By the persons,

who, as producers, are interested in having their freight carried for noth-
ing, and who, according to him, are to constitute themselves sole judges
in their own cause. If we are to judge from the resolutions whioh in
public meeting he supports, an extra session of the Legislature is to be
called to impeach the Railroad Commissioners. That is undoubtedly a
constitutional course, but in the same breath with which he recom-
mends it, he tells us that he has no hupe in his own remedy. He says
the Courts, of which he is an officer, are hopelessly corrupt, and the
Legislature utterly vile. In short, he believes in nothing that is legal or
constitutional. His only confidence is making officials "afraid." He, a
tribune of the people, believes that the people have failed to elect any-
body capable of doing any good whatever, and that in fact popular gov-
ernment is a failure. Yet in point of fact he himseM is an elective offi-

cial and a result of popular government. Yet he would have it that he
alone is right and all the rest imbeciles, or worse. What evidence is there
that his judgment is not the one in fault, or that the many are wrong
whilst he alone is right? An impracticable man and an indifferent law-
yer, his sole- claims to prominence consist in the possession of a glib

tongue that may work mischief but has certainly never accomplished any
good.

_
With that power he hopes to either continue in office or compel

the railroad to supply him with a haven of rest and contentment. We
think the sober second thought of the people will hesitate before tramp-
ling down property in order that he may step over the ruins for the pur-
poses of personal gain.

Meanwhile he professes to favor the calling of an extra session of the
Legislature to impeach the Railroad Commissioners. Suppose that an
extra session is called, what then ? The Commissioners can only be re-
moved for "dereliction of duty, incompetency, or corruption," and then
only by a two-thirds vote. Does anybody believe that such charges could
be proved, or that they in truth exist? Moreover, no process of making
men "afraid" would enable a two-thirds vote to be obtained. An extra
session would fail of the purposes for which it was called. That failure
would cause a howl to go up from the Republican press against the Demo-
cratic Legislature, the anti -monopolists throughout the State would be
greatly exercised, the Democracy would be divided, and in the end would
be disrupted and, as a party, destroyed. Marshall, as a leader, simply
advises a course that would inevitably result in wrecking the party, to
which he owes so much. The blind would lead the blind, and both would
surely fall into the ditch.

The Railroad Commissioners are the choice of the people, and should
be left free to perform their duties. Whether they succeed in satisfying
popular expectations or not, the railroad problem will solve itself. It is

rapidly doing that already. With most of the centres of production
there is a water way. That is true of such important points as San Jose,
Los Angeles, Stockton, Santa Cruz, the Sacramento valley, and other
points too numerous to mention. Competition will therefore always pre-
vent fares and freights to those points being too high. It will not be long
before there will be several transcontinental roads, and in the near future
competition will be keen and prices unduly low. Whatever the action of
inexperienced Commissioners, it is certain that the railroad problem will
not be long before it supplies its own solution. That which demagogues
and popular clamor will utterly fail to effect, will be accomplished by
that best of all remedies—the irresistible march and force of open com-
petition. —
The Grand Jury of this city and county is in session, and it is credited

with being engaged in inquiring into many weighty matters. It is to be
hoped that it will not flinch from its duty in any respect. By the new
constitution it is relieved of many of its more perfunctory but most ardu-
ous duties. The District Attorney being clothed with the power of pre-
senting offenders for trial, the Grand Jury is relieved of the necessity of
inquiring into all sorts of petty offenses, and is, therefore, free to devote
its time to investigating the whole fabric of our municipal government.
As it is now impanneled only once in a year, the obligation becomes all the
greater to turn a calcium light on every corrupt department and to let no
guilty official escape. Even if it cannot obtain the precise evidence re-

quisite to indict in all cases, it should so frame its report as to guide our
citizens generally to a right understanding of the workings of our munici-
pal government in every department. If the city is at the mercy of
bosses, knaves, criminals and corruptionists the Grand Jury is in a posi-

tion to find out tbe fact, and ought manfully and courageously to make it

known. ^—
Certain it is that the report of the present Grand Jury will be awaited

with considerable curiosity. When the constitution of the jury was first

known considerable suspicion was expressed by the press. In view of the
subjects which it was supposed were likely to be inquired into, it was a
matter of considerable wonderment as to how certain men got on that
jury. We speak not withont some knowledge when we say that we be-
lieve the jury as a whole is bent upon doing its duty. It is diligently

pursuing most important investigations that are likely to bear good fruit.

If it shall succeed in showing how Coroners' and trial juries are impan-
neled, how places in the School Department are being sold for coin, how
criminals who carry primaries are being rewarded with offices, how cor-

ruption prevails in nearly every department, and how the City Govern-
ment generally is under the infamous thraldom of the busses, it will

accomplish a good work, for which it will deserve and .receive the thanks
of the community generally.

The field of investigation, before it is a wide one, imperatively demands
that it should be entered upon with a resolute will and an honest purpose.
The Supervisors, School Directors and heads of departments were nomi-
nated under a contract, by which they were to give the bosses the patron-
age. The natural and inevitable result is that municipal affairs are steep-

ed in corruption. Everything that is salable is being sold. Wantons
are being promoted in the School Department, places are being sold for

coin, favoritism is rampant, juries are being fixed, criminals are getting
fat places to the exclusion of honest men, and no substantial functions of

government are being performed. The taxpayers are only getting lambs
for their money. The Grand Jury will earn everlasting gratitude if they
will but tell us something of the true inwardness of the unparalleled cor-

ruption which now prevails. There is infinitely more in this than some
people are aware of.
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The daily papers this week have been perfectly exuberant over the
English question. Some fool started it and plenty of other fools took it

up. For the want of something to do in the month of June, the daily
papers have found out that Queen Victoria is very old, has a bad knee,
and is probably going to die, all of which forecasting of events to come

'.ed in the asinine cerebelli' of a lot of porcine scribblers. There is

no reason to suppose that the Queen of England will die immediately, in

the near future or suddenly. While this issue of the News Letter
might of course contradict the essence of this paragraph, and contain the
lamentable news of the Queen's death—as it most probably will, of the

demise of some local celebrity—yet there is no ground for supposing that
such will be the case, or that Her Majesty has not many years of quiet
life ahead of her. The stupid scribblers on the editorial columns of the
daily papers are often at a loss how to fill up their profoundly wise de-

partment. It is in order, however, to recommend these young old gentle-

men to turn their attention to something which they may possibly faintly
understand. As to when Queen Victoria will depart this life, or when
Edward the Seventh will ascend the throne, that is something which the

we of the daily press are not competent to deal with, and which it

is to be hoped hereafter they will leave severely alone.

It is a measurably" good thing that the Thomas Orchestra came
here, because the criticisms on their work have served to show in their
most complete and glaring colors the incapability of the gentlemen of the
San Francisco press, who pretend to be able to give to the world an hon-
est and competent opinion of the performance of any artists who may
come here from time to time. The sloppy but impertinent way in which
they did their work reminds one, after perusing it, of the mythological
peck of dirt which one is supposed to eat in a life-time. Possibly
among the most nauseating reflections on the work of the Thomas Or-
chestra, and those displaying the most complete ignorance of the subject
to be written of, and the way in which to treat it, were those published
in the Alto, But the other dailies were equally bad, and all showed the
utter unfitness of the different editors and reporters to treat even passa-

bly, or discourse upon the merits and demerits of an orchestral concert.

We met, one day this week, a little Chinese maiden of about fourteen
Summers, and she was toddling, apparently very happily, up Clay street.

She had no stockings on, and was bare from her ankles to the heels,

where the ungraceful Mongolian slipper came between her and the
ground. But those ankles were clean and fresh-looking, a mixture of
healthy white and pink, and apparently attached to a clever little healthy
mind. At least, there was no outward or visible sign that they were not.

And, a block lower down, we met a bloated Christian staggering un-
steadily out of a cheap whisky-shop before breakfast, and we left our re-

spect for the nonce where Americans are accustomed to deposit their ex-
uberance of loathing for immoral heathens, and turned away, perhaps
pharisaically, but it may be inferred righteously, from the beautiful bap-
tized beast beatified by alcohol.

The latest farce in the myriad American pompous donkeyisms is a
State exhibition of our deaf mutes and blind persons. It is surely enough
affliction, which should be tenderly and patiently received from the hands
of Almighty God, to be either perfectly deaf, sightless, or incapable of
speech, without having to be annually exhibited like a monkey show. Yet,
in the inscrutable wisdom of our nasty, humbugging California legislators,

it appears to be necessary to make a yearly parade of persons who are
so afflicted that common charity and ordinary love for those in trouble
requires us to erect institutions in which they can be cared for and at-

tended to. Such care of deaf and dumb and blind people is in its very
essence beautiful, while their involuntary masquerading before an audi-
ence is, to most thinking people, perfectly revolting and disgusting.

This is a great country for developing stiuks, and among the latest

odors wafted on to our mental olfactory organs, is the opium right, consist-

ing of the alleged bribery charges, and the investigation of Special Agent
of the Treasury, J. F. Evans. A tempest in a tea-pot, as regards its

Liliputian ridiculousness, is nothing in comparison with the silliness of

the charges preferred by Messrs. Edson and Heise against Mr. Evans.
The Chinese witnesses in the matter failed to come to time, and so the
whole opening of the stink-pot was stopped. For this, as for all other
stoppage, of nasty little personal exposures, whether pure and righteous
or unjust and malicious, let us be devoutly thankful. We will now sing

the 175th hymn, omitting the thirteenth and forty-seventh verses.

One <>f the prettii the moat el whieh
rer given to the world from a ruler <-f a nation to a subordinate

ruler, is to be found in the letter of I thur to Major J. M.
r of the Southern Exp< iftion. It is as iwnt

dawn, and as expansive aq & sunflower at noon, hot we are
willing to bet <mr new yellow dog with brown spot on his tail, that

nt Arthur never wrote one tins ol the document, However,
presidents of repabllcs have, and can afford to have, amanuenses, and it
i- an sxci llent idea. We propose to have o f th<
in the near future, and keep him writing letters to the crowned heads and
bloated nabobs of the world all the time, just to show how amiable, dig-
nified and cultured we, us and company are.

This is the time, during the happy sunny month of June, when the
disgruntled butcher, who has to Stay in Ml- city, gets even with his
needy cash customers. This is the time when he meets out the half-
stale kidney and the exossaivelj be-flied and doubtful beefeteah to the ar-

i In- clerk and the mechanic, who would like to be enjoying tin-

banks of a trout stream, or a siesta in a hammock far away from the
smoky, dry and oppressive city. The infelicitous meatslinger cannot
himself, of course, always jump into the glories of a sylvan retreat in

June or July, but he gets excessively even with his equally unblessed
Oppidan customers, by inflicting on them the sleepiest and stalest

meat ever excised from a slaughtered bullock or a well murdered
sheep.

It is a relief to know that we shall soon have news of General Crook's
whereabouts. The Call has fitted out an expedition to search for the ab-
sent Indian fighter, which makes the enterprise of the New*York Herald
and Loudon Telegraph look small. This expedition consists of three
men. who, that enterprising paper tells us, are well armed and well
mounted. Should Crook be in a hard place, when found, there can be no
doubt but that this strong contingent from San Francisco will soon ex-
tricate him. There is, however, a doubt expressed by some cavilers, who
assert that, instead of finding Crook, the expedition may run across two
or three hostile Apaches, and be no more seen.

The San Francisco milkman is wise in his generation, and has long
since discovered that the addition of a little water makes the milk go
farther without poisoning the consumer. The gentle cow-tapper, how-
ever, slips up now and then. One of these slips, or it might almost be
dignified as a fall, was made by a milkman on Clay street last Tuesday.
He left his can of water at a boarding-house, instead of the milk. "It
is an ill-wind that blows no one any good," and, though the milkman lost

one good customer, the rest of his victims tasted milk for the first time in

months.

People who bemoan their inability to take season seats for the Thomas
Concerts, owing to the depleted state of their exchequer, should take
comfort in the fact that in this cat-ridden city evsn the most impecunious
citizen can enjoy a " Thomas " concert beneath his bedroom windows any
night iu the year from twelve o'clock till dawn. Though the music may
not be of so high an order at these al fresco affairs, there is one striking

novelty about them. Bouquets and baskets of flowers to the performers
are superceded by chunks of coal and the festive boot-jack.

Our readers will be glad to learn that Mrs. ex-Policeman Brown is

rapidly recovering her health, and that, in the charming society of Mrs.
Deputy County Clerk Wiggins and Mrs. Colonel Doctor Bluffelberry, she
ia recuperating at Cow Creek. The Morning Vail has occasionally, of

late, got away with us on really fashionable and intensely interesting So-
ciety items, but this thing has got to cease right here, if we have to hire

two brand-new reporters and a large female woman to hunt up and in-

vestigate the Summer movements of our affamished aristocracy.

The New York Herald is gravely going to punish its San Francisco
correspondent, if it can find out that that important functionary has de-

ceived them in the matter of an interview with Senator David Davis.
This is not the first time, by scores, that the Herald has made an ass of

itself. Without knowing who their correspondent in San Francisco may
be, it is safe to assert that he is neither a liar nor a fool. And then comes
the root of the question: Of what importance is this largely-boweled Sen-
ator, and what does it matter whether, in a chance interview with him,
he was misrepresented or not ?

Judge Coffey rendered a decision in the Louderback-Dauner's case,

last Tuesday, which shows his eminent fitness for the position which he
occupies in one of the departments of the Superior Court. The "pray-
ers " of the contestants were about as numerous and lengthy as those con-

tained in the records of the Star Route trial, which, as far as heard from,
are ninety-nine in number. We are about to sue personally our individu-

al butcher for S5.00U damages, for selling us five cents' worth of bad kid-

neys during the hot spell last week, and Judge Coffey shall have the case

to adjudicate upon.

It is not an offensive, but on the contrary rather an appropriate

thought, to dwell on the moral mess which the late Mr. Thomas H.
Blythe made of this short span of hard work which we call life. The
only person so far, who is apparently going to get any good out of bis

large estate of five millions, (at least for some time to come), is the Pub-
lic Administrator, and he is a gentleman whom men of both political

complexions like and respect, and would gladly see rewarded practically

in the brown Autumn of a very useful life.

We have long been at a loss to account for the large influx of poli-

ticians of Irish extraction, and wearing hair upon their teeth, which has

lately flooded our political circles. The cause was explained yesterday,

when a steam hod-carrier was discovered in full play on Sacramento
street, near Front. Deprived of his natural means of support, the indi-

gent Mick has sunk low enough to dabble in American politics, accept

office, and kindly use his gigantic and well-cultured intellect in making
laws to govern the country.

The reason that the Pope is not in sympathy with Land League is

this: He bates to see the money put up by the Irish slipping out of his

grip. His "Peter's Pence," as the contributions from starving Ireland

are facetiously termed, have not come in this year in such quantities as

usual, and the old man of the seven hills is getting his apostolic back up.
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Trains leave, and are due to arrive atf
San Francisco as follows:

LEAVE
i

(for) )
DESTINATION. {

ARRIVE
(from)

9:30 a.m. . . . . Antioch and Martinez 2:40 p.m.
*+:00p.M. " " " 12:40 P.M.
*4:3QP.M. ... " " " 10:10 a.m.
8:00 a.m. 7:40 p.m.

i

?:00 a.m. Calistoga and Napa *10:10 a.m.
.. - " " " 7:40 p.m.

9:30 a.m. ..J Deming, ElPaso ^Express... 2:40 p.m.
4:30 P.M. 7:10 a.m.
7:30 A.M .. | Gait and \ via Livermore 5:40 P.M.

* 1:00 p.m. .

.

"} Stockton ) via Martinez 12:40 p.m.
7:30 A.M. ....lone 5:40 P.M.
'4:30 P.M. .... Knight's Landing 10.10 A.M.

IS:00a.m. " '
L

{11:10 a.m
9:30 A.M. ....Los Angeles and South 2:40 p.m.
7:30 A M. .. .Livermore and Pleasanton.

.

5:40 p.m.
*p :00 P.M. " " " *8:40 A.M.
9:30 A.M. Madera and Fresno 2:40 P.M.
*4:00 P.M. " " 12:40 P.M.
8:00 a.m. 5:40 p.m.
7:30 a.m. Nilesand Haywards. ......

.

5:40 P.M.
10:00 a.m , " " " 3:40 p.m.
3:00 p.m. ...» " " " 9:40 A.M.
*5:00 P.M. " '* " *8:40 a.m
3:30 p.m . . j Ogden and 1 Express 11:10 a.m.
5:30 p.m. 6:10 a.m.
8:00 A.M. .. I Red Bluff ^viaMar sville. 5:40 p.m.
*8;00a.m. . . f and Tehama \ via Woodland. *7:4l) p.m.

7:30 a.m.
8:00 A.M.
3:30 P.M.

j Sacramento )
v

!
a V™w,"™..-{ , ,Vi(„„ >via Bemcia...

.. 1
»>"> Colfax

j viaEenicia...

5:40 p.m.

7:40 P.M.
11:10 a.m.

4:30 p.m. 10:10 a.m.

4:00 p.m. Sacramento River Steamers. 0:00 A.M.

3:00 P.M.
"

9:40 A.M.
8:00 A.M. 7:40 P.M

• >

3:30 P.M. " 10:10 a.m.
•<

*4:30 P.M. " 111:10 a.m.
3:30 P.M. ....Virginia City 11:10 a.m.

*4:30 P M.
<<

Train leaving San Francisco at 8:00 a.m. should meet
Pacific Express from Ogden at Port Costa; and that
leaving at y:3l> a.m. should meet Pacific Express from
Kl Paso at Antioch.

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oakland Pier.

From "SAJf FBAJfCISCO," Daily.

To EAST OAKLAND—»6.00, *6:30, 7:00, 7:30, 8:00,

8:30, 9:00, 9:30, 10:00, 10:30, 11:00, 11:30, 12:00, 12.30,

1:00, 1.30, 2:00, 2:30, 3:00, 3:30, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30,

6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, «12:00.

To FRUIT VALE—'6:00, "6:30, «7:00,*7:30. <'8:00, *8:30,

"3:30, "4:00, »4:30, *5:00, *5:30, *6:00, »6:30, 9:00.

To FKU1T VALE (via Alameda) —*9:30a.m., 6:30, ill:00,
*12:00 p. M.

f ALAMEDA—»6:00, »6:30, 7:00, *7:30, 8:00, "8:30, 9:00,

9:30,10:00, } 10:30, 11:00, Jll:30, 12:00, (12:30, 1:00,

tl:30, 2:00, 3:00, 3:30, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30,

7:00, 8:00, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, »12:00.

To BERKELEY — °6:00, »6:30, 7:00, "7:30, 8:00, "8:30,

9:00, 19:30, 10:00, }10:30, 11:00, 111:80, 12:00, 1:00,

2:00, 3:00, 4:00, 430, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,

9:00, 10:00, 11:00, »12:00.

To WEST BERKELEY—»6:00, «6:30, 7:00, "7:30, 18:00
'8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00. {1:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, "4:30,

5:00, *5:30, 6:00, "6:30, 7:00.

To "SAM FRAJTCISCO." Pally.

From FRUIT VALE—"6:20, "6:50, "7:20, "7:50.

"8:50, "9:20, *lu:21, "4:20, "4:50, *6:20, *6:50,

*6:50, 7:25, 9:50.

From FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—*5:15, "5:45, {6:45.

(9:15, «3:15.

From EAST OAKLAND—*5:27, *5:57, 6:27, 6:57,

7:57, 8:27, 8:57, 9:27, 9:57, 10:27, 10:57, 11:27,

12:27, 12:57, 1:27, 1:57, 2:27, 2:57, 3:27, 3:57, 4:27.

5:27, 5:57, 6:27, 6:57, 7:57, 8:57, 9:57, 10:57.

FR"M BROADWAY. Oakxakd -»5:3G, *6:06, 6:36.

7:36,S:06,S:30,9:06, 9:36, 10:00,10:36, 11:06, 11:36,
12:36, 1:06, 1:36, 2:06, 2:36, 3:06, 3:36, 4:06, 4:36
5:36, 6:06, 6:36, 7:06, 8:06, 9:06, 10:06, 11:06.

From ALAMEDA—*5:22, *5:52, "6:22, 6:52, *7:22.

"8:22, 8:52, 9:22, 9:52, (10:22, 10:52, (11:22,
(12:22, 12:52, (1.22, 1:52, 2:52, 3:22, 3:52, 4:22,

5:22, 5:52, 6:22, 6:52, 7:52, 8:52, 9:52, 10:62.
From BERKELEY -«5:15, *5:45, "6:15, 6:45, *7:15,

*S:15, 8:45, (9:15, 9:45, (10:15, 10:45, (11:15,
12:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:15, 4:45, 5:15, 5:45, 6:15,
7:45, 8:45, 9:45, 10:45.

From WEST BERKELEY — *5:45, »6:15, 6:45,

7:45, 8:45, (9:15, 9:45, 10:45, [12:45, 1:45, 2:45,

4:45, "5:15, 5:45, "6:15, 6:45, »7:15.

i:20,

6:20,

, 7:27,

11:57,

, 4:57,

7:06,

12:06,

5:06,

. 7:52,

11:52,

4:52,

7:45,

11:45,

•7:15,

:45,

Creek Route.
fROM SAN FRANCISCO—»7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:15, 3:15,

5:16.

From OAKLAND—»6:15, 8:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.
'Daily, except Sundays. rSundays only.

" Standard Tine" furnished by Randolph & Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S F
A. N. TOWNE, T. H. GOODMAN,

Geu. Manager. Gen. Pass, and Tkt. Agt.

Boats and Trains Leave San Francisco as follows:

7./^C5 A. M., Daily (Snndays excepted), via San
•'-'CJ Rafael, from MARKET-STREET WHARF,

for Petaluma, Santa Rosa, Healdsburg, Cloverdale,
Guemev'lle and Way Stations. Stages counect at Santa
Rosa for Sebastopol and Mark West Springs; at Gey-
serville for Skaggs' Springs, and at Cloverdale for High-
land Springs, Kelsejviile, Soda Bay Lakeport, Bartlett
Springs, Navarro Ridge, Mendocino tity, Westport,
Ukiah, Eureka aud Geysers.

l>.\ily, Except Sundays.
2-/,tS p. M.,via Donahue, from WASHINGTON-

.*±cj STREET WHARF; and
4.en p. m, via San Rafael, from MARKET-STREET

c-"~' WHARF, for Petaluma, Cloverdale and
Way Stations.

Sunday Excursions.
8-On A - M-i Sundays only, via Donahue, from•^u WASHINGTON-STREET WHARF, for Clo-
verdale and Way Stations. Round-Trip Tickets on Sun-
days: To Petaluma, $1 50; Santa Rosa, §2: Healdsburg,
S3; Cloverdale, S4 50; Guerneville, 83. Returning, will
arrive in San Francisco at 6:45 p. H.

ARTHUR HUGHES,
General Manager.

PETER J. McGLYNN.
G. P. and T. A.

SONOMA VALLEY RAILROAD.

Boats and Trains Leave San Francisco as follows

:

Q -AR p- M., Daily (Sundays excepted), from WASH-^ ***ZJ INGTON-STREKT WHARF, for the Town
of Sonoma, Glen Ellen and Way Points.

Sunday Excursions.
8. Qf| a. m. (Sundavs only), from WASHINGTON-.^\J STREET WHARF, for the Town of So-
noma, Glen Ellen and Way Points. Round-Trip Tickets

:

To Sonoma, §1; to Glen Ellen, §1 50.

ARTHUR HUGHES, PETER J. McGLYNN,
General Manager. Gen. Pass, and Tkt. Agt.

NORTH PACIFIC COAST
RAILROAD.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing SUNDAY, April 1st, 18S3,
Boats and Trains willRun as follows:

FOR SAN RAFAEL (via San Quentin Ferry)-«7:05,
+8:15, •9:20, tl0:25 a. m., +1:10, *1:45, +3:45, "4:50 p. a.
("Vin. S'l iii -.-I i r, i TTorrir^ 4u-lif"l iV-w-'n > u iio.oc *c.<i.i(Via Saucelito Ferry)—t8:U0
tt>:40 p. m.

S:50 . *3:35, *5:S

FROM SAN RAFAEL (via San Quentin Ferry)—*8:00,
t8:50, *10:3S, tll:45 a. m., +2:i5, t2:25, U:2o, *5:20 P. m.
(Via Saucelito Ferry)—#6: 50, t7:30, *8:45 a. m., to:i0r. m.
*Week days. tSundays only.

FOR SAUCELITO (Week Days)-8:50, 10:30 a. m.,
1:30, 3:35, 5:30 p. m.
(Sundays) —S:00, 10:00 a. m., 12:00 M, 2:00. 4'15,

6:40 p. m.

FROM SAUCELITO (Week Days)—7:45, 9:30, 11:20,
A. m., 2:30, 4:45 p. M.
(Sundays) —8:45, 11:00 a. m., 1:00,3:15,5:30, 7:20 p. m.
On Monday an extra trip from San Francisco at 7:00

A. M., and on Saturday from Saucelito at 6:15 p. m.

ft.^Ai. w. Daily, Sundays excepted (via Saucelitok^.u\j Ferry), for Point Reyes and Way Stations.
Returning, arrives in S. F. (via Saucelito) 5:20 p. m.

1 -d.^\ p - M - Daily, Sundays excepted (via San Quentin
-i .1t_J Ferry), THROUGH TRAIN, for Duncan Mills
and Way Stations. (Through Train from Duncan Mills
arrives in Sau Francisco at 11:45 A. M.)

Stage Connections.
Stages leave Duncan Mills every morning, except

Mondays, for Stewart's Point, Point Arena, Cuffey's
Cove, Mendocino City and all points on the North Coast.

Saturday to Monday Excursions.
EXCURSION TICKETS, sold on Saturdays and Sun-

days, good to return following Monday.—Fairfax, SI;
Camp Taylor, $2; Point Reyes, §2 50; Tomales, S3 50;
Duncan Mills, S5,

Sunday Excursions.
8:00 a. m. from Saucelito Ferry.. . { Excursion Train
8:15 a. ni. from San Quentin Ferry ) every Sunday
for Duncan Mills and Way Stations.

Returning, arrives in San Francisco (via Saucelito
Ferry) 7:50 p. m. FARES FOR ROUND TRIP.- Camp
Taylor. SI 75; Point Reyes, S2: Tomales, $2 50: Duncan
Mills, S3.

DAVID NYE, F. B. LATHAM,
Gen'l Supt. Gen'l Pass and Ta.t. Agt.

C O- Jg JVI LROAD.XJ>
]

BROAD (JAitiE.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing: Wednesday, April 18th, 1883,
And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave
from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend St., between od and 4th streets), as follows:

8:30 a.m.

t 9:30 A M.

10:40 a.m.
'l 3:30 p.m.

4:25 p.m.
* 5:15 p.m.

6:30 p.m.

Jll:45 p.m.

DESTINATION.

m Mateo, Redwood,... -.

.and Menlo Park
j

8:30 a.m.

10:40 a.m
;* 3:30 p.m.

4:25 P.M.

10:40 A.M.
' 3:30 p.m.

10:40 A.M
* 3:30 p.m.

10:40 a.m.
1 3.30 p.m.

. . Santa Clara, San Jose and

.

..Principal Way Stations.

.

ARRIVE
S. F.

6:40 a.m.
* 8:10 A.M.

:03 a.m.

*10:02am.
* 3:36 p.m.

t 4:59 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

t 7:50 p.m.

+ 8:15 P.M.

9:03 A.M
10:02 A.M.
3:36 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

t 8:15 p.m.

Gilroy, Paju.ro, Castroville i I

...Salinas and Monterey ... (I

:10:02 A.M.
00 p.m.

{ Hollisterand Tres Pinos..

. Watson ville, Camp Goodall. \

Aptos, New Brighton. Soquel (

{Camp Capitola) and Santa
[

Cruz )

'10:02a.M.
6:00 P.M.

*10.02a.m.

6:00P.M,

10:40 a.m.
|
..Soledad and Way Stations..

|
6:00 p.m.

t 7:30 a.m.
.Monterey and Santa Cruz. . ) |.

fl
.„

. (Sunday Excursion).... \V °-M g - M -

Sundays excepted. tSundays only.
JTheatre train, Saturdays only.

STAGE CONNECTIONS are made with the 10:40 A. m.

Train, except PESCADERO Stage via San Mateo, and
PACIFIC CONGRESS SPRINGS Stage via Santa Clara,
which connect with 8:30 a. m. Train.

SPECIAL ROUND-TRIP TICKETS.-At Reduced
Rates— to Pescadero, Monterey, Aptos, Soquel and
Santa Cruz; also to Gilroy, Paraiso and Paso Rooles
Springs.

EXCURSION TICKETS-Sold Saturdays and on Sun-
day mornings—good toretu-non Monday: ToSanta Clara
or San Jose, $2 50; to Gilroy, $4; to Monterey or Santa
Cruz, $5, and to principal points between San Francisco
and San Jose; also, to Gilroy Hot Springs, 86.00.

SUNDAY EXCURSION TICKETS—To either Monte-
rey or Santa Cruz, and return, S3.

TICKET OFFICES. - Passenger Depot, Townsend
street, and No. 2 New Montgomery Btreet, Palace Hotel.
A. C. EASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

^"SOUTHERN DIVISIONS. _«»
For points on Southern Divisions and the East, see

C. P. R. R. Time Schedule. April 14.

SOUTH PACIFIC COAST
RAILROAD.

Newark, San Jose, Los Gates, Gleuwood,
Big Trees, Felton and Santa Cruz.

Passenger Trains leave Station, FOOT OF MARKET
STREET, SOUTH SIDE, at:

8.0("\ A. M. daily—Alvarado, Newark, Centreville,
.<£>\J Alviso, SantaCiara. SAN JOSE, Los Gatos,

WriKhts, Glenwood, Felton, Big Trees, SANTA CRUZ
and all Way Stations. (Parlor Car.)

Q -Q/"\ P- M. (except Sunday), Express—Alvarado,
£-* .ZJ**J Newark, Centreville, Alviso, Agnew's, Santa
Clara, SAN JOSE, Los Gatos and all Stations to SANTA
CRUZ. (Parlor Car.)

4. O r\ p. m. daily, for San Jose, Los Gatos and in-
• c;)v~' termediate points. Through to SANTA

CRUZ ON SATURDAYS. Leave Santa Cruz 5:35 a. m.

SUNDAYS.
Stages connect at Los Gatos for Congress Springs.

85 Excursions to SANTA CRUZ and 82 SO
to SAN JOSE on Saturdays and Sundays, to return un-
til Monday, inclusive. s:S Excursions to BIG
TREES or SANTA CRUZ every SUNDAY, 8:30 A. M.

To Oakland and Alameda.
86:30—7:30—8:30-9:30—10:30—11:30 a. m. 1112:30—

1:30—2:30—3:30—4:30—5:30—0:30—7:30 — 0:15— 10:30—
11:35p.m.

From Fonrteentb and Webster streets,
Oakland.

§5:57—§6:57— 7:57-8:52 — 0:52— 10:52—Ull:52 a. ji.

12:52—1:52—2:58-3:52—1:52-5:52-6:52—0:35—10:52—
11:52 p.m. Sundays only, 7:52 p. m. Daily to Alameda.

From High street, Alameda.
§5:45 — §6:45-7:45-8:35— 9:35— 10:35—Ull:35 A M.

12:35—1135—2:35-3:35 -4:35-5:35— 6:35- 9:20 — 10:35
—11:35 P. M.
§Sur.days excepted. IfSaturdays and Sundays only.

TICKET, Telegraph and Transfer Office, 222 MONT-
GOMERY STREET, San Francisco.
A. H. FRACKER, R. M. GARRATT,

Gen'l Supt. G. F. and P. Agent.
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Ufa carrion, seeking whom they may devour. The time is not far dis-

tant when this labor question will become even a more serious mutter
th;tn n<>w, and many there are at present who regret that the burs are

already up for the exclusion of the iudoatrioaa Chinee,

We bave now to announce the arrival of the P. M. steamship Zea-

laudia. *-M days from the Colonies, via Honolulu 8 days, with passengers

and Government mails, and for cargo 1. 136 ingots Sydney Pig Tin, 6*348

baas Hawaiian Sugar, 3,136 bags [aland EUee, and 1,226 bunches Bananas,

The Ger. bark G. K. Bishop, 23 days from Honolulu, is at hand with

25,346 bags Sugar, 2,236" bags Rice, 37 bbls. Molasses, etc. The Br. ship

City «<f Hankow brings 1,7.10 tons Sydney Coal.

Grain Charters. —The Br. bark Largo Bay, 1,178 tons Wheat to Cork,

U. K.. £2 14-.; direct port U. K., £2 lis, 6d., immediate loading. Br.

bark Kelvin, 1,098 tuns Wheat to Cork, U. K., or Continent, £2 12a. 6d.j

direct port, £2 10s.. immediate loading.

Lumber Charter.—The Br. ship Matilda, 850 tons, has been char-

load Lumber, from Burrard Inlet to Melbourne, at £3 5s.

Wellington.—The new steam collier bearing this name, built at New-
castle-on-Tyae, arrived at Victoria, B. C, OS days passage, June 7th,

and will load Coal at Wellington for this port.

Salmon-Loading.—The bark Emma T. Crowell, the Br. bark Ullock,

ship Highland Light, and Br. ship Ryevale, load Salmon at Astoria, for

England. The last-named will take 39,000 cases.

Oregon Charter.—A Portland Exchange paper says that the bark
Western Belle, 1,249 tons, chartered prior to arrival by Dickson, De
Wolf ft Co., at 60s., has been re-chartered by Cavanaugh Brothers, of

Walla Walla, at 62s. 6d.

The N. Y. Produce Exchange Weekly says :
" The Egyptian

Wheat and Bean crops are expected to be goud and are already assured.

The total production of the Russian Empire is placed at 474,000,000 bus.

The Governments of Samara, Sitnbrisk and Astrakan, the crops in which
are reported to be ruined, produce, respectively, 11,820,080 bus., 18,098,-

856 bus., and 11,360 bus., or a total of 28,370,000 bus., which is a small
per cent, of the aggregate . product. The net imports of Wheat and
Wheat Flour into France from August 1, 1882, to April 15, 1883, have
been equal in Wheat to 32,757,210 bus., against 30,062,965 bus. for the

corresponding period in 1881-82."

Exports for the week include the following leading items to Sydney,
hence June 8th per P. M. S. S. City of New York: 2,030 Doors. 905 cs.

Canned Goods, 5,760 cs. Salmon, etc.; value, 5597,412. To New Zealand,

per same, 1,700 cs. Salmon, etc.; value, $10,733. To Melbourne, per

same, 2,005 ctls. Barley, 1,000 cs. Salmon, 4,263 tbs. Tobacco^ etc.; value,

911,746. Also, per same steamer, to Honolulu, Mdze.; value, $8,780.

For Victoria, B, C.—The steamer Geo. W. Elder, hence June 8th

;

groceries, etc.; value, $85,000.

Teas.—By direction of the Treasury Department, samples of Teas im-
ported on Chicago account and detained in this city under the Act of

Congress to prohibit adulteration, have to be sent on to New York to be
examined before they can be released or forfeited. This possibly comes
of the fact that Folger, Secretary of the Treasury, hails from that city,

and supposes that the great commercial metropolis of the United States

should absorb more than its share of the business. San Francisco is at

Least, or should be, the tea center of the country, as Baltimore is of the

coffee trade. The inspection of the tea imported for any part of the

United States at this city should be performed here, and not in a city on
the other side of the continent.

The New York Shipping List contains the following: "The
American Consul at Crefeld, Germany, says that three hundred and fifty

million bushels of Grain is bis estimate of the European dericienoy for

1883, and he avers that the reports of the Continental Board of Com-
merce have presented such facts and drawn such conclusions, and that*

their publication has been suppressed by order of Government."

Crop Estimates.—The weather in June has been every way propi-

tious for the growing crops of cereals, with the exception of some three

days last week when fears were entertained by some that serious injury

bad been sustained by the growing cereals. Happily those fears have

been dispelled and no great injury inflicted on the crops. A private grain

circular of a leading importing bouse has this to say on the situation :

The weather since the date of last issue has been exceedingly favorable

for the growing crops, which now are reported to look as well aa they did

in 1880. Early in May copious rains extended throughout the State, and
3h inches fell in this city, increasing the aggregate rainfall for the season

to 20. 09 inches. Nine weeks ago the prospects for large crops in Cali-

and of Hard) the waathsr has
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Merced county, 100,000 tons ol 2,000 lbs.; Stanislaus county, 200,000
tons; San Joaquin county, including west side of river, 160,000 tons; Co-
lusa county, 150,000 tons; Butte county, 70,000 tons; Tehama county,
10,000 tons; Sutter county, 50.000 tons; Subs county, 25,000 tons: Ala-

county, 60,000 tons; Yolo county, 100.000 tons; Solano county,
80,000 tons; Sacramento county, 50,000 tons; Contra Cnsta county. 40,000
tonSj Xapa and Sonoma counties, 50,000 tons. Santa Clara enmity, 111, (10(1

tons: San Benito county, 45,000 tons; Monterey county, 80,000 tons; l,us

Angeles county, 40,000; Santa Barbara county, 20,000 tons. San Luis
Obispo county, 30,000 tons; Ventura county, 20,000 tons; San Diego and
Sail Bernardino counties, 20,000 tons; Fresno, Tulare and Kern counties,
30.000 tons. Estimated total surplus, 1,500,000 tons of 2,000 Ids.

Exports from Oregon during May have been very small, consisting of

only 20,545 ctls. Wheat and 14,878 bbls. Flour. At last advices three
vessels were engaged to load in the Columbia river for Europe, but their

cargoes will chiefly consist of Salmon.
Crop prospects in Oregon and Washington Territory remain very favor-

able, and this season Wheat surplus there should certainly be from 200,000
to 300,000 short tons.

The Br. steamer Canton, 26 days from Hongkong, via Macao 25 days
to Macondray &JOo., brings for cargo 45,830 mats Kice, 2,000 bxs. China
Nut Oil, 350 bags Pepper, 1,200 rolls Matting and 744 bxs. Opium, weigh-
ing 30,504 lbs., and the latter is valued at $530,400. -The duty on this is

$6 # lb., amounting to S1S3,024.

GJL& FIXTURES!
— FROM —

ALL THE LEADING- MANUFACTURERS.

NEW DESIGNS! ELEGANT PATTERNS!
— AT —

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES!

TH01MCA.S -DASY & CO.,

[May 5.] 122 AND 124 SUTTER STREET.

HARKNESS FIRE EXTINCUISHER

!

CHARGED with improved zapfle compound.
It ia Non-Corrosive, and will not Evaporate, does not Freez", and is ALWAYS

READY FOR INSTANT USE.

D. S. BROWX A- CO., 36 California St., San Francisco, Cal.,

GENERAL AGENTS FOR PACIFIC COAST.

H.B.Williams. A. Ohesebrough. W. H.Dimond.

WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO.,

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
UNION BUTLDINOr,

•JUNCTION MARKET AND PINE STREETS.

AjjentB for Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific Steam Navigation Company,
The Cunard Royal Mail Steamship Company, "The California laue of Clippers,"

from New York and Boston, and " The Hawaiian Line."

San Francisco, January 31, 1880. Jan. 31.

C. AD0LPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

SAJ? FRANCISCO and NEW YORK.
^"Agents of American Sugar Refinery, corner of Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. Jan. 17.

TABER, HARKER & CO.,
IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE GROCERS,

108 anil 110 California St., S. F.
[April 19.1

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN
Steam Baths ; Electric anil Chemical fifths; Sulphur and

other medicated vapor baths, with Swedish movements and massage Sp*ctftl

apartments for ladies and families. 1>R. JL'STIN GATES.

July i. 722 Montgomery street, near Washington.
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"WAIFS.
There is considerable talk of combinations in politics.-^It is al-

leged that slates are being manufactured for more purposes than one. -

It is said that the new Harbor Commissioners are as full of political tricks

as an egg is full of meat.—— They are credited with a design to "go back''

on the appointing power, and are running schemes of their own.^—The
patronage they have lately exercised is to be used for all it is worth, and,
as a result, Irwin is to be the next United States Senator, and John H.
Wise is working for the next gubernatorial nomination.^—Infinitely leas

attention is being paid to the honest collecting and accounting for revenue
than to the fixing up of things.-^—Wise officials, should, first of all,

sternly do their duty and leave the results to take care of themselves.—
That is the way to win. The vaulting ambition of schemers very often
o'er-leaps itself, and it is very likely to do so in this case.——In this direc-

tion there is a very great deal going on that is censurable. ^—Governor
Stoneman's Boards and Commissions are not proving as loyal and as

grateful as they might do. Already his Harbor Commission and Board
of Health are intriguing against him in a very disreputable way, and if

he does not keep his weather-eye open they will prove his worst enemies.
—But the masses of his party believe in his purposes, and he has only
to rely upon them in his own quiet, shrewd way, in order to put the
tricksters to flight.—We had supposed that the Hearst stock in the

next United States Senatorial fight would boom considerably, and it ought
to have done considering the e'clat with which " old George" retired from
the San Jose fight. But since then the Examiner has lost it3 grip, and
now Hearst's name is never so much as mentioned in the various combi-
nations that are being put up. ' 'Tis pity, pity 'tis, 'tis true.' It might
have been otherwise. But when fools manage knaves thrive. "— It is

said that Railroad Commissioner Foote is bidding for the next guberna-
torial nomination. It seems incredible, but very unlikely things happen
in politics.—If the innocent grangers respond to the bids of Bill Stew-
art's brother-in-law they will prove themselves greater fools than we take
them to be.—But is it not a little early to be reckoning chickens that
cannot be hatched for over three years to come?—Certain it is that the
politicians are thus early laying the pipes, but then the best laid

schemes of mice and men gang aft aglee.—The Republican man-
agers make no signs. They are doubtless lying low, watching f<>r

the possible mistakes of their opponents.^—This State is so

close politically, and there is an independent element so large,

that the party will surely lose that makes mistakes.—That is

a broad, palpable and proven fact, that must always be taken into ac-

count in reckoning with the future of politics.^—The managers should
take note and govern themselves accordingly.—There is evidently an
organized effort on foot to induce the Governor to call an extra session to

legislate on railroad subjects.^^It is thought to be a good party move.
^—But those who think so would do well to reflect a little.—If an ex-

tra session be called, what then?—The purposes for which it is called

must be given effect to, or the results would be disastrous to the party in

the majority. It would be held responsible for what might happen.—
Does any man who knows anything believe that the necessary two-thirds
majority could be obtained to impeach or in any way interfere with the
present Railroad Commissioners? - It could not be secured, and the
moment the failure was apparent a howl would go up against the present
Democratic Legislature that would virtually disrupt and destroy the
Democratic party in this State.— There is grave danger in the proposed
course. A word to the wise should suffice. — ' The inquiry in regard to

the wretched condition of things that prevails at San Quentin has at last

taken a practical shape.—The result is a foregone conclusion. The
sooner the inevitable result is reached, the better. " "What is to come
after is another question. The people are hoping and believing that
Governor Stoneman will so reorganize things as to make the State Prison
much more nearly a deterrent and reformatory institution than it is.^—
The Supervisors are toying with the question as to which paper they will
give the official advertising to.——They should not hesitate. They are
Democrats, and should sustain their party organ.«^—There are no public
interests concerned on the other side, no principle is involved, and no
public interest to be sacrificed.-^—All parties have used this little piece
of patronage as they thought best.^—The Examiner should be given that
which it has fairly earned. To the victors belong the spoil, unless indeed
the giving of the spoils inures to the public disadvantage, which is not
the fact in this case.—The Grand Jury is in session, and very satisfac-

tory mmors reach us as to its investigations.—It is reparted that it is

doing its duty pretty thoroughly, which was more than was expected of
several of its members.——We are told that some pretty ugly
things have been brought to light, and that the News Let-
ter's allegations in regard to the corruptiou prevailing in the
School Department have been fully sustained. -" We do not as-

sume to know what the facts are, but if half that is street ru-
mor be true, there will rest a grave responsibility on somebody if a re-

port is not forthcoming that will tell the taxpayers more truths as to how
they are governed that they ever learned before.—•Boss Buckley has
returned in baste, and has left the treatment of his eyes to a more con-
venient season in order to come home and look after the treatment of his

lambs. —^Fifteen of them want to get into the License Collector's
office.^—The boss desired to retain McNeil, but as that could not be
done, he has transferred his favors to Lathrop, who is pretty sure to be
the new License Collector.—Treasurer Reis has agreed to vote for La-
throp, whicn is causing intense astonishment to his friends. On all sides
we hear ugly comments on his proposed course of action. After his vote
has been cast, he will be minus the good opinion of scores of influential
citizens whose good opinion no man can afford to forfeit.—But then
when an inexorable boss commands, pliant tools must needs obey no
matter what the cost in loss of self-respect. -The lambs in the various
departments are making hay whilst the sun shines. They are going for
everything in sight, and selling everything that is salable. 'Verily
this is a strangely governed city.—Whilst the town is in darkness, its

sewers reeking with filth and disease, and its streets unswept and unre-
paired, the whole of its vast municipal income is goine to maintain the
bosses and their lambs in fat offices. The taxpayers have nothing but
lambs to show for their money. It is the most extraordinary state of
affairs that ever existed in a great city.

Finest stock of Japanese Goods at G. T. Marsh & Co's, 625 Market st., Palace Hot*!.

THE PACIFIC COAST SANITARIUM.
Just as Italy and the southern provinces of France constitute the sani-

tarium of Europe, so does San Diego, California, stand pre-eminent as the
great health-giving resort of the American Continent—more particularly
for those who are afflicted with throat or lung diseases. In climate it has
every possible variety and combination (except very damp) that can be
produced by ocean, mountain and desert. On the north lies the celebrated
Mohave Desert, on the east the great Colorado Desert, on the south the
dry hills and mountains of Lower California, and on the west the placid
waters of that genial ocean which navigators years ago designated Pacific.
The result is -that dry, pure, warm air—the great desideratum for persons
in ill health—must permeate through this climatically favored spot. The
seldom failing rays of bright, warm sunshine which fall upon the long
slope that forms the most inhabitable portion of this country, most neces-
sarily result in producing a rarified and rising column of air during the
day. Nor can this rising column of pure, dry and singularly healthful
air flow away to the nortb, south or east, for other and similar columns
are rising there. It can only flow westward out to sea, meeting and
modifying the fresh sea breezes as they sail inland, bearingwith them the
healthful flavor of many kisses from the Bnowy ripples of that peaceful,
yet ever restless ocean. Another thing, the California Coast takes a
deep inward sweep at Point Conception, as a glance at any map will
show, and this results in leaving those damp, clammy trade winds that are
so prevalent in San Francisco, far out at sea. The consequence is that
every nook and corner of the western slope of San. Diego County is

searched by a cooling, dry and unfailing breeze, not born of and impreg-
nated with the salt moisture of the sea, but the undertow of the great air
waves that far above the land roll westward until they break and sink on
the verge of the trade wind current.
Nor is it necessary that, in order to enjoy these great climatic advan-

tages, the invalid shall go into the midst of an uncivilized, rough, or for-
eign country. On the contrary, he is cmly required to go into the midst of an
intelligent, refined, American community, where he will be surrounded
with magnificent scenery, churches, school-houses, and every accessory
and convenience that modern civilization has produced. The city of San
Diego is the principal and most accessible place within the salubrious
belt described. It contains some.3,000 inhabitants, and is situated on a
beautiful bay, which is regarded as the safest body of salt water (for

pleasure boats) on the Pacific coast. Pleasure boats abound on this bay
and can be hired, transiently, or for long terms, at very low rates.
Transportation facilities, to and from San Diego, are excellent, and
moderate in price. The invalid, or healthy visitor, for the matter
of that, can find every comfort, convenience and attention at the Hor-
ton House—an hostelry, which in point of size, elegant and luxurious
furnishings and appointments, and manner of conduct, would do credit to
any of the large cities of the Union. It ia a large, brick structure, so ar-
ranged that it does not contain a single dark or sunless room. AH the
rooms are large, well ventilated, and are fitted up with gas, running
water and electric bells. The table is kept supplied with every delicacy
the appetite can crave, cooked and served in the most perfect style. A
well-drilled and disciplined corps of servants attend to every want of the
guests. Nothing about the house is allowed to survive its usefulness and
appropriateness. Even at the present moment Mr. Hadley, the proprie-
tor {who, by the way, is one of the most experienced caterers in the coun-
try) has a large force of painters and upholsterers at work refitting and
renovating everything. He is also building a large verandah, which will
run the entire length of the building, and be enclosed with glass.. When
this is done there will not be half-a-dozen days in the year when the
most delicate and sensitive invalid cannot get the benefit of a warm sun,
a bright sky and a pure atmosphere. Well, indeed, may the suffering in-
valid cry out to be taken to the healing influences of this great Pacific-
coast Sanitarium.

DEATH OP EX-SENATOR CASSERLY.
Ex-United States Senator Eugene Caaserly died at his home, No.

S48 Van Ness Avenue, on Thursday afternoon last. He had been wholly
unconscious from an affection of the brain for nearly a week, but finally

passed away peaceful without the slightest indication of pain. Mr. Cas-
serly was born at Mullingar, Westmeath, Ireland, in 1822, but emigrated
to this country at an early age. He was admitted to the bar in 1844, and
soon after was chosen attorney for New York city. But in 1849 he, like

many other able men, was attracted by the California gold fever, and he
started for the Pacific Coast in July, 1850. He sought to turn to advan-
tage his knowledge of the newspaper business, acquired during his short
but successful career, and brought with him the material for establishing
a newspaper. With Benjamin K. Buckalew he, soon after his arrival

in this city, started the Public Balance^ which, on account of some trou-
ble with his partner, he abandoned and started the Standard. He was
elected State Printer in the winter of 1851 to fill an unexpired term of

one year. He was on the highway to prosperity when his property was
destroyed by the great fire of May 3d and 4th, 1851. His library only
was saved. After this loss, Mr. Casserly devoted himself almost exclu-
sively to the law, in which his success was marked. He was elected

United States Senator in 1868, but resigned during the last year of his

term. For some time past he has been in failing health.

A SOBER IDEA.
We met with the practical carrying-out of an idea in a saloon on

Kearny street, the other day, in which there is a good deal of sobriety.

A notice was posted that "hot beef tea" could be had. The writer at
once called for it, and found it to be a most refreshing, wholesome and
excellent beverage made from Liebig's Extract of Meat. In the idea
there is a good deal more than first meets the sight. Saloons are a neces-
sity as trysting places in which men can meet and talk over the affairs of

the day. The evil is that they ordinarily sell only intoxicants, the exces-

sive use of which leads to dire consequences. Man is a social animal, and
he will have social intercourse with his fellows. Let him have that in-

tercourse in a way that is free from danger, and he will prefer it to the
way that is fraught with mischief. We hope that the idea of keeping
hot beef tea, and like drinks, will extend among onr saloon-keepers. In
order to give this useful and sober idea a boom, we should like to see

drinkers call for " hot beef tea" in every saloon in the city, and thus cause
a demand for it that would cause it to be kept everywhere.
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Dr. James Young, the friend of Livingstone, and the first manafai -

turinir chemist to develop the manufacture of "il from coal, died at his

Uy, on the Firth of Clyde, near Glasgow. May 10th, at the
' ape of seventy-one. He WM horn in Grlaagow of humble parentage, ami

U elementary education assisted his father in his business as a

Joiner: but at the age of eighteen, being attracted by the lectures of the
late Mr. Thomas Graham, F. It. S., then a lecturer on chemistry at the
Andenonian Institute, he studied chemistry and became Mr. (iraham's

ml ill 1832. A ft*wards he was appointed manager of chemical
works in Manchester, and in 1847 he discovered a method of producing

; an oil for consumption in lamps, from petroleum, and that the oil could
, be obtained from coal and shale by distillation. Large works to carry out
the process were established in Bathgate, Scotland, from which Mr.
Young realized a fortune. Mr. Young had a life-long attachment to his

early friend, the great missionary traveler. Dr. Livingstone, and wheu he
I was presumably lost in the interior of Africa, Mr. Young fitted out an
expedition to the Dark Continent to search for him. News was, however,
received in England of the great traveler's death before the expedition
had time to penetrate into West Africa, and it was accordingly recalled.

PaU Mall Budget. ___
The Dublin Gazette recently contained the decision of his Excel-

lency the Lord Lieutenant in a Dumber of cases in which application had
been made for compensation for murder, and for injuries sustained through
agrarian outrages. Peter Dogherty, of Carrigeen's East, in County Gal-
uav, in awarded £600 for the murder of his son; Bridget Kuanee is

awarded £400 for the murder of her husband, Thady Ruanee, the ser-

vant of Mr. Blake (Lord Clanricarde's agent), at Loughrea, where Mr.
Blake himself was also murdered ; Michael Feerick, of BalHnrobe, is

awarded £450 for the murder of his son, David Feerick ; Bridget Connell,
of Coollaght, County Mayo, £130 for injuries received ; Mary Dempsey,
of Kiverville, near Loughrea, £800 for the murder of her husband, Peter
Dempsey, (the man who took the farm given up by Murty Hynes, in
obedience to Land League dictation ;) Mrs. Rawn Wallace, wife of Cor
poral Wallace, £300 for the murder of her husband while he was escorting
Mr. Walter Bourke, who was also murdered ; Mrs. Blake, widow of the
above-mentioned Mr. Blake, £1,200 for personal injuries, and £3,000 for

the murder of her husband ; David Freehill, of Bracklowboy, County
Mayo, £200 for the murder of his son Patrick ; Lady Mountmorres,
£3,000 for the murder of her husband ; and John DillioD, of Curnacarta,
County Mayo, £500 for the murder of his father.

Minneapolis Milling Industry.—Here is the history of the Minne-
appoltfl milling industry condensed : The. first flour mill was built in 1800,

and in that year the shipments of flour were 30,000 barrels ; in 1873 they
were 585,000 barrels, and in 1881, 3,142,1*74 barrels. The quantity of

wheat ground into flour in 1881 was 16,500,000 bushels, beiug 2,500,000
bushels more than the entire receipts at Chicago in that year. The for-

eign export of flour from Minneapolis began in 1878, witb 109,183 bar-

rels, and amounted in 1881 to 1,181,324 bushels. The products of the
manufacturers for the year were valued at §15,000,000.

Several residents of Saucelito are in the habit of bathing, at. early

morning, in a state of nature, from what is known as " The Greek's Land-
ing." One day this week a white yacht was anchored close by, with sev-

eral ladies (?) on hoard. The ladies, too, were early risers, and came on
deck to see the rising sun. They saw the sun, and also the bathers. On
seeing the latter, they made a rush below. The early and primitive bath-
ers thought they had shocked them, but felt quite reassured when the fair

creatures returned with their opera glasses, and resumed their studies of

nature under better advantages.

Colonel Bryant is now on trial before a court-martial in this city on
charges of behavior unworthy of au officer and a gentleman. The charges

grow out of certain petty squabbles that have long exercised Angel
Island Society, and ought never to have been given such prominence to.

Yet it is stated that other officers will be involved, and other trials take
place. The whole business is paltry in the extreme, and shows that if

the army officials of Angel Island had more to do they would have less;

time and occasion to indulge in miserable, petty little disputes that are
discreditable to all concerned.

Alaska Commercial Company.—On last Wednesday the Alaska
Commercial Company elected the following officers : President, Louis
Gerstle ; Vice-President, Gustave Niebaum ; Secretary, E. Neumann.
Trustee)—Louis Gerstle, Louis Sloss, Gustave Niebaum, William Kohl
and C. A. Williams.

Wheat.—The market is dull. Spot parcels, extra, SI 67£@§1 70

;

No. 1. Shipping, SI 62£@$1 65 ; No. 2., $1 55@S1 60 per ctl.

Finest stock of Japanese Goods at G. T. Marsh & Go's, 625 Market St., Palace Hotel.

Dried Beef. A mat trade in dried or jerked beef i-< bting carried on
I

.ii lv from Mont.-
and other parte ol ' public.

in of lb.- nladarofl or factories, tipward* ol l. otto cattle are killed
dally in one man being usually the executioner of the whole,
and dispatching them by puncturing the oplnal cord at the back of the

The animals an .'ut up and the flash piled En great heape, with
1 salt, by semi que, half Indian, who have

peculiar knack ol causing the1 n h ttsaU in Bakes from the
bones by (riving it. n stroke with their broad cutlass like- knives. Wonder-
ful quickness and dexterity are exhibil depart at of the

. but the whole is said to form one of the most disgusting
dee Imaginable. Mixed with bis -l farina or cassava meal,
jerked beef becomes the staph- food of the lower orders throughout tho

of South and Central America,

THE COCOA CROP I» SHORT!

LOOK OUT FOR ADULTERATIONS.

BT USING

WALTER BAKER & CO'S CHOCOLATE!
YOU WILL BE SURE OF SECURING THE BEST.

WM. T. OOLEMAN & 00., Sole Agents.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
The Company's steamers will sail for Hongkong- and

Yokohama:
CITY OF PEKING JUNE U, at 2 P. H.,

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and return at reduced rates.

For New York, via Paiinma:
SAN JOSE JUNE 15, at 10 o'clock A. M.,

Taking freight and passengers for MAZATLAN, SAN BLAS, MANZANILLO and
ACAPULCO, and via ACAPULCO fur Lower Mexican and Central American Ports,
calling at SAN JOSE DE GUATEMALA and LA LIBERTAD to land passengers
and mails.

Tickets to and from Europe by any line for sale at the lowest rates ; also fur Ha-
vana and all West India ports.

For Honolulu, Auckland aucl Sydney:
ZEALANDIA JUNE 30, at 2 p. m,,

Or immediately on arrival of the English mails.

Ten Dollars additional is charged for Upper Cabin passage.
For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and Brannan streets.
[June 16,] WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., General Agents.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,

For Japau and Cnlua, leave wharf, corner First and Bran-
nan streets, at 2 p.m., for YOKOHAMA AND HONGKONG, connecting at

Yokohama with Steamers lor Shanghai.

1883.
From San Francisco
tor honokono. stkamkr.

SATURDAY, September 15th . ..ARABIC
THURSDAY, September 27th OCEANIC
THURSDAY, October 11th COPTIC

Trom San Francisco
for Hongkong. Steamer.

SATURDAY, May 5th COPTIC
THURSDAY, June 28th ARABIC
TUESDAY, July 10th OCEANIC
SATURDAY, July 21st COPTIC
Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rates.
Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.*s

General Offices, Room 74, cor. Fourth and Townsend sis.

For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific MailSteam-
ship Company's Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN, General Passenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD, President. May 5th.

FOR PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, OREGON.

The Oregon Railway au«l Navigation Company and Paclflc
Coast Steamship Company will dispatch from Spear-street Wharf, for the

above ports, one of their new Al Iron Steamships, viz.: QUEEN OF THE PACIFIC,
COLUMBIA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA and OREGON.

Sailing: Days,
JUNE 2-5-8—11-14-17-20-23-26-29, and every ^following

Three Days, at 10 o'clock a. m.

Connecting at Portland, Oregon, with Steamers and Railroads and their connecting
Stage Lines for all points in Oregon, Washington and Idaho Territories, British
Columbia and Alaska.
Ticket Office 214 Montgomery Street

GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

[May 5. J
No. 10 Market street, San Francisco.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamers of this Company will sail from Broadway Wbarf

as follows :

For Victoria, B.C., and Puyet Sound Ports: Every Friday, at 2 p. m. of each month.
Steamer of the 30th connects at Port Townsend with steamer " Idaho" for AJmkb,
For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the O. R. & N. Co.: Every 3 days.

For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 5th, 10th, 15th,
20th, 25th and 30th of each month.
For Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Simeon, Cayutos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and

Ventura: Every Wednesday at S a.m.
For Eureka, Areata, and Hookton, Humboldt Bay: Every Wednesday, 9 'clock.

For Poiut Arena, Mendocino, etc.: Every Monday.

Ticket Office, No. 214 Montgomery Street, near Pine.
GOODALL. PERKINS & CO., Agents,

[May 5.] No. 10 Market street.
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REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.

Recorded in the City and County of San Francisco, California, for

the Week ending: June 11th.

Co"~ .cdfromthe liecrdbufthe t'&mm£rciaLAyeitcy
t
±01 U(difomiaSt.,S.F.

Tuesday, June 5th

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE. DESCRIPTION.

Jdo McKee to C C Stevenson.,

Jno Wall to Erastns M Howe
Wendel Eaeton to Louise Howland

Same to Sarah J Stonehill

C H King et al to A Foreman.,

A R Baldwin to David Bixler

Root Greer to Jane E Green et al.

Jas McCabe to Sav & Ln Society.

.

Savs & Ln Soc to P Donahue
Wm Crawford to Amasa Eaton

—

Hannalla Moore to Thos Enright..

Hush A Gorley to Patk Foran

Emma S Code to Mrs L R Cowan.

.

Jane W Clark to J Lenormand

—

Chas Gathearn to Joanna Driscoll.

Elizth Seger to P A McDonald

Nw Sntter and Jones, w 127:6x137:6-50
vara 1086W Fair Oaks, 244 s S2nd, s 32x117:6 ...

Ne Sacramento and Broderick, e 27:6 s
100

N Sacramento, 97:6 e Broderick, e 27.6
xl()0

W Devisadero, 52:10 n Clay, n 27:0x120
—W A49S

Sw Pierce and Union, w 2S6X148
N 17th, 86:8 e Guerrero, e 24x102
Se Brannan, 336:8 sw 5lh, sw 46:10x137
6-SBblk 18

Same
E Potrero avenue, 127 n Mariposa, n 25
x200—PN73

N Eddy, 87:6 e Broderick, e 50x137:6
WA508

Sw Devisadero and Sacramento, s 26:2x
116-WA500

E Treat avenue, 120 s 20th, s 25x122:6
MB33

Sw Harrison and Vassar place, ae 97x25
— 100-vara76

Sw McAllister and Laguna, w 108:6x120
—W A 224

|

Ne Valencia and Willows, n 100x100—1
MB69 I

$ 6

2,600

2,100

1,400

2,000
5

5

6

4,000

1,500

1,625

3,550

2,400

4,000

30,000

50

Wednesday, June 6th.

N Francisco, 160:5 e Powell, e 45:10x137—50-vara 1513 ; snbject to mortgage.
i N 25th, 50 w York, w 25x104, being in
M B 175

N Sacramento, 168:9 e Fillmore, e 25 x
128—WA315

WLarkin. 91:3 a Greenwich, n 22x95...
Jas E Scott to Geo Edwards 'E Noe, 114 n 25th, n 35x75
LGottigtoFD Thorn ,Nw one-halt lot 183, blk 141, Central

I ParkHd

A Gaglairdo to A Chichizol

Hannah Hannigan to H Dettelbach

Patk Farley to Marx Rosenthal..

L F Loveland to Albert Rayser.

,

3:3,000

1,500

1,950

1,000
5

Thursday, June 7th.

Patk J Thomas to Michl L Kelly.

BD Sloan to Margt Sloan

C Christiansen to F G Smith

Jno Van Glahd to M J Howard

Saml Wand to Rebecca Watters.,

OFVonRheinto L Gottig •

C L Hinkelto Grace Smith

F C Jensen toO J Haested

P A Finigan to Nellie S Pierce

E Valencia, 220 s24th, 8 40x117, being
in M B130

S Bush, 109 e Van NesB, e 25x120, being
in W A 57

E Fair Oaks, 183 s 23rd, s 61, e 118:10.

ne 63, w 125:9 to commencment—H A
27 and 23

SwMarv, 235 nw Howard, nw 40x76-
100-vara203

Sw 6th, 105 se Howard, ee 20x0—100-
vara228

S Elizabeth, 207:3 w Sanchez,;w 25:5 x
114-H A 134

E Broderick, 27 s Sacramento, s 25x82

—

W A 500
Se Natoma, 500 sw 7th, sw 25x75—100-
vara 267

Sw California and Jones, w 137x137 -50
vara 1031

$3,000

Gift

5

3,900

10,000

5

4,250

4,000

5

Friday, June 8th.

August Hemme to Margt Crocker.

Jos A Donohoe et al to same...
A L Fish et a! to J B Fargo—
Jos Scheerer to Mary J Steele.

.

GPerata to G Perata.

S Washington, 137 w Van Ness, w 40 x
127:8-W A 90

Same
S 15th, 160 w Noe, w 50x115
E Steiner, 112:6 8 Ellis, s 25x103:1. being

in W A 361
W Powell, 107:6 s Union, s 30, w 137:6,

n 27, e 67:6, n 3, e 67:6, n 3, e 70 to

commencement, being in 50-vara No

! 5
6

1,200

4,600

Saturday, June 9th.

H Dickerson to Mary Humphreys

Henry Cassanova to Jno Apel

Val Lochbanm to E Lochbanm

GFParkertoF Julien

Susan Lott to F G Newlands

F O Layman toE Rotger.

.

ERotgerto D W Teijen
Geo Hearst et al to Mary E Fiske,

S Page, 165 e Octavia, e 27:0x120—W A
145

S Union, 62:6 w Jones, w 30x120—50-va-
ra 869

S Main, 91:6 e Larkin, e 46x67:8—50-va-
ra 1394

E Powell, 117:6 n Jackson, n 20x57:6-
50-vara 116

Commencement on ne line of 100-vara
50 ; 137:6 Be from Howard, Be 22:1 x
sw 112:6—100-vara 50

S Lombard, 107:6 w Taylor, w 30x137:
6-50-vara 520

Same
Sw Jackson and Broderick, s 127:8x412:
6—W A 544

Monday, June 11th*

Chas Lux to Jessie S Potter

Geo Hearst et al to Geo E Webber

Geo E Webber to G E Webber, Jr.

Same to Jno J Wells

Paciftcus Ord to L C Marshotz

E Schwerin to Louise Clint

La Soc Francaise to J Me A Brown

S Sonth Park avenue, 220 ne 3rd, ne 21:

9x97:6—100-vara 104

Nw Jackson and Broderick, n 127:8 x
412:6—W A 545

N Jackson, 137:6 e Baker, e 137:6x117:8
—W A 645

Ne Jackson and Baker, e 137:6x127:8—
W A 545

Sw Spear, 137:6 nw Folsom, nw 45:10 x
137:6-B& V7 763 ...

N Jackson, 60 e Hyde, e 2Qx6S—50-vara
1285

Block 131, University Mound Survey;
se Silliman and Yale, 8l26x2l0 ; lots

3, 4, 12 to 20, block 128, Superior Hd..

$6,000

7,500

5

3,700

2,500

2,100

2,000

S 5

14,000

4,500

5,000

5

2,600

10,500

HUGH MATTLDirST,
JEWELER,

(FORMERLY WITH RANDOLPH & COMPANY,)

Factory, SOS Sutter Street.

WATCHES, DIAMONDS, JEWELRY, Etc.

DESIGNS FURNISHED, and ANY ARTICLE OF JEWELRY MADE TO ORDER.

ATTRACTIVE GOLD QUARTZ JEWELRY.

REPAIRING. gg» RETAIL TRADE SOLICITED.

LOWELL PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Manufactured by the U. S. Cartridge Co.

SUPERIOR TO AX.L OTBERS.
FIRST (JUiLITY—WATERPROOF. SECOND QUALITY-GOOD FOR ONE

SHOT. SURE FIliE AND DURABLE.
Cartridges. Brass Shells, Loading: Implements, etc.

lESP" For sale by all dealers. March 31.

AMERICAN EXCHANGE HOTEL,
Sansome street, Corner Halleek, San Franci*co.—This

hotel is in the very center of the business portion of the city, and has been
renovated and newly furnished throughout. The traveling public will find this to
be the most convenient as well as the most comfortable and respectable hotel in the
city. TABLE FIRST-CLASS. Board and room, $1, §1.25 and SL50 per day. Nice
single rooms per night, 50 cents. Breakfasts or dinners, 50 cents. Lunch, zo tents.
Eighteen tickets, good for any meals, for $5. Hot and cold baths free. Free coach
to and from the hotel. uet. 7.

[ESTABLISHED 1855.]

J. 0'KANE,

*767 MARKET STREET,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

HARNESS, SADDLES, ROBES, BLANKETS, "WHIPS,
And Everything necessary for Horse or Carriage Use.

REPAIRING promptly attended to. May 12.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Refinery and An--my Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold. Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVER and LEAD in their

various forms.
June 18. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY
No* 310 Sansome Street,

San Francisco.

W&OZE 8A.LE DEALERS IN EUM8.
[September 21.1

R. H. SINT0N,
DEALER IN REAL ESTATE AND MINES

(Office of Joun Middleton & Sok),

116 arontgomery street San Frnncisco.

Grape, Agricultural, Grazing and Timber Lauds bought and sold; also Gold, Silver

and Copper Mines. Solicitor of Patents for Mining Claims A SPECIALTY.

SEARCHER OF RECORD3 FOR ALAMEDA COUNTY,

G. W. McKEAND.

Offices—Southeast Corner of Fonrtta ana Broadway streets,

OAKLAND. March 31.

C0AL-0IL STOVES.

All Sizes for Cooking or Parlor use. Send for Circular and Prices

WIESTER & CO.,
17 New Montgomery St., S. F.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

360 FOVRTM STREET, SAJT FXAXCISCO.
[July 15.]

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Gold. Medal, Paris, 1878.

Sold by all Stationers. Sole Agent for the Tinted States:
MB.. HENRY HOE, 91 John street, N. Y. Jan. 6.

A. WALDSTEIN,
Lithographer and Ziucogrnpher, No. 3S0 Sausome street,

Room 48, Second Floor. Aup. 19.
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NOTABILIA.
THE PEDDLER 3 SONG.

L»wn u »hiu • tlrlveo mow

;

am her*.

CT|mai black m eVr n* miw ;

Olorcs m sweet u lUnuuk race* ;

Macks for (*.-!•« utd for nmm :

tuule-brmwltt, oeckkw*, unbar; 0on< no buy,
PMtOttM for a Uiij '» chamber

;

William BUIIfUM
'* Wbat 10 this man charve-I with ?*' asked tho jodg*. " Wdl, if your

trill bat look at bits," said the matter-of-fact polioemu, " you vrill

i with whisky ; but it's riot the pure ;*mi UQMolttrm-
1

r of Washington and Bat-
itraata. Their Ltqoon are sold In retail quantities at wholesale

rinur men to l -irt dock.**

** Woman's rights!" exclaimed a Philadelphia man when the subject
was broached; "wbat more rights do they want? My wife tones me.

: i boss us both, and tho servant gfa whole family.

And. finally, every woman has a right to yo to Swain's, 213 Sutter street,

where delicious lunches can be obtained, aud all the appointments are

elegant and luxurious."

An Obio woman wants a divorce from her husband because he prays
throe times a day. If he gots down on his knees every time she asks him
to bring up a scuttle of coal she is perfectly justified. He has no right to
allow even religion to cause him to shirk that job. —Brooklyn Eagle.

During impassioned moments Col. Ingersoll gets red in the face. The
el should be very careful, lest, some day, the color remain in his

nose, and he, in order to subdue the rosy tint, becomes obliged to use the
Imperishable Paint (sold by J. It. Kelly & Co., Market street, S. F.),

which comes already mixed, covers three tirae^ the space that ordinary
paint does, and is impervious to sun or rain.

There is one physician to every thirteen families in the United States,

but they are unequally divided. Some families have three or four, and
others have none. Every well regulated family, however, has one of the
Arlington Ranges, Bold by De La Montauya, of Jackson street, in its

kitchen. The Arlington is the most superb cooking apparatus ever con-
structed.

A Kentucky farmer boy found a crow's nest, which he robbed of the

egffs, and placed them under a hen. When hatched the chicken mother
cared for them tenderly until they got big enough to fly. Then they took
to the high timber, which so exasperated the old hen that she went crazy.

What ia that with an Apron? That, my son, is a Woman. What is

she trying to do? She is trying to drive ten pullets and a gentleman
hen out of the garden. Will she do it? No, my son, but Bhe will spoil

the garden, and then she will go to Bradley & Rulofson, Geary and l)u-

pont streets, and have a splendid picture taken of herself."

"Do you know why I am going to whip you ?" said a mother to her
offspring. " Yes," replied the hopeful, " because you are the biggest and
strongest, but, by-and-bye, when I get big enough to buy my own Hats
from White, 614 Commercial street, you will think twice seventeen times
before you undertake to whip me."

Native Clarets keep going into foreign ports, but this is the age of out-

landish adulteration. -^—The beam is directly opposite the scale, because
it is just over the weigh. «^—It is by mere chance that the Frenchman has
a mother. This may a-perc silly, but it's philologically true.

—

N. Y. News.

Many a sickly woman, whose sad experience had demonstrated alike

the failure of conceited doctors and poisonous drugs, has obtained a new
lease of life for a few dollars worth of the Vegetable Compound, and has
gone on her way rejoicing and praising Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham, of Lynn,
Mass.

Two periods in every woman's history when she can't open her mouth
—before she is born and after she is dead. Between times she can use
Steele's Grindelia Lotion, which is a sure cure for Poison Oak. Try it,

and be convinced.

The Philadelphia Times editorially recognizes the great event of the
bridge completion by the remark: " Brooklyn is no longer a foreign coun-
try." No; we have annexed the United States, and they are one with us

now. —Brooklyn Eagle.

If you want to get Seasonable Underwear and Gent's Furnishing
Goods, go to J. W. Carmany's, 25 Kearny street. He has a full stock,

and all the latest novelties.

Wind among the corn may be designated a singing in the ears, and
Brooks' Spool Cotton may be pronounced the ladies' favorite. It has

stood the test of years.

A Detroit woman is so artistic that she has hand-painted the rattan

with which she whips her children, and ties a big bow of blue ribbon on
the end. —Baltimore News.

Banish ill health, nervousness, vexation, fretfulness, etc., by using
Brown's Iron Bitters.

J. F. Cutter's Old Bourbon.—This celebrated Whisky is for sale by
all first-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

" The jack's trumped," said the card-player, as the train jolted un-
comfortably. "And the track's jumped," saicl his partner, as the train

rolled into the ditch.

Another New Oil Store.—Latest! Best! Prettiest! Call and see it, at John
F. Myers & Co., B69 Uarket street.

Fine Watch. Repairing- at J. W. Tucker & Co's., corner of Kearny and Geary
streets. ^
Parties living at a distance can have engravings made by sending photograph,

or sketch on paper, designating size required. Estimates furnished on application.

S P. PHOTO-ENG. CO.,609 Merchant straet.

ROCK NURSERIES.
TREES FOR SALE.

A Larire Assortment of Thrifty. Well-drown Fruit, Shade and
Ornamental Trees.

NEW AND RARE EVERGREENS,
PALMS, BAMBOOS, SHI SB, gtc. BHALL FRUITS, Including « Lane

Varies] ol OB irniM- foi IW>1 . foi Wl i to! i

STRAWBERRIES.
OK NEWEST. AND BEST VAUIlllls nut HARKBT AND FOB PROFIT.

Descriptive Catalogue* trill he Sent as follow*:

No. 1.—Fruits, Grapevines, Berries, etc 3 cents
No. 2.—Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, etc 3 cents

[March 17.] JOHN HOIK. >nn Jo«r, (al.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,
Sawing, Planing' and Manufacturing—Boors, Sashes, Blinds and

Mouldings—Turning, Scroll and Jig Sawing—Counters,
Bar and Store Fixtures.

Finishing Work for Building's on Hand and Made to Order.

217 to 225 Spear SI., and 218 to 226 Stewart St., S. F.

The largest and oldest established mill on tho Pacific Coast.

D. A. Macdonald, Pres't. R. S. Falconer, Sec*y. W. N. Miller, Bupt

[March 25.]

EUREKA COTTON GARDEN HOSE.

jtSTWeighs less than one-half as much a? Three-ply Rubber Hose, and stands

more than four times the pressure. Is not injured by exposure to the sun, and

does not deteriorate with ajjc when laid away, same as Rubber Hose. TRY IT.

W. T. Y. SCH: NCK, Agent for Pacific Coast,

[April 21.] 36 California street, San Francisco, Cal.

MARBLE WORKS.
MANTELS and ORATES, MONUMENTS and BEAVSTONES,

In Marble and Scotch Granite,

827 Market street bet. Fourth and Fifth.

%g- Send for Designs aud Prices. W. H. MCCORMICK.

JOHN DANIEL & CO.,

Importers and Dealers in Italian Marble and Scotch Granite

MONUMENTS, MANTELS, Etc,
No. 421 Piiie Street het. Montgomery and Kearny, San Francisco.

6^~ Manufacturers of Monuments, Head Stones, Mantel-Pieces, Plumbers' Stones,

Table and Counter Tops, Imposing-Stones, etc., at LOWEST CASH PRICES.

C. w. M. SMITH,
The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor,

Established in 1862,
Removed to 224 8ansome Street.

635
s* MR. C. W. M. SMITH is-the patent attorney for Marriott's Aeroplane Com-

pany for Navigating the Air. Oct. 22.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS.
Agents for RICOKD'S EESTORATIVE PILLS,

435 Market Street San Francisco, Cal.

PALACE HOTEL. June 24.

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,

OCULIST.
Formerly at No. 313 Bash street, has removed to Phelan's

Builulligr, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 M. to :i P.K.

Take the Elevator. May 27.

THOMAS MORFFEW, D. D. S.,

DENTIST,
No. 8 Montgomery street Corner Market

(Over the Hibernia Bank), San Francisco. Take the Elevator.

DOORS, WEIGHTS, PULLEYS AND CORDS.

WINDOWS jt3T Country dealers are especially invited to call and
' our stock, note our prices and favorable terms. Send for 1'ri.

BUNDS, WILSON & BROTHER.
Manufacturers, Wholesale arid Retail Dealers.

Nos. 18, 20 and 2*2 Dranim St bet. California and Sacramento.

coke Cheapest fuel.
Redaction In Price: Wholesale Price, 50 cents per t>arrcl

:

Retail Price. 60 cents per barrel, at the works of the SAN FRANCISCO GAS-
LIGHT COMPANY. Howard and First streets, and foot of Second St. Jan. 12.
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CRADLE, ALTAR, AND TOMB-
CRADLR

Ahress—In this cit\, June 3, to the wife of N. Ahrens, a daughter.
El-fkhardt-Id this city, June 11, to the wife of Geo. H. Burkhardt, a son.

Bbrqes—In this city, May 31, to the wife of J. Berges, a son.

Biusac—In this city, June 11. to the wife of B. F. Brisac, a daughter.
Batsman*—In this city, June 9, to the wife of M. T. Bateman, a sou.

Carroll—In this city, June 10, to the wife of 0. J. Carroll, a daughter,
Clases—In this city, June 5, to the wife of John J. Clasen, a daughter.
De Solla— In this city, June 7, to the wife o! A. de Solla, a daughter.
Postkl—In this city, June 9, to the wife of F. A. F. Postel, a son.

l\ R.R—In Ibis city, June 5, to the wife of Wm. J. Parr, a daughter.
Koos—In this city, June 7, to the wife of Adolphe Roos, a son. •

ALTAR.
Comstock-Seaver—June 7, Joseph Comstock to Sarette A. Seaver.
CHAPMAN-HANLAN~May 14, John J. Chapman to Katie HanJan, both of this city.

Connors-Brown—June 5, Robert K. Connors to Nellie Brown, both of this city.

Dodd-Biglev— June 5, W. M. D<»dd to Edith Gwendolin Bigley.

Edqar-5IcLeod—Juce 7, William M. Edgar to Kittie McLeod.
Fabt.an-Levj.xsky —June 6, Philip Fabian to Clara Olga Levinsky, both of this city.

Gripfin-Lyonb—June 6, James Griffin to Minnie Lyons.
Hellwegen-Hoernle—June 10, Henry Hellwegen to Pauline Hoernle.
Hicks-Yopng—June 10, John Hicks to Viola Young, both of this city.

Howe-Meade—June 13, John C. Howe to Ida Meade, both of this city.

Logak-Rosekrans—May 30, Dr. M. H. Logan to Leta A. Rosekrans, of this city.

TOMB.
Cunningham—June 10, Simon B. Cunningham, a native of. Mass., 73 years 25 days.

Dott—June 10, Edwin W. Doty, aged 24 years and 8 months.
Folkers—June 11, A. H. B. Folkers, a native of Germauy, aged 43 years.

GiBLiN—June 9, James Giblin, a native of S. F., aged 2S years and 11 months.
Garrison June 13, Lewis B. Garrison, a native uf New York, aged 5S years.

Holmes—June 10, Edwin W. Holmes, a native of Conn., 27 years, 2 months, 2b' days.
Hamilton—June 13, Eliza Hamilton, a native of Englaud, aged 41 years.

Kasip—June 11, Mary J. E. Kamp, a native of Sydney, aged 31 years and 3 months.
Mock—June 13, William Kinney Mock, a native of Missouri, aged 20 years.

Nevin—June 9, Patrick Nevin, a native of Ire^nd, aged 50 years.

Rvndkrs—June 11, F. L. Rynders, a native of N. Y , aged 29 years and 9 days.
Scow—June 12, Heory Scow, a native of Massachusetts, aged 24 years.

Willirdt—June 7, Catharina Willirdt, a native of Germany, aged 34 years, 6 months.
Welch—June 13, Captain Charles Welch, a native of Baltimore, Maryland.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
Hot P.owshares. By Albert W. Tourgee: Fords, Howard & Hurlburt, New

York ; Billings, Harbourne & Co., San Francisco.

This is one of the series of works of fiction in which Judge Tourgee
has undertaken to illustrate the social conditions and political ideas which
brought about the late Civil War, and which arose out of the reorganiza-

tion of the Southern States after the conflict of armies had ceased. In
" A Fool's Errand " and " Bricks Without Straw," the author dealt with
that dark period known as the Reconstruction Era—a period of suffering,

uncertainty, and wrong, both to the freedmen and their former masters.

In "John Eax" he dealt with the new South, that emerged purified and
strengthened from out of the sufferings and heart-burnings of War and
Reconstruction. And in the book now under review, he has dealt with
the rise and growth of the anti-slavery sentiments in the minds and poli-

tics of the Northern people. Regarded from a political point of view,
"Hot Plowshares " and its predecessors are decidedly biased. Judge
Tourgee has written from a very pronounced anti-Southern location. His
books, indeed, do not exhibit any ill-feeling toward the Southern people

;

but, with the skill of a master hand, he has so drawn his picture that the
ideas which the Southern people contended for are clothed in aa unneces-
sarily hideous garb, and this is rendered all the more effective by the ap-
parent spirit of fairness which pervades the work. Regarded from a lit-

erary standpoint, "Hot Plowshares " is a very superior production, and
is entitled to a place alongside the best works of fiction to be found in the
English language. As a narrative it is intensely dramatic. The charac-
ters are powerfully drawn, and the plot is woven together with the care-
fulness and skill of an artist who knows how to do good work, and takes
a pride in that which he does. The strong characters which the Judge
has drawn, and the novel complexities of action and fate with which he
has surrounded them, form a story that is surcharged with romance of the
purest and most interesting type, and, at the same time gives the reader
a passing glance, through a half open door, at the inner life, society, and
habits of thought of the people of the North, during the two decades
which preceded the War. It is a book to be read by every lover of stir-

ring fiction ; but, in it3 historical aud political relation, while it is useful
and instructive, it is apt to mislead.

Doctor Claudius. By F. Marion Crawford : Macmillan & Co., New York ; Bil-

lings, Harbourne & Co., San Francisco.

This is a narrative; a love story," in fact. It's title page is embellished
with the words " A True Story," and on the following page it is dedicated
" to my dear friends, the Countess Margaret and Claudius, Ph. D." This
prejudices the critical reader against the book from the beginning, and
the prejudice grows rather than decreases as the pages are scanned. Ex-
perience has shown that writers of " true stories " are either possessed of
very little literary ability, or else the natural brightness of their pens is

dimmed by the veracity with which the ink is Iadened— and this case is

no exception to the rule. " Dr. Claudius " is not " a true tale," but the
character " Claudius, Ph. D.," comes very near to being a perfect speci-
men of artificial character. No such character as " Claudius, Ph. D.,"
ever existed, or ever will exist, at Heidelberg, or anywhere else. Never-
theless there is a weird picturesqueness about the character, which this
writer has drawn, that is charming; and it is aH the more charming inas-
much as it is the only redeeming trait that the book possesses. The
story is deficient in design, poorly told, and exceedingly incomplete in de-
tail. In fact, it is only half-told, and there are incongruities in it that
may be excused in a fictional sketch, but are not to be tolerated in a fully
developed story-book. With the exception mentioned, all characters are
poorly drawn, one in particular—that of Mr. Horace Bellinghani, an an-
cient American society man—is unutterable, stupidly sickening.

"Our child had fits. The doctor said death was certain. Samaritan
Nervine cured her." Henry Knee, Verrilla, Tenn. At druggists.

SCHOOL DEPARTMENT SCANDALS.
The School Department scandals deepen and widen every day. The

teachers ought to have a prospect before them of enjoying their well-earn-
ed holidays in peace, quietude and comfort, conscious of having done
good work in the past, and preparatory to renewed efforts in the future.
But do such merited and needed happiness is in store for them. An un-
easy feeling exists that no teacher's position is at present safe. The ma-
jority of the present directors contracted to give the bosses the control of
the patronge, and on that condition alone obtained their nominations.
The bosses are putting a very wide interpretation on what constitutes the
patronage of the department. They claim that, by rierht of contract, they
are entitled to sovereign sway over every teacher. They say that at any
time it is their right to determine who shall be retained and who dismis-
sed. They allege that it was so nominated in the bond. In consequence
a very uneasy feeling has spread among the teachers. It is felt that no
person's position is safe, and it is widely believed that certain teachers
will have to see the bosses and "come down," or excuses will be found for
harrassing them. The feeling on the subject is deep. The fears that
have been created may be exaggerated, but they exist, and their existence
is exercising a very demoralizing influence throughout the department.
Lady teachers are still visiting the Bush-street den, in order to make their
calling and election sure. Positions are being sold for coin, as we can in-

contewtably prove. Money can be traced pretty close home to School Di-
rectors, and more infamous considerations still are being bartered away
in return for departmental favors. Corruption seems to permeate every-
where. Some time ago a head carpenter was appointed, named Rabbe.
Since his appointment he has been engaged in a gambling transaction in
a saloon, by which he won a large sum of money under circumstances
that led the loser to complain of being unfairly dealt with, and the money
had to be returned on the demand of a School Director. The gambling
law-breaker ought to have been relieved of his position in the School De-
partment. This self-same head carpenter was recently in negotiation
with a respectable firm, who are manufacturers of school furniture. He
wanted to know if he recommended their goods for use in the department,
whether or not there was " anything in it for him." Being assured that
there was not he ceased his negotiations, and forthwith began to favor an-
other firm. But then, what better can be expected of the minor officials,

when it is notorious that the Directors themselves are corrupt ? The truth
is that the present condition of the School Department is a scandal and
a shame.

AN IMPORTANT OLEOMARGARINE DECISION.
The question as to whether any State can legislate to restrict, limit,

or prevent the sale of oleomargarine, has just been before the United
States Supreme Court, on a case that arose in Missouri. The petitioner
for relief argued that the State statute, under which he was convicted of
a misdemeanor, was illegal because it prohibited the manufacture and sale

of an article which was patented under the United States laws; that it in-

terfered with inter-State commerce and nullified the value of certain legi-

timate property. The Court maintains that a right under the patent laws
is simply protective as against competitors; that it secures to the inventor
the monopoly of his invention, and therefore the statute in question is

not antagonistic. Second, it is not a restriction of commerce between
States, but concerns only traffic within this State. Third, it does not de-
stroy the value of the property, but simply punishes the offender under
the statute. The Court held that the case can be considered only upon
the question of jurisdiction. Regarding the petitioner's position, that the
statute is contrary to the principle of the Constitution of Missouri, in

prohibiting a traffic in a wholesome and useful article, the Court says this

position appears sound, but it cannot be considered in this case.

The Suez Canal, which has long been familiarly described as the
Ditch through the Desert, is now, it seems, in a fair way of becoming an
open and stagnant sewer. The stations on its banks are drained into its

waters. It is never flushed, there is no tide, and the stench is becoming
intolerable. Diarrhea and sickness prevail on board vessels detained in

the Canal, and as detentions are increasing in number and duration, the

matter is becoming serious. M. de Lesseps must bestir himself, or this

nuisance will constitute a serious addition to the long array of counts in

the indictment against his monopoly, by which English shipowners are
XJreparing to support their demand for a second canal.

The Goulet Champagne.—Boufort's New York Wine and Spirit

Circular, of May 10th, says: The extraordinary success of Messrs. Gen.
Goulet & Co's. Champagne has recently been emphasized by a mark of

distinction which may well give these gentlemen the greatest pleasure.

A direct order from the Imperial Court of St. Petersburg has been re-

ceived by the house at Reims for 6,000 bottles of their Extra Dry, 3,000 of

which are to be shipped to Moscow, to be used for consumption during
the festival celebrating the coronation of the Emperor, and 3,000 to St.

Petersburg.

The building of the new track of the North Pacific Coast Railroad is

proceeding rapidly, notwithstanding the great natural difficulties that
have to be contended with. The track is now graded within a mile and
a quarter of Saucelito, and the men are well into the- long tunnel. The
last-mentioned piece of work will necessarily be somewhat tedious, as it

is seventy-two hundred feet long, and has to be cut through solid rock.

At another place on the marsh, six thousand car-loads of earth were used
in building a quarter of a mile of road bed. At first, load after load of

stuff would, when dumped, go clear out of sight.

In order to accommodate their large and rapidly-growing business,
Messrs. 0. H. Mott & Co., the well-known storage warehousemen, have
removed from No. 647 to No. 735 Market street, where they now have in-

creased business facilities. Persons leaving the city can have their furni-

ture safely and cheaply stored by this firm. It also makes advances on
consignments and effects insurances.

Messrs. J. M. Litchfield & Co., Merchant Tailors, 415 Montgomery
street, have on hand a large and carefully selected stock of the very best
materials and all the latest styles; their cutters are exper eaced and artis-

tic, and their workmen reliable. Give this firm a trial, and you will be
eati ified.
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THE SALVATION ARMY IN AUSTRALIA.
The doing* of tb« somewhat extraordinary cla*- -:>> )-<in

have attracted renewed attention of Uvfea, owing to
-ival in tb« oniony of a leader in the movement from I

• > a pitch bordering up >i

ri«m. In oar iketco, a female repentant tuEnar is thown int.

iklere, eridently exhortio
to the ftdjointng pieton are

to be rejoicing. The abte

otoadb) m .-\; •«••• .ill v oter th< > . • I net, ami would onnwr t-> bo adminio-
* o

a
is a remBrltAbly foroiblo

iwn crowded with followers
of a mixed type, eagerly devouring too wordl which fall from the lips of

. who with anni oatstretchod i^ ooaroely oble to bal-

ance bdmoolf on bJoohair. Tho " BCarobing on bo Stan" will l>e recog-
nised as a trnty cbaracteri*tu- illustration. In the midst of a ohomBj
the lea to hand, is boldly Stepping omviml, followed by a mob
of trad • nnil jostle I 'the in-

tense delight tors. The latest sensational announcement of
ride section of the Army attracted attention and criticism.

The bill ran thus :

Salvation Army ! ! Barracks.
Port Adelaide 3rd I

I
iv, February 86th.

Warl War! War!
Blood and Fire !

Hallo! Hallo. Jack ! What's up? Look Here !

The Salvation Army
Is going in hotter than ever

Against
Drink. Sin and the Devil. Amen.

They will open with a Monster Holiness Meeting in the Barracks, at

10:30, led by Major Barker, Captains Yorkshire,
Relish, Knife, Colley and Bettes,

And a Host of Hallelujah Lasses will Sing and Speak
for Jesus.

A Monster Hnsannah Meeting !

Will be held at the Glory Shop at 3 p. m., led by Yorkshire Relish, and
all the Officers of the South Australian Staff, who will Open Fire on the

Powers of Darkness with the Heavy Brigade of the King's Own Regi-

ment, including Happy George, Zulu Jim, also the Right Hon. Father
Bonnell, and the Boy with Hair like Heaven, bringing up the rear, with

the Sharpshooters and the Light Brigade.
Now comes the Struggle
Inside the Town Hall.

Pies, Tarts, Cheesecakes, Ham and Tongue Savages, Bread and Butter,
Tea, Milk, Sugar, &c.

Of which you can have a Full Supply by Paying
One Shilling Each.

We'll Meet Again at the Glory Shop,
Against the Police Station, at 7 p. m., for a Real

Merry-go-Round,
When some Red-hot Bombshells

Will be poured into Satan's Territories.

Inside Town Hall Major Barker will lead a Monster
Salvation Meeting,

Assisted by Yorkshire Relish, Captains Rolfe, Colley, Bettes,
Happy Dinah,

And a Host of Hallelujah Lasses in their Timbuctoo
Bonnets.

Come, See, and Get Gloriously Saved ! Amen. '

War Officer in Command,
Captain Tom Gibbs,

The Yorkshire Relish.—Frearsoii's Illustrated News.

THE NEW SUEZ CANAL.
That there will be a second Suez Canal is now beyond a peradventure.

The great shipping interests of England have met and resolved, and the rest

is only a matter of time. The promoters of the new Canal, it may be
well to remark, are not inspired by the slightest jealousy or ill-will to-

wards France or French interests ; in fact, it can be said, with thorough
sincerity, they are all possessed with the very best of feelings as regards
France. Upon the principle that imitation is the sincerest form of flat-

tery, the project, it is urged, is the very highest compliment which the
shipowners of this country could pay M. de Lesseps. It can be accepted
as the truth, in the words of a representative shipowner, that "it is not
envy, jealousy, or a feeling of rivalry towards the French company, or
mere caprice, but actual necessity, which is driving the leading British
shipowners to this action." As there will be abundant work for both
Canals, there exists not the slightest cause for ill-feeling.

No route has yet been fixed, no plans having so far received the necessary
consideration. It is proposed, however, to make the channel five feet

deeper and much wider than the present Canal. It will be longer than
the existing Canal, as must be inevitable with any new Canal; but the
entrance, it should not be forgotten, will be much nearer to Gibraltar
than is Port Said. The cost is estimated at from ten to twelve millions
sterling. About the raising of this capital, we are assured on very high
authority there exists not the least doubt. It would pay to make a canal
for British traffic alone. The gross receipts from the Suez Canal in 1882
exceeded those of 1881 by upwards of £370,000, or nearly 3| per cent, in-

terest on ten millions of capital. The expenditure of a Canal getting an
increased traffic, it should be borne in mind, does not increase in the same
ratio as a railway with a developing traffic. It is calculated that the new
Canal will pay a good dividend with the dues one-half those at present
charged upon the Suez Canal, even if the promoters paid a small passing
toll into the exchequer of Egypt. The promoters of the new Canal, we
believe, are prepared to make it international; they are quite willing that
it should be as free as an arm of the sea, without any differential rates or
conditions of any kind. By some of them this is treated not simply as a
national, or even as an international question; they hold it to be really a
universal question. The scheme is not taken up in a spirit of narrowness
or nationalism; it is intended for the benefit of mankind at large. The

new Canal will angmenl materially the food iQppUoo of fcbo world and in-
crease the Intercourse between the people*, It will become a channel «.f

peace, and by it* existence the cau-e of civilisation will be served all over
Iho world.

All tlirt iteannhip oompuiea doing business with the But, it may be
added, have harmoniously iDterprtee with the p I

ihipownipg firms of the first imporUnoe, three-firthe of the who]
issing through the Canal being repreaented at the meeting of Bri-
owners, which passed unanimously the reeolution lo favor of the

I Canal: and it is extremely probable that a start will
be made with new Canal within ;i comparatively thorl period. The ne

is bo great that nothing can satisfy the British shipowners but the
oreation of a new Canal, in the administration of which they will have
that preponderating influence which they can legitimately claim.

About 1620 the French formed a settlement at Port Dauphine, in the
district, of Anosy, in the extreme southeast of Madagascar. This en
oroachment led to :i war, in the onurseof which the native king was kil-

ted, and bis eon carried away to France. The French prevailed, and oc-
cupied the country until their dominion was terminated by a goo ral

massacre. Some years afterwards a French vessel, being in great straits
for water and provisions, was compelled to put into Port Dauphine. The
captain, knowing the hostility of the natives, pretended to he an envoy
from the French king on a mission of atonement aud reconciliation. His
overtuies were accepted, his wants were supplied, and the queen of the
country, mother of the young prince who had been carried away, paid a
visit to the ship. While she was on board she watched the seamen bath-
ing, and, observing'one whose skin was much darker than that of his com-
panions, took it into her head that he was her long-lost son. The cap-
tain, fearing her anger if she were disappointed, prompted the sailor to
humor her, and the latter, having no objection to reign in Madagascar,
came readily into the idea. The marks on his person were verified, his
reminiscences of his infancy were pronounced accurate, and he was duly
installed as monarch. His reign was long and prosperous, and he always
treated the French with partiality, until a drunken sailor, having told
the natives they had been deceived, he put him to death, and forbade
French vessels to visit Port Dauphine for the future. —Engineering.

No matter what ybur ailment is, Brown's Iron Bitters will surely ben-
efityou.

GEO. STREET, Agent News Letter, 30 Cornhill, E. C, London.

Liebig- Company's Extract of Meat. -Finest anil Cheapest
Meat-flavoring; Stock for Soups, Made Dishes and Sauces.

Liebig- Company's Extract of Meat.—An invaluable and
palatable Tonic in all cases of weak digestion and debility. "Isa suc-
cess and boon for which Nations should feel grateful." See ''Medical
Press," " Lancet," " British Medical Journal," etc.

Liebig- Company's Extract of Meat.— Caution : Genuine
ONLY with fac-simile of Baron Liebig's Signature, in Blue Ink, across
Label.
This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substi-

tutes being in the Market.

Liebig- Company's Extract of Meat. —To be bad of all Store-
. keepers, Grocers and Chemists. Sole Agents for the United States

(wholesale only), C. DAVID & CO. ,9 Fenchurch Avenue, London,
England.

Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, San Francisco.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
POTOSI MINING COMPANY.

Assessment No. 12
Amount per Share i 25 Cents
Levied May 12th, 1883
Delinquent in Office June 20th, 1883
Day of Sale of Delinquent Stock July nth, 18S3

W. E. DEAN, Secretary.

Office—Room 70, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia. May 19.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.

Office Uentuck Mining Company, San Francisco, June 4,
1S83.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the above named company,

held this day, Dividend No. 38, of Ten (10) Cents per share, was declared, payable on
WEDNESDAY, JUNE TWENTIETH, 1883. Transfer books closed on Thursday,
June 14th, 1883, at 3 o'clock P. M. J. W. PEW, Secretary.

Office—310 Pine street. Room 15, San Francisco, Cal. June 9.

DIVIDEND NO. NINETY-THREE.

The Home Mutual Insurance Company will pay its Regu-
lar Monthly Dividend of One Dollar per bhare upon its capital stuck on

JUNE 11,1883. CHAS. R. STORY, Secretary.

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.

Attendance, daily, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by the under-
signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, and to furnish all information

relating to the Society. J. P- McCURRIE, Secretary,

Oct. 23. Room 4, No. 531 California st.

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,

STOCK BROKERS,
No. 314 Pine Street San Francisco.

[May 20.]

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,

NO. 922 POST STREET,
ay and Boarding School for Tonus Ladles and Children.
KINDERGARTEN. The next term will commence July 1*.D

[May 5.] MADAME B. ZEITSKA, A. M., Principal.
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
There can no longer be any doubt that if France persists in her de-

mands on the King of Anaiu, the war that must ensue will assume
proportions which were not contemplated at the commencement of the

difficulty. China makes no secret of her intention to back up her vassal

to the full extent of her power. This is probably no more than France
expected at the outset, but the present attitude of Germany could

scareelv have been foreseen by the French Government, which can far

better afford to do without Tonquin than divide its forces if Germany
mear a mischief. And there can be little question that Germany does

mean mischief or she would not so openly aid and encourage China. Bis-

marck has never been satisfied with the humiliation and spoliation which

France suffered at his hands in 1871. Had she remained as he then left

her, broken in spirit, ruined in pocket, and torn by internal dissensions,

he might, perhaps, have been content to let her decay and fall to pieces

without further assistance from him ; but he cannot forgive her for the

marvelous rapidity with which she has regained her strength, wealth and
prosperity, until now she is more formidable than ev.er. Under these

altered circumstances France has resumed her old arrogance of manner
toward her recent conquerer, and without actually taking any aggressive

steps has spared no pains to conceal the fact that she intends to have her

revenge at the earliest opportunity. It is no wonder, therefore, that Bis-

marck is busily plotting to strengthen his own position and weaken
France by every means in his power. The former be has already accom-
plished by the Triple Alliance scheme ; the latter he is now attempting to

effect by forcing France into a great Asiatic war, and aiding her antago-

nists. Whether, when she is once engaged in a struggle with China, the

German Chancellor will find some pretext for assailing her at home, he
only knows, but such an event is quite within the bounds of probability.

There is a great deal of talk going on in England concerning the neces-

sity of constructing a seeund canal across the Isthmus of Suez. There
are two principal reasons for this. In the first place, the present canal

cannot accommodate the vast number of vessels which seek to pass

through it, without such prolonged delays that it would be nearly as

cheap to take the old Cape route; and, in the second place, although four-

fifths of the traffic is English, as is also the great preponderance of inter-

ests involved in the Canal being kept open for war ships, yet the British

have little to say in its management, since they do not hold the majority
of shares. Hence there is a large party in England who are anxious to

construct another canal, which shall be paid for with British capital and
absolutely owned and controlled by British shareholders. Of course since

the practicability of cutting the Isthmus has been demonstrated, and the

profit of the undertaking shown to be immediate and large, there would
be no difficulty in raising the necessary money. But the French stock-

holders, with the irrepressible De Lesseps at their head, protest violently

against the scheme, claiming that their charter gives them a monopoly,
and that they must be bought out before a rival canal can be constructed.

The Judicial Committee of the Khedive's Council supports this claim;

and since of course nothing can be done without the consent of the Egyp-
tian Government, there is a temporary hitch in the proceedings. The
difficulty will, however, probably be solved either by the purchase of the

old canal by a new company, or by a distribution of shares in the new
canal, by way of bonus, among the stockholders of the old one.

The fact that we have heard nothing lately of the annexation of New
Guinea by the Colonial Government of Queensland, must not be taken
to mean that the measure has died a natural death, or is not worth talk-

ing about. It simply argues that the vaunted telegraphic system, upou
which our gerlorious daily press so tiresomely vaunts itself, supplies a
literary breakfast menu about as follows: Catch-vote Snivel on Irish

Toast, with Martyr's-blood Sauce ; garnished with a few scrapings of

whatever is Nihilistic in Russia, seditious in England, revolutionary in

France, treasonable in Germany, and murderous, scandalous or nasty
anywhere on the face of the earth. And there the meal ends. Matters
of real interest and importance we are left to find out for ourselves, by
means of the foreign papers. The annexation of New Guinea is a case in

point. Here is a vast insular territory, known to be prodigiously rich as

to soil and natural products, and accredited by travelers, more or less

trustworthy, with being an absolute treasure-house of Nature in the mat-
ter of precious minerals and gems, with inland scenery comparable with
a vision from the "Arabian Nights," and enfolding withal a vista of pro-

mised marvels that might tempt a Sindbad to venture a sequel to his last

voyage. To speak seriously, New Guinea is the second largest island on
the globe, and, with the exception of a clawful of sand which the Dutch
have settled upon and never extended toward the interior, it

has been a terra incognita until quite recently. The British

Colony of Queensland has now annexed all but the Dutch
clawful, and it has done fo with good reason and great pluck. Of course
such an annexation means nothing without the sanction of the Home
Government, but it looks as if the statesmen of the Australian Colony
didn't go to work in the dark so far as that trifling technicality was con-

cerned. A number of plausible excuses have been put forward to vindi-

cate the course taken, but the most straightforward and the truest of all

we find in the Sydney Mail of April 21, to-wit: " The real object in tak-

ing New Guinea is to prevent anyone eUe taking it," and the "backing

"

which the colonists expect is equally plainly expressed by the same writer
when he says of the Australian Premier: "he trusts to Australia to jus-

tify him and to his mother country not to repudiate him." This exactly
fits the case. The other Australian Colonies have all upheld their sister's

action, and the British Parliament avoids the question with a scarcely
perceptible smile which whispers to exultant Queensland :

" You must
pay the bill and fight the battle; but if you can't, I will." Thus another
big lump of the globe becomes British, and the other nations of the earth
don't seem to clothe their necks with thunder about it, either.

Whether the Pope is infallible or not, he at all events seems to stick to

his text so far as the Irish people and Irish Priests are concerned. His
Holiness courteously refuses to budge an inch. He bravely declares

against dynamite, assassination, and the adulation of those who, directly

or indirectly, keep clear of implication and deliver their scape-goats over
to the tender mercies of Mr. Marwood. (Wonder if anybody has ever
wrestled with a pun on the peculiar significance of the name.) Mr. Par-

nell enjoys the honor of being specially selected as an object of the Pope's
displeasure, and the Irish are extremely indignant thereat. This is an
extremely awkward position, because, if they defy the Pope, where are
they? His Holiness might take a notion to excommunicate the Island
and all that therein is, and, under such a blight, all good Catholics will
agree that potatoes must rot and pigs must shrivel. Without potatoes
and pigs Ireland might as well be forty fathoms under water; so her sons
hae better approach their lips to the Pontifical toe, and divert the Parnell
Fund to Home as quickly as possible.

The conviction and sentence to penal servitude for lifeof four of the
dynamite conspirators must be quite surprising to those who have kept
track of the evidence. The result is satisfactory, however, for the guilt
of the men was practically established at the time of their arrest. A.
singular feature of the ,trial was the statement of Mr. Mathinson, coun-
sel for Bernard Gallagher, that " it was a matter of common knowledge
that a place existed in America for the manufacture of dynamite for use
against England, almost with the connivance of the American Govern-
ment." Chief Justice Coleridge, (who is shortly coming to this country
on a junketing tour), made the plain spoken counsel swallow this asser-

tion, " in justice to the friendly relations of Great Britain with the great
Government of the United States," but observant people will be inclined
to think that Mr. Mathinson wasn't far from the truth, nevertheless.

Pacific Mail Company Affairs.—President Houston, of the Pacific
Mail Company, sailed from New York for Europe yesterday, to renew
the contract with the Royal Mail and Pacific Navigation Company, and
with the Australian Government, for a new subsidy mail service. He
will also arrange for the better handling by his company of the Central
American coffee crop. Edward Laterhach has been made temporary
Vice-President during his absence.

THE TARIFF ISSUE.
It begins to look as if the tariff issue will cut a considerable figure in

the next Presidential contest. Just how that issue will be presented is a
matter of considerable doubt. The Republicans of Ohio have just formu-
lated a platform which favors " protection to American interests." The
Democrats of Kentucky, on the other hand, pronounce for "a tariff for
revenue only." But the two are by no means inconsistent the one with
the other. A tariff may raise no more revenue than is necessary and yet
afford very substantial protection to native industries. The truth, we
very strongly suspect, is that neither party has the courage of its convic-
tions. Toe Republicans will not declare for " protection for protection's
sake," and the Democrats will not go for an absolute free trade tariff.

Both sides probably mean about the same thing, disguise it as thejr may un-
der false names and sham cries. Both mean to raise all the revenue that is

necessary from a tariff, and both intend to so arrange that tariff as to afford
incidental protection to the industries of the country. We are very cer-

tain that we are not yet approaching the era of free trade. There is a
new condition of industrial progress arising in the South. Industries are
growing apace in Georgia, North Carolina and other States in that re-

gion, which will require to be fostered for some years to come, and for

that reason the Democratic party, as a whole, will not favoranything that
can rightly be called free trade. The party that would commit itself to

the proposition of throwing our markets open to the competition of the
world would be ignominiously defeated, and, therefore, no such proposition
will be made yet awhile. Whilst the national debt remains unpaid there
must necessarily be a tariff, and whilst custom houses are maintained it is idle

to talk uf the abstraction called " free trade," which in its absolute sense
nowhere exists. There must obviously be a tariff for revenue, and the
disposition for many a long year to come will be to benefit the industries

of the country by such incidental, yet substantial protection as a revenue
tariff will afford. Of course the primary object of a tariff is to produce
revenue, yet no public man will venture to lose sight of the incidental pro-

tective possibilities that a revenue tariff supplies. LesB than that no
party will commit itself to, and more than that is hardly likely to be ac-

complished by even the most ardent protectionists. We do not believe

that there is any real difference in regard to this question between the
two great parties. They may use different language but they both mean
the same thing. They may and doubtless will employ sham phrases in

order to catch votes, but at heart they are in accord. Neither would abol-

ish the Custom House. Both would raise revenue by means of a tariff,

and both would so arrange that tariff as to give the largest possible

amount of incidental protection to home industries. That being the state

of the case, there is no substantial difference between them, and any pre-

tense to the contrary is simply a sham, a delusion and a snare. With a
large revenue to raise there can be no absolute free trade issue in this

country for many a long year to come. The time may arrive when our
national debt is practically wiped out, when our home markets are sup-

plied \\i h native manufactures, and when over-production forces upon us
the necessity of looking abroad for new customers, that we may preach
free trade to all the world, as England for many years has been doing,

but that time is not yet. Meanwhile, free trade is an impossibility, and
a tariff for revenue and incidental protective purposes a certainty.

DEATH OP CAPTAIN CHAS. WELSH.
This early pioneer, who arrived in San Francisco on the ISth of June,

1848, died on Wednesday morning last at his residence, 705 Chestnut
street, where he had resided thirty-three years. He was a man remark-
able for many rare and exceptional gifts. During several of his early

years he was engaged as a Captain in the Royal Postal Service of Spain.

On one occasion the Constancia ran the blockade at Vera Cruz and brought
out a large amount of treasure, for which the Spanish Government pre-

sented him with a costly gold medal, and decreed him §10,000, which was
paid by the Governor of Havana. Deceased was a member of one of the

oldest American families in the United States, his ancestors having landed

at Terra Maria, now Maryland, in 1634, and among his near relatives are

three who have been primates of the Catholic Church in the U. States.

In early times his house at North Beach was the resort of military men

—

Hallock, Sherman, Steele, Tower, Prime and others. He was a man of

strict integrity, kindly feeling, sometimes impulsive, and energetic. The
deceased was a brother-in-law of John and Philip A. Roach, and. father

of Miss Grace Welsh.
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GOLD BARS—920 6ne par.—Refined Silver—14J@15i # cent, dis-

count. Mexican Dollars, 10^@11^ per cent. disc. nom.

r Exchange on New York, 12Ac. %lhc. #? 100 premium ; on London Bank-
ers, 49~7-16@49§d. ; Paris, sight, 5-12£@5-10 francs per dollar.

Eastern Telegrams. 20c. (5 15c.

* Price of Money here, 6@10 per cent, per year—bank rate. In the
open market, 1@1£ per month. Demand light. On Bond Security,

5@6 per cent, per year on Call.

" Latest price of Sterling in New York,

STOCKS.
The market has been quiet during the week, and shares of all descrip-

tions have been sold at greatly reduced figures. The deal was too short-

lived to create much of an interest amongst the outside public, and
brokers and chippers once more return to their old game of setting them
up and knocking them down again at a two-bit limit. However, as there
is out already quite an extensive line of Shorts, a temporary reaction is

not unlikely, as the bear element is more easily frightened than in olden
times, and raise prices rapidly on themselves in their haste to fill.

In August we may look for a decided improvement all along the line.

Our Eastern friends who visit us then are not so scared as people here are

—in other words, they have not had the experience of being bitten—and
they are very liable to scoop in some of the stock that insiders have been
carefully accumulating for their especial benefit. We shall have "a de-

velopment " sure this time, and our visitors will, no doubt, spend the
usual sum in having the market telegraphed to them on their return East.

Let us hope thay will not drink too deeply of the fascinating beverage
which Mr. Flood and his associates deal in—a mixture in which an herb,
called in this State "taffy," is the principal ingredient.

At present writing we note no further change in the mines; the same
contradictory clap-trap comes day after day over the wires. The cross-

cut in Union is now in 67 feet, near double the distance calculated as
necessary a week ago, and still no results. In spite of this little set back,
coupled with the fact that the formation is not such as might be desired,

we are informed, to quote a dispatch dated Virginia City, 27th inst., "the
management are not discouraged." This is certainly refreshing but un-
necessary information; discouraged mine managers are as scarce as dead
donkeys.

In Hale & Norcross winze-sinking goes bravely on, varied by an occa-

sional dash at an up-raise, which means, we suppose, going back on the

great circle principle to the original point of departure. When this new-
fangled management get tired of experimenting on the latest theoretical

improvements in drifting, cross-cutting, etc., it is to be devoutly hoped
they will step to one side and let some practical men have a chance at the

mysterious bonanza.
Amongst the outBide Btocks we note quite an advance in Navajo. This

iB not due to any improvement in the mine, but caused by a panic amongst
the shorts, who were forced to fill by the insiders, amongst whom this

Btock is strongly concentrated.
As we predicted, a cave has taken place in value of the Jack-Rabbit

[alias Day) stock ; it has depreciated within the last few days fully 50
per cent. Investors who take stock in the cock-and-bull story of a rich

cave in this mine, will probably be landed in the same position as in-

vestors in the twin misfires, Argenta and Grand Prize. Both of these

mines can show up fine looking ore, going according to Tuscarora assayers,

well up in the hundreds, and yet the Superintendent can only get mill

returns of a paltry "hundred or less.

Latest from the Merchant's Exchange.—New York, June 29,

1883.—TJ. S. Bonds—4s, 120; 44s, 112$; ex. 5s, 103|; 3s, 103J. Sterliug

Exchange 485*@489. WeBtern Union, 86£. Wool—Spring, tine, 20@28;
Burry, 10@14f Pulled, 28@40; Fall Clips, 16@20; Burry, 9@10. London,
June 29.—Liverpool Wheat Market, 8s. lld.@9s. 2d. Silver, 50 7-16.

MARRIOTT'S AEROPLANE COMPANY,
For \uvljf hIIiik the Air.

Office of the Aeroplane Company for Navigating the Air, 609 Mer-
chant street. Office hours from 1 to 2 p.m.

PRICES OF LEADING STOCKS AND GOV. BONDS.
San Francisco, June 2"3, 1883.

Stock* and Bonds.
BONDS.

Cal. State Bonds. 6's,'67.

S. F. City & Co. B'du, Cs,'68
S. F. City & Co, B'ds,7s
Montg'y Av, Bonds
Dupont Street Bonds ...

Sacramento City Bonds.
Stockton City Bonds ...

Yuba County Bonds ....

Maryaville City Bonds...
Santa Clara Co. Bonds .

.

Los Angeles County Bonds.
Los Angeles City Bonds.
Virg*a & Truckee R. R. Bds.
Nevada Co. N. G. R. R. Bds
Oakland City Bonds
Oregon R. & N.Co. Bonds.Gs
S. P. R. R. Bonds
U S.4s
Northern Pacific R.R. Bonds

INSURANCE COMPANIES.
State Investment
Home Mutual
Commercial
Western

MISCELLANEOUS.
Pacific Rolling Mills
Cala. Dry Dock
Safe Deposit Co
Vulcan Powder
Sofety-Nitro Powder, ass. ad
Hawaiian Commercial Co..

Nom.
Nom
83

49
105
90

110
1 04 J
1199
107

116
142
125
101

120
58
45
45
13
23

Nom.
Nom.
40

Stocks and Bonds.
HANKS.

Bank of California (cx-div.).

Pacific Bank
First National (ex div.)

RAILROADS.
C. P. R. R. Stock
C. P. R. K. Bonds
City Railroad
Omnibus R. R
N. B. and Mission R. R
Sutter Street R. R
Geary Struct R. R
Central R. R. Co
Market Street R. R
Clay Street Hill R. R
S. F GaslightCo
Oakland Gaslight Co ......

.

Sac'to Gaslight Co
Califor'a Powder Co
Giant Powder Co
Atlantic Giant Powder
Gold and Stock Teleg'h Co.
S. V. W. W. Co. 's Stock....
S. V.W. W. Co's Bonds ( ex c )

Pacific Coast S.S. Co's Stock
California Street R. R
Presidio Railroad
Central Gas Stock

INSURANCE COMPANIES.
Onion (ex div.)

Fireman's Fund (ex div.)...

California (ex div.)

Bid,

106)

122J

75$
115
90
69
93
84
94

Nom,
Nom.
69

2Si
55}
130
100
66
32
971

116J

114

125

127J

77
116
95 I
65
95
37
96
48
Nom.
Nom.

67

106
67
85
97*

117

120
133
123

The approaching holidays have greatly interfered with business, and
there is hardly anything doing. A. Baird, No. 430 California street.

Mr. Evaristo Andrade, an official of the Mexican Post-office service,

iB making a thorough examination of the Mail Service of the United
States, which is considered equal to the best in the world. It is proba-
ble, when Mr. Andrade makes his report, that the Mexican Government
will adopt our system. The gentleman leaves for the city of Mexico in a
few days.

The steamer Zaragosa, from Mexico, is now at San Diego, and is due
here soon. The steamers Sonora and AUata are also coming here. All to-

go into the dry-dock to be cleaned and repaired.

Ho ! for China.—The O. and O. steamship Arabic sailed yesterday for

Hongkong, carrying for cargo 9,975 bbls. Flour, etc.; also, for Japan, 645
bbls. Flour, Coffee, Sugar, etc. ; and for India, 600 bbls. Flour.

The P. M. S. S. Company have sold steamers China and Costa Rica,
the latter for $10,000, which will be placed in the coasting trade. The
former steamship will be broken up. .

Grain Bags.—At auction, S. L. Jones & Co. sold 280 bales Jute Grain
Sacks at 5.72.^c., and 20 bales at 5.70c; balance of the offering withdrawn.
Calcutta Bags can be bought at 74c.

United Kingdom.—The ship James Nesmith, 162 days from Grimsby,
England, brings 2,314 tons Coal. The ship St. Stephen, 141 days from
Liverpool, has 1,985 tons Coal.

Newcastle.—The British ship Carisbrooke, 33 days from New South
Wales, has 1,955 tons Coal, to Balfour, Guthrie & Co.

Honolulu.—The barkentine Grace Roberts, 25 days from Honolulu
brings 7,018 bags Sugar for the California Refinery.

Treasure for China.—The Arabic carries to Hongkong, " Mexicans/
$72,261 50; Gold Coin, $17.305; Gold Dust, SI, 590

-

$91,153 50.

Hilo.—The Emma Claudina, from the Sandwich Islands, brings for

cargo 4,410 bags Sugar, 170 bbls. Molasses and 116 bags Ginger, etc.

Cotton Sheetings.—The Arabic carried hence to China 1,228,000yds,
Sheetings and 20,000 yds. Cotton Flannel, besides other Mdze.

New York.—The favorite ship David Crockett, 138 days from New
York, to John Rosenfeld, has general Merchandise.

Oregon.—The steamer Columbia, from Portland, brings 4,325 cases
Salmon.
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FASHION'S VOICE.
I feel so glad to chronicle the fact that white is reappearing. There is

nothiDg in the world so sweet as white. I always feel, when I see a young
girl in a white robe, with a few flowers pinned at her waist, and not an orna-

ment but her own fair beauty, what a pity it is that the hardship and
cruelty of the world should ever set its seal upon her; what a pity it is

that with the years her taste should become so depraved that nothing but
the gaudiest of colors have any charm for her. Gray costumes are now
effected with white in different ways; for instance, a tight gray jacket
may have a false vest produced by bands of white, or loopings of white
ve ry bouffant will peep from beneath a postilion back. The overskirt of a
dress may also be piped or have bias folds of white. Nothing is so decid-

edly recherche" as black and white. Black grenadine wifcn white silk

effects or satteen is marvelously pretty or distinguished looking—say nar-
row frills of the grenadine with a French hem of white satin, and over-

dress and basque to match makes an elegant reception or evening dress.

For slight mourning, a black dress may be trimmed with a plastron of

white silk, on which a pattern in black bugles may be worked. A
vest to match, and cuffs and collar similarly worked, make a rarely
lovely combination.
For young girls, whose barege, Swisb, mull and grenadine are the fabrics

used for home and seaside dresses. Percale dresses are also worn, and ba-

tiste makes another variety. The prettiest made is to put a few frills on
the skirt, while the over-dress is a tuck-up. These light dresses are

lovely, though so few people patronize them. This "glorious climate of

California" worries one so much, entailing so many aches and pains in

our joints, that of necessity we have to abjure what would be our choice,

and necessitates woolen gnods in lieu thereof. Well, woolen goods are

very pretty, especially soft, falling, gray material, though plaids win
much favor. I detest plaids; they always remind me of a broken checker
board, and then no one ever dreams of matching the squares. One sleeve

looks one way, the other another, and the back is always a confused mass
of badly broken lines. Still, plaid is effective when used as a drapery
lightly mixed in with plain material. Fashion is queer, to say the least

of it, so many odd whims it has, so many odd devices. Now, who would
ever dream of having nuts sprinkled over one

:

s dress, yet this, ladies, is

the very latest. The material, which is sateen, is termed "noisette," and
thereon is scattered, in wild confusion, any kind of nut you wish to crack.

For instance, the walnut. We have the perfect nut in the shell and out
of it. Hazel nuts are another pattern. These come in very fanciful

form, for here is the nut whole and broken, showing glimpses of kernel
and bits of jagged shell, such dresses as these having a wide border on one
side of it formed of the nut growing 'midst a trail of foliage.

How used up must be the brains of the unfortunates who have to plan
day aud night to turn out new designs. What will come next?
Crawlers of the sea? And by the way, the sea anemone would not figure

at all amiss on a pale blue ground. Then crabs, shrimps and lobsters,

smelts and tomcods, or even a catfish, would form a variety ; and since

women love variety so well, why should they not be pleased. I think the
prettiest fashion I have Been for some time is a small basket of flowers,

hung at t
v 9 side of the dress, then a small bouquet placed on the left

shoulder is sweet looking (over the left); this, by the way, is more prop-
erly styled a flower epaulette. To be strictly in order, your hose should
match your dresses, also your gloves. In Summer time especially suits

should strictly correspond, dress, hat, gloves and hose—though, of course,

the latter are nowhere as to being seen—and against a sad colored suit a
bouquet of natural flowers may lie lovingly against the throat. Cut your
flowers in the early morning, and let them be well soaked in water until

used, then tie a piece of lead paper round the stems (if you smoke Vanity
Fair cigarettes you are at once supplied), and pin them on. For a brown
dress, pink or crimson flowers; for gray, scarlet; for black, orange or yel-

low. No leaves, ladies, for street bouquets. A great white bunch of

marguerites looks prettier than anything in my eyes, but please do not
wear five and ten cent roses in such ample display that people fancy you
have bought out the Wonder Store. Artificial flowers are my pet antipa-

thy, unless French, and these may be substituted for fresh blooms in

Winter only, and then in the smallest quantities. Instead of flowers, and
more to be depended on, are cockade bows, which are made of ribbon
loops of various colors, the ends being cut into cock's combs. I don't feel

funny at all to-day—not up to the mark—no wonderful inspirations. Still,

there is, perhaps, more bona fide fashion gush herein than usual. Well,
dear ladies, you must make the best of it, admitting that I am not often

stupid. Adieu, Silveb Pen.

The Rev. Dr. Flatt, formerly rector of Grace Episcopal Church, of

this city, and now pastor of St. Paul's Episcopal Church, of Rochester,

N. Y., has written a book in reply to Ingersoll's theories. Advance
sheets of the work have been received by several Eastern papers, and
have been favorably criticized. Dr. Piatt is a gentleman of great learn-

ing, a deep thinker, an eloquent Bpeaker and an incisive writer ; conse-

quently, without having Been more than the introduction to his forthcom-

ing work, and an analysis of its contents, we can venture to predict that

it will be a valuable contribution to the literature of that intellectual con-

flict between the believers and disbelievers in revealed religion, which has

so marked the mental activity of the nineteenth century. The appear-

ance of Dr. Piatt's book is looked forward to with a very wide-spread in-

terest.

One of the neatest and most useful articles of household furniture

which mechanical ingenuity has produced is that designated the " Burr
Parlor Folding Bed." This piece of furniture is so contrived as to serve

the double purposes of a bed and a writing-desk, and may also be made
in the shape of an upright piano, cabinet, book-case, etc. It is elabor-

ately constructed and elegantly finished, and will ornament the most gor-

geously furnished parlor, sitting-room, office, etc. Bachelors living in

their offices, and families cramped for room, will find this to be a most de-

sirable piece of furniture. The price ranges from §30 to $150. F. S.

Chadbourne & Co. 745 Market street, are the agents.

Gold Quartz Jewelry.—Eastern visitors and others intending to pur-

chase California Quartz Jewelry, should examine the stock of the manu
facturing establishment of Hugh Mauldin, 208 Sutterjstreet.

A YOUNG LADY'S VISIT TO BELMONT.
June 27, 1883.—Dear N. L. : I think it was awful mean of you to go

and print "An Intercepted Letter to New York," because, of course, it

was a private epistle not intended for the public eye. And it was real
mean of Ned, too, whoever he is—I guess I know, and so do lots of other
girls, too. He thinks he's awful smart, but I can just tell him, if he
thinks he did anything very remarkable in writing that letter, he's mighty
mistaken, and "so say we all of us"—meaning us girls. You just wait
till he wants a dance, and see if any of us girls will give it to him. To go
and say such a mean thing of that dear, sweet, lively Miss Carrie Gwin,
as that she knew most of the young men of society when they were little

boys! She can't help that, can she ? The snips are glad enough to ac-
cept the Gwin's invitations, anyhow, and I guess Ned is one of them. I
guess there are some beaux in society she didn't know at the petticoat
period. Ain't there Winfield Jones, and Hamilton Smith, and Colonel
Irving, and Goddefroy? The Gwins are real kind to people, specially if

they come from the South and don't mind being patronized. I know I
was right glad when ma told me, the other day, that she heard our names
were on the list for Friday's party to Belmont, and when I got a note
from MisB Carrie, asking me to go, I was mighty pleased, and began to
think what dress I'd wear down on the train, and how much baggage was
allowed, and wondering if the Transfer Company would take it free, on
account of going to the Gwins. •

I thought the day would never come, but like all things, good or bad,
it did, and has passed away forever—but not from my memory—there it

remains a vivid picture of pleasure and beauty. I wish I knew some
poetical quotation that would tit here. When I was making this speech
to Senator Sharon, he repeated two to me, but I can't remember them.
He knows lots of poetry and is always quoting it. The other night in
the billiard room he was spouting away to one of the girls, and I saw
Winfield JoneB with a pencil and a piece of paper taking it down for fu-
ture use; but its no good, he's not a rich Senator, and poetry won't go
down from him; and I heard Mrs. Coleman say, she would like more fact
and less sentiment if she was a girl. I started in to tell you of our trip,

but on second thoughts {you see girls do have second thoughts sometimes)
I think this time I won't particularize, because we were so few they'd
know it was me who wrote it directly. There were two girls from the
East with their parents, and one of them was paid a good deal of atten-
tion to by Ned Greenaway ; they said the old man was rich, and Ned's
awful fond of rich girls ; he even tried going to Menlo and getting sick,

but none of them came to nurse him, though the neighborhood just
swarms with them. Of all the fun of a Belmont party, I think the great-
est is the riding round the country four-in-hand all piled in a big Char &-

bane ; even if you don't have the fellow you like best next you, he's
likely to be opposite, and then you can look at each other too sweet for
anything. Some of the girls were frightened at the fast driving, and
Mrs. Gwin herself wouldn't go with anything but a quiet pair of horses.

But our crowd had ste-in-hand, just think of that! The big stone stable
has lots of carriages and horses, and a dear little pony carriage. Senator
Sharon lent some of the girls riding habits; indeed, it seemed like an en-
chanted palace where you could have what you wanted by wishing for it,

save and excepting the Senator himself and Fred, his only son, for if

wishing for them could get them, they'd have been gone long ago—and
still they live.

A girl with short hair, who looks like Flora (ain't I real good not to men-
tion names?), seems to have the inside track in the race for Fred, so far,

but you " can't most always generally tell; " he is a mighty onsartin youth,
he is, and just as a girl thinks she has the snaffle on him he turns skittish

and bolts. I don't think myself that either he or the old gentleman is

hankering after double harness. Ain't I getting real horsey? I find it

quite the thing nowadays, and the other evening when we arrived at Bel-
mont and took a tour of the stables under the guidance of our kind host,

I chipped in with a flow of language on the noble animal, the horse,
which must have astonished him (the Senator, not the horse.) Belle
Brooks told me she didn't think it was refined, but la me! there I go,

mentioning names. Well, I won't do it again—mention names, I mean;
I'll talk horse just as much as I please. What an awful tall lady Mrs.
Gus. Bowie is! (Oh my! there I go again.) If I keep on with things,

and let people alone, I dare say I shall get on without danger of making
people angry. They play off they're mad, but I, for one, don't believe

it; it's only when one girl is praised more than another, or some one's

dress gets mentioned and another's don't, that they really get mad. I
know Belle Eyre once told me she thought lots of engagements were
kept, just because they were put in the newspapers, and people were
afraid to back out after that. Did you know that Isabella Parrott's

beau has got back ?

But, my goodness, I'm forgetting all about delightful lovely Belmont.
I just wish you'd seen what /saw in the conservatory the other evening;

if an engagement ain't announced after that I'm much mistaken. Ma
says its real good of the Gwins asking people down there, because pro-

pinquity does wonders, and weddings are getting slack. !Now don't go
and say I said the Gwins asked people to the conservatory for that pur-

pose; what I mean is on a visit to Belmont, and still kinder of Senator
Sharon to let them have the liberty of doing so. What lots of money it

must cost to give such nice meals, and such lots of champagne. As to

the cigars, I guess they bought out a whole stand, there were so many, but
some of the men acted like pigs, they just filled their pockets with them.
I bet some of them would have done the same with the champagne if

they had half a chance. But here Fve been spinning on and on, and have
written so much I'm afraid > uii wont give me space, so will close now and
finish another time. Mag.

Ladies who possess histrionic talents which thev desire to develop, will

be assuring success if they place themselves under the charge of Mrs.
Julia Melville-Snyder, 138 McAllister street. This taleuted lady was
formerly a prominent and lustrous star in the dramatic firmament, but of

late years she has devoted herself exclusively to preparing young people

for the stage, in which pursuit she has been singularly successful. Mrs.
Melville-Snyder's pupils have almost invariably attained front positions

in the dramatic profession. She employs original methods in her teach-

ing, and seeks to develop the latent talent of her pupils rather than have
them follow in beaten tracks and become copies of those who have gone
before.
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is actually not one item of gaiety to record this week, and closed
win. lows, duty hall-donrs, and a general "out of town" look about the
houses, meet the eye everywhere in the residence portion of the city. It
will, therefore, be good news to hear th.it the Olympics, in OOnoIs

1, have decided that the monthly socials shall go on as asna!,
have been obtained for the present in Phelan's Block, ami the

probability is that new and spacious quarters will be erected for the Club
almost immediately.

Lively times are also reported in yachting circles, and many of the
larger vessels are now preparing for a holiday cruise to Santa Cruz and
Monterey, with as large parties on board each of them as can be tempted
to risk the trip. Commodore MeDonough's return seems to have infused
fresh spirit into the Pacifies, who are about adding a new dining-room to
their already handsome and commodious club-house at Saucelito, the
Commodore himself being among the first to start the projected sail down
south, his yacht, the Aggie, going to Santa Cruz. The Halcyon will most
likely be on hand at Monterey on the Fourth, and Mr. Peter Denahue,
who controls the Neilie during her owner s absence, will also be found with
her in those waters about the same time, as well as the Luiiinc, which has
already gone, and others will doubtless follow suit.

The De Gollia-Rabbe wedding, which has been talked of for such a time,
has at length become a fixed fact, the marriage taking place in Oakland
on Saturday last, and was conducted in the simplest and most quiet man-
ner. The young couple will make their home for the future, as they have
in the past, beneath the shadow of the oaks in our rival city across the
bay.
Mr. Douglass Dick, the affianced husband of Miss Parrott, has already

arrived, and Mrs. Parrott, who, with her youngest daughter waited in
New York for the arrival of her son Jack Parrott, his wife and English-
born daughter, is rooked for with the entire party at an early day. The
wedding will take place next month, the little village of San Mateo, the
country home of the Parrott's, being fixed upon as the scene of the cere-
mony and consequent festivities, which will be on a very extensive scale;

the guests from the city will go down by special train, while the many
country houses in the vicinity will accommodate as many as they can hold
for the occasion. Mrs. Parrott has selected the wedding dress and trous
seau during her late visit to Europe, and thty are all reported to be mar-
vels in the way of both materials and execution,

I am afraid that we are going to lose Miss Dora Miller for good and all,

her engagement to Lieut. Clover, which has been rumored for some time,
having now, 'tis said, been announced by authority. She has been
greatly admired during her residence in Washington, and is a favorite
wherever she goes, so that, should we be called upon to bid her adieu, it

will be with genuine regret by all who know and esteem her for her
many noble and sterling qualities of mind and heart. The Millers are at
their pleasant home in Napa valley, where they intend remaining during
the Summer.
Mrs. Bayard Smith, nee Nellie Hyde, is in town from Los Angeles, vis-

iting her mother, Mrs. Judge Hyde, the first time she has been in the
city since her marriage nearly a year ago, all attempts to coax her away
from her pretty home at San Gabriel proving hitherto unavailing, and, as

her stay will not be a long one, her friends are making the most of it.

Mrs. Shillaber, who, 'tis said, comes loaded down with curios of all

kinds, gathered during her visit abroad, will be due here on Saturday,
Mrs. Stowe and family coming also at the same time.

Major Keeler, who arrived by way of Panama last week, though look-

ing better than when he last bid good-by to 'Frisco, is not yet in his

usual good health, which he has returned to the Pacific coast to seek, and
which all his friends hope will be quite re-established while with us.

Rumor has it that a fair excuse for his return also exists in 'Frisco. If

so, 'tis to be hoped he will be equally successful in both his endeavors.
Mr. M, J. O'Connor, on the contrary, has left California in the hope

that kis health may be quite re-established ere he returns to it again.
Though much better and on the road to recovery after his late long ill-

ness, he was by no means well when he started East, though favorable
news has, I hear, since been received from him.
Another well known old resident, Mr. Samuel Hort, has also gone from

our shores, hoping to renew the strength which has slowly but surely
been leaving him for many months past, he and Mrs. Hort sailiu^ for

Panama by the last steamer for the benefit of the sea voyage. Their
friends, the George Low's, leave shortly for the East, where they intend
for the future to permanently reside.

Lake Tahoe seems to have been attracting a good share of our resi-

dents this Summer, and among those who have been, and who are there

now, may be mentioned Judge and Mrs. Field, Mrs. E. B. Crocker,
Porter-Ashe and wife, Mrs. Maria Coleman and her daughter, Mrs. May,
H. H. Bancroft and family, who are there for the Summer, the Tubbs'
and the Misses Hart.
Mrs. Dick Savage has removed herself and her belougings from the

Palace to Harrison street, where she and her daughter, Mrs. De Bodisco,
can be found at home Wednesday, day and evening. Mrs. Savage is ao

<Jharming a host*?** thw will be pleasant newi for bar many acquaintances
bar pleasant reonloni of a few years back may be

resumed attain in her new I
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pointed in his remarks. But 1 do not intend to be found out, and it. de
lightctU me to know that my efforts are so much appreciated, and also
feared.

Mrs. Elenor Martin, accompanied by her two sons, Walter and An-
drew, will rusticate at the various Sonoma county springs for the next six
weeks.
L. E. Bulkeley is rusticating at Lake Tahoe. Felix.

THE LATE FIRE.
The experts appointed to appraise the value of the salvage of the

recent fire in the dry goods establishment of O'Connor, Moffat & Co.,
finished the examination of the injured stock on Wednesday last, and it

is probable that, by to-day or Monday, the loss will be adjusted and a
settlement with the underwriters arrived at. The stock, as is known,
was composed largely of rich, high-priced goods, to which the smoke and
water proved very ruinous, although the fire itself did little damage.
According to the opinions of the experts the stock has deteriorated in
value about 50 per cent., making the total loss 60 per cent, which aggre-
gates Sl'20,000. The silks, of which there were §80,000 on hand, were
damaged from 15 to 90 per cent., giving an average of 60 per cent. The
damage to the shawls was estimated at 75 per cent., and dress goods from
10 to 60 per cent. The velvets, plushes, (except those which were in the
basement), laces, handkerchiefs, notions and gloves, were almost a total
loss. The damaged goods will be sent to the country, aired, dried, and
put in a marketable condition, and then the quick-witted ladies of San
Francisco will have an opportunity to select bargains such as they have
never had before. In connection with this matter it may be mentioned
that the most cordial feelings have subsisted between the insurers and the
insured since the occurrence of the catastrophe. The underwriters, in
fact, have exerted themselves to the utmost in order to effect a speedy
and equitable adjustment of the loss, and to place the burned-out firm in
a position to resume business. Indeed, on both sides every courtesy has
been shown, and the sole idea seems to have beeen to facilitate a quick
and fair settlement.

PH-Z-S-S! BOOM! AH!
Now that the season of rejoicing over the promulgation of the Declar-

ation of Independence is at hand, and the national patriotism desires to
express itself largely in pyrotechnical display, the question of where to
obtain the most reliable Fireworks becomes a most important one. If
Fireworks were articles of every day use and common consumption, the
merits and demerits of the brands produced by the various manufacturers
would be thoroughly understood and there would be no necessity to coun-
sel intending purchasers. As it is, however, they are, at the most, used
but once or twice a year, and, as a result, unscrupulous dealers have it

in their power to foist upon the public poorly made goods—and bad Fire-
works are an utterly useless commodity. The only way to avoid being
taken advantage of in this manner is to purchase from a firm that has an
established reputation for making and selling nothing but first-class and
reliable goods; such a firm, for instance, as Messrs. J. B. Wooster & Co.,
succcessors to Steele, Elder & Co. and Church & Co., 218 and 220 Front
Btreet. This firm and its predecessors have been engaged in business in

this city since 1860, and the goods produced by them have always given
the most complete satisfaction. They manufacture and sell all descrip-

tions of Fireworks from the simplest crackers to the moBt elaborate pyro-
technical " piece." Wooster & Co., by the way, supplied the material
for the magnificent display of fireworks which will take place at Wood-
ward's Uarden on the 4th of July.

At the usual monthly meeting of the Geographical Society of the Pa-
cific, held last Wednesday evening, Mr. Theodore A. Lord read what
proved to be a highly interesting and instructive paper on "Samoa and
its People." In clear and well-chosen language he drew a graphic picture

of the geographical position, and social and industrial condition of the
1,125 miles, divided into nine well-watered and luxuriantly- vegetated

islands which constitute Samoa. Mr. Lord dwelt with denunciatory em-
phasis on the efforts and actions of the missionaries who have invaded
this naturally-favored country for the purpose of saving the Samoan soul

and stealing the Samoan body.

THE BARGAIN BOOM!
STRAW HATS.

We have now in our Hat Department the hand-
somest, nobbiest and most complete stock of Fash-
ionable Straw Hats to be found in the United States,

all sold at prices fully fifty per cent, less than they
can be purchased for in the city.

GREAT I X L

,

Corner Kearny and Commercial.
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THE SHOON OF
At midnight, in the darkness,

I woke from visions sweet,

And heard upon my threshold

The tramp of thronging feet.

There came in Ions: procession,

All shoon I ever wore:

The stalwart boot of manhood,
The tiny shoe of yore.

Down-trodden, torn, neglected,

Laden with dust and grime ;

They bore, spite age and wrinkle,

The spirit of their prime.

I could not smile to see them,
All stiff, and bent, and hoar,

Repeat with steps familiar,

The days that are no more.

Some o'er the floor went softly

With timid steps and small

;

Some with an antic canter,

That shook the old house wall

;

And some with restless longing,

Turn to tne stars above,

And some were still pursuing

The dream, the hope of love.

EIGHTY YEARS.
Beside them gaily falling

Like airy flakes of snow,
Were silken shoon—to hear them
_Was rapture long ago.

And some—ah, there were many
Went pacing to and fro,

Whose lonely shadows darkened
O'er years of doubt and woe.

A few—I scarcely know them

—

They were not shoon of yore.

With footsteps small and timid,

They tottered o'er the floor.

All stopped where hung my bootjack,

And parleyed low and long

;

The ancient jack descended,
And mingled with the throng.

Then went in long procession,

All shoon I ever wore,
Leading the ancient boot-jack
From out my lonely door.

And shadows dark and silent

Came closing o'er the light,

That lingered round their pathway
Far in the depths of night.

O, ere this morning sunlight

Again shall fade away,
I shall behold in Paradise
A brighter, endless day. —George Perry.

HEADS, HANDS AND FEET.
The degeneracy of the human race is with some people a cherished

article of faith, not to be lightly parted with, and many are the facts by
which this foregone conclusion has been temporarily sustained. "Very re-

cently, for instance, it was said that the heads of English people were
«rowiug small by degrees if not " beautifully less." Upon this point the

testimony of hatters was approximately unanimous. Thirty years ago
the average size of hats was considerably larger than now, and the con-

clusion followed that heads must have been also. A little discussion,

however, showed that the conclusion did not necessarily follow from the

premises. Hair is cut shorter than it used to be, and the method of

wearing hats has changed also—they are nowadays not pressed so far

down on the head. The two facts together explain the mystery without
making that profound plunge into physiological details and the laws of

life which was at first suggested. Next comes an outcry about gloves and
hands, but here again not nature, but fashion, must be held accountable.
People have developed a fancy for thrusting large hands into small
gloves, and so long as they can strain a glove across the back of the hand,
many persons appear to be satisfied, no matter how badly the fingers are

accommodated. This is, of course, very absurd. In the first place it is

bad for the glove, which has only a certain amount of " stretch " in it,

and when this is exceeded something must give way, either the stitches,

or the leather, or both. Then again, an overtight glove is uncomfortable
to wear and ugly in appearance; and, looking at the subject in all its

aspects, there is positively not a single gain to balance the disadvantages.
The fact, however, remains. Messrs. Dent, Alcroft & Co., inform us

that the sizes formerly kept in stock were from 7\ to 10 for gentlemen's
gloves, and that they never thought of making anything smaller, except
to special order. Now the sizes range from 7 to 10, with an increasing
demand for the smaller sizes. In ladies' gloves the smallest size formerly
kept in stock was 6's, now 5£'s are kept. They have further found it

necessary to issue circulars calling attention to the increasing practice of

wearing gloves too small, and the conseciuentMnultiplication of complaints
of the gloves giving way; naturally, neither shopkeepers nor manufactur-
ers can be expected to hold themselves responsible for gloves destroyed in

this manner. So, after all, it is not hands, but gloves, that are smaller.

The latest story of this kind is that feet are diminishing in size. A con-
temporary says : "It cannot have escaped the observation of the trade
that in ladies' goods there is a decided tendency to wear boots shorter and
wider than was formerly the case," and suggests "that it is possible, with
reference both to hands and feet, that we are developing smaller extremi-
ties." We can well believe in any amount of distortion in ladies' feet, as
a consequence of the idiotic boot-heels which have been fashionable for

some years past ; but most probably the fact, if it be a fact, referred to
l>y our contemporary, will be as readily explained when it is examined as
the questions of hats and heads, and gloves and hands, have been.

— Warehousemen and Drapers' Trade Journal.

Mid-Ocean Telegraphy.—The idea of telegraphing from ships at sea
is not a new one, and crops up from time to time. Mid-ocean telegraph
stations have been proposed, and will probably be carried out some day.
The chief difficulty in the way of their adoption has hitherto been the ne-
cessity of keeping the ship connected by a branch cable to the main cable
lying on the bottom, and anchoring her so as to maintain this communi-
ation in all weathers and depths desirable. But Professor A. E. Dolbear

lias proposed a plan which may render this fixed communication unne-
cessary. A large metal plate attached to an insulated conductor is low-
ered from the ship to the bottom, on the track of the cable, and another
plate is merely submerged. Between these two plates a battery and
Morse key is inserted. On working the key, the Morse currents induce
other currents in the cable, which can be heard in telephones attached to
the cable on shore. —Engineering.

Ask for the genuine Lager Bier, from the Fredericksburg Brewing
Co., which is acknowledged to be the best and purest "Lager" brewed
in the United States. On draught in all first-class saloons. Orders for
Bottle Beer can be left at 539 California street.

Finest stock of Japanese Goods at G. T. Marsh &Co's, 625 Market st., Palace Hotel

BANKS.

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital $3,000,000.
WM. ALTOBD President.
THOMAS BROWN, Cashier

| B. MURRAY, Jr., Ass't Casbier
Aqbkts :

New York, Agency of the Bank of Calfomia ; Boston, Tremont National Bank

,

Chicago, Union National Bank ; St. Louie, Boatman's Saving Bank ; New Zealand,
the Bank of New Zealand. Correspondent in London, Messrs. N. M. Rothschild &
Sons. Correspondents in India, China, Japan and Australia, the Oriental Bank Cor-
poration.
The Bank has Agencies at Virginia City, and Correspondents in all the princi-

pal Mining Districts and Interior Towns of the Pacific Coast.

Letters of Credit issued, available in all parts o the world. Draw direct on Lon-
don, Dublin, Paris, Berlin, Bremen, Hamburg, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Antwerp,
Amsterdam, St. Peteraburgh, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiana, Locarno, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Auckland , Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, Genoa, Italy.

BANK OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Incorporated by Royal Charter.—Capital paid up, $1,800,-

000, with power to increase to §10,000,000. Southeast corner California and San-
aomestreets. Head Office—28 Cornhill, London. Branches—Portland, Oregon; Vic-
toria, New Westminster and Cariboo, British Columbia.

Iliis Bank transacts a General Banking Business. Accounts opened subject to Check
and Special Deposits received. Commercial Credits granted available in all parts of
the world. Approved Bills discounted and advances made on good collateral security.

Draws direct at current rates upon its Head Office and Branches, and upon its Agents
as follows

:

New York, Chicago and Canada—Bank of Montreal; Liverpool—North and South
Wales Bank ; Scotland—British Linen Company ; Ireland—Bank of Ireland ; Mex-
ico and South America—London Bank of Mexico and South America ; China and
Japan—Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, and Oriental Bank ; Australia
and New Zealand—Bank of Australasia, Commercial Banking Company of Sydney,
English, Scottish and Australian Chartered Bank, and Colonial Bank, Panama.

FIRST NATIONAL GOLD BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Paid np Capital $1,500,000, Gold. President, Daniel Cal-

laghan. Vice-President, George A. Low; Cashier, E. D. Morgan.
Directors :—R. C. Woolworth, IX Calla^han, C. G. Hooker, George A. Low, Peter

Donahue, Isaac Wormser, James Phelan, James Moffitt, N. Van Bergen.
Correspondents—London : Baring Broa. & Co. Bank of Montreal, No. 9 Birchin

Lane, Lombard street. Dublin : Provincial Bank of Ireland. Hamburg- : Hesse,
Neuman &Co. Paris: Hottinguer& Co. NewYork: National Bank of Commerce. Bos-
ton : Blackstone National Bank. Chicago : first National Bank. This Bank is pre-
pared to transact a general Banking busineBS. Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency
received subject to check or on special deposit. Exchange for sale on the principal
cities of the United States, Great Britain, Ireland and the Continent. Commercia
Credits issued available iu Europe, Chh.a and Japan. Collections attended to and
prompt returns made at the lowest market rates of Exchange. Jan. 19.

LONDON AND SAN FRANCISCO BANK, LIMITED.
Capital, $2,100,000. Reserve Fund, $420,000.

San Francisco* Office, 434 California street; London Office,
22 Old Broad street. Portland Branch, Ainsworth's Building. Manager,

ARTHUR SCRIVENER; Aasiatant Manager, WILLIAM STEEL. London Bankers,
Bank of England and London Joint Stock Bank; New York, Drexel, Morgan &
Co. ; Boston, Third National Bank. This Bank is prepared to transact all kinds
of General Banking and Exchange Business in London and San Francisco, and
between said cities and all parts of the world. June 9.

THE NEVADA BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO.
Capital Paid TJp $3,000,000.
Beserve 4,500,000.

Agency at New "York, 62 Wall street.
Agency at Virginia, Nev.

Buys and aella Exchange and Telegraphic Transfers. Issues Commercial and Trav-

elers' Credits. Nov. 8.

Charles Crocker, E. 0. Woolworth, fm. H. Crocker.

CROCKER, WOOLWORTH & CO.,

BANKERS,
323 PINE STREET SAN FRANCISCO.
/ larr.v on a General Banking Business. Correspondents
V> in the principal cities of the Eastern States and in Europe. June 10.

THE ANGLO-CALIFORNIAN BANK, LIMITED.
N.B. Cor. Sansome and Pine Streets,

London Office, 3 Augrel Court ; New York Agents, J. W. Sel-
iginan & Co., 21 Broad street. Authorized Capital Stock, §6,000,000. Will re-

ceive Deposits, open Accounts, make Collections, buy and sell Exchange and Bullion,

loan Money, and issue Letters of Credit available throughout the world.

FRED. F. LOW, IGN. STEINHART, Managers.
P. N. Lilibnthal, Cashier. Sept. 13.

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK.
GUARANTEE CAPITAL, 9300,000.
Officers: Vice-President. Jerome Lincoln; Secretary, W.

S. Jonea; Attorney, Sidney V. Smith. Loans made on Real Estate and other
Approved Securities. Office : No. 215 San^orne street, San Francisco. Oct. 14.

THE SWISS MARINE INS. COMPANIES COMBINED.
Switzerland, of Znricb, Capital 5,000,000 francs; Helvetia,

of St. Gall, Capital 10,000,000 francs ; Baloiee, of Basle, Capital 5,000,000 francs.

These three Companies are liable jointly and severally for all losses that may be sus-

ained. Losses made payable in all the principal seaports of the world. In the set-

tlement of all claims under an English poliuy, these Companies willstrictly adhere to

the conditions and customs adopted at Lloyds, and submit to English jurisdiction.

June 9. HARRY W. SYZ, Agent, 420 and 422 California St., S. F.

THE GERMAN SAVINGS AND LOAN SOCIETY.
Deutsche Spar nn<l Leihbank, No 526 California street, San

Francisco. Officers : President, L. GOTTIG. Boakd of Directors.—Fred.
Roeding, Chas. Kohler, Edw. Kruse, George H. Eggers, N. Van Bergen, H. L. Simon,
Peter Spreckels, Ign. Steinhart. Secretary, GEO. LETTE; Attorney, JOHN R.

JARBOE. May 18.
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FEEaHIGH
Mr. Benjamin, by far Um abU

(•artnicnt .(

about half tt

' -r ha« in*. I* in tb« prrwut
• haa joat c*>- £30,000 a

.

•.. The bare itatemcoi .'f tbe fee tella little of lawyer's reman-
ton f..r little troubla,

•>r even ou wnrk at all, tht> Moaationalty magnifioent foeaoi lewd annals
are always fount on Enquiry to nave been payment* for QatunaUy heavy
and anlunns service. If lie had not woo the respect of solicitors by fan

lent <-f the del ird l.iw mrald have, had
caoae to regret hi* enipluyiiH-ut in behalf of Warren Bastings, who paid

>uD#el sometoinft under £4,000, On taking soconnt ol

cause, ami the value of the busEnsss it a impelled him to ds>
dine tbeeminent advocate, who receive*! a fee of £(»,000in th< I

i-f "Small vs, Atwood,*
1

had reason to think himself underpaid and ill-

paid. Serious payments for serious service, the big fees that now and
m client* t<» coonsel throngfa the tinkers of intervening eo-

UcHorB, differ widely from the oiuniGcent prodlgalines by which snk mil*
lionsires oo-t-asionally exhibit their fear of death and their gratitude to the
doctor. Perhaps the largest fee ever paid to a medical man was the fee of
one thousand guineas, which sir Henry Thompson received for a single

without any operation—to Oppenheim, the Cologne capitalist, who,
when already in extremis, determined to lure the famous London Burgeon
to bis bedside at any cost. Of course, such a demand would be declined,
and paid under altogether exceptional circumstances—is a solitary and
strangely abnormal incident, that may carely be used as an example of
the remunerations of "the faculty." Even in the annals of medicine
and surgery it must remain a thins of bumor and surprise.

—Leisure Hour.

THE SUNDAY-SCHOOL DUDE.
Tbe Rev. J. Hyatt Smith has been warning the Brooklyn Sunday-

Bchool children against the "Sunday-school dude." This is very proper.
If there is such a creature the children ought to be warned against him,
but the description given of the type by the Rev. Mr. Smith shows that
the word dude is already beginning to be used, as such word3 always are
in the end, as a mere term of reproach, which may be applied to any sort

of person tbe speaker does not like. Mr. Smith declares that a Sunday-
school dude would be capable of carrying on a flirtation witb a Sunday

-

nchool girl "instead of giving the water of life to the thirsty scholars."
This may be bo, but he went on to declare that dudes were "impudent
fellows "—so impudent that it is difficult to get rid of them at all unless
they are "booted" out of the way. But what Mr. Matthew Arnold
would call the "note" of the dude is certainly not impudence. Modesty,
shyness of an almost feminine kind, characterizes him; a brazen dude
would be a contradiction in terms.

NEW GUINEA.
It la atated, says the Court Journal, that the Government has decided

to settle the difficulty aB to the annexation of New Guinea by creating it

h British Crown Colony. If this is so, the Queenslanders have reason to

he satisfied with the outcome of their spirited policy. Some of them may
feel annoyed that the Government of New Guinea is not to be entrusted
to Queensland; but the great majority will realize that it would have
been impossible for them to do justice to so vast a country as New
Guinea. Queensland has within its boundaries an adequate field for the
employment of her resources, and it would be an unnatural and mischiev-
ous state of matters to find a Colony which is still in its infancy divert-

ing its population or its means to the development of a dependent coun-
try. Besides all that there will be difficulties arising in connection with
the Government of New Guinea which the Queenslanders will be thank-
ful to evade. ^^
The idea of the water bicycle, says the Court Journal, emanated with

our cousins across the Atlantic, where water bicycles are now pretty freely

used. Tbe water bicycle was first brought into England by a London
gentlemen, and during the last fortnight one of these novelties has been
attracting a large number of spectators by its maneuvers on the Bxe. Its

structure is apparently simple and not very costly. There are two pon-
toons, sixteen feet in length and six inches square, placed in a parallel

manner at a distance of two or three feet apart, and about the center
there is an arrangement similar to a road bicycle—treadles, a seat, and
handles for steerage. The handles are turned by the bicyclist and are at-

tached to a propeller connected by a universal joint, which acts as a rudder
and propeller. There is no difficulty whatever in turning the machine; it

appears to be perfectly safe, and can be propelled at the rate of six miles
an hour.

A Bird's Appetite.—The appetite of a bird is wonderful. A thrush
will eat at a meal the largest snail that England produces. If a man
could eat as much in proportion he would consume a whole round of beef
for his dinner. The redbreast, again, is a most voracious bird. It has
been calculated that to keep a redbreast up to his normal weight an
amount of animal food is required daily equal to an earthworm fourteen
feet in length. Taking a man of average weight, and measuring bulk for

bulk with the redbreast, I tried to calculate how much food he would con-
sume in twenty-four hours if be ate as much in proportion as the bird.

Assuming a sausage nine inches in circumference to be a fair equivalent
of the earthworm, I find that the man would have to eat sixty-seven feet

of such sausage in every twenty-four hours. I mention this in order to

illustrate the amount of work which is done by insect-eating birds.—Good Words.

Gentlemen who desire to obtain seasonable, well-made Underwear, or
gents Furnishing Goods, should call on J. W. Carmany, 25 Kearny street.

He has a full and carefully selected stock.

Finest stock of Japanese Goods at G. T. Marsh & Co's, 625 Market St., Palace Hotel.

SUNBEAMS.
See the women with the poki

bTorrld poki
What <. world of merriment their ugliness provokes!

Sow they wobble, wobble, wobble,
In the balmy air of June.

While the French In .led beootiei hobl
And tbe enviooa turkeys gobble,

In hoarse, e tune,
1 ping time, time, time,
In a sort of jerky rhyme,

To the hop and bobbing motion that the mincing gait invokes
Prom the pokes, pokes, pokes, pokes,

Pokes, pokes, noli

From the bobbing and the wobbling of the pokes.

Burlington Free Prest,

Beside each plate, at a recent dinner in Paris, was a telephone, which
mnected with a distant salon, where a "superb orchestra " was

playing. It would not do to try anything of the kind in this country.
The effect of the music would be ruined amidst cries of "Hello! central
office! Connect 4007 with 843! Blast the thing! Don't understand ! You
are too near! Step back a little! What d'ye say? I can't hear a word!
Hello! ^

l
M —Boston Transcript.

"I am an agnostic!" remarked a young man in swelling accents,
"And an agnostic is what?" inquired an elderly gentleman. "An ag-
nostic," replied the fresh youth, in a manner expressive of his pity for his
interlocutor's ignorance, "an agnostic is a fellow, you know, who isn't
sure of anything." "I see, replied the old gentleman; "but bow .lues
it happen that you are sure you are an agnostic ?" —Boston Transcript

"Your son has been knocked off the railway and killed," exclaimed a
man, approaching an Arkansas colonel. "Who knocked him off?" ex-
citedly demanded the colonel. " A railway engine." "Well, that begins
to explain matters, for I knew devilish well he wasn't knocked off by an
ordinary man. He was one of the boys, let me tell you.—St. Louis Democrat.

Two Marseillais are congratulating themselves upon their physical
advantages. " I," says one of thein, " cannot walk along the street with-
out all the ladies turning their heads." "I," replied the other, "am
obliged to eat garlic to prevent their throwing their arms about my neck."—St. Louis Democrat.

A young lady was caressing a pretty spaniel and murmuring: "I do
love a nice dog." "Ah! sighed a dandy standing near, " I would I were
a dog." " Never mind," retorted the young lady sharply, " you'll grow."

—Georgia Major.

A lady who writes for the Toronto Globe finds the sensation of tight
lacing " an enjoyable one that only those who have experienced it can un-
derstand." The same might also be said of hanging.

—Boston Transcript.

In anger flew her agile jaws,
And swear words darted from her tongue

;

The maid was fighting mad because
She couldn't make her bangs stay bung.—Bismarck Tribune.

"Yea, said Mrs. Towser, as she expatiated upon the beauties of her
flower garden, " I have given it great care, and if you come over in a
week or two, I expect to be able to show you some heautiful scarlet pneu-
monias." —Somerville Journal.

Did you ever notice how many y 's the Welch used in their words?
And did it strike you that it takes a y's man to read one of their news-
papers? — Oil City Derrick:
When Henry was courting Sarah, he used to boast that he had a

" boss " girl ; now that he is married, he finds he has a "boss " wife ; but
he never mentions it. —Boston Transcript.

An Old gentleman, whose nose was not only very large, but very high-
ly colored, was asked by a friend how much it had taken to paint it.

'* I
cannot tell," was the reply, " for it is not finished yet."

Love for the sea is felt when one leans over the rail of a ship, looking
out over the deep blue ocean, feeling ready to give up everything for it.—New Orleans Picayune.

HUGH MATJLDIIV,
JEWELER,

(FORMERLY WITH RANDOLPH & COMPANY,)

Factory, 308 Gutter Street.

WATCHES, DIAMONDS, JEWELRY, Etc.

DESIGNS FURNISHED, and ANY ARTICLE OF JEWELRY MADE TO ORDER.

ATTEACTIVE GOLD UUABTZ JEWELRY.

REPAIRING. ^~ RETAIL TRADE SOLICITED.

AMERICAN EXCHANGE HOTEL,
Sausome street, Corner Halleck, San Francisco.—This

hotel is in the very center of the business portion of the city, and has been
renovated and newly furnished throughout. The traveling public will find this to
be the most convenient us well as the most comfortable and respectable hotel in the
city. TABLE FIRST-CLASS. Board and room, $1, §1.25 and $1.50 per day. Nice
Bingle rooms per night, 50 cents. Breakfasts or dinners, 50 cents. Lunch, 25 cents.

Eighteen tickets, good for any meals, for $5. Hot and cold baths free. Free coach
to and from the hotel. Oct. 7.

Parties living at a distance can have engravings made by sending photograph,
or sketch on paper, designating size required. Estimates furnished on application.

S. P. PHOTO-ENG. CO., 609 Merchant street.
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PLEASURE'S WAND.
**We Obey no "Wand but Pleasure's."—Tom Moore.

All London melodramas are based upon the same idea. One and
all, they are stories of murder and robbery. The hero is invariably an
innocent man, falsely accused of a crime, and the denouement is always
the fastening of the guilt on the true criminal by the innocent man him-
self. In the Silver King these hackneyed materials are cleverly varied

and ingeniously treated. The plot is straightforward, exciting and inter-

esting. It is entirely free from the usual tricks of sensationalism. The
story is told in a plain, yet graphic and dramatic style which is most ef-

fective, and this result is obtained from the story itself. A chord of

interest is struck at the very beginning, and it is fairly and clearly

maintained to the end amid the variations of diversified episode and elab-

orate! character. In construction, the play is admirable. It is a well-

knit drama, worked with many forcible episodes, and embellished with
clever and strongly defined characterization, and its different scenes and
situations have coherence and continuity. The varied emotions are pic-

tured in a singularly intense manner. The domestic scenes are tender

and touching; the dramatic scenes are most striking and forcible. Every
act is wound up to an exciting pitch, and ends in an effective climax.

The dialogue is not uniformly brilliant. It is so at times. There are bits

of writing that are most wonderfully vivid, and there are also a few very

happy epigrammatic touches, but in most of the scenes the talk is too

long-winded and prosy. Taking everything into consideration, the Sil-

ver King must be put down as a clever, well-constructed and sympathetic
melodrama. A melodrama that does not offend the intelligence by ruth-

less attacks upon plausibility and probability, but one that keeps within
the bounds of what may be called melodramatic license. A melodrama
that, by reason of the clever treatment of its story, is strong in human
interest, and thereby appeals as much to the heart as by its elaborate

mounting it appeals to the eye. In point of scenic setting, this pi'esent

production is one of the most complete known to the local stage.*****
There are nearly thirty speaking characters in the play. Osmond Tearle's

representation of the character of the hero is a remarkably fine piece cf

acting. It is a great part, and it is done full justice to by Mr. Tearle.

His impersonation is full of niceties and subtleties of study. There are

two scenes which call for a most intense degree of dramatic work, and in

both of them Mr. Tearle acts with a fervor that is most remarkable. The
dream speech in the last act is spoken by him with strong feeling and intel-

ligent emphasis. The scene after the murder—one of the most striking of

scenes—is carried through with a realistic force that stamps Mr. Tearle as

an actor of great merit. It is a very fine and extremely original dramatic po-

sition. The man is drunk and stupefied, and does not know whether he is

the murderer or not. He can remember nothing of what has happened.
There is in this scene a touch of the tragic in the play of doubt, dismay
and dread, and Mr. Tearle with his vividness, force and pathos, almost
touches true tragic acting. I would suggest to Mr. Tearle a point, which
would be mnst effective. I am told that the same idea was suggested to

him by a New York critic. In the murder scene, horrified and crazed by
the appearance of the dead man—his victim as he supposes—he drags a
cloth from a table and covers the face of the body. In the next act, he
tells the story to his wife, and, weakened in mind by the terrible event,
in a moment of hallucination he again sees the body before him. In the
room is a table. What a strong point it would be if he dragged off the
cloth from that table and threw it over the ghost his excited mind has
conjured up.

* * * * *

Miss Rose Coghlan I have always considered the foremost leading lady
on our stage. I never think of her former season in this city—at the
Baldwin—without regret, for at that time she was a victim to the cruel
capriciousness of the San Francisco public, and her admirable work in
half-a-dozen characters was ignored and left unappreciated. Miss
Coghlan is a fascinating woman and a most admirable actress. She plays
the part of the faithful wife in this play in a most finished and artistic

manner, avoiding any and all tendencies to over-act or exaggerate the
character, and keeping the impersonation within the bounds of a natural,
and yet dramatic treatment. She brings to bear that combination of

spirit, grace and power, that places her in the foremost position on the
stage.

* * # # #

Mr. Gerald Byre is very effective in the character of the swell burglar
His acting seems to have gained in smoothness and flexibility since his

last visit. Mr. Dan. Leeson as the old thief and "fence," Coombs, is one
of the hits of the play. His character acting is most finished and his

manner thoroughly unctious. John Jennings, who can be a good actor if

he tries, surprises everybody by his good work in the exacting part of the
old family servant. Jennings had for the last few years in this city been
a perfect nuisance on the stage. He never knew his lines, and used to
hesitate and gag through his part in a most aggravating and annoying
fashion. His performance of Jaikes in this play is so clever that it is a
compensation for the many weary hours spent watching through his vain
attempts at dialogue and acting. Sydney Howard in a bit of cockney
character is most clever. The several children who have short speaking
parts are well drilled and do nicely. Carrie Elberts, who has the most
important of these parts, does it wouderfully well, without either that
excess of precocity or that parrot-like manner of speech that, one or the
other, are the usual characteristics of child-acting. All the other charac-
ters are most neatly acted with but two exceptions. Miss Rose St. Clair-
Leland, who is a stagey actress with a tone of speech that is most artifi-

cial, and W. Joyce, who is one of the worst actors that I have ever
seen. He plays a short part—the name of the character is Frank Selwyn
—and as a short but most effective exhibition of bad acting, I must award
to his work the championship. The play throughout shows skillful and
strict stage management, without which a proper performance can never
take place. The Silver King has made an immense hit, and the houses
are large an enthusiastic.*****
The most striking bits of writing in the Silver King axe the line,

<(

God ! turn back thy "Universe, and give me yesterday! " which, though
powerful in its terseness, is not original—a similar thought being found

in Byron—and the so-called dream-speech alluded to above. This is a
most realistic bit of writing, and, although rather lengthy, will bear
printing aud reading, as in the performance of the play its strength is not
completely felt. Here it is :

Denvee.—Stay. I fell asleep. Jaikes, you don't know what a mur-
derer's sleep is. It is the waking time or conscience! It is the whipping
post she ties him to while she lashes and stings and maddens his poor,

helpless, guilty soul ! Sleep? It is a bed of spikes and horrors ! It is a

precipice for him to roll over, sheer upon the jags and forks of memory!
It is a torchlight procession of devils, raking out every infernal sewer and
cranny of his brain ! It is ten thousand mirrors dangling round him, to

picture and re-picture to him nothing but himself ! Sleep! O God, there
is no hell but sleep!

Jaikes.—Master Will! My poor Master Will.
Denver.—That's what my sleep has been these four"years past. I fell

asleep and I dreamed we were over in Nevada, and we were seated on a
throne, she and I, and all the people came to offer us their homage and
loving obedience. And it was in a great hall of justice, and a man was
brought before me charged with a crime; and just as I opened my mouth
to pronounce sentence upon him, Geoffrey Ware came up out of his grave,

with his eyes staring, staring, staring, as they stared at me on that

night, and as they will stare at me till my dying day, and he said " Come
down ! Come down, you whited sepulchre ! How dare you sit in that
place to judge men?" And he leapt up in his grave-clothes to the throne
where I was, and seized me by the throat and dragged me down, and we
struggled and fought like wild beasts. We seemed to be fighting for

years, and at last I mastered him, and held him down and throttled him,
and rammed him tight into his grave again, and kept him there and
wouldn't let him stir, and then I saw a hand coming out of the sky—

a

long, bony hand, with no flesh on it, and nails like eagle's claws—and it

came slowly out of the sky, reaching for miles, it seemed. Slowly, slowly
it reached down to the very place where I was, and it fastened in my
heart, and it took me and set me in the justice hall in the prisoner's dock,

and when I looked at my Judge it was Geoffrey Ware! And I cried

out for mercy, but there was none. And the band gripped me again as

a hawk grips a wren, and set me on the gallows, and I felt the plank fall

from under my feet, and I dropped, dropped, dropped—and I awoke!
* * * * *

The Black Flag is waving in triumph at the Baldwin. It is attracting
large crowds, who go home delighted with Russell Bassett's most amusing
bit of rough comedy. The next entertainment that Manager Hayman
will offer to the public will be comical Neil Burgess, in his new play of
Vim. *****
The Minstrels are doing a large business. The company is a large and

clever one. Reed and Sweatnam are too well known to require much
mention. The singing is good but hardly up to the work done by the old
quartette. The Big Four give their well-known break-neck act with all

their usual recklessness. The exhibition of legerdemain is clever as re-

gards the bird-cage trick, the other tricks are performed in a rather ama-
teurish manner.*****
The Spanish Students have caught the town, and their concerts this

week have been largely attended. The entertainment they present is so
delicious that an evening spent in listening to their delicate, dainty
music, remains like a pretty dream in one's memory—a dream of sweet,
soft harmony. The vocal part of the programme is now in good hands.
Mme. Zeiss' admirably trained contralto is heard to good advantage.

* * * * *

At the Tivoli Fra Diavolo is now the attraction. It is well sung, and
mounted with the usual care and attention of the Krelings' management.
The orchestra is the principal feature.

* * * * *
Byrne, of the Dramatic Times, noticing that his notice of Pop bad been

re-published in this city, says: " My notice of Pop is quoted in its en-
tirety, as a species of comment on the taste of that city in going wild over
such rubbish. I must say that nothing suprises m« more than the dra-
matic instinct of a city having the pretension to be a factor in things
theatrical, which made of Pop the greatest success of the past season.
Public taste must be terribly demoralized out there, for it has had many
good things of late. Pop succeeded, and Modjeska and Wyndham failed.

Is comment necessary?" You've hit the mark full this time, Friend Byrne.
* * * * *

It is said Dr. Callahan, the author of Deception, has completed a play
in four acts, entitled Wilton Grange. Beaocleuc.

The Vienna Gardens.—It is with some pleasure we record a word in
favor of an entertainment which caters to the best class of amusement-
loving people—a quiet, refined resort, with every inducement for family
patronage. Such is the Vienna Gardens, corner of Sutter and Stockton
streets. It is a picturesque family resort, exhibiting the best talent to be
obtained in the line of musical, gymnastic and operatic performances.
This popular place was established in 1873, at present is under the per-

sonal supervision of Messrs. Walter & Hopf, and the interior has been
entirely remodeled, so that accommodations are offered for about 1,200
people. The fact that no private policemen are employed is a guarantee
for attracting the quiet element. The noisy classes are not wanted, and
don't frequent the place. Mr. Walter gives personal attention to his

guests, so that their wants are speedily provided for, and the quality of

the very best. To the visitors to our city, our advice is to spend an even-
ing and enjoy the attractions at the Vienna Gardens.

Tno3e who wish to enjoy a jolly good time should go to the Prize Bal
Masque which is to be given by the Original Horribles at the Mechanics'
Pavilion on the night^tf July 4th. The building will be decorated and
illuminated in gorgeous style, and a well organized band will discourse

sweet music for the merry maskers and dancers te keep time to. It will

assuredly be a scene of merriment such as is seldom witnessed, and every
one who would like to enjoy themselves and drive the blues away should
bear that fact in mind.

Advice is seldom welcome. Those who need it most take it least.
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SPORTING.
Field-Shooting.
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Hifle-Shooting. The second competition for places in the California
and Nevada States match took place yesterday at Shell Mound; 10 shots

300 and 500 yard*. The scores of yesterday, and the totals for both
rompetitions. are as follows: S. I. Kellogg, <u, 88 -179; F. Caxnmings, 89,

> J. B. Klein, 86, 83—169; H. T. Sime, 81, 85 -166; G. Fredericks,
77. B8 -165; <:. Clark. 79, 85—164 ; 0. T. Waltham. 85, 79 -164 ; A. S.

(Close, 81, 78 -160; F. S. Sherman, 79, 76—155; H. J. Mangels, G9, 79—
148; K. G. Sprawl, 72, 72—144; 0. Barere, 90; N.Williams, 81; L.
Townaend, <»4, 86 -150. These are good average scores, the wind at the
range being very strong. The International Rifle Match between Great
Britain and the United States takes place at Wimbledon in Seutember
next. The distances are 200, 500, 600, 800, 900 and 1,000 yards." Eight
of the American Team have been selected. Their scores and names are
as follows: S. I. Scott, 541; M. W. Bull, 532; C. W. Henman, 513;
George Joiner, 510; T. J. Dolan, 510; Francis Stuart, 510; J. L. Pauld-

>s; A. B. Van Heuson, 504. Total, 4,128; average, 172. The
British Team, last year, won on an average of 104 7-12 per man. The
Americans this year have better rifles, and of course will profit by the ex-
perience in the last match. The chances of success are therefore hopeful.

Pigeon-Shooting—The Pacific Club held its third monthly match at
Bird's Point, Alameda, last Sunday. 12 birds each, 21 yards rise. Two
medals are offered for these competitions. The first went to Lambert;
the second was secured by Galindo, with the following scores : Lambert
11, Galindo 10, Precht, G-onzeau and Stewart, 9 each ; Moore, Schwann,
Valine and Lyngreen, 7 each. The average is good, being a shade over
70 per cent.

Fishing.—Last Sunday the steamer Edith, with twenty-six fishermen
on board, made a run to Amesport Landing, and a most unusual thing,
every one who cast a line overboard was successful. One hundred and
four fish were caught, the average weight being six pounds. The catch
included cod, brown, red and rock cod, the largest measuring 31 inches,
and weighing seven and a half pounds. To-morrow the same vessel will

make a run to the Farallones to lasso sea lions, and while that sport is

going on ashore, fishermen can enjoy less noisy sport afloat in hauling up
deep sea lines with heavy codfish of every kind at the end of them. " The
Boss " fishing club has grown weary of its name, and instead has selected
the name of the father angler, Isaak Walton, but the Isaak was dropped,
and the club is now the " Walton Fishing Club," and for the future the
little sloop Restless will fly a white flag with the initials " W. F. C." in
red letters. The members are a jolly crowd, and once a month they make
Angel Island quake with songs of mirth and merry laughter. The Com-
modore is Willie Sullivan.

Baseball.—The usual gathering of spectators assembled at the Recrea-
tion Grounds last Sunday to witness the Haverly's beat the Woonsockets,
the scores being 8 to 3. The game does not call for any special mention
either in batting or fielding. The play was not bad on either side, but
miserably tame on both. That such men should set themselves up as pro-
fessionals, or be set up as such, is enough to make the unthinking laugh
and the judicious grieve. Once baseball was admirably played in this
city; will it ever be again? is a question we cannot answer, except to say
that appearances are very much against it. To-morrow the California and
Iiedington Clubs play at the same place.

Yachting.—The cruise of the Pacific Club, arranged for last Saturday,
came off, but it proved a most hollow affair. When the hour arrived for

Vice-Commodore Caduc to fire the signal gun for the start, there were
but three yachts to respond, in addition to the Annie. These were the
Halcyon, Fleur de Lis and Nellie. Is yachting going the way of all other
sports in San Francisco? It looks very much like it. Our two leading
clubs have each called the fleet together, the senior club for a run to

Vallejo, and five craft respond; the younger club arranges a cruise around
the Bay, and three yachts meet the flagship at the rendezvous. The Sun-
day cruise of the Pacific Club was well attended, but it must be a sorry
state of affairs if the gentlemen who compose onr yacht-clubs cannot de-

vote any day but Sunday in promoting their interests. If things go on
in this fashion, yachting will sink to the level of Sunday picnics, baseball
games and professional pigeon shoots, that are supported by people who
only own one day in the week —Sunday. Going back to the cruise of last

Saturday, it was uneventful. The breeze was pleasant enough, but there
was no element of competition in the sailing. In the evening there was
a dance at the Club House, which was fairly attended. Last Sunday the
Nellie, Fleur de Lis and Halcyon did some good sailing in company,
outside the heads, the Fleur de Lis, a-* usual, getting the best of the Hal-
cyon. We are glad to welcome Commodore Macdonough back again to
this city. His trip to the East and Europe has proved that the charms

of Sam FVancdaoo. m i heel ippreojated when distune lendi them en-
ohantment, te at present on the ways, being thoroughly

1 She will n. Qaxt Baturday amongst the fl

and we will watch her movements with Interest Wit
out under a new suit of canvas. The I. inline made her first deep -water
trip last. Saturday, bo Santa < !rus; she went down in One ityle, but in re-
turning rinds, heavy weather, and had to corns
down to double-reefed mainsail. Her* ed with

i ami Btaunohoen In heavy weather, and his gm d (lighted
with her sea-going ou re is a minor that Messrs. Spreckel '

are offering a premium for copies of a weekly sporting paper that issued
recently a caricature of their handsome yacht. I )oiilith-sM the> d< tin- to

buy Up the whole edition to burn it ! The Fleur de Lb has been Mailing
n. Captain White has found the right, trim for his

boat) and sin- now moves along, I i ahead of the fleetest In the
fleet Her owner is still prepared to race her over the Paoifia Yacht
Clubs course against any and all comers, under three w. irking sails, for
whatever stake competitors may desire. What, do the owners of the
Nellie and Cbispa say to this? The Bohemian Club will not arrange a
regatta for July. The burden of getting it up was allowed to rest upon a
single pair of shoulders, and Admiral Gutte judiciously stood from under.
We are to have a regatta in August. The two leading clubs have ap-
pointed a joint committee to get it afloat, but so far they have made no
sign. There is not much time to Bpare; the sooner the details are fixed
the greater chance there will be of an interesting contest. While club
races are dormant, the time is ripe for some private matches. We sug-
gest a sweepstakes race: the Casco, Lurline, Halcyon, Ariel, Aggie, Fleur
de Lis, Nellie, Chispa and Con O'Connor to enter, $200 each—$1, 800; 50
per cent, to the first, 30 to the second, and 20 per cent, to the third boat.
This would give us some irood sailing; even the struggle for third place and
$3G0 would prove exciting. Now, it happens that the owner or owners of
every boat in this list believes and asserts, that his craft, or their craft,

"can clean out everything on the bay." Therefore, an entrance fee of

$200 is all that is needed to allow each and all of them an opportunity
to make their boasted faith good. We are not writing from hearsay, but
personal knowledge enables us to state positively that every yacht owner
in the list given above claims that he has the first and only flyer in these
waters. Risk your ten twenties, gentlemen, and win forty-five, and we
shall add to the purse all the honor and glory of a graphic description of
the event. This year there will be neither Napa cruise, Monterey cruise,

nor Vallejo cruise for the glorious Fourth. Ye successors of Harrison
and Floyd, accept our sincerest condemnations. Ye have made the sport
to peter out I

Cricket.—The best match of the season was played last Saturday at
the Olympic Club's Grounds, Oakland, when the married and single

members of both our clubs tried conclusions, the benedicts winning hand-
somely. With three exceptions it was Occidents vs. Merions, the changes
being that Purdy and Levy, of the Occidents, played for the bachelors,
and George Theobald strengthened the ranks of the married men. The
batting was, on the whole, good, Bristow making top score, 29, for the
men who have each a better half. Carr and Waterman also got into dou-
ble figures with 11 and 10 in the order named. They both batted well,

but Bristow was let off three times in putting his runs together. The
fielding of the Occideuts was good, G. Theobald keeping wickets in his old
form; Campbell, Miller and Carr each did some brilliant work; Water-
man led off in bowling, taking four wickets; Carr has two to his credit,

and Bristow one. For the single men, John Theobald carried off the bat-
ting honors with 17, Purdy being only one behind him. The bowling
was pretty well divided, Levy, Benjamin and Sherrott each securing two
wickets; Purdy and Hill, one each. The score is as follows: Married

—

Knocker b Purdy 1, Campbell b Levy 7, Bristow b Benjamin, 29,

G. Theobald b Levy 3; Waterman b Benjamin 10, Carr run out 11,

Rev. C. L. Meil run out, 1, Waddington b Hill 0, Havens b Sher-
rott 4, Miller at., Purdy b Sherrott 0, Jaffa not out 1, Sundries, 7;

Total, 74. Single—Purdy run out 16, Levy c, Theobald b Carr 5,

Burnett run out 1, Fraser run out 2, Ben. Benjamin b Carr 1, J.
Theobald b Waterman 17, Hill b Waterman 8, Mathieu b Bristow 2,

Barney Benjamin not out 0, Sherrott b Waterman 0, A. Morice b Wa-
terman 0, Sundries, 9; Total, Gl. The Occident and Merion Clubs will

play at the same place to-day. Next Saturday these Clubs will begin a
series of champion matches, five in all. The spirited president of the
Merion Club, W. Greer Harrison, will present a trophy to the Club that
wins three out of the five games. Other gentlemen will also further the
sport by offering prizes for the best batting average, the highest individ-

ual score, and the best bowling average in these series of games. Both
Clubs are to appear in uniform—the Occidents, blue and white ; the
Merions, crimson and white. The matches will all be played at the
Olympic Club Grounds, Oakland, and will begin punctually at 2 o'clock,

and the stumps will be drawn at 6 p. m. The competition will arouse a
good deal of Club rivalry, and give an impetus to cricket which we have
not seen here for many years.

Rowing.—The events arranged for the 4th of July are as follows:
Professional, single-scull shell, wherry, four-oared lapstreak, barge,White-
hall, amateur, wherry and barge. We wonder where the amateurs are
coming from? Bridie or Arizona, we expect. There are none left us in

this baliwick. The Alert Club, of Vallejo, row against a barge crew of

the TJ. S. steamer Independence on the same day.

Athletics.—A day's sport is announced to take place at the Recrea-
tion Grounds on the 4th. Mr. Louis Gerichten, who for ten years has
been the Olympic Club's teacher of boxing, fencing, etc., has retired.

Louis was a patient teacher, with a very even temper, and he had many
friends amongst the past and present members of the Club.

Athletics.—The mid-Summer sports meeting of the Olympic Athletic
Club will be held at the club's grounds, Oakland, on July Fourth. The
programme is an excellent one, and contains one new feature, a cricket

match between the Occident and Merion Clubs, to begin at 10:30 A. M.,

the prize offered to the winners being a handsome silver cup suitably
engraved and embossed with cricket material. The cricket match will close

at 2 p. m., and the athletic programme will then be carried out as follows:

The meeting should be one of the best given by the club, and we hope and
anticipate a large and enthusiastic gathering.
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"The World," the Flesh, and the Devil.
[Br- a Truthful Penman.]

Steamship companies may yet be able to earn a satisfactory dividend
by the passenger traffic, but to judge from statements made by the chair-

men of the Union Steamship Company and the Peninsular and Oriental
Steam Navigation Company, the prospect is as yet a good way from real-

ization. According to Sir Donald Currie, passengers were taken from
England to the Cape twenty-five years ago in forty-two days for fifty

guineas. Now they are taken in eighteen or nineteen days for thirty

guineas, covering a distance of 6,000 miles, at the rate of a penny farth-

ing a mile. This great reduction in fares has not yet brought correspond-

ing profit to the company, whatever it may do in the future. The Penin-
sular and Oriental also look to the future for a profit from the same
source. At present only 2,S00 adult passengers leave Bombay in the year
and 1,000 Calcutta, yet it is possible by their circular tickets to make a
tour through India, Japan, China and Australia at a cost of little more
than £1 a day. The rapidly increasing popularity of India as a resort in

the cool season justifies the hopes of the directiurs.^—There can be no
doubt that a blockade of Chinese ports by tbe French as the result of the
Tonkin affair would be a serious interference with British trade. Then
imports of tea alone in 1882 amounted to £7,634,676. If it could for a

moment be admitted that France could institute an effective blockade of

the Chinese coast, which is almost inconceivable, it would temporarily
destroy the opium trade. This, although it may be desirable from a
moral point of view, would very seriously embarraas the finances of In-

dia. In 187S-9 the value of opium exported from India to China was £12,-

993,985, yielding a net profit to the Government of £7,700,000.—Pall Mall
Jludffet.-^The Prince of Wales has presented, in the name of his sons,

a splendid barometer to the Abbot of one of the great Buddhist colleges

in Japan, where the young princes were entertained during their stay in

that country.——At the Plymouth. Guildhall recently, a girl named
Jane Preston was presented with a sum of money for rescuing life. An
elderly woman was bathing at the ladies' bathing place, under the Hoe,
when, unaware of the nature of the ground, she walked over a platform
into deep water. Preston immediately took off her boots, leaped into the
water, and at a great risk to her life succeeded in effecting a rescue.—
The complimentary dinner which is to be given by the Bar to Mr.
Benjamin, Q. C, on his retirement, will, by permission of the Benchers,
take place in the Inner Temple Hall on Saturday, the 30th instant.^^A
serious encounter took place between a crowd and the railway officials

and police at Strome Ferry, the western terminus qf the Highland Kail-

way, a few nights since. The disturbance arose from an attempt by the
people to prevent the alleged desecration of the Sabbath. It was in-

tended to dispatch Borne fish by special train to catch the limited mail at
Inverness, for London, but, on the fishing steamer's lights being seen, a
crowd of about 150 people, armed with clubs and sticks, turned out and
effectually prevented the fish from being landed. The railway authorities

sought the aid of the police, but their joint forces were totally insufficient

to disperse the mob, who remained roasters of the situation. The mob
remained during Sunday in possession of the railway and pier. Precisely
at midnight the fishermen evacuated the railway offices at Strome Ferry,
and betook themselves to their boats for their respective homes. Reli-

gious services were conducted till twelve o'clock struck. Nearly 8,000
boxes of fine herrings, about 80 tons in weight, principally intended for

the Liverpool and Manchester markets, are now lying rotting in the sun.

They will be of no value whatever for the English markets.^—The As-
sembly of the Free Church of Scotland have just published a report on
religion and morals, in which the Queen is censured for permitting the
desecration of the Sabbath through the special "messenger" train, which
runs daily, once each way, between Aberdeen and Ballater, in connection
with the fast trains from London, when the Court is at Balmoral. The
sight of this train is believed by the Free Kirkers to exercise a
pernicious influence on the parishes of Aboyne and Ballater.

—

Truths—
The bodies of seven or eight infants were found on Sunday evening,
buried in a garden in New street, Gloucester. The owner of the prem-
ises, a man named Rees, and his wife, who is a monthly nurse, were
brought before the magistrates on Monday. The Police Superintendent
stated that he received private information that the female prisoner had
told a neighbor that the dead body of a child of a woman she attended as
nurse had been put away by the doctor's orders, and on applying to the
doctor he denied all knowledge of the matter. Being charged with un-
lawfully disposing of the dead body of a child, Mrs. Rees took the police

to her garden and there, embedded in quicklime and charcoal, the police

found the bodies. The inquest on the first discovered body was held on
Monday. Henry Hancock, the father of the deceased child, said Mrs.
Rees, the female prisoner, told him the mother had miscarried. Medical
evidence showed, however, that the child had breathed and that death
resulted from hemorrhage. The jury returned a verdict of murder
against Mrs. Rees. An inquest was held on the other seven bodies, which
were so decomposed that no cause of death could be assigned, and the
jury returned an open verdict.^—"Instead of dying out," says tbe
Central Presbyterian, *' the Jewish body shows increasing vitality. They
cannot be stamped out or swallowed up. They pass from country to country
to become practically masters wherever they go. They get the land in Ger-
many and Hungary and grow rich in Russia; they are the great bankers
in London and Paris and the centers of European commerce. In ten
(recent) years the Rothschilds furnished £100,000,000 in loans to England,
Austria, Prussia, France, Russia and Brazil. They increase faster than
Christians, and of 100,000 persons only 89 Jews die to 143 Christians."—
The sum to be paid by wajr of indemnity to those who suffered during

the late crisis in Egypt is assuming serious proportions. Already the
International Indemnity Commission have adjudicated on 3,194 claims,
awarding sums in the aggregate amounting to no less than £1,220,000.
What with these indemnity claims and the army of occupation to provide
for, the financial outlook of Egypt is not that of the brightest. Major
Baring on his return will scarcely find financial matters very much im-
proved since he last examined the accounts.

—

Pall Mall Budffet.^^
Several Legitimist grandes dames have adopted for their correspondence
blue paper, on which is engraved in the corner their coat-of-arms, sur-
mounted by a Royal Crown, veiled by a slight cloud, with the motto, in
Greek, below: " One gust of wind will be enough."

—

Truth.

INSURANCE.

HUTCHINSON & MANN,
rNSUBANCE AGENCY.

No. 322 & 324 California Street, San Francisco, Cat.

Fire Insurance.
TEUTON1

A

of New Orleans.
LACONFIANCE of Paris.

DWELLING HOUSE UNDERWRITES
of New York.

3717,156 03 I Premiurus,sineeon,'ai]izat'n §4,155,239 10
.$710,S60.83

J
Losses, since organization. .§1,859,286 64

GIRARD of Philadelphia.
NEW YORK CITY INS. 00 of N. Y.
NEW ORLEANS ASSOCIATION
PEOPLES of Newark.
WATEKTOWN of New York.-'THE FIREINS. ASSOCIATION (Limited.
ST. PAUL ofSt.Paul.l of London, England.
STANDARD FIRE OFFICE.. of London|

Marine Insurance.
LONDON AND PROVINCIAL MARINE INSURANCE CO of London.
LA. FONCIERE MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY of Paris.

Capital Represented $27,000,000
All LoBees Equitably Adjusted, and Promptly Paid.

W. L. CHALMERS,
Special Agent and Adjuster.

HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, OF CALIFORNIA.
Organized 1864:,

Principal Office 216 Sansome street.

FIRE INSURANCE.
Capital Paid TTp in V. S. Gold Coin) $300,000 00
Reinsurance Reserve $172,898 50

AssetB January 1, 1333. ...
Surplus for policy holders.

.

OFFICERS

:

J. F. HOUGHTON President i uHAS. R. STORY Secretary
J. L. N. SHEPARD Vice-President! R. H. MAGILL General Agent
Directors of tiie Home Mutual Instjranob Co.—L L. Baker, H. L. Dods;e, J.

L. N. Shepard, JohnCurrey, J. F. Houghton, John Sinclair.C. Waterhuuse, Chauncey
Taylor, S. Huff, J. S. Carter, Charles fielding. June 10.

"

PHtENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of London, Eng., Estab'd 1782.™Cash Assets, $5,266,372.33.

BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto, Can., Estab'd 1833.—Cash Assets, 81,343,908.54

WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY
Of Toronto Can., Estab'd 1851—Cash Assets, $1,357,326.39.

BUTLER & HALDAH,
General Agents Tor PaciCc Coast,

413 California Street San Francisco.
[July 10.1

SOUTH BRITISH AND NATIONAL FIRE AND MARINE INS. CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

TJnlimited Liability of Shareholders.

THE CITY OF LONDON FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Capital, $10,000,000-

THE STANDARD MARINEllNSURANCE CO., LIMITED,
Of Liverpool- Capital, $5,000,000-

Aug. 12
W. J. CALLITSOHAM * CO.. General Agents,

213 Sansome Street.

PACIFIC DEPARTMENT
LONDON AND LANCASHIRE FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital $7,600,000
Cash Assets 1,709.976
Cash Assets in United States 775,003

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE A CO., General Agents,
March 20. 316 California Street, San Francisco.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE CO. OF LONDON.
[INSTITUTED 1803.]

London Assurance Corporation, of London
Established by Royal Charter 1730

Northern Assurance Corporation, of London Established 1836.
Queen Insurance Company, of Liverpool Established 1857.

A JOINT POLICY ISSUED BY THE FOUR COMPANIES.

ROBERT DICKSOJf, Manager.
S.E. Cor. California and Montgomery Sts., Safe Deposit Building.

[October 11. J
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Like ttirovl' mint; unb ratlin from the sun
All - with -lew.

And h beantifal flowon,
In the rich ra bedded ;
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An. I I mw that the hutth ten Mith-ly .li.I fly,

For tbouffht had * wearisome spell.

And a thread that next oYr the wnrp was lain.

Was of melancholy gray ;

And an»n I marked there a tear-drop's stein
Where tli«* flowers bad fallen away.

lint htill the weaver kept weaving on.
Though the fabric all was gray;

An! the Bowers, and the bnda, ami the loaves were
And the cold threads cankered lay.

Ami dark, ami still darker, an<l darker grew
liach new woven ti

And some there were of a death-mocking hue,
Ami some of a bloody red.

And things all strange were woven in

—

Sighs, down-cast hopes and fears ;

And the web was broken, and poor, and thin,
And it dripped with living tears.

And the weaver fain would have Bung it aside,
But he knew it would be a sin ;

So, in light and in gloom, the shuttle he plied,
A weaving these life-cords in.

And, as be wove, and, weeping, still wove,
A tempter stole him ni.LjIi ;

And, with gloryiug words, he to win him strove,
But the weaver turned his eye.

He upward turned his eye to Heaven,
And still wove on, on, on !

Till the last, last cord from his heart was riven,
And the tissue strange was done.

Then he threw it about his shoulders bowed,
And about his grizzled head ;

And, gathering close the folds of his shroud,
Lay bim dowu among the dead.

And I after saw, in a robe of light,

The weaver in the sky

;

The angels' wings were not more bright,
And the stars grew pale it nigh.

And I saw, 'mid its folds, all the Iris-hued flowers
That beneath his touch had sprung

—

More beautiful far than these stray ones of ours
Which the angels have to us flung.

And, wherever a tear had fallen down,
Gleamed out a diamond rare

;

And jewels befitting a monarch's crown
Were the foot-prints left by care.

And wherever had swept the breath of a sigh
Was left a rich perfume

;

And with light from the fountains of bliss in the sky
Shone the labor of sorrow and gloom.

And then I prayed:—when my last work is done,
And the silver life-cord riven,

Be the stain of sorrow the only one
That I bear with me to heaven. —Anon.

A Scotch correspondent writes: The season onLochTay will shortly
close, and the Spring angling on the river is now pretty well over. Last
week a salmon of 63 pounds was netted in the tidal waters below Perth,
and in the same district a sturgeon 8 feet long was caught on Thursday
week. On the waters above and below Dunkeld fair sport has been ob-

tained, and at Stobhall a salmon of 28 pounds has been killed. Anglers
have been very successful on the Tummel, and fish up to 23 pounds have
been landed. On the Spey, Sir George Chetwode has been enjoying
plenty of sport on the Tulehan water, rented by Mr. Bass, but nothing
above 20 pounds has been killed. Anglers have been doing fairly well the
whole length of the river. The Dee has been affording splendid sport.

At Aboyne, Mr. Digby Cayley has killed 112 salmon in a month's fishing.

He landed ten (the best 19 pounds) in one day. Lord Granville Gordon
has done equally well on the Aboyne Castle and Glentamar waters. His
last day's land was thirteen. There has not been much doing on the
Tweed. A fine, clean fish of 28 pounds has been caught from a boat on
Sprouston water. This the heaviest capture of the season so far.

A Turin jeweler has made a tiny boat of a single pearl, which shape
it assumes in swell and concavity. Its sail is of beaten gold, studded
with diamonds, and the binnacle light at its prow is a perfect ruby. An
emerald serves as its rudder, and its stand is a slab of ivory. It weighs
less than half an ounce. Its price is $5,000.

Beatty's Beethoven Organs.—A S450 Organ for SI 25. This special

offer is made to our readers only, and should be taken advantage of with-
out delay. The well-known reputation of Mayor Daniel F. Beatty, of

Washington, New Jersey, is a sufficient guarantee of the reliability of the
instruments advertised in another column.

THE BARBER BOYS.
The way In wb1 I the other lav Id

Iowa was cbieflv owing t<> thsir lovs of their mother and fondm
iwlna to difficulty with a

Sheriff, who came to ureal them, and whom they consequently had to
kill, but everything seems i<> bavs prosp* red with them efter thin, until a

ml Monday, they yxew homesick end resulved on a visit to
urber and the jirls. Bad they been sole to roach ths Barber men

don, no doubt they would bavs been quite isfe, bnt sa the boys were
quietly going Into the bouse >-f a mar: hey were seen I

..thcr boy who wa« loitering ebout probably some rascally boy wo
vied tli"in their feme and the pleasant meeting they were about to have
end who immediately " aroused the people. Tln-v were captured on
Wednesday, while eating supper affection h p. ine boo eahoiil
si\ miles south of Tripoli, Iowa, and havi in t, <>f jail by
i mob and hung. The singular thing about tin- banditti «»f the Wi

i

is their always being found in families of brothers. This Beam
show how little truth there is in the idea bo many foreigners have that
our institutions have a tendency to loosen the family tie. [nail the ac
tonnts we have of great Buropean robbers, their tastes lead very early in
life to a severance of all connection with their home. Their parents and
brothers and Bisters, in fact, are so little moved by family affection when
it cornea in conflict wifh the claims of respectability and social position,
that they usually turn the youog thieves out of house and home as soon
as l.hey find .-ut what they are. This accounts for the fact that in history
we hear only of Jack Sbeppard, Dick Turpin, and soon, not of the Shep-
pard Hoys, or Turpin Boys. With us, however, when one boy takes to
crime, whatever his parents may do, his brothers at least stick by him to
the last; rob with him; murder with him; "compromise " with him, or
even go to the gallows with him, if necessary. A brotherless boy bandit
is unknown in the West. How can all this be reconciled with the idea
that family affection is on the decline in the United States?

—The Nation.

The fine old Whiskies manufactured by H. & H. W. Catherwood
have few equals and no superiors. Their flavor is exquisite, and their
purity is, like Cajsar's wife, above suspicion. In distilling these Whiskies
all the deleterious elements are carefully removed, and in preparing them
for market they are not adulterated with drugs, in order to improve their
color or appearance—in fact, their natural appearance is so good that it

could not he improved by artificial methods. These Whiskies have been
great favorites in California since the good old days of '49. Messrs. Dick-
son, DeWolf & Co., are the sole agents for the sale of these choice Whis-
kies on the Pacific coast.

The July number of the Magazine of Art is quite up to its usual high
standard of literary and artistic excellence. There are first-class repro-
ductions of James G-utherie'a "Highland Funeral," Sandro Botticelli's
" Coronation of the Virgin," John Constable's *' White Horse" and J. D.
Linton's " Surrender." There are also interesting and well illustrated

articles on " Mark Antokolsky," a Russian sculptor; " Kabyle Jewelry,"
" The Slade Girls," being a review of what is being accomplished in the
Art Schools established by Mr. Felix Slade's bequest; "A French Cathe-
dral City," " Stories in Terra-Cotta " and " Current Art."

It is stated that Lord Dufferin has been authorized to offer the Sul-
tan's Government military assistance in the event of any attack being
made on Armenia by Russia—the support to be, however, contingent on
the Porte introducing into Armenia certain necessary reforms, to be car-

ried out with the assistauce of British officials.

J3JT* Nothing so simple and perfect for coloring as the Diamond Dyes.
For carpet rags, better and cheaper than any other dye-stuffs.

When opiates fail, then try Samaritan Nervine. It's a certain cure for

all nervous ailments.

INSURANCE.

THE GLOBE MARINE INS. CO. OF LONDON, LIMITED.
CAPITAL, $2,500,000.

THE CHINESE INSURANCE CO. (Marine) OF HONGKONG.
CAPITAL, $1,500,000.

WH. T. COLEMAN & CO.,
Nos. 121 A- 123 market street,

Agents for the Pacific Coast.[March 24.]

FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE.-UNION INS. CO. OF S. F.

The California Lloyds.—Established iu 1861.—Nos. 416 and
41S California atreet. Cash Capital, $750,000 in Gold (Join. Fair Rates!

Prompt Settlement of Loses!! Solid Security ! ! DIRECTORS. —J. Mora Moss,
Moses Heller, J. O. EldridVe, M. J. O'Connor, R. S. Floyd, Daniel Meyer, Adam
Grant, A. E. Sabatie, Charles Kofaler, E. L. Goldstein, Bartlett Doe, I. Lawrence
Pool, A. Weill, I. Stainhart, N. B. Stone, Wallace Rversort, A. B. Phipps, Samuel
Hort, H. C. Parker, N. ti. Kittle, Joseph Bnuuk-nstein, W. M. Hoag, Nicholas
Lulling:, James Motfitt, John Parrott, J. Baum, M. D. Sweeney, Quatave Touchard,
George C. Hickox, J. H. Freeman, John Conly, J. H. Baird, Wm, Scholle, Charles
Bauiu, J. G. Kittle, Benjamin Brewster, Isaac L. Reima.

tiUSTAVE TOUCUARD, President. N. G. KITTLE, Vice-President.

Jamks D. Bailey, Secretary. Gbo. T. Bo«"w, Surveyor. Nov. 6.

COMMERCIAL UNION ASSURANCE COMPANY OF LONDON.
Capital-$12,500,00O. Gold.

FIRE -A.:vr> MARINE.
OFFICE 210 SANSOME STREET, San Francisco

[ March 10.] JOHN RAE HAMILTON". Manager.

BRITISH ANO FOREIGN MARINE INS. CO. OF LIVERPOOL.

(>pl1nl j*5, 00O,0OO.— AireutN: Balfour, Gnthrie A Co., No.
/ 316 California street, San Francisco. Nov. 18.
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HOW THIS CITY IS GOVERNED.-
We preBumethat every school-boy confidently believes that, if asked,

he could correctly name the form of City Government under which we
live. The old catch-phrase would doubtless be used, that it is "a govern-

ment by the people, through the people and for the people." We take
leave, however, to say that at present it is nothing of the kind, and that,

in fact, it is anything but that. In its practical working and real essence

it is not a monarchy nor a republic. It is certainly not a government for
the people, though it is true that the people foolishly take some part in

clothing it with with form and vitality. What, then, is the nature of the

government under which we dwell ? It is a tax-levying, revenue-raising

and money-spending machine, controlled by a firm of corrupt bosses, who,
in their turn, are controlled by the idle, vicious, good-for-nothing and
criminal elements peculiar to this as to all other great cities. The names
of the members of that firm are only too well known. They, with the

aid of the elements we have described, succeeded in carrying the primary
clubs, and as a result they controlled a majority of the delegates who
named our city officers as completely as if they owned them. These
bosses prior to the assembling of the delegates who were to register their

edicts, met daily in a room on Montgomery street, parceled out the nomi-
nations and imposed, among other things, the condition that they were to

be given the patronage. In addition, the nominations for offices in which
there was understood to be large illegitimate profits were sold for coin.

The Coroner, for instance, paid 82,000 for his nomination, and is under-
stood to have further agreed to pay 850 per month as long as he holds his

place. No less than 810,000 was paid to procure the nomination for an
important office in which the opportunities to cinch a certain class of prop-

erty are very great. Smaller sums were paid for smaller offices. In
nearly every case the control of the patronage was exacted by the bosses.

Preliminaries being arranged to the satisfaction of the bargainers for pelf,

pay and plunder, the names of the selected ones were given to the dele-

gates who, with lamb-like docility, ratified them in open convention.

Then followed that most hollow of all shams—the recording of the popu-
lar vote—by which the people were inveigled into casting their votes for

men who had previously and privately bartered away everything worthy
of the name of honesty or good government. The people at that time
being sick and tired of evils that they were only too well acquainted with,

flew to others that they knew not of. They escaped from one set of

bosses only to rush into the arms of another, and an immeasurably worse
set. Whatever might be the shortcomings of the Republican bosses, and
they were many and grievous, they sank into insignificance compared
with the appalling corruption and demoralization that exist under the

present reign. There were things that the Republican managers would
not do. They were unscrupulous, no doubt, but there was a limit to their

unscrupulousness, which is more than can be said for the management
that centers in the Bush-street den. From that centre the whole munici-
pal machinery, around to its entire circumference, is manipulated to-day.

The quartet of bosses are, for all practical purposes, as complete masters
of this city as the Czar of Russia was of Moscow during the coronation cer-

emonies the other day. They have their hands on every secret wire and
spring that moves the machinery of the city government. The Departments
are filled by their agents and creatures. The Fire Department, for in-

stance, is run at will and assessed at pleasure, and is a mere political ma-
chine to carry primaries and keep the people in political subjection to

their masters, the bosses. By the process that we have thus briefly de-

scribed, our present city government was set up. Let us see how it works.

THE TAXES AND WHAT WE GET FOR THEM.
Among the processes by which the people were inveigled out of their

votes was the promise of economy. But that promise has turned out the
veriest of shams. It has apparently been kept to the ear, but has been
broken to the hope. There is economy and economy. There is a way to
whip the devil around the stump. The tax has been kept down to one
dollar in the hundred, but the valuation of property has been put away
up. How enormously high that valuation is may be demonstrated by a
comparison. The Assessor's roll, just approaching completion, shows
that the taxable property in this city and county is made to foot up §222,-
550,000. Chicago, with more than twice the population of San Francisco,
and with probably three times the amount of property, paid taxes last

year on a basis of 8103,000,000. That is less than half the valuation
fixed in this much smaller city. The figures in regard to St. Louis, Cin-
cinatti and other large cities show very similar results. It is plain that
the popular cry for a tax limit of one dollar on the hundred is a delusion,
unless the capacity to put up assessed values is also limited. This is well
illustrated by the total amount of revenue that will be raised during the
next fiscal year. The last municipal regime was denounced as extrava-
gant, and fell into odium in consequence. Yet, under the guise of a one
dollar limit, and a pretense of economy, the present Democratic city ad-
ministration have so manipulated values that they will extort from be-
fooled taxpayers this year the large sum of $250,000 more than their con-
demned predecessors did last year, and when the savings from the gaslight
fund and windfalls from delinquent taxes and other sources are taken
into account, it is estimated that the available income of the next year
will exceed that of last by 8600,000. Yet the ratepayers are being tickled
and fooled by the one dollar limit, which is actually being made to raise
more money than the apparently higher rate. But there is another and
even more important view of economical city management. A govern-
ment may appear to be cheap but be excessively dear. It is what you
get for your money that makes all the difference. It is the amount spent
on substantial improvements that add to the property value of the city,
and to the health and comfort of its inhabitants, that is the true test of
real economy. Judged by that test, how does our present boss ruled gov-
ernment stand? The sewers uncleaned are reeking with tilth and disease,
the streets are unrepaired, the lights have been extinguished and the
highways are in darkness. None of the substantial functions of govern-
ment are being performed. We have even higher taxes than before but
have nothing to show for them but an army of officials. The city gets
little or nothing for its enormous contributions to the municipal treasury—except Buckley lambs. Is not such a government abominably and fear-
fully dear at any price ? How really dear it is will be better exemplified
when we further proceed to consider, as we propose to do, the kind of ser-
vices the various departments are at present rendering.

ONLY LAMBS.
If asked to say what this city obtains in return for the large taxes it

pays, we could not possibly formulate the answer in a more truthful or
expressive phrase than one we have already employed. For the three
millions a year that we pay we merely get Buckley lambs—simply that
and nothing more. The bosses have around them some three or four
hundred of the idle, vicious and criminal elements of the city. From
these elements spring the whole power of the bosses. The control of the
primaries means the control of the government.. The majority of the
precinct clubs were carried last year by the three or four hundred crea-
tures to whom we have alluded. They rushed from club to club and voted
five or six times of an evening, and having carried things for their mas-
ters, the bosses, they have since sought and obtained their reward. They
claim the virtues of the old maxim, that "to the victors belong the
spoils." The bosses find their advantage in strict loyalty to the tools
they have so successfully used, and whose services they will need again.
The majority of the three or four hundred have been provided for. The
creatures whom we saw rushing around, voting early and often at the
precinct clubs, are to-day to be seen crowding every city department and
occupying positions of trust in which it is possible to sell a good many
things .for coin. Sam Shear is at the head of the House of Correction,
the chief reformer of a strictly reformatory institution, and "Shorty
Simpson" is in the carpenter's shop of the School Department, running
things to suit himself. Five different criminals, who, wit'iin two years
last past have been in the clutches of the police, are to-day figuring as
janitors and occupying soft places in the School Department alone
that had better have been bestowed upon honest and deserving
citizens. And so it goes all along the line. The question no longer
is, "Is he honest and capable?" but, "Is he a Buckley lamb?"
If he can render effective service in carrying a primary club he
may carry off all the swag his stalwart frame can stagger under,
but always provided that he pays a certain percentage of it to his princi-

pals, the bos-ieB. Of the three millions of revenue raised by this munici-
pality, nearly two and a half millions go to pay salaries to rarious classes

of employe's, most of whom are, by the obligations of their position, com-
pelled to pay regular assessments to the men who, in their interests, keep
the machine running. No wonder that the bosses are suddenly growing
rich. £jo wonder that Buckley is buying corner lots and loaning money
on mortgage. No wonder that Sam Rainey, though in receipt ostensibly
of only a small salary from the Fire Department, has recently purchased
a valuable ranch. No wonder that there is such a desperate struggle to
command all the entrances that lead to the municipal treasury. We say,
with abundant evidence in our possession to sustain what we say, that
the corruptest regime reigns in this city to-day that has ever prevailed
anywhere since Boss Tweed was dethroned in New York.

BUT THAT'S NOT THE WORST OF IT.

But the swallowing up of eighty per cent, of the city's entire revenue
by Buckley lambs is by no means the worst of the evils that now pre-
vail. If the lambs were honest and capable and performed the functions of

the various departments with integrity, we might wince under their extra-
vagance and feel constrained to rebel against the survival of the unfittest,

but we would, at least, have the satisfaction of knowing that nothing
worse was happening. But that is far from beiug the case to-day.

Things are being sold for coin that ought to be beyond price. The safe-

guards of life, liberty and property are being removed for coin. Every
function that is within the power of a municipal officer to perform may
be controlled by money. Coroner's juries are being "fixed," the lambs
who are deputy sheriffs are " managing " juries in both civil and criminal
cases ; the title of no man's homestead is safe on the records if it is any-
body's interest to pay money to have it destroyed; in our jails, gold is the
procuring price of all things ; and even the School Department is rotten
to the core. In it the examinations go by favor—teachers are promoted for

any reason but that of merit—and wantons, who sell their soulsand damn
their bodies, are employed and rapidly advanced for immoral considerations,

and even many of the more respectable lady teachers are compelled to visit

the Bush street den in order that, by other blandishments than open and
shameless immorality, they may make their calling and election sure, and
be permitted, at no other cost than the payment of an assessment, to re-

tain positions that ought not to be endangered. In very truth, it is a
nameless, shameless and an altogether abominable condition of affairs to

which the government of this great city has been brought. These re-

sults are, however, but the natural outcome of permitting the criminal
elements, through the bosses, to rule.

IS THERE A REMEDY?
We have but skimmed over the surface of the evil. Beneath there is

a depth of corruption and depravity that we have neither the space nor
inclination to fathom to the bottom. If the whole seething mass of cor-

ruption could be photographed and held up to the gaze of honest citizens,

it would prove simply nauseating. Yet, it must be dealt with sooner or
later, and the sooner the better. Meanwhile, what is the remedy ? Some
people will say that good may be achieved through the Grand Jury.
Perhaps it may. We are waiting to see. That, however, is at best only
a very inadequate remedy. Those who profit by corruption are not wil-
ling to testify to it, and obviously nobody eke can. Strange to say, even
the Grand Jury is not free from the suspicion of boss manipulation.
Look at its constitution. Its foreman is a member of the firm of bosses,

its most active member is a boss tool, who has, by the foreman, been
placed in charge of any investigation that may take place into the Street
Department, and several of its members are known to be recipients of
boss favors. The dark and mysterious manipulations by which even the
Grand Jury is tainted may well appall reflecting citizens. If there were
not usable judges somewhere this could not be done. The only effective

remedy seems to be to take municipal affairs out of politics and out of
the hands of the bosses. There is really nothing of party in the honest
and effective performance of municipal functions. In keeping the taxes
down, and impanneling honest juries, and maintaining decency in the
public schools, all citizens without regard to party are alike interested.

Once upon a time a vigilance committee stamped out the power of the
criminal elements in this city. It begins to look as if something of the
same kind may be required again.
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TOWN CRIER.
"H«*r lb* Ort«r Whal th» d«»il *rt l boa ?"O— th»l will pUj th» dart), air with ioq.'

" lUd •lln* In hU Ull u lose M ft flail.

Which «*d« him crow bolder *nd bolder."

If rbody supposes cause the Olympic Club has been burnt out,
ftii'i h*» l«*t all iu k'ytDn A-ti. ;»p|..\ratu-i an.! .|uinl> i * ii-. Uut, thenfoTO,

nber* have tfirco a| of ft>»t« of strength, that HUrtloo-
Ur party indulge* in a Bowcring and bud-hunting mbupfwhwiuaoD, or,

he evanescent dude, he "mafias • Mooning error.
uiwt hv worked off in soim> way. Ths

ire temporarily deprived of their oausthenic
•Ju-ir infanta, ajod hold OQt their forty five pound 1m-

il them over their headi ft few hundred times
re*kf.i*t to ke*'p their muscle* in trim. It is true that the babisa

- are of opinion that a parlor is not ex-
i Hainan wrestling match, which results in all

tfcen off the lees of the family pfaUlO, ami ;

•mashing up of the furniture all round. Nrc. ssity, however, knows DO
md the burnt out athletes are working as hard as ever under I

stages. We know of one young gentleman, who lott everything in

the fire, who went home and manfully pulled down all the curtain rods
in the house, and didn't go to sleep until he had rigged up a horizontal bar
and manufactured a pair of Indian dobs out of the garden parapet. Such
energy as this affords ample proof that our Olympic Club will be booming
again within a very short time. We then propose to join it ourselves,
and if we can find a really nervous and small sized man with weak legs,

we will put on the gloves with him every night,

Toe " Figaro," in a late issue developed a newspaper scandal which
bids fair to show the inside workings of some of the offices of our
daily press. The paper alluded to declares that a dramatic critic on
one of our morning dailies introduced the managing editor of bis paper
to Miss Alma Stuart Stanly, and that this lady reposed sufficient con-
fidence in the integrity of the daily press to place a hundred tickets
for her benefit in his hands for disposal. He disposed but did not dis-

gorge, adding another cruel blow by charging the lady ?40 for a notice
of the performance. Messrs. Young, Henderson, Johnson and Barrett
represent the managing editors of our morning papers. The first three
named have been among us for years and have never had a slur cast
upon their names. The last-mentioned gentleman is comparatively un-
known to the press, having graduated in the warm climate of Arizona.
It is only fair, however, to suppose that in point of integrity if not
intelligence, he ranks equally with the rest. Now, gentlemen, which of
yon did this dirty piece of business. Don't all speak at once, but give
Miss Stanly and the Figaro a chance to prove so ambiguous a charge.

A well-known captain of a ship, residing in this burgh, got home
from a three months' voyage one night this week, and, as is his custom,
surprised his wife and little family by letting himself in through the base-

ment of his house with a latch key. The hour was ten of the night and
the basement was dark. Unfortunately also, as a pleasant treat for his

next trip, his better-half had been putting up preserved apricots, which
were set to cool down stairs on the top of some boxes. By a ship's chro-

nometer, it took just thirteen seconds for that unhappy captain to kick
against the boxes and get seventeen gallons of warm apricots in syrup all

over his shirt front, vest, pants and down the back of his neck. Then he
rushed dripping up stairs, dancing on the new carpets, and was met by
his wife at the head of the stairs with: " 0, Joe, my darling, back again
home safe and sound!" He gave one yell that could have been heard by
a man reefing the top-gallant sails of a full-rigged ship in a storm, and
bellowed: " Stand off, woman! stand off! I have fallen over a fruit can-
nery in the blarsted basement. I'm all treacle, molasses, bad jam and
warm syrup. Unbend my new sails and let me get a hot bath," and he
made a wild dive into the bath-room.

There is a boom in the editorial market this week, and the rise in
journalistic pluck is attributable to the Chief of the Los Angeles Police,

Mr. Henry King, being badly mauled by the combined efforts of the edi-

tor of a Bmall paper there, reinforced by his son and a heavy mallet. We
hail this as a beautiful revival in the order of things. It has for many
years been considered the exclusive privilege of any one about whom the
truth was told in a newspaper, to come into the editor's sanctum and in-

continently belt, hammer, wallop and generally break up the veracious,

but offensive scribe. The heroic act is generally carried out with the as-

sistance of two muscular and cocktail-propped-up friends, who boast for

a month afterward how they nearly killed a blank blank newspaper man.
We are ignorant of the cause of the trouble between the Chief of Police
in Lob Angeles and the editor in que&Uon, but if he entered his office and,
as is stated, fired at him on sight, he justly merited the drubbing which
he received, and is evidently unfit for the position which he occupies.

They have a cheerful way of advertising themselves in the country
districts. For instance, slightly altered, we found something very like

the following in the Santa Barbara Press this week: " Not Our Smith."
"It is hardly necessary to tell this community that the Alexander T.
Smith, who has just been convicted of stealing seal oil in Alaska, is not
Mr. Alexander Twitterpenny Smith, of Santa Barbara. Our Mr. Smith
is known throughout the length and breath of the land as a reliable, fair-

minded citizen of the highest repute, and therefore could not be guilty of

the offense sneeringly printed, with perhaps the endeavor to mislead, by a
one-horse contemporary. In connection with this, we may also mention
that Mr. Smith (not he of Alaska) was presented with a beautiful baby
boy this week by Mrs, S., and that he has just received a fresh consign-

ment of the finest French boots and shoes, gaiters and ladies slippers, all

marked at bed-rock prices in plain figures on the soles. Try them.

ArVe propose to be present at the opening exercises of the North-
ern Pacific Railroad, and, with that view, are having an iron railroad

spike very carefully gilded. If Mr. Villard has any solid business

ideas and will mentally attach himself, hitch on to, and connect with
this idea, we shall both make pocket money that day, provided that

he only acts squarely when it comes to a divvy on the genuine article.

Some unknown and nanfnll] Idiot writes I

II w I .m l. h.l I encircling the wrist of s I

i lit. Did not

Ud ex
wlornment? The true spirit nf these thing! is vanity," eta The

probnblj divous lunatic who penned the above is prob-
ably unaware that In a hundred wan tl ii an emblem of ding-
ing gracefulness. We rpeah of tl.-' serpentine windings of a ati i

\\ alpole wrote of a river that ran before Ion ,\. psntizsd.
However, ooi mission In Life is not to wri bo prove the Imbeoilitv
of contributors to religious papei se knows that nil

mt oft-very hundred are tioal, vacillating,
ipssmodic old dolts, who see Impurity in every thing around them, ana
Mold innumerable glories, hales, aureolas and nimbi around their own
badly-brushed and scurvy scalps.

The pugilistic mania has at last struck the clergy, and ns .i sequel
to one minister shooting another, last week, now comes a first-rate mill in
the water between two Bapti I mini ten at Hartford, Conn. It was all
about their respective right to baptize a number of children who were in
attendance, but it is satisfactory to know that, while the poor children

-I Immersion at their unholy hands, the two reverend gentlemen
nearly drowned each other in the Baptistery. We have an unknown
miniates who is in full orders, and who will go into the water at 176 lbs.,
and put Up $500 against $250, that he can drown out, iu four rounds, any
Baptist minister in the country. No hair-pulling, but catch-as-catch-can
in a 24-foot tank, water to be four feet deep. This challenge will remain
open until after the Fourth of July; money and man ready at the Kev.
Harry Maynard's ecclesiastical sporting emporium.

The most perfect instance of equanimity which has ever come to our
knowledge is related iu the Egyptian Gazette, published at Alexandria,
under date of May 25th last. A Dr. Gayland fell asleep while smoking,
and burnt himself out in the twinkling of an eye. This expression is

particularly appropriate right here, because, according to the Gazette, the
Dr. had one artificial eye, and this fell out and got burnt up with his
other effects, while the owner of the illusionary optic was escaping. But
nothing could apparently thennometrically disturb the medico in ques-
tion, for the Gazette says : "Such was bis frivolity and nonchalance—he
was a bad old man—that he stuck a pebble in his vacant orb-receptacle, and
whistled: "Cheer up, Sam, don't let your spirits go down." They are
evidently not suffering from melancholy or dyspepsia in Egypt just now.

Muldoon and Dinnie in a corner sat,

Both counting their dollars o'er;
Said Muldoon to Dinnie, " I think, my friend,

We can make a trifle more."

Said Dinnie: " A mon ; this is unco guid,
We'll gie them another bout

;

And then I'm thinking it's time we twa
Were quietly passing out."

The daily papers are all joking about Mrs. Posten that was, and
Mrs. C. B. Dyer that is, who was formerly a kind of female manager on
Dr. Glenn's estate, and whom our sarcastic contemporaries have
christened the " Rosebud of Jacinto." We are not prepared to deny that
there may be a joke hanging round loose somewhere, connected with
the horrible murder of Dr. Glenn—that is, a joke from the ideal of fun
of a reporter—but, granting this ghastly supposition, it may be remarked
that, after one of these scribes had handled it, there is about as much
humor left in it as there is virtue and nourishment to be fund in an Afri-
can ostrich egg after a playful four-ton young hippopotamus has casually
trodden on it during his unwieldy meanderings.

Governor Butler has been starring it at Harvard and giving the stu-
dents a synopsis of his life. A part of his speech, which was accidentally
omitted, is too valuable to be lost to posterity. Before closing, he is re-

ported to have said, on infinitely better authority than that of the Asso-
ciated Press dispatches: " Gentlemen, take care of the knives and forks
in this life, and the spoons will take care of themselves. An ounce of
solid silver is worth a pound of Britannia metal. Go for everything in

sight; and believe me, that the idea of casting anything on the waters,
and its returning after many days, is exploded long ago." He then re-

tired to fix his eye, and was driven off in a barouche, drawn by six horses,
to moralize over his baptism of blood-fire, tolerably well soaked in Dry
Mumm.

His seventieth birthday came round, and the pastor
Blessed his large nock, with much unctuous gravity;

Had he told them the truth, as 'tis seen by his Master,
He'd have said "I'm an instance of total depravity."

The moat Reverend Henry Ward Beecher celebrated his seven-

tieth birthday in New York, last Sunday, dressed in new broadcloth
clothes, and embowered as it were in bouquets of camellias, smilax and
roses. At least 2,000 persons were unable to gain admittance to the
church, presumably because they had not got twelve-buttoned kid gloves
and diamond ear-rings in their ears. The services must have been choked
up with unutterable christian sympathy and love, and we have no doubt
but that it took half a dozen janitors' all the afternoon to mop up the
grateful tears which the congregation left behind.

A society reporter the other day, in giving a voluminous account of a
high-toned dinner party, remarked that "the combustibles spread before

the guests were of the finest description." At first we thought the fellow's

education had been painfully neglected, but it suddenly dawned upon us
that we were meant to understand that the company not only included
several great gnns among them, whose after dinner speeches were of

course the occasion of explosions of laughter, but that all hands assem-
bled were determinedly inclined to di?te a might.

The steamer Furnesia has just brought from England a ship load
of sixty-six Irish pauper families, taken from the poor houses there, to

be dumped in the United States at New York. If this thing goes on
we shall have to play for even by shipping an assorted mixture of

Chinatown, the Industrial School and Napa lunatic asylum inmates in

bulk to Liverpool, and establish Denis Kearny there as Immigration
Agent.
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C. P. R. R.
Time Schedule, Monday, April 30, 1SS3.

Trains leave, and are due to arrive at,
SanFrancisco as follows:

LEAVE

(for)

9:30 A.M.

*4:00f.m.
*4:30 p. m.

S:00 a.m.
3:30 P.M,

*4:30 p.m.
8:00 A.M
*4:00 P.M.

9:30 A.M.
4:30 P.M.
7:30 A.M
*4:00P.M.
7:30 A.M.
*4:30 P.M.

JS:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
7:30 a,m.

*5:00p.M,
9:30 a.m.
*4:00 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
7:30 A.M.

10:00 A.M.
3:00 P.M.
5:00 P.M.
3:30 r.M.

5:30 P.M.

8:00 a.m.
*8 :00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
7:30 a.m.

8:00 A.M.
3:30 P.M.

*4:30 P.M.
*4:00 p.m

7:30 a.m
•10:00 A.M
3:00 P.M
8:00 a.m
9:30 a.m,

3:30 P.M
*4:00 P.M.

*4:30 P,M.

3:30 p.m.

8:00 A.M
*4:30 P M.

DESTINATION. ARRIVE
(from)

.Antioch and Martinez..

...Calistoga and Napa

. ( Doming, El Paso ) Express...

. (and East ) Emigrant

. J Gait and \ via, Livermore.

.

. j Stockton ) via Martinez . .

.

. . . Knight's Landing

...Los Angeles and South

. .Livermore and Pleasanton.

.Madera and Fresno.

. . . Marysville and Ctaieo. .

.

...Nilesand Haywards...

. J Ogden and I Express

. I East j" Emigrant

. I Red Bluff ^viaMarjSville,

. ("and Tehama ( via Woodland,
..Keddinj

'

Sacramento l
v
i
a
"l,

erm°re

1 and Colfax
m ^.'""'

. \ ) via Benicia..

.

...Sacramento, via Benicia

. . . Sacramento River Steamers.

...San Jose

..Valiejo..

. . Virginia City

..Woodland

2:40 p.m.
*12:40 P.M.
*10:10 a.m.

7:40 p.m.

11:10 a.m.

*10:10a.m.
"10:10 a.m.

7:40 p.m.

2:40 p.m.

7:10 a.m.
5:40 P.M.

12:40 P.M.
5:40 P.M.

10.10 a.m.
111:10 a.m
2:40 p.m.
5:40 p.m.

#8 :40 a.m.
2:40 p.m\

12:40 p.m.
0:40 p.m.
5:40 F.M.
3:40 P.M.
9:40 A.M.

*S:40 AM
11:10 A. a.
6:10 a.m
5:40 p.m.
*7:40p.m.
6:40 P.M.
5:40 p.m.

7:40 p.m.

11:10 a.m.
10:10 a.m.
*6:00 a.m.
*3:40 p.m.

13:40 p.m.
9:40 a.m.
7:40 p.m
2:40 P.M.

"10:10 a.m.
* 12:40 P.M.

tll:10 A.M.
11:10 a.m.
*7:40 p.m.

10:10 a.m.

111:10 a.m.

Train leaving San Francisco at 8:00 A.M. should meet
Pacific Express from Ogden at Port Costa; and that
leaving at 9:UU a.m. should meet Pacific Express from
El Paso at Antioch.

LOCAL FERRY TRAINS,
Via Oaklrtnd Pier.

From "SAN FRANCISCO." Dally.

To

To

To
S

!

7

EAST OAKLAND—»6.00, *6:30, 7:00, 7:30, 8:00,

:30, 9:00, 9:30, 10:00, 10:30, 11:00, 11:30, 12:00, 12.30,

:00, 1.30, 2:00, 2:30, 3:00, 3:30, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30,

:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00, 9:00. 10:00, 11:00, «12:00.

FRUIT VALE— 0:00, 6:30, *7:00, "7:30. "8:00, "8:30,

3:30, "4:00, »4:30, »5:00, *5:30, *6:00, ">6:30. 9:00.

FRUIT VALE (via Alameda) -"9:30 A. M.,6:30, (11:00,
12:00 P. M.
ALAMEDA— *G:00, »G:30, 7:00, -7:30, 8:00, *S:30, 9:00,

:30, 10:00, (10:30, 11:00, (11:30, 12:00, (12:30, 1:011,

1:30, 2:00, 3:00, 3:30, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30,

.00, 8:00, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, »12:00.

BERKELEY — "6:00, »6:30, 7:00, "7:30, 8:00, "8:30,

,:00, (9:30, 10:00, (10:30, 11:00, (11:30, 12:00, 1:00,

:00, 3:00, 4:00, 4-30, 5:00, 5:30, 6:00, 6:30, 7:00, 8:00,

:00, 10:00, 11:00, *15:00.

WEST BERKELEY—»6:00, *6:30, 7:00, "7:30, (8:00

8:30, 9:00, 10:00, 11:00, (1:00, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00, "4:30,

:00, *5:30, 6:00, "6:30, 7:00.

To " SAN FRANCISCO," Pally.

From FRUIT VALE-*G:20, "0:50, »7:20, "7:50,

"8:50, "9:20, "10:21, "4:20, "4:50, "5:20, "6:50,

"6:50,7:25, 9:50.

From FRUIT VALE (via Alameda)—"5:15, «5:45,

(9:15, "3:15.

From EAST OAKLAND -*5:27, «5:57, 6:27, 6:57,

7:57, 8:27, 8:57, 9:27, 9:57, 10:27, 10:57, 11:27,

12:27, 12:57, 1:27, 1:57, 2:27, 2:57, 3:27, 3:57, 4:27.

5:27, 5:57, 6:27, 6:57, 7:57, 8:57, 9:57, 10:57.

From BROADWAY, Oaklasd-»5:36, »6:00, 6:36.

7:30.8:06,8:36,9:06,9:36,10:06,10:36,11:06,11:36,
12:36, 1:06, 1:36, 2:06, 2:36, 3:00, 3:36, 4:06, 4:36,

5:36, 6:06, 6:30, 7:06, 8:06, 9:00, 10:06, 11:06.

From ALAMEDA—»5:22, "5:52, "6:22, 6:52, "7:22,

"8:22, 8:52, 9:22. 9:52, (10:22, 10:52, (11:22,
(12:22, )2:52, (1.22, 1:52, 2:52, 3:22, 3:52, 4:22,

5:22, 5:52, 6:22, 6:52, 7:52, 8:52, 9:52, 10:52.

From BERKELEY -»5:15, »5:45, "6:15, 6:45, *7:15,

"8:15, 8:45, (9:15, 9:45, (10:15, 10:45, (11:15,

12:45, 1:45, 2:45, 3:45, 4:15, 4:45, 5:15, 5:45, 6:15,

7:45, S:45, 9:45, 10:45.

FROM WEST BERKELEY — *5:45, »0:15, 6:45,

7:45, 8:45, (9:15, 9:45, 10:45, (12:45, 1:45, 2:45,

4:45, *5:15, 5:45, *6:15, 6:45, '7:15.

(6:45,

Creek Route.
FROM SAN FRANCISCO—*7:15, 9:15, 11:15, 1:16, 3:15,

5:16.

From OAKLAND—»6:15, S:15, 10:15, 12:15, 2:15, 4:15.

"Daily , except Sundays. ^Sundays only.

" Standard Time" furnished by Randolph & Co., Jew-
elers, 101 and 103 Montgomery St., S. F.
^. N. TOWNE, T. H. GOODMAN,

den. Manager. Gen. Pass, and Tkt. Agt.

Boats and Trains Leave San Francisco as follows

:

7-f~\t3 A. M., Daily (Sundays excepted), via San^Z-> Rafael, from MARKET-STREET WHARF,
for Petaluma, Santa Rosa, Healdsburg, Clovcrdale,
Guernev'lle and Way Stations. Stages connect at Santa
Rosa for Sebastopol and Mark West Springs; at Gey
serville for Skaggs' Springs, and at Cloverdale for High-
land Springs, Kelseyville, Soda Bay Lakeport, Bartlett
Springs, Navarro Ridge, Mendocino l ity, Westport,
Ukiah, Eureka and Geysers.

D.iily, Except Snndays.
2-/.GT. M.,via Donahue, from WASHINGTON-

-**t» STREET WHARF; and
4. CSf) p. M., via San Rafael, from MARKET-STREET

c-"~' WHARF, for Petaluma, Cloverdale and
Way Stations.*

Sunday Excu.-sions.
8'CT>(\ a. M., Sundays only, via Donahue, from•^yJ WASHINGTON-STREET WHARF, for Clo-
vcrdale and Way Stations. Round-Trip Tickets on Sun-
days: To Petaluma, $1 50; SantaRoaa, 82: Healdsburg,
83; Cloverdale, 84 50; Guerneville, 83. Returning, will
arrive in San Francisco at 6:45 p. m.

ARTHUR HUGHES, PETER J. McGLYNN.
General Manager. G. P. and T. A.

SONOMA VALLEY RAILROAD.

Boats and Trains Leave San Francisco as follows :

Q • AR p- m., Daily (Sundays excepted), from WASH-
<z* .*rtcj INGTON-STREKT WHARF, for the Town
of Sonoma, Glen Ellen and Way Points.

Sunday Excursions.

8-Qn AJI (Sundays only), from WASHINGTON-.^yj STREKT WHARF, for the Town of So-
noma, Glen Ellen and Way Points. Round-Trip Tickets

:

To Sonoma, $1; to Glen El'en, SI 50,

ARTHUR HUGHES, PETER J McGLYNN,
General Manager. Gen. Pass, and Tkt. Act.

NORTH PACIFIC COAST
RAILROAD.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing ST72TBAY, April 1st, 1883,
Boats and Trains willRun as follows:

FOR SAN RAFAEL (via San Quentin Ferry)-*7:n5,
t8:15, *9:20, tl0:25 a. m., tl:10, *l:45, t3:45, **:50 P. si.

(Via Saucelito Ferry)— t&:U0, *8:50 A. M., *3:35. *5:3;>,

+6:40 p. M.

FROM SAN RAFAEL (via San Quentin Ferry)—*8:00,
+8:60, *10:35, +11:45 a. M.

(
+2:15, +2:25, +4:25, *5:20 P. M.

(Via Saucelito Ferry)—'6: 50, +7:30, *S:45 A. M., +CS:20p. si.

Week days. +Sundays only.

FOR SAUCELITO (Week Days)-8:50, 10:30 A. si.,

1:30, 3:35, 5:30 P. m.
(Sundays)—8:00, 10:00 A. m., 12:00 m., 2:00, 4:15,

6:40 p. m.

FROM SAUCELITO (Week Days)—7:45, 9:30, 11:20,
A. M.,2:30, 4:45 P. si,

(Sundays)—S:45, 11:00 a.m., 1:00, 3:15, 5:30, 7:20 P. si.

On Monday an extra trip from San Francisco at 7:00
A. si., and on Saturday from Saucelito at 6:15 p. m.

ft'^O A " M ' Daily, Sundays excepted (Via Saucelito
kj,kJ\j Ferry), for Poiut Reyes and Way Stations.
Returning, arrives in S. F. (via Saucelito) 5:20 p. si.

"I tAFi P. M. Daily, Sundays excepted (via San Quentin
-L .TfJ Ferry), THROUGH TRAIN, for Duncan Mills
and Way Stations. (Through Train from Duncan Mills
arrives in Sau Francisco at 11:45 A. M.)

Stage Connections.
Stages leave Duncan Mills every morning, except

Mondays, for Stewart's Point, Point Arena, Cuffey's
Cove, Mendocino City and all points on the North Coast.

Saturday to Monday Excursions.
EXCURSION TICKETS, sold on Saturdays and Sun-

days, good to return following Monday.—Fairfax, SI;

Camp Taylor, $2; Point Reyes, §2 50; Tomales, $3 50;
Duncan Mills, $5,

Sunday Excursions.
8:00 a, m. from Saucelito Ferry.. . ^Excursion Train
8: 15 a. ni. from San Quentin Ferry j every Sunday
for Duncan Mills and Way Stations.
Returning, arrives in Sun Francisco (via Saucelito

Ferry) 7:50 P. m. FARES FOR ROUND TRIP.—Camp
Taylor, SI 75; Point Reyes, §2; Tomales, §2 50; Duncan
Mills, $3.

DAVID NTE, F. E. LATHAM,
Gen'l Supt. Gen'l Pass and TKt. Agt.

S^TNOrrrHERNre

OOTHERMCtft
BROAD OA1TOE.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing- Wednesday, April 18th, 1883,
And until further notice, Passenger Trains will leave
from, and arrive at San Francisco Passenger Depot
(Townsend st., between 3d and 4th streets),as follows:

LBAVE
S. F.

8:30 A.M,

+ 9:30 A si.

10:40 a.m.
* 3:30 p.m.

4:25 p.m.
* 5:15 p.bi.

6:30 p.m.

£11:45 p.m.

8:30 a.m
10:40 a.M
* 3:30 P.M,
4:25 P.M,

10:40 a.m.
• 3:30

DESTINATION. ARRIVE
8. F.

.San Mateo, Redwood,..

....andMenlo Park.....

6:40 a.m.
* 8:10 a.m.

9:03 A.M.
10:02 ah.
* 3:36 P.M.

t 4:59 P.M.

6:00 P.M.

t 7:50 p.m.

+ 8:15 p.m.

( \

J ..Santa Clara, San Joseand.. I

I

. .Priucipal Way Stations. . . X

I )

9:03 a.m
10:02 A.M.

* 3:36 p.m.

6:00 p.m.
+ 8:15 p.m.

a.m. I Gilroy, Pajaro, Castroville
p.m. ( ...Salinas and Monterey ...

10:02 a.m.
6:00 p.m.

10:40 a.m
* 3:30

A. SI. J
P.SI. \

10:40 A.M
* 3.30 P.M

.Hollister and Tres Pinoa.

{ . Watson ville, Camp Goodall.
)

J Aptos, New Brighton, Soquel (

i (Camp Capitola) and Santa
(

1 Cruz )

'10:02 a.m.
6:00 p.m.

10.02a.m.
6:00p.m.

10:40 a.m. | ..Soledad and Way Stations..
|

0:00 p.m.

.Montereyand Santa Cruz., I

(Sunday Excursion).... j

Sundays excepted. tSundays only.
tTheatre train, Saturdays only.

STAGE CONNECTIONS are made with the 10:40 A. M.

Train, except PESCADERO Stage via San Mateo, and
PACIFIC CONGRESS SPRINGS Stage via Santa Clara,
which connect with 8:30 a. m. Train.

SPECIAL ROUND-TRIP TICKETS.-At Reduced
Rates—to Pescadero, Monterey, Aptos, Soquel and
Santa Cruz; also to Gilroy, Paraiso and Paso Robles
Springs.

EXCURSION TICKETS—Sold Saturdays and on Sun-
daymornings—good to retuin on Monday: To Sa ntaClara
or San Jose, §2 50; to Gilroy, 54; to Monterey or Santa
Cruz, $5, and to principal points between San Francisco
and San Jose; also, to Gilroy Hot Springs, S6.00.

SUNDAY EXCURSION TICKETS—To either Monte-
rey or Santa Cruz, and return, §3.

TICKET OFFICES. - Passenger Depot, Townsend
street, and No. 2 New Montgomery street, Palace Hotel.
A. C. BASSETT, H. R. JUDAH,

Superintendent. Asst. Pass. & Tkt. Agt.

^"SOUTHERN DIVISIONS.-ffi«r
For points on Southern Divisions and the East, see

C. P. R. E. Time Sciiedule. April 14.

SOUTH PACIFIC COAST
railroad.

Newark, San Jose, Los Gatos, Glenwood,
Big Trees, Felton and Santa Cruz.

Passenger Trains leave Station, FOOT OF MARKET
STREET, SOUTH SIDE, at:

8. Qf~v A. M. daily—Alvarado, Newark, Centreville,
• CJ \J Alviso, Santa Clara, SAN JOSE, Los Gatos,

Wrights, Glenwood, Felton, Big Trees, SANTA CRUZ
and all Way Stations. (Parlor Car.)

2.0/~\ p. m. (except Sunday), Express—Alvarado,
OV.' Newark, Centreville, Alviso, Agnew's, Santa

Clara, SAN JOSE, Los Gatos and all Stations to SANTA
CRUZ. (Parlor Car.)

4. o f\ p. M. daily, for San Jose, Los Gatos and in-
.cOKJ tennediate points. Through to SANTA

CRUZ ON SATURDAYS. Leave Santa Cruz 5:35 ». ».

SUNDAYS.
Stages connect at Los Gatos for Congress Springs.

85 Excursions to SANTA CRUZ and «2 50
to SAN JOSE on Saturdays and Sundays, to return un-
til Monday, inclusive. $3 Excursions to RIG
TREES or SANTA CRUZ every SUNDAY, 8:30 a. m.

To Oakland and Alameda.
50:30—7:30—8:30-9:30—10:30—11:30 a. m. f!2:30—

1 :30—2:30—3:30—4:30-5:30-6:30—7:30— 9:15— 10:30—
11:35 p.m.

From Fourteenth and Webster streets,
Oakland.

§6:57—§6:57— 7:57—8:52— 9:52— 10:52—1T11:52 a. m.

12:52—1:52—2:52—3:52—4:52—5:52—6:52—9:35—10:52—
11:52 p.m. Sundays only, 7:52 p. m. Daily to Alameda.

From Hi^li street, Alameda.
§5:45— §6:45-7:45—8:35— 9:35— 10:35—iril:35 A. M.

12:35—1:35—2:35—3:36-4:35—5:35— 6:35— 9:20 — 10:35

—11:35 p. h.
§Sundays excepted. IfSaturdays and Sundays only.

TICKET, Telegraph and Transfer Office, 222 MONT-
GOMERY STREET, San Francisco.

A. H. FRACKER, R. M. GARRATT,
Gen'l Supt. G. F. and P. Agent.
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well known that there are several individual belonging to the
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tit, yel they arc- encouraged and Sniped to bridge over the
disguising the feci thai the prioes "f ;ill oerealfl have

in the long run been unnaturally forced up beyond Legitimate (figUT

the traffic seems to gain friends and popularity every day. In this con-

nection it i« well t>» state that exporters in general do not buy their

Wheat at the Call Hoards, not liking the standard grades established, hut

prefer to buy by sample in the goon old way—thus buying crop lots di-

rect from the farmers.

New Wheat -The first new Wheat of the season reached here June
I 1 sold promptly at si fCi \< ctl., and is now being shipped to

Liverpool on board snip I. F. Chapman. Other parcels have since been

marketed at about same rate. One lot of 1,000 tons, July delivery, sold

at >l 1.7 .. The crop is panning ont splendidly, the yield is large and the

quality Rood. No one thinks of placing the surplus for export at less

than 1,000.000 tons, and there are some who go as high as 1,200,000 tons.

Strange as it may appear, it is said that there are at least 75,000 tons old

\\ heat yet remaining in the State. Exports are now going forward quite

freely.

Barley.—Xew crop Barley arrived here on the 25th June, it having
been harvested some ten days previously. This lot of 155 tons came from
Dixon, and sill at current market rates. We quote Feed at 92-i-@97ic,

Brewing at fl<3 1 02h tfctl. The ship Gatherer, for Liverpool, carried

1,350 ctls. Chevalier.

Flour.—The ship Gatherer, for Liverpool, carries 18,175 hbls. Oregon
continues to send us of her surplus. The steamer Oregon brought 2,100
hi. In. Prices seem to shade off a little. We quote City Extras at (5@
|6 50; Country ditto, $4 75(n)?5; Superfine, S3 50@$4.

Wool.—There seems to be rather more inquiry for choice Fleece.

Stocks are large—10,000,000 to 12,000.000 lbs. Good to choice commands
: >-. ; inferior, 13@15c; medium grades, 17@19c. Overland shipments'

in May, 2,134,140 lbs.

Hops.—The bottom seems to have dropped out of the market, leaving
:>. fair supply in stock; price, 20@30c; few sales at any price. Shipments
overland in May, 70,500 lbs.

Fruits.—The market continues to be copiously supplied with Apricots,

Apples, Cherries, Peaches, Raspberries, Strawberries, Figs, etc. Our
oannera are all busy, putting up Fruits in variety. The steamer Granada,
from Mexican ports, brought 1,014 cs. Limes. Oranges from Tahiti and
Lemons from Sicily have a decided preference over our own product.

Imports.—The Pacific Mail steamship Granada, 20 days from Panama
and way ports, brought up from the Isthmus 7,43G kegs Nails, 150 bbls.

Resin, etc. from New York, and from Europe 150 cs. Champagne; from
South America 50 cs. Cocoa; from Central America, 7,282 sks. Coffee, 334

sks. Sugar, etc. ; also in transit for China, 2,003 bales Cotton Sheetings

and 175 cs. Condensed Milk.

Antwerp.—The Norwegian bark Dione, 130 days, to Wolfe & Rhein-
hold, brought for cargo 27,000 pkgs. Window Glass, 375 pkgs. Wine and
general Merchandise.

Guatamala.—The French brig Hector brought up 1,945 bags Coffee

and 500 boxes Wine.

Acajutla. —The bark California, 56 days, brought up 4,963 bags Cen-
tral American Coffee and 845 bags Sugar.

New York.—Ship John McDonald brought from New York a full

cargo of general Merchandise.

Grain Bags.—Calcutta Standard Bags have been sold at 7^c; now
offered at 7gc@7|c

Grain Charters.—The German bark C. R. Bishop, 820 tons, has a

charter to load Wheat to the United Kingdom or Continent, at £2 13s. Od.

Whale Bone.—Owing to a light stock here and at the East, prices

have been advanced to$5@$5 25 per tb.

Coffee.—Imports for the week aggregate 14,500 bags Central Ameri-
can; the local demand is only fair, Good to Choice Greens quotable from
llc.@13c.

Sugar.—Imports for the week light, aggregating 1,200 bags Central
American. Sales: 1,600 kegs Choice Hawaiian, 9c; 1,500 bags Refining

Hawaiian, 6Jc.@8£c. Prices of refined remain unchanged: ll^c. for

White; 9c.@l06. for Yellow and Golden.

Rice.—The price of Sandwich Island has been reduced to 5c.

Coal, Salt and Iron.—These several staple articles of import from
Great Britain are all in good supply, and are only salable at low prices.

Salmon.—Advices from Oregon are conflicting as to the catch of Co-

lumbia River, while that of the Sacramento falls short of that of last year.

Overland shipments in May, 2,627,710 pounds gross. Sales of Sacra-

mento Salmon are reported at $1 274 f- °- D -

Quicksilver Stocks an- no* well oouoentrated in tho hand* of n iln*
Lt production, most of the lesser mtnet baring

1 by the tow prioee ruling the past two years. It

thomrh our total nroductlon would soon fall to 1,000 fluid
ntb. Our London advices of June 7th say that the receipt* al

thai point now reach l.tmo flaska per day; pur.-, £6 7a 6d., dull.

the price of "A" brand hi 928 80 per bottle. Toe tariff of L0 per oent
sd valorem takes effect July 1st. The 1 1 wen as follows:

Flatk*.

Pq Hongkong, i»er City of Peking, bonce June Mth:
Wing Cbong Wo & Co 1,100

To Ban Bias, per San Jose, hence 15th lost.;

1. Uutte 600
.1. B. Randol 800

To Mantlan, per same:
Thomas Bell & Co 180

Total 2,180
Previously since January Let, 1883 16,482

130,140

16,678

8,400

5,000

160,116
419,383

$479,498
530,980

ipts since January 1st, 1883, 24,488 flasks, including 90 flasks re-

ceived from Oregon.
The Overland shipments in May were 341 flasks, of which 311 flasks

were shipped from this city, making the total shipments by rail from
January 1st to May 1st, 1883, 1,781 flasks.

Foreign Imports.—The total imports of a few of the most important
articles from January 1st to June 1st were as follows:

1882.

Pounds.

.1,863,007

Totals siuce January 1*t, 1883 17,662
Totals same period 1882 18,135

188?.
Pounds
3,847.404

10,155,395
69,597,191
20,353,390

[names in 1883.

Pounds.

1,984,457
2,105,295*
23,391,271

6,880,416

Tea
Coffee 12,200,690
Sugar 46,265,920
Rice 19,472,974

* Decrease.

Of the above imports, we received this year from the Hawaiian Islands
4,006,000 lbs. Rice, 7,782 lbs. Coffee, and 55.453,841 lbs. Sugar ; from
China, 901,216 pounds Tea, 7,449,715 pounds Rice, 157,176 pounds Coffee,
and 6,276,137 pounds Sugar ; from Japan, 2,923,810 pounds Tea ; from
British East Indies, 14,897,075 pounds Rice ; from Central America,
9,759,387 pounds Coffee and 1,225,508 pounds Sugar ; from Spanish pos-
sessions, 6,641,600 pounds Sugar. The total imports of Opium for the
first five months of 1883 aggregate 108,144 pounds ; of Wool, 518,755 Ids.;

of Raw Silk, 1,001,249 pounds ; of Raw Hemp, 872 tons ; and of Raw
Jute, 357 tons.

Teas.—Several invoices of the new crop Japan are now upon the mar-
ket, but, as yet, no sales of magnitude have been made public.

From the Orient.—The O. and O. steamship Oceanic, 24 days from
Hongkong, via Yokohama 15 days, arrived here Tuesday evening with
31 cabin passengers and 20 steerage; also 257 Chinese. Of these latter 88
go north to British Columbia. Some 700 pkgs. Opium came by this ves-

sel, each weighing 41 pounds—say 21,700 pounds; value. 8459,200; duty,
$6 per pound. For cargo this steamer had 1,512 bales Calcutta Gunnies,
424 bags Sugar, 2,727 pkgs. Oil, 1,724 pkgs. Tea, 18,389 mats Rice, 2,727
pkgs. Chow-Chow; also, in transit for Eastern cities, 15,456 pkgs. Tea,
270 pkgs. Silks, 193 parcels, etc.

A Long Holiday Season.—The Produce Exchange Call Board have
decided to adjourn from June 30th to July 5th. It is probable that tbe
Stock Exchange and Grain Exchange will do likewise, so that the first

week in July will be devoted to pleasure. " Independence day now and
forever."

GEO. STREET, Agent News Letter, 30 Cornhill, E. C, London.

Llebig Company's Extract of Meat.—Fluest and Cheapest
Meat-flavoring Stock for Soups, Made Dishes and Sauces.

Liebig1 Company's Extract of Meat.—An invaluable and
palatable Tonic in all cases of weak digestion and debility. " Is a suc-

cess and boon for which Nations should feel grateful." See "Medical
Press," " Laucet," " British Medical Journal," etc.

U-Itiff Company's Extract of Meat.— Cantlon : Gennlne
J ONLY with fac-siniile of Baron Liebig's Signature, in Blue Ink, across

Label.
This caution is necessary owing to various cheap and inferior substi-

tutes being in the Market.

Liebig- Company's Extract of Meat —To be hart of all Store-
keepers, Grocers and Chemists. Sole Agents for the United States

(wholesale only), C. DAVID & CO., 9 Fenchurch Avenue, London,
England.
Sold wholesale by RICHARDS & HARRISON, San Francisco.

BRITISH BENEVOLENT SOCIETY OF CAL.

Attendance, daily, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., by the under-
signed, to receive subscriptions and donations, and to furnish all information

relating to the Society. J. P. McCURRIE, Secretary,

Oct. 23. Room 4, No. 531 California at.

COAL-OIL STOVES.

All Sizes for Oookiog or Parlor use. Send for Circular and Prices

WIESTEK A CO..
17 New Montgomery St., S. 7.

PROF. JOS. JOSSET,
Graduate of the University of Paris; Ex. Professor of De

la Mennaia' Normal, France; late of Point Loma Seminary, San DiflgO. Pri-

vate Lessons in the French Language, Residence: 111-1 Stockton street, between

Pacific and Jackson. At home from 12 to 2 p.m. Private Lessons given at the res-

idence of the pupil. Dec. 6.
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"WAIFS.
The war which the News Letteb has almost alone waged against the

terribly corrupt rule of the bosses in this city is beginning to produce re-

sults.«^—It is beginning to be realized by the taxpayers at large that there
has been only too much truth in the charges that we have been piling up
every week for six months past.^—The moment conviction begins to

seize upon the public mind that ifc is true that almost every department
of the municipal government is abominably corrupt, a cure for the pre-

vailing condition of things is not far off. «^—An awakened public con-

science, and a duly informed public opinion, must surely lead to an early

and complete destruction of the vile reign of Bush street.-^—Well, that
conscience is being awakened, and that opinion is being informed about
this time at a marvelously rapid rate.^^The exposures of things in the
School Department that are taking place, though they do not reveal one-

hundredth part of the truth, are, nevertheless, arresting attention.^—
Where so much can be proven, it goes without saying that infinitely more
exists that cannot be got at.——That Cahalin is caught is certain. His
indictment by the Grand Jury is highly proper.*^—He gave a man an
office who paid two hundred dollars for it.——He pleads innocence as to

the receiving of the money. Of course he does ; fellows in his position

always do.—But the facts are against him.-^—He told the man who
wanted the otfice to go and see Shane and " fix him," and it would be " all

right." He did, and paid S200. He subsequently said to Cahalin: "I
paid 8200 for that particular janitorship, and I want it or my money
back." Cahalin replied: " Have patience for two or three weeks and I
will work you in there."^—If that does not bring home a guilty knowl-
edge to Cahalin, there is no force or logic in facts. -— It is always difficult

to get around the middleman or broker.——It is not every official who is

green enough, as Cahalin was, to talk to the principal about the mnney
he paid.— No juryman, possessed of an atom of worldly wisdom, ought
to hesitate as to the verdict which the evidence justifies. This man
Shane, who confesses to the receipt of the money, is Secretary of the Dem-
ocratic County Committe.—^He ought not to be allowed to hold that
position one hour longer. Bad as the Cahalin matter undoubtedly is,

it sinks into insignificance compared with graver things that are going on
in the School Department.-^More important offices are being sold for

coin; favoritism and dishonesty prevailed in the recent school examina-
tions. Five different criminals that we know of, who appear in the "rogues'
gallery," have received positions for no better or other reason than that
they are Buckley lambs, who gave valuable assistance in carrying the pre-

cinct clubs, and, worse than all, wantons are being promoted in the De-
partment for immoral considerations. We will look for the report of the
Grand Jury in regard to the School Department with interest.^—Every
reflecting citizen would like to know how one of the firm of bosses be-

came foreman of the Grand Jury.^—It is said that Judge Toohey ap-
pointed him to that position.^—He ought to have begged to be excused.
How is it possible for him to probe to the bottom the alleged corruption
with which his firm is charged ?-^—The story go«s that a member of the
Grand Jury is under suspicion of haviug offered to procure an important
appointment for a man for @500. The applicant tells a very circumstan-
tial story on the subject that has all the air of truthfulness about it.-^—
He is indorsed as a man of probity and honor by a large number of our
best citizens.——Governor Irwin's confirmation as Harbor Commissioner
was obtained by Grand Juryman M. J. Kelly, by the slender majority of

one. Mike's brother, Martin, constituted that majority. Martin is now
Deputy Chief Wharfinger. Commissioner Wise has also uses for M.
J., and js daily to be seen running with him.—Mike is an influential

member of the Democratic County Committee, and Wise wants all the
influence he can get in that quarter.-^—Kelly is therefore a power with a
majority of the Harbor Commissioners, and if he offered to get a man a
position in that department we believe he could do it.

INSURE A MARRIAGE PORTION.
No association has ever come into existence which commends itself

to the commercial judgment and instinct of the individual (and, at the
same time, challenges public admiration on account of the philanthropic
service it does to organized society) in the same degree that the Universal
Benevolent Association of California does. For a comparative trifle,

this association undertakes to provide each of its members with a mar-
riage portion on their wedding day. The costs of becoming a member,
and the assessments that are levied from time to time are so small that
any man or woman working for ordinary wages does not miss them, or
feel their payment to be an oppressive burden. And yet, these insignifi-

cant payments are securing for the member a good round dot with which
to face the world when he or she undertakes to assume the responsibilities

of marriage. This is done in just the same way that life insurance com-
panies, benevolent societies, etc., for small monthly or yearly payments
maiutain the sick, and provide handsome legacies for the friends of de-
ceased members. It is all a question of figures. Expert actuaries ar
range tables, the basis of which is tested and proven to be mathematical-
ly correct, and upon these tables the business of such associations is con-
ducted with profit and success.

5 _

Tbe attention of those who would like to enjoy a real treat in the
shape of a country excursion during the 4th of July holidays, is directed
to the excursion announcement of the North Pacific Coast Railroad Com-
pany. This corporation offers to sell return tickets over its line from to-

day until July 4th, inclusive, at excursion rates, which tickets will be
good for return up to July 9th. A special excursion train, returning in
the evening will also be sent over this road on July 4th. When it is

borne in mind that the North Pacific Coast Railroad passes through some
of the most magnificent scenery in the world, and that, off the line in all

directions, are charming locations for a few day's camping, fishing, etc.,

the importance of this excursion announcement will be appreciated by
holiday makers.

In re-christening the Jackson-street School after Director Hastings,
and pulling down the name of Andrew Jackson for that of a young man
who is only known in connection with one of the roost corrupt Boards of
Education ever saddled on this city, no great harm has been done, for, if

Andrew Jackson and Abraham Lincoln could get out of their graves and
be consulted on the matter, they would undoubtedly beg, with tears, that
no memory of their lives should ever be linked with, nor their names
uttered by, any of the celebrated eight Directors of the present Board.

T
PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

he Company's steamers will sail for Hongkong and
Yokohama;

CITY OF RIO DE JANEIRO AUGUST 4, at 2 o'clock p. m.,

Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and return at reduced rates.

For New York, via Panama:
GRANADA JULY 2, at 10 a.m.,

Taking Freight and Passengers for MAZATLAN, ACAPULCO, CHAMPERICO.
SAN JOSE DE GUATEMALA, ACAJUTLA, LA LIBERTAD and PUNTA ARENAS,

Tickets to and from Europe by aoy line for sale at the lowest rates ; also fi*r Ha-
vana and all West India ports.

For Honolulu, Auckland and Sydney:
ZEALANDIA JUNE 30, at 2 P.M.,

Or immediately on arrival of the English mails.

Ten Dollars additional is charged for Upper Cabin passage.
For freight or passage apply at the office, cor. First and Brannan streetB.

[June 30.] WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO., General Agents.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL STEAMSHIP CO.,

For Japan and China, leave wharf, corner First and Bran-
nan streets, at 2 p.m., for YOKOHAMA AND HONGKONG, connecting at

Yokohama with Steamers for Shanghai.

1883.
From San Frakcisco
for Hongkong. Steamer..

SATURDAY, September 15tb. ..ARABIC
THURSDAY, September 27th OCEANIC
THURSDAY, October 11th COPTIC

From San Francisco
for Hongkong. Steamer.

SATURDAY, May 5th COPTIC
THURSDAY, June 28th ARABIC
TUESDAY, July 10th OCEANIC
SATURDAY, July 21st COPTIC
Excursion Tickets to Yokohama and Return at Reduced Rateg.

Cabin Plans on exhibition and Passage Tickets on sale at C. P. R. R. Co.'s

General Offices, Room 74, cor. Fourth and Townsend sts.

For Freight, apply to GEORGE H. RICE, Freight Agent, at the Pacific Mail Steam-
ship Company's Wharf, or at No. 202 Market street, Union Block.

T. H. GOODMAN, General Passenger Agent.
LELAND STANFORD, President. May 5th.

PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Steamers of tbis Company will sail from Broadway Wharf

as follows

:

For Victoria, B.C., and Puget Sound Ports: Every Friday, at 2 p. M. of each month.
Steamer of the 30th connects at Port Townsend with steamer " Idaho " for Alaska.
For Portland, Oregon, in connection with the O. R. & N. Co.: Every 3 days.
For San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego: 5th, 10th, 15th,

20th, 25th and 30th of each month.
For Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Simeon, Cayucos, Gaviota, Santa Barbara and

Ventura: Every Wednesday at S a.m.
For Eureka, Areata, and Hookton, Humboldt Bay: Every Wednesday, 9 'clock.

For Point Arena, Mendocino, etc.: Every Monday.

Ticket Office, No. 214 Montgomery Street, near Pine.
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

[May 5.] No. 10 Market street.

FOR PORTLAND AND ASTORIA, OREGON.

The Oregon Railway and Navigation Company and Pacific
Coast Steamship Company will dispatch from Speur-street Wharf, for the

above ports, one of their new Al Iron Steamships, viz. : QUEEN OF THE PACIFIC,
COLUMBIA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA and OREGON.

Sailing: Days,
JUNE 2-5-8-11-14-17-20-23-26-29, and every following

Three Bays, at 10 o'clock a. m.
Connecting at Portland, Oregon, with Steamers and Railroads and their connecting
Stage Lines for all points in Oregon, Washington and Idaho Territories, British

Columbia and Alaska.

Ticket Office 214 Montgomery Street
GOODALL, PERKINS & CO., Agents,

[May 5.] No. 10 Market street, San Francisco.

CALIFORNIA AND MEXICAN S. S. LINE
For Ensenada, Magdalena Bay, Cape St. lucas, Ma/nilnn,

LA PAZ and GUAYMAS.—The Steamship NEWBERN, THOS. HUNTING-
TON, Master, will leave for the above ports on

FRIDAY JULY 6th, 1883, at 12 o'clock M-,

FROM WASHINGTON-STREET WHARF.
Through Bills of Lading will be furnished and none others signed. Freight will

be received on Friday, June 28th. No freight received after Thursday, July 5tb, at
12 m., and Bills of Lading must be accompanied by Custom House and Consular clear-

ances. For Freight or Passage apply to J. BERMINGHAM, Agent,
[June 30.] 10 Market street.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of tbe Bulwer Consolidated Mining Company, San

Francisco, June 2i, 1883.—At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the
above named company, held this day, Dividend No. 18,'of Fifteen Cents (15c.) per
share, was declared, payable on MONDAY, July 2d, 18s3. Transfer hooks closed on
Saturday, June i!3d, 1883, at 12 o'clock m. This dividend is payable at the office in

tbis city un all stock issued here, and at the Farmers' Loan and Trust Company, in

New York, on all stock issued there. WM. WILLIS, Secretary.

Office—Room No. 29, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco,
California. June 2t£

ANNUAL MEETING.
Office of the Southern Pacific Railroad Company, San Fran-

cisco, June 11th, 1SS3.—The Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the above
named company, for the election of seven Directors for tbe ensuing year, and for the

transaction of such other business as may be brought before the meeting, will be
held at the otfice of the company, on WEDNESDAY, July 11th proximo, at 10

o'clock A. M. (June 16.) J. L. WILLCUTT, Secretary.

See advertisement on cover to know how to get the genuine Krug
Champagne from Reims, France. Beware of California and other coun-
terfeits.
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THE GLORIOUS FOURTH.

Au-i th«
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Aii i •» ill ware about;
The

Insurance men will frown.
-i.»n« then will Mock the streot.

And IrUh patriute will meet,
iwm Um Statea oannot be "beat"

men will leave the town.
San Francisco, June 30, I . w. L. v..

BLACKMAILING THE TRAMPS.
The so called ocean tempi were f«ry wickadBriti no doubt,

but they had their uses. They wan unpopular and were fair game fur

glon of harpies who fill our quarantine and harl>or offices. The
papers wrote the "tramps" down, and in proportiOD to their doing so th-y

Dp the ability of the officials to levy LargMB. There have been few
occasions says a local contemporary, reflecting greater disgrace upon
Americas institutions and officials than the Late trial of the case of Siora-

. against Leong Tai, in the Supreme Court of Hongkong, There
was here brought to light the fact that the officials, whose duties are about
the hipping in San Fnucfsoo's harbor, are bribe-takers, and the Court
hftring looked inU> the evidence and the proof and finding the facts as

. rendered judgmentthat 91,000 was given in bribes, and at the same
time ordering a recovery of the money. The case arose out of the charter
of the tramp steamer Triumph, which arrived here on July 96, 1882, with

of Chinamen. She was chartered by Siemser & Co, to Leong Tai,

the conditions being that the latter should disburse all port charges. This
he failed to do, and upon the return of the vessel suit was brought in

Hongkong by the owners to recover the money paid out by the Captain
on this account. A bill of items was brought in and among these appear
the following: "Presents to officials at Kan Francisco, SI,000." The case
was referred to a registrar, and he reported in favor of the claim, alter-

ing certain items, but allowing that of the "presents" to stand, the coun-
-el of the defense, as the findings state, "no longer objecting to the item
of 61,000 for presents to officials at San Francisco," The Court gave
judgment upon this Bnding, thus deciding that §1,000 had been paid to

officials in this city. Whilst the Triumph was at this port its Captain
was one of the most popular of men. He paid the officials for his popu-
larity as we now know. When Captain Roper, of the Anger Head, was
here he was execrated and persecuted almost beyond endurance. But
when he returned home he had no bill of costs against his owners or char-

terers for " bribes paid to San Francisco officials." That makes all the
difference. Monev goes a long way on the harbor front as well as in the
city offices. Verily an era of corruption is upon us. Everything sala-

ble is being sold for coin.

At the last monthly meeting of the British Benevolent Society,
the following preamble and resolution, relating to the late Mr. W. B.
Agard, were unanimously adopted:

Whereas, It has pleased the Almighty to take from us our worthy
friend and fellow-member William B. Agard, one of the founders of the
British Relief Society, in 1858, of which he continued a member until it

gave way in 1865 to this society, of which he was also one of its organiz-
ers, and to whose fidelity, constant attendance at the meetings, zealous
efforts in discharging many important official duties connected therewith,
its prosperity is justly due, therefore be it

Resolved, That we tender to his widow and family the heartfelt sympa-
thy of the members of this society in their affliction and irreparable loss.

American Shipbuilding.—The American Iron Ship Company—the
President of which is Commander Goringe—is now ready to start work
in its yard at Port Richmond. It is said to have eight orders in hand to
commence upon, namely: two iron sailing vessels of 3,250 tons each, two
steam tugs 100 ft. long, two steam colliers 260 ft. long, and two large
lighters for use in New York harbor. Four hundred men are already at
work in the yard, which before long will employ 1,800. A marine railway
capable of carrying a 3,000-ton vessel is about to be commenced, and the
construction of a dry-dock is under consideration.

Gentlemen who wish to obtain neatly Sited, fashionable cut, and care-

fully made clothes, should go to Messrs. J. M. Litchfield & Co., Mer-
chant Tailors, 415 Montgomery street. Litchfield & Co. have on hand a

large and carefully selected stock of the best materials, and during their

long business career they have never failed to give their customers satis-

faction.

The latest idea in Germany is an excellent one. When a husband
suspects his wife of carrying on a flirtation with any one, he goes

down town before she is awake with her false teeth in his pocket. If

our merchants were generally to adopt this idea what a lot of vulcan-

ized rubber would be packed round Front street in a week.

The New York Sun says that " Republicans and Democrats occupy
identical ground on the tariff question, and support a policy which is es-

sentially the same, namely: the policy of a revenue tariff with incidental

protection." Precisely. "That is what the News Letter has been saying

all along. _^__
New Music—The Model Music Store, No. 735 Market street, has

just issued "The Cneur de Lion March," composed for the Knights Con-
clave, by Julia Rive King.

Engravings of Landscapes, Buildings, Machinery, Portraits, etc., by the now
Photo-Engraving Process, 25 per cent, cheaper than wood. Office GOD Merchant street.

A Cute Idea.

Moet ladies art lealou,
of the :i;

I
Sn'tn-

and th< ir rooms,
and when a (taller is an

i there la a rath to

p and pat awa] the
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I
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(

i I he mom is fur-

nished with a Japanese
Folding Screen its gener-
ous folds are useful to

cover the Uttered corner,
and is a beautiful orna-
ment ns well.

Ichi Ban, 20, 22, 24
< Jeary street, recent ly en
larked to cover 15,000
square feet, has an hun-
dred kinds, which sell at

$2.50 each and upwards.

A GRAND PAGEANT.
The Grand Masquerade Ball which takes place next Tuesday even-

ing, July 3d, under the management of Messrs. Goldstein & Cohn, at the
Mechanics' Pavilion, is now an assured success. Fashionable San Fran-
cisco will be there en inasse, or else the present indications are highly de-
ceitful. All the arrangements for this great entertainment have been
made upon a scale of magnificence and completeness, and the result must
be a pageant which, in point of grandeur, has seldom been equaled, and
never surpassed. No expense has been spared, and every auxiliary and
device that will tend to promote the comfort and amusement of spectators
and participants has been called ii to requisition. Seventy valuable prizes
will be given away. Sixty of these will be given to participants, nine
will constitute special prizes, and the remaining one—a grand cabinet,
latest style, Antisell piano, valued at $750—will fall into the possession of
the luckiest lady in the room. In other words, each lady who enters the
ball-room, whether as spectator or participant, will receive a numbered
ticket, and a corresponding number will be placed in a glass globe. When
all have entered, one number will be drawn from the globe, and the
holder of the corresponding number will be entitled to the piano. Spec-
tators' and participants' tickets can now be had at Goldstein & Cohn's,
822 Market street, and at Sherman, Clay & Co. 'a, Kearny street. Seats
can be reserved in the same places. Every lady who wants to win a pi-

ano, and every person, irrespective of sex, who wants to enjoy a rich
spectacle, should be there.

NOTICE.

/".wingr to the Fire, business will be temporarily sus-

pended. Until further notice, all communications should be addressed

to Booms 17 and 18, Golden Gate Block, Post street.

[June 30.] O'CONNOR, MOFFATT & CO.

SELBY SMELTING AND LEAD COMPANY,
416 Montgomery Street San Francisco.

Gold and Silver Refinery and Assay Office.

Highest Prices Paid for Gold. Silver and Lead Ores and Sulphurets. Manufac-
turers of BLUESTONE. Also, Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead, Shot, etc. This Company
has the best facilities on the Coast for working GOLD, SILVEB and LEAD in their

various forms.
June 18. PRENTISS SELBY, Superintendent.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE.
Andes Silver Mining* Company.—Location of principal

Place of business, San Francisco, California. Location of works, Virginia
Mining District, Storey county, Nevada.—Notice is hereby given that at a meeting
of the Board of Directors, held on the twenty-seventh day of June. 1883, an assess-

ment (No. 22) of Twenty-five Cents (25) per share was levied upon the capital stock
of the corporation, payable immediately, in United States gold coiu, to the Secretary,
at the office of the company, Room 2, Nevada Block, 309 Montgomery street, San
Francisco, California.

Any stock upon which this assessment shall remain unpaid on the SECOND
DAY OF AUGUST 1S83, will be delinquent and advertised for sale at public auction;
and unless payment is made before, will be sold on WEDNESDAY, THE TWENTY-
SECOND DAY OF AUGUST, 1888, to pay the delinquent assessment, together
with costs of advertising and expenses of sale. By order of the Board of Directors.

BUTLER BURRIS, Secretary.

Office—Room 2, Nevada Block, No. 309 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cali-

fornia, June 30.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
The German Savings and Loan Society.—For the half-year

ending June 80th, 1888, the Board of Directors of THE GERMAN SAVINGS
AND LOAN SOCIETY has declared a Dividend on term deposits at the rate of four

and thirty-two one hundredths (4 32-100) per cent, per annum, and ou ordinary-

deposits at the rate of three and six-tenths '3 (i-10) per cent, per annum, free 1

Federal taxes, and payable on and after the 2d day of Julv, 1883. By order.

[June 80.] GEO. LETTE, Secretary.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
The California Saving:.** and Loan Society, corner of Eilily

and Powell streets -For the half-year ending with June 30, 1888, a dividend
has been declared at the rate of four and thirty-two one-hundredths(4 32-100) per cent.

per annum on term deposits, and three and sixty one-hundredths (3 60-100) per Dent,

per antiunion ordinary deposits, and two (2) per cent, per annum on commercial
deposits, free of taxes, payable on aud after Mondav, July 2, 1883. By order.

[June 30.] VERNON CAMPBELL, Secretary.
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REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS.
Recorded in tile City and County of San Francisco, California, for

the Week ending1 June 23.
(Jorr .cdt'romthe Records ofthe CommercialAgency, 401 California tit. ,8.1?.

Monday, June 18.

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE.
J.

DESCRIPTION.

f N Reed to M D L Hartley..

P H Blake to H Wannig ....

Nicholas Hardallo to Jno Rock...

Chas H Vollmer to M Schwering

Thos t± Merry to Maariee Frank.

,

L Got tig to Jas McKeon

J D Thompson to Wm Sharon

Wni Cooney to Henry McGuire

La Soc Francaise to W McCorrnick

ChasZissigto Ludwig Wagner

Lot 6, blk 165, University Ex Home-
8lead .

N Tyler, 150 w Willard, w 25sl37:6, be-
ing in lot 34, block 78G, Park Land
Investment Co

Commencing 60 8 Filbert, and 77:6 s Du-
pont, e 66 x s 19:4, being in 50-vara
423 ; subject to mortgage

E Franklin, 62:6 s Turk, s 27:6x56—

W

A78
N Sacramento, 146:0 w Steiner, w 25 x

128, being in Western Addition 391 ;

subject to mortgage
E Diamond, 100 s 19lh, s 35x67, being in

H A191
Se Tehama, 80 ne 3rd, ne 25x80—100-
vara 51

S Duncan, 175 e Church, e 25x100—

H

A 56
N 15th, 100 w Guerrero, w 48:6x100—

M

B2S
N Broadway, 68 w Jones, w 23x00—50-

i vara.861.

S 500

5

6,000

5

5

2,500

1,500

1,400

3,150

Tuesday, June 19.

W J GunntoRichd McKnight...

Geo H Sanders to Julia S Sanders

David B Miller to Jno H Thomas..
J F Smith to Victor David

I M Blltler et al to Wm Hale..

WmHaletoJH Shankland
Geo Payne to W Payne
Ellen Lynch to Maggie Canavan.

La Soc Francaise to S P Newmark

Philip Mengel to Danl Foster

Mary McCraith to Mary E Elitcb..
La Soc Francaise to M Hermann.

.

Geo W Prescott to Henry T Scott.

1 M Scott el al to LToion Iron Wks
Same to same

Geo W PreBCOtt to H T Scott..

Sophia Brommer to C Mangels...

C Maugels to E L Goldstein
C D O'Sullivan et al to I E Davis.

N Point Lobos, 82 w 11th avenue, w 50
160-O L 192

W Hyde, 137 n Pine, n 22:11x80—50-vara
1317

Sw Church and 22nd, s 130x250
N Clary, 960 bw 4th, sw 25x80—100-vara

177 ; subject to a mortgage of 1,300
dollars

Sw Scott and Sacramento, w 87x138—

W

A 461
50-vara 6—W A 461
S 23rd, 255 e Guerrero, e 50x100.
E Jones, 107 n Turk, n 30x107—50-vara

1057
N Sutter, 160:6 w Steiner, w 27x137—

W

A 387
S 15th, 60 w Shotwell, w 30x110—M B
33

N O'Farrell. 430 w Steiner, w 37x82
N Sntter, 165 w Steiner, w 27X137-W
A387

Undivided one-third se Mission, 68:9 ne
Freemont, ne 68:9, se 183:4, sw 137:6
nw 45:10, ne 68:9, nw 137 to com-
mencement, being in Beach & Water
354,345,314

Same
Potrero Block 446 and portion of 427,
461,447,460,459,448

Undivided one-third same
Portion Potrero Block 326, 425, 482 and
481

N corner 6th and Bryant, uw 75x135—
100-vnra214

Same
Ne A street and 6th avenue, e 240, n 87:

5, sw 250:0, s 10:10 to commencement
—OL 279

si, 200

Gift
5

5
5

4,000

10

1,750

1,750
5,000

1,750

15,640

22,0C0

1,200

Wednesday, June SO.

Fredk Roemer to FredkHampe..

H Casebolt to H H Granice

Chas Page to Sarah A Lawson...
K T Gardiner to Bernard Miles...

II F Midilleton to J S Dimon Jr. .

.

Sarah E Aston to Jos Macdonough

Commencing on w line of 50-vara 70,
80 s from Vallejo, s 19 x e 70 to Val-
lejo Place
W Laguna, 180 s Green, s 25x125—

W

A 243
E Capp, 260 n 24th, s 70x122:6
E Shotwell, 155 2 19th, s 30x122, being

in M B57
Lot 2.377. Gift Map 4, also lots 6, 7,
block 159, University Ex Hd

Se Folsom, 137 nw Spear, sw 45:10 x
137

1.500

2,250

Thursday, June 21.

A M Loryea to H VV Hyman

Manuel Koppel to Geo Edwards.,
Thos Magee to Jno H Curley.

La Soc Francaise to J Comerford

.

J M Comerford to H Hollraann .

.

H Hollmaun to Richd Acton

WBCarr to J B Haggin

ChaB GeddcB to Theresa Coleman.

WEastontoRC Miller

D Taylor to Edwd H Hammer

Robt White et al to Colin Simson.

N California, 69:9 e Octavia, e 24:1x137
6-W A 161

Se24th and Douglass, e 125x114
S Pacific, 100 w Fillmore, w 25x127—

W

A 349
Sw Ciipper and Church, w 100x114

;

Mission, 128:5 s 24th, n 98:5, e 115, s

26:6, sw to commencement, being in
MB181

E MiBsion, 128:5 s 24th. n 9S:5, s 26:6,
sw to commencement, being in M B
171

E Mission, 30 s 24th, s 75, e 101, ne to a
point, n 16:6, w 115 to commencement
—MB171
W San Jose avenue, 443:3 b 34th, s 08:9

w 142:6, 6 68:9, 146:2, n 137:6, c 202:4
to commencement, being in Harper
Addition 8

S Hill, 77 e Guerrero, o 28x90-M B
74

E Baker, 20 s Clay, s 55x11, being in W
A 542

Se Perry, 102:6 ne 3rd, ne 25x75—100-va-
ra78
W Valencia, 278:6 a 25th, .- 25x90—M B
184

A7.500

5

1,600

4,150

5

2,200

5

1.5C0

2,200

2,900

1,000

Friday, June 32.

GRANTOR AND GRANTEE. DESCRIPTION.

J B Haggin to Edwd Golden 'W iBt avenue, 100 s Pt Lobos, e 50x120
—OL283

E Guerrero, 26:0 s.27th, s 25x91 :4, being
in H A 3.

P N Young to Sophia E Miller. . .

.

Wm Coon ey to J M Comerford ..

.

Odd Fellows Sav Bk to J Wendell

E B Badlani to Cath Callahan

W E Brown to Mary D Davis

J Denman to L Loupe

R Bergfeld to J Ahlback

D F Verdena! to Jos Hug

A Russell to S F Gas Light Co . .

.

S Duncan, 225 e Church, e 25x100, being
in H A 56.

Nw Market, 140sw5tb, bw 50x115, being
in MB 102

N Washington, 148 e Van Ness, e 35 x
127:8-W A51

S Sacramento, 162:6 e WebBter, e 5x132:
S-W A 721

Se Howard, 137:0 ne Main, ne 7:10x137:
6-B & W739

Ne Church and Valley, n 26:6x100, being
in HA 65

S Sutter, 100 e Octavia, c 37:6x137:6—

W

Addition 157 ."

Nw Bay and Laguna, n 137:6x413:6—

W

Addition 249

PRICE

$ 1,175

5

5

3.700

3,700

550

5

800

10,000

1

Saturday, June 23.

J J Donovan et al to A Waugh . .

.

JAHubbellto N Hubbell

Hib Sav & Ln Soc to Moses Ellis.

.

La Soc Francaise to F Stranahan.

F Stranahan to Chiu Man Tone. .

,

La Soc Prancaise to Minnie Knofl',

Same to Patk Kelly
Same to E J O'Connor
Chas Miller to Geo A Low..

Marie Haubert to C Riegelhuth

.

A E Buckingham to EP Church.

Sw Turk and Devisadcro, s 60x125—

W

Addition 510
N Turk, 187:6 e Leavenworth, e 32:6 x

137:6-50-vara 1110
Nw Brannau and 3th, nw 275x275—100-
vara 337

Sw Henry and Yale, s 200x240, n one-
half block 98, University Mound

Same
N Sutter, 137:6 v. Steiner, w 27:6x137:6
—w A|387

Lots 2, 3, 4, blk 91, University Mound..
Lots 6 and 7, blk 21,W corner 1st and Jessie, nw 60x104—
KO-vara 1

Nw Perry, 300 bw [3rd ; sw 25x75—100-
vara SO

Portion of Outside Land Blocks 200.
289, 206, and e Franklin, 60 s O'Far-
rel, « 60x137:6, being in Western Ad-
dition 81

$4,500

5

1,200

1

1,750
465
5S0

36,000

2,500

HARKNESS FIRE EXTINGUISHER!

CHARGED WITH IMPROVED ZAPEZE COMPOUND.
It is Non-Corrosive, and will not Evaporate, does not Freez*, and is ALWAYS

READY FOR INSTANT USE.

D. S. BROIIV <f= CO., 36 California St., San Fraucisco, Cat.,

GENERAL AGENTS FOR PACIFIC COAST.

R. H. SINT0N,
DEALER IN REAL ESTATE AND MINES

(Office of John Midbleton & Son),

116 Montgomery street -San Francisco.

Grape, Agricultural, Grazing and Timber Lands bought and sold; also Gold, Silver

and Copper Mines. Solicitor of Patents for Mining Claims A SPECIALTY.

LOWELL PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Manufactured by the 17. S. Cartridge Co.

SUPERIOR TO All, OTHERS.

FIRST QU4.L1TY—WATERPROOF. SECOND QUALITY-GOOD FOR ONE
SHOT. SURE FIRE AND DURABLE.

Cartridges, Brass Shells, Loading: Implements, etc.
^T" For sale by all dealers. March 31.

)55. ][ESTABLISHED
J. 0'KANE,

767 MARKET STREET,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

HARNESS, SADDLES, ROBES, BLANKETS, WHIPS,
And Everything necessary for Horse or Carriage Use.

REPAIRING promptly attended to. May 12.

H.B.Williams, A, Ohesebrough. W. H, Dimond.

WILLIAMS, DIMOND & CO.,

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
UNION BTJTLDXN©, .

JUNCTION MARKET AND PINE STREETS.

Agents for Pacific Mail Steamship Company, Pacific Steam Navigation Company,
The Cunard Royal Mail Steamship Company, "The California Line of Clippers,"
from New York and Boston, and " The Hawaiian Line."

San Francisco, January 31, 1880. Jan. 31

C. AD0LPHE LOW & CO.,
Commission Merchants,

SAN FRANCISCO and ±VEW YORK.
#3T" Agents of American Sugar Refinery, corner of Union and Battery streets,

San Francisco, California. Jan. 17.

TABER, HARKER & CO.,
IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE GROCERS,

108 and 110 California St., S. F.
[April 19.)
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NOTABILIA.

Lawn m -hit* *t driraa

a

Ct|ww Mack m «'rf «

Onm M • r-rt a.* . i» II

PEDDLERS SONG.

Wh*t niiitU )tu\ .mm linwl 10

William Suakm-kahr.

A Detioitor, who wm takitur » ncwly»rriv..i Boglbbmui wound
|.'*u, I lit- r'< fthop, nii'i tin- Km:

irked that he )m<l alw.iv heard ih.»t AmerioMi workmen
w*rr rm) .•.!.--. " we will go in end toe,*

1 wm the Pe-

1 umI mi down t<> frail tor the *•<>**. The carpenter
ww u-!* mil hit i" bore hole* in h frame of lotne sort, end ;tf

wa» bored he bed to insert a wooden wedge. When he had
\iKl walk off two font nod bang op his brnce, which

»"ulil (*• wanted a^aiii in about two minutes. Aftm whittling ont each
oold turn an.) placenta knife on a shelf, am) every time be

I hi- bammof it wan on the bench m\ feet away. "Ah! 1 find I

wan sadly mistaken," aaid the Engluhnnan, aa they finally departed.
" \\ hy, that man had aa nmeh order and system as any workman I ever
aaw in Kn^land. He must have occupied fonr-tiftha of his time walking
hack an <i forth for and with his toota.

1* " Ye**, he was working hy the
day, you see," explained the citizen, as they walked on.

—Dttroit Free Press.

The slang phrase " a dead sure thing " has been superseded by the el-

egant uptesaion, '* a deceased surety.
n Nothing, however, has been or

svat will bo diaoovend which will supercede or even equal the Arlington
Ran^'e, sold by l>e la Montanya, Jackson street, below Battery, It is

universally omceded to be the most perfect cooking apparatus ever oon-
strm ted.

Mary Anderson says that for her part she thinks Edwin Booth very
nnnasonable to object to being kissed by men. If she knows anything
about it they are just the parties to perform the oscillatory operation with
such scientific expertness as to almost give as much satisfaction as is given
by the pure and unadulterated Liquors sold by P. J. Cassiri <fc Co., Wash-
ington and Battery streets.

A vigilant sentinel is posted at the door of a picture gallery, with
strict orders of the customary character. A sightseer happens along and
is promptly halted. "Here, sir, you must leave your cane at the door."
" But, my friend, I haven't got any cane." "Then go back and get one.

Nu one is allowed to pass in here unless he leaves his cane at the door.

Orders is orders!" —Baltimore Netos.

We hear from Chicago that hogs are steady. They are just as* steady
in fcsan Francisco, and are to be seen almost any day, at dinner, putting

their knives in their mouths, making a noise like a mountain torrent when
swallowing their soup, and Bradley & Kulofson, Dupont and Geary
streets, can photograph them so naturally that other hogs grunt and squeal

with delight when they see the pictures.

" A Soft Answer," Etc.—Stout lady passenger (wincing—he had trod

on her best corn): " Phew!—clumsy " Polite old gent: *' Very sorry,

my dear madam, but if you had a foot large enough to be seen such au
accident couldn't occur." And then the stout lady smiled and murmured
that at Swain's Bakery, 213 Sutter street, ladies could always get a deli-

cious lunch, served in perfect style.

" Did you dust the furniture this morning, Mary?" asked the mistress.
" No, ma'am," replied Mary ; "it didn't need it ; it had all the dust on
it that it could easily hold." —Boston Transcript.

A contemporary announces that "the discovery of America by Co-
lumbus was an event of great magnitude." It was, indeed, a big thing ;

but what words can express the discernment of the genins who discovered

the Imperishable Paint, sold by J. K. Kelly & Co., Market street, which
covers three times the space covered by ordinary paint, and is impervious
to sun or rain.

The Grecian authorities now exclude American pork. Greece with-
out pork must be almost as bad as pork without grease, or a respectable

citizen of San Francisco without one of those stylish, well-made hats sold

by White, 014 Commercial street. Call and examine this favorably-known
merchant's stock and you will be delighted with the variety of style and
material.

The sighs of a lover are supposed to indicate the size of his affection.—Boston Transcript.

Shakespeare evidently associated the habit of drinking with wicked-
ness, as he refers to a man who could " smile and smile and be a villain

still," and yet cure himself of the Poison Oak by using Steele's Grindelia
Lotion." Lot those who are afflicted try this remedy and they will be
satisfied.

Adam was the original "Number One," and figured in the Eden Park
conspiracy ; yet, nevertheless, all his female descendants of the present
day swear that Brooks' Spool Cotton is the best on the market.

Motto for a female chiropodist.
—" She stoops to corn cure."

Nothing builds up shattered constitutions so quickly as Brown's Iron
Bitters.

Among the most efficacious of remedial agents are the medical prepar-
ations from the laboratory of Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham, Lynn, Mass.

A good place for meeting.—At the butcher's. —Bait. Neivs.

J. F. Cutter's Old Bourbon.—This celebrated Whisky is for sale by
all first-class druggists and grocers. Trade mark—star within a shield.

Another New Oil Store. —Latest! Best! Prettiest! Call and see it, at John
F. Myers & Co., S69 Market street.

Maj. H. W. Hines, Boston, writes: Samaritan Nervine cured me of

fits. " §1. 50. Druggists.

ROCK NURSERIES.
TREES FOR SALE.

A Larife Assortment of Thrifty. Well-Drown Fruit, Shade and
Ornamental Trees.

NEW AND RARE EVERGREENS,
I'M. MS, BAMBOOS, 81 SS, etc. SMALL PRDITB, Inohldliut a LURt

) ..I 0RAPB\ INI >
I l

STRAWBERRIES.
Of NEWEST ANI> BEST VARIETIES Full MARKET AND I'uli II i

7>e*crtptive Catalogues will be Sint an lullotvn:

No. 1. ii mi -, Grapevines, Berries, eta 3 cents
No. 2. -Ornamental Tress, Shrubs. Roses. eto 3 cents

[March 17.] JOHN BOCK, Man Jose, Cal.

ENTERPRISE MILL AND BUILDING CO.,
Sawing, Planing and Manufacturing—Doors, Sashes, Blinds and

Mouldings—Turning, Scroll and Jig Sawing—Counters.
Bar and Store Fixtures.

Finishing Work for Buildings on Hand ami Made to Order.

217 to 223 Spear SI., ftml 214 to 226 Stewart St., S. F.
The largest and oldest established mill mi the Paolfic Oooet.

D. A. Macdonald, Pres't. EL S- Kalluskr, Hec'y. W. N. Miu.kk, Bupt
[March 260

EUREKA COTTON GARDEN HOSE.

B3T Weighs less than one-half as inueh a.u Three-ply Rubber Hose, and Btandfi

more than four times the pressure. Is not injured hy exposure to the sun, aud

does not deteriorate with age When laid away , same as Rubber Hose. TRY I C

W. T. Y. SCHENCK, Agent for Pacific Coast,

[April 21.] 36 California street, San Francisco, Cal.

MARBLE WORKS.
MANTELS ana GRATES, MONUMENTS and HEA DSTONES,

In Marble and Scotch Granite,

827 Market street bet. Fourth atiul Fifth.

gg" Send for Designs and Prices. W. II. i11< <'OltltUCK.

JOHN DANIEL & CO.,

Importers and Dealers in Italian Marble and Scotch. Granite

MONUMENTS, MANTfXS, Etc.,

Iffo. 421 Pine street bet. Montgomery and Kearny, San Franeisco.,

Et^* Manufacturers of Monuments, Head Stones, Mantel-Pieces, Plumbers' Stones,

Table and Counter Tops, Imposing-Stones, etc., at LOWEST CASH PRICES.

C. W. M. SMITH, /^\
The Leading and Oldest Patent Solicitor, /ri^r'CM

Established in 1SG2, IpTVl EN I Q

j

Removed to 224 Sausoine Street. \<^/?y'

635" MR. C. W. M. SMITH is the patent attorney for Marriott's Aeroplane Com-

pany for Navigating the Air, Oct. 22.

JAMES G. STEELE & CO..

DRUGGISTS AND CHEMISTS,
Agents for BICORLVS RESTORATIVE PILLS,

8S5 Market Street. San Francisco, Cal.

PALACE HOTEL. Juno 84.

WILLIAM F. SMITH, M.D.,

OCULIST,

1formerly at No. 313 Bash street, lias removed to Phelau's
' Building, Rooms 300 to 304. Hours for Consultation: 12 m. to 3 P.M.

Take the Elevator. May 27.

THOMAS MORFFEW, 0. D. S.,

DENTIST,
No. 8 Montgomery street Corner Market

(Over the Hiberuia Bank), San Franeisco. Takk the Elkvator.

L. LANSZWEERT,
ANALYTICAL AND CONSULTING CHEMIST,

360 FOURTH STREET, SAN i'BANClSCO.
[July 15.]

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S STEEL PENS.
Gold Medal, Paris, 1S7S.

Sold by all Stationers. Sole Agent for l lie lulled States:
MR. HENRY HOE. 91 John street, N Y. Jan. 6.

Catalogues, Books, Illustrated Circulars and Illuminated Printing executed in

a superior mauuer by the S. F. News Lbttkr.
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CRADLE, ALTAR, AND TOMB.
CRADLE.

Daly—In this citv, June 23, to the wife of John F. Daly, a daughter.
Ddnasd—In this city, June 24, to the wife of Louis F. Dunand, a son.
Gorman—In this city, June 17, to the wife of John T. Gorman, a daughter.
GANTXEa—In this city, June 18, to the wife of H. W. Gantner, a son.
Graves—In thia city, June 24, to the wife of Walker C. Gravel, a son.
Hansen—In this city, June 24, to the wife of F. Hansen, a daughter.
Levixsohn—In this city, June 23, to the wife of M. Levinsohn, a son.
Nicholson—In this city, June '24, to the wife of John Nicholson, a daughter.
Rosenda—In this city, June 15, to the wife of John Rosenda,-a son.
Sci'eper—In this city, June 24, to the wife of Martin Seheper, a son.
Werner—In this city, June 24, to the wife of M. Werner, a daughter.

ALTAR.
I rewster-McCaffrev—June 19, George Brewster to Mary A. McCaffrey.
Cavanagii-Lallv—June 24, John Cavanairh to Maggie Lally.
Codington-Plack—June 13, by Rev. Dr. Githens, Fred Codington to Tillie Place.
Davis-Duncan—June 23, George M. Davis to Christiana Duncan, both of this city.
DRBTER-ScHERGAt'TB—June 24, Henry Dreyer to Anna E. Schergauth.
Gangloff-Dieiil>—June 17, Rudolph J. Gangloff to Annie Eliza Diehl.
Hempuill-Parks—June 25, Rev. Joseph Hemphill to Adella F. Parks.
Krone-Bowman—June 21, Alexander Krone to Helen Bowman, both of this city.
Mardon-Adams -June 24, by Rev. E. 1. Jones, C. N. Mardou to Belle Adams.
Weissheimer-Feickert—June 24, Charles Weissheimer to Helena Feickert.
Warnken-Wilke—June 22, Herman F. Warnken to Clara Wilke.

TOMB.
Birmingham—June 25, George Birmingham, a native of this city, aged 24 yrs,,4mos.
Ibaacs—June 25, Henry Isaacs, a native of this city, aged 19 years.
Lohmann—June 24, Mrs. Ellen Lohmann, a native of Ire'and, aged 50 years.
Ltons—June 23, Dr. Herbert Hess Lyons, aged 33 years and 8 months.
Reeves—June 26, James J. Reeves, a native of Charleston, S. C, aged 33 years.

A NEW AND WELL PLANNED INSTITUTION.
San Francisco is noted throughout the civilized world for the enter-

prise her citizens display in carrying out new ideas and undertaking great
projects. The overland railroad systems, the Palace Hotel, and the
cable railroads (which are now coming rapidly into use in other American
cities and in Europe), are notable illustrations of our people's energy,
good judgement and pluck. And now another enterprise is just being
completed which will excel anything of its kind on this continent, and
which will equal, if, indeed, it does not excel, anything of its kind in the
world—we allude to the Crystal Swimming Baths, situate on Bay street,
between Powell and Mason streets. These Baths are enclosed and
covered with glass, and the swimming tank ie one hundred feet long
by forty feet wide. The floor of this tank is composed of marble,
cement and Minton tiles, and the depth of water ranges from two to
ten feet. The walls of the tank are of Portland cement, and several
feet thick. Truworthy & Bane, proprietors of the Baths have madea ten-year
contract with the California Wire Works (whose gigantic factory is situated
right across the street) by which pure salt water will be pumped out of the
bay through 1,800 feet of 8-inch pipe into a reservoir. In this reservoir it will
be heated by a patent steam apparatus, and from there it will be pumped at
the rate of twenty-five thousand gallons an hour, into the swimming tank.
This vast influx of water will force out an equal quantity, and the result
will be that water in the tank will be completely changed three or four
times a day. The swimming tank is surrounded with one hundred
elegantly appointed toilet rooms ; there are also fresh and salt water
shower baths, and all other auxilliaries and conveniences. The platforms
of the swimming tank are supplied with spring diving boards and all

the modern appliances used by athletic bathers. The location is easy of
access, being situate within a stone throw of the starting place of the
North Beach and Mission R. R., and also of the Omnibus R. Ii. Alto-
gether, it is a great scheme, and promises to be an equally great success.
It will be thrown open to the public within the next ten days.

THE NEWEST EL DORADO.
Californians of the pioneer era are accustomed to the stories pertaining

to gold discovery excitements. If rushes turn out well, they are not over
surprised; and if they turn out ill, they are not unduly depressed. The
latest discovery, which recalls early days, is away down in Lower Califor-
nia in Mexican territory. The accounts are conflicting as they invaria-
bly have been in regard to all such rushes. A gentleman is now in this
city who has been there, and he gives a doleful account of his experiences.
Captain M. E. Joyce, of Tombstone, who is registered . at the Baldwin,
visited the Mulege placer mines, Lower California, after the news had
gone abroad of the rich discoveries there. Rumors were put in circula-
tion in Tombstone district, about the middle of April last, regarding the
golden sands awaiting the prospector's pan at Mulege, and on the 19th of
the month Captain Joyce announced his intention of going thither. Im-
mediately he was besieged by a host of energetic, ambitious fellows who
wished to accompany him, and in the remarkably short space of twenty-
four hours thirty-two men were equipped for the trip. At Guaymas
fully a thousand persons were found waiting transportion across the Gulf,
but Captain Joyce's account changed their minds, and at last accounts
they were awaiting further news. The latest telegrams are favorable,
but they suspiciously state that if any gold had been obtained "it is im-
possible to find where it is." That one hard fact is worth a bushel of
imaginative stories. Until something more reliable turns up it will be
well to trust to the account of Captain Joyce, who has been there.

The management of the Southern Pacific Railroad announces that
excursion tickets to Monterey, Santa Cruz, Gilroy, San Jose and inter-
mediate points will be sold at the company's ticket offices from June 29th
to July 4th. These tickets will be good for return up to and inclusive of
July 5th. This road runs through one of the most delightful and highly
cultivated sections of the State of California, and its terminal points by
the seaside are lavishly supplied with attractions, both natural and artifi-

cial, for those who are seeking recreation and fresh air. The opportunity
to visit these charming localities, at largely reduced rates, during the
season when business is largely abandoned, is one which should not be
neglected, and we therefore call public attention to it.

The hooked fish gasps with baited breath. -N. Y. News,

HAVERLY'S CALIFORNIA THEATRE.
JH.HATERLT, Proprietor.—Frederick W. Bert, Manager.

• A Positive, a Great Hit! WALLACK'S NEW YORK TBEATRE COMPANY,
headed hy MISS ROSE COGULAN and MR. OSMOND TEARLE, in Jones & Her-
man's Great Original Drama,

The Silver King!
The Reigning Success of Both Hemispheres! Perfectly cast. Gorgeously mounted-

Every scene new.
SPECIAL NOTICE.—In consequence of the great demand for reserved seats the

management must respectfully decline to retain the same for parties unless paid for

in advance.
Box office open from 9 a. m, to 10 p. M. Positively no free list. This rule is imper-

ative and withoutany exceptions. June 30.

BALDWIN THEATRE.
Alexander Hacabee, 91urat Bfasterson, Lessees and man-

agers. (Under Direction M. B. Leavitt and Al. Hayuian.) A Gigantic Suc-
cess! Every Evening, including Sunday. Over 14,000 people last week witnessed

The Black Flag!
With EDWIN F. THORVE and a carefully selected Dramatic Company. Wealth
of Scenery! Startling Transformation!
Secure your seats. Wednesday and Saturday Matinees. June 30.

BUSH-STREET THEATRE.
W. B. Lkavitt Lessee and Manager.

I
Al. Hayman Associate Manager.

WM. EMERSON, Sole Proprietor amd Manager.

£3T Every Evening and Saturday Matinee,

EMERSON'S NEW MINSTRELS!
40 STARS IN A BRILLIANT PROGRAMME ! LOOK OUT FOR FROU-FROU !

Dress Circle and Orchestra, 75c.; Family, 50c. ; Matinee, 50c, 25c. Scats secured six

days in advance. No extra for reserved seats. Telephone 5,091. June 30.

VIENNA GARDENS.
Cor. Sutter and Stockton streets WALTER & CO., Proprietors.

NEW ATTRACTIONS!
EL NINO EDDIE, King of the Tight Rope; SOPHIA STRAKA, Musical Phenome-

non; CHAS. INMAN, Dutch-Irish Comedian; MLLE. BERTHA, Premier Dan-
seuse; TYROLEAN ALPINE SINGERS; ANNIE AINSWORTH, Prima Donna.

12 VIENNA LADIES' ORCHESTRA 12

Performance every Evening and Sunday P. M- ADMISSION FREE. June 30.

TIV0LI OPERA HOUSE.
Eddy street, near Marfaet.—Kreliugr Bros., Sole Proprietors

and Managers.—This Evening and Every Evening during the coming week,
Auber's Celebrated Romantic Opera, in 3 Acts,

Fra Diavolo!
With the following cast: Fra Diavolo, Mr. Harry Gates; Lorenzo, Mr. R. D. Valerga;
Lord Allcash, Mr. E. N. Knight; Matteo, Mr. E. Carlrnueller; Beppo, Mr. M. Cor-
nell; Giucomo, Mr. Fritz Lafontaine; Lerlina, Misa Hattie Moore; Lady Allcash,
Miss Tillie Valerga, etc.

Admission, 25 cents; Reserved Seats, 25 cents extra. Telephone 3,009. [June 30.

GOLDSTEIN & COHN'S GRAND MASQUERADE BALL!
— AT THE —

Meelntuics' Pavilion. July 3, 1S83.

SEVENTY PRIZES TO BE COMPETED FOR.—Twenty Prizes for the Handsom-
est Dressed Characters. Twenty Prizes for the Best Sustained Characters. Twenty
Prizes for the Most Original Characters. Nine Special Prizes and One Grand Special

Ladies' Prize for Spectator or Masker, consisting of One Grand Cabinet latest style

ANTISELL PIANO, value $7c.O, for the luckiest lady. All the prizes are displayed in

the windows of GOLDSTEIN & COHN'S Leading HairStore, 822 Market street.

PRICES OF ADMISSION.—Floor Tickets, §1; Spectators' TicketB, 50 cts.;
Reserved Seats, 50 cts. extra. June 30.

^MRS. JULIA MELVILLE-SNYDER."

"Vocal and Instrumental Husic — Elocution — Oratory — Drama.

[May 19.]

138 McALLlSTEE STREET,
Northeast Corner Hyde street.

NAHL COLLECTION OF OLD MASTERS.

On Exhibition Wednesdays and Saturdays from 9 Till 5,

At 506 Battery street, Opposite Postoffice-

ADMISSION, 28 CENTS. May 5.

DANCING ACADEMY,
IN RED MEN'S BUILDING,

No. 330 Post Street Opposite Union Square.

PROF. O. A. LUNT respectfully announces that his new Academy, No. 320 Post

street, is now open for Juvenile and Evening Classes. Office Hours, for Terms, etc.

10 A.M. to 12 M., and 1 to 5 P.M. Oct. 22.

ZEITSKA INSTITUTE,

NO. 922 POST STREET.
Day and Boarding; School for Tonnjr Ladies and Children.

KINDERGARTEN. The next term will commence July 18, 1883.

[Mayo.] MADAME B . ZEITSKA, A. M., Principal.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
San Francisco Saving's Union, 532 California street, cor*

ner Webb. For the half-year ending with June 30, 18S3, a dividend has
been declared at the rate of four and thirty-two one-hundredths (4 32-100) per cent,

per annum on term deposits, and three and sixtyone-hundredths (3 00-100) per cent,

par annum on ordinary deposits, free of taxes, payable on and after Thursday, 12th
July, 1883. [June 30.] LOVELL WHITE, Cashier.
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OUR UXCHANOtS
A Model Gardener.

BUI Hedgv w** »

/•»! wm har-1 to boat.

He wm a nim of tmtler parte,

imI f.»r hi" v«ar»—
K'en when i iwd,

jree would fill with tenrm.

He wm eo l'iiifnl ami kind
HeM dread bo eat hi* lawn;

But though he'd never ihook his*friemU,

He d often »hock hia corn.

A acore of carrots oft h *d cive
1 a widows kine

;

Such ffpme <>f charity are rare

—

Full twenty carata fine.

bone could hardly creep,
Bill propped him while he grazed ;

He said he'd have a better steed
When his celery waa raiaed.

He'd sometimes cauliflower to him
When he had done his work

—

He loved it stewed in buttermilk.
Or boiled with greens and pork.

But Death at last mowed William down,
And they planted him in loam,

And gave him for his epitaph—
'* He found sweet pease at home!

"

—Jttdson G. Clark, in The Judge.

LETTER FROM LONDON.
London. June 9, 1883 —Drab N. L. : The state of the Queen*s health

i* the prevailing topic of interest and conversation, and the character of

her ailment a matter of nrich serious speculation and national concern.

It cannot matter whether the cause of her illness be, as we are from time
to time told, " a sprained knee," " a swelled ankle," " fits of despond-
ency," or " suppressed gout," when confinement to her room, abstinence
from exercise, and retirement from public life, were more than was her
custom before, are the results, and the country is compelled to experience
the effects of an informal abdication. England, however, is fortunate in

the possession of a Prince and Princess who can (publicly speaking) always
be depended upon, and whose popularity is endoubted. It would be diffi-

cult to estimate the love of the English people of all classes for the Prin-
cess of Wales, or their fondness for the Prince. No native-born Princess

of the reigning house is so much thought of by the people as is pretty,

graceful Alexandra. In the place of the Queen, she held another draw-
ingroom at Buckingham Palace, on Wednesday. There was a large mus-
ter of diplomats, and the general circle was well attended ; there were
several debutantes, whose beauty was great, and a large contingent of

Americans, whose court dresses had a peculiarly "Worth-y '* appearance.
The appointment of the Marquis of Lansdowne as Governor- General of

Canada has been officially approved by the Queen. The story as to the
Duke of Albany asking Gladstone for the position, and being curtly re-

fused, is not credited. Be that as it may, the Duke seems not to take it

much to heart, and has been making an. elaborate speech on "Hygiene,"
at the re-opening of the Museum of Hygiene in Margaret street.

Henry Irving, as the time for his departure for his American tour ap-
proaches, is being entertained considerably by friends and admirers

—

among them the Earl of Fife and Colonel Hughes-Hallet. As I have fre-

quently remarked before, I do not think Irving will be a success in Amer-
ica. He would not be understood either in action or articulation. In ap-

pearance on the stage he is almost grotesque, and his mouthing makes his

London accent even more difficult of comprehension to the ear of the av-

erage American. However, we shall see. I shall be disappointed, though,
if he does succeed.
The arrival of W. H. Vanderbilt in London, and his temporary so-

journ at the Grand Hotel, prior to a trip to Scotland, had a remarkable
effect upon the prices of paintings for sale at the different dealers. Even
undesirable ones acquired a fixed market value while he remained in town.

Miss Chamberlin is as much admired as ever, but naturally comes in for

a good deal of aspersion and misrepresentation at the hands of her English
sisters, whose, as yet, undisturbed beauty is a marvel to themselves. At
opera, ball or concert, or in the Park of a morning, where her high-heeled
Paris boots and swinging tassels play havock with the "mashers," she is

always the centre of attraction for admiring eyes.

The latest theatrical success is the burlesque of Fedora at Toole's thea-

tre, in which the looks and mannerisms of Bancroft and Coghlan are
cleverly imitated by the burlesquers.

Kate Vaughan, who has broken more hearts of London mashers and
dudes than any other high kicker and high-classed " soiled dove " on the

English stage, is reported as going to marry Colonel Wellesley—Lord
Crowley's son. Yours, Dido.

To Cure or not to Cure without Koni La—that is the question. In
this age of investigation and analysis some of the beliefs, doctrines and
opinions that were considered to be firmly supported by evidence " strong

as proof of holy water," are, in the light of reason and research, proving

to be but stubborn facts; so is Koni La Volcanic Water, which is no
mystified secrecy of springs in an unknown location of Northern or

Southern California, nor like a gilded pill, made to suit the eye, taBte or

smell, but in its effects, and on account of its genuine merit, is now pre-

scribed by our most eminent physicians as Blood Purifier, a powerful

eliminator in all Kidney Complaints, Skin Diseases, a valuable curative

in Female Complaints, and, in fact, as a truly household remedy. One
fair trial will convince the most skeptical that Koni La Volcanic Water
will prove the sufferer's best ready-relief friend, worthy of confidence.

Pacific Mineral Water Company.
Depot—360 Fourth street, corner Harrison.

Finest stock of Japanese Goods at G.T. Marsh & Oo'fl,625 Market st., Palace Hotel.
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Croydon to Surrey and Sueau herald pi iey will be nr-
gently required at oooe. At Waterloo itation the work of p
lcreasins has been reoMmm-net'd after tl \a, and

within a short time iVi.OOO square feet will ban of the
most inconvenient rtationa in London. —Pall Matt

The Ages of Royalty.— As Queen Victoria baa now completed hex
sixty-fourth year, having been bom at Kensington Palace on May 24, 1819
tho following statement of the ages r»f varlona monarohs, rani ed from the
oldest to the youngest may prove Interesting: The Bmn G rmany,
aged Si); the King of the Netherlands, aged 66; the Kins; of Denmark,
aced 65; the Queen of (Jreat Britain a '

.
.: ,t

: the King of
Wurtembnrg, aged UO; the Kmpcror of I'.ni/.il, :ig ed ~>7; the King of Sax
ony, aged 55; the Kins; of Sweden and Norway, aged 54; the Emperor of
Austria, aged 52; the King of the Belgians, aged 4s : the King of Portu-
gal, aged 44; the King of Roumanla, aged 44; tho Sultan of Turkey, aged
40; the King of Italy, aged 39; the Emperor of Russia, aged 38; the
King of Bavaria, aged 37; the King of the Hellenes, aged 37; the King
of Servia, aged 28; and the King of Spain, aged 25.

There waa a bit of evidence tendered to the Channel Tunnel Commit-
tee recently which deserves embalming. It was given by Mr. Harry U.
Grenfell, governor of the Bank of England, and erstwhile an electioneer-
ing colleague with Mr. Gladstone in his famous defeat in South Lanca-
shire. Mr. Grenfell told the Committee that he had given no considera-
tion whatever to the commercial aspect of the question ; he had merely
considered it in " an historical and military point of view." He looked
at it in this way. The world was a chess-board, England with her com-
mercial supremacy held the "queen." Once let that supremacy be de-
stroyed, and it was like giving up our " queen." All other conditions re-
lating to the tunnel he subordinated to this one.

—

Court Journal.

It has already been said that France would find her Afghanistan in
Tonquin. It would seem that she has already found her Cavagnari in
Riviere. The tragic fate that has overtaken the gallant and adventurous
officer in command of the French garrison at Hanoi has naturally pro-
voked the Frenchto a more vigorous prosecution of the campaign which
he began. Captain Riviere appears to have fallen a victim to the disdain
in which he held his foes. The Republic, which is about to avenge his
death, will be exceptionally lucky if the same error does not lead to a
much greater disaster.

The Admiralty have decided to pay off all the sailing schooners on
the Australian station, and replace them with small, powerful, compo-
site steamers. Two gunboats, Raven and Goshawk, have been selected
at Sheerness to proceed to Australia. The Haven, a new vessel, built for
the Government by Messrs. Samuda, carrying four heavy breech-loading
guns, was to leave Sheerness in May, but the Goshawk, which is under
repair, will not be ready for a month. Schooners which are of an obso-
lete class will be sold out of the service.

The Marchioness of Lansdowne, who is one of the Duke and
Duchess of Abercorn's handsome daughters, is one of the most charming
hostesses in society. She cannot fail, however, to be placed under some-
what of a disadvantage in succeeding the royal lady who now dispenses
in Canada the hospitality of the Governor-General's palace. The Princess
Louise gives a formal dinner party every week to Canadian society at
Ottawa.

Puny,weak and sickly children are made healthy and strong by using
Brown's Iron Bitters.

ALASKA COMMERCIAL COMPANY
No. 310 Sansome Street,

San Francisco,

WXOZ ESAZE DEALERS IN EUB8.
[September 21,1

SEARCHER OF RECORDS FOR ALAMEDA COUNTY,

G. W. McKEAND.

Offices—Southeast Corner of Fourth and Broadway streets,
OAKLAND. March 31.

GEORGE C. HICKOX & CO.,
STOCK BROKERS,

No. 314 Pine Street San Francisco.
[May 20.1

TURKISH AND RUSSIAN
Steam Baths; Electrie and Chemical Bt»ths; Snlphnr and

other medicated vapor batha, with Swedish movements and massage Special
apartments for ladies and families. DR. JUSTIN GATES,
July 1. 722 Montgomery street, near Washington.

A. WALDSTEIN,
Lithographer and Zincogrupher, No. 330 Sansome street,

Room 48, Second Floor. Autr. 19.

COKE CHEAPEST FUEL.
Redaction in Price: Wholesale Price, 50 cents per 4m rre I

;

Retail Price, 60 cents per barrel, at the works of the SAN FRANCISCO GAS-
LIGHT COMPANY, Howard and First streets, and foot of Second st. Jan . 12.
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COMMENTS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS.
The aspect of Irish affairs has decidedly changed for the better during

the past few weeks. We hear little or nothing more of dynamite plots,

riots are rare, and agrarian outrages—the worst of all—are seldom heard
of. People said that the heroic treatment which the political surgeons
applied to the Irish cancer would result in aggravating the disease. It

was asserted that the Irish could be led but not driven; that tirm meas-
ures would only serve to exasperate them. But the opposite has been the

case. Where they were rampant, defiant and bloodthirsty, they are now
meek and lowly and comparatively law-abiding. The fact is that it has

been demonstrated to the Irish leaders that the policy of assassination

must necessarily do more harm than good to those who espouse it. The
Irish malcontents never made a greater mistake than when they sought
to right their wrongs by murder. Even if they had contented themselves
with killing those who had actually injured them, the cowardly methods

I which they adopted would have disgusted all brave and honorable men.
But in their reckless malice they did not hesitate to slaughter innocent
people if at the same time they could reach their enemies. In this way
they alienated the sympathy which was so generally extended to them in

this country. Americans who at first were hotly indignant on the sub-

ject of "Irish wrongs," have ended by saying, " Serves 'em right." The
leaders have just sense enough to see this. It is not necessary to restrain

the peasantry from murder and outrage; it is only needful not to encourage

them. They have therefore lately left the country folk alone, and have
let the police take care of the city roughs. Hence the drought of Irish

news.

The news that there is a suspicion of the existence of a conspiracy to

to discover secrets relative to the German military orgonization, may, if

there iB any truth in it, prove to be of more importance than the casual

reader would imagine. The person arrested in connection with the affair,

Krageweka, is said to be a "Polish author." In the absence of other in-

formation we assume, of course, that he is a Russian Pole, for no other
could have any ill-will toward Germany. That there were twenty arrests

at Berlin and Dresden on Wednesday, and many more in other German
cities, shows that the conspiracy was widespread and premeditated. The
significance of all this lies in the possibility that Russia is working with
France to sandwich the Triple Alliance between them and grind Germany
and Austria into the fragments of which they were orignally composed.
Of course the story of scientific Russian spies in Germany may turn out
to be a mere scare, but should it prove otherwise, and its full portent
be carried out, Europe would be the better for the result. Since Ger-
many whipped Prance, the balance of power has never been properly
adjusted, and nothing but a great war, with the ingredients we have
suggested, can ever set it right.

Important as the matter is, we hear scarcely anything more about the
annexation of New Guinea except through an occasional stray paper from
England or Australia. It is reported that other Australian Colonies have
offered to share with Queensland the expenses of actually occupying the
country. It appears, however, that the English Government is in no
hurry to ratify the annexation, although it is stated that Lord Derby has
agreed to allow the establishment of two or three English stations on the
coast immediately facing Torres Straits. A Blue Book, just issued, con-
tains correspondence relating to the annexation of New Guinea, and
traces the various steps in the movement throughout seven years down to
the present date, which shows that the scheme has received long and care-

ful consideration at the hands of the Queenslanders.

Prance and China are a long time about coming to blows, but unless
one or the other adopts a more conciliatory tone than has hitherto pre-
vailed between them, war must certainly ensue. Each of the Powers has
now gone so far in asserting its rights and intentions that it cannot recede
from its position without a great sacrifice of dignity and prestige.

France has declared that she will treat Anam as an independent Power,
and China has distinctly replied that she will maintain her rights of
suzerainty in that country. England has been asked by China to me-
diate with France and intimate to that Government that French doings
in Asia are not quite the correct thing, but, of course, the British Gov-
ernment declines to do anything of the sort. By taking such a step, Eng-
land would offend both France and Germany—the former by the very na-
ture of the intimation, and the latter by interfering with Bismarck's little

plan to get his enemy involved in a great Eastern war.

THE BRITISH EXPORTS TO THE UNITED STATES.
The reports of the American Consuls in England exhibit a general

increase of English manufactures imported to the United States during the
past year. The total values of the imported English manufactures was
more than 8179,000,000, or $20,000,000 greater than last year. This shows
an increase of 11 per cent. The following are a few of the chief items of

purchase: Linens, etc. from Belfast, §8,000,000; hardware, guns, etc.

from Birmingham, §1,500,000; needles from Redditch, $90,000; cloths and
carpets from Bradford, $8,000,000; rails, tin, etc. from Cardiff, over $2,-

000,000; hemp and linens from Dundee, Aberdeen and Dnmfermlan,
$10,000,000; thread, earthenware, iron, etc. from Glasgow, S10,000,000;
woolens and mohair from Leeds, $5,000,000; sundries from Liverpool, 89,-

000,000; chemicals, jewels, iron and steel from London, $54,000,000; cot-

ton from Manchester, $4,000,000; chemicals and coals from Newcastle,
83,000,000; hosiery and lace from Nottingham, $10,000,000; cutlery from
Sheffield, $1,000,000; Staffordshire for China and earthenware, nearly
§3,000,000. Every one of these articles costs the American consumer at
least double what they sell for in England, and the California farmer who
takes a coat in exchange for wheat gives to the American manufacturer
three bushels for every one required to make the same exchange with
Englishmen, direct. The profitable exchange is prohibited by a protection
tariff.

The Chronicle man who wrote up the big fire on Post street, says
that the fiameB shot up and consumed a window "in a nonce." Of course
the writer, who, probably, got wet and smoky, and perhaps obfuscated at
the fire, meant to say "in a trice," a fact of which the city editor must
have been cheerfully innocent.

SAMOAN HAPPINESS.
That was a most interesting lecture that was delivered the other even-

ing before our Geographical Society, by T. A. Lord, in regard to the Sa-
moan Islands, on which the lecturer was a resident for some time. The
group consists of five islands, which are fertile almost beyond description.
The.climate is luxurious, though enervating, and would be more so if it
were not for the cooling effects of the trade winds. The natives are a
most cheerful and good-natured race. Upon the whole, Samoa appears
to be one of the most favored spots on the face of the globe. The neces-
sity for labor is almost unknown. The soil spontaneously brings forth
food m abundance, and the genial warmth of the climate renders only
the lightest kind of raiment as a covering necessary. The curse upon
man, that he should win his bread by the sweat of his brow, there seems
to be reversed, for he has nothing to do but pluck and eat, and thus, re-
lieved of all care, to be happy. The lecturer noted a singular circum-
stance in speaking of the utter inutility of providing for to-morrow. He
said that even the imported bees found it unnecessary to be busy after
their first year's experience. They soon found that the flowers bluomed
all the year round, and that it was therefore unnecessary to lay up a
store of honey as a provision for a season that never came. This is proof,
if proof were needed, that industry is very much a matter of climate and
necessity, and that energy is simply the propulsion of an empty stomach
and a chilly skin. The indiiBtrions and energetic man, who prides him-
self upon his desire for and persistency in work, is only like some bee
which works only because the accumulated instinct of ages presses it on
to provide against possible starvation, and to pile up stores that only a
long series of mischances will give it any occasion to require. In other
wordB, industry and energy are moral deflections and deformities, forced
on the originally perfectly idle man of the famed Garden of Eden by the
inhospitable climates into which he has since been driven ; so, idleness is
not a sin, as some would have it, but a return, to a certain extent, to
man's original condition of innocence and happiness. The feverish indus-
try of men who are pressed by want, or the possibility of it, is simply a
species of hereditary insanity, though it should be confessed that it is a
madness that, in the end, does much to advance the world towards its un-
known, but apparently inevitable destiny. And it will be observed, too,
that the idle Samoans are not wicked. They do not steal, they do not
murder, neither are they torn by the throes of jealousy. They are hap-
py—simply that and nothing more. What more could they wish to be ?

But yet the hard-worked, hard-worried, toiling, moiling, warring and
warred-upon American^ or European thinks himself superior to the
Samoan, who lets nothing trouble him, lives without remorse or fore-
thought, and dies without a pang, a regret or a fear. Happy Samoan !

MORE RAILROADS.
As the News Letter has more than once said, the real and true solu-

tion of the railroad problem is to be found in competition. If prices
are high and profits great, there will be competition. The law of supply
and demand will, in the end, regulate railroads as it to-day regulates all

other purchasable things. The era of railroad construction on this side
of the continent is not over by a good deal. A great many local roads
have been planned, and some of them have been advanced a stage or two
during the past year. There are railroad rumors in the air which are
hardly tangible enough yet to report, such as the rumors of the Union
Pacific and the Burlington companies will build through to this coast,
and that there will be one or two connecting lines of narrow gauge roads.
Next to the railroad construction in our own states and territories, the
railroad construction which is going on in Mexico is of the greatest inter-
est, and this interest is increased because the Mexican system of rail-

roads must have a close connection with our own. Indeed, when it is con-
sidered that these roads are largely constructed, with American capital,
and to some extent by those who have large interests in our own roads,
the identity of interest is so close as to suggest that it is one system of
railroad development.

_
And this vast system of railroad growth is con-

nected with an era of industrial progress in the Pacific States such as has
never been known here .before. Prom Washington Territory on the
north to the lower side of Arizona on the South, a length of more than
two thousand miles, there is a continual stream of immigration pouring
in. The drift is stronger in some places than in others, and it is undoubt-
edly weakest right here in what may be called Central California, but it

is in full Bow notwithstanding. The whole coast is feeling this augment-
ation of population, and the effects will not be long in making themselves
palpably and profitably felt. The two great facts are so closely inter-
woven that they cannot be separated, viz. : The rapid completion of great
lines of railroad, and the increase of the population of the Pacific Coast.
More people is what we want to add value to things and to bring prosper-
ity to us. That is narrow and foolish policy that would cripple the rail-

roads and discourage their development.

A CARD FROM HARRY H. B. CIPRICO.
Editor News Letter: I won the Bridge Medal fairly, as all testimony

has proven, and before the election of a relative to the Board of Educa-
tion, Btood No. 1 in my class for nearly a year at a time. But that the
public may learn the truth, I hereby challenge Master Jesse S. Andrews
to an open competitive examination before any impartial Board of Ex-
aminers that may be chosen. And as a further incentive to his accept-
ance of this challenge, I will place my Bridge Medal up as the reward of
the contest. This will doubtless ease all jealousy and envy. As regards
" deportment,' 1 1 would have stood higher had not Mrs. Andrews " good "

son permitted me to suffer for his misdeeds. In refusing to divulge the
culprit's name to my teacher, I took upon myself (with pleasure then)
the punishment he knew belonged to him. Hakht H. B. Cipbico,
San Francisco, June 27, 1883. 2312 Mission street.

"The fat and lusty Hastings" has been guilty of the un-Democratic
act of hauling down Andrew Jackson's name from a school-front, and
hoisting up his own instead. Whilst his hand is in, and he is bestowing
his name around, it might be well if he would give it to something else

about the School Department, that is more legitimately his.

The New York "Sun" shows that the eighteen navy vessels that
are to be sold for old junk, cost the nation a few years ago, $20,313,729.


















